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FOREST AND STREAM 

NONE ARE 

STSHMPES. 

Packed In Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

SPRATYT’S PATENT 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, i 

FRANCIS 0. de LUZE & CO., 
18 South William Street, - NEW YORK. 

WESTIUEN AGENTS—B. MEPSTIRIDGE & CO., Cincinnati, 0. 

MHeat “EF'ibrine” Vegetable 

Please see that Mvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATHNT” and a X. 

THE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FHEHEDING. 

WONE ASE 

ATAMPEE, 

To be had in smaller quantities ef 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Hiscellancous. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A. W. COLLENDER CoO, 
WAREROOMS : 

768 broadwav. New York’ 

# and 86 State otreet, Chicago; 
17 South Fifth St.. St. Louis, 

* 

Three in Norway, 
—_Ry— 

TWO OF THEM. 
With a Map and Fifty-eight Illustrations, 

One volume, 12mo. Price $1.75. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

EKaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy BE. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Ill Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B,. EASTON, 570 Pavovia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call a Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 
ment of Song and Fancy Birds, alsoa kindso rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens an Show 
purposes, 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rooky Mountain Sheep, Beavers. Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, ete. 

[MOLLER wists. 

General ° 
Debility, § 

Scrofulu, 
Rheumatiam 

or Cousumption, 
is superior to any in de- 
licacy of taste and smell, 
medicinal virtues and purity. 

London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

|W.H.Sehiotein § Gu. Wasa U.S. and Canada 

MAKE HENS LAY, 
An English Veterinary surgeon and Chemist, now 

traveling in this country, says that most of the 
Horse and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless 
trash, Hesays that Sheridan’s Condition Powders 
are absolutely pure and immensely valuable. Noth- 
ing on.earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’s 
Condition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
pint food. Sold everywhere. or sent by mail for 
sirht letter stamps, I.S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, 
ist formerly Banger, Me. 

Sportsmen’s Printers. 
Pedigrees, Letter and Note Heads, Envelopes, 

Bill Heads, Tags, Cards, etc., in artistic styles. 
Cheap as you can buy the blank paper. All work 

delivered free! Sendforprices. Engraving to order, 

E. & C, VON CULIN, 

Delaware City, Del. 
a a 

66 A WEEE IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 
$ and $5 outfit frea. Address H. HALLETT 

©O, Portland Maine 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
425 Broatway and 27 Maiden Lane, New York. 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Rubber Fishing Outfits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 
AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
ESTABLISHED 1838, Send for Catalogue. Fishing Pants. 

en ANN AASISNUILTE 

wl 
GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’f’s Company 
eal 

AND 

FS Goodyear’s India Kubber 

} Glove M’f’g Co., 

it ove Gs 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 
AND 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON 51. 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Rubber Goods of Every Description, 

Send for Mlustrated Catalogue. 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton Street, New York. 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Emblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

C. H. EUTEBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass. 

Thiszlever is a solid piece of steel; goes through and through the body, Guns made to order. 

| 
| 
| 

aoa Gl DE LI CIOU S Over One Hundred Millions sold in 1881, 

arias porsunaee he MC ueekn, x eb, 
Fragrant Vonity Fair, Three Kings und New Vanity Fair 

Prencess Topacco Works, WM, 5. KIMBALL & CO, Hachester N.Y, 

Lublications. 

Published this Day. 

Life and Writings 

Frank Forester. ° 
“HENRY WILLIAM HERBERT.) 

EMBRACIN THE FIRST FULL 

AND AUTHENTIC MEMOIR, 

FUGITIVE SKETCHES, UNPUBLISHED MANU 

SCRIPTS? CONTRIBUTIONS FROM OLD 

FRIENOS AND COMPANIONS, Btc. 

EDITED BY DAVID W, JUDD, 

THE FIRST TWO VOLUMES NOW RIADY 

Each Volume complete in itself. 

Crown yo. Handsomely Printed on Tinted Paper. 

Elegantly Dlustrated, with full-page Portrait of 

Herbert in Hunting Costume, an accurate picture 

“The Cedars,’ and many other appropriate Illus 

trations. 

Price, Post-paid, $1.50 per Volume. 

FOR SALE BY THE 

Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 

The English © Fishing Gazette.” 
Devoted to angling, river, lake and sea fishing, and 

fishculture, 

Eyery Friday, 16 pages, folio, price 2d. 

Volume VI. commenced with the number for 
January 7, 1882. 

Eprror—R. B. MARSTON 

| Free by post for one year for 12s. 6d. (say $3.20) to 
any address in the United States. 

Sent direct from the office for any portion of a 
aratthe above rate. U.S. postage stamps can 
remitted, or eee order payable to Sampson, 

Low, Marston & Co., the proprietors, 

Contaims special articles on all fresh and salt 
water fish and fishing; reports of the state of the 
rivers; reports from angling clubs; fishculture and 
natural history; where to fish; angling notes and. 
Queries angling exchange column; notices of 

hing tackle, books, &c., and other features. 
A copy of the current number can he had (post 

free) by sending six cents in stamps to R, B. Mars- 
ton, the FISHING GAZETTE office, 12 and 13. 

| Fetter-lane, London 
The FISHING GAZETTE circulates extensively 

among anglers and country gentlemen in all parts 
of the Empire. 

“There is a large public interestin fishing. , 
An excellent class organ.’'— World. 

“One of the best authorities on these and kindred 
subjects. "—Truth. 

“A brighter and gayer little paper is not puh- 
lished. "Mayfair, 
The FISHING GAZETTH is quoted by the Times 

and all the best papers. 

One of the best mediums for 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

of fishing tackle makers, fishculturists, hotels and 
fishing quarters, whisky, waterproof fishing goods, 
cigars and tobacco, books of angling, and all other 
requirements of anglers; also for all general adver- 
tisements addressed to a well-to-do class in all parts 
of the country and abroad. 

Office—12 and 13, Fetter-lane London 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and 

comprebensive guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lakes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages, 
3) Wlustrations and large map. Tinted paper. i- 
Iuhiilggted covers. Price, by mail, post-paid, 50 
cen CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 

8, 

\ARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA ‘IGELEY LAKES REGION, including atl 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, ete,; 
cloth bound, Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cents. 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher, 

From $6.00 up; send 10c. for Cireu- 
lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST HERZOQ, 36 John St., N. ¥* 

Manuf of Phote. Instruments. 

Bt $2 PER PAY AT HOME. SAM 
(@} ples worth $% fres, Addresa 

BTINSON & CQ, Portlan’!=Maiag 
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Ammunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifte. 

Creedmoor. 

BLECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for Dlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. ¥. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GuNpowDER Miuts, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: e 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 lb, canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

(fine); burns slowly, strong and-very clean; great 
yenetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 

muzze or breach loaders. Packed in 1 Ib. and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 614 and 1246 Ib, kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

‘Choke Bore’? Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing, Made of two sizes, only No, 7 an ‘0, 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 lb. kegs and f Ib, 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of yery fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 Ib. canisters and_ 644 lb, kegs, 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting.’’—FF¢. 

and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the Fic. and FFF¢g. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in Tb., 1 Ib, and_5 1b. 
canisters, 614, 1214 and 25 Ib. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg. 
fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, SarerrveG and Blastin 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Specia’ 
Grades for pnts Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. ~ 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or preof, 
" Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 
throughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FF g. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl! Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar ant PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

RIFLES, 
SHOT GUNS, PISTOLS, &c. 

ASE FOR PRICES. 

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & CO., 
77% Chambers Street, N. Y. 

2 = 

JAMASCUS STEEL, . 
send Stamp for Descriptive Circular. 

PRICE, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - _ 

FOREST AND SLfREAM, 

Sportsmen's Gols. 

WE:WISH TOSCALL THE ATTENTION OF ANGLERS 10 
Our Split Bamboo Rods, 
They are six strip from butt to tip, have solid metal reel plate, Ger- 

man silver and nickel plated mountings. 

They are superior in calibre and durability, and equal in finish to any 

rod in the market except H. L. Leonard's, 

3-Piece Bass and Trout Fly, 
EXTRA TIP AND TIP CASE, 

Length, 10}; to 11} feet. Weight, 8 to 10} ounces, - - - - $18.00 

. ii 

3-Piece Black Bass Bait, 
“HENSHALL PATTERN,” EXTRA TIP, 

Length, 84 to 9} feet. Weight, 10 to 12 ounces, - - - - $20.00 

. s 

3-Piece Black Bass Bait, 
SOLID REEL PLATE, EXTRA TIP, 

Length, 10 to 11 feet. Weight, 12 to 15 ounces, - - - - $20.00 

The above rods will be sent on receipt of price, and 
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, 

or money refunded. 

Why buy the common Split Bamboo Rods of miserable calibre and 

poorly finished that are in the market, when you can get a splendid 

rod for about the same price or less? 

SEND 3-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW 70-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FISHING GOODS. 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
Wo. 7 Warren Street, r New Y ork. 

FERGUSON’S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

J atk Lamps, Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 
ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe 
ing, Driving at Night, and General 

Illuminating Purposes. 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 

LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, etc. 

ISUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W, J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, Send stamp for Illustrated Price 

List, Name Forrest anp STREAM. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

65 Fulton street N. Y, (With Conroy & Bissett), 

Price $3.50, 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Oo. . 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U.S, Gov- 
ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 Cal., 7O 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 

the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994. 

THE BAKER GuUNS. 
o 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND—. 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

$45 

- 960 to $200 
This gun ts light and compact, from 9 to 10 Ibs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate, 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. | 

Anununition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in pointof 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.’’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 1b, canisters and 
614 lb, kegs, A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot-guns, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 6 1b, canisters 
and 644 and 1244 Ib. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, Wor field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.” 
FFFG, FFG and ‘Sea Shooting” IG in kegs of 

25, 1214 and 614 Ibs. and cans of blbs, FFG is also 
packed in 1 and 4 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting ’’ FG is the 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC- 
TURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. = 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE, 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and 
DURABLE. 

Rebounding Lock. 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra 

heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp for 
cirenlar. C. S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat- 
field, Mass. 

Smith’s Patent 7-Shot Revolvers 
For $3.50. Everyone Warranted. 

FLOBERT RIFLES FOR $5.00 
For parlor practice and killing small game. 

BOXING GLOVES, 
$2.50 per set of 4 Gloves. 

Also Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle and Sporting 
Goods of every description at lowest prices. 

EH. G. KOENIG, 
875 Broad 8t., Newark, N. J. 

end Stamp for 36-page Ilustrated Catalogue. 

Decoy Ducks. 
Good Ones, $4 Per Doz. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

M. C.! WEDD, 
87 Manhattan Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

FRANK BLYDENBURGH, 
INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SH 
CURITIES, UNLISTED MINING STOCKS. 

66 Pine street, New York. 

REMINGTOW’S 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles. 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

KEENE’S PATENT. 

OUR NEW MODEI 
THREE BARREL 

GUN. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
Tar Forrst asp STREAM is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instriction and information between American sportsmen, 

Communications wpon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully inyited, Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

The Editors are not respousible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable tothe Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

muy be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England, Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
Advertisements of an approved character only inserted. Inside 

pages, noupareil type, 25 cents per line, Special rates for three, six 

and twelye months. Reading notices 50 cents per line. Hight words 

to the line, twelve lines to ons inch, Adyertisements should be sent 
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New Yorr Crry. Nos. 89 anp 40 Park Row. 
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NATURAL History. The Byron Hounds. 
Some New Names. 
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of Animals, 
Game BAG anp Gun, 
Game in Season in August, 
‘The Phantom Pond. 

Kennel Notes. 
RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING, 
Creedmoor in August. 
The Trap at Marlboro, 

YACHTING AND CANOBING. 
The Disowned Tro hy 

Josey Earls and the Cubs. Royal Canadian C, Sweep- 
Game in Quebec. stakes 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

TWENTY-HIGHT PAGES. 

ANS FoRESsT AND STREAM is to-day enlarged to a twenty_ 

eight page paper, 

This is a concession to the increasing and urgent demand 

for more space in the several departments; and at the same 

lime a fitting recognition of the cordial and substantial 

support accorded by an appreciative constituency. 

[i is not the first, nor is there a probability that it will be 

the last, enlargement in the size of the paper, It is the well- 

matured policy of the Formsr AND STREAM, 4s the exponent 

in this country of the interests embraced in its scope, to keep 

pace with the steady expansion of those interests. Ameri- 

can sportsmanship of the best type is making rapid advance. 

The public has a more wholesome appreciation of the yalue 

and dignity of health-giving field recreation than ever before, 

That this journal, representing as it does the varied phases 

of these manly field pursuits, should have a correlative 

growth is a natural and necessary sequence. ‘There is no 

better indication of the substantial place held by the rod 

and gun in popular esteem, nor a more reassuring promise 

for their future, than is afforded by the publication of a 

paper of the size and character of the Forrst AnD STREAM. 

With these increased facilities at our command, we shall 

lay before Our readers eyery week a generous supply of the 

very best field literature of the day. The extent, variety and 

excellence of the correspondence of this journal is unsur- 

passed by that of any other publication in the world. 

We most heartily and emphatically acknowledge the kind 

offices of hosts of friends throughout the country, who haye 

ever manifested such a generous interest in the success of 

the Porust AND STREAM, and who haye themselyes so ma- 

terially contributed to its attainment of that success. It 

shall be our ambition to maintain the excellence of the pa- 

per, to make it worthy of a continuation of these favors, 

and to win for it the continued endorsement of the public. 

THE ARTISTIC ANGLER vs. THE BARBH-FOOT BOY, 

V ] # print to-day two communications on this subject; 

one from the yeteran fly-fisherman, Mr. W. Holber- 
ton, and the other from our correspondent, J. R., Jr. These 

two articles present diametrically opposite views on the sub- 

ject, the former represents the artistic angler; the latter 

gives the reasoning of the man who believes in getting a fish 

in any manner, so long only as you haul it in. 
Now why is it that in this country—and this country only, 

so far as we know—the practice of fly-fishing and the use of 
fine tackle should be rated-a sort of huge joke by those who 

cannot appreciate them? Isit not because the masses sre 

not educated to that point where they may comprehend 

these refinements of the art? 
It isnotso in Great Britain. There. as Mr. Holberton says, 

the common people along the streams are anxious to secure 

fine tackle, well aware that it is the most killing of all 

tackle. Butin some of the rural parts of America a fine 

fishing tackle appears to be held as synonymous with the 

outfit of a ‘‘duffer;” and the use of such implements by an 

angler is accepted as prima facie evidence that he must be a 

greenhorn, unskillful and unsuccessful in his sport, On 
the other hand, the employment of primitive tackle is associ- 
ated in the minds of your rural reasoner with a big string 
of fish at the close of the day—the length of the string and 
the size of the fish being in inverse proportion to the dimin- 

utiveness and raggedness of the small boy who wields the 

pole. 

Now we venture to assert our belief that these common 

tenets of the rural angler’s belief arise from a total miscon- 

ception of the facts and principles involved, and from a 

wrong association of ideas in the mind of the rustic rea- 

soner. Wewill try to explain what we mean, 

A certain country angler has a Jarge local veputation. He 

uses tackle of the coarsest description. He cuts his “‘pole” 
in the woods, He isa successful fisherman; that is, he cap- 

tures many fish. But hissuecess is most certainly not due 

to his primitive tackle. He catches lots of fish because he 

knows every foot of the stream and just where the fish are 

to be caught, He loses no time in trying stretches of water 

where there are no fish, Asa matter of course he comes 

home with a good ‘‘mess of trout.” And just here we may 
say that this man has not the first conception of what sport 

is, His only thought is fish, If he has taken twenty trout 

in a day more than another man he deludes himself with 

the belief that he has had more sport, and that it is some- 

thing to brag of. Tt matters not how the fish are taken, If 

another man came up with a net and forty pounds of fish 

more than he has, our genius of the pole would ‘knock un- 
der” to him as the superior fisherman. 

The bait fisher, with his coarse tackle, may, at times, 

say in the middle of the day, take more fish than his 

companion with the fly, but in the long run, day in and 

day out, granting to each man an equal knowledge of the 

waters fished, the angler with fly and delicate tackle will 

excel the other both in amount of sport had and in weight 

of creel. 

The ragged country boy with a bean pole cannot begin to 

compete with the man who has lisht tackle, if the latter be 

an angler and know how to use his tools. And yet an 

abominable fiction to the contrary has been going the rounds of 

the press for the past century, its corrupt doctrines peryerting 

the minds of our angling youth. Stories without end of the 

urchin’s string of fish bought by the “dandy” are rife in the 

rural press, but are not true in one case in ten, There may 
have been duffers who have thought that all that was 

necessary to make them anglers was to buy a great assort- 
ment of fancy tackle; but such men do not fish often. A 
trial once or twice convinces them of their error, and they 
lay their rods aside for the last novel, or for some other 

plaything. 
As well may the wretch who baits quail in a furrow and 

rests his gun over a rail fence and blows twenty birds 

into eternity at a single blast, boast of his superior skill 

over the wing-shot, as the man who has slaughtered a creel 
full of trout with a worm, and thereby pandered to the 
baser appetites of the fish, crow over a fiy-fisher, who may 

not, on that particular morning, have equalled himin numbers 

or in weight. Between the two there is no comparison. 

As for the barefooted boy, we don’t believe in him. 

The fly-fisher Gan fish over more water than the bait- 

fisher, and can thereby take more fish; and he has a higher 

kind of sport that the latter knows nothing of. The fly- 
fisher can take more either of trout or salmon, in a day than 
the bait-figsher if he knows the ground equally well; and 

assertions to the contrary would not be listened to by the 

most ignorant poacher in England, Ireland or Scotland, for 

he knows that the fly and fine tackle are the best equipment 

for taking fish, 

Does any man mean to say that the boy with the disrepu- 

table trousers and the bean-pole would not take as many fish 

if he had finer tackle, say a fine hook on a fine gut leader 

and a fine line nearly invisible to the fish? If so, he is 

severely mistaken. No, friend of the boy with the letter in 
the post-office, your protégé would be a better angler for a 

little familiarity with fine tackle. He would take more fish 

and would learn to enjoy their capture as an evidence of his 

skill, for this constitutes the chief pleasure of angling, just 

as does the bag in shooting. S80 much for the tackle; and 

as for the fragmentary habiliments—there is no connection 

between the trout and the trousers, Clothes do not make 

the man, nor the lack of them the fisherman. 

We not only tuke the ground that the angler can secure 

more fish with the fly, but that he has more pleasure than 

the bait fisher, and this position we are willing to maintain. 
No, friend in the rural districts, do not allow yourself to be 
too severely prejudiced against the gentleman who comes 

with fine rod, reel and line, and perhaps knee-breeches, to 

whip your streams; he may be able to teach you much that 

you have never known; at least, if he cannot, you will not 

often find him a boor. Much of this false feeling comes 

from a prejudice, often entertained by people in country and 

city alike, that whoeyer differs from themselves, either in 

manners, dress or equipments, must of necessity be an in- 

ferior, and a proper object of ridicule and sneers, Some- 
times such persons make a mistake. The heavy lout who, 

in Fourteenth street, the other day, forced a fight with a 

dandy—the latter proving to be a graduate with honors from 

a noted sparring academy—found that he had picked up a 

yery ‘‘hot potato;” and his fingers were well burned before 

he was through with it. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

ae prospect for a brilliant meeting of the Hastern Field 
Trials Club at High Point, N. C., next November, looks 

yery flattering. There is much enthusiasm among the mem- 

bers of the club, and they will spare no effort to make the 
coming event all that such a meeting should be. As may be 

seen by referring to the list of entries for the Derby, pub. 

lished in Formst ann Srream July 18, the running of 
this important stake will undoubtedly proye very interest- 
ing, both from the number and quality of the dogs that will 

compete, and in witnessing the display of their powers as 

they strive for the honor of yictory, 

Glancing over the list we find that the sire or dam of 

nearly every animal entered is a prize winner, either upon 

the bench or in the field, and in many cases both parents 
have achieved the honor. There are also quite a number of 

them who can proudly boast among their ancestors winners 

both on the bench and in the field, winners whose names 

are household words throughout the canine world That the 

struggle for supremacy will be gallantly contested, and that 

every effort will be put forth to secure the honors of yictory, 
we may rest assured; for not only will the winner receive a 

goodly purse, but the achievement will bring to the name 
an honor and fame that will far outweigh the gold. 

The gentlemen who haye entered for this event are ani- 
mated by an active interest in the club, and a strong desire 
to see the present méeting in all respects successful, and also 

by a generous rivalry as to the merits and performances of 
their favorites, The enthusiasm and earnestness which we 

note as existing among the memlvers of the association form 

the best guarantee of its success as an organization, as well 
ag a measure of its usefulness to breeders and dog lovers at 
large. Where all are so interested it would perhaps be 

invidious to mention individual names, and to most of 

our readers this is unnecessary. 
The first eyent upon the card is the Members’ Stake. This 

should be the most important event of the meeting, at least 

to the members of the association, and everyone who can 
possibly attend should enter and run his dog. There is 

nothing more conducive to the success of such an associa- 

tion than the hearty and active co-operation of its individual 

members in support of the objects for which it was formed. 

We hope to see a large number ot starters in this stake, and 

trust that every member who has a good dog will come for- 

ward and conclusively show that he deems the honors of 

victory worth striving for. The Free for All Stake will un- 
doubtedly fill well, as many owners have already signified 

their intention to enter, and we have no doubt that the meet- 

ing will be far ahead of anything of the kind that we have 

yet seen. The great improvement of the dogs that are run, 
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which bas been hoted from year to year, will undoubtedly 

continue, and we shall this year probably be called upon to 

chronicle some of the best work that has yet been recorded, 

This is ope of the chief objects for which the Trials were 
instituted, und that they have ina great measure acctom- 

plished this, a glance at our report of the different meetings 

willshow, Never in the history of field sports were they 

more popular than now, Much of this is the direct result of 

our public trials, and we trust that from year to year they 

will exert an ever widening influence and develop and foster 

in ever increasing love for the healthfnl and invigorating 
sports of the field. Not the least among the benefits derived 
from the trials has heen the manifest improyement in the 

niinner in which the competitors handle their dogs. The 
measure of this benefit cannot be estimated, as not alone do 

those who participate in the trials profit by the improve- 

ment, but every sportsman who attends returns home with 

broader yiews and increased knowledge of the possibilities 

for enjoyment of his favorite sport, and by putting to prac- 
Tival use the adyanced ideas there obtained, he adds much 
to the pleasure of his outings, and by the influence of his 

example upon the friends who accompany him, the good 

ood work is continued and the best and noblest purpose of 
the founders of our field trials is surely accomplishing its 

mission by elevating and popularizing the sports of the field. 

ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTES. 

Ifl,—FISHING TACKLE. 

“\ OLNG down the Fulton chuin of lakes the party pro- 

ceeded as hefore, Mr, Colyin leading in a boat 

rowed by ‘‘Jack" Sheppard, and the others following. At 
one point [ happened to use a Chippewa word meaning to 
0 on, saying ‘‘we must pucachee,” a very common expres- 

sion and rather a pet word of mine, and thought to be 

all that remained of former linguistic acquirements in that 

line; therefore it was a surprise to have a whole sentence in 

thet tongue shot at me by Sheppard. This was a little 

staggering, but we mauaged to jabber so as to give Messrs. 
Mosserop and Baker an idea that they formed the topic of 

conversation and that there were unknown teirors in store 

forthem. This proved only ammunition wasted, for they 

didn’t seem to scare a bit, perhaps. the sign in the moon was 

nol right, Later conversation with Sheppard developed the 

fact that we had hunted the same ground in Northern 
Minnesota and afterwards had served in the same army 

corps; and he was henceforward assigned to take care of 
me, Mr. Colvin giving us carte blanche lo make forays into 

such waters as we pleased and to eapture the fishes con- 

tained inthem. Under this arrangement we haye visited 
the Fulton chain by going back to Blue Mountain Lake, 

forayed into Forked, Long, Raquette, Big Moose and Little 
Moose lakes with the numerous ‘‘ponds” which lie about 

them; and have taken fishes of all kinds and sizes. 
While the party was all together and camped in tents on 

Fourth Lake, on an island near the camp of Fred. Hess, it 
became necessary to administer a great amount of punish- 

ment 16 our two young assistants, Messrs. Mosscrop and 

Baker. I had explained to them in a fatherly way that a 

fishing rod was not a “pole,” hoping thereby to start them 
right in the nomenclature of angling; but they persisted in 
their erroneous ways, evidently with malice prepense, and 

for the purpose of casting ridicule upon the angling fra- 

ternity. hey had retired in a small tent, and were con- 
versing in a low tone, when one said to the other, ‘‘Ask,Mr. 

if you can borrow his split-bamboo pole to-morrow, 

just to see what he will say.” The question was loudly 
usked, with deliberate emphasis on the obnoxious word; 

ind ina moment after a yeritable sapling was introduced 
Into the tent and the dust was threshed out of the blankets 
which covered them. They begged hard, and shouted, 
“Rod, I meant rol,” and upon promise of reform they were 

let off, Jtis sad to chronicle the fact that this treatment 

had Lo be several times repeated before the lesson was tirmly 
fixed, In all other respects these young gentlemen were apt 

scholars. 

Two rocks, 4 stiff bait-rod of split-bamboo for trolling, and 
a fiy rod of ironwood or hornheam; two reels with water 

proof silk lines, flies, bait-hooks from the smallest minnow- 

hook up tu those fil to take a “laker,” trolling line, spoons 

of several patterns, swivels, gangs, sinkers, split-shot, land- 
ing net, and a tweaty-foot minnow seine comprised my ap- 

pliances for taking specimens of all the fishes to be found in 
this region. The ironwood rod was new to me and with 

the exception of being a trifle heayy it worked well; the sc- 

tion wus very fair, and it was quick to strike; its weight, 

however, would be an objection to some men, I found that 

it wad a good developer of muscle, and why has not Dr. 
Henshall, and other advovates of heavy rods, thought of 
this. By the way, Ihave lost ten pounds of flésh in the 

woods in three weeks, and the loss has been # great, gain. 

When | went in 1 was fat and my flesh too soft, and a pack 
of seventy-five pounds on my back over the carries took the 

fluids owt in copious floods, but left the muscle down to 

fighting) weight, and the heavy rod has increased the muscles 
of both arms, for I hold it to be w great. accomplishment to 
vast with both lands, 

The reels both came to grief, One was of a new pattern and 
became loose on the plate so that it was a nuisance, and I 

waut oo more of it. The other hada cliek on the outside 

covered by a cap, and this flew off while handling a geod- 
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sized trout, which was lost in comequence. The click served 
as a drag and after this the line would overran on the reel, 

if not closely watched, but it had to do its work, tor there 
was noalternative. How often has the proper position of 

the reel on the rod been argued? The advocates of placing 
it on top of the rod are as firmly cunyinced that it is right 

as those who believe it should be ou the tmderside. Perhaps 

both sre right; and it may be that the proper place for it is 

where u man can handle if to the best adyantaye; but if a 

tod were placed in my hand with the reel in any other position 

but the accustomed one, T would be the yertest dutfer you 
ever saw when a fishstruck. For my nse 4 reel must be on 

the under side, rnd the crank must be so placed that it comes 

to my tight hand as I hold the rod in my left. This would 

be on top of the rod for a man who held his rod with his 

right hand and reeled his fish with his left, a thing which 1 
doubt my ability to do, only that his hne would be on the 
ree] the wrong way, I fish with both hands alike, and if a 

fish strikes when the rod is in the right hand it niust be 

shifted before any reeling can be done. This is force of 
habit merely, and T hold that the easiest way for any man 

to do a thing is the way he learned at first, 10 matter how 
awkward it may seem to others to adopt his plan, 

In the mutter of flies T would say; If [cannot haye but one 
fly let it be a red ibis, In all casts this fly has its place as the 

stretcher, The droppers may be chunged if the trout don’t 
rise, but it takes a long time between bites to rouse a sus- 

picion that any other fly would be more acceptible than this 
scarlet one, Flies may come, and flies muy go, but the 

scarlet ibis, Mr, Boffin, goes on forever, In the language of 

Patrick Henry I may say: I know not whal course others 
may take, but as for ine give me a scarlet ibis or there will 

be no trout for dinner, I find my books full of flies which are 

never used, for the reason that afew favorites such as the 

palmers (commonly, but erroneously called hackles) the 

queen of the water, the professor, and half a cozen others 

whose names seem to be badly mixed by the different makers, 
are always first chosen. 

The nomenclature of artificial flies is a thing which, in its 

present state, it would be base flattery to cull a science; per- 

haps inquiry at the insane asylums might show how much 
the study of the different names attached to these mongstrosi- 

ties has contributed to the mental afflictions of mankind, 
Having abandoned the hope of acquiring this branch of the 
subject when the suspicion dawned that it was purposely 

muddled by the fly makers and riya! dealers, there is a feel- 
ing of security that my reason will not totter from this 

cause, but there are some fellows who are ina bad way. 

Determined to master the subject, they have thrown aside 

all former knowledge and applied themselves anew to Hol- 

berton’s “Standard.” Why should I renew my exertions to 
save them? There must be mental wreeks or the keepers of 

the asylums would be out of work, and thus kindness to oné 

man is cruelty to another. 

The fishing in these lakes suits my constitution, which is 

eminently adapted to fishing from a boat. Even the inlets 
cannot well be waded. There are anglers who love to get 

into cold water up to their knees, or higher, and wade 

along a stream and haye fun sitting down on « particularly 

slippery stone at intervals not of their own choosing. ‘The 

old Spanish proverb of a dry cellar und a wholesome house 

comes in here, and if any gentlemin prefers a damp base- 

ment 10 one should object. Another reason for preferring 
a boat is that while wading a slippery stream is good exer- 

cise and makes one enjoy his rest afterward, fishing from a 

boat enables you to enjoy your rest while you are fishing. A 

friend says: ‘‘It never tires my feet to sit down.” Do you 
think boat fishing lazy? Well, perhaps it is, we wou't argue 

that, comfort and laziness mean the sameé thing’ to some, 

while others regard them as different things; they are eyi- 
dently related. F. M. 

GrEENWoop Lake,—We were on this lake last week and 

took some small black bass with the fly, and heard of « few 
good strings and some three-pound fish, although none of 

the latter size fell to our rod, The lake is a pleasunt ride of 
forty-eight miles from the city, anda small steamer takes 

visitors to any portion of it. We had the pleasure. of attend- 
ing an informal reception anc hop at the club house of the 

Greenwood Lake Association, and met many yeteran anp'lars 
there, some of them expert salmon fishers, who find in the 

proximate bass a substitute for the distant salmon, <A 
feature of the lake is the encampment at Warwick Wood- 

lands, where the angler can find a comfortable and airy tent 

with board floor, hedatend, etc., at the water's edge, und 

take his meals in (he dining room, all at reasonable rates, A 

camp meeting and reyiyal is near at hand. We will go 

again. 

An Incorrect Corrector Corncrry CoRRECTED.— We 
could wish that by some reflex action the Say Harbor (Loug 

Tsland) Oorvector might react upon itself, for it needs corree- 
tion on a pomt upon which it has been trying to correct 

others. In its issue of July 22 it states that there is some 
disagreement by the Long Island press as to the dates of 
the open woodcock season, and it proceeds |o slate as the 

law in force the clause relating to woodcock in the Newmau 
bill, which was not passed at Albany. The woodeock seuson 
on Long Island opened August Ist, Our Sag Harbor E. C. 
means well, but it has made a mistake. We would recom- 

mend if, when discoursing on the game laws, to gome to 

headquarters for its information. Fert. sup, 

i 

TemMPHRATURE FoR TRou.—At Fulton Market Mr- 
Blackford has usually kept one or two tanks of liye trout 

through the month of May, and sometimés into June. This 
year he has alarge glass tank with a large flow of water 
from the city maiis coming in at the bottom and going out 

at the top. We were surprised to see ihe trout alive ou 

July 1, and learned that the water had been cooler, At our 

suggestion Mr, Blackford left 1 dozen of the fish in the tank 
and placed a thermometer in it to see what they would 
stand. Onihe 17th the mercury showed 72 and the trout 

were uneasy and breathing quickly, Several died on the 

19th, When one more degree was reached, and a week later 

the lasf fish succumbed at 74 degrees, July 24 is probably 
as late as brook (rout have ever been kept alive in the water 

of New York city without ice. We noticed much fuopus 

ou many of the fish as the temperature rose, May not 

temperature be at the bottom of the ‘‘salmon disease” in 

Englaud? 

‘THotcH Mayor Veriry isa veteran officer in the Horse 

Marines, his tales are not wholly iitended for the Marines 

The Sportsman Courist. 

THE WARWICK WOODLANDS. 
BY HARRISON W, NANNY, 

7 DARS before ‘/nfelicissimus” was graven upon a tomb 
stone, in the noonday of a joyous life, that prince of 

sportsmen, thet American Xenophon, who, though his 
achievements were perhaps less heroic, yet wielded the pen 
with all the grace of the Xenophon of Athens, paid a glow- 
ing tribute to the yale which had been the scene of much 
which was fair and beautiful in his life, and whose reeol- 
lections thronged him in all their splendor to the hour when 
that life went out in sorrow and darkness, 

Tt_ was a spot then as now, ‘fair as the garden of the 
Lord,” though no wizard hand had smitten it into immor- 
tality. Since then the years have come and gone—years 
bringing peace and years fraught with war, years of harvests 
and of golden fields, but the Warwick Woodlands and the 
vale of Warwick, forest-crowned and wood-embowered as of 
old, breathe out the same inspiration as that which quick- 
ened the heart throbs and fired the genius of Frank Forester. 

The mountains sentinel the yale as of yore, time-worn 
Sugar Loaf yet lifts its hoary head and bars the northern 
entrance, while to the westward, across the drowned lands, 
the Shawangunks still keep watch and ward, The range to 
the south yet holds the mountain tarn, but the great trout, 
in whose capture Squire Vandergriff, of Vernon, made him- 
self famous, haye become extinct, victims to a new race—the 
black bass—which like their human compeers, the Aryans, 
have swallowed everything in their course to empire. The 
sportsman may indeed dream the olden dream, but the day 
of overflowing gaine bags hasdeparted; the runs and coverts, 
still alder-grown, no longer throng with ruffed grouse and 
woodcock, while the streams once abounding in brook trout 
are of less aftraction to the angler, Eyen the unrivaled but- 
ter of the days gone by is seldom seen. The cattle upon 
the hundred hills are indeed as fruitful as in the days when 
Frank Forester’s feet pressed the greensward, but the 
olden housewives who turned the golden rolls upon the 
‘ats” are, alas, no more. The churning machine, that at- 
tachment to the rear of every farinhouse, whose early clank 
roused from their slumbers of the morning the tardy inmates, 
has been cast away, and to-day is almost as much of a curi- 
osity as the great-grandmother’s spinning wheel in the gar- 
ret, or the great-grandfather's flax erackler behind the old 
barn, ‘The pastures are as teeming as eyer, the same farm- 
houses—most of them, at least the veritable ones—which 
half a century ago gladdened the sight of the passer-by, peep 
out from beneath a canopy of leaves, but in the cellars the 
long benches filled with pans of golden cream ready for the 
morrow’s churning are no longer to be seen; the great churns 
standing under the ‘“‘sweeps,” and the rows of pails packed 
with that far-famed product of Orange county, rivaling in 
its hue the buttercupsin her meadows, haye vanished for- 
ever. In the dairy yard, where once the daughters of the 
house milked the patient cows and carried the warm, foam- 
ing pails of milk to the cellar to be strained, one finds two 
or three brawny men who, in the years gone by, at this hour 
of the day, would have been swinging their scythes in uni- 
son in yonder meadow, and making the morning ring with 
jhe music of their whetting, in the same meadow where now 
a Buckeye or Champion mower‘is doing with a deal of clat- 
ter the work of half adozen, The farmers of those days and 
their helpmeets are most of them sleeping side by side in the 
old village burying ground, or perchance in the new cemetery, 
heedless of the march of progress. And who and what, do 
you wonder, has taken their places with its toil and dignity 
of labor? 

Throughout the valley, here and there, stand plain, un- 
painted, unpicturesque buildings with u platform in front 
which is worn and torn with the bumping and friction of 
wheéels of farm wagons and furrowed and creased by the 
rolling of milk cans and greased with their overslopping of 
pure Orange county milk. What the churn was to the 
farmer in this valley in the days of Forester, this pagoda is 
to his descendant. Here lis main product is absorbed and 
here he seeks his monthly revenue, Here daily comex the 
milk wagon, driven by a small boy or the laziest of the” 
family, with four or fiye cans of milk which are received 
upon the platform, ganged, emptied and the cans returned 
to the wagon with a possible suggestion to the driver that 
less water is desirable. Here is made the Orange county 
butter of to-day; here and at the railroad stations is received 
the milk which is seldom churned at the farm. Down the 
valley from the village of Warwick to near that neat hamlet of 
Vernon strefches away an embankment with its iron track— 
one of the highways of the nation—upon which, ax if iu 
mockery of that prayer of Forester, ‘““May the lines of no 
hideous utilitarian railroad ever deface the velvet of your 
green pastures, the fiendish owl of that veriest car of 
Juggernaut—the thrice accursed locomotive—neyer awake 
the echoes of your breezy hills,” is heard the thunder of iron 
wheels, while the whistle of the engine echoes from crag to 
crag along those mountain sides and across the meadows 
and through the shades which he loved. In one respect, 
however, fate wove his fancy into history yet tobe, The 
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senatorial and gubernatorial aspirations of the yale of 
Warwick: 

~Thou hast it now, King, Cawdor, Glamis, all," 

Seward has indwed, long years ago, been a Governor and 
Senator of the Empire State, and he and the weird prophet 
who foretold the day, but perished before all had been ful- 
filled, have alike passed into the silent land from which, 
though the eternal gates were opened to them, they would 
not réturn. Alas poor Morester! What of all the “dreams 
cherished amid the loyely Jandstape,” save this, came to 
fruition? Was his life work perfected? Though at. every 
entrance to the Eden of his day-dreams the angel with the 
flaming sword burred his pathway, though with his own 
human bands he lifted the mysterious curtain to enter un- 
summoned into the greater mystery beyond—who can an- 
swer? 

It is perhaps enough for ns that he has made the Vale of 
Warwicls, if not celebrated in pong like another Ayoea, yet 
in the poetry of the wildwood, fairer to the sportsman than 
all the valleys of Ionian hills or—which is perhaps worth 
more than all the rest—that he raised poor Tom Draw up to 
share with him his own fame, that he decreed for bim an 
apotheosis as immorial as a Cessar’s, It may have been, after 
all, with feelings somewhat akin to enyy, that the author of 
the ‘‘ Warwick Woodlands” saw Tom Draw become “‘well 
known from Maine to Mexico,” and rank beside himself as 
a sportsman, Neyerwas a fairer or more beautiful tribute 
paid to friendship, never was human attachment and appre- 
ciation more openly professed, than that of the scholarly 
writer for his less cultivated boon companion. Perhay s, in 
speaking to the literary and sporting world through the pages 
of a prominent magazine, he set the ideal above the actual 
in hig efforts to please, indifferent at heart to the humble 
inn-keeper of Warwick. However it may have been, every 
sportsman, every man who boasts himself of a friend, can- 
not but regret that that last tribute of Frank Forester to 
Tom Draw, after the manly heart was stilled—that tribute 
in which he so bewails his lost friend—should have been 
given to the world, the result of a literary engagement, writ- 
ten by request for s compensation demanded and agreed 
upon between publisher and author. 

Prom the eutrance of the Wale of Warwick, looking south- 
ward, one with fifty years at his back may note wondrous 
changes, The forest on the left has been pressed sternly 
backward, the needs of the human below have denuded the 
upper crests of the hills of their timber. Dwellings gleam- 
ing through the foliage and billowy grain fields occupy the 
places where, in the days of Forester, the ruffed grouse 
drummed in the thickets, and in front, where the solitary 
white spire of the old Baplist church alone marked the site 
of the pretty yillage concealed amid ihe willows and locusts, 
more modern spires now arise, and the inevitable brick build- 
ings looming out indullred against the landscapeand stretch 
iny acrogs the ereek—the Wawayanda—tell that the hamlet 
in these years has quadrupled its size. 

The waters alone go ‘‘unyexed to the sea.” “Unromantic 
Wickham’s Pond,” now Clark’s Lake, long famous for its 
pickerel, teems with the gamy black bass, almost rivaling for 
sport ‘the dim wood waters of the pure Truxeda,” whither 
the genial proprietor of the former, that friend of anglers, 
so often resorts for new conquests, unmindful of the 
triumphs possible in his own pretty lake, 
A little more than astone’s throw from the ancient hostelrie 

where “‘honest, whole-hearted, kind Tom Draw” presided 
at the jovial board, another Tom D., an angler like the 
first, ale hospitality to man and beast, and cheers the 
souls of luckless sportsmen with the comforts of his famous 
inn. Here mine host extends the hearty hand of welcome 
to enthusiastic anglers, and is always ready to pilot one to 
Greenwood und join in the sport in lucky spots known but 
to himself. 

Southward from the yillage and on either side of the 
Wawayanda, across luxuriant meadows—rare hunting 
grounds in the good old days—the Forester Game Clnb 
has its preserves, the first attempt in the vale to prevent the 
wholesale destruction of game and to provide for sport in 
coming yeurs. It was fitting indeed that its christening 
should be in honor of him whose spirit still lives and moves 
along the wooded upland, on the flowery slopes and in the 
quiet runs and swules; everywhere from that nameless rill on 
the north to the waters of the Papakating. Still southward, 
the meadows, once so wild und marshy, have been drained, 
und now produce burdens of choicest hay, the land then 
woody ow teems with golden corn.. While Forester has 
been sleeping the years of his manhood away, the axe and 
the plow haye not lain in rust. Through the valley 
which we have traversed, until far away to the north, the 
cone of Sugar Loaf seems but a hillock, the years have 
wrought changes in customs, lives and sports. Yet think 
not that the sportsmen, of whom the vale contains nol a few, 
fret away their lives, 

To the eastward lie the Warwick Woodlands, in all their 
olden freshness and glamour; here at least nature has held 
the mastery over man. An ocean of forest with glens which 
have never yet rung with the sound of the woodman’s axe, 
stretches away from Point Peter southward, away to the 
Hogback, and ou and ob until the forest takes other names, 
and that of the Woodlands is unknown; still on to the south- 
ward, until it passes beyond the limit of the vision, a dusky 
line on the horizon, 

Below Point Peter, on the left, lies one of that series of 
tars which extend from Schooley’s Mountain, far south- 
ward in New Jersey, to the Highlands of the Hudson, the 
track of the glacier which in years gone uy, beyond the 
limits of human reckoning, wrought annihilation to the men 
of the river drift—in other Jands if notinthis. This is Long 
Pond of old, Greenwood Lake of to-day, as fair, as beauti- 
ful in the dawn of the morning, as when from this summit 
Frank Forester looked down upon it in the daya which saw 
him and Tom Draw umong the living, and what is of far 
more interest to these pages, & spot where devotees of the 
tod and reél find sport rivaled by perhaps no spot. nearer than 
the Thousand Islands, or may be the Delaware. Here, us 
wellasin the vale, the years haye left their traces. The 
long brown building at the head of the lake, known once as 
“Pelter’s,"” has become the Windermere; across flie eastern 
arm that popular resort of old, known as ‘‘Hazen’s,” is now 
the Waterstone Cottage, while midway and on the western 
shore of the Jake, the Lake Side House of to-day, in a trans- 
formed state, is all that remuing of another “Angler's Home” 
of the olden time. The “lower end” was a sort of agua im- 
cognita to dwellers on the New York side of the line; the 
grand fishing sround was at the upper end, Here great rafts 
constructed of logs were anchored: each witk an aperture 
in the center in which couli be set the car for the keeping of 
the minnows for bait or for holding the capturedfish, These 

rafts were for the use of the pickerel fishermen, and were 
the scenes of many an hour of exciting sport, and of wilder 
fun “between bites.” One incident connected with them is 
worthy to be recorded. 

Anenthusiastic party came im about sunrise one morning 
bent on 2 day’s sport with the pickerel, They were duly 
placed upon one of the rafts and the sport which they had 
that day, though not uncommon at the lake, was such as to 
make the neophyte an angler forever, The members of the 
party all, Saye one, strung their fish und hung them over the 
ede of the raft, and honrs before night the long-taned beau- 
ties which were tethered around were a sight which caused 
the glow of the afternoon sun upon the golden and em- 
browned autumnal foliage on the easter mountain slope to 
pass unnoticed. The member who did not string) his fish 
placed them one by one as caught into the ear. is luck 
had surpassed all the rest; four, five and six-pounders had he 
taken from the water and dropped into the cir, 

The hour of departure came, and the parly prepared for 
their journey homeward, The strings of fish were drawn 
in preparatory to their being packed, and ‘he, the chieftain 
of them all,” began his arrangements for taking the fish from 
the car, The first dip of the net failed to bring tip a sinele 
fish; a second dip was made, with the same result; a third 
and deeper one made evident the fact that some one had 
blundered, that there was no car in the opening in the raft, 
and that onr fisherman, through the live long day, had been 
restoring his fish as fast as taken to their native element. 
Let every angler who reads these lines sketch for himself the 
expression upon that honest fisherman's face. 

“T looked up at Nye, and he gazed upon me.” 

It cannot be earieutured. 
Inthe spring time ‘‘Long Pend suckers” were a harvest for 

resident fishermen, and a luxury to the dwellers oyer the 
mountain, It was perch and pickerel, however, for which 
the lake was famed. To the latter have since been udded 
black buss—both varieties—and salmon iyout, and the fish- 
ing for the former has long been fing. Anglers now throne 
the lake by wholesale, attracted by the sport and the excel- 
lent acconimodstions afforded to those haying families, by 
the half dozen hotels within easy reach. 

On the western shore the club house of the Greenwood Lake 
Association, the Encampment Hotel and the Mallof Christian 
Philosophy offer new attractions to the sportsman, tourist ani. 
scholar. Though the members of the former are unknown to 
us by name, save one—W. O. McDowell, Hsq., to whom 
the credit is due for the plan of the proposed Jforester me- 
morial monument—we are assured that the honor of the an- 
cient order of gentlemen is safe in their keeping, and that the 
gentle craft will never be reproached for act of theirs. The 
gentleman above-named is, we belieye, the founder of the 
club. 

Teachman’s cabin has become Classic, und the halo of that 
night—the last of that ‘‘first week in the Woodlands,” with 
its roystering and carouse, with Tom asleep ‘flat on his back 
like a stranded porpoise, with his mouth wide open, through 
which he was puffing and breathing like a broken-winded 
cab horse—his immense rotundity protected only from the 
cold by an exceeding scanty shirt of most ancient cotton,” 
that ‘‘flash! slush! of a pailfal of ice-cold water slap in the 
chaps, neck, breast and stomach of the sound sleeper,” will 
hang around many a group of merry sportsmen, and the tale 
he told again and again to ears that never weary in hearing 
that rude exploit of Frank Porester and Marry Archer. 
Since then other nights haye been made memorable at Green- 
wood Lake, and not the least of these the one on which the 
genial president of the —— —— Railroad attempted the role 
of physician to assuage the pains of his host, brousht on by 
the partaking of too much cheese and too little applejack, 
or vice versa, or too much of each. 

Miles away to the west, along that road fragrant with the 
memories of the morning ride to John Riker’s tayern, we 
come to the “drowned lands,” now to a great extent cleared 
and drained, stretching away from ‘‘Chechunk on the north 
far away into the Jerseys, as faras the eye can reach, a sea 
of coarse grass interspersed here and there with patches of 
swamp aud thickets, with now and then # group of pines 
and cedars, venerable when he who made them famed was 
sporting away the hours of & happy boyhood among: the 
green pastures of his native Whartdale.” One hundred and 
twenty-live woodcock bagged on these groundsnf a day 
stems somewhat mythical to the modern spsrtsman, but 
grand shooting is still had upon these meadows in favorable 
seasons. The twenty thousand odd acres of the drowned 
lands with the great cedar swamp in its northerly portion 
will, with proper protection, be a favorite resort of the 
sportsman for years to come. 

The Warwick Woodlands of fifty years ago, and the 
coveys of quail, woodcock and partridge were no myth. 
From the spot where on that second morning ‘‘Tom Draw 
pulled down a set of bars to the left and strode ow manfully 
into the stubble” with Frank, and Harry, and Tim, up the 
valley, af the “Squire's Swamp Hole,” “‘Seer's (properly 
Bayer’s) Swamp,” “Hell Hole,” the white oak of Bill 
Wisner—the latter now a hale octogenarian—the sportsmen 
of those days could reyel in game, and now in favorable 
seasons, along that historic track, enough may be found to 
suggest. the good oll days. The swamp holes are perhaps 
more drained, the ground less marshy, and the swamps 
proper a trifle less wooded, but the crack of Greeners and 
Scotts, in the season, breaking the stillness of the morning, 
tells that the past is being lived over again, 

The group which ou that autumn morning filty years ago 
stood upon the white porch of Tom Draw’s tuyern and 
looked southward upon the orchards, the golden hillsides, 
and upon the mountain glens infront, have become as classic 
almost as the Laocoon, and in literature as inimortal as tho 
chieftains who joined ip the quest of the Argo—those who 
Winged their way with ‘‘pine cut down in the forests of 
Pelion” to the Coichian land. 

All of human agony that the chisels of the greal triad 
could wring from marble, all that the pen of Sophocles, 
dark with fate, could depict, commemorates but 4 tale of 
sin and retribution. Haleyon days they were, too, in that 
age of myths, garbed now in poetry and shrouded in 4 light 
that was never seen on land or sex, But baleyon days have 
ever been possible, whose record contained naught of woe, 
suffering or baffled hopes, whose picture is 

As fair as Eden befora the fall, 

Ere the trail of the serpent was o'er it all, 

Buch days, such pictures, Frank Forester drew in colors 
which will never fade, The garden—the Warwick Wood- 
Jands—whose fruit could be gathered by no vulgar hands, 
have opened their treasures under the spell of a master’s 
touch, and stand to-day famed in literature. Eastward from 
the yale of Warwick, and on a crest of the range ovyerlook- 

ing the Woodlands and a panorama which will be stretched 
out in beauty forever, appreciative sportsmen have desizned 
the erection of a memorial which shall kéep alive the mem- 
ory of Forester, What spot could be chosen more filting 
than the oné which overlooks the scenes of his ‘pleasant 
sports by day, of jovial boards at night, of dear, unforgotten 
friendships,” the latter to him now, alas, as though they had 
never existed, unless indeed they be renewed somewhere 
beyond the ken of the mortal, 

it was a saying of the gveatt Lamartine, “What can man 
do for the man whois no more? Nothing but write a cold 
epitaph, Marble keeps the memory longer than the heart, 
that is the r¢ason why a name and a word are grayen on a 
sepulchre.”” Though the days when Frank Forester roamed 
these glades and angled in these streams are yet within the 
memory of living men, though there are hands still flesh 
which onée grasped his own, and éyes which saw him and 
see him'still though the sods of a grave lie between, the day 
is 4t hand when his memory, save in the world of letters, 
must perish unless kept in granite or in marble, 

Let, then, the base of the memorial support the standing: 
figure of the poet, artist, sportsman, with head bared 
and facé turned toward the Yale of Warwick, Crovch- 
mg beside him, with his Queen Anne's Tower musket, and 
with hand sLading his eyes—so soon to be dimmed— 
peering toward his old home below, let Tom Draw haye his 
place and share the glory of the other, and let the world talk 
of them while they sleep. 

Karthly immortality is nought to them now. Never 
dreamed of, perhaps, by one, unlessin that highest aspiration 
of the lowly, to have his name written on a tombstone. 
True, the desire to live on somehow beyond the days of the 
flesh, ig as strong as life or death itself, Wecan read it in 
eyerything of human longing, from the unselfish wish of 
Herodotus ‘that the deeds of men may not he effaced by 
time,” from brazen pillars, set to mark the limits of con- 
quest, down through the centuries to the gentle poet whose 
lament was, that his name was ‘writ in water,” 

But these aspirations are not of the humble; theirs is, at 
most, that their names shali be inscribed somewhere where 
it must sometime be read, though by someone who must 
needs ask who and what the sleeper was. It is another 
touch of that nature which makes the whole world kin, 
And if it be that in the after time, two stone faces, eternal 

in their repose, shall look across the yale, catching the glow 
of summer sunsets and facing winter storms, in noonday 
and in darkness—emblematic of that fitful fever of theirs 
which we call life—the. tribute due from the living will 
have been paid, and the Warwick Woodlands and the Vale 
of Warwick, guarded by these sentinela of her past, will 
take on fresh lustre and live anew in song and legend, as 
undying and imperishable as those peaks aboye—God’s 
eternal monuments over the graves, though leagues apart, 
of Frank Forester and Tom Draw. 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

IN HIGHT PARTS—PART VII. 

HE next morning the Veteran and I were early up lake 
looking for a sunken reef or “submerged island” that 

Johnson had told about, and around which he had taken 
some very fine bass. We found it after a diligent search, 
about forty rods or so straight up the lake from Long Point, 
and after trolling slowly around it three or four times, and 
taking three small-mouths of oyer three pounds each, we 
pulled across to Deep Water Point, where a party of four 
young Cincinnati lads—schoolboys out on their yacation— 
had made their camp early in the preyious week. 

While we stopped a few minutes, Dan struck and landed, 
right under their noses, a bass that weighed on their scale 
three and three-quarter pounds, which surprised them greatly, 
as they had taken nothing near their camp but a few dozen 
sunfish. Some of them had been down to see us occasion- 
ally the previons week, and we had given them what fish 
they wanted, for their luck had been s@ poor, that they had 
tuken barely enough to eat, but they were young and hope- 
ful, and eager to learn how it was J] done. 

They were well-behaved boys, too, and old Dan com- 
mended them for their good sense in spending their vacation 
in the woods rather than in some Jess health-giving and less 
sensible pastime. Two of them went down to our camp a 
day or two after and took an inyentory of all our camp 
equipments, not omitting the curry-comb, with a view of 
providing themselyes with a similar outfit for the next year, 
Sensible boys! Spend your vacations in the woods instead 
ot beer-shops, billiard-rooms and worse places, and your 
parents need haye little uneasiness about your future, 

The Veteran left a pair of the largest bass with them—all 
they would accept—and we pulled around helow Buzzard 
Roost to look for» mate to his big bass that he and the 
Mossback succeeded in losing a day or two before, so firmly 
does your old angler believe that where there is one big bass, 
there are two. Just around the point I struck and captured 
a very game five-pounder, and | was having a quiet chuckle 
to myself over old Dan, but it did not last Jong, for as we 
turned a point to follow around the sweep of a smal! bay he 
suddenly said, ‘Hold on Hickory, there’s trouble on the old 
man’s mind,” and as he looked up, 1 stopped the boat and 
reeled quickly up to take a hand—with the oars—in the 
tussle that was coming. 
When he struck him I knew by the action of the rod that 

there would be a chance for the old fishhawk to show his 
mettle, and that it would call into play all the cunning of 
that one ‘‘flipper” of his to obtain the mastery over such a 
powerful fish as this one by his first great rush had shown 
himself to be, and [ backed the boat rapidly up on the line 
to get within good working distance of him, Out into the 
lake with a tremendous pull that nearly lifted Dan from his 
seat (he weighs only ninety pounds) the fish turned and came 
back, with Dan whirling the ree) handle for dear life to take 
up the slack of the line as fast as the fish came on. He 
attempted to pass nnderthe boat, but a couple of lusty 
strokes of the oars fooled him, and he went by with a rush 
for the lily stems sud bulrushes, some fifteen yards inshore, 
Whirling the boat around to pive Dan his favorite position, 
a strong pull headed the bass down shore, just as he was 
about to vanish inthe rushes, with a “Good-bye, old peli- 
cans; some other time.” ‘This failure to get among the 
rushes and lily pads must haye broken his heart, for the 
fight, although desperate, lasted but afew minutes after he 
was turned down shore, and when he was led alonguide, 
rolling from side to side, ‘‘clean bushed,” it wassmall trouble 
to take a quick, firm prip on his lower jaw with thumb and 
forefinger and lift him into the boat. He never left the water 
once while negotiations were pending, and we both had 
handled smaller fish that made longer fight, But what a 
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magnificent fellow he was; near twenty-four inches long, 
we judged, and only for such ungrateful contrivances as 
pocket seales he would certainly have been a ten-pounder, 
or more. As it was, when bung on to one of these sticklers 
for truth, at camp in the evening, he pulled the slide out to 
the full seven-pound mark, and we could coax not another 
half ounce out of him, He was a small mouth, and was the 
largest one of vither branch of the family taken in this chain 
of lakes during the season, Dan took a firm hold on the 
ald fellow's jaw, raised him up, leaned over and gave him a 
hearty kiss, and ashe laid him down said quietly as he 
looked at me, “The boss.” The two words covered the 
whole ground. They served old Danas a sort of balance to 
the big maskulonge, anda safety valve through which. to 
blow off the accumulating “where-are-you-now?” feeling 
that was uizh bursting him, and he looked on me with a 
fucl-sorry-lor-yon expression for the rest of the day. 
Down to the springs again and through the pockets, down 

to the ontlet and buck up between the two Upper islands, 
taking a bass or pickerel here and there ‘till the afternoon 
was well worn away. It had clouded up during the after- 
noon, and a blick cloud looming up in the northwest warned 
u8 that we were aboul to have another cap-full of wind from 
Lake Michigan, which moved us to head the boat for Lewis 
Island as the nearest place of shelter, but before we were 
half way to it, the blast came sweeping down over the tree- 
tops und into the lake with a roar that told us it was not to 
be trifled with. Two hundred yards from the head of the 
island it struck us on the starboard quarter, and although 
we were poins aia pace that strained every sinew, it was 
only by the utmost cifort that the boat was prevented from 
swinging around broadside to the wind, in which case we 
would most likely haye taken an invoiuntary bath. 
With the sweat oozing from every pore ani streaming 

down my face we shot around under the lec of the island, 
and pulling with exsy stroke down to the Janding, went 
ashore and wailed until it was over, a matter of little more 
than half an hour. 

These puffs of wind are not very frequent nor numerous, 
nor of much duration, but while they do pay their respects, 
they are us fierce as » man after snakes, and bad better be 
avoided if possible. As remarked before, when you hear a 
roar, dip deep your oar, aud pull quick forshore. We 
worked back to camp before sundown, and found all the 
boys in after a good day's sport, counting out the blow, 

Brother R. and l-were up long before daybreak getting 
ready for our trip to Cedar River after trout. When Frank 
went to the little stream jo get a fish for breakfast, he took 
the first one he laid hold of in the darkness, and us il luck 
would huve it, chanced on Dan’s seyen-pounder, and served 
him up in blissful ignorance of the storm that was to follow, 
When Brother R. and I returned in the evening, the tail end 
of the hurricane was not quite in sight, and Dan was still 
charging around as if he had a hornet in the seat of his 
pants, while poor Frank, a picturé of despair at his mistake, 
was sulking around on the borders of the camp looking as 
woeful and broken up as though the s¢hool ma’am had 
“gone back” on him: Dan thought it was a set up job on 
him, but after explanations and apologies were piled on him 
until he could burcly see out, he was at length pacified gnd 
peace reigned once more in “‘Camp William Windeler"— 
named after old Knots. 

Brother R, an‘ I were at the burut clearing shortly after 
sunrise, and before noon had fished the stream as far up as 
the end of Johnson’s trail, where he began to get a taste of 
the real difficulties of tront fishing in Cedar River. An 
eighth of a mile beyond this he had gone a few yards in ad- 
vance, and stopped to drop his clam into a good-looking 
piece of water, across which lay a large, rather flat log, 
nearly submerged, und under which the swift running 
stream had scooped a hole five or six feet deep, As 1 came 
abreast of him, [saw that his rod bent nearly double, and 
an instant luter a magnificent trout that appeared to be fully 
sixteen inches long topped up on the log, shook the ook 
out as though accistomed to it, and as he rolled back into 
the water, cuve his tail a quick flip and vanished under the 
Jog like & flash of light. ‘Brother R. was too dumbfounded 
to utter a word; and as he adjusted his piece of clam on the 
hook in silence and stepped out on the old cedar trunk, I 
passed up streamand dropped my bait into a narrow space 
between tivo sunken logs thal promised a trout. 

A minute later I heard a great splash and a “'vohdof,” and 
peering through the bushes down stream, I caught a sight 
that started me into a smile that might have been heard a 
mile. There was Brother R., with one leg andarm thrown 
partly on top of the log, making frantic efforts to lift himself 
from the water, his hat gone and his rod resting with the 
butt on the lor, while the tip, line and bait were hopelessly 
entangled in the limbs and bushes overhead. 
A violent splurge or two landed him on top of the log, 

when, getting carefullyto his feet, he jerked oul between 
quick gasps for breuth, ‘‘Ah—ough—whoopes, but that 
water's cold! I'll be dog-goned, Hickory, if 1 don’t believe 
T fell in on both sides of that log.” The fact was, as related 
by him when he got his bearings, he had fallen in on the 
upper side, and the swift current lind earried him under the 
log, and he had grabbed a limp as he came np on the lower 
side, and was doing his leyel best to get out of the freezing 
water when | first heard lim after the splash, We looked 
the log over when we recoyered the rod—leaying hook, 
sinker and a yard of line in the limbs above—and found a 
small patch of wet, slippery moss near the upper edge of it, 
with a furrow plowed in it by his boot heel—the perform- 
ance begun right there, I laughed some more. 

“Oh, it’s allright; laugh away, I'm going to laaxh m-yself, 
when L vet my brésth. Whoopee, but that w-ate's cold,” 
and as he walked outand got on firm ground, ‘Hickory, I 
believe you gut all the suckers to come up here trout-fishing 
just to see them fall in; last year it was Jim, now it’s I," and 
he broke into a laurh, long and loud in which the writer 
joined, that made the old woods ring, Back from the 
stream u few yards we found where a tree had been felled, 
making a space in the foliage through which the sun reached 
the ground, and to this open spot we repaired while he 
sitippsd to the skin and laid his uuderclothes and woolen 
shit on the Lol log to dry. We said he didn’t care anything 
sbout his. breeches. 

‘Then began a circus before an audience of one that may 
never be witnessed again; the mosquitoes furnished the 
music with a full orchestra and Brother R. for twenty min- 
utes did the grouud and lofty tumbling, vaulting, contor- 
tions, ote. Me was ringmaster, clown, acrobat and trick 
pony, a2 whole show and 4 minstrel performance, and the 
audience laughed und roared till its sides were ready to 
split. ‘‘Good gracious! where do they all come from?” and 
grabbing up his half dried garments he got inside of them, 
urged to remarkable celerity by a fortiseimo crash by the 

We m 
orchestra. ‘Let's go back!"Cedar River is a fraud, and 
trout-ishing a delusion; bass-fishing 1s good enough for me, 
and vamp beats this place all to smash, come on,” 
We got back into the trail nud fished back to the lower 

end of the clearing, and once in the road were soon back to 
Bellaire. 

Here we met Messrs. Hess and Pike, who had broken 
comp and were going after trout next day over the same 
water we had just left. We said good-bye with regret, for 
they had been pleasant company for us and their going 
would take two welcome brothers from our camp. ‘Old 
Bill Hess,” one of nature’s noblenien, and pleasant, kind- 
hearted little Charley Pike, may we meet you again under 
the shade of the cedars at “lower camp,” 

That evening sitting around the camp fire talking about 
our friends who had just left us, we noticed that Dan was 
unusually thoughtful and pensive, and as a streak of this 
kind sometimes led to an attack of ‘‘doggerel,” we were not 
much surprised when he straightened up and sent forth the 
following “techin’ " refrain, 

‘Little busy Charley Pike, 

And genial, hearty, bloff Bill Hess; 
We rarely ever meet their like, 

So, may their shaddera ne’er grow less.” 

Dan has been guilty of worse doggerel than the above, 
but not much, Retribution overtook him in the shape of a 
fit of the gripes, and he was only relieved by a timely and 
adult dose of Jamaica ginger, and put to tae 

Next day was to be our last day to fish and we made the 
most of it, At three o’clock Thursday morning we were 
awakened by the patter of rain on the tents, and bby breuk- 
fast time it had settled into a steady rain that threutened to 
last all day: We packed and put in shape everything but 
the lents and fly, and waited for the rain to stop, but as 
there were no signs of it Dan and I finally took a boat and 
went across below the point for a last farewell cast. We 
came back in an hour with five bass, the largest one weigh- 
ing 5% lbs., the fourth one we had taken of this same 
weight. Atnoon Wadsworth came down with the ‘‘Fire- 
fly” to move us to Central Lake, where we were to take 
wagon next morning to Russell’s landing and catch the 
Queen” going up to the Lewis House, near the head of 
Torch Lake, 
When the rain eased un, towards the middle of the after- 

noon, we struck tents nnd were soon steaming up the lake, 
taking with us many pleusant memories of lower camp. 

Speaking of the fish in this lake, Wadsworth mentioned a 
movement of the common lake herring up stream that took 
place, he had come to notice, regularly on the 10th of No- 
yember for the last dozen years or more. 
On that particular day—never being a day early or late— 

thousands on thousands of them make their way up to the 
little river connecting Central and Cedar lakes to the water 
above and are not seen again until the 10th of November of 
the next year, nor have they ever been seen, he said, in any 
of the other rivers. 

While making their annual move the water in the river is 
so packed with them during nearly the whole day that they 
may he scooped up with, dip-nets, baskets, or almost any- 
thing that will hold a fish, None have ever been taken in 
Central Lake, nor haye any dead ones been found floating in 
the water or washed up on the shores, I was curious to 
loarn if they came up from Torch Lake or the bay, and re- 
quested Watlsworth to notice if they made their yearly as- 
cension of the river the coming November, If they did it 
would prove that their range did not extend helow Central 
Lake, as the dam at Bellaire—built in the spring—was ter- 
tainly an insurmountable barrier to any species of fish com- 
ing up from below. He wrote me after the 10th of Novem- 
ber: ‘The fish began going up the river promptly on time, 
the 10th, which proves conclusively that they don’t come 
from Torch Lake or the bay, as itis impossible for them to 
gel, over the dam at Bellaire,” Jt is hard to understand why 
this moyement should take place on the 10th of November 
of each year; they have never been known to miss the exact 
date in a single instance, Can any one of the readers of 
Forrar AnD Stream explain it 7 
We stopped over night with friend Smith at his pleasant, 

waoll-kept little hostelry, and bidding adieu to our friends at 
Central next morning, had a pleasant drive of four miles 
through stately, silent woods to Russell’s landing on Torch 
Lake, Half way over to Russell’s we stopped and fook a 
drink from a glorious spring, coming out of the hillside, the 
last spring water we got in Michigan, (‘This is only a mat- 
ter of information for Jim.) 
When the ‘Queen of the Likes” came along, we went 

aboard and were made to feel at home at once by the jolly, 
rubicund phiz of Captain Johnson, who shook us cordially 
by the hand; although we had never before came “athwart 
his hawse.” At Brownstown (Torch Lake P. O.) we stopped 
awhile with Brother Frank Lewis, of the well-Enown 
Lewis House. Frank is a veteran angler and a famous te- 
later of the toughest kind of tough fish stories, and in every 
known instance where a disciple of the rod has tackled him 
on a fish story, the disciple has come out of the contest 
“clean bushed,” He dished up a good square meal and 
entertained us, and then hurried us across* lhe narrow neck 
of land separating Torch Lake from the bay, in time to 
catch the down steamer for Traverse City. ‘The passage 
was made over a wooden tramway ona flat car, drawn by a 
sleepy old horse, driven by mine host himself. Frank said 
‘“hewas a restful kind of a hoss—in fact he could stand 
more rest than two ordinary hosses, and when he come 
down grade in the road, he had to ‘push on the lines’ to keep 
the critter from being run over. " 

At the landing we looked on at a crew loading a schooner 
with lumber, haunted curious stones and pebbles along the 
beach, and waited for the steamer. 
The vide down the bay was a continual delight to us, and 

we were Sorry When the boat touched the pier at Traverse 
City. Grand Traverse Bay lias beeu so often described hy 
letter-writers that I, a plain follower of the gentle Walton, 
will not attempt a portrayal of its loveliness, Knowing that 
the effort would result in failure; its beauties can only be 
appreciated by being seen. : 

At vleven o'clock we were on our way home, sleepy and 
tired, Our bageage, “traps and calamities” were carried 
free without question, and the ‘knots and gnarls’? of the 
long, tedious ride were smoothed down, and the way made 
plesant by the courteous and civil treatment received at the 
hands of officers and employes of the road, 

To Mr. A. B. Leet, General Passenger Agent of the Grand 
Rapids & Indiana Railroad, and Unele Billy Parry, Manager 
of the Richmond & Fort Wayne division, the writer is in- 
debted for courtesies that are yet remembered; and if the 
good wishes of the '‘Kingfishers” would ayail*in extending 

- 
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the span of life of the men of the line with whom we came 
in contact, their days would be Jong in the land. 
a will say to an: lers, as a final turn to the reel, and in good 

faith, take the “Fishing Line” and go to the Michigan North 
Hee for health, recreation, and aboye all, sport with the 
rod. 

Brother R, and old Dan left meat Fort Wayne, with the 
understanding that our next camp would be near ihe head of 
Six Mile Lake, within easy reach of the Jordan River, that 
in ease Brother R.’s “trout tooth” cuts up any unseemly 
shines a remedy may be found near at band. 
And now, if the readers of Forest AND SrRHAM, or any 

number of them, haye begniled a weary hour, or peradyen- 
ture found a scrap of comfort or a hint that will be of benefit 
to them in their perusal, the mission of these ‘‘fish lines’ will 
have been acomplished, and if any yagrant brother of therod 
happens to meander around into the vicinity of our next 
camp, he willfind the door wide open, a five pound bass 
waiting his turn at the frying pan, and some one of us hang- 
ing ‘round to welcome him to the ‘Camp of the Kingtishers.” 

é KINGFISHER, 
Cnrxcrynatt, Ohio. 

Eixlitory Forest and Streajn—Permit me, on the part of a 
large number of ‘‘spirited” sportsmen (especially anglers), to 
enter my protest against your arbitrary rule of excluding 
from the columns of your interesting journal all references 
to the use of beverages of an exhilarating nature, in nar- 
ratives of hunting or fishing adventure. Your rule may be 
a good one, but I fail to see why you should discriminate 
against whisky, gin, etc., when no objection is made to the 
mention of those far more dangerous beverages, water, 
buttermilk, etc. Take for instance the Hatulent and fabu- 
lous yarn of Mr, “Kingfisher,” ronning through your six or 
seyen last numbers, Not satisfied with diluting his ‘‘am- 
phibious” story wilh a quantitudinous quantity of imaginary 
episodes, he must needs, every few lines, call attention to 
the fact that he drinks water! Wirst he drinks at a “‘cold 
stream,” then at a ‘babbling brook,” then at a yast number 
of ‘clear, cold springs” of various sizes, shapes and depths, 
always water! water! water! until the damnable iteration 
causes 4 dropsical sensation in the reader, If Mr, ‘‘King- 
fisher” drinks nothing but water, let him explain how it 
happened that one of my quart bottles of “‘Old Crow” was 
found empty on my arrival at camp two days after his 
advent, ‘lhe excuse that the cork flew out and the contents 
accidentally escaped by reason of the bottle being upset, will 
not go down with any intelligent angler—it “lacks the 
requisite rotundity.” ‘lo be consistent, Mr. Editor, you 
should, in future, exclude from your columns all allusions 
to the drinking of water, THE SCRIBE. 
f P. 8. In future I shall have the corks of my bottles wired 
own, 

OUTFIT FOR THE ADIRONDACKS. 

SUPPOSE that at least a dozen times every summer 1 
am asked tg tell what is necesary for an outtit. to go into 

ihe Adirondacks. Some come with very crude notions of 
what sort of 4 place the Adirondacks are. They infer that, 
there are lakes and streams, with considerable woods, but 
think there are no difficulties in driving anywhere on horse- 
back, or even ina buckboard wagon; but when they are 
told it is almost an unbroken forest in its natural state that 
covers an area about one hundred miles syuare, that there 
are no roads or paths through these woods, and the only 
method of trayel is by the light boats, which are so small 
that the guides pick thém up and carry them on their 
shoulders hs one lake to another, they look as though 
they thought you were ‘‘filling them up” with nonsense, 
To those who kuow the Adirondacks it does not appear 

like a, stretch of the imagination to say that looking from 
the top of Blue Mountain on the eastern side, or from Bald 
Mountain on the western side, the utmost stretch of vision, 
eyen when aided with a powerful glass, fails to reyeal any- 
thing but an immense, endless panorama of primitive forest 
and densely wooded mountains and lulls, with a sprinkling 
of lakes and streams, 

In answer to these queries as to outfit Iwill give briefly 
what my experience in the woods has taught me to be 
necessary and useful, Tt may save some of the mqtiring 
ones a good deal of trouble, 

1,— CLOTHING, 

A good stout suit of woolen clothing, such as we wear in 
winter, an extra pair of pants, a soft felt hat, two chanzes 
of underelothing, three pairs of woolen stockings, a pair of 
stout boots, not coarse and clumsy, but good substantial 
articles, a pair of shoes, a rubber coat, large size, and 4 pair. 
of rubber leggings, a blue flannel overshirt, or any coloryou 
choose, but blue is best, pocket, handkerchiefs and, 1 may 
add here, for want of a better place to pat them, comb and 
brush, tooth-brush, tosyels, soup, needles, thread, buttons, 
pins and a pair of slippers (most comforting when footsore 
and tired), 9 pait of wading shoes if you wade the streams 
for trout. 

_I.— FISHING TACKLE. 
A bait rod, a fly rod, a trolling rod aud reels for each, 

For bait rod, a small reel holding thirty to forty yards of 
line. For fly rod, about same length of line, Both of these 
should be oiled silk limes, the former a little heayier than the 
latter. For trolling rod, a braided linen line, one hundred 
yards long. This latter rod and line may be dispensed with 
if you use a hand line for trolling. This should be » braided 
cotton line, 250 fect long, about this (© ) size, two or three 
trolling baits (revolving), and of small size—the best I have 
had for some years haye had the spinning part cold-plated 
on both sides—two or three gangs, of eleven hooks each, not 
very large, say five and one-half to six inches long, mn 4s- 
sortme ut of hooks (Limerick and Sproat), snelled on double 
gut, an assortment of fly hooks—don't get them too larye. Th 
is so hard to make people believe that fish of any size can 
be caught with a very small fly hook, 

In making up this assortment there will be u great differ- 
ence of opinion, but I never saw a fisherman’s fly book 
without finding in it a great variety of ilies that he never 
used. Here is my list: Hackles (red, black, brown and 
eray), coachman, grizzly king, Seth Green, professor 
junzle, cock, red ibis, split-wing ibis (a new fly and a goo. 
one), These are all good flies, and there are others which 
may be added or left, behind. If you cannot catch trout, 
with these, you may aswell give up fly-fishing. A few very 
small hooks and fine line to catch minnows for bait; put 
leaders, six or nine feet Jong; « landing net. Mor buoy 
fishing, a heayy braided cotton line, eighty feet long, about 

this © size, and two or threc lake hooks, large size, hut not 

yery thick in tha wire, Lead sinkers of various wizes; ay 
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small as you can get for your bait, rod and minnow line, 
swivel sinkers, two or three sizes, for trolling lines; heavy 
pipe sinkers for buoy lines, Itis well to have one or two 
extra lines, for accidents will happen, and sometimes one 
will break a line off close to the reel, and then you will feel 
lost if you have ho other to fall back on, 

TH. — GUNS. 
The only game to be had is deer, and once ina great while 

abear. A rifle is the best gun to use for either, but it wants 
aman behind it that is uble to plant his bullet just where it 
is wanted, Many use s heavy shotgun with buckshot; 
and where aman is not # first-class off-hand shot, this is 
rohably the best, for the reason that you haye, say nine 

huckshot that will scatter, and there is much more chance 
for winging your game. But for pretty shooting and clean 
work, 4 ritle is best, first, last and always. 

TV.—A FEW EXTRAS. 

Boot grease (Miller's leather preservative is the best); 
matches; some good brandy (for medical use only); tobacco 
and pipe, and a bottle of oi] and tar for outward application 
for black flies and punkies. My mixture is one-fourth oil 
of tar nud three-fourths swect oil, A small quantity of oil 
of pennyroyal is good to add to this. For those who intend 
camping out I willadd a few items: A heavy army blanket; 
arubber blanket 40 by 72 inches; a muslin pillow-case, to 
fill with balsam sprigs for a pillow; sbout half a dozen small 
mouslin bars to put sugar, tea, coffee, flour aud other things 
in. These hod better have loops sewed on them, so that 
they can be hung up in canip. A piece of netting is very 
useful to keep mosquitoes off during tie night. Those only 
who have been tormented all night long will appreciate this 
hint, IT have been there, and would haye given the price of 
a good dinner for this article for one night. Any man of 
ordinary ingenuity can rig it up so as to keep himself on 
one sidé and the mosquitoes on the other, and that’s a]l that 
is wanted, 

Medicines are not often wanted in the woods, but it is 
well to have 2 few simple things that you know how to use, 
such as seidlitz powders, spirits of camphor, extract of 
Jamaica zinger, and a picce of Turkey rhubarb; they may 
be useful, and don’t take much room. 

Following these hints, with good weather, good company, 
a0 egsy conscience, and temperance in living, you have my 
best wishes for a jolly good time, R., Jn. 
Jovy 87, 1882. 

A SUMMER'S RAMBLING IN COLORADO. 
[Concluded from Vol. XVIII., Page 506.] 

FRM Denver we decided to go to Estes Park, by the 
way of Boulder and Sunshine, On the second day out, 

we drove into Boulder. The town lies at the mouth of 
Boulder Canon in the foothills and is on the direct line of 
railroad from Denver to Cheyenne. There is some beautiful 
scenery near Boulder, and a trip through the cafion is one 
never to be forgotten. Our road gradually climbed the foot- 
hills into the range. As we went up we were treated to one 
of the most charming views eye ever beheld, There right 
beneath our feet lay the great plains. The cye seemed able 
to take in hundreds of miles of boundless waste, which had 
the semblance of an ocean. Boulder Valley and the Platie 
lay benesth us, the river stretching far away into the dis- 
tance. The distance that a person can see in the clear atmos- 
phere of the plains is almost incredible. The climb to 
Sunshine is very severe, and we had to walk most of the 
way to relieve our mules, When about half way up it began 
to rain, and when we arrived at Sunshine we found it any- 
thing but well named, However, some kind friends took us 
in and cared for us, and as they proposed going over to 
Allen’s Park persuaded us to go over with them next morn- 
ing. Arrived there we made camp in 4 cluster of pines. 
One of the party felled a huge pine tree, the springy boughs 
of which were converted into beds, 

Allen’s Park is a small valley situated at the foot of Long’s 
Peal, one of the highest mountains in the Rocky range, lift- 
ing its head 14,271 feet above sea level. It is one of the 
hardest mountains to climb of those that are accessible, and 
persons who go up once do not care to repeat the experiment, 
A few ladies have ventured, one among the number being 
Anna Dickinson. Long’s Peak is one of the snowy range 
and from our camp we could look upon everlasting snow. 
Through the middle of the valley flowed the St. Vrain River, 
# tine stream of ice cold water, and fairly alive with trout. 
T entered Allen’s Park a scoffer at trout; fishing; I left it a 
deyoted disciple. There is no game in the park duringsum- 
mer, except by chance, but-in the fall the snow drives the 
game down from the range into the park. 
The next day after our arrival we all went fishing. The 

St, Vrain is 4 turbulent stream‘in the park and a yery rough 
stream to fish, being heavily timbered on both sides, and full 
of bouldera and rocks, besides being very rapid in its descent. 
I started out with the rest and winding my way to the river 
side made a cast, My fly had hardly touched the water when 
‘saw # flash, fel atwinge and the next moment was huntin 
for the trout in the grass twenty feet away where I had 
thrown it, I made np inardor then what I lacked in science; 
and from eddy to eddy I went casting my fly in every likely 
place, tumbling over logs in my haste, barking my shins on 
rocks, slipping into holes, and sitting down suddenly on 
slippery rocks. Did Imindit? no. Did I feel the bruises? 
no. ‘The spell was on me, Twas possessed, J kept on until 
the shadows Gast by the mountains warned me it was time to 
turn back, Then J began to feel tired. Then Trealized that 
a flour sack full of trout was heayy. I had improvised a 
fishing basket out of a four sack, not haying anything else 
handy. At last my weary limbs brought me into camp and 
after a hearty supper of fried trout, what content it was to 
lie on the blankets, watching the camp fire, and talk of the 
“big one” we had lost and plan how we would yisit a certain 
hole the next day and catch some of the fine ones we had 
seen. 
We spent more than a week in Allen’s Park, employing 

ourselves chiefly infishing, It would be simply repetition to 
mention each day’s sport, but I must recite one more experi- 
ence 1 had, this time going up the stream instead of down. 
We sturted about nine o'clock one morning for some falls, 
situated about three miles from where we camped. I soon 
fell behind the party and became deeply absorbed in my oc- 
cupation, and as l was having fine luck did not notice the 
Japse of time, and noon came but [still kept slowly on. It 
began to rain and Lsought shelter under the friendly branches 
of a thick pine, whose boughs extended over a déep hole, in 
which were numerous trout, sol was not losing time. How 
long I stood there T cannot say, but presently I heard voices 
and [sawsome of the party returning downstream, [hailed 

them and learned that Lhad 9 good mile before me yet to 
the falls, {They advised me to return fo camp, but vain or 
no rain,),l was foing to the falls, Tearing myself away 
from the seductive spot, I plunged into the woods, and 
after a tedious and yery wet walk, found myself at the falls. 
They were nothing stupendous, but are pretty, and il is the 
spot to catch the heart of an angler, The river where it 
goes over the rocks is probably twenty-five to thirty-five feet 
wide and falls in an unbroken sheet about eight fect. At 
the foot of the fall is a large pool, which at the lower end 
was partly dammed by the trank of a pine which had fallen 
across the stream, making a smalllake or pond of the pool, 
just the place for trout, and large onés too, as the little fel- 
ows could not get up so high, My first moye was to atart a 

fire to dry my wet clothes, und Tsoon had a fine one crack- 
ing and spattering. I then tried the fish. Standing with my 
back to the fire I could throw, my fly out into the boiling 
water where if came over the fall and went under und then 
down with the current. Tt would only get to a certain point 
opposite me when away would o the line and the next in- 
stant a speckled beauty would lie quivering on theshore. I 
did not have the luck to hook anything very ‘‘big,” but I 
made a large addition to my already heavy bag before turn- 
ing reluctantly away, I tried the other side of the pool un- 
der the shadow of a huge rock, where in the cleur water J 
could see numberless trout swimming, but though I tried 
them with live peeshouper as well asily they would not 
rise, and I could tickle their nose with the bait, but it was 
of no use. Lreached camp that night about dark, a very 
tired individual. 

The days passed only too quickly, and we concluded to 
fo on oyer the range into Estes Park. One morning we 
broke camp, and our friends went one way and we the other. 
The road from Allen’s Park into Estes is fair, and takes one 
quite near the foot of Long’s Peak, giving a fine view of its 
different sides. The point called the “Keyhole” can be 
plainly seen; that is where the real trouble of the ascent 
begins. It is not a long drive into xtes, and before 
noon we were on top of the divide and had begun the descent. 
Here a lovely view was spread beforé us. Estes Park is 
called the most beautiful park of Colorado, and it is very 
handsome. It is full of little yalleys and high rocks, hills 
and dales. The park is a great summer resort, and there is 
afine hotel in it, besides many ranches and cottazes. A 
good deal of the park, including the hotel, is owned by a 
company of Englishmen, at the head of which is the Earl 
of Dunrayen. They have some of their land fenced in, and 
do not allow trespassers. This is greatly in contrast to the 
American settlers. They do not put signs up warning 
strangers off, but allow you all the liberty you want. Such 
is the difference. 

There is fine fishing in the park, there being two or three 
good streams. We tried the Big Thompson first, and had 
good luck, but the trout averaged smaller than in the St. 
Yrain, a8 the stream is fished more. Weiwent up to the 
head of another stream, away up oear the foot of the snowy 
range, and though it was in August, were treated to a fine 
snow storm. Al had been in the park several times, and 
said he never knew it to fail of at least one storm a day up 
in that canyon. In the fall of the year deer and sheep con.e 
down from the range into the park, but we were too early 
for them, A person can go over the range, however, with 
pack animals into North Park, and in about two days’ travel 
can find deer, sheep, bison and elk, There is » hunter who 
lives in. the park, who will for a consideration agree to give 
one a chance to shoot at any animal named, excepting the 
bison; they are not plenty. You get the shot; it is your 
business to kill, for his contract ends when he his given you 
the chance. As there are a good many wealthy people who 
visit the park, this hunter drives some good bargains in this 
manner. There are many pleasant places to yisit in the 
park, and objects of interest; one in particular is Black 
Canyon, a place where the sun never shines. You can see 
it from a long distance and from most any high point in the 
ark; and it stands out like a black shadow in the landscape. 
e stayed long enough in Hstes to catch plenty of trout and 

see most of thu park. 
From Hstes Park we went to Longmont down the valleys 

of the St. Vrain and the Boulder. This is one of the finest 
farming sections of Colorado, and the system of irrigation 
is well perfected. The farms look well and have more of 
the general appearance of Hastern farms. During the sea- 
son daily stages run from Longmont into Bstes Park. From 
Longmont we drove into Denver on the second day. AIL 
were pleased with our trip. 
Now afew words to any who may wish to take a trip of 

this kind. For a trip in the mountains there are two outfits 
—a wagon (or two if necessary) and teams, or saddle horses 
and pack animals. Most any part of Colorado can be 
visited with a wagon, and that is the finest way to travel. 
But if any one wants large game they must go further away 
from civilization, and then the pack anintals and pony is 
the thing. So let the sportsman determine what he wants 
and then decide. If it is preferred, outfits can be hired in 
Denver with a driver, who is also generally a fair cook 
(mountain); but it is cheaper to buy the team and do your 
own work. I would adyvisea party to be made up of two or 
four, never an odd number. Your is the bast number for a 
party, as then the duties of camp life can be performed with- 
out being a burden on any, ‘The wagon best suited toa 
trip for pleasure is the “‘Sudebaker excursion’—it is light, 
but strong enough to stand hard knocks and carry all the 
load necessary. Mules or horses—that is a matter of taste, 
Ishould advise a team of mules, providing you get a good 
one. Take a tent, for though you do uot always want to 
pitch it, it is very nice to have. A 10x12 with |two-foot 
wall is large enough if a wall tent, and they are the best, 
though a little more trouble to set up than the A tent, Also, 
don’t fail to take a ¢amp stove, They can be had in two 
sizes, with two and four holes. The latter is the best, The 
stove used in the West is made of sheet iron and is very 
light. I see an advertisement in the Forust AND STREAM 
of avery fair looking camp stove, which might prove a 
better thing than the old style. A camp fire to cook by is 
good, but a stove is better, You will want two pairof heavy 
blankets and a rubber blanket, Buy them Hast—you can- 
nofi get a fair blanket West as cheap. 
The best clothes for general wear ure a canvas suit, heavy 

and lined with blanket, When it is cold the coat is com- 
fortable and when it is warm you don’t want it; so get it 
lined by all means. ‘Take two or three woolen shirts, blue 
or any other color, Blue is the color most affected, as it is 
the best looking; but other shirts will wear better; heayy 
underclothes should be worn, Also wear heavy boots or 
shoes, with the soles covered with hob-nails; sayes the 
leather und prevents slipping on the rocks. AU the clothes 
anyone needa may be put in a valisa twenty inches long. 

Now for outside garments, Take an officer's heavy nubber 
coat. The liglit coats x.c nice but don’t wear. An over 
couk is nol really necessary, if the lined canvas suit is worn; 
but if carried ib makes a good pillow ov extra covering at 
night, 
Now for sporting tnmplements. A good jointed rod not 

over twelye feet Ioog; such a rod as is called a ‘peneral 
rod,” strong and serviceable. (L speak now to those who 
are not experts at angling t Ly that are, of course, know 
better Usan L what they nusi.) A good line, linen ot silk, 
twentystive yards lous; &ec a revel. This can suit your 
taney or purse. As cor fliee; 1 aye found a small hook the 
best, a No. 7 beihy large: engugh for gencral use, The 
brow» hackle is the most & . “iy Hy al all times, though 
all the hackles are good; also the gnats, black and white. 
On a dark day the white ynutis a tine ty. The coachman 
is also good ou wd dursx day or in the evening, Guudy ties as 
a rule do nol work well, with oné exception, and 1 cannot 
call thé name to mind, but the body is of yellow, wound 
with a stnall silt band, the w-rgs of brown, ‘Lhe fly has the 
upprarance in the water of a yellow jacket bea, of which 
there are Jarge Dumbers in the mountains, and which the 
trout teed on—as I found by cutting them open; a good 
plan, as it often will give you an idea of the kind of food 
they are after, so you can guide yourself accordingly. Take 
& good stoglk of flies, 48 thuy ure more expensive West, und 
a person will losé a good number in a week's lishing, Also 
curry some gut leaders dive or six feet long, By all means 
provide yourscit with a pair of fishing pants, as many 
slreamus can only be properly fished by wading, and wet feet 
in mountains, or anywhere ¢lse for thut matter, are not con- 
ducive bo health. 

For a hunting outiit, if il is your intention to keep within 
certiin distances of civilization and only to stay in tha 
mountains during the summer season, a good shoteun is the 
best thing you can take, for the chauces are ninety-nine out 
of one hundred, that you will not see anything to shoot at 
with arifte, uta shotgun will yet you many a bud and 
rabbit. to lielp the bacon out, fit is the intention of the 
party to stayin the mountains until fall, or to go where 
large game can be found, then takearifle, What kind? 
ah, there you ask # leading question. ach section of the 
country seems torun to a park-culararm and there nothing 
else is good—thal is to judge trom the cepisions expressed, 
On the plains where buituio and antelupo are hunted, the 
best gun aud the one that will always svll, is the Bharp’s 
rile, A good heayy gun, shooting a large charge ot powder, 
and I personally huve yet to ste a butte: gun for general 
work tuan the Bharps. The company haye ceased tho 
manufacture, but enc may perhaps be secured of dealers yet. 
in the mountains of Utah and lduho, and xmong prospectors 
generally, the Wmechester takes tle lead, on account ot light- 
hess and rapidity of fre. It is a good gun; but for a 
hugazine pihe the ennecy bas some points that it scham- 
pions claim wre superior, The Ballard is a fine gun, but 1 
did not tind muny in use in the localities 1] visited; while 
the Remington isuzed more for target practice Kast than for 
game in the far West. 1 mention all these guns, it is some- 
times a good thing to know what will sell when one is 
through with it. Asa general thing a good rule is, that a 
light gun will sell im the motintains better than a very heavy 
ope, but where butlalo and antelope are hunted exciusively 
a heayy gun sclils best. However, a person cannot fud 
bulfalo in any great numbers except north of the Northern 
Pacific, and we haye not been considering that country. 

‘Vo sumh ib up as regards firvarms, if We party numbers 
tore than one lel one take a shotgun, the other a ritie, ana 
theu come what will, they are prepared. 
The next question may be, What does a trip in the moun- 

taing cost? ‘Chat isa quésbion more easy tu ask than to 
answer, as people have such dilferent ideas in regard 10 what 
is necessary; bul 1 will iy and give some idea of the cost to 
4 person Who is nut too “high toned,” and is possessed of a 
desire for sport; that is strong enough to pul up with some 
luconyenience. J ivet, for we will consider each item, there 
are clothes, blankets, fishing tuckle and guns (shot and ritle), 
say $170; then there is the team and wagon, etc., about $350; 
supplies for three ov four months, inviuding feed for the 
teum, $100. Divided among four (if party is that number) 
this would be #112 each. ‘i'o this must be added rallroud 
faré to Denver, or any other point agreed upon, which will 
vary, and cin be easily determined upon by inquiry at some 
ticket: office; and auy $25 for board before and utter tle trip. 
From this tolal amount deduct $5 for share of proceeds 
of sale of team, and we have apout $225 for a, summers 
enjoyment. ‘Those that possess the tools of the cratt are of 
course much ahead, and thei expense much lighter, 
Many there are who do not think much of spending’ their 

leisure time eyery summer at the waturiogs places aud the 
like; and Low imuch better in health, both mentally aud 
physicully, would they be if they would roughit for the 
sume length of time, Go to Colorado, my friend, and come 
back unew mun. I say Colorado, for it is the most easily 
reached, and lag more attractions to otter which ure ‘'et- 
alable” itinm any of the Western Btates. Let bim that 18 
nervous, worn out, Lroken in health, diseased im mind, go 
to Colorado, spend theee mouths in the mountains, sleepiuy 
out of doors ori s tent, Galiug coarse food (for he can eat 
it there), and if le docs not come cut moure or a mano than 
he was beiore, [will sve him my lead for a foot-ball. 

Prarie Dog, 

Mosqurro anb 2s,°-« Piy Piieyenrrve.—Bangor, Mt.-- 
Allow me to suggust an addenda to your paragraph heatlarl 
‘Mosquitoes andl Black Wies,” ‘Vere ave move than a hur 
dred diferent cid preparations that are eifective against 
mosquitoes ant be sik Hes, but so 500m us one géts heatéu i> 
the sun, or by ¢xercise in the woods, they iow off with tue 
perspiration, £ 4l 1eto the eyes, causing considerable pain ndd 
qnnoyance, dni tco Trequently, where tar is used particu- 
larly, stain the clothing, whether linenor flanne|. The basia 
of all preparatic.7; should be mutton tallow stiffened with 
white wax 10 8 coxsistuncy that will bear the heat of ibe 
skin withont melting. Tar, while effective, is not only dis- 
avreeable to most persous, but stains badly. ‘Lhe beat prepa- 
ration we have ever nsed was devised for us by Dr. Harlow, 
a druggist of this city, Lt contaims as much carbolie acid 
asthe skin will cear without detriment. 1t is notonly a pre- 
ventive, 48 it is ollcusiye to all insects, spiders and even 
snakes, bul is likewise thu antidote used in all Gases of 
wounds by these creatures in lodia. Whe preparation in 
entirely coloricss, agreeably perfumed, and can be carricd 
in & small tin box im the vest pocket.—, M, Srimwen, 

Special bargaiis in W. & C. Scott & Sons’ fine gung, 10, 12, 1G and 
2-bores. Call persoually and convince yoursalt, CHAKLMS L, 
RITZMANN, Y45 Uroaiway, New Y¥ork,—aAdu, 
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TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 

Exlitor Forest and Stretn: 
After my health became impaired I went to Maine, my 

native State, for rest froma large business, for recreation 
and strength, While there Iwas persuaded by friends of 
other years to go to Tim Pond. I found such myriads of 
trout, had so much sport and gained so much health that I 
often talked of it, and the next year took friends and neigh- 
bors with me, meanwhile writing to Poresar arp Stream 
aboutit, My friends and I haye continued to go, and I have 
continued to write, and in short this is how Tim Pond and 
the Seven Ponds became my Mecea, 

Some things that I first wrote were then criticised by a 
class that now enthusiastically endorse them. What I have 
stated as facts are now so recognized, and what I give as 
estimates haye proved to be substantially accurate, 

But from letters which my friends and Tare almost daily 
receiving, and from statements and questions which I see in 
Forest AND StreAM, which, now that I am shut m from 
the green world around me, I read with redoubled avidity, 
Tam admonished that [can still be of service to those for whom 
T have an increasing sympathy—inyalid sportsmen, the ex- 
hausted business man, and the gentlemanly patron of manly 
sports, Tam made aware also that several ladies are antici- 
puting revisiting the scene of their last years’ enjoyment 
at Tim Pond during this season. 

It is generous and just that those yisiting these places 
should know the facts rezardluss of amy personal pecuniary 
interest in them. What statements I present as facts can be 
substantiated by cumulative and undoubted evidence, and 
what I give as estimates are backed by an array of honest 
authority. 

Parties from this State, New York, and* Massachusetts, 
for the last year or more, on starting for Tim Pond and the 
Seven Ponds via Smith's, have taken the popular routes, after 
reaching Boston, of the Rastern, or Boston & Maine, 
Maine Central & Somerset R. R. to North Anson, arriving 
at — P.M. ‘Then take a stage the same day for Northern 
Portland, eight miles distant, and spend the night at the 
Dingo House, The next morning they take the stage or 
private team, as they may elect, and travel in view of the 
loveliest and most varied scenery to Smith’s Farm, After 
dinner they take a buckboard wagon to Smith’s cabins at 
Tim Pond, arriving in good season for tea, The next morn- 
ing, if one be in such haste, the journey may be continued 
to the Seven Ponds. 

The distance given by residents on the route from the 
railroad terminus at N. Anson to Smith’s Farm is forty-five 
miles, The distance from Smith’s Farm to Tim Pond, as 
recently measured by chain, is a few rods less than six 
miles, and from Tim Pond to Big Island Pond—one of the 
largest of the Seven Ponds—also measured by chain, isa few 
rods more than twelve miles, making the entire distance 
from N, Anson to the Seven Ponds sixty-three miles, and 
eae from Boston to the Seven Ponds, two days and a 

alf, 
Smith, for excellent reasons, has selected as the site of his 

forest hamlet, high ground a few rods from a sandy cove of 
Big Island Pond, and afew rods from ‘L.” Pond, two of 
the largest of this grand cluster of ponds. 

Speaking with reference to a line running about north 
and south, this location is about the center of the group, 
making it very convenient to reach any of the number, for 
the distance from one pond to another varies from a quarter 
of 4 mile to. a mile. 
On one side of this site isa clear, cold spring of water, 

and on the other a beautiful brook comes rollicking down 
from Snow Mountain. By putting a dam across this stream 
Smith proposes to construct 4 trout basin in which to im- 
pound the charming, finny fellows to take at any moment 
frash for the table or for guests to take home. 

At Tim Pond there are wight good log cabins, besides one 
for cooking and one for dining, And a friend writes: 
“Smith has three cabins ready for use the 1st of June at 
Seven Ponds, and before the 1st of aly expects to have us 
good a set of cabins here as at Tim Pond,” 

The huckboard road from the Farm to Tim Pond and 
thence to Seven Ponds is no ordinary affair. T have ridden 
over it and walked over it, and know every rod of it. It is 
made and used for double teams*as well as single ones, 

Bushes and old logs are cut and put aside; trees are taken 
out by the roots; stones are dug up; Knolls are shoyeled off 
into hollows; streams and marshy places are bridged, etc., 
ete. In truth, it isa good forest road, I have rilden on 
worse public roads in more than one townin Maine. Some 
parts of it arerough. 1 do not say the best of itis as good 
as those through the village of New Portland. But it has 
cost Smith many hundreds of dollars. All sportsmen are 
indebted to him for their great pleasure in passing through 
this shady retreat, with the boughs of the umbrageous trees, 
centuries old, intertwined over their heads, and for the com- 
fort they receive in riding here, instead of being forced to 
tramp over # precipitous trail, marked by spotted trees, and 
crawling under windfalls or splashing in mud when tired 
nature is just ready to faint by the way. Yes, and we will 
thank him that, with strong horses, he will take all the 
tackle, guns and munition we may desire, that we need 
leave nothing behind that we so much wish to have with us 
for the two weeks’ fishing and shooting. 

“Look here upon this picture, and on this,” to sketch 
some of which I huve seen the original myself. Two who 
have been far more than a quarter of a century hunters, 
trappers and guides in the Rangeley , Kennebago and Seven 
Ponds regions shall furnish some material and some shall be 
leaned from the writings of Capt, Barker, the columns of 
OREST AND STREAM, etc., Cte, 
Phillips is the terminus of the railroad on the route from 

Boston to Seven Ponds via Kennebago. From the above 
mithorities, and I think them good and reliable, Capt. 
Barker says: ‘‘Arriying on the train at Phillips spend the 
night there, next morning take the stage twenty miles to 
Rangeley.” So far we agree with him, ‘‘After dinner,” he 
saya, “make ready and start for Kennebago.” We still 
Beree: Te does not say at what time the guests will reach 

ennebago and so I must rely on several truthful persons, 
who have been over the path many times and know eyery 
furlong of it, We will say that they reach there in season 
for supper and spend the night there. The next morning 
they pack into a boat, pull five miles on the large lake, up a 
stream, cross 4 small lake, up an inlet, then take a trail that 
leads to the most southerly of the Seyen Ponds, and my 
authority puts it at fifty-five miles from Phillips. But they 
have not yet reached Big Island Pond, where the Smith 
cabins are, and the central and most prominent of the ponds 
for trouting, location and scenery. ‘Those ponds north of 
Big Island Pond are considered better for trouting than 

those south of it. Ido not mean exactly north and south, 
but speaking in generalterms. From a map at my side I 
judge it to be from three to five miles from the southern 
point of the group of ponds to the central point which will 
give us acommon point from which to compare the dis- 
tances of the two routes in question, Adding then, say, 
three miles to the fifty-five of the Kennebago route from 
Phillips wheve the trail strikes the southerly region of the 
Seven Ponds, we have fifty-eight miles from the Phillips 
terminus of the railroad to a common and central point of 
the region under discussion, And my friends, you haye the 
two pictures. For I have wlready shown you, it is sixty- 
three miles from the North Anson railroad terminus to the 
Seyen Ponds common point yia the Smith Farmand Tim Pond 
route, So far I haye endeayored to show the whole of both 
pictures, that those who have never seen them may see and 
choose for themselves. Those who have seen the original of 
both make the same choice, 

But to follow the 6xample mven me, I must call attention 
to a few fentures. By the N. Anson line the stage takes us 
through charming scenery and over good roads forty-five 
miles to the Smith Farm, and then come eighteen miles to 
the common point, spoken of at the Seven Ponds, by buck- 
board wagon, We can take with us much or little baggage. 
We can walk a part or all of the distance, shooting or ishing 
by the way; or we can ride all the distance and need notsoil 
the blacking on our shoes, from the platform of the station at 
N. Anson to the door of Smith’s cabin at Seven Ponds. 
By the other line we can take a stage twenty miles to 

Rangeley—good road, grand scenery, Then ‘a strong 
waron, three miles,” then ten miles on foot or horseback; 
then more change of baggage into a boat; down the large 
lake, up a stream, across a smuill lake, upan inlet toa twelve 
mile trail. ‘‘Well, it is none of your modern smoothed out 
ones,"’s0 4 sportsman told me last September, just as he 
“orounded arms” after ‘coming through” said trail, nor did 
he feel as though he had been sauntering through '*The 
Happy Valley.” He thought. the proprietors would make a 
buekboard road if it was possible or practicable, but he did 
not see any need of it, now that Smith had chosen the better 
way, efc., ete, After we come to the end of the old trail we 
éan have more boat and more ‘“‘carry,” or all ‘‘carry” till we 
arrive at the common central point on the shore of Big Island 
Pond, thirty-five miles from where we began our ‘Paddle 
and Portage.” Shades of our grandfathers! Leave out 
twenty-five miles ride on a good stage, over a good road and 
through a fine country for the sake of a tramp of such hard- 
ship! What an “inspiration!” It almost equals that of 
which we have heard too much of late, Suppose I haye 
been misinformed and have overestimated—though I think 1 
am nearly correct and haye underestimated rather than over- 
stated—and instead of this thirty-five miles of ‘‘hardship” 
there are but twenty-five. Can I, or any other inyalid or 
merchant, minister, or burdy, fun-loving sportsman afford to 
undergo such an unnatural and exhausting Strain rather than 
ride twenty-five miles in a stage? Since this exhibition of 
the two pictures, it is unnecessary for me to say which route 
has the least hardship. 

We will now consider the question of time. Being ill T 
have not seen the most recent time tables, but think that 
irains from Boston arrive and depart at the same or about 
the same time at Phillips and North Anson, and we have 
seen that via the North Anson route a passenger is two days 
and a half in going from Boston to Big Island Pond. 
By Phillips and Kennebago the passenger from Boston 

stops for the first night at Phillips; next day he is on his 
way to Kennebago, and spends the second night there, The 
third day lie is to do the balance of the thirty-ive miles, and 
if heis a strong man and hasa good gnide he will reach Big 
Island Pond late in the afternoon, with a good appetite and 
a disposition to sleep. It is not requisite to take another 
view of the pictures before we decide as to the superiority 
in the matter of time, 

T will now speak of the transportation of supplies and bag- 
gage by horse power. Oh!no. IT have no example for this! 
t is, however, the real thing after all. Just here a most dis- 

creet silence hus been observed. ; 
Imay beable to walk the eighteen miles from Smith's 

Farm to Seyen Ponds, though in impaired health, by taking 
a rest at short distances, a frequent lunch and perhaps a 
nicht in some of the temporary camps on the road, and cer 
tainly the road is an easy one for a walk, But [ want sup- 
plies for the table in plenty and fresh. Iam fond of trout 
and game in their season, but do not want them all the time, 
I want variety; meal, flour, salt pork, bulter, eggs, potatoes, 
and if I remain in long, beef, mutton, buckweat, syrup, 
sugar, coffee, etc., ete. With a good road and double’ team 
to connect with the outer world we get them. When we 
depend upon atrail and a man’s back things are sometimes 
Scarce, T §. Steele found it so, and Idid once. Then I, 
with thousands of others, want my ‘‘traps” with me. A 
full ‘‘kit” for a gun and rod and perhaps for a tifle, Yes, 
and I want some changes for raiment. Accidents haye oc- 
curred, A small medicine chest along shows good judgment. 
Shall, can 4 man ‘‘carry” all these for me and a score of 
others? I tell you the supply train is a good thing to have, 
and I shall board with the man haying one, though I do ride 
ona stage. Gentlemen, you have a right to keep silent on 
this point just as much as T have to talk aboutit; or you have 
a right to tramp those thirty-five miles rather than ride in a 
stage, but let me advise you to send your supplies by a good 
strong team. 
Thave suid but little this time about trouling, shooting, 

scenery, cabins, cooks, etc,, etc. I need not, for 1 did it 
long ago, Others haye taken up the rcfrain, and have been 
crowding honors thickly npon the beauty of the scenery, 
the excellence of the fishing and shooting, and I have'de- 
cided to rest. It would seem that certain parties wish to 
inform us who dwell in cities that their favorite proprietors 
were pioneers at some chosen ponds before the redskins or 
before the glacial period, Others are protuse in showering 
blessings and commendation on the head of hard-toiling 
Kennedy Smith. All these things amuse me or aiford me a 
sort of satisfaction. I have had great pleasure and benefit 
from the days Lhaye spent by the clear waters and in the 
dark forests of Maine. I have engaged quarters at Beven 
Ponds for the last Tuesday in August, Tt is now uncertain 
if | occupy them, but if fairly up from my cot TI shall go 
there to regain my strength. And I shall govia Tim Pond. 
Tt has no hardships that one who is able to travel at such 
places as Saratoga and Newport cannot stand, I had hoped 
to take my wifeana danghters with me. I cannot decide 
that now. But Jet me repeat to such as haye neryous pros- 
tration, malaria, first stages of pulmonary troubles, dyspepsia, 
etc,, it is far more for your benefit, and you can better 
endure to spend a few weeks at Tim Pond and the Seven 

Ponds thanatrip to the White Mountains, Niagara Falls 
and. the usual summer resorts. 
[had arranged to go with Rey. Dr. Craighead of Howard 

University, a friend or two of this State, friends from New 
York and also from Maine, IT owe much to those old Maine 
friends who have pilgrimized to those beautiful spots with 
me so many times. Once we left Farmington with our 
private teams in the morning, and took supper at the Tim 
Pond cabins, and had time enough to haye caught fish for 
a meal if we had thought of it. Again we took breakfast 
ita Tim Pond camp, and supper the eyening of the same 
day at the Dingo House at North New Portland, It was a 
splendid supper; never did I enjoy one more. 
My neighbor, J, Goodrich, Hsq,, returned last month from 

Tim Pond, and says he had just such meals at the Dingo on 
his way to and from his sport, He says the trouting at Tim 
Pond was so excellent that he did not wish to go to Seven 
Ponds, and gaye it up for this time. He and the friend 
with him thought they had the richest feast yet. 

I began these lines as a few kind words to those who haye 
never been to Tim Pond and the Seyen Ponds, and who 
wish to go by the easiest route. Ithink that I haye shown 
this, and will close by saying that round trip tickets from 
Boston via West Waterville and North Anson to Smith's 
Farm are sold for $3.50. J. W. T. 
New Brirarm, Conn,, July, 1882, 

Blatunal History. 
——— 

THE SELF-PRESERVATIVE INSTINCT 
OF ANIMALS, 

THE RATTLESNAKE, 
Editor Forest. and Stream: 

Yesterday, in company with two citizens of this place, I 
spent the Gay in riding over the country on horseback, Our 
object was to look into the coal formations hereabout. We 
found coul abundant, and of very good quality. The fossils 
aré in a remarkable state of preseryation, picked up a 
number of the genus Productus, with the shell perfectly 
white and pearly, almost as much soasit could have been 
when the animal liyed in the carhoniferous seas. Also got 
many specimens of Huvomphalus and cup-shaped corals, 
which were perfect in all their parts. Also got one trilo- 
bite, which had been converted into a beautifully polished 
clay-iron stone, and the complete preservation of the little 
animal is something wonderful to behold. Here are his 
eyes and every lineament, as plain as when they were in- 
stinct with lite, If this little chap could talk, what_a tale 
he could unfold! But he can’t talk; he is as dead as Hector; 
as dead as forty broiled mackerels. The more’s the pity, 
And yet he is so life-like as I hold him in my hands, I can 
hardly belp thinking that he is about to jump away from me. 

While riding along, our horses became strangely agitated as 
we neared a fence, and grew more and more so the nearer 
werottoit. They pricked up their ears, stuck their heads 
out as far as they could, snorted with their nostrils, and 
showed a great wiwillingness to approach the fence. They 
were in so nervous 3 stale as we urged them forward wilh 
whip or spur, that they actually trembled, The fonce was 
on an open prairie, with no brush about it, and we could see 
nothing whatever to cause such singular agitation, Finally, 
one of my companions, Dr. Poindexter, of this place, spoke 
up and said: ‘Phere must be a snake here, one of those big, 
rusty old rattlers.” Mr. Scritmer, my other companion, 
thought so too, and proposed that we hunt the rattler. Our 
horses acted so foolishly that we took them ont of the way, 
dismounted and hunted the snake on foot. Bure enough we 
found him lying in the shade of the fence, just opposite 
where our horses behayed most ridiculously. He was lying 
at full length, seeming to be in 4 great state of contentment, 
but proceded to coil himself up as soon as he perceived that 
he was the olyject of our attentions. He remained perfectly 
quiet, except that he licked out his tongue at us. While we 
did nothing but look at him, he did nothing but lool at us 
and lick his tongue, as if he meant to say: ‘be careful now, 
don’t come near me, if you'll let me alone, PU let you alone. 
Tf you bother me, Pll give you lightning.” ~* 
Thad an excellent glass with me, so 1 could study this 

Crotulus horvidus just 48 closely as it Le had been but four- 
teen inches from my eyes. [ could note every movement of 
his nerves, and read, as [ thought, the very thoughts that 
rose up in him, What a proud, scornful, wicked eye he 
has. ‘That eye looks as if it was never soitened by a single 
good thought, and yet as if it were too proud to haye re- 
flected a single mean one, Villainy of a igh aud honorable 
sort is his nature, if it is possible that villainy can be of that 
sort, It seemed to me that he had the eyes of Satan him- 
self, Did Mother Eye allow hersclf to be seduced and 
ruined by such un infernal-looking ‘‘cuss” as this? Then I 
say that her taste must have been miserably perverted, and 
her virtue morbidly weak. ' 

The snake remained looking at us and licking out his 
tongue, with no other demonstration whatever, until the 
Doctor and Scribner began to advance upon hitn with 
stones, He then lifted his head high up and sprung his 
rattles. Ikept my area upon him. His eyes blazed with 
fury; they now had an expression of malignancy and hate 
impossible to describe, and every part of him quivered with 
excitement, or with theimpulse, desire or intetion to strike 
a deadly blow. twas really a fascinating spectacle to look 
upon, but not unmixed with a good deal of apprehension 
and horror. 

Presently a huge stone from Scribner's hand came down 
upon him with crushing effect, Hestruck ita tremendous 
blow witi: his fangs, but that was the last warlike demon- 
stration he made, He had got enough, and acknowledged 
himself whipped. He uncoiled himself und tricd to escape 
by dragging his mutilated form through the fence, but before 
he cone do so another stone had put him entirely hory de 
combat, He ought to have run 4 little sooner, as 1 have many 
times had to do when contronted with ‘‘overwhelming num- 
bers and resources.” He was as thick as a man’s arm, and 
above four feet in length. He was a villainous looking var- 
mint, to be sure. Ido not blame our horses for cutting up 
so, Did not think to count his rattles, but believe he had 
only four, possibly only three. } d , 

Is it not singular how horses are provided with this power- 
ful instinct which warns them of their deadly enemy, and 
that they receive the first warning of his proximity 
through their nostrils? How thoughtful and good is the 
great Creator even of his dumb brutes—if he did make rattle- 
snakes| Often in riding about over the wi.ds of Texas I 

haye had my horses behave strangely without being able to 
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fee any reason for it, and now I feel sure it was the Crotalus 
horridus oy some other bad snake that caused it. 

Aun reminded here of a black dog whom I well knew in 
Bandera county, Texas, some years ago. He dwelt at the 
same house that I did, and he was with me coistantly, He 
was a yery bad fellow to fight, He seemed to regard fight- 
ing 46 his chief business in this world, and took great delight 
init. He would not hesitate to tackle a bear, wolf, or a 
roaring bull on sight, Yel whenever he saw a rattlesnake he 
would immediately hang out the white flag, utter a low growl, 
then tuck his tail between his legs and “git up and pit.” L 
have often seen him do this, He was so much afraid of a 
rattlesnake that he would be run clean out of the country by 
shaking at hint the rattles of a dead snake. I have often rin 
him entirely off the premises by doing this. And yet he 
Tever was bitten by a rattlesnake to my knowledge, for I 
raised him froma puppy. How did he learn that Crotalus 
horridis was s0 danzerous? How did he conesive the idea 
that even the snake's tail, detached and dried up as it was, 
was still londed with danger? 

This dog was a curious dog anyhow, There was another 
thing that he hated very greatly, besides rattlesnakes. [hada 
fool neighbor who wssmuch given 10 playing on the accordeon. 
He would sometimes come over to my house to treat me to 
his music. Just as soon as my black dog heard that accord- 
eon he would clear the fence around my house and take his 
departure for the deep woods, and there he would stay until 
the accordeon man had left, J used to envy the dog for his 
absence on such occasions, and wish that 1 were with him in 
the deep woods. Tt used to amuse me to see what au air of 
inexpressible and sick disgust the dog put on as he spas 

collecting eggs last Murch I found asetof five prairic falcons, 

climbing up the back of the cliff and descending’ by means 
of a rope Tsecured the eggs. 
furious, swooping past and screaming, but neyer approach- 
ing nearer then ten or fifteen feet, 

down, frightening a parn owl from some crevice. 

closed darted swiftly downward; there was an audible thud 

the same circumstances. 

of feathers; the chase carried the birds behind a hill so 

not.—W. Ef. B. 

curiosity peculiar, so far as I know, to Florida. 

quarter or tiye-sixteenths of an inch in diameter. 
has a flattened snoul, with which it burrows in the sand, 
getting ont of sight with remarkable rapidity. 
ible eyes, What is its name? 
elsewhere?—s. 

Gane Bag and Gun. 

OrrEn Spasons.—See table of open seasons for games and. fish 
in issue of July 20. 
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departure when the accordeon commenced, 
Bripgerort, Wise County, Texas, June 24, 1882, 

SOME NEW NAMES. 
Ui constant changes which scientific nomenclature is 

undergoing are remarkable, and nowhere more notice- 
able than in the department of ornithology. Within about 
a year three new catalogues of birds haye appeared, two of 
them referrmg to the ayifauna of North America and the 
other to that of Europe. These lists are not from the pens 
of tyros, new workers In the field of science, but hear the 
names of the very foremost ornitholovists of either continent. 
They are Mr. Robert Ridgway’s ‘Nomenclature of North 
American Birds” (Washington, 1881), Mr. H. 1. Dresser’s 
“History of European Birds’ (London, 1881), and Dr. Elliott 
Coues'’s “Cheek: List of North American Birds,’ second 
edition (Goston, 1882). These lists, bearing the stamp of 
the highest ornithological authority, may be supposed to 
have been correct up to the date of their publication, fo haye 
represented the state of our Enowledge at that time, and the 
names given in them may be expected to hold until further 
research shall have reyealed the untenability of some of 
them. But how long will this be? The answer comes to us 
after no long delay, for, in the advance sheets of the “Pro- 
ceedings of the United States National Museum” we find a 
paper by Mr, Leonhard Stejneger, in which a number of our 
most familiar names are spoken of as untenable, and to be 
replaced by other older ones, most of which are entirely 
unfamiliar to the eye or ear of the student. Whether or no 
these substitutes will meet with acceptance among orni- 
thologists isa question only to he answered after a careful 
invesfigation of their claims to priority, and a thoughtful 
weighing of all the factsin the ease. It is true that certain 
rules of nomenclature have been laid down by scientific 
authorities, but still there are wide differences of opinion 
amoung naturalists as to what constitutes a valid name. It is 
thought by some that no name should be employed which is 
not grammatically correct, properly spelled, whose deriva- 
ition is not according to rules established in such cases, ete., 
while others believe that the proper name is simply the old- 
est name, unchanged. The personal equation enters so 
jargely into decisions on such points that il is apparent that 
until some hard and fast rule 1s laid down, which shall meet, 
with the general approval of workers in science, changes 
Moré or less frequent will continue fo be suggested. In 
ornithology nd in other departments the list of synonyms 
has been unduly swelled, sud it is with regret that students 
note constant additions to the list. 

The view taken by Mr. Stejneger of this subject may be 
uoted here, Hesays: “The only rule whith can be car- 

ried out with safety is the use of the oldest name, without 
regard to its appearance, derivation or signification. If this 
be adopted, most differences would disappear from the no- 
men¢élature, and it is in fact the only rule which is able to 
establish a passable uniformity in place of the present vari- 
ety. Once universally accepted and put in practice, it 
would sive much time, labor and dispute; disputes concern- 
ing year and date may easily be settled, while all philological 
and linguistic disagreements may be thereby avoided, "Phe 
question as to which species one or another name is to be 
referred has nothing to do with the rules of nomenclature, 
and are [is] therefore liable to come up at any time. 

Passing on to the changes which the author regards as 
necessary, we see thet they will affect some of our most fa- 
miliar names. They are as follows: Auiieilla Naum,, to 
Phenicurus Forst.; Cinelus aguativus Bechst., to 0, mernila, 
Schifl; Reguius satrap Licht., to R. cristutus V.; LHirundo 
Linn. and anthors generally to Chelidon; Chelidon, Boie to 
Hirundo; Cotile Boie, to Clivicola Forst., Centrophanes Kaup. 
to Culenrius Bechst, ; Pleetrophanes Kaup. (1829) to Pleetro- 
phenax Stejneger; Hremophile, Boie, to Otocoris, Bp. ; Archt- 
lutee logopus Gr, to A. norvegious Guon.; Strepsutus M1. to 
Movrinella, Mey. and Wolf; Vunellus eristutus, M, and W., 
to Vi capella, Schatt; Aegialitis cantianus, Lath., to. A. clea 
andrinus, Linn.; Gallinago media, to G. celestis, Preuzel; 
Thtenus glottis, (Linn.) Bechst., to 7. nebwlarius, Gunn. ; 
Machetes, Ouy., to Pavoncella, Leach; Tuerna cornarta, 
Gmel., to 7° damiatica, Hasselg. ; Mirela ylvctatis, Linn., to 
H, hymeatiz, Vinn,; Polystieta, Eyt., to Hniconetta, Gray; 
Pugophila ehurnen, (Phipps), to Guoia alba, (Gunn.); Larus 
et (Briinn.) to L, hyperboreus, (Gunn.); Hydrochetidon 
aniformis, (Linn.); to H. nigra, (ibid); Stercorarius crepidatus 
and parasiticus to be respectively, S. parasiticus, Linn., and 
8. longicawius, V.; Colyinbus, Linn,, to Upinator, Cuv.; @. tor 
vatus, Brin, to U. immer, (ibid), and CO. septentitondlis, 
4inn., to U. lumme, Briton. 
The radical changes above indicated are certainly of inter- 

est in themselves, and it is besides rather curious that 
they should all have been brought out together. Tf the 
points attempted to be made are valid, it is somewhat 
remarkable that they should have so long escaped the keen 
eyes of the ornithologists, which are always on the watcli 
for cases of this kind. 
We shall look with interest for any replies to or criticisms 

of the present paper. 

GAME IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 

FIAEE following schedule exhibits the game now in season, 
in parentheses, seasons which open during the month, ): 

Alabama—Doves. New Brunswick—Woodcock, wild- 
Califoruia-—Deer, Cloves. fowl, snipe, 
Dakota—(Aug. 15, grouse, quail, | New Hampshire—Woodcock, plo- 

Snipe, curley, ployer). yer, wildfowl, rail, 
Delaware—Woodcock. New Jersey—(Aug. 25, reed birds), 
District of Columbia—Woodcock, | New York—Woodcock (except 

ruffed grouse; (Aug. 15, deer), Dutchess, Herkimer and Oneida 
Georgia—Wild turkey, quail, deer. cos.), squirrels, deer. (Hounding 
Idaho—Sharp-tail and pinnated | season opens Aug. 15; furbidden 
frouse, deer, mountain sheep in St. Lawrence co.) 
and goat, elk, antelope, buffalo. | North Carolina—(Aug, 15, deer), 

Ilinois—W oodeock; (Ang. 15, wild- | Nova Scotia—Woodeock, wildfow]. 
fowl, pinnated grouse). 

Indiana—W oodcock, 
Towa—Woodeoek,; (Aug. 16, wild- 

fowl, pinnated grouse). 
Kentueky—W oodcock, 
Louisiana—Deer, 
Maine—Plover. 
Maryland—Woodcock; (Aug. 15, 

ruffed grouse). 
Massachusetts—W oodcock, doves. 
Michigan—W ootlcock, 
Minnesota—W oodeock. 
Missouri—Woodcock, plover, mea- 
dow lurk, dove; (Aug. 15, pin- 
nated gvouse). 

Montana—iool hen, grouse, ptar- 
minigan; (Aug. 10, buffalo, elk, 
antelope, mountain sheep and 
goat, moose, wildfow)). 

Nebraska—(Ane. 15, grouse). 
Neyada—tlk, antelope, mountain 

(Also, 

snipe. 
Ohio—Woodcock. 
Oregon—Grouse, wildfowl. 
Ontario —Woodcock; (Aug. 15, 

wildfowl, pipe): 
| Pennsylyania—Woodcock, plover. 
| Rhode Island—Woodeock, plover. 
Texas—Deer, pinnated grouse, 

| Utah—Elk, deer, antelope, motn- 
tain sheep; (Aug, 15, grouse, 
quail, wildfowl), 

Virginia--Ruifed grouse, woodcock 
Washington Territory—Aug. 16, 

deer, elk, antelope, mountain 
sheep, grouse), 

Wisconsin—Woodcock; (Aug, 15, 
grouse, quail). 

Wyoming—Buffalo, elk, antelope, 
mountain sheep and goat, deer, 
ptarmigan; pinnated, sage and 
sharp-tail grouse; (Aug. 15,rnffed 

sheep aod fost, sage grouse; grouse, wildfowl, plover, curlew, 
(Ang, I4, deer). snipe). 

(22 Wor exceptions, local laws, ete,,see Forms? anp Srream Sched- 
ule 8," issue of Jnly 20, page 480. 

THE PHANTOM POND. 

WN November, not having had a good duck hunt sinea | 
had been in business, I decided to take the first favor- 

able opportimity and get myself off to some new haunt of 
which | had heard glowing accounts from the yery few men 
who had heen Incky enough to find it. The haunt which I 
speak of was “nothing more than that of a splendid duck 
pond, which was supposed to be situated on an immense 
marsh island near the head of Suisun Bay, which is the ex- 
treme north end of San Francisco Bay. ‘he pond, though 
being within fifty miles of this city, had not beeu shot on, I 
am positive, by more than half a dozen men. A great many 
knew of the existence of the pond, but could not find it, as 
I may state that the island was some fifteen miles long, by 
from one to five miles wide, This hunt was the fourth time 
that I had tried to find the place, and I was successful both 
in finding the pond and in the sizeof my bag. I had received 
positive instructions how to tind the pond this time, and 
was confident of snecess. 

Having taken advantage of Thanksgiving day, and started 
on that always welcome day of the year, one companion and 
myself took the morning train for a two hours’ ride up the 
bay to a small town where we were to join the yacht. In 
due time we were aboard our comfortable schooner, speeding 
along witha moderate breeze. We had to tack all the way, 
and after various calms and squalls, arrived off the mouth of 
the slough which separated our island from another. About 
two o’clock Friday afternoon we came to auchor off a cer- 
tain point, After letting go our anchor we immediately com- 
menced operitions. e landed with three boats—one for 
the pond if we should find it, one for the slough which was 
on the island, and one to ply between the yacht and the 
shore. Our first move was to haul two boats over a narrow 
strip of land to the island slough, which feat we were not 
long in accomplishing, and were soon rowing along the 
slough with our boats loaded with decoys, ammunition, etc. 
My instructions were to row south along this slough about 

half a mile, and then to land and strike out directly east, anc 
T would find the pond. Now, the next question, how to 
judge a half-mile on this narrow rounding slough, which 
had a general southerly direction. We kept on rowing until 
we Gare to an almost impassable obstacle in the shape of an 
immense pile of drift tule, wood, cte., which completely 
blocked the slough from bank to bank, so we decided that 
sve had rowed a mile; at least, we did not intend to carry 
over or around the mass of drift stuff before us, So landing 
on the east bank we tied both boats and after walking out o. 
the very high rushes which bordered the slough, we shoved 
an oir into the ground and tied a handkerchief to it to mark 
the place where we had left the boats. This was a yery 
necessary opération, as we could otherwise never find out 

A Favcoy's Fury.—San Francisco, Cal., July 18.—While 

in a small caye near the top of a cliff eighty feet high. By 

The birds by this time were 

As I was returning to 
the top of the elif a piece of sandstone loosened and rattled 

She had 
flown twenty feet before one of the falcons with wings half 

and the unfortunate owl fell stunned to the chaparral on the 
hillside below. Afterward, on skinning her, I found a dent 
in the skull agninst which a clot of blood had settled. 1 
have since witnessed a similar attack upon a barn owl under 

Tn this instance the owl was struck 
down three times, each blow. being followed by little pull 

do 
not know whether the falcon eyentually killed the owl or 

Waar 1s [p?—While reading the article in thelast Formst 
AND ATRHAW on the hoop snake, that wouderful unseen 
curiosity which seizes its t’other end in its mouth and goes 
“bilin’” (as Uncle Remus would put it), I fell to thinking of 
the many snakes I had seen and read of, among which is a 

It is a buge 
worm or small snake, livesentirely under ground, is of a light 
pinkish color, and rarely over eight inches in length anda 

Its head 

No percept- 
And haye others observed it 
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boats again on account of the similarity of the rushes, 
Separating about fifty yards apart, we started to look for 
what I was inclined to think was a phantom pond. We 
walked, and we walked; the sun was hot; the ground waa 
mushy and the tules high; but no signs of a pond. Soon 
after we had left the boats we had come to another slough, 
and had followed it to the right, After walking along the 
bank abont two miles, I should judge, and meeting other 
sloughs, we retraced our steps, tired and disgusted, and we 
had lain down to rest just at the point where we had first 
struck the slough we had been following. 
We had hardly been lying there more than a minute or 

two when one of us noticed two swans flying toward us. 
Nothing yery extraordinary, as we had seen a great number 
of swans, also plenty of ducks and geese flying sround us 
all day. But these two swans passed us about three hundred 
yards to the right, and then set their wings and soon after 
lit about five hundred yards away. We hud seen a great 
many birds alighting in this same spot, but there always 
seemed to he a slough separating us from the place, and our 
instructions were not to cross any slough after rowing on the 
firat one. We jumped to our feet and both seemed struck 
with the same idea, at the same instant, and sure enough, 
we had not walked more than two hundred yards when we 
commenced to hear the peculiar noise which a large flock of 
wildfowl make while feeding in a pond, that is, a continued 
splash from their unceasing diving Our excitement was such 
that we both hurried along, and soon a beautiful pond 
stretched out before us, just completely covered with wild- 
fowl of every description. Instead of crawling up cautiously 
as we should have done, we advanced in too much of a 
hinry, and let go our four barrels at the nearest of the im- 
meénse flock. And then for a moment what a noise, a rush, 
splash, and whirr of wings. I never saw its like in my life, 
and hardly eyer expect to see again. 
We had disturbed a wildfowls’ sanctum. It was a sight 

to make a sportsman—well I was going 10 say crazy, as we 
were so excited we hardly knew which way to start, The 
ducks after their first fright commenced to come back, some 
even wheeled after fying not more than fifty or a hundred 
yards, and we shot and shot till most of our cartridges had 
gone, as we had left all but a few with our traps and decoys 
with the boats, We then stood up and took a survey of our 
situation, We found the pond to be nearly circular, and 150 
yards in diameter, and the slough which we had heen follow- 
ing ran into the pond, so if we had followed it to the left 
dnateng of to the right, we would have soon come to tha 
pond. 

Our flag and boats were in a direct line about 350 or 400 
yards from us, so taking off our coats and leaying our guns 
at the pond we started for the boats to drag the pond boat 
full of decoys to the pond. We were not long in doing this 
as we were ina hurry to get back to the pomd, and as the 
sun was upproaching the Western horizon we were all fixed 
in our separate blinds with the decoys ont and shooting as 
fast as we could wish, 

Tt being a moonlight night we stayed at the pond till about 
half past seven, and then started back to the yacht, having 
first hauled the pond boat out of sight in the tule. Then 
after potting our game together we looked at it and then at 
each other, and then came the question, how were we ever 
to get that load of game to the yacht. Among the pile were 
fiye immense anaciatl geese (honkers), three of which are 
all one man wishes to carry. We also had about one dozen 
white gces¢, a swan, and ducks [was going to say innumer- 
able. ell, we compromised. We first drew all the birds, 
which eousiderably lightened the load, and then each took a 
sack which the decoys had been in and filled it with the best 
ducks, the rest, with all our fraps, except our guns and 
empty cartridge bags, we stowed in the boat and covered 
with rushes for the next day. We each then shouldered his 
sack and started for our white flag, which we soon reached, 
and then after a short row arrived at the narrow strip of 
land which separated us from the yacht. We were soon 
aboard, and after a supper, to which we did ample justice, © 
we waisted no time getting to bed so as to be up and off long 
before daylight. 

It seemed to me that I had hardly been asleep more than 
ten minutes when the whirr of the alarm clock told us 
that it was time to turn out. We had to go home during 
the next night so we decided to make one long hunt from 
warly dawn to late at night, Just before sitting down to 
brealcfast J went on deck; and found it yery cold. A heavy 
thick fog had settled down on everything, dampening all but 
our spirits. After breakfast we took every cartridge we 
could get hold of, and started for the grounds with instruc- 
tions fo one of the men to join us, about four in the after- 
hoon and help us out with some of the game. The boat was 
found in the slough as we had left it the night before; and 
after rowing along till we came to our landing we tied our 
boat, and started for the pond. The fog was so thick that we 
could get no bearings, and haying no compass, the first 
thing we kuew we were lost. We walked first north and 
then south and then east, and found no pond. There was 
nothing but high rushes and mud-holes and sloughs. We 
tried to retrace our steps, but got more bewildered than be- 
fore; and at about eleven o’clock we sat down and waited 
for the fog to lift. At twelve o'clock the fog rolled away, 
and we found that we bad been completely turned round 
and evidently been wandering in a circle, as we found our- 
selyes within two hundred yards of our flag. We imme- 
diately struck out for the pond which we soon reached, very 
tired from carrying so many cartridges, but nevertheless 
full of spirits and ready for the rest of the day's hunt. We 
scared quite a goodly lot of ducks off the pond on our ap- 
proach; and were soon ensconced in our blinds hanging 
away ata great rate, asthe ducks and geese came In yery 
lively. 

eshot all fhe afternoon and then, it being moonlight, 
though very cloudy, we shot till late at night, nearly ten 
o'clock. The Cunada geese did not come in fill late, but 
when they did come, they came witha vengeance, You 
conld jump up and nearly hitthem with the gun, Our man 
joined us about dusk and stayed to help us out with our 
game, We stopped shooting as soon as our cartridges gave 
out, and then proceeded to get things together, We path- 
ered in the decoys, had the game drawn and packed in the 
pond boat with the rest of the traps, which filled the boat, to 
more than overflowing, And I wondered when we looked 
at that load how we were ever going to get it to the yacht. 
Two of us took hold of the rope at the bow and the other 
shoved; and by dint of pulling and shoving we finally, after 
nearly two hours’ worl: got the loaded bout to the slough, 
where we transferred some of the birds to the other boat, and 
after launching it were (after another hour's work) aboard 
our yacht, with everything stowed away, We wer: not 
long in getting asleep, and the orders were that we were 
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to be aroused about three A. M., asseon as the lide changed 
and get under way. 

The next thog I knew, I suddenly awoke with the sun 
atrearning in the cabin skylight, and on leokibg out the port- 
hole aobye my berth Twas very much surprised to see the 
pile of a wharf obstructing my view. Im fact the two men 
had brought the yacht down during the night, and we twe 
hunters being #0 tired had slept through the whole yoyage, 
they haying made the run down in about six hours. It was 
eight o’clovk in the morning when I awoke, and we had just 
landed. Wo proceeded immedintely to clean up and get 
ready for the train, which passed in the altummoon, We 
made presents of game to all those we kuew at Ulis town, 
and packed the rest in sacks for our city Lome, where, upon 
our arrival, we gaye to all our own friends armin(l. And we 
lind posse, duck and swan cooked in every style for the next 
week 

{ willtry and remember a few firures. 1 know we got 
nincteen Canada honkers, tremendous !clows ; about two 
(lozon white geese, a dozen ordinary gray peese, one swan, 
and I will not state how many ducks, as | suppose I niight 
sliock my Eastern friends, who have, 1 suspect, already put 
nic down a black mark for shooting at night 

Lhavye visited the ‘‘Phantom Pond” several times since, 
bul never had such a hunt and such hard work at the same 
time. But the work only made the bunt more agreeable, 
und the game more acceptable when I got il. 
San Francisco, California. Duck Can. 

JOSEY EARLS AND THE CUBS, 

BY CARL WHEELOCK, 
BEAR robbed of her cubs ia not 4 pleasant thing to en- 

JX counter. Eyen experienced hunters do not covet a 
“set to’ with such a foe single-hunded. When io her great 
strength is added the fury wlich apprehension of harm to 
ler youn inspires, the hunter is well aware that in an old 
sle bear he finds ‘a foemun” well worthy of his skill, his 
vourage and “‘his steel,” 

Fifty yeara ago Clearficld county, Pennsylvania, was a 
vast pine forest. Deep ravines, lofty hills, sparkling moun- 
tain streams, impenetrable thickets of pine, hemlock and 
laurel characterized that vast cxpause of country that 
stretches from the summit of the AJleghanies uorthward to 
Clearfield town, and from Philipsbure westward to Ebens- 
burg, A few hardy pioneers had erected thoir cabins at dif- 
ferent points, ‘‘underbrushed” a few actes, and by hunting, 
fishing, and farming a very littl:, were cking outa rustic 
romantic living for themselves und fumilics. 
By some means an old hunter 2nd trapper by the name of 

Josey Earls found his way into this wilderness, formed the 
acquaintance of the settlers, and cngagt in his chosen pur- 
suit. Mostly, during the summer time, ne camped out, 
choosing for higcamping ground that je.t of the valley of 
Beayer Run which now constitutes the sile of Houtzdale; 
but the winter eyenings he spent in be eshins of the settlers, 
e 2d having served as a soldier in the steve’ tionary War, he 
1:4ver fuiled to render his presence very agresable (aspacially 

the children) by narrating incidents of that memorable 
siruggle, and giving enthusiastic descriptions of the effectual 
manner in which ‘Giner'l Washington tiaslly thrashed the 
British.” So intimately did he become scaiia-nted with the 
«ample, hardy pioneers, and so thoroughiy :id whe succeed in 
mgratiating himself into their affections by lis kindness to 
the ebildren, and his many interesting, patriotic stories, that 
no matter at what time of the day or afi what period of the 
night he put in an appearance, he was sure of a hearty wel- 
come by all; and, although he never gave or even offered 
Any money in exchange for his yietua)s and lodging, yet the 
many strings of fine trout, the many saldles of yonison and 
the many rich roasts of beur’s meat which lhe bronght to the 
cubins of his benefactors were, by them, considered un ample 
reward for all he received at thei hands. 

In appearance, Harls was an oddity, Being not more than 
five feet five inches in height and rather slender (not weigh- 
ing over one hundred and twenty pounds ayoirdupais), he 
was well-adapted to slipping through the thickets of laurel 
und alder that skirted those mountain streams. His dress 
was a pair of buckskin Knee-breeches, buckskin leggings, 
shows, a buckskin tight jacket und a large ‘coon-skin cap. 
Thus dressed, with his knapsack on his back, his trusty rifle 
on bis shoulder (he was an excellent shot) und his ‘‘rhot- 
Ou and powder-horn" swung under his right arm, but 
‘or his diminutive stature, he would readily lave passed for 
Duniel Boone or Davy Crockett. 

Thus cyuipped, one mormmme in the latter part of June, 
1438, the renowned hunter of Clearficld county might. have 
heen seen setting out from a cabin (which stood in the 
wilderness, two miles southwest of Philipsburg, on what was 
known az “the Upper Clearficld road”) im the direction of 
Upper Moshannon and Beayer Run. A tramp of fiye miles 
Wrought him to the present site of Houtazdale. Here was a 
Jargze ‘mud lick”—a place wliere, 1 summer time, deer 
came to lick the mud because of its salimess. Here, in the 
heart of a vast wilderness, Enrles resolvedt to camp. Haying 
brought with him no provisions sive suilicicnt ‘pone bread” 
for his dinner, supper and breakfast, and a few quarts of 
corm meal and as many of while beans, and being intent on 
spending the greater portion of the summer at tliat place, he 
realized the importance of adding to his stock of provisions, 
if possible, a good piece of venison, So, haying decided on 
his camping spol, and haying donc much in the way of 
erecting his cabin (which was constructed of small poles and 
covered with large flakes of hemlock bark), he ate his even- 
ing lunch, and, wending his way to the mud lick, took his 
position on a hemlock tree about twenty feet above the 
ground, to await the approach of decor, 

Nor did he have to wait long. Justi as the sun was sect- 
ling, and while the birds were rendering the vast forest 
melodious with their evening carols, a herd of no Jess than 
ten deer, headed by a lage buck, made their appearance in 
the immediate vicinity of the lick. The sharp report of the 
hunter’s trusty rifle soon reyerberated through the forest, 
nine white tails flew into the air and bobbed up and down 
among the underbrush as nine deer leape and snorted in 
tlivir precipitous flignt from the lick, leaving behind their 
gallant leader, the big buck, struggling in the last agonies of 
death, The well-aimed rifle-ball had done its work; the 
heart was pierccd and nlready the hunter had five times as 
yoeh venison on hand as if would be possible for him to 
preserve and consime. 

His larder now thoroughly supplied, he felt comparatively 
easy, and whiled away several days in watching the beavers 
coustructing their dam, in noticing and studying their 
habits, and in devising ways and means by which to ‘‘trap” 
ijiem in the coming fall, when thelr coals of fur would be at 
their best, At length, weary of this guict life, he resolved 

on a new venture. Knowing that bears were plenty, and 
not desiring to kill any at that time, because they are not 
viluable for their skins, their flesh nor their oil (except in 
the fall and early part of the winter), he resolved on hunting 
and capturing some young cubs. This he determined to do 
both for the sake of the 'fun” and because liye young bears 
could be profitably disposed of if taken east of the mountains, 
His plan wis perfected, and after an early breakfast of corn 
bread and Jwoilel venison, with his trusty rifle on his shoul- 
der (dog he never kept, # most singular peculiarity for a 
hunter), he set ontin quest of ‘young cubs.” Leisurely he 
strolled over hilly, veross rayines, through laurel thickets, 
looking carefully in every direction, until the sun was 
rapidly sinking in the west, when he resolyed to return to 
his cabin and hope for better luck another day. Tis steps 
now quickened by hunger and a desire to ‘‘reach camp” be- 
fore night set in, he was pursuing his way through a 
deep rayine which was completely roofed over with pine 
and hemlock boughs, and across which lay the prostrate 
trunk of a huge pine tree. Huving climbed upon this, he 
was walking on it to ayoid the laurel thicket, and by chance 
he cast a glance down to the side of the log, when there, 
among the leaves and underbrush, in a huge nest, he espied, 
to his great delight, a fine pair of cubs, not more than eight 
or ten days old. They were cuddled together in their warm 
nest, enjoying a sound sleep, quite oblivious of all surround- 
ings. 
The expericnced hunter knew that there was no time to be 

lost. It was one thing to find so rare a prize, and quite an- 
other thing to secure it. If nothing interfered, it would be 
the easiest mater in the world to convey the young prowlers 
of the forest to his cabin, which was not more than 2 mile 
distant; but if Madam Bruin putin an appearance (and, 
owing to the dny being so far spent, she was almost certain. 
to do so inside of the next ten minutes), she would be ve 
apt to object to the removal of her progeny, in a manner fake 
culated to make things both warm and lively for the hunter. 
A moment's thought, a few seconds spent in sharply listen- 
ing for the approach of the dam, and tis plan of operations 
was formed. <A glance at his rifle, and placing his hand on 
his belt tu reassure himself that his large hunter's knife was 
in place, in much less time than it takes to write it, he leaped 
down to the edge of the nest, grasped the cubs, thrust them 
into his large shot pouch, scrambled to the other side of the 
ravine, and made off in the direction of his cabin as swiftly 
is possible, ever keeping a ‘‘sharp look out behind,” 

But he had not proceeded twenty-fiye rods when the 
cracking of the brush warned him of bruin’s being in close 
pursuit with all the fury of *‘a bear robbed of her whelps.”” 
He could easily have freed himself of all danger by dropping 
the cubs; but that did not suit his purpose. They were 
such a desirable prize, such grand trophies, that he resolved 
to retain them at the risk of his life. Quickly he took his 
stand behind a hugh hemlock tree, lowered his rifle in posi- 
‘ion, and when the bear, on a full run, was within ten steps, 
te fired. But, alas for his chances, In his haste and ex- 
citement big aim was not as sure as il was want to be, and 
the ball, while it did not disable the brute, took sufficient 
effect to thoroughly arouse all her latent fury. On she 
rushed like an avalanche, uttering the most terrific growls; 
gud dropping lis rille the hunter grasped his knife, and the 
monstrous infuriated brute and the lithe little old disciple of 
Nimrod closed in a life and death struggle. The mere 
momentum of ihe bear was so great that she at once bore 
the hunter to the ground; but fortunately he held on to the 
knife and retained sufficient presence of mind in his trying 
ordeal to use it with elliciency. For as much as fiye minutes 
(it seemed nn age to Warls) they rolled and tumbled oyer 
each other, the hunter as often as possible making thrusts at 
the bear with such telling effect as to cause the blood to flow 
freely. 

Ai last, when his breath and his strength were rapidly 
failing, and bruin, having Hung him to the ground appar- 
ently for the last time, was standing oyer him attempting to 
get hold of his breast with her monstrous teeth, the hunter, 
mustering all his strength, sent the trusty knife upward and. 
forward through the adcaen and chest of the bear, pierced 
her heart, and withabideous growl she rolled off him dead, 

For as much as ten minutes he could do nothing but lie 
atill and pant for breath. The perspiration rolled off his 
brow and his clothing was wet from head to foot with blood 
and sweat. Tlaving regained strength he gathered himself 
up, viewed for a monient the dead body of his morster 
antagonist, examined his shot pouch to find that the cubs 
were still safe—‘‘alive and kicking’—and then, limp and 
bleeding, he set out for his cabin, where he arrived justi as 
twilizht set in, Wor asmuch as two weeks he did nothing 
but dress and nurse his wounds and take care of his young 
cubs, Then he set out for the settlement, where he amuse 
the children by exhibilmg his trophies, and startled the 
parents with an unyarnished account of his terrible en- 
counter and his hair-breadth escape from a terrible death. 
Laeaxon, Pa., July 4, 1852. 

GAME IN QUEBEC. 
in response to your inyitation for reports as to game pros- 

pects in diiferent parts of the country, I send you the 
following notes: 

The winter here was the mildest that that celebrated indi- 
vidual, ‘‘the oldest inhabitant” ever Knew. In consequence 
very few deer or moose were killed by crusting. 1t was 
equally favorable for grouse, and the old ones are yery plenty; 
but the spring was exceedingly cold and wet, and the broods 
are small, Jhaye rarely seen one full one, the most of them 
being from two to six, 

In a recent (rip up the Arnold Riyer I found moose and 
(leer tracks plentifully scattered along its banks, and on re- 
turning the sume day, found that a very large moose had 
traveled for a quarter of a mile along the main road durin 
our absence, browsing off the green herbage on each side o1 
fhe road ditches. Although they. escaped the crust hunter, 
they have not been 40 fortunnte since, One party of fisher- 
men from Sherbronke killed a yearling moose on the Spider 
River, aud a veritable ‘slaughter of tha innocents” took 
place on Big River  shork time since. A party of fisher- 
mon who had tuken a gum with them, on rounding a turn in 
the streain, sayy 1. mooge’s head projecting from a clump of 
bushes: they shot her dead in her tracks, and going ashore 
found a cow moose, with the milk running from her udder, 
and crouching a tew yards away, three trembling little 
valves! They were obliged, in sheer humanity, to shoot 
these to prayent a lingering death from starvation. There 
is nothing in the English language that will properly charac- 
terize this transaction, and such things simply make one sick. 
The sesson has been a very unfavorable one for trouting, 

and but few good catches are reported. PENOBSCOT, 
Qookanten, Queben, July, 1882, 

THE PRAIRIE CHICKENS. 

Ww: do not expect extra shooting here this fall. The 
incessant and heavy rains, which continued all through 

the nesting season, could not but drown out all the nests on 
low ground, There are afew young birds in this county, 
enough to enable our local sportsmen to get a breakfast of 
them once in a while, but we do not expect very many, I 
um on a farm, and among the farmers good deal, The 
general report is that chickens are scarce. We do nol sea 
them in the oat, wheat and rye fields as we would if they 
were RIPUNY: I have heard of severa: levies, all on high 
groun la RK. 

Moxrxiya Son, Iowa, July, 1882. 

ONTARIO GAME SEASONS, 

A Redes sho. td sd ABO Oct, ist to Dee. Lath 
. Sept. ist to Jun. 1st 
Oct. 156 to Jan. 1st 

ee Aug. det to Jan. ist 
vee Ang, 16th to Jan. ist 

Aug. 15th to Jan, 1st 
21. Aug, 15th to May ist 
_, Sept. lst to March iat 

Baipse 5S eee. eo ae, we ee 
Mallard, grey and black and wood duck. 
Other ducks, geese, swans 
EOS Be ai A ene 

A Wisconsin Pigzon Roos.—A correspondent of the 
Germantown Telegraph, writing from Sauk county, Wis., 
says: You haye undoubtedly heard ‘pigeon-roost'’ as well 
as ‘‘fish stories,” and imagined the former 10 he gross fabri- 
cations. If such is the case a visit to the ‘‘roost” near Kil- 
bourn (this county) would have confirmed what you have 
heard respecting them. Long before the locality was 
reached, vast columns of pigeons could be seen passing to 
and from the reost. In their ay they appeared to follow 
certain routes, the array of flocks being so close as to 
resemble an army of feathered warriors. When their camp 
was reached, it was six miles in length and from one to two 
miles in width. The noise caused by the flapping of wings, 
and shooting and shouting of pot-hunters and trappers, also 
reminded me of the surprise of an enemy. There was no let 
up inthe uproar and fusilade, and it was a matter of sur- 
prise that the birds succeeded in hatching a single egg, 
judging from the manner in which they were driven from 
their nests us soon as they settled upon them. Hundreds of 
trappers, Indians as well as ‘‘pale faces,” were engaged in 
netting the old birds. One of the experts caught in a single 
day six hundred dozens, These are sold for trap-shooting, 
the price ranging from seyenty-fiye cents to one dollar per 
dozen, The profit of the business is so great that the tele- 
graph is brouglit into requisition to notify the professionals 
of the Jocation of a roost, and they are hurried there by the 
“iron horse’ in time tu drive the assemblage from one or more 
locations before it finally setttles down to be slaughtered and 
captured, as if despairing to eseape from the inevitable. 
In addition to netting and shooting, some follow the business 
of plundering the nests for “‘squabs;” these are palatable 
aad sell readily, being shipped to distant markets by the 
barrel. Some idea of the wholesale slaughter is also con- 
yeyed by the immense number of young birds which are 
tumbled out of their nests before they are of any account 
whatever. As the pigeon lays two ergs, and the nest con- 
sists of a few twigs placed loosely together, the destruction 
by shooting through the nests is also immense, National as 
well as Atate laws should be enacted and enforced to put a 
stop to the wholesale slaughter of game. At the presenti rate 
of systematized destruction the time is not far distant when the 
sportsman will have io seek an almost inaccessible wilder 
ness to find the darper species of game. When I first visited 
Wisconsin (about thirty years ago), from eighty to one bun- 
dred prairie chickens were easily bagged in a day; quail, 
jack-snipe and ducks were also abundant. Now I rarely 
venture on a hunt, for as a general thing it don’t pay, as far 
as tue game is concerned. A friend once remarked alter 
he had been sold out by the sherif, ‘‘The sheriff did not 
succeed In disposing of fourteen years of Rood living that I 
have enjoyed.” Ican addtohis philosophical conclusion, 
‘Neither can trappers, market shooters aud nest-iobbers re- 
move the pleasant recollection of many « day of fine sport 
enjoyed in the past. The present and future dearth of game 
is also bearable from the fact that with adyancing years one 
loses his enthusiasm for tramping over hill and dale in searh 
of a few stray birds, said to be located in a certain but rarely 
found locality, Fortunately the sparrow is left for the com- 
ing sportsman. Judging from its rapid increase it will be 
hard to exterminate, Possibly this feat may be accomplished 
by improved breech-loaders and dogs bred to meet the re- 
quirements of the sport. 

Toe Connecticut Ram, LAw.—South Norwalk, Conn., 
July 21.—Haditor Forest and Stream: As the season for rail 
shooting approsches, a few lines on the Connecticut vail law 
passed last April may not be amiss. As the luw stands, no 
rail can beshot till after September 12. This law was passed 
at the instigation of parties living on {he Connecticut River, 
where there are extensive rail covers, «und for the purpose of 
keeping parties from other States, who go there in yachts, 
from Killing the birds off early in the season. ‘This is all 
very proper and right, but in making the 12th of September 
instead of the ist the open season haye they not overdone 
the matter? On the Housatonic River, between Stratford 
and Derby, there are some good rail covers, and much sport 
is had with these birds from August 20 to September 20; as 
the corn grass begins ripening early in August, the birds 
commence to arrive, and ina few days hecome very fat. 
The best shooting at them has always been the last weok in 
August and the first week of September After thnf the 
shooting does not amount to very much. J have shot rails 
on the Housatonic for fifteen years, and the record I have 
kept shows this to be the case, After September 15 the 
seeds have fallen, and the corn and oat grass seems .o rot 
down, leaving no more coyer for the birds, and the remnin- 
der of the shooting is done on the sedge flats at the month of 
the river, Asrail are amigratory bird und leave us on the 
first frost, the open season for them under the new law is 
too short. The time to shoot the birds is when they are 
here, and the ist of September should haye been the open 
seasol, 48 it is earlier with us than the States further South, 
and there is nothing gained by protection to so late a date 
as September 12. I have talked with all the shooters in this 
yicinity, and they are of the opivion the open season should 
commence Sepiember 1, Another year we shall endeavor 
to have the law so altered as to allow shooting September 1, 
at least for the Housatonic, Co-operative legislation is what 
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qe need in this State as regards our game laws, and the 
gooner the sportsmen understand it the better it will be for 
all concerned. Laws that are too hastily drawn up and 
passed, which clash with the views of sportsmen of different 
counties, fail of their effect and intention. We have no ab- 
eauon to the shooters on the Connecticut River passing any 
law they may sce fit that is adapted to their own waters and 
county, but we do object to their embracing the entire State 
with a September 12 rail law.—F. B. 

PmusapeteutA Norms.—Although many “quail ure re- 
ported whistling all over the country" in almost every State, 
it does nut absolutely proye we are to have a plenty of birds 
this autumn. Your correspondent knows of not a few nests 
of eges that never hatched owing to the cool and wet season, 
and some broods of young birds that were “drageled out” 
and perished in the rain. e will have more quuil this fall 
than last most surely, but the whistling of Bob White does 
not proye he has brought his youngsters safely through the 
host of ills quail flesh is heir to, We have gained greatly, 
however, on last year, but we need one or two mild winters 
like our last to put us ahead. Owing to the rainy summer, 
and what more affected the birds, the deluge of water 
throughout the spring, woodcock shooting has been poor in 
our State. Most of the birds that have been shot proved to 

- be old ones, which carries out the expectation that the nest- 
ing was interfered with and the young birds were destroyed 
by the floods and wel weather in the spring. The longhill 
can now feed almost anywhere so moist is the ground, con- 
sequently the remaining birds ace scattered over great 
extent of country and are hard to find. Next,month he will 
hie to his mioulting ground and find a rest and return again 
in cooler weather,—Homo, 

TuxNnesshe GAME Notms.—Now that the grain has been 
harvested, as I predicted sometime back, doves haye appeared 
in countless numbers. The sport isa grand one, and those 
who do not have a day or two at it are to be commiserated, 
Fancy lying quietly on the long blue grass sward in one of 
the many heavily wooded pastures protected by huge forest 
trees fron the parching sun of July, and having frequent 
shots at single or double birds fiying past at s lightning 
speed, and ahont as hard to kill as a blue rock, and then 
answer if that is not luxurious sport? Yet that is the mode 
of shooting doves, only to be varied later in the season, 
when the fodder has been pulled from tle corn, by strolling 
through the ficlds about sunset to have a few more rounds at. 
the lovely emblems of purity. Why doves are considered 
not game in other portions of the land I cannot imagine, for 
certuinly from the immense quantities of them out here and 
the high excellence of their flesh as food, certainly they were 
intended for man's use. Charley Griffith bagged quite a 
number of them on Saturday last.—J. D. H. 
; 

Aprronpack Drer.—Our well infermed correspondent, 
writes, under date of July 15: The slaughter ot deer on the 
Sixteen-Mile Level and in the vicinity of Blue Mount still 
continues, There are at the present time five or six different 
parties of hunters hunting in that neighborhood, One large 
party went up on Thursday, but. that came from St. Law- 
rence county. And there are now quite a large number 
from the cities and large towns in different parts of the coun- 
try camping at many of the ponds throughout the St. Regis 
district hunting deer. They make their headquarters at 
Paul Smith’s, and other Jarge posting houses, from which 
they fit ont themselyes with tents, guides, boats and all 
camping outfits, and go often fifteen or twenty miles away 
to some pond or small lake, away from any settlements; and 
kill all the deer that they can. I tell you, this early hunting 
in Juneand July destroys more game than all the rest of the 
hunting combined, and [ know it to be a fact. 

Micuieawn.—In a recent conversation with Mr, W. B. 
Mershon, Secretary of the Michigan Sportsmen’s Associa- 
tion, we were told that the prospects for quail and partridge 
shooting about East Saginaw are very satisfactory, It is 
thouglit there will be a fine supply of birds, 

Camp Sire Hlickeyings. 

‘That reminds me.” 

npaey were cooting at Brant Rock, and one of the party, 
probably ba pata too far in the surf in order to se- 

cure his game, had filled his rubber boots, At night, as all 
hands sat around the stove, the boots were brought forth and 
the question arose as to which was the best way to dry them. 
Vurious methods were proposed by the company, one of 
which was to fill them with hot beach sand and leaye them 
over night. This being gravely suggested by one of the old- 
est of the party, und sanctioned by all present, was imme- 
diately carried into effect. } 

I don’t think he looked more thunderstruck when he came 
to see those boots in the morning than Charlie Bickford did 
when he rowed out to Manomet Point cooting, and got into 
line only to find he had left his gun and shells on the beach, 
When the bvots came to be emptied, out came stufling, 

lmings, everything but the outer skin. ‘To cap the whole, 
they were borrowed boots. BASSA-CUS, 
Sourm Anryoron, Mass. 

Unele Biah was an old fellow, fond of his bottle, fond of 
the woods, and of telling big stories; but he would fly into 
§ passion if anyone doubted his word, On the banks of the 
Merrimac was an old, deserted farm house, withno doors nor 
windows. We were sitting around the store, one evening, 
when Uncle Siah said he was sitting in the old farm house 
that afternoon, when 2 partridge flew through the house, in 
atone window and out at the other, 

One of the boys said, “‘f guess it was a two-legged pur- 
tridge.” 

“Tis a lie,” shouted Uncle Siah, us he left the store and 
wendel his way home, mad all through that anyone doubted 
piscine y; AS THERE. 

INE. 

Look at this.—W. & C. Scott & Sons’ breech-loader. Damascus 
barrels, (op action, rebounding locks, low hammers, large strikers, 
atent torée-eni, double bolt, pistol grip, horn heel plate, in a square 

Teather case, With crimper, loader, powder and shot measure and 
cleaning rod, for $65.00, and same gun wilh extension rib for $75,00. 
Each gun is warranted in the first place to be a genuine gun by these 
eclebrated makers, secondly to shoot to satisfaction, and third if any- 

should not suit will make it right) on gun or exchange for 
ase, CHARLES L. RITZ- 

thin 
another if within thirby days from purch 
MANN, 943 Broadway, New Vork,—Adw, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 9 

Sea and River Sishing. 

OPEN SEAsons.—See table of open seasons for game wna. fish 
in teswe of Seuly 20, 

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUS-. 

FRESE WATER. 

Lake trout, Crisiivoner ‘ianay-| Pike (N, Y. pickerel), sox Tucius. 
cush. | Pickerel, Esox reticulatus. 

Siscowet, Cristtvomer siscowef, | Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti- 
Brooktrout, Selvelinusfontinalis. | zostethiwm. 
Grayling, Thiymallus tricolor and | Yellow perch, Perco. fluviatilis. 

T, montanus. Striped bass (Rovkfish), Roecus 
Rainbow trout, Salmo iridea. lineatius. 
Clark's trout, Salmo elarkit, White bass, Roceus chrysops. 
Dally Varden trout, Salvelinus | Rock bass, Ambloplites, two spe- 
TELL. 

Salmon, Salmo sqlar, 
Land-locked salmon, var. sebaga. 
Quinnat salmon, Oncorlynchas 

chowyolit, 
Black bass, Micrapterius, two spe- 

cies, 
War-mouth, Chrenobryttus gulo- 

Sus. 
Crappie (Strawberry bass, ete), 
Pomoxys nicromaculutus. 

Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis, 
cies. ! Chub, Semotilus bullaris, 

Muaskinonge, Hsox nobilior, 

SALT WATER. 
Sea bass, Centropristes atrarius, | ‘Seatrout,’’ Cynoscyon carolinen- 
Striped bass, Roceus lineatus. i 
White perch, Morone americana. 

sis. 
Sheepshead, Arehosargus probe- 

Scup or porgie, Stenofomus ar- tocephetlus. 
gyrops. _ | Kingfish or Barb, Mfenticirrus ne- 

Tautog or blackfish, Tawtoga oni- bulosus, 
fis, Spanish mackerel, Crybiam macu- 

Bluefish or taylor, Pomatomus| latum. 
saliatrix. 

Weakfish or squetague, Cynas- 
cyon regalia, Red bass, ete., Seirenons acellatus, 

(87 This table is general. ‘For special laws in the several 
States see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20, 

Drum, Pogonias chromis, 
core eeal Liostamas obliques. 

Anb for you that have heard many grave, serious men pity anglers, 

Jet me tell you, sir, that there he many men that are hy ofhers taken 

to be serious and grave men, whem we contemn and pity. Men that 

are taken to be grave, because Nature hath made themof asour 

complexion, money-getting men, men thal spend all their time first 

in getting, and next in anxious care to keep it: men that are con- 
demned to be rich, and then always busy or discontented; for these 

poor, rich men, we anglers pity them perfectly, and stand in no need 

to. borrow their thoughts to think ourselyes so happy. No, no, sir, 
we enjoy a contentedness above the reach of such disposition,—Izaak 
Walton. 

FLY OR BAIT? 

i Ge a late number—lI think it is dated July 18—1 notice Mr. 
Jhonson holds forth on the fly and worm question, This 

is an old and much argued matter, bul always interesting to 
the angler. If not taking up too much of your valuable 
space, I would like to state a few facts bearing on the case, 

There are streams so small or overgrown that it is utterly 
useless to try the fly; and again, sometimes the water is so 
high and discolored that trout will not rise to them, and will 
hardly touch bait; but taking the streams when in proper 
condition and the two anglers equal in skill and knowledge 
of the locality, the fly-fisherman will kill more trout and 
larger ones, This is a well-known fact to old anglers, and 
in England would not be questioned. Most men do better 
with the worm, because there are far less good fly- than bait- 
fishermen, Fly-fishing requires more skill, practice and ex- 
perience, and is no more to be compared with worm-lishing 
than shooting birds sitting does to wing-sliooting. I pre- 
sume itis easierto Kill birds on the eround than on the 
wing, but I belieye sportsmen do not advocate the former 
because it is easier. Knowledge of the locality is of the 
greatest importance; no amount of skill will make up for 
that want. There is, generally, where the angler fails; he 
voes to some trout stream and fishes it carefully and does 
the best he knws how, but, to his disgust, finds that the boy 
or countryman with the worm beats him, It is not the 
worm that does it, but the countryman is at home, and 
knows where every trout is to be found and where te expact 
him, and if anything of a fisherman, beats the stranger out 
of sight. 

I fished one stream in Lycoming county, Pa., for eleyen 
seasons, and fished it from one to three months each year, 
and I found after the first two or three years I was just be- 
ginning to learn how, when and where to cast my flies in 
that stream, Ido not wish to boast, but 1 hever met a. bait- 
fisherman there, during the last few seasons, that could kill 
the trou! that I could, Yet Imeta Welshman one day on 
the stream—a miner—who was using his own make of flies, 
and who could discount me. 

There was a gentleman from Baltimore there one summer 
who enjoyed the reputation of being a great, bait-fisherman, 
and he looked upon fly-fishing with the utmost contempt. 
He was very anxious to go out with me, and, I must admit, 
I was a little afraid of him. I knew if he beat me, there 
would be no more peace for mein that place, but finally I 
agreed to make a day of it with him. The first pool we 
started in at—we fished side by side—I took seven nice 
trout, three times two at a time, and he three small ones, 
He gaye up fishing at noon. I caught sixty odd and he 
thirteen, The next night, fo my surprise, he was practicing 
with a fly. 

Another time, one rainy day, I came across a boy fishing 
in a favorite pool. He was perched on a log overhanging 
the best part of the water. I took eighf fish almost from 
under him and he did not get a bite. A little latter be ran 
after me, holding up a fair-sized fish and yelling, ‘‘Hello, 
mister! I got one!” He wanted me to see he could catch 
trout to¢, The experienced angler will vot bother with flies 
in the middle of the dayin hot, clear weather; the trout 
are hiding. Then a Worm or a grasshopper, cast with a 
light line and leader, will tempt them out when flies are use- 
less; but as soon as the sun is off the water und behind the 
hills put on yon coachman and yellow—sally and fish until 
you cannot see the end of your rod. W. Honserron. 

“Tt’s an awful pretty thing to see one of those dandy fish- 
ermen get to work, so it is,” said Tom Jenkins one day, 
“Why, they riz up in high ole style, I tell yer; they get on 
a pair of tight-fittin’ treowsers that’s cnt off at the knee— 
gness the cloth run shori—then they lias a wes'coat, that’s gol 
pockets all the way up, and a Hob-tail coat that fits like the 
hark on aspruce tree, and it’s got an wvful sight of pockets 
and fixin’s about it; and then they has a pair of ingy-rubber 
treowsers without any seat to ‘em, that mins wp under their 
arms and looks like they was madefor their gran’father, and 
on Vother end they has rubber hoots which has big iron nails 
on the part they walks on, and on top of all they gets a dandy 
litile hat, and then you has apicter. My, ain't he nice! 

only them big rubber breevhes, them’s overcomin’. Wall, 
if don’t ameount to much what kind of close you has on 
when yer goes s-fishin’,; but I ginerally leaves my Sunday 
close home on fishin’ days. But thatain’t wll his mg; oh, no! 
he has 4 basket slung over his shoulder big enuff to hold a 
peck of treont, and a net hooked onto button-hole of his 
cont; and then he’s got « fishin’ pole; golly, what a pole! 
It’s a little bit of a thing, about as big round as the stem of 
one of them long clay pipes, only it’s smaller than that at 
other end, and it’s all finished off with bright shiny rings 
around it that looks like some of that jewelry that the ped- 
lers bring round for the women folks to go crazy ubout; and 
he has a wheel on it to wind up his fish line. Wall, now 1 
just like to look at one of them fellers, they look so nice in 
all their good close, and their putty little bits of fish poles. 

‘One day last week one of them fellers went fishin’ in 
the branch, and was at it all day, and he thrashed the stream 
like a man a whalin’ at his hoss; and he got his hooks away 
up in the trees, and left ‘em there so’s he could find *em 
when the water got up high enuff, und when he got hack 
from his days’ fishin’ he didn’t look so nice, for he tumbled 
down and tore his putty coat, and busted the knee out of 
his rubber boots, and twisted his feet on the stones, and jot 
all wet in the big mud hole and got chock full of mud all 
oyer him; and then the basket got loose nd he smashed the 
beautiful little fishpole into 2 good many picces; and the 
worst of it was, he only got one little fish. These kind of 
fellers always vows they’se had such a jolly day’s fishin’, 
but they hasn’t any fish to show. 
“My little cub Sam went out fishin’ that day; he had on 

all that's left of a pair of my old treouwsers, fastened on 
With one of my old galluses, and he had on his bare feet, 
and a straw hat; he got a pole up in the woods, that was big 
enuil to make about six of the other feller’s, and he started 
out fishin’ on the branch too. Wall, sometimes he'd be ov 
the bank and sometimes in the water, then he’d be on both 
sides the stream to once, and then he’d be a swimmin’ a 
piece, and you ought to see him ketch the fish, Wall, it 
ain’t no use a talkin’, he did ketch ‘em lively. And when 
he cum home before supper time, he had just the nicest mess 
of treout you ever see. I guess he must have had fiye dozen 
Fsh and they wus good ones too. 

‘But that ain't all my story, either, for the dandy fisher- 
man with the little thin pole, be seen Sama ketchin’ of tha 
fish and havin’ sich a jolly good time; so when he wus 
comin’ along he ses to Sam, ‘Say, souny, what's yer goin’ 
to do with yer fish?’ And Sam told him that there wus a 
big family to home to supply, and it wuz his day on at that 
bizness; and do you know, the feller followed him home, 
and when he found out that we were not staryin’ fur fish, 
he up and offered 8am five dollars fur his fish—the hull lot— 
and Sam got five dollars for that day’s work, you het. 

“T dunno, but I ’spect that feller went home and told his 
Yokes what a gelorious day’s fishin’ he had, and how he got 
‘em all with his little pole, and never said anything about 
hir * se dollars.” 

‘Yhere’s a moral to this tale. I suppose if igs this: Don’t 
despise a humble bait rod; don’t exalt your licht Hy red— 
you can’t always sometimes tell which will do the work, 

J. R., JR. 

THE RESTIGOUCHE SALMON CLUB. 

BE make the following extracts from the St. John, N. 
B,, Sun of July 24: 

The fish stories that are annually wafted down to this 
city from the northern portion of New Brunswick sre not 
infrequently cunningly devised fables calculated, if not di: 
rectly intended, to impose on the credulity of our amateur 
sporismen; and only those who have correspondents al thé 
front are in a position to detect the amount of exaggeration 
underlying each particular story and to foim «a pretty cor 
rect idea of the exact state of the salmon crop in the par- 
ticular locality to be visited. But it sometimes happens 
that the stories from a good station are so contradictory as 
to puzzle eyen the old stagers, and then nothing short of a 
personal yisit to the spot will suffice. 

“Going to Metapedia!” echoed a well-known fisherman, ~ 
as a Sum reporter, seated in the Quebec express a few even: 
ings ago, had indicated his destination in answer to a lead- 
ing question—“‘good fishing there now; never was better,” 
and this was with the air of one speaking with authority 
and not asa novice. The reporter smiled at the veteran's 
enthusiasm, as some hours later he contrasted it with the 
gloomy picture drawn of the sport generally in northern 
waters by a railway man who acknowledges no master in 
the art of whipping a stream or tying a fly. ‘‘ Salmon are 
salmon this year,” said the R. R. Man, “and don’t you for 
get it; but if you want to see some of the prettiest trout that 
ever came down the line, stop over to-night. Vl hitch up 
my horse al daybreak and driye you out to the spot. If 
they don’t catch on by the baskettulin two or three hours, 
[ll never say fish to you again.” 
On arriving at Melapedia the Sun’s reporter was most cor 

dially receiyed by Mr, John Robinson, Superintendent of the 
Restigouche Salmon Club, an association of American and | 
Canadian gentlemen who have purchased the celebrated 
hotel and fishery privileges of Mr, Daniel Fraser, the long 
time popular landlord, and who is now to be found about 4. 
inile below on the New Brunswick side, \ 

The officers of the club for the present year are as follows 
President, Locke W, Winchester; Vice-President, Francis 
i, Lawrence; Secretary-Treasurer, Oliver K. King; Counsel, 
John L. Cadwallader; Superintendent, John Robinson: 
Executive Committee, L. W. Winchester, Marvyelle W. 
Cooper, Oliver T. King, A. L, Mason; Directors, L. W 
Winchester. M. N. Cooper, O. K. King, F.C. Lanrence, W. 
H. Penfold, C.F. Fearing, W. E. Dodge, Jr., A. L, Mason, 
H. I, Nichols, D. T. Worden. } 

The gentleinen who compose the club haye gone to a heavy 
expense to secure this, one of the best tishing privileges in 
Canada, and it is tobe regretted that the sport this season 
has fallen far below their expectations or the average cateli 
of past years. [A detailed statement of the catch of 1881 
is given, It is: Division No. 1—90 salmon ana 03 grilee, 
weighing 1,471 Tbs, ; largest fish, 894 lbs, by Mr. Robinson, 
Division No. 2—Mr, King, 2 fish, 45 hs. Division No. 8- 
49 salmon and 2 grilse, 1,158} Ibs.; largest fish, 38 lbs, by 
Mr. Jones, | 

At the present date the club house is practically desertea, 
and little fishing has been done for some time, The sma’, 
attendance of members is due entirely to the searcity of fish_ 
Mr, Robinson not fceling justiticd in forwarding encouras 
ing information to the members. Indeed those who hay. 
visited the grounds this season haye not remained as long: 
in years past, simply because the sport is so bad, The 
patrons this season have been: J. Hartt Welch, A. Stacl; 
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ole, J. Carter. Jr.. J. Robinson, John J. Kane, Mr. and | 
Mrs. D. T. Worden, W, Stackpole, Mrs. Mason, A, L. 
Mason, R. G. Dun, @, W. Hall, J. Livingston, Wm. H, 
Scott, J. Catlin, Jr., W. K. Vanderbilt, H. B. Hollins. 

Operations were begun in the big pool on June 19, when 
J. AH. Welch landed a 25-pounder with a Juck Scot. The 
oatch in June around this poni was sixteen fish, of which J, 
Robinson took tive and J, J. Kane six~a 32-pounder by Mr. 
Kane topping the list, Mrs, D. T, Worden caught » 20-1b. 
salmon in Titus pool with a butcher, The weights in the 
order of catch were 25, 20, 11, 12, 26, 12, 114, 25, 25, 27, 82, 
25, 27, 114, 20. During June the sport up the river was 
chiefly confined to Mr, Catlin, Jr., and Mr. Welch, the 
former getting » 15-pounder at Brandy Brook, and the latter 
nine salmon aggregating 1634 lbs, at Pine Island. The 
feature of the present month was Mr. D, T, Worden’s 
success at Camp Harmony, where he scored nine fish 
with a total weight of 145 Ibs. At Cheyton’s Brook Mr, 
Stackpole, Mrs. Mason and Mr. A. L. Mason took 680 Ibs, 
of fish, 

The total catch in the club waters up to last weck was 131 
fish, of which two went. over 30 Ibs.; twenty turned the 
scale at 25 lbs. and over; seventeen over 20 Ibs., and about 
thirty ranged from 10 lbs. downward, The flies chiefly 
used were the silver doctor, Jack Scot, dusty miller, butcher, 
durham, ranger. black dose, silyer gray, fairy and wilmot, 
The most taking fly wus the jock seot, which is credited 
with fifty-one fish, the silver doctor coming next with thirty. 
A special feature of the season was the capture of two sal- 
mon on July 20 from the big pool during the progress of a 
thunder storm, the fish rising to 2 Jock Scot. 

Mr. Robinson and Dr, Mason said that the fishing on the 
riyer had heen getting worse and worse for the past three 
years, until now il was practically an utter failure. The 
fish this year are suvaller than ever before, and unless some 
radical changes are made in profecting the fisheries, it is Mr, 
Robinson's opinion that the people can soon bid 2ood-bye to 
the salmon in the riyers and on the coast. This opinion was 
based on information derived from several quarters, all 
fending to show a sad falling off, At Indian House pool, 
formerly & perfect salmon honanza, only fifteen fish have 
been landed this season, and the record on the Patupedia is 
still worse. In four weeks’ fishing at Kedzewick but twelve 
salmon were secured, whereus formerly that many have been 
taken inaday. From Causipseal the returns are so meagre 
as to totally shut off all visitors, 

Having invested a large amonnt of money at Metapedia, 
the vlub naturally tukes a deep interest in all measures look- 
ing to thu conservation of the fisheries, and express their do- 
sire to do-operate with the authorities in every practicable 
way. , 
Mr. Robinson suid that he hud given the subject a preat 

deal of cocsideration, and was satisfied that speedy steps 
Were necessary to prevent the total extinction of the fish. 
He attributes the extinction of the tish in no small degree to 
the almost total blocking up of the tideway by nets, and in 
proof of this points to the fact that a large proportion of 
the fish taken in the club’s waters bear the marks of having 
had to force their way through the nets, Then again, 
the inland waters are not efficiently protected against 
poachers, who opérate on the spawning beds and drive away 
the fish that they do not kill. All the riparian owners on 
the river are anxious to join in the protection of the spawn- 
ing beds. Tt is a nolaworthy fact that this season the nets 
between Metapedia and Campbellton have done very litue, 
all the fish being caught down towards the mouth of the 
river. Mr. Robinson, recognizing the importance of the net 
fighery industry, is inclined to meet the difticulty half way, 
and while advocating either a shortening of the season or 
more open days, is prepared to go in for culting off fly-fish- 
ing, say from the middle of August, Unless something of 
this kind is done, he considers it useless to continue the arti- 
ficial propogation of salmon on the river, He is an ardent 
believer in fishculture, though he takes exception to the 
manner in which it has been conducted here in the past, 
The system has been in operation sume ten years, and instead 
of the river being stocked, the run is beeoming smaller 
year by year. 

THE UPPER HUDSON. 

AVING scen many articles in your valued journal in 
EL reference to the wholesale abuse of the fame laws in 
various parts of the country, it has been a inatter of surprise 
to me that no complaint has reached you from this quarter. 
I doubt if the locality exists where less regard is had for the 
game laws. This quiet village, as you know, is situated 
three miles above ‘Troy, and about one and a half miles 
above the State dam, which backs the water of the ‘‘noble 
Hudson” above Waterford, in Saratoga county, three miles 
from the dam. In the asin thus formed fishing used to he 
good, and on the “'rifts.” of which there are four between 
this place and Stillwater (some ten miles up the river), those 
gamy fish, the black bass, wall-eyed pike, and chub used to 
be found in goodly numbers and size. 

The tykes, ‘‘dumunics” and seines have so exhausted the 
supply that for several years a few of the net fishermen 
have given up fishing. Let me here explain for the benefit 
of many of your readers who are not acquainted with the 
“dummy” that it is a small ‘‘hoop” or fyke net, with the 
wings stretched and held in place on « bow, instead of beng 
on poles as in case of the fyke. This net, when set, is helc 
in place by two stone anchors, each one fied t& a rope, one 
holding the bow and wings in wn upright position, the other 
the body of the net, which is stretched up the stream. This 
is the most common kind of trap net in use here, and is the 
‘poacher’s delight,” asit may be used in swift or still water, 
and on either mud, gravel or rock bottom, and when set is 
completely hid from view, being under water, These trap 
nets have been the cause of poor fishing, They are used 
during the spring and fall months, and at each rise of the 
water in summer. They are usually of one inch mesh 
netting, and catch all fish (excepting eels) of more than four 
ounces weight. A “ 

The seining is now almost wholly confined to tidewater 
Welow the dam, in consequence of the arrest of one gang, in 
the lower branch of the Mohawk by Cohoes parties, but 
there are seyeral gangs that work the bars near the rifts at 
night all through the summer, in the interest of Saratoga 
parties, catehing most of the choice bass and obtaining fancy 
prices for them, i ee 

‘As a natural consequence of this our bass fishing is far 
from being good, und the fish are generally of small size, not 
averaging more than three-quarters of a pound, a fish of two 
pounds or more being a rare cateh, No fishway has eyer 
been built in the dam although one was promised long ago, 
and at this present time a fourteen foot dam is being built 

across the Hudson eight miles aboye this place with no 
thought of a fishway being built in it, 

The seiters below the dam pay no regard to the law 
against hauling on Sunday, and tlie excnse. our local fisher- 
men make for using nets is that this ‘‘used to be tidewater” 
some fifty-eight years ago before the dam was. built, To 
nl persons who inquire if they catch hard fish (hass, pike, 
ete.,) they say ‘'no,” but, strange to say, they generully have 
such fish for sale at good prices, and at times when they 
eannot be taken with the hook and line, 

Hunting is carried on at all seasons, and yery few birds 
are to be found, Twill mention an instancethat on the 20th 
day of May wild ducks were being hunted and shot on the 
river opposite the city of Troy. Sronre ARABIA. 
Lanstncaunan, N, Y- 

[Complain to your nearest xame protector and form clubs. ] 

PALAVER OF THE PANIONKEES. 

HEREWITH inelose yous copy of the rules governing 
our last Annual Hunt. When Panionkee Tribe No, 2 

Imp. O. R. M. was instituted its membership was made up 
of pale faces fond of manly sports, such as fishing, hunting, 
ete. The custom of having an annual fishing and hunting 
party was therefore easily engrafted on the tribe in the first 
ereat sun of its existence, and neyer since then haye we 
failed to honor the event witha full attendance and a grand 
lime, Wedo not catch trout, but make the bass, perch and 
bullheads grace our festive board. We occassionally have 
ont line and an eel entangled in a Gordean knot, but such 
tritles are sneered at by the “injuns” of our tribe. Asa 
rulé, 10 use the expression of one of our members, “‘Ve lias 
more fun as ve can get avay mit.” 

Our last camp was on Spring River, in the Flower Moon, 
G. S. D. 391, that is to say in May, 1882, 

The rules are as follows ; 
THE SACHEM. 

The Sachem shall have supreme authority during the hunt 
and the encampment. He Shall preseribe all rules and regu- 
lations, make details for special duty, and direct all uffairs 
necessary to secure harmony, vomfort and fish, And he shall 
enforce his authority whenever he is able. 

THE SAGAMORE. 

The Sagamore shall be Ruler of the Feast, and it shall be 
his duty to provide hewers of wood and carriers of water, 
taking special care not to overtax his ownenergies. He shall 
see that the commissary stores are properly cared for, that 
the same are kept conyenient for the cooks, that the feast 
shall not be wanting in quantity and quality, that the dishes 
be properly cleaned at least once a year, and that all things 
shall beso directed that every Man may retire to his wigwam 
when night cometh, in comfort and content, 

BIG MEDICINE MAN, 

The Big Medicine Man shall provide a sufficient quantity of 
Malarion to ward off the miasmatic dangers of the country; 
le shall care for the stock of snake medicine, and when any 
one has been snake bitten, or fears that he shall be, he shall 
prescribe the remedy laid down by the traditions of the race; 
he shall alse distribute among the early risers a judicious as- 
sortment of lemons, sugar, spoons aud cups, so that if such 
e. r, shall know what other ingredients will make a perfect 
compound, they may provide for themselyes a remedy 
against the dangers of the day, likewise an appetite for 
breakfast, 

KEEPER OF WAMPUM. 

The Keeper of Wampum shall gather from each Red Man 
his proportionate share of wampum, paying the same out for 
such things as may be necessary for the comfort of the Tribe, 
bearing in mind that the tastes of the Red Men are simple 
and their appetites good; the larter need not boast a lordly 
yariety, but the quantity must be munificent. The Keeper 
of Wampum must know how tomake both ends meet; to his 
care and caution we commit the belt. 

CHIEF OF RECORDS, 
The Chief of Records shall keep a faithful record of the 

expedition, truly recording the achievements of each; he 
shall not too hastily give credence to fishy stories, nor make 
history out of the vainglorious imaginings or sanguinary 
dreams of the inexperienced. 

GENERAL LAWS 

|. Business is business; come down with the shekles. 
is cheap, but it takes lucre to lure cattish. 
” Bach Red Man shall provide his own bedding, fishing 

tackle, towels, soap, killikinnick, and paper collar; and while 
in camp it shall be imperative on each to wear at leash the 
last named artiele, The Sachem is authorized to appoint a 
(grand Bouncer to enforce this rule. 

5. None shall lie abed after sunrise, without permission, nor 
shall any vex the stillness of the night by turbulent snoring. 

4, There shall be no unnecessary tramping of mud into the 
tents, no getting up in the middle of the night for malarion. 

5. No one shall participate in the pleasures of the hunt 
whose constitution requires more than eighteen hours rest out 
of the twenty-four, 

fi. No one Shall at any meal appropriate all the fish. 
7. He who refuses to eat chowder is a liar. 
§. Meals served in private apartments shall be charged 

extra. ~ 
. ‘There shall be no stealing of “‘kiyers.” , 
10, If the Big Medicine man finds his duties so laborious as 

to endanger his health, he may appoint one or more assistants. 
il. The Golden Rule of the Tribe isthatno one shall do any 

work himself which he can get anyone else to do for him. 
12, Nu one shall insist that his bass weighs four pounds 

when it is notorious that it weighs but four ounces, nor shall 
anyone proclaim that he ‘caught a thirty pound cat, but ib 
trot off the hook just as he got it out of the water.” 
~ 18. Anyone detected in using charms, incantations, or spells, 
such as using asafcetida, spitting on his hook, taking a drink, 
or making use of any other superstition to draw fish to his 
line, s be promptly scalped., ee Ort 4 

14, Small strings of dish and many By PUSAUOES for malarion 
shall be inadmissible without great labor in cleaning fish, 
cutting wood, and carrying water, 

15. Coons shall be counted lawful game, f 
18, No sony shall be sung or story told, that could bring a 

blush to the cheek of the most modest Red Man present, (and 
for the purpose of enforcing this rule Parker shall be counted 

the most modest Red Man present.) - , 
17, When King Phillip hangs his pantaloons over a limb, 20 

one shall put turtle heads or eels in the pockets thereof, 
18. The “fun of the thing” 1s known only to who does 

his share of the work. He whoshirks shall know no happi- 
ness, nor shall the fastidious man catch fish. ; 

19. Ttis likewise ordained and established that while we are 
in camp. and there's plenty to eat, every one shall eat when 
he’s hungry, and drink when he’s dry, and to his fullest eapa- 
city, so far as is consistent with the safety of his buttons, 
which every man must sew on for himself. , 

= oreroing rules may seem to be inconsistent 
ate FE estates Baal nowhere find any law which requires a 
Red Man to be uncomfortable, He is his own judge of law, and may 
obey that which suits him best. 
Girarp, Kan. SHA WONDASU. 

Talk 

COLORADO TROUT FISHING. 
I HAYE been here since the 20th of May, and have been 

. running around a secing Among those wondrous, 
gigantic formations, by far too stupendous to undertake any 
description of in a short letter or even in one of many pages, 
for in reality no pen pleni photograph or stereoscope 
can do half justice to the reality. I have spent some days 
along the banks of the surpassingly beautiful Rio Grande, 
casting the fly to the speckled beauties of its rushing, limpid 
torrents, with almost unlimited success. From this place 
helow for ten or fifteen miles the fishing is reasonably good. 
But the best fishing is aboye, and higher up among the 
mountains better, and up so high as Wagon Wheel Gap, and 
oven up thirty miles above the Gap still very much better. 
Up in Antelope Park, sixty miles above this, it is only a two 
hours’ task to catch your sixty or seventy, and even one hun- 
dred pounds. I was up only ten miles above Del Norte, on 
the 15th inst., with two other gentlemen, and in six honrs 
caught 180, many of them weighing three and three and a 
half pounds cach. The road up the Rio Grande is beautiful 
for buggy or wagon, with a railroad up nearly to the Gap, 
aad the balance, all the way up to Antelope Park, a nice 
smooth road for any kind of vehicle. 

The trout are as fine game fish as their congeners of the 
Hyannis or any other part of America. The only objection, 
to the sport is that anybody will be allured into the sin of 
killing too many, and more than they ought to kill at a time. 
They are Helis sonal in great quantities by the market fish- 
ermen for the Denyer market. ‘They get forty-five to fifty 
cents per pound in Denyer, and there are thousands shipped 
by express on the Denyer and Rio Grande Railroad. 

ie al 
Deu Norte, Col., July 25. 

WHITE BASS. 

FOUND the ‘‘white bass” at the mouth of Grand River, 
Mich., to be the ordinary silver bass of the Northern 

lakes; and the day I spent at Grand Haven taking them, 
although cool and blustery, was a very enjoyable one, not 
on account of the number of bass I took, but the noyelty of 
the scene and the yaluable information 1 received added 
additional pleasure fo the day's sport. These silyer bass 
appear at the mouth of, and some distance up, the Grand 
River generally, about the first week in June, but this season 
they were a full month lafe, owing to the coo] weather and 
continued storms, They are taken with minnow bait in the 
same manner that black bass are caught, from the long piers 
extending into Lake Michigan at the mouth of the river or 
from a boat allowed to gently drift with the current. The 
appear in schools, it seems, and when one is taken it is safe 
to expect more. I found them bold and liyely fighters, and 
those I took weighed from one quarter to one pound, TI had 
but about an honr’s sport with them, as they suddenly ceased 
biting; and going to other grounds tried the Slack bass with 
but poor success, 

I learned from oue of the fishermen at Grand Hayen that 
the shad planted in Grand River at Lansing about eight 
years ago, have showed theniselves. My informant, one 
Pendwood, who supplies the boarders of the Cutter House 
at Grand Haven with minnow bait, told me a year since he 
caught several in his minnow seine that weighed a pound, 
L was also told by a fisherman by the name of Wessel (a Hol- 
lander) that he had also taken similar fish, J am satistied of 
the truth of these statements, for I took great care in making 
further inquiry on the subject, and the story was in every 
case verified. This should lead to further experiments of 
planting the young of fish which ascend our tide-water 
streams from their salt-water home to spawn. Talso heard 
of a salmon weighing five pounds haying been caught last 
summer by 1 man by the name of A. Fischer, of Grand 
Haven. It was taken in his gill net, which was set for lake 
trout. Whether this fish was a “landlocked salmon” or 
not, I was not ablé to learn, for none knew the latter fisb. 
The natives of Grand Haven ure somewhat surprised at the 
appearance of celsin the Grand River. They were never 
known to have been caught before, and I was told by John- 
son, who keeps the rowboat slip at the steamboat wharf, that 
they were new to him. These eels haye only shown them- 
selves in the last year. The notes I give may proye inter- 
esting. Homo, 

CARP ANGLING. 

HE question of the game qualities of the carp has often 
lk arisen since their introduction inlo America, but no 
one seems to have fished for them enough to entitle him to 
speak positively regarding their wariness and fighting quali- 
ties. The old English writers speak of it as a game fish, and 
it was one of Walton's favorites; but the German varp is an 
improved variety, much superior in growth and table quali- 
ties to the English tish, which is a scaled carp, Knowing 
that many of our readers are interested in the possibilities of 
carp angling, we take the following from the London Field: 

In answer to ‘‘Moss Pool,” one of the best and most cer- 
tain methods of killing large carp is as follows: Carefully 
bait a spot for a week or so eyery evening with semi-boiled 
potatoes. Have a strong stiff rod with plenty of line on the 
wineh, and at theend of the line a yard and a half of salmon 
gut. The hook should be a medium-sized triangle, carefully 
Covered with potato, A small bullet a yard or so from the 
hook, and a small cork four yards from the hook, and the 
tackle is complete, Throw out this bait over the place. pre- 
viously baited. Keep the rod out of sight and a little slack 
line on the bank, ‘Patience is thenall thatisrequired. The 
carp must be allowed to take the cork quite out of sight 
before struck,—A. J. D. CHaPaan. [We have known large 
carp killed in this way, but the botfom must he raked clear 
of weed first, —Ep. | 

In reply to ‘Moss Pool,” I may say that the tackle for 
carp should be made out of very fine gut, stained to the 
color of the water, with a hook about the size of No. 8, 
and a float made of quill, so weighted that only the fip lies 
above the surface of the water. The bait 1 use is sweet 
paste, made by mixing bread crumbs with honey and a little 
gin, and kneading it till of the proper consistency. Blue- 
bottle flies, ripe cherries, green peas boiled in sugar, larve, 
rains, worms, green gentles, and grasshoppers aré some- 
times used as bait.—J. W. WiniaMs. 

‘Moss Pool” in Notes and Queries on Angling lust week, 
asks how to catch carp. Some years ago, when living in 

the Midlands, I had access to a large pond in a gentleman’s 
park, where thure were plenty of these fellows ranging from 
2ib, to 7lb., and many a fine basket full of them did 1 take 
home while yet in my teens. Sometimes, by baiting over 
night, | have caught 301b. weight before breakfast the next 
morning, Ifound the best baits to be small red worms 
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found in dry earthy dunghills, rolled up like a bull, and va 
rious kinds of paste, new bread, white or brown, worked in 
the hands until stiff, also dough sweetened with a little honey 
orsugur, Thavetaken them with green peas, and small 
round balls of the green silk weed. s0 common in ponds 
during the summer. But the waters which I fished were 
generally discolored, which was fuvyorable to success. It 
may be that the waters fished by '‘Moss Pool” are clear, and 
low, with cold hard water, and clay bottom, If so, I fear 
he has a problem to.solve, as Lhaye ever found them yery 
difficult to capture under such circumstances. If there are 
any waterlilies in the pond, let him suspend two or three 
nice little wrigzling small worms over the side of one of the 
large leaves, and they may be lured in this way. Mr. Fran- 
cis in his book on angling, recommends. a small boiled po- 
tntoe, which J should say isa yery likely bait, but I have 
not yet had the opportunity of tryingil. It should be used 
on small treble-brazed hook, put on with an ordinary bait 
needle, and the points of the hook duly imbedded and out 
of sight.» A good 16ft. cane-bnilt rod with upright tings 
should be used, This will permit fishing some distance 
from the shore, and, as the carp is the shyest of all our 
fresh water fish, the float should be one of the finest goose- 
quills, For hooks I prefer the unjapanned Carlisle round 
bend,—THomas Forp, 

SypennaM Lake, Ontario.—While spending a_ short 
season some sixteen miles back of Kingston, Ont,, a friend 
invited us to enjoy part of a day fishing on Bydenbam Lake. 
As we were stopping about a mile from the lake, it was 
agreed that we should come to the foot of the lake early the 
following morning. The man with the boat was awaiting 
our coming when we reached the lake at 7:80, and with din- 
ner basket and trolling spoons we set off up the east shore, 
Will, Clarence and your humble correspondent completed 
the trio. This whole section of Ontario is full of lakes, 
many of which sre very small, coyering but a fuw acres, 
while others extend for seyeral miles. Most of the lakes 
have bold, rocky shores, which are generally covered with 
dense growth of spruce, cedar, and pine, with some hard 
woods, such as birch, maple, basswood, and ash, The 
water of most of the lakes is very deep, and so clear that 
ihe bottom can be plainly seen at a depth of from ten to 
twenty feet. The different lakes have different kind of fish, 
such as rock bass, large and small-mouth black bass, muska- 
Jonge, salmon, pike, pickerel and eels. ‘The ouly fish in 
Sydenham Lake are pike and black bass, and these grow to 
very good size. We went up to the head of the lnke and 
through a creek about half a mile lony to Bel Lake, which, 
though not 80 large as Sydenham Lake, isa good place for 
black bass, and also contains a few pike, Our trip back 
was not us successful as going up, but getting back to the 
starting point we counted our fish and found that we had 
thirteen pike, yarying in size from twenty to twenty-four 
inches, and cizht bass of from two to four pounds weight. 
Tn all, we had fish enough to last a family for several days. 
Almost. every day are to be sean parties of two or three out 
in small boats trolling, A number of Americans are now 
bourting in the village at foot of the lake, enjoying the fine 
trolling and boating to be had up and down the chain of 
lakes that extend several miles back, Board can be had in 
Loughboro’ at very reasonable rates. Any party wishing to 
spend a few weeks should bring their boat with them, or at 
least bring one from Kingston. The farmers and settlers 
are a good class of fairly intelligent people, and will give 
sportsmen reliable information concerning the best places 
for fish and game generally,—Saurnar-Bozyat (Dugdale, 
Pa., July 26, 1882.) 

TENNESSEE Notes.—There has been almost too much 
rain lately for good fishing in this portion of the State, al- 
though those who were fortunate cnough tostrike the streams 
hefore becoming too muddy had fine sport. Charlie Curry, 
who has just returned from the mountains of Hast Tennessee, 
gives glowing secounts of the speckled trout fishing up 
there. He was out several times with Major Harry Heiss, 
formerly of the Nashville Amemcan, which is of itself a 
fuarantee of good sport, because a more scientific and indus- 
trious angler than the Major cannot be found anywhere, 
Charlie says thut so abundant are these beautiful fish that 
hardly does the fly strike water than itis gobbled up by one of 
them. I hear of some superb fish being taken out of the Cum- 
berland River at points in the mountains above navigation: 
these waters are entirely exempt from the eyil of pot fisher- 
men, and bass grow there to great size. Col, Geo. F. Akers 
and Cul. Griffith, President of the Kentucky Fish Commis- 
sion, propose making these secluded regions a visit shortly, 
and then we will heay of marvelous fish and still more mar- 
yelous adventures, Col. Akers has secured from a Scotch 
nébleman traveling in this country a novel reel, which, by 
the aid of a small electric battery carried upon the person, is 
said to denote the size and character of the fish biting at the 
hook, which is attached to it, If this is really so, the days 
of fabulous fish stories and unhidden monsters of the déep 
are numbered.—J. D. H. 

Two Bus SrRPeyts.—A Montreal correspondent furnishes 
the following from a local paper rerarding the Aylmer Lake 
serpent: ‘(We haye been favored with a full description of 
the monster captured, not at the Chats, but in Aylmer Lake 
on Saturday last. Tts full measurement. is 18 feet 9 inches 
from end to ead, The diameter at the thickest part is over 
a foot ond half, and at no part docs it measure less than a 
foot. A peculiarity that was not observed at the time of 
fhe capture is the presence of a large number of exerescences 
protruding from ils body at various distances of from 2 to 3 
inches to as many feet. Itisalmostimpossibleto detect the head 
from the tail, although at one end the two large knobs, covered 
with afilm of a bright and shining appearance, bear the appear 
ance of what might be the monster's eyes. It is covered with a 
thick hide, closely resembling the bark on a sawlog. In 
fact it was a sawlog ‘only that and nothing more!” And in 
the Sun_of this city we tind this: ‘‘It’s a trifle early for the 
sen serpent, but if things get very dull 1 reckon we 
could persuade one to appear opposite any hotel you might 
pick out, My brother's the man to tell you about sea serpents. 
Yetrs ago we fished at Cape May, and one day a. spruce’ 
looking chap cime up and says to my brother Phineas—Fin 
they called him—'Tin’ says he, ‘what do you suppose it’s 
worth ta me to haye a genuine sea serpent appear off my 
hotel?’ Fin was 4 man ofa few words, and said that #50 
ought to cover the whole thing. The queerest thing about 
it was that three mornings after that asea serpent did appear 
off the hotel owned by that man. All the boarders suw it, 
the Philadelphia papers were full of if, and a train came down 
in the afternoon bringing a big crowd, and lots of people tried 

‘that man, in his puny efforts of capture, is as nothing in com- 
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by lighting on the end of her walking beam when it was run- 
ning wide open, with all the steam the law allowed.. 

DantEv 'T, CauRcH.” 
(The impression which we have formed of this business is 

that while bluefish are often let ont of the purse nets becausa 
they cut the net soas to render it useless, otlier food fishes 
are retained, These fishes would, of course, be worth more 
in market than for oil, but the steamer 1s not bound for 
market, and by the time of her return with her catclhathe fish 
are past the marketable condition, Our article was based on 
areport from Massachusetts papers that the Rhode Island 
steamers were being especially fitted ont for a foray upon the 
mackerel for their oil. Tt this report is true we maintain our 
position of hostility to the movement, Inthis connection we 
publish the following from the Cape Ann Advertiser, an able 
paper published in the interest of the commercial fisheries at, 
Gloneester, Mass, : 
“A statement has heen published in the Boston papers from 

gentlemen interested in the fish oil and guano business assert- 
ing that the idea of catching mackerel for oil and guano pure 
poses is preposterous, from the fact that mackerel are worth, 
as they are taken from the water, $3 per barrel, while the 
market yalue of a barrel of mackorel after haying been con- 
verted into oil and guano is only $1. 
“We trust that this statement is correct, und if so there will 

be no fears of diverting this valuable fish from its legitimate 
channel, that of affording 4 nutricious and hivhly palatable 
food, which has become staple in many fumilies, who regu- 
larly lay in their half-barrel, quarter-barrel, or kit, of mack- 
erel as a part of their winter's provisions. These gentlemen 
“scout the idea that man’s best efforts can have any percept- 
ible effect in reducing the quantity of fishin the @cean, We 
Wish that we could agree with them; but in our humble 
opinion a fleet of steamers such as have followed the men- 
haden, pursuing that of the mackerel fishery, intent on filling 
up the steamers, irrerardless of having to stop to dress or 
market the catch, but just turn them into the hold, taking 
them to portin bulk and bailing them out again, would sa 
harass the sensitive mackerel that they would soon fallow in 
the wake of the menhaden, seeking other waters where they 
could be free from their pursuers.) 

to hire boals to go out, but you couldn’t get a boat or a man 
for love or money. Some of the men said they had families, 
others didn’t like the looks of the eritter, aud so it went on 
until the second day when the serpent dissappeared. Fin 
never said anything only to mention that it was curious how 
things happen just affer you have beea thinking wbout it, 
About a month later Lwent up into Fin's loft after some- 
thing, and there was that identicul snake. Fin had taken o 
lot of wired shoots that they used aboard ship and sewed 
them together, stuffed them out with barrel hoops, tarred 
the whole thing black, painted white ares on it, and put on a 
mine of jute. Tt was about 150 feet Jong, and a hundred 
yards away looked just like a bie snake. He towed it off 
and anchored it a mile out in front of the hotel the nicht 
before, and in the mean time the hotel man hired all the 
boats for two days, so that no one could get ont to it. It 
was a bie thing. [know an old gentleman that often speaks 
aboutit, [tried to tell him about it once, but it wasn’t any 
use, He'd seen it himself and you couldn't fool him.” 

Lieut ys. Heavy Rops,—Whez Mr. Geo, W. Van Siclen 
appeared in print with the evident intention of raising Dr. 
Henshall’s hair, I felt that any fair-ninded man had a call 
to the front. What is it that Mr. Van Siclen finds fault 
with? The worthy Doctor starts by telling his readers that 
he is @ ‘‘ereat stickler for extreme lichtness in rods when 
compatible with strength and action,” ‘Anything wrone 
with that?’ I think not—good, sound sense I call it. I 
presume that Mr. Van Siclen knows that to obtain the best 
results his line in weight should bear a certain proportion to 
the conditions of his rol. How light a line would he use 
with his four-ounce rod, and what would he have done wiih 
it on that morning at Niagra Falls when Frank Arrowsmith 
cast seventy-one feet, uyder the conditions of the heavy 
wind that was blowing? Mr. Van Siclen thinks the Doctor 
prefers to ‘thrash around” with a ten-ounee rod. Tmagine 
alight rod fast to a fiye-pound bass! Most likely there 
would be some of the most uncontrolable “thrashing around” 
there that he ever saw. Mr, Van Siclen comparts billiard 
cues with fly rods, Perhaps itis just. In long fly-casting 
the same accnracy and power or control cannot be obtaine 
with « six-ounce rod as with an eight or nine-ounee, This 
rule applies equally well, I think, after the fish is hooked, 
Look it over, Mr. Vau Siclen, and see if there be not 2 grain 
of truth in it-—Ruopy. 

HABITS OF BLACK BASS.—While in Grand Rapids, Mich., 
during my late yacation, 1 wasinformed by Dr. Parker, of 
the State Fish Commission, and a Mr, Hall, of that city. ofa 
new feature in the habits of the black bass during spawning 
time, which had come under the notice of those gentlemen, 
Tt that of the nest building of these fish within two or three 
feet of the surface in ten and filteen fect of water Mr, Hill 
told me he had frequently observed at the head of soma 
lakes and ponds in Michigan, a collection of ring moss and 
other vegetable matter, placed with apparent desien on the 
top of brush heaps which rested on the bottom of the lake 
and extended nearly to the surface of the water, Not know- 
ing what they were he made a critical examination and found 
them always guarded by the bass which had constructed the 
nest in the saine manner in which they protect their ordinary 
nests made in the bed of the stream or pond, In many cases 
the nests would be three or four feet in diameter and larger’ 
than the top of the brush pile on which they rested, This 
habit of the bass I have never heard of before, und both Mr, 
Hill and Dr, Parker confessed they had neyer seen an account 
of it published. It may be some of your correspondents 
know of it and can give further light on the subject. May it 
not be that some peculiar character of the bed of these bodies 
of water where the nests are found renders it inipossible for 
the spawn of the fish which inhabit them to properly develo 
if deposited there, and the nest building is resorted to to ai 
in # better or more speedy hatching of the eggs? Perhaps 
more sunlightis wanted. Lamatalossto give a better ex 
planation of the matter.—Homo. 

LARGE-MouTHmD BAss ty FLoRmsa.—The Sumterville 
(Pla.) Times of July 21 says; ‘Mr. S. W. Corley, of Oka- 
humkee, brought into our office on Saturday last the head of 
a trout that weighed 153 lbs. He caught onu the day before 
that weighed .6% Ibs. after it was perfectly dry.” Fair 
specimens. ‘“What say all of you?”"—Ax Fresco, 

Bre Piks.—Bellows Falls, Vt.. July 20.—A pike was 
aken out of the Connecticut, at this place, last evening, 
which weighed fourteen and ahalf pounds, the largest this 
season.—F’, C, E. 

SHisheulture. 

TAKING MACKEREL FOR OIL. 

Ww: print the following letter from Mr. D.T, Church, 

R. I 

BLACK BASS FOR ENGLAND.—London, July 11,—Among 
the pleasant atquaintances made here—those interested in 
fisheulture and angling—I have been yery much gratified by 
the kindness and hospitality of Mr, R. B, Marston, editor of 
the Fishing Gazette, whom I first met at the Society of Arts 
recently, on which occasion he read a yery interesting paper 
on artificial propagation of coarse fish; there was a large at- 
tendance of anglers from the 120 different Angling Societies 
of London and vitinity—HKdward Birkbeck, M, P., presiding. 
Mr. Marston exhibited a drawing of the apparatus, describ- 
ing an exceedingly feasible plan for securing spawn of perch, 
bream and other fishes whose exes adhere to brush or grass, 
thus enabling them to be transported and placed im suitable 
water in order to be hatched. Mr. Marston’s paper was re- 
ceived with a food deal of enthusiasm, The people here seem 
to be unfamiliar with the abundance of game fish in our own 
country, such as trout, salmon, black bass, therefore it is 
strange that it should seem desirable to hatch fish of this 
kind, which afford little sport in fheir capture and are not 
good food fishes. I was invited to speak upon the subject of 
black bass; the audience was greatly interested and unani- 
mously adopted my suggestion that steps should be speedily 
taken towards stocking the vast extent of waters in the 
country now deficient in gathe fish, especially of such as our 
famous black bass, Gorge Saurarp Pace. 

manufacturer of menhaden oil and guano, Tiverton, 

Hiditor Forest and Stream—In your issue of July 13 you 
have an article in regard to the destruction of food fishes 
which is incorrect, Please insert in your paper the inclosed 
article, There is one error you will doa favor to correct. 
Prof. Baird’s estimate of destruction by bluefish is fifteen 
hundred million barrels in four months instead of one hun- 
dred and fifty millions, 
Proyiding your sporting friends wish to learn the tact that 

asa whole the menhaden purse seiners don’t extch food fish 
enough to supply the men on the steamers and at their 
factories, they can do so by going on board of the steamer 
George W, Humphrey for 4 month or more and learn by per- 
sonal observation. 
As Tunderstand it, you and all your patrons are for right 

and truth, If so, you are wide from the right in your 
position in regard to tha purse seine tishery. Why should 
not the harvests of the sea be reaped byimproved machinery as 
well as the harvests of the farm? 

As we look atit, and we are prepared to make it good by 
argument, your position in regard to the sea fisheries and the 
improved methods of taking tish is the same as the men who 
want all railroads discontinued and to go back to the old 
stage coaches, D, T. Caurce, 

Here is the article from the Herald referred to: 
“The statement made in you issue of the Lith, that fisher- 

men and property owuers interested in the mackerel business 
are excited because a steamer is making arrangements to 
catch mackerel for the purpose of manufacturing them into 
oll and guano, is not true, for the reason that no steamer is 
being fitted to take mackerel for that purpose. We are 
offered for mackerel as they are taken from the water $3 per 
barrel, and the market value of a barrel of mackerel, after 
being rendered into oil and guano, is $1 per barrel. 

“People other than practical fishermen often get excited in 
regard to fish; for instance, Shebnah Rich was in that mood 
during the last period of scarcity of mackerel on the coast of 
New England. Heread a lecture before the Massachusetts 
Fish and Game Association of Boston, taking the sround that 
catching mackerel in purse seines was the cause of their 
absence, and that there neyer would be any more mackerel 
worth making a business to catch unless that mode of taking 
them was discontinued. William Stowe, one of the firm of 
the American Net and Twine Company of Boston, whoshowld 
know something of the ebb and flow of sea fish, got excited 
also, and he preached, with the fervor of Mahomet, to the 
effect that taking mackerel with purse seines had destroyed 
that fishery. I heard him make the statement in November, 
1875, that, in his opinion, there never would be snother 
makerel purse seine made in the United States In the light 
of the last three years' mackerel fishery, it is shown thut their 
excitement was uncalled for, and itis also shown how little 
they knew of what they were talking about. As to the as- 
sertion that steamers have broken up and driven off the men- 
haden, it is worth just as much as Rich's and Stowe’s state- 
ment in 1878 that the mackerel purse seines had destroyed the 
mackerel. Itis a fact, well known to all who have taken the 
pains to study the history of fish that liye and multiply in the 
sea, that they haye periods of being plenty and scarce, and 

FISHERINS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, RHODE ISLAND 
AND CONNECTICUT.—We have received Census Bulletin 
No, 201, etying the statistics of the fisheries of New Hamp- 
pehire Rhode Island and Connecticut, prepared by G. Brown 
roode, special agent in charge of fishery Imyestivation, and 
A. Howard Clark, special agent, The report comprises a, 
series of three tables, and shows in detail the number of 
persons employed, the amount of capital invested, and the 
value to the fishermen or producers of the yarious products, 
Table I. shows that in the tisheries of New Hampshire 414 
persons, and a capital of $200,405 are eniployed, and, that the 
value of the product is $176,084, From Table II. we find that 
Rhode Island fsheries employ 2,310 persons and £596,678 
capital, and that the value of the product is $880,914. The 
fsenies of Connecticut, as shown in Table IIl,, employ 3,131 
persons and 31,421,020 capital, and the value of the product 
amounts bo $1,456,866, 

MICHIGAN NOTES,—I have learned thronsh Mr. V. Wil- 
son, of White Pigeon, that the whitefish put into Clingers 
Lake by the fish commissioners of this State have lately 
shown themselyes, and seyeral haye been taken in minnow 
seines, weighing ten pounds The silver eels, also planted in 
Michigan waters from Penusylyania streams, seem to have 
thrived, but whether they haye reproduced is another ques- 
tion. Those that are frequently takeb from the ponds, lakes 
and creeks, where they were aeppeied in & very young stage 
of growth, may be the originul fish of increased size, Dr, 
Parker. of Grand Rapids, Mich,, wishes me to state to you 
that the trout fry deposited in the Sonthern Michigan stréams, 
where the fish were never known to have been, are thriving 
nicely and doing as well as the fish placed in more northern 
wuters. The bass fishing on the flats of tne Detroit River is 
now fine, and your correspondent has been haying afull share 
of it.—Homo. 

GROWTH OF TROUT.—Ripon, Wis,—Mr. Cody took two trout 
from out Silver Creek, weighing 24s and 247 pounds respect- 
ively. One was 17 inches long and the other ili#; inches, the 
first week in July. The stream was stocked with fry in 
April, 1880, Pretty rapid growth,—a. C. 

parison with the destruction by bluefish, sharks, bonitas and 
other fish of prey. Prol. Baird estimates that the bluefish in 
four months destroy on the coast of New Englund 150,000,000 
barrels of tish, When we add to the above the destruction 
by sharks, whales, ete., and add to that the whole coast trom 
Maine to Mexico, and take twelve months’ destruction instead 
of four, we sed that man’s influence is about the same as a 
fiy’s would be in trying to stop the steamer Bristol’s engine 

‘A uniform" or “an uniform,’’ Regardless of which is correct, the 
Esterbrook Steel Pen Company will still go on making pens of uni- 
formly good quality. Thestationers have them.—dAdv- 
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FIXTURES, 

BENCH SHOWS. 
mort 3,4,5 and 6,1882. Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society's 

Fifth Annual Bonch Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Entries for the Benuh 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after March 1, 1883, 
close December 1, 1482, Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent. IT, R. Stay- 
fon, Secretary, Allesheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

September 4—Na tional American Kennel Club Vield Trials on Pralrle 
Chigkens. Fairmont, Mion. Entries for the Derby close July J, for the 
All-aged, Sept. 4. Jos. H. Daw, Columbia, Tenn., Sacretary. 
November 17-—Hastern Fieid Trials Club Field Triuis on Quail, moar 

High Point, N.C. Wntries forthe Derby close July i. For the All- 
Aged and Menibers’ Stake, November 1, F. N. Hail, P. O. Gox 884, 
Naw York, Secretary. 
Decaumber 4—National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn, D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary, 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Cliib Field Trials or Quail, Opelou- 

aes, La. Entries close December ti. J. K, Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La, Intries for the Club Cup vlose December 1. 

WHAT IS A COCKER? 

Filitor Forest and Stream: 
The most pronounced feature in ‘“Senex’s” letter in your 

last issue is the deep-rooted opinion of which he seems unable 
to divest his mind that the A. C. 8. standard was specially 
devised to fit certain black field spanials, which he apparently 
cannot find terms contemptuous enough (even by throwing 
consistency to the winds) to characterize. They are, aceord- 
ing to him, in one breath, ‘‘a worthless set of pug-nosed, 
crooked-legged, Jumbo-like specimens,” and inthe next he 
speaks of the ‘Jong head and snipy nose of the nondeseript.” 

Tn my letter to you of the 3d inst., published in your issue 
of 15th idem) I endeavored to show the construction that the 
Americun Cocker Club standard bears to my mind, andl am 
curious to know how many spaniel breeders take a different 
view of it. Senex" calls it a ‘false and pernicious standard,” 
causing “foul and wicked injustice, and a blot, a scandal and 
a. burning disgrace to the name of the cocker spaniel.” 
Now I would like Senex,” whom I know to be an honor- 

able and just man in intention, calmly and dispassionately to 
follow me while I try to show him how the best specimen of 
the black field spaniel exhibited at Cleveland, according to 
my judgment, would come out if measured and weizhed as 
acocker. Asa field spaniel he made the yery high score of 
9214, under, as 1 think, very critical judging. 

T will stppose that the question of weight, which would 
otherwise disqualify him, is entirely waived. 
To avoid useless repetition, L would asic “Senex” to read in 

connection with this letter the description of the points as 
given in your number of 15th inst.: 

Benedict as 
Tall Score, a Cocker, 

General appearance and syummetry...... -.-.-- 10 6 
i DL ae ee ee ee ee 1) 

2 
10 
16 

10 
—5 
Ww 
at 
6 

‘100 Hi—5 
Deduct negative.... 4 

Total saore of Benedict as a.cocker,...-.... 5p 

As “Senex” was present at the judging of the spaniels in 
Cleveland, it will probably give him little trouble to recall 
the only entry in class 37—No. 189, the Hornell Spaniel Gluh’s 
Wit. Shevyas there entered as a field spaniel, because, being 
very fut and heavy with pup, her weight precluded her from 
competing in the small class; bub properly shown, she is a 
capital type of cocker, and would, barring her rather plain 
head, make a very high score under the covker standard, It 
would haye shown much better judgment in the Hornell 
Club had they entered Baroness, No. 190, in the field spaniel 
class, having added, as might easily have been done, an ounce 
ortwo to her weight; and Flirt as a cocker, of which, as I 
said before, she is a good specimen. 

T find it necessary in order to make my meaning unmistak- 
able, thus to refer to dogs that have been publicly exhibited 
and criticised in the sporting papers, as bemg the shortest 
and most easily nnderstood method of explanation, 

T hope I have suceeeded in making if clear that, according 
to my lichts, the A. C, G, Standard does not fit the modern 
black field spaniel and that “Senex” is wasting his powers in 
an entirely wrong direction, and setting up imaginary bogies 
to keep himself oscupied in Knocking down. 
Havine purposely refrained from following ‘Senex imto 

any discussion on the comparative merits of the cocker and 
field spaniel, about which every man is entitled to his own 
opinion, I will close by telling him that he will find among 
his fellow-members of the American Cocker Spaniel Club, 
thoroughly true and staunch friends of the handsome little 
dog, and plenty of room for exerting his influence, both by 
nen and example,in furthering the true interests of the 
Benet; J. F. Karr, 

Secretary American Cocker Spaniel Club. 
Toronto, July 22, 1882. 

Editor Forest and Strecun: 
“Senex” again treats us to one of his highflown appeals on 

the cocker question, I do not propose to answer his very 
wild statement and erratic assertion, because it would take 
up too much of your space, I think, however, that I have 
got one sentence upon which the whole of lis heartbrealing 
appeal hinges, and to that I will confine my attention: 

"Ts the gennine cocker to be divested of his prerogatives 
and to be absolutely excluded from our bench shows becwuse 
a few interested persons (I mean in connection with, the 
cocker entirely) have seen fit to foist upon the communtiy a 
worthless set of puznosed, crookedlegezed, Jumbo-lke speci- 
jens of the black dog, and call them by the euphonions title 
of cockers?? f : 
The genuine cocker hag been especially provided with two 

classes at each of the bench shows held this yeas—a decided 
improvernent on any prerogatives hitherto enjoyed by that 
breed, 

“Senex” should be more explicit in his charges and name 
the ‘few interested persons,” so that they may know what 
he is driving at. 

The winners in the cocker classes this year have been Dr. 
Niven’é Black Bess and Bene, Dr. MeCollom’s Alma, G, Mac 
beth’s Zulu, and the Hornell Spaniel Clith’s Princess, Flirt I, 
Beatrice, Madge and Topsey. Of these the blacks are Dr. 
Niven’s pair, Zulu, Beatrice and Topsey. “‘Senex” saw all 
but Beatrice and Black Bess at Cleveland, IT want to pin him 
right down to faets'now, and Lask-which of the black coukers 
he saw bad a pug nose, or was crooked-legged, or Jumho-like, 
whatever that may mean. Your readers need not-expect an 
answer from |\im—he has no answer to give short of an 
apolopy. 4 

“Senex” wants to mate out that the field spaniels are 
shown as cockers, sid though he knows just as well as I do 
that they are not, he harps on this sbring continually. A 
year aro he wrote alot about the New York show, although 
he was not there, and he accnsed the Lachine Kennel Club of 
siowing Benedict as a cocker, and when brought to task 
replied personally to the chib, saying he had been misled, was 
very sorry for having made puch a mistake, and would at 

onve write to the paper in which the statement appeared. 
Up to the present date, however, his promised letter of cor- 
rection has yet to appear. Nowhe goes off on the same 
course of misstatements with regard to Cleveland and the 
shows of this year. The first ease might haye been a mis- 
take, what is the second? 

_ We willeven suppose that; Benedict, Dash, Black Prince, 
Success and others were shown as cockers. Which ol them 
has a puznose? Which. with the exception of Success, has 
crooked legs, antl whichis Jumbo-like? Gives facts, ‘Senex,” 
not vasne assertions, or else come down with your correction, 
tacking on by, way of P. 8. the one promised last year in the 
case of Benedict. 
“What is the matter with ‘Senex!’"is the question I have 

had put to me several times smee his appeal appeared, All 
the trouble is, that heis at present a disappoimted exhibitor. 
Last February he asked to have lis tame proposed asa tnem- 
ber of the Cocker Club. Tt was done, and he was elected. 
He took no further step in the matter until after the New 
York show, when, in response to a friendly communication 
from Mr, Kirl:, the present secretary, he pertected his mem- 
bership and said all sorts of good things about the ¢lib, har- 
monious working, ete, The next step in his showing at Cleye- 
land, and faihng to get a mention for either of his exhibits, 
and now comes the onslaught on the club and the standard. 
Hvery person is at liberty to draw his own conclusions from 
this little history of mine I haye given above. 

“Senex” will tind if a much easier thing to write appeals 
than get support from cocker breeders who are content to 
abide hy the present club, which las, in its one year of exist- 
ence, had the schedules revised and put in shape, and given 
$45 in prizes. The club started on its second year of existence 
with a balance in tle treasury, and Ieét me say that at the 
annual meeting there was not one attempt made to alter or 
amend the present standard. Yours respectfully, 

Jas. WATSON. 

DOGS ARE PROPERTY IN OHIO, 

POLLOW ING is the full text of the late Ohio decision de- 
termning the status of dogs as property in that State. 

The decision will be received with great satisfaction by all 
owners of valuable dogs in Ohio, and by every one who is 
interested in securine better protection for these animals. 
The detision is as follows : 

The State of Ohio vs, Michacl Moran. In the Probate Court; 

At the July criminal term of this court the said Michael 
Moran was tried and conyioted for stealing a Seotch terrier 
dog, the property of one Charles Asmus and of the yalue of 
$25; and thereupon the defendant, by his counsel, moved an 
arrest of judgment 1tpon the round that the stealing of a 
dog was notlarceny in the State of Ohio. he counsel, in 
support of his motion, relies upon a decision made by our 
Supreme Court, in the case of the State ys. Lymas, 26 Ohio 
St, Rep. 400, The court in this case held that the stealing of 
a dog was not larceny at common law, and not made so by 
statute, yet in deciding the case they express the opinion 
that the taking and carrying away of a dog was such an 
evasion of property as might amount to a civilinjury, but 
from the statute then in force delining larceny they found no 
authority authorizing them te pronounce as larceny the 
stealing of a dog. 
The statiite under which this decision was made is found in 

Swan & Critchfield, sections 408 and 409, and it defines larceny 
to be the stealing of money or other personal goods and chat- 
tels, The court says in passing upon the case that these 
words ‘foods and chattels” have a settled and well-defined 
meaning, and did not afi common law embrace dogs, and 
when these same words are used in the statutes then in force 
defining larceny, it follows that the statute is not to be under- 
stood as embracing dogs, and for eS of enforcing 
their views the court further say ‘that bonds, bills and notes 
were held at common law to be goods and chattels, and yet 
they were held not to be the subject of larceny, and, there- 
fore, ii was necessary to enlarge our statutes so as to make 
the stealing or maliciously destroying them punishable in the 
aime manner and to the same extent as other goods and 
chattels, 
The opinion of the court there in this case was: That prior 

to this amendment defining larceny, neither bonds, bills or 
notes were the subject of larceny, but dogs not being included 
in this amendment, the lay sasto them remains unchanged, 
Tn other words, not being goods and chattels, the stealing of 
therm is nob punished under the larceny act. 
But how stands the law to-day? The statute under which 

this decision in the 26 O. S. was made‘has heen repealed, and 
the statutes defining larcemy and the only statute on the sub- 
ject is found in Sea, GS56 of the Revised Statutes, and it de- 
clares ‘that whoever shall steal anything of yalue shall be 
puilty of larceny.” Nothing is here said of the stealing or 
destroying of bonds, bills or notes. These are not named i in 
this statute, and from this is it to be inferred that there 
is no lawin Ohio by which the offender can be punished 
who steals bills or notes? This will hardly be presumed, 
and how is it, then, they cam be brought under our lar- 
ceny act? The answer is obyious. If is because they are 
thins of value; and what reason can we give for bring- 
ing bonds, bills and notes under this statute and at the same 
time shut out the dogs? Are they not things of yalue? Had 
the present statute defining larceny been in force at the time 
the case of Lymas was passed upon by our Supreme Court, 
his sentence for dog stealing would have been confirmed. 
The court in that case expressed the opinion that there was 
such a thing as property ina dog, and it necessarily follows 
from this that a dog isa thinsof value. Whateyer doubt the 
court may haye entertained as to a dog bemg goods and chat- 
tals, they could haye none as to his being a thing of value. 

Ti may not be necessary for me to say anything further 
upon the question hare tiade, but for the purpose, if possible, 
of relieying the mind of counsel moving in this matter of all 
doubt us to the law governing the case, I will refer to one or 
two decisions made in other States, based upon statutes simi- 
lar to ourown. tm Kansas they have « statute defining lar- 
ceny, It declares “that itis the stealingand carrying away 
of any money, goods, or rights in action.” The question 
came up before the Supreme Courtof that State, whether the 
stealing of a dow, under the statute, was larceny. The court 
held that a doz was property, and so considered at common 
law, and that under the statute the stealing of a dog was lar- 
ceny,—Section 4, Kansas Reports, 480. 

In 2 recent ease which can before the New York Supreme 
Court, on error, Mullany was eonvicted in the court below, 
linder the larceny act, for stea*\sadoz, See New York Re- 
ports, volume 2, 480, The con: Held that, while a man, for 
stealing a do, could not at common law be punished for lar- 
ceny, they held that the definition of personal property as 
found in the statutes is bot to be referred to the common law 
rule bearing on the case, bub to the common understanding 
at the time the statute was enacted, b 
They say that the common law rule is beer eed Mey tech- 

nical, and can peareely be said to haya a sound basis to rest 
upon; that while it was not larceny to steal a dog at common 
luw, it was larceny bo steal the skin of adead dog. This 
court did not seem to be embarrassed by this common law 
rule, and coostrued the word property in their statutes em- 
bracing dog property. The court held to steal a dog was 
larceny under their statutes, See also 54 New Hampshire 
Report, page 625; 4 Parsons’s Oriminal Report, 386; Ist Mc- 
ees paye 53, where the stealing of a dog is decided to he 
larceny there, a q 
There are some decisions to be found in this country where 

the common law rule is adhered to that; there can be uo lar- 
ceny in the feloniously taking and carrying away a_dog, but 
Tyenture to affirm that no decision cab be found in any 

justly celebrated in this section for indomitable ener 

by the by, occurred at my house in 1857 of old age. 

selyes, even at their carly age, most creditably. 

her maovements, and as quick as thou 

LThope their views of ‘‘business” muy 

State with a statute similar to our own that declares the 
stealing of a,dozis not larceny. I therefore decide that a 
dog is property—a thing of yalue, and that the stealing of a 
dog in Ohio is larceny, The motion in arrest is therefore 
overruled. 
Alexander Hadden and J. P. Dawley, attorneys for the 

prosecution; Frank E. Dellenbaugh, attorney for defendant. 

THE BYRON HOUNDS. 

Rditor Forest and Stream: 
A history of the Byron hounds, a strain of dogs so 

tender nose, unsurpassed speed and untiring dash, cannot fail 
to be aren gS. to all huntsmen. TI have hunted for over 
forty years with Byron hounds, and had ample opportunities 
to test their yalue as red and gray foxhounds, and do not 
hesitate to say that they generally excel, as a dlass, any other, 
T have hunted hounds ful 
they were isolated and accidental cases, and not representa- 
tives of a class or strain, 
ment, for lhaye neyer seen nor hunted a hound that could 
aan his character for ten cousecutiye days as the 
yrons. 

ly their equalin many respects, but 

T think I should qualify this state- 

They are withont rivals both in gameness and 
endurance. , 
Old Byron [ knew from his breaking to his death, aehiclt, 

Vhen 
only a few years old I rode oyer him and his brother Rattler, 
in couple in my father’s lawn, and mashed his right lez from 
his toes to the knee. The injury lasted his life, and greatly 
disfigured thatlez. But it did not impair his speed or power 
of endurance, Gen, P. B. Starke hunted {he four original 
Byrons, owning two of them. ‘Pious Jems” (Col. James Gor- 
don of Pontotoc, Miss.) hunted both red and gray foxes with 
them when ona visit to me ten years ago this coming October. 
In a friendly letter to me of recent day, after expressing 
regrets that both of us must soon *thand in our checks,” he 
remarks, ‘Could I be satisfied that you and I would one da, 
meet in a better land, mounted on thoroughbreds, wit 
Watchman in the lead of a pack of Byrons, after an old red, 
this world would not now be so attractive.” 
Watchman, mentioned by “Pious James,” at the time of 

visit, headed my pack, and was used in the stud by ms up to 
his death. He jwas the lineal descendant of Old Perea and 
Rattler, two full and litter brothers, and the founders of the 
Byron strain of foxhounds. Broadnax’s pack consists almost 
entirely of Byrons, and a more certain and reliable red or 
pray fox pack has never existed. His Telephone, full sister 
of my Blunder and Plunder, is the mother of two indizgo-blue 
female pups sentthe Hon. Jno. BW. Kenna, of the House of 
Representatives, from West Virginia. He writes me (June 20) 
that “they have had a round after a red and acquitted them- 

eauty (Bett— 
Login) is what her name implies, and is the largest of the four. 
Fancy (Panny-Logan) iswell grown, very graceful, achive in 

his” Uhave just sent 
two male indigo-blue Byron pups (one bett-Trailer, the other 
Kate-Blunder) fo him. These two puppies are yery fine and 
extremely promising, and will at some future day equal the 
best of any other strain or will belie their ancestry. Ihave 
been thus i 
enabled to form an estimate of the merits of the Byrons of 
the past and of those of to-day. My “Roanoke ‘Coon Hunt,” 
in your issue of the 20th inst., has elicited a correspondence 

articular so that all inquiring huntsmen may be 

from Massachusetts to Georgia about the uncalled for Byron 
pups, which I take this occasion to say 1 shall not hold over 
4 onger than ten days for the parties orizinally ordering them, 

by that time be sufii- 
ciently modified to notify me of their intentions. T. G. T. 
Gaston, N.C. 

GARRYOWEN SPEAES.—At the recent Belfast Dog Show 
ea Giltrap’s red. Irish setter Garryowen was protested by 

Hilliard, who claimed that his nose had been tampered 
with, Garryowen turns up his nose ab this, and with the 
characteristic vif of the breed writes to the editor of the 
Belfast News-Letter as follows: Sir—lIn the report of the 
above show, as published in your issue of the 25d inst, itis 
stated that it was understood an objection had besn lodged 
against me, alleging that my nose had been tampered with. 
Tt is a fact that in my master’s absence from the show, and 
without any preyious intimation to him from Mr. Hilliard, 
whom we both met at the Alexandra Palace Show the waek 
before, such an objection was lodged by Mr, Hilliard, the 
owner of the defeated Count (my brother) and Viscount 
Palmerston, his kennel companion. The committee of the 
show, haying investigated the objection, after having got my 
nose examined by the veterinary surgeon, confirmed tha 
awards of the judge, and thereby declared me entitled to 
‘first prize” in the champion class for setters, and to ‘The 
Newry Challenge Cup,” as being the best of allthe sporting 
dogs or bitches in the show, and the Newry Challenge Cup is 
now convenient to my kennel. The origin of Mr. Hilliard’s 
frivolous objection can only be accounted for by the fact than 
Thad beaten my brother, Count, in the chanrpion class at 
Belfast, as well as at the Alexandra Palace the week previous, 
and also had beaten his kennel companion, Viscount Palmer- 
ston, forthe Newry Challenge Cup; and, if the objection had 
been sustained, the double prize pane by me would probably 
haye been given (asl suppose Mr, Hilliard thinks) to my 
brother and his kennel companion, as I believe it was for that 
purpose they were sent to the show ss well as myself, In 
return for the £1 deposit which Mr. Hilliard paid to deprive 
me of my honors, and which he has now forfeited, he has got 
the benefit of the opinion of a professional vetermary surgeon 
that my nose does not require to he tampered with to sustain 
my reputation on the show bench, gamed under ditterent 
judges at the leading shows in the United Kingdom, having 
won numerous prizes, noe seyen first prizes, and: beaten 
every other champion Irish red setter dog or bitch now living 
that has been exhibited against me. As that “nosey” objec- 
tion has been circulated to my prejudice through the press, 
and as the unfayorable result to its originator has not gol the 
same publicity, Ltrust this will be a sufficient apology for 
being troubled with this communication by GaARRYOWEN, the 
champion Irish red setter. (Whitehall Mouse Kennels, 26 
South Circular road, Dublin, June 20,) 

DEATH OF GLEN.—Dr, Aten’s Glen died at Centreport, 
L, L., on Thursday, July 20, from poison administered hy some 
imiscreant whose life would be considered by taany of much 
less value than that of his victim, Glen's age, at the time of 
his death, was sight years, and he had been a faithful com- 
nanion, both at home and inthe field. He was thoroughly 
roken, and tew canines could add more to a man's pleasure 

than he, Coupled with Ned (who has also gone to the happy 
hunting grounds), hy was the winner of first in the Brace 
Stakes, at the inaugural trial of the Hastern Field Trials Club, 
at Robin's Island im 1879, and in 1580 divided with Sensation 
the third and fourth prises in the All Aved Stalzes of the same 
club, Thouzh noli a bench show dog he was always consid- 
ered by the different judges before whom he was shown as 
worthy of a yhe, and his stall was always surrounded by 
many admirers. He was also the winner of two silver 
medals, giyen by the W. EK, C. in 1880 and_ 1881, for the best 
black and tan with afield trial record, His disposition was 
oi the best, and his loss will be greatly deplored by his many 
friends, as well as his owner, who has onr heartfelt sympa- 
thy. ‘Peace to his ashes.” . 

Spratt’s dog buscuits, either by case orretail; also Spratt's for 
soap, Glover’s mange cure, Steadman's fea SPONGES, &e, CHARLES 
L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway, New York,—aAdv. 
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MR. J. H. GOODSELL’S ENGLISH 

PLANTAGENET. 

UR illustration this week is of the lemon belton English 
setter dog Plantagenet, owned by My. J. H. Goodsell, of 

New York, He was whelped July 15, 1880, and was bred by 
Mr, John ©. Higgins, of Delaware City, Del. He is by his 
Dashing Monarch, out of Petrel, and is of food size with lots 
of quality. Plantagenet's first pee appearance was at 
Robin’s Island*last November, where he ran in the Bastern 
Field Trigls Derby. Although he was unplaced he completely 
won the hearts of the spectators with his magnificent style 
and dash, his wonderful speed, and the easy gracefulness of 
lis movements, He also exhibited a first-class nose, com- 
bined with staunchness, giving promise of rare excellence in 
the field when added years and experience shall haye wrought 
their een work. eudd our report of the heat run by 
him, believing, should nothing befall him, that we shall be 
called upon next season to chronicle the results of more than 
one heat in which he will participate, The following, from 
our issue of December 1, 1881, is a fall description of the heat 
between i 

PLANTAGENET AND ROYAL DALE. 
At 2:10 Plantagenet, owned by Mr, James H. Goodsell and 

handled by Martin, and Royal Dale, owned by Mr. J. De, T. 
Blackstone, of Norwich, Conn,, and handled by Mr. Barber, 
were cast off inthe o scrub west of the barn. Passing 
through the scrub and around the briar patch into the open, 
Plantagenet was cut loose and gave us an exhibition of his 
wonderful speed. His style is also grand, and as he quartered 
the grownd in front, with head high in air, his long, level, 
far-reaching stride and graceful turns brought exclamations 
‘of wonder and praise from the lips of the delighted spectators. 
Royal Dale, though a yery good dog, as far as we could judge, 
had not much chance to display his quality, for Plantagenet 
cut out the work and committed all the faults. In fact he 
heat himself, He is a very hioh-strung dog. and has had but 
three weeks’ work, and his carnal desires oveasionally got the 
better of his training; and then there was fun, for his chase 
means something; and, as once or twice he broke away 
he ae us an exhibition that will long be remem- 
bered by those who saw him. Of course these perform- 
finces cannot he permitted at Wield Trials, but as we wit- 
nessed these displays, memory brought fresh before us fond 
recollections of tyyo or three dearly loved companions of our 
earlier days atield, whose youthful days were full of these 
wild escapades, and as we thoucht of the many days of rarest 
sport that their riper years afforded us, from our heart we 
condoned the faults, and were only sad that-we could not call 
the magnificent creature allour own, When near the south 
shore, Royal Dale challenged and roaded a short distance and 
made a flush, 
Plantagenet now took a hand, and as both roaded up the 

gully, he made aflush. Both moved on and Dale pointed; he 
soon started, but was charged by Barber, who ap eared td 
be looking for the trail, as he kept well ahead of his dog, 
‘The birds were widely scattered, and were evidently running 
fast, as the scent was very poor even when close to the birds. 
Dale roading on for quite 4 distance, lost the trail, but soon 
found another in the briers, but the bird flushed wild, Both 
dogs worked well for so bad cover, until Plantagenet, going 
at speed down wind, flushed a bird, for which he was not to 
blame: but his wild chase was, under the rules, very sere 
hensible, and he was properly penalized. Working north, a 
bird was flushed by Barber, who was again ahead. The dogs 
ware then worked sonth to the little pond, and given a drink, 
then up the shore, when a bird was flushed by Martin, who 
was ahead thistime. The Handlers were now cautioned by 
the judges, and reminded that the dogs should be allowed to 
dothe hunting, This caution was given none too soon, and 
was greatly needed. The dogs were worked down to the 
south point; both challenged once or twice, but nothing was 
found, As they swung to the north, Plantagenet made a 
very stylish point at & bunch of bayberry bushes. Dale, 
called up to buck, was penalized for not doing so, Martin 
was ordered to kill, but they failed to find and the puppy 
was scored 4 false point. 
A little further on, Plantayenet came. toa point, but soon 

moved on a little further, and came to s magnificent point in 
theopen. Dale was brought up and backed in grand style. 
Martin flushed to order and made a clean kill. Three or four 
of the birds almost brushed:Plantagenet’s nose as they passed, 
which was more than his ardent temper could stand, and he 
broke for them at headlong speed. Martin checked him be- 
fore he had fainly caught up with the birds. Bringing him 
back, he retrieved the dead bird very nicely. Moying on up 
the edge of the bluff, Martin was taken with cramps, but 
was soon allright, Meantime, the spectators flushed a brace 
of birds, which Héw along the edge. A little further on 
Plantagenet made another grand point, Dale, brought upto 
back, got credit for it, but we thoucht that he was pointing 
insted. Barber was ordered to shoot, which he did, and 
missed; both dogs were steady. Crossing the gully, Dale 
pointed, and Plantagenet backed. Both moved on, and 
roaded some distance, but no bird was found. A little far- 
ther on, Dale accidentally fushed, and Plantagenet immedi. 
ately folewed suit, and lost all chance by a yery ill-adyised 
chase. 
Notwithstanding his defeat, his owner was offered one 

thousan‘| dollars for him, which he yery properly refused, 
well knowing that as a rule many times this sum would ha 
expended before an animal of his merit would be obtained, 

SETTER DOG “PLANTAGENET.” 

Plantagenet has been shown on the bench three times. 

Ii. for the best kennel of five English setters. 

dog under two years old, an 

English setters. 

the best kennel of five Wnglish setters. 

& capital likeness. 

THE TRISH RED SETTER. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
There is probably no race of sporting dogs on the face of 

this earth that has stronger friends or more bitter enemies 
than the Irish red setter, and I doubt if there is a single 
breed about which so much has been written in times zone 
by in revard to form, volor, coat and worth, not worth alone 
upon the show hench, where the rich sheen of his deep red 
coat attracts admirers, but in the field before the sin, 

Tt has 
come down to us through the pages of canine history that 
the Ivish red setiter was the wildest and most headstrong of 
all his race, and as 4, sort: of atonement for all this, that he 

To be sure, there is a certain 
devil-may-care sort of way about the true Irish dog that can 
not fail to create admiration, even though it casts a doubt as 
tothe best methods of government, yet all must remember 

through the bogs and over the mountain heather. 

was, too, the most enduring. 

that itis the spirit to do and endure that carries all before it 
and when educated, roarches to the front. 

hearted, aud there are crades between, 
This breed, which has made [reland famous for her setters, 

has been a fayorite with the Irish sportsmen, and,too, before 
dog shows and field trials came into fashion. and it will find 
admirers in all Jands so long as there remains a man who 

There are some who 
would desire to merge everything of the setter kind into 
the race that carries the Enelish name, to claim all others as 

But I do not understand 
For the Irish 

dog, at least, is no more a variety of the Hnglish setter with 

loyes to use the gun in autumn months. 

only yarieties of the English setter, 
how any one canthrow out such assertions. 

ared coat, than the pointer is one with a close coat, and 
free from feather. eitheris hea made-up dog of recent 
years. He was known before birds were shot on the wing, 
and his color was of the reddish hue that nearest matched 
the brown herbave of autumm weather; and he has come to 
us through all these years of work, and fancy modern mix- 
tures, wilh the same red color, perhaps enriched in beauty by 
careful breeding, though not changed to other hues, and his 
style of working low before the net has heen altered to meet 
the wants of shooting fying. 

It is perfectly safe to say that no breed of sporting dogs in 
existence has stronger characteristics than the Dish red set- 
ter, and there is no bread that preserves those characteristics 
better When transported to foreign lands. An trish red setter 
is an Trish red setter the world over, and for beauty, speed, 
endurance, pluck, intelligence and nose—in fact for all that 
goes to make up the sportsman’s doz—he has no superior; and 
no matter how hard pushed by other breeds in numbers, no 

ion rules, you generally find him at the matter how fickle fa: 
front when given an even chaice. Heis, day in and day out, 
ever the irrepressible Irishman, ready and anxious for his 
work, free and open-hearted in his ways, and blessed with 
the faculty of adapting himself to various climes and all sorts 
of game. Itis ashame that in Ireland, where the grand race 
has been bred for generations ind kept pure, there have been 

bring before the public its tield 
Whatever honor the 

no field trials to more full 
ualities on Trish land and Ivish game, 
ish setter has won in public field trials hus boen pained in 

foreign lands aud against large odds in numbers. And itis 
only within the past few years that the best specimens have. 
been brought out at the leading Trish dog shows. 
The late Mr, Laverack tells us, in his book on ‘The Setter,” 

that he visited Ireland four times for the express purpose of 
selecting an Irish setter to cross upon his own breed, but that 
the trus trish dog had degenerated, and he could find nothing 
he dare use, though he does mention several strains as bein 
the best and purest. He had a high opinion of the true bree 
or else he would not have taken so much trouble. Certainly 
his search must haye been very superficial, for he does -not 
montion in any way the strain that has, since first exhibited, 
swept the prize lists at lish and English shows. 

Perhaps many of your readers have heard of Palmerston 
considered the most pertsoy specimen of an Lrish setter in al 
Europe while he lived, yet they only knew of him as a bench 
show champion, and did not dreamthat he was used in the 

His 
first appsarance was af Pittshurgh last March, where he was 
awarded firstin the open class for imported English setter 
dogs, and first with Don Juan, Petrel IT,, Petrel IIT. and Dairy 

{ At New York, 
in April, he won the special ee for the best English setter 

first with Don Juan, Petrel (his 
dam), Petrel I], and Petre) Il, for tha best kennel of five 

At Cleyeland he won first in the special 
class for English setter dogs that have won one first prize, 
and first with Don Juan, Prinee, Petrel I, and Petrel III. for 

g Forso young a dog 
this is indeed a record to be proud of, and one that exempli- 
fies the truth of the old saying that ‘blood will tell.” for 
ainong the ancestors and relatives of Plantagenet are to be 
tound many of the proudest names of canine history, in the 
old world as well asthe new. As we have before stated, we 
believe that Plantagenet, if nothing befalls him, when ma- 
ture, will achieye the highest honors, both of the bench and 
the field, The eutis from a sketch by Harry Tallman, and is 

There are Irish 
setters with all the fire and wildness that has ever been 
thrown out against them; and there are Irish setters with all 
the mildness and lack of spirit that could suit the most faint- 

of thiscity, A description 

field for years before he ever say 2 bench or gained honors 
for his beauty. He was an old dog when first exhibited, and 
was given atvay for the sole purpose of exhibition by his 
breeder. who assured me that handsome as Palmerston was, 
there were others of his race as handsome thai never saw a 
dog show, and so passed away unknown to fame, though 
held in honor by friends and owners for their yalue in the 
field, Since old Palmerston’s death, at cighteen years of age, 
there has been a keen strife among his descendants upon the 
show bench for the honors he held, till now, by the record, 
his son, the handsome Garryowen, holds the championship of 
the United Kingdom. 
Now, this race of Trish red setters is of no mushroom 

srowth, for they hunted the fens and mountain sides of Ire- 
Jand years and years ago, even before the late Mr, Luverack 
made his four memorable trips to that land of the shamrock 
and the thistle, and they haye not degenerated. I mention 
the above strain not because there are no others of the rizht 
sort, for there are, but because this one has gained more 
honors at Irish bench shows than any other. Now, these 
dogs, the best and murest strains, could not haye been pos- 
sessed in Ireland all these years for the sole purpose of exhi- 
bition, for there were no dog shows there until late years: 
and I see no proof that they have been kept for mere house- 
hold pets, therefore they must have been held in high esteent 
for their field work, and so thoge strains that were the purest 
and most useful, were just the ones that were most zealously 
guarded hy their owners, and the ones most difficult to obtain 
by outsiders. 

Being a staunch admirer of the Irish setter, | have made 
no small effort to keep the breed upto the highest standard, 
both by importation from the best strainsin Ireland and by 
careful breeding; und Tl haye held « continued correspondence 
with many of the most noted Irish breeders, which to me 
has been the most agreeable sort, and Ttrustit has been the 
same tothem. My belief in the characteristics of the true Trish 
setter, as expressed in the columns of WorrEsy anp SrREaM 
some years ago, and which was attacked by several writers, 
has been co: ed by the winnings at the leading Irish and 
English shows of the strain that Mr. Layerack could not find, 
and that Stonehenge never mentioned in his earlier works, 
Stonehenge has written that there are good Irish setters 
nearly white, black, black and tan, or closely crossed with 
black and tan, but in the same breath he said that the 
Trish setter of high mark is red, and so he deseribes him. To 
be sure there are other breeds in Ireland than the red Irish, 
but they are not true Irish setters, and all the number of 
words any one has a yoind tio put on paper cannot niake them 
so. IJtis the red setterthat has made Ireland famous for her 
setters; the red setter that is not a black one, nora blue 
one, nor a white one, neither a black ad tan; the red setter 
that breeds ved setters; the red setterthat has been red, is red, 
and will be red; and when you breed tim other than that 
color, depend upen it you have got some other breed mixed 
in. There may be now and then some other doz that ap- 
proaches the true Irish type, in head and form; there may be 
one that shows the Trish color, but such are exceptions, and 
may be after all owing to an Irish cross. 

It has been somewhat the custom to call a red dog an Irish 
setter, even though he might be half Enzlisi, and m some of 
the leading dog showsin England and America, dogs so bred 
have won in the Irish classes. I have in my mid now a 
well-known imported bitch so bred, and a winner, and I pre- 
sume the offspring are classed as Irish setters, The mere fact 
of a race of black or white, or black and tan, setters having 
been bred in Ireland does not make them Irish setters, any 
more than the breeding of Irish setters in England makes 
them English setters. Only there are no doubt good dogs in 
Treland, black in color, or black and tan, or white and tan, 
but the true Irish strains have nob been kept up by breading 
to any such dogs, neither are such considered Irish setters 
by the most noted breeders, I have been long in correspond- 
ence with a famous breeder in Ireland, who has possessed 
the came strain of Trish setters since 1846, and he writes me, 
“T am still trying to keep up this breed, althourh at my ue 
I can scarcely expect to enjoy them much again in the tield.” 
Now, this gentleman's dogs have not been black ones, nor 
white ones, nor blue ones, neither have they been black and 
tan, but red from the day hefirstob.ained them. Their color 
did not turn to red when they came to hin; it was red in 1819, 
red in 1814, and red in 1776, and I don’t believe the color was 
manufactured then, Why, this red belongs ta the Ivish set- 
ter by right of inheritance, saved from years and years ago, 
and when other dogs possess it they have stolen it from this 
red dog of Ireland. 
Not only is the pure Irish dog different from all other breeds 

in the color of his coat, bnt he is different in his head and in 
his form, The Irish setter stands higher on his legs than 
either the Gordonor the Euglish, and he is of a more racy 
mold throughout, more of the greyhound build, yet strength- 
ened in all his parts. 

His head is longer and narrower than either of the other 
breeds, and of a different color, and no dog compares with 
him inthe expression of his rich, brown eye. Because the 
Trish dog has more daylight under him than other setiters, no 
one need, for a moment, think that he isany the less endur- 
ing, for he hasthe deep chest, well-sprung ribs and strong 
loins that make him last, and his legs set well under him are 
not lacking a bit in bone or muscle, while his feeb were 
made for Ireland’s bogs and heather. There is no lumber 
about him, eitherin head or form; blood like from end to 
end, and of the richest and most beautiftd color that ever a 
dog could boast of, he proves that he is no mongrel. 

Mont CLAnz, 

THE COLOR OF BULL-TERRIERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of this date ‘Trindle” misrepresents me 

slightly. He says I ‘‘complain” and “hegrudgs.” I did 
neither. I only asked a question or two for information, in 
the interest of pure dog science, and with no other motive. 
What I wanted to find out was, whether there was any 

later and better authority than Stonehenve’s ‘Dors of the 
British Islands.” If Brindle” will reter to page 228 of the 
third edition of that work, he will find my statement as to 
what Stonehenge says fully sustained. Uhe passage he cites 
from the (so-called) American edition, is taken from the 
earlier work, ‘Stonehenge on the Dog," and must, therefore, 
he considered as repugianed by the writer. 
Tdo not see that Tam called upon to answer ‘“Brindle’s” 

questions, or to “give good and substantial reasons why white 
bull-terriers are to be preferred to calorad ones.” T did not 
make the rule, In fact, | hadno part whatever in making ik, 
However, I will say that I don't see much to find fault with 
in Stonehenge’s views on the subject. He admits that the 
Tule is arbitrary, but says that, as the breed is purely a fancy 
one, there is no valid objection to an arbitrary standard of 
color, I take this fo mean that bull-terriers are kept princi- 
pally for their looks, which largely depend on their color, and 
that in the eyes of most judges, there is no color so pleasing 
as pure white. Possibly white is preferred, for one reason, 
because being, as ‘Brindle’ remarks tha “emblem of inno- 
cence,” it affords a striking contrast with “the known char- 
acteristics of the dog.” Justso a spirited woman, who looks 
as if butter would not melt in her mouth, is not on that ac- 
count less attractive to the majority of men, V. H.-G; 
Nrw Yors, July 27. 

IMPORTATION OF SETTERS.—The Steamship Helmstead, 
now in this port, brought from Mr. H. ¥. Grant, Isle of Wight, 
a black, white and tan bitch consigned to Mr. J. J. Snellen- 
burg, of New Brighton, Pa., and two black, white and tan 
pups, one dog and one ‘bitch consigned to Mr. J. H. Goodsell 

ofthe doge will ba given next week, 



14 FOREST AND STREAM. 

DR. HUGGINS AND HIS DOG KEPLER. 

FUE well-known astronomer Dr. Hugginshad a four-footed 
friend dwelling with him for many years as a remuilar 

member of his household, who was a mastiff of very noble 
proportions by descent, and who bore the great name of 
Kepler, ‘This dog possessed many rare gifts, whith had se- 
cured for him the admiration and regard of a large number of 
scientific acquaintances, and among these was one which he 
wus always ready to exercise for the entertainment of visitors. 
Atthe close of limebeou or dinner, Kepler used to march 
gravely and sedatelyinto the room, and sit himself down at his 
master’s feet. Dr. Huggins then propounded to him a series 
of arithmetical hove ae which the dog invariably solved 
without a mistake. Square roots were extracted off-hand 
with the utmost roadinass and promptness, If asked what 
was thesquare root of nine, Kepler answered by three barks: 
or, if the question were the square root of sixteen, by four. 
Then various questions followed, in which much more com- 
plicated processes were involved—such, for instance, as ‘‘add 
seven to eight, divide the sum by three, and multiply by two, 
To such a question as that Kepler gave more consideration, 
and sometimes hesitated in makiny up his mind as to where 
his barks ought finally to stop. Still, in the end his decision 
wasalwayaright, The reward of each correct answer was 4 
iece of cake, which was held before him during the exercise; 
ut until the solution was arrived Kepler never moved his 

eyes from his toaster’s face. The instant the last bark was 
given he transferred his attention to the cake, Dr. Huggins 
was Upeatestly. unconsdious of suggesting the proper answer to 
the dog; butitis beyond all question that he did so. The 
wonderful fact is that Kelper had acquired the habit of read- 
ing in his master's eye or countenance some indication that 
was not known to Dr, Huggins himself. The case is one of 
the elass which is distinguished by physiologists as that of 
expectant attention. Dr. Huggins was himself engaged in 
working out mentally the various stages of his arithmetical 
processes as he propounded the number to Kepler, and, being 
therefore aware of what the answer should be, expected the 
dog to cease barking when that number was reached; and 
that expectation suggested to his own brain the unconscious 
signal which was caught by the quick eye of the dog.—Dive 
Stockh Jounal, July 14. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

_ WP. J., Fort Sill. Ind. Ter,—Apply hot fermentations to allay the 
inflammation, and drop ® small pioch of the finest pulverized sugar 
upon the ball of the eye. 

J. M., Manlius, N, ¥,—Give your dog one or tivo drops of Fowler's 
solution of arsenic twice daily atterfueding. Stop if his appetite is 
lessened, and give instead a pill containing 44 #rain reduced iron 
(Feniem redacti em) with 1 grain extract gentian. 

W. B. P., Croekett, Texas,—Your dog has the symptoms of true 
mange, Which is ue to a parasite, consequently your internal treat- 
ment is of no avail oxceptas a tonic. Wash thoroughly with soft 
soap, then apply sulphurous acid (not sulphuric), diluted with thres 
parts of water, and letitdry on. Repeatittwo days. This is a suc- 
eessfuland cleanly method of treatment, 

B. P., New York.—My setter dog, aged 3yrs. and 8mos, has been 
ailing for more than three months; he seldom finishes a meal without 
throwing up part of it. He is yery thin indeed; his eyes water, his 
nose is often very warm, For more than three months he has bean 
shedding his coat. Any advice will be kindly received with many 
thunks, [think he has not theworms, Ans. Feed hima small quéan- 
tity of milk (a tancupful) avery tio hours; if this ia rejected five halt 
the quantity of milk with the same amount of line water—increas- 
ing the amount of the latter until itis mot rejected. Rub the belly 
well with a handful of cod-liver oil every other day, 

Dog Owner, New York,—l. Are puppies taxable according to the 
New York city dow law? 2. Are dog catchers permitted to take dogs 
Which are brought from the country to the eity léd by a chain? Ane. 
1, Notsatisfied with our examination of the statutes and the city or- 
dinance, wherein we failed to find any legislation defining the nge at 
which a puppy becomes a dog, we applied to the Corporation Attor- 
ney, W. A. Boyd, Msq., for information upon the subject. He in- 
forms us that there is uo age mentioned in either, and that the prac- 
tice has been inthe city to consider all puppies as dogs when old 
orlarge exough to run about. 2. Following is section 1 of the clty 
ordinance, which seems by implication at least to protect from the 
dog catcher animals whose owners conform to Its requirements: 
“Section 1. Hereafter it shall not be lawful to permit any dog to go 
abroad loose or at large in any of the public streets, lanes, alleys, 
highways, parks or places within the corporate limits of the city of 
New York, under a penalty of three dollars for each offence, to be 
recovered against the owner, possessor, or person who knowingly 
harbored such dog, within threedays previous to the time of such dog 
being so found going loose abroad orat large; and the Commissioners 
of Police are hereby uuthorized and directed to canse complaint to 
he made to the Corporation Attorney against the owner or posses- 
sor of every dog permitted to go loose or at large within the corpor- 
ate limits, as aforesaid, for the recovery of the penaltios prescribed 
in this ordinance; such penalties and all license fees, when collected 
to be accounted for semi-monthly, and paid to the Comptroller of 
said city, and, upon the requisition of the Mayor, to be Beles to- 
wards the payment of enforcing the provisions of this ordinance, 
Nothing dn this ordinance shall prevent any dog from going into any 
such street, lane, alley, highway, park or public place, provided suc 
dog shall bea held by such owner or other person secured by a cord or 
chain, to benot mora than four feet long, fastened to a collar around 
the neck of the animal,” 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Kennel notes are inserted in this colunin free of charge. To insure 
nblication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following pur- 
iculars of each animal; 

1, Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Bread, buyer or seller, 
3, Sex, 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or §. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 8. Dam, with her sire and dam- 

of death, 10. Owher of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly writtan. Communication on ons side of 

pauper only, and signed with writer's name. 

, NAMES CLAIMED, 

(3 See instructions at head of this column. 

Lucy Gladstone. By Mr. A. M, Tucker, Charlestown, Mass,, for 
black, white and tan English setter hitch puppy by Gladstone out of 

By Mr. R. ®, Nichols, Newark, N. J, for black and tan 
terriar bitch, tmos, old, by Vortigern out of Lily i. 
Monmouth Bess, By Mr. M. M. Duncan, Chattanooga, Tenn., for 

mastiff biteh, whelped Nov. 18, 1881, by Salisbury (EH. K. C.8. B. 9846) 
onbof Tigress IL, (H. K. C, 5. B, 10,595), 

Flinf and Billy. By Mr. Hugh Ricker, Biddeford, Me., for liver 
and white covlker spaniel dog puppies by Rover out of Kate. 
Jumbo. By Mr. Hugh Ricker, Biddeford, Me,, for liver cocker 

spaniel puppy by Royer out of Kate, _ 
Aryyle. By Me, Isaac T. Norris, Baltimore, Md., for Gordon setter 

dog puppy by Mr, H, Malcolm’s Malcolm out of Dream 1Y. (Grouse— 
Dream IT.) 

Leeto, By Mr. T. T. Phlegar, Pearisburg, Va., for white, black anid 
tan mottled beagle bitch, whelped May 23, 1483 (Ring wood—Norah), 

Queen. By Mr. T.'T. Phlegar, Pearisburg, Va., for black and tan 
Foxhound bitch, whelped May 24, 1882 (Maine——Kiz). 

Pillie, By Mr, T, T. Phiegar, Pearisburg, Va., for black and tan 
foxhound bitch, whelped May #4, 1882 (Maine—Kiz). 

Joy. By Mr, TT, Philegar. P2arisburg, Va,, for black and tan fox- 
honnid bitch, whelped stay 2d, 1882 (Maine—Kiz), 
Noshie. By Mr. T. T. Phiegar, bry Va., for white, black 

and tan beagle bitch, whelped May 238, 1882 (Ring wool—Norah), 
Winonia. By Mr. T.'T. Phlegar, Pearisburg, Va., fot white, black 

and tan beagle bitch, whelped May 23, 1852 (Ringwood—Noruh.) 
Lizzie. By Mr, T)T, Phiegar, Parisburg, Va,, for white, black and 

tan beagle bitch, whelped May 23, 1882 (Ringwood —Norah). 
Lute, By Mr, T. TD, Phlegur, Pearisburg, Va., for white, black and 

tan beagle bitch, whelpeul May 23, 1882 (Ringwood—Noprah), f 
Duke ff, Phil, Jock and Dindy, By Mr, B.S, Bradford, Spring- 

fleld, Mass,, for liver and white pointer dogs, whelped June 7, 1882, by 
Whitin's Duke (Old Phil—lao) out of Dr. Corcoran's Vinuie (Ranger 
Besa). 

Vinnie IT, Fieterit, Vera, Violet and Virginio, By Mr E. §. 
Rradtord, Springfield, Mass., for liver and while pointer bitches, 

[Auaeuer 8, 1882. 

whelpad June 7, 1882, by Whitin’s Duke (Old Phil—Wan) out] of Dr. 
Corcoran's Vinnie (Ranger— Bess). 
Thorn To and Lady mma. By Mr. A. MeDonnid, Rockland, Me., 

for black, white and tun beagle bitches, whelped July-4, 1882, by Spat 
(Mint—Jilep) out of Thorn (Victor—Luey), 
Snap. By Mr. A. McDonald, Rockland, Me,, for black, white and 

ticked cocker spaniel dog puppy by Wildfire (Wildair—Joe) out of 
MeAllister’s Bertie. 

Liversweet. By Mr, A, McDonald, Rockland, Me., for liver and 
white cockenspaniel bitch puppy by Wildfire (Wildair—Jos) out of 
Mc Allister’s Bertie, 

Pine, By Mr, T,'T, Phiezar, Pearisburg, Va., fow syhite, black and 
tan foxhound biteh, whelped May 24, 1882 (Maine—Kiz). 

Cairo, By Dy, Ohavles D. Smith, Portland, Me.. for red and white 
English setter bitch, whelped April 6, 1882, hy Mr, Manasseh Smith's 
Guy out of his Cora TIT, 

ough, Hilo, Diviga, Independence, Clifford and Slash. By Mr. A. 
McDonald, Rockland, Me., for black, white and tan beagle dogs, 
mrbetaet July 4, 1882, by Sput (Mint—Julep) out of Thorn (Vietor— 
mcy ). 
Raleigh. By Mr. 0. W. Rogers, Billerica. Mass., for white, fawn 

and tan beagle dog, whelped June 17, 1882, by King out of imported 
SLusic, 

Dainn—Dandy—Granhy, Conn,, July 2§—In last Formsr Anpb 
Sranam I notica Mr. Perciyal’s request, Which I cheerfully comply 
with, a8 Dwas nob aware that he bad previously claimed the name 
Dandy for one of his beagles, I will now change the name of my 
beagle dog Dandy, whelped June 17, by Flute (Rattler—True) out of 
Latly (Inno—Old Bess) to Dawn,—N. Etmorr, 

BRED. 
e> See instructions at lead of this calwmn- 

Pride—Duke, Mr. Charles BE. Shaw's (Clinton, Mass.) mastiff bitch 
Priile to his Duke (8 Boston, 1832), May 21. 
Modjeska—Dash 1, Mr. A. M, Tucker's (Charlestown, Mass,) 

Buglish setter biteh apo eae (Leicester—Peeress) to his Dash ILI. 
Countess I —Desh IT, Mi. A, M. Tucker's (Charlestown, Mass.) 

ppgish setter bifich Countess Cf. (Count Diek—Phantom) to his Dash 

Anow—iWhite Sik, Mr, A Walker's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) bull-terrier 
bitch Snow to Mr. G. W. Moore’s White Silk (Silk Il.—Rose), July 3. 
Luey—Mee, Mr. Paul Haske's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) imported Skye- 

terrier bitch Lucy to champion Mau (Sam—Quick), July 4. 
Madje—Conquest. Mr, Wred, H. Hoe’s (Tarrytown, N. Y.) cocker 

spaniel bitch 1 nage (imported Snip—imported Juliette) to his im- 
ported Conquest, July 2. 
Quern—Conyuesh, Mr. J, FY. Apgur’s (New York) cocker spaniel 

bitch Qneen (Charlia—Daisy) to Myr. Pred. H. Hoe's impor Con- 
quest, July 24. 

Bird Royal—Ranger. Mr. §. B. Dilley's (Rosendale, Wis.) pointer 
biteh Bird Royal to his Ranger. 
Nan—Rush, Me. J. P, Swain’s (Bronxville, N, Y.) pointer biteh 
i (Senseo Ihe) tw Mr, Edmund Orgill’s champion Rush, 
July 15. ’ 
_ Dally—Doctor, Dr, J. 8. Niven's (London, Ont.) fleld spaniel bitch 
Dally to Mr, Geo, Macheth’s Doctor (Bob TIT,—Black Bess), 
Norah O\More—Rory O'\More, The Rory O’More Kennel’s (Albany, 

N.Y.) red Irish setter biteh Norah O'More (Berkley—Tilley) to their 
champion Rory O'More, 
Gay—Rory O' More, The Rory O*’More Kennel's (Albany, N. Y.) 

pai eee setter bitch Gay (Mlcho—Firetly) to their Champion Rory 
OMora. 
irl-Glenmark. Mr, R. T. Greane's (Jersey City Helzhts, N. J.) 

liver and white pointer bitch Girl (Maryland—Tell) to Mr. W. F. 
Steele’s Glenmark i Sete cai cD July 18. 

Royal Fan—Bow Ranger. Mr. 8S. B, Dilley’s (Rosendale, Wis.) 
pointer bitch Royal Man to his Bow Ranger. 
Flora—Dashing Menarckh, Mr. E, A. Noymann's Flora to Mr. J.C. 

Higgina’s (Delaware City, Del.) Dashing Monarch, 
Grace—Scout, Mr, A. W. Pearsall’s (Huntington, L. f.)red Irish 

setter bitch Grace (Hill-—Donner) to Mr. D, G. Hartt’s Seout (Plunket 
—Carrie), July 4, 

WHELPS. 

2 See instructions at head of this colunin. 

Pride. My, Charles E, Shaw's (Clinton, Mass.) mashift bitch Pride 
(Duke—Tuno), July 21, eight (two dogs), by his Duke (3d Boston, 1882), 
Lady Berkley. The Rory O'More Kennel's (Albany, N. ¥-) red Iris 

setter hitch Lally Berkley (Herkléy—Sampson's Nora), July 21, ten, 
by ther champion Rory O’More, 
Maids. The Westminster Kennel Club's liver and white pointer 

bitch Maida (Frank—Maida), July 7, five (three dogs), all lemon and 
white, by the Borstall Kenuel’s Don (Sausation—Psyche I.) 
Queen May. The Westminster Kennel Club's black and white 

ticked pointer bitch Queen May (Natiye—Gillespie’s Van), July 20, 
eleven (five dogs), by champion Sensation, ; 
Brownie. Mr. Manasseh Smith's (Woodford’s, We.), English curly 

retriever biteh Rrownié, July 23, nine (one og), by Mr, Geo, Milli- 
ken’s imported Jock, 

Faunette. Mr. J, C, Higgins's (Delaware City, Del.) English setter 
hitch Vannette (Count Dick—Petrel), May 2), four (all dogs), by his 
Dashing Monarch, 

List. Mr. J, CG. Dau ye Delaware City, Dal.) English setter hiich 
List (Lincolu—Petrel II.), May 22, ten (four dogs), by his Dashing 
Monar¢h, A 

Tigress I. Mr, Charles BE. Wallavk’s (New York) mastif— bitch 
Tigress I. (6. K. C. S. B. 10,596), July 7, six (three dogs), by Aulu—iat 
Naw York, 1882—/(Colonel—Diana); one dog since dead. 

Feather, Mr. G, Hill's orange and white setter bitch Feather, July 
18, seven (flye dogs), by Mr. Waterburie's St. Ives. 

SALHS, 

See instructions at head of this coluntn. 

Modjeske. Vnglish setter bitch (Leicester—Peeress), by Mr. N. P. 
Haskell, Gloucester, Me., to Mr. A. M. Tacker, Charlestown, Mass. 

Lucy Gladstone. Black, white and tan English setter bitch puppy 
(Gladstone—Shadow), by Mr, Luther Adams, Boston, Mass., to Nir. A. 
M, Tucker, Charlestown, Masa. ‘ t 
Monmouth Bess. Mastift bitch (Salisbury—Tigress II), by Mr. 

ret E. Walluelk, New York, to Mr. M. M. Duncan, Chattanooga, 
enn, 
Einperor Mred—Polka whelp. Black and white biteh, whelped 

June 21, 1888, by Mr. M. A, Herzberg, Brooklyn, N. ¥., to Major 
Wheeler, New Yori, 

Betsy Baker, Orange and white setter bitch, by Mr. Hugh Ricker, 
Biddeford, Me., to Mv, George Milliken, Saco, Me. 

Rory O More-—Nora whelp, Red Irish setter bitch puppy, by the 
Rory O'Mora Kennels, Albany, N. ¥., to Mr, H Gaylord, Eddytown, 

Rally. Beagle dog Imown as Rowett's Rally, by Mr. Colin Came- 
ron, Brickerville, Pa,, to Mr, Geo, Hummel, Jr., Lancaster, N. Y. 

Lill, Reacle biteh, by Mr. Colin Cameron, Brickeryille, Pa., to Mr. 
J. M, Bergola, Canal Fulton, Ohio. q 

Fuiry and DLuey. Beagle bitehes, by Mr, Colin Cameron, Bricker- 
ville, Pa,, to Mr, B, VW, Dexter, Marion, Mags. ; 
Rally—Lill whelps. Beagle dogs, by Mv, Colin Cameron, Bricker- 

yille, Pa., to Mr, B. . Dexter, Murion, Mass. P “ ; 
Bessie. Beagles bitch, by Mr. Colin Cameron, Brickerville, Pa., to 

Mr. W. F. Streeter, Lehigh Tannery, Pa. 
Chip Royal. Pointer dog (Croxteth—Royal Fan), by Mr. 8. B. Dil- 

ley, Rosendule, Wis,, to Mr. R. H. Pooler, Sereno, Tl. 
Burt Royal, Pointer dog (Croxteth—Bird Hoyal) by Mr. 8. B, Dil- 

ley, Roseudule, Wis., to Mr, R. W. Shaw, Galveston, Texas. 
Sprite. Black and white cocker spaniel bitch (Wildair—Mignon), 

by Mr, f. L, Cook, Sherburne, N. Y., to My, M. O'Brien of the same 
place. 

PRESENTATIONS, 

(Ce See instructions at head of this colunen, 
Bow—Vick whelp. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped May 8, 

1882, by Mr, Edward Odell, New Orleans, La., to Mr, E.S, Carr, Gal- 
Tatin, Tenn. 

Minta. Black, white ond tan English setter bitch, 2yrs. old (Le- 
laps—Starlicht), by Mr, H. W, Livingston, New York, to Mr. W. H. 
Raynor, Povl Jefferson, L. 1 

Jock. Liver und white pointer dog: whelped June 7, 1882, (Whitin’s 
Duke—Dr. Coreoran's Viunie), by Mr. Edward §. Bradford, Spring- 
field, Mass., to Dr. Luke Corvoran of the same place, nv 

Vera. Liver aud white pointer biteh, whelped June 7, 1882 (Whitin’s 
Duke—Dr. Corcoran’s Vinnie), by Mr, Edward 8, Bradford, Spring- 
field, Muss., to Mr, George M. Whitin, North Uxbvidge, Mass. 

DEATHS. 

Le See inshuctions of head of this column. 
Duke. Lemon and white Buglish setter, dyrs. old (Grouse—Gypsy), 

owned by Mr, L. J. O'Uonnor, Merriinad, Mass., from distemper, 
Murray. Cocker spaniel bitch, owned by Mr, L, Van Driessche, 

Littleton, N_ H. ‘ 4 
Princess Drue, Blus belton English setter bitch, 16mos, old (Druid 

—Prineess Draco), owned by Mr. Geo. U. Sterling, New York, fiom 
distemper, J 

Glen. Black and tan setter dog, whelped June, 1874 (Colburn’s 
Dash—Mullins's Belle), owned by Dr, FL I. Aten, Brooklyn, N. ¥., 
July 20, from poigon. ' 
"he B )ointer bitch (Howe's Rex—Rena) owned by Mr, Hen U7, Black 

EB. A. Spooner, New York, July 29, from distamper. 

Rifle and Gray Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CREEDMOOR IN AUGUST, 

THE programme of matches arranged for shooting at Cresdmoor 
during August stands as follows: 

Wednesday, 2d.—“‘August International Military Practice Mateh.’'— 
oe to furnish practice to those desiring to compete for places 
upon the American team to shoot against the British volunteers in 
the International Military Match to be shot during the second week 
in September, 1882, though any person muy enter and shoot without 
competing for a pce upon the team. 
Open to eyerybody. Distances, 200, 500, 600, 800, 900 and 1,0007ds., 

seven shots at each distance. Standing at 200, prone (7. e,, lying 
“head toward the target!’) or sitting, at 500 and G00yds. Any position 

f Clean- 
ing of rifles not allowed, excepting between distances. No wind- 
fauge or lateral motion to sights permitted. 
Members of the National Guard entering this match will not be 

required to appéar in uniform. Entrance fee, eluding all dis- 
tances, $2. 
For this’month, seven prizes to be awarded at the end of tha 

month, to the corresponding number of competitors who, in order 
of merit, shall have made the highest complete score (7 shots at 200, 
i, an, S, 900 and 1,00Jyds.)as follows, cash: $15, $10, $5, $5, 25, 

5, $5—$50, 
Also to be awarded at the end of the season, three medals, offered 

by Gen. Robert Olyphant, as follows; To the competitor making 
the highest Bgstepate eomplats score in any three competitions 
(determined by adding together the highest complete scorés made in 
any of the three competitions), a gold medal, To the second highest 
as above, a silver medal; and to the tlird highest, as above, & bronze 

at a 900 and 1,000yds. Any military breech-loading rifle. 

mada, 
Note.—It has been incorrectly stated that nons but native-born 

citizens are éligible on the team; the terms of the match do not dis- 
ériminate penitent adopled vilizens, provided they were enrolled in 
the National Guard on or before September 1, 1881, 

_ The “Carton” Match—Open to all comers, 200yds., any 
tion. Any rifle, military’s to firedive shots, any’s, four shots. 
inch cartoons only to count. Eniries, fifty cents each. Not moro 
than six re-éntries permitted on one day. At ths end of four 
matches, the coinpetitor haying mide the greatest number of car- 
foous in all competitions, to he awarded 20 per cent, of the total en- 
trance fees received; the next greatest numiber 1 per cent., and the 
next 6 per cent, 

At each competition the first man to receive 10 per cent., the next 
6 per cent,, the next 6 per cent., the next 5 en cent., the next 4 per 
cent,, and to the sixth und last 2 per cent. of the total entrance fees. 
The “Rapidity”’ Matech—To be shot at Creedmoor twice each month 

until prize is finally won (unless otherwise specified), 
Open to allcomers. 2W0yds., any rifle with open sights, magazine 

guns to be used as single loaders. Competitors must take to the fir- 
ing point not exceeding twenty cartridges. Entries, fifty cents cach; 
re-entries allowed to theextent thattime will permit. At sound of 
the bugle each competitor opens fire at his own target, and continues 
loading and firing until the bugle again sounds (sixty seconds ufter 
first signal), .A deduction of five points will beimposed for; ist— 
Wach shot fired before the first signal. 2d—Wor each shot fired after 
the second signal, 38d—lor each shot signaled on his target in ex- 
cess of twenty. ‘Triggers will be tested at the firing point. 
Prize—An elegant gold medal, presented by Mr. Pierre Lorillard, 

Jr, To be won three times (not necessarily conseuutiye) béfora be- 
coming personally property of winner, 
Half the entrance fees in each match will be divided equally 

among the three highest competitors at each competition. 
Saturday, 5th.—The “Qualification” match of 18$2—Open to mem- 

bers N. G, S. N. Y. and N. R. A., the former heing in uniform (jacket, 
cap and belt) may count seores made as partially qualifyme them to 
shoot for the N, Y. State Marksman's badge, provided that they use 
the State Remington rifle. 100 and 300yds.; standing af 100, imeesling 
at 200yds. Five shots at each distanes with any military rifle. 
Entwies, 50 cents each. Re-entries permitted at the discretion of the 
executive otficer, but only the hizhest score to count. To the com- 
petitors in each competition making the five highest aggrepate 
scores, sixty per cent. of the entrance money will ba equally Givided. 
The “Champion Marksman’s Badge’ match of 1882—Open to all 

members of the N. G. 8. N.Y. and N. R. A., the latter, however, not 
being eligible to win the principal prize. Distances, 200 and 500yds., 
fiye shots at each distauce. Weapon, the Remington rifle, N, Y. State 
model, Position, standing at 20Uyds,; any, with head to the target, 
at il0yds. Hntrance fee, 60 cents, Competitors allowed re-entries in 
gach competition at the discretion of the executive officer, but only 
the highest scores to count. , ‘ [ 
Members of the N.G,5. N.Y. in uniform (jacket, cap and belt) 

muy count théir scores made in the match a arte Ea for the N.Y. 
State Marksman'’s badge, provided that, i oLaered, they have 
attended (or do once through the sexson attend) general practice, and 
provided they have previously qualified in the “second class’ (100 
and a00yds. See “Qualification” match). 

First prize—A gold Champion Marksman’s badge of 1852, offered 
by Peels Gen, Alfred C. Barnes, General Inspector of Rifle Practice, 
S.N, ¥. 
Ths badge to become the property of the competitor who, at the 

Eects of the season of 1882, shall have won it the greatest nuniber of 
Himes, 

In case of a tie, the highest aggregate score of all the competitions 
participated in np to that tans to decide. P 
Winners of former Champion Marksman’s badges to be handi- 

capped five points at each competition. 
‘an other prizes (silver medals) presented by the N. R. A. to the 

ten highest competitors in order of merit. The same man can only 
win one medal during the season. 

Wednesday, Sth.—‘*August International Military Practice’! Match. 

O5i~ 
four 

—Conditions as on 2d, 
‘The *‘Rapidity” Mateh,—Conditions as on 2d. 
Saturday, 12th —August International Military Practice’’ Match. 

—Conditions as on 2d and pth. 
The Carton’? Mateh.—Conditions as on 2d. 
Selection of the Amerivan Rifle Team to shoot in the International 

Military Match in September. Vinal competitions: 

Tuesday, 1bth; Wednesday, 16th; Thursday, 17th; Friday, i8th. 
Wednesday, 240.—"Ghampion Marksman’s Badge and’ “Qualifi- 

cation!’ matches,—Conditions as on 5th. 
The tenth annual fall prize meeting of the National Rifle Associa- 

tiou will open at Creedmoor on Tuesday, Sept, 12, and will continue 
for fiye or more days. The complete September programme will be 
issued and distributed wbout the middle of een (nearly « month 
hefors the commencement of the meeting), and ‘post entries’ sill 
be chargad fifly per cent. over the usual fees to those who defer en- 
tering in matches till after Sept. 5, 1882. The range will be closed for 
purposes of preparation on Mouday, Sept. 11. 

NEW ORLEANS, July 24.—The Louisiana Military Rifle Assoviation 
met to-day at the Continental Guard Armory for the purpose of eon- 
sidering and taking action upon the folowing communication: 

15 Canan Steer, 
New Or.ians, July 19, 1882. 

To Gen. John Glynn, Jr., President Louisiana Rifle Association: 
Guyerat—Feeling a great interestin the welfare and perfection of 

rifle practice by our local military companies, and noticing a lack of 
interest in the regular military shooting of our company and bat- 
talion rifle teams of late; [hereby offerasan inducement for resum- 
ing the practice, a silver cup of suitable design and finish to be pra- 
sented to the team of eight men winning the same by the first three 
best scores, under your own rules, Very respectfully, 

A.M. Hin. 
The offer was accepted with thanks, and Mr. Geo. W. Oharlton, 

treasurer, under the instructions of the association, addressed the 
following reply to Mr, Hill: 

HrapgeasTsers ConvinnstTaL GUARDS, \ 
New Ornueans, July 93, 1883. 

A.M, Hill, Bs: 
Dear Si our kind favor of the 19th inst. received with mun 

thanks, andiu behalf of the Louisiana Military Rifle Association, I 
beg to state that a meeting has been held and it was unanimous 
resolved to accept your liberal offer, and that the first match will 
take place next Sunday, July 3), for the “Hill” cup. 

With much appreciation of your kind effort to revive rifla practice, 
I haye the honor torémain yourstruly, |, «Gao. W. CHARLTON, 

Treasurer Louisiioa Military Rifle Association, 

The cup will be aimugnificent trophy. A square base will support 
astack of guns, ou which will rest the cup, oval in shape, with a 
heayy cover, on which will stand a riflemanin the act of shooting, 
On the front of the cup will be a target: The whole will stand twenty- 
one inebes high. 
ALBANY, July 27,—People who sat indoors, fanning themselves 

and moving elosiy to keep comfortable, can have bub little appreci- 
ation of the nerve and endurance of the riflemen, who, for four 

’ 



Aveusr 8, 1882,] 

hours, stood out in the blazing sun to-day working had fo make a 
ae Score. Ths attendance Was not large, though those present 

id not vomplain, but were ready at the appointed tims to commence 
Bcorés. The prificipal mateh of the afteruoon was at 200, 500 and 
600yds., fhe first stage of which was commented promptly, and the 
last stage when the dyad. firing A ie Was cleared of the competitors 
inthe military mateh, The leading scores were as follows: 

§hdid455465 445 
ey NDecNet per ONT MEE eT Eee 1} ys 65465555 5 5—19 \y43 

bUyds 55545555 5 549) 
200yds f444545 5558) 

Charles’ H Gaus,............. . 2 500yds 52555555 5 47 198 
BWydett 648545555 448 
yaWyds 5444555554 46) 

William © Fitoh................ Sdyds 55555555 6 6—50 196 
ds h88488 554 6—40) 

Beds 554465 40445) 
Miles... 2:.ccuecseefeeee yp SWyds 55234433 5 5-30 4st 

OWyds 5456544055 5 547) 

AlLowance,, 

The second competition in the military match developed some 
good scores. though il was with difficulty that the military gins 
could be kept in good condition, on account of the heat, causing the 
burnt powder to cake inthe barrels. 
The lbading scores were as Pullaws; 

Military Match—200 and 500;ds. 
200yds. © yds, 500yds. Total, 

GQharles Keller ce - <.cecswetess tors nse 45545—28 64555—24 47 
Gharles H. Galls.........-.. 55535—93—44 
J.T, Milés ..-,.--:-: " 7 . h5455—24 49 
Hy Batchelder 2. blo. 0) 8455522 49 
B.R. Spelman, Jr.....-.2..-. 6... 22. ‘ 35455924) 
John L, Babeock __.-_. fern e rea ry) 45824 1949 
William HK, Witch...., 5ildd3. 455ed—19—3y 
A, Donmer,........-.- Bee peered pt on ee 43443—18 42522 4.99 

Next Thursday, the Captain John Daily Match and the W. G. Pad- 
dock Mateh will be shot. 

CREEDMOOR, July 26.—The July International Military Practia 
Match, séven shots each, at 200, 50), 600, 5U0, 900 and 1.UOUjas, ~ 

Agere 200 B00 400 Total. 800, 900 1,000 ‘otal: gate, 
SA DAY. egret 88 2B M4 2B RB RR ou 7s 
TW Gritfith......-. 1 20 29 9D 2B RR say 160 
TADolanjs-.. Bl Bl BF 2B 2 BB Fy 160) 
JG Paulding.,,....25 32 # 8 8 Bt ogg 150 

AB Van Heusen...2 29 a 86 2 22 Bt 65 TBI 

JSSmith........30 287 MH 8 BW BW Ww 5 7 
July 28,—Off-hand Pool’! Match.—Open to everybody, 200yds., 

any rile, 5 shots each entry. Milltary’s to receive one point allow_ 
ance on each five shots, Original entries, 50 canis, re-entries, 25 
cents eath. Bhooting closes at5 bP. M. Sixty per cent. of the total 
entrance fees beceivyed will be divided equally among the ten high- 
est competilurs. Three scores to count possible 75, G.J. Seabury 
69, EB. Bi. Lewis 67, FW. Leavitt 67, PD. J - Dolan 46, I W. Todd, 65, 
G. V. Weis 65, S. A. Day 65, I, R. Hills 63, J. O. Hallery 68, HL! 
Reilly 63, 
The ‘‘Rapidity” Match—Open to all comers, 200yds,, any rifle wi th 

open sights. magazine guns to be useilas single loaders. At sound 
cr the bugle each competitor opens fire at his own target, and Con- 
tinues loading and tiring until vas bugle agam sounds (sixty seconds 
after first signal). i. U. Hare (Hotchitiss) 33, M. W. Buell (Hoteh. 
igs) dd, 5. A, Day (Hihott) 47. 

JH Wellows.... 0) --:+--:-221,-2-t2ects- ye BASS d 5 4 5g 
IASB ERE Sek Uschi yies ao menee iletn eileh er b44545445 5—45 
W Charles (milij.. 0... cad 455454454 5-45 
ASEABBNb.| weg eeu neern senna mee en ener e ssaepeteded dot oy dis ae 
W A Cltaster (iil). 5 eee. ree ped eret ese eben BHSS552644 514 

RISA IUODE NU Eay Pree med states teaarertae hs 1844535444 54) 
C@ Weston (anil.).,..-2.).+-.--, fea hobct tts 5 2 ---, 48444935 5 5—40 
T Howe........---+.,---=-- fact aes Bet aks 454443533 540 
CA James-.... MARAIS BAGS Bes § abt bbe Soba go aba wt O¢454483 3 4-39 
W O Francis (mil.).-- - AS43385 444 : 

ES Gilmore (mil,).--...-.---- | .-.--- eet oe bee 415448453 4-38 

Victory Mateh. 
AL Lee 

5—49 s 
5—49 c 
547 

{Sioa FED Des. esl ha oe ee are he ae oe O444455 445 65 INErye D445 545488844444 61 ae 
48454444545 844 8 60 

R Davis. --- Bd4454444485 45 3-59 OH Best 44924432445 4 53 

TH 
10° 9 10 10—95 HP Olaric al 10 710 9 10-98 _ Salem’ Wilder 71010 8 10—99 

WS Jobnson -- by 1 010 7 8 7286 
GSHBeSinns cae ones ve =: 81 W101 8 5 6 5 5-77 

Sharpshooters* Match. 
(30 - eee ees Ter E RAG Hae 8 8101010 7 9 910 g 99 ! ; 610 98 9 9 7 7 § 16-81 

8 49 7 $10 8 6 6—74 any sod B58 9 9 9 § 5 567. 

GARDNER, Mass., July 27.—The Gardner Club, ai their recent 
shoot, had about the average attendanve, Theinch ring and Cread- 
moor target combined was used, Distance, 200yds., offhand, The 
following is the score’ 

Vs The RO SCs Totals. 
4 47 95 47 189 94 

8 46 ii 92 
45 82 44 15489 
4 fl 44 142 38 
42 5841 123-83 
nb) 4739 iif 81 
42 hb 41. 109 = «83 

WORCESTER, Mass., July 27,—The regular field day of the Wor- 
cester Rifle Association tool place at ths Pine Grove Range this 
afternoon. The wind was blowing from 9to12 o'clock. A assa- 
chusetis target was used, Distaneé200yds. Off-hand out of a possi- 
ble 120, the following records were made: 

MCarter.....,.-----2:2.2252:22 Vi 10 10 12 11 11 11 11 12 11110 
12 9 11 10 11 17 12 14 12 10—709—219 

S B Winchestar...+..-....---.-.. Wil 9 TW 810 Fil iw 
91111 611 810 811 12 99~196 

A J Faxon......:-.. vpeeceve-ee- 121011 41°98 10 9 9 40 11401 
912 712 910 7 O11 9 94-195 

Stedman Clark.-....--..-- etches W129 9 91110 910 5B— 96 
11 61110 9 9 8 & 8 11 84190 

AL Rise, ....- PBS ASOD sb SE SSL 91012 9 812 91010 9— 98 
1 9 9 8 711 a1 10 &— 91189 

FF WESSOM. sci 2o.e esses) Rae Fined -8 715 49 612 719 7 
8 810 9 812 2 6 8 8 82765 

WAKEFIELD, July 20.—The Wakefield Amateur Rifle Association 
held a shoot at its range this afternoon in the July series, The fol- 
lowing are afew of the best scores: 

WB Damtelysiia-82 4s-ssteractossevete & (Oa ib: Sorby Be 5G 
C Lindsay... 0 454446544 4 548 
W Brown...- 45465 43 44 4 d-—4 
SiG afd oii: yaaa 5 le A Se ea a 4446548864 38 3-37 

THE BRITISH THAM.—London, July 26—The fotlowing marks- 
men have been selected as members of the British team to go to 
America to compete in the rifle match: Bates, of the Hirst War- 
wick; Boulter, ot the Second Cassnire; Caldwell and Dods, of the 
First Berwick; Godsall, Goodear and Heap of the Sixth Lanca- 
shire; MeViltie and Mollish, of the Second Notts; Oliver of the 
Third Kent; Parry, of the Second Cheshire, and Major Pearse, In 
the Bass match at Wimbledon, shot at 800, 900 and 1,000yds., under 
conditions corresponding to those of the second stage of the inter- 
national match, the following scores were made; Caldwell, 73; Dods, 
65; Goodsall, 69; Goodear, 65; Heap, 70; McVittio, 78, and Parry, 64, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 15 

THE TRAP. 

THE TRAP AT MARLBORO. 

Editor Forest and Strear: ea ete tie 
T envlose you two scores our chib have shotin the last two weeks. 

July 11 the Middlesex Club of Cambridye visited Marlboro! and shot 
the local club a mateh of twenty balls per man from aswift Holden 
trap, ‘This is the fourth match the two clubs have shot, The Marl- 
boro Cliib have bean the winners in all tha matches, After the 
mateh all svt; down ta.a good dinner at the Gates House, Tha re- 
mainder of the day was spent very pleasantly, shooting sweepstakes. 
Below is the full score; = eae 

Marlboro, 
WOBGhoctohce t-te 23a el Ld Dt en tf dp 
Bush_. 12071011012 011111112-41 
Howe.... 1121110111101101117 1-19 
Mas le veer ee ee 371022111111411017111-18 
Andrews, . -170170110101111011100—-18 
Beaudry. D1 171177T1111111111101—19 
Fay.:.%: -2121111111001111101111-10 

ghton -1100001714111101001101-43 
Chamberlain. ........... 12111110101111100111—16 
Hdin}o. 2k se, a) > LT DU2111211411111T11 i217 

Middlesex, 
I Taylor... i. c..6 eh eel det Jo ee Oa ete 
J & Sawyer. ....:-. 111011010111111000i48 
T Henderson. _ 1001101001100110101-11 
EC Gore....., OL1L1111107111000001 1-72 
W EF Symmes. LLOLAO11TO0LLT1I11701I11 00-14 
AW Gore, ,..., O110171100101100111174 
E Lawrence, eee 3 e---11707T11770011100110111—-14 
W H Warrison.....,.... 17 111001111101111011 148 
RE Sharpe.,,..-......-. 1211710111111 0111411—18 
GH Wuras..,.....---.0.- 111011101111101110i G-t5—-142 
Umpire, Mr, Fielding, of the Malden Gun Club. 
July 20.—The Worcester Club came to Marlboro to shaot a friendly 

match, The day was perfect for out-door sport, and a. first-class 
time was the result of the meeting, The mutch was won by the 
Marlboro Club, 1640 148. Hach man shot at twenty balls, thrown 
froma a Holden trap, The Marlhoro’s ara going to shoot the Wor- 
aS for the Champion Badge yery soon. Below is the score iu 
wl: 

Marlboro 
Eager -LIDTLi111111111014111 1—19 
Bush. O01201100011111110111-1% 

121110111011101110027-15 
1110117111711011111-48 
OL1077071110111111 014 
JITIAIIVIL111111411111 99 
1241101111111011001-i15 
1201111101004 111001-14 
BLO ea Oa 1. 1a 

7.8 ee T11171011111017111 1116 
Worcester 

107011011111111101146 
P1111101111111111101—19 
110210101110110111 i145 

-O1100011011011111110-48 
-21110010101017111101—14 
+1110007101101110111 i-18 
OL1O0101T1110001000010—-9 
-OTVTO00LTLILI1OL1I11110-14 
21110111111110113010i-17 

Perry 1102721411 21011111111-18-148 
Umpire, E. 5, Knowles, Esq., of Worcester. 

PROVIDENCE, R.1,, July 21.—The second regular shoot of the 
WN, G. C. had’an amusually large attendance, many of the fair sex 
being present. The following scores were madé, 20 balls each, 18yds. 
rise, Card trap screened: 
bb Maly. Ane eR, a ---)+ ULL 11110 11711 10010 —16 
L Bennett, -.. .- 00101 00111 11000 1101111 
WH Sheldon, 11111 10111 11111-19 
JB Valentine. 44111 11011 1711J—i9 
GJ Crandall. 11)11 11111 10141—19 
O Baker 10101 00111 11011—14 
WH Waterman. 1i1ii 10111 11111—i9 
SD Greene, Sr__. 01111 11110 11011—16 
GT Crandall.... 01111 1/411 11110—18 
BE Deyolin,...... .. 10114 01100 DINDO— 7 
W G Crandall. - 11110 11411 11114—i8 

11111 10010 01101—14 PI Baker See wees tdi 
Then followed a sweepstakes at clay pigeons, 10 birds, 10 entries, 

liyds. rise. Valentine first. with 10 straight; Sheldon and Cary second, 
with 9, and Greene third, with 8 

66 on Badge. 
Sheldon.....:..c.5.c.6004 - 11011 W104 111 11111 11141 1017127 
Valentine... ,.-- 10101 10L) 19019 11414 11711 1114128 
Waterman,,....... -- 11110 11001 — 
(034: EER Sess ppb eae Oo bnDN. 10101 ey 
WASHINGTON GUN CLUB, Brooklyn, E. D.—Score regular shoot 

at Ridgewood Park, July #4; Messrs. Evans and Newton 25yds.: the 
others 2lyds,: 
H Hedeman...-......... 1101110—5 Geo Van Sise,......_., 0111114 —6 
J Byans...... . .-1011011—5 ~F Morgan. 11001 10—5 
A Rockfeller . -.0101101—4_ & Newton... » 14111107 
W ETrott..._.. AIF Monler, Jr... se. 1001101—4 
W ‘Thompson 110114 

Amateur Score. 
Te Tele Cy sere eer eee 11000013 H Newton,,, -........_- 11001014 
HI Winans... O11 — 

Ties at 26yds; H. Winans, 111-2: A, Newton. 00. W. &. Trott 
wins regular badge; H. Winans, amateur badge, The attendance is 
considered good for this time of the year. The birds were good. 
Sweepstakes followed the shoot, also an interesting shoot at smoke 
balls, which was the first time the club has nsed them, and they 
seemed to please the boys. The badges were presented on the 
grounds; an elegant gold badge of the latest design for the regular 
team, anda silyer ont: of same pattern for the amateurs, At our 
last meeting we expelled 4 number of lame ducks and have filled 
their places with new and active members, aid for a club of only 
two years’ standing we claim to he aliye, having attended three 
State conventions with full delegations and done our share of the 
work, our President, Henry Altenbrand, being now Chairman of the 
the Standing Committee of the State Association, and the club at 
present is in a yery prosperous condition.—W. E, Trorr, Sec. 
HXETER, N. H.. July 27,—The annual tournament of the Exeter 

Sportsmen's Club was held to-day. A large number was present, in- 
cluding delegations from Boston, Worcester, Westboro, Marlboro, 
Stoughton, Cambridge, Brockton, Amesbury, Malden, Mass. ; and Man- 
chester, Epping, brentwood, N.H. Every one present voted it the best 
fleld day of the season. Over twenty sweeps were shot at clay birds 
and glass balls, the home men making fine scores and winning first 
money in the team shoot, which was the eventof theday. The reg- 
ular events are as follows: | 

First match, seven clay birds,—First prize, De Rochmont of Ames- 
bury, Smith of Worcesier, Godsoe of Amesbury, Taylor of Exeter; 
second, Johnson of Boston, Allen of Brockton; third, Beaudry of 
Marlboro. 
Second match, seven glass balls.—First prize, De Rochmont of 

Amesbury, Schaefer of Boston; second, Hager of Worcester, Taylor 
of Exeter; third. Fielding of Malden, W. R. Smith of Brentwood, EB. 
T. Smith of Worcester. 
Third match, five birds and five balls, teams of three,—First prize, 

Exeter team, Messrs. Gerrish, Cooper and Taylor; second, Worees- 
ter team, Messrs. Eager, E. T. Smith and Perry; third, Marlboro 
team, Messrs. Smalley, Beaudry and White. 
Fourth matenh, fiye pairs double balls.—First prize, Taylor of Hx- 

eter; second, Rowell of Amesbury, Houghton of Worcester; third, 
Cooper of Bxeier, : ¢ 

Fitth match, seven clay birds.—First prize, Cooper of Exeter; sec- 
ond, Schaefer of Boston, Godsoe of Amesbury; third, H. T, Smith 
and — Perry of Worcester. 4 

Sixth match, five pairs double birds,—First prize, Cooper of Exeter, 
Taylor of Exeter. Beaudry of Marlboro; second, Wilbur of Brockton; 
third, Perry of Worcester and Fielding of Malden. 
BOSTON, July 26,—At Walnut Hill to-day the long-range targets 

were covered by three marksmen, but before the match was con- 
cluded Baker withdrew. H. yet score was; Al R00yds., 68; 900yds., 
U8; 1,000yds., 69; total, 210. .H. Jackson's score: At 800yds., 70; 
pobyds., 67; 1,000yds., 70; total, 207. ; 
The trap shooting resulted as follows: First match, Noble and 

Sawyer divided first prize. Second mitch, Baton and Noble divided 
first prize, Third match, Sawyer wou. The fourth match was at 
doubles, the right hand,object being a glass ball, the left a elay bird. 
Noble won. Fifth mitch, Nodle firston a clean score. The sixth 
sweep was also at doubles aud Noble again led. Seventh match, at 
five clay pigeons, Noble first. Highth match, Noble first. Ninth 
match, Noble first, In the tenth match, Jones, Emerson and Saw- 
yér tied with three, and in the shoot off, Emerson won, In the eley- 
enth match, Emerson and Sawyer tied on five eavl, and in the shoot 
off, Sawyer won. In the twelfth sweep, Sawyer was first. 

SACRAMENTO, Oul., July 21,—There was a large gathering of lo 

cal trap-shots at Agricultural Park to-day. The Capital Club had a 
contes) for the medal, and C, H. Todd and George Wiltenbrook shot 
atagi0 match. The latter shot at live birds, but ther were too 
young to be good flyers, and were, therefore, not diffieilt to bring 
to grass. The scora wasi 

Wittenbrook,..,.. 111111011011—10 ‘Todd ............. 111111101011—10 

‘The tie was shot off at double birds (three pais), with a like re- 
sulliz 
Wittenbrook... ..... 1010 1—£ Todd, .. 2.52.6; 221 mei e- 11 10 10—4 
Second bie: 

Wittenbrook,,......... TUT 1 eee te oe kh Oe. cee esa 00 01 00—1 
'The Capital Club shoot was at clay pigeons. Wim. Nesbit and Chas, 

Flohr tiging on 12 straight, andin the shoot-off at livé birds Nesbit 
wou the first medal with hve straight kills —Aee. 

July 18th, 15 single 

-O10171119191077 14 47 10 11 11—22 
O1 11 11 11 11—23 
10 OF O41 11 00—18 
10 11 10 11 10—27 
41 10 01 11 11—22: 
01 00 11 10 1119 
10 01 11 00 11-17 
10 11 11 10 10-12 
10 10 01 11 10—i9 

© 1110111 10001114 
~ .040101001010000 
“1011111011100 

A EB Hall... --10911110111111 0) 10 10 10 11—19 
CH Sauergan.. vy wees cee oe, 1N0100011011711 (00 10-01 11 OU—415 

Regular shoot club badge, 20 clay pigeons, l5yds. rise: 
CG Keay... 2. Rep ericei de tetepyc ts tte se: ~-- 1111111 1111001191111—18 
MC Hall, fagt » ALG11119141941111011 18 

AARALAE SAS 11111111111111111111—20 
GAD Dee. ee eese eee eee. 01000101111117110111—16 
Badge won by A. EB. Hall.—M. C. Hall, Secretary, 

WHLLUINGTON, July 29,—The Malden Gun Club's quarters were 
not thronged with shot-gun manipulators as largely as usual, owing 
to the warin weather and the fact that many of their members are 
in the Maine woods, Yet the presence of lady friends tended to keep 
the spirits of those present up to the pitch, and hence the following 
good scores; 

Club shoot at 20 birds—A. H, Jones 19, J. Buffum 19, J. 8. Bailey 18, 
G. D. Wemyss 18, J, F. Stutsman 17, A. G. Adams 17, G. P. Durand 17, 
A, H. Binder 16. , 

Club shoot at 20 birds—J. Buffum 20, A. H, Jones 19, G. R, Durand 
i, G, D, Wemyss 18, A, O. Adams 18, J. F. Stutsman 17, A, H. Binder 
16, J. 8. Bailey 12. 
Sub-Match No. 1—A. H. Jones first, J.5, Bailey second, G R. Du- 

rand third. ; 
Sub-Match No. 2—G, R. Durand first, A, C. Adams second, J, 8. 

Bailey third. 
BATH, Me., July 29,—On aceount of the extreme heat of the last 

few days, the attendance of the first of the suries of three shoots for 
the Sociaty’s Badge, by memberssof the Segadahoe Association for 
the Protection of Kish and Game, was thinly attended yesterday, 
onty six participating. Following is the score: 
AQ Goud...-..- 411117011071010-11 Cyrus Keay......11119310100101—11 
AS Alexander,i01011111111111—13 C H Wiuslow...101111111111111—14 
HA Stetson... 01011010011111—10 CH Greenleaf..111111011111011—18 
The second shoot will take place at aepsueut Fair Grourids Thurs- 

day, August 10, at | o'clock P, M.—G, E. N. 

PAOLA GUN CLUB,—Paola, Kan., July 22.—Match at glass balla, 
2tyds., 20 bulls each: H. 0. Gano 20, G. H. Sherman 1s, L. P, Perry 
18, Hd. W. Mitchler 18, T. B. Spencer 18, L. J. Perry 18, Wim. Butford 
17, Steve Quimby 17, Wm. Abbott 16.—E. M. 

AW Hall. 

Hachting and Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 
2—New York Y, C., Annual Cruise. 
8—New Bedford Y. C., Second Class, #50, 
5—Jeffries Y. C., Club Match, 
5—Hull Y. C., Sweepstakes Race. 

Aug. 5—Buffalo Y. C., Annual Matches, 
Aug, 5-19-Quaker City Y. C., Annual Cruise, 
Aug. %—Dorchester Y. C., First Championship Race, Cat-Rigs, 
Aug. 8—Salem Bay Y.C,, Second Championship, 
Aug. 8—Jersey City ¥. C., Ladies’ Day, 
Aug. 8-12-American Canoe Association Regatta, Lake George, 
Aug. 10—Southern Y. C., Annual Sweepstakes. 
Aug. 12—Hull ¥. C., Second Club Matehes. 
Aug. 12—Merrimack Y. C., Club Match, 
Aug, 12—Toronto Y. C., $250 Cup. 
Aug. 14—Royal Nova Scotia Y. 8,, Ocean Match to Chester, 1 prize. 
Aug, 1é—Royal Nova Scotia Y. 8., Chester Town Oup, 2d prizé. All 

Comers, 
Aug. 18—Royal Nova Scotia Y, S., Ocean Match to Hulifax, 1 prize. 
Aug, 19—Beyerly Y. C., Open Races. 
Aug, 19—Jeffries Y, C., Club Match. 
Aug, 22—Jersey City Y.C., Ladies’ Day. 
Aug. 22—Oswego Y, C., Annual Matches. 
Aug. 22—Dorehester Y. 0., Second Championship Race, Cat-Rigs. 
Aug. 28—Quincy Y. C., Fourth Club Match. ; 
Aug. —Southern Y, U., Inter-State Regatta, 
Aug, 23—Hull ¥. C., Club Championship Match. 
Ang. 24—New Bedford ¥: C., 2d Class Schooners, Ist Class Sloops, 

$100, $75. Principal Clubs. 
Aug. 26—Beyerly Y. C., Open Regatta, Marblehead. 
Aug. 29—Salem Bay Y. C., ibe ett Sail-off, 
Aug. 23—Hull ¥_ C., Club ptt piesa Mateh. 
Sept. 2—Beverly Y, C., Third Championship Mateh, Marblehead. 
Sept. 2—Jeffries Y. C., Club Match. 
Sept. 2—Royal Nova Scotia Y, S., Mayor's Cup and third prize. 
Sept, 4—Wast River Y. C., Fall Matches. 
Sept. 5—Dorchester Y. C., Third Championship Rave, Cat-Rigs. 
Sept.m—Hull Y. C., Club Championship Sail-off. 
Sept. 4—Quincy Y. G., Fifth Club Match. 
Sept. 5.-Jersey City Y. C., Ladies’ Day, 
Sept. 9—Merrimack Y. C., weed to All Match. 

, 10—Quaker City Y. C., Harbor Cruise. 
pt. 16—Dorchester ¥. C,, Open Races, Cat-Rigs. 

. 16—Royal Nova Scotia Y, 8., Three Classes, one prize each, 
. ——Royal Nova Scotia ¥. 8., Yachts dinghies, sailing race. 

pt. —Royal Nova Scotia Y.5., Charlottetown, PB. fi 
. 19—Jersey City Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 
. 24—Quaker City ¥, C,, Harbor Cruise. 
1—Quaker City Y. C., Closing Cruise. 

Oct. 38—Jersey City Y.C,, Ladies’ Day, 

Aug; 
Ang. 
Aug. 
Aug. 

Principal! Clobs. 

THE DISOWNED TROPHY. 

1e the deed_ of gift now in force governing challonges for the 
America Cup occur the following clauses: 

‘The challenging party shall give six months notice in writing. 
‘+ Accompanying the*six months notice must be the Custom House 

certificate of the measurement and a statement of the dimensions, 
rig and name of the vessel_ 

‘In case the parties cannot re agree upon the terms of a 
mutch, then the challenging party shall have the right to contest for 
the cup in one trial, sailed over the usual course of the annual re- 
gatta of the club holding the cup, subject to ils rules aud sailing 
regulations, the challenging party nol being required to name the 
representative until the time agreed upon for the start.’ 
Mutual agreement is not likely to afford a solution when interna- 

tional rivalry runs high, When the challenger finds it necessary to 
demand recognition of the provisions stipulated, he sces himself 
¢tompelled to give six months’ notice of his yessel and her dimen- 
sious. The holders of the cup obtain a full gauge of the challenger, 
anil know what they have to meet. On the other hand, they refuse 
equal information on their side, reserving the naming of the com- 
petitor not simply to the week or day before the race, nor even to 
the morning of the race, but—see the quotation ahoye—to the very 
instant of the start. While we insist upon a perfect knowledge ih 
advance of what we are to oppose, we decline to give the stranger 
any intimation as to whom hé is torace. While we ask him to sail 
several thousand miles to find us and to take the weather as it comes, 
favorable or unfavorable, we claim the right to pick out our best for 
yarying kinds of wind and seu, have them at the start, select what 
suits the particular conditions of the day and then have the impu- 
dence to callit an equitable offer! We demand that his should be a 
seafaring yacht and yet will meet him with a trap of a machine 
should the day be fair, though the trap could no more turn to wind- 
ward in lumpy Water than fly | 
The London Field has pronounced anyone challenging under such 

conditions as *taoft,"' 6 pronounce the conditions surrounding the 
cup disgraceful to the fair name of American sportsmen, The New 
York ¥. C, has a right to enact anything it pleases when the opera- 
tions ars confined to club matters. } 
As the holdersin trust of an international trophy, however, they 

become responsible to the public in genoral, 
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The club bas no right to bring the good name of American yachts- 
mip ito disrepute abroad, 

It haa fo rigal to over o trophy held in trush with ridicule through 
sich a document as the circular sent broadcast to foreign yachting 
ports. 

Tt has mo right to check or prevent international racing by gur- 
rounding a challenge with conditions impossible to accept, unless at 
Q sacrifice in equity to ths shallenging purty. 

At home we aré charitable ¢nouge to lay the blundering of the 
blub to stupidity. Abroad they are openly charging sharp practice. 
The New Yore Y. 0. hus oo right to put American yachismen in a 

fals6 light, und it mutters uot Oue iota what has gone before. The 
errors of the push should have been reotified, not repeated and 
stiffened when the club induced the recent biodifications tm the doed, 
Vormst AND S?RKAM has put this issue plainly before thore re- 

sponsible, for good und honest reasons, We desire to see the in- 
troduction of a worllder type of boat than ourlight draft butter. 
Hies and believe this can be sided toa material degreés by interna- 
tional contests between our sloops and British cutters. In making 
such contests so mopossibility, the club has assumed the role of a 
partisan in favor of a cerluin type protected by unfair, nnmanly 
and unsportsmantike hardships impwsed upon yachts from abroad. 
The ooject for which they hold the OGup in trust is defeated by 

their actions in the cas¢ which are unworthy the standing and influ- 
ence enjoyed by the club in popular opinion, We trust now that the 
clibis buginning to properly estimate the blunder committed, we 
Tony tid them uisploy at no distant date the honesty and courage 
requisile tu rescue tou Oup from obliquity aud international rucing 
from oblivion. ‘The Glib should not permit itselt to be induenced by 
the lickspitules courting its favor in seeking to barter fulsome fat- 
tery disguised asa ‘“‘Ueflence’ of its achons for a stray subscrip- 
ton or Stes SO necéssary to maintain life in the stale vopyists yelping 

our heels. 

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES, 

es the northern border yachting ts still confined only to those 
whose inclinations uaturally le towurd seafuring sport. Yacht- 

luy has not ag yet become u mere fushionable appendage toa family 
astablishment and yuchts are kept in commission lor use and not far 
show and ostentation, Hence we find an inborn jeuning among 
the Canadiaos towards ships in which a aailor van take pride, anda 
desire 10 rank forsaosh us sailors, however few their feet may be fn 
numbers or how modest each vessel isin tonnage, For a long time 
yawls and cutters haye been familiar sights in the harbors of Toronto 
and Kingston and their merits for work in the open lakes haye heen 
quite generally recognized, Still so preat is the influence of a com- 
meéreial metropolis like New York and so insiduous the temptation to 
copy whalis spread before one in columns and columns of news- 
paper scconnts of the doings elsewhere that a tendency to pattern 
atver New York fashions could not belp but show its head, aud the 
number of new shoal drat sloops introduced into Usnadian waters in 
consequence threataned to crowd ffom the public mind far more 
meritorious specimens right at home, 

Of all yesseis 10 the world the light draft, Datiron sloops of New 
York are probably the least to be commended. Dangerous, cramped, 
expensive, sod saort-lived, seusibla p#ople would be likely to turn 
their bucks wpon them wherever they are really understood, Wut 
for the false reputation for bigh speed woven about her by romanee, 
and irrelevant victories over old-fashioned turtiouts from abroad, the 
New York light draft would haye been spurnéd all over creation as a 
deformity brought inty existence by the pursuit of the fantastic uraze 
fo! “‘sliding over the water," by which procedure known Iaws of 
oalure compelling a going “through the water’ were to be set aside 
for the benstl of the rustic talent from whom the new propaganda 
emanated, Inthe innermost circles of Canadian yachtingdoin this 
wild doctrine lad never qnite been subscribed to, and all the 
ficliffous speed chronivled down the lower bay could nob move the 
£enuine sailors of Toronto trom their belief that there was a great 
deal of simoke and very little fire about the so-called wonderful 
doings of the sloop, They stuck to their fest love, the outter, but 
resolved upon bringing her up to date for competition with the latest 
ideas hapyrted Irom American shores. tu doing this ata great out- 
lay and considerable risk, Toronto yachtsmen deserve the admiration 
of all,and uoné will begrudge them the handsome polishing their 
new ind ulmost untried cutters gaye to the feet they met. July 22. 
They have their own reward in knowiug thal the suceessfnl issue of 
tht: question has given an impelns to cutter ideas and cutter building 
Witiuo is bound to lead to the eventual dismissal of the New York 
traps and the substitution of more ereditable examples of naval 
arcnilectare on thie lakes. 
Much racing has béen doné in lute years on those charming fresh 

water seas, but desultory only in influence and meaning. The re 
ceut matches of the Royal Canadian, however, pale all past records 
in the inportant Iofuence they are destined to axert upon model and 
Vig, an Induence which will, perhaps, extend evan to the working 
vessels as far as local topography willpermit, Wetakeitforgranted 
that the cutter rig will drive oat the sloop altogether on the Atlantic 
seabvard, but the process of displasement is necessurily slow, On 
the lakes thu signal achievements of Aileen and Verve promise to 
hasten the day when the unmechanical and unsailor-like rig bor- 
rowed from the North River lighter shall give way to the smarter 
and handier arranyement of tha cutter, Tf nothing more than that 
were acconmiplished, it would be a reward that Messrs. Gooderham 
nod Cochrane might cite in pride. Bul great modification in model 
ik quite de certain. ‘he veneration of beam 15 a hroken spell, and 
servile adherence to New York's light draft quackery may be set 
dowa 2 thing of the past on the lakes, Cutters may svill ¢ontinue to 
bea bubt of ridicule ( airy-brained reporters of the metropolitan 
press, but their chatter is now no longer of Influenes on the lakes. 
‘Toronto tas learned that the big bass drum of the press, throygh 
which the sloops have se long and noisily proelaiined their virtues, is 
a hollow instrument after ull, aud ifs deafuning Wades nothing but 
the coneussion of wink TWersatter, Toronto yachtsmen, and with 
them all Cooailians. will work out their own salvation freed of bane- 
fol infuences from other clines. 

For the fresh proof our friends acrosa tha border have furnished 
in sustaining the validi y of the lessocs preached in these columns 
they Haye ine tugues of Forusr ann Sreeam, ag their liberal minded 
enterprise has our highest eateemand tha tendency of their tastes 
our approbution. 
The races, though only 4 handicap in allowances, afforded an ox- 

celleul opportunity for noling the comparative performance of the 
narrowest of cutlera aud beamy shoal sloops, as the starters in- 
eluded bore of the best of the latter on the lakes, There will be 
those, of conse, who will day Chan‘!f’so and so had only started 
ihe residt mnizbt have bean different, and they will back their opin- 
ions by réferencs to the racords showing the absentée to ba a very, 
yery tast boat and faster, of course, than those who actually com- 
peted. But whatever chances were missed in this way, it is quite 
cerfulo there is nots sloop on the lakes which conld have turned to 
windward with the new thirty-ton beauty Aileen, much less cut down 
her astonishing win of more than an hour to nothing, Cygnet, for- 
merly of Buffalo, but now the property of Mr, Hugh Dennis, is ac- 
knowledged the fastest light weather sloop eo the lakes, and unfor- 
tunately she did not come to time, being on the dock at Port Dal- 
housie for an overhaul, In polat of tonnage there is too wide a dil- 
fervuce belween berself und Aileen for a really fair test. The cutter 
is U8ft. over all, with 11,88. beum and 8ft, depth, while the Oygnet 
eounts only Slit, over all, 15.620. beam und 6,0tf, deep, If Aileen be 
taken as 3u lous, Cygnet would measure but 18, 
The course salle’ was about forty miles, and the time due Oygnet 

from the culter would have been, according to Y. R. A. scala, just 
ten minutes. It would have been a physical impossibility for Cygne 
to have landed within that allowance, as the big schooner Oriole, of 
57 tons, the second vaseel in, was beaten by no lasa than 3944 minutes, 
actudl ime. and poodness only knows how many hours, with tha 
propor Wowace atiached. We know how Cygnet sailed with Oriole 
upon a previons oucasion, She waa beaten. Nobthing of a wondor, 
perbapa, but it helps to get the gauge of her probable chance in this 
Trace, Madcap and Littnette, both smart sloops, Soa the 
former in hytt winds, aré near Cygaet’s size and speed, Yet these 
two were outsailerl by Ailesn more thao an hour, and had to lower 
eVeu to che little ten-ton cutter Verve. To suppose that Cyguet had 
any show will Aileen ig speculation of the wildest kind Wxuept 
through fiuky she could no more catch the cutter thandy. Cynet is 
one of MacGiehan'’s fut irona, and we venture to predict thatin a 
Moderabe blow and littie kick-up she will be dropped by httle Varve 
without trouble, let alone making o mateh for u Watson design two- 
thirds ag lerge again. The cutters won by too uch water by far to 
Suppose Lawc some other boat, probably neither better ner worse than 
Lhibse presen’, vould tain the tables SOREN PU 

Agivun perturmed wooders to windward, and going large more than 
held ser owo with the 67-ton schooner, and she not accounted o slow 
boat Givher, Us Yppeurs from this extracr, taken From the Toronto 
Mail: “A further ground for comparison as to the absolute spaert 
of the yachts wis tae presence of the schooner Oriole, which until 
yesterday was recoguized aa about the fastest all-round yachtio 
Dominion waters, even including the time.allowance which her size 
compels her to give tosmallar boas," On the wind Aileen proved 
notiveatly still and so close-winded as to reduce the race boa good 
déalof a varce, tor die ynickly dropped the ruelt, than Oriole, and 
joged home 4p though there wis nothing good srough for her on 
the lakes, wad that wo certainly beliaye to bé the case. We even fo 
further and question Whebher there is her equal in Amorican waters, 
Tho way the cutler jumped out ou the pchoonor's weather on the 

awe Weatern Gap. Wind about §.W. by W. and somewha 
a 

heat down to thajsteaming frum buoy No, 2wasa caution, She 
fairly soaked away and put twenty minutes to her good when she 
squared for the next mark. That bit of work was of a kind never 
seen or dreamt-of on the lakes lefore, and to suppose that Cygnet 
stood the ghost of a show alsuch game is A liberal stretch of the 
imagination. ‘The teu-ton Verve, another Watson design, displayed 
the sume weatherly capacity as her big sister. She worlred ont from 
& leeward position, took third place with only Aileen and Oriole 
ahead, and in the twelve mile beat down to the steamtug turned 
away from thesloops larger than herself, rounding half a tminnte 
vhead of Madcap, and thres minutes ahead of Brunette, Down the 
wind the little shaver could not hold the 17-+ton sloops, their length 
mid size being too much to overcome by merit of model. 
The wind stiffened towards the close, und gave the yachts o beat 

in with a short sea. Hare the superiority of Verve was plainly dem- 
onstrated, She again left all the vest, for while the ligt drafts kept 
pile-driving without going ahead, the cutter shot through like an ar- 
row, aud in pluce of chopping off like the canterboards, went straight 
as the crow ties, and hugeed so close that she finally crossed & winner 
by five minutes actual time oyer Madcap, with the rest distanced, 
Aileen and Oriole being the only two home before her. That sheis 
very much superior to the sloopa in windward work and in asea has 
been demonstrated, but to get a correct estimate of her running it is 
necessary to match her with boots of the opposite typé of about the 
same size, Madoap is too large fora test. Tosum up, the cutters 
did some astonishingly fine sailing, especially Aileen, of whom we 
had some misgivings, not aato her design, but as to the manner in 
Which she was put together and rigged by local talent. If Toronto 
possesses in Aileen's originators mechanics capable of handling the 
job of building a cutter, with all her nicety of detail, that city ia 
more fortunate than Now York. Judging from the way Aileen squan- 
dered the feet, she must be fair and thoroughly welltigged for get- 
ting Qut of her all there is in a Watson model, and with Lapthorn 

Us and 2 crew used to such a vessel she ought to find no difficulty 
in dealing with our sloops us she haS with those in home waters, 
The conditions of the race were as follows > 

_ Open to yachts listed in the Province of Ontario. Sweepstakes of 
$20 each entry. A handicap sllowauce to be determinad by the re- 
#atla Committee afbar the start to prevent grumbling and retirement 
trom the contest, a very politic precaution or the entries would haye 
been badly decimated. Asa sortof rough and tumble, go-as-you- 
please for cruisers and racers, big aud little in one class, the handi- 
vap may be occasionally resorted to with advantuga, especially if 
kept a Secret before the race. As aregular thing, of course, handi- 
caps Cannot receive countenance, for they really amount to a tax 
Jevied upon the fast for the benelit of the slow imatead of making 
yachts pay forthe superior power dueto tonnage; ths same as we 
Weighton the turf for the superior stamina duo taage, Beyond this 
the rules of the R. ©. ¥. C, werein force, Course forty miles ag the 
marks were set. Start from off club house inside of Island, then 
west six miles around huey No, 1 off Mimieo Point, thence return six 
miles about 1. by 8. to buoy No.@ half a mile outside the Island, 
thence around steam tug, six miles §.W. of buoy No 3, then return 
to buoy No. 3, round the Scarboro buoy No. 4 and home to fae start 

vari- 
oe, Fresh on thé beat to the Mimico mark and back to the Island 

buoy and on the beatont to the steamer, then light on therunto 
Scarboro and at times stiff again beating back to the Island, where 
it fell light to the finish, Theré was not enough to lest hard weather 
qualities, thé only bubble being encountered after rounding the 
Scarboro No. 4 on the way home. 

It was, taken altogether, a day favorable to light weather boats, 
or Verve would have given a much better account of herself und (lis- 
posed of the 17-ton gloops in better fashion, as was shown by tha way 
she lifted away from Madcap while beating home through the kick- 
np, The fleet was gof away to a flying start at il:3l as follows: 

arm, 38-ton yawl, Lieut,-Col. Grassett, at 10:41; Brunette, of Ham- 
ilton, i7vton sloop, Mr, Kemp, at 10:82; Verve, 10-ton cutter, Mr, 
Cochrane, at 10:3414; Atleen, 40-ton cutter, Mr. W. T. Gooderham, at 
10:48; Madcap, 17-ton sloop, tha Commodore, at 10:83; Coquette, of 
Hamilton, sloop, at 10:33! 
Commodore, at 10:3434. A light wind took them past Hanlan’s Point, 
Cognette up lo windward, the entters along the city front. 

and schooner Oriole, 67 tons, the Vive- 

All had 
plain sail, including ores the schooner witha topmast staysail and 
arge jib topsail in addition, Coquette gol. more breezes and looked 
into the western channel in the lead, with Oriole going through her 
lea in the Gap, when the wind fattened ont to a calm of nearly an 
hour's duration, and the yachts were frig at the merey of (he 
current. O¢oasional catspaws then struck fn 
and the cutters holding their way through them soon improved their 
position. This has been in some quarters laid to their hoist, but ia, we 
think, to be charged to holding their way like & loaded boat while 
the lighter sloops brought wp short after every puff, much like 
catamarans are known to do, and for precisely the same reason —a 
lack of sufficient momentum to overcome friction, 

from the old quarter 

Tn company with Oriole, the two cutters fetched outside ahead of 
the res} and were soon whont their husinesa, jam on the wind, for 
buoy No, 1. 
the la 

Brunette, Coquette, Madeap and Alarm finging out into 
ikea for moré wind, as they could not foot with the cutters 

trimmed so flat. Verve, from her inshore position, soaked up to 
windward in very grand style, fetching the first mark ahead of the 
sloops, and by that time Aileen had spun outa good deal of water. 
in spite of the bad sil of her canvas, which, according to loca! 
eritics, was an abomination, Aileen liffed around, followed by the 
rest as under: 
FN) (-1 12.10 Madeap....--- Ae ae -. 125014 
(Orit yaa eee Re eae 12.4814 Erinette.. ee oy 
Alarm, .. -------- 1948hq Coquette. ......-.....--.eee 12,54 
VONver eee 5 ce tan 

Tt was a quartering jog to mark Wo, 2, and it was thought the 
schooner surely had the uibs on the cutter at that kind of business, 
But the lakes had not sde0 a crack of the kind before and the talent 
proved out in its revkoning, for Ailsen slipped away like a chased 
dear, timed the erstwhile current brag upon the liglit drafts, by 
Jesving them “as though they were at anchor” an 
around No. 280 far aheéad that it became mere play aboard the cut- 
ter for the remainder of the day. Oriole second, a mile in her 
wake, 
size telling much in her favor. 
was drivin. 
parted and 
paired atter luffing and some loss of water, enabling the big yawl to 
prepare for the beat, the tirst in the second chapter, 

hardening in 

Among the rest, Madeap showed freat Spat atrunning, her 
She outran the little ten-tonner, and 

hard tor Alarm's place when her topmast backstay 
er upper stick threatened togo, The damage was re- 

Brunetts and Coquette, the remaining centerboard sloops, had 
been pretty wellleft by this time. Now the beat of six miles out to 
the committee steamer commenced, and all hands were put to their 
mafal in a nice working wind, Aileen settled down to the job and 
rapidly eat away from the rest, holding such a close wind and always 
fetching where she looked as to call forth applause from the specta- 
tors ap from shore and steamer, and giving her the sobriquet 
of Flyin 
style only known to cutters, and as ul 
down she would fairly tavist up into the wind’s eye with never a shak- 
ing luff. So rapidly did she turn away from her competitor that the 
aes steamer was fetched twenty minutes ahead. Now the old school 
has heen 
when sailing ‘on their ide.” { : 
performance. If it sits hard on them, serves them right for their 
stubborn adherenca to myth instead of acvepting sount 
and experience trom Forest snp Streau. Like Maggie, Aileen re- 
fused to “sag” the width of a hair out of compassion to antiquated 
talent, but with a hard heart rubbed in the fact that for “hanging 
ou there is nothing equal te the cutter, and that the board is no- 
where compared to the keel. Aileen went around the commitbes 
with Oriole four miles in her waka, then squared sivay and ran out 
spinaker for the long nun dead before to Scarboro Head. Verve fol- 
lowed creditably her bigsister's doings, for no sooner had she buckled 
down to the windward work than she closed on the slog 
hand over fist, agalu lemonstrating in slriking manner the fallacy of 
the centerdoard ereod. The cutter outwinded the sloo 
trouble, aud showed her the way around the steamer, the round- 
bodied yaw! Alarm having been left tar astem ot this work, for she 
lacks in depth, and her rig put burata discount with sloop or cutter 

Dutehmanh, She swept alone in that steady, unfaltering 
the occasional puffs laid her 

rating with an owlish gravity how cuttors must “slide off” 
cleave it to them to digest Aileen's 

principles 

Madvap 

without 

when turniug, ‘Time around the steamer as under: 

BYIBEYi Sister cee ts oe eo DED TIULOLORC Sau bani ee eee ase & 32054G 
Oriole treecereieeeoe:, Ootiette. a7 3:05 
Westy) Pee tt Tey ene tey a AvO8IG Alaroy 22... ee ese ee 3310 
Madcap. oy. 8408 

The whols jeel squared away for Scarboro, As they approached 
inghore the wind steadily fell, and the leaders running out of it first 
allowed the reay to closeup. Thus Oriole gained on the cutter newly 
thirteen minnles, That she could not do this in equal sailing bad 
been shown iu the run from buoy No. 1 to No. 2, unless the entter is 
very much slower with the wind dead aff than with it oyer tha quar- 
ter, and, judging by cutters in zaneral, thisisnot tha case. ‘They are 
as smart diving before it asin running off, No one will pretend that 
Alarm could bold Aileen before tha wind, yet ths times show that 
even shé lost nothing fromthe steamer in, Nor would anyone claim 
the Coquette ag faster than the thirty-ton cutter off the wind, for 
Coquette, apart ivom being only half the tonnage, is rather slow for 
aflyer. Yetshe held hervwnh along some thirteen mileathis ime, 
{hough outran several minutes of the six-milo distance of the first 
leg of the course, One thing is certain, Madcap again pipet by 
Verve, but the latter was slow with her spinaker and locke he size 
of hersister, She held Brunette, while Coquette, having no spin- 
aker, Was out of it, ha Svarboro mark brought 

dying toa clock calm in the course of the afternoon. 

when she 
both yachts then havin 
and weot away with a four minutes’ lead, which she increased 80 
sucly, that the race became 2 procession. 

.| that yacht having hit 

muinsheet two 

blocks again for the westerly beal, around the island to ths finish at 
the times as mantioned: 

a eteey het eek) 
ine ,-----.-41h Cognette.... 

00) ANAT 8 jee tt, eee. aman othe 

wallish jump which slaps them under the bilge, cuffs them aboutand 
fetolies them up all standing ever and anon with the wind spilled out 

all hands at a marvelous rate. Every board seemed to lift her clear 
by 4 Jong piece, until finally, haying weathered the bghthouse on the 
island, the cntter paid out sheet and wound up at the finish a yerit- 
able Aileen first, the rest nowhere,” administering wpon the lakes 
the lessons of Tenn Jead keel and shipshape rig as effectually as the 
America instilled the new ideas of fine bows and flat sails to Johniy 
Bull thirty years ago. ‘“Afeat probably unparalleled in yacht racin 
on thelakes," says the Toronto Mazl most truly of this deft sally 0 
the entter for light draft scalps. 
Madcap was unfortunate at the Scarboro bnoy, for she lay in the 

doldrums, while Verve and the rest cama sweeping down with the 
new wind. She got the breexs, however, before the rest had caught 
her, butasthe work home was to jindjwar her chances against 
Verye were gone, as Madleap can do nothing with the cutter at the 
Teal test of a yacht’s qualities. Eyen had the sloop not heen left 
without way at the buoy itis hardly likely she cold have lead Very6 
to the finish, excapt by fluke, for the sea broke wp the shop yéery 
batily, Like all light draft centerboards, she pitched ard togsed and 
chopped to leeward in such an annoying Way that Verve pub five 
minutes to her good over the eight miles twisting, The entter was a 
pivture as she drove steadily along like a car.on a rall, never flineh- 
ing, never drageing her sail, hut carrying oll through the puits to 
advantage, She neyer buried, simply laid down a little further, but 
kept her course, and the more She laid over the fagter she seamed to 
goand the higher she ¢ould look. It was just her game, and the 
sloop hasnever been built to catch a racing cntter wider such vir- 
eumetances, so our Canidian friends may vonsole theniselyes. know- 
ing thatif thei sloops cannot do it no others of the same breed can 
do any better. Verve spun around the island third boat home and 
winner of the sevoud prize by handicap time from the Oriole 
schooner. Brunette and Coquette had hugged the shore up home 
and with the Alarm were distanced, Winish as under: 
Aileen ...... . 632 Verve 
Madeap 7.40 Brunette 
Oriole..... 7.094 Coquette 

Alarm 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON. 

4 ees most important race of the season, for the Commodore's cup, 
resented by Lord Lorns, was sailed on Saturday, 15th July, in 

wretched weather, there being very little breeze, andi what there was 
The event of 

the day was the appearance of Psyche in new cutter rig, under 
which she showed to far fort a advantage than she ever did or could 
asa sloop, and her sigual victory over Esme, the fastest sloop in tha 
squadron. That her speed and weatherliness were improved by the 
change was manifest from the way inwhich she gained upon her 
larger rival, Wsmé, in the beat down to the line previous to the start, 

both outpointed her and went faster through the water, 
thé same breaze. She was first at the line, 

here was a good deal of nck going, of course, but it was after all 
fairly distributed, and Psyche's victory could not be attributed to a 
fluke, She had the best start, and got a streak of wind which helped 
her on the beat from Ferry to the Wort, but she wassheaded at the 
Wort Haghboat, and again, ab Mais* Rock, where she lay becalmed a 
long time, and a similar misfortune befell her when off York Redoubt, 
whare she lay partons still while the yachts astern brought up a 
good breeze. Wsme, after starting, ran to eustward in search or a 
stronger breeze. failed to find it, had to jibe and shift her spinaler; 
after rounding Ferry buoy she got becalmed for a short time, but 
immediately after got a regular lift alone the eashorn shore, which 
earvied her past Daphne and the fagboat in a wonderful fashion, and 
she hit further good luck in getting a slant along the western shore 
which closed thé gap between herself and Psyche while the latter 
was humbugeed and becalmed outside, Rounding Mars’ Rock lon 
after Psyche she brought a braeze with her while the cutter lay dea 
becalmed, and closed up, but thesame sauce waa soon served her, 
and it was Paddy's hurricane, wp and down jhe mast, on every eratt, 
Hsmeé at last gave up and was towed homie, Psyche sticking to her 
work parseveringly and stealing along till she crossed the ftnishing 
line at & very late hour indeed. 
Captain Trott well deserves the handsome ep he has won, for he 

keeps his yacht in thorough pena yle, and sails her for all she is 
worth. Of his ey over Esme he has every reason to be proud, 

erto proved herself exceadingly fast in light 
and moderate wind—of heavy winds there Huve been none, untor- 
tnoately, for the races—and her winning being looked upon as almost 
n foregone conclusion. Psyche’s viclory 4s a cutter, of course, 
greatly pleased the advocates of the rig, which is heeoiing acknowl- 
edged hére as not only the handsomest one but the best for a turn 
to windward, Hernest meeting with the redoubtable Hsmea will be 
looked forward to with interest. 
Of the other yachts entered, Oi-Kaze was the only one that did 

anything worthy of notice, as she gained some minutes on Esme on 
thé beat from ferry to Mars’. She made a wretchedly late start, and 
had a jib topsail set t) béat to windward, it looked pretty, and that 
was all, Daphne wants new sails before she can be expected to do 
auything worthy her former renown. Minnehaha and Isabel did not 
start. 
The entries were: 
Esme, sloop, 7 tons, J. E. Butler. 
Psyche, cutter, 4 tons, Capt. Trott, Rear-Commodore. 
pane. sloop, 4 tons, A. BE, Jones, 
Isabel, sloop. tons, G. H. B. Mathison, 
Minnehaha, sloop, 7 tons, Capt, Playfair, R. A. 
Oi-Kaze, cutter, 16 tous, W. A. Chauncy, Vicé-Commodore. 
Lt, Tyler, R. b., officer of the day, assisted by F. C. Sumrichrast, 

Secretary, started the race at 2 P.M, sharp, all the yachta being 
then above the line, which they had to cross before they could starb. 
Psyche was firstof at 2h, 2m., mainbooin to starboard, spinaker 
and water sail to port, followed by Wsme, at 2h. 6m. 8s., with main- 
hoom to port and spinaker to starboard, hauling off rather to the 
eastward, by which she lost; Daphne started ab 2h. ’m. its., but Ol- 
Kaze did not start until 26 minutes later than Psyche, and went alon 
without a spinaker and with boom out to port, untilshe was out ©: 
sight from the Lumber Yard, On the yachts coming m sight again 
Psyche had doubled her lead, with Daphne seconl, and by the time 
she reached Port Olarence boat was quarter of an hour ahead of 
Esme, which had again passed Daphne, wilh Oi-Kaze creeping Up, 
‘The time at Fort Clarence was: 

H. M, 8, 
PSYCHE lose esate rete eee. Bee latdlentteh it leeds -) Oe A a 45 00 
Hsmié..,.-,- 0 40 OO 
Oi-Eaze,...,..., ay OT la Ble eo en-2 pass. 44a 3°56 12 

Daphne passed ahead of Gi-Kaze, but speedily Eell into fourth 
lace ard gave wp near Mengher’s Beach. Psyche set jibtopaail, and 
eaving the Island easily, tacked and lay well out for Murs’ Rock, 
spinning out a trémendous lead till she was leaded by the wind and 
becalmed; Esine, meantime, haying got hold of a westerly slant, waa 
making the bestof it, but could not collar the little cutter, the Rock 
buoy being rounded; 

PAYGRE iia. wcttie 
Hsme,..-.:.- te 
Oi-Baze,,..- -., 

Qup. 
hie owner of Esme triad subsequently to take Psyche's fairly won 

prize from her by 4 protest, but the Suiling Committee unanimously. 
and yery ploperly, refused to entertain the protest, Of course tue 
victory of the small cutter was a very bitter pill for the advoente of 
the sloop to swallow, but prejudice, while it nay iinpede, cannot stay 
the march of ante andamprovement. It is worthy of notice that 
the officers Of the squadron are all owners of cutters, Vica Commo. 
dore Chauncy having Oi-Kaze, 16 tons, Rear Commicdore Trots, the 
Psyche, 7 tons, and Secretary Sumichrast, the Velenar, 3 tons, 
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COMBINATION ROW AND SAIL BOAT. 

last week’s issue reference was made to illustrations of Joiner's 
excellent combination of a rowand sail boat, Through the faith- 

lessness of the artist the cuts were received toolate for that issue, 
and we now make good the deficiency. The Iréne, one of the first of 
her class, is 15ft. Gin, long, 4ft. 9in. beam, 2ft.deep amidships. Car- 
ries a 60-lb. centerboard and a sail having a 10ft. hoist, 15ft, foot, and 
(ft. din, head. Weight of boat, 150lbs. Concerning the Irene, her 
owner, Mr, George Conkey, of Glen’s Walls, writes that he can sug- 
gest no improvements, as she seems near perfection for the all- 
round work demanded of her. She is fast, able, and sightly, and 
serves her purpose more nearly than anything of the kind he has tried, 
In Joiner's newest boats of this class the deck is carried aft to the 
centerbosrd well and “foldIng boards’ used instead of one piece, 
economizing greatly in room, 

ATLANTIC Y, C. 

A FINE fieet assembled in Larchmont harbor July 21, subject to 
the flag officer's or(ers forthe annual eruise to the Hastward. 

Auchor was weighed next afternoon fora run of thirty-six miles lo 
Bluck Rock. where Sunday was spentin harbor The fleet mustered 
the schooners Atalanta, Com. Vermilye; Lotos, Agnes and Suushine, 
and the sloops Gracie, Bclipss. Royer, Pirate, Curlew, Sagitta, Annie, 
Hypatia, Lurline, Truant, Fanita and Wthel. The run was very 
tedious work and the patter arrived Jate at night in straggling 
or(ler in consequence of the lack of wind, too late to enjoy the hop 
in their honor at the George Hotel ashore. Schooner Crusader here 
joined the feet, also sloops Clarita, Stella and yuwl Gaprice. Mon- 
day an early start was eifected for New London in light southwest 
sep byes, Crosse and Astes fouling in the drift out and the former 
taking the ground aboard with ber dee tcenterboard, She was 

t clear after some trouble. Off Stratford Poimt more breeze was 
ound and a little life putinto the squadron with kites all drawing, 
Eclipse ran through the lot in yery good fashion, showing that the 
1 added to her keel has not fulfilled the theorists’ prognostica- 
tions about making her “lory” or slow in light winds, On the con- 
trary we attribute the excellent speed this sloop evinced throughout 
the light weather metas due ib a freal measure to the very lead 
keel which was to haye spoiled her racing qualities, according to 
old school doctrine. Schooners Peerless and Waterwitch fell in on 
tha run and went into port with the rest, Helipsé showing the away in 
and coming to at about 4.2) P. M., the rear bringing up with thé 
moon shining brightly. Tuesday, July 25, the fleet left for Green- 
port with sloops Elephant, Onward, Cute, Whileway, Sciola, Corsair 
and Phantom added to the lot. 
In paying off, Atalanta’s board got jammed in the trunk, and it 

took several hours’ hard work to drop it below and floatit up alongz- 
side. The diagonal brace had sprung from its fastenings and held 
the board ih the box. The schooner had to lay by till repairs were 
executed afi the Trumbull yard, which proved to be an all day's job. 
A moderate southeast wind enabled the fiest to beat clear of the Con- 
neéecticutshore and weather Gull Island fur the Race passage, Eclipse 
again worked away from the rest till the wind died out, and came in 
from southwest steady, taking them all into harbor before sundown, 
Eclipses with ten minutes'lead. Atalanta hoy in sight at 1) P.M. 
with her board shipped again and in working order, Schooner Clio 
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joined the command. At? A. MW. next morning the squadron slowly 
drifted out of Greenport harbor, bound for Newport, with light winds 
still from southwest, whieh failed for a timé entirely, The schooners 
had something of a brush, Clio showitig that she had lost none of her 
old-time speed since bolting lead up from below. and smart 
Eclipse leading all hands till past noon, when, with a freshening 
wind, the Commodore's schooner drove by her, the two coming to 
anchor within ten minutes of each other, and nearly half an hour 
ahead of the rest. The last yachts did not fetch in before 10 P. M. 
Thursday, July 27, anchors were got at 9 in the morning, six schaon- 
ers and ten sloops obeying the signal. Light, contrary airs fanned 
them out to Brenton’s, where they squared for the run along the 
coast, setting kites all around, Eclipse once more doing duty as pilot 
tothe crowd. About eight bells the wind picked up and schooner 
Agnes showed to the fore, but again gave way to the Cow Bay crack, 
Mr. Willard leading in with Helipse at 2:20 P. 3L, Agnes a good second, 
with Clio and Peerless close aboard, the latter having cut inside Old 
Cock and Hen and Chickens reef. A 
A pleasant reception awaited the fleet by the New Bedford Y¥. C. 

during the evening. Friday opened with a heavy fog, clearing at 10 
A. M., 50. hat it was after 11 before anchors were catted, A 
southerly wind made it a beat clear across Buzzard's Bay to Quick's 
Hole. Atalanta had hardly cleared the harbor when she struck her 
board andit jammed once more in the trunk, compelling her to beat 
down with only half the regular allowance of fin, After the Hole 
had been got through sheets were checked in Vineyard Sound and 
with the wind abeam a spanking rate was made the rest of the dis- 
tance to the Haven, Peerless led in with Clio second. Eclipse, 
Stella, Pirate, Corsair and others had parted company and taken the 
southerly wind tothe westward again, homeward bound. Late in 
the eyening the squadron was disbanded by the Commodore. 

As a whole the cruise, though a pleasant one, barring the want of 
wind, was devoid of special features, The only thing worthy of note 
was the sailing of Eclipse, which was such as to warrant the belief 
that she is probably without rival this side of Cape Cod and our 
champion to Saye us from defeat at the hands of cutters from 20 to 
30 tons, Y. R. A. measurement, 

FACTS ABOUT THE MAGGIE. 
UR sloops have been beaten by nothing better than a cruiser af- 

terall! We have reafi a letter from the gentleman for whom 
the cutter Maggie was origivally built, He did not design her fora 
racer at all, butfor a safe, able sea cruising yacht and for fishing. 
With his wife he spent many nionths knocking about the Britis 
coast with no intent to compete with professional flyers. Some of 
the citter's lead was put on the keel to gain head room inside. Mr. 
Beavor Webb, who got oufi the lines for the famous tienty-ton 
Freda, gave counsel in the modeling of Maggie, and this accounts tu 
some extent for her great speed, as all of Mr. Webb’s ships are 
noted for that quality. The Maggie answered her purposes admir- 
ably and proved herself a grand boat in rough water, besides show- 
ing such speed thatin her class she was without a peer, and often 
made it warm for the twenty-tonners designed expressly for fast 
sailing. ‘Those who have been seeking to escape the logic of events 
by calling this cutter u racing machine and our sloops only eruisers, 
hayeé got the cart before the horse, forthe truth fits just the other 
way, 

gether, Hornet taking an ash breeze for home, 

BEVERLY Y. C, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
The sixty-ninth regatta and second championship race of the B. Y, 

C. was sailed off Swampscott last Saturday, July 29, Owing to vacil- 
lating winds only @ portion of the entries actually came to the start, 
those hailing from adistance being unable to reach the harbor in 
time. Only the two cutters Beetle and Mayis appeared in the first 
class. They were stnt away toa flying start, and picked up 4 smart 
wind after a while. The same wind, however, put the small yachts 
to leeward way upto windward at a bound, and Peri withdrew in con- 
sequence. Course for first class: From start, leaving Spindle Rock 
ou port, stakeboat off southwest breaker buoy off Pig Rocks to star- 
board, Ege Rock same, and then home, about 13 miles. For second 
and third classes: From start, leaye Egg Rock to starboard, stake- 
boat off Little Nahant same, and home. Mr. C. W. Galloupe’s Clo- 
chette was used by the judges, Messrs. W. Lloyd Jeitries, H. U. Jef 
fries and 0. W. Gallonpe. Mavis ran out a slight lead on her sister 
cutter, but before the whistling buoy stakes were reached Beetle was 
showing the way, finally winumg by five minutes actual time. In 
second Class Hoiden wou on best actual time, and takes the cham- 
pion pennant, haying won also in the previous champion race. On 
corrected time she alao takes the special cup. In third class Dance- 
lion takes the pennant, Psyche haying won in the first of the series, 
necessitating a thirdrace to decide. Corrected time could not be 
obtained, as the boats have not yet bean measured according to the 
new rule, Summary as under: 

FIRST CLASS, Actual, 
Ft.In H. M.S 

Beetle, cutter, A. Hemenway-...-.---..2,.,.2....... 2 88 42 
Mavis, cutter, W. F. Whitney......... 2.2... 002s. 235 34 

SECOND CLASS. 
Hoiden, P. C. Severance... 0.72.2: bliss... eee eee 23 00 1 24 Sv 
Mosquito, keel, HE. W. Codman...., 28 08 1 3010 
Rita, H. B. Richardson,....,..-....... 20 06 1 41 12 
Peri, Viee-Com, Parkman,........22..2--.-2, 2212 ws RO OF 12 50 

Dandelion, C.F. Adams, 80.2.0... 20. caeeesyeceeee 18 08 1 27 18 
Psyche, Com, Sears..... Bo) eee ..19 O+ 1 29: 50 
Mirage, C. P. Curtis, Jr. ee 19 04 1 88 5a 
Josephine, J. T. Moorg..........,,..... 18 00 1 39 58 

TILLER 

THE GREAT CANOE MEET. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Letters are being received daily at our camp from the little fleets 

of canoes that are cruising from many points of the compass toward 
the beautiful Horican. Dr. C, A. Neide, Secretary of the American 
Canoe Association, arrived here with his brother two days ago, and 
we are putting Lorna Island into the best order to receive the large 
number of canoeists who aré to be present at the annual meeting and 
Nema ofthe A.C. A. The ppuageeld Canoe Club will leave Spring- 
field, Mass., August 3, cruise iles to Hartford, then take steamer 
to Rondout, N. Y. (via New York city), where they will be joined by 
the Rondout canoeists and will proceed to Glens Falls nine miles 
south of Lake George in their canoes. 
Rey, Chas. A. Cressy and Capt. 8, D, Kendall, will leaye Vermont, 

following the Connecticut River to Long Island Sound and New York, 
from which city they will ascend the Hudson to Troy and go by canal 
to Glens Falls, ,Commodore Longworth, of the A. C.”A., is.at the lake. 
The Cincinnati Canoe Club will report to him on Augustl. The Lake 
George Canoe Olub will go into camp about August 3, The Mohican 
Canoe Club, of Albany, the Knickerbocker and New York Canoe ¢lubs, 
of your city, have had theircamp grounds already located. Thera 
are about thirty canoeists already at the lake. 
The Crescent Canoe Club is at Coldwell. at the head of the lake, 

From Canada comes cheering news. Capt, E, B. Edwards, Vice- 
Commodore of the A. O. A., will well represent the Dominion canoe- 
ists from the Peterboro’ region. These knights of the singlé blade 
will bring some fine canves to the regatta. 
Robert Tyson, Secretary of the Toronto Canoe Club, will be present 

by the 7th of August with his party, and Messrs. Baldwin and Sym- 
mes, of |Ottawa, will preach Lake George about the same time. The 
canoe builders have been crowded with orders for canoes since the 
last meet at the Canoe Islands. There will be a magnificent display 
of new canoes from all canoemg centers. 
A paper called The Canoe is published on the steamer Horican, 

which runs on the lake, and it will be the official organ of Judge 
Longworth, the Commodore of the A, C. A., during the stay of the 
vanoeists at the Canoe Islands, 
The races will occupy a part of three days, August 9, 10, 11, and 

will take place off Crosbysitle Hotel, at the southern end of Lake 
George, Besides the cance clubs which will bein attendance, there 
are individual canoeists from many of the States and from Canada 
who will be present. Asthe railroad extension now reaches Lake 
George, it will be an easy matter to visit the canoe regatta from New 
York, Boston and the West. N. H, Biseor. 
Canoe Isuanps, Lake George. 

NEW YORK Y. C. 

LEET CAPTAIN FISHER has issued the following orders from the 
Commodore for the annual cruise, which is expected to bring out 

an unusually large fleet: 
The squadron will rendezvous for the annual cruise at Glon Cove 

on Wednesday, August 2. 
All captains willrepair on board the flagship (schooner stelle) at 

an hour to be announced by signal, 
A start for New London will be made early on the morning of 

Thursday, August 3. 
Special prizes have been offered by Captain Cook, of the Tidal 

Wave, and Captain Goelet, of thc Norseman, to be sailed for at New 
London and Newport respectively. It is desirable that large entries 
be made for these contesis. 

Officers and members are expected to conform to the revised 
regulations regarding uniform and dress, 
Attention is called to the new rules for hoisting colors, salutes, etc. 
aes the cruise, except under special orders, guns will be fired 

only as follows: By each yacht joining or leaving the squadron, to 
bé answered by the flagship, when the Commodore or senior officer 
in command joins or leaves the squadron, when each yacht will 
return his gun. 
pe petting: under way in squadron no yacht shall start before 

gun fire. ' 
As it is expected that au unusually large number of steam yachts 

will accompany the squadron, the Commodore will appoint éne of 
their Captains as a commanding officer to direct their movements, 
A large representation of the sailing fleet has signified an intention 

to join in the cruise, and captains are urged to make special efforts 
that the squadron be such as to reflect credit on the club, 

“HER WEATHER.” 

0 far Maggie has taken enormons odds. She has sailed im light 
winds, “our weather,’’ and under length rules, ‘our rules." 

But Maggie is said by those who know her well to be best in a 
blow and asea, when she will take a good deal More beating than 
in zephyrs, her poorest chance to display what isin her. She has 
beaten us without even drawing upon her hard-weather reserve. 
Now Jet it blow enough to tie down a cringls or two and shift for 
second jib, and we venture to say Maggie will leave her opponents 
hull down orsend them seudding for home without as much as 
making the weather mark of the course, If we are favored with 
brisk winds this fall such a display is surely in store for us, 

LARCHMONT Y. C.—The Zoe having won the challenge pennant 
in the open boat class, in the races June 3, reported in these columns, 
she was challenged by the Hornet recently, the conditions being that 
the holder must meet any challenge thirty days after winning, the 
whole class heing allowed to enter. The second race was sailed 
July 22, and excited much local interest where fhe boats are known. 
The race was under shifting ballast rules, the only drawhack depriv- 
ing a fair test of the yachts, making it more a test of the cretys, Six 
boats started—Zoe, 22ft, din,, H. Sanderson; Nymph, 22.4, I. Plint; 
Willis, 22.9, Com. Jenkins; Fairy, 21, ’. Towle; Hornet, 22.6, F. S. 
Seott, and Cruiser, 20.9, A.B. Alley. Judges, Newhery DL. Thorne 
and J. T. Fisher. Course, Larchmont around Exeeution Rock buoy, 
around Spar buoy off Matinnecock Point, arwwod buoy off Constable 
Point, thence again around Execution Rock aud home, 17 miles. 
Start flying, five minutes grace. Wind light H. and tide first of Hood. 
Zoe took the lead with Hornet a good second, lest sttaggling. On 
the windward work to second mark Cruiser worked through the 
fleet, Zoe and Fairy alternately in second place, Matinnecock buoy 
was rounded: Cruiser, 2:05:30; Painy, 2:09:20; Zoe, 2:10:08; Hornet, 
3:31:02; Nymph, 3:32:65). The wind now fell and it was hitle more 
than a drift with a lse-going tide for a while, Wairy got around Con- 
stable Point buoy first at 3:1d;14; Cruiser, 3518:21; Zoe, 32:10:80; 
Horvet, 3/3102, and Nymph at $:32:55. The breeze fell away alto- 

The others kept at 
it, Fairy going round the Execution buoy at 6:01:55; Cruiser, 5:57:50; 
Zoe, 6:06:50, and Syanph at 6:84:20, Alight air from s, W. ran the 
boats home as under; 

Actual, Corrected. Avtual. Corrected 
H. M. 5, H. M. 5. H. Mf, 8. H. M, 8, 

Willis. ........ Gaye up Zoe...... bene see 719 20 718 30 
Hornet... ,Gave up Fairy (winnar)_, 647 48 6 44 49 
Nymph,....,..7 #1 05 7 20 %4 Cruiger...,,,... 7 05 59 7 OF 



‘18 FOREST AND STREAM, 

BUNKER HILL YACHT CLUB.—The fourteenth annual regatta 
was sailed July 29 off Long Island. Course for first class; From 
judges’ out Broad Sound, leaving fog whistle on northeast ledge of 
the Graves on starboard, Green Island on starboard, Shagg 
Rocks on starboard, Lovell’s Island and Sound Point besvon 
on starboard, George’s Island and Gallop’s Island and Nix's 
Mate buoy on port, to judges' boat, thirteen miles. Second 
class: From judges’ boat, leaving west head of Long Island 
on port, Rainsford on starboard, George’s and Lovell’s 
Islands on starboard, Gallop’s Island and Nix’s Mate buoy on port, 
Sound Point beacon on tarde, Spectacle Island on port, Sculpin 
Ledge buay on port, to judges’ boat. ten miles. Third class: From 
judges’ boat, leaving Spectacle Island on port, buoy No.7 on Castle 
docks on port, Spectacles Island and Sculpin Ledge buoy on port, to | 
judges’ boat, five miles, Variable and light winds, ending in fair 
southeast breeze. Judges, P. M. Bond, Jas. White and Randall 
Gould, aboard Mr. Hurd’s Hecho. Summary ag under, Arrow being 
disqualified for sailing wrong course: 

FIRST GLASS. 

others. Newport was made the same evening, and next morning the 
squadron hove up for New Bedford in a light sotithwest wind, 
beating out, Vixen worked away from the rest, Eepspets schooner 
making the Whale City in the lead. and the restin tolerably close 
order. July 26 theysailed for Edgartown und Martha’s Vineyard, 
Geo. Graves again threatened to bring out that wonderful culter of 
peculiar design he has been building so long, but wa fail to hear from 
her, ‘The cruise is to continue two weelts. 

SEAWANHAKA Y. C.—The open boat races of the club set down 
for July 29, failed partly for lack of entries and also for want of 
wind. Race open to Atlantie and Larchmont Y.C. Mean length for 
Toeasurement, one hand to every five fect length; all to be amatenrs. 
Fixed ballast, plain sail, no limit for canoes. Wlying start with flve 
Toinutes! grace to cross. Uash prizes from $40 to $30; classes for 
sloops over twenty-five feet and under; cats over twenty-five feet and 
under; catamarans and canoes. Course from ciub house around 
the stake-boat 134 miles below, thence to buoy 18 off Bay Ridge, 
thence around Kobbins’ Reef buoy aud home, 74 miles, sail over 
twice, canoes only once. Thres canoes were sent away at 3.25 P, M, 

The non-yacht 

[Avevsr 8, 1882 

and course, in month of August. The Eclipse is unquestionably one 
of the smartest yachts in New York, blow high or low, and it would 
be interesting to know whether Gracie could make her time off of 
Mr. Willard’s sloop in ordinary weather, so that should a cutter of 
between 50 and 60ft, ever show her number here we may have sonie- 
thing to go by in the choice of the most likely opponent. 
CHICAGO Y. C.—Mackinaw is to be the summér rendezyuus of 

the club, and a house may be erected in the harbor, The August 
ernise is to last two weeks. A cup, value $500, is offered for the 
runtup. Sehooners Viking, Countess and idler, and sloops Cora, 
Ariel, Burke and others will form the squadron, 

BEVERLY Y. C.—The sum of 3673 is to be given in_ prizes 
at the coming great union or open raves off Marblehead, Aug. 
26. itis hoped that the famous cutter Maggie and other well-known 
racers will show up, Entries to W. Lloyd Jelfries, 7% Devonshire st., 
Boston, before 2 P. M., Aug. 25. 

DECLARED OFF,—It will be remembered that in the Hull Y. C. 
races, July 23, many protests were recorded on account of starting 

Speed guaranteed, 100 miles in five hours. 

Length. Actual, Corrected, ‘Chey were the Pearl model Ripple, W. Witlock; Shadow model Wraith, | SMe of the fifth class with the larger yachts. The race in that class 
Name. Ft. In. H. M. &. H, xu. s.| D. Vaux aud Shadow model Dot, 0. B. Vaux, They were a long | 88 bas been declared off, and will be resailed upon request of five 

Oeleste, Geo. E. Thomas......_____-_. 23 00 416 25 5 14 49 time getting over the line for want of wind, and after Ripple had | Of the yachts entered, 
Gracie M., D. C. Musgrave. 2 418 aU 417 54 fanned out a lead it fell calm again and the race fell through. The SILVIE.—This schooner, one of Geo, Steers's models, has been sold 
Edith, Hodgkinson, et al.. 4 23 St 42350 open sloop classes mustered only two, Cruiser and Falcon, which | by C. V. Whitten lo 0. 0. Moubury, Mull ¥.C.; s4fc. win long, 74is. 
Carrie F., Alvin Colé..,,..,.. 4 a7 00 432.08 | were got off at 4.07, but took nearly seven minutes to get over. Af-| 7in. load line, 24ft. bin. beam. She is the widest and shoalest schooner 

tera bif of luck tukiug Cruiser around the lower mark, the wind | of any size in America, : 
Zantho, H, L. Johnson, 2 41 58 230 12 | again dropped and no race was made. HULL Y. C,—For open races, August 19, the sum of $1,000) has 
“od H. Hepertl teah obealeols . “| “fi @ 3 Me a HULL Y. C.—Last Saturday was ladies’ day with the members | been appropriated for prizes, open to yachts of recoguized clubs. 

ependence, Ceo. Wilcox | _-..-. f 43) of the Hull Yacht Club, and the yacht owners took their lady | Think or a New York club offering such aso in cash and asking 
Sprite, P. J. Henchy 1 35 35 495 35 ae in 3 opal rm Ne ands whe the peer: ah Was | all to enter, 

ba gM hy 25 ae a delightful day, wi ust wind enough ‘to make it pleasant NEW HIGH SPEED.—The Herreshofts, of Bristol, R. I to 
Josephine, D. Mansur........ c 1 51 00 1 49 17 ‘ or ‘1 ; orty rs > : € Herreshots, of bristol, m. L., ars 
Asrow, Co s:Brotiians: ccs ee { 4156 1 37 47 jatar a Bea at at artoTeeen Bs Kees es and cach of | build another fast steam yacht for Mr. Hopkins, of Port Huron. 
SALEM GAY Y-. C.—The first of threes club championships was 

25 miles; 10 to 40 tons, course, 15 miles; 18 to 20ff.. course, 7 miles; 
uuder 18ft., 5 mules. Wind fresh N, W., causing & number to with- 
draw. In first class the yawl White Cap again inet her old opponent 
achooner Alice and the race between the two was just becoming 
interesting when something carried away aboard the yawl and she 
wis obliged to put back. Summary as follows: 

FIRS'T CLASS, 

owners were distributed among the crews of the yachts participating. 
At 3:30 the yacht captains reported to Commodore Lambert, and fii- 
teen minutes later the yachts passed in review before him, saluting 
as they sailed by. ‘The signal for starting was given at 4 o'clocic, and 
the white wings directed their cruise towards Quincy Bay, keeping 
in close company, Most of the yachts returned alittle after 6 o'clock, 
and the company was entertained at the club house, a collation being 
served, followed by dancing. It was the most enjoyable day of the 

BUFFALO Y. ©,—The different interests in the club have now 
been harmonized and the annual races fixed for August 5, 4.80 P. 
M. Sailfor Commodore's prize, value $25. 

LAPWING,—This handsome little seven-ton cutter is being fitted 
out with great cafe by Lawley & Son, of South Boston. Whe xeel for 
a new cutter is to be laid in a few days. 

MORE CULTERS,.—Members of the Chitugo Y. C. haye determined 
season at the club, and the club's mode of entertaining was pro- ; 2 eating c AF Ubi 

Tons. Actual. Corrected, | nounced a grand sucess by many fair critics.—Boslon Globe, a od CIUDEETS) DLUS AW Iiiter Oe TO De ABLES OnESOr UniEby tons 

, Bote Ae yeas BRUNSWICK SOUPS.—Anything which saves labor, time or fuss ; Se Wells, Dockharh hss o + | ee ee ee ) 8 06 UF 4 3 : ZA ie = KATIE GRAY.—This well-known raving sloop, of Belleville, Ont., ster Uap: Nee rt pie oe U3 a. 98% | in the steward's department is a boon to yachtsmen. For rich body, | has been sold tu Mr, Cunmingham, ot Moutreal.” : 
i OS on Pate bi bated hh : ro flavor and convenience nothing can be more highly recommended s 

TH ear h than the Brunswick Soups. ‘oey are not merely canned articles or ——————————— 
SCORE ; extracts, au the BptnA cna terial prseen ed, i sli paaws of Dowden b 

3 am. ae wea o: | by 4 special p/otess and need only the addition of boiling in water to A. ni 
ig ain ae phe pea RR ait aa a : 3 = i 10 a produce 4 nourishing wholesome food equal or superior to anything oA SWE, ta orresya. ent + 
HOD Binteraat O Rance. it 10.08 1 88-08 1 a1 a2 | Served fresh at hotels or restaurants, There ure twelve varieties 
Wave Gres EYE Novara Saal AN 1 40.68 33 9) | from which to choose and with beef, vegetable and bean soup and 
nate & Viebsh + ACEOIS Ss <7 2 00 Py 46 BR 5 42 15 Se chowder at his disposal, ue Raeraehs nina mat be dupe: Kg please R. G. §., Boston, Mass.—See answer to W. B, 

ters teen epee inet Trims it, de a aepe Ee 7 tmanaze WO live high and economically with such stores + Rites > Pe: Ea ered Vesta, G. P. Verry. "25 00 1 47 58 TG -54| pe mie auaicy Peels a dy ih G. B., New York.—Please let me know if there is any good angling 
Mab, C. inrphiy i i) Disabled! = to draw upon. ‘They pte the handiest thing imaginable for canveists up the Hackensack and in Penborn and Mill Creeks, N.d., and what 
Coquette, FP. A. Bro 20 01 Withdrawn, andispor femen s Tiieuithcaen ‘. kinds of fish. Anus. Yes, often good strings of white perch and small 

33. “GUTTERS CAN'T SATL.“—Says the Toronto Mail; “The sailing | striped bass are taken there. 
Tulip, G. Dexter......-.-......-.....---. 16 OF 1 24 03 1 16 31 | of the cutter Aileen was simply wonderful. She stoad up to the) J we. H., Erie, Pa,—There were tivo prizes offered at a pivnic for a 
Rose, T. 4. Gabot......,.-. 1 26 38 
Comet, G. W_ Mansfield 
_ OCONOMOWOC Y, C.—July 24,— 
Oconomowoc Y, C. sailed their third regatta of this season, and the 
fourth unnual regatta for the first and second class pennants, over 
the wsual course on Lac La Belle, Monday, July 21, a still, puffy 

wind perfectly. ., . Running freeshe not only maintained but in- 
creased her lead from the $)-ton schooner... . Aileen was by this 
time miles lo windward, sailing like the Flying Dutchman, . .. Al- 
leen beat to windward at an extraordinary rate, apparently making 
two fect to Oriole's one, . , . Aileen, fairly flying, snowed her heels 
to the rest of the fieet in an extraordinary manner, until miles 
ahead of Orivle and everything else, ... The theme of discussion 

glass ball shoot, A got 17 oUtof 20; B17 outor 20; Cid, ete. No 
mention was made in regard to class shooting. Who receives rst 
and second prize Ans, In the absence of any express stipulation 
that a match shall bé under class shooting rules, the contrary is 
understood. In this cass A and b, having tied on highest score, 
should shoot off for first and second prizes. 

wind blowing from the 5. W, Summary: - Pal eaili ; ray} * w. A. H., Bellows Falls, Vt.—1. Can you tell me of any way to = . was the wonderful sailing of the Aileeu. ., . The popularization of » AL H., be } HIS, y 
FIRST CLASS. H, M.S. | deep boats has had a startlmg push forward piven it, ... The | keep helgramites for bass-fishing alivey The otuer day 1 caugho 

1 Ea Oy ls Peel sh ee I ee te ay Aileen certainly out-tops anything afloat in this neighborhood.” about thirty and put them in a pail of fresh water, and the next 
Sunbeam.....,.........- H. H, Shureldt morning they wereall dead. I have been able lo tind no reason why 

W.L. Peck .. 
...P. 8. Shufeldt 

SECGND CLASS 

..G. A. Shuteldt. ... 

eedledum was declared winner of the first class and the 
Pearl In the second class. Tue presentation of the Shufeldt cup, 
finally won by the Tweedledet at tue regatta of July 18, and of the 
pennoatts, took place at the club house in the eyenIng.—s. 

THUNDER BAY Y, C.—This Canadian club, with head- 
quarters in Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, has about thirty members, 
with the following officers: F. Jones, Commodore; Mr, H. K, Wick- 
steed, Vice-commoidore; W. J. Olarke, Secretary-treasurer; and 
Messrs. (+. T. Marks (Chairman), C. V, Warmoll and W, F. Davidson, 
members of the Committee of Management, The fleet contains the 
following yachts: Algoma (5 tons) 5S. J. Dawson; Pride of the Wave 
(2 tons), W. Clark; Nuwutilus, KR. Anderson; Shamrock (6 tong), F. 
Jones; Lurline (7 tons), G, I’, Marks; White Wings (11 tons), Club 
boat; Winnie (2 tons), H. K, Wicksteed, The new ¢lib house is an 
ornament to the harbor. The ground flooris 24x18, with a height of 
nine feet. Itis perfect in its fittings, and has accommodation for 
éight boats. The upper portion of the building is divided inttwelub 
hooin, secretary's ofice, and dressing room, the former being’ 10it. 
high and 14 by 15, aud (he dimensions of the two latter each 10 by T 
feet. These are approached by 4 staircase, built on the outside. 
Vacing the bay a wide verandah projects from the upper room, from 
which a megnificent yiew of the lake is obtainable. The contract 
price was $634. 

YACHTS' PHOTOS.—We have received from Dayid M. Little, 24 
Franklin street, Boston, some superb photos taken instantaneously 
from yachts tearing along at higiispeed. bese photos are marvels 
of modern art, and besides the associations clinging to the yachts 
themselves, represent their manner of passing through the water, 
showing the bow and quarter waves and the hollow amidships ac- 
cording to the vessels’ form. There is the wellknown Shadow, Bos- 
ton’s little pet, and the big-waisted keels Viking and Hera, and also 
the beautiful cutter Maggie, affording an opportunity for coutrasting 
the style aiid pose of our sloops with the cutter, greatly in the latter's 
favor it must be acknowledged. The photos of the Shadow and Hera 
ure exceedingly spirited, the Shadow driving along at a great rate to 
& quartering wind, and Hera’s crew lighting oul the balloon jib top- 
Salil Of the bowspril for bending, All these meutioned were taken 
during the matches of the Mastern Y. C. June 20. They are mounted 
in exceptional taste, and we recommend them as an American pro- 
duction relating to yachting, in which we may take pride with good 
reason, They will be sent to any address for $1 each. 

NEW HAVEN YACHT CLUB.—In accordance with orders from 
Commodore H. D, Billard, the club Heet gathered of the Thimble 
Islunds, July 22, preparatory to the first annual ernise in squadron to. 
the eastward. Sunday the squadron remained in harbor, the mem 
bers partaking of a dinner at the Island View House, to which Land 
lord Northrop had genérously invited all hands. Monday morning 
anchors were gol. and sail made for Newport. A yery creditable fleet 
obeyed the Commoedore's signal, inclading Endeavor, the Gommo- 
dows; Deliance, Vixen, the Vice-Commodore; Zephyr, the Fleet Cap- 
tain; Ripple, Lorelie, the #¢hooners Haze, Prospero, and several 

FAIR ALL ROUND.—From the Toronto Muil: “It was believed 
that the race would prove & test of the respective merits of the deep- 
draught culters and the eenterdboards. The absence of the Cygnet 
and the Eudie, uotu fast sloops, somewhat interfered with the auntici- 
pated test, but tne presence of the Madcap, Brunette, and Coquette, 
all representative venterboard sloops, and all fast boats in light 
winds and quiet water, left a certain ground for estimating the per- 
formance of the Aileen and the Verve, the two cutters. both these 
Jast, of course, are typicul deep-raught yachts. The day could 
scarcely haye been more favorable for an average fair-weather test 
of the sailing qualities of yachts of all classes and sizes.” 

ATLEEN.—Says the Hamilton Spectator: ‘‘Saturday’s race was 
a fair test, and it must be Gonfessed thal as fur as the Aileen is con- 
cerned there can be but one conclusion, If she was too fast for the 
renowned Oriole, with the wind that blew on Saturday, and with ber 
ill-fitting suit of canvas, she would beat the schooner out of sight 
under other circumstances, for other circumstances could not haya 
been more unfavorable, The Aileenis a yery fine boat, and can, 
undoubtedly, defeat any craft on the lake. Even though they may 
not like the hull, there were none who could deny that the cutter rig 
is u fine one, and Must come into favor on the lakes.” 

TORONTO CANOE CLUB.—Officers for the year: Commodore, 
ugh Neilson; Vice-Com,, Edward Leigh; Secretary, Robt. Tyson; 
Treasurer, John Hayne. ‘Twenty-live membérs” with seventeen 
canoes, of which four are Pearls with double centerboards, one a 
Nautilus with single board, two Racine Shadows, one Racine Rob 
Roy, one lapstreak Jersey Blue with cenlerboard, two others not 
tlussed, aud tha rest open and tandem canoes. The Toronto Mail 
says the decked canoes are steadily driving out all others. Tilis is 
the experience everywhere, the open canoes being relegated tosport- 
ing purposes, but seldom used for cruising, 

A LONE VOYAGER,.—The avant courrier for Lake George has left 
Toronto in the persou of Mr. M, Fish Johnston, son of a former well- 
known journalist. He left Toronto inasmall Rob Roy canoe on 

| Tuesday morping shortly before? o'clock. He carries no sails, and 
will paddle the whole distance to Brockyille via the Bay of Quinte, 
On Tuesday evening he camped east of Oshawa; and when last heard 
from he was at Port Hope at 4 quarter past fouron Wednesday ufter- 
noon. He holdsthe paddling challenge cup, and his chances for 
holding it will certainly not be lesselied by the steady daily paddling 
practice inyolyed in a cruise of over 4) miles.—Torento Guooe, 
AMERICA OUP.—But for the clause giving us the right to name a 

yacht at the moment of the start according to the weather, thereby 
taking the visitor at un advantage, we migut have seen a “Lorty” in 
our Waters this fall and received 4 sound thrashing. We are saved 
the thrashing but at the expense of a most valuable practical lesson 
in modern nayal science. Does this satisfy the ambition of the 
New York ¥. 0.7? 
LIGHT DRAFT,—As will be seen in Our report, the schooner Ata- 

Tanta got in trouble with her board twice during « week's cruise, As 
a keel she would have drawn 10ft. instead of some 20 with a board, 
and time anda bill of several hundreds would have been saved. 
Sometimes, oftener than supposed, the light draft of the center 
board vessel is theory only waile stern practice finds her drawing 
Tuch more water than the keel. 

CHALLENGE CUP,.—The owner of the sloop Eclipse, Mr, E, Wil- 
lard, offers to be one of four to Contribute $250 each toward a silver 
service to be sailed for by yachts over Sift. length, Larchmont rules 

they should die, as [ kept them in & vool place, and 1 always thought 
they were very hardy, 2. And sre the helgramites as good buss 
bait when dead as alivef Ans, 1, Keep them inrunning waiter 2. 
No, 

F, CG. E., Bellows Falls, Vt.—Will you please tell meif thers is any 
way to cook the ¢conimon mud turtley [| have never heard of ils 
being done, bul cam see no reason why vhey would not be as good as 
frogs. Ans. Soup is made of the snappiug-turtie, and Also o1 other 
fresh-water turtles, but they do not compare wilh green turiiein the 
matter of soup, while they are not to be spoken of in the same day 
with the diamond-back terrapin of salt marshes. They are not as 
delicate as frogs. 

G. MoA., Worcester, Mass,—The red Irish dog to whom you refer 
we presume is Makedah, He was woelped July, 1877, and was bred 
by the late Wm. M. fuleston. Hissire is Dr. Wai. Jaryis’ cuampion 
Eleho. His dam was LilitIl., imported by Mr, Nicholas Saltus, of 
brooklyn, N. ¥Y. She was whelpeg in 1874, und was by 5oumrock out 
of Katoleen (Barton’s Larry—Lill U,), Snamrock was by Brennan's 
Rap out of Jepson’s Belle. Lill Lf. was by Cooper’s Kanger (Huteh- 
inson’s Bob—Lilly) out of Jepson's Belle. 

W., Morristown, Minn.—1, A. thoroughbred liver-colored spaniel 
pup for the past month or six weeks has been out of sorts coimpleLe- 
iy} yomiting at least twice, often times more, during the day. 
Thought at nrst it was due to raw meat, andiso cut him orf it, but tue 
vomitmg continued the same. Otherwise the animal appears in 
pretty fair health. Isee he has been trying to doctor Liunself by 
noticing quite un amount of grass in the ejected matters, What bad 
best be done for him? 2, What species of insect is the helgramice, 
and what is its technical name? ans, 1. Seeanswer to W. ob, %, le 
is the larvd or pupa, for both are used for pail, and so called; of the 
helgramite fly, sialis litarius, The ily is rarely seen. 

§. A. C., Tilton, N. H.—A fish pond containing ten square rods of 
water, from two to six feet deep, Supplied through tour-inea jron 
pipe, the water falling about five treet indu Lue pollu; & temperature 
of 72 deg, to 76 deg, Fuhrenheit at the present time. The trout ure 
dying in large numbers. Whey baye veen tresly ted by visitors, 
Has the temperature of the water or the feeding anytoing to do with 
such a result? Is there a standard temperature for cold-blooded 
animals, as 9S deg. is tor warm blooded? Aus. lt was the tempera- 
fure which killed your fish, See our editorial note on temperature 
for trout mm this issue, ‘he temperature of the blood of Ushes is 
usually from two to three degrees woove the water they are in. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

THe Eversant Now Gores Rounp.—The latest Parisian costums one 
hears of as destined to create a great sensation is the Jardin d’Aceli- 
mation dress, which is thickly vovered with minute elephants, dogs, 
eamels, ete., all artistically grouped and represented in the most 
natural attitude possible, 

‘AccIDENTS WILL Happen,” and the only sensible thing to do about 
it is to provide against them by taking out a policy iu the United 
States ofutual Accident Association. A notice of this concern will be 
found in our advertising columus. It is well worth the while ol every 
single man to look into the merits of the company, and we hold it to 
be the duty of 2 married man, for the protection of bis fumily, to 
muke provision for possible calamity, 

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc, 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

lug mk for several days' writing. Can bé carried in 
the pocket. Alwaysready for use, A luxury to 

All of the following Spoons have best quality TREBLE HOOKS; 
Ordinary and large ‘‘Fluted,” have best yuality white silk-wired gimp. 

SPOON BAITS. 
ALL MOUNTED READY FOR USE. 

all, except “Ordinary,” haye hest quality Swivels; all, except 

persons who care to preserve their individuality in | Ordinary, Kidney Shape..........-..---.-+-Nos, 1 to 6; length of spoon, 2} to 1} inches....... TE ag emptied es een 12 
iB. MABIE, TODD & BARD, ¥ ik ‘ Feathered. .. ere weet t 1 to 6; Fe % 23 to 14 i pot Seb slettony = telstseie eet aoe em RELY 

180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Medium, : : ¢ Pera 1 to 6; ‘ 24 to 14 ee eee Sr re ecetirastar Pe et eae tN) 
Send for Price-List. Good, e a Caer grees oe alle MRLOs ah Y ad Seto” WS Meet ee bpd tesa tthe tan cee ree oe Salis 

Ov Goovs Are Sovp sy Frest Onass DeAnens | Best, “ uA a pitadteg al: to. 7; i +t 2ito 1 ES At tt tans PELE a cle eel Bete at 
ic te A ead a 9 to J: ft #4 ito 1 eae ee ee te ety le i lonelok oP nin oe 

. ; ‘e dines tte on ee er 8 to i tf ‘ of tg ah Ysa hig SHE Rg OT «ln a aye ern re 
Oil-Tanned Moccasins,| « «Kidney «: f= Ae ro HB. oan” Sy 2 Dita Bae miinnn tice T 7h ase tity Vy 
or Hunting, Fisting, Garéing, | << © Oval ee ten yanst SG Abie ae me Oe foam ENE Reet we Cee ag 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are} ‘* ‘'* Kidney “ Ff t ure eee tle to 15; te a Bh COLO Bea Nite devil ce a he eat Ob 
easy to the feet and very dur- +e rr Oval ee ae + _ “ Ay to 1 " iF YW to 1 “ ore ‘ 50 Shin) Shimisetanertan int ieee et Y “ y yee ace eid on a3 4 >, dees eesehpeseeeers RAM Peet at ee 
5 ety of styles, and war- Kidney p ered to 12; PR tt Pe eee Be tcl eets ace ene eee ree ou ta!) 

p Tanted he penuite-arti- ‘* Mottled Pearl ‘5 spt Rc mete Sl! 1-0 ta 4; Se 4 1g tol SF Said LCs betitrtecthte toe ete ae SEIT OU 
cle, Send for price list, 

: . ~ MARTIN 3S. HUTOH- 
INGS, Dover, N,H. P. 0, Box 468. Braproxp & 
AnTHONY, Boston Agents, | 

Orders received from persons residing in cities In which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be fillea at any price, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York, 
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B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goody 
te meet the Increasing demand, We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- | 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue, 

The New 

SSS #5 

The Best Breech-Loading Gun in the World for Yachts. 
ELTHER BRASS OR PAPER SHELLS CAN BE USED, 

Send for full particulars to 

G. EDWARD OSBORN, New Haven, Conn. 

THE UNITED STATES 

MUTUAL AGIDENT ASSOCIATION 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 

(Ineorporated October 11, 1877.) 

The King of the Body is the brain; the sto- | K (= 
mach its main support; the nerves its messengers: |S ‘aa = 
the bowels, the kidneys and the pores its safeguards. x iN aya = 
Indigestion creates a violent revolt among these it HT 
attaches of the regal organ, and to bring them Sel i Uh a: 
back to their duty there isnothing like the regula- 5th ne) pet 
ting, purifying, invigorating, cooling operation otf | SERS = 
ARRANT’S SELTZER APERIENT, It renovates the RS ras 
system and restores to health both the body and the | 
mind, | 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

FARNHAM'S COMBINED 10 AND 12-GAUGE 

Metallic Loading Board 
A simple, strong, portable and efficient imple- 

ment. Price $1.75, By mail to any address $2.00. 
Tlustrated circulars free. F.G. FARNHAM & CO., 
White Mills, Pa. © 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

MADE EASY. 
For the old, the young, | 

for ladies, for gentlemen, 

for the professor, the stu- 

dent, the artist, the tourist, 

the mechanic. | 

No Stains.’ No Trouble, 1 = <= io 

E, & H, T, ANTHONY & CO, : 

591 Broadway, N, Y. : =, 

Equipments, $10 and up- ow ro St s if 
wards. Instruction book 

free with each outfit. ' 

ESTERBROOK’S ° rast 
Before “Mr. Sniffkins, the broker, entered the 

park, he thought the best bargain he ever made 
was the purchase of his handsome mare. When 
he left the park he was of a different opinion, He 
said the contract he made with the Unrrep Srares 
MurvuaL AccipENT Association to pay him $50 per 
week indemnity in case of being disabled, and 
$10,000, in case of death by accident, at a cost of 
about $20 per annum, was, under existing circum- 
stances, by all odds tne better bargain. The police- 
man’s report that he believed the mare could travel 
a& mile in less than a minute causes Mr. Sniffkins 
no satisfaction. The doctor thinks that with care- 
ful eas at his patient will be out in ten or twelve 
weeks. 

leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 162. 

For Sale by Stationers. Moral.—Insure in the U. S. Mutual Accident 
THE =STERBROOK STEEL PEN co. Association, 409 Broadway, N. ¥. 

wr Camden, 26 John Sts New Vern $5,000 Insurance, and $25 Weekly Indemnity se- 
cured at an annual cost of about $10, which is one- 
third the rate of stock companies. 

$10,000 Insurance at corresponding rates. 
All valid claims paid at sight. 

CHAS. B. PEET, (of Rogers, Peet & Co.) Pres. 
JAS. R. PITCHER, Secretary. 

de 

| HANTONS TAXIDERMY 

WITHOUT A TEACHER 

Price 50 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE #HOUSE 

| Corona, Queens 

MANUFACTURING CO. 

EARL LEE, Manager. Cos ey 

! 
i 

i 

SHOCTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LES. 

Two persons can put it up in one hour, No Nails or Screws required. 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

ships, Churehes, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
Farm and Ont Buildings of every style. Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
cost, within the means of all. Warm in winter—cool in summer—veutilation perfect, 

For furthér particulars see Mustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

CA RD’S 

Standard Trap 
FOR WING PRACTICE, 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary. 

HVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTHR.) 

DESIRHD DIRECTION, ALL IN 

ONE TRAP; ONLY ONE 

ANY 

i) j
 i 7,

 i 

al Ly
 

ane SPRING USED. | 
I 

| 
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting Goods. 

GREENER’S AND BONEHILL’S GUNS A SPECIALTY. 

® Orders taken for Bonehill’s New Hammerless Guns. 

WILLIAM H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y. 
Illustrated Catalogue sent free on application. 

Gunmaking and repairing of all kinds by J. W. Livingston, formerly with Parker Bros. Conn 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 
lI4 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK. 

ASsents: 

AMERICAN WOOD-POWDER COMPANY 
Guns, Ammunition and Sporting Goods. 

VON LANGERERS 

Swell and Waterproof Shotgun Shells 
Loaded to Order. 

Price per 100, from $2.90 up. 
HOT GUN GARTRID 

nd 

Y The Shells will not deteriorate with age, and may be putin 

water for hours without swelling. 

Clay Pigeons & Traps, Belcher’s Flying Birds & Traps, Glass Balls & Traps, Etc. 

DOG TRAINING; 
et 

S. fT. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

HOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, PRICE $1.00. 

[oz = a=] 

Be ti 

CHAS. J. GODFREY, 
7 Warren St., New York. 

el 

KNICKERBOCKER CLUB GUN. 

IMPORTER OF 

Uns, ilies, REVOLVErS, 
AUC. &c. 

To sportsmen wishing 4 close shooting fowling piece, | recommend the Knickerbocker Club Gun. The barrels are of the best 

English metal; the locks strong and carefully made; and for durability they are equal tothe highest priced guns, Hach gun is rigidly tested 

before lexying the factory, and a record made of the shooting at 40 yds. in a 30in, circle, which is guaranteed. 
A. Top snap action, fine Damascus barrels, bar locks, rebounding hammers (out of line of sight), percussion fence, extension vib, double 

bolt, through lumps, large head strikers, pistol grip, Deeley & Edges patent fore end, checkered grip and fore end,horn butt plate, engraved, left barrel choke bored, and reeord furnished 

of gun’s shooting qualities, 10 and 12-gauge, $47.00. | 
B. Best Damascus barrels, finely engraved, both barrels choke bored, and record furnished, 10 and 1?-gauge, $60.00. 

Also Hollis, Buckley and Bonehill Breech-Loadiug Double Barrel Guns, Twist and laminated side snaps aud top snaps. 

Sundries, Guns sent C, O, D, privilege to examine*ontreceipt off $5jto cover express charges. 

English and Belgian Muzzle-Louders, All Sportsmen’s 
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~ Holabird Shooting & Fishing Suits, 
Unequalled in Convenience, Style 

or Workmanship. 

Upthegrove & McLellan, 
Valparaiso, Ind. 

THISE 
is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. 
Itis dead grass color. Weighs but & 
fifteen ounces; is unequalled for 
warm weather shooting. Send 
breast measure and we will mail it 
to you for $2.00. = ES. PIMPLES, 

CLAY PIGEON: COMPANY 
NESS) VINE-ST-CINCINNATI.O;. 

[Extract from Forrst anp STREAM, July 7, 
1881, p, 444.] 

* This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigéons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting, We commend 

all sportsmen to test its merits. *~ * 

THE GREAT 

/TCHING PILES 
+ * 

*“ 

Symptoms 
are moisture, 

stinging, 
itching, svorse at night; seems as “WO! 

crawling 
about the parts affected. 

As a 
leasant, 

economical 
and positive 

cure, 
$wAywe'’s 

OINTMENT 
is superior 

to any article in the market, 
Sold by druggists, 

or send 
50 cts. in 3-ct. Stamps, 

8 Boxes, 
$1.25 Ad- 

dress, Dr. Swayne 
& Sow, Phila,, Pa. 

pin-worms were 

Fisherman Attention! 

I wish to call your attention to my hand-made all 

Lancewood 

Combination Rods, 
asven pieces, muking two distinct rods for bait 

vba Trout, $10. Bass, $12. 

FRED. D. DIVINE, 182 Genesee st., Utica, N. Y. 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

BROWN’S PATENT) 
“+ \ ===) CUN CLEANER, 

‘ Tue BERT 
\ Cleaner and Oiler 
Meccee For Rreceh-luading Arnie | 

: in market. 
é Ror One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush) 

and full directions sent free of postage. 
Address TT, YARDLEY BROWN, Patentee. 

WINCHESTER, FREDERICK CO., VA. 

Re 

(H ordering, give 

Any of the Following Books Sent 

on Receipt of Price 
WRIGHT & DITSON, hye 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 580 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 

Manufacturers and Dealers in 

Fine Fishing Tackle, 
Camping Outfits, Lawn Tennis, &. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

JOSEPH GILLOTTS| 

ais 
Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup $1 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds. 24° 
American Angler’s Book, Norris... 
American Bird Fancier. New edit : 
American Wild Yow! Shooting, J, W. yf rg 
American Ornithology, or the Natural History 

of the Birds of the United States, Wilson & 
Bonaparte; 8 Vols. +20... .-. seer teas irre neat 18 

Aniinal Life, Described and Mnstrated, Prof. 
BAR EATOLV Alt: Aes ape. Sock ahh alone tan 

Angling, a Book on, Francis 
Archer, Modern 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson, .... 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam 
Art of Swimming 
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge..... 
Baird’s Birds of North America 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds 
Bits and Rearing Reins and Horses and Har- 
hele hy Opa et al Co thee Per eee oo beso 

Books for Sportsmen: Angling, d0c.; Shooting, 
50c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c, ; 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50¢c.; Dogs, 75c.; 
Birds’ Eggs and Nests, 60c.; Fresh and Salt 
Water Aquarium, 50c.: Native Song Birds, .. 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener. a 
Oage and Singing Birds .......... 
Camps in the Caribbees, by Fred. 
Canoe Traveling, Powells teehee: Re 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 
Cassell’s Book of Birds, 4 yols.......... 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes,.,..... 
Dairy Farming, by Prof. J, P. Sheldon...... 

9 

‘ 
a 

“a 

Su 

(5e.; cloth... 

SSSSNnssxss S B83 HBun 
Soup By ALLDEALERS THroucnour THe WORLD} 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION—I878.! 

3 

With Safety Bolt across the 

Ober... 

Standard’? Grand: .+.2-ce.e-.- 53 cee sere 

‘National’? Brand, ......,..-.--- -----+2+++ 142,104 

Nhellenpa’ Bred ip 52. ye teen ed ee 

“Paragon” Brand 

Wood. .-.. Fad SUPRA SRE Soe Ne 2 00 
Flower Painting, Studies in; Hulme,.......... 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 25 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac- 

FATS PI) pee MOS on ch eae ek ney tamer a 4M 
Gun, Rod and Saddle... 1 00 
Great Thirst Land, The; A Ride Through Natal 
Orange Free State, Transvaal Kalahari, Gil- 
MTIGUED. yak pied a ate 

How to Himt and Trap, Batty 
Hunter and Tra pper. Thrasher. 
Insect World, The; Figuier 
Life of # Sportsman, Nimrod.... 
Mammalia; Figuier,................-.- 3 00 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teache 50 
Ocean World; Fignier..........-..----+- 3 00 
Pigeons, ustrated Book of; Fulton, 12 50 
Poultry, Whuistrated Book of; Wright 
Practical Rabbit Keeper; Cuniculus, 1 50 ; 
Practical Pigeon Reape ; Wright. .- 1 50 | “Tolley”? guns have engraved on the rib: 
Practical Poultry Keeper; Wright 200 
Reptiles and Birds; Wignier...,........+---..+ 3 00 
Shore Birds 6 pases tee rss 15 
The Gun and its Development, by Greener... 7 50 
Vegetable World; Figuier ........-..-.,.+-+2++ 3 00 
Wild Adventures in Wild Places; Gordon 

S17: 1+) Tt: ee ere oases Ananya paeaana<d 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
8; edition now ready, This story describes the 
trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richards 
on-Rangeley -akes. Tt treats of ‘camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Pricé 26 cents. By 
mail, postpaid, 30 cents, CHARLES a. J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mas 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES TLLUS- 
4 trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 
the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage, popensy 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aad the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 220 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. ene pee 
paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J, F. ; 
amaica Plain, Mass. 

8 
on Creedmoor target. 

NOS, 

STEEL PENS | 

J, & W. TOLLEY’S NE 

For the above sums the guns described can be placed on the cars in New York, all 
order reaching us, A comparison of these prices with those charged in the gun stores for really fine English guns, 

of first-class quality, will result in your ordering direct from the manufactory. 
: 

It has come to our knowledge that common gums are being sold in the States bearing ourname. As we make ouly fine guns, genuine 

os. & W. TOLLEY, WAKERS, ST. WARY’S SQUARE, BIR WING EAM.” 

The Parker Gun. 

Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. 

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: ‘At Melbourne they had an excellent 
opportunity of testing their power beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off cou- 
querors over every other maker, Their tye award comes to them from a country whose reputation 
or this class of goods has for many years been above all others,’ 

They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the seyerest tesp, and have 
won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field or atthe trap, At Coney 
Island last year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 
‘Forest and Stream’’ Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors, Send for Catalogue. 

Show Rooms: PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 

Standard Works. 
FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 

An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first 
twelve volumes of the Forest anp STREAM. 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, $1-40. 

SHOOTING. 
lis Appliances, Practice and Purpose. By JAMES Danzmn Doucat, Contains 

practical information on guns and gunning. Its chapters treat of the Barrcl, the Stock, 
Locks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech-Loaders, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, 
Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and Partridge Shooting. The-chapter on “The 
Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field sporis ever published. Elegantly 
printed on fine paper, 380 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $3. 

SHORE BIRDS. | 
{, Haunts and Habits. IL. Range and Migrations, TI, A Morning Without the Birds. 

IV. Nomenclature. Y. Localities. VI. Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers 
from the Forrsr AND STREAM. Pamphict, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 16 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. 
Training vs. Breaking. By 8. T. Hasmronp, Kennel Editor of Yoresn anp SrRHam. 

Pronounced by those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the 
best work on the subject ever written. 100 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, ‘$1. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

| 39 Park Row, New York. 

W HAMMERLESS GUN “THE PERFECTION” 
front of the Hammers, working either automatically or independently, as desired. 

TERMS: 

A Draft in full with the 

order. 

NO AGENTS. 

IMPORT DIRECT FROM 

PIONEER WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. 
And also No. 1 Conduit St., Regent St., W., London. One minute from Regent Cireus, 

aid, in eight weels trom 

THE BALLARD ALWAYS AHEAD. 

‘“ 
se 

FOR NEW LIST JUST OUT SEND TO eS 

ScHOVERLING, DAIYT & GALES, 
34 AND 36 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK, 



DEMUTH BROTHERS, 
Manufacturers of 

if 

Artificial Eyes for Taxidermists and Manufacturers. 
Aiso, al likinds of Glass Work done to order 

Catalogue Free of Charge Py Mail, 
89 WALEER SF, YEW YORK. 

Hatpern E. Parse, late Com. of Pats, Srory B. Lapp, 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cases. 

; WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Manufactnring Co., ab Washington, DB. C. Address 
stating time in use, D. W. DAY, Larned Blk., Syra- 
euse, N.Y. augs,h 

Sor Sale, 

0 LET.—THACHER’S ISLAND, BLUE MOTN- 
tain Lake, Hamilton County, N.Y. Commodious 

cottage, guide-house, boat-house, including boats, 
et. Address P. O, Drawer No, 21, Albany, N.Y. 

mayl5.tf 

FOR SALE: 

Patent of a Glass Ball Trap. 

Aiready in the Marketand Known 

to be Reliable. 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY SPORTSMEN. 

For fll particulars address, giving references, 

R. 1. S., this office. 

To Let or For Sale. 
A pleasant residence, beautifully situated on 

Riverdale avenue, Yonkers (southern portion), One 
and a quarter acres of ground, with abundant 
shade, House contains eight rooms, hard wood 
finish. Heater, bathroom, laundry with stationary 
tubs, closets, hot and cold water, gas. Carriage 
house, with lurge room ey et , stable, cow-house, 
chicken-coop, &c,. &c,, all in first-class condition. 
Premises are connected with Yonkers city water 
mains. Rent $800 per year, Apply to CG. L. 
SOHEMBER, #6 Nassau st., N.Y. may2b.tt 

OR SALE.—THE MOST SIMPLE AND PRAC- 
tical bird call in use, Toned expressly for 

yellow legs, curlew, plover, &c. Sent by mail with 
ints on how to use fhe same successfully, for 25c. 

Address G EDWARDS, North Andover, Mass 
july20,5t 

OR SALE.—THREE, 

feet order. Cost new $30; will sell for $20, Reuson 
for selling—sold my boat. Address N. 8. SMITH, 
P. O. Box 627. Newburgh, N. Y. aug3,1t 

OR SALE.—THE FULL RIGHT AND TITLE 
to King’s Putent Pigeon Trap, a recent: inven- 

fon, and one which has met with much favor 
among sportsmen. Sainple tra 
office of Forest and Stream. 
office. 

OR SALE.—VERY ABLE 20ft. CABIN SLOOP. 
Sonnd and Cheap. J. C. CHAMBERLAIN, 

Bridgeport, Conn. augs,st 

AREER GUN, 12GAUGE, 30-INCH. DAMAS- 
ous barrels, Slb.. 234 prep sat fore-end, re- 

bounding loeks, choke bored. I took it from fac- 
tory June Ist, and have shob it at 60 Bees balls only. 
Stock is too straight and will sell it for $65 cash. 
§. D. BINGHAM, 206 Broadway, N, Y- 

Hiv the Stud. 
Champion Mareus.~ 

BE. KO. S. B. 7.526. 
IMPORTED SCOTCH COLLIE. 

Winner of more prizes and sire of more winners 
than any collie in America, 

For service address MARGUS, P. O, Box 283. New 
York. july13,1mo 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and beneh show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Colmtess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash TI, since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a4 sire as his illustrious brother, 
Liewellin’s celebrated Rash T1., for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $36. Address A. M, TUCKER, u Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass, 

aus, tf 

| 

HIO KENNELS.—IN THE STUD—DASHING 
_ Lion, by Liewellin’s champion Dash Il. out of 

his chanypion Leda. 
bitehes, $25. Addriss G. W, BALLANTINE, Wash- 
ingtonville, Ohio. qune29,. te 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, 

The thoroughbred red Trish setters, champion 
Rory O*More, champion Rufiis, éicnhiamnbior Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

Ae Fete ae ra eee cong ate 
’ e@ purest strains. Full padi B iN: 

GALLENDER, Albany. "ae eo? Ne Le 

SETS LYMAN'’S BOW- 
facing rowing gear of 1881, with oars. In per- 

Fee for imported or native, 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

un the Stud. Ghe Hewiel, Ghe Heinirel, 

IN THE STUD. 

Red Irish Setter Dog Larry,” 
ELCHO ex ROSE. 

Winner of first prize in an elegant class, Pitts: 
burg, 1882 (only time competing). Larry is solid 
deap red, no white, large, and one of the best made 
all over Trish dogs in America, with 4 most superb 
head. Is thoroughly and artistically trained on 
woodeock and quail, excellent nose, perfectly 
staunch before and behind, and a perfect retriever_ 
Ts perfectly ohedient, with the best of disposition, 
Fee $20 cash or brace of pups from first class 
bitches. Address W. H. PIMRCH, Peekskill, N.Y, 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES. 

Champion Tweed Il., Imp, Scotch Collie. 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the bench 

in England, Scotland, Wales and America. 

FEE, $25.00. 
Sire amoug others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

Btakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
vollie trials held at Alexandra, Palace, Loudon, 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. ; 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Gowrie, 

Lilac, E. K, C. S. B. 10,745, and Meg, 1st prize open 
class, Boston, 1852. 
For prize list, &c., address THOS. H. TERRY, 

P. O. Box 2017, N. Y. july20, tf 

; : CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE 8TUD. 

1st, English Kennel Club show, 1881; lst, N. Y., 
Westminster Kennel Club, 1882; and many other 
prizes in England. Fee #2 Address JOHN WD. I. 
RAINGER, No. 1 Pearl st., N. Y-. june2stt 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREST, WN. Y,, 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty, 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets. 

Send 50¢. for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle 

Ghe Hemel, ] 
PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
\ for sale. Best of Reference. D. F, WILBUR, 
Lakeville, Mass. juneli,tf 

OR SALE CHEAP.—A FINE IRISH SETTER 
bitch, dark red. five months old, having the 

combined blood of Eleho, Plunket and Rory 
O’More. Address BE, J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, 
Conn. july20,36 

FOR SALE. 
LADY RAPID, (imported) Gordon setter bitch, 

by Old Reuben ex Kosa, winner at the following 
bench shows: New York, St, Louis and Pittsburg; 
whelped May, 1875. Invaluable for a brood bitch, 
RUBY, champion pointer bitch, own sister to 

champion Rose (bred by Mr. Grgill, New York) bE 
Flake ex Lilly, whelped April, 1876, Very hand- 
some, a splendid breeding bitch, unbroken, a win- 
ner on show bench, hard to beat, imported, bred by 
champion Donald. 
PRINCE CHARLIE, red Trish setter puppy, by 

champion Berkley, ex champion Duck, whelped 
June i9, 188i. promises to make a splendid field 
dog; dark red. 
IDA, pug bitch, by champion Sooty IL., imported, 

ex champion May, cee (both champion win- 
ners on the show bench since imported). Whelped 
June 5, 1881, 
SCOTTISH QUEEN (imported), E. K. 0. S. B. 

7725, Skye terrier, by Sam ex Lass 0’ Gowrie; win- 
ner ten times on the show bench in England. A 
splendid brood bitch and hard to beat when in good 
coat: five years old. Wor particulars and price 
address A. H. MOORH, 1711 Spring Garden street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. auge,tf 

n OR SALE.—FOUR THOROUGHBRED BEAGLE 
hound pups, Address Mundy's Machine Shop, 

Prospect st., Newark, N. J. auga,2t 

OR SALE—TWO PURE GORDON BITCH 
uppies, ten weeks old, of choicest blood for 

bench or field, and perfect beauties. Out of my 
Mist (Grant-Nell) by Dudgeon’s Ray (Gordon-Dream), 
Price low. Address A. W, PHARSALL, Hunting 

augs,1t 

OR SALE,—A BLACK IRISH SETTER, PER- 
fectly broken on all game. and better than the 

best on retrieving. Price $75. Will give written 
guarantee, Apply to W. J. MORTON, Portsmouth, 
Va. angst 

OR SALE,— FOUR POINTER PUPPIES, 
nis Us April 2d, 1882, by Beanfort (champion 

Bow-Beulahy out of Fannie Turner, (Sensation— 
paeen 1.) Price $15 each. (i. Wi. NIXON, Leesburg, 

a. angs,2t 

Forced Sale. 
Llewellin dog, two years old; an elegant dog for 

show bench and field work. Worked two seasons 
constantly. Only $25. Litter sister to him for $15. 
Very handsome and fast, but small size. Dilley 
pointer dog. three years old. champion Ranger 6x 
champion Queen, admitted by all judges to be the 
handsomest 50Ib. pointer ever seen. Superior field 
qualities, $50, Full pedigrees for each dog. 
W. & O. Scott & Sons’ premier quality B. L, gun, 

all improvements, 12, 80, 734lbs. Very little soiled; 
$125. Cost new $350, Address A. B. C., Bloomfield, 
New Jersey. aug3,1t 

R SALE OR EXCHANGE.—TWENTY FOX- 
hounds and pups; would exchange for 20-bore 

breech-loader, or a good tent or other sportin 
equipments, or first four volumes of Forést an 
Stream. Every dog warranted to be as represented. 
L, M. WOODEN, Rochester, N, Y. augs,2mo | Lowell street, Boston, NM. 

Prize English Mastifis. 
American gentlemen desirous of purehasin, 

grand specimens of this noble bréed, should com- 

municate with JAMES HUTCHINGS, 25 Gandy st., 

Exeter, England, whu bas the largest and finest 

kennel of pure mastiffs in the world. Tourists 

should see this splendid collection. Toy dt 

Re RED IRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

GHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~aprl5,tt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass, Sept22,tif 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALEER 
Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. July2i,tf 

peas OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will he 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. 
FOREST END STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec29.tf 

Ne eae KENNEL.—DOGS—HOUSE, YARD 
and field broken, Also dogs boarded reason- 

ably. Address N H, VAUGHAN, Middleboro, Mass, 
P. ©. Box 335, 

Prize Spaniels. 
The show season being over we will dispose of 

prize winners and prize bred stock af reasonable 
prices, Also puppies by champion Benedict, Dush 
and Bobi. We have this year won one champion 

rize, five specials, nine firsts, ten seconds, and 
‘our Himes vhe and once he to our own winners. 

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB. a 
Enclose stamp. Hornelisville, N. Y. 

OR SALE—MY RED IRISH SETTER DOG 
Don. 24% years old, by champion Hlcho and a 

thoroughbred bitch. He is perfectly broken, is 
fast, staunch, good nose scent and good endurance, 
and a tender mouth; retriever from land and water. 
He is fit to run in any field trial. Price $75, Will 
show him on either quail, woodeock or snipe. For 
particulars inquire of H, KILLIAN, Colmmbia, Pa. 

july13,tf 

OR SALE.—TWO PURE LLEWELLIN DOG 
pups, full pedigree; whelped April3, One black, 

tan and white, one orange belton. Will sell at a 
bargain. Address WILLIAM KIRK, West Winsted, 
Conn. july13,5t 

To Sportsmen. 
For Sale.—7 of the finest bred Gordon setter 

pups in this country or England. TJ claim to be the 
Blue man that has this strain of Gordons, noted for 
their bench and field qualities, Sire, beautiful 
Gordon Dash, great prize winner of five Ist prizes 
in New York and Boston. Dam, Bulah, perfect 
Gordon, a prize winner and a beauty, with great 
courage and quality in the field. Satisfaction guar- 
anteed with full pedigree. A rare chance for a 
good dog. MOUNT PLEASANT KENNEL, Box 
235, New Bedford, Mass., C. 'T, Brownell, Prop. 

july20,dt 

OR SALE.—ONE BEAGLE HOUND PUP, 3 
mouths old, aut of Fly (Pet-Beauty), by C. Cam- 

eron’s Rally (Sam-Dolly). This pup, I think, will 
make an extra field dog. Have no use for him. 
J. SATTERTHWAITHE, Jr., Jenkintown, Pa. 

quly27,2t 

HIGH BRED POINTERS 

$10 EACH. 

Finest and Most Fashionable Blood. 

Price #10 ait xix weeks. 

GEO. EB. POYNEER, Dayton, Webster Co., Towa. 
july20,t£ 

OR SALE.—THREE BEAGLE DOG PUPS, 
out of imported Drive hy King Charlie, (winner 

of 4 number of prizés in this country and England), 
Address THOMAS J. DUFFY, P. 0, Box 30, Orange 
Valley, N. J. july20,3 

—- 

Bee HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 

Pa, 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON. Brickerville 

mels,it 

Valuable Imported Dogs For Sale. 
NEWFOUNDLAND. — Mayor of Bingley, 8489 

English stud book. The acknowledged champion 
of his breed. Winner at all the best shows. 
MASTIFF.—Creole, 5820 English stud book, One 

of the best bitches ever exhibited, Twice first at 
Birmingham and the Alexandra Palace. First 
Crystal Palace, ete.. efc., also winner of the $100 
special prize at New York, 1881, as best mastiff in 
the show. 
BOARHOUND.—Faro, winner of first prize at 

Vienna, Splendid watch dog. 
POX-TERRIERS,—Marlboro Jockey, by chazupion 

Joker (not Rutherford's), out of Relish hy Pickle I, 
Twinkle, by Jester IL.-Thyra. The best bitch in 
America, Mtariient, by Tweezers-Venom, Molly, 
by Moslem IT.-Starlight, Spot.and Pearl, imported. 
BULL-TERRBIERS,—Young Bill, 30 pounds. The 

best dog living at his weight. Winner of about 60 
first prizes. President, 40 pounds. Splendid young 
dog; never exhibited. 
SH BEPDOG.—Glengyle U., Glangyle-Sally, Fine 

worker, E P 
PUGS.—Sambo, by champion Banjo-The Wonder, 

by champion Comedy-Brioche, by old champion 
Tom. Probably the best dog of lus breed ever im- 
ported. Bessie, sister of above. Nina, by Pat-Cora, 
winner of many prizes. 
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Romieo IT. and Vero- 

na; splendid specimens. 
ATREDALE TERRIER,—Bruce, 

winner. Game on See 
BLACE AND TAN TERRIER.—Kate, by Lacy’s 

champion General, A great prize winner, 
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIER,—Mege. by Max- 

well’s Darkie-Young Clegg; First prize winner at 
Dumfries, Scotland, in asplendid class. 

WN. B.—The aboye haye been imported regardless 
of expense, are in good condition, and sold only on 
account of their owner giving up exhibiting. 
Apply Box 458, Yonkers, N. Y. augs,1t 

@ great prize 

OR SALBE,—RED IRISH SETTER PUPPIES, BY 
Brutus (Berkley-Juno) out of Kit Elcho (Bridget- 

Plunket) no better stock in the country. Price, 
dogs $25, bitches $15, Apply to J. T, MOONEY, 82 

88S) _ augait 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals or money returned, It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box tap, whi R 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, 1) cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areea Nut for Worms in Dogs, 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 
Pu up im boxes containing ten powders, with tne 

directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box Ly Mail. 

Both the above are recommended by the “ Forest 
and Stream and Kod and Gun,” ‘ 

CONROY & BISSETT, 

65 XoLroy STREET, - - Nw Yorr. 

HENRY ©. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREET, - New YoreE. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
530 WASHINGTON STRERT, - Boston, Mass. 

Poriraits of Celebrated Doas 
BY J. M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new puir just out, 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O' DAY. 

(Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH TT. and 
COUNTESS MAY, 

Praivie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are photographic reproductions 
of oil pete by Tracy. Executed ri the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance. Size 10xi4inches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame. “ 

Price, $1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NEILL, 68 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box 351, 

Chicago, Tl. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

‘PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS." 
Price 10 cents, post free. Giyes addresses of prin 

cipal English breeders. 

Richmond County Training Kennel, 
Dogs carefully trained for all purposes. Live 

quail ke instack. Gentleness and Kindness are 
my methods. Terms reasonable. ISAAC W. 
EMMONE, Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 

june22,tf 

Pure Bred St. Bernard Pups 
FOR SALE, 

For pedigrees, prices and all particulars, address 
with stamp, P. O. Box M4, Lancaster, Worcester Co., 
Mass. quly6,6t 

Valuable Imported Pointers For Sale. 
DON, 70 pounds, liver and white, by Random, 

brother to old champion Sancho-Huggins Juno. 
Winner of first prize at Birmingham twice and eclp 
as best pointer in the show, Twice first at the 
Alexandra and Crystal Palaces, and a winner of 
upward of 200 first prizes at other shows, beating 
Ww age, Faust, Don T., ete. 
PERTH, 55 pounds, liver and white, by Ton Juan- 

Kate, by Old Bang. Winner of first prizes at Dar 
lington, Wolverhampton, Perth. Retford. ete., beat- 
ing Roy, Young Ponto, Sambo the Devil, Digby, 
Byron, Lord Rockingham, etc. 
CHANCELLOR, 55 pounds, liver and while, by 

Duke-Duchess. Winner of about 30 first prizes, n- 
cluding the Crystal Paluce, 1880. 
CHELMSFORD, 65 pounds. liver and white, hy 

champion Don-Lady Lizzie. Prize winner. 
SHOT, 50 pounds. lemon and white, by Bob-Nell. 

First prize at London, Canada. only time exhibited. 
One of the best dogs ever exhibited at his weight. 
WATER LILY, 60 pounds, lemon and white, by 

Don-Dolly, with pup pies by Shot. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1881, and at many English 
shows. Shot over two seasons by the Duke of 
Westminster. Broken by Brailsford. 
Apply Box 853, Yonkers, N. Y. 

DOG CHEAP, 
Being determined to close ouf my entire stock of 

dogs before August 1,1 offer those unsold at the 
following low prices: 
ALDERSHOT, a pure Laverack, color lemon 

belton, whelped Sepiember 11, 1678. He is sire of 
Prince Taxis, winner first prize open class New 
York, 1882. and Aali and St. Mars. Price $250, 
KATH IL, sister to Liewellin’s champion Dash 11. 

Price $150. 
POLKA,by Pride of the Border-Kate H. Price 5100. 
PEACH BLOSSOM, Enyperor Fred-Kate I, 

white, black and little tan. iee $50, 
Some youngsters by Rmperor Fred ex Polka and 

St. Patti. The dogs can be seen any day atter three 
o'clock P. M. at my residence. E. A. HERZBERG, 
1464 Pacific street, corner Kingston avenue, Brook- 
lyn, N. ¥ july 134 

augs tt 

iG OR SALE—_THE BEAUTIFUL ENGLISH SET- 
ter hitch Queen Bess (Crack-Queen) three years 

old, together with her ten months’ old puppy Pince 
Ann, sired by Seiler’s Dash. Good reason for sell- 
ing. Price low. Address Dr. E, P, KREMER, 
Lebanon. Pa. july27.2t 

TANTED.—TWO SETTERS OR POINTERS TO 
give daily field practice from October ist tw 

January ist. [ guarantee to take or handle but 
two dogs in 4 season, Twenty-five years experi- 
ence. Best of reference given. Address G. Hu 
BURNHAM, Eastford Conn: july27,6t 



Sportsmen's \Ovosls. 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

Hportamen’ssGooils, Motels and Routes for Sportsmen. Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen, 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle] SPQRTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(EsrARLisHep 1831). 

First Premium at World’s Vair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

JHOUSE. 

4. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

S03 COMMERGE ST,, PHILA, 

Mauntxeturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description. 

POR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING. 
Hods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

REPATRING OF ALL KINDS, 
We muke a specialty of Wood and Rod Mountings 

“or Amateur Rod Makers. Our Celebrated Betha- 
“ara Wood is far superior to anything known for 
making rods, being stronger than split bamboo, and 
nas the spring and elasticity of tempered steel, 
Prices, Daft. long, tin. 35,3) Sain. 42¢.; B4in. 4c; 
lin, 65¢,: l4gin. 85c.; 1éin. sqr., $1 each. 

Uur Bethabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bam- 
a00 Fly Rods received the first premiums at the 
Gentennlal. Franklin Institute and Penna, State 
Patra, ‘ 
Price list of wood and rod mountings free. Our 

S-page new Dlustrated Catalogue of Fishing Tackle 
‘ent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents in stamps. 

Just Published. 

HUBBARD’S 

GUIDE TO MOOMEHEAD LAKE 
AND 

Northern Maine. 
Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged, 

New Illustrations and new Maps vovering the 

Kennebec, Penobscot, Aroostook, 

and St. John Rivers. 

pp. 218. Cloth, $1.40. 

A. WILLIAMS & C0., Bo: ton, Mass. 

THE ANGLER’S 

AUTOMATIC REEL. 
re 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

The following letter is from Dr. Geo. F, Gale, of 
Bratflaboro, Vi,: 

GENTLEMEN: —Have just retaroed from Moosehead 
Lake, Me, I cannot express the degree of satis- 
faction and pleasure | have found in the use of 
your sutomatic reel, Would nob exchange it for 
allthe reelsTever saw for fly fishing. Am con- 
fident 1 sayed many fish that would have been lost 
with any other reel, particularly one large trout 
weighing three and one-half paunis which I played 
fifty minutes before he would come fo the het. He 
fought hard and long, making many furious spurts 
from and towards the canoe, but it macle no differ- 
ence. I kept my finger on the brake and it was 
sitnply impossible to geva slack line. Mr. Childs, 
who Hshed with me once, has one of your reels, 
says that nothing would induce him to ¢o back to 
the old crank reel. Yours truly, 

Gro. F. GALE. 

THE OLIMAX PATENT GUN OLEANER 
Js the most practical cleaner and oller for breech- 

loading arms ever invented. f j 
li operates on an entirely new principle, and if is 

astonishing how guick and well it will clean and oi] 
agun. Kuch cleaneris packed in a neat box with 
full directions for use, and will be sent to any ad- 
dress, postage paid, on receipt of $1.60, 

Mlustrated Circular sent free on application. 
Tn ordering give calibre of gun, 

maniries to be addressed 

ULIMAX M'F'G CO., FALL RIVER, MASS. 

The Hunting Sight, 
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect. Send for 
eirenlay containing full description. Ad- 

are WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn. 

GLASS BALLS. 
1 am now prepared to supply dealers and others 

with a superior quality of 

Blue and Amber Glags Balls 
al, reasonable prices. 

Address J. H. JOHNSTON, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

ARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF MOOSHHEAD 
Lake and the North Maine Wilderness, a yalu- 

able companion for the sportsman, hunter and 
liruberman. Lately corrected and revised, and now 
ackjowledged to be the only correct map of this 
wast region. Neatly bound in cloth covers, Price, 
ostage, by mail, 50 cents, CHARLES A. J, FAR- 

, Jamaica Plains, Mass, 

All orders and | 

Ps, i 

See Ss 
JOHN KRIDER, 

N.E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Vishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, My Hooks, 
ite., Ute, 

Eesalioon, Gass and 'lrout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also “ Krider's "’ Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds' Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches, 
Spratis Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds, 

SKINNER’S 
CELEBRATED 

Fluted Spoon 
Actual size of No. 2. 

Nos. 1 & 2 ure especiully 
made for trolling with flies 
for Black Rass. 

A KILLING BAIT 
AND 

DURABLE. 
for them of loeal 

dealers, 
. ‘ 

Fishing Tackle, 
of the best quality, 

ALL BINDS AND STYLES. 
Flies for all Waters. 

Catalogues mailed on 
request. 

Bratford & Anthony, 
374 Washington Sf., 

Boston, Mass. 

Ask 

On receipt of $4, T will deliver 
fo any post office in the United 

States a Shooting coat, this style, 

of drab duck, with my net ex- 

tension game pocket—a bird hag 

attached to the coat. Cap, 31; 

pants. $2: saiters. $2.50. ‘These 
are the best made sporting gar™ 
mente in the country, If not 

suited, money refunded. Tor 
more information enclose stamp 

and mention this paper. 

GEORGE C. HENNING, 
410 Seventh Sireet, 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

MANN’S 
Trolling Spoons. 

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable for trolling 
for all kinds of fish that will ake an artificial bait, 

Our Perfect Revolving Spoon is undoubtedly the 
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to 
the public, 

Three sizes made—No bass, pike, pickerel, 
or auy fish moder five pounds weight; No21 for 
large fish; No. 22 excellent for deep-water fishing. 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 

None genuine except with JOHN H. MANNS 
name stamped on every spoon. 

Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers 
in tishing tackle, 

If not to be found readily, the manufacturers 
will send by mail or express at ONE DOLLAR each. 

JOHN H, MANN & C0., 
SYRAOQOUSE, N. ¥, 

Rotels and Routes for Sportsinen, 

AQUETTE LAKE. ADIRONDACKS, 
“he Queen of all the lakes,” 2,000 feet above 

sea. An unequalled resort forsportsmen or inva- 
lids. Trout and venison during the season, *‘‘Blan- 
chard’s Wigwams” on Green Point are new and 
commodious cottages all fitted in rustie style, A 
royal place to spend vacation, Best table and beds. 
To be reached via R. R. and stage from Saratoga, 
and boat from Blne Mt. Lake, card, good guides 
and boats van he engaged in advance. P.O, a 
dress, CHAS. W, BLANCHARD, Bine Mt. Lake 
‘Hamilton Co., N. ¥. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, WJ, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, yreatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey, 

Address J, 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor 
Barnegah, N. J, 

72 WEEK. $12 A DAY AT HOME BASILY 
made. Costly Outfif ee Address TRUE 

GO, Augusta, Maine. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfow] aud upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Club 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, ett., ete. These points can 
now he reached by rail ond stage from: Nortolk,. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
se i ea tia Lewes, Del, daily except Saturday 
at 4 P. 

Full mformation giyen at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. - 

KENEBAGO LAKE HOUSE, 
This justly-famed sportsmen's resort is situated 

in the heart of the best fish and game region acces- 
sible in the State. Trout always plenty and take 
the fly, and deer, moose and caribou have here 
their favorite haunts. The Seven Ponds are easily 
reached from the house, most of the route by 
hoat, where are established fine camps and boats 
by the undersigned, who were pioneers in openin, 
up the country for sportsmen, The scenery aroun 
the lake is lovely beyond description, ‘Distance 
from Rangeley City ten miles, by carriage and 
horseback. Mail service tri-weekly. Rates reason- 
able, Address GRANT & RICHARDSON, Proprie- 
tors, Kenehago Lake, Franklin Co.. Me. July 12,°82. 

J Ew YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
IN: BOUND BROOK ROUTE ~ 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C. R. R. of N. J, 
foot of Liberty street, 

For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at, 7:45 
9:30, 19:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P. M, 
On Sunday at 645A. M., 5:40, 12 P. M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A, 

1:80, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A, M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:80, 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M, On Sunday 8:45 .A.M.; 5:80, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEKPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City, 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 289, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,828 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

haggage from hotel or residence to destination, 
A. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

M.; 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine. The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land, The buelboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order, (400d accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure, Round tri 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted. Terms reasonable. Everything in 
readiness. 

Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis. Maine, 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD, 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—TO THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and return......,......... $10.00 
“South Arm (Rithardson Lakes) and 

TOWN 45h ease ee 
* Middle Dam and return 
~ Upper Dam is: 
=) Upton ye Ge Y 
* Mountain View House or R 

“Rangeley Lake and return.. + 12, 
“Phillips ts -. 10.00 
‘ Jnudian Rock and return, (via An- 

fover, return via Phillips).....,.. 15.25 
‘Bemis Stream and return, yia An- 

TOWEL Lo iiseeriee shite oceans 4.00 
* Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

INGCSMGUEE)-A WAY wut aen yen tos 5.00 
“ Yorks of the Kennebee and return. 13,00 
‘Dead River and return 3.00 
+ Grand Falls, N. B., and return, 18.00 
* St, Andrews, N. B., and return. , 15,00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 
Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 

at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | pogpox 
andat DEPOT, HAYMARKET &8@,, | 7 
Send for list of excursions. 

_ D. J. FLANDERS. 
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to al] summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion panne under personal con- 
duction, providing tor every expense en route, 
constantly formed. 

Send for “American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
particulars, 

CHIEF OFFICE; 

207 Broadway, New York, 

ALLAN LINE, 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During siunmer seasons, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leaves Qnebee every 
Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
For information, passage, &c,, apply to 

LEVEE & ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. ¥. 
Boston, Mass., 15 State street. 
Phlladelpbia, Pa. N, BE. Cor. Broad end Ohestput 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisherlos, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept, 1. 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
‘ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes end lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
ean readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections, 
New hotels with all modern improvements area 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
882, as well as many extensive additions to the 

older ones, which will guarantee ample avcommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac Clty 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Sonthern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points, 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs. Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner's risk. 

Itis our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘‘at home’ 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Tima 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen’l Pass'r Agent, 
‘ Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER 

TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING 
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Comprising those of Central and Pledmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleg- 
hany Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, Kena- 
wha Valley, and including in their varieties of sams 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, etc. 

Guns, fishing tackle and one dog for each sports- 
man carried free. 

THE ROUTE OF THE TOURIST, 

through the most beautiful and pictureesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur 
Springs and other famous summer resorts. 
The C, & O, R’y is reached by rail at Huntington, 

W. Va., from the West, Northwest and Sonthwest;: 
at, Charlottesville, V., from the North and East, and 
at Richmond, Va., from the South. 
The completion of the Peninsular Extension In the 

summer of 1881 affords 

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE 
“YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,” 

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Rich 
mond, Va.. and Huntington, W. V., between the 
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacifie Ocean. 

H. W. FULLER, 

G. P. & T, A., Richmond, Va. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
% x 

MESSENGER, Proprietor, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. I. 

By a practica) gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always on hand the best of boats, baliteries, etc,, 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I, Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 B E 
way, N.Y. 

Fauquier White Sulphur Springs 
HOTEL. 

his favorite resort will he OPENED JUNE 20. 
Information as to Rooms and terms of Bourd muy 
be obtained until June 20at NATIONAL HOTEL, 
Washington; after June 20 at FAUQUIER SPRINGS, 
Virginia, 

F, TENNEY & O., Proprietors, 



FOREST AND STREAM, 
eto feta Me 

THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

SPRATYT’S PATENT GENUINE 
eet LS Se 

. v _ 6a = = 

ears 2 RiAeat “E*ibrine” Vegetable 
aq * .\aa ee DOG CAKES. 
PATENT, 2° WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT), 
STAMPED. Please see that Hvery Cale is Stamped “SPRATTI’S PATHNT” and a X. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
18 South William: Street, NEW YORK. 

WESUARN AGHNTIS—B. KITTRIDGE & CO., Cincinnati, 0. 

cked In Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIROULAR. 

WONE ARE 

BRTAMPSe. 

To be had In smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Aliscellaneons. 

£ COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

HODGMAN & C0., 
A425 Broadway and 27 Malden Lane, 

Now Tork, 
i] ARB OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

MANUPACT! BY ‘ : eae a ACTURED ONLY THE Hips 

correc oO: Ht Ng al ik Ing Dali, 
Broadway. New York: 

COMPRISING j & and 86 State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fitth St, St. Louis. Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
: — Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Eubber Blankets, * 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
fESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue, 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING C0., 
—AND— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove M’t’g Co., 

503 & 505 BROADWAY, 
St. Nicholas Hotel Blocks, 

AND . 
205 BROADWAY, Cor. FULTON ST. 

NEW YORK CITY. 

RUBBER OUTFITS 

e 

Three in Norway, 
. —By— 

TCO OF THEM. 
With a Map and Fifty-eight Illustrations. 

One yolume, 12mo. Price $1.75. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

aton’s Rust Preventor. 
‘or GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 
NTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting, 
‘or sale at all principal gun stores. Western 
dé supplied dy E. E. HATON, 53 State street, 
cazo, Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely “ty 
GEO. B. KATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

(\ 

| ‘ COMPLETE FOR ) 

J Hunting and Fishing. 
Trouting Pants and Leg- | 

gins a Specialty. ANN 

All Guaranteed Thor- \ 

oughly Waterproof. 

RUBBER GOODS 
—or— 

Every Description. 

ird Dealers and Fanciers 
Bl find !t to their advantage fo call a Head- 

ers, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

mt of Song and Fancy Birds, alsoa kindso rare 
mals adapted for Zoological Gardens an Show 

rposes. 

has. Reiche & Bro., 
55 CHATHAM 8T,, NEW YORK. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
ye Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairle 
Chickens, Quails, Wooddueks, 

Wild Turkeys, etc. 

INSIDE VIEW. 
Hatiock Huntine Coar,—The game 

pocket extends the entire length of coat, 
’ with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. game bag. 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton Street, New York. 

MANUPACTURER OF 

MEHDALS, 
Badges and Emblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

FRONT VIEW. 

Hatnock Hunrne Coatr,— 
Six pockets outside and game 
pockets inside. 

NOR- [VIOLLER'S WECI!IAN 

COD-LIVER Ol] 

PUREST 
FoR 

General 
Debility, 

Scrofula, 
Rheumutism 

o¥ Consumption, 
§ eUperior to any in de- 

cacy of taste and smell, 
medicinal virtues and purity. 
4 London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 

purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

W.H.Sohioffelin & 00.( F.6d concn) NEWL0rk| 

MAKE HENS LAY. 
H English Veterinary surgeon and Chemist, now 

hyeling in this country, says that’ most of the 
bres and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless 
heh. He says that Sheridan's Condition Powders 
6 absolutely pure and immensely valuable, Noth- 
f on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan's 
mdition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
ht food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 
Ht letter stamps, 1. S. JOHNSON & CO,, Boston, 
ss,, formerly Bangor, Me. 

oO. H. EUTEBROUR, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass. 

This' lever is a solid piece of steel; goes through and through the body. Guns made to order. 
Sportsmen’s Printers. 

Pedigrees, Letter and Note Heads, Envelopes, 
HW Heads, Tags, Cards, etc., in artistic styles. 
leap as youcan buy the blank paper. All work 

livered free! Sendfor prices. Engraving to order, 

E. & C. VON CULIN, 

Delaware City, Del, 

ard DH 1PAKeNe OU es Over One Hundred Millions gold in 1881, 

cvewanten roreuery, CIGARETTES. 
Fragrant Vanity? Fair, Three Kings and New Vanity Fair. r 6 AWEEK IN YOUR OWN LOWN, THRMS 

DO and $6 outfit free, Address H. HALLETT 
DO. Pertlan?d Maine, PEERigés Toracce Works. WM. 8, KIMBALL & CO, Rochester N. ¥, 

‘ 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

KAY’S CHIP. 
OR EXPANSIVE SHOT CONCENTRATOR, 

with Perforated Case. 

In our latest device for concentrating shot, we 
have substituted a special wire for rxpansion, 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub- 
(ect to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 
bé used to advantage in cylinder and modified 
choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable. 
By the use of this Chip you avoid allslugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-boré guna, 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gun. 
100 in box, sent to any address by U. 8. mail 

postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck an 
heavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100, 
eas all orders to A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, 

Standard Trout Flies 
19 and 24 inches. 

64 of the leading trout flies named and colored by 
hand, with an engraving of a brook 

trout in the center. 

Sent by mail on receipt of price,.............. $3.60 

With trout carefully colored..,,...... _-+ $1.50 extra 

W. HOLBERTON, (With Conroy & Bissett), 

65 Fulton street, N. Y. 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
TAXIDEHRMIST 

No. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥, 

{Established 1830. ] Pet Animals Stuffed. 

Coraline Base Ball, 
The most perfect ‘Dead 

Ball’ ever made. 

Tt will outlast two balls of 
other makes. Regulation size 
rues Sample by mail 
1.00, 
WARNER BROS, 

372 Broadway, New York. 

FARNHAM'S COMBINED 10 AND 12-GAUGE 

Metallic Loading Board 
A simple, strong, portable and efficient imple- 

ment, Price $1.75. By mail to any address $2,00. 
Tllustrated circulars free. F.G. FARNHAM & CO.,, 
White Mills, Pa. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

MADE EASY. 

For the old, the young, 
for ladies, for gentlemen, 

for the professor, the stu- 
dent, the artist, the tourist, 
the mechanic, , 

No Stains. No Trouble. 

E, & H, T, ANTHONY & CO, 

591 Broadway, N. Y. 

Equipments, $10 and up- 
wards. Instruction book 

free with each outfit. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book w 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage, Jupsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes unt the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
aie by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J. FARKAR, 
amaica Plain, Mass. 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAIN 
Wilderness Ilustrated. The only complete and 

rae at eee guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lakes and ponds connected with them, 256 pages, 
3) alustrations and large map. Tinted paper, i- 
luminated covers. Price, by mai, postpaul, 30 
crate CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain 

ass, 

IARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA ‘NGELEY LAKES REGION, including at! 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc. ; 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 centr, 
CHARLES A, J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mags, 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher, 

From $6.00 up; send 10c, for Cireu- 
lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST NERZOG, 36 John 8t., N. ¥* 
Manuf’r of Phote. natrumenta. 

y) PER DAY AT HOME. BAM 
5 pies worth $f free. Addreia 
STINSON & CO, Portland, Naise 



FOREST AND SrREAM, 

Ammunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder, Furnished Free. 

Lafiin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dupont’s Gunpowprer Mtius, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
efght years, Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (care 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
jug. Packed in 1 Ib. canisters, 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

(fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
penewation, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
mugzde or breach loaders. Packed in 11b. and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 644 and 12% Ib, kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

‘'Cholre Bore’ Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting, Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and 4 close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 Jb. 
canisters 
WDupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pee) shooting, 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 644 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont's Ritte Fg. “Sea-Shooting.”—FF¢, 

and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg. and FF Fg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in y Tb., 1 Ib, and _5 Ib. 
SenEL, 614, 1214 and 25 Ib, kegs, Fg. coarse, FFF¢. 

e 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sureprve and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions, Spent 
Grades for Export, Aliso Rifle, Cartridge, Musket. 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Subical and 
Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof, 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or FFg. for 

Jong-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
= BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl! Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Biasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar atu PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WREST, 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos, 2,8,4,5,6,7and 8, Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

mud Cal, Hawkers Ducking, 

W. STITT, G1 Cedar St., N. ¥., Agent for U. 8 

Sportsnien's Gootls, 

WE WISH T0 CALL THE ATTENTION OF ANGLERS 10 
Our Split Bamboo Rods, 
They are six strip from butt to tip, have solid metal teel plate, Ger- 

man silver and nickel plated mountings. 

They are superior in calibre and durability, and equal in finish to any 

rod in the market éxcept H. L. Leonard's, 

3-Piece Bass and Trout Fly, 
EXTRA TIP AND TIP CASE, 

Length, 10} to 11} feet. Weight, 8 to 10} ounces, - - - - $18.00 

. . 

3-Piece Black Bass Bait, 
“HENSHALL PATTERN,” EXTRA TIP. 

Length, 8} to 9} feet. Weight, 10 to 12 ounces, - : - : $20.00 

3-Piece Black Bass Bait, 
SOLID REEL PLATE, EXTRA TIP. 

Length, 10 to 11 feet. Weight, 12 to 15 ounces, - - - - $20,00 

The above rods will be sent on receipt of price, and 

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, 
or money refunded. 

Why buy the common Split Bamboo Rods of miserable calibre and 

poorly finished that are in the market, when you can get a splendid 

rod for about the same price or less ? 

SEND 8-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW 170-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FISHING GOODS, 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
No. 7 Warren Street, = New Y ork. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 
etc. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe. 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 
Iuminatiug Purposes, 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 
LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, ete. 

ISUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W.J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG. 

Price $3.50. 

(ai Send stamp for Tllustrated Price 
List. Name Forrsr anp Stream. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co 65 Fulton street N. ¥. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

Aurmunition, ef. 

The Hazard Powder Co. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowde 
Wazard’s ‘ Electric Powder.’” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in pointolly 
strength and clea e8S, 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting,’”’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Tb, canisters and! 
614 lb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upy 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted toshot-guns. | 

Hazard’s ‘* Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In 1and 5 Ib. canisters 
and 6144 and 1214 Ib. Xegs. Burns slowly and very! 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great) 
penetration. Yor field, forest or water shooting it) 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘“‘Kentucky Rifle,” 
FEFG, FFG and ‘*Sea Shooting’? FG in kegs of 

25, 1214 and 614 Ibs, and cansof 5lbs. FEFG is also 
packed in 1 and 4 lb, canisters, Burns strong and 
moist. The FF¥G and FFG@ are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting * FG is the: 
standard Rijle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.) 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW: 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAO- 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of tha Com- 

pany’s Agents, in eyery prominent clty or whole 
sale at our offer e 

63 PINK STREET, NEW YORK. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and 
DURAB 

Packed in square cani 

Rebounding Lock. 

Choke-Bore Barrels Xe 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Mxtra 

heavy guns for ducks a, specialty. Send stamp for 
circular, 
field, Mass, 

Smith's Patent 7-Shot Revolvers 
For $3.50. Everyone Warranted. 

ELOBERT RIFLES FOR 85.00 
For parlor practice and killing small game, 

BOXING GLOVES, 
2,50 per set of 4 Gloves. 

Also Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle and Sporting 
Goods of every description at lowest prices. 

x, G. KOENIG, 
875 Broad St., Newark, N, J. 

fend Stamp for 86-page Illustrated Catnlogie, 

AMERICAN & FOREIGN 

GUNS 
Every Kind, Ask for Prices, 
ALFORD. WARD, DAVENPORT & G. 

77 CHAMBERS Str. N.Y. 
FRANK BLYDENBURGH, 

INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SH 
CURITIES, UNLISTED MINING STOCKS. 

66 Pine street, New York. 

RE WIN Ge oS Es 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U.S. Gov-~ 
ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 
Grain Standard Government Cariridges. Prices; Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 
the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

KEENE’S PATENT. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994 

Ss 
&, 

DAMASCUS ATEEL, > zs : 

fend Stamp for Descriptive Olroular. 

PRICE, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

The Best Gun made for 
DURABILITY 

—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

$45 
- 060 to $200 

THE BAKER Guns. 
OUR DOUBLE GUN. OUR NEW MODEL 

THRERK BARREL 

This gun is ight and compact, from 9 ta 101bs, walght. The rifle is perfectly accurate, 

Bek: L. ©. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. ¥. 

LE, 

C. 5. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat- — 
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Traws, $1.4 Yran, 10 Crs. 4 Copy. ( 
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Nos. 39 & 40 Park Row, Naw Your, 

OORRESPONDEN CE. 
”. Foresr ann STREAM is the recognized medium of entertain- 
ent, instruction and information between American sportsmen, 

ynmunications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

ecttully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 
4 ri ed. No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Faditors are not responsible for the views of correspondents, 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
‘ hegin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

ths; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

ve copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

ruble to Ve Forest and Stream Publishing Company, The paper 

ay be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. ©., 

“London, England, Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMANTS. 
Advertisements of an approved character only inserted. Inside 

pages, nonparell type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months. Reading notices 50 cents per Iine. Eight words 
: ro the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

_ Address all communications, 
. . Forest and Stream Publishing Coa. 

i. os. 39 and 40 PARK Roy. New Yorx Crry. 
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Black Bass. | 
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Tue KENNEL. 
Gordon, Black and Tan Setters. 
Buying and Selling Dogs. 
Color of Bull-Terriers, 

AL HISTORY. 
‘Some Ichthyological Terms. 
‘The Monsters of White River. 
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LOOSE MOOSE MORALS. 
|] Bhave it on excellent authority that three “visiting 

** sportsmen,” namely, Mr. W. B. Harding and Drs. 

‘Hunt and Wing, of Worcester, Mass., “after one night’s 

Ww atching, captured and killed a fine three-year old moose.” 
his was in the early part of last July, at a Maine camp, 

hich had the previous year gained unsavory notoriety as 
G@ scene of a like escapade. The proprietor of the camp 

pears to think July moose killing a huge good thing. 
writes of if in that way, and drops a gentle hint to ‘let 
ing men know” that by coming to his camp they can 

moose at. any time of the year. We do not propose to 

atify him by advertising his illicit business of ‘‘stecrer” to 
breakers. : 
however, upon the specific information which has been 

fn fished to them, the Maine game officials succeed in pun- 

Ti 

is complicity in the misdemeanor can be shown, we shall 

great satisfaction in publishing that fact. If these 
iders are convicted, we will give our friend every oppor- 

5 to ‘let sporting men know it” fo his heart’s content. 

This is a fresh illustration of Uhe loose morals of men who 
bink that because away from home and in the woods they 

é released from the obligations of guod citizenship. They 
‘or defy the rights of others, and, regardless of de- 

mcy, capture and illicitly destroy what does not belong 

to them, 
The fundamental principle of all game legislation is this, 

‘hatin its wild condition game is the property of the State. 
fi follows that, as the game belongs to it, the State may 

ribe when, how and for what purposes the game may 

killed. 
When captured in compliance with such expressed con- 
ions, and then only, game may become the property of 
individual, But until thus lawfully transferred, it con- 

es to he the property of the State. 

Nor example, wild moose in Maine belong to the State of 
ine. That Staite gives public notice that it will retain 
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possession of its moose until the first day of October. 

agrees that on and after that date, but not previously, the 

individual may capture a moose, and so make it his own, 

night's watching. 

It 

This resolves itself into a simple matter of ownership. 

Some of the principles involved in moose property are the 

same as those which obtain in horse property. If A says to 
B, “Upon certain conditions I will give into your possession, 
on the first day of October, the horse now in my stable,” 
then when that date arrives B may acquire lawful possession 
of the horse. 

into A’s barn and clandestinely carries off the animal, he is 
But if, some dark night in July, B sneaks 

a horse thief. The law recognizes his act as a crime. 

In a precisely similar way, if befere Oc ober, the time 
agreed upon by the Stale, which owns the moose, a man 

sneaks into the woods at night and kills a moose, he is a 
moose thief, and the law recognizes his act as a crime. In 
the eyes of the law, horse stealing and m ose stealing are 
similar offenses. 

Tlero are two ways in which the game laws are broken, 

and while each is violation, one is vastly more reprehen- 
sible than the other. In the one cas¢ a person may be hunt- 
ing for one kind of game that is a legitimate object of pur- 

suit, and another kind of game, which it is forbidden to 
shoot, appearing before him, he may, in the excitement of 

the moment, kill it without much thought. The other case 

is where a party deliberately and with malice prepense 

watches for forbidden game and kills it. In other words, 
there are certain degrees of crime in respect to game, 
just as the law recognizes such different classes in re- 

spect to persons. But in the present instance the of- 

fence was clearly premeditated. The proprietor of this 

Maine camp and his guests knew perfectly well that the law 
on moose would nol be up before the first day of October, 
but the guests went out and killed the game after “one 

” They cannot plead any extenuating “ex 
citement of the moment.” 

We have said thatithis instance illustrates the loose morais 
relating to the game laws. But because this looseness of 
morals prevails, offenses against the game laws are not 

thereby any the less heinous crimes. Because a lax state of 
public regard for human life exists on the frontier, murder 

there is none the less murder. Because certain classes of 
politicians do not hesitate to plunder the public treasury, 
stealing the people’s money is not thereby rendered any the 

less stealing. No hocus-pocus reasoning can excuse nor 
palliate crime by pleading public indifference to it. 

Tt is high time that offenders against the game laws should 

stop boasting of their exploits. Thereis enough game left 

in this country yet to enable every man to get, his share of it 
honestly. And one had better go without it than to steal it. 

BLACK BASS. 

HERE are no fish in America which are such general 
favorites, on account of their wide distribution, game- 

ness and accessibility, as the black bass. The salmon angler 

must go long distances to a few streams and expend much 
{ime and money to strike his favorite fish, and the brook 
trout is only to be found in preserved streams, inaccessible 

to the many, or in the wilderness, But the bass is now 

found in most of our lakes, and there are few places east of 

the Mississippi River where the bass angler cannot find sport 

within a few miles of hisresidence, and good sport, too, from 

June to January, if the climate permits him to fish so late. 

Except in western New York and a few isolated localities 
the name coyers the two species properly known as large 

and small mouth. In the excepted places the name of black 

bass is restricted to the latter alone, and the other is, by some 

strange freak, termed ‘‘Oswego bass,” as though it was a 
fish peculiar to the vicinity of that city instead of an indi- 

genous species ranging from Canada to Florida, 

Other local names hamper these fishes, even that of 
‘trout’ being applied south of Virginia, where they are 

termed ‘‘chub.” Much difference of opinion exists regard- 
ing the comparative game qualities of the big mouth, many 

regarding it as greatly the inferior of its congener, and 

others claiming equal rank for it. Dr. Henshall does not 
discriminate between them, and we incline to think that the 

metits of the big brother with the open countenance haye 

been underiated. This is one of those fairly debatable 
questions, but may be found to be mainly one of locality, 
aud, therefore, hard of solution, Certain it is, if there were 

ouly one species, and that one the big mouth, it would be 

aceorded high rank among our game fishes, far exceeding 

the pike or pickerel, or, in fact, any fish taken in fresh 
waters, excepting the salmon and trout; and many of our 
anglers do not except the latter in this comparison. 

We arelcontinuallyjasked where good black bass fi hing can 
be had. We hardly know of a lake large enough to afford 

range and breeding grounds between Connecticut and the 

Mississippi, and Canada and Florida, which does not fur- 
nish more or less good black bags fishing, as well as many 

of the rivers. Even some of the cold lakes of Maine con- 
tain fhem. There are lakes on Loug Island which might 

furnish good bass fishing if stocked, for these fish are not 
natives of the Atlantic water shed, east of the Mississippi, 
excepting the lakes and streams emptying into the great 

lakes and the St. Lawrence. 

In the early summer they usually take the fly well, and 

again in September. Then they are found near the shores, 

around rocks and among the stones, seeking the insects 

which drop from the trees, minnows, and other food. In 

midsummer the larger ones retire to deeper water, and are 

taken with baits of various sorts, as minnows, dobsons or 

helgramites, revolving spoons, etc. In some lakes they are 
reported as refusing the fiy at all times, but it has never 
been our misfortune to find such water since we learned to 
take them with the fly. 

We have recently been taking them with both fly and 

bait in the well-known Greenwood Lake, lying partly in 
New York and partly in New Jersey, and for the benefit of 

those who wish the detail of such fishing we will give our 
methods, first premising that there are almost as many 

modes of angling for this fith as there are anglers. 

Our practice is to use trout tackle throughout when fish- 
ing for black bass, whether with fiy or bait, unless casting 

the frog or minnow, wiich we rarely do. Therefore we do 

not care for the stiff “black bass rod, Henshall pattern,” for 

the reason that a trout rod and lackle affords more sport. 
When fly fishing we hay a man torow the hoat filty toa 

hundred feet from shore and, seated in the stern, we cast 

about thirty feet toward the shore anc from twenty to fifly 
feet from it, according as the shore is bold or sloping. On 

striking a fish the boatman stops and il is landed in a land- 
ing net. With bait, in midsummer, we anchor in twenty 

or more feel of water and try to fish on a bar, or ridge, if 
such a place can be found, and for this some knowledge of 
localities is necessary and should be posstssed by the boat- 

man. Weuse no float, but try to keep the bail a foot or 

more from the bottom, anain easy motion. In ekittering a 

& minnow or frog, the boat is rowed slowly and a stiffer rod 

is necessary, although we have cast a small frog thirty feet 
with a stout trout rod, but this is severe work for it, and 16 
hard on a waterproof silk line, chafing it in the rings. 

In July the water in most lakes “‘blooms,” or ‘‘purges,” 
that is, vegetable matter rises from the bottom and the water 
isno longer pureand clean, Then only small bass of a few 
inches long will take the fly, usually the small mouth alone, 

and the larger ones must be sought with bail, the big mouths 
upon the shallows among the lily-pads and the small mouths 
in the deeper waters. At Greenwood Lake bait is'scarce, es- 

pecially minnows, which is often the case in good bass lakes, 
as the bass eat up the suckers, chubs and other soft finred, 

desirable fishes, and leave only the spinous sunfish, which 

they care little for. Therefore the angler will do well to carry 

his bait alive, or to take salf water shrimps; the latter prove 

an excellent bait, even if salted, and are almost as good as 
the helgramite. We hope to offer them the fly again in Sep- 
tember. 

A MUCH ABUSED TITLE. 

HE well-avorn title ‘‘true sportsman” is as often mis_ 
used as the opposite one of pot-bunter. What is the 

true sportsman but a true man with a fondness for field 
sports? To bear a tine gun; to own a brace or more of blue- 

blooded dogs; to be ontfitted with all the conveniences, and 

and inconveniences, with which the latter day shooter is 
tempted; to wear a shooting dress with fifty pockets and cost- 
ing as many dollars—these donot make the true sportsman, 
nor make him the less one. He may carry an old flint-lock 
and charge it from his grandfather’s powder horn and ‘buck- 

skin shot pouch; hunt with a cur of low degrew, or with, no 

dog at all; wear hoddin gray with patches of another color; 
and yet be a true sportsman—or he may not be. Whether 

much money or little has gone to setting him afield, whether 

his pedigree and that of his dogs are of many generations, or 

few, if he is a true man he is a true sportsman. He will kill 

no game bird nor beast nor fish in its breeding season, nor by 
unfair and murderous methods, nor when the lawof the land 

says they shall not he killed. He will not be ‘‘a law unto 
himself,” nor preach the law to the multitude when he him- 

self breaks it; nor kill for mere blood thirst or desire to kill 

more than another, nor for lucre only, It matters little 

whether he will shoot a grouse sitting, or scorns such a thing 
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one way or the other he will tell the truth about it, and be not 
ashnmed so long as the grouse was killed in season and not 

for the sole sake of killing. Outwardly he may have the 
rind of the cheatnut or the bloom of the peach; prickly or 
downy be the onter part, inside is there sweetness and savor. 

He may be a Christian or a pazan, worship God or an idol; 
whatever his religion, he worships Nature deyoutly, though 
perhaps silently, and belongs to the great and goodly brother- 
hood of true sportsmen, 

ADIRONDAOK SURVEY NOTES. 
IV.—THE ALL-DAY-PIDDLEY, 

was Hi Val et tit bird is that just now making that singular 
: combination of six syllables and drawing them 

down in a wearied cadence?” This was asked as we were 
coing down a lake and taking notes of all living things and 
the sounds fhey made, Most of the notes of the birds were 

familiar, but this one, while it had a flavor of familiarity, 

had also a sort of dim, far-away memory of former acquaint- 

anceship which would not be located, The cuide rested on 

his oars and listened for a moment until I nodded when the 
same song hegun again, and then he said: 

That isa little wood sparrow. something like our song 

sparrow of the fields. We now call it ihe ‘all-day piddley 
bird’; and some say that if has changed its note within the 

past ten years.” 

*That’s a queer name for a bird! What does it mean?” 

“The story gocs that the bird had, in former years, a lively 

note instead of the heavy, dragging one with which he now 

ends his song; but since so many tourists amd no-account 

idle fellows have taken to loafing in the woods all day and 

doing nothing, in fact just piddling with wi'd flowers or 
pretending to fish, the bird has, taken tu scwfiling at them, 
Jast listen to bim and hear how he says ‘all-day-piddley- 
piddley-piddley.” with a rising inflection on the second 
syWable and then falling in jerks,’’ 

After this explanation one eould not help putiing the 

words to the song vyery time, ancl evén imagining that a 

fone of discouragement was to he observed in the dropping 

stacatto of the last syllables. My guide was a very observ- 

ant man, and, like all of bis class, had hi; opinions of the 

people whom he met and took cure of, for the woods is the 
place to study charactsr, when all the tramamels of conyen- 
tionality are laid aside and the tru+ inwardness of the nian 
stands reyealed. He eyidently lookcd upon the men who 

came in the woods to dawdle away a life thet was of little 

use to them with no great amount of admiration, although 

he did not sty so. We held no further conversation en this 

subject, but it served as food for reflection; and this is how 
ane of us reflected: 

Here are plenty of young men who hive every facility, 

plenty of time and money, to do something which will be of 
use to themselves and to mankind, but they are contented to 

have a guide row them about lakes in an aimless sort of way 
without an objective point, or if they have one they do 

nothing when they get there. They are ‘‘killing time,” and 

the lime of youth at that. Alas! this is the poorest and 
most unprofitable of all occupations. A. little boating, a 
little lying under trees, a dinner, and a little feeble gossip or 

flirtation, and the day is done. A few weeks of such days 

and the season.is ended, and the young man has ‘‘done the 
Adirondacks.” Yes, but he knows nothing of them beyond 
the names of Jakes, hotels, guides and the carries, He 

knows nothing of the geology, botany, zodlogy, the charac- 
ter of the timber or the depth of the lakes, He goes to the 

Adirondacks because it is the fashion, and he is bored. 

These thoughts naturally suggested a contrast with the 

character of my own visit. Here I was with only a few 
weeks’ leave of absence to gather the fishes, and in that time 

to try and get a few specimens of all that exist here. Every 

day was worked to its greatest capacity, and each new spe- 

eles hailed with delight. A few things were learned each 
day, and the entire trip was so full of enjoyment that the 
time to leave wis looked forward to with apprehension of 

its coming before a complete collection could he obtained. 

I met one of the young men of whom the little bird sang, 

and be told me that he had exhausted the Adirondacks. Had 

killed three deer last season and no end of trout this year, 

but he cared very little for it, and really there was nothing 

to be seén in the woods, I thought of Sir Charles Cold- 
stream and mentally said: ‘* Used up; you’ve found that the 
world has nothing new for you at twenty-five.” And we 
went our ways is the little bird sang: ‘‘All—day—piddley— 
piddley—picdley.” r 

Now, after the young man departed there was another 

mental soliloquy, and this was about the style of it: “You 
have time, monty and brains. You use only the first two. 

With all three you have the world before you to do what 
you will, If you could only take up some study in the 
woods you could make your mark and enjoy life. Take up 
some branch of natural history and it will open a new life 
ioyou. Youwill always be making discoveries which will 

give you uo end of pleasure, and life will cease to bea 

burden. Asan unpaid investigator you can do much toward 
contributing 1o knowledge while gaining it, Your powers 

of observ:tion will develop, and you will become absorbed 

am something which will make life a pleasure. True, you 

may not become a Darwin, a Lubbock, nor 4 Baird, but 

then again you might; of, if not, you would have a new 
world open to you that you don’t know of now. There are 

en who would esteem your chances beyond those of any 

other class of men, and here you are throwing them away,” 
Having thus given the young man a good lecture mentally, 
L looked around to see if there was a chance of it doing him 

any good, but a field-glass showed him flat on his back with 
a novel, and imagination heard a little bird singing its 
sorrowful notes ahoye him. I hope he will read this, and 
that it may give him a hint how to become a useful man 

instead of being the butt of ridicule for birds and guides, 
The Adirondacks are full of good things for one who knows 
how to find them; every mountain, lake, tree or rock is 

teeming with them, And yet the collection of postage 

stamps, of hotel cards, and kindred things vecupies the 

intellect of human beings! I believe if some one would 
begin a collection of knot-holes the feyer would be caught 
by others, and “beautiful thing in hemlock,” or ‘‘a most 

unique poplar” would be shown with all the pride with 
which a geologist would exhibit a cabinet of rare specimens. 

I have been much interested in talking with Mr, Colvin, 
the superintendent of the survey, and had no conception 

that so much was to be learned about mountains and the 

water systems which drain them. He has made a study of 
their characters, and delights in getting bold of a new ‘‘nest”’ 
ofthem. Facts concerning their elevation, shape, and their 

position in regard to other mountains, are all noted down, so 
that each mountain has an individuality of its own to him, 

and he knows them as a herdsman knows’ the members of 

his flock, Lasked him if young men of the ‘‘all-day-pid- 

dley” class ever had an ambition to go to the mountaiu-tops 
to get views. He said: ‘‘Rarely, The labor is rather more 
than they care to perform, although it would richly repay 

them in the breadth of view they would obtain of the wil- 

derness which can be had in no other way.” 

Ah, me! Tf those who haye time to kill could only give 
some of it to those who have not time enough, the little 
sparrow would no longer sing his depressing song of ‘‘all- 

day-piddley-piddley-piddley.” F. M. 

MAINE SPORTSMEN’s AssocrAtion,—The Maine Sportsmen's 

Association will hold their annual meeting and tournament 
with the Norombego Sportsmen’s Cluh, of Bangor, about the 

middle of September, lasting four or six days, It is intended 

by the management to make this tht most interesting and 

representative meeting that this association has ever enjoyed. 

The secretary is Mr. Chas, York, Bangor, Me. 

Express Trany Logic.—When delayed by ‘thot box,” 
fhe most expeditious plan sometimes is, as they put it in 
railroad parlance, to ‘jack up the car ind put in anew 
brass,” AS many men conduct their lives on the express 

train system, this hint may induce some of them to go 

a-fishin’. 

Che Sportsman Caurist. 

TO THE BACKWOODS. 

| sere eyery one whose labors are strictly within 
doors feels an uneasiness and longing for change, when 

the genial springtime has flowed along to its full. it is ever 
so with us, Labor in the office becomes irksome and life 
seems a burden. Our eyes wander continually to the hills 
that rise in the distance and from whence our help las come 
in days past. Soon the resolution is formed to squander one 
full day and two half days among the clearings that lie be- 
yond, and a companion is found and a horse engaged for the 
journey. Our recreation season has never yet exceeded three 
days in duration, We are not of the class that has time un- 
limited to spare for pleasure. Our fortune is not yet secure, 

As we pass over the hills, the afternoon is well advanced 
and the atmosphere charmingly fresh and cool. There is a 
change within us already. The cigars that invariably must 
solace after the midday meal, within the confines of the of- 
fice walls, now lie unlit in the case shorn of their tempting 
power, A distractor, mainly, is tobacco; and when one is 
not plodding through daily routine, but passing through chang- 
ing scenes and experiencing new pleasures, has no mission. 
As we journey on, the farms, at first well-nurtured and attiac- 
tive, give place gradually to unculliyated fields and stumpy 
pastures. The small brooks, as we rumble oyer the bridge 
that spans their rippling waters, become suggestive of trout. 
‘The primitive woods now stray to the wayside occasionally, 
and the voices of throstle and catbird salute us as we pass. 
Among some tall trees by the roadside were a muwber of 
purple grackles, and as they flew from one tree to another we 
noticed a peculiarity not observed in any other bird, which 
was the using of the tail feathers as a verticalrucder. 1s this 
bird favored with unusual facilities for steering a flight that 
is comparatively weak and awkward? 

There are still further indications of changes in locality and 
mode of life. Aswe pass the rude unpainted buildings with 
bunches of hand-made shingles piled about the doorways, 
the forest line comes yet nearer to the roadway, pressing it 
closely upon either hand, and as the shades of evening are 
falling, darkening the margin of forest trees, the bridge that 
crosses the “river” that is our goal is passed and we shake 
hands with the generous hearted backwoodsman that is tobe 
our host. 
An early morning start along 1 dim path through a clearing 

and woods beyond, and that promises to lead us fo the ‘‘still- 
waters” above, gives us an opportunity to observe, first of all, 
the bird life that abounds in these favored spots. Of singing 
birds there are those that frequent the towns, others thatlove 
the farmer's fields, and others that spurn both and take to the 
backwood clearings, and these latter are in the vast majority, 
Tt is not as though they shunned man altogether, as few are 
found in the dense forests unfrequented by man, but as 
though they had loved him and sought to be intimate, but 
were yet inistrustful, 

T am sure birds make progress toward an mtimacy, but 
still I hope this may not advance to an unseemly extent, so 
that contempt rather than regard will rightly express our 
feelings. The omnipresent robin that isfound. in our gar- 

dens and door yards and equally as well along the creek by 
toms of the woods among the alders and rank-growing weec 
where is the woodcock’s chosen retreat, is upon the very ver, 
of rejection because of growing familiarity. The Mngli 
sparrow has passed far beyond the boundary line and is 1 
yocably lost. No mind that appreciates Nature at her be 
can ever advocate the sparrow’s cause, Ter yawp is ever 
fhe air rising from near and from far, and perchance a wan) 
ler or finch visits oyr dooryard and essays a strain of melod, 
the song is drowned in the ery of this wide-mouthed ey 
present nuisance. Im the backwoods the blue jayis at hom 
Surely he is a rollicking rowdy and his wife isa stold, Ha 
tenaciously does the purple finch cling to his thread of so 
until seemingly he is ready to drop from his perch breathles 
How clearly the white-throated sparrow’s prolonged tone do: 
ring through the clearing! The most attractive song, as wé 
as the most plentiful, methinks, is that of the metallic-voic 
{thrush that rises and falls the scale on every varying key, 
The morning sun cast flickering shadows of leaty branch 

about us as we stepped forth into the shallow rippling stres: 
with adjusted tackle, to cast our bait for the wily trout. T 
air | pon those highlands was fresh and pure and the brigh 
ness of the scene was enchanting, causing the inspiration | 
the oecasion to flow full upon us as we paused afew momen 
in contemplation, Jlere was now the height of our anticip 
tions, The prize was within our grasp, and we thought 1 
more of office toil or the drudgeries of life. A new bond \ 
sympathy seemed adjusted between us and mother Na 
and our ears were opened to the music of the stream, f 
Tustle of the trees, the songs of the birds, and our eyes reste 
long upon the scene of blue sky, green foliage and steel bly 
water flecked with sunlight and foam. We know a 
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whether these feelings are characteristic of the ‘‘sportsman J 
and whether we should classify ourselves as such. We wel 
not arrayed in special garb and hac inyested only a fe 
paltry dollars in an outfit of rod, reel and lme, Externally 
am sure we were not “sportsmen.” On the other hand 
feeling of greed and sain did possess us, and we felt the eag 
strike at the bait and saw the rush of line with the keene 
pleasure. We love aheayy eatch, and yet the recollection ¢ 
our fishing days, as we bring them to remembrance, is mo 
pleasant in these things that form the accompaniment to 
fishing trip. The freedom from care, the change of scen 
the intimacy with bug and bird whom we love, form tl 
chief attractions 
We were not long in suspense as to the success or failuy 

of our fishing this day. The speckled beauties cauph 
eyzerly at the bait, and as the stream was broad we tasily s! 
cured them as we waded downward. None were foun 
however, exceeding eight inches jn length untill the str 
waters inthe natural meudows were reached, where we: 
trout ozcasionally of a pound in weight ti be had for thy 
asking, Our catch at this point was fulllarge enough, am 
our baskets began to hang heavily upon the straps. 

Below the meadows we passed through a tangle of aldes 
of immense size and plentitude of numbers, and it was het 
that we experienced some of the greatest pleasures of th 
day. The branches were full of birds, that seeming] 
sought intimate acquaintance, A Canadian flycatcher, wi 
his bright yellow breast and black necklace, flitted abou 
very near, The Blackburnian warbler, with rich blendin 
of yellow and orange, the American redstart, spotted way 
bler, chestnut-sided warbler, and the summer yellow bir 
were especially plentiful and intimate and several times we: 
we tempted to réach for them that we might take them 1 
ourhand, Above all their harmony arose the sweet voice 
of rose-breasted grosbeaks that were in the trees above Dp 
surprising numbers. At one place we paused and countes 
fhe song of six of them in the immed ate vicinity. : 

Wild pizeons were everywhere about us, chiming thei 
unmusical calls with the rest. Disgrace shou'd ret upos 
the man that would seek to kill these coveted birds, her 
where a shied stick or stone could eusily reach them. Le 
no man take with him a gun to these favored retreats, thes 
sanctuaries where bird housekeeping is practiced, lest he b 
tempted, and the agonized call and distressed song of thi 
uumated birds come to him in his dreams to disturb ii 
slumbers. One feels his interest in the things pertaining & 
the wilderness greatly intensified by the presence of the wil 
pigeon. The swift rustling flight is calculated to startl 
one and bestir his blood, The sound of their call-noti 
brings suddenly into prominence one’s hunting instinct. IT 
fact the woods cannot be lonely and without intereest whei 
this noble bird is present. Through the woods where w 
were (here was cul a straight road to a distant point, whic 
was seldom uver traversed by man or team. It was nearl 
filled with second growth timber, but along the narroy 
track we saw many small focks of pigeons feeding. Thes 
flocks would allow of near approach and then arise in uni 
son ins dense bunch to thé tree-lops above. We had o 
«un and, therefore, no slaughter of these is to be charged 
us, but we did make an obseryation as to their habits tha 
tended to confirm a theory we had heard previously ad 
vanced. We traversed this road in the morning of the see 
oud day for some distance and noticed all the pigeons thai 
were then feeding to be of one sex, the male sex. ‘The fac 
seems to be that the males feed in the forenoon, then retur 
and ‘keep house,” while the females feed in the afternoon, 

The time for our return to our lodsijig piace came all to 
soon, albeit we were both tired and hungry. As we wende 
our way along a dim trail the bluejays chattered and scoldes 
all about us, and we had a realization of their wondro 
beauty, as occasionally one would allow of near approach 
Ernest Ingersoll, writing for New York, apoiks of ‘bird 
{hat reside all the year around in our fields like the bluejay. 
One surely understands this to mean that the jay lives ij 
open fields in the iyomediate vicinity of man, wheres 
we have never seeo him but in the largest forests 
and as timid and wary of man as could well be the case 
Ti is even difficult to get within good shooting distance 
this bird, We cannoi certify as to his living all the yes 
around in northern New York. 

At our entertaimer’s home, after a late and hearty mea 
we sat outside the door in restful content. The shades 
ayening were falling and we found ahout ourselves an even 
ing scene, which we are disposed to try and picture. Be 
fore us was the grassy yalley, extending far below ani 
through which the river ound its way. On either side 
thig arose 4 darkened forest line of hemlock, beech and ash 
Adown the valley a misty haze was taking form and low 
ered, white and cloudlike, above the cooling earth, and coy 
ering the ground oyer as with a downy mantle. The cres 
cunt of 3 new moon lruny io the western sky. The atmos 
phere was not disturbed by, the slightest trace of a breeze! 
but was still, heayy and misty. The few sounds that cam 
to us seemed exceeding fit accompaniment to the close of # 
backwoods day. There was the voice of the nighthawk fron 
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above, the melody of many hylas, the cricket’s sharp tremulo, 
the hum of many winged insects, and finally, as the mist 
and darkness erew apace, from the valley below came sharp, 
clear, and yet moditied by passages through the heavy air, 
the Linkle-tinkle-tinkle of the musical, meliow-toned cow-bell, 
No muse has been tuned in honor of this essential thing in 
backwoods life, which fits so becomingly the primitive con- 
ditions and customs of man. How timid and ephe- 
meral is the cow-bell. The boy may hear it; 
the old man never. It has “moved on” to other 
Bections where the axe has but begun, not completed 
ils work. Jt ever will be moving on in company with 
the pioneers of civilization, and will be no more known to 
the sccond or third generation than is the keen bright axe 
ot the pioneer known. 

The mist had finally o'erspread the whole yalley, other 
voices of the evening time had Gaased, the last “high-reach- 
ing spoke of day’s cuariot” had disappeared from the sky, 
the moon alone shed its pale light oyer the scene, and as we 
Tosé to enter the house the gentile tinkle from below, the last 
knell to the close of day, hud also ceased. J. Quay. 

“*Whe-e-w! Blast you what did you do that fur?’ said 
the bar. 

‘**¥ou're an infernal black liar!’ rip, rip, said the hog, 
charging at him. 

“And they had it. Clear boxing and science on one side; 
gouging, and rough and tumble on the other, and a deyil of 
a temper equally distributed. Fust the bar and then the 
hog had the advantage, and it was the loveliest fight I ever 
saw, One round the old he got the boar fairly in arms, and 
as he brought out his best hug, the hoz’s bones cratked. But 
as he struggled to release himself, by mere accident his head 
hits up against the bar’s under jaw. Of course the old fool 
had his tongue lolling out, as usual, and when [he lower 
jaws shut up suddenly with terrific force, off went about 
three inches of tongne—bit off. 

“T had got so interested that I forgot all about what they 
was, and there I was a-skipping around and encouraging first 
the barand then the hog. E think the hog, though, would 
have got the best of it, but they suddenly seemed to catch 
an idea of man about. Both stopped short off, looked first 
at me and then at each other, and then with a fearful grunt 
and snort they broke for the woods, By the time I remem- 
bered who I yas they had gone.” 
“When thut bear got home I'll bet a hat he said pretty 

much the samething that Jack F—— did after his fight with 
i man named Sam Turk,” said the Doctor. 

“Jack was a little full—possibly his breath was troubling 
him again—and he got into a fight with Turk, who wears a 
wig and has no more hair than a billiard ball, though Jack 
didn’t know that. During the scrimmage, of course the wig 
fell off, and after they were separated Jack swore he would 
haye mapped Turk in three seconds but for the bald-headed 
scoundrel that ran in and jumped on!” 

“Oh, Doctor, may the Lord forgive you for that one!” 
groaned Jack. 

‘(Wish I could have seen the fight,” said Tom; the ‘‘finest 
sight in the world is a rough and tumble fight between two 
well-matched men.” ‘ 

*‘Just so long as they only use fists and muscle I believe 
that to be true. But when it cones to shooting and stab- 
bing, as it does easily out West here, then it is horrible,” 
said P——, waking out his dreams of new and rare species 
of birds. 

“{ have heard my father tell of an incident that is sicken- 
ing, Long time ago a party of lawyers were riding circuit 
in Alabama. Jno those days the terms of lawyer, gambler, 
drunkard and bully were about synonymous. And this par- 
ticular party Were extra in each of the four lots, There were 
five of them,allhalf drunk. My father had just crossed himself 
over the river at a lonely ferry when the party rode up. 
As the Fer¢ymain was absent, they of4red a little copperas- 
breeches of a mover, who was also waiting to cross, five dol- 
lars to ferry them over in the flat. After some demur, the 
little man yielded, drove his wagon into the boat, followed by 
the high toned horsemen, and set off. Nowy, more miserable 
looking specimens than this mover and his outfit are rarely 
seen; andin default of other mischief, the restless bullies began 
to make fun of their ferrym:n. Finally one of them raised 
the cover of the wagon and discovered a ragged, sallow wo- 
man and 4 dozen scared children. They crowded round to 
see the show, in gps of the gentle remonstrances of the 
husband, and finally commenced to make outrageous and 
yulgar remarks about the whole family, Then he spoke 
sharply, and one of them kicked him, Breeches fumbled 
down in front of his waron, drew out a rusty knife about 
two feet long, and went for the party. He killed four on 
the boat, and the other jumped in the river and swam ashore, 
where my father beat him nearly to death with a stick.” 

“Those were queer times. In such a state of society only 
could such characters as Bowie, Houston, McClurg and 
others have arisen. Desperadoes are necessities in such a 
cise as a protection to the community. Otherwise the aver- 
age bullies would soon destroy all society, but kept down by 
the predominant ones of their own class—these are readily 
controlled through their pride and interest to protect the 
peaceable citizens.” 

‘The finest character of the kind that ever existed,” said 
P., ‘was aman named Logan Brandon, He lived in Ala- 
bama in the flush times, and was a gambler, horse trader, 
speculator, everything by turns and nothing long. There 
are many sorts of courage, but Brandon’s was very simple. 
He was without fear. Silent, gentle and pleasant; he never 
exhibited the ordinary symptoms of anger or temper. In his 
worst troubles he was entirely unchanged, Every child, 
woman and respectable citizen who knew him loved him 
with enthusiasm. Hyery desperado feared him, His friends 
used him, joked him, abused him at will, and to the rough- 
est treatment be responded only witha patient smile. On 
one occasion with a party, he had stopped on the bridge 
over the Black Warrior River, which was very high, As 
they sat on horseback, looking down at the boiling tiood be- 
neath, one of them, Brandon's best friend too, offered to 
give him the fine horse he was then riding, if he would jump 
into the river. Without a word horse and man instantly 
went over the railing into the water! The friend rushed 
down to receiye them as they came ont; caught Brandon and 
pummeled him soundly, and took the horse away at once, 
making him walk home, swearing he was too ‘blamed a fool 
to owna horse!’ Brandon thought it was a tip-top joke. 

“On one occasion a cousin of his had been divorced by 
her husband wrongfully and with great insult. The re- 
spective counties “took up” the cause of each, and there 
was the very greatest excitement. Brandon rode down over 
a hundred miles and found the man making a speech toa 
large crowd at a muster, as he was colonel of the regiment. 
Without a moment’s hesitation Brandon scrambled up on 
the platform, and just as the dashing colonel finished a bitter 
tirade against his wife and her friends he felt a hand laid on 
his shoulder and a low voice sayin’ ‘Now you have abused a 
woman, turnand face a man!’ He did turn and got one 
glance at Brandon’s gloomy eyes and set face before he fell 
with a bullet through his heart. 

“The fury of the crowd was awful. Only the most tre- 
mendous exertions by the sheriff and a few of the calmer citi- 
zens saved him from lynching, During all Brandon neyer 
said a word nor did his cheek pale or eye wayer. Of course 
he was never tried by law in those days. 

“Qn another occasion a fierce Indian outbreal: occurred, 
and the settlers fled to the little towns or forts. Brandon 
heard that a poor widow had been left unwarned some 
twenty miles off, and was there in the very midst of the red- 
akins. His own horses were lent out of course, and he could 
neither borrow nor buy at that lime, Without a word he 
left on foot, penetrated the Indian lines, got the widow and 
her children and brought them to sufety, having fourht the 
Indians for the ten last miles with a four-year old baby 
strapped on his back!” 

A curious sort of sound, something between the filing of 2 
sawy and the whistle of a bird, made us all look round at old 
Shelb. There he sat with a face drawn up like a bamboo root 
and the tears rolling down his face. 
“Why, good heayens, Shelb, what is the mutter?” 
“Not a thing in the world,” said the old man ‘'ceptin’ 

that baby.” 
“What has that got todo with your spouting like that.’ 
“O, nothitg much, ’ceptin’ that baby was me!” said Shelb, 

trying to grin. “Thar was mam and little Jake and Bet and 
the baby, or me, if youlike, on that trip the colonel was tell- 
ing about, and a big brindled doe that we allers called Pup, 
And but for Brandon we was surély dead people that nicht. 
God bless him and bless ‘em all, for they are all gone long 
ago, all dead but the baby, and that’s me!” 

“Do you remember much about it?” 
“No,” said Mc. ‘‘I don’t, of course, bein’as I was & mere 

pup then, and scarcely had my eyes open. But I’ve hecred 
Uiwtt Brandon and mam both fainted whon they got into 
the town, and pour old Pup he died with a arrow inside. I 
wish I had his breed, anyhow.” 

“The Lord knows you have dogs enough now for any 
middle-sized man!” 

“"Tain't the number that makes a pack, but it is the tem- 
per,” said Suelby, evidently glad to change the subject. 
“Now I make it a rule never to fecd my dogs at home, but 
hide all the vittles the best I know how, and let them take 
chances for finding it. Then the peartest comé out first best, 
ani so merit is rewarded |” 

“Well, that is a new sysiem of dog-treaking,” said the 
Doctor, who was awfully scientific on sport. 
“New or old, it brings out the best dogs. For a dog that 

can’t make his vwn living ain’t worth kecping. My doga 
know the seasons as well asI do. In the summer they live 
in the orchard on fruit, lerries und fruit in the woods, andl 
have a hard time to keep them out of the green corn. They 
will eat corn, dcied or green, off the eur, as bad asa mule, 
and go outon regular lnunts forrabbits, rats, moles, b rd nests, 
snakes—anything almost that is chewable atall, In this 
way Lcan keep a large number of dogs, aud keep them 
peart and active, Of course when I hunt they get all the 
fresh meat they cam eat, and so they are always anxious for 
a hunt, and soon learn to be careful about it as a mere ques- 
tion of belly-timber. I don't keer much about having a dog 
larnt to dance or whistle, or anything of that sort, hut I do 
want to develop what brains he has got, so as to fit him for 
my business, And for man or beast tlic best schoo! house is 
the belly. Thisis like the washing machines—‘self-acting, 
universul and cont nuous,’” 

“T heard of acasein pointin Virginia,” said Tom. ‘A 
gentleman was bragging about his trotting horse, when a 
neighbor offered to match a hog against him. The race was 
made. One month for training and the course three miles 
on a vertain road, The horse in harness, the hog to go as 
he pleased. 

‘The hog being selected—a long razor-backed. pike—was 
first put into a pen at one end of the course. Kept without 
food for twenty-four hours, he was then kicked and pulled 
over the track to another pen, there fed, then returned to 
pen No. 1, The next day or two the same thing. 

"In a few days Major Hog had grasped the situation, In 
fact he soon became impatient to make the run at least one 
way, And the day of the race he fairly distanced the horse 
—squealing at every jump |” 

“Bed time {” yelled the Doctor. ® 
‘‘Sleep—sleep—man must have sleep to live. Eusebius 

says the key of life is to sleep early and rise early.” 
“Oh, he was an ass, as you-see-by-us.” 
The Doctor nearly fainted, 
‘May a million of mosquitoes stick you for that,’’ said 

CAMP FIRE IN THE GREAT SWAMP. 
BY A. MULE.—PART It. 

HE battle was o'er and our bigles sang truce, for the 
night clouds hadlowered, ‘The grim wairiors of the chase 

and supper-table gathered close around the firo, and a 
pause prophetic of som feartul lics hung listening in the 
au, ‘Vie little jobs of cainp work were brought out. Here 
Jack F- is yewiny up the chair end of his breeches, 
lost in the reaching grasp of Bruin; there Tom 8—— cob- 
bles away at u bridle, and the Duefor and Shelb. are greas- 
jug und washing the dogs crippled by the day’s fight, 

“Been made. Son of Malwa, Jack?” asked P——, 
“'Yont would mate him » Multese Jack.” 
“V'ni willing,” said Jack; “it comes from Bruin, and al- 

ways Malt-eusy.” 
“Buen since L heard you cussio’ the bartender for not giv- 

ing you something ‘to tuke hold of your tripe,’ then!” 
“out wis ail assuinsil fer the occasion,” said Jack. 
‘Assumed! Like your tooth the summer you spent in 

Miine. Drunk up all the cologne in the house on the plea 
that he hau a bad preath, a rasval, and has a breath like a 
cow in clover.” 

“Well, m, aunt had me cornered and Thad to do some- 
thing, tur IT was swelling up like Dickens’ Shepherd un the 
tea-totul clish.” 

‘Hope you left your kinfolks more politely than you did 
the buc to-day when yout underpmn_ag gaye way,” said ol) 
bualo,, Utdy. ‘“‘Siessed if you dido’t leave there with more 
hurry and iess breeches than J ever did sve two friends parti 
betore—” 

“? (wasn’t before, it was behind!" 
“That was a lively fight, wasn’t it Shelb.’” asked the 

Doctor. : 
“Lt was a heap livelier race after Jack got his legs started. 

But U’ye beer so spiled by good luck that I don't call any- 
thing a first-class pur fignt so long a3 you can see the man. 
In 4 real tip top scrimmage the bar and dogs and man ought 
to be mixed up so harmomously down in the cane that you 
coulil no more tell which was which than you could separate 
the Hoss from the jackass out of a mule. Things has to 
et mixed in bar hunting. Ifa man ain’t a mixer he had 
est keep outside, For I tell you this rambling around 

shooting business, blazing away and hitting two dogs twice 
for once into the bar, won't dv. A man that wants to get 
bar meat has to go right in and rastle for it with the bar, and 
when, as I said, him and the dogs and the bar is down thar 
4 humming like an eighty-saw gin, with the fur a flying up 
like a lint room, then he can catch some idea of what a gen- 
uine bar light means,” 

“{ cannot say that your picture is one I am yery fond of,” 
said Tom S—, ‘“‘Buteunluss one does go in with a knife, 
bear hunting is poor sport. The wild hog is Jar more dan- 
Gerous 48 A ughter as the bear seems to tight a good deal like 
toe nigger, plenty of bad temper and jaw, but an instinctive 
dread or butting a white man, when it comes to close quarters,” 

“Lut tut,” said the Doctor, pompously, ‘anyvody can 
hunt the black bear. Vd rather kill forty bears than one 
desperate old tusker,” 

* You had better kill one first, Doctor,” said old Shelb,, 
who was riled at the attack on his favorite. "A bar ain't 
touch to kill, | know, if you happen tostart right, and I saw 
Andy Granger beat the brains out of one with a stick, but 
all the sane [don’t go about lmunting sore-nogsed old shes 
with cubs in order to kill ’em with sticks.” 

“Tell the boys about the fight you saw between the boar 
and a bear,” said P. 

“Tt was a great many years ago,” said Shelby, ‘when 
game was much more plenty about here than now. I was 
out on a still hunt, and slipping through the woods I came 
upon a fing mulberry tree tull of fruit and with a big old he 
picking berries olf the ground, Presently he got tired of 
that and went up the tree. In a few minutes I saw a wild 
hog come trotiing up and also stop just at that same tree. 
He wis a very big boar, and of course saw the bar, but he 
wasn’t afraid of anybody's bar and so went to rooting away 
among the trash, picking up the fallen berries on his own 
account. I guess he had some idea of the bar having been 
before him, for every now and then he would give a quick 
look up the tree and chomp with his teeth as if fairly cussin’ 
the bar. All this time the old he took no manner of notice 
of the hog, but sot rared back up thar—hauling in the limbs 
and stripping the berries—smiling politely to hisself, and no 
doubt felt as fat, and sleek, and happy as any other rich old 
gentleman. This pretty scene night have lasted till yet but 
for the ambition of the bar, Arter collecting all the berries 
just around him and throwing the leaves down to the boar, 
who would resent it every time, he concluded to go a little 
ways out on a branch whar fruit was thicker and bigger. 
Out he went, and evidently got a fine haul, as he had both 
hands and all his jaws working like aengine. Little by 
little, as he ate his way, he would hitch further out on the 
limb, At first he was very cautious about his weight, but 
as the berries got swecter and thicker, just so he forgot the 
situation, The boar had also come round the tree and was 
eats picking up the loose berries that fell in a stream 
rom were the old he was moying about above, 
“How it happened, God knows—perhaps the branch was 

rotten—but, getting a little too far out, crack went the limb 
and down came the bar exactly a-straddle of the hog. It 
didn’t take the hog more than the hundredth of a second to 
buck the bar off and give hima second tumble before he 
could say a word, 
“When he riz I saw there was blood on the moon! 

he. 
“Have to be like Florida muskecters, then, big enough to 

carry my net off.” 
“Wlorida 1s where they swarm so that they put out the 

fires, isn’t it ?” said Jack. 
“Same place where you sometimes have to poke a hole up 

through the insects to see the sun !” said Tom, 
‘And vessels coming up to the coast look out for the 

mosquito haze over the land as a murk,”’ said P. 
“Shaw |” said old Shelb, ‘‘what air you boys lying go for? 

Why, I’ve got a breed of 'skeeters back of my place as hig as 
turkeys, and every time they nip a man he thinks a dog bit 
him; and they bit a little niger last August so mych like & 
dog that it gave him the hydrophoby, and——” 

“That's enough—!hat’s enough. Good night—good 
night.” 

Tue Forr Kuamaru Country.—A Fort Klamath, Oregon, 
correspondent, in a personal Ictter says: ‘1 think it would 
be hard to finda place that has a larger variety of game 
than is to be found in the vicinity of this post. And the 
tishing—well, it must be seen to be believed. An officer of 
my regiment, whom I reiieved here, and who is an excellent 
fisherman, told me that he several times started to write up 
soe of the catches of large trout he made and saw others 
make; but did not do it for fear of being accused of lying. 
Tsaw a string this evening brought -in by one of my men, 
among which were four fish weighing all over five pounds, 
and a number ranging from two to three pounds each, all 
genuine Salma purpuratus. They take a fly beautifully, the 
trouble is not in hooking them, but in landing them after- 
wards. Williamson River certainly “‘takesthe cake” as atrout 
stream, and I hope eventually to make a tolerable fisherman 
myself if I stay hare long enough. At present the birds take 
up most of my spare time, I find so many species, here whose 
acquaintance I haye not been able to make heretofore, that 
I don’t tind much time for fishing." 

Nortaery Pennsyuyanra TRour.—Wellsboro, Pa., Jul 
81.—Am just out of the woods, where, thunk Heaven, I ha 
one well-put-in week under the shade of hemlock and pine, 
where I could lie hour after hour on fragrant browse, in 
silence only broken by the wood warbler, the hermit thrush, 
and the silvery whisper of a mountain brook, I had an Iu- 
dianapolis editor along, a man cf large experience in out: 
door life, He votes Northern Pennsylyania th. most pleasant 
land he has struck for camping oul, though the Nepigon and 
many other regions give much larger trout and more of them, 
We found the trout full of eggs and ran it light on them. T 
took over 500 eggs from three trout less than seven inches in 
lénpth. It looked like wanton destruction—trout murder— 
and we let up.—NssMuk, 

Lone IsnAnp.—Elwood, Suffolk County.—Plenty of 
foxes on the plains out this way. Qluails are scarce,—J, H, 
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LIGHT vs. HEAVY CANOES, 

N Forest anp Stream for July 13, appears an article by 
"J. B., Jr," in whieh he alludes fo a little canoe against 

which he kicked his too, at Perrier's camp on Third Lake, 
Fulton Ohain, Bronson's Tract. The canoe was the worse for 
wear. Ho lurned it over and read the name ‘‘Nessmuk." He 
anys, “Ah! [ace how it isnow. ‘Nessmuk’ paddled around 
ihe waters in that miserable little cheese box, cramped up, sit- 
ting on the damp bottom of this boat. No wonderhe tod us 
such pititnl tales of bis coughing continually, being sick all 
the time, finully #oing out of the woods disgusted, and de- 
termined to cry duwo the Adirondacks as a fraud and a 
humbug. Now Mr, ‘Nessmuk,’ when you go into the Ad- 
irondacks again, fo in a boat—take oné of the new double- 
enders that weigh about sixty pounds, and as you get into it 
sil (lown on astat—stretch ont your fest, md row likea man, 
let the Indians keep to the paddle if they like, then you may 
be able to shake off that cough, ete.” 

I rise for a fuw explanatory remarks. 
The canoe against which “J. R., dr.," kicked his toe last 

June at Third Lake was not the canoe I cruised in last sum- 
mer, 1 ermsed in the Nipper, larger, longer, and two 
pounds lighter than the N¢ssmuk. 1 cruised in the latter 
shout six or seven weeks and 6A() miles, the preyious summer, 

That healthy men and women are, in our changeable eli- 
mate, subject to sndden and dangerous colds, is mournfully 
true. Deaths by pneumonia, pleurisy, and kindred diseases 
are sadly frequent, as well in city as country, and sickness 
ig more apt to sirike the comfortable, well fed citizen than 
the dweller in forest camps. That through exposure to 
storms ani an all night soaking in a submerged forest I con- 
tracted a cough that wus hard to beat was no marvel, and 
might cnsily bappen to a younger and stronger man, Just 
how it would have helped my case to have been chilled 
through in # heavier boat, is one of the things I shall neyer 
find out. Lam always a little ashamed of being sick, I 
have a sort of blue water notion that no man has any busi- 
ness to he sick. ‘Nobody ships for nurse,” as old sailors 
say. However, 1 stuck to the cruise for over 200 miles, tak- 
ing my canoe over all the carries. She only weighed sixteen 
pounds. Hid she been » double-ender of sixty—well, I 
shoulda’t have been there, 

As to the superior comfort of riding in such a boat such as 
“J. KR.” recommends, he has simply got the cart before tha 
horse. The comfort is allon the side of the canoe. The 
boat he recommends is the regular long-laker—the guide 
boat of the wilderness. In her you sit all day (you dare not 
stand up) on a hard, painted board, with no choice or change 
of position, ‘The position becomes yery tiresome in an all 
day ride, You are even glad of the relief afforded by a 
“carry.” Now, if you bea genuine canooist, you reverse 
all this; you go as yon like, and you sit on a soft cushion, 
with four or five changes of ‘‘posish,” and consequent 
relief to astitt, thread muscles. To wil: You sre provided 
With aseat, made by stitching the two ends of one yard of 
unbleached sheeting together, and closing one end with a 
circular piece of the same twelve mches in diameter, sewed 
in strongly. This makes a round bag a little more than two 
feet long and one fovt across. To conyert it into a cushion, 
fill it. to the desired height with hemlock browse, grass and 
leaves, dry moa, or grass. About four or five inches suits 
me, A taller man may prefer a seat an inch or two higher. 
Pack the stuiting solid as possible, and turn inthe loose cloth 
atthe top. Shape and flatten it to your notion, and you 
have a seut that adapts itself to the lines of ‘the csnoe—zend 
tho Ganoeist—perfectly, Itis never hard or tiresome, and, 
on muking a carry, you throw out the filling, put the bag in 
your pocket, and fill it again in five minutes, when wanted. 
At night if makes u capital pillow; or, if not needed for that, 
an excellent and safe depository for the loose duffel that is 
always getting lost in the leaves and debris of an improvised 
camp. 

hen tired of the one position, push the seat back, double 
a coat or blanket, and sit lower. 

Next, paddle in a kneeling posture, yarying it by sitting 
back on your heels, when tired. 

Then try the squatting position, as a relief, 
Finally, go back to the bag cushion, which is the first and 

best position, The others are, each one, a rest—just what 
youdo uot get in a erank long-laker, as you ‘row like a 
man,” with ‘room to stretch out your feet, swell out your 
lungs and ‘fill them full of the health-giving air, etc.” 

The pulling of oars is oot nuw to me, When I was twelve 
yearsofageit was my daily task to pullin oar (nota swivel oar, 
but loose in thole pins) from Wast Dennis, on the fish-hook 
end of Cape Cod, straight out to sea, in a second-hand whale 
boat, for fish. In my young manhood | ‘‘pulled stroke” in 
the waist boat of old Rajah, of and from New Bedford, 
West, master. The dog’s life of a sailor sickened me for- 
over of a lite ‘before the mast,” 

Thaye plied the round-bladed paddle of the Miuris and 
iMundrueus on the Amazon River; the Madeira, the Rio 
Negro, und the Tocvantims, in Brazil, and the narrow blade 
ol the Chippewas in a light pine dugout on the upper 
waters of the Mississippi. 1 have at last come to accept-the 
light, double-bladed paddle as the ne plus ultra of propulsion 
in 4 light canoe, 

I have never gone on a cruise in which I did not learn 
something new. am always open to advice. But in return 
perhaps 1 can give a useful hint or twa; at least I can try. 

First. If you love nature in undress learn to go alone. 
You can Atudy your route und the courses of stredms, and 
you carry a compass? Be self-reliant. Go alone. Tf, in the 
grand old forest, vou are not sufficient unto yourself, select 
a partner, and take a thirby-fiye-pound clinker-built cedar 
cano3. Two men make lighter carries, and some men must 
have company (1 prefer to be alone), 

Second, While breechloading guns and bamboo rods 
have been brought to something like perfection, nobody 
seems to have mace a study of light, single, paddling canoes. 
The question of the ounces and pounds of the.canoe in pro- 
portion to weight of the canosist Ihave not seen agitated 
as yet. In bonts and cunoes we run all ton heavy and trust 
too much to guides. Careful experiment, covering months, 
or at least, weeks, through several seasons, leads me to put 
in type a few general rules—approximative only, but mainly 
correct. Asthus: For alight weight canoeist, one pound 
of cacoe to six pounds of canorist, 

This gives a canoe of 20lbs, toa 1201b. man. It is more 
thanis needed, Tho dimensions of such a canoa should be, 
length, 104ft.; beam, 27in,; rise at centre, 7 to Sin, 
Yor a heavier man, increase weivht and size of canoe 

wlowly, Worisnstance, weight of canoeist, 1501bs, For such 
# min, 2 cnnod L0ft. Yin. in length, 28in. beam, weight, 
g2lbs. (The canoe will carry the man and 4 light passenger 
of 1001bs,) 

For 3 muscular, strong welter of 180lbs. or thereabouts, 
a canoe 11ff. long, 28in. beam, Yin. rise at centre, steep fora 
foot, and 14in. shoar at stem; weight, about 26lbs. 

Strength of each of the above canoes, mainly on keel, 
keelson and garboard streaks, with preity strong and well 
guarded stems, 

(As boatmen and canocists, my dear “J, BR. Jr," we 
mostly go over-weighted, Remember it,) 

As to the well-worm ‘“‘cheese-box,” against which you 
kicked your toe last June, I sold her to Perrie last summer. 
But, as regards her, Harty Bronker, a muscular young 
cheery Baltimorean, paddled her from the Forge House last 
July, through three first lakes of the Fulton chain, at a rate 
nat left ine, in the Nipper, out of sight. His weight was 
Tdlbs. 
Mrs. Sperry, who has # camp on Fourth Lake, nsed to 

borrow the Nessmuk, and paddle her around the lakes, de- 
livering supplies. Mrs, Sperty weighs over 1801bs. 

No, [ cannot, as yet, say just what the proportions of 
canoe and cinoeist ought to be, to get the proper combina- 
tiou of relative weight, with safety, pleasure and conye- 
nience, 

But, I um going to know. 
T have ordered another canoe of Rushton to weigh 12lhs. 

(I think 101bs. would do). Under date of June 9, he says, 
**Can build you a boat of any size, Whether it would float 
you or not cannot say. I wall build it awful light, but won't 
say how much racket it will stand. lexpect it will drown 
you, yet. So far as [ know no one has eyer seen a 12lb. 
boat of any make, fairly afloat, with a man in her.” 

Under date of 26th June, he writes, “Ill make it. VU 
make it light. But you just go in it in shallow witer for a 
spell. I don't dare guarantee anything for strength, It may 
fo to piccos like an egg shell,” 

Mr, Rushton builds better than he knows. THe can build a 
10lb, canoe that I can ride. Iam astonished and rigged that 
even my personal friends should say, ‘Ah! your light canoes 
are for notoriety, and a trifle of bluff, ch?’ Now, I am no 
gambler—never was. But I am no moralist. [had as lief 
back an opinion with a wager asan argument. And I will 
wager $100 or $200 that J. H. Rushton makes me a cunoe to 
weigh less than 101bs.; less than 8ft. in length, That I take 
the canoe at Tom Nightingale’s doar (Moose River House) 
and paddle and carry (he same through the Fulton Chain to 
the Raquette Lake, register at Ed. Bennett’s, at Leavitt's on 
Forked Lake, go through to Paul Smith’s, come back by 
way of the Tuppers, Smith and Albany lakes, to Ed. Dun- 
bar's on the Beaver; from there by the Beaver and the seyen- 
mile carry to Twitchell Lake, thence to Big Moose and down 
by the three carries to Fourth Lake, and down from thence 
to the Forge House. All to be done by a light-weight, who 
has never been over the route before farther than Long Lake. 
My duffel shall not exceed 201bs. Less is better, 
Row boats are good: sailing canoes splendid for those who 

delight in canvas. 
We all have our hobbies. My hobby is the lightest possible 

clinker-bnilt cedar canoe and the double paddle, do not 
quarrel with other men's hobbics, TI like them, rather. 

One word as to my decrying the Adirondacks as “‘a fraud 
and ahumbug.” Never. Where do you get that? <A better, 
manlier, sturdier class of men than the guides of the North 
Woods [have not seen, All the same, I amino baby. 1 
haye read ‘‘Adirondack Marray” and ‘‘Camp Lou.” Bis- 
millah! Itis bosh! There were twenty-three deaths from 
lung diseases in the St. Regis country and the Saranac re- 
gion; many more barely crept out alive to die at home, last 
summer. Don’t tie to a vain thing, 

The entire North Woods region is exceptionally healthy, 
but it won't quite bring the dead to life, ‘Adirondack Mur- 
ray” and ‘Camp Lou” to the contrary notwithstanding, 
But it is the best region on this earth for a cruise by a 

lone, self-reliant canocist. 
Never again when I get sick will I own up. 
Verplanck Colvin and other writers haye put upthe value 

of the Adirondacks as a park, so to speak; a National or 
State park. Justso, And on a score of the main streams, 
without let or hindrance, dams haye been placed, and the 
bright, green shore-lines haye been conyerted into lines of 
desolation and death. 

Time passes. Iam one of the great army who are always 
working. But I have time for a cruise, Does ‘J. R., Jr,” 
mean what he says? Wil he meet me for a cruise of a 
month or more at any point between ‘‘Paul Smith’s” and the 
Forge House? Lin a 12lb, canoe, he in such boat as he 
pleases. Address ‘“Nessmuk,” careof Forest anp STREAM. 

{ NESSMuk. 

glatnyal History. 

SOME ICHTHYOLOGICAL TERMS. 

JORDAN. 

HE terms most commonly used in the deseription of 
fishes may be explained to the beginner by a sort of ob- 

ject lesson. The reader is supposed to have at hand a speci- 
men of the common brook sucker (Catostomus commersont) 
and # black bass (Micrepterus dolomiu). 

The general form of the body may be indicated in general 
terms, as elongate, oblony, ovate, cic. ; more ee terms 
are compressed (flattened laterally), depressed (Hattened from 
above); fusiform (spindle shaped), ete. 

The depth of the body is measured at the point of greatest 
height, It is described by comparison with the ‘Tength, 
along the side from the tip of the snout to the middla of the 
base of the caudal fin. The depth is usually proportionately 
greater in adult fishes than in the young, a fact that should 
never be forgotten. ‘Depth 5” is a concise way of stating 
that the greatest depth or height of the fish is equal to about 
one-fifth the length of the fish from tip of snout to bise of 
caudal, By a few writers the length 1s measured to the tip 
of the caudal. In such cases the phrase ‘total length” may 
be used, There ave many good reasons why the caudal fin 
should not be included in reckoning the length of the fish's 
body, 
The proportionate size of the mouth is often best measured 

by noticing at what point the maxillary terminates, the jaws 
being usually longer- in petpertioE in old than in young 
fishea. The length of the head is measured along its side 
from the tip of the muzzle to the end of the bony opercle, 
and is desctibed by comparison with the length of the body, 
as aboye noted. Thus, “Head 5” indicates that the head 
forms about one-fifth part of the length from the tip of the 
snout to the middle of the base of the caudal fin. 
The principal hones of the jaws are the following; The two 
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aac bones, joined in front by a symphysis, forming the 
mandible or lower jaw, the premaxillaries (or intermaxilla- 
rics) forming at least the middle of the front part of the 
beper jaw, and in Some cases (as in the black bags) ita entire 
edge, Attached to the premaxillaries, either pehind as in 
the case of the black bass, or below, as in the trout, are the 
maxillarics (or supramaxillaries). In the black base theso are 
broad and conspicuous, extending backward below the oye; 
in the sucker fhey are scarcely recocnizuble without dissec- 
tion, sometimes the maxillary is subdivided, provided with a 
sUpplemental bone or otherwise modified. 

The jaws are sometimes proyided with lips. ‘These lips 
may have various forms, or they may have about the month 
Heshy appendages yarious in form or size, known as barbels. 
pee are found in the catfish, but mot in the bass or the 
sucker, 
_.The upper jaw or the premaxillaries are said to be protrac- 

tile, when there is 4 furrow in the skin which separates them 
from the skin of the forehead, as inthe sucker. They are not 
protractile, when the skin covering’ the upper jaw, in the 
middle at least, is continuous with that of the forehead, 

The principal membrane bones of the head may be readily 
recognized on the sucker. The large bony plate occupying 
the posterior portion of the sides is the opercle (eperenudum); 
below this, and extending up obliquely behind it is the su- 
bopercle; in front of the opercle, nearly parallel with itw 
cdges, and separating it from the cheek ig the precopercle, 
and below the angle of the precopercle, wedged in between 
it and the subopercle, is the narrow interopercle, Below the 
eye is the series of suborbital hones, and in front of the eye, 
below the double opening of the nostril, is the preorbital, On 
the top of the head in the sucker, is the characteristic nnogsi- 
fied space between the parietal hones, known as the fon- 
tanelle. 

The eye is proportionately much Jarger in a young fish 
than in an old one; its relative sizo is usually expressed by 
comparing its diameter with the length of the head, with 
the longth of the muzzle (distance from tip of snout to 
front of eye), and with the width of the interorbital space 
(distance between the eyes above). 

The tooth-bearing bones of the mouth can be readily 
recognized in the black bass. The principal of these are 
the following: 

1, Dentaries, the bonus of the lower jaw. 
2. Premaxillary, above described, 
3, Maxillary, above described. This bone is usually 

toothless, or merely toothed upon its edge. 
4. Vomer, the bone on the middle line of the palate, im- 

mediately behind the premaxillaries. It is proyided with a 
pateh of teeth in the black bass, 

5. Palatines, the bones on each side extendine backward 
and outward from the yomer. They are armed with teeth 
in the black bass. 

6. Pterygoids, on each side, behind the palatines, These 
are provided with teeth in the rock bass, but not in the 
black bass, nor, in fact, in most fishes. 

7. Tongue, : 
8. Hyoid hone, the base of the tongue, to each side 

which gill arches (usnally four in number) are attached. 
9. Gill rakers, the stiffened appendages of the gill arches, 

or more particularly of the anterior pair. The pills are on 
the outside or convex edge, the gill rakers on the interior or 
concaye edge of the arch, 

10. Upper pharyngeals, on each side of the median line 
on the upper side of the wsophagus, behind the gill arches, 

11, Lower pharyngeals, one on each side of the median 
line, below the wsophagus and behind the gill archos. These 
bones are modified gill arches, und their form and structure 
varies widely in different groups. In the black bass they 
are flattish and triangular. Inthe sucker they are sickle 
shaped. Sometimes the two bones are fully united. 
Below the subopercle and interopercle, and nearly parallel 

with them, aré the bony branchiostegals, enveloped in the 
gillmembranes. These are three in number on each side in 
the sucker, six in the black bass, and their number often fur- 
nishes characters of importance. On the median line below, 
separating the gill openings from each other, is a region 
known as the isthmus. To this the gill openings are some- 
times attached, as in the sucker, in which case the gill open- 
ings are separated and each restricted to its respective sides, 

The seales when normally developed are usually either 
ctenoid (with the exposed or posterior edge rouh or ciliated, 
as in the perch or black bass), or eycloid (smooth, as in the 
sucker), In most fishes a series of scales along each side of 
the body is provided each with a mucous tube, those forming 
a conspicuous ridge known as the lateral line, In many scale- 
less fishes this chain of mucous tubes is also developed. 
The relative size of the scales is indicated by counting 

them. Of course, the smaller the scales are proportionately, 
the more numerous they are. 

The number of scales forming the lateral line is one of the 
most valuable of specific characters, When the scales in the 
lateral line are larger thantherest (as in the trout), or smaller 
or otherwise irregular, the number of cross rows of scales 

' above the lateral line should be taken. 
Tat, 1. 65” expresses lateralline with 65scales. ‘‘Scales LO 

—65—X,” the seale fornnula of the sucker, indicates 10 series 
of scales between the dorsal fin and the lateral line, 65 scales 
in the lateral line, and 7 rows between it and the yentrals. 

The fins are (a) the paired fins, which are pectorals (cor- 
responding to the anterior limbs of the higher vertebrates) 
situated immediately behind the gill openings, and the yen- 
trals (corresponding to the posterior limbs) placed behind or 
below the pectorals, and (b) the vertical fin or fins on the 
median line of the body. These are the dorsal {on the back), 
caudal (on the end of the tail), and the anal (on the lower 
side of the body behind the yent), The dorsal is sometimes 
divided into two fins, or even more. In this case the fins 
are distinguished as first dorsal, second (lorsal, etc. 

The position of the ventral fins is a matter of much jm- 
portance. They are said to be abdominal when on the 
belly, considerably behind the pectorals, as in the sucker; 
thoracic when inserted under the pectorals, or yery nearly 
so, as in the black bass; jugular when in advance of the 
pectorals, as in the codfish. A more minute account of the 
position of the yentrals may be given by comparing their 
position with that of the front of the dorsal fin, or with the 
middle of the body. / ; 

The rays composing the fins are cifher spines or soit rays, 
Spines are usually stiff and pointed, and iu any event are 
never articulated and never branched, When spines are 
present there is usually one in each ventral fin, and one or 
more in the anterior part of the anal, and scyeral in the 
front part of the dorsal, the spines constituting the whole 
first dorsal when there are two separate fins. The pectorale 
and caudal are seldom provided with spines, _ 
The soft rays are always articulated or jointed toward 
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their tips, and most of them wre also branched. has 
fore usnally widen outward, aud ara seldom rigid in life. In 
some fishes tha spinos are so Feeble or flexibla as scarcoly Lo 
ba distinguished trom soft rays, 

Tn all casas whare the dorsal and anal fins’ are composed 
of soft rays only, there aro at the anterior edgu of the fin 
from one to thrse nndeveloped or rndimoutary rays. In 
1 )3t cisas, these rudiments ara not included in giviny the 
numbers of the fin rays. True spines, no matter how short, 
should neyer be Gyerlooked, Nhe last ray in the dorsal and 
anal fins is usually split to the base. This is counted as one 
Tay, and not as two. 

‘The number of fin rays may be conveniently indicated by 
the use of Roman numerals for the spines, and Arabic numer- 
als for the soft rays. When there are two distinet dorsal 
fins, a dash iy nsed to separate tha enumeration of the first 
from shape of the second. When a fin contains both spines 
and soft rays, 4 comma separates the number of the former 
from that of the latter. . 

Thus 16 the black bags, “DX, 13” indicates a continuous 
dorsil fin, with ten spines and thirtecn soft rays. In the 
white bass (Hoecous cirysops) D IXN—I, 12 indicates two 
separate dorsals, the first Wilh nine spines, the second with 
one spine and twelve soft rays. The number of raya in the 
pectoral and caudal fins is seldom of much yalue jn the 
classification of fishes. 

THE MONSTERS OF WHITE RIVER, ARK. 

SECOND PAPER. 

N my last I wrote the facts, so far as I could wather them, 
abont the alligator gar and the loggerhead turtle. Recent 

observation and hearsay goto prove that I got these facts 
aboutright. But I will relate some facts about the loggerhead 
turtle given me since I last wrote by a gentleman whose 
veracity there is no reason to doubt, He said: ‘I was living 
near a bayou fifty or sixty yards wide in Lonisana. T had 
living with me 4 colored boy thirteen or fourteen years old, 
This boy went down to the bayou one day to fish, but soon 
came tearing back, crying, ‘Oh, boss; oh, boss; Ise see de 
debil down in de bayou suah.’ Sccing that the boy was 
fearfully frightened and liad seen something strange, [ and 
afriend took a ride and went with the boy tothe bayon. 
When we reacted there the boy pointed to the other side of 
the stream, about forty yards away, where we soon saw a 
round body as large as a man’s head appear above the sur- 
face of the water for a few seconds and then po down again, 
s00n to reappear, Asit came up the third time I shot at it 
with the ritls, but missed. I shot twice more, but could not 
hit. About this time the friend with me made out that it 
Watt a turtle’s head. I conld not believe that it was so 
large, but he insisted that if was, As there happened to 
bea dugont thera with « ‘gig,’ ‘spear,’ or harpoon in it, we 
concluded to paddle over and investigate. As we approached 
we found thal if really was the head of an immense turile, 
or the immense head of a loggerhead turtle. He would 
drop his head down under the water for a minute, then 
raise it out for a bit, then repeat. 

“My fricnd being an artist with the harpoon, threw it, 
when the turtle cxmeé up, with al] his foree into his neck. 
These harpoois or spears ate génerally made with three 
sharp points of steel with barbs, sct on a straight light pole 
with a loose socket, with a strong cord tied to the spear 
proper, so that when a fish is struck the handle or pole pulls 
out, leaving the harpoon in the fish or animal attached to 
the cord. As wedrewthe struck turtle to the surface we 
were astonished to find another of equal size with its jaws 
firmly clasped on one of the wounded one’s less. We 
slipped a cord around this one’s neck, and “‘toted” them 
both ashore and up the bayou ‘‘blutt” thirty to forty fest, 
before the one let go of the other's leg, When we stopped 
helet go. We then separated them a little way, but they 
made right at each other again like two bulldogs, not payin 
the least attention tous, After a few snaps the one fastene 
on to the other again, haying secured a good hold on the 
other's lex and held on, the other fought by snapping alone, 
and thoueh they have such great strength in their jaws he 
could not tear the skin on the other's legs, but when he 
would strike the edge of the other’s shell he would chip a 
piece out. After a time we separated tliem again, but they 
lared at each other a moment, then rushed iggéther again, 
‘Yom their appearance they had been fighting a long time. 
Bach had the skin all torn trom the back of their heads and 
theskulllaid bare, We let them fight forsome time, then 
cut their throats and weighed them, one weighing 188 
pounds, the other 143 ponnds, On opening them, as further 
evidence of their long battling, we found no food in either 
except afow large tish hones im the stomach of one.” 

Here we haye some facts about this turtle, giving some 
idea of its size and its ferocity in battle. The person who 
ave me these facts is a butcher and had facilities for weigh- 

ing them, and from good evidence I huve reason to believe 
that specimens haye been seen weighing 200 aud even 250 

unds. As I said befora, they appear to be entirely inuf- 
rensive so far as danger to human beings is concerned, 
‘The next mouster IT will name is the ybiquitous White 

River mosquito. If it fulkes a million of these little pests to 
make one agglomerated monster, countless millions can 
cagily be found. Theye ave many different species of then, 
but the worat, and I think the vary worst of all mosquitoes, 
is the small black one prevalent in June and July. This 
little pest is a sneaking, miserable little thing, it's a rule 
bites you behind your back, makes its way up your pants 
leg, under your shirt cuffs, behind your éars, or any other 
place where it can take 1 mcan advantage of you. It don’t 
give you much warning, like a good Honest ‘‘skeeter,’’ by 
its song, but drops right down silently on some unguarded 
place and “slaps it tight to you.” Ordinary mosquito bars 
are but little protection, from it, for enough will work their 
way through them to make things lively for you before 
morning, ind if the ‘bar’ is not carefully tucked in all 
around, if any point is left hanging down loose, thia mis- 
erable creature, unlike any other mosquito 1 know of, will 
find it, and pas; wp between the bar and bed and point out 
the way for all her brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts and cous- 
ins, and introduce them to you. A “smudge” or smoke has 
but little terror for them, a good bobhinet (I believe that is 
right) bar is your only surety of getting rest unless you 
Bleep in daytime and firht *‘skecters” all night. These 
mosquitoes ave only bad in ordinary seasons along White 
River during the months of May and June: after the “over- 
flowa” entirely subside and the “bottoms” become dry, 
which they usually do by July first, they are not bad, but 
in seasons like this, after yery high and very late hich 
water, they are like the poor, with us always. 

The next dreided monster Twill nama is the ‘swamp 
fever," twin brother to ‘yellow Jack,” or the yellow fever of 

the tropics. It was formerly just. as fatal and wncontrollable 
ag the yellow fever itself, but IT am now dasured that the 
Southern physicians have developed a troatment by which, 
if they oat reach the patient in time, they can save tho great 
inajority of cases; butif they cannot reach the patient di- 
rectly after the attack there is little mora Lope than if it 
were the yellow fever itself, Ti seems to be an acnte form 
of *‘biliousness,” attacking the brain and kidneys, resulting 
in speedy, drowsy, painless death, [1 is not contagious, like 
yellow fever, and is brought on by long continued exposure 
in the sywanips and water, and the improper weatment of 
more mild forms of bilious or malarial diseases. 

The next vicious monster that none need wish to meet is 
locally known as “‘bilious fever,”? with or without ‘conges- 
\ion” ov ‘congestive chills.” Ido not know what the doc- 
tors call them, nor do I gare, but I do know that I do nos 
Want any of their kith or kin to call on me again. 

TLiovated myself here on the banks of White Rivor the ist 
of June, at the commencement of what had every indication 
of being one of the most malarious seasons ever known, and 
atone of the most sickly points on While River, trusting 
that my great experience of nearly a half ceutury in the [- 
linois River bottoms—the mo+t malarious stream north— 
would enable me to take care of myself and ward off all 
such troubles. 

But as old Hank said at the close of his hoop snake story, 
I thought myself a little too blamed smart, 601 ‘tcatched it?” 
and ‘‘cutched it” hard, I was in very bad condition when I 
reached here. As the major would say, I was ‘‘very, awful 
bilious.” But I “tuck” my old well tried IMinois remedies, 
that knew no failure in warding off chills and fever, there, 
and serencly followed my principal oceupationin life, namely, 
starching for hoop snakes, coach whip snakes, cotton mouth 
snakes, spreading adders with fangs an inch long, lizzurds, 
eray fish, swapping lies with the natives, ete, 1 could not 
keep out of the swamps or off of the river, fhere I could find 
things new to me every day and perhaps some new to science, 
and what was refreshing, I could ect sight of 4 steamboat 
once in a while, which reminded me that there was some- 
where, even yet, civilization on this continent. But, how 1 
got sick and how Lam trying to get well, and how T found 
out that Dlinvis biliousness as they call it here, will not 
answer in this White Riyer country, [ will tell in my next. 

BYRNE, 
Crocker?’s Guorr, Ark., July 2, 

FLORIDA ALLIGATORS AND CROCO- 
DILES. 

LLIGATOR catching may be something new to your 
A. readers, and I am willing to confess that my experience 

in fishing for, or rathercatching, ‘gators’ is very limited, In 
1875 I ascended the Calloosahatehse River to its source and 
indulged iu shooting larre‘*’ gators” amoug the islands between 
Fort Meyers and the télegrapi crossing. On my returo 
from Lake Ochechobee I resolved upon devoting one day to 
the destruction of these useless saurians, Karly morn found 
us at anchor among the islands. 
When cruising 1 use tin plates and cwps, and when sur- 

rounded by salt or brackish water I never allow them to be 
washed. I see some of your readers manifest digonst at such 
filthy housekeeping; but let censure be kept in abeyance until 
T can explain, tor to the explanation hangs a tail [nut tale). 
I provided before leaying home an atply supply of waste 
peper, and after each meal I had the frying pan, plates, 
cups, knives and forks wipud and rubbed with it until they 
resembled nickel plate, and yust was prevented, which would 
have formed if salt or brackish water had heen used in wash- 
ing our utensils. 

or breakfast we indulged in breakfast bacon and fried 
eggs, After the meal was over 1 engaged in oiling and 
cleaning mytifle preparatory to aday’s **galor” shooting, and 
Harry commenced wiping the breakfast things, and when 
the wads of paper were saturated with grease and egg he 
threw them ustern. My attention was attracted by a large 
allizator some twenty yards astern, He approached a piece 
of the paper, sniffed it, opened his countenance, and as it 
‘Sas a stranger he took it in” This proceeding was 
repeated and i deemed it time to act, Irequested Harry to 
muke haste slowly and keep the “gator” on the lookout for 
more paper. 

Tdisappeared under the cabin and secured the end of pine 
box measuring 10x14 inches. Balancing the board on thé 
end of my finger 1 found the center, at which point [ made 
a hole with an awl, and at one end I made a cut with a saw. 
I passed the end of a stout braided linen line through the 
hole and tied a knot on the end, after which 1 wound the 
line loosely around the board, and attached a long-shanked 
hook to the free end of the line. The hook was baited with 
a savory piece of bacon dipped in fat and egg, and I secured 
the shank ot the hook in the saw cut, While these prepara- 
tions were hastily made, Harry supplied the victim with 
teazers in the Hp of wads of paper soaked in the frying 
pan. The board was dropped astern, and as it floated 
towards the game I hoisted the anchor and Harry and Frank 
manned the oars. The bow of the boat was headed down 
stream, and by becking water she kept in position. Very 
soon the current drifted the tempting morsel to the '**gator.” 
He indulged in a suift of the bait, took if in, gave a yank 
and fixed the hook in his dimpled cheek. Frank and Harry 
gaye wiy with a will; the ‘“‘’gator’ saw us approaching, and 
started for shore, and the coils of the line slipped from the 
board, Iseized the board, gave a lusty yank to fix the hook 
securely, and the performance commenced. To my surprise 
the ugly monster was easy to manage, and after playing him 
for fifteen minutes I coaxed him to the side of the boat, his 
nose being in a line with the stem, Harry madé a mark on 
the deck corresponding with the end of his tail. 

Being opposed to the use of a gaff, and the introduction of 
an alligator into the interior of the good boat Bpray, Lre- 
quested Frank to get his rifle and dispatch the game, but 
wilh bis proverbial laziness, he removed liis pistol from his 
poeket and fired at the ‘’gator;” hence, the latter snapped 
his elongated jawa, struck the boat with his tail,and the cur- 
tain rose on the second act. Ikept one arm around the mast 
and sometimes the 'sator, and sometimes Al Fresco had the 
best of it. After a long wid exciting tussle I became master 
of the situation and the ssepnd tims T brought the *’sator” 
to the side of the boat, and requested Harry to finish bim 
with my Winchester, but before he could do so Prank fired 
a second shot from his pistol. With head down und tail up, 
the ‘gator made for the bottom and sulked. in yain did I 
coax, tease and twitch the yarmint, He treated me with 
contempt. J tightened the live and Barry punched him 
with the pushing pole. Wuen struck he would move a few 
feat away and “play ‘possum,” After devoting half an hour 
to this kind of dull sport [resolved to have another Jook at 

hia ugly countenance, but the hook broke, ond there ended 
my first and last experience in catching ‘"gators.” Measur- 
ing the length of the ‘‘rame’’ as indicated by the stem of the 
boat and the mark on the deck, we found that he was thir 
teen fret kis inches, He was the largest ‘’gator? I have thus 
far secon, W6 esr of ‘gators measuring sixteen and ciehteen 
feel long, hui T have yet to see one Ionger than the ona T 
hooked. Within one hour at tha islands, 1 killed eight, the 
sinallest measuring eleven feet; and my best day’s bay in this 
State was thirty-six. 

Plorida "gators" haye a bad reputation and ara wilfully 
and maliciously misrepresented. As evidence of this I quote 
the following: 
“An Appleton, Wis., despatch to tha Chicuzo Vribune says: 

The Hon, Lyman Barnes, one of the leading attorneys and 
best-known citizens of this part of Wisconsin, went to Plori- 
da three montis uzo for his health, A. few weeks avo he left 
his hotel for a short trip across the country, and on the way 
had to cross a swampy piece of land infested with. alligators 
and wild animals. He neyer arrived ab his destination, and 
itis Lhought that he fell a victim to some of the dangers he 
had to contend, Vhree of Mr, Barnes mast intimate friends 
have left Appleton for Mlorida to find him, dead or alive, and 
ascertain what might have been his fate, but not much hope 
exists of ever again seeing him alive.” 

My first visit to Florida was in 1844, when I cultivated 
the acquaintance of ‘“gutors;" and since that time I have 
tot them on numerous occasions, aud feel assured that they 
have been misrepresented, The question is asked, “Will 
“gators’ attack a man?’ In my wanderings 1 have endeay- 
oréd to Gollect information on this head, and will give your 
readeya the benefit of my inquiries and experiences, 

Tn 1868 I visited Hnterprise, on Lake Monroe, and met 
Mr, W., an old resident. He informed me that he started 
out one day decr hunting and carried an eleven-pound muz- 
zle-louding rifle, Ho was crossing a marshy place and 
jumped from tussock to tussock to keep his feet dry, Seve- 
raltimes his feet slipped and he was treated to wet feet, and 
he started to walkin a cattle trail through the marsh. At 
some points the water Was nearly knee deep. He had not 
proceeded far when he slipped on a slippery substance, and 
the next instant a '"gator’s’” head appeared and he wassoized 
bythe calf of the leg, In the excitement of the moment the 
rifle slipped from his hand and shoulder, and the butt strack 
the ‘"gutor” between the eyes. Not fancying the reveption. 
he met with from the butt of the rifle, the ‘‘'zator” released 
his hold and mude tracks as rapidly as his legs permitted, 
Mr. W. informed me that he was confined to the house for 
several weeks by the injury. 
About the year 1870 { was ascending the St. Johnsin the 

company of Prof. Wyman, who devoted much of his time 
to the exploration of florida mounds and the stu. y of the 
comparative anatomy of the alligator. I questioned him to 
ascertain if he had ever heard of a person being injured hy 
an alligator, and he replied in the aifirmative, He informed 
me that he hail met with a native who sometime before 
paddled his canoe to a fishing point in Great Lake George, 
and had there commenced fishing. The fisherman was bare 
foot, and being tired of his cramped position in the dugout, 
he passed one lox over the side, and his foot dangled in the 
water. Very soonhe secured a bite—not on his live minnow 
bution his heel, A ‘gator having noticed a portion of flesh 
dangling im the water, resolved upon appropriating it, The 
live bait. seized the opposite side cf the canoe and wrigeled, 
twisted, writhed and pulled, In due time the live bait suc- 
coeded in extracting his heel from the open countenance of 
the saurian, but minus the skin and tat. Tha'zator was per- 
fectly justified in appropriating such a tempting morsel; and 
in unpartial jury empaneled to try such a case would render 
a verdict to the effect that it “‘sarved the plaintiff right.” 

In 1875, (was ascending the Calloosahatehee River, and 
Harry pointed out a smyll-sized ‘gator’ about seven feet 
long sunning himself on the bank. I handed him my Win- 
chester to try his muiden shot, with instructions to ‘‘hit 
back of the eye.” Marry fired, and the ‘?gator" was appar- 
ently unhurt! But these ereaturés occasionally “play ‘pos- 
sum.” Harry was clated, and expressed a wish to see where 
the ball passed omt, We landed, and as the land side of the 
“gator” was lowest, Harry could not see the sperture of 
exif. I suggested 40 him the propriety of seizing the 
‘ator’ by the tail and turning it over. He grasped the 
tail andl commenced tha process of turning, when instantly 
the dead ‘“gator” doubled on itself and came within an inch 
of seizing Harry by the arm, 

I have reason to believe that alligators will not meddle 
with man, unless in gclf-defence, or unless a fisherman is 
foolish enough to have a tempting morsel over the side of » 
noe. But if reports are truc, and I believe they are, we 

haye the true crocodile in the southeastern portion of the 
State; and it is questionable if these carnivorous brutes can 
be trusted. Mr, D., of your city, who owas a companion of 
Sie Samuel Baker in his Nile journey, spent several months 
last winter in a cruise around the peninsula of Florida, On 
his return he visited me, and stated that he “was perfectly 
familiar with thea crocodile of the Nile, and that he saw 
a number of them at a point in Southeast Florida.” 

At PREsoo. 

QUAIL IN A CITY LOT. = 
Hiditoy Forest and Stream: 

Last August I noticed, while standing just at dusk one 
evening on the elevated grade of the P. F, W, & GC, R, &,, 
in the sonthwest portion of this city, a flock of quail fly out 
ofa small tract of woods quickly acrogs an open field and 
drop down into a couple of vacant lotgin a thickly settled 
portion of the city. y intense curiosity at onve prompted 
me to visit the spot. 

T found the two lots covered with a dense growth of cur- 
rant, raspberry and gooseberry bushes, also what appeared 
to be the remnant of a neglected osage orange hedge. I waa 
interested enough in this singular custom, asit proved to be of 
these cunning birds, and made an especial effort to note their 
mode of arrival, and here again was evinced a superior order 
of intelligence us they came in from different points of the 
compass, bul almost invariably at the same lime, just pefora 
dark, 

The flock when I first saw them numbered cleven, and 
this number remained unbroken for some wecks, when it 
was reduced to nine, und again, losing three more, stood at 
six, Which waa the number when T last saw them. 

Jt seems like 4 sense of the keenest instinct for them to 
select (his thorny and almost impenetrable thicket for their 
nightly resting place, as this section of the city {s literally 
infested with eats, to which, however, I never charged the 
decimation of my little flock, but felt it due, like their final 
destruction, to Wing shots and other natural causes. 
Four Wane, Ind,, July 81, 1883. Dorey, 
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Tah Fraramrep Sonesters.—Minneapolis, Minn., June 

22, 1854.—The dates of their arrival this year in Minnesota, 
Some interesting data. Dy, EB. Lyman Hood has now com- 
pleted his list. Of the 740 species known to North America 
about 250 have thus far been found within the limits of 
Minnesota, Tha present season has been a peculiar one in 
regari) to the movements of birds, The first comers came 
earlier than last year, although the birds on an average, 
taking the entire migration, were a week later. For in- 
stance, he noted in 1878 the arrival of the crow January 28; 
in 1879, March 1; 1880, Februury 24: last yoar, March 16, 
more than & month later (han this spring, In the latter part 
of April cold north winds prevailed for two wecks, and the 
nights were cloudy. Nearly all tho birds migrate at night. 
Hixamining the list we find that from April 10 to 24 nol a 
Single species arrived, a very marked result, All nature 
was backward, Frogs were first heard March 31, and motha 
seen April 1. Oiumberwell beauty, red admiral and daisy 
Were ot earliest. Butterflies and insects were two weeks 
late in coming out of winter quarters. Anemone, hepatica, 
buttercup, blood root and yellow violet are the tirst flowers 
of spring, generally appearing in the order named. The 
date of the arrival of the different birds he reports 
to have been as follows: February 10, crow; 21st, red- 
shouldered hawk. Maren 4, mallards; 11th, sparrow, 
hawk; 16th, red-tailed hawk, teal; 26th, robin; 27th, 
tree sparrow; 28th, bluchird, kildees; 29th, meadow lark, 
geese; 80th, purple grackle, April 1, red-wing blackird, 
purple martin, rusty grackle; 2d, wood pewee; 8d, king- 
fisher; 4th, yellow-shafied woodpecker, fox sparrow; 6th, 
white-bellied swallow, Wilson’s snipe, chewink; 8th, purple 
finch, chimney swallow, yellowsump warbler; 10th, dove, 
loon; 24th, chipping sparrow, sand-hill crane, cliff or eave 
swallow; 26th, night-hawk, lomgerhead shrike, May 1, 
white-throsted sparrow; 2d, brown thrush; Sth, bog-winged 
bunotins, golden-crowned thrush, kingbird, marsh tern, whip- 
poorwill, bank swallow; 7th, house wren, Baltimore oriole, 
bittern; Sth, black-poll warbler, kinglet; Yih, catbird, red- 
start, orchard oriole; 10th, rose-breasted grosbeak, many 
species of warblers, red-eyed vireo, grebe or dadvhick; 1ith, 
bobolink, turkey buazard, black-billed cuckoo; 12th, Mary- 
land yellow throat; 17th, hommmg bird, yellow bird; 18th, 
vireos; 21st, great-crested flycatcher, scarlet tanager, — 
Jonny D, C. Knarr. 

Roosrer any GosLinés.—Johnson La., July 29—As I 
get so many interesting items in natural history from 
Horest AND SrxEAM, I will lay before its readers an in- 
tance that occurred on my own place here. A goose, after 
hatching all theesgs but three, left her nest. ‘These three 
eggs were put under a henand ina few days two goslings 
were hatched, the other egg being spoiled. Bhe took care 
of them for about # month, when she was accidentally 
killed. A rooster then took charge of them, calling them 
and scratching for thom as if they were chickens, and he 
takes them into the hen-house every night and goes about 
with them all day. ‘They are nearly as large as he is, but he 
still attends to them.—Onp Moay, 

THAT FLoniwa SxAks.—Washingion, D, O., Aug, 4, 
1882,—Tiiliter Forest and Siradme: The curious snake your 
correspondent ‘'S,” writes about which he has seen in 
Plorida is Kiinewra floridana. Could he not send some liy- 
ing specimens to the National Museum, Washington, D. C.? 
—H, ©. Yarrow, Curator Department of Reptiles, Nutional 
Museum, 

BEVERAGES 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

T don’t fully believe the ‘‘Seribe” isin mortal earnestness 
in his little assault on Worms AND Stream and the ‘‘King- 
fisher,” but l am satisfied for one that you will not heed his 
“protest against your arbitrary rule of excluding froin the 
columns of your Interesting journal all reference to the use 
of beyérages of an exhilarating nutuve in narrations of hunt- 
ing or fishing adventure,” 

The rule is an excellent one; its influence is good. It com- 
mends itself to eyery man who bas had the misfortune to see 
men, some of them not addicted to drink, get ‘bilin’” drunk 
in camp, forsooth because they were away from hom and 
under the influence of so-called jolly fellows. 
Among the few disagreeable recollections of my camp life 

are disasters and misadventures that have grown out of the 
use of “‘beyerages of an exhilarating nature.” I do not deem 
them necessary under any circumstances; at all events they 
do harm fifty times where they serye a good purpose once, 
Thaye spent six months at a time hunting and fishing in the 
mountains of Colorado, sleeping on the ground, encounter- 
ing storms, suow und ice, and never bad use for a drop of 
exhilarating beverage, And we liad lots of fun, too, hilarious 
times that will never be forgotten, days that were not marred 
by adrunk, nor an accident, nora disturbance, not even a 
misunderstanding among ourselves or with the yarious char- 
acters we met. 

Foruar AND Sram is solid in the position, and ‘Scribe’ 
is on the wrong side of Rhine. 

Let me add that ‘Kingfishers adventures” are admirably 
told, and interesting from one to eight, and haye had the 
distinction, as he will deem it, of being read aloud in at 
least one household, and thoroughly enjoyed from the old 
ones down tu the enthusiastic angler at the foot, J, 0. B. 

['The Scribe's” note should not be taken oo seriously. Tt 
was notintended asu criticism of the #oREsT AND StRmAM, 
so much as a good-hurmored “‘joke” on “Kingfisher,” which 
“The Seribe” told us would he appreciated by the rest of the 
party, “Bro. R,,” “Sloan,” ‘fhe Bditor,”’ and “Kingfisher” 
himself, The propricty or impropriety of the use of beyer- 
ages in the ficld is not. a question demanding discussion in 
these columns. We may add that ‘‘Kingfisher’s”’ delightful 
letters have won many compliments from all around.—Ep. ] 

IN CAMP. 

BOOKS REVEIVED. ' 
“Tre Apverrorns of A Virginran,""—By Oliver Thurston, Philadel- 

phia. 1, Claxton & Co., 1881. 
“Homes IN THR Coun'rRy, Mast, and summer resorts on the Sound, 

via New York, Naw Hayen and Hartford Railroad,” Mornished gratis 
by the Railrond. 
THe (same Lawa of Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Delaware 

anil Maryland are publisued in conysniani.ftorm by the Globe Print- 
ing House, of Piiladelphia, Prica25 cents. The pamphlet also con- 
falns constitation of the West Jorsey Game Protective Society. 
Diskaent, aba Windsor revepiion, once complimented Queen Via- 

toria on her Diary in the Highlands,” saying: “There are only three 
books in the world, the Bible, Shakespeare, and your er te 
book.” But ‘Puck on Wheels," for1832, had uot then been published, 
or Disraeli would have made it four instead of three. 
“TAXIDERMY WITHOUT 4 THACHER,” oer ae a complete manual 

of instruchion for preparing and preserving birds, animals and fishes, 
with a chapter on humbug and hygiene; instructions for preserving 
Sas and making skeletons; and a number of valuable receipts, a 

alter P. Manton, Illustrated. Second edjtion, revised and enlarged. 
Boston: Lee & Sheppard, publishors, 1882, Price 50 cents, 

/ 

Game Bag and Gun. 

Opmn SrAsons.—See table 
im waue of July 20. 

of open seasona for game and fish 

GAME IN SEASON IN AUGUST, 

6 Dae following schedule exhibits the game now in season, 
in parentheses, s¢asons which open during the month.): 

Alabama—Doyes. 
California—Deer, doves. 
Dakota—(Aug. 15, grouse, quail, 

snipe, curlew, plover). 
Deluware—Woodcack, 
District of Columbia—Woodeock, 

ruffed grouse; (Aug. 15, der), 
Georgia—Wild turkey, quail, dear. 
Iduho—Sharp-tail and pinnated 
grouse, deer, mountain sheep 
4nd goat, elk, antelope, bulfalo. 

Ilinois—Woodcock ; (Aug. 15,wild- 
fowl, pinnated grouse), 

Tndiana-—Woodeock. 
Towa—Woodcock; (Aug. 15, wild- 

fowl, pinnated grouse), 
Kentucky—Woodcock, 
Louisiana—Deer, 
Maine—Ployer. 
Maryland—Woodcoeck; (Aug, 15, 

ruffed grouse). 
Massachusetts—W oodcock, doves, 
Michigan—Woodcork. 
Minnesota—W oodeock. 
Missouri—W oodcock, plover, mea- 
dow lark, dove; (Aug. 15, pin- 
nated grouse), 

Montana—Fool hen, grouse, ptar- 
migan; (Aug. 10, buffalo, elk, 
antelope, mountain sheep and 
goat, moose, wildfowl). 

Nebraska—(Aug. 15, grouse), 
Neyada—hlk, antelope, mountain 

(Also, 

Naw Brunswick—Woodcock, wild- 
fowl, snipe, 

New Ham shirs—Woodeock, plo- 
ver, wildfowl, rail. 

New Jersey—(Aug, 25, read birds), 
New York—Woorcock (except 

Dutchess, Herkimer and Oneida 
cos.), squirrels, decor, (Hounding 
season opens Aug. 15; forbidden 
in St. Lawrence co.) 

North Carolina—(Aug. 15, deer). 
Nova Seotla—W oodcock,wildfowl. 

snipe. 
Ohio—Woodcock, 
Oregon—Gronse, wildfowl. 
Ontario — Woodeoek; (Aug. 15, 

wiltifowl, stipe 
Pennsylvania—W oodcock, ployer, 
Rhode Island—Woodcock, plover, 
Texas—Deer, pinnated grouse. 
Utah—tlk, deer, antelope, moun- 

tain sheep; (Aug. 15, grouse, 
quail, wildfowl), 

Virginia--Ruffed grouse, woodcock 
Washington Territory—(Aug. 15, 

deer, elk, antelope, mountain 
sheep, grouse), 

Wisconsin—Woodeock; (Aug. 15, 
grouse, quail). 

Wyoming —Buffalo, elk, antelops, 
mountain sheep and goat, deer, 
piarmigan; pinnated, sage and 
sharp tail grouse; (Aug. 15,ruffed 

sheep and goat, sage grouse;| grouse, wildfowl, plover, curlew, 
(Aug. 14, deer). snipe), 

jae" For exceptions, local laws, etc., see Forest? AND STREAM Sched- 
we “3B,” igsue of July 20, page 489, 

MOUNTAIN, HILL AND VALE, 

DOGS, GUNS AND VICTUALS, 

M Y¥ last letter was written somewhat carelessly, I am 
sorry to admit, from that lovely summer Jand which 

lic§ west of the Blue Ridge of mountains, in the State of 
North Carolina, 80 s00n as the inhabitant of the regions 
which haye an allitude above tide water of no! more than 
six or seven hundred feet enters the section to which I refer, 
he feels that he is breathing a purer and more inyigorating 
atmosphere, and after a sojourn of a few days or weeks there 
is an elasticity of body and mind which makes him almost 

If a lover of Nature, he is en- think himself young again. 
tranced with the grand scenery which is spread before him, 
or the sparkling waters which ripple wlaly at his feet, and 
in whose melody he finds repose for his wearied body, In 
case he is a disciple of Izank Walton, and has the physical 
endurance to gralify his desirea, he can take his rod (but no 
reel), thread his way up the clear, cold streams which haye 
just burst forth from their birthplace in the rocks, and 
in their crystal pools find abundance of those agile little 
fishes which test the angler’s skill, and in whose Hesh he 
finds ‘‘sweet solace after all his toils,” And then, the 
“cheerful supper done,” the pipe filled with choicest moun- 
tain tobacco, unadulterated with New England rum or tongua 
beans, and its fragrant odors enjoyed, one can ‘‘wrap the 
drapery of his conch about him,” supplemented with a pair 
of good blankets, and ‘‘lie down to pleasant dreams,” and a 
soft, refreshing sleep which cool air and a tired body only 
ean bring to the human frame. 

In my former letter trom that delightful country I 
attempted to give a faint description of the majestic moun- 
tains, lovely valleys and limpid streains which are its dis- 
tinguishing characteristics, I feel that I am incapable of 
doing justice to the subject, and that a full delineation of all 
the attractive features requires a pen more graceful and 
graphic than any which I can wield. It is, perhaps, best, 
therefore, that I content myself with saying to the renders of 
the Forest AND STREAM that if they want mountain views 
of surpassing grandeur, energizing atmosphere, cool and 
beautiful waters, or the joys of the fishing rod, there are 
hundreds of places of easy access in the counties of this 
State lying west of the Blue Ridge which will afford them 
all the gratification they may reasonably demand. In Sep- 
tember, October and November, | am told by those whose 
veracity I cannot question, a hardy sportsman, quick and 
accurate as a ‘'shot,” can get as many ruffed grouse as he 
wishes, and vary his enjoyment by filling his bag with quail. 
Besides these pleasures he can, it expert in that line, have 
roast wild turkey for dinner and delicious venison steak for 
breakfast, If he can tolerate rougher sport he may succeed 
in enlarging his hill of fare by an occasional dish of broiled 
bear, that animal being frequently found in the wild and 
almost impenetrable balsam thickets which covur the sides 
and tops of the highest mountains. It is my purpose to visit 
that section again before many weeks, accompanied by a 
few friends, and see if we cannot liye upon the ‘‘fat of the 
woods,” gained by our own prowess, with our own breech- 
loading shotguns. If I have that pleasure I will endeavor to 
give your readers a description of our success, striving to 
avoid all extravagance of idea or expression, and to repre- 
sent truly what took place. 

Just here I must be permitted to animadyert upon the 
habit of some men who claim to be sportsmen, and some, 
too, who really are, to indulge in extravagance as to their 
exploits. I cannot say that the fraternity is more given to 
hyperbole than any other class—for I should dislike, exceed- 
ingly, to admit that all men who are fond of field or water 
sports arein immediate danger of learning how to—err in 
their narration of facts. One thing, however, is certain; 
now and then one is to be found who, to say the least, is & 
very poor judge of distance, and is otherwise inexplicably 
blinded, During my recent yisit to the mountains [ met a 
well-dressed man, the agent of an insurance company, who 
had all the volubility of tongue whick uncharitable individ- 
uals say is essential to succéss in that calling, According 
to his own account of himself he had great experience iu 
shooting on the wing or on the run, and had brought down 
a buck at long range with his trusty ten-bore. He had never 
shot at glass balls or clay pigeons, so-called, but had been 
so. successful at quail and ducks that. be enterlained no doubt 
of his ability to shiver them at nearly every shot, Inasmuch 
as 1 was at the head of a ‘‘scrub” team and one of my men 
was likely to be absent that day, I was on the eve of inviling 
the mntual insurer to give us a policy by joining us for the 
occasion, and would haye done so but for thé faut that his 
tongue was 66 oleaginous if never stopped its ceaseless roll, 

and I could not make the tender, In the course of his in- 
terminuble talk he deseribed the charges used by him for 
different kinds of game, and stated that he nsed No, 12 shot 
fe clusit all the season, No. 10 for ducks and No, § for 
eer 

Of course, after this, had araye doubts whether the fellow 
had ever shot at a duck or had the slightest idea of the size of 
a shot or the calibre of a gun, and was glad he had given me 
no opportunity to ask him to become a member of the team, 
With the aid of a delicate punch in the side, I managed to 
dam up his lingual stream sufficiently long to express the 
doubt whether it was possible to send No. 8 shot with such 
force as to make a buck simply drop his tail if over thirty- 
five yards from the shooter. Now, Messrs. Editors, do you 
wonder that after such extrayagant and senseless talk I had 
no confidence in the capacity of the insurance agent, either 
as A marksman or as a man whose statements upon any sub- 
ject was entitled fo implicit belief? So, haying none, I pre- 
erred to substitute anybody else in the place of the missing 
man, The truth is, when any one alleges, in my presence, 
that with shot from No. 7 to No, 10 in size, be kills game, 
except accidentally, at from seventy yards and aboye, I am 
compelled to entertain an apprehension that he is indulging 
in gus, or has inaccurate ideas of distance. A very light 
pellet cannot acquire by any propulsive foree much mo- 
mentum, or rather maintain it after it has passed the space 
of fifty yards. fo, therefore, when birds are fully grown 
and fly with rapidity, it is far safer to use shot not less in 
sizé than No. 8, and he who expects to eat venison will 
surely die of staryation if he depends upon shot smaller than 
No. 3 buck. In one barrel use eighteen No. 3, and in the 
otnertwelve No. 1, when I shoot a twelve-hore gun for deer. 
These, with three drams of good gunpowder, No. 2 grain, 
will ¢o hard enough to reach the vitals of the largest back, 
at any distimee when there is 2 reasonable prospect of hitting 
him ina mortal part of the body, So much for that. 
Afew days ago, Thad an inyitation from H. G. Ewart, 

Bey., of Hendersonville, in this State, to attend a glass-ball 
and pigeon shooting at that place, on the 15th, 16th and 17th 
of Ausust, given under the auspices of their club. The lo- 
cation is one of the most pleasant summer spots on the con- 
tinent, having an altitude of about 2,500 feet and is uccess- 
ible by rail, Persons desiring to attend go by way of Spar- 
tanburg, 8. C., from which point there is a railroad crossin 
the Blue Ridge at the Saluda Gap, and at present completed 
to Hendersouville, Asheville being the contemplated term- 
inus. The sounds of the, club are very eligible, and I 
doubt not, all persons who choose to be present, will find 
ample accommodations and have a pleasant time. After the 
“tournament” is over, those who choose to temain can easily 
procure the kind offices of thelocal sportsmen, and indulge 
inthe pastime of taking the mountsin trout in the head 
waters of the French Broad, or have good sport after the 
ruffed grouse, the young broods of which at that time will 
be large enough for pursuit, At all events, it will afford a 
delightful retreat for ail who wish to renew their bodily 
vigor, and restore the mind, enervated by the heat and dust 
of crowded cities and lower elevations, Possibly, some of 
the readers of the PormsT AND STREAM may choose to visit 
what is to them an “unknown land;” and if so ] can assure 
them that they will tind 4 splendid climate, cool and pure 
water, lovely mountain scenery, end a plain but worth 
people, whose good sense and = Sueruianva| courtesy will 
make valuable friends. Many a sportsman has had trouble 
simply because he failed to exercise common prudence and 
decent breeding, who. would have had none if he had ob- 
served these essential proprietics. The rights of any land- 
holder, whatever the nature of his tenancy, must always be 
respected, ind his permission obtained before foing upon 
his domain, It is rarely the case that this is refused, if the 
proper steps to obtain it have been taken by the party desir- 
Tog it, 
irom all I can learn, the prospect for abundance of small 

game during the pomnag season ig excellent. The small 
grain crops were generally very large, and the breadth de- 
voted to the crop was unusually large in the ecutral counties 
of the State, Abundant rains after the harvesting lave pro- 
duced, aud will produce, a luxuriant growth of the rag weed 
and grasses, which will afford cover and food for the birds. 
It is my opinion, therefore, that the association, which is to 
have its ‘‘triala” at and near High Point in November, will 
experience no difficulty in finding quail in sufficient num- 
bers to let all dogs showy the ‘stuff’ of which they are made, 
and give their owners an opportunity of demonstratin 
whether their capacities are commensurate with those of 
their trained canines, I beg to suggest that it is barely pos- 
sible they might ind afew farmers in the neighborhood of 
that locality who, with a rickety old gun wliose original cost 
did not exceed thirty dollars, could go into the field with the 
most expert visitor, and come back with an equal number of 
Bob Whites, and no greater use of powder and Jead, In- 
deed, lam not sure that they would not be overmatched. 
The successful glass ball or trap shootcr is not necessarily 
superior when he comes down to game which flies from an 
unlooked for spot and takes a line of flight not known to 
the ordinary luws of motion, It is my purpose to try to see 
the performance of the blooded dogs which will be there; 
but as Tam nota member of the association, of course I can 
take no part in the exercises except asa “mere looker-on in 
Venice.” Tt may be that I can have the pleasure, after the 
“field trials” are over, of inviting one or more of owners of 
the best of the Laveracks or Liewellins or red Irish or blue 
beltons to join me in a genuine trial of skill, nol many miles 
from the tocws of the exhibition, in which Land my compan- 
ions will use not larger than twelve-bore guns, weighing seven 
pounds, nor heayier charges than 23drs. of gunpowder and 
one ounce of No, 8 or 9 shot, 

In that event I think we should be able after our trials to 
discuss in a friendly way a square meal of our trophies, 
cooked with the entmils taken out—for, with all respect, I 
have never been able to see wliat peculinr délicacy of flavor 
could be imparted to the flesh of any animal by the contents 
of its intestines, It may be that my taste is uneducated— 
but I cannot envy that of any nan, whether natural or ac- 
quired, which leads him to prefer the flavor given by chyle, 
or half divested or fully digested food, or last, but not least 
decided, in their odorous exhalations, the feces which fill the 
lower intestinal canals, ‘* De gustibua non est dispatanium” 
is a familiar maxim—but I speak for myself only, when IT 
say that 1 want none of the odors of—in my poitage, and 
earnestly desire that ‘“Procul, O procul este, profuni” shall be 
observed by my cook when he comes to prepare anything for 
the delectution of my palate. To a certain extent | know the 
food taken into the stomach afiects the taste of the flesh of 
the animal when slaughtered and cooked—hbut | confess that 
the natural impartation is all which I desire, and I piefer to 
avoid the additional quantity which is injected by the operg- 
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tion of heat, Still I quarrel with no man about his taste (not 
even the Hsquimaux, Indian nor the African of the Upper Nile) 
but only say that I prefer my food to be the flesh of bird or 
the beast. After this episode I beg to express the sincere 
wish that the sportsmen who meet at High Point in Noyem- 
ber may have a “‘royal good time,” and abundant reason for 
being satisfied with the abundance of game and the behavior 
of their dogs, WELLs. 
ELLmaze Sprinas, Richmond Cotinty, July 27, 1882. 

A STORY OF PRAIRIE SCHOONER DAYS. 
ROEeING the plains hwenty years ago with the long 

trains of prairie ‘‘schoouers’ drawn by mules or oxen, 
Which at that date was the chief means of communication 
with the far West, was, as your readers are aware, very 
different from the rapid transit by the palace or Pnllman 
cara of to-tay; and although generally very tedious and 
monotonous it nevertheless occasionally furnished romantic, 
exciting or dangerous episodes, that ever afterward were 
regarded }y those participating as some of the most thrilling 
events of their lives. 

It was in the summer of 1862 that the writer found him- 
self acting in the capacity of hunter fora wagon train sent 
ont by the firm of Irying & Jackman, of Lesyenworth, 
Kan., who had a contract from government to supply some 
of the frontier forts with pyovisions, Our train, consisting 
of twelye wagons, each drawn by six yokes of oxen, was 
loaded with bacon for Camp Douglass, located a mile or so 
north of great Salt Lake City. 

Nothing of special interest occurred nntil we lad passed 
Fort Laramie, Antelope and small bands of buffalo (usually 
old bulls) were fairly plentiful, and furnished a welcome 
addition to our daily rations of biscuit and bacon, until we 
reached aspur of the Black Hills, through which meander 
three tributaries of the North Platte, known ss Wagon 
Hound, Deer Creek and La Bonte, These were about a 
day's drive apart, and on the evening of the 2ist of Angust 
we made our encampment on the banks of the latter stream. 
The cattle were feeding, under the care of the night herders, 
in a small meadow a short d'stance below us on the stream, 
the opposite bank of which had adense thicket of tall 
Willows, interspersed here and there with cottonwoorls, 

The remainder of the traintmen were gathered around the 
camp-fire, smoking, and lounging after the evening’s meal, 
when sudden commotion amongst the cattle, followed in- 
stantly by the sound of hoofs and the clashing of horns an- 
nounced in unmistakable tones that a stampede had began. 

The two night herders who were on foot soon came to the 
fire, stating that a large animal, which, in the darkness, they 
bad mistaken for one of the oxen, had ascended the bank of 
the stream; but on approaching it to drive it into the herd it 
had turned and with 4 snort and bound decidedly unbovine 
in its character, had disappeared almost before they had dis- 
covered their error, The Wagonmaster and assistant in- 
stantly mounted their horses, and struck out in the darkness 
in the direction the fugitives were supposed to have taken, 
while the remainder of the trainmen, after canvassing the 
matter for an hour or ntore, retired to their blankets. arl 
the next morning a number of us hastened to the river ban 
to endeavor to solve the mystery, when the tracks of a bear, 
so large that they were immediately pronounced by the old 
plainsmen to be that of a grizzly, were to be plainly seen in 
the moist sand, near the halfdecayed carcass of an ox 
upon which he had evidently been feeding, The cattle had 
not yet returned, and hastening back to the wagons, the writer 
and one of the trainmen, a strapping Missourian named Jim 
Jones, made hasty préparations to pursue the midnight for- 
ager. 1 carried a short but heavy 44-calibre rifle, and a 

olt’s dragoon revolyer;, and Jones loaded up a large smooth- 
bore musket with as heavy a charge of slugs as he thought 
consistent with personal safety; and we both struck the trail 
with all the eagerness of two fools wholly intent wpoa sport 
and knowing nothiug of the formidable character of the 
brute they were pursuing. 

The bear had taken down the riyer and, where the willow 
thickets were broken by open prairie, walked along in the 
sand under the bank and near the water's edge, but upon 
reaching the thickets it invariably left the stream and passed. 
through them, although still following the same course with 
the river. In such eases one of ns went around the thickets, 
which were usually from five to ten acres in extent, and the 
other followed the trail through, which was easily done, as 
they were so thick as to be wlmost impenetrable except by 
the trails that had been beaten through them by wild animals. 

About three miles'helow the camp the trail entered a 
thicket larger and if possible more dense than any we had 
passed through, and it appeared so difficult that we con- 
eluded to pass around io the lower énd and take up the trail 
there it became apparent that.he had gone beyond, The clos- 
est scrutiny, however, failed tofind any fresh tracks of the big 
bear leaving tie thicket, and we, therefore, felt snre that he 
was near at hand. As there was-no prospect of ousting him 
by remaining outside, we determined to enter by different 
trails, and if either succeeded in locating him to inform the 
other by alow whistle and wait for reinforcements bifore 
commencing hostilities, Ibis hardly necessary to say that a 
more foolish or impracticable plan could hardly haye been 
devised, hut ag neither of us had ever seen a bear in his 
native wilds—to say nothing of shooting one—it muy not be 
surprising that we could not think of a more feasible cam- 
aign. 
With rifle cocked, I entered the thicket, stooping almost 

double beneath the willows that interlaced in a heavy arch 
not four feet from the grotind, while iny companion did 
the same about fifty yards to my tight. Slowly and cau- 
tiously I forced my way along, straining my eyes to discover 
the first sign that would indicate the presence of our for- 
midable antagonist, and flattering myself that 1 was not 
only conducting the operation after the most approved 
method, but that any disastious surprise was impossible, 
until Thad penetrated nearly to the heart of the thickest 

art, when, witha savage growl, the bear arose upon his 
hind feet, from alarge hole scooped in the sand and com- 
pletely hidden by willows, not ten feet to my right, and 
“Gumped” me with the quickness of thought. So rapid were 
his movements, and so vigorous the onslanght, that 1 seemed 
to have hardly comprehended the situation before [ was 
hurled backward with irresistible fury, the bear aiming a 
stroke at my face with one of his huge fore paws, the nails 
‘of which were longer than my fingers. Fortunately, | was 
falling so fast that it failed to reach its intended destination, 
its spent foree reaching my arm, each nail drawing blood 
from elbow to wrist and stripping into ribbons the sleeves of 
my hickory ‘shirt. Lying helpless upon my back, my re- 
‘yolvers burite in the sand beneath meand my rifle crosswise 
between us, Ie) having followed up the attack so closely that 

rifie even in 
where I endexvored to staunch the fow of blood while my 
companion hastened back to camp for assistance. 
hour he returned with a saddle mule, 

I 
that for the last nine years IL 
prospects ag there are this season. 
early and well, and the young birds are more than half 
frown now; in fact, I saya coyey to-day which, when I 
started them, must have flown one hundred yards, and if 
they are only left alone until our season opens (a month to- 
day), we may look for good sport. 
in Minnesota, and from what [ could learn birds were as 
plentiful there as here. 
last 
who is going to make disturbances, etc., with neighbors and 
friends by informing against them? It is too personala 
matter for one or two men to take in hand, and regular game 
constables ought to be appointed in each town, and then | ( 
they should appoint their deputies if they need any, and 
until that is done the game laws are almost “‘nil.” 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

it could not be used, I endeavored to keep him off with my 
feet. He paid no attention to these. however, and closing 
with me, made another pass at my head. His paw struck 
the barrel of my rifle, between the two bands, and glancing 
down as the muzzle was violently forced downward, spent 
its force harnilessly upon the ground. 

Bnraged at his failure, le seized the elongated stock in his 
teeth, and I heard it crack and splinter like a rotten stick in 
his jaws. ‘Takiny iostant advantage of this, I endeavored 
to release my revolver with my left hand, still holding to the 
vifle with my right, but at the first motion I made at my hip 
the bear let g° his hold upon the gun and fastenened upon 
my thigh, I felt his teeth sink into the fiesh, but no pain 
followed it, and raising partly to a sitting position I struck 
him as violent a blow tipon the nose as my suwkward situa- 
tion would admit of. Impotent as was the effort, it 
effected the desired result; the bear drew back with a suarl, 
and wheeling around with head elsse to the ground, he for 
the first time since the attack placed sufficient distance be- 
tween ts to enable me to get the muzzle of my rifle against 
his body and pulled the trigeer at my side. 

His head was partly turned from me as I fired, I saw the 
hair raised as it was burned or blown away where the bullet 
entered. He gaye a great bound forward and went crashing 
through the brush, out of sight at the second jump. My 
astonishment at this unexpected turn in affairs was hardly 
exceeded by my delight, for by this time I had entirely 
ceased hankering after bear meat, and springing to my feet 
I drew my revolver, expecting his immediate return. 
shirt Was in shreds, and of 8 pair of new overalls with which 
I began the fracas nothing remained but a strip about a foot 
wide around my waist. 

My 

The blood was running in astream down ty leg from my 
thigh, and was bubbling over the top of my shoe. I stood a 
moment or two in anxious expectation, seeing nothing, but 
hearing now and then a strange though faint choking noise 
in the direction taken by the bear, and them beyan to load 
my rifle as fast as 1 was able. 
let my comrade made his appearance, he had heard the growl 
and first rush of the bear but was unable to reach me direct, 
being obliged to return and enter by the trail I had followed. 
Forcing pur way through the brush, we soon came wpon 
large spatters of blood, which led us to where the bear was 
lying, By stooping close to the ground where the foliage 
was thin we could see u short distance ahead, and as soon 
as we made ont his position we both dropped to our knees 
and fired. No noise nor motion, however, followed the dis- 
charge, and we found him already dead, the first bullet 
having passed diagonally through nearly the whole length 
of his body, tearing a frightful hole in bis Jungs and other 
portions of the intestines. 

While forcing down the bul- 

fter a very brief exumination of the hideous brute, ter- 
eath, we returned to the bank of the stream 

In au 

The next two werks found me confined strictly toa couch 
in the baggage, wagon where after the ample time afforded 
me for reflection, | was obliged 1o confess that those few 
moments spent in that willow thicket had given my educa- 
tion in that particuly department of backwoods recreation a 
more ¢laborate finish than all the happy hours I had spent 
over the pages of Kit Carson, or Grizaly Adams. 

Forsnp DEER. 
San Faancrsco, California. 

WESTERN GAME PROSPECTS. 

see in Forest AND Spream received yesterday that you 
ask for the prospects of prairie chickens. I must say 

haye never seen such good 
The birds hatched out 

A few weeks ago I was 

I quite agree with your letter in 
aper about the game laws. We have good laws, but 

Ourrpo. 
Rineeway, Iowa, July 15. 

As I am constantly receiving letters of inquiry in regard 
to the chicken shooting in this section, I will take the liberty 
of answering all throngh the medium of your valuable and 
widely read paper. The chickens have made an excellent 
crop the present season, und the game ‘law is rigidly en- 
for¢ed. Open season begins in Iowa August 15, Minne- 
sota, September 1. The northern portion of Kossuth 
county was a compurative wilderness until the Chicago & 
Northwestern Railroad built north from Algona into Min- 
nesota some six months ago. That section never haying been 
shot over, is literally alive with chickens, and the lakes 
along the State line with geese and ducks, ‘To reavh that 
section take the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad via, 
Clinton, Cedar Rapids, Tama City and Algona to Bancroft, 
twenty miles north of Algona, and sixteen south of the 
Minnesota line. Shoot this section over from August 16 to 
September 1, then cross the line into Minnesota and at- 
tend the Nationnl American Kennel Club field trials at 
Fairmont September 4, only twenty-five miles distant from 
Bancroft. Accommodations can be had at Bancroft or with 
farmers, or you can try the tent and skillet. A, A, Cann. 
AuGonA, Iowa. 

You.sk for “‘game notes.” ‘The prospect for game were 
never better throughout Southern Minnesota. Chickens are 
abundant further west, we havea few here; quail are whistl- 
ing in every direction, The writer of this was awakened 
three mornings last month with ‘Kirk White” being loudly 
whistled from the roof tree of his house, From my own 
premises moye than twenty flocks of ducks were seen 
to-day, some nol yet grown. Quite a number of fair bags of 
woodcock haye been made since the season opened. The 
woods are full of rabbits, and young ruffed grouse are seen 
every day, and why is this not an excellent place for sports- 
men to come, rest and refresh themstlves and get their dogs 
in form before the chicken season opens and the campaign 
at Fairmont’ 
We are just above the confluence of Root Riyer with the 

Mississippi, Target Lake, on which a writer in Harper's some 

27 

years #g0 gave a very pleasant account of a duck shoot, is in 
sight. Pine Creek, a considerable stream, tlowsinto the lake. 
Blue Lake and Cameron's Lake are just in sight with many 
ducks feeding in their waters. Mallards are nearly grown. 
The miles of Mississippi bottom Jands furnish woodcoclk 
and snipe shooting. Probably a hundred bass, pike and 
pickerel have been landed by ‘‘the boys’ within sight of the 
hotel veranda to-day, Hon. Daniel Cameron, Pish Commis- 
sioner of the First District resides here, and will throw wide 
hospitable doors to the lovers of the gentle craft. 
We are at the termini of three railronds leading North, 

South and West, and lastly, but not least to a sportsman, & 
food hotel, the La Crescent House, just opened, with Jand- 
lord Kirwan behind the desk, knowing just how to take care 
of a tired aportsman and his dog, and to put them on the best 
line forgame, Parties so wishing could get a man with his 
doz, knowing eyery mile of prairie between here and Fair- 
mont, to pilot them through, or show them birds at any in- 
termediate station. 
The writer designs driving through with camp equipage 

and to ret a shot at the birds en route, 
The L. M. R. R. passenger leaves here after breakfast and 

arrives at Fairmont in time for an early supper. 
No more desitable location for 4 sportsman can be found 

in which to pass a few pleasant days. 
La Crescent, Minn,, Ang. 2, 1882. 

[See notes on the prairie chicken trials in another column. | 

You ask your Western readers to tell of the prairie chicken 
prospects. They are plenty here. There are a boy and gun 
ready for every chicken within ten miles, In fact they area 
buying powder and shot now to shoot hanko and snipe, as 
the chickens will not be ripe fora month yet. I do not 
know what clse they are going to do with the powder and 
shot. I would like to have your Western readers to treat 
the members of the Kitty Hawk Olub and all others of the 
same stamp, when they come West after chickens and other 
game, the same as they would treat a Western manif he 
would appear with dog and gun on their ground (of two or 
three hundred miles in length)—that is, order them off, or 
haye them arrested or fincd, as they say they willdo if a 
stranger goes on their ground. If buying up a few hundred 
miles of the shooting grounds by a few for their own shoot- 
ing is not a monopoly, what is it? JAck Syren. 
Vat, Ia., July 17. 

There is no doubt that prairie chickens are unusually 
abundantin Nebraska this year. Everything is abundant and 
the crops marvelous, Ponds are full of water and we antici- 
pate excellent fall goose and duck shooting, Quail are heard 
on every hand. Burr H, Pou. 

Linaoun, Neb, July 81. 

DUCKING AT WAUBONSIE LAKE. 

ia October a party of four, including the writer. rigged 
up a wagon with a cover, and putting in bedding, boat 

and camp utensils, started for this lake, distant twelye miles 
south of this city. We went for duck shooting and spearing 
fish for which this lakeisnoted, This lake, or more properly 
a bayou of the Missouri River, is in fact a relic of the 
old bed of the river, It is two miles long gnd one wide, and 
has a dense growth of flags snd marsh grass, But there are 
many open spaces of water. The flags completely conceal 
the boat and the shooter, thus affording the best of shooting 
morning and eyening. Bass, pickerel, pike and catfish are 
abundant, and hundreds are caught by the trawl net. A 
party of three shipped six hundred pounds the morning we 
arrived, Thousands of ducks in spring and fall find excellent 
feeding ground here, and good shooting is found after the 
sloughs and small streams are frozen oyer. The birds will 
not be driven away. 
We killed as many as we and our friends could use for 

many days; more than this we did not care for. Wo spent 
two days and nights on this lake, days and nights we will 
remember for years. We secured eight varieties of birds, 
viz,, mallard, svay duck, blue and greenwing teal, broadbill, 
woodduck; bluebill and readhead, We saw but few geese 
heré; bul they are found in large numbers along the river 
bars, and this kind of shooting was better this year than 
usual. 

In my twenty years’ shooting I never saw so many coots 
Fulica americana) as here, The water was black in places 
with them; and when they took to winp it was not unlike a 
wind storm, They are not used for food here, although T 
have been told that some of the natives cat them, We 
always found ducks feeding with them, either broadbills or 
redheads, Owing to previous hard rains that discolored the 
water, our speating was a failure, although we procured 
enough fish for our own needs in camp. One of the party 
killed a solitary juck snipe, the only one we saw during our 
stay. 

Dxcellent camping places are found-anywhere around the 
lake, as high bluifs 100 fect high skirt the north and east, 
broken by ravines, which afford plenty of good spring water 
and an abundance of wood for camp fires. Corn can be 
bought near for teams, No hotels nearer than twelve miles. 
A few wild turkeys are found in the timber back of the 
lake; hut it is the roughest country in the State to trayel 
over, 8o he who hunts them will haye all the exercise he 
wants. Plenty of quail anil squirrels are found, but no 
ruffed grouse. Aniy Moore, of our party, secured a bald 
eagle (H. liecacephalus), and has it mounted, Measured six 
feet from tip to tip, and wisa male in full plumage. It 
now adorns a leading hardware store in town. We intend 
to visit this place again this fall, and anticipate a glorious 
time. W. H.R, 
GLenwoop, Iowa. 

BEAR O11. FOR Rapoumatism.—Rangeley, Me. , July 31,—As 
James Spaulding was mowing near a piece of wood last 
Monday morning, he heard the wailings of 4 cub in the 
vicinity where Charles Sowle had a bear-trap, aud surmising 
the cub to be in the trap proceeded with a club fo despatch 
it. As he was in the act of dealing a blow the mother of the 
cub presented herself rattling her ivories and snorting yen- 
geance. Then commenced a go-as-you-please race to the 
clearing, which was barely won by Spaulding. As he ran 
he gave forth a series of shrieks that made echoes for miles 
around, causing the neighboring hay-makers to asscible 
with yarious weapons. On hearing Spaulding’s story they 
proceeded to the trap where mater familias was guarding 
her offspring, William Ellis got in a broadside shot an 
laid her out, Spaulding had fora long time been crippled 
with rheumatism, but after the affair was over found him- 
self cured, WNote,—Those afflicted with rheumatiam are ad- 
vised to try this ramedy.— Wanrmin, 
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PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 
W the New Jersey coast asmall number of the earlier 

returning shore birds are making their appearance, 
but not in quantities to show the greater flight of waders 
has arrived. A few short-billed curlew appeared the last of 
July, and some small flocks of brownbacks were seen pass- 
ing Long Beach, N. J., on the ocean sida, the wind being 
favorable for that course. During the first week of August 
the bay men lnok for an increased number, and say all the 
shore birds will be a week orten days later this year, as they 
arrived from the South ‘‘behind” the ordinary time during 
the past spring, and consequently the departure for their 
breeding erounds was delayed. Corson’s and Townsend's 
Inlet, N. 5: and thereabouts will be the best locution for all 
varictics of bay birds. Last year great flocks frequented 
these shores almost unmolested. These localities are not so 
much visited by sportsmen as the points nearer summer 
watering »laces, but it will be found difficult to obtain good 
accommodations unless quarters areengaged at some farm- 
house, or a cruise istuken by boat, and a home made 
aboard. 

T hear of no better reports of woodcock shooting thanT did 
early in the season. The dirds have proven scarce have been 
scattered all over the country and seven-tenths of those that 
were bagged proved to be old birds. 

The crop of reed on the border of our river bids fair to be 
a large one this year, as it begins to show itself in a thick 
rowth everywhere. Many of the new style of '‘Dinkey” or 
at-bottomed skiffs built at Gloucester, N. J., will be in use 

for rail shooting next month, as itis claimed they can be 
pushed into shoaler wate. than the old clinker-built ones, and 
are much easier propelled by the poleman. TI shall tuke the 
first opportunity that presents itself to make a trial of one, and 
report. 
Mad the present hot and dry spell that we are now haying 

occurred earlier in July, the few wooflcock we have ha 
would have been collected together in the moist places and 
more would have been found and killed. Itis a blessing for 
the longbills it came Jate, as the birds haye commenced their 
moult and are now in the higher grounds. Homo. 
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. d. 

THE GAME OF ARIZONA. 

HE bear most common in Arizona is the ‘‘cinnamon,” 
supposed to be a cross between the grizzly of the Pacific 

const and the black bear of the Mississippi. 
The mountain sheep, or us known among hunters “big horn,” 

is found in the mountains from here north, and is in season 
during the winter, 

The California or top-knot quail is abundant in Arizona, 
and the number seems to be increasing with the harvests of 
grain. Before the settlement of the country they fed upon 
the mesquite bean, and the wild srass seeds of the country. 
The bob white quail are becoming more plentiful. 
The sandhill crane, geese, curlew, soipe and rail appear 

after the rainy season, and remain till spring. 
OF duck we have varieties the canvas back, teal, redhead, 

cnpetem wood duck, mallard and widgeon. The teal in 
the winter season is equal to that of any country. 

The turtle dove is abundant, and takes the place of the 
wild pigeon of the Western States for a pot dish, It is killed 
in season and out of season, the more shame to the pot- 
hunters. 

The Syrian dove, about one-third the size of the turtle doye, 
appears here, but is scarcely ever killed. 

"he wild mountain pigcon (Ciiracahva) appears in tlie 
mountains in small quantities, and are about twice the size 
of the turtle dove, steel blue color, with scarlet neck. They 
feed on pine nuts, aco.ns, hackberries and wild cherries, 

The chapporal cock (paysano, cl capitan, road runner, 
and many other domestic names), is one of the rare birds of 
Arizona. Its rapid motions make it hard to hit, and a 
horseman cannot overtake onein the road. They sre the 
deadly enemy of the rattieake, and are consequently highly 
esteemed by the natives. 
The cougar, or mountain lion, is yet abundant in the coun- 

try, and has proved very destructive to sheep, calves and 
colts. 

Tt weichs from 75 to 109 pounds, and is sufficiently fero- 
cious to be dangerous. 

Thesilyer gray fox can be found along the Gila River, and 
is chased by the Pima Inaians. 

The red fox is also found on the mesas or foothills. 
Coyotes are the pest of the country in destroying fiocks 

and small game. ‘They are disappearing rapidly before 
civilization and long-range guns. 

The wild turkey is found in the mountains, and is no 
doubt the indigenous American bird; the weight isfrequently 
25 pounds when fat in the winter season. They feed upon 
pine nuts, acorns, berries and grass seeds. 

The peccary or musk hog is yet frequently taken in the 
valleys and consumed for food; they weigh from 30 to 40 
pounds. 
The burro rabbit is abundant in Arizona, and for a fair 

shot easily obtained, especially about sunrise or sunset; the 
weight 12 to 15 pounds. 

The cotton-tail rabbit is not so plentiful on account of 
coyotes. 

o statute laws 'ave yet been passed regerding the seasons 
in which game And fish may betaken, but the laws and cus- 
toms prevailing in California are generally accepted and 
adopted by the people of this Territory. 

The season for killing large game opens about the 17th 
of September, when elk, decr, antelope, mountain goats and 
bear may be killed, and cloes March 15. Cas. D. Poston. 
Tucson, Arizona. 

AprrospAck RuFFED Grovse.—I was somewhat sur- 
prised to find the partridges, or ruffed grouse, so plenty as 
they are about Blne Mountain and the levels this season. 
Owing to so many being killed and shipped here last season, 
T had made up my mind that but few would be left oyer to 
breed; but in the mornings | heard them drumming in «all 
directions, and flushed quite a number in my rambles 
through the woods. The prospect now is that they will be 
as plenty this season as they were last. I helieve there is no 
other part of the country now where the ruffed srouse are as 
plenty as they are here on the northern slope of the Adiron- 
dacks,—ADRION ONDACE. 

OonnEcticuT.—Sharon, July 31.—The noble partridse is 
nearly extinct; here the snare has done its work well. No one 
seems 10 take any notice of it here. Y have been through 
several pieces of woods this summer and only saw oue old 
lien partridge and her young brood, Ten years ago I could 
scare up 2.dozen flocks where ;I have only seon one this 
year,—J. B. W. 

SHurtTine THE Barn Door.—We find it reported that, 
“Game Constable Brayton, of Albany, who has been inves- 
tigating reported violations of the game laws in the North 
Woods, returned yesterday, He proceeded as far north as 
Chazy lake and river and Rouse’s Point, and reports re- 
peated violations of the law. Last week he captured 
seven nets and one large seine. Af the house of O, B, 
Moon, in Saratoga, he was informed of a contract with 
W. Van Aernam, of Broadalbin, by which the latter fur- 
nished all the game that four or five men can shoot. 
During the month of June it is seid that over 100 wood- 
eock were shot and delivered under the contract, and 
that, fearing publicity, the game was wrapped in paper 
bags and delivered at night.” This is shutting the barn 
door after the horse is gone. Where was Game Constable 
Brayton last June when the woodcock traffic was going on? 

New York.—Frewsburz, August 7.--After a careful re- 
connoisance of the game resorts of this section, I may say 
that the present prospect for fall shooting is not flattering, 
The first of May last found us with s good sprinkling of 
ruffed grouse, making plenty of music by their drumming 
through all their old haunts. But the constant floods of rain 
since that time has drowned out nearly tf not all the young 
broods, The same may be said of the woodcock. have 
made several attempts to find a brocd, tut thus far have been 
unable to find any young with either. Black and gray 
squirrels scem to be coming on nicely, and as there is good 
prospects for a fair quintity of shack, muy, unless next 
winter is too seyere, make better bags next year than one 
could hope to do the present suason.—C Ap Locr, 

Onranto Law Exroncep.—Windecr, Ontario, August 5, 
1882.— Editor Forest wnd Stream: On the 26th ultimo, eorze 
Gauthier,*storekeeper, and Wm. Colby, engine driver, both 
of this town, were fined by Magistrate Bartlett $5 and cosis, 
amounting to $7.72 each, for hunting woodcock during the 
close season. Mr. J, C. Goodenough made the complaint, 
and Messrs. James Radcliff and P. C. Ponting were the 
chief witnesses for the prosecution. Great credit is due 
these gentlemen for putting this case through, and all true 
sportsmen in this neighborhood are highly gratified at the 
result, Your articles on game protection are greatly appre- 
ciated by every sportsman who reads your paper in this sec- 
tion, Give us some more.—Ho1p Up, 

A Grouse Monument.—The following is the inscription 
en an obelisk eight feet high, which will be placed on a 
well-known moor in North Yorkshire, England: ‘‘At this 
stand were shot 191 grouse at 2 single drive, lasting twenty- 
eight minutes, by Sir Frederick Milbank, Bart., on the 20th 
August, 1872, at which time Joseph Collinson was head 
keeper. Erected by Lady Milbank in commemoration, 1882. 
Total bag August 20th, 1872, 2,070 grouse (six shooters). 
Total killed in the season, 17,064 on Wemmergil] Moor.” 
“Rational p2opls,” says the London Truth, ‘will be dis- 
posed to think that the sooner such stupid, unsportsmanlike 
butchery was forgotten, the better for the credit of all con- 
cerned.” 

Snore Brrps—Lynn, Mass., August 4.—There are a few 
birds flying, but none of any account. Some summer and 
a few jack curlew have been shot, but not many. I would 
like to know where the birds come from that are flooding 
Boston markets, I would like to have some old gunner in 
this vicinity tell of the flights of the shore birds In the fall, 
of about the time due and of the effect of dry or wet weather, 
Your book on ‘‘ Shore Birds” should cover that.—8, 

Cantrornta.—Los Angeles.—The outlook for deer hunt- 
ing this summer and the quail shooting in the fall is better 
than usual; there have been some fine strings of trout causht 
in the San Gabriel. The fishing is very goou, indeed, in the 
streams, and also in the ocean at Santa Monica, Santa Cata- 
lina, Bolas, Sun Pedro, 8an Juan and Capistrano,—En 
CAZADOR. 

Massacuvserrs.—Haydenville, August.—Game is not 
very plenty here, though enough for very fair sport.—A. R. T 

Camp Sire MMlickerings. 

“That reminds me."! 

NE of tha ‘Inele-side Stories” of ‘*Wells” reminds me 
of what happened down here. Ed F. and John G, 

svent fire-huuting deer on the Yegua. John soon found 
eyes; aud at the crack of ‘‘Old Meat-in-the-Pot” there was 
scuffing inthe bushes. Running in to the spot, John sud- 
denly stopped short, and ina hoarse whisper said, ‘Hd, a 
horse!” They made a quick trip to camp, hitched up their 
team, without delay came home and said ‘‘nothing to no- 
body.” : 
The next morning Mr, L., who was going through the 

lottom looking for cattle, found, lying near an old horse 
thal had been dead too weeks, a fine seyen-prong buck. 
Wuen Ed and John heard of it——vwell! W. A. L. 
Brenwan, Texas. 

To escape a drenching I drove in uuder ashed. There 
were two other men in there; one of them a deaconof the 
Advent church, and the other his son, Now, surely no one 
would tell a Jie under such circumstances, when the artillery 
of heayen was booming. There being a fearful crash of 
thunder, the son pointed out the exact spot where he 
averred he sww the bolt strike. This woke up the old man. 
“You know flit old mare Idrove up from Grafton Notch?” 
suid he. ‘‘YWaal, [kinder thought as how Imight get to Cap- 
tain Brown's place afore dark; and so sorter took it easy, 
when ull of 2 suddint them are clouds came up like ‘a stack 
o’ black eats? un’ 1 couldnt see a hand afore me; then a 
streak o'lightnim’ come right out of it, an’ bit the wagon 
wheel, an’ started to go “round an’ jump off, but I hit the 
old mare a whack, and you oughtersee the fun. But the 
old mare had the best of it, forthe lightnin’ was trying to 
ect dows on the back side, but couldn’t; an’ I drove that 
mile an’ 4 half, en’ could see just as good as if if had bin 
sunshine.” hen Chip spoke up, ‘Well, dad, you knowed 
the time I come to the house and left the saw a runnin’? 
Well, I seed a streak hop on the saw, an’ I let on full gate, 
an’ you’ orier seen her chaw it, I got away au’ Jet her work 
up that lightnin’ ‘fore went to cuttin’ logs.” 
The old mun wes a noted moose hunter in his day, butthe 

“yumatix’ have got hold on him, and some time J will tell 
you how it happened. Nup Norron, 
Cotssroor, N. H, 

Sea and River Fishing. 

Open SEasons.—cz table of open seasons for game and fish 
in issue of Srtly 20. 

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 
FRESH WATER, 

Lake trout, Cristivomer namcy- | Pike (N. Y. pickerel), Hsow lyuoius 
cush. ? - Pickerel, Hsox reticulatus. 

Siscowet, Cristivomer siscowet. Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti 
Brooktrout, Sulvelinusfontinalis. | zostethium. 
Grayling, Thymallus tricotor and upiatiliz. 

T. montanus. ; sh), Rocous 
Rainbow trout, Salmo iridea. 
Clark's trout, Salmo clarkii. ' 
Dolly Varden trout, Salvelinws 
numa. 

Salmon, Salno salar, 
Land-locked salmon, var, sebago, 
Quinnat salmon, Oncorhynchus 
chouycha : 

Black 
cies, 

Maskinonge, sox iebilior, 

Yellow perch, Perce 
Striped bass (Roe! 

lineatus. 
White bass, Roceus chrysope. 
Rock bass, Ambloplites, yo spe- 

cles. 

War-mouth, Chenobrytius gulo- 
sus, 

Crappie (Strawberry 0838, €tc.), 
F Pomoxys nicromaculatus, 

bass, Mioropterus, two spe-| Bachelor, Pomorys annular ~ 
Chub, Semotilus byllaris. 

! 

SALT WATER. 

Sea bass, Centropristes alrarius. \ “Seatrout,”* Oynoscyon carolimen- 
Striped bass, Roceus lineatus, sis. 

te perch, Moroneamericana. | Sheepshead, Archosargus probe- 
Scup or porgie, Stenotomus ar- mad fetlus. 

qyrops. ingfish or Barb, Menticirrus ne- 
Tautog or blaekfish, Tautoga owt- | bulosus. 

t Spanish mackerel, Cybfum mace 
1m, 

Drum, Pogonias chromis, 
Lafayette, Liostomus obliquats, 

we, 

Bluefish or taylor, Pomatomus 
saltafriz. 

Weakfish or squetague, Cynos- 
cuon reqalis, Red hass, ete.. Sciwnons ocellatus, 

fa" This table is general, or special laws in the several 
States see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20. 

According to the creed of India,*fish are the emblems of the 

world’s salvation. “In the whole world of creation, nons were seen 

but these sages, Menu and the Fish.”"—Blakey, “Angling Literature,” 

London, 1856. 

FISHING IN RICE LAKE, 

| Bee LAKH, which is probably known to many of my 
) readers, is a beautiful little sheet of water, embedded 

among hills gleaming in the autumn with yellow patches of 
matted vice, which lifts its thin stalks through five or six 
feet of water to a heicht ot two feet perhaps above the sur- 
face. Sprinkled with small islands, steep-banked and coy- 
ered with dark, thick wood, reflected in the sleepy stillness 
of its glassy surface, the lake seems on # calm summer's 
meroing like a little patch of dreamland dropped into the 
midst of the woody hills that gird it round, 

The sun had risen, and not a breath of wind stirred the 
magic stillness of the scene. Our boats, provided with 
the necessity tackle both for trolling and still fishing, 
shot oul from the old wharves below the village of Gore’s 
Lunding, oyer the sleeping waters, as we watched the tangled 
weeds below us, talland thick in the shallow bay—hiding 
place of many a staid saturnine black bass, who- swept ma- 
jestically away as we passed aboye him, scared by the whirl 
of the water from the glittering oar blades; or impudent sun- 
fish, swaggering and indifferent, sunning his contented snub- 
face in the morning light; couutless perch and minnows, 
skimming hither and thither, picking up occasional serapa 
of eatable matter, and often narrowly cscaping the yawning 
jaws of their kingly tyrants, the bass. 

There were three of us in the boat—a fat old gentleman in 
the stern, myself, and 2 tough denizen of the neighborhood 
to pull the oars—a noted character, brown, hardened, 
muscles like wire, a miraculous fisherman, «a miraculous 
duck shooter, thoroughly acquainted with all the best spots 
for fishing or shooting, and discreetly silent about the same, 
The old gentleman had command of the trolling line, which 
was accordingly let out as soon as we had got clear of the 
bay and into deep water, the brass spoon spinning merrily 
behind at a distance of perhaps a hundred feet. For some 
time we kept our course straight out into the lake, then 
turned and skirted the rice bed between two of the islands, 
in hopes of alluring from the tangled recesses of therice shade 
one of those lounging fellows who are generally loafing 
lazily about the edges of the bed looking for something 
worth eating. The maskalonge is a swaggering, yioleut. 
ereedy fellow, but not very cautious—like some of his 
avaricious counterparts among men he often snatches at any- 
thing that glitters, quite heedless of the usclessness and 
danger of it. 
We had not gone far when we were startled by ‘Bless m 

soul,” from the fat gentleman who was glaring, purple-faced, 
behind him and pulling hard at his line, [came to his as- 
sistance and as the oarsman pulled on we leisurely drew in 
the line. Our captive struggled bravely, flinging himself 
several times out of the water and whirling in wild circles 
as we got him nearer to our side, At length, tired and 
weakened, his long striped frame was transferred from his 
native element to the bottom of our boat, his desperate exer- 
tions to escape Our grasp nearly terrifying our fat friend out 
of his wits. A blow on the back of the head from the ‘‘head- 
ache stick” which we had brought with us, soon, however, 
convinced the prisoner that a stute of complete rest was most 
conducive to his happiness; though the old gentleman still 
looked with no very assured glance upon the long rows of 
sharp vindictive tecth that fortified the jaws of the fallen 
hero. 
As we coasted along the side of one of the islands, a beau- 

tiful wooded hillock rising from the placid water, stony- 
shored with wild creepers and grape vines trailing to the 
water’s edge, we captured another of the bright-eyed tyrants 
and one or two bass. : 

After this we resolved to row back again to the mainland, 
and try our chances at still fishing, for we had taken care to 
provide ourselves with the necessary tackle. The water was 
still, glassy, smooth and too clear to afford us much hope 
of success. However, we dropped anchor a few yards from 
a stony point, between wiich and the mainland stretched a 
reedy swamp, lined with rushes. The great, white water- 
lilies, opened wide to the sunlight, gleaming here and there 
through the reeds, two or three dreamy cranes drifting of 
over the water, casting their long, dark shadows over its 
sleeping surface, Our anchor rested on # bed of stones and 
the water was clear, deep and almost free from weeds. It 
was 2 favorite place for the black bass, aud our rods were 
quickly adjusted. The unsuspecting crawfish, gathered for 
us by some village urchin from his rocky habitation, was 
cautiously extracted from the swarming can, wherein but a 
moment hefore he had been lustily clawing his neighbors, 
and tne sharp hook inserted under his tail—that lithe, cvace- 
ful little tail that had so often aided him in dashing ont of 
danger’s reach at @ magic speed—and drawn through bis 
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body. out at the throat, Now inert and ulmost lifeless, the) say May or thereabouts, I never thoughtit worth while 
tempting bait was east into the still water and sank tillthe|to fish in it, I have caught trout as leavy as 4, 
finat rested upright un the surface, pound in Sitlington’s Creek, which is near it. I think 

Some time we waited under the hot sky and with the ;if your correspondent had kept the Stainton and Pinkers- 
mirrored water between us, in that dreamy reyery which bury Pike to where it crosses Greenbrier River, he might 
makes the sedate amusement of fishing the philosopher's | haye found trout up either of the prongs of that stream; or 
cherished enjoyment, and recalls to us the figures of genial) had he kept on to Cheat, have found still more. I never 
Izaak Walton and many others whose footsteps will be | heard any of the natives call Deer Creek 4 trout stream, nor 
traced beside these native brooks to the end of time. Pres-} would I do so in the ordinary senst, although as I say there’ 
ently my float descended to the depths, slowly, majestically, | are a few trout in it. 
solemnly, evidently borne off by some proud old veteran, Tn order to enjoy fishing one does not need to have avirgin 
too philosophical to make a fuss over any bait however fat | field—a stream where never man fished before—whence to 
and tempting. Ltightened my line, and instantly my cap- | draw out untold numbers. ‘The pleasure is in the fishing it- 
tive was awikened fo the danger of his position, made off | self—in the performance—and aky, monntain, stream, sun- 
for the open lake until he was brought toa halt by the cau- | shine and shadow, ripple and pool, the loaf during mid day, 
tious effort of my band, Tfound him uo complient pris- } all the accessories go to swell the pleasure. It is not a mere 
oner, snd it was uot without considerable trouble that I | question of numbers, although of course the size of the fish 
laid his black side upon ti boltom of the boat. After this | caught, if satisfactory, adds to the pleasure. 
we chught several bass of from two to four pounds weight, Uknow a number of trout streams in West Virginia, some 
and lost several, one of which saw fit to go off with the bet- | good, some poor, some quile inaccessible, | am happy tosay, 
ter part of the old gentleman’s tackle, causing considerable | to the ‘general public,” and in one of these I was the first 
trouble and a great deal of unnecessary blasphemy. who eyer cast a fly, IL was also first to catch bass with « fly 

After this last event we weighed anchor at .the interces- | in the Greenbrier River after it was stocked. The fishing is 
sion of our fat friend—who was convinced that the fish, hav- | very good in that stream now—a yery pleasant trip could be 
ing now learned the trick, would proceed to further viola- | made by taking a boat at Caldwell, six miles west of tha 
tion of the principles of honor and run off with all the other | White Sulphur, and at the riyer, and rnuning the river to 
roils and lines in the boat—and rowed over the rice-beds to } Hinton some forty miles below, fishing slong the way and 
(he other side of the lake, a distance of about three miles | taking several days to it. The mountains of West Virginia 
and a half. are quite high and there is an ahundance of yew pine as the 

Here we found the mouth of the river Ollonabee, flowing | natives call it, that is to say black spruce and rhododendron 
through a vast marsh, overgrown with reeds, rushes. and | or ‘‘brick laurel," to obstruct the way to any of the retired 
wild rice and fringed with stunted trees, the home of the | streams. Everything has to be done on foot and provisions 
frog and the mosquito, After pulling a few hundred yards packed on the back, ~‘Visiting sportsmen” as a rule, don’t 
np the stream, we east anchor again in a bend of the river, | like to carry forty pounds of traps on their backs when they 
and here, almost under the shade of the trees, we dropped | go fishing. I have fished many a day and all day with my 
our lines into the deeps and found better luck than ever, | pack on, over that my Winchester and to balance that my 
Several magnificent fish were soon stretched stiff and stark | creel. Some people call that work; so, they do cutting wood 
on the inhospitable boards of our treacherous eraft, and it | or peeling bark for camp, I call them all accessories, and to 
syas not till sunset that our hardy oarsman weighed his | me they add tothepleasure of the thing. If I wanteda $1,000 
anchor and we took our contented way, sun-tanned and | cump T would go toa good hotel and he comfortable, but I 

yavenously hungry, back to the quiet little village, nestling | doubt whether I should he more so in a good bark shanty. 
among its trees on the steep lakeside, where our stomachs As to the natives, I say let them fish; certainly they have 
were plentifully refreshed and our minds cheered by reflec- | the most natural right to use the streams. Frequently these 
tion upon the gratifying success of our day’s work. run through their own lands; why should we growl because 

we have come a few hundred tiles to fish what they can 
reach in a few minutes or hours waen we find them at work 
for the pot? 

Simpiy because we object to their method, and even as to 
that there seems to be doubt. In your last issue comes a man 
who says by all means let us use heavy rods, kill our fish 
quickly, and so haye time for more. Are we to go back, 
then, to the cut poles and horsehair lines so that we may 
“jerk ‘em out quick” and dash their brains out against a 
spruce limb? For my part, I heg leave to halt at eight 
ounces for trout rods, let the rest of the world and West Vir- 
ginia do as it will, 

Let no Staunton manu go to Deer Creek for trout. If he 
wants points, let him write to me and I will try to enlighten 
him—possibly to console him. Crorn Cay. 
Wasurneron, D. C. 

A TRIP TO TRAPPER’S LAKE. 

AVING just returned from a most enjoyable und inter- 
esting trip to Trapper’s Lake, I think that some of 

your readers may be pleased to read about it even though I 
may not prove to be wholly equal of doing the eubjeet full 
ustice, 
i On any map of Colorado in its northwest portion may be 
seen ‘White River Agency” now occupied by a small jafan- 
try garrison of the U. 8. Army, and in a line almost directly 
east therefrom and gbout thirty miles in length, ‘“Trapper's 
Lake.” It was from the first-mentioned place that a party 
of which I was a member consisting of nine persons, includ- 
ing a guide and three men as packers, etc., started to see 
rapper's Lake, of which in regard to scenery, game and 
fish, we had heard such wonderful and extraordinary ac- 
counts that they were looked upon by the most sanguine of 
ws 48 extrayagant inthe extreme. Our outfit consisted of a 
saddle animal for each one of the party and Jour pack- 
mules, upon whose faithful and sturdy backs we were able 
to pack everything we uceded for proper shelter from the 
expected mountain rains, an ample supply of bedding for 
alland rations to last ten days—besides some luxuries not 
altogether indispensable it is true, but adding greatly to the 
pleasure and somewhat to the hilarity of the occasion. 

T shall not attempt to descant very fally upon the scenery 
on our route, as it is a little beyond my powers of descrip- 
tion, The trail led us through country whose diversity 
ives a pleasing variety to a ride which might otherwise 
seem long und tedious, taking us asit did along beautiful 
grass-covered parks, through thick forests of pine trees, 
amongst the willows of babbling brooks and across the 
stony bottoms of rushing streams with mountains always 
and on every side and affording us frequent views of the 
four-footed game which abounds, at every step, besides the 
mountain grouse perching in the trees solicitously watching 
their young while we passed by. 

On account of precaution against over fatigue and some 
little uncertainty as to distance we did not arrive at our des- 
tination until the third day, early enough, however, (about 
10 o'clock A. ML) at which time we emerged from a small 
opening of the woods, and Trapper’s Luke burst upon our 
view like a beautiful picture, a picture to go into eestacies 
over. The luke itself is about two miles long and at some 
parts nearly the same in width, surrounded by mountains 
clothed with thickly growing pine trees which cover their 
slopes from the borders of the Jake to their summits except 
at some ¢xtreme points where the trees are overlooked by 
the snow-filled niches below the crests of overhanging rocks, 
2,000 feet above the lake, 12,000 above the sea. One of our 
parly who rede around the lake estimates the distance of its 
circuit nt seven or eight miles and describes the scenery upon 
the south side as grand beyond description in its park-like 
openings and succession of smaller lakes or snow ponds 
which the encountered on his way; Le also obtained a good 
view of a black bear, which, however, is not at all an un- 
common occurrence about those parts. 

After leisurely jointing our rods and preparing our flies 
and lines for action we euch proceeded ina different direc- 
tion to test the truthfulness of the wonderful accounts we 
had heard of the trout fishing on Trapper's Lake, I myself, 
proceeded to the outlet of the lake and after using my tackle 
for 14 or 20 minutes found that I had captured fifteen fine 
trout and concluded to ery enough for the time heing; two 
others of the fishermen came back to camp shortly after I 
aid, one haying taken 29 the other between 20 and 30, the 

lot averaging more than half a pound, the largest running 
about 12 pounds. There are three distinct species. I am not 
sufficiently well np in ichthyology to give them their ae 
curate designation, but they who are may recognize it by my 
description when 1 say briefy that one is asiim dark-bagked 
fellow with deep crimison belly, the other is a broader and 
whiter fish with the belly of a light pink or salmon color, and 
the third is like the latter but of a yellowish hue, the second 
mentioned is far the gamiest of all, and we soon learned to 
know him when hooked before we saw him fairly. 

The next day, having found that the eatching of fish was 
too little of an effort to afford a reasonable ywmaunt of sport, 
we consiructed a raft, upon which we sailed to the middle 
of the lake, where, let it be said, that somewhat perhaps to 
our relief, we found a place where we could not catch fish. 
We thought it possible that by sinking we might bring some 
hidden wonders to light, but we were mistaken, and upon 
returning to shore solaced ourselves with a little more of the 
lightning fly-fishing with the same success as betore. 

On the next and last day of our stay it was deemed advis- 
able to take, say fifty fish to each pack-mule to carry home. 
Two of us went to the mouth of a small creek emptying in 
the lake, and there, after two hours leisurely fishing, and 
without moving from our place, we’ counted one hundred 
and ten captives, averaging exactly as before, and the fish 
rising as vigorously and rapidly when we bad our quota as 
when we first began. The other fishermen met with the 
same success, one having made, as he said, ‘‘just for Tun,” a 
burlesque of « fly from a feather he picked up, and a piece of 
thread, with which he had no trouble io landing halfa dozen 
ormore, Of course such fishing as this soon palls upon the 
sportsman—it may be described as unlimited fish and no 
fishing, but one who is endued with the fine spirit of te 
fisherman who loves the labor, may, by going a little helow 
the Jake into the river, find fishing which is more to his 
taste, there he will find the rifles and the lovely eddies which 
will send a thrill of ecstatic expectation through his soul— 
expectation to be realized in season, unlike the tiresome cer- 
tainty of the Jake—their name there being feebly expressed 
by legion. Will you be surprised when I say that we shall 
long remember Trapper's Lake? 
To end a letter already tuo long drawn out I will say that 

we found it an easy two days’ trip returning, aud it could 
as easily have been made in the same time going. Tf any of 
your readers should desire further information you may 
refer them to me and Twill answer any questions as to 
uccommodations, etc., with great pleasure, PrscaDoR. 
Waite Rrvar, Col,, July 18. 

THE STREAMS OF WEST VIRGINIA. 

READ in one of your late numbers several leters in re- 
rd to trout fishing in West Virginia. One writer be- 

wailed the existence of natives on what were thought to be 
secluded streams, aud decried their primitive modes of pot 
fishing, while the other was disappointed because after 
riding all the way fron Staunton to Pocahontas county he 
found no tront in Deer Creek. 
Your first correspondent ought to know that natives are 

pretty much the same all the world over—at any rate all the 
States over. In ancient days when an Adirondack resident 
wanted meat he killed a deer, in June or July by floating; 
or if on a crust in March, by running it down and cutting 
its throat. When he wanted fish he speared a few hundred 
pounds of trout on their spawning beds and smoked them 
for winter use. Nowadays when the West Virginia native 
wants any beast, bird or fish he goes after it and gets it, if he 
can, by the shortest and simplest method, utterly regardless 
of fimes orseusons. If the West Virginians would pass a 
law prohibiting the running of deer with dogs, and obey it 
after it was passed, their State would swarm with deer. 

As to their fishing, I have seen the men with nets, and the 
men and boys building dams and draining pools while they 
poked about with their hands under the stones, on Pennsyl- 
yania streams, but yery rarely on those of West Virginia, 1 
never saw a net on a West Virginia trout stream except a 
landing net, and I neyer saw any one drain a pool, although 

~ Ll have seen a pool that had been drained. Two years ago I 
fished a stream in Pennsy-vania where twenty-five years ago 
[saw men netting, damming and draining for trout; never- 
theless I caught fifty trout in my morning fishing; evidently 
the years of native work had not entirely cleared out the 
stream. 

West Virginia is not a large State, and it has been settled 
a great many years. There is not much room in it for one 
to get ont of reach of natives. 

sfar as 1 am concerned, and I have fished for trout in 
West Virginia more or less since 1870, the natives may 
fish until they, are tired; their efforts affect the 
supply as the Indians’ killme does the buffalo. The 
white skin-hunters haye destroyed the buffalo, and 
I think “‘yisiting sportsmen,” as a rule, generally destroy 
more trout than the natiyes do. The latter fish with bait 
and for eating; the visitors too frequently fish for numbers, 
and so destroy big and little withont refereace to waste. 
Some years ago a party from Lord Milton's place, near Oal- 
lahan‘s, on the ©. & O. Railroad, the Hon. Mr. Beauclere 
aud some others, went out to the West Virginia waters, and 
during their stuy caught, I suppose, between 2,000 and 3,000 
fish, working only for count. When they could not eat 
them, and had no one on whom to bestow them, they counted 
them and threw them away, I reached the same stream, 
uofortunately, just after they had” left, otherwise I would 

LIGHT vs. HEAVY RODS. 

HAVE been much interested in the discussion in the 
columns of the Forrsr anp STREAM about weight of 

rods, aud am convinced that the advocates of light and the 
supporters of heavy rods are equally in the right. This con- 
clusion is sustained by my own observation and experience, 
is well as by the evidence of such men as Dr Henshall and 
Mr. Van Siclen upon one side and the other. j 

1 was once camped with a party of five at the mouth 
of one of the small streams or “rivers” which enter Lake 
Superior on the north shore. We needed fish, or, in camp 
parlance, we wanted ‘‘meat.” Ttook my light rod (6} 07.), 
and, making a few casts ina deep pool near the mouth of 
the brook, took one two-pound trout, but could get no fur- 
ther rises. Above the country was rough and covered with 
a dense undergrowth of spruce and balsam, and the banks 
of the stream were thickly fringed with alder, It was almost 
impossible to get along the brook on its sides, or eyen init, and 
us to carrying so flexible a rod through the brush safely, it 
could not be done. A trial or two at casting, resulting in 
the loss of flies and the breaking of a tip in the struggle from 
one point to another not ten feet distant, convinced ine that 
I was in the wrong place, or that J had not the right rod, I 
went back to camp, took a stubby ten-ounce rod, put a small 
shot for a ‘steadier’ on the line, discarded the [eader, and 
in half an hour had trout enough for a days supply, But 
the work was one of necessity. I could have done as well 
with a birch or an alder ‘‘pole.” And this was pot an un- 
common experience, 

T think I haye a little skill in fly fishing, mot so much in 
the lengthy casts as in killing trout with light tackle. But 
T have seen an Indian boy with a birch pole seven or eight 
feet long weighing a pound and a half atleast, with a coarse 
wigwarn-made linen line, and a hook Waited with a fishes’ 
eye or sirip of pork rind, beat not alone my own score but 
the united scores of three pretty fair fishermen with ap- 
proved (7. .¢ ‘‘fashionable” or “sesthetic’) rods und tackle, 
But it was upon ground where fly casting could not be in- 
dulged in with safety, Yet, under other circumstances, the 
fine rod would take the most fish. 1 think Dr. Henshall und 
some others of your correspondents are clearly mght in the 
proposition that u heayy rod will soonest kill the fish. And 
those gentlemen who fish for “count” or for weight, or for 
“meat? will, in a given time, with heavy rods, ‘‘beat” the 
light-rod advocates who fish for recreation, or from the im- 
pulse which Mr. Marston would probably term (he “esthetic 
craze, 

I met one of Dr. Henshail’s disciples once on the Nepigon 
River. He discarded a light rod of seven and took up his bass 
rod of eleven ounces, because, he said, he could kill lis fish 
quicker and also more of them with the latter, and trout were 
so plenty he didn’t lave to cast further than the langth of his 
rod. tis fairto add that two days of such ‘sport’ sur- 
feited him, aud he left the river preferring, as he expressed it, 
to take wall-eyed pike in the Kankakee to trout m the Nepi- 
gon, It was amutter of taste, of course, Me could haya 
done as well, perhaps, with a handine and bait, and, in 
fact, he asserted that his guide killed fourteen fine trout, 
fishing with a shoestring over the side or end of the cinos. 
Lam not acquainted with the character of the fishing on 

Rangoley lakes, and your correspondent, ‘ts, P. W," is prob- 
ably rightin his views of the successful use of heavy rods 
there, although judgment might turn on the meaning of the 
word “successful.” Formy purposes, however, the light 
vod is good enough fenerally, although, as [ have mentioned, 
I have oceasionally (perbaps Mr, Van Siclen would call it in | 
extremity), found the heayy red not ouly useful but conve- 
nient. have never been troubled, however, with losing 
fish once hoxked, on account of the lightness of ihurod, L 
have, itis true, had flies and leaders carried uway by fish 
which no heavy rod could haye stopped (with like leaders), 
and I have occasionally lost fine fish from surprise or ¢are- 
lessness. With light rod I killed fwo tront at one cast (in 
rock fishing) of the united weight of eight pounds, with no 
loss except afew extra minutes of time, ‘Last scuson I took 
two trout at each of three casts, making @ ubited weight of 
swenty pounds, the smallest of the six fish weighiny 23 

v 

haye explained the matter to them, 
T made a trip to West Virginia this spring in June, which 

was too early for that revion, as the water was too high and 
trout were not collected in the pools at all, with three friends, 
We camped out for twelve nights, fished when we felt like 
it, and yhen il rained too hard and the streams were up we 
stayed athome. Our first rule was, “keep nothing under 
six inches long.” After a day’s fishing we made if, *‘keep 
nothing under 9 quarter of a pound,” and to that we stuck. 
Of course, if a trout was hooked in the eye or in such a way 
agto injure it in extracting the hook, we kept it, Other- 
wise cyerything under four ounces went back to the stream, 
Under this rule we retained and brought to camp 673 fish, 
all of which, except three bucketsful which we packed in 
brine and took home, were consumed in our camp by our- 
selves and hired hands, Iwas sorry afterward that 1 went 
in June. I always prefer fishing there in July; then the 
chances of high water are less, and the trout are more in 
the pools and larger fish can be taken. I meyer fished as 
early but once in West Virginia, and much prefer the later 
fishing. 

As tS Deer Creek, I see no reasou why your vorrespondént 
should not be disappointed. T should neyer dream of riding 
from Staunton to Deer Creek for trout. I have been many 
atime up and down Deer Creel, for 1 used fo cut pme 
lozs there for our mill, eighty miles below by river, and 
although there aré a few trout there early in the season, 
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pounds. TIadmit it took time—for two of our party watch- 
ing the performance announced one take forty-eieht, one 
fifty-two, and the last fifty-seven minutes from the rise, and 
that L wanted no more fishing thut day. But it was in the 
swift Nepigon, and I stood npon that long and slippery log 
in Hamilton’s Pool (Camp Dufferin), which has caused the 
lossof many a fish ond the getting of manya ducking. 
Bvery visitor of the river has some cause to remember it. 
Probably as a place for fishing it isless difficult than the 
aprons of the Rangel y dams. 
With the same rod T have haye taken single trout of 6 
ounds in twenty minutes, and didn’t ‘‘begrudge” the time. 
erhaps I could haye taken two fish in less time with a 

heavier rod, but I was satisfied with what I did, 
Of course rods may be too light as well as too heavy. 

The weight of my favorite is sufficient to weary mein an 
hour or two, constant casting, I can make a better cast as 
to distance with a rod un ounce or so heavier and six to ten 
inches longer. but on the whole I prefer the lighter and 
shorttr one (63 0z,, 10ft.) But as Lintimated in the begin- 
ning. a8 to which rod is best, a lightor a Neavy one, depends 
upon what one wishes to useit for, , 
JULY 29, 1882. 

SEA TROUT, 

Wwe take the following extracts from Mr, Geo, Dawson’s 
letters to the Albany Journal, dated St. Marguerite 

River, July 6: 
A month's uninterrupted salmon fishing, eyen where they 

“take” readily, would be very tiresome if not monotonous, 
It is onr custom, therefore, to vary our pleasure by occasional 
excursions for brook, river and sea trout. Itis a delightful 
feature of this region that these several game fish are to be 
had within easy distanee. Until my present visit I had 
never had a favorable opportunity to cast for sea trout in 
salt water. [have often taken them in the rivers when on 
their way up to spawn. They are only sceond to salmon in 
the play they give the angler when thus met with: but they 
are found in their full vigor and gamy muscularity in the 
snlt water, The Saguenay, at the mouth of the St. Marguer- 
ite, is a noted resort for them during the months of July and 
early August. The time to fish for them 1s from half to low 
tide; and casting from the rocks on the main shore or (better 
still) from the sand bars exposed at certuin stages of the tide 
at the mouth of the river, the sport is simply superb. The 
fish ordinarily taken do not average over a pound, but they 
are sometimes caught from three to seven pounds. Fish of 
this size afford splendid play, and as the aditane near by are 
glad of any fish given them, as many can be taken without 
doing violence to a tender conscience as the angler may 
desire. If some of my friends who still visit the Adirondacks, 
at great cost and little amusement, would make one visit to 
this paradise of all game fish, they would be sure to Tepeat 
their visit and thank the angler who made the suggestion. 

T say this not simply because sea trout are available dur- 
ing several hours of every day in such numbers as would 
satisfy any one, but also because there are a score of lakes 
in the neighborhood as full of river and brook trout as they 
are beautiful in themselves and in their surroundings. J ré- 
ferred, in an early letter of this series, to eight of these lnkes 
which I visited last year, As I write this, [ have just re- 
turned from two others not then visited. They are both 
within three miles of ourcamp. The walk is not hard—as 
woodsmen count hardness—as the guides find it easy enough 
to tote their cunoes to ihe point desired. Both of these lakes 
would excite the admiration of anyone who appreciates 
eautiful scenery, but one of them (and the largest) is, with- 

out exception, the most beautiful bit of water I have ever 
seen—and I have seen nearly every bit of water that is called 
beantiful in our own and in several neighboring States, This 
statement miy seem extravagant, but it is simply sober truth. 
It is abouttwo and a half miles in length, and from one to 
two miles broad. The water is almost as transparent as the 
atmosphere, but its clear water is but one of its beauties. It 
is encircled by verdant slopes, rocky promontories, lofty 
mountsins, shady nooks and quiet covers, each perfect in its 
own line of beauty. It contains besides several islands 
clothed in full verdure. Its inlet is a broad mountain stream 
which brings music with it as it leaps into the lake, and the 
basin which its raching waters have formed during the cen- 
turies is such a casting place as any appreciative angler 
would be willing to travel a hundred miles to simply look at. 
My purpose in vi iling these lakes was less to take fish 

from then than to see if there were any fish in them to take. 
Jttook butamomentto discover vhat both of them were 
full of trout, There were six of us to feed—four suides and 
two visitors—and we resolyed to catch just enough for the 
three meals we were to take upon their borders. This would 
have been the work of but u few mivutcsif we had not skill- 
fully a stuined from hooking two-thirds of those that ros= to 
our fly. In th: smallest of the lakes a goo! angler could fill 
a flour barrel inadsy. Inthe Jarsest they were equally 
abnndant. I made the circuil of the luke, a distance of at 
least five miles TJ east eyery foot of the way, and st almost 
every cast started a fish. T have no doubt I covld have 
Janded hundreds vy careful fishing; hut as my purpose was 
to start the game and not te bag it, [comp'cted tue circuit 
With cimply six trout (averazing « pouud) io my creel. 

If any of my friends (young or old) have a dcsire to spend 
amonth ora fortnight in this paradise of trout lakes and 
rivers, [ will be glad to point out to them the way. I am 
aware that conscientious anglers (and all anglers, ‘born so,” 
are conscientious) will raise the objection that 1t is wrong to 
catch more fish than you cau use. ‘‘And so say we, all of 
us.’ But all the fish you may catch in these waters can be 
utilized. The guides you will be obliged to have with you 
will accept, thankfully, all the fish you may furnish them. 
I know a salted trout is not a tid-bit to covet, but it is rel- 
ished here better than any other salted fish, except salmon, 
taken from the water during the autumn months. In 
strvams or lakes in the yicinity of a dense population it 
would be criminal to catch trout to salt; but here, where 
tiiere are millions of fish to every angler, aud where more 
die every year from old age than would feed an army, it is 
almost 4 crime not to bring them into the larder in any eat- 
able condition, 1 

The journey to this region is a long one, but il is not 
necessarily expensive, and more genuine sport can be hud in 
a fortnight than is nyailable at any point ncar onr own 
anciznt cily during the entire summer, I should add, 
pernaps, that irqut fishing is open to any onc in those 
Jakes, and in this river also, after the 15th of Augnst— 
the best sevtrout season. ‘'Permits” are only necéssary 
for those who fish it for sulmon in the salmon scason. 
If avyone should conclude to come here he can land 
at Taousac, get a schaloupe to bring him up to the 

mouth of the St, Marguerite. where he will find Johnny 
Jourdain, who will start him off fully advised where to go 
and what to do to be v.rtuons and heppy. The time from 
Albany is: to Montreal nine hours, to Quebec fourte 
hours (hy steamer), to Tadousac (1s. by s{camer) twelve 
honrs, and to Jourdaine's, by schaloupe, *hree to ten hours, 
according to wind and tide. There is, however, a necessary 
detention at Montreal of seyen hours, but there is uo other 
detention until you arrive at Tadonsac, if you reach Quebec 
on the morning the Saguenay boat leaves for that river. 
The gentlemanly purser of the sttamer Saguenay will give 
visitors all teeded information as to the hest mode of reach- 
ing their destination after leaving the steamer. 512) 

A MASKALONGE GULLER GULLED. 

| aes Saturday as our worthy alderman Archy Grant, of 
the Third Ward, was trolling near the mouth of the 

Knaw river, a small black gull struck his spoon, as he was in 
the act of pulling in his line within thirty feet of his boat. 
Our epee amid alderman, thinking to have some fun, 
called to his companion, Mr. Will Christian, the well-known 
and talented musician, telling him he had struck a maska- 
longe, and asking him to come to his assistance, in the 
meantime allowing the gull to carry out allof his line, 
__ Christian answered his ery for assistance by pulling rap- 
idly to him. Grant asked him to take the line, as he was 
tired out, and did not think he could land him. Christian 
took the line and commenced pulling gull and spoon as rap- 
idly as if life depended upon getting the supposed fish into 
the boat, Grant settled back in his boat anticipating much 
fun when the gull would muke his anpearance, when he was 
aroused by Ohristian’sexclaiming, ‘What a whopper!” and on 
looking around he saw, to his surprise, not a gu'l but a mas- 
kalonge, and a huge fellow, too, vainly endeavoring to 
shake the hook from his jaws. 

As he sprang nearly clear of the water, Grant could 
scarcely believe he saw aright. Could it be possible! Had a 
maskalonge taken the gull? Such was the fact; and Grant 
was as anxious now to get the line into his hands, as he had 
been a few moments before to play a practical joke upon his 
companion, who though a skilled musician, was a poor fish- 
erman. §o calling to him he said, ‘‘I guess I will take him 
now; he is a big fellow and J am afraid you will lose him.” 

To his great disgust, Christian yelled back, ‘‘No youdon’t. 
I've been fishing for ten years to catch a maskalonge, and 
this is the first chance I’ve had,” 
And despite Grant’s prayers and protestations he contin- 

ued to pull and haul at the line, reminding him, so Grant 
said, of a ‘Dutchman pulling a strange dog,” At last, find- 
ing that Christian was bent on landing or losing his fish, 
Grant, who is a very skillful fisherman, having fought many 
a battle with that king of the finny tribe, the salmon, in the 
waters of his own native land; Scotland, pulled his boat as 
near as possible to Christinn, thinking to aid him with ad- 
vice. He called to him to ‘‘give him line when he rushes.” 

‘Devil a bit,” said Christian. ‘‘I'ye had hard work 
enough to get him as near as he is now, and you bet I’m 
going to hold him,” 

“You blank fool, do you expect to pull a maskalonge into 
your boat as you would a lor?” shouted the now exasperated 
‘Grant, who could wait no longer, caught the line, and play- 
ing his fish with great skill, succeeded in landing, after half 
an hour's stubboru fight, a thirty-three pound maszalonge, 
the lurgest caught here this season, Upon examination it 
was found that the lower or loose hook had passed entirely 
through the head of the gull, and the fish must have struck 
near the surface, as the bird prevented the spoon from sink- 
ing, which makes the capture of this fish the more remark- 
ahle as, here at least, the maskalonge is only caught by deep 
fishing.] ‘ 

Grant says be considers himself the only fisherman who 
ever caught a maskalonge with a gull for bait, but does not 
care about catching another, as up to date he has had to tell 
the story and treat not only all of our numerous body of 
city officials but a large proportion of our yoting popula- 
tion, Dr, C, A. Hewers. 

Duerrorr, Mich., July 30, 

TENNESSEE NOTES. 

(xs of the most prominent evidences of the bene- 
fits arising from our lately passed fish protection laws 

is the quantity of fine fish being taken from the Cumberland 
River, Twenty-five years ago it was a common occurrence 
to capture Jarge Jack and bass from the point of either the 
upper or lower island, and as a bay I have caught beautiful 
drum and blue cat (the latter a game fish in our waters) at 
the wharf, and all along the bank of the river within the 
city limits. As the city began to grow in size, and a conse- 
quent demand for fresh fish, the pot-fisher came into exist- 
ence, bringing along his nets, traps, seines, and other deyil- 
ish devices for takin: fish from the river and its tributaries. 
With the advent of these monsters the legitimate sportsman 
wus forced from his favorite grounds, and the enjoyment of 
skillful angling. I say grounds, because the marauders 
utterly destroyed the fish which ran up Mill, Brown's and 
White's creeks, as well as the Stone River by blockading 
their mouths with nets, so that the true disciples had to 
look for fields so far removed that it became a- question of 
undeniable labor and expense to indulge in their favorite 
pastime. 

Our native citizens submitted to these outrages, and per- 
haps would have continued to do so had not Col, Geo. P. 
Akers adopted Nashyille as his home. He had imbibed the 
love of angling at an early day, partly from choice, but 
more so from necessity; I say necessity, because much of 
his earlier fishing was done in the streams of Appomatox 
county, Va., where he livéd and had to fish for the meat. 
After settling down here he saw how the streams around 
Nashville were being depopulated and began by trying to 
teach the people to catch the fish in the legitimate pay and 
to instillin the young folks the pleasures and physical bene- 
fits to be derived from fishing excursions and the use of the 
reel. Finally, as fortune favored him in his commercial 
pursuits, and he had lime to devote to his hobby, the Goy- 
ernor of the State appointed him Fish Commissioner for the 
Middle Division, ‘Though the olfice was a thankless und 
non-paying one, the Colonel accepted, and by perseyerance 
and a considerable outlay of his own private means, payed 
the way to a final solution of the vexed question by getting 
the people in favor of it and the Legislature to pass the 
resent lay Many kicked against it at first, but in certain 
ocalities where the law was enforced such marked increase 
in the fish supply was noticed that the malcontents began to 
sce the adyantages of it, and now the man who dares seine 

or trap fish is looked down upon, and in many cases reported 
to the authorities. 
This is the result of the Colonel's unabated efforts during 3 

period of at least fifte¢én years, aud he should feel proud of 
his success; and although no longer 4 resident amoung us, 
he must read with pleasure of the increase of fish in all the 
strvams of that section he so Jong represented as commis- 
sioner. 

Collins River, in Warren county, is said to be teeming 
with fine large bass and black perch this summer. W. EK: 
McAllister, Esq... a gentleman several years pasi the three 
score and ten, lately caught a fine creel fromit, The water 
is very clear and cold (coming as it does from the Cumber- 
land Mountains), and the fish caught from it are of very su- 
perior quality. 

Three cattish, averaging ten pounds each, were caught 
near this city last week. Now that the schoolboys have 
their summer vacation, the river banks are lined with them, 
angling in all styles; some with the most approved tackle 
and others with the rudest kind, yet they all seem happy, 
and bring home quite a lot of nice fish every Sra a! 

NASHVILLE, July 28. 

LABRADOR SALMON FISHING. 

ee salmon fishing on the north shore, as here the south- 
ern coast of Labrador is called. is now fast expiring. 

At Gaspé, on the south shore, no very remarkable hauls 
have been made, and only the Dartmouth has proved pro- 
ductive. Young Mr, Eva ts, son of our ex-Secretary, suc- 
ceeded there, in a couple of weeks, to kill, himself, forty- 
eight salmon, averaging, however, only about sixteen pounds, 
which low weight has also been the chief source of com- 
plaint on the York and St. Johns rivers, hoth of which 
empty their waters into Gaspé basin, I could not ascertain 
exactly the scores made on the Restigouche, but was assured 
at Cambellton, by one of the best guides, that one of the 
patties fishing there killed thirty salmon in one week. Itis 
easy to reach the coast of Labrador, either by the way of 
Quebec ina small steamer called the Otter, owned by the 
firm of Frazer & Halliday, or else by the semi-monthly 
mail schooner from Gispé, which, upon request, will, on 
very reasonable terms, land any single passengers at any 
one desired point. I am stationed now at the mouth of the 
St. Johns Riyer, with the eastern end of Anticosti Island in 
full sight. By being the guest of Messrs. Garland and 
Bland, whe are this year ayain the lessees of the St. Johns, 
a great inany advantages accrue to me in my investigations 
from which I would have been otherwise debarred 

The height of salmon fishing is here also past, and they re- 
port a score of over ninety salmon taken by them since the 
1th of June. Sea trout fishing at the mouth of most of 
the rivers, however, is now immense and large scores may 
be made even by non-exports in a few hours whenever the 
tide rises. Isawin two hours no less than two lundred 
pounds of sea trout taken by the two rods of Messrs. Bland 
and Garland, who used on this occasion the golden pheas- 
ant and Jock Scot fly. The weather here is now delight- 
ful, ranging between 65 to'72 degrees Fahrenheit, with pleus- 
at, cool nights, althouch black flies and mosquitoes up the 
river necessitate comprehensive precautions to render tho 
stay comfortable. It may be worth knowing that by late de- 
cision of the courts the right to fish the Mingan and Ro- 
maine rivers has been accorded to the signorie of Mingan, 
tor six miles from the mouth, which includes in these two 
rivers the best fishing, while it hardly affects the rest of 
water vourses. 
Whoever delights in excellent sea trout fishing may find 

plenty of sport here until the Weginning of September. at 
the mouth of all rivers, but the fish commences its ascent 
after that date. The majority exceed one pound in wernt 

8v. Jouns, Labrador, July 25, 1882. 

FLY vs. BAIT, 
i this is a sort of ‘‘Jove-feast or experience meeting” I 

should like tospeak, 1 have no doubt but scientific 
and sportsmunlike fishing should be done with an elegant 
ten-foot jointed rod, reel and fly, But is it not the bottom 
fact that fish are earthy to the extent that they will take a 
worm any time in preference to a fly? And, furthermore, 
will they not often take a worm when they will not tise to a 
fly? 
yor course a fisherman does not go fishing simply to get 

something to eat, but afterall I think he may once ia a while 
be justified in slyly putting on a w rm, for itis awful dull 
fishing with no rises. , 

One day I fished in the Monmorency, eleven miles across 
the country from Quebec, in the Laval district, and while I 
caught but a few trout and small at that, casting a tly for 
miles, a farmer boy who could not “even speak English” 
hauled in some beautiful trout with a pole which pointed in 
every direction, coarse ling and cluinsy hook baited with a 
worm, Good Izaak fished with a grub. 

Next to a young robin I think « fish is the greatest gour- 
mand that exists. I have caught pollock u foot long in the 
coves on the Maine coast, who were so full of fish offal, which 
had been thrown overboard from the ‘‘pogy” boats, that tish 
entrails hung from their mouth, yet they would |yite wiih 
avidity. J. A. A. 

Outro, Aug. 5, 1882, 

SILK LINES. 

WN arecent letter from my friend, Dr. Ferber, hr states 
I that he is salmon fishing in Canada; that he hooked a 
large fish which parted his line. Upon testing ihe line he 
found it very weak, On more than one occasion I have 
been annoyed by the weakness of silk lines. For surgical 
purposes I purchased silk braid ia hanks, seven hanks of 
different sizes costing sixty-five cents; each hank contains 
aboul twelve yards, and costs about three-quarters of a cent 
per yard, The question arises why shoult silk lines be so 
expensive, and not al all times reliable? I inclose six ditter- 
ent sizes for your inspection. Av PREsoo. 
JACKSONVILLE, Aug. 8, 1882. 

[We understand that first-clasy dealers warrant their silk 
lines, and, unless a line was old and worn out, we would 
throw it back on therr hands if not perfect, There are many 
qualities, perhaps, but we do not know the poor ones, as we 
have always had g you lings, a fact that may ie attributed to 
good fortune, if anything, for yvu can only judge of a line 
by its appearance, and if hard, even and well finished, many 
defects might ba hidd2n benaabl the coat of water-proofing. 
Tn a private nota our corresppalzot woalsrs at the exteaya- 
gant cost of first-class silk lines. Bodo we, We do not 
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doubt but such a water-proof, braided silk line as we pay 
five dollars tor ean be madé and sold at a fair profit for one 
dollar, The samples of surgical silk sent are strong but are 
not round, nor are they water-proofed, The latter process 
stiffens a line and keeps it from kinking. The surgical silk 
will fray casily, but no doubt would be excellent 1f coated 
wi'h some sort of water-proof material, Its softness would 
render it liable not only to kink, but to fray in the rings. 

CAPTURE oF A Bia Sark orr Fire Isuanp.—Mr. W. C, 
Rogers, of 560 Broadway, and Mr. W. T. Taliaferro, were 
off Fire Island Light House on Monday comfortably fixed 
in one of the Wawayanda QGlub’s best yachts, trying rod and 
reel for bluefish, The sport was poor, and Mr. Rogers, be- 
coming weary of illluck, yielded the field to Mr, Taliaferro, 
Who was somewhut annoyed at the indifferent success of 
his party, especially when observing that his neighbors half 
a mile off were doing so much better. But the absence of 
bluefish was soon explained by the presence of a uuge 
shark, i genuing black fellow, measuring ten or twelve feet, 
All was excitement in a moment; Mr, Rogers arousing uim- 
self to action, making preparation for the battle. We soon 
got our shark tackle in shape, using an empty keg for a 
oat, and a whol: mossbunker for bait. The hook was 

scarcely well in the water before the keg was seen to disap- 
pear rapidly, and all hands were promptly at their post to 
give the important strike, and we soon found we had fast- 
ened the monster. For one hour the struggle lasted, during 
Which time our mettle was severely tried, for at close quar- 
tars he showed fierce fight, and could only be conquered b 
the repeated thrusts with an old bayonet, delivered wit 
reat force by our captain, into t:.e heart and brain of our 
oe, Our neighbors seving soniething unusual going on in 
our boat, came ulongside, and suggested that weshould carry 
our captive to the hotel wharf, which we did, affording the 
many guests at Sammis's the first sight of a genuine black 
shark. His weight was variously estimated at from 450 to 600 
ounds, Additional interest Was given to the occasion by 
r, sarasenes (of Albany) skillful removal of one of the 

eyes. —X. 

Tae Sevex Poxps.—Rangeley, Me., July 29.—Aiitor 
Forest anil Stream: I notice a slight error coucerning these 
ponils in Samuel Farmer's late communication, and trust he 
will pardon me for making correction, He refers to North- 
west Pond as being on the divide. It is Grant’s Pond that 
is thus situated; the two ponds are less than half a mile 
apart, however. The pouds are known as Rocky, Big 
Island, L, Long, Beaver, Little Island, Grant’s and North- 
west. These are the principal ones. There are two small 
ponds lying adjacent to Northwest at the buse of the Boun- 
dary Ridge, with separate outlets, that converge to a noint 
at, and empty into, the upper end of Northwest Pond. 
Whitecap Pond is two miles distant from Little Island Pond, 
aud discharges into Kennebago stream a short distance below 
Long Pond. Thus it will be seen there are eleven ponds in 
the group, without mentioning one or two smaller beaver 
ponds. Asregards the controversy by interested parties as 
to the best route, I have nothing to offer, except to coincide 
with the editorial remarks in Jast week's issue, although I 
haye decided conyictions, But I will add that what has 
been stated regarding abundance of fish and game is all true, 
and is underrather than over drawn, as witness the follow- 
ing: A party going to Seven Ponds week before last saw on 
the stream three moose and seyen deer. The following day 
another party suw one moose and two deer, all between 
Little Kennebago and Long Pond, Since then as many 
more have been met with by other parties on the same stream, 
I stata this for the benefit of sportsmen, not for lines and 
routes of travel and other interested parties; still I am loth 
to ‘give it away,” as my interest is all in the opposite direc- 
tion,— W ARFIELD. 

Wounvep Trovt.—While reading a late number of For- 
rst AND SrReaM I ran across several incidents regarding 
trout being hurt by the hook and immediately biting again. 
While fishing this summer on the Boardman I got into a 
thicket, and found a deep hole about two feet below a log 
that had fallen across, leaving about sixteen or eighteen 
inches of clear water; I took the top joint of my rod with 
a short line and dropped in. Snap! came a trout to the fly; 
T hooked him but could not land him and he broke loose. 
I dropped the fly again and snap! he came up and out, with 
his mouth bleeding from Ins former attempt. Early in June 
T csusht a large trout that had two hooks in his mouth, and 
in trying to get them out they broke like pipe-stems; I cut 
the pieces out and they crumbled up fine as powder by rub- 
bing them between the thumb and finger. I also took a 
large one that had a hook and patent sinker in his stomach, 
with nearly four inches of snell protruding through the 
vent. Jum not troublud as some of your correspondents 
are, especially some of the Kingtishers, with brush; und right 
here Jet me tell all lovers of trout fishing never to go out, 
especially where the stream is narrow and brushy, as it is in 
tbe Boardman or Jordan in plages, without a horge-hair line, 
and fon will say less “cuss words.” Hor.e-lair linus never 
wind up on twigs, limbs, etc., so, but what a little jerk 

- and they are all right again, I, for one, am never without 
one, and I fish with either fly or bait, as suits the fish. I 
would like to hear from some of your renders in regard to 
fin for bait. JI have had spleidid luck both with fin and 

let, when trout would not touch a fiy.—W. E, Wrxer 
(Michigun), 

Buack Bass ty New HaAmpsurRe,—Claremont, N. H., 
August 2.—Perhaps it will interest some of the many read- 
ers of Forest AND Srream to know that we have very good 
black bass and trout fishing up here in New Hampshire. 
Sunapee Lake (Sunapee, N. H.) is one of the best fishing 
grounds in the State. This beantiful sheet of water lies al 
the base of Mount Sunapee, is nine miles long, studded with 
beautiful islands and surrounded with magnificent scenery. 
Its waters are well stocked with trout and black bass. A. 
arty of four from Clavemont, N, H., caught eighty pounds 

valy 29, some of them the handsomest your correspondent 
ever saw. A magnificent trout weighing six pounds was re- 
cently caught by « party from Ware, N. H., while fishing 
for bass in this lake. Sunapce Lake is accessible by the 
Coucord and Claremont, N. H., railroad, which leaves Con- 
cord and Clarumont for the Jake, ete., several times cael 
day. Stages connect at Sunapee depot, and the United 
States mail steamer Lady Woodsum, 8 staunch and trim 
steamboat, at Newbury depot, running to Sunapee Harbor, 
Lake View Runals House, etc., where fishermen can be ac- 
commodated at all times. Your correspondent has been 
there and Knows whereof be writes, —Bpau, 

MAssacuuseTts Braok Bass,—Boston, August 1.—July 
has not been a fayorahle mouth for bass fishing; yet during 
the first half or coolest part of the mouth there have been 
some very good catehcs taken from all the ponds of this 
part of the State. Masy two-pounders, and so on up to fiye- 
pounders, with the usual number of big ones hooked hut 
lost, broken tackle and resolutions, etc, The Plymouth 
ponds.are counted among our best waters for fly-fishing, a 
circumstance not cgsily explained; in fact, a great deal of 
mystery still surrounds the conduct of the fickle fightrs 
anyway, «nd I reckon will not be Cleared up this year, As 
Uncle Nat says, ‘*You nover know what one is coing to do; 
to-day one kind of bait is the best, and to-morrow thoy 
won't tyuch it.” The incident that called forth this remark 
was # five-pound bass taking my fly about noon, under a 
seorching sun, with the water surfiice as smooth as a bottle. 
We expect mora and the best results yet to come during 
August, but the time will now have to be divided betweon 
this sport and the woodcock shooting, which opens here 
to-day. Some few guns are already out prospecting.—M. 

Fisuine my A CENTRAL Park Lane.—For several weeks 
the Central Park policemen haye been kept busy drivin: 
away a gangot between twenty or thirty boys, who ha 
made ‘‘a dead set” with lines and hooks on the fishes in the 
One Hundred and Tenth street lake, near the Fifth ayenue. 
The gang generally appeared as early as 4 o'clock A. M., 
and when the morning squad came on duty, and approached 
the lake, the fellows would seatter in all directions, Lead- 
ing the party was George Manard, aged seventeen years, 
who has repeatedly assaulted Officer Stone of the Park Po- 
lice with stones and other missiles because the latter inter- 
fered with the sport. Early this morning Officer Stone, in 
citizen's dress, pounced upon Manard just as the fellow had 
landed a large, fat perch, and he marched the prisoner, with 
his string of perch, between cight and ten pounds, before 
Justice Bixby, at the Yorkville Police Court. Manard was 
sent to prison for ten days in default of $10, and the mess 
of fish was confiscated by the prison-keeper.—Hvening Post, 

ug. 2, 

Arizona Frsoes,—Tucson, Ariz.—Arizona cannot boast 
much of fish, on account of ittermittent streams and intense 
heat. ‘The Colorado River produces a hump-backed sucker 
of soft meat and insipid flavor. Inthe northern tributaries 
of the Gila speckled mountain trout are found jin consider- 
able quantities In the Ban Pedro and Santa Crnz some 
amall fry are found, not worth mentioning. Curp are being 
introduced inio the lakes, ponds and cienegas of the Terri- 
tory, and promise well. Terrapin and frogs are found in 
great abundance, and are of food qnality and flayor. The 
territorial Legislature established a fish commission by an 
act approved March 8. 1881, providing three commissioners, 
who ure to report bi-rnnually before the meeting of the Leg- 
islature, and appropriated $500 for expenses of same. An 
act of Febriviry 3, 1881, provides that no fish shall be taken 
or killed with giant powder, or other expiosive material, 
under penalty of fine of not more than $300 or county jail 
three months,—CuarLes D, Poston. 

Worse Bass Take THE Fry.—New York, Aug. 6.—I 
note that ‘‘Homo,” in speaking of the white bass of the 
Northern lakes, says that they are taken with minnow bait, 
and says nothing of their takinga fly. I lived tor some 
years ut Niagara, Ont., at the mouth of the Niagara 
iver, and have caught a good many white bass, using 

nothing but a pure white fly, home made. Lovers of fly- 
fishing will do well to try this sort of fishing, as these bass 
areas gamy as their black brothers, and four balf-pound 
white bass will give all the sport one would wish, for 
we used from three to five flies on the leader at once. [| 
have landed five of them at one cast. One can take from 
thirty to eighty fish in an evening's fishing. They can be 
found at the mouth of the Niagara River from June till Oc- 
tober. Any one wishing information of the fishing at 
Niagara can get the same of me or by writing to W. 8. 
Lansing, Bsq., Niagara,—L. C. K, 

AyneLine Ty Kentrucky.—We are permitted to publish 
the following letter from a former Fish Commissioner of 
Tennessee to our correspondent, ‘J. D. D.”: 
Rockeasrne Sproxas, Ky., August 1, 1882.—! have 

reached the ‘‘climax” of fishing grounds. This place is 
certainly properly named. ‘Jim Orovw’s” letters in the 
Courier-Journal faintly portray the grandeur of these hills 
and streams; Wut read him of the 80th ult. Iam sitting in 
the Grand Piazza, fronting the river, with « party of friends, 
My No. 3recl at my side and the hook one hundred feet 
from me, éxtends into the deep water in full view. Ihave 
halsome lively tugs, and have landed several fine fish, 
“Salmon,” jack, bass, channel cat and other game fish fill 
the waters, and the angler is happy.—Guo. F. AKERS, 

Marne Nores.—The Orland correspondent of the Ells- 
worth American says sportsmen are taking fine trout from 
the ponds in that vicinity, and the bass put in the river three 
years ago by John A. Buck have done well; a large one was 
caught the other day. The Belfast Jowrnal says that Cob- 
bosseecontee Lake is becoming quite a resort for fishermen, 
and its attractions are drawing people to its shores. Wm. 
F. Garcelon, Esq., of Lewiston, had the honor of reeling 
in a bass recently, said by the guide to be the largest one 
caught in Cobbosseecontee this season, 

Firry-Do.iAr Trovu.—Boston.—l see in an extract from 
a Portland, Oregon, paper, that "last Sunday a gentleman 
from Seabeck, W. T., went out in the canal for the purpose 
of catching fish, and when a twenty-five pound salmon took 
his hook it nearly upset him, and in Janding his game a $50 
watch slipped from his pocket and sank from his sight in 
the water. This is the most costly fish ever caught, stund- 
ing the angler $2,50 per pound.” Lots of our boys are out 
more than $50 on one trout weighing less than a pound and 
never tell of it,—C. E. G. 

Size or Yeunow Purca.—East Douglas, Mass.—Have 
juat finished reading ithe Jast number of your unequalled 
paper, which I found very interesting. In ** St. Clair’s” let- 
tor, of last number, he says he ‘‘presumes the perch in the 
North may weigh as high as a pound.” I have caught them 
weighing three pounds, and have sean them oven larger. 
They are a good table fish, and quite gamy, bul not equal to 
the bass. he latter are quite plenty and of fair size, one 
being caught by a friend last week weighing four and threc- 
quarter pounds.—AmsTEUR, 

PHmADELPHIA Nores,—Aug. 5,—Fishing for sheepshead 
hasbeen yery goud since the middle of July on all the hays in 
the New Jersey coast. Weaktish are now running in goodly 
numbers, and one cannot fail to find good sport at any point 
from Cape May to Barnegat. At Betterton, at the mouth of 
the Sassafras River, Md., white perch have begun tu bite, 
hut the fish are small as yet, The run of larger fish is neyer 
looked for until the last of August and first of September. 
Few of our Philadelphia anglers fond of Betterton perch 
fishing start for these grounds until the first week of the last 
guise month, preferring to wait for the bigger run,— 

OMO. 

Moone an.—Grand Rapids, June 28 —We haye here some 
yery fine black bass fishing, often taking them from three to 
five pounds weight, and they are gamy, I assure you. Our 
fall fishing is the best, as log-driying seriously interferes 
with spring fishing, Messrs, Harrington and Curtis ‘‘take 
the bun” for last fall, taking a magnificent string of bass, 
and hardly a fish less than three pounds weight.« I note in 
your issue of June 1, W. EB, M., under date April 21, speaks 
of haying caught fish in the Boardman. They were not 
then in season.— ALEX. [The letter of W. E. M. was writ- 
ten May 21, the other date having been wrongly given. ] 

Friorma Fisumye,—Large channel bass haye entered the 
river, and I have been informed that a fisherman landed five 
on Saturday last. ‘Tarpon have appeared, and they aredaily 
seen going through their acrobatic performances, On Sat- 
urday last a fisherman hooked a large fellow,but he carried 
away the line, Sea trout of good size are biting freely on 
the oyster bunk, opposite Pilot Town—An Pregco (Jack- 
sonville Aug, 3, i882). 

Srrirep Bass.—Swampscott, Mas3,, July 29.—The best 
bass of the season was taken here this morniaug by one of 
our experts, J. Porter Thomas. It was a handsome «fish, 
thongh small, only weighing sixteen pounds. He was taken 
off Tinker’s Island, and his captor, after taking him, landed 
thirty as fine tautog as one would wish tosee. Mr, Thomas 
says there area few hass left marked J.P. T. Weshall 
sce.—S. M. 6. 

Bie Buack Bass ty Greanwoop Lake.—Warwick 
Woodlands, Aug. 3.—On July 28 Dr. C. A. Olcott, of the 
club, caught a big mouth, or Oswego bass, weighing six 
pounds, making him the champion fisherman of the season, 
he haying caught the largest fish.—B. 8. 

Narnowssure, Sullivan Go., N. ¥., Aug. $.—Fishing 
has been yery poor here.—L. B. C. 

Hishculture. 

INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES EXHIBITION. 

Cees? haying accepted the inyitution of the Goyern- 
ment of Great Britain to p peta in the great Inter- 

national Fisheries Hxhibition, to be held at London, in May, 
1833, the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries has been in- 
structed to prepare, under the auspices of the Department of 
State, a complete and systematic exhibit representative of 
the fisheries of the United States. 
Preparations for the exhibition are already in progress, and 

thera is no reason why it will not be possible during the nine 
months which remain before the opening of the exhibition to 
provide for a display which shall do great credit to the ex- 
tensive fishery industries of this country. In order to accom- 
plish this result it will be necessary to secure the co-operation 
and aid of all persons interested in fishing, fishculture, the 
fisheries and the related industries, I cordially invite corres- 
ondence, therefore, from any persons haying articles suitable 

tor exhibition, or willing to suggest plans by which the dis- 
play of the United States may be rendered more effective, 
te wo classes of articles will ‘be carried to Loadon for exhibi- 
ion, viz: 
First—Those which make up the “collective exhibit of the 

United States,” and, 
Second—Those which are entered for competition. 
In the collective exhibit will be shown, in a systematic and 

synoptical manner, illustrations of our marine and fresh- 
water animals of economic value, together with the appara- 
tus and methods of their eapinine and utilization, and the 
commercial, scientific, social, historical and legislative aspect 
of the fisheries. It will include the most striking features of 
similar exhibits made by the Fish Commission in the Phila- 
delphia Exhibition of 1876, and the International Fishery Ex- 
hibition, at Berlin, in 1580, together with many additional 
ones never previously attempted. The major part of this 
display will be borrowed from the collections of the National 
Museum in Washington, but it will be necessary to secure a 
considerable number of new objects. J wish to reserve the 
Tight of placing in this department such of the private ex- 
hibits as can there be shown to the best advantage, it being 
understood that these are not to be excluded from competi- 
tion, When objects are purchased to fill gaps in this exhibit, 
it will be with the definite understandiny that they cannot 
enter into competition, and the name of the person from 
whom they were obtained will not be mentioned on the 
labels or in the catalogue. 

Tt is considered especially desirable that the department of 
competitive exhibits shall contain a very complete represen- 
tation of the various food preparations of fish—canned, 
dried, pickled, smoked, etc.—there being a constantly in- 
creasing demand in Bngland for goods of this description, 
shipments to that country amounting, in 1831. to more than 
$2,000,000, in addition to the very large exports to other parts 
of Burope and to the Nuropean colonies in the Wasi. anu- 
facturers of boats and boat-fittings, angling apparatus and 
costumes, and other similar articles, ara also urged to con- 
tribute. Medals in gold, silyer, bronze, and diplomas of 
honor will be awarded by a jury of experts. 
Lam prepared to act, both inthis country and London, as 

the representative of individual exhibit_rs, and to attend to 
correspondence relating to upplications for space, etc. Goods 
to be exhibited, if delivered in Washington, Philadelphia or 
New York, will be carried to London and installed at the ex- 
pense of the government; special arrangements may be made 
tor the return of articles at the close of the exhibition. 
Prospectuses, blank application-forms, blank ‘‘lists of ex- 

hibits proposed to be shown,” and any information desired 
will be furnished on application. Applications for space for 
competitive displays should be made before the Ist of Sep- 
tember, 1882. 

The exhibition—which is under the patronage of the Queen 
of England and the presidency of the Prince of Wales—will ba 
opened on the 1st of May, 1883, in buildings now being 
erected in the Horticultural, Gardens at South Kensington, 
and will continue fora period o. six months, 

Spuncer F. Barry, 
U. 8. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 

U. 8. Commission Fish, and Wisheries, Smithsoutan Institution, 
Washington, July 20, 1882, 
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Che Fennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENOH SHOWS, 
April, 4,6 and 0, 188%, Western Pennsylyania, Poultry Society's 

Lifth Annual Bench Showy, Pittsburgh, Pa, Entries for tha Benéh 
Show Derby, for English setters whelpad on or after March 1, 1882, 
elose December f, 16%. Chas. Lineoln, Supertutendent. [. R. Stay- 
lon, Secratary, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
September 4,—Nutional Amarican Kennel Club Field Trials on Prairie 

Ohickens, Palrmont, Minn, Entries for the Derby close Jnly 1, for the 
All-aged, Sept. 4. Jos. A, Dew, Columbia, Tenn., Secretary, 
November 17-—Bastern Fieid Trials Club Field Trials on Quail, near 

High Point, N. 0. lvias for tha Derby close July i. For the All- 
Aged aud Members’ Stike, November YP. N. Hall, P. 0, Box 8&4, 
New York, Saerétary. 

_. December 4-National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 
Giand Jimction, Ten, 1D. Reyson, Memphis, Venn,, Secretary. 
December 11—New Orlenus Gun Club Wield Trials or Quail, Opelon- 

age, ba, Entries close December 11. J, i Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La, Entries for the Club Cup close December 1. 

GORDON AND BLACK AND TAN SETTERS. 

Editor Forest and Sthreain: 
_ The spirit of the times seems to be made up of contradic- 

tions and assertions. Vhe great Laverack eoubroversy is just 
ended in & most unsatisfactory manner, and now ‘Vitus” 
wishes to bring an eqoally hard and unuseful controvery up 
with verard to the origin of the present Gordon setter, 
“Vitus nay w.ite many volumes on the subject, and in the 
end what good can he do for abresd which has no “warmer 
friend” than himself? If he really is such, why does he per- 
sist in throwing mud, when by doing so he is only detracting 
from his warm friends? f 

Tt he cannot ses any advantage the black and tan Gordon 
setter has over the Wnoelish or [rish setter, why should he 
pretend to be so greatly in its favor? 
May [ask ‘Vitns"—and I expect, as he has made setters 

astudy—to mention on instance of a black and tun setter 
aver having been either bred or showoas an English setter. 
What chances would an trish setter have if he was black and 

#5 out of his way to prove that the Gordon setter 
ind by so dome he detracts from one of his 

warmest friends—not a pleasant sort of friend to have, I should 
say—and takesthe sround that Stonehengesays so. All Stone- 
henge gives is heresay evidence, which nowadays Will not be 
accepted. Another writer says that collie blood was infused 
by the Duke of Gurdon into his breed. Be these wssertions as 
they may, we have now 2ot a breed of dogs whose pedigree 
we Can trace as accurately as any Envlish or Irish setter. 
These pedigrees would be worthless if their representatives 
did not show cartain distinctive marks of breeding. ‘Vitus’ 
ennnot deny that the original setters bred at Gordon Castle 
were for the tosh part black, antl Lord Lovat. who pur- 
chased the strain wien the Gordon Castle kennel was broken 
up, brad black, white und tun Gordon setters. Why should 
‘Vitus’ deny them oa name’ The blick and tan setter was 
bred from dozs of this strain, and the colorwas got by 
sélection, as the pure black und tan was considered a more 
heuntifnl dor than the bl: white and tan, 

All this is beside the subject matter that all lovers of the 
Gordon setter have wh liesrt, and that is how is he to be im- 
moved, Mr. Laverack improved the English setter by 
readins up to oa certain standard which hé considered the 
reper one, and Mr. Llewellin seeing certain faults in the 

Laveracks, has ¢ndeavorud by his breeding of English set- 
ters to overcome these, and has toa certain extent succeeded, 
and T have no doubt but some other enthusiast will improve 
on the Liewellin setter, So Thope it will be with the Gor- 
dou, Mr. Divon has his ideas of what they should be, Mr. 
Maleolm has his, snd as both these gentlemen have the true 
love of the Gordon setter in them, I have not the least doubt 
but that they will succeed in making greatimprovement on 
the breed, as they both have the same idea that the modern 
Gordon setter has been bred «too heavily made animal. No 
one reading the article of ‘*Vitus,” just published, but must 
consider him an eneuiy of the noble cog of which he has the 
foolhardiness to cs)! bitaselé the atin frtena, 
Ha must have had yery littl experience of the Gordon set- 

tar and Jess of the [rish when he says that the Gordon setter 
is (idebtad to the Trish for all his good qualities, 

T don’t at all wish to be like ''Vitus,”.a warm friend of the 
Trish and thusrun him doya, but I will say this of the Gor- 
don setter, that he beats the Trish in nose and tractableness, 
Two iwost important considerations in adog that has to be 
used for the purpose that setters generally are used for—i. e., 
finding game birds for the sportsman to shoot. Let all lovers 
of the Gordon setter bury the hatetet and use eyery means 
in their power to improve him and get back his lost prestige 
in the field, 
What we want to do was very ably stated bya friend of 

miné the other day. He said “he liked a dog with a big 
heart for his work, always ready to respond to the enaourag- 
ing yoice of his master, Tis is what is principally wanted. 
Get a properly proportioned body, be it big or little, and put 
a “big heart” init. This, with tie inherited characteristies of 
the breed, is all that is necessary to bring the Gordon forward 
as the ne plus ylive of @ sporting dog. M. B. 

Bditor Forest tnd Stren: 
Tn your issua of the 27th July, an article written under the 

initial “?V..7 and in. preyions issue in May he writes under the 
non de plume of “Vitus.” As your correspondent replies to 
me, please permiti me to say io him, where he states many 
persons are of the opinion that the Duke of Gordon was the 
originator of the Gordon setter, and he presumes, he says, 
from the tone of my letter, Tam one of these, Pywill sta_é in 
reply to Uhis assertion that] have never yeb seen or read evi- 
dence ia convince me as to where this noble strain of setters 
did originate, but am sufficiently subistied to give the Duke of 
Gordon the glory of calling them alter him, as has been done 
for Eixty years or more, for you cannot doubt, L hope, that 
had iv niet been for the Dute of Gordon we probably neyer 
would have known aud been able to perpetuate this ne plus 
ulirm of setters, aud as they certainly were firs brought 
prominently before the public by the Gordon family, T think, 
With that well-known wuthomty Idstone to bear me out, I am 
su’e in whotIswy. idstone classifies the setter as Hnglish, 
ttish aod Gordon, and we lovers of the Gordon setter will do 
thethe same, aud J lain, judging trom what has been handed 
down to us for aves back, that we haye «a more lesitimate 
right bo Gall them the Gordon setter than eitaer the Lewellin 
or Layeracks luive. Now this, | think, will be the decision of 
all admirers o! the Gordon setter. i ; 

Mr. (editor, i! your correspoadent will read in your issue of 
the {ith of July anarticle on the Gordon setter, he will see 
my ideas from & praubiowl standpoint as to how 1 think this 
dorshould be bred for utility, Why, Mr. Hditor, é¢ven Vero 
Shar, the book tom whom “VY. quotes, tells us *The value of 
dogs from the Duke's kennel was far higher than of those 
cominy from otlier quarters, and a. gennine importation from 
Gordon Uasile was always looked upol as possessed of no 
impurity of bioud.” 
Now, itissurprising toane that one whose knowledge of 

he Gordon sethar seems to be made up from hooks alons 
hould have neglected to tallus what Idstons says about this | they suit my ewn kennel, and that L 
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grand field dog, the Gordon setter; but as your correspondent 
“V,” has not done so, I will. Idstone, in speaking of the 
Gordon setter, says: ‘(Much has been wribben as to their 
quality, and dogs With any trace of descent from the Duke's 
blood command the highest prices.’ To trace to his 
Regent, Old Bangs, Old” Dan, or to Mr. Codk’s Pan, or 
an, for Mr. Cook and the Duke bred from the same 
stock is ample warrant for purity of lmeage, Idstone further 
states, “he has been assured by gentlenien shill living, and 
who shot with the Duke, that there were numbers of black 
and tan setters at Gordon Castle,” but that he also possessed 
prized bread, and shot over black, white and tans. Ho gives 
the list of dogs sold at the Duke's sale, and states further, 
and says “without doubt, these formed only a pat of the 
kennel, for I haye heard that a race of black and tans with 
white frills went tothe Duke of Abercorn, and that nine 
others went to the Duke of Argyle and Viscount Bolingbroke, 
the latter of whom received one which was given to the 
Duke of Argyle as a present just at or before the Duke ot 
Gordon's death.” He further states ‘‘he has seen better set- 
ters of the black and fan than any other breed.” 

In speaking of Kent, he says: ‘He won the grand gold 
medalin Nrance. He was fine in his day, but he probably 
imposed upon many judges by his rich color and large siat- 
ure,” which imposition, T claim, has caused all this immense 
size to-day, by breeders always looking after these prize win- 
ners on the bench, and seeking them for stud purposes and 
perpetuating these monstrosities, which “V.” would have us 
elieve were caused by bloodhound cross, Tdstone further 

says ‘he has often wondered what the public would haye 
thought if they had seen Lord Bolingbroke’s Argyle.” He 
tells us “he was a narrow, deep made, ravy looking dog, of 
true pure Gordon blood.” (Now here is an entirely differant 
style dog, and hein Kent's day was in form, and from «ll one 
can learn from books, what I have been pleased to term the 
light-weight Gordon setter, and of the style of those shot over 
by Duke of Gordon, as nearly all the authorities except 
Stonehenge prove this conclusively to my mind.) Now, Mr. 
Editor, I would like to ask your correspondent if he ever at- 
tended a bench show, and if so, did he attend the first one 
held in New York, at Gilmore’s Garden? Uf he did, I would 
like to call to his mind some of my style Gordons, or, in 
other words, what I call light weights; prominent among 
them were Mr, Coopeland’s Shot, Mr. Munn’s Duke of (or- 
don, Mr. Marbie's Glouse, and Mr. Tilley’s Dream I., and sev- 
eral others which I fail to call to nxind at present, In all this 
lot he did not see a heavy oue like those we see on the bench 
to-day. These dogs were kept for field work, and haye left 
sons and daughters behind them as grand as their illustrious 
sires in the field, This style dog you never see at the bench 
show, now the Stonehenge standard has driven them off, and 
their heayy relatives, bred for bench show business, allowed 
wrongfully to take their place. 
Your correspondent seems to question my ‘having pure bred 

Gordous of light weight. HEyidently he hasseen but few of 
any kind, After reading the above, and I tell him my light- 
Weight beauties trace directly back to the dogs 
spoken of by Idstone, and mentioned by me in this 
letter, he will then find his assertion is not true, for in 
their veins he will find runs a8 pure Gordon setiter blood as is 
known. And to the assertion he inakes that [ want a stand- 
ard to suit my kennel, is as false as it is mean, for I never 
have shown my dogs on the bench, nor de I ever expect to,at 
least for several years to come, if ever.. What I have been 
writing for has been for the good of the Gordon setter owned 
by all, and whichis being ruined for field use by breeding 
him to the immense size that we see him of to-day. But, Mr, 
Editor, I am getting a little too far off the book learning that 
V. is more familiar with, so I will give him a few more lines 
from Idstone that I hope will help to show him that I am 
correct in my views as regards the Gordon setter previous to 
bench shows. Idstone says, “The Rey. Mr, Hutchinson, a 
Wiltshire clerzyman, who writes under the name of Sixty-one, 
has some good ones, especially as regards frame, spacd; and 
the Marquis of Huntly who never passes by « good one if itis 
to be obtained, he has Silk and young Kent, both bred by 
Idstone. The latter except that he has not tip-top speed, is 
one of the best dogs to hunt, find and quarter his ground 
which I eyer brvke, but he is not so narrow and deep as | 
could wish him.” In speaking of Dandy, owned by Mr. 
Fleming, of Killkerran House, he says le wasa grand one, 
making ninety or one hundred points at the first field trial 
ever held, at which, he says, he was one of the judges. Mr. 
Wditor, I will have to ask you to please pardon mie for mak- 
ing this article of much more length than I at tirst intended, 
but when one has to deal with one whom he presumes, from 
his writing, to be a book-worm and not a practical sports- 
mun, fond of folowing good Gordon setters in quest of game, 
you will readily understand how this article has grown una- 
wares. I will close it atonee by saying I will not answer V. 
or Vitus, as he styles himself, unless he treats me, as I have 
him, by writing over hisown signature. HARRY Mauconm, 
BAuTIMoRs, Aug. 1. 

In this connection we publish the followmg, which will at 
least prove new to the friends of the Gordon. Ib is written 
by “Strathbogie” to our London contemporary, the Stoch- 

eeper. He says: “It may interest some of the Stoeh- 
Keeper readers to know how the black white and tan setters 
were first bred, but I do not give it as ainthentic, but as the 
tale was told me by an old man long manuger at Kinniyie, and 
who was intimate with Jubb, the late Duke of Gordon's head 
keeper, Onimy return to dear Aberdeen two weeks ago, [ 
chanced to come across the old person referred to, and lie 
assured me that the ‘white’ color was eee by crossing 
with the Spanish pointer, and the said paniards came from 
Mr. Horatio Ross to Gordon Castle. Should any of your 
readers wish to hear what Mr. Ross has to say on the subject, 
T shall write him for the necessary information. I know he 
has sported with the lafe duke, and there is not 4 better shot, 
a timer sportsman, or a better judge of Gordons in all the 
highlands of Scotland than Major Ross. Being personally 
known to him, I feel sure I shall #et the fullest information,’ 

Dditor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of July 27 appears an article from ‘Vitus,~ 

on Gordons and black and tans. As my name is brought up 
in connection with it I will very briefly make a few com- 
ments thereon, He claims the Gordon to be a monvrel, and 
gives Stonehenge as his wuthority in proof of it, Stonehenge 
certainly proves to such thing in the quotation he makes use 
of, unless a person is silly enough to accept, ‘it is said,” or 
that he thought probably it was so, as probt; the intelligent 
sportsman of to-day cannot be satisfied with proof of suel 
weakness. The coat of a Gordon in nothing whateyer resem- 
bles a bloodhound, and the excellence of his nose, ‘Sf he 
really possesses the excellence attributed to hin,” can readily 
be traced to another source, He takes exception to my com- 
parison of black and tan setters which [pred with the Gor- 
dous, in yourissue of May 2h. I merely made the compari 
son to show the similarity of black and tans, obher than tror- 
dons, with the direct descendants of Old Kent, which he 
elaims to have been the great Gordon, und to haye done men: 
for that breed than any other dog, and also to show the ab- 
aurdity of classing dogs at our bench shows as Gordons in- 
stead of as simply black and tans. He states that every good 
quality the black and tan possesses came from the Trish, anc 
then foes on to say this being the cass, and we have thie 
strongest evidence to prove it. ere is his evidence: is his 
mere assertion the strong proof he speaks of? Ifail to see it 
in that light, oras proof of anything but ezotism, 
He further states that Ldo not want ths rules changed as 

want to keap up the 

[Avever 10, 1882. 

see of the Scotch or Gordon setter at the expense of the 
Tish, ‘ 
There has not been. a black and tan setter in my kennel fer 

years past, but as selfish nen ara ever ready to impute to 
others their own seliish notions, f will pass that over by say 
ing that in my experienes with Irish setters, many of them 
had nothing to spare toward the improvement of any other 
breed, In regard tothe origin of the term Gordon, if he will 
show one instance where a setter was known as & Gordon set- 
ter preyious to 1830 J will acknowledge my error in supposing 
that iporiginated ab Gordon Castle, So far as chaogine the 
scale of points for judging setters at ben¢h shows is concerned 1 
care but little. [have always bred them to suit my own fancy, 
so near as I could get them, aud will continue to do so let the 
changes be what they may, orif there should be no scale at 
all Believing there wré as good judges of setters to-day, and 
as food setters to be judeat as atanuy former pariod of the 
world’s history, and among them the bold and slashing 
black-and-tan stands pre-eminent and uncontaminated by a 
drop of Irish or bloodhound blood in his veins. 

JoHun DAvyIpson, 
Monroe, Aug, 1, 1882, 

THE COCKER SPANIEL. 

Eilitor Forest aud Strean: 
T wish to thank Mr, Birk for his yery courteous reply to my 

letter of inquiry of June 20. I should have madé the ac 
knowledgment sooner, but have been absent. For the same 
reason I have not carefully analyzed the stundard of the A, 
C, 8, Club, and am not prépared to criticise it, Mr, Kirk says 
that T am “apparently a disappointed exhibitor.” This is 
hardly a proper elussification, for the term as commonly ac- 
cepted implies mora than lam willing to plead guiltyto. My 
motive in writing to you was solely for the purpose of obtain- 
ing information, and not to impugn the motives of the judge 
or to hold him up to the public #278 us ignorant, stupid and 
dishonest, which appears to be the orthodox method of the 
disappointed exhibitor. No, Lhaye too much respect for my- 
self to harber any feelings of the kind, especially toward s0 
capable w judge as [believe Mr. Kirk to be. As soon as I 
have the leisure time [ shall carefully go over the standard of 
the A. ©. 8. Clib and may jot down some of the ideas that 
ovcur to me should [ deem them of importance. I also wish 
to thank M, B., whose letter appears in the same number, 
and to say to him that the length of my fayorite cocker is al- 
most three times his height at the shoulder. The exact Hgures 
are 10}¢ imches at the shoulder and 29 inches from nose to 
root of tail, His coat is decidedly wavy; and, my dear M, 
B.. allow me to say, with all defsrence to your opinion, [ con- 
sider it his chief beauty, and would not part with a single 
wave, not even to secure a ee There is not the suspicion of 
a curl in a single hair of his body, only waves, and Stone- 
henge says that the coat should be “slightly wavy.” Possibl 
I have got things mixed, as! have not Stonehenge at hand, 
but as M, B. seems to have about the same idea ol his points 
for the cocker that | entertain, perhaps he will do me the 
fayor to give “Spaniel” chapter and verse. CooxEr. 

Toronto, Aug, 7, 1882, 
Editor Forest and Stream + 
Breeders and lovers of the sporting cocker will read with 

much interest the following letter from “Stonehenge,” 
who ocenpies the undisputed position in England ond Amer- 
ica, indeed wherever dogs are intelipently bred and usad, of 
being the greutest living authority on the dog. 
No one, { feel well assured, will have the hardihood to pit 

his individual opinion against that of “Stonehenge,” and I 
think the American Cocker Spaniel Club can point with 
pardonable pride to such « complete indorsation of ita 
‘standard” by the great author, 
To my fellow-members or the “Cocker Club,” including 

“Senex,” I take this opportunity of saying that imstead o: 
our standard being a “fhilse and pereicie one,” causing ‘oul 
und wicked imjustide, and « blot, a scandal and a burnin, 
disgrace to the nume of the cocker spaniel,” it hag obtaine 
the proud distinction of being thoroughly supported by the 
highest possible authority in the canine world, the famous 
_puopenenses Imay say that I have his courteous permis- 
sion to publish his letter; andin yiew of the extraordinary 
recent conduct of your correspondent “Senex,” I take the 
turliest opportunity of showing how mistaken he is in the 
opinion he lately expressed regarding our standard, and 
which in his heart of hearts he must feel rather ashamed of. 
Remembering the yery friendly feelings quite recently ex~ 
pressed by him in correspondence with me seer rine the 
Cocker Club, I can only think that he must have allowed the 
wrath engendered by a dyepeptic attack to overmaster his bet- 
ter judgment, I would like to sea his pen better employed 
than in throwing mud atthe club of which he was so recently 
an enthusiastic member, Yours truly, J, F. Kink, 

COPY OF LETTER FROM “STONEHENGE.” 
“Tine Wrenp,) 346 STRAND, | 

Lonnon, W. G., July 27, 1882, | 
Dear Sir—I have vead with pleasure your letter ig Formst 

AND AiTREAM of the 15th inst, and am quite with you as to the 
desirable siz of the cocker, You will notice that your high- 
ést weight is only two pounds less than I have given, viz., 
“thirty pounds a6 the least," and that [ expressly statu that 
tho increased size ‘‘militates against their use in some coverts,” 

In “Dogs of the British Islands” I haye described dogs as 
they are, and not as I think they pught tobe. My owa opin- 
jon is quite in accordance with your standard, and indésed I 
can fully indorse the views of your club on all poitts. Tk 
must, howeyer, be remembered that in these days of thiu 
hedgerows a bigger dog can work than in former times, when 
he would have been quite unable tu force his way through the 
small rabbit runs which are now done away with. Sincerely 
yours, J. A. WALSH. 

J, F. Kirk, Esq. 

COLOR OF BULL TERRIERS. a 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Tn last week's issue Brindle,” in writing about the color of 

bull terriers, asks, Why is white to be preferred to. other col- 
ors? In No. 5 of Vero Shaw's lilustrated Book of the Dog, 
“Brindle” will find lis question answered, and the matter of 
color fully goneinto. Also by referring to the number of 
the New York Country, issued January 19, 1878, [ tind that 
“Stonehenge” says: ‘The color for show purposes must be 
pure white.” 
The bull terrier is purely a fancy breed, and toy several 

years past white has beén the faney color. Of course thera 
are many good dogs of other colors than white, and for my 
own part, if I yanted a good, plucky doz as a companion 
only, and not for the show bench, I would as soon have a 
brindle ag a white, for the brindles very seldom want cour- 
age, and a well-marked brindle is 3 handsome color. 
While on this subject I will say a few words about bull- 

does. I find that of late years there is a tendency to make 
white the faney colorfor this breed also. Now I think this 
is wrong, as the real old-fashioned color for bulldogs was 
brindle, and as a rdle 1 think the brindle dogs show the true 
bulldog disposition oftener than the white, In judging bull- 
do2s think the colors should staud in the following order, 
viz.: All brindle, whole white, brindle and white, white an 
brindle. Is this correct? I should like to hear what others 
think on this subject. By the by, when are we to see a bull- 
dog club forined? No time like the present, or in a few years 
our bulldogs will have degensrated into big, thick-headed, 
clumsy terriers, Let us keep the breeds distinct. 

ARMLOOR. 
An, Leonans, P. Q, 
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MR. J. H, 

RACKET. 

ACEET is a white black and tan English setter of me- 
dimn size, owhed by Mr, J, H. Goodsell, of New York. 

He will be four years old next month. Ha is by Rattler 
(Rob-Roy—Pickles), outot Leda (Leicesher—Rose), Rackati 
won third at New Yorkin 1841 and second at the same place 
im 1882. Heis a sood-looking animal, and is the sire of quite 
a mumber of good onas, notably alitier of six that were ox- 
hibited at Pittsburg last March, os fiie and eyena litter as 
We ever saw, ad, although only ten months old, they all re- 
osived ribbons, the four dogs winning first, second, and two 
vhes in their class, while the two bitches were placed 
second and vhe. They were also winners in the special 
classes against older dows. Mr. Goodsell has bred his Laver- 
ack bitches, Carling and Pebrel Ul, to Racket, and will, 
doubtless, be able to show something tins in the progeny, 
Ths cutis by Harry Tallman, 

BUYING AND SELLING DOGS. 

Biter Forest and Stream: 
_ Ma rocent number of PoREsT AND Simuam Iwas very much 
interested in Gol. Tuecker’s rémarks on partiés failing to 
respond to orders, Requesting orders to be cancelled is cer- 
tainly very annoying to breeders, who haye perhaps refuses 
to book other orders, thinkiny they kad all bhey could All, 
and then at the last moment, wheu stock is ready to ship, be 
informed by the party that ordered, “that owine to change 
of circumstances they did not want the stock,” as if the 
breeder eottld shoulder all the responsibilities of his supposed 
patrons; and i will here say that Ido nos want to book any 
orders from this class, When a party orders stack from ime 
Iwant and expect to haye it taken, and have sometimes 
phonene Twould not hook any orders unaccompanied with 
cash. 
Another point I wish to take isthis: Many, after I have 

offered jo give them unexccptionable reference, request stock 
to be seut.C..O. D., evidently thinking breeder is aafe in so 
doing, which heis not, The party ordering may not know 
What points a good dog ought tohave, and if stock daas not, 
luok as he expected, he refuses to receive first-class specimens, 
and the breeder is ot express charges bothwaysand ex- 
ense While at express office; anfl very likely if stocl is youn= 

it will die from double journey and want of proper care, and 
the breeder loses stock in addition to expreys charges, The 
party ordering may haye money when he orders, but go ‘ton 
# bust” and be penniless when stock artives, and not in con- 
dition to recéive it, and, asin the other cuse, the brasder bears 
the loss, 
Ihave mentioned such cases to show that reliable breeders, 

whose stock is all right, have good reasons for refusing to 
ship C. 0. D., uuless person ordaring gives well-known and 
unexceptionable reference. 

T always ae heal to be notified immediately by receiver of 
condition stock arrives in, and, strauge te say,many never 
reepoud and some, weeks after receiving stock, write that pup 

c not arriye in good condition owing to journey and hay 
just died, and if safe delivery was warranted expett another 
sent, when pup might have besnallright, for all shipper knows, 
when received, as time enouch had elapsed for if to contract 
and die of consumption; and while in the past I haye sent 
pups to ia sich ones, do not intend to in the future, and 
shall consider that if not immediately notified of stock nat 
beitz in good condition to consider myself under no obligation 
to make good ihe less in case of death. 
Thave written these few lines for the benefit of breeders 

who haye some ri¢hts that purchasers ought to respect; and 
the fact of any breeder advertising year after year in a paper 
of character like Worms? anp STppAa is proof enouzh that he 
is réliabie and his stock good, and purehasers Wave little to 
fear if they will place their orders in regular breeders’ hands, 
They have a repntation at stake and cannot aflerd to misrep- 

. sent their stock or send ont poor specimens. 
Nite times out of ten itis the breeder who is il! used, and 

nine times out of ten by the wanting “order cancelled” class, 
with which I ar utterly diseusted. N. Exaorz. 
Gaaxgy, Conn. 

THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN TRIALS. 

PORTSMEN generally are interested in the National 
iO American Kenmel Club Field Trials on Prairie Chickens, to 
be run ah Fairmont, Minn,. Sept, 4, andas a great many of 
them will be present, ard some among the number may de- 
sire infommation in reference to the country in which the trial 
will take place, I last week visited the locality, in the inter- 
est of fhe Forusr anv SrReam, and herewith submit mry im- 
pressions, 
Presuming everybody will make St. Paul their base of 

sperations, the yisitor will lenva that city by the Chieage, St. 
‘aul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway, kuown as the “Omahe 

Line,” for short, at ai00 P. 2, arriving ab Waimmount the 
same evening, This popular road runs splendid couches and 
comfortable sleepers, wid makes no charge for the transpor- 
tation of dogs. Its conductors are zentleman who can tell a 
gun from a fishing-rod, audits bazggugemen haye cartied so 
many good dogs amone théirtrunks that they have leammed 
to appreciate thei canine passengers aod to ireat tera 
Kindly, It passes iis entira length through an elezant 
chicken country, and the sportsman oan hardly bit it amiss 
b bay ne atew days at smiy shation alone its lins below 
Mankato. 3 = 

Those who haya entered their dogs in the trials ara probally 
posted in everything that will appartain thereta, and will not 
‘wéurch the FaREST Ann SrRmAM for saggestions as to lew their 

GOODSELL’S ENGLISH SETTER DOG “RACKET.” 

| 

trips to Minnesota may be made pleasant, J write to the now 
intevested (in a Paoprictary sense) class of sportsmen, and if my 
suggestions are followed I can assure them a pleasant trip and ele- 
gant sport on chickens: 

Visit St. Paul first and see its beauties, Then take the Omaha 
line at 8:30 P.M, and get off at Blue Warth City. Ask for the 
Constans Honse and you will be directed to.a comfortable hotel 
where you Will have 4 clean bedand plenty to eat, whose proprie- 
tor is a gentleman of the old school, hale and hearty at sixty 
years of a0; who loves his guns and dogs and horses ahnost as 
Well as he does his wife ; who Has hunted in this jocality for twenty 
years, and who knows where aud when and Low to shoot, When 
you are comfortably settled here you will find that you arein ona 
of the loveliest spots in Minnesota, on the banks of the Blue Earth 
River, and surrounded on every side by a, beantiful rolling prairie 
dotted with farm houses and culbivated groves of cottonwood and 
maple, The village contains a fair livery stable, and a drive of 
from two to three miles will introduce you to a covey of 
chickens, 
The Constans House charges are two dollars per day, dogs 

fre, and a good team and driver can be had for $3.50 per day, 
Bags of from twenty-five to ono hundred birds are the com- 
mon thing for two guns, Blue Harth City is twenty miles 
from Fairmont by wagon road, every inch of which can be 
hunted and game started every half mile. Ti is distant thirty 
miles by rail, 14 is only ten miles distant from the Iowa State 
line; and as the open season commences in lowa Aug. 15, those 
who come early ¢an taste game by driving across the line. A 
visitor to Blue Barth can take in trials, get his fll of chicken 
shooting, the birds being yory abuudant, have some sport on 
ducks, perhaps bag a sandhill crane, or wild goose, and enjoy 
some fine bass fishing in the tivor—a combination of delights 
rarely found in ona locality. HUNT. 

S82, Paun, Minn,, Aqwzust, 1882, 

THE SMUGGLER’S DOG.—One of those industrious indi- 
yiduais who know how to make a chaldron of coals out of a 
billet of wood, determined, in extreme poyerty, to engage in 
trade, He preferred that of the merchandise which occupied 
the least space, and was calculated to yield the most profit, 
He borrowed 2 smell sum of money from a friend, and re- 
pairing to Planders he there bought meee of lace, which, 
without any danger, he smuggled into Wrance in the follow- 
ing manner: He trained an active spaniel to his purpose, He 
cause him to be shayed, and procured for him the slin of 
another dog of the same hue and the same shape. He then 
rolled the lace around the hody of his dog, and put over it the 
arment of the stranger so adroitly thatit was impossible to 
iseover the trick, ‘he lace thus arranged in his pedestrian 

hand-box, he would say to his docile messenger, “Forward, 
my friend,” Ab these words the dog Would start and pass 
boldly through the sates of Malines or Valenciennes, in the 
face of the vigilant officers placed there to prevent smug- 
gline, Having passed the bounds, he would wait for his mas- 
ter at a little distance in the open country. ‘There they mutu- 
ally caressed and feasted, and the merchant placed his pack 
ages in a place of security, renewing his occupation as neces- 
sity required. Such was the suceess of the smuggler that in 
five or sixyears he amassed a handsome fortune, and kept 
his Goach. Envy pursues the prosperous. A mischievous 
neighbor betrayed the lace merchant; and Ee te 
his efforts to disguise his dog, he was suspected, watched am 
discovered. How far does the cunning of some animals ex 
tend! Did the spies of the custom-house Seta! him at one 
fate, he say them ata distance, and instantly went toward 
the other, Were the gates shut against him, he overcame 
every obstacle—sometimes hé leaped over the wall, at others 
assed secratly behind a carriage, or running between the 
eas of travelers, he would thus accomplish bis aim, One 
day, however, while swimming in a stream near Malines he 
was shot, and diad in the water. There was then about him 
fiye thousand croyns' worth of lace, the loss of which did 
not affect his master, but he was inconsolable for the loss of 
his faithful dog.—Lire Stock Journal, July 14. 

COCEER SPANIEL IMPORTATION,—Dr, Niven has just 
imported from the kennel of P. Bullock, Bilston, Staffordshire, 
the black cocker Frank. He js by Frank, out of Nell, by old 
Bob. Heis a long, low dog with a splendid head and ears, 
a most abundant spaniel coat, good straight, legs and well- 
proportioned body: height, 13in,; length, 24in.; weight, 27lbs,, 
in full condition. He tools first prize at Wolverhampton last 
January; only time éxhibited. At the same tine he import- 
ed the cocker biteh Nellie, by Don, out of Saft, by Rawley's 
Ben, Nellie is a good ons allronnd and has already proved 
herself a good brood bitch, and it is to be hoped she will con- 
finus to do so. With this importation and that of Mr. 
Pitcher, Ainerica can now hoast of possessing dogs from the 
best and oldest strains of cockers In Hngland 

TAH FOo-HOUND'S SCENT.—Worcestsr, Mass., July 26,— 
Editor Komst and Sirenin: Can you, or some of your corre- 
spondept who know, or think they know, tell me how itis that 
fox-hounds, coming to a track that they cannot see, or in the 
snow 30 that a man cannot toll which way the fox went, take 
the track in the right divection, as a good fox-hound willdo 
ninebyanne times ont of a hundred, and oblige.—Pox- 
Houster. (nour issueof Veb 16,1342, may be found an article 
Wpon this very interesting subject, wherein We state our ina- 
bility to fathom the mysteries of the subtle power that ena- 
bles 2 dog to perform the wonderful feats we often witness 

| while traci the footsteps of the game of which he is in pur- 
shit. Who shall detine the pints oF this tasrvalous zitt, or 
fix a bound for ita seppe? Whe shall say that the delicate 

sense that cal eer neny, follow the trail of the far-away foe 
to his lair, is not gifted with the power to discriminate the 
tous almost inconceivable differenos between the older and 
more recent footstep? Who shall say that the instinat that 
leads the hound to pursue his prey also inspires him to take 
the proper direction? or that reason prompts the course} We 
lJeaye the subjectin the hands of our readers, trusting that 
any of them who may haye scented out the explanation will 
“pive tongue,”] 

THERE WERE PLENTY OF DOGS.—Prince Bismarck 
owned a dog, a colossal mastiff, so ferocious of habit and de- 
Teanor that at the time of the great Congress of 1880 he flew 
at Prince Gortchakoff, to the srim, though suppressed, en- 
joyment of his master, All Berlin knew how fond the 
Ohancellor was of the beast. Tt was his constant companion 
by day and hy night; he was never seen without it, either in 
the streets or in the gardens of his palace; and it was said 
that the jealous fidelity of the doz, tried through many 
years, had endeared bim to the Prince to the exclusion of 
every other tayorite, One day the brute died suddenly, they 
say poisoned. Berlin felt the bereavement of Bismarck az 
an irretrieyable calamity. What would the great man do 
without his faithful dumb friend? No other could aver re- 
place one so fondly loved. The very next morning another 
mastifl, equally ferocious, equally attached, equally unap- 
proachable by strangers, inspiring the same reciprocal ton- 
derness, was seen passing thé streets by the sids of his mas- 
ter, whose hand lay on the collar of the new comer with the 
same trust in his prowess as it used to lis on that of his pre- 
deasstor. The hint was efficacious, and wateli-doz No, 9 
was allowed to live.—Sun. 

MONUMENT TO EDWARD LAVERACK,—In response to 
the appeal of Mr, Edward Armstrong for contributions for 
ae ae of erecting a suitable monument over thie remains 
of Mr, Hdyward Layerack, in White Chureh churchyard, many 
gentlemen in this vicinity, wishing to express the high esteem 
in which they hold his memory, and desirine to subscribe to 
the fund, have placed the matter inthe hands of Mr, M. A, 
Herzherg, of 1,464 Pacific street, Brooklyn, N, Y., who will 
gladly receive and forward to Mr. Armstrong such amounts 
as may be placed in his hands for the purpose. Mi. Herzberg 
has already received a number of subscriptions, and many 
more ara promised. Following is the list so far recsived: 
Mr, Thomas F, Ryan, New York city, $10; Dr. H. F. Aten, 
Brooklyn, $5; Dr. 8, Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, $5; Maj, Wheeler, 

Mr, H. T. Danforth, Brocklyn, $5; Mr. Edmund 
Mr. Joseph T. Parkins, Brooklyn, 35; 
orsay City, $5; Edward E. Hardy, Bos- 

Publishing Co., 58. 

Brooklyn, $5; 
Orgill, Brooklyn, 35; 
Mr. H, 8, Hamilton, J y City 
ton, Mass., $5; orest and Streaia 

DOGS LOST,—Mr. C. H, Lewis, ol Suspension Bridge, N. 
Y., has lost his imported’ smooth-coated §t. Bernard bitch. 
Any one learning of her whereabouts will confer a favor and 
receive a suitable reward by notifying bim. For particulars, 
see his advertisement, 

Mr, J.S. Klein, of 168 Cherry street, New Work, has lost 
his liver and white setter dog, who strayed from Western 
New Jorsey on the 24 0f July. Heisabont thres years old 
and stands a trifle higher bellind thuningrons He had on at 
the time a collar with his owner's atldress, who will pay a 
liberal reward for his recovery. 

SALE OF POINTHERS.—There was a large sale of sporting 
dogs at Aldridge’s repository last week, The kennel of the 
late Major Vaughan Lee, of Dellington Fark, Somerset, at- 
tracted the attention of sportsmen, the pointers comprising 
blood of the famous bdge breed, A brace, Mango and Mus, 
by Champion Garnes, fetched G0gs,; Milly, 41¢s.; Dainty, 
Sigs.; Main, 25¢s.; and the 4'4 brace realized O07}<¢gs.; 214 
brace of puppies, whelped last February, bronght Hlgs.; 2b4¢ 
brace of spOUCTE: from the kennel of the Hon, T. Fitzwilliam, 
realized 45}¢gs.; Buxton, an English setter from the kennel 
of Mr, James Freeme, fetched 20g8,; and 814 brace of black 
spaniels, d0gs8,—Live Stack Journal, July 21, 

SNOWFLAKE—Palo, Mich., July 31.—Editor Forest and 
Stream I wish to correct an error which I made when I 
sent you notice of the whelping of my pointer biteh Snow- 
Hake, whiecs Brpearod in yourissue of July 27, I gave her 
ee ‘ree as by Maryland, out of Tell, and ij should haye bean 
y Glenmark, out of Girl, Maryland and Tell being: her grand- 

sire and granddam on her dam’s side.—W, J. ParcryaL 

MONTREAL DOG SHOW.—The Dog Fanciers’ Association, 
of Montreal, Canada. propose holding a beuch show in that 
city next month. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
Kennel notes are inserted in this colin free of charge. To insurs 

publication of notes, correapondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each cménal) 
1. Color. & Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breet biyer or Seller. 
8, Bex, i. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death, 10. Oyner of dam, 
Allnames must he plainly written. Cotimunication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's uame. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
17 See instructions ut head of this colwaim. 
Saddle Dance. By Major Wheeler, New York, for Wack anri white 

Hnglish setter bitch, whelped June 21, 1882, by Emperor Fred out: of 
Polka (Pride of the Border—Kate =| hy 
Rex and Monarch, By My, Charles BE. Shaw, Clinton, Mass., for 

mastiff dogs, whelped July 21, 1882, by his Duke (Bulf—Belle) out of 
his Pride ike—Juno), ; 4 
Reine, Belle, Meg, Duchess, Pride IT, antl Nita. By Mr. Charles Ti, 

Shaw, Clinton, Mass,, for mastiff bitulies, whelped July 21, 1582, by 
his Duke (Buill—Belle) out of his Pride (Duke—Juno). 
Moonstone. By Mr. W. A. Coster, Flutbush, L, 1, for blaek, white 

and tan English setter bitch, whelped May 22, 1882, by Glatstone out 
of Swize, 

Guide. By Mr. F. Battles, Boston, Mass., for liver and white ticked 
pointer dog, whelped Jan, 24, 1882, by his Ditle (Pete. Jr,—Kate) oub 
of Leonard's Daisy (Reb—Nellie I, 

Raleigh. By Mr. ©. W. Rogers, Billerica, Mass,, for white, fawn 
and chesinut beagle dog Whelped June 17, 1882, by Mr. WN, Elmore’s 
Kiug ( Vielor—Luey) out of bis imported Music (Rockwood—Faithtul), 

BRED. 
Ee See instructions at head of this colunn- 
Rose—Sensation. Vhe Westininster Kennel Chib's lemon and white 

pointer bitch Rose (Snapshot—Gypsy) to their champion Sensation. 
Nell—Diek Saliabury. Mr. J. Colemau Draytoa's (New York) 

brindle greyhound bitch to his Dick Salisbury, July 9. i 
Hileen—Rad, The Borstall Kennel’s (Morristown, N. J.) liver and 

while pointer bitch Eileen (Sensation—Daisy) to their Rab, duly a1. 
aoa May—Don. The Borstall Kennel's (Morristown, N. J,) lemon 

and white pointer bitch Lady May (Gumbo—imported Tran) to their 
Don (Sensation—Psyche IT.), July 81. 
Lussie--Sensution, The Westminster Kennel Clob's liver and 

white ticked pointer biteh Lassie (Rang—Leach’s Belle) to their cham- 
yion Sensation, Aug, 1. c 

Deatsy—Dancdy. Mr, W. J. Percival's black, white aud tan beagle 
biteh Daisy (Rattler—Fan) to his Dandy (Rathler—Sil), July al, 

WHELPS. 

lie). Taky 30, 
1n9),) 
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Novice, My, Fred, W. Rothera's (Simeos, Ont.) imported rough- 
coated St. Bernard bitch Novice, July 29, four (thraé dogs), by his 
Priam; the bitch since dead. 

Twilight, Mr. H, Bailey Harrison's blavk, blue and tan Hnglish 
setter bitch Twilight (Gladstone—Mersey), ten (three dogs), by his 
Dick Laverack: (Thuniler—Peeress). 
Juno. Mr. A. 8. Apgar's (New York) imported collie biteh Juno 

ap nes, July 31, seven, by his champion Marcus (Fl, K. C. 8. B. 
(ox6), 

SALES. 

EST See iptstructiona at head of this colwnim, 
Random—Romp IL whelp. Pointer dog puppy, by Mr. Edmund 

Orgill, Brooklyn, N, Y., to Mr. J. A, Wright, Austiu, Nevada, 
ush—Juna whe, Pointer biteh puppy, by Mr, Edmund Orgill, 

Brooklyn, N. Y., to Mr, J. A. Wright, Austin, Nevada. 
PRESENTATIONS. 

1 See instructions at head of this ecolunvn. 
Juno, Lemon and white pointer bitch (Sensation—Schiefelin’s 

Juno), by Mr. Gharles M. Seliiaffelin, Mount Vernon, N. Y., to Mr. 
Edmund Orgill, Brooklyn. N, Y, 

DEATHS. 
EE See instructions at head of this column. 

Duke of Locust Valley—Louw whelp. Gordon setter dog, whelped 
May 12, 1882, owned by Mr. W. M. Tileston, Babylon, L. I., July 20. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Fort Kroea, M, T., July 29, 1882, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
The following are the best scores at Fort Keogh, M. T., by mem- 

bers of the Regular Army, for quota of Departmont of Dakota Rifle 
Team + 

Lieut, J. M, T, Partelle, 6th Infantry. 
POMS Bildele cee ee aden ks ice 446644656 4 4 4-48 
B00 yds. 1, ede - 5 4 8 543 
BONS isis a eben Aorgte somal 44 3 442-128 

First Sergeant Unger, Co. F, 5th a Se 
200yda 444465 8 4 440 
BOOVdS. 1... lek eee. ay 844444 4 8 4-83 
GOODY dS... eee eee FB 6G 4 4 5 8 4 5 8 4-39-17 

Sergeant Pepple, Co. 1M, 5th Infantry, 
ROOVAS. 0... cece ee eee reese A £4 4 4 4 4 4 8B 838 
8)0yds _- Fr 15 445444 5 4—48 
BONVAS.. cece cece eeeaeeeeeeee SD 4 4 4 8 4 3 4 4 3—-35—116 

5th taten tuys 
200yds....,.-.. 4444 5 4 4-41 
BOyde ei plete hye ia tsta 4584654 4 52 
600yds 43 4 3 4 8 3 3 3—382—115 

Co, 0, 5th Infantry. 
200yds 44 3.3) 8 3 2 4-95 
BWyds.-..,.,--. 4443836 4 4 5-41 
600yda 84283 3 5 4 488-114 

Musician Bannan, Co, EB, 5th el i 
Q00yda, 2. sees, ’ 44483 36 5 4 4—f9 
BODY OS ote dems eres 443866465 44 
GCN eels ie bbb daaectbeid-l- ehh bat 828 8 8 3 4 4 8 533-114 

Co. I, 5th Infantry. 
4838656 4 4 4 4-87 
464465 8 4 4-41 
48 02 4 38 5 4~30-i08 

Privats Wren, Co. G, 5th Infantry. 
PRU SIS Fercte e ate iletearelesolclele site le cleo 484444 4 5 83 4-89 
MY dun ah bl lide ppd acini tclalclelsls 4184842 8 4 6 4—86 
GOD Oe ye ees Mince atl. 83204 3 2 5 8 8—%—1(08 

Corporal Kohler, Co. A, 5th Infantry. 
Moyds 85634845 4 8 887 

85438 344 5 438 
5823 4440 2-87-18 

‘0, C, 6th Infantry, 
4248344 4 93 4 5-87 

( .38 2445 8 4 4 4 4-87 
600yds sacbencssecere-t-27ee 8 G 4 4 0 2.8 2 8 287-101 

Sergt, Kuhn, Co. B, 5th Infantry. 
POPP OR at pert at. fomectiee stones 5 44443 8 3 3 487 
S00VdS cele eee ot 4 444 38 4 4 5 4-40 
GOOY dS, eee en pe eees piee-= eee BR QZ’2 BA ZB 22-101 

Corporal R, Quinn, Co, G, 5th Infantry. 
200yds . 64232348 4 4 4-38 
Besucher 436423 4 8 3 38-39 
GO0yds 424220 4 2 2-22-99 

Oorporal Czaia, Co, A, Sth Infantry, 
h0yds 4434438 4 3 4-36 
B)0yds J ......., 4454448 0 4 4-36 
OOOyds,..... ,-,------,------:-,,-,-.5 0 020 0 2 0 & 5—-19— 91 

Private Wyatt, Co. EB, 5th Infantry, 
200yds 3344444 8 4-27 
aWyds 8443 34 8 4 3—35 
600yds 30822 2 0 2 2—16— 88 

B, 5th Infantry. 
200yds 88564444 4 8-8T 
S00y;ds 2 43233 2 5 0 3-87 
G00yda. teeerensire eeieeeesDd 2 8 22 8 0 0 4 5—RI— 8 

Sergt. Weeks, Co. B, bth Infantry, 
MBG et: \ol nol aee SR ARE Sy Ree eee A 448 44485 8 8 0-82 

GOOY CAE E speeded ck eo ekiteee ating 3452444 3 4 3-36 
LOD ya ge a tel a2) Wilegs Is ge 022002 0 2 0 2—10— 7 

THE ELCHO SHIELD MATCH. 
HE £2] annual contest for the Eleho Shield was held at Wimbie- 
don on the 22d ult., and for the eleventh time Hngland was yic- 

torious, The weather was beautiful, but witha strong breeze. The 
scores were as under; 

Exagiuanp—Sir Henry Wilmot, Capt. 
800 900 1000 

Capt Godsal (Sharp) aS: Ae oe ee ore 66 65 67—201 
Lisut Whitehend (Met),,,.---...,..---..----- OT 68 65 —200 
Pie GETS (AG)! ee |e hatchet atalctaleles eed ctate etre 66 66 62—104 
Bir Hl Halford (do)... 2.2 eee oo 69 65—193 
Sgt Gilder (Sharp)... - 09 60, 61—190 
Capt Melligh (M@t)... (22.2... 0 see csce ee ee eas U5 58 66—180 
Ligut Midge (Sborp).......... pe ESE 63 61 61—185 
Mujor Humpbry (ilet) ................ 2 Od 58 62—184 

ED OUENIE, 9) fasts cemsfecate dela) et ichekene es 619 508 509 1536 
Trevavp—The Duke of Abercorn, Capt. 

Our ua Ces) ne 6; ees cee ee eee er 69 64 68—201 
D-Ganby.(Sharpy, s.2-P.5. 42s fe peer-s <6 tke G7 65 7i—143 
Capt Maxwell Etishy) Pats te . 68 6a —189 
Maj Youny (Gibbs Far Met)... OT 59 61—187 
W Rigby (Rigby)....-----,--.++ - 08 58 64—185 
RW SBarvett(l) H Met).......--.... ---... ee 66 58 bO—184 
J Rigby TRUE ei ut. itotctcts Fe Pleclelele ec . 08 65 66—183 
W Braithwaite (Db i Mat)..............-. BB 62 59—183 

Mopalss oh. 2-8 ages eehactsent eb ies 525 470 610 1505 

ScorhAnp—Col, A. Wilson, Capt. 
D Fraser (Fraser). ,,,-------.+-:---5 etna Te uo 61 67—197 
M Boyd (Peas6r)......---- eee scene ee eenn- epee 70 64 63—197 
T Caldwell (Rigby)... ..... 0. esc eeee cee een oo 62 60—104 
Capt Thorburn (Rigby)...... .. ..-.-....--- 65 04 65—104 
R M'Vittie (Mraser)....--, eet eee Tie 65 65—187 
Maj M’Korrell (Fraser)... .......2.e-e0e ha 52 68 67-177 
Oapt Shiels (Rigby)... .¢..-2- cece eee tenes 61 55 58174 
Git Murray (Rigby), -.-...-... --.--.0. .-...60 63 51—174 

Hid) c.E DSRS SOR SS BAD SB SebeD SocOee 35) 510 485 499 1404 
Oo the conclusion of the match, short! ly after 7 o'clock, Scotland 

aut Bogland finishing afew minutes before Ireland, Col. Wilson 
Mounted a Chair, and suid it davolved upon him, as the happy 
possessor of the “wooden spoon,” to announce the scores, He asked 
the members of his team to give thrée hearty cheers for their Eng- 
lish friends who had defeated them. Sir Henry Wilmot said that 
when he came on the ground he was rather in fear of the result, and 
arlicularly at the end of the first range, when the English were 

fsnind. ® had three new members in the team, who made him 
more nervous, but they had shot up like bricks, and it Lad been a 
good stand-up fight. Sir Henry proposed three cheers for the win- 
ners of the “wooden spoon,” and also for the Inish tearm, which, he 
siid, had made a grand fight. / e 

Mr. Dole respouded for the Irish team, in the absence of the cap- 
tiun, and the proveedings terminated. 
In the svenlig a meeting of the Soottish Hight was held, when 

pote Wilson was unanimously elected Captain of the team for 
next year. 
_During the day Colonel Wilson wore for the first time a serles of 

silver clasps on his left sleeve, showing that sinesa 1862 the captains 
of the Scottish Bight have LES 2-73, Captain Horatio Ross; 
1874-75, R. H. W. Dunlop; 1876-80, Col. J. Wingfield Maleolm; 1881, 
Earl of Kintora; 1882, Colonel Wilson, Mr. itelaw wore similar 
clasps, containing the names of the adjutants, viz.—i892-3, Captain 
G. Mackenzie; 1864-66, Mr, John MeGregor; 1867-79, Captain N, J, 
Sutherland, of the London Scottish; 1880, Major Menzies; 1881-82, 
Mr. Whitelayy, . 

In the evening Major Waller was presented by the members of the 
English Bight Club with 4 silver fiagon,:in recognition of his services 
as hon. secretary of the club and adjutant of the team. 

OREEDMOOR, Aug. 2,—''August International Military Practice” 
Match.—Open to eyerybody, 200, 500, 600, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, 
seven shots at each distance, Standing at 200, prone (i. e., lyin 
“head toward the target’’) or sitting at 500 and 600 yards, Any oats 
tion at 800, 900 and 1, yards, Any military breech-loading rifle. 
Cleaning of rifles not allowed, except between distances. No wind 
gauge or lateral motion to sights permitted. 

Agegre- 
200 5X) 600 Total, 800 900 1,000 Total. gate. 

JL Paulding...,...30 8% 20 91 82 28 21 76 167 
J McNevin......... 20 29 3830 @ 2 @ @ 161 
T Wilson...,, 1529) 30 a8 02 RT Bes 17 69 161 
TJ Dolan....- Bee Bi” eB BT ES 28, Lt. A 160 
SADay .. gate BLE Gil ) Oe are Te tie 85 156 
fred Aljer......... 20. 27) 2B wel 21) 85 0. tb, 146 
AB Van Honsen...25 28 26 74 %I18 2 21 65 189 
DD W hardens ss 9 <8 7 S81 20 14 650 187 22 
Same day.—The ‘'Rapidity” match.—Open to allcomers. 200 yards, 

any rifle with open sights, magazine guns to be used as single loaders, 
At sound of the ey Bs each vompetitor opena fire at his own target, 
and continues loading and firing until the bugle again sounds (afxty 
seconds after first signal), 
GE Albee (Hotechkivs).......... 60 M W Bull (Motehkiss)..,.-_.___, 48 
KT Hore (Hotchkiss) _-.._,.,., 45 

Aug. 5 —The ‘Qualification"’ Match of 1882.—Open to members N. 
G.S.N, ¥Y, and N, R. A,, the former being in uniform (jacket, cap and 
belt) may count scores made as partially qualifying them to shoot 
for the New York State Marksman’s Badges, provided that they use 
the State Remington rifle. 100 and 300yds; standing at 100, kneeling 
at 300yds. ive shots at each distance with any military rifle. 

Regt. 100 800 
JSShepherd.........,.+-+--0++ ! 22 23—47 
JL Price.....,. . 23 25—45 
GW Munson.,, 24 21—45 
UF Robbins. ... al 21—42 
TT Hayden 20 17—387 -. 13th 
Same Day.—The ‘Champion Marksman's Badge" Match of 1882,— 

Open to allmembers of the N, G.8.N, ¥, and N. &, A., the latter. 
however, not being eligible to win the principal prize. Distances, 
and S500yds., 5 shots at each distance. vapon, the Remington 
rifle, N. ¥. 8, model. Position, standing at 200yds.; any, with head 
to the target, at 500yds,: 

Regt. 200 500 
Wo Paylor, oc: 8s 5.5 fas 2: WiteesenSeee see hse 14th 19 P 1 
HB Thompson. ., Tth 20 21—41 
CH Crawford.... 17 } 
JJ Dixon......... ae 21 18—89 
J B Prothingham. 18 20—38 
J Bowles ... ... 16 21—37 
RA Sullivan, 19 18—27 
JW Nevin, 17 19—36 
JL Price_.- 33 18-"85 
(DB CRobbiIsy S90 Pel. o ehebu rence een Pens tb 15 10-*34 7th 

‘ *Handicap of five polnta. 
GARDNER, Maua., Aug. 3,—At the last meetof the Gardner Rifis 

Club, at Hackmatyck age, the attendance was better than the 
week before, The inch aig cael Creedmoor target combined was the 
one used. Distance, 200yds,, off-hand. The work is told by the 
following score: 

(oF line oy Totals. 
GF Ellsworth 46 o2 45 170 = 9B 
IN Dodge...... 45 eo 4k 178 «8689 
A Mathewve,.. 44 8 46 168 = 90. 
GR Pratt .... 45 81 168 80 
8 B Hildreth. 44 7 46 160 90 
F H Enoyiton 44 8 46 155 90 
G C Goodale., 41 7 44 144 8 
CShumway 43 67) 48 12 = BG 
GH Herwcad 45 65 4 12488 
OMerritt......... 41 56 C43 120 84 
Fred Parser ....... é 29 58 = «86 98 65 
G/Sultinery see. 94 erste ees 89 62 41 Hw 80 

ALBANY, A t4.—The riflemen were out in full force, yaster- 
day afternoon, the special attraction being the fifth competition in 
the Captain John Daly Match, The thermometer stood uearly 
ninety, and the sun's rays were scorching, while not a breath of air 
stirred the flags, and the smoke hung heavy in front of the tring 
points. In the previous eompenuars lirst-class scorea have been 
made, cousidering that the ordinary milita osition is required. 
Yesterday was no axception to the rule, an , 49 und 50 were re- 
corded. ‘The leading scores were as follows: 

: Captain John Daly Mateh— ds. 
William FE Fitch, RC.......... aie 5 6 6 6 56 6 & 5 550 
Charles H Gaus, Bal 8-. ait 45665655 5 5 5 5b—49 
WMDIMi1Gs ¢8-@.).0. = cen eee ot esntoee - 55656655 5 46 & 649 
BRSpelman, Jr, 5 M...... *456 55 44483 8 548 
William J Reinick, Bal 8. . BBS45544 5 244 
NO Waring, RM....... .... wobfelete « 44284283442 4 85 

*Allowance to military rifles. 
Following the Daly match, the third competition in the military 

match was called. is natch was specially made for the members 
of the National Guard, to give them 4 chance to make qualification 
scores as marksmen, outside of the regular practice. It was silp- 
posed that many of thé would be glad to ayail themselves of the 
chance offered, and be willing to spend a little time in learning some- 
thing about the gun yESy are armed with. So far the members of 
the battalion team have been about all that haye entered the match, 
and the chance which is offered to the members of the battalion is 
notembraced, It would seem as if the majority of the military men 
in this vicinity are content to carry arms about the streets, which 
they can handle as provided in the tactics, without knowing anything 
about the weapon or its power. Itis barely possible that an unex- 
pected emergency may arise, when the national guardsman may de- 
plore the want of training in the use of his weapon, and regret that 
the innumerable chances which have been presented for becoming 
roficient in the use of the regulation arm have been neglected. 
‘he military match fs quite popular with the members of the team, and 

it always has a sufficient number to fill it, and it never goes begging. 
The scoras made were good, the first place going to James I. Miles, 
with the fine score of 47 ont of a possible 50. Scores were made ag 
tollows: 

Military Match—200 and 500 yds. 
James I Miles R M....,.......4-- 0yds £ 5 5 6& 28 

todyds 5 5 5 5B 4-24 47 
Charles Keller RM...- .........200yds 4 4 4 4 4 20 

50Uyds 5 5 4 4 5 2343 
WT Miles RM .......- cere eee Q0yds 4 4 4 4 20 

50Uyds 4 8 4 6 8 —21—41 
BR Spelman, Jr RM ........... Woyds 56 5 4 4 22 

00yds 5 a 4 4 2—18—40 
William E'Fiteh R M........ .-- MW0yds 5 4 4 4 4-21 

50yds 5 8 5 4 0—17—88 
JP Burdick RM...,....... paadts MWyds 38 28 4 4 lt 

600yds 38 4 3 38 417-384 
EY Denison RM....,...---- veOyds 4 38 4 4 4419 

S00y ds 0 3 4 $3 212-81 
Three competitors withdrew. ; 
An attractive programme for the competition during the rest of the 

month has heen adopted, and from now until the fall nieeting at Creed- 
moor, the practice will be steady, and we hope the improyement will 
be made manifest when pitted against the experts of the land. 
BRINTON, N. J.—The Brookes Amateurs held the regular semi- 

monthly competition in their Champion's Match, July 25, Mr. White 
withing the fifth time, wilb the splendid score of 49.° The following 
were the leading scores of the day: 
TP Waite. .._...... 65550 5455549 A H Anderaon......0b444 4o4d4—14 
Geo Joiner....,,,,.54555 48555—48 D Trotter. » 48446 45454—49 
JB Hazleton....... btH4 45545—44 JR James..... meade 

Geo Joiuer...., *,.. +65 

WORCESTER, Aug. 8.—While many of our business men, who 
were unfortunate enough not to be at the mountains or sea shore, 
wera sitting in thelr pluces of business ann gayi the depressive 
heat, waiting for cudtomers that did not put in an appedranve, oth- 
ers, Members of the Rifle Association, gpent the afternoon at Pine 
Grove Range, communing with nature, and enjoying the fresh, ool 

breeze, impregnated with the aroma from the pines, together with 
the any and exhilarating work of mani wating: the tne and came 
back to the city much refreshed by the atterioon’s sport, 
The Moss target. was used, Distance 1Wyds., off-hand out of a 

possible 120. The following scores were made ; 

COANGOT 3 94). . S cubie eee eee +11 911 1110 11 11 10 10 11 
101211 12 1012 8 811 g-—R08 

Olark.,....., Sho) he te prelOW Oise 1 1298 Fe 
Mi 811171110 910 8 7200 

RGA Mo predabedadanaded hep debe TW 91010 710 Bit 
5 9101210 711 5 ‘0 12-192 

TE yt hag Eat Socom sae ee Se OL 11 8 8101010111010 T1 
91011 810 710 611 8—i89 

The Worcester Rifle Association have a meeting called the 5th inst,, 
for the purpose of getting up 4 series of prize matches. 

NEWPORT, R. 1—The Newport Rifle Club, last week, held the first 
shootin several weeks at Paradise Range, when the following scores 
were made, distance 200;da.: 
W M Farrow 446656465 4 6-46 
GH Buroham 6465 45 46 4 5-46 
W B Knight, 55456 46 4 4 5-45 
G5 Slocum 8445 5 5 6 4 3-49 
W'S Bryer. 44454444 4 41 
CO Wyatt. ..... 7 6 8 4 488 4 5 5 4-40 
1: Ch eevee er 4443 445 4 4-38 
Farrow used hisnew military gun, which would be allawed two points 

inaimatch. He will begin practice fora place on the American team in 
{uternational military match. The first clay pigeon shoot ever held 
in Newport took place at the same time, Owing to the wind and the 
soft kind of shot used, the scores were not very good. The pigeons 
areso hard that many, though hit, escaped without being bioran, 
The score: 

he. | ae ftressesseseeess +e. -00 11 00 11 11 01 01 11 10 10—12 
poe ies 10 11 00 10 O) 11 11 10 00 10—10 

PISTOL AMMUNITION.—Ithacs, N, Y.—I have experienced the 
same ditficulty in reloading shells us "Medicus." 1 feayts overcomes 
the difficulty by removing with a knife the inside corner of the 
mouth of the shell, sufficient to allow the ball to enter the same with- 
out turning up aburr on the ball. By this means the cartridges 
enter the pistol easily and work allright. ‘The balls pass through the 
loader rather hard, but this I consider no serious obiaction.—C. GC. 0. 
FORESTER CLUB.—The annual meeting of the Long Island Forester 

Club was held at their club rooms, corner Ot Downing. stent and Put- 
nam avenue, Brooklyn, Tuesday evening, Auigust $. A handsome gold 
badge was ordered to be shot for during the ensuing year, and other 
important business was transacted. The following officers were 
elected; Henry Thorpe, President; Charles Edwards, Vice-President; 
W. T. Hawkes, Treasurer; and T. C, Banks, Jr., Secretary, 

THE TRAP. 

PLYMOUTH vs. SOUTH ABINGTON. 

N response to an invitation from the Plymouth Glass Ball Club, a 
I team from the South Abington Sportsman’s Club visited Plymouth 
on Saturday, July 29, for the purpose of indulging in a friendly zameat 
glues balls. After a three-quarters of an hour's ride through the mag- 
nificent scenery of South Hanson and Halifax, with an occasional view 
of the sea as we near Plymouth, the train at iast draws into the station 
and we are met witha hearty welcome by the Plymouth boys. Coaches 
ee in paling ko SORNES. us to ee SHOP ADE Erounoy and as we ride 

ig! € streets of the ancient town, places of interest are poin 
out for the benefit of the strangers in the 3 arty. Eos 
As nn engine company from Provincetown, together with a party 

from Boston on the steamer Stamford, were enjoying the hospitality of 
the town, the fire laddies in their red shirts, together with the excur- 
sionists, made the scene on the streets quite enlivening. On arriving at 
the po conie ground, which, by the way, is one of the pleasantest ever 
visited by the writer, the glass ball smashers spread themselves on the 
ground under the trees and tried to take things cool. Coats and out- 
bide apparel are hung on the trees, guns are taken from cases and the 
sport commences, The shoot is twenty balls per man; and after ten 
apiece have been fired at, a truce is called, and the company are in- 
vited to e of a substantial lunch; and it was surprisi 
to see how some of the South Abington boys made suc 
large scores on sandwiches and other edibles. This was 
especially the case with two brothers, who, had they been 
reinforced by their little brother, who was absent, would have made 
terrible havoc among the good things. After a social chat, cigara 
were lighted andi theremsining ten halls disposed of, and South 
Abington declared the winner. 
The Holden trap was then put out and sweepstake shooti in- 

dulged inthe remainder of the afternoon. At three o'clock tha 
shooters took a reluctant departure, not, however, without exacting 
& promise from the Plymouth Club to return the visit at an early 
date. One painful feature of the day was thé misfortune of a brother 
A ae in missing the train to Plymouth. Being at times ve: 
absent-minded, he arove the apeireas of the shoot, and forgetting all 
pis of the day before, took his Ushing tackle and Went offona 
unt after peels During the whole day not a thought of shooting 

at Plymouth entered his head. It was really touching to see the ex- 
ression on his countenance when taken to task by his comrades for 

non-appeaarance. “By George | boys, I forgot all about it; how did 

enjoyable affair, 
it will be acold day when the South Abington boys forget the cour- 

e@ of the Party supplies the score, whith is as followa 
Plymouth Club. So. Abington Club- 

WeHereyy au. atte deirs sas o 12 EK Bat 
aS Mesaclewon got cae ctetenctieajete 13 
W T Whitman Ag abl 
PS B Bartlett, ..,..........4, 6 
MANGOES op oe gienscaceen ene 15 
@ Paulding to orctc skate. Ges ane 8 
W_Holmes........-..22....2--- 12 
C Wood._.. ree bes irae 
RDA at oe sree ee dee nh 10 
WH Hathaway................. 16 
HW Gamimon,.,............... ae 
— Te Or ee ee ++1 
eens cece eee 12 

161 208 
WARWICK WOODLANDS, Aug. 3.—The rule of the Warwick 

Woodlands’ Gun Club is that the member making the beat individual 
score at the regular Saturday afternoon shoot becomes President 
and holds the Presidency only so long as he defends it at the regular 
Sal aks afternoon meeting by having the Hen ee personal score. 
Mr. W. 0, McDowell won the Presidency. If defeated or absent the 
member haying the best score succeeds to his place. 
On Tuesday, Aug. 1, the club shota match with the Joseph Jeffer- 

son Oamping Club, three entries from gach side, glass balls, revoly- 
ing trap. The soore 1s ap follows: 

Warwick Woodlands’ Gun Chib., 
LB wheeler, 2.5.5... 6...8.0.. one ee 01101 10110 10001 11111—18 
P O Dickinson... .. ape yh Pe + T1111 01111 11111 111-19 
Geo H Brandon... ,. FpLaeater tee an spe AQLIL 10001 10000 114111244 

Joseph Jefferson Camping. Club, 
H Chapman,......... Passe a sepia a ,. 11011 11110 11111 10100—15 
CH Jefferson...,......... pezihie oat Fe O1001 10111 01111 00010—11 
Thos Jefferson. ....- FPBCE sfihe hat ofc cleloeehs 00000 01100 11111 10010— 9—§5 

Second Match, 
LB Wheeler,.... . 1101— 4 HChapman,.......,.....101— 4 
P O Dickinson... 11111— 56 OB Jeiferson....,,_,,....0111i— 4 
Geo H Brandon.....,....11101— 4 Thos JeliYerson........,... 10101— 8 

IDOGAY A 5: Sees: SES Bich ee; ASS Totals esti: genet: ganas ee snd eh 

HAYDENVILLE, Mass., August 5.—Our Rod and Gun Ginb have 
jase closed shooting glags balls for the seuson in fayor of woodcock , 
ur club has béen organized for three years, but we are strictly 

amateurs in évery sense of the word, and our scores haye not been 
of the best; still we have improved some thia year and hope todo 
better in the future, Below is condensed seors of the saason’s shaot 
ing. We shoot twenty-three times, ten balls each man, single re 
volving trap, Bogardus rules. twenty-one yards rise; 

No. anaes pis 
J Courtwright........, .887881088779759686879679 
Hd MeCaffrey-.....---- 89788988997971085254887 168 7 
L Watling..... +. 5697975968569508888710 158 UA 
Ed Larkin ... ....---.- TAT676876887 998086778 147 
F Munyan..... ........ 2ST THTO4IGIRTBT TOUTED 129 
J Metealt ~ - TB 65A28718545950725641078 140 5 
H Harlow =. BAVTTOTETTTROTST55665 125 3. 
A Thatcher... - S860 S41N7806TT49795 125 5 
Le Walt) 20 ots ot sys 42423 121312323517 49 3 
B Ne | -.2- 5p seats oe 453344624418210 45 % 

A.B, T. 
CARTHAGH, Mo.—A recent shooting match was participated in by 

two teams of Carthage and one from Webb City. ‘The boys first in 
dulged In pigeon shooting, five shota each, which resulted as follows: 
Ashcruft4, Parker 8, Hewlett 3, Chinn 4, I ohnson 1, Sombart 5, Allen 
4, Shaw 4, Andrews J, Stebbins 9, Koestler 2, Hickey 5, Karr 4, and 
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Sanderson 3, A belt was then shot for among tha teams, glass balls 
basing tise, tan shols each. Tha following was the result: Carthage 
Club, No. 1,—H. Cranall 10, @. Stebbins 6, H. Armstrong 3, Dr. Soni- 
bart 7, Gsorze Karr 6; total, $1, Carthage Club, No, 3.—Ben Allen 3, 
J. Roessler 6, H. Shaw 7, H. C. Johnson 2; Sam Sanderson 5; total 23, 
Webb City Cinb,—G, P, Ashcraft 8, A, A, Hawtett9, Mr. Hickey 9, C, 
A. Parler 6, W. 5. Chinn 4; total, 85. The Webb City Club, having 
shot the most number Of halls, was entitled tothe belt, The Carthage 
Chib No. 1 did splendidly, and but for ons member falling far short 
of the ayerage, Would have carried off the belt, Mr, Armstrong isa 

od shot, but for some reason he missed every ball excapt two. 
he boys will try itagain, The Avilla team did not arrive. 

TORONTO GUN CLUB.—August 5.—Seore of the T. G. C, last 
shoot at pigeons; and &s il was raining‘all day this accounts for such 
6 small pumber in attendance. Thers were two prizes in each class, 
consisting Of four cases of stuffed birds, set up by the club taxider- 
mist, Mr. 8. Herring. The following is the score: 

FIRST CLASS, 
EH Perryman........11111 1111-10 John Webster,,....11111 01110— § 
Jos Taylor....,.,..11111 11111—10 Wm Smith......... 10111 1i1ti— 9 
CC Smali.......... 01101 11111— & Wm MecDowall.....10010 10111— 6 
Geo Smith... . 00101 111Ji— 7 Geo Pearsall........ 1111 01110— 8 
W Villiers, ..- ..00101 O11N1— 6 ~+T Taylor........... 11010 0101i— 6 
W R Byans... ..11101 10111— 8 5 Staneland,,,,...,11011 01111— 8 
Obas Ayre......... 10010 010/1— 5 JR Mills........... 11111 01111— 9 
B Pearsall ..._. ...- 1101 11111— 9 Jas Foreman .....01110 1111i— 8 
John James....... 11111 11107—10 Jas Douglas,...., 10111 11101— 8 
Wm Diron......... 11011 11010— 7 Geo Leslie, Jr...... 11101 1110i— 8 

Ties will be shot at some future time. 
SECOND CLASB. 

Dr Wm Smith,....,11101 11101 & John Ayre......... 10001 10111— 6 
Chas Kemp..... +1111] 0110i— 8 J Werden..........Q0111 10100— 5 

r 00010 10011— 4 R Wilson,......... 01111 00001— 6 
Dr, Wm. Smith takes tha first prize, Chas. Kemp the second. 

NATCHRZ, Miss,, July 27, 1882.—Scores of a glass-ball match shot | 
July 26, at Vidalia, La. (opposite ea etween the Vidalia 
Gun Club andthe R. 1. Lee, aud the Gaillard clubs, of Natchez, 
Miss,, for a silyer ¢up and the championship, Conditions: Ten balls 
each, from Card trap, screened, I8yds.rise. You will observe the 
contest was close and the shooting good : 

Vidalia. 
JD Pendleton. ...... 117111111110 LH Lambdin,, .1111011011— 8 
A W Metealfe,...... 1111011111— 9 PW Chase, ,,,..0011101100— 5 
JB Willis..,........ O1111/1111— 9 JC Seaman..... 1411111111—10—59 
E A Newton..._.-... 110101011— 8 

Lee, 
Wm Griffin....... .1111001110— 7 JF Welch....... 1101111111— 9 
Joe Tuttle. .1111111111—10 A J Bogar.. -1111110111— 9 
Wm Tuttle... citesee et ia 9 Fred R Heens...1001111110— 7—60 
Fred W Boge! O1li— 9 

Gaillard, 
John A Dickg....... 1111111011— 9 FJ Arrighi......111111111i—10 
Claude Piniard..,...1111011111— 9 § MeDowell...-. 1101111111— 9 
W BDicks .......... 1100101111— 7 RHA Colhoun,. ..0110111011— 7-58 
John F’ Jenkins..... 0011110111 7 58. M, D. 

FALL RIVER, Mass., Aug. 3.—The Fall River Gun Club held its 10th 
, competition for silver cup this afternoon, which was won for the 

third time by J. B. Valentine. The following are the ecards: 
Balls. Clay Pigeons, 

Valentine, .._..._.... woe abd ahe 11001 11111 11110 ay 
Hall... .y. So Se Sees bhatt 01101 11110—16 
Sheldon.... Soetod fteanti es vee es L011 11101 10111 10011—15 
Buffington. - PR ree re ech bE 11111 100 w—14 
Hise eel Cs eee Pee 41010 11111 01100 0100f—13 
: The names of the winners and numbera of times won are ag fol- 
OWS: 
Valentine § times, Buflington twice, Sheldon twice, Crandall once, 

Braley once, Hall once, T, 5. Ho. 

DAVENPORT, July 27.—Shoot for the championship gold badge 
of Delaware county. This is the second time it has been contested 
for, haying bean won by L.A. Davenport the first time and also this 
tims Value of the badge is $50; was issued under the auspices of 
the Oleout Sportsman’s Clubof Wranklin, N. Y. Conditions: 25 balls 

yds,, Davenport trap, swift—40yds. per man, 1 Few entriés on ac- 
count of harvesting: 
MP MecHoon......... 101110101101111011011001-17 
John Davenport, Jr.000111110111111111111001—2 
L.A Davenport.....,. 1111011111111111110111 1 1—93 
Ci Fuller.... ..,..1110100101111101101100 w—t 

L. 

FALL RIVER, Mass._The ninth compatition for silyer cup, at 10 
Blass balls and 10 clay pigeons, took place July 20, and reauttedl in 

. H. Sheidon winning the cup for the second time. The following 
scores were made: 

Balls, Clay Pigeons, 
Sheldon... .......- aed 111110011 111ii 1110-18 
JACKSON. .., 0... se ee ee ee 1101101111 101111011116 
Valentine 1001100711 111111111116 
Cornell... -. 1111110011 110101011115 
Bufinton.,.,. 0110101111 0111010111—14 
NGQUA ptt id esiteen> nto 1000100111 Sig aa at ee 

TOPSHAM, Me., Aug, 3, 1882.—Rezular shoot of Riverside Club for 
club badge, 15 single and 5 pair balls, Card revolving trap, 18yds. 
Tis6: 

11 10 00 10 11—15 5 Strout,,.........0-- ee. _...-101110011100110 
-000100011111001 10 10 11 10 00—i2 
~.111111011111711 11 10 17 11 11—24 
--1011117111111111 10 11 10 00 10-19 

eee QOOUL1101011111 = 11:01 11 OL 10—18 
Beat Fo A eke ee W1OI11110011011 11:01 10 01 10—17 

Badge won by A. Q. Goud. M. C, H. 

ADDISON, W. Va.—Below find score of a match between James 
Borgus of this place and Lewis Thompson of Cleveland, 25 balls, 18 
yards risé, rotary trap, Mr. Thompson is a young man 17 or 18 years 
old, and is & yery promising shot. Mr. Borgus is a veteran at the trap 
and in the fleld. 
Thonipson..,,.-.... 111112111111111171111011111—% 
Borgys. 2.5.0.3. 4. 11122111011011 Sg Ee AES, 

Aachting ayd Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 

Aug. 10—Southern Y. C,, Annual Sweepstakes. 
Aug, 5-19-Quaker City Y. C,, Annual Cruise, 
Aug, 8-12-American Canoe Association Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug, 12—Hull Y. C., Second Club Matches. 
Aug. 12—Merrimack Y. C., Club Match, 
Aug, 12—Toronto Y_ C., $250 sah 
Aug. 14—Royal Nova Scotia Y, $., Ocean Match to Chester, 1 prize. 
Aug. So Nova Scotia Y. 8., Chester Town Cup, 2d prize, All 

Jomers, 
Aug. 18—Royal Nova Scotia Y, 5,, Ocean Match to Halifax, 1 prize. 
Aug. r pen Races. 
Aug. 19—Jeffiries ¥. ©., Club Uatech, 
Aug, 22—Jersey City Y.C,, Ladies’ Day. ' 
Aug. 22—Oswego Y, C., Annual Matches. 
Aug. 22—Dorchester Y. C., 8econd Championship Race, Cat-Rigs. 
Aug. 23—Quiney Y, C., Fourth Club Match. 

_ G., Inter-State Regatta 
ub Qiampionshi 

$100, $76, Principal Clubs. 
Aug. 28—Beyerly Y. C,, Open Regatta, Marblehead. 
Aug. 20-Salem Bay Y. C., Championship Sail-off, 
Aug. 29--Hull ¥. C., Club Champlonahip Match, 
Sept. 2—Beyerly Y. C., Third Championship Match, Marblehead. 
Sept. 2—Jeffries Y. 0., Club Matoh. 
Sept. 2—Royal Nova Scotia Y. §.. Mayor's Cup and third prize. 
Sept. 4—Wast River Y. C., Fall Matches, 
Bept. 5—Dorchester Y, C,, Third pee epgnatep Race, Cat-Rigs. 
Sept.——Hull Y. C., Club Championship Sail-oit. 
Sept. 4—Quincy Y. C., Wifth Club Match. 
Sept. 5—Jersey City ¥. C., Ladies’ Day. 
Sept. 9—Merrimack Y. C., Open to A Match. 
Sept. 10—Quaker City Y. C., Harbor Cruise. 
Sept. 16—Dorchester Y, C., eee Races, Cat-Rigs. 
Sept. 15—Royal Nova Scotia ¥. S., Three Classes, one prize exch, 
Sept, ——Royal Nova Seotia ¥. §., Yachts dinghies, sailing race. 
Sept. ——Royal Nova Scotia ¥. 8., Charlottetown, P. HB. 1, 
Sept. 19—Jersey ae Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 
Sept, uaker City ¥. C., Harbor Cruise, 
Oct. aker City ¥.C., Closing 8, 
Pet. s—Jersey Clty ¥, C., Ladiea’ Day, 
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SPORTSMAN'S CANVAS CANOE. 

A SPORTSMAN’S CANVAS CANOE: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Some of your correspondents inquire about ducking boats. Isend 
ou a plan of canvas canoe which I never hava seen except 
wo that I have made like this, and I think it an improvement over 

the commontanyas canoe. I use mine here in the Missouri River 
and in the lakes about here, and have shot many a duck and goose 
from it. Ineversaw one so steady and staunch, I was over to Red 
Lake a short time ago with Mr, Spalding, and we both shot 
from her, and while in the weeds, in the center of the lake, 
Mr. Spalding’s large greyhound bitch Eve cate swimming out 
and was nearly drowned in the weeds, and Mr, Spalding took 
her on deck, while I paddled all ashora, more than half a 
mile—quite a load, two men, two guns and ammunition, about 
twenty-five mallard ducks, and a greyhound bitch standing on the 
forward deck, With the sail [ hove on her I stem tha current of the 
Missouri River. I intend to put another such sail on her, as she will 
carry it without any trouble, for she does not mind the single one in 
the least, I have crossed the river in the heaviest kind of a blow and 
not taken a teacupful of water aboard. Being made so low forward 
and aft, sha doas not catch the wind near as bad, and the decks keep 
out the water. 
Thaye just come back from a trip of ten miles down theriver, and 

eould Wa a flocks of mallard, and all the screen I had was to put 
a few willow twigain the mast hole, and they made a blind to cover 
mé, sitting in the bottom, Tuse adouble blade paddle, jointed, and 
use it single when PF get near ducks, I haye her painted the color of 
the water or a drift log, and the ducks do not seem to care for it at 
all, Description of construction as follows; The ribs and long atrips 
are made of oak 7g by scant 14in.; the ribs are placed din, apart, and 
there are six long strips on each side, and two more 8ft. long to fill 
up the larger space in the middle. Where each strip and rib cross 
they are clinched together with B SOpREE nail. The quawale stripsare 
74 square, and each rib is let into them and nailed with two copper 
nails. J use just ¢yds. of 52-in. canvas, and the pieces taken off each 
énd make the deck. I bring the canvas over the dado in the stem and 
stern, and putin a spline; then I put on a keel made of oak outside 
of the canvas and screw it to the canter keelson. The cockpit is 
made of half-inch black walnut screwed to the gunwale strips, and 
has a piecs 4 by lin. screwed on top on the sides and back, so that 
it leaves Win. projection, In front I use a piece léin by 3in. 
The seat is made of two 74in. pine pieces, Sin. wide, screwed to the ribs, 

and the top is rabbeted qexi2 and the top is made of 2m. by in, 
pine strips placed lin. apart and cleated together, 
The deck is raised jin. in center of boat, so that it sheds the water, 

both sideways and endways. 
Lbring the canyas around the boat and nailit on topof gunwale, 

and the deck the same, and then put a neat Win. half-ronnd mold- 
ing on top of the tacks. so that ii makes a neat job. Far Wusr. 

wR BRULE, Dakota, 

CANOEISTS ON A CRUISE. 

Ree to keep the internal machinery in working order by 
partaking of laxatives, or a whole cruise may become an aifiic- 

tion. Pigs are g00d, 80 is syrup, stewed prunes, ayiple sauce and fruit, 
Never indulge in spirits in the sun unless in case of last extremity, 
Soft linen helmets, the brim to turn up or down, are the best and 
most convenient headgear. In hot weather moisten the hair or hel- 
met, or put damp clothinside. Woearsmoked goggles in a bright 
sun. Carry along a little salve for sunburn if not already hardened 
by exposure, Blisters on the hands should be pricked witha needle 
at night, the water gently squeezed out, and a bitof sticking plaster 
put on next morning to keep from chafe. 
Before starting be sure you haye fresh water along. This should 

be replaced whenever there is an opportunity. Also look to your 
matolies., If you are a smoker and cannot zeta lizht, the pleasures 
of canoeing turn into gall. We have been there for a whole day with 
three prime Havanas mutely appealing for sacrifice from the hreast 
ocket, Carry as little as you can possibly get along with. Trust to 

Badin on the way what you may want, rather than paddlo 100 
ounds of duffle about for a week with no use for anything buta 
ack, or a pin or a few inches of twine, Outfif should consist of stove, 
with one pot and onepsn only, Comb,soap, matches, glass, tooth- 
brush, clothes brush, shaving gear, and eyen blacking brush we have 
acked in a box 5x8xilgin., by selecting diniinutive articles of each 
ind. One towel, soft rubber drinking coup, court-plaster, knife, and 

no forks, spoons nor teacups and saucers, A stick will stir the 
bacon, 8 knife will cnt it, and there is no danger but what tt will find 
ita way into the mouth without implements. A combination knife, 
fork, scissors and spoon isan excelient article, nevertheless. 
Anax may be useful, but it should be the smallest size in the 

market. Small pocketcompnass, a $4 Waterbury watch, quinine, 
such fishing and gunning gear as your sporting inclinations dic- 
tate,the ammunition kept dry and safe, lantern, light tent with stee; 
pitch, rubber blanket, writing and sketching materials, for all goot 
canoeists should learn to jot down their adventures al night, and if 
they will acquire common sketching they will find themselves amply 
repaid by the Se a as @ cruises affords for its applivation. Pro- 
yisions mainly of canned goods and Brunswitlk soups, oggs, anil per- 
hapa a littla bacon with a tin of good crackers. Learn to take 
covee or tea Without sugar or milk and forget all about butter and 
you will save any amountof annoyance trying to keep such trifles of 
an effeminate civilization in stock, 
For clothing, flannel is the safest and the mostconveniant to wear, 

One suitis enough, but two shifts of underclothing should be taken 
along, Shoes of soft canvas, wilh a stout pair for shore. <A blanket 
for the nicht and a rubber suitfor therain, Accustom yourself to 
chang? posilion occasionally in the canoe; have a sponge at hand 
for bailing, Keep the seat raised a couple of inches or else the floor; 
paddle staadily, and not by spurts. Do not camp near marshy 
ground, In doubtful places sleep in the canos. Binoculars and 
charts add to the interest of a cruise. Ifyoucannot swim you have 
no business jn # cape, fea that cyerythingjsin working order, in 

good condition, and that you have a place for everything before 
Biarting and save many a delay and spoiling things for want of 
proper condition, Keep blocks, leaders and hoops Slushed enough 
to depend upon the gear rendering through and sails coming down 
in aninstant. Treat the natives ina conciliatory manner, and ap- 
pear duly impressed with what you seein rustic latitudes, 

NEW YORK Y. C.—ANNUAL CRUISE. 
G might be supposed that owners of grand vessels ranging one 

hundred tons and upward, would seek something more ambitious 
than 4 languishing drift ina broiling hot sun, tuterspersed with ‘re- 
ceptions, ‘clambakes,” and other equally irrelevant devices for kill- 
ing time and filling up theinner man. If social enjoyment is the ob- 
ject of a cruise, all hands aboard a steamer to Coney Island or 
stowed in along tow of palace cara bound for the Rockies would 
seem to afford a far more satisfactory solution to the longings of the 
seudo yachting tars composing the majority of the New York Y. C. 
Yor that matter, tue attractions of the corporation’s bar-room and 
eard-tables in ths heart of the city would supply all that is needed, 
and the elaborate frewood hung about the walls would ba quite as 
suggestive of the real thing as the picesse imitation of a sailor's 
life, the annual lily pond drifting offers, Considering that the small 
clubs And even opan boats make no bones about arnn to the Vine- 
ard and the beat homé, it looks like a very paltry spirited affair that 
iugé schooners, almost too large to fill away in some of the harbors 
without going ashore, should rest content with the idle, pointless 
dawdle dignified in ths lay press as & ‘cruise,’ anil believed by the 
members of the club to be an event of such magnitude as to compel 
the attention of the nautical world, when that world quietly smiles 
at the sight of a fleet of great yachts starting out to do wonders and 
putting back for sheltered waters ere the open has fairly been 
reached, Fancy the schooners of the Royal Thames, for example, 
making preparations for weeks, aul unreeling more red tape than 
the men-of-war off Alexandria, anid allfora bit of uturn down the 
§win and home, with half the crowd putting up helms for shelter in 
the Greenwich reach after barely fetching down to the Nore! 
A performance of the kind would be received with ridicule 

throughout Great Britain, and the club and its yachts relegated to 
oblivion, Yet itis just about such an undertaking which is yearly 
dignified into an adventurous voyage of inagnitude and danger by 
the columns of attention bestowed upon the affair in the local prass, 
and we rezret to say thal the glamor of noise and fireworks and 
that sereué contentment arising trom bountiful feasts and liberal 
ppb ene free of expense to the partaker has likewise reduced sun- 
ry sporting contemporaries to a’ dutiful state of subinission and 
uffery of the chromo sport and counterfeit sailorizing indulged in 

trom year to year by the New York Y. C. It has been Pre osed im 
some quarters that the owners and ‘guests!’ get out and walk while 
the yavhts drift along and that the interesting and exceedingly nau- 
tical pastimes so destructive to the innocent Gam and productive of 
coin to flrewarks professors be varied by needlework in the evening, 
combining the useful and ornamental in decorating the sails in alle- 
gorical déelineations worked in silk, commémoralive of captures 
made among tho fair at the various fandanges attended. But the 
owners are not altogether to blame for their preferences, for duck- 
puddle driftings in many cases emanate from 4 secret misgiving 
about the capacities of their over-rigged vessels for aught else. 
Propose, for example, a cruise in squadron to Bermuda, and whew! 

what a whistle would be passed around, The mere menfion there 
of seems ridiculous enough, for to ask the New York squadron to 
yenture upon such a thing would ba much like requesting a consump- 
tive to meet the eminent artist Mr, Johnny Sullivan without glovas, 
and apt to end in the same result, being incootinentally knocked out 
of tims, But if such a proposition brings a shudder to the gentle 
sailors of a society club, it is by no means an un.éascnable one, nor 
yet a motion which cannot readily be carried Through by any promi- 
nent club abroad. There are some few schooners in our home or- 
sanization tolerably well fitted for regular cruising, though even 
hey would first have to go into the rigger's hands and have their 

sticks docked a good piece and sundry extra shrouds, backstays, 
bobstays 4nd preventers supplied to make up the ileficieney between 
a regular sea-zoing craft and the provisional malkeshifts for light 
woather still generally followed. ge hatches wouid have to be 
closed up, ballast secured, boats fit for servica supphed in place of 
the cranky ‘White Hall” nondasuripts, and a thousand anilo 23 odds 
and ends attended to, to say nothing about a move judicious distribu- 
tion of the suilto bring it under control o£ the craw, general refast- 
ening of the hull and an ontfit of nautical instruments. 
The goneral run of yachts, including the large ones, are, howeyer, 

manifestly unfit to venture beyond the ready reach of @ port for re- 
fuge. Itis not expecting anything unusual of a British feet that 
they should be found prepared for usea voyages or for a run along 
the coast, and why it should bs of an American fleet we haye neyer 
been able to comprehend, unless there is something still wanting in 
the make-up of our ape ae themselves, which is retlectetLin the 
vessels they sail, If the New York Y. C, squadron is to be uxcused 
from an ocean voyage on the plea that drifting along shore is more 
interesting work, owing to the proximity of sleller, summer hotels, 
festivities and rambles ashore, it is at ouce a confassion of the very 
charge wa are making, that yachting is nol yet pursued as asport, 
resting for popwarity upon its own merits, but rather as a nears of 
fecomplishing very diffarentends. The yacht is not sailed for the 
pleasurable exerelse of body and mind in her management, but only 
4s & tool set to carrying owner and *guests® from place to place, 
the object in view being to exhaust the attractions of one particular 
town, get out of it by a luxurious method of conyey ance to take you 
inte the next place with the least possible* delay, fue pusiage being 
lovked upon as & necessary evil accompanying the ownership of a 
alace afloat, In this light, a voyage to Bermuda, to Halifax, Mount 
essarl or evento Boston, seems aridiculous proposition indeed. But 

if tha sport is followed wits the idea of gainiug 13 an amaieur, the 
life, adventures, trials and experiences of a seafaring man, it is per- 
tectly iIncomprehensibie how any one with ambition in that direction 
oan tind his thirst quenched by such a yery diluted qdose pf the real 
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Thing assérved out In tha New York squadron's periodical lly 
pa dritte, This is at least the Ba peOr aitairy take when viewed 
am bles andpoint of a professional crifical enough to Insist upon a 

dilferanes balwyeen the social and the sailor features of a crulso. 
As loug us the iajoriby of the New York Y. C. place a higher equiva- 
lent upon festivities and diversions to be found in watering towns 
than upon tha seagoing worth of themselyas and thoir boats, 90 
long, we stuppose, the prosent mild mannered quality of yachting 
will continue to bs tho poliuy of those directing its affdira. “We look 
Into the future, though, ond see 4 bright pleture of a hurdler race of 
miso af the helm, men with waom the ship comes first and everything 
élse after, In thoss haleyon days when society members have gradn- 
ated into sailor meambira, the pleture slows a floch close reafed 
gtrugeHng with the gate, the land hull down, heroes at the wheel 
metas of the tompest, their yachts thefr vary life and soul, nor 
Shore athractions poworful enough to lure the mind from a manly, 
instructive, . bold and noble oeuupation to the insipid trifings of the 
devotees of fashion, That day is unfortunately not yet, but itis ap 
proaching, 

Tae fect of the squadron gathered in Glen Cove harbor during tha 
day, Angust ®, made sali for New London Thursday morning, ar- 
rived in giigeling ordur next day, after avery tiresome passage. 
The races for the Cook cups, value $1,000 and $6, were drifted off 
last Saturday, with Montauk and Panny, the wloners, and on Sunday 
half tho fleet got underway for Newport. A woderate southeast 
breeze took thom inside the breakwater, where they wera joined by 
the remainiag yessels on Monday. Tuesday the Goelet cups were 
Won after’ magnificent race by schooner Montank and the cutter 
Ouiva or fhe sloop Fanny. ‘The details uf the sailing will be giyon 
in our next (ssud, 

HULL Y. C.-AUG. 5. 

HE sweepstakes, open to squadron yachts under 38ft. sailing 
length, brought out a nies lob of sall-lnown racers, including 

the ever active Hera, the old rivals Soa Bird and Allie, and among 
the small try such well-known boats os Wave Crest, Amy, Ruble, 
Wilddre and others, Kuirance fess ranged from $5 to $8. An ex- 
cellent rule sunouncing no postponement on account of weather 
Tnsured % good meet, It would be welli? other clubs adopted a simi- 
lar decisive coulss, Massuromeut, load line, plus oné-third over- 
hang aft, and club allowances, Five classas—2 to 34ft., {1 to 28ft., 
oats 2) to 2hft,, cats 15 fo 20ft., and cats tinder Ikft. sailing length. 
Winner to tale all entrance fees in the class. No restriction ag to 
soils and number of crow. Shifting ballast prohibited. Flying start, 
tims to ho takan from final gun. No peried of grace to laggurds. 
The dirsutions for tho start were clear and effective. We believe the 
oOne-gun start is sure to become popular ia thé Hust when once under- 
stood, 4nd thal uineceasary complication of various periods of grace 
ond mullitidinons “times® will become a thing of the past, there 
Heems No Maason why smartly handled craft should be robbed of 
the frutts of a live start for the benetlt of the stragglera who go ohas- 
ing ainlosly abo tin raar of the lina, and find themselves half a 
utile away from where they ought to be when the lock string is 
Pulled or the whistle toots, What we nesd to encourage, if our crews 
4'5 6yer to equal the Eoglish in svilorizing, are all tho features of a 
taco contributing to its davalopment, A whole fleet on the qui vive 
ready to dash for the liné is not only conducive to alertmess and 
Masterly tactics, butinfuses life and snap into ths opening of the 
Mitesh, which, by the charity of ten-minute periods, is otherwise 
rainced to aslovanty job at Indian file, complicating the duties of 
the judges, ou mixing up the relative positions of the yachta in the 
minds of the spactators. ‘Tims limita for second class five hours, for 
the real thraa hours. 
Courses: For the Second Class—From Judges’ line, passing Barrel 

buoy op the port, to Yellow Barrel off Strawberry , on starhourd, 
to Yellow Barvel N. W. of Bumkin Island, on starboard, out Hull Gut. 
lenving Toddy Racks buoy and Polnt Allerton buoy an starboard to 
Ball buoy ou Harding’s Ledee, rounding and leaving it on the port. 
Returning, leaving Pomt Allerton buoy and Toddy Rocks buoy on port, 
through WWull Que te Judges’ boat, twelve nautical miles. For tha 
Third and Fourth Olasses—From Judges’ line to West Gut, passing out 
ind leaving Pettick’s Island on starboard, thence N, E. by N. 34 mile 
to Bluek Buoy on Wilson's Rock, leaying it on starboard, thence to 
Fiunt's Ledge buoy, off Toddy Rocks buoy, rounding and leaving ft on 
starboard; through Huil Gut, to the Judges’ boat, seven uautical miles. 
For tho Jritth ate Sixth Classes—From Judges’ line, passing Barrel 
buoy, leaving it on port, to Yellow Barrel off Strawberry Hill, leaving 
it on starboard, passing Yellow Barrel, N. W. of Bumkin Island, leav- 
ing it on port, Barrel buoy off Great Hill, on starboard, to Yellow 
Barrel of Pettick’s Island, rounding and leaving fit on starboard, to 
Judges" boat, six nautical miles. Judges, T. ¥. Patterson, C. B. South- 
ard, T. O, Loveland, J. W, Conantand Peleg Aborn, Wind light and 
fitful from southwest. Hera went away without a competitor, and 
finding rather too lithe of the needful te finigh in the five hours allowed, 
withdraw. In third class Mr. Forbush scored again in his handsome 
little Sen Bird after giving way twice to_Allie,though on atarboard lack, 
and a third time to avoid threatened collision. Tho owner of Allia was 
not on hoard at the time but his aap needs disciplining, Had she 
crossed in the luad aie would Lave been ruled out on protest and there 
was neither excuse or sense in such timonearing, Ibis, Amy and 
Thisbe made pretty close work, with Ibis a minute the best, but Wave 
Crest crossed with a long Iezdin the class. Janet won with plenty to 
epiré and Seamew justhas she liked, Summary; 

THIRD QUuASS, 
Actual. Corrected, 

Ft, in, H, M. 5. H. M, &, 
Seon Bird, Geo. 8, Worbush,...-.........¢ 23 01 221 29 1 ht 22 
Allie, Ad. Wattles, ....,..-.-...5.-- 22.08 2.25 37 #01 15 

FOURTH CLASS, 
Were Cre3t, EB. B, Rarera.,.--s-cy (e+e Not taken. 2 27 18 
Lois, J. K. Souther, tren ea eel OU 2 39 54 8 04 31 
Any, BD. W. Baxter. 2 8 30 60 205 20 
Thisha, a. A. Fisentau,,,--.--., 2.41 01 205 31 
Joker, Geo, Coffin... Not taken, 
Rabie, Alfred Schrow . a Ab 

1 ft 24 1 30 M4 
1 57 65 1 34 30 
2 02 18 1 387 21 
202 OU 1 83 13 

Beamer, (i. RB, Howe...-.--....6e. ee vee 1 1 32 a4 
Idlewild, H. N, F 2 1 47 48 
Gretehen, E. P. Sharp... Nv 

VERY praiseworthy attempt Is under way to bring abont 
an open race under seusible regulations ax to ballast and 

erawa. If thera is any grit Jeff among small boat owners about 
New York tha list ought to fl with a very large flect. By limiting 
ore\s aad keéping fast ballast, the oxpenaes to owners arcmaterially 
reduced am) tas racaa best of boats gud geamangship and not & mere 
wager ay to who will exhibit the most foolhardy carrying on in 
ovorsparred machines, It seuiag very strangd that while a hundred 
small yachts are brought to tha line saveral times in the season in 
Goston watera, and from thirty to ilfty is a conimon occurrence, we 
iu New York find it sf a to bring about anything to compare 
with Bastarn enip and well-ordered enterprise, We lay it to the 
bavelul influence sand-bags hays exoreiged in this vicinity. Legiti- 
mate yachts undar soft, are yery scarce, and hardly any of them 
wibh protentions or racerds as racers. Itlvalry among ownéra nod 
builders doea not exist. Our maths draw elther a wosful mixture 
of half a doxen schoohera and big sloops, of all tonnages and types, 
ip the large clubs, or else a handful of bag-tossers from the water 
front, ia which no ona but the hangers-on of corner stores takes a 
particle of interest, Thegloop classes of the Atlantic Y, G. are the 
only ones that fill andin whith anything Wke a good match oan he 
witnessed, aod of late the Larchmont ¥. C. has exhibited some fair 
gatherings of similar hoats. Outside of these, match sailing and 
records are 4 farce in Now York, 
The large clibs seek ostentation rather than sport and smother 

suigl! tonnage aa beneath their dignity hecause the members of those 
clubs area mostly content to remain owners merely and appreviate 
nothing about the sport but gorgeously furnished accommodations, 
uw big wing locker, and 4 galley with diameter to suit. Tho small 
clubs have dazanerated into bag-tossers, and between the two the 
tiorouzhbred of 5 to 2) tons has ceased to exist, at all events as a class, 
while they flourish In constantly increasing numbers all along the 
Waslera coast where geniing sport seams to be the firat aim ofa 
club and fae pride of allitamembera. Tonnage does not malo the 
mun thera, his bouwt’s record givas him his place, Thatis as it ourht 
to bain New York. ‘The offortin this diraction undertaken by the 
New Jersoy ¥. C. lias therefore or best wishes for success. Wetale 
it as a, test of what thera is in us herasway, and if the proposed races 
fail to brite out a fair muster, we may rightfully conclida that the 
aport of yaout racing has collapsed in New York and that fandangor, 
Jadies’ days, pichios up the Sound and swagger in International chal- 
lenges aru the features indicating thealow ebb to which seamanshi 
as 4 sport has fallen io these latitudes. The N, J. ¥. 0. has address 
the following circular to the public: 
To the Yuokt Chihes in, the Vicinily of New York: 
The N. J. ¥. 0, will hold a regatta, on Thursday, September ‘th 

prox., open to all sloop yachts not over thirty-five tost in length 
Tartimg atl0 A, M, of that day fromthe Elysian Fields to and around 

Robbing’ Reef buoy, thence to and around Buoy Ne. 18 
of Dick's Island in the lower bay, leaving samy on 
Port band, thence back ground buoy pon. Robbins’ Ree! to a, 
slike boat of Communipayw dock, Jersey City, whore, ovossing a 
lins, the tine will ba tuken, Thera will ba oie class with an allow. 
ance of two minutes to the foot of water ling, Main sail and jib only 
to be carried; no shifting of ballast, and one man io each five fact of 
water ling and fractions thareot, The Regutta, Committoe haying 
tho right to place oua of the crew on each or any boat il thay desire 
§0 to do, 1 boate to be entered at or before 8 Oelock of jhe morn- 
ing of the race, with the Regatta Commitiae. The Glib will present, 
a Challenge Pennant to the winuine yacht, together with & cash 
prize of not losa than twanty-flye dollars (335.00), 
Should the pennant be won by a boat of tha elwb, the same may he 

Surpered for by any boataallingin the rach after thirty days, the 
chalénge to be aiade in writiog, and sent through the Regatis Com- 
mittee, and the match to be sailed under their direction. Im like 
Manner, the winning bontin the second raca shall We liable to a 
challenge on tho same conditiougs. Any boat winnlug it three times 
in succession shall ba ontitled tothe Pennant. Any refusal tocom- 
pete will forfeit the Pannant to the Clup. 
You are inyited to send at loast one buat to represent your vlnb in 

thik regatta, 
EK, W. Kercesam, ) 
T. H, Roours, - 

W. Kercuam, Jn. | 
“ Regitts Connunities. 

Ouus Hovar, foot 10th strat, Hoboken, 

NICE INTERNATIONAL. 

IRENCHMEN are not naturally of nautical proclivities, and espo- 
clally not that class whiliog away pleasant days at a fashionatlea 

watering place. The Niceregatta has been something of a Oxture 
for several years, and largu sums haye annually been appropriated 
for prizes, France haying no large racing yachts to spoalk of, was 
obliged to rely upon British yessols present in the Mediterranean to 
fill the entry, so that the priza miht be given to somebody; and so ip 
came that the race wus in reality becoming a British feast tor which 
the Frenchman paid the piper. Anywiy thei own yachts, a rather 
sud mixture of all sorts froin the flattest machine, built in imitation 
of New York traps, down to sharpies and dug-outs, rigged in fantas- 
tic nud axuberan! Rlyly, failed to. make a mark, the British visitor 
carrying off the honors in spite of the selentific mismanagement of 
French committees and peculiar judicial renderings when protests 
were entered. The inhabitants and contribytors to the prizes natur- 
ally began grumblin, and failed to see why they snould collect such 
& great sum to 560.8 few British yachts sai! round the corner and 
come hack after dark, whén the funds might be put to more interest- 
ing use by Institnting races ou tha turf, the Frenchman's inclinations 
being deciiedly in favor of sere diversions. It seemed as though a 
revolt had been Cre anized and thatthe Nice International Reratta 
might become a thing of the past, which would be very bad for 
Cetonia and Gertrude, who have beon growing gat on the good things 
Rea in the Mediterranean, 

‘om tha announcement we publish below, it seams, however, that 
the regatta authorities haye not been asleep, but intend to discount 
the murmurings of revolution by a manifesto issued bright and early, 
and also to give notice tu any American schooner which may be ca- 
panic of gomg to sea to take a peop inside the Rock, feichiag up of 
Nice in the latter part of March, thers to meet the British schooners 
we haye excluded from our own waters by the shameful 
shown iu the rules poyerning challenges for the America Cup. We 
have now Actex, Wanderer and Faustine as our representatives 
abroad, and the tanning they would get from Cetonia turning to 
windward Is quite certain to keep them far away from Niea. We 
condense from the circular as under; 

Prix de Nice, for yacht of thirty tons and oyer, 0,00f. and agold 
medal to first; 2,000f, and a gold medal to second; 1,U00f. and « medal 
to third, and S00f, and a medal to fourth, 
Prix du Y. C, de France, for yachts of fifteen tons and under thirty 

tons, 6,000f., divided into four prizes, with a modal accompanying 

rejuilica 

each. 
Prix de la Bale des Anges, for yachts of five tons and under fli- 

teen tons, 2,000f., divided into four prizes, with medals. 
Prix des Alpes Maritimes, for yachts of two tons and vader five 

tons, 1,000f., divided into four prixes, with medals. 
Prix'tho Monte Carlo, for steam yachts of thirty tons, register 

tonnage, course thirty miles. Prizes the sume as offered for the 
Prix de Nice. 
There are also yaluable cash and arb prizes offered for rowing 

races, for boats of the French Navy, yachts’ gigs, steam launches 
and fostivities in general, Wntries clos’ March 15, with M. Andvlor 
Saetone, Secretary. We believe the ¥. R.A. miles will be in force 
next yoar, so that something like order and system may bas looked 
for, The Prince of Wales is Honorary President, and if he hos any 
thing to say in the matter, it will bein favor of redoenixed sporting 
usage rather than for anything striking in tha way of novelty or 
the picturesque, 

FLYING STARTS, 

EVERAL civbs have this year conceded the necessity of reform- 
\ Ing our slothful methods of starting by shortening tho peo of 
race to cross. Where ten minutes has been the enstom the period 
a3 been reduced to fiye 04 a first atép, and in the Wast anchor starta 

ara becoming the rule to put more lite and smartness in the initiul 
portion of the race. Quite a number of slow skippers haye found 
themaelves handicapped in oonsequence of the change to five 
minutes, and some are inollned to lay the blame to the limited period. 
itis, however, duc to the want of tact displayed, for most yachts aru 
in the habit of knocking about without aim before the start and with- 
ont aay of what isin store, Naturally they geo “lett, Ibis just 
this kind of baby’s play we wish to ses brought to.a stop by the fy- 
ing start to ons gin after a preparatory signal hes given all hands a 
warning to look out fora position. There is no royuson why yachts 
should be excused from displaying the sama amount of acumen at 
the start as in any other portion of the race, or ib inight properly he 
asked that bad seamanship al any time in the raca should be met 
with the sams tender consideration shown at the starb, 
Our present methods do not fitthe rast of the race. Li seaman - 

ship and She et enter into the result in ona part of the matali, 
they should in another, and it ls a sop bo the clumsy and slothful that 
an excuse is made forthemattha start. Theawuly Unis a one-gun 
startean work réally infairly is when the olements stepin to mar 
the skipper's plans, But s calm or too Neht dina woul: jist the sane 
harm throughout the rage, and no legilimate ground exists for ex- 
empting the start from accidents to which the whole course fs lia- 
bleand yet receives no such exemption, A yacht bacalmed five 
minutes after five miles have been sailed receives no allowance, yet 
the damage to her chances ars nota bil diferent than if becalmed 
the same after the gun has been given to start, This isa yery plain 
matter and we have no doubt that in tinte ourstarts will pavtake of 
the life and snap to be witnessed in matches abroad, Cutting dowh 
to five minutes id a step in the right direction and anchor starts are 
much to be preferred to the unfair and slipshod ten minutes hitherto 
observed by the slow fashion set by one of the oldep clubs in 
which smart scamanship has ever been held too lightly. 

THE OLD CLOVEN HOOF AGAIN, 

A CORRESPONDMDNT, having seen in one of the minor yachting 
f£ journals a statement that ele bulk cannot be fair, since 
& barn so measured ought to be faster than a yacht, and the barn 
would certainly not be, writes to us for an explanation. Thongh 
this exceedingly stupid simile has often basi laid hare in thease 
columns, we gratify his wish onue again, TE bulle mensuroment is 
unsound because a barn so measured cannot beat a yacht, let him 
apply the ¢ame reasoning to length measurement. A forty-foot log 
by that rule ought to be able to heat a thirly-foot sloop, but il cannot; 
hencs length measurement is absurd, How does he like that sort ot 
reasoning? Tt seams quite profound enough fora certain class of hall- 
educated individuals. Now thera is nothing wrong or illogical at all 
about measuring the bulk of the barn. When pit into competition 
with a yacht, itis for determining which shape is superior, and how 
much 20, How much would a yachtlike shape beat the same mass 
pnt into a barn-like shaps? To that we desire an answer through tha 
mans of arate batween tworuch shapes. Wearein search of the value 
of seni all natural ontside influandes contributing to speed to be 
nullified by time allowaneo in order that the yacht and the barn may 
be on an equal footing with respect to those mfluences. If the barn 
is beaten by 15m, by the yacht, it means thatthe form of the barn is 
is 15m, inferior over the given doursé, and thutisno regson at all why 
the barn should be indulged in the use of additional power and mo- 
mentum derived from siza any tore than the yacht. 
Aclumay form heaten by a superior form of the same bullc has no 

{ust olaim for an allowances, since the amount she 5 beaten is dua to 
jer fort; and the yaltio of her form of speod is exactly what we are 
soaking. To givaan allowance for her clutisiness, oven if practi- 
cable, would manifestly be interfering with the justndss and fullness 
of the verdict of the race, But if the clumsy form happens to bo 
latger than the yacht, the latter has « parfectly sound claim in 
aguity against the former, for the result ofarate has nob ih sucha 
cise proven the relative superiority of the yacht's form ovar tha 
clumsy form, but only her aatual superiority over a muss possess- 
ing certain innate advantages due to Gzoees of size, Wipe out or neu- 

tralize those a(lvantages by agrantof time, determined from experi- 
ened, to thé smaélicr competitor, and add this grant to the amolznd of 
her Win, 4nd only then have ws odjtained the tra Banas of the twa 
iopms for speed dévoid of irreleyant influences. Gulk improperly 
placed dows not sontribute to spead, though it does te “power, 
whilelencth inploperl, used contributes to néither, as sliown inthe 
example of theiog, Whether beneficial to spaed or not is tha prob- 
Jem for the desizuur to solve, and to reach an answer Liereto wo 
must match diterght forms of like bulk inarace, or allow properly 
for the differences in bulk, owing to ths ‘“poyer” accompanying if, 
buf which Woes not necessarily accompiny an increase in length, 
Under any circumstanoes citing the stale comparison between the 
bara aud yauht ta disprove the soundness of measuring bulk is an 
exhthition of the most profound stupidity, and proctthat the indi- 
viduill making uscof such anargument is altogethér ton shallow- 
brained to give an opinion on the question ons way or the other, 

LUBSERS AT THE HELM, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

A few days ago the cabin yachts Aldine, of Camden, and Norérogs, 
besides & sloop, ran into & schooner while at anchor snd literally 
tore their canves into ribbons. Seeing this was done in broad day. 
and 4 nice breeze, it is rather remarkable, inasmuch as they all 
siruci tht game schoouer and iusile of an hour. There was plenty 
of sea room. Such lirbberly work is not the busmess of Sven & 

| Cooper's Creek flatboayman. I am fstonished that men culling 
themselves experts should be guilty of such utter carelessness, 
record this circumstance in the lope that yachtsmen, for their credit, 
Will be mora careful, Tum sorry to say this is dot an isolated case, 
and the many lives that haye so recklessly beau throwm away is fast 
bringing boating into bad répnte, Youngsters of the present dy: 
Wio make up ia ‘dash’ what they have failed to learn by experi- 
ence, take command of a yaoht atthe second reading, witliout even 
knowing that hencoop means starboard aud water barrel port. 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. kG. W. 
|The aboye growl trom an old hand epvers somathing to be wit- 

nessed too offen. Only revently a yacht lying off shove with amplo 
berth had her topmast taken out of her by alot of lubbera putting 
out from the Sandy Hook wharf with 4 free sheet, The lubbers 
would have been indignant if told they had anything to learn in the 
Way oF seamanship. A similar set of jouls dragged their anchor 
aud awapt stern first foul of another without 4 crew on board, taking 
the topmiast and bowsprit out of her,in the bight at TLomicinsyilla 
landing. They then shifted the small yaoli's moorings, and escaped 
paying damages for want of witnesses. If loss attention were piel 
Oo the wink lovker and fireworks and mora to the eredilable handling 
of 50me yachts many heayy bills for repairs might be saved.) 

CAPE ANN Y, O.—?The open regatta of the Capo Ann ¥. C. was 
sailed in the outer harbor of Gloucester Auguat2. Oponto all comers, 
Tour classes, over 2tit,, 18 to 22ft., 15 to IS8i%, andaunderisft. Course 
12 miles for tirst and second class, and | miles for the rest. Wind 
light from southwest. A large number cama to the line, the first 

"| Glass showing especially well, including well-kuown boats like Banner 
ette, Moriel and Ruven, and u close race wos mude wong the leaders, 
Two cash prizes m each vlass, Tuiiges, LW. i, Santor, Gi, W. Patter- 
son and Ben, R. Wonson. Suinmery asunder, Ganaeretteand Raven 
making a tie, requiring remeasurement of tha boats for decision: 

ETRST GLASS, 
2 Actual. CorrecteilL. 
Name, Ei. 3 iT, M8. 

Rayen, Friend... 228 U1 1 48 52 
Bannerette, Da ‘ ye 18 1 43 b8 
Jennie L,, Lockhart 2 80 2 1 BO il 
Rita, Rock... ... 3424 [6900 
Kulinda, Margh.....2......--..---. “a0 3d 1 BS 5b 
Venus, McKenais__... 2.22... ee 2 8G oY 1 66 44 
Judith, Pigeon... eee 2 3) 45 1 58 06 
(sleam, Kime. . 7 34 87 1 59 35 
Muriel, Pench 22 Be 159 a4 
Hifie Bverstt, Bickto 245 09 8 06 50 

2 ol 36 211 4 
Not taken. 

JOP UUG pO WI Op ews ac ect Pe'e weitcd > s : 244 17 155 Ad 
Comus, Newcomp..... 2 45 ob 1 a7 02 
Parl, Parkman ....... 247 OF 15913 
Addie §., Cool.. 2 50 43 8% 61-48 
Allie, Wattles... 2 4008 M02 BL 
Adaleé, Haskall._ 247 af 2-02 52 
Jot, Merchant,......2.5.1; ae : 304 80 220 56 
Qharm, Wheeler. ....1..-).1 pas 0-- 4) 0 8 02 33 221 87 

THIRU GLASS. 
Sassacus, Grifiin...... ons 1 120 18 it 27 
Tile Honr, Shnte- . 1 37 58 1 OL 81 
Nauey L., Dennen 1 oa 42 15 Mi 
Halen, Elwell. 1 dh RY 1 68 45 
Jeunie.C., Lam 1G 4 129.45 
Dora, Tileston../...--..,. Not taken. 

ng, Norwoods 21.3 yj) -2.22221 1) 1 BO 57 4 07 OF 
Hattie G., F. Gailnay.....-- 1 40 87 111 07 
Unknown, M. Gaitpey ...-- 1 bb 24 1.25 3) 
Wild Wave, Stantial.......... aE 1 6b 35 1 27 0 
Ethel, Bropks.. .--...- aE Be) 1 58 03 1 28 38 
NEW SCHOONER,—Tho fing new schooner built yy D. J. Livwlar, 

of Chelsen, Mass,, for Mr, Wr, WY. Weld, was launched Aug. 2 The 
Gitana, already referred toin these columns, we Wellavé to be the 
bast built schooner ever lauached in Amerieu, anda much nearer 
approach to Lloyds and foreign standards than anything of large 
tonnage which has gone before hor, In model she represeuts a rad- 
ical departire from the old achooi dogmas,us she has been given 
Joga beam and greater depth thin her predecessors, and in rig, tha 
English custom of arunniog bowsprit with jib set flying has been 
adopted, a material Improvement over the coaSter’s arrangement 
prevalent in the two stick fleet. Length overall 100ft., om lind ling 
hare Sin.; baam, 20ft., Ohn.; depth of hold, 10ft-, and iit. draught. 
Keal of white oak i6in., sided at canter, tapdring to bin. at stem and 
din, ablcosl. Width across bottom ynidships tin,, with cro gh! taper 
towards ends, WMrames spaced 22in. bebweenecénters, Sided at flaors 
fin,, and Gin. af head, molded 10in, at floors, Tin. at first futtock, 
and din, athead. Keslson of oak, sided 1Cin, in center, tapering to 
fin, at ends, and secured with U¢in, composition bolts. Clamps ara 
7Aft. long, two strales Zand in. thick, bolted with 5gin. yellow 
metal, Garboards and lower strakes of oak, din., tapering By to in. 
and ut hoolends 2in, thick, Tha frames 13 thoroyghly kneed through- 
out, all fastenings of bopper nnd gomposition, no iron being nsed for 
thal purpose in the Bull, Céiling af selected yellow pine din thick 
amidships tapering to 8in. at ends. Plank in Jong langtos of S80ft, 
Wales of oak 5x8in, jhottom plank of oak Yyain. thick and dock 24in. 
square white pine. Stunclions of logust, railof white oak and fit- 
tings of mahogany, Nhe schooner carries 60 tons of lead ballast, 15 
of which are outsile on the keel. Accommodations consist of ladies 
saloon aft 14xi2it,, finishedin oak and cherry, Queen Anne style, 
with berths forsix. Forward of thisthe companion way, then the 
main saloon, 1Sft. square, finished in solid mahogany and supplied. 
with tile fireplace and grand piano, A dooron the starboard hand 
leads to Mr. Weld's private room, 18=10ft., finished in polished ash 
and oherry, with bathroom and conveniences attached. On the port 
han Vopening into fhe main saloon, is the passageway forward, lend- 
ing to the captain's boom, icehouso, state-rooms for pissougers, and 
galley and pantry. The forecastla contains eleven berths and ia 
neatly furnished throughout. Hight tanks for water, holding 2,200 
gallons for 4 long ernise. 

LYNN Y. C.—l'he second championship race was sailed August 
4, in Lynn harbor, Couysea from elub houss to stake boat olf 
Point of Pines, henan to Lobster Rock buoy and home, five miles, 
Wind light, Judgos, C,H, Chord, @. A. Roaseli and Wm. Cross. 
Jennie L. fooled the Lobster maric and waa protestad by Ruth and 
declared disqualified jn consequence, Ruth und Sacic were the win- 
ners, The third mate is ixcd for August 19, todecide. Sunimary: 

BEOOND GLASS, 
Length, Attual, Gorré sred, 
ft. in. HM, &, HM, 5 

Jennie L., C,H. Lockhart.,......-----..81 I 130 8 13413 
Ruth, W, Bassett, Jr............ a 9 1 6 10 1 a7 ig 
Pearl, 7. F, Lee, --.-:.-2-2 Sovebeetes. eda 2 Al 20 ligt 

THIRD CLAS, 
Daisy D., W. D. Wooldvedge............18 § 208 45 ] ais 
Sadia, FL, Tayler... ....-.cceees A eile Lh 5 et 210 83 2 feel 
Muriel, We Newhall......-..).,.4.-4,-.da @ Not wien, 

HULL ¥. ©.—Tbh3 annual opan races ate fixed for Sat 
urday, Aug. 19, and avast leat ts psbes tet to coma to the start, 
thea weather is favorable, this and the Byerly THERE, A URE 26, promise, 
to eclipse in poinbof numbers all previous races in history, Nearly 
$1,000 are orferad by the nll authoritles. The evening sill sees 

nod Wnmination of the feet, reworks and music ashore. Eutries 
shonld ba made to! Vice-Commodore Perkins, 863 Washington street, 
Boston, befors noon, Aug, 18. Competitors will do well to comply 
with all the formalilies, fo study up the teurses and starting signala 
anil keep clear of fouling each bebar, Tt {gy 4 wrong plan to Wave 
such things to the last moment, 
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OHICGAGO Y,. C—The ney club book has been Is . Ttshows 
three schooners and sixteen nc ach with 104m fers. Oomimto~ 

lie ground with thirteen wht! dore’s ee nant, a noloted bursée, b 
sturs; Vios Com., Same in red; Rear Com,, same, yyhite field and ro: 
stars, With narlow red border, Acting Gom., plain blua ant. 
Tha massnroment riie is based on length and beam, though the by- 
Jaws fall to spacity in what manner. Allowances among schooners 
igéo. per mile foreach foot of measuramant, Schooners from 100 
to 125ft. ara exatipled from givine tls to other rigs doming within 
those dimansions. Allowinoes amoung sloops, sec, par mile For 
each foot of measurement, OGrews limite to ona hand for avery 
4ti., Arnle nobapeciic cnongh, as the status of shaward, cool, ilot 
and passengers is not defined. We believe one worlting hand, in- 
oluding skipper, to avery ilvs feetof load line length quita enou, hy 
bes ae or 8loops And small boats. No shitting of ballast allowed im 
cabin yachts, or in partially decked or Gpen yachts eortpete with 
them, ‘The sailing directions are very jacomplete and would not 
cover disputss lilraly to wrise. We vommend the rules of the Y. R. 
A, of Great Britain to the club’s consideration a4 the most perfect 
ode in existence. The Chicago Y. 0. was established in 1878 and re- 
ceived its dharter January 7, 1682, thi incorporators belng C. J. Dug- 
an, W.D. Payne, Jacob Wilder, A. W. Cleaver, P. FE. Pattitione, C, 
. Kramer anil A. F, Griswold. 

CULTERS.—The Heruid makes the following observations in are: 
eentissue. They are the same as made, in Forwsr anp STREAM for 
seyatal years, and which scom at last to be talliug on il Sides: “Next 
eames the races with tha raasntly imported Mageie in Boston waters, 
the Magvie being a narrow, diBep cutter. She best all comers ona 
length 1agasuremont, and, mirohile dictu, in smooth water and light 

og wind, This was «most remarkable performance, and though 
tis in accordance with the discoveries in fluid resistance, it was op- 
posed (o aj] the idens of the old school of builders, who held that re- 
sistance Ingressed with the depth of immersion. The timois near at 
hand when something of the Kind may oceur—. 4, when uo hoat of 
the Maggie's type suiticiently large to challenge for the America’s 
Oop may arrive in our waters, Under these circumstances itis well 
for American yachtsmen to look abonf und imqmre if they hava 
learned anything. Roally, have Americun yachtsmen Iearned any- 
thing of late? No! Ars the yachts lately built any better in rig or 
ouutit than the old boars? Very little, must be tha answer. Yachts 
an and should be built to face any weather; but tojdo this they must 
ba cutter rigged, if with one must, with jibs set flying, runners suil 
all compiste. The Maggie's peilormancte, togethor with that of the 
Madge, have shown this to boa fact bayond dispute, and it remains 
to bs seen how much the yachtsmen of this section will profit theraby.”? 

MAGGIE'S RACES.—The 15-ton Maggio made an exhibibion of the 
Dorchester ¥. ©. fast, Boston, on Monday. Tiily 3, Thirty-six boats 
started in the different classes, he weather was berribly paltry, 
howeyor. Maggio served them ont anothor salting on the’ day tol 
lowing, but novlonbtall the Amsricun sporting journals hut Fares? 
AnD STREAM Will give a garbled account of the sailing, and engineer 
tba business into a subsbantial native victory.—Londen Fochting 
Gazette, Thasurmise of our Londen contemporary is not far tram 
Tight. One turf journal, reporting occasional Indal races, is even 
dishonest enough to credit Maggie with two races only so far in placa 
of three, Maggie has won thres races in sucosssion; Dorchester 
¥. O., July 3}, Bostou city pegatta, July 4, and Master ¥. O,, July 22. 
Hor first mateh i American waters was siilod in the Eastern ¥. C. 
régatta, June 21, when Maggie was well within her time from Undine, 
ind would have scored but far splitting the jaws of her gaff. An 
attempt to belittla her victories is made in some quarters by 
claiming the Bosiion yachts as séeon(l vate only. The same amusing 
claim was sét up in Boston last yéar concerning the New York sloops 
beuten by the Madge. The Undins of Boston, however, is originally 
a4 New Yori: sloop, and hat a record secoud to none, and the cutter 
has disposed of her every time thoy met, 

A BEAUTIFUL MODWL.—The handsomest and most perfect 
model yacht, technically considered, is now on exhibition at Man- 
ning’s agency, 53 beaver strest. The yacht is built to aninch suale 
by a0 amatenr, who has certainly reached more than professional 
proficiency, as exhibited in the close familiarity with Wetailg and the 
cabinet finish of the amallestarticlas. The model is t4in. long, equal 
to 61ft. by the scale, She is a perfect representative of the modern 
British yawl, anditneads buf a single examination to enymor the 
spectator with Such & thorough little seagoing ship. Her draft is 
9ft.; tonnage about $9. Mosh deck, wilh hatches and skylithts, bits, 
windlass, Winches, hawse pipes, chains, patent anchors, binnacle 
with genuine compass, blocks, boats, in short @yerything complete, 
and to sciule down to the smallest itemof! outtit. Sails, gear, serving, 
splicing of wire, block siraps, deadeyes and lanyards all worked in 
detail the samaas on a large vessel, Bowsprit to rig in with powel 
and aratchet. Hoist of nrainsail, 80ft.; boom, 33; mizzen boom, 17ft., 
with 22ft. hoist to sail, The hulligregularly built and realy ‘hand! 
some and fair in fimish. Frames of oak, planks of pine, with oalc 
garboards and sheer strake, and deck of holly. Bnt to be appreci- 
uted this handsoma piscs of work should ba sean. If she males no 
ent to modern ideas of whata yacht should be we are much 

aken, 

STOVE FOR GANORISTS.—When traveling by river with the 
beach handy, itis often preferred to camp by pitching the temt, 
starting a firaand preparing for the eyening meal, perhaps the 
principal one of the day, Portable stoves of the alcohol persuasion 
are good enough in their way, butfor camping, especialiy if eruis- 
ing in fest where one stoye is made to do duty for the crowd, n 
sbeet-iron contrivance is elfechive ag well as cheapand handy. Com- 
modor: (hase, in his exteusive Western voyaging by river and lake, 
taade use of the following arrangement at” cost of less than $2, 
The stove was made with an elliptic base ‘of shast-iron, 12 inches 
high and 14 long and 7 inches wide. It had no bottom, tha fire being 
built ou the ground and the stoye sot over it as s00n as fairly ignifed. 
In front a 5-ineh door allowed for feeding and draft, The top bad a 
(inch hole to receive kettle cr pan, and afunnel 12 inches high and 34 
in diatneter at the rear vonductad of thesmoke. ‘The ouvsiit consisted 
of a dor 4-quart camp kettle with copper botlom, a tea kettle 
and 2 irying pan with au oven added for baking if desired, These 

all stow one ivithin another, the whole alfair weighing 3 to 4 pounds. 
A rousing fire can be quickly gotup in wind er rain in this or a simi- 
Jar arrangement, 

HULL ¥. 0.—The fifth class yachts, whose match was declared off, 
owing lo misunderstanding at starh in the rages July 22, resailed 
Aug. 3. Course from judges’, leaying Barrel buoy on port, totag otf 
Strawberry Hill, thencs to flag off Bumkin Island, theuee io Pi cle 
beacon, thehes to tlag off Patticl’y Island, dnd home; five and a half 
miles. Wind oe SE, Six boats were sent away ats P. M., with 
Joker leading, Janet and Wildfire vlose aboard, Janet grarinally ran 
the rest snd spun oft 4 lead nearing Bumkin mark, which shes 
retained all day, Janet takes first regular and Wildfire sacond reru- 
Jar prize. She also takes first Carinthian and Joker second Corin- 
thian Bitten Judges, J. HW. Conant, 0. B. Southard and M. J. Kiley, 
aboard the Commodore's sloop Anna. Snuomary: 

Length Actual. Corrected. 
FT, IN, H.M. 8. H: M.S, 

Janet, WT. Phinney... 22.2200 ...-4...48 Tt 2 00 4) 1 36 38 
Wildfire, N. H, Keith. 12 .. 18 OL 2 04 19 1 39 27 
This, J.T. Souther. _ 20 06 3 03 06 1 40 29 
apie tore See ' g 08 \ 2 06 48 1 44 20 

6, O. H. Poor ep A A 
Gtecls'8. G. cei, oy eee es eee fe pe RO ALS See oe talker 
NEW BEDFORD YACHT CLUB.—The race open to second-class 

sloops of the club sailed August 3, in Nght and variable southwest 
winds. Cours fifteen miles, triangular, 11 Buagerds Bay. Ons prize 
of $50. The wind failed entirely toward the close. Summary as 
under: 

Load Line, Actual, Oorrected, 
Ft, in. H, M, 8, HM. 8: 

Te OTB she MME DIG er ee 2-4-0 AL 1 2G) 87 220 37 
Ariel, F. E. Bae . 58 2 40 50 2 82 19 
Whistler, J. A, 24719 2387 81 
Nixie. N. H. Emmons, ....,. 262 10 2 39 42 

215.18 2 40 30 
2 bt hz 2 42 21 
2 51 08 2 42 48 
304 53 2 60 27 

drim, R, H. Morgan, + 12 24 
The Glimpse with 

TORONTO QANOE CLUB.—The sailing challenge cup was put up 
Saturday, July 20, and brought out six canoes—Isabel, double 
centerboard Pearl, Robert Tyson; Boreas, same, Com. Neilson; Nau- 
iilus, one board, A. B. Hadise; Elma, sta) fanboard, R, A, Coleman; 
Shadow. iron keel, J. L. Kerr, and Sadie N., iron keel Shadow model, 
F, M, Nicholson. Course, four times around A three-quarter mile 
triangle. Wind Meg light. Only two canoes flnishad, both of them 
the Peat] models—Isabel and Boreas. Capt. Tyson showed EEE 
abil Gyer Isabel with a neiy-fangied rolling reefing gear, winding the 
sal about the mast; while Boreas had two smaller bul well-fttih 
lateans. The latter held the lead, but Isabel's big'sail told in the ligh 
wind and landed her the cup, The sesond class, comprising Shadow 
and Sadie N., agreed to fo over the trianglo only once to decide own- 
ac fo the eup for their lot, Won by shadow with a large halange 
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ROYAL CANADIAN Y, C.—The elub has been, presented with w 
MM challenges up by Messra. J. W. and A. Anderson, to ha sailed for 
it the Septoipher rages. The match for the Prines of Wales Cup ia 
fixed for Sept, 7, and if the Anderson Cup is raced for the day pre- 
vious or succeeding, thare will baa regular ‘Cowes week"’ on a small 
stale in Toronto harbor, The eliampionship pennant will be pul up 
on the 7th iso, butis open to the ehib only, Money prizos foing ta 
foreign yachts. Wa would like to sea some Amerivan rapresentatives 
in thease races opan to lake yachts. 

_ NEW HAVEN Y. 0.—The yachts returned from their annual crus 
in straggling order, Ripple, last Sunday; Vixen, Viee-Com. J, G! 
Beacher, arrived in harbor Aug. 1, after a passage of fifteen hours 
from Newportin a southwest wind, a point or so free; the Defiance 
made port the same afternoon; HMndeayor, Zephyr, Propero, Lorelei 
and tha Verguson are still to the esstward, Bndeayor had gono to 
Block Island, aud the Ferguson Is in Say Marbor. The cruise was 
yery much enjoyed by all hands, and is certain to become a perma- 
nent islitation in thé club fixtures. 

BEYERLY Y. C.—Prizes for the sixty-ninth championship 
race, held in abeyance for want of correct Measurements, were 
awarded as follows’ Cutter Bactla tn first class, Hoiden in second and 
Dandelion in third take first money, Mosquito in second clags and 
Psyche in third také second money. Beetla and Holden take and 
hold champion pennants, having won in two races, Dandelion and 
Psyche tie, Beetle measures 27,8, sailing length, and Mavis 27.5, 

GLEAM.—The cuble brings the news that Mr. F.Gomer’s Rhode Island 
¢atbout Gleum wou first prize at the Cowes, England, town regatta, 
Angustd, beating Mo. Loper’s Daisy aud Mr. Pagart’s Wave, What 
this portends can be judged better upon receipt of détails by mail. 
Thé Gleam probably used shifting ballast, a custum not in yorue 
Among small bosts in English waters, and against which no rules 
were enforced. 

EESTRAL,—This is the name of the new cutter recently launched 
trom Driscoll’s yard, at Greenpoint, for Mr. 8. HL. Pox, of Philadel- 
phis, Her owner has put her into commission and expects to do 
some sailing in the lower Delaware. The cutter is 47ft. on deck, 
40ft, load line, 13ft. Sin. beam, draws 6ft. has lead on fhe keel, and a 
small centerbouard 11ft, long, Full cutter rig, 

HULL Y. ©.—lxiract from the by-lasws: 
started from, or taken into the tanks, after the signal to start has 
been giyén, Only the nsual anchors and chaing shall be carried 
during a race, and they must not ba used as shifting ballast, nor for 
Altering the trim of the yacht. Ballast shall not be shifted or 
trimmed in any way Whatever during a race,” 

AMERICA.—General Butler and party left Boston, August 5, fora 
cruise to Halifax and the Gulf of St. Lawrenes, The schooner had 
previonsly indulged in tho freak of racing the clipper ship North 
America distance to sea. on her yoyage outward to San Francisco. 
Owing to light winds the schooner had it all her own way. 
JEPFRI“S Y. C.—The third championship match was sailed 

Aug. 5, in a light southwest wind, a very close rave being the 
result, Sloop Lizzie, 18.0, Silas Porter, Jr., won in 2715120, beatir 
Delle, 19:9, A. H, Thonrpson. by 83. only, though 453, later on actua. 
time, and Judith, Raven and the cat rig Sallie R. 

“No water shall be 

| COWES REGATTA,.—Later advices state that Mr. Gower’s cat- 
boat Gleam sailed in the Cows, England, regatta araiust open 
hoats, fishing boats and some cruisers much smaller than the cat- 
boat. It would haye been Seat ty had she not won in such gsernb 
company, the local craft not shifting ballast, 

GEM, —Mr. FH. ©, West, of the Knickerbocker Y. C., has gold the 
keel sloop Gem to Mr. J. A. Osgood, of Boston, and the sloop will 
therefore vetuim to her original hailing part, where we hope to ses 
oe Psnre sean in the hard-fought battles of her class the other side 
of the Uod, 
OUTTHR RIG.—The Sylvia, of Belleville, Ont,, will be altered to 

entter rig aud receive four tongs of lead on the keel. This should 
much improve the Sylyia, as she ig a deep boat, with much dead rise. 
aise canyas increased in proportion, the outter ought to be hard to 

eatl 

MADGE.—This cutter still lies at Newp 
rapidly deteriorate unless more cars is bestowed upon her keop. 
Her decks are drying out in the storching sun, Tt appears that her 
sale ty Toronto parties has fallen through. 

AILEEN WINS AGAIN.—The new 380-ton Gutter Aileen and the 
57-ton schooner Oriole, of Toronto, sailed a private match nf forty 
iniles. July 31. Course same as in the recent sweepstakes of the 
Royal Canadian. Aileen won by an hour. 

AILEEN.—From the Canadian Sportsman; ‘“The result of the 
Royal Canadian Y, G, sweepstakes proved conclusively the superior- 
ity of the deep draught entter over the centerbourds.” 

TORONTO Y. 0.—Novw has threo regular challenge cups, the Murs 
ray Cup, Cosgrave Cup and the Commodore's Uup, all of which will 
he sailed for In the matches to-morrow, 

dlew Alubligations, 
—————— ee 

NUTTALL BULLETIN. 
Mr. Jeffries's article in the Jast number of the Bulletin, on “The 

Colors of Néeathers,” is yery interesting, the more so because it takes 
up & subject which has hitherto been quite out of the way of Américan 
ornithologists, or, for the matter of that, of Americans in any depart- 
ment of scienve, five are not mistaken. ‘The hinthaying heen given by 
Mr. Jeffries, it may be hoped that the subject will now receive the at- 
tention of students.on this side the Atlantic. Great interest naturally 
attaches to Mr. Brewstar’s paper on the ‘Birds taken in Arizona, by 
Dir. Stephens, for it includes many species that are known to mosteol- 
lectorsonly from descriptions. The author's notes on the species referred 
to are usually full, In the presénfnumber Mr. Charles F, Batchelder 
coneludes his paper on the “Summer Birds of the Upper 8t. John,”’ 105 
specias being suumerated, Mr, Bivknell gives us, in a very charming] 
writhen paper, A Sketch of the Nome of Hylocichla alicie Bicknelli 
Ridway, with some Crilical Remarks on the Allies of this New Rate." 
The facts which the author has gathered in relation to this new form, 
lead him to conclude beyond a doubt, what has hitherto been question- 
ei, that Aylociehla alice and H. ustulata swainsoni are quite distinct. 
His short neles on the “Birds of Bayou Sara, La,” ure continued by 
Mr. Charles Wickliffe Beckham, as is also Mr, Nehrling's ‘List of 
Birds" observed #¢ Houston and in some of the other counties of 
Texas. ‘There ig much that is of interest in Recent Literature and 
General Notes. ; 

AMERICAN GAME-BIRD SHOOTING. 

Mr, John Mortimer Murphy, the author of the present work, is auf- 
ficiently well known to most sportsmen ag 4a very prolific, if not yery 
exact, writer on the birds and mammals of Western America. The 
yolume under consideration contains descriptions of our game birds 
and water-fowl, treats of their haunts and habits, and also of the 
various modes employed in their cuntire; thera are at least many 
things in its pages which it may be worth while for the tyro to 
know. 

It isin allits essential features a compilation from the writings of 
other authors, but there are, interwoven among these facts, numer- 
ous stories and out of the way bits of personal experience, which 
are not without interest. Some of these will slirhtiy tax the credu- 
lity of the reader, but those who listen to the tales of the hunter or 
angler must expect this. The book treats of our game from tha 

d turkey down to tha rail, and deals quite f with the grouse, 
with most species of whith the author seams to have had considera- 
ble experience, Numerous English shooting terms are used through- 
ont the volume, torms which will nover be omployed in this country, 
and some of whieh sound absurdly enough to the American sar, 
Thug, to spenk of & ‘herd’ of curlew would seem to any one raised 
ou this side of the water very ridienlous. The hook is handsomely 
printed on tinted paper, and has a number of wood cuts, some of 
which are very good, 18m0,, pp. HT. Orange Judd Company, 

SCIENCE LADDERS, 
Tn issuing N. D'Anyers?’ “Seionca Ladders.” Messrs, G. P. Putnam's 

Sons are dog good work, These litile works are a series of Readers 
in Natural History, in which a number of lea. facts are given in 
yery clear, simple language, The story is told, in fact, so plainly 
that a child of ton can noderstaiud it all, Technical terms are neyer 
employed, and names which mizht be unusual to children’s eyes ars 
Aathctoasly clearly explained for the purposes of the books, Jt is a 

to have elementary facts clearly set forfh so that they 
can be wellnoderstood, and this appears to have been successfully 
dono here. We have before us Nos. 1, and Il. of these Laddars, 
‘Forms of Land and Watep,” and ‘Vegetable Life.'! The first tells in 
thirteen lessons of the earth, its size, natural diylsions, movements, 
of seus, rivers, lakes, evaporation, the atmosphere and its motion, 
and of ica and its work. ‘Vegetable Life," treating of a more com- 
Plieated subject, or, atleast of one which at first glance would ap- 
pear so, is sonlewhatlarger, and takes up tha plant, passes through 
its development to its fruiting, describing all the parts in some detail. 
The subject is well handled, and is treated with great simplicity. 
Both these Uttle yolumes are illustrated with & great number of wood 
cuts, which are more than ever yaluable in works of just this kind. 
The more of these simplé elementary booke wa gan haya the better, 

grand thin, 

ort in her old berth, and will 

for he who is Srounes In just sugh facts as are hers given is well 
pumped for the intelligent study of Natura, The matic chosan far 
these little books is a happy one— 
“The gréat thing is to get your foot oa the firsh rune of tho ladder,” 

WORMS AND CRUSTACEA, 

Of the Guides for Sctanes Teaching, published by the Boston Boaiaty 
of Natural History, Number Vil, by rofassor Alpheus Hyatt, treata 
of “Worms and Crustacea.'* As might be imagined from the repota- 
tion of the author, the little work is not only very clear wud simple, 
bub it isalso compicte. With this work bafore him, and a cortnon 
earth-worm, lobster or crab in hand, thera is no reason wh any 
man should not gain Tet eeouly clear id@n of the structure of any 
worm or crustacean. Just such a work ag this should form the basis 
of science-tenching in all our common schools, and it is a pity that 
short courses of iustruction in zoology wilh such a worl as tuis for a 
text-book could not bo.established in every school in the lund. The 
portion of the book devoted to worms tréats of the common earth 
worm and of the marine Nereis, The lobster forms the text for the 
description of the Crustacen, but there ava so many subdivisions off 
this group which diiver very widely from the Macroura, that the 
Isapods, Amphipods and typ cal forms of Anomoura, Brachynry, 
Clrripedia, Copepoda and Wpizon are described, while the Mrau- 
chiépoda and Ostrieoda ara allided to, 
ferves the highest commendation, 
Boston. 

The work is one which dw 
Jamo, 63 pp. Ginn, Hesth & Go,, 

nswers ta Correspondents. 

H. B., Glasco.—Yes, the arm is all rightand the flr Lighly re 
sponsible, 

T. J.—We can supply Dr, Henshall’s “Book of tle Black Bagg," 
Price, postpaid, $3. 

F_E, W., Sonth Manchaster—Get Farrar's ond Hubbard's fuides 
to Moosehead Lake, 

C. W.—The articles on camping out were published fn Issueg of 
May 11, June 20 and July 13, 1882. 

5.D.—See current letters from West Virginia printed in this paper, 
No shooting in that State bofore fept, 1st, 

J. G. B.—For # book on the care and management of dogs, try 
Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson; we cau supply il. 

R.—The head of fish santhy you from Lake Champlain is that of 
the fresh water sheepshead, Moploidonoltus gruniniens. 

R, E. B., Cincinnati, O,—You van travel From twenty to forty iniles 
per day on horseback, depending upon the couniry, We cannot ive 
you estimate of expenses. 

J. @. H., New York.—You will be directed to the exucr fishing 
spots at the Kineo House, Moosehead Lake, Me. ‘The guides und hotel 
keepers thereabouts can post youfully. 

D, B., Falls City, Nebraska.—1. You ovnnot remove tls mist indan- 
tations, They will not hurt the shooting qualities of the gun, 3, The 
barrels are practically 4s goud as “Damascus.” 

E,.G., Galveston, Texas.—Take your rubber boots to a shoemaker 
to be mended; or send to one of the rubber firms advertising with us 
for a bottle of their préparation for mending rubber articles. ‘Tha 
directions accompany the bottle, 

L. A. H., Aurora, Il.—1. Have thers cyer been any game birds im- 
ported to the United States tram China? 2. Is there @ law against 
carrying loaded cartiidges in & unk to he conveyed on a railroad 7 
Ans.—Yes; plessants were imported into Oregon and California 
2, No. 

SpopnTsMAn OF SrVENTY-ONE YEARS.—If a farmer liying in New Yor 
State owns ten or fifteen acrés of woods lying along the highway, ca 
he by sign prohibit persons from hunting in those woods? Ans, Ye 
See the text of the trespass law, quoted in our issue of July i 
page 476. 

¥. B.—¥You could use oileloth for small single camp tents, bub 
would prove very heavy and inconvenient. A vanyas tent, if fitte 
with a “fly,” willshad the rain, The “tty is an extra pieve of clot 
so stratched across the top of the tent as to shed the rain out boyou 
the tent proper. 

J. W. B.—Books on pigeons ure: 1, ‘Tilustrated Rook of Pireons,” 
by L. Wright. Has colored plates and is the best. Trice $13.50, 2, 
“Practical Pigeon Keeper.’ by same author. Illustrated, Prive 
$1.50. 3. Mr. Tegetmiir’s book, illustrated with colored plates, 
Prite $5. We can supply any one of these. 

A, I, HL, Ganada.—a bets B thatin the election Pwonld defeat M. 
In explunation; P, after canvassing through the viding for savernl 
days, resigned. B wasafterwards nominated over M and defeated. 
Who wins? Ans. We aré not authority on heting uor on Canadian 
polities; but if the conditions were *‘play or pay," B wihs; if other- 
wise, it was a draw, 

RaTrnEsNAReES WANTED.—Miuseum of Natural History, Buffalo, 
N. ¥,— Could you possibly give me the names of persons who would 
be Willing to procures for me thres arfour rattlesnakes with poisou 
fangs? Twant to make some experiments with the poison,—Junies 
Ponuman. Ans. Perhaps some ot onr readers muy bave the kuawl- 
edge required and will communicate with our correspondent. 

“Bincn Canor.”—Caoiais, July’2—If “Birch Cauoe? Hartford, 
Conn., would like to know where le cao pata canoe, 1 can give hin 
the desired information, Would be pleased to hear from him. Why 
do not’some nicmbers of the A. C. A. extend their cruises this way? 
Here is & grand field for the canoeist. Give them a hint and T will 
gladly giyé all the information in my power—Henrberr 6. MAson. 
Sunscrmer, Springfleld, Mass,—In a match at gliss halls where 18 

yards is the distance for u Nu. 12-bore, what cis tance should the men 
stand, using a 10, 14, 16or 20-bora gun? Ans, There is no established 
rule in this country, Some of the prominent ciubs adopted the rule 
allowing one yard for each wnit of difference in the gaya m Eayor 
of the smaller bore, Other clubs adopted the English rule, which is 
only one-half that. 

J. R. E.—Would like to know where to get information of charac: 
ter of country, modes of traval, expense, und such other information 
as one ought to have before starting ona trip for Wyoming Teryi- 
tory, with view to finding suitable place Tor location or investment 
in farming lands. Ans, Write to the Governor at Cheyenne. Read 
the report of Gov. John W. Hoyt for year 1874, and other documents 
which you will obtain upon application as above. 
Koucyrisy.—The name of killyfish isa local one used only about 

New Yorl, where the Dutch sethlurs left many of their names, It is 
literally creekfish, for the Dutch “all” meant preek, At the Hast 
the fish are called by the Tadian name of “mumuuchog,” or shor 
tened into ‘mummies. They are of the family Cupiiodontidw, 
or eyprinoids which have teeth, The family is v lage one, and soma 
of its imémbers are viviparous. The most common species about New 
York is the Pundulus pisculentis. 

J, G. P,, Washington, D. C.—i. What onght to be the color of a 
well-bréd Irish setter at the age of two mouths? 2. Where dan I find 
any law or laws concerning the season for shooting game to be found 
on thé Upper Chesapeaks and smaller streams fowing into the Upper 
OChesapeake—game such as ducks, reed birds, ortolan, eic.? 3. Where 
can I obtain a good bool: on dog breakin? Ans. 1 At this age they 
are generally of a faded yellowish red. 2. Consult the table of open 
seasons in forgesT AND STREAM Of July 20, 4. We can send yeu 
Training vs. Breaking; price, 51,00. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT- 

Ser advertisement of Shelton's Challenge Gin. 

The most exaggerated dispatches come by the fish Itne,—Mapplite 
Avalanche 

Tn Greenland the natives call a dog a “kingunk,’! but if you want 
to say “I would Jike to buy a dog,’ you express your désire in the 
one single word, *“Kingmersinianiyiinavaimarpuwaie” A pounhd- 
man would be a blessing.—Sacranento Bee. 

A Jerseyman went fo Mauch Chunk, Pa., to spend his vacation 
and during the first night thres old hens which had fone lo reost on 
a tree outside his bedroom window, were disturbel by 4 cat and flaw 
into the apartment. The Jerseyman awakened and glaslied 4 pillow 
around until the bewildered fowls found their way ot, The ext 
morning he told his host. that he should conte there every summer, 
for during the whole night he had seen but three mosquitoes,—Phile- 
delphia News, 

Nuw Yacur Gox.—Some time ago we had oceasion to caution the 
public against piot-metal guns sold by ship chamllers, junit dealers anc 
the like, For reliable as well as stylish guns we Gan refor to G. FB. 
Osborn’s make, of New Haven, These puhs are very lmnly, belog 
breechloaders, anid notiattended by #ecidents dine to loading at the 
muzzle, ‘the gun is a self-cocker, ready for firine hy the closing of the 
bredth, The curitges aréof mahogany with brass mountings, aud 
taken as aowhole these suse known os "The Commodore,” will Pegoug- 
mend themselves to yachtemen upon their real merits, , 
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Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing ink for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Always ready for use. A luxury 
persons who care to preserve their individuality 
writing. 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 

180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Send for Price-List. 

Ovr Goops ake Soup sy First Crass DeAuers 

The King of the Body is the brain; the sto- 
mach its main Sup hore, the nerves its messengers; 
the bowels, the kidneys and the pores its safeguards. 
Indigestion creates a violent revolt among these 
attaches of the regal organ, and to bring- them 
back to their duty there is nothing like the regula- 
ting, purifying, invigorating, cooling operation of 
TARRANT’s SELTZER ApERtENT. It Trenovates the 
system and restores to health both the body and the | 
mind 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS, 

FSTERBROUK’S * Pens 

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 188. 
For Sale by all Stationers 

THE =*TTREROOK STEEL PEN CO., 
Works, Camden, N. d, 26 John St. Neve Werk. 

The Gun and its Development 
By W. W. GREENER, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE! 

Price 87.50. 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 
oe with thirty changes of 

positions. Parlor, Li- 
brary, Invalid Chair, 
Child’s Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
b-suty, lightness 
strength, sim licity an 
comfort. verythin7 
to an exact science. 

es rcers by mail prompt- 
ly attended to. Good 
shippped C. O. D. Seni 

: = stamp for Illustrated 
en Circular; quote Forres 

RUADING POSITION, AND STREAM. WILSON 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING CoO 
661 Broadway, New York. 

NEW EDITION, 

Canoe and Camera. 
With sixty illustrations, and a new map of the 

canoe tours of the State of Maine, 

PRICE $1.50, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Froe, 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade, 

TERA 

Ne rota 

Treble Hooks, Gangs and Swivels. 
BEST QUALITY TREBLE HOOKS EITHER RINGED OR TAPERED, 

INU STE. ot. Pyirierdes pele Mae epee te eats 8-0 ve 6-0 5-0 4-0 3-0 20 1.0 14 1to8 
Per Wgzbiiss Pies ssh s ble Walco ee puewadanetpleee 1,05 85 5 70 65 60 50 AB +40 

BEST QUALITY BRASS OR STEEL BOX SWIVELS. 
i2 | Numbers... P Seen We By et Mer ect dorks 4-0 3-0 2-0 1.0 1 to 10 

er DOZener weu.\. is tas-| nn sehen toatl al eunien sitesi 1,25 -80 70 60 -50 
Best Quality Brass Double Swivels, No. 1 to 10, per dozen ' y Brass Treble Swivels, No. 1 to 10, per dozen....... $2.00 

MINNOW GANGS, ALL WITH SWIVELS. Prices per dozen. 
Singlesgnt-1 fh. longs foie eiaste dita ee ee terres caarceles odd Geter a Sica Se perme Detatioe sed eRe ACE ste boa me beet ee nst 4.0 
Double ‘ PE Nee a Spe oR Denno eetad Mtoe bin Sf Dig terets Mune Sc shefeinsti en. are letecal atest + fare Efiys anton grits ean Pee ony Wn Fe 6,00 
Gimp. BS Br Rescind) Shur  apensn yO | Heo MSTyBOSSUOGs PO0 008 BST SAS em EAR rsh ok onthatioc eral went Aarne $ cae 6,00 
Seth Green, SirigioPat HAM soo boli as aut ainta tele sae ole Seales Pate g aisle ly eae treria bares wine heresies BAI tere) aelan a et eee ay os ee ee 3.00 
Imbrie, 1, pon ae abt here Pract Seon nant snr ae sorte tee oh ali nsbine eat ache yore Dapena geese 8.50 

J, GGUbIGL | | tet? sup hoa eel es ee SEO ed PAs BOM O da: BCR EEA AL orsr5 ual ore ded porken hg Ae 4.00 
Leaders (for Green & Imbrie gangs), 9 feet long, very heavy single gut, with two swivels. .........0.. 00. ecceecceeevcecceeeses 9,00 
Patent Treble Hook, with baiting needle attached, 1 ft. long, with swivel, gimp or 4-0 book, or double gut and 1-0 hook...... 8.00 
Romeyn, treble twisted gut, 5 feet long, with three swivels.....5. 25.4. 5s sec eee e rte tent ere rece ener enecnstacee ce es Soe 18.00 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

FILE BINDERS, 

Size to suit Forrest AnD STREAM, 

FOR SALE’ AT THIS OFFICE 

Price, $1.25. 

n 

~~ SENDFOR CIRCULARCUF. THE 

ee  LIGOWSKY! 

=7) N2 ae ween" bh peel 

{Extract from Forrest anp Stream, July 7, 
1881. p. 444.] 

* * * This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsmen to test its merits. x * “3 

JOSEPH GILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

Sop By ALL DEALERS THrousnout me WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-I878. 

On receipt of $16, a suit this 
style or any one of the prevailing 

styles of the best quality blue 

flannel that will not change color, 

to fitany man from thirty-two to 

fifty inches chest measure, will be 

sent to any post office in the U. §. 

If not suited, return and get your 

money. If you wish for further 

particulars, enclose stamp and 

mention this paper. 

GEORGE C. HENNING, 
410 Seventh St., 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

STODDARD’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
Revised Edition. 

PRICE, $1.00, 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufact: 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal aia meaner 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Send for catalogue. 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns, 
NEW OFF-HAND ;TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

PRICES REDUCED: 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and T+rget Practice at all ranges, 

the **MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy, con- 

yenience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Dlustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

Hauser FE. Pare, late Com. of Pats. Story B. Lapp. 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cases, 

WASHINGTONS, D. CO. 

Fisherman Attention! 

I wish to call your attention to my hand-made all 

Lancewood 

Combination Rods, 
seven pieces, making two distinct rods for bait 

Baton Trout, $10, Bass, $12. 
FRED, D. DIVINE, 182 Genesee st,, Utica, N. ¥. 

, Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

NEW EDITION 

Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks 
Price, Paper, 50c. Cloth, $1.50, 

MANVTONS TAXIDERMY 

WITHUVUT A TEACHER 

Price 50 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

ZZ 
; 

INGS, Dover, N. H, P. 
AnTHoNY, Boston Agents. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

$2 PER BUSHEL. 
WILD RICE. Orders booked and 
rice shipped direct from tlelds, thus insuring fresh 
seed certain to grow. R, VALENTINE, Janesville, 
Wis, aug.10,16 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to thy feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a vari- 

_ ety of styles, and war- 
% ranted the genuiue arli- 
~ cle. Send tor price list. 
MARTIN 8S. HUTCH- 

O. Box 868. Brapruxp & 

DOG BREAKING 

BY HOLABIRD. 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 25 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

CHAS. J. GODFREY, 
7 Warren St., New York. 

* KNICKERBOCKER CLUB GUN. 
To sportsmen wishing a close shooting fowling piece, I recommend ‘the Knickerbocker Club Gun. The barrels are of the best 

English metal; the locks strong and carefully made; and for durability they are equal tothe highest priced guns. Each gun is rigidly tested 

before leaving the factory, and a record made of the shooting at 40 yds in a 30in. circle, which is guaranteed. 
A. Top snap action, fine Damascus barrels, bar locks, rebounding hammers (out of line of sight), percussion fence, extension rib, double 

TATE 

IMPORTER OF 

GUS, Rilles, 
d&e., 

Vols, 
coc. 

bolt, through lumps, large head strikers, pistol grip, Deeley & Edges patent fore end, checkered grip and fore end, horn butt plate, engraved, left barrel choke bored, and record furnished 

of gun's shooting qualities, 10 and 12-gauge, $47.00. 
B. Best Damascus barrels, finely engraved, both barrels choke bored, and record furnished, 10 and 12-gauge, $60.00. 
Also Hollis, Buckley and Bonebill Breech-Loadiug Double Barrel Guns. Twist and laminated side snaps and top snaps, English and Belgian Muzzle-Leaders, All Sportsmen’g 

Bundrics, Guns sent C, 0. D. privilege to examine on receipt of $5 to cover express charges) 
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Standard Works. 
FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 

An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first 
iavelve volumes of the Forms anp Stream. 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, 1.50. 

SHOOTING. 
Tia Appliances, Practice and Purpose. By Jamms Davzmn Dougan. Contains 

prec information on guns and gunning. Its chapters treat of the Barrel, the Stock, 
Locks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech-Loaders, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, 
Doge, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and Partridge Shooting. The chapter on ‘‘The 
Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field sports ever published. Elegantly 
printed on fine paper, #4) pages, cloth, Price, postpaid, $3. ? 

SHORE BIRDS, 
T, Haunts and Habits. Il. Range and Migrations. IIl, A Morning Without the Birds. 

TY. Nomenclature. V. Localities. WI. Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers 
from the Forms? anp Stream. Pamphlet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. 
Training ys, Breaking. By 8. T. Hammonp, Kennel Editor of Formsr ann STREAM. 

Pronounced by those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the 
best work on the subject ever written. 100 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $1, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

389 Park Row, New York. 

The New Yacht Gun mmodore. 

The Best Breech-Loading Gun in the World for Yachts. 
EITHER BRASS OH PAPER SHELLS CAN BE USED. 

Send for full particulars to - 

G. EDWARD OSBORN, New Haven, Conn. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 
i4 MURRAY STREET, = - NEW YORK. 

Azent?s: 

AMERICAN WOOD-POWDER COMPANY 
Guns, Ammunition and Sporting Goods. 

VON LENGHREA’S 

Swell and Waterproof Shotgun Shells 
Loaded to Order. 

Price per 100, from $2.90 up. 

Yy The Shells will not deteriorate with age, and may be putin 

: water for hours without swelling. 

Clay Pigeons & Traps, Belcher’s Flying Birds & Traps, Glass Balls & Traps, Etc. 

CRUTTENDEN FLY ROD. 

mT 
This cut is an exactrepresentation of this rod, which 

TALED FOR THE MONEY. 
It has Nickle Plated Patented Solid Reel Plate which prevents Reel getting fast by swelling of Rod. 

Tull Nickle Plated, Patented Werrules, allowing the wood to be used the full size, thus aps aay rod 

breaking where wood and ferrules join. Metal Tennons which never allow the joints to get stuck to- 

gether by es of same if they should set wet. Butt stained dark, olished and wound with cane and 

sillr, giving it that desirable appearance and the feeling of the high Fe rods. The middle joints 4 d 

tips are made from fine lancewood. left natural color, varnished and polished. This makes a handsome 

contrast to butt, and gives the entire rod a look of beauty which is a joy to every fisherman's heart while 

using it. The rod is well ringed throughout, Length ten and one-half feet, Weight from nine to ten 

ounces. This is the best made, best finished rod for the money in the United Sta es, and will guarantee 

itevery way. If by accident any part should get broken, we can send a duplicate, thus saving expense 

and trouble of returning rod to be repaired. With short tip it makes an excellent Bass Rod, i 

Sent to any partof United States, prepaid, with one Trout or one Bass Tip for $5.00, Trout Tips, each, 

$1.00, Bass Tips, each, 75cts., Trout Tips, one-half Bamboo, each, $1.25. 
Gunmaking and repairing of all kinds by J. W. Livingston, formerly with Parker Bros., Conn. 

Card’s Standard Traps, Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle, Watches, Clocks and Jewelry. 

CANNOT BE HQ 

CATALOGUE SENT FREE. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. ¥. 

a ese e a ee cee cence 
— 

SIMPSON’S NEW FISHING TACKLE CASE. 
Fi A want long felt for by sportsmen. All Jers will 

acknowledge that the most vexatious thing that can 
happen him is to have his Spoons, Hooks and Lines all 
tangled up. This case will prevent any such disaster, as 
it isso arranged that the most careless fisherman can 
keep his Tackle in shape. They are made of the best 
material, and handsomely ornamented and furnished with 
alockand key. This case is approved of by the practical 

catorial professors, who have investigated its ec 
; . Size—Box: Length 12, width 744, inches; 
trays (4): Length 734, width 4, dept 4 inches. 
top tray: Length 1194, width 7, depth 144 inches. Three 

i nM partitions in each small tray, eight large tray, two com~- 

he partments in box, making twenty-four places for lines, 
Tec » Sinkers, spoons, reels, fly-book, amd each case packed in a neat box and sent on receipt of $4.50. 
Scone. taking six at one time, $24.00. Send for Catalogue of FISHING-TA' AND SPORTSMAN'S 

R. SIMPSON, 96 FULTON ST., NEW YORE. 

Monthly Issue. To Sportsmen. 
Place this advertisement in your scrap book for future referencé. Results esc cB ae ark 

Ve Ui fe énce of fifty-five years of both the Gun and Rifle. Endorsed by all sportsmen who 
and the trade generally, 

/. AND 

COMBINATION SIGHT TO BREECH-LOADING ‘SHOT GUNS, 

Wit, SOUL PROTECTOR AND GAS CONCENTRATOR, BEST HUNTING ARM IN THE WORLD. 

SHELTON’S . = 

AUXILIARY OR INSERTED RIFLE 
With Interchangeable Muzzles, Commanding Cylinder, Medium and Full Choke-Bore. 

Also, with the Shelton Auxiliary Rifles, discounting any Magazine or Repeating Rifle made in rapidity of shooting. SHELTON’S 

CARTRIDGE GHOOVING MACHINE. 
For reducing recoil and giving better penetration 

and destruction of shot, 

Shelton’s Challenge Gun. 

SHELTON’S| | 
COMBINATION : 
SIGHT. = 

MANUFACTURED BY 

THE SHELTON AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P. @. Box 715, New Haven, Conn. Send Stamp for Circular and Price List. 

500 Sold in Advance of Pubiication. 

SECOND EDITION NOW READY. 

Training vs. Breaking 
By 8. T. Hammond (‘‘Shadow”), Kennel Hditor of Forpst anp SrREAM. 

Plain, practical, tested by thirty years’ experience, humane, rational, efficient. 
Endorsed by those who have read it as the best book on the subject ever written. 

To the ten chapters of ‘‘Training vs. Breaking,” the author has added two sketches: 

The One-Kyed Grouse of Maple Run, 

My Old Dog Trim. 

The whole forming a hook of 100 pages. Printed on fins paper; handsomely bound in 

cloth. Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 
389 PARK ROW, NEW YORK. 

a Holabird Shooting & Fishing Suits, 
Unequalled in Convenience, Style 

or Workmanship. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

580 Washington Street, 

Manufacturers and Dealers in 

Fine Fishing Tackle, 
Camping Outfits, Lawn Tennis, &o. 

fend for Illustrated Cetalogua 

Bik Boston, Mags. 
Upthegrove & McLellan, 

Valparaiso, Ind_ 

THISES k 
is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. 
Itis dead grass color, Weighs but & 
fifteen ounces; is unequalled for <j 
warm weather shooting. Send ¥ 
breast Haye nea we will mail itp 
to you for $2. . 
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UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, The Parker Gun. 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our pope shot shells are made with great cara upon new and improved machinery, and the paper is subjected to a process that renders thé shells wate: roof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
sharges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and ont. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any obher 
makes, and warrant Lhern in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 

BRASS =| CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND SHOT SHELLS. : 
RECAPPERS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles,| Again Victorious at the late Exposition at POOKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE... PRINERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. > 2 RIGE SHE oXT 2 5.* ENCH CLOSERS, Ete., Bte. THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: “At Melbourne they hi ellent | NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. opportunity of testing their arse beside those of every exhibitor in the world, ad ae Game ott con- New York Aquxts: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. uerors over every other maker, Their nies award comes to them from a country whose reputation Pactrts Coast Agants: CHAS BONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California. ol ss ae: sonar for many years been above all others.” New Orneans AcenTs: A, & f They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixt da d th ‘ New ENcianp AGENTs For SHor SHetis: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. won more laurels than any other when ee" in compeliian ft "he field. on at the Bee xt Conse Island last ere at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and ths : F . “Forest and Stream”’ Badge for the best average over nearly 20) competitors. Send for Catalogue. 
vA C H H a Show Rooms: : Enos J ames & 10. 8 ar d- itting uns. 97 CHAMBERS 8T., N. Y. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn, 

1 AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

Corona, Queens Co., N. Y. HARL LEE, Manager. 

The above cut represents the | 

James “Triumph” Gun. | 
The demand for the James Breech-Loaders in 1881 was so great that we had great difficulty in filling 

allour orders, This means that Americans appreciate a good honest gun when they see it. Why pay a | 
faney price for a gun made by some old maker, when you can buy a beautiful James complete gun 
equally as good for half the money? Or why buy a gun upon which the maker is ashamed to put his 
own name, when a good, reliable James gun can be had at the sume price? In American products we 
are agents for COLT, PARKER, HARRINGTON & RIGHARDSON. and POREHAND and WADSWORTH. 
Dealers needing any of these brands should order direct from us to avoid commissions. 

P. O. Box 1114. H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York. 

SHOOTING BOX.7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS, 

} Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Serews required. 

DOG TRAINING: Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This Company Dent portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads. Sheds for Steam- 

Li 
— he ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Bopting. Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 

a Sn ORs Buildings ae ee Suitable oe 1 sections of SG ee te at moderate 
. cost, wi € means 0: S arm in winter—cool in summer—ventilation perfect. 8. T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. For further particulars sée illustrated cireular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. PRICE $1.00. | 31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

SOMETHING NEWvy !?: 

The Pieper ‘ Diana” Gun. 
This is the only gun of Huropean manufacture made entirely by machinery. The system is entirely new, and 

actual tests have shown that for accuracy and strength it has no superior, ; 
The reinforce lumps and bolt loop are of one piece of wrought steel, The tubes are finished to gauge and are pub 

together without heat so that they are perfectly straight and always shoot to center. This is only found in very high cost 
guns made on the ordinary system, as the best barrel filers are necessary. The locks are finely finished and of the best 
steel, and all the joints are closely fitted; all the parts are interchangable. . 

A public trial was madein Cleve, Prussia, in August, 1881, to which the best continental makers sent their finest 
uns. The trial was for closeness and penetration. 4 is excellent, 3 is food, 2is fair, 1 ordinary. The gun of 
ir. Roedel, of Prague, was made on the Pieper system. The result was as follows: 

‘ dlyds. d5yds. f0yds. Total. das, 45yds. 60yds. Total. 
Size of shot..2468 2268 2468 Size-of shot..2408 2468 2468 

H. Pieper, Liege............... 8344 4448 4444 45 A. Jannsen, Liege.............4 23838 4488 1821-2 
Roedel, Prague -8888 4444 3344 42 Beermann, Munster...... .... 8212 4424 2232-31 
W.W.Greener, Birmingham...4 443 4438 823 8—40 Brunn, Birmingham...... 8822 8844 2323-0 
N. Bodsen, Liege. ............. 3424 4834 113 1-38 Witte. Zutphen........-.- 8433 1711 $8238 2-27 
C. Bartels, Wiesbaden. -33884 4844 132 3-87 H, Jansen, Wesel.............- 1212 4822 2123-2 
Sackreuter, Frankfort. . ~28384 4488 $831 3-36 Heuse-Lemoine, Nessouvaux..2814 12382 122 a—s5 
Camphausen, Crefeld.,.......- 1428 8842 8888-31 . Cordes, Brémerhaven.......... 2111 8821 1221-2 

Attested by the Jury, Klimm, Royal Inspector of Forests, eh Pa Mor ep ecte® of Forests, Heise, Inspector of Powder at Cologne, 
i cord keeper. It will be noticed that the Pieper guns are especially effective at long range. 1 P 

aaah ra Pieper has appointed the undersigned sole agent for the United States and Canada, and offers the goods at prices far below their real 
worth, in order to speedily introduce them into this market. 

PRICH LIST. 
No, 590, Stub Twist Barrels, Scott action, double bolts, extension rib, scroll fence breech, patent fore end, ornamental rubher butt (see cut) 12-gauge, 8 to S4lbs. ..H52. 
No, 595. Same as 590, with laminated steel barrels, 12-zauge, 8 to 834lbs....... 5 

2 ua FE Lo oe rie “+4 10-gauge, 9 to gdlbs, 
No. 600. ‘ 595, with better barrels and engraving, 12-gauge, 8 to 

ak a “ a ae a te a6 10-gauge, 9 to Siglbs 

No, 005, Very fine quality, best Damascus barrels, highly finished, 12-gauge, 714 to-Bhélbs. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chamber Street. 
Agents for Marlin Fire Arms Co., Harrington & Richardson, Hood Arms Co.. Charles Daly. Henry Tolley. 

IMPORTERS OF GUNS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS. 
[We sell nt wholesale only. If yourdealer does not keep the Pieper gun; ask: him tosend for sample.) 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

Artificial Eyes for Taxidermists and Manufacturers. 
Algo, al Jitinds of Glass Work done.to order. 
: Catalogue free of Charge by Mail. 

8? WALKER ST., NEW YORE. 

of gun. BROWN'S PATENT 
=3 GUN CLEANER,| 

THE BRST % it 

Cleaner and Oiler | 
* For Breevh-loniting Aus | 

7 in miarket, | 
For One Dollar, ont Cleaner, Patches, Brush | 

and full directions sent free of postage. | 
Address TT. VARDLEY BRUWN, Patentec. | 

WINCHESTER, MHED ERICK cO., VA. { 

erin 

Any of the Following Books Sent 

on Receipt of Price 

—ay— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. ©O, 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup $1 2 
Amateur Trapper—paper, So.; bds........... 7 
American Angler's Book, Norris,.,...... re 
American Bird Fancier. New edition, ......., 50 
American Wild Fowl] Shooting, J, W. Long..., 2 00 
American Ornithology, or the Natural Histo 

of the Birds of the United States, Wilson 
BopApartesrg vols... sn. ake ste eeses 18 00 

Animal Life, Described and Mlustrated, Prof. 
LB erui yal Se och ons aaa ae eae 

Angiing, a Book on, Francis........., ai ft 
ADCHOP FMOMEITIAF. oees spk eh Aa) weaplhet etiecs 
Srehety, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.,... 1 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam 
Art of Sy itm es eee siecle earls et 
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 75c.; cloth.. 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge. ._.---.,.-..-,,--- 
Baird's Birds of North America. ...........,--. 
Bechstein's Chamber and Cage Birds,,...,..-- 
Bits and Rearing Reins and Horses and Har- 

ness; ly PY Wlower) ). 0) eo 
Books for Sportsmen; Angling, 50c.; Shooting, 

50c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c.: 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c.; Dogs, 7bc.; 
Birds’ Eggs and Nests, 60c.; Fresh and Salt 
Water Aquarium, 50c.; Native Song Birds... 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener, ..-.. feeedees 
Cage and Singing Birds 

20 

Sie SSSee Sores 

s 

te 

Camps in the Caribbees, by Fred, Ober,......, 
Canoe Traveling, Powell...........-... 00.2025. 
Ganoe, Voysre 
Cassell’s Book 

2 
3 

of the Paper, Bishop's, ....,,-- 2 
of Birds, 4 vols. ........-f2- a0 ae 

2 

ro} 

to2 we 

fe 

more 
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland..,........----.++ 
Horse, The Book of the; Sidney..,..........-- 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's 4 
Hunter snd Trapper, Thrasher 
Insect World, The; Higuier. . 
Life of a Sportsman, Nimrod 
Mammalia; Figuier__. 
Manton's Taxidermy V 
Ocean World; Figuier......-.......-..... 
Pigeons, Miustrated Book of; Fulton., 
Poultry, Ulustrated Book of; Wright.. ‘ 
Practital Rabbit Keeper; Cuniculus..... parca 
Practical Pigeon Keeper; Wright...... 
Practical Poultry Keeper; Wright 
Reptiles and Birds; Figuier........ 
SH OTeayDiNds s seLenL MOM bh mld abel itera clea acim its 
The Gun and its Development, by Greener... 
Vegetable World; Figuier .-..---...5,..---.-.- 
Wild Adventures in Wild Places; Gordon 
Btabl esi tae asbt inp acrid snytve scabies ee seeee 

Sor Sue, 

0 SPORTSMEN,—FOR SALE,—A HAND- 
some farm and country seat, in Cecil County, 

Maryland, containing 115 acres, fronting on the 
Bohemia River. near its junetion with the Hllc 
River, with good fencing. The buildings consist 
of a large modern double-yalled brick mansion, 
thirteen rooms with bath room; hot and cold water 
in bath and kilchen, The whole farm supplied 
with water by a first-class windmill. The other 
buildings consist of a billiard room ice house, two 
tenant houses, granary, two large barns, carriage 
house, sheds, corn crib, éte. The house is elegantly 
furnished throughout, There is also a Rumsey 
deep well pump in summer kitchen, water good, 
Ducks in abundanee when in season, and pereh 
fishing excelleit, The buildings are allin first-class 
order, so is the farm, plenty of fruit and rapes, 
ae. Tt willbe sold with the furniture, stock, pro- 
duce and farming implements, also decoys, sink 
box, &e. Any gentlemen or club desiring a hand- 
some shooling box the above is oue of the most 
desirable in the State. The location of the man- 
sion is near 100 feet above low water mark, and the 
view very fine, Access by rail or Erricsson steam- 
a's, Photographic yiews ot ste 
Apply to JOHN S, HENKELS, Real Estate Broker, 

51 North Sixth st., Philadelphia, Pa. augi0,3b 

et 
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OR SALE.—_TWO CUB BEARS, MALE AND 
female, very tame, price $30. JOHN G. FUNK, 

box 154, Kalkaska, Mich’ fug.10,1t 

OR SALE,—AN QRANGE COUNTY FARM, 
admirably adapted to fishcnlture, Contains i3i 

aeres, located a half mile from Erie R. R., 70 miles 
trom N. Y. Tiyostveams of pure unfailing sprin 
water, gravel bottoms, one pond, a pond covering 
or moré acres can easily be made, in fact any num- 
ber of ponds can be niade at light expense, No 
malaria or mosquitoes. Good bulldings. Choice 
land, Address A. Y. BOAK, Middletown, N. Ris 

aug-10, 

MOpeEL YACHT, YAWL RIGGED, FOR SALE, 
64 inches over all, the finest piece of, wark..of 

its kind in the country, can be seén At MANNING'S 
TAOHT AGENOY, 52 Beaver street, N.Y. augl9,1t ‘EE 

Hn the Stud, The Kennel. 

Champion Marcus. 
BH, K. C. 8. B. 7,526, 

IMPORTED SCOTOH COLLIE. 
Winner of more prizes and sire of more winners 

than any collie in Americus, 

For service address MARGUS, P. 0, Box 282, New 

York, july18,1mo 

IN THE STUD 
To a limited number of approved bitches. 

= 4 * ee 

English Mastiff “Duke.” 
Third Prizé Boston, 1882. 

Bitches sent curefully attended. Puppies from 
above dog and Pride, a magnificent bitch of the 
best mastiff strain. Males, $25; females, $20, For 
particulars and pedigrees addréss CHAS, E. SHAW, 
Olinton, Mags. augl0,te 

Seotland Kennel. 
COLLIES. 

Champion Tweed II., Imp, Scotch Collie, 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the bench 

in England, Scotland, Wales and America. 

FEE, $25.00, 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

Stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882 

BITCHES. 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Govwrie, 

c, EK. GC. §. B. 10,745, and Meg, 1st prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 
Yor _prize list, &e., address THOS. H, TERRY, 

P. O. Box 2017, N. ¥. July20,cf 

CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD. 

pees in England. Fee 
GRAINGER, No. 

IN THE STUD. 

Red Irish Setter Dog “Larry,” 
ELCHO ex ROSE, 

Winner of first 

O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Trish setters, champion 
Rory 0° More, champion Rufus, ¢x-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

Rory 

‘POR SALE,—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
ies of tha Ma strains. Full pedigrees. W. x. 
ALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

Sor Sale. 

iO LET.—THACHER’S ISLAND, BLUE MOUN- 
tain Lake, Hamilton County, N. ¥.. Commodious 

cottage, Tela ae boat-house, including boats, 
ete. Address P. 0, Drawer No. 21, Albany, N. Y. 

mayl8,tf 

FOR SALE: 

Patent of a Glass Ball Trap. 

Already in the Market and Known 

to be Reliable. 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY SPORTSMEN. 

For full particulars address, giving references, 

R.L, &., this office. 

To Let or For Sale. 
A pleasant residence, beautifully situated on 

Riverdale ayenue, Yonkers (southern portion). One 
and a quarter acres of ground, with abundant 
shade. House contains eight rooms, Nard wood 
finish, Heater, bathroom, laundry with stationary 
tubs, closets, hot and cold water, gas. Carriage 
honse, with large room vt eta 3 stable, cow-house, 
chicken-coop, &e,, &c., alin firstelass condition, 
Premises are connected with Yorkers city water 
mains. Rent $800 per year, Apply to 0. L, 
SCHEMBER, 96 Nassau'st., N. Y. may25,tf 

OR SALE.—THE MOST SIMPLE AND FRAC- 
tical bird call in use, Toned expressly for 

ee ow legs, curlew, plover, &c. Sent by mail with 
ints'on how to use the same successfully, for 25c. 

Address G. EDWARDS, North Andover, , eae i 
wly20,5t 

NOR SALH.—VERY ABLE 20ft. CABIN SLOOP, 
Soutid and Cheap. J. 0. CHAMBERLAIN, 

Bridgeport, Conn. augs) st 

ARKER GUN, 12:-GAUGE, 30-INGH, DAMAS- 
cus barrels, 91b., 284 drop, patent fore-end, re- 

bounding locks, choke bored, took it from fac- 
tory June Ist,and have sliot it at 60 glass balls only. 
Stock is too straight and_will sell it for $55 cash, 
§. D, BINGHAM, 206 Broadway, N. Y. augs,tt 

OR SALE CHEAP,—ONE WHITNHY CREED- 
DE’ -moor rifle, 44—105, complete, and one new Rem- 
ington, Hepburn pat., rifle, 40—45, ci lete, Lor 
articnlars address Dr. W. ©. BOUNEER, Oregon, 

augly, 

OR RED IRISH SETTERS AND COGEER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~aptls,tt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,tf 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dors, bitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALKER 
Franidin, Del. Co., N.Y. July21,té 

ORTRAITS OF MASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents euch, or the five Zor $1, 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., #0 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec?9.t£ 

UN Bette eeardas KENNEL.—DOGS—HOUSE, YARD 
and field broken. Also dogs boarded reason- 

a Address N H. VAUGHAN, Middleboro, Mass. 
P, O. Box 335, 

Prize Spaniels. 
The show seuson heing oyer we will dispose of 

prize winners and prize bred stock at reasonable 
prices, Also pore by champion Benedict, Dash 
and Bob I, e have this year won one champion 

rize, five specials, nine firsts, ten seconds, and 
four tinies vie and once he to our own winners. 

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB. 
Enclose stamp, Hornelisyille, N.Y. 

OR SALE.—MY RED IRISH SETTER DOG 
Don, 24% years old, by champion Eleho and a 

thoroughbred bitch. He is perfectly broken, is 
fast, staunch, good nose scent and good endurance, 
and a tender mouth; retriever from land and water. 
He is fit, to run in any field trial. Price $75. Will 
show him on either quail, woodeock or snipe, For 
particulars inquire of H. KILLIAN, Metisse re a 

julyi3, 

OR SALE.—TWO PURE LLEWELLIN DOG 
pups, full pedigree; whelped April$), One black, 

tan and white, one orange belton, Will sell at a 
bargain. Address WILLIAM KIRK, West Winsted, 
Conn, july 13, 5t 

HIGH BRED POINTERS 

$10 EACH. 

Finest and Most Fashionable Blood. 

Price $10 at eix weeks, 

GEO, E, POYNEER, Dayton, Webster Co., Iowa, 

fuly20, tt 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
fleld purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickeryille 

‘ uneli, tt Pa 

OR SALB.—A LITTER OF HIGHLY BRED 
pointer puppies, whelped April 30, Six solid 

liver with white points, and two white with liver 
spots, by Dandy (King Phillip ex Ada, she Sleaford 
éx Pride) out of Arrow (champion Bow ex Sleaford 
Maid.) These pups are very handsome and healthy, 

. With satiny skins and rat tails, and their field quali- 
tics should be of the very best. For price nddress 
A. R. HEYWARD, Rock Hill, 8. C. qunel5,tf 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale, Best of Reference. D. F, WILBUR, 

Takeyille, Mass. junei5,tf 

OR SALEN.—FOUR THOROUGHBRED BEAGLE 
hound pups. Address Mundy’s Machine Shop, 

Prospect st., Newark, N. J. Bugs, 2t 

OR SALE.— FOUR POINTER PUPPIES, 
whelped April 2d, 1882, by Beaufort (champion 

Bow-Beulah) out of Fannie Turner, (Sensation— 
Queen I) Price $15 each. G, H. NIXON, Leesburg. 
a augd,2t 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—TWENTY FOX- 
hounds and pups; would exchange for 20-bore 

breech-loader, or a good tent or other sporting 
equipments, or first four volumes of Forest and 
Stream, Hyéry dog warranted to be as represented, 
L. M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. aug3,2mo 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co, 
96 DUANE STREBT, N. ¥., 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 

ae Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets. 

Send 50c, for sample of Perfeet Fit Dog Muzzle! 

Iw the Stu. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field irial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field (rial winntrs Countess May, Pollux und 
Bessie, and many other goad ones. Dash 1. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be ag good a sire as his ilstrious brother, 
Liewellin’s celebrated Dash I, for whith he paid 
$1050, Will serve a limited number of BEprory 
bitches at $35, Address A. M. TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

HIO KENNELS.—IN THE STUD—DASHING 
Lion, by Liewellin’s champlon Dash TI, ont. of 

his champion Leda, Fee for imported or nitive 
‘hitches; $25. Address GW. BALLANTINE i Vash 

iw) myille, Ohio, 

Ghe Revel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A EOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is. guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals or money returned. Tt 1s put BP 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whi 
greatly facilitates its use, Sipiple and efficacious, 

Price, 0 cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca Nut for Worms in Doga. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 
Pu upin boxes containing ten powders, with tue 

directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail, 
Both the above are recommended by the “Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun,”’ 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 FULTON STREET, - - New Yors 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREET, - New Yore. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, ~ Boston, Maas, 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY, 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP 0’ DAY, 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH IT. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER, 

These pictures are photographic reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance, Size 10x14 inches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame, 

Price, &1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J, PALMER O'NEIL, 68 Fifth Avenne 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Address J. M. TRAGY & CO., Lock Box 351, 
Chicago, Ill. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 
ft 
PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 

ee A aki ee and mph ets pedigree dogs of any 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of priv 

cipal English breeders, 

Richmond County Training Kennel. 

Pure Bred St. Bernard Pups 
FOR SALE. 

For pedigrees, prices and all particulars, addrass 
with stamp, P. O. Box (4, Lancaster, Worcester Co,, 
/Mass. july6,6t 

ANTED.—TWO SETTERS OR POINTERS TO 
give daily field practice from October ist lo 

January Ist. I guarantee to take or handle but 
two dogs in aseason. Twenty-five years experi- 
enve. Best of reference given. Address G. TL 
BURNHAM, Eastford Conn. july 27,65 

OR SALE.—A VERY FINE BRED YORK- 
shire terrier dog, twelve months old, long and 

fine coated, thoroughly house broken, reliable 

watch dog, is yery kind and a first-class ratter. 

Not sold for any fault. If taken at onee price 
$60. For particulars address J, E. DECKER, 701 
Broad street, Newark, N. J. augi0,1t 

OR SALE.—A WELL BROKE ENGLISH SET- 
ter dog, color black and white, A good re- 

trieyer from land or water. J. A. W. 5 
P. O. Box 174, Moodus, Conn. augloit 

OR SALE.—IMPORTED BEAGLE BITCH 
Faithful, ae $20, also five of her pups, price 

$id each, THO, MEYER, 818 Fighth strect, Jersey 
City, N. J. aug. 10,1t 

OR SALE.—BRACE, WRLL MARKED, A VERY 
handsome white and liver pointer dog, formerly 

owned by Mr. G. H, Nixon, of Leesburg, Va., by 
Seldon's Guy out of Seldon’s Spot, both imported 
and bred by Seldon, Usq. Born April, 1878. Well 
broken ou game. For furtherinformation and par- 
tieulars apply, to CO. A. GRANT, Esq,, The Hill, Mid- 
dleburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. aug.10,1t 

COTCH COLLIE FUPS FOR SALE.—NINE 
Scotch collie pups for sale, from imported 

stock, Address, C. W. HARPER, Leitersburg, Md 
aug. 10,2t 

OST.—LARGE YELLOW AND WHITE ST, 
Bernard bitch. She left my residence at Sus 

sion Bridge, N.Y.,on May 13last. Stands about 
Srinches high, and has some hair rubbed off of each 
shoulder, leaying bare spots. & 
been taken to Syracuse, N.Y. Any 
réparding her whereabouts will be thankfully re- 
ceiyed and well paid for. C.H., LEWIS, aug.10,1t 

HWRHE. 
6 pictnres of noted dogs, specimen pedigrees, and 

recipe for cure of mange In dogs or scratches in 

horses, treefor ten cents in stamps. Spike collar 
and book, $2, 100 printed envelopes, post paid, 762. 

E. & CG. VON CULIN, 
Deluware City, DeL augil,tf 

as ee Pe i 

BREESE BEAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE, #10 
each, (either sex), NW, ELMORE, Granby, Ot. 



vi FOREST AND STREAM., 

Sportsmen's 'Goosls. 

Philadelphia Fishina Tackle 
JHOUSE. 

&. BH. SHIPLEY & SON, 

503 COMMERCE ST,, PHILA. 

Manofacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Deseription. 

POR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Plies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS, 

We make a specialty of Wood and Rod Mountings 
for Amateur Rod Makers. Our Celebrated Betha- 
bara Wood is far superior to any hing known for 
making rods, being stronger than split bamboo, and 
as the spring and elasticity of tempered steel. 
Prices, 44aft. long, Win. 85c.; S4in, 48c.; 34in. 48ce; 
lin. 65e.; 144in.'85e.; gin. sqr., $1 each. 

Our Hethabara Fly and Bait'Rods and Split Bam- 
boo Fly Rods recelyed the first premiums at the 
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State 
fairs. 
Price list of wood and rod mountings free. Our 

hing Tackle 35-page new [ilustrated Catalogue of F 
sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents in stamps, 

Just Published. 

HUBBARD’S 

GUIDE 10 MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
Northern Maine. 

Third Hdition, Revised and Enlarged. 

* New Dlustrations and new Maps covering the 

Kennebec, Penobscot, Aroostook, 
and St. John Rivers. 

pp. 218. Cloth, $1.50. 

A, WILLIAMS & CO., Boston, Mass. 

THE ANGLER’S 

AUTOMATIC REEL. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO., 
BYRACUSE, N, Y, 

The following letter is from Dr, Geo. F. Gale, of 
Brattleboro, Vt.: 
GuyTLemzn:—Have just returned from Moosehead 

Lake, Me, I cannot express the degree of satis- 
faction and pleasure I hayes found in the use of 
your automatic reel. Would not exchange it for 
all the reels lever saw for fy fishing. Am con- 
fident I saved many fish that would have been lost 
With any other reel, particularly one large trout 
weighing three and one-half pounds which I played 
fifty minutes before he would come to the net. He 
fought hard and Jong, making many furious spurts 
trom and towards the canoe, but it made no dilfer- 
ence, I kept my finger on the brake and if was 
simply impossible to gevaslack line. Mr, Childs, 
who fishe with me once, has one of your reels, 
says that nobhine would induce him to go back to 
the old crank reel, Yours truly, 

Gro. F. Gan, 

THE OLIMAX PATENT GUN OLEANER 
Is the most practical cleaner and oiler for breech- 

loading arms ever invented, 
lt op2rates on an entirely new principle, and it is 

astonishing how quick and well it will clean and oil 
agun. Each cleaner is packed in a neat box with 
full directions for use, and will be sent to any ad. 
dress, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50, 
Tustrated Circular sent free on application, 
In ordering give calibre of gun. All orders and 

inquiries to be addressed 
U. 8. CARTRIDGE CO., LOWELL, MASS, 

The Hunting Sight. 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect. Send for 
elrcular containing full description. Ad- 

peas WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn, 

GLASS BALLS. 
lam now prepared to supply dealers and others 

witb a superior quality of 

Blue and Amber Glass Balls 
at reasonable prices. 

Address J. H. JOHNSTON, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

aBE ASE POCKET MAP OF MOOSEHEAD 
Lake and the North Maine Wilderness, a valu- 

able companion for the sportsman, hun and 
Jumberman, Lately corrected and revised, and now 
acknowledged to be the only correct map of this 
Yast region. carly Rane in cloth covers, Price, 

tage, by mall, b0centa, C. Ad 
fae’ Jewaicn Plalus. Mass, 

. PAR 

Sportsmen's’ Goods, 

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT. 
(EsTanuisnEp 1836). 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition, 

N. BE. Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
; c., Kite. 

{2"Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order, 
Also “ Krider's Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches, 
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds, 

SKINNER’S 
CELEBRATED 

Fluted Spoon 
Actual siz of No. 2, 

Nosel & 2 are especially 
made for trolling with flies 
for Black Bass, 

A KILLING BAIT 
AN 

DURABLE, 
Ask for them of local 

dealers, 

Fishing Tackle, 
of the best quality, 

ALL KINDS AND STYLES, 
Flies for all Waters. 

Catalogues mailed on 
request, 

Bradford & Authony, 
374 Washington &t., 

Boston, Mass. 

MANN’S 

a varieties eae RA kts for trolling 
for all kinds of fish that will ake an artificial bait, 

Our Perfect Reyolying Spoon is undoubtedly the 
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to 
the public, 

Three sizes made—No bass, pike, pickerel, 
or any fish under five pounds weight; No 21 for 
large fish; No. 22 excellent for deep-water fishing, 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 
None genuine except with JOHN H, MANN’'S 

name stamped on every spoon. 
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers 

in fishing tackle. 
If not to be found readily, the manufacturers 

will seud by mail or express at ONE DOLLAR each, 

JOHN H. MANN & C0., 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 

{AMP LIFE IN THE WLLDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

irip of a party of Loston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-Kangeley .akes. It treats of ‘camp life,’ in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and iuterest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Pricé 2jcents. b 
mail, Postrel: 30 cents. CHARLES 4, J. PA , 
amaica Plain, May 

Hotels wand Routes for Sportsmen. 
RA QUETTE LAKE. ADIRONDACKS. 

**) he Queen of all the lakes,’” 2,000 feet above 
sea, An unequalled resort for sportsmen or inva- 
lids, Trout and venison during the season. ‘Blan- 
chard’s Wigwams” on Green Foint are new and 
commodious cottages all fitted in rustic style. A 
royal place to spend vacation. Best table and beds. 
To be reached via R, R. and stage from Saratoga, 
and boat from Blue Mt. Lake. Board, good guides 
and boats can be engaged in advance, P, 0. ad- 
dress, CHAS. W. B CHARD, Blue Mt. Lake, 
Hamilton Co,, N. ¥. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP. BARNEGAT, N. J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 
The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 

ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. §. JENNINGS, Proprietor 
Barnegat, N. J. 

Sportsmen Attention. 
The most accessible sporting lodge in the Adiron- 

dacks, while trout and deer are abundant, is Indian 
Point, Chateaugay Lake. A grand catch of trout 
within rifle shot of hotel. 
For particulars address 

RK. M. SHUTTS, 
Chateaugay Lake, N. ¥. 

made, Costly Outfit nee 
$7 WEEK. $12 A DAY AT HOME aa 

CO, Auguste, Mame; 

Hotels aul Boutes tor Sportamen, 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country, Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb’s Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Sickie, ete., etc. These points can 
now be reached by rail and ee from Nortolk, 
Norfolk steamers sull Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
a AeA NK Lewes, Del., daily except Saturday 
al . M. 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

KENEBAGO LAKE HOUSE. 
This justly-famed sportsmen’s resort is situated 

in the heart of the best fish and game region acces- 
sible in the State. Trout always plenty and take 
the fly, and deer, moose and caribou have here 
their favorite haunts. The Seyen Ponds are easily 
reached from the house, most of the route by 
boat, where are established fine camps and boats 
by the undersigned, who were pioneers in openin 
up the country for pea The scenery aroun 
the lake is lovely eyond description. Distance 
from Rangeley City ten miles, by carriage and 
horseback. Mail service tri-weekly. Rates reason- 
able. Address GRANT & RICHARDSON, Proprie- 
ters, Kenebago Lake, Franklin Co., Me. July 12,’8?. 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, 

Leaye New York from station U, R. R. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 
For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:80, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:30, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P, M, 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:80, 12 P.M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M. 

1:80, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A, M.: 1:30, 4:00, 4:30. 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M, On Sunday. 8:45 A.M. ; 5:80, 12 P.0 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to St el 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie Sepak Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot o: Liberty street, 239, 261 

401, $44, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent, 

4 

. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine. The mountain and 

Lake scenery is uns ed by any in New Eng- 
land, The buckboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order, Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure, Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted, Terms reasonable, Everything in 
readiness, 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—To THE— 

: IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and return,,,.,.. ee $10.00 
‘© South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

PORT he ety eee eels Oke Tee 12.00 
‘* Middle Dam and return, ._..... ... 12.00 
‘Upper Dam i: Ras 18.00 
i ue nm SH ee steolemtaa are aes! 11.00 
ae ountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
via Phillipsss 2.0. Gey 18 %5 

Indian Rock and return yia Andover 14.00 
at aati acley, Lake and return.....: 2. =» 12.50 
‘Phillips st +-+-,-~ 10,00 
“ Tndian Rock and return, (via, An- 

dover, return via Phillips)........ 15.25 
‘© Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

MOVORE AG. fo. Sonia eek see, 4,00 
“Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House),.........000 essere 5.00 
‘ Forks of the Kentebec and return, 13.00 
‘Dead River and return........., -- 18,00 
“ Grand Falls, N. B., and return., 18,00 
** St. Andrews, N. B., and return..... 15,00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 

Tickets for sale at all prune ticket offices, and 
at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON 
and at DEPOT, HAY. 8Q., ’ 
Send for list of excursions, 

D. J. FLANDERS. 
Gen, Pass, and Ticket Agent. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the Uniled States and Cunada. 

Special excursion jes, under personal con- 
duction, providing for every expense en route, 
constantly formed. 
Send for ‘American Tourist Gazette” giving full 

partic 
CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 

During summer seasons, May to December, one 

of the elegant mall steamers leaves Queheo every 

Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCHAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

DEVE ck ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS, 

Now York, 207 big dea oF N. ¥: 
Y, 15 i. 

Philadelphia, Pa. N, B. Cor, Broad and Chestaut 
etzouta, 

Hotels xl Resorts for Sportsmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, lf 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING {s found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and anda 
oy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGH, also abound in large numbers in the many 
Jakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly aes 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The Bocherg 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beauti 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneticial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with sll modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
882, as well as any extentive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

waa completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton. 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern a: 
Southwestern Pots. 
Durin ne the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owuer’s risk. 
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home" 

on this route, For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A, B. LEET, Gen'l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER 

TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING 
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND 

WEST VIRGINIA. 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont V: rinia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Arpt ey 
hany Mountains, Greenbrier and New ivers, Kena- 
wha Valley, and including in their varieties of came 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, woodeock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, ete. 

Guns, fishing tackle and one dog for each sports- 
man carried free, 

THE ROUTE OF THE TOURIST, 

through the most heautiful and pictureesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur 
Springs and other famous summer resorts, 
The C. & O, R’y is reached by rail at Huntington, 

W. Ya., from the West, Northwest and Southwest; 
at Charlottesville, V., from the North and East, and 
at Richmond, Va., from the South. 
The completion of the Peninsular Extension In the 

summer of 1881 affords 

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THR 
“VORKTOWN CENTENNIAL.” 

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Rich- 
mond, Va., and Huntington, W. V., between the 
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean, 

H. W. FULLER, 

G. P. & T, A., Richmond, Va, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
% 

ees ld Fe 

EUROPEAN PLAN) 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L, f 

Sy a practical gunner and an old bayman, Hay 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, eto., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay i shooting of all varieties. Sted 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address WM, N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L.T. Refers by permission to J. B. She) 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 820 Broad- 
way, N. ¥. 

Fauquier White Sulphur Springs 
HOoTHL. 

This favorite resort will bb OPENED JUNE 2. 
Information as to Rooms and terms of Board may 
he obtained until June 20 at NATIONAL HOTEL, 
Washington; after June at FAUQUIER SPRINGS, 

Wee , FP. TENNEY & CO., Froprictors. 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

SPRATY’S PATENT 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). “OF S82 1NQ 

* STAMPED, 

WHOLESALE 

FRANCIS O. Co.., 
18 South Willian Street, NEW YORK, 

WESTERN AGENIS—B. KITTRIDGE & CO., Cincinnati, 0, 

AGENTS, 

de. LUZE & 
Packed in Cases of 1 12 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Hliscellancous, Sportsmen s Goons. 

Riteat “Eibrine” Vegetable 

Please see that Hvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATI°S PATHWN'’L™ and a X, 

ili 

THH LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

NONE ARE 

. ATAMPRES 

|To be had In smaller quantities ef 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally, 

Sportsmen's Goods. 
THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

HODGMAN & CO., 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, New York, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Rubber Fishing Outfits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLAN KEHTS, 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 
AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
ESTABCIS:‘LED 1838. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A. W, COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

768 Broadway. New York- 

& and 86 State street, Chicago; 
1% South Fifth St., St. Louis. | 

“ 

Three in Norway, 
Si 

TWO OF THEM, 
With a Map and Fifty-eight Dlustrations. 

One yolume. 12mo. Price $1.'75. 

Hor sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

Haton’s Rust Preventor. | 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade su Pe dy E. E. BATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Til. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B, EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 
: Jersey City, N. J. i 

Fishing Pants. Send for Catalogue. 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber Mf'e Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

503 & 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 
205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST. 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers. 
will find it to their advantage to call a Head- 

Quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

ment of Song and Fancy Birds, alsoa kindso rare | 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens an Show | 
purposes, 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails. Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, etc. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS 
SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

A 

Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

Send for Wustrated Catalogue, 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton Street, New York. 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Emblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

 NOR- 
| (VIOLLER'S WECIAN . 

Wop, COD-LIVER Oly_ 
POR 

General R 
Debility, } 

Scrofula, : 
Bhenmatism 

or Cousumpiion. 
issuperior tounyinde- WSs 

licacy of taste and smell, 
Meditinal yirtues and purity- 
* London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best, Sold by Druggists. 

WD. Schieffelin & Co.( fear aioe: U.S, and Canada 

MAKE HENS LAY, 
An English Veterinary surgeon and Chemist, now 

triveling in this country, says that most of the 
Horse and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless 
frash. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders 
are absolutely pure and immensely yaluable. Noth- 
ing on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan's 
Condition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
int food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 
“ight letter stamps. IS, JOHNSON & CO., Boston, 
Mass., formerly Bangor, Me. 

) NewYork 

Cc. H. EUTEBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass. 

This:!ever is a solid piece of steel; goes through and through the body. Guns made to order. 
Sportsmen’s Printers. 
Pedigrees, Letter and Note Heads, Mnyelopes, 

Bill Heads, Tags, Cards, ete., in artistic styles. 
eap as you can buy the blank paper. All work 

Yelivered free! Send for prices, Engraving to order. 

E, & C. VON CULIN, 
Delaware City, Del. 

Over One Hundred Millions sold in 1881. af IDE LICIOUS 
: ]  UNRIVALLED FoR PURITY. CIGARETTES. 

Fragrant Vanity Pair, Three Kings und New Vonity Hair. 66 A WEEK IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 
and $5 outfit free, Address H, HALLETT 

GO. Portland Maine, PrERLESS ToBAccO WoBES, WM. S. KIMBALL. & OO, Rochester N.Y. 

| Illustrated circulars free. 

KAY’S CHIP. 
—or— 

EXPANSIVE SHOT CONCENTRATOR, 

with Perforated Case. 

ti our latest device for concentrating shot, we 
have substituted a special wire for expansion, 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was ’sub- 
ject to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 
be used to adyantage in cylinder and modified 
choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable. 
By the use of this Chip you avoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore guns. 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gun. 

100 in box, sent ta any address by U. 8. mail, 
postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 
heavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100. 
Be ae all orders to A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, 

Standard Trout Flies 
419 and 24 inches. 

fr 

64 of the leading trout flies named and colored by 
hand, with an engraving of a brook 

trout in the center. 

Sent by mail on receipt of price.............. $3.50 

With trout carefully colored............. $1.50 extra 

W. HOLBERTON, (With Conroy & Bissett), 

65 Fulton street, N. Y. 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
TANIDERMIST 

No. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥. 

[Established 1830.] Pet Animals Stuffed. 

Coraline Base Ball. 
The most perfect “Dead 

Ball” eyer made. 

# twill outlast two balls of 
other makes. Regulation size 
and weight. Sample by mail 
$1.00. 
WARNER BROS., 

372 Broadway, New York. 

FARNHAM'S COMBINED 10 AND 12-GAUGE 

Metallic Loading Board 
A simple, strong, OR ey gate eee ey 
mt. ice $1.75. By mail to any address $2.00. 

i necaben Gieecl ¥.G, FARNHAM & CO,, 
White Mills, Pa. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

MADE EASY. 

For the old, the young, 

for ladies, for gentlemen. 

for the professor, the stu- 
dent, the artist, the tourist, 
the mechanic, 

No Stains. No Trouble. 

E, & H, T, ANTHONY & CO, 

591 Broadway, N.Y. 

Equipments, $10 and up- 
wards. Instruction book 

free with each outtit. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide hook %o 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage, pepeulics 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aud the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gill, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys, Price, post 
aid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J. FAR 7 
amaica Plain, Mass. 

i, eee ee LAKK AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot. St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numérous 
lukes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages, 
39 iustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
luminated covers. Price, by mail, post-paid, 50 
pout: CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 

ass. 

y ARRAR’S POCKHT MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RANGELEY LAKES REGION, ineluding au 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.; 
cloth bound, Price, Beet pale by mail, 50 cents. 
CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

The Art of Photography 
Compiete without a Teacher. 

From $6.00 up; send 10c. for Cirou- 
lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST HERZOG, 36 John St., N. Y° 
Manuf'r of Photo. Instruments. 

5 t 2 PER DAY AT HOME, SAM 
(2) $ ples worth $f free. Address 

STINSON & CO. Portland, Maine 



Aonuuvition, ete 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for +r Tustrated - Paniphiet, 5 NOME 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Fre: 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Doupont’s Guypowper Mrs, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the followi ing celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
jug. Packed in 1 Ib. canisters. 
Dupont's Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

(fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
LE ae with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 

pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
ene or breach loaders. Packed in 11b, and 5 1b, 
canisters and 614 and 124% lb. kegs. 
Dae 5 Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“Ohoke Bore” Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barr els, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon eee 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 634 lb. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Hagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, ciate shooting. 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 614 Ib. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘Sea- Shooting. EEE. 

and FFFe. The Fg. for long-range. rifle anak 
ing, the FFg. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in 4¢ Ib.,1 Ib. and 6 Ib, 
ae Spas 614, 1246 and 26 Th, kegs. Fe. coarse, FFT g. 

» Diipont’s Sporting, Mining, Srreprxe and Blastin € 
Powders of all sizes and ‘descriptions. Specia 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, bical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder maunfactured to order of any required 

grain or preof. 
Agencies in ali the cifies and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented hy 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beayer St., N. Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

or Fg. for 

= 

' AGENCIES AT AL PRINCIPAL POINTS 
THE WEST, 

MERWIN NULBERT & Gs Automatic 

REVOLVERS 
ASK FOR PRICES. 
ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPARE- & €. 

77 CHAMBERS STR. N.Y. 

FOREST AND SrREAM. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

H.L. Leonard’s split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

Aumnumition, cis. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s *‘ Electric Powder,” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed i in pointot 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only, 

Hazard’s ** American Sporting.”” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib, canisters and 
614 Jb, kegs. A fine grain, qnick and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot Ens, 

Hazard’s “Duck Shooting.”* 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coe se). Inidand 5 1b, canisters 
and 614 and 1244 lb, Xegs, Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally aaa 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 1 

Hazard’s ‘* Kentucky Rifle.” 
KFFG, FPG and ‘Sea, Shooting * FG in kegs of 

25, 128 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5lbs. FEFFG is also, 
packe in 1 and 1% Ib. canisters. Burns strong aryl 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the *‘ Sea Shooting ”’ FGis the: 
standard Rzfle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW: 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF: 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC: 
URED TO ORDER. 

The aboye can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent cify or whole- 
sale at our offiec. = 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORK, 

THE NEW AMERICAN - 

Breech-Loading Shot Cun. 
SIMPLE and 
DURABLE, 

No. 1 shows walerproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875). No, 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
September 3, 1878), No. 8 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as if appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
.% Warren Street, New York 

Extra Quality Hand-Made Rods. 
OUR OWN MAKE. 

No. 560}.—Three-piece fly, full mounted, stained, lancewood middle joint and two tips, rings, 

reel bands, wound grip on butt in partition bag. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $6.00; GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, $8.10 BACH. 

We make the above rod in three different sizes, viz: length, LOft, 3in,, weight, Toz.; Lift, 4in., 
weight, Yoz.; 10ft. hin., weight, 100z. 

No. 410.—Three-piece, black bass bait, the celebrated “Henshall” pattern, full mounted, light 
colored, standing guides, butt wound below reel bands, lancewood middle joint 

and two tips, length, 8) feet, weight, 11 to 12 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, 37.00; GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 

A fine rod for Minnow Casting and Bait Fishing. 

49,00 EACH. 

No. 430.—Three-piece, ‘‘McGinnis” pattern, black bass bait or minnow rod, full mounted, 

lancewood middle joint and two tips, wound grip on butt, stained, nicely finished 

and polished, length, 104ft.; weight, 124 to l4oz. 
BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, 310.00 EACH. 

No, 390.—Wm. Mills & Son’s, three-piece black bass bait rod, full German silyer mounted, 
lancewood middle joint and tips, arched center guides, hollow butt, extra tip, 

cane winding on grip, very highly polished, length $ft,, weight, 124 to 18oz. 

$12.00 each. 

Rebounding Lock. 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra i 

heavy guns for Cece TC wa Send stamp for: 
are rere K, Manufacturer, Hat- 
eld, Mass. 

Smith’s Patent 7-Shot Revolvers 
For $3.50. Everyone Warranted. 

FLOBERT RIFLES FOR $5.00 
For parlor practice and killing small game, 

BOXING GLOVES, 
%2.50 per set of 4 Gloves, 

Also Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle and Sporting 
Goods of eyery description at lowest prices, 

E,. G. KOENIG, 
$75 Broad St., Newark, N, J. 

Rend Stamp for 36-page Mustrated Catalogue. 

Decoy Ducks. 
Good Ones, $4 Per Doz. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

M. C. WEDD, 
87 Manhattan Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

FRANK BLYDENBURGH, 
INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SEH- 
CURITIES, UNLISTED MINING STOCKS. 

66 Pine street, New York. 

REMINGTON ’S 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles. 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

KEENE’S PATENT, 

No. 470.—Four-piece full mounted trunk rod (joints 28m. long), standing guides, capped 
ferrules, hollow butt, extra tip, wound grip on butt, suitable for trout and black 
bass bait fishing. length 8$ft., weight 12 to 13 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, 310.00 EACH. 

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW 70-PAGE JILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

OF FISHING GOODS. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Jack Lams, Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH Aare, 
ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe- 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 
Iluminating Purposes. 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 

LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, ete. 

ISUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent: on application, 

W. J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, | 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG. | & 

Price $3.50. 

#2 Send stamp for Mlustrated Price 
List. Name Fornust anp STREAM. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
65 Fulton street N. ¥. (With Conroy & Bissett). For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co, 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U.S, Gov- 
ernment In the Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 
the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994, 

— 

rm 
PRICE, FEST ENGLISH TWIST ane 

JAMASCUS STEEL, 

‘end Stamp Jor Desoriptiv,. Giroular. 

- = 5 

“< Toe BARBER GUNS. 

OUR DOUBLE GUN, OUR NEW MODEL 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

Thi gun is Ught and compact, from 9 t6 10 Tbs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate, 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, NW. ¥. 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN. 

Terms, $44 Ynar. 10 Ors, a Copy. { 
Ste Monrus, $2, NEW YORK, AUGUST 17, 1882. 4 VOL, X1X.—No. 4. 

| Nos, 39 & 40 Park Row, New Yorr, 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Yer Fornsr Ann Srream is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

‘Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are deyoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

‘garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent, 

The Exditors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annual subseribers, three copies for $10; 

fiye'copits for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

my he ohtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

@anadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subseription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Advertisements of an approved character only inserted. Tuside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months. Reading notices 60 cents per line. Hight words 

‘to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Address all communications, 

Forest and Streain Publishing Co, 

Nw Youre Crry, Nos. 39 anp 40 Park Row. 

CONTENTS. 
SEA AND River FIsHre, 
Taking Mackerel for Oil. 
The English Anglers’ Tourna- 
ment, 

FISHCULTURE. 
A oe Journey with Bass and 

Epi 
The ‘Mateh Preparation. 
Correct Fish Nomenclature. 
Adirondack Suryey Notes.—v. 

THE SporTsMaN TOURIST. 
A Swamp Hpisode. 

NATURAL History. 
The Florida *‘Thunder Worm.” 
The Chesapeake Shore. 
Something about Wasps. 
The Hoop Snake Found. 

Game BAG AND GUN, 
Game in Season in August. 
Rambles throughNewfoundland 
“War from the Madding Crowd. @ 
Game in South Carolina, 
Cobb’sIsland. 
A Chip of the Old Block. 

Camp FIRE FLICKERINGS. 
SBA AND River FisHIne. 
Fish in Season in August, 
With Hackles and Gentles. 
Surf Fishin, 
»A. Lone ey Mee in Canada. 
Weight of Rods. 
‘The Otsego Bass. 
Georgia Editors Fishing- 
Trout in a Thunder Storm, 
Fishing in Georgia. 

Ee 
International Fisheries Exhibi- 

The. iterioan Fisheultural As- 
sociation. 

THe KENNEL. 
Count Paris. 
St. Bernard and Mastiff Impor- 

tation. 
Howls about the Judges. 
Glasgow Dog Show. 
Kennel Management. 
Kennel Notes. 

RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING, 
The Coming Team. 
Rifle Gallery Scores. 
Matches and Meetings, 

YACHTING AND CANOEING. 
In our Tow. 
Oriya. 
New York Y. C.—Annual Cruise 
Facts about. the America. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

NOTWITHSTANDING THAT THE FOREST AND reat AM has 
been permanently enlarged to twenty-eight pages, the snub- 

scription price remains the same as before. 

THE MATCH PREPARATION, 

\ ‘ITH the past week the neriod for private practice and 

preparation on the part of American riflemen for places 

onthe team io represent this country closed. There has 
heen ample time and notice to enable a thorough personal 
drill in each case. The officers of the National Rifle Asso- 
Cinfion have placed the time for presentation of candidates 

as late as coulu safely be done, and at Creedmoor, at least, 

there have been plenty of matches in which military marks- 

‘men could secure drill over the many ranges inchided in the 
international match conditions, 

‘It is fair fo say that the opportunities for preparation have 

not been neglected. While there is no great furore over the 

coming contest eifher on the pari of the National Guard or 
of the public at large, there is an appreciation of the difficul-. 
ties of the fight which keep triflers out, and those who have 
signified their intention of competing as candidates’ are 
thoroughly in earnest, and are industrious in picking up 
and applying the thousand and one precautions which go 

into the making of a good score. 
The prospect is an encouraging one. In many of the 

States there have been active measures on the part of the 
authorities towards urging the men to take part in the pre- 

liminary trials. There is a disposition on the part of the 
military managers of such of the States us have a uniformed 
force to set some of their men as representatives on the 
team, Without inquiting into the chances of success or fail- 
ure the feeling isin favor of making a good fight and show- 
ing the strength of our marksmen. If that strength should 
turn out to be weakness in comparison with the ability of 
the Britisherg, we may look for some sharp criticisms into the 
tinsel and ginger bread which makes up much of our civilian 
military establishments. Indecd we are not quite certain 
but that a defeat of the home team is to be wished for if 
we are to reap the full benefit of the contest in directing at- 

tention to what our militia really is and what it is not froma 

military point of view. However, it is certain that our team 

will fight to win, and comparison of scores with English 

records are almost useless in any forecasting of the result, for 

not only are the targets different, but the weather conditions 

under our dry, clear perhaps. toasting hot sky will puzzle the 

visitors in no small degree. 

So faras rifles go there does not seem to be even the ground 

to doubt but that our team will go into the fight with a 
weapon in no way inferior to the Metford special rifle, which 

has been so successfully used abroad. The Remington 

establishment has turned out a rifle which falls in every 

particular within the conditions which curiously enough 
presented a weapon which is neither an “‘army rifle” nor is 

if a weapon which has eyer been or eyer will be issued to a 

body of troops. Itis neither fish nor fowl, neither # match 
rifle nor a service rifle. Still, such as it is, the Remingtons 

have given it every appliance which wiil enable fine work to 

be accomplished. 

Careful selections and judicious practice for the period re- 

maining before the match ought to give the American team 
the odds in favor. There is much work to be compressed 

into the next month, but, fair luck and no blundering, there 

isno reason why an American military team shouid not add 

another to the long series of victories which the American 

small bore men haye won. 

CORRECT FISH NOMENCLATURE. 

HE New York Fish Commission has claimed to have in- 

troduced into the State two species of trout from the 

Pacific coast. With characteristic Indifference to correct 

nomenclature the Superintendent of the Commission has |. 

taken the liberty of rechristening his supposed different 

species with names of his own coining. One he has called 

“California mountain trout.” We have doubted the posses- 

gion of two species by the Commission for the reason that all 

the Western trout which we haye seen sent out by them, or 

by the United States Fish Commission, have been the rain- 

bow trout, Salo iridea, and no one who is competent to de- 

cide has identified two species. We have said that if they 

had « second species it was probably the &. elariz, and might 

properly he called ‘‘Clark’s trouf.” Both fish are found in 
the McCloud River, therefore one is as much entitled to be 

named from it as the other. As well might some Californian 

tack on some new names to the striped bass, or rockfish, just 

taken oyer by Mr, Woodbury, and call part of them ‘New 
Jersey bass" and, if he thought he saw a shade difference in 
color, the others “Shrewsbury River bass.” 

We have striven hard toward a universal nomenclature, 

helieving in one name for one fish and one fish for one name, 

and haye objected to some Western Fish Commissioners, who 
know hetier, calling the pike-perch a ‘‘salmon,” in their re- 

ports. We hold that it counts for nothing that the majority 
of their readers call the fish ‘‘salmon” aud will continue to 

do so. It is their business to lead the public in the right di- 

rection, not to follow it. The name of salmon has been ap- 

plied to a certain fish for centuries in many parts of the world 

and it is as much entitled to if asa cow is to her name, and no 

people haye a right to apply it to 4 fish not remotely related 

fo it. 
The great confusion in common names of fish and game 

in America has arisen from the fact that the country was 

settled in different parts by Europeans who brought their 

names with them and applied them to the first fish or bird 

which bore a fancied resemblance tothose at home, Hence, as 

they had the name of salmon, and no fish in the Susquehanna, 

Mississippi and Ohio rivers to match if. they applied the 
name to perch. So in the South the names of trout, chub, 

and bream, all well-known fishes of England, and all of 

which have fins with soft rays, haye been applied. to entirely 
different fish, and, strangely enough, all to weanthopterygian 

fishes, or those which have fins with spinous rays. In Vir- 

ginia the name “chub” is applied to the black bass, while in 

Georgia and Florida the same fish becomes a ‘‘trout. Oy tha 

Georgia the name of “bream” is used to designate a fish 

which is one of the Centrarehids, « family which inelndes 
the black bass and the sunfishes. In Massachusetts a little 
spiny sunfish is also called “bream.” 

Commissioners of Fisheries should see to. it that local mis- 
nomers should not be perpetuated, and it should be one of 

their first qualifications for the office to know what are the 

proper names, or as least; an'approximation to a proper name, 

for their fishes. Inthat case a commissioner would blush to 
call a bass “trout,” a lamprey a ‘‘lamper eel,” a pike-perch 
a “salmon,” nor would he coin confusing names for new 

Pacifie coast fishes whici have heen previously named, and 
if he thought he had two species of fish in his ponds he 

would submit them to some competent ichthyologist and 

not only be certain that they were distinct but would learn 

their correct names, . 
We are now interested to know what common name, which 

cin be employed at the Hast, will be attached to another 

species of Pacific trout, which will soon be brought here, 

if not here already. We allude to- the fish which we 

have called S. clarkit above, but which a better authority, 
Prof, Jordan, now calls &. purpuratus, it haying been de- 

scribed by Richardson by the first name and by Pallas by 
the last, now decided to be one and the same species. 
Tt has been called ‘‘Oregon brook trout,” a name not descrip- 

tive because Oregon has several “brook trout; ‘‘salmon 

trout,” not good because preoccupied; ‘Jake trout,” ditto, 

and ‘‘stecl head.” The latter name is also used for 4. gaird- 

neri. The scientific nomenclature of the Pacific Salmonide 
has been much mixed, and is now only being cleared wp, and 
the common names are even more mixed. We think 

*Clark’s trout’ a good one because it applies to no other, 

but we do not care to become godfather to it, and only ask 
that if have a good common name that our friends on the 

Pacific coast use, and that a fair number of them will un- 

derstand. On this fish Prof. Jordan writes us as follows: 
Buoomrme ton, Ind., Aug, 9. 

In regard to an editorial note appended fo a communication from 

Mr. G. J. Smith, in a former issue, I think that you are right in say- 

ing that all the black spotted trout introduced Hast are S. irideus. 1 

believe the purpuratus (clarkii) to be the better fish for introduction. 
It grows larger, is more gamy and flourishes in a far greater variety 

of waters, and does especially wellin lakes. I have known them to 

reach a weight of twenty-five to thirty pounds, morethan three times 

the size of the largest irideus I have seen. D,5, JORDAN, 

We hope that it will prove a better fish than the much 
vaunted rainbow trout for we haye a poor opinion of the 

merits of the latter as cither a fable or sn ornamental fish. 

Its chief merit seems to consist in rapid srowth and alleged 

gaminess, Mr. Arinin, and other anglers, dispute its posess- 
ing the latter quality in a great degree, and any one who 

sees it perceives that it does nof. compare with the jontinalis 

for heauty. 
In importing a fish let us import its proper name if it has 

one, so that those who knew it in its original habitat will 
recognize it when we have occasion to speak of it, What 
would we think if the Californians should call the eels which 

they have recently tuken from New York by some new and 
absurd name? 

Norra Ponp Assocration.—North Pond is an isolated 

mountain loch, lying in a basin, snugly shelved under the 

Perey Peaks, in Coos county, New Hampshire. The waters 

are well-stocked with fine trout, and there is a yariety of 
game inthe vicinity. An association has heen formed, 
which has secured by purchase the entire shore of North 

Pond and its inlet. It is proposed to provide suitable camp 

accommodations, and to maintain a private summer resort. 

The gentlemen composing the club are Messrs. George P. 
Rowell, Prospect Farm, Lancaster, N. H., of the well- 

known New York advertising agency; 8, H. Kauffmann, 

of the Sta7 office, Washington, D. C.; William D. Wilson, 

of W. D, Wilson & Co., New York; Francis H. Leggett, of 
Francis H. Leggett & Co,, New York; Isaac W. England, 

publisher of the Sun, New York; Charles N. Kent, of Geo. 

P. Rowell & Co., 10 Spruce street, New York; Ossian Ray, 
M. C., Washington, D. C., or Lancaster, N. H. We un- 

derstand that the membership list is already filled, 

Waere Wi You Fryp Irs Equan?—With this issue 
we present the index of the eighteenth volume of the For- 
Est AND STREAM. What wonderful stores of good things 
are there enumerated! It is a medley of graye and gay— 

instruction and amusement, culled from a thousand and one 

sources, and reflecting the best and truest type of American 

sportsmanship. Accounts of shooting and angling excur- 

sions, studies of nature’s ways, animated discussions of the 

ethics of sport, practical hints and helps, stories and inci- 
dents—are there combined to fill the pages of the twenty-six 

numbers making a semi-annual volume, Most heartily ac- 

knowledging our obligations to the hosts of correspondents 

who have thus contributed to the entertainmest of the fra- 

ternity, we respectfully bespeak from them, as from the pub- 
lic, a continued support; and we beg to express (somewhat 

needlessly, perhaps,) our determination te maintain in the 
future the high standard and worth of the paper. 

Tur AmpricAn Wdop PowbEer Company,—This company, 

recently organized, is composed of the following gentlemen: 
Blliot Smith, president; Edmund C. Stanton, secretary and 

treasurer; J. O. Donner, Paul L. Thebaud and Geo. De 

Forest Grant, trustees; and Geo, T. Leach, Daniel @. 

Elliott, Robert ©. Cornell, and others, Several of these 
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names ae well known in business and professional circles, 

and the character of the company is such as to bespeak 

for it the respect and confidence of- the public. Tt is the 

purpose of the company to manufacture a wood powder 
for use in shotguns, ‘The past experience of American 

sportsmen with wood powders lins not been such as to 
cause them to look with much favor upon new explosives 

of this character. The manufacturers, however, represent 

fo ws that in composition and explosive quualities their 

eompound will so radically differ from the Dittmar powder, 

whose true character was exposed by us, as to be free from 

the dangerous nature which was the distinguishing char- 

acteristic of that explosive. None of this wood powder has 
yet been given to the public, and we haye, therefore, not 

had an opportunity of testing if with respect to its safety. 

So soon as it comes into our hands we shall subject it to 

4 searching analysis by i competent chemisf and report 

the result. Pending that examination we have, upon the 

representiitions of the manufacturers as above, admitted 

toed woodpeckers with nest of young. 
flock, Nuthatch, rare, 

jay. common. 

Cedar birds, one 
Olive-sided fivcatcher, rare. Blue- 

Janada jay, a few, Humming-bird, one on 
Fourth Lake, Small sandpiper, one. Woodcock, one, at 

Forge House, Loon, one. Black duck and brood, one, 
Shelldrakes and brood, three (this bird is common). Wood 

ducks, two; quite rare. Blue heron. two, Bittern, heard 

four, Hen hawk, three. Osprey or fish hawk and nests, 

two, Gulls, common on all lakes, Owls, heard seven, 

Ruffed grouse or partridge, plenty.” These notes may be 
wide of the mark in some cases, but were taken as they oc- 

curred to meé in June and the first of July. 

Many broods of grouse were sceu, anil often the little fel- 

lows would take to a tres when they did not appear to be but. 

atew days old. Frequently the mother bird fluttered ahead 

of me, apparently sorely wounded, along the trail until it 
suited her view of things to skim away to her brood. Once 
I beat her at her own game. Jt was my habit te shoulder 

my pack and get as far ahead of the guide as possible, so 

that the creaking of his boast could not be heard, and with 

careful step I kept on the lookout for life. Near a fallen 

tree an old grouse started in distress with droopine wings 

and crying almost like a dog. Knowing that her young were 
hidden uear, I stopped, hoping to see them, and the mother 

fluttered around and came back coaxing me to follow. I 

waited until the guide came past and saw her Jead the way 

for him down the path, while T hid behind a stump. She 

evidently did not count us, for she came back, and after 

considerable calling gathered her family, and gaye me the 
treat of secing her march close by with her treasures. This 

took all of half an hour, but it was time well spent to sce the 

little downy beauties picking at occasional insects as they 

ran along. On another occasion T went so still as to surprise 
ahen and brood behind a log, and in her alarm at finding 

danger so near, she approached me in so threatening a man- 

their advertisement to our colimns, 

Pactric Sanmon Frsueries.—Unless ow friends on the 

Pacifie coast are careful, they will find their streams need- 
ing restocking in afew years. The fact that the products 

of their salmon fisheries haye increased more than twenty 

fold within ten years points to the danger they are in of over- 
fishing them. It means the killing of the goose. Already 

the southern and more accessible rivers are nearly cleaned 
out by the greed of the fishermen for present gain. not 

enough fish being lefi each year for seed. The Sacramento 

is far from being the salmon stream it was, and even the 

seemingly inexhaustible Columbia is beginning: to feel the 

heayy drain that has been put uponit. When these rivers 

are exhausted the canners will seck new fields in British Co- 
lumbia, and even in Alaska; Int something should be done 

to so adjust the yearly catch to the amnual production that 

the rivers will bein as good salmon bearing condition titty 
years from now us they are at present. 

strike my boot. I could easily have struck her with the 

handle of the Janding-net at any time for three or four 
minutes, Her courage was admirable, and had she chosen 
to strike me if would have been charming. After holding 

me at bay until her jewels were safely hidden she changed 

her tactics and tried the lame device and finally flew away, 

well satisfied that her bravery had saved her brood from a 
monster, 

Panthers are “etting scarce in these woods and but few are 

seen. In my opinion it would be well to remove the bounty 

onthem and let them take their chances, This view has 
these reasons to support it. If the bounty were remoyed no 

one would hunt them for profit, and they might increase to 

a limited extent and afford ome sport. For my part I would 

give three times the bounty for the chance of killing a pan- 

ther, and not ask the State fo assume any portion of the cost, 

nor would I give up the ears for the $20 or $30, or what- 

everthe bounty is, The panther is the only animal which 

eats and keeps down the porcupine, and the latter are in- 

creasing since the former became scarce, The porcupine is 

a bigger eyil than the panther, as any man who has a dog in 
the woods soon finds out, and a dog somehow never learns 

not fo worry a porkey, no matter how terribly he suffers 
from 4 mouth full of quills. 

Bears ave quite plenty and mischievous, tearing up what- 

ever you may hide in the woods, J have taken the lear 
fever badly, and it will he necessary for me to kill’ one in 

order to be supremely happy, On this subject I held the 

following conyersation with my guide, the noted ‘Jack’ 
Sheppard ; 

“How can I work it to kill a bear 7’ 
“That's hard to tell; you might come up here and find one 

in a week and again you might he in the woods a year and 
not see one.” 

“What I mean is, can’t T get a man, yourself for instance, 
who will let me know in the proper season where a bear is 

likely 1 be found so that I could Jeaye New York city and 

be with him in twenty-four or thirty hours, and then spend 
a week perhaps in finding a bear? I can’t get away fora 

long time, a week or two at most is all that I could spare to 
interyiew brnin.” 

“T don’t see how itis tobe done. In the first place you 
can’t still unt a bear in these woods very well, because he 
will go ten miles to your one, and Cogs are no use in these 
mountains, as a bear will know of a leaning tree which will 

take him to a ledge on the rock above and be miles away 

while your dogs are howling at the foot of the tree. If you 

happen to come on a bear you can kill it, but that is some- 

thing you can never calculate upon, at least, not in the way 
you want to.” 

“Tt seems as if if might be arranged somehow.” 
“T don’t see what you want to killa bear for anyhow. 

The skin ain’t worfh more than ten or fifteen dollars, and 
the meat is worth all it will bring to get it out of the woods. 
I’ve killed bears and let the meat lay because it couldn’t be 
got oul wifhoul «a hundred dollars worth of work. Then 
see what it would cost you. You get me to go in to tele- 
graph you and you come up and we go into the woods for a 
fortnight, provisions and all it would cost you seventy-five 
dollars at the least calculation, Tt seems a foolish picee of 
business to me.” i 

“There you go again, Jack! You are one of the most 

calculating and mercenary fellows; you look at it from \he 
paying side, Why, Jack, I wouldn't sell the hide of a bear 

that I killed for a hundred dollars. It would have a place of 
‘ ' 

For tae Lonpon Fisneries Exarerrioxn.—Capt. Joseph 
W. Collins, of the United States Fish Commission, has gone 

to Gloucester, Muss., to collect models of all hoats, vessels, 

and apparatus used in the fisheries, to be used at jhe coming 
International Fisheries Exhibition in London, next year. 
Captain Collins is a practical fisherman, and had charge of 
the fishing models and apparatus at the similar exhibition in 

Berlin, in 1880, and therefore knows exactly what is wanted 

in order to creditably represent the means employed in our 

deep sen fisheries, 

ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTRS. 

V.—GAME AND OTHER LIFE, 

N no forest that I have seen has there been such an ab- 

sence of life as in the Adirondacks, True, deer are quite 

plenty, and so are some otber large animals, but I refer to 

(he smaller life which is not classed as game, There is an 
entire absence of squirrels, except the little red one and the 

smaller “chipmunk,” or ground squirrel; birds are compara- 

tively scarce, and reptiles are only represented by one or two 

harmless snakes and one turtle. Toads are the most fre- 

quent thing met on the carries and frogs are fairly numerous. 

Few wading birds -are seen und even woodpeckers are 

scarce. It comes as near being » lifeless wildernuss as one 
can imagine, due, no doubt, to the short season and severe 

winters, The game of this season has no migratory mei- 
bers except ducks, which are extremely scarce on the fre- 
quented water-courses. 

Under the head of “Mammals Seen” my note book con- 
tains the following: ‘Red squirrel, plenty; chipmunk. occa- 

sional; muskrat, scarce, saw two. Rabbit, one, dead on 

trail, been killed by hawk, owl, or some animal. Mink, 

one. Porcupine, one. Bats frequent on Long Lake, but 
observed nowhere else, Deer, plenty, saw six, and many 

tracks, Bear, tracks of one. Saw five fine otter skins in 

possession of Alyah Dunning On Raquctte Lake, Wolves 
are extinct. Moose ditto, not over four killed since Dun- 
ning killed his last one about twenty years ago. THe tells 
me that he killed his last beaver over thirty years ago, the last 

one about Lake Piseeo, and the only one he ever took in his 

nearly fifty years’ residence in the woods. They were plenty 
formerly, his father was a beaver trapper. We says there isa 

beaver dam on the Saranac now.” 

Under “Reptiles and Batrachians” the note book says: 

“Frogs abundant in the marshes and small ones in the 

springs. Toads of many colors frequent in the woods, es- 

pecially on the carries. Snapping turtles, one in Biz Moose 
Lake, would probably weigh twelve pounds. Garter snakes, 
two. Newts, three.” 

Birds appear in the note hook as follows: "Robins, plenty 

near the settlements and quite frequent along the lakes; saw 

none far from water. Wood thrush, occasional, Catbird, 

rare. KGngbird, occasional. Song sparrow, a few. Yel- 

low-bird, not seen since leaving Cedar River, east of Blue 

Mountain, ‘All-day-piddley bird,’ plenty. Crow, six on 

Raquette, and but few elsewhere. Raven, one; said to he 

scarcer now since crows have come in. Kingtisher, scarce. 

Blackbirds, plenty in swamps and along overflowed inlets. 
Orosshill, five on Seventh Lake. Woodpeckers, many, but 
not so plenty as expected, mostly the smaller kinds; only 
three golden-wings or ‘high-holes’ seen; found pair of three- 

ner, with wings down and head erect, that I uxpected ker to | 

honor inthe room known as my ‘den.’ I only want to kill 
it to brag about, for I feel like very small potatoes here 
among you men who talk of killing bears and panthers as 1 
do of taking trout and bass, Mr, Colyin has killed his 

panther and perhaps a dozen bears, and here Lam a fellow 

who has no such record to point to. Why. if 1 hada hear 
skin on the Hoor which I killed in the Adirondacks, an alli- 
gator head shofin Florida, a tiger skin which, with a pair 

of elephant tusks, fell to my rifle in India, and perhaps a 
dozen more such trophies, T would swell up big when I en- 

tered Forms AND STREAM office and make ‘em all do me 
proper honor. Never mind the cost (mentally, if it isn't toa 
much); but Tsay, Jack, can’t this be done on my fall visit, 
or next spring?” 

“Tl tell you how you can do it. I sometimes trap a ear, 

and T might hold him until you come up, and then you could 
kill him in the trap.” 

“Jack Sheppard! dont talk bears to me any more, If 
that is a joke I will forgive it, but if you mean it, which 1 
refuse 10 helieve, that thing would work my everlasiing 

ruin, I would be gnyed to death if it got out, and if it didn’t 
I could never Jook an honest bear in the face in the Central 
Park menagerie. Let us tall about trout for a while,” 

J afterward found a guide, Will Ballard, who tells me that 
in the spring, when the suckers are spawning, the bears are 

on the stream and feeding on the fish. He gives me hope 

that my serious attack of hear feyer may be allayed al. that 

season, KF, M. 

Che Sportsman Couvrist, 

A SWAMP EPISODE. 

BY A. MULE. : 
ApEe most beautiful part of Mississippi is inits northeast 

ern prairies, From the right bank of the Tom-big- 
bee the country begins to open—a series of rolling glades 
and groves stretching westward—the swelling bosoms of the 
open sward resting in the embrace of the sroups of trees 
like a pouting beauty in the arms of her loyer, 

Aftera few miles of this the openings get larger and the 
trees scarcer until finally there opens to the view one of the 
sights no one eyer fails to appreciate—the fresh, green open 
prairie extending for miles, without a break in the expanse 
living verdure until lost in the blue haze of the distant Lori 
zon, This gem of prairie extends from Seuth Alabama al 
most continuously to North Mississippi, and varies from teil 
to fitty miles in width, It is evidently the bed of some an 
cient lake or sea—the soil is a black, rich loarn on limestone, 
and if was the granary of the Confederaey, 
Time and again did the shattered and wearied troopers o 

Forest ride down here to recover themselves and recruit thei 
bony horses, among the open-armed planters and their swolk 
Jen corn-cribs, and as often were they sent back fresh and 
all ready for another six months’ hard work, Of course the 
devilish cotton has its strangling arms around the neck of 
the loyely country yet, but the time will come when grass 
and cattle will make it again a Paradise. 

The land lies high, being on the great watershed between 
the Tombigbee, the Yazoo and the Pearl rivers, and for the 
same season is naturally well drained. 
The western part of the prairie is for a cénsiderable exp 

tent bounded by the Suquetonsha creek and swamp, ‘lhi#} 
creek drains an immense section of country and in conses 
quence varies from the proportions of a petty brook to those 
of a great river. It overflows miles of swamp when in flood 
and is a nasty little stream meandering through a wide mar 
gin of swamp when in its famer mood. 

Of course the swamp is fertile and of course the hot sui 
water and rich soil have together madea treméndous morass 
Not so large in limits as those of the Father of Waters. bu 
still large enough to present all the peculiar features of § 
bottom in a form rather concentrated than diminished. Abi 
woodsmen have been known to become lost for days in it@ 
recesses, and those who hunt there and know it besl are tli 
most careful to’ keep to their landmarks and speak of itg! 
dangers with the most respect. | 

Before the Rebellion it was the refuge of all runaway nig) 
gers in the country. Many of them, after running off from § 
mere impulse, would have their hearts fail when they reachet 
the gloomy shadows of the swamp, and so be found skulking 
alonx its edge, Some, however, there were, worthy of thi 
name of man, into whose soul the accursed lash of slayer 
had entered like iron, strengthening and supporting them a 
they plunged into the deepest recesses of the mysteriou# 
swamp, often disappearing forever from human eyes, or only 
flitting like ghosts in the darkness around some isolated nesta 
quarters. 

But for those who knew how to hunt in it the swan 
was full of attraction. The bayous and lakes wer 
full of fishes, wildfowl and all sorts of vermin, while thy 
groves were filled with deer, turkeys, squirrels and otha 
sorts of game in profusion, Some became so fond of it tha } 
they pursned sport in the swamp asa passion, and eyery day 
sought its limits either to shoot or fish or hunt. 
One boy I knew, and Twas nof on speaking terms will 

him, who was always goinginto theswamp. ‘The little devi 
seemed to haye a natural taste for whatever he ‘‘oughtenters 
From his earliest age he developed this trait. He would rid 
off any visitor’s mule or horse hitched heforé the house, ki 
sheep and camp by the carcass till hunted up by agonize} 
relatives, and his stomach was a mere junk-shop for the 
ception of stolen yoods. That boy was myself. 

na moment of inexcusable kindness a friend took me Wf 
hind on his horse to shoot squirrels in the swamp, Tt wa 
enough. I never abandoned it. H 
My gun was an old percussion musket whose daily takin) 

supplied a most conyenient excuse for those general and i 
quisitorial sorts of threshings we got in those days. Butalh 
was a darling to shoot. With a handful of powder out of 
bottle, half of my mother’s unread Christian Advocate fi 
waddin’, and another handful of shot out of 1 pocket, the 
Harper gave a pattern and penetration no modern 
equal. lye seen her shoot so’ as to make Herron’s old bu) 
actually jump out of a thirty feet circle of rails, and ever! 
mule in the lot commenced to buck when he saw her noi] 
poked through the fence, 

However, thus equipped, from an early age I sought 
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swamp, Pools rush in where angels fear to tread, and in 
few years I knew # great deal more than anybody in my 
neighborhood about the hidden places in the Bottom. There 
avere many ourious holes there, ut on one occasion 1 shum- 
bled on one with results, and all this preliminary is for the 
sole purpose of telling you about it. 
One day I found myself on the edge of the very worst 

brake there. To vet where I stood was a feat of pathfinding | 
worthy of history, but Thad been there several times and koew 
my way. Gut before me stretched the worst brake any man 
ever saw, Mud, water, vines, cane, fallen timber aud green, 
had done all that was possible to make 3 prize morass. To | 
get into if seemed impossible; to get outof if, worse than that, 
and perfect madness to think of going throngh. Therefore | 
T was crazy to explore it. 
A sort of bayou I found ran into the edge of the thicket. 

hut so far as | could see was soon spread and lost among the 
cypresses. However, | tried to follow the nearly level bunk. 
Clonds of insects on ny hot face and plenty of scratched 
nose rewarded my efforts. Lsat down to think and blow. 
By Jove! Sometimes these bayous have # sort of bottom 
hard and firm. ‘‘Fresh vigor with ile hope returned,” and I 
was soon walking in the bayowin water about a foot deep | 
with # fine, hard bottom, 

After following the bayou for about half # mile or so 
through an awful thicket, dense and gloomy as vight, T came 
to a sort of pond or lake, about 200 yards wide and cireular 
in shape, The fiercest sun that eyer shone could not reach 
the swamp Thad just passed, but here the bright, blessed 
light fell in u perfect flood. T walked upto the bank and 
sat down beside an enormous sycamore that grew quite close 
to the water, I could not but observe the magnificent 
tres, though I had often seen fine ones before, This must 
have been ten fect in diameter at least near the ground, 
though a little way up if divided into two separate branches. 

For some moments T had heen listenmes to a queer sort of 
noise, like somebody breathing with difficulty, but was un- 
able to locate the sound. Just then it came clearer perhaps 
or louder, and I fairly jumped. The noise certainly came 
out of the tree! 

Lat once ran around to the other side. All great syea- 
mores are hollow and this was no exception, About « yard 
from the ground there was a hole some two feet long and 
giving a view of the interior of the tree, 

Tlooked in and saw a gigantic negro lying on a hed of 
leaves, evidently sick, and panting for breath, As my face 
darkened the holehe turned his yellow eyes and greasy face 
toward me and feebly lifted his hand as if for pity. The 
wasted features and lonely fate were too much for me, and 
the tears rolled down my face, Poor fellow: [ could divine 
ital. Runaway from home and friends and slavery, living 
here alone until want and diseise had overpowered him. 

I got injothe hole and at once gave him some water from 
the lake, which he drank eagerly, and then fell back with a 
deep sigh. There was no sign of food about the place, but 
fortunately I had a good lunch, and gave him that. THe was 
very bunpry and ate it all, though feebly. 

In about half an hour he revived enouvh to talk « little, 
and told me his name—Henry Bunch—rnunaway—Mars 
B— 

This was the worst master in the whole country around. 
On my part, I said slowly and distinctly to him ; 

“T will not betray you, Henry; but] will bring you some 
medicine and grub and help you all T cau,” . 

This was evidently a creat relief to him, He brightened 
up, seized my hand and shed a tear or two, : 
As this was in October, the air was much fresher then in 

the close weather of summer, so I had hopes of bringing my 
patient through. Forthat night] broiled a few birds, and 
left them with him, while T sought my home to lay in better 
supplies, 

. Well, ‘to cut if short,” he got as well as ever in 4 couple 
of weeks on plenty of quinine and whisky and wood food, 
My heavens, what a thief l was! Nothing but the loose and 
careless Southern housekeeping ever saved me. 

But we became yreat friends at the Big Tree and spent 
hours in discussion of everything that we did know or didn't. 
Henry was most anxious for fish hooks. With plenty of 
these he declared he was always certain of a living. You 
may be sure 1 supplied him. with enough for a brigade of 
niggers. also gave him an axe—some big kuives—and 
wat he valued most of ali, some tobaccoseed. He intended 
to raise Gnough to supply himself. A gun he would not 
have, even though | offered him my nonpareil Harper's 
Perry musket. 

“No, Mars G—,” he said. ‘no sah—don’t hal no use here 
for gun. Mek too much noise for nigger to shoot zame, and 
too much fur tote when ewine to run. Dis no place for 
fighten. No, salh—yib me “baeccu seeds, un’ a axe, an’ plenty 
fish hook an’ I do well ez any nigger.” 

“But how will you get game when the fish don’, bite?" 
“Ts’e got a bow an arrer and kin shoot some little wid it,” 

said he. “And done sot traps all around here ontwell there 
ain't much chance uy my starvin’ to death nohow.” 

Henry’s ontfit and home were great curiosities. Just 
fancy an ignorant man going info fhe swamp withouta tool, 
Weapon or uténsil other than a Barlow knife, for this was 
all the nigger had the day be ran olf. Of course if: was sum- 
mer for a nigger. can neither plan nor execute anything dur- 
ing cold weather. And so for a few days he lived on berries 
und roots while he steadily pushed imo the depths of the 
swamp. By mere luck he discovered an old log afire and so 
carried along a ‘‘vhnnk” and kept a light after « wellknown 
fashion, For awhile he lived in the open woods, as he said, 
‘Sess like a wild hog,” but utter the discovery of the Big Tree 
he had heen lad to Indulgein the comfort of « tight house 
and fixed habitation, His little fire was built inside of the 
tree so that the smoke was Seattered through the hollow 
limbs and made no mark on the sky. Pawpaw park sup- 
plied him with materials for baskets in which to store pe- 
cans and other nuts, as well as strings for fishing: lines. A 
hook gave him more trouble than anything else. After 
trying all sorts of plans with wood, he finally made a very 
rough one oui of the back spring of his knife which he 
altered by the aid of fire dor the purpose. Traps ancl snares 
he multiplied indefinitely, and T was asiouished to learn how 
much meat he had been able to seeure in this way, rather 
yaried in description, but all better than starvation. 

This all sounds much better though thanthe xctyal reality. 
Bread of course was wbsent, and tle badly broiled Hesh had 
fo be eaten without salt. T had thought these would be his 
greatest wants, but he declared with earnestness that he 
wanted “baccs fust and den some fat meat, jess so ‘twould 
yun down bof side de mouf and grease up all de innards. 
Nebber mind the galt, Mass G., you jess fotch me piece fat, 
bacon ef you want see nigger chaw wid bof side he mouf.” 
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Anyhow I maniged to get quite a bag of sult for him _as 
well as the piece of bacon, Tis clothes had long since dis- 
appeared in a mass of vagy, but soon after his recovery he 
rigeed himself out ins new suit made of all sorts of squirrel, 
rabbit and ‘coon skins, sewed together with strings madé of 
their dried entrails, using thoras for an awl, These skins 
were the gatherings of a year. Tn spite of myself I find the 
details of such 4 life still to possess a certain attraction, 
Yet it was the life literally of a wild beast, antl required a 
tremendons vitality to endure it, Had Henry not heen the 

| giant in size and constitution that he was, he would have 
died long before. To the man of average health and 
strength such a life would be slow, sure death, 

Inside the Big Tree theré was quite a comtortable lodge. 
| By seraping the dead wood from the sides, packing the floor 
-with fresh, clean earth, and making # ceiling of cane, Henry 
had made a nest, tight room nearly eight feut in diameter. 
The fire was built to one side in a hole, and using only the 
dryest wood, there was but little smoke, and that escaped 
through the top of the tree. Cooking with him was 2 simple 
alfair of broiling, as he had no pots nor pans to cook: iu. 

Henry had tricd making: vessels for water out of hark, but 
had to give it up. No doubt some persons can, do these 
thing's, but it requires more skill than the sveragze man 
possesses. His dishes were the shells of terrapins only, 

Tu the seasons he gathered great quantities of the pecan 
and shéellbark hickory nuts for use during the winter, 
These he saved in baskets and huuy over the smoke of bis 
fire to keep out the worms, Some of his game he dried in 
the same manner, but he said if was poor stuil and nof fit 
fo eat. 

Of all the meu T ever knew this nigger scems-vet to be the 
simplest. and most honest, He had but one *‘strong wesk- 
ness, and that was his fear of recapture. Without either 
wife or children he had bent all the energies of a powerful 
mind npon one plain problem—“‘how to escupe the white 
men.” 

To avoid these he remained constantly in the deepest 
recesses of the swamp, rarely leaying the brake in which his 
“house” was situated. ‘‘I’se safe im here, Mass George,” he 
said, “but ef [ go squandering all about the woods fust 
thing I know some dese nigger dows he done got my track 
and dei whar is poor nigger gone!” 
And so by keeping to his fastness he expected to defeat the 

schemes which he well enough knew were laid for his cap- 
ture. 

At last Iwent off to college and Henny was again aloue. 
When I returned two years after there was news indeed. 
Ti seems that B,, his owner, Lad never relinquished the belief 
that Henry was still aliye in the swamp, After many fail- 
ures he succeeded in catching the poor fellow and took, him, 

; torn, bloody, half crazed with fear, to bis plantation, 
Acquaintances offered to Imy the nigger of him at great 
prices for the sake of pity, but the besotted brute swore he 
would not take a thousand dollars apiece for the whippings 
he intended to give him. 

B. was found dead in bed one morning, having’ been 
smothered to death, and Henry confessed that he was one of 
the three who did it. None of them tried to escape, but all 
were huug bythe veighbors ai once, for such were the 
necessities of the Institution. 

EINGEISHER AND Tm Scrrmp.—Cincinnai, O.—Aiitor 
Forest mid Stream: In your issue of Aug. 3, ‘The Seribe” 
has fairly earned his cognomen of “Old Knots and Knarls” 
by the broadside he pours into the writer (hetween wind and 
Water) anent the frequent mention of cold springs, brooks, 
and water in general, in ‘‘Camps of the Kingfishers” But 
as a scaling from an old friend don’t burt much, I won't 
‘holler? loud enough to disturb the camp. He surges 
around, loo, in # very aimless and promiscuous sort of way 
among 4 most terrifying array of big words not offen 
drageed forth to public gaze; but this may be saecounted for 
by his having not long since read *'Trouting on the Brulé 
River,” by John Lyle King, and it would appear he has not 
yet recovered from the effects of its perusal, His aversion 
to water—except asa medium by which he is enabled to 
pursue his fayorite sport—ix well known to his angling 
friends, and if is safe to say that this particular fluid will 
neyer cause a “dropsical sensation” to pervade “Old Knots.” 
‘The “imaginary episodes” he speaks of have at least the 
merit of being more truthful than his intimation that 1 con- 
sumed his quart of “‘old crow.” I ‘* fess up,” however, that 
appearances were al against me; and but for the fact that 
the bottle was empty when Old Dan and I got back to camp 
on the day in question—Frank, the cook, will bear as out in 
this--I would acknowledge the corn (juice), and, like Cap- 
tain Scott's coon say “Hold on; Vl come down without 

239 shootin’.”—KiNGFISHER, 

Maine Routes.—In my article of June 2% il was only 
by the solicitation of *“Waretield,” who, as weil as the wrifer, 
Wished to impart information fa brother sportsmen in regard 
to the famous hunting and fishin grounds in the vicinity of 
Seven Ponds, Miussachusetitis Bog, etc., thal we contributed 
the article to Forrest anp STREAM, not for a moment thintk- 
ing to arouse 4 lionup inthe backwoods of Maine. We do not 
propose ander any circumstances to enter Into a controversy 
in regard to the routes to our Maine woods in the columns of 
your worthy paper. Inasmuch as statements are inade in 
an article of July 27, 1882, and signed ‘‘Backwoodsmin,” 
reflecting, as we understand it, upon the trutlfulness of the 
writer, under these circumstances it seems but just that we 
have the privilege of giving the reasons for our assertions, 
and to say that we would not write anything to induce 
sportsmen and tourists ty take any route into the Maine 
woods other than for their own epecial ease and comfort, re- 
gardless of hotels, stiges, guides, eic.—SAMuEL FArMEr 
(Phillips, Maine, Aug. 10), In my article, in place of 
“Dingo House, $3.50 for tickets.” read “Dingo House, and. 
$13.50 for tickets."—J. W. T. 

“Gamers oF in Kinerisnns.”—Permit me through the 
medium of your ‘twenty-eight” eversvelcome pazes, lo ex- 
press fo the chuery “iingfisher® my thanks for the enjoy- 
ment I have had in following his wandering ripples on the 
Intermediate Lakes. The pleasure has been douhly realistic 
from the fact that within the past month I have fished the 
same beautiful waters from the Six Mile to the mouth of 
Clam River and with the most gratifying success. On my 
return [have eagerly follawed his ready pen pictures m 
your valuable journal, and lived over again the rave sport 
io be enjoyed on those lovely Jakes. Should it ever be my 
lot to make a cast in sight of the “Kingfishers’ Camp,” I 
shall ‘‘reel in” and pull for shore in hopes of thanking ‘Old 
Hickory” for the laughs 1 have had through him,—Qarr. 
“DorsaL Finnz’—(Chicago, Tl) 

Aatanal History. 

THE CHESAPEAKE SHORE. 

I HAVE referred in previous articles to a yacht cruise in 
the waters of the Chesapeake and its tribntary streams. 

I would like to give to your readers the result of my obser- 
vations and deseribe » few of the incidents which attended 
that cruise, 
_We spent the mouths of March, April, May, June and 

July below the mouth of the Potomac, along the shores and 
aniong the ereeks and ponds of tide-water Virginia. My 
brother Phil and myself found amusement in making addi 
tions to our ological collection and observing the habits of 
such birds, animals and fishes as came under our notice. The 
inhabitants ko came in for a large share of our attention, 
and the many acts of kindness which we received from their 
hands will never be effaced from onr memories, 

There is quite 4 fishiug industry on these shores, and sey- 
eval kinds of fishermen attracted our attention. L do not 
think we had ever before realized the extent to which fish 
are levied upon, nor the amount which they contribute to- 
wards the support of life. 

Poor fishes! Not one instant of your lives but is fraught 
with danger. From the great basking shark (Selavhe maxi 
ma) tothe tiny minnow (Cyprinus phovinas)—all are pursued 
by relentless foes, They haye many enemies in thei natural 
element. An endless chain of destruction follows the 
shoals of herring, shad and menhaden from the depths of 
the Atjantie to the head waters of every stream which they 
visit. What they suffer in the deep I can only imagine; 
what they meet with along the shores I have seen. 
Toward the last of February the enterprising Chesapeake 

fisherman wakes from his winter’s rest and overhauls his 
pound net, prepares his set stakes, and vets things im good. 
order generally. On some mild morning in March he loads 
his canoe with long poles made from the stems of slender 
spruce pines; with a companion to help set them, he sculls 
his hoat down the creck and around the point into a larger 
river or the bay itself. Probably he has picked out his site 
and located it by sticking down a single large pole with a 
bush tied toit. This is their mode of pre-emption, and 1. 
think it is always respected, On arriving at the chosen 
spot the labor commences; one by one the stakes are to be 
driven solidly. There are to he set the stakes for the pound 
itseH{—which is square. in. form—the false pound, and the 
fence, which extends directly toward the shore, and varies 
in length with the distance from shore, depth of water, etc. 
They are commonly several hundred feet long. After the 
stakes are set the net is put up; this has first te be well tarred 
to preserve it. The true poundis a square net with wall 
sides. Each corner is provided with a sct stake and a large 
iron ring which is slipped on fo a permanent stake and 
Jmshed down to the bottom: then the two stakes are tied 
together atthe top. In the side toward the shore is an open- 
ing just wide enough to admit 4 canoe; this is provided with, 
similar stakes. The false pound is made inthe form of # 
heart, the point facing the opening in the. true pound and 
made fast to the permanent stakes, The fence is set in a 
line with this opening, extending directly back. The object 
of the fence is to intércept the fish and direct them into the 
false pound. On meeting with an obstruction fish naturally 
turn towuard deeper water; having entered the false pound, 
they are bewildered by the returning curve of its sides, and 
on finding the opening fo the true pound, at once piss in; 
they may stray out again, but soon return. 
T went with a friend—Mr. J. C. Haynie—to see him “fish” 

his “trap.” We got off before sunrise, and getting on board 
his canoe proceeded down Cockley’s Creek. It was a beay- 
tiful morning, J laid back in the canoe and enjoyed first the 
sone of a mocking bird, then the beautiful whistle of the 
cardinal grosheak. At this early hour the whippoorwill could 
be heard and also the call of the chuck-wills-widow, the 
largest of the Cuprimulgide. Singularly enough, the inhabi- 
ianty do not distinguish between the two, und no one that I 
saw there knew of the bird other than as whippoorwill, It 
was broad day when we reached the Wicomica, and setting 
our sails, for there was a breeze, we soon rounded Old Field 
Point, and glided out on fhe Chesapeake. Others were astir, 
and when we reached the “trap,” canoes could be seen up 
and down shore from Smith’s Point to the Dammaron. 
marshes. We pushed into the pound, and quickly untying 
the stakes pulled the net up from fhe bottom, and fastened 
it above water, As yet, Thad seen no fish, buf Haynie said 
they were at the hottom of the net, We loosened the other 
stakes, havled up the net, and hooked it on to the top of the 
permanent stakes, proceeded to pullit up on one edge, We 
kept al) the fish before us, and soon cornered them into a 
small space. The net that now contained them resembled a 
hammock in form. I held on to the inner edge and Haynia 
hegan to dip them into the canoe. We bada variety, skates. 
stingrays, tondtish, crals and jellytish, formed the bulk of 
the useless ones, while herring, menhaden, bluefish, called 
taylor, and squeteagne, called front, made up the balance of 
ustiul ones, While all this was going on, I noticed that my 
hands and arms began to sting, and soon my eyes were 
amurtiny fearfully, this was accounted for by the presence 
of so mary jellyfish, or sea nettles. Of so caustic # nature 
are they, that I haye scen an old uet that was stored in a 
loft, which on being struck emitted a dust, producing the 
same effect, 

We threw dway the useless fish, a barrel or more, Many 
kinds ure caught during the season. Turtles and Joons some- 
times get in; and now and then a shark; sometimes to the 
fisherman’s regret, as it may cost him the loss of ish by the 
breaking of his net. A fish which they call ‘‘bo-nee-ta” or 
“bull nigger’—bonito [ think it may be—is sometime 
taken. Ihave eaten theni, they are fine, and resemble the 
swordfish. Sturgeon are also taken, and after herrings and 
shad are done, comeé Spanish mackerel and sheepshead. We 
set our stakes and started back towards Cockley’s Creek 
again, On our way we stopped at Reed’s wharf, where Hay- 
nie delivered his fish, which were all taken at a stated price 
hy contract for the season. 

Several parties buy fish at this place, und all the eatable 
ones are sent to Baltimore, while the vest are made into oi] 
and puang, for several fish works are in operation here, and 
at times the atmosphere is fragrant with the odors from 
“chum” heaps. 
A piscivorous race of binds as well as men inhabit these 

shores. [i was during’ our stay at Cockley’s Creek that we 
first made the acquaintance of the fish hawk in its breeding 
place, Wish hawks are not to be classed with those I have 
before mentioned. They belong to the highest type and are 
fly fishermen pia excellenes, their cast exceeds in length that. 
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of any expert with the split bamboo, and is fully as accurate. 
The bird is greatly aided by the distinctness with which 
fish can be seen from an elevation. From our yacht’s cross- 
trees I could plainly see a shoal of fish not one of which 
could be discovered from the deck. I am inelined to think 
from my own observations that the hawk strikes the fish 
from behind, as they seem when held in its talons to be 
headed fhe same way as the bird. I have noticed that the 
hawk always givesa vigorous shake when fairly up trom the 
‘water whether it caught u fish or not. I have never seen one 
strike a fish which it could not lift from the water, but have 
heard of such instances, 

The white-headed eagle often robs the fish hawk. I haye 
seen him do it 2 number of times, and rarely doss he miss 
his object. I never saw one miss but once, a d then the 
hawk wus so near the treetops that the é¢agle did not have 
time to secure the fish before it fell among the trees, The 
pursuit and robbery afford an interesting sight to the be- 
holder. One instance of this occurred while our yacht lay 
in the Wicomico River. We were anchored in the bend off 
the mouth of Ball's Creek. A fish hawk had been sten for 
some time flying about over the river, and soon we saw him 
poised over some unsuspecting fish, and in an instant his 
Wings closed and he darted diagonally down with a splash 
info the mirror-like surfuce. Then he rose, drippin®, with a 
fish in his talons, and after giving the customary shake 
started off up the river. A minule afterward an eagle, 
which T had not before seen, sailed ont from among some 
pines which stood on the opposite side of the river, It at 
once sturted in full chase after the fying hawk, which was 
now a fleeing hawk aswell, On they went, upand up, in 
wide cireles, The hawk sereamed as he flew; the eagle fol- 
low silent, but determined. Tis gaze was on that herring, 
and he seemed to see nothing else. Soon the hawk began to 
pitch and dodge from side to side. They were at such a 
height that they looked but afew feet apart. The hawk 
wus evidently wearied with his exertions, and in another 
instant he dropped the fish, The eagle, with half-folded 
wilds, séemed to rather fall after it than anything else. THe 
caught it in a few yards descent and flew off in triumph, 

1 visited several hawks’ nests and secured several speci- 
mens of their eges for my collection. I recollect that onc 
nest we climbed up to was so broad on top that, lying at 
full length. my whole person rested on the nest. I wish no 
one to misnnderstiand the lying—for that nest was fully six 
feet across the top, and T measure but five feet eivlt incbes. 
Thad heen told by persons residing in that yicinity that it 
was dangerous to climb to the nest unarmed, and I was once 
driven out of a tree by the angry birds. Ionce founda nest 
in the top of a chestnut stub; and 1 am told that on the 
Island of Nantucket they built on top of a wind mill; gen- 
erally they build in pines, often dead ones; and year atter 
year in the same one, if undisturbed. About the shores of 
one pond I counted fifteen of their nests, and in July the 
young were screaming incessantly. 

At the same point where hawks were so abundant several 
pair of wood ducks had settled for the season. They nested 
In the hollow trees, so many of which sre to be found ‘in 
Virginia woods, 

Once we were wa!king along & narrow strip of beach be- 
tween this pond and the Ohesupeatke; it was a beautiful day 
in June, 2 soft breeze from the south fanned our faces as we 
looked off on the blue waters. The shores on the south side 
of the Potomac are Jow, ani at this point were bordered by 
a growth of small pines which extended back to the pond, 
While making our way throngh these lrees—which were 
quite thick aud tangled—we heard the eall of a wood duck: 
not loud, but a very distinct queet, queet, quit. We instant- 
ly suspected that there was a hroorl of young with her, and 
af once decided to capture some of them, if possibile. Creep- 
ing cautiously through the underbrush, we saw them across 
the pom, making their way up abranch on the other side, 
We gnickly and quietly retraced our steps along shore, and 
stolt (own on a point which projected into the pond. Peer- 
ing through the brash, we saw them feeding along up into 
a deepiurm of the pond, which lay between the point we 
were upon and a similar one opposite. Tt was arranged that 
my brother should go around to the other point, while I was 
to stand guard at the mouth and keep them from coming 
out of the cove. After 1 had waited some time I saw him 
creeping through the brush on the other side. 

We were separated by about one hundred and fitly feet of 
water, The pond was shoal and the boltom yery muddy, 
und the water was thick with living and decayine vegeta. 
tion; rushes, reeds and grass flourished amid a perfect maze 
of lily roots and pads. “he shores were covered with pros- 
trate logs in all stages of decay, from one blown down by a 
recent gale to those of some cyclone in the Indian ave. The 
water was full of living organisms; approach the margin, 
and from every log and stump off would go in the greatest 
haste, numbers of ‘‘skilipots,” ‘red harrys,” shappers and 
frogs and lizards of all sizes. Besides the fish—its regular 
denizens—there was an abundance of vels and aquatic in- 
sects. Bat worse than any of the aboye, the pond was the pa- 
rent, cradle, mursery and llome of one of mankind's most 
insidious foes—the azue and fever. Although every clear 
space of water sparkled and danced in the sunlight, (he 
thivsma hung over its bosom like a nightmure, 

Withont heeding the dangers I haye just enumerated, we 
decided that the only way to catch a young duck jas to 
swim or wade up the branch und drive them ashore, if pos- 
aible, 

We both undressed andretaining only our hats, plunged 
into the mire. Whiatia sensation we experienced, the sur- 
face was very warm, the middle zone was comfortable, while 
ow feet were imbedded in a mud as cold ag a northern spring 
hole. To wall erect was impossible, swimming was out 
of the question; the only way we could make uny progress 
was by drawing ourselves by the grass and lily pads, The 
dueks were greatly frightened at our sudden appearance, 
and seeing at once that their retreat to the main pond was 
cut off, they all started up the branch and near the end they 
hid under a thick growth of bushes, which at this point 
overhung the water. When we got quite near, they all at 
once took to the wouds, which were here composed of large 
trees with Dut little under brnsh. The old duck flew and 
fluttered about over the ground, much in the same man- 
wer ase ruffed grouse would wader similar circumstances, 
We paid no attention to her, but tried to catch some of 
the little ones, which were running about in all directions. 
As we were unincumbered with clothing our motions suf- 
fered no hindranes on that score, 

Neyer have I seen a thing so lard to catch as these little 
ducks were. 1 saw one squatted under some dry chestnut 
leaves; getting between him and the pond, I tried to grab 
him with both haids—didn’t though; then I tried to keep 

in his way as he put for the water; *twas no usd; he dodged 
so fast that | was kept vibrating like a pendulum, from one 
side to the other, and he finally got by and into the water. 
While I stopped to gain my breath, ] say my brother soing 
through a similar acrobatic performance. ‘They every one 
escaped to the pond, an we followed them info it again. 
Here we were more successful; the rank growth of grass 
and other aquatic plants impeded their progress more than 
ours, and we forced them to dive; then when one’s head ap- 
peured through the grassy surface, we would steal up slowly 
behind it, with arms outstretched, and then suddenly seize 
grass and all, In this manner we secured six, and putting 
them into one of our coats, we dressed and started for the 
yacht, which was anchored in a creek about 4 mile away, 
We left six or eight ducks in the pool, and afterwards saw 
them with their mother, As we had no room on shipboard. 
we left them with friend Haynie, on the shore. We built-a 
pen and put them into it, and turned them over to Mrs, 
Haynie’s care, Five escaped withinan hour and we never 
saw them again; as the branch was near, and as they from 
the first get their own living, we had no fears for them, The 
sixth one—with two others which we afterward cansht—we 
carefully looked after, and they soon began to grow as fast 
as any dneks, They were never tame, but would eat corn 
meal dough when not watched. They were very fond of 
soft, crabs, and would ett them in preference to any other 
food. Two lived until they were full grown, and were finally 
killed by a couple of pups which belonged to the family. 
Hast Warenam, Mass,, July, 1882. Mrraus. 

SOMETHING ABOUT WASPS. 

HE Newark Advertiser contains the following account: 
“A big blue-bottle tly came buzzing into the house of 

a resident on Pennsylvania avenue yesterday afternoon, and, 
after a pretty thorough investivation of all the nooks and 
corners of the apartment, directed its attention toward a 
spider web in a corner of one cf the windows. For # mo- 
ment it reconnoitercd about the web, now soaring from one 
side to the other, and again poising almost motionless in 
mid-air, while it peered under the ingeniously woven struc- 
ture, Finally, to the astonishment of the lady who had been 
watching its mancuyres, it made » sudden charge upon the 
under part of the web, and breaking through the flimsy. net- 
ting, seized the occupant, a good-sized spider, and backing 
out of the entangling network, soared away with the strug- 
gling spider in its grip, like a chicken in the talons of & 
hawk.” 

The story is a -yery good one, but it would be no less ‘so if 
it were somewhat more accurate, Of course, the captor of 
the spider was not a fly at all, and equally of course, it was 
ont of the wasps commonly known as mud wasps, and, in 
the South, ‘mud daubers,” from the material of which their 
nests are formed. [t is, of course, impossible to say to just 
what species, or even to what family, the pirate belonged, 
but it is not difficult to conjecture what he, or rather. she, 
wis going to do with the spider. The solitary wasps pro- 
yision their nests with insects of various descriptions, such 
as spiders, caterpillars, aphids and grasshoppers, which they 
paralyze by stinging, and on which the larve, when hatched, 
feed, 'This whole subject is so interesting, and at the same 
time so little is known about it, except among naturalists, 
that no apology is needed for reproducing some remarks 
upon this group from our issue of December 12, 1878. 
The common blue, or mud wasp, as any one may learn by 

an inspection of one of the nests so plentifully distribute 
on the inside boarding of bay-lofts, garrets and other similar 
places, supplies its young with spiders; other genera draw 
their supplies from other sources. 

All the wasps and hornets are ferocious and predatory in 
their habits, und most of them feed to a considernble extent 
on other insects, So much is this the case (hat in some parts 
of Europe butchers are glad to have them ahout their shops 
on account of the great number of flies which they devour, 
anda certain species in Mauritius which feeds wholly on 
cockroaches is on that account held in hich esteem by the 
natives. Some of the sovial wasps, however, lay up honey, 
like the hees, 

The wasps are divided into two groups, the social and the 
solitary. Of the former, the common brown wasp, the 
“white-tailed homet” and ‘yellow jacket” are good examples, 
while the mud wasp may stand, as being so familiar to all, 
as atype of the latter, It isqwith the solitary wasp that we 
have to do at present. These insects are provided with a 
poison which stupefies or paralyzes the mscets npon which 
they prey and which of course they secure by stinging them, 
The female blue wasp—tfor there are no workers (nenters) in 
this genus—haying partially completed her nest of mud, 
deposits an ers, and in the same cell with it places a num- 
ber of small spiders which it has stung, ind which, although 
paralyzed and quite incapable of motion, still retuin life. 
The cell is then walled up and another one built adjoining it, 
in which the same thing takes plice; this is continued until 
several eves have been sonore when the last cell is finally 
yalled up and the nest completed. A similar nest is con- 

structed for cach set of exes which the female deposits. 
Wheu the grub appears, ib feeds on the spiders prepared for 
it, until reacy to undergo its transformation, and finally, 
when it becomes a perfect insect, gnaws its way out through 
the wall of clay. 

Another large wasp, somewhat similar in general aspect 
to the blne wasp, but larger, is common in our Jatitude; but 
as it does not appear about the dwellings of man it is sel- 
dom observed, except by those who are on the lookout for 
insects, It belongs to the genus Splew (8. iehnenmon), and 
ils nests are placed in holes in the ground, which it exca 
yates with much care and patience, It feeds its offspring 
on crickets, grasshoppers, ¢tc., and an incident which once 
came under our observation well illustrites the power and 
perseverance of these little creatures. While walking one 
day in mid-summer along a well-heaten path we noticed sey- 
eral small but deep holes, which we rizhtly attributed to 
these insects, and at length, just alter passing one of these 
excavations, we came upon a large Sp/ww which was at that 
moment engaged in transporting its prey to its nest, But 
jor the fact that the insect was directly in our path and we 
were looking for it we should have missed a yery interesting 
scene, The burden with which our Spher was strugeling 
consisted of two of the large lack and yellow-wingé 
“grasshoppers” whose sharp and loud ecrepitations are 86 
frequently heard during the scorching days of July and Au- 
gust. The two orthopters were firmly fastened to- 
gether, one clasping the other by the back and each 
of them was half as long again as their captor. Poor Sphec 
was veally in wrest trouble. She would seize her bur- 
den by the head, and by great exertion drag it along the 
smooth path for about six inches, when her strength would 

give out and she would fiy off to a little distance and rest for 
a minute or two, walking briskly about in the sun the while, 
then she would return to the spot and venew her efforts, Had 
the journey been through the orass, it seems as if it would 
have heen impossible for the wasp to dray her load, but, the 
path, worn smooth by constant travel, oifered no impediment 
to her progress. The distance from the spot where she was 
working to the hole which she desived'to reach \vas perlaps 
twenty feet, and though her advance was slow it was steady. 
At times she would fly off to quite 4 distance, fifty feet or 
more, but lier absences were never lone continued, and when 
we were obliged to leave her she had transported her burden 
to within three teet of the hole. We ereatly regret that we 
were unable to witness the close of the scene and watch the 
method by which the ‘‘grasshoppers” were introduced into 
tre hole, for they were certainly too large to enter it without 
being considerably reduced in size, Ilerc then was 9 very 
considerable proyision for the expected larye, and we thus 
see that even in our own latitude there are examples showing 
that different genera of solitary wasps feed their young on 
diferent insects. A Huropean genus, Avmmophdlus, employs 
the laryie of moths for this purpose, while CXlerien of Mauri- 
tius, as has been said, feeds its young on cockroaches. 

It might be supposed that the wasp: secure their prey by 
hawking about over the ground, trustine to chance to throw 
fhe insects they need in their way, buiwe have some evidence 
that these little creatures possess special senses which enable 
them to follow the objects of their search when not visible, 
perhaps somewhat as the hound follows the fox, Tn a recent, 
number of Vatwre we tind a letter from Mr. GC, L. W. Mer- 
lin to Henry Cecil, Hsq,, narrating a curious occurrence to 
which the former jyas witness, and from which we may quote, 
in closing, an extract or two, Mr. Merlin’s account is as fol- 
lows: 4 

“T was sitting one summer's afternoon at an open window 
(my bed-room) looking into the garden, when I was surprised 
to observe a Isrge and rare species of spider run across the 
window-sill in a crouching attitude. Ti struek ine the spider 
was evidently alarmed or it would not haye so fearlessly ap- 
proached me, It hastened to concwal itself under the project- 
ing edge of the window-sill inside the room, and had hardly 
done so when a very fine large hunting wasp buzzed in at the 
open window and flew about the room, evidently in search of 
something. Finding nothing, the wasp returned to the open 
window and settled on the window-sill, running backward 
and forward as a dog does when looking or searching for a 
lost scent. It soon alighted on the track of the poor spider 
and in.a moment it discovered its hiding-place, darted down 
on it, and no doubt inflicted a wound with its sting. The 
spider rushed off again, ard this time took refuge nnder the 
bed, trying to conceal iiself under the framework, or planks 
which supported the mattress. The same scene occurred 
here; the wasp never appeared th follow the spider by sight, 
but ran backward and forward in large circles like 2 hound. 
The moment the trail of the spider was found the wasp fol- 
lowed all the turns it had made till it came on it azain. The 
poor spider was chased from hiding-place to hiding place— 
out of the bed-room, across a passave and into the middle of 
another large room, where if finally succumbed to the re- 
peated stings inflicted by the wasp Rolling it upinto a pall 
the wasp then took possession of its prey and, after ascer- 
taining it could make no resistunce, tucked it up under its 
very long hind Jews, just as hawks or eagles carry off their 
quarry, anil was just flying off to its nest when I interposed 
and secured hoth for my collection. 

* + ar + =o is * & % + 

“Tam certain the spider left no web babind it, 1 cannot 
be suve, however, that, as it had evidently heen attacked by 
the wasp before entering my reom, a small quantity of liquid 
may pot haye exuded from its wountls, which may haye 
helped the wasp in tracking it. [have no doubt myself that 
insects have the sense of smell, and probably much more de- 
veloped than our own, No one * * * who has sugared 
for moths, or seen the largest Spidnyidw hovering over the 
strongest scented flower at night, or employed a caged fe- 
male moth as a lure to her male admirers Gan, T think, doubt 
this. If so, let them put a saucerful of honey in a corner of 
a TooM opening into a garden, throw open thewindow and see 
how soon the bees, wasps, el¢., willbe attracted to the honey, 

“There is @ tratition in the Hast that one of the teats by 
which the Queen of Sheba tried to prove the wisdom of Sol- 
omon was placing ona table before him two bouquets, one 
of artificial and the other of natural flowers, and requiring 
that he should say which were the real and which the arti- 
ficial, without moving from his throne, Solomon ordered 
the windows to be thrown open, and in flew tho bees, ete, 
which went at once to the real flowers. 

“Whether the senses of insects, birds, and what we call 
the lower creation, ave similar 1o ours in every respect it is 
very difficult to say, Nodoubla dog, if he could speak, 
would say a man had not the sense of smell, and would 
prove that his nose was worse than useless to him, An 
eagle or hawk woulkl say that men and moles, cte., have 
only the rudiments of eyes, and so om, 

“Man, with five very imperfectly developed senses (who 
ean say that there are not twenty senses?) is the only animal 
that is dogmatical, and denies all he cannot understand, 
The oracle of Delphi said, ‘Socrates was the wisest man in 
Greece, because he was the only man who kaew he knew 
nothing.’ ”’ 

Swautow-Tarep Kire my Onre.—North Bloomfield, O., 
August 8, 1882, Last June a hawk, different from any 1 
had eyer seen, was killed on my farm; it weighed 15 ounces, 
and measured from tip to tip 494 inches. On examination: 
of ‘ Webster's Unabridged,” I found a very fair likeness of 
the bird, called the ‘swallow-tailed hawk’—tvichtly so 
named, I thought, for it had a decidedly swallow tail, I 
immediately seht it to the Kirtland Society of Natural 
Sciences al Cleveland, and it is now sel up in their mu- 
ssum. The gentlemin who acknowledved the receipt of the 
bird, wrote for further particulurs concerning the ‘capture 
of this extvemely rare bird in this locality,” cte,, as he 
wished to make mention of it in the Morus, anp BrKwAm, 
T could tell lim but little about it, aidas [ see no mention 
made of it in the papor, I send this, hoping to eliqit such 
koowledge of this vw avis as the contributors to your 
Natural Wistory department may beable to sive. My cor- 
respondent says: ‘The hird’s habitut is Central America, 
ranging south as far as. Bolivia, aud norfh into Mexico, It 
has rarely been observed in Texas and Arizona. I know of 
but one other instanee where it his been seen so far north 
as the specimen sent by you—it was by Audubon in Indiana, 
in the year 1820, This hawk feeds alinyst entirely on snakes, 
lizavds and insects, which it devours while flying, similarly 
to the swallow, which in many other respects it so much re- 
sembles.”"—E. A, Brown. 
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“THE FLORIDA “THUNDER WORM.” 

Etitor Foren anil Stream: 
In my huste to answer your correspondent, $., regarding 

the Floridi, worm-soake he inquired about, 1 neglected to 
Say that itis nol a irue serpent atall, but adizard-like snake, 
swhich, so fiw as I know, has been, found in Florida only. 
According to Profussor Baird, who described the species, 
talling it Lipiestirnwin jleridanwn, itis common in Plori- 
da, emerging from its subterranean relreats after thunder 
showers, hence ils vernacqular name—‘'Thander Yorn.” 
Prof. Gope proposed to substitute the generic name Rinne 
7 ior thatol Lapidesternwne, wad this uame is clearly more 
‘appropriate, and now holds. 

his cutions species is not ig be confounded with what is 
commonly knowi as the “worm” snike of the Hastern, 
Western, Northern and Southern sections of the United 
States, which bélouws to the genus Curphepliiops, In Massa- 
ehusetts the species found ia GO wmneavs, in Southern Dlinois 
fod Mississippi, O. Avlee, and in Missouri and Kansas, (1 
verve. Thess sre all distinct species, and ure keown as 
“oround-snaices,” “\vornesnakes,” etc., und are trae ser 
pents. The following is the description of Hhinedrm jlari- 
tana, from proceedings of the Acadamy of Natural 
Beicuces of Philadelphia, 1861, page 75, 

“The specific characters were ns follows: A, broad crescen- 
tic nosbril plite immediately posterior to this on the medign 
line are an oblong Trontal, broader than long, and w larwe 
irregularly pentagonal vertical, with its posterior angle pro- 
lonved between two small occipital; three small plates on 
each side of the vertical, Hour superior labials on each side, 
the last three times the size of the third, The first separated 
from that of the other side by a trapezoid interior rostral, 
and bounderl above by # transversely elliptical nasal, which 
ig pierced by the nosiril above its center, Three loral plates 
im 4 sevics behind the nasal aad above the labials, the first 
munch the longest. Superior maxillary tacth, five on each 
side, the anterior pair longest; inter-maxillary one; manci- 
bular, cach ramus, six. Tnierior labials, three or four; one 
sympbyseal, one pair ganials, one mento-labial ou each site. 
Sternal plates, small, irvecular, about twelye im number, 
Vent very crescentic, three pairs of preanal platesin a longi- 
tudinal series. Fourteen rings upon the tail, all more or less 
tuberculous supeviorly except the iyo basal ones. Color 
ditty white, upper surface of the head yellowish.” 
To this may be added, that the “thunder worm” of 

Fisrids las no visible eyes, while the ‘worm snake” of 
Massachusctis is well provided in that respect. 

it isa matter of wonder, considering how atiractive snakes 
are to the genertd public, and how eagerly facts are noticed 
regarding their habits, that there is still so much ignorance 
about them, sid {have long had in mind a desire Gf time 
permits) to publish g paper, which shall be called; ‘‘Popular 
delusions regarding Aimericin Reptiles.” In this, perhaps, ' 

a 

We may ju guieto dispose of the “hoop snake” myth, and 
other like fables. H, @ Yanrow, H. C, D, h. 
GaireD STATES NATIONAL MirSrcm, Washington, D. C., August, 1882, 

Tue Gasper-cou,—Austin, Tex.—l notice a, conymunica- 
tion irom ““Byrne” in your issue of July 27 on “The Monsters 
of White River, Ark.,” and yout editorial comments thereon 

“ryevarding the identity of this fish. In May last L sent to 
Prot, Baird seyeral “gasper-cou,” and under date of July 17 
he writes me that ‘one ut them is still alive in ouraquarium, 
anil is an oljject of sreat interest.” Prot. Baird calis the fish 
Anhludon. grimniens—B, R. Ropprson. [Inu the nole to 
“Byrue's” communication, to which Ma. Robertson refers, 
we said that we were in doubt what tish bore this name, but 
thought it likely to be Amin cele ov Haplovdonotus gruniviens. 
Tt has proved Lo he the latter, for Anibiedon and LMaploidonatys 
are the same. ‘Phis adds another to the lodal names of this 
fish which are: ‘‘shecpshead,” Great Lakes and Lake Chauw- 
plain; “white perch,” Upper Mississippi; “grunter’ and 
“erunting perch,” Obio(?); “drum,” occasionally ;“‘bubbler,” 
Jord; “‘vasperevou,” Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana, The 
fish fromthe ereat lakes is too tough to cat, but the flesh is 
reported to be gaod in same other waters, | 

Rucext ARRIVALS AT THE PHICADELPHLA ZoOoLoGicaL GARDEN,—2 
rey pavrots, Psitiacus eryiiucus; 2 brown-headed partots, Peocepla- 
us fuscicapilius, invo-toed slot, Gl olcepus didactylus; 2 fox squirrels, 

Selurus niver; 2 Austvalian cranes, Grus custralasiana; 2 crowned 
eranes, Balcarica requlopwn,; 1 lamingo, Phiewicopterus ruber} 6 ruits, 
Mochetes pugntue; dlapwing, Vunellits cristatus; and Swhite-fronted 
parrots. Clinysolis @ucocephulus received by purchase, 1 great horned 
owl Bubo cirginianus; 2 bald oagles, ddlieins Vaucocephal us) 2 Hamond 
rattlesnakes, Crofcalus addnianteus:4 pea-hoens, Paro cristata; dalliga- 
tors, Allignior ulississippiensis; Lmoeking hird, Tudus polygivitusy 2 
possums, Didelphys pirgoviand,; 2 sparrow hawks, Hulcu sparverhiss d 
Tae lizards, Pivyiosome corvuta; 1 chain snake, Ophibolits doliatiys 
tringulust 1 ved tox, Vulpes fulvus; swamp sparrow, Melospiae perl- 

—usbriss Llong-billed marsh wren, Telowtodyters polustris; 2 Carolin 
doves, Zeawdure carolinensis; 1 ring dove, Turtwr risorius: 1 common 
ssiskin, Chirysoniutrusspiniz? and 1 prong-hormed antelope, antilocip ret 
americana; received by presentation, 2 Virginia deer, Cervus virgent- 
pret ani 1 Macaque monkey, Mucaous oynonewlyus, born ii the 

Arden, 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

Captain Murray calls his steamship Alaska ‘tae sreyhound of jhe 
| Ailantic.” She is probably bark rigzed,—Bu ston Transeript. 

Anecdotes of Stonewall Jackson—At ® council of afficers, eacly in 
the war, 1b was reinarked that Major —— was wounded, and woud he 
vable to do the duty assigned him. ‘Wounded, said Jackson, ‘it 

Gt realiy is so. 1 think it must have been by ai accidental discliarve of 
 Guty "—eentng Post. 

By thrift he had become a milionaire, and he had a splendid &t. 
Bernard dog which he was yery proud of, One day the servant 
fame to him, terrocstricken, ‘Master, master, Crssur is—’ “Ts 
waat? “Mad, mafraid, He won't touch water any more than if 
he were 9 crue apostle of temperance, antl there's 4s much foam 

about) his mouth as if he were the sea in one of Swinburpe's 
poems, “Great heavens, itis lucky you have discoverer if in tine, 

We mustnot lose ainiinte. Take the animal at once before he has 
bitten any one—* “Yes, sir? ‘+And sell him!"—Germaniown Tele- 

grag. 
Anotaur Use von A Doc.—The humane and manly sportsman 

is always Iind to his dogs, but there are many gunners who ure prone 
to chastise theit canine assistants in the field for no fault whatever, 

_ but simply to relieve the pent-up wrath caused by poor shooting or 
wit of Success In finding birds. If was a Nimrod of this deserip- 
tion, who, on boasting that he never failed to bring down his bird, 
owas me} with the quety: “Suppose your gun missés fire /* **Why, 
dn that ease Dd bring down my bird with the other barrel,” said he. 
 “Buiif that should miss fire, what then ?" persisted his companion. 
g that failed, why—deuce lake it, I'd whale iny dog !’—Toronta 

Globe. 

A Quitman darkey went to sleap one night while fishing recently 
and tumbled off Tato deep water, He sank and rose a couple of times, 
yen his companion, old Uncle Ditk Lewis, seeing that he had made 
Ho effort to save Limself, gol Noll of him and succeeded in drawin 
him to the bank, Ip was then discovered thal bie negro was sti 
asleep, his eolll bath hsving no eirech on bim whatever. Uncle Diclk 
“managed lo awaken hint by rolling him in the mud and wearing out 
iyo or three lighiwood knots over ais head, When the darkey awole 

he exp)issed niuch surprise to find his clothes wet.and he asked 
mGle Dick to explain, Wethinithat Brooks County is entitled to 

‘the medal for having the dvowsiest durkey in America. —Quilimun, 
~(Ga,) Press. 

Game Bag and Guy. 

Opry Smasoys.—See table of open settsans fon game ind fish 
in wsyue of Sule 20. 

GAME iN SEASON IN AUGUST, 
HE following schedule exhibits the game now in season. 

in parentheses, Seasons which open during the month, ): 
Alabama—Doves, | New Brunswick—Woodeock, wild- 
California—Deer, doves, ; fowl, snipe. 
Dakota—(Aug, 15, grouse, quail, | New Hampshire—Woodcock, plo- 

snipe, curley, ployer). yer, wildfowl, rail, 
Delaware—\W oodeock. New Ji ersey—(Aug. 25, peed birds), 
District of Columhia—Woodeock, | New York—Woodcock (except 

riiifed grouse: (Aug. 16, deer). Dutchess, Herkimer anil Oneida 
Georgid—Wild turkey, quail, deer. cos.), squirrels, deer. (Holinding 
ldaho—Sharp-tai! and pimnaied} season opens Ang.15; forbidden 

grouse, deer, mountain sheep in St. Lawrence co, ) 
and goat, elk, antelope, buitalo, ; North Carolina—(Aug, 18, deer), 

Mlinvis—W oodeook; (Aug. 15,wild- | Nova Scotia—Woodeock, wildfow]. 
iowl, pinnated grouse), snipe, 

Ludiaua—-Woodcock. Qbioe—Weoobdeock, 
Towa—Weoodeouk; (Aug. 15, wild-) Oregon—Grouge, wildfowl. 

fow!, pinnated grouse). Ontario —Woorltock; (Ang. 
Kentucky—Woodcock, wildfowl, snipe). 
Louisiana—Deer. Pennsylvania—W oodcock, plover. 
Maine—Plover. Rhode Island—jVoodesek, ployer. 
Maryland—Woudeoek; (Ang. 15, | Texas—Deer, pinnated grouse. 

nuifed grouse). Uiuh—Elk, deer, antelope, moun- 
Massachusetts—Woodecoelk, (loves. | tain sheep; (Aug, 15, grouse, 
Michigan—Woorkcock, quail, wildfowl). 
Minnsota—W ooduscl. Virginia~-Rufted grouse, woodcock 
Missouri—Woordeock, plover, mea- Washington Territory—(Aug, 15, 
dow lark, cove; (Aug. 15, pin- deer, elk, antelope, mountain 
med grouse). _ sheep, grouse}. 

Montaria—Fool hen, grouse, ptar- Wisconsin—Woodeock; (Aug. 15, 
migan: (Aug. 10, buffalo, elk, grouse, quail), 
antelope, motintain sheep and Wyoming—Buffalo, elk, antelope, 
foat, moose, Wildfowl). mountain sheep and goat, deur, 

Nebraska—(Aug. 15, grouse), plarmigan; pinnated, sage and 
Neyada—Elk, antelope, mountain sharp tail grouse; (Ang. 15,ruifed 
Sheep and goat, sage grouse; g#reuse, wildfowl, ployer, curlew, 
(Aug, 14, deer): snipe), 

{AS— For exceéptions, local laws, ete.. see Format anp Staram Sched- 
ule “B,” issue Of July 20, page 450), 

(Also, 
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RAMBLES THROUGH NEWFOUNDLAND. 

PART THREE. 

NAPE St. Mary’s, you will see, by looking atthe map of 
/ Newfoundland, is the termination of the strip of land 

which separates Placentia Bay from the Bay of St. Mary's. 
Turning this cape to the south, one mile distant, stands an 
island, kuown locally as the *‘Bird Island.” This island is 
dviached from the mainland, distant about forty yards from 
two or its sides, It is about 400 feet high, and three of its 
sides are smooth, perpendicular rock walls, like the iron- 
bound cliffs of the mainland, The fourth side is sloping. 
and from the base upto the summit there are alternating 
rock shelyes and slopes which are covered with wild grasses, 
ivy and moss. How the separation of the island from the 
miinland came about it is imposslble to tell, for the Hoor of 
the chasm which separates both is solid rock, level as if 
shaped by Inman hands, while the walls of both cliff and 
island ave clean cutas if from ihe chisel. Round ahout the 
base of the island runs a wile rock platform, which slopes 
seaward and descends info the mystic depths of the wild 
ocean. A wilder, grander spot I haye never seen. 

But the chief attraction lics not -n the naked majesty of 
the towering rocky walls, or the thunder of the ocean in its 
fury lashing itself against theirbase. Whien the surly storms 
of the late autumn come on, myriads of the numerous 
species of sca birds that feed around the naked headlands 
through the summeér months, seck food and shelter from the 
tenypests, in the numberless quiet nooks anc coves in the 
many bays which indent the island coast all along. In the 
surly spring from all these places come these birds in thous- 
ands, yea Imudreds of thousands, back again. I haye often 
secn of a briglt spring day, from a headland commanding 
a distant view of the sea, as many as 4 dozen huge icebergs 
eyounded in fully sixty fathoms (860 feet) of water, their 
sununits bathed imsunlight, and basking in this light innumer- 
able Hocks of sen birds returning from their winter abodes, 
To the island [ have above described come one class of 

such sea birds in myriads eyery spring, and their coming is 
hailed by the fishermin who live all avound the adjacent 
coasts ag a harbinger of the genial season. When they come 
the owner of a skiff, liying amon the rocks, thinks ‘'it is 
time now to begin to repair the skill, to patch the sails, and 
vot the fishing gear in order;” and he likewise examines his 
stock of powder and shot, as he knows he will soon have 
need for both. ‘Lhe murs haye come” is told with joy from 
the inhabitant of ont cove to another, It is wenerally first 
announced by the light-keepers at the Cape to the people in 
Lear’s Cove, thence to the folltin Golden Bay, and so passed 
ou. 

The ‘‘murs,” so called, belong to the swleide—Auks, and 
comprise the razor-bill (Ale torda) or “tinker,” as it is lo- 
cally called, the common suillemot (Urialometa), or “mur” 
and “turn,” as the people call them. Sometimes as carly as 
the latter part of March, but usually through the early part 
of April, tlie murr wings its way now, again swims along, 
fishing the while from the various bays, reaches and arms, 
out toward the Bird Island. In the evening you sce nota 
bird within miles of the island, nor will the best glass show 
you one unywhere within reach of the aidedeye. But in 
the morning the entire bight outside of the island is one 
bluck muss of birds that it would take one yeurs to count. 
They gencrallyremainin thie bight, perched ypon the water for 
three or four days, not a single bird flying about or alivhting 
upon the island; but when one rises to alight, ihere—and 
that is not till the birds haye assured themselves that the fine 
weather has set m—the whole myriad mass arises from the 
face of the sea, and spreads like dense clouds around and 
above the islaud, civcliny far inland aud around the light- 
houge in lundreds of thousands, The Misine invariably 
takes pluce between dawn and sunrise, and I haye myself, 
from the airy top of the cliff on an April morning, seen the 
black mass arise, circle around as T have described for about 
an hour, and finally settle upon the top and shelves of the 
island, and in the crevices; on the tops of the pinnacles, snd 
along the shelves of the clilfy and crags adjoining, as a 
swarm of bees settles upon and covers 4 tree. 

Once settled wpon theisland, the sport commences. Ly- 
ing to the sonthwest of the ishind and toward the promon- 
tory known as False) Cape, the cliff slopes, and alternates 
between steep, £rass-coyered descents and shelves like huge 
stair-steps, under perpendicular abutments of rock, down to 
Within thirty or forty feet of therock platform below, which 
portion of the cliffas petpendiculay, Lt is on this slope that 
the sportsman reaps his harvest, Near the top of the slope, 
on one of the shelves mentioned, is the “Upper Firing 
Plice;” midway between this and the lower part of the slope 

is the “Middle Firinw Place,” and the “Lower Wiring Place” 
is at the foot of the grass and immediately above the perpen- 
dicular clit, Now the island is covered, and the cliffs round 
aboul it swarm with ‘mtrrs.” The birds are unccasingly 
vising from the clitts and island and alighting again, ond in 
their ying observe a system of repulavity—ilying out about 
a quarter of a mile from the island in black clouds, circling 
around, and on their return tothe island, or while finishing 
the circle deseribed by each flight, flying over the grassy 
slope I have described. If it be calm ‘the birds describe 
theif circle, but only a few on the return, comparalively, 
pass over the slope. Therefore the condition of successful 
shooting sought by the sportsman is, that there be a strong 
breeze of northwest, westerly, or southwesterly winds. 
These winds each presses the birds in flying well in over the 
slope, and in the local languive the birds are then said to 
“fly well.” Therefore, with a good breeze of one of tie 
winds indicated, the sportsman takes his seut at the Upper 
Fiting Place. The noise of tlie birds’ wings upon the gale 
as tliey press toward the island is incoticcivable, unless to 
him who has heardit. The strong wind not alone makes 
the birds fly well in, but makes them fly low, also, su that 
rarely does the sportsman lose a bird he shoots. When the 
wind is not strong, position is taken at the Middle Firing 
Place, where a bird frequently is lost hy falling over the 
eliff; while on a calm day it is nevessary to fire from the 
lowest station, and here you are well off if you #et one bird 
for every three you kill, They fall on the, rock platform 
below, and it is annoying to look down, as your head pains 
you from the excess of your firing, to see a score or so Of 
your birds lying upon the unapproachable rock; but more 
annoying still is it to see a small boat put off from one of the 
numbers of large fishing craft at anchoroutside, pull in under 
the island, and coolly pick up every bird you lose. 

Tt was at these firing places that Llearned what I know of 
the art of shooting, I haye sat there for three, four and five 
hours firing continually, and only ceasing: when obliged to da 
so by sheer headache as the result of my fiting, Among the 
local sportsmen, many of whom still five out of flint muskets, 
to kill a bird for every two shots on an average is considered 
good work, but before [was long on the slope I could do 
very much better than this. 
When [ was about seventeen years old I remember I had 

avery desirable and neat single barrel. The birds ‘flew 
poorly,” and a number of the fishermen who lived in the 
a‘ljacent coves were there with their fiint muskets. They-do 
hot care to waste ammunition, so they rarely go to the lower 
firing place, waiting for a stray bird to fy higherup. But L 
betook mé to the lower firing place, and out of some sixty 
shots [ think I only missed two or three, ‘‘How the young 
boggar hits °em, doesn’t he?” I could hear them say up atove 
me, as after each crack a bird fell, I had likewise a pretty 
good doe, and he was on the alert after each bird fell, so that 
I got [ think nearly thirty birds before they rolled oyer the 
cliff, 

T have frequently seen as many as sixty in a pile before me 
after two hours’ shooting, when the wind blew and the birds 
flew well. I have, I must-confess, killed the birds fre- 
quently for the delightful pastime, and in very wantonness, 

One day, I remember, in the middle of April, the captain of 
a vessel engaged in coasting was on his return to St. Johns, 
the capital, and in passing the cape it occurred to him that 
he would go and shoot some “‘murrs” to take fo the city 
with him. He brought a good stock of ammunition and an 
exquisite little double barrel. When ‘he reached the firing 
slope I, as was my wont, for days at a time during the carly 
spring. wis there. 

T had been indulging in miscellaneous shooting, for if 
must be remembered that ‘“murrs’” are not the only inhab- 
jtants of this island and its vicinity. Cormorants by thous- 
ands had taken wp their abodes, in latter years, on the wide 
shelves in the adjoining crags; and ou the top of the island 
was a patch of these birds—called “‘shags’” by the inhab- 
itants—numbering perhaps six or seyen hundred. Im addi- 
lion to these us many as hall a dozen different species of 
sea cull built their nests about here in summer, and flocks 
of birds of what species I do not know inhabit there also, 
I had amused myself picking off any cormorant that be- 
trayed an inch of his person over the land in flying from 
the sea up to his crag, or down again, or around to the 
false cape, where a large community of his brethren 
sentinel the boldest peaks, overlooking the ocean, during 
the summer, I had also brought down a number of gulls, 
especially the species locally known as the ‘‘ticklace,” prop- 
erly the Kittiwake gull (Rissa tridelyjlas). “This seems to be 
a yery foolish creature, whose chicf fanlt is its fatal curios 
ity. Wherever the sportsman is firing there is the ‘‘tick- 
luce” sure to be, wheeling and circling about in dozens, with 
its long, slate-colored back and pinions, and yellow legs 
and beak, singing eternally, and to confuse the strongest 
head, ‘‘Little too late,” “Little too late.” No parrot that 1 
have ever heard can articulate anything so plainly as can 
the “ticklace” these words, The stranger standing among 
these wild crags might, if he were superstitious at all, and 
not knowing the cause, think that the myriad repetition of 
the words ‘Little too late,” in the air, and up the crags, 
and down by the sea, were the wild words of mountain 
elves or some other genii dwelling in this lonely and savage 
spot. Frighten them with a gnn-shot and they cry out 
“Little too late; fire at one—and miss it—and il cries out 
“Tittle too late,” so that many a time [ have seen the sports- 
man put up his gun, and as the garrulous bird cried “Little 
too Inte,” reply as he fired and brought down the curious 
babbler, ‘You're time enough,” 
ButLam digressing, notJike the author of Childe Harolde, 

in my story to moralize, but to state the many scenes [ have 
seen, and which press in upon me as I write, like old and 
dear acquaintances. When the captain reached the slope the 
shots now and again told him some one was there, and he 
found me surrounded by several cotmorants, three or four 
different species of gull—the “saddle back,” (Larws mersnis) 
the arctic skau, (Stereerarius porasitieus) the ‘blue gull” or 
herring: cull! think (Laws argentatus) and the “ticklace!’— 
and of the “ticklace” yariely not less than twenty, a few 
“murrs” and ‘tinkers,” making in ull about fifty birds, 
The captain was astounded at my luck, and then told me he 
wanted to kill a lot of murrs to bring toSt, Johns. Icou- 
ducted him to the upper firing place and told him to blaze 
away. The birds flew well, for a strong breeze blew from 
the northwest. The captain, indeed, did begin to blaze 
awny, but he set oul with this fatal error, He thought by 
firing blankly at the cloud of birds that flew in an unccas- 
ing stream, possibly forty birds over his head at once, to- 
wards the island, that he couldn’t miss hitting a bird or tyo. 
Indeed he thonght before he fired that he could perhaps take 
down a half » dozen at a shot, and thought I siw a contemp- 
{nous smile on his lip when I said, ‘‘Captain, if you get one 
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at a shot, you bring no discredit upon yourself as a sports- 
man.” $0, although he had fired half a dozen shots, blank 
at the cloud of birds, not one did he get. I went over to 
him, and saw his gun go up for the seventh time, and go off; 
and more than this I saw—I saw that the good captain shat 
two eyes instead of one as he leveled his piece, but as he 
pulled the trigger he opened both eyes, IT told him that 
either was a bad way to take aim, and he looked very sheep- 
ish, and 1 likewise in a quiet tone, in which there was a sub- 
stratum of venom, told him again, ‘‘Captain, if you get one 
ata shot, you bring no discredit upon yourself as a sports- 
man!” Iwas then vevenged for the sneer of contempt—as I 
thought—which had preceded his failure, 

“Now,” I said, ‘Captain, if you want to get birds, you 
will have to get somebody to kill them for you. If you do 
not mind,” said I, ‘I will lend my poor services,” The cap- 
tain was a humbled man, and he said, ‘‘T will thank you to 
shoot me some.” 1 said, ‘Then hand ine over your ammuni- 
tion, since | would not mind trying your piece,” I found the 
latter had the effect of making mé miss two shots out of the 
first four, in consequence of being so much lighter than my 
own. [resumed my own gun again, and fired continuously 
till my head became numbed and Thad tostop. During this 
time the poor captain had kept up a desultory fire, getting off 
about twenty shots, but doing no execution further than 
striking a gull that was lavily fying along through the swift- 
winged ‘‘murrs.” Of course he did not tire at the gull, 
though when the poor creature with one lee hanging awk- 
wardly down flew away, and lit with o flash in the sea, the 
captain by stich muttering as ‘I didn’t kill him quite dead,” 
and ‘‘I did not allow for the distance, it was a long shot,” 
and sundry other observations, endeavored to conyince me 
that he did fireat the gull. I took no notice of him for some 
time but I said at last, ‘How is it that you did not come to 
sep the gull before you fired? You ought to be careful 
always. You might as well have hit meas the gull had I 
been «little way distant from you. Don’t fire with your eyes 
shut; you don’t know what you may strike.” 

The captain reloaded in silence. “TL will fire these two 
shots,” he said, ‘and go." He did fire them, and I heard 
him mutter bitterly as his last barrel went off, ‘Devil a 
touch,” and then forgetting his own failure and pique he 
came to congratulate me on what I had killed. My dog lay 
blinking before the pile of black and white birds, but keep- 
ing a jealous guard the while, and would only in sullen 
mood submit to the captain counting them, I had about 
seventy ‘‘murrs’, and in addition to these I handed over my 
miscellaneous pile which Thad killed before the captain 
came, to the master of the coaster. Three of the captain's 
men had been lying up in the cross while the shooting went 
on, and ata signal came and took the birds upon their 
backs, each taking about thirty, which would make a load 
of nearly ninety pounds, the cuptain taking the remainder, 
_As the weather was cool and the wind fair, the captain, I 
afterwards learned, got his birds to St. Johns quite fresh. 
A good dogis indispensable on theslope. The dog lies 

below where you take your position, and when you fire 
‘marks where the bird falls. Very "often a wing only is 
broken, and without the dog the bird runs over a precipice. 
The first dog I ever took to the slope was impulsive, and 
blindly darted after a bird with a broken wing over the 
cliff, and was killed upon the rock below. My next dog I 
brought with me up and down the slopes and shelves, famil- 
iavizing him with the dangers tu be wyoided. 

The ‘‘murr” weighs abont two anda-half or three pounds, 
und after being soaked twenty-four hours to take away the 
“strong” or fishy flavor, makes excellent pie, stew or soup; 
and when properly grilled or fried is delicions. From the 
time it makes its appearance about the ist of April, till 
June, it is the chief fresh meat found upon the tables of the 
coast fishermen, near the island, and is considered the dain- 
fiest of a dish on board the large fishing craft which come 
from distant points of the colony and anchor for the sea- 
son’s eod-ishing near the Cape. Like most other sea birds, 
its feathers are excellent, and the’ fisherman who has shot 
sea ducks around the coast I am describing, has always re- 
turned telling of the superior quality of the fishermen’s 
feather beds. 
Towards the last of April, on an occasion not yet referred 

to, a party of sportsmen came from a long distance, [ with 
them, to haye a few days’ shooting on Bird Island Slope. 
Early in the forenoon, four in number, we arrived at the 
Bird Island. It was the first visit of the others, so the party 
was undermy direction, When we set out there was a nice 
fresh westerly breeze blowing, but it had fallen calm before 
we reiched the island. One of the party was a young 
elerzyman, just raw from Trinity College, Dublin. 
Be had read of such things in books, but muttered as he 
stood within fifty paces of the island covered with its 
myriads, and heard the din of cries about us—so bewilder- 
ing that you could searce hear each other speak: 

* * * * “T might not this believe 

Without the sénsible and true ayouch 

Of mine own eyes,” 

Though, locally, it is considered murder to fire from the 
mainland out upon the island, for there are hundreds of 
birds waddling about there always within range, yet we 
could not restrain the good clergyman. He fired out into a 
thick bunch, killing one bird and wounding several others. 
Then a ‘‘ticklace,” silly and curious as ever, circled and 
shook itself over our heads. His reverence wanted that bird 
so much ‘to stuff and take home.” I fired and the silly 
thing fell at our feet, The clergyman was enraptured and 
insisted on decorating our hats with the slate-colored 
feathers, as ‘trophies of our luck.” I told himif we were 
to take feathers as ‘‘trophies of onr luck” from all the birds 
LT expected we would get before the party returned, I thonght 
he would have nearly enough for a feather bed. 
We then passed over to the slope along a path about afoot 

wide only, and from which one blind step would precipitate 
you into the yawning chasm below, ‘No one speaks in pass- 
ing round this giddy path, and indeed the more timorous 
take a roundabout way, nearly a mile, to reach the firing 
place. When wo vot upon the slope there was not a breath 
stirring, and the good clergyman again thought of his books 
und said it was a pity we had not ‘tan Ariel to raise the 
storm’ and send the birds now flying with easy motion in 
from the sea, I saw little hope for either a breeze or an 
Ariel to pipe ns one, so | suggested another plan, Therefore 
we proceeded around the hills about fwomiles, then descend- 
ing # ragged cliff went to a fishing slation inhabited in the 
summer months, There we got asmall boat, and, hoisting 
our sails, with the little breezé and the help of our ours made 
around for the island, 

But we had only reached the ‘Bill of the Cape” when it 
Was certain that we could have had all the sport we wanted 
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without going to the island at all, Flocks of sea birds of 
twenty different names crossed us on the wing before and 
astern, and flew over ourheads. We took in our oars, and 
while myself and another prepared for shooting, the clergy- 
man and the other threw out their lines. The lines 
were scarce out when there came a fug at each, enough 
almost to pull the unguarded fishermen overboard, and after 
some hard pulling, in which the skin of the unprotected 
hands of the two tyro fisherman suffered not little, the 
clergyman bauled a pair of fine cod to the surface, and the 
other had a monster of the same species, nigh as large as the 
clergyman’s pair. I seized a gaff and hooked the three fish, 
directing the jubilant pair to yo on and help themselves now, 
as we had other work. Bang, bang, bang, spoke our two 
pieces, and two fine “‘shell birds’ redbressted merganser 
(Mergus serratar) fellto leeward. Ihad killed one and §, 
the other, he having fired two barrels, missing one. ‘The 
shots brought myriads of birds from their dreamy repose on 
the glassy sea, and they circled out around our boat, and 
shoreward again, giving us opportunity for good shots almost 
as rapidly as we could load and fire. When we put out the 
oars again to pull for the island, the clergyman and D. had 
taken about fifteen fine cod, ond the former had likewise suc- 
ceeded in getting his hand badly turn by injudiciously thrust- 
ing it into the gaping month of a large cod to take the hook 
out of its gill, The fish closed its mouth, and the result may 
be judged. Ido not remember having heard the excruciat- 
ing pain of the hand subsequently bring forth psalms or 
anything of that class from the clergyman, 
We had got about fifteen birds, these being with two 

exceptions (which were murrs) sea ducks of various kinds, 
When we reached the False Cape Cove, the bight in which 
Bird Island ig situated, we afain took the “spreads” out of 
our sailsand prepared for several ‘‘heds” of ‘bottlenose 
divers”—surf duck (Pellonetia perspiettiata}—which were fish- 
ing all along in the surf, We pulled in toward the bottom 
of the cove, where we got several shots, procuring about a 
half dozen of the coveted divers, the other two tlying their 
lines but failing to get any cod. ‘The preacher got 4 skulpin 
(one of the hateful dracunenk), and he had to beat the abom- 
inable creature to jelly before he could get it off his hook, 
While you try to get this creature off your hook you are in 
danger of getting the horus that grow upon its back and 
head into your bands. 

Then we pulled up under the shadow of the Bird Island, 
its perpendicular walls rising far up into the blue, and ran 
our boal’s prow upon the slanting rocky platform. Here 
where so many echoes were at work, sending back the 
screams of the birds, it was impossible to hear each ofher 
speaking. All four began a general fire, The clergyman 
fired ata pair of ‘‘tinkers” about sixty feet up the cliff, 
The “kick” of the gun bruised his shoulder terribly; and 
we all observed that firing the slightest of charges blank 
against the rocky wall caused the gun to kick so fiercely as 
to make it necessary to dusist firing in that direction. 

But this did not limit our shooting operations mich, for 
the birds flew up to and duwn from the island and the sur- 
rounding crags and cliffs in clouds, keeping up a continuous 
roar, ‘“Turr-t-r, turrs-rz,” rolling the letter rin a more ap- 
proved way than any Scotehman | have ever heard. Some 
of our birds fell upon the reck platform and some fell upon 
the water; and after we had fired there for about au hour, 
the number of birds lying at our feet and those floating 
alony the coye was by no means uncomplimentary to our 
skill as shots. $8, did pretty fairly, getting on on average a 
bird for every two shots, while 1), and the clergyman con- 
tributed between them only a guil and two sea pigeons; and 
they wrangled for a long time as to who shot the gull, for 
both had shot at it simultaneously as it sat upon a pinnacle 
of rock. 

There now appeared signs that 4 breeze of wind was com- 
ing up, and knowing the danger of an ‘4n-yind” to a small 
boat like ours at this early season, we hurriedly picked up 
our floating birds and pulled—and a hard pull it was against 
the increasing wind and “lop’—around the cape, when we 
hoisted sail, having the wind on our beam, and steered for 
Briley Point. White-caps appeared before we reached the 
point, und it took the steadiest skill to keep our skiff from 
filling, it being necessary frequently to “bring her head to 
the sea” to keep from being filled by wash over the quarter. 
As it was, we twice shipped water, once nearly filling. We 
had a bail-bucket, and the man of God assisted frantically 
with his hat. We were all four sea-sick, I may remark. 
But— 

* * * “The storm grew loud apace, 

The water-wraith was shrieking, 

And in the scowl of heaven each face 
Grew darkas we were speaking,"’ 

We weathered Briley Point—and only that—and as our 
boat rounded in under the shoulder of the sheltering land, 
and we knew we were safe, und heard the angry turmoil of 
the hillows outside, I could hear, in fancy, two of our party 
who were Benedicts say, what Canada’s gifted poet, Mr. 
Roberta, has since given us in poesy and rhyme: 

“er the waste, warm reaches drives our prow sea-cleaying 

Past the luring death, into the falling night; 

Home shall hold us yet and cease our wives from grieving, 
Safe from storm, and toil, and Hame, and clanging fight.” 

It may be stated that the prime object of the yisit of the 
guillemot to the island is to lay its eggs and bring forth its 
young, The eggs are laid on the bare rocks, no attempt 
being made at nest building. When the fledgeling is about 
ten days old, its mother bears it on her back down from the 
dizzy heights into the sea; and I have sat many times Hpon 
the cliff, toward the last of June, almost suffocated by the 
stench arising from the guano on the island and the remains 
of fishes left there by the birds, and seen mothers leave the 
crags and shelves and the island top by hundreds, bearing 
their fledgelings upon their backs, When plumped into 
the water, the little fellows swim briskly around, and whistie 
so vigorously that you might hear their shrilling more than a 
mile distant, 

One spring morning, I have been told not many years 
ago, a ship of war suiling from St, John’s to one of the bays 
to capture two or three outlaws, before whom local authority 
had paled, slacked steam and stopped when off the Bird 
Island. Then there was a puff of smoke, and a Joud boom, 
and the birds were seen rising from the island in thousands. 
The ship had in wantonness fired at the mass of birds, 
to be seen from her decks. The first shot missed, but 4 sec- 
ond and a third were fired, and eventually a bomb was 
thrown, but exploded and fell spluttering in the sea short of 
the island. If [am not mistaken, the war ship, I am told, 
was the gunboat Lily. 

It is twenty years ago since the first foolhardy adventurer, 
a fisherman, climbed up the dangerous, part-sloping side of 
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the island to the top. He killed numbers of birds with his 
climbing gaff, and then began his descent. A fourth of the 
way down his heart failed him, and yielding his hold he fell 
a jelly mass upon the rock below. 

ithin the past few years the experiment was repeited by 
a tar from & war ship, who, heedless of the fate of his pre- 
decessor, climbed to the top. In his descent his courage 
lasted him well, but when a little over half the distance 
down he cried out that he could descend no further. And — 
he began to make the re-ascent. But neither musele nor nerve 
could long sustain such tension, and the poor fellow, cling- 
ing wildly at the frail mosses and grass, fell down crushed 
and dead—dead if he bad had a hundred lives—upon the 
tocky platform. 

[learn from my brother, a frequent visitor to the island, 
that within the past two years the cormorant has inereased 
prodigiously, and has driven the guillemot almost entirely 
from the top of the island. The sport there, however, is | 
undiminished, as the displaced ‘‘inurrs” have betaken them- 
selves to the adjoining cliffs and crags. J. £. CoLnins. 
Toronto, Canada, 

“FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD.” 

HERE come days in the life of any business man when 
_ the worries and perplexities of daily work seem almost 

unbearabie, when he is sick of the treadmill walk, when he 
longs to throw from him the interests of his patrons, ens- 
toniers and clients and live for a few blissful moments for 
himself alone, Take from him the possibility of doing this 
and you shorten his life and depreciate his usefulness, Any 
machine is better for rest. A razor cuts hetter from vest. 

This desire for rest is gratified in various ways; but there 
is no mole natural or effective way, even for the non- 
sporting man, than to merge fora time the artificial man 
into the natural; to sink civilized training in the instincts 
piven us by our fathers, the savages, and rest for a little 
while near to nature’s heart. 
Now, there are many men who long with a great longing 

for a few days’ outing in the woods or on the streams, wha 
suddenly become possessed to renew some of the innocent 
pleasures of their youth, but who are deterred by motives of 
economy, or by a lack of the experience which would make 
them ‘‘handy” in going atit. To these, for whom we have 
every sympathy, we beg leave to speak afew words. The 
trouble is, we are too ambitious, We want to go to the 
Adirondacks, or the lakes, or the Rockies nnd the Yellow- 
stone country. The kind of a trip we want will cost from 
$50 to $500, and take a month ot time. Nov, this is fine, 
but not needful. Rest and enjoyment can he found closer 
al, home, 

Suppose we have it arranged so thatwe can take two 
weeks in the middle of summer, and can afford $10 for the 
trip. Give us these data and we will assure you a pleasant 
time, no matter who you are or where you live. 

Associate with yourself three or four tried and true 
friends, like-minded with yourself to ‘‘have a trip.” Be 
careful in your choice, for on this depends more than on all 
else. Now look around, all of you, and upon your honor 
declare if there is not within fwo hundred miles of you some 
lake, some mouutain, stream, or wood where you can pitch 
your canyas house, and hunt, and fish, and live, and rest. 
Now can not one of you get a.team? And can not another 
find some sort of a wagon? No need ofa livery rig. It is 
utility, not style, weave after. Very well. Now, can you 
not tind a tent somewhere? Perhaps not. Well, an 8x11 
wall tent, of 10-ounce duck; can We laid down -withont 
poles or pins, 300 miles from Chicago, for $7.00 (for 1882). 
‘This will amply accommodate six persons, A 7x7 wedge 
tent will do for four, and will cost $5.00, Hither tent, 
properly pitched, will stand any weather you will meet. 
Tf you get a wall-tent, practice till you get the proper dis- 
tance for your pins, then measure the distance oul on a tent 
pole; and when you set up your tent after that, lay off your 
ground and drive all your pins the first thing; attach your 
corner ropes loosely; put in your ridge-pole ; put 4a man 
at each end of 7t and set up the end-poles; tighten up the 
guys all round, and you haye it done, the blankefs unrolled, 
nud are ready for supper in Jess than five minutes. 
Two guns will be enough for a party of five, and you 

ought to have one dog; Also fishing-tackle for two. If 
you wanta stove, dig # treuch in the yronnd, puta fat- 
topped arch of sheet-iron over it, and you have a stoye ood- 
enonghfor a king. Take five pounds of crackers. Oatmeal 
is also good, cheap and handy for a camping trip. Your 
bread and butter you can get along the road; you are not 
foing to the Yellowstone country, you kuow. Take some 
salt pork and plenty of sugar and coffee. A skillet will cost 
you nothing, a coffee pot no more, and tin plates and spoous 
are cheap. Now holdup your righthand, every one of you, 
and under oath answer if you altogether haye spent oyer $20. 
Very well. There is little more to spend. You will not 
need any camp cot, nor camp stool, and you might as well 
leaye your cow and your piano, You have what you need, 
and do not need an extra wagon to carry your traps, nor an 
extra man to do your cooking. 
Now, suppose you live in the middle of the prairie, State 

of Towa, for instance, where the midsummer sun blazes 
hot and fierce, and the long, dry reaches of unprotected 
ground would seem to offer the least possible attractions to 
pleasure seekers, Even here you can haye # pleasant trip. 
Tt you don’t believe it, we will tell you of one of several we 
have made there ourselves, being no better equipped than as 
we have described. 

The ‘‘chicken” season of “81 opened hot and dry; and as 
we started out for a trip to one of the so-called wall lakes of 
Central lowa, our fiends assured us we should roast, But 
oul on the road the August breeze seemed all ut once refresh- 
ing, The breath we breathed was all our own, the time we 
spent we did not count by the hour, and life again seemed 
worth the living. ; 

The first night out it rained. The rain was wet. Our 
trusty old tent sprung a leak; water stood in pools upon the 
blankets, and trickled in streams through onr beds of straw. 
In the morning the Professor wauted to golome. He said he 
was foing to die, and wanted to perish in the bosom of his 
family. We built a fire, hung him over a rail, and dried 
him ont, A little later I saw him with an expression of 
wonder on his face, carefully feeling himself all over. Said 
he: ‘‘Heretofore no one could have persuaded mie that so 
much moisture could be absorbed by the human tissues 
without producing serious complications, Yet I experience 
no ill effects. Hurrah! I’m prouder of myself than l-was 
when I took the valedictory!” And he jumped up and be- 
van to harness a mule. He was acured man. We passed 
on our way under the overhanging willow hedges of Storey 
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county. At noon we would halt and unsling the ‘‘grub- 
box,” and the Judge would make the coffee. No matter 
how hot the weather, we had coffee three times a day. 

The Judge was famous for his coffee. He would build 
the tinicst, hottes( fire, andin less than no time have the 
water boiling; then he put in a double handful of coffee, set 
it back, and forthwith there arose a delicious fragrance, and 
with a tousical gurele the little black sheet-iron coffee pot 
announced itself ‘All ready!’ God bless thee, little coifee 
pot! Foul fall the hand would mar the symmetry! Across 
the plaine in ‘61, through the Gunnison country in ‘80, along 
many a wonded stream, by many a reedy Jake in lowa has 
thy voice murmured sympathy, A woman would despise 
thee; a hired girl would crush thee; but we tired men adore 
thee, and agai exclaim, “All hail!” 
We usually traveled about thirty m‘les a day, though on 

the level prairies we could have made fifty. We were in no 
hurry, aud found as much pleasure in gypsying along the 
roadside as in the more excifine sport of hunting and fishing, 
The gentle Towa scenery was soothing and restful. 

At night we would stleet some high and breezy point for 
our camp, being too wise to camp near the streams, where 
Mosquitoes, malaria and much oppressiveness do abouad. 
While one tended to the team, another brought wood and 
water and helped with the tent and bedding. while two were 
detailed to “fet something for suppor.” Old Rex, noblest 
of a noble strain of setters, Gould right casily in that coun- 
try find a covey of “‘chickens,” and enough were soon se- 
cured for all our needs. We never killed a bird we did not 
eat, and allowed just oné bird per meal to each man. Thati 
made fifteen a day; we could easily haye killed a hondred. 
Lhavye often left a covey in the grass after bagging what I 
wanted. 

Then at night about the canrp-tire the Judge would tell us 
of the Sioux massyere at Snirit Lake in ‘57, or of deer hunt- 
ing in New York, or of fishing in fhe South, or would nudge 
Ned and ask him if he remembered his first night out on the 
skunk bottoms, when he thought the big owl was 4 wolf. 1 
remember that night myself, We did not foresee in the bluc- 
eyed six-year old who “wanted to go home,” the self-reliant 
youth who before he was twenty, would foot it across the 
range from Leadville, shoot deer in the Rockies, and in his 
tonely camp never be frightened by the panther’s scream. 
Steady as a veteran, modest asa girl, dead shot, expert fish- 
erman, perfect horseman, with a heart as big as all out-doors 
and a politeness that is not of thehouse. Tellme itis wwast- 
ing time to camp out ! 

Can I ever forget those days? Can | eyer forget the eyen- 
ing when the Judge and I threw down our game-bags (tell it 
not in Gath! his was full of half-crown teal), and went down 
to the luke-shore to watch the ‘‘old gentleman’ play the big: 
pike which rose to the spoon trom below the lily-pads? Do 
we not often catch that pike again? And will we not some 
time catch his mate? Ay, that we will, God willing. And 
you, men of toils and weariness, will you not come with us, 
and be strengthened so that you will go back to work rejoic- 
ing as a strong man to run a race ? 
The old heathen god could not be Killed while his fect 

were on the ground, which means that| Mother Nature is 
kind to those who bring their troubles to her—which means 
that it will pay you to go, 
And lest we be accused of digression from our original 

topic, let us add that for the cighf days out on this trip, our 
expenses, above those to which we have alluded as prelimi- 
nary, amounted for each man to just 55 cents. And this is 
true. HH, Hoven. 

GAME IN SOUTH CAROLINA. 
POR these latitudes the summer has been all that could be 

desired. Some few days of the regular 120 degrees in 
the shade have smiled on us, but they haye been conipura- 
tively few and far between. Though no rain storms of two 
days’ or more duration haye visited us. yet we havé had plen- 
tiful showers and all nature is as green as early spring, The 
water courses have suffered somewhat, buf not enough to 
cause embarrassment fo man, bird orfish. A year ago all 
natute was wrinkled and parched, whole broods of young 
uail perished for want of water near their nestings. Now 
ob W. smirks und smiles, He has increased and miulti- 

plied. Ilook forward to a good season of fine sport when 
the «lorious November and December days come, when, 
after the covey is well scattered, the birds lie like stones on 
the hillsides, in the old fields and in the pine woods. Hie 
on, Rex, old chap, go steady and get the wire edge off. Now 
fo your single work for which you are famous. There you 
are, glaring at that bunch of brier and brown grass, and 

The merry tail for once is still 

And something wrinkles the sunny face. 

Buzssesii—quarterer to the left mayhap, and echoiny the 
whir of busy wings, the 12-bore cracks, three drams of 
good powder and one ounce of No. Sor 10 have stopped 
those industrious wings. He pitches down to earth an inert 
mass. Steady Rex, fetch! Behold now that face which a 
moment since wore so solemn appearance, beaming with joy, 
and that tail may fly off info space if he continues to wag 
at that rate, The bird is laid in my hand, not a feather 
rutied. Rex, if I could always do as well as you, my work 
will be well done surely. 

Oh what a calamity to see a dog break shot and then chase 
or find the dead bird and ‘‘chaw if np,” his master the mean- 
time yelling until his face looks like a boiled lobster, and his 
throat feels like « first-class Rothery rasp, And yet there be 
men, snd I know them well, and they, haying the gait and 
accent of men and Christians, pride themselves on their dogs, 
shooting and field performances generally, call themselyes 
sportsmen, do this thing, blame the poor dog always, and 
stand there with smoking gun, and blank-blank, blankety- 
blank that blank doe. My real pride in and for such men (?) 
can be measured by my affection for a hand organ or my 
delight in the young man who serenades his sweetheart next 
door at 11 P. M. with an accordeon, In the latter case my 
charity is not as big as a cove oyater, and some these you 
know would rattle in a hollow watermelon seed. 

Steadily and slowly the appreciation for good dogs, an 
the desire to know how to train them right, is making its 
way. Mr. A. R. Heyward is the pioneer in the kennel busi- 
ness in these parts. No better stock anywhere than owned 
by him. J have sent to bis kennel fora young dog to he 
worked this season, 

Not many weeks and we will he stalking the turkey, “or 
a seatterin’ of um with that; little yaller dog.’”” Soon there 
after, ensconced in the blind, wecan gobble them yp. Now 
is if not a beautiful and eyen a thrilling sight when the first 
turkey steps in the arena? Andif it be a big gobbler—oh, 
lor’} see his stately neck and head, a8 poised on one foot he 
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gazes suspiciously around. Now don’t wink your eye even, 
—he will see it and “put.” <A low, soft, very soft call has 
brought him within forty yards; the Damascus tube speaks; 
put—put, here, there, yonder, flashes, reports, smoke, as the 
breech-loaders do their work, We did not see those birds— 
only one? Thunder! the whole gang were here. Glorious 
sport. Nothing like it, save quail, snipe, woodcock and 
srouse shooting, Friends and brethren, it’s all good, as poor 
om Moore said of rys, corn, potato aud apple whisky; he 

could not choose, he would taste the whole thing, und there 
would be no jealousy. 

T have participated in all shooting but chicken shooting. 
Tt would he a ved letter day, the day 1 could join some 
brother sportsman on the prairies. What # delight to watch, 
those chicken dogs range, draw and point. How much 
good golden time moneyed men waste, and how dull and 
cohweby their brains become by not participating in these 
glorious life-giving sports and recreations so bountifully pro- 
yided by nature. When that ship of mine comes in, what 
an armory aud kennel [ will haye, what a big open house I 
will keep, what a good fellow I will be, what a— 

Dick SWIvELLER. 
GRANTTEVILLE, §. C., August, 1882. 

COBB'S ISLAND. 
\HERE are about twenty-five sportsmen upon the island, 

mostly hailing from Baltimore and Virgima, It has 
been very warm, and to those enthusiastic Nimrods who 
have sat for five hours in the blinding glare of an August 
sun waiting for hirds to circle around the decoys, they ought 
to know what hot weather means, In sucha sun the mer- 
cury must bubble and the glass become mallable, and cer- 
tainly the gun barrel 2ets so hot thati one has to use a hand- 
kerchief when clasping it, and there seems a nositive danger 
in the premature explosion of the cartridge by the hot barrels. 

Well, about the luck, the islanders say it’s ‘‘middling,” but 
the truth is if is a, failure, and there sre but few birds: the 
willet, curlew and yellow legs are not onefourth what they 
were in years past. For example, a dozen sportsmen go out, 
and the bag will average as follows: One will have twenty 
birds, five will have ten, four will haye a half dozen apiece, 
and one will not have fired off his gun, and eachone waiting 
over his decoys half the day. 

Thinking that the incessant fusilade around Cobb's Island 
had driven off the birds from this immediate vicinity, I in 
company with Mr. Sanford Spady and Captain George Hop- 
kins, of the coast guard, both good men and true, went oyer 
to Cape Charles or Sinith Island, as it is called, ahout twenty 
miles from here, where there has been no shooting this sum- 
mer and we had the whole field to ourselyes, and the result 
was that we did not get thirty birds. They are scarce, yery 
scarce, and what the reason is I cannot tell unless il is the 
deadly powers of the breech-loader that is thinning them out 
rapidly. 
ae softigon, the keeper of the lighthouse, reports but few 

birds. 
This much | cau say about Smith’s Island, If the birds 

arc as plentiful as the mosquitoes, there would be the finest 
bird shooting in the world. Talk about Jersey mosquitoes, 
why they can't hold a candle to their Cape Charles relatives, 
who are as large as humming birds and have feathersin their 
tails. Bite! Ishonld think so. They can reach the meat 
through thick corduroy breeches. Captain Hitchines had 
two pair of Boyton's indiarubber suits hanyzing in the station 
house, and the mosquitoes, thinking there was a man inside, 
literally perforated them, andl the iuspectors condemned them 
ihe other day as heing utterly untit for wear. They have to 
rub the house pigs with pennyroyal oil every eyening to keep 
them from being caten up alive, and dare not shear the sheep 
for fear of the same fate, 
Common netling is no protection, but iron wite is used in- 

stead, and in the night time tlic noise of their teeth against 
this netting sounds like the knawing of thousands of rats, 
and, by the way, there isn’t a rodent on the island; the mos- 
quitoes haye eaten themallup. They come out so heayy 
some evenings that all hands ou the island climb to the top 
of the light house for profection, and manage to fight the 
night through. 

Mosquitoes! ‘Well, send your enemy to Cape Charles for 
summer shooting, and then remember him in your prayers. 

CHASSEUR. 
Copp’s Isuanp, Vii., Aug, 8, 1882, 

Woopncock anour Rocuester,—Mr. Edmund Redmond 
reports in his Journal that ‘our daily contemporaries, in 
reporting that the season opened badly for woodcock shoot- 
ins, were quite wide of the mark, for the truth is that several 
parties had rather better sport than usual. Some ground 
that in previous seasons contained a good supply of wood- 
cock, was found barren, but the cause was the prevailing 
drouth; and where suflicient moisture was found, with other 
necessary conditions, there the brownies were congregated 
and in good condition. The knowing ones who went pros- 
pecting before the first of the month, and knew where game 
was located, had no trouble in filling their bags. The largest 
number shot that) we have heard of fell to Seet Hartman and 
William Wallace, who bagged thirty-six. They found the 
birds: in marshy ground new tie lake shore in Parma, 
Abraham Geis ind Louis Schultz knocked down twenty- 
nine; Ray Felt and George H. Jones brought in nineteen; 
Thomas and John Morris picked up seventeen; H, H, Cong- 
don got twelve; L. H, Andrews and friends shot thirteen: a 
party of Frankfort men got nine, and John Reissenger 
bagged six. Doubtless other shooters were more or less suc- 
cessful, buf the above cases are enough to proye that the 
opening day wis by no means a failure,” 

Tmxas Gawn Norns,—Indianola, Texas, August 8.—The 
weather in this section has heen yery dry and hot this sum- 
tmerup tothe last few days, since wuich time we baye had 
tine rains, filling the ponds and putting the prairie im fine 
condition for birds, of which there are an unysual quantity, 
both quail and prairie chickens. The game laws have been 
revised. this year, and the season opens for chickens on Au- 
gust 1, and for quail September 1, a month later for both 
fhan on previous years, and so far as Thaye seen has been 
pretty fairly observed, except in places where they were not, 
advised of the change in the law. A friend and myself took 
a short trip up the railroad to the town of Laraca, twelve 
miles from here, leaving at noon, hunted a little in the eyen- 
ing on arrival and nexf morning, arriving home next day at 
11:30 A. ML, and got im all thirty fine chickens. 1 have 
hunted over the same ground many times in years gone by, 
and [ have never seen as many quail (all very large coveys), 
in fact they ave innumerable. Papabotfes, since the rain, 
are beginning to arrive, and when the weather gets cooler 
sport will he splendid.—G, A. 
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EL CAZADOR IN SAN FRANCISCO. 

Editor ov Forest und Stream: 
I declar to goodness it is purfekly astonishin the nos of 

strangers in this place; to megnnyhow. ‘f1 never had bin 
heer befour | woodn’t be surprised at being surprised, but I 
have you kno, and Tair, I wurheer gnite frequent befour 
the war, aud Knoéed quite a passel oy peepel. War is they 
now? Ekker answers, war? Blame my skint yore paper 
ain't the only frenly face I has seen this day—excep some 
strange ladys; but let that pass. 

Yesterday war powerful hot. I went to a large church 
and heerd a prechur say his “hart panted arter the water 
brooks” (put that in with them littel dots), I simperthised 
with him, you bet! I farly pusspired for um, I thort ov 
sum I knoed, cold, cleer, shady, full of fish; sn I wur home- 
sick to the quigl, but I cant go there, not till I git thrn bein 
a wittness fur sellin likker to Injens. j 

Say! I like them sizabul lies about bare. Nothin’ is more 
soshobul roun & eamp tier than lies. They peals to the feclina 
powerful, but ov course they aint tru; ‘f they wus this wirl 
wood be a strange place to live in, Lreckon. I knowed a 
Ingen wonct who thort that all the biggest fish, whats never 
kort, an thy biggest and fattest meat, whats never shot, wer 
saved up by providence for the ofher side ov sundown, 
May be it isso. Nobody ever cafches nur shoots the biggest 
he sees in this wirl, not eyen the lyars can do this. 

; En CAzADOR. 
(Who lives at Los Angelos ur tharabouts when he’s at home.) 
Ar 8an FPrANersco, Month ov August. 

New Yore Apsocratron,—The followine circular has 
been sent out by Mr. Sage: ‘‘The New York Association for 
the Protection of Fish and Game. Buffalo, August, 1882, 
My Dear Sir: Af ihe recent convention of the above associa- 
tion at Niagara Falls, a special committee of five was ap- 
pointed to revise the game laws of the State and endeavor 
to secure the enactment of s.simple, efficient and sensible 
bill at the session of the next Legislature. You are request- 
ed to vender such assistance us may bei your power and 
ta that end fillup the inclosed blank, and return if at an 
early ‘date to the chairman, Abel Crook, 93 Nassau street, 
New York city. Please consult the practical sportsmen of 
your vicinity and urge your local clubs to take action in the 
present movement. <A cepy of the proposed law will be 
mailed to each correspondent before its presentation to the 
Levislature Yours truly, Jolm B. Sage, Recording secre- 
tary.” Expressions of opinion are inyited on the following 
points: ‘Periods for killing game and catching fish, 1. 
Deer generally? 2. Deer hounding? 3, Deer jacking or 
floating? 4. Ducks, geese or brant? 5. Should use of swivel 
or punt gun be allowed’ 6. Should floating battery be al- 
lowed? 7. Should sailing for wild fowl be allowed? 8. 
Quail? §. Hare or rabbit? 10. Woodcock? 11, Squirrels! 
12, Grouse or partridge? 18, Should snares be allowed? 
14, What other birds should be protected and what proyi- 
sions are recommended? 15. Speckled trout? 16. Califor. 
nia trout? 17, Salmon trout or luke trout! 18. Black bass? 
19, What other fish should be protected? What protection 
is needed? 20, Should size or weight of any fish be limiled 
—if s0 what should be limil? 21. When should nets be 
allowed, and what should he size of mesh when measured 
from knot to knot, on the square? 22. What waters in the 
county need special mention, and what exceptional lecisla- 
tion is desired? 23, What penalty should be imposed for 
unlawfil killing or possession of birds, game or fish? 2. 
What penalty should be imposed for unlawful use of nets? 
25. What protective officers ave necessary’ 26. How should 
they be selected and for what term of office? 27, How 
should they be compensated and what should he the amount 
thereof? 28. What power of legislation should be con- 
ferred upon boardsof superv sors? 29. Suggestions generally ?” 

PrmapELPH1A Noves.—Shore birds are showing them- 
selves on the New Jersey coast in considvrable numbers. A 
flicht of short-hilled curlers appeared at Little Ege Harbor 
last week and tool: up their quarters on the extensive mea- 
dows in the neighborhood of ‘Little Sheepshead.” The 
ponds in the vicinity being low on account of the dry 
weather, afforded good feeding grounds, Willows are plenti- 
ful all along the coast, but the greater part of them appear 
to have passed south of Great Ege Harbor and have taken up 
their quarters between Corsen’s and the inlet below it, This 
Llearn from the fishing parties returning from the coast, 
Brown backs began to come the first of the month and con- 
tinue to appear in fresh quantities. The flocks are numer- 
ous but not large, and seem to he covering a greater period of 
time in their coming than forseveral seasons. This is owing 
to the late variable and cold spring we hail and the late de- 
parture of the birds for the North. We expecta good crop 
of seed this year and consequently a corresponding quantity 
of rail. We had but few veed birds last season. I am told 
by residents of Lehighton, Pa,, that the good effect of plant- 
ing sixty pair of quail in that neighborhood is showing its- 
self. Many broods have been found this suinmer and great 
care has been observed by the farmers when mowing their 
wheat not to disturb the nests found in the fields. Your 
correspondent can speak from personal knowledge of this 
sportsmanlike action of those who shoot at Lehightou, Pa. 
Pvery year fifty to one hundred pair of birds are lef out hy 
these gentlemen.—Homo, 

Hoxoxen, N. J., Ang, 7,—The Forest and Stream Sport- 
ing Club, of Hoboken, N. J, was Organized Jane 2, ifs ob- 
ject being the enforcement of the State laws for the protec- 
tion of same aud fish and the encourayement of eentlemanly 
sport, The following officers were clecied: President, Chas. 
¥. Hahr; Vice-President, Oscar W. Jaeger; Secretary, A. 
Fuller Munroe; Treasnver, Robert H. Alberts, Jr.; Captain, 
Oscar R. Claus. id 

QuataiAn, CArE Cop, Aug. 13.—Not many birds yet, 
but the early stvagglers are killed daily by thedozen only and 
are quite fat, Bluetish not very plenty. Five of us caught 
43 yesterday, quite large, running from 8 to 10Ibs., caught 
inside of an hour. All empty as a drum saye one, which 
contained a, herring over seyen inches long, as well is a quan 
tity of small bait—F. R. 8. 

Towa GaAmeE.—The following is # copy of letter received 
from a triend in Osage, Iowa: “‘Chickens are more plenti- 
ful than for five years past, with quail in almost every 
acre of stubble. Lf you can come here next month I promise 
you better shooting thin you eyer saw in this State,”—S. D. B 

Maryianp.—Gaithersburgh, Montgomery County. Haye 
not been able to find a woodcock around here, nor have we 
seen & sign of quail, Seven batteries of regiment encamped 
here for summer.—§ 



tt 
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No Suorm Brps YeEr.—Quogue, L. L, Aug. 12.—Very 
few beach birds have as yet made their appearance aloug 
the Long Island shore. ‘The shooting is confined almost en- 
tirely to ring plover, witha very few piping ployer and sander- 
lings, We do not hope for any shooting until after the next. 
heayy storm, when the birds may be expected fo appear in 
goodly numbers. One or two small bunches of brant birds 
have been seen, but no large birds,—B. 

Gronera,—Buinbridge, August 6,—Quail ave plentifal 
this year. In truth the country is full of them. One can- 
hot trayel in any direction without encountering “Bob 
White,” his active little mate and her cunning young 
flock, The weather this year has been highly favorable fo 
their propagation, and large small-grain crops haye furnished 
ample food. The young are now nearly large enough to 
shoot,—O. G, G 

A CHIP OF THE OLD BLOCK, 

Ritter Korest and Streams 
[saw in the Mores? AND Syream few days ago a (lescripfion of ihe 

alligator par of Whilo River, Watlier says they are the only things 
of all the animal ereation that could stand the eonyalsions of natire 
and live through the boiling, mashing aud other stirrings up they 
were made to underpo, as they belong to a very ramote period of the 
world’s creation, Tsend you an outline drawing of -the head to be 
eyes, and billof ona of them. I clasped his jaws together on the 
sheet of paper so as toshow you his teeth, Hesyas over four feet 
long—A0t avery big one, We have a beautiful litter of Liewellin 
pups. ‘Che mother is Phoebe ILL, and the father is Belton Jt Te ts 
wother to Nelly. J saw her at the Junction, at the dog show, when 
they had the field trials. Ol] Kate, our pointer, did nob haye any 
pips. but she must be part Jersey, as she has lots of milk and helps 
hoabe suckle the pups. There are six, and thay wee all taken, We 

will call ours Nellie Belton. There are lots of young quails, and 
papa has sent to England for aguo forme. Tean shoot bis twelve- 
ores, hut they ara most too heavy for me, and he is going to pet A 

sixteen, This fall we are going to Grand Prairie after prairie 
ehickens, and then to Bayou Meta after deer. I have caught many 
fish, because the river has neen high and muddy all the summer, 
Such peaches and watermelons as you never saw, and fine corn, and 
oats, and millet, bul the cotton is little and too thin, Lots of hickory 
nuts, aud beech nuts, and acorns, and we will have lots of squirrel= 
this fall, Crariie Yours (*Gtiyon,” Jr.) 

CorintH, Miss., Aug. 1, 1882. 

Camp Sire Hlickerings. 
SS — 

“That reminds me.” 

N Burrard Inlet, in British Colimibia, dwells one log- 
JF sine camp boss, known far snd wide by the name of 

Ley. UWeisa hunter of some importance, and a rifle shot of 
more than ordinary skill. One rainy day Ley took bis gun 
and sallied forth for u deer hunt but was overtaken by dark- 
ness, While a long way from the eamp;and forced to remiin 
in the woods allnight. On searching his pockets he found 
he was without matches. The logeiny crew blew horus, 
fired guns, ete., to gnide him home, but withont avail. 
Morning returned, and Ley made his way home just as the 
crew Were turning out for breakfast. Hungry, wet and 
tired, he sat down in frontof the bie camp-fire, rested his 
face on his hands, his hands on his knees, looked yvacantly 
at the blaze, and for about ten minutes appeared lost in con- 
templation, MWe then spoke, “foys, did you ever hear of a 
person making a fire by rubhing two sticks tomether?" 

“Oh, yes,” replied several, ‘‘easy enough to do, Common 
thing,” ete,, etc. 

Ley waited patiently till they all fot through, and then 
exclaimed, “Itmay be easy enough to do, and perhaps has 
been done, but 1)! be eaten alive if ever anybody did it in 
one night,” Mowirem, 
New Wesrainsrer, British Columbia, 

Gen. H. lives in Kentucky. He is a whole-souled sports- 
man. Puck shecnied: his forte, or was before he had so 
much ayoirdupois. é shoots a heayy gun, and rejoices in 
the roar of five drams of powder. He went to Florida some 
years since to help a friend out of a legal scrape, and right 
royally he helped him. (The General has hob-nobbed 
with Coke and Blackstone.) Well, his friend, Dr. M., who 
is as beautiful a shot as I ever saw or expect to see, and our 
hero had been out in search of game, and were on their way 
home behind an old sorrel mare, a first-class case of Hall on 
the slightest provocation. They were riding in a buckboard, 
in which were sundry quail and accoutrements. Joe, the 
pointer, ranged at his own sweet will. The quartet were 
within a mile of home. - Justin front was a stream 
that headed in a bay to the right of the road. Suddenly the 
General ejaculated, ‘Hold on, Doc., Joe's got ’em!” “And 
sure enough off to the right the old dog was on a dead stand. 

They got down, put in shells, and leaving the old mare in 
the road walked around behind the dog, facing the team, 

“Took out where you shoot now,” said. Doc. 
The General retorted with a sort of contemptuous snort 

as who should say, “That caution is entirely unnecessary, 
sir.” 
They kicked the quail up, which sailed almost directly for 

the team, Bany, went one barrel of the Dougall; bang, went: 
the other. Away went the birds; away went the shot and 
struck the old mare, patiently waiting on the yoad, and as a 
direct sequence, away she went, scattering impedimenta 
along the way recklessly, her tail flying vigorously, 

“Whoa!” shouted the General. ‘What's the matter with 
the wench, Doc. ?” 

But Doe., who knew what the matter was, was already on 
the wing. Down the road and into the creek went the old 
mare and her pursuer, while the water flew, for the stream 
was knee-deep and fifteen or twenty yards wide, The stern 
chose was nofa very long chase that time, andin a little 
while back came Doc. grinning. The General was awailing 
him in the road. E 

“What tickles you so? What made her light out in that 
reprchensible manner?” 

“Well, I guess you'd light out, too, if you had yonr hide 
fullof No. 8 shot,” answered Doc., shaking, 

“Don’t tell me I shot that mare. It’s no such thine.” 
Quoth Doc.: ‘Just pass your hand along the mare’s side 

aud your eye over the harness.” 
The General approached cautiously, the mare eyeing him 

suspiciously. Aiter a satisfactory examination, which I 
never considered wholly necessary, said the General: ‘‘Doc., 
if you eyer breathe this to a single soul I’ll skin you, sure,” 

Doc: still wears his cuticle. 4 8. 
FLORIDA, 

[Our camp fires are kindled all along the line. Last weelk 
it was New Hampshire and Texas; this week, British Co- 
lumbia and Florida, | 
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Sea and River ishing. 
—— 

Oppn Smasons.— See table of open seasons fer game cna fish 
Massie of July 20. 

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 
FRESH WATIR. 

Lake trout, Cristivomer noamay- | Pike (N. Y. pickerel), Bsow Iveins 
eushi, Piekerel, Hsow reticulatus, 

Siscowet, Cristinomer siscowet, Pike-perch (Wall-cyed pike) SG- 
Brook trout, Sulvelinusfontinalis, | zestethium, : 
Grayling, Thymallua tricolor and Yellow perch, Perce. fhuviatilis. 

T. montanus, Striped bass (Roekfish), Rocews 
Rainbow trout, Salmo iridea, linectius, 
Clark's trout, Salmo claret. White bass, Roceis chrisaps, 
Dolly Varden trout, Soalveliius | Rock bass, Amblopiites, ine spe- 
malnra. cies. 

Salmon, Salino setler. War-mouth, Chanobranct) quio- 
Land-locked salmon, var, sebigo, sus, 
Quinnat salmon, Oncorhynchus | Crappie (Strawberry pass, ete.), 
chouyehc, Pomonys nicromaculatyes, 

Black bass, Iferopterus, two spo-| Bachelor, Poniorys annaularis, 
cles Chuh, Seniotilis bullaris. 

Maskinonge, son nohition. 
SALT WATHR, 

fea bass, Centropristes utrarius. | “Sea tront,”’ Cynoseyon chrokace- 
Striped bass, Aeeunas linens. Rts, 
White perch, Moroncamericana. | Sheepshead, Arelosargue proba 
Schp or porgie, Steratomus cay locephalus, 

Qyrops. Kingfish or Barb, Mentietrrus ns 
Tawlog or blackish, Tantagaont-|  hulosius. 

tis, - Spanish anackerel, Cybiam meacn- 
Bluefish or taylor, Pomeafonis | — latunen 
soaltatrim, Drum, Pogonlas eferaais, 

Wealdish or squetague, Cymos- | Latayotte fostomaics: obliques. 
even yeualis- Rel bass, ete. Sefenonas veellatis, 

_ (This tuble isweneral. For special liwe in the several 
States see table of Open Beasons in issue of July 20. 

How in youth T uséd to gallop to the glens, over a hundred heath~ 

ery hills: how leaped my heart to bear the thander of the water. 

fall, and. at Inst, the dim, shallow line of music, teeming with swift- 

shooting, silver-shining, scaly life, most beanteous fo behold, at 
avery soft alighting of the deceptive lne.—Chvristopler North, 

WITH HACKLES AND GENTLES. 
THIRD PAPER, 

“Of all the sports and pastimes 
Which happen in the year, 

With angling there are none, sure, 
That ever can compare. 

“Through meudaws, by 2 river, 

Vrom place to place we roan, 

And when we sve a-weary 

We go a-jorging home, 

“At night we take a—‘night-cap, 

We prattle, laugh and sing; 

We drink a health tinto our friends, 

A bumper to the King’ 

¢ NE of the characteristics of angling js its hearty good- 
fellowship, and there is a mystic bond of union and 

mutual interest between the disciples of Walton to be found 
amouy no other class of sportsmen, ‘The true spiril of 
angling is born in a man—or woranu—and though an tn- 
different angler may be made by fostering, care and api fol- 
lowing of a tidy example, the difference hetween the ‘'nos- 
citur’ and the ‘fit—like the poel’s tire—may he easily cis- 
tinguished, The true angler is a lover of his craft and of 
all things thereto pertaining; he must be a keen observer 
of nature to be successful, and looking her so often, and 
so fairly, in the face, he bears upon his own a “counterfeit 
presentment” of her beauties and her peace. 

What, in the realm of nature, is more peaceful than a 
eveen meadow through which a clear stream glides? I 
know no more contemplative scene, and to all anglers some 
such holds a cherished place in the memory. 

To such an one let us go, with rod in hand and creel on 
hip, and try a few ‘‘deeps.” o’ershadowed by alders, and 
with just swirl enough to give a life-like energy to the fly 
Wwe may cast thereon, Father Walton—God rest his soul|— 
would have gloried in this stretch of gently brawling water, 
just deep enough, just wide enough, and just clear enough 
to make it a pleasant and perfect haunt for brook trout and 
the brook trout fisher, It is a typical trout stream, as yet 
in virgin purity, and far from the noxious overflows from 
factories and civilization. To see il is gladsome; to walk 
by it and to think of its possibilities in trout-life is a rest- 
ful pleasure; but to fish it is a joy the deft fly-fisher alone 
cam know or appreciate! 
With pust experience as a guide I advise you to try a 

sober-colored fly and to be wary in casting; the water is so 
clear and the day so bright that utmost precaution is a 
sine qua non to measurable success. Your finest tackle may 
be used here, and I prefer, alway and everywhere, the 
finest tackle that is warrantable, whatever I fish for. Ah! 
that was a fine rise, and had you struck less nervously you 
might have landed a goodly fish. Try again and be cool— 
the angler must be as dispassionate as the Sphinx in some of 
the crises of his craft, or victory will never perch upon his 
vod. This time, my friend, you have lite securely fastened 
to your leader, and you shall be left in peace to Jand the fish 
while I go yonder and try my Inck, An hour hence we will 
meet, compare our creels, and take such refreshment as may 
be at hand. Meanwhile, if we kill few fish, we can 
feast onr eyes and cast the demons of unrest and care from 
our hearts, 

“Milky kine around me grazing, 
Woolly flocks on yonder hills, 

Join their notes with mine in praising 

Him whose hand all creatures fills.”’ 

How pretty looks a goodly trout, fresh from the stream, 
outstretched upon a daisy-dappled meadow, after a sturdy 
fight with steady nerve and staunch tackle! A few brace 
enhance the loveliness of the sight, however, and behold! 
prone at our feet they lie. Here are no “‘fingerlings,” but 
honest-sized fish, and in good condition for the table and 
palate of the most exacting epicure. 

Seven brace of trout to our two rods and of an average 
weight of three-quarters of a pound to the fish ought to sat- 
isfy any one, not a butcher; and as we go ‘‘a-jogging home,” 
we will talk of our modest sport and anticipate more to 
come. It is not the heaviest creel thal represents the great- 
est sport, mor, in ign ts ac is quantity to be balanced 
against quality, A few good runs and a few good fish are 
to be preferred rather than indifferent gaminess and whole- 
sale slaughter of small and ill-conditioned fish. 

The best of fishing, however, may be spoiled by an un- 
congenial companion—one who is ‘fout af sorts” and not in 

sympathy with the Ae ico and the surroundings, or one! 
who has no real, honest love for the sport, Better by far) 
fish alone than with such—their presence sours everything: 
The wanderer a-field, whatever his quest, cam brook no dis 
tracting influences, and ‘‘hoon,” in eyery sense of the word, | 
must the angler’s comrades be when the rod and creel are 
“to the fore.” TLooking back on fhe low-lying meadow aud 
the bonnie stream runs like a vlouming reverie, 80 fair, sc 
peaceful and so entrancing is it all. : 

The refrain of anold angling song comes to mind, and 
scenis to describe what we now look upon as if written here 
and now: 

“Vale of bliss, what joy te wander 

Where thy glittering waters flow! 

Here e’en Guilt in peace may ponder, 

Here Despair forget his woe.” 
0..W. R. 

SURF FISHING. 
W the months of April and May one can enjoy on the 

cast coast of Florida the combined pleasures of bathing 
and fishing. 

The avis warm, the snn is brieht, and the ocean waves 
break Clear and prean, at a temperature of about suventystive 
degrevs, ou a wide and smooth berch of hard sand. One 
can stay in such water waist deeptor hours, without danger, 

On this first of May low tide will vce about 9 A. VL Ao 
alter breakfast. we lenve Coquiva landing in our boat; Bar- 
tolo, the boy Gomez, and 1, ial crop down toward the 
inlet with the tide. 
We beach our ekiff in a still cove, and get ont. senward 

across the extensive sund flats which lie inside the beach. 
This region often suffers a sen change in the great equinoc- 
tial storms, do that what was dry land Isat year may he six 
feet under water this, but a wide margin yomains pernia- 
nent, hud becomes in Muy the breeding ground of many 
spentes of water birds. Plovers, willets, oyster ealchers, 
marsh hens, stilis, eulld, sanderlings, ete., luy their egesda a 
shallow cavity in the sand, leaving them to be batehed by 
fhe heat of fhesun, The color of these egies 46 nyich ve- 
sembles that of thesand, that tttakes w practiced eye to dis- 
tinguish them, This is the protective system of nature, — 
which assimilates all wild creatures to their proper back- 
sround—the tawny licn to the desert sand, and the spotted 
panther to the withered leaves of the thicket, 
* The sharp eyes of young Gomez led him straight.to the 
nests, and he soon has » basket full of esgs;some to he 
blown, some to be enten. 

Creat numbers of sey shells ave seattercil abowl; conchs, 
mussels, sea oysters, Gockles, ark shells, seollops, qualaugs, 
pyrulas, ele., not of the gay colors of tropical species, but 
brighter than those of more Northern shores, Atter y storm, 
shells of a paper nattilus are sometimes fount here, but 
from the delicacy of the shell usually are somewhat damaved, 
One was found containing the animal, a species of cuttle 
or oclopos, Dr. Stinipson, who studied these ghells, states 
that those of the west coast of Florida haye » more tropical 
character than those of the east coast. 

The last week of May brings the sea tiviles ashore to lay 
their cges in the sand at night; the green turtles and the 
loggverheads, some hawks’ bills also, from which the tortoise 
shell of commerce is taken, Bach nest syill contain trom 
120 to 100 eves, about the size of those of a hen, but rounder 
in form, and with a tough skin like purchment, he people 
who live near the beach subsist at this scison in great part 
on turtle «ees, as do the bears, hows, raccoons anil possums. 
They furnish 2 rieh and wholesome ~uod, and can he 
cooked in various ways. J 
Do you see that mast sticking out of the sand? It be- 

longed to a fine steuwmer that came ashore here four yours. 
avo in the nighf. All hands were saved, also the furniture 
and stores of the ship; she had no earvo, being bound to 
Mexico in ballast, Many other wrecks have occurred near 
this inlet, which has 4 dangerous bar, without a lighthouse; 
and the channel shifts so often that only a person liyine in 
sight of the inlet can safely act as pilot. 
Along the shore, about 100 fect outside low water mark, 

runs a slonzh or depression in the beach where the water 
is four or five feet deep at low tide. I have observed the 
same formation on the west shore of Lake Michigan, per- 
haps caused in both cases by shore currents. Here we often 
find the bass or redfish (Sedeneps ocellaius Gill), salt water 
trout (Cynoscion regaliés Gill), and cayulli (Vraehynetus cur. 
olinus Gill) feeding on the mollusks ont of the rench of 
sharks, which do not often yentureso near shore. It may 
seem pedantic to use these scientifi¢ names, but as all these 
fishes are called by various names from Virginia to Flovida, 
it can hardly be avoided. 

Bartolo wades in with his cast net, and with a few casts 
gets a conple of dozen four-once mullets for bait, Wach of 
these cut squarely across makes three or four bsit. Bartolo 
uses 2 heavy hand-line, with four ounces of lead and a cod 
hook, the usual tackle of a Florida fisherman, who swings 
the sinker round his head and casts as far as possible sea- 
ward, When he hooks a fish, he gives it very little play, 
but hauls it ashore by main strength, If the fish is very 
large and strong, the hook or line often parts and the fish is 
lost, Compared with playing a heavy fish with lighttackle, 
this process 1s rude and martistic, but more fish are taken in 
agiyen time, probably, An agreeable writer in Formst 
AnD Stra describes this method as practiced by him at 
the mouth of the St. John’s River, where he makes heavy 
catches of buss. Every one to his taste—to me one thirty- 
pound bass taken with rod and reel is worth a wagon load 
hauled out of ef ayyiis. Luse the bamboo rod, and multiply- 
ing reel carrying 100 yards of cutlyhink lines, and hook of 
same pattern. One ounct of lead is enough for casting from 
the reelin still water, Ina heavy currenttwo or three ounces 
is necessary. 

Bariolo has hitched a bass, which he drags ashore 
promptly, a six-pounder. I hook one from the same school, 
but larger, Itruns up and down the slough, taking out 
forty yards of line, Then I turn it and recover ihe line— 
this for about ten minutes, before the bass surrenders and is 
towed to the shore, exhausted. Hight pounds is its weight. 

But what. ails Gomez? who seems fo be going to sea, c'rag- 
ged by a big fish. His father hastens to the assistance of the 
boy and a lively contest ensnes, ending in landing a twenty- 
five pound bass after a struggle of fifteen minutes length. 
Then I capture three of five pounds each, and Bartolo hauls 
out asix-ponnd salt water trout, a beautiful silyery-sided 
fish with black spots. similar in appearance to the lake trout 
of Northern New York, saye thal it wants the adipose fin 
which distinguishes the Salmonidee, 1 now hook a strong 
fighting fish, different rather in its play from a bass; like _ 
that if makes long runs, but also bores to the bottom like a 
sheepshead. Tf comes ashore at last and proves to be a sea 
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satfish (Arfopsis ttiberti Gill), a tandsome fish, with game 
qualities, which abounds in these waters in April and May, 
weight about sixpounds. Tt is covered with a disagreesble 
slime, an is armed wilh sharp and barbed spines on the pec- 
toral fins, so that it is dangerous fo liandle; the flesh is white 
and firm, and in the absence of better fish would be euten, 10 
doubt, Sharks are very fond ot them, hut reject the upper 
portion. 
Now Bartolo hooks a. shark, which cuts off his hook, 

and as we see the dorsal fins of several others in the surf, we 
change our ground and go to the wreck where the tides have 
worn a deep hole in the sand, 

Here we tind 4 school of cayalli, which give us fine sport. 
This is one of fhe most active and vigorous fishes in these 
watcrs. Itis very voracious and will fake almost any bait, 
either at the surface or bottom. Ihave taken them with a. 
spoon, und have heard of their being killed wifh a fly, They 
are faken in these waters from one to tyelve pounds in 
weight, As a food fish they are by no means equal to the 
pompano, which they much resemble in appearance, being 
rather coarse and oily, We got ten from thut school about 
as fast as they could be pulled ashore; average weight three 
pounds. 

This was very pleasant fishing, wading to the waist in the 
Warm enif water, with the surf breaking about us; but we 
Were getting more fish than we needed, so turning loose our 
most recent caplives we retraced our steps. up the beach. 
When we came to the place where we had left our first fish 
we found a couple of beach ponies eating them. 

“That 1s the first time, Bartolo, that [ ever saw a liorge eal, 
fish; are those ponies yours?” 

“They ave, and they are very fond of fish, and often fol- 
Jow me when Lam using a net so as to get my mullets.” 

“Where do you keep thenr?”’ 
“They live om the mursh and come up to the house for 

fresh waster sometimes, Tye lyroken the mare to the saddle, 
and often use her to bring home turtle eggs.” $s, €. C, 

A LONE FISHERMAN IN CANADA. 
4 

AS the date fixed for vacation approached this year, the 
undersigned, like many another of your readers, as T 

doubt not, found himself to be aweary of the fished-out 
fishing “resorts” within a hundred miles or so of this me- 
tropolis. The memory of the 7x9 lakes, crowded with 
boats, and of the wetels infested with the cheeky and extor- 
fionate “snide,” who sold you baitto-day forwhich you had 
paid him twice its value yesterday, smoked your cigars and 
drank your paregoric, returning the favor by doing as little 
rowing as possible. yolunteerings contemptuous criticism of 
your methods of angling, hinting at the prodigal liberality 

doubt gave way fo hesitating belief. No other light rod 
had been used there within their knowledge, and their ideas 
of the nature of an artificial fly were of the yaguest. “Yank- 
ing’ a cedar ‘‘pole,” oid hand-over-hand hanlinge with a 
spoon-hook, are considered good enough treatment there for 
the “coming game fish of America; and even a gentleman 
from Kingston who came up for a day’s “sport” felt himself 
justified in chating me for taking buf twenty-three on my 
fly while he was jerking thirty-two into his boat hy main 
strength before they had recovered from their astonishment 
at the prickly nature of the gliftering morsel they had at- 
tempied to swallow. 

* Pike” (our pickerel, as I believe) are scarce, T am glad 
to say, though they are reported to abound in some other 
Jakes in the vicinity, of which there are many. Round 
Lake, full of largu-mouth bass (which for some occult rea- 
son will seldom bite), is but two miles distant, ifs waters 
clear as crystal and presenting a curious appearance as 
viewed from its high banks, by reason of long bars of white 
Gay projecting from the shores; Dog, Cranberry, Mui 
(where isn’t there a Mud lake?) and Sloat’s lakes are not 
far off; but Loughborough, 22 miles in length, is easily the 
queen of all, both as regards beauty and the #bundance and 
quality of fish. J] hesitate to question any of Dr. Henshall’s 
éventhedra statements, bub T must say that it did rot take 
me long to discover the difference between the fierce and 
prolonged strugyles of the small-mouth bass and the com- 
paratively sluseish resistance of his large-mouthed brother; 
and it is certainly 0 fact that in these witters the game quali- 
ties of the former are far superior to those of the latter. 

The cost of travel to Battersea from New York is from $10 
to $15, and expenses while there are light enough to make 
one almost ashamed of spending so httle on a holiduy exeur- 
sion. One piece of advice I will venture upon: don’t yo 
alone, Yegods! how I did yearn and yawn for a.companion 
inimy sport, and how I bored myself after dark until wel- 
come slumber overtook me! Andin conclusion 1 will further 
advise: tf you must carty a flask of cough drops for your 
stomach’s ache, don’t let it drop in the creek; and if you take 
with you a valued and rather valuable ficld glass, the bottom 
of the lake is a bad place to leave it in case you want to use 
it at the opera next winter. ‘To conclude some more, Alex. 
Vau Alstine, of Battersea, will give all further needed parti-? 
culars on application, as will also, if desired. 
New York, August, 1482. Trorarcr. JAMES. 

WEIGHT OF RODS. 

I hawk it, after all, much the same with the practical angler 
as with the old girl who kissed the cow—a mere matter 

of taste? We undergraduates of the backwoods who are 
not ‘up to snuff” in the various departments and improye- 
ments, and whose mmpecuniosity precludes frequent excur- 
sions beyond our native neighborhoods, derive an immense 
amount of pleasure and solace from the excellent contribn- 
tions of the gifted and more fortunate alumni of the guild, 
but are offen Jeff groping in a for as to important details, 
from the fact that the writer’s familiarity has caused him to 
omit what he supposes well known by every reader of aver- 
age intelligence and even limited experience. Wxperience 
and experiment are very tedious teachers, and in the absence 

Of his lust employer, and instructing you when to go home 
—mal¢ me tesolye to forswear these delights and pass my 
play-time this year beyond the borders of fhe States. 
And so (the friend who had agreed in accompany me hay- 

ing heen prevented from so doin’ by illness in his family) I 
withdrew my nose from ihe business srindstone, bundled 
up my rods, packed my tronk and tackle-box und started on 
my lonely way to Kingston, Ontario, where T was met by a 
feam from Battersea, on Loughborongh Lake, which point 
was reached after a drive of sixteen miles. 

Revard for truth compels me io say just here that Batter- 
sea by no means resembles “sweet Auburo, loveliest village 
of the plain.” or any other place of which loveliness is a. 
prominent characteristic. In fact, its candid inhabitants do 
not hesitate to Mdorse the most unfavorable criticisms, from 
an festhetic standpoint, wpon which the yisitor may venture 
in their hearing, and cheerfully waive all claims of the vil- 
lage to beauty. But there isa plain, comfortable and quiet 
hotel, and the citizens ar¢ courteous and accommodating, 
while for the undeniable ugliness of the hamlet compensa- 
tion tenfold is awarded when the angler, having’ paddled a 
few hundred yards through » shallow creek, emerges upon 
jhe lake, J can make no better comparison for the contrast 
than that of the passage from purgatory to paradise, Well- 
wooded shores, islends innumerable, of all shapes and di- 
mensions—from *‘Griffin’s,” a mile in lenath, to those covering 
but uw few square yards—all rising from clear, cold water, 
and nof one of them disfigured by a villamous architectural 
nightmare in the shape of a cottage ornée—form a scene 
with which many a ‘‘show place” that 1 haye seen, thick set 
with summer hotels. can bear no compsrison. 
Glide through the channels between the islets. some new 

beauty is developed at every fum, fheltered bays, shady 
nouks apparently designed expressly for camping purposes, 
rocky heights crowned with pines and cedars, abound; and 
the comparatively natrow channels are yaried by broad, 
unbroken stretches, miles long, of deep, sparkling water. 
Tn short, Loushborough Lake is » gcim of as pure and serene 
aay as ever gladened the eyes of a searcher for the pictur- 
esque, and is well worth visiting for that reason alone. 

But about the fish? 
That's so; I forgot to remember to whom T was talkiny, 

though I am sure that to all trne anglers the lovely scenes 
among which they practice their art furnish no small part 
of its delighis. Well, I don’t esteem myself worthy of a 
place in the front vani: of fly-fishermen, but eyen I made 
scores of which an expert need not haye been ashamed; und 
IT didn’t “‘fish for count” either, but piously returned all fish 
not fatally injured, and that were under three-quarters of a 
pound in weight. 

The wind was every day unusually high for the season, so 
that for some entire days and portions of others during my 
stay the swell was too heavy lor comfortable fishing. Nevy- 
ertlieless, there fell to my inexperienced hand, in twelve full 
days’ fishing (resting from noon until about. 3 P. M.), 416 
good hass, nearly all of the smallmouth species, T used the 
fly wlone—casting and trolling—scorning the ignoble ‘‘spoon” 
with which I could doubtless ave doubled my catch, as I 
certainly conld have dose with 4 gillnet and 4 shovel, 
Standing in the boat while my agile young oarsman (aged 
76) was killing and disposing of a single three-pounder, I 
mide a east of twenty feat, and ina moment had struck a 
pair of twins—one on each of my iso flies—and after net- 
ting fhem took two other pairs in succession, all within ten 
minutes, Trolling over the same ground a day or two af- 
terwards I captured eleyen within twenty minntes—fiye 
paits and an odd one. Judge, then, what a practiced angler 
micht laye done. 

Tt is prohably needless for me to say that Loughborough 
ig not fishing ‘resort.’ Before wetting my line Twas 
obliged to assure 4 number of anxious inquirers that my 
fragile split bainboo was nol infended for catching bait, and 
that I did not caletiate that the first bass £ encountered 
would reduce it to splinters; but it was not in0til I had re- 
turned with a goodly heap of fish with my rod intact, and 

ieee confirmed by the oarsman, that Ty statements had 

of standard text books, we students turn eagerly to Former 
AND SrREAM for nuggets of wisdom, and most patiently 
and profitably plod throngh elaborate minutie in quest of 
items to be added to our limited stock, Hence, let the gray- 
heads not disdain apparent redundaney of details if they 
would profit the tenderteet, for the dissemination of stan- 
dard }ooks of sporting literature is not coextensive with the 
circulation of gur standard paper, and the baldheads will 
charitably skip what they always knew in view of benefit 
to us youngsters, 

I am not fault-tinding, Lonce heard an orator declare 
that the most difficult and labored efforts of his life avere 
the preparations of lectures for children—‘‘not to pitch the 
fodder too high for the lambs.” “Butagin,” as our 
old preacher rather numerously remarks in the course of a 
discourse, I desire Lo gradually approach the subject to be 
briefly considered even if Formsr Ayn Svrmaw has had a 
clozen extra columns adtled to its former very respectable 
size without corresponding enlargement of type. 
We naturally adopt pertinent provincialisms frequently 

from convenience if not from admiration of their elegance, 
Our deft veterans are dubbed ‘‘professors,” and are not 
slouvhes with rod and gun. The students are called ‘‘slath- 
evers.” The term slatherer necds no definition, for any 
sportsman on first hearing it applied to an individual would 
expect him to erash around like a hungry steer in a kitchen- 
garden, in stepping into orfrom 4 canoe ta put a foot on 
ind into everything on the bottom and tilt out any unsus- 
pecting occupant if the eraft chanced too heavy tn be upset 
by_his Inrches. 
Tam not a professor, but have been admitted to their 

councils till from the drippings of their scientific overflows 
Tabout have their philosophy ‘by heart.” Pike and bass 
fishing constitute the cream of our angling, and the best 
bass fackle is the one thing our professors haye worked out 
to their individual satisfaction. ‘The varieties of weight, 
size, length, spring, balance and rig, are as diverse as were 
the linguistic exercises at the time that the workmen got on 
a strike at Babel. 
Am I wrong in the inference that jointed rods of split 

bamboo and the favorite solid woods are the kind of Dass- 
rods discussed? 1 think not, as the willowy character 
attributed to specified light weights is not applicable 
to our one-piece favorites uf sume weights. Our pro- 
fessors and advanced slatheréra very rarely build jointed 
rods, unless for convenience in slipping owt, unsuspected, 
Sunday inornings, and it is the current belief that a jointed 
rod is the invention of some fellow ashamed to be seen going 
fishing Sunday, but wasn’t shrewd enough to send his tackle 
out by the friend who promised to meet him at a certain 
spot with a bucket of minnows. Understand that I have 
Jong had my heart set on # split bamboo rod and hayen’t 
lost hope, but until the very indefinite date 6f blissful reali- 
zation 4 food, cheap rod shall suttice, as I know that vast 
quantities of glorious fun are derivable from # common 
Japanese cane properly rigred. Lightness, strength, spring 
and balance, in order given, are the professors requirements 
of a first-class rod, and in what is that combination, pur ex- 
celleuce, 80. satisfactorily found as in the Japanese cane? 
The bumboo is more elastic, but proportionately heavier, 
We use ‘'G.” braided silk, or smallest sizes of linen, cable laid 
liés, and find the desired relation between lines and rods 
in the lightest canes reduced to vine and ten feet length. I 
was led to select four of my fayerite rods, fram a dozen 
collected in the last eight years, and weigh and measure 
them for the tirst time. 

A description is submitted as showing whal meets the ap- 
proval of professars to whom I’m indebted for nearly all that 
I know of tackle and angling. 

Lengths, ) to 9ft. 6in.; weight, 44 to 7ozs.; diameters, 9-16 
to 1416 of an inch at butt, and about 3-32 of an inch at 
tip. Metal reel seat screwed on 14 to 18 inches from butt 
end—8 to 10 or 12 guides on cach, as necessary to keep the 
line on the rod, whatever the strain to which it may be sub- 
jected. A piese of hard wood is fitted into the butt end of 
each rod, and trimmed to an edge to facilitate thrusting into 
the ground ora crevice when desiraljle to use the landing net 
or gaff for a companion, or to accommodate him with your 
judgment as to whether its more water or more sugar that’s 
needed, The capabilities of such rods are adequate to most 
emergencies, and equal to the capacities of such lines as a 
professor would select. No. 2 Frankfort-reel is the favorite 
size, though many professors use No, 8, Ours is all stream- 
fishing, hence the indispensability of a float, as we rarely find 
smeoth bottoms, and black-bass don’t seek such here, 
Imay be in error, but I think that that “old pelican’ of 

the Kingfishers used 9 Japanese bass-rod in bringing to. gaff 
that son nobilior of 401bs., his description of which produced 
that peculiar yermiculur sensation on my scalp which threat- 
ens a “rising of each particular hair on end,” If he didn’t I 
know that he could haye done it, for I found nothing apocry- 
phai in his imimitable chronicles; they have the odor of true 
inspiration; ind may we all live to enjoy them, at least semi- 
annually, till the next Yorktown Centennial. 

A. SLATHERER. 
Minn Springs, Ky. 

THE OTSEGO BASS. 
ta Otsego Lake, New York, there is a species of Coregonus, 

or whitefish, which is claimed to be of peculiar excel- 
lence for food, and it has also been claimed to be a distinct 
species, This latter claim is not now allowed, and it is at pres- 
ent considered identical with the C. w/v of the vreat Jakes, or, 
at the most, merely a variety. This fish, though not at allre- 
sembling a percoid, has somehow obtained tue local name of 
“bass,” and “Otsego bass” is the nameit has rejoiced in for 
years, lt more nearly rescmbles the “laveret” of English 
waters, and this name was proposed for it by Frank Forester, 
We have recently been fortunate enough to receive, 

through the courtesy of Mr. James Eddy Mauran, the 
original description of this fish by De Witt Clinton in pam- 
phlet form, and here give it entire,* 

(LETTER. ] 
ATBANY, May 16, 1822. 

Srmr—l! send you, for your excellent work, an accurate and 
heautilul delineation of a fish caught in the Otsego Lake, 
the principal source of the Great Hastern Braneh of the Sus- 
quehannah River. This painting was executed by Ezra 
Ames, Esq., an emminent artist, of your city, and the repre- 
sentation of the fish, which is called Otsero Baase, is as laree 
as life. It was seventeen inches in length, fivein depth, and 
one in thickness, and it weighed two pounds six ounces. 

The pupil of the eye is black, the iris silvery; the opercula 
spotted with yellow on 4 silver ground; the mouth small and 
exactly like that of a shad, except a little protuberance of 
the upper lip, which is also bifid. No teeth in the jaws, 
palate, roof of the mouth, tongue or throat. The lateral line 
straight and hardly discernable: appearance of lateral 
stripes, like the Perea mitehilld, ov rock fish; color silvery 
white below the linea lateralis—somewhat darkish aboye it; 
setles small; back highly curved, ‘The first dorsal fin has 
nine soltish rays, three of which are imperfect: it is about 
midway in the back, and oyer the ventral fin, The second 
dorsal fin is small and filamentous, and directly oyer the anal 
fin. The caudal fin is forked—the belly not serrated, 

This fish is of the abdominal order, and’ cannol be satisfac- 
torily arranged under any genus of the Linnzan system. As 
itis, however, included in Block’s description of the salmon, 
which he represents as an abdominal fish, with an adipose 
fin on the back and a body covered with scales, I shall, in 
order to avoid the multiplicity of genera, consider it as a 
Salmo; and, as it is probably a nondescript, and peculiar to 
the Otsego Lake, its specific name may, with propriety, be 
derived from the water which it inhabits. I shall, therefore, 
eall it Saline Otsego. 

This fish is nearly equal to any fish that swims for exqui- 
site and delicious food. Tt is among fishes what the grouse, 
or cinyass-back duck, is among birds. The flesh is fine, 
white, and delicate. 

It sometimes weighs six pounds, It is never found in the 
neighboring lakes or streams, or in the Susquehannah River, 
Tt is not anadromous, and appears to be always stationary 
in the lake. It appears in shoals every Spring and fall, and, 
at other times retires to the depths of the lake, hke the black 
basse and perch of Lake George, which are only seen perio- 
dically. The latter lake has no outlet which ean De as- 
cended by fish: This proyes, conclusively that their retreat 
is only into its deepest waters; and as these lakes are very 
deep, they afford ample space for seclusion. Perhaps the 
notion of Pennant that the herring proceed from the polar 
seas is incorrect. I cannot beleive that they extend their 
migrations beyond the seas in which they periodically ap- 
eur, 

i The Otsego basse is very rarely takeh by the hook, It 
was formerly caught in great numbers by the scine—some- 
times five thousand at a draught. There is now 4 compara- 
tive searc ty. The diminution of fish, greatly in demand, 
may be attributed, generally, to the hayoe ereated by the 
incressing population of the country, and to the destruction 
of the food of fishes produced by cultivation; but in this 
case it is ascribed! to peculiar causes. 
The spring herring, or Ofmpee vernalis, formerly visited this 

lake in immense multitudes for the purpose of spawning, 
now their ascent is arrested by the erection of dams. The 
salmon trout, and other predaceous fishes of the lake, which 
formerly derived their subsistence from the spawn and 
young of the herring, being shut out from this source of 
supply, have turned their attention to the Otsego basse, and 
have thinned its numbers, The herring formerly reached 
this lake in the spring, and their young did not leave it un- 
til the ensuing autumn. The pickerel, which is the tyrant 
of the lake, and which drives away and conquers its neigh- 
bor and econgenor, the white pike, of the Susquchannah 
River, is considered the principal cause of the diminished 
numbers of the Otsezo basse. But captivity appears to have 
the same effect on them as on the wolf. Near the place 
where the fishermen draw the seines theye is a capacivus 
fountain in which they deposit their fishes and keep them 

*Account of the Sulmo Olgego, or the Otsesxo Basse, In a letter to 
John W. Francis, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and the Diseases of 
Women and Children in the University of New York, From De Witt 
Olinton, LL, D., @overnor of the State of New York, Printed by 0, 
§. Van Winkle, 101 Greenwich St. 1822, 
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alive. In one of their draughts they took a large pickerel, 
and put him in the depot. The basse held no communion 
with him; and they kept apart as far as possible, without 
experiencing any annoyance from their formidable enemy. 

he Otsezo basse feeds upon worms, which appear to be 
abundant, attatching themselves toa, concreted ropy substance 
found mostly in and on the grass at the bottom. Tt also eats 
those insects which appear on most waters in the spring of 
the year; and it probably derives its nutriment in part trom 
aquatic vegvtables, tat earth, animal and vegetable mucus, 
and the power which all fishes posess of decomposing water 
and converting it into nourishment. 

It spawns in water not under twenty-tive feet deep, and the 
season for this purpose is supposed to be exclusively the 
autimn; but one having been found this spring in roe, and 
the periodical appearance of this fish being vernal, as well as 
autumnal, I should suppose thaf it spayned in both seasons; 
for whenever gregarious fishes change their places of habita- 
tion at prescribed times, [rom the depths of the lake or ocean, 
into shallow waters of the former, or the rivers which run 
into the latter, it may be considered a4 the season of produc- 
tion, marked out hy Nature. Lam, dear sir, with great re- 
spect, your most obedient servant, JUS Wiees 

John W. Francis, M.D. 

GEORGIA EDITORS FISHING. 
SEND you the following account trom the Atlania Csi- 
stitution of a trip of Messrs. Grady, Howell, Jackson, 

and Gordon, sll editors of Atlanta, to the shores of North 
Carolina, and their introduction to the famous fishing to be 
found there, The letter is written from Morehead City, 
N. C., July 27: 

The day was perfect, A still breeze was blowing trom the 
southwest. The sun was just rising and the bay, dimpling 
before the wind, was us 4 huge bowl of molien gold, while 
the rim of white beach shone like silyer, A mile or so away 
the ocexn thundered over the bar, and the white-caps danc- 
ing along the surf-line flashed Jike diamonds in the morning 
sun, 

Our boat lay at the wharf—a wicked-looking craft with 
leg-of-mutton, sails—rigged. like a felucca and warranted to 
fly. Captain Pickett, 4 well-seasoned veteran, was in charge. 
Lunch was stored aboard, the four of us occupied the cush- 
joned seats, the Lucia shook her sails to the wind and we 
were off like a shot. ; 
We were looking for Spanish mackerel and bluefish, The 

first is the finest fish that swims the water. Incomparable on 
the table—as game as a mountain fronf—as handsome as a 
pictnre—he is the cavalier of the seas, Slender, gallant and 
rakish, he gives you all you want when yon have him hung 
on theend of a fifty-foot line; and when, after a struggle you 
Jand him in the boat, nothing’ could be prettier. The blue- 
fish, on the contrary, is a sturdy plebeian—fierce in his greed 
and the very devil to pull—voracious, lawless, and known of 
all men as the pirate of the seas. 

“Birds to windward,” cried the lookout. 
“Ha-r-r-d lee,” from the captain. 
‘Hard Ice she is.” 
Why birds if we were fishing? Because the sea-birds 

hover above the schools of fish, feeding on the offal and the 
smaller fish—just as certain as fate, beneath the swarm of 
wulls and eurlews that hung like a speck of cloud above the 
water, pulsing up and down, there were runniny' millions of 
the fish we were after, In a few moments we had come 
within a few hundred yards. 

“Get your lines out,” shouted the captain, “we are nearly 
on ‘em.” 

Instantly four stout lines of fifty feet were cast over the 
bow of the boat and spun out till they were tense. There 
was not a bait used—simply squids of ivory, with hooks at 
the lower end. The Lucia was flymg now, sure enough. 
Eyan Howell was sitting astraddle of a bench by me, when 
suddenly— 

“Toney in the gourd!” he shricked, and began pulling 
hand over hand Jike mad. b 

*“T'm with you,” said Jackson 
“Good,” remarked Gordon, and he begun to pull. 
As for me I felt as if a mule had got his foot tangled in ny 

line and had got to kicking. I yelled something or other 
and pulled, In an instant I saw a two-foot mackerel wind 
ing towards me like a reyolving wheel. Jackson's fish flew 
ast the boat like a flash of lightning. Powell’s, after fight- 

ing every inch of the way to within five feet of the boat, 
suddenly changed his mind and jumped over the gunwale. 
In less than ten seconds we had four fine fish boxed. ‘Fhe 
men shook them off and tossed the squids over the how. 
Before thirty feet had spun out every hook is caught again, 
and there was the same excitement oyer, only two fish being 
landed, however, Out they went again, and the third time 
we had them. * 

“Hard lee! Hats, sentlemen,” 
The sails swung over our heads. The boat stopped, 

turned, poised herself a moment, and then plunged towards 
the school once more, as a pointer following a covey of birds, 
Right away we were into them again, and the same wild ex- 
citement followed. It was better than a horserace. As 
fast as the lines were in the water the mackerel caught them, 
The speed of the boat, the height of the wayes, the length of 
the lines and the gameness of the fish made every pull a 
atruggle full of fun and uncertainty, Usually all of us had 
a mackerel on at the same time, and if was a question as, to 
which would land him first, We tacked once more and 
made one more rush. Then the school was lost and we 
steadied ourselves for repairs. We had vighteen mackerel, 
were pertectly drenched with spray, our hands were red with 
the tugging. and, panting and excited, cach man declared 
that no ten minutes of spori was eyer before filled with so 
much zest and enjoyment, It was a simple revelation toa 
land lubber like myself. 
The morning was filled with justi such dashes, As soon 

ax we had scattered one ‘‘school” of mackerel we would 
sighf another swarm of birds and make forthem. A dash 
of afew miles was nothing to us. Wherever the glimmer 
of wings showed against the sky, theré the Lucia found 
her way. And at length when Hvan Howell was hugging a 
claret punch for his lunch, and bis war-cry of ‘‘honey in the 
gourd” had died out for dinner, we found that we had 112 
as fine fish as ever fell to mortal hands. 

Just as we had finished dinner, Captain Pickett discovered 
off a point toward the lighthouse an enormous swarm of 
birds, and predicted that they were hoyering aboye a school 
of bluefish. The Lucia was headed toward them and went 
wing-a-wing before the wind. Jt wasa curious sight as we 
neared the point, There must have been a million gulls. 
They dipped into the water constantly, coming up loaded 
with bits of fish. The hluefish move in great numbers, and 

cut and slash everything in their way, With one snap of 
the jaws they bisect u fish, and like the pirates that they 
ave, scuttle snd murder for the fun of it. The birds hoyer- 
ing above pick up the leayings of these wanton foragers. 

“You'll have it now,” said Captain Pickett, as our lines 
went spinning over the buw. With these words we dashed 
into the thick of it, and fast and furious fun it was. 

"Pull them out quick or they'll pull you in,” shonted 
Byan Howell, aid he was just about right. 

The fish flew at the squids fiercely, and when hung pulled 
even stronger than mackerel, As the lines were loosed and 
thrown over a fish would seize them before they were drawn 
laut and start off for the Bermudas. And if took muscle to 
stop them in that rolling sea, from the fying boat. Por ten 
minutes the shonts and struggles were continuous, and the 
bottom of the boat was covered with fish, and four sirained 
and tired men were content to part company with the schoul 
as if wheeled fo windward, Finding them near the shore, 
however, the Gaptain said he would fight them with short 
jacks. He whirled into them, and we went to work. Then 
followed ihe most exciting part of the day’s work. The 
waves were very high, and we were in close quarters, but} 
the oat flew in and out like one possessed. The captain, quite 
as excited as we were, threw her about as if she were a part 
of him. At every turn she shipped a sea that dyenched and 
strangled every man in the hoat—but the work went on, un- 
til the entting lines had drawn blood from more than one 
finger, aid Jackson, who had put on a pair of kid gloves, 
had them hanging in shreds, We quit counting after we 
lhad reached 208 fish, but could have sade it twice as muny. 

At last the lines were pulled in and wound and the boat 
headed for home, We then had fifteen miles of the ocean to 
run through and three miles beyond the bar, We lay down 
on the cushioned seats, and with eyery sail set, quartering 
from the wind, we talked over the exciting events of the day, 
An ugly cloud showed its head in the southwest, but we ran 
away from it snd crossed the bar just as the sun was setting. 
From every quarter came the sailboats, sharpie and clinker 
built, beating into the bay. like great while-winged birds 
flying homeward, A steam tug or two, puffing and wheez- 
ing by our swift and noiseless craft, gaye usa hint of what 
we had happily missed. On the wharf, outlined ugainst the 
evening sky, stood some rather anxious wives and children 
awaiting our refurn—for Marry Jackson is a proverbially 
daring sailor, and he sustained his reputation on yesierday. 
As we clambered out 6f the boat and saw the shiny heaps of 
fish piled up hefore the admiring eyes, while the cook hurried 
kitchenward with a dozen special beauties, 1 felt that IT had 
finished ihe wildest ride of one hundred and fifty miles T 
ever took, and closed the best day of my life, as far as sport 
was concerned, Even the red and aching fingers, that can 
scarcely bold the pencil as I write, do not dim the memory 
of that glorious run after the cayaliers and the nea 

H.W. Gi. 

TROUT IN A THUNDER STORM. 

+) NE day in the summer of 1880, Charley P. and I, with 
our Adirondack guide, Dick Crego, left our camp on 

Fourth Lake, Fulton chain, for a day's troul fishing in the 
South branch of Moose River, It was one of those days im 
July when the dweller in the city would ponder over the 
question in bis philosophical mind as to whether life was 
worth living or not and decide in the negative, hut when 
Oharley and Tin our camp in the forest, where the mercury 
bears au inverse relation to the mountains, and where the 
fragramt breaths from the hemlocks and the cool zephyrs 
from the moss-covered sd ferny ground give one an exhils- 
ration and exuberant delight in mere existence, would cde- 
cide that a man could hardly dare ask for 4 hetter life. 

The day was not a perfect one for trout-fishing, but for us 
lovers of nature the summer stillness of the deep forest pos- 
sessed such an enchantment that the prospect of a light 
cree] at evening had no effect on our spirits. Trout were 
abundant anyway, and we were catching enough every day 
for camp use. 

As Dick quietly paddled us near the spring holes we could 
see the trout lazily poising themselves on their red and white 
marginal fins, and slightly stirring the sandy bottom with 
slow sweeps of their mottled tails, not caring to exert them- 
selves to make a move for the flies which we seductively cast 
near them, 

Onre in a, while wader the low hanging branches of a hem- 
lock or bunch of alders we would find a tront which was 
anxious to have a. wrestle with us, but on the whole we had 
taken very few up to the middle of the afternoon, when 
ominous tautterings began to he heard in the south. Great 
thunder-heads of dark cumulus appeared over the tall pines 
and hemlocks and rapidly rolled toward us. The forest was 
wrapped in an awfulstillness. Not a sound could he heard 
near us save an occasional muffled murmur of the water as 
it wlirled in an eddy under some fallen tree trunk, 
We had arrived af the “big spring hole” and as Dick can- 

tiously sent the light boat close to the bank Charley and T 
stepped out, and bending Jow behind the bushes crept to an 
open place where we could cast our flies easily. Charley 
mide the first cast. His flies had hardly made a ripple on 
the water when splash! down went his red ibis. His light 
rod bent into # half circle, and as I cast a quick glance at the 
spot I saw half a dozen trout gliding about near his hooked 
one with the restless eager movements which always mean 
business. My flies alighted instantly inthe same place, and 
down went my stretcher as though it were a cannon ball, 
As my trout made a quick turn I saw another calmly fasten 
himself on one end of the dropper flies, With thumping 
hearts we led our trout to one side and Dick slipped a land- 
ing net under them and threw them, tumbling and squirming, 
wp on the grass. In a moment we had both made another 
cast and hooked our fish and the rest of the trout in the eddy 
were excited and angry because they had not got there first. 
Meanwhile the forest had grown darker and darker, The 

great banks of inky black clouds were low over our heads, 
Quiyering flashes of lightning lighted up the mountains, 
and the heavy thundershook the yery ground and reverher- 
ated and echoed, 

Cast after cast we made, and the troutseemed inyigorated 
by the rigor of the #dlemenis. Big, sturdy fellows made the 
spray fly with their strong tails as they plunged after our 
flies with might and main. Some in their eagerness dashed 
clear over the flies and turned double somersaults in the air. 
At almost every cast 4 trout was hooked, and a sight of our 
bent rods and whirrimg reels would have mude the Sphinx 
arise and shout for joy, 
A gale rushed through the tops of tie pines, and as they 

heut before the blast and the wind soughed through their 
branches the big drops began to fall, Still we fished until 
Dick fairly dragged us to the boat, which he had pulled up 

on the bank and turned over. Under the boat we crawled, 
and as the trout flapped about in the grass near us, and the 
lightning flashed and the thunder roared, we lit, our pipes, 
and, safe from the storm, enjoyed such pleasure as only the 
Sportsman eyer enjoys. Marx Wher, 

FISHING IN GEORGIA. 

L HTERMINED on a days sport, I toss aside books and 
cares, Cather together tackle and rods, pet bait, coax 

4 policeman fo wake me at peep of day, I bid farewell to 
the hum of the busy ecriy and woo “‘tired nature's sweet re- 
storer, bulmysleep.” True to his promise, 1 am awakened 
just as Anvora, daughter of the Dawn, hegins to redden the 
eastern sky. Partake of a good breakfast, and for the fish- 
ing ground in the best of spirits. The day seems propitious; 
and from the south, 

“Across the fields, nlivough woody ways, 

A faint breexe stirs with listless feet; 

‘The beetle drones, the rose-bush sways— 

Methinks the simmer-time is sweet.” 

Reach the river in good order. Our rods, tackle, bait, 
conipanion and ourself, are soon aboard & trim skiff, The lons- 
bladed oars are dropped into their places, and answering to 
their measured strokes, ovr bonny }oal dances over the 
murky waters, as swift as the gleam ofa vision of light. 

Three miles of Throneteeska’s waters are between us and 
our “home” when we round to, and glide in the run that 
leads into the Lucas Spring, where we hope to take our fish. 
What a delicious spot it is, to the angler’s eye! A basin of 
cold lime water, one hundred and fifty yards in circumfer- 
ence hy Rixty yards in width, and from ten to sixty yards in 
depth, sleeping in quiet smiles at the base of wood-crowned 
bills, rising one hundred feet aboye its, level—its deep blue 
waters darkened by the giant forest trees that dot their crests, 
it ented like a miniature sky reposing on the hosomof mother 
earth 

Tall cypress snd pines that for a century have detied the 
storm king, and listened to the murmuring of Throneteeska’s 
waters as they swept onward to the sea, graceful of form, 
rise in startling beauty from its yery edge, and cast their 
shadows over its blue surface. 

“The golden suushine over all 

Resplendently is streaming; 

And birds and Howers and grass and trees, 

With happy life are teeming,” 

Turning reluctantly from the contemplation of the ¢harnis 
with which nature had blessed the spot, I bait hooks and 
prepare for war on the wnsispecting inhabitants of the 
spring. Down into its bhie depths sinks the treacherous 
afcel and alluring bait until the float rests quietly on the 
unruffied water. it resis there huts moment, when it is 
seized by s hungry tish, and, suswering to his movements, 
the float begins to move slowly along the surface. and then 
disappears under the blue waters. IT pull, the hook strikes 
home, # gallant fight for lite ensues, and I pull frora his watery 
home a large brenm, his red crests glittering in the rays of 
the morning sun, is bewutifulas the red clouds at evening, 
when, blushing red from the day god’s last heams, they 
hang in transcendent beauty along the western sky. Our 
prize secure, again Ltry. <A fine three-potnd bass pays the 
penalty of his young life for meddling with our cruel steel. 

Our companion is not idle. As I land myiish he is 
siruggling with a four-pound buss, and lands himin good 
style. Our hooks are returned to the water, and for an hour 
we are busy taking in perch and bass, until a thunder-storm 
breaks upon us and puts an end to uur sport. 0. G. G. 

TAKING MACKEREL FOR OIL. 

i ears Cominissioner Hugene G. Blackford, in conyersa- 
fiou with a New York Sv reporter upon the projet 

of fitting out a steamboat for mackerel catching on the plan 
resorted to for catching menhaden, lately said ; 

“Ti does not appear to me to be a practicable scheme to 
catch mackerél for the purpose of selling them to the oil 
factories and fertilizer factories, as is now done with ihe 
moss bunkers or menhaden, There is a natural law against 
if in the price of the fish. Mackerel are worth too much for 
food to be wasted in the factories. They are only half ihe 
size of menhaden. They are sold at sucha price that the 
factories would be required to use material worth $6 a hun- 
dred, when menhaden at $3a hundred would do as well. 
One of the menhaden sieamers on the coast recently fell in 
with 4 school of weak fish and took a biy load, with which 
they steamed to market. They disposed of them at from 
two to four cents s pound. They never thought of taking 
those weak fish to the factories. The same consideration of 
self-interest would in my opinion prevent the sale of mack- 
evel to factories, There is always a market for good mack- 
erel, Whatever cannot be disposed of for fresh fish can be 
easily sold to the packers. Mackerel are caught in large 
purse nets thut stretch along almost half a mile. These 
purse nets are worked with a boat at each end of the net. 
The two boats draw closer together until, when the vessel 
is reached, the purse is closed. The menhaden fishery up to 
the present time this season has been a failure; but it has 
been a most successful mackere! season, one of the best eyer 
known. There should be a Jaw against the use of food fish 
for making oil or fertilizers, The steamers should be com- 
pelled to carry ice, so as to be able. to send all food fish_to 
market.” 

Atdhert E. Cochran, of the Pxeelsior Fishing Club, said: 
“The whole business of Gshing by pound nets, purses and 
tykes is barhurous and destructive to fish. We have by hard 
firhting succeeded in preventing a good deal of the destrue- 
tion in New York harbor, The Canadians have fonght i, 
stubhornly, snd one of their chief srievances, on which they 
vot their $5,000,000 award against this country, was on ac- 
count of the wasteful and extravagant destruction of fish 
hy our fishermen—what Prof. Baird, of the United States 
Fish Commission, ells ‘catching fish without regard to size 
or season.’ If fish are io be preserved as food they oughi 
to be protected everywhere in the spawning season. The 
project of the wholesale slaughter of mackerel after the 
fashion of the wholesale destruction of menhaden that has 
been and is going on, is fraught with danger to fish food. 
The low yield of menhaden this season shows this. Some 
idea. of the value of the mackerel business may he gathered 
from the faci that a Massachusetts compntation,covering ten 
years, fixed the value of the mackerel trade to that State a1 
$5,000,000 a year, The whole subject is deserving national 
and international laws for the protection of fish, This 
would be, in fact, the protection of fishermen, although 
most of the fishermen do not seem to perceive it.” 
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THE ENGLISH ANGLERS’ TOURNAMENT. 

NAHE second angling tournament, which took place atthe 
Welsh Harp, for the benefit of the Anglers’ Benevo- 

Jent Society, under the suspices of the Fixing Gazelle, had a 
heavy rain to contend with, as was the ease last year. In 
consequence of this, the attendance was small, In haiti 
catching, the following awards were made, the catching to 
bevither in the Thanics or Nottingham style, with three 
casts allowed each conrpetitur: First prize, a solid silver 
éup, vilue $50, given by the Richmond Piscatorial Society; 
Mr, Little, who casi in fhe Nottingham style, as follows: 
45yds!, 29yds., 44yds., total, 1i8yds. Second: Mr, Da 
Costa, $15 cash, cast in fhe Thames style; his first cast was 
outside the lines and was not counted. He then cast 39yds., 
$4yds., total, Tayds. 

The amateur trial in Thames style was won by Mr, Hoh- 
den, 471gyds. Second: Mr. Powell, 48yds. Third: Mr. 
Ohumbers, 42yde. 
Amateur casting in Nottinglam style (from the reel): 

First: Mr, Little, 47yds. Second: Ma, Hobden, 46yds. 
Third: Mr. Gregory. 41yds. 
Amateur contest, open for ¢ither Thames or (he Noiting- 

ham style, in casting for accuracy al a mark thirty-five 
yards distant—First: Mr. Little, Nottmglam style, sft. 8in, 
frommark, Secoud; Ma, Hobder, 4ft. jin. Third: Mr, 
Powell, 12fi, 4in, 

Professional contest in Thames style. 
yards, 
Ee aheraianal contes! in Nottingham style, Mr Bailey, 44 

yards, - 
Casting the bait with « forked. slick, in the Welsh Harp 

style. First; Mr, North, 46 yards. Second: Mr. Leland, 45 
yards. Third: Mr, Packman, 444 yards, Fourth: Mr. 
Sawyer, 42-yards. 

Casting with quill float, in Nottingham style, for prize 
viven by Mr. Bailey, First; Mr. Gregory. 25 yards, 

Custing with triangle hook with paste or cheese bait, prize 
by Mr. Malcolm. First: Mr. Hobden, 21 yards. 

Fly casting contest with single handed rods, for aimateurs. 
First; Mr. R. B. Marston, 214 yards. Second; Mr, Murphy, 
1 yards, Third: Mr, Adlington, 18} yards. 

After the tournament the party sat down to a dinner and 
rood feeling prevailed. B. RB. T. 

Lonpon, July 9. 

Me. Plummer, 54 

Wraneiseine av PorKED River, New Jeksiy,— Weak- 
tishing bas never heen better than if bas heen at this place 
for the past month, and the hotels haye been well patronized 
with the Jovers of the sport. It is no unusual thing for the 
yachis to come in daily wilh an average catch of tiye hundred 
walktish taken, with shrimp and sheddar crab, off the mouth 
of the river near the Riverside House. The hest average 
¢ateh in size kas heen done in. the yacht Harriet, ty Messrs. 
Charles J, Bulkleyand Henry Hisworth, of New York, whose 
patience and perseverance in their desire to obtain the largest 
fish has been rewarded by a goodly number of fish daily that 
would weigh from three to four poundseach, The Riverside 
House, owing to iis close proximity to the fishing grounds, 
makes it one of the most desirable points on Barnegat Bay, 
Jocated as no other hotel on the main shore, close to the 
water, and beige under the direct supervision of the owner. 
Among the recent «rivals are: Mr. E. E. Smith, 8. H. 
Smith, C. W. Lawrence and wite, Jno. White and family, 
New York; E. VY. Connett, Jas, W. Courow and Son, Orange, 
WN. J.; Hon. Edward R. Penningtonand wife Newark, N. J, 

FPrsHinG ow we Neprdon.—Charles H. Angal snd W. 1, 
Reid returned home last Tuesday from a fishing excursion 
to the Nepigon River, where they fairly reyelled in sport 
dear to the Jover of rod and line. They found the famous 
river still wpholding its old reputation as the home of speckled 
trout that in average size are unsurpassed by any to be found 
in waters known to the brotherhood of anglers. It was a 
¢ommon experience to have three trout hooked at once, any 
one of which would weigh two to three pounds. They made 
no effort to catch for the pleasure of bragging about the 
number taken, and limited their catch to 500 or 600, To 
prove what could he done, they in one hour's fishing caught 
twenty-nine fish, which weighed 112 pounds. The largest 
taken weighed six pounds and # half, and was caught by 
W.H. Reid on a ty made by Robert Tangneuy, of this city, 
who made all the fies used by the party. The most killing 
flies were found to he those called Tangneuy and Ellwanger. 
An imitation of the alewive made by Tangneuy was found 
very atfractive: in fact, all them that were used by the 
anglers were literally bilten in pieces by the trotit.—Hochester 
(N. 3) Journal. 

Seventy-Taree Trour oy One Hoie.—Haralson Co., 
Gu., Aug. 9.—Audubon, in one of his publications, I forget 
which, mentions a friend insisting on using an artificial tly 
on a trout stream in a wild forest, aud adds that he took but 
on¢ fish, none of the others would bite thereafter, although 
he, Andubon, took many with the worm, One of your re. 
cent correspondents mentions taking several trout with the 
fly from one hole, and expresses the opinion that this is 
rarely done, T once took seventy-three trout from one hole 
on a Nova Scotia stream, late in fhe season, entirely with 
flies, using the gray-winged fly with red body, and the same 
with yellow body, the red body uppearing thefayonte. The 
hole was ov asmall stream near where it emptied into a 
larger one, about fifteen by twenty feet in diameter and 
fivé or six deep, The day was dark, with just # drip of 
rain, The summer had been dry, with rather low water 
in the streams. The ¢ross weight of the fish captured was 
about one hundred potnds. About three hours were taken 
in landing the fish.—W. T. 

Narrowssurc, N, ¥., Aug. 16.—Bass lishing up here 
was never better, und in fifty minutes, last Saturday, I 
landed five fish, weighing civht and a half pounds, A day 
or (wo previous we hada fine mess of fish thet would not 
have disgraced poor Sothern, Billy Florence und President 
Arthur included, for 4 morning’s sport. Now, if any poor 
city fellow who iz fond of fishing will come up here and 
spend a few days, with Jolin Ruff for # guide, and it docs 
not prove to be as] say, let him eal) on me and T will foot 
the bill.—s. H. H. 

fapmon av Carn “Breton.—Halifax, N, 6., papers re- 
port the pools at Margaree as swarming wilh salmon, and 
that advices fron) there state that the salmon fishing ibis 
month is the best for yenrs. Two gentlemen are reported 
as having killed eighty sulmon within a period of two 
weeks, while three ofhers took thirty-six, Sea trout ave 
also abundant. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Hisheultnre. 

A LONG JOURNEY WITH BASS AND EELS, 

r pee following particulars of the trip with striped bass from 
. New York to San Francisco may be of interest. I took 

twelve 14-gallon cans for the striped bass. and three 10-gfallon 
vans for carrying lresh water. I also prepared some boxes 
(wo of the jackets which sucase fha cans which the United 
States Fish Commission use in transportation of shad, sawing 
them in two making four}. which were perforated with holes 
in the bottom for circulation of air, and covers with holes to 
occasionally pour water through, and also to place ice npon, 
for carrying eels, Thad eugaged 200 eels, averaging: twelve 
inches in leneth, but just before starting these all died in their 
cagé on account of the high temperature of the water in the 
Shrewsbury River, N.J,, which was as high as 84 deprees 
Fabrenheit, So Lhad to so with only ten eels, which were 
caught the night before we started. These were from 12 in, 
tu 24 in. long, A little grass which grows on the edge ofthe 
river (no eel grass was to he found where the bass were caught, 
the eel svass heing preferable) was put into the bottom of 
the box, the eels were thenput on this gritss, a little water 
poured on them occasionally to keep them moist, and a small 
piece of ice put on the cover, to melt ancl to drop through the 
holes, to keep them cool, And with «a daily bath of a few; 
minutes in clean water, fresh or salf, and washing out of the 
hox, was all the attention the eels had through te the Pacific 
coast. They artived in good ccomdition, On heimy put into 
the water ai Army Point, in the ede of the tules, they bored 
their way into the mud, straight down, arid in less than halt 
a minute were all ont of sight. 
We had canght about 600 striped lass, but a nomber died 

in the cages from the hot water, bruises and consequent 
funyus. 

Westurted from Red Bank, N, J., about half past + P.M. 
on Monday. July 17. Some of the bass wore nine inches lang, 
they would average six and a halt inches, none less than tive. 
Tn six of the cans forty of the smaller bass were put, and 
thirty-five ot the larger ones into each of the other six cans. 
making in all 450 bass. The water of the Shrewsbury River, 
with which we filled the cans, to start with was at 84 degrees 
Fahrenheit, and about four deerees marked ou the brine 
hydrometer. Before weconld get this warm water cooled 
down with ice we lost quite a number, perhaps fwenty. Moar. 
G. H. Wild told me at the station that about a dozen were 
thrown out of the cans at the river, and at the station in Red 
Bank as many more were lost, I should think, betore getting 
then on the cars. Thad an assistant, who went through to 
the Pacific coast with me, and we vot the water cooled down 
as soon as possible to about G0 degrees, at abont which tem- 
ge wekeptthom all the way across, We lost from 
ad Bank to Philadelphia fourteen more. Most of these had 

lost some of their scales, or bad contusious—bloody marks— 
on them: quite a mumber witch died lad the **water louse,” 
so-called, a parasite attached to their gills. These parasites 
were huge fellows, beiig about 2. long hy 24in. broad, and. 
would haye killed the fish sooner or later anyhow. From 
Philadelphia we lost no fish for two days, till befere entering 
Couneil Bhiis the fish were all in splendid condition. We 
had kept thé water salted to weart degrees per salinometer 
with Turk Island salt till passing Philadelphia, or during that 
night, when the salometer yas accidentally broken, when 
we were obliged to go by our taste. Ih did not seem to matter 
whether the bass were in salt or fresh water, for we got out 
of Turk Island salt, and were obliged to buy some refined 
well salt or use none at all: this we did not use, fearing it 
might harm the fish, consequentlyfthe water gradually be- 
caine entirely fresh again, the tigh doing as well asin salt 
water. Ithink that salt water is au adyiniaye tu carry any 
kind of fish in that will stand it, for the salt has a tendency 
to precipitate the organic matterin the water, aud which 
collects in heaps on the bottom of the can, and can be easily 
drawn off with thasyphon. I also think that trout would 
accommodate themselves to at leash 4 degrees of salt, as itis 
hardly perceptible to the taste, and for a long journey this 
auount of saline water would keep the wuter purer than 
without it. 
Some tyenty miles before getting to Council Blufis we ex- 

ainined the eans for dead tish, and found them all lively, 
except in one can, from which we took sixteen dead. The 
fish were all taken out of this can and the water poured out, 
when ai the bottom wus found a creenish substance about us 
big as a lozenge, too big to vo through wu #y-inch syphon, and 
would break like a bit of cheese) When we arrived at 
Council Bluffs Thad to leaye my assistau). Mo. Marks, in 
charge while I crossed over the Missouri River inthe ‘“‘dummnry” 
train to see about our transportation, and he chaneed the 
water. Th was said the water was good; it was taken from 
an artesian well: hut the tish soon began to show signs of dis- 
tress, and with all the aerating he could give them ten were 
throyn out dead and niost of the others were lying on their 
sides at times. Some said afterward that this water was 
alkaline, aid others said that ne allali was in the water, as 
it had been analyzed aid none found. Artesian water is 
abuost entirely deprived of air, as | have known carp to tum 
overin itin afew niinutes, and brought to again by violet 
agitation of the water. 

As soon asthe assistant could get over with the fish the 
water was changed to river water, and by hard work aerating 
them those still living were brought int) a lively condition. 
At Omaha we lost fifty-eight fish. I thought while here 
that none of then would he saved alive, as ali showed signs 
of distress: many were » good while on their sides. In all we 
lost something less than one hundred and fifty. 
From Omaha we did not lose any through to the Pacitic 

coast, three days and a half. The bass were put into Suisun 
Bay below the junction.of the Sacramento and San Joaquin 
rivers, about thirty miles from San Francisco, in water a 
little brackish, and at fi0 deg. Fahr. All the bass were very 
lively and strong, and atter being put into a pail of water it 
was uhard matter to catch them again witha net. Bully 
three hundred bass, averaging six unda bal! inches long, 
some of them nine inches long. were put into the water. 
The fish were fed ov the way with liver, They were often 

yery bnimery. We aerated the water at least every half hour, 
and most of the time once in twenty minutes; once in a while 
with a dipper, but most of the time with a long cylinder with 
handle at top and perforated at the bottom with tiie holes, 
which would give a fine shower of ulmost perfectly aerated 
water. 

Tn stopping at a good watering place we would draw down 
the water from the cams and fill up with fresh, fill our 
three extra cans and four pails of water. This quantity of 
water would dofor two hundred miles or sa, but betweoen 
Laramie ahd Humboldt, from fifteen to twenty-one hours’ 
yun, LT had recourse to a barrel that I found in Cheyenne, fill- 
ing it up at Laramie with good waiter, placing it on the plat- 
form betaveen the baggage and the postal car, putting a board 
on the surface of the water and coyering it over with a sack 
to keep out the dirt and cinders. By this little scheme we 
had all the water we needed, and consequently haying no 
occasion to use any dangerous water. 

If it had not been tor the Council Bluffs disaster and that 
woysterions substance found in ona can, I judge, by the gon- 
dition of the fish up to near Council Bluf's, aud from a tittle 
way this side of them, that we would not huve lost half « 
dozen between Philadelphia to San Francisco 

J. G. Woopnury. 
Say Fraxoisce, July 27 
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INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES EXHIBITION,— 
LONDON, 188s. 

REGULATIONS. 

GREAT interiational fisheries exhibition, ander the pa- 
i tronage of Har Majesty the Queen and the presidency of 
H. BR. A. the Privee of Wales, will be held in London i 1853. 
The exhibition will be opened on the lst of May, and con- 

tinue open for a period of not less than six mouths. 
The principal objects to be admitted are comprised in the 

annexed classification, which is intended to include all kinds 
of specimens of fish life, and fo illustrate all the modes by 
which the marine and fresh-water animals of ecobomic valua 
are captured and utilized, together with the commercial, sei- 
entitie, sdcial, historic and lepislative aspects of such fisheries. 
Medals in gold, silver and bronze, and diplomas of honor, 

will be awarded by a jury, the coniposition of which will he 
settled later. / 
No charge will be made for space, but exhibitors will have 

to pay every 6xpynse of transit, delivery, fixing and removing 
their exhibits, and they must, either personally or by thet 
agents. superintend the reception and installation, and at the 
close of the exhibition, the removal of their goods; in detault 
thereot. the committee reserves to itself the right of doing 
whatever may ba considered necessary, and ab the expense of 
the exhibitor, 
Appleations for adinission mush be made on printed forms, 

which will be supplied on application: these are to be sent to 
the general secretary in London on or hefore Sept. 1, 1883, 
except Guder special arrangements or coucessions, 
The genera! secretary will, before Oct. 1, 1852, or as soon 

atter as practicable, notity to applicants the decision of the 
commnittes, and will indi¢ate tha space, if any, which has 
heen aceorded to them. and give to cach a number. 

Contributors. to the Ioan department are requested to corm- 
muni¢ale with thea secretary, who will Sanat forms to be 
filed up by then. 

All packages containing goods intended for exhibition taust 
have painted on them the distinetiye mark (. F. HB.) in red 
paint, and they must also have painted on them the name and 
nurohber of tha exhibitor. : 
Packages from foreign “ountries must likewise have painted 

on them in distinctive marks the letters (I. F. E.) in red paint. 
They must be addressed to the exhibitor himseit or his agent. 
They must all be marked in sueh a way as to show distinctly 
from whence they come, the name of the country and the 
mumnber of the exhibitor being painted legibly thereon. 

OLASSIFICA TION, 

OLASS 1.—SECTION 1.—SHA FISHING. 
Gear of every Aeseription and of all nations used i brawl, 

herring, long line, hand line, and every other mode or system 
of fishins, including all mets, lines, hooks, harpoons, tackle, 
ete.. employed in the sauie, Oyster dredges, crab, lobster, 
prawn, efc., pots, and ofher appliances tor catching fish of 
this deseription. Wishing ersaft of all nations; models and 
representations of the sume, Steam fishing vessels and steams 
carriers. Fishing vessels and boats other than steam vessels. 
Ropes aud csnvass suitable to fishing vessels. Sicam capstanis, 
compasses, baronieters. telescopes, lights, lamps, fog horns. 
systems of signalling ab might for fishing fleets and vessels, 
electric ietits, lumivous paint, sid other equipment of fishing 
vessels, charts for fishermen, Models of harbors, piers and 
slips. for fishing purposes. Wishing tackle and netting im dif- 
ferent stages of preparation, and machinery used tor working: 
up the raw material, Life boats, thei equipment, and life- 
suying apparatus of every description, Appliances and 
methods for breakig the force of the sea at the entrance of 
harbors and elsewhere, Methods of comuninication rom the 
shore to lighi-ships aud fishing Heets by submarine cables. 
Metliods of protecting subinarine cables from injury by fish- 
ing opsrations (lustrated by models and dra wings). 

SHQTION I.—FRESHWATER FISHING. 
Sulmen nets and ixed appliances for catching salmonids iu 

ull their varieties, Salmon rods, reels, lines, artificial flies 
und baits, zatls, spears, creels. etc, Trout rods, reels, landing 
nets, lines, artificial ties, baits, baskets, bags, ete, Pile, bar- 
bel, and other cvarse tish-rods, reels and tackle, artificial spin- 
ring baits, etc. Traps, mets, bucks, wheels and all kinds of 
apparatus for catching eels, lampreys, ete. Hooks, etc. Ang- 
lers’ apparel of every description. Boats, prnts, cobles, col- 
lapsible, portahle, etc., in models or otherwise. Note.—The 
above clussification is suggested asa convenient one for this 
Glass, but th is mot intended to exclude any objects which come 
within the class, 

GLASS T.—ECONOMIC CONDITION OF FISHERMEN. 
Apparel aut personal equipment. Food and medicine 

chests. Models and plans of dwellings. Contracts of partner- 
ships. Insurances of, life, boats, zear, elec. Benefit societies. 

CLASS 11T,—COMMERCIAL AND HCONOMIC, 
Preparation, preservation, and utilization of fish, War edi- 

ble purposes--Models of fish curing establishments. Methods 
of, and models and other representations of aly appliances for, 
drying, curing, salting, smoking, tinning, cooking, etc, Fish 
dried, smoked, cured, salted, tinned or otherwise prepared for 
food, All products prepared from fish, such as oils, roes, isin- 
plass, cic. Antiseptics suitable for preserving fish for food. 
For other than edible purposes--Oils, manures, and other pro- 
ducts prepared from fish. Methods of, and models, and other 
representations of appliances for, preparing oils and manures 
trom fish. Sea and fresh water pearl shells; mother of pearl 
manufactured; pearls sorted. Preparation and applivation of 
sponges, corals, pearls, shells, and all parts and products of 
ayvatic animals, ete.. to purposes useful and ornamental, with 
specimens, Transport and sale of fish—Appliances for carry- 
ing fish and for preserving fish during transport or otherwise, 
and models of tha same. Models of fish markets, and appli- 
ances connected with the same, 

CLASS IV,—FISHOULTURE, 
Mudels or drawings of fish hatching, breeding and rearing 

establishments, including oyster and other shellfish grounds; 
and ullapparatus and implements connected with the same, 
and for transporting tish and lish ova; food fgr fry; repre- 
sentations illustrative of the development sud progressive 
growth of ish; models and drawings of fish passes and fish 
ladders. Svientitic investigation—Models and @rawings of 
diseases of fish, with special reference to their ongin and eure; 
processes for rendering streams polluted by sewage and charn- 
ical and other works innocuons to fish lite (illustrated. by, 
models and drayings): physico-chemical investigation into 
those qualities of salt and tresh water which affect aquatic 
animals; investigation of the bottom of the sea and of lakes, 
shown by samples: aquatic plants in relation to fishing, ete; 
researches into the aquatic fauma (animals of te several 
classes preserved in alcehol or prepared, ete.); apparatus and 
implements used in such researches; acclimatization of fish, 

CLASS Ye—NATURAL HISTORY.—AQUARIA. 
Specimens living (marine and fresh water), fresh, stuffed or 

preserved, casts, drawings and representations of—Alge ar- 
ranged according to their various species and localities; 
sponges, i their natural state; corals, in their natural state, 
polyps, jelly-tish, ete.; entozoa; mollusca of all kinds and 
shells not inchided in Class IIL; stirlishes, sea urchins, holo- 
thuriz; worms used for bail, or noxious: leeches, etc,; per- 
fect insects and lary of insects which, are destroyers of 
spawn or sei'Ve as food for fish; crustacesd of all kinds; fish of 

* These rules do nou apply te exhibits made in the American de- 
orfment, and are intended for those who wish to make an indepen- 

Ran exhibition, For space in the American department apply to 
Prof. 5. F Baird, Washingtoo, D.C 
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all kinds; reptiles, such as tortoises, turtles, terrapins, lizards, 
serpents, frogs, newts, ete, ; aquatic and other birds hostile to 
fish or fishing; aqnatic and amphibious mammatlia (otters, 
seals, whales, ete.) and others detrimental to fish; works on 
ichthyology: maps illust-ating geographical distribution, mi- 
gration, ete., of fishes and spawn; specimens and representa- 
tions illustrative of the relations between extinct and exist- ; 
ing fishes, 

GLASS VI.—HISTORY AND LITERATURE OF FISHING.—FISHERY 
LAWS,—FISH COMMERCE, 

Ancient fishing implements or their reproductions—Models, 
pictures, books, emblems, charters and seals of ancient fisher- 
men guilds; fishery Jaws of different countries; copies of 
treaties, conventions, ete., dealing with international tishery 
relations; reports, statistics and literature of fish, fishing and 
fisheries; reports on acclimatization of fish, and of attempts 
in this direction. 

CLASS VIIL—LOAN COLLECTIONS, 

Collections within the scope of the foregoing classes. 
MONEY PRIZES. 

The committee will be prepared to receive and consider the 
offer of money prizes for any special exhibits or essays con- 
nected with the objects of the exhibition. 

PRIZE ESSAYS. 

1, £100. The Natural History of Commercial Sea Fishes of 
Great Britain and Jreland, with special reference to sneh 
parts of their natural history as bear upon their production 
and commercial use. 
Note.—This would inecide natural history, food, habits and 

localities fish frequent at different seasons and artificial pro- 
pagation, (This will not include the Salmonida:.) Prize of- 
fered by Sir TH. Peek, Bart., M. P. 

2, £100, The effeat of the existing national and mterna- 
fional laws for the regulation and protection of deep sea fish- 
eries, with sugestions for improvements in said laws, 

3. £100, Relations of the State with fishermen and fisheries, 
Hel pee all matters dealing with their protection and regu- 
ation. 
Note,—This would relate to home legislation affecting reo- 

ulations for fishing vessels, protection of spawning beds, 
close time Gif any) for salt water fish. 

4. £100. On improved facilities for the capture, economic 
transmission and distribution of sea fishes. ‘ 
Note.—On improved nets and modes of catching salt water 

fish, the application of steam to deep sea fisheries, the advan- 
tages of steam carriers, greater facilities to be given by rail- 
Way companies in regard to rates, refrigerating vans, new 
and improved fish markets, cold storing rooms for ditto, 

4, £100, On improved fishery harbor accommodation for 
Great Britain and Treland, indicating the localities most in 
need of such harbors, the general principles on which they 
should be constructed and the policy the State should adopt 
in aiding and encouraging harbor accommmodation for fish- 
ing purposes. 

Note.—The effect of the Passing Tolls Act, 1861, the eauses 
which led to its failure, grants to supplement loeal efforts, 
loans nt low rate of interest, period to which they should be 
extended. 

mevoud-class prizes.—(Amount £25 each.) 
1. On the legislation at present applicable to the saliaon 

fisheries io Stotland (including the River Tyveed), and the 
hest means of improving it. 

2, On this levislation at present applicable to the salmon 
fisheries in England and Wales, and the best means of im- 
proving it, 

5. On the legislation af present applisable to the salmon 
fisheries in freland, aod the best means of iniproying it, 

4. On the introduction and acclimatization of foreign fish, 
5, On the propagation of fresh water fish, excluding Sal- 

monide. : 
li, Unthe propazation of the Salmonide, 
7. On oyster culture. 
*, On the best means of increasing the supply of mussels 

ite other mollusks (oysters excepted) used either for bait or 
‘ood. 

», £25, On the best system of life insurance for fishermen, 
and of insuring boats, gear, nets, ete, 

10, A deseriptive acconnt of the angling societies of the 
metropolis, showing their orizin, extent and constitution; as 
well as of the baneyolent organizations attached to them. 

ll. On the currents, temperatures, and other physical eon- 
ditions of the sea in relation to reproduction, growth and 
migrations of fish. 

REGULATIONS, : 
1. All competitors shusi suciwse their names and addresses 

in a cover to the secretary; thle subject of their essays and 
their motto to be clearly written on the outside of such cover, 

2. Jurors will be appointed to adjudicate upon the various 
essays, and where possible it is proposed to secure the aid of 
foreign experts for this purpose, 

3, After the jurors have awarded the prizes the covers 
aboye referred to shall be opened in the presence of the chair- 
man of the essay committee and the secretary, who shall 
declare the names of the success competitors: 

4, The committee of management have power to publish 
the whole or part of any that may be submitted to competi- 
tion. Essays not published will be returned on the applica- 
tion of the weiters, but the committee of management do not 
make themselves or any of the officers of the exhibition liable 
for the loss of any essay or essays. 

6. The judges are not bound to award a prize unless they 
consider one of the essays deserving of it. : 

4, No prize shall be given for an essay which has already 
appeared in print. " 

7, All essays with the motto attached must be addressed 
to the secretary of the Great International Fisheries Exhibi- 
tion, 1585, London. 

8. Every essay must be written in the English language or 
must be accompanied by an English translation, and must be 
sent in so as to arrive at the offices of the exhibition on or 
before May 1, 1883. 

THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION, 

PROCEEDINGS ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING, 

MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF THE SWORD-FISH. 

BY G. BROWN GOODE: 

[contINvED.] 

PERIODICAL MOVEMENTS OF THE SWORD-FISH—TIMES OF AR- 
RIVAL AND DEPARTURE, 

Before entering upon a discussion of the movements of the 
sword-fish and their causes, it seems desirable to bring to- 
gether the facts which have been learned, by conyersation 
with fishermen and otherwise, in one group, Each man’s 
views are given in his own style, and as nearly as possible in 
his own words. There is no attempt ata classification of the 
facts, This will be made subsequently. 
An old swordfisherman at New York informed Mr. Black- 

ford that the season opens in the neighborhood of Sandy 
Hook about the first of June, and continues along the coast as 
far east as Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Shoals until 

He has heard of their being about the middle of September, 
caught as far eash as Cape Sable. At the first cold winds of 
September they disappear. They are, like the mackerel, at 
first yery poor and lean, but as the season advances they 
grow fatter. 

Mr. John H. Thomson, of New Bedford, who kindly inter- 
viewed some of the local fishermen, writes: “The sword- 
fish appear on our coast, south of Block Island, about May 25 
toJunel, They appear to come from the southwest, or just 

inside the track of the Gulf Stream, They gradually approach 
the Vineyard Sound and vicinity durmg June and until July 
10 or 15, then appear to leave, wotking to the southeast, and 
are to be found to the southeast of Crab Ledge about the mid- 
dle of July. This school is composed of comparatively small 
fish, averaging about 150 pounds gross or about 100 pounds 
without head and tail, as they are delivered in the market. 
The smallest are + feet long, inteluding the sword, and weigh 
from 40 to 40 pownds; the largest 84 feet long, with sword, 
and weighing 300 pounds gross. These fish are of a light 
plumbeons hue, darker on the hack and white on the belly, 

“Of late years another sehool has appeared southeast of 
Cape Cod and George’s Banks about the Ist of August, These 
fish are altogether different, being much larger, weighing 
from 500 to 800 pounds gross, and are entirely black. I have 
this week conversed with an old smackman, M. C, Tripp, who 
has all his life been a fisherman, and has this year (1874) 
captured abont ninety fish, and his opinion is that they are 
not the same school, They appesr to be of about the same 
abundance in average years, the catch depending-on weather, 
fogs, etc. They come and leavein a general school, nob in 
close schools like other fish, but distributed oyer the surface 
of the water, the whole being called by the fishermen the 
‘annual school,’ though it cannot strictly be so named.” 
Aceording to Mr, Willard Nye, sword-fish appear on the 

coast of Massachusetts from the Sth to the 20th of June, and 
are first seen southwest of Block Island. They hegin to leave 
in Angust, but stray ones are sometimes seen as late as the 
last of October. The usual explanation of thei movement is 
that they are following their food—mackerel and menhaden 
—which swarim our waters in the season named, and which 
are of course driven off by the approach of winter and rough 
weather. 

Capt. R. H. Hurlbert took a very large sword-tish on 
George’s Banks, in November, 1874, in a snow-stourm, 
The first sword-tish of the season of 187) was taken June 

20, southwest of Montauk Point; its weight was 185 pounds. 
One taken of Noman’s Land, July 20, 1875, weighed when 

dressed 120 pounds, and measured 7 feet. A cast was taken 
(No. 360), which was exhibited in the Goyernment Building 
at Philadelphia, 

Capt. Benjamin Ashby, of Noank, Conn..“tells me that the 
New London and Noank vessels leaye home on their sword- 
fishing crilise about the 6th of July. Through July they fish 
between Noman’s Land and the South Shoals Lightship. The 
fish “strike in” to Block Island and Montauk Point every year 
about the Ist of July. They are first seen twenty to twenty- 
five miles southeast of Montauk. At the end of August they 
are most abundant inthe South Channel. Captain Ashby 
neyer saw them at any time so abundant as Aurust 14, 1859, 
He was cruising between George's Banks and the South 
Shoals. Itwas a calm day, afterafog. He could at any 
time see twenty-five or thirty from the masthead. They turn 
South when snow comes, 

Capt. George H, Martin, of Hast Gloucester, tells me that 
the Gloucester vessels employed in this fishery expect to be 
on the # grounds south of George's Banks by the 10th of 
June, hey almost always find the fish there on_ their arri- 
yal, following the schools of mackerel. They ‘tend on sound- 
ings,” like the mackerel. The first sword-fish of 1877 was 
taken June 10; the first of 187s, Jume 14, 
The statements alveady quoted, and numerons conversa- 

tions with fishermen not here recorded, lead me to believe 
that sword-tish are most abundant on the shoals near the 
shore and on the banks during the months of July and Au- 
ust; that they make their appearance on the frequented 
emsing grounds between Montauk Point and the eastern 
part of George’s Banks some time between the 25th of May 
and the 20th of June, and that they remain until the approach 
of cold Weather in October or early in Noyember, The dates 
of the capture of the first fish on the cruising ground referred 
to are recorded for three years, and ave reasonably reliable: 
1875, June 20; 1877, June 10; 1878, June 14. 
South of the cruisme ground the dates of arrival and de- 

parture are doubtless farther apart; north and east the season 
shorter, There wre no means of obtaining information, since 
the men engaved in this tishery are the only ones likely to re- 
member the dates when the fish are seen. 

REASONS OF THE COMING OF SWORD-FISH UPON OUR COAST. 

The sword-fish comes into our waters in pursuit of its food. 
Ai least this is the most probable explanation of their move- 
ments, since the duties of reproduction appear to be performed 
elsewhere, Like the tunny, the bluefish, the bonito, and the 
squeteague, they pursue and prey upon the schools of men- 
haden and mackerel, which areso abundant in the summer 
months, ‘‘When you see sword-fish, you may know that 
maekerel are about!’ said an old fisherman tome, ‘*Where you 
see the fin-back whale following food, there you find sword- 
fish!" said another. The sword-fish also feeds upon squid, 
which are at times abundant on our banks. 

THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE UPON THE MOVEMENTS OF 
THE SWORD-FISH, 

To what extent this lish is amenable to the infiuences of 
temiperatire is an unsolved problem. We are met at the out- 
set by the fact that they are frequently taken on trayyl lines, 
which are set at the depth of 100 fathoms or more on the off- 
shore banks, We know that the temperature of the water at 
those localities, and at that depth is sire to be less than 40 
der. Fahrenheit. How is this fact to be reconciled with the 
known habits of the fish, that it prefers the warmest weather 
of summer and swims at the surface in water of teniperature 
ranging from 55 deg, to 7) deg., sinking when coo! winds blow? 
The ease seemed clear enough until this inconvenient discov- 
ery was made, that sword-fish are taken on bottom trawl- 
lines, In other respects their habits agree closely with those 
of the mackerel tribe, all the members of which seem sensi- 
tive to slight changes in temperature, and which, as a rule, 
prefer temperatnre in the neighborhood of 50 deg. or more. 

There is one theory b 
We may suppose that the sword-fish take the hooks on their 
way down to the bottom; that in their struggles they get en- 
tangled in the line and hooks, and Wwhen exhausted sink to 
the bottom, This is not improbable. A conversation with 
some fishermen who have caught them in this way develops 
the fact that the fish are usually much tangled in the line, and 
are nearly lifeless when they are brought to the surface. A. 
confirmation is found in the observations of Captain Baker, 
of the schooner Peter D. Smith, of Gloucester, who tells me 
that they often are taken on the hand-lines of the codfisher- 
men on Gasred's Banks, His observations lead him to believe 
that they only take the hook when the tide is running very 
swiftly and the lines are trailing out in the tide-way at a con- 
siderable distance from the bottom, and that the sword-tish 
strike for the bottom as s00n as they are hooked, This theory 
is not improbable, as I have already remarked, but Ido not 
at present advocate if very strongly. I want more facts be- 
foré making up my own mind, Abt present the relation of 
the sword-tish to temperature must be left without being un- 
derstood, 
The appearance of the fish at the surface depends ap- 

parently upon temperature. They are seen only upon quiet 
summer dys, in the morning before ten or eleyen o'vlock and 
in the afternoon about four o'clock. Old tisherrmhen say that 
they rise when the mackerel rise, and when the mackerel go 
down they go down also. 

PROBABLE WINTER HABITAT OF THE SWORD-FISH. 
Regarding the winter abode of the sword-fish conjecture is 

useless, Ihaye already disunssed this question at length with 
reference to the menhaden and mackerel. With the sword- 
fish the conditions are very different. The former are known 
to spawn in our waters, and the schools of young ones fallow 
the old ones in toward the shores. The latter donot spawn in 
our waters, We cannot well believe that they hibernate, nor 

which this difficulty may be avoided. | 

| it should retaliate by altacking its assailant, 

is the hypothesis of a sojourn in the middle strata of mid- 
ocean exactly tenable. Perhaps they migrate to some distant 
region, where they spawu. But then the spawning time of 
this species in the Mediterranean, 45 is related in a snbse- 
uent paragraph, appears to occur in the summer months, at 

the very time when our sword-lish are thronging our own 
waters, apparently with no care for the perpetuation of their 
species, 

MOVEMENTS OF INDIVIDUAL SWORD-FISHES. 

A sword-flsh when swimming near the surface ustally 
allows its dorsal fin and the tipper lobe of its eaudal tin te be 
visible, Projecting out of the water severalinches. It is this 
habit which enables the fisherman to detect the presenge of 
the fish, It swims slowly along, and the fishing schooner 
with a light breeze findsno difficulty in overtaking it. When 
excited its motions are very rapid and nervous. Sword-fish 
are Sometimes seen to leap entirely out of the water, Barly 
writers attributed this habit tothe tormenting presence of 
parasites, but this theory seems hardly necessary, knowing 
what we do of its violent exertions at other times. The 
pointed head, the lins of the back and abdomen snugly fitting 
into grooves, the absence of yentrals, the long, lithe, musaular 
bedy, sloping slowly to the tail, fit it for the most rapid and 
forcible moyement through the water, Prof, Richard Owen, 
testifying in an English court in regard to its power, said: 

“Ti strikes with the accumulated force of fifteen deuble- 
handed hammers. Its yélocity is equal to thet of a swivel- 
shot, and is as dangerous in its effects as a heavy artillery 
projectile.” 
Many very curiots instances are on record of the encounters 

of this lish with other fishes or of their attacks wpon ships. 
What can be the inducement for it to attack objects so much 
larger than itself it is hard to surmise. Every one knows 
the couplet from Oppian: 

*Nature her bounty to his month ecoufined, 

Gave him a sword, but left nuarmert his mind.** 

It surely seems asif a temporary insanity sometimes takes 
possession of the fish, It is not strange jhat, when haipooned, 

An old sword- 
fisherman told Mr, Blackford that his vessel had heen struck 
twenty times, There are, however, many instances of en- 
tirely unprovoked assault on yessels at sea. Many of these 
are recOunted in a later portion of this memoir. Theirmove- 
ments when feeding are discussed below, as well as their 
alleged peculiarities of movement during the breeding season. 

Tt is the universal testimony of our fishermen that two are 
hever seen swimming close together. Captain Ashby says 
that they are always distant from each other at least thirty 
or forty feet. 

[To BE CONTINUED. | 

| Che Zennel. 

FIXTURES. 

January 9, 10, and 11, 1882.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 
Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, 193 Hobart street, 
Meriden, Conn, 

BENCH SHOWS. 
April 8, 4,5 and 6, 1882. Western Pennsylvania Pouliry Society's 

Firth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa, Entries for the Bench 
Show Derby, for pe setters whelped on or after March 1, 1882, 
close December 1, 1882, Chas. Lincoln, Superlutendent, I. R. Stay- 
ton, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

September 4. National American Kennel Club Ficli Trials an Prairie 
Chickens, Fairmont, Minn, Entries for the Derby close July 1, for the 
All-aged, Sept. 4.. Jos. H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn,, Secretary, 
November 17-—Hastern Fieid Trials Club Field Trials on Quail, neav 

High Point, N.C. Entries for the Derby close July 1. For the Ati- 
Aged and Members’ Stake, Noyember 1. F.N. Hall, P.O. Box §84, 
New York, Secretary. ! 
December 4—National American Kennel Club Wield Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn, D- Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary. 
December 11W—New Orleans Gun (lub Wield Trials or Quail, Opelon- 

sas, La. Entries close December1l. J. K. Renatid, Secretary. New 
Orleans, La. Entries for the Club Cup close December f. 

ST. BERNARD AND MASTIFF IMPORTATION. 

HURSDAY, August 3, we visited the steamship State of 
Florida, at the foot of Canal street, and paid our respects 

to Monarque, one of the best all round St. Bernard dogs that 
we haye seen in along time. He has a grand head, beauti- 
fully marked. His color is a dark orange tawny, slightly 
brindled, and with considerable white. He stands a trifle 
over thirty inches af the shoulder, and has a good body, with 
capital legs and feet, Te carries himself royally, and when 
he is put in good condition we believe that he will prove the 
peer of any one of the breed in the country. was im- 
ported by Miss Arnold, of New York, who will keep him as a 
companion and pet, a position for which he is well qualified, 
as his disposition is of the best. We trust that his fair owner 
will gratify the lovers of this noble breed of dogs by exhibit- 
ing him at the show of the Westminster Kennel Club next 
spring. Monarque was three years old last month, He was 
bred by Mr. F. Hodding, and is by Sultan out of Annie. He 
was exhibited at Belfast in 1880, winning first, On board the 
same vessel there was a capital. mastitf bitch, consigned to 
Mr. W. Wade, of Pittsburgh, Pa. Her name is Dinah IT. 
She isone of Miss Hesketh’s breed, andisin whelp to Taurus IT, 
(B. K. C. 8. B, 1,859), These were all the particulars that we 
learned about her. Although rather smull she is a rare good 
one, with immense bone for hersize, She shows lots of qual- 
ity, and her owner may well be proud of her, Both Mon~ 
arque and Dinah IT, were purchased for their owners by Mr, 
W. Graham, of Belfast, Ireland. 

A GHASTLY POINT.—Of all the points made by dogs on 
Tuesday, when thousands of men were out shooting wood- 
cock, none was of more importance than that made néar the 
Rifle Range by a pointer owned by Thomas Morris, of lronde- 
quoit. The dog found several woodcock, bili in one bush be 
was seen to act strangely, as if something other than a zame 
bird was near, Hedreaw up and pointed, and when his’ mas- 
ter went forward hefound the remains of the [balian Giacomo 
Antonio Alexandrio, who is supposed fo have been murdered. 
Thomas Morris notified his brother, who was near by, and 
tivo other men who were io the vicinity, and then informed 
Deputy Sheriff Standenmaier, who said the remains were 
probably those of flie missinz man. The body had been 
thrown down beside a hole full of water iu the swamp, and if 
the person who cartied it there bad taken time to throw it 
intw the water, it would probably never haye been found. Mr, 
Morris will receive the reward of 314) offered for tha recovery 
of the body.—Rochester Jour nit, 2 

DUKE OF BEAUFORT.—Mr. J, A. Goodsell’s Duke of 
Beaufort has arrived home from his yisit to England in eapi- 
tal condition and looking bettar than ever. Accompanying 
him was a bitch that we will notice mora fully next week, as 
we have been unable to leara any particulars regarding her in 
season for this issue, 

THE LAVERACK MONUMENT.—The following additional 
amounts to the Laverack monument find bave been received 
by Mr. Herzberg since our re Jast, week: Previously re- 
ported, $55; A. H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa,, $20; W, A; Cas- 
ter, Flatbush, Pa., $2; J. Vou Lengerke, $2. 
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MR. J. BAILEY’S ENGLISH SETTER DOG “COUNT PARIS." 

COUNT PARIS. 

UR. illustration this week is of the blue belton Wneglish setiter | 
doz Count Faris, owned by Mr. J. Bailey, of Roxbury, 

Mass- He was bred by Mr. A. M. Tucker of Charlestown, Mass, 
He is 24) years old, and is by Royal Blue, ont of Modjeska. He 
won first i the open class for native English setter dogs at Ros- 
ton last May in a capital class, and was claimed at the catalozne 
price, $20), by his present owner, Count Paris is x very handsome 
animal of medium size, remarkably well ide together, with lois of 
quality, To is also possessed of fine field qualities, which will bo 
exhibited at the field firials this fall, as his owner is confident that 
with aa handling he will acquit himself with honor. Thecut 
is by Harry Tallman, ’ 

ROWLS ABOUT THE JUDGES. 

5S one of the Field Trials of the National A. EK. Club oc- 
ahs curs Sept, 4, 1882, which is now only a month distant. 
we have concladed to tuke time by the pencil, as it were, and 
publish the following correspondence in adyance. We are 
induced to this course not only as a matter of convenience to 
the printers, but as furnishing 1 model for those deep and able 
critics who may conclude to reserve their remarks until after 
the 4th of September. Others may follow the proverbial ex- 
ample aud simply refer to the printed letters as “them’s my 
sentiments,” 

LETTER NO, 1. = 
editor Forest and Streams: 
I would like to know, sir, whether itis the design of the 

stingy and wvaricious persons who have got up the system of 
field trials to attempt toabsorb all the sporting dogs of the 
country by a base and extrayagant use of money, and to keep 
out the poor but lionust hunter, who enjoys shooting just as 
well as they do, Now, sir, just let me say that when these 
codtish aristocrats huve succeeded in raising’ the standard so 
hi¢has tobe beyond the reach of the laboring classes, they 
will tind themselves without support or countenance. No, 
sir, let is at once raise the ery of ‘Cheap dog, for the people, 
and by the people,” BRUTUS. 

| LETTER NO. 1. 
Editor Porest and Stream: 
While I dislike exceedingly to trespass upon your valuable 

space about a personal matter, yet I feel that it is my duty to call 
attention to the management of the late field trial. ; 
Now, sir, this organization issued prospectuses and circulars 

inviting sportsmen to show their dogs, Acting upon the supposi- 
tion that Iwas dealing with gentlemen, I was one of the unfortu- 
nate ones whosent a dog. My dogis well knownas the celebrated 
Bang, out of the wonderful Buster, by Clip, out of Sally Out, 
and thus has all the blood that can be given a dog. He is known 
throuzhout our entire district as a pointer dog, and every friend 
UC haye on earth united in assuring me of a prize. 
Now, if such a doz as this is to he set aside for the benchegzed, 

skew-oyed, fiddle-headed, lantern-jawed brute that was electent for 
the champion, why, then, itis time the miles of such trials were 
being overhauled and repaired, j 
Tmight say more, sir, but I scorn tomake insinuations “though 

such were plenty” about the judges. Doubtless they did the best 
they kuew how, but certainly were better fitted to judges SSeS 
than dogs. D.D, B..O: 0. L, 

LETTER No. 11, 
Editor Forest and Stream; 
The miserable collection of horse-thieves, liars and scoun- 

drels that attempted last week to hold a field trial for the 
ostensible improyement of dog-breeding was a fine instance 
of how a petty malienity will defeat itself, 

Of course nobody was fool enough to dream that any dog 
out of “the Ring” would stand any chance of reward; but 
such outrageous favoritism was a little too strong, In the 
red Irish cocker class every disinterested party said that Bull- 
face received the ribbon oyer Towser, although his tail was 
ully one-sixth inch longer than his unlucky rival. This could 

not have escaped notice, even by the idiot judges, but for one 
of them—the brother-in-law of the man who sold the dog- 
meat. This miscreant, while the dogs were being piteert 
slipped back of the platform and bit off the extra tail. 1 
state thison my personal responsibility, and it-was noticed 
by several—as well as by the dog. 
Now, sir, 1 do not like to fight in the dark; sol will say that 

J refer to Mr. John Smith, the judge in question, and sien my- 
self Yours, J. 8. Nak. 
P.8.—I will mateh my dog Towser for one hundred thou- 

sand dollars a side against any doz in the United States not 
his match. J.8 

LAVERACK IMPORTATION.—There arrived on steam- 
ship Helmstedt, August 2, consigned to Mr. BH. B. Goldsmith, 
for Mr, J. J, Snellenburg, of New Brighton, Pa., the Laverack 
setter bitch Queen Laverack, Sheis by Tory, out of Mes 
Merriles, and was whelped May 16, 1881. She was bred by 
Mr, H. F, Grant, Newport, Isle of Wight, She is handsomely 
iwnarked, black, white and tan, and looks all over a worker, 
She is entered in both the Chicken Trials and National Derby, 
and if her performances equal her good looks she will prove 
no discredit te her high breeding. Onthe same vesscl were 
Mr, J. Hi. Goodsell’s Duke of Beaufort and a full sister to 
Queen Laverack, of a younger litter. Duke of Beaufort ar- 
riyed from his visit to the land of his forefathers in capital 
condition and is looking better than we ever sawhim, The 
puppy was presented to Mr. Goodsell by her breeder, Mr, 

_!, Grant, of Newport, Isle of Wight. She is a blue belton, 
with slight tan markings, of capital form, with one of the 
sweetest heads that we have seen ina long time, She gives 
promise of great heanty when mature, and should she go all 
ri a will prove quite an aciuisition to the extensive kennel 
of her owner, 

GLASGOW DOG SHOW. 

y= are indebttd fo the London Meld for our report of 
) the inaugural dog show of the Scottish Kennel Club, 

| which was held at Glasgow, July 25. We have space only for 
| ae comments and awards in the pointer, setter and spaniel 
classes. 
Judges—The Rev, J.C. Macdona, Messrs. Geo, Raper, A. 

Cameron, J. R. Richardson, Thos. Baton, J, R. Morrison, and 
Wri, Duncan. 

| For some time back there has been a feeling throughout 
| Scotland that the yarious breeds of dogs haye not been so 
| Satisfactory or creditable to the country as could he desired, 
and, with a view to remedy matters, a Scottish kennel club 
has been formed, At present only Scotchinen are eligible for 
membership, but net a few are anxious that: this restriction 
should be rescinded. The Highland Agricultural show lay- 
ing been fixed to be held in Glaszow on Jilly 25 to 28, the chib 
saw a favorable opportnoity for making its débul, A satislac- 
tory arrangement was made with the Highland Society, and 
the dog show was held on the same ground. ‘The show gives 
every promise of proving a complete success, thanks to ihe 
energy of the honorable secretary and his hard-working and 
obliging committee, A liberal schedule was issued, and has 
been fairly well responded to (47 entries), taking into con- 
sideration that more than one important fixture is being held 
on the same dates; but the club acted very wisely in arrang- 
ing that all dogs entered for Darlineton show would be 
allowed to leave Glasgow on the night of the 27th, 
Pointer dows, ten entries; Asa Iot, Only second-class: we 

did not find one amougst them specially worthy of comment, 
Bitches, fifteen entries: A sreat improvement here. Bona 
Belli honored pen 111 with her presence; but, alas! her win- 
ning chance was early gone, for she was one of the flvst lot 
who had orders to quit. Ji was evident to a casnal observer 
that Mr. Cameron was not at home with his work; he ap- 
peared to pet awfully mixed, and a full hour anda half was 
spent before his task was finished. It is only fair to add that 
he did get hold of  s00d bitch in Torest Lily, 2 very stylish 
bitch, with nice head and rare body: she was, however, lucky 
to win, Heath Belle, a very smart white and black, was 
quite yood enough to get into the money, but she failed to 
meet with recognition, Lady Fan was extremely lucky, as 
she is hardly good enough for a commendation ‘here, 

Setters (black and tan dogs), twelve entries: Before com- 
mencing our criti¢ism upon this breed, we must say Mr. 
Cameron judged them well, and it must have delizhted him, 
equally as well as ourselves, to see such a prand vallection of 
Gordons benched. Tt has certainly never been ont pleasure 
to have seen such @ lot of clinkers penned together. In dogs, 
Dash TIT. won; he is well-known. Harry, a twelve months’ 
oungster, is the holder of second prize; he is already a wee 
it heavy in his head and ear, but has a capital body, with 

good coat and feather. Grouse we liked; and Wallace, the 
third-prize taker, is well made and tull of quality. 

Black and tan bitches, ten entries, even better in quality 
than the dogs. Sarah, the winner, was immensely admired; 
she is a beanty, beaming full of quality, one, if not the best, 
we have seen for some time. Dinah, vhe., & smart-made 
bitch, is wanting in color, Dye III. has a few minor faults; 
these are counterbalanced by her grand legs and feet, and 
pie need body; her hindquarters are good, she being well 
bent in the stifle. Perarl II]. is excellent in color: it will be 
pee Ones dt she took first prize at the Alexandra Palace in 
852 
Field Spaniels, eighteen entries. Although alarce class, 

with a fewexceptions the quality was nothing vary great, 
Equal firsts were given Zulu and Caistor. The latter is very 
deficient in his head. Zula is now wellknown. Progress 
pleases us equally as well as Edith, who is a clumber of just 
fair pretension. 

PRIZE LIST. 
Porrers.—Dogs—1, J. J. Pollock's Braz; 2, J. W. Galloway’s Duke 

of Ayr; 3, C. W. Eastwood's Ken; v he, J. A. Gilmour's Grouse; h c, H, 
E. C. Ewing, M.P.'s, Don, R, Ker’s Shot, H, Cook's Whig, Bitehws._1, 
J. J. Polloch’s Forest Lily; equal 2, J. G. A, Baird's Nell, J. Borland's 
Lady Fan; 3, J, R. Anderson's Heath Belle; vhe, J. W. Galloway's 
Duchess of Coyle. 
Serrirs.—Black-auil-tan,—Dogs.—1, M. Macdonald's Dash, TII.; 2,R. 

Chapman's Harry; 3, J. Dryborongh, jun.’s Wallace; he, J. Brand's 
Grouse, J. Dryborough, jaun.’s Druid. Bitches.—1, J. G. A, Baird's 
Sarah; 2, Captain C, P. Priestley'’s Pearl T17., 3, R, Chapman's Dye Il; 
y¥ lic, J. Henderson's Dinah, Any other variety.—lqual 1, W. iL. Cal- 
der's Grouse, J. Shorthose’s Royal IV.; v he, R. Ker's Sport, W, H. 
Williamson's Rap TV.;hc, Captain Scarleti's Gyle, R, Chapman's, 
Rollo; ¢, D. MceGibbon’s Kate. 
Wied SPANTELS (not including Irish Water Spaniels).—Equal 1, J. J. 

Pollock’s Caistor (late Guess), J. Royle’s Zula; #, J. Moffat’s Hdith;-v h 
c, J. McNaughton's Watermark (late Beverley), D. Hdzar’s Clasher;h c, 
G. MeNish’s Roger, J. J. Pollock's Progress. 

TRANSPORTATION OF DOGS.—Fond du Lac, Wis., July 
81, 1582.—Editor Forest and Stream; Referring to recent in- 
quiries trom various parts of the country with relation to the 
railway chargos for the transportation of sporting dogs and 
equipments, it may be of advantage to the numerous 
readers of Formst anp StreEAM who contemplate a Western 
trip to know that on all lines of the Chicago & Northwestern 
Railway no charge is made for such service. Baggazemen 
are ordered to receive and care for dogs, and they are pro- 
hibited from even naming or receiving pay for such service, 
he extended lines of this road reach all the most desirable 

ounds, and the equipment is first class in all other respects. 
‘rom & personal experience that extends over a number of 
years, and many miles travel on this line, the writer can 
assure brother sportsmen that their vanine friends will receive 
proper treatment at the hands of the employes, and that the 
uniform gentlemanly treatment received will leave nothing 
hetter to be desired! Mints. , Le 

liditor Forest and Stream ¢ 
T have been greatly interested in the discussion resarding 

the Gordon setter, as I haye long been an ardent admirer of 
this “best of all setters,” and believing them to be as pure bred 
as their Knglish or Ivish eonsms, ail knowine them to he as 
food as they ars handsome, it was with no smal) amount of 
satisfaction that [ pernsed the able replies to the vague as- 
assertions, 2nd still more vague conclusions, of Vitus, who is 
evidently hefowced in the labyrinths of the cloudy old-time 
superstition surrounding the early history of our favorite. 
MB, strikes out manfully in defence of his friends and 

| deals some telling lows. Mr. Maleolm also hits hard, and 
Pearce’s the armor of Vitus with his own weapon ati every 
thrust. Tam only sorry that Mr, Malcolm did not ares 
with Vitns on one point, and boldly avow that the standard 
advocated by him was just what he wanted for his own 
kennel, and that in accordance with his belief he practiced 
what he preached,for I know of no surer method for the 
improvement of the Gordon, or of any other strain for that 
matter, than for those whom we look upon as authority in 
the matter to not only “clothe their ideas with words” but ta 
reproduce for ofr imspection these ideas clothed in living 
flesh and sinew. Mr. Davidson appears to have a leyel head 
upon the question of impure crosses, and [ have no doubt 
will greatly enjoy the sarcastic fing of the ubeasy spirit of 
his loved native valley, who emblazons upon his banner the 
cross of the pointer. 

No, the grand old Gordon blood is fres from pleheian taint, 
and may yet he found jn all its old-time purity. Ve us @ 
proper standard and m a short time vee shall see him as of 
yorein his tighttn place among ihe hestof his fellows, the 
pride and joy of the sportsman’s heart, (JORDON, 
Wokorsrer. Mass., Anup b4, 

THE LANDSEER MEMORIAL. 

MOHROUGE the pious esre of the surviving relatives of Sir 
Hdwin Landseer, a worthy memorial of that most distin- 

guished painter has been placed in the Cathedral Church of St. 
Paw. Hitherto the resting-place of the ereat artist has heen 
marked only by a plain g¥anite slab over 1s grave in, the erypb 
Where his ashes repose, hard by those ot Reynolds and Lawrence, 
ol West and Wuseli, and of Georze Dawe, the English Acade- 
mician, who, after the peace of 1815, Was cotmmissioned by the 
Tzar Alexandria L. of Russia to cover the walls of one of the yast 
saloons tithe palace of the Hermitage at St. Petersburg with 
portraits of European diplomatists.and Muscovite generals. The 
new monument to Edwin Landseer is placedin a bay on the 
southern side of the metropolitan basilica, near to the tomb of 
Sit Jobn Rennie, the famous engineer, and next to the place of 
seoulture of Sir Christopher Wren. 
The design consists of a mural tablet of marble, adorned 

with sculpture from the chisel of Mr, Thomas Woolmer, R. A, 
On the upper part of the tablet isa medallion portrait of 
Sir Edwin, restiny on corbels, on which are carved the heads 
of the four lions modeled hy the deceased master for fle 
base of the Nelson Cohnnn, in Trafalear Square. Above the 
medallion, amid a trophy of fern leaves, is a painter’s palette 
and brushes, while the lower part of fhe memorial eoutains a 
hasso-relievo adapted im plastic desizn from one of the 
most pathetic and the most popular of the painters 
works, “The Shepherd's Chief Monrmer” the beantitul 
picture of the faithful dog which will not be comforted, and 
watehes with inexpressible love and grief the rouch eoitin 
covered by the plaid. where sleeps the poor Highland shep- 
herd who was tle collie’s master. The sculptor, or those 
who counselled him, could not possibly have selected a more 
touching or a more appropriate excerpt from Edwin Land- 
seer’s life-work than this picture of the “Shepherd's Chief 
Mourner, | strongly illustrative asitis, not only of the paint- 
els sympathy with the brute creution, but also of his earnest 
and Lfe-lony adherence to the simple and beantiful axiom Jaid 
down by the illustrious Buffon, ‘The doz is the {friend of 
man."—London Daily Telegraph. 

DOG BUYERS—COCKER SPANIWLS.—Hornellsyille, Ny 
Y., August 15:—Wditor Forest and Stream: I haive been great- 
ly interested in the remarks af Col. Tucker and my friend 
Elmore in regard to canceled orders, and sending dogs C. 0. 
D, Ihave had some experience in this line, and while both 
plans are bad, Tregard the ©. 0. D. the worst, and would not 
send a pup to the President that way. If the order is can- 
eeled the breeder still has the pup, but sent C, O. D. the 
chances are that if will die if returned for want of proper 
food andeare. Of course the correspondence on the spaniel 
igen going onin your eolmmns has interested me also, 
though I have takenno part in tt; but there is one question 1 
would like to usk Mr. Kirk. In his estimate of BKendict's 
merits, judged by the Cocker standard, he deducts five for 
length, that is, fakes off ten points in all. Will he please tell 
me why he does so, and also what he would mark Phrt Il, 
forlength under the standard? Tam glad to find so sood un 
authority as the secretary of the Cocker Club accords Bene- 
dict such high figures for hody, lees, coat and ears, and ont 
of a possible sixty makes him seore forty-seven and a-half. 
The idea of the Hornell Spaniel Club in purchasing Bene- 
dict” was to cross with our native bifiches, for although ex- 
tra field performers, most of them were weedy and bad 
coated, and Mr, Kirk has fully indorsed the opinion we then 
had, and have in our breeding found to be fully carried out. 
Stonehenze’s indorsement of the clnb standard is the death- 
knell to all growling at our standard; and now let the growl 
ers, kickers and fanlt-tinders just buckle to with us to bring 
the cocker to the frent, on the show bench as well as in our 
homes and in the tield.—J. Ors PELLOWS. 

NOSE OF IRISH SHTTER.—New York, Aug. 1d, 1882,— 
Editor Forest und Stream: The other day T looked at some 
red Drish setter pups, three months old, combining the bast 
blood in the country, and was surprised at their haying black 
noses. Now Lam anamateur, and donot consider myself a 
judge, butif | remember rightly Stonehenge says: ‘The nose 
should be a deep mahogany red or very dark fiesh color,” If 
he is an authority Lshonld think a black nose would count 
heavily against a red Irish. Howis it? I alsosawa dog 
eighteen months old, same blood I believe as the aboye men- 
tioned pups, who received in the last show a yhe.. and he had 
a black nose. Could he (the dog) receive a “very highly com- 
mend,” having a black nose, or isn't that point taken into con- 
sideration? Proyiding Stonehenge points are considered the 
authority, T should think not,—AmMatrur. [Stonehenge sys: 
“The nose should be of a deep mahogany or very dark fleshy 
color, not pink nor black,” The value he places upon a per- 
fect nose is 4 points, and a faulty nose is ata disadvantage of 
just so many of these points as the judge may decide, and in 
order to win over a perfect nose the animal must possess the 
most merit at obher points. The same answer will apply re- 
gurding his being entitled to a vho.] 

MERIDEN DOG SHOW.—-The Meriden Poultry Association, 
of Meriden, Conn., will hold a bench show in connection with 
their poultry show, to be held January 9, 10, and 11, at the 
Town Hall, Mr. Joshua Shute, 198 Hobart street, secretary. 

GORDON PUPPIES,—The Gordon Kennel offer for sale a 
part of two litters of black and tan puppies that will un- 
coubtedly be soon disposed of as they are well-hred, strone 
snd healthy, and yory handsome. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE FIELD TRIALS ASSOCL 
ATION will hold their tials in Noyember near Pittsburg, 
The Members’ Stake only will be run. 
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KENNEL MANAGEMENT, 
J. H., Portland, Me.—tor canker in the ear take of bromo chloratlum 

4nd Iqudunum equal parts and dilute with six times their bull of 
water, fill the ear and gently new the base for u minute or two. 
Two or three applivations twenty-four hours apart should effect a 
cure. 

B. A. M., Austin.—I have recently purchased « fine Gordon sutter, 
which of late has refused to hunt while in the field, keeping always at 
heel. He is from fine stock and I dislike todiseard him, Can yougiye 
me any advice that will belpme? Ans. Your dog has undoubted! 
been cowed by harsh treatment, THe may be brought round by kind- 
ness, bub it generally takes # long time and much patience, 

T. 5... Middletown, Conn. —1. Will you please inform me if a setter 
dog having his fail slightly docked is barred out of a bench show,and if 
he was the finest animal there with the exception of having his tail 
slightly docked, although not noticeable, would the prize he given to 
the next bestdog that had never had his tail docked? 2, Must a setter 
dog to be of pure blood in every instance have his nose and roof of his 
mouth blag, Ans, 1. Sporting dogs are not penalized for having 
their tails docked, 2, No. 
W. P. B.-L have two valuable fox-terrier pups which seem to twitch 

andshake & great deal. Is it bacause they grow so fast, or is it hecause 
they are out of condition? Thay seem to be healthy in. every other 
way, Ans. Your (oscription is rather vague. We presume that) they 
haye chores, which is often a sequence of Canoe Give them 
plenty of exercise in the opon air, and see that they have good whole- 
Rome food, and plenty of it, Would advise one grain sulphate of 
zing dnd one Frain extract of gentian to be given two or three times 
a day forone week. Should there be no improvement, write again, 
giving fall description of synrploms. 

5,0, C. Marietta. Ga.—t have 4 collie doy, six months old, who is 
hadly troubled with canker in the ears. How should it be treated, and 
if with external applications how can the dog be prevented from tear- 
ing them off? His constant scratching kesps the sores open, Aus, 
We tale it for granted that the canker is external, If so, wash the 
sores thoroughly with warm water we or three tines a day and then 
hathe in sfrong alum water to which a few drops of carbolie acid has 
been added: make an ear cap something otter the pattern of a night 
cap, using any strong material aid tie ib securely undér lits ahin, 

Razor, Wrightsville.—1, Would you advise to breed from a beagle 
bitch and a foxhound? 2. How would the progeny tun out. and 
what would they be good for? 8. Where could J yet some areva nut 
for worms in dogs, as adlvised in your columns? Lye been bry- 
jing te get some in drug stores but without success. 4. What 
is the proper dose? 5, Which number of powder is best for the field? 
Ans, 1, We do not care to advise in the case, as this is a mutter 
for you alone to consider. 3, We have seen several animals of this 
eross, Some of them very fair workers. both on foxes and hares, 3. 
See advertisement in this paper. 4. {wo grains for each pound 
that the dog weighs. 5, No.3ord, We haveuo copy of the paper 
you want, 

W. VY . Washington, D. C.—My setter bitch. now seven months 
old is sick, Hersymptoms are: (1) eyes running: (2) hair fallmg out 
in large quantities; (8) coughing and choking spells. She is quite 
lively during the day, buf as nigh! comes on seems languid, and her 
sleep is disturbed hy her moaning. Sbe also has fever, She has a 
lump about the size of a hen’s eg, justin frontof herhindler. Tt 
does not seem fo hurt, as itis movable. By advising me what todo 
in the above case you will confera favor, Ans.—Your bitch has 
distemper, with some bronchial symptoms; the loss of hair is the 
same as oveursin human beings during fevers. -Keep kennel well 
ventilated but dry, faed liberally upon milk diet;and for medicine, 
two grains of sulphate of cinchonidia thrice duily would undoubtedly 
be of benefit. Can say nothing aout the lump without seeing if; 
show it to the doctor. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of ‘charge. To insure 
publication of notes. correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
Niculars of ench animals 
1. Color. §. Name ond residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller. 
3. Bex, %. Sire, with his sire and fam. 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

or death, 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be pliihty written. Conimunication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES GhAIMED. 

Ee" See instructions at head of this column, 
Cglonel Thunder. By Dr, Geo. A, Seaman, Marysville, Kan,, for 

blue belton English setter dog, whelped Jun. 11, 1442, by Thunder out 
of Moll, 

Tustra. By Master Sandford Smith, Mexia, Texas, for Gordon 
setter hitch, whelped June 24, 1852. 

Syl, Shel aad Raph. By Mr, M. A. Stearns, Dansville, N. Y., for 
black and white setter dogs, whelped July 8, 1882, by Dr. E. V. Stod- 
darl’s Breeze out of his Pearl, 5 

Mike and June. By Mr. M. A, Stearus, Dansville, N. Y., for black, 
white and tan setter dogs, whelped July &, 1882, by Dr. &, V. Stod- 
dard's Breeze out of his Pearl. 
Peart. By Mr. M. A. Stearns, Dansville, N. Y¥., forliver und white 

setter hitch, whelped July 8, 1852, by Dr. E. V. Stoddard’s Breaze out 
of his Pearl. i ‘ 

Fonderbiltl, By Mr. Gea. C. Sterling, New York, tor lemon and 
white English setter dog puppy by Dashing Monarch ont of Leah 
(Gladstone—Frost), 
Rose Dale. By Mr. H, FF, MeLanughlin, Boston, Mass.. for English 

setter bitch, Wwhelped July 12, 1#42, by Bradstreet*s John (Waters’s 
Grouse—Daisy Dale) out of his Leah. 

Linda. By Mr. (, V. V. Sewell, Tarrytown, N. Y,, for liver and 
white cocker spaniel biteh, whelped Mareh 18, 1882, by Guess out of 
Lou (Toby—Flirt). , 
Puek. By Mr. H. Drain, Baltimore, Md., for liver and white 

English setter dog, whelped June 2, 1882, by Harry Elgin out of Prin- 
cess Nellie, 

Ted, By Myr. C, Macleetor, Philadelphia, Pa,, For liver aud white 
pointer dog by Sensation out of Dell IL. (Duke—Qneen). 
Carnation avd Courage, By Mr, W. Owens, Bergen Point, N, J., for 

lemon and white pointer dogs by Sensation ont of Dell IL, (Dnke— 
ueen). 

~ BRED. 
Ee See instructions at head of this column. 
Druidess—Turk. Mr. Wm, H. Lee's (Boston, Mass.) mastitt bitch 

Druidess (King—Ruth) to his Turk (Rajah—Brénda), Aug. 7. 
Kathleen-— Berkley. Mr. Thos, H. Terry's (Bernardsville, N, J.) red 

Trish setter biteh Kuthleen (Rufus 1.—Colisen) to champion Berkley, 
Aug. 1, 
Belle—Tweed JIT. Mr. Thos. H. Terry's (Bernardsville, N. J.) collie 

bitch Bells to his champion Tweed IL, July 15. _ 
Fuu—RKee, Mr. BE. F, Mereilliott’s (New York) imported Willoughby 

pug bitch Fan to his imported Rex. , i 
Little Pel—Reox. Mr. BE, F. Mereilliotits (New York) pug bitch 

Little Pet to hisimported Willoughby pug Rex. 
Jessie—Dash IH. Mr. J. WH, Roberts's (Camden, N, J.) black and 

white English setter biteh Jessie (Dashing Monareh—Bblue Belle) to 
Mr. A. M. Tucker's (Charlestown. Mass,) champion Dash 111. 
Donnu—Dash TT, Dr, Chas, A. Packard's (Bath, Me.) blank and 

white English setter bitch Donna (Royal Blue—Dryad) to Mr. A, M. 
Tuelker's champion Dash TIT. 
Sylpk-—Dash Il. Mr. Grimes‘s (Boston, Mass.) black and white 

English setter bitch Sylph (Drake—Gypsy) to Mx. A. M, Tucker's 
champion Dash II. 

Blanehke—Dash L—Myr. FE, Perkins’s (Providence, R, 1.) black 
and white imported English setter bitch Blanche to Mr, A, M. Tuck- 
ers champion Dash Til. . 
Flora—Faust. Mr. Wm, Loefier’s (Preston, Minn.) dachshund 

bitch Flora (Waldmann—Waldine) to his Waust (Unser Mritz—Wal- 
dine), July 50. 

Countess Bello—EBmperor Fred. Mr, Hdward Lohman’s (New York) 
English setter bitch Countess Belle to champion Emperor Wred. 
Aug. 13, 
Leigh Doone—Chief. Mar 1 A. Roberts's (Camden, N. J.) red trish 

setter bitch Leigh Doane (Hlcho—Rose) to Mr, Max Wenzel’s Chief 
(Berkley—Dick), Aug. 12. 

WHIELPS, 

fee~ See instructions uf head of this calujine. 
Nell. Mr. Win. H. Lee’s (Boston, Mass.) mastift bitch Nell (Mux— 

Fawn), July 27. twelve Give dogs), by his Turk (Rajah—Brenda). 
Zella. Me. Wm TH. Rea’s (Boston, Mass.) English setter bitch Zetta 

(Royal Blue—Hardy's Diana), July 18. seven, by his Bertram. 
Rite. Mr. &, ¥. Spofferon’s (Boston, Mass.) nglish setter biten 

Rhoebe (Beltou—Dirmple), Aug, 4, six, by Mr. Wm. H, Rea's Ber- 
tram, 

Feorl. Mr. A. 5. Bishop's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) blue belion Laverack 
setter bitch Pearl (Prince—Lill TT.), Aug. 7, two, by his Pairy Prince 
(Poutise—Fairy II.), one biteh (liver aud white) living, F 

Devonshire Lass. Mr. ©. M, Munhull’s (Cleveland, Ohio) pointer 
bitch Deyonshira Lass (Don—Lady), Aug. 6, seven (five dogs), all liver 
and white, by Mr. A. H. Moore's champion Donald. 

4 

| great a match? 

Peoyl. My. M. A. Stearns’s (Dansville, N, ¥,) setter bitch Pearl, 
ny 8, six (fiye dogs), by Dr. £, V. Stoddard'’s Breeze, 

Kiloe 17, The Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel's (Claremont, N, 
FL) imported black cocker spaniel hitch Chloe 11L,, Aug. 7, four (three 
dogs), by champion Obo (BE. K. C. 8. GB. 10.452), 
_ Gretchen, Mr, Win, Loefiler’s (Preston, Minn) dachshund bitch 
Gretchen (Unser Fritz—Waldine), July 24, fiye (one dog), by his im- 
porled Bergmann, 

Lassie. Mi Thos. H. Terry's (Bernardsville, N. J.) champion eoille 
bitch Lassie (Hamish—Trio), July 80, nine (two dogs), by champion 
‘weed I, four bitches and one dog since dead, 

Vie. Mr, Thos, H. Terry's Gp rete yall N. J.) collie biteh Vie, 
July 18, five (two dogs) by his champion Tweed LT, 

Fanjvic. Mr, GW. Campbell's (Carlur's Creek, Tann,) white native 
seliter bitch Fannie, Aug: 6, sight (four dows), by his Joe, Jr. 

Feathers, J. A. Forshew's orange and white setter bitch Weathers, 
duly 18, seven (five dogs), by Wi. Waterbury’s St. Ives (Maida—st. 
elmo), 

Tele, Mr, T, G. Faxon’s (Boston, Mass.) imported collie bitch Isle 
(Mac—Rosa), mly 28, six (three dogs), by MY. A, 8, Apgar’s champion 
Marens. 

Mt. H, FW, McLaughlin's (Boston, Mass.) English setter biteh Leah, 
Leah, July 12, fourteen (nine dogs), by Bradstreet’s John (Waters’s 
Grouse—Daisy Dale). 

SALES. 
Ee See dnstructions at head of this coluinin, 
Colonel Thunder. Blue beltan English setter dog, whelped Jan, 11, 

1882 (Thonder—Moll), hy the Mohawk Kennels to Dr, fieo. A, Sea- 
min, Marysville, Kan, 

Panderbitt. Lemon aud white English setter dog puppy (Dashing 
Monsireh—Leah), by Col. W. A, Strother, Lynchburg, Va., to Mr. 
Gao. C. Sterling, New York, 
Puck. Liver and white English setter dog, whelped Mane 2, 1882 

(Harry Elein—Princess Nellie), hy Mr, H- B, Vandersmith, Laneaster, 
Pa., to Mr. G, Drain, Baltimore, Md. 

PRESENTATIONS, 
BS See fisteuctiona at head of this column. 
Dustro, Gordon setter bitch, whelped June 24, 1882, by Mr. Geo. 2. 

Leach, New York, to Master Sandford Smith, Mexia, Texas, 

DEATHS. 
Re— See iistructions at head of this cola. 

Devid. Bloodhound dog, bmos. old (imported Caradoe—imported 
Juno), owned by Mr. R. B. Houghton, Boston, Mass,, Aug. 9, from 
paralysis. 

Pride of the Border I, Tayerack setter dog, whelped 1875 (Blue 
Prince— Cora) owned by Mrs. E. Milby. Houston, Texas, Aug, 7, 

atifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE COMING TEAM. 

I ETTERS received from the adjutant of the British’ rifle team, 
A within the past faw days. givé the personnel of the team: with 
soe notes of their intended doings here. The party willbe seven- 
teen in all—three members of the committees in charge of the match, 
the honorary secretary of the committer, the adjutant and twelve 
mien selected to shoot, Asalljhie committeemen are accomplished 
shots they take the place of the usual reserve force, If any ons of 
the regular team should be wnable to perform iis duty one of the 
other gentlemen can at a moment's notice be put in his place and the 
invleh proceed without hitch, The tistof the party, together with 
thé volunteer organization to Which each belongs, is as fallawst 
Lieutenant Colonel Sir Henry Halford, First Leicestershire Royal 

Volnuteers, committeemian and vaptiin of the team. 
Lientenant Colonel A. H, Wallond, M, P., First Devonshire, com- 

mitteeman, : - 
_ Major A. P. Humphrey, Cambridge University regiment, conimit- 
teenian, 
Private H, Smith, Civil Service regiment, honorary secretary to 

committes, 
Corporal H. Bates, First Warwiukshire. 
Private G, Boulter, Second Cheshire, 
Captain W. Caldwell, Mirst Renfrew, 
Sergeant J. W. Dods, First Berwicic. 
Captain P. I, Godsal, Second Buckinghamshire. 
Private J, Gooden, Sixth Lancashire. 
Lieutenant J, Heap, Sixth Lancashire. 
Private R. MeVittie, First Dumfries. 
Captain H, Mellish, Second Nottinghamshire, 
Sergeant P, Oliver, Second Kent. 
Corporal ©, J. Parry, Second Cheshire, 
Major .J. Pearse, Fourth Devonshire, 
Major Charles B, Waller, adjutant, 
The team will sail from Liverpool by the Alaska on the 26th, and 

will be duein this port some time on Sunday, September 3.. They 
desire to proceed at once to Garden City. where they are to have 
their quarters. Major Waller asks thal, arrangements be made for a 
train totake them from Garden City to the range at nine o'clock 
every day. ‘I thats ven he sys, “for the promise of two targets 
daily. We shall have but a short time for practice and may want to 
shoot on eyery ayailable day up the opening day of the meeting. 
We propose to shoot at short ranges before luncheon and long 
ranges after on every practicing day. I note that you donot con- 
sider the block foresight and the antivecoil pad within the terms of 
the match, and we agree, We also agree that only black and White 
paint pure shonld be allowed for coloring sights. As you have sét 
apart two days tor the match, Tassume you will fire short ranges on 
the first day and long ranges the second day. his being so, do you 
not think twenty-one slots per man rather 4 short allowance for so 
p * = = We should be pleased to fire ten shots at 
Gach distance on both days, if it meets with the approyal of your 
committee, and indecd should prefer that miner, * * * & 
Every moan (of the English team) willbe provided with a certificate 
showing that he is an enrolled volunteergand fulfilled the govern- 
ment conditions of efficiency last year. * * * Lam very sorry we 
could not mokage a Palmateam, Inthe early days of our trials 1 
hoped it would he possible, but there arenotsufticient good men with 
the match rifle in the team to encourage us in trying to take the 
Palma from you. The expense of bringing extra men to make up 
such a team is more than our frievds willafford, so we are preluct- 
antly compelled to forego the pleature and honor of meeting your 
champions, I beg, however, to acknowledge the great courtesy and 
kindness with which you received our proposal, and thank rou for 
your wiilugness to waive forinal ties for the sake of astruggle. As 
regards our entering a team far the Hilton trophy, Ido not know the 
conditions, buf I presume you will ailow our committee to enter a 
team after their arrival should they find themselves able to da go.” 

Ti is not at all probable that this suggestion for an increase of the 
nuinber, of shots to ten per distance would be agreed to hy the 
American riflemen. 

RIFLE GALLERY SCORES. 

sede list given below contains about one hundred names, giving 
the best score made by each gentleman at Conlin’s shooting 

wallery, corner Broadway and ‘Thirty-first_ street, this city. The 
shouting was done with 22-100 calibre rifle, off-and, at 200, 800 and 
500yds., Creedmoor targets, reduced proportionately for the ranges 
of the gallery, Winchester ammunition. 
A good marksman will do creditable work whether shooting in- 

doors or in the field, In the list can be seen the names of many rifle- 
men who have made a record for themselves before the butts at 
Creedmoor and other ranges, of which they ean well be proud. 
At leash two-thirds of the noted long and short-range marksmen 

of this country were first initiated into the sport through gallery 
practice, With a few days’ drill a fair gallery shotowill make 4 cred- 
able showing outdoors, 
The museles can be trained, a proper position for holding the 

weapon acquired, the nerves broughtinto better contiol, and the eye 
and the ear educated fully as wellin the gallery as at the ouldoor 
ranges. Thus atmajority of the rudiments of tle sport, can be mas- 
tered indoors, The wintl-gauge and elevations form the subject of 
fhe higher branches of the study, and, of course, can only be learned 
through practical work outdoors, The gallery records, which date 
back fifteen years, show a marked improvement of each year’s 
shooting over that of its predevessor; and the scores which now 
stand High areso near being perfect ongs that there is little room for 
further advancement, Put asimilar claim was made longago when 
the present top scores would have been looked on as impossibilities, 

200 Yard Target, 
L. V. Sone and D. A. Dayis. 42 consceutiye bullseyes; Pred Conlin, 

41; 5. W. Sibley, 2; G. W. Hamilton, Dr, BH. T. T. Marsh, Dr. H, G. 
Piifard, Dr. S. T. G. Dudley, C, A. Cheaver, Dr. J. H. Gardener, 1. C. 
Bruce, Wm. Hayes, P. Fenning, W. M, Farrow, M. B. Engle Maynard 
Bisby, N. F, Whiting, J. B. Blydenburgh, C. E. Blydenburgh, H.D. 
Blydenburgh, Geo, E. Rogers, Capt. Wm. Lindsay, T. Fitz, Lieut. .J, 

Robertson, R. S. Simpson, Dayid Trotter, A. H. Cobb and FP. L. Genne- 
bureh, full seore: Pierre Lorillard, Jr, LF Duckworth, Dr, Thomas 
Wildes, Judge H. A. Gildersleaye, Judge 5. Smith, A. B. Yan Heusen, 
Wm. Hanlon Lees, J. L. Paulding, Dy, . F. Brown, 'T, A. Carmen, T. 
Loyd, D, S, Banks, A. EK. Moore, W.H, Ghaduck, N. B. Thuson, J. 
Roebling, J. F. Mureh _F. QO. Dowd, 49 out of Tosaible 50; Capt. Jos. 
Ross, A, Pyle. J. W. Hitehcock R. 8. MacDonald, J. Bullian and A. L. 
Brennan, 48 out of possible 50; P. Lorillard, Jr, d8 at the word; W. GC, 
Southwick. Peller De Nyse, Bi. T. Davis, G. H. Jork, P. J. Cullian, J, B. 
Renard, .J. A. Ward, E. J. Moore and Wni, Klein, 47 out of possible 59; 
J.5. Chase, R. P. F. Jones, J, 0. Trecider and i, B. Barker, 44 out of 
Possible 50; J. G. Davis, T. Tice, W. G. Wylie and R. 8, Coumbhes. 45 
out of possible 50 

3h) Yard Target. 

P. Penning, 128 out of possible 125; Dr. E.'T. 'D. Marsh, 120 ont of 
possible 125; Dr. hos, Wildes, 112 ont of possible 125; C, ©. Blyden- 
pies 89 ob Of possible 100; §. W. Sibley. 16 consecutive bullgeyes; 
L. ¥. Sone, D. A. Davis, J.B, Blydenburgh, full score; Pierre Loril- 
lard, Jr., Fred Conlin. TT: Marsh, 49 out of possible 50; CG. A. 
Obeaver, M, L. Riggs, L. CG. Broce, T. Tita, 48 out of “possible 50; lt, GQ. 
Wullgratt, 47 out of possible 50; Wm. Hayes, Pred Kessler, 46 out of 
possible 60; ¥. G. Holton, GC. G, Pamler, B, B. Barker, William G. 
Poulker, 45 out of possible 50; M, B. Engle, 84 ont of possible $5; J. 
B. Warren, 33 out of possible 35; Wm. M. Farrow, 82 out of possible 35. 
oo 50) Yard Target. ; 
_Daxid A. Davis, L. V, Sone, full score; Fred Conlin, 49 out of poe 

sible 60; H_ A, Gildersleeye, 50 out of possible 60: J. F. Dnelkworth, 46 
ont of possible 50, 

CREEDMOOR, Aug. §.—The last.competition but one in the series 
of contests designed to afford dractice to those who propose to enter 
the competitions for places on the American team in the international 
tnilitary match was shot under the supervision of Lient. A, H. Wes- 
ton, There were 15 entries. Among them weré M. D. Hinds, O, A. 
Morris and D. H. Ogden, of the Twentieth Separate Company, In- 
fantry, Binghamton, Atthe conclusion of the contest at 600yds. the 
riflemen decided by a vote of 10 majority not to take a recess for 
luncheon, hut to continue through the recent stage. 
The wind blew a “fish tail” breeze from right to left and from the 

rear of the firing points towards the butts during the day. Hih ele- 
vations were found essential, and it became necessary to wateh the 
windavery Closely, as it frequently changed from ‘i? to 9" o’clock 
on the wind dial betaveen the time 4 marksman took his position and 
the mioment he was ready to fire. Under these conditions thescores 
were not yery high. Following are the scores made, the highest at- 
tainable number heing 210 points; 

First Second 
A Stage. Shage. Total 

Capt 'l W_Wilson....,.....--..., berbastedl ster 2 ve) ‘166 
Capt S A Day...... .- ab 76 162 
Sergt JL Paulding .__,. BY is 162 
Seret A B, Van Heusen. , 80 70 160 
ColG £ P Howard....... _ 8 76 169 
Faye Sy et Wd Ty Th ee es R2 75 157 
DH Ogden... ab Peer ee vel 1A7 
pyre RL Ee Shanes eee hess ir: OL fil 152 
Sergio) MeNeviny ios. feel lly petells 1.82 oY ‘141 
Gapped Price? 600) 622: /2dve. a ete 78 58 136 
Major LR Brown eee a cece mri mend 63 tt 1Ry 
Serzt:N D Ward ... WB ht 126 
() A Morris. -..... BU iid V+ 
Seret JS Shepherd 73 Bs) 101 
EGE Poi Py - 8 24 92 

Aug, 12—The principal mate was the third competition of the 
August International Practice Match, which is shot under precisely 
the same conditions as the great event of September. The distances 
are 200, 500, 600, 800, 900 and 1,000yds; seven rounds at each without 
sighting shots; positions standing at 200yds, prone at 50 and 600, any 
atthe others; weapon, any breech-loading military rifie; uo cleaning 
of rifles except botween ranges; no wind gauges or lataral motion of 
sights permitted. There were fifteen entries, the list of competitors 
including Mr. Lower from Colorado, Mr, Atkinson from Pennsyl- 
vania, aud Colones! Howard of New Jerséy. There was a “six ta 
eight o'clock” wind, tricky and pretty stiff: the light was very good, 
Altogether the conditions were average, and the revord as it stands 
is highly creditable, The highest possible total for each range was 
45 points; for each stare, 105; for the entire match, 210, The scorés 
running: 

Wirst second 
dtage, Stage. Total. 

TT Dolon 91 D3 164 
D a ay 180 
T a 87 174 
5 Gil 78 aval 
J i) 39 169 
G Ae 68 160 
M BL 7 158 
IL - -Ati G1 157 
JL Oth cs tstet ake Biase are BG 6G 152 
Din, Atkinson...) 2... to ee ..88 fi4 152 
G EP Howard... -.80 58 147 
NU LET are, ae Len ee 6 70 146 
O A Movris..-.....- , BO 6 146 
ABS MIELE nSen ae Sev apccimentuesiite sere o erties: 36 49 185 
UuNbaty ater ide hapa) eee ee PwereLic 59 12a 

Under the rules of the series of matches, of which this was the last, 
three medals were to be mwarded at the end of the season, as follows: 
‘To the competitor making the highest aggregate complete score in 
any three competitions (determined by adding together tho highest 
complete scores mails in any of the three competitions, a gold medal, 
‘To the second highest, as aboye, a silver medal, and to the third high- 
est, ap above, a bronzemedal. The winners. and their totals out of 
a possible 640 points are: T, W. Wilson, 508; 5. A. Day, 608, and 'T. J. 
Dolan, 605, 

GARDNER, Mass.. Aug. 10.—There was a match at Hackmatacl 
Range, in this town, to-lay, between the Massachusetts Rifle Asso- 
ciation and the Gardner e Club. The invh ring and Creedmoor 
target combined was used; distanve, 2Myds. The sSeore will tell the 
story: : 

The Rifle Association, 
Fe AS. R. } ' i BR, «A? Totals. 

MD Mewett...... toed, 47 100 418 3s 4 270—138 
F J Rabbeth.. - 91 47 SO 4 S446 255-137 
JB Fellows... bb 44 rr: 42 48 25134 
UG Bixby... 6 4B w a4 M48 319134 
LL Hubbard, A4 45 86 Av 70 45 240137 
W Gharles.... | ae Si dh % 4d 23137) 
R Davis... gL dd ii 45 BO et 320-135 
WON Frye..s..2... or BB 45 6a 4 74 pot 228—180) 

ED ORAL oe clelsiatepeietefeclalcloicle rite etclele| cto ote aorta eb ee eckels eee 1460 1081 

Gardner Rite Club. 
Chester Hinds.._____. nt At 42 48 tall 45 aft 
GF Wllsworth.. - Ay as 46 4 46 269 —140 
$B Hildreth,......., Ai iD | dt 43 44 250—134, 
IN Dodge, ...-..-5 4 au is 45 a6 45 w42—186 
GR Pratt - 45 vv AG v9 45 wish 
A. Mathews. ...., 42 S345 vitae bo 221—151 
F H Kaowlton., - 44 7 4 bh ds 217—131 
HE Nichols....,..... 43 4 43 7 Aa 231—180 

SPOLad se eee st (Vie ss. a2 AAP ee Paes ots ig? i076 

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—On the 7th and bth the German-American 
sharpshooters held theiy fifth shooting at Union Gill, Schutzen Park. 
The shooling was at 200vds., German ring target. Phe following ars 
the results : Mr. B. Letter was crowned king with a handsome score 
of 60 to his credit, and waspresented with a gold medal and $25 in 
gold, Tarzet of honor—B. Lettler, 1st prize;G, Meinhardt, 2d prize; 
HL. Oehl. Sd wrize; W. Meyer, 4th prize; C. Judson, Sth prize. 

NEWARK SHOOTING FESTIVAL.—The Newark Rifle Association 
will hold their first annual picnic and festival at the Shooting Parlc, 
South Orange avenue, on Monday, 21st. There will be a prize shoot- 
ing match, open to teams of fivefrom any regular organized rifle 
association in the State, Teams may re-enter; 5 shots per man; dis- 
tance, 75ft.; Ballard rifie. cal, 22; shootmg to be done an the Zettler 
ring target: $50 in cash prizes. There will be individual shooting for 
cash prizes; ve-antries allowed; 3 shots per man; all shootin to be 
done on the Zettlier ring target and under vules of the National Rifle 
Association; distance, 76ft. The shooting will commence at1 P.M. 
Committee of arrangement on shooting, 5. Simonds, J, K, Walsh and 
G.M. Townsend. Otficers—President, J. H. Huegel; Vice-President, 
J. K. Walsh; Treasurer, G. A. Townsend, Secretary, A. CO. Neumann, 
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WORUCESTER, Aug. 10, 1888.—A lovely day greeted the members of 
the Worcester Rifle Association on the ovcasion of opening their 
matches to-day. <A large assembly of members shook hands oyer the 
auspicious sizns of a hearty inberast manifested in their new depart- 
ure, Rifieshooting is, par excellence, a gentleman's pastime; his 
habits must he good, or pay the penalty of a low record in the score 
book. Attha meeting for practice, a generous rivalry shimulates 
each member todo his best “possible,” while he is ahyays glad to 
ive & hearty handshake to the fortunate winner. The weather con- 

ditions were such as are known as stnshine and clouds, with the 
former prevailing, The wind blew down the range at from 7 o'clock 
to o'clock. audwas what is called fishtailed, sometimes blowing 
quité freshly and then suddenly leaving the flags drooping as if their 
occupution was gone, This calls for great variations in winil-gaug- 
ing and is a test of theshooter’s judgment. ; 
At2P.M., the executive officer calied the men to the business he- 

fore them. and stores were mude in the order named : 

Creedmoor Match, ; 
. 45555 b44—1 CD Bames, ....... B4444 44445—12 
. 64654 dd854—4t § BH Winches|  A4445 dddd56—2 
. 4544 §4444-485 TW Murphy 44413 33445—88 

AL Rice... 
VW Hames, . 
Moses Carter... 
I Wesson. .--....-- 4554 4454442 FF Henry.... .. 45483 Bad48—As 

Massachusetts Match. 
$B Winchester....,.-..- -. es... HID 11 14 id 10 11 10:10 1-104 
MG Phllers ics) io.. ed. Fae _..42417 910111110 10 9 10—103 
Stedman Clark, .........-. ei. 910 8.1211 12.8 810 — a7 
“Wereakrainld ; 05) 22 panto? 11212 6 7 9 BW 91010—95 
A Williams. 10170 71010 Hit 912 6— 
F Wesson. .4111 9 S11 71010 6 5— 12 
A LRtae-_- 10 7012 09 & Sli 5b—M 
V W Hames. wt % 61018 71111 0 S— 51 
HE TGRRITAT OY. Seatac ee. iss PO "Geb Bevieda ash) Reg — 5 

VETERANS AT THE BUTTS.—Wadsworth Post 77, G. A. R., held 
their annual picnie at Lion Park, N, Y,, Aug. 8, and the vets passed 
suvay the afternoon practicing at the short-range butts with the fol- | 
lowing result; The first and second prizes. confined to veterans. 
were won by Wi. Beche, Jr. and Fred S. Gibbs, o1 scores of fl and 
50 out of a possible 54. The following scures were made; Wim, I. 
Kirehnér. of Post 75, 44; De. BT. P) Marsh, of Post 140, 49; John 
Jenny, of Post 24, 41; Mahneénholy, of Post 82, Zersener, of Post 79, 515 
W. F. Phelps. 50; Dantel Rhone, 48; Jas. H. Donoyan, 4+, 8. G. Sen- 
loin, 42; John Harrington, 48; Clements Kunazman, 42; Wm. Lobin, 15; 
Geo, Stewart, 43:0. W. O'Brien, 40; John Beer, 44; Fred W. Ritchy, 45; 
Anton Muller, 24; fred @lesson, 39. W. F. Phelps wona tie medal 
for making the lowest score, Conditious—The 3 balls to hit the tar- 
get. Score was.312—6. 'The All-Comers matth was headed by Zeller 
wilh a score of 50, Dr. Brown, 48; Woods, 46; Sergt. Wallace. 40; 
Beppler, 45; Adier, 41; Mehrenbach, 41. The shooting was in the 
charge of James 5. Conlin. 

THE AMATEUR RIFLE CLUB.—At Crecdmoor on Aug, 12 a very 
remirkable long range mateh, regular sporting rules, was shot by 
menipers of the Amatenr Club, and four of the six rentiemen who are 
to shoot the match with the Victoria Rifle Club of Hamilton, Ont, 
mads the remarkable average of 213!4 ontot a possible 225 poinis. The 
scares were as follows: 

Name §00yds. S00¢ds. 1,000yds. Totals, 
W, W. De Forest.... 2-22... to teens, WU rel va 3 BW 
a, W. Todd..... . 74 vel 7 216 
R. Rathboue ot aT W0 211 
J. H. Brown 7 var 68 210 
F, H. Holton. . 72 71 68 201 
D. EF. Dayis... Bee) 61 5) 176 
LiWipbats: ee, fees ene: i, Ss ell Retired. 

The mateh with the Canadians was set down for Wednesday, Aug- 
ust_ 16, with conditions as follows: Teams to consish of six men 
each; distances, 800, 900 and a yards, 15 shots by each man at 
each distance, The members of the club from which the team is to 
be selected are Ransom Rathbone, W. W. DeForrest, J, H. Brown, 
L. Weber, Dr. S. T..G. Dudley, Thomas Lamb, D. ¥- Davids, and J, 
wi ee Mr. Weber will be the Captain and Mr. Todd Adjutant of 

e team. 
TRISH-AMERICAN RIFLEMBEN,—The Irish-American Rifle Clnb, 

of New York city, and tle Irish-American Rifle Association. of New 
Hayen, Conn., are to be represented by teams of nine men each, in a 
rifle match at New Haven, on Wednesday, September 6, The con- 
iitions are; Distance 200 yards; 10 shots per man, 

LIBUT. PARTELLO.—In the Fort Keogh rifle scores given in our 
last issue, for ‘Lieut. J, M.'l. Partelle.” read Lieut. J, M. T. Par- 
tello. Lieut, Partello will beremembered for his Washington record. 
When a member of the Columbia Rifle Association of that city he 
madé the first 234 with the Remington rifle at 800, 900, and 1,0W00yds. 
The competition, of which the scores were given last week, was 
shot with Springfield rites, fixed ammunition, open sights, one 
sighting shot each man, The weather was horriblu, and the scores 
‘ao considering the military rifles and high winds, Lieut, Pariello, 

Sergenuts Unger, Pepple, Kuhu, Weeks. Corporals Rogers, McIntyre, 
Quinn, and Musician Banan are qualified marksmen, and will be 
sent te Fort Snelling, Minn., for the final competition. 

THE TRAP. 

ENFIELD, N.C., Aug. §.—Tliere was shob to-day, under the auspices 
of the Enfield Gun Club, a very pleasant and interesting mateh at 
glass balls, for a handsome side-bar bugey, Mr. KH, B. Englehard went 
own (0 represent the Raleigh Gun Club. ~ 
The conditions of the match were: ten glass balls fronta Davenport 

revolving screened trap, Bogardus rules; twelve bore-guns to shoot ati 
vightesn ywrds, ten-hore at twenty-one yards, The score in full stood: 

Bullock...... 1011111100—7 Bellamy, §$C..1111000111—7 
Englehard_.-1111111111—i0* Hassard-Short.0111011111—7 
Balainy,$ G..0111101111—8 Dr Petway.....1111101100—7 
Dr Petway,..d011021111—8 White.........1111011100—7 
2 (AN ae 1211101100—7 Glark, HJ.....1119001101T1-—7 

Clark, HJ....1111011011—7 Wneelhard. _..1111011111—)* 
mngelhard....1111110111—* Robinson..,,..1011111100—%* 
Hunter, HL..11011171111—8 Robinson, 01111111108 
Beal wale 1100011711—7 Batile,o. 111111110—-9 
Robinson. 0111110111—8 Dr Petway.....11101101)1—4 

*Twenty-one yards rise, 
Tt will be seen from the aboye that Mr. Hnglhard won,and the Raleigh 

Gun Qlub is again victorious. Members from the Tarboro, Scotland 
Neck, Wilson, Nash county and Enfield gun clubs competed. 

WORCESTER, Mass., Aug. 9.—At the Coal Mine Range, to-day. 
there was a contest for the State badge wou a few weeks ago by the 
Worcester Sportsmen's Club. The visiting club was from Marl- 
borough. Before tha shoot » protest was entered against G. N. 
Se and G. W. Clark, of Westborough, shooting with the Marl- 
borough Club, Each man was allowed 20 balls, thrown by a Halden 
trap, with 18yds, rise. The following was the result: 

, Marlborough. 
Ch Weal aire 26S ois ek), as, Sule cee seh oe 1107 11411 11117 11d—1 
T J Beaudry, ~ 11011 11107 11177 14171—18 
HW Hager . AMLIT O1111 11117 1410-17 
G NSmalle 11411 10131 13001 12011—16 
TEU es he Hee ey ee aed oe ce 11101 01001 10007 17110—19—88 

Worcester, 
CoB Holdén-. .,- 2: .2iiss a aes 2S Ee A? 01117 11101 11017 1171171—18 
WS Perry.......-..--..- LOUD O11T 11911 1141 —1§ 
MD Gilmore-- +» A111) 11111 10001 1111717 
ET Smith... - oe 00041 11101 11100 1100115 
A, Houghton,...... Se Sood ESS = «eps TOT (ONL 11190 100i—14 82 

PROVIDENCE, Auy. 10.—The Narragansett Gun Chib held tha third 
competition for hadge to-day at the Old Washington Trotting Park, 
Pawtuxet Pike. Wewused for the first times new Cary trap, which 
threw the balls much swifter than the card trap we had been using, 
and lower scores were bhe resull, the following being the score mare: 
WH Sheldon,....- pelts Stab »--12101 11011 «11110 =10111—17 
J B Valentine.____.:... .. UIT Wie Tint 1110-17 

SHall. 1... O11 11nd = 01710--14 
T1011 11010—12 
1100 01001 —11 
Wi 11011—16 
11010 110)1—16 
Wi =0111—18 
10111 «~OL00i— 8 
inhi 11001—15 
110 11170] —14 
N01 11101—17 
00117 po1j0— 7 

ae 1i1ii 01100—12 
GT Crandall. .-.... th 11011 11111—i6 
W #H Waterman,......,.--.. ? ...,11010 Min 1111-17 

Then followed sweepstaké shooting. First avern at balls, W. Shel- 
don, and W. Crandall ist; Greene 2d and Hall ; second sweep at 
balls, Sheldon ist, Valentine 2d and Hall and Brown 8d; third at balls, 
Waterman ist, Valentine 2d and Sheldon 4d; fourth at clay pigeons, 
Sheldon ist, Valentine 2nd; fifth at clay pigeons, Sheldon 1st, Valentine 

. 

NORTH CAROLINA.—There isto be a State glass ball shooting | 
tournament, at Hendersonyille, on August15, 1Gand 17. The follow- 7 
ing prizes are offered: Citizens’ purse, $100 cash. Two-thirds of | 
purse to winning team, balinecé to be divided between the two (cams 
making next best score, Team match: Pursé $50. Two-thirds to 
winning team, balance divided between the two teams making the 
next fest score. Sweepstakes: Eutrance fil. Prize, a round trip 
ticket from Hendersonville to New York, good till November 1. ‘Team 
mialeh: Purse $25. Two-thirds to winning team, balance to he divided 
between the two teams malting nest best score. 

AUBUBY, Me., July 80.—A friendly match wat shot here, July 25, 
between the Androscoggin Clnb, of this city, and the Cushnoe 
Heights Gun Club, of Augusta, Maine, for « teami prize of a split 
bamboo ty-rod (to be disposed of afia home shoot by the club win- 
ning it) and prizes for individual scores, given by the Androscoggin 
Club, The shooting was very good, as may be seen by the folowme 
scores. Conditions, 20 balls each man; Catd rotary trap; 1#yds.: 
ties 6 balls: 25yds. 

Androsvoggin Chib, Cuslimee Heights Club. 
JG Daniels... ..-., -.- e+, --20 Gen WS Tilton RO 
WM Weavitt....... 18 FLA Thorndike... .._- x 
QF Nason.. _..-. ) @ Badges,......... 
EG Nasom...,..... CO Tr bhetts.... 00... 

Pe Onres ces, wee 
Rem Bake. ls... ! 
Dr Whitehouse....... 
JL Goleord,.._..-- 

Geo Gifford... WT Tyle,......--- 
Sol Shaw, ...... J LU Mackies........ 
HF Farnham, , JU Fish,,.-.--.- ae 
GH Randall,...., © GAdams......... 
J RGibbs...,. James Mish... he 
78 Littlefield YM Bowman,,,.--..,,5--2-,- 2220 

Ties for individual prizes, 5 balls, 2lyds., firsh prize. silv 
Gen, W. S. Tilton 5, 17. A. Thorndike 0. J. A. Batiges 6, C. © 
6, J, B, Daniels 0. ‘ 
Second ties.on first.—Gen, W. 5. Tilton 10, Badges 5, Tehbetts 10, 

J, Badges wins cup, 
Ties for second, ammunition ease. —H. M. Leavitt 5, C.F. Nason 5, 

Ti. G. Nason 5, J. FP, Pettingill 5, ©, W. Moore 3, A. M, Tripp 0. _ 
Beant ties for second,—H. M, Leavitt, GC. F. Nason 4, B, G. Na- 

SOILD, 

Pachting and Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 

Aug. 18—Royal Nove Scotia Y,§., Ocean Match to Halifax, 1 prize 
Aug, 19—HBeverly Y. CL, Open Races. 
Ang. 19—Jeliries ¥. ¢ lob Uaiteh, 
Aug. 22—Jersey City ¥. C.. Ladies’ Day- 
Aug, 22—Oswego ¥. O., Annual Matches. 
Aug. 22-Dorchester Y. C., Second Championship Race, Cat-Rigs. 
Aug. 28—Quiucy Y. C., Fourth Club Match, 
Aug, ——Sotthern Y¥. C., Inter-State Regatta. 
Ang. 23—Hull ¥. C., Club Championship Match.. 
Ang, 24—New Redford Y, C., 2d Class Schooners, ist Class Stoops. 

$100, $75. Principal Clobs. 
Aug. 26—Beverly Y, C,, Open Regatta, Marblehead, 
Aug. 28—Bay ot Quinte Y, C, Open Matches, 
Aug. 23—Salem Bay ¥, C., Championship Sail-otf. 
Ang. 20—Hnll ¥, C., Club Championship Match, 
Sept. 2—Beverly Y, C., Third Championship Match, Marblehead 
Sept. 2—Jeffries Y. C.. Chab Match. 
Sept. 2—Royal Nova Septia ¥,5., Mayor's Cup and third prize. 
Sept. 4East River ¥. C,, Fall Matches. 
Sept, 5—Dorchester Y. C., Third Championsbip Race, Cat-Rigs. 
Sept.—Hull Y, C., Club Championship Sail-off, 
Sept. 4—Quiney Y. C.. Fifth Club Match, 
Sept. 5—Jersey City ¥. C., Latlies’ Day, 
Sepo, 
Sept, 
Sept. 

{Royal Canadian ¥. C. Cloh Race, 
8—Royal Ganadian ¥. C. Open Matches. 
f—Merrimack ¥. C., Open to All Match. 

yt, 10—Quaker City ¥. C.. Harbor Cruise. 
. 1i—Dorchester Y, C., Open Races, Cat-Rigs. 

ti—Royal Nova Scotia Y. §., Three Classes, one prize each. 
. —Royal Nova Scotia ¥. $., Yachts dinghies, sailing race. 

>, ——Royal Nova Seotia Y. 5,, Charlottetown, P. BH, I. 
pt, 19#— Jersey City ¥. C.. Ladies’ Day. 
mt. 24—Quaker City Y. C., Harbor Cruise, 

t-Quaker City ¥. C.. Closing Cruise. 
Oet, 2—Jersey City Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 

IN OUR TOW. 
Third tie for second.—Leayitt 5. ©. !. Masen 1, 8, G. Mason 0, J. FL 

Pettingill 5. 
Fourth tie for sécond,—E, M, Leavitt 1, J. F. Pettingill 5, wins sec- 

ond. 
Third prize, Nason's patentlanding uct.—D. Burleigh 35, A.D. Dono- 

yani, Geo, Gifford 5. H, F. Farnham 2, SalShaw 0. F. E. Baker 5, Dr. 
Whitehouse 6, J, L. Goleord 1, W.'T. Tyler 0, J, L. Mackie 5, Second 
tid, third prize. —Burleigh 5, Gifford 0, F. H. Baker 0, Dr. Whitehouse, 
5,7. L. Maekied, Third tie-—Burleigh 4, Whitehouse 5. Pourth tie.— 
Burleigh 5, Whitehouse 5, Witth tie,—Burleigh 5, Whiteneuse 5- 
Sixth tie.—Burleigh 5, Whitehouse 6, Seventh tie.—Burieigh 4, 
Whitehouse 4, Wighth tie,—Burleigh 6, Whitehouse 0. Burleigh wins 
third. At the last, Mr. Whitehouse (Old Broadsides), getting out of 
ammunition, changed guns, or the two might have had quite a shoot 
before deciding which was the better man. As will be seen by the 
score, the maith was very close, the lead changing several times 
during the Shoot. and the ifies quite exciling, Mr. Badger shot ex- 
ceedingly well, shooting all straight without 4. single miss tor the en 
tire day. 
An heaps time remaming, a short sweep was indulged in, Card 

trap, 5 single balls, i8yds,; class shooting, ties, miss snd out: Moore 
5, Gadeer 5, Tilton 5, Hodkins 5, Nason 5, Donovan 5, Shaw 5, Col 
cord 4, Farnham 4, Bowman 4, Adams 4, Littlefield 4, Baker 4, 
Ties for first, miss and out: Badger 25, Nasou 25, Moore 44, Dono- 

van 24, Shaw 19, Tilton $3, Hodkins1, Badger and Nason divide. 
Ties on second: Baker 6, Littlefield 5, Colcord 0, Farnham 0, Bow- 

man 0. Adams 0, Baker wins. 

LONG ISLAND FORESTERS,— iG p monthly shoot of the 
Loug Island Foresters for the «lib ga dmedal; seven clay pigeons, 
handicap rise: : 
Sabin, 25yds_-..........00/011—4 Wield, 2lyds............. 19001 11—4 
Hawkes, 25yds . OL0111—S Banks, 2Uyds.._-- -0100001—2 
Ryan, 2370S, 2.0.0.5 s.ies 0011000—2 Coulthard, P5yds.... ... 004.1000—2 
Hawkes winning the medal. 

handicap rise; 
Ryan, 2yds........-..-..5 10111—+ Field, 2lyds...,.-.......-. O1110—3 
Coulthard, 25yds.. ..01110—8 Hawkes, 25yds. 7 10td—+ 
Sabin, 25yds.°-.... 10iw —s Banks, 88yds...-._.._.-...01110—8 

Tn Shooting off the tie, ‘*miss and go ant,”’ Ryan won. 

TORONTO GUN CLUB.—Toronto, Aug. 12, 1852.—The ties of the 
lafe shoot were shot off atthe Woodbine yesterday. as follows: 5 
birds, 26yds, rise: 

A sweepstakes at five live pigeons, 

I Taylor eere--e re A tddi—5 BE Perryman.-_...........Amti—5 
TVamMessirii2t.: veee eer A II—S 

As all tied again, the distance was increased to 3lyds. rise, 3 bivds: 
LDaylorre 8 fai st, cette salit-—2 i James, css s ei .ass poe O= 8 
FB Petryman....,...+-...+--+ 1l1—_: 

The ties then shot. miss and go out, Alyds, rise, 3 birds: I, Taylor, 
100—1, second prize; BE. Perryman, 110—2, first prize. 

CLINTON, Mass,, Aug. 12, 1882.—The Clinton Sportsman's Ciub is 
still in a fourshing condition. We now have over fifty members, 
Ten of them went to Ayer on Thursday and shot a match with the 
Union club of Ayer. Score : 

Clinton, AWEr. 
Sampson,......,.,65 6 4-19 BAWYEr...- es 15 23—11 
Harriman... .... 453 5-17 Wright 2238 38—10 
MeKay..... S3434-14 . Borkerii.: si6254 1.8 5 4 4—16 
Crain ..22 4 412 Jomeb......--.. + 23 5 24-14 
Shed 85 3 8—ld Willard .62 3 0-40 
Burton... ..b 1 4 2—12 Haskell...........5 454417 
@attr...... 6 2 a—1d SSUELIEG Ne «heer os a o5 444 4—1k 
Truell....., $3.4 5-16 Pierves. i. 125 4—10 
Smith. ,.... 1322-6 Hartshorn. . 22 5 HL 
Jackson. .-..---.+, 28 438—12—-136 Birelow............ 243 2—11—1i1 

MOBILE, Ala., August 10.—The vegular medal shoot of the Gulf 
City Gun Club took place yesterday. Handicap, 2) balls. These are 
the tour highest scores: H. P. Vass, 24yds., 20; J, 5. Alexander, 
Qiyds,, 18; T. W. Williams, 2lyds., 16; W. B, Holt, 24yds.. 15,—O Yus. 

Slew Publications. 

ADVENTURES IN THE WILDERNESS. 

The book recently published by the well-cuown guides of the Range- 
ley Lakes region, Messrs, Baker and Dantforth, entitled ‘Hunting 
and Trapping.*’ is a book most interesting to all those who take de- 
light in the Sees of forest and stream. 
The story is founded on a journal kept by them during their first 

winter's Hunting on the waters of the Wpper Magalloway and its 
tributaries, ees at that time unkoown, except to the wild beasts 
which infested the forest, and, perhaps, tu the Inditns, It is written 
in # plain, simple style, which rendersit the more interesting, and 
should take the foremost rank among books of outdoor hfe and 
sports for boys. It gives in detail all the hardships, pleasures and 
successes which they encountered during their long separation from 
the busy world, and shows that they were endowerl with that pluck 
ane endurance which bas rendered them sneh faithful and efiicient 

£uldes, ‘ 
By those who know them (and they are many) this work will be 

eagerly sought for gnd read with pleasure; while those who huve not 
the pleasure of their acquaintance may rest assured that the facts 
are in the main correct, and will be surprised to learn thal ile houk 
Was written by men who have passed almost all their lives in the 
woods, far away from civilization, and that their education has been 
nee not at the academy and college, but by contact with men 
of learning who make the wilderness their summer retreat, by a 
close observation of what they say and do and by a careful reading 
of suchayorks as haye come inte their possession, 

This work is the foreriinber of another and larger volume, the 
issue of which will be an adflitional source of pleasure to the Jovers 
of that romanti¢ region, as it will describe other and later explora- 
ions made by them, and. supplementary to those described in the 
volume justissued. It contains many facts of importance to those 
who intend ta make a winter hunting trip into the northern woods, 
and the careful reader will nob only take much pleasure im perusin 
this hook, but willfeel, when he has finished, that be has learnec 
many things of value to himself, and which will aid him m his future 
hunting trips, 
peck Barker has already given two courses of lectures on wood- 

eratt in Boston, and has alwuys been enthusiastically raceived by his 
numerous youthful hearers, while his hearers cf riper years have 
beeniany und constant in their abfendance, and this new effort of 
his und of his comrade of Parmachenes is already an assured 
success, 

Ww predicted three years ago that in due course of time, all 

journals would be foundin tow of Forest anp Srrmam. That 
prediction was refuted time and again as the wildest fight of & par- 

son atark mail, and yet that prediction has now come to pass. 

Next to the victories of the cutter the submission of our highly 
esteamed anil exceedingly able contemporaries to FoREs? AND STREAM 

dootrines, forced from suchunwilling heads by the irresistible logic 
of events, warms with exceeding joy the innermost cockles of our 

heart. 

We micht cite by the cohmmu to prove the stultifying, humble pie 

now being swallowed hy those who were lowest in their yidious de- 

nungiation of ourselyas and the principles we advocate; we might 

return with compound interest the hard thrusts. the gutter slang, the 

mud thrown ata subject whose steady aim and only sin bas been the 

improvement of our yachting flest and the edueation to a sailor 

standard of those who sail for sporh; we might revel in most damn- 

ing quotations te prove our erstwhile crili¢s blatherskites and tra- 

ducers of malignant and incapable strine; we could strike them with 

words from their own mouths to how them down in shame—but m 

this, the hour of our triumph, forest AND Stream forhear's, and ex- 

tends to allits converts the generous sympathy of a victor in the 

ereat battle of type inaugurated in these columns and crowhed at 

last with the contessious of its contemporaries, after one of the most 

prolonged fights, sustained efforts and complete success witnessed 

in sporting joumalism, 

And we are willing that out friends should explain away their dis+ 

comfiture as best they can, for hedge and qualify as they may, the 

great public cannot he deceived. The record is written in cold in- 

effaveable type a thousand timesthat Pormsr Axo SrRpAM stood alone 

for long years holding at bay the entire yachting press of Americé, 

both lay and professional, and fought for the ecutter's superiority 

against odds which would long ago have swamped any pen but the 

quill engaged on the side of troth and the right. 
Nor can we be rohhbed of the sweets of the cutter’s ascendeney, nor 

the credit which js our due in taking the stand we did, before the 

cutter thrashed fresh brains inte obtuse heads. 

It is the old story of Columbus aud his eee over again. After ihe 

cutters had supplied indisputable evidenve of their speed and qnal- 
ities our highly esteemed and exceedingly able contemporaries, and 

with them thewhole band of the opposition, swing into line and 

chant praises fo the gods they had formerly kicked fyom their com- 

pany with disgust.and covered with opprobrious epithets which would 

have sunk the cutler out of sight for twenty-five years to come but 

for the protector and champion the sailor's yacht found in these 

columns. Figuratively the eubter has been ¢ranimed down their 

throats, and Forest asp Srream did the cramming, hacked more 

recently by victories now a matter of history, 

But in the dawn of the new era let the past sink initio oblivion, antl 

with the knowledge of haying our contemporaries effectually in tow 

we congratwlate them upon the light at last Hickering across their 

horizon, One great lesson has taught then: where to look for the 

puiding star in the fufure, and when faint of heart and in backsliding 

mood let them take Gourage hy a study of the journal which single- 
hauded has brougiit about a revolution im the model and vig of a 

nation’s pleasure yessels, 

Confession and new creed of faith of our highly esteemed and ax- 
ceedingly able, though a little late. contemporaries, we subjoin for 

reneral edification and the substantiation of this journal's claim as 

the pioneer of reform and leader of yachting thought in America. 

[from the New York World, aug. 9.) 
“The race for the cups offered by Mr. Ogden Goelet, the owner of 

the schooner Norseman, was sailed here to-day and was an extveme- 

ly successful affair The entter Oriva has covered herself with glory 
and has proved von¢lusively that the cutter model Las the most speed. 
The result of this race will work an éntive reyolution in American 

yachl models, the atlvocates of broad and shallow centerboards ba- 
ing obliged to admit that thea day for such models has passed.” 

[Prom the Herald, Tuty ib, Aug. ¥ and tug. 9.) 

“The enters were left hull down to fight it out among themselves. 

It vequired a great deal of faith to believe that type of vessel eap- 

able of speed. * * * * The rave also demonstrated that the 

yacbtsmen who have persistently derided the cutter type of yassels 

must admit that they have been mistaken. The Oriya not only did 

well, but was the first sloop to pass Fort Adams, and throughout did 

maghificently. Tb was a pity that she did nothave the Gracie and 

Fanny to sail against, as it is very cerfain she would have shown 

them a trick or two that wonld have been far from pleasant. Inall 

the runs of the cruise and in the race of Saturday she opened the 
éyes of those who never would see anything meritorious in this type 

OF craft. * * & * ‘The cutter Oriva now witha name for grea. 
speed earned by honest and legitimate hard work and excellent mar. 

agement, * * # Another surprise was the manner in which the 

Oriya was sticking to the big sloops—Fanny and Gracie—in act, the 

cutter reached the buoy in advances of the Gracie, which was a par- 
tieMarly big feather in the cap of her owner.” 

Lerou the Spirit of the Times, Aug, 12, | 

“The cutter Oviva proved couclusively that the cutter model has 
the most speed. This race must create a revolution in American 

models; the advocates of broad and shallow centérboards, must ad- 

mit the day for such models has passed,’' 
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ORIVA. 

Wwett flone, honest little ship, aud well sailud by har gallant 
oWner, too Forasr And Stemanwctends its starboard Bip 

With congratulations. Oriva having risen into prominence as 4 fash 
vessel, mud as the straw whieh broke the camel’s back of opposi- 
tiou, as tha pee so walldriven in the tise of cutters in America, has 
now becoine au object of national attention, and to Ber influence in 
Aathering the misguided from the by-paths of daricipgs and shedding 
ight for their gititance, we doll par head-gaar in appreciation. Oriva 
has ontdone he fF ‘Tholigh Pormsr ayo Stream has rmsisted this 
cutter should be given credit for fair average performance atleast, 
we had never expected the display she made of such big sloops as 
Gracie ond Julia, nor yet the manner in which she ontpomted 
and held big Fanny. the fastest smooth-warer machine of the first- 
class ever floated in American waters, Orivais not au exact reflec- 
tign of her Warvey desigcu, as her builder failed to take off the after 
body from the Honor as it onght to have bean, In spite of this the 
speed she has developed gives on inkling of what might have hap- 
pene With absolute Yairness and close adherence to original inten- 
ions 
¥rom excellent authority we have received an explanation of her 

apparent lack of speed in ner earliey career. Her copper had been 
thickly oiled with « certain préparation, which stuck to the metal and 
hardeved in the salt water, so That baruaclés and slime Glog to the 
mixture like grim leath, the fact of her being coppered diverting 
altsntion from that cause of retardation tintil, finally, a close ex- 
amination reyaaied the réal stale of affairs, We hive little doube but 
that: this is the (tne explanation of ber poor sailing durme the Ses- 
wautaka cruise, for of all times, the superiarity of the cutter ought 
to be most marmtesh in light winds, 9s Poresr ano ArraAm lise often 
sought to impress as conformable to the teavhings of naval science, 

such westber the speed is so low that wave-miking does not yet 
2 a6 4 factor of resishines, skin friction being the principul hin- 

dranee to be oyércome, The greater the momentum of a vessel in 
pProportian to her wetheal skin, the better will she hold the speud 
pneu acyuired, and the steadier will she forge through fulle 
spotsin theairs. The less her momentum, the sooner will the drug 
of friction be felt, and a loss of speed the consequence, We haye for 
this reason combatted with much force the old school doctrine that 
great weight was a hin(lrance to speed, as it wus so much to be 
Sued in “our wether’ 
The successful boat in paltry weather ought nob to be soughtin 

the combinuiion of the least weight aod smallest draft, but ou the 
toolrary, in the greatest weight clothed in a form haying the small- 
25h area of skin In proportion to the weight, exactly the opposite to 
what has been all along attempted in our sluops, 4nd the secret of 
Oriva’s recent workin hight weather, as well as Some of the vichories 
won by Ma/leé and Mugyie over Our ¢rack slogps undaér lika condi- 
tions of weather. Appreciating this truth, Wwe haye had full confi- 
dence in the adaptability of the cubter to ‘tour weather’ especially, 
and have persistently pointed out ibis quality as one of the merits 
upon which we have demanded her introduction. As a lght-weather 
tlyer the cutter cannot be beaten upon her worth by any sloop of the 
some prade of perfection, though it is, of course, always possible 
thata really good sloop should outsail a cutter of inferior quality. 
Merely dubbing a boat of some depth and 4 certain rig a cutter, can- 
not nate her fast unless her design is wrought ontin adhereuce to 
correct principles, With the ‘walfteaowa speed of really food cutters 
in light wiods in mind, we venture the assertion that the handsome 
little Muriel would astonish all hands, as the Oviva has done, if ler best 
trim and condition were got. Webhaye ourselves sailed hér in a 
circle aronuad 4 well-kugwao ,and there is no 

tion through the columus of a single jouriial fa the laud, 
The design furnished by Harvey & Prior, nayal architects, London, 

shows the peculiarities fer which that firm has become 60 famous in 
Mirand, Stabelle and others, Midstips rather full and bola, with 
low bilge, fine, lous eubrancve aud very sharprun, with the quarters 
tieled up high andnarrowinug into 4 long fantail overhany, ending 
in 6 prebtily-nolded areaboard. There is 10 deap, planiclike keel, 
buta wide backbone, with the rabbet near the lower edge, and the 
lead bolted up outside, forming really 4 contiauation of the midship 
mold, Higiin side and elagant in sheér, the Harvey yacht presents 
& most graceful broadside, giving an impression of power and ability 
which is not belied Infact. We have béroreéus a sample of Harvey 
Work {in a photograph of Seabelle, aschooner who came very near 
paying us & yisil last seuson, a pleasuce we hope to be vouchsaled 
next year, We prowounce Seabells the handsomest- yacht ever foat- 
ed, withont anexception. bethin hull and in rig, and as all the Harvey 
yachts bear Something of the same stamip, they may be set down as 
eanhivs whose very ails are so refined that taless carefully 

watched in thé process of buddine, the ship carpenter is sure to go 
wrong, for he takes most readily to the way the wood works kindly, 
und swanips fhe art displayed in the dasign as a consequence, We 
trust that Me. Harvey will give fature yachts bull from his lines his 
personal supervision, so thal there maybe no yariation between the 
stylish Hyer on paper and the actual production in the wood. 

in point of construction Oriva is certainly the finest job ever turned 
oubin America, auc) so much superior in that respect fo our customs 
that comparison between her and a sloop would be much like pultine 
side by side 2 Jurzeuseo chronometer balances and one of Sam Slick's 
wooden-geaur clocks, warranted to keep within ten minutes of the 
sun in twerky-four hours. Ovlva is built ofa plan devised by ir 
Harvey. aud used with great sucoues in his racing vessels. The plan 
coibines great strength, freedom from leakage und twist oy strain, 
durability sud economy th weight aud space. Lt cansists essentially 
of two skins, worked lap-jolnted, and thoroughly bolted together, 
faying oyer a light seh of timbers secured to a stout backbone by 
metal foors. Wor vessels put LO great strain, like the modern lead- 
ballasted racer, wa consider this plan much praferable to the old- 
fashioned single skin, inasmuch as you can reiy upon the vessel 
to keep as tightbasa botiis down toa yery old age, preserving her 
structure ta good condition, saying in rapairs, and always sweet and 
cleaniithe biive, Butit tukes a good mechanic ta mace a nice joh 
of the kind, aud ship carpenters equal*to the work are very scarce 
in these days of nautical decay, ’ 

Oriva is b2fb, over all, just HWEt. on deck, 50%. loud line, 1ift, Sin, 
beam and Oft. én in depth, underside of deck co top of throat of 
floors amidships. Her fore footis wellvounded up; there is a @ood 
deal of drag to the keel and moderate rake only to the post, with the 
heel dubbed away alittle. eel of white oak, 3lxiWin, amliships; 
Stem of oak, O34in, sided, and Sin, molded at head and Win, at 
scarf, Aproi ot oak, Sternpost of oak, sided Sin. at bead and 
dia. at hesl; molded 044 at heal and 10 at teal, Oat, deadwood 
anid frame, the latter 4c7 at futtovks, and reduced at the head: 
stanchions 4x¢isin, Keelson of oat, 7in,, moulded in center, taper- 
ing tooigat the ends. There is a regular beamshell in place of 
merely clanips, aid fs din. square, will strakes of clanips fin, wide, 
Boams of Oak din. square amidships and lighter at eds, spaced s8in. 
apart, In the holed; squars. Planking of two thicknesses; ihe in- 
ner skin of 74 cejlar, outer sin of I}gin. oak and teak with elm 
nearly upto load tine. ‘The tuner skia is treenuiled to the franivs 
aud riveted to the bant timbers belween the frames, It ig then care- 
fully cdulked and puttied and ¢iven a couple of coats of whibelead, 
The outer planking overlaps the seams of the inner skin, and ig 
thoroughly through riveted. Ibis éin. on sides, with 13gin- wales 
aid solid garboards 234in, thick. Sister kaclsons antl other framing, 
wlof ogk, The ceiling is of pine Sgin, thicl tf) bead of firsb fuitock, 
ihe bilza being closed up with oak, Hanging knees of valvanized 
iran tyjxilixs-itin, Spar deck of white pine 2xJin,; edge fastened; 
planksheer of ok 2in, thick, bulwavks rail and deck fitttings of teak 
and mahogany, 
Ths accommodations of Oviva aré very liberal, and far exeeed 

those to be founii In & sloop of her class. A winding compariion 
leads down # little abaft amidships inte the “‘steerage.* eontainmy a 
berthat the side, Abafp this is a ladles’ saloon, with large berlb, 
sofa und dressing Cases neatly finished in polished pine and cherry, 
On starboard side aftis the owner's state-room, and forward of the 
companion the main saloon, ‘hen another state-room, pantry and 
galley between separate bulkheads and forecasile forward, with 
about fl, head room fore and aft. A sail loeker, reached by a cir 
elon hateh from deck, occupies therun aft. The ventilation is per- 
fach, and the cabins cool in summer, Ballast on Ieeel, 14 tous, with 11 
tons inside, 

The rig is that of a full-fledged cutter with running bowsprit, jibs 
set flying, housing topmast. low hoist. long lead and Igose foot to 

) somewhat dangerous customer tm light winds or in heavy weather, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

mainsail, Thessils are from Lupthorn & Ratsey, of Gosport, England, 
Mast. (leek to cap, 48ft.; deck ta hounds, 4Lft.; topmast, heel'to tiuek, 
#it.; bowsprif, outboard, 20f0.; main boom, 47{t.; gaff, 30ft, The 
Oriva was built by Henry Piepgrass, of Greenpoint, and launched in 
tmiidsammer, 1881. She failed ty show signal speed at first, though 
up to the average of her tonnage. as recorded in these columns at 
the time. This year she appears to be sailing in rather better form, 2 

but not quite as goodin smooth water and wholesail breaze. Her 
owner, Commodore C. Smith Lee, Seawanhaka Corinthiin Y. C., 
tools the ship himsélf in a masterly manner, and vaiks as one of the 
best amateur hands in America. 

NEW YORK Y, C.—ANNUAL CRUISE. 

[voyTintyn. | 

| pee year the fleet gathered in Now London harbor with the idea 
L/ of naling the erniss on¢ in open waters asfar as possible, as a 

single day would take them through the eastern passage of the 
Sound on the way to Newport. Butfor want of numbers and @ dark 
vloud after weighing anchor from Vineyard Hayen bound to Boston, 
nothing came of the pac Oe voyage around Cape Cod, and much 
fun hss been poked at the clubever since. When, therefore, the 
start was eifected still further to the westward from the old rendez- 
yvouz of Glen Coye, we had misgivings about thé extent to which the 
squadron would be tied at sea, and feared that the signal to disband 
Tight again be shown from the flagship without an attempt to re- 
deem the club’s good name and show the onlooking world that some 
meétropolitan yachtspien, at least. could trust themselyes for more 
than a hundred miles’ run without a port within an hour's distance. 
The feet this year, under orders of Commodore Smith, was so large, 
however, comprising some twénty-ive yachts, that nearly a dozen 
were held togéther up to the asf, and actually made the trip insquad- 
ron from Vineyard Hayeu clear up to Marblehead, favored by fine 
summer weather and an off-shore wind, Whether the same boldness 
would have been displayed under less pleasing aspect of sky and 
water is problematic, but the club could not have doubtful weather 
made to order for tlie occasion, and so full credit for the yenture is 
its due. Thwasa great relief tothe monotony which has character- 
ized the cruises of the New York Y. (C., whose only relieving features, 
in a left-handed way, haye been fireworks, hops and chowders. 

Tt is noteworthy that after energetic drumming by the offiters in 
charge, nota teakettle accompanied the fleet, which was just as well, 
since the wretched apologies for steam yachts, with their low freeé- 
hourd, flimsy housework ani limited coal supply have really no busi- 
ness taking any chances outside a river or quick dodging from port to 
ort in calm weather. With the exception of Corsair, Stranger, 
hada and one or tivo otliers, the steam yacht fleet consists of noth- 

ing moré than % lot of launches of tha very worst model, construc- 
tion and engines thab could pass muster in these days of high class en- 
gineering. Bubtor the limited Gruising indulged in them and the 
opportunities afforded for quick escape under 4 lee in the Sound, we 
should have heard of many vases of swamping ere this. Their ab- 
sence was a souree of relief rather than otherwise, aml no one has 
complained of their failure to appear, Good cruising steamers of 
moderate engin# power and large coal supply and accommodations, 
such as the Santa Cacilia, nob long ago chartered by Mr. ©. G, Franel- 
lyn for an Basterh fishing eruisé, aré excellent_and wholesonie ves- 
sels, and, if anything, rather better a to distant cruising, with 
limited tame, than sailing yachts, bub they are of a different race 
entirely to the ugly little sausage-shaped, snaky thing which has not 
even high speed to commend her, and whose popularity is just so 
mich evidence that we haye as yet no conception in America of what 
sheam yachting really is, 4 h 
The squadron had been assembing Wednesday afternoon in Glen 

Cove harbor, raudy for the gun early next morning, with the coni- 
modore’s tag at thea masthead of his schooner Estelle, A very fine 
fleet mustered, the largest, we believe, at all events the most impos: 
ing, ever joined under one officer. The vice-commodore was present 
aboard his handsome Clytie, and so was Rear Com. Hrown with the 
old time Julia, “rigged back’ toa centerboard sloop, ready to try 
on the more new fangled inachines in her class, & has certainly 
not come up to the expectations of many who had all along been 
telling us she was a wonder, withont her having any record to prove 
it. In days gone by this alos raced with others half her size, or 
#lse with that machine of machines, the great flat-fioored Maria. To 
win occasionally in such conipany was not much to brag about, but 
in those benighted times the first yacht home was lauded to the skies 
by the press in its complete ignorance of the valne of tonnage in 
producing speed, and there was no Forrest AND Sinan to judge the 
Tacers upon their merits, and setits erring brethren straight. TMence 
& false reputation was woven about this sloop, and small wonder 
if now in green hands, cobbled by provincials, canvassed by local a ooauauaiauouo i etd 
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talent, and without ber best trim either got or understood, she fails 
to meet the sky-scraping praises of her younger days. 
But we are far from believing that Julia isin her proper form, and 

deam it quite likely that with more intimate acquaintance and fur- 
ther expérience she will show more creditably than now with Gracie 
or Fanny, but then cut bono? ave not clumsy rigs aud flat-tloored 
craft going out of fayorY If Julia, as a keél schooner, was slow, she 
was at least reasonably rigged ania staunchér vessel than with the 
spars of a Novth River ighter and straining fin in the middie, and 
now that she is equally asslow asa sloop, shall she be “altered 
back back" to a two-sticker, ora cutter built in her stead? That is 
ths question now agitating a certain circle, and we trust the decision 
will be for a brand new flyer of the deep heel persuasion. After all, 
Julia demonstrates that goal hold and ancient ideas as to rig are 
not good enough for the day, and they mayas well be dropped as 
superannuated at once as try to get a few inchas moré oub of an 
old lady belonging to an era Whose achieveménts have been super- 
seded by greater perfection in mechanical methods covering the dis- 
position of lead ballast and modifications thereby permitted in the 
molding of the hull. Like the reigning belle of an earlier period, 
Julia, we ure afraid, has become a wall lower. 4 Z 
Among the fleet we note likewise the old Alarm, fresh in paint and 

gold, after a long spell of idleness, moored in Marzining’s basin, an- 
other old timer, builtin 184. and passe for racing, though goo for many 
a day's cruising yet if sparred in moderation. Alarm is an illustra- 
tion of how a keel model fared when intrusted to the chiselof a 
centerboard man, and if her performance has been indifferent the 
cause is easily traced to the want of familiarity with the needs of 
such craft, always Misplay en by talent warped with light dratt 
theories, Albatross, Mr. 6. W, Humphreys, was swinging to her 
anchor with the rest, much improved in pose and grace since her 
alterations, a fairly handsome, wholesome-looking ship, and one 
gnite likely to develop more speed inthe future. Asitisshe cannot 
be beaten for the manner of her keep. She looks smart, taunt and 
stylish in her rig and fittings, calling to our ming some of the modern 
British ‘fast crnisers’! in the perfection of her quurterdeck and 
waists. A yacht skipper in fact as well as in name has charge of 
that schooner. Then there was Hstalle, a peculiar vessel all unto 
herself, a sort of cross, and » rather good onétoo, bebweeu a mackerel 
fisher and & West India fruiter The snakelike Tidal Wave, with 
steamboat bow and a low side, with piratical mien, a goer down the 
wind, but poor stuift ina nose ender; and Madeleine, of international 
fame, much overrated in our belief, a sort of fair average all round 
in looks and qualities, in which moderation rather Than escass m any 
divection seems to haye been the result of good luckin her nian 
alterations and gradual steps of development, Big Norseman, muc 
like a cogster resplendent in fresh paint, Rambler, very mized in 
her sheer and proportions, the outcome of thumb rule domination. 
Mr. Maxwell's able Crusacer, and besides some others. Last, but 
not least, My. Platt’s naw Elsworth chipper Montauk, _ . 
Concerning this schooner we haye had something to say in previous 

issues, and now that sie has been tried to some extent our first im- 
pressions are borne out—that she is faster than anything of her size 
and oyerin the club or in America is true. By that we mean she may 
be counted the most likely onein a match. Thatshe is anything of a 
wonder we cau certainly not admit, In getting her gauge, the 
wretched company she isin should not be overlooked, It ts nothin, 
to her gain that Tidal Waye should be put under her leein a deg 
beat. It would be a poor vessel, indeed, not capable thereof.- 
Rambjer, Norseman and Alarm aré notoriously slow, and outof the 
question, being nearly twice the size of Mr. Platt’s schooner, and in 
need of more breeze to bring them out at their hest, In moderate 
winds Clytie and Crusaderrnn her very close, and the only twe yachts 
about Montank's size, Madeleine and Haleyon, gave her about all she 
wanted upon several occasions Mee the cruise, In disposing of 
this couple, the new schooner gave evidence of being “bout the fast- 
est in the club, though something again should be credited to the 
hand at the wheel and the racing craw of “sharps” shipped for the 
occasion, while many other schooners were sailed by their owners or 
by that add lot of forloynlooking marines known 4s “‘cAptains’ by 
their brass buttons, but too often easily mistaken for night watchmen, 
brakemen or porters, boasting foreiza lineage, for all their nautica 
east and costume would influence an impression to the contrary. 

It is a pity that there were so few schoouers in the fleet of a stand- 
ard sufficiently high to form a basis for comparison. Madeleine left 
the squadron without sailing a race, and only after giving Montauk 4 
brush or twos far. as the vacillating winds permitted. Compared to 
our schooners aeunerally the palm must be awarded to Montauk, 
though on an equal foot 5 in respact to condition and crewa we do 
notdeem her invincible, but good for the larger share of prizes, 
which in these days of Close competition is honor snongh for one 
ship. Judged infer by our acquaintance with foreizh schoon- 
ers, though, we haye-very serious doubts abont Montank’s ability to 
maintain first place for us as the fastest schooner-building nation, or 
that our pre-eminence in this respect, won through victoriés in former 
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years, is safe io the hands of any centerboard vessel of! her type, oF 
any other typs. It is of littla avail to point in confidence to the 
aquandering of the Ashbury schooners, or Sappho’s reputation, 
gained by tickling a much smaller eraft than horeale. while in British 
waters in 1870. A great change has been wrought since those times, 
ani the modern British schooner fsmo0 more like the old barrel bot- 
toms Cumbria and Livonia than the modem cntter is like the stub- 
nased bruisers Amevicafonnd to oppose her thirty years ago. M- 
rand”, Lenore and Ssabelle are gf a far different stripe. and possess 
to a. preater extent the qualities Of a crack cutter than our schooners 
do those of our slaps. 
With foremast in the eyes, mainmast forward of midships. deep 

draft, outside lead, and Lapthorn duds, Miranda and her sisters are 
so near to Cutters that we fear a meet between them and the two- 
stickers on this side of the pond would result in our discom- 
fiture, Montauk inchitled, We haye seen nothing in the latter’s per- 
formance to suspect in ber the close-windedness of Miranda, nor 
does she run so much better than many others to muke up for the 
deficienuy, Besides we haye learnt nothing in the art of sail-making 
smce the afivent of the Madge, and il is sheer nonsense to claim our 
rigs at all equal to those of Gésport manufacture, a4 a casual inspec- 
tion of sitits from the twe soureés will convinee on the spot, In 
addition 16 this we find \he rustic preference for a single bag of a jib 
still flourishing aboard the Montauk, and her heavy weather qualities 
yet very Muth ef an open question. To suppose, then, thatthe latest 
addition to the N, ¥, squadron in any way absolves us from seeking 
further improvement, or thar her comparative sucivess indicates the 
superiority of the pringiples arrather caiprices upon which she is 
built, is aceepting a hisk greater than we think the yachting world 
has vighh or resson fo do. Tt ought lead toa sudden collapse of 
our cherished fame in the defeat of the representative of bexmy 
infatuation. : 

This has hitppened with oursloops, and we believe alike unexpected 
disaster awalts the schooner Glasses. We are aware that this all 
Amounts only fo anassumption, and thal assertions donot make facts. 
Untortinately we must rest content at this stage since the outragecus 
partisanship shown in the reyised conditions surrounding the America 
Cap render an international contest. averyremote contingency. The 
argumeot may, however, not be without some force in yiew of recent 
events which have proven so thoroughly the soundness of similar 
“assertions made in these coliiwnns in relation to cutters. 
Because our experience dictates a preference for narrow beam and 

fins form, it must not be supposed that we see nothing worthy of 
praise and imitation in the Vontauk type. On the contrary, in many 
resptels the principles embodied in Her are identical with our teach- 
ing, ad that thé Elsworth boats are fair and handsomely lined beyond. 
eomparisou and in marked contrast with the average American 
yacht, we live stated ina prominent way ere this, Further, the 
rocker to the keel, the round up ta forefoot and rake to post are one 
ant all close akin to cubber practice even though accepted with more 
or less faint heart. But of far more importance is the grout displace- 
ment and Timited skin to be fowid in Eiswortb's productions. These 
alone are enough to insure yictoty under such a faulty system 
of measurement as the leneth role which takes no cognizance of size. 
Thus Elephant of d2.8-foat load line stows some 8 tons of pig against 

the 6or4 of other yachts. Thissle takes along on less wetted sur- 
face thay her sisters, owing to the gifted manner in which Elsworth 
combives great displacement, finé entrance and clear run, with the 
least waste ofsurface. In heayy winds and a sea the momentimm 
therehy acquired stands her ia good stead, and in light airs the ve- 
tarding infltences of friction are reduced toa minimum. In Fanita, 
44-font load line, sve find the same conditions prevailing. Some 15 
tons of lead to tlie 7, Sor fof her opponents and the body clothed as 
economically im surface. Montauk is 4 larger edition of the same 
school ant her pevigp nance is Waceahle to the same reasons. So far 
so ood, alidin Elsworth models we see 1 marked step in udvance he- 
youd the shoul and light weight crndilies of most other builders, 
nt if preferable to the New York typical trap, we cannot but 

think that vessels ol the cutter order répresent more speed and ac- 
commodation, bulk for bnik, besides being safer and abler 
boats in 4 sea and moré economical in management and keep. 
Such arethe teachings of naval scienue, and so far practice 
has certainly been found in aecorL The Bisworth model is 
the natural outcomes of length measurement, but not for that reason 
the hest when equitably compared upon size. ‘Tonnage, weight and 
power are of more ncvonnt than form until high rates are reached, 
nid they ars supplied in Elsworth models with liberal hand since 
they escape taxation under length. Under the bulk rule, the same 
ideas have fouad to work weil so far as they ean be considered tested 
by the recent conmpetition of a single vessel with a squadron nor 
above mediocrity and provincial conception. Fur a decisive test 
& Tapeh with ay Huglish schooner should be brought about, 
Bul here again the restrictions put about the America Cup crop. up 
as a bar to such & donsiimmation, The sloops will be taken up in next 
issue, 

FACTS ABOUT THE AMERICA, 

N the July nomber of Horper’s Monthly Magazine there is an 
account of the yavht America and the exp she won, which quite 

eclipses thé history af bhe ‘schooner’ which appsared in the July 
numberof the Century. Iv is wall known that the Amarica, when 
she came to Earope in 1851, culled in at Hayre to ship her spars, she 
having ¢rossed with a jury tig, and her racing onttit was sent oyer 
by steamer, Referring to this cident, Warpér says*> 
“She reached the neighborhood of Havre, her port of destination, 

and was met bya Channel pilot boat, which at ouce showed the 
Evench flag, and Was supposed. of course, to carry a. French pilot, 
Assoon os the pilol stepped on board, James R. Steers said to his 
own pilot, Rishard Brown, “Dick, that fellow is no Mrenchman,! 
Dnmediately Dick walked upto the stranger and shouted in most 
emphatic ones, ‘I tell you whist, my friend. if you lef this yacht 
serape boltom, DI throw you overboard.” Dielé képr hold of the tiller 
himself, and would not give if up. As the yachl approached the 
lights of Havre the pilot confessed his inability to take her in, He 
left her ani hurried to his own boatto Cowes, with the news that 
“the Yuanikee is the fastest vessel going.’ So it came to pass that when 
the Sheers brothers and the ragt of the party crossed the Channel, 
aud offered to back their yacht with wagers, they discovered they 
iad been betrayed There was nobody fo take their bets, So con- 
fidenfi of success were they that. they had bronght $1,000 each to 
invest in that way, while Dick Brown had manifested his faith by 
muorigaging his ew pilot boat to John ©. Stevens for $2,000, évery 
cent of which he intended to stake upou the racé. But the ‘French 
pilot,’ who had béen employed by somébadyto get on board the 
Ainerica antl learn her sailing qualities, had destroyed her chance of 
winniigadollar, Moreover, at eleven o'clock of the night preceding 
ihe lony-anticipated rezatia, the Messrs. Steers ware informed that 
their yacht was ruled outof the race, because it wasarule of the 
tlub that every rommpeting yacht should be owned by oné person, 
and the America had several owners.” 

This vilzar story about the French pilot is too contemptible to he 
sariously refuted, and all we neéd say is thatit bears on its face evi- 
Hence that there isnot a word of truth in ft, And tho difficulty about 
the rejection of the America’s entry was not merely on acconnt of 
fwnership, but because the owners of the America refused to race 
pider the ordinary rules of the club, and allow time or raceiye time, 
45 the case might be, thé same as the other competitors. The mem- 
bers of the Royal Yacht Squacion even waived their rule, that the 
Match for the Queen's cup should be thrown open to the America; but 
still her owners did nof start, on account of the time allowance, and 
the Queecn’s cup was won by the English eulter Bacehante, 
However, o1 the following diy the syuadvon gave a 100-guinea cup 

for a nuich rounil the Isle of Wight, without time allowance, and for 
this cup the America started, and she won it. There was, however, 
little slory in ibe victory, as the day was remarkable for lizht winds 
ahd Wuices. The reputation ot the America rested on the evidence 
she had given, without reference to the mateh, that) for weatherly 
qnalities ghe was far superior to any English schooner, although not 
te be compared with some Baglish culters of the date, 
The whiter in Hutpars Monthly Mayitsine thus maiuifactures a 

history for the “Queen's Cup,” wou by the Amerien: 
“The text day, however, Augnst 41, 1851, the America sailed from 

Cowes atthe momeut that the regatta yuchts sailed from Ryde anil 
leat them handsomaly, although the distance traversed by her was 
nine miles longer than that traversed by the other yachts. The ex- 
Ciferaent was trameudens, but over the victory of the Yankee the 
tiventy tliousand spectytors were mute aiorsters, Queen Victoria 
Princes Albert, and young Albert Mdward, however, paid a visit of 
Golnplinent to the winning yachf [the America) that did not ret the 
prize. Her Majesty was dressed in republican simplicity; the one 
thine that one of her hosts best remembers to vhis day ig that she 
were a plain calico gown, The tastes of her maids of honor were 
Jess severe. On leaving the yacht the Queen asked how many men 
tiara were in the crew, wod, on being told the nimber, drew froni 
her pocket & purse. from which she counted an tee mimber of 
fuineas, layiug them one by one upon a plate that had contained 
some vinger snaps brought for refreshment, with a request that the 
steward would distribute the guiueas, and, with a polite invitation to 
achismen to visit hur at Osborne, she tool her leave, The next 
hin the Steers brothers heard from her was that she had given 
thim another Queen's cup, a precise duplicate of the Queen’s cup, 
for which she had not been allowed to compete. That is the cup 
which was brought home by them aud ileposited by Mr, John C, Sté- 
vens and his friends in the hands of the Naw Yorlc Yacht Club, 
whore it still lies aafe, in spite of the repeated efforts of foreign yachts 
to capluredh,? 
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tik a great pity that sich forecastle yarns asthe foregoing should 
obtain currency ina magazine lilke Harper's, and if therest of the 
article is no miore trustworthy than the portions we have quoted, 
very serions blame indeed is altached to the compiler. 

In the Century there was astatenient that the Swedish yacht Syve- 
rige was the only craft that beat the America. The Sverige uodoubt- 
edly did baat the America in the twenty miles run to leeward, but as 
slie carriéd away the jas of lev gaff in jibing round the mark, she 
could not be properly sailed to windward, aud the America had a 
very easy victory. This was in 1852, j;when the America was owned 
by Lord de Blacquiere, The same year the America was beaten by 
the cutters Arrow and Mosquito; but the most Peortpiany defeat she 
eyér sustained was in her matchin 1860 against the famous English 
schooner Alarm, in a fine topsail breeze. 
The America was designed and built in the States by an English-born 

subject, who there learnt his profession, The principles of lier design 
were projected by Mr. John Scott Russell, nearly twenty years before 
the America was thought of, and these principles made about the same 
progress in Wnoglaud that they did in América and in Sweden; but, so 
far as yacht bnildérs were concerned in England, there was very great 
rejudice against the long how and short run propounded by My. Beott 

Russell, and the speedy adoption of his principles was more directly at- 
tributable to the extraordinary qualities displayed by the Ainerica than 
to the equally extraordinary achievernents of the Bnglish-built yacht 
Mosquito, which had an established fame in 1818. Tn one matter, how- 
ever, the Americans had taken a departure in which none of their con.- 
eers could show asimilarexample. The Americans had realized that, 

for sailing to windward at any rate, sails with flat surfaces resolveu 
the wind more effectively than concave sails, and the suitot canvas 
with which the America was provided contrasted in a marked manner 
in this respect with the wind-hags of the English schooners, ‘This ad- 
vantage stron Jeaving out the tact of the superiority of her hull, was 
quite sufficient to wceount for her triumph oyer the Wnglish sehouners 
of 1851,—Londan Meld, July 2), . 

THE LAKE GEORGE MEET. 

1p regatta of the Aluerican Canoe Association has been a great 
Success. There were one hondred and twenty-five canoes on 

the lake, and almost eighty of these were owned by members of the 
A,C. A. The officers elected for the ensuing year, which euds in 
August, 1888, are: 
For Commodore—f#, B. Edwards, of Peterboro, Canada. 
For Vice-Commodore—George B, Ellard, of Cincinnati, Ohio. 
For Rear Commodore—C, B. Vaux, of New York, N, ¥. 
Por Secretary and Treasurer—Dr. Charles A. Neide, of Schuyler- 

ville, N.Y. 
During the regatta there was developed much material for future 

study, Itis too soon to give the impressions received from this most 
successful moet of the cunoeists of America. Two propositions have 
been received-—one from Clayton, on the St, Lawrence, the other from 
the canoeists of Peterporo, Canada—to hold the next meeting at one 
of the above localities. Members have freely expressed themselves, 
as cruisers, against racing again in the vivinity of hotels. N. HB. 
Lake George, August 14, 1882, 

WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH MAGGIE? 

rps long string of cntter victories has at last been broken by two 
very round defeats of Magele by the sloop Vixen, off Marble- 

head, Aug, l4and15. To be sure tonuaye and weather were in the 
sloop’s favor, but after allowing therefor the eutterremains badly 
beaten, Wasshe playing ‘possum? If not, what was the matter? 
On fair sailing her defents are inexpheable in view of other perform- 
ces of hersel! and sisters. * 

HULL Y. O.—A spirited match, opento the club, was sailed Sat- 
urday, Aug. 1%,in @ fresh S. W. breeze. Lily and Hora, the two 
old antagonists, were atit again hot and heavy, and made an exceed- 
ingly close race, Hera having the misfortune to hang for a few 
moments iu shoal water, just enough to lose her first money. Jie, 
in third class, again met Sea Bird, but carried away her peak hall- 
jards and faile to finish, The small boats madé an excellent race 
throughout, Course for second class twelve knots, for the third 
class seven, and for the otherssix. Judges, Peleg Aborn and J. H. 
Conant, abpard the commodore’s sloop Fairy, Summary as under, 
Corinthian prizes being offered in addition where the crews were 
amateur hands: 

SHCOND CLASS, 
Sloops 20 and under 38£t,; twelve nautical miles; regular prizes, 

$10 and $7. 
Length Actual. Cortected. 
PT, IN. H, M8. H.M, 5. 

Dales all) UsOithe Pee ices Peet doe 36 11 1 42 2 1 16 07 
Fiera Wo hc Welde oir, pre cee eee. ,, 36 08 1 43 08 1 16 23 

THIRD CLASS, 
Sloops 21 and under wift; seven wantical miles; regular prizes, 

$7 and $5. ; 
Sea Bird, GS. Worhush.,............... a3 01 0 56 55 
Allie, A. §. Wattles.......2.....-. Not taken, 

0 32 55 

eens 20 and under 26ft.; seven nautical miles; regular prizes, 
$7 and $a. 
Joker, George Coffin. 1 21 02 54 49 
Gisela, S$. G, King... 123i 28 55 80 
Amy. E, W. Baxter 1 21 57 56 27 
Oiobe, L. M. Claris, 1 23 40 46 BG 
Tbis, J, K, Souther. ......... ood 1 23 13 5G 50 

FIFT! 
Cattigs 18 and under 20ft.; six nautical miles; regular prizes, 

$6. and $4, 
LO ATE ils MC ERVIED RMR see hi el bE Pag 0.5. 
Myrtle, ©. H, Poor et al......,, cane eS Ti 1 23 40 100 10 
Janet, W. L, Phinney...... 8 11 1 24 14 1 00 12 
Wildfire, Awd, Keefer!) Seyi iis 18 O01 1 82 42 1 07 50 

‘ SINTH GLASS. i 
Cat-rigs under 18ft.; six nautical miles; regular prizes, $5 and $4, 

Idlewild, HN. @urtis, 2200.2 ./o.0_.2. 17 03 1 29 39 1 02 55 
Oricket, W. A. Cary......, Ppesase 17 01 1 40 03 1 o£ 08 
Dandelion, C.F, Adwms..... .... 17 06 130 07 1 0439 
Gretehen, I. P, Sharp... .... 5.0: AT 1 40 05 11410 
Zip, G, W. Morton... .----... ..-..,.---,16 0H Not taken 

ily tales first regular prize, B10; Sea Bird, first regular and Gor- 
inthian; Joker, first regular antl Corinthian; Gisela second regular 
ani Corinthian; Corsair, first regular; Myrlle, second regular and 
first Corinthian; Wildfire, second Corinthian; Idlewild, first Corin- 
thian: Dandelion, second Corinthian, ‘ 

NEW STEAMBER,—The Herreshoffs have deliveréd the new high- 
Speed steam yacht built for Mark Hopkins, Jr., of St. Clair, Michi- 
gan. to herowner. The yacht steamed around from Bristol, R. L., 
up the Hudson and to the likes by Erie Canal. Her yard muinher is 
92 and her name Permelia, She is 95fb. long, 124gft beam, with a, 
draught of diéft., with 200-horse power compound engine and cail 
boiler of the well-known Hi rstioffs patent, Speed, 18 miles without 
érowding. The hullis composite, iron frame and wood skin, with 
five water-tight compartioents. The skinia double on the diagonal 
plau, astiff, tight and light arrangement. Cabin 80ft. long, three 
Staterooms, besides quarters for engineer's gang and crew, galley, 
pantry, ete. The finish is in mahogany aud cherry, with nickel-plated 
metalwork. Cost about 30,000, 

ROYAL CANADIAN ¥, C.—A bulkhead is to be built around the 
chib island ata cost of $1,000. Messrs. Weir and Adams offered a cup, 
value $400, to be won three suceessiva years to become property. 
The annual regatta is fixed for Seplember 7and $. The first day for 
the Prince of Wales Cup and the Anderson Cup opén to the club only. 
Second (ay open to allcomers, Prizes, first class over 12 tons, $250, 
$100, $60 and #25. Second class, urider 12 tons, $150, $80, HO and B20, 

BAY OF QUINTE Y_ G—Seventh annual regatta fixed for Aug, 28, 
Prizes amounting to $260 are offered to first and second class, {100, $59, 
$25 and $50, $25, $10 respectively. Course for first elass over 12 tous 
will be 30 miles. Wor second class 12 tons and under, 20 miles, Entries 
to the secretary, R.S. Bell, Bellonvillé, Qnt., wp to Friday 25th. A rood 
fleet has been promised. inelwding probably Cygnet, Aileen, Gail, Gar- 
fleldl and other Hotel yeasels will probably be present. 

KMMA.—Mor, Offord has sold the well-cuown Enima to Toronto, The 
Emma was built by Cuthbert at Trenton in 1879, is 29/6. keel with 1006, 
din. beam, and has 1,5001bs. iron on the keel. She is considered the 
champion of her class on the lakes. 

THE CUTTER BOOM.—With our contemporaries pulling in the 
sume direction, the cutter boom is now fairly upon us, wuil we ex- 
pect to see a vary big flesh of honest ships launched for next sea- 
Son. 
MAGGIE'S RACES.—By a slip of the pen we gaye Maggie erodit last 

Week for being within Unudine’s tine in the Jue match of the E. Y_ C. 
Tt should hays been the Addie Voorhies. 

AMERICA.—This schooner arrived into Halifax harbor August 9, 
with General Butler and party on board, bound forthe Gulf. 
LATD OVER.—Reports of the Lake Goorge meet, Buifalo Y. C., 

Marblehead races, book reviews and other matter, 

answers ta Correspondents. 

J.P, C., Boston,—Take your gun to a Boston gun firm. See answer 
to “Blue Barrel ” 

Sunseriser,—The last United States Fishery Commission report for 
the year 1878 was published it 1880, 

Jona—aAddress of Secretary National Association Amateur Oars- 
men is Louis HE, Saunier. Newark, N. J. 

G. M. G—Glens Falls isin Warren county, New York, Write to Fy 
Joiner, bout builder, for circular and further information, 

Ssien, Cohoes, N. Y.—There ig no law on snipe, rail and ployer in 
this State. Méadow lark may be shol October 1 to January 1, See 
table of Open Beasons in our issue of July 20. 

H.L., Je.—Perhaps a ietter published in our yachting columna 
would put you in communication with other owners of small yachts, 
A club devoted to them especially ig much needed. 

J. M, 8., Detroit, Mich.—The pointer biteh Peg was whelped in 
1st4. She is by Jerome Taylor's Shot and ont of Brown's ell, She 
was sold to some one in the Wast three or four yeurs azo. Her breed- 
ing is of the best, 

J. H, P.—The Osgood portable folding baat. Address Battle Creede, 
Mich., for cireular. Rushton's light canoes also portable. See corres- 
pondence of Nessmuk in recent issues. Stranahan folding boat is made 
by Hunt & Co., Chagrin Falls, Ohio, All haye an excellent reputation. 

W. 4H. 'T., Detroit, American Canoeist,* $1 a year, Brentano's, 
Union Square, New York; Kemp's ‘‘ Yacht ar’ Boat Sailing,” third 
edition, price $10. Order through bookseller or from Van Nostrand, 
x Murray street, New York, or from Brentano. Insist on third 
edition, 

J.D, P., Paterson,—l, Aré small cockers hardy enough to retrieve 
ducks in cold water? 2. Would domestie dueks of uniform dari color 
make good dtcoys? 8. What is the best color for a suit for duck 
hunting? Ans.1, No, not for long continied work. 2 Yes, 3. Dead 
grass color, 

J. H. P.—For 25ft. cutter, spars ant iron work in good shape, $25; 
mainsail, foresailand two jibs of 1002: duck, and topsail, all com- 
eve, about $55; gear, blocks and fittings, $25; cheaper if you preter 
ess finish, You willtind the entter rig ilinetrated this week. Also 
see our back files for a mass of information, Charts trom Manning's 
agency, 53 Beaver street, 

A, W., Baltimore, Md.—What is the price of the first and secon 
yolumes of the N. A. K. ©, Stud Book, ind where can 1 procure them? 
8. Where can I procure a book on the breeding ond management of 
dogs? Ans. 1. Only one volume has been published. The price is 
2. Wuite to D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn, 2. We can send you The 
Dog: Dinks, Mayhew & Hutchinson; price, $8. 

J. J.C. B.—Have not got the lines of the boat. Write to F, Joiner, 
Glens Falls, N.Y. A keelwillanswer. About 6 to tin, deepin centre, 
cut up well forward and less aft, ent out for 100 to 1)0Ihs, iron in centre. 
Say ft, long, 14g to 2iu. thick and din. deep. Boli wp through keel 
with sin. iron, Adyantage of the board is that it ean be left ashore 
when out fora pullomy. For plans send to builder, 

Dues, Mrie.—For charts of Cedar Keys, Florida coast and Missis- 
sippias far as published, address the U.S. Coast Geodetic Survey, 
Washington, D. C., crabtain from navigation warehouse of T,§, & 
J. D. Negus, 140 Water street, New York. Read also Hallock’s 
* Camp Life in Florida,” price , this office, and Bishop's * Three 
poe Miles in a Sneak Box,” Lee & Shepard, Boston; price, 

Crouisen, New Haven.—Spars for 24ft. yawl, average stability and 
qualitics, as follows; Mast, deck to, hounds, 19ft.; boom, 17ft.: gaff, 
1346¢t.; bowsprit, outboard, 11ft.; siugle jib: mast 5t4ft. from stem; 
mizzenmast, 1aft, deck to truck; mizzen boom, 10ft.; mizzen yard, 
10ft., if big sail is used: hoist of mainsail, 15ft.; jib on foot, 1514ft.+ 
hoist of mizzen lug, 10ft.; mabrmast, plumb; mizzenmast rake, 1 in 
5; topmiast, loft. heel to truck, if to house, otherwise 13ff. Modify 
50 tts to bring center of saus, say 2 to 3in. forward of center of im- 
mersed longitudinal section, rudder included, 

C. E. G.—Advise moderate counter stern, as Shown in illustration of 
combination row and sail boat. Better in look and gives easier end. 
Do not increase beam; 5ft. too much to pull from. Address the 
builder, F. Joiner, Glens Falls, They can be shipper tayou. Same 
width, with or without deck, for rowing. With deck far preferable. 
Read the article published. More beam would make the boat less” 
Jikely 1-0 vapsize, but you could not pull such a boat. Depth just as 
giyen. Sails also as given. Do not fancy legs of mutton on such a 
boat, Common rowlocks of usual pattern, No use for a jib, except 
to carry oninaract, Lug sailis good; easily hoisted and lowered; 
not quite as close-winded as cat rig, The builder you mention is 
reliable. Your other questiozs covered by the article, 

X,—1. How should the angler, who fishes in the river all day from 
a boat, keep his fish—black bass—so those caught early in the day, 
will be fresh and fit to eat at night? 2. Suppose he fishes along the 
banks of ¢ stream, how can he keep his fish fresh, as he must some- 
times wall half mile or more between fishing Perish 8. Should fish 
be ldlled as soon as caught, and how killed to bleed them, and does 
the bleeding improve the quality of the fish? 4, Are there any 
goods other than duck, moleskiu or corduroy that will make « light, 
cool, waterproof fishing coat’ Ans. 1. Itis best to have a boat with 
a well init, und keep your fish alive. If the boat has no weil itis 
best to keep them in a coyered box coyered again with something to 
shade it, or keep them forward in the shade. 2. In this case ao creel 
is the only way uuless you hide them inu cool place and return the 
Same way. 3. Yes, fish should be killed. <A knife inserted sons to 
sever the artery leading to the gills, id the upper part of the throat is 
best to bleed them, will kill them and improve the keeping, if draywn 
soon thereafter. Opimions vary us toils improying the flesh, 4. Yes. 
See our advertisements of clothing for fishing and shooting. 

THE HOOP SNAKE FOUND. 

Orrice or FoREST AND STREAM, 
New Yor, July 10, 182. | 

Prof. G. Brown Goode, Assistant Manager U. 8. National 
Museum, Washington, D.C.» 
DAR SiR—We bee leays to hand you the enclosed commu- 

nitation, signed Robert Wallace, and to request you to give 
us any facts which you may havein regard to the matters 
therein referred to, Yours respectfully, 

TaE Errors FOREST AND STREAM. 
(INDORSEMENT. ] 

Respectiully referred to the Curator of Reptiles, 
G. B, G, 

[INCLOSURE, J 
WASHING ron, July 8, 18522. 

Editoy Forest and Strecyn : 
Thaye been much interested and amused at the stories in 
our paper, of recent date, about hoop snakes. In your last 

issue you state ; ‘There is no authenticated instance on re- 
cord of a hoop snake haying been seen by any competent 
person, ete.” Now allow me, with all due respech to your 
opinion, to say thab you are quite wrong. 
By going to the Smithsonian Mussirm in this city you will 

find in case No, 462 a mounted hoop snake nieasuring six 
feet eight inches inlength, with a horny spike on the end of 
the tail two and 4 quarter inches long, resembling the spur 
ofea chicken tock, 

This snake was presented to Prot. Baird by Col. Tom 
Ochiltree, of Galveston, Texas, who obtained it under the 
following circumstances: Last October the Colonel and J. B. 
Wallace, of San Antonio, better known in Texas as **Big-foot 
Wallace, the Indian fighter,” were luuting autelope on the 
Big Wichita Riyer, Baylor county, Northwestern Texas, 
While crossing a dry arroya, they rode into a nest of hoop 
snakes. Wallace, knowing the peril of their sifuation, put 
spurs to his horse and was soon out of danger, The Colonel, 
being mounted on a mule of perverse and stubborn disposi- 
tion, and not realizing his jeopardy, jogged leisurely along, 
Suddenly one of the snakes assumed the form of a hoop and 
rolled in the direction of the Colonel, who was some seyenty- 
five or more yards distant. Not understanding the tactics, 
nor liking the appearance of the varmint, the Colonel, decid- 
ing on a hasty retreat, spurrad, thumped and belabored his 
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mount to get out of the way, but alltono purpose. The 
snake appronched with increasing velocity until, when within 
striking distunee, it darted the spiked end of its tail into the 
flant: of the mule. 

This wus sifticienh inotive power, and the frightened amni- 
mal dashed across the prairie at hbreak-neck speed, for several 
hundred yards, then stumbling, fell. throwing the Colonel into 
amass of cactiis plants, nearly stripping the clothing from 
his body, and severely Jacerating his face sad bands, 
The snake was so firmly fusteaed to the Hank of the mule 

by its spike, that it was nob detached by the race, and in fact 
had to be cut out. 
The mule swelled to enorinous proportions snd diedin preat 

agony after its fall. 
Col. Ochiltree is well known in this city. as well as in Texas, 

As & Pentleman of nnimpeachable character and yeravity, 
Yours, ete., ROBERT WALLAOR, 

Brother to J, B. Wallace. 

No. hala Ninth streen N, Wi, Wi, DC. 

UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM, | 
Unber DMECrTion OF THE SMITHSONEAN INSTITUTION, - 

WASHINGTON, July 18, 1583. 

Eiditor Forest and Stream, New York City: 
DEAR Sin—l have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 

of 10th inst,, transmithing a communication received by you 
from Mr, Robert Wallace, concerning the hoop snake. 

Tu reply, [ beg to refer you to the indorsement of Dr. H, C. 
Yarrow, Honorary Curator of the Department of Rep tiles, 

Very respectfully. (+, Brows Goon, 
Assistant Director, 

UNITED STATES NatrosaL Museum 
Unper Direcrion OF THR SMITHSONLAN Dxsr 

WasHineton, July 12, 
Prof. G. Brow Goore: 
DEAR Sin—With rezard to the letters referred to wie from 

the editor of Formsr anp Srream and Mr. Wallace, about 
hoop snakes, IT have only to say that as the story erianates 
from Col. Ochiltree, a fentleman of undoubted veracity, it 
ought to be true. Unfortunately, however, there is no hoop 
snake inthe National Museum, no case toarked No, 462, and 
no such personas Robert Wallace at No, 414 Ninth street, N. 
W., Washinston, D,. C., for such s number does nob exist. 
With these trifling errors corrected. the story is perhaps sll 
right. Respectfully yours. A. GC, Yarrow, . 

Honorary Curator. Departinent of Reptiles. 

Mn. Geo, Dawson is writing some very entertaining: let- 
ters to lis Albany Zvenday /eernal Yrom the St. Miareuerite, 
where he is salmon angling. He has found sonic large gume 
up there, and writes: “Although salmon fishimgis, of course, 
our primary purpose in visiting these remote waters, we 
cheerfully aecept whatever gifts, in the shape of game, ‘the 
gods do sends us.? And there is a great deal of large game 
fo be had by those who can bearthe tatigue necessary to tind 
it. Sometimes it comes to the mild-mannered and always 
gentletempered angler unsought andunexpected. 1 remem- 
her when # mammoth moose ¢ame within short rifle range of 
our camp at ‘Lazy Bogan,’ the head waters of the Cascapedia, 
and where Gen. Arthur, Robert Dun and myself were lishing 
one summer, He was as large, and not unlike @ small sized 
Jersey cow, and would have heen a safe mark for those who 
are sure of hitting nothing of less dimensions than « barn- 

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc, 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 

door. But before the only yifle in camp could be brought to 
shoulder the monster had ‘smelt a mice,’ and concluded to 
postpone his purposed crossing of the river ‘to some other 
fourth of July.’ 

“On this river aud in the mountains by which it is envi- 
roned, bear and carihou are often killed, The former being 

‘especially numerous, are frequently met with by those who , 
are not Jonking fur fhem, and ure therefore altogether un- 
prepared to ‘ao for them.’ Thiswas the casé with the Judge 
last year. Tle was fishing a pretty pool a mile or two from 
comp, When his attention was (hyerted from his tly by the } 

| appearance of a large black bear within a hundred yards | 
of him, Old Brnin was quietly perambuluting the sandy | 
beach, seeking what garbage he might devour, when he dis- | 
covered the Judge, and coneluded that his hide would be 

| more secure if he inereased the distance hetween himself 
dnd his equally warmed neihbor. 

“The Judge, contrary to his usual hubit Gf hospitality, for- 
vot toask him to stop and dine with him—perhaps because 
he wasu't quile sure whether there would be more than one 
at the feast if the invitation was accepted. Fresh tracks of 

| others along the shore where they resort to fish were seen so 
frequently that the Judge concluded, if he had a similar 

| Visitor this year, he would be prepared to be more rracious 
in his hospitality, Ele accordingly brought a Winchester 
with him, and it drew its tirst blood yesterday from a bear 

layho was treed within a mile of our camp, and who was 
brousht down trom his perch high up on a dead pine where 

| lie had fled for rafuge on our approach, His mate was more 
fortunate. A careful search for hima wis in yain, and we 
had toe he content with our single trophy, 

| The day previously two Jaree hears had been taken m 
trupy placed by one of Lhe Aiiitidns on the side of 2 mountain 
in our immediate neighborhood, They are coveted as well 
for their flesh as for their hides. At this season, and until 

heaver in the branches of trees freshly cut by them for some: 
useful purpose; and I had the good fortune to finda perfect 
skeleton of the upper jaw of one of the family at a camp 
built by the Indians in their excursions for beayer and other 
fame. An examination of (his relie will show how it is 
possible for them to rival the ax man in the facility with 
which they gnaw down trees for house-buildins purposes.” 

SHEEPSHEAD IN THE SUsQUEHANNA,—Laneaster, Pa,—On 
the &th inst. Mr. Clark Bostrick took « genuine salt water 
sheepsheid at Fite’s Eddy, on the Susquehanna, which 
weighed seven and a half pounds. It was sent to this city 
by Ma. Horace Zahin.—B. A. 

A GAPE COD WATER WITCH,—A Boston correspondent 
sends us this clipping: ‘‘One of those individuals who possess 
what used to be called an impossible power of detecting water 
beneath the surface by the turning of a forked witch hazel or 
appleree twizin his hands, when passing over the locality 
where water was desired, has made his appearance on Cape 
Cod. A Provincetown man says that the ‘water-finder’ is 
quite old and nearly blind. ‘He locates water for well dig- 
gers, or pretends to, simply by moving about over the 
surface with his eyes totally blinded, He pretends to 
give, als6, about the oumiber of feet below the surface 
at which the water will be found. ft is said that the 
old water-finder is a farmer and a lime Iurner; also, that he 
has been employed at Beyerly and Newport at $5 per day 
this season, and succeeded in locating water: also, that he 
succeeds in detecting the presence of metals.” Investiga- 
tion shows that a person somewhat answering this deserip- 
tion has been quite successful in locating water veins this 
season along the line of the Eastern Railroad, and that there 
are others in New England who have fully shown them- 
selyes possessed of the same ‘power of divination.’ In 
upper New Hampshire wells are often located by such 
méans.’ And our Boston friend says ‘go for him.” We de- 
cline with thanks, We don’t want him. Have no occasion 

nur mid-winter, they are very fat, und are excellent eating. 
The flesh of am average sized bear is worth five dollars or 
more, and the skins range trom eight to fourteen dol- 
lars, aceording to size and condition, The traps 
used fo cateh them art immense affairs, with a spring 
that would [foree their teeth their full length into 
while oak plank. They are first set and then fastened hy : 
formidable chain to a log as heavy as the trapper can lift. 
But if is no unusual thing to tind the chain of the trap broken 
and the trap itself carried away on the imprisoned limb of 
the sclf-liberated annmal. Instances are given where they 
have peen found, exhausted or dead, after having drawn the 
trap with them for several miles. Cases are even cited 
where the bear has gnawed off his leg to secure his liberty— 
leaving his amputated paw as the only reward of the hunter. | 

‘Besides bear and caribou there are a few moose among 
these movntams, but they are most numerous—tor some 
reason L could not ascertain—on the sonth side of the Sa- 
tonay. Otter, fisher, fox, heayer and other animals whose 
fur is un important article of commerce are still successfully 
hunted by the Indians and Freneh Adhitens, Tb has never 
been my fortune to come across « beayer camp, although 

to go for him, Can get plenty of water this side of Cape 
Cod. As a citizen of New York city we are entitled ta 
about ninety gallons of water every twenty-four hours, and 
when that fails we know of an ice-cold spring within the 
city limits. No, we shall not go for the Cape Codder. 

The Calhoun (Georgia) 'Tinies, with an air of modesty that disarnis it 
of any-how-is-that-for-high appearance, tells the following truth; 
“About two weeks ago Mr. Smith, living a few miles from Calhoun, 
Georgia, on the Oostanaula River, lost. a yearling heifer, abont three 
years old, and as it was fine stock, made diligent,search, but could not 
findit. A fewdays ago 'a party of young men fishing on the river were 
attracted by the Snell of a dead carcass, and upon examining the canse, 
lo, and behold! they found a monster catfish. which had swallowed the 
calf, and the horns of the calf becoming entangled in the fish’s gills 
had drowned the fish, The fish measured exactly twenty-three feet 
and seven inches in length and was flye feet eight and one-quarter 
inches across the head, and from the length of its whiskers supposed tp 
be one hundred and seventeen years old.” 

» A PROMPTLY PAID POLICY,—Philadelphia, Aug. 2, 1882,—M1, 
James R. Pitcher. Secretary U.S, Mutual Accident Association, 409 
Broadway. New York.—Dear Sir—Iam in receipt of your draft for 
$5,000 in Full payment of the accident policy of my husband, It gives 
me great pleasure to acknowledge the promptness of your company 
in forwarding it, and you will please express my thanks to the Board, 

they ave still quite plenty in the mountain lakes within a 
circuit of fifty miles. Iwas at one of these lukesa day or 
two since, and saw evidences of the recent presence of 

and Twould like to extend it to each member for his generons re- 
&ponse. That the association may be blessed and prosperous in its 
future career of usefuiness fs my earnest prayer, éry truly yours, 
Mrs, CHARLES S, Boyn, 

== = 
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A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, ¢ontain- 
ing ink for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Always ready for use. A luxury to 
persons who care to préserve their individvality in 
wriliint. | 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 

18) BROADWAY, NEW YORK. | ( 
Send for Price-List. } 

Our Goovs are Sotp ay Wrst Cuass Deatens | 

= | 

FSTERBROOK'S “Fae 
Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 1@f. 

For Sale by all Stationera 

PRICE 
FOR SALE 

dealers keep a ft 
price. 

THE *°TTRBROOK STEEL PEN CO. 
Works, Camden, N. J. 26 Joha Sta Now Vera: | 

CHAS. J. GODFREY, 
New York. 

A 
7 Warren St., 

KNICKERBOCKER CLUB GUN. 

To sportsmen wishing a close shooting fowling piece, I recommend the Koickerbocker Club Gun. 

Anglish metal; the locks strong and carefully made; and for durability they are equal tothe highest priced guns, Hach gun is rigidly tested 

before leaving the factory, and a record made of the shooting at 40 yds. in a 80in, vircle, which is guaranteed. 

A, Top snap action, fine Damascus barrels, bar locks, rebounding hammers (out of line of sight), y 

bolt, through lumps, large head strikers, pistol grip, Deeley & Edges patent fore end, checkered grip and tore end,horn butt plate, engrayed, lett barre 

of gun’s shooting qualities, 10 and 12-gange, $47.00. 
B. Best Damascus barrels, finely engraved, both barvels choke bored, and record furnished, 10 and 12-gange, $60.00, 

Also Hollis, Buckley and Bonehill Breech-Loadiug Double Ban'el Guns. Twist and laminated side snaps and top snaps. 

Sundries, Guns sent CO, 0, D. privilege to examiné on receiph of $5 to cover express charges.}; 

PATENT FOLDING 

> Canvas Fish Bastel 
— EACH, $1.50, #1.75, $2.25. 
=> SIZE, A B, ron 

CAPACITY, 9, 12, 20 Ths. 

ERS IN FISHING TACKLE. 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY, 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which 4 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

The barrels are of the best 

percussion fence, 

INCLUDING STRAP. ( 
BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEAL- i 

il line of our goods will not be filled atany Hil 

NEW YORK, 

IMPORTER OF 

GUNS, Riles, Rey 
de., doc. 

Vohh, 

extension rib, double . 
1 choke bored, and record furnished 

English and Belgian Muzzle-Loaders, All Sportsmen’ 
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Standard Works. The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

PRICES REDUCED. 

FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 
An Index aud Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first 

twelve volumes of the ForEstT AND STREAM, 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, $1.50. 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the “MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can be used on one stock; and for accuracy, con- 

a venience, durability and safety, is uotexcelled. Send for Dlustrated Catalogue 

8 H 0 0 T | N ( | describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition, 
i 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

l 

Iis Appliances, Practice and Purpose. By James Dauzien Dovaaru. Contains 
gate se Seay on guns and gunning. Its Pat of the Barrel, the Stock, 
ocks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech-Loaders, Rifles, Care o. uns, Ammunition, Loading, 9 , u Li . ; 

Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and Partridge Shooting. The chapter on “The Enos A ames & Co. 8 Hard- Hitting Guns. 
Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field sports ever published, Hlegantly . 
printed on fine paper, 380 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $8. | fei \ 

SHORE BIRDS. 
L Asunts and Habits, II. Range and Migrations. I, A Morning Without the Birds, | 

1V. Nomenclature. Y, Localities. VI. Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers | 
from the Forrst AND Srream. Pamphlet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. | 
Training ys. Breaking. By §. T. Hasmronp, Kennel Editor of Forest anp Srream, 6&6 = Ee 

Pronounced by those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to he the James "Triuimph Gure 

best work on the subject ever written. 100 pages. cloth. Price. postpaid, $1. The demand for the James Breech-Loaders in 1881 was so great that we had great difficulty in filling 
‘ ’ all our orders. This means that Americans appreciate a good honest gun when they see it, Why pay a 

fancy price for a gun made by some old maker, when you can buy a beautiful James complete gun 
for Ralf the money? Or why buy a gun upon which the maker is ashamed to put his 

FOREST AND STRE AM PUBLISHING CO, caine ateo a good, reliable James gun ean be had at the same price? In. American products we 
are agents for COLT, PARKER, HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON, and FOREHAND and WADSWORTH. 
Dealers needing any of these brands should order direct from us to avoid commissions. 

P, O, Box 1114. H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York. 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unequalled in Convenience Siyle or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THIS 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. ‘tA’ and ‘‘B’ show 

The above cut represents the 

7 

89 Park Row, New York. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 
I+ MURRAY STREET, < - NEW YORK. 

Asents: 

AMERICAN WOOD-POWDER COMPANY 
Guns, Ammunition and Sporting Goods. 

VON LENGE REB'S 

Swell and Waterproof Shotgun Shells 
Loaded to Order. 

Price per 100, from $2.90 up. 

entrances into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets. It is dead grass color; can be 

worn over orunder # common coat. Weighs but fifteen 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for 2.00. 

— = Yy The Shells will not deteriorate with age, and may be put in [RSTABLISHED 1869.] 

water for hours without swelling, UNITED ST ATES C A RTRiIDGEH COMPANY, ; Pee that: 
Clay Pigeons & Traps, Belcher’s Flying Birds & Traps, Glass Balls & Traps, Etc. LOWELL, MASS: 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
is subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 

B. F. NICHOLS & Co 69 charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, fo any other 

BOSTON c] MASS. 5 makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,| * «~ 
ROSEWOOD 

LOADERS, 

REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

‘We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increasing demand, We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- : AND 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. SHOT SHELLS. RECAPPERS 

DOG TRAINING; Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING, 

—BY— “THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BENCH CLOSERS, Etc., Ete. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
S. fT. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. New Yors Acents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 

Rae Coast Fes Soe Soe Neo By CO., San Franciseo, California. 
HW ORLEANS AGENTS; A. Vv & CO. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. PRICE $1.00. New ENapanp AGENTS ror Sor SuEtus: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

J. & W. TOLLEY'S BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUNS, 
WITH HAMMERS OUT OF THE LINE OF SIGHT. 

Punctual as a Timepiece. Unless the bowels 
| do their duty with the regularity cf clock work, 
| perfect health isimpossible, Therefore when dis- 
ordered, control them immediately with Tarrant’s 

| Seurzer Apmripnt, the most genial balsamic and 
| effective laxatiye and alteratiye known to the med- 
| feal profession, 
| SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS, 

INC CLAY Pig: 
i LIGOWSKY 

: . a ee ee * “CLAY PIGEON COMPANY. ,)" 
Standard” brand.. -_-. .........---P120.46 For the sums named the gung can be placed on the cars in New 5) N233 VINE or CINCININATLO . 
National’ 8). E 137.85 York all paid in eight weeks from order reaching us. A comparison of x - i 
“Challenge? ria .. 167. these prices, with those puarrad in the gun stores for really fine [Extract from Forssr np Srream, July 7, 
“Paragon” 7 , 198,10 English guns of first-rate quality will result in your ordering direct 1881, p. 444,] 

from the manufactory. *# * * This fii | 5 i ‘ ight so iearly vesembles the 

NO AGENTS. IMPORT DIRECT FROM actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeous afford 

Pioneer Works, Birmingham. Eng.,and also No. 1 Conduit St., Regent St’, W , London, | excellent practice tor wing shooting. We commend 
one TE FROM REGENT CIRCUS. all sportsmen to test its merits. * w 7 
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| WRIGHT & DITSON, 
| 

580 Washington Street, Boston, Mass 

Manufacturers and Dealers in 

Fine Fishing Tackle, 
Camping Outfits, Lawn Tennis, &e. 

Send for llustrated Catalogue. 

FORALLSKIN: 
REMEDY sycoag DISEASES 

TETTER.ITCH. SORES, PIMPLES. 

ye 
THE GREAT ~~" CURE FOR 

r stinging, i gy | 
worse ab night; seems as if pin-worms were | 
crawling about the parts affected. As a 
leasant, economical and positive cure, 

SWAynn's OINTMENT is superior to any article 
in the market. Sold by druggists, or send 
50 cts. in 8-ct. Stamps. 3 Boxes, $1.25 Ad- 
dress, Dr. Swayne & Son, Phila., Pa. 

SEND FOR NEW PRICE! 
LIST OF THE FINEST 

3 DECOY DUCKS IN THE 
WORLD. 

| H. A, STEVENS, Manuiacturer, 

WEEDSPORT, N. Y. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting. Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to the feet and yéery dur- 
able, Made to order in a vari- 

s ety of styles, and war- 
tm ranted the: genuiue arti- 

& cle. Send for price list. 
: * MARTIN §.SHUTCH- 

INGS, Dover, N. H. P. O, Box 368. Brapronp & 
, ANTHONY, Boston Agents. 

CARD’S 

}Standard Trap 
FOR WING PRACTICE, 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary. 
“STANDARD” 

: EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER.) ANY 

: Ml i | DESIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN 
| | We ONE TRAP: ONLY ONE 

AIRRCEC TATRA reer SPRING USED. 
Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting Goods. 

GREENER’S AND BONEHILL'S GUNS A SPECIALTY. 

© Orders taken for Bonehill’s New Hammerless Guns. 

WILLIAM H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. ¥. 
i _ Illustrated Catalogue sent free on application. 

Gunmaking and repairing of all kinds by J. W. Livingston, formerly with Parker Bros. Conn. 

Aa | 
| 
| 

Watches, 

a 

The Parker Gun. 

Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. 

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: ‘At Melbourne they had an excellent 
opportunity of pene thet bower beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off con- 
uerors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them froma country whose reputation 
or this class of goods has for many years been above all others.” 

They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the seyerést test, and have 
won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field or at the trap. At Coney 
Island Jast year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 
“Forest and Stream” Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue, 

Show Rooms: PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 

HARL LEH, Manager. 

MANUFACTURING CO. 

Corona, Queens Co., N. Y. 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. 

Two persons can put it up in one hour, No Nails or Serews required. 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This Comnauy manufacture, for portable and permanent use, ag aus for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boats Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
Farm and Out Buildings of every style. Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
cost, within the means of all. Warm in winter—cool in summer—ventilation perfect. 

For further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

SOMETHING NEW ! 

The Pieper 

The reinforce lumps and bolt loop are of one piece 

e trial was for closeness and penetration. 
Mr. Roedel, of Prague, was made on the Pieper system. 

3s0yds, 45yds. bOyds. Total. 
Size of shot,.24 68 2468 2468 

H. Pieper, Liege.......... 3844 4448 4444 45 
Roedel, Prague = 3 4444 3344 42 
W.W.Greener, Birmingham...4 443 4488 323 3—40 
N. Bodsen, Liege........--..5. 8424 4234 113 1-3 
C. Bartels, Wiesbaden. .33834 4344. 1323-87 
Sackreuter, Frankfort. . 2884 4488" 3813-36 
Camphausen, Crefeld...-...... 1428 83842 8333-384 

G. Hahn, record keeper, 

No. 590. 
No. 695. 

No. (800. ne 

No. 605. 

Same as 590, with laminated steel barrels, 
rv rv “ rr ‘ i 

This is the only gun of Buropean manufacture made entirely by machinery, The system is entirely new, and 
actual tests have shown that for accuracy and strength it has no superior. 

together without heat so that they are perfectly straight and always shoot to center. This is only foundin very high cost 
guns made on the ordinary system, as the heSt barrel filers are necessary. The locks are finely finished and of the best 
steel, and all the joints aie closely fitted; all the parts are interchangable. é 

A uae trial was made in Cleve, Prussia, in August, 1881, to which the best continental makers sent their finest 
guns. 

595, with better barrels and engraving, 12-gauge, 8 to 834lbs 
fs ix es s ei re 10-gauge, 9 to 94lbs............ 

Very fine quality, best Damascus barrels, highly finished, 12-cauge, 714 to Slélbs. 

“Diana” Gun. 

of wrought steel. The tubes are finished to gauge and are put 

4 is excellent, 3 is good, 2is fair, 1 ordinary. The gun of 
The result was as follows: 

Soyds. 45yds. yds. Total. 
Size of shot..2468 2468 2468 

A. Jannsen, Liege.-...,,.,..--- 2883 4432 138212 
Beermann, Munster. - 3212 4424 2232-31 
Brunn, Birmingham 8822 383844 2323-30 
Witte. Zutphen..__. 8433 L111 8232-27 
H, Jansen, Wesel. .......,.---- 1212 4822 2123-25 
Hense-Lemoine, Nessouvaux..2 3 14 1232 1222-25 
Cordes, Bremernayen...,...-.- 4 14 3321 12 21—20 

Attested by the Jury, Klimm, Royal Inspector of Forests, Keyssler, Royal Inspector of Forests, Heise, Inspector of Powder at Cologne, 

It will be noticed that the Pieper guns are es) 
Mr. H. Pieper has appointed the undersigned sole agent for the 

worth, in order to speedily introduce them into this market. 

PRICH LIST. 
Stub Twist Barrels, Scott action, double bolts, extension rib, scroll fence breech, patent fore end, ornamental rubber butt (see cut) 12-gauge, 8 to 834lbs 

12-gauge, 8 to 834 
10-gauge, 9 to eal 

ecially effective at long range. 
nited States and Canada, and offers the goods at prices far below their real 

ee tee ence sat abised os)-de eer aT 
Licey eee ee 

ezeses 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chamber Street. 
Agents for Marlin Fire Arms Co., Harrington & Richardson, Hood Arms Co., Charles Daly, Henry Tolley. 

IMPORTERS OF GUNS AND DEALERS 
[We sell at wholesale only. If your dealer does not keep the Pieper gun, ask him to send forsample.] 

IN ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS. 
a 



DEMUTH BROTHERS, 
Manufacturers of 

Artificial Byes for Taxidermists and Manufacturers. 
Also, al Jkinds of Glass Work done to order. 

Catalogue Free of Charge by Mail. 
89 WALKER ST., BNEW YORK, 

MANTONS TAXIDERMY 

WITHOUT A TEACHER 

Price 50 Conts, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFIC, 

liz Ig | 
ls. 
ite " 
sae \iez GUN CLEANER, || 
on THM SEST | 

Wes Cleaner and Oiler |; 
\|Es \\Y For Breech-loading Arms 
(28 in toarket, 

fea For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
eI and full directions sent free of postage, 
5 Address T. YARDLEY BROWN, Pitentes, | 
NE WINCHESTER, FREDERICK CO., VA. | 

Havserr E, Paws, late Com, of Pats, Srory B, Lapp. 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cases, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

NEW EDITION. 

Canoe and Camera. 
With sixty Mlustrations, and a new map of the 

canoe tours of the State of Maine, 

PRICH $1.50. FOR SALE AT THIS OFMICE. 

WILD. RICE, Sait" soseth « Orders booked and 
rice shipped direct from fields, thus insurmg fresh 
seed certain to grow. R, VALENTINE, Janesville, 
Wis. aug. 10,16 

JOSEPH GILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

So.p By ALL DEALERS Throustour He WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS. EXPOSITION-1878. 

STODDARD'’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
HRevised Edition. 

PRICE, $1,00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

Fisherman Attention! 

I wish to call your attention to my hand-made all 

Lancewood 

Combination Rods, 
seven pieces, making two distinct rods for bait 

or fiy. . 
Trout, $10. Bass, 317%. 

FRED, D. DIVINE, i182 Geneseo sti, Utiva; N.Y. 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO, 

£or Sule. 

O SPORTSMEN.—FOR SALE: — A HAND- 
some farm and country seat, in Cecil County, 

Maryland, containing 115 acres, fronting on the 
Bohemia River, near its junction with the Elk 
River, with good fencing. The buildings consist 
of a large modern double-walled brick mansion, 
thirteen roomis with bath room: hot and cold water 
in bath and kitchen, The whole farm supplied. 
with water by a first-class windmill. The other 
Puuldings consist of a billiard room. ice house, two 
tenant houses, Branary, two large barns, carriage 
house, sheds, corn crib, ete, The house is elegantly 
furnished throughout. There is also a Rumse 
deep wellpump in summer kitchen, water good. 
Ducks in abundance when in season, and perch 
fishing excellent. The buildings are allin first-class 
order, so is the farm, plenty of fruit and grapes, 
&c. It will be sold with the furniture, stock, pro- 
duce and farming implements, also decoys, sink 
box, &c. Any gentlemen or club desiring a hand- 
somes shooting box the above is One of the most 
desirable in the State. The location of the man- 
sion is hear 100 feet above low water mark, and the 
view very fine. Access by rail or Hrriesson steam- 
ers. Photographic views of Cenee 
Aer N 8. HENKELS, Real Estate Broker, 

51 North Sixth sf., Philadelphia, Pa. aug], 

AOR SALH.—VERY ABLH 20ft. CABIN SLOOP. 
Sound and Gheap. J, 0. CHAMBERLAIN 

Bridgeport, Conn. augsit 

OR SALE,—AN ORANGE COUNTY FARM, 
ene g adapted tofishculture, Containg 181 

acrés, located a half mile from Erie R. R., 70 miles 
from N.Y. Two streams of pure unfailing sprin, 
water, gravel bottoms, one pond, % pond covering 6 
or More acres can easily be made, in fact any num- 
berof ponds can be made at light expense. No 
malaria or mosquitoes, Good buildings. Choice 
land. Address A. V. BOAK, Middletown, N. ae 

aug.10,; 
i 

FOREST AND STREAM, Vv 

"a Gov Fale, Dhe Hennel, Hu the Stud. 

iO LET —THACHBER'S ISLAND, BLUH MOUN- 
tain Lake, Hamilton County, N.Y. Commodious 

eottage. Une halve hoat-house, including heats, 
ete. Address P, O, Drawer No. 21, Albany, N.Y. 

mayi8.if 

FOR SALE: 

Patent of a Glass Ball Trap, 

Already tn the Marketand Known 

to be Reliable. 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY SPORTSMEN. 

For full particulars address, giving references, 

R. L, 8., this office. 

To Let or For Sale. 

OR SALE.—THE MOST SIMPLE AND PRAC- 
tical bird call in use. Toned expressly for 

rellow legs, curlew, plover, &c. Sent by mail with 
hints on how to use the same suceessfully, for 25c, 
Address G. EDWARDS, North Andover, Mass. 

} july20,5t 

re SALB.—l4ft. LAPSTREAK, FULL-RIGGED 
good as new tandem, Shadaw, at Bellows Falls, 

Vt. Prive $235. Address GEO. A, ROWE, Cottage 
City, Mass, ang i71t 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR B, L. GUN, 
12-hore, 74Ibs., Oué doz, one bitch Gordon’s B. 

and T , out of my Flora, third at Boston, 1882, by 
Bailey's champion Tom. Full pedigree. G. A, 
COLMAN, 11 Wesley st., Charlestown, Mass. test 

* aug ?,2t 

FERRETS. 
Wour female ferrets for sale: $3.75 each. Send P: 

O. order to E. N. FRANGIS, Pittsfield. Mass. 
angi7,at 

FS SALE.—OSGOOD CANVAS BOAT, NEW 
last season. IS in perfect order, Mee been 

used but threa times. IRVING CROCKER, Seneca 
Falls, N. ¥. J augi?1t 

OR SALE.—-ONE SHARP BORCHARD RIFLE, 
40 eal,, pistol grip. vernier and wind-gau 

sizhts, new, $40. One Ballard, No. 64, Rigby finish, 
410 cal., vermer and wind-gauge sights, $45. One 
Remington Jong range, 44 cal., pistol grip. com- 
plete, new, $20. One Pee long range, $50. All 
warranted, H. FISHER, 96 Duanest. augl7,1t 

Wild Pigeons. 
A few niore left; $2.40 per dozen. al RR, Kx- 

press Office, Woodstock, Ohio. CLARK & EN 
augi7, 

ju the Stil. 

IN THE STUD 
To a limited number of approved bitches. 

| ° os 5 
English Mastiff “Duke.” 

Third Prize Boston, 1882, 

Bitches sent carefully attended. Puppies from 
above dog and Pride, a magnificent bitch of the 
best: mastiff strain. Males, $25; females, $20. For 
Pana and pedigres address CHAS. E. SHAW, 
linton, Mass. augi0,tt 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES. 

Champion Tweed II,, Imp, Scotch Collie. 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the bench 

in England, Scotland, Wales and Amefica, 

FEE, $25.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, vlub stakes, and @ special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 
Ghampion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Gowrie, 

Lilac, E. K. C. 8. B, 10,745, and Meg, ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 

For es list. &e., address THOS, H. TERRY, 
P, O. Box 2017, N.Y. july20,tf 

CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD. 

ist, English Kennel Club show, 1881; Ist, N. ¥:, 
Westminster Kennel Club, 1882; and many other 
rizés in England: Wee $26. Address JO KE. 1. 
GRAINGER, No, 1 Pearl st,, N.Y. june2ott 

HIO KENNELS.—IN THE STUD—DASHING 
J lion, by Liewellin’s champion Dash IT, out; of 

his champion Leda. Vee for imported or native 
bitches, $25. Address G. W. BALLANTINE, Wash- 
ingtonyille, Ohio, Jinn te 

IN THE STUD. 

Red Irish Setter Dog “Larry,” 
ELCHO ex ROSE, 

‘Winner of first prize in an elegant class, Pitts- 
burg, 1882 (only time competing). Larry is solid 
deep red, no white, large, and one of the best made 
all over Trish dogs in America, with a most superb 
head, Is thofoughly and artistically traine: 
woodeock and quail, excellent nose, perfectly 
stalineh before an behind, and & perfect retriever. 
Ts perfectly obedient, with the best of disposition. 
Fee or brace of pups from first class 
bitches. Address W. H. PIE » Peekskill, N, Y, 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the fleld trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash IIT. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Llewellin’s celebrated Dash TI., for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of ap roved 
hitches at $85. Address A. M. TUCKER, 85 Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals or monéy retiirned, tis put wy 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, 50 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs, 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 
Pu pin boxes containing ten powders, with tne 

directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail, 
Both the above are recommended by the * Porest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun.” ~ 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 #unToN STREET, - - New Yors, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLAND? STREET, - Nuw Yor. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON StREET, - Boston, Mass., 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRAGY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O’ DAY, 

Quajl shooting in Tennessee.—DASH III. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 188%. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish BebeeL Puy 
ies of the purest strains, Wull pedigrees. . N. 
ALLENDER, Albany, N. ¥. 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y,, 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings # Specialty. 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets. 
Send de. for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle? 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are ERO E TAHT reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engrayings i 
appearance. Size 10xi4inches. Beautiful pie’ 

s in 
ures 

to frame. 
Price, #1.00 cach, 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 14) Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NEIL, 68 Witth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO,, Lock Box 451, 

Chicago, Ill 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

\OTHOR OF THE 
if 
PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 

Exports champion and other pedigrees dogs of any 
breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free. Giyes addresses of prune 

cipal English breeders, 

The Rennel. 

OR RED IRISH SHTTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~aptls,tt 

F OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass, Sept22,tf 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALKER 
Franklm, Del. Co., N. Y. July?21,t£ 

Pps OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. j inl 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 2 and 40 Park Richmond County Training Kennel, 

Dogs carefully trained for all purposes. Live 
quail eee stock. Gentleness and kindness are 
my methods. Terms réasonable. ISAAC W-. 
EMMONS, Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 
N.Y. june22,tf 

EMASKETT KENNEL.—DOGS—HOUSH, YARD 
and field broken. Also dogs boarded réason- 

ably. Address N H. VAUGHAN, Middleboro, Mass. 
P! O, Box 335. 

ANTED.—TWO SETTERS OR POINTERS TO 

Prize Spaniels. 
The show season being oyer we will dispose of 

prize winners and prize bred stock ati reasonable 
prices. Also puppies by champion Benedict. Dash 
and Bobi. We haye this year won one champion 
rizé, five specials, nine firsts, ten seconds, and 

Four times vhe and once he to our own winners. 
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB. 

Euvlose stamp. Hornelisville, N. ¥. 

ence, Best of reference given. 
BURNHAM, Eastford Conn. ' july27,bt 

OR SALE.—A WELL BROKE. ENGLISH SET- 
ter dog; color black and white. A good re- 

trieyer from land or water. J. A. WILLIAMS, 
P. 0. Box 174, Moodus, Conn, augi0,d 

OR SALE.—MY RED TRISH SETTER DOG 
Don, 246 years old, by champion Elcho and a 

thoroughbred bitch. He is perfectly broken, is 
fast, staunch, good nose scent and good endurance, 

SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS FOR_SALE.—NINE 
WK) Seotch collie pups for sale, from imported 
stock. Address, C, W. HARPER, Leitersburg, Md, 

and a tender mouth; retriever from land and water. aug.10,2b 
He is fib to run ah any figld rial: vue $75. na ne 
show him on either quail, woodcock or snipe. For 4 
particulars inquire of H. KILLIAN, Columbia, Pa, MR HH. 

dalylasut 5 pictures of noted dogs, specimen pedigrees, and 
recipe for cure of mange in dogs or scratches in 

HIGH BRED POINTERS horses, free forton centsin stamps. Spike collar 
$10 EACH and book, $2, 100 printed envelopes. post paid, 75e, 

BE. & OV 3 | 
Finest and Most Fashionable Blood. ee EE) augdo,t! Delaware City, Del. 

Price $10 at six weeks, BRov Ryctie 
an f , ayy “ HOROUGH BROKEN POINTER DOG FOR 
GO, EH, POYNEER, Dayton, Webster Co., Lowa, sale cheap, or will exchange for thorough 

july 20,tf broken Beagle hound of small breed. ED, ROH, 
See Le 10th avenue and 153d st. augl?7,1t 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Eee 

, uneld, 
OX TERRIERS FOR SALE CHEAP.—A BEAU- 
tiful litter, out of my imported Lady by that 

grand dog champion Royal, the greatest winner in 
America, All are fashionably marked and sure 
winners. R. HUME, Orange C. H., Va. augeil,at: 

Pa 

for sale. Best of Reference. D. F 
Lakeville, Mass. 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
+ WILBUR: 
juneid,tf 

HITE AND ORANGE SETTER BITCH FOR 
sale. Hasbeen used for breeding, and turned. 

out some of the finest pups in the State. Always 
been lined with orange and white dog, JOHN M. 
LAW, Newton, Sussex Co., N, J. augly tt 

iOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—TWENTY FOX- 
hounds and pups; would exchange for 20-bore 

breech-loader, or a good tent or other sporting 
equipments, or first four volumes of Forest. and 
Stream, Every dog warranted to be as represented, 
L, M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y- augs,2m0 

Valuable Young Pointer Dog For Sale. 
Fy OR SALE OR TRADE FOR BREECH-LOADER, 

One fine Irish setter dog, well broke, One fine 
English setter dog, well broke. For further par- 
ticulars inquire of C, H. BABCOCK, Willimantic, 
Conn. aig? 1h and with lithe handling will make a grand a He 

i 
OR SALE.—TWO FINE GORDON SETTER 
dog pups, whelped March 25, 1882, by_Bailey’s 

Tom, out of Brown's Amy Robsart, They are 
strong, healthy pups, not gun shy, and will be sold 
cheap. For particulars, ett., inquire of BE. C. 
ALDEN, Dedham, Mass. aug 7.2t 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Receives and forwards Dos, Fow!ls, ete.. ete., to 
any destination, Kennel Clubs, Sportsmen and 
others, intending to import dogs from Europe, 
should have their stock consigned to him. Infor- 
mation furnished in regard ta the best methods of 
importing, shipping, etc, 

™RUID, DASH 117, AND LEICESTER STOCK, 
dog and bitch, six months old, black and white, 

with ticking, are very handsome and will make 

something fine; carry heads well up, Will sell 

cheap if taken at once. ; 

Address J, A, ROCKWOOD, 
West Medford, Mass. . augl7,st 

Gordon Puppies. 
A few ehoice puppies, tour months old, just ot 

for house breaking. Also oné litter, six weeks old. 
GORDON KENNEL, Brevort P, O., AL 

augti,’ 
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Sportenven's }Gooils. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

HSportamen’ s’Gonits, Hotels and Boutes tor Pportamen, 

Philadelphia Fishina Tackle) SPQRTMEN’S DEPOT. 
JHOUSE. 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERCE ST,, PHILA, 
Mauufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Kods, Reels, Plies, Leaders, Lines, ete, 

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS. 

We make a specialty of Wood and Rod Mountings 
for Amateur Rod Makers. Our Celebrated Betha- 
baru Wood is far su 3 known for 

bamboo, and 

Fairs. 
Price list of wood and rod mountings free. 

65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of Fishing Tackle 
4ent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents in stamps, 

Our 

Just Published. 

HUBBARD’S 

GUIDE T0 MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
AND 

Northern Maine. 
Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 

New Tilustrations and new Maps covering the 

Kennebee, Penobscot, Aroostook, 
and St. John Rivers. 

pp. 218. Cloth, $1.59, 

A. WILUAMS & CO., Boston, Mass. 

THE ANGLER’S 

AUTOMATIC REEL. 
= 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N, Y. 

The following letter is from Dr. Geo, F. Gale, of 
Brattleboro, Vt. : 
GentTLemMen:—Have just returned from Moosehead 

Lake, Me. I vannot express the degree of satis- 
faction and pleasure I have found in the use of 
your automatic reel, Would not exchange it for 
all the reels lever saw for Hy fishing. Am con- 
fident 1 saved many fish that would have been lost 
with any other reel, particularly oue large trout 
weighing three and one-half ponte eae Tplayed 
fifty minutes before he would come to the net. He 
fought hard and Jong, making many furious spurts 
from and towards the canoe, but it made no differ- 
enee, I kept my finger on the brake and it was 
simply imppeeiba to gevaslack line. Mr. Childs, 
who fished with me once, has one of your reels, 
says that nothing would induce him to go back to 
the old crankreel. Yours truly, 

Go. #, GALE, 

THE OLIMAX PATENT GUN OLEANER 
Ts the most practical cleaner and oiler for breech- 

loading arms Syer invented. " 
it operates on an entirely new principle, and it is 

astonishing how quick and well it willclean and oil 
agun. Hach cleaner is packed in a neat box with 
full directions for use. and will be sent to any ad- 
dress, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50, 

{ilustrated Circular sent free on application. 
In ordering give calibre of gun, Al orders and 

inquiries to be addressed 
U. 8. CARTRIDGE CO., LOWELL, MASS. 

The Hunting Sight. @ 
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect, Send for 
eircular containing full description. Ad- 

Gress; WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn, 

GLASS BALLS. 
Tam now prépared tosupply dealers and others 

with & superior quality of 

Blue and Amber Glass Balls 
ab reasonable prices. 

Address J. H. JOHNSTON, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

ARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF MOOSEHEAD 
Lake and the North Maine Wilderness, a valu- 

able gompanion for the sportsman, hunter and 
lumberman, Lately corvected and revised, and now 
acknowledged to be the only correct map of this 
vasuregion. Neatly bound in cloth covers. Price, 
ostage, by mail, bO cents. CHARLES A. J, FAR- 

Bar, Jamaica Plains. Mass. 

(EsTaBLIsHEp 1836), 

First Prémium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Hshibition, 

N KRIDER, 
N, 8. Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels. Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Etc., Ete. 

(e2"Salmon, Bass and Tront Flies, Made to Order. 
Also *‘ Krider’s 7 Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in (ireat Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent: Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds, 

SKINNER’S 
CELEBRATED 

Fluted Spoon 
Actual size of No. 2. 

Nos. 1 & 2 are especially 
made for trolling with flies 
for Black Bass. 

A KILLING BAIT 

DURABLE. 
for them of local 

dealers. 

Fishing Tackle, 
of the besi| quality, 

ALL KINDS AND STYLES. 
Flies for all Waters. 

Catalogues niailed on 
request, 

Bratford & Anthony, 
374 Washington St, 

Boston, Mass. 

MANN’S 
Trolling Spoons. 

Ask 

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable for trolling 
for all kinds of fish that will ake an artificial bait. 
Our Perfect Reyolying Spoon is undoubtedly the 

best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to 
the public, 

Three sizes made—No bass, pike, pickerel, 
or any fish under five pounds weight; No 21 for 
large fish; No. 22 excellent for deep-water fishing. 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 

None genuine except with JOHN H. MANN’S 
name stamped on every spoon. 

Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers 
in fishing tackle, 

Tf not to be found readily, the manulacturers 
will send by mail or express at ONE DOLLAR each. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-Rangeley .akes. It treats of ‘‘ camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and inuerest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25 cents. 
mail, postpaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A, J, FARE 
amaica Plain, Mas 

Hotels wn Routes tor Sportsmen. 

AQUETTE LAKE. ADIRONDACKS, 
“the Queen of all the lakes, 2,000 feet above 

sea, An unequalled resort for sportsmen or inva- 
lids. Trout and venison during the season. “Blan- 
chard's Wigwams” on Green Point are new and 
commodious cottages all fitted in rustic style. A 
royal place to spend yacation, Best table and beds. 
To be reached via R. R. and stage from Saratoga, 
and boat from Blue Mt. Lake. Board, good guides 
and boats can be engaged in advance. P.O. ad- 
dress, CHAS, W. BLANCHARD, Blue Mt. Lake, 
Hamilton Co., N. ¥. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, NJ, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

‘The finest Bathing, best Wishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightfil sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. S. JENNINGS, Proprietor: 
Barnegat, N. J. 

Sportsmen Attention. 
The most accessible sporting lodges in the Adiron- 

dacks, while trout and deer are abundant. is Indian 
Point, Chateaugay Lake. 
within rifle shot of hotel, 

For particulars address 

R. M. SHUTTS, 
Chateaugay Lake, N.Y. 

A grand catch of trout 

ye WEEK. $12 A DAY AT HOME HASILY 
made. Costly Outfit nee Address TRUE 

&CO. Augusta, Maine; 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country, Connecting direct for eae SH 
Cobb’s Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Club 
Grounds, Van Slyck's, ete., ete. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
ane rea Lewes, Del., daily except Saturday 
a . M. 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

KENEBAGO LAKE HOUSE. 
‘This justly-famed sportsmen's resort is sivuuted 

in the heart of the best fish and game region acces- 
sible in the State, Trout always plenty and take 
the fly, and deer, moose and caribou have here 
their favorite haunts, The Seven Ponds are easily 
reached from the housé, most of the route by 
boat, where are established fine camps and boats 
by the undersigned, who were pioneers in opening 
up the country for sportsmen, The scenery around 
the lake is loyely beyond description. Distance 
from Rangeley City ten miles, by carriage and 
horseback, Mail service tri-veekly. Rates reason- 
able, Address GRANT & RICHARDSON, Proprie- 
tors, Kenebago Lake, Franklin Co., Me, July 12,82. 

JEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR A PHILA TRENTON AND ADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, : 

Leave New York from station GC, R. R, of N. J, 
foot of Liberty street. 

For barge leech Ninth and Green streets, at 745, 
9:30, 11:15 A. M.:; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M, 
On Sunday at 8:45 A, M., 5:80, 12 P.M. 

Yor Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, (1:15 A. M.; 
1:30, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 845 A. M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11;15 A, M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:40, 

5180, 7:00.12 P.M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M. + 5:30, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is ade at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. . 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,825 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for aud check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination, 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent, 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The hesi trout fishing in Maine, The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land. The buckboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation ani pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low ratesto Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds, 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted. Terms reasonable. Everything in 
readiness. 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Wustis, Maine, 

BOSTON & MAINE RATLROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—To THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 
Boston to Andover and rehurn.......... -:.. $10.00 

** South Arm (Richardson Lak 
return 

“4 eae yee and re’ i 

Ubton st 
Mountain View House or R: 

yia Phillips....... Meh ordeey to hots Y 
Indian Rock and return via Andover 14.00 

uae Baneally Lake and return......... 12,50 
+ Phillips ar Sete LOT00 

Indian Rock and return, (via An- 
dover, return via Phillips). .-. 15,25 

> Bemis Stream and return, n- 
TOYA OM crepe eis os gahee aah Sete 

* Moosehead L t. 
Kineo House). 

Forks of the Keun 

14.00 

* St. Andrews, N. B., and return.,... 15,00 
Also tourists’ tickets to ull Sporting and Pleasure 

Resorts in Maine and the Proyinces. 
Tickets for saje at all principal*ticket oillces, and 

at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | pogo 
andat DEPOT, HAYMARKET SQ, | ' 
Send for list of excursions, 

_ DP. J, FLANDERS, 
Gen, Pass. and Ticket Agent. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, proyiding for every expense en route, 
constantly formed. 

Send for ‘American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
particulars, 

CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STHAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasons, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leaves Quebec every 

Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
For mformation, passage, &¢., apply to 

EVE c& AIDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y, 
Buston, Mass., 15 State street. 
oe, a, N. E. Cor, Broad and Chestut 

ee! 

Hotels wil Resorts for Sportsmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE,” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana RK. RB. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

TAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS Of THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters, 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 aud ends 

Noy. 1. 
_ BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 
LONGH, also abound in Jarge numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory, The Sportsman 
ean readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘club’ at home, as iee for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful, 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
péculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all taodern improvemenis are 

heing erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, ¢onnect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc,, forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner's risk. 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
iustrated hook of 160 pages sent free. For Tims 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B, LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLEK 

TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING 
INIA AND 

WEST VIRGINIA, 
Comprising those of Central and Pledmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleg- 
hany Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, Kena- 
wha Valley. and including in their varieties of zama 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, woodcotk, monntain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, ete, 
Guns. fishing tacklé and one dog for each sports: 

man carried free. 

THE ROUTE OF THE TOURIST, 

through the most beautiful and pictureesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur 
Springs and other famous summer resorts, 
The 0. & O, R’y is reached by vail at Huntington, 

W. Va., from the West, Northwest and Sonthwest: 
at Charlottesville, V., from the Nerth and Hast, and 
at Richmond, Va., from the South. 
The completion of the Peniusular Extension in the 

summer of 1881 affords 

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THER 
“VORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,” 

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Rich- 
mond, Va.. and Huntington, W. V., between the 
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean, 

H. W. FULLER, 

G. P. & T, A., Richmond, Va, 

mfield House, Boston. Bro 
% 

“ es ib 

RUBROPEAN PLAN} 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. 1. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
Rass pa hand the best of boats, batteries, étc., 
with the ae rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. e best ground in the vicinity of Ney 
York for bay snitie shooting of all varieties. 5 
attention given by himselt 
tion guaranteed. Address Good 
Ground, L. I. Refers by permission to J. B, Shep- 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N.Y. 

Fauquier White Sulphur Springs 
HOTHXI, | 

This favorite vesort will be OPENED JUNE 20, 
Information as to Rooms and terns of Board maj 
be obtained until June 20at NATIONAL HOTEL, 

Washington: after Juue at FAUQUIER SPRINGS, 
Virginia. o4 7 F, TENNEY & 00., Proprietors. 

Sein Caen eitane 1O FUeESIS, and sa citeg 
Wit N. . 



FOREST AND STREAM. ill 

GENUINE 
TT 

x 

NONE ARB 
~ O8 SSH1N0 

STAMPED, 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

’ SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

SPRATYT’S PATENT 
Rieat “EFibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Please see that Hvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATHNT” and a X. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS O. CoO., de LUZE & 
18 South William Street, = - - NEW YORK. 

WESTERN AGENTS—E. KITTRIDGE & CO., Cincinnati, 0. 

THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

WONE ARE 

To be had in smaller quantities at 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Miscellaneous. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

ae =n eas 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A, W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

768 broadway. New York: 
' $4 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fifth St., St. Louis, 

Rod, Gun and Canoe 
IN NORWAY. 

With a Map and Fifty-eight Mustrations. 

One volume, 12mo0, Price $1.75. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 

EKaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores, Western 

trade supplied dy EH. EH. HATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, 1]. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. GB, EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage fo call at Head- 

quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 
_ ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
66 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK, 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

‘ Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, ete. 

NOR-_ 
WECIAN 

GOD-LIVER Ol} _| 

PUREST | 

= BEST < A 
% 

€London, European and New 

York physicians pronounce if the 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

W.H Schieffelim & Co.(7s" oni canon) NewYork) 

MAKE HENS LAY. 
An English Veterinary surgeon and Chemist, now 

traveling in this country, says that most of the 
Horse and Oattle Powders sold here are worthless 
trash. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders 
are absolutely pure and immensely valuable. Noth- 
ing on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’s 
Condition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
pint food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 
eight letter stamps. LS. JOHNSON & CO,, Boston, 
Mass., formerly Bangor, Me. 

General 
Debiliry, 

Scrofula, 
Rheumatism 

er Constmption, 
is superior to any in de- 

|\licacy of taste and smell, 

Sportsmen’s Printers. 

Pedigrees, Letter and Note Heads, Envelopes, 

Bill Heads, Tags, Cards, etc., in artistic styles. 

Cheap as you can buy the blank paper. All work 

delivered free! Send for prices, Engraying to order. | 

E. & C. VON CULIN, 
Delaware City, Del, 

A WEEK IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 
and $5 outfit free, Address H. HALLETT 

. Portland Maine, 

Sportsmen's Gooils. Sportsmen's Goosls. 

HODGMAN & C0., 
425 Broadway and 27 Malden Lane, 

News Work, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

unlng aud Fishing Qu, 
Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Blankets, ~ 

And Complete Rubber Ouifits. 
TASTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue Bubber Sheoting Jacket, 

iininn.=——, — SS GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M'f'e Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’fg Co., 

503 & 505 

Broadway, St, Nicholas Hotel Block, 
AND 

205 BROADWAY, COR, FULTON ST, 

[us Iie 
O19 

ee 
eee 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Wishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGING A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Rubber Goods of Every Description, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

Cc. B. WILKINSON, 
» 8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

MANUFACTURING JEWELER 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY, 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. vy 

If you want a first-class work at price to suit you, and save & ent’s commission, come direct to the 

manufacturers and pick your own barrels and action in the rough state. 
Cc. H. EUTERBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass. 

a 

Over One Hundred Millions sold in 1881, 

. JIDHELICIOUS 
UNRIVALLED FOR PURITY. OL GARE T T H S i 

Fragrant Vanity Hain, Three Beings and New Vanity Fair. 

PeeRveds Topacco WoRKS, WM, S. KIMBALL & CO, Rochester N, ¥. 

< Kay's Chip 
—OR— 

EXPANSIVE SHOT GONOENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case. 

In our latest device for concentrating shot, we 
have substituted a special wire for expansion, 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub- 
ject to atmospheric changes). Qur new Chip can 
be used to advantage in cylinder and modifled 
choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable. 
By the use of this Chip you ayoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore guns. 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaying the gun. 

100 in box, sent to any address by U.S. mail, 
postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buek and 
heavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100. 
a eees all orders to A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, 

Standard Trout Flies 
19 and 24 inches. 

64 of the leading trout flies named and colored by 
hand, with an engraying of a brook 

trout in the center. 

Sent by mail on receipt of priee.,......---.-. 1p8.50 

With trout carefully colored.............$1.50 extra 

W. HOLBERTON, (With Conroy & Bissett), 

65 Fulton street, N. Y. 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 

TAXMIDHRMIST 
No. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥. 

[Established 1830. ] Pet Animals Stuffed. 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 
Z GREAT WESTERN S\ aul. GUN WORK 

= Pittsby 

YPH — 

Z SS P°CTORIAL CATALOGUES FREE. 
g Thilies, Shot Guiis, Revolvers, Amuiunition, 5: 

PNIHTAMAAT Kisbing Tackle Razors Xe. sent © O D-for exs 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS, - 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

FARNHAM’S COMBINED 10 AND 12-GAUGE 

Metallic Loading Board 
A simple, strong, portable and efficient’ imple- 

ment, Price $1.75, By mail to any address $2.00, 
Tlustrated circulars free. ff, G. PARNHAM & CO., 
White Mills, Pa. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

MADE EASY. 

For the old, the young, 

for ladies, for gentlemen. 

for the professor, the stu- 
dent, the artist, the tourist, 

the mechanic, 

No Stains. No Trouble. 

E, & H, T, ANTHONY & G0, 

591 Broadway, N, Y. 

Equipments, $10 and wp- 
wards, Instruction bool 

free with each outfit. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebago, Cupsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aad the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers: illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from aceurate surveys. arenas 
paid by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mass, 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lakes and ponds connected with them. 25ti pages, 
30 illustrations and large map, Tinted paper, il- 
Juminated covers. Price, by mail, post-paid, 50 
cate. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 

ass. 

IARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA NGELEY LAKES REGION, including all 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
ag well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.; 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cente, 
CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher. 

From $6.00 up; send 10c, for Cirou- 
lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST HERZOG, 36 John St., N. ¥ 
Manuf'r of Photo. Instruments. 

)() PER DAY Al HOME, SAM 
dpaU ples worth $&@ free. Addresr 

STINSON & CO. Portland, Maine 



Ammunition, ete, 

FOREST AND SrREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder, Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST,, N, Y- 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s Gunpowbrer Mints, established in 1802, 
haye maintained their great reputation for seyenty- 
eight years, Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain,—Nos, 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickmess and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ib. canisters. 
Dupont's Eagle Ducking.—Nos, | (coarse) to 3 

(fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 

muzzde or breach loaders, Packed in 1 1b, and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 614 and 1214 lb. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore,—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore*’ Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not caké or burn on the barrels, gives 
hoth a good esate and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No, 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 lb. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 614 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting.’—FF¢g. 

and FFFg. The Fe. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the Fg. and FFF g. for general use, burning 
strong and moist, Packed in % Ib., 1 Ib. and 5 Ib. 
canisters, 614, 1246 and 25 Ib. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFF g- 
fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Surprne and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export, Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Oannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard, 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. , 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 

throughont the United States. Represented by 

F, L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fe. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting, 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
= BOSTON, MASS, 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl! Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

AGENCIES at att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST, 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

CURTIS & HARVEY'S 
DIAMOND GRAIN. 

Nos. #,3.4,5,6,7and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 
and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. 

W. STITT, G1 Cedar St., N. ¥., Agent for U. 8, 

September 3, 1878). 

H.L.Leonard’s Split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

No. 1 shows walerproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875). No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
No, 4 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
No. 7 Warren Street, = New York. 

Extra Quality Hand-Made Rods. 
OUR OWN MAKE. 

No, 5603,—Three-piece fly, full mounted, stained, lancewood middle joint and two tips, rings, 
reel bands, wound grip on butt in partition bag. 

BRASS MOUNTED, 36.00; GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, $8.10 EACH, 

We make the above rod in three different sizes, viz: length, 10ft. din., weight, Toz.; 11ft, 4in., 
weight, Yoz.; 10ft. 6in., weight, 10Loz, 

No. 410.—Three-piece, black bass bait, the celebrated ‘‘Henshall” pattern, full mounted, light 

colored, standing guides, butt wound below reel bands, lancewood middle joint 
and two tips, length, 8} feet, weight, 11 to 12 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $7.00; GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 39.00 EACH. 

A fine rod for Minnow Casting and Batt Fishing. 

No. 430.—Thré@e-piece, “McGinnis” pattern, black bass bait or minnow rod, full mounted, 

lancewood middle joint and two tips, wound grip on butt, stained, nicely finished 

and polished, length, 103ft.; weight, 124 to I4oz. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, $10,000 EACH. 

No, 390.—Wm. Mills & Son’s, three-piece black bass bait rod, full German silyer mounted, 

lancewood middle joint and tips, arched center guides, hollow butt, extra tip, 

cane winding on grip, very highly polished, length 9ft., weight, 124 to 180z. 
$12.00 each. 

No. 470.—Four-piece full mounted trunk rod (joints 28in. long), standing guides, capped 

ferrules, hollow butt, extra tip, wound grip on butt, suitable for trout and black 
bass bait fishing, length 84ft., weight 12 to 13 ounces, 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, $10.00 EACH. 

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW 7)-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

OF FISHING GOODS. 

ISUPPLIES FOR SE Sop Pot ADJUSTABLE 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. | Jack Lamps, Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
i Pd BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 

Price list sent on application, ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

W, J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, Spearlng Fish, Camping, Canoe 
ing, Driving at Night, and General 

168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. | 
Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

Tiuminating Purposes. 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 
LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, etc. 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price $3.50. 

(Ga Send stamp for Illustrated Price 
List. Name Forest anp STREAM. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 65 Fulton street N. Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

ABoomunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard's * Electric Powder.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point ot 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s “‘ American Sporting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 

614 lb, kegs. A fine grain, eee and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard’s “Duck Shooting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In1and 5 1b. canisters 

and 614 and 12% Ib, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. Yor field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 
FEYG, 'FG and ‘Sea Shooting’? FG in kegs of 

25, 12144 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5lbs, FPEFG is also 
packed in 1 and 44 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting *? FG is the 
standard Aifle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW: 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC- 
TURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. 2 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORK. 
a 

COLTS 

VOL 
ASK FOR PRICES. 
ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & © 

77 CHAMBERS STR., N.Y. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and 

Rebounding Lock, 

Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra 

heayy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp for 
circular, C. 8, SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat- 
field, Mass. - 

Smith's Patent 7-Shot Revolvers 
For %3.50. Everyone Warranted. 

FLOBERT RIFLES FOR $5.00 
For parlor practice and killing small game, 

BOXING GLOVES, 
$2.50 per set of 4 Gloves, 

Also Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle and Sporting 
Goods of every description at lowest prices. 

Ez, G. KOENIG, 
875 Broad St., Newark, N, J. 

Send Stamp for 86é-page Tilustrated Catalogue. 

FRANK BLYDENBURGH, 
INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SH- 
CURITIES, UNLISTED MINING STOUKS. 

66 Pine street, New York. 

 REMINGTON’S 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles. 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U.S. Gov- 
ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 
the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

KEENE'S PATENT. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994. 

Gn 

The Best Gun made for 
DURABILITY 

—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

ith THeE BARER GUNS. 

OUR DOUBLE GUN, OUR NEW MODEL 

us 
PRICH, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, & 
JAMASCUS STEEL, = = - - $60 to $200 This gun 1s ght and compact, from 9 to 101bs. weight. The rifie is perfectly accurate, 

‘and Stamp for Desoriptive Circular. L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. ¥. 
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THR AMERICAN THAM. 

HE men who are to make up the shooting dozen in the 

match with Great Britain are now busy at work upon 
the range at Creedmoor, practicing in anticipation of the 
mecting in September next. The test shooting carried on 

during the past week was sufficiently trying to winnow out 
fhe few weak men who presented themselyes, while, of 

course, there was the usual bad luck attending men who 

felt their election sure. The men have secured a good cap- 
jain, and there is no reason at ull why, with the practice of 
three days per week which the men intend to devote to the 
work of preparation, we should not see very high averages 
during the next few weeks. 

The match, if it is to be won at all, is to be scored as a 

victory for our team by an adherence to those rules which 

were 80 important in previous contests, These men are 

capable of better scores by far than any they have yet 
shown. They have been working thus far as individuals, 
and each man has put forward his greatest strength. Work- 

ing singly, it is not likely that any amount of practice will 

show better results than what has already been accom- 

Plished, The difference between what has been done and 
What must be done to win the match is what may be gained 
by union. The men must be brought nearly up to an ayer- 

age, and that a good one, and this can he done by team drill. 

The rifles are capable of any demands which may be made 
upon them. ' The “unaccountable” misses which marked the 
shooting of the four days last week must be done away with, 
The same trouble was found with our present small-bore 

rifles, but care in the handling and make of the ammunition 
and attention tothe manner of loading entirely did away 
With this snnoyance, and to-day the ‘‘unaccountable” is a 
thing of the past. The nondescript weapon of the coming 

match i is really a match rifle iu this respect, and the first care 

“of 2 ood coach will be to see that the load and loading are 

precisely as they should be. The men are all of them good 
holders; if they are not, there is no room for them on the 
team. With these conditions looked after, there is nothing 

to prevent the ability and advice of a good coach showing 

itself in the score of the shooting men about him. Holding 

“dead on” may be practiced as easily by a military team or- 

ganized as this one will be as by any small-bore team. With 

detached yerniers and wind gauges the bar of the rear sight 
may be made to record the minutest differences, and the 

chance shot of the leader of a squad should be the sure guide 
to the man following. If it be not, then the team is not 

properly organized, and is little better than a mob of marks- 

men. 
Apart then from the flukes of bad luck imto which any 

team may fall, there is no reason now apparent why the 

team chosen on Friday last at Creedmoor should not he suc- 

cessful therein the match, Everything necessary for victory 

is either now in their possession or within the compass of 
their endeayor, There should be no lack of appreciative 

support on the part of the public. The funds which the Na- 

tional Rifle Association has asked for should be forthcoming 
at once, Americans are interested in many ways in having 

no defeat to American arms. Though the conditions did 

not so demand, this is really a test of American against Eng- 

lish made weapons. Itseemsto bea gauging of the Hep- 

burn against the Hatford rifle. That the latter is capable 
of good work the few fragmentary scores which have reached 

us of the doings of our rivals is evidence, while there is the 
long Wimbledon record to look at. The Hepburn rifle must 

he good, for it comes of excellent stock, and it has stood 
every test thus far. Apart from our patriotism as Ameri- 

cans, the Winning of this match means the upholding of the 

American name in the small-arm market of the world. If 
we have no wars at home we are interested in those of other 

nations, who Jook to our armories to supply the necessary 

shooting irons. The trade in these weapons now belongs to 

America. It has been won on the merits of the arms and in 
the face of strong opposition. The match of September 

should reflect that superiority in a victory for the home team. 

The riflemen, therefore, deserve the support of every citizen, 

be he military or civilian, and the appeal of the National 

Rifle Association should be’ handsomely and generally re- 
sponded to, 

Looking at the personnel of the team there may be some- 

thing to criticise. They are, of course, all within the requi- 

sition of being National Guardsmen, but it will strike the 

yisitors as a trifle strange to meet an old Wimbledon shot as 
a part of the force of the opposing squad. The match can 

be wonsby a distinctively American team, by men who have 

been trained on our American ranges, who are up in the 

American methods, who shoot for sport and the love of it, 

and are not mug-hunters, and who are Americans in every 

sense. The accident of birth was not made a condition of 
the match, and yery properly, too, but it was not contem- 

plated either by the proposers or acceptors of the match that 

there should be other than American-trained riflemen on the 
home team, While it would be the height of folly to weak- 

en the team by cutting out a really good man, we are of the 

opinion that it would give general satisfaction to the country 

at large if the team should be made as distinctively Ameri- 

can as possible. The captain, the committee and the shoot- 
ing men have full power to make up the team, andit wonld 

be well for them to consider the above in making up the list 
of men who are to shoot in the final test. It is to be, if we 

understand it properly, a fight between American National 

Guardsmen, armed with the best rifles which our American 

armories can turn out, against a team of British Volunteers, 
with the best military breech-loader they can find in their 

factories. Such a match will rouse enthusiasm and compel 

patriotic support; but if we are to fall back on Wimbledon- 

trained marksmen in any measure, it argues very poorly 

for what has been done in American range drill for a decade 

past and what we are now doing. We want the match to 
show what our National Guard has been doing in the way 
of rifie practice against the endeavors of the British Volun- 

teer force, and this cannot be fairly shown if we are to 

place on our teat even a single man who ,has been widely 

known as an English shot, and who, up to the time of prep- 

aration for this match, was not known on our ranges, 
At this writing the Adjutant and Secretary of the team 

had not been named, but with Capt. Robbins and Major 

Farr in these positions, Col. Bodine, the Captain, will find 

himself well supported. In their choice of a captain the 

team was fortunate in securing Col. Bodine. Lf service 
merits the reward of this post, he certainly has won it. He 

is able as no other man in America is to render the team 
efficient service in meeting every difficulty connected with 
their shooting. He can lead to victory by the force of ex- 
ample, and if the young men about him do not win, it cer- 
tainly will he through no fanlt of the ‘‘old reliable” at their 

head. The prospects, on the whole, are very bright. There 

is much to be done, and much encouragement to undertake 

the labor. It is really an up-hill fight for a company of 

tyros, such as an American team must be al the best, to cope 

with the velerans of the butts who are coming over to do 

battle, but there is every clement of success in the home 

team, and there is every assurance of a well-fought battle 

and of another in the series of American victories at inter- 
national rifle shooting, 

AccorpING To THE Sacramento (Cal.) Bee, there was 

recently received at that port ‘‘a consignment of English 
pheasants from China, Well, they came—that is, 9 out 

of the 70 that were shipped. It appears that the birds 

were improperly cooped, and did not have the right sort of* 

attention en route. They have been turned over to the care 

of W. T. Coleman, who has already succeeded in raising 
seyeral, The hope is expressed that in a very few years 

pheasant shooting will be one of the leading field sports of 

the State.” This is precisely what may he expected to hap- 
pen to wild birds iz transitu until some careful, intelligent 
person has charge of such matters at the shipping port. It 

is of no sort of use to thrust a lot of pheasants or prairie 

chickens or wild turkeys into a coop and leave them there, 
huddled together like a lot of ducks being sent to market, 
and only taking the trouble to give them a little corn and 

water once aday. Wild birds cannot stand such treatment. 

They are accustomed to having plenty of air and exercise, 

and if too many are put together they crowd one another 

until the weaker of the lot are suffocated or thrown down 

and trampled to death. Or if they are not too much 
crowded, but are otherwise improperly confined, they dash 

themselves ag-inst the walls of their prison so long as t iey 

have the strength to do so. Such birds, if they are to be im- 

ported, should be prolected by every known means from the 

dangers to which they must necessarily be subjected on a 

journey of thiskind. There is no excuse for carelessness in 
such a matter, and it is in the highest degree senseless 
to waste money in the purchase of birds when they are sure 

to be destroyed before reaching their destination That they - 
can endure long yoyages and the attendant confinement is 

very clearly shown by the very trifling loss which has at- 

tended the importation of the European quail sent to this 

country by Consul Braun, and unless similar precautions are 

taken with importations of other species il is not worth while 

to attempt the introduction of foreign birds to our covers. 

Jonn R. Wiutsre.—Very many of the readers of this 

journal will learn with deep regret of the death of John R, 

Wiltsie, on August 16. Mr. Wiltsie was a prominent and 
very highly esteemed citizen of Newburg, New York, where 

he held a high position in the respect and confidence of his 
jellow townsmen. Of fine physique, fond of the sports of 

field and stream, and all his life participating in them, he 

was asplendid specimen of well-developed physical manhood. 

Tt was only a few weeks ago that he called at this office on 
his return from a trip to the Adirondacks, where he had cele- 

brated his sixty-eighth birthday. Mr. Wiltsie’s first trip into 

the North Woods was made in 1858, and after that he visited 
different parts of the woods almost annually, always making’ 

new friends wherever he went. For the last cighteen years 

he had also made annual fishing and shoottng trips to the St. 

Lawrence, in company with his brother-intaw, Mr. J. H. 

Dudley, of Poughkeepsie, At the opening of the season this 

year, Mr. Wiltsie formed one of a noteworthy shooting party, 
of which the other members were Mr. Thomas C, Ring, (aged 

78 years), treasurer of the Newburg Savings Bank; Mr James 

Patton, (aged 80 years), of New Windsor; and Mr. Benj, Sears, 
(aged 7 years), of Coldenham—the oldest and best known 

shots of Orange county. Mr. Wiltsie was for thirteen years 

president of the Hudson River Association forthe Protection of 
Game and Fish, and always took a lively interest in promot- 

ing the work of that society, In his principles and practice 

Mr. Wiltsie was a fine example of a true spo: tsman—because 

he was a trne man. j 

Dnata or B. B, Repprxe.—We are pained to learn by 
telegraphic dispatch that Mr, B. B. Redding, of San Fran- 

cisco, died in that city last Tuesday, August 21. Mr. Redding 

was appointed one of the original Fish Commissioners of 

California in 1870, and retained his position up to the time of 

his death. In his workin the commission and in other en- 
terprises of like nature Mr. Redding was well known as a 
public-spirited and energetic man. He yas a yalued con- 
tributor to the columns of this journal; and of late years had 
deyoted some attention to the study of aboriginal life in 

California. 
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ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTES 

VI.—GUIDES AND DEER. 

HE Adirondack puides, taking them as a whole, are an 

exceptionally good hoy of men, who, as a rule, are 

steady, temperate, honest and industrious, That there are 
exceptions goes without saying, Init these do nob get mutch 

patronage, and sre looked down upon by the great body of 

guides. They are snperior to western guides generally, by 

their enlire absence of swaggering airs, and not a single 

specimen of the ‘Buekskin Jo." or ‘Rattlesnake Dick” 

have T met. Not that (here are no modest, intelligent enides 

ou the plains and in other parts of the West, but it is only 
there that the fantastic egotist displays himself in the 
manncr of the hero of a border novel, and, eyen if harm- 

less, is 2 nuisance, The Adirondack guides are usually well 

known and are in demand, but sometimes this demand ex- 

ceeds the supply, and hangers-on about the hotels undertake 

to guide sportsmen and tourists. Life and property is as 

sate in these woods as anywhere in America, and there are 

scores of guides who might be trusted with both, to any 
extent, 

lt is of interest to note their yarying opinions on protec- 
tive laws for game, especially deer, One rainy day half a 
dozen of them were assembled, and the conversation turning 

on this sulject, tan thus: 

“There was a party Vhrough here a few days ago, and 

from what I know of them they will kill a deer before they 
are in the woods many days,” said one of the older men. 

“Well, let them,” spoke up a younger one, ‘What are 
deer in the woods for but to Kil! when a man wants meat? 

I know one man that won't go Intngry long if he can get 
venison.” 

“T don’t agree with you,” replied the first speaker; ‘these 
men come in here to kill deer for sport, as well as food, 

before the law is up, and, while I will go with you so far ag 
to say that aimauliying in the woods may kill a deer in 

June or July, if he or his family want meat, yet people who 

live ontside and come in for sport have no right to do it, and 
for one I’d Jike to see them sweat for it. I vouldn’t like to 

complain of a wwoodsman for killing ~ deer—he will never 

kill more thin he needs—but I would send word out to 
Dodge, or any other game constable, if I knew of a sports- 
man who dict it.” 

“Youhuve it right,” spoke another, “I’ve thought this 

matter all over, and have learned that a liye deer in the 

woods is worth more to me than a dead onc any day, unless 
Jam hard up for meat; and TI tell you that when the deer 

and trout are gone from these woods we cain hang up our 

fiddles, for there will be no one here to guide, i’s the deer 

and the fish that brings sportsmen up here to spend their 

money, snd so I believe in keeping up the attractions as lone 

as possible, You can put this down: No decr, no trout, no 
guiding; and when the deer are pluyed out we are played 

out, too, aud [don’t like to sée men come into the woods in 

June and kill deer,” 

At this point the rain ceased and the different parties sepa- 

rated in their boats. T was struck by the force of the logic 

of the last speaker, who certainly presented the case to his 
comrades in tha strongest light, that of self-interest. In 
this matter of killing deer out of season, there is no doubt 

of the fact that sportgmen—heayen saye the marl!—are 

mainly to blame for the lax yiews that some of the guides 
hold on the subject, hey employ the guide and set him the 

bad exumple of violating the lay, As an instance of this, 

the following conversation occurred between myself and a 

euntleman af a guide's house (I liad related the above con- 
versation to him): 

“Oh, yes, that’s all very fine,” said he; *‘but if you hire 

any of those guides who talk that way, and just offer them 

tun dollars to put you on » deer, out of season, see livw 
quickly they will do it,” 

“Perhaps so,” said [, “but that is not fair, T would then 

be lis employer, and he might think he would lose my cus- 

tom in future if he did not comply; besides, it is not the 

proper thing to tempt any man to do an unlawful act. These 

guides are mostlypoor men, working for their daily pay, 
ant that someof them, perhaps most of them, might yield 

to such 4 temptation is not to be wondered at. But do you 
think that it is honest to kill deer out of season?” 

“T don’t seé how it is dishonest,” he replied; *‘the deer 

don’t helong to anybody; and if my necessities in the woods 

demand meat, I don't see why [ should mot take that which 
is running wild.” 

Flere was a fitting opportunity for a sermon, and the temp- 

lation was strong to give it to him; but it is not always 

pleasant to tela man to his face just what you think of 
lim, sol merely rep-ied: ‘Tt is a question whether a man 

has aright to place himself in such a position or not, Fish 

ure in season and plenty, and canned goods will take him 
over the close season.” 

[now want tosay to him through Forrest anp Srream 

that: the deer belong to the State of New York until lawfully 
killed, ‘That the State has decided not to haye them shot 
until (he Ist of Augnst; and the man who goes into the 
woods and kills one before that date might just as well 
break into the State treasury and carry off the money 

of the people. He is iuking a niean advantage of hon- 

orable sportsmen who waif for the season to open before 

they taste vinison; and it isa very lax state of morals which 

permits 4 mia calling himself a ¢entlemun to do it, He is 

‘the rouk, 

a yenison thief, The State allows you to go into its woods 
amd take a gun whih you, but you should then be on your 

honor not to yiolate its hospitality any more than you would 
if invited 10 We grounds of 9 private ventleman. Looled 

ahin this light iis a question if a gentleman will wish to 
capinre antiwful wane. 

Not one of the survey party, guides or others, las ever 

tesired to taste the forbidden doer util the ¢lose season ¢x- 

pires; they live well and bountifilly on fish, ham, canned 

goods, and such other things as are brought intu the woods 

from the nearest towns when » guide goes in for supplies, 
For my own part [take no pleasure in ihe killing of this 

beautiful animal at any time. Certainly, looked at fiom any 

standpoint, the sport does not compare with fighting a trout 
or bass. Onepull of the trigger and your game is down, or 

awily. Like men who fish with bean poles und swing a fish 

over their heads at the first sivn of a bite, the pleasure con- 
sists merely in counting one more. 

One evening in July four deer came down on the point 

near the Porge House and fed and drank in plain sight of a 
dozen, or more, of us gathered infront. On previous even- 

ings one had been seen there alone and they were getting 
quite tame. Poor fellows! their confidence in man will be 

the ruin of thera after the ist of August. Venison is good, 
but T have formed such strong friendships with several deer, 
which come wp and Jick my hand, in the Central Park 

srounds, that Iwould care more to pet than to shoot their 

kindred. Perhaps it is not the worst thing in the world to 

get a little fender-hearted as one’s hair bexins io mildew. 

¥. M. 
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Che Sportsman Comist. 

RAMBLES THROUGH NEWFOUNDLAND. 

was my ood fortune during my rambles to penetrate 

PART Iy. 
|W 

I through ail the famous game grounds of the island, 
and nowhere have I spent more délightful hours than in the 
carly morning under the shadow of the great cliffs watching 
for the yarious kinds of sea ducks to come into the nook 
commanded by my position. Tt might seem to those who 
live in summer climes that while violent storms sweep over 
the bleak Newfoundland hills in the winter time, and deal 
destruction to crafts near to its rock-bouad coast, that there 
wus nothing for Lhe sea-shore dwellers but to cling to their 
cots till the tempestuous season passed; but there is far other 
and more delightful pastime afforded them in the very din of 
storms. Now Newfoundland presents almost around her en- 
tire coast, what IT may call a stern roclzy wall to the sea, and 
sailing around the island for the first time your impulse is to 
ask, “‘How did people ever get upon the island?” ‘Here and 
there the bold cliff seems to relent, and you notice an open- 
ing clean-cut as if chiselled by the hand of man through the 
rocky wall, and putting your boat through this openin, you 
often find the water as deep at the yery hase of the smooth- 
cliff wall as in the center of the passage; and you hear the 
wavelets, when there is only a slight breeze, lapping against 

Inside the opening, sometimes the eye is charmed 
by green meadows nestling ina vale through which a faree 
brook sings its way downward, gentlysloping from the wild 
hills onward to the sea. The sea-arm runs often from two 
to twelve and even twenty miles inland, winding through 
flats and moorlands, now and again in through hills, clad 
always in their tresses of evergreen, In such vales you find 
generally a nest of cosy little cottages, whitewashed or 
painted white, About the hulls you hear the tinkling of the 
cow-bells or the bleating of the sheep or voat. 
The history of these “‘eoyes,” as they are called, 1s this: 

About a century ago there was a large flow of emigration 
from the British Isles, Por the greater part newly marricd | 
couples arrived in the island, with strong arms, pluck, and j 
willingness to seize labor by the forelock. In each such 
coye one couple settled, rarely more than one, and as the 
coves were as a rule ouly a few miles apart, the isolation 
was not as dreadful as might first appear. There were 
always numbers of old country “tyoungsters” to be had from 
the nearest populous place, and one of these was ‘shipped’ 
to the solitary cove-dweller for i year for his “prog,” that 
is, his victuals and his clothes. From this cove the settler 
and the youngster caught cod during the summer months in 
a little open skiff, each provided with a pair of lines, Then 
the cod used to come in among the very rocks by the cot- 
tige after the caplin, and the fisherman and {he hoy might 
often sit, and, a gaff in the hand of each, lond the boat with- 
out putting outa hook. One little skiff frequently in the 
season then, with only two hands on board, landed 200 
quintals of cod, worth, on the averaye, abont eighteen shil- 
lings a quintal, The cluster of white coftages you now seé, 
sailing around the coast, belong (o the descendants of the 
solitary pair, and the employment of their owners is still 
fishin, With the early spring they spread the tiny wings 
of their little open craft and go around for the cod, which 
they dry upou rocks, or upon flakes, shipping iv to St. Johns 
in the late autumn 

This is, of course. a feature only of the general coast, for 
Newfoundland has a large city, St. Johns, and seyeral other 
important towns, besides numerovs large settlements. But 
from what J have written the reader will be the better able 
to follow me among the rocks in the gloaming, listening to 
the doings of the sportsman through thie wild winter, 

Eyery house that you find around the coast has a gun- 
rack, the pieces being of various sizes. TLong-barreled guns 
of heavy calibre, and capable of belching out “eight fingers 
comfortably,” are those used for the ducks. 
Now whilethe storm may rage and driye the waye foam 

up over cliffs three hundred feet high on one side of a pro- 
jecting point or cape upon the other side, it -will be as smooth 
ada pond, and it is by taking advantage of these situations 
that the sportsman is able to make hayoc among the sea 
duck even while the tempest thunders, 

T went out for a week’s duck shooting to one of the hos- 
pilable coves in fhe bay of St. Mary’s in the midst of Peb- 
ruary, afew winters azo. For a week steady, the wind had 
been blowing sheer inupon the land, and nog a bird had been 
killed. But Tonust add that what was a diisuppointnrent to 

the rock-dyellers in this respect was cause for much gratifi- 
cation in another. For itis almost cerfain to happen after 
i strong southerly gale has prevailed for a few days, if the 
wind suddenly chop around and blow in upon the land, that 
large quantities of wreckage are driven ashore. Some of 
the inhabitants liein the rocks hours before dawning, wait-_ 
ing for light to look for the prize, and the spoils of ocean are 
often not less interesting than valuable. All the houses in 
these coves ave Huilt of deals and boards picked up on, the. 
strand or beach. I haye known silks in balts, boxes of jew- | 
elry, combs, cottons, scarfs, and even packages of bacon 
and pork to be thrown up dimong the rocks, not fo speak of 
the vessel debris, and the hundred other incidental things, 

‘Soit wasin the case [ have mentioned. Several huge 
Square pieces of timber and large quantities of deals had 
been picked up all along the face of the cove, and stuck up’ 
in the crevices till thesea became smooth enough to collect 
them. Thegame disappointment was more easily borne, 

1 brought a sturdy, strong-limbed doe with me, whose 
pedigree | cannot give, He was one of the many dogs to be 
found in the island inured from infancy to the buileting of 
the waves, and inyalnuable’to the sportsman shooting ducks 
by the surf or by the rocks. 
Durivg my first night’s stay in the cove the wind blew 

fiereely, and in order not to disappoint me, who had come 
80 far for the sport, two of the young men agreed to set out 
with me the next day, ifthe wind did not show signs of 
abating, and go across the small peninsula to where there 
was shelter, But about noon the wind fell, 

The following morning, an hour before the dawn, we set 
out Tor the “tilts.” The tilts were three little shanties, built 
in the crevices of the rocks, about fwo miles out on the coast 
from the dwellings. In thiese tilts the fishermen lived during 
the summer while fishing, as the place was nearer the fish- 
ing svonnds, and afforded better landing facilities than the 
dock: by the cottages. 

Lshall neyer forget that tramp through huge rocks, up 
dizzy heights, and down again through yawning chasms 
through the darkness and the piercing cold. My dog 
whined and shivered, IT believe in terror, clinging to my 
heels, I followed my sure-footed guides out around the 
perilous way till we came to the cliff top, looking down 
upon the tilts. Dawning showed the fainted streaks of gray, 
and I could see the great sea stretched out before me like a 
vast and indistinct field of hazy blue. The better trained 
eye of one of the guides saw more, and faking me by the 
shoulder, pointing through the gloaming {to the sea he said, 
“ook;” but looking with all my might, I saw nothing but: 
the indistinct outline of the sea. Then he whispered me to + 
“make no noise,” that it was ‘‘a big flock of ducks,” ‘‘and | 
now,” he said, “‘mind yourself coming down here, it is not 
nice for a stranger.” 1 kept close to his heels, and shuddered 
as I saw lim step over the beetling brow of the cliff to make 
his descent. 

The terrors of that descent I shall never forget. Piercing ; 
though the morning air was the perspiration started through | 
eyery pore of my body, The path down consisted of here 
and there a tiny step, like a stairs step, being blasted into) 
shape on the face of the craggy clit, which, added to a few | 
natural spurs and shelves in the rough rock wall, formed a 
means of descent from the top to the tilts below, I man-| 
aged to get down, and so did may dog, taough the poor 
brute whined piteously on nearly every step, for which he | 
received from the guides ‘‘cnrses, not loud but deep,” 
They laughed at me as | got to the bottom,-saying, ‘Why, ’ 

ow: girls and women run up and down here two or three 
fimes a day in summer; that’s nothing.” I felt piqued at 
this rebuke and tried to think of some form of danger, | 
strange to my guides, but familiar to myself, which I might 
brug about; but alas! I could not think of any. 

“Now, we had better station ourselves,” said the leader, | 
und it was decided that we should 90 into one of the 
tilts, built upon the lowest ledge of vock, and wait for the 
birds to come on. There was only a light breeze blowing, 
and its direction was off land, so that under the shelter of | 
the cliffs above us the water was as smooth as a mild pond, 

Bringing the dogs in we took up our position in the tilt, 
first having removed the “firing boards” in the side of the } 
little building. Through this aperture we were to fire. By’ 
the time that our preparations had been made the growing 
light had purged the hazy veil from the face of the sea, and 
we had a good view of the surroundings. Looking through 
the opening beyond a little point on our left, what a bound 
of delight did my heart give as Isawa huge, dark moying 
mass, covering fully an acre in area, crossing toward the 
shore. ‘‘There they are; gambirds at that,’ whispered 
one of my companions. And then in the same low tones, 
“Kcep your nerves steady; you will soon see something: that 
you never saw before.” } 

I may state that the duck called ‘“gambird” by the inhabi- 
tamts is the American cider dnck—Someterin mollissima— 
known locally also as the “sea duck,” and ‘big salt water 
duek.” : 

lt was next to impossible that I should try to believe my 
eyes that the huge mass coming on was all birds, and that 
thousands would come in under the very muzzles of our 
uns. Nothing less, I was assured in low whispers, would 
happen, and one pointed down into the water and said, *‘Do 
you seg all these shell fishes clinging to the rocks om fie bot- 
tom? The ducks are after these,” Liwas soon plain enough. 
The whole hody moved rapidly in, singing a multitucinous 
song, whose music seemed not unlike the sighing of the surf. 
A few actedas leaders, bearing their cresishigh and proudly, 
and continuously turning their heads from side to side, as it 
on the lookont for danger. Thenook immediately below our 
tilt soon filled up with the birds, while for several gunshot 
lengths outside there was a solid mass. We lay still, making 
not 2 motion, *‘‘Let themdive,” whispered the senior of our 
party. “If they all go down at once we will leave the tilt 
and get a shot lower down. It will be observed that the 
point at which we were was several feet above the level of 
the birds, which would prevent us from “raking” them with 
our shot, whereas, by adopting the proposal made, we would 
be on a direct level, Meanwhile, the whole mass pressed 
on and swarmed into the many nooks about where we were. 
Aiter a sharp look around, down went the leaders, and were 
followed simultaneously by all the rest. Not a bird remaimed 
to be seen of the numerous host of three seconds before, 

While my wonder was upon me my companions ran out, 
saying to me hurriedly, ‘‘Come;” and in a tricehad placed 
themselves behind a hedge of rock directly at (he water's lip. 
I was beside them in an instant, and we all disposed our dogs 
cosily behind us, and mude ready. We were to fire in the 
order in which we lay. I being on the right was to fire to 
the right, he in the center in the Genter, and he on the left to 
fire to the left of the nook, J heard the word ‘‘Now” given, 
and that is all I noticed save the birds, so excited was 1. We 
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raised ourselyes simultaneously, leveled together, and fired 
asone gun. For the moment we could not determine the 
effect of our shots, 30 grea was the confusion among the 
skurrying birds, heating the water into foam with their wings. 
But when we did see if, {he exclamation Well done, by Jove,” 
from the staid shot of the cove gave me a fuller idea than 
1 could gather fram the number of binds floating dead justi 
before us, You could trace as accurately ag if you had fired 
along a suowbank, the direction of eich shot. Three rows 
of dead birds layin the nook, and wounded ones almost in- 
numierable hobbled around, anc skurried off, making the best 
of their way with trailing wings and broken less, 1 felf not 
a little pride to see that T had as many to show on the right 
of the nook as either of my companions had; nor when they 
hoth for the first time critically examined my gun, and pro- 
nounced it to be able to “‘piteh shot pretty well.” 

Immediately on the discharge of our guns, over the rock 
went the three dogs and began fetching the birds. But the 
task was too heavy, and we launched a little rodney, kept 
in the summer for mooring the larger skiffs and in winter 
for shooting purposes. The number of birds shot dead, and 
those wounded which we followed up and shot also, reached 
108, not one of these birds weighing legs than seven pounds. 
This being slaughter enough for one day, each took a load 
of birds, went up the jagged chili-path—whieh did not look 
quite so terrifying in the light—and on to the cove. Itook 
eight birds across iy gun, each of my companions took 
exactly double that number, the rest of the birds we left in 
the tilt and they were brougl: round to the cove later in the 
day by four of the young menfrom there, These birds, 
hung in a cool porch, will remain fresh during the winter, 
and when thoroughly soaked and properly cooked, are liltle 
inferior to the choicest members of the duck family. 
During my slay at the cove Lwent out on several expedi- 

tions, but af none, not indeed summing up the total mele of 
all these, hat T with my companions such fortune as on the 
morning at the till. Pethaps i was the *biggest shot” of 
the winter on that part of the coast, 
One morning during my stay, the wind haying blown 

in-shore for some day's, I vesolyerl to evoss the narrow penin- 
sula and ‘try Westward Qove.” We set out, Peter and 
myself, aboutan hour before the dawn, Peter having slightly 
overslept himself, A tramp of four miles lay before us, 
through deep snow ind over marshes not 40 deeply covered, 
but supplying, asan olfset to depth, a provoking crust, which 
always would nearly bear you, but sever would quite bear 
you. Toilsome and maddening it was this vet up and break 
through again, every step to the kuee, over two miles of 
marsh; and to make matters worse, hefore we reached. the 
point ot descent to the rock it was so bright that, we must 
betray oursalyes to auy birds in the bight. 
We crept cautiously to the bank, und say a dozen birds or 

80 Within easy range of our firing place, and atter my com- 
paniou had looked upon them mime, he exelaimed, ‘AM 
right—'sleepy divers.” We'll get a shot yetunless there are 
any hounds around.” (The “hounds” I gatistied myself were 
the loug-tailed duck, Hurdlda glanalis.) The “sleepy diver” 
vets the name from the sleepy look it has, and the compuara- 
five ease with which you can set a shot at it compared to 
other ducks around the coast, The bird is really the Ameri- 
ean scoter— Gidea anerieann. We lay upon the bank for 
a few minutes, afler which my preceptor told me there were 
“no hounds.” Then, when the sleepies went down, as they 
did simultaneously. we ran 4s fast a4 the nature of the slope 
would permit, about s fourth of the distance, and then threw 
ourselves clown motionlessly by theside of a boulder, our 
dogs doing the same, While the birds were up we moved 
neither hand nor foot, lying there like the rocls ti] they went 
down again, This is a very general way of “working upon” 
duck in the daylight all around the island, and to serve as a 
serqen in the descent rows of rocks are placed ab certain 
points beside which the sportsman may le withont fear of 
recoznition, 

That day we got five birds, I taking hwo, my companion 
three; bub what t have to tell of most moment in connec- 
fiou with the trip is, what befellmy dog, There was a 
pretty heavy sea running iif the time. bul the two dogs did 
not mind this, The dog of my companion would, when he 
saw the sea curled up ready to break, dive at its base, and 
come gut all right on the other side; but my dog, nurtured in 
smoother places, and in less turbulent waters, was af the 
merey of every sea, He had brought in two birds and was 
swimming oul a third time. wher a huge sea curled np green 
and. threatening. My dog was. between a jagged projecting 
rock and the séa, about midway, vnd instead of diving into 
its base, he raised his head timidly, half, and then turned his 
side to it, swimming along in the trough. Tho sea broke, 
and 1 saw lim through the rushing foam borne against the 
goading rock edge. When ihe sea went out again L savy that 
he was badly stunned and swam around coufusedly. He 
ws too far for me to reach him even had J the applignee, so 
T knew he was doomed. 

it is a strange, yet a well established fact, and noted by 
myself more than 1 hundred times, that heayy seas break in 
upon the shores in a succession of threes, that is, afler it has 
been quife smooth for a few minutes, at a landing dock 
among these rocks, you sce aswell grow outside, curl up 
and break; such sea will assuredly be followed hy two 
others, after which the waters will become smooth again for 
another period. J knew there were two seas to follow that 
which struck my poor dog, and they came and beat hin 
agiinst the rocks, after which his dead hody floated away, 
and with a tear—l could not check it—l saw the last of him 
drift around the cape, 

Tn many of the inhabited paris of the coast the duck is 
found only in comparative scareity, and so it ig that in the 
aniuron, late, parties of young inen set ont from such places 
and proceed to points sometimes fifteen und twenty roiles 
distaut, where, in a favared spot in Vhe racks, and under 
the cliit, jhey erect a shanty o2 tit, towhich they can resort 
in winter lo watch and wait for seaduck. 1 have spent 
many 4 night in one of these cozy htile tilts wrapped warmly 
in my blanket im a-comfortahle bunk, lulled te sleep by the 
wusic of the ses upon the beach and against the iron-bound 
roeks about wc. 

Before yeturning home 1 set ont with a party of three 
others, we being proyisioued for three wecks, a distance of 
fifteen miles Lo one of these little shootin houses. Tt was 
sitnated ona wild part of the coast, built on a little rock 
platform at the footof a perpendicular cliff that soared 
300 feet into the sky. We stayed in this tilt for a fort- 
night, We could always “el. plenty of ditt wood to hurn, 
and had blazing fires during our sojourn, because the wood 
we chiefly used Was pieces of broken boat planks with a 
deep coating of pitch on One side. You cannot travel any 
where upon the naked coast but you meet such mementos of 
The rayages of the tempest and destruction of the hardy toil- 

ers that struggle with the fierce tempests in these dangerous 
waters. The wind biew straight in from the sea upon us for 
ten days. and during that time the ses, spray rained inces- 
saintly, like a continuous rainstorm, upou the roof of our 
little dwelling. 

The days were dreary enough, though my companions 
found munch solace in their pipes, a pack of cards, and in 
fighting over again the battles of Alexanderand of Napoleon 
upon the chess-board. I had two books—a copy of Tenny- 
son and “David Coppertield.” I cannot tell how affected I 
was reading for the tirst time, in the midst of the storm, the 
recital of the shipwreck at Portsmouth, where the destroyer 
and the lover of “little Emily™ both perished; how the 
mighty green waves, curling and smoking, und breaking 
with the crash of thunder and furiously assaulting the grim 
rocks, reminded me of the great waves that annihilated 
Stecrforth's ship and heat the life out of the noble-hearted 
Hain, Bul after the inland gale had subsided, and the 
storm began to pipe over the cliffs, out from the land, the 
long-angered sea seemed to sleep at the base of the hills, and 
muinbers of birds which had weathered it out, famishing 
perhaps, exposed to the yiolent storms, came in singing 
hungrily in large numbers, But as birds of nearly every 
kind that inhabit the coast waters—the harlequin duck (His- 
trignicus torquatvs) called locally “lords and ladies; long- 
taled duck (Zarelda glaciales), provincial name, ‘‘hounds,” 
from the resemblance between their cry and that of a pack 
of hounds in full chase; surf duck (Pelionetia pespiediata), 
called by the fishermen. ‘‘bottle-nosed diver,” the “sleepy 
diyer,” mentioned elsewhere in this paper, also the ‘Amer 
can eider duck,’ the king cider (Samaterin speetabilis), local 
name “‘king duck,” and the red-breasted merganser (Mengis 
serratay), culled in Newfoundland the ‘‘shell bird,’ besides 
the *‘sea pigeon,” or black guillemot (Orde gryile), little ank 
Ufergutis cite), called ‘bull bird,” and several others which 
IT cannot just now call to mind—ag all these, I say, came in, 
it was impossible to move in trying to get a shot at some 
birds for the time under water ufter the shell fish with- 
out disturbing the rest; for alarm Tut one bird while all 
the rest ate down, and they too take the alarm, many fath- 
oms deep among the rock nooks al the bottom, of the sea, 
and when they rise it will not be at the point where you 
ae them diye, but quite beyond the range of your duck 
shot. 

We gut abou fifteen birds of two or three different kinds 
however, not a great number, but, considering the weather, 
about as good as might be expected. Imay say that on the 
morning of our departure I was lying down behind a kelp- 
covered tock, eyery now and again a dash of spray coming 
into my face, waiting [or a pair of bottle-nosed divers to 
come in range, when something rose ahout fen yards out 
from ihe rock like the bottom of one of those old-fashioned 
pots or skillets, Iknew it was alive and swimming. and 
thatis all l knew about it, but feeling instinctively that it 
was game, I jeveled, fired and knocked the daylight ont of 
something as big as a large sheep, The dogs jumped ont and 
seized it, dragging ashore a fine seal of the “hawhor” variety, 
scientifically known as Phoew Wtored, As thal was my first: 
scal Thad the skin and flippers taken off; the latter It had 
stewed that evening for my dinner, the tormér T had elabo- 
rafed into a pair of boots, 

It will not, I shall venture to assume, make a joint in this 
recital of a winter's ramble to annihilate a few weeks of 
time spent under more civilized atmosphere and recount an 
expedition attended with fatalities, later in the scason. 

There are a good many young men in Newfoundland who 
would like to shoot ducks in the cold weather, but would 
not care for braving the cold «and the dangers at. 
tendant upon the sport like nto the cats that 
would relish fish exceedingly well, but who will not hard- 
ship themselves to wet ther paws. So that itis hard some- 
times to make upa party. It was in March while tierce 
winds swept over the island, singing dismal songs through 
the windy crags, and adown the gorges about the coast. 
The “gambixd” or American eider duck had now begun to 
move away from the prominent portions of the coast, and 
shrink back into the bights or toward the bays, T organ- 
ized a party from a settlement on the coast to fit out. for a 
few days to give the birds a ‘farewell shot” for the season, 

Thave good cause to remember the morning we set out 
from the settlement, It was about three hours before the 
duwn, and the stars twinkled brightly through the dark 
yault.of heaven. The day before there had come a heayy 
fall of snow, and a high wind prevailing, hue drifts, some- 
times, on the level, reaching twenty feck. were to be found 
here and there, while large masses overhung the cliffs for 
many paces out beyond the natural precipice-rim, I may 
suy 1 have offen, in winter, walked along by the ridge of 
the precipices, upon the snow, and suddenly, by some land- 
mark, found I was many paces out beyond the natural edge 
of the cliff. Sucha position is fraught wilh the gravest 
danger, 18 these masses are oontinuonsiy breaking away, and 
heing hurled among flie rocks, or into the boiling sua hun- 
dredsof feet helow. Wereand there, going along the cliff’s 
rim in summer, you see a cross or head-stone, telling 
you in 4 few words the’ sad story: “Two men walked over 
here in 9 storm in the winter of ——;”* “Sacred to the mem- 
ory of . Who was precipitated upon the rocks below in 
a Snow-wlide, ” and so on. 
On the morning we set out for om expedition aguinst the 

duclss, the leeward cliffs were allin this treacherous condi- 
tion. We reached a well-known sea-fowl haunt in the gray 
between the duwn and sunrise; but seeing no birds, jour- 
neyed on for io or three miles further. The sum rose 
bright and strong, and the trees growing out by the, preci- 
pices’ edge dripped merrily. We reached 4 hige “aerape,” 
or slanting cliff—distinet from its surroundings hy heing soft 
and griyelly from top te bottom, and forming an angle of 
about forty degrees wilh the heach below—lrom the fop of 
which we could see several large beds of diicks feeding 
away vigorously, The snow was drifted im a |huge muss 
about thirty feet out beyond the brink of the serape, but, 
in order to reach the bottom, if was necessary that we should 
vo over this artificial and perpendicular front, 

There were five in the party besides myself, and these all 
being as nimble on the cliffs as thelr own mountain goats, 
and laughing at all peril, prepared the descent by making 
steps in the snowhanktlownwards, but hefore this task was 
(lone, We saw an instantaneous movenent taking place in 
the whole mass, ind that we were moving with it at tremen- 
dous speed down the gorge, The whole occurrence passed 
before my eyes like the swift shadows that rise and pass one 
ina fevered dream, The mass seemed to settle down flat, 
moved without noise, and easy as if its feet were of feathers. 
Tsaw my comadesand heard them shout in exultation, en- 
joying the situation. But consciousness, or rather tbe power 
of being able to recall the whole incident, fed from me. 

My first recollection was that, IT was thrown ridely on the 
beach, by the very edve of the sea, and 4 stupefied, pain-like 
feeling I felt in my head, My eyes were dizzy, and I reeled 
around upon the bewch stones. Then I looked ubout me, 
and heard the laughter of my companions, and found that L 
had my gun firmly clutched in hoth my hands, 

Ti was now all clear, The laugh I heard was only moment- 
ary, Jt cametrom three of the party who stood near my- 
self at the outer edge of the snow-mass. And then a pierc- 
ing cry I heard—it came from a, brother—'*Where 1s Bill?” 
And then all asked together, “Where is Jack?” but the silent 
hills only returned a sound to the wild beseechings of the 
sorrow-stricken party. 

Still we thought that they might be playing us a trick, 
and looked in every crevice at the bottom of the cliff where 
it was possible they might haye concealed themselves; but 
the firsh impression was only foo correct—they were buried 
under the huge snow-mass, and while we were speaking, if 
they were not killed otherwise, were smothering to death! 
We knew not whal todo. Sick at the heart with terror 

and sorrow, and withont the appliances to dig in the snow, 
eyen were our puny exertions of timy value, we stood bewil- 
dered. All was as stil] as the very grave. The huge mass 
rested there, beaten into powder in its fall, yet placid as if 
Hf hat just come from the heavens, 

That afternoon about fifty sturdy hands discoyered the 
bodies of our ill-fated companions, Both were close together, 
wedged in against «1 hard rock projecting from the clitf-wall 
of the scrape, One had his gua clenched by both hands, the 
other held his lightly in the right hand as if alive. They 
were without bruise or scar, but the faces were a purple 
black. My last act there was to carve out in letters upon 4 
cross for each the simple legend of the mournful death of 
one and both, I was. indeed, the only one who could carve 
such a legend; perhaps in the whole settlement of sixty 
souls there were not three who could read or write. And 
the two crosses stand to this day upon the brink of the ill- 
fated spot where we descended on that March morning. 
Toronto, Canada. J. E. Conurys. 

RICE LAKE, 

ff Be dog days are now upon us, and all who are so forin- 
nate as to be ablé to shake the dust of the metropolis 

from their feet, are doing so with a warmth that is only 
equalled by the intolerable heat that; has been our lot for the 
last few days, In fact, from the appearance of out-going 
trains, steamboats. etc., there is a perfect hepgira. of sweller- 
ing, suffering humanity to country and seaside. There are 
many who have done the mountains and seaside to satiety, 
veterans or novices with the rod or gun who are seeking 
through guide book and excursion tables for new fields 10 
explore, where their prowess may be displayed and slory 
won in stream or woodland. For those J desire to pose as a 
humanitarian by disclosing a little Utopia for sportsmen, 
where the brightest realization of their dreams can be found, 
where in stream fin abound so plenteously, and where in 
woodland feathers prevail so extensively, that patienee, here- 
tofore one of the essential qualifications of the ‘true sports- 
man,” is banished from ity fair domain. The ground is well 
known to, and patronized by, or cousins across the border, 
but is. a fer Dicognite to even the vets here, 

The placu.I refer to is Rice Lake, in Ontario, It is a 
heautifil sheet of water, varying from one to four miles in 
width, and iy about fourteen miles in length. It is the sonree 
of eral rivers, which are nayizable by canoe for muny 
miles back into what is 4 vast wilderness of forest, where in 
season large game abound, and which is the resort, of many 
enthusiastic Kanucks, whose sporting proclivities are only: 
limited by the great chain of Jakes in the Northwest. Rice 
Take owes its name to the extensive beds of wild rice which 
have existed there from time immemorial. TL believe these 
rice beds are the largest, and the grain of the best quality, 
that can be found on this continent. The lake and an exten- 
sive tract of land on its westerly side have been set apart by 
the Dominion Government, as 4 reservation for a portion of 
the Chippewa tribe of Indians, who have a yery pretty village, 
which is called “‘Tiawatha,” located on the banks of the 
lake. Tt is said that the lands in this reservation are the best 
eultivated, and return the largest crops of any in, thatseetion 
of the country 

Lately the government has been paying great attention to 
the propagation of fish in this lake. Wor some years past 
Mr. Charles Gilchrist hus been the Inspector.of Fisheries in 
that section of the Dominion which includes Rice Lake, and 
to his earnest zeal and indefatigable efforts is largely to be 
uttributed the success of the government in stocking this 
lake and its tribuluries with its ‘‘finny tribe,” which excel 
in quantity and quality even the wonders of those tradi* on- 
ary fish siovies which were inspired on the bosom of Rice 
Take in the balyeon days of yore. Mr. Gilchrist (who, by- 
the-bye, is one of the jolliest, most: geriial and hospitable 
inortals that Gan be found in many # day's tramp, as all who 
have come within (he heams of lis smile can testify) attri- 
putes to the wild rice the wonderti success in, stocking this 
Jake with fish and redeeming it from depletion, inaking it, a. 
desert in this respect, blossom like the rose, 

This rice srows in from one to six feet of water, on a soft. 
muddy botftoni, from fave to six feet above the surface; its 
head when tipeis fron one and a, half to two and a half feet 
in length, and full of grain, Tf grows in beds so thick and 
slrong as to require great exurtion to force 4 canoe through 
if. The beds are from to to six miles in length, and aver- 
age about two milesin width, In fish ponds it is of inestim- 
able service in the propagation of fish, Its eveat, root surface 
gives it great purifying power. If affords shelter to the 
young fry, being a protection from the larger fish. [ts stalks, 
ctc., support i great quantity of parasites, upon which the 
young fish feed. 

As soon as the riee is mpe it is gathered by the Indians: 
fhe harvesting commences about the last week of August, 
and, if no heavy vains or high winds occur, Jasts about three 
weeks. 
An Indian and aqua, or us one reminded me rather im- 

peratively last summer, an Ingun lady, take a canoe, she in 
the stern paddling for dear life, and he in the how, gracefully, 
but so lazily, wield’ng a stick in each hand, strilces the heed 
of the grain, which falls into the canoe, and in this manner 
gathers and threshes at the same time. The rice crop of an 
Indian is equal to his efforts, and L cannot avoid here offer- 
ing another tribute to woman, by saying if it were not for 
the jee lady the Indian’s erop of ricé would be infinites 
imal, 

Mr. Gilchrist, who, during the entire summer, resides at, 
the Jake, buys from the Indians almost all the rice they 
gather, paying the same price they can obtain at any of the 
fowns they deal in, and saving them the trouble of trans 
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portation by land, Te has erected an extensive drying and 
store-house ut the Jake, und personally superintends the diry- 
ing and packing of the rice, which he sells in large quanti- 
ties, shipping it to parties all over this country, who are 
sowing it wilh remarkable success in ponds and lakes for the 
purpose of enticing wildfowl to their domain, and aiding in 
the propagation of fish. 

I will now attempt to acquit myself of my purpose by 
giving direetions of how to get there from this city. The 
shortest route is to Rochester; from there to Charlotle, on 
Lake Ontario. At Charlotte you take the hoat and eross to 
Coboure, on the Canadian side; from there the Peterborough 
and Mormora Railroad conveys you to Harwood, a small 
village on the borders of the luke, where an excellent hos- 
telrie, at very reasonable prices, can be found. By leaving 
New York in the morning, via Hudson River Railroad, and 
making close connections with the lake steamer at Charlotte 
the same evening, you can reach Rive Lake in thirty-six 
hours from New York. 

From the 1st of August until the latter part of Oetober, 
the bass fishing cannot be excelled. Tiring of still fishing, 
one can resort to trolling, and can find a little excitement 
in hauling in a twenty-pound muskalonge. As an attraction 
for wildfowl, the lake is unsnrpassable; thousands of every 
variety of waterfowl make it their feeding ground, where 
they grow fat and luscious on the wild rice. Here, after 
the Ist of September, can be found black, gray, teal, blue- 
bills. redheads, goldencyes and wood ducks, as well as 
coots, reed birds, etu., while in the adjoining forest wild 
pigeons and partridge sbound, Need 1 say more to send 
thé blond coursing tempestuously through the veins of eyen 
the most éxacting and capricious sportsman? R. 8. H. 
Nw Yours, August 2, 1882. 

THE WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS. 

RARe Aman wearied with the different troubles anc cares 
that poor humanity inherits, and which afflict the rich 

and the poor alike, this beautiful spot is as a haven of rest. 
I think the scenery aud swrroundings here are the grandest 
nud loveliest I ever gazed upon. Nature has hollowed out 
from these massive, rugged mountain ranges a basin, or 
plateau, of some fifty acres, and itis a veritable #arden of 
the gods, The lawn, gently rolling, is shaded by grand old 
oaks, centuries and centuries old. Under their spreading 
shade the Shawanee Indian chiefs hud their wigwams and 
held their council and smoked the calumet. That this spot 
was their refular abiding-place is proved by the number of 
relics found. Ancient graves, mounds, arrow-heads, stone 
tomahawks, ironstone lance-heads, fragments of poltery 
ware ave often picked up, 

Tradition tells us that this place was called Yokemac, and 
here it was that all the tribesof that warlikerace, the Shawa- 
nees, assembled once a year to indulge in their Olympic 
games and other rites and ceremonies that were peculiar to 
the North American Indian. They were a mighty nation, 
and numbered thousands of warriors, They held undis- 
puted sway over all that territory runeing from the Blue 
Ridve Mountains to the Ohio River, and were in the very plen- 
itude of their power long after the tribes of red men under 
Banana had been conquered and destroyed by the Eng- 
ish. 
Indeed, until the year 1751, the foot of the white man had 

never trod the unbroken wilderness, Ttwas not until the year 
1749 that this plade, shut in by lofty mountains, was discov- 
ered, and discovered by an accident. If seems thatan eccen- 
tric character named John Cartwright, living in Winchester, 
Va., who, when the moon wasat its full, had, whut the 
country people call “spells,” and would steal off Hike old Rip 
Van Winkle, with his gun and dog, and wander at will, for 
days and weeks at the time, throuch the pathless forests. In 
oue of these trips he discovered a fairy-like spot where the 
ground was level, the trees of vast size, and medicinal 
springs gushed from each hill, and a broad riverran on one 
sidé@ and a brawling clear stream on the other, both filled 
with fish, MWe returmed Lome and told in glowing colors of 
# paradise he had found lid away in the fastness and vorges 
of the great Allerhanies. 

The tale was looked upon as the Wild rayings of a mad- 
man. Bul he stuelk to it with unyielding tenacity, and finally 
two hunters, Jacob Martin and Stephen Sewell, determined 
jo venture in search of this land of enchantment. With a 
kit on their shoulders they set off, and tinally reached the 
spol. They dwelt together for some time ina hollow tree, 
and revelled in a land that was filled with deer and bear 
and whose. waters teemed with fish. Sewell named the 
mountain after himself. 

Sewell and Martin were killed by the Indians, and it was 
not until years after that Yokem#e was seen by the palefaces, 
Ti wastwenty-three years later that the Shawanees wore beaten 
at the battle of Poimt Pleasant by the colonial troops, and 
were driven from their hunting grounds and forced to seek 
shelter with a portion of their tribe that dwelt on the banks 
of the Scioto in Ohio, But they never relinquished absolute 
title to the spot made sacred hy their council fires. Maraud- 
ing and scalping parties hung and circled around the region, 
making war to the knife against the palefaces, and it was 
not until their numbers dwindled away to a mere trazzle was 
this section safe from their forays. 
The whole of this region was owned by Nathan Carpenter 

under a letter of patent. Carpenter was subsequently killed 
by asmall band of wandering Indians in a stockaded fort 
where the town of Covington now stands. His wile Kate 
fled to the friendly recesses of a mountain overshadowing 
Yokumac, and itis called Kate’s Mountain to this day, Il 
overlooks the White Sulphur from the south, 

It was years afierward, in 1788, that the wonderful effici- 
ency of these waters for chronie rhumatism and gout was 
discovered, a. Mis. Anderson was cured of chronic rheuma- 
fism, and the fame of the healiny waters spread far and wide, 
aud a year later a few tents were erected by for inyalids who 
were driven to the place in rough wagons. The bathing 
facilities consisted of a huge tree hollowed out to answer the 
purposes of 4 fiub. 

In 1788 a few log cabins were erected by an enterprising 
genius, who probably ran a bar and barber shop, thus shay- 
ing the poor invalids at both ends, 

lt was not until the year 1818 that the White arose to the 
dignity of a watering place. A tavern was built, cottages 
erected, a big mirror put in the bar room, and the young man 
with a mock diamond in his shirt front exported from « city 
placed in charge, and « darkey with a brush stood af the 
bathing trough. Probably about this time a man with a tin 
cup stood at the spring to hand the visitors water, with a 
placard on his hat of “Please remember the dipper.” 

Tf miracles could be played iu these days, I would like to 
watch the countenance of an Indian brave as he rubbed his 

eyes after century’s slumber and saw in the center of the 
rounds where once rested his tent of buffalo hides, a great 
stately building rising white and fair against the green of the 
trees. A half a hundred tasteful cottages are dotted over the 
ground, and on the hill is a pavilion from Whence on a Sum- 
mers cvening there comes forth sweeter music from brass 
and silver throats than his untutored soul eyer dreamed of. 
What must he think if he had happened to awake in the 
night time and seen the grand hotel with its three thousand 
windows blazing with light, while the electric lamps, spout- 
ing their white flame, makes the beautiful lawn as bright as 
day. 

There ure some of the most exquisite bits of scenery 
around the springs that I everbeheld. A broad stream runs 
along the base of Kate’s Mountain called Dry Oreek, and by 
following it along your eye is charmed with a succession of 
panoramic beauty that is simply indescribable. In some 
places the stream rises and deepens and lies in all its grace 
and purity at the very foot of some rugged rocky bouldered 
mountain that rises sheer upwards until its pinnacled crags 
pierce the clouds, 

“The tender aziive of the unruffled deep, 

The mountain moss by scorching skies embrowned, 

The orange tints that gildl the greenest bough,” 

In this creek there are perch, carp and other fish, that 
bite freely, Some thirty miles away are the mountain ruus, 
where the trout are canght, and I understand from the 
mountaineers that in Pocahontas county, fifty miles dis- 
tant, the streams are filled with speckled trout, I had in- 
tended going, but my party failed to arrive owing to busi- 
ness matters, The best way would be for several to ren- 
dezyous af the White Sulphur, lay in an outfit, rent from 
the stables here a light two-horse spring wagon and then 
drive to the streams and camp out. Indeed that would be 
the only practicable way, for the good fishing grounds are 
so. deep in the mountains, miles and miles away from the 
nearést habitation, that it would not pay to ride there and 
back every morning and evening. I shall never rest con- 
tented untill have whipped these waters and see for mysclf 
if all the wonderful tales I haye heard of streams literally 
alive with trout are true. CHASSEUR, 
Waite SuLpHur Sprines, W. Va. 

A HALF-WAY HOUSE. 

T was nearly dusk one August afternoon when the Pro- 
fessor and Sigourney, with their two guides, were de- 

scending the Raquette. They had been on a trip to the 
Saranacs. They had stopped at Martin’s and seen several 
embryo sportsmen in top boots and corduroys start on their 
first trip to the woods. 

They lad crossed Round Lake, that proverbially rough 
water. Whenever a breeze ruftles the surface of the Raquette 
or St. Regis, the guide is wont to rest upon his oars and ex- 
claim, “Guess it’s rough on Round Lake to-day.” Thus our 
party had long looked forward to the excitement of crossing 
that roughest of the Adirondack lakes. But when at last 
they did cross, and when they came back too, Round Lake’s 
surface was as a polished mirror. Their own faces looked 
out of it and mocked them, The Professor thought he had 
seen rougher water than that down home. It was very uu- 
usual, the guides said, 
They had dined at Bartlett's, and such a dinner! but Bart- 

lett’s reputation is already made. Upper Saranac, three 
mile carry, both were crossed, and now they were going 
swiftly down the Raquette. Ay! not that stream flowing 
through acres of deadwood, that they call the Raquette now, 
but the old river, flowing in all its primeval beauty, un- 
scanned by the selfishness of man. 

‘Yer see that carry,” said Wren, pointing to a small 
opening in the bushes through which the riyctr could be seen 
as it turned in its course. ‘‘Well, the river runs by there 
agin’ an’ it cuts off some to carry across, Five year ago a 
green guide come down an’ they told him about if. When 
he went by here he didn’t seg it, but when he come round he 
see’d where it come out, an’ he just hauled the boat over an’ 
put it in the river an’ rowed round agin jist where he rowed 
afore,” 

At length they turned into Tupper’s Lake, and pulled across 
to Moody’s. It was quite dark when they reached the 
landing. The boats were drawn up and they hastened Lo the 
house. It is pleasant after a long trip in the wilderness to 
reich a house azain; after a long isolation trom man to see a 
human face. alsain boughs are all yery well, but a good 
bed is doubly soft after a few weeks of them. Many parties 
indeed, instead of camping out, make trips between these 
half-way houses. 

The room which our party entered was a cheerlul one. 
There was a fire in the stove, for cyen August nights in the 
woods ure sometimes cold. Hight or nine men were in the 
room, some sitting about the fire, some leaning against the 
wall. One, a tall, wiry man, stood behind a bench pouring 
out liquors. ‘That was Mark Moody. ‘There were piles of 
duffle on the floor, and guns, fishing-tackle and coats hung 
upon the walls. 

Supper was ready. All filed into the long dining room. 
All were hungry, and the attack began without ceremony. 
Plate after plate of smoking venison was emptied, The 
trout vanished, The corn cake melted away. Then came 
eriddle-cakes and maple syrup. A dark girl, with sharp 
features and straiclit black hair, brought them on. 

“Took!” whispered the Professor. ‘‘A red Indian girl. 
There can be no mistake. That is the Huron nose, though 
the hrow is more of the Mowhawk type.” 

“That,” broke in Hank, ‘why, that’s old Moody's daugh- 
ter,” 

She hopped around with the speed of seyeral Indians. 
Now she stood by Big. 

“Tea or.coffee?” 
Bhe spoke with the rapidity of 2 book agent. 
‘Well, if that last was coffee, I'll take tea.” 
She was gone. After supper Mr, Moody entertained his 

guests in the “barroom.” ‘The other party were eight in 
number, four sportsmen—a clergyman, a lawyer, a mer- 
chant, and a fat man who was nothing in particular except 
very fat and very jolly—and their guicles, 

ws say, Moody,” said the fat man in a high, squeaky 
voice, “I say, how long did it take you to build this house?” 
Thereupon Moody related how he had cut the logs and 

shaved them down to planks with a dvaw-knite, and how he 
had made allthe shingles. He said it was not done yet, and 
our party found on going to bed that that was quite true, 
for the walls had been lathed but not plastered, ahd the 
rooms, consequently, looked into each other. 
When Moody finished his narrative the lawyer pronounced 

the building ‘a successful case” The ¢lergyman said it 

was a “noble work,” and “founded on a rock,” which last 
was quite true. The Professor went into a eulogy on the 
patience and fidelity of hardy Nackwoodsmen, which the fat 
man interrupted with: 

“Tsay, Moody, do you keep any hounds?” 
ca ral, no, only one ter foller up a wounded deer now and 

Gn,” 

“7 say, Moody, let's see him,” 
Moody went to call the dog, while the conversation turned 

on the breeding and training of the hound, 
The dog was brought. All eyes were turned upon him, 
“What! by Jove! why, I say, Moody, that’s nothing but a 

black and tan.” 
“Wal, I don’t know what lie is, bni I know he’s got a nose 

that can foller a deer.” 
That night onr party slept well. The Professor alone 

dreamt, and his dreams were of Indian girls hunting deer 
with black and tan terriers, 

The next day onr party stopper over ut Moody’s. At noon 
the Professor discovered boats coming across the lake. The 
field glass was manned, and bright-colored dresses and fint- 
tering yeils reportec, All were on the gui vive, The boats 
landed. Three maidens in bloomers stepped lighily out. 
Guides came up bringing shawls, bags, umbrellas, wraps, etc., 
all followed by a solemn gentleman whowas quite over- 
looked. Dinner was delishtful, 
The young ladies soon proved that they were not of those 

fashtonables who affect a poor appetite af table but gobble in 
private. These gobbled in public. A rivalry sprang up as 
fo who should est the most trout. Miss Francis and Miss 
Vrederika Smith were both outdone by Miss Josephine, who 
pronounced the menu of the hofel delightful, and declared 
that she had never enjoyed a meal at Saratoga as much. 

The Professor was charmed, and when he wrote ome to 
his wife tht afternoon said they had met a pleasant party at 
Moody’s—Mr, Smith and Frank, Fred and Joe. 

That evening our party got wp a riile match for the enter- 
tainment of the ladies. Hank bore off the honors, and was 
lionized by Miss Frank, but her Wndymion behaved toward 
this Diana much like the original. He declared he “never 
could quite go them frigzzled city girls.” 

Sig showed Miss Fred the powers of his rifle. 
“Doyou see that dead pine across the lake?’ said he. ‘TL 

think 1 could send a bullet even to that.” 
“O, Ja, how nice! Why, I should think it would strain 

your rifle to shoot as far as that.” 
O, shade of Nimrod! But whit do women know about a 

gun? and he went over to tall with Miss Joe. 
“Oh, Mr. P., [m so sorry you didn’t. win the match,for do 

you know when I first saw you I thought you were a guide; 
you're just the inage of a dear guide we had on the St. Re- 
gis—trom Paul Smith’s you know—been to Paul Smith’s? 
lovely place! reminds me of a hotel on Lake Lucerne, This 
scenery is so like Switzerland, don’t you think so, Mr, P? 
But Pa is beckoning, I'll be back directly, 'Ta-ta!” 

Sig did not await her return, but called Wren and went 
off in search of something. 

In about an hour they returned, 
into their room and closed the door, 

“A mud-turtle! ‘What in % 
“Hush!” whispered Sig. and then produced a can of soit 

pitch and four walnut shells. The pitch was applied to the 
turtle’s feet, which were then stuck fast inside the shells. 
Moody's boy, who was an accomplice, lita light in the room 
of the Misses Smith and placed the animal on his back be- 
neath the bed. 

The young ladies retired, all in the one room. 
After a space of time which seemed seviral hours to the 

party listening across the eniry, the light was put out. While 
it had been burning, the turtle remained perfectly quiet; but 
when it had been dark about fifteen minutes, le began 10 
crawl. The floor was bare, and the walnuts struck it with 
blows which were heard plainly across the entry. Whack! 
whack! whack! followed by a scream. Louder whucks. 
Louder screams, and three figures in white, calling loudly 
for Papa rushed into the entry. Papa appeared also in white 
and brandishing a pistol, Moody and wife rushed ont with 
a light. 

“What's the matter?” 
“Oh! a panther, or a bear, or something, under our bed, 

oh!” 
Moody went for a rifle, and our party now appeared, 

armed to the teeth. The room was surrounded, The strange 
noise continued, Moody headed the attack and the men en- 
tered, A light was brought to bear upon the spot whence 
the noise proceeded, and the brute was drawn forth, Moody 
came out holding the creature by one foot, while a comical 
expression played upon his face, 
The young ladies were late to breakfast next morming, 

and our party took an cathy start, 
Ah! Moody! Whereyer they go they will remember you 

aud your good cheer, Often, amid the dust and turmou of 
the city, they will see, at times, before them, that quiet 
cabin on Tupper’s Lake. And when its timbers are decayed, 
and its owner Jon® since passed away, lradition will hand 
down the fame of both, 

Sig drew the Professor 

RAIL TIDES. 

OR the following table of hich tides at Lazaretto, Pa., we 
are indebted to the courtesy of Ma. Win. Miller, pro- 

prietor of the Riverside Motel at that point. The post office 
and railroad station for Lazaretto is Moure’s Station. Trains 
leave Broad street depot, Philadelphia, as follows:—6,30, 
7.39 and 10.16 A. M, 12.80, 1.82, 2.80, 3.16,4.31, 5.30, 6.20, 
6.36, 5.30, 10:30 and 11.32 P.M, 

TABLE OF TIDES, 

Date. 
Sept, 238 
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Date. 
Sept. 1 

High Water, 
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Satuyal History. 
SS 

A Basy Sua Lion.—S8ome weeks since we noticed in these 
columns the birth of a young sca lion at the Cincinnati Zoo- 
lovical Gardens, which sre under the caré of our valued 
correspondent, Mr. Frank J, Thompson. In the Cincinnati 
FHnquirer is w brief account of the preparation of the young 
animal for his tirst bath, which our readers will find imter- 
esting, ‘Thosu who desire fuller imformation on this subject, 
as Wellason the habits and breeding of the sea lion (Za/laphius 
gillespi) mm captivity, ave referred to articles xy Mi. Thomp- 
son in Forrest anp Srrmean, July 11, 1878, and Feb. 27, 
1879. The account given by our contemporary is as fol- 
lows; “‘In the sea lion’s enclosure in the Zoological Garden 
mnty be seen f seal pup, which has now experienced seven 
weeks of the ight of the blessed sun, He is a rather ugly 
little fellow, but yet an object of sreat interest, His cout of 
lair is rather rough and non-vepellant, and not at all caled- 
lated to shed water. About the end of the fourth week he 
appeared one morning with a glossy coat of grease, and upon 
looking into the cave, evidences of grease were seen upon the 
floor, The experienced superintendent knew the time had 
come when fhe mother thought her interesting bantling 
slould learn to swim. He had the carpenter constrnet a 
platform from the edge of the rock platform, sloping into 
the water, and fixed partitions fo confine the young 
pup to that part of the pond arranged for his especial bene- 
fit. When all had heen done and quiet restored, the geal 
pup ventured to the edge of the rocks and rolled over into 
the water. The anxious mother stationed herself at the 
deeper edye of the wooden p!aiform to prevent her offspring 
sliding into water tuo deep for if. The pup would drown 
as readily as » human baby if it should get mto deep water 
before it lad learned to control its respiratory apparatus. 
The seal pup flopped around in the water, occasionally get- 
ting its nose under the surface. Then there would bea 
great spluttering und coughing until the water was expelled 
and the nostrils recovered from the spasm. Those who 
haye watched the seal playing in the water must haye 
notised thiit when it comes up from below it opens wide its 
nostrils; then before it dives again closes them tightly, the 
ouler edge being drawn hard against the septum, very 
much as the uppereyelid is drawn down, the line of clo- 
swe being perpendicular, of course. The same observer 
must haye seen the seal come up occasionally with his mouth 
open, or a fish in it, and wondered that the animal did not 
swallow water. Nature las provided it witha set of muscles 
for closing the nostrils, and another powerful get around the 
throat for closing the ‘‘swallow.” ‘Thus the seal, taking in a 
supply of air, closes the nostrils and the throat, and is at 
liberty to open his mouth if he chooses. Now this is just 
what the young seal needs to leann, He hasa body properly 
shaped for floating and diying, and the use of his flippers is 
so0n learned, But theinfant muscles must be trained by 
practice to close the air passages at the proper time, and the 
mother seal, who, in a state of nature, always calves on a 
sloping beach, inures its young gradually to deeper water, 
Thus the mother may le seen carefully watching her young: 
to see that it does not slip into deep water and drown, and a 
very intelligent mother she is.” 

Nore on tum Rep-Hrapep Wooprreker.—Pawtucket, 
R. 1, Aug. 15, 1882,—Por the past two or three years speci- 
mens of the red-headed woodpecker (Melunerpes eryilioce- 
phatus) have heen taken in Rhode Island, but I have seen no 
account of their nesting here. July 28, while on a day's 
pleasure trip to Oakland Beach (a summer resort a few miles 
below Providence, on Narragansett Bay), my attention was 
attracted by a woodpecker which seemed to be feeding at 
some little distance from where I was standing; the species 
T could not then make out. If soon left the spot and flew 
past me, and as it went by I smw it was the red-headed 
woodpecker, It lit upon a tree a short distance fromme, and 
this being the first specimen I had ever seen alive, ] was anx- 
Jous to see more of if, and so followed it up. Arriving at 
the tree, which was a small oak, [found no bird, but soon 
discovercd a hole about ten feet from the ground, TL rapped 
lightly upon the tree and out came the bird, looked at me 
about 4 minute and then flew away. 1 could hear the young 
in the nest quite plain. Lwent away, and in abont one half 
hour returneu, rapped on the tree again and then took a seat 
close by. ‘The bird came out as before, and I had the satis- 
‘faction of watching ber some five minutes. On August 13, 
while out in a canoe on the Pawtucket River, I saw «a full 
plumaged (white head and fail) bald eagle watching some fish- 
hawks which were sailing over the water in search of fish, 
Soon as one saw the eagle he gave an alarm note, and they 
ull left, together with the eagle. The last eagle seen before 
this was October 29, 1880. ‘Phey are very rare with us.— 
Svarve. FE. DexrEr. 

A Tougn Svory.—The Portsmouth (N. HL.) Chronitele 
tells a pretty strong story about the intelligence of a toad, 
which runs as follows: Mr. Charles White, of Newcastle, 
has a brood of chickens which have a ron of a portion of 
the yard, the old hen being kept shut wp. The chickens are 
fed with moistened mealin saucers, and when the dough 
gets alittle sour it attracts a large number of ilies, An 
observant toad has evidently noticed this, and eyery day 
along evening he makes his appearance in the yard, hops to 
a. saucer, Climbs in and rolls over and over until heis covered 
with meal, having done which he awaits deyelopments, 
The flies, cuficed by the smell, soon swarm around the 
scheming hatrachian, and wheneyer one passes within two 
Inches or so of iis nose his tongue darts ont, and the fly 
disappears; ond this plan worked so well that the toad has 
taken it wp as a refular business, he chickens do not 
tnanifest the least alarm at their cloinsy and big-mouthed 
playmate, ht seemed to consider it qnite a lark to gather 
around him and peck off his stolen coat of meal, even when 
they haye plenty more of the same sort in the saucers. 

DEPREDATIONS OF THE SQUIRREL,—Fermm Lodge, Nova 
Scotia —I can fully corroborate your remarks in answer to a 
correspondent in a late number of Pores: anp SpReAM, 
revarding the carnivorous propensities of the squirrel tribe. 
The common squirrel of Kngland is well known as 4 flesh 
ealer; and now I must include our common ‘‘chipmunk” or 
eround squirrel (Zasmnias striatus), in the list of enemies of 
the feathered twibe, fora young one we had in a cage lately 
pounced upon a bird put into his cage by mistake, and tore 
off a bunch of feathers, and had it not haye been for the 
cvies of the poor bird which immediately brought assistance, 
the squirrel would soon have nfade mincemeat of him.— 
J, Marrnmw Jonns. 
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Tue Exevise Sparrows’ DEPREDATIONS,—It looks as if, 
in certain sections of this country, we might he about to en- 
joy (7) the same experience that the Australian farmers have 
had with this small pest. The Central Falls correspondent 
of the Providence Journal tells a pitiful tale of a tarmer’s 
experience with these birds which we print below. Ie 
says; ‘‘Oné of our cilizens who has s good reputation as a 
gardnor, thinks if some one will inyent something that Eng- 
lish sparrows will eat that will kill them sure, he can make 
money, Ie tells a mournful yet comical story of his expe- 
rience with these pests, which were brought over to this 
country for their imaginary good qualitics, and which are 
so well cared for and protected in some localities, For in- 
stance, he has planted peas fiye times this season, and froin 
those five plantings he has secured two smiall messes of 
about half a peek each. He believes it wonld haye been 
cheaper to buy peas if they didn’t cost more than two dol- 
lars a peck. Among the peas were some received from 
the Agricultural Burean, Washington, for trial, and which 
he was very anxious to try. But he didn't have an oppor- 
tunity, althourh he hopes by care und good luck to have 
two or three pods ripen—just enough to try again with next 
year, He conldn?t understand why the peas didn’t grow 
until the third pani When he noticed numberless bird 
tracks around them. He began to suspect. He kept watch, 
and his suspicions were conlirmed. Ut was the sparrow. 
He says they wil attack the corn spindle as soon as it begins 
to grow, and later will tear down the husks to gef at the 
young corn and destroy it. Two years ago the only way hu 
sayed enough of a special kind of sweet corn for seed was by 
tying up the husks at the point of the ear, so that birds 
couldn't get at the ear, He chartered a boy who wanted 
some fun, provided him with n° double-barreled shotgun 
and ammunition, and put him in the garden to shoot the 
sparrows. He shot thirty or forty, but by that time the 
birds got so wild they wouldn’t come anywhere near the 
garden while the boy was there. The fun was gone and the 
boy went away, The boy was gone and the sparrows camé 
back, The experiment wasn’t as nich of a success as was 
desirable. He has tried to poison them by throwing down 
poisoned grain to them—such as they feed oninthe winter— 
but they evidently prefer green stuff in the season and Jaughed 
at him, Noticing that when an ear of green corn is husked 
and kept where they can get at it, they clear the car pretty 
quick, he thinks when the time comes he will poison some 
ears and leave it for them; but the prospect now is that he 
will haye to go away from home to get the corn,” 

Tue GorpHER.—This name is given in different regions to 
many different animals. To certain mammalia, as the 
pouched rat of Canada, Geamys bupsupivs, Ratin, the hame- 
ter of Georgia, G. pinetus Rafin, and the ground squirrel or 
spermophile of the Western praries, and in the pine woods 
of the Southern coast, a land tortoise, Zestudo polyphenvis, 
Cuy., Nerebates carolinus Ag. is known by this name. The 
same is said to be derived from the French word gazufre, a 
honeycomb, and is applied to burrowing animals which hon- 
eycomb the soil. The mammalian gophers are useless to man, 
and many of them very destructive lo vegetation, but the 
land tortoise, known by this name in Georgia and Florida, is 
inoffensive and valuable for its flesh and eggs, which are 
fully equal in delicacy and flavor to those of the sreen turtle, 
To my taste, having often eaten them side by side, it is su- 
perior, This gopher is from tet: to eighteen ches in length, 
the upper and lower shells united together on the lateral 
edges; the Jegs short und thick, with well developed nails on 
the feet; color, dark brown. Ji feeds on grass and wild 
fruits, digs burrowsin the sand from five to ten fect in 
depth, of a winding form. Itis entirely inoffensive, not- 
Withstanding its great strength, which will allow a large 
gopher to sustain a weight of 200pounds, I never was more 
astonished than when ] saw a gopher only a foot long, walk 
off with a boy of twelve years old on its back. The land 
tortoise are of slow growth, and are said to live to the age of 
100 years. The largest species is that of the Galipasos 
Islands (Testudo indicw), which reached the weight of 200 
pounds and were much used for sea stores by the erews of 
while ships. They are said to be now nearly extinct, 
Another species is found in the south of Burope (Zestude 
grocet), which is the one described by Gilbert White in his Nat- 
ural History of Selborne. While living at Halifax Inlet, Hast 
Plorida, my host had a large hound, which, besides being 
food for deer, wild cats, *coons and ‘possums, would trail 
& gopher in the woods, and when he overtook it would turn 
the create upon its back, and so detain if until his master 
should come up. The dog could not kill the gopher, which 
retires into its shell, neither could he pick it up, so he 
adopted the best and only method of capturing it. That was 
not instinct, butreasoning power, an adoption of ends to 
means. Every Sunday morning my host would go to the 
woods with a sack, followed by Buck, and seldom returned 
without four or fiye gophers, two of which of the average 
size would feed a large family,—s. ©. ©. 

A Srraxeae Srory,—Lockport, June 29, 1882.—In your 
issue of September 29, 1881, you published my “puzzling 
question,” about the breeding together of black and yellow- 
billed cuckoo, T have something more to offer, that I should 
have thought more improbable, had I not seen it. On the 
16th of June, while passing through the same apple orchard, 
I saw a turtle dove silling on one side of what I thougtit 
was a robin’s nest, and wondered wky it was in that 
position, Passing to the other side of the tree, I was sur- 
prised to see a black-billed cuckoo occupying the sume nest. 
J advanced to within fifteen feet of them, when the cuckoo 
left the nest, but the turtle doye remained in the same po- 
sition, until | had repassed to the other side, when it also 
flew away. The nest was outon a large branch, about ten 
feet from the trunk of the tree, and between eight and nine 
feet from the ground. On getting up to it, | found it was a 
rovin’s nest, and contuined oue robin, two cuckoo, and two 
turtle doveeggs, Having never seen or heard of such a mix- 
ing up of e#vs and birds in one nest, £ took ¢ggs and nest to 
add to the collection of my son. ‘The turtle dove eges were 
fresh, but the cuckoo and robin egps were just tainted, The 
nest had been relined by the cuckoo with fine dry roots and 
weeds, and I wondered that the robin laid in it after being dis- 
turbed by the other birds. The nest and eeys have been shown 
to two individuals who are well posted in ornithology, and 
both agree with me, They consider it a very yaluable find, 
—J. L. Davison, 

LocKkrort, N.Y., July 31, 1882,— Waiter Porest ind Stream: 
J have seen the eges and nest mentioned aboye, and I have 
no doubt about the correctness of the observation, or the 
honor and integrity of the observer.—A, Wanton Tryon, 
M.D. (Ex-President Jewett Scientific Society.) 

A CHarmine CAr.—The Newman (Ga.) Heald relates 
that “a cat charmed and ¢aught a full srown crow a few 
daysago, The cat was on the fence ani the crow lit near it 
when the cat fastened its eyes upon the bird, and so strong 
was the chitm that the crow showed no resistince.” We 
wish that the Herald had Yuen more explicit and given us 
the details of the charmine. Weare in uzony to know if 
the crow was charmed by the sone of the cal, aswe hye 
often been, or if the position of the cat, ‘ton the fence,” con- 
slititted the charm, as it often does wilh politicians. The ac- 
count states that the erow was charmed before beine caneht, 
and no mention is made of its being charmed aflerwurd, ft 
dors not state whether ‘the cat fastened its eyes upon the 
bind” with glue, gum arabic, shingle nails or shoe pews, bul 
the fact that they were fastened is given in the shortest man- 
ner. The statement that the charm was strong leads us, 
however, toinfer that the fastening was secure; perhaps 
horseshoe nails, Tf the editor had been charmed with “old 
crow,” we would not require thace details, It is possible that 
the strength of the charm bore an inverse ratio to that of the 
crow’s intellect. The crows with which we are familiar, 
would not yield without ‘‘resistance” to the fascinations of a 
eal, be it neyer so charming, and the appointment of a com- 
mission de tinatico Inpifrends to take evidence as to the 
mental capacity of Newman crows mivht lead to interest- 
ing scientific results, But after all, what we want isa 
method of charming, not crows ut cats, so they will make 
no resistance, 

A Bucesay's GAme,—Knoxville, Tenn., Aue. 12—In “J. 
Quay’s” interesting letter in your August 10 number, he 
sys: ‘Ernest Ingersoll, in writing for New York, speaks 
of birds that reside all the year around ia our fields, like the 
bluejay,” while he, J, Q., wrote of having seen them only 
in the largest forests. Perhaps it will imterest J. Q, and 
others to know that here, as in New York, the blugjay is the 
most domestic, 18 the boldest and most mischievous of the 
wild birds, Several pairs build every season in the trees 
around my house. To illustrate their mischievousness or 
love of fun I give you the following: One of a pair, flying 
a number of times to a high picket fence around my lawn 
yard, attracted the attention of a pai of white kittens of 
mince, and they, thinking to haye a grand dinner, mounted 
the fence and commenced a cautious apyroach from picket 
to picket, The jay let the first get to within eighteen inches, 
then hopped over and between the two, The second kitten 
approached; the bird hopped over it, Ti turned and the jay 
hopped back and between, The first kitten approached, 
and the jay hopped back over it, and so kept it up till one 
Kilten got diseusted and left, and the other followed soon 
after, To finish olf, as the kitten started for the house the 
jay made a swoop towards it and flew chattering to its nest. 
Once or twice after the jay tried to inyeigle the kittens to 
another frolic, but failed, —H., 

Potsonous SNAKES In GEORGIA.—Can you inform 
me what poisonous snakes have been identified m this 
country? I have found but five; three varieties of rat- 
tlesnake, one water moccasin (which, however, must not 
be confused with the common water snake found in 
every stream in the South) and the highland moceasin, 
called copper-head at the North, There is also a snake 
called cotton-nouth, which I haye never seen, and a 
snake called spike-tailed rattlesnike, said to exist in the 
low country, which is, Thelieve, a myth, Can youinform me 
about these—W, T.—(Rock Mart, Ga.) [Your ‘common 
water snake, not poisonons,” is probably a species of Trapi- 
donotus, which has a wide veographical range. ‘The ‘water 
mocensin” aod the “cotton-mouth,” we think, sve the same 
snike, as we have found both names applied to 4jw7stroron 
pisctvorus, in the South. The “highland moccasin,” or cop- 
per-head, is Avelstvoden contortrie, Tn addition to the last 
two poisonous snakes, there may be found in Georgia two 
Species of ‘ground rattlers,” so-called, Cauidtsonin miliavia 
and CO. tergemina, These latter look like ordinary rattlers, 
but are much smaller and have plates on the head instead of 
scales. The brilliantly-colored “harlequin snake,” laps 
Juloius is likewise found in Georgia, 

Wureur or Orossums.—An inquirer wishes to know the 
limit of weight attained by the opossum. ‘Will some of our 
Southern readers supply the information? 

HUBBARD'S GUIDE TO NORTHERN MAINE, 

We have received from the author, Lueius L, Hubbard, Msq., 

Boston, Mass., a copy of ‘‘Hubbard’s Guide to Moosehead Lake and 

Northern Maine.” This is a third edition, revised and enlanged (there 

are over eighty pages of new matter) of the ‘Summer Vavations at 
Moosehead Lake,” which was so well received, 

The three indispensables of a satisfactory guidebook are compre 

hensiveness, accuracy tind compactness. Mi. Hubbard's book isso 

fortunate as to possess each one of these merits. Its plan is a niodel, 
“Part First’ contains some plain, sensible ind practical chapters on 

“How to Camp Onl,” discussing the time of the year, the samp outfit, 

provisions, canoes, guides, camp-fires, cooking, bygiene, ete. There 

are two full-page wood-cuts, giving excellent representations of the 

bark and foliage of different trees—ceilar, fir, hackimatack, 

spruce, pine and hemlock, This for the noviee. Ti will be readily 

nnderstood that this part of the book may also be read with profit 

by campers who pitch their tents in other woods than those of Maine, 
“Part Second” is devoted to Moosehead Lake and the jmmediate 

vicinily, All the different waters, mountains and other points of in- 

terest are detailed, with distanee, route, and all other mmformetion 

given explicitly and concisely, yet dtlightiully free from the man 

nerism of the average guide-book, ‘Part Third" is devoted to tours 

beyond Moosehead Lalce, the Bast and West Braneles of the Penab- 

scot, the Aroostook anid St. John rivers, the orks of the Kennebee, 

the Katahdin Tron Works, aud the other principal routes for canoaists. 
Thi the chapter ‘Tours for Campers’ eight diferent tours are detailed, 

starting in each case from Boston, and yarying in the time cousymed 

from one week to three weeks, A tabularstatement is given of time 

occupied, fares, guides, hotels, provisions, ele. In short this is a 

fnide-book of the most helpful sort. Tt comes nearer to our ideal of 

of what such a work should be than any other publication with which 

we are familiar, 

There are numerous Albertype illustrations, prepared from nega- 
tives made with the Blair tourograph, with woodeuts, and two larga 

and tinely engraved maps of Northern Maine, voyering the Aroos 

tookand St. John rivers. There}s also a railroad map and atime-table, 

The visitor to Maine should have this bobk in his pouket, With it 
he ig well armed and eyuipped, aud if he do nol venture boo far 

into the forest primeyal, may by its alfl find his way without diff 
culty, (Boston; A, Williams & Co.; 218pp.; cloth, $1.50.) 
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Game Baq and Gan. 

_ Open SrAsons.—Sve twile of open seasons for game and. fish 
tn issus af July 20, 

GAME IN SEASON IN AUGUST, 
Yt age following schedule exhibits the game now in season, (Also, 

in parentheses, seasons which open during the month.): 
Alabama—Dovyes, 
California—Deer, doves, 
Dakota—(Aug. 15, grouse, quail, 

snipe, curlaw, plover), 
Delaware—Woodcock, 
District of Columbia—Woodeock, 

ruffed prouse; (Aug. 15, deer), 
Georgia— Wild turkey, quail, deer, 
Idaho—Sharp-tail and pinnated 
grouse, deer, mountain sheep 
and gout, elk, antelops, buffalo, 

Minvis—W oodcock; (Aug. 15,wild- 
fowl, pinnated grouse), 

Indiana—Wooddecock, 
Tfowa—Woodeoerk; (Aug, 15, wild- 

fowl, pinnated grouse). 
Kentucky—Woodcoek, 
Louisiana—Deer, 
Maine—Plover. 
Maryland—Woodeoelk; (Aug. 15, 

ruffed erause). 
Massachusettg—W oodcouk, doves, 
Michigan—Woodcock, 
Minnesota—W oodcock, 
Missouri—W oodeoek, plover, meu 
dow lark, dove; (Aug. 15, pin- 
nated grouse). 

Montana—Fool hen, grouse, pt: 
migan; (Alig. 10, buifalo, elk, 
antelope, mountain sheep and 
foat, moose, wildfoyl), 

Nebraska—( Aug. 15, grouse). 
Nevada—4ik, antelope, mountain 

New Brunswick—Woodeock, wild- 
fowl, snipe. 

New Hampshire—Woodeock, plo- 
ver, wildfow!, rail. 

New Jersey—(Ane. 26, reed birds). 
New York—Woodcock (except 

Dutchess, Herkimer and Oneida 
CO8.), squirrels, deer, (Hounding 
season opens Aug. 15; forbidden 
in St. Lawrence co.) 

North Carolina—(Aug, 16, deer), 
Nova Seotia—W oudcock, wildfowl, 

snipe. 
Ohio—Woodeock, 
Oregon—Grouse, wildfowl. 
Ontario — Woodcock: (Aug, 

wildfowl, snipe). 
Pennsylyania—Wondcock, plover, 
Rhode Island—Woodeock, ployer. 
Texas—Deer, pinnated frouse, 
Utah—Fus, deer, antelope, moun- 

16. grouse, 

E 
15, 

tain sheep; (Aug. 
quail, wildifowl). 

Virginia--Rutted grouse. woodcock 
| Washington Verritory—(Aug. 15, 

deer, alk, antelope, mountain 
sheep, grouse), 

| Wisconsin—Woodeouk; (Aug, 15, 
| __ grouse, quail), 
| Wyoming--Bulfalo, elk, antelope, 

Taountain sheep and goat, deer, 
ptarmigaun: pinnated, sage and 
sharp tail grouse; (Aug. 15,rnffed 

Sheep and goat, sage grouse; grouse, Wildfowl, plover, curlew, 
(Aug, 14, deer), snipe). 
2" For exceptions, local laws, ete,, ses Porusr ayn Srrmam Sched- 

ule “B," issue of July 20, page 489. 

WHAT DESTROYS THE RUFFED GROUSE? 

) Bey G the four past years the editors and correspond- 
ents of Forms, AnD STREAM have answered correctly 

many very puzzling questions in connection with forest and 
stream, wooderaft and natural history, Such as what 
becomes of the antlers of deer and other Cered shed each year? 
At what season these are shed? What emasculates the squir- 
rels? What the English sparrow is good for? Where hoop 
snakes are the most plentiful? How speckled trout cateh 
flies with their tails? Tow shooting clubs protect the game 
and fish? ete, 

“Byrne” has calmly sat and looked on, while these some- 
times hot controversies were going on, ready at any time to 
give the correct answers, in cise no one else stumbled on 
them. Butsooner or later some one would step in and give 
the true solution of the question ‘“‘befo’ de meetin?” and it 
Was not necessary to call upon me. 

All such questions haye been answered to ‘‘Byrne’s” satis- 
faction, and I think correctly, except the one of “what causes 
the disappearance almost entirely of the ruffed grouse in 
districts where it had before been quite plenty?” ‘This has 
not been answered by any one to ‘*Byrne’s” satisfaction, and 
as there seems to be uo hopes of its being so answered, I 
will have to attempt the answer myself, 

The theory of the partridge fy or tick destroying the 
young will, L think, not answer, from many natural reasons, 
one of which is, that this fly has not, so far as I can learn, 
been found West, and it is certain that this grouse fluctuates 
in quantity different seasons, wonderfully in sections where 
they are not destroyed to any great extent by man, or visible 
birds and beasts of prey in the West, They do not increase 
in numbers West in places where there is every visible 
reason why they should increas greatly. In places West 
where they were very numerous twenty-tive and thirty years 
ago, they are not near so plentiful now, yet there is no visible 
reason why they should not be more plentiful, And from 
What Eastern correspondents write, the same facts pertain 
everywhere Hast. 

“Byrne” will now give his theory of the cause of this dis- 
appearance of the ruffed grouse and other birds of its family, 
amd its want of increase in sections finely adapted to its 
natural increase, and some facts supporting this theory into 
in hypothesis, if not into facts, in natural history. 

Some thirty-five or forty years ago, there was imported in- 
to North America from China and India certain great “eay- 
key, lonzJegged, coarse, cowardly, ill-looking, worthless, a 
perfectly outrageous parody on chicken life and farm, cer- 
tain domestic fowls, known as Shanghais, Cochin Chinas, 
Brahmas, ete., chickens,” Along with these was imported a 
“virulent anthrax,” sporadic, or zymotic contagious disease 
commonly known as “chicken cholera,” which devasted, and 
is devastating, our “chicken coops” and turkey roosts yearly. 
Now it isa well known fact that some of these malignant 
deadly diseases such as this, involves in general destnction 
nol only certain species, but also whole families and orders 
in itsdeadly embrace, and the scientific siudy of these dis- 
eases will have to be carried much further than it has been 
before we can know what species any one form of these dis 
eases do involve. For we do not as yet know but that the 
deadly so-called ‘‘hog cholera,” and this same ‘chicken 
cholera” and other deadly forms of disease of nan and other 
animals are caused by one common parasite, . 

This ‘‘chicken cholera’ has never heen, | believe, 
scientifically investigated. While the so-called hog cholera 
has been thoroughly (see reports of United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculinre), the disease, or two diseases, are yery 
similar in their action in’ the pig and in the chicken, and 
there seems to be no cure for either when once altacked. the 
only safety being in prevention, But it is possible that 
either may be cured by proper treatment in the first stages 
after being taken into the system, while it is in the incuba- 
tion state, or latent, and before it becomes virnlent and has 
attacked the vitals. Now let us see if there is any proof 
that this “chicken cholera” does destroy other species of the 
order to which the domestic chicken belongs. 1 have posi- 
tive proof that it does destroy both the domestic and wild 
turkey. Ihave lost hundreds of domestic turkeys, haying 
the same symptoms and dying at the same time that the 
chickens were dying around them by the dozen. Several 
years ago I procured a “clutch” of nine eggs of the wild 
turkey, placed them under a domestic hen. Seven hatched 
out and I reared them to the size of 4 prairie chicken, when 
seven of them diced in one day with this disease in exactly 
the same way and with the same symptoms of the chickens 
and the tame turkeys running with them, 

Query; do quail die with this disease? Ihave never secn 
one actually dic with it, but facts show conclusively I think 
that they do, For instance, T have seen young quail ex- 
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ceedingly plenty on my place in Illinois and in that neigh- 
borhood in July and August. Itis there unlawful to shoot 
quail until October the first, and but very few, scarcely any, 
are shot in that neighborhood before that time. In Jnly 
each covey of quail numbered from twelve to twenty; when 
the season. Opened on October first, some seasons, and these 
were the same seasons that chicken cholera had devastated 
our poultry yards, but yery few quail could be found, and 
When a coyey was found it would consist of a few indiyid- 
uals—four, six, cight or ten would be about as they would 
run, and quite often only the two parents with no young 
with them would be found, with rarely < covey with its nor- 
mal number, 

The same facts exactly apply to the ruffed grouse under 
my observation, This bird was not, in the early settlement 
of the country, found near my home in Illinois, but began 
to appear there about twenty-tive years ago, I had as fine 
a country for it to propagate and breed in as the most ex- 
acting and wzsthetic Bonasa wmbellus seemingly could ask. 
took yery great pains to protect the noble incomer, not kill- 
ing them myself or allowing others to do so, so far as pos- 
sible. For'a few years they increased finely, then for a 
time became very scarce, then gained a little, and so they 
haye kept on fluctuating in numbers year by year until the 
present time, and T do not think that in that neighborhood 
there are any more individuals of this fine bird than there 
was three years after we discovered the first covey in there, 
1 know that they have not been killed by dog and gun; but 
1 do not know postively that they curled up and died with 
the chicken cholera, ButI do know that all facts show 
that they did, do and will. As I said before, all the facts T 
have given as to the quail are equally true of this grouse. 
Thesame large coveys of young until about (wvo-thirds grown, 
and then suddenly reduced io a very few individuals or en- 
tively disappearing. 
Whether the prairie hen or the pinnuted grouse (Cupidonia 

eujrda) is destroved hy this disease or not, my observations 
aire not so complete, but so far as they haye gone they in- 
cline me to believe nearly conclusively that they are. About 
twenty-live years ago the prairie chickens began to decrease 
more rapidly in numbers than the amount killed in my 
neighborhood with the gun would warrant, After that time 
thesame depleted coyeys would be found at the opening of the 
season, and the number of birds varied too greatly different 
years, Now for afew observed facts as the season or time 
of year that this disease, ‘‘chicken cholera,” destroys the birds, 
and my argument is complete. Old birds generally die with 
it April, May and June, young birds in the last half of July 
and August, when they are about two-thirds grown, ‘The 
old birds do not. often die in the spring, but seasons when 
they do they are g¢nerally the finest aud fattest. of the flock, 
these fine birds dying yery suddenly, Thin birds die more 
slowly, and sometimes nearly recover. Then if these are 
facts, and I] certainly think they ure, we may haye all the 
hirds named very plentiful the first half of July, and yery 
scarce September first. As to the virulence of this disease 
and its capacity for killing chickens, L will say that I have 
often seen farms stocked with Inmdreds of chickens and 
turkeys, and all be dead in a few days but a few old setting 
hens, BYRNE, 
Qrockert's Buurr, Ark,, Aug. 10. 

GRASS PLOVER SHOOTING. 
EARS ago, before the Stetson House, at Long Branch, 

was erected, and the pumerous cottages extending in 
a line southward were built, the whole extent of field land 
from the bluff to nearly a quarter of a mile inland was 2 
continued suecession of plover grounds. At that time the 
fieldsat Long Branch were either cultivated or used as pas- 
tures directly up to the bluil, which rose before the surf fif- 
teen or twenty feet high. On these plover grounds, which 
were cither potato fields or pastures, from Howland’s Hotel 
to Deal, L have shot hundreds of grassplover, but have never 
seen one close by on the beach. Iwas quite a boy when I be- 
gan shooting at Long Branch, and became very skillful under 
the tuition of an old frend, and at that time hy no means a 
young tutor—Mr, Thompson, who, with his son-in law, Mr. 
Shade Green, and the latter's brothers, Capt. Charley, Jim 
and Walter, were considered the best sportsmen at the Branch. 
Tremember how ] astonished my old friend Thompson by 
érawliny on all fours down the potatoe rows—the yines hay- 
ing attamed full growth and blossom—until I got within 
shooting distance of the ployer I had seen alight in the field, 
when [would jump tomy feet, put the birds up, and kill 
them before they got well on the wing. And such birds! 
Just here, in speaking of the potato fields in which Iso 
often shot them, [ discovered a peculiar species of small 
beetle abwiys in the crops or maws of the birds I killed in 
these lots, It was doubtless this insect that attracted them, 

Tt wasconsidered then four miles from Towland’s to Deal, 
and we generally had good shooting from the time we reached 
Capt. Charley Green’s house at what was then known as 
“the fresh water pond “a half mile from Howland’s, We 
frequently met Messrs. J. W. Wallack and Edwin Adams 
with their guns on the plover grounds, We never extended 
our tramps beyond the Hathaway House at Deal, always 
winding up there for a rest and refreshments. The Hatha- 
way boys heing shooters we never failed displaying our bag, 
were it small or large, and an hour’s cooling off put us in 
good shape for the return over the same route. We were 
generally quite sneccssfal on these grounds, and seldom 
arrived at the hotel (it was “‘the Bath” then, kept by Col. 
Green) without a dozen or more birds each, Years after I 
met my friend Thompson at Capt, Bond’s, Long Beach, 1 
had become grown up then, Mr. Thompson showed his age 
considerably, but shot the same gun, and just as well as when 
we first met, for we went out together, and had several good 
days among the bay birds during our stay at Long Beach. 
IT remember algo of having had good grass ployer shooting near 
Swedesboro, Gloucester county, N.J., when T wass boy, 
an] being taken out by Sheriff Knisell in his low doctor’s gig 
and killing them from the wagon, The night before the pro- 
posed shooting triphe would order his farmer to have different 
opcuings made in the fences by taking the barsdown, and 
the birds not appearing to fear the approaching vehicle as it 
drew near them in narrowing circles, would allow us to get 
within eqsy shooting distance and have plenty of time to 
jump from the wagon before they arose. 

There reached me once im the month of April as a present 
from the West a box of what my young fricnd who sent 
them said were Hnelish snipe und “prairie keets.” On open- 
ing the box [discovered the ‘prairie keets” were grass plover, 
and as fat as adipose matter could make them, It was out 
of season to besure. I wrote my young friend, chided him, 
and posted him, bnt as to the “‘prairie Keet,” they were very 
nice. Homo, 
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DEER HUNTING IN MICHIGAN. 
Q* the head waters of Michigan’s Didibawasee lies a forest 

of pine, hemlock, white cedar, “tamarack” and birch, 
| interspersed here and there with “hard wood,” consisting 
principally of beech, maple, oxk and elm, But, though a 
wilderness, it cannot be called an unbroken forest, for even 
here the enterprising lumberman has pushed his way, and 
the many openings or *‘choppings” now strewn with logs and 
brush, and overgrown with thickets of pin cherry, blackberry 
or raspberry, tell of his work, if, perhaps, not of his devas: 
tation. 

The country is quite hilly, and, strange enough, there are 
numerous swamps, dense and almost impenetrable with their 
growth of hemlock, white cedar and tamarack, Here and. 
there, too, are scattered those lakes so still, so clear. so deep, 
so impressively wild—those beautiful lakes for which our 
northern country is noted. Wide expanses of marsh also 
exist, many of them thickly overgrowu with cranberry vines, 
and their surfaces dotted with hundreds of bushel’ of the 
bright red berry. 

Late in the season, when deer seek shelter from storm and 
cold in the timber and swamps, such a country would hardly 
be regarded by those experienced as a still-hunter’s paradise; 
yet there was a party of seven such hunters pitched their tent 
and made their camp late last fall, ; 
He who has experienced the pleasure and experiment of a 

hunter's day in the woods, who has eagerly listened to the 
day’s experience of his comrades as related around the eyen- 
ing camp fire, who has laughed there at the ceaseless flow of 
story, wil or jest, can realize something of it all; but he who 
has been so unfortunateas never to haye joined in the pleasure 
and fin of such an occasion, is solicited io call in the aid of 
his imaginati n. 

Four of the party, who must be introduced us Unele Sam, 
Frank, Sam and Splasher, left home some weeks in advance 
of the others. Aftera tedious trip by sail we transferred 
our baggage to a two-horse wagon, and wilh a somewhat in- 
definite idea ay to the locality we should select for our camp, 
took the road into the woods, hoping to reach a desirable 
point before night. But the road being bad, night overtook 
us and we were compelled to set up a tent and camp umong 
the pines, intending to resume our journey in, the morning. 
Soon, however, it commenced 10 rain, and the possibility, 
not to say the probability, of a wind storm im the timber 
so frightened our teamster that he ingisted on hitching up 
and going on. It was finally decided as an alternative, that 
he and Frank should follow the road on foot, and, if pas- 
sible, find # better place. While they were gone, some of 
ns, not much alarmed about the storm, availed ourselyes of 
the opportunity to get a little sleep, haying slept little, if 
any, the two preceding nights, ; 

foo soon it seemed, to one sleeper at least, our scouts re- 
turned and reported havingfound a “‘settler” anda vacant lum- 
ber camp. It was now sbout one o’clock, still, at intervals, 
raining ligltly, and dark as Erebus. But ont into it all we 
went, stumbling over one of the stumpiest, rouchest, dark- 
est roads ever traveled. At the end of about two and a half 
or three miles we came to the camp, which, by the aid of the 
“settler,” who kindly got out of his bed, and with a lan- 
lem, came to our assistance, we took possession of. The 
“settler” soon made us a good fire, and then left us to get 
what rest we could. As it was but an hour or two until 
daylight, welay down upon the Jong benches, which seem to 
bean invariable appurlenance of lumber camps, and glept 
the sleep of the weary. 
The settler’s name, as we soon learned. was John; and to 

this genial, kindly John and his household, we were, during 
our stay, indebted for many fayors. Giles, his brother-in- 
law, and Henry, his nephew, must not be omitted in this con- 
nection, John was an intelligent Frenchman, and « dear 
lover of the gun. He sometimes accompanied us into the 
woods, and materially assisted us in our pursuit. His even- 
ings, in company with Giles, were almost invariably spent in 
our camp, partieipating in, and contributing to, the social 
merriment. Long may you live, John—you and yours—and 
many a big buck may you kill. 
We took our choice of the many bunks at our disposal and 

made our beds of the regulation hemlock, which, though a 
time-honored and much-lauded material fer that, purpose, it 
is probably often a mistake to use. Would it not be as 
reasonable to suppose that doses of conium or aconite, 
gencrally administered, and long continued, would invari- 
ably, or even often, produce good results? That hemlock has 
strong medicinal or poisonous properties, is, of course, well 
known, and the question then is whether ina giyen case the 
effect will be good or bad, The writer's individnal experi- 
ence is decidedly adverse to its use. Eyen the smell of it is 
more disagreeable to him than that of turpentine. 
We found deer stalking rather a difficult matter in such a 

brushy country, the brush being of the snappiest kind, too. 
Nevertheless we managed to kill some deer, pnt, so far as the 
daily record was concerned, the numbers were not especially 
worthy of note, untilone day Frank Killed four. This was 
the result of using a repeating rifle, and probably could not 
haye been done with any other kind. Three of the party 
were walking along a road, when they heard the jump of 
deer in the brush near at hand. A convenient stump was 
immediately mounted by Frank, which brought to his view 
4 doe standing about forty yards distant. She being in- 
stantly killed, two fawns made their appearance, and then 
followed a most exciting repetition of shots from two re- 
peaters; but Frank was the fortunate one and killed them 
all, The next move was to carry these three deer, at oné 
trip, a distance of two miles to camp, which was no small 
undertaking for three men. Finding it necessary to rest oc- 
casionally they would then take good positions and watch, 
hoping thus to get another shot, which Frank—whost luck 
was evidently on for that day—suceeeded in doing, adding, 
thereby, another fawn to his previous score. They now had 
four deer to carry, but were eqnal to the emergency, and 
brought them all in. 

There is an element of luck. prescription, allotment—call 
it what you will—which enters largely into the affairs of 
life, and is especially observable in this matter of hunting. 
The merits of skill and experience may be tully recounized, 
and yet there is that mysterious something which brings to 
the tyro most remarkable success, While the application of 
knowledge meets with most aggravating failure. Why an 
experienced and usually successful deer hunter may, for a 
whole week, employ all his art without so much as getting a 
shot, perhaps without so much as seeing a deer, while a 
novice, hunting, probably, but a portion of the same ground, 
meets with the most fayorable opportunities and the best of 
success, is supposed toa he something that no fellow can find 
but. But, while the reasons for this may be incomprehensi- 
ole, there are evidently certain laws goyerning the whole 
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subject. Some of these, at least, an observer may read and 
protit by. Take, for instance, the recognized tendency of 
incidents, when once developed, to repeat themselves in 
quick succession—to come in spells—and what does it teuch ? 
Simply that if Dame Fortune condescends to smile on one, 
he should lose ue opportunity to let her vepeat it as offen. as 
she will: for, haying once succeeded in reaching the smiling 
point, she seems rather to be pleased with the effeet, and 
Tiehosed toiry it again and avain. Tt is quite possible that 
on such occasions some kindred admirer flatters her vanity by 
referring to her beauty as being, much enhanced by a smile, 
and thus this happy condition of things is augmented. OF 
eourse this is not positively known to he the case, but, con- 
sidering the sex, the idea is not at all unreasonable, How- 
ever this may be, oh, Nimrod! let not now the moments 
slip nor the grass grow under your feet, 

One vainy day, the rain falling heayily and éontinuously, 
this same trio started out for along tramp in the woods. In 
“Dpreast hunting” they soon got sepivated, and, to make mat- 
ters worse, Unele Sam and Sam both got “turned round''—in 
short, lost. Uncle Sam, so faras he was concerned, was 
equal to the emergency, fitting; down to quict and collect 
his somewhat scattered senses, and giving audible expression 
to his disgust of the situation, he laid ont the course by his 
compass, and after a tiresome tramp through swamps and. 
fallen timber reached camp. Not so, however, with Bani. 
He realized that he was lost, aud yet would not depend on 
his compass; the compass did nofi seem to point in the right 
direction, and it must be wrong. So he struck out on his 
own hook, and after some time accidentally came to a lum- 
ber camp, where he was kindly invited to take dinner. As 
these lumbermen offen know but little about the country and 
roads, except so far as they are immediotely concerned, they 
did not direct him very definitely, but put him on a road that 
lead iniles away to another camp. Arriving at this camp he 
recognized it as one he had yisited before, and consequently 
he knew the way from there, though the miles were long to 
the now tired walker. Arriving at camp, coming in from 
the opposite direction to the one taken in the morning, and 

| having traveled in an extended cirele, he asserted that he had 
been ground the South Pole. But it is the opinion that he 
dicdu’t Know whether it was the South Pole or the North 
Pole, or, in fact, whether he had been around any pole at all. 
Frank, who is endowed with that happy faculty of location 
so valuable to the hunter, reached camp as usual without 
difficulty. 

After two weeks we were joined by the remainder of the 
party, Dan., George and Eb. The addition added very 
much to the animation of ailairs, and everything went mer- 
rily until one evening we were surprised by the arrival of 
nearly thirty lambermen, who had come to reoccupy the 
camp. They did not propose to haye us leave, there was 
room enough for us all, but the idea of cooking, eating and 
sleeping iu the midst of so many, and strangers at that, 
could not be cnutertained, It was rather amusing to notice 
the gloomy expression that settled down upon the face of al 
most every hunter as he came in and learned the situation. 
The subject was discussed amonf ourselves that evening, 
and before turning into our bunks if was decided to begin 
work on a Jog cabin of our own next morning. We had 
had tents, but there was snow on the ground, and the weather 
cold; so we decided on the cabin. John kindly offered to 
give us a location on his cleared ground, near a fine spring 
of water, and assist us in the work, Accordingly we began 
the construction of u house sixteen by twenty feet, using 
heayy logs, such a8 are selected where oxen o: horses are 
employed, though we bad the aid of neither. Clapboards, 
or “shakes,” as they are called iu that country, were made 
from a large pine, carried nearly 4 quarter of a mile on our 
backs, and the roof carefully constructed of them. We 
chinked the spaces between the logs, danbed them with clay, 
mossed the remaining apertures, put in a window-sash with 
glass, which John Dappened to have, made a door with 
wooden hinges, coustructed four bunks, piled a heayy mat 
of hemlock boughs on the roof to keep out the drifting 
snow and add to the warmth, and moved in within fwo and 
a-half days. lf any one thinks lightly of the labor performed 
in this undertaking lef him reflect that the work was not 
only carefully done wilh a view to permanence, but that the 
difficulties were much inureased by the want of facilities 
usually employed. 

On the other hand, should anyone fee] disposed to he in- 
credulous, he is informed that every one of the party has a 
mechanical reputation of no ordinary degree, and. in almost 
every instance merits his reputation, while several of them 
possess that universal kind of genius which would enable 
them to construct anything, from a saw-mill to a breach- 
loading gun, and make the tools to do it with, too, if neces- 
sary. But these characteristics are reterred tu almost exclu- 
sively tor the reason—and it is hoped the reader will so re- 
gard if—that it seems remarkable, and therefore worthy of 
note, that a party of seven persons, not at other times asso- 
ciated on acconut of their mechanical tendencies, should 
have been thus incidentally thrown together, That cabin, 
around whicli at one time hung sixteen deer. would have 
been an objectof interest fo any one who could have seen it; 
but to those who built and occupied it, it must be an inefface- 
able recollection. In leaying it the thought presented itself 
whether any of ns should ever visit if again, and the silent 
answer was, some may, but surely not all. 

Another peculiarity of our party was that every one 
played the violin. We had none of our own with us, but 
Jolin, in 4 measure, supplied the want with one haying but 
three sivings, and it was really amusing to see the violin cir- 
culated in regular order from one performer to another. 
Under the inspiration of the music tac enthusiasm at times 
reached the dancing point, when what is sometimes termed 
a stag dance would ensue, a very appropriate kind of dance 
for the hunter, is it not? especially when, as in this case, 
‘there are several antlered old fellows hanging wp at hand. 

There were five very finé heads of lorns secured on this 
trip, two of which are now in the hands of # taxidermist 
for mounting, One pair of these horns, secured by Sam, 
is very large, vight-tyned, some of the tynes themselves 
branching, and is beautifully symmetrical. Not many hunt- 
ers meet with such heads in a lifetime. 

‘Bears were uot plenty and but two were killed, Uncle 
fam and Sam securing the honors on that score. 

Thete are many beaver dams in this country, most of them 
old and deserted, fut some af fhem still cecupred hy these 
wonderful animals, 

But it must not be forgotten that the story which seems all 
foo short for the writer, may be all too long for the reader; 
therefore, with the omission of many ilems, this subject 
must speedily brought to a close. Suffice if then to add, 
that our party killed twenty-five deer, two bears, 1 number 
of vntied grouse, which were plenty, bat which we did not 
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often care to interfere with, and other animals, not, perhaps, 
too numerous to mention, but in a deer country hardly worthy 
of notice. Compared with the large number of deer killed 
by parties who lnunt in that region with hounds, our kill was 
not remarkable; but considering the nature of the country 
and the fact that we still-hunted—as all should be compelled 
to do, if there are 1o be any deer left in Michigan—the num- 
ber was fair, In truth we ought not to have killed any more, 
We had plenty of venison to eat in camp, anc brought six- 
teen whole deer home with us. J 
We were welltrested on the railroads im Michigan; the 

Mackinaw Division of the Michigan Central, and the Flint & 
Pere Marquette allowing each his baggage and two Inimdred 
pounds of same free, We hoped to receive the same terms 
from the Dayton & Michigan at Toledo, but in this syere dis- 
appointed, The mun who attended to checking our baggage 
there, voluntarily remarked that if we would handle our own 
gime—Ioad it into the hagsage car, ete.—‘they would give 
us that free.” We accepted this, but on our arrival in Day- 
ton, the hagzage-master there informed us that he had re- 
teiyed a telegram requiring him te weigh our baggage and 
wame, and charge us baggage rates for all weight over that 
of hagzage usually allowed. This was a swindle on the part. 
of some one, From Dayton to Xenia, and {hence to our 
destination on the Pittsbureh, Cincinnati & St. Louis Rail- 
road, we had to pay roundly for onr game. SPUASHER, 

A MORNING WITH THE WOODCOCK. 

A Seurly as May a friend and myself had decided to take 
¥e a day with the woodcock as soon as the law was off, 
which in this State is the first of August, for in this section 
of the country, being sp near Boston, it is the ‘early bird 
that. catches the worm,” and he has to be pretty early at 
that. The fourth of August arriyed, and then T had to go 
alone. At 4A. M, Iwas awakened by my alarm clock, and 
upon arising found the air clear and cool, and the eastern 
sky faintly ight with the approaching dawn, 

After breakfast I went to the kennels, and found the dogs 
all eagerness at my approach, as though aware of the sport 
that was in the wind, Tuking only Nellie and Dash, 1 
gaye cach 4 lightmeal and then started for the grounds, On 
my arrival the sun wis just muking its appearance, and 
eyerything bid fair for a morning of perfect pleasure. En- 
tering the swamp I cast off the dogs and had proceeded but a 
short distance when Nellie stiffened on a grand point, Dash 
appealing on the scene, bucking her finely, Waiting a mo- 
ment to steady them I flushed the bird and killed, Nellie re- 
trieving in good form, Stopping a few moments to let the 
dogs thoroughly beat the ground in hopes of finding another, 
Tmoyed on ouly to find some of the best spots entirely dried 
up. Il was beginning to think that [had secured the only 
bird, when Nellie again pointed, but before T could reach 
her the bird flushed wild, giving me 4 soap shot, which, as 
much by good fortune as good shooting, | improved by 
bringing the bird to the ground dead. The bird retrieved, 
Lthoronughly beat the remainder of the ground, but failed 
to get 4 rise. : 
T was disappointed in only securing these two birds, for the 

ground is one of the best i éver saw, but I accounted for it 
by the exceedingly dry weather of the past six weeks. Look- 
ing at my watch J found that | had consumed twq hours in 
the swamp, and as I had the forenoon before me, decided to 
try another place about two miles further on, where earlier 
in the season [had started quite a number of birds, and as 
there were two or three springs [I wag sure of wet ground. 

Calling the dogs to heel, as the sun was well up and pretty 
hot, L soon arrived, The first place, where Thad started two a 
week before, was drawn blank. Gcing toward a spring 
the dogs gave evidence of the proximity of game and 
moved cautiously along, catthing the scent at about the same 
dime, the dog sliglthy in advance. I flushed the birds and 
two splendid woodcock burst into view, one soing for an 
opening and the other rising over the trees. I put on to the 
rising one and missed, owing probably to his being so near; 
the other one I killed. After retri¢ving the deal bird 1 
started in the direction taken by the other, and conimenced 
to cantiously beat the ground, but the dogs had only crossed 
two or three times when the bird flushed in an open spot 
some distance abead, and immediately disappeared, not piv- 
ing mea chance to shoot. I conelided that it would be 
useless to follow him because of his wildness, and also that 
he was making in the direction of an almost impene- 
trable swamp. ‘Returning to where the birds first started I 
commenced again, and after fifteen minute’s work the dogs 
pointed on the edge of an open. T flushed the birds, and was 
somewhat surprised and disappointed to have three young 
ruffed jrouse take wing and disappear. Moving ona little 
further the dogs again pointed. and again grouse were raised, 
When I failed to shoot the second time, the dogs looked up 
as much as to say: “Have your sensés left you entirely? 
That was » bird.” 

In a short time 1] flushed the remainder of the covey; in 
all there were about ten. Being near the end of the swamp 
I decided to leave it rather than disturb them again. T had 
almost reached the edge when the does pointed, and by their 
manner I knew that it was a sight point. I walked in but 
was surprised to find no bird, when suddenly another covey 
of young grouse about as large as quail made feehle attempts 
to fly. With eveat difficulty Ivestrained the dogs and made 
my way out. | look for grand sport there the first of Sep- 
tember. By this time it wag near noon und I started for 
home, killimg one wooud¢oeck on a little stream on my way. 
have often seen it stated that in July and August wood- 

cock fly heavily and are easily killed, but 1 would say that 
here in August they fly as well and swiftly, according to my 
observation, us at uny time during the year, and seem to un- 
derstand as well how to put on the fancy turns and twists for 
which they are noted, NEPONSET. 

Hixpm Park, Mass., Aug. 12. 

Sarvs, Miss., Aug. 14, 1882.—T had the pleasure of flush- 
ing a fine covey of quail while passing through afield on my 
return from the lake, and oneof the yentlemen wio was with 
me informed me that if, was not an uncommon occurrence to 
flush three and four covies in a walk through some of the 
fields in that neighborhood. Ithink the abundant crop of 
corn that is zrowing in this county will muke hunting good 
here this fall and winter,—DaAyy. 

New Lovistana Gane Law.—The game lav of Louisiana 
was amended at the last session of the Leyislature, the open 
seasons being as follows: Deer, Oct. 1 to March 1; wild 
turkey, Oct, 1 to April 15; quail, partridge opr pheasant, 
Oct. 1 to April 1, - By a curious and stupid clerical blunder, 
in transcribing the bill the word ‘duck? was substituted for 
buck, and the bill was so framed and the law so’ published. 

PUT YOURSELF IN CONDITION. 

A$ the shooting seasonis at hood when the inexorable 
law throws off its stern mantle of justice, und, meta- 

phorically speaking, opens wide the gates of the great pre- 
serves to the enthusiastic devotees of the dog and gun who 
haye been waiting, O, so apxidusly, for a bout with the 
grouse, woodcock and wild duek, it will, perhaps, be not 
amiss to say a word to these enthusiasts, touching the im- 
portant matter of being, in every sense of the word, ready 
for those haleyon days. 

Tt would he folly to reiterate what, this journal has already 
endesvored to impress upon its readers, yiz.; The 
necessity of a good gun in a good condition, a good dog 
ditto, good ammunition and 4 good companion. All these 
are necessarily the concomitants of a good sportsman, and 
to such are we speaking, But it is fo another cssential we 
desire to draw careful attention, knowing by experience that 
upon it hangs the gunner’s chances of happiness, health and 
ultimate success in thefield. We refer to a thorough physi- 
cal preparation. 

A. gret majority of the guild are dwellers in cities and 
towns—lawyers, physicians, clergymen, merchants, clerks, 
et id ame genus, whose pursuits are of such a nature that 
while they are com anmioie with field sports, their physical 
condition is away down below theirideas, To ilhastratie; A 
merchant may be in prime order for doing his regular work 
faithfully and well, and yet let him take a few days’ outing 
with am cight-pound gun and fifty loaded shells on his per- 
son, he will réturn at night ‘‘usedup,” with a wretched sick 
headache, feeling that ‘the sport? he so loudly praised the 
day before is a delusion and a snare. And all this, perhaps, 
in the face of a splendid bag. Again a soft (physically) 
elerk may sally forth to enjoy a day doled out grudgingly to 
him by a nigeardly employer. The unusual violent exercise, 
so different from his every-day routine, ‘breaks him all wp,” 
and like as not entails to him a loss through sickness of two 
or three days, the wage of which is unceremoniously docked 
from his seanty salary. So, very often that which should 
yedound to the happiness and health of those who most need 
those two desirable things, results in quite the contrary. 
And now how can this be obviated? There is but one way. 

The novice must lower himself to the condition of the prize- 
fighter and the professional walkist and go into training; 
his flabby muscles must become tense and hard, his fender 
feet must be toushened and his bilious stomach cleared of 
all humors, and it is within the power of all sportsmen to 
bring this about. There is no onesoclosely confined that he 
can find no timefor plenty of exercise between business hours, 
but “the rub” is he will not do it; he will lie snoozing im 
bed dreaming of the many birds he will bring to bag, when 
he might be out in the sweet morning air stiffening his 
sinews dnd luying the foundations for that which would 
bring the dreams to a glorious reality. Active. manly exer- 
cise is good the yeur around, but as man is a lazy animal 
and will not live up to his privileges, save, perbaps in the 
matter of field sports, ye will venture on the following ad- 
yice to sportsmen, assuring them that: their enjoyment in the 
field will be enhanced a thousand fold, and great good will 
result to them physically and mentally. 
When the great day is appointed—as it generally is a fort- 

night in adyance—arise at 5 A. M. which is no chore these 
lovely mornings, dou your hunting shoes and sally forth with 
a stout stick in your hand, Stretch off briskly for a fiye 
mile walk, and allow no symptoms of fatigue to tempt you 
either to cut it shorf or indulge in an “eye-opener,” Your 
seven-thirty or eight o’clock breaktast will haye wondrous 
charms for you, and when you go down-town tisten to no 
blandishments of convenient bus” or tram lines For the 
first two or three mornings you muy he 4 little tired when 
you £o to work, but that will soon wear off, and when the 
desired morning comes you will skip the daisies ani thrash 
through fhe brnsh tntiringly and st night be as fresh as 4 
rose, feeling that the day has been well spent. 

This may seem a hard preseription to follow, but it is not, 
and we can assure our readers it will pay to try it to its full 
extent. Valuable time will thus be saved, and the mission 
tor which we leave our business be accomplished. Tottering 
legs, aching heads and nervous arms can never do the execu- 
tion on grouse or woodcock that the steady neryes of the 
well-conditioned shooter can accomplish, fortified as he is by 

H. W L. a thorough physical training. 

Brraps Asour PHrmADELPHIA,—Philadelphia, Aug 21.— 
Quite a number of rail haye bred on our marshes this spring, 
and the young already are in. good order. One flight of 
birds has come, notwithstanding it was early for it. So we 
expect good sport after September 1. Grass ‘plover can be 
found now all about Philadelphia, especially in the neigh- 
borhood of Darby Creek. Blackbirds are beginning to flock 
in considerable numbers on both our river shores, and the 
adjacent cornfields are suffering. Reed birds are coming 
avery day and although the seed is not ripe they are taking 
up their quarters among them. At present, wherever a fiel 
ot herd grass can be found 4 collection of these early coming 
flocks may be seen, but the bird is yet out of season and it 
should not be Killed. Shore bird shooting is quite good now, 
south of Great Ege Harbor, Willels are more plentiful this 
year than last, and shori-billed curlew numérous, though 
wary as they alhvays are. Two partics leaving Philadelphia 
last week for shore birds were actually driven off the moad- 
ows by the mosquitoes. Plenty of birds were flying, but 
without % breath of wind to drive off the flies, gnais and 
mosquitoes, sitting still ina blind*on a salt marsh was un- 
hbearable.—Homo. 

PHUADELPHIA Notres,—August 16,—(Frass ployer are 
plentiful in the fields about Philadelphia on the river shores- 
itis not. generally known, and but few have gone out after 
them, Reed birds are beginning to come, Lash year there 
were but few. ‘This season they will be plentiful. There isa 
good crop of seed growing and just beginning to fop.—Tlusto. 

MAsSACHUSEDTS.—Hast Douglas,—Game prospects are zoud 
for grouse, and squirrels are quite plenty, the woods fairly 
swarming with fhe last. We haye no market hunters in this 
section among our own sportsmen, Hunting out of season is 
done put little, and then at the beginning of the season by 
someone ovyer-tempted.—A Mathur. 

Nesraska, Aug. 16,—Chickens are plentiful. Lots of 
them, though not so near as they were last yoaron account 
of the country settling up so rapidly, We will probably 
have lots of ducks and geese this fall. Quails, ralybits, plo- 
ver, ete., also are very plentiful.—D, B, 
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ANOTHER View or It,—Philadelphia, Pa,—Aditor Forest | 
and Stream: 1 note your Vail, Iowa, correspondent’s, stric- 
tures on the hig game preserves. It must he that he liyesin 
a country whore there is game enough for all; and so cannot 
understand the trae state of affairs obtaining in some other 
sections of (he land. He surely does not know that the 
reasoning of his lutter, however just it may be, so far ag 
fowa is concerned, will not apply to New Jersey, I am 
ashamed to listen, as | have to do daily, to the silly vaporings 
of men—whose ignorance and greed have almost decimated 
the game—railing ont against the tyrunny of societies for its 
protection, Clubs are rapitlly forming and purchasing the 
best localities. The ‘pot-hunters’ and exterminators will 
oe known no more in these regions, and the game will be per- 
mitted to feed and thrive. The most improvident, near- 
sighted men [ eyer met are ignorant sporting men. Sports- 
men are known and recognized under their proper name. 
What-a lesson you teach in your late able editorial on this 
subject. The waters of the Delaware are at certain seasons 
blocked off as far down the bay as Colansy, aud lower, by 
gillnet's, 500 to 600 fathoms long. Yet these people srowl at 
the fish commissioners because they are not allowed to fish 
on the Sabbath,and savagely call if a ‘‘d—d bad Jay, infring- 
ing upon the rights of Ammerican citizens.” We hear a great 
deal of tals about our drifting into English preserves. Well, 
the man that cultivates cats thereof, Why not?—R. G. W, 

Tne WrAtnerk anp tox Breos.—The lone period of 
drought which has extended over u Jaree portion of the 
country, has béen very favorable for the preservation of the 
birds. The woodeock shooter who hus lad the courage to 
face the terror of the swanip wilh its stiflin® heat ig met, in 
most instances, with very poor ralurns for his outlay of time 
and Jahor. Our reports from many seetions where birds 
were plenty in the spring, nearly all agree that simmer 
shooting has been a faihire, That this, as many of our cor- 
respondents predict, presages scarcily of sport the coming 
fall, hy uo means follows. On the contrary. we shall look 
for excellent sport Among the lonebills, when their proper 
Season arrives, asthe many hirds which huve escaped this 
summer, Will then be found in their usual haunts, where, 
with renewed yigor and sirengthened pinion, they will 
afford the sporlsman a far greater amount of pleasurable 
sport than can be realized in the pursuitof half-erown, half- 
flederd same. p 

KaAnsas.—Cimarron, (tray county, Kan, Aug. 18,—The 
prospects for hunting in Western Kansas are excellent. 1 
have heard [rom reliable parties (stockmen) of buffalo in two 
localities; about +00 in one place that have been there all 
summer undisturbed; 150 in the other place, or more, in 
small bunches. Antelope are plenty; I can kill a buck any 
day I try to, Tnrkeys are reported plenty seventy milés 
south of here. 1am foie ona camp lunt on or about Oct. 
10, tobe gone twenty days. 1 want to seeit turkeys are ay 
plenty as they are said so be.—W_. 1 D, 

SH lich 
or 

Camp Hire INS. 

“That reminds me.” 

SUPPOSE the remurk must huve become somewhat 
— hackneyed by this time, but Twill, nevertheless, venture 

to make it—that 1 look for my Forasr ayp SpReAw uvery 
week with impatience, and vend it with invmense satisfaction, 

T have especially enjoyed the letters af your veteran ¢or- 
respondent ‘‘Nessmuk.” Es letter deseriptive of the ‘Race 
with Death” of @ “‘long-laker” was a een. 1 live also very 
much enjoyed the rejainders to tyo of your correspondents 
who have ‘‘crowded him” a little—or tried to. Your readers 
will all remember how well he held his own in the friendly 
contention. Theresultin each case reminds me yery much of 
an incident which ocewrred on the Mississippi River, which, 
though many of your readers haye doubtless heard it, will 
perhaps bear repetition for the sake of the moral. 
A young man on the upper deck of a Mississippi River 

steamboat, surrounded by a group of friends of both sexes, 
spying a gaunt, tall backwoodsman on the deck below among 
the deckhands and ‘‘roustabouts,” promised his friends some 
fun, by scaring this fresh son of the woods, 

Descending to the boiler deck, he walked up fiercely to 
him, and drawing « bowie knife said in a voice of thunder, 
“Tye been looking for you for a good while!” 

After the raw-boned countryman had swung him around 
in the air, slammed him up and down on thedeck, and mopped 
up all that part of the boat with him and what was left of 
his broadcloth suit, he tossed him on to a pile of barrels, and 
looked up at the party on the deck above, with the remark, 
“Perhaps there’s somebody else up there has been looking 
for me for a good while.” Beit BAMBOO. © 
Boson, Aupust, 1882. 

Killing the deer with a scythe (Forest AND STREAM, 
June 1, 1852) reminds me of a story I heard told by Horace 
Greeley during his visit to Hamilton county, New York, in, 
I think, the summer of ’70, when he visited Wilmurt Lake 
and spent several days with oar party there. It was some- 
thing like this: 

A, Dutchman in Pennsylvania was cleaning the big floor of 
his barn, The grout doors were wile open, and he was 
busily pitching the refuse ont, when suddenly, just as he 
was In the act of throwing out a shovelful, a deer fell dead 
on the pile outside. Thoroughly frightened, the Dutchman 
dropped his shovel and exclaimed, “Golly! I didn't know it 
was loaded.” A minute aflerward 1 hunter, cominz up and 
showing the mark of bullet, claimed the deer and explained 
the puzzle of the loaded shovel, MILLARD, 
Davis Ranos, Laramie Coonty, Wy., August, 1882, 

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT. 

The popular New York journal, Worzst Anp SrrpAM, has been en- 

larged to twenty-eight pages weelly, As a criterion and guide to 

all lovers of logitimate ont-door sport, it is wnsurpassed in its in- 

structive and entertaining articles —New York Markel Journal and 

Price Current, Awy, 19. 

That popolar New York journal, so well known to our sportsmen, 

Forest ann Sonam, has been enlarged to twenty-eight pages weekly, 
Ttis devoted exclusively to angling, shooting, yachting and kindred 

recreations, and is the finest journal of the kind in existence,—Paw 

Paw (Mich) Tre Northerner, Aug, 18. 

We commend the Vornsr ayn Srreamto all good people who take 

arabtional delight infield sports, There should be a good club raised 
here forit. Weread it witha regularity that will cause more than 

one raid to the North before snow tlies, seeking pleasure and health- 

ful recreation,—Oskiluoa (10,) Herald, Aug. 1%, 

Sea and River AMishing. 

Ormn Spasons, —S¢é table of open seasona for qdme wind fish 
im issue of July 20, 

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 
FRESH WATER. 

Lake trout, Cristivamer namay- | Pike (N.Y. pickerel), Hsox Ineius 
eush, Pickerel, Hsox reticulatus. 

Siscowet, Cristiviomer siscoiwet. Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti- 
Brook trout, Sulvelinus fontinalis. | zostethiun. 
Grayling, Thymaltlus Ericolor and | Yellow perch, Perce flawintilis. 

T. niontanrus. Striped bass (Rockfish), Roceus 
Rainbow trout, Salmo irided. lineatus. 
Clark's trout, Satid elarhit. White bass, Roceus elirysops, 
Dolly Varden trout, Salvelinus | Rock bass, Aimbloplites, tivo spe- 

mealies, } cles, 
Salmon, Save sale. War-mouth, Chreenobrytins gutoe- 
Land-locked salmon, yar. sebago. Sus. 
Quinnat salmon, Oncorljymneles Crappie (Strawberry bass, etc.) 
chouycha. Pomoxys nicromaculatus, 

Black bass, Micropterus, two spe-| Bachelor, Pomocys anunularis, 
cies, Chub, Semotilus bullaris. 

Maskinonge, Hsow wabilior. 
SALT WATER, 

Sea bass, Centropristes atrarius. | “Sea trout,” Cyunoseyon carolines~ 
Striped bass, Roceus lineatis. sis. 
Whife perch, Morone americana. | Sheepshead, Archosargus proba- 
Seup or porgie, Sfenotomus air- tocephalus. 

Guraps. Kingfish or Barb, Menticirrius ne- 
Tautog or blackish, Tautoga oni- bylosus. 

Tis. , Spanish mackerel, Cybium niweu- 
Bluefish or taylor, Pomatonvus latume, 

saltctria. A 
Weakfish or squetague, Cynos- 

evyou veqalis. Red bass, elic., Seirenous ocellatua. 

_ [es° This table is general. For special laws in the several 
States see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20. 

Drum, Pogonias chroniis. 
Lafayette, Liostomus obliquus, 

And angling, too, that solitary vice, 

Whatever Izaac Walton sings or says! 

The quaint old cruel coxcomb in his gullet 

Should have a hook and a small trout to pull it. 

—Byron, Don Fudan, Canto vii, 

CAMPING ON THE SUSQUEHANNA. 
FPOHE bulk of our party, Webb, a young artist with an 

aye to the beautiful in nature, as well as a heart ever 
susceptible of impression from the fair sex, and Wm, H. 
Martenc(, » young vetcrinarian, a recent fledgcling of the 
Am, Coll, Vet. Surgeons, equally as susceptible as his com- 
pinion, both experienced campers, had gone into camp a 
wuek previous, and I, the fortunate neophyte, was spared 
from assisting in building the camp. 

Permission had been ohjained to camp on one of the many 
islets in the Susquehanna, about six miles above its junction 
with the majestic Chesapeake, and the boys had everything 
“shipshupe” prior 10 my arrival. A mile and a quarter 
vowing from Port Deposit, on the 0, & P. R, R., brought 
ine tO the long desired spol, aud my camp life began, 
During ny first day I was under the special guidance of 

a mostexcellent gentleman from Port, but despite the most 
approved tackle, aud the most enticing bait, [ lured no fish, 
and was declared waninously to bea Jonah, and 4 vreat 
fish was sought for, but none appearing, I was spared an 
involuntary bath, 

Night drove away our host of visitors, and citing the 
vest of our camp we were iunidlisturbed; but oizht also 
brought my first real experience of cxmp life, for after the 
usual examp supper of flapjacks, bacon and coffee (no fish 
having been tuken), kind hands swung my hammock, and 
ensconcing myself therein, Iwas about to depart for dream- 
land, when snap! thud! and oné lundred and sixty-four 
pountls of humanity lay ingtoriously doubled up. Por the 
remainder of the camp [ contented myself wilh a more 
lowly bed, where blankets and air pillows proved their utility, 

The next day luck changed, and the Jonah and “‘greeney” 
became an important provider of fresh fish. The superiority 
of the rod and reel oyer the rod alone was fully established, 
as during the remainder of our stay I, with the rod and reel, 
far eclipsed two ‘‘expert” fishers who clung most lovingly to 
the ‘‘string tied to the end of a bean pole,” My success, I 
think, converted one of them, as he spent a great deal of 
time trying 1o manufacture a reel for his pole. 
My first bass was.a revelation, I, who had neyer known 

any gamer fish than the catfish or the perch (except through 
reading of them), felt a thrill of pleasure which I suppose 
will only be equalled when [land my first trout. How the 
fellow fought, sending spray in every direction, now darting 
under the water and again leaping clear of the surface; but 
I landed him safely, and, must I confess it, I was weak 
enough to give one hig shout of victory, much to the amuse- 
ment of the others. It was but a three-quarter-pound fish, 
but I felt as big as if I owned the island, and besides, I was 
Jonah no longer. 

One morning we were startled by a most agonizing scream, 
as from some one in great danger. Instantly surmising 
some one was drowning, we rushed ut once to the boat, hut 
before we could launch it we discovered the source of the 
noise to be a yery hilarious darky, ina boat anchored off 
shore, who was encouraged by several duskey companions, 
Picture our disgust as we sought the quiet of our tent. 

The black bass (large-mouthed species) are hiting well, 
and afford excellent sport for the angling parties from Bulti- 
more, Philadelphia, and the surrounding towns, Fishing is 
generally done from a boat at anghor, with live bait, or by 
trolling witha line from a sailboat. The Jatter is more suc- 
cessful. FP ly-fishing is indulged in to a limited extent with 
success in the rapids, about a mile above Port Deposit. 

Shonld any of your readers tuke a run in the direction of 
the Susquehanna, let me suggest that the most successful 
bail to usé there is small-sized crawfish, while heleramite is 
considered as second best, Frogs do not seem to be a fayor- 
ite. A bountiful bait of worms, three or four on a hook, I 
have found to be no mean bait, 

Part of my last day’s experience was 10 capture two bass 
at one time, one with crawtish, the other with worms; one 
weighed a pound anda quarter, the other only three-fourths 
of a pound. 

To enter into further details of camp life would be tire- 
some to your readers (if they be not already disgusted), so I 
will say, going to camp rheumatic and bilious, [came outa 
new man; the pure air had cured my bodily ills, and I trust 
the beauties of nature’s handiwork, so abundantly displayed, 
improyed my mind, and I have determined to devote my 
future summer vacations to co-operation with the constantly 
swelling army of campers, 

Let some of the thousands who read your excellent paper, 
and camp only in fancy’s eye, make an effort and try but 
one week of out-door life, and my word they will, like little 
Oliver, ery for more. JEEFERSON, 
BALTIMORE, Aug, 10, 1882. 

LIGHT vs. HEAVY RODS. 

I WAS up at the Rangeley Lakes this season, The fish 
were plenty and ran large, bit did not rise well to the 

fly, and a larxe proportion of my fish were taken with bait. 
But [belong to the ‘Broad Church,” and am not above 
drowning an occasional worm when the trout will not come 
uptoafly, Lam free to say, however, that I would rather 
take one trout with the fly than ten with bait. Sport, not 
meat, is what I am after, 

This reminds me that “EH. T, W.,” in your issue of July 27, 
says that he uses a heavy rod because be ‘‘likes to kill his 
fish quickly, and takes no delight in leading around a thres- 
pound trout half an hour before netting it.” Tf that is his 
idea of fishing, I cannot see why he stops at a ten-ounce 
tod; a codfish gear would he almost sure death to any three- 
pound trout, and he could swing them into the air, and slap 
them down into the boat or on to the bank without ‘leading 
them around half” a minute, 

His reference to the Scotchman at Trout Cove reminds me 
of two men whom [ saw fishing a few seasons since. They 
sal in a boat with two short stout poles, with cord lines and 
hooks to match, which they baited with 4 bunch of worms, 
aud when a float disappeared they would drag out the 
wretched trout with a “swish,” and consicn him to their 
car, then rebut and look at the other hook. They spoke 
hardly a word, but kept up the round of bait and pull “in” 
—it was solemn business wilh them. They were fishing for 
market. They had no time to lead them around, 

But Tcould never imagine thal they would pretend to 
characterize their occupation by the name of sport, unless 
they inchide under that head weeding onions, or tallying 
haskets for » charcoal merchant. Spurr Banoo. 
Boston, Mass., August, 1882. 

In ve “heavy rod versus light,” T think the truth is some- 
where between the weiglis advocated by Mr, Van Siclon 
and Dr, Henshall, A rod of 7 to 8 ounces, including metal, 
if of bamboo, and 9 to 10 ounces, if of ash And lancewood, 
vives, to my feeling, the best satisfaction. They ave, then, 
light enough for all day casting without fatigue, andure free 
from that disagreeable topheaviness or shoakiness likely to be 
found in the mere whips of 5 lo 6 ounces, But J can’t help 
thinking that actual weighing of the 54 fo 6 ounce rods, “so 
called,” would develop a real weight of 6) to 84 ounces, 
Many an angler, myself included, has, without moaning to 
tell a ‘trout lie,’ discovered that his roc was much heavier 
by the scales than he supposed; this reversing, you will per- 
ceive, the effect of the scales upon the weight of our fish 
which we had fondly ‘‘euessed” to he much heavier, 

MANHATTAN, 
New YORE. 

Does not the argument about light rods vs. heavy seem to 
be something like the old darkey’s idew abowh the different 
denominations of Cliistians? Whenasked what he thougt 
about them, he replied, “Dey all is “wong to heaven, but by 
different roads." Now anglers are all after fish, but with 
different rods. Let me ask someof the udvocates of Teht 
ys. heavy rods whether they are wtter fish or sport? L Taye 
yet lo see qanan that (oes unt confess tha longing for a big 
catch when he is onl for s day's spor, isib more eratitica- 
tion tp play a large trout with 4 light rou for a space say of 
ten minutes while your partner has added two or three to his 
creel in the mean time? 1 do not wish to be understood as 
adyocating the use of cither exclusively, for there is a me- 
ditm, Luse an ¢ight ounce rod aso general thing on small 
strenms, braided silk for line, and hive splendid results, 
August 14 1 spent out with my ght rod, and wished for my 
old stand-by weighing twelve ounces for tbis reason, The 
stream wis weedy on the sides and T lost’ seyeral large 
trout by the suddenness of their rising and making a rush 
under the grass, breaking loose from the tackle, owing to the 
lightness and the rod being too limber for them, But as 
Old Hickory says, such is life. W. EH. M, 
Fire Lake, Mich, 

FLY-CASTING TOURNAMENTS. 

Ia response to an inquiry from Mr. George Shepard Page, 
whois nowin Hngland, Mr. Reuben Wood furnished 

to the London Fishing Gazette the following letter: 

We asked Mr. Geo. S. Pave if he could sive us any par- 
ticulars of the fly-casting tournaments in the States, and he 
has very kindly obtained the following most interesting in- 
formation from Mr. Reuben Wood, the present champion 
fly-caster.—Hp. 

“July 13, 18825 
“To Geo. Shepard Page, Esq., London, Hngland. 

“Dear Srr—Your very kind favor of June 28th just at 
hand, through ForEst AND STREAM, 

“7 herewith enclose printed rules as desired, taken from 
published report of the State Association. I would add, no 
person is eligible to enter a contest unless a member of a 
club in good standing, and the club one of those forming 
the State Association, for the protection and propagation of 
fish and game. 

“The intention of the Griginators of these contests, I 
think, was to encourage and instruct amateurs in fly-casting; 
but, by some means, of late years the judges have laid but 
little stress upon any of the points except distance, a ruling 
that, while I stand unequalled for distance, I deprecate, 
from the fact that while a man may be able to cast a long 
distance, he may at the same time do it in the most awkward 
manner, and,in the nice points in handling a fly-rod for 
fishing, such as ‘accuracy’ (in being able fo cash his fy 
direct to a certain spot), ‘delicacy’ (in being able to drap 
his fly lightly upon the water), and ‘style’ (being able to 
liandle his rod easily and gracefully, using both hands 
equally well, in fact, a practical fytisherman) he entirely 
deficient. 

“The art is, as compared with England, new with us, and 
Tam sorry to say our best fly-fishermen do not, asa rule, at- 
tend our contests, for the reason that they are held in con- 
nection and in a measure as a side show ‘to the Grand 
Pigeon Slaughter,’ the grand object of the gathering, rather 
than the object originally intended when the association wag 
formed, and as the name of the association would imply— 
‘For the protection and propagation of fish and game.’ 

“T would advise (1.) Keep your fly-casting ontirely separ- 
ate from any other sport, (2.) Choose your judges from. 
your old nen who have a reputation and a thorough knowl- 
edye of the art as practiced, and required to capture the: 
wily trout. , 

“Xs to our records on distances, Seth Green has 4 record, 
made at Syracuse, in 1869, of 84 feet; from the best sources 
Lam assured that it was guessed at, as it was the first year’ 
any report was made of the length of the cast, Mor the next. 
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two years no record was kep|. In 1872 the best cast was 
65 feet with 12 feet 3-inch rod; salmon-casting, rod 17.5, 80 
feet; 1872, Seth Green, 65 fest, 1st prize, lensth of rod not 
piven; 1873, no record given, I took ist, casting 65 feet with 
a heavy wind; i874, R. Wood, 1st, 68.6 fect, 141, 6rod; 1875, R. 
Wood, 15t, 75 feet, 12-foot red; 1876, R. Wool, Ist, 6) feet, 
12-foot red; 1577, Tra Wood, 72feet; 1878, my brother and Llet 
Seth win with a record of 70 Leet, 12-foot rod; Rochester, 1879, 
we did net cast, J. J. Meldram, one of my pupils, 66 feet, 
12foot rod. Salmon casting, Meldram, ist, 72 feet; 1880, 
Tra Wood, ist, 70 feet, 10,6 rofl; 1881, R. Wood, Ist, 75 feet, 
10-foot rod. Salmon casting, R. Wood, ist, 110 feet; Tra 
Wood, 102.10; 174o00t rod; M, Prichard, 92 feet, 15 foot 
rod; 1882, Rt. Wood, ist, 7 feet, 10-foot rod. You sill ob- 
serve the rules allow 5 feet tothe foot for excess of length 
intod, We thinkit too great, yet haye followed the rule 
for years. 

“The State Association owns, and we use for measuring 
distance, a cord with buoys attached, weighted undermeath, 
80 that when the cord is strelched the buoys sland upright, 
and the numbers easily read for some distance, Buoys 
placed five feet apart. Our first buoy is marked 25; a knot 
is tied in the rope ut zero, that is, drawn to the stake from 
which we cas!, so fhat the buoys register correctly, The 
odd feet between the buoys are estimated, if the tall distance 
is vol reached, as it would Lake somany buoys tomark every 
foot. Thus, I belive, L have given you all the points on fly- 
casting, 

"As tO black bass, we find them nearly, if not quite, as 
gamey fish as the brook trout. They attain a weight of 
nearly, or quile six pound, In 4 swift, rocky stream a two 
pounder will give any man all the proof he may require on 
this head, We are stocking many of ow depleted trout 
sireams and inland Jakes with them, and prize them very 
highly, not only as a. game fish, but as a table fish. Tf any 
one finds their peculiar flavor too strong, skin them, and 
must of if is lost, You cannot find a fish, other than the 
trout, within my knowledge, that will give you the sport 
they will. 

“T think,T have given you all the points you require; but 
if not, shall be pleased to reply fo any future inquiries you 
May make, Keep your fly-casting separate from allshooting, 
and you will find that it willraise your standard, and increase 
your fly-ishermen, And every new fiy-fisherman [ look 
upon as another fish warden, for he will help you keep the 
poachers from your streams, 

“With best wishes for your success, both in fly-casting 
tournaments and also with-your black bass.—I am, etc., 

4 “RevEny Woop. 
“74 South Salina ee pocush 

5 

“Gearye 8. Page, Esq.” 

“TROUT-HOGS” AND OTHER PESTS. 

FYE thine which, of late years, most detracts from the 
pleasure of a trip into the Maine woods, is the kind of 

people one meets there, There are, of course, many of the 
old-timers who usud fo go there before the railroads and 
steamboats (more’s the pity) made access so easy into that 
region, who still go, and many new-comers who are sports- 
men and gentlemen, But, unhappily, there are many others 
who, attracted by the Javish advertising of the people who 
are making the money, swarm in there, who are neither 
sportsmen nor gentlemen, There are persons who, finding 
that six-pound trout do not grow on bushes, even in that 
resion, resor) to all means to ‘gel a big fish to take home'’— 
trollin with spoous, getfing a guide to jig them out, and 
even stealing ihem trom fish-cars and ice-houses, 
Dwring one of my trips to Maine I had my car robbed of 

all the large fish in if, and I know of a case this season 
where two ventlemen, upon going to pack their fish to take 
home, found that all but about a dozen of the smallest had 
been stolen. If is pretty well understood who the thief was, 
tow. 

| suppose, 4s long as the world is composed, as it is, of all 
sorts of men, that we shall find nearly all kinds represented 
at the fishing camps—vyen down to the “‘trout-hog” and the 
man who blazons over the camp advertisements of his busi- 
ness. But [ should suppose that the motive of seif-interest. 
alone would prevent proprietors of camps from extending to 
such men as I haye described any special encouragement 
either to stay or to come ayain. Spiur BAMBOO, 
Boston, Aug. 14, 1882, 

THE TROUT OF CASTALIA. 

FEE following statements about these famous springs 
were furnished me by J. E) Ingersoll, Bsq., a prominent 

attorney of Cleveland: . 
There are two of these springs about five miles south of 

Sandusky city. The main spring comes from the ground 
in such forea that if has scooped out a bewl sixty-five 
feet deep and about a liundred feet in diameter, The water 
rises with such force and volume that the surface is much 
convexed. The water is so clear that the bottom is distinctly 
seén, and so strongly charged with lime that from one quart 
of water a tablespoonful ot lime canbe precipitated. 
About ten years since, Mr. Hoyt, a Vermont Yankee, who 

had a paper mill at this spring, tried the experiment of stock- 
ing if with brook trout, and. as Judge Cadwell, of Cleveland, 
informs me, procured about 10,000 of the young fry of this 
fish. The spring runs about four miles to its end in San- 
dusky Bay. In this distance, although the country scems to 
appear as levelas a prairie, yet it has a fall of ahout fifty 
feet. 

There ave three grist mills along the stream worked by this 
water power. The width of the sprmg varibs from Li to 30 
feet, and its depth [rom 2 {0 9 feet. 

At one pointif spreads out into a pond, covering abont 
one sere, and here are the largesl, trout taken; tbe largest yet 
taken, weighed three pounds. _ 

A species of stringy moss grows in sreat abundance, form- 
ing a sort of network, and banks, almost entirely across the 
ond, glying the trout good hiding places, and when a trout 

is hooked he Ilies into one of these moss dams und makes a 
fight for his life. 

Four years ago if-was found that the whole length of the 
spring was swarming with trout, there being an abundance 
of the very best of food for them, the moss Heing alive with 
small crustaceans, like crabs and snails (univalyes). I have 
not studied them critically, a4 Lam too much occupied when 
angling Lo go info scientific examinations, 
A club was oreanized in 1878 consisting of twenty-five 

members, who, under the name of the Castalia Sporting 
Chib, have leased the spring from 4, point about half a mile 
helow the head of the spring to its mouth, and have a keeper 

in charge, Fishing is allowed from Mareh 1 until Sepiem- 
ber 15. No member can fish more than two days in one 
week, nor take more than fifteen pounds in one day. ‘Trout 
less than eight inches Jong must be returned to the stream, 
unless so injured as to endanger the life. No anyling is 
allowed, except with flies, How will Caledonia Spring 
compare with ours? 
On the 25th of July last Mx. Ingersoll sent me two trout, 

taken by him from that spring. One of them was a 
whopper. TI never fasted finer trout in my life—tiesh firm 
and of 4deep salmon color. On the next day, July 26, I 
acknowledged the reception of the trout by the following 
rhymes (not, poetry), entitled “The Angier,” and dedicated 
to 7. E. Ingersoll, attorney-at-lay, and patron of the gentle 
art. 

THE ANGLER. 

Once more my muse my song inspire, 

For onee again Vi tune my lyre; 

A gentle theme inspires my song, 

To gentle themes soft strains belong, 

To shaded wood or recky nook, 

Where leaps along the laughing brook, 

At early dawn, or break of day, 
The eager angler takes his way, 

With rod and line, with fly and reel, 

Tn hopes to fill his anyple reel. 

The place is reached, a dark ravine, 

Where scarce a living thing is seen; 

Dark pools and heetling rock pervades, 

A para(lise for river naiads; 

A quiet stillness here prevails, 

No leaf is moved by mountain gales, 

The cautious angler looks about, 

Ye Gods, he cries, what haunts for trout! 

Ai ones the task himself applies, 

To joint bis rod, select his Aiés, 

If the day is dark, with clouds and mist, 

A ganily fly will suit bim best. 

But if bright with brilliant sun, 
A hackle, either brown or dun, 

With hopes and fears a cast is made 

Behind @ rock, and in the shade. 

The curling water shows a rise, 

The wary trout quielt scans the flies, 

And leaves untouched the gaudy cheat, 

And down she dives to her old retreat. 

Right here my muse, the fickle jade, jilted me, as she has 
often done before, and I must send you ‘'The Aneler” in an 
unfinished state. Plague take the whole Nine. 

T. GARLICK. 
Beprorp, Ohio July 26, 1882. 

CARP AS A GAME AND TABLE FISH. 

XHE following is an extract from the Petersburs, Va., 
TIndex-Appeal, and will prove of interest to our readers, 

We should explain, however, that in Virginia the name 
“chub” means black bass (Wieroplerws), and “freckle” is the 
“crappie” or “strawberry bass” (Pomorys nigrvomaculatus). 
The account says: 

It will be remembered by the readers of the Inder-Aippeal 
that about the month of December, 1880, a committee of 
the Petersburg Fish and Game Association, having first ob- 
tained the consent of the city council, and removed all other 
fish from the lake at the Central Parl, placed in this lake 
some two dozen young German carp, of a lot sent to the As- 
sociation by Fish Cominissioner McDonald, from Washins- 
ton. ‘These fish were then from two to four inches in length, 
During the pastfew weeks these fish have made their appcar- 
ance in shoals near the edge of the lake, whenever bread 
would be thrown to them, their beautiful movements in the 
water proving a constant source of interest to Visitors, 
A few days ago'several members of the Fish and Game 

Association, including Mayor-elect T. J. Jarratt, Council- 
men 5. P. Arrington and John R. Patterson, Capt. J. T. 
Young, President of the Planters and Mechanics Banlx, Mr. 
Ro, A. Martin, the well-known commission merchant of our 
city, and other prominent citizens, armed with fishing tackle, 
went to the lake for the purpose of fishing for carp, with a 
view to test their qualities for sporting purposes and as food. 
fish, Several of the fish were thus taken, and the sport was 
so exciting as to call forth the greatest enthuiasm on the 
part of all who witnessed it, including some old anglers, 
By way of giving our readers in Virginia and North Car- 

olina, where all of the above mentioned gentlemen are widely 
and favorably known, their opinions as to this new fish, 
whereof so much hasbeen published throughout the whole 
country within the last few years, we called upon seyeral of 
them for their views. Here is what Mv. Martin writes: 

“What is now written is simply to sive the public our 
opinion of the carp as found in Virginia waters inthe month 
of August, as a biter and puller, and as a fish to eat, formed 
upon the experience of the several gentlemen who caught a 
few from Park Lake last week. 

“We found these fish would not bite at worms, but would 
at bread, and that the best bread with which to bait the hook 
is the crust of a baker's loaf or roll, fastened on the hoolx 
with the crust side up. Our party, including some old and 
experienced anglers, were astonished to see how some of the 
fish bit in genuine chub style, In bottom and wind the chub 
does not compare with the carp. We might say that among 
fish the carp is what an old-fashioned foxhound is among 
dogs—za little slow, but of long enduring power. This fish, 
we believe, fights as gamely for life when in water as a 
mountain trout. It does not pull so hard us a chub will for 
a little while, but long after 4 chubwould ‘throw up the 
sponge’ the carp comes up smiling, and you cannot see that 
it has lost a particle of its power to repent the same thing for 
many rounds. The froth is that of the carp we caught, 
(hough allowed to play long time, nof oue of them said ‘T 
give il up,’ but continued to the last to fight hard. To any 
man of soul, who knows what good sport is, we would say, 
‘Make a pond, getsome (as many as you can) young carp 
and put them in said pond. Throw out some scraps of bread 
fo these fish once a day, and in twelve months you can have 
auch sport as would have electrified old Izauk Walton,’ 
“Now as to the eating ynalities of the carp. It must be 

Temempered that the taste of mankind is so diffurent that 
What would delight one person another could not stomach. 
We had one of thesecarp boiled, we think by a German hy 
hirth, but none of our party who tasted the fish thus cooked 
liked it. The next fish was baked (grandly done, stuffed 
splendidly in real old rene style). This was far more 
palatable thin the hoiled fish, It 1s our candid opinion. that 
if the fishis baked, and the stuffing is in good order, and 

good dressing is provided, it will prove a very passable 
ish. 
“‘As 1 pan-tish—we had one of the smaller fish frie¢—we 

must say that those fortunate people who know how a thir- 
teen to fourteen inch freckle eats (say such as you can catch 
in Mctwaine’s pond im Surry county or Nebliti’s pond in 
Sussex county), will not take much stock in this new comer, 
But oor opinion is that, on a cold frosty morning in October, 
the carp will be found to be good eating, if properly cooked, 

“While in form of mouth the carp is like our mullet and 
roundiish, itis totally different in the matter of hones, not 
having more than a chub, we think. This fact, taken in 
connection with its pulling powers and endurance, would 
seem fo show that the carp (notwithstanding its sucker 
mouth) belongs to the family of game fish, 

“Tn conclusion, we would urge on the plain honest people 
of the State, who work and who now and then would hke 
to haye a little recreation, to make them a pond of from one 
fo five acres, and stock it with German carp. It will be 
money well spent, and will tend to Keep their boys at home 
on every holiday, instead of haying them to wander off from 
the farm in quest of something to interest them. In closing 
we will stale that ufter close inspection our party could not 
find that there were in the lake any young carp, the product 
of those putin. We think, however, from indications, that 
this will not be the case before the end of the fall,” 

Mr, Jarratt, one of the tishing party, had one of the carp 
baked, and il was pronouncetl by himself and other mem- 
bers of his family, and also his neighbor, Captain B. A. 
Goodwyn, who was inyited to partake of it, as a most excel- * 
lent dish, 

Mr. Coleman, the keeper of the park, was also requested 
io fake one of the fish and report upoerit, Mr. CG. speaks of 
it as very palatable. 

Among the gentlomen present at. the Park Lake at the 
capture of the fish was Mr. W. A. Wells, former Collector 
of Customs of this district. Mr, W. canght some of the 
carp, and says that as a source of amusement with the hook 
and line they are superior to any fish he ever saw. 

The accounts which we have in the books represent the 
carp as a fish highly esteemed in Europe as a food fish. 
When our people in this section of the country learn the fa- 
vorable reports which we lay before them to-day, especially 
fs to the fish as a source of amusement, we ure sitistied that 
the demand for carp will be #reatly increased. 

LANDING A GAR, 

WAS eighteen or twenty miles down the Mississippi and 
Tennessee Railroad, near Yocona River, last week, on a 

fishing trip, but did not haye very good Iuck with ‘‘trout,” 
aswe term black bass, though 1 had heaps of sport with 
gars. These ugly raseals have been in the habit of enjoying 
a, fine living on bait from hooks on ordinary lines, They 
would find a party of gentlemen and ladies fishing, and 
never seemed satisfied until cyery hook was cut off. Last 
Saturday, while the writer and a few friends were fishing in 
a sinall lake near the above named river, one of these terrors 
to cotton lines gol among our hooks and broke ours and bit 
another off just below the sinkers, when, unfortunaicly for 
him, J threw over an artificial minnow, with silver leader, 
attached to a silk line about thirty feet long, and by the time 
it struck the water My. Gar struck it, thinking, [ suppose, 
he had a “soft thing.” One of my friends remarked that T 
had as well give him (the gar) my fancy hook and fine line 
and he satistied, for it was a ‘“‘goner” anyway. I told him if 
I did not land the fish that was then making the water foam 
around my hook | would treat him to the best cigar I could 
find in his town. Every one present except meZand the fish 
were roaring with laughter, They were on the bank, I was 
up about twenty feet on alog, and at least six feet above the 
surface of the water, where I had a fine opportunity of 
testing the merits of a silk line and the strength and game- 
ness of # large gar, I let the old fellow worry himself 
down; then it came my time. I took him to the bank and 
down it shout fifleen yards to a nice place to haul ashore, 
when by that time (liffeen minutes) I landed him safely, 
greatly to the surprise of my friends. Their ejaculations of 
surprise, such as “‘Zounds! but ’d gave a dollar to get one 
of those fellows on 2 hook and line like that,” “What kind 
of alineis that?” “Let me take a look at it.” “I stand 
treats if you lei me handle the next oue you get on that 
hook,” and many other such remarks. I did not take another 
that fought so hard as did that one during the whole day. 

Sarpis, Miss., Aug. 14. Dayy. 

Wuy Tuny Don’ Bire.—Thereis no doubt of the influ- 
ence of clectricity upon humanity, and it is unquestionably 
present, more or less, at all times, disturbing or quieting, re- 
pelling or attracting, bringing men in an unaccountable way 
to each other, and oltenripening a short acquaintance into a 
life-long attachinent; or repelling with a certainty that 
leaves no doubt. Assuming such to be facts, permit me to 
ask, why this same influence may not be extended to the in- 
habitants of the water, etc., the real cause, at times, of their 
indifference to food,’ when judging from all known condi- 
tions of the air and the water, we might expect that the 
allurements of the fly, the worm, or other bait would meet 
with a ready response, and bring that success that all sports- 
men hopetor, I lately saw an acticle, written evidently by 
a gentleman of experience and obeservation, in which he 
stated that he had noted for years the condition of the at- 
mosphere and its effects upon fish, and had invariably met 
with no success when the ‘barometer had een falling.” I 
also saw it slated in another article that the writer thereof 
had been most successful io fishing, immediately after a 
sndden change of weather, cither from warm to cold or the 
reverse. Now | am sure, if some of your correspondents 
who may haye made a study of electricity, many of whom 
doubtless are skillful with the rod, would give their views 
upon the subject, they willnot only afford a rare treat to the 
readers of the Fokusy AnD Brream, but possibly give 2 so- 
lution of the great and herctotore unaccountable mystery— 
“why the fish don’t bite?”—Syracusn. 

Bass AnD Trour my CAnapsA.—Belleville, Ont., Aug. 14. 
—Fishing in this’ locality has been fully up to the average 
this year, althouwh the menhaden or “shud,” as they are in- 
correctly called, interrupted bass fishing for some weeks, 
Now, however, fair takes are reported, the biggest of the 
season Neing a six-pounder. A few days ago Mr. Will T, 
Soule, of Boston, had a good day’s sport in Squire’s Oreek, 
ih the township of Rawdon, 28 miles distant, His catch for 
ibout twelve liours’ fishing consisted of about 176 brook 
trout, weighine 383lbs. The largest turned ihe scale at 
121bs,—O, 
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Large Trour anp Frrst Buack Bass iy Matyn.— 
Portland, Me,, Aug. 16.—2diter Forest ant Stream: The 
writer of the very cotaplimentury notice of Mr. Geo. Shep- 
ard Page, published in Forms: anp SukeAM, April 13, 1882, 
carries his adulations heyoud the bounds of facts in several 
of the statements made, He writes that “in 1867 he Look 
the great ten-pound trout, which for upward of ten years 
was the largest Salmo fonttnels on vecord. and which. wis 
stuffed and exhibited at the Centennial Mxhibition at Phila- 
delphia, and subsequently at Blackford’s annual trout open- 
ings." This trout was not taken by Ii. Pave, but “wyats 
hooked aud safely captured by H. QO. Stanley, Esq., of Dix- 
field, Maine, who is perhyps too modest to claim the credit 
therefor, but allows it to #6 to his cousin, Mr, Page, who 
wis not in the vicinity when Mr, Stanley ‘ool the fish. 
The same writer states that “black bass were first! introduced 
info Maine by Ma. Page, who took thirty-one liye ones from 
Newburgh, N. ¥., to Winthrop, Me.. in 1869." Black bass 
were first introduced to Maine in 1866, and Mr, Page was in 
no way conneeted with the experiment, Some small lakes 
or ‘‘ponds" in the tuwn of Acton, York county, Maine, were 
stocked, and from them many ofliers have since been stocked 
with (he black buss. Since these items have been deemed of 
sufficient interest for publication, this communication is 
written to effect a corract public record of the facts.— VERE 
TAS, 

TEMPERATURE AND 'l'RouT.—Your editoriat comment in 
Forrsr ayp StREAM Aucust 8 on temperature for trout calls 
{o my mind some facts (hat have come nnder my observation 
during the pust ten years. During that time T have had a 
amall uquarium in my house, supplied with a constant tlow 
of water from the city pipes, «md il has been yery interesting 
to note (he effect of temperature on fishes. Eyery autumn 1 
have obtained trout of froma half pound to two pounds 
weight, and kept them through the winter and spring, and 
until they have one by one suceumbed to fle effects of the 
approaching warmth of summer. seldom living to the middle 
of June, Asa rule they have died when fhe temperature of 
the water was about 70 degrees, while some of the stronger 
fish have lived in it several days till it reached a temperature 
of 72 or 73 degrees, The fungus growth usually makes its 
appearance on the fish before they die, and evidently it 
(fungus) is aggravated not only by temperature of the water, 
but also by the sirong light to which the aquarium is exposed, 
In some instances [have had trout nearly covered with fungus, 
which on being transferred to a tank situated ina dark corner, 
they have recovered and become healthy. The same results 
are often produced with the perch and bass. The last named 
specics, however, have sustained their reputation for eccen- 
tric habits, and while some of them have actually died from 
overeating, others have fouglt against fate snd remained 
members of my family for two years.—M. (Boston, Aug. 15.) 

Bre Hac. or Drow.—Montank Poini, Long Island, 
Aug. 18.—To E. G. Blackford: The large haul of drum- 
fish jus! made at Montank was taken from one pound net, 
the bowLor pound part measuring only twenty-two feet deep 
jind about thirty-five feet across the widest part. We took 
from (jis ore potind over 400 fish, some of which were legs 
than 60 pounds weight, In 18692 small trap net at Montauk 
was filled with drums, bat very few were saved, Our lift this 
weck was probably the largest hawl ever made of this kind 
of fish in any common round pound and saved, as the rule 
has generally been among Hshermen when a haw of this 
kind of fish has becu made to cut the bowl aud let them go, 
These sind of drum are probably ibe enemies reported from 
the Virginia and other oyster beds. I noticed that some of 
the very largest of these ish were blind, the eye being covered 
by a white film—some on ouly one eye, others ou both, 
That peculiar drumming noise they made after being landed 
on the vessel’s deck [ can only compare to two or three taps 
on & bass drum, and was made only by the largest fish of the 
yellowish cast, while there was no noise made by thesmaller 
dark colored fish. Since the appearance of these drumfish 
at. Montauk no good fish of any account have heen taken.— 
R, Van VuEck, 

Bass iy TRouy Warurs,—New York.—Is not this husi- 
ness Of introducing black bags into waters now or formerly 
inhabited by trout, being overdone? Once placed ina stream 
or pond, “big mouth or little mouth” can’t be dislodged. 
He is there for al] times, eating up every living thing not 
Jarger than himself. He has already been put into so many 
pouds and struams from which he is spreading himself “all 
over the face of the land,” and destroying everything else, 
that I can’t help erying out “‘hold.” Waters ‘adapted to 
trout are not so numerous that we can afford 10 throw away 
so carelessly the chances of stocking or restocking them 
with our favorite fish, I have done something in this trout; 
stocking line myself, and with fair success; but every sum- 
mer I visit my streams with fear that the everlasting black 
bass has been pnt into them, or gotten info them from 
some connecting pond or brook, for they pervade and invade 
the same haunts and pools astrout, when they are once intro- 
duced inty the neighborhood, Black bass are well enough 
when compared with pickerel, ete., bul L am hardly ready 
10 put them in the same rank as the beautiful trout. Iam 
an old angler for both fish, and know ‘‘whereof I do speak.” 

Toe Resiwcovors SAnmon Cugs.—The accounts of poor 
catches on the Rastigouche in the early part of the season, as 
repotted by your correspondents, were true, but later there 
has been an unusually large catch of tine salmon by the mezo- 
bere of the club, most of whom are from New York city. 
We atiribute the poor fishingof the early season to the flonds, 
which kept the fish back, and as they subsided and vhe river 
reached iis usual level ibe fishing at once improved. The 
club controls 2 tract of twenty-six miles along the river, and 
eleven miles below the club honse is the Bay of Chaleurs, 
into which the tive) empties. The largest salmon ever taken 
from the presoryed viver wus the tifty-pounder talken by 
President Arthur before be ever thought of filling the Presi- 
dential chair, and which has given him more fame among 
‘he salmon anglers, who know eyery man's fishing record, 
inan to be President of the United States. On the north side 
of the Bay of Chaleuvs the fishermen are permitted to net the 
salmon, and they have marketed over 100 tons of them within 
the past six years, ‘he heaviest fish taken by a member of 
the eluh this year weighed 424 pounds, —X, 

FoopaisH rok Oi1.—On this subject, which has lately 
been spoken of in our columns, the Newark, N. J,, Sunday 
Call says~ Barly last week one of the steamers enpaged in 
faking menhaden aloug te coast of New Jersey came upon 
a large school of weakfish running from two fo six pounds 

ments was taken off Seaconnet, R. J., July 28, 1874, 
was seven feet and séven inches long, weig' 
Another, taken off Noman’s Lan: 
plaster for the collection of the 

each. The fish were surrounded with an immense purge-net, 
and 8,500 pounds were taken. They were brought to mankel 
in New York, bul owing to the great heat the greater part 
ofthe cargo spoiled gn the trip. The fast decaying fish were 
then taken to Barren Tsland for conyersion into manure. 
Weakfish give so little oil that the “bunker men” say vhit if 
(loes Dot pay to press them. Kaiowing this, and being well 
aware of the risk of their spoiling without ice to preserye 
them, it was plainly the duty of the captain of tle steamer 
fo let the fish alone when he found ont what they were. 
Such hauls are frequently made, bat are not made public be- 
cause the tish are not kept well enough to warrantan attempt 
to market them, and they are taken directly to the factovies, 

PHILADELPHIA Fisnmy¢ Noves.—The fishing in the 
Brandywine Creek, near Wilmington, for small striped bass, 
has been good for the past two weels; also at Dupont’s pow- 
der piers, on the Delaware River, near Ellersly Station, Bet- 
terton. perch fishing is now fair, but the fish do not run 
large. Two or three weeks later the run of larger perch 

Trolling for bliuefish in the inlets on the 
New Jersey coast at Bancroft, Little Eee Harbor, and At- 
lantic City has beenthe main amusement of the fishertoen 

The 
fish were more numerous and larger in size at Bancroft than 

This seems to ahvays be the 

may be expected. 

at these watering places doving the pret fortnight, 

at any of the other points, 
case. Why is it?—Hono. 

A Savage Maskixyoner.—Oitawa, Ont,, Aus, 16,—\r, 
G. N. Boyer, a merchant of Carrilon, while bathing in the 
Ottawa River, to-day, was seized by a huge fish and his foot 

The water about him was reddened 
with his blood, and not until some bystanders wenl to lis 

On leaving the water Mi. 
Tn the evening the 

monster wis caught, and proyed to bea maskinonge (Hxoa 

severely lacerated, 

rescue did the fish let go his foot. 
Boyer required Assistance to get liome, 

nolitior) of forty-seven pounds weirht.—Anromr, 

HisninG IN SacinAw BAy,—Bay City, Mich., Ang. 15,— 
Bass fishing has been as good as usual in the bay this 
summer, especially on the west shore; several parties have 
had excellent success, and brought in some yery fine spect- 

It has been common for a skillful handler of the rod 
and line to take seventy-tive during the day, ranging from 

Trolling is excellent 

mens, 

one pound to five pounds in size, 
spori in these waters when not too rounzh.—F. We. 

DyNaMirn ty tHE Hupson,—The Wust Shore Railway 
work al Cornwall on the Hudson now affords an opportai- 
nity for the dynamite fishers to ply their destructive work. 
Ti is said that dynamite cartridges are easily obtained by 
these fellows, and are being constaitly exploded in the river, 
killing great numbers of fish. 

SraANDARD TRour Fures.—New York, Aug, 18—If not 
imposing on your good nature would you be so good to ex- 

*stand- 
ard trout flies” advertised in your paper are colored enti rely 
by myself, from first to last, no part of the colors printed 

plain, in answer to many inquiries, that the plate of 

whatever.—W. HoLBERtToN, 

Hisheulture. 

THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

PROCEEDINGS ELEVENTH ANNUAL MUETING. 

MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF THE SWORD-FISH, 

BY G. BROWN GOODE. 

|coNTRNUED. | 

MOVEMENTS OF SPEAR-FISHES. 

The spearish in our watersis said by the fishermen to re- 
semble the swordfish in its moyements and manner of feed- 
ing. Professor Poey narrates that both the Cuban species 
swim at a depth of 100 fathoms, and they journey in pairs, 
shaping their course toward the Gulf of Mexico, the females 
being full of eges. Only adults aretaken, It is not known 
whence they come, or where they breed, or how the young 
return. Tt is not even known whether the adult fishes return, 
by the samme route, When the fish has swallowed the hook 
ib rises to the surface, making prodigious leaps and plunges, 
Ai last it is dragged to the boat, secured with 2 boat-hook, 
aiid beaten to death before it is hauled on board. Such fish- 
ing is not without danger, for the spearfish sometimes rushes 
upon the boat, drowning the fisherman, or wounding’ him 
With its terrible weapon. The fish becomes furious at the 
appearauce of sharks, which are its natural enemies. They 
engage in violent combats, and when the spearfish is attached 
to the tisherman’s line if often receives frightful wounds from 
these adversaries. 

In Land and Water for August 31, 1882, Col, Nicholas Pike 
author of ‘t Subtropical Rambles,” at that time United States 
consul at Mauritius, describes the habits of a species of Tetrap- 
twits occurring in that vicinity. He states that they have 
the habit of resting quietly on the surface in calm weather, 
With their dorsals expanded and acting as sails, They are 
taken in deep water with hook and line orspeared when near 
the surface, like sword-fish. When hooked or speared they 
inake for the boats, taking 
if care is not taken they will jump into the boats, to the con- 
sternation of the fishermen, or else pierce the boats with their 
bills. The tishis highly esteemed in the Mauritius, the flesh 
being of asalmon color near the vertebre; lower down it is 
ved and like coarse beef. ‘he species attains a large size, one 
haying been seen mieasuring 26 feet. 

MOVEMENTS OF SATL-TISHES, 

No observations haye been made in this country, and re- 
Course must be had to the statements of observers in the other 
hemisphere, f ‘ 

In the life of Sir Stamford Rafiies there is the following ac- 
count rom Singapore, under date of Noyember 30, 1582: 

“The only amusing discoyery we have recently made is 
that of a sailing fish, called by the natives Ikan layer, of 
about 10 or 12 feet long, which hoists a mainsail, and often 
sails inthe manner of a native boat, and with considerable 
swiftness. Ihave sentasct of the sails home, as they ate 
beautifully ent and form a model for a fast sailing boat, 
When aschool of these are under sail together they are fre- 
quently mistaken fora feet of native boats.” 
The fish referred to is in all likelihood Histiopharus gladius, 

@ species very closely related to, if not identical, with our 
own. 

MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE SIZE OF AMERICAN SWORD-FISH. 

The only individual of which we have the exact eres 
is 

g115_ pounds, 
July 20, 1875, and cast in 
ational Museum, weighed 

tremendous leaps in the air, and 

120 pounds, and measured about seven feet. Another, taken 
off Portland, August 15, 1878, was 5,999 millimeters long, and 
weighed about 600 pounds. “Many of these fish doubtless at- 
tain the weight of 400 and 500 pounds, and some, perhaps, 
grow bo 600 “but atter this limit is reached, 1 am inclined to 
believe larger fish are exceptional, ; 
Newspapers ure fond of recording the ovcurronce of siant 

fish, weighing 1,500 pounds and upward. and old sailors will 
in good faith describe the enormons fish which they saw at 
sea, but could rot capture: but one well-authenticated in- 
stance of accurate weieht is much more valuable, The larg 
“sb one ever taken by Capt. Benjamin Ashby, tor twenty 
years 4 swordtisherman, was killed on the shoals back of 
Hdgartown, Mass. When salted in weighed (9 pounds. THs 
live weight duust have been as mucli as 750 or S00 pounds, 
Its sword miexsured nearly 6 feet. This was an extraordivary 
fish among the three hundred or more taken by Capt. Ashby 
in his long experience, He considers the uyerage size to be 
uboud 250 pounds dressed, or 325 alive. Capt. Martin, of 
Gloucester, estimates the average size at 300 to 400 pounds. 
The largest known to Capt. Michaux weighed 625 ponnds, 
The average about Block Islund he considers to he 200 ponnds. 

There are other stories of large fish, Capt. R. A. Hurlbert, of 
Gloucester, Ided one on George’s Banks, in September, 1876, 
which weighed when dressed 480 pounds. Capt, John Rowe, of 
the same port, salted one which Glled two and ove-half barrels. 
This probably weished 600 pounds when alive. Ihave been told 
that a swordfish loses one-third of its weight in dressing, but I 
should think that one-fourth would be nearer to the truth. Cap- 
tain Baker, of the schooner Peter D. Smith, of Gloucester, assures 
me that he killed, in the spmmer of 1874, off Portland, & sword- 
fish which weighed 741) pounds. 

Mitchell and DeKay state thatin 17/1 aswordfish 16ft, in leneth, 
was exhibited in New York, It is quéstionable whether: they 
often exceed this measurement, My own observations haye been 
made on specimens from 7 to 127%, long. A stuffed specimen in 
the United States National Museum measures —— feet, aud this 
seems to be very nearly the average size. j 

MINIMUM SIZE OF AMERICAN SWORD-FTSE. 
The size of the smallest sword-fishes taken on ou Coast is 

a subject of much deeper interest, for it throws light on the 
time and place of breeding. There is some diiverence of tes- 
timony regarding the ayerage size, but all fishermen with 
whom Ihave talked agree that very small ones do not tind 
their way into our waters. Ihave collected seyeral instances 
from the experiences of men long svonted to this fishery. 

Capt. John Rowe has seen one which did not weigh more 
than 75 pounds when taken owt of the water. a 

Capt. R, H. Hurlbert killed, near Block Island, in July, 
1877, oue which weighed 50 pounds, and measnred about two 
feet withont its sword. 
Captain Ashhby’s smallest weighed about 2) pounds when 

dressed; this he killed off Noman’s Land. He never killed 
another which weighed less than 100. He tells me that a, 
Bridgeport smack had one weighing 16 pounds (or probably 
2 when alive), aid measuring 18 inches without its sword. 

Th August, 1878, a small specimen of the mackere] shark. 
Janna _comubica, was captured at the mouth of Glou- 
eester Harhor, In its nostril Was sticking the sword, about 
three inches long, cf a young sword-fish, When this was 
pulled out the blood towed freely, indicating that the wound 
wis recent. The fish to which tois sword belonged cannot 
haye exceeded. ten or twelve inches in length. Whether the 
small sword-fish met with its misfortime in our waters, or 
whether the shark brought this trophy from beyond the sea, 
is a question T cannot answer. ; 
Liitken speaks of a yery youtg individual taken in the At- 

lantic, lat. 32 dex 50 rain, N., long, 74 dex. 19 min. W. This 
tmaust be about 190 miles southeast of Cape Hatteras. 

SIZE OF SWORD-FISH IN tHE MEDITERRANEAN. 
to the Mediterranean, near Sicily and Genoa, young tish, 

ranging in weight from half a pound to twelve pounds. are 
said to be abundant between November and March. 
About La Ciotat and Martigues,in the south of France, 

taany are taken too small ta injure the fishing-nets, and very 
ravely reaching the weight of 190 pounds. 
From the statements of Bloch and later wiiters it uppears 

that large sword-fish also are abundant in the Mediterranean. 
Late Italian fishery reports state that the average weight of 
those taken on the coast of Maly is 40 kilograms (110) pomds). 

Of the coasts of Spain and. Portugal Stemdachner remarks: 
“More abundant on the southern coasts of Spain than on the 
northern, western and eastern sides of the Tberian peninsula. 
We saw quite large examples in the fish-markeis at Gibral- 
tal, Cadiz, Lisbon, La Corufia and Barcelona, and at Santa 
Cruz, Teneriffe. The largest of three specimens in my 
possession is 45 inches long, another 24 inches,” (20.) 

RATE OF GROWDH. 
Little is known about the rate of growth. The young fish 

taken in winter in the Mediterranean, ranging in weirht trom 
halt a pound to twelve pounds, ava thought to haye been 
hatched during the previous summer, Those of a larger size, 
ranging from twenty-four to sixty pounds. taken on the New 
England coast in the summér. may perhaps be the youne of 
the previous year. Beyoud this even conjecture is fruitless, 
As in other species, the rate ot srowth depends directly upon 
the quantity uf food consumed. Itis to be presumed that a 
summer passed In feasting among the crowding schools of 
menhaden and mackerel ib our waters would bring about a 
considerable increase in weight. ‘That this is the case is 
clearly shown by the* testimony of the fishermen, who say 
that in the spring sword-fish are thin, growing fatter an 
heavier as the season foes on. : 

Dr, Liitken and Dr. Giuther have lately mace some exteed- 
ingly interesting observations upon the young of the sword- 
fish and of the spear-fish and sail-fsh. A translation of Dr. 
Liitken’s paper, fnrnished by Dr, T. H. Bean, is given im the 
Appendix (paragraph (tH). 

Dr. Gimther's studies were made upon very small specimens 
of undetermined species, belonging to either Tefrapturus, His- 
tiophorus, or both. In his latest work, “The Sindy of 
Fishes,” he summarizes the facts observed by him as follows: 

“The sword-fishes with ventral fins (Histiophoris) belong to 
the Teleosteans of the largestsize. In young individuals, )amilli- 
meters long, both jaws are produced and armed with pointed 
teeth, the supraorbital marvin is ciliated, the parietal and pre- 
operculum are prolonged into long spines, the dorsal and anal fins 
are a long fringe, and the ventrals make their appearance as a 
pair of short buds. When 14 millimeters long the young fish has 
still the same armature of the head, but the dorsal fin hasbecome 
much higher, and the ventral filainents haye grown to a great 
Jensth. At the next stage, when the fish has attained to a length 
of 60 millimeters, the upper jaw is considerably prolonged be- 
yond the lower, losing its teath, the spines of the head ave shortened, 
and the fins assume nearly the shape which they retain in mature 
individuals. 7 

“Young sword-fishes without yontral fins (Xipiiias) undergo 
similar changes, and, besides, their skin is covered with smal, 
rough exerescences, longitudinally arrayed, which continue 
to be yisible after the young fish has attained the form of the 
tature in other respects.” ! 

Dr. hiitken’s description of the young sword-lishes is au ex 
ceedingly valuable contribution to knowledge. 
Thayve collected together, in the plates whieh atcompany 

this paper, the various published figures of young sword-fishes, 
and hayé had them redrawn as nearly as possible to 4 uniform 
scale. 
Of the sword-tish, AWphias glidius, hwo fpiwres gre given, 

One, taken from Lutken's ‘‘Spolia Atlantica” (pl. ii, fiz, 10), 
is 87 millimeters long; the other is a reproduction pf the often- 

20 Sitab. Ak. Wiss, Wien, 1868, }. 396. 
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copied figure m Cuvier and Valenciennes's ‘Histoire Naturelle 
des Poissons” (pl, cexxv), 12 to 18 iIncheslong, Littken had a 
simaller specimen, 10 millimeters long, but it was too poorly 
preserved to be figured, » 

_ Of the various species of Tetrapturus and Histiophorus, six 
figuresare piven, Thesmallestisthatfrom “Spolia Atlantica” 
(pl. ii, fig 11), and is of a fish 614 millimeters long, Liitisen re- 
marks that he has a series from 514 to 12 millineters long 
which differ yery little from each other. The next in size is 
copied from Ginther, and is probably about 10 millimeters 
Jone; the third, also from Ginther, is 14 millimeters long. 
Littken has another link in the series, a specimen %1 milli- 
meters long, which he has not figured, The fourth stage is 
trom Ginther, a specimen (0 millimeters long: the fifth, from 
Cuvier and Valenciennes (pl, eaxxs), their Mistiophorus pul- 
chellua, about 410 millimeters long; the sixth, from Ruppell, a 
aay of his figureof A. iniumceuldius, said to be about 1,500 
millimeters loug. These illustrations show the development in 
A very satisfactory manner. 

{TO BE CONTINUED.) 

muny of the Inish setters, and some kennels which are ac- 
Enowledged to be the finestin the world, who trace their pedi- 
grees hack beyond theduys of “Brian Burronzh.” and I never 
yetsuw a sage brown dog among them thatwas thought any- 
thing of. IT must confess TI cannot see how Vitus makes the 
“oaidhrin” into the Irish setter; a pet hound is seareely the 
same as a setter, Another assertion which I cannot quite re- 
concile is the color of the heather. T always thought it more 
of blue green with a dark red almost purple flower, and as it 
blooms nearly all the yéar round the bogs have a purplish 
tinge, especially in September, the great shootine month 
there. Perhaps? may be color-blind, which is fashionable 
nowadays, which accounts for this seeming contradiction, 

Leaving all this aside, what has Vitus proved by his loug 
letters—that there are mo such breeds as Jrish setters, Gordon 
or black and tan setters? He may think so, and I shall be 
very sorry indeed if this affords hin any pleasmre, to try and 
convince him that the public do not believe him, He has got 
his little idiosymecrasy, and from sdnmie experience in these 
taatters L would consider it eriel to show him that he is 
entirely mistaken, 
Allthe harm he bas done is 10 himself, by blackening the 

character of Stonehenge and stating that there is no such 
ting in existence as two of the most popular breeds of dos 
us Ivish and Seotch setters. This sort of discussion may he 
interesting to antiquarians, but the sporting press of the day, 
to a very large extent, is devoted to improvement, and not, as 
“Vitus” would haye us to believe, the fostering of species 
which, instead of heme imrproyements, are directly the 
TeVeLse, ‘ 

I trust that *‘Vitus” will not become disconrased in bis 
reudings and writings by the tempest which he has raised 
around his devoted pen, but that he will improve his library 
by the addition to it of “Tdstone” snd Gordou Stable’s works, 
when we uext hearfrom him on the black and tan question. 
Lwould also recommend bim a wees shooting over some of 
the and Trish black and tans, and then he would be the better 
able to judge of their respective merits and demerits, 

Tn conelusion, I wish to think him tor haying written as he 
has done, as it has settled one very important point—that we 
have a black and tan setter, pure, which can trace back its 
pedigree for sixty years. J. S. NIVEN. 

REPORT OF MR, HUGHLETT. 

Ww have the “Report of Thomas Hughlett, a Confinissionor 
of Fisheries of Maryland,” dated January, 1582. Our 

readers will rethember that the two commissioners of this 
State divide their territury and their appropriation, each 
taking a share and acting independently of each other. Mr, 
Hughilett has the eastern shore, and Maj, Merguson the western. 

ishing to hateb shad, which he believed cowd be as well 
done on the eastern as on the western shore, Mr, Hughlett 
selected Coppage Landing, near Millington, Queen Anne coun- 
iy on the Chester River: Tuckshoe Greek and Kingston on the 

optank; Sharptown on the Nanticoke, and Sharp's Point 
on the Wicomico, as the most favorable points for transporta- 
tion as well as hatechine, Not beimg supplied with the means 
‘sufficient to erect the machinery now iv use i) more advanced 
hatching stations. he was compelled to use boxes for this pur- 
pose, and with these he hatched 3,600,000 at Coppage Land- 
ing out of 3,060,000 ages, Nearly five million were hatched 
at Tuckahoe, and two million at Sharp’s Point. At these 
stations the river herring and the white perch (Morone) were 
hatched in considerable numbers. 
A few Schoodic (and-locked) salnion were hatched and dis- 

tributed, bunt their success in Maryland is doubted, as they 
are inhabitants of deep, cold lakes. Carp have been 4 sucess, 
and their spawning age determined, The fish deposited in 
187) (of that séason's hatch?) ‘certainly spawned this year 
(1881), and from the thirty-five fish placed therein, he this fall 
tool more than a thousand, measuring from two to six inches 
imlength.” Legislation on the blockading of creeks and rivers 
with nets is recommended, 

LAMENT OF AN OLD TIMER. 

§ there no one among the many loyers and breeders of the 
. grand setter, who so lovingly remembers the pleasures of 

shooting over the old-fashioned trotiter with a nose, that he still 
continues to breed and use them for his own comfort and the de- 
lectation of his old fogy friends? 

T have looked in vain through the columus of the FoREST AND 
Srream for some description, or even an advertisement of a, slow 
dog, and such a treat would have made me wish for an arm long 
enough to give his owner a hearty hand shake, though half a con- 
finent might separate us. The writer never takes the field axcept 
for exercise and pleasure, and although a large bag adds unques- 
tionably to his exhilaration, yetit is decidedly a matter of second- 
ary importance compared to the ever new beauties of the fields 
and streams, and the never ending interest in the maneuvers and 
zeneralship displayed by hisfour-tooted teacher. 

Far back in memory’s preface stands distinctly outlined the 
form aud features of the only dog I ever owned, and although I 
have heen afflicted with numerous canines since, ranging inspeed 
from turtles to racehorses, yet compared with him they were 
qere nonentities. 

He had the two qualities without which the most beautiful ani- 
inal is useless, except on the show bench—nose and staunchness, 
aud his one hivli-headed trot thyough the leeward side of «a ten 
acre lot was as sure an indication to me of the presence or absence 
of game ssif any of my subsequent dogs hai thoroughly quar- 
tered it, his nose traveled faster than the legs ot the fastest, and 
more unerringly, for never to my knowledpe did he make 4 false 
point, from his dog babyhood until the day when that despicable 
villain, the dog poisoner, curtailed his hfe and my pleasures sim- 
iltaneously, 

Has his like all vanished fvom the face of the earth? or is there 
still some good soul with my own antiquated notions, who can di- 
recime to his counterpart, a high-headed, merry-sterned setter 
puppy, with av old-fashioned nose, an intelligent, eee 

Siow Doe. 

FISHCULTURE DN NEW ZHALAND.—We have received 
apamphlet containing ‘‘History ef Fishculture in New Zea 
land, by W. Arthur. C, B., read before the Otago Institute, 
February 15, 1881.7 and “Operations of the Various Acclima- 
tization Societias,” with illustrations. From this and previous 
reports we judge that Mr, Arthur is doing much good work 
in that country where no ruthless pike nor destructive little 
suntishes, the scourge of American waters, abide. Salmon 
trom England and from California have been introduced into 
New Zealand, but with what suecess it is too soon to say. 
Other fishes, as German carp, brown trout (Hnglish). Tahoe 
tront (American), brook trout (ditto), catfish (ditho), whitefish 
(ditto), tench (English), charr (ditto), perch (ditto) and gold- 
tish have been introduced by the Auckland, Hayyke's Bay, 
Wanganui, Marlborough, Canterbury, Otago and Souther- 
land societies, and by Mr. Howard. The English trout, 8. 
fario, have established themselyes in Caiterbury. ; 

| Che Herel 
FIXTURES. 

January §. 10. and 11, 1862.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 
Show. Meridén, Gonn. Joshua Shute, Secrefary, 198 Hobart street, 
Meriden, Conn. 4 

BENCH SHOWS. 

April 3, 4,5 and 6, 1882, Western Penusylyania Poultry Society's 
Fifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Entries for the Bench 
Show Derby. for English setters whelped on or after March 1, 1882, 
lose December 1, 1482, Chas. Lineoln, Superintendent, TL R. Stey- 
ton, Secretary, Allezheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

nee 4,—Nanonal American Kennel Olub Wield Trials on Prairie 
Chickens, Fairmont, Minn. Entries for the Derby close July 1, for the 
Al-azed, Sept. 4. Jos. H. Dew. Columbia, Tennu.. Secretary. 
November 17-—Hastern Wieid Trials Club Wield Trials on Quail, usar 

High Point. N, @. Entries forthe Derby close July 1. For the All- 
Aved and Members’ Stake, November 1. F. N. Hall, P. 0. Box 884, 
New York, Secretary, , Mv ‘ 
Decenibar 4—National Americuu Kennel Olnb Field Trials on (Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn, D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn,, Secretary, 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Glub Field Trials or Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La. Entries close December ll, J. K. Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La, Entries for the Club Cup close December 1, 

THE COCKER SPANIEL. 

Typran River, Mich, Aug. 15, LS82. 
Beditor Forest and Streain-s 

T observe in the August Sd issue of my ever welcome paper 
two avbicles, the first, entitled “‘What is a Cocker?’ by J, ¥. 
Kirk, Secretary et:., of the A. C.S. C., and the other by Jas. 
Watson, Hsy. Ishatil reply in brief to Mr. Kirk at this writ- 
ing, but will leave the presentation of certain facts and 
figures that I pained at the Cleveland show, partly from his 
own recordsand partly from my own, to show to all true 
friends of the cocker, that something is known of “what is 
a cocker” by others besides Mr, Kirk, 
Here I must correct a little error of the printer, that makes 

ime use the term “pug” nose instead of pig nose in the copy, 
for pug” is less a correct term than pig, the type of the 
muzzle of the A. C. 8. standard if J understand the matter 
correctly, Whether l am correct or not in the ‘deep-rooted 
opilion” that the A. C. 8. standard “was especially devised 
to fit certain black spaniels," ete., the fact is painfully evident 
that “certain black spaniels” have almost uniformly won in 
ull the bench shows of the past season, and it the reader will 
turn to the advertisement in the FoREST AND SrrREAM by the 
“Hornell Spaniel Club,” he will sea the relation that exists 
between the A.C. 8. standard and that club, and be the 
better able to judge whether that standard was or was not 
devised “to fit certain black spaniels,” etc,, etc. ; 

Mr. Kirk complains that 1 cali it « “Yalse anc pernicious 
standard,” but if he will show me any substantial evidence 
that itis not so, ther Twill gracefully yield to the fact pre- 
sented, He asks me to read the “points as given to Benedict as 
a cocker,” ete,, ete. Now I would like to ask him, what right 
he has tio judge the cocker by a field spaniel standard, if there 
has not been some admixture of these strains somewhere, if 
notin the A, C, 8, Club? Why not judge the coeker by the 
Gayerack or Lilawellin type, aud then draw conclusions that 
these types are not cockers as well? Certainly there seems to 
hea ‘nipeer in the wood-pile,” and whether this nigeer really 
exists or not, I claim and assert that the A. C. 8, standard is 
altogether unfitted to meetthe true conditions and qualities 
of the rocker, and if no change is made in that standard, that 
staudardis not the correct and true representative of the 
cocker: therefore, the breeding t6 that standard is bezetting 
“5, worbhless set” of so-called cockers, and the weight of 
twenty-eight pounds makes the strain rather “dtianbos” than 
vockers. Will Mr, Watson please make note of this, that he 
may understand what I mean by “Jumbo-like specimens?” 
Did he ever read of Barnum’s huge elephant? If not, T refer 
ae to the newspapers of the day; and when read, turn down 
4 Teal, ; 
Mr, Kirk’: scoring at Cleveland while judging the spaniel 

classes, as I before remarked, will be attended to when I re- 
tum to my home, where the,documents are that may be 
called inte requisition: then we willsee whether these ‘‘imag- 
inary bogies are of the A, C, 8. C.’s making or my own. 
will close, for the present, by hoping that my “Pellow-men- 
bers of the A. ©. 8. Club,” who are “the thoroughly true and 
stanneh friends of the handsome little dog,” will see them- 
selves as others see them, and practice some of the “true in- 
terest” of the cocker, rather than prate about them 
A few words for My, James Watson. I will say that all his 

misstatements about me, which emibrace the most of his arti- 
cle, ara ds far from the real facts as his standard of the cocker 

GORDONS AND BLACK AND TANS. 

Editor Forest una. Stree: 
The letters of “Vitus,’ which haye appeared in your issues 

£ ss 20 and July 27, reminded me very forcibly of an old 
gentleman who gaye me considerable trouble when I was at 
school, I refer tu Nestor, who tigures yery prominently in 
Homer's Iliad, “froin whose tongue flowed words sweeter 
than honey,” etc., ste, But the same old gentleman never 
could tind anything good in the days he is represented as 
speaking in; he always referred to men and their doings as 
nothing compared to the men he kiew when young. Accord- 
ing to Vitus,” the Irish setter of former days was au infinitely 
superior animul in every respect, even to his color, than the 
Trish setter of the present day, and he asserts if so flatly that 
it would be next thing to 4 grave offense to say he is wrong. 
Lam led to think from his writings that he has not theleast 

belief in the Darwinian theory of thé survival of the fittest, and 
also that be considers the sportsmen of the present day are not 
up to their forefathers in kmowing what sort of a dog is best 
fitted for their work. IWitis so with dogs, it must follow that hy 
careful breeding and training of the horse he is depreciated, as 
when Dextermade a record of 2.17 no horse ever could beat 
it, How isit now when we look at the recordsof Maud 8., 
Rarus and half adozent others—has science and carehil breeding 
nob improved them? It is equally so with dogs, I affirm that no 
sportsman of the present day wonld be satistied with one of the 
sage brown pottering dogs that were used to drive birds like shaep 
imtonets. Yer, trom Vitus letter he would try to make one be- 
lieve that that dog was infinitely superior in every respect ta the 
Trish setter of the present day. To prove this assertion he attacks 
Stonhenge, of whom hw says: “As ter Stonehenge, I take but 
little stock in iis authority on Trish setters, in fact, he is one of 
‘the sorf who like to plexse the public without benefiting them.” 
Tthink thisis a most unwarranted iattackon one of the ablest 
men of the present century. Yet for: bis (Vitus’) own ends he 
uses this very Man in whom he has not‘ the slightest contidenve,to 
rove that the present blackandtanis amougrel. Inthis, [think 
Jitus, to use a slang expression. “ziye s himself away.” For any 
man who as Vitus says ‘is one of the sort to please the public 
ica Eeageabi them," is not tobe trusted as an authority on 
any su i. 
Vitus: i he lived in Ireland ford ve years thirty years ago. 

Tlived in Ireland twenty-five yean:, and I have seen very 
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is removed from the genuine type of that ‘handsome little 
dog.” Now, friend Watson, join those who are the true 
friends of the cocker, pug your pig-nosed representatives to 
closer reseinblance of the genuine cocker. Let me assure 
you nothing is the matter with “Senex” except that he wants 
the cocker to be a cocker in fact. Regarding what you say 
about my connection with Benedict a year ago, and with the 
A, O28, Club, if any apology is demanded, I feel more like 
taking one to my friends and myself for becoming a mem- 
ber of said club than to you who wasa prime mover in mak- 
ingsuch a standard. You speak of me as ‘‘a disappointed 
exhibitor" at the Cleveland show. Now to be disappointed 7 
must have expected something and not received it. This T 
did not; for how could I or any otherman expect to win for 
the cocker that which was denied to him by your standard. 
Again Dwould inquire what right had the judge of the cocker 
spaniel class to jude cockars by your standard when that 
standardis ignerd by some of the best cocker breeders in the 
coubtry, and especially what right bad he to jude the cock- 
ers ontside of your particular strain. Friend Watson, will 
you answer these questions, and abiding these unswers, I re- 
niain, BENE. 

DARLINGTON DOG SHOW. 

AHE following report we clip from the London Field, 
omitting the comments and prize list except for pointers, 

setters and spaniels: Judges—The Pev, G. F. Hodson and 
Messrs. T. B. Bowers, R. Colling, R, B, Lee, HE, C. Norrish, 
Vero Shaw, T, Stephenson and James Taylor. 
The rood people of Darlington are certainly to be congrat- 

ulated upon the result of their dog show. which came off on 
Friday, the 20th ult, Our readers being already in possession 
of allthe facts connected with the differences of opinion 
which exist between the north-country committee and the 
Keimmel Cli, ibis ummecessary for us to repeat what is al- 
ready well known. Still, as matters stand, Darlington un- 
questionably has scored one in the struggle for independence. 
'The entries this yearin the dog department muster (17, as 
against the 90 odd of lash year. The above statement, 
were it not capable of explanation, would look as if the show 
was going off. The fact, however, is that the Darlington 
committee this year, for the first time, determined to place 
their veto upon the same dog being shown in two classes, and 
we hear that the secretary actually returned twenty entries 
of puppies which had been nominated for the adult classes 
aswell. Arguing, therefore, that at least twenty puppies 
more would have been entered under other circumstances by 
owners who read the conditions of the show, and, therefore 
made no attempt to send their dogs, we calculate that this 
new rérulation may be fairly estimated as costing the com- 
mittee no less than forty entries. If, therefore, assuming 
this reckoning to be somewhere near the mark, we procee 
to add the forty entries thus lost to the (17 achually secured, 
and compare bhe total with the number of dogs shown last 
year, we find the falling off to be well under fitty. 

Thus, taking Darlington as @ test case, it would appear that 
the opposition of the Kennel Club, wheu directed against a. 
first-rate provincial show, is « good deal under ten per cent., 
which, considering the great influence which is claimed by 
our London showmen is, to cur mind, at least, a very sinall 
amount. Itwasonhy natural that the Darlington people were 
jubilant, and chuckled to their hearts’ content, especially as 
the horses mimbered nearly six hundred entries, aud the town 
was full of visitors. In fact, we were assured by Mrs, bam- 
het, the genial hostess of that most excellent hostel, the 
Fleece, that it was “really like the good old times again,” and 
nobody is better qualified to speak of those halcyon days than 
the lady in question, who on the present occasion was driven 
to her wits’ end to xcecommodats her guests, manv of whom 
openly stated that they had ‘come in person to hack up Dar- 
lington.” 

The attendance ou the ground was euormous, being over « 
thousand in excess of the best om record, and no doubt many 
of the fair sex were deterred trom coming over on account of 
the rain on the preceding day. Friday, however, was fine 
enough, and everything weut off aswell as could be desired. 
Mrs. Gurney Pease was present, generously lending her beau- 
tiful park to the committee, and declining, at the same tune, 
to accept complimentary tickets to the grand stand, on the 
erounds that all well-wishers to the show should give it prac- 
tical and substantial support by paying for whut they wished 
to see, as were many other members of the county families. 
The Glasgow committee also did what they could by allowing 
all the does entered for Darlington to leaye their show one 
day eurlier, so as to be in time, and Messrs. Spratt supplied 
the food in their best style. There was nothing, therefore, to 
marthe harmony or success of the exhibition, and it can 
scarcely be surprising that the Darlington commzttes are, 
under the circumstances, more than ever determined to ac- 
cept extinction at the hands of the Kennel Club with com- 
placency, and do their best to bold another bumper in the 
way of shows in 1883, which, by the way, is to he a jubilee 
year, it being the twenty-tith birthday of the South Durham 
and North Yorkshire fixture. 
Speaking generally, and having in mind a good number of 

Darlingtou shows we can state fearlessly that the quality of 
the entries was never surpassed. A champion, or something 
very like one, was entered in almost every class, as such 
names as Bayard inthe St. Bernards, Rock in the setters, 
Ponto in the pointers, John O’Gaunt in the clumbers, Broken- 
hurst Rally in the tox-terriers, Teddy in the dandies, Violet 
and Nelson in the bul-terriers, Bellissima and Venom in bull- 
dogs, Rosemary and Princess Dagmar (the latter hardly a 
show bitch though), in the greyhounds, and a “new” mastiff, 
who was claimed for a hundred, will clearly prove. The 
arrangements were very geod, and fhe judging was quickly 
fot through in the six rings which were provided, though the 
absence of Donnison (who again deserted to the horses) and 
his bell was a bit felt when new classes were called on, This 
year the show was kept open until # P. M,, the change being 
almost nnanimously approved of by the exhibitors, who upon 
former oceasions have had very limited opportunities of going 
thoroughly round the classes. Mr. W. Sewell as secretary 
wis, a8 usual, most assiduous tm his duties; and we beg to 
offer him and his cominittee our best thanks for the assish- 
ance we rectiyed at their hands, aud our congratulations at 
the unequivocal success they scored over their slow for 1882. 
Champion pointers brought out_ Bang IL, the last Birming- 

ham champion as winner here. He has better shoulders than 
Ponto, whom he defeated; butit must hove been a tight tit 
between them. In the open dog vluss, large size, Don, who 
won, is very food in head, but his color—a masty lemon—is 
against him, Young Ponto, who came next, we never rayed 
ahout, hut he was rightly placed here. Inthe bitches Ruby 
(the well-known Ruby) won first and cupfor Mr, Pletcher, 
and her yietory was undoubtedly deserved. Roy, the winner 
in the small-sized dog class, is a very taking lemon and white, 
with a typical head and rare shoulders, He is very full of 
quality, and with time (le is twenty-two months old) should 
prove a goad winner, In the corresponding bitch class, Nell, 
another Jamon, with a good head, but in milk, won easily, 
the class not striking us as a very strong one, 

Setters: Black and tan dogs were a poor lot, nothing tore, 
Roy, who won, was ahout the best, buf his ears might be 
better. Duke was lame, and looked aged, Bella, the Dest of 
the bitehes, won, but Nell, who took’second, is curly in ears. 
Tu the Irish, Bogardus, a good dog, but rather weak in his 
fore feet, won, with Nelle second. She is plainin head, and 
on the present occasion was short of coat. Rabb Junior is a 
smart younwster, who, we expect, will do better by-and-by. 
Any other variety of sether, dogs, brought Mr. Wveme’s Monk 
to the fore; he is a good dog, with excellent legs, feet and 
body, but locks ss if he had heen worked a great daal—nnless 
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he has been used in schooling puppies; this seems unlikely, | 
but possibly itisso, Blue Beard is a little som~faced, and | 
might be better in loins. Roy, the extra prize dog, is of a | 
good stamp, butwe do not think heis anywhere near his 
present conquerors. It is only fair to state that old chain- 
pion Rock, who was entered, did not compete, as he was so 
seriously savaged by Ponto the night previously that for 
some time George Hellewell despaired of his life. According 
to the last reports we hac, the old hero is getting better fast. 
A nice lemon and white puppy by Rock, called Iris, won well 
in the bitch class; she has a nailing good head, and her fault, 
we think, lies in the position and carriage of her flag. Lilian 
moved so stiffly in the ring that we thought she would have 
had 66 give way to Margery, although the latter's condition 
was net uptoshow form at all. Myrrha isafsir one, and 
worth her card. 

Mv. Holmes had it all his own way with his well-known 
clumbers in the class set apart for them, and in the blacks 
Kaffir carried off first and cup for his new owner, Mr. Freme; 
but the judge admitted that ii was a very near thing behween 
hin and Zulu, though in our opinion the former won easily. 

PRIZE LIST. 
Potnrers,—Champioos: Ist, R. P. Leach (Bang Il). Dogs above 

5oalb.: Ist, R. Graham (Don); 2d, J. Metcher (Young Ponto), Vhe,,W. 
Coates (Bob) and G, Grencock (Ranger). ©., J, G. Grace (Sain), ¥. W. 
Corbett (Sam), and J. EB. Mason (Lord Rockingham). Bitches above 
50lb.: Istand cup, J. Pletcher (Ruby); 2d, T. Kirkby (Pringess Bella). 
Vhe,, BE, J. Buekle (Carmen 1). He,,J. Dickinson GVell), Dogs not 
oy b.2 Ist, C. Drury (Roy); 2d, W. Waddinghtm (Belvoir Drale), 
Vhe., W. Shepherd (Shot). ffe., Sir. J, W. Pease, WLP, (Pop). OLR. 
B, Woosnam (Don) and J. Langdale (Don).—Open Class—Bitches not 
over 50lb,; Ist, C, Drury (Nell); 2d, Sir. J. W. Pease. M.P. (Kate). Vie., 
W, Stoddart (uno). He., R. P. Leach (Bloom) and G. Miushall 
(Duchess). C., F. Waddinyton (lounee), 
Serress—-Black amd Tan—Dogs: Ist, W. H. M, Faweeth (Roy). 

Bitehes: ist, P. Waddington (Bella); 21, C. Pickerspill (Well), Irish: 
ist, G. KR, Ramsay (Bogardus); 2d, ft. M. Wilson (Nelie), Vhe,, C. PF. 
Smurthwaite (Ruby Junior), He., G. fF, Smurthwaite (Grouse Junior) 
and G, H. Loftus (Sam),—Any other Variety—Dogs: Ist and cup, J. 
Freme (Monk); 2d. Capt. J, F. Walton (Bluebeard); extra 3d. 5. T. | 
Jones (Roy). Bitches: 1st, J. W. Mlening (Iris); 2d, H. Dunctos (Lilian); 
extra sil, Capt. Walton (Margery). Vhe,, H. Dundas (Myrrha), C., 
G. Renton, MWD. (Floss), and Dr. 1iffe (Countess), 
Sraxrecs.—Clumber—islt aud 2d, H. Holmes (John O’Gaunl and 

Tower); He., OC. P. Harvey (Fudge). Black and Liver: ist and Bupy 
J. Freme (Kaffer); 2d, J. Boyle (Zuln), Vhe., J. Freme (Sweep). ¥. 
Prete (Beverley Blanche), and V, Kitchingham (Yorick). Any other 
Variety: lat, Kitchingham (Katrine); 24; E. H. Wilson (Don Usar). 

Vhe., 8, Hewitson (Rex), He., V, Wreema (Beverly Bob), U., 0, H 
Backhouse (Sailor Duck), 

AN INTELLIGENT COLLIE. 

HAVE just lost a collie pup. Though less than six months 
old, he had given evidence of possessing no mean intell 

gence, Alas! he found a piece of meat charged with strych- 
nine, meant for coyotes, and is no more. At his age his per- 
formances were wonderful. I have seen him at a word from 
the shepherd round up and put between sixteen and seventeen 
hundred sheep in the pen (many of them wild Mexicans), and 
not chase or crowd any of them, The little chap would mass 
this large flock of scattered sheep and direct: them toward 
the pen in half the time that several men could doit. When 
penning the sheep he had to work them down a long hill that 
sloped to a fiat that the pen was built upon, When close in 
upon émy portion of the fock he could not see over them, and | 
wold scammper back up the hill and locate the position of the 
pen and then flank his sheap according te his bearings, Whan 
{he last sheep and frisky lamb was inside, he would sit down 
in the gate and slap the dust with his tail wotil the shepherd 
commenced putting wp the poles that formed the vate, and T 
have seen him attempt to assist in that work by trying to 
drag the poles to the gate, At nizht he would keep the sheep 
in the pen, which consisted of brush, or if they broke owt, 
would promptly put them back. I have herded those sheep 
myself, and slept ina small A tent a few yards from the pen. 
Incase of the tnoon rising, fool sheep appeared to take it for 
sunrise, and would breakout. The first time it occurred dur- 
ing Dick's administration, Dick put his paws upon my breast 
and licked my face and awoke me. P said, “Go for ‘em, 
Dick! and he did it and put the lost sheep back in the pen, 
and then came back and tried to tell me that all was richt. 
After that night he needed no further hints, but took the 
business into his own hands, or paws. He had bit little 
tuition, but he guarded that sheep pen as well as though he 
waa five years of age Instead of five months. 
He had some odd tricks, one of which I will mention. If | 

he had been guilty of any mishehayior for which he knew he 
deserved punishment, he would rush off and rovnd up his 
flock of sheep as though he wished to show sorne work to 
atone for his misconduct. He had a tose lika a bloodhound, 
and could follow a person's footsteps as well, I haye left him 
asleep on the prairie more than once, stolen away and hidden 
myself, and watched him follow my footsteps. He would 
trace every step until he found me, and then would quiver 
for joy. If thera is a heaven for dogs, may the Lord be good 
to a little fellow. (on 
San Anvonro, Texas. 

PROPOSED COCKER CLUB.—Indian River, Mich,, Au 
14.—Kditer forest and Stream: Pemniti me to say to all 
all those parties who have written me about qoming an asso- 
ciation of cocker breeders who are dissatisfied with the pres- 
ant standard and who wish tosee the cocker judged bya true 
and proper standard, that I will call a meeting of all such, at 
some central point, as soon as I return to my home at Ann 
Arbor, about the first of October prox. All monies received 
will be returned to the proper parties at the meeting, and an 
organization effected that will deal justly with the cocker.— 
B, C. FRANKLIN, 

POLLUX. 

eee isa black and white English setter dog, owned 
_ by Mr, BE. B. Hardy, of Boston, Mass. He is two and a 

hale years old, and is by Dash IL out of Diana (Adams’ Rock 
—Noesbitit’s Mand). He won first in the Eastern Field Trials 
Derby at Robin’s Island last year, running a capital race, 
He also ran in the National American Derby at Grand Junc- 
tion, Tenn,, doing some fine work, but was beaten by Bess. his 
half sister, who was placed second, Pollux is rather under 
the medium size, buti exceedingly well made and possessed of 
freat power, His disposition is of the best, and he bids fair 
with proper handling to make it warm for his competitors 
at the coming trials, as if in form he will run in all the stakes. 

DOMINION OF CANADA KENNEL CLUB. 

v vives us pleasure to announee that the sportsmen of 
Canada haye formed a kennel club. We are indebted to 

the Ottawa Daily Citizen for the following particulars: The 
Dominion of Canada Kennel Club has just been granted in- 
corporation, The club, which is composed of the most promi- 

; Dent of our ventlemen sportsmen, has also a representative 
board of directors resident in each of the proyinces, as well 
as Wumeérous shareholders scattered throughout the country 
from the Atlantic to British Columbia, thus making the 
scheme a national one in its principal features. They intend 
importing for their kennel, which is to be established in or 
neur Ottawa, a stud of sporting doss that will rank second 
tononein this country, and in the hands of a competent, 
trainer will contest the bench and feld against all comers. 
Another object of the club is the compilation and publica- 
tion of a stud register or stock hook for dogs only, on the 
samme principle as the herd books which have proved invalu- 
able to breeders of cattle, bnt ona system that will allow of 
the registration of an exact fac simile of each animal, giving 
his color and markings. 
The iden was originated by Mr. Vicars, secretary of the 

vlub, and has met with the hearty approyal of the most ex- 
pevienced breeders of the United States, as among other ad- 
vantages it gives a means of detecting any attempt at fraud 
on the part of unscrupulous dealers. Thisiseyidently a move 
in the right direction and should meet with support from 
éyery true sportsman. as heretofore we have been obliged to 
register our pedigreed stock in the books compiled by our 
cousins across the border, the Canadian entries contained 
therein forming no small portion of each yolume. The clib 
ave now making arrangements for holding a grand bench 
show here during the spring, for which they have already 
secured a large number of entries, both in Canada and the 
United States, and they promise to five the public an oppor- 
tunity of sweing the crack dogs of the present time, some of 
which are valued at a small fortune. Although a very much 
larger capital could have beensecured, they havestarted with 
four thousand dollars, feeling confident that on this sum the 
enterprise will prove a success, and with the carefal manage- 
ment it is sure to haye in the hands of its present board of 
directors, will yield in time a fair dividend. We wish them 
every Success. 

The following is a list of the Proyisional Directors of the 
Dominion of Canada Kennel Club: 
Lindsay Russell, Ottawa, 2. A. Lash, Toronto; Lieut, Goy, 

Dewdney; A. O, }, Coleman, V.5., Ottawa; Dr, Neyin, Lon- 
don, Ont,: F, P. Austin, Ottawa; C. V, Temple, Quebec; John 
Gilmour, Ottawa; F. H. D. Veith, Halifax: W.A, Allen, Ot- 
tawa; H. F, Stephenson, Winnipeg; H. Bailey Harrison, Til- 
sonburg; Christopher Rebinson, .C., ‘oronto; Alonzo 
Wright, M.P., Ironsides; Hon. A. P, Caron, Ottawa; D. C. 
Plumh, Niagara; 6. H. G. Vicars, Ottawa, provisional seere- 

| tary and treasurer. 
The national objects of the club are (1) to encourage 

throughout the whole Dominion, the importation, sale, breed- 
ing, braini ne and exchange of highly bred dogs of all classes; 
(2) to compile and publish a national stud book, in which dogs 
of every breed, whelped or owned in the Dominion, can be, 
registered; (3) to endeavor to secure such legislation as will 
protect the game of this country, and assist in the enforce- 
inent of existing laws haying that object in view; ) gener- 
ally to assist In the conyiction and punishment of persons 
guilty of cruelty to animals, more especially to the doz, and 
the various kinds of game; (9) to encourage public exhibitions 
of dogs, such as bench shows and field trials; (#) to encourage 
legitimate sport generally. The first meeting for the election 
of permanent officers will be held in Ottawa, on Sept, 11. 

ST, BERNARD IMPORTATION.—Mr, Fred. W. Rothera, 
of Simcoe, Ontario, Can., has justi woported from the kennel 
of 8. W, Smit ‘Leeds, Yorkshire, the St, Bernard bitch 
Lady Abbess. She is by Caps Bamebridge’s Hero, out of 
Lottie, and tool first prize at Dudley, England, in Jiime last. 
She is a massive, well prown bitch, rough-coated, with true 
St. Benard head and benevolent expression. Her color is 
rich orange tawny, with correct markings, and sho carries 
double dew claws, Since her arriyalshe has presented her 
owner with a litter of seven, fdur of which—three dogs and a 
bitch—only are alive. These are fine healthy pups, orange 
tawny and tawny brindle, with white blaze, gollur and fore 
legs, and these were sired by Mr. Smith’s Rollo, who took 
first prize at the Alexandra Palace Show, in June last. Lady 
Aljbess is in all respects a dog to be proud of, and will prove 
a worthy consort to Mr, Rothera’s noble doz Priam, who has 
figured so successfully at shows here. Mr. Rothera is to be 
conpratulated on possessing three such splendid specimens of 
Shia icoly magniticent breed as Priam, Lady Abbess and 

ovice, 

[Aueusr 24, 1882. 

THE KENNEL CLUB AND ITS RULERS. 

WAS so completely taken aback by a statement in the 
letter of Mr, J. H. Murchison, published in the Fielda 

fortnight ago, that T could not reply wntil I had satisfied my- 
self as to facts. 

Mr, Murchison, in reference to the black mail rule of the 
Kennel Club, attempts to justify it by showing that the 
National Coursing Club club do a similar thing, He says 
“The National Coursing Cimb have lately adopted the same 
Tule and fee, and it; may be well to note thatit is composed 
of representatives from the principal coursing clubs im the 
Eingdom.” a 

As Iwas sure Mr. Murchison would not make a misstate- 
ment intemtionally, and as I remember he was no novice in 
coursing, having, | believe, once held a nomination for the 
Wuterloo cup, tis words were to me, in the lahgnaze of Mr. 
Swiveller, ‘a staggerer.” 

Mr, Murchison is right in saying the National Coursing 
Club is a representative body, and had it imposed the tax he 
speaks of on the coursing public, its representative character 
would have beenits excuse or justification for the act; but 
the National Coursing Club has done nothing so foolish. It, 
unlike the Kennel Club, does not possess a newspaper to be 
subsidized at the expense of ontsiders, and there could be na 
need for such a rule as the Kennel Club profit bys for, a5 4 
matter of fact, all greyhounds running at meetings held ander 
WN. C. C. rules have always had to be identified by name of 
owner, pedigree, sex, age and color, and that Mr, Murchison 
should have kuown, The N, C, C, have undertaken the com- 
pilation of a greyhound stud book, for which a charge of one 
shilling per entry is made; the Kennel Chib compile a stud 
book and a charge of five shillings per entry is made. But 
Mr. Murehison and the Kennel Gazelle, with a disinrenuous- 
ness I cannot admire, compare the work ofthe N. C, G. with 
the utterly useless rule as to the pame registration of the K. 
C., which rule is, Lvepeat, a subsidy to the paper run in the 
direct interests of the clib. , 
Mr, Murchison tells us the K, C. giyes away the surplis or 
roti; made, and that muy be; but by what right do they 
eed their own paper with the shillings of the public, and 
pose us liberal donors wilh the surplus. 4 
Not only is the K C. registry of names utterly useless, bit, 

even if it were of use, it is a bad shilling’s worth, the work 
being ilidone. I quote as a sample thetirst sreyhound on the 
list in this month’s Kennel Gazette—Artilleryman, d, Mr. 'T. 
Jones's, by Gunner-Amor, Feb., 1878." How is that dog to 
be identified by the register? ' 
Now, as to the ‘‘Boycotting” of Darlington, I wish to ob- 

serye that it is nob an isolated case; and, it is not only to 
shows that coercion is applied, but public expression of 
opinion would be choked if the K, ©, had the power. Had I 
only myself’ to consider, J would speak more plainly; but 
there are those of the Kennel Club who will know what T 
mean. 

Mr, Murchison would make out the Darlington letter to be 
a hoax; I do not take that view. It is more than twelve 
months since Mr, George Lowe, then Secretary to the Kennel 
Olnb, told me it was in contemplation to frame a rule equiva- 
lent to Mr. Doyle’s resolution, and that to he followed by 
another rule debarring exhibitors and dogs from taking part 
in Kennel Club shows. I said to Mr. Lowe I sineerely hoped 
the chib would do so; and I still hops that course may be 
taken, for the elub would then be in name, as ibis now in 
fact, a toutual admiration and benett society. 

Mr. Doyle's resolution was put ott asa feeler to see how 
far the club could with safety to its own interests go, and the 
canine public has been so prompt in showing its teeth that 
how we see the usual spectacle when dogs bark boldly and 
suddenly retire into the kennel. Mr. Murchison is one of 
those who belieye the Kennel Club exists for the improve- 
ment of dogs and dog shows, and there is something very re- 
freshing in the simplicity of his faith. I wish | could sub- 
scribe to his creed, but there are too many ugly facts in the 
wiy. 
When men who extensively deal in dogs elect each other to 

judge each others’ dogs against those of the outside public, 
they do not take a very sensible way of convincing people of 
their disinterestedness.—HvuexH DatzimnL in London Fiele, 

DOGS FOR COURSING LARGE GAME.—Glendive, M. 'T., 
Aug, 10, 1882,—Edifor Forest and Stream: Hunters in this 
part of the world don’t know much about dogs. I suppose it 
is because they don’t read the kennel columns of PoRES?Y AND 
STREAM. What weneed in this rough coutry is a dog of 
great courage and speed, and good feet, the prickly pear or 
cactus, and the sharp stones of the ‘Bad Lands,” are very 
severe on the feet, We have many greyhounds, some yery fine 
ones, but they haven't the “sand,” they run fast enough to 
pick up a deer, or mountain sheep, or a wolf, but will detain 
neither for an instant, unless seyeral are together, the same 
fault is found with the Scotch stag hound, while both have 
good feet. I have crossed a splendid Seoteh stag hound bitch 
with a large brindle bulldog of preat sagacity and courare; 
the pups are now four months old and have splendid feet and 
promise good size and courage. I willreéport the result this 
coming winter. What do you ‘‘dog men” say to a cross of 
this kind? ‘The bull dog has a fine scent and staying qualities 
but is too slow. Wewant something to pick up wounde 
deer or antelope and hold it until the hunter comes up.—H, 8, 
[We hope our correspondent will report the result of his ex- 
periment. The same cross has been tried among the hills of 
Scotland, but was abandoned, as the animals, with more cour- 
age than discretion, would pitch in regardless, generally with 
disastrous results to themselves. Withour game, however, the 
cross may prove satisfactory and we shall await with no httle, 
interest thé report of the result.) 

DEATH OF THE IRISH WOLFHOUND VIXEN.—Prof. H.. 
B. Roney, of East Saginaw, Mich., has had the misfortune ta, 
lose by death his imported Irish wolfhound bitch Vixen, from 
heart disease, He still has Dragon, her mate, who is now the 
solerepresentative in this country of this famous but almost, 
extinct breed. We trust that Prof. Roney will be able to se- 
cure another one to take her place, as undoubtedly these. 
dogs, with their great speed and high courage, would prove, 
invaluable to the large game hunters of the far West. 

DOGS POISONED,—Some misereant a few days ago 
poisoned eight puppies belonging to the Hornell Spaniel Club. 
Tt is a pity that the tiends who pera such outrages can- 
not be brought to justice and made to suffer the penalty 
for their wickedness. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

A, G., Cedar Falls, lowa.—The “Manayement and Diseases of the 
Dog, by Sir Woodroife Hill, is what you want. We Gan send ib; 
price $2. 

H., Dorchester, Mass.-Mangce is contagious. Continue the snl- 
phurious acid, Give hiin 6 dose of Epsom salts, and see that he has 
plenty of well-cooked vezetables in ly food; a little cod liver oil will 
also benefit him, 

P. A. D., Yonkers, N, Y.—A cocker bitch is bred toa cocker dog; 
four or five days later, through accident, she is lined hy 4 terrier, 
What will the progeny be? Ans.—If is posstbhle that she may throw 
to both dogs, as eases of superfetution are well authenticated, but 
the Prgpabtice are that only one sort will he produced. We should 
be pleased to haye our correspondent inform us of the result. 
Dog, Brooklyn, N. Y.—1. What is the best oimtimant to rub on a 

dog whose fleas have taken the hair off, also for 4 raWwsore? 2. Is 
the preparation of one ounce lard and tyo drachnis Of green indide 
of meretiry injurious or dangerous to put in a raw sore? 3, Is one 
part of sulphurious acid (o three parts of water dangerous to et on 
raw sores or in the eyes? Ans.—l. Try the black grease that exndes 
from pennies axles for restoying the hain; for raw sores use Yenxo- 
ated lard, 2, Yes. 3, No, 
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SALE OF SPORTING DOGS.—A draft of dogs from Mr, 
Purcell Liewellin’s kennel was disposed of at Aldridge’s, on 
Avigiust4d. Asa rule prices were low, Noble Windem heing 
purchased by Mr, Lidderdale for 25 ¢s. Nimble Windem was 
secured by Mr. Cunnington for 86 gs. Col Makins became 
the owner of Royal Windem sat the same figure. Sydney 
Bondhu, who ran in the Derby this year, only fetched 34 ¢s-, 
being purchased by Mr. J. A, Platt, and the same gentleman 
secured Champion Bafile, a Birmingham winner, for 2h gs. 
—Lite Stock Journal, 

KENNEL NOTES, 
NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted im this colnmm free of charge. To insure 
publication af notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the followin par- 
ficalars of ench animal: 
1. Color. f, Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. %. Site, with his sire and dam. 
4. Age or 8. Owner of sire, 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dan. 

of death, 10, Owner of (aim, 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signad with writer's name, 

WAMES CLAIMED, 
ES— Ste instrictions at head of this colon. 
Benagua. By Prof. H. B. Roney, East Saginaw, Mich., for black 

and tan English bloodhound dog, whelped Jan, 16, 1882, by lis Cara- 
doe (Porester—May Thorn) out of his Jamo I, \(Hugo—Juno 1) 

Nellie C. By Mr. A.D. Chauncey, Midland Park, N. J., for black 
and tan setter biteh, 2yrs. old, by Colburn’s Duke (Dash—Belle) out 
of Nellie FP. (2d New York, 137%). 
Benedict's Boy. By Mv. G. WV. Shellhass, Brooklyn, N, ¥., for black 

eocker spaniel dog, whelped May 27, 1882, by_ imported champion 
Benedict (Bachelor —Nezpress) out of Bewirive (Nizger-—Belley. 

Mack Lavry. By Mr. F. Re Rowly, Dallas, Vexas, for red Irish 
setter dog wippy by Larry ont of Rel Hess. 

Bessie OO More, By Ma, WR, Rowley, Dallas, Texas, for rei Trish 
setter biteh puppy by champion Rory O'\Move out of Norah O'Moare 
(Berkley—Tilley). 
Arabi Bey, By Mx, JN. Bronson, Sycamore, TL, for femon bel- 

ton English setter dog puppy by Druid (Prince—Dora) ont of Prin- 
tess Draco (Rob Roy—Livy). 

Digfertt Lassie. By Mr, J. AH. Rimmer, New York, for poinmbar 
Hitech, whelped July, 7882, by champion Rush out of Lady Dulferin. 
Abrahkan, By Mr, Geo, C1. Sterling, Naw York, for black and white 

Haglish setter dog, whelped June 18, 1882, by Johnnie Wae (Rol Roy— 
Doll) ont of Swan (Druid—Ladly Gy press). 

Colonel. By Mr. W. J. Comsatoele, Providence, R. 7. for black and 
tan terrier dog, Stvos. old. by Vortigern out af Lilly 1. 

BRED. 
CS See fistructions at head of this colume, - 
Queen—Bow. Mr, Jeff, Waller’s (New Orleans, La.) orange and 

Wane BRUT bitch Queen to Mr, Edward Odell’s champion Bow, 
ne. 8. 
Nellie C.—Jack, Me, A.D, Chauneay’s (Midland Park, N, J.) black 

and tan setter bitch Nellie G, (Colburn’s Duke—Nellie 1.) to Mr. 
Fitch's imported Jack (Grouse=-Belle), Aug. 15. 
Peisv—Rub. The Westminster Kennel Club's Daisy (Flake—illy) 

to the Borstall Kennel’s Rab (Rush—Romp}, Aug. 10. 
Mona—Dash TT, Mr, M. &. Norton’s English setter bitch Mona 

(Catlowitz—Queen Bess) to eae Dash TIL, 
Dora T.—Dash 1 Mr. ‘s English setter hitch Dora If. (Rock— 

Dora) to champion Dash I1_ 
Modjeska—Dash If, Mo, A, M. Tueker's (Charlestown, Mass.) 

white and lemon ticked Kneglish setler hitch Modjesia (Leicester— 
Peeress) to his vhampion Dash I. 

WHELPS. 
(22> See fnsfructions at head af this colienen, 
Lede, Dr, BH, GC, Pranklin’s (Anu Arbor, Mich.) imported black 

eocker biteh Leda (weight 21 Tbs.), July §, five (one doe), by his im- 
ported black cocker spaniel Montague (weight 27 Ibs.) 

Lady Abbess, Mr. Pred. W. Rothera’s (Simtoe, Ont.) imported 
rough-coated St, Bemard bitch Lady Abbess (Hero— Lottie) seven 
(five fogs), by Rollo (BE. i. OS. B. 11,754; two dogs and one biteh 
since dead. : < 
Ning 1, Me, Geo, ©. Creamer’s (Hamilton, N.Y.) red trish setter 

bitch Nina TT. (Red BHugh—Nina). Aug. 10. seven (six dogs). by Capt. 
Bixby’s Ruby ( Elelo—Raose). 

Whiskey, Mr, Chas. Lincolu’s (Detvoil, Mich.) white, black and tan 
fox-terrier bitch Whisky, Aug. 16. five (four dogs). by Rampart. 

Cecilia. Mr. Thos. © Ryan's (New York) Mnelish setter biteh Ceci- 
lia (Dash Il. Cornelia), Aug, 5, six (four dogs), by champion Km- 
peror Fred. 

SALES. 
ES See instritctions at head of this calunin. 
Benedict's Boy. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped May 27, 1882, 

by Benedict (Bachelor—Negress) out of Beatrice (Nitger Belle), by 
the Horoell Spaniel Club, Hornellsville, N. Y., to Mr. H, @ Schell- 
hass, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Drutd—Primcess Draco whelp., Black, white aud tan English setter 

flog puppy, by Mr, J. H. Clark, Philavelphia, Pa., to Mr, Arnold 
Burges, Hillsdale, Mich. 
Arabi Bey. Lemon _belton English setter dog pupp; hy Druid 

(Prince—Dora) out of Princess Dravo (Rob Roy—hLivy), by Dr. J. H. 
Clark, Philadelphia. Pa., to Mr, J. N. Brinson, Sycamore, UL > 
Bob T—Mignon whelps. Black and white cocker spaniel dog, 

whelped April 13, 1852, by Bob IIL, (Buccleuch—Nell) out of Mignon 
(Dart—Daisy II.), by Mr. Bugéne Powers, Cortland. N. ¥., to Mr. B. 
‘E. Miller of the same place: also a black and white log of same litter 

to Mr, 8. E, Barney, New Haven, Gonn,, and & liver bitch to Mr. GC. 
£. Helm, Locke, N- ¥. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
=" See instructions at head. of this column. 
Judge. cede Newfoundland dog, by Mr. KE. Sherman, New 

York, to Mr. D. Tallman of same city. 
Abraham. Black and white English setter dog, whelped June 13, 

1882, by Johnnie Fae (Rob Roy—Doll) ont of Swan (Druid—Lady Oy- 
press), by Mr. John Davidson. Monroe, Mich,, ta Mr, Geo. C. Sterling, 
New 

DEATHS. 
TE See trstrictions at head of this colunun. 
Vicen. Imported Trish wolfhound bitch, owned by Prof. H. B, 

‘Roney, Hast Saginaw, Mich., from heart disease, 
Fairy Privce—Pearl whelp, Liver and white Huglish setter bitch, 

whelped Aug. 7 (Fairy Prince—Pearl), owned by Mr. A. 8. Bishop, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 
A mami wrote the Bangor Commercial to remind the owners of dogs 

of the importance of giving them plenty of cold water during dog- 
days. The editorendorsed the correspondent’s idea, and added: *‘We 
always give our dog a drink when we drink ourselves, and conse- 
quently he is never thirsty." —Boston Post. 

An author need not confine himself to his individual experiences; 
the world is all before him where to choose; but there aré subjects 
which he had better not handle anless ho haye some personal knowl 
edge of them, The sea is one of these. The man who sang, 

“The sea, the sea, the open sea, 
The fair, the fresh, the ever free” 

_ {a couplet which Gifted Hopkins might have penned), should never 
have permitted himself to sing about the ocean. His poem—and it 
ds on¢ of Barry Cornwall's most popular lyrics—has neither savor nor 
salt. When I first read it, years ago, in mid-Atlantic, I wondered if 
the author had ever laid eyes on any piece of blue water wider than 
the Thames at Greenwich (Grenaidye is what the purists over there 
eallit): and the other day, in running through Barry Cornwall's Life 
and Letters, Iwas notso much surprised as amused to learn that he 
was Hever two miles from land in the whole course of his existence. 
Imagine Byron or Shelley, whe knew the ocean in allits moods, piping 
such thin feebleness as _ 

*The fair, the fresh, the over free!” 
Tt required a man whose acquaintanée with the sea was limited to 4 
yiew of it from an upper window to do that,—Atlantie Monthly. 

CLEVELAND, O,, Aug. 15, 1882.—Forest tnd Slrean: T wish to 
call the attention of your readers to my boat improvements, Lf is 
well known that I build an iron sectional boat, but it is not so well 
known concerning the late improvements in them. From year to 
ear I haye made alterations, and so change! and bettered them as 
o male them an aE different alfair from those of a few years 
back. The result is, andi state an acmal fact, a majority of this 
season's buyers have voluntarily written in terms of high praise 
about them. According to the testimony of scores of well-known 
‘sportsmen, fishermen, as well as hunters, they sland unrivalled as 
Porrasce Hong avp Fisaiyc Boars. Chief among the improve- 
ments are the New RowmyeG Gears. There ave several sizes of fhe 
Tater, some one of which can be applied te almost any kind of a 

oat. They sre rapidly being adopted by clubs, the members pro- 
nouncing them “the best hoat movements ever devised!” ey are 
Bale, practical, stroug and attractive in appearance. W, B. BOND. 

| Adu, % 

STREAM. 

Shooting. 

FOREST AND 

; Rifle aud Crap 

THE MASSACHUSETTS DECIMAL TARGET. 

Edifow Ierest and Stream: 
Tread with much interest the commmnication of “M, D.” in your 

issue of May 11, on the subject of targets, and have scanned the vél- 
uums of succeeding issuesin the hope of seeing other riflemen take 
up the subject, and so create a discussion that should result in Ameri- 
can riflémen breaking away from the érude methods of the past and 
adoptiug a target both for short and long range that should have 
some sense in its construction, so to speak. ; 
The ideas advanced by our New Orleans ‘M. D.” [ think very sensi- 

ble. The target he proposes would he yastly superior to any now 
in use except the Massachusetts decimal. The principle on which 
(hat targetis constricted, if fully carricd out, would make the per- 
fect target for all ranves; but for the sake of comparing scores with 
other clubs, the eight and three rings were made to correspond with 
the eight-inch bull aud the twenty-six-inch center of the Creedmoor 
ubomination . ' ni 

This, | think, was & mistake; as constructed the gepractrical pro- 
portion of thé target begins at the eight ring, or edge of bull, it 
should have been carried into the bull as well, regardless of Creed- 
moor Measurements, } 4 

As our New Orleans rifleman suggests, and as I think all intelhgent 
riflemen will agree, atarget should haye sufficient area 50 ah ordinary 
vifleman will not often miss it, and a center ring so small that the 
most_expett shot could not often make 4 perfect score of ten shots. 
The decimal count is manifestly the siniplest in getting at averages. 
The temainder of the problem is not difficult to get at, that ts to so 
place the rings op medsuring circles that they will “do the most 
ood,” thatis, measure a majorify of the shots most accurately, 
l ring targets, so fat as I know, except the Massachusetts decimal 

have had nearly uniform width of rings, so that the wildest shots on 
the target ave measured as accurately asthe best, This is manifestly 
wrong, asthe oufer measuring circles are bnt seldom used, while 
those neat the bull, unless a very large number are used, are not 
Suiliciently accurate. To illustrate, I] give the number of shots in 
cach ring on the decimal target after a day's shooting (enfirely of 
hand) at Walnut Hill: Wring 81, 9rmg 42, 8 ring 46, 7 ring 57, 6 ving 
45, 5 ring 87, dring 18,8 cme i, 2 ring 1, 1 ting 0, 

_— PpesBys a ST i 
[The diameters of the black rings are 3lgin_, 54gin. and Sin, respectively_| 

In the three outer rings. notwithstanding that they vontain more 
than double the area of the vest of the target, there were but two 
hits; the three outer measuring civeles were used but twice during 
the day, and then to measure shots that were of little acconnt, while 
these near the center of the target were used from 31 to 47 times, 

ltisapparant that for such shooting the vines shoull Nave been 
narrower nea the bull and much wider toward the oater part, to 
measure to the best advantage; bub average rifle shooting is not wp 
to this high standard, and in general use I think the target would 
prove to ba not far out of the way. For mid and long range targets 
the same principle should apply whatever the number of divisions, 
There is no sense in having the center division so large that rifie- 
men ean readily place 15 or 20 conseculiye shots within it, as is often 
done at: 500 or 800 yards. There shold at least be one ring added 
syithin the bull if the present size of bull is to be continued in use, 
and the outer should then count 1 instead of 2, as at present. 
Another change, I think, if generally adopted, would do much to 

promote long-range practice. As at present conducted, it is an all 
day's job to shoot a mateh of 45 shots at the 3 ranges, and but few 
can afford the necessary time and expense. Abolish tne first and 
second stages in the ‘any rifle’? matches, and but litle more time 
vould be required to shoot a score of the same number of shots than 
at shorbrange, By this change riflemen would also get rid of the 
bother and loss of time in packing up their kits and transporting 
from one distance to another. One other great ailvantage wonld re- 
sult—permanent shelters from the sun or rain could he constructed 
when but one distance is used, aud long-range practice be made nich 
ee comfortable than at present and he carried on at any season 
of the year. 
The three ranges (800, 900 and 1,000 yards) may be well enough for 

the military tifleman who has bul few traps to look after, and such 
rifles and ammunition as make it as much a matter of luck as skill 
whether he hits or misses, but for the non-military shooter, with his 
delicate bub superior weapon, they are an abomination, and IT for one 
should be glad to sea bhem dispensed with. Pranopy Maria, . 

CLUB CONSTITUTION, 

HE following form of constitution and by-laws, adopted by the 
Clinton, Mass., Sportsman's Club, has the merit of brevity, and 

ifs publication may be of use to new clubs: 
ARTICLE I.—NAME, 

This club shall be cailed the “Clinton Sportsman's Club.”’ 
ARTICLE 11.—OBsSHCT. rs 

The object shall he to promote gun practice and improvement in 
shooting. . 

ORDER OF BUSINESS. 
Reading minutes of last meeting. 
Collection of fines. 
Report of committees, 
Balloting for candidates, 
New business. 
Adjournment. 

ARTICLE UT.—OFFICERS. 
The officers shall consist of a president, vice-president, treasurer, 

secretary, and a board of three directors. 
ARTIOLE IV,—DUTIES OF OFFICERS. 

Sec. 1. The president shall preside at all meetings of the club or 
board of directors. 

Sec. 2. The vice-president shall perform the duties of the president 
during his absence, 

Sec. 3. The treasurer shall collect and have charge of the funds of 
the club, anil pay such bills as have been approved by the directors, 
and at the annual meeting shall make a detailed report of all funds 
collected and disbursed by bim during the year, 

Sec. 4, The secretary shall keep a record of all meetings of the cluh 
and board of directors, notify each member of all meetings by mail 
or bthemyise, 

Sec. 5, The directors, together with the president, vice-president, 
treasurer and secretary ( who shall be directors ex-officio) shall have 
charge of the management of the club and club property. 

ARTICLE Y.—MEMBERSHIP. ; 
Auy person wishing to become amember may do so by notifying 

the Seeretary, and receiving a majority of the votes cast at any 
mecting of the club, and the payment of one dollar. 

ARTICLE VI.—MBETINGS. 
Bec. 1. The annual meeting shall be held on the second Wednesday 

in June of each year, and Special Vat may be valled by the 
president ind hoard of directors, or npon the written request of five 
members of the club. 

Sec. 2, The offigers shall be elected at the annual meeting, by bal- 
lot, for one year; and should any vaesiicy oocur during said term, it 
Shall be filled by the board of directors. 
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Sec. 8, No meeting shall be called except on a previous notiee af 
twenty-four hours to each member 

Seu. 4, Seven members shall constitute a quorum. 
ARMICLE VIE.—FRWS. 

Sec. 1. The initiation fee shall be one dollar. 
Sac. 2, If at any hime the funds of the club shall be exhausted, an 

equal assessment Ube mails upon all members of the club, and in 
ne ease shall the a: smeént amount to more than five dollars in one 
year. 

ARTICLE EX.—FUNES, 
See, 1. If any member retuses to pay au assessment, he shall be 

suspended orexpelled from the elub, 
Ree. 2. Any member pomting bis gun of another member, whether 

simis loaded. or not, shall be fined one dollar for each and every 
offense. 

ARTICLE X, 
Wo liquor shall be furnished hy the clu or directors, 

ARTICLE XI, 
These by-laws may be amended ab any regular meeting. notice of 

the same beier sent ta each member of the proposed change. 

THE AMERICAN TEAM. 

pee preliminary work of selecting the team was carried on vary 
smoothly during the past week, and after four days’ test shoot- 

ing a yery excellent company of riflemen has been gathered ont of 
which to make the final shooting sqnad. The programme was a very 
simple one, Any National Guardsman in any part of the country 
was al liberty to shoot in private practice, and if he made on two 
days a score of 152 in the possible 210 he was af liberty to come to 
Creedmoor anil (here shoot in four days’ competition, making each 
day a full tecord af Seven shots at each of the six ranges. The besh 
three aggregates were (o be taken, said by them thy order of the men 
was to be fixed. Thevight to name two men in addition to the four- 
teen thus chosen was very properly reserved by the offieers of the 
association. 

Tn accordance with these conditous twenty-six competitors pre- 
sented themselves, representing Massachusetts, Counecticul, Rhode 
Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Colorado and the Dis- 
ivieh of Columbia. The men are all approved marksmen, but several 
of them are quite new to Creedmoor and its almospheric peculiarities, 
and several were handicapped by using usw guus. The foil list of 
the men, the military organizations to which they belong and rifles 
used follow: 

OG. W. Hinman, private, Company D, Firsh Massachnsetis; Hepburn 
rifle. 
George La Barnes, lievtonant, Company K., Second Connecticut, 

Sharps’s Borchard. [ ; 
J. kK. Williams, caphain and adjutant of Mirst Connecticut; Bor- 

char, 5 
W.M. larrow, private, eda artillery; Browne gun. 
LR. Denman, major, First brigade stall, New Jerseys Borchard 
G. #. P. Howard, Geutenant-colonel and inspector of rifle practice, 

First brigade, Now Jers Borehard. i 
T. W. Griffiths, captain Company I, Ninth New Jersey; Borchard. 
John Smith, private, Company C, Ninth New Jersey; Borehard, 
1.0. Shakespeare, major and side-de-camp, First division, Pann- 

sylvania: Hepburn,  ~ c 
D. R. Atkinson, captain Company HE, Thirteenth Pennsylyania; 

Borchard, 
a J. Lauritzen, private National Rifles, Washington, D. C,; 

tnilitary. 
J. NM. Pollard, private, National Rifles, Washington, D. C.; Hep- 

burn, 
i me B. Johnston, private, National Rifles, Washington, D. C.; Spring- 
eld, 
Joseph N. Lower, private, Governor's Guard of Colorado ; Hep- 

burn. 
O, A. Morris, private, Twenticth separate company, GBingharton, 

N. ¥.; Hepburn. 
N. D. Hinds, private, ‘Cwentieth separate company, Binghamton, 

Nl Y¥_: Borehard. 
b. H. Ogden, private, Twentieth separate company, Birerhambon, 

Sharp's 

N.Y harps® iilitany. 
orge F, Tolley, private, Sixteenth separate company, Catskill, N. 

., Hepburn. 
S. C. Irlan, private, ‘Twenty-first separate company, Mion, N. ¥.: 

Tiepburu, 
J. MeNeyin, ordnance sergeant, Thirteenth Rewiment, Brooklyn; 

Hepburn. 
Prederick Alder, private, Company GO, Seventh Regiment;Hephurn, 
J, L, Price, Gaptam Company HW, Seventh Regiment; Sharps’ mil- 

tary. , 
nN D. Ward, sergeant, company A, Ninth Regiment; Gorchard, 
JL. Paulding. sergeant, courpany b, Twelfth Repimeut: Borchacd, 
A.B. Van ifeusen, sergeant, company 6, Twelfth Regiment:starps’ 

THilitary, 
T. J. Dolan, sergeant, company F, Twelfth Regiment; Hepburn. 
The first day was 4 lovely one for the onlooker, a nasty one for the 

shooter. The breeze—about five o'clock variable, puffy and quite 
strong—which tempered the heat of the sun, curried the bullets far 
from the bullseye, and the bright light that animated the scenes on 
the range created mirage and deceitful glitterings, which rendered 
the act of aiminga very tryingone, Add to this the fact that every 
man felt # great respousibility resting on his trigger arm, and it will 
uot be hard to guess why the scores were not better. The gathering 
of spectators was small, Gousishing mainly of expert riflemen and 
friends of the contestants. The most noteworthy people on the 
ground were General George W. Wingate, executive officer, who, 
with Mr. A. H. Weston’s assistance, managed the shooting smoothly, 
rapidly and Lipapaatls Colonel John Bodine, captain of the team of 
188); General Molineux, President of the National Rille Assodiation; 
Mp. George J, Seabury, Secretary; Major Joseph G. Story and. Cap- 
tain C.F. Robbins. In order that there might be as little ‘coaching? 
as possible, the competitors were assigned to targets in Such & man- 
ner that no two men trom one place shot from the same firing point. 
Ten targets and markers were provided for the competition, tii only 
séven were found necessary. 
During yhe competition in the first stage a strong southerly breeze 

blew down the rangé from the rear of the firfng.points towards fhe 
targets. The weather was very hot, and the stranjars at firsi were ‘all 
atsea.”’ They found it exceedingly difficult to lower their rear sights 
sufficiently to counteract the effect of a “lifting’ wind, Col, Howard, 
of New Jersey, cisablad his rifle by breaking his wiping-rod mm the bar- 
rel while cleaning his gun before competition, In order not to lose 
his position inthe race, he borrowed a gun belonging to Gen, Wingate, 
He shot evenly, although his seore was sinall, being 26 af cach range, 
or a total of 78 poiuts in the first stage. The competition in the first 
stage was completed soon atter 1 o¢lock and 4 recess was taken until 
2 o'clock. 
The scores in the second stage were very poor. The competitors were 

unable to decide whether this resuli was due to the hearty dinner sup- 
plied to them by the National Rille Association orto theiy mexperience 
in shooting with open sights at the longer ranges. The wind was less 
strong, but was treacherous. Farrow, who stood third in the list of 
scores in the first stage, made a clean string of “ducl-eggs” at 800yds,, 
and did little better 16 the other ranges, Jolinston had similar Inck, 
but fortunately for lis score, Sergt, MeNevin fired his opening slot on 
the target at which Johnston was shooting, at the same mt) that the 
latter fired, and while Johnston's bullet lodged in the bank, MeNevin's 
shot was a bullseye, which, under the circumstances, was accredited 
fo Johnston. Ths remaining shots tired by Johnston niissed the target 
Only 9 competitors exceeded b7, the qualifying score in the local com- 
petifious, 
The records of the day stood as follows: 

Tirst Stage. Second Stage. 
200 400 G00 To- a00) «6800 «1.000 To- 
Was. Yds. Yds. tal Yds. Yds, ¥ds. tal, 

Ogilen......... 3 a0 at 92 Van Hensen..3l 21 25 80 
Irlam, 31 6300 92 Ward... me ola th 
Farrow....,,..30 81 29 90 Griffiths 23. eRe “4S 
Van Heusen, .27 st 28 89 Dolan, iy Pp) Ky 
Atkinson. . g2 200 8S Danman,, aw) 1s «WY 
Dolan. ..- a1 27 88 Atkinson. ay a, Ra 75 
Alder... 30 aT &§ Ogden _.. cut) 16 7. 
Griffiths. Ba, By “By Tulemy,..) ey et 
Smiith......-..2 29 88 «6 8 Hinman. a4 Rh 8B 
Shakspeare,...27 30 26 83 Morris.... 3 18 fifi 
Morris .. 27 098 OBR Cfinds._. 25)" 38. 165, 
MeNeyin. 25 25 83 Smith,,, 24 ) 68 
Paulding - 29 #28 $81 MeNevin.. mw 7 ‘62, 
Povarl. 2) at 80 Price. __- a pal Wa. 61 
Prices st 26 2400 79) Paulding, ; 20 v 659 
Hinman.. 27 a 8 Tolloy..:. cst 18 am 58 
Howard 26 26 7&8 Slakspearc.- 1!) 10 18° At 
Ward,..... 99 924 78 Pollard ...,..d7 18 a a1 
Lauvifzen. . 22 RA 74 La Barnes, ..16 if Va) 
Denman. RE wr 72) Alda 10.2.8 is 0 
Johnston. 80 1%) «68 «=~ Laniritzen,, 26. “lie i 

R328 72 Howard... 23 un db 
18 2 1 Williaras, 18 8 386 
22 18 ‘AR Loiver, .- il 14 85 
a 18 «tt Johnston. ll Ww a 
18 16 68 Warrow..... aaa 5 7 16 
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Following are the total scores made by the competitorsin both 
Sbapres; 

. ist. 2d, Total. Ist, 2d, Total. 
Van Heusen ..,..., 89 RD) 169 Brice.;.....,.. q-2- hie (1 140 
Ogden < [4 166 Paulding. . $1 iit} 140 
Griftith: 78 165 Sbakspeare, - 83 SL 184 
Dolan Wy 16h Alder... 8 46 1B4 
Trlam.- 7 165 Pollard.. 8 bf pal 
Aitkingon.....-- 75 164 Tolley... val SS (128 
Ward yi: 73 146 Howard, -- . TH 41 119 
Denman 7 77 8 8©=©160 La Barnes, . . 68 49 M7 
Morris . fii dd8 Lauritzen ..... Foviie 8! ny 
Smith. ...- 7 63 148 ~Johnston........ 3 Od 107 
Hinds... Bo 65) 147) Barivow Soci. PO) Ibe 105 
Hinman, 7 08 14 Lower,,.- - . OS ab fH 
MeNevin, _- &% b2 144 Willlams.--.......- 58 fib 4 

with yivid distinctness ayainst the grassy parapet, and the Iulls- 
eyes were 50 well defined that it seemed let impossible for the 
marksmen to miss them, When the riflerien assembled at the g00- 
yards’ firing points at 10 o'clock to begin bhe second day's competi- 
tion, the sky was overcast, giving the clear gray light so conductive 
to fine marksmanship, and, as the yachtsmen in the party obsérved, 
the wind was “1p and down the mast," The atmosphere was oppres- 
sive, however, the thermometer indicating 41 deg. ou the shady side 
of the club house. 
The men shot with moré deliberation than on Tuesday, and less 

nervousness was perceptible; but it was only after lunch that thay 
got into thoroughly good form, and the improvement in the scores 
{s uhielly noticeable at. tha longer distances. The team total of the 
best twelye men was 1,986 against 1,889 on Tuesday. Mr. Smith's 
clean siting at 800yds, is a noteworthy achievement. Several of the 
men bad very bad luck. Farrow had not got tothe bottom of the 
trouble with his gun, and again Felllow. He will have to do bis very 
best work for the next two days to secure his place. MeNevin’s fun 
had some defect near the muzzle, which camsed it to lead badly, 
Col, Bodine puk itin tolerable order, but McNevin’s score suffered 
by the mishap, Several mien lost shots by setting their bullets too 
deep in the cartridges. 

After a reeess of one hour for dinner, the marksmen resumed their 
work at 2 o'clock. The wind had died away in the meantime, and 
the weather could not have been “better for shooting if it had been 
tade to order.” said Col. John Bodine, The latter moyed abont, 
among the riflemen, giving advice whereyer he could do so without 
infringing the rule probiuiuing coaching. 
The score of the day stood: 

Tirst Stage. Secoud Stage 
2 500 4600 Th 800 900 1,000 To- 
Yds, Yds. Yds. tal. Yus. Yds. Yds. tal, 

Dolan....,,,.. 31 83) 28) 98 Alam... b...., 7300 682 1 
Van Hensen,..26 dl HH v1 Van Heusen, ..31 Bs Re Al 
ANT al RI BO 690 «Griffiths, ..::88 kf 27 7 
Grittiths..-..-41 31 Ri 89 Ogden... a2 At) a) &1 
Trlam, 05 -2-20s 27 MO 88 Paulding . 29 2 25 RO 
Srvith...) 2... .82 Su 2H 88 Smith ... 35 aT Vv ve 
Lawritzen -....30 25 Qe Y Atkinson. 2 33 7 
Ogden........23 30 2 £6 Pinman.. 95 21 7 
AUwinson..... 28 9 By 86° cAldler =v at Mb. AT 
Hinls..... Ry a0 37 8! Dolan, ..,..% 1 Sie Aeie age 
Paulding § 26 «2260604 Shakspeare ..-2 2H a 
‘Tolley 40 30 ad #4 Pollard,..., .- ! 21 23 ve4 
Frice.... 25 28 2) B2 Price... A 26 17 70 
MeNevin es anal 4&1 Jobnston 21 26.070 
Howard...,, ..88 23 30 81 Howard 23 2 60 
Morris. _.28 28 24. 40) Ward 18 24 69 
Farroaw., ...... 2 81 2t «8 MeNev j00618 = 6D 
Shakspeare...28 2 22 7 Hinds PU) seach RE 
WHT ao) oes Ro 22 79 Tolley 18 Eb) be 
LuBarnes ...—- 28 8 20 73 Morris THe cae 289. 
Denman....., 37 RS Tower. 23 dk 58 
Pollard... Ut, eS. 2h té Denman ae 1 620 i 
Jolson .. a) 20 23 62 Farrow, .-- ..-- bd 2 6h 
Hinman... 2 M6 6880S Williams.,.,..2 i ho 4 
Lower.,...,..21 95 af 5&8 LaBarnes....- 8 R a7 
Willams......26 18 4 44 Lawritgen, ....15 ze 48. 380 
The total scores nade by the competitors in 

follows: 
both stages were as 

First Second To- 
age, tal. 

First Second To- 
Stage, Stage, tal 

Van Heustp._..,,..91 01 183° MeNevin _-_... 150 io 150 
irlam .... 88 “SR 180. Ward. Nec: fi) ad8 
Griffiibs. Pp} ay 170) OMe ys Pion et p-s a. uz 146, 
Ogden... §1 17 Cuesd ote 5 139 
Smith - rk) 167 Hinman_...-..._-.. 0 7 438 
Alder-~ qf BC" Pollariy. 7. eee, 72 138 
Dolan..-.. 1 Ti 165 Johnston.,..--...., NU 182 
Paulding...... 8) 164 Farrow... 4g 129 
Atkingon.....-- oe 7 168 Denman.-- 8 = 186 
PMG pee ase Oe ru 162 Lawritzen 80 17 
BUAN GS on ectoleloleed f 68 152 Lower... 5a 11 
Shakspeare......-.7 72 151 La Barne sy 0 
Howard. ....... 226 Bi 06) 150 = Williams,.-... 41 bit] 

'Nhe third day opened with a good company of spe 
them the veteran G, W. Yall, one of the “has beens” of rifle shoot- 
ing who had come down from Connecticut to offer a few sugmestions 
on Lie best rifle to heat the Britishers. Col, Joseph G. Story called 
the roll of competitors promptly at 11 o'clock, Twenty-three re- 
sponded, An official notice was received from J. N. Lower, of Colo- 
rado, that he had retired from th contest. His seores of 98 on the 
firet day and 111 on the second day 6f the competition convinced him 
that he would not be able to win & place in thé team. Lieut. George 
La Barthes, of Company K, Second Connecticut Regiment, did not 
appear, and itis suposed that he alsa has withdrawn, His scores on 
the two preceding days of the competition were, respectively, 117 and 
110. The weather was very hot. The mercury stood at 93 der. in the 
shade when theadompetition began, A sliff breeze, yeering from the 
west to the north-west, kept the riflemen busy watching the fags 
during the contest at 200yds. While they were shooting at 500yils. 
thera was no wind stirring, and the fags hung close to the masts, 
and when they had fired their seven shots at that distance and moved 
back to 600yds. the weather yane pointed toward the south, giving a 
rear wind from the fiting-points toward the targets. While it was 
not exactly a “fish-tail” breeze, the changes from south to south 
west, and occasionally to the west, were so frequent as to cause the 
riflemen much uneasiness, Several ‘outers’ were made in conse- 
quenes of its fluctuation, Adjt. Williams, of Hartford, Conn,, seored 
7 points at 200yds., and after scoring 2 and several “misses’’ at 500 
yde., retired in disgust from the competition. 
Goed average work on the part of a large nuniher of the competi- 

tors was the feature of the practice, and the old hands at the rifle 
who are watching the contest closely became gonfirmed in their 
opinion thar there is first-rate material for a team in the field, The 
grealer part of the day was rather favorable than otherwise for 
shooting, thongh the great heat Gaused considerable mirage. When 
the shots af 900yds, were about half fired, however, the wind. which 
had heen fairly steady from the southwest. freshoned and came in 
wild pulls that defied culeulation. The dial marked directions yary- 
ing over an are of ninety degrees within two or three minutes, and 
there were moments when every flag on the range poiited in a dif 
ferent direction. The sky became partly overcast too, and af times 
theinen had to fire with the sun in their eyes, while the targets were 
noder shade. Those who were mnaccustomed to the range lost shots 
in many esses through omitting to lower their elevations in allowing 
for this state of affairs. The scores, as will be seen, were bad trom 
the time that the atmospheric change came, but it was agreed that 
more dificult conditions were seldom or never before encountered, 
The day’s scoring was as follows: 

First Stage. Second Stage. 
200 600 600 To- $00 900 1,000 To- 
Yds, Yds. Yds, tal. Yds. Yds. Yds, tal. 

Paneling .-..-. 3) 32 B10 ME Dolan, i: ) aes Ss! 5] 
Wan Heusen,,.d0 338 30 93 Hinman..,.:.. 30 BW Mm RM 

a 82 30 92 Shakspeare.. 30 28 23 &L 
ve? a2 20 $8 Howard,,,....31 30 1 79 

Shukspeare, .. 2 83 27 88 MeNevin.....27 2H 2 7 
Ogden... 128 88 81 RY Pollard.,,_.... wy 2 76 
Griffiths, . a0) «6 2))0—s BY «Winds ..--, .--. ma 21 4% 
Ward.... al p: 87 Paulding....., b 7 4 76 
Himman.. 80 80 Ro 86 Griffiths, .....,3 26 Ww 7a 
“Sat Los eens 32 PA) RG Smith ...... 24 id vee 
Haward .....--2 29 27% 85 Atkinson, 26 21 «69 
Pollard. r BBl 12 8 Tolley....., 23 21 Ay 
Adder: - 14.5. 2 ri) ee $8 Alder.,..... 26 20 68 
Atkinson......20 87 24 &1 Farrow.....-.. 19 18K 
Lawritzen.....28 2 27 80 Denman... m2 4617) ~©=«BB 
Dannie. 2b 27 B65 th “Ward..-.2.. eae ae) 2 ‘64 
Tolley... 28 2h RBT FBS Irlam,2.2..:,, Bo 62t 068 OL 
Johnston wet So RR OA OgdeRe:.t. Reap iG Ele a] 
MeNevin. 28 28 22 48 Lawritzen.,, 24 109 id Gi 
Farrow. - 31 2 30 76 Van Heusen...25 26 5 56 
Tila 2.88 2% 4 Jolnston 2 tL 6 fe 
Morris. ...- pred OT. RA Morris. 26. ase RS 4 49 
Williams -- -.. one 2 retired. 

Tae total sdores made by the competitors in both stages were as 
ollows : 

First Second To- 
Stage, Stage. tal. 

Virst Second To- 
Bie Stage. tal. 

Secrh? | : Doltin.....0., ., ge RS UPS WV Ue eel ole O44 Ib 
Shakspeave , 83 «Rl 169 Atkinson... 3 
Paulding. efit 95 169 Van Heusen oh 4p 
Hiinman...,....,,. Sh SET AGS Woll6y sos ssn (ie Cg 
Howard... _..85 ii) iid Opden,..... 58 145 
Hinds. ..., 288 7G 163 Denman - 65 Idd 
SPOUASOET Re deel icles 85 76 161 Farroew- .- 66 142 
Griffiths... .. .... 7 608) 160) ~Lawritzen. pee lad 
MeNevin,...-......78 78 166 Irlam.,,.-. Gl 136 
Smith. .,, ,-----46 71 156 JJohuston Meee ne 52180 
WICGD. cee pipe eae: 3 65 1/1 Morris,..-. -4- fist ia 49 122. 

The wind was blowing half a gale from the northwest in the faces 
of the riflamenas they began the final day's contest. The air was 
cool, and the sunshine felt comfortable, The dew-drops glisteued on 
the peony lawn, and a mist was passing away behind the hills. 
Hinds, of Binghamton, fired the opening shot, It was ‘8 high,” 
Farrow bad disearded his ‘Browne’ gon 4nd started with a eye 
bum, he red disk rose in respouse. Uontrary to the usual custom 
of the treacherous wind, it continued to blow from the same quarter 
during the aflerngon. The sky was clear, and the sun shone brightly. 
McNevin made fair scores ab 800 and 900yds., but spoiled bis 1M0yds. 
score by making two “uoaceountalle misses.’’ Major Denman made 
avood beginning in the second stage, closing wt X0Uyds, with 34 out 
of a possible 86 points. He began to drop af the next range, how- 
ever, and onlytoadeé 20 af 1,000yds. His score of 80 ont of a possible 
105 points headed the list, butif was too small to carry him on the 
team, Irlam went off the target on his third shot at the longest 
range. Van Hevsen also went to pieces at the last range. missing 
the target in the iniddle and at the end of his score, Major Shak- 
speire opened his score at 1,000yds. with a “\miss,’” and then made a 
string of “outers.” He began fo feel nervous aboul his position, and 
almost made up hismind to withdraw, By remaining in the compe- 
tition until the aud he secured a placé on the team. Theday's recor 
Was: 

Kirst Stage. Second Stage. 
200 6600 6600) 'To- B00 0 1.0) "oe 
Yds. Yds, Yds, tal. Yds, Yds. Yds, tal, 

FB Aldew..,..... 2 34 382  1RDenman.68 8 20 80 
MT Hinds. ...29 $1 31 91 CW Hinman..a1 Te 20 7S 
WM Farrow..20 80 $1 1 SH Inlam,.... RO 22 2b 2 
JL Paulding. 80 28 a2 MD Hinds... 23 26 2 G5 
TT W_ Griffith, ..25 20 30 Bi WM Farrow -.27 Cail 22 Ta 
GEPHoward.28 31 28 8&8 J MeNevin...29 22 22 7: 
DR Atkinson .28 29 29 86 TW Griffith, ..28 pat 21 73 
WBJohnston 26 380 28  $§& ABYV'Heusen30 27 16 72 
TJ Dolan..... B1 P3] 26 86 TI Dolan_...- 28 28 21 4g 
John Smith...27 20 29 88 JohnSmith....18 28 28 bo 
ABV'Heusen.28 38 24 85 HW Alder........ ma RG ORL TUB 
SE Itlam, , 29 28. 26 8&8 JL Paimlding..27 22 16 66 
CW Hinman. - 30 230 -A38 TM Pollard...27 © 2 7 65 
QO AMorris....26 3% 24 82 DRAtkinson.28 80 14 62 
PJLawritzen.26 26 29 8 DH Ogden....22 21 18 61 
J MeNevin,., 28 2H 29 81 WB Johnston.27 12 14 58 
EO Shakspere3) 28 21 7 PJlawritzen20 26 12 58 
TRVenman...28 2 30 78 OWMorrs--.-19 19 IB (ft 
DHOgden 28 8 21 TR HOShakspere22 2) 18 55 
ND Ward, .,, 22 2h 27 TT I Prite.....< 23 19 12 54 
JM Pollard...80 20 24 7 GEPHoward2h 15 9) BD 
JL Price,.....27 24 18 60 ND Ward...-, Rhee vite flu wil 
GE Tolldy--..250 3 1 fp 

The aggregate scores made by the competilors were as follows: 
Pirst Second To- First Seecond*To- 
Stage. Stage. tal, Stage. Stage, tal, 

Tints: Sees ase Hi 75 10h Atkinson,.,..,..--..86 62 143 
~ ve 165 Johnston. 18600 6S dt 
L 65 168 Pollard . vis 65 130 
i "3 61 Opddu.-._,,....2 oS 61 13) 

" WW 160 DLaweritzen..., ..... 81 6S 180 
RF et ii) Morris..., ab 9185 

Van Heusen, fase = oS: Howard 50° 187 
Dolan__.... fets\i] 6) 166 Shakespeare . “ 3h 14 
MeNevin . 31 #738 16t Price fae al) 128 
Smith,,...........- BOBS 154 Ward. Tye tl) Sais 

As soon as the last shot had been fired the Cormmittée of the Na- 
tional Rifle Association in charge of the committee held @ meeting, 
whereat the scores were aggregated, the best three days’ work of each 
man being counted, the fourth rejected, The result will be best ex- 
hibited by the following table, wherein all competitors who finished 
ives men appear in the order of merit, with their counted scores and 
votalst 

second Third Fourth 
j Day. Duy. Day. Total. 

1—A, B, Van Heusen 182 — 158 509 
2—S.E, Irlam,..... ‘87 d*5 180 = 160 505 
R— Td, Doles eee es rae: 165 175 _ 505 
4—J, W. Griffith .-._ ._- 176 1th + S01 
5b—J. L, Paulding. -.- 165 160 156 488 
6—F. Alder,........ 48 Liz {ht 163 481 
¢—M, D. Hinds — 152 16% T6h 481 
8—D, H. Ogden 166 167 145 - 478 
§—D. R, Atikinse 164 168 15 = 7 
10—J, Smith......... a Lov 156 154 Ai 
11—C, W. Hinman.. 146 _— 168 161 478 
12—J, MeNevin | 22... - 150 156 154 Git 
18—N, D. Ward.....-..- 1bt 148 151 _— 455 
J4—_B, O. Shakespeare, . = 151 169 134 458 

L. R, Deuman....... .. 150 —- 144 158 457 
G, K.P. Howarth 2... 150 1+ 137 455 
JP HOMATC yen =, 8. eee = 188 161 189 430 
W.M. Farrow,..-.---. = 124 142 165 435 
OPA SMorrig ieee es hanes e 138 - 138 Chins 
Jiu. Prie®...-2-_- -: 152 — 128 412 
W. 8B, Johnston __- a a2 120 Lit 404 
P. J. Larwitzen,.........--- — nv 137 139 33 

Three ties occurred, That between Irlam 4nd Dolan was decided 
in favor of the former, he having the best total for 900yds., while 
both were alike for 1,000, Alder leads Hinds through having 69 at 
1,000yds, to the latter's 66; Atkinson beats Smith through haying 66 
1o his 64 at 1,000yds. The totalof the highest twelye for the three 
days was 5,837 out of a possible 7,560 points. The average per man 
was 456 5-12, a fraction over thirty points above the qualifying score. 
The ayerage per man per day was a fraction over 162 out of a possi- 
ble 210, or but six points below an average of centers, 
When the committee had completed its deliberations General Win- 

gate, the chairman, announced the result by reading the list of the 
team and reserve, Ths team and committee forthwith held a joint 
al fresco session, with Major Joseph G. Story presiding. General 
Molineux, president of the association, made a brief address to the 
teani, thanking them in the name of the riflemen of the country for’ 
them efforts and CS presi the general confidence that he believed 
was felt in their skill. 
The election of a captain was next taken up and Colonel John 

Bodine was at once ununimously chosen. He was then introduced 
to the meeting by « committee. He said he would make no speech, 
He was deeply rioyed by the honor conferred upon him, He thought 

-4| the team was 8 strong one, and he had a feeling thatit was deatined 
to wid the match. In answer bo a question, he added that there was 
no intention to force any rifle on the team, Hyery man would be 
allowed to use his own disevetion in his choice, Colonel Litchfield, 
U.S. A., added that the committe on rifles, of which he is chairman, 
would limit itself to recommending a vifle or riflés as suitable to be 
used in the mateh. Pretty steady practice will now bein order by 
the members of the team and reserve, and the firsh practice day was 
set down for Tuesday, August 22. 

Gol, Jolin Bodine the captain of the team, is too well-known to re- 
quire an extended notive, He was born in Ulster county, near the 
village of Highlands, in 1825. He has bean connected with the Na- 
tional Guard in various capacities, for about thirty-five years. At 
onetime he was colonel of the Ninety-second Regiment, Mighth 
Brigade,loug since disbandedand he is now & peste et hy officer, 
haying been rendered so by the disbandment of the Pifth ivision, 
Major-Gen. James W. Husted commanding. Col, Bodine was a mep- 
ber of the American team in ils contests with the Irish riflemen in 
1874 and 1875. and of the American team which achieved a victory in 
the Centennial rifie-match for the “Palma” at Creedmoor in 1876, He 
was also Captain of the American team which won the international 
match ina contest with an Trish team at Dollymonnt, Trelaad, in 
1850. 

Serst, A, B, Van Heusen is a native of Greenbush, Rensselaer 
county, in this State, and is 42 year's old, He joined the Yenth i- 
Tent, Albany, in 1861, and when the war broke out he went with the 
repiment, which was mown as the One Hundred and Seyenty-seventh. 
Regiment, N. ¥. 8. V., fora term of service Mm the field, continuing 
fornine months, The regiment was engaged in the battle of Port 
Hndsexo, In 1867 Sergt. Van Heusen removed to this city. He be- 
camé a member of Company B, Twelfth Regiment, in 1875, and was 
subsequently elected Sergeant of the company, Me begau rifle- 
shooting in 1875, and has been a member of the regimental teant m 
all of its matches at Creedmoor since that time. He has also been a 
member of the inter-State teum four times and a meniber of the 

American team in the match for the Hilton trophy threé times. He 
has won several individual prizes, 
Samuel EB. Irlam is a member of the Thirty-first Separate Com- 

pany of Infantry, better Known as the Remington Rifle Corps. of 
Tiion, N. Y. He is 37 years old. He hug no record as a marksman 
previous to this yeur. 
Sergt. Thomas J, Dolan is thirty years old, aud was born in this 

city. Hejoined Company D, Twelfth Regiment, in 1872. The eom- 
pany, under command of Captain EH. EB. Sniijh, was famous as & 
Sharpshooter’s organization. Tt became reduced in numbers, how- 
ever, and finally Captain Smith resigned and the company was con- 
solidated with others. Dolan entered Company F, and was ulti- 
mately elected First Sergeant, a position he still hols. He began 
rifle shooting in 1874. and has been a member of the repimental team 
every year since that time, He Has also been amemberof the State 
team every year except one, and has been a meniher of the interna- 
tional team both seasons. He holds the championship marksman’s 
badges of this State for the years 1880 and 1881, In the short-range 
mateh at Creedmoor last month he madé three conséeutive scores of 
33 out of a possible #4, a feat never before accomplished, 

Capt. T. W. Griffith is & native of Brooklyn, anil is 30 years old. He 
remoyed to Hoboken, and joined Company Pf, Ninfh Regiment, New 
Jersey National Guard, in 18?h, and was subsequently elected Captain. 
He commenced target-shooting in 187), anit bas been a member of 
the team representing that State at Cr: edmoor since its first organi- 
gation. He has held the champiouship marksman’s badge of the 
State during the past four years. 

Sergt. J. .L. Pauldingis a native of Poughkeepsie, and is 26 years 
old, He removed to this city in 1868, He joined Company B, Twelfth 
Regiment, in 1878. and was promoted bergeant in 180. He com- 
menced sing military rifles in target practice during the year 1279. 
Bea the first prize in the Judd mateh at Creedmoor last year and 
in 1880, ; 
Frederick Alder was born in 1847, in London, England, He has 

passed the greater part of his life inthis country. He became a 
member of Company ©, Seventh Regiment, three years ago. His 
sldll as amilitary marksman dates from that period. He had pre- 
viously won a reputation asa “gallery rifla shot.’ During the past 
two years he has been a member of the team representing the regi- 
ment in the antumnal prize meetings 1b Creedmoor. 

M. D. Hinds is 46 years old. a native of Broome county, and belongs 
to the Twentieth Separate Company of Intantry, Binghamton. He 
has been engaged in rifle practice in matches since 17 His best re- 
corded scove was made last July, when he scored $2 out of a possible 
105 points. 

D. H. Oxdenig a native of Binghamton, aud is 41 yearsold, He 
joined the Porty-fourth Battalion, N. GS. N, Y., in 1876, and in the 
following year was transferred to the Twentieth Separate Company, 
of which he is now & member. He commenced military rifle practice 
at Creedmvor in 1877, and was a member of the State team during the 
sameé period. 
Jobn Smith lives in ‘Hoboken, where he keeps a hotel. He was 

born in England in 1847, and served his time as a member of the Brit- 
ish Volunteers. While thus connected he wou seyeral prizes at Wim- 
bledon. meluding twenty-one pieces of plate and seyeral cups. He 
also won two Queen's badges, the Sb. George medal, and the bronze 
medallion given bythe British National Rifle Association. Heis a 
member of Company C, Ninth Regiment, N. G, 8. N. J. 
Charles W. Hinman is 33 years old and a native of Boston, where he 

resides. He ig a member of Company B, First Regiment, Massachh- 
setts Volunteer Militia, and has been shooting at Creedmoor during 
the past two annual prize meetings. 

D. R. Atkinson is a nativé of Pennsylvania, and is 82 yearsold. He 
lives in Honesdale, and belongs to Company B, Thirteenth Regiment, 
N.G.S.P. Hehas been a inember of the team representing his 
State since it was first organized. He took the second place in 1879 
and Jast year, and led his team in 1880. 
James MeNevin was born in Broollyn, where heresides. He is 34 

years ald, and entered the National Guard as a private in the Pitty- 
second Regiment, When the organization was disbanded he enlisted 
in the Fifty-sixth Regiment, and when that command was also mus- 
tered out he was transferred to the Thirteenth Regiment, in which 
he is now Ordnance Sergeant. He began riflée-shooting mm 1877, and 
was a member of the regimental team lash year. 

Sergt. N. D. Ward was born in White Plains, Westchester county. 
in 1436. He joined Company A., Ninth Regiment, in March, 1866, and 
was promoted Quartermaster-Sergeant by the late Col. James Fisk, 
Jp, He began shooting at Creedmoor in 1875, and has steadily but 
slowly improved. Hé has been on the regimental team during the 
past four years. andis a member of the Amateur Rifle Club. 
Major E. O. Shakspeare isa member of Gen Hurtranft’s staff, First 

Division, N. G. 8. P., and lives in Philadelphia. He is forty years old, 
and is a Director of the Pennsylvania State Rifle Association, He 
has been a meniber of the State team during the past two years. 
ae tae first experience in shooting at the long ranges with a mili- 

rifle. 
Nothing ig more noteworthy than the differences of method among 
thamen. That which would first excite attention would be the variety 
of peste atlonp rauge. Abt 2U(yds, the men are obliged to stand, 
and at 500 and 600 the prone position is compulsory. At the others 
every man chooses for himself, and it excites no little comment 
among riflemen that many adhere to the old prone position tm pre- 
ference to the new and approyed “back «nes, Those who shoot with 
their heads towards the targets are Van Hensen, A kingon, Hinds, 
Griffiths, Smith, MeNevin, Alder. and Paulding, Dolan tses the Ful- 
ton position, with the left arm behind the head, the stock of the rifle 
in the left hand and the barrel resting on the erossed legs. The resh 
ise the ordinary back position, with the butt of the weapon In the 
hollow of the shoulder. 
There are many differences in the inavagement of the sights. Trlam 

alone uses a notched sight. The rest shoot over the bar. and asa 
rule blackens both front and résr sights. Yan Heusen, Dolan, 
MeNevin, Alder and Pantding mark the rear sight for wind with a 
soapstone slate pencil. Shakespeare alone whitens the block of ins 
foresight and uses a white center line on tha barley-coro. Therest, 
asa rule, just seratch the rear sight to indicate the proper allowance 
for wind, but one or two make no marks whatever. In adjusting 
their sights Yan Heusen, Dolan, Ogden, Alder, Ward and Paulding 
use detached vernier seales, aud Atkinson and Hinds resort to equiva- 
lent devices, The results seem to warrant their pains, for, with one 
or two exceptions, these gentlemen run up the best totals. 

In the charges, again, the variety is endless. Dolan uses 92grs, of 
pewiise and 550 of lead, with two hubricating disks which he makes 
imself from sperm oil and beeswax. Van Heusen uses S52rs. of 
EI and 550 of lead throughout, with one common lubricant, At- 
inson's charge is the same, Hinds takes 70 powder and 420 lead at 

200yds., 75 powder and 500Jead at mid-ranges, and 90 powder and 550 
lead at the rest. These, as specimens, serve to indicate all the vari- 
ous shades of opinion on the oportant question of ammunition. 

THE AMATEUR RIFLE CLUB DEFEATED. 

1S eee Ont,, August 16--The international small-bore rifle 
match between the Amateur Rifle Club of New York city and 

the Victoria Rifle Club of Hamilton, Ontario, came off on the ranges 
of the latter at Ainslee Wood, on the Hamilton and Dundas road, 
ahout two miles southwest of this city. Durmg the morning a light 
rain fell, but by half-past ten, when the shooting commenced, the 
weather had cleared off nicely, The light at first was good, but to- 
ward noon the sun came out strongand rendered sighting extremely 
difficult, The wind was very gusty, thongh nof strong, and proved 
yary irymg. The coop e a was at 800,900 and 1,000yds., Greed- 
moor targets, fifteen shots at each range, highest to possible at each 
75 Tats THs following is the score at S00yds,, which was finished 
justat 1 P.M; 

Aunericans. Canadians. 
Rathbone......., TA Ma AVE ee 5 shs BeRR See ance eee 3 
Brown.... .. OS Margetts.....--5........2 ee 
Dudley --. 6S) Qnodwine. We). Be, 69 
De Forest oe Hue ONE (relate eee Sele SE PSs ves 
Dayids 63 Pain...,... ea ye 
Todd. . eset . G8 Schware...-.....2.:... Sedans, 

Total ..., SUE etre wen. ain! a ee ete 431 

The 900yds, range wss cominenced at a quarter past one. During 
the interval between the ranges the sky beeame overcast, rendering 
the light somewhat better. The wind, however, became if anything 
more pusty than before, and at times was very heavy, and it re- 
quired the yery best judgment on the part of the marksmen to reg- 
ulate their sighting, This rang’ was finished at 3:80 with the follow- 
ing scores: 

Americans. Canadians. 
Ratlibane stesso ewe UND) SAVOY cc) ee emacs ieee OF 
Brown... 68 Margetts ue 
Wureyeet.see.) 43 Goodwin... ill 
De Norest 72 Mitchell, 68 
Tavids...-.-- ---- 63 Pain..... 65 
TDi tee eee Ti Sehware 61 

Total... —..- Tapalljaeteaiea state Speen 2. 308 
At410 the party proceeded fo the 1,000yds., and ware about to be- 

pin shooting when a perfect deluge of rain, accompanied by a hurri- 
Gans of wind, seb in, All the marksmen, as wéll as the spectators, 
beat a hasty ratreatand sought shelter, The storm lasted about forty 
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monntes. At5 o'clock, the weather having cleared and all being again 
Teatly, the word was given to commence firing. All went well till 
about 6:15, when if became so dark that. sighting was almost impos- 
sible, and the Canadians ceased shooting. The Americans, several of 
Whom have to lesive on the morning train for home, afler consulting 
amon themselves decided to finish their scores, notwithstanding this 
disidyantage, This they accomplished at 6:20, as follows: 

APA MOM PNET at tse. Ltt), || be Sen Crea ee a, 66 
rowel m 

Dudley 69 
Deforast it) 
Davidls..,... fil 
Todd.,,.-.- mu 

a7 
ofire, will resume in 

MBLs 0... 
The Oanadiaus, who ha 

the morning. 

HAMILTON, Ont, Aug 17, 1882 —The rifle mateh was ooucluded to- 
day. The Canadians scored 862 atthe 1,000yd. range and the Ameri- 
cans 37 at the same range. The Canadians won by ten points, the 
fatal being. 4b the three ranges: Canadians, 1,189; Americans, 1179. 

orty-nine shots yet 

THE FALL MEETING PROGRAMME. 

OR the convenience of those intending to take part in the fall meet 
ing opening af Creedmoor on September 12, Secretary Seabury 

hes senf outa prelininary programme piving a secet idea of fhe 
eee to be shot. This far the imatehes decided upon are as fol- 
OWS; 

No. 1, Directors’ Match,—2Wyds.—Open only to directors of the 
WN. R.A. Hounds, five. Position, standing. Any military rifie, Wu- 
trance fea, $1. Prize.—The Directors’ Championship Gold Badge, shot 
for aunwally, and held by fhe winner during the year. 

No, 2.—“Judd" Muteh,—Open to all comers. Ary military rifle, 200 
yds. Position, standing, Rounds, seven. Entrance fee, $1 each. Two 
en allowed, but only the highest score to connt. 50 prizes, values, 

No. 3.—The *Champions” Mateh.—Open to all comers. Any rifle or 
Tiflés. 200, 600, and 1,000yds. Rounds, tenat each distance. Position, 
standing at 200yds.; any at 600 and 1.000yds. Rntrance fee, $8. 10 
prizes value, $200, 

No, 4.—"Military Championship Match of the Untted States of 
America.” —Virst Stage, Open to allinembers of the army, navy or 
marine corps of the United States. or of the National Guard of any 
State. Hach compotitor to appear in the uniform (full dress or 
fatizne) worn by the organization of which heis a member, 200, 500 
and G00yds, Rounis, seyen at each distance. Any inilitary riffe, 
Position, at gS standing; at (00yds,, any. Entrance fee, $2; 10 

SU. y 

“Mid Range? Continnous Mateh—Open to everybody. 500 
yds. Any military rifle (an allowance of one point on each entry to 
military rifles of 59 calibre), Rounds, five. Position, any within the 
rules, Entrance fee, 50 cents each, or five (taken at the same time 
in one aetna for $2. The highest aggregate of any two scores’ only 
to count in determining the prize winners. hubno Ene to take 
moré than one prize. Motries unlimifed. Absolute ties will be de- 
cided by lot. Fifty pres. value $250, j 

WN. B.—Members of the N. G. 8, N. ¥., using the Remington State 
Model Rifie, and complying with the State regulations, may count 
their actual scores made in matches 6 and 74s qualifying for the N. 
¥. State Marksman’s Badge. 
No, 8.—‘Skirmishers* Mateh.— Open to members of the Regular 

Army, Navy, Marina Corps. National Guard, Volunteers or Militia of 
any County, State or Territory, Competitors to be in uniform (jacket, 
cap, twrowsers. helt.and cartridge box or belt). 600 to 200yds. Sec- 
ond-class targets. Weapon, any military rifle excepting repewting 
rifles. Competitors Form in single rank in squads, in rear of GU0yds, 
firing point, opposite the target to which they are agsigne(. éach 
having his amirmuvition in his cartridge box or belt. and are num- 
bered from the right. At command of the officer in tharge. the 
magn in éach squad whose number is called, aflvances to his firing 
posi, il0yds., andloads. At the bugle eall or other signal, each eom- 

" petitor then assumes the ‘double time’ and advances tosyard his 
target, taking his alignmentfrom the guard designated, until a sec- 
ond signal is sounded, when he halts (assuming any position), fires 
and continues loading and firing in his discretion until the next sig- 
nal, which will be given twenty seconds after the command “halt,* 
when he rises and again advances in “double time’ until the sigual 
“halt! and “commence fiving™ is again sounded. When the campeti- 
tors arrive at about 200yds. from the targets, the signal Skirmishers 
in Retreat” is sounded, when they face aboub and return over the 
Same ground firing as before, the rifles to be carried at a right 
shoulder in retreating. Vive halts are made in advancing and five 
in refreating; competitors fire as they please, not to exceed twenty 
shots in all, but must fire at leastone shot at each halt, Upon finish- 
ing the advance, the signal bo ‘cease firmg” is sounded, when the 
markers examine the targets and signul the total number of hits 
npon each as follows: 50 many /ulls-ey-es, centres, inners and outers. 
After the retreat, the signal to ‘cease firing” is sounded and targets 
examined as before.” The practice is continued in this manner until 
all the competitors have fired, Wive points will be deducted from a 
competitor's score for each failure to fire at leust one shot each halt, 
for each shot fired after a signal to advance has heen sounded, or for 
each shot found on his targét in excess of tyenty, A. competitor 
firing on a wrong target will be ab once debarred from further com- 
petition. Entrance fee, 50 cents for each entry. Re-entries permit- 
ted, lo the extent thattime and farget accommodations will allow, 
in the discretion of the executive otficer. Teén prizes, value. $80. 

No, §.—“Army and Navy Journal Revolver’ Mateh—Open to 
everybody. Any revolver with trigger-pull of dlhs. oraver. Wive 
shots each entry. Entrance fee, 50 vents each, or five taken in one 
name at once for $2. Standing posiviou, Re-entries allowed, First 
prize, shotgun, yalue, $200, also 20 per cent. of the entrance 
money. Second, third, and forth prizes, each, 10 per cent. of the en- 
tranve money. 

No, 10.—*Hilton Trophy Mateh,_Open to teams of twelve from 
the following: 1. The United States of America,—A. The Army of 
the United States. one team from the troops stationed within each 
of the three military divisions—Atlantic, Pacific, and Missouri (three 
teams in adl), B. The United Sfates Navy (one teain). (. The Na- 
tioual Guard or uniformed thilitia of the several States and 'erri- 
tories, including the District of Colnnrbia (one team fram each State 
or Territory), 2. Other countries.—Biicland, Ireland, Scotland, and 
each of fhe provinces of Greafi Britain, each of the provinces of 
Canada, and all otbar countries. one team each from the following: 
A, The regular army, 6. Tho militia. C, The volunteers. D. THe 
navy of any country. Separafe teams tay be sent out only when 
the organizations are separate. The members of each team ty be 
officers or enlisted men, and aectave members of the corps or organi- 
Zation which they represent, and to appearin the authorized no fern 
(full dress or fatigue) thereof They shall be selected in such man- 
ner as shall be prescribed by the military authorities of the country 
or Statie they represen, and shall, if required, be certified to by them 
as being their authorized representatives, 200, 500, and (iityds, 
Rounds. seyen aheach distance. Position, snanding al 200yds; any 
46500 and G0yds. Any military rifle which has been adopfed as an 
oflicial arm by any State or government. Ammunition, any. Wn- 
trancé fee, $2each man. First prize,—A trophy to be shot for an- 
tually at Creedmoor orstch other range as the National Rifle Asse- 
ciation of America shall select, to be held during the year by the 
head of the corps or organization whose Leam may win fh. to be 
veturned to the N. R, A. at the expiration thereor. Value, 3,000. 
Also a medal to each member of the SSE tenm. 
No. 1)—"“ Inter-State Miltary” Match,—Open to one team from 

éach State and Verrituryin the United States, consisting of twelve 
members of the regularly organized and uniformed Nutional Guard 

or Millia of such State or Territory, chosen in such manner as shall 
be prescribed hy the militar authorities theraol Each team must 
be provided With a certificate from the Adjutant-Geueral of the State 
it represents, ene Ute each of their number is a regular mem- 
her of their uniformed Militia, in good standing, and was Such on the 
first day of June, 1982, i thay shall appear in the uniform of their 
corps, Distance 200 and 500 yards, osition at 200 yards, standing, 

and at 500 yards, any, with head tothe target. Weapon, any military WORCESTER, Mass,, Aug, 18.—The second of a, series of contests 
rifle which has been adopted us an officialarm by any State or Goy- | at Pine Grove Range took place yesterday. A portion of the time 
ernment, In dasés where the State has adopted no particular model 
{which must be certified to by the ‘Adjutant-Geuere ), the team will 
he allowed to use the ritle in. use by the Regular Army of the United 
States, or by the uniformed Militia of any other State. Rouuds, ten 
ft each distance, Rnutrance tee, $2 each man, Prize, a large bronze, 
to be shot for aunnally at Creedmoor, and to be held duriug the year 
by the Adjutant-General of the State whose team may win it, Value, 
$250. Also 4 meflal to each member of the winning team, 
No. 12.—“Inter-Slate Long Range’ Match...Open to teams of four 

from all vite associations or clubsin any State or Territory in the 
United States, Members of the various teams participating must at 
the time of shooting be residents. and must have resided in the State 
represented for at least three months prior to the date of the match. 
500, 900, aud 1.000 yards; fifteen shots at each distance, Any rifle 
within the'riles. Entrance fee, $10 each team, Prize.—A trophy, to 
be held for the year by the successful team, which shall be deposited 
in somé Central place in the State whose team may win if. Also a 
medal bo each member of the winning team. 

No. 18.~"New York Stale National Guard’ Match.—Open to teams 
of twelve from each regiment, battalion, or separate company of in- 
fantry of the National Guard of the State ol New York, each man be- 
ing certified by his regimental commander to be “4 regularly enlisted 
member, in good standing of the regiment. battalion or separate 
company le represents, and to have been sich on Jime1, 1882. All 
competitors must appear in the uniform of their corps (full dress or 
fatigue), 200 and Sjyds. Position, standing at 200:any with head to 
the targét at 00yds. Remington ritle, State model. Rounds, five at 
each distance, Hnlrance fee, $1 each man. Two prizes, value $200, 
No. 14.—“Virst and Second Division National Guard’ Match,1— 

Open to teams of twelve fram each regiment, battalion ov separate 
company Of infantry in the first aud second division oF the National 
Quand of the State of New York, All competitors to appear inthe 
ubiform of their corps (fall dress or fatigue), and to be certified hy 
their rezimiental commander to be regularly enlisted members iu 
good standing of theregiment or battalion they represent, and to have 
ean such on June 1, 1882. Remington rifle, State model, 200 and 

500yds. Wive shots at-each distance. Position, stunding at 200: any 
with head to thetarget af 500yds, Untrancé fee. $1 each man. Two 
prizes. value $125, 
No. 15,—“Armiy and Navy Journal” Mateh.—Opeu to teams of 

twelve from all regularly organized military organigatious in the 
United States, inchiding the regular arniy, navy and marine corps, 
All competitors to be regularly enlisted members. in good standing 
of the regiment, battalion, corps or traop they represent, and ta 
have beet such on June 1, 1882, and to appear in the uniform (full 
dress or fatigue), of the organization they represent. Weapon, sach 
tnilitary rifle as has been issued at the public expense to the organi- 
zation which the team represents; Si0yds. Rounds, seven. First 
prize —To the organization whose team make fhe highest aggregate 
score, a silver trophy, nianufactured by the Gorham Company, and 
ye a Laag by Colonel William C, Chureh on behalf of The Arniy ond 
Nowy Jounal, valued at $760. This prize is to be won three times 
before hecoming the property of the winner, It will he held fora year 
by the officer commanding the winning corps. Second Prize— 
Trophy, ov cash (optional), $50. 
Ne. 16,—' Military Team Off-Hand Mateh,—200yds. Open to teams 

of five inen from any company, troop or battery of the National 
Guard of New York, or other States, or of the regular army, navy 
or marine corps, to be composed of company officers, non-commis- 
sidped officers. or privates, certified to have been members of the 
eimpany they represent on June 1, 1882, Position, standing. Teams 
to use the rifle their company is armed with. Wntrance fee, $5 each 
team. First prize, an embroidered flag, value $100. lo be won three 
times before becoming the property of the organization; second prize, 
cash $25; third prize, cash, $15. 

No. i7.—*‘Seabury Military Team’ Match-—Open to teams of four 
from any company, troop or battery of the National Guard of the 
United States, Great Britain. Canada, oranyother nation, or from the 
United States army or nayy, Any number of teams may be entered 
from any company orregiment. Any four members will be admitted 
from any foreign military organization, eyen though they are attached 
to different companies or regiments. ‘Teams to shoot in their regu- 
lation or dress uniforms, unless excused by the National Rifle Asso- 
elation. 200 and Siyds. Standing and off-hand at 200; prone posi- 
tion or head to target af500yds, Seven shots at each distance. Any 
regulation military rifle; wind gange permitted. The trigger to pull 
six pounds, which will be tested at the firing point. Winners will be 
debarred if eyidenceis produced that they have violated any of the 
conditions of this competition. Ties willbe decided according to N. 
R. A. rules, Two entries will be allowed, but ouly the highest to 
count. Entrance fee, $5 per team; 1i prizes; value, $250, 

No. 18.—“Short Range All Comers’! Team Mateh.—Open to teams 
of four of allcomers. 200yds, Seven shots per man on each entry, 
Position, standing. Any rifle. Teams shootiug all military weapons to 
receive six points allinwance on aggrégate score. Competitors must 
bo members of one team only. Two entries allowed, but only the 
ine score to count. Entrance fee, $5 per team, Five prizes, 
yalue, B75, 

No. 19.—International Military’ Match,.—To be shot Friday ane 
Saturday, September, 15 and 16, 1882. 
Teams.—Open to teams of twelve men on bach si(Le, respectively 

representing the Volunteers of Great Britain and the United States 
of Ameriva. The respective teatns to be composed of volinteers 
who were efficient in 1881 and of uniformed national guardsmen or 
Ta who areandhaye been active members siuce September 1, 

381. 
Uniform.—The match shall be shot in the wniform of the corps of 

the respective nationalitiés. 
Distances.—200, 500 and 600yds. On one day, and 800, 900 and 1,000 

yds. on another day. 
Rounds,—_Seven af each range perman., No sighting shots. 
Positions.—_Stantling at 200; prone or sitting at500 or 600, any at 800. 

900 and 1,000y7ds. 
Rifles —Any military breech-loader coming within the rules of the 

National Rifle Association of Great Britain. 
Cleaning.—No cleaning or wiping out of rifles will be allowed ex- 

cept befween ranges, 
No, 20,—‘-Congolation” Match,—Open to all comers. Winners of 

jrizes exceeding $2in cash or value, wou in any match of this meet- 
ing, ta be handicapped two points on their score. 200yds. Any mili- 
tary rifle. Seven shots; standing position, Twenty-two prizes, value, 

jt. ; 
No. 21.—"'Gold Watch’* Mateh,—t,000yds.+ Other conditions to be 

announced hereafter. 

GARDNER. Mass., Aug, 18 —The following is the record made at 
the last meet of the Garduer Rifle Club, alt Hackmatack Range. The 
distance was 200 yards, off-hand, the inch riug and Creedmoor target 
combined being the one used: 

R, Cc. R. C, Totals. 
GJ Ellsworth. .!........., oct: Wat} 0% 48 1B7 9G 
Digs (old fi fey Sn ee eae 92 7 84 45 We OR. 
Bal Walker... a St db 80 4b 164 89 
@éo HeHeywood .. 22.221. ..2... 44 7 45 til 89 
SbrmWay yay tlie. re 62 43 Th 8643 188 = 86 
GC Goodale...,. t os) 0) 7 d4 188 = B84 
W © DLoyeland.........., Bb 42 Pe 4 wy RA 
Wim Austin, Boi 42 58 41 45 83 
O Summier.......-...-2-- es eee 43 41 9 40 fz 81 4 fz 8 
The Monomonoe sporting Club at South Gardner, have elected 

oficers as follows: President, Auron Greenwood; Vice-President, 
Mureus Wright: Clerk and Treasurer. 1. M, Greenwood; Executive 
Committee, Geo, Nichols, Marcus Wright and C. H, Newton. OnSat- 
urday Sept. 2, they start out for their annual camp; they will pitch 
thelr tents in Rindge, near Mount Monednoct, 

BOSTON, Ang, 19.—The attendance at Walnut Hill to-day was very 
slim. The riflemen who were present had to contend against wind 
shifting from 9 to li ocloek, The scores mpde are appended: 

Decimal ‘Target (Rest Mateh), 
EW Richardson.....-.-..... ocesseeee 1010101010 9 9 10 10—97 
i Baker: oes. -, 910 91010 101010 9 10—97 

9 § 1010 10 10 10 10 10 10—97 
10 8 & 9 910 9 10 10 10—98 
9101010 91010 9 & 8—98 

SH Sturgis -9101010 8 & 9 810 8—90 
HB Cabot, ... 910 7 b1010 & 8 10 10-88 
EC Batos..__- -.11070 99 7 8 9 b 9 TAT 
F Thompson, .. ee. & TI G6 910 9 9 9 10—87 
Fe Bt arte seen ee crcl mccee e 7 9 610170 8 f 740 9—H 
W FP Whité...... tnt ARS ie! Bake Ey, 898 9 9 @ 910 9 BS 

Slurpshooters’? Match. 
ANG SCL, Bocnie gd wrepeledet nyc Pedic clea jott= 510 9 8 9 7101010 9—87 
W Gharles, .-.-..)..25.0: FW + 6 910 ) 10—84 
Fad Noble_-...._-.-. 2-10 6 7 O10 7 6 AoW B—TH 
NF Jones.......,-... 98 4 9 £101 6 H FT 
FU NVEIE Minis cc clet hh eeae thes ba sy Ste eee TRV SPT A GOS RH 

Oveedmoor Mateh. 
Cee og Ch ee Bee #oOodt4 45 6 6 b 6 
J Borden, jie wow ene 1 GS 4544 4 4 6 HF 44g 
SH Bates, -.:.-.fi.2: 44444 4 4 5 4 4-41 

‘AObyils, Gréadmoor. 
MDS AUILET Clan) eee aisle eee tise 4444445844245 4 85H 
Jn the latter match only one of the entries finished, owing to the 

high state of the wind. 

there was & steady rain, after which the breeze was strong on the 
dial, from (to 11 o'clock, Thedistance was 200yds., off hand ‘The 
Score 1s as follows; 

Massachusetts Target, re StedmaniOlarks 6.22254. 22.2.9), y {91291 612 12 J2—1'1 
AGE Withlere sar at su. soles Wit Pi it F 9 12 10 10—100 

Creedmoor Target. . 
Moses Carter... ...45465 45454—4h EF Johnston...,-..., 44448) 54934—38 
SCledry__. 1) (34454. 44544/—f1  N Preeman...... 48444 38449—37' 
VY W Dames... -43545 44444—11 FW Wesson....... JAMAL 43 138—a7 
Capt Waller... ....64454 34444—17 J Willits... .... 48344 52444—37 
OA Allew..., ...,,,34434 4544340 
AF Hoteh........,.44434 4443539 
BOSTON. Mass. Aug. 16.—The long-range competition was resumed 

to day at Walunt Hill, The weather conditions were excellent, the 

— Chamberlain, -. 44424 S4434—36 

dial indicating 6 o'clock, with asteady wind and a good light. Below 
is the summary: 

F. J, Rabbeth. 
800 yaris 5565 6% 656 5 5 & & 5—iD 
QUO yards.........26 465555 55 5 4 5 4 8—69 

1000 yards.__........ 665655) 46 6 44 4 b--—214 
5. J. Winters. 

800 yards..... 0.022, 85855 5 6/5 6 5 6 & BOtD 
900 yards ...,,....4 45755655658 6 4 5 DOH 

1000 yards §6oa6 5656 5 5 & 4 & 472-218 
¥. Baker 

800 yards,.-......, 17605 65 55 6 + 6 4+ 5 fh 6 f—-68 
00 yards, oss... ee 45595 0 6 5 46 5 5 5 § 5-79 

1000 yards. ._...___., 55 6 § #4 55 5 4 6b 6b G 5 + 572 
HH. Tyler, 

500 yards #45 55 5b 6 5h 5 45 & 6-72 
$00 yards 64546 5 65 6 05 & & O—65 

1000 vars... ,... 844554 455 5 4 5 f 4-89-06 

THE TRAP. 

WINSTED VS. PARKER.—Winsted, Conn, Aug. 12.—Friendly 
match between 4 feam of eight members of the Parker Gun Club, of 
Meriden, and the Winsted Gun Club. The contest resulted in a vie- 
tory for the latter, although the shooting was very close throughout. 
Clay pigeons, ihyds. rise, 25 birds each, The seore yas: . 

___ Winsted Gun Club, Parker Gun Chib. 
JW Bidwell,....0..........-... Hs Birdseye ee See, 
¥ A Blakeslee... 3 witha de Buk ern Seat. genes eke 
James Bavens,,, 
JK Camp.,... 
JE Dean 
T Ferguson, _,,. 
HL Roberts .. 
A Roberts. 2.2.22. : 

Ux A eS ee ae 140 U No}: eons PbS) et eee 136 

MALDEN GUN CLUB.—Aug, 19.—At Wellington, Mass., this after- 
noon, & shrong cross wind interfered with fine shooting, Some of the 
gentlemen present exhibited their skill al glass ball smashing. but uo 
reeord scare was kept. In the clay pigeon sweepstakes the following 
resulf Was secured, out of a possible 20; Symmes 19, Brookings 18, 
Saywyerl5, Messrs. 8ymmes and Broolings carricd off the first and 
second prizes. 

FALL RIVUR, Mass.. Aug, 17.—The eleventh match for silver cup 
ae in its being won for the third time by Mr. BH. W. Rufiiinten. 

‘he following were the scores: 

NF Taylor 
WN Cornwell... 
F O Downing.-_...., d 
ET Rivhmond.....5.t... 2h.) 

Balls. Clay Pigeons. Total, 
Buta eta: sa weet anaes 222-2 8 = 13110 11111 01171 11101 17 
“Jackson. vee a 101 10014 10011 01101 13 
aU ee ee 11100 41141 00111 11000 13 
Valentine......., 11017 11000 10110 OL104 12 
GTS Leas ee O01 11414 M101 00000 11 
Wood.....-. 10101 none 01107 01100 i 

Holden trap, i8yds. rise: 
Builinton,..... 0c... V400940.419919111990009111110991191917 1100111110100 45 
Johnson.-..-.,,.- DV LOUD 001799001110 1101004199011111119914111101 01101 44, 
Mr, Buffinton now holds the badge until won from him by some 

challenging party. F 

TOPSHAM, Me, August 18, 1852.—Reeular shoot of Riverside Club 
20 clay pigeons: 15yds. rise; for Club Badge. 
GE Reene..... i ~ 00111 00111 10100 01001—10 
S Streut.-.--.. 2. a ,| Witt 11141 11111 0110-18 
FORMAL MOEA Shae MG nam s ARO Sate, aie 41441 14111 10117 1111018 
(Kenyess us. ------ ALGTT 11191 11010 1110016 
CGoud .....,,,-- . 04401 11414 41911 11119—18 
GMLee........ ~.01000 01111 11011 01100—12 
HA Stetson... Ay eam ape Pee eT TOOLS 10110 1110012 

Ties on 18, 20yits., 6 birds euch, 8. Strout, 110—2; A. QO. Goud, 111—3; 
C. Goud, 110-2, A. @. Goud wins bauge.—M. C. H. 

THE AMATEUR CLUB DEFRAT. 

HE Amateur Rifle Club, of New York city, has been 

defeated by the Hamilton Rifle Cluh, of Torento, 
Canada. The small-bore club purr eavellence of the United 

States has had to acknowledge a defeat, and at the hands of 
men whom they have repeatedly beaten at the same sport, 
Nor is this the first defeat which the Amateur Club team has 
recently experienced, Not long since a party of junketers, 
styling themselves a team from this city, went to Boston and 
met the defeat which they had invited, The result was not sin- 
prising when the manner in whieh it had been invited on the 
part of the whipped ones was considered. No body of meu 
should know better than the members of the Amateur Club 
how 8 team should be constituted and goyerned, <A team is 
not a company of men who are individually good shots. 
That is a requisite, butit is not all that is required. We 
haye had such teams visit Creedmoor from abroad, and they 
have been surprised to tind that they were not successful. Or- 
ganization is important, and the ability to shootin such man- 
ner that each may help the other is a point which cannot be 
overlooked if victory is sought. It does not appear, from 
whatwe can learn of the recent efforts of the team who 
brought home defeat to the Amateur Ritle Club, that there 
was Imuch—if any—organization among them. Wo doubt 
each man did his best, but itwas not the united effort we 
have been aceustomed to see in the old-time teams, 

The Amateur Club has too proud a record 10 have it 
frittered away in such style as this, There is no reason why 
it should not have retuined its prestige and not known what 
it was to suffer defeat. The recent beatings were really selt- 
inflicted, for no one cun doubt but that the Amateur Chub 
contains material, which properly molded into a team, would 
not have won both the Boston and Hamilton matches. If 
the club was not in a condition to properly meet their 
challenves let a declination be sent; buf make up a seruh 
team without any organization worth mentioning, each 
member paying his way, and proceeding as an irresponsible 
atom of 4n incongruons whole, is to bring disgrace npon the 
fair fame of a club which stands without an equal in the 
world, Better far to bave the Amatenr Cloh disbanded and 
at once than to go on wilh a series of flivse Knock downs. 
They seem to show that the club is weakentng where in 
reality it has only grown slovenly and presumptuous. Hyery 
lesson giyen at Creedmoor has been conned well at other 
ranges, and put inte successful practice. The Canadians have 
securcd American rifles, have canght the kuaeck of American 
team discipline, and have of course secured the natural re- 
Milt, a victory, Instead, the Amatenr Club sends out a team 
forcordained to defeat, according to eyery precedent and 
every rule governing rifle practice. The club which so 
gallantly took up the Irish challenge in the fall of 1874 had 
hetter disband at once than sufter mamy more of these latter 
day defeats to come upon if, 
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Machting and Canoving. 

FIXTURES. 

Southerm Y. C., Inter-State Regatta, 
. 24—New Bedford Y. C., 2d Class Schooners, 1st Class Sloops, 

$100, $75. Principal Clubs. 
. 26—Beverly Y, C., Open Regatta, Marblehead, 

—Bay of Quinte Y, C. Open Matches. 
2—Salem Bay Y. C., Championship Sail-off. 

e, 29—lull ¥, O,, Club Championship Match. 
Sept. 2—Beverly Y. C., Third Championship Match, Marblehead. 
Sept. 2—Jeffries Y. C., Club Match, 
Sept, 2—Royal Nova Scotia, Y, 8.. Mayor’s Cup and third prize. 
Sept. 4-Wast River Y. C., Pall Matches. 
Sept. 5—Dorchester Y. C., Third Championship Rate, Cat-Rigs. 
Sept. Hull Y. C., Club Championship Sail-off. 
Sept, 4—Quiney Y. C., Fifth Club Match. 
Sept. 5—Jersey City Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 
Sept. 7—Royal Canadian ¥, GC. Club Race. 
Sept. 8—Royal Canadian Y. C, Open Matches. 
Sept. 9—Merrimack Y. C., Open to All Mateh. 
Sept, 10—Quaker City Y. C,, Harbor Cruise. 
Sept. 16—Dorchester Y. C., Open Races, Cat-Rigs. 
Sept, 16—Royal Nova Scotia Y. S,, Three Classes, one prize each. 
Sept Royal Nova Scotia ¥, 5., Yachts dinghies, sailing race. 
Sept. ——Royal Nova Scotia Y, 8., Charlottetown, P. EK, I. 
Sept. 19—Jersey City Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 
Sept, 24—Quaker City Y. C., Harbor Cruise. 
ore 1—Quaker City Y. 0., Closing Cruise. 

ch. 8—Jersey City Y.C., Ladies’ Day. 

NEW YORK Y. C.-ANNUAL CRUISE. 

[CONCLUDED. | 

PPE strictures made in these columns concerning the pettiness of 
seeing a fleet of large schooners content with a drift fo Newport 

and the Vineyard Sound, have borne good fruit in contributing to the 
success of a cruise outside, around Cape Cod, by a large portion of 
the New York squadron. So well were those criticisms put that they 
ealled forth a whole column of clumsy vituperation, in bad English, 
from one of the lesser lights, om the subject. Weregret being unable 
to return so much notice, owing to the lackof standing and influence 
of our jealous contemporary, which we must also decline to follow 
into the gutters. Having larger fish to fry than to bandy words with 
a self-appointed stool-pigeon, under obligations to the club for a 
week's charity, we will continue these articles with a review of the 
single-stickers making up the sloop division, thankful that the squad- 
ron fot as faras Marblehead, and hopeful that in the future even 
such a desperate undertaking as a voyage to Bermuda will lose its 
terrors to yachtsmen, though the possibility of overcoming the 
amusing scare some contemporaries exhibit at the mere thought of 
going: off soundings is a remote one. One of our would-be critics, 
aving in younger days met a bit of a gale which laid him up seasick 

and drove him ashore to live ona pittance in preference, trembles 
with fear at the mention of the sea, and cannot understand the ex- 
travagant courage of others in pushing headlong into the dangers of 
the ocean which have struck such terror to his heart. But Yormsr 

AND STREAM has cruised many thousands of miles on the blue, and 
we never enjoyed life so much as then, nor did we find more danger 
or hardship attaching thereto than to other professions in this world, 
whatever abdicated old relies may try to make the innocent believe 
to the contrary. 

In days gone by the New York Y.C. had a river course for its 
races. This was then lengthened down the hay, and as the boats 
grew in tonnage the Southwest Spit was rounded, while now we find 
them going out to the Sandy Hook lightship and eyen sailing some 
bold matches with the start out at sea, a consummation of a plan 
equally as much laughed at in the pastas the idea now brought for- 
ward to shift from Sound drifting to the more business-like procedure 
of an ocean voyage, Anything will do to slide up and down the 
Sound, any kind of model and any sort of rig, but a trip in company 
to sea would put the yachts on their mettle, and quickly bring about 
some wholesome changes in model and sails, as well as afford an ap- 
preciation of the sport yet totally wanting in our clubs. If the six 
hundred miles to Bermuda he too startling an innovation, let the fleet 
gather at Newport, make a dash for Boston, a run to the Isle of 
Shoals, and fetch up in Bar Harbor, or off Kastport, Maine, and 
round off with a straight on end passage home in a single pull, with a 
prize to the first yacht inside the Hook, That would be more to our 
eart, and that such ventures will be witnessed in years to come no 

one can doubt who has watched the gradual evolution of the lands- 
jan owner into the sailor, and the skimming dish into the vessel, 
But upon such cruises leave the frightened reporters at home or they 
may haye to™be carted to their graves, victims of a dread for salt 
water, “Bankers, brokers and merchants” abroad engage in that 
sort of fun, and we do not believe Americans an eneryated race in- 
capable of enjoying what the people of other climes indulge in with 
relish. Itis a slight to the New York Y. C. to suppose it composed of 
such Nancys that yachting must forever remaina method of dawd- 
ling away time in smooth, sheltered waters instead of developing into 
the instructive and noble art of amateur navigation. ‘ 
The sloops did not show up as strong as might have heen for this 

eruise. It wassupposed thatthe races with the Canadian Atalanta 
and the rivalry existing among the large vessels of this kind would 
have induced a regular ‘“thoom* in sloops this season. Such was, 
hovever, not the case, nor does their future look bright. Beyond the 
old Julia, no additional sloop of large tonnage has been listed, none 
were built, nor do we know of any in contemplation, The extreme 
unhandiness of the rig, the great strain upon the hulls, and cost of 

keep are all against their popularity, and we do not expect to see 
many more sloops over sixty feet long make their appearance, The 
preference seems to be for schooners or for cutters if a close-winded 
flyer is wanted. The lot which mustered in Hempstead Harbor for 
the run to the eastward included Fanny, 74 tons, J. D. Prince; Gracie, 
84 tons, Flint and Harle; Julia, 83 tons, Rear Commodore EH. M, 
Brown; Eclipse, 42 tons, E. A. Willard; Oriva, cutter, J8 tons, C. 
Smith Lee; Sagitta, 50 tons; Valkyr, cutter, 41 tons, A. J. Cassatt; 
Rover, 31 tons, W. , Iselin; Volante, cutter, 25 tons, Tower and 
Hodges; Vixen, 39 tons, F.C. Lawrence, Jr.; Kelpie, J. N. Winslow; 
and Whileaway, G. F, Randolph. 
The first tour of these formed the first class, the others the second. 

Of Julia we have already spoken. We may add that upon the heel of 
her old bowsprit was inscribed the legend ‘trim din, by the bead to 
go to windward.’ As the sloop seems to be especially deficient in 
that respect, this injunction might be tried for what it is worth. Fanny. 

-| a broad flat affair, a sort of sand-bagger on a large scale, we have 
always held a dangerous customer in smooth water, and her perform- 
ance on the cruise proves that boats of the frying.pan order haye 
great speed even though sailing with fixed ballast. In a blow Fanny 
would not prove a likely ship and she was lucky in finding her best 
weather during the whole time of her recent fvial. She seems rather 
too good for Gracie, particularly in turning to windward,and if smooth 
water could only be relied upon Fanny would be our choice as the 
fastest in her class, Butin a bout with the sea we should hesitate be- 
tween her and Gracie, unless the latter has seen her bestdays of which 
there is some evidence, The alterations to her last winter, more board 
and more lead, do not appear to have been of any benefit, for she is 
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hardly uw: 
remarkable to windward, as Mischief could beat her almost even at 

to best form, Under any circumstances, Gracie was never 

the game though ten feet shorter. Now that Gracie has had a pro- 
tracted comparison with a really smart boat at turning, if will be seen 
that too much confidence has been placed in Gracie as areliable yacht 
to meet a foreign cutter. Most of her record has beeo made by fast 
reaching and running, as the prevailing westerly winds oyer the New 
York course and the drifting down the Sound have given her a good 
chance to display those qualities to the most advantage. 
That all these large sloops are structurally weak and not to be re- 

lied upon for distant cruising has been shown by this year’s experience. 
Julia in one of the June races retired, and brought up inside the Hook 
leaking like a basket, and the pumps could hardly keep her clear 
though almost rebuilt a couple of years ago in Boston, and only just 
out of the carpenter's hands from New London, where she had under- 
gone a complete overhaul. Gracie followed suitin the match for the 
Goelet Cup off Newport, and last fall the new Pocahontas suffered 
from the same complaint. These yachts had scantling enough, their 
timbers were selectéd and clamps, ceiling and plank worke in long 
lengths, eb they failed for want of properthrough fastening, Spike- 
work will no longer do where the strain of board and spars is so 
great, and if such yachts were put to the hard service English cutters 
are they would collapse into a bundle of matchwood in a single 
season. Racing them half a dozen times in light weather with a few 
weeks boxing about in the Sound is very different work from bringin 
them to the line some thirty times, driving them in hard weather an 
erpiis them on the go knocking about along the coast eight months 
in the year. Sooner orlater we will come to that pitch. In Boston 
small yachts aré experiencing something of the kind already, and 
New York flyers must be put together and rigged in better fashion 
in the futuré to stand the work they will be asked to perform. We 
question whether large sloops will long survive, and assmall schooners 
are not the best vessels to race, the regular cutter rig is pretty certain 
to displace the sloop, and by the better division of the sail and staying 
of the anata diminish to some extent the rack and pull in wake of the 
chain plates and partners, while more depth and deadrise will ease 
the boats in their motions, and with flush decks, enabling the beams 
to cross, a stiffer structure will result. 

Eelipse, the new wonder, did not a her friends in the good 
company she was. The paltry weather forbade anything like a 
record being made, and business called her owner home, so that she 
did not round the Cod and race at Marblehead, In the New London’ 

race something seemed amiss, for she did not hold the wind we have 
seen her do upon other occasions. We have since learnt that while 
hauled out with her board removed, alength of her pennant had been 
cut off to save the trouble of drawing the splice. So the board could 
not be dropped to the fullextent and the yacht suffered in conse- 
quence, In the Newport race worse luck befell her. In turning to 
the Block Island mark this sloop had assumed a leading position, 
second to Fanny only, when the luff rope of her jib parted and the 
sloop had to be luffed for hasty repairs. She had the weather gauge 
of Gracie and Oriva at the time by nearly half a mile. Subsequently 
her topmast went atthe cap and with it the chance that was left. 
Next day she was recalled to the westward, We saw quite enough 
during the runs to convince us that in Eclipse we possess a very fast 
sloop, and what is more, a fast one under all circumstances of wind 
and sea. Now that her owner, who always sails her himself, has cot 
jhe hang of his boat and knows what she likes, we look for a bright 
record in her log, She is large enough to worry the big ones and_yet 
an even match in tonnage for Vixen, Fanita, Valkyr, Oriya and their 
rind. 
Perhaps the most remarkable exhibition was the speed Oriva de- 

veloped in view of the adverse opinions entertained. We believe 
Forrest AND STRUAM Was the only journal which detected good LY ne 
ties in this vessel, for though we never took her to be a very fast 
boat, fair average performance we have always claimed the Oriva 
capable of, nor do we see any reason to change that opinion. In the 
light weather of the first day’s run to New London the cutter must 
have been an astonishing conundrum to the old school, which held 
that no boat ‘‘dragging” great weight could be fast. Often enough 
lave we laughed at the crudities appearmg inthe World and some 
sporting papers and other poorly-informed journals, concerning the 
fallacy of expecting any yacht ‘dragging’ lead on the keel to show 
speed in anything but heayy blows. When Volante was outrun in 
zephyrs duting former cruises the talent reporting for such journals 
used to gravely avow afaith in light displacement, so faras he was 
capable of comprehending any connection between weight and dis- 
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lacement, and to him the sailing of Oriva during this cruise must 
ave been a revelation of hisignorance, The cutter demonstrated, 

however, only well known principles of naval science, and proved 
upon what flighty reasoning we, in America, have been giving pref- 
erence to shoal boats. Oriva sailed so weil in the New London match 
and on the run to Newport in a breeze that she suddenly acquired ‘a 
reputation for great speed.” It does not appear to take much ta do 
and undo the opinions of the average reporter, and it would not be 
astonishing to find that after coming out flat-footed for cutters, our 
contemporaries should turn their fiftieth somersault back again 
for the sloop, for, after beating all but the big Fanny in the New- 
port race, Oriya once more “did not do well” up the coast “‘becanse 
she laid down on her side,** when every one knows that to be charac- 
teristic of narrow boats. and notin the least affecting their speed. 
The fact is that Oriva was in exceilent condition and well handled. 

Last year her sails were a hindrance, but now with a Lapthorn out- 
fit and a clean bottom. she is doing better. When we review the year 
our verdict will probably notbe e¢hanged as to this cutter. Sheis 
fully up to the average, under certain fayorable circumstances 
rather better, and in strong beam winds and smooth water not quite as 
good as the best in her class. As a cruiser though she isto be preferred 
on the score of safety, rig, room and cool cabins, and she will have 
many sisters inthe future. In the Marblehead races she should have 
gained still more credit, though her fine sailing failed to attract the 
attention of the reporters present. Leaving Gracie and Fanny to 
themselves as twenty feet longer and more than double the tonnage 
of Oriva, there were two good vessels of about her size remaining, 
and both of these she disposed of, with a large margin to spare, her 
victory being a full offset to that of the Vixen over the Maggie. The 
two yachts the cutter beat were Active and Addie Voorhis, now 
simply the Addie, The former is known as a very fast one down 
wind, though notespecially good against it, and Addie has always 
had an excellent reputation, Both are New York built originally, 
and if anything have been improved since owned in the East. Active 
is 50. 2fb. Toad Tine, with 16.2fb. beam and 5.10ft, depth, and Addie 59ft. 
load line. 19.3ft. beam and 5.8 deep. Both of these Oriva disposed of 
with great ease; and both of them canbe taken as representing a 
fair average of our fleet of sloops. ‘ 

Certainly among cutters Oriva would take no higher rank than do: 
these two among American sloops. Yet Oriva’s beating both by 
half an hour is dismissed by the superficial reports published in 
other journals by the mere mention ‘Oriya was not placed,” because 
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she could nob take the from Gracie and Fanny, twenty feet 
longer on load Jina and nearly double her beam. We thereford refer 
to this @yent as really the best bit of sailing Oriva Has yet dote and 
Something which oe 10 go far towards settling auy doubt still ex- 
isting as to the possibility of making boats of her type speedy, Itis 
probable that this cutter has made many converts this Summer, as 
she has compelled many would-be eritics to swallow their own 
words anil learn anew ¢hapterin nayal architecture. She certainly 
dispels the mass of myth which builders in America have heen con- 
tent (o take as gospelwith thei tradd, Valkyr, a combination cut- 
ter, now the property of Mr, A, J, Cassatt, did not stay with the fleet 
Jong enough to permit ws judging her acturately, Kelpie, While- 
Awiy and Rover ag well as others eae off snd on during the 
eruise are too well known to require fprther reference, 

In Point of weather, the earlier portion was a drift, a smarh south- 
west wind during the Newport race, and moderate weather the rest 
of the time with a lucky offshore wind and smooth sex along the 
sends of Cape Cod. Those who dread anything savoring of business, 
and lke things mild and diluted while afloat, hadit to their hearts’ 
eontent, for nob a squall nor yetas much as a drop of rain inter- 
fered to mar the serenity of the aspect, and the oveasional calms 
ware just enough to preserve the dolce fur nienfe of a Sound drift 
ail the way round to Marblehead, ' 
The start was made by signal from the flagship early morn Thurs: 

day, Ang. 3. By two belisin the wiorning watch Cablés: had been 
hove short and to the roll of the sacchd gun, ground was broken and 
the beal out commenced, with New London as the objective point. 
Fanny led out with Montauk well astern among the schooners. ‘These 
two soon pained 4 commanding lead which they kept up for the rest 
of the ernis¢, and the houers fell to (hem among the big ques, with 
Orivacoming in for a 000 share too. The wind came out more to the 
norbhward and then began flying around the compass ina nrost dis- 
teacting way, névér more than a short-lived zephyr atany time, If 
became a matter of fluke and drifting, the feet splitting up in cast- 
ing for luck which fell first to the lot of one, then to the other, so 
Mat asa race itis not worth while noticing relative positions. Lt en- 
tailed a vast amdnunt of work upon stserers and crew, and the day 
Wore out in tedious shifting of light sails from one side to the other, 
so thalwihen nightsetin the vessels were much scattered. A saln- 
tory lesson was administered bya lot of brick-laden traders going 
Tight through the fleet, their loads standing them in good stead im 
such yiriable airs, and the everlasting “jeehawking’’ aboard the 
yachts being diséountenaneed by short-handed cvasters who know 
the yalue of sticking to your course and letting the wind find you in- 
Stead of hacking back and forth with as much chance of missing 
what there is going as of catuhiig enoughto make up forthe extra 
ground gone over. When morning colors were made aboard the Rs- 
felle she had fetched Qak Neck, Whileaway was leading the sloops, 
and Madeline held honors aaa the schooners, with Tidal Waye 
and Montauk well up. The airs then dropped away entirely, and 
nothing but mud hooks held the yachts from drifting stern first or 
broadsile on with the iarushing food. Abont one bell in the after- 
noon watch brought airs from the westward, and the clink of the 
windlass sent charming inusie across the placid Sound for miles. Bot 
the breeze remained fickle, veered to northeast, and things looked 
dubious for making harbor that night. When abreast of Wairfield it 
struck in lively from §.8.4., and at Jastthe fiyers carried bones in 
their teeth and settled down to real work with scuppers smoking. 
Crusader had spun aheudl with Fanny following, Whileaway, Gracie 

and Oriva inher wake, With booms oyer the port quarter it wasa 
merry dance for the long-hodied fellows, aud Tidal Wave was settling 
her score with Montauk, At seven P, M, Horse in the Bank hore 
abeam, and the flood was again mef. At sight the wind fell away and 
the night was drifted through. When the morning broke Horton’s 
Point was abeam, and with a new southeast breeze all hands fetched 
in one by one, those hugging the northern shore having made the best 
thing, Thetimes taken under the circumstances are of no value, 
Montauk was first yacht in, Fanny second, then Clytie, Crusader, 
Julia, Oriya, Tidal Waye, Madeleine, and the rest straggled in for a 
couple of hours after. Clytie made the fastest passage among the 
schooners and Fanny among the first class sloops, with Julia Imin, 
longer and Oriva 4min, more, the first in her lot and the sixth out of a 
Heet of 21 vessels. The yachts dressed ship during the afternoon and 
long shore festivities were in order, but with these we have nothing to 
do in a Journal of this kind, nor have the conquests made connection 
with the art of working ship. A salute was fired im honor of Chief 
Justice Waile who boarded the Ruth. Clio, Varuna, Phantom, Ruth, 
Rebecca, Social, Princess,and sloops Vixen,Coming and Wizard joined 
the squadron. Cutters being especial objects of interest just now we 
quote from the World, lest our own account be deemed prejudiced, 
concerning the performance of the Oriva: “The race might now be 
said to have begun, and fhe most marked surprise perhaps was the 
sailing of the cutter Oriya in this light wind. Soon after crossing the 
line she sent aloft her balloon topsail and set her balloon foresail and 
at once began to steal ahead, passing boat after boat until she reached 
the Julia, and finally beating her faily and squarely side by side, and 
this in weather so light that the fleet had scarcely steerage way.) The 
speed of cutters in light winds may be considered well established, 

of only do our columns teem with evidence, but this week we find 
the World, Mr, Gouverneur Morris and an expert correspondent, all 
agreeing that for fickle winds the cutter lias decidedly the best of it, 
This conclusion is diametnc opposed to the preconceived notions 
we have gone 46 so much trouble to combat, 
Aug. 5.—This was the day set for the matches for the four Cook 

sups, value $300 and $200. Course: Ninety-four miles, from off Har- 
bor lighthouse around Cornfield lightship and home, Two classes 
for schooners and two for sloops. From aracing point of view, the 
day was a wretched failure, A start was effected at 9:50 toa light 
5. 5. W. wind with the first run of the Mood. In twenty minutes the 
wind died away, and a tiresome drift was the result. Gravie luffed 
ont from Julia, the latter nof being # high sailer, and later Oriva 
Successfully tried Hvlipse in the same way, though the latter wus in 
no condition, as her board could not be filly dropped. Most yachts 
had fo make a hitch out te clear the Bartlett ship, and then the 
wind once more dropped away, the tide carrying the fleef down to 
the mark, with Fanny in the lead, She let go her kedge, but it did 
notihold. Thewind again sprang up, and sent the Eclipse away, 
with fanny rushiog through herlee and holding so close a wind that; 
she weathered the tHett lightship on the return, all others having 
to make one ormore legs to do the same. This performance won 
for the Fanny a name she has really long been entitled to. Her 
mutthes sailed in the “lower Bay? were evidence enough that she 
was by far the best to windward of her class insmooth water, though 
this seemis to haye escaped casual Observers, The Fanny is in mo 
better form this year than before; she is simply doing what she has 
Shown herself capable of time and ag4in, as often noted in these 
colamus, Gracie was, of course, nowhere at such work, and Julia 
out of the question. Beyond this and the fact that Oriva went to the 
southward in search of wind and lost her class lead by the ma- 
never, the race was deyoid of alything worth recording. Montauk 
had a sail over, the other firsiclass schooners not entering for want 
of light canvas; and as the club rule calls for “two yachts to start, 
or no prize,’ ib ls a mooted question whether the cup will he awarded, 
We trust it will, as the rule is not an adivisable one. It leaves it 
within the power of others to prevent a race, and discourages com- 
ing to the start for fear of nob finding any competitors and havin 
all the trouble for nothing. Messrs. Chester Griswold, Joho H_ Bind 
and 1. B. Asten acted as committee. Cups go to Montauk, unless 
ruled out, Peerless, Fanny and Vixen. Summary: 

WAST GLASS SCHOONERS. 
Start. Vinish. Elapsed. Corrected, 
HLM. 5. HM. 5, HM, Ss. H.M. 8, 

Montauk,,,,....,,-,----.---.1010°00 6 12 05 6B D2 05 8 02 05 

SECOND CLASS SCHOGNERS. 
Giviiee.: se ee 2 en 2. PIS 10 09 17 ® 52.10 7 43 53 G 43 53 
Grusadler . 2.2.12... ese eee 10 10 00 5 23.20 7 18 20 7 12 80 

A 10 10 0b Did not go the course. 
10 10 00 Not timed, 
10 70 00 5 20 05 7 10 05 

a. ee 10 10 00 Not timed. 
oo AD 10 00 Wot timed. 

FIRST GLASS SLOOPS, 
WO eee eee ee lf 10) OD G 4 8 44 40 6 24 40 
Gracie ..: --......10 10 00 6 48 53 7 38 5b @ 38 44 
Fanny. ...,. wea ree 0, 06 00 5 08 16 6 57 16 O54 29 
Whiléaway.................10 09 08 5 41 20 7 32 12 7 20 24 

SECOND GLASS SLOOPS. 
eaetete ie t-eteslstet h iesahetales Fine 10 03 57 6 dG 22 8 82 24 R38 eM 

lotta hc atch 10.05 18 Not timed, 
WwW 8 45 5444 00 7 85 16 7 380 238 

,.-10 10 00 Not timed. 
then eee LOO B5 Not timed. 

oa, .-...10 08 49 Not timed. 
Goming....-/-.,,,.---.-----10 10 W 17 00 8 OF 00 

Aug, 6.—This being Sunday, half the fleet laid over, the rest started 
for Newportin a brisk westerly breeze, shortly after meridian, the 
lense fog of the prévious night haying risen. On the run the sinaller 
eratt found too much for kites and big topsails and reduced to snug- 
ger sail. Rambler and Tidal Wave kept the lead throughout the 
assaze with Montauk closing up fast, Soeial’s foreamast had come 
ownand with it all head rigging. thaking a bad wreel: ta clear, and 

she had to pot in for a refit. izard sprung topmiast, Crusader 
squared for the westward, Tidal Wave had Fort Adams abreast at 7 
P, M., and Rambler 2m, later, Montauk at 7:7, and Phantom at 7:22. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

They luifed around and brought up inside the breakwater, ‘lien 
came Peerless; Varuna, Ruth, Clio, Fleetwing, aid Estelle with Oriva 
leading ationg the sloops, having beaten Julia in spite of the stiffish 
wind, tlien Sagitta, Princess, Pearless. of Boston, Wiilaaway, Social, 
Albatross, Repinajand Wizard, Nextday the Vice-Conimodore brought 
his Clytie froni New London with Waterwiteh, Aeolus and the Madel- 
eine schooner as well as the slogps Grucie, Panny, Vixen and Kelpie. 
Fanny had Arar Fort Adanis in this rin at 10:35, Gracie 10;15, 
ait , 10:20, Madeleine withont light safls af 10;28:45, Aeolus 10:31:44, 
Waterwiteb at 10:03:20, and Vixen ut 11402. 
Aug, §.-—For the Goelet cups, one for schooners. yalne $1,000; aud 

one for all sloops and cutters, value $500, a very fair feet came to the 
ling that mornme. Course, from line betsyeen Fort Dumpling and 
Port Adams, southwest-by-south around mark boat stationed near 
buoy olf north end of Block Island, leaving same ow starbuard hand 
and return. forty miles. If was blowing 4 grand sailing breese from 
about southwest, making it a nose-ender for half the distance, and 
most interesting and exciting work, which was, however, to a Certain 
extent, spoiled by the slow start, a full half hour—why not half a 
day—heing allowed for the ySchts to cross, so that what might have 
been a close fight all the way down and back became a good deal like 
Tudian file business. As a larzé number of yachts were handicapped 
in spite of the long period allowed, if can be seen that nothing but 
Waut of proper Management is to blame, and the same yachts would 
be handicapped if they had one, two or three hours to get away iu. 
Hstelle went oyer in the lead at 9:13:42, with Albatross tollowime at 
97:15:03, Halcyon at 9:23:40; Clytie 9:80, 48olas 9:80:20, Peerless 9:32 
Tidal Wave 8:32, Montauk 9:30:32, Republic 9:58, Princess 9: 
Rambler 9:47:25, Thesloops in the following order: Eclipse 
Wizard 9:20:19, Whileaway 9:27:20, Fanny 0:49:20, Gracie 9:32:30, 
Oriva 9:38:12 and Julia 9:38. Ait hands bad plain fore and aft sail for 
the beatout, Tide lastof the ebb, the Hood being met when close 
upon the Brenton’s Reef lightship. The first bourd was a long one to 
the southward, with Hstelle showing the way, Albatross, Halcyon, 
Belipse, Fanny, Gracie, Tidal, Whileaway, Peerless and Ruth in the 
order named, the rest sirung outin their wake. 
The fleet then splib tacks, half working down the Narragansett 

shore, the others going off fathe southward. Republic, Clytie and 
Molus essayed jib topsails, the tack of the latter's sail parting and 
the sai] hanled down till afresh lashing wasroye. Melipse was 
leading the sloops when the litt of ber jib parted and she came out 
for temporary repairs. Later her topmast went over the side and 
her chances of scoring went with it. Oriva showed fine Weatherly 
qualities and worked away from Gracie and well up to Panny, which 
Was something to the credit of entters as a class, for (hey had not 
heen piel tapable of such performance, Closing up on the 
buoy, 4colus saw her jibboom goat the cap and had to clear the 
wreetk. Halcyon had « bout for an hour with Montauk, and gaye the 
latter the closest pushshe has had so far, With a trifle less strength 
to the wind if will be an opén question between these two. Mr. Platt 
fot around the mark the first of the feet, and soon after jibed main- 
boom to port, and smothered with ballooners went kiting for home. 
The feet turned as follows: Montauk, 1:09 Estelle, 1:16:10; Hal- 
eyon, 1:07:65; Tidal Wave, 1:18:11; Fanny, 1:19:18; Oriva, 1:24:30) Al- 
batross, 1:26;31; Gracie, 1:27:20; Hulipse, 1;2740; Clytie, 1:28.45; Ruth, 
1;334:40; Whileaway. 1:87:25: 4olus, 1:37:40; Republic, 1:39:32; Peer- 
less, 1:42:34; Wizard, 1:46:55; Juba, 1:49:20, and Princess not timed, 
Tonnage now told, Gracie ran oy Oriva,Clytie went by Albatross, and 

Ruth showed a fast pair fof heels even without big kites. Halcyon 
made the pace hot for the Jeader, while Gracie, now at her best. was 
catching Manny ata lively rate. It was plain running to the finish, 
with the breeze up to the strongest of the day. The match ended 
asunder, prizes going to Montauk and Fanny on narrow marzins, 
though the Haleyou not haying been measured leaves the schooner 
tupin some doubt. Fanny wins from Oriya by im, 43sec., the allow 
ance being put at 18m. 

BOHOONELS. 
Start, Finish.  Wlapsed. 

Name, H. MS. H, M. 8. H, M, 3. 
SCONE, Seen, = ewe le eens ee ei lates oes 9 40 00 3 42 50 § 12 50 
Albatross . 9 15 08 2 38 20 6 24 17 
Giptia No Sere yeh 9 80 00 3H 42 6 04 42 
Estelle ..- 18 42 4 20 05 G 12 23 
Haleyon... 9 23 46 3 11 24 5 47 88 
Montauk, .. ..9 3000 3 05 89 5 35 Bo 
Peerless.. 4 30 0) 3 51 05 6 21 05 
EriviGe@BS. 828, Ws soot fe ..9 30 00 403 38 6 34 38 
thi... ..9 27 00 4 36 07 6 09 U7 

Republic . 9 a0 00 351 00 6 21 00 
Tidal Wave 9 30 OD 317 24 5 47 24 
Rambler , 93000 Did uot go the conrse. 

41124 6 52 47 
318 12 5 AS 52 
3.23 41 553 4 
8 52 00 6 22 00 
a 88 BS 6 08 85 
3 62 10 6 2 51 
Not timed, 

Aug, §.—The run to New Bedford was made in a good breeze trom 
southwest. After beating out of harhar, it wasa free rin and bal- 
looners were in requisition, with spinukers to starboard. In work- 
ing out Montaulc poked her jibboom through Julia’s mainsail, obliz- 
ing the sloop toreturn to harbor, Outside a bit of sea was found 
which tried the smaller yachts pretty high. and had it been deatlon end 
the wreck report orcirilal have voutained some well-nown names per- 
haps. AS i was only Sia whipped the topmast out of her, and 
Gracie, already reported leaking during the race the previous diy, 
did not profit by the jump. Jt was grand sailing though, and quick 
time was made, the leaders holding well together, If was of course 
a day for the long-waisted fellows, though Peerless did some very 
fast rinning for her hailing port. When Boing by the spar buoy off 
the Dumplings, Peerless and Clytie fouled, the former declining to 
piyé sea room for Clytie to clear the bugy, and {he main boom of the 
latter to port took the mast right out of a ecathoat at anchor close 
aboard. From the Dumplings in Old Whale city, it was wing and 
wing, the fleet coming to as wider; 

SCHOONERS. 
Yort Adams. Clarke's Point, Elapsed. 

H, M. 8, H, M.S, H, M, 5. 
Peerless... ff 09 50 1 01 04 3.54 14 
Clytie 98 11 45 1 01 20 3 49 25 
Waterwitch oof 12 16 1 10 42 3 58 27 

Mion s. .t ee, 012 58 1 22 48 4 09 50 
stelle. .---.-,. 22. .. 9 14 25 118 45 404 20 
Ali pe dag Soe REPRE eae neg .9 18 80 1 23 27 104 a7 
Rith.... 2.2.20 .§ 18 5h 113 48 3 64 53 
Tidal Wave_...,. DB 20 26 14 ft 8 43 46 
Ramblar....... 9 28 40 180 35 4 06 55 
Albatross... 29 20 10 Not timed, 
TERT pees bP Ee Oe Ee ae 9 27 40 Not timed 

1 02 06 3 d7 08 
L 16 15 3 56 15 
139 00 424 40 
1 di 02 417 02 
2 03 50 449 00 
153 50 4 33 29 
2 Ud 22 4 4d 62 

Oriya had laid over in Newport, and the other yachts had parted 
company. In Newporh Harbor no less than forty-four yachts were 
under the commodore's orders, the largest pumber ever assembled 
under one flag officer. In New Bedford the officers and members of 
the N. B. Y, C, did all in their power to male the stay of the squadron 
4 pleasant one. 
Ang, 10,—All hands got underway about 11 A.M, and after heay- 

ing to off Clark's Point for a start, commenced the beat down Lo 
Quick’s Hole for a passage into Vineyard Sound, There was a nica 
wholesail breeze from southwest, and the windward work was not 
without zest, a pleasing yarlety upon the down wind monoromy, 
hitherto the club's prevailing luck. Varuna met the feet going out, 
and shortly after sent ber jibboom through Sugilta's mainsail, the 
schooner having right of way, Both put helms up for New Bedford. 
Fanny led through the Hole with schooner Phantom close aboard, the 
time at West fee buoy being for Fanny, 2;24; Phantom, 2:46:10; 
Gracié, 2:48:50; Madeleine, 2:52; Waterwitch, 2:57:20; Wizard. 3:1:40; 
ead 3:4:55; Aldbatr: 2:9:3; Vixen, 3:10:40: Estelle, 3:15:24. Regina, 
8: ; Princess, 3:1 Rambler, 3:22:40, and Alarm, 4:88. Some 

ent into Vineyard Hayen, the others bringing up off Oak Bluffs. 
Tt had been determined finally to extend the cruise beyond nearby 

ports and yenture upon a run outside to take in the prizes offered by 
the Eastern Y. QO. at Marblehead. The majority of the squiidron de- 
thoed the undertaking, bub enough yachts were got wo actolipany 
the cominodore to make quite a respectable showing. Early wors- 
ing, August 11, being bright and clear, all hands filled away ath A.M. 
upon signal, end tuking a moderate westerly wind and strane lee- 
going tide, Cape rage was passed at § and, the Handkerehief lieht- 
shipat $, when the fleet came up toa N,§. by HE. course, going by the 
Shoveltul lightship one hour later. The wind freshened trom north- 
west and the schoonersvan to the fore stowing jib peas, Montauk 
taking the lead, Fanny, of course, was showing fhe way to the 
sloops, Gracie next, with Vixen and Oriva trying to lulf one another 
out of the wind, abwhich Vixen succeeded, dropping tle cutter in 
ber wake. Nansett towers were abeam at noon. 
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During the afternoon the wind chopped to the eastward, and then 
it fell calm and the teetwas again pretty well bunched. At4dP, M, 
iteame oul again trom southwestand sent Montank ahead. The 
commodore made signal, ‘Marblehead,""and a good sailing breeze 
carried the yachts across Massachusetts Bay. Toward dusic it 
lightened wp, harbor being made during the night. The squadron 
which made the passage included schooners Montauk, Olytie, Alba: 
tross, Varuna, Hstelle, Phantom, Haleyon and Princess, and sloops 
Fanny. Gracie, Oriva, Vixen antl Regina, Phantom and Halcyon 
hail from the Bast. Ib was agreed on sides that the run wasthe 
mostinteresting portion Hf the eruisé, and that the fear of yachting 
bayond the confines of the Sound, to which some persons are prey, 
is or Ought to be held unworthy of the principal club in the country, 
Sunday was.spent at anchor or in cruising about and eetting things 
into shape forthe matches next day. A very Ja’ge fleet was in lar- 
bor, over a hundred yachts being counted, 
Aug, 14.—The races this ay were fara schooner cup, value 

and two cups for first and second class sloops, value, $800 and 200, 
offered by the Rastern Y, C., and open to the visitors. Montank de- 
clined to start on the plea thal the Mastern yachts were in racing trim, 
with clean bottoms, but her most formidable rival, the Haleyon was 
no better off than the New Yors boat, and she may take Mr. Platt’s 
refusal to sail as a very strong compliment, The steamer Confidence 
ran fifteen miles southeast aid anchored as the weather mark. The 
start was effected at 11:45, wind light southeast, Ali hands stood 
across £0 the east on the firal board, then tacked to the sonthward. 
'The wind freshened and the work oul became interesting, Half a 
dozen boards bronght them around the mark without incident,as tol 
jows: Fanny, a0; Gracie, 3:12:48; Oriya, 8:28:10; Haloyon, 8:28:85; 
Viren, 10:80; aud Dauntless, 3:36:30; rest noltimed. Spinnakers were 
run out to port, Gracie trying the other side but haying to shift. Tue 
finish was made as nndér: 

$500, 

_ | SCHOONERS, 
Start. Finish, Elapsed, Corrected. 
it. M.S, H. M, 8. A.M. 8. H. M.S, 

Dauntless..............65 1i & 00 5 21 50 6 26 50 5 26 50 
Mabothravay G2 gn — os ---11 49 16 6 16 56 4 27 40 5 14 40 
Lie eee, fee ob re 11 51 32 § 3t 38 6 40 06 5 26 40 
Estelle... s2.5.2.h.5..4.4. di 47 53 Did not go the course. 

FIRST-CLASS STOOPS, 
AG TLCSEEEE ire eiceele te cselals 11 54 4 4 5) 42 5 O04 38 6 Of 38 
Nanny... ... A ..-11 51 AO 4 63 28 5 01 as 4 59 26 
Active ,..-. ---11 54.54 565 17 6 O00 25 5 46 06 
Oriva ....! ,. 11 50 04 5.22 27 h 32 23 5 17 09 
Addie ».. 11 53 00 5 46 22 a5) 22 5 43°28 

SECOND-CLASS SLOOPS, 
Map pie ie ee 11 55 10 5 Si 43 h 55 43 6 56 43 
Vixen... jt 5b 10 5 27 08 5 82 08 5 41 34 
Nirvana. , -11 55 00 Not timed. 
Viking 11 54 18 Not timed. 
Hera...., .11 60 09 5 53 49 6.03 40 5 50 20 
IS BE see en eee oe 11 48 00 Not timed, 

Halycon wins among schooners, Fanny in first class sloops and 
Vixen in secontl. In the evening the New York fleet formally (is- 
banded, Next day, August 15, 4 private match was sailed between 
the cutter Maggie aud sloop Vixen, 15 miles to windward and re- 
turn, for a $250 cup. The wind was light, and in beating out Maggie 
was weathering the sloop finely, though the latter footed a trite 
faster. Vixen was Incky im catching the first of a strengthening 
breeze which lifted her well away from the cutter, and as the breeze 
eontinued to stiffen up steadily, the sloop got it first clear out to 
mark, thereby establishing a considerable lead, maintaining it ta the 
finish, Time as under: 

Start. Turn, Finish. Elapsed. 
WBbs the SO BEBE SOS aod BED 11:29:00 2750710 4:42:00 6:13:00 
NU) qt SAS ARI SAE ty 11:29:00 8:06:10 5:01:00 5:32:00 
Concerning the bearing of these raves on the question of type, we 

will haye something to say next week. In the mean time we annex 
some scale-drawings, showing the manifest unfairness of racing 
hoats of different type on length measurement. Vixen ganges 1,800 
cubic feef and Maggie 1,300. If the latter be called 15 tens, Vixen is, 
in reality a 2i-ton boat, and the great odds the cutter had to contend 
with ean be appreciated. A comparison of midship section, sail 
area, and water lire plain, all reduced to square measure to facili- 
tate examination, will go far toward a full understanding of the re- 
sults of thase races, and qualify their import materially. 4 

LAKE YACHTING. 

ditor Forest and Stream: 
This is the season for cruising, and most of the yachts owned in this 

part of the conntry—t might say all bailing from Lake Ontario ports— 
are now on their favorite cruising ground, namely, among the 
Thousand Islands, Of the local craft the Gracie returned last night 
froin 4 two weeks’ cruise, and will leave to-night for Charlotte, whence 
she will drop down to Oswego on the 22d and sail in the race there. 
The Katie Gray will also take part in this race, As you will haye 
learned previous to the receipt of this, the Bay of Quinte Yacht Club 
will hold their annual regatta on Monday, the 28thinst. The prizes 
are liberal enough to induce a good attendauce, and we fully expect 
that the cutter Aileen, whose overwhelming defeat of the big schooner 
Oriole in Toronto you so graphically described in a recent issue, as 
well as the Verve, the famous sloop Cygnet, formerly of Butfalo, and 
the well-known Eudie, of Cobourg, will tesf themselves again=t the 
Norah, a very fast sloop of 55 tons yacht measurement, built by 
Cuthbert. at Trenton in 1879, and purchased by our Commodore, Mr. 
R.J. Bell, The Novah has never sailed in a race, but in her first year 
with no topmast and no light canvas, she beat the Oriole and the 
fleet of the Royal Canadian Y. C. by nearly half an hour, finishing 10 
minutes ahead after starting 20 minutes behind them. We shall also 
have the Dauntless, of this city, Lady nes, of Toronta, (formerly 
Gorilla, of Cobourg,) and General Garfield, of Kingston, and possibly 
the Ella, of Oswego, in the first class. Tt is to be regretted that Norah 
and Aileen will not meet on terms fair to the former, which under 
our ride of measurement will have to allow the cutter 10 minutes, 
Wheréas the cubical contents of Norah are 4.781f{, and those of the 
Aileen 5,148, the latter being the yacht which should allow time, 
However, the owner of the Norah will be glad to meet the Aying eut- 
ter on the terms preseribed by thé clib’s rules. 

In the second class we shall haye the Gracie, Katie Gray and prob- 
ably the Laura, of Kingston, the cutter Cricket, af Oswego, and cutber 
Verve, of Toronto. The Enima, of Kingston, which has heen sold to 
Mr. J. Cooper, Jr; of Toronto, will not likely compete. Her absence 
is to be regretled, as the Gracie has been much improved and is fast 
enough, her owner thinks, to heat anything of her size, while the 
Katie Gray, the sale of which to My. Cumming, of Montreal, was re- 
ceutly made, will be iu better trim than for three years past, and is 
cousidered sacond to none. 
‘Referring to the race af Toronto, I find you are in error as to the 

size of the Madcap which you spoke of as being much larger than 
Verve, while the factis she is the smaller of the two. Madcap was 
built here by Cuthhert im 1877, and is a sloop 32x13x4.5=1,882ft, + while 
Verye's cubical contents amount to 1,905. Tiadeap Was notin racing 
(rim, her sails being old (her original sail) and fitting hadly, while her 
bottom was very foul,nob even a serubbing brush having been applied 
toit, Possibly Verve would haye beaten her m any event, but the 
facts above stated Tlearned from Cuthbert, who sailed Aileen. The 
Oriole is also spoken of by you as being 457 tons, whereas that is her 
sailing tonnage, her actual tonnage yacht measurement beine 95 tong, 
the R. CG. Y, GC, allowing schooners to enter at thrée-fifths of their 
aetial tonnage measurement, 
The pretty, liftle Cricket, of Oswego, paid our porta few days* visit 

recently, She tried herspoed against the Katie Gray, and although 
the tial was hardly a fair one to the centerboarder, which carried 
no light canvas, while the cutter had everything set that would 
draw, the performance of the deep keel craft rather astonished those 
who imagined that so wide and deep a yacht could not sail fast. Mo. 
John T. Mott, who owns the Cricket, and the party who accompanied 
him, are a fai specimen of the genial gentlemen who favor thesport 
of yachting at the cornstarch city. ‘he Cricket’s outfit attracted 
much attention here, if being unanimously declared by local yachts- 
men to be the best, ueatest, and most substantial outfit of any yacht 
on Lake Ontario, We hope on ynany a future occasion to weleoma 
fhe staunch little mutter, her seuial owner and erew to Belleyille, 
Bunbevieece, Ont, Aug. 14, Porr Tack. 

AN EXPERT’S VIEWS. 

Rditor Borest mud Stren: 
Tsaw the Mageie-Vixen race, and it was 4 perfectly fair trial. 

While the wind was light and water smooth the cutter beat the sloop 
all fa bits, but did aot foot so fast though she clawed to windward 
atarmarvellous rate, ‘At first it looked like a faree for the entter, 
but the wind breesed up and Vixen went off wider the lee of Map- 
gie and tacked across her bow and then went sbout on her weather. 
The wind grew morefresh aud the Vixen pointed up as well as the 
cutter and went away from her fast. The wind was not enongh ta 
Tike the Maggie take in her balloon foresail and she was down to 
the plank-sheer, The cutter beat us while the wind yas light and we 
beat the cntter whan the wind breezed up, In strong wind the 
Valkyrcan beat Vixen like a sack, so that our boats can beat Vixen 
as well as Maggie might; if she cau remains to be proved. There is 
not much room on Maggie's deck, but below she is very aod. 
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BEVERLY YACHT CLUB.—AUG,. 19, 

HE open match sailed off Monument Beach wassomewhat marred 
by vacillating winds, but a large fleet came to the line. 

were four classes, the third not finishing in fime to make it 
Hirst class for all vigs oyer 20ft. water line; 
over; third all rigs under 291, ; fourth, cat 
prizesin each class. 
wrong course. 
H. Hardy, 
wind: 

There 
a race, 

econd, cat rigs 238ft. and 
Vigs under 28ft. Two cash 

Judges, W. Lloyd Jeffries, Geo, H, Richards and A, 

FIRST CLASS, 

Aviel and Curlew were riled out for sailing 

Summary as under; several hoats not finishing for lack of 

there was no schooner in the late cruise to bring out her flying abili- 
ties, Gracie’s comparatively indifferent performances astonished no 
one who had heard of her alterations in the matter of center of 
effort: she was in good form last season, probably as good as she 
adntitted of. She 1s evidently wrong this. 
Tsay nothing about cutter vs, sloop in really had going. Of course 

the one can get along where the other drowns, Neither do T allude 
to the comparative comfort side of the question, except to say that 
Oriva impressed me a: cooler than the trunk cabin boats of ber class, 
Tregret that I did not try a thermometer on both. 

GoOvVERNEUR MORRIS, JR. 
(The conclusions of Mr. Gouverneur Morris strike us as among the 

Nahum oiner Sau 108 Se mosi concise and logical we have seen. and we could not undertake 

Curlew, 'T. W. Robingon........¢.560-cesseseee0y 00 24001. i amas.) odishute Asingls ue of Ris pomte| 
eta nee PAys Jie ipece moetese 2 48 25 2 36 06 
Ariel, F. B. Bacon, Jr...:. . E 2 40 06 2 36 48 
Isabella, 7.G. Chapman,,..--2. 2... eee eee 2 42 21 2 39 03 CUTTER LAUNCHED.—Beduin, the new 80-ton cutter built for 

SECOND CLASS. 
Name and owner. 

Mattie, J. Hs Arnold ._-_-2-.— seta 
Myrtle, George BE, Phinney .. 
Violet, J. Crosby 
M. Deloney, M. Delony....... 
Tantrum, James M. Godman. 
Alyeoue, A. P. Spinne 
Rival, S. Perry... ... 
Lueille, N. ¥. Smalley... 
Mascotte, P. 1, Bacon, 
Amie, David Bilis, ....... 
Thorn, Howard Stockton 
Tris, EK, F. Barnes,....... 
Madeline, Shen Holmes ....-. 
Eleanor, Richard Codman..... 
Moonalds, Ignatius Sargent, Jr 

. FUURTH CLASS. 
Name and owner. 

Mystery. Howard Stockton. .- 
Ripple, F. E. Bacon, Jr. .-. 
Edith 1, J, M, Clark. 
Minnie, F. Tudor... ....---- 

Editor Forest and Strewm: 

My prinsipal interest during the recent cruise of the N, Y, ¥.C. 
lias been in noting, so far as the position of passenger on a big 
schooner and the use of a first-rate bingeular would permit, the per- 
formances of Oriva, aud [ have partially arrived at the following 
econclusions as to the sloop vs. cutter controversy. First, as a ‘‘fan- 

’ the cutter, as might be supposed, is far and away the best type. 
lo Those of us who remember the drifting abilities 

years ago, and is also horne out by theory. Second, 
In & short or wonfused sea wilh wind either light or strong, the supe- 
rior (iryness of the cutter makes her much the better boat. This 
was very Observable in the Goelet cup race at Newport, where the 
Oriva seemed to go as straight as a rnled line, while the sloops 
slopped about in awaythat must have kept their rudder aeross 
most of the time, As to the difference in a regular sea or in smooth 
water with a good breeze I doubt. and my dubitation seems to he 
warranted by the results of the Maggie-Vixen race, though of course 
one race, etc,. and Vixen was sailed forall there is in her, as might 
have been predicted from her having been put into the hands of Mr. 
Tams, There arisesin my mind another doubt, which is whether 
our British brethren have not weathered us more in the rig than in 
the hulls? Certainly. har Albatross, Intrepid, Montauk and perhaps 
one or two more, there is not a decently rigged schooner in the N, Y. 
Y_S,. and I do not know of oneoith her mainmast in the right place 
for ather work, 

Tt is really disgusting to see a fairly decent hull crippled with two 
light shrouds on a side,a mainmast forced into the stern by the 
centerboard trunk. no mast runners, half the time no foretopmast 
backstay, and all the light gear about one-third the size if ought to 
be, as if the strains puton kite stuff inaten-knol breeze were not 
Proper aiety: greater than on shortened lower sails ina blow, In 
beating out of Newport both days with a small head sea, I noticed 
the headstays of most of the schooners as they pitched slack so as to 
lose a considerable portion of the draw of the sails. Of course no 
hull can get justice done it under such conditions, 1 agree with your 

She may bea fiyer, but remarks about Montauks performances. 

Mr, Archibald Rogers, of this city. was launched from the yard of 
Henry Piepgrass, Greenpoint, August 17. She is the largest cutter 
yet builfin America. Her lead keel weighs 85 tons, and ballast 60 
tons in all. Design by Harvey & Prior, 50 Old Broad _ street, London, 
and 221 West Fourteenth street, New York, Length over all, S2ft,; 
onload dine, 70ft.; beam, 15, 9in.; hold, 12ft, Gin, A sister ship is 
nearly ready for launching for Mr. Stillman. <A full description will 
be found in our last volime., 

Answers to Qorrespondents. 
—————— 

Kine CaAnrues, Baltimore, Md.—See answer to W, G. H, 

_W.G. H., Armstrong, Mass.-We do not know of a breeder of King 
Charles spaniels. 

E, C., Hoboken.—_See answer ta L.A, You will find a variety of 
upland and lowland, 

Syipe, Cohoes,—No Jaw in this State on snipe nor rail Meadow 
lark season, Oct, 1—Jan, 1. 

ARKFANSAS.—The story of the ‘Arkansas Traveler’ was published 
in onrissue of Mareh 25, 1880. 

F, M. T., Nyack-on-the-Hudson,-We know of no preparation used 
to attract moths and butterflies. 

Db, Y. C., Falconer, N, Y.—Where van I procure foxhound puppies? 
Ans. Write to Col, T. G. Tucker, Gaston, N. (, 

J, D. P.—Wild rice should be sown in spring or fall. 
procure result of experiments made with other plant, 

G. A. R., Cottage City, Mass. The horse-hair origin of the Gordius, 
hair-snake, is hardly worth discussing in the year of grace, 1882. 

We will try to 

G, H., New Orleans,—We cannot supply the numbers of Rop Anp 
Guy, but will republish the matter relating to the Indian mounds. 

L. A,. New York.—In Pike county, Pa., you will find in their seasons 
deer, squirrels. rabbits, wooddock, quail, ruffed grotise, trout, pike 
and pickerel, 

S. B. W., Augusta, Ga.—You can obtain duck decoys of any of the 
gun dealers advertised in this paper. Use as many of them as you 
can put out, the more the better. 

CG. D. C., Quiney, TH.—1. Your gun should be a serviceable one; a 
change depends on your own taste. 2. From what we can hear, the 
cartridge gives good satisfaction. 

BR. A. M., Austin, Minn.—The night Hawk (Chordeiles virginianus), 
and the whippoorwill (Antrostomus vociferus) are of different genera, 
and of course of different species in the family Sey Ce Op “oat 
suckers.*? The family also includes the “chuckwill’s widow” (4. earo- 
linens?s). 

Riewr any Lerr, Hillsborough Bridge, N. H.—Will you kindly in- 
form me the name of the proper flies to use for black bass fishing in 
New Hainpshire during the month of September’ Ans, Use bright 
flies; as green drake, jungle cock, bee. mullaly, green hackle, red 
ibis, abbey, or professor, 

J. H.'D,, Poughkeepsie, N. ¥.—l. Has any person the right to shoot 
robins on his own Jand during August and September? 2, As the 
bobolink has now ehanged his plumage to the rice bird, ishe any 
longer a bobolink, and under the protection of the game laws? 3. Is 

the mourning dove a game bird? If so, why not named in list of pro- 
tected birds? Ans, 1. Robins may be shot on one’s property when 
they are destroying grapes or fruit, but not otherwise. 2. The bird 
is still under the protection of the law. 3. Itisso regarded in some 
States, where close seasons are prescribed for it, It has not received 
attention from the New York game protectors. 

N, A. C., Gildersleeve’s Landing, Conn.—l. Can a long-legged dog, 
as a general rule. endure more than, a more stocky one, close built. 
2, Islemon and white a good color. 3. Isshape of nose any indica- 
tion of keen scent. Ans.—i. No, although there are many excep- 
tions to the rule. 2, Yes. 3. No. 

Inquirer, Lowell, Mass.—May I hope for information in regard to 
the following questions? 1, Name and publishers of practical in- 
struction in fy-fishing? 2. Kind of flies to use at Connecticut lakes 
the latter part of September? 3. Exclusive of $20 of $25 split bam- 
boo rods, what material, make and weight is next to be preferred; 
can nota reliable rod be obtained for $10 or thereabout? 4. To 
what date does the trout season extend according to N. H. law? Ans. 
1. Morris’ “American Angler’s Book,” price $5.50; we can supply it. 
2. Red ibis, professor, May fly, green drake, queen of the water, 
brown and black hackles (palmers). 3, Get an ash and lancewood or 
hornbeam rod of eight to eleven ounces, according to your taste. 
You can get such a rod for the price you name; write to our adver- 
tisers. 4. To the 30th of September, 

L. 'T., Red Hook, N. Y,—1, What is the ‘bench show dog chain,” 
recommended by the various bench show committees this year, and 
where can I obtain them? 2. Who won the second prize at the last 
New York Bench Show in the class for rough-haired terriers? In 
your issue of April 27 you credit it to me, for my Irish terrier Col- 
leen, whichis anerror, 3, What is the pedigree of the Irish terrier 
Colleen Dhas, the property of the Messrs. Carey, mentioned in your 
issue of Jan. 5. last, as winning first prize at the Alexandra Palace 
Show. Ans.—l, Write to the Medford Fancy Goods Company, 96 
Duane street. New York. 2, Wildbrier, owned by Mr, H. S. Jaffray, 
New York, We correct the error with pleasure. 3, Colleen Dhasvis 
by G. Jaimeson’s Sport (J. Small’s Jim—J. Craig’s Fan) out of G. 
Jaimeson's Peggy (Mickey Dooley’s Sailor—G. Jaimeson’s Fan). 

§., Ottumwa. lowa.—Please inform me if there is any work pub- 
lished on the fresh-water fish of this country, I desire an illustrated 
work, giving complete descriptions of all game fish, their habits, ete. 
If there is such a work please inform me where it can be obtained. 
and at whatprice Ans. Thereisnosuch work, ‘Jordan’s Fresh- 
Water Fishes of North America” isin press. It will be a scientific 
book, probably not noting habits and not illustrated. “The Game 
Fishes of the United States,” by Kilbourne & Goode, gives twenty large 
colored illustrations of the principal game fishes of both salt and 
fresh water, giving one of each genus, and many smaller plates of 
kindred species. The price is $50, and itis well worth it as a work 
of art alone. It is thoroughly reliable and correct. ‘The American 
Angler's Book,” by Thaddeus Norris, price $5.50, is a standard illus- 
trated work on angling, and contains all that was popularly known 
when written, We ean furnish either of the two last. 

Tue Dog HE Dip Not Lire.—“Yes,” Athelwald replied, speaking in 
low, impressive tones, *‘yes. I do like dogs; lam fond of them. ButT 
like a shy, coy, shrinking dog, who flies away to the shadowy recesses 
of the woodshed when he hears the footfall of the stranger, and can 
only be won to sociability by love and kindness and patient pleading. 
Ido notlove the bold, forward, unquestioning mass of canine inso- 
lence and ohirusiveness that comes sneaking out from behind a lilac 
bush when one is just half way between the gate and the piazza, and 
nestles up to a stranger like an old acquaintance, and drags one all 
around the yard in a backward attitude, with no thought of one’s 
dignity or comfort,’ And, with a dry, convulsive sob, he turned away, 
and as he walked toward the neckwear department the book-keeper 
noticed that his fawn-colored trousers had been patched in the postern 
gate with a nine-cornered piece of olive-green.—Burlington Hawkeye: 

Forest AND STREAM is So prosperous that it has heen enlarged to 
twenty-eight pages. Itis the ablest of our journals devoted to such 
out-door sports, as hunting, fishing yachting, etc. Its correspondence 
is full of interesting reminiscences of sportsmen, and it deserves 
special praise for the earnest effort itis making to secure the enact- 
ment off wise game laws and their enforcement.—New York Evening 
Post, Ay. 19. 

Remember if you wish to buy a fine gun and gave money, fa to C. 
L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway, New xork.—dAdv. 

Penciis, Holders, Cases, Etc. | 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing ink for several days’ writing, Can he carried in 
the poeket, Always ready for use, A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
writing. 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 

180 BROADWAY. NEW YORK, 
Send tor Price-List, 

Our Goons ARE Soup sy Firsr Crass DeAers 

STODDARD’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
Revised Edition. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

MACINTOSH WATERPROOF GOODS. 
{N ORDERING STOCKING OR PANTS PLEASE STATE THE SIZE (YOU CAN EASILY OBTAIN IT FROM YOUR SHOEMAKER) 

OF THE BOOT OR SHOE YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO WHAR. 

1 

The quality of thesé goods is so well and widely known as to require no comment. 
by that of any similar manufacture in the world, By a special arrangement with the Messrs. MacIntosh, we are enabled to place their 
goods in the hands of sportsmen at prices that will certainly drive all inferior makes out of the market. 

Stockings, full length, any size foot, per pair, - - 
Pants, reaching nearly to armpit, - - 
Heavy Flax ground sheets, weight 64 Ibs., size Tix 44 feet, each, = = - > 

DISCOUNT TO THE 

Tt is not only unequalled, but also unapproached 

$8 00 
44 00 
8 00 

TRADE ONLY. 
Orders receiyed from: persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a Full line of our goods will not be filled at any price, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY, 

Importer of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, &c. 
No. 7% WARREN ST., NEW WORE. 

E. 

AGENT FOR 

James & Co’s Knickerbocker Club Breech-Loading Shot Guns. 
‘Top snap action, fine Damascus barrels, bar locks, rebounding hammers (out of line of sight), percussion fence, extension rib, double bolt, through lumps, large head 

strikers, pistol grip, Deeley & Edges’ parent fore end, checkered grip and fore end, horn butt plate, engraved, left barrel choked, and record furnished of gim’s shooting qualities. 

10 and 12-zauge, $47.00. B. 
I also have in stock goods of the following makers: 

WW. & ©. 
No 600, Fine Damascus barrels, top snap action, bar locks, rebounding hammers, percussion fence, extension rib 

checkered grip and fore end, horn butt plate, engraved, both barrels choke-bored, 

Best Damascus barrels, three pin bridle locks, allimprovements, both barrels choke-bored, and record furnished. 

fe &S0n’s. 
, double bolt, large head strikers, pistol grip, patent fore end, 
No. 610, Best Damascus barrels, best steel three pin bridle 

Scott 

12-vauge, $82.50; 10-cauge, $87.50. 
locks, all improvements, low fancy hammers, hoth barrels choke-bored, 12-gaugre, $105,00; 10-gauge, $115.00. 

gee 

10 and 12-cauge, #60, 00. 

Etollis & Somn’s. 
No. 398. Top snap action, laminated barrels, bar locks, rebounding hammers, large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, patent fore end, high, well-tiled rib, pistol grip, 

engraved, checkered grip and fore end. 10 and 12-gauge, $ 38,50. 

Algo Buckley and Bonehil! Breech-Loading Double Barrel Guns. All kinds of twist and laminated side snaps and top snaps. English and Belgian Muzzle-Loaders. All Sporta- 

men’s Sundries. Goods sent OC. O. D., privilege to examine on receipt of $5 to cover express charges. 
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Standard Works. 

FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 
An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first 

twelve volumes of the ForEsr AND SvREAM, 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, ‘$1.50. 

SHOOTING, 
Tis Appliances, Practice and Purpose. By JAmEs DAtzimn Doveant, Contains 

practical information on guns and gunning. Its chapters treat of the Barrel, the Stock, 
Locks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech-Londers, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, 
Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and Partridge Shooting, The chapter on ‘The 
Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field sports ever published. Elegantly 
. Yinted on fine paper, 380 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $8. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
I, Haunts and Tabits. Tl, Range'and Migrations. IIT. A Morning Without the Birds. 

TV. Nomenclature. Y. Localities. V1. Blinds aud Decoys. This is 4 reprint of papers 
from the Formsr AND Stream. Pampbilet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. 
Training vs. Breaking. By 8. T. Haxaonp, Kennel Editor of Formsr ann StREAM, 

Pronounced by those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the 
best work on the subject ever written. 100 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $1. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

389 Park Row, New York. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and ais ane facilities for manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increasmg demand, We have received the highest award and silyer medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior geods, Send for catalogue, 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

PRICES REDUCED. 
fy WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 

‘ AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 
For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the * MAYNARD”? more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy. con- 

venience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Mlustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition, 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

SIMPSON’S NEW FISHING TACKLE CASE. 
ETE A want long felt for by sportsmen, Ali Anglers will 

acknowledge that the most vexatious thing that can 
happen him is to huye his Spoons, Hooks and Lines all 
tangled up. ‘This case will prevent any such disaster, as 
itis so arranged that the most careless fisherman can 
keep his Tackle in shape. They are made of the best 
material, and handsomely ornamented and furnished with 
alock and key. This case is approved of by the practical 
piseatorial professors, who haye investigated its perfec- 

onus. Size—Box: Length 12, width 74%, depth a4 inches; 
trays (4): Length 744, width 4, depth 1 to 134 inches. 
top tray: Length 1144, width 7, depth 146 inches. Three 

Wu partitions in éach small tray, eight in large tray, two com- 
; partments in box, making twenty-four places for lines, 

hooks, sinkers, spoons, reels, fly-book, and each case packed in a neat box and sent on receipt of $4.50. 
To Clubs taking six at one time, $24.00, Send for Catalogue of FISHING-TACKLE AND SPORTSMAN’S 

GOODS: R. SIMPSON, 96 FULTON ST.. NEW YORE. 

500 Sold in Advance of Publication. 

SECOND EDITION NOW READY, 

‘Training vs. Breaking 
By 5. 1. Hammond (“Shadow”), Kennel Hditor of Forest AnD STREAM. 

agate aT i a 
| ioe 

Plain, practical, tested by thirty years’ experience, humane, rational, efficient. 

Endorsed by those who have read it as the best book on the subject ever written, 

To the ten chapters of ‘Training vs. Breaking,” the author has added two sketches: 

The One-Hyed Grouse of Maple Run, 

My Old Dog Trim. 

The whole forming a book of 100 pages. 

cloth. 

Printed on fine paper; handsomely bound in 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 
39 PARK ROW NEW YORK. 

CRUTTENDEN FLY 

This Cut is an exact representation of this rod, which 

CANNOT BH HQUALED FOR THE MONEY, | 
It has Nickle Plated Patented Solid Reel Plate which prevents Reel getting fast by swelling of Rod. 

Tull Niekle Plated, Patented Ferrules, allowing the wood to be used the full size, thus preventing rod 
breaking Where wood and ferrules join, Metal Tennous which never allow the joints to get stuck to- 
gether by swelling of same if they should get wet, Butt stained dark, polished and wound with cane and 

silk, giving it that desirable appearance and the feeling of the high priced rods. The middle joints and 
tips are made from fine lancewood, left natural color, varnished and polished. This makes a handsome 
contrast to butt, and gives (he entire rod a look of beauty which is a joy to every fisherman’s heart while 
using it, The rod is well ringed throughout. Length ten and one-half feet, weight from nine to ten 
ounces. This is the best made, best finished rod for the money in the United States, and will guarantee 

itevery way. If by accident any part should get broken, we can send a duplicate, thus saving expense 
and trouble of returning rod to he repaired, With short tip it makes an excellent Bass Rod. 7 

Sent to any partof United States, prepaid, with one Trout ar one Gass Tip for $6.00. Trout Tips, each, 
$1.00, Bass Tips, each, 7bets., Trout Tips, one-half Bamboo, each, 1,25. ; 

Gunmaking and repairing of all kinds by J, W. Livingston, formerly with Parker Bros., Conn. 
Card's Standard Traps, Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle, Watches, Clocks and Jewelry. 

CATALOGUE SENT FREE. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869,] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

@ur paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
is subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 

‘LOADERS, 

CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 

POCKET RELOADING ''OO0LS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING, 
“PH RICH SHELL EXTRACTORS.’ BENCH CLOSERS, Ete., Htc. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New Yorr Agents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Pacric Coast AGunis; CHAS, SONNTAG & CO,, San Mrancisco, California. 
New Orvrans Acents: A. BALDWIN & CO. 
New ENGLAND AGENTS HOR SHor SHELLS: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

The Colt Club Gun. 

It should he remembered that while we are the chief distributors of the regular Colt 

Guns, we are sole agents in New York for the Colt Club Guns. The maryelous performance 
of these guns in pigeon and glass ball trap shooting isso well known that no word of com- 

mendation is necessary, Eyery genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate with the 

words ‘‘The Club Gun” around a cirele, within which appears the rampant colt beautifully 

embossed. We are also agents for the new Harrington & Richardson Hammerless Guns, 
which at about half the cost surpass allimported hammerless guns. Address 

P. O. Box 1144, H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray 8t., New York. 

FSTERBROOK’S “We 
Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, t@fi 

, For Sale by all Stationers 
THE =°TTRBROOK STEEL PEN CO, 

Wisrks, Camden, N. J 26 Iho St. Mow Vere Punctual as a Timepiece. Unless the bowels 
do their duty with the regularity of clock work, 
perfect health is impossible. Therefore when dis- 
ordered, control thein immediately with TarRANT’s 
SELrzeR APERIENT, the most. genial balsamic and 
effective laxative and alterative known to the med- 
ical profession. . 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF THE 

INGCLAYPICEgy 
LIGOWSKY 

CLAY PIGEGN COMPANY 
N°33 VINE ST CINCINNATI.O. 

[Extract from Morus’ AND STREAM, duly 7, 
1881, p, 444, ] 

* = * This flightso nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsmen to test its merits, gah ay 

WONDERFUL SPORT. 

mea 

(TrApm MARK, | 

WILD RABBITS and RATS taken by the thou- 
sand, without dog, gun, or ferret, Preparation 
and full instructions, free for 50 cts. Address J, 
GOODY, Belchamp, Sudbury, Suffolk, Mngland, 
Testimonial received March 13, 1882. ‘*Dear Sir,— 
Please send mé another packet of the powder for 
catching rabits and rats. he last gaye great sat- 
isfaction, G. H.,” Banbury, Oxon, 
The above may also be had in New York from H. 

G, Squires, 1 Cortlandt st., and HW, §, Harris, 177 
Broadway. 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 
— with thirty changes of 
. positions. Parlor, Li- 

brary, Invalid Chair, 
Child's Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
beauty, lightness, 
a tear Simplicity and 
comfort, verythin | 

f exact science, 
sOrders by mail prompt- 
ly attended to. Good: 
shippped ©. O. D. Sent 
stamp for Mlustrated 

: Circular; quote Fores 
READING POSITION. AND STREAM. WILSON 

ADJUSTABLE GHAIR MANUFACTURING Co, 
661 Broadway, New York, 

Pittsfield, Mass: Cuts Froe. 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8, 
Sold everywhere by the Trade, 

fy, 

eer 
é 

AME LOUNG 
ii 

Dp $2 PER BUSHEL. 
WILD RIC a e Orders booked and 
tice shipped direct from fields, thus insuring fresh 
seed certain to grow. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, 
Wis. aug.10,16 

iit 
il! 

ARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIO VIEWS OF THE 
entire Richardson-Rangeley Lakes Region, 

Large size, each 25 cents, Send for catalogue, 
CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

WALLACH'S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00, 

Tor sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co 
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AMERICAN WOOD-POWDER COMPANY The Parker Gun. 
WH ARB PREPARED TO FURNISH A SPORTING POWDER THAT I8 

Smokeless, Produces but Slight Recoil, and does not Foul the Gun. 
Every lot is carefully tested and can be relied on as STRONG, SAF'E and EVEN. 

For particulars address the Company at 59 Wall 8t., N. ¥,, or 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 
Wholesale Agents, 

It MURRAY STREET, E = NEW YORK. 

Guns, Ammunition and Sportsman’s Goods. ; 
Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 

' MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. > 
put in water for hours, THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: “At Melbourne they had ‘an excellent 
Spel an SGsoynan oe opportunity of testing their power beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off con- 

Hi q ners oie every other maker. Their ary ey award comes to them from a country whose reputation 
y If Vy deteriorate. Hach 100 | 1° this class of goods has for many years been above all others,” 

¢ ; They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and have 
put up in a portable tin | Won more Jaurels than any other gun when brought in REED in the field or atthetrap, At Coney 

Yy ' Island last year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 
Uy cartridge box, Forest and Stream” Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue. 

Show Roo CHAMBERS ST., N. ¥. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 

——_————— AMERICAN PAT, PORTABLE: HOUSE 
Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits MANUFACTURING Co. 

Unequalled in Conyenience Style or Workmanship. Corona, Queens Co., N. aes EARL LEE, Manager. 

Wrile for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & MCLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THISt 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. ‘‘A*' and “B™ show 

Von Lengerke'’s Cel-} These shells may be 

ebrated Swell and Water- 

proof Shot-gun Shells i 
t') 

loaded to order, 

Prices per 100, from »)PH0 

$2.90 up, 

Gun implements, Shooting Suits, Gun and Cartridge Cases, Clay Pigeons and Traps, Glass Balls and 
Traps, Belcher's Flying Birds and Traps. Little’s Soluble Phenyle best Dog Wash and Manned Disinfect- 
ant, Spratt’s Dog Cakes, ate. 

entrances into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets, It is dead grass color; can be 

worn over or under 4 dommon coat, Weighs but fifteen 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2.00. 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LES. 

D O G 9 By R 2, Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Screws required. 

AINING:; Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

—BY— ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
i HAMMOND. KENWE Faris and Out Buildings ve nee style. Suitable Gs 1 sections of cee, pnd uae at moderate 

|. HAMMOND, ENN, a) C BST =; uM | cost, withi e means of all. arm in winter—cool in summer—yentilation perfect. 
* : 'L EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. | For further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. PRICE $1.00, 31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

SOMETHING NEw ! 

The Pieper “Diana” Gun. 
This is the only gun of European manufacture made entirely by machinery. The system is entirely new, and 

actugl bests have shown that for accuracy and strength it has no superior. 
The reinforce lumps and bolt loop are of one piece of wrought steel. The tubes are finished to gauge and are put 

together without heat so that they are perfectly straight and always shoot to center. This is only found in very high cost 
guns made on the ordinary system, as the best barrel filers are necessary. The locks are finely finished and of the best 
steel, and all the joints are closely fitted; all the parts are interchangable. : 

A Baa trial was made in Cleye, Prussia, in August, 1881, to which the best continental makers sent their finest 
guns. The trial was for closeness and penetration. 4 is excellent, 3 is good, 2is fair, 1 ordinary. The gun of 
Mr. Roedel, cf Prague, was made on the Pieper system, The result was as follows: 

30yds. 45yds.  60yds. Total, 30yds, 45yds.  60yds. Total. 
Size of shot..2468 2468 2468 Size of shot.2468 2468 2468 

H. Pieper, Liege.. s3a44 4443 444445 A. Jamnsen, Liege.....,.....--. 2333 44383 132 1—f2 
Roedel, Prague .... 88338 4444 3344-2 Beermann, Munster...... ..-- B212 4424 2232-31 
W.W.Greener, Birmingham...4 443 4433 323 3—40 Brunn, Birmingham,..........38322 38844 2382 3—30 
N. Bodsen, Liege..-.-.... 38424 4334 1131-38 Witte. Zutphen..-.,....---...4 3433 21111 8232-27 
C. Bartels, Wiesbaden...,.,... 3334 4344 132 3—37 H, Jansen, Wesel..........---- 1212 4822 2123—-% 
Sackreuter, Frankfort,........ 2334 4433 331 3—36 Heuse-Lemoine, Nessouvaux..2314 12382 1222-25 
Camphausen, Crefeld.......... 1423 8342 333 3—34 Cordes, Bremerhayven,......-.- Ce baa 3321 122 1—20 

Attested by the Jury, Klimm, Royal Inspector of Forests, Keyssler, Royal Inspector of Forests, Heise, Inspector of Powder at Cologne, 
G. Hahn, record keeper. It will be noticed that the Pieper guns are especially effective at long range. _ ‘ i . 

Mr. A, Pieper has appointed the undersigned sole agent for the United States and Canada, and offers the goods at prices far below their real 
worth, in order to speedily introduce them into this market. 

PRICH LIST. 
No. 590. Stub Twist Barrels, Scott action, double bolts, extension rib, scréll fence breech, patent fore end, ornamental rubber butt (see cut) 12-gauge, 8 to 834lbs.. 35: 
No. 595, Same as 590, with laminatetl steel barrels, 12-gauge, 8 to 834lb 55 

ry v3 tt + i fr 
te 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chamber Street. 
Agents for Marlin Fire Arms Co., Harrington & Richardson, Hood Arms Co., Charles Daly, Henry Tolley. 

IMPORTERS OF GUNS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS. 
(We sell at wholesale only. If your desler does not keep the Pieper gun, ask him to send for sample-] 



Any of the Following Books Sent 

on Receipt of Price 
—ay— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUR. CO, 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup $1 25 
Amateur Sr ppar pane D0G.: bds... ce) 

er’s American Ang Ook, Nortis,...li...seeess 6 50 
American Bird Fancier, New edition.,....... 0 
American Wild Fowl] Shooting, J. W. Long.... 2 00 
American Ornithology, or the Natural History 

of the Birds of the United States, Wilson & 
Bonaparte; 3 yols.... ..-... AS a>) Soot 1 

Animal Life. Described and Dlustrated, Prof, 
iu. Percival. .:,./. .: A ade Male ar sb cart oles 5.00 

Angling, # Book on, Francis.-.-....---. rit hy 7 30 
Archer; Moderns. ci. eden es Wyle 16 SS 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. .... 150 
Around the World inthe Yacht Sunbeam..... 20 00 
Art of Swimming..../......---... - Ley 23 
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 75e. . 10 
Baird's Birds of North America.... .- » 30-00 
Bechstein's Chamber and Cage Birds,,-....-.. 1 50 
Bits and Rearing Reins and Morses and Mear- 

Tessy Wey Mowery yee, rik Se a ae pa 
Books for Sportsmen; Angling, 50c.; Shooting, 

50c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50. : 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c,; Dogs, iec.; 
Birds’ Eggs and Nests, 60c.; Fresh and Salt 
Water Aquarium, 50¢.; Native Song Birds To 

Breech Loader, Modarn, Greener. 2 bo 
Cage and Singing Birds ........ i 50 
Camps in the Caribhees, by Fred. Ohe: 2 50 
Canoe Traveling, Powell......,...2. t 5 00 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop's : 250 
Cassell’s Book of Birds, d yols.......- - 12 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports aud Pastimes. . 300 
Dairy Farming, by Prof. J. P. Sheldon._.,.... 12 50 
Dictionary of Poultry....,-........----..- - 50 
Dog Breaking by Holabird........... i B5 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes_.. i, L 25 
Frank Forester’s Field Sports...,,,.-..--..--- 4 50 

“WSIS, 0 PED ft ese eS tea Oe 
Plower Painting, Studies in; Hulme.._-.....- 
Frank Foresters Manual for Young Sportsmen 
Frauk Fovester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac- 

ters, Avo., 2 vols, ..-..-_. pitas Phe cas aiews 14a 
Gun, Rod and Saddle......... 22.0 eeees neers 
Great Thirst Land, The; A Ride Through Natal 
Orange Free State, Transvaal Kalahari, Gil- 
Dei Ae ee 28s $e patie bean eel 

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland, .-.....-.......5+ 
Horse, The Book of the; Sidney............... 1 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s —....- Sreteta 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher.....,.......... 
Insect World, The; Figitier...................4 
Life of a Sportsman, Nimrod... .-...... care 
Mammalia; Figuier,...., alee ya ah soruedint site 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher,..... 
Ocean World; Figuier,...-...,.-..... 
Pigeons, Illustrated Book of; Fulton.........- 
Poultry, Mlustrated Book of} Wright..... 
Practical Rabbit Keeper; Cuniculus...... 
Practical Pigeon Keeper; Wright. ..-. 
Practical Poultry Keeper; Wright. . 
Reptiles and Birds; Wiguier....... 
Shore Birds, ,........_- Pewee nt ee ae} 
The Gun and its Development, by Greener... 
Wild Adventures m Wild Places; Gordon 

(Sh SSUES eI SP 8 oe AP or ae Sa On She bears 

DEMUTH BROTHERS, 
Manufactirers of 
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i 3 

Artificial 5 

Seine talogue F Jatalogue Free of Charge 
#0 WALKER ST. y 

NEW. 

A Splendid Dog Whistle, 
Water-Tight Match Box, 

—AND— 

Reliable Compass 
COMBINED, 

Nickel-plated metal, Sold by dealers in- Sports- 
man’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price, $1. 

WILBUR & CO., Box 2,882, N. Y. P. 0. 

JOSEPH GILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

Soto By ALL DEALERS TerousHour Tae WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION—|878. 

XG 
es for Taxidermisis and Manufacturers. 
jikinds of Glass Work done to order. 

See W YORK, 

Fisherman Attention! 

T wish to call your attention to my hand-made all 
TLancewood 

Combination Rods, 
Seven pieces, making two distinet. rods for bait 

on fly. 
Trout, $10. Bass, #12, 

FRED, 1D). DIVINE, 122 Genesee st,, Utica, N, Y. 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTHNDED TO. 

We vrtert, 
7 ANTED.—A SMAL{. TENT AND A LIGHT 

canvas canoe or boat carrying 400 lbs, Ad- 
dress MAX L. v. K,, New Castile Corner, Westches- 
ter Uo,, N.Y, auged, It 

A GENTLEMAN GOING TO SOUTHERN AND 
fi Western Virginia in the fall hunting, would 

like to make the acquamtance of a Philadelphia 
entleman of temperate habits, also wishing to 

‘hunt in that locality, Addrass REPPERT SOM 
MERS, Philadelphia Post Office. General Henne Ne 

r aUgwdy 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sov Sale. Hu the Sind. 

ise SPORTSMEN.—FOR SALH,—A HAND- 
somé farm and country seat, in Cecil County, 

Maryland, containing 115 acres, fronting on the 
Bohemia River, near its junction with the Elk 
River, with good fencing. The buildings consist 
of a large modern double-walled brick mansion, 
thirteen rooms with bath room; hot and cold water 
in bath and kitehen, The whole farm supplied 
with Water by a first-class windmill, The other 
buildings consist of 4 billiard room. ice house, two 
fenenit ese granary, two large barns, carriage 
house, sheds, corn erib, ete. The house is elegantly 
furnished throughout. There is’ also a Rumsey 
deep well pump in summer kitchen, water good. 
Ducks in abundance when in season, and pereh 
fishing excellent. The buildings are allin first-class 
order, so is the farm, plenty of fruit and grapes. 
&e, It will be sold with the furniture, stock, pro- 
duce snd farming implements, also decoys, sink 
box, &e, Any gentlemen or club desiring a hand- 
some shooting box the aboye is one of the most 
desirable in the State. The location of the man- 
sion is near 100 feet. above low water mark, and the 
view very fine, Access by rail or Erritsson steam- 
ers. Photographic yiews of buildings. 
Apply to JOHN 8. HENKELS, Real Estate Broker, 

fil North Sixth st., Philadelphia, Pa. augl1o3t 

MOR SALE.—AN ORANGE COUNTY FARM, 
admirably adapted to fisheulture. Contains 131 

acres, located a halt tnile from Hrie R. R., 70 miles 
from N. ¥. Two streams of pure unfailing sprin, 
water. gravel bottoms, one pond, a pond covering 6 
or more acres Can easily he made, in fact any num- 
ber of ponds can be made at light expense. No 
malaria or mosquitoes. Good buildings. Choice 
land. Address A. V. BOAK, Middletown, N. ¥, 

aug. 10.36 

rPHE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF W, & ©. 
Scott & Son’s breech-loaders, from the ‘‘Pre- 

mier™ to the lowest grades, in 10, 12. 16 and 20-bores, 
Will sell at lower figures than ony other house: 
Call and convinee yourself. C. L. RITZMANN, 948 
Broadway, New York City. auged.2t 

NO YACHTSMEN.—FOR 5ALEW—AN ELEGANT 
country séation Mount Hope Bay, Bristol, R. 1., 

and opposite Pali River; spacious dwelling; large 
old elms, shiubbery, yineyard, and fruit in abu- 
dauce; everything first-class; large water front; 
stone pier; boat and bath houses, HOMER 
MORGAN, 2 Pine street. augedit 

By INE BOWS OF LANCBWOOD, ROYAL WOOD 
and California yew, both self and backed with 

raw hide, for sale st reasonable prices, Will ex- 
change for shooting or fishing implemenis, A. 
MAHAN, Cortland, N. ¥. anug?4 26 

OLSTEIN BULL— REGISTERED, THREE 
years old, for sule at a rare bargain. For 

price, description, etc.,, address L. DUNBAR, 
Charleston, auged it 

OR SALE.—WESSON REVOLVER, .4d CAL; 
also set of pigéon-holes for post office, WOL- 

COTT, Ridgewood, N. J. auged lt 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR B.L. GUN, 
12-bore, 71sIbs., one doz, one bitch Gordon’s B. 

and T , out of my Vlora, third at Boston, 1882, by 
Bailey's champion Tom, Full pedigree. G. A. 
COLMAN, il Wesley st., Charlestown, Mass. 

aug 7.2t 

FERRETS. 
* Four female ferrets for sale; $3.75 each. Send P, 
©. order to E, N. FRANCIS, Pittsfield. Mass. 

augty30 

On the Stud. 

IN THE sTUD 
To a limited number of approved bitches. 

e « ob 

English Mastiff “Duke.” 
Third Prize Boston, 1882. 

Bitches sent carefully attended. Puppies from 
above dog and Pride, a magnificent bitch of the 
best mastiff stvain. Males, $25; females, $20. For 
Rae and pedigree address CHAS. E. SHAW, 
‘inton, Mass. auglo,tt 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES. 

Champion Tweed II., Imp, Scotch Collie, 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the bench 

in England, Scotland, Wales and America. 

FEE, $25.00. 
Sire among others of Jos Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Gowrie, 

Lilac, E. K, C, 8.-B. 10,745, and Meg, Ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 
For prize list, &c., address THOS, H, TERRY, 

P, O, Box 2017, N. Y- july 20, te 

CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD. 

ist, English Kennel Club show, 1881; 1st, N. ¥., 
Westminster Kennel Ciub, 1882; and many other 
prizesin Wngland. Fee $28. Address JOHN BE, 1. 
GRAINGHR, No. 1 Pearl st,, N. ¥ june2pit 

HIO KIENNELS._IN THE STUD—DASHING 
Lion, by Llewellin’s champion Dash IT. out of 

his champion Leda. Fee for imported ov native 
bitches, $25, Address G. W. BALLANTINE, Wash- 
ingtonyille, Ohio. DPineegtt 

IN THE STUD. 

Red Irish Setter Dog “Larry,” 
ELCHO ex ROSE, 

Winner of first prize in an elegant class, Pitts- 
burg, 1862 (only time competing). Larry is solid 
deep red, no white, large, and one of the best made 
all oyer Irish dogs in America, with a most superb 
head. Is thoroughly and artistically traine 
woodeock and quail, excellent nose, perfectly 
staunch before and bthind, and # perfect retriever. 
Is perfectly obedient, with the best of disposition. 
Fee $20 cash or brace of ge s from first class 
bitches. Address W. H. PIE , Peekskill, N.Y. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, ani sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash M1. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother. 
Liewellin's celebrated Dash T., for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35, Address A. M. TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Trish setters, champion 
Rory O’More, champion Rufus, ex-champiou Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex: Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 188%. 

FOR SALW.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup: 
pies of the urest Strains, Full pedigrees. W. N. 
CALLENDER, Albany, N, Y. 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y., 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. 

Velvet for Pets, 

Send 50c, for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle’ 

The Inyincible 
The 

Ghe Hennel. 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,tf 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNDLS,—FOR 
Gockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and ipuppies; address with stamp, ROB’T WALKE. 
franklin, Del, Co., N.Y. July21,tf£ Z 

ORTRAITS OF HASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for 31, 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,39 and 40 Park 
Row, Dee29 tf 

EMASKETT KENNEL.—_DOGS—HOUSE, YARD 
and field broken. Also nage boarded reason- 

apy: oe N H, VAUGHAN, Middleboro, Mags. 
. O, Box 335, i) 

Prize Spaniels. 
The show season being over we will dispose of 

prize winners and prize bred stock at reasonable 
prices. Also puppies by champion Benedict, Dash 
and BobUy. We have this year won one champion 
rizé, five specials, nine firsts, ten seconds, and 
our times yhe and once he to our own winners. 

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUE. 
Enclose stamp. Hornellsyille, N.Y. 

OR SALE.—MY RED IRISH SETTER DOG 
Don, 24% years old, by champion Elcho anda 

thoroughbred bitch. He is perfectly broken, is 
fast, staunch, good nose scent and good endurance, 
and a tender mouth; retriever from land and water. 
Hes fit torun in any field trial. Price $75. Will 
show him on either quail, woodcock or snipe. For 
particulars inquire of H, KILLIAN, Colayia. a 

July43,f 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes, COLIN CAMERON, Brickeryille 

Py. unel5,té 

{PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale, Best of Reference. D. FP. WILBUR, 

Takeyille, Mass. junel5,tt 
a 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—TWENTY FOX- 
_ hounds and pups; would exchange for 20-bore 

breech-loader, or & good tent or other sporting 
equipments, or first four volumes of Forest and 
Stream. Hvery dog warranted to he as represented, 

. M, WOODEN, Rochester, N, Y. augs,2m0 is 

OR SALE.—TWO FINE GORDON SETTER 
dog pups, whelped March 23, 1882, by Bailey’s 

Tom, out of Brown’s Amy Robsart. They are 
strong, healthy pups, not gun shy, and will be sold 
cheap. For particulars, etc., inquire of EH. CG. 
ALDEN, Dedham, Mass. augl7,2t 

OR SALE.—A RED IRISH SETTER DOG, 
nine months old. Full pedigree. Address M. 

A, HANCHETT, Box 604, Orange, N. J. aug24,8b 

RUID, PRINCESS DRACO, ROB ROY, LIVY. 
Few pups for sale cheap. Mor price and ped- 

to J. N. BRUNSON, Sycamore, Minos, 
auger di 

OR SALE.—TWO CLUMBER SPANIEL BITCH 
Peps litter sisters, whelped March 1881, partly 

yard broken; by Dash (Ruke-Romp I.) out of Belle 
(bred by Major Venables, England); so even in size 
and marking that they are hard to distinguish 
when running together; both white with orange 
ears; a very handsome brace, full of life, Will 
only be sold together. Address, P.O. Box 144, 
Savannah, Ga, aged dt 

IVE PUPPIES FOR SALE, Sire a son of 
Plunket, dam black and white Gordon. Prica 

$5; born on 4th July. W. H. MOORR, Bellevue, O. 
aged, 1h 

NGLISH BEAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE, $10 
each, (either sex). N. ELMORE, Granby, Ct. 

Ghe Rewnel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned. Itis put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, 30 cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs, 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 
Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with the 

directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail, 
Both the above are recommended by the ‘Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun.” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 FULTON STREET,  - - New York. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT StTREDT, - New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Doas 
BY J. M, TRAGY, 

EMPEROR FRED, 

A new pair just out, 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O° DAY, 

Quail shooting in Tennessee —DASH WT. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Praivie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER. 

These pictuves ave photographic reproductions 
of oi] paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process, They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to sicel engravings in 
Speer snc Size 10x14 inches, Beautiful pictures 
© frame. 

Price, $1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NEILL, 68 Titth Avenuy 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 
Address J. M. TRACY 

Chicago, Tl. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERES, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of dhy 

breed. Send for 

‘PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-KE BUYERS.” 

Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prin~ 
cipal English breeders. 

Richmond County Training Kennel. 
Dogs carefully irained for all purposes, 

quail kept in stock, 
my methods. Terms reasonable. [SAAC W. 
EMMONS, Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 
N.Y. June22,if - 

& UO0,, Lock Box 351, 

a y Live 
Gentleness and kindness are 

ANTED,—TWO SETTERS OR POINTHRS TO 
give claily field practice from October Ist 10 

January -ist. I guarantes to take or handle but 
two dogs in aseason. Twenty-five years experi- 
ence. Best of reference given. Address G. 
BURNHAM, Eastford Conn. july27,66 

PREE, 
5 pictures of noted dogs, specimen pedigrees, and 

recipe for cure of mange in dogs ar seratches in 

horses, free for ten centsin stamps. Spike collar 

and book, $2. 100 printed envelopes, post paid, 75c. 
BE. & CG. YON CULIN, 

Delanare City, Del. 

jes} 

augl0,tt 
——SS SS Se ee ee 

OX TERRIERS FOR SALE CHEAP.—A BEATI- 
. tiful litter, out of my imported Lady by that 

grand dog chamipion Royal, the greatest winner iu 
America, All are fashionably marked and sure 
winners. R. HUMMW, Orange C. H.. Va. augt?.2t 

Valuable Young Pointer Dog For Sale, 
To any one in wart of a young, linely bred and 

very handsome pointer, T can offer a rare opportu- 
nity. My dogisabout 16 months old, and a large 
strong, rangy fellow, has been hunted one season 
and with little handling will make a grand per- 
former. He is very stamnch dnd minds readily. 
Lock Box 247, Suspension Bridge, N.Y. augi7,2t 

RUID, DASH III, AND LEICESTER STOCK. 
dog an(l hitch, six months old, black and white, 

with ticking, are yory handsome and will make 
something fine; carry heads well up. Will sell 
cheap if taken at once. 

Address J, A, ROCEWOOD, 
aug)? at West Medforit, Mass, 

Gordon Puppies. 
A few choice puppies, four months old, just fit 

for house breitking. Also one litter, six weeks old. 
GORDON KENNEL, Brevort P. 0., SOE EY a3 Ya 

augl7 At 

OR SALE.—PART OF A LITTER OF WELL- 
bred setters, whelped July 5, sire Mr, BH. BH. 

Hardy's Roll (Dash I1T.-Countess Ada), dam Clair- 
ine, who is hitter sister to Pollux, winrier of the 
Eastern Field ‘Trials Derby, 1881. Also part of a 
litter of cocker spaniels, ye ee Or the same date, 
by imported Conquest out of J. Kirby Perine's Nell. 
Address FRED, H, HOR, Tarrytown, N. ¥. 

aud At 

OXHOUNDS AND DEERHOUND FOR SALB. 
” Tmported stock and trained. Prices $20 and 

#10. A Bargain, as] have top many for conveni- 
ence, Particulars from A. §,. Box 282, Perth, 
Ontario, Canada. augetit 

ANTED AS A WATCH DOG—A PURELY 
bred Mastiff dog abouf one year old. Must 

be large, of fine appearance, good disposition and 
kind to children, Oneof the best strains desived, 
Enclose description, pedigree and price to H. B. 
CURTISS, No. 32 Reade st., Naw York. auged.1t 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goals. Sportamen s£Gouts, Hotels anil Routes for Sportanen, 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle] SPQRTMEN’S DEPOT. 
JHOUSE. 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, etc, 

REPAIRING OF ALL KETNDS, 

We miake a specialty of Woodland Rod Mountings 
for Amateur Rod Makers, Our Celebrated Betha- 
bara Wood is far superior to anything known for 
miking rods, being stronger than split bamboo, and 
has the spring and elasticity of tempered steel. 
Prices, 44a. long, Min. 35c.; Sein. 42c.; Byin. 48e.; 
lin, 65c,; 14in. 85c.: Tein. sqr., $1 each. 

Our Bethabara Wy and Bait Rods anil Split Bam- 
boo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the 
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State 
Fairs. 

Price list of wood and rad mountings free, Our 
65-page newy Illustrated Catalogue of Wishing Tackle 
Bent, post-paid, on receipt of ton cents in stamps. 

Just Published. 

HUBBARD’S 

GUIDE 10 MOUSEHEAD LAKE 
ND 

Northern Maine. 
Third Bdition, Revised and Enlarged. 

New Mustrations and new Maps covering the 

oi 

Kennebee, Penobscot, Aroostook, 

and St. John Rivers, 

pp. 218. Cloth, $1,50. 

A. WILLIAMS & 0., Boston, Mass. 

THE ANGLER’S 

AUTOMATIC REEL. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N, Y. 

The following letter is from Dr, Geo. Ff. Gale, of 
Brattleboro, Vt.: 

GrenTuEMen:—Have just returned from Moosehead 
Lake, Me. I cannot express the degree of salis- 
faction and pleasure T haye found in the use of 
your automatic reel. Would not exchange it for 
all the reels leyer saw for fly fishing. Am con- 
fident I saved many fish that would have been lost 
with any other reel, particularly one large trout 
weighing three and one-half pease which I played 
fifty minutes before he would come to the net. He 
fought hard and long, mating many furious spurts 
from and towards the canoe, but it made no differ- 
ence. I kept my finger on the brake and it was 
simply in vossible to feta slack line. Mr, Childs, 
who fished with me once. has oné of your reels, 
says that nothing wonld induce him te go back to 
the old crank reel. Yours truly, 

Gro. EF, GALE, 
LN eel 

THE OLIMAX PATENT GUN OLEANER 
Ts the most practical cleaner and oiler for breech- 

loading arms ever invented, «! “4 
It operates on an entirely new principle, and it is 

astonishing how quick and wellit will clean and oil 
‘agun, Hach cleaner is packed in a neat box with 
full directions for use, and will be sent to any ad- 
dress, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50, 

Illustrated Circular sent free on application. 
In ordering give calibre of gun. All orders and 

inquiries to be addressed : 
U. 8, CARTRIDGE CO., LOWELL, MASS. 

The Hunting Sight, 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect, Send for 
cireular containing full description, Ad- 

dress) WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
Tor Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, ete, They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a vari- 

. ety of styles. and war- 
Mie ranted the genucue cart 

: eee’ cle. Send for price list. 
= MARTIN 8. HUTCH- 

INGS, Dover, N. H. P. 0. Box 365, Branronp & 
Antony, Boston Agents, 

AARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF MOOSEBEAD 
K Lake and the North Mame Wilderness, a yalu- 
abla compamon for the sportsman, hunter and 
lumberman. Lately corrected and revised, and now 
acknowledged to be the only correct map of this 
vast region, Neatly bound in cloth covers. Price, 
ostage, by mail, 50 cents, CHARLES A, J. FAR- 

Jamaica Plains. Mass, 

(EstasLisnmp 1836). 

First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition, 

DiC 
JOHN KRIDER, 

N, E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

eaders, Snoods, Art ifdial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Etc... Etc. 

EeSalmon, Bass and Trout, Flies, Made to Order. 
Also *! Krider's’ Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eges and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

‘Taxidermy in all its branches, 
Spratit’s Patent Dog Bisenit, 

Repairing of all kinds. 

SKINNER’S 
CELEBRATED 

Fluted Spoon 
Actual size of No, 2, 

Nos, 1 & 2 are especially 
made for tralling with flies 
for Black: Bass, 

A KILLING BAIT 
AND 

DURABLE. 
Ask for them of local 

dealers. 

Fishing Tackle, 
of the hest quality, 

ALL KINDS AND STYLES, 

Flies for all Waters. 

Catalogues mailed on 
request, 

Bralford & Anthony, 
374 Washington Sti, 

Boston, Mass. 

NEW EDITION 
on 

Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks 
Price, Paper, H0c. Cloth, 31,50. 

For sule hy the Porest and Stream Pub. Co. 

MANN’S 

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable for trolling 
for all kinds of fish thatwill ake an artificial bait. 

Our Perfect Revolving Spoon is undoubtedly the 
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to 
the public. 
Three sizes made—No bass, pike, pickerel, 

or any fish under five pounds weight; No 21 for 
large fish; No. 22 excellent for deep-water fishing. 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 

None genuine except with JOHN H. MANN’S 
name stamped on every spoon, 

Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers 
in fishing tackle, 

Tf not to be found readily, the manufacturers 
will send by mail/or express at ONE DOLLAR each, 

JOHN H. MANN & C0., 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
C edition now ready. This story describes the 
trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard-' 
on-Rangeley .akes, It treats of ‘ camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, justructive and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25 cents, B 

! mail, postpaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mas 

Fotele and Routes for Sportemen, 
AQUETTE LAKE. ADIRONDACKS, 
“The Queen of all the lakes,” 2,000 feet above 

sea. An whequalled resort for sportsmen or inva- 
lids. Trout and venison during the season, ‘‘Blan- 
chard’s Wigwams” on Green Point are new and 
commodious cottages all fitted in rustic style. A 
royal place to spend vacation, Best table and beds. 
To be reached via R. R. and stage from Saratoga, 
and boat from Blue Mt, Lake, Board, good guides 
and boats can be engaged in advance. O. ad- 
dress, CHAS, W. BLANCHARD, Blue Mt. Lake, 
Hamilton Co., N, ¥. i 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N.J. 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
cing, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the caast of New Jersey. 

Address J. S. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J- 

rp 2 WEEK. $12 A DAY AT HOME HASILY 
BT. made. Costly Outfit vee Address TRUE 
&CO. Augusta, Maine’ 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direcl for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Club 
Grounds, Van Slyck's. ete., ete, These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
pag eaUTaay: Lewes, Del,, daily except Saturday 
at4d P.M. 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

KENEBAGO LAKE HOUSE. 
This justly-famed sportsmen’s resort is situated 

in the heart of the best fish and game region acces- 
sible in the State. Trout always plenty and take | 
the fly, and deer, moose and caribou have here 
their favorite haunts. The Seven Ponds are easily 
reached from the house, most of the route by 
boat, where are established fine camps and boats 
by the undersigned, who were pioneers in openin 
up the country for sportsmen. The scenery aroun 
the lake is RE peyond description. Distance 
from Rangeley 
horseback, Mail seryice tri-weekly, Rates reason- 
able. Address GRANT & RICHARDSON, Proprie- 
tars, Kenehago Lake, Franklin Co., Me. July 12,’62. 

JEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C. BR, R. of N.J., 
foot of Liberty street. - . 

For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 
9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:80, 5:30, 7,00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 6:45 A. M., 5:80, 12 P.M. 
Yor Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15A. M3; 

1:80, 4:30, 5:80, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A, Mz 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P. M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M, ; 5:30, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEWPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia, 
Connectiou is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell's Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W-. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine. The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land, The buekboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seckingrest, recreation and pleasure. 
excursion lickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Wustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to | 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, canips, blankets and hoals, and guides 
if wanted, Terms reasonable. Everything in 
readiness, 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RATLROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—To 'THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates; 

Boston to Andover and return, ._-...., ~ #8 5 $10.00 
** Sonth Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

PEGI 2 14-10 -fole hee Addo hee toe ee 00 
‘* Middle Dam and return. .,....- ee meu 
te Upper Dam rs on vr 13,00 

Upton OLS See ne eS 11,00 
‘© Mountain View House or Rangleti 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
via Phillips. -...<:..2..22-2._.. 13 75 

Tndian Rockand return via Andover 14.00° 
‘s Rangeley Lake and return,.,...... 12,50 
‘6 Philips D1) MAST Os, 10.00 
* Indian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return yia Phillips)........ 15,25 
‘" emis Stream and return, yia An- 

Cover ee: aos Fecbodon te dedonpe ss 
‘| Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House)..." ..--..-..,...---- 5.00 
** Works of the Kennebec and réturn. 13.00 
‘Dead River and return.............. 3.00 
* Grand Falls, N. B., and return... .- 18.00 

+ §$t. Andrews, N. B., and return,,,.. 16.00 
Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 

Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 
Tickets for sale at all ual ticket offices, and 

at 280 WASHINGTON STREET) | pognon 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET §@., { ~~” ’ 
Send for list of excursions. 

D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Pass. and Ticket Agent. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all sitmmer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, providing for every expense én route, 
constantly formed, 
Send for “American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
rticulars. 

Pea CHIEF OFFICE: 
207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasons, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leaves Quebec eyery 

Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

LEVEB ce ALDEN 
GHNERAL AGENTS, 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Buston, Mass., 15 State street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. N. E. Cor. Broad and Chesmut 

streets. 

ity ten miles, by carriage and | 

Round trip | 

Rotels and Resorts for Sportsmen, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana RK. BR. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1, 

aoe GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
Yov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘club’? at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracmg. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Feyer and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all, 
The extension from Petoskey fo Mackinac City 

was completed and opsned for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St, Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negan- 
nee, ete., forming the most direct ronte from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 
aaa the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen, 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner’s risk, 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘at home” 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide » handsomely 
illustrated, book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEEBT, Gen’l Pass’: Agent 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. 
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER 

TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING 
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND 

WEST VIRGINIA. 
Comprising those of Central and Pledmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Aileg- 
hany Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, Kena- 
wha Valley, and including in their yarieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle and ons dug for each sports- 

man carried free, 

THE ROUTE OF THE TOURIST, 

through the most beautiful and pictureesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur 
Springs and other famous summer resorts. 
The 0. & O. R’y is reached by rail at Huntington, 

W, Va., from the West, Northwest and Southwest; 
at Charlottesville, V.. from the Nerth and Hast, and 
at Richmond, Va., from the South, 
The completion of the Peninsular Wxtension in the 

summer of 1881 affords 

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE 
“YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL.” 

and establishes a continuous rail line, yia Rich: 
mond, Va,, and Huntington, W. Y., between the 
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean. 

H.W. FULLER, 

G. P. & T. A,, Richmond, Va, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
ix 

EUROPEAN PLAN} 

MESSENGER, Proprietor, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S— 

RETRHAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. L. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the la trig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. e best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention giyen by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L.I. Refers by permission to J, B, Shep- 
herd, ee Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 32) Broad- 
way, N. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 
Pullman Palace Cars direct withoutchange, Upon 

application dogs carried free. i 
eaye New York af 10 P. M. and 3:40 P.M, Wash- 

figton, D. C., 710A. M.and10P.M. For informa- 
tion address JOHN S. BARBOUR, President, Cor. 
Sixth st. and Penn aye., Washington, D. d. 



F . FOREST AND STREAM, iil 

THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

aah SPRATY’S PATENT 
: INMieat “E*ibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). alee 

STAMPED, Please see that Hvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATI'S PATHNT™”™ aad a 2X. RTAMPRRE: 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 
Packed Inc iy dln ee d h, To be had i lier quantities of 

‘acked In ape tebe Pounds eac FRANCIS Q. de LUZE & COo., o e ad in smalle quan 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR IS South William Street, NEW VORK. 

WESTERN AGUNTS &. KITTRIDGE & CO,, Cincinnati, ©. : 

NONE ARE OS SS31Nn 
HONE ARF 

Trade Generally. 

Aiiscellanenus. Sportsmen's Goods. | Sune eN Owe 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES = ve 

; Knay’s Chip 

HODGMAN & CO. EXPANSIVE SHOT CONOENTRATOR, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, - New York. With Perforated Case, 

a . i In our latest deyice for concentrating shot, we 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOOK OF have substituted a special wire for expansion, ° ° where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub- 

FE h O tht ject to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 
1 er 1s Ime rt 8S, e used to advantage in cylinder and modified 

naa eneea choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
COMPRISING penetration they are incomparable, 
N “lv S By the use of this Chip you ayoid all slugging or 

F | Ss Hi | N G P A 7 mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore guns, 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of tha 

F | ‘S) H | N G B (@) O An Ss 7 waht hoe a ae si “address by U. 5. mail, 
postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 

B 1, Ae INT K€ ‘H) 8 i S heavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100. 
5 essa all orders to A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 
AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
Fishing Pants. BSTABLISHED 1838, Send for Catalogue. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A, W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

768 Broadway. New York: 

84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 
1V South Fifth St., St. Louis. 

Rod, Gun and Canoe 
IN NORWAY. 

With a Map and Fifty-eight Nlustrations. 

One vohime, 12mo0, Price $1.75. 

eR Si ( 
BROWN’S PATENT! 

(25223 GUN CLEANER. 
Cleaner ahd Oiler For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co. ls Sj For Sat Arus 

& rapket- 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING C0., | Pcie =k 4 2 dress { ILE Y y Patentee, Eaton’s Rust Preventor. rhe Oe | (em eae RR nd 

_ For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGIGAL INSTRU- . F PENTS. Specially sdapred for saltwatershooting. Goodyeaz’s India Rubber Glove M’t’g: Co., EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
or sale at a principal gun stores. Pesuern a= 

trade supplied dy E. E. EATON, 53 State street, A ne | y ) R / = F | 1 

Chicago, 1 F Moe nieeheed cele 03 i" 05 BROADWAY, DP E, J DE pes Ear i 
solely All . 7 4-5) ie oe * 2Eb, . . GEO, EB. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, St. Nicholas Hotel Blocks, [Established 1830.] Pet Animals Stuffed. 

Jersey Ciliy, N. J. AND 
: 205 BROADWAY, Cor, FULTON ST. rm <i we ie : ow ‘ITY. | CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLI, 5 t F D NEW YORK CITY, h + GREAT WESTERN ate eUN WaRKe Ss 
hy) ; a D AL, 1 rae 3 Ho, Bird Dealers and anclers \RUBBER OUTFITS Fe ea Pius “A x aaah Late will fiid it to their adyantage to call at Head- COMPLETE FOR Bl ce) ee Ry 5 

‘quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- Hunting and Fishing 5 pintoliac bo TALOQUES FREE. . 7 5 
ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare \ "KX wt Raves ae a ing, Teewolschsy, at ywuanitions Baines, vis, a 
in pias for Zoological Gardens and Show ) Trouting Pants and Leg Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS 

° gins a Specialty. 

Chas. Reiche & Br 0.; All Guaranteed Thor- \ FARNHAM'S COMBINED 10 AND 12-GAUGE bb CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK, E SS oughly Waterproof. Metallic Loading Board 
(Established 1847,) FRONT VIEW, RUBBER GOODS INSIDE VIEW. A simple. strong, portable and efficient imple- 

Pittsburgh, Pa, 

—or— Haurock Hunting Coar.—The game | ment. Price $1.75. By mail to any address $2.00. 
Hattock Huntne Coar.— Every Description. pocket extends the entire length of coat, | Illustrated circulars free. F.G. FARNHAM & CO., 

W E W | L L B U Y Six pockets outside and game _ with capacity far surpassing any ordinary | White Mills, Pa. 
pockets inside. Send for Illustrated. Catalogue. game bag. S 

Liye Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 
; Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

ee JOHN D. LENNON, 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

MADE EASY. 
For the old, the young, 

for ladies, for gentlemen, 

for the professor, the stu- 

dent, the artist, the tourist, 

the mechanic, 

No Stains. No Trouble. 

E. & H. T, ANTHONY & GO, 

591 Broadway, N, Y. 

Equipments, $10 and up- 
wards. Instruction hoak 

free with each outfit, 

[VOLLER'S wiSiin 
GOD-LIVER Olf_ 

PUREST 

W\ eye 
he IO 

nek | ttn 

142 Fulton St. New York. 

| if 
\\ 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
i 

Debility, * 
Serofuln, 
Rheounati ‘ . - 7c Or Consuinpeion, Badges and Emblems RICHARDSON AND RANGHDEY LAKES ILLUS ‘is superior toany In di 

trated, a thorough and complete guide book ¢o 
licacy of taste and smell, 

|| Medicinal virtues and purity. 
#London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

{WH Schietfelin & Co.( (ee eos 

OF EVERY DESCR IPTION. the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebago, pe 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes and the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 

—_—__ gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 420 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys, Price, post 

Special Designs Sent Free ssa rasan’ sss Rents 
OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE UPON » APPLICATION, Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and — the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made lakes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages, 
89 illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 

)NewYorl 

IAKE HENS LAY, 
English Veterinary surgeon and Chemist, now 
ling in this country. says that most of the ” 

. Iuminated_coyers. Price, by mail, post-paid. 50 sé and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless ! abd Siena sh. here that Sheridan's Condition Powders to order. pone: CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, absolutely pure and immensely valuable. Noth- 2 
on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’s 

ondition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
emt food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 
ght letter stamps. I. 5. JOHNSON & GO., Boston, 
ass., formerly Bangor, Me. 

Partner Wanted 
th from $1,000 to $4,000, in printmmg business, 
tablished 1873. Business not local, and could be 

Hoved if Necessary. Partner must be energetic, | 

‘ t not necessarily @ practical printer. A rare 
ance for the right man. Address SPORTSMEN’S 

PRINTERS, P. 0. Box 22, Delaware City, Del, 

PY, 

Tal 
—o8, 

ARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RANGELEY LAKES REGION, including ail 

the lakes, poads and rivers of that famous country: 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, ete. ; 
cloth bound. Price, pose paid, by mail, 50 centg. 
CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher. 

From $6.00 up; send 10c, for Cirou= 
lar and Catalogue, to 

_ AUGUST HERZOG, 36 John St., N.Y 
= Manuf'r of Photo, Instruments. 
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Aumnnition, eft. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send posial card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder, Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST. N. ¥. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder, 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE] 

Dupoxt’s GUNPOWDER Minus, established in 1802, 
have maiutained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos, 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-hall and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ib, canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos, | (coarse) to 8 

(fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
peneieeioni with a close pattern: adapted for glass- 
pall, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzzie or breach loaders. Packed in 1 1b. and 5 Ih, 
canisters and 614 and 121% Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Gore,—Specially adapted for 

*‘Ghoke Bore’) Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will he 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 634 Ib. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Hagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 lb. canisters and 644 1b. kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘Sea-Shooting.’’—FF¢. 

and FFFre. The Te for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in 44 Ib.,1 1b. and 6 lb, 
canisters, 614, 1244 and 25 1b. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg. 

& 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sarepmve and Blastin, 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions, Specia 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, penaidge Musket. 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, ubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. §, Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof, 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented hy 

FE. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beayer St., N.Y, 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting, 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl! Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL, GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

AGENCIES at aut PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

Decoy Ducks. 
Good Ones, $5 Per Doz. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

M. C. WEDD, 
87 Manhattan Street, Rochester, N. ¥. 

Toe BAREHR Guns. 

OUR DOUBLE GUN, 

SAMASCUS STEEL, = 
end Stamp for Desoriptivs Circular. 

PRICE, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

FOREST AND SIrREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

H.L.Leonard’s Split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES, 

No. 1 shows waterproof cup in ferrule ( 

No. 7 Warren Street, 

atented October 26, 1875), No. 2shows split ferrules (patented 
September 3, 1878). No, 3 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
= New Y ork. 

Extra Quality Hand-Made Rods. 
OUR OWN MAKE. 

, 5604. —Three-piece fly, full mounted, stained, Jancewood middle joint and two tips, rings, 

GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, $8.10 BACH, 

No 
reel bands, wound grip on butt in partition bag. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $6.00; 

We make the above rod in three different sizes, 
weight, Yoz.; LOft. Gin., 

length, LOft. din, weight, Toz.; 11,8, 4in., 
ight, 10L0z. 

. 410, —Three-piece, black bass bait, the celebrated ‘‘Henshall” pattern, full mounted, light 
colored, standing guides, butt wound below reel bands, lancewood middle jomt 

and two tips, length, 84 feet, weight, 11 to 12 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $7.00; GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 59.00 EACH, , 

A fine rod for Minnow Casting and Bait Fishing. 

No. S 430,—Three-piece, “McGinnis” pattern, black bass bait or minnow rod, full mounted, 
lancewood middle joint and two tips, wound grip on butt, stained, nicely finished 

and polished, length, 10}ft.; weight, 124 to 14oz. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, 310.00 EACH, 

No. 390,—Wm. Mills & Son’s, three-piece black bass bait rod, full German silver mounted, 
lancewood middle joimt and tips, arched center guides, hollow butt, extra tip, 

cane winding on grip, very highly polished, length 9ft., weight, 124 to 18oz. 

$12.00 each. 

No. 470,_Four-piece full mounted trunk rod (joints 28in. long), standing guides, capped 
ferrules, hollow butt, extra tip, wound grip on butt, suitable for trout and black 

bass bait fishing, length Sift., weight 12 to 15 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GHRMAN SILVER, $10.00 EACH, 

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW ‘0-PAGH ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

OF FISHING GOODS. 

ISUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W.J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, | 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass, 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price $3.50. 

* 
For xale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co 

re ns ? <= 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles: 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Jack Lamps, Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 
ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe. 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 

Tiuminating Purposes. “3 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 

LANTERNS, DARK- LANTHRNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, etc. 

Send stamp for Mustrated Price 
List. Name Forust ann STREAM. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

65 Fulton street N. Y, (With Conroy & Bissett), 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 
ernment In the Navy and Frontier Service. 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

Adopted by the U.S. Gov- 
10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 

Prices: Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 
the Trade Only. 

The Best Gun made for 
DURABILITY 

—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES, 

Send for Catalogue and Price LIst. 

EK. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. ¥. P. 0. Box 3,994 

<( Find 

/ 
Ammunition, ete. 

This gun is light and compact, from § to 101bs, weight. ‘The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

F L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. ~ 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.’’ 

Nos. i (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in pointof 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard's “ American Sporting.”* 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 

614 lb. kegs. A fine grain, ae and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 Ih, canisters 
and 614 and 1214 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remickably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard's ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 
TEFG, FFG and ‘Sea Shooting’ FG in Kegs of 

25, 1216 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5}bs. FPFFG is also 
packed in 1 and 16 Tb. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FF¥G and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘ Sea Shooting” FGisthe 
standard Fijle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY ED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUPAGC- 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in eyery prominent city or whole 
Bale at our offiec. \ 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE, 

ASK FOR PRICES. 
ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORE & G. 

' '7'7 CHAMBERS STR. N.Y. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.. 
SIMPLE and | 
DURABLE. 

Rebounding Lock. 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extrai 

heavy guns for ducks a eas Send stamp fo 
circular, C. 5. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat) 
field, Mass. 

Smith’s Patent 7-Shot Revolvers 
For #3.50. Kveryone Warranted. 

FLOBERT RIFLES FOR $5.00 
For parlor practice and killing small game. 

BOXING GLOVES, 
2.50 per set of 4 Gloves. 

Also Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle and Sporting 
Goods of every description at lowest prices, 

x. G, KOENIG, 
875 Broad St., Newark, N, J. 

Send Stamp for 36-page Tustrated Catalogue. 

FRANK BLYDENBURGH, 
INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SE- 
CURITIES, UNLISTED MINING STOCKS. * 

66 Pine street, New York, 

~  KEENE’S PATENT. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

GUN. 
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NOTES OF THE SHASON, 

AX OTHER leaf is torn from the calendar, and to-mor- 
raw’s sun ushers in the glorious September, first of the 

three months which hold the highest place in the sports- 

man’s heart, From this lime until the leaden sky of winter 

shall succeed the autumnal blue, the out-door world will in- 

erease its luring charms, and with clarified atmosphere and 

eyer changing garb of verdure and foliage, call the sports- 

mun forth, September, October and November—these are 

fhe choice field months of the year. 
To-morrow, September 1, will in many States open the 

lewal shooting season for a wide and rich variety of game. 
And eagerly as they have been anticipated, and patiently as 

the intervening weeks have been counted off, so heartily will 

_ these field days be improved and enjoyed. 
A glance at the carefully-prepared game table printed on 

another page will show that the personage we speak of as 

“the American sportsman’ may in September take his 

pick of a heterogenous supply of game, If he be ambitious, 

there is the deer or the moose, the caribou, the ell, the ante- 

lope, the mountain sheep; or—if that be game—the buffalo. 

_ Orif more humble be his aspirations, robins, “rabbits” and 

Squirrels are in season too, The fancy of most gunners will 

turn to the feathered race, and here may be found a like 

diversity, ruffed erouse and rail. Many a quick-aimed gun 
will be discharged at the flashing form of Tetrao wmbellite, 
that prime favorite of the expert shot, and the wily hero of 

many # zig-zag escape from wing-shooter, ahd unscathed hy 
the volley of the poke-shooting ‘‘treer.” The grouse, in 
most sections where in season, are now pretty welladvanced 

in growth, and much more scattered than they were a month 
ago, or will bea month hence, The gunner who in early 

September returns at night with a good bag of grouse must 
have followed them far over the hillsides, The ratio of 
Steps taken, shots fired and birds bagged, is decidedly ditfer- 

nt now from what that ratio will be a month or six weeks 
hence. 

With the exceptions of Connecticut and New Jersey, 

woodcock will be everywhere in season in September, In 
some of the States the birds have already been hunted for 
twomonths. But in many sections, even though the close 
time has expired, the birds are not yet fairly through their 

moulting; they are ragged, and not in full feather. But 

from this time they will improve, and toward the end of the 
month they will be flushed in prime condition, They, too, 

are scattered now; a few still linger about the cornfields; 

others will be found in the low-lying covers along the 

streams, and others in the damp dingles on the hills, 
Quail shooting opens in some States to-morrow, and in 

others on the fifteenth; elsewhere they are protected, as 
they should be, for a month or two months longer. Sep- 
tember is too early for quail shooting; the broods are, as 4 

rule, not halferown, They will afford a much more worthy 

object of pursuit later in the season, when the sky is bluer 

and the rustle of the falling leaf intensifies the silence of the 

woodland, 
Prairie chicken shootiig is with the first of September 

just in its prime. From many paris of the great West re- 

ports of the abundant ‘‘chicken crop” haye come to us, and 

before this number of the Forrsr and SrreAM reaches its 

thousands of Western readers they will have tested for 

themselves the prairie chicken shooting of 1882, 

The storm of last Sunday was just what the shore-bird 

shooters had been looking for, and it is safe to say that the 

Yisitor to the beach now will reap a rich harvest. This 

should be ared-letter week for the beach gunners, The 

rail and reed-bird sunners are now flocking to the marshes, 
and with to-morrow’s tide the fire will open all along the 

line, 
And tothe gunner, whether his game be the rail which 

makes a mouthful, or the elk which will feed a camp, the 

Forres: Anp SirreAm extends the compliments of the 
season, bespeaking for each a full measure of the enjoyment 

and satisfaction which come of days well spent afield. 

A NEGLECTED SPORT. 

1 fe is very singular that few sportsmen in the Hast hunt 

large and dangerous game. The States of Pennsylvania 
and New York, as well as most of those lying east of them, 

still have more or less bears, panthers, ]ynxes and wild cats, 

which few men except guides and trapperseyer hunt. Why 

this is so, we are at a Joss to answer. It cannot be that our 

lovers of field sports have become so degenerate as to aban- 

don these sports which their ancestors delighted in on ac- 
count of the danger aifending them, for certainly there are 

sports still followed which are as full of danger to lite and 
limb as the pursuit of these animals, and ‘the only reason- 

able solution of the question appears to be that the hunting 

of such big game has gone out of fashion only in this part 
of the country, for some Eastern men haye gone to the far 

West to hunt the grizzly bear. 
In Germany the wild hoar is hunted with dogs and spears; 

in India the officers of British regiments have their regular 
‘Hie stickings,” and hunt the tiger and the elephant. In 

other parts of the world the wolf is followed with as keen 

a zest as it was two centuries azo, And yet our youth go to 

the Adirondacks and are content with bagging the harmless 
deer, many of them even killing them by ‘‘floating” 

night, a most lazy and unsportsmanlike method, and one 
little calculated to develop manly qualities. Some one, 

whose name escapes us at this momeut, has laid down the 

axiom, ‘the greater the danger the greater the sport,” aud 

young Hotspur, eager at the scent of danger in defying the 

power of the king, exclaims, ‘‘O, it more stirs the blood to 

youse the lion than to start the hare!” 
Instead of looking on the cougay, which by a mistake has 

Ween termed a panther, as the noblest of our eastern game 
animals, as indeed if is, our sportsmen haveallowed a bounty 
to be placed upon if as belonging to the class of vermin, 

Let our young deer floaters imagine their feeling of triumph 
on bringing down a lordly panther or a ponderous and ‘say- 

age bear, and compare this with the killing of a timid deer, 

How their hearts would thrab and the breath be held until 
the swollen veins protested! And what memories of the 

long chase, the sudden turning to hay, and the quick but 
sure shot which brought the savage monster down to earth, 

would be cherished and told oyer at the fireside. This is 
the sort of sport which develops manhood and self-reli- 

ance, 
We believe that if bear and panther hunts were organized 

by our sportsmen they would soon become popular. True, 
the game is not plentiful, but still the greater will be the 
triumph of bagging it, and a party might be weeks in the 

| woods without secing a bear, and would fail to get many 

that they did see, but the chase has its excitement which 

culminates when the game is brought to bay. 

A party of four, with proper dogs that have not too much 

courage, could have splendid sport in the pursuil of a bear, 
and the following of it would involye some generalship in 
order to head it off, They would start as lightly encum- 
bered with blankets and proyisions as possible, and sleep ou 
the trail until the game was killed or lost. We have sug- 
gested dogs with not too much courage for the reason that 4 

dog which is brave enough to attack a bear seldom lives to 
repeat it, and timid dogs which would follow and annoy it 
by circling round and briuging it to bay occasionally, and 
so detain it until the hunters came up, would be the best. 

Panthers are not plentiful cnough to hunt systematically, 
There are probably not more than half a dozen in the entire 

Adirondack region, and they could only be found by aeci- 
dent when a party was out after bears, but when found they 
are wary, and their chase is calculated to deyelop the high- 

est qualities of both pluck and muscle. Let us remoye the 

bounty from panthers and organize bear ‘hunting clubs, 

Tre Lonpon Fisaerres Hxursrrron.—Although Prof. 

Baird’s circular, which we published in full in our issue of Aug, 
10, was very plain and clear, there seems to be some misunder- 

standing of it by a few who intend to exhibit. The Profes- 
sor’s rule is that objects which he purchases in order to fill 

up the American exhibit will be shown as part of the collec- 
tion of the National Museum, or the Fish Commission, without 

either label of the seller on the object, or the appearance of 

his name in the catalogue. Objects which are loaned or 

donated by the maker, inventor, or dealer, will he labeled 

with his name, which will also appear in the catalogue, The 

rule which the jury at Berlin followed was to award prizes 

to the exhibitor of an article and not to the maker; thus a 

dealer in fishing tackle might receive a reward for the best 

rods, lines, or reels, which he bought from some maker who 

had not enterprise enough to exhibit. While the Fish Com- 

mission will receive full series of articles it will not allow an 

unnecessary, or unreasonable, duplication, merely to make a 

show of quantity. Those wao wish to exhibit will do well 
to bear these things in mind. 

JAvFIsH FOR BELGIUM.—We publish elsewhere tlie cor- 

respondence which relates to the introduction of American 

cattish into the waters of Belgium. The sluggish, muddy 

rivers of that country are particularly adapted to sustain this 

fish. Protessor Baird has directed Mr. Fred Mather, of this 

journal, to procure the fish, and has left the selection to his 
judgment, merely suggesting that more than one kind be 

sent. Mr. Mather has decided to send the small northern “‘bull- 
head,” Améeurus catus, for onc, and thinks of obtaining a 

larger southern species also, and would like siiggestions as to 

the comparative table qualities of southern catfish, and also 

the best means of obtaining forty or fifty young specimens of 

them. He can be addressed at the office of the Forustv anp 

STREAM, 

Tue Comine Frenp TRiAts.—The coming field trials are 

sure to be a success so far as the running of the dogs is con- 

cerned, for we hear whispers from far and near of many 
wonderful animals that are to take part, each and every one 

of whom can win ‘‘just as easy as rolling off a log.” We 

have also heard of several others who, perchance, may not 

secure the first place, but are dead sure to win the second. 

No one to our knowledge has yet put in a claim for third 
place, and we would advise those who have this class of dog 

to euter them at once, as this prize is well worth the winning. 

Forrest LAkn Assoctarroy.—This club, composed of 

well-known residents of this city, haye secured the Forest 

Lakes, in Pike County, Pennsylyania, where they will 
maintain game and fish preserves, with club house, cottages, 

ete. The management of the enterprise is in good lands, 

the officers being: Dr. Alexander Hadden, President; Edward 

G. Black, Vice-President; Dr. J, Y. 8. Wortley, Sceretary; 

Rohert Betty, Treasurer; J. H. Yan Etten, counsel, 

THs Forms? AND StRmAM aims to reflect the varying 

phases of legitimate field sports as conducted in every por- 
tion of this broad land. With the opening of the shooting 
season our friends everywhere are inyited to send us for 
publication reports of their field days and shooting excur- 

sions. 
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ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTES. 

‘VIL. —FISH 

last sunfish in America if would be money well spent, pro- 

vided if, was not distributed by the politicians, 

The “salmon” which one hears of so much here is simply 

the lake trout, sometimes called salmon-ireut, and often 

the first part of the name only is used. I heard a man try 
to make a distinction between brook trout which live in 

lakes and those which inhabit the inlets or brooks. He 

termed the latter brook trout and the former “‘lake-brook 

front,” in his argument to sustain his position that there 

were two species, or rather to maintain that ‘lake 

trout” was an indefinite term and meant any trout which 

was found in 9 lake: He did not succeed yery well after a 
guide asked him to describe his lake-brook-trout so that it 
could he distinguished from the ordinary brook trout, and 

Suggested that a deer was the same animal whether found on 

the mountains or m the lakes. A lake trout of 274 pounds, 

from Raquette Lake, is credited to Alvah Dunning, the 

guide, who sent it to the superintendent of the Adirondack 

Railroad. It was taken July 2, 1879. 
Brook trout abound, but are not as plenty as I thought for. 

In some of the lakes they are either scarce or won't rise, 1 

did not try bait for them and did not change flies often. On 

Big Moose I took many, and, of course, lost a big one. This 
is how it happened. He stiuck and I struck. He appeared 

astonished and opened his throttle valve, and crowded on 

all steam, hoping to reach the lower end of the inlet on time. 
The brake on the reel broke at this Instant and the bell cord 

oyerran, He turned at the same time and started in on the 

down grade, and passed the boat with axles red hot; saw ‘em 

gleam against the dark bottom. What could be done when 
the air-bfake was gone? We held our breaths ut the pace, 

bnt he slowed up on hf curve and the strain was felt’ on the 

coupling again. 1 whistled ‘down brakes” and he mistook 

a Jily-pad for a turn-table and went round it, something be- 

came uncoupled and he slowly steamed out of sight with a 

train of only two flies behind him. Jack called ‘titteen 
minutes for refreshments,” and 1 hanled into the shop for 

667 HERE is a fish in Long Lake which some call a mus- 

calonge and others a pickerel,” said the guide, “and 

Ho one seems fo know exactly what it is, or, if they do, the 

ofhers who differ from them don’t accept their decision, You 
should go there and see the fish and settle it,” 

“Certainly, we will go,” said 1, “what will we want in 

ray of blankets and baggage?” 

“Nothing; goas light as possible, take your rods and creel 

and thatis all we will want, We will leave Fourth Lake in 
the morning about 10, dine at Bennett's on the Raquette, go 

down the lake and river, carry into Forked Lake and opain 
down the river to Buttermilk Falls, where we hove ashort 

earry aud then a longer one of half 2 mile into Long Lake, 
where we will stop for the night af, Kelloes’s and fish in the 

morning, Attier getting what you want we will come back 
by way of South Pond, Mud Pond, Minnow Pond and Blue 

Mountain Lake, fishing them all, and no doubt some new 

specimens will be found in some of these waters which we 
have not picked up yet.” 

We followed fhis programme and on arriving at Kelloge’s 
on Long Lake, we found the question of maskinonge versus 
pickerel being arzued in the barroom. One man said that 

he had been all through New York markets and had asked 

the differences between the fish, and the market men had 

always showed him fish like those in the lake for maskiuonge, 
or muscalonge as it is here called. Fortunately the landlord 

had one in the kitchen and Sheppard suggested that it be 

shown to me. On producing it there was no difficulty in 
determining it to beahe great lake pike, or pickerel, Hsox 

fuwivs. tis singular how much mixed the mass of anglers 
are about this family of fishes. The colorsalone arv sufficient, 

generally, to identity them without going into the structural 
differences, as scales on cheek, efce., yet many who can dis- 
tinguish the two named do not distinguish the great pike 

from the smaller pickerel, 7. reticwlatus, the one which only repairs. Fr. M. 
grows to five or six pounds and has black network on its 
sides, but call therm both ‘‘pickerel.” We only stopped next ; =v: ox 4 
day long enouzh to take fonr specimens, two of which were The Sportsman G@ourist, 
too large fur the alcohol tank, and therefore had to be given 
away. The smaller ones, about two pounds cach, were put 
in the eree) and we climbed the high hill that lay between the 

Jake and South Pond, where we fished for small fry, and then 

struck the hard two-mile carry to Minnow Pond, which nist 

be some three hundred feet above Blue Mountain Lake, into 

which it empties. The carry to the lake is described as ‘half 
amile going down, bul a full mile going up.” 

We took some black bass in Raquette, going back, and 

they seem to be exceedingly plenty, They took the fly near 

the shores, but the larger ones were nol there, or not in the 

humor for flies, A big one struck a spoon but broke away. 
The introduction of hass into these trout waters was a graye 

mistake, and is a source of regret to tront fishers, It was 

fone some years ago by the New York Fish Commission, 
and they have heen doing something equally bad this spring 

in putting rainbow trout into the Fulton Chain, a fish much 

inferior to our brook trout, and one which will grow faster 

and cat up the food if it does uot eat fie trout, Like the 

introduction of the Mnglish sparrow, this fish may turn out 
a nuisance, No waters that will sustain our brook trout 

should be planted with bass or rainbow troat, for when they 
come in the brook trout go out, The guides said that many 

of the rainbow trout were dead, but I fear cnough were alive 

to establish themselves. When the Scotehmen held a con- 

eratulatory dinner over a single thistle planted in Victoria, 

tayenty years ao, they did not foresee that to-day many 
farms would be ruined by it, 

Most people avree on the excellent table qualities of the 

Adirondack lake (ront, They are a fine fish, and 1 prefer 
them to the brook trout for the pan, Jn tho spring, while 

the water is cool near the shore, these fish take the fly well, 
but iu summer they must be sought in deep water, for of all 

their family in Ataerica they are most sensitive to warmth 

ind die soonest from it, Thesulbling, or German charr, is 

probably assunsitive, and these waters would suit it yery well. 
The fish would also suit the waters, as il is & lake trout of 

large size with a beautifully colored crimson side and belly, 

and a fine table fish. The native lake trout of this region 
can be distinguished from those planted lere by the com- 

mission from parents in Lake Ontario, by their color. The 

Altin is darkerand the flesh redder, yet ichthyologically they 
are the same fish. One would think the strangers, haying 
been placed here in babyhood, woultL assume the characters 

of the natives. I had no chance to test their comparative 
table qualities. The land-locked salmon planted in Bisby 

and Woodhull have thriyen and will no doubt be a valuable 

addition to those waters; I hear of one luaving been taken in 
Woodhull of one and a half pounds, 

EAGLESMERE. 

LLOW ime to open this article with the assertion that no 
better companion can be found for a shooting or tish- 

ing excursion than a clersyman of the right sort. Whether 
it be the sudden relaxation from the responsibilities of his 
regular vocation | know not, but' he is always alive to the 
ever varying phases of the trip, and while acting as a sort of 
ecclesiastical air-brake, does not in any sense mar—but on 
the contrary enhances—the pleasures of the outing. 

It was my good fortune last May to be the companion of 
such un one for a two weeks’ sojourn in the wilds of Sulli- 
van county, Pa. Leaving our yalley home in western New 
York, we arriyed at Towanda, Pa,, at3 P. M., ingoodtime to 
take the train on the ‘‘State Line & Sullivan,” a sturdy little 
coal road that pierces the wilderness in a southerly direction, 
bringing up ut the Loyal Sock coal mines, at Bernice, the pro- 
duct of which it hauls down to Towanda, where it is dis- 
tributed all oyerthe United States. Our train consisted of 
an almost endless string of coal dumps, with a funny little 
passenger car bobbing along a mile or so in the rear of the 
engine. Nevertheless we were very comfortable, and not a 
little amused in watching the representatives of Sullivan 
county and listening to the wonderful fishing yarns of an 
old gentleman who, althongh way beyond the regulation 
three score yeurs and ten, was bound like ourselves for a 
favorite trouting locality. Arriving at Dushore, the metropo- 
lis of the county, a place of perhaps five hundred inhabi- 
tants. we tool stage for La Porte, the county town; and now 
it seemed that we were in the woods in earnest. Over rocks 
and through ruts we jolted, crossing the Loyal Sock on a 
long covered bridge, listening to the swirl of the waters we 
could not see with all am angler’s delight, 

La Porte was reached at about 9:30, and it is still a mat- 
ter of wonder to me how the seat of covernment was ever 
moved to that forsaken place without wearing it all out ‘in 
transitu’ oyer those fearful roads. The town consists of 
two botels, the court house, church, a large tannery. three 
or four stores and a scattering of houses. As far as the 
eye can reach on every side stretches the interminable forest, 
its yivid preen interspersed here and there by desolate brown 
patches, showing where the insatiable bark peelers had been 
ati work, Bunt we slept well at the comfortable hostelry, 
and the following morning were all ready for the last stage 
of our journey, i. six-mile ride to Haglesmere, our objective 
point. While making arrangements with the local butcher 
for our transportation across country, who should come rat- 
tling into town with an excellent team and double seated 
democrat wagon, but Chris. Peale, an old and tried friend of 
the dominie’s, whose route lay exactly in our direction, We 
soon had our traps aboard, and bidding good-bye to La 
Porte, went bowling along the forest road ata rate that 
tossed off the six miles in no time. 

Haglesmere is a lovely little oval of spring water about 2 
inile in lengtn. twenty-two hundred feet above tide water. 
Far from the haunts of civilization it still has a romantic 
history. Nearly a century ago a wealthy Englishman while 
hunting’ in this region was struck by the beautiful sand 
along its shores, and conceived the idea of founding great 
glass works here that should bring him in wealth and fame, 
He carried ont his scheme and spent a large fortune putting 
up magnificent stont buildings and tenements, but the trans- 
porting of his wares to Harrisburg by wagons over frightful 
mountain roads, and the bringing in of supplies by the same 
slow process proved disastrous to the undertaking, and the 
works were abandoned and tumbled into ruins. For years 
this lovely spot lay tenanted only by the wild deer and bear 
until ve-discovered by the ubiquitous trout fisherman, and 
summer cottages began to spring up, a hotel was built, and 
to-day one finds & summer resort in miniature, with good 
hotels and a telegraph station within sixmiles, a little steamer 
plies the lake, and a band thumps a windy accompaniment 
to flying fect on the balcony of the hotel, 

Ti was at the door of one of these cottages loaned by a 

Bullheads (catfish) and frost fish (a species of Coresonus), 

art the main table fishes beside those mentioned, The for- 

mer can be readily taken near the shores, especially at night, 
but the latter do not bile and are usnally captured in the 

fall, when on the spawning beds in the inlets, Sunfish in- 
fest all the lakes, These pests must destroy millions of 

treut-fry, Worthless themselves, nature has seen fil to @uard 
them with formidable spines which eyen a rayenous pike is 
forced to respect to some degree, hence they increase at the 

expense of out. Tf the amount appropriated to thé river 

and harbor bill could he diverted to the extermination of the 

dear friend of the dominie’s that Chris. hauled up and de- 
posited his load of tivo fishermen and their impedimenta. 
Do you call this a cottage? Tremarked as I looked up at 
the hotel-like structure before us, with its two stories and a 
broad verandah allaround, ‘*O weil, S. has a large family, 
and no man delights in plenty of room so well as he,” quoth 
the dominic, “buf come in, here is the key on the joist, just 
as Mrs, 8. wrote me.” A jolly wood fire was soon crackling 
in the grate, and another in the kitchen stove, and after un- 
packing we donned the fishing suits we were to wear during 
our stay and sat down to a cup of coffee. Talk about cot- 
tages in the backwoods, why this was a finely furnished 
house—carpets on the floors, easy chairs, spring beds, pic- 
tures, besides many little comforts and Juxuries that a good 
wife will accumulate for the good of her family and guests. 
After looking oyer the supplies and finding everything in 
good shape the dominie suggested that we try our New 
York worms (he had brought some along: io be ready, you 
know) on the trout in the outlet for an hour or so and see if 
we could get enough for supper, and we did, basketing 
twenty small ones, and you may be sure they were not 
large, for we ate them all. 

Phere are no trout in the lake, but within a radius of 
three miles are 4 number of streams tributary to the Loyal 
Sock and Muncy Oreck that afford fine fishing.’ Among 
there are “Shanersburg,” ‘Rock Run” and ‘‘Pale bridge,” 
all near enough to reach comfortably by walking, fish and 
return at night by supper time. The trout run rather small 
in these streams, but are quite plenty, the large ones lie in 
the big ereeks below, but the water being high we had to 
confine ourselyes te the branches, 
We had resolved to put in our first day on Shanersbure, — 

that being the most accessible of the streams; so the — 
morning foundus up with breakfasf dispatched at an carly 
hour, and with the dominie—who knows the country like a 
ritual—in the lead we threaded the wilderness happy as 2 
couple of schoolboys out for aholiday, The air was bracing ands 
the day fine, and when luncheon time came we were hungry 
aS wolves and some miles down the stream. Our luck was 
far from extraordinary, and when we got through cleaning 
our cztch preparatory to going home it only numbered sixty- 
one front, none of them monsters, But sixty-one troul are 
quite a mess for two men—eyen in the firstflush of mountain 
appetites—to surround; buts heroic onslaneht at 9 P. M., 
and another next morning, soreduced the pile that westarted — 
for Rock Run without feeling that we were wanton destroy- 
ers of the loveliest of game fish, and in no wise entitled to 
the medal awaiting those who by their prowess are entitled 
to entrance to the most noble order of “trout hogs.” To 
Roek Run was a good three-mile wall, but we arrived at the 
old mill in good time, and althougl the day was u poor one 
we beat our previous catch ight fish. Tt was a weary home-— 
ward walk we took thit night in the gloaming, and it (lid — 
seem as though the cottage would never come in sight, but 
it did at last, and what was our surprise to seé 9 cheerful — 
light streaming from the open door and windows. ‘‘S. had : 
come” quoth the dominic, quickening his pace, while I fol- 
lowed feebly fleet, and sure enough we found not only 5. 
but his good wife, waiting with open arms to receive us. 
They had driven over from Muney, twenty-four miles, with 
a wagon load of delicacies and subsiantials just to make us 
happy, bless*em. May be we didn’t make awful imroads 
into the steak, lettuce and asparagus provided, and may he 
the bottled pop (I guess it was) didn’t disappear? Ask the 
dominie who had a headache all the next day, so we couldn't 
fish, and as the day was Saturday necessilated our waiting 
until Monday before operations could be resumed. 

But don’t think Saturday and Sunday were wasted—fav' 
different. Unele *Lijah and his amiable wite, who were up 
to see how their cottage was gelting alone, and to mend a 
pesky leak in the cistern, dropped in to dinner, and we were 
favored with a call from Mr, and Mrs. Peale, who had raised 
a fine family and wrested an independent liviag from this 
stern and barren soil, not forgetting Davy Sams, the min- 
strel, who, between sips of liot lemonade and the crunching 
of ginger nuts, discoursed original snatches of psalmody, 
that we all yowed would put Messrs. Bliss and Sankey to 
their metal to equal. So the days passed and Monday 
morning Game, and Mr, and Mrs. 8. took their departure, not, 
however, until our host had driven us to within easy walk- 
ing distance of Rock Run, where we proposed to put in i 
fullday. ‘The day was fine, ana having learned by experi- 
ence where the barren waters were, we made the most. of 
our privileges, and when brought up witli a round turn by 8 
terrific thunder shower we scored! one hundred and one 
What a tramp we had home that night—tive miles through 
the driving rain, wet to the skin, baskets heavy and stom- 
achs empty, I never so fully realized what hunger was, 
Misty visions of our long table well filled with good things 
danced across my disordered vision, and my groaning stom- 
ach seemed to say ‘‘’twas never thus before.’ When we 
reached the cottage, all soaked and ‘‘busted,” T had just 
strength enough lett to grope in the darkness and grasp a 
pilot biscuit with one hand and a wired cork with the other 
and sink exhausted into a chair. O, it was awful, but th 
dominie remarked “that the instinct of self preservation 
seemed fully alive in me when I made that masterly move! 
in the dark.” 
And so the week wore away, our catches averaging about 

the same day in and day out. Individually the “‘apostolie 
hook” was in the ascendency, and I had the honor of beating 
my friend but once, Not a trout was wasted, for Uncle 
*Lijah going home carried a fine lot down to the triends im 
Muncy, anil when the last day came we went down 10 
Shanersbure and caught an eyen hundred. These we 
packed in ferns and prince’s pine und carried hoje with us 
fresh as daisies. 
We had hoped our last day to fish down tothe Loyal Sock 

in time for a few casts for the big fellows, but the distances: 
are magniticentin Sullivan, and we couldn't eyen get im 
sight of the big creek betore we had to turn aboutand “make 
tracks for home” or slay in the woods allnighi. Tt seemed a 
listle sad next morning to be obliged to don the habiliment# 
of civilization, pack up our traps, and leave the pleasant) 
spot where we had been so happy, but Mr. Morgan was at 
the door with his broad-gaus¢ horse and wagon, so biddin 
adieu to Haglesmeére and the cottage, we bundled in the 
truck, aud with a stern resolve to come again, went trond 
ling Gown the mountain, Now, if there is anything thal 
will make a man forget trouble, it is a six mile ride with Mr 
Morgan of Eaglesmere. Myr. M. keeps an excellent boardi 
house at the lake, and he and Mrs, M. have the Happy faculty 
of treating their guests so they are sure to comé avain, : 
is 2 bluff, hearty Milesian, full of anecdotes that he recounts 
inimitably. A strong Church of England man, he hold 
all other sects (especially the Baptists) in quiet coutemp 
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ind many an amusing story did he reel off touching the 
doings of the itinerants. 

But La Porte was reached at Jast, and bidding Morgan 
vood-bye, we whiled away the afternoon und eyening at the 
court house, taking in the pros and cons o- Sullivan county 
justice, Ath A. M. we were aboard the stage en route for 
home and civilization, feeling well paid for our trip. 

H, W. D, L, 

A SUMMER AFTERNOON, 

w UNDAY afternoon, dinner over, we saunter slowly out 
With paper and pillow to (he hammock listlessly hanging: 

under the beeches, Glorious tree an old beech id; though 
its bark be gritty its heart is sound and full of sap, running 
out. into the tips of its tiniest twigs, bursting the soft brown 
euyelope which protects the tender buds and scattering them 
in showers to thie earth, The leaf at first so frail and deli- 
vate, Soon grows firm, and with its companions, casts a toost 
grateful shade. Under such a canopy it is now our privilege 
fo recline, and with the gentle, soothing swing of our com- 
fortable supporter, we are prepared to enjoy Lo the full our 
dolce Far niente, Too much exertion to reud, we lazily drop 
the paper, which flutters down, subsiding into the grass 
with a. soft rustle. From our elevation, we gaze down 
between the tree trunks, out over the sunlit farms, with their 
houses nestled snugly among clumps of dark green verdure, 
10 the still waters of the bay, and beyond to where the 
Orange Mountains break the horizon, A few fleecy clouds 
hang over theiv tops, quict, motionless, and, but for a 
single exception, the steady wheeze, wheeze, wheeze, wheeze, 
of one restless steamtug, all nature seems to sleep, The 
oft beat of paddles is borne to us from the distance as an 
excision steamer forges past, laden with her dense crowd 
of nmanity, then all is silence again, 

Overhend, way up among the green boughs, hangs an 
oriole's nest, tied with that wonderful ingenuity this bird 
displays, to the extreme fork of a bending branch, light, 
airy, it hangs suspended; swaying responsive to the lightest 
breath, A subdued twittering, with an unmistakable move- 
ment of the gray pouch-like shape, tells ns that there is life 
there, and the tremor of the overhanging leaves testities that 
the little household is stirring. A bmght form flashes dawn 
through the trec-top as the parent bid approaches. Cau- 
tiously, silently he comes, with short, quick flirts, from twig 
to twig, until reaching his little ones. ‘Then ensues a pause, 
and after a. final glance around to see that allis right, he 
ducks in under his green doorway, and the twitter and hub- 
buh is fairly doubled, as he drops the longed-for food into 
the hungry liftle months. Another flash of bright plumaye, 
and his clear riuging note is heard, as he darts off to renew 
his search for more choice morsels in the orchard near by, 
with which to gladden the hearts of his darlings in their 
cosy home. His mate now appears, going through the same 
performance, the stealthy approach, joyous receptivn, and 
quick departure; this continues until all fades into the far 
away, and—you—are—asleep. 

Br-7r-com! ap, ominous muttering awakens you. The 
clouds sre heayy in the west, and during your nap haye 
tumbled into great masses and banks, which are slowly and 
niajestically rising and spreading over the sky. Boom, 
Broom, Br-v-r-comm, the distant thunder crashes among them, 
and reverberates as it rolls down their mighty corridors; 
there comes the breeze, you see the tree-tons how before it, 
and soon it rollicks and surges through and among the 
branches above, making it very lively for our little friends 
in the nest. The sun disappears behind the now swiftly 
gathering clouds, and the heretofore stationary vessels bend 
With full sails as they rtm before the pust. All is activity, 
and a gloomy darkness takes possession of the quiet scence 
of an hour befdre. The clouds are inky in their blackness, 
and the thunder Pai close to the lightning’s flash, 
bellowing incessantly, and rending the heavens with that 
terrifying s-04-w-s-h, bing, bang, boom, boom, completes 
the confusion now raging in the air.” Great, splashy drops, 
the forerunners of the deluge to come, patter among the 
foliage as we hasten under shelter. We see the rain coming 
like a mist over the water, shutting out Robins’ Reef Light, 
fen, one by one, the vessels, as with a veil. As it draws 
rapidly nearer we hear the dull, hollow roar of its approach, 
and see the dust spurt up from the parched fields to vanish 
on the instant, beaten down by the flood, Its damp. breath 
fans our face, and with a mighty Tush itis upon us. Blinds 
pang, windows strain and creak, and the heayens seem as 
though shut ont forever. There is a silver lining to all 
clouds, however, and while the very air teems with the fall- 
ing water, a yellow gleam breaks through from the west, 
which broadens and suffuses the whole landscape as the 
slorm recedes, until all is blue aboye, and the glances of a 
setting sun fall upon a lovely scene. ‘*‘Nature smilin 
through her tears.” In the east our clouds show their wold 
and silver lining, spanned by the sign of God's covenant, 
and while we breathe the reviving air, the sweet, fute-like 
yoice of the swamp-robin floats out from the shrubbery as 
his clear notes are raised in eyening song, the deep-yoiced 
thunder rolling in at intervals a rich accompaniment. 

Dick, 

DESPOILING THE ADIRONDACKS. 

Eihitor Forest and Stream: 
The recent purchases made of the large tracts of land by 

a few individuals in the northern wilderness for the timber 
it contains, and the building of railroads through this 
region, is to the sportsmen who visit this resort like the tear- 
ing down of the old homestead, coming, too, as it does now, 
at the very time when the woods abound in deer (thanks to 
the yigilance of State Game Protector Dodge) where a scanty 
few formerly existed. 

There is enough influence in this State by eminent men to 
make this place the much-talked of State park. This could 
easily he brought about if one good influential man would 
fake the lead and make if a business to draft an act exempt- 
ing these woods for the uses of the State, put himself in cor- 
tespondence with the men of different cities in the State, and 
they to circulate petitions and use such influence aa may be 
necessary for its enactment. 

Could not such an act be passed when we know it. would 
receive the support of such men as ex-Goy, Seymour? 
A stranger visiting these woods will be surprised to see 

what a large number of the regular visitors arc made up of 
professional men—Judges, Senators, Congressmen, and all 
men of nofe, Such an act would receive their hearty sup- 
port. 
Who is the man that will take the lead and who will join 

hands in its support? * 

Satuyal Histary. 

SERPENTS WANTED. 

WaAsmINa@ToN, Ade, 21, 1882, 
Kiditer Forest and. Strawn: 

In the year 1838 Dr. Gerard Troost, Professor of Ghemis- 
try ind Natural History in the University of Nashville, 
Tenn., presented a paper to the Lyceum of Natural History 
ot New York, which was read in April, entitled ‘On a new 
genus of serpents, and two new species of the genus Heter- 
don, inhabiting Tennessee,” In this he described a venom- 
ous serpent from Maury county, Tenu., calling it Acontias 
atrofuscus, but finding that the generic name was preoccu- 
pied, he substituted for Acontias. Toxicophis,; this rave place, 
however, toan older name, Anzistrodon of Palisot de Beau- 
yois, 80 that at the present time the species is known as 
Anvistredon atrefuscus Troost. _ 

Since the time the species was first described it has re- 
mained unrecognized, and so far as the writer knows, there 
are no specimens in any of the largé collections of the 
United States, certainly none in the National Musenm, 
Washington, D. C. 

For some time Prof. 8. F_ Baird has been endeavoring to 
complete the National Museum series of North American 
reptiles, and many rare species have been supplied through 
the efforts of friends and correspondents, but quite a num- 
ber are still wanted, among them this particular serpent of 
Troost’s. 
A description is here given in the author's words, in order 

that if seen it may be recognized; and the National Museum 
will be glad to receive # mumber of specimens of the species, 
living or dead, for which due acknowledsment will be made. 
Tn ease living ¢xamples are captured Prof. Baird should be 
notified, as itis necessary to make special srrangements for 
safe transportation, 

DESCRIPTION OF ANGISERODON ATROFUSOTS, 

“vulgarly called highland moceason,” As1 have already 
mentioned, different names are given to the same animal, so 
the present species is also called copperhead and pilot, while 
these names are also given to other poisonous snakes, 

Character—Head large, sub-triangular: broad behind, 
smaller and truncated in front, coyered with plates ta the 
occiput, behind which are small, smooth hexagonal scales; 
adeep pit butween the eye and nostril; upper jaw armed 
with fans four in all, Dr. Troost says, but this is probably 
not the rule, two being the proper number); bady. above, 
dusky, variegated with dark brown spots. Abdominal 
scales 153, sub-caudal scales 25, 18 to apex of tail.” The 
spechnen described by Dr. Troost was 25 inches long, 
the circumference of the thickest part of the body being 44 
inches, ‘The thickness of the body diminishes abruptly at 
the tail, which is short, cylindrical, slender and terminates 
in a small horny point.” 

The color of the upper part of the body must he consid- 
ered as black, variegated with brown spots, which are not 
of 2 uniform shade, but pass from dark into a lighter color; 
they are irregularly scattered over the body; nevertheless 
they exhibit a tendency to run from one side toward the 
other, widening toward the back. The light spots are com- 
posed of smoky gray, passing into blackish brown, exhibit- 
ing all the intermediate shades between these two colors; 
they are rather small stripes, of the breadth of from two to 
four scales, and disappear near the tail altogether, which is 
entirely black, haviny only four small white points, which 
are probably accidental. 

The upper part of the head is black, bordered with gray, 
which becomes white behind the eyes. A dark longitudinal 
spot runs from the eyes and terminates near the tympanic 
bones. Theupper lip is white, terminating near the tip in 
ray. 

et The lower part of the Rouge also irregularly spotted with 
black anda dirty white. The white color predominates, 
from the head backward, beyond the middle of the body, 
where the black gradually increases as far as the tail, which, 
as has been mentioned, is entirely black. The white is 
punctuated with black over the whole of the lower part of 
the body. The under part of the head is also irregularly 
marked with black and white, the white predominating: 
but the lower lip has three white spots, the tip being gray. 

“The habits of this reptile differ much from those of the 
preceding species, Anerstrodon contorirmy. It is always 
found on high dryland, in the pine barrens and similar 
places, never in wafer or swamps, aud is therefore known 
among the inhabitants by the name of highland moccason. 
Ii is a very vicious animal, and its bite is yery dangerous. 
General Robertson, one of the first settlers and founders of 
Nashyille, was bitten both by a rattlesnake and a highland 
moceason, snd, according to the statement of his son, Dr, 
F’. Roherison, the pain or wound of the latter was more 
excruciating than that of the former,” 

Tt is to be hoped that this description is sutliciently plain 
to enable observers to identify this much-desired species. 

Respectfully yours, H, C, Yarrow, 
Hon. Ourator Dept. Reptiles, U. 8. National Museum. 

A Mystrrious SNAke.—Manistee, Mich.—I see “Byrne” 
still pursues the mythicdl illusion of the hoop snake. © Will 
some one tell me the proper name of the following? In 
Angust, 1880, I killed at West Branch, Mich., « spotted 
snake resembling an adder, but having » hard horn on the 
end of the tail of three-quarters of an inch in length and 
very sharp. I call it horn because it resembled in texture, 
color, etc., the horns of cattle, light color next) to the tail 
of the snake and the tip black. The natives called it the 
terrible hoop snake, and said had L not shot it on sight it 
would haye spiked me. But the myth has passed away, for 
last month I found another, the same as the first, so before 
killing it I took 4 stick and stirred it up to see it roll, bub it 
didn’t roll, neither did if spike me, but proved to be an 
arrant coward, and I killed it throngh fear that it was not 
its time to roll, and some time in the future some one would 
et spiked.—8. E, B. [We cannot say whatthe snake was 
rom the deseription. If another ig taken send it to us. 

A BurraA.o Gory ty Centra Pargz—Mr. Conklin has 
had another addition to the menagerie in Central Park, 
New York. The large buffalo in the cage opposite the 
Arsenal in Central Park gave birth to a calf on August 28. 
The mother has been kept in the Park for about four years. 
This is her second baby. The firsi was born about three 
Years ago, 

WHAT IS THE NATIONAL MUSEUM? 

Me intelligent people know that there is at Washing- 
ton a National Museum; but respecting the scope and 

Purpose of the institution much misconception prevails. The 
pena particulars regarding the organization and objects 
of the Museum are taken from the appendix to the ‘‘Pro- 
ceedings” for 1881 : 

Houndation and Legal, Status —The National Museum was 
organized in 1846 by the act of Congress transferring to the 
Smithsonian Institution the custody of the “National Cabinet 
of Curiosities,” at that time deposited in the Patent-Office 
Building. These collections were, in 1857, placed in the 
Smithsonian building, the Regents of the Institution having 
accepted the trust on condition that the necessary appropria- 
tions for their maintenance should be continued by Congress. 

The act above referred to provides that ‘‘all objects of art 
and of foreign and curious research, and all objects of natu- 
ral history, plants, and geological and mineralogical speci- 
mens belonging or hereafter to belong to the United States, 
which may be in the city of Washington,” shall be delivered 
to the Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, and, together 
with new specimens oblained by exchange, donation, or 
otherwise, shall be so arranged and classified. as best to facil- 
itale their examination and study. 
The National Museum is the anthorized place of deposit 

for all objects of natural history, mineralogy, geology, arch- 
nology, ethnology, efe,, belonging to the United Bates or 
collected by the Coast and Interior Survey, the Geological 
Survey, or by any other parties for the Government of the 
United States, when no longer needed for investigations in 
progress. 

Organization and Goxernment.—The establishment of the 
Smithsonian [nstitution, to which, in addition to the carry- 
ing out of the other requirements of the bequest of Smithson, 
is intrusted the contro! of the National Museum, is com- 
posed of the President of the United States and his 
Cabinet, the Commissioner of Patents and a Board of 
Regents, which has for its members the Vice-Pres- 
ident and Chief Justice of the United States, three 
members of the Senate, three members of the House of 
Representatives, and six other persons, not members of Con- 
eress, two of whom are residents of the city of Washington. 

The management of the National Museum is intrusted to 
the Seeretary of the Smithsonian Institution, whois, ez-officio, 
iis director. He is aided by 4 staff of assistants, who are 
chosen by bim, and for whose action he is responsible to the 
Regents, 

This-stafl is at the present time composed of an assistant 
director, six curstors, six honorary curators, serving without 
pay, 4 number of assistants and aids, acting in various capa- 
cities, a registrar, chief taxidermist and chief modeler, besides 
a Gonsiderable force of preparators, mechanics, watchmen, 
clerks, laborers, ete. The staff is copstanly changing with 
the yarying needs of the Museum. The operations of the 
Museum are carried on by means of an anpropriation anmi- 
ally made by Congress “for the care and preservation of the 
collections.” The collections are stored and exhibited in the 
building erected forthe use of the Smithsonian Institution be- 
tween 1847 and 1857, and in the new building, just finished, 
known as the *‘ National Museum.” 

Composition of the Collections. The Museum is made up, 
in large part, of the following materials: 

1. The natura) history and anthropological collections ac- 
cumulated vince 1850 by the efforts of the officers and corres- 
pondents of the Smithsonian Institution, 

2, The collections of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition, - 
the Perry Expedition to Japan, and other naval expeditions. 

3. The collections of the scientific officers of the Pacific 
Railroad Survey, the Mexican Boundary Survey, and of the 
auryeys carried on by the Hngineer Corps of the Army. 

4, The collections of the United States Geological Sur- 
veys under the direction of the United States Geologists 
Hayden, King and Powell, 

». The collections of the United States Fish Commission, 
6. The gifts by foreign governments to the Museum or to 

the President and other public officers of the United States, 
who are forbidden by law to receive them personally. 

%. The collections made by the United States to illustrate 
the animal and mineral resources, the fisheries, and the eth- 
nology of the native races of the country, on the occasion of 
the International Exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876, and the 
fishery collections displayed by the United States in the 
International Fishery Exhibition at Berlin in 1880. 

8. The collections given hy the governments of the several 
foreign nations, thirty in number, which participated in the 
exhibition at Philadelphia. 

9, The industrial collections given by nurnerous manu- 
facturing and commercial houses of Europe and America, 
at the time of the Philadelphia exhibition and subsequently. 

10, The material received, in exchange for duplicate 
specimens, from the museums of Hurope, Asia, and Austral- 
asia, and from numerous institutions and collectors im! North 
and South America. 

Adjuncts ta Administration. —As necessary adjuncts to the 
work of the museum, 2 working library, a chemical labora- 
tory, a photographic establishment, a workshop for tax- 
idermy, modeling, and the preparation of skeletons, and 
several smaller workshops are carried on as a part of the 
general work of administration. 

Publications of the Musewm.—The scientific results of 
the labors of the officers of the Museum, and of in- 
vestigations upon the collections belonging to it, are 
to be found for the most part in the following 
works: Bulletin of the United States National Museum; 
Proceedings of the United States National Museum; Reports 
of the Smithsonian Institution; Smithsonian Miscellaneous 
Jollections; Smithsonian Contributions to Kuowledge; Re- 

ports of the Bureau of Bthnology of the Smithsonian Insti- 
tution; Reports of the United States Commissioner of Fish- 
eries; Bulletin of the United States Fish Commission, also 
occasionally in other scientific reports of other scientific de- 
partments of the government, 

Objects and Metheds of Work.—The collections in the 
National Museum are intended to exhibit the natural and 
industrial resources, primarily of the United States, and 
secondarily of those of the remainder of the world, for pur- 
poses of comparison. 

The activity of the Museum is exerted in three directions. 
(a) The permanent preservation of objects slready in its 
possession, () The acquisition of new material. (c) The 
utilization of material already in its possession, by its ex- 
hibition in the most instructive manner, and by the prose- 
cution of and publication of scientific researches for which 
it forms the basis; by the distribution of properly-labeled 
duplicates of materials to colleges and other educational 
institutions, The preservation ef material is accomplished 
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by means of the vigilance of the curators and the skij] 
of the preparators. New material is séquired (#) in 
accordance with law, from the various government sur- 
weys and expeditions; ()) by gift from individuals, from 
other institutions, and from foreign governments; (+) by ex- 
chaniwe for its duplicate specimens or publicutions; (@) by 
the efforts of officers of the Museum, who make collections 
in connection with their regular duties, or are detailed for 
special service of this nature; (¢) by purchase when appro- 
pristious are made by Congress for that purpose. 

The treasures in the custody of the Museum are utilized to 
the world by exLibiting them to the public, and by encour- 
aging investigations on the part of the officers of the Museum 
and other suitable persons, and facilitating the publication 
of the results; also by the distribution to other Museums 
and educational institutions of duplicate specimens, which 
haye formed the basis of scientific investigation, these being 
identified and labeled by the best authorities. 

The Museum by these means fulfills a three-fold function; 
1. It isa Museum of Record, in which are preserved the ma- 

terial foundations of an enormous amount of scientific knowl- 
knowledse—the types of numerous past investigations. This is 
especially the case with those materials which have seryed as 
n foundation for the reports of the resources of the United 
States. Types of investigations made outside of the Mu- 
seum are also incorporated. 

2. [tisa Museum of Research, by reason of the policy 
which sims to make its consents serve ts fully as possible as 
a stimulus to and a foundation for the studies of scientific 
inyestigators. Research is necessary in order to identify and 
group the objects in the most philosophical and instructive 
relations. Its officers are seleated for their ability as investi- 
gators, as wellas for their trustworthiness and abilities as 
custodians, and its treasures are open to the use of any hon- 
ést student. 

3. It is an Edueational Museum of the broadest type, by 
reason of its policy of illustrating by specimens every kind 
of natural object and every manifestation of human thought 
and activity, by displaying descriptive labels adapted to the 
popular mind, and by its policy of distributing its publica- 
lions and its named series of duplicates. 

Plans for the Installation of Collections,—The collections in 
the National Musenm are now being assorted and rearranged, 
for the purpose of placing on exhibition a selected gorics of 
objects which shall be of interest to visitors, and of making 
the remainder serviceable far purposes of scientific and tech- 
nological investigation, A large portion of the most inter- 
esting material has never yet been exhibited on account of 
lack of space. The following general principles have been 
adopted in this work: 

1. No object will be placed on exhibition which is not of 
evident educational value, and likely to interest and instruct 
a considerable percentage of the persons visiting the Museum, 

2. The exhibition of duplicate material is to be avoided, 
except in instances where similar oljects. can be shown to 
advantage in diilerentdivisions of the Museum, 

3. Bach object will be placedinw case of the form best 
suited for its effective display, and the light, color of the 
background, ete., will beso adjusted as ta show it to best 
possible advantage, and with the least possible fatigue to 
the eyes of the visitor. 

4, Each object, or graup of objects, will be accompanied 
by 4 large plainly printed label, which will give 4 concise 
description of what is shown, an account of its origin and 
uses, a synopsis of its history, and the name of the person 
or organization contributing it to the Museum, The char- 
acter of the Muscum is such that any labels which might 
suggest advertising for business purposes must be excluded, 
Tt will be the policy of the Museum, however, to give prom- 
jnenve on each label to the name of the person or business 
house from whom it has Ween received, provided that the 
object is a gift tu the Museum. 

5. The objects will he grouped together in systematic 
order, and each ease will be provided with a general deserip- 
tive label. In the case of collective exhibits, the general 
label may also give the name of the contributor, 

6, The specimens will be illustrated and supplemented by 
pictures, diagrams, books and maps, in such manner that 
the Museum may form an encyclopedia, the illustratious 
for which are in the exhibition cases, the text in the labels. 

7. Guide-book manuals of the different departments will 
be published, which will embody in concise and systematic 
form the information given by the specimen labels, together 
jyith such illustrative material as may seem necessary to 
present in addition, 

OUTLINE OF A SCHEME OF MUSEUM CLASSIFCATION. 
The following outline of a scheme of classification has 

been prepared by Prof, G. Brown Goode: 
L—Mankind—Anthropology—1. Man as a zoologieal unit 

—Somatolozy and psyeholozy. 2. Man, grouped in peo- 
ples or races—(7) Races of men, physical churacters; (4) lin- 
muistic characters; (¢) art. and industrial characters; (i) 
ethnogeny ; (#), geogra phical distribution of races; (/') history, 
prehistoric and recent, etc. 3 Man, in individual manifes- 
tations—Representative men; Biogrphy, 
W.—the Barth ax Man’s Abodi—Heriology—4, The earth, 

in the solar system—Cosmology. 6, The earth’s stracture— 
Geology. 6. The features of the earth's surface—Physio- 
graphy. 7. The atmosphere and its phenomena—Meteo- 
rology. 8, Effects of man upon the earth’s surface, and o1 
climate, physical features, etc,, on man—Man amd nature, 
9. Apportionment and nomenclature of the earth’s surface 
—Gvoxzrapby, 10, Exploration of the earth—Voyages aad 
travels. 

JLi.— Natural Resourses— Force and Mutter—11, Foree in 
its manifestations—Physics, mechanics, and physiology. 
18, The elements and their combinatious—Chemical collec- 
tions. 18. Inorganic matter—Mineralogical collections, 
d4, The yegetable kingdim—Botanical collections. 15, 
The animal kingdom—Zoologi«al collections. 

IV. The Huploitatine [ndustries—Huploitative Technology. 
Primary—16. Exploitation of inorganic materials—Mining 
and quarrying. 17. Exploitation of vegetable products of 
spontaneous growth—Lumbering and field-gleaning. 18. 
Capture of animals —Hunting, fishing, etc, Secondary—1), 
Culture of plants—Agriculture, horticulture and forestry. 
20. Culture of animals; domestic animals and their uses— 
Pecudiculture, 
V.—The Bluborative Industries—Dlaborative Teohnalogy— 

21. Preparation of food-stuffs, narcotics, rtc. 22, Distilla- 
tion, manufacture of perfumeries, et, 23. Oils, fats, soaps 
and waxes; their prepuration and use, 24, Gums, resins, 
rlues and cements. 25. Pigments und dyes; painting, stain- 
ng, polishing, bleaching, etc, 26. The chemical manufac- 

tures and their products. 27. Feathers, hair, bristles and 
their use. 28, Furs and leathers; tanning and eurrying. 

29. Fibers, cordage, textilo iabrics, needlework, basket- 
work, 30. Paper and its manufacture; book making; sta- 
tionery. $1. Hard and flexible organic tissues and their 
use. 32. Woods, and the wood-working industries. 33. 
Stones, and the stone-working industries; masonry, 34. 
Metals, metallurey and the metal industries. 35. Glass and 
enamel and their fabrication. 36, Vottery, and the ceramic 
industry. 387. Tools, machinery and motors, their manu- 
facture anc use, 988, Construction, architecture and civil 
engineering. 

1.— Ultimate Products and their Utilizution—39, Poods 
and drinks: preparation, cookery, etc. 40. Narcotics and 
mosticatories; pipes, etc. 41. Dress, and personal adorn- 
ment. 49, Buildings, villages and cities. 43. Furniture, 
house interiors, domestic economy, etc. 44, Heating and 
illumination, 45, Medicine, surgery, pharmacology, hy- 
wiene, etc, 46, Public comfort reereation, protection and 
rescue, 47. Transportation by land and water appliances 
wnd accessories. 

VIL—Soeiat Relations of Mankind—Sociology and its Acces- 
somés—48, The vocations of men. 49, Communication of 
ideas and their record: writing and printing, telegraphy, 
signals, ete, 60, Trade and commerce. 51. Societies and 
federations, social beneficial, religious ond political. 62. 
Government and law. 68. War (including armor and 
weapons), 54, Festivals, ceremonies, usages, memorials, ete, 

VILL. —Jntelleetial Oceripations of Mankind—Art, Seience 
and Philosephy—id. Games and amusements. 66, Music 
and musical instruments. 57. The dvama and the stage. 
58. The pictorial, plastic and decorative arts, 59. Litera- 
ture (from the intellectual standpoint only), 60. Folk lore, 
traditions and superstitions. 61. Science: (Research and 
record.) Secientitic instruments, 62, Philosophy religious, 
metaphysical and cosmical, 63, Education and reform; 
schools, museums, librarics, etc. 64. Climaxes of human 
achievement. 

Contributions and thet Achnowledgment,—No money hay- 
ing at any time been specially appropriated for increasing 
the collections by purchase, the growth of the Muscum has 
ever heen and still is dependent solely upon the exertions of 
its officers and those of other branches of the public service 
aud upon the public spirit and liberality of its friends. The 
friends of the Smithsonian Institution and the National 
Museum are earnestly invited to take part in the work of 
building up the collections and in particular to respond to 
special requests for advice or other aid which may reach 
them by letter. The following rules for the acknowledg- 
ment of specimens will be adhered to; 

1. Each contribution will be recognized by a formal 
written acknowledgment from the Dircetor. 
® Bach contribution will be published in the annual re- 

arts of the Smithsonian Institution and the National 
Tuseum; andin the catalogues and other publications of 

these establishments in witich the objects contributed may be 
alluded to, the name of the contributor will always be given. 

3. On the label, which is invariably attached to every 
object, the name of the contributor will be conspicuously 
printed. In the case of donations the form will he “Gitt 
of and where the objects have been obtained 
ly special exertions of a friend of the Museum, who, how- 
ever, ig not their donor, the form will be ‘Obtained by —— 

tor “Collected by re 
4, Objects which may haye heen hought by special appro- 

priations, such as those for the Philadelphia and Berlin 
exhibitions, will not be labeled with the name of the persons 
from whom purchased, except by special agreement in cases 
where these persons have been only i part paid for their 
exertions. 

5. The Museum will make every possible return for aid ren- 
dered, by offering in exchange its publications and its 
duplicate specimens. 
Material for the Library.—The Smithsonian Institution so- 

licits for the Library of the United States National Muscum, 
under its charge, copies of publications relating to all de- 
partments of anthropology, art, technology, zodlozy, bota- 
ny, “colozy, mineralogy and lithology, geography and ex- 
plorations, the reports and catalogues of societies, museums, 
and zoological gardens, as well as copies of plans and la- 
bels and other accessories of work in museums, and the 
catalogues of colleges and schools containing references to 
courses of instruction or collections in uatural history, 
Author's editions, or “separates” of communications pub- 
lished in periodicals, or proceedings of Societies, are espe- 
cially desired ; and it ishoped that authors will furnish, as far 
as possible, sets of their publications complete to date. 

The Smithsonian Institution offers in exchange an equiya- 
lent in copies of the proceedings and bulletins of the Na- 
(ional Museum, also such of its reports and other publications 
as can be supplied at the time of application, 

The Smithsonian Institution is pleased te receive from in- 
yestirators in special departments, and from public muscums 
and institutions of learning, applications for such speci- 
mens of natural history as are found in North America, 

Packages of small size may be sent by express, charges to 
be collected on delivery, and larger packages by freight. 

Rarrne Sxaxes on Lone Isuanp.—New York, Aug. 28. 
—Dnuring the month of July, five rattle snakes were killed on 
the grounds of the South Side Sportsmen's Club, of Long 
Tslani!, four measuring from four feet to four feet eight 
inches in length and haying from eight to fourteen rattles. 
I write to ask you about what date the young make their 
appearance on the island, as we aré anxious to know if these 
are likely to have left a this year’s crop behind them.—A 
Memner. [As snakes bring forth early in the season we 
should think that the time on Long Islind would he early in 
June. ] 

Lure ror Moras.—Rochester, N. Y.—In your issue. of 
Aug, 24, inunswerto corréspondents, you inform ‘PF. M.7.,” 
Nyack-on-the-Hudson, that you do not know of any prepara 
{ion to attract moths and. butterflies. A bait of New Orleans 
molasses thinned with rum, and then daubed on trees, fences, 
ete., will attract night-flying moths, Sliced oranges, or water- 
melon, will call diurnals; but they do not lure as readily as 
tlie nocturnuls.—M. A. 
a 

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT. 

For once again the Pores ANp Stream has been enlarged, until itis 

now without question the best magazine for sportsmen there is pub- 

lished, that is in our opiiilon, We look for its weekly yisit 43 much as 
for any other paper that comes to our table, and it furnishes us with 
much that is enjoyable and instructive. Reading itis nextto a day 
out in the open fields or on the waters in seareh of game ond fresh air 

and a,change.—Fairport, (N, ¥\) Herild, Aug, 18. 

{Aveusr 31, 1888, 

é . * 
© * Camp Hire Hlicheyings. 

eg 

“That reminds me.” 

AY BH were having a real old-fashioned New England *coon 
hunt. There was no mistaking this. A casual 

glance at the party would haye satisfied the most skeptical 
observer that, as our leader remarked while whipping the 
dogs off a fox trail, ‘‘Keun, and nothin’ but Keun, is what 
we are arter.” ‘No; there could be no mistake. All of the 
signs, symbols and ear-marks were distinctly visible, cyen in 
the half-veiled light of the moon, which only dimly outlined 
our forms ag we scrambled ont over the rocks and struggled 
through the dense brushwood. No; nothing but a ‘coon 
hunt could account for the Jimping gait, scratched faces and 
torn clothing of the party, as, at our best speed, we hurried 
toward the perfect yolcano of barks, yells and howls that 
our pack were Yelching forty just in front, Our veteran 
leader, with his half century of experience, outstripped us, 
and when we arrived upon the sceng he had lighted a torch 
and was viewing the surroundings. As we came up, the old 
an passed the torch to us, ahd stepping up to the tree 
around which the dogs were yelping, put his nose to the 
bark and took two or three lone-drawn snilfs., Turning to us 
with beaming face and sparkling eyes, he eagerly excldimed, 
“Boys, he's here,” 

This was my first ’coor hunt. Many years lave since 
passed and many scalps of the midnight prowlers adorn my 
belt; many mirth-proyoking scenes haye J witnessed and 
much fun have I enjoyed, but I haye meyer since met with 
anything that ‘‘touched my tickle’ as did the old man’s 
“Boys, he’s here.” 

hile some of us were kindling a fire, others were deftly 
swinging the axe, and soon the refuge of our victim gently 
swayed to one side, then with increased momentum struck 
the ground with a crash that woke the echoes of the atilly 
night for many a mile around. By this time onr fire was 
going grandly, and the woods for quite a distance were as 
light asday. In order to give the young dogs a chance the 
captain had tied wp all of the experienced oves except old 
Jack, who had lost his teeth but not his pluck, and withont 
doing any especial damage to the ‘coon his examiple was in- 
valuable in instructing the tyro. No sooner had the tree 
struck than Jack, with short sharp yells of delight, sprang 
among the branches, and amid a perfect pandemonium of 
exasperated howls from his unfortunate companions, seized 
the prey and forced him out into an open spice where he 
was quickly surrounded by the youngsters, who, wild with 
excitement pitched in regardless of consequences, raising 4 
din that fairly deafened us. Glancing at the captain I saw 
that his esthetic sonl was reveling in highest realms of bliss, 
and as 1 watched the Indicrous contortions of his expressive 
face which plainly mirrored the fust Guanging yayaries of 
the scrimmage, I, too, was happy. After a long and bloody 
struggle the life was shaken out of the‘coon, and we gathered 
round the fire and lit our pipes. One old fellow who had 
uttered never 4 word during the melee exclaimed: 

“T tell you, boys, this % a keun hunt; and waving his 
hand in their direction he added, ‘them’s keun dogs.” 

“That reminds me,” said the captain, ‘‘of a keun dog 1 
bought when Iwas a boy. I had been arier em onct or 
twice, and somehow I got er hankerin’ for the fun and 
thought I’d get ne a dog. So one day up to town I seed 
Uncle Joe Shaw with a putty good lookin’ purp, and J axed 
him was he a good keun dog. He kinder hesituted like a 
bit, then he slapped his hands togetLer and sez, sez he, “By 
Jiminy, that’s it; he 7s a keun dog.” Wall, I dickered tor 
him and tuk him home, and that night we went er keunin. 
We had two other dogs, and *twant no time stall hardly ‘fore 
we had a kenn up a saplin’, and I gol the boys to hold on to 
the degssoas ter give minea show, Wall, I shuk him off 
and he struck clus to ther purp, an’ you oughter have seen 
him git and hearn him yell. He never stopt ki-yien’ nor ruu- 
nin’ till he got under Wnele Joe’s barn. Wall, the next day, 
kinder mad like, J went up ter town; I found Unele Joc 
lookin’ mighty sollum, and Isez, ‘Uncle Joe,’ sez 1, ‘I thought 
you sed that purp was good for keuns.’ ‘What,’ sea he, 
rollin’ up his éyes, ‘haint he! ‘No,’ sez I. ‘he’s wus nor no 
dog.’ He drawed his coat sleeve across his eyes, and with 
his voice kinder trembly like he sez, sez he, “My hoy, you 
don’t know how shock’t [ be; neyer before has my belief in 
the truth of holy writ bin shook till now.’ ‘Hold on,’ ez I, 
‘what's scripter got to do with the dog, anyhow?’ Fle looked 
at me as if he felt kinder injured like, und sez, sez he, ‘Ther 
Bible tells us that ther’ want nothin’ created in yain, and 
trustin’ to the truth of this 1 reckoned that that blamed dorg 
must be good for keuns, as I'll take my affer dayy he aint 
good fur nothin’ else,’”’ 

Mrs. Seale’s exploit told in your issue of June i last, re- 
minds me of a somewhat similar occurrence which tovk 
place near here. t 

Late last fall a neighbor of mino some two anc a half 
miles from me, saw a fine buck herding with his cattle. 
The farm is a small one of some 200 acres, and is between 
the North Anna and the north branch of the North Anna 
River, and has no buildings upon it. Mr, N. tried in every 
way to get u shot at the deer but without success, until a 
happy thought struck him which gained the venison, 

Mr. N. loaded his gun and taking with him the vessel 
from which he sulted his stock, went to their pasture anc 
gaye the accustomed ‘‘salt call” once or twice, The cattle 
came promptly and with them the buck, who walked up 
within twenty fect of the gun and was slaughtered. I ate 
some of the quarry which I found exceedimyly nice, but 
regretted it was killed in such au unsportsman like way. 
Conway PanM, Va., August, 1883, RM. Conway, 

The story of the fellow who would not fire ‘‘because he 
only had one charge of powder and he wished to hunt all 
day,” reminds me of one that [have heard told around the 
camp fire, which may he new to some of your readers. A 
young man from the city, brimful of that nameless fear of 
firearms, which haunts the dilletante sportsman who has 
not pulled a bigger for a year, went for a few duys’ duck 
shooting with one of his comitry cousins. They en yery 
near fo au immense flock (or “team,” which should © say?) 
of ducks, which were 1ceding in Shallow water, near the 
shora, and it was agreed that the city man should try 4 sit- 
ting shot, while the ‘ushman” took them flying. To the 
disgust of the countryman, the other could not summon suf- 
ficient courage to face the explosion that must ensue should 
he pull trigger, so he Kept iiming and aiming Wut never 
firing. “Why in thonder don’t you fire?’ said his friend, 
‘“Bucause,” he replied, ‘the minute | go to shoot, another 
duck comes swimming right in the way," INGuewoon. 
MoDoyauo's Corners, New Brunswick, 

‘ 7 
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Oren Snasons,—Aee lable of open, seosana for game and fish 

in Issue af July: 20, 

GAME IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 

HE following suhedule exhibits the game nowin season. (Also, 
in parentheses, Seasons which open during the month.): 

Alabama—Doves; (1ath, quail), ) New PO IRES His aN SOC oOr plo- 
Californit—Deer, doves; (10th, ver, riited grouse, qhail, deer, 

rouse, rail. quail, wildtowl). caribou, moose, wildfowl, equir- 
Colorado—Deer. ik. antelope, wel, teil, 

mountain sheep, bulfalo, bison, | Now Mexico—Grouse, ptarmigan, 
eatin wl tld low 1; (ith, quail, deer, wild turkey, elk, an- 

rail) iF } telope, mountain sheep, ul. 
Dakota—Grouse, quail, snipe,wur- | _talo. 

lew, plaver, /New Work— Woodcock, ruffed 
Delaware—Wootleock, rail, reed. | grouse, dear, vildfoiwl, squirrels, 
Dishrieh of Columbia—Woolehuk, North Carolina—Deer. 

rulfed grouse, wildlowl, pinna | Nova Scotia—Woodcock,wildfowl!, 
_ ted grouse, plover, reed, snipe. snipe; (lath, caribou, moose), 
Georgla—Wiltlinrkay, quail, deer. Ohin-—Woodeock, vulfed grouse, 
Jdnho—Sharp-ail ond pinnated — wildfowl. 

grouse, deer, mountain step | Oreron—Crouse, quail, wildfawl, 
anid goat, elic, antelope, buffalo, | deer, Moose, molintain sheep, 
wildfoywl, f elk, antelope. 

Mlinsis—Woodeork; wildfowl,pin- | Ontario —Woodenek, snipe, hares, 
nated wrouse, deer wild turkey | wildfoyl, pheasants, partridges, 

Tndiana — Woodeoek, willtowl, | grouse, prairie fowl. 
pitinated grouse, Pennsylvania —Woodeork, wild- 

JoWa—Woolleotk; wildiowh pin-| fowl, plover, vail, vead birds, 
nated grouse, elk. deer, snipe, squirrels. 

TKansas—Pintated gro Queheo—Dear, carihou,voodcock, 
Kentucky—Woodeock, deer, wild- | wildtowl: (15th, ruffed grouse). 

iowl, wild turkey, Rhode Island—Woodcock, raited 
Maine—Ruiled gronse.qyoodeack, | grouse, wildfowl, plover, robin, 
wildfowl, plover. ineadow lark, hare, squirrel, 

Marylaud—koite crouse, wood- Bouth Carolina—Deer; Goth, wild 
cock. turkey, ruffed grouse, quail, 

Massachusetts — Ruff rouse.) doves, woodeovk), 
woaildock, wildfayl, doves. Tennessee — Deer; (pth, ruffed 

Michigan—Rulled amd pinnatead 
grouse, woordtock, wildfowl, 
snips. 

Minnesota — Grouse. 
qilail, wildfowl, 

SPOUSE, Snipe, quail, meadow 
| _tark, woodeoek, will turkey), 
Taxas—Dder, mited and pinnated 
zrouse, quail. 

Utub—kElk, deer. antelope, moun- 
Mississippi—(lith, mesttow lark, ; tain sheep, grouse, quail, wild- 

deer). | _ fowl. 
Missouri—Wooleock, plover, mea-| Vermont—Rufted grouse, wood- 

don lark, dove: pre tEe grouge, —_ cot, wildfoyyl. 
leary (15th, wile turkey). Virginia--Ruffed grouse, wildfovwl, 

Montana—Von) het, rouse, ptar- woodcock, deer, ~ 
tiigan. buffala, elk, antelope, | Washington Terrltory—Deer, elk, 
moduntuin sheep & goat, moose, mountain sheep, grouse, ante- 
Wildfowl). | c 

Nebraska—Srause. 
Nevada—H. antelope, mountain 

sheep and woat, deer, grouse, 
quail, woordeoek, wildfowl. 

New Brunswick—Woodeoc i, wild- 
fowl, snipe; (15th, moose, cari- 

Wooderck, 

lope. 
West Virginia—Pinnated grouse, 
deer, yutted grouse, wild turkey. 

| Wisconsin — Woodcock, grouse, 
| __gunil; (5th, deer). 
Wyoming—Buitalo, elk, antelope, 
mountain sheep and goat, deer, 

hon). 4 plarmigsn; pinnated, sage aud 
New Jersey—Reed birds, rail.) sharp tailgrousé,ruifed grouse, 

squrrel. | Wildfowl, plover, curlew, snipe. 
For exceptions, local lanvs, ete.,see Forrest ano Srrapam Sched - 

dle *B,* issue ot July 20, page 489. 

A DEER HUNT NEAR LAKE SIMCOE. 
N that district of Canada lying between Lake Simcoe and 

the grent Georgian Bay, and even in territory bordering 
south and westward, upto 1860 were to be found some of 
the best haunts for deer and deer shooting anywhere in the 
north, Deer were numerous, vigorous, and there was a 
notable number of large ones, \ The bolt of country between 
the waters has a width of thirty and more miles, and to the 
northward is merged in the vast wildérness which stretches 
away to the Irozen Ocean, in the borders of which great 
territory on the Severn and in the region of Lake Muskoka, 
north of Lake Simeoe, the first of the limited settlement 
which it will ever admit, had, in 1860, just been planted, 

The Lake Simcoe region of which we speak is coursed by 
severalrivers aod numerous rapid flowing crecks and brooks 
of purest water, is dotted with a few little lakes, and with 
limited exception was coyered with a forest of gigantic 
growth, mainly the hardwoods, but commingled freely with 
all the evergreens of the north, the pine and hemlock being 
predominant. There were frequent patches of swamp, 
some of considerable extent, furnishing dense covert, and 
there ws an abundance of ground hemlock which fed the 
deer when the deep snows had fallen, The country in the 
main is pleasantly undulatiag, but in some localities there 
are tremendous valleys and Jong and steep hillsides. There 
were a few patches termed plains, which were simply 
barren and formerly burned land, and in the valleys of 
some of the slréams, when the leaves had fallen, the open 
view amid the great rock elms was most inviting and mag- 
nificent. The settlements were sparse and the clearings ad- 
vanced yery slow, the inhabitants lived most simply, and 
amoug them were but few good guns or hunters. There 
were tracts of wilderness where one would not see a clear- 
ing ‘cross 8. road for ten and even more than twenty miles, 
Besides desr were some beayer and otter, foxes. lynx, and 
wolves and bear abounded. QOcensionally there was a stray 
elk, sometimes 2 moose wandered to its northerm borders, 
and there wore plenily of (lie ruffed grouse, 
Up to 1860 hunters from abroad had despoiled this region 

but little; but since that period, with the greater advance of 
earings and the ineresse of hunting, the larger game has 
greatly decreased, ang een extinguished in some localities, 
althoukh in some neighborhoods it still is found. 

Annually, for quite a number of years, we used to go 
thither from New York and spend several weeks in the fall 
and early winter 1 eerhest hunting, until the nation’s battle 
drew us fo its ranks; and one of the closing chapters of our 
experience we now olfer you, it having lain all this period 
in manuscript, although it belongs to the uoforgotten past. 

li was the 16th day of November, 1861. Lwas hunting 
in a lolality wbout fiffven miles west from the weet arm 
of Lake Simcoe, along the old pioneer Sunnidalé road. By 
the impirious decree of affairs to-day and {be morrow were 
the last days left for ma here this campaign. Although suc- 
cess in hunting by others around me was not flattering, yet 
forlune was favoring me quite satisfactorily, and I dread- 
fully hated to leave, I did not know how to break away 
trom the hunting, and stronger still was the charm of. the 
wild Northem woods, Jf loyed to launt through them and 
communé with nature and behold her passing life and 
aeasons. Such hours were hours of purest pleasure—lke 
the fulfillment of golden dreams in the heyday of existente; 
and I neves turned my back on these wild woods of the 
Worth, even when the stern cold of winter had come, and 
the deep snows had fallen, making them impracticable for 
the hunter, withouf saddened feelings and deep regrets. 
Deer were nol near so plentiful as they had always heen 
before, and it was good fortune, as ran the chase, lo get one 
any day, and it was the common luck to fail, A good na- 
tive hunter averaged about a deer a week, and J approached 
the results of my now brief opportunity with more than or- 
dinary interest. 

| Early in the morning L took my way for the day’s hunt to 
a large woods of hardwood and evergreen lying between the 
Sunnidale and the Northern Railway, and traversed Uy little 

sprinkJe of snow in the air and on the ground, but it cou- 
tinued to fall, and increased, with wintry aspect, In this 
northern clime the weather often hus a stranze and ominous 
mildness, even but the day before winter comes with yigor- 
ous advent io hold continuous and rigorous reign. 

I proceeded over around heretofore famous for the came, 
Witli eyes open and alert, and yet the afternoon came and 
was well advanced and [ had not seen o single track or deer, 
Thad come toa slighi run and was standing beneath some 
cedars and about to evoss when IT saw, about fifteen or 
twenty rods in advance, the indistinct movement of some- 
thing, and directly made out the ears and upper part of a 
deér’s head thrown up, and approached to the trunk of an 
old and late fallen tree, on its further side, as if Jooking 
over in my direction, ina moment turning awuy, but in such 
munuer that I thought I was not discovered. The deer was 
in the edge of a tract of large hemlock und pine, strewn 
with a good many enormous old trunks of anciantly over- 
turned pines, where grew numerous sma)! evergreens, and 
the vision could but indistinetly penetrate ete and there 
the recesses of its dark shadows. I had wondered where all 
the deer had gone; the snow was gently sifting, the appear- 
ance for the time was that of dark, deep yet mild midwinter, 
and it was now plain they had taken to the covert of the 
evergreens and fallen timber. Ina moment or two [ saw 
tivo or three separate movements over beyond the prostrate 
trunk, and knew I had a small flock of deer before me, 
watched with rifle ready, but the glimpses L obtained were 
so brief that [ had no chance for shot, Standing perfectly 
still, with intercst at its greatest tension, T soon ‘discovered, 
incistinetly aud at intervals, a large deer meandering amid 
the large timber beyond the great trunk, and gradually 
making toward my left. My rifle came to shoulder more 
than once, but with all my elfort I obtained no chance, when 
at last the deer stopped, with its form outlined through a 
maze of little dead branches of cedar and hemlock. A cau- 
tious step forward improved my yiew somewhat, and hold- 
ing on @ little clearer spot over mid-body I fired, when the 
deer started a little, then turned and quietly walked back, 
with little apparent concern and yet asif a little warned, 
and disappeared, 

Stepping behind a large tree I loaded and then looked 
sharply for another opportunity for about five minutes, when 
I cautiously moved four or five rods across the run behind 2 
giant pine, past the sides of which I kepta sharp lookout, for I 
felt sure the deer still lingered before me. Suddenly, within 
the thick shadows of the timber, at some distance, I dis- 
covered the back of a deer above a large log, at which I 
promptly leveled and fired, When the smoke had disap- 
peared so had the deer, and as I saw no moyement and heard 
nO noise some unpleasant misgivings crept into my mind, 
Nowhere during this trip had I seen such a show of deer, 
and they were evidently in that dull inditferent movud often 
noticed in them when u storm is passing or impending, at- 
fording the hunter a largely increased favorable per cent, of 
chances. J remained at my post for some minutes, and see- 
ing nothing stood out a little one side and advanced behind 
a small evergreen, when a deer walked business-like into sight 
and stopped and looked as if suspicious of danger, with head, 
neck and shoulders adyaneed in plain view beyond the 
abrupt broken end of a large fallen tree. Quietly [brought my 
rifle on him and with good aim and some feeling of nervous- 
nesg, fired, and the deer instantly whirled about and disap- 
peared in the direction whence he came, Rapidly loading I 
cautiously advanced a little and continued slowly to do so, 
making frequent pauses to observe, and sighted one or two 
deer, now in more open woods. But presently 1 was dis- 
covere’, and with a few jumps they sprang from view and I 
saw them no more, 

After going a little further and finding the deer had left, I 
turned back to examine the field of action and learn the result. 
Hunting out the tracks of the deer I had fired at and the 
places where they stood, behold! the ball had eutthe haireff 
the first one across the back, as was evidenced by the cut 
hair lying thickly scattered on the snow; in the case of the 
second one the locality had been thickly tramped and I could 
not determine certainly, within some rods, its position, but 
obtained no evidence of hitting at all, Where the third one 
stood hair freely sprinkled the snow, but a careful search 
failed to find a trace of blood on the field. Three shots and 
not adeerin hand! But I still had some hope of a trace of 
success, and as the next best move pursued on the trail of the 
deer which had tied. Sometimes, after a fatal shot and 
where the ime can he pursued by discreet pursuit, but the 
mérest trace of blood is lost, which is easily overlooked. 
But I found nothing except that the deer, of which there ap- 
peared to be five. which had left in a body, after feeding 
along for # little, had separated and each walled in a separate 
course. 

Sunset was near at hand and I turned homeward, cha- 
erined and meditating over my ill-luck, ‘soon striking along 
a fine ground and large open timber. There are sometimes 
conditions of atmosphere and weather when what seems the 
ordinary aim will carry too high, and great care has to be 
exercised not to overshoot; the aim must be low, and 1 think 
J have noticed this deviation most frequently when snow 
covered the ground. I believed my failure to-day to be dus 
fo such cause, and determined to fire at amark to satisfy my- 
self inthe matter. Neither shot, unless the second one, was 
made over if quite twenty rods, and ( was vexed at failing 
so easily, for I was used fo shooting deer, and on the instant, 
with great certainty, wherever I could see them, if not on 
the run. , ; 

1 was Dow indulging in the careleds expectation of not 
meeting any more deer this evening, for I was returning over 
rounds where not 4 track was to be seén in the forenoon. 

But fT did not sufficiently note that the clouds had broken, 
tha air become very mild, that the snow was thawing—one 
of these brief pleasant periods when gaine is at once 
abroad wyerywhere, when it is very lively and yet approach- 
able and during of chances, Iliad reached a gentle knoll 
and was about to shoot at a mari which [selected on an old 
stub, when I decided to look for a more satisfactory one, 
ani continued my advance, not half thinking of deer hunt- 
ing, Presently, stepping upon the well decayed body of a 
huge olit fallen pine, lying in my course, 1 instinctively 
scrutinized the expanded yiew, when a dark object sixtecn 
rods away, deep under the heavy topped hemlocks, attracted 
my attention, and I quickly madé out the broadside of a 
deer, with hishead up and gaze fixed on me. Bringing my 
rifle up with care and holding on his chest the forward 
sight looked bright and large, but when I drew fine the form 
of the deer was so indistinct that I readjusted my aim, and 

streamlets fowing to the Nottawasago. There was a mere 

with care, I deemed, when the blue smoke puiled fiercely 
out and the loud resounding report seemed as if if must 
startle every deer in his covert. And the deer jumped dike 
lightning and tan sith ereat swiftness for about forty rods, 
circling as usual toward the last,.and bringing up in thicker 
covert on the banks of aittle*stream, closely followed by 
another deer whieh had started seven or cig¢ht rods nearer to 
me, of the presence of whichT had nosuspicion before, All 
this [saw quite plainly in the open timber, and after load- 
ing I made: careful and circuitous approach toward the lo- 
cality Where they stopped; ani from which with careful 
watch Thad not secon them depart, “But I failed to sight 
them, neither did search reyeal any dead deer or blood, and 
it struck me that neither track much denoted a cripple, I 
Went with rupid steps to view the spot where the buck had 
started from the shot. He jumpedso quickly and ran so 
fiercely that I thought him hit, bat [ felta rising apprehen- 
sion that I hadfailed again. 

When a deer starts from the shot and was not viewing the 
hunter at the time, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred it 
hag felt the ball, and when one that is viewing starts quickly 
to the shot, the chances are many that itis from the same 
cause, In this case, seeing the puff of smoke and heariny 
the fierce crack of the rifle in the sama direction, was cause 
for quick alarm. Examination of the spot he started tram 
Aud the track of his flight reyealed no blood nor hair or evi- 
dence of my die* being hit, and lwent to the log from 
which I had fircd to reassure myself of the locality. 1 pro- 
ceeded instantly 10 test my belief that the atmospheric con- 
dition was cheating me in my shooting, The first shadow of 
evening had fallen, but I could see the sights plainly, and 
holding upon 4 mark eight ov ten rods distant, fired, Upon 
going to see the result, behold! the ball was very near two 
feet aboye the target!—a greater exaggeration from this 

3¢ than l remembered 10 have met, an example that fixed 
itself in my memory, and the oacasion of my most remark- 
able chapter of failures was plain, 

inypelled by a little forlorn hope I went again to the spot 
where the lost deer had stopped in their flight and examined 
further They appeared to have walked away together, and 
I found no cyidence of wounding, There were several fresh 
tracks ol other deer, hut darkness soon stopped my tracing 
and Iturned homeward. The light of the brilliant northern 
sky gleamed gratefully down amid the branches of the dark 
evergreens, and the repeated ery of a lynx not far from me 
awakened my interest and drew more than careless glances 
over my shoulder. I accounted this the unluckiest day in 
my souicwhat extensive hunting experience, a day of good, 
opportunities aod rare ill luck, which days, somehow, now 
and then come to the best of hunters. 
With the morning came my lust day in the woods, and.1 

bestirred myself early to resume the hunt where I had left 
it the evening before, with strong resolve to make the hesti 
of opportunity which fortune might throw in my way. <A- 
little more winter had stolen on than yet bad been; there 
was ice in the puddles, and the ground in the road was quite 
frozen. Buta bright sunlit day was coming on, which I 
knew would dissipate the frost and largely the slight snow, 
which now told of the presence of game, the time and 
course of its wanderings. As ou the preceding morning, I 
took my route over the finest of grounds for deer and where 
previous to the present year they had been plenty, but not 
a track could Isee. Itook np sud followed fora little the 
track of the deer last fired st the evening before, but it soon 
became commingled with those of other deer, all taking off 
in a northerly direction. An extensive bout throughout the 
locality where I had found my deer the day before, disclosed 
not a single fresh track. Harly in the preceding evening 
quite a number of deer, the snow told, had loitered about, 
aad then leisurely and quite separately talcen off in the same 
northern direction, Wot a track ran counter, and when 
noon came 1 had not seen a single track made to-day, and 
there evidently was not a deer in the locality. They had all 
tramped away soméwhere, and the question was where I 
could find them, One who hunts deer much observes that 
upon the near approach of decisive winter deer often take 
such general temporary tramps. They might return at 
evening, but for this I could not wait, and decided to con- 
tinue the hunt in the general direction the deer had taken; 
and goon came upon the fresh track of a small deer going 
the opposite way. My course was taking me direct from 
home, and I soon diverged obliquely, andin an hour, in a 
beech and maple tract, saw enough trucks made this mornin 
to make me think deer were thick. But not one could 
find, and 1 resumed my former course, and directly entered 
an extensive pine slashing. 

1 felt weary and pursued the easier walking along an old 
wood road I happened to strike. The crisp noisy walking of 
the morning had been long dispelled by the bright sun and 
the snow was disappearing. 1 presently struck an immense 
and fresh tack of a buck going a little to my right, which I 
followed for a few rods and heard a hard knocking noise a 
little aside, which T helieved made by the antlers of the old 
monarch himself, who I fancied might be turning in his 
course. But the ground was too open forsafe approach, and 
T returned to the wood road, intending to presently circle in 
his direction, and in a few moments struck the recent trucks 
of five deer which‘bad entered the road and continued 
along it, The tracks did not seem suficiently recent to as- 
sure me the game was just at hand, yet tracks made in a 
melting snow are often much nearer n point of time than they 
appear, Any way, if was evident deer was about me and 
that [was to meet them ere long. 
The flock, after feeding along the road, made across a run 

to my right, and I approached the sedgy edge to cross also 
when I noticed, about five rods distant, through the thick 
dead lower branches of the cedars which grewin the run, a 
dark spot which might answer for a deer. I could outline 
no form, but the spot was suspicious, and I determined ta 
make the experiment of a shot. Holding my rifle on, ih 
seemed as if] could hardly get a ball safely through the mas 
of small erabbed branchés, and I carefully moved a step to 
improve chances when the five deer started from the covert, 
theiv white tails all erect, and in 2 moment were out of sight, 
alfording no opponent for a shot, The suspicious spot 
was fone as well as some of my chances for success. I now 
tried to stalls upoh them, adVancinga little aside, and started 
them twice, they running only a short distance but starting 
before | saw them, when I quit this uscless business and ra- 
versed my cow'se to take in the big buck, and the locality 
where I had to-day first scen the numerous fresh tracks. 
This was on the home stretch, and the sun was well de- 
elined, 

I bad not gone far amid the logs and slashed tree tops, all 
the debris of formier lunibering, when [ came upon the tracks 
‘of the buck, now turned about, as I had anticipated, and 
poing in my changed direction, Tt was indeed fm Guormous 
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track, larger than one scarce eyer sees, and I knew its maker 
must be a famous member of its race. If I could secure him 
it would crown my hunting with satisfaction; but such 
bucks are much more secure in hand than when afoot in the 
woods, I pursued on his track with animation and a sharp 
lookout, and the old fellow led me a devious course and long 
among and over longs und around massés of tree tops, then 
he dived into the standing timber among the hemlocks, 
crooked about, returned to the edge of the slashing, his gen- 
tral course luckily taking me in a home direction, He 
apparently maintained a steady walk and seemes to be look- 
ing for compaay. He could not be far ahead, but I was 
disgusted with the crooked and villainous course he took 
mig, through difficult places, amid and over obstructions, 
besides he would shortly pass to thick and continuous forest 
where my chances with him would be lessened, I desired to 
turn aside to the lovality of the numerous tracks, where I 
thought lay my best chances for success, and I abandoned 
his track and all hopes founded on bis capture. 
And just here let me intrednee a word about the rifle with 

which ] was doing my northern hunting—a muzzle-loader, 
weighing seven and a half pounds, made by that eminent 
gunsmith the late Wm. Billinghurst, 28-inch barrel by 
Remington, percussion pill lock, the conical ball, which I 
generally used, weighing ninety-nine grains, behind which I 
put fifty-four grains of powder—a very neat gun, which, for 
nccuracy, penetration and effectiveness as a hunting gun, 
T never have seen surpassed, and with which I have tumbled 
over more than the half of thirty deer on a single trip, 
My final hopes of success were now bounded by a very 

aurrow compuss. IT turned abruptly toward the beech and 
. bemlock and just off its borders halted to look and listen, as 

wus my habit to do every few rods or steps, when I sud- 
denly discovered a deer ahead with head raised and staring 
wildly at me. It stood, apparently, close on the further 
side of a large pine log which lay no great distance away, 
and all but the head, neck and fore edge of shoulders 
covered by the butt end of an elevated overturned tree. 
Never shall Lforget the strikingly dark color, gazelle-like 
attitude and look of this deer, a picture Audubon would 
have coveted. The yiew was open, not a branch inter- 
vened, and I slowly «nd cautiously brought up my rifle lest 
that wild figure should be startled too soon, which I more 
than half expected it would, But I did not consume un- 
necessary moments, and when the rifle rang out the deer 
sprang away, keeping in view for a few rods but making no 
special sign of being hit. Ballin gun, [hurried forward 
and oyer the log to see the track und note the evidence of 
result. Butto my surprise I could not find it, and was 
puzzled, when I struck off apparently out of all proper 
bounds and ten rods further on found it, near to twenty-tive 
rods from where | vad fired, Yery often is the hunter thus 
deceived in the distance at which he estimates this game at 
the first glance, which is riveted to the game aud fails to 
take considerately the measure of the intervening space. 
Barely a trace of blood showed where the deur first started, 
but alter two or three rods his course, on the side upon 
which he received the ball, was marked by one almost com- 
plete blood-stained and clouded sheet of snow nearly ten 
feet in width, A fierce and continuous torrent bad been 
spirted ont for seyeral feet, which, rapidly spreading in the 
soft snow, had greatly enlarged the display, and this tre- 
mendous show of blood continued into the timber, where 1 
found the deer stretched lifeless about a dozen rods from 
wiere he was shot. Hvidently he had gone down hard, for 
his last two or three jumps plainly showed that he had hard 
work to keep on his course, he haying plunged about fear- 
fully, Alas! fleet courser, his days in the woods were 
over. 

The shot was a very accurate one, the ball entering the root 
of the neck obliquely at the edge of the shoulder, cutting the 
freat artery upon that side not far from the heart, and it 
was this that spouted out the life current so fast and far. I 
returned over his course to view again the astomshing sight 
of blood, which [ had never seen equalled. 

Until [ came to the deer lying 1 thoughtit a doe, but [ now 
saw thut Thad a princely buck, three or four years old, On 
account of the distance and the dark color of hia antlers 
blending with the forest a few rods beyond, I had not seen 
them, Pulling off my coat and rolling up asleeye, I quickly 
had him dressed for hanging from some tree, for safety, 
until I eould send for him. The job was a much neater one 
than usual, forall the blood had run out of him, It was 
eyer a difficult affair for me to hang up a deer, my strength 
being inadequate, but I never left the matter half done. A 
huge overturned hemlock lay a rod uway, its roots filled with 
soil and rising uear ten foot high; tu one of the little hemlocks 
growing on it T bent and tied a neighboring tree, dragged 
the deer up and tied him to it, eut the fastenings, and the 
tree slraightened away to place, bearing the buck high and 
safe from all four-legged prowlers of the woods, While 
tugging away on the top of the root with the deer a rifle was 
fired, seemingly but a py short distance away, in the woods 
below me, which I regarded with suspicion, From my ele- 
vated position I might be being sighted for game and I 
hailed, but received uo response, and, singularly, no after 
eyidence indicating the presence of any one. 

Tt was now near to sunset; J] had but one short hour of 
further opportunity, and I promptly proceeded to improye 
it, Anyway, | was now secure against that miserable feeling, 
the sting of failure. Some good ground lay in my direct 
route homeward, and in that line I set forth at a pretty rapid 
walk. Presently I was passing through a slightly lower 
tract of woods where the evergreens were chiefly scattered 
firs and the traveling a little difficult from frequent over- 
turned old trees, mostly the never decaying evergreens, sup- 
ported by their stiff and now stubbed branches well up from 
the ground, und which stuck out at you like spikes of steel 
in every direction. The track of the big buck had proceeded 
this way, and I was not unmindful of an eye for him, I had 
just climbed noiselessly oyer one of these spiked trees and 
left it a vod or two behind when 4 glance on my left startled 
me with the vision of half the broadside of a deer of such 
dimensions that J instantly knew it must be the great buck, 
Tcould see his body from about the last ribs back to his 
hips, through a cluster of leafiess ash, beyond and beside 
which he stood, the reat of him being masked by the trees, 
He was evidently standing on the lookout, his vision ob- 
scured to the danger, and within four rods of me. Heavens! 
said T to myself, if he will but give mea moment, [am oc- 
cupying time and space in describing, but when I saw that 
sight my onward moving foot was instantly set down, my 
rifle quietly but immediately came around, my body cau- 
tiously turned to the proper face, and with aim to get the 
ball aa far forward as the trees would allow, my rifle cracked 
and the buck instantly but heavily, like the movements of 
all large animals, jumped away, 1 saw bim for afew jumps, 

when he was lost to view, but I listened attentively to the 
sound of his running and marked well the divection till it 
died away, for the scant snow on some grounds and the 
shadows of eyening now at band, might render his pursuit 
difficult. I noted that he had an injured look and hugged 
his tail, the last an unerring symptom of serious injury. 

Putting aside my usual caution to instantly load, 1 went 
at once to his track and examining histirst one or two jumps 
saw a slight trace ortwo of blood. The old fellow when I 
approached was lying beside the cluster of ash, as his bed in 
the snow plainly told, and hearing my coming had arisen 
and received the ball before moying further or seeing his 
pursuer. He bad turned aside into this unfrequented spot 
to rest for an early novturnal ramble, and I had happened to 
meet him. Thus accidents, without the power of care to 
ayoid, are ever happening along the’course of every life. 
My gun loaded, [took up his track, going cautious and 

looking sharp. I found scarce a half dozen traces of blood, 
and these the merest trifles, and feared the ball had not gone 
forward of the intestines, in which case, unless some im- 
portant yessel was cut, Il would probably have to manage 
well if 1 got him to-night, or even at all I knew he had 
Jain down, and if not pretty ‘‘sick” would be wary of giv- 
ing me another shot, Circumstances showed that if he was 
bleeding it must be internal; the longer he Jaid the stiffer and 
perhaps weaker he would get and the more disinclined to 
move; therefore [ must be careful and had better not push 
sharply, and I lingered for a little. I was yet on the road 
of chance, But the shadows of night were gathering fast, I 
yu soon be unable to pursue, and moved cautiously for- 
ward. 

I came upen him unexpectedly soon, a little more than 
forty rods from where he received the shot. He was close 
by when I first perceived him, lying down naturally in an 
open space, his head up aod turned from me, and expressed, 
I fancied, a sombre look, and I wondered I did not discover 
him sooner. I judged he was badly off, and deferred action, 
standing still and looking at him, Presently his head alter- 
nately drooped and raised a little, and I slowly drew near 
and stood beside him, with gun in readiness to prevent his 
escape or resist an onset should he attack. He was indeed 
a noble deer, a giant among the foremost of his race, He 
bore symmetrical antlers of five prongs, was mussive, yet 
elegant of build, and his hair was fine. The noble monarch 
of the woods had no pride now; he continued to droop and 
then feebly bold up his head im the wealmness and conscious- 
ness of approaching dissolution. Tle was conscious of my 
presence, his eye was yet undimmed, but his noble nature 
manifested no fear nor expression of revenge, even no recog- 
nition of the presence of his mortal pursuer. I stoud beside 
him for some time, feeling deeply pity and remorse. But 
inexorable night was deepening its shadows fast, and, alas! 
I shot him again to end the scene, dreading and shuddering 
at the act. 

With all the haste I could exert, night had fully settled 
before 1 was ready to haug him up, but the sky was cloud- 
less and a bright moonlight fell upon the dark, heayy 
forest. Ihad hunted out 4 tree at the outset, selecting the 
first good one [ coujd tind, which was a dozen rods away, 
and wow proceeded to bend it down foruse. While lam 
relating deer hunting | may as well tellit as it occurred. 
My tree was a very tail and stiff beech, for this purpose, the 
upper half of which had sometime been violently bent well 
down to the carth by the fall of a large tree, and never but 
partially reacted, but for which I would neyer haye thought 
pf its subjugation. When I had climbed well up, the top 
bent tothe horizontal but would not come down, and I 
hung from its under side by my hands, dangling in a pre- 
curious condition. If Ladyanced further and the tree did 
not go down must lose my hold and drop, with a fair 
chance for a broken limb, alone und afar in the woods in the 
freezing night, for | would not have strength in my arms to 
retrace nor to swing my feet up to assist; but for a moment 
only I hesitated and then took the yenture, as s0 many times 
before in the perils of life; and when I reached the extreme 
top and continued to hang on, the tree reluctantly yielded, 
slowly, slowly, until I tip-toed on the ground, and mude it 
fast toa smull hemlock. By the hardest work, aided by 
the snow, I drew the deer to the tree, and setting him up 
with pulley and cord from my pocket, made him fast, 
When the tree was loosed it sprang up, parting a strand, 
but I luckily on the instant secured an additional cord, with 
a pole lifted and placed the top of the beech in the crotch of 
a convenient tree, added the pole asa prop, and the buck 
hung high and safe. 

T stood and contemplated him, noble game that he was, 
and then turned 10 think about getting out of the woods, I 
had not seen either Clearing or highway since morning, and 
did not know how far it was to the Sunnidale, or if auy in- 
fernal cedar swamp lay in my route, A single wolf had sent 
forth his voice from the dark recesses of the woods, but what 
was more grateful, u distant dog had for some time main- 
tained a watchful barking from some settler’s cabin on the 
Sunnidale, and I thought I would feel obliged if he would 
continue and guide me until 1 got out of the woods, which 
he fortunately did. Taking up my rifle, and examining my 
compass to be sure of my course, I stood a few moments,and 
with inexpressible pleasure contemplated and drank in this 
wild passing scere in Nature's life, and then set forward at 
u brisk pace. I cast sharp looks into the shadows about me, 
as I had while at work. for while one might adven- 
ture thus for years without mishap from wild animals, 
yet at any moment danger might come. But a short 
time before and but a few miles distant, a lumber hand 
was sel upon a few rods from camp by # lynx, which sprang 
at his throat, aud the man, haying no weapons, would have 
heen killed but for a companion who came to his assistance. 
And the single wolf bas sometimes attacked with vigor. 
When I was well along on my march a sudden view of 

what appeared to be a black bear of no inconsideryble 
dimensions, sitting up as if viewing my coming on, brought 
me toa halt. It might be bear or stamp, but with a deliber- 
ate scrutiny it looked bear and nothing else; but if either, T 
was not sorry, although I would have preferred daylight for 
the interyiew, and with rifle cocked I slowly approached. 
But it was a stump, and I presently stepped into the Sunni- 
dale with a lighi, heart and buoyant pace. Lands and forest 
glittered with the countless jewels of the frost king, the 
undsome firs with their rich, dark foliage displayed their 
symmetrical forms against the brilliant heavens, and earth 
and sky were filled with in ethereal splendor unknown out 
of a northern clime, as I went to-night from one of the last of 
my many hunts in this attractive northern lands 

: F. M. Wizcox. 
Rocrester, Mich, 

Remember if you wish to buy a fine gun and save Money, go to C. 
L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway, New York.—ddv. 

AN ELK HUNT IN THE “SPICY ISLE.” 

66 | | EIGHO! What on earth do you mean by rousing me 
at this unearthly hour, you born idiot, Harry? Don’t 

you know that I’m dead done?” 
“Get up! get up! you lazy old scoundrel, the dogs are all 

ready—Villeau has got Oscar fed, and morning tea is ready 
—so tumble up! tumble up!” 

As Harry emphasized his words by pulling the bed-clothes 
off and, seizing my Jegs. forcibly bringing me down witha 
dump on the floor, Thad to get up, but by the time I was 
wake and wikening thoughts brought to my mind that it 
was a hunting morn, nothing more was required to drive 
the cobwebs from my sleepy eyes. 

Into the tub, or rather small swimming bath, which is an 
adjunct of all good Ceylon bungalows, a grand rub down, 
and then into the dining-room, where ten as jolly planters as 
ever drunk beer, sounded a loud ‘‘toottoot” on the old horn, 
“Just one more peg, old chappie,” and ‘‘Hera’s to the 
health of them that’s awa’in in the dear old country,” sat 
round the festive board, the kerosene lamp strugeling with 
the light that was slowly biginning to dawn, Hees, bacon, 
bread and “hoppers,” all the delicacies of a planter’s morn- 
ing tea, were being rapidly consumed, and the clatter of the 
plates was drowned by the clatter of the tongues, as every 
one ‘‘jawed” about his past, present or future hunts. 

‘No, you don't! My dear Bill, that day you speak of 
couldn't hold a candle to the day we were out with the 
Dikoya men, Finest sport I ever had.” 

“Oh, you git away; why, they are the worst pack in the 
island.” 

“Never mind Dikoya or any other pack,” said I, ‘‘here’sto 
the beauties we are to follow this morning, and whose music 
we will soon all dance or rather run to; so finish up, boys, 
and then to see the darlin’s brought out and ‘Hey wily waly 
oh!’ to the jungle and pray Diana for a good elk and a strong 
elk, and may Ibe up first,” ; 

“You! you old aldermanic being, you could only win a 
donkey's race and make a good Jast,”’ 

“Never mind, let us be off,” said T, 
What a glorious sight it was wd one calculated to make 

the blood tingle in your yeins, and that feeling to creep 
oyer you that the world was too sm:1l to hold you and 
have # sort of longing just to give a bound away into space, 
The morning was just dawning, and away down in the 
valleys the morning mist was just beginning to rise; the 
delicious cool air Jaden with the perfume of the coffee then 
in full blossom, aud with the hundred and one delicious 
scents borne from the luxuriant yegctation from below; 
the yoices of the coolies just arising and preparing the 
morning meal, and the smoke slowly curling up trom the 
lines into the clear air—all made a picture only possible 
in the tropics. And then came from behind the low 
whimper of the noble hounds, and you felt indeed that you 
could answer Mr. Malloch in the affirmative, and that “life 
was worth living,” at any rate for that day at least. 

“Bring ‘em round; bring ’em round, Velleyan, we're all 
ready.” There they come, stampering and bounding. 
‘Down! Oscar, old boy, down! down! Now Carpi! You 
good old bitch, don’t come pawing me; you'll get the elk 
allvight. I know you, you dear old lady; many the time 
l’ye seen you with those soft eyes that look so loving now, 
for you think [have sugar. Yes, l’ve scen them Nght up 
in anger and the devil flash out of them as those pearly 
fangs of yours, old lady, fastened in the throat of your 
quarry, but down just now!” Off we yo! Right up through 
the plantation, a gradient of about one in ten, and arrive 
panting and blowing at the edge of the jungle, stop for a 
moment’s »reath and gaze upon as lovely & scene as ever 
mai’s eyes feasted on. Hill and dale, dale and hill, all 
clothed with the glories of a tropical yegetation as far as the 
eye could see, 

Afar off, where the horizon dipped, we fancied we could 
see the sea, but it was only fancy, 

“Ready, Velleyan! Now then, put ‘em in.” 
Tn we went into tlie jungle. Jt was very dense, so 

densé was the undergrowth that unless you struck an ele- 
phant track or came on open ground, locomotion was almost. 
impossible, but we hit the right track, so kept eyenly on our 
way. Itis really marvellous how the ell get through, but 
through they get, a8 you very soon find out if you have to 
follow them, ; 

Presently there is a low tiny ‘“‘wouf! wouf!” from Carpi, 
then Oscar darts ahead, his tailwell out, and that knowing 
old nose of his that has tracked many of his foes to their 
final doom. When the rest of the puck see Oscar at it, they 
know there is good business on. Oscar is no fool, and every 
puppy soon learns that when Oscar gives tongue there is 
something in the wind, and it is their bounden duty to give 
an extra strong sniff and find ont what that something is. 

“Worrard away, lads! forrard!” And then breaks on the still 
moriing air that music that has no equal, What organ, 
what orchestra, makes your blovud tingle and all your mus- 
cles tighten, and makes your. eyes have that eager, hungry 
look, as you stretch forward, whether you are afoot or on 
horseback, to see where it comes from, than the first notes of 
a good pack giving tongue? It may be wrong, mt it’struc. 
It’s the nature of the beast. 

Then thera wasarush It was now a case of the devil 
take the hindmost, the one all powerful, all pervading 
thonght was to make the most of your knowledge of the lay 
of the land and if possible be in at the death, ‘‘Tootle! 
tootle!’ sway you all go. Down on your nose one minnte 
and on your back the next, tripping over creepers and genur- 
ally coming to grief, hut no shin barker is felt, no “dump” 
is tuken any account of, and you are up again and off as 
hard as you can. 
Wow an elk, when he is first, started, makes straight up hill 

as hard as he can go, When he is pressed he makes a small 
circuit, comes down again and makes for water. There he 
comes to bay. I knew the Jand pretty well, and so Irea- 
soned that if he was a good strong elk he would make tor a 
certain point Lknew of, and then, turning, come down to 2 
stream about a mile to my left; so 1 determined to make 
straight for this stream and wait until T heard the music and 
letthat guideme. Yousee Lam a little aldermanic, Ar- 
rived at the river, a great ‘pull, puff” behind, and the mbi- 
cund face aud beard of ‘“‘old Jack,” our worthy M. EH, H., 
appeared out of the jungle, Dear old Jack, he has gone now 
to the happy bunting grounds and joined the great majority 
—captain of Rugby and prince of all good fellows, and one 
of the noblest sportsmen that ever lived. 
He liad thy same idea of the route as I had, so he had 

hardly got bis wind when just above us we saw @ noble elk 
bound out of the jungle and land in a pool about four feet 
decp, and presently we heard the ‘yap, yap” of the beauties 
in fullery behind. Both Juackand I scrambled up over the 
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rocks and made for the elk. Jack got there first, and by 
that right, as well as being master, he claimed the priyilege 
to goin and stick it; which, of course, I granted. 

An elk, the readers of the Forrsr AND STRHAM must 
knot, when at bay, isa most dangerous animal. He can 
rip a dog or aman open with « stroke of his fore leg. Itis 
madness to sitempl to get near him, therefore, until the 
pack comes up. In every pacls there are at least a couple of 
what aré called “‘seizers.” They go for the elk and grip 
him by the ears and threat and hold him, and then you 
wade in and stick him just behind the shoulder, 

Soon up they come, ‘In Oscar! Good dogs! Go on, 
Carpi! Yoicks, seize him, good dog! Seize him!’ Nobly 
did they re pond, and with a bound, a splash, sad a struggle 
they were al his throat. Oh! the excitement. Oh! the 
yelling, and yapping, and snarling, and baying—and old 
Jack, baring his sleeve and getling that long, keen hunting 
knife ready to giye the final blow. In he goes, puffing like 
ii grampus, and 1 stand yelling encouragement to the dogs 
from the bank, Now came 4 ludicrous scene. Jack had 
just got up when, from some canse or other, the seizers-let 
fo and the ellc, raising his head, was going for Master Jack. 
He was rather behiad it, and, with an agility marvelous for 
aman of his weimht, he made a bound and caught it by the 
autlers. Now a struggle commenced which made me laugh 
nntil the tears fanledtewt. my cheeks. The bottom of the 
pool was very nneven, with large, round stones, and every 
time Jack exerted extra strength to get the elk’s head down, 
he would slip and gei a regular sousing, come up again still 
holding on, but spluttering and blowing, and using langnage 
the prelates of the church might objectio. It was funny. 
Presently Oscar and Carpi got a hold again, there was a 
gleam of steel and Juck’s knife was buried in the heart of 
one of the finest elks il had heen my lot to see. 

Oh, the whoops, and oh, the yells, the congratwations and. 
the ‘*well done old boys” thal resounded on all sides as the 
rest of the hunt came up. We drank his health with a three 
times three, and then stringing him on a pole he was berne 
home by the coolies. 
We, too, went back to the bungalow und finished up a 

most enjoyable lunt by 4 most enjoyable breakfast, where 
no end of beer was drank and stories told, and where that 
good fellowship belonging to hungry hunters all over the 
world prevailed. WANDERER. 
Crynon, 1882. 

MY FIRST CHICKEN SHOOT. 

N ¥ first experience in shooting was among the hills of 
Northern New York and along the shores of Lake 

Onturio, I remember distinctly my first gun. It was a ten- 
pound inuzzle loader, and long before I could hold it at 
arm’s length I bowled over many a poor squirrel and black- 
hird by ‘“‘taking a rest” over 4 convenient log or stone wall, 
As I grew older I learned to shoot on the wing, and then ap- 
preciated the full enjoyment of sporting. With my old 
selter, Dan (long since gone ta the dog paradise) I have 
iramped mile upon mile over the roughest ground in New 
York State, and many are the ruffed grouse and duck that 
poor Dan has brought me. 

I had been but a short time in the West when I became 
very enthusiastic over chicken shooting: and though I had 
for a number of years given up shooting entirely, Iwas 
anxious to try my hand again, The stories told by the local 
sportsmen were very thrilling, and I threw out 4 number of 
hints indicating that I should like very much to be made one 
of the parties that were daily going out. At last Judge 
B—,, taking pity upon the ‘‘tenderfoot" from the Hast, in- 
vited me to goout with him. I always thought that he 
asked me out of pity more than anything else. 

Well, he droye around to the office one August morning, 
and it is needless to say that Twas ready and wailing. His 
two dozs, Vic and Ned, were stowed away under the 
seats. To those who haye never ridden out into the prairie 
on A, cool and beautiful morning, let me‘say that such an ex- 
perience is worth traveling thousands of miles for, The air 
seems wonderfully invigorating, ind even the dogs and 
horges are possessed of a new life. 

Tt was yet early when we left the road and struck across 
the prairie toward some cornfields, nearthe borders of which 
the Judge said we would find chickens, In the morning they 
leave the stubble field and seek the shade of the corn. We 
unhitched the horses, tied them to the rear of the wagon, un- 
packed our guns, and at the word the dogs were off. It was 
a beautiful sight to see them as they ranged back and forth; 
their eyes fairly dancing with joy; and if a dog can laugh 
Ned and Vie indulged in a quiet grin at least. We 
walked along, the ‘‘tenderfoot” with cyes and eursalert, and 
Tam sorry to say, laboring under the first symptoms of 
‘buck fever.” The dogs meanwhile were very busy and 
nearing the ¢dge of the cornfield, Just then I heard 4 shot 
from the other side of the corn, and turning quickly around 
TL saw an old cock coming straight at me. could not en- 
dure the thought of being runover by an old rooster that had 
boomed on the prairies for cight or nine years, so blazed 
away—a miss. y turned quickly and sent a charge from the 
other barrel after him. Notatfeather. lsaw the Judge grin 
as he asked me in his sweetest and blandest tones, ‘‘Did you 
get him?” ie 

But what is this! Just look at the dogs. There in the 
tall weeds that grew just at the edge of the corn stood Ned, 
snd backing him was Vic, Both stood so still that one 
could imagine them easts of bronze. The Judge spoke to 
them a few quiet words so as to keep them steady. 1 would 
probably have stood admiring them until now, had he 
not snid “Come on if you want a shot.” We approached 
the dogs quiety aud slowly. Up got the old hen and was 
bowled down in fine style by the Judge, At the report not 
a sound wis heard save the fall of the hen, 1 had expected 
to see the air full of birds. ‘‘I guess you have got the only 
one,” J remembered to remark (for { was ina very bumble 
anil quiet mood after my recent exploit). ‘Not much,” was 
the reply. ‘There is a whole covey of young birds right 
under the dogs’ noses.” I could not see them and took his 
word for it, now relying entirely upon his superior wisdom. 
He spoke to Ned and the dog crept on a few feet and then 
stood ayain. We flushed four—two at the left and two at 
the right, The latter fell to my lot and I missed one, bring- 
ing down the other with a broken wing, ‘Tis needless to 
say that my pard got both his birds. I now felt quite elated, 
as [ had hagged my first chicken. ‘The Judge gaye me some 
words of adyice and iold me to keep cool, uot tu fire unfil L 
had covered my Wird, and above all not to get discouraged. 
As we were talking up got the remainder of the covey, some 
six or eight more. This time [was cool and collected, 
picked oul two birds from the outside of the bunch, and got 
them both. 

ka. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

The dogs neither of them retrieved—merely pointed. the 
dead birds—and when we had gathered them in I was 
pleased that the wagon was not far distant. We visited a 
number of wheat fields and invariably found the chickens 
in weeds ‘nd tall srass near. At noon we stopped shooting 
and found that we had geventeeu birds, That was very 
good for two guns, so the Judge said; also that we had been 
very fortunate in finding the birds. 

e drive on tothe Judge’s farm, where, thanks to his 
forethought, we fonnd a bountiful dinner awaiting. After 
dinner we gaye the dogs a much needed rest and went down 
to a little lake near by to look for ployer, Now if there is 
anything that I have & weakness for it is for plover. Prop- 
erly cooked they are, in my estimation, the nicest bird in 
the United States. Wefound them in large numbers, and 
soon lad enough to satisfy at least fwo hungry men, 

At 5 o’clock we hitched up and, with a small boy to drive, 
made another attack on the chickens. We visited field after 
field, almosi always finding birds, The dozs worked even 
better than in the morning. The Judge shot well, and your 
correspondent, a little better than formerly. Evening came 
on and found us tired and dirty, but our ardor not in the 
least dampened. We found on counting that we had twen- 
ty-nine chickens, which tyas more than an average bag for 
two guns, 

My first expericnce in chicken-shooting was very pleas- 
ant, though I do not like it so well as shooting the ruffed 
frouse of my boyhood. And I sometimes think that were 
some of our crack shots who can kill chicken after chicken 
on the treeless prairie, placed in some of the cullivs and 
swamps that are the natural home of our ruffed sprouse, 
they would shoot very poorly. 

J hear that chickens are very plenty in Iowa and Nebras- 
Ishould think that ducks also are to be unusually 

numerous as all the ponds and lakes are full. 
Tf the Eastern sportsman wishes to see a sight and have 

an experience that he will always remember, let him visit 
Northern lowa or Southern Minnesota during the month of 
October. He will find everyone kind and obliging, and 
shooting that will satisfy even the most ambitious, 

QuILu. 
Lixcoin, Nebraska, 

HUNTING IN TEXAS. 

| YALESTINE and its immediate vicinity is notin the game 
district of the Lone Star State, but, while we have no 

“deer, bear and turkey at our very door,” as a correspond- 
ent of a New York weekly graphically asserts, still the quail 
and Geer are by no means exterminated and can be found 
within two or three miles of this and adjacent towns on the 
line of the International & Great Northern Railroad, The 
deer are of the small variety common to this portion of the 
country, und are yeryrarely seen in herds of more than six or 
eight. Their venison is equal to if not superior to the Cali- 
fornia yenison, though the species of deer are identical with 
that found in San Diego county. The difference in Havoris 
probably due to the abundance of pads and delicate grasses 
which abound in some parts of Hastern Texas, 

The hunting is done, greatly to the credit of the hunters, 
ju the months of December, January and February, The 
restriction is really self-imposed, as the ‘‘weak laws rotting 
away in antique sheathes” are practically of no avail. 

But the deer run somewhat on the principle that it is 
best to be either very good or the extreme contrary, for they 
certainly in their phe season are about as emaciated speci- 
meng as one would care to find. 
The hunting is done in two ways: still hunting and driy- 

ing. The latter is the favorite manner of securing venison, 
and is generally participated in by a number of planters and 
their help. 

The mecting is generally well represented by 6 A. M., and 
a leader chosen, Some old veteran at the chase fills this 
position, and he places the men in various prominent posi- 
tions on therun where they will be most likely to get a crack 
at some unfortunate buck, 

This position is no sinecure. One man wants a particular 
stand that another man ‘thas always had and always will 
have.” But the wrangle ends, and at last the dogs are started, 
big strong fellows of no pedigree or known breed, but 
“stay ers,” 
The country in Anderson county,of which this town is the 

country seat, is very hilly, Large divides or ridges anv a 
reat number of creek beds, most of which are dry, thus 
making a very rough bit of ground. 

The men scatter to their posts, and, if goodluck attends us, 
the dogs in the course of one hour give tongue and cvery 
man begins to feel of himself to see if he is all there. A half 
hour more aud somebody will have a cl unce. 
Who shallit be? Louder and louder sound the yelps of 

the dogs. Nearer and nearer they enme to the stand of some 
other man, <A shot or two and on they go for the next man 
to pick and kill or drop with a well-aimed 44conical throngh 
ane or more of them. 

The other method, still hunting, is not as exciting, and then 
you are quite as likely to blaze away at some stray heifer or 
pony as at a deer. 

This sort, of hunting is done by means of a head-lamp 
(the “Ferguson” or home-made, it matters little which so 
far as the deer ave concerned) and u ‘‘coon” or darkey boy 
who answers the twofold purpose of lamp-bearer and gun 
rest, althoug. they do sometimes complain ‘‘daf de gun goes 
off inighty loud, massa.” 

Quail are reported very plenty this season, seyeral sizable 
hevies having been seen on whatis known as the West 
Point road, 

Very littlé attention has been paid them, though one or 
two gentlemen of Palestine hay2 experimented with a good 
pointer to their satisfaction, 1 believe. Squirrels are very 
plenty all through this portion of the State. They are prin- 
cipally tox and stay and not gencrally found yery large. 
What Anderson county Iscks, however, in other varieties 
of game, isin a great manner compensated for by the ease 
with which we can place ourselyes on # yariety of hunting 
that would satisfy any reasonable mortal. For instance, 
suppose, like myself, some lover of rod and gun should de- 
cide to visit the Lone Star State. He might nof start from 
Mibvaukee, Wis., but if from the North or East he would 

robably come oyer the Chicaso & u\iton Railroad to St. 
ouis, from St. Louis to Texarkana, a funny little town so 

locked and pinched into an obscure corner of the world 
that three States had to chip inand donate so many letters a 
iece to cyen give ita name, It is in Arkansas properly, 
ut some railroad guides give it as being in Texas yet. 
From Texarkana to Longview, fhe junction of the Texas 

Pacific and the Great International Railroad, is a seyen- 
hour ride. From Longview the wandering sportaman would 
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do well to come to Palestine, eighty-one miles south, from 
whence he can radiate in any desired direction, 
Should he desire deer, any drive of six miles vill give 

him plenty of opportunity to teat his nerye. Ducks, geese, 
snipe in plenty, and some few plover may be had twelve 
miles south on the Trinity River. For fishing, unless he 
has a penchant for alligators and buffalo fish, a large, coarse- 
grained fellow, whose one redeeming quality is that he can 
give a pretty thorough test toa rod and line. But Galves- 
ton is the fisherman’s elysium. The letter of ‘‘N. A. T.,” 
in the last issue of Forrsr AND STREAM, is praise none too 
warm. Gulveston is reached after aresting night-ride of 
fourteen hours from Palestine over the International & Great, 
Northern, and Galveston, Houston & Henderson Railroads, 
in one of the peerless Pullman sleepers which run daily over 
these excellent roads. 

Sportsmen are offered every convenience by the gentle- 
mauly officials of these lines, Special cars cam lie secured, 
and as much solid comfort derived from a trip in ‘lexas as 
in the “Davy Crockett” or ‘Izaak W.” of northern enterprise. 

Another delightful trip wonld be over the aboye road to 
Austin, the capital city, and thence by stage to San Antonio, 
the quaint old Spanish town of Alamo notoriety. Here we 
begin to find the wild turkey, the one game bird that there 
is any satisfaction in shooting with a rifle, and which may 
be found in conntless numbers throughout Trayis county. 

Stage routes from Austin lead in various directions, and 
the traveler can cither secure accommodation in one of the 
“Concords” or obtain private conveyance. 

“Too much luggage” need not be quoted as a word of 
warning to old stagers, but to those who have had little ex- 
perience I will say, let camp stove and what can be contained 
therein in the way of culinary utensils, and a pairof blankets, 
suffice, with a Winchester and double breech-loading shot- 
gun as an armament, 
Mulium in parvo could scarcely be better applied than as the 

maxim of a hunting party. Winter is the best time to yisit 
Texas if deer and turkey shooting is desired. The early fall 
is a better time for quail. Ducks are in season and plenty 
from the first.of December until March, at which time they 
begin their migration in earnest. 

The hunter who visits this State must expect some dis- 
comforts in the way of fleas and various other infinites- 
imal nuisances, but these minute pests dwindle into insig- 
nificance before the insurmountable objection of a like 
nature, Which renders Florida camp life intolerable, 

The almost total lack of stagnant water here renders mios- 
quitoes less vindictive. 

To those who are fearful of trusting life and property in 
the new *‘warm hereafter,” as Texas has been designated, 1 
will say, that ithe days of ‘seven more men murdered in 
cold blood” are past, and the traveler may squat around his 
camp fire without the least fear of assassination or robbery. 
I know of no way to spend a winter's holiday, and there are 
many whose business ouly relaxes in the winter season, than 
in #& camping expedition in Central Southern Texas. 

I hope to see or hear of more Northern sportsmen, who, 
after a visit to this State and the enjoyment of its glorious 
climate, will agree with me in saying that Texas is the 
sportsman’ State. -L'Ecuare. 
PALESTINE, Texas. 

GOSSIP OF A ’*49ER. 

T is a great deprivation to all of us who shoot the best 
fun, etc,, that the discussion of differnt mukes is not 

permissible in Formst Anp Stream. There would be same 
humor in the question if the debate were confined to usage 
of guns only, and some profit to those who wished to buy, 
but professional acrimony no doubt would be most conspic- 
uous. While shooting for several years one of the lowest priced 
guns of one of our American makes, the action only being 
objectionable, 1 studied catalogue books on choke-bores, ex- 
amined guns at stores, and finally did not think it casy to get 
“the very best gun for the money,” but settled upon reputa- 
tion, ordering a 7+1b. 12-2auge, with a few dozen of 80-inch 
targets and pads. Upon the receipt and trial ofit.a friend was 
so pleased withit that I let him have it, and another was 
poised for myself and one for another friend, all satisfactory 
sheoters, but the gS Woe are not up to records upon accom- 
panying cards. have the same ungratified desire to see 
that rekult, that a farmer had near me to seea horse work 
which he bought from a substantial old Dutchman, the 
horse being one of a team hitched to.a heavily loaded manure 
wagon. The buyer was satisfied with the price and sound- 
ness, and that the horse was workinug ashe appeared, but he 
casually asked Old Reliableif the horse ‘would pull.” ‘Pull! 
Ah, you would shust like to see him pull,” was the honest 
and encouraging reply, So the horse was bought, taken to 
the buyer's farmyard, put in his manure wagon, and he 
would indeed ‘‘shust like to sce that porse pull.” Sol 
would ‘‘shust like to see” my gun make the record accom- 
panying it. But I must have a pair of low-priced barrels 
which | can feel satisfied ‘‘will kcepclean by being left dirty.” 
That is, something which I do not feel compelled to clean 
atter shooting at a crow, a hawk, or any pest, nor hesi- 
tate'to shoot on account of the necessary cleaning which fine 
barrels demand. ; 

I do not remember how the crow depredation question 
was settled, but if any one is curious, now is the season of 
observation, as near every barnyard in this neighborhood 
scare-crows tre placed to keep the crows from carrying off 
young chicks, turkeys, and ducks, The crows are consid- 
ered infinitely worse than hawks. They will drivea chicken 
or turkey hen fromthe nest and carry off every egg, as well 
as smaller bird eggs and young. The crow has a devilish 
cunning and perséyerence almost supernatural. The crow 
blackbirdé also filches eggs and young of smaller birds. 
Owners of dogs will dotheir dogs great kindness and them- 

selves a favor, possibly, if when they sec their dog shak- 
ing bis head and pawing at his ear, they will carefully examine 
thé ear held lowest, take away the annoying flea, and thereby 
preyent the dog from tearing the ear with claws, pro- 
ducing apparent canker. The oft repented inquiries to, and 
answer of FoREST AND STREAM, Dineteen out of twenty 
cases of sore ears are nothing else, and a very simple treat- 
ment is speedy and effective. Uponone occasion a valuable 
setter was sent to me which was rot only in a pifiable eon- 
dition, but diszusting in appearance, dejected, thin, coat 
staring, inside of ear and side of face to nose a mass of 
vicious corrosive fluid, which would dry, scab over, scab 
would crack ae and itch, dog would tear off the scab 
with paws until the blood would run freely, then the repeti- 
tion above. lLsaturated the coat with head-light Kerosene, 
thoroughly washed off with warm water and soap, coarse 
and fine comb. When dry, Persiun insect powder freely, 
and applied lard once encl day to inside of car and on the 
sore face to keep the scab soft. In three weeks the dog was 
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Ago 6 friend wrote to me that he had heen treating bis dog 
three months for canker, without benefit. I gaye him aboye 
advice and last week he wrote me that it was successful. 
The itching of a drying scab is more annoying to a dog than 
flens, the irradicable bane of daseydom, have had no 
oecasion to doctor my own dogs for years. One or two 
handhus ef salt to twentytive pounds corn meal mush— 
don't forget the salt—with some table-scraps, enable me fo 
take them afield with nose moist, cold and perfect, any of 
them, day after day. Ti was different once; puppy and dor 
died with distemper, I called it, or if they recovered, it was 
only to be a wreek and aggravation. The hest of them were 
entirely unreliable, noseless if sorged, and sometimes with- 
out being so, I have never failed (o enjoy the hunt on ac- 
eaunt of my dogs since I stepped too abundant meat diet, 
Tf gorged with mush or pone, evening or morning, an initial 
run restores them, 

Have the valley or the mountain quail of California been 
fried in the mountain region of Georgia or Tennessee? 
There can he little doubt of successfully acclimating them, 
Hither of them can surviye some snow (the mountain quail 
especially) which does not lie too lony, and both of them will 
seek lower and bare ground when the snow falls upon the 
higher. Such I found to be the ease in January, 1853, along 
a California creek, Little Wolf, I think, and the divide, 
parallel with Auburn road fram Grass Valleysto Bear River, 
during a time that spows bad fallen heavily on tle ioun- 
tains, and lightly upon the divide, The creek bottom being 
free from snow was alive with blue birds, and the brown 
mountaineers were abundant upon the low hills. Twenty 
miles further towards Sacramento Valley. just beiow the 
snow line, the valley quail were in numbers beyond any, 
except % sportsman’s, belief, ¢, provided his belief is 
équal to his proverbial credibility. Tt is mat just to call 
sportsmen liars—romancer would bo much better, Is not 
the sporfing life, and the anticipation or the retrospective, a 
romance? The views from hill tops which overlook the ex- 
panding valleys, where happy, prosperous homes lie embedded 
in fields of brown and green and purple velvet; the glow of 
a November sun with its clinting lights and shadows; those 
sounds from the yalley, with swalliug’ and softening cadence, 
does it all not gall up an ideal enjoyment beyond the realities 
of fe; that sheltered nook and gurgling spring, when 
hungry and thirsty, he had his solitary pienic ineh? LH 
he has become surciarged with nature's grand efflation and 
some minor ingtedients, lel him blow in peace and be thank 
ful. Has he vol the spirit of Homer, Virgil, Bryant and 
Longfellow, Dickens, Cowper, snd the hosts of poets and 
romancers whom the world enjoy, and must the sportsman, 
who tells his story with garnishmont und exfansivencss, be 
branded’ Onthe contrary, the effort to interest and enter- 
tain by embellishing plain facts with beauties of fiction, de- 
serves reapect, sud only comes under Solomons sweeping 
eserlion ob general principles, that ‘'sll men are’'—ro- 
MACE, ' JOUNIATS 
THOMrSONTGWH, Pa. 

A TYPICAL TOURIST’S TRIP. 

Kf Y companion and myself arrived at the pleasant ylilaze 
i of Booneville ou a bright clear morning in the early 
part of August, properly equipped and anxious to kill all 
the deer anc nth all the trout before the termination of our 
trip. On our arrival at the Forge House wo were met by 
our guide, and no words of mine can do him justice—a 
splendid specimen of physical manhood, standing over six 
feet high, straight as an arrow, strong-limbed, with « bright, 
intelligent countenance, and takenaltogether, the best hunter 
and fisherman I haye ever had the good fortune to mect. 

After supper we wandered out on the porch to enjoy the 
“smudyze,” and this led me to nolice one peculiarity of the 
native: the majority of them appear to be tanned to the 
color of mahogany, which, I presume, is owing to’ the ham 
smoking process they haye to undergo from the effect of the 
smudge for several months cach year. J experimented once 
with the insects myself, thinking the remedy was worse than 
the disease, but soon settled down to the smudge as the least 
of two evils. After a refreshing sleep we started out bright 
and early the next morning for our camping ground on 
Seventh Luke, Tho scenery and surroundings in this section 
I domo think can be surpassed, With the guide leisurely 
Toying the boat and ourselves safely stowed away, we bad 
every opportunity to enjoy the beauties of nature and won- 
der-at our own littleness. These lakes are connected by 
smll streams or carries, surrounded by mountains; and vary 
in width or length from one to six miles, each with a change 
of scenery peculiar to itself. 
We finally reached the first carry, and the guide quictly 

informed us that we would haveto assist him across with the 
haggage, otherwise sve would not reach the camp until after 
dark, which would inconvenience us somewhat. I imme- 
diately imagined myself to be a disciple of Samson (although 
my standing weight is only 140 pounds), and insisted upon 
haying the pack basket strapped on my shoulder filled with 
all our cooking utensils, and in addition to that volunteered 
to carry the sack of potatoes.and my own valise,.my com-~ 
panion laying shown his superior wisdom by starting off 
with the gun and fishing rods during the discussion. How I 
did wish I hatl been blessed with his superior wisdom, and 
how soon I began to realize it after gettin, fairly under way, 
with the sun pouring down on my deyoted cranium, After 
T had covered seyeral laps, I began to imagine myself a pack 
horse, and there was certainly more sense than nonsence in 
the idea, Istuck bravely tothe tusk, however, and [ reached 
a Jarge fallen tree directly across the trail, and then the bag- 
gage and [ parted company, It happened in thismanner. I 
succeeded in cleverly mounting the trea, then lost my balance, 
and pitched bead foremost in the soft loam (commonly called 
mud) on the other side; the string slipped from the bag, the 
otatoes escaped, and I and they, with the stew pans thrown 

in; got promiscuously mixedup, Then, to complete my ayony, 
the guide unfortunately witnessed the whole occurrence, and 
could not be prevente I 
laugh at my expense, in fact two or three of them, atter 
which he proceeded to lighten my load somewhat and seut 
mé on my way rejoicing, But 1 profited by the sad lesson, 
and since then have cottented myself with a single yvalise, 
the smaller the better, even if we don't reach camp till mid- 
night. 
We arrived at our camp about 4 P. M., and then all hands 

went rapidly to work to put things in order, or, as the guide 
expressed it, ‘maka it look ship-shape,” About sunset we 
sat down to our first meal under the pines and balsams, con- 
sisting of fried pork and boiled potatoes, with bread and 
coffee, Affer supper we enjoyed a quiet smoke, and then 
the guide remarked that the indications were fair for suc- 
cessful floating, and wanted to know which of us- had 

from indulging in a good hearty, 
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a pieture of health and enjoyment of life. Only 5 few weeks | decided to try our luck on the deer, We both shdited, ay 
but finally agreed to decide the quéstion hy tossing up a 
cent, IT boing the fortunaty winner, and by this simple 
method peace ani harmony was éuce more restored. I im- 
mediately began to make the necessary preparations, and 
departed in high eee, in anticipation of the buck I intended 
to slaughter, and in my mind's eye had already calculated 
his weight to be at lest 500 pounds. Well, we started, the 
puide and 1, he seated comfortably in the stern of the bout, 
and IT perched in the extreme end of the bow, with my less 
doubled up, borly erect, and the jack stick, with the jack dr 
reflector attached, directly in front of my nose. Presently 
I was startled bya faint whisper from the giide td lddk out 
for decr ahead, That remark conipletely upset my nervous 
system. My limbs began to trentblé, and my tecth to chatter, 
and T was forced to conclude that [had been suddenly at- 
tacked with the buck fever in its most malignant form, 
The puide whispered, ‘‘What is the matter with the boat? 
It is shaking from stem to stern.” T answered that I was 
subject to chills, and had been suddenly scized with the old 
complaint, 

The guide ugain warned me to get ready to shoot. The 
next moment iny vision was greeted with two small juts of 
flame of a black color, followed immediately by the whole 
outline and form of the deer wp to his knees in the water, 
and looking me directly in the face. Alas for memory; for- 
gotten were all instructions, I raised the gun and levelled 
it directly at him, us I thought, pulled both barrels simul- 
tuncously, and was kicked clean off my perch. TI cried out 
at once,“he is dead and must be riddled all to pieces; the 
next moment J heard him wildly snorting as if laughing in 
derision at my vain attempt to bring him down. I insisted 
at once that i: must be anothar deer we heard, and could 
not be convinced to the contrary until the guide paddled up 
to the exact spot and pointed out to my wondering gaze 
where the buckshot had mowed down the saplings about 
ten fect above the spot where the deer had stood. T had no 
further comments to make, the évidence being indisputable. 
Sadly I requested the guide to about ship and start for camp. 
Thad been constantly harping on my ability to shoot, and 
the reaction was foo great, Even the guide appeared to be 
reheved when T gave the order to return, ‘satisfied, no donbt, 
that we should get no venison, even if he paddled me within 
shooting distance of another dozen. After a refreshing 
sleep we awoke the next morning to find our guide already 
busily engaged in setting out buoys for lake trout, He con- 
Gluded as we had been euchyed out of the venison, to make 
carly preparations for lake trout fishitig ou the following 
day. in Case we Were unsuccessful in another trial for deer 
that evening, in which my conmipanion proposed to be the 
victim, That afternoon it settled in for & Violent stern, 
and we were forced to seek the shieler of our camp uutil the 
following day. , 
By this time we had got heartity tinal of “tried pork,” 

and were anxious 10 iY ou bands ‘at the lake trout tor our 
stomachs’ sake ulone, it for no other reason. Both myself 
and companion being experienced fishermen, we soon landed 
several fine fish, averaging in weight from two to six pounds, 
The guide being a skillfil cook, in addition to his other ac- 
complisiinents, soon furnished us with a splendid repast, of 
which we all partook with a velish after our enforced fast. 
That night my companion was fortunate enough to secure a 
twa year old lmick—at least he so claimis—but ‘T have always 
had my doubts whether he or the guide did the shootings, 
especially after having observed the knowing winks passed 
between them. The next few days we deyoted to fly-tishing 
for speckled trout; and although I had heard wonderful 
stories of the five and six pound trout to be caught, T will be 
honest and state thut our largest one sveigietl oni. a trifle 
over a pound, Yet we found the smaller ones yery plenti- 
ful, and had uo difliculty whatever in securing all we needed 
for our own supply. Tho remainder of our time was alter- 
nately passed in fishing, climbing mountains, rowing, bath- 
ing, and taking a general survey of the country with all its 
wonderful beautics of scenery. But ou¥ guide could not be 
prevailed upon to give me another chance at the deer, saying 
that we had sufficient meat for all wants, and enough, in his 
estimation, generally decided the argument, At that time I 
was inclined to disagree with his opinions, but/since ti en I 
haye learned to respect him more for the firm and determined 
stand he took against the wanton slaughter of game. As 
our vacation drew toa close we departed from the woods 
with a sense of lingering regret, and a determination to re- 
visit them again and renew our past pleasures at the earliest 
opportunity. Bruty. 

THE COMING RAIL SEASON. 
EN years ago it was not at all uncommon for New York 

sportsmen to visit our rail shooting grounds on the 
Delaware River and indulge in twoor three days’ amusement 
during a tun of afternoon or evening tides, Lately but 
few Gothamites are met with, although ag far as We can see 
the shooting has not fallen off and the birds are quite as 
niimerous. 

The coming season, beginning September 1, bids fair to 
bea good one; the crop of seed is large and some birds haye 
bred with us, One flight has already arrived, sod a continu- 
ae of them may be expected unti) the middle of Septem- 
Der. 
Bevinning at the Lazaretto, which is reached by the Phila- 

delphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad yia Moore's 
Station, we have three points between which there is hardly 
a choice. At the Lazaretto good pushers may be alyyays had, 
and two hotels, where plain but comfortable quarters can be 
secured, At Chester, Pa., three or four miles below, reached 
by same railrvad, Goff’s Hotel is the headquarters for 
sporlsmen, where reliable men may he engaged at any time. 
Mareus Hook, south of Chester, is not so much frequented, 
as the same ground in that vicinity can be pushed over by 
shooters starting trom Chester, and hotel accommodations 
are not so good. 

At Port Penn, Del., opposite Reedy Island Light, the 
best of rail shooting can be had, especially when a 
continued easterly wind has prevailed for two or three 
days, Large scores are always made there, and the freatest 
on record can be f und resistered in the books of Sim Lord, 
the proprietor of the hotel at Port Penn. This shooting was 
done five or six years ago (an account of which you pub- 
hshed shortly after the tim ), beating the scores mentioned 
in Lewis's ‘American Sportsman.” 
New York sportsmen can leaye their city in the morning of 

the day they wish to shoot, providing high water occurs in 
the afternoon, engage their pusher an enjoy the most capital 
sport, and retuin to New York the same night, This, how- 
aver, would be overdoing time a little too much, and it would 
be best to remain two or three days, in order to insure "the 
catching of a good tide.” The higher the water the more 

birds can be secured, as higher ¢rounds can he reached and 
the more plentiful the rail is A AIL that tis required 
is a light gun, plenty of shells, charged with not over two 
drams of powder and one ounce of No, 10 or 11 shot, Thus 
armed, in two or three days, a surfeit will he obtained of rail 
shooting, especially if the wind has cen easterly fora “ay 
ot two, A novice at rail shooting nacd only follow [he 
directions of his mislier, and providing he can shoot on the 
Wing at all, the writer guarantees he can kill the majorily of 
the birds yhit up before lits boat. Tt is the experience of the 
Writer that niore birds are killed after the middle of Septem- 
ber, as the tides run higher the nearer the date of autumnal 
equinox than during the first two weeks of the month, Lam 
sure our sportsmen would be most wlad to meét any New 
York gentlemen wishing to try rail shooting at any of the 
polnts mentiened, Homo, 

THE WHITE BUFFALO. 

7 HITE buffaloes are occasionally met with among the 
numerous herds that haunt the headwaters of the 

Missouri and Yellowstone viyers. Ijast winter a fhree-yeat- 
old white bull was killed abent fifty miles from Glendive. 
Montana, anda spilte (yearling) about half white was killed 
near the same place, There is at this time a monsier white 
buffalo bull in the Great Missouri herd, that the Indians have 
secu for years past. He is said to he white as snow, sad ex 
ceudingly large and wild, and terriblete fave, His beard 
sweeps the ground and is of silvery whiteness; his eyes and 
muzéle ove red. He don't mind arrows 9 Wil, and is said by 
Indians 10 be bullet proof. 
The Indian never kills a white biffalo; le think it “meri. 

cine,” something he cant account for, ax belonzits to the 
Great Spirit. Some say it Wae crested for a special purpose 
and must not he touched by the red mau. Others think he 
is the guardian angel of the herd, and that it is good luck ta 
see him but bad luck te meet hitn or kill hini- 

The white hunters say itis a case of breeding back ie thie 
old stock of native cattle that becamn mixed with the herds 
in Kensas anti Nébrasku yearsago. A preat many cattle 
have run with the buffalo for the past thirty years. Cuaftle 
are killed in the herds every year wilh brands of the old 
Texas stripe, und Landsome cows without brands, They sre 
wilder than the buffalo, more fierce and harder to get, 
Horses get lost and run wild with buffalo, It is supposed 
that cows belonving to emigrants going across the plains 
years age strayed away and finally sot in with the herd, 
he final result is occasionally a white buftalo, aud quite 
often a yellow or parti-colored one is killed, Some ave found 
with one side of the fuce pure white, while the horns of such 
animals ave longer aud more slender than the pure hutfalo of 
hisun, We otten sceina drove of red caltle a pure white 
elf, The old men of the neighborhood will say the cow 
bred back to such one’s old White bull, So itis witli the 
buffalo; his prent-ereat-orandfather was % white Dvurkanm 
owned in Kansasor Nebraska, Texas or Wyoming, years ago. 

Tt ig a shame to hunters to let the magnificent rebe of this 
white monarch of the plains be tom tm his old age hy 
wwolves—too bad to have those loug terrible horns buried in a 
washout, too bad to have that silver beard waive in the breeze 
aipoug the ''bad Jands,” atter he lays himsel? owt to die at old 
age, too bad to have the young bulls hook and crowd him 
out of the herd to become a acabby olf bull bachelor, and 
finally wind up his useft! career by being found a heap of 
benes and dry hide, How much better for all concerned, 
white man, Indian and tenderfoot, us well as ‘‘Old Whity” 
himself, to haye him killed, stuffed, and with glaring eye 
stand as a shining example of what has beech, Who will go 
and get him? HE. 5. 
GLENDIVE, Montana. ; 7 
[The hybrid theory entertained by the plainsmen is mani 

festly erroneous. The phenomenon of a white buffalo is 
easily explained as a simple case of albinism, such as is 
known to occur in most species of animals and birds, There 
is a curious identity between t.e superstition with which the 
Indians rezard a white buffalo, and the white hunters’ belief 
regaiding white deer. See late numbers of this joumal.] 

A DAY'S SHOOT IN GERMANY. 
N 1879 Twas in Bonn, Germany, and while there be- 

came acquainted with Herr $., Inspector snd Chief 
Huntsman to the Emperor, of that district, called the Cotton 
Forest. : 

Herr §. invited me to join a party of six for a day’s 
shoot, and I gladly accepted the invitation, as i knew game 
was jentiful'and wishud very much fo killa wild boar and 
ate adeer. Tuesday morning proved clear and cold, 
haying had a slight fall of snow during the night, 
We started abeut six o'clock in the morning, and after a 

pleasant drive of about ten miles reached our destination. 
On the way I was teased a great deal about my twelve-bore, 
as you know the Germans use a fourteen-bore weighing 
seven pounds. My friends called the gun acannon, ete. 
Arrived at the grounds, we prepared for work, taking our 
stations some twenty yards apart on a slichtly curved line, 
The drivers yere sent in'and we waited anxiously for the 
game to appear. The chief (Hey 8.) gave us strict 
orders not to shoot except straight before us or behind and 
not sideways, as we would hit some other shooter on our 
right or left, 

resently, a low, rushing sound wus heard, and hares, 
boars and deer went by us pell mel!, Crack, crack, went 
the guns, dropping several hares and one boar, ‘The shout- 
ing of the divers could be heard, lending: more excitement to 
the scene. J shot in good form and killed several harus— 
drawing bead on a deer, was about to pull, when T re 
received a command not to shoot, as it was u female Tn the 
excitement I hadn’t noticed that the deer had no horns, 
The law is very strict, und it would haye been anunpardop- 
able offense had T killed « female in the Emperor's woods, 

The chief lew his horn, the signal to march up, salute 
him, and report what we had bagged, Again we returned 
to our stations and continued shooting, Suddenly outcame 
a boar, making a bee line forme. T let fly both barrels, ex- 
pscting to see him keel over, when, to my horror, he came 
right on. Lhad missed him. Great Scott, wasu't I fright- 
ened! Self-preservation being the first lay of nature, I turned, 
and ran like a good one with this béash at-my heels, with 
red tongne hanging out and his two great tusks ready to 
tear me to pieces I thought. Shouting to Herr S,, and 
cramming a cartridge in my gun, I turned and fived, luckily 
hitting the boar in the leg and stopping hisadvance, Herr $., 
secing my fright, came up and dispatched hin by a shot 
through the head. Never will I forget those five minutes, * T 
really thought my time had come when that black boar 
was at my heels, I helped eat the fellow afterwards; and — 

| with every bite 1 took I felt I was having my revenge 
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Our bag that day amounted to forty hares and the two 
bours, the tusks of both were given to me as a‘ souveneir of 
the day. We veached the inn about dusk and enjoyed a hot 
supper. I know the party were dying to langh at my dip- 
play of “Yankee heels’ though too polite to do so, 
enjoyed several “shoots” after that, but never killed a boar, 

nor did I see amy if my memory is correct. Looking at the 
tusks the other day put itin my mind to write this little 
anecdate, as 1 thought it might prove interesting to some of 
your readers, Boar. 

IOWA GAME. 
ee prospect for quail in this locality is yery flattering, 

Having wintered well last winter they are unusually 
abundant. An obseryer can go in any direction through the 
country and sce this noble and beautiful fame bird perched 
on the fence or running alone the roadside; wile the cheer- 
ing and (to the sportsman's eur) inspiring notes of ‘Bol 
White” san be heurd in every field. In every note we hear 
the promise of the grandest sport next October that often 
falls to the lot of the devotee of dog and gun. 

“Bob White” is a goodly and prolific bird, and if rightly 
protected need never be extinct. In favorable scasons the 
average pair of quail will rise two or even three broods, of 
say, a dozen each, which is doing much for the sportman’s 
pleasure in A very happy and appreciable manner, 

Last October I flushed quail scarce a third grown, and 
none ia to fly a few yards, which must haye been the third 
rood. * 
Praivie chickens are scarce around here at present: for some 

mysterious reason they seldom put in an appearance in any 
numbers until late in September or October, I am told by 
farmers who liye near good chicken grounds, that they have 
not scen One since last winter. It seems that they leaye for 
parts unknown about the time the corn is all gathered, but 
are sure to come again in fair quantilies in the fall, 

Can any one throw light on, this chicken mystery? Why 
do they not breed on their winter feeding grounds? Are they 
partially migratory, and do they hie away in the summer to 
breed in the as yet unbroken prairies? . 

Possibly atew do breed here, but they are nothing to the 
large numbers to be found in October and November. 

J want to thank the writer of that articlein the last Fornsr 
AND STREAM, entitled *“Farirom the Madding Crowd,” for 
the extreme pleasure T have taken in reading it. His praise 
of the ‘little coffee-pot” is full well deserved, It would he a 
worthy subject for apoem! That article will go straight to 
the heart of many a Western sportsman, who has often felt 
himself ‘‘born again” by gctting for a few days ‘‘far from the 
madding crowd.” J. KH. 8. 
Oscanoosa, Ta., Augtst, 1882, 

Loapmnc Rirte S8uEnns —Piilippi, W. Va.— Editor 
Forest and Strewn: Mr, T. 8, Yan Dyke coniributed a very 
interesting article in your issue of April 18 on. ‘Rifles and 
Rifle Bullets,” and as | do: bt not all experiments looking to 
the removal of the dificulty always founlin securing good 
vesults in loading a rifle shell with around ball and 4 small 
charge of powder, I contribute my experience, I plug the 
base of the shell with a wood plug, cut to fit the shell with 
exact nicety, and of the desired length. The base of the 
plus must be concaved, so a8 to Concentrate the fire of the 
primer into the delicate vent which extends the entire lens th 
ofthe plug, ‘The plug must be of just suilicient length to 
permit the ball’s resting en the powder, and in fhe shell far 
enough to remain firm and no farther. On the plug 1 
placed the powder, with a thin wad on top. For a patch T 
used a strong piece of kid glove, cut about three-fouiths of 
an inch wide, sand just long enough lo exactly line the shell, 
resting on the wad. Using the loader, the ball was pressed 
in firmly bul yery carefully, leaving about one-half the hall 
exposed, Touch the end of the ball with mucilage, and 
twist the patch over it. Set up the shell, with bullet down, 
and leave until the mucilage dries, and it is ready for use, 
The result of all this attention to details was the following: 
I doubt if any man can hold a rifle steadily enough to pro- 
duce an absolute test. Icanunot. My rifle was placed be- 
tween two natrow pine hoards, and firmly fdstened in a 
heavy vice. The range was limited, only twenty-two yards. 
Seven shois were fired, and only one hole was made in the 
targwt. It was widened out somewhai by the repeated shots, 
but a dime would not more than haye entered. I don’t 
know whether this plan of loading « shell can be made prac- 
tieable or not, but of the numerous experiments I have made, 
this alone scemed to produce perfect work. It appears to 
me that it is quite impossible to loatl a rifle shell to produec 
even good average results, us quickly as the same rifle can 
be londed at the muzzle; and as to that matter, 1 can load a 
wuzzle-loading shotgun in less time than I can load a shell 
for a breech-louder. Ii there is anything of advantage in 
this experiment, T hope some of your readers will perfect 
the plan, os at least, communicate the results of their trials. 
—J. E. A. 

Tex vs. Twrive-Borus,—Cleveland, O,--Speaking of 
ten vs. twelve-bores, I prefiur the ten to anything smaller, 
and have an idea that nine-gauge, say eleven pounds, 
wouldbe liked better than either ten or eight. Recently 
T loaded sixteen-gauge and ten-gauge shells with No. 8} 
chilled shot, using same powder in both. J shot double 
the number of shots from the ten-gauge, which wiped 
out easily, while the sixteen-gauge was leaded so badly 
that it took over an hour of hard Jabor to remove 
it. This, it seems to me, proves the great relative dif- 
ference in the amount of friction, and consequent effective- 
ness of the two guns, Again, in cleaning the muzzles of 
guns at glass-ball and pigeon-shoots, I have noticed that 
the large bores are freest from deposit in the choke, 
Formerly I used five drams powder in ten-gauge—now I 
use four and have less headache and annoyance without 
any apparent loss in execution. Try if,—M, Tl. Awie. 

Montana GAme.—Butte, Mont., Any..9.—Prairiechickens 
and grouse in this vicinity are very scarce indeeu, owing, 
perhaps, to the many prospectors and woodchoppers who are 
continually traversing the bills and mountains, In Beayer 
Head, Decr Lodge, Missoula and Jcfferson counties chickens 
and grouse are said to be abundant, but not so plenty per- 
haps is last season, ou account of late spring and cold, wet 
weather, In the mountains surrounding us, deer, elk, sheep 
an all large gamcis plenty, Bear are plenty and waiting 
for (don’t think, “Major Verity,” I am going to starh a 
siory, for ii would only be the means of ending in 4 com- 
plete denna somu one to eat them up like Brown did up in 
Vermont. J expect the specie will be extinct soon, as Lord 
Jameson, from the Old Sod, left here last week with three 

home, 

his administration. 

pack animals and ammunition enough, if properly dis- 
tributed, to slay the animal kingdom On his return I ex- 
pect “bear” stories will come up to the surface in such 
abundance that former ones of this nature will be put in the 
shade, What do you think of Ap-pa-kun-ny goin pot-hunt- 
ing up Dry Pork with two guns and 4 pony and only getting 
a poor female antelope and a few ducks? (all ont of season, 
too), Let him come over the range, and we will show him 
pot-hunters who will discount that, (I don’t mean myself, 
of course,)—Pisvor Grr, 

_ YeLLow-Leas Swoorrme at Cary Cop,—While camp- 
ing out on the Cape in August, my friend and I were sur- 
prised to learn that yellow-leas were quite plenty on a marsh 
in Harwich not very far from where we were stopping. 
We arose before daybreak and hastily dressed, put a lunch 
into our pockets, shouldered our guns and decoys and 
started. It was not yet daylight, and as we passed through 
the wood we heard the \whippoorwill calling to his mate, 
We issued from the woods, and looking toward the eastern 
horizon we saw ic had bezun to grow light, We hastened 
our steps, and after an hour's steady tramp we arrived at 
the place where we were to have our sport. Hastily mak- 
ing our stand, we put out the decoys and then were ready. 
Suddenly the whistling of the yellow-legs was heard, and 
looking through @ small hole in the stand we saw a flock 
light among the decoys. We took good aim and fired, 
Pour laid dead, and as the rest of the flock started up we 
fired again, and threemore of the handsomest of our waders 
fell dead. Quickly we changed our shells and gathered the 
dead and wounded. A large flock came flying over, and 
again we fired and six moredropped, The flock passed on, 
but hearing our whistling, whirled round and came fiying 
hack, We waited until they alighted in a bunch and five 
of the six were quickly dispatched, Flock after flock came 
flying up and alighted, and we fired into them until our gun 
barrels began to srow hot, ‘The tide going out the yellow- 
legs bewan to leave the marsh. We tied up the birds in 
bunches and threw them across our guns and started for 

We reuched home at noon after having had a half 
day’s excellent sport.—J_ C. C. 

Game ProtrmoroR Dopan.—Hilitor Forest and Stream: 
Tt is reported that Wm. P. Dodge, stute game protector, is 
likely to resign that position and seek 2a more lucrative one 
elsewhere. This news will be received with regret tu those 
who visit these woods and have seen the deer multiply during 

His efforts in enforcing the law are all 
the more commendable, as it has been a labor of love, to see 
the game protected, rather than pay, as he informed the 
writer that he used the greater portion of his salary in tray- 
eling expenses. One trip to the woods in making outa 
case whereby a game violator had to pay $50 for shooting 
deer, cost Mr. Dodge $40. There could possibly be some 
improvement on fhe game laws, but they ure good as they 
are now, as wesee, if they were only enforced. A lay is not 
respected till enforced, Mr, Dodge has heen a hard worker, 
and a better man forthe place would be hard to find, and it 
is safe to say that there is not a guide in the whole Adiron- 
dack region who does not know Mr. Dodge and the game 
law he enforces, and respect both. The game law is now 
well observed, possibly in part through fear of the conse- 
quence of its non-obseryance, and as a result the woodsmen 
fell us there are more deer in the woods than there has been 
in twenty-five years. Wetrust thatthe State can see they can 
nol afford to lose Mr. Dodge, for should these laws be re- 
laxed after a stringent enforcement of sume, the effect would 
be oby ous,—* 

Mrynesora Catcken Season.—Under date of Aug. 22, 
the St. Paul Pioneer Press says of the praire chicken season: 
“There seems to be considerable misapprehension all over 
the State concerning the date of the opening of the prairie 
chicken season, 
the law last fall at the extra session was fulfilled; but it was 
not, 
Minnesota who can veally explain the matter is Mr. Lane EK. 
Stone of Montevideo; to him was assigned, so report says, the 
duty of seeing the amendment put through, as the legislative 
assemblies had been thoroughly canyassed by prominent 
sportsmen of St. Paul and the Stute at large, and it was not 
doubted but that fhe measure would £o through. 
and the law for all game birds and waterfowl, except quails 

Many suppose that the intention to change 

Why, it is hard to say, and perhaps the only man in 

Ti did not; 

and woodcocks (the latter only heing in season now) is Sept. 
1, Itis fair however to sfate that the law is practically a 
dead letter; that prairie chickens are daily and have been for 
the past three weeke, shot all over the State and are. openly 
sold in the city of St. Paul. Not 1 per cent. of gun posses- 
sors are observing the law and no effort is being made to en- 
foree it,” 

Tennessee Norus.—A grand hunting and fishing expedi- 
tion to the “coaling grounds” in Trigg county, Ky., is now 
being organized by Col. Geo. F, Akers, The intention is 
to visit that section of country soon after the first frosts of 
October, and remaining there two or three weeks, Wallonia 
will be the headquarters, and where the huntsmen and 
anglers will be most hospitably entertained by Col. Geo. 
Wharton, and Messrs, Matt, and Joel McKinney. Every 
comfort will |.¢ supplied in abundance, as well as the dogs 
and horses, so that the guests need ouly take along their 
guns, ammunition and fishing tackle. The ‘*coaling 
erounds,” coverme a vast extent of territory in that wild 
region, ire noted for their quantities of game of every de- 
scription to be found there, such as deer, turkeys, foxes, 
*possuins, ‘Coons, squirrels and quail. The climate is delight- 
full at that season of the year, and there are no farmers to 
post lands or in any way mar the sportsman’s pleasure, A. 
large number of gentlemen from Louisyille will he of the 
party, and Tam indebted to the Colonel for a most cordial 
inyitation to be present.—J. D. H. (Nashville, August 19, 

) 
Mosgurro Inner, FPlorida.—Col. Frank W. Sams, of 

this place, and H. J. Faulkner, of New York, the former 
the well-known and joyial guide for sportsmen who visit 
this locality, and both well known to the apart ine world 
generally, are building a large, fine hotel on Mosquito La- 
foon, opposite the ‘‘Deyil’s Hlbow,” fourteen miles south of 
New Smyrna, and will haye the same completed and in run- 
ning order on or before Dec. 1 next. Their object, we be- 
lieve, is to furnish a first-class winter resort for the numerous 
sportsmen who, annually visit this locality in spite of the 
difficulties and inconvenicnses heretofore existing. It is lo- 
cated in (he heart of the famed hunting and fishing section 
of the State, and in sight of the occan from the cupola of 
the hotel, Wemiay be foo late, but enagest that it be called 
the "Forest and Stream House,”—O, H. ©, 

New Jersey Ram Ssoorme,—Rail and reed birds will 
he in season in New Jersey to-morrov, but the shooting will 
he better ater, There are few birds now on the marshes, 
The seed is late this year and the birds behindhand. ‘The 
UWth of the month is usually the best time for Jersey rail 
shooting, aud those who then happen to strike an easterly 
wind on an eyening tide will be sure of plenty of sport, A 
favorite old-time resort for vail shoofers is what used to be 
known as ‘‘English Neighborhood,” on English Creek, 
Which is a tributary of the Hackensack River. Leonia is 
the new name of the station on the Northern Railroad of 
New Jersey, Hich water on the ist will be about half-past 
eleyen in the forenoon, and the tides run sbout three- 
quarters of an hour later each day subsequently, 

Mronr@ay.—Ionia, Aug, 22.—This year, T think, with re- 
gard to game along the Grand River, that ruffed grouse will 
be very scarce, as the excessive rains in spring nearly 
drowned them out. Quail will be plenty this fall if our 
gentlemen sportsmen leave them until the time to shoot by 
law is open. Iwent with a companion yesterday forenoon 
to shoot woodecock. I struck a willow swamp with a sprin 
stream running through it, Sent in my cocker Kit, mid 
made seyen consecutive shots (and one a double), and vot 
my seven splendid birds to bag, Kit retrieving iblentteeitr 
every time. My companion has challenged me to shoot 
grouse on the wing Sept. 1, when I hope to beat him and let 
you know,—liperniovs. 

New Hamesurre,—Claremont, Ang. 24,—The game pros- 
pects are quite good in this vicinity. Grouse are plenty, as 1 
find in looking over my old hunting grounds. Woodcock 
hatched well, but the long dry weather drove them to other 
grounds that we know not of, Am expecting royal sport 
with the grouse over my | lue-blooded cockers, Gray squirrel 
hunters can have lots of fun, as they are yery plenty. The 
boys, until this year, have shot them im the month of August; 
but now we we have a close season from January 1 to Sep- 
tember 1, which is doing lots of good, not only in the squirrel 
line but in the grouse line also, as Iam ‘sure that the youug 
grouse were killed in large numbers in August.—Brav, 

Tack WaAps.—Since our home manufacturers of sporting 
supplies make all and every description of amunition, etc., 
and of a suality equal to any, why cannot some reliable 
firm produce a wad not less than a uniform thickness of 
one-half inch, ata moderate advance on the price of the 
present pink-cdge, or in other words make atid sell a box of 
powder wads, all of a regulation thickness, about as thick 
as two of the thickest pink-edge wads now in use? Such an 
article would find ready sale, save much annoyance, time, 
etc., in loading; produce better results, and proye a true 
and appreciated boon to all.—Biack Nep. 

IpAno GAME.—Hoise Barracks, Idaho Tetr,, Aug. 15.— 
Grouse-shooting is yery fair heré this season; some good 
bags made; one party killed sixteen one affernoon, When 
you can come here by railroad, I think you would greatly 
enjoy a trip to the Payette Lakes. A wagon road has just 
been opened to admit lie-culters, which makes it possible to 
go by wagon to within two and a half miles of the lower 
ake, Try to comein August or September, I have seen a 
cougar and a cinnamon bear within twenty yards of each 
other, Deer, elk, mountain sheep and goats are all quite 
plentiful.—Y. E. W. 

Towa Notrs,—Dubuque, Ta., Aug. 21.—The chicken 
season opened in this State on the 15th imst., bnt the birds 
are not found in this seetion in numbers sufficient to attract 
the sportsman, Our sportsmen go to the prairies in the 
western part of the State for their shooting. A party of 
four that returned from their initwgural hunt of four days 
last week bagged forty chickens, which is considered yery 
poor. Fishing was never betler, and black bass, pickerel 
and wall-eyed pike are beme caught in large numbers. 
From present indications there will be grand duck shooting 
this fall,—B. G. 

Wasnmeron Gox Cuvs.—The annual excursion of the 
Washington Gun Club, Brooklyn, to Lake Hopatcong, N.J., 
will take place on Thursday, September 14. A varied pro-- 
gramme is promised. Lake Hopatcong is a handsome sheet 
of water well adapted to fishing and boating. No doubt 
tnany members of other clubs, especially of Long Island, 
will accompany the Washingtons. Tickets, including rail- 
road fares, lunch, ete,, can be had for five dollars. 

Aveany, N, Y., Aug, 22, 1882.—2ditor Fov'est and Stream: 
—aAt a meeting held in this city, Aug. 8, 1882, we organized 2 
Sportsmen’s association called the Albany Sportsmen’s As- 
sociation. It starts out on its mission with good prospects, 
having ten charter members, The following is a list of offi- 
cers a8 elected: R.. H. Northrop, President; H. L. Whitbeck, 
Vice-President; Geo. B, Powers, Secretary; Albert Golf, 
Treasurer.—G, B, P, : ; 

Montana, Game Suasons.—Fort Custer, M. T., Aug. 17, 
1882.—There are two.errors in your schedule of open seasons 
for game in Montana, as published in Porusr anp_ STREAM 
for July 20, 1882. All species of grouse are protected from 
March 1 to Aug. 15, not Aug, 1; and wildtowl may be shot 
until May 15, not May 1, Otherwise your dates are correct. 
—ARK-BAR-DBA. 

Intiots.—Charleston, Hl., Aug. 21.—The game law for 
innated grouse expired here on the 15th inst. On the 16th, 
Som 6A. M. to 3 P, M., you could see all classes of hunters 
striking north for the prairie in buggies, on horseback and 
afoot. The day was: very hot, and 1 didn’t hear of any 
hunter haying good luck-—Fox SquirrrEn, 

ConnecticuT.—Thomaston, Aug. 26, 1882.—More quail 
have heen seen in this and neighboring towns this scagon 
than before in several years. I have a woodcock that comes 
every night within twenty feet of my shop almost in the 
center of town.—B, M. C, 

Live Qoain.—Mr. G. A. Vincent, of Cameron, Milam 
county, Texas, informs us hat he can supply liye quail 
for breeding purposes next fall, He may be addressed as 
above. 

At the reception given in Newport by ex-Goyernor E. D. Morgan to 

President Arthur, the champagne seryed was Duminy vintage, 1878|— 

Ace. : 
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Sea and River Sishing. 

Orn Spasons.—ee table of open seasons for game und fish 
um issue of July 20, 

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.. 
FRESH WATER. 

Lake trout, Cristivomer nameay-| Pike (N. Y. pivkerel), Ksox luctus 
cush, Pickerel, Hox retioulatus. 

Siacowat, Cristivomer siscotwet. Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti- 
Grayling, Thymallus tricolor and | _xostethium, 

T. montanus. Yellow perch, Perva fluviatilis, 
Rainbow trout, Salmo iridea, Striped bass (Rockilsh), Roccus 
Clark's trout, Salmo vlarkii. Tineatus. 
Dolly Varden trout, Salvelijvus | White buss, Roceus chrysops. 

nualma.. Rock bass, Ambloplites, two spe- 
Salmon, Salmo salar, | cies, 
Land-locked salmon, var, sebago. | War-mouth, Chenobryttus gqulo- 
Quinnat salmon, Onecorhynchts | sus. 
chouycha. Crappie (Strawberry bass, ete), 

Black bass, Mierupterus, two spe- Pomorys wieromaculattes, 
Bachelor, Porrorys annuliris. 
Chub, Semotilus bullaria, 

SALT WATER. 

Sea bass, Centropristes atrarius, | ‘Sea trout,’ Cynuscyou carolinen- 
Striped bass, Roccus lineatus, i 
White perch, Morone umericana. 
Scup or porgie, Stenotomus ar- 

cies, », 
Maskinongs, Ex0x nobvilior, 

sis. 
Sheepshead. Archosargus proba- 

tocephalus. 
gyrops. Kingtish or Barb, Menfici7rius ne- 

Tautog or blackfish, Tautoga oni-|}  bulosus. 
ig, Spanish mackerel, Cybium macu- 

Bluefish or taylor, FPomeatomus|  latum, 
Drum, Poyonias chyromis, 
Lafayette, Liostomus obliquus. 

saltatriz. z 
Wealdish or squetague, Cyrios- 
cyan regalis, Red bass, etc., Sci@nops ovellatits. 

(Gs This table is general. For special laws in the several 
States see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20, 

Puvys.—! admire the fish, but I cannot admire the art by which it 

was taken; and Iwouder how aman of your active mind and en- 

thusiastic character can enjoy what appears to mea stupid and mel- 

ancholy occupation, 

Hau.—I might as well wonder in my turn, that a man of your iis- 

cussive imagination and disposition to contemplate should not 

admire this occupation, and that you should venture to call it either 

stupid or melancholy. 
Puys.—I haye at least the authority of a great moralist, Johnson, 

for its folly. 
Hav.—I will allow nv man, however great a philosopher, or moral- 

ist, to abuse an occupation he has not tried; and asI well remember, 

this same illustrious person praised the book and the character of 
the great Patriarch of Anglers, fzaac Walton. 

Puvs.—There is another celebrated man, however, who has abused 

this your patriarch, Lord Byron, and that in terms not yery qualified. 

He calle him, as well as I can récollect, “a quaint old cruel coxcomb,” 

IT must say, a practice of this great fisherman, where he recom- 
mends you to pass the hook through the body of a frog with care, as 

though you loved him, in order to keep him alive longer, cannot but 

be considered as cruel. 
Hav.—I do not justify either the expression or the practice of 

Walton in this instance; but remember, I fish only with manimate 

baits, or imitations of them, and I will not exhume or expose the 
ashes of the dead, nor vindicate the memory of Walton, at the ex- 

pense of Byron, who. like Johnsou, was no fisherman; hut the 
moral and religious habits of Walton, his simplicity of manners, and 

his well spent life, exonerate him trom the charge of cruelty; and 

the book of a coxcomb would not haye been 60 great a favorite with 

most persons of refined taste.—Sir Humphrey Davy, *Satmonia,” 

TROUTING IN MIDDLE PARK. 

r HAVE just returned from a hurried business wip to 
Middle Park, and propose to submit a few brief notes of 

the trouting season, i had no time to spare, and did not 
wet a line, but picked my share of fish bones at various tables 
and on numerous occasions. 

In lower Grand River, Troublesome and Williams forks, 
fishing was said to be exceptionally good and their average 
size large. In the immediate vicinity of Hot Sulphur 
Springs it is pretty well exhausted, and will so continue 
until the fall run of fish down stream. In all streams above, 
and in Grand Lake, it is good, but in the lake most of the 
fish are small. This is the consequcnce of perpetual fishing, 
summer and winter, spring and autumn, for fifteen years. 
Yet fair strings are still made, in numbers if not in weight. 
Formerly all fishing in this lake was with bait, and the fish 
were taken at from three to ten feet below the surface. Now 
the fly is most successful, and a new class of fishermen are 
at fhe front, Bait fishermen are despondent, although they 
yet take goodly numbers at certain times. The most suc- 
cessful fly-fishing is iu the evening, from six to nine o'clock, 
and the average catch to a rod is from thirty to fifty fish, or 
ten to twelve pounds after dressing. In the outlet of the 
lake, and in the North Fork near by, larger trout are caught, 
and skillful anglers brought in large strings. Major Hom- 
brook, late of Bcantucky: was the most sucecssful while I 
was there. On successive day’ he took from eighty to one 
hundred and twenty fish, running from half a pound to twa 

and aquarter pounds each. He fished generally in the lower 
three miles of the Noith Fork. F 

Chris. Young, a young gentleman with an extravagantly 

widerimmed hat and a partiality for gray hackles and white 
millers, who supplies the tab.e of his mother’s hotel with 
trout, is quite as successful, but confines his operations to a 
certain portion of the lake and catches nearly all his fish after 
dark. ‘There may be a reason for his sticking to the lake 
and this may be it, Not long ago he permitted his boat to 
drift down the outlet, intently casting his fly and taking in 
fhe “speckled beauties” as he floated along. At length the 
craft laid up alongside a tree that had fallen and reached well 
toward the middle of the stream. He fished away, but hear- 
ing a shuffling noise behind him he looked over his shoulder 
to sce @ large hear coming down the log. Without ceremony 
oy unnecessary delay Chris, climbed out of the other side of 
his bost and put for the further shore, which must have been 
reached in good time, since he didn’t get his feet. wet 
although the water was away over his hoot tops. Bruin 

ambled down to the boat, placed his fore feet in it and 
smelled sround at the cargo but took nothing. Chris., haying 
gathered his wind, gave a yell, when the bear took a good 
Jook at him, turned around, marched up the log and disap- 
peared in the woods. Since then Chris. fishes in the lake. 

The District Court was sitting at the lake; the judge, with 
his family, living in a tent in 4 grove of pines on its margin. 

His Honor is an ardent fisherman, and the best ballast in the 

country. The court stenographer is a more successful angler 
and an enthusiast in fishculture. Attorneys, jurors, litigants 
and witnesses all took a hand, and the consequence was 

from two to rou. hours of court each day and fishing the 
balance of the time. 

The day Lleft, two gentlemen, Messrs, Byerett and Wells, 
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of Golden, left the lake for home, intending to fish a day or 
two en route. Later I saw them on the summit of the range 
coming out, and learned that they stopped on the south fork 
of the Grand, about ten miles from the lake, and in the 
eyening and next morning took one hundred and sixty trout, 
ranging from half a pound to two pounds weight, some 
of them, in fact, dressed more than the latter weight. They 
also killed a number of grouse and were taking their fish 
and game home. 

At Cozens’, on thé Fraser, there were a number of pleas- 
ure and health-seekers haying abundant sport. They re- 
ported the trout Jate in coming but very plentiful now. The 
record of a Mr. Walker, penciled on the weather-boards be- 
side the door of this most excellent hostelric, for three years, 
gives a good illustration of the fishing, Mr, W. first came 
us an invalid in the summer of “80, and took it easy. His 
daily figures range from two to twenty odd. The next your 
it runs some days forty, fifty and sixty. This year the ree- 
ord is about lke last, but is yetincomplete, He had gone 
off temporarily to some other part of the park, Cozens, Jr., 
the other duy took 4 three and a-quarter pound trout from 
fhe Fraser, in his father’s pasture. It had been a familiar 
resident of the same hole for several summers, This is a 
small stream close up to its head in the snowy range and 
over iwenty miles from its mouth in Grand River. Ranche, 
Crooked, San Luis, Vasquez, and all the other branches of 
the Fraser, are full of trout, but they do not average so large 
asa dozen yetrs ago. 
A friend who had spent a month in the park and who 

came out with me, said he was perfectly satiated with 
trouting and trout. | 

Some English sportsmen who were killing decr and elk 
in Middle Park a month or so ago, were lanled up by a 
deputy sheriff and sinyed $50 apiece. They settled and 
left the State, and others followed their example, and now 
the citizens are all tormm up oyer the question whether the 
game law is a fraud or the sheriff a too vigilant officer, The 
sportsmen claimed they were slaughtering only suiticient tor 
their daily wants, which the law allows, and they left with 
a supreme disgust for the “‘blarsted counlry, you know.” 
Many of the settlers, wlio gather dollars from such visitors, 
think there was an abuse of authority, but [ hayn't heard of 
any indignation meetings among the elk and deer. 
Denver, Col., Aug. 20, 1882. W.N. B. 

TEMPERING WATER IN AQUARIA. 
FIND in your issue of August 24, a brief paper by 
“M.,” of Boston, headed, “‘Temperature and Trout,” 

on page 70. In describing his experience in endeavoring to 
keep trout in an aquarium, he says that he placed in it every 
autumn trout of half pound to two pounds weight, and 
kept them through the winter, but they died as the weather 
became warm, ‘‘secldom living to the middle of June.” He 
gave them a coustant supply of changing water from the 
city pipes. As a rule they died when the temperature of 
the water was about 70 dez., some of the stronger ones 
living until it was 72 deg. to 73 deg. 
My purpose is 'o give instruction how to reduce the tem- 

perature of hydrant water without the use of ice, and to 
five an ample supply for a ‘Shouse aquarium,” of water at 
54 deg, to 57 deg., while the water is constantly changing, 
in which trout will live indefinitely and be fat und healthy if 
they are judiciously fed. 
Ata point as ucarly perpendicular to the proposed site of 

the aquarium as practicable, attach a branch pipe to the house 
supply pipe, and sink a trench for the branch pipe twelve 
feet in depth below the surfuce of the ground, and forty 
feet in length, in any direction that the exesvation of the 
trench will least disturb flower boarders and shrubbery if in 
a yard or laywa, : 

In supplying cooled water to a new building before the 
payement is laid, the cooling pipe may be laid under the 
sidewalk. For an aquarium of twenty gallons capacity, 
the supply branch pipe shonld be of inch caliber. Highty 
linear feet of pipe may be luid in the forty feet trench, by 
making areturn bend and extending the pipe back to a point 
opposite to the branch, thence the pipe will of course ex- 
tend up to the site of the aquarium. 

That portion of the pipe above the cellar Hoor should be 
jusulated with woolen felt, to prevent the water from absorb- 
ing heat from the atmosphere of the building ere it reaches 
the ayuarium. The cooling potency of a given length of 
ipe laid in the earth as described, will be augmented by 
aying the incidence portion of it as remote as practicable 
from the return portion. ; 

If the pipes lic in juxtaposition in the earth, the heat 
absorbed from the first section of it will be imparted to the 
return pipe, and an approximate equilibrium of temperature 
will obtain. A trench two feet in width, however. will 
suffice. 

The depth below the surface recommended for laying the 
cooling pipe is sufficient from 38 degrees N. latitude indefi- 
nitely northward, but in lower latitudes solar.heat affects the 
earth to a greater depth below the surface: hence the trench 
in which to lay (he cooling pipe must be deeper to attain the 
degree of temperature mentioned in the flowing water. 
The temperature of the water as il Hows from the Brook- 

lyn (N.. Y.) water-works is to-day, Au. 24,73 degrees Pabr., 
which temperature, according to ‘‘M.,” is fatal fo the 
strongest trout. F “ ; 

Such an arrangement as a water-cooling pipe will be found 
economical and Inxurious, irrespective of its use for temper- 
ing a fish aquarium, as it furnisties cool water for the house 
for all purposes for which it is desirable. Jf the water is to 
he cooled with ice for drinking purposes, the great economy 
of the cooling pipe will be apparent. 

This method of cooling water for house purposes was 
introduced fifteen years ago- ; 

T laid a cooling pipe in the bottom of a sub-earth air duct, 
with which I yentilated and tempered the air of « butter 
dairy in Vermont a year ago, and it delivered a good supply 
of water at 51 degrees Fahr.; hence no ive or well water 
was required in the manufacture of the butter. 
Brooxuyn, N. ¥. J. WiUKINSON, 

Roputre Fiseme Cius.—Gravenhurst, Ont., Aug, 24. 
—The Rodulph Fishing Club, of Pittsburg, Pa., to the 
number of sixty-one, have been spending their vacation up 
here on Muskoka Lake, but their pleasure was greatly marred 
by asad accident which happened to one of their number. 
Tt is the old story. In drawing a gun toward him, it was 
discharged, and a whole charge of buckshot entered his 
shoulder, inflicting a terrible wound, It just narrowly 
ynissed the main arteries, The poor fellow was taken home 
by “Dr. 61.” When I saw him at the station here he ap- 
peared cheerful, and in hopes of having a partial use of his 

arm,—C. 

[Aueusr 31, 1882. 

A TRACK VELOCIPEDE TRIP. 

A TRACK velocipede is one of those dangerous machines 
; used by telegraph and railway men in the discharge of 
certain duties; while in the hands of others than experienced 
railway men is eyually as unsafe as a toy pistol. It is a 
spider-like looking apparatus with three wheels, about twelye 
inches in diameter, hwo of them riding tandem on one rail, 
connected by light braced rods to the third, running on the 
opposite rail. Ttis propelled both by feet and hands, by the 
operator sitting on a narrow seat, wilh both feet on a swing- 
ing push treadle, and boih hands holding a beam about even 
with his breast, similar to the steering apparatus of a road 
bieyele. When you push with your feet you pull with your 
hands, and vive versa, The motion in propelling the machine 
is simhilar toa rocking-chair. : 
We take advantage of a steed of the above description, be- 

longing toa gentleman connected with the popular Grand 
Rapids & Indiana Railway; und the fact that on jhe day of 
the week by some called the first and hy others the seventh, 
no trains ran, either freight or passenger, I accept an invita- 
tion from my companion, Mr, Holabird (of Hollabird shoot- 
ing-suit fame), who takes the throttle. I hunch up on what 
is left of the seat. All being in readiness, my companion 
turns on steam by a good healthy push and pull, and we 
slide slong sg smoothly as can be, When we have run g, 
couple of miles we exchange places, and T take hold. At 
the end of my two miles [was ready to take the place of # 
passenger, We alternate thus‘each mile or two, and enjoy 
this new experience in traveling, the fresh morning: air, 
preen foliage, and the ferns lining our route in great variety, 
and springs innumerable, of which we sampled, One of the 
blessings of this country is the abundance of pure water, to- 
gether with this grand bracing atmosphere, which rejuyenates 
and exhilarates. 
We speéd along, keeping a good lookout at each curve for 

fear an “extra” might be thundering down upon us, ; 
Thad accepted an invitation from Mr Holabird for this 

velocipede trip from Petoskey, Mich., over the track of ‘The 
Fishing Line,” the Grand Rapids and Indiana, to 4 little 
station about eight miles south, where we were to stop and 
walk over the country two miles to Bear Lake, [ learned 
on this trip how distance is measured by the natives, They 
take a section map and give the distance a place calls for 
from point to point, by section or fraction of a section-line, 
as the case may he; it matters not if the road leading to such 
place leads one a circuitous route of even twice the distance, 
Reaching the terminus of ourrailway travel, we lift the machine 
from the track, and with lock and chain securely fasten it. 
Leaving the railway track we strike off through the clearing 
and then into the dense woods, where we follow the narrow, 
stumpy road cut through this dense timber, where the foot 
tread is soft, elastic and cool. while the trees above us form 
a complete arch, making a cool, shady retreat where the sun 
never penetrates. We descend a steep hill into a little val 
ley, where the road winds in a serpentine course, and the 
gathering clonds and distant thunder make the roadway 
doubly weird, dismal and dark, but grand, warning us that 
a severe storm is approaching and that we must hurry our 
steps. After a brisk walk we reach the shore of the lake at 
a place where if is not more than a couple of hundred yards 
wide, when a few healthy Comanche yells from Holabird 
bring 4 man to his cabin door on the opposite side, who im- 
mediately comes after us in a home-made flat-bottom craft, 
which we gladly accept as a means of ferriage, as the rain 
is now coming down in torrents, and we take shelter in hig 
cabin until it ceases. 
We were shown all the main points of interest about this 

lake by a man who lives on the shore, and a young man 
who owned andran, for a summer pastime, 4 steam pleasure 
craft, They were very accommodating and I regret thot 
my. losing my notes of last year’s trip prevents my giving 
their names. We were carried in this small steam yawl the 
entire length of the lake some twelve to fourteen miles, and 
made several stops to examine objects of interest on the 
shore. - 

This lake is 4 beautiful sheet of water, the shores are well 
wooded to the water's edge, with occasionally 4 clearing, 
where 4 settler’s home looms up, and all with whom we con- 
versed were cheerful, happy, and inuependent, 

On the shore of this lake a settler has taken atlvantage of 
one of the largest springs in Northern Michigan, running 
quite a brook of pure cold water, to make a trout preserve, 
and T believe enter into the cultivation of the same, cer- 
tainly no better natural facilities were ever offered, He 
had 4 number of trout in the muin spring which he lad en- 
closed, 
We did not. fish, we did not go to fish; we went to look, 

and we haye Jooked, and are satisfied this is one of the 
grandest lakes in Northern Michigan, but front what we 
could learn the fishing is not as fine asin some of the lakes 
between Petoskey and Cheboygan, and in their vicinity, 
several of which | have made the subject of an article in 
your columns. There was no question as to the quantity 
nor quality of the fish that could be drawn from the watery 
deptlis of Bear Lake, but the size was small. 
Enough, we retraced oursteps to the railway track, un- 

locked our steed, snd in about an hour and a half pulled up 
at the station m Petoskey with a sense of delight and satis- 
jaction with our novel trip, at the same time a peculiar feel- 
ing that one has after alighting from a trip of a few miles 
on horseback, for the firsi time in a number of years. 
CoLumeus, Ohio. FRANK N. BEEBE. 

Presi SALMON FOR THE PRexco MArnurs.—A French 
steamer, called the Stella Marie, put in here lately for a sup- 
ply of coal, She and another large steamer are owned by 
4 joint stock company in France, and both are titted with a 
refrigerating apparatus of the most perfect kind, and with 
all the recent improvements, The Stella Marie was dis- 
patched early in the season to Labrador to load with fresh 
salmon for the markets of France. She proceeded to 
Natashquan, Chateau Bay, where she secured 200,000 pounds 
of salmon, She is now on her homeward voyage, and 
bound first for Marseilles. The price of her salmon, when 
gold in France, will not fall under 1s. per pound; so that 
the carzo of the Stella Marie will bring £10,000—possibly 
quch more, This is the third year in which these steamers 
have visited Labrador, and their returns are said to be highly 
satisfactory to their owners. ‘They leave France about the 
first of May, and are not more than three months on the 
voyage, Of course, during the remainder of the year they 
can be employed elsewhere. The refrigerating process, 
which ig kept secret, is said to be perfect, and the fish are 
delivered in France in as good a condition as when taken 
out of the sea.— St, John (Newfoundland) Correspondance of 
the Montreal Gazette, Aug. 9. 
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Warre Poros my Tennesske.—l have watched in vain 
for some correspondent to say something about the white 
erch, I take it for granted then that they are not so well 
nown 2s other varicties, Allow me to say a few words 

about the white perch as found in the “scatters” of Reel- 
foot Luke, the Forked Deer and Obion rivers. As a table 
fish they are the equa) of any fish that swims, are of large 
size and yery game, They weigh from half a pound to three 
olnds, and take a minnow in preference to any bait. They 

inbabit deep water only, and prefer to haye a free top or lot 
of brush in which to play and evade pursuit of the yorn- 
cious alligitor gar and “‘grindle,” or ‘dogfish, as you 
Yankees call them, They will not bite in hot weativer, but 
when September comes and Jack Frost is on the ground, go 
to the Obion or Forked Deer rivers, or to Reelfoot Lake, or 
any Of the basins or large ponds—formed by the earth- 
quakes of 1811—and search for a deep, brushy hole, and 
there you cin haye fun at any time from September | to 
January or later, if heavy rains do not interfere. The white 
perch goin schoolsand are notatraid of noise or commotion of 
any kind in or near the water, aud you can catch the whole 
school in an hour, On the 16th of last December the writer 
and Dr. E, RK, Vernon went to the river at this place and 
found that our favorite place was utilized for the purpose of 
rolling in saw logs to he floated to a sawmill just below. 
We thought it unnecessary to cast, but hated to go back empty, 
so we tried it and took fiftven fine perch in a few minutes, 
the smallest one weighing half a pound, and up to two and 
Ohe-quatter pounds, although negrocs with ox-whips and 
log wagous were making a continual racket and rolling 
large logs in the water within thirty to one hundred feet of 
us. We also haye the speckled perch, yellow bellies, sun 
perch, black perch, bream, gizzard shad, government shad, 
black and striped bass, jack, about twenty-five yaricties of 
catfish, grindle, gar, soft-shell and loggerhead wurtles, ete. 
At to season of the year are fish so vame or their flayor so 
aceepiable as in the fall. Then gnats, snakes and mos- 
quitoes are unknown, «ll water is fine for drinking, especially 
at Reelfoot, and if there is just a little skim of ice on the 
water if will take minutes to worry a troul down, and be- 
sides your hook will be troubled by nothing but the white 
perch or trout, as gar and grindle lie dormant: after frost.— 

L, WELLS. : 

SHorr SarmMon Carer on Toe Pacrric Coasr.—The 
San Francisco Heaminer says: “The season of 1882 has 
resulted in the poorest salmon catch in this State and in 
British Columbia for many years, Many of the principal 
fanneries have been compelled to close down and run on 
half time for want of fish, and prices of fresh fish in this 
market haye ruled higher than at any time during the open 
seasons of the past tén years. The actual causes for the 
shortage in the salmon take this season are two in number, 
and have never yet been publicly commented upon. First, 
a strike among the men on the Columbia kept them idle 
several weeks in the best part of the early or spring run of 
fish, and consequently materially reduced the catch, as sim- 
ilar troubie didin 1879, Secondly, the nefarious practice of the 
Chfnese fishermen all along the coast and in this bay of catch- 
ing the smallest kind of fish, which they dry for shipment to 
China, has so reduced the) amount ol food needed for the 
sustenance of salmon that thousands and thousands haye 
died of starvation, or have become so week for lack of food 
as to fall an easy prey m enormous quantities to their nat- 
ural enemies, the sea lions, a colony of which will eat as 
Many salmon in a day as a hundred boats will eatch in 2 
week. The natural and only food of the Pacific coast sal- 
mon is the young of other fish and full-grown fish of small 
breeds, such as whitebait, small smelts, sardines and tom- 
cod, smull fish which never go tar away from land and the 
shelter of rocks and seaweed, where they cau escape a few 
of their many natural enemies, ‘here the salmon resorted 
in immense numbers until recently, but the constant catch- 
ing of small fish by the Chinese has swept their favorite 
feeding grounds as clear of food as though a vast explosion 
had killed every fish in the ocean. The nets and weirs and 
pounds used by the Chinese are clearly in defiance of the 
very excellent fish law of the State, which, however, is 
never enforced, for want of proper officers.” 

Grave, Trout anp Bass.—Manistee, Mich., Aug. 24. 
—Grayling fishing has been “‘A 1” this season and large 
catches by local fishermen, Messrs, Higgins, Lobe and Cox 
makin the largest catch of the season, viz. - one day’s sport, 
212, Higgine caught the big one; weight, two. pounds five 
ounces. Good trout fishing in the Betsy River, Charles 
Thomas taking 107, all pood ones, in two days’ fishing. Our 
fishermen here take no fingerlings; small ones are returned 
to the water, A man gets no credit as a count fisherman 
here, Ourrivers, lakes and streamsabound in fine fish. Grand 
old Lake Michigar rolls its surf on our shores, and on pleasant 
days the piers are thronged at the entrance of the river with 
fishermen of all ayes, sizes and sex. Perch, herring and 
pike are caught in large numbers. On our inland Jakes one 
may always tind fine fishing. The black bass, both the biz 
and small mouthed species, are abundant. Dr. Henshal 
should have the thanks of every reputable fisherman for the 
best written work I have ever seen on black bass. They are 
to-day one of the gamiest fish known to American waters, 
and as 4 game fish are less appreciated by fishermen than 
any other, but aré now coming to the front. They haye 
been my favorite fish for years, and I haye caught them in 
many waters aud never yet found one that was not game to 
the end. “‘Old Knots,” one of the Kingfishers, takes kindly 
to them, while the Seribe is not adyerse to them, but 
kindlytries to conyert the elder from sunfishing to the splen- 
did trout fishing of the Cedar. Nof satisfied with the spring 
Waters they were ulways quafiug, le could not rest till he 
had immersed the elderinthe Cedir. If isnotoften that con- 
version and immersion occurs at the same time, hut strange 
things happened in the camps of the Kingfishers, and the 
Beribe has my thanks for the pleasant recollections of the 
well-written camp sketehes.—8. EB. B. 

Lieur ok Heavy Rops,—'*What is one man’s meut is 
imother mian’s poison.’ The several articles that have ap 

ared in the Porusr any Stream about the weight of rods 
ave been instructive to a certain extent, as they have called 

the attention of anglers more particularly to the subject, and 
would have been more agreeable had some of them been 
less unkind in spirit, Some years since I bought a fly rod 
and used it with more or less success until it was supplanted 
by asplit bamboo of eight ounces weight, a rod exactly 
adapted to my peculiarities, with one exception, and that 
saye me preat satisfaction, and does still, although I have 
‘used it for years. I found, however, I lost tao many fish— 
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did not hook them—and after thinking the matter over I con- 
cluded the tip was too pliable and did not have sufficient 
spring with the foree I naturally use in striking to force the 
hook through the mouth of the fish, I changed the tip for 
8 shorter and firmer one, and since then do not lose one fish 
where | formerly lost three. Bvery fisherman intuitively 
strikes his fish quickly or with slight hesitancy, with force 
or moderation, according to his organization, and if he has 
a strong arm and wrist a more pliable rod is essential, or in 
too many cases he tears the hook from thé fish or breaks the 
tackle, while in the other case, a person with less strength 
must have his rod so adapted that by its elasticity it does 
the work that he naturally will not d6, This seems to me 
to be about the best solution of “Heayy vs, Licht.” Whether 
oné wants to kill a fish quickly or take more time and more 
chances is just as u ‘*feller feels,"—SyRaccvsn, 

“Thin Screnriero ANGnER,’—A. neit little book of 295 
pages comes to ns with the aboye title, wrilten by the late 
David Foster, a well-known English angler, and published 
by Bemrose & Sons, 28 Old Bailcy, and Derby, London. 
The work was compiled by Mr, Foster's sons and, besides 
the steel engraving of the anthor, has many illustrations of 
tackle, hooks and flies. The author was in his youth ap- 
prenticed ta a jeweler, but his fondness for angling led him 
to connect himself with the making of fish hooks, and he 
entered the large factory of Messrs. Allcock & Co., Red- 
ditch, and afterwards devised many improvements in fish- 
ing tackle, among them a steel-eentered rod which is about 
to be put onthe market, The book is well written and con- 
tains chapters on habits and haunts of fish, bottom fishing, 
pike fishing, spinning for trout, worm fishing for trout, 
ernb fishing for grayling, piscatorial entomology, fly mak- 
ing, fly fishing for trout and grayling, liye fly and heetle 
fishing, notes on the months for fly fishing. salmon and sea 
trout fishing, about hooks, and trout culture, OF course, 
there are a few minor points on which we do not agree with 
the author, but as the book seems ta he largely orizinal we 
wll not dwell on them, The price is not given. 

A ConsipEkare Trour.—Boston, Mass., Aug, 24.—Good 
day for bass fishing last Tuesday, on Mussapoag. ‘Two ‘‘boys” 
caught twenty-four, four of which weighed fourteen pounds, 
Nice lake that—bass there very risky, too; one big fellow (I 
*spect he was a seven-pounder) took hold of unguarded tackle, 
the boys heard a disturbance in the stern of the boal and 
looked round just in fime to see a $20 rod, reel and line dis- 
appear in thirty feet of water. One boy suggested the othér 
should dive and recover it, but the soundings discouraged 
him, so drying a tear of regret, he said good-bye tackle, and 
sat down with a stub of a pencil to figure up the cost of the 
day's sport, Half an hour later, on pulling up anchor, they 
found the bass had taken the bait off, and having no use for 
the road had kindly hooked the whole thing into the anchor 
rope, and there if was joyfully recovered. Next |—M. 

RestrGgoudan SAuMoN.—Montreal, Aug, 21, 1882.,—Mr, J. 
H. Stearnes, the genial proprietor of the Albion Hotel, of 
this city, with a party of six, has just returned from a short 
but pleasant trip down to the Restigouche. Their catch 
numbered twenty-three salmon and # large number of trout. 
Many of the latter kicked the beam at three and a half 
pounds, the salmon averaged small, ten to fifteen pounds. 
QGume prospect here m Quebec are good.—ATanaiwan. 

Biack Bass oy Gremnwoop Lixe.—Mr, Olcott must 
cast again before he can claim the honor of having caught 
the largest fish of the season at Greenwood Lake, as Mr, .A. 
F, Quimby, on July 11, caught an Oswego (or hig-mouth) 
buss weighing six and one-eighth pounds, which makes him 
the champion fisherman, as this is the largest fish caught, 
thus far, this season.—W. F. 

Enormous BLACK Bass.—Glens Falls, N. ¥., Aug. 25.— 
Landlord Pardo, of the American, caught the champion 
black bass on the 24th. It was 234 inches long, 19 inches 
girth, und weighed 8! pounds. It was of the small-nouth 
species and was taken in Glen Lake, sometimes called Lon 

‘ond, three miles noth of this place, with an soz. rod aad 
fine tackle.—F’, Jovnur. 

Waitt Bass 4 NrAGARA,—At Niagara, Ont., August 12, 
J B. Plumb, Esq., caught 174 white bass, and on August 14 
Dan Shuwiock took 141, both using the fiy.—L. C. Kercuum, 
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MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF THE SWORD-FISH. 
BY G. BROWN GOODE. 

[conTINvED.] 

PUGNACITY, 
The pugnacity of the sword-tish has become a by-word, 

Without any special effort on my port, the following in- 
stances of their attacks upon vessels have,in the last six 
years, found their way into the pigeon-hole labled “A, IIT, 
76, sword-fish,” ; 

Aelian says (B, xxxii, C. 6) that the sword-fish has a sharp- 
pointed snout with which it is able to pierce the sides of a 
ship and send it to the bottom; imsbances of which haye been 
knowi near a place in Mauritania known as Cotte, not far 
from the river Lixus, on the African side of the Mediter- 
Tanean, He describes the sword as like the beak of the ship 
kthown as the trireme, which was rowed with three banks of 
oars. 
One of the earliest accounts is that giyen in the second part 

of vol. i, lib. ti, p. 89, 1015, of Purchas’ Pilgrims: } 
“The sixth Circum-navigation, by illiam Cornelison 

Schoyten of Horne: who Sovthwards from the Straights of 
Magelan in Tierra-delfvoge, fovad and discovered a new pas- 
sage throveh the great Sovth-sea, and that way sailed rovnd 
about the World,” etc. 

Off the coast of Sierra Leone: ; 
“The fitt of October we were vnder foure degrees seven and 

twentie minutes, the same day about noone, there was such a 
noyse in the Bough of our Shippe, that the master, being be- 
hind in the Gallerie, aay that one of the men had fallen out 
of the Fore-ship, or from the Boe-sprit into the sea, bub as hee 
looked out over the side of the Ship hee sav the Sea all red, us 
if great store of bloud had been powred ito it, whereat hee 
wondred, knowing oot what it meant, bub afterward hee found, 
that a sreat Fish ora Sea monster having a horne had there- 
with stricken against the ship with most preat strength. Hor when 
we were in Porto Desire where we set the Ship on the Strand 
to make it clean, about seven foot under water, before in, the 
Ship, wefound a Horne sticking in the Ship, much like for 

thicknesse and fashion to a.common Blephants tooth, not hollow, 
but full; very strong hard Bone, which had eutered into threa 
Plankes of the Ship, that is two thicke Plankes of greene and one 
of Oken wood, and so into a Rib, where it turned npward, to our 
great good fortune, for if if had entered between the Ribbes, it 
would happily haye made a greater Hole, aud haye brought hoth 
Ship and men in danger to be lost. Tt strucke at least half a foote 
deep into the Ship and about half  fowte without, where, with 
great foree it was broken off, by reason whereof the great) mon- 
ster bled so much.” 
More than a century later C, Mortimer, M. D.. records this 

experience: 
‘Mr, Bankley shewed me the Horn of a Fish that had pane- 

trated above Sinches into the Timber of a Ship and gaye me 
the following Relation of it: ‘His Masmsry’s Ship Leopard, 
having been at the West Indies and ou the Coast of Guiney, 
was ordered by Warrant from the Honorable Navy-Bouri, 
dated Aug. 15, 1725, to be rleaned und refitted at Portsmout 
for Channel-Service; Pursuant, thereto, she was put into the 
great Stouc-dock; and, in stripping off her Sheathing, the 
Shipwrights found something that was uncommon in her 
Bottom, about § Feet fram her Keel, just before the Fore 
Mast; which they searchinz mta, found the Bone or Part of 
the Horn of a Fish of the Figure here described: the Ontside 
Rough not unlike Seal-Shin; and the End, where it was broken 
off shewed itself like coarse Iyory, The Fish is supposed to 
have followed the Ship, when under Sail, because the shar: 
End of the Horn Pointed toward the Bow: It penetrated wit 
that Swiftness or Strength that it went throueh the Sheath- 
ing 1 Inch thick, the Plank 3 Inches thick, and into the Tim- 
ber 445 inches.’ 7(25) 
Don Joseph Cornide, in his “Essayo de Una Historia de los 

Peces de la Costa, de Galicia,” 17s7; 
“This fish is taken in the seas of Galicia, where it is more 

common toward the Rio de Vigo, where it is well known 
that the Balandia (a small fishing vessel) of 5. M. le Ardilla 
was pierced in its side snd sunk by the arm of one of these 
fishes, which is preserved in the Royal Cabinet of Natural 
History.” 

In 1871 the little yacht Redhot, of New Bedford, was out 
sword-lishing, and a sword-fish had been hauled in to he 
lanced, aud it attacked the vessel and pierced the side so as 
tasink the vessel. She was repaired ind used in the service 
of the commission at Wood's Holl. (Prof. Baird). 
Couch quotes the personal statement of = gentleman, who 

“We have had the pleasure of inspecting a piece of wood 
cut out of one of the fore planks of # vessel (the Priscilla, 
from Pernambuco), through which was struck about 1s 
inches af the bony weapon of the sword-tish, The force with 
which it must have been driven in affords a striking exem- 
plificatiun of the power and ferocity of the fish: The Pris- 
cilla is quite a new vessel. Captain Taylor, ber- commander, 
states that when near the Azores, as he was walking the 
quarter-deck at night, a shock was felt which broucht all 
hands from below, under the impression that the ship had 
touched upon some rock. This was, no doubt, when the 
ovcurrence took place, * 
The New York Herald. of May 11, 1571, states: 
“The English ship Queensberry has been struck by a swyord- 

fish which penetrated to a, depth of 30 inches, causing a, leak which 
necessitated the discharge of the cargo.” 

The London Daily News of December 11, 1868, contained the 
following paragraph, which emanated, J suspect, from the pen of 
Pref, RK, A. Proctor: 

“Last Wednesday the courtof common pleas—rather a strange 
place, by the by, for inquiring into the natural history of fishes 
—was engaged for several hours in trying to determine under 
what circumstances 4 sword-tish might be ableto escape scot-free 
atter thrusting bis snout into the side of asbip. The gallant ship 
Dreadnought, thoroughly repaired, and classed Al at Lloyd's, 
had been insured for £5,0) against all the risks of the seas. She 
sailed on March 10, 1864, from Colombo, for London, Three 
days later the crew, while fishing, hooked a sword-fish. Xiphias, 
however, broke the line, and a few momentsatter leaped half out _ 
of the water, with the object, it should seem, of taking a look at 
his persecutopr, the Dreadnought. Probably he satisfied himself 
that the Gnenyy was some abnormally large cetacean, which it 
was his natural duty to attack forthwith Be this as it may, the 
attack was made, and at four o’cloclk the next morning the cap- 
tain was awakened with the unwelcome intelligence that the ship 
had sprung a leak. She was taken bavk to Colombo, aud thence to 
Cochin, where she was hove down. Near the keel was found a 
round hole, an inch in diameter, running completely through the 
copyer sheathing and planking. 
“As attacks by sword-fish are included among sea risks, 

the imsurance company was willing to pay the damages 
claimed by the owners of the ship it only it could be proved 
that the hole had really been made by a sword-fish. No 
instance had eyer been recorded in which a sword-fish had 
been able to withdraw lis sword after attacking a ship. A 
defense was founded on the possibility that the hole had 
been made in some other way. Professor Owen and Mr. 
Frank Buckland gave their evidence, but neither of them 
could state quite positively whether a sword-fish which had 
passed its beak through three inches of stout planking could 
withdraw without the loss of its sword. Mr. Buckland said 
that fish haye no power of ‘backing,’ and expressed his belief 
that he could hold a Sword-fish by the beak; but then he ad- 
mitted that the fish had considerable lateral power, and 
might so “wriggle its sword out of a hole.’ And so the in- 
surance company will haya to pay nearly six hundred pounds 
because an ill-tempered fish objected to be hooked, and took 
its revenge by running full tilt against copper sheathing and 
oak planking.” ; 4 
The Gloucester schooner Wyoming, ona last trip to George's 

Banks, records the New York World of August 31, 1875, was 
attacked by a sword-tish in the night time. He assailed the 
vessel with great force, and succeeded in putting his sword 
through one of her planks some two fest, and alter making’ 
fearful struggles to extricate himself, broke his sword off, 
leaying it hard and fast in the Bee and made a speedy 
departure. Fortunate was it that he did not succeed in 
drawing out his sword, as the aperture would undoubtedly 
have made wa leak sufticient to have sunk the vessel. As it 
was, she leaked badly, requiring pretty lively pumping to 
keep her tree. (24.) 
Another instance of 4 similar nature is this, which was re- 

corded in the Liverpool Mercury about the year 1876: 
“Mr. J, J. Harwood, master of the British brigantine For- 

tunate, in dock at Liverpool, reports that while on his passage 
from the Rio Grande, when in latitude 20 deg. 12 min. north, 
and longitude 47 deg. 9 min. west, this ship was struck by » 
large fish, which made the vessel shake very much. Think- 
ing the ship had been merely struck by the tail of some sea 
monster, he took no further notice of the matter; but, after 
discharging earge at Runcorn, and coming into the Canada 
halftide dock, he found one of the plank ends in the stern 
split, and on closer examination he discovered that a sword- 
fish had drivenhis sword completely through the plank, four 
inches in thickness, leaying the point of the sword nearly 
eight inches through the plank. The fish im its struggle 
broke the sword off level with the outside ot the ves- 
sel, and by its attack upon the ship lost nearly a foot length 
of the yery dangerous weapon with which it was armed. 
There is no doubt that this somewhat -smgular oveurrence 
took place when the yessel was struck as Captain Haryood. 
describes.” . . 
Forms? AND StRuwAM of June 24, 1875, recorded the follow- 

ing incident: 

23. An Account of thé horn of a Kish struck several Inches into tie 
side of a Ship, by C, Mortimer, M.D. 1, R. 8. Philos. Trans. s1., No. 
401, p, 862, 1741. 
4 NewYork World, August 31, 1876, 
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“On Wednesday of last week a sword-fish attacked the 
fishins boat of Capt. D, D. Thurlow while he was hauling 
Toackerel nets off Wire Island, thrist its sword clear through 
the bottom, and stuek fast, while the fishermen took seyeral 
halt-hitehes areund its body and so secured it, It was after- 
wards broueht to Fulton Mariet, and found to weigh 590 
pounds. Its sword measured } feet and 7 inches, and its en- 
tire length was over 11 feat. The stufied skin will adorn the 
Centra Park Muséum,” 

The Landmark, of Norfolk, Va., also mentioned a similar 
occurrence in Mebruary, 1876: 

“The brig P, M. Tinker, Captain Bernard, previously men- 
tioned as having arrived hare from Richmond, leaking, for 
repairs, has been hauled up on the ways st Graves's ship- 
yard, On examinationit was discovered that the leak was 
caused by w sword-fish, the sword being found broken off 
tomwald the bands, about sixteen feet abatt the forefoot. 
The Gish, in striking the vessel, must have come with vreat 
force, as the sword penetrated the copper sheathing, a four- 
juch bireh plank, and through the timbers about six inches— 
in all shout teninches. Tt occurred on the morning of the 
okd of December, when the brig was eighteen days out from 
Rid, audin the neighborhood of Cape St. Roque, She was 
pumped about 4 o'clock in the morning, and found free of 
water. About Go'clock the same morning’ she was again 
pumped, when water was obtained, and on examination it 
was found that she had made ten inches of water, The men 
were kept steady at the purnips until her arrival at Rica- 
mond, and while there, and on her trip here.” 

Mr. Willard Nye sends me this note: 
“A tew years ago Captain Dyer, of New Bedford, struck a 

sword-lish trom a thirty-foot boat, forty miles southwest of 
Noman's Land, threw overboard the keg, tacked, and stood 
by to thea windward of it. When nearly abreast of it the 
man at the masthead called out, ‘Why, here he is, rivht 
mlongsidu,’ The ish was then about 10 feet from the boat, 
and swimming in the same direction, but when he got where 
he could see the splash of water sround the bow he turned 
and struck the boat about? feet from the stern and just 
below the water-line. The sword went through the plank- 
Ing, which qwas of cedar an inch and three-quarters thi¢k, 
info a lot of loose iron ballast, breaking off short at the fish's 
head. A number of boats, large aud small, have been ‘stoye! 
by piers tak on our coast, but whvays after the fish had been 
struck.” 
A nameless writer in Heanper's Weekly, October 25, 1879, 

narrates these instances, for which Tam unable to give the 
original authority: 

“Tn a calm day in the summer of 1832, on the coast of Mas- 
sachusetts, a pilot was rowing his little skiff leisurely along, 
when he was suddenly roused fram his seat by a thrust from 
below by a sword-tsh, who drove his sharp instrument more 
than three feet up through the bettom. With rare presence 
of mind, with the butt of sn oar he broke it off level with 
the floor before the tsh had time to withdraw it, For- 
tunately, the thrust was not directly upward. Had it been 
so, Che trail boat would have been destroyed. 
Ia Boston ship hauled up on the ways for repair, a few 

years since, presented the shank of a sword-tish’s dagger, 
which hafl been driven considerably fay into the solid oak 
plank, A more curious affair was brought to light m 1725 in 
overhauling His Majesty's ship Leopard, from the coast of 
Africa, The sword of this marine spearsman had pierced 
the sheathing one inch, next itwent through a threc-inch 
plank, antl beyond that three inches and a half into the firm 
timber. It wasthe opinion of the mechanics that it would 
have required nine strokes of a hammer weighing twenty- 
five pounds to drive an iron bolt of the same dimensions to 
the same depthin the hull Yet the fish drove it ata single 
thrust. 

“On the return of the whaleship Fortune to Plymouth, 
Mass., in 1427, the stump of a sword-blade of this fish was 
noticed projecting like a cog outside, which, on being traced, 
liad been driven throuch the copper sheathing, an inch-board 
undersheathing, a three-inch plank of hard wood, the solid 
white-oal: timber twelve inches thick, then through another 
tavo-and-a-half-inch hard-oak ceiling, and lastly penetrated 
the head of an oil-cask, where it stuck, not a drop Gf the oil 
haying escaped.” 

Such instances could be found by the score, if ove had the 
time and patience to search, Thea thing happens many times 
a@ year, and nearly as often affords a textfor some para- 
vrapher or local editor. 

Captain Beechy in the narrative of the voyage of Her 
Majesty's Blossom, mentions the following incident which 
occurred in the Pacitic, near Hastern Island; ‘As the line 
was hauling in, 4 large sword-tish bitatthe tin case which 
contained our thermometer, but fortunately failed in carry- 
ing it off.” 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

THE NEW SHIP OF THE FISH COMMISSION. 

HE new iron steamship Albatross, which was successfully 
launched on Aug, 18, will be completed, as far as the 

contract goes, about Oct. 1, and will probably be ready for 
seu in December. Many newspaper statements have been 
afloat conterning the tirst work of this vessel, some having it 
that she will muke her first trip across the Atlantic with the 
American dsplay ut the fisheries exhibition to be held in 
London next spring, and others assigning her to other duties. 
All these speculations are premiature, as nothing has been 
decided on yet as to her first field, which will depend on the 
date of her completion. She may go into the North Atlantic 
to hunt up the winter abode of the mackerel, menhaden und 
otlier fishes, or may make her first expedition to the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

The Albatross is being built by the Pusey & Jones Company 
at Wilmington, Del., from the specifications of the eminent 
engineer, Mr, Charles W. Copeland. Pussed Assistant Hnyi- 
neer G. W. Baird, U. 8, N., is superintending’ the vessel. 

The ship is 200%. long onthe L, W, L.; 27ft. Gin. beam, 
molded: 16ft. Sin. depth of hold; is to draw l2it. of water 
and vill displace at that draft 1,000 tons of water. The ship 
is ofiron, with aniron deck house, iron decks—beneath the 
wood—at either end, and is tied and braced ag strong as iron 
can make her, the iron plating running clear up to the rail so 
that the bulwarks at'e of iron from stetm tostem, The keel 
is a bar Sx2!7, the two bilge keels are lfin. deep, 80ft. long, 
1% thick, between 4x6 angleiron, Thesternpostis 71¢x2}¢in., 
the stem is 74x27, The frames are 4x5x7-16, spaced 21m,; 
the reverse bars are 5x38x%g on every frame, and extending 
altermately bo the stvinger plate and to lei, above the turn 
of the eee The center keeison, on top of reverse bars, is 
1Sxdiyxo¢) and Sft. 8in. from that, on each side, ara chanel 
bar keelsons, 6xtljx7-16; the intercostal plates are &. con- 
nected with 214 angleirons. Thedeck beams are 7x5%i<7-16, 
spaced ov alternate frames. Thermain deckstringers, ties on 
mitin deck and hold stringers are all in due Prcporlion, There 
are seven witertight bulkheads in the vessél, the water-tight 
compartments between them being connected to amhaim hold 
by separate pipesundor the control of the engineer, so thal 
be rau pump out either compartment independently of the 
others. 
The yessel is provided with a steam ‘windlass, ordinary 

anchors and chains and 250 fathoms of flexible steel wire 
haweser, 6'gin. in cireumference, to anchor in deep water 
The main engines are conrpound, driving twin screws, The 
bigh-pressure cylinders are 1hin, snd the low-pressure 34in. 
in diameter, the pistons all having 30in, stroke. ‘The valves 
ave worked by Stephenson links, etc;; the reversing gear 
is worked by steam, The main cranks are set at am 
angle of 145 degrees. ‘The surface condenser contains 2,150 

square feet of surface, and the tubes are packed pate Nia a 
the established method of the Pusey & Jones Conipany, The 
circulating pump is the Davidson patent, the water end hay- 
ing a diameter of 16in. and # stroke of 16, The air pumps 
ure horizontal plungers—single acting—one on each engine, 
haying a diameter of 154gin. and 15in, stroke. The screws 
are $f. in diameter, 14ft, 10n, mean piten, 26in. long cn line ; 
of their axis and have four blades. 
The boilers are two in number, of the return fue kind, with 

water legs. They are 8ft. (iin front, Sft. Gin. diameter of 
waist, 211t. bin. in length. Each boiler has two furnaces, and 
the regate grate surface (both boilers) is about 100 square 
feet. The donkey pumps (two in number) sre of the David- 
son taake and are arranged to be used as both fire or bilge- 
pumps, 
Through the side of the vessel, and about Sit. above the load 

water line, will be a permanent ash shute of wrought iron, 
with a check yalye init and # hood—which can be screwed 
tight—at the top. A smallsteam engine to hoist the ashes” 
and automatically Fea them into the shute and return the 
bucket to the fire-raom floor has been designed by the superin- 
tending engineer, By this arrangement but one man is re- 
quired to discharge ashes, which, on many vessels, requires a 
whole watch. 
The Albatross is to be ventilated by the aspiration method, 

i, e,, by exhausting the foul air from eyery part of the ship. 
This is effected by a No. 6 Sturtevant exhaustion, driven by a 
small steam engine, the suction side of the fan being con- 
nected by conduits to every part of the vessel, each opening 
being capped by a suitable register. This is from the designs 
of the superintending engineer, Mr, Baird, of the nayy, who 
has been urging this system of ventilation for mamy years. 
The ship is to be steered by a “steam quarter master,” a 
steam steering gear manutactured by the Pusey & Jones 
Company. It is essentially three halftrunk oscillating en- 
gines, set at angles of 60 degrees, and all working on the same 
erank pin, On the shaft is a chain holder, which carries the 
rudder chains, Like other improved steerers it has an auto- 
matic arrangement (so complicated as to beggar the deserip- 
tive powers of the writer) which closes all the ports when the 
angular motion of the crank shaft has equalled the angwar 
motion imparted to the steering wheel by the hand of the real 
quartermaster, This machine is said to work well, and is 
guaranteed by the builders, There is a 2,000-gallon Baird dis- 
tiller on hoard, which aerates, cools and filters the water, 
thus delivering it sweet and potable to the ship's tanks. 
By a system of thermometers (which will be inverted and 

separate the mercury), the temperature of the sea at every 
100 fathoms of depth will be registered, With these arrange- 
ments the giddy depths of the mighty ocean will be 
fathomed, and the catch placed under the microscopes andin 
the chemists’ balances of the ‘‘scientific sharps” from the 
Smithsonian Institute who will bedom/ciled on board. The 
Albatross will carry a seine boat thirty feet in length, with 
an immense seine of the latest and most approved make, 
which she will lower at sea and haul in shoal places or in the 
deep sea wherever the game is apparent and whenever the 
weather is conducive. There wil i be tiwo steam launches, 
the one an ordinary beat, with steam engine and screw pro- 
peller, the other a kind of steam whale boat, with the screw 
working, at un ungle, under the center of the boat, the shaft 
being provided with a universal joint, that the screw—two 
bladed—may be hauled into 4 well when crossing shoal 
pluces or pushed to greater depth when the sea is rough; this 
whale boat is a life boat, and is intended for all kinds of 
weather. Both steam launches are built by Herreshoff. 
There will be u powerful electric light, with parabolic re- 

flector, to illuminate the surtace of the waters at night, and 
an incandescent electric light to illuminate at a depth of two 
hundred fathoms. There will also be provided two large 
laboratories, with every possible convenience forthe micro- 
scopists, taxidermists and chemists, with lathes for preparing 
the cells on the glass slides, with every possible kind, shape, 
and condition ot jars for keeping specimens; the fluids, such 
as alcohol and other essential oils; in fact, all that is neces- 
sary forthe preservation of all creatures that inhabit the 
depths or surfaces of the sea, from a bacteria to a cetacean, 

Like the strange bird from which it takes its name, the 
Albatross will make its home upon the rolling deep, its 
yoyages lasting from two to four months, without any at- 
tempt at making harbor, The outfit of this vessel will be 
complete, unique, expensive. There will be a machine for 
sounding at great depths, with piano wire, its system of 
cords, sheaves and springs being so adjusted as to keep a 
uniform tension upon the sounding wire, without regard to 
the amount of motion imparted by the seas to the ship; with 
this machine depths of ten miles can be measured, At the 
bottom of the sounding line is a cup, which Sterne 
scoops up its capacity of the bottom, and detaches the bulk 
of its ivon sinker, so that in reeling in there is only the wire 
and the cup of sandto pullup. Jor large quantities of the 
bottom a trawl, at the end of eight miles of three-sighths inch 
diameter steel wire rope will be used, which will ‘be hauled 
in by a powerful steam windlass, 

CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO THE INTRO- 
DUCTION OF AMERICAN CATFISH INTO 

THE RIVERS OF BELGIUM. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, / 
Wasxinoron, Aug. 9, 1882. 

Prof. Spencer F. Baird, U, 8. Fish Comiissioner: 
Srr—I send you inclosed a copy of despatch No, 4, from 

Mr. Alfred Lefebyre, Viee-Consul of the United States at 
Ghent, Belgium, in which he states that the Belgium zoyern- 
ment, through correspondence with that consulate, has 
adopted measures for the protection of its fisheries and is 
desirous of obtaining your co-operation in an endeavor to 
introduce the catfish of our waters into the rivers of Belgium. 
Twill take pleasure in forwarding your reply to Mr. Lefebvre. 

Your obedient-servant, 
JouNn Davis, ‘Assistant Secretary. 

(ENCLOSURE. ] 
Mr. Letébvre to Mr, Davis, No. 41, July 26, 1582. 

ConsuLATE or TA UNITaD STATES, | 
Guent, July 26, 1582, | 

How, J. OC, Baneroft Dowis, Assistant Secretary of State, 
Wushington, D. 0.: : 

Sm—When Mr, Wilson was consul at this port he interested 
himsalf in a project for the improyerment of the piscicu!ture 
of the country. ; 
The industries of Flanders, and especially of Ghent, con- 

centrated, exhibited as they are in large manufacturing 
establishments, situated on the banks of the rivers, and dis- 
charging their refuse into the water, render it unhealthy for 
the fish, and has resulted in their decreased numbers, if not 
entire disappearance im some neighborhoods. 

Mr, Wilson compared its situation to the rivers of Dela- 
ware and Schuylkill in the neighborhood of the city of 
Philadelphia, and expressed a belisf that the catfish so com- 
mon there would thrive here. He conterred with Prof, 
Baird, who confirmed hima in this belief, and in the corres- 
pondenve which took place between them the feasibility of 
stocking these rivers with these fish seems to have been 
agreed, 
“Mr. Wilson opened a correspondence with the authorities of 

Flanders (whieh has been continued by me since his depay- 
ture) and it, with other causes, attracted official attention to 
the subject and created much interest init. Parliament took 
it up. 2 new law for the protection and propagation of figh is 
about to. be passed a copy of which I will send to the depart- 
ment as soon ag it will have been, printed) and a committee 

ab a haying general charge of the subject. Hon, BH, 
illequet, member of parliament from Ghent, is 4 member of 

this committee, and, not wearyiug you with uninteresting 
details, T come to the immediate abject of this dispatch, 
which is, that the committee desire to put Mr, Wilson’s and 
Prof, Buird’s scheme into operation and have, through Mr. 
Willequet, requested me to communicate throuch the depart- 
ment with Prof, Baird and secure his aid and co-operation, 

Mr, Wilson and myself haye had many conversations with 
Mr, Willequet, the governor of the province, and other 
Authorities who are all in favor of the attempt. 
Tinclose a translation of Mr. Willequet’s notes that they, 

and a copy of this dispatch, if needed, may be transmitted to 
Prof, Baird. 
Arrangements have been made with the Red Star lina of 

steamers for shipment of the young fish from New York to 
Antwerp, if they can be put on board, and I will see that 
they are taken care of on their arrival. 
_As you will perceive by Mr. Willequet’s letter of the 
22d July, if he only can get to know when the fish will 
artive, he will haye everything in readiness to receiye and 
lodge them, 
As to the work on pisticulture or ichthyology alluded to, 

I would like Prof. Baird to indicate one of the best and I will 
procure it for the committee of which Mr. Willequet is a 
tnember, Iam, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant, 

AurRep Lerrsvrn, U, §. Vice-Consul. 

[ENOLOSURES, ] 
: : . Letter of Mr, Willequet, dated Ist July, 1882, with trans- 
ation. ‘ 
ii Letter of Mr. Willequet, dated 22d July, 1882, with trans- 

tion. 
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMBPRICA AT GHENT, 

Translation of a letter of Mr, Willequet, dated 1st July, 1882, 
to the U, 8. Consul at Ghent, 

My Dear Mr. Leresvre—I haye the honor to belong to the 
committee which has charge to elaborate the rules to append 
to the new law upon fisheries. 

In the meeting of yesterday the committee received com- 
munication of the letters sent Py your predecessor at Ghent, 
Mr, Wilson, to the governor of the proyinee, These letters, 
among other obliging things, make the offer to supply our 
provinée and our county with the esgs or live young fish of 
an American species, which, according to Mr. Wilson, would 
thrive wonderfully in the rivers of our provinces. 

Mr. Wilson has beén called to another post. I dare say 
that the U. 5S. Consulate will preserye for our country, and 
especially for our Flanders, ine good will shown until now, 
and I shall be very happy to be the medium toe conyey this 
Eindness, 

Please to honor me with the cornmmunication that you will 
think necessary to send me and accept, ete,, ete., 

E. WiLuegver, M, P. for Ghent. 

U.S, ConsuLate at GHENT. 
Translativn of letter of Mr. Willequet, dated 22d July, 1882, to 

the WU, &. Consul at Ghent. 
Smr—I hasten to answer your letter, and will begin by 

thanking you and the government of the United States for 
the courtesy shown in this instance. LIhaye taken notice of 
the communications of your predecessor, sent to the com- 
mittee for the elaboration of the rules upon fisheries, and [ 
am personally convinced of the éfficaey of the indicated 
means to new-stock our rivers, 
As soon as these rules shall be published, and this will be, 

along with the law, in about five or six weeks, I will tiake 
care to sand you a few copies of both. 
You will render good service to the public, first, by asking 

your government to let us have the young catfish of whi¢ 
you speak, and then, by letting me know the exact time of 
of their arrival in Belgium, as it will be necessary to prepare 
for them, and this has ta be done with care. I am in meas- 
ure to make about this all necessary communications to the 
government of Belgium, 

lt would be fortunate also if you could indicate a work 
upon pisciculture or ichthyology which would allow us to 
study the question at the American point of yiew. 

Lam, ote, 
in WILLEQurr. 

PROTECTING FISH EGGS.—Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 11.— 
Thave closely observed the habits of the tish that are found 
in our rivers, aud have found a plan for increasing the yield, 
which is to pratae the eggs laid by the mother with a netting 
(wire), which will protect them from other fishes and insects 
that eat the eggs,—H. %. W. 

Che Zennel. 

FIXTURES. 

January 9, 10, and 11, 1862.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 
Show, Meriden. Conn, Joshua Shute, secretary, 198 Hobart street, 
Meriden, Conn. t 

BENCH SHOWS, 
April 8, 4,5 and 6, 1882, Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society's 

with Annnal Bench Show, a a Pa, tries for the Bench 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after March 1,182, 
close December 1, 1882. Chas. Lincoln, Superiitendent. LR. Stay- 
ton, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Bapiongber 4.—_National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Prairie 

Chickens, Pairniont, Minn, Entries for the Derby close July 1, for the 
Al-aged, Sept. 4. Jos. H. Dew, Columbia, 'Tenn,, Secretary, 
November 17-—Nastern Vieid Trials Chily Field Trials on Quail, near 

High Point, N.C. Entries for the meee close July. For the All- 
ed_and Members' Stake, November 1, 5, N. Hall, P, O. Box 834, 

New York, Secrétary. 4 i . 
December 4—Natioual American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn, D,. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary. 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Club Field Trials or Quail, Opslon- 

sus, La. Entries close December il. J, K. Renan, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.—Pittsburgh, Pa., 
Aug. 26, 1882.—Editor Forest and Stream; On the 7th of last 
January, at a meeting of the Pannsylyania Stute Field Trials 
Axsociation, it qwas resolved to donate two $50 cups to the 
N, A. EK. G. for the chicken trials this fall, one to the Derby 
and one to Nree for All, to be awarded to the best dog or 
hitch competing in the trials, owned and entered bya member 
of the Pennsylvania State Wield Trials Association. The 
Pennsylvania State Bield Trials Association is in a healthy 
condition, and we have many live sportsmen in the associa- 
tion. Wewillhave our trials, as [have written, probably the 
second week in November. Membersh p Stakes only, a Derby 
and All Aged will be yun. We contemplate an interesting 
occasion, as there ate many fine field dogsin the hands of the 
members, and all are anxious to demonstrate his the best. I 
belioye Pittsburgh tan_boast as many thoroughly trained 
does as any city the Union. All arrangements and details 
for trials isin the hands of the executive committee, which’ 
will be reported later,—I. Rh. Stayton, Secretary. 

WELL-BRED POINTERS FOR SALE.—Any one in search 
of good pointer blood will do well so read the avlyertisement of 
Mr, G, De Forest Grant, who offers for sale a portion of the litter 
by Sensation out of Mineola, They areexceptionably well-bred, 
and will undoubtedly find ready purchasers. 
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THE FIRST OF SEPTEMBER: 

TO MY PORTER. 

7s the firat cf September, god Don; 
= And the Wind bildws fresh from the South: 
The sky is d'erclouded, good Don, 
And the dewdrops are ‘waiting thy mouth. 

My gun and my bag are all ready, 

My leggings are Jaceéd full strong; 
All Nature seems shouting Ho! aleady |" 

And the grouse has challenged us long. 

Tis the first of September, good Dan, 

And the test of thy worth has come. 
‘Twill be well to remember, sood Don, 
The lessons I’yé taught ye at home, 

Be “wary and chary"” and fleet, 
Ambitious, nor baffled at all; 

Obediently come to my feet, 

“Down charge, or‘ ‘ware fur’ at my call, 

‘Tis the first of September, good Don, 
And, 7 faith! TI beliave that ye Know 

What I mean when I say it, good Don, 
And long ’eross the country to go!— 

Just a moment, to buckle this strap 

And another to light a cigar, 

And yo shall awake from their nap 
The birds” in their stubble afar{ 

‘Tis the first.of September, good Don, 

And my hoart is nigh bursting with joy. 
AsTo'an now remember, good Don, 

Fair ‘Annosley" and days, when a boy, 
[started the coyay a-fecding, 

And shouted so loud and so free 

To ste my pet, Pore, unheeding 
The brainbles, pursue them to treet 

‘Tis the first of September, good Don, 
And many a ‘first,’ since then, 

Has gone, and foreyer, good Don, 
rét here is the “tirst’’ again] 

Away with all sorrow and care! 

The air is as clear as my gun, 
And thé prospect tor sport is fair 

Bre the day is over and done, 

‘Tis the first of September, good Don, 
Ant the maple beginneth to blush, 

The covers turn russet, good Don, 

And there broods over Nature a hugh, 

She listens, forsooth! for thy coming. 

She waiteth to weleome thy skill; 

Then away! while cicads® is thrummi!ng, 

And the golden-rod waves on the hill! 

“hig tlie frat of September, good Don, 

No wonder you long to be free, 

And plunge and strain in leash, good Don, 
And appsslingly look to me! 

Now “steady! the stubble ts near, 

And gnite in your fayor the wind! 

Ul wait by the stlle—nevyer fear! 
I'll wager a bone that you “find }** Oo, WLR. 

DOG PICTURES. 

Ww wish to express our thanks to the large number of our 
friends who have sent us pictures of their fayorites, 

and to assure them that we appreciate their kindness: Not 
the least attractive feature of our sanctum is the goodly array 
of ‘counterfeit presentments” of canine celebrities that adorn 
its walls. Glancing around, the eye lovingly rests upon the 
graceful outlines of many a well-lmoywn form, and glad 
memories of glorious days of rarest sport that we have. en- 
joyed with them afield fills our heart with a wealth of joy 
that words cannot portray. Im fancy we see the beautiful 
forms éndowed with life. Again we roam through thé ver- 
dant yalleys and over the beloved hills of our own New Eng- 
Jand, Almost we can seé the verdure of the broad prairie 
waving in the gentle breeze, and seemingly we aire inhale 
the balmy air ‘among thecotton and the cane.” The jarring 
sounds of the busy world outside ara sanctified to our ear, 
and the roar of the startled grouse, the tumultuous rush of 
the merry quailand the plaintive whistle of the shy yood- 
cock fill the air witha sweet harmony that causes) each re- 
sponsive chord throughout our frame to vibrate with almost 
painful delight, 
Cherished memories of the good old days are hovering halo-' 

like around us, The magic spell of our familiar spirit is upon 
us, and woodland elves and woodland sprites, with their 
golden fetters, bind us a willing captive. Leading us through 
the shady aisles of their sylvan retreat, they bring us. face 
to face with the old familiar scenes, and as we stretch our- 
selves at full length upon the green turf by the bubbling 
spring, they whisper in our ears pleasing reminiscences of the 
glorious sports of cur early days. It was just here, where the 
thickly-growing alders are shadowed by the flaming maples, 
and the sparkling waters are murmuring as they iorce their 
way through the golden sands, that Nellie, glorious Nellie, 
who was resting by our side after a prolonged and unsucecess- 
ful chase after a wary old grouse, who had unaccountably 
éscaped us on this, onr chosen yantage grounds, suddenly 
opened wide her wondrons brown eyes, and stealthily rais- 
ing up, gently placed os fore foot upon our chest and-the other 
upon our forehead, then, with an electric thrill, that sent the 
hot blood tingling to our fingers’.end, she froze into a mag- 
Hificent living statue. We were the especial favorites of the 
gods that day, for, although decades have flown, soul-satisty- 
ing memories of the incidents of that successful chase still 
Gluster round our heart, and indelibly engrayed upon mem- 
ory’s tablet is the wonderful picture of glorious Nellie. 

EENNEL NOTES FROM WEST TENNESSEE:.—Mr, Ed- 
ward McDonald, who is a good handler of dogs and a sure 
shot, will leave Memphis on Sept. 15 for south end of Arkan-~ 
sas Grand Prairie, with two young setters of Capt. McFar- 

nd, two of W, A. Wheatley’s, one of his own, and probably 
an Orgill-MeComb pointer, These five setters are of the Jos 
Jz., aid Countess and Lady Clare Irish strains (thres of 
them); the other two are cross-bred, by Chuck out of Guido's 
Countess, and are in training exclusively for private use. 
Tyyice a year four Memphis amateurs have several days’ fins 
sport in the Arkansas prairie on quail, snipe, grouse and 

eks, with a deer occasionally, Camille, by the greatest 
American field champion, Joe, Jr., out of Geo, W. Campbell's 
Buck, Jy., has a nice litter by McIntosh’s Biz, divided between 
M. C, Campbell, W. A. Wheatley and A, D, Gibson, who bred 
periiols Lily, the founder of the Orgill Flake-Lily pointers.— 

UIDO. 

A LONG JOURNEY.—Mr. Edmund Orgill, ot Brooklyn, N. 
Y., on the 7th of August pared a pair of pointer puppies, 
bout two mouthe old, to J. A. Wright, of Atistin, Ne- 
ada, who writes that the 
oun: and in splendid condition. This speaks well 
‘who had the care of them upon their long journey, 

= 

for those 
arrived on the 18th safe and- 
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MR. LUKE W., 

LALLA ROOKH. 

UR illustration this week is of the lemon and white 
pointer bitch Lalln Rookh, owned by Mr. Luke W, 

ite, of Bridgeport, Conn, She is by Sensation’s son (Sen- 
sation—Flirt) out of White's champion Grace, Bhe won first 
in the puppy class last April at the Westminster Kennel 
Olub’s show, and the special for the best pointer puppy; she 
also with her dam wonthe Trainer’s prize, doing excellent 
work, and fully demonstrating the value of the instructions 
contained in ‘Training ve. Breaking,” as she was trained en- 
tirely in accordance with the, rules there laid down. Her 
owner informs us that-in her field education, now nearly com- 
plete, he has pursued the same course, and that he hasneve. 
used any severity whatever toward her. She is entered ix 
the Eastern Field Trials Derby, where she will undoubtedly 
make her matk if nothing befallsher. The cut is from a 
sketeh by Henry Tallman, and is an excellent likeness, as she 
appeared at the New York show. 

THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN TRIALS. 

O* ‘next Monday, September 4, the National American Kennel 
‘Club's First Field Trials on prairie chickens (pinnated grouse) 

will commence at Wairmont, Minn. The first event will be the 
Derby for setters and pointers whelped on or since March 1, 1881, 
for a purse of $450, of which $200 goes to first, $125 to second, 
$76 to third, and $50 to fourth, he entries closed July 1 with 
forty-five nominations, which should yield starters enough to make 
a yery interesting race, Theremaining event is the free-for-all 
for a of $400, of which $250 goes to first, $125 tasecond, $75 
to third, and $00 to fourth. Emtries for this stake close at A, 
M, September 4. Judging from present indications thera will be a 
large number of entries for this stake, and it will undoubtedly 
prove one of the most interesting and important events that has 
et taken place. Weare sorry to see that there is not an entry 

in the Derby from Minnesota. We haye heard so much of the 
wonderful dogs owned in this State that wo aio anxious, to see 
them and compare their merits with others. We trust that the 
free-for-all stake will Brae them out in goodly numbers, We 
hear of quite anumber of astern dogs that will be entered whose 
owners are confident that they can demonstrate that all dogs 
eee Eastern same are not duffers when tuned down on the 
rairies, 
Ms Amumber of valuable special prizés hayes been offered for 
the CoE fore in each stake. 
A gentleman of Pittsburg, Pa., offers 350 for the best dog or 

bitch entered and run by the owner or club making the 
largest number of entries in the Derby. 
The sportsmen of Fairmont offer $50 for the best dog or 

bitch (pointer or setter) in the free-for-all stake whose handler 
has not run a dog in 4 previons trial, 
A gentleman of Burlington, Jowa, offers $20 for the best 

pointer entered and run at the trials, 
The Pennsylvania State Fisld Trials Association offer a $50 

cup for the best dog in each stake owned and entered by 
members of the association. 
Many of the Kastern sportsmen will avail themselves of 

this opportunity to enjoy the sport of chicken-shooting. We 
can assuré them of a hearty welcome from their brethren of 
the West, and that they will find plenty of birds in the vicin- 
ity of Fairmont. Ducks are also fairly plenty at no great 
distunce. Fairmont is nearly in the center of the southern 
portion of the State, and is only a few miles from the lowa 
line. It is on the Southern Minnesota Railroad, which is 
leased by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad. The 
latter road will issue excursion tickets at reduced rates and 
carry dogs, guns and baggage free. 
The judges are Mr. Theodore Morford, Newton, N. J.; Hon, 

B, B. B. ieemded , Omaha, Neb., and Mr. D, C. Bergunthal, 
Indianapolis, Ind.; all of whom are well known gentlemen of 
thé highest probity, well qualified by experience to discharge 
the onerous duties of the position, We append a list of the 
entries for the Derby, with the deseription and pedigree of 
each dog, se far as we haye been able to obtain them: 

1. PrRAtRIE Wonvur. RK. B. Morgan, Canton, Ohio.—Lemon 
and white English setter dog, April 2, 1851, by Prairie Joe 
(Cha¥m-Ruby) out of Prairis Queen (Rake-Prairie Pearl). 

2, PrArems Moriy. Sportsman's Kennel, Geneva, Ta.— 
Lamon and white English setter bitch, ril 2, 1851, by Prai- 
rie Jos (Charm-Ruby) out of Prairies Oeer (Rake-Prairie 
Pear). 

§, Gus Bonpuc. D. ©. Sanborn Devnae, Mich.—Black 
and white ne Buglish setter do , May 11,1881, by Dash- 
ing Bondhu (10,138) out of Novel (7,219). 

| Gaze, D.C, Sanborn, Dowhng, Mich,—Liver and white 
English setter bitch, July, 1881, by Count Noble (10,134) out of 
Spark (Carlowitz-Magnet). ’ ) 

4, Countnss Magner, PD, C, Sanborn, Dowling, Mich,— 
Liver and white coseraes setter bitch, July, 1881, by Count 
Noble (10,184) out of Spark (Carlowitz-Magnet). 

6. Count Dap. D. McKinney Loyd, Pittsburg, Pa,—Black 
and white English setter dog, July, 1881, by Count Noble (10,- 
184) out of Nellic, (Belton-Dimple). - p 

7. OLo Want. J. A. Titcomb, Columbia, Tenn.—White and 
lemon Bnglish setter dog, April, 1851, by Lincoln (Dan-Lill IL.) 
out of Daisy Dean (Pride of the Border-Ruby). é 
8 AMERICAN Daw. Joseph H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn.— 

Black, white and tan Inglish setter dog, April, 1851, by Lin- 
coln (Dan-Lill 11.) out of Daisy Dean (Pride of the Border- 
Ruby).. 4 
2, DAasaine Beni. J. 0, Donner, New York.—White, with 

liver ticked head, English sefter bitch, March 23, 1881, by 
Decima)] Dash (Dash Ll-Duchess) out of Bessie (Ranger IT- 
Belle), ‘ 

10, Maye, J, O. Donner, New York,—White and orange 
Hnezlish setter dog, Sept, 1881, by Paris (Leicester-Dart) out of 
Fairyhelle (Rangér IT,-Belle). ; . 

11, Prince, H. Widdicomb, Grand Rapids, Mich.—Black 
and white English setter dog, July, 1881, by Connt Noble, (10,- 
124) out of Nellie (Belton-Dimple). 

WHITE'S POINTER BITCH “LALLA ROOKH." 

12. Countess NELLIE, H, Widdicomb, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
—Black and white English setter bitch, July, 1881, by Count 
Noble (10,154) out of Nellie (Belton-Dimple). 

18. JosmpHine. B.F, Wilson and J, J. Snellenhure, Pitits- 
burg and New Brighton, Pa,—White English setter bitch, 
March 15, 1881, by Knox's Duke (Belton If-Nell) ont of 
Hunter's Cora (Parson's Sam-Queen), 

14. QuEEn Laverack, J, J. Suollenburg, New Brichton, 
Pa,—Imported black white and tan Nnglish setter bitch. May 
L6, 1881, by Tory (Ned-Blue Belle ont of Mee Merrilies (10,207)_ 

15, Remus, Willard Bros., Jonesboro’, Ul.—Setter dog, May 
22, 1881, by Dp out of Juno. ; 3 

16. Acun, J. Palmer O'Neil, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Black and 
white Bnelish setter doz, April 17, 1881, by champion Thun- 
Jer (Pride of the Border-fairy IL.) out of Bess. 

17. Monts Curist: W. C. Berringer, Pittsburzh, Pa.— 
Black and white ticked Euglish setter doz, April 17, 1881, by 
champion Thunder (Pride of the Border-Fairy 11.) ont of Bess_ 

18, Carri J. W, B, Gates, Memphis, Tenn.—Blask, white 
and tan English setter bitch, April 18, 1881, by Conant Noble 
(10,154) out of Feep O'Day (Gladstone-Clip). 

19. Pink B. W, B. Mallory, Memphis, Teon.—Black and 
white English setter dow, May 18, Jh51, by Gladstone (Dan- 
Petrel) out of Countess Key ' 

20, RANK, David Purgesson, Milwaukev, Wis.--Black and 
white ticked English setter dog, June 16, 1881, by Carl ont of 
Queen, , 

21. Minnie. Dr. t) H. Vidd, Getieva, Ta.—Blue belton Eng- 
lish setter bitch, Dee. 8, 1881, by Aker’s Pred out of Allena 

22. Dott. H, A. Clock, Geneva, Is.—Enzlish setter bitch, 
Dee, 8, 1881, by Aker’s Fred out of Allena May. 

23, Dayy Crecrntr, A, M, Weinhart, Chicago, UL—Lemon 
and white English setter dog, Oct. 20, 1581, by Sam IT. (Don 
Cora) out of Pan. 
2, Huss. HE. E. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—Black, white and 

tao English setter bitch, April 12, 1881, by Drake (Prince- 
Dora) out of Countess May (Dash ITI.-Countess Ada). 

2, Zanina, W.dJ.G, Dean, Hanover, Mich,—Blue helton 
Hnglish setter bitch, June 16, 1851, by Druid (Prinece-Dora) ont 
of Magnolia (Leicester-Sanborn’s Nellie). 

26, Zupa. W.d. Dean, Hanover, Mich,—White and black 
English setter bitch, June 16, 1551, by Druid (Prince-Dora) out 
of Magnolia (Leicester-Sanborn’s Nellie). 

27. Scorr. A, M. Decker, Chicago, Ul.—Setter dog, July 17, 
1881, by Rob out of Flash, 

28. GrupmRoy. Geo, C. Marsh, Chicago, [ll.—Eneglish setter 
dog, Noy. 4, 1881, by Druid (Prince-Dora) ont of Princess 
Draco (Rob Roy-Livy). 

20. Frank. 8. H. Turrill, Chicago, Il,—Hnglish setter dog, 
May, 1881, by Blue Dash out of Hipp. 

30. Doctor. 8. H. Turrill, Chicazo, Ill.—English setter 
dog, March, 1881, by Pembroke out of Royal Gilt. 

51, Countess Monn, John D. Ladd, Martin, Tenn,— 
White and tan ticked English setter hitch, July, 1851, by 
Count Noble (10,184) out of Spark (Carlowitz-Mugnet). 

42, Daisy QuEEN. Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa,—Black 
and white ticked imported English setter hitch, March 14, 
1881, by Rock (4,280) out of Flame (Rall-Countess). 

53. Count CAMPBELL, J. Hayward, Jr., St. Joseph, Mo.— 
Black and white setter dog, June, 1851. by Joe, Jr. (Elcho- 
Buck, Jr.) out of Belle of Nashville. 

34. Winrrenp. Arici Low, Jr, Chicago, Dl.—Setter dog, 
July, 1881. 

80. Fort, <A, §, Bishop, Pittsburgh,Pa.—Blne belfon English 
setter bifeh, Aug. 7, 1881, by champion Thunder (Pride of the 
Border-Vairy ily out of Minerva (Leicester-Nellie). 

36. St. ELMO TV. Dr. S. Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Black, 
white and tan Enelish setter dog, April 20, 185!, by St. Elmo 
(Pride of the Border-Jessie) ont of Clio. . 

37. Bos Caniist®, Will Davidson, Bothwell, Ont.—Liver and 
white Na worth Castle sctter dog, May 24,1881, hy Bill Carlisle 
out of Nell Carlisle (Rall-Van). 

38. Katypip. B, L. Hurd, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.—Blaclk 
and white English setter bitch, May 1, 1881, by Guy Mannering 
(Pride of the sae TOO tof Whirlwind. 

59. Dasuine Dick, J. R. Henricks, Pittsburgh, Pa—English 
setter dog, April, 7, 1881, by King Dash (Belton-Floss) ont of 
Slap (Dez Whip-Daisy Dean). 

4), Countess MAy 0, Luther Adams, Boston, Mass. —Black 
and white Hoglish setter bitch, fee li, 1881, by Drake (Prince- 
Dora) out of Countess May (Dash [11-Countess Ada). 

41. Dasnine Roe. §, W. W. Straight, Atlantic, Is,—Sctter 
dog, by Cline ont of Nancy. 

: POINTERS. 
42) Praram Rose. J. J, French, Sparta, Wis.—Pointer 

bitch, April +. 1851, by Riyal Joe out of Queen Hamlet. 
43. CaVALIOR, James Stinson, Chicago, Il—Pointer dog, 

July 15, 1881, by Little Ruffian, out of Flight. 
44, Doon. James Stinson, Chicago, Il.—Pointer dog, June, 

1881, by Sefton (Sensation-Lilly), out of St. Clisson. 
45, Buster, Geo. H. Poyneer, Dayton, la—tiver_aud 

white ticked pointer doz, October 21, 1581, by imported Bang 
(Price’s Bang-Luna), out of Jean (Glenmark-tnrl). 

ST, BERNARD IMWPORTATION.—The State Line steamer 
State of Nevada, which arrived on Thursday last, brought over 
the rough-coated St. Bernard bitch Regia, for Mr. KR. Benson, of 
this city, for whom she was purchased by Mr, Wm, Graham, of 
Belfast, Treland, She is by Mr. Ff, Robertson's Eiger, E. ik. C, 
8. B, 10,610, who was imported by him from Switzerland, Her 
dam is Ji uno, imported by Lord Dufferin. Regia has beenshown 
in the North of ireland where she has won prizes, bub we were 
unable to obtain a listof them, She is a magnificent nuital 
of immense size, with plenty of bone and substance, and if placed 
upon the show bench in proper form will easily carry off fhe 
honors from anything that we have seen exhibited. She is 
in whelp to Mx. 8. W. Smith's Rollo, winner of first at the late 
show of the Kennel Glub, who is acknowledged to bo the best 
living son of the grand old Hector. 
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RHEUMATISM IN DOGS. 

mi It; I noticed the article by your correspondent, ‘Leather- 
t) head,” on “Rhetimatism in Dogs," and hé appears not to 
mention any extreme case, and as one has yery recently 
ome under my notice, ibimiay, perhaps, be of service to some 
it 1 Mention « few facts in conasstion with it, 
A bitch of mine, alter her puppies were six weeks old, as is 

usual, was not inclined to keep with them, and before IT had 
detected it, she had to get from them, taking up her position 
during the day near the kennel door, and on a stone slab, and 
this cansed rheumatic fever. I first noticed that the hock 
joints were swollen, and she went lame, Within a few days 
she became quite sep fast all round, and would uot, or, 
rather, could not, eat. It next affected the brain, and made 
her hold her head all on one side, and at times twitch it ahout 
as if she wasina slight fit, As soon as I detected her joints 
swollen | commenced to vive her a mild aperient, and rubhed 
her well with an embrocation 1 usually employ in cases of 
lameness and sprains, but in spite of this treatment she had 
uow become quite powerless fo moye her limbs or body, and 
for over a month IT had to lift her about, and it seemed to be 
excessively painful when she moved at all. During this time 
Thad to pour down all the nourishment she took, and I may 
here observe that whenever Leave her beef tea it appeared to 
betoo much for her stomach, although I might add that made 
from Liebig’s tins did not so much disagree with her as that 
made in the old-fashioned way. Milk, given very frequently, 
and in small quantities, was what I found did far better than 
anything else, The medicine [employed was supplied by 
Dr, Harrison, and the same, I believe, as usually employed 
in cases of rheumatic fever. 
What ageravated the case was, she had inflammation of the 

lungs about a fortnight after she was first attacked, and at 
times 16 was thought she sould not ye through. Bnt as soon 
as I found what was amiss I applied strone mustard poultices 
to her chest, and when one did not alford relief | applied 
another, As may be easily imagined, she was, from all the 
silering, und being unable to take anything but liquid food 
oured down her throat, reduced almost to a skeleton, and 
er joints remained much swollen for six weeks, but they are 

now quite right again, and she can move as usual. The 
means | employed to get back her appetite was the giving of 
the tonic balls, as advised in Mayhew’s book on dog manage- 
ment, recently published, 

This is the most severe case of this kind that has come 
under my notice, and the condition to which it had reduced 
her made the doctor, who had large experience as « surgeon, 
give herup. Ido not know the ingredients of the melicine 
he gave her, but should any of your readers desire to Know, 
Thave no doubt I could obtain it, agit was only supplied to 
Me as a friend, and by one whoisrouch interested in animals, 
and would be the last one to withhold anything that would 
be likely to serve others. 

Lagree with your correspondent that lameness is far too 
frequently attributed to simple kennel lameness, whereas it 
originates from, other vauses, which a more careful diagnosis 
would reveal. As this bitch is one | keep for my own use, I 
will, should she during the coming season develop any defects 
fairly attributable to this attack of rheumatism, with your 
ermission, acquaint your readers with them.—G. THoRPE 
ARTRAM (Braintree).—ell’s Life. 

DEATH OF CARLOWITZ.— We have received a letter from 
Mr, £. J. Mattin, of Wilmington, Del,, who informs us tht the 
imported Laverack setter doz, Carlowitz, died from asthma and 
old age last Thursday. Hevwas bornin 1873. His sive was Fil- 
kington’s Dash, and his dam the celebrated Llewellin’s Countess. 
He was iniported in July, 1875, by Mr. L, H. Smith, of Strath- 
roy, Canada, Attha time of his death he was owned by Mr. 
James MH. Goodsell, of New York. Carlowits has been used ex- 
tensiyely in the stud, and his progeny ave widely distributed. A 
number of them have made thei inark on the show beuch, May 
he rest in peace, 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
Kernel notes are inserted in this column free of chargé, ‘To mesure 
ublisation of notes, correspondents MOST GV the following par- 
imulars of each aninial? 

1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller, 
3. Sex, 7. Sire, with his siré and dam. 
4. Age, or §. Ovner of sire. 

. Date of birth, of breading or 9, 
of death, 10, Owner of dam, 

All nasnes faust be platnty written. Communication on one side of 
paper only, and signed with wriler’s name, 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
=> See instructions at head of this colunun. 
Nettle. By Mr. W. P. Bowers, Clinton, Mass.. for liver, with white 

frill, coukér spaniel biteb, whelped May “4, 1852, by Mr. M. P. Mc- 
Koou's Sam out of his Glossy. f t ; 
Bounce. By Mr, A. C, Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa,, for black, white 

and tan beagle biteh, whelped June =, 1881, by imported dog out of 
Fanny. 
Dan Drew. By My. O. BE. Waring, Jr., Yonkers, N. ¥., for lemon 

and white ticked Wnglish setter dog, whelped Muy 1, 1882, by William 
(Strong’s Rock—Davis’s Fan) out of Ruby IL (Gaines’s Blue Blood— 
Bingham's Bess). ; ; 

Dizzy. By Dr. Charles P. Knapp, Wyoming. Pa., for liver, with 
while ou breast, cocker spaniel dog, whelped July 2, i851, by Jet ouc 
ot Fannie. 

By Dr. Charles P, Kna 

Dam, with ber sire and dam. ou 

Wyoming, Pa., for liver and 
32, by Col. Stubbs 

Dittmand S, Pp 
white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped March 29, i 
out-of Diamond. 
Rodériok, By Mr. Wm, H. Thayer, Bristol, Kk. L, for black, white 

and tan Bnglish setter dog. whelped duly 18, 1882, by Dashing Mon- 
arch out of Isabella I. (Schuyler—Tsabella). 
King Janes. By Mr. Wm. HW. Thayer, Bristol, E. 1, for blue Eng- 

lish setter dog, whelped July 18, 1882, by Dughiug Monarch out of 
Isshella 1. (Schuyler—Isabella). 

Fly, Fan and [obellu OT By Mr. Wm. OH. Thayer, Bristol, R. 1, 
for blueund tan English setter bitches, whelped J uly 18, 1882, by 
Dashite Monarch ot of Isaballa I, (Schuyler—isabellu). 

Flirt and Flora. By Mi. Wm, H. Thayer, Bristol, R. 1., for black 
and white English setter hitches, be July 18, 1888, by Dashing 
Monarch out of Isabella O. (Suhuyler—[sabella). 

tie. By Mr, 6. E, Barney, Jv., New Haven, Conn., for black and 
white eocker spaniel dog, whelped April 12, 1482, by Bob ILL (Buc- 
oleucb—Well) outof Mignon (Dart— Daisy I.) 

BRED. 
pe" See instructions at head of thia eolumn., 
Casprinu—Peter Black, Mr. K. 8. Hawke's (Ashfield, Muss.) black 

nointer bitch Casprina to Mr, D. W. C. Parker's Peter Black (Strong's 
‘eter—Mah), Aug, 17, q 
FPeygu—dack. Mr, Lonis C, Clark's (New York) white and tan fox- 

terrier bitch Perey to the Borstall Kennels Jack, Aug. 23. 
Jolie Buckellem. Mr. Theo. A. Gills (Esopus, N, 3.) black and 

white setter bitch Jolie (Lathrop’s Dick—Gen. Kly's Syiph) to Mr. W. 
A. Costar's Buckellew (Druid—Ruby), Avg. 11. i 
Jounty—Bow, Mr. Edward Odell’s (New Orleans, La.) imported 

pointer bitch Jaunty to his champion Bow, Aug. 22. f ‘ 
Queen— Row. Mr, Jel Waller's orange and white pointer bitch 

Queen to Mr. Bdward Odell’s (New Orleans, La.) charmpion Bow. 
Allg, 8. 
Mente Prine, My, John G. Heckschear’s (New York) lemon and 

white English setter bitch Werida (Ranger U,—Daisy) to Mr. James 
H. Goodsell's Prince (Pride of the Border—Petrel}, Ang. 8. 
Belle—-Mow. Dv, J, Marill’s (Pougkeepsie, N. ¥.) lemon and white 

pointer bitch Bella (Mrank—NelJ) to his Mac (Glenmark—(tirl), 
Ang. 28. , 

WHEDLPS, 
2" Sea iistriuctions at head of this colunue. A 
Liszte Hopkins, Mr. A. P. Hayward’s (Rock Hill, 5, 4 Enelish 

setter bitch Lizzie Hopkins (Gladstone—Clip), Ane, 18, five (all dogs), 
by King’s Clyde (Scout—Vashti), thres black, white and tan and tye 
leniomand white, ‘ : 

Rellona. The Westminster Kennel Cluh's lemon and white polnter 
hiteh Bellona (champion Bow—Benlah), Aug, 20, five four dogs), by 
their Sensation. 

Laviy Jone. The Borstall Kennel's (Morristown, N. J,)lemon and 

white pointer bitch Lady Jane (Gumbo—Fan), Aug, 83, ten (six dogs), 
alllemon and white, by their Rab (Rush—Romp), 
Fatry 77, Mr. Jas, H. Goodsell’s (New York) Laverack setter bitch 

Pairy 1, (Vietor—Blue Daisy), June 27, nine, six living (one dog), by 
his Prince (Pride of the Rorder—Petrel). 

Petrel Tit Mr, Jus. Goodsell’s (New York) Layerack setter bitch 
Patrel LIT, (Carlowits—Petrel), duly 2, nine, seven living (three dos), 
ly his Racket (Rathler—Leda), 
Nine If Mr. Geo, (. Creamers (Hamilton, Mass.) red Irish setter 

bitch Nina Tl. (Red Hugh—Nina), Aug, 10, seven (six dogs), by Capt: 
Bixby's Ruby (Blcho—Ros6). 
toga, Mr. G. W. Campbell's (Carters Creek, Tenn,) red Irish 

setter bitch Floas (litter sister to the celebrated Joe, Jr.), Aug. 14, 
eight (four dogs), by Otto, 

SALES. 
er See inatructions at heard of this cohoun. 
Rush Young Juno whelp. Lemon and white plas dog, whelped 

May 15, 1882, by Mr, Edmund Orgill, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Dr. John A, 
Meyer, New York. 

Fenny. Rlack and tin beagle bitch, whelped Oct, 16, 188), by Mr. 
August C, Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa, to Mr. James A. Kepner, Al- 
toona, Pa. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
em See structions al head of this colunu, 
Duke of Locust Valley—champton Lon wheln, Gordon setter dog, 

Whelped May 12, 1888, by Duke of Locust Valley (Gronse—Grace) out 
of the late Mr. M, Tilaston’s ghampion Lou, by the Borstall Kennels, 
Morristown, N. J., to Mrs, John C. Cobb, Boston, Mass. 

Mao, Liye and white pointer dog, whelped April 1, 1881, by Glen- 
mark (Rush—Roimp) out of Girl (Maryland—Teall), by Jus. W, MeDon- 
ald, Pongbkeepsie, N. ¥_, to Dr, J, Marill, sume place, 

DEATHS. 
ES See instructions at head of this column. 
Curlowlts, Liver and white Layerack setter dog, whelped 1878 

(Bone K. 0. 8. B. 4,260), by Pilkingtou’s Dash onfi of Llewellin’s 
Sota owhed by Mr. Jas. H. Goodsell, New York, Aug, 24, from 
asthma. 
Gadstone—Shadow ajelp. Black, white and tan English setter 

hiteh, myned by Mr. Rdward Odell, New Orleans, La, 
Bow—VFick whelps. Poimters, whelped May & (five dogs, seyen 

bitches), Owned by Mr. John G. Watrous. Aresla, La.; all dead, 
Kow—hieew whelps, Pointers, whelpel May 16 (four dogs, seven 

bitches), owned by Mr, Edward Odell, New Orleans, La.; all dead® 
Rye. Oocker spaniel bitch, owned hy Mr, Geo, Laick, North Tarry- 

town, N.¥,, July 24. from distemper, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

C. McA... Worcester, Mass.—As a sequel to a severe case of ¢(listem- 
per, from which a pup seven months old is just recovering, one eye is 
wholly covered with a bluish film. Please adyise what can be done, 
and whkt prospects for the recovery of the sight, The pup was 
treated with aconite and belladong, and during convalescén se with 
quinia, ferri et strychnia, with beef tex and fresh ages whipped up in 
milk, Ans. Drop a pinch of finely pulyerized white sugar on the 
ball of the eye twice a day, 

W. L. J., Boston, Mass.—The following, which we rapublish fron 
our issne of May 5, 18h1, we are assitred by several who have tried it, 
isagood remedy for feas: A strong infusion of quassia, made by sus- 
pending 4, couple of onnces of quassia wood chips, tied in a piece of 
muslin, inalucket of water for two or three hours, occasionally 
stirring if, is useful in killing fleas; ivis free from danger, and being 
almost colorless, is an advantage in washing white dogs, The infu- 
sion must be used instead of plain water, with either soft soap or 
curd soap, &@ good lather being made to penetraty the dog's coat to- 
the skin. Some plain water should he poured oyer the dog to finish 
the washing and remove the quassia from the eqat. 

0.0. L,, Methuen, Mass.—The 4th of this month my pointer dog 
refused food, grew thin, and discharged white saliva from his mouth, 
Dut none from the nose or eyes, 1 thought it was distemper, but he 
had no cough nor pain. He grew worse, ind died the 1th. At the 
last the discharge from the month was clear blood, and the odor was 
very offensive. He seemed thirsty, but could not drink; his mouth 
seemed glued together, Can you téllme what ailed him? Ans. From 
description your dog had au abcess or seme abnormal growth in his 
throaf which prevented him from eating; tle saliva, not being used 
was discharged externally. When the growth broke down, bloo 
and matter naturally came away. Matter exposed to airis always 
oifensiye. A piece of bone lodged in the throat might have been the 
original cause of the tronble. 

A. D., North Middletown, Ky—A pointer dog has heen sick for 
somé time; he has a bad cough, especially on getting up afterlying 
down; vomits continually while coughing; uose warm and dry; eyes 
dim; shivers af times; refases his food; has no energy; when walking 
he carries his head close lo the round and hig tail hetween his lezs; 
he has watery pimples vetween his legs the size of a pea. Ans. Your 
description would answer fora bad case of distemper, with chest 
complications, as eyinced by the cough upon moying about; the 
vomiting is merely the result of the conch; the pimplés are prohably 
due to eczema, consequent upon his general depressed condition. As 
you did not give the age, we cannot say Lost vely. Your dog may 
be too old for distemper, and be the victim of chronie bronchitis. 
To give tonies, endliver oil, good food and fresh air is about all you 
can do. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

PREPARING FOR THE MATCH. 

AREEDMOOR, Aue. 22.—The American Military Rifle Taam went 
/ down to the range at Creedmoor to-day to make arrangements 

for pursuing a systeui of practise until the date of the International 
mateh. A mmesting wus held in the ¢lub house, ab which Col. Bodine 
presided, and an hour was devoted to a general interchange of views 
in respect to the guns, sights.and ammunition to be used. It was 
decided to pursue a regular system of practice on Tuesdays, Wednes- 
days and Thursdays over all the ranges to be covered in the match, 
The system will be observed as soon as the members of the team 
haye shot together suficiently often to enable them to understand 
the peculiarities of their guns, Itwas also decided that Dolan, Hin- 
man, WeNevin, Alder aud Irlam should exchange the rear sights they 
have been using for those of a broader pattern, The advantage to 
be gained is that the guns can be heli! more nearly plumb hy means 
of such sights, With the broad sight the bar cai be placed ona 
level with the bullseye. then, in taking aim, the two uprights sup- 
porting the bar of the sight will admit a view betwean them of the 
two targets on the right and lett respectively of the target aimed at. 
By holding the guu so that the bar is on 4 line with the centers of the 
threes blutk disks, accurate aim may be secured, Col. Bodine said 
that, while he should not confine the members of the team to the 
usé Of Guns of one manufacture, hé would “very much prefer that 
they would unite in favor of using the same brand of guts, * 
At the closeof the meeting the members of the team, excepting 

Atkinson, Smith and Ogden, who were absent with leave from the 
captain of the team, fircd! a few shots over the ranges at 800, 900 and 
1,000vds, No official racorcd was kept of theirscore, however. Tt was 
a food day for fine marksmanship. The sky was overeast, threaten- 
ing rain, thus giving a clear gray light, and there was scarcely 
Suiicient wind to lift the flags along the boundaries of the range. 
Such slight puifs of win as were ocensionally perceptible blew 
from fhe rear of the firite-point toward the target. When the 
nanies oF the fourteen men who are to ecoustitute the team anid 
reserves were announced by Geau, Molinensx, President of the National 
Rifle Association, on Friday, he stated that the committee on the 
selection of the team was authorized to ‘add two members to tlre 
number from which the team should be seleeted, if, in its judgement. 
it thought proper to do 80.” He suggestéd that the riflemen who 
had been practicing and had made fair scores, yet. have been wnable 
to obtain places on the feamn, should continue to practice, and it was 
possible that the two men which the committees had the power to 
add to the provisional team might be chosén from their number, 
Several of the riflemen ecnelided to follow ihe advice of Gen. 
Molineux, aud they shot systematically over the ranges. ‘Their 
stores were as follows: 

First Stace, Second Singe, _ 
200 p00 bo To eo) 00 9,000 “Po- 

Namie, Yds. Yds. Yds, tal. Name. Yds, Yds. Yds. tal, 
Howard, _.__. Pe eH. GB Urarrpiv,es:t, hoon ees dl) BS 
Farrow........31 25 29 8 Lauritzen!....20 R 27- S21 
Pollard... , i300 Bal 22 85) Mowards... 2h "Sr 25 7 
Denman. See A ae 2 26 Bt tt 
Lauritzen _._.. SHS uel) eure Ped 2 Ww 18 4 
The totals made at both ranges were? Farrow, 173; Howard, 163; 

Pollard, 161; Lauritzen, 152; Denman, 136, 
Aug. 23.—Ths number of National Guardsmen who desired to 

shoot in the monthly shorl-ranze matches of the National Rifle Ag- 
sociation was so great to-day that the Amevican team omitted shoot- 
ing at 200 yards, where most ol the members of the team are “at 
home, ' and began the day’s work at 600 yards. The members of the 
American Military Team were in good condition and generally shoc 
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well, although fhe wiud was treacherous and the light was uncertain. 
Dark clouds occasionally obscured the sin, thé effect of which was to 
raise the elevations, while a corresponding reduction was found 
necessary when the sun again shone brightly. Atkinson war alisent 
and Capt. Griffiths was compalled to return to New Jersey at noan. 
The members of the team who were using the naw brow! rear sights 
found them somewhat diMeult, but Acting re Dolan quickly be~ 
caine accustomed to the use of his sight, which he also used for the 
firsh time yesterday, and he “eoached™ the others afterward durin, 
the contest in the flrst stage, Ransom Rathbone, the Modoc” o; 
the American long-range team in the Céntennial rifle-match, visited 
the ees in the afternoon, and was impressed into the service as a 
‘coach, 
The old gentleman entered heartily into the sport, and rendered 

valuable assistance to his “children.” MceNevin used a wew gun for 
the first time, and that, in connection with tha new sight, seriously 
imphired his score. He wound up with 23, however, Dolan did 
worse, In moving back from the §l0yds. ta the 900yds. firing-point 
he neglected ta raise his rear sights high enough, and his first shot 
ploughed up the dirt in fronb of the target, Flis wexb shot straelk the 
angle-iron of tha target, and after a succession of “outers he 
attained his elevation as his score was closed, Ward opened his 
N00-yds. score with a -*miss,” his bullet lodging in the ground at the 
100-yds. firing-point. His second shot cli pped a@ piece Out of the tar- 
get number, and then he astonished the spectators by scoring a 
perfect “bullseye.” He has atlopted the back position, and as he is 
short in stature aad of stout physique the attitude is nob a com ort- 
able one for him, Irlam, the lion representative, dropped seyeral 
points and scored only 1batMWyds., Following are the scores; 

First Stage, Second Stage 
S00 0 To- 800 kW 1,000 To- 

Yds. Yds, Yds, tal 
Shakspearé...34 25 28 $7 
Smith.......... 31 30 25 8686 
OSdsO Se aecee Ge ee) BS 
Paulding......80 34 18 8 

Van Weusen, ...-..-- i er:) Gt : 82 22 (81 
Shakspeare.. .......4 25 8 22 6183: 
Hinman..,.. Woatao 28. 8 mM R22 69 
Ogden,.. neat 28 oe eo et Ge 
Hinds. 26 OY ma 18 tS 
Ward... 260 BY 26 10 64 
Paulding 29 (BT 19" yars aT 
Trlam.. 26 © «52 20 #165 Retired 

First Second To- 
Sta; se Stage. tal. Stace. Stage. tal. 

JM Pollard......... a 166 W M Farrow....... 83 oz 151) 
G EP Howard...... 8 88 166 PJ Lauritzen...._84 59 148 

Mr. Rathbone and Mr, J. P. Waters, a well-known marksman at 
Creedmoor, are to act as “‘coachers"at the long ranges, Col. Bojline, 
the Captain of the team, appointed as his adjutant Capt. Charles PF. 
Robbins, formerly Inspector of Rifle Practice in the Seventh Regi- 
ment. Capt. Robbins accepted the position, anil promised to do his 
hest to aid the Captain in securing a victory for the Américans. The 
osition of the Secretary of the team hag not yet been filled. Col. 
odine effered the office to Major M. B. Farr, ot the Wourth Brigade 

stafl, who was the originator of the match, but the Major declined 
the honor, The Colonel says there is no immediate necessity for a 
Secretary, and he shall “hold the matter in abayance,” 
Aug. 24.—The members of the American military rifle team began 

their third day's practice at Creedmoor at 10 o'clock this morning, an 
hour earlier than usual, Twoof the “irrepressibles’—Messrs. J, M1, 
Pollard and G &. P. Howard—had made bétter scores than the rogu- 
lar team, and all Col, Bodine’s suggestion Col, Litchfield allowed them 
to take two additioual places on the team, making sixteen men trom 
which the final twelve are to be selected, Col, Howard had business 
to attend to which made it necessary for him to return to New Jer- 
sey. Mr. Pollard began to practice with the team, Alder, Atkinson 
and M:Nevin were absent during the morning, but the latter reached 
the range on the afternoon train, He was too late, llowever, to take 
any part in the first stage, Col. Bodine, the captain of the team, said 
that hereafter until the close of thé match heowil’ insist on avery 
motmber being present on every practice day, and ‘nothing byt sisk- 
ness or death will be accepted. as an excuse for absence,’ Capt. 
Char'es I", Robbins began work as adjutant of the teat, and proved 
to be a valuable aid to the team captain. He attended to the removal 
of the marquees from one firing point to another, kept the records of 
the elevations required by the several members of the team, and 
saved much valuable time at midday by acting as Commissary of 
Subsistence, and having the luncheon for the feam spread in picuic 
fashion on the grass at the 600yds, firme points. 
The ritemen havenot yet become thoroughly accustomed to their 

mew guns. Hinds and Griffith found the greatest dimeulty with 
their weapons. Both men haye been accustomed to using the sharps 
rifles, which have comparatively straight stocks. These guns 
are thought not to be as reliable at the longer ranges as the new 
Hepburn patent, and they are endeayoving to become familiar with 
the new pattern, which gives satistaction—to those who are used to 
them—at the longer ranges. Both men expressed the fear, however, 
that they would be compelled to return to the use of the guns they 
had shot in the opening competitions. Hinds shoots over the ranges 
in the first stage with a charge of 75 grains of powder. Pollard uses 
80 grains, while the others are usiag 90 grains of powder to the 
charge atall the ranges. Col. Roding expresses the fear thatin a 
strong wind 75 grains will “cause a man to go to pieaes. He thinks | 
he will require all the niarksmen to use the heavier charge at all the — 
ranges, excepting, perhaps, the off-hand range—aAW yards. Adjt. 
Robbins is of thé opmion that 80 grains of powder will be sufficient to 
carry a ballet to the target in the face of any wind liable to be en- 
countered at the short and mid ranges, Another impediment to per- 
fect marksmanship is the tendency on the part of some of bhe marke - 
men to insert the bullet too far into the shell of the cartridge, Such 
a cartridge, when discharged, produces what is known as 2 
“whistler,” ‘The ball goes through the air with a “ping,” and is as 
liable to lodge in the bank as on the targeh, Capt. Griffith, who is 
an excellent shot under ordinary circumstances, made 4 very 1m- 
ferlor score on account of that class of imperfect cartridges, aud the 
fact that he was usmg a gun with which he was not familiar. 
The weather was hot during the day, While the marksmen were 

shooting in the first stage the sky was clear, aud the mirazs made 
the target appear to dance in the vision of the riflémen, All the 
Imarksmen began their scores at 2Wyds. with “centers” or “hnills- 
eyes.” excepting Pollard, who had an “unaccountable miss,” and 
Van Heusen, who reached the Bed A late, and had no opportunity to 
obtain 4 sighting shot. Ward mads a, very vlean score of “enters” 
up to his last shot, which was carried too tar to the right by asudden 
change In the direction of the wind. ‘The latter “got nixed on his 
elevations at 500yds. and made ‘outers’ with alarming frequeney- 
Starting well at the last range in the final stage, Wari again got inte 
a dilemma and doundered sround until he went off the target. He 
divided the honors in “misses” with Capt. Griffith, who finished his 
score with a ‘Plunging bullet, and Hinman, who was caught by a 
sudden gust of wind. The wind in the first stage blew from the rear 
of the targets toward the firing-points, in the faces of the marksmen. 
Duritg the practice at the longer ranges it blew more from the leit 
across the line of fire. Thescuring at the second stage was very 
irregular, and the men closed their first week's practica with a, reso- 
er to make a batter record on the succeeding week, The scores 
stood: 

First Stage. Second Stage, 
200 600 600 To- 800 900 1,000) 'To- 
Vos. Yds. ¥ds. tal. Yds, Yes, Yds. tal. 

Orden, .. wal 31 40 92 Hinman 38 dD ed 
Paulding......80 83 28 01 Dolan,. Bok ad “ae 
Shakspeare... .2! 32. 29 80 Panliing......82 22 21 4% 
Van Heusen ,.25 $3 28 89 Shakspeure:...d2 2 16 @4 
Pollard 2 4688 «6 BBC Trim... 19 «485 3 Oe 
Dalan 80 26 9S Smith.........35 88 2 7 
Siith.-- ..2., 8) 86 8 (Ofden.....2.80 Re 2B RW 
Hinds. 31 26 0683's Van Heusen.,:26 22 9238 = 
Hinman 28 25 Be Hinds... 2.4: a. day s87e FAC 
Trlam.,,. 25 26) Sl MeNeyin:./....25 2 13 68 
Griffith. ._. 25 20 7 Pollard .,,....31 IW 21 62 
Ward). Rr eek et 0 Ward, _.. S20) IK: Ih) 60 

Griffith. ....--- a | 4 40 
The record’ by sages is as follows: 

First Secoud Ta- Virst Second To- 
Stare. Stage. tal. Stage. Stare, tal. 

Paulding Ane ws 169 Smith----,_---,,..,-Ba (i 158 
Hinman... 78 Ii 
Shakspears. tc 6150 
Ogtlen,..... B27 
Dolan. -., oO 86180 
Van Heusen,....... i 40 417 
The rasult of this ag, The teum 

eshmenis absolutely the lowest that has been 
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the two at the bottem are-very poor indeed, almost the lowest that 
haye yet bean male in these matches, There is no remarkable total 
at the long ranges, and Mr, Hinman’sis about the only one that can 
be described as good. The three totals of 90 points or over at the 
sliort Ne are very creditable, bnt even at these familiar distances 
five men fail below the qualifying limit of 85, and it is uot harsh to 
suy that the lowest two scores are unredesamably bad, Explanations 
are of conrse abundant to account for the shortcomings of Individ- 
tals. Dolan had sickness in his family and slept bub little; Griffiths’ 
new gun and position pulled down his score; Pollard lost track of the 
eleyation at 900yds, and had to waste four shots in finding it; he also 
forgot to alter it when he fell back to 1.000yds. MeNevin also had 
trouble with his gun, All these ave moré or Jess valid axcuses, but, 
as an old habitue of the range remarked when the shooting was over, 
“Its getting to be time for the men to settle down to solid work if 
they mean to win the match. The era of blunders and absenteeism 
ought tocome to an end and the Scores begin to goup instead of 
down uhder the influence of the co-operative system."! 

PISTOL SHOOTING. 
Editor Porest und Stream + 

Aslam greatly interested in the scores made by pistol shooters, I 
will try lo tell you of some shooting I have done. kept an e@xact 
fliagram of all the shots for a long time but have lost it, and so can 
ouly giyé an account from memory. I fired 33 conseciiliive shots on 
7 different days, 2\shots the firsh day, and. 5 shots on cach suceseding 
day. Distance, 10yds. (80ft,) Isbtarted out to see what percentage 
of shots Lvould putin azn. circle, Lputi7 of the 33 shots ina circle 
Dain, ia diameter, 23 shots in Zin. circle, 32 shots in a dim cirgle, and 
they were all in a din. cirele, Do not claim to be an expert, but can 
seldom find aman who can do as well, ‘he pistol T used was a 30 
caliber Remington revolyer cSinptt patent), aud the Glosast shoot- 
ing revolver I oan ind, and I find all of that kind and size equally 
good. All the above shooting was strictly off-hand. 

“5, B. P.." in your issue of March 9, says he is BECP caliber 
Smith & Wesson, and asksifthe ballis not too largé for accurate 
shooting, I thinkit is, as 1 find thatanything larger than a .80 or 
32 caliber shot cartridge causes too much recoil in a light revolver, 
As for the average revolver, [ consider them almost worthloss, ali 
the cheaper grades being fit only to make @ noise and, perhaps, for 
the use of the didn’tknow-it-was-loaded class of shootisis. G, M. 
ARMSTRONG’S GRoyE, Lows, 

Aditor Forest and Stream: 

Now I believe there are many like me thet have an unusual liking 
for the pe a as a means for amusement, I[ think that if the readers 
of the Noresr annSrream would exchange their ideas and experi- 
buce, sb would give them new ideas in regard to the “little cuns,** 

T have shot and handled many different makes, from the smallest: 
Roz, to the large dlbs. army revolvers, Now L believe that the makers 
of several! different grades do not know in whata good revolyér von- 
sists, In saying good, T do not allude to the appewrance or conyen- 
fences, bul) the construction. J find the principal fault is in the 
weapon itself—they usé too much ammunition for the weight of the 
arm, or if the pistol is heavy enough the barrel swedges the ball 
too much, and anything but good shooting is the result. Now I have 
put such weapons into a vise, where it was impossible for it te recoil 
and it would shoot quite accivate, Ifind that one of our celebrated 
makers constructs an arm wiih many complicated parts, with a hinge 
to get loose and shaky: then another makes the solid frame. and 
calibers it for a larger and powerful cartridge, better adapted for a 
seven-pound rife. One more subject and I am through; that is in re- 
gard to Cleaning. Tusea XX Stundard or Marlin 22 caliber 130z,; L 
shot many cartridges in my revolver and negloctud vleauing it; I 
fonnd I was, mstead of improving, shooting yary bad, and was 
nearly vexed enough to throw my pistol at the target, when a 
thought, without a yery careful inspection, revealed to me much 
powder ciust. Tatonce proceeded to giveit a thorough ¢leaning, 
and resumed my practice at the same targzet—fpuit cans, white stones, 
eic.—and to my happy surprise I found every shot to be true. Since 
then 1 pay every attentionto keep it clean and smooth, and always 
find it reliable.—J. W. B. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

SMALI-BORE SHOOTING.—The Amateur Rifle Gluh, at Creedmoor, 
on the 28d. shotfor the Champion's Cup at 800, 900, and 1,000yds; 15 
shots at each range. The winning scores were asfollows: J. W. 
Todd, 296; Major G Livingston Morse, 199, and TH. O'Neill, 192. There 
were 458 entries for the Chanipion Marksman’s Badge match, which 
was contested at 200 and G00yds’ range, 5 shots per man at each dis- 
tance. Thelsading prize was captured by H. ‘Tl. Loelewood on the 
score of dU, The ten silver medals offered by the association were 
awarded as follows: W. HW. Bryant, 46; G, 'T, Lawrence, 45; J. B. 
frothingham, 45; 8. W. Merritt, 44; L. J, Elliott, 43; HOS. Higgins, 
425 J. K, Green, 42; J. A, Tackaberry, 41; W. L. Candee, 41) E. W. 
Price, 41. ‘There were 156 entries in the Qualification mateh, which 
was shof at 100 and 300yds.,5 shots per man at each range. The 
arate and their scores were: Capt. J. lL. Price, 47; J. 8. Shep- 
erd, 46: A, G. Perham, 46; J. James, 44, and W. W, Price, 46. 

CHANGE OF DATE,—The Board of Directors of the National Rifle 
Association, at a meeting on the 22d. authorized Col. Bodine, the 
captain of the team, to “spend as much money ashe finds if neces- 
sary”) for the expeuses of the team. Tb was decided to charge an ad- 
mission fee to the range af Creedmoor to menthers of the association 
as well as the general public during the two days of the International 
match. A letter was received from Sir Henry Halford, in which the 
jatter expressed the hope that as the team would probably arriye on 
Sunday, there would be no public demonstration on its arrival, A 
communication was received from the Long Island Railrosd Com- 
pany, stating thatit could not furnish facilities te carry the large 
number of passengers to Creedmoor on the second day of the coun- 
test, if the match is shot on aay: and Saturday. A cable dispatch 
was therefore sent to Sir Henry Halford, asking him it he objected 
to haying the match begin a day earlier. 

GARDNIR, Mass., Aug. 24.—At tlie last meet of the Gardner Rifle 
Clnb, at Hackmatack Range, the inch ring and Creedmoor target 
Bee was used; distance 200 yds., off-hand. The following is 

escore: | 
Be LW, R, oC. Totals. 

A Mathews: .....--.-..,-.--.... 7) AG $4 AT 181 Bi 
GF Elisworth., 86 vd st 45 173; "92 
SRE TOtG 5) el eee 8? 46 BB 13. *b) 
IN Dodge..__.. BL 48 90 46 Wi = =6bo 
FA Knowlton..... BY | 46 WS 4b 165 0 fl 
Geo H Heywood...,. aut? = 45 72 4 11 SY 
GOGoodale.____.. iS dd 58 AO 12H |B 
CShumway.. G0 42 65 dd 125 BG 
OSumiier.. 6... eee a8 40 bi 48 we 88 

WORCESTER, Mass,,; Aug, 25. Yesterday members of the Worces- 
ter Rifle Association and others went to Pine Grove Range for their 
regular meet. The wind was from 11 tol o’lock with an o¢casional 
shower. The following is the score, F. A. Hatch used a military 
rifle, and was allowed four to be added to the record with the Mass- 
achusetts target, and two to he added to the Creedmoor record as 
given below: 

Massachusetts Target, 
MG Fuller... pee 58 2b Wes Fete oS di ii iti 91) 91) 12-105 
We WA TCR on i -lec eect operate ee tet WH 911 § 9 i013 t11—id 
Stedman Clar! ... 101091 1012 911 7 10 10-100 
AL Rice... . .11 91072310 8 810 & j1— 99 
Frank Wesso 912 9 9 4510 9 9 F §—8S7 
PA Hateh....... 4 ed oO TBA 25 “4p. 

Creedmoor, 
See LEME feo olen =leiriy event Sl 3.5 @ 48 6 44 & 4 5 
AF Haiteh. -......... bt 5445 44 65 5 5—45 
Moses Carter............. &§44654 5 5 4 6-45 
GD Hames,.... cnWetes 4445 4 4 65 & 4-4 
V W Hames 86 444 4 6 4 4-42 
CGA Allen...... 0... 84444454 4 4 
Capt Waller... 444344 8 5 S—89 
FA Haitch..... 43344493 5 2-27 

THE AMATEUR RIFLE CLUB.—Your artiele of the 24th, retlect,- 
ing on the amateur Rife Club should not.zo unanswered. Before 
talling the team “a party of junketérs’ it would have bean wise and 
more courteols to us, as representatives desirous of maintaining 
that: ‘proud record” in all raspects in other ways as well as belore 
thé butts, to have learned some of the inside facts which led to the 
Sending of the teams to Boston and to Hamilton, We think, if you 
were fair-minded, you would see something more to be proud of in 
the club taking sure defeat mapfully than in refusing to fight at all, 
The part has indeed been glorious! Victoties with hardly a defeav 
have been verymany, Shall welivein the pase? You forget that 
the children who learned at our knees have grown. They have 
shown themselves men, foemen worthy uf our steel. Shall we say 
them, ‘We dare not fight; we ave old, our Agamennoon cannot 

come; Achilles won't 
indeed! Let us dia fighting | rather than be Trojans and 
go aboul saying, ium futt, wos fuinvus Troes.— A, R. CO. 

AMERIGAN TRAM RIFLES.—New York, Ang. 24.—Editor Forest 
and Stream? Reading your editorial in issue vf this date on “The 
American Team,” the wriber notices the remarks, ‘This is really a test 
of American seeinst English made weapons, Itseems to be a gaug- 
ing of the Hepburn against the Walford rifle,” Looking at the high- 
@st fourteen scores and comparing them with your “list of men * * * 
and rifles used,’’ on page 73, be finds that eight men (of the fourtesu) 
uséd Sharp's guns, and averaged 48314, and that six men used Hepburn 
puns and averaged 480. The highest mdiyidual score is 509 (see page 
3), with Sharp’s rifle, To bim it would seem thatit looks now move 
like a test of the Sharp's, though he has uo desire to im any way dis- 
parage the Hepburn. Wherein is he wrong/—l. 

THE TRAP. 

THE HENDERSONVILLE TOURNAMENT,—It was ny fortune to 
haye been present at the recent trial of skill which took place at 
Hendersonville, N, C., on the 15th. 16th and U7th of the present 
month, and to hayé participated in the sport. My score was neither 
the best nor the worst which was made—occupying that position 
which is aphoristically said to be the safest—in mediase; still T came 
quite as near hitting all the halls as your compositor did in the last 
number, when he made me say “a mere looker-on in Venice," when 
T know Twrote it “Vienna,” as Shakespeare wrote if. For some 
cause, thennmber of sportsmen who attended was muchsmaller than 
was expected, and we were obliged to organize temporary “teams” 
out of such material as could be had. With us, such are called 
“serubs.? Usually, they haye quite as much fun as the regulars, 
and sometimes manage to break as many balls, During the first, 
day's struggle we had but four teams, and the second day five. The 
shootmg, as you will see, was not first-rate; but it is only just to say 
that the ground had something to do with the result. Unfortunately. 
a valley was selected, and when fhe sun was obscured by clouds the 
balls were quite hard to sée by those whosé vision is so dull as my 
own, Below aré the scores: 

First Day. Aug. 15. 

Henderson. _ _ Graintic. Spartanburg. Composite, 
Dantzler,...... 7 Johnson Blossingame.. 7 Steele ........ 10 
Ewart ........ 8 RFarmer,.... 6 Patterson,....10 MeCullough,, 6 
MS Farmer... 8 TOdantzler....10 Thomson..... 6 Nolen..,...., 8 
Barretf,....... 6 Sing Farmer.. 9 White....,,,. 8 Salley........ 8 
Jelireys ...... 8S Pringle........ 6 Stoney........ 8 Trenholm... 7 

ar 33 ag 49 

Second Day, Aug. 16. 

Palmetto, Composite, Spartanburg, Hendergon, 
Gall .... Steale... .T Blossingame. 4 MSFarmer.. $ 
Smoak, Nolen ......,. 8 Patterson..... § Dantvler,, ... 5 
Cannon, Trenholm,.... 6 Thomson © Bwart........ G 
Saunders. Jordan 8 White .. . & Jeffreys...... 4 
De Brahl,,.... W Salley 10 Stoney........ G Barnett 

Graintic—Priugle, 3; A. Farmer, §; Johnson. 6; Riggs, 9; MeGul- 
lough, 5433. 

Third Day—First Math. 
Palmetto, _, Henderson, Spartanburg. — Composite. 

Hall....., »& Ravor.... 2... ? Blossingame.. 8 Steele’... .... 6 
De Brahil. ... 8 Dantzle +8 Thomeron. Trenholm ..., 6 
Smoalc. +% Jobnson. .§ White.,,. 
Saunders.... 10 Kwart......,. 8 Hrwin.... 
Cannon,. ..:. 9 Riggs..... _., & Pulleen,,.... 

42 #7 38 3 
Third Day—Second Match, 

Palmetto Composite. Spartanbure. Henderson. 
150-1 | Rap 9 Salley...,.... 8 Blossingame., 8 Dantzler...... 
De Brahl ‘0 Nolen... .6 Erwin,,....., & HEwart........ 
Smioalk._ . # Steele... 9 Thomson..... 2 NS Farmer..1) 
Saunders,.... 8 Trenholm, ._ 8 White... .... 8 Johnson,..... 6 
Cannon....... 8 Jordan........ 10 Patterson .... 7 MeCullough.. 6 

44 4 40 a8 

Most of the guns were 12-bore and choked. Your corréspondent 
used a Tollay cyliniler, 12-bore, When he missed it was his fault. 

= WELLS. 

PROVIDENCH, Aug. 25.—The fourth competition of the Narragan- 
set Gun Club for badge, took place yesterday at the clu grounds, 
Old Washington Trotting Park, We hayea new club housé nearly 
completed, and the partial shelter it afforded during the heavy 
showers of sprslereny, was duly appreciated by the boys. The house 
is 24x12, and is quite a model affair for a shooting box, Ib was de- 
signed and built by our veteran member, Mr. Geo, T. Crandall, as- 
ated by meiners of the chub, and will he all finished before the next 
club shoot. 

LPNS) UST i pye eb ee Re Bo ae a SAR 10101 11171 11031 = 01110—15 
EW Vinker.. 10110 11011 01100) 11011—-18 

W101 01112 14171 11101—17 
ALT 111i 119d 11111—20 
«ALT W010 11010 11111—17 

SUMO. Weiss ds peslsaegs ss salen sean pie 100117 1101 00110 oOD0N— § 
WG Crandall, .... 02.2.2. 11117 11111 «11117 11011—19 
( T Anthony, , 11141 M1911 01110 01001—14 
GJ Orandall. «10111 11000 11111 11111—-17 
E Devolye,..,. -AN101 1010) 00111" °10010—18 
J B Valentine e.41111 11101 10120) 01111—17 
I. Bennett...._, -.11001 10111 O00 11100—11 
GT Crandall, .. . JA 11010 11102 11111—17 
5D Greene, Jr... -.1101) 11710 11700 1111-19 
FO Wehoskey.-...--, -- WON 11111 1700 11411 —17 

Master W. H. Waterman, of Pawtuxet, winning hadze with a clean 
score, The winner is the junior member of the club and shot with a 
six and a half pound sixteen-guage Parker gun, Then followed 
Sweepstakes at clay pigeons with the following results: 

First Sweep. 
BE Devolve, ..- 10—1 W HSBheldon,..,.1111111-7 
GW Cary... 11—6 WHA Waterman,..0000101—2 
Geo Anthon 1 1i11111-7 
P Et Baker. 1 7 00 ‘f ; O—F 

000 
Ties on ist, Valentine 0, Sheldon 1, miss and out. Sheldon first 

money, Green and Cary divide second, 

Second Sweep, 

Valentine.,.;.-....... Lt Med IT Gary. etic. see arn 
Anthony ----, 222-24 1111111 Sheldon 
Sheldon won first money, breaking 8. 

MERIDEN, Conn.—Ten of the members of the Winsted Gun Club 
had the pleasure of meeting with a team of the Parker Gun Chib on 
their Bronnels at Meriden, Conn,, on Aug, 28, and were again victori- 
ous, although the shooting was much better on both sides than the 
previous match shot in Winsted, both matches being remarkably 
close throughout: 

Parker Gun Club, Winsted Gun Club. 
Birdsey, Bs...) -2-4.yeok-sein ete 21 Adams, A W....-0c-.-2-.600-255 20 
Baker, 1 L...- ..25 Benedict, G@ W_,, 218 
Strong,G A. 19 Blakeslee, V A. ao 
Ives, J B....... -21 Camp, J.K...... 
Taylor, N F...............-.....19 Dean, J _-.. _. 
Gaines, LJ. ....... ae Weeetes 
Downing, F O,....-.. ty 13 HET Veg yk) id Qe Lec Inet 1 
Richmond, BB, 20 Peck, D Co..,..:: f 
Roherts, N Aw... ... .17 Ferguson, tsaac 7 
Wileox, W E...,.----.........,.17 Rohbarts, Allem.....-.-..,.--..+-» 21 

188 198 
* 

CENTRAL ILLINOIS ASSOCTATION.—The fourth annual conyen- 
tion and tournament of the Central Ulinois Sportsmen's Association, 
for the propagation ani preservation of fish and game, to be held in 
cily of Jerseyville, Ultiois, September 12, 18, Wand 15, 182, The 
tournament will be held on the gronnds of the Jerseyville Gun and 
Visbing Club, The premiums amount to one thousand dollars. ‘Two 
lash days open fo the world. Sceretary's address, James Wads, 
Jerseyville, 11 

MOBILE, Ala., Aug. 10,—Medal shoot of the Guif City Gun Club; 
@) balls, handicap. Jas, Alexander and W. ‘I. Vass tied on 17 balls; 
the former at Ziyds. and the latter at 2t. In shooting off the tie 
glexander wou; Alexander, 110111111J—9; Vass, 1101111710—8.—U, 
E, 

pnt Patroches is slain’? Letus be Greeks | 
el lamenting, : 1 

' Hachting and Canoeing. 
FIXTURES. 

Sept. 1,2. d.—Hera, Lillie Private Matches, 
Sept. 2—Beverly Y. ©., Third Chanipionship Match, Marblehead. 
Sept. 2—Jeffries Y. C., Club Match, 
Sept. 2—Royal Nova Seotia Y.§., Mayor's Cup and third prize, 
Sept, 4—Wast River Y. C., Fall Matches. 
Sept. 5—Dorchester ¥, C,, Third re ee et Race, Cat-Rigs. 
Sepf.—§ Hull ¥. 0., Club Championship Sail-of?. 
Sept, 4—Quincy Y. C., Fifth Club Match. 
Sept, 5—Jersey City ¥. C.. Lailies’ Day. 
Sept. ‘—Royal Canadian Y. C. Club Race. 
Sept. 8 Royal Canadian Y. C. Open Matches. 
Sept. §—Tarante, ¥, 0., Matelies, 
Sept. 9—Merrimack ¥.C., Open to All Matel. 
Sept. 10—Quaker City Y. C., Harbor Cruise, 
Sept. 16—Dorehester Y. C., Open Races, Cat-Rigs. 
Sept. 16—Royal Noya Scotia Y. S., Three Classes, one prize each, 
Sept. ——Royal Nova Scotia ¥. §., Yachts dinghies, sailing race 
Sept. ——Royal Nova Scotia Y.S., Charlottetown, P. B, 1. 
Sept. 19—Jersey Ciby ¥. C., Ladies’ Day. 
Sept, 24—Quaker City Y. C., Harbor Cruise. 
Oct. 1—Queker City Y,C_, Closing Cruise, 
Oct. 5—Jersey City Y.C., Ladies’ Day, 

VIXEN’S VICTORIES. 

Tis not intended here to detract from the well-earned laurels of 
the Vixen in her two recent races with the cutter Maggie off 

Marblehead. Those races were well sailed and gallantly won on con- 
ditions accepted by both competitors, and therefore ne ground exists 
tor disputing the destination of the prizes or for robbing those in- 
strmmental in bringing about the victories of the just credit which is 
their due, for to Mr, Tams, who had Vixen In charge, a good share 
of the latter's victory is to be attributed. But both races have; upon 
the face of mitters, such an influential bearing upon the question of 
type that itis of importance the real value of the vittories so far 
as they can affect tiat question should be thoroughly uuderstood 
and their true measure got. 
The first day's snecess of the sloop can be disposed of readily 

enough without abstruse inyestigation upon reciprocal principles, 
We find the Vixen disposing of acutter, her equalin relative perfec- 
tion, by something like twenty-four minutes, in the EK. ¥. C. match, 
off Marblehead, Aug. 14, over & thirty+mile course, fifteen ou iles to 
windward and return. In the same race, We find, in the class above, 
the cutter Oriya accomplishing an exact counterpart witit the sloops. 
Leaving Gravie and Fanny ont of consideration 4s really belonging in 
a separate class, being just twice the size of Oriva, two other sloups 
remain, Active and Addie, both well known, and though not by any 
meéans lO berated among our fastest sloops, at all events a good pair, 
representing a fai average of our fleet, rather nearer the top of the pile 
than the bottom, the Addie having been built by Kirby, of Rye, one 
of the foremost of his profession, while Active is known as a very 
fast boat down wind. Addie is 59ft. onload line and Active 50).2ft. Both 
were beaten by the cutter by twenty-five minutes In round figures. 
Whatever, therefore, the Vixen may be cited as proving for the 
sloops can be offset by the performance of Oriya, If one race proves 
anything, the other vannot be denied equal import, and since the 
sloop had it her own way in one class, and the cutter in nnother, sur- 
roynding cirsumstatces bemg as near like as possible, further discus- 
sion of the first meeting between Maggie and Vixen may be dismissed 
as possessing no influence upon the question of design. 
The next day, Aug. 35, however, the 15-tonner and the sloop sailed 

a private match with the result a repetition of the lirst trial, ending 
in favor of the sloop by about twenty minutes, Can this be accounted 
for on other grounds than superior speed? If it can, then the second 
trial can carry no more weigitin Comparing types than the first. 
In the first place we demur to the equity of sailing tivo such widely 
different forms on length measurement, Vixen is 44ft, llin, on load 
line, according to the “Yacht List’ of 1875, and Maggie 44ft, fin., 
according to Kemp, Other authorities differ in the inches, but prac- 
tically both were of the same length. By referring to the ents iu our 
last issue it will be seen ata glance that the -loopis by far the 
larger and more powerful boat, and that an allowance is due the 
cutter for the same reason thafno one would pretend to race a Avét, 
canoe and a 3iff. sloop on eyen terms. Counters not inéluded, 
Vixen's bulk runs up at 1,800, and that of the cutter at 1,400, as near 
as we can come without her lines at our disposal. 
The figure given last week has heen deemed too small by several 
ood authorities, and the benefit of the doubt we grant herewith. 

These revised figures rate Vixen at aboufi9 tons, taking Maggie as - 
15, The distance sailed was forty miles. Wor the difference of 4 tons 
sonie din. 868. ware due to the cutter in equity according ta Y. R. A, 
scale WPurther, all accounts and witiesses agree that Vixen struck 
the incoming freshening breeze first, and was at once lifted clear 
away from the cutter, so that she lead by 3 miles atthe turn, Just 
how much to allow for this bit of luck is diffienit to determine, but 
probably a mile and a halfis none too much; considering that the sloop 
met the steady increase in the wind’s strength all the way out, and 
established much of her lead before the cutter had fairly felt its in- 
fluence and pot an equal benefit. Allowing a speed of eight miles at 
the time, und over 11 minutes ure accounted for. Add to this some 
four and a half due on tonnage, and the autual ontsailing of the cut- 
ter dwindles away to between 4 and Sininutes, a horse of somewhat 
different color 

All hands likewise agree that Maggie's canvas was uot worked as 
smartly as aboard the Vixen; andwe add that the cutter did not 
seem in true form, for the day previons she was beaten by Hera and 
Addie, both of whom she had disposed of without great difficulty in 
similar weather upon previous occasions, Some of the above data 
are of course open to difference of opinion. Be that as it may, we 
think enough must be conceded to substanhiate our position that the 
race cannot be accepted as either an equitable trial, nor yer reliable 
or decisive in its lessons upon the question of type. In no wise, how- 
ever, do these conclusions detract from the merits of the race in 
other respects, nor can the Vixen be upbraided for accepting terms 
her opponent saw fit to agrea to. If weare asked fer an explaination 
of Maggie's second defeat, it would be covered by the words *‘out- 
vlassed” and “the most perfect sloop day on record?’ and “a jucky 
slant for the home boat.’ 

MATTAPOISETT REGATTA—AUG. 26. 

ig ery annual matches for prizes <obscribed by the residents of the 
town were sHiled Aug, 26, with an excellent ist of entries. 

Prizes consisted of a silver cup to fivst yacht home in firstand second 
vlass, and ¢ash from $20 to $510 other classes, and for best corrected 
time in first two classes also. Courses, 16 miles for large boats, and 
13 for smaller classes. Wind stroug from southwest, Yuchts were 
present from Providence, Fall River, Falmouth, New Bedford and 
other ports. and some very interesting racing was witnessed. Rich- 
mond, Nina, Indéx, Bucie and Anita were ruled ouf for sailing 
the wrong course. Tester capsized and Thesis picked up her erew, 
Regatta committiee-—J, C. Rhodes, R. Holmes, James Clark, Sum- 
mary as under: 

FIRST CLASS—OVER. 40pT, 
Actual (Corrected, 

Name and Owner, HM 8, HM. 8, 
Hesper, W. H. Forbes.... 0.0... 2.66... eee ee eee eee 2 43 56 ¥ 17 bz 
Windward, G. QO, Shattuck........ ....2 42 41 210 05 
North Star, A. Dorr (418 07 9 44 128 

SECOND OLASS—GYER SOFT. 
White Cap, John Malcolm Forbes 
Aviel, Wy. Gacens 2) 402 le2 saa i es, 
Isabel, J. G. Chapman. 
Kismet, W. Abbe.._. 

@inmpse, C. Atkinson. . 
Painter, D, L. Parker... 
llderim, R, 5, Morgan -- 
Maud, Tobey’s Island... 
Sunlight, Brown * 

In fourth class for cathoats over 23ft., seven finished, Mattie taking 
the prizes. In fifth class, over 10ft., eleven finished, Gipsey being 
winner, and in sixth class, over 1oft,, seven finished, Gem taking first 
on time. 

MONTAUK—HALCYON. 

Editor Forest anid Streams: 
The statements made in the World and other New York papers con- 

cerming the Haleyon having been hauled out for the recent Marble- 
head regatta are entirely false, Waleyon carried away the step of 
her jibboom in Newport, and arrived at Nahant on the 12th, She 
there had a new step titted by the next day; She was non hanled out 
nor was she stripped. She was boarded before the race by the 
judges, and the information was imparted to the owner of the Mon- 
tank officially that Halcyon had not been hauled out as reported. 
Tn spite of this the Montauk refused to sail, This ought to goon 
record in correction of the contrary. The Montauk can sail well 
enough without the aid of such untruthful bolstering, K, 
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BEVERLY YACHT CLUB-AUGUST 26, 

HE anunal open matehes soiled under the auspices of this enter- 
prising and sporting Chib off Mariléhead, Wurust 26, brought 

out the lavgest (leet ever started noder racing volors in the yorld. 
Alongside of such racing Nuw York efforts seem like picayune lyusi- 
ness, not worth notice, There weve 148 eniwiés, tid Wouts started, and 
14 tnished, a fleet of such magnitude in numbers that fauuy Cannot 
depict the scene witnessed wien the signal wus given, It fs said, New 
Worleis the pachtiny center of this country. Perhaps it ig with re- 
gard to the luxurious wid inordinately sumptuons tarnishing of 
large schooners, hut a4 for sport, Boston is 30 fur ahead that com- 
parison is Unneeessary, Tbiwill be many: years before we gather 114 
In abuoch, and a long time before officers in New York 
display the liberality and disinterestodness we have to record 
in favor of Messrs. Waller Lloyd Jeffries, T, TH. Cabot, 
Joseph §& Fay, Jr, George A, Richards and Charles H. 
Minof, to whose untiring energy and good sense the sneress of this 
regita ir to be largely attribufed, More than two hundred yachts 
were undler\yay to withess the sand off, and the population for miles 
around streamed fo tlie shoras, occupying outlying voeks, housetops, 
and al ufing room on docks and piers, deaply mterested ii what 
was passing before them, Old Cowes habitnes would haye been re- 
minded of sqnadronwweek, such o hold has yachting taken upon the 
muisses in fie Bast. If you wish to be enchaited with nature you 
ae go WO Naples, Lf you wish toseea liva match take train for 
Oston, 

While yachting seems all but dead in New York, races follow in the 
East with such rapidity one eon the other and the entries run so hieh 
in wumbers thatit becomes almost impossible, even at this short dis- 
tance, to keep track of the domes. Names familiar as household 
words appear tithe and again, and many yachts now make asys 
tematic “ronad” of events in the Hast whith if impossible in Nise 
York for want of the opportinity, There is Lilly and Hera, Viking 
and Shadow, Magic, Anna, Nimbus, Mavis, Gestle, Gem, Bannerer, 
Expert, Seabird, ani hosts of the small {ry who flenre time an) asain 
in 4 seasou, who meet so often and sail with sueh zeal tintin the Kast 
4a “record”? is arecord indeed, aud yacht racing has eraduated frem 
the meaningless trifling, from the mere hy-play itis ia New York, to 2 
pastime followed in business-like miauner with business-like purpose 
andresulf, There may be less loud ostentation and tonnage may be 
more modest in the Rast, but forsporl approaching what. we have 
been accustomed to see in Brifish waters, we say decidedly Boston has 
taken the lead in Anivrica, and a yery long lead atthat. Yachting as 
mmilerstood in the Bast is alinost unknown in New York waters, Sail- 
mg and racing hy owners themselves for the sakeof the ark and sport 
involved are far different from Ure sand-bag toqsing among the open 
muchines here, or the vanity of the poltless attempts at competition 
originating with the owners of big craft who can hardly tell pealc from 
throat or the purpose of either. Give us the tan who owns an able 
little five-ton Sloop sovhe be a sailor, rather than the banker or mer- 
chant buying 200 tons sinyply hecause ih isthe fashion, and daywdling 
tivo short dnonths in the Sound with his nose turned up at what he 
thinks “a little boat” beneath notice. Kyen the sporting press of New 
York, Pontus, Anp SpREAM excepted, has not yet got beyond accapling 
tonnare is. criterion of merit, and until the small yacht here receives 
thé place and consideration due her, the Bast may be expected to hold 
the lead won thromrh thé energy of her amateur sailors, Classes aod 
courses for the Beverly matches were as follows: 

All schooners over 21 and notover 40ft. shall form a separate class, 
The first class shall include sloops, cutters and cats measuring over 
Soft. and not over 40Pt. on weler line) those measuring Over 25ft. and 
notover 20ft, shall form the second class; over 2Ift. and not over 25 
shall form the third elass; over 17£t. and not over 21 shall form the 
fourth class, and those of 17 and under the fifth class. In the first, 
secon, third und fourth classes separate prizes will be awarded 1o 
esnterboards and keels, Sails will be carried as follows in the fifth 
and fourth classes: Schooners, mainsuil, foresail and jib. Sloops, 
maiisail aud jis, Catboats, mainsail. No resiri¢tion in regard to 
sails in the first, second, thin] and schooner classes. Yachts allowed 
to carry men as follows: Not over 18ft. water line, two men; over 
18ft. and not over 17£h., three men; over 17ft. and not over 21ft., four 
men; Over 2itt, and not aver wrt, five men; over Lf. and not over 
S0fs,, SIX men: over Sf, and under 35ft., seven mun; 35ft. and not 
oyer doff., eightmen. No trinming by dead weight allowed during 
theraca, No entrance fes willbe charged. Yachts having certifi- 
cates of length on water line, from the measurerof any yacht club, 
will report their length then to the chairman of the regatta com- 
mittee; All others should be at the starting point in time to be meas- 
ured; thea club reserying the right to re-messure any yaeht, and in 
ease of conflict of measurement to take its own. Judges—Daniel 
Appleton, James H, Blake, Geo, A. Goddard, W. Lloyd Jeffries and 
Luther G, Pitman, 
Note especially in the above the fact that no shifting ballast was al- 

lowed. This abominable practice interfering with frea modeling and 
riisiog the cost of racing to an extravagantfgure bas all but cone out 
of existance in Boston waters, and we hope New York will soon fol- 
low. Recently a contemporary, always behind the age in yachting 
mutters, ventured to attribute the failure of revuttas in New York to 
the prolithition of shifting daad weight. Possibly the success and 
popularity of races sailed under such a prohibition in the East may 
elve it quota of common sense badly needed. With fixed ballast the 
yachts race upon their merits; with sand bags a match degenerates 

{oa competition of foalhardiness, the most reckless in the crowd 
haying the best show tor the prize, to say nothing of the expense of 
such a system of trying how notto doit. Weare glad to note a ten- 
dency to follow Boston custom in this as in many other matters, 
Courses were us follows: 
The firet and schooner ¢lasses sailed over the following course: 

From starting point, leaving black buoys Nos.5 and 3 on starboard 
hand; Tom Moore's rock, Tinker’s island, Roaring Bull and Pig rock 
stakes on starboard hand; Wee rock on port hand; Half-way rock on 
port hand; black buoys Nos. 3 and 5 on port hand, to judge's yacht; 
1534 miles. 
Second class: From starline point, leaving black buoys Nos, 5 and 2 

on the starboard hand; Tom Moore's rock, Tinker's island, Roaring 
Bull and Pig rock stakes on starboard hand; Eee rock on port hand; 
Halfway rock on port hand; black hueys Nos, dand 50n port hand, 
to judge's yacht, 1644 miles, 
Third class: Leaving black biloys 4 and 3 on. starboard; Half-way 

rock, staleboal anchored off southeast breakers, red buoy No, 2 on 
Galis's ledge; Bowditch's ledge beacon, and red buoy No, on port, to 
judge's yacht, 1046 miles. 
Fourth class; Leaving black buoy on Selman’s berth on port; 

black buoys Nos. 3,5 and 7 on port; stakeboat of Curtis’ point on 
starboard; Bowditch's ledge beacon on starboard; red buoy No. 6 on 
port, to judge's yacht—saven and a half miles. 

Fifth class; Leaving black buoy on Selman’s berth on port; black 
buoys Nos. 8,5 and? on port; stakeboat off Qurtis’ point on star- 
board; Rowditel’s ledgé bacon on starboard; red buoy No. 6 on port, 
te judge's yacht 
Toe prizes were allin cash, ranging from $36 to $8. Twoin schooner 

elugs, threein all others, with a fourth added to fourth and fifth 
classes, Flying start, one gun to prepare and agzun to send away 
each class, flye minutes to cross, Vice-Clom, Hovey Kindly placed 
tha schoourr Phantom, E. ¥. C., atthe disposal of the judges. The 
day was a rec-letter one, with « brisk breeze blowing in from sea- 
ward L. by N,, and turning up quite 4 little tumble outside, bringing 
opeh water qualities into play, and this was the result. While Hera, 
a deep keel sloop with outside ballast, was beaten by Lillia, a com- 
arutively shoal hoat with Inside ballast, the cutters Beatle and 

Tavis acquitted themselves most excellently, tanning their class in 
good style, and calling forth froin the Boston (Globe the following 
pertinent observation: 

“Tt wus in this class that the American ker) yachts had for com- 
petitors cutters built after the style of the Maggie and Madge, The 
Ameriean yachits fared yery badly, owing to the heavy sea, and the 
eulters, being able to make more headway through the billows than 
the beamy bouts could over them, varrisd away the first and second 
prize aniong the keel. yachts,” 

Mr. Hemaienway is to be congratulated upon the excellent per- 
vormauce of his nobby little ship, Beetle, a type of cutter we tan, 
from our own experience, commend to Bastern yuchtsaiers. Mr, 
Whithey’s cutter, Miyis, much of the same type, is as good and able 
18 well as fast alittle yacht, as any one could wish, She tool third 
prize in excceding good company, including the famous Gem and 
several larger boats, Mavis has bean pisteg spned by the imstan- 
tuncous process a she came outer harbor under storm sail with top- 
mast housed, and she figures with the selectin ourgancium. Hera 
sume to the line in a new fit by McManns, but hér old antagonist, 
Lillie, again scooped the prize by a moderate margin. [tis said these 
two are matched for a series of three in Beptember for 4 big purse, 
80 some interesting work is stillahead. Hera seems to us a trifle too 
full in body for driving, and wesbould prefer her chances in light 
weather, bul Lillie is always so well handled that under all circum- 
stances sheis an ugly customer Shadow won in her oloss, beating 
Nimbus quite handily as well as the big Anna and Effie und Alert, 
Anna taking third money, however, Bessie won among schooners 
oretty much as sheliked. In séeond class it is noteworthy that the 
Foal cutter Beetle niade better time than any of the center-hoards, 
Ty third class Expert beat Rebie, and Sea Bird came in for third in a 
leet. of fifteen. Among the keels Banneret won with miles to spare. 
Among the small fry Joker, Janet, Amy and Wave landed the prizea 
in pretty close order out of twenty-seven arriving at the finish, ynd 
Vesper and Charlotte made a close thing ‘of it among the keels, 
There were thirteen below 2ift,, among which the well-knowa 
“gquare-gided" Plora Les added another first to her lopg list of win+ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

nings. The official times given below may need some revision, but 
the winners are in Woubt only in the cage of the Mavis,.requiring re- 
measuring to sétile, Summary as under: 

FIST CLASS—KEELS. 
Length, Btart, Cor: Time, 

| Name and Owner, rn. IN. HM, 8: HM. 8, 
| Lilie, Dillinvham & Bond........,,.... Sh 02 12,42. 49 2.28 22 
' Hora, We B. Weld.....0.... 12, 38 45 3 34 18 
Viking, 5. P, Preaman,.. 12 41 45 86-81 
Lena, J. W. Waure:.___.... 19 37 Ot 330 54 
Kitten, G. PB. Qlarke .,... 12.39 18 3 42 48 
Valhalla, J. A, Beabe 12 42.24 8 45. 36 

FIRST CLASS—CENTERBOARDS, 
Shadow, John Bryant, ,,......, ds OG 12-86 50 3 $ 48 
Magic, KE. C. Neal... .., 8001 12:37 58 3 17 12 
Anna, W. E Lambert.. 23 06 dy 37 (Me a 20 14 
Nimbus, George ht. How 83 08 13 47 29 8 21 68 
Bihie, B. W. Crowninshie 12°39 06 3 u) 18 
Olytie, T. J, Coolidge, 12 30 19 8 46 24 
Alert, Bey Myers hi Pres 8) Ase 18 39 14 with’n 

Bessie, GC. P. Ourtis,,.,... 12 40 08 Hd4 42 
Star, D. Southwiek, . 12 44 08 8 54 00 
Wettie, T. Sargent... 2.00001. 12 45 35 4 40 08 
White Cloud, BL HoSmith_. 12 40 41 4 40 60 
Excelsior, W. Winston,.... 12 46 00 4 47 30 
Bite, William Mebouald...).......0. 12 39-2 8 40 47 

MECOND OLAS8—CEN'TERBOARDS, 
Folly, I. F. Sheppard... 2...2-..... 26 04 12 48 25 8 89 46 
Nomad, J. S. Fay .,,.... 28 08 12 49 50 3 40 15 
Bugenia, J. 5. Palmer......., he ceeaae nab (HY 12 46 40 4 00 09 
Rambler, F..L, Felton...-..., ...-....26 00 12 47 28 413 35 

SECOND OLASS—KEELS AND CUTTERS. 
Beetle, A, Hemmetway....).....c.s es. 20 O4 12 48 23 8 38 50 
“Kelpie. W, Cabot... 2... i Rt OF 12 53.16 a 43 49 
Gera, J.-A. Osgood... __._,.- 25 05 12 47 33 4 45. 50 
| Mayis, William F, Whitney... 12 52.40 8 44 D4 
Julia, ——..- eee — 12 46 28 3 47 35 
Jane, J. Morrison... 29 11 12 45 45 8 48 48 
Kulinda, GQ. J Muagh 5 08 12 54.18 2 G1 05 
tileam, RV. King... - 21 08 2 49 11 § 56 57 
Raven, A. P. Friend... 25 01 12 49 44 3 58 87 
Kovly, G. A. McMams..... 225 05 12 52 58 2°68 55 
Lottie, HH. Gilmore... . 26-01 12 48 09 359 09 
Pate Jones teed calcu: 26-00 i2 48 25 424 08 
Contest, C. Norton.......... 20 DO 12 47 64 - Withdrew 
Mermaid, Wm, F. Wade, Jr_.. . Peat 12 50 94 

THIND CLASS—CBNTER-BOARDS. 
Expert, Monks & Stanwood....... 22 03 12 57 18 218 59 
Renie, J, P. Phinnie ......... 2200 12 58 26 2 20 Bo 
Sea Bird, G. 8. Forbusb_- 82 00 12 57 54 R23 Wy 
Allie, A.S. Wattles... ..., --21,08 12 66 41 a 24 63 
Jenme L,, C, H. Lorkhart . 8d 00 12 59 47 M25 04 
Rita, J. Racle. 2... 1.2: 23 05 12 57 B4 2 26 03 
Venus, Wm. McKenzie. _ a 10 01 25 226 16 
Muriel, H, G. French,... 10 06 18 2,28 19 
Pearl, PLA... se... eee 12 5% 71 830.29 
Greta, J. WH. Hill. ........... 1 00 29 2 32 46 
Posy, H, F. McKee... ....- 12 57 17 2 34 59 
Detsy, Walter Hawkes,........ 1.08 14 258 46 
Mamie A. Hamilton, J. 8. Hamilton. 1259 45 withd’n 
Metis, J. W. Dutton 12 57 84 withd'n 
Jet, H, B. Shute 32 56 43 withd'’n 

Banneret, F, A, Danielg,...... ae bata t a, 22 00 191 12 2 33.42 
Badie, L.A, Philbrick.... 2... ..-.-.4..0..24 08 1 08 168 3 ld 5a 
Oma, A, M, Liebrick, . 12 10 8 15°86 
Judith, E.'T. Pigeon 12 57 27 8 38 01 

FOURTH CLASS—KEELS, 
Vesper, Banner Brothers, . 10717 1 81 8 
Charlotte, G. G. Garra\way 1 07 13 1 31 57 
Nonpareil, EK. Lanniog... 112 08 1® 01 
Lizzie, O, Porter,.....-.- 0. 1 09 38 1 83 00 
Inez, Goodrich Brothers... 1 O07 8 1 34 40 
Hard ‘times, F. Lincoln.... . 1 00 47 1 3 06 
Belle, B. A. H. Thompson... 8 1 09 2 1 85.50 
HSE ee Li el RP -aga et 11111 1 86 85 
Lola, C. A. W, Foster. ....... cscs gers eee 112 44 1 88 30 
Rubia, A. Scholtes. eee lessee! 1 09 00 1 44 44 
LEG CPR see Pree Srey Pe cra ee ae Peeled he, 1 1% 04 1 50 68 
Saga, R. Rantoul, , 109 16 155 11 
Caprive, J St HOMES = While uela.h oh ace 1 10 45 drawn. 

FOURTH CLASS—CENTERBOARDS, 
Joker, George Coffin....... .........55, 10 07 69 
Janet, WL. Phinney 
Amy, E.B, Baxter.... 
Wave Crest, E. B. Rogers . 18 06 
Niobe, L. M. Glarke...,....... beet! ..19 06 
Holdon, P, OC, Séverance....--..-...0-5: 19 017 

Gisela, $8, G. King 
Lerline, D. F, Russell, ..,-.---...-------- 

BSGCESHEAHSSaea 
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1 22 
1 23.48 
1 24 38 
1 %4 48 
125 38 
1.25 58 
1 26 02 
1 26.17 
1 26 88 
1 26 43 
1 26 b2 

Comus, John Neweomb.,,,....- 18 06 1 27 33 
Adélawt, Haskell. vials dhtss ++. 10 1.29 08 
Peri, Vice-Commodore Parkman.. 18 06 10 1 41 01 
Mabel H., Wm. Walch, ........ Bee kau 18 00 oF 133 58 
Daisy D., W. D. Woodbridge, . 18 05 08 1 88 66 
Delphine, FP. J. Bradley,...... 10 1 84 20 
Flugh, eee eee 08 1 34 40 
Dash, A. 8, Brown, -- PR tas 10 1 34 41 
Nervine, J. E. Howe.,........,---- li 4188 21 
Mule, B. C, Goodrich,........- 4 1 3 12 
Susie, (. Harris.,-- 2222) 0.02: 12 1 G9 27 
Inez, J. G. Borden,...--.-.... 13 1 40 25 
Helen, H, P, Elwell,. 12 1 48 15 
Cora, HG. French, . w 1 44 21 
Twilight, A. K. Tlall. . 13 1 45 35 
Marguerite, A. Plumer.._-- ‘5 08 1 49 25 

pene anveree yup ayeyeuarreiwe fan =} epee tet ea egg eae ee 

FINTH CLASS—KEELS AND CUNTERBOARDS. . 
Flora Lee, Freeman & Lincoln,..,,,.... 16 00 17 B4 1 22.44 
Mirage, C. P, Curtis.....--... ...17 00 19 57 1 20 44 
Sarsacus, B, Griffin. .....-- +16 OF 21 00 1 81 44 
Nancy Lee, W. H, Dennon..,.. . ++ 15 O01 20 07 1 33 35, 
Tulip, G. Dextar.s......-....-. AG OL 20 52 1 36 08 
Josephine, J. F. Moore, , 16 08 20 22 1 88 18 
Gretchen, F. P, Sharp ..._.. a3 16 07 19 02 1 40 10 
Frolic, W. R. Blaney......-- i<* s++-16 08 19 43 1 40 49 
Rose, T. H, Gabot,.,....-.. ee 20 33 1 44 10 
Leona, M. Alley........ ~ Ab fH 14 18 T 47 12 
MidgeS. ) tee. .en senna — 18 45 1 47-26 
Hattie S., °. H, Gafine 21 23 1 47 37 
Una, H, Norwood..... 21 00 2 06 47 
Posey, Snow Rich 18 24 9 -Withdr'n 
Faith, D, F, Follett. 2049 Nottaken 
Obamann, C, Murpl 211% Wottaken 

— 

HULL Y, C.-AUG, 19, : 

these finntial open matches of the club were sailed Aug. 19, off the 
club house in Tull, Five classes, first class not fill ne. Second 

class, for centerboard and keel yachts, 26ft. to aft. load Tine; third 
class Yor centerbourds and keels, 21 to 20ft.;. fourth class, for keels 
and boards, 17 to 21tt., and fifth class, under 17ft. No restriction to 
sail, except fifth class limited to eae lower sail: Anchor start. 
Courses, for sevond class, from judges' line, passing Barrel Buoy, 
leaving lt on the ports to Yellow Barrel, marked “‘H, ¥. C.," off Straw- 
berry Hill, rounding and leaving it on starboard, to Yellow Barrel, 
marked “FH. ¥. G.,” off Bumkin Island, leaving it on starboard, 
out Hull Gut, to Bell Buoy on Harding’s Ledge, leaving Toddy 
Rocks Buoy and Point Allerton Buoy on starboard, rounding 
and leaving Bell Buoy on the port, Returning leaving Point 
Allerton Buoy and Toddy Recks Buoy on the port, to Hull 
Gut, then to judges’ boat, passing between it and red- flag— 
twelve nautical miles, Tor third and fourth classes—From judges’ 
Tine to West Gib, passing out and leaying Pettick's [sland on star- 
hoard, thence N. KE. by N., three-quarters of a mile to Black Buoy on 
Wilson’s Rocks. leaving it on the starboard, thénce te Hunt's Ledge 
Buoy, off Toddy Rocks Booy rounding and leaving iton the star- 
hoard, through Hull Gut, to the judges” boat, Pessne between dt and 
red flag—seven uautical miles. For the fifth class—From judges’ 
line, passing Burvel Buoy, léaving it on the Bly to Yellow Barrel, 
marked “FH, Y. C,,) off Strawherry Hill, rounding and lenving it on 
starboard, to Yellow Barrel, marked ‘'H, Y. C.—N. W,," off Humkin 
Island, leaving it on port, to Barrel Buoy off Great Hill, leaving it om 

| starboard, to Yellow Barrel, marked ‘'H. Y. C.,"' off Peltick's land 
leaving it on starboard, to judges’ boat, passing betweeu Ib and red 
flag—six nautleal miles, 

he judges, Messrs. O. A. Perkins, Peleg Aborn, T: F, Patterson, 
C. B. Churchill, J. H. Conant, Samuel Appleton and F. H. Griffin, 
were aboard Mr. Hancock's sloop Madeup, kindly placed at their dis- 

[Aveusr $1, 1682. 
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posal for the day, We note here how little of the money of Eastern 
clubs is squandered in yseless atcessories, such ss steamboat and 
brash band hire and champayne linghes. Club funds are devoted to 
entouraging legitimate sportrathér whan to aiford a spree and a 
holiday to “guests,” reportérs and hangers-on ingencral. The same 
auieut he accomplished, much to thé benefit of yacht racing, in New 
York. The wind was very light from vorthéast at the start, then fell 
Away and came outfrom the east, i) continued to yeer to southeast 
and dommenced blowing fresh. In the schooners, Bessie, a Pierce 
built boat, got away with her larger sister in pretty hollow style. In 
second class the Herreshoft boat Nymbus beat her lol with ease, and 
Lillie, as usual, took first honors among along string of good keels 
invluding Viking and Hera, In third class Mr, Forbush pnt Seabir 
across a witner for the fourth time in siccession, although opposed 
by such reliable old stand-bysas Expert, Allie, Vanus and Kebte. 
Among the keels Sunbeam failed, to store as had heen expected, 
Volante, Raven and Banneret being.the winners. with Sunbeaun no 
better than seventh. There was, however, a good deal of fluking ia 
the earlier part of the race, which may account for the bad luck of 
Mr, Nickerson’s ood little ship. The fourth class included no less 
than thirty staréers, among them namés to bé found in nearly all the 
Eastern matches recorded in these columns, There were Amy and 
Joker, Wild Fire, Wave Crest, Thysbe, Scamp, Herald, Nonpareil and 
others, a sporting lot tooled by sporting Owners, and whose doings 
nfford one pleasure to follow.” Would wehad alike army of little 
fighters nearer home, but in these waters it is sandbags or “laxuri 
ons"' schooners, 
The race from start to finish was carried out with the punctuality 

ond thoroughness for which the officers of the Hull Y. C, haye become 
well-known. The ony oecidents were the cairying away of Aliie’s 
topsail halyards which lost her an excellent chance for the prize in 
her class, and Glance tossing her topmast over the side when if Straw- 
berry Hill. The fleet was accompanied by several tugs with spectators 
from Boston, In the evening the club grounds were illuminated, the 
residenisand yachts in harbor following suit, and fireworks, music and 
on evening dinner brought Hull’s great yachting festival of the year 
to a happy close. Owing to protests in fourth olass keéls, second and 
third prizes haye not yet been alyarded, otherwise the witmers are in 
accord with the times given below; 

BECOND OLASS SCHOONERS. 
Length, Actual. Corrected, 

FT. IN. H. M. 5, HOM. S 
Beasio, OC. P. Curtis,.........-2.:..10--22 a7 02 3 32 32 2 bi 44 
White Cloud, H. H. Smith......,......., 29 00 359 06 3 25 22 

SECOND GLASS SLOOPS—CENTERBOARDS, 
pees G. R. Howe 330) 247 40 218 08 

agic. E. O. Neal. .... ».-80 04 9 57 49 225 99 
Shadow, J. Bryunt,.,. ..... 33.06 2 aT 43 BERS 2S 
Folly, J, F Shepard............eeee ees et 6 OE 3 16 48 2 89 55 
Waif, Tylor & Vokes.....,...... reece 28 06 Not taken. 

j ‘SEQGOND CLASS KBLOOPS—KEELS. 
Lillie, Dillingham & Bond............... 36 02 3.00 43 233 30 
Vildng, 5, P. Freeman,, 3 09 58 2 41 56 
Hera, W. F. Weld... 3 10 25 2 42 23 
Zulu, A, L. Jackson 3 30 85 2 54 38 
Lona. J. WY. Wade. 2 16 35 230 03 
Gleam, R, V. King.............: 3 34 53 2°59 41 
Emma, 0. ¥. Ingalls, , 8 84 20 2 00 20 
Lottie, H, H. Gilmore_...-,._,-.... 8 44 43 8 07 37 
Janet, J. Morrison... ..,........., 0002+ Not taken, 
Wake, Waldo Bros.........-...... 024+ * “5 4 

THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS. 
Seabird, G. S. Forbush, 1 4° 58 1 16 06 
Expert, Mouka and Stanwood ‘ 1 40 50 1 16 42 
Veuus, W. M7. M e: 1 40 41 117 11 
Allie, A. 8. Waters i: 1 49 15 1 23 36 
Jennie L,, C 22 1h? 52 1 29 28 
Pearl. J. F. L 2 157 48 1 43 09 
Greta, J. F. Hill,.... 22 OF 2 08 12 1 48 46 
Rebio, J. P. Phinney . 22 00 Not taken, 
Bosy, H, J. McKay... __ 20 O1 Ly r 

THIRD CLABS—E#ELS. 
Violante, J, CO; Davis... sce Se tets nee 21 10 1 56 46 131 40 
Rayen, A. P. Fidend........... 666 R400 1 58 16 1 35 25 
Banneret, W. K. Prior........,..... 28 09 2 01 05 1 37 39 
Judith, KE. T, Pigeon,-..---,..-.. --22 06 203 14 1 38 43 
Dolphin, James Galvin, , . 22 0D 210 48 1 45 BL 
Flossie, A. Knowlton......., 23.09 2 10 36 14710 
Sunbeam, W.§, Nickerson. 211 37 1 48 46 
Em'ly, C, A, MeMsnus_.. _....., --.--- Not taken. 
Lina A Cy A. Perkins.......... vane ae ba 
bya a Adams, H. Davenport.....,......21 09 Ut Pah, 
Chance, C. iB. Gunuingham.......- atetal 00 a 4 

FOURTH OLAS9—CENTERBOARDS. 
Joker. Geo. Coffin........ -.... 1 43 33 116 14 
Arty, E,W, Baxter . pre ‘ 1 46 21 1 1958 
Wildiire, H. A. Keith. 2/0/77) Re 1703-1007 = 1-80-08 
Ware Crest, E,B, Rogers..-... ae 1 48 23 1 20) 31 
This, J. K. Souther 2. .....- ee eee eet 1 48 40 1 2121 
Jeanet, W..L. Phinney....,.... ase 1 Gi 52 1 22 34 
Nautilus, H. M. Faxon..... CEiet-ts secee AT OF 1 54 41 1 24 46 
Corsair, W, H. Mills, ....... ee i 135 19 125 49 
Diadem, L, Hay wood sath, 1 57 20 1 27 48 
Cora, Harry G. french. 2 00 55 1 32 06 
Mirage, C. P. Ourtis, Ir. . 2 1 56 1 31 36 
Dream, J. H. Sears 210 54 1 42 05 
Idler, Floyd Bros,, Not taken. Not taken. 
Minotaur, G, G. Ad. 2" ‘a 

a“ ay 

Zautho, Ht. L. Johnson.,.. -.-.-...-.--- oe at 
Gisela, §.G. King ... ... = a 
Glance, J. M. Knight ...,...... +" Uy 
Thysbe, 8,.A. Freeman ....  ....-..... i » 
Scamp, Howard Gray. .............--265 " zt 
Herald, W. D, Smith,..__._- us * 

BOURTH OLASS—KEELS, 
Nonpareil, E. Lanning...... RES . 16 08 1 59 57 a 28 88 
Charlotte, G..G. Garroway.. . 2 00 35 1 30 28 
Livzie, Sylus Porter, Jr../..., 2 00 35 132 1 
Vesper, Benner Bros... 2 OL 08 1 32 29 
Inok, Goodridge Bros, 2 OL 2 1 33 21 
Hard Times, ¥. Linco! 2 08 d4 1 34 18 
Delle, H. Thompson,,. .. Not taken. 
Bisie W., J.C. Clark...) ge 
Chignita, W. H. Wedger eK 

1 44 57 117 48 
1 60 58 T 24 47 
1 52 37 1 26 82 
1 58 St 1 27 28 
2 0) 52 1 38 Ae 
2 O01 30 1 d4 50 
2 07 40 1 41 06 

Not taken. 

‘ i. 

A LONG CRUISE, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Atll o'clock this morning Dr. Charles A. Neide, Secretary of the A. 

©. A. and Capt, 8. D, Kendall, both members of the Lake George 
Canoe Club, left the Canoe Islands bound for the Gulf of Mexico. 
The object of tho cruise is geographical exploration and the promotion 
of canoeing, or sin Teens eruising. The craft owned by these 
entlemen though diminutive, are the very best of their class. Dr. 

Neide's cruiser was built by J. H. Rushton, and completed only a few 
days ago. It may be deseribed as follows; Canooa Anrora, model 
Princess, lap streak, cedar} length, 15ft.; beam, 3lin. ab bottom of top 
streak; 80in, at deck; depth amidships, 1iin. to gunwale; din. to 
crown of deck; at bow, 19in,; at stern, 1Sin, ; two masts; latean rigzing. 

Capt. S. D. Kendall's canoe is & maryél in the matter of construc- 
tion. He built the canos himself, made the paddle, sails and oars, and 
has invented and constructed the best set of infolding outriggers that 
ean be found in any Meee craft, The hull is constructed on the ‘up 
and down nailed caryelsystem." Sheis smooth outside and inside, her 
shell being made of smooth streaks only one-half inch wide by one- 
fourth inch thick. These strips are nailed wpon the light ribs, or tim- 
bers, and galvanized brads are driven perpendicularly through two 
Strips ani! into the third streak below, These brads are three inches 
apart. The ribs are of red elm, set three inches apart. The deck. 
though only one-fourth of an inch in thickness, is, by this system of 
nailing, made so strong that a man weizhing 175lbs, cun stund and 
step about upon it. The keelson is ten inches wide and oneinch in 
thicaneas, beveled from the keel to the thickness of the planking. 

oars, paddle, spars, sails, rudder, and hatches, Weight of canoe with 
ake en 
8 tha last one of seyéral built 

ene hundred 
This canoe this amateur canoeist, 

and there ig ah imimense amount ef worl ad thought represented in 
the details of a most inberesting little craft whichis appropriately 
named “Solld Comfort.” : 
_ As these gentlemen are to undertake a long cruise, and in canoes 
‘Atted for comfort and for cruising purposes, not Tor racing, they have 
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followed the example of English, Canadian and United States canoe- 
ists who have made msn and long cruises on ro: gl dnd broad 
waters—they haye taken along the auxiliary motor, the light car and 
the outriggér. The ritualistic canceist may take his lignt paddling 
Rob Roy canoe, by rail or steamer, to the heads of water courses, and 
then paddle and fioat down stréam, always avoiding the ascent of a 
strong carrént, and when he has accomplished his few days of sum- 
Tuer cruising on gentle waters, will berate his hardworking brother 
tor tellowing every connecting water-coursé, be it lake, sound. or the 
ocean itself, because the experienced cruiser Inows that the limit of 
Gasy_ paddling vanves for long cruises has been passed, A roomy, 
comfortable cruising canoe, with all its outfit, and provisioned for an 
independent cruise m regions where the hotel refuge of the ritualistic 
paddler Gammot be found, is generally too large and too heayy for the 
paddle on rongh and broad waters, such as the North American con- 
tinent offers to the lover of nature. 5 

Messrs, Neide and Kendall are old cruisers, and have earned their 
laurels on both fresh and salt water. They will hanlover into Lake 
Chainplain from Lake George, cruise to Whitehall, and follow the 
canalto Tray, on thé Hudson River. Then they will cruise on the 
Erie Canal westward to Buffalo on Lake Erie, Thecoast of Lake Erie 
will be worked as far as Cleveland, Ohio! From Cleveland the canoe- 
ists will proceed fo Cincinnati on the Olio River, where they will be 
Kindly received by the Menbers of the Cincinnati Canoe Club, f 
From Cincinnati they will descend the Ohio and Mississippi to New 

Orleans, and will cross that city to Lake Pontchartrain and the Gulf 
of Mexico, They will then continue al the coast eastward and 
southward until they have passed Cape Sable on the southwest end 
of Florida, Tf time permits the canoessts will push their explora- 
tions argund the southern end of Morida through Gard’s Sound and 
Biscay Bay to Cape Florida, and from that locality proceed northward 
on théir homeward journey. Horrcon, 

CANnok ISLANDS, Lake George. 

BEVERLY Y. C,-AUG. 

Kditor Forest did Stream: “ 
The seventieth regatta of the B. ¥. O., the firshbopen race of the 

season, took place off Tobey Island, Monument Beach, Aug. 19. The 
sloop North Star of the H, Y. ©, was, through the kindness of Mr, 
Dorr, used by the judges, Messrs. Geo. H. Richards, A. H. Hardy 
and W, Lloyd Jeffries, ¥ 
Course for sloops and cats oyer 23ft. sailing measurement was! 

From judges’ yarhi off Tobey Island buoy, leaving Scraggy Neck 
buoy and Bird Island buoy on starboard and return, 11 miles. Course 
for small cats was: Leaving Black buoy No. 3 on starboard, Abiel’s 
Ledge buoy No, 1 and Dry Ledge buoy No. 12 on starboard, 7 miles. 
Thé race was open to all biats not over 8fft. sailing measurement; 
and great interest was taken in the race, some of the best Enown 
boats from Providence and other places bein: sake eri 

In the mortiing the wind was strong WN. EB’, but it gradually died 
away, until at the starting time, 1 P. M,. it was very light. The first, 
un was fired promptly ati. Although several hoats were in sight, 
eating wp, they did not arrive till quite late. 
The first boat over was the Curlew at 1:09:08. followed by Ariel and 

Nomad, the latter 46sec. after tine, the Isabel seemed to have gone 
to slesp and crossed the line among the cathoats Gmin, 18sec, Jate, 

After running down a eouple of miles the boats struck a5. W. 
wind dead ahéad; and from here on the wind kept shifting f'om oue 
point to another, one boat being rail down while the next was be- 
calmed, ‘The summary is as follows: 

SLOOPS OVER TWENTY-NINE FEET. 

Measurement, Actual. Corrected. 

= 

FIN, 4H, Ma. H.M. 5. 
Curlew, T. W. Robinson, Wareham, _---. 29 2 2 44 01 2.85 82 
Nomad, J, 5. Fay, Jr, BY. C.... 30 7 2 42°25 2 a6 O8 
Aviel, F, E. Bacon, Jr., G. Yo. 
Isabel, J.C, Chapman, N. B. ¥.C_- 

Tt was found that Ariel and Curlew 

CATBOATS OVER TWENTY-THREE WHET. 
Measurement. Actual. Corrected. 

Mattie, J. H. Arnold, Marion,........... 28 10 2 41 38 2 32 a0 
Myrtle, G. 5. Phinney, Monu’t Beach, 27 4 2 47 20 2 36 47 
Violet. Daniel Crosby, Ostéryille..-_. wt 6 2 di 55 2 37 a7 
M, Delorey, M. Delorey. Providence. ...28 10 2 47 04 2.38 05 
Tantrum, J. M. Codman, BY. @._...... 25 00 2 63 36 2 4031 
Aleyone, 5. D, Phinney, Menn't Beach. .27 10 2.51.20 2 41 2h 
Rival, 8. Perry, Monument Beach. ......24 2 2) bb 48 241 46 
Lucille, N. F. Smalley, Osterville, M4 3 2 66 14 2 42 12 
Mascot, I, B. Bacon, Jr, B. Y.C,......24 G 2 67 15 2 43 35 
Annie, David Ellis, Monumentn Beach., .28 00 2 b9 36 2 43 58 
BHleanor, Richard Codman, B. Y,C,...-..4 9 250 26 a 44 47 
Thorn, H, Stockton, B. Y, C,, Pr 2 55-00 2 45 80 
Tris, E, A. Bangs, B. ¥.C...., bf? 2 Bf 36 245 84 
Madeline, Eben Holmes, Marion..... .-- 24 8 3 (1 40 2.47 57 
Moonaky, Igna’s Sargent, Jr., Waquoit.28 10 250 37 58 32 
Annie was Smin. and Riyal dsec, late af starf. Mattie tales first 

and Myrtle second prize. 

OATBOATS OF TWENTY-THREE FEET AND UNDER. 
Messurement, Actual. Corrected. 

Phosie, Benj. at 

Ay 
Mystery, H, Stockton Gas 
Ri: pled. BE. Bacon, Jr., B. ¥. C 
Edith L., FP. G. Blankenship, Mario 

LEAD AND DEADRISE IN 1858: 

Editor Vorest and Stream: 
I have been very much interested m the ‘‘new departure" in yachts 

80 ably supported in Forest anb Stream, In 1858 D had built in Phila- 
delphia a sloop yacht 2itt, keel, for use in the Jersey sounds, Of 
course shé could not draw much water, but Thad a pretty sharp hot- 
tom and flared her above the water line. She drew 3ft. aft, but in 
shoal places I took six old fifty-sixes from the stern and put them in 
her eyes, and thus a St up the stern fm. She waslow rigged, her 
sail heaving but 28fb. hoist;)ut 1 had a large top sail that was set from 
the deck for light winds in going through the “thoroughfares,” She 
was quite fast, and for her huild anu excellent sea hoat, but I was 
surprised at the difference that half a ton of coul made in her sailing. 
She would lay @ point nearer the wind, and I could bold on, uutil the 
water was up to her trunk, then let go the helm, and up she came. 
She wis nearly non-capsizable, The lead was laid on each side of the 
wellin her timbers, and fastened there, and was in addition to her 
other ballast. Now, ifit hac been in her keel the effect would have 
heen much greater. Tused to take my wife and children in her, and 
Teel perfectly safe, but before I had the lead T didnot, After 1 put in 
this lead I tried her in a shoal bay in a heayy northwestern, If I had 
capsized or filled her she would haye beenin only 3 or 4ft. of water, 
and with that wind the bay went nearly are at low water, so that I 
faye her ayery chance to do her worst that day, but liound that she 
wassafe. I find in her old “Log” that Thad 1,065lbs. of lead. 
Jonson Town, Va. r Onp Fory, 

EARLIEST AMERICAN VESSELS, 

Bititor Forest and Streaut: 
T leath from some old private papers that the first vessel built b, 

our forefathers was called the Blessing of the Bay, built in 163i, 
Jaunched July 4, amid great rejoicing. She was of thirty tons burden 
and cost £145 sterling. MS 

The second vessel was built in Boston in 1634, of about fifty tons, 
and called the Desire, and commanded by Capt. Perce, who came 
over inthe Ann. She was the firs vessel that crossed the ocean 
from this side. ; 
The third vessel built was the barkentine Rebeca, built at Salem 

in 1635, of fifty tons burden. She was the second yessel that crossed 
the ocean from this side. She made aremarkubly quick passage of 
eighteen jays. Her great beauty and originality in farm created a, 

‘eat public interest, and hundreds Hocked to view her. Sha brought 
ack nity passengers to Boston. GF. W. 

ae 

BARNSTABLE REGATTA,—A ppeeis regatta for cathoats was 
sailed off Barnstable, Mass., Aug, 2%, with the followiug result: Tsabel, 
re Bepans, won in second lace lass, in 45m, 233., second money going 
to Tillie, Capt. Goss, gyor a course of eleyen miles. Im third cluss, 
rarer Capt. Beale, won in 1;05:80, second prize going to Nappid, 
Capt. Smith. 

NEW GEDFORD Y, C,—An excellent match was sailed in Buzzard's 
Bay, Aug, 24. open to second class schooners and first class sloops. 
Alice from Boston arrived too late to sail with the schooners, crew 
being used up inthe passage. Judges, G. M. Crapo, EH. P. Haskell, 
Jr, and H, M. Chase, aboard the tug Nellie, Interest ran high in the 
fight between Peerless and Boston’s former crack, the closé-winded 
Fearless. Goth crossed with main gafftopsails, Fearless with fore- 
topmast housed. Wind was fresh fom southwest, and Peerlass 
worked down to the Hen and Chickens aud rounded first at 1:88:30, 
Fearless following at 1:42:15, From there it was acase of ballooners 
to the mark near Quick's Hole. About half way the jibtopsail of 
Peerless went over the side, and the other schooner got intow similar 
scrape, both losing time in Janding the lost Ganyas. Peerless jibed 
sround the mark at?:28:60, Fearless at 2:32:20, With booms to starboard 
quick time was made forhome. Peerless essayed spinaker, butshe had 
to guy too sharp and took in the sail. She was first home, but lost 
to her sister on allowance, The sloops made a good race, Windward 
holding the cutter Hesper well on ihe beat ont, rounding the Hen 
and Chickens at 2;i:55, the cutter at 2:2:30 and the Star at 2;11-46. 
Running free there was no change, the Lone Rock buoy being jibed 
around by Windward at 2:53:05, Hesper 2:55:05, North Star not 
taken. The first two made a dead heat of it, the prize going to the 
cutter on allowance. Fearless takes {100 and Hesper $75. Summary 
as nuder: 

SCHOGNERS. 
Start. Finish. Actual, Corrected. 

Wesrtess otis. wees: .seds Ti (4 43 17 07 4 22 24 369 09 
Peprlass..f) 1.2... 2...45 170025388 319 49 417 11 4 02 50 

SLOOPS. 
Hesper .........,..,,-.-.1b 4 08 3 Bd 84 450 26 449 14 
Windivard .,........ 2.505 11 02 36 a fd 02 450 26 2 50 20 
North Star... tie. Ti 05 04 4 25 34 5 20 84 6 15 31 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON.—Aug. 21.—The 
d-tonners sweepstakes race was sailed on the afternoon of Aug. 19, in 
a Habt, but steady breeze from north. The yachts entered were; 

acht. i Rig. Tons. Owner. 
Mariquita............ FANG 053 cokup Eee) Heted-dachat W,. Wallace 
Mascot. .... ers ost sloop.. . ETS 6 ae -H. M, Wylde 

i W. H. Troop 
vai ee F. C. Sumichrast 

The others were sent off at 2:30 P.M,, Maseot Marie did not start. 
leading, Velenar second, Mariquita last. Velenar got to the front: 
and led all through the race, sailing very well, Mariquita carried 
awey her jibsheet deck-block ou starboard side, and lost a good deal 
in consequence. It was a dead beat up to Dartmouth Ferry buoy, a 
deadneéss thence to Fort Clarence buoy, a free reach to Point Pleas- 
ant, andabeathome, The race ended: 

PWOLQOAIN 2 2s at oe aA ee SS rashspetensate tech § 
Mascot... 
Mariqnita 

Velenar allowed the others im. 45s. each, and therefore won ensily. 
The next squadron fixture is for Saturday, September 2, when the 
Mayor's Cup, open to all yachts of the squadron, and three class 
prizes will be raved for. 

MOSQUITO RACE.—The vast fleet of “wee-uns’ congregating 
about City Point, South Boston, had a grand sporting time of it, 
Ang. 22, forthe thini match of the season. Wind fresh from south- 
fast, water rather choppy for such small fry. Course about thiree- 
quarters of amile, Two ash prizes in each class. Start from an 
anchor. Judges, T. §, Condon, J. F. Buckley and Oscar Bingham. 
Mascot is 2 new boat aud promises well when her trim has been got, 

FIRST ChASS, 
Corrected, 

Length. M.S 
Daphue, H. Roberts 13 09 43 40 
Lizzie, H, MeDonou: 18 08 51 28 
Sport, J. Ridell........ reese. 4 ‘ 13 08 63 37 

SECOND CLASS, 
Hgeria, William Condon...._... AT 33 
Mascot, F, 0, Whitman... 48 09 
Herald, Charles Smith... 04 
Trinket, W. H. Bucklay........ 64-20 
Clydeyd, Pages... ... ssc. h4 29 
Starlight, J. Winniutt,..., cis. 

QUINGY Y. G.—The third championship regatta was sailed 
in Quincy Bay, Aug. 24. Joker lost her board, and Amy won the 
the race an championship with it, though Thisbe made very close 
play. Dandelion takes championship in third class, winning ail three 
races of the series, Flora Lee coming in second. Second prizes were 
uwarded also in each class. Wind strong from southwest: 

SECOND ate: 
eng th. Actual. Corrected. 

Ht. In, H, M, 8, BH, M.S 
Amy. H, W. Baxter....... Doreen bert 21 06 1 81 39 1 05 02 
‘Thisbe, 8A, Wreeman.,..... ....... 1.121 10 1 39 40 1 05 al 
Nautilus, H, M. Faxon,..,.,.-.., 18 01 1 47 06 1 16 48 
Diadem, L, Hayward..... 18 07 1 36 43 117 24 
Wildfire, H, A. Keith. 18 02 Not taken. 
Niobe, L. M. Clark..... 20) OL Not taken. 
Joker, George Coffln....,,.,.---, toh aL 20 05 Lost centerboard. 

THIRD CLASS, 
Dandelion, C. F. Adams, 8d-..........,, 1% 05 1 21 86 0 56 0a 
Flora Lee, 8, A, Freeman. . 17 08 1 27 06 1 O1 23 
Grieket, W. A. Cary....,. 7 (4 1 80 08 1 04 380 
Zip, G. W. Morton .... 16 09 1 33 42 1 O07 26 

DORCHESTUR Y, C.—The elub sailed the second champion- 
ship match for catboats Aug, 22, off the elub house. Wind fresh 
from southeast, shifting to southwest during the laiter part of the 
race. Thefirst of the series had been won by Flora Lee. Judges, 
H. Davenport and George Gertin, Course fiye miles. Start flying bo 
single gun. Gretchen carried away halliards off Old Harbor buoy, 
Magnet and Amy hauled out. Thisbe won after a close contest with 
Joker, Result as under: 

Actual, Cor, 
Thishe, & A. Freeman... .., 1 1029 0 dt 50 
Joker, George Coffin 1 11 55 ) 4h 22 
Niobe, A. J. Clark.... 113 40 0 46 32 
Peri, H. Parkman... 1 14 50 0 46 63 
Gisela, 5. G. King 1 14 O1 0 47 48 
Elf, W. Po Baker .../...05-2 1 53 43 0 48 45 
Dream, J, H. Sears 119 31 0 60 29 
Amy, E, W. Baxter Withdrew. 
Magnet, C. Barnard... ES Withdrew. 
Gretchen, BE. P. Sharp .. 16 10 Disabled. 

PHOTOS —We have received from David M, Little, 24 Vranklin 
street, Boston, another instalment of fins yacht photos taken by the 
instantangous process, which we commend to all interested as ex- 
ceedingly haridgsome, perfect and and instructive. Among the lot we 
tention a broadside yiew of the noted cutter Hesper under full sail, 
the cutter Mavis under storm sail with topmast housed, broadside 
views of Phantom schooner and steamer Adelita, showing the handd- 
Some spars they put into steamers in the Hast, also schooner Brenda 
under irate sail in good sailing breeze, an excellent illustration of the 
American schooner rig, Vixen running free under balloon) sails, win- 
ning ber rave with the Maggie, sloop Vaballa, schooner Haleyou with 
spinnaker and topmast stayeail winning the Marblehead sehooner 
match, and cutter Sigdrifa, huffing out to get in the mainsheet, All 
these photos represent the yachts taken from actual life while under- 
was, Some of them driving along rail under, They areas clear and 
pertect in detail as thougl taken at anchor, although exposed only 
one one-hundred-and fifticth of a second to the rays of the sun, For 
list and prices see our advertising columms. 

HULL ¥, G.—Gem. recently returned to the East, Fairy (Vice- 
Com, Perlcdns) anid Myrtle haying challenged the club for the en. 
nants in second. third aud fourth classes, a race was appoited for 
Tuesday, August 22. Gem and Fairy in second and third class took 
phe pennants, no competitors Spnearts . Inthird class three yachts 
came to the line. Corsair was barred, favine on board a hand not 
belonging to any club, against the Corinthian rules in force. Conrse 
bl4 miles, wind light from southeast, then batting. Judges, J. A. 
jonant, Peleg Aborn and ©. B. Churchill aboard Com.odore Lam- 

hert’sslogp Anna, Result as follows, Myrtle taking the pennant on 
time: 

FOURTH CLASS-CENTHREOARDS 
Length. Actual. Cor. 

Myrtle, C. H. Poor etal ....,.......... 19 06 137 25 1 15 63 
Joker, George Goffin............. -- 20 08 1 36 48 1 16 12 
Corsair, W. H, Mills,.....-........,-... 18 11 1 43 02 1 00 

THE CRUISING CLUB.—The officers of this (London, Unglanid) 
club have decided to offer_a prize to such member of the club as 
shall, in the opinion of thé officers, have carried out the mosb enter- 
prising, skilful and successful cruise of the season of 1888. Tn award- 
ing the prize, regard will ba had to the nature, size and accommoda- 
thon of the yacht, boat or vanoe, in which the cruise shall haye been 
carried out, the method of camping or sleeping out, efc.,so as to 
give an equal chance to the owners of small and large craft. Com- 
eutors must send m accounts of their eruises to the rear-commo- 
ore, signed with their names, before the ist November, 1882, and 

the winning guise will be published 45 such in Hunt's Magazine. en a rt So RS ee ya a ee a at I a a i a ais aS a 

fuel . 

SAGITTA.—The collision between this sloop and the schooner 
Yarema while working out.of New Bedford harbor in vompany with 
the New York Y. C. feet bas not heen correctly reported, Hoth were 
on starboard tack, the Sagitta leading and holding a Moser wind. Va- 
rema overtook the sloop, and finding she conld not weather, at- 
tempted to in ber lee too late, poking her jibboom through Sagitta's 
mainsail, ani Causing other damage necessitating o yexalious delay 
forrepairs, It is altogether too common for large vessels to iguore 
the rights of smaller yachts, in the belief thal the latter will keep 
clear rather than risk collision. ‘The rule of the road should be 
strictly observed as a matter of pride, to say nothing ot the law. 
Too many skipperg lightly assume tie responsibility of disregarding 
the rules to save a little trouble, Ordinary cousideration aud courtesy 
should prompt large yachts to go throngh the lee of small ones, u- 
less at undue risk oF sacrifice to themselves; 

SWHEPSTAKES.—A sweepstakes was sailed in the bay lash Thurs- 
day between three shifting ballast boats, Mimic, Mistake and Mary 
Keegan, all about 28ft, long. Butrance fee $50, No restriction as to 
ballast or booming out; lower sails only. Flying start off Pranic 
Bates’ pier, South Brooklyn. Course: around Robhin's Reef buoy, 
thence around stakehoat off Coney Island point and home, sail oyer 
twice, twenty miles. Vime of race limited to 6 hours. Wind leht 
from southwest. Mistake took the lead, finished first round at 644 
with Mimi¢ second at 5:57:40 and Keegan third at 6:15:10, The latter 
withdrew after fouling the mark and Was towed home to her moor- 
ings up the Hudson, Miniic finally gave up and the clinker of *‘the 
fudge” won at 8:25, too late to make it a race, so the mateh willbe re- 
sailed, Judges, Peter O'Brien and Chas. E. Vaughn, 

HERRESHOFE'S LATEST,—We have ina pee edition given 
a description of the néw Permalia, one of the Herreshoft high speeds, 
built for Mr. Mark Hopkins, of Port Huron. The Toronto (lobe gives 
the following concerning a race with a fast lake steamer, Aug. 18. 
“The much talked of race between the steamer Gity of Cleveland and 
the new yacht Permalia took place to-day. The rin was made from 
the Star Island House to St. Clair, a fjstance of about 27 miles, re- 
sulting in the Permalia beating the steamer nearly half a mile. The 
ppone is a grand success throughont. both in speed ani! comfort, 
bere are prospects of another race next Thurday. on the down trip 

of the Cleveland.”* 

ANNASONA,—Should this famous 40-ton cutter pay us a visit next: 
yéar, we know only two yachts likely Lo give her a good match under 
fair conditions, the Fannie in smooth water or the Mischief in ayer- 
age weather, In lumpy water the cut er would have if all to hérself. 
Annasont# is 68.45ft. stem to post; 11.4ft, beam and ‘lift. deep wito 
about [Oft. draft, and rates 40 tons Y. R. A. measorement, Says Bells 
Life: “The Annssona,with a new bowsprit,took the Cowes Town Oup, 
and proved herself to be undoubtedly the best boat of her rig and size 
that eyer answered the starting pun. Possibly Mr. Hedderwick may 
now put his last year’s notion into shape,and take her to New York." 

HUNT'S YACHT LIST.—We have received a copy of this standard 
ae publication, which will be found of service fo all interested 
in foreign yachting, The volume has béen much enlarged, its adver- 
tismg pages alone being quite a study. Colored burgees of home 
and foreign clubs, a list of yachts, with owners, builders, colors. 
clabs, ete,, and other useful Information printed in handy form, miake 
up a very useful book of reference. Published by Hunt & Co,, 
119 Church street, London, Price. six shillings. 

STEERS.—The London Field republishes a letter from Anne 
Steers, which first appeared -in its columns in 1870, stating that 
George Steers, her brother, and the builder of the schooner America, 
was born in Devonshire, and learned his trade as shipwright in Bnge- 
land Wefore emigrating to America. Itseems more than likely that 
Steers was following, in the America and his other: otable pradue- 
tions, the ideas imbibed in younger days whilein ngland, where the 
“wave-line theory" of Scott Russell was being actively discussed in 
ship-building circles, 

INDEPENDENT Y..C.—The club sailed a match in Newburyport 
harbor, Augusi21. Venus, Wo, MeKenzis, of Gloucester, won 330 
in first class, course 12 miles, time 2:40. In seconcl class Currie May, 
John Goodwin, of Salisbury, won $20; course 12 miles, time 2:43. 
Yankee Maid, Moody Bros., won $15in third class} course 8 miles, 
time 1:51, In fourth class the piirse of $10 went to Carrie H., John 
Rhodagrass; course ‘8 miles, time 1;57. 

CUTTER SOLD.—The eutter Nellis Burket, now on a cruise East, 
has been sold to Thos. Wilbur and others, of Boston, for $1,200. Her 
omagnelns yee as follows: 39ft, over all, 53ft. water line, 11ft, beam, 
Tft. bin. dratt, 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA.—Subseription to outporf members has 
been fixed at $3. J. B. Crowe, sloop Guineyer, Boston, has been 
élected ammember, Mr, Croweis how residing in Lunenburg, N.S. 

PROTEST DECIDED _—In Hull regatta, August 16, in the matter. of 
protest by Inez against Charlotte in fourth-class keels. Inez failed to 
appear, and second prize was awarded to Charlotte, 

LLOYD'S,—We haye received first supplement to the 1892 *Regis- 
ter,” giving particulars and corrections of a number of yachts, and 
changes in name and rig. 

Answers to. Correspondents. 

Tyseots, Indianapolis.—For your museum use corr isive sublimate 
as an insech preventive. 

A. F. B., Clear Creek, Neb.—You may procure the wads by writing 
eae aug: of the dealers in sporfsmen’s supplies advertising in our 
columns, 

F, H. L,, Rock Mill, $8. C.—The choice between the guns you men- 
tion is much a matter of individual taste. Tach of them we believe 
to be a relinble and satisfactory arm, 

J. M, A., Chicago, Ill.—1. Go to Yankton, Dak., there consult the 
local sportsmen, aud you will readily find the right place to pitch 
yourcamp, 2, For quail use No. 9 or 10 sbot. 

FP. W. W., Montrose, Pa.—What is meant by the expression, “24 
inches high at shoulder, standard measure? Ans. 12inehes to the 
foot, with no allowance in fayor of a prejudiced owner. 

Z, T,, Topeka, Kan.— Please give the address of My. Chas, E. Shan, 
owner of the mastiff Turk, Ans. Mr, Shay’s address is Clinton, 
Mass. He is not the ownerof Turk. Mi, W. H. Lee, of Boston, 
Mass., owns him. 

C. H. B., Lowell, Mass,—To increase the attractiveness of your 
oud and to luve the wild fowl, should advise you to try the wild rice. 

Seed way be had of Chas, Gilchrist, Port Hope, Ortl., and the fall is 
proper season for sowing it. 

Wranoak, Westboro, Wis.—1. Consult the book ‘Florida for Tour- 
ists, Invalids and Settlers,” by Geo. M, Barbour, Published by D. 
Appleton & Co., New York. 8 For Morida map procure Althorp’s; 
price, $1.50; for sale by C. Drew, Jacksonville, Va. 

D.P. A. Jr, Ridgefield, Conn.—Where can I buy and what will be 
the average price of colored pictures of hunting, fishing, dogs, horses 
and sports? Ans, Send to Currier & Ives. 115 Nassau St., for their 
catalogues. Pictures rangein size from 18x17 to 25x83, and cast from 
20 cents to $3 each. 

T. M., Brooklyn,—I have three rods, one of lance wood, one of 
split bamboo, and one of cane, which have not been used for & nun 
ber of years, T would like tio know what Tshoull do to them to pre- 
vent their breaking, whieh I believe will happen the first lime they 
are used, on account of their dryness. Aus. The cane rod may 
break, hut we do not think the others will. If the ferules are loose 
take them tearad maker, Ifnot, then plage them in the cellar or 
other damp place for a week ov two. The varnish on the rods has 
probubly kept them from drying too much. The ordinary Southern 
tane, whén left in a natural state, without varnish, will dry some- 
times ip one season 50 as fo become yery brittle. 

B. G. D., Providence. R. 1.1, How Jate can one go the Adiron- 
dacks and yet enjoy good fishing and hunting? 2 Can you give me 
the names of a few good trustworthy guides who can le depended 
upon? 4. Whatis the best rifle to take there? I have in mind 4 

inchester .3b, Will that do for accuracy and penetration? 4, How 
much ammunition will be required for a stay of two or three 
months? Ans. 1. Itdepends upon the season, The woods are us- 
nally best in October. “Trout are ont of season then. %, Giuides are 
Joval, and if we knew where you were going we might answer. 
3, Yes, unless you Wish to hunt bears. Then tale a 44 or 45, 4, 
That depends on how much shooting you want to do, If you shoot 
sntall came with a rifie you will need more than if you only kill what 
deer you want, Wou can best judge of the amount nesded. 
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THIS CUT 
Inadequately describes my 

SHOOTING SUIT 
of drab duck, made with linen thread, 

GAME POCKET 
full size of skirt, with net exten- 
sion, ventilatmg bottom, with 

outside and inside en- 
trances thereto. 

Six other large and two 
small pockets. 

| 
Fighting Fire with Fire This may be a good 

policy on a blazing prairie, but it will not answer 
with the fevered human system, Irritating medi- 
cines exasperate and intens ll complaints of the | 
stomach or the bowels. Never take a drastic evac- ! 
uant for indigesticn or constipation, Administer | 
instead Tarrant’s Setzer APERIENT, which is at 
once a febrifuge, a cathartic and an invigorant, 
and has a soothing and healing effect upon the 
disordered viscera. 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

ho 

Four pockets in pants. 

(COAT... aps c-ryt-+2-2~ $4,001) 
SS 1 VEST, ......... ies 

{PANTS..5.000.: 00) 
OAR EA ARE At MELO Uke ve $1.00 j 

The Gun and its Development 
By W. W, GREENER. 

Sent free on receipt of price. 
Money refunded if not suited. 
For fuller information enclose 

= stamp and mention this paper. 

GEO. C. HENNING, : 

410 Seventh st., Washington City. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 

A. SAKS & CO,, Richmond, Va, 
JOS, POLOCK, St. Louis, Mo. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH! 

Price $7.50. 

DOG BREAKING 

BY HOLABIRD, 

HAuseERT E, Partner, late Com, of Pats. Story B. Lanp. 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cases. 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY. WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Price 25 Cents. 

WALLACHS 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1,00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

ARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF THE 
entire Richardson-Rangeley Lakes Region. 

Large ‘size, each 25 cents. Send for .catalogue. 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mags, For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881, 

PRICES REDUCED, 
WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 

AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 
For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the ““MAYNARD’”’ more completely supplies 

| ' the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

; in the world, as many barrels cau be usedon one stock; and for accuracy, con- 

venience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Illustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 
ZP 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee. Falls, Mass. 

DISGORGE BNIVESS. 

“IHALS CIGILIADHS LSHd GL FO ACYH 
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B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

«Saeed JOT WYN $,19o[Sa¥ oy} 0} pepps o[oy18 WUeTMEAMOS 4sOuK ENT, 

[ESTABLISHED 1869.] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
is subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word, 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 
SHOT SHELLS. 

RECAPPERS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING. 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BENCH CLOSERS, Btc., Etc. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New Yorr Acents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paciric Coast AGents: CHAS. SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California. 
New ORLEANS AGEnts: A. BALDWIN & CO. 
New EnGuanD Acents For SHor SHetis: JOHN P. LOVELL &.SON, Boston, Mass. 

The Colt Club Gun. 

It should be remembered that while we are the chief distributors of the regular Colt 
Guns, we are sole agents in New York for the Colt Club Guns. The marvelous performance 
of these guns in pigeon and glass ball trap shooting is so well known that no word of com- 
mendation is necessary. Every genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate with the 

words ‘'The Club Gun” around a circle, within which appears the rampant colt beautifully 

embossed. We are also agents for the new Harrington & Richardson Hammerless Guns, 

which at about half the cost surpass allimported hammerless guns. Address 

he H. & D, FOLSOM, 15 Murray 8t, New York. 

CHARLES J . GOoOoDEHREY, 

Importer of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, &c. 
Wo. *¢ CR7ARREN ST., NEW, YOrF Es. 

AGENT FOR 

E. James & Co’s Knickerbocker Club Breech-Loading Shot Guns. 
A. Top snap action, fine Damascus barrels, 

strikers, pistol grip, Deeley & Edges’ parent fore end, checkered 
10 and 12-gauge, $47.00. B. Best Damascus barrels, three pin bridle ocks, all improvements, both barrels choke-bored, and record furnished. 

Scott & Son’s. 
T also have in stock goods of the following makers: 

WW. & C. 
No. 600. Fine D: scus barrels, top snap action, bar locks, rebounding hammers, percussion fence, No. 600. Fine Damascus barrels, top snap g oie ae Ar AD ease, #6700. 

12-gauge, $105.00; 10-gange, $115.00. 

Hollis & Son’s. 

checkered grip and fore end, horn buti plate, engraved, both barrels choke-bored. 
locks, all improvements, low fancy hammers, both barrels choke-hored. 

I. 

bar locks, rebounding hammers (out of line of sight), percussion fence, extension rib, double bolt, through lamps, large head 
1, che rip and fore end, Sie butt plate, peste left, barre! choked, and record furnished of aunts shooting qualities. 

10 and 12-gauge, $60.00. 

exteusion tib, double bolt, large head strikers, pistol grip, patent fore end, 
No. 610. Best Damascus barrels, best steel three pin bridle 

No. 398. Top snap action, laminated barrels, bar locks, rebounding hammers, large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, patent fore end, high, well-filec rib, pistol grip, 

engraved, checkered grip and fore end. 10 and 12-gauge, $33.50. 

Also Buckley and Bonehill Breech-Loading Double Barrel Guns. 
men’s Sundries. 

All kinds of twist and laminated side snaps and top snaps. 
oods sent C. O. D,, privilege to examine on receipt of $5 to cover express charges. 

English and Belgian Muzzle-Loaders, All Sports- 
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* *  *#* This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds thatthe Clay Pigeous ufford 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

allsportsmen to testits merits, * * # 

ESTERBROUN’S “Wes 
leading Rumbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 26) 

For Saie by all Stationer= 
THE =°TTREROOK STEEL PEN CO.. 

Wisrks, Camden. ™ ~ D8 bihs St. Mare py 

FLIRTATION C.1N P; 

OR, 

CURE FOR 

[TCHING PILES 
worse at night; seems as if pin-worms wers 
crawling about the parts affected, As a 
leasant, economical and positive cure, 

SWAYNE’'s OINTMENT is superior to any article 
in the market. Sold by druggists, or send | 
50 cts. in é-ct. Stamps. 8 Boxes, $1.25, Ad- 
dress, De. Swayne & Son, Phila., Pa. | 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unegualled in Convenience Style or Workmanship, 

Rifle, Rod and Gun in California, 

BY THEODORE 8. VAN DYKE 

For saje at this office. Price 1.50. 

Write for circular tu 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind, 
THIS 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. ‘A*’ and “B’ show 

entrances into game bag. This coat has s¢ven pockets 

besides the game pockets. It is dead grass color; can be 

worn over or under 4 common coat. Weighs but fifteen 

oulices; is unequalled for warm weather shooting, Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2,00. 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

Corona, Queens Co., N. Y. EHARL LEE, Manager. 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. 

Two persons can put it up in one hour, No Nails or Screws required, 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
Farin and Ont Buildings of every style. Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
cost, within the means of all, Warm in winter—cool in summer—ventilation perfect. 

Wor further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

; 31 Wall Street, New York City. N. Y. 

DOG TRAINING; 
— py 

T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. PRICE $1.00. 

NEW EDITION. | 

Canoe and Camera. 
With sixty illustrations, and a new map of the "Standard! Brand......2..,..:.410-.---40-t $128.21 ) 

canoe tours of the State of Mame. “National” Brand,.....2..,¢ce-. ees veeeoees 143.10 
PRICE $1.50, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

WILD RICE. S000" .odie' ans e« Orders booked and 
rice shipped direct from fields, thus insuring fresh 
Rae certain to grow. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, 

Vis. 

*Challenge’t Brand . ..,,,---.. ....-..,--. 167.40 

pbararon PBTanC sy ass: ach eeuge wees ood 2 

Fisherman Attention! 

T wish to call your attention to my hand-made all | 
Lancewood ' 

Combination Rods, 
seven pieces, making two distinct rods for bait 

har Trout, $10, Bass, #12, 
FRED. D. DIVINE, 182 Genesee st., Utica, N. Y- 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPATRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO, 

‘polley’’ guns have engraved on the rib; 

For the above sums the guns described can be placed on the cars in New York, all 

The Parker Gun. 

Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. 

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMBRCE says: “At Melbourne they had an excellent 
opportunity of testing their LOWRY beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off con- 
queérors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country sata reputation 
or this class of goods has for many years been above all others,*? 

They haye been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and have 
won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field or at the trap, At Coney 
{sland last year, at the New York State Conyention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 
“Worest and Stream’ Badge forthe best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue. 

Show Rooms: 97 cHAmBERs st. x.y. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 

AMERICAN WOOD-POWDER COMPANY 
WE ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH A SPORTING POWDER THAT IS 

Smokeless, Produces but Slight Recoil, and does not Foul the Gun. 
Every lot is carefully tested and can ba relied on as STRONG, SAP'E and BVEN. 

For partieulars address the Company at 59 Wall St., N. ¥., or 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 
Wholesale Agents, 

It MURRAY STREET, C = NEW YORK. 

ALSO GENERAL DEALERS IN AND IMPORTERS OF 

Guns, Ammunition and Sportsman’s Goods. 

Von Lengerke’s Cel- | These shells may be 

ebrated Swell and Water- 

roof Shot-zun Shells | wi Pp 8 Mi cea hs 

Prices per 100, from ji/P"" 

$2.90 up. = 

put in water for hours, 

, and will not swell or 

Y) y) deteriorate. Each 100 

i, put up in a portable tin 

YY cattridge box. 
ets 

loaded to order. 

Gun implements, Shooting Suits, Gun and Cartridge Cases, Clay Pigeons atid Traps, Glass Balls and 
Traps, Belcher’s Flying Birds and Traps. Little’s Soluble Phenyle best Dog Wash and Kennel Disinfect! 
ant, Spratt’s Doz Cakes, etc. 

CA RD’S 

Standard Trap 
FOR WING PRACTICE. 

Double, Single, Rotating, Stationary. 
= 

= EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER.) ANY 
| it DESIRED DIRECTION, ALL IN 

li ONE TRAP; ONLY ONE 
RTARTA SPRING USED. 

Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting Goods. 
GREENER’S AND BONEHILL’S GUNS A SPECIALTY. 

Orders taken for Bonehill’s New Hammerless Guns. * 

WILLIAM H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y. 
Tilustrated Catalogue sent free on application. 

Gunmaking and repairing of all kinds by J. W. Livingston, formerly with Parker Bros. Gonu. 

DELICLOUS 
$45 UNRIVALLED FoR PURITY. CIGARETTE S 7 

Fragront Vanity Fair, Three Kings und New Vanity Hair. 
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SL cond Over One Hundred Millions sold in 1881. 

Prerriess Topacco Works, WM. 8. KIMBALL & CO. Rochester N, Y, 

J, & W, TOLLEY’S NEW HAMMERLESS GUN “THE PERFECTION.” 
With Safety Bolt across the front of the Hammers, working either automatically or independently, as desired. 

TERMS: 

A Draft in full with the 

order, 

10-bores exiva...,... 5 ed $10.80 

NO AGENTS. 

IMPORT DIRECT FROM. 

PIONEER WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND, 
And also No, 1 Conduit 8t., Regent St., W., London. One minute trom Regent Circus. 

aid, in eight weeks from 
ordér reaching us. A vomparison of these prices with those charged in the gun stores for really fine Enelis 5 

of first-class quality, will result in your ordering direct from the manufactory. \ nglish guns, 
It has come to our knowledge that common guns are being sold in the States bearing our naine. As wé make only fine gung, fennine 

“ST. 5 0. TOLLEY, WAKERS, &T. UdARVS SQUARE, BIRWING H.100.” 



Furnished by us to Capt. Bogardus who for years has 
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[ILLIANW READ & SONS, 
13 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON, 

DEALERS IN FINE GUNS. 
AGENTS FOR 

Ww. & Cc. SCOTT &X Son. 

used none other than the SCOTT GUN, and won 

with it the championship of the World. 

ae 

Their New Gun. ~ 
$85.00 With Latest Improvemerts. 

W. & C, SCOTT & SON. 

None genuine unless bearing the full address, 

Description.—Top snap, double bolt, extension rib, pistol stock, rebounding locks, snap fore stock, large solid strikers, low hammers when cocked, horn butt plate, Damascus 
barrels, choke bored. 20-bores, 54 to 6lbs.; 16-bores, 64 to Tbs. ; 12-bores, 7 to 91bs.; 10-bores, 8 to 11]bs, 

To meet a want for a really fine, good breech-loader at a medium cos WF i i i i : : a j , iF ia ost, Messrs. Scott & Son haye now put this gun into the market at above price (a great ‘ond gure 
such quality has hitherto been offered at), and the demand thus far shows that it is thoroughly apuretitean ; : ON ce eg a aes 

Every Gun Warranted in Shooting and Sent on Trial. 
Scott's Hammerless, with Crystal Apertures and Block Safety Attachmemt, All Sizes, Constantly in Stock. 

F; a i] " A eigen . % Prin) . . * + ‘ + eis FS ode ue C. 0, D. Le. inclose in every case $3.00 as a deposit for expressage in case gun is not taken, which, if too much, we will return the difference. If you send 
amount with order, we will include at no charge, a waterproof gun case; and if gun does not suit on receipt, you can exchange, or we will return your money on return of gun, 

less expressage, Hence there is no risk in inclosing whole amount. 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR GUN CIRCULARS AND SECOND-HAND LIST, 

SOMETHING NEW ! 

The Pieper “Diana” Gun. 
This is the only gun of European manufacture made entirely by machinery. The system is entirely new, and 

actual tests have shown that for accuracy and strength it has no superior. 
The reinforce lumps and bolt loop are of one-piece of wrought steel. The tubes are finished to gauge and are put 

together without heat so that they are perfectly straight and always shoot to center. This is only found in very high cost 
guns made on the ordinary system, as the best barrel filers are necessary. The locks are finely finished and of the best 
steel, and all-the joints are closely fitted; all the parts are interchangable. 

A public trial was made in Cleye, Prussia, in August, 1881, to which the best continental makers sent their finest 
guns. The trial was for closeness and penetration. 4 is excellent, 3 is good, 2isfair, 1 ordinary. The gun of 
Mr. Roedel, of Prague, was made on the Piepersystem. The result was as follows: 

s0yds, 45yds. 6Oyds. Total. B0yds, 45yds. 60yds. Total. 
Sizeof shot..2468 2468 2468 Size of shot,.2468 2468 2468 

H. Pieper, Liege..............8344 4448 44445 A, Jannsen, Liege. .....-... 2388 4433 1321-2 
Roedel, Prague .............55 3833 4444 8344-2 Beermann, Munster. B212 4424 223231 
W.W.Greener, Birmingham,.4443 4433 823 38—40 Brunn, Birmingham 3322 8344 2823-30 
N, Bodsen, Tiege_.. 012. -.7,2, 8424 4834 1131-38 Witte, Zutphen. .. 438 1111 8238 2-27 
C. Bartels, Wiesbaden. . BAa84 4844 1323-37 H. Jansen, Wesel.............1212 4322 2123-2 
Sackreuter, Frankfort.........2334 4433 331 3—36 Heuse-Lemoine, Nessouvaux..2 31 4 1282 1222-25 
Camphausen, Crefeld.......... 1423 8342 334 38-34 Cordes, Bremerhayven.......... 2111 $3 21 122 1—2 

Attested by the Jury, Klimm, Royal Inspector of Forests, Keyssler, Royal Inspector of Forests, Heise, Inspector of Powder at Cologne, 

G. Hahn, record keeper. It will be noticed that the Pieper guns are especially effective at long range. ! P 

Mr. H. Pieper has appointed the undersigned sole agent for the United States and Canada, and offers the goods at prices far below their real 

worth, in order to speedily introduce them into this market. 

PRICE LIST. 
No. 590, Stub Twist Barrels, Scott action, double bolts, extension rib, scroll fence breech, patent fore end, ornamental rubber butt (see cut) 12-gauge, § to 5$4lbs.. ea 

dD 
No. 595. Same as 590, with laminated steel barrels, 12-gauge, 8 to 8541 bs, Sen by orate he eee ae enn. PRED ee mage = Ped, Seok ie, CR we oR Deiat dhagscde pie 0 atria ae 

4 re ie a rts re =~ "70-gauge, 9 to 9iglbs 60 00 
595, with better barrels and engraving, 2-zauge, 
wee . c ‘ 1 No, 600, ** 

ry “i : 
No. 605. Very fine qualily, best Damascus barrels, highly fiu 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chamber Street. 
Agents for Marlin Fire Arms Co., Harrington & Richardson, Hood Arms Co., Charles Daly, Henry Tolley. 

IMPORTERS OF GUNS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS. 
[We sell at wholesale only. If your dealer does not keep the Pieper gun, ask him to send for sample.) 



Any of the Following Books Sent 

on Receipt of Price 

—BY— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup $1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50¢,; bds......... re Ta 
American Angler's Book, Norris. ..... eeee SD 
American Bird Fancier. New edition,..-..... 50 
American Wild Yow] Shooting, JW. Long..-. 2 00 
American Ornithology, or the Natural Histor 

of the Birds of the United States, Wilson 
1 

Animal Life, Described and Mlustrated, Prof. 
E. Percival..,-... - EParpa tse : bes 

Angling, a Book on, Francis... 
Archer, Modern,........- +» we 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson, 
‘Around the World inthe Yacht Sunbeam 
Art of Swimming... ....0.2-sser-+ =+ 
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 
Baird's Birds of North America... 
Bechstein's Chamber and Cage Bird. 
Bits and Rearing Reins and Horse 

ness, B, F. Flower... 
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c,: 5 iy 

50c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 0c. ; 
Cage and Singme Birds, 50e.; Dogs, 7he.: 
Birds’ Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and Salt 
Water Aguarium, 59c.; Native Song Birds... 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener 
Cage and Singing Birds ..,.....,- 
Camps in the Caribbees, by Fred. 
Canoe Traveling. Powell....... hse 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's 
Cassell's Book of Birds, 4 vols......... 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 
Dairy Farming, by Prof, J. P. Sheldon. - 
Dictionary of Poultry... 
Dog Breaking by Holabird 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 
Frank Foréster’s Field Sports. 
Field Natiuralist’s Hand Book, by vi 
PWV UES. ee ee cree ees aasata ci abta oles lad falateetott po] ofefs 

Flower Painting, Studies in; Bnme poe ee 
Frank Foresters Manual for Young Sportsmen 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac- 

ters, 8v0., 2-vols.. 2+. --2 Fo top eewep sate faa 
Gun, Rod and Saddle.... “ 
Great Thirst Land, The; A Ride al 
Orangé Free State, Transvaal Kalahari, Gil- 
TEL JAP ao Ba ornem Min CF eee io FO ee 

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland........ 
Horse, The Book of the; Sidney. 
How to Huntand Trap, Batty*s ..-.-.,...--- f 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 
Insect World, The; Fignier.... 
Life of a Sportsman, Nimrod ee oael 
Mammalia; Viguier.............--2-.s00+-+ were 
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher,..... 
Ocean World; Figuier,......, AEE: 
Pigeons, Illustrated Book of; 52 
Poultry, Mlustrated Book of; Wright,......... 
Practical Rabbit Keeper; Cuniculus........... 
Practical Pigeon Keeper; Wright......,--... +k 
Practical Poultry Keeper; Wright..........:.- 
Reptiles and Birds; Figuier........ ne eer 
RhoreiBirds) 22)... doenet = dete lege daker Reuse 
The Gun and its ra apbast ine by Gréener... 
Wild Adventures iid Places; Gordon 
Stablese:' e010. ese ieee crane Roe cer ee. 

STODDARD’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
Revised Edition. 

PRICE, $1.00. 
For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

Wanted, 
ANTED.—A 15ft. OSGOOD CANVAS BOAT, 
new or nearly so. Lafestimprovements. Low 

price. Address Box No, 503, Millbury, Mass. 
; augil it 
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HE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF W. & C. 
_ Scott & Son's bréech-loaders, from the ‘Pre- 

mier” to the lowést grades, in 10, 12. 16and 20-bores, 
Willsell at lower figures than sny other house, 
Call and convince yourself. ©. L. RITZMANN, 943 
Broadway, New York City. auged,2t 

TINE BOWS OF LANCEWOOD, ROYAL WOOD 
k and Galifornia yew, both self and backed with 
raw hide, for sale at reasonable prices. Will ex- 
change for shooting or fishing implements. A. 
MAHAN, Cortland, N. ¥. auge2b 

POR, SALE.—AT ALL TIMES, PIGHONS, FOR 
7 trap shooting, large or small lols, 

WERTS , 168 West Pratt st., 
augsi1t. Baltimore, Md. 

Splendid Hunting and Fishing. 
Dear, turkey, quail in abundance. Fine farm of 

200 acres—on a river. Good shad fishery. Suit- 
able for gentlemen wanting a hunting lodge, or 
any one wishing a fine little farm. Price $2,000. 

JOHN C, GRIFFIN, 
angS1,lt Petersburg, Va. 
A 

OR SALE.—PARKER GUN MADE TO ORDER, 
Used one season; Damuscus, pistol grip, 12-bore, 

Sibs., 80in., with trimmings; also Auxillary Rifle 
Barrel and sights fitted fo gun. F. 8. FOSTER, 
Meriden, Ct. augslit 

FERRETS. 
Four female ferrets for sale; $3.75 each. Send P, 

©. order to BH. N. FRANCIS, Pittsfield, Mass, 
augi7,3t 

fu the Stud, . 
HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 

bitches at $35. Address A. MW. TUCKER, 
street, Charlestown, Mags, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

In the Stud. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1883, 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
pies of the ape strains. Wull pedigrees, W. N, 
CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y- 

IN THE STUD 
To a limited number of approyed bitches. 

= 2 Lad 

English Mastiff Duke.” 
Third Prize Boston, 1882. 

Bitches sent carefully attended. Puppies from 
above dog and Pride, a magnificent bitch of the 
best mastiff strain, Malés, $25; females, $20. For 
pects and pedigree address CHAS. E. SHAW, 
Minton, Mass. augi0.te 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES. 

Champion Tweed I!,, Imp. Scotch Collie, 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the hench 

in England, Scotland, Wales and America. 

FEE, $25.00. 
Sire among others of Jos Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club shakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
Jtne 16, 1882. 

BITCHES. A 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Gowrie. 

Lilac, BE, K. C. 5, B. 10,745, and Meg, ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882, 
For prize list, &c., address THOS. H. TERRY, 

P, O, Box 2017, N. ¥. july20,1£ 

CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD, 

ist, English Kennel Club show, 1881; 1st, N. ¥., 
Westminster Kennel Club, 1882; and many other 
prizes in England. Fee $25. Address JOHN E. I. 
RAINGER, No. 1 Pearl st., N. Y. junerstt 

IN THE STUD. 

Red Irish Setter Dog “Larry,” 
ELCHO ex ROSE, 

Winner of first prize in an elegant class, Pitts- 
burg, 1882 (only time competing). Larry is solid 
deep red, 109 white, large, and one of the best made 
all over Irish dogs in America, with a most superb 
head, Is thoroughly and artisticully trained on 
woodcock and eat excellent nose, perfectly 
staunch before and behind, and a perfect retriever. 
Ts perfectly obedient, with tha best of disposition. 
Fee $20 cash or brace of pups from first class 
bitches, Address W. H. PIERCH. Peekskill, N. Y. 

HIO KENNELS.—IN THE STUD—DASHING 
Lion, by Liewellin’s champion Dash IT. out of 

his champion Leda, Fee for imported or native 
bitches, $25. Address G. W. BALLANTINE, Wash- 
ingtonyille, Ohio. junepeote 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREBT, N, Y., 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty, 

The Calf-skin Collar for Sotlers. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets. 

Send 50e. for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle’ 

he Hewnet. 

Miscellaneous. 
FOR SALE.—A choice lot of black breasted red 

game fowls, 
A good and well-trained rabbit beagle, 3 yrs. old. 
A first-class bull-terrier biteh 234 old 
Address FRANK ARMSTRONG, 

Brooklyn. 

INE SETTERS FOR SALE CHEAP.—A PATR 
of Trish setter bitch pups, five months old, 

having the blood of the champion Rodman’s Dash, 
Plunket and Moya, and one beautiful setter bitch, 
three years old. W. B. PEET, Station M,, N, Y. 
City. augsl,2t 

. fips "8 

Champion Fire Fly’ in Whelp. 
For Sale.—The well known Irish red setter biteh 

champion Fire Fly (Rufus ex Friend), winner of 
many prizes and a great beauty, thoroughly broken 
and noted for her speed, nose and perfect style 
when at work. and a pertect retriever, She is the 
dam of many very handsome field dogs by Elcho. 
She is now in sesson, and will be bred to my grand 
stud dog Larry (Wlcho ex Rose), and sold for $140, 
as I shall raise no puppies this year. This is a great 
bargain, as her puppies arein demand at big prices 
and this litter will sell for double my priest. Sold 
for no fauli. Address W.H, PIERCE, Peekskill, 
N.Y augslit 

yrs 7 
1096 Dean street, 

gugsl,2t 

LACK COCEER.—JESSIE, V.E.C. 1881. FULL 
pedigree $25. Six ups, ten weeks old, $5 

each; or bitch and pups, BS . Address DAVID C. 
FRANK, 878 Broadway. N. Y. City. augsiit 

OR SALE,—COCKER SPANIEL DOG, TWO 
rears old, solid liver color, well broke to hunt- 

ing and freeing partridge. Price $2. CHAS. F. 
KENT, Monticello, N. Y. augal.il 

OR SALE.—THE IMPORTED BEAGLE HOUND 
bitch Faithful. Price $15, and some of her pups 

$4 each, or two for 315, THHODORE, MEYER, 318 
Bighth street, Jersay City, N. J. augdl 

Ghe Henuet. The Bennel, 
OR RED IRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 

iels of the most fashionable blovud address 
CHAS, DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~aptis,tt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointérs and sétters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Muss. Sept22,tf 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROB’) WALKER 
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y- July21,tf 

ORTRAITS OF KASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will ba 

sent post-paid for 25 sents each. or the five for $1. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dee29,tf 

Ay beer sive KENNEL.—DOGS—HOUSE, YARD 
and field broken. Also dogs hoarded reason- 

Address N H. VAUGHAN, Middleboro, Mass. 

| + L “. 

Prize Spaniels. 
The show season being aver we will dispose of 

prize winners and prize bred stock at reasonable 
8. Also puppies by champion- Benedict. Dash 

and Bob UT. We have this year won one champion 
prize, five specials, nine firsts, ten seconds, and 
tour times yhe and once he to our own winners. 

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB. 
Enclose stamp. Hornellsyille, N. Y. 

OR SALE—MY RED IRISH SETTER DOG 
Don, 246 years old, by champion Elcho and a 

thoroughbred bitch. He is perfectly broken, is 
fast, staunch, good nose scent and good eudurance, 
and a tender mouth; retriever from land and water. 

eis fit to run in any field trial, Price $75, Will 
show him on either quail, woodeock or snipe. For 
particulars inquire of H, KILLIAN, Columbia, Fa. 

july 33.t£ 

s-) 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED TOR BENCH AND 
fleld purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickerville 

Pa, unei5,tf 

SPORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
\O for sale. Best of Reference. D. PF. WILBUR, 
Takeyille, Mass. junel5,t£ 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—TWENTY FOX- 
hounds and pups; wonld exchange for 20-bore 

breech-loader, or a good tent or other sporting 
equipments, ér first four volumes of Forest and 
Stream, Eyery dog warranted to be as represented, 
L, M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. ¥. aug3,2mo 

OR SALE.—A RHD IRISH SETTER DOG, 
nine months old, Full pedigree. Address M. 

A, HANCHETT, Box 604, Orange, N. J. auge+,3t 

RUID, PRINCESS DRACO, ROB ROY, LIVY. 
Few pups for sale cheap. For price and ped- 

igree apply to J, N, BRUNSON, Sycamore. Mlinois. 
auge4 dt 

OR SALE,—TWO CLUMBER SPANIEL BITCH 
ups, litter sisters, whelped March 1881, partly 

yard broken; by Dash (Rake-Romp I.) out of Belle 
(bred by Major Venables, England); so eyen in size 
and marking that they are hard to distinguish 
when running t°gether; both white with orange 
ears: a very hatidsome brace, full of life. Will 
only be sold together. Address, P.O. Box 144, 
Savannah, Ga. aug? At 

FOR SALE. 

Four Bitch Puppies, 
Whelped July 2nd. 

Liver and White. #50 Each, 

Sensation Mineola 

Jim Nell Croxteth Bliss 
Fy — SHS =, — 

Judy Hamlet Nina Rap Jane Young Dream Ben 
Bang 

“Mineola,” late ** Minnie S8.* 

Winner of second Prize at N. Y. Dog Show, 1882. 

Address G, DeFOREST GRANT. 
augél4t Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. 1. 

EMON AND WHITE POINTER DOG, 3 YRS. 

augal.1t 

Choice Irish Puppies Chea;:. 
Fot sale cheap, a very handsome brace (dog aud 

bitch) of superior bred Trish setter puppies, all 
dark red, six weeks old, dam Gussie II. (champion 
Gussie ex champion Rory O’More), sire my grand 
stud dog Larry (Elcho ex Rose). Also a yery hand- 
some solid dark red Trish setter bireh puppy, four 
tnonths old, out of the fine imported bitch Lassie, 
by Larry (Elcho ex Rose). Price only $15. Address 
W. iH. PLERCH, Peekskill, N. ¥. augel 2b 

O BEXCHANGE.—ONE BRACE OF SMALL 
sized Beagles, dog and bitch, two years old, for 

a good steady staunch pointer or setter, three or 
four years old. Address H, J, FERRY, Palmer, 
Mass: algal i 

OR SALE—A COUPLE OF BEXTRA FINE 
thoroughbred Beagle hounds. Addréss HOR- 

ACE SMITH, No. 18 Park Row. N. Y- augal Lt 

FOR SALE. 
A few choice cocker and field spaniel puppies of 

first-class stock. Black, liver, liyer and white, black 
and white. Send stamp for circular, 

J. F. KIRK, 
44 King st. West, Toronto, Can, augai,1t, 
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1881 EDITION 
OF THE 

Hurlingham and London 
GUN CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES 

For gale at this office Price twenty-five cents, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGE. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned. It is put u 
m patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. simple and efficacious, 

Price, 0 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

_A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu_up in boxes containing ten powders, with the 
directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail. 
Both the above are recommended by the “ Ast 

and Stream and Rod and Gun,” De pees 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 FoOLTON STREET, - - Nrw Yor«. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, = New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 
[SESE ee 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRAQGY. 

EMPEROR FRED, 

A new puir just ont. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O' DAY, 

Quail shooting in Tennessee—DASH TI. 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota, 

THUNDER, 

and 

These pictures are photographic reproductions 
of oil palibiies by Tracy, Executed ap the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordmary 
photographs, and are equal ta steel eugravings in 
appearance. Size 10xl4inches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame, 

Price, $1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANS, 189 Broadwa: 
New York, or J, PALMER O°NHIL, 08 Wilt, Avente 
eevee J. ML. TRACY ddress J. M. ACY & CO., Lock Box 351 
Chicago, Ml. F : As 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &¢ 
Exports champion and ofher pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BN BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free, Gives addresses of Prin: 

cipal English breeders. 

Discontinuation 
—OF- 

“THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,” 
—OR— 

THE GOOKER SPANIEL KENNEL, 
FRANKLIN, N. Y., 

As a Public Kennel. 

Health and inereasing private business compels 
that on and after November ist, 1888. the ahove 
kennel will be closed asa public kennel. Present. 
kennel stock inust be reduced, and after the above 
date a private kennel of four or tive choice speci- 
mens of this breed will only be kept. Private 
breeders, public breeding kennels and sportsmen 
will find this a chance rarely offered to secure extra, 
grand cocker bitches with best of pedigrees, both 
broken, and grown and unbroken, af a price below 
actual value, Correspondents enclosing stamp wil] 
fet printed pedigrees and prices of stock offered 
as per aboye. Address M. P. McKOQN, Proprietor 
Franklin, N. ¥. augal,tf 

Richmond County Training Kennel. 
Dogs carefully trained for all purposes. Live 

quail aS Eston Geéntleness and kindness are 
my methods, Terms reasonable. ISAAG W. 
EMMONS, Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 
ASEAN june22.tt 

ANTED.—TWO SETTERS OR POINTERS TO 
give daily field practice from Ovtober ist Ww 

January Ist. I guarantee to take er handle but 
two dogs in aseason. Twenty-five years experi- 
enee. Best of reference given. Address G. TH. 
BURNHAM, Eastford Conn. july27,6t 

HR HE. 
5 pictures of noted dogs, specimen pedigrees, and 

recipe for eure. of mange in dogs or scratches In 
horses, free for ten ventsin stamps. Spike collar 
and hook, $2. 10) printed envelopes, post paid, 75c. 

E, & 0. VON CULIN, 

Delaware City, Del. aug l0.té 

RUID, DASH IT, AND LEICESTER STOCK, 
dog and hiteh, six months old, black and white, 

with ticking, are very handsome and will make 
something fine: carry heads well np. Will sell 

cheap if taken al once. 

Address J. A, ROCKWOOD, 

augl73t West Medford, Mass. 

OR SALE.—SIX SETTER PUPS, (THREE 
dogs and three sluts), dam the fine red Trish 

setter Lady Suffolk, from imported stock. Sire the 
noted setter Bob. Two of the dor PUPS are perfect, 
matches, The above pups will be sold at reason- 
able prices. Apply personally or by leftér to 
JAMES HAWKINS, 29 Congress st., tate J. 

augs1,1t 

OR SALE.—PART OF A LITTER OF WELL- 
bred sétters, whelped July 5, sire Mr. BE, B. 

Hardy's Roll (Dash 1.-Countess Ada), dam Clair- 
ine, who is litter sister to Pollux, winner of the 
Eastern Field Trials Derby, 1881. Also part of a 
litter of cocker spaniels, whelped on the same date, 
by imported Conquest out of J. Kirby Perine’s Nell. 
Address FRED. H. HOW, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

aug2dtt 



Sportsmen's Goods. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Ppovtsuren’s Gaotls, Hotels aul Routes for Sportamen, Hotels wil Resorts for Sportonven. 

*niladelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE. 

A. B, SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 

Maonfacturersa of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, etc. 

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS, 

We make & specialty of Wood and Rod Mountings 
for Amateur Rod Makers. Our Celebrated Betha- 
bara Wood is far superior to anything known for 
making rads, being stronger than split bamboo, and 
has the ing and plasticity of tempered steel, 
Prices, 43 long, 44in. 45e.; S4in. 430. 3gin. 48b. ; 
Tin. 65c.; Tijin. 850.: Lain, sqr., $1 each. 
Ow Hethabara Ply and Bait Rods and Split Bam- 

boo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the 
Gontennial, Franklin Tustitute and Penna, State 
Fairs. 

Price list of wood and red mountings free, Our 
‘S-page now IWustrated Catalogue of Wishing Tackle 
aent, post-paid, on receipt of ten cents in stamps. 

Just Published. 

HUBBARD’S 

GUIDE TO MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
AND 

Northern Maine. 
Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 

New Ulustrations and new Maps covering the 

Kennebec, Penohseot, Aroostook, 
and St. John Rivers, 

pp, 218. Cloth, $1,50. 

A, WILLIAMS & CO., Boston, Mass. 

THE ANGLER’S 

AUTOMATIC 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

The following letter is from Dr. Geo. F. Gale, of 
Brattleboro, Vt.: 
Gasrnemen:—Have just returned from Moosehead 

Lake, Me. I cannot express the degree of satis- 
faction and pleasure 1 have found in the use of 
your automatic reel. Would not exchange it for 
all the reels eyer saw for fly fishing, Am con- 
fident I saved many fish that would have been lost 
with any other reel, particularly one large trout 
weighing three and one-half pounds which I played 
fifty minutes before he would come to the net, He 
fought hard and long, making many furious spurts 
from and towards the canoe, but it made no ditfer- 
ence. I kept my finger on the brake and it was 
simply impossible to get.a slack line. Mr. Childs, 
who Fished with me once, has one of your reels, 
says that nothing wonld induce him to go back to 
the old crank reel. Yours truly, 

Guo. FP. GALE. 
nnn EO — SS 

THE OLIMAK PATENT GUN OLEANER 
ts the most practical cleaner and oiler for bresch- 

loading armm#eéver invented. ‘ 
It operates on an entirely new principle, and it is 

astonishing how quick and well if will clean and oil 
agun, Hach cleaner is packed in a neat hox with 
full directions for use, and will be sent to any ad- 
dress, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50, 

Mlustrated Circular sent free on application, 
Th a yive calibre of gun, All orders and 

inquiries to be addressed J 
U.8. CARTRIDGE CO., LOWELL, MASS. 

The Hunting Sight. 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

Makes a Sporting Rifle perfeut. Send for 
wirevlar containing full description. Ad- 
dress, 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, ete, They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order_in a vari- 

3 ety of styles, aud war- 
At ranted the genutue arli- 

’ cle. Seud for price list. 
MARTIN 8. HUTCH- 

©, Box 368. Brapronw & 

7m Mes ee ae 

INGS, Dover, N. H. P. 
AytHony, Boston Agents. 

ARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF MOOSEHEAD 
Lake and the North Maine Wilderness, a yalu- 

able companion for the sportsman, hunter and 
lumberman. Lately corrected and revised, and now 
acknowledged to be the only correct map of this 
yast region. Neatly bound in cloth covers. Price, 
ostage, by mail, 50cents. CHARLES A, J. PAR- 

R, Jamaica Plains. Mass, 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
* (HisragnisnEp 1836), 

Virst Premium at World's Fair al) New York, and 
Uentennial Exhibition, 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N.E, Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tavkle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Ply Hooks, 
Etc., Ete. 

EE="Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order, 
Aso Krider's" Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit, 

Repairing of all kinds. 

SINNER’S 
CELEBRATED 

Fluted Spoon 
Actual size of No, 2. 

Nos, 1 & 2 are especially 
made for trolling with flies 
for Black Bass. 

A KILLING BAIT 

DURABLE, 
for them of loval 

flealers, 
a . 

Fishing Tackle, 
of the best quality, 

ALL KINDS AND STYLES. 
Flies for all Waters, 

Catalogues mailed on 
request. 

Bradford & Anthony, 
374 Washington St., 

Boston, Mass, 

Ask 

NEW EDITION: 
oF 

Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks 
Cloth, $1.59. Prive, Paper, Spe. 

For sale by the Forest, and Stream Pub. Co, 

MANN’S 
Trolling Spoons. 

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable for trolling 
for all kinds of fish that will ake an artificial bait. 

Our Perfect Revolving Spoon is Wwdoubtedly the 
best general spoon for teking fish ever offered to 
the public. 
Three sizes made—No bass, pike, pickerel, 

or any fish undér five pounds weight; No 21 for 
large fish; No. 22 excellent for deep-water fishing. 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 

None genuine except with JOHN H. MANN’S 
name stamped on every spoon. 
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers 

in fishing tackle. 

If not to be found readily, the manufacturers 
will send by mail or express at ONH DOLLAR each, 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N, Y. 

(VAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-Kangeley .akes, It treats of *!¢amp life,” in- 
doors and ont is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25cents, by 
mail, postpaid, 80 cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mas 

Hotels ani Houtes tor Sportsmen, 

Pernt ba oe LAKE. ADIRONDACKS, 
3 +The Queen of all the lakes,” 2,000 feet above 
sea. An unequalled resort for sportsmen or inva- 
lids. Trout and venison during the stason, ‘“Blan- 
chard's Wigwams” on Green Point are new and 
commodious cottages all fitted in rustic style. A 
royal place to spend vacation. Best table and beds. 
To be reached via RK. R, and stage from Sarasa: 

es 
ad- 

and boat from Blue Mt. Lake. Board, good gui 
and bouts ¢an be engaged in advance. P. O, 
dress, CELAS. W. BLANCHARD, Blue Mt. Lake, 
Hamilton Co., N. ¥., 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, NJ, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Wishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey, 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

WEEK. $12 A DAY AT HOME HASILY 
Ri made. Costly Outfit fiea Address TRUE 
& CO. Augusta, Maine’ 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawlk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, etc., ete. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk, 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., daily excapt Saturday 
at4 P.M, 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

KENEBAGO LAKE HOUSE. 
This justly-famed sportsmen’s resort is situated 

in the heart of the best fish and game region acces- 
sible in the State. Trout always plenty and take 
the fiy, and deer, moose and caribou have here 
their favorite haunts. The Seven Ponds ara easily 
reuched from the house, most of the route by 
boat, where are established fine camps and boats 
by the undersigned, who were pioneers in openin; 
up the country for sportsmen. The scenery aroun 
the lake is lovely beyond deseription. Distance 
from Rangeley City ten miles, by carriage and 
horseback. Mail service tri-weekly. Rates reason- 
able, Address GRANT & RICHARDSON, Proprie- 
ters, Kenebago Lake, Wranklin Co., Me, July 12,'82. 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C. R. R. of N, J, 
foot of Liberty street. 
For Puiladelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:40, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P, M. 
On Sunday at 845.4. M., 5:30, 12 P.M. 

Yor Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:16 A, M.; 
1:80, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A.M. 

For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. ML; 1:40, 4:00, 4:30, 
5:30, 7:00, 12 P/M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M. 5:30, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jerséy City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale al foot of Liberty street, 289, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos, 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination, 
H. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent, 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine. The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land. The buckboard road has heen repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure. Round tri 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Bustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted, Terms reasonahle. Everything in 
readiness. ; 

Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine, 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—ro0 THE— 

IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and return.....,.......__. $10,00 
*+ South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

TOUT ren. oes ane eter niin ap 2.00 
‘Middle Dam and return. ....,., ... 12.00 
‘“* Upper Dam Pn ceo kee: Sela) 13.00 
Upton ae og eek eee 11.00 
** Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
via Phillips..... AOA An. Dea Oe 13 75 

Indian Rock and return via Andover 14.00 
33 Rangeley. Lake and return.,.....,. 12,50 
‘Phillips + ale, bee 10. 
‘© Indian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return via Phillips),..,.._. 15.25 
* Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

CG YEN A gael tole see doses 4.00 
‘** Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House).....-.-..... Apolo 16. 
‘Forks of the Kennebée and return. 13.00 
‘s Dead River and return,............. 13.00 
“Grand Falls, N, B., and return...... 16.00 
“ §8t. Andrews, N. B., and return, ._.. 15.00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 
Tickets for sale at all Ree ticket offices, and 

at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | pogron 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET S@Q,, { oN 
Send for list of excursions, 

D, J. FLANDERS, 
Gen, Pass. and Ticket Agent. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, providing for every expense en route, 
constantly formed. 

Send for American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
particulars, 

CHIEF OFFICE; 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasous, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leayes Quebec every 

Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

DEVE & ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Boston, Mass., 16 State street. 
Philadelphia, Pa. N. BE, Cor. Broad 

etreots. 
and Chestnut 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. BR. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling aud Black Bass Fisheries, 
AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HHALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAENS OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THE WATHRS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are assed, if 
equaled, inthe abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters, 
The TROUT season hegins May 1 and ends Sept, 1. 

see ils GRAYLING season opens Jume 1 and ends 
Nov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGH, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
ean readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘‘club’ at home, as ice for packing fish can he 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of, the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climaté is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections, 
New hoteis with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

wis completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Iznace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points, 
During the season ROUND. TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 

owner’s risk. 
Tt is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘‘at home” 

on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen'l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Chesapeake & Ohio R'y. 
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER 

TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING 
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND 

WEST VIRG: A, 
Comprising those of Central and Pledmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, eg- 
hany Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, Kena- 
wha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, etc. 

Guns, fishing tackle and one dog for each sports- 
man carried free. 

THE ROUTE OF THE TOURIST, 

through the most beautiful and pictureesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur 
Springs and other famous summer resorts. T 
The C. & O. R’y is reached by rail at. Huntington, 

W. Va., from the West, Northwest and Southwest; 
at Charlottesville, V., from the Nerth and East, and 
at Richmond, Va., from the South, 
The completion of the Peninsular Extension in the 

summer of 1881 affords 

THE ONLY -ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE 
“YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,” 

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Rich- 
moni, Va., and Huntington, W. V., between the 
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean, 

H. W. FULLER, 

G. P. & T. 4,, Richmond, Va. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

= ve F= : oa 

HUROPEAN PLAN} 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMENS 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. L. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the'best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the lar rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast, e best ground in the yicinity of. New 
‘York for bay puis shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address - N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L.I. Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
herd, rey Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N.Y. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route ta 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH, 
Pullman Palace Cars direct withoutchange, Upon 

oe ee a dogs carried free. 
eave New York at 10 P. M, and 3:40 P. M. Wash- 

ington, D, C., 7:10 A. M.andi0 P.M. Vor informa- 
tion address JOHN S. BARBOUR, President, Cor. 
Sixth st. and Penn ave., Washington, D, C. 



FOREST AND STREAM. a jolt as 

THE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

GENUINE 

NONE® ARE 

BIAMPED. 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

a] 

Miscellaneous. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

fi. W, COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

(68 Broadway. New York: 
84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fifth St.. St. Louis, 

Katon’s Rust Preventor. 
Yor GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS, Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade’ supplied dy EH. E. BATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Il, Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GO. G. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N, J. 

WIELD GLASSES, TELESCOPES, MICRO- 
scopes, Stereoscopes, Graphoscopes, Bye Glasses, 

Spectacles, Thermometers, Barometers and every- 
thing else in the optical goods line at CHARLES L, 
RITZMANN’S, 943 Broadway, New York City, 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call ati Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, ete. 

‘NOR- (MOLLER'S 
>, COD-LIVER Ol} _. 

FOR = 
General ¥ 

Debility, } 
Scrofula, 

WECIAN 

Rheumatism & 
ov Consumption, “ 
is superior toanyinde- & 
licacy of taste and smell, 

medicinal virtues and purity. 
¢London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 

purest and best. Sold by Druggists, 

WT Sehiettelin & 00.7 erasers) NewYork 

MAKE HENS LAY, 
An English Veterinary surgeon and Chemist, now 

traveling in this country, says that most of the 
Horse and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless 
trash. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders 
are absolutely pure and immensely valuable. Noth- 
ing on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’s 
Condition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
pint food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 
éight letter stamps. 1S. JOHNSON & GO., Boston, 
Mass., formerly Bangor, Me, : 

Partner Wanted 
With from $1,000 to $4,000, in printing business, 

established 1873. Business not local, and could be 

moved if necessary, Partner must be energetic, 

but not necessarily a practical printer. A rare 

chance for the right man. Address SPORTSMEN’S 

PRINTERS, P. O. Box 22, Delaware City, Del. 

$66 
co, 

A WEEK IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 

Portlaneg Maine, 
and $5 outfit free, Address H, HALLETT | manufacturers and pick your own barrels and action in the roug: 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
Mieat “FE "ibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Please see that Myvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATHINT” and uv X. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
18 South William Strect, - NEW YORK. 

WESTERN AGENTS 1. KITTRIDGH & GO., Cincinnati, O. 

Spartenven’s Gooils. 

" BTAMPBES 

To be had in smaller quantities ef 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsnews Gontls, 

m HODGMAN & CO., 
425 Broadway and 27 Malden Lane, 

New Work, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT O# 

RUBBER 

Luntng ant Fishng Cuts 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Etubber Blankets, ~ 

And Complete Rubber Outfits, 
Rubber Sheoting Jacket. TRSTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue. 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M'f’'e Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove Wf’g Ca., 

' a 
I ® @ ji 

508 & 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST, 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rubber Goods of Every Description, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

142 Fulton St. New York. ON Cos 
pee 
vil —MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to order. 

If you want a first-class work ab price to suit you, and save a) seta commission, come direct to the 
state. 
Boston, Mass. C. H, EUTEREROUK, 27 Dock Square, 

aay’s Chip 
=k 

EXPANSIVE SHOT CONOENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case. 

Tn our latest device for concentrating shot, we 
have substituted a special wire for expansion, 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub- 
ject to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 
be used to advantage in eylinder and modified 
echoke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are Incomparable. 
By the use of this Chip you ayoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore guns, 
Our deyice balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gun. 

100 in box, sent to any address by U. S. mail, 
postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 
heavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100. 
Address all orders to A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, 
J. 
eal 

FEIRT ATION CAMP; 

OR, 

Rifie, Rod and Guan in California, 

BY THEODORE S. VAN DYKE, — 

For sale at this office. Price $1.50, 

. BROWN’S PATENT 

N in market. tt 
For One Dollar, one Cieaner, Patches, Brush | 

and full directions sent free of postage. | 
Address FT, YARDLEY BROWN, Patenteo. 

WINCHESTER, REDRICK CO., WA. 1 

8 
V4 = GUN CLEANER||| 

z THE BRAT 

iS , Cleaner and Oiler 
i| o a\esea” For Bresch-loading Aris 

a 

Tn ordering, give calibre of gua. \ | | | 
CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 5 
> GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS, 5 SI 

et 
les! 

= 
= 

NYE HM 
ds Fishing Tackle Uarnrs. Ac. sent © © D. for examin 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUE WuSKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

INCHESTER RIFLES, BALLARD RIFLES, 
Wesson Rifles, Smith & Wesson Revolvers, 

English Bull Dog Revolvers; in fact every style of 
earms manufactured at CHARLES L. RITZ- 

MANN'S, 943 Broadway. New York City. 
2 

W ALIACH'S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book ¢o 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage, Jupsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aad the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
fin, and Dead rivers; Mluminated coyers, tinted 
paper, 820 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents, CHARLES A, J, FARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain. Mass, 

1) ae LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Mlustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lukes and ponds connected with them, 256 pages, 
30 illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
Juminated covers. Price, by maui, post-paid, 50 
cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. 

IARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA‘NGELEY LAKES REGION, ineluding all 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country: 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc. ; 
cloth bound. Price st-paid, by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

WILD RICE bisa Giss. cit: 
CHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher. 

® From $6.00 up; send 10c. for Circu- 
lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST HERZOG, 36 John St., N.¥* 
Manuf'r of Photo. Instruments. 

5 £9 ( PER DAY AT HOME. SAM 
Be ples worth $¢ free, Address 
STINSON & CO. Portland, Maine 



Ammunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rif! 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Bend postal card for pla eteatan Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. WPurnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. ¥. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Douront’s GuypowbDer Minus, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of pow. der: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for gi: s-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Tb. canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

(fine): burns slowly, strong and very eaivs great 
enetration, with ac lose pattern ; a lapted for glass- 

pall, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with cither 
muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 1 Ib. and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 614 and 1244 Ib. k 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

‘Choke Bore*’ Guns, and particularly for prairie 
anid upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the harrels,. gives 
both a good penetration and a closepattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No, Tand No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 1b. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 Ib, panier 64 Ib, kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting.”’—FFg. 

and FFFg. The Fe. “for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the Fg, and FFFg. for general use, burning 
strong and moist. Packed in % Ib., 1 Ib. and 5 Ih, 
canisters, fl4, 1246 and 25 Ib. kegs. Fe. coarse, FFFg. 
fine. 

Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sarrine and Blasting 
Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U.S. Government Standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or pr eof, 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 

. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y¥. 

N. B.—Use. none but DUPONT'S Fg. 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 

ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

or FFg, for 

AGENCIES ar art PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos.2,3,4,5,6,7and8. Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

pie? 1. Hawker’s Ducking. 

W. STITT, 61 Cedar St., N. V., Agent for U. S. 

FOREST AND SPfREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

H.L.Leonard’s split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

No. 1 shows waterproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875). No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
September 3, 1878). No. 8 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
.% Warren Street, New York. 

Extra Quality Hand-Made Rods. 
OUR OWN MAKE. 

5603,—Three-piece fly, full mounted, stained, lencewood middle joint and two tips, rings, 
reel bands, wound grip on butt in partition bag. 

BRASS MOUNTED, 36.00; GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 38.40 EACH. 

We make the above rod in three different sizes, viz; length, 10ft. 3in., weight, Toz.; 11ft, 4in., 
weight, Yoz,: 10ft. bin., weight, 1050z. 

No 

No. 

Aumunition, ete. 

‘The Hazard Powder Co., 

Gunpowder 

No, 410.—Three-piece, black bass bait, the celebrated ‘‘Henshall” pattern, full mounted, light | 

standing guides, butt wound below reel bands, lancewood middle joint 
and two tips, length, §} feet, weight, 11 fo 12 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, 37.00; GHRMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 

A fine rod for Minnow Casting and Batt Fishing. 

colored, 

$9.00 BACH 

No. : 
lancewood middle joint and two tips, wound grip on butit, stained, nicely finished 

and polished, length, 104ft.; weight, 124 to 14oz. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, 310,00 EACH, 

No, 810,—Wim. Mills & Son’s, three-piece black bass bait rod, full German silver mounted, 

lancewood middle joint and tips, arched center guides, hollow butt, extra tip, 

cane winding on grip, very highly polished, length 9ft., weight, 124 to 13oz, 

$12.00 each. 

No. 4%70,—Four-piece full mounted trunk rod (joints 28in. long), standing guides, capped 

ferrules, hollow butt, extra tip, wound grip on butt, suitable for trout and black 

bass bait fishing, length 84ft., weight 12 to 15 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, $10.00 BACH, 

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW 70-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUB 

OF FISHING GOODS. 

SUPPLIES FOR FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Naturalists and Taxidermists, | Jack Lamps Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 

ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 

Tuminating Purposes. 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 

LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 

POCKET LANTERNS, ete. 

Price list sent. on application. 

W. J. Knowlton’s Natural Histary Store, | 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. : 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG. (i Send stamp for Mustrated Price 
List. Name Forest anp STREAM. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

| 

Price $3.50. | 

| 65 Fulton street N. Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co 

131), Three-piece, “McGinnis” pattern, black bass hait or minnow rod, full mounted, j 

| 
| 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Hazard’s ‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (ine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in point ot 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 Ib. canisters and 
614 lb. kegs. A fine grain, 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard’s *‘ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to prepay Ini and 5 Ih, canisters 
and 614 and 1214 Ib. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, ‘shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FEFG, FFG and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
25, 1216 and fA lbs. and cans of 5lbs. FFFG is also 
packed in 1 and ae canisters. Burns strong and 
nioist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting PGis the 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole- 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORK. 

ae and clean, for up - 

REMINGTON 
Breech-Loading, Double-B 

OT 
Regular price, $40; 

ne its 45: 

arreled 

se & ub +e 

Other grade roportionately, 
Single Barr alede di int tbs Seo ARR EE A 

ALFORD, WARD, pays ENPORT & CO., 
P. O. Box 2002. | 7 Chambers St., N. Y. 

wearer SDT TST TTI ION 

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! 
Old or new or in serial or pamphlet form, bound 

- 25 
» O03 

in artistic and substantial manner at trade price. — 

Calland examine styles; satisfaction guaranteed, 

City or conntry bindings collected and delivered 

free of charge. 
JOHN BEACHAM, 

7 Barclay street, New York City. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and 

A 

} Rebounding Lock. 

| Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra 

heavy guns fe ae te ecialty. Send stamp for 
circular. C. 8, , Manufacturer, Hat- 
field, Mass, 

FRANK BLYDENBURGH, 
INVESTMENT AND MISCELLAN EOUS SE- 
CURITIES, UNLISTHD MINING STOUKS, 

68 Pine street, New York. 

RERMINGTOR’s 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles. 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U.S. Gov- 
ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges. Prices; Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 
the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y¥. Pp. 0. Box 3,994. 

TEE: BAREENR Guns. 

SAMASCUS STBREL, 

end Stamp for Descriptive Giroalar. 

OUR 

uly 
PRICH, PEST ENGLISH TWIST poeneres 

JOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. ¥. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10 lbs. weight. 

THREE BARREL 

he rifle is perfectly accurate, 

OUR NEW MODEL 
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OUR AMARICAN THAM. 

yee present week will close the practice of the American 
Team, and by the end of next week the match will 

have heen decided, It isdifficult to predict a victory for 
either side. Thete are grave points to We criticised in the 

make-up of the liome team, in its methods of practice, in its 

choice of arms, and in its preparation for the work in hand.- 

The prospect does not become more rosy as the date of the 

Match draws near. Our team does not seem to pull well to- 
gether, The scores run up and downina jageed way, and 

the top man of {o-day is the bottom man tomorrow. This 

Means that there is a great deal of independent practice go- 
ng on; that the men are not holding in with one another, 

and while each is no doubt doing his best right along, the 
team system is entirely wanting. 

. Tt is doubtful whether or nothe team system can be ap- 

Plicd with this team, and that after all we will have to drop 
back to the English system of allowing each man to do his 
est, and calling the aggregation of the scores a team total, 
hat is not the way that previous American victories have 

been won, and it will not improve the American chances if 

We are to throw aside our old winning habit and adopt a 
Bauch cruder system. The first requisite for a well organized 
team, one that can work together, isa fixed point of depar- 

pee. They must hold alike. It is of no use to have an 
laborate table of the variations between the several rifles, if 

‘the men do not use the weapons in the same way at each 

shot, Inthe small-bore matches, the holding was perfect. 
was ‘“‘dead on” all the time, and this being known, one 
eman could follow another with certainty when the 

‘proper allowances had been made, The back position en- 
abled all this to be done with ease, the men could hold their 
Tifles with viselike accuracy shot after shot. One rifleman 
“We recall who was excellent in many ways, was left off the 

successive American teams simply because of his bad 
abits of ‘holding for wind” to various puints of the target 
tead of making the allowance on his sights and wind 

singe. Though individually he was an excellent marks- 

man, he could not be safely trusted as a team man, and did 
not shoot on any of the teams. 

In the make up of our International Military team we fail 
to see that there is the fixed point from which to make ¢al- 

culations. The men do not hold steady—the prone position 
is not now and never was a steady position, There is a cer- 

tain amount of snap shooting in it, That is, the foresight of 

the rifle goes wavering about over the target face and then 

at the right instant the trigger is pulled, Some riflemen are 
more steady than others, but there is not that fixed holding 
on the bull which was a feature of our American team shoot- 

ing from the back position. There are difficulties connected 

with the taking of the back position with military rifles, but 

they are not insurmountable. Many excellent marksmen 

use it in matches similar in condition to the International 

match, The committee on the organization of the team 

should have recognized the importance of position in carry- 

ing out a team discipline, and should haye mude it a 
requisite of admission to the team that the back position 

should be used. A few months’ practice would have cn- 

abled eyery member of the team to have shot from the back 

position at the second stage, but now it is too late to change. 

The match must be fought through with the men as they 

now shoot. Wedo not see that much can be done in the 

way of team drill under these conditions. The practice thus 
far of the men may not be a good criterion, as the shooting 

is yet nothing more than an active rivalry for place on the 

team. In our next issue we shall be able to giye the record 

of the men as chosen, The rivalry should then haye ceased, 
and if the scores do not show a marked improvement we 

may conclude that there is no basis for Col. Bodine to estab- 

lish team practice as contradistinguished from the mere 

practicing upon the same day and over the same ranges of a 

company of shooters, Without the application of this team 

drill it is not unlikely that we have seen the best our team is 

capable of, unless perchance the spur of the actual match 

shall lead to some unexpected displays, but this pressure 
may bring unsteadiness and poor scores instead of firmness 
and fine shooting. 

We should have been much more easy as to the result if 
we had noted the application of the team principle, had seen 

the men catch step together and move along, each getting 

aid from and giving assistance to his comrades. If that 

plan can be carried out the final team should have been made 
up long ago, if not, then the present desultory practice is 
about all that can be done. 

Sportsmen’s Ourrr's.—A full directory of the sports- 

men’s coodstradeis comprised in our advertising columns. The 

firms there represented are well established business houses, 

most of them of long standing, and allreputable and reliable, 

The sportsman who is in need of any article to complete his 
outfit, from a gun to a box of wads, or from a rod to a fish 

hook, may obtain it by communicating with these dealers. 

Tt is, of course, considered the more satisfactory way to pur- 

chase in person what is needed, especially if the artiele be a 

finé gun or trod involving the outlay of a considerable sum of 

money, But this is not a necessity. The firms to which we 

refer unnually send out in response to mail orders tens of 

thousands of dollars’ worth of goods, and itis a significant 

fact that dissatisfaction on the part of the purchaser is the 

yery rare exception. We know of no other class of goods 
in which the purchaser at a distance can be so sure of receiv- 

ing fair dealing as he is when ordering a shooting or angling 

outfit, or any part of one from these firms. An important 

rule to be ohserved by the party giving a mail order is to be 

as explicit as possible in his directions and explanations of 

what he wants. This will obviate possible misunderstand- 

ing and greatly assist the dealer in supplying the right article. 
In nine cases out of fen where the purchaser is not suited, 

the fault lies with himself for having been vague in his in- 
structions. 

Aw Active Pisa anv Game Ons. —Chagrin Falls, Ohio, 

has a fish and game club which does not confine its attention 
to the mere killing and capturing of fur, finand feather, but 
is wise enough to deyote a portion of its energies to keeping 
up the supply for future needs. In another column we print 
a letter from the secretary of the club, My, J, J. Stranahun, 
on their success in the culture of black bass, and we learn 
that now they have young bass to distribute, thus prov- 

ing the success of the experiment of introducing them to the 

waters of their ponds, They will now attempt the propaga- 

tion of the finer species of catfish. It is sincerely to be 
hoped that the public will afford the chub all the enconrage- 
ment and assistance necessary to continue this excellent 

work, 

FORMING LOCAL CLUBS. 

WE sometime ago took occasion to refer to the method 
of work adopted by the Michigan Sportsmen's As- 

sociation, The work is hriefly this: The association sends 

out an agent, who visits the several towns in a given district, 

talks with the residents, invites them to meet him, and when 

they have come together explains to them the object of the 

association and the purpose of the game laws. He is as a 

rule successful in arousing sufficient interest to insure in 

each village thus yisited the formation of a same club, 

which takes its stand on the side of zame protection, The 
present representative of the association, who is now doing 

such work on the northern shore, is Hon, Gyrus W. Higby, 

of Jackson. Mr. Mershon, the secretary of the association, 
who is now in this city, tells us that fhe Michigan plan is 

working well, and good results are following Mr. Highy’s 
labors. 

This is certainly one of the most efficient methods of in- 
ducing among the people an appreciation of just what game - 

protection is and what it is not. The spirit and intent of 

the restrictions imposed on the capture of fish and game are 

largely misconstrued by the general public, particularly in 

the frontier sections of the country, Game laws are re- 
garded as enacted in the interest of a few, and are thought to 

be an infringement of the rights of residents and land owners. 

Obviously, then, in an intelligent scheme of game protection 

the first essential is to remove this misconception, and to 

secure that appreciation of the justice of the game laws, 

which a clear understanding of them is sure to effect. When 

this has bees accomplished the rest is a comparatively simple 

matter. We shall watch with interest the progress of the 

Michigan Association, becanse we believe that they haye 
adopted the right course. 

SHA SALMON oR Lanwp-Lockep?—We were recently shown 
a salmon taken by Mr. ll. A. Green, of Newark, N. J., 
from the Marguerite, which the fishermen of the Saguenay . 

region declared to be a “‘winninish." The fish was brought 

to our office for identification by that enthusiastic angler, 
Mr. T. 8. Morrell, of Newark. It was apparently a sal- 

mon of about six pounds weight, but its extremely pointed 

snout gave it a peculiar appearance, and ifs coloring was 

some like that of a land-locked salmon. After a care- 

ful diagnosis we incline to think it merely an abnormal 

specimen of Salino salar. The “‘winninish” is not now 

recognized as distinct from the land-locked’salmon, and the 

latter fish is structurally a S. sulavr whose habits laye 

been changed, and a slight change in coloration has fol- 

lowed. In other words, if is merely a variety and not a 
distinct species, Dr. Ferber has also brought us two small 

land-locked salmon from Loch Lomond, twelve miles from 

St. John’s, N. B. ; 

Sea TurrnEs Near New Yorn.—A few weeks avo a 

friend told us in conyersation that many green turtles were 

caught near Sandy Hook this season. We have known of 
an occasional one being taken on Long Island, and even in 

Great South Bay, but not of frequent occurrence enough to 
be considered worth more than a passing notice as stragglers 

from the Gulf Stream, and we thought no more vf what our 

friend said. Last Monday while Mr, Francis Endicott, the 

well-known president of the Staten Island Sportsman's 

Club, took three of them while fishing for striped bass from 

thelower end of the island. The turtles, which were small 

ones, of about eight or ten pounds weight, were taken on the 

shore of Staten Island and werein good order. Now that 
we know of this fact, weare prepared to believe that they 

are of much more frequent oecurrence than is generally sup- 
posed. 

Tue Mooptus Doe Swrspter.—We understand that the 

Moodus dog swindler, who formerly advertised under the 

names of Howard, Fowler. Chester, Gleason, etc., is again 

at his tricks, He has been advertising from Middletown, 

Conn., under the name C. E. Pollard, and we understand 

that another alias is ‘Rey. 8. C. Fowler.’ This fellow— 

whatever his real name may be—is an arrant rascal, Tf any 
of his victims care to take steps to punish him, we cau give 
them some additional information nbout him. 

Boston Press Saoor.—The annual shoot of the Boston 

Press Rifle Association will be held at Walunt Hill, Septem- 
ber 28. The match promises to be an interesting one. 

Representatives will be on hand from the Hepild, (lobe, 
Jownal, Star, Post, Transemipt and Advertiser. Last year 

forty-six newspaper scribes shot at the targets, This year it 

is probable that there will be seventy-five entries, each man 

eager to get a “beat” on all the other papers. 
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ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTES. 

VItl.—A STAVE PARK—RANDOM SHOTS. 

J | NLESS something is done by the State of New York to 
~ preserve the grand old woods as a public park, its glory 

will depart within the next ten years, andit will become 

worthless for purposes of recreation or as a means of sujply- 

ing water to our rivers and canals. The lumbermen and 

bark peelers are fast destroying ils value for these purposes, 
and the grand system of mountains, whose heayily wooded 
sides prevent the sun from evaporating the rainfall, will be- 

come bleak and barren rock. All along the Hudson this is 

the case already, and no new growth takes the place of the 

old forest whenever ithas heen entirely removed, the ground 
being too dry to fayor its growth, and the unsightly stumps 
remain only to mark what was once good timber-growing 

land, Tho science of forestry, so well understood and prac- 

ticed in some parts of Europe, seems to have been entirely 
neglected here, and men cut and slash by wholesale, leaving 

the fhtnre to take cure of itself, sothat they reap one harvest. 

Thirty years ago there was plenty of water in the Hudson 

below Troy at all seasons, and sail vessels could tack at will 
in most pluces above the city of Hudson. Now a steamboat 
channel is all that remains in midsummer, and this is go 

scant that the riveris lined with stone dykes to keep the 
water in the channel. Few are so ignorant to-day as not to 
know that the cloariny off of timber tends to dry up the 

springs which flourished on the shaded, mossy sides of hills 

where rain and snow-fall was protected from the sun, hence 

it needs no elaborate argument to show that this region, 

which is the source of the Hudson and its main branch, the 

Mohiwk, as well as of streams flowing into Lake Champlain 
ond the St, Lawrence, and which is of no value whatever as 

an asticultural district, should be preserved as a public park, 

The practice of selling land to lumbermen, who make a first 
payment and then skin off the timberand decline to pay taxes 
on it, thereby allowing it to revert to the State, should be 

stopped at once, unless our legislators are willing to sce the 

water highways closed. The State does not know, and ean- 
not learn until the survey is completed, how much land it 
owns here, or where it is located, and unserupulous men take 

atyantage af the fact to cut timber on lands not their own. 

Tn.no other country would this be tolerated for a moment, 

The preservation of these forests is not alone a question 

concerning the sportsmen and others secking recreation, it is 

ove Which affects the commerce, as well as the health of the 

whole people of the State, 

There are still places enough in the Adirondacks where 

one eax go aud not find cockney hotels and people whom it 
ts desiseble to avoid, if he willleaye the beaten track, places 

where he will find good woodland fare and hospitality, 

where no telegraph brings news of hourly stock quotations 
on Wall street, or where he will be oppressed with Saratoga 

style. Why those who desire these things come into the 
woods, which should be sacred to silence and blue flannel, is 

4 wonder, they certainly are not in syuypathy with the spirit 
of the wilderness, and seem as much ont of place as our old 

friend “‘Leatherstocking”’ would be in a drawing room,. Old 

Natty would be astonished at them, and like me would 

suggest that their ‘gifts were not for the woods,” But they 
don't respect the honest old man, and it is a question = 

muny of them know who he was. One man talks of laying 
oul ~@race course in the woods. ©, Ichabod, Ichabod! 

Tt was an evil day when the level of some of the lakes was 
raised for the ostensible purpose of affording more water for 

the canals, but partly to facilitate the driving of logs down 
the streams, and a line of dead timber disfigures many as 
beuutiful sheets of water as are to found on this planet, und 

Which it will take a century to restore to their former come- 
liness. The raising of the water has injuriously aifected 

the fishing by destroying breeding grounds which are not to 

be found along the new shores with their decaying vegeta- 
tion and mold-coyered bottoms. 
To amav who loves the woods and nature in her wildest, 

forms, who loyes to look upon a landscape and imagine that 

no human ¢ye has seen it before, or at least not an eye he- 

longing to a white man, these things are all a profanation of 
the temple. The steamboats which go puffing up and down 

the lakes from Blue Mountain to Raquette are bad enough, 

Wut the slashing of timber and the damming of the iakes is 

worse. A lover of the woods goes there to escape civiliza- 

tion will its railroads, telegraphs and its money-making 

ways, and when he vets a glimpse of any of the birds or 

beasts which are ranging in his sight without being ayare of 

lis presence, he loves to note their movements and habits. 

Ti, wives him u feeling of satisfaction which the gilded youth 

who needs the constant support of all the appliances of 

civilization, including hourly reports of the stock market, 

his not the faintest conception of. Lreadily fall into sympathy 
with the men who haye visited the woods for the past thirty 
or forty years, and who haye come from a love of the vast 

solitudes which railroads and good wagon roads are now 
rendering too easy of access to the ordimary tourist, and who 

are finding that the churms of their old haunts, (heir woods 

ure gone, To them I will whisper that there are still places 

where they can Jeave the yanities of the world behind them; 

where the vilded youth dare not yet venture, and which even 

the old guides do not know. This may seem to be a strange 

statement, bul this very year Mr. Colvin has found pouds 

which his oldest and keenest woodsmen, who hunt and trap 

in that district all winter and guide in summer, have been 

compelled to admit were “new water.” This will all be 

announced in due time and in the regular mauner, but leay- 
ing them out for the present, there are other places where 

the tourist does not go. 

The guides take sight-seers by the main water courses, 

which are the easiust to travel, and these are so distributed 

fis to make aquatic highways in several directions almost 

across the woods, Between these will be found compara- 

tively unfrequented tracts containing small lakes, which the 

guides Know and few beside themselves visit. Jlere one can 

camp without fear of interruption, and will see none except 
il be some one haying his own tastes and habits, who will 

bid him ‘‘good day,” and perhaps accept an invitation to 
halt, eat a trout ora venison steak, smoke a pipe and then 

pass on, Such chance meetings often ripen into future ac- 

quaintance in the case of two persons for whom the woods 

Were mude, and neither feels that the other is intruding, 

which all lovers of the woods feel in the case of an invasion 

of tourists who merely ‘‘do” the woods because it is the 
fashion, 

Lhave spoken of the desirability of getting beyond all 
reach of civilization and its messengers, the mail and the 
telegraph, and to some this may seem carrying it farther 

than they would wish to go. I can best explain my desires 

on this point by quoting another, I once went into the 

woods with a gentleman haying large commercial relations 
and great interests af stake. We were to be gone some 
time, and aiman in his employ was to bring in some provi- 

sions ab the end of the first week. The instructions to the 
latter were: ‘When youcome in don’t bring either news- 

papers, letters or messages, except on family matters. I am 

on a yacation of four weeks, and I don’t propose to be dis- 

turbed by business. Even if banks fail and T am financially 

ruined T (lon want to know it, and T have no wish to be 

bothered with it, When J come out I will resume business.’ 
He had the correct view of a vacation in the woods, and 

cast off his business for the time and enjoyed himsell as he 

could not haye done had he allowed his worldly cares to an- 

noy him. He was a man who could endure his own society 

and did not need to carry his commercial relations with him. 

Tow few ean do this! And how few have enough in them 

to interest themselves. Byron’s lines on solitude are so to 
the point that I must quote: 
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To sition rocks, to muse o’er Hood and fell, 

Toslowly trace the forest’s shady scene, 

Where things that own not man’s dominion dwell, 
And mortal foot hath ne'er or rarely been; 

To climb the trackless mountain all unseen, 
With the wild flock that never needs a told; 

Alone o'er steeps and foaming falls to lean, 

This is not solitude; ‘tis but to hold 

Converse with nature's charms, and view her stores unrolled_ 

But midst the crowd, the hum, the shock of men, 

To hear, to see, to feel and to possess, 

And roam along, the world’s tired denizen, 

With none who bless us, none whom we can bless; 

Millions of splendor shrinking from distress, 

None that, with kindred consciousness endued, 

If we were not, would seem to smile the less 

Of all that attered, followed, sought and sued; 

This is to be alone; this, this is solitude. 

The few who feel thus will not suffer from lack of the su- 

perfluities of civilization and will find more companionship 
in the hills than in Wall street, F. M. 

Edilor Forest and Stream; 

In your issue of the 24th inst.,"F, M.‘’in his sixth article of the 

“Adirondack Survey Notes” strikes the key note to the protection 

of game. 

The remarks of the different guides, as given by him, on this ques- 

tion, are barticularly striking and truthful, and show plainly how the 

nistter is presented to them, and what vile means are resorted to by 

men who claim (0 be honorable and law-abiding citizens, outside of 

the game laws. But the day is near at hand that will brand the 
“venison thief’ (as the Woresr AND SrreAm styles him) with the 

same iron that is applied te the horse thief, 

This putting nen npon their honor is the true principle, and the 

mun who bribes, or threatens guides, into “crooked” work, not only 

disgraces himself, but commits treason to his neighbors and all 

honest sportsmen who wait for the open season. And my experience 
has been, that the “higher toned” the violator, anu the greater claim 

he made to honor and integrity when at home, the quieter he wants 

it kept, and the smailesi hole is large enongh for him 1 crawl 

through when he is caught. 

The Adirondack suryey party of which ‘Ff, M."’ was a member, seta 

splendid example, and its effect will be lasting. Many of the guides 

haye been trying to do what they knew was right, but were meeting 

with poor encouragement in many instances from honorable [?) 

sportsmen, And to have Mr. Colvin’s party with them, encouraging 

them in a practical manner, as well as by good fair argument, it has 

put new life into them on this question, and the last time Iwas on 

the Fulton Chain, they were pretty well prepared to meet those who 

had a disposition to violate the law, in a manner that if there was 
any honor in them, would bring it out. I hope every fair-minded 

sportsman will read Mi. Mather's article mentioned above, and if he 

has ever heen a violator of the game laws, let him size himself 
up, and meditate upon the honor he has gained or lostin the opera- 

tion. 

Your valuable paper has talen good ground on this question, and 

ils iuflnence is being felt. Already we find many men who in years 
gone by slayed and killed at all seasons, who now hold up both 

hands to haye the law enforced, and regret whal they did in the 

past; and with helpino various directions, we begin to see a decided 
increase in the deer iu the Adirondacks. 1 hope that when 

tempted to shoot game out of season, every sportsman will Colnsel 

lis honor before pulling the trigger. Wor. P. Dopanr. 

Proserer, N. Y¥., Aug. 29, 

QuAm, SsoorTme.—From all that we can learn the coming 
season will be a very fair quail year. Reports of an abund- 

ant supply of birds come to us from many quarters, and 

shooters are generally anticipating good sport. 

Che Sportsman Cawrist. 

“PISECO” ON LAKE COMO. 
TiomBure ims Bars, Prussia, Aug. 14. 

Dear Forest and Stream: 

When I bade you good-bye last November, and you bade 
me “bon voyage,” I had not an idva that the promise IT 
then made would remain so long unfulfilled; for my previous 
experience of European life having been confined to the sea- 
ports alone, I had but little doubt bul that I should he able 
to contribute considerable to your fish department at the 
least, and my plans not being definitely made, embraced 
a little ont-door work in the Swiss Mountains, the German 
Black Worest and the Lochs of Scotland. 

But, like many well-liid plans, mine ganged aglec, and a 
bitof Roman fever in the family last winter assumed the 
upper hand, and has shaped my subsequent proceedings, 
until now, it haying at last held up raining, and being cold 
and cheerless aS no previous spring and summer haye ever 
been in Enrope—at least so ull the landlords assure me—f 
have settled down for vest and recuperation in this mosh 
delightful retreat, where I drinik the wuters, bathe daily im 
“mineral pine extract’? mixture, and, I trust, am setting rid 
of some of the effects which have followed, very naturally, 
my many days of wading iey brooks in our home forests, 
and campings out in Alaska mountains. 
A great preventive of too strong prickines of conscience 

for my broken promise is that, like the needy knite-erinder, 
“Tord bless you, sir, Pye no story 10 tell?’ for howeyer rich 
a stock of data suitable for a journal devoted to art, as is the 
FOREST AND STRHAM to nature, might or may have been ac- 
cumulated in my wanderings through the galleries and mu- 
seums of Germany, Italy and Austria, | shrink from making 
them public, through an inward consciousness that Badae- 
ker, Murray and Harper, with their facts and figures, and a 
host of itinerary literary tourists, with their yivid flights of 
imagination, haye already so thoroughly exhausted the 
powers of description that mine would prove but a ‘twice 
told tala,” and worse, a badly told one, for 1 fear that T am 
not romantic, 

I brought with me, as you know, my fishing year, but, 
wisely counseled, stored it carefully away in Paris last 
Noyemper, and there it has lain until this month; and T have 
not missed it, nor haye I once wished that | had my Parker 
along, Hither or both would have cost more in transpor- 
tation than all the fish 1 have seen caught or sane killed 
would pay for. I have seen fishing enough on the banks of 
the Seine, the Danube, the Rhine, Rhone and Loire. and the 
wharts and quays of the Geneva Lake, besides many smallér 
or less Known waters, and as I should judge from personal 
observation, constantly dotted with patient anglers, all 
armed with long bamboo poles and wilh floats, Neyer have 
I seen one of these fishermen make uny movement which 
would indicate even a bite. 

Only once previous to my arrival here have I made any 
attempt to fish and but once to hunt. The latter first, as it | 
1s 2 very short story. At Heidelberg a young Englishman, 
whose acquaintance I made at table d'hote, gave me a slow- 
ing account of his sporta few days before, when in the 
forest near by lhe had killed two deer. J thouglit to make 
an effort, but found obstacles. First I must take out a 
yearly license to hunt, at I beheve 100 marks, the privilere 
of carrying a gon being expressly included; next to either | 
join with others or else myself hire a suflicient number of 
men aud dogs to range through the preserve and drive deer | 
tome; then, all this being accomplished, to butcher at ten 
yards’ distance any unfortunate animal that might be seared 
toward me, 

In further conyersation with this young gentleman, who 
was rather of the Oxford under-craduate, wsthetie style, 1 
asked, ‘‘What dogs were used?” ‘Why, hunting dogs, to be) 
sure.” “Yes, but what kind?’ ‘Oh, I don’t know what 
you Americans call them, but we call them setters.” Do 
you blame me for more than half fancying that if that young: 
man lad brought home any yenison he had bonght it? Or, 
as we used to express it in Sitka. when a particularly good 
result had been obtained—or claimed—by an indifferent 
shot, ‘‘He has met an Indian.” 
My attempt at fishing proceeded to greater lenoth. J 

actually went, It was at Bellaggio, on the Italian Luke 
Como, Badavker describes the trout in the lake as very ex- 
cellent, and growing to a weight of five and twenty pounds, 
The head waiter assured me that some very food-sizud 
and fine-fHayored trout that we lad for dinner, were obtained 
in the Jake, and in the kindest manner accepted a retainer, 
and agreed to make all arrangements by wuich I the next 
day would be enabled to have a good day’s fishing. These 
were to include a suitable boat, bait and gear, and experi- 
enced fisherman. 

The day dawned showery, just right for fishing, and with 
high anticipations and accompanied by a couple of young 
friends, Iwas atthe wharf st the appointed time. There 
lay the boat, a trim little rowhoat, elegantly filled wp, wilh 
cushions, awning, curtain, etc., and in 2 little box in the 
stern sheets a lot of little geur, just big enough to use in 
perch or minnow fishing. 

Tt struck me that my friend the boatman had insured him- 
self against fish-soiled cushions, and us against sport. If 
the Italian language which | made use of was not gram- 
matical, it was vigorous, and produced, evidently, the sought 
forimpression, namely, that we were notso sufficiently verdant 
as to suppose for an instant that he had any intention of 
rowing us over any spot where there was the loast chance of 
our capturing any fish that could hy any possibility he ex 
pected in its dying struggles to shed a scale or drop of blood” 
tpon any of his tasteful Axtures; and that a common regular 
fishing boat, such as the fishermen use, and provided with 
suitable tackle, would be good enough tor us, Surrounding: 
boatmen, not being themselves pecuniarily interested, gave 
strong backing to my protest, and the old {cllow yielded 
sracefully, and the intimation that the amount of his bueno- 
Jeane would depend entirely apon our lacik—being Tintited 
to a “single franc if unsiiecesstul, to beruised upon tu ten for 
a five-pound fish, and twenty for a ten-pounder’—startedl 
him in 4 hurry for substitutes, 

In an hour we embarked in a ereat comfortable boat with 
two rowers, and sheltered by an awning on a frame resemnbl- 
ing the cover of one of our western prainie schooners, Bo com- 
fortable did it all look, and the day lad cleared up so 
pleasantly that lady members of the purty, Having done the 
‘Villa Carlotta, and admired the beautiful grounds and the, 
statuary—which includes a magnificent frieze by Thorwald- 
sen, and the original ‘“Loye anc Psyche,” worth « fortune, 
while their owner hus to depeud upon visitors’ tees for un in- 
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‘eome—joined us, and were very welcome, not only for their 
society bul for the prudence displuyed in bringing with them 
a good stock of sandwiches, with which, less than with fish- 
ing, our trip was made enjoyable. ft isn’t much fun to fish 
by proxy, and this we had to do, as you may see when I de- 
acribe the method, 

The first process toward getting ready consisted in the 
attachment to the upper after frame of the awning of an 
immense wooden ree|—immense looked on ag a reel, for it 
was fully fifteen inches in diameter, and in general appear- 
ance was more like a log-line reel than like fora fish line. It 
was provided with a friction brake and stop, and on its har- 
rel was wound four hundred metres of fine wire. <A. leaden 
weight of about an ounce was attached to the end of this 
wire, and it was then paid out. Ai ten metres a loop came 
in sight to which by means of a toggle another wire (en 
metres in length, to which» large hook baited with a small 
fish was attached, 

This. process was continued until all of the twenty lines 
were attached, and trolling astern at depths varying from 
two hundred to ten metres below the surface—a fresh sinker 
being togeled on belween every second and third line, the 
depths of course dependant grvatly upon the speed. 

After about an hour thus devoted to getting underway, 
we began fishing in earnest. 

One problem, based upon difficulties which [ have at 
times encountered, when through faults in handling per- 
ceptible to my guide alone, 1 have in Adirondack lakes 
Jost some large fish, presented itself, and 1 longed for a solu- 
Tion—it was this, Supposing a large fish struck and hooked 
himself on the outer and deepest hook, how could he. by any 
of the accepted rules in regard to such matters, be expected 
to keep wp the connection during the period which must 
necessarily elapse while the fisherman reeled up nearly three 
hundred yards of wire by means of a crank, which, I was 
quite sure, would not take it up in less than twenty minutes, 
éven if no further obstacles than those presented by the 
necessity of disconnecting and caring for each of the other 
lines, and probably the sinkers, of which there were eight or 
ten, presented themselves, And a ien-pound laker, IT should 
judge, would in such contingency proye a considerable 
obstacle. And again, there was no provision whatever to re- 
lieve the dead strain, no spring of the pole, or giving a bit 
of line to depend upon. Unfortunately 1 had no oppor- 
tunity of forming any hetter opinion, for except that we 
had a delightful row, and enjoyed hugely the beautiful 
scenery us we bassed around Bellagio Point, and swung into 
Lake Lecco, our trip was a failure, and very soon recogniz- 
ing the situation and accepting it, we concluded that to con- 
sider ourselves fishing required a lively imagination, and we 
devoted ourselves to the lady who had accompanied us, and 
the sandwiches she had brought. 
As usual, there were any number of excellent reasons why 

no fish could be caught that day and why they'should not be 
expected, which reasons would have heen more acceptable if 
siven betore we started. 

Well, I've added two more to the list of lakes I've fished 
in, but ny score hook shows a blank. 

Several men who, armed with spears, were watching the 
shoals at the mouth of several little creeks we passed, they 
hidden behind large rocks, were more successful, for althourh 
none were spearedin my sight, seyeral good sized trout were 

‘held up for our inspection as we passed, and but for the 
washis in their backs, which would have unfolded a tale, I 
Tather fancy that I shouldn't have returned empty-handed. 
Thave used up so much of your space and my time in 

describing to you this unsuccessful trip, that I will reserve 
until I again feel in the mood—which will probably be on 
the nextrainy day—on account of several successful ones 
which I haye made among the mountaim streams in this 
vicinity, during which J was able to settle very definitely 
a question which had been agitated in the London %e/d— 
yiz., whether, first, the streams in Swiss Nassau contained 
trout, and secondly, whether, if they did, said trout could be 
taken by the fly. 

Both, questions [ settled inthe affirmative, and with the 
aid of my little rod, made especially for brook fishing, made 
the hest day’s work on record here. PIsEco. 

THE PACK WELL SHUFFLED. 
BY A. MULE. 

WAS sitting on the steps of the court house the other 
day in the midst of a little knot of village worthies, 

discussing crops, checkers, pouket knives and other regula 
lation themes of yillage gossip, when some one said: 

“There comes McP- Ir 
*- Where?” t asked, not seeing him anywhere, 
“Not in sight yit, but thar’s his advance suena and he 

pointed out a strageling dog or tio standing idly in the 
square, 

In a few moments a confuséd mass came round the corner 
and presented to yiew a solid acre of dogs—all busy about 
nothine—all snifiing, fighting, trotting along, but managing 
to keep going ahead all the time. There were at least fifty 
in the pack, of all sizes, all ages, all colors. all breeds, all 
tempers. Here a gisantic but dignified Newfoundland paced 
along looking hke a big cypress among bushes; here a 
hard-featured desperate old fighter, of no particular breed, 
jogged on with head down and sulky look; there a dozen or 
so terriers skipped about on three or more lees as they hap- 
pened to faney, but all with an earnest cast of countenance, 
as if on serious business, and nearly all bearing the sears of 
honorable combat with brnin. As they entered the square 
they separated a litile, each on his own hook looking up a 
strange dog. 

Behind the dogs came their master. Shelb. was mounted 
as usual on his ‘‘old mar” that nobody on earth would own 
but him—and hent upon getting a little redeye for himself— 
a bottle of snuff for the old lady, and having a jaw with 
society in general. _ 
The old mare is said by the oldest inhahitant to have once 

been a bright yellow sorrel, but this has long since given 
way to a grizzly brindle of no color whatever. She has but 
one eye, of course—that sort of “‘hoss” neyer has but one. 
No man ever knew her when she didn’t have a colt trotting 
behind her, and she is in short the ugliest, rawboned, worst- 
tempered devil in the State. What she lacks inlooks, how- 
ever, she makes up in gaits. She has every gait ever seen 
with a horse, and several of her own invention besides, 
Being opposed to monopolies, she travels none of these lon 
enough to tire her rider, but changes just as fast as her lazi- 
nessand & touch of strinvhalt allows, and indeed some of 
her friends haye been beard to openly brag that she *‘goes all 
the gaits and goes them at once!” 

Shelb. fairly dotes on the old mare, and swears she makes 
up in virtue what she lacks in looks. He hunts on her alto- 

gether, and somehow can convey his wishes to her in a 
private language of their own. She will browse for a day 
just where he luft her; she will dodge trees and yines as 
wellasa man, and knows how to get through cane like a 
wild turkey. She will come to Shelb’s horn but not budge 
for another, and, in short, she is his bosom friend and up to 
all sorts of swamp tricks, 

One of the boys stole her once and entered her at the 
county fair, giving her pedigree as ‘by Sleight of Hand out 
of Kentucky Stable.’ and she took the preminm for an 
“aged and experienced cow.” But Shelb. offers fo ride her 
arace of ten miles through the canebrake with any horse, 
and Pye no doubt she would win. 

The old min got off his horse, turned her loose, and came 
up to where we sat, He was cordially erected, and of 
course had at once a dozen invitations to drink. ‘These he 
declined, as he rarely indulges away from home, thinking 
liquor is not healthy unless taken with a little tansy in it. 

After a while the crowd drifted away and left old Shelb. 
and me to a comfurtable chat. 
“Why do you always carry so many dogs with you?” I 

asked, 
“Well,” said he, “the fact is I couldn’t keep them at home 

without tying of em. And besides I think jt does a dog: 
good to take him out from home occasionally, When cooped 
up in one yard all the time a dog is apt to get as foolish as 
one of these country boys that never left his mammy. 
When he goes into the world he gets licked by strangers and 
fooled by females, and generally gets taught manners. 
zane Why, do you think ado= has manners?” I 

said. 
“A dog is a dog,” said the old fellow, ‘‘and he ain’t cot 

man mununers nor feelins, no more than a paw-paw has 
pecans, Bunt he has goi plenty of dog idees, and some are 
just as different from others in them as among mankind. 
Now, said he, whistling up a heavily built dog, ‘‘here 
is old Brindle, whois not only my best start doz and a good 
fighter, but a perfect type of the honest flat-footed farmer. 
He don’ rim in and grab at every little piece of meat he sees, 
nor he don’t yell out when he gets ¢ point on a track unless 
he is sure, and altogether he is a square dependable sort of a 
fellow without any show or nonsense. 

“This long-legged critter now is entirely different. He is 
too smart by half,sorter like some of these youn penfeather 
lawyers, Ile is always trying to poke his long pose into 
everything first man, and that’s the way he got that scald on 
his back trying to pulayer my old nigger cook, He would 
run for Governor if he had a chance, or constable, or any- 
thing. And he is always getting set down,because everybody 
knows he is a genuine smart Aleck. 

“That white and blavk dog over there is one of them sood 
fellers you often see that’s always anxious to oblige everyhody 
and yet don’t oblige nobody. Lf you jist look at him his tail 
goes to waggin' like if would come off, and out in a hunt or 
wherever there is anything to be done, he is the foremost 
man there, swaggering and strutting around full of advice 
but never by accident doing a lick of hard work. 

“You see the little fellow—the one with only one ear? 
Well, he’s the doctor. Whenever anything goes wrong there 
you will find Doe. looking as wise as Satan, and sympathiz- 
ing with everybody. Of course he licks all the sores on the 
other dogs, but he will also show the deepest interest in the 
settin’ hens, and will look raptures over a new-born calf... 1 
expect to see him dropping medicine out of a spoon yet. 

“That bright, neryous little devil is a regular game cock, 
He ain’t more than a monthful for many of the pack, and 
yet, by hokey, [believe they are hait way afraid of him. 
He never hesitates a second but jump any dog that gives him 
sass. Lhelieve he would tackle an elephant if he just had a 
stepladder. His tail you ste is curled so tight that his hind 
legs just touch the ground and J reckon that sorter keeps him 
turned up so high, He is the best fighter I’ye got, for he is 
80 little and so active thats, bar can’t do anymore with him 
than a flea. 

“No sir-rec—a dog has got just as much character as a 
man, only he don’t show it the same way, A new dog I had 
once was mighty green in the woods and never had seen a 
‘coon. One day he tackled one ina bush behind mu and the 
yartnint bit him in the paw. I’m blessed if that dog didn’t 
say, ‘Oh Lordy?’ so plain that [ jumped round and asked 
who was thar! 

‘There came a fellow to my house one evening to stay ail 
night. Well, he was full of science about dogs and wanted 
to teach me all about it, So he showed me how to tickle a 
dog's foot to make him kick, That great hig hound over 
there was lying snoring before tke fire and he tried him. 
The dog kicked furiously aud we had a good laugh. But 
presently the teacher became so interested that he got on all 
fours, bent his face cown to get good sights and stuck his 
straw Into the dog’s hind foot. Good Jord, how that dog did 
kick him on the nose! Over went the teacher agin the wall, 
the dog run off scared and I gotsomething to catch the blood 
out of the man’s nose,” 

“You must—” 
“Hold on, Col,!° said he, taking me by the arm, “just 

come this way a little!” 
“Why, what's the matter?” 
“My mar is eating Doctor Nellip’s oats out of his wagon 

and I don‘i want to see it!” said be, smiling. 
So we got out of of sight where our honesty was not called 

upon to check the old mar’s appetite. 

MARYLAND GAME AND SHOOTING, 

ARTRIDGRES (#, ¢., quail) will be numerous in this part 
of the State this year, judging from the frequency 

with which the young cayeysare scen running across tie 
roads and the well-known ‘Bob White” notes of the old 
birds in the stubble fields. The youny rabbits, too, are very 
numerous, the law passed a few years ago for their protec- 
tion haying had the desired effect. Caroline county, which 
is apparently the most popular section of the peninsula for 
small bird shooting, now has complete game laws, and the 
extermination of her quail, rabbits and rails, which only 
seemed to be a matter of 4 few years, has been postponed, 
we hope, for many years. In former years the beginning of 
the partridge stason would be marked by the appearance of 
seares of sportsmen from New York, Philadelphia, and 
other cities and towns, and thousands upon thousands of 
these birds were daily railroudett out of the county to those 
and other markets, By an act of the last Legislature sports- 
men who are nonresidents of the county, before shooting 
game within its limits, arerequired to procure a license from 
the clerk of the circuit court, costing in all $5. The same 
act slso requires a license of all shippers of game to market, 
costing $25, which will have the effect to pul an end to the 
guuning-for-market business, pursucd by many worthless: 
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characters who did nothing else, The act also postpones 
the date for the heginuing of quail shootine till November 
1, ten days later than formerly, and rabbit shooting till No- 
vember 1, tiwenty days later. : 
An entirely new andimportant feature of the law is that 

which provides for the protection of the rail birds. The 
season for the shooting of these birds, which annually come 
hore in myriads, commences September 20. Tt is predicted 
that there will he a decided falling off in the non-resident 
participants in this sport when the law requiring license be- 
comes known. The water rail has already made its appear- 
ance in considerable numbers, and by dropping a stone in 
the rank, wild oats, now almost ripe, a dozen ‘‘tutes!” from 
the concealed rail will greet the ears, telling you they are 
there. ‘The law-makers did :tot forget the wild duck nor 
the muskrat either, and the season for the former begins 
September 10, and the latter December 1. ; 

Howarp Manone, 
DENTON-ON-THE-CHOPTAUK, Aug. 29, 1882. 

, THE VANISHED HOUNDS. 

VERY old hunter and woodsman is, or has been, the owner 
of dogs. Hemay haye been a still-hunter and opposed 

to hounding deer, and may even have been guilty of shooting 
or hanging the hounds he caught on the trail. But, all the 

same, he had his still-hunt dog that he held aboye price, and 
whose memory he cherishes as that of a lost brother. We 
may have owned scores of dogs, each of them with mniore or 
less good qualities, each with his own peculiar traits and char- 

acteristics: but every one of us can call to mind the particu- 

lar dog that stood out in a bas-relief of canine perfection— 
the dog whose like we ne’er shall look upon again. The dog 

that had a corner of our blankets, or cuddled up to our backs 

on a cold night, while his canine companions were relegated 

toa bed of damp leayes outside the shanty. The dog that 
always came to the front when the others were at tault— 

that always ran his track to the end, and always found his 

way back to camp in timefor next day’s race. Such a dog 
was Buifie. A pure hound, with a most marvelous voice, 
and plenty of if. Wars, 2214 inches from tip to tip. Color, a 

bright Maltvse blue, fringed, feathered and evenly marked 

with orange, The handsomest hound J have ever seen, 

But his voice was irrepressible. He ran foxes by day, and 
gave free concerts af night in the most persistent and aggra- 
vating manner. Training, breaking, and a regular course of 

beech sprouts failed to impress him with the yalue of silence. 
At last Mrs. Nessmuk called my attention to an article in a 
medical journal, entitled ‘The Importance of Sleep.” 

Lsaw the point, and turned the dog loose, to run at large, 

after the manner of village dogs generally. He chose his 

stand in the center of a flower bed, under the windows of my 
friend Dr. R., where he kept it up pretty steadily for afew 

nights; but ib came to acrisis with him. One morning we 

found him inthe back yard, stiff and stark, with all the in- 

dications of strychnine abont him. 

Byen his staunch friend and admirer, ‘‘Hawkie,” admitted 

it was a case of “‘jestifiahle pizenin’;” and, though I felt like 

Mrs. Gummidge’s lobsters, ‘'a, disposition to pinch the world 

in general,” I held my peace, and only sought reliet in a 

rhyming lament, after the “Lallans” of Burns. 
T trust lam not yindictive. But if I can inveigle such read- 

ers of FOREST AND STRHAM as understand “the Scottish dia- 

lect of the English language” into reading what follows—well. 
t will be some comfort: 

PUIR BUFFIE. 

Gue tell to a? the lumnters roun’ 

That Geordie’s heart is sair cast down. 
Wi hirplin’ step he treads the groun’, 

An’ hingin’ head, 

Buffie, the wale o’ youthfu’ honns, 

Pnir Buffie’s dead! 

Let ilka tod frae Butler hill 

‘To Allan’s swamp an? Merrick rill 

Wor vera joy bark loud an’ shrill 

Wi? muckle glee. 

Puir Burtie’s lyin’ stark an' still, 

Out owre the lea. 

Had he been slain in open day 
By boof or horn o’ stag at bay, 

j wadna hae the heart to say 

Tt did him wrang. 

It's Joost the foulness o* the play 

That gies the pang, 

Na doubt but he at times might draw 

Aesned o7 beef wi’ thieyin’ jaw, 
Or aiblins on fine nights might blaw 

About the street. 
But if that fant’s agen the law, 

He couldna’ see't! 

Perhaps he might, in pleasant weather, 

Wi ither tykeés sometimes forgather 

To fyka on grocers’ wares: but whether 

He did or not, 

in Spite © a’ their scanldin’® blether’s 

A triflin® faut. 

He maks the fourth o° langeared friens 
Wha followed me oer hills an’ glens 

Until they met uutimely ends 

iy murder sain. 

Their fauts were something less than men’s, 

Their virtues maic. 

But, Buffie dog, a lang fareweel. 

Na doubt ye were a roguish chiel; 
But, aiblins there's anither field 

Where thou an’ T 

May chance to find a cantie bield 

Ayont the sky, 

Where thou an’ Nig, wi’ tiva three more, 

Wha hae been murdered lang before, 

Maun hae yer huntin’ frolices o’er 

In shadowy race: 

Whyles a’ thae murderers hing out owre— 

Anither place! 
NESSMUE. 
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Aatuyal Historn, 
USE OF A COLLECTION OF INSECTS. 

OW HAT is the use of all these collections?” asked a 
Visitor of an attendant at {he Museum of Natural 

History in the Park, The speaker wasaformer, He had 
enjoyed the big muscum, was interested in the curious ani- 
mals, and acknowledged that it was a ‘hig show," but out 
his way taxpayers were notin the habit of building museums 
worth half million merely to rest the eye on. ‘“‘Well,” said 
the attendant, “every one of these collections has a certain 
work to do, as a part and parcel of our public school system. 
In the collection of fishes you will find all those that ure of 
useto man, The young at yarions ages, the eggs, in fact, 
everything about them that will be of value to the practical 
fisherman or fisheulturist, The library on this subject is 
perfect, showing very possible device for tlicir capture, 
and the uses they are put to in eyery country in the world. 

“In the collection of building stones and woods that rep- 
resent the quarries anit vegetable fauna of almost every 
section of the globe, the builder, carpenter and stone-mason 
finds valuable hints and information that individually he 
could notohtain, The collections of fossils and minerals are 
of great value tothe miner and chemist. The shells have 
their economic value; in fact, every collection here, outside 
of its vilue as a general educator and 4 show, has a special 
eudin view, Youaren farmer, Here is a collection that 
will show almost every insect in the world that is injurious 
lo vegetables, and its munucr of working, while the books 
on the subject in the library give perfect information when 
to expect them, the precautions to be taken, how to tell the 
various kinds, ete. In other words, if yon are troubled with 
potato hugs, locusts, or what not, New York shows you 
these pests in all their forms, and pives all information as to 
the best. preventatives tree, It is a part of her public school 
System, 
“Many of the insects injurious to vegetation are so minute 

that a microscope is needet! to distinguish them as they lie 
in the cases, and the smaller they are the more injury they 
seem capable of doinz, The Calandra, or wheat: weevils, 
are dmoug these. They do immense injuries in granaries 
by boring a hole with their snout into the grains of wheat, 
or barley, or rye, and (depositing therein an eee, from which 
proceeds a white maggot, which devours all the farinaceous 
substance, so that nothing remains but the hull. These 
creatures live in this condition about thirty days, when they 
metimorphose into white cocoons, from which, after about 
ten days, the perfect insects proceed, the females of which 
immediately deposit their eges, each laying about one hun- 
dred and fifty. Strange to say, they came originally from 
Europe, being imported in grain, It is some Satisfaction, 
however, to know that they are now being sent back with 
interest. Farmers who deal largely in peas are troubled 
with a minute brown heetle, omamented with white spots, 
When the peas are in blossom and begin to have pods, the 
females deposit their eggs upon them, and we find, there- 
fore, a yery small maggot in almost every green pea, the ex- 
istence of which can only be perecived by a small dot upon 
it. In almost every seer pea, also, we find a perfect bectle, 
or at least un aperture from which it lias already crawled 
out. In some parts of Europe they put “their sced peas into 
hot water befere plunting, for the purpose of killing these 
beetles; and severul of ourscientific American horticulturists, 
accordiny to Dr, [furris, advise to keep sced peas in air- 
tight yessels over one year before planting them, or at least 
not to plant them before the end of May. 
“A curious bestle, much larger, with triangular antenne 

terminating in a knob, and a long snout upon which is a 
hairy crest like the mane of 2 horse, is another of the family 
that deyastates the pulm trees of the southern countries, 
and, strange to relale, they are eaten in St, Domingo: they 
are roasted upon a wooden spit, or broiled, and eaten with 
dried and pulverized bread, seasoned with salt and pepper, 
and considered by many epicures as the ve plys ultra of deli- 

~ cacies. 
Our turnips are subject to the attacks of several insects; 

and few are so destructive to these crops as the little jump- 
ing beetles, (Aidtied neyorum) called jy the farmers ‘‘the 
fiy’ and ‘“‘black jack,” Kirby and Spence record that in one 
year in Devonshire these insects did damage to the turnip 
crops to the amount of £100,000. 
The Srolytus, a small tound beetle, is said to lave nearly 

destroyed the elms near London, and in one of the mining 
districts of Germany, not stpplied with Goal like similar 
districts in our own country, but dependent for fuel on the 
forests of fir-trees, a species of /yliwyus bezan to merease 
about the year 178) to such an extent as to destroy in a 
few years whole forests, The working of the mines was in 
this way materially aifected, as the proprietors had no fuel 
to curry on their operations. The effect of their ravages is 
to interrupt the corse of the descending sap, and admit 
wet between the bark and the wood, so that decay of the 
tree quickly ensues. The JZylestnus fraviné attacks the ash, 
and the Srelytus pygimuens the oak. The latter small beetle 
killed forty thousand trecs in the Boisde Vincennes, near 
Paris, 

In the shield lice, almost invisible to the naked eye, we 
find another foe lo the farmers. They resemble scales more 
than anything else, and like their relatives, the cochineal, 
it was a long time hefore they were known to be in- 
sects. Probably hundreds haye passed through their or- 
chards day atter day, without noticing this insect, although 
myriads have been in sight. Many well-educated farmers 
have seen their peach trées covered with Inownish warts, 
and haye suffered them to wither and die, withott dream- 
ing that these warts were live animals, sucking the sup, the 
life-blood of the tree; and yet these motionless excrescences 
haye laid waste whole orchards, have devastated the fairest. 
of bushes and the most fruitful of trees, and in place of 
fravrance aud yverdure have Jeit naught hut desolation and 
decuy. They are essentially noxious insects, which, if wo- 
molested, multiply immensely, and lenceshould be carefully 
sought pon je branches of our trees, and, as often as they 
make their appearance, destroyed st the point of the knife, 
‘Their color very nearly resembles that of the branches upon 
which they alight, usually a browo or a black, but some- 
times a reddish or violet, and hence they scarcely ever at- 
tract attention nnless looked for. The branches of peach 
frees are their particular resort, and may offen be seen cov- 
ered with them, making the branches look rough and 
knotty and the leaves and fruit dirty and black, from the 
rain washing upon them from the bodies of these tilthy 
creatures. 

If your pet. oleanders droop and appear dry and parched, 
examine them carefully, and you will find flattened upon the 

leaf, appearing # part of il, one of this yoracious family that 
seems to gorge itself with the life sap of iis victim, 

The cochineal is a red shield louse, and when Plumier, in 
1692, first stated that it was an insect, he was laughed af. 
Another of the family that we find here that represents a 
great commercial interest is the Mieus religtosa, found in the 
banyan tree, where it secretes from ita body a hard gummy 
substance, adhering to the branches like a crust, and well 
known in commerce by the name of shellac. This substance 
is a most invaluable material in the manufacture of yarnishes, 
sealing-wax, beads, arm-bracelets, necklaces, waterproof 
hats, etc., and is extensively used in dyeing. Mixed with a 
yery fine sind it forms grindstones, and added to lamp or 
ivory bluck, heins first dissolyed in water and a little borax, 
it composes an ink of a yery good quality, and, when dried, 
nof, easily acted upon by dampness or moisture, Notwith- 
standing the yast amount of this substance that is constantly 
consumed in manufactures of yarious kinds throughout the 
world, still this little insect produces it so fast and go abun- 
dantly, that, were the consumption of shellac ten times 
freater than itis, it could readily be supplied, Others are 
found upon our currant bushes, peach and apple trees. Har- 
ris (describes a, method of destroying these pests by introduc- 
ing among them an insect that lives upon them—the lace- 
winged fly. Itis of «pale green color, and has four wings 
resembling delicate luce, and eyes of the brilliancy of polished 
gold, as its generic name implies; but, notwithstanding its 
delicacy and beauty, it is extremely disgusting from the of- 
fensive olor that it exhales. {suspends its eggs, hy threads, 
in clusters beneath the léaves where plant licé abound, The 
young, or larva, is a rather long and slender grub, provided 
with a pair of large curved and sharp teeth (jaws), moving 
laterally, and each perforated with a hole through which it 
sucks the juices of its victims. ‘lhe hayoc it makes is as- 
tonishing, for one minute is all the time which it requires to 
kill the largest plant louse, and suck out the fluid contents 
of its body. 

‘The maggots of the genus Syrp/ius also Hive upon them, 
and Mr, Kirby says, that on examining his currant bushes, 
which but a week before were infésted by myriads of 
aphides, not one was to be found; but beneath each leaf were 
three or fonr well-fed maggots, surrounded by heaps of the 
slain, the trophies of their successful warfare. He also says 
that he has found it very easy to cleara plant or small tree 
of lice by placing upon it several larvee of Oaceinella or Syrphit. 
Here arc several large sphinx caterpillars, inflated with air, 
and a smaller one, blue and orange with black dots, that 
would be recognized by grape raisers as. inveterate enemies. 
These caterpillars begin to appear about the middle of July, 
and others are hatched afterwards, as late, perhaps, as the 
iniddle of August. When not eating they geuerally rest upon 
the under sides of the leaves, and, although many may be 
found on one vine, they do not associate with each other. 
They live on the common creeper as well as on the grape- 
vine. They cat all parts of the leaves, even to the midrib 
and stalks, When fully grown and at rest, they measure an 
inch and a quarter, but stretch out, in creeping, to the length 
of an inch and a half or more. Towards the end of August 
they begin to disappear, and no more will be found on the 
vines after September. They creep down the yines in the 
night, and ¢o into the ground, burying themselves three or 
four inches deep, and turn to chrysalids without making 
cocoons. 

Locusts of all kinds and in all stages are here, and their 
powers too well-known to dwell upon; from the earliest 
times they have been the dread of culturists, especialiy in 
the East, und no remedy has been found. In the south of 
France at one time, people made it their business to collect 
them and their exes, the latter being torned out of the 
ground in little masses cemented and covered with a sort of 
gum in which they are cnveloped by the insect. Rewards 
were offered und paid for their collection, half a frane being 
given for a kilogramme (about two pounds and three and 
one-quirler ounzes ayoidupois) of the insects, and a quarter 
of atrane for the same weight of their eggs. At this rate 
twenty thousand francs were paid in Marséilles, and twenty- 
five thousand in Arles, in the year 1613; in 1824 fiye thou- 
sand and five hundred and forty-two, andin 1825 six thousand 
two hundred franes were paid in Marseilles, It 1s stated 
that an active boy can collect thirteen to fifteen pounds of 
eves in one day. The locusts are taken by means of a piece of 
stout cloth, carried hy four persons, two of whom draw it 
tupidly along so that the edge may sweep over the surface 
of the soil, and the two others hold up the cloth behind at 
an angle of forty-five degrees. This plan was also tried in 
N. H., but with poor results; the only remedy seems to be 
those that nature gives—a parasitic worm, Avlaria, and num- 
hers of red mites. 
Among the flies are many that sre injurious to wheat, 

barley, rye and oats, ‘The maggots are about one-eighth of 
an inch long and as many as twenty haye been found on one 
srain, After a shower of rain they Nave been seen im such 
Countless numbers on the beards of the whest as to give a 
yellow color to ‘he whole field. ‘These insects prey on the 
grain inthe milky state, and their ravages cease when the 
Zrain becomes hard, 

In @ case we find some eges of the corixa that are used by 
the Mexicans as an article of food, The natives cultivate a 
species of sedge called ‘‘tulé,” on which the aquatic insects 
deposit their eges, the place heing one of those great marshy 
lakes called the Lagunc of Chalco, These sedges ave col- 
lected into bundles and floated on the water, where the in- 
secis are attracted to them as places on whieh to deposit 
their eggs. The bundles lie for about a month in the lake, 
when they are removed from the water and dried, The 
Inyriads of eges are beaten trom them info a large cloth, 
They are then cleared and sifted, and put into sacks, and 
sold to the people, who make of them a kind of cule or bis- 
cuit, which they call “‘hantlé.” 

Such are a few of the insects that it would be well for our 
agriculturists to familiarize themselyes with. Almost every 
large museum, notably ihe Smithsonian, and the American 
Museum, haye all their collections arranged for practical use 
and value to the laborer as well as the man of BORER, “a 

te . - 

Crow Sense.—Brizghton, N, Y¥., Sept, 4,—The droll 
antics of a pet crow, nwued by a neighbor, have amused me 
nota little, and the following exhibition of its intelligente 
scems deserving of record, A few days since Jim was given 
some dry crusts of bread for his breakfast, After making 
several unsuccesstul attempts to devour them, he seized one 
in lils beak and hopped upon a, chair, then on to the sink, 
and finding 9. basin contaming some water, dipped the crust 
into the water until softened, thon removing it, ate it, and 
jumped down and got the other piece, and after softening it 
as before, finished his meal—VW. W. GC. 

PERFORMING SEALS. 

rae interesting account of the docility and intelligence of 
the seals in the Westminster Aquarium is given by 

Mr. W. B, Tegetmeier, in a late issue of the London Wii. 
He writes: 
The performers are two in number, male and female, both 

of the common species (the Phoew vitulina of Linnzeus). The 
male, which is the larger, has been about three years in the 
collection; the smaller female about two. Some time 
since, their tameness and attachment to their keeper sug- 
gested to the directorate the idea of trainine them to per- 
form trieks for the amusement of the visitors, which has 
been most successfully accomplished, They are exhibited 
in the large tank which was constructed for the white whale, 
and has been recently devoted to the exposition of the nata- 
torial powers of Miss Annie Beckwith. At one end a small 
tent has been erected on a platform raised a couple of inches 
above the water. From the upper surface of this the seals 
can glide into the fluid or return at will. Their first per- 
formance was a violent tugging at two bell pulls, to give 
notice to the visitors. The bells were in hideous discord, 
and the noise was continued far too long for the comfort of 
the auditors, 

The bells remoyed, the animals took, af the command of 
their keeper, their stations on two inclined boards, which 
raised their heads and fore limbs above the general surface 
of the platform. To one hand-like forefoot of the male was 
attached a cymbal, with which it struck another conveniently 
placed in front, while the female was playing a tambourine 
by i it with yery great rapidity. The musical discord 
was varied by the keeper holding a banjo to;the*smaller per- 
former, who evoked hideous sounds by rapidly scraping 
across the strings with her nails, This done, the audience 
were informed that the animals were about to indulge in 
smoking, Short pipds ahout six-inches long were pliced in 
their mouths, from the bowl of which issued flames one or 
two inches high. On my first visit both animals held these 
flaming pipes in their mouths; buf on my second the male 
dechned, haying heen alarmed by the too near approach. of 
the flames to his face. 

Varions articles, as baskets, logs of wood, ete., were then 
thrown into the water, and were quickly and easily retrieved 
and brought to the keeper’s hands by both the animals. 

The next performance consisted in both animals climbing 
up, by the aid of their fore limbs, » ladder rising from the 
surface of the water at an angle of about 45 deg. After 
diving into the water from the top of the ladder, the animals 
shot themselyes by the impetus of theirrapid motion on to the 
platform, and, seizing a couple of short cords attached to re- 
volyers, tired a rapid succession of shots, 

‘The performance concluded by 4 remarkable exposition of 
the strength possessed by these animals when in the water. 
A small boat capable of holding three children, whose united 
weights must have been eight or nine stone, was dragyed 
yery rapidly around the tank by the two seals in succession. 
A small collar was placed over the head, to which traces 
were attached that were secured to the boat. 

The strength displayed by the seals was remarkable; the 
little boat, pulled by the muscular strength of one animal, 
threw off the water from its bows as if it had been propelled 
by a vigorous sculler. 

- The exhibition was to me of a peculiarly interesting char- 
acter. The animals manifested a great. degree of intelligence 
and docility, in keeping with their high eerebal development, 
Neyertheless, they have their peculiar mental idiosyncrasies. 
One of their characteristics isextreme susceptibility to alarm ; 
the slightest alteration or fright will throw them out of 
work, and itis difficult to reassure them. Their training 
Was cffected by a system of rewards, without any punish- 
ment, aud the visitors may notice a piece of fish droppedinta 
the mouth of each after the performance of every trick, The 
amount of fish devoured by these two animals is about 301b. 
per diem. The oleaginous Clupcide, herrings, pilchards, 
elc., are preferred; but failing these, whiting, haddocks, etc., 
are given, these being carefully cut open to assure the absence 
of any fish-hooks, which have repeatedly caused the death 
of captive seals, and possibly of wild ones also, 

WasPs AND Katypips.—Johnsontown, Va., Aug. 27.—I 
was much interested in the account of the wasps in the 
Fors? anp Stream, and I will contribute my mite, Some 
years since a neighbor and friend of mine was very much 
surprised at bringing up in his well bucket with the water 
dead katydids, and this continued for some time, much to 
his annoyance, One day, however, being st the well, he 
saw a mud-dauber wasp bring rina and drop it into the 
well. After that he saw the sane fhing a number of times, 
as did also the rest of the family, The common brown 
wasp catches the #reen worms that infest the cabbages and 
carries them off. Isawa wasp fake one from a tabbage 
this morning, From where I sit. I sev the two goslings and 
the rooster together as usnal. The goslings are now the 
largest. A note about them was published in your issue of 
Aus. 10.—OLp Hoey. 

He Recrrvep THe SNsanes.—Room of the Director of 
the Museum, Buffalo, Aug. 24.—2ditor Forest and Strewm: 
My wish to procure live rattlesnakes, which you so kindly 
inserted in your paper, has procured me four correspondents 
and enables me to make satisfactory arraugements in this 
matter.—JuLius PoHLMaAN. 

Werent or Orossums.—Tiffin, O., Aug, 26.—Opossum 
very scarce here. Caught one tlirce years ago, weight, 
twelve pounds, Largest I ever saw.—F. M. H. 

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT. 

Tt isno mean compliment to be able to say truthfully that Forms’ 
Ann Srpean is altogether the ablest and most readable of the several 
journals published in this country devoted to such ont-dvor sports as 
hunting, fishing, yachting and kindred pastimes, The Wrening Past 

Sfiys, justly, that ‘its correspondence is full of interesting remin- 

iscences of sportsmen, and deserves special praise for the earnest 
ailorl itis making to Secure the enactment of wise game laws and 

their enforcement.”' We are glad to know that its good qualities are 
appreciated, and that it enters upon a new volume eularged to 

twenty-eight pages—a sure sign of deserved prosperity.—Albany 

Fvening Jownal. 

A vent placed at conipound interest when Adam was a day old 
would amount toa sum more than equal to 4 globe of solid gold the 
size of the earth. Without the use of loparichms what a lot of work 
with an Esterbrook Ledger Pen would be required to make the 
calculation,—Adv, 
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Game Bag and Gun. 

Oprmy SmAsons.—Sve tible of open seasons for game and Fish 
im taue of July 20. 

GAME IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 

HD following schedule exhibits the game tow in season. (Also, 
iu parentaeses, Seasons which open during the month,): 

Alabama—Doves: (15th, quail). New Hampshire—Wooiicock, plo- 
California—Deer, doves; (15th, ver; ruffed grouse, quail, deer, 
grouge, rail, quail, wildfowl), earibon, moose, wildtowl, squir- 

Colorado—Deer, ell, antelope, rel, rail, 
molmtain sheep, buffalo, bison. | New Mexico—Grouse, piarmigen, 

Connechicut—W ildfowl;, (12th, quail, deer, wild turkey, elk, an- 
vail). . telope. mountain sheep, but 

Dakota—Grouse, quail, snipe, cur-| _falo. 
lew, plover. New York—Woodeock, rnffed 

Delaware—Woodeoek, rail, reed. 
District of Columbia—Woodeoek, 

raffed grouse, wildfowl, pinna- 
ted prouse, ployer, reed, snipe. 

Georgia—Will turkey, quail, deer. 
Idahd—Sharp-tail, and pinnated 
grouse, decr, mountain sheep 
and goat, ellc, antelope, buffalo, 
wildfowl. 

Tilinois —Woodaoel; wildfowl,pin- 
nated grouse, deer, wild turkey. 

Indiana — Wootleock, wildfowl, 
pinnated grouse, 

lowa—Woodeock; wildfowl, pin- 
nated grouse, elk, deer. 

Kansas—Pinnaled grouse. 
Kentucky—Wovdeock, deer, wwilt- 

fowl, wild turkey. 
Maine—Ruifed grouse, woodoock, — 

wildfowil, plover. | 
Maryland—Ruffed grouse, wood- 

eocl:. 
Massachusetts— Rutfed grouse, 
woodcock, wildfowl, doves. 

Michigan—Ruffed and pinnated 

grouse, dear,wildfowl, squirrels. 
North Carolina—Deer. 
Nova Seotla—Woordeork,wildfowl, 

snipe; (15th, caribou, moose). 
Ohio—Woodecock, ruffed grouse, 

wildfowl. 2 
Oregon—Grouse, quail, wildfowl, 

deer, moose, mountuin sheep, 
elk, antelope, 

Ontario—Woodeock, snipe, hares, 
wildfow1, pheasanis, partridges, 
srouse, prairie fowl. 

Pennspiyania— Woodrock, wild- 
fowl, plover, rail, reed birds, 
snipe, squirrels. 

Quebee—Deer, caribou, woodcock, 
wildfow]; (15th, ruffed grouse). 

Rhode Islaund—Woodcoek, ruffed 
Srouse, wililfowl, ployer, robin, 
meadow lark, hare, squirrel. 

Sonth Curolina—Deer; (15th, wild 
turkey, ruffed srouse, quail, 
doves, wooteock), 

Tennessee — Deer; (15th, ruffed 
prguRe, snipe, quail, meadow 

frouse, ywootleock, wildfowl,| lark, woodeock, wild turkey), 
Snipe. Texas—Deer, ruffed and pinnated 

Minnesota — Grouse, woodcock, grouse, quail. 
quail, wildfowl, 

Mississippi—(lith, meadow lark, 
deer), 

Missouri— Woodcock, plover, mea- 
doy lark. dove, pinnated srouse, 
deer; (15th, wild turkey), 

Montana—fool hen, grouse, ptur- 
mizan, buifalo, eli, antelope, 
mountain sheep {€ goat, moose, 
wildfovw1). 

Nebraska—Grouse, 
Neyada—Blk, antelope. mountain 
sheep and goat, deer, grouse, 
quail, woodcock, wildfow: 

New Grimswick—W oodéock, wild- 
Spade snipe; (15th, moose, cari- 
au). 

Utah—Elk, déer. antelope, moun- 
tain sheep, grouse, uail, wild- 
fowl. 

Vermont—Ruifed grouse, wood- 
cock, wiidfowl. 

Virginia--Ruffed grouse, wildfowl, 
woodcock, deer. 

Washington Tertitory—Deer, ell, 
eee sheep, grouse, ante- 
ope. 

West Virginia—Pinnated grouse, 
deer, vulfed grouse, wild turkey. 

Wisconsin — Woodeock, grouse, 
quail; (15th, deer). 

Mountain sheep and goat, deer, 
} ptarmig tn; pinnated, sage and 

New Jersey—Reed birds, rail, sharp tail grouse, ruffed grouse, 
Squirrel, | wildfowl, plover, curlew, snipe. 

s"For exceptions, local laws, etc., see Forest anp Srppam Sched- 
ule “B,** issue of July 20, page 489, 

A WOLF HUNT ON THE PRAIRIE. 

an een years ago, wlien this country was yery thinly 
KJ settled, it wus infested with larze gray wolves. Not in 
a manner that many who never lived -on a prairie of vast 
expanse would suppose; but the wolves were very thick for 
{ prairie country, In 4 timbered country, when wolves are 
thick, they are described as chasing any belated traveler hy 
the whole drove, and a new oue would turn up at every big 
bush. In a thinly settled prairie country one wolf to the 
square mile (G40 acres)is considered very thick, and they 
are thick enoughto doagreat amount of damage to the 
poor settler who is striving to get a living with no more 
supital than a team, fwo or three cows and afew fowls. 
This is the way we weré situated nine or ten years ago, and 
the settlers came to the conclusion that they would have a 
grand wolf hunt. Accordingly meetings were held in every 
school louse and a person elected to meet and form a part 
of the “grand council.” This counci laid the plans, formed 
the rules and named the duy that this grand hunt was to 
take place. 

In a thinly settled prairie with its one (mot very near) 
railroad, milés are the same that yards are in a thick settled 
place with its numerous cross railroads, telegraph lines and 
80, cousequently my readers must not be surprised when [ 
say that this oreanization extended oyer a circle of country 
thirty miles in diameter. There were no hedges and fences 
then and we could ride anywhere, while now hedwes and 
Wire fences are so thick that it is impossible to cross the 
country in any direction that you choose, 
Every preliminary had been arranged by the ‘grand 

eouncil” Lhat would tisure a perfectly safe and thorough 
hinut for the extermination of wolves, Hach schoo! district 
had its appointed leader or captain, and orders to form in 
line at 2 point ten miles from a given center at a distance of 
about 200 yards apart, and at 9 o’clock to ‘forward march?’ 
and move toward the center in good order, milking all the 
noise possible in order to drive the wolves to the cenler of 
thering. This luot was to be the “‘o’-casion” of the season, 
Tt wus the whole theme of conversation for four weeks be- 
fore the day arrived, Hyory man and boy that conld secure 
# mount and carry a fun or-club was expected to go, and a 
great many ladies went in carriages. Many of my readers 
in this section will remember this bunt. Parties were 
present from Fort Scott, Uniontown, Mound City, Garnett, 
Oolony, Carlysle, Neosho Walls. Tola, Humboldt and, Osage 
Mission. 

The eventful day arrived at last, It was in early April, 
and old Sol came out warm and bright. promising a warm 
and agrecable day for the great slaughter that was to be, 
At 9 o'clock our district had arrived and formed in line, clos- 
ing the gap between the one north of us and the one south 
ofus, Every man and boy that 1 had ever seen or heard of 
was in line, well mounted, armed, and with all the dogs 
that could be scared up, 

Thore was the Methodist preacher, mounted on his cob, 
carrying a formidable hoe-handle and followed by his iney- 
idible black ind tan rat dog; the old sportsman, with hig 
“blooded Morgan” horse, armed with Winchester rifle and 
followed by his intelligent pointer and deerhound; the old 
farmer on his Norman stallion, carrying a long und heavy 
double shotgun, und followed bya huge Newfoundland doy; 
and last, lat not least, the fourteen year old boy, mounted 
ona wiry Inditn mustang, carrying relics of the late war 
in the shape of cither the 48-inch, 16lb., .d3-caliber pump- 
Kin-slinging guerrilla rifle, or the 40-inch, smooth bore, 
abot-scatterme musket, with its nut-cracking lool, and fol- 
lowed by curs of all descriptions, chief umong which was 
the ‘thoroughbred bird dogs, which consisted of a cross 
between the bulldog und the spaniel, or, maybe, rat doe. 

Iwas on the west side of the cirele, and started direct 
from our house. I had loaned my shotgun fo an unarmed 

Wyoming—Buffalo, elk, antelope, . 

| heighbor, and my two Smith & Wesson’s improved .44-cali- 
ber revolvers to two friends of mine, while I carried a 2%- 
shot repeating rifle. I was mounted upon a Morgan stallion 
of Canadian descent, a perfect thunderbolt for agility and 
Bpeed, and # perfect tornado when once allowed to gain his 
full speed. On my left was a Texan named Dep. Coe, and 
on my right one of my neighbor’s boys, 

The word to start was given, and we had proceeded about 
amile, when to the left’ of me my pointer came fo a full 
stand, and just as I noticed him up popped a jack rabbit and 
took off in front of Qoe. Dep. comprehended the result on 
the dogs if this rabbit was allowed to continue on his mete- 
ovic course; so, yuickly dismounting, he leveled his Win- 
chester and fired, knocking the rabbit over in a double som- 
ersault. This was the first blood on our side. Every few 
minutes, somewhere siong the line, the boys would flush a 
rang of prairie chickens, and it was pop, boom, bang; and 
this, together with the noise the dogs made, was enough to 
scare any animal foward the center of the living and fast 
closing cirele, 
When about four miles from the center and near an old 

cornfield I observed two farge does making railroad time 
toward the space between the boy on my right and myself, I 
loped my horse toward the place that they were heading for 
and the boy ou my right did the same. It was $50 fine io 
shoot at a deer at this time of the year ,as they were heavy 
with fawn; consequently L only thought what 1 conld do if it 
wasin the proper season, and admired their struggles to reach 
the point they were trying tomake before we headed them 
off. I shall never forget fhe sight of their noble efforts to 
escape, With heads and tails erect and spreading hoofs and 
nostrils,they ‘‘streaked it,” one behind the other, with bounds 
twenty feet or more apart, straming every nerve and muscle 
to reach the opening before they were intercepted. After 
they had passed us I could have dismounted and shot them 
both with my rifle as they ran directly away from ine in « 
straight line. 
+ We had gone about two miles further when word went 
around the ring that seyenteen deer bad escaped at once in 
one place, and that the riug wasfull of wolves. At 12 o'clock 
we had arrived at the place designed for us to halt at, and 
the menibers were ouly from ten to thirty feet apart. We 
were i little ahead of the opposite side and were ordered not 
to move forward any further, and no shooting was to be al- 
lowed in the ring. In a little while all had gained their 
positions, and it was time to open the ball. 

The circle of mounted men was one mile in diameter and 
we were all ona slight ridge which gradually sloped toward 
an old deserted house in the middle, which had an immense 
white flag nailed to 4 long pole which was itself nailed to the 
root of the deserted shanty, 

The spectacle presented was grand. There were 700 
mounted men about thirty feet apart each, all in plain sight 
of each other and overlooking the center, each man mounted, 
armed, and followed by from one to ten or fifteen dogs. 
There were several large packs of trailing hounds, one pack 
of staghounds in the throng, alsoa pack of fine imported 
English greyhounds. 

Byery man, every horse and every dos was excited up to 
the highest pitch, and each man helieyed he could outrun or 
outshoot his neighbor. Every one of us, eyen the Methedist 
preacher, thought he was ably prepared to kill a score of 
wolves, and each rider declared that he had seen more than 
fifty wolves into the ring, and that one or more had most 
miraculously escaped the deadly aim of his gun and the fangs 
of his brave dog. ' 
Now the ball has begun, 
A shout is heard away on the other side, and upon look- 

Ing that way a larre doe is seen ahout 200 yards from the 
circle loping around towards us. 
Every eye is turned toward her, when suddenly we see four 

pufis of smoke, and directly we hear the far away boom of 
four heavily loaded guns, Thus it is all the way around, first, 
little putts of smoke, then the heayy boom, then in a few 
secondsmore, boom, booin, and you might imagine you were 
about to see a battle fought. 

As the deer nears us unscathed, our excitement, is intense, 
and we have forgotten all about the rules or the game law. 
Others have shot at her by the score, and why not we? As 
the deer got abreast of me she came to a full stop and seemed 
to be studying the situation, What a temptation! I could 
easily hit her, but where would the bullet go? That was 
what checked me. My rifle was ably capable of killing not 
only the deer but a horse or man on the other side. My 
comrades all shotand hollered tome to shoot but I would not. 
Soon the deer ran a short distance, then turned in a small 
circle and made for the ring to my left with all the speed she 
could command, 

She ran towards ihe preacher and he raised his hoe handle, 
but she cleared his horse and himself all but his hat and hoe 
handle, and away she weul with J. R, Griffets and his pack 
of greyhounds in pursuif, but she Jett them so quick that 
they ‘threw it up” after rnnoing about a mile. 
Then came a “Ough! Ough!” and upon looking arommd we 

say a pack of bloodhonnds trailing towards the center. 
This was the signal for every dog in the ring that would 

not mind his master, to run into the middle after the hounds. 
Tn 4 moment more we saw a wolf jump up and run with o 
hundred dogs in pursuit, all yelling to the top of their lungs. 

The wolf was avery large one and he ran around the 
circle about 200 yards from the men, 

There was no shooting now. As the wolf came around, 
fresh relays of dogs darted out from the circle of mounted 
men and {le excitement was intense. Twice the wolfstopped 
imd faced his foremost pursuers who discreetly ran around 
him, but when the bulk of the howling mob came up he 
turned tail andvanagain. With the next stop he made, he 
Was in the mouths of fifty dogsin no time. ~ 
While these dogs were vhasing this larwe wolf, several 

other wolves were seen neir ihe céntér, and in a short time 
the bloodhounds save tongue again, and two more wolves 
ran around fue ring, to becanght and chewed up in a short 
time. This-came was kept up til twenty wolves lad been 
Killed, and all the dogs were almost exhausted, ‘The excite- 
ment caused by this chase can be imagined but never 
described, After the twenty victims had been killed there 
was i lull, and most of the dogs were glad to lie down, 
when suddenly a huge gray wolf ran out behind the dogs 
andl Yan directly toward me, After him came all the dogs 
that could stand. We dare not shoot for fear of killing 
some one of the dogs. Ie yoke through the ring, wd with 
a shout we all started after him, with no definite idea of 
how we were going to kill him, but after hint we went pell 
miell, In afew seconds my equine cyclone had gained the 
lead, and the way his iron-shoed hoofs beat the zround was a 
cuution, I gained rapidly on the wolf, aud when about ten 
feet from him I thought J would stop und shoot him, but I 

might as well have tried to stop a locomotive as {his horse 
when fifty more were thundering in his rear. J gave one 
pull, and betore I conld pull again I had run over the wolf, 
knocking him down, and before he could gain his feet again 
eight or ten more bad run over bim and used him up entirely 
My whirlwind carried me on a quarter of a mile after the 

rest had stopped, and seeing no more in the field to run with 
he concluded he would lei me stop him, which I did, and 
loped back to where the crowd was, each declaring that he 
himself had been the cause of the wolf's death. 

Thus ended our wolf unt, and although we did not slay 
hundreds, as many believed we woul,., we killed twenty-one 
and let none getaway. After it was all over a freak seemed. 
to strike every one to ride to the center of the sing, and con- 
sequently one hundred strange horsus and men were jammed 
up in the middle, exch striving for he knéw not what, but 
trying to make more noise than his neighbor. 
Imagine the effect, 
Byery old horse was squealing, pawing and kicking all the 

time; mules were braying and dogs were barking, and the 
noise and racket of these strange animals will never be for- 
gotten by those present, Oe Wes 

Hatr Lawn, Kansas, 1882. 

HUNTING ON THE YELLOW MEDICINE, 

TP\HE Yellow Medicine Creek comes into the Missouri 
River on the west side just above the bend, asit is called. 

The shape of this bend is not unlike an ox-bow drawn in at 
the ends, Aeross the narrow part it is only about one and a 
half miles, while around the whole bend it is from thirty- 
five to forty miles; steamboat men differ on that point, 

About the mouth of the Yellow Medicine is one of the 
most broken tracts of land that can be found along the river, 
fumbo hills being the preponderance of soil, A gumbo blutf 
is i chalkstone blulf (so called by the people here) burnt 
some time in Wc past ages, probably by ligenite in the soil, 
tuking five from some cause. The chalk rock seems to be a 
deposit, which has been conrpressed under an immense 
pressure until it has become a solid rock, which is rather 
soft and easily acted upon by the ain and frost. It is con- 
stantly crumbling and falling down until it forms perpin- 
dicular sides 150 and 200 feet high. Whenit has been burnt 
and forms the gumbo it is a curious formation, The out- 
side has a coal-tar look, while the inside will show the 
original gray perfect chalkstone, The action of the air and 
frost on this substance dissolves it into a dark gummy 
earth, and if is yery sticky when wet. I used to think that 
the clay soil of Texas was sticky, but it is no comparison to 
mumbo, IT don’t Know of anything much more adhesive, 
unless it be the good pitie tar ot North Carolina. You can 
easy collect from fiye to ten pounds upon your boots when 
wel. When dry it bakes like the clay soil of Louisiana and 
Texas. The bluffs. are from 800 to 400 feet high above the 
river along the Yellow Medicine, and the waters in the past 
ages have washed them away till they are completely cut up 
into dry erecks and canons. ‘The best description that I can 
nive you of the general appearance of the country is to refer 
you to a photograph of the moon's surface, and by that you 
can get a faint idea. Asa friend of mine suys, there is ten 
acres 10 an acre in the Missouri bluifs, and I think that you 
will have to double the amount at the mouth of the Yellow 
Medicine. 

The main creek of the Yellow Medicinuextends up through 
the country forty to filty miles. The lowe! part is quite 
heavily timbered with cotton wood, oak, ash and box elder.. 
Tt is a very crooked stream and has quite a number of 
branches, and each branch and the main creek haye hun- 
dreds and thousands of tributaries and cafions leading into 
it, which brine down torrents of water when the snow melts, 
or ina heavy rain storm, Along the main creck and its 
larger branches there are nice bottom lands between the 
bluifs, many of which are as fine grazing Jands as I ever 
saw. What kind of an agricultural land it would make I 
don’t know, but should judwe far better than most of the 
lands about this section of the country. Some of the hot- 
toms are covered with the gumbo that has run down from 
the hills. and that is poor enough, Nothing grows on it but 
the prickly pear cactus, and that grows there to your sorrow 
if you happen to have your huuting dog along with you, as 
eyery once in five minutes or so you will have to dismouut 
and extract the thorns from your dog, 
We hunt this country on horseback with either the Indian 

or'Texas pony, Jf a person has patience enough and good 
muscle, the Indian pony is the best hunting horse; but he is - 
too lazy for me; he is so used to an Indian’s heels whieh go 
perpetually like a trip lommer on his sides, that the exercise 
istoomuch for me, 
When there is suow on the ground we take a fresh trail 

and follow il through the bluffs till we come up with the 
deer feeding or lying down; and it you ave careful enough 
and work the trail quiet enough the chances are that yuu can 
fet a ood shot. 

As to the outfit, in the first place you want» 2xood Win- 
chester rifle, And | think, take itall in all, that for general 
hunting purposes the ,38 eulibre rifle is the best one that 
a hunter can use. It uses the same amount of powder that a 
4 calibre does. The lead is 4 little lighter [ know, but you 
can use il for ducks, gecst, chickens, éte,, and the ball dovus 
not lear your game into mince meat. And more deer are 
killed at lass than 200yds., und I might safely say 150, than 
at greater distances; and at that range the ,34 is as accurate 
as a large-bore,and powerful enough to kill your deer (if you 
hit hin). 

The next thing required is the horse. A person who 
never hunted in this country don’t know what an Indian 
pony can do, If init thaf the next thing to a deer or moun- 
tair shjep on the Missouri hits isan Indian pany. Yon 
start_on a deer trail, and if muy take you the first thing ayer 
the highest pinnacle of gumbo and thronzh end pcross 
creeks and canous, aver dilehes from two to twenty feet 
deep, and Fou offen have to follow it from five to ten qhiles 
over such a country 4s that before the dver tind a place tut 
suits them to lie downin, Jt is wonderful to see the Indian 
pony sit his hind feel under him and slide fifty or one hun- 
dred feet down the side of a nearly perpendicular gumbo 
bluff. And when he gets to the bottom perhaps you find a 
cui creek anywhere from tive to ten feer deep, and now to 
cross that is the question toa erecnhorn. Notsotoa hunter, 
He finds a place where there is a little gilly, and slides his 
pony down onto that, and from that maybe sends bim into the 
bottom of the creek, then looks lor another such projecti#¥a 
on the other side, spurs him up, ind he serambles to the lop 
quicker and eusier than his master can, 
When you get to the crust of a hill, you dismount, throw 

the bridle reins oyer his head, and leuve him there on the 
side of the blnif, the wind, it may be, blowing a gale and 
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the thermometer below zero. You may be gone as long as 
you will, ahd he is there when youcome back, You poke 
your head over the crest of the hill and look sharp for your 
deer, and the chances are that you see the trail (aking a 
strnight course oyer the next ridge, and the sume pertor- 
mance will follow over again, Or it may be with your 
glasses you will see the deer lying down ini the tall grass. 
Then you take a general view of the country near him and 
you will see some ridge by which you can approach near 
enough for a shot; and if you ure down the wind, you want 
to syork your way around till you cancome up against the 
Wind, and, it may be, you will have to take a lone distance 
to. do it, but it will pay you in the end, for if you undertake 
to work down the wind your deer will be guing over the near- 
est gumbo bhatt before you get a shot; butif you are careful 
and work up tae wind you will hardly ever miss getting a 
shot; and 4 good quick shot will get from two to four deer 
out of a band of tive or six before they get away, but you 
don’t want your sinele-shot rifle to do it with. 

1 have seen four dver killed and another shot through twice 
by mytriend D. W. Spalding, in a band of six deer, and 
the furthest one away not more than 80yds, from wliere they 
started. Where would your single-loading riflé be in that 
ease? Before you had fired more than two shots the deer 
would be out of sight over the next bluff, : 

The next thing iu your outfit is your dress. T will tell you 
what mine is, atid DP think T have as good an onttit as [ have 
seen in this part of the country, Thaveone of William Read 
& Sons! dog-skin shouting jackets that 1 had them make to 
order, [is lined with white flannel, aud made reversible, 
so that [can wear it leather side out (which is dead grass 
color) or the white side, so it works either with snow or wilh- 
out snow, Corduroy pants, remforeed with buckskin, cut 
short just below the knee, and buckskin legvings made Gieht to 
the leg and worn wader 4 pair of Thomson & Son's hunting 
boots, with 2 corduroy yest, good heavy woderclothes, and a 
flannel shirt complete the rig. On my head I wear a little 
tanned buckskin cap with a lange shade yisor, and over that 
when there is snow.on the ground I wear «white flannel 
hood that buttons across my chin and leives only my eyes 
and mouth exposed. 

With this dress [can stimd most any weather, thoueh if 
the weather is extremely cold I wear buffalo luwgines and 
aretic overshoes. I carry my buitalo coat strapped to the 
back of ty saddle, as after a day’s hunt one may find him- 
aclf a long distance from camp, and may not get in till after 
dark, and then the heayy coat comes handy; but during 
the day you will find thal the dog-skin coat will be warm 
enough. [have hunted with it when the thermometer was 
below zero, and wet ind cold have no effect. f[ have been 
out all day in a rain with snow, atid came in and taken no 
other cive of ifthan to hang it oo the back of a chair and 
let it dvy, vind in the morning it wus as limber as ever. On 
a Gold morning I have sat ma cornfield, my back up against 
4 corn shook, shooting geese, also all day in my canoe on a 
lake, shooting ducks, and he warm enough. I cannot praise 
it tou much; only in brush it is worthless, not worth move 
than a kid vlove would We, as the brush and thorns tear the 
surface, 

Hunting on the Yellow Medicine is yery hard when there 
is no snow on the ground, as there is so much country for 
deer to hidé in that it is more by chance that youfind a deur. 
1 made a short trip there a while ago, but had yery poor 
luck, as the snow all went off fore l got ready to go, and. 
as we had an extremely hot day the day we started and the 
next, and the snow was all gone before we got a chance to 
huntany. 1 only saw two bands of deer, three mule deer 
and five white-lailed, IT had 4 half-breed Indian with me 
whoisa good on¢ ona trail and asood shot. We trailed 
them two or three miles across Medicine Creek, into a deep, 
steep canon, and while on the ridge the half-breed discovered. 
three deer as he said, and before 1 could ste them he fired ai 
them and missed them. I got ashot at a buck running, 
missed him the first time and killel him the second time. 
The halt-breed shot ut the same time and brought down the 
second buck. I hit another one hard as they were going up 
the side of a bluif 2 short distance off. 
We bunted all the next day and did not see a single deer, 

though we saw lots of sign and followed the trai) of four 
for three or four miles till we lost it in the high erass. The 
next day I hid promised to come home, ind so we only got 
the two bucks. Another time we might have seen a dozen 
bands, as we probably saw tracks of more than fifty deer; 
but, as T said betore, it isa great deal of chance if you find 
deer i the country without snow. 
We bad bad luck in ouresmp. <A few years azo the Red 

Cloud Indinn agency was located at the mouth of the 
Yellow Medicine, and the military built there a root house, 
and a fine camp it has heen to many a party. I spent a week 
in it a year avo and the thermometer was below zero all the 
time that we stayed there, and we were comfortable as in a 
house, It was due into the side of a hill, was about 20 feet 
wide and 40 long, made of hewn logs and covercd with carth 
anil was very wari; the greatest trouble was with the smoke, 
We Iualt our fire inside fo cook, and the smoke was sup- 
posed to pass out of the yentilator, butit did anything but 
that at times, Stillwlth that ditticulty it was a good camp. I 
started foritagnin last on this trip, and when | gotthere [ found 
that the whole center of the roof had fallen in, dirt and all, 
and the doors were gone, 80 we had yather an open camp for 
winter. But we found both ends standing and made our 
carop in one end, and fonnd it quite a camp afterall, thongh 
rather lueky for us that it was not as cold as the winter 
before. My experience this lust winter wis rather hard in 
that respect. 

As this was the second trip that I have been cheated out of 
what I supposed LT would fisd—a good camp—I mate a trip 
to Beaver Creek, and atthe mouth of it there was «log house 
that had been used by wood-choppers a year ago, and in the 
fall it waa standing all vight, But when I cot there on this 
winter trip I found that the Lodians had torn it down, so we 
hiad to sleep entirely out of doors, We madea soa fire out 
of the logs and lay down beside it, and I was as ‘‘warm as 
toast.” L have slept under the side of a Jor stack with 
the thermometer below zerain this country on a hunting 
trip, and slept warm, too, with a pair of blankets, buitalo 
robe and bulfalo coat, But still, as the man said about the 
crow, “1 don’t hanker after it,” 

[ bave said nothing about the ‘“chuelk,” which here means’ 
eatables, ‘There is sucha variety now of canned goods that 
aparty must suit themselves, but I would advise them to 
take #long plenty of coffedf sugar, bard-lack and bacon, 
Tid will come in if you get snowed in in a blizzard, after 
you have eaten up all your canned goods; and you can save 
your venison (if you have any) to bring home. [ have sub- 
sisted a week on it, With your saddle for a pillow you can 
sleep warm out of doors ina very cold night before a good 

fire, and sleep sound too, if you have followed deer over this 
country twenty or twenty-five miles; particularly if the 
ground is muddy or the snow is deep, 1 suppose many: 
people would saya man is a fool that would sleep out of 
doors for the sake of a few deer. 

[ haye spent several winters in warm climates; two years 
agoin Hayana, Cuba, and like 1 warm place as well as the 
next man, but I can tell you that the excitement of a deer 
hunt in this country will pay for the discomfort of a cold 
camp, hard-tack and bacon. Tt you don't believe if come 
out here sometime and J will sive you a trip to try it on, 

Lower Bruun. 

A TEXAS TURKEY HUNT. 

Wwe were located im Comanche county, Texas, that being 
f then a frontier county. To go beyond it was to 

risk losing one’s scalp, to adorn the belt of a Comanche 
wattior, Game was very plenty, such as deer, antelope and 
turkeys, with wolves, and all sorts of small ¢law-fect, The 
habits of the turkeys were uniform in thal country, and 
this made hunting them s systematic work. They frequented 
the water courses, which in the lute summer and tall were 
very searee. Wild turkeys must liave water; the Comanche 
county birds resorted to the brooks at aboul ten o’elock 
every morning, From that time thay would sit in the shade 
until lafe in the day, and then would feed until their roosting 
lime, which was just before dark, when they allstart for the 
trees. The ]uinter could easily tell the roost by examining 
the large trees slong the margin of the streams and pond 
holes, and noticing the large quantity of manure that had 
accumulated under the trecs. 1 have known the entire flock 
to be killed while roosting on the same tree. 
My companion Hzra and myself yentured out one duy to 

see the sights and find a roost. Our prospects for a big bag 
of turkeys were very good. We found two large pecan 
trees with the unmistakable signs under them, We selected 
i spot some distance from the roost, ina denge thicket of live 
oak brush, and soon had our little camp pitched, horse 
picketed out on grass and the hounds secured. Supper being 
soon ready, and all things in proper shape, we started for 
the roosts, Ezra using a heavy doulle-barréled muzzle-loader, 
and La breech-loader, 10-bore. I gaye Bara his choice of 
the trees, with the understanding that we must shoot the 
turkeys flying to the tree or immediately after they had 
alighted on the limb, but under no consideration was citler 
of us to leave our blind to bring in wounded or dead turkeys 
uniil dark or until the turkeys had ceased coming, 

Long before dark we silently repaired to our stations, and 
just obout sundown we could hear all sorts of sounds coming 
from over the bhiff on the opposite side of the creck. We 
knew af once that fhe turkeys were coming, and none 
but a hunter can understand our feelings while in breathless 
silence we sat with our trusiy gun in position ready to 
send forth its deadly contents. But Bzra grew uneasy; he 
feared theyhad, from some hidden novk or corner, discovered 
us; but a motion from me kepi him quiet, and soon an old 
gobbler stepped up on the bli to reconnoitre, and after 
standing a moment, he moved leisurely back out of sight. 
We could see at once that all was well, and the only thing 
for us was t0 be quiet until nearer dark, As the slides of 
evening drew near the noise made by the turkeys increased, 
and one uuaccustomed with their gobble would suppose 
that a turkey pow-wow was going on. Soon all was quict. 
Occasionally a pul-put could be heard, The time had come 
that they must seck the night shades of avoost. Ezra was 
still impatient; but in» moment the whirring of wings was 
heard, and over the rocky bluff ¢ me an old robbler, the 
leadcr of the gang. Hesteered for Bzra’s trec, and in an 
instant the old muzzle-loader was brouglt to bear on him, 
and before he reached the tree a deatening sound rent the 
air, and a splash in the water showed first blood for Ezra. 
Then the fun commenced; Those who are unaccustomed 
to wild turkey shooting might suppose that after the first 
shot all the turkeys would leave, but itis notso. They will 
start far the roost, but a shot will sometimes turn the turkey 
following oif from his Gourse and out of range of a shotgun; 
but they all start for the roost from the ground. Turkeys 
followed in quick succession, and a constant roar of guns 
could be heard, mingled with the fall of turkeys. Some of 
them would sail over and disappear in the darkness of the 
night, ' 

After they had all flown over we came tovether to com- 
pare notes and found that I hid brought down cight and 
Hara five. My advantage he laidto my brvech-loader; he said 
he would never be seen at a turkey roost again without a 
breech-loader, which promise I think he always kept. In 
looking about for turkeys we fonnd eight more, three that he 
liad shot und five that Thad lalled, We then returned to 
camp and had for supper turkey breast steak cooked in but- 
ter, whieh was not at all unaceeptavle to two such hungry 
hunters. 

Tle programme for the morning’s hunt was then talked 
over. We decided to get up at dayhreak and vo to the roost 
and Gallup ull the turkeys we could and shoot what we 
could, gather our dead turkeys shot in the eyening, then 
come back to camp, get our breakfast, and then turn the 
dogs loose fora deer hunt. We retired to rest to drenin of 
our coming sport on the following day. I awoke at day- 
brealc and tound Hara zone. I tell for the little bottle on his 
side of the blanket, and that was gone too. I saw hts point 
inamoment and gathered my gun and started for the 
roost, dnd on reaching it | found Ezra hunting busily in 
the weeds. He hud five turkeys piled up under his tree and 
claimed that he had shot them all ti e evening before. “But,” 
said L, “yowonly claimed tive in all, and you found three last 
evening,” ‘O, well,” said he, “I must have killed two to 
two shots.” I was compelled to give it up. He had 
me. Said T, “Where is the bottle?’ ‘Well, L just set it 
hack in the weeds to make you hunt for it.” ‘\Well, Ezra, 
this is all too thin; 1 see through it all. So you have beaten 
my breech-loader after all, But lll heeyen somehow.” Re- 
turned to camp, Ezra found the bottle, and honors were easy, 

Breakfast over we laid aside the shotguns and shouldered 
our rifles, turned the dogs loose, and were olf now fora 
deer chase. Deer were plenty, The old lead dog soon 
opened on a cold trail, and at the sound of the dogs, Ezra, 
Who was on foot, made quick time for the point of timber 
near the sand rough. Every dog is now eager for the start, 
but old Dime cannot be hurried; he will take his time, and 
all the dogs must come buck to assist him in his windings 
for the trail. There they all vo, pell mell. The deer is 
np yonder in the bush. JT see his white flag as he 
leaps oyer the oak bushes, Now he has struck the open 
ground, and the dogs are i sight, every one of them doing 
his best, Some of the rear dogs cut ‘‘cross-lots,” while others 
run the trail, Here comes the horseman at full speed with 
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his oft-repeated “hurrah, pups.” Now they circle, Wzra is at 
his post, but the old buck won't leave the grove; he circles 
to the left and comes around to the starting point, and is 
headed off by me on horseback. 

Hark! Listen! The dogs are coming directly toward me up 
the bluff. Here he comes, witheyery dog infull cry. One 
glimpse of his horns shows that he is coming close, The 
ritle is brought to bear at an open space; but the buck is too 
sharp, he has dodged into the bush,and gives the horseman a 
wide berth, But my companion may get him, for heis going 
straight for the point where Hzra stands, Byery minute the 
sound of his rifle is expected, but the dogs pass on away out 
of hearing into the {en-mile sand rough. zva comes up. 
“Why didnt you shoot 2?” “Shoot!” saidhe. ‘How cana 
man shoot a deer when he is flying 30 rods a second? Those 
dogs run like lightning.” The dogs came in about noon. 
The next morning Hzra tried the old buck on the still 

hunt, He wore his breeches out crawling, and finally ran on 
toa small deer, but would not shootit, He wanted bigger 
game; i it ran and seared the buck go Ezra didn’t set him 
ffter all, 

The next night it rained and Ezra would not leave camp- 
Lkilled five turkeys on the roost, and in the morning Bzra 
tried the old buck again. This time he crawled into a gang 
of turkeys, and they flew and frightened the buck. Hzrai 
would not allow me to pul the dogs on him; he wished to 
“Tndian him,” he said, and kill Lim or let him go, So we 
got no deer, and left for home. TERN ope 
CarrHacy, Missouri, 

ADIRONDACK GAME RESORTS, 

Vy ] E took the New York Central and Hudson River Rail- 
'Y road to Albany, and from there to Saratoga, then to 

North Creek; trom this place we went to and stopped at 
Indian Lake, which is sbout seventeen miles from the depot. 
My cousin being very fortunate, happened to meet an old 
guide by the name of Elijah Camp, whom he had had 
fuiding for him four years ago. He had s commodious log 
house on Little Moose Lake, twenty-two miles further on in 
the interior, where we could find the best of hunting aud 
fishing. We immediately set forthand were conveyed by a 
buckboard to his house, Attera few days we started for 
Sly Pond, some five miles distant. The name of this body of 
water was very appropriate for we had to climb a mountain 
two miles high in order to get fo it, then it was with much 
difficulty we found it, it isso yery secluded; but we were 
fully repaid for our trouble. The first night while hunting 
we had four shots, getting three deer. We came backto our 
wuide’s house and waited till the venison was consumed, 
About a week after | started with my guide Blijah and 

his son Sam, for the Cedar Lakes. Arriving there we 
camped over night and hunted on Beaver Pond, some eighty 
rods distance from our camp, 4 very pretty little body of 
water, surrounded by deer grass and lily pads—I had two 
shots at deer that evening. The next day started for Pills- 
bury Lake, only two miles distant; on that lake I saw seven 
deer in the lake all at once, and shot two. From there we 
went to Little Rock Pond, Whitney Lake, Sampson Take, 
Little Mud Pond, and the Alder Lakes. There is fine trout 
fishing in these lakes, especially in Whitney Lake. From 
there we went to Big West Canada Lake, Mud Pond, and 
South West Canada Lake. The is also tine lake trout fish- 
ing here with good deer hunting in Mud Pond. We went 
from there back to the house, rested a couple of days and T 
started with another gnide by the name of Philander Shaw, 
to try our luck trout fishing on Cedar River, which is only 
two miles distant vom Camp’s house, I caught forty-eivht 
inside of an hour, they being all a good size, some weighing 
a pound apiece. The average distance from Mr, Camp‘s to 
the lakes and ponds I haye mentioned will not exceed seven 
miles. Mr, Camp has good waterproof bark camps at all 
these places. This saves much trouble for a party. He 
also has plenty of good deer hounds and boats, anv every- 
thing comfortable and handy; his carries are well cut and 
smooth, which is a great advantage. 
My next trip was down to the Moose River region, or Bie 

Indian Clearing, My guide, Wallace Thayer and I, stopped 
at Mr. Brown’s, which is nine miles from Camp’s cabin, IT 
visited the following lakes, which afforded good tiout fishing » 
and deer bunting—l first went to House Pond, which is only 
ninety rods from Mr. Brown’s, and saw and heard three decr 
in the water. This pond affords excellent shooting when the 
weater has been warm and dry, 

Tnext camped on Beayer Lake. This jake is the one that 
Mr. Colvin, the surveyor, camped at, and while he was out 
fishing a bear came into his camp and knocked down every- 
thing, This lake is one of the, best fleer ponds in the coun- 
try—a party counted twenty deer all in at once one after- 
noon, The surrounding country abounus in bears, foxes, 
hedve-hogs, ducks, loons, and occasionally a panther. There 
are also the three Mitchell Ponds, being full of good sized 
trout; then Bear Pond, which is a goad resort for deer. 
Mr, Brown has two galt lakes near his house affording fine 
deer shooting, After visiting Squaw Lake aid the two 
Shanty Ponds, Liricd my luck trout fishing on Otter Brook, 
Moose River and Sumuer Brook; I caught four trout out of 
the last brook mentioned, in a cozy little hole; they lasted 
my guide and self two days, Gating them at each consecu- 
tive meal. 

To parties going to the Adirondacks, T freely endorse the 
places I have been to; they will find Messvs, Camp and 
Brown very entertaining, and willing to do everything in 
their power to promote the pleasare of a trip, Tere is a list 
of guides; parties will find them very obliging and willing 
to do everything that can be asked. They are: Blijah i 
Philander Shaw, Walter Hutehinson, Josiah FE, Brown, 
Cross, and Wallace Thayer; their P. O. address is Todian 
Lake, Hamilton county, N. Y. Inmame these guides as being 
responsible, knowing from my own experience during my 
trip there, they ave well worthy of any one’s confidence. I 
had a shot at a panther, and 1 shot seven deer while in the 
mountains, which is very remarkable, CO. HR. 
New Yors, August 25. 

Trnnessen.—Nashyille, Aug. 28.—Deer are reported as 
yery numerous among the Cumberland mountains, A party of 
hunters went out from McMinnville last week anc killed 
eleven. This is in violation of the law, but most of the uin- 
ters about here haye none of the true sportman’s regard for 
open and’ close seasons, Doyes are unusually abundant, and 
large numbers are being barged every day,.—J. D, U, 

“SomeTHine New.'\—Photographs of the crowned heads of the 
world, finest assortment of Mrs. ngtry, and all the other Enelish 
beauties, and also all actresses and other celebrities, CHARLES L, 
RITZMANN, 48 Broadway, New York City,—4dv, 
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“BACHELOR BOB WHITES.” 

Liditar Forest and Stream: 
T would like to get an explanation of an incident in natu- 

ral history which came under my notice many years azo, 
if any of your readers ever met « like aacident, phenomenon 
or premeditated hatred of the fair sex, Iam at a loss what 

“to call it. We named therm atthe time “bachelor birds.” 
Our attention was first drawn to the matter in fhe fall of 

1861. My, and Mrs. Bob White were holding.a lawn sociable 
on the beantiful Chattahoochee bottom lands in middle 
Georgia, my brother and 1, with Cato and Boh, being the 
only guests and pavtakers of the festivities, The afternoon 
was fast waning, and the accumulating weight (not in the 
hat) in the game sack, from the many littJe attentions pressed 
on us by our royal entertainers, we thoug'it it time tu retire, 
and making our hest sémn we backed ont, with roany 
promises fo call again, To shorten our way home we struck 
mito the woods and over the river hills, When wbout half 
Way up the hills, with dogs at heel, on entering a belt of ovl 
timber the dogs became rigid and firm as the rocks beneath 
the did hills we stood on. At the word “Go” a bevy of 
ahout forty or fifty, with some scattering birds, whirred up. 
Four of the scattering loiterers came to grass and proved to 
be male birds, Wrom the appearance of the flight in the 
ploaming ali appeared to be male birds. no further notice 
being taken of it at the time. 
A few days later, when on ourway to make good our 

promise fo call again, we headed for the game bevy, which 
we fonnd in the same belt of timber, where for half an hour 
Robert gave iis 4 free entertzinment, until getting wearivd 
of his part of the sport he retired into a belt of black-jacks, 
where we left him to rest his weary piniong and throbbing 
breast, wending our way to the bottoms to continue our part 
of the engagement in the family mansion, What birds we 
got on the hill being male birds, as well as all the birds seen, 
We frequently paid them a, visit on our way back und forth, 
but we never cot afemale bird from them, nor did we ever 
find fhem in the open, alwaysand at4]l seasons in the woods: 
and their numbers increased annually. 

Tn 1863 and 1864 ammunition was hard to vet, powder and 
shot could be had io Atlanta in exchange for lead, but lead 
being as searee a commodity as the powder and shot, the 
only resource we had lett was to open the paper cartridges 
prepared for the old muzzle-loading muskets, transfer the 
powder to the powder-lorn, and beat the balls ont flat and 
cut them into slugs to feed the gray squirrel, our friend Bob 
being placed on the retired list, In our squirrel excursions 
we [reyuently waded through Bob, but left him in peace to 
Sis own retiections—no doubt he full insulted at the seeming 
neelect and the cold shoulder turned on him. 
We—that is, my brother, the dogs and mysel!—trequently 

talked the matter over, and came to the conclusion tht 
these were “bachelor birds,” who, for some reason best 
known to themselves. hac become inveterate haters of the 
fair sex, foresworn female society, ar lad seen the abuses 
piled on their numerous family, and the uses to which they 
were applied, and yather than raise hroods to fill the pot of 
thy pot-lhunters, they preferred to live a life of seclusion and 
retirement in the deep, dark woods. 

In the sprigy of 1866, when that section was beginning to 
straighten out the snarl of the big rough-and-tumble, at 
dinner, one day, my wife thought she would like a small 
piece of quail Necessity knows no law. and to wish for 
& quail in those days was to haye if. Along in the after- 
noon 1 thought I would call around and see if any of my 
old friends were still in the woods, I had not visited 
them in two years. I found the birds largely increased in 
numbers, and brought a pair of them home in my hand. 
For three years, until the fall of 1869, at all seasons, when 
rusting for » shot, 1 would lie to that piece of woods 
and binsh the vast off, and never got a single female bird, 
nor did I ever see a temale bird in jhe flizht. Li any of 
your numerous readers have ever met with a like meident 
we would be pleased to leur of it. Tos, OHALMERR. 
HoLyors, Mass. 

PENNSYLVANIA DEER HUNTING. 

HAVE been hunting deer in the counties of Centre, 
Clearfield, Elk and Cameron for thirty years, from one 

to three months each year, 1 haye.a deer purk af my place, 
and with my hunting ip the woods and watching the deer 
in the park [think 1 know about as much of the habits of 
decr as there is any use of « man knowmg, The country 
named is very much broken along the streams. ‘Buck td- 
wird the summit the ground is level and a large country 
covered with yellow pine timber. The country on and 
around the summit hus a large runiber of small springs. 
The deer in the summer time lie by these; in the winter sea- 
son the go to the rayines, where the larve timber and laurel 
abonnds, and late in the season you will find them on the 
hills near the river. They are hunted here in several ways: 
Still-hunting, vidge-hunting, sick-watching and hounding. 
J term hounding deer to stiri a hound after a deer and rua 
it into the water. If that deer is not molested in any way: 
except being chased by that hound it will be back on the 
ground from where it was started in twenty-four, or not 
more than forty-eight, hours from the time it wus:started. 
There is yery little houndimg done in our section, Still. 
hunting will drive deer from their grounds sooner than any 
other kind of hunting, One still-honter will cause mre 
deer to leave their ground than the best hound dog ever put 
after them. You get ufter a deer as a still-hunter does, and 
foliow him until fhe deer knows you are after him, and he 
will leave the ground and will seok new eround i! hunted 
hard, and the worst part of this stil-Inutiny is done when 
the suow Decomes deep, with heayy crusts, and the deer 
eannot get away trom the hunter. ‘hare is where the still- 
Tyunter shows his skill, He steals up on the poor deer, takes 
arest and fires, bringing his deer ta the ground, then ox- 
elaims that still-hunting is the only way deer should he 
hunted, That is giving a deer a nice chance for his life. 
Now, put 4 hound on that same ground and when he gets 
the track he lets outa bawl, and, if near lis deer, you 
will see the yame in ils first stage. Then is when the hunter 
nerves up, If he has no nerve to stay him he is ‘a zoner™ 
instead of the decr (1 have been there), That deer muy run 
along a line of men, and among that number there will be 
some With guns who attend county fairs and break ten bally 
thrown trom a trap in successioa, take fitst promiums, and 
with all these wonderful feats which they lave performed 
will fire two shots at the deer and then be mad because the 
deer wont give them a, chance to shoot at it.all day. On the 
deer oes, untilthe dog gets tired. He stops and comes Lack, 
The deer will stop as soon as hie finds the doz is not close to 
him, ane he will also return to the ground where he was 
started, . 
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Wehave a special act for our county, allowing a man to 
hunt as he may see prover, and we make it a point not to 
allow deer to be killed only except in season, as our judge is 
a hunter and wants the law enforced. I lave watched deer 
through all kinds of winter storms. They seem to know 
when a storm is near, as they will lie in some secluded 
place; they will work to the steep side-hills, or get down in 
the heayy timber, or behind a rock or log, any place to be 
sheltered, 1 put up a shed for my deer to set under during 
the storms, but they prefer lying alongside the fence. When 
deep snows fall, they lay still and allow fhemselves to be 
snowed up, merely keeping’ their heads out of the snow. 
Now my theory ou hunting, and (le only sporting way to 

hunt is to haye dogs which do not run too long, and post 
yourmen on high eround, aad take their shots: then haye a 
good party, and good vamp, a good set of dogs, and if a 
munis a hunter that isthe way to hunt, and 1 will guaran- 
tee he will enjoy himself, My party shot twenty-seven deer 
last fall, and we hunted easy and we had an elegant time. I 
never hunt for ie market, neither will T hunt with a party 
who does, G. R. B. 
CenTRE County, Pa. 

“NIPKINS.” 

FPSHE average darkey is very superstitious, aud Tor was 
no exception to the rule. Though nineteen years of 

age, he was as ignorant almost as when he first; saw the 
light, His fear of darkness was something laughable; it 
was almost impossible to induce lim to stiv abroad atter 
dusk, so great was his tefror of ““Nipkins,” as he ealled him. 
Ona bright moonlight night he would sometimes venture 
out, but took great care to give the bushes where the sha- 
dows lurked a wire berth 

“Suppose old ‘Nipkins’ did catch you, Tom, what would 
he do?” 

“Ef he cotch yo?” 
ees \? 
“Fe don't never tech no white folks.” 
“Well, how about darkeys?” 
“Hf he coteh nigger?” 
“Yes!” 
“Well, sometime he get fool nig~er loaten roun’, den look 

out! Ef on de loathe tak all de clo’s offen ’em, make ‘em 
clum to demas’ hed, and den sometime he mak’em dust 
roun’ en elar de deck up till he sweat.” 
“Who sweats? ‘“Nipkins’ or the nigger?” 
“Nigger sweat! De ole feller set en look on, aud ef yo 

don’t kep ev up rite smart, he tak en chuck yo over, én mos’ 
drowned yo. Don't never kill nobody tho’; lets up jes en. de 
rite time,” 

Our liftle sloop was moored alongside the meadow bank, 
in one of the cosiest coves on Sinepuxent. Closed on three 
sides, if opened toward the bay that stretched shimmerine 
in the moonlight for miles. We were on deck ufter supper, 
enjoying that glorious time ‘just before turning in.” Not 
a cloud in the sky, and one of the fullest of full moons 
sailing up the heavens, the smoke from our pipes floating in 
a soft blue wreath around us, so still was fhe air. The oc- 
casional splashing of a black duck as he hunted for food on 
the shoals, and the spasmodic honk, honks of a huge gang 
of wild geese out on the still water were the only interrup- 
tions to the quiet, which was rendered still more impressive 
by the rolling of the surf on the outer beach, subdued hy the 
distance, but lending a rich undertone jo the whole scene. 

“Have you your sink-box along, Billy? I um going to 
have a crack at the geese one of these nights whon they come 
in on that sand har. Tom, you go there to-morrow just be- 
fore sundown and sink fhe box not over forty yards from 
jhe point of that har. You hear?” 

‘Hes, sir,” says Tom. 
The bar referred to ran out nearly one hundred yards inte 

the bay—a hard spit of white sand, bare at all times, and a 
favorite spot for the geese, who came in at night to preen. 
And, as Brunt said, “Tf it was against the law it-was also 
against human nature to sit on deck and see that bar listen 
in the moonlight and covered with gecse without ‘outting 
loose’ at them,” So if was arranged that Tom should sink 
the hox just before sunset; then after a comfortable pipe 
Brunt would walk to it (about halfa mile), stretch his manly 
form therein, wait for the geese and ‘blaze away.” 

Evening came, “Tom, is that box all right?" 
jes cum from fixen it,” 

Supper over, Brunt is so uneasy to start that he knocks 
the ashes from his half-smoked pipe, dons his boots, and, 
being ferried over the inlet, off he goss for the sink hox, 
The moon comes up, and the geese come in, We sit on 
deck and watch them swim up to the bar, saunter slowly 
out, flap their big wings, and with sn occasional grunt of 
satisfaction begin their toilet. ‘**Bont time suthin’ went 
off, isn’t 11?” says Billy; “been gone alongs timenow. Tom, 
did you put plenty of hay in that box?” A woolly head 
sticks out of the companionway, and the stereotyped “Hes 
sir’ is heard. “Bummer’s gone to sleep; that’s what ails 
lim.” Aun hour passes; the geese are still visible on the 
bar. “Hullo! Hallo!” comes over the water from the other 
side:of the inlet. “‘Send the boat, will pou, pdq.” Tom is 
afraid of ‘‘Nipkins,” so [paddle over. ‘What's the matter, 
old man?? ‘Matter! Why, Ltried a shert cut, fell in a 
hole and lost time; moon rose; geese all ashore; and after 
crawling fifty yards on ihe meadow, trying to sneak into 
the box, working like athor to doit, too. I came to the 
edge of the meadoyy, and (here, right under my snoof, that 
nigger had stuck the box, within three feet of shore,” The 
frath was, Tom had been caught by dusk before he sunk 
the box, sud “Nipkins’? being in his mind. he just hurried 
her over the meadow, and slapped her in tight py the edu 
of theboz. Brant does not swear, but like Paddy’s owl, 
he did a Ucvil of 4 thinking that night: and between the 
fear of an outburst of righteous indignation inside the eabin 
ant “Nipkins” outside, Tom was completely demoralized, 

Dic, 

“Hes, sir; 

Coxnectiour,—Hariford, Sept, 4—AHaita Forest and 
Sireom. |notiee in the Courant to-day a note to the effect 
that “limiting for partridges and quail has begun, but the 
birds will be in much better condition and feather’ later in 
the month. The law is not ‘off until October 1, Rail 
shooting is legal on and alter the 12th inst., bubitis reported 
that suiners are already at work alone ihe Housatonic. and 
find birds plenty, Down Essex way must he a good place 
for coon hunting. A correspondent writes that the *toong 
are making havoc among the cornfields, and the farmers are 
making desperate efforts to exterminate them.” It may be 
Of Interest Lo your correspondents who want to commence 
shooting immediatuly to know where they can do it amonth 
in advance of the season,—W. H, Kx. 

OHIO GAME NOTES. 

AM constrained to express my extreme appreciation of 
the fourth paper of your ‘‘Adirondack Survey Notes.” 

Yonrideas of the man who violates the game law are just 
mine, though T have never expressed them so tersely, tor 
have T heen so well pleased with anything that [ have read 
on the subject, The whole article is first-class and worthy 
of commendation to every person concerned. 

Our prospects for quail are very discouraging. In many 
localities last fall and winter there was not a bird to be 
found. This spring, however, they came from somewhere’ 
and after pairing, were to be seen and heard in goodly 
numbers in many places. [was hopeful then that we should 
have a fair supply this fall, but I am told by the farmers, 
and my own Observations confirm it, that they haye never 
seen go Tew voung birds, This must be attributed to a level 
country and excessive rain. 

Tn your issue of August 24, “Byrne” refers to the disap- 
pearance of quail in July and August. This vorresponds 
with my own observations, though his theory as to the 
cause is different, but well worthy of consideration, 

I confess that; Ihave never been able to satisfy my mind 
with a solution of the problem, but I give you my ideas: 
Owing to the increased eare in farming there is now in this 
section, but little cover Jeff for quail; and the timber. too, 
which seems to be so preat 9 desideratum, bas to a laree ex- 
tent disappeared, Add to this the increased amount of 
shooting fo which they ure subjected, and there ig reason 
cnough to suppose that {hey come into this open country to 
breed, where they ave less apt. to bedisturbed by vermin, and 
then when the young are old cnongh to in a measure take 
care of thomselves, shift back to the dense coverts of some 
wilder locality. This habit of birds going out into the open 
county to breed, is one that I have observed for many years, 
and is true even of the wild turkey. It may be simply in- 
stinct, but T have learned to reward birds as possessed of far 
more jntelligence than they areaceredifed with, and were Lin 
need of any other theory than that of present necessity, to 
account for an exodus of the birds, I should find it in their 
recollection of the safer resorts whence they came, and per- 
haps an intelligent anticipation of the danger to come in the 
open season. 

T have also thought that many birds are poisoned through. 
the now prevalent use of Paris green in farming. 
What I have said of quail will also apply to the ruffed 

grouse, Gut however we may account for the disappearance 
of birds from particular localities, it is in yain to shut our 
eyes to the fact that tHere is in general a serious reduction of 
their numbers that can he attributed to nothing’ else under 
the sun than trapping and excessive shooting,  D. G. J. 
Onto, Aug. 29, 1882, 

Ducks «ann “‘ Mop-Hexs."—A. correspondent of the 
Sacramento, Cal., Bee advocates the systematic destruction 
of the “‘mud-hen,” on the ground that this bird destroys 
the food of the ducks. He says: ‘This letter will be 
entirely devoted to um evil that I presume few sportsmen on 
this coast notice, but which is doing more to destroy your 
now good hut declining duck-shooting than would be done 
by aty umount of shooting out of season, This evil is 
neither more nor less than the protection of “coois* (com- 
monly called mud-hens), which are found by thousands all 
over the State, and especially between San Prancisco and 
Sacramento, and in the bay between Oakland and San 
Francisco, where millions are found feeding every day in 
the year, These birds are of a blueish black color, a trifle 
larger than the feal duck, and have a white bill, Their feat 
are also not solidly webbed, but have a slight eristly web 
on each side of every toe, They are simply hogs in their 
way, eating constantly and incessantly, and as they teed 
entirely on all kinds of food that ducks do they must eat 
away the grass, roots and seeds that keep your ducl-s, the 
sume as sheep would eat away pasture from cattle if lett 
alone in one field. One instance 1 remember where these 
‘quatie hogs ate away feed from one of the best duck 
murshes that ever came under my notice, in 1868, in Indigua. 
Two milés from my home were five little lakes with thin- 
sands of acres of marsh land that afforded the best duck- 
shooting one can imagine, and for several years we had 
enjoyed the sport of excellent bags, ranging from 50 10 200 
ducks per day to a good shot. In 1868, in the spring, I went 
oyer to the luke one day und saw what I thought were ducks 
by the acre, [ hurried io my old stand, but no flight came, 
and I was puzzled, I took my boat and made up my 
mind I would séare them up, Jeaving a companion in 
the blind where the ducks passed from one Jake to 
the other. 1 rowed out to my acres of ducks (as I sup- 
posed), and noticed I could casily get within shot of 
them, so I began shooting into the flock, not waiting 
to pick them up until I got through. Atter following and 
shooting for sometime, I began to gather them in, and to my 
suprise L found them entirely different from ducks. \'Tho 
result was that I found they were ‘‘coots,” and untit for use. 
Since that year these lakes haye been the home of the coot, 
and Ido not think that two good expelienced sportsmen 
could bag twenty ducks any day since in those lakes; and T 
could refer to many lakes and marshes where the same 
destruction of duck-tood has ruined the finest shooting in 
the country, Now, then, forthe remedy, ‘hat is, simply, 
for every bunter to shoot mud-)ens us fast as they come 
within range, ‘They are fair shouting for sport, nnd as 
many hunters don’t care for the game simply for the meat, 
they can have as much fun shooting mud-hens ag ducks, for 
then the tiresome work of carrying them home does not 
comein. 1 have lad many days’ sport shootings fhem with 
a .22 and .82 culibre rifle. It takes a good shol to hit ten 
straight on the water with a rifle. Try it. Some will say 
they should nof be killed in the bay.” This isa great mis- 
luke, as ducks are equally good scavengers; and my word 
for it, you will see 2 duck come for every mud-hen and pull 
killed, and they will get nearly or quite as tame and breed 
there by the thousands if you will only kill off the birds that 
are Gating away their pasture, Organize club hunta, andshoot 
tothing but mud-hens and gulls. Also, every sportsman 
that gocs on ti unt should ikill eyery mud-hen that flies by 
him, end every hawk possible, and in three years your 
tnarshes will be alive with ducks and other game birds, in- 
stead of the miserable, stinking hogs of coo.s. I would any 
time let a duck pass without & shot if there was a coot in 
range and give him the charge in place of the duck. Try 
it, brother sportsmen.” [We incline to think that the writer 
of the above has not fairly tried the merits of the bird, which 
he so roundly berates as worthless for the table. We know 
that a prejudice exisis among miny sportsmen against the 
“mud hen” who have never caten it, Wehave found them 
avery fair bird for the table.] 



LVS 

Waar ms It?—Omaha, Neb.—In the 24th of August | 
number of Ports, AND Syrwam ‘Homo? gives us an inter- 
esting account of ployer shooting at Long Branch, at some 
period of time antedating the erection of the Stetson House, 
whenever that enterprise may have taken place, 1 is always 
interesting to read the story of success in field sports, and 
the best point of ‘Tlomo’s” article is that he wrote at all. 
For whatever in a man’s sporting life is worth remembering 
is also worth telling to others, Ii every sportsman would 
write down in his own way the most noteworthy incidents 
in his experiences in the field nd publish them, he would 
“add immeasurably to the cnjoyment of his sporting brother- 
hood, alfthouzh he may not be able to emulate ‘Homo’ in 
perspicuily and force of diction, One thing, however, de- 
tracts from ‘‘Homo’s” otherwise pleasing ; Tle fails to 
give any adequate itlea of the particnlay species of the birds 
he so skillfully brought to bas im those old-time Long Branch 
potato patches. He calls them ‘crass plover’ to be sure. 
But what is 9 ‘grass plover’? We find several species of 
plover out here on the great Western prairies, where there is 
more grass to the county than in any other country on the 
globe. But Lhaveneyer heard that any of these species of plo- 
ver subsist on gruss. Possibly the creat prevalence of this agra- 
rian product, or the cireumstance of a Vermont birth, may 
jend a tinge to my greenness, and yet in my limited reading 
of standard ornithological works I fail to find any reference 
to any species of birds by the name of grass plover. It is 
not of so much importance to sportsmen whetlier Wnllack, 
Adams or Booth ever hunted these birds at Long Branch or 
elsewhere, us whether they were golden, black-bellied, kill- 
deer, ringed, ruddy, sanderling or Wilson's ployer, or a new 
species that the keen eye of the ornithologist has fuiled to 
discover.—Bos W Hire. 

New Haaresurrn.—Dover, N. O., Aug. 31.—Rulffed 
grouse are exceadingly scarce, unless you go back in the 
country several miles, and lucky is he that geta first shot 
before the flocks are scattered. The scarcity of our ruffed 
grouse can be accounted for by the fact that persons calling 
themselyes sportsmen go out for woodcock sand who shoot 
the young birds almost before being feathered. Mere every 
utchin large enough to carry a gun ont of the city foes to 
the woods and fields and Shoots everything in sight, thus 
bringing to all sportsmen of honorable intentions the dislike 
and almost hatred of our farmers who ure very accommodat- 
ing and willing to allow all honorable persons the right to 
gun their premises. This class of gunners who depredate 
upon our farmers in fhis manner, break down fences, leave 
pasture bars down, so that finally their victims have been 
compelled to seek in redress the protection which our State 
laws accord to them, thereby excluding the real sportsman 
from the pleasures of a day's sport with the rod and gun. 
Even while I am writing this the farmers around our neigh- 
horing lands are etting ready to post their premises, owing’ 
to the severe drought which hus caused the woods and timber 
lands to be very dry. Only last week 4 careless shooter, 
probably using paper for wadding, set tire to the woods at 
Dover Point, a noted. summer resort, compelling a force of 
twenty men to fight it two or three days in urdar to stay the 
fire.—GranGurs’ Riex'rs. 

“SUMMER Bear Yarys.”—Wellsboro, Pa., Aug. 25, 1882. 
—Hditor Forest wad Stream; Yours ‘enclosing slip from 
Boston Herald just received. And so the Herald reprints, 
without credit, our bear talk, under the head of ‘‘Summer 
Bear Yarns,” Bismillah! 1t is well, It would be better 
were the name of the author or the paper from which it was 
—selected, appended to thesketeh, Now, IL like the Herald. 
I do not agree with people who call it # ‘literary Algeringe.” 
I think it a spicy, well made paper, conducted with ability 
—especially the scissors department. But if, in the near 
future, the editor should happen to strike anything from my 
pen in Formst AND SPREAM which he thinks worth repeat- 
ing in his journal, will he Kindly remember not to forget 
that journalistic comity demands quotation marks, a men- 
tion of the paper from which it is—borrowed, or the name 
of the author. 

Which I rise to remark that it seems only fair, 
When you quote from un author the same to declare: 

And not to go stealing the thunder of those 

Wh) haven't gob thunder enough for home use, 

Let alone having any to spare,—NessMor. 

Massacnuserts Bay Brips.—Boston, Ang, 30,—For the 
last ten days I have been enjoying bay bird shooting in the 
vicinity of Plymouth, Mass. ‘The first few days black 
breasted plover, winter and summer yellow-legs were quite 
plenty, but towards the latter part of my visit they seemed 
less abundant. Now and then a few willets, chicken and 
piping ployer were shot, but the main flisht has not yet put 
In anappearanes, Old residents say after a good easterly 
storm one can get morecurlew and golden plover, etc,, than 
could be comfortably carried, T need not mention the large 
flocks of sanderlings and ring-neck plover we came across, 
as Some funners consider them beneath their notice, but were 
they to see in what fine condition we found them, I do not 
hesitate to say that they would shoot quite a mess of them. 
One may find good shooting trom Scituate to almost any part 
of the Cape. Those syho wish to try the shooting grounds 
take Old Colony R. R—Frep Lewis. 7 

PENNSYLVANIA,—Boiling Springs, Ae. 28,—There is a 
prospect of au abundant crop of quail, ‘Bob White” may 
be heard every morning and evening, Phwuasants (ruffed. 
grouse) are going to be very plenty ou our mountains near 
here. We advise any person wishing to have sood quail and 
pleasant shooting to yisit Cumberland Valley, There are 
four railroads running through the valley, by which any 
point may be easily reached. Boarding may be had at any 
place for three dollars aweek. Pine Groye, an almost inac- 
cessible mountain, is full of (leer,—E, S. $. 

Thompsontown, Juniata Co., Pa.—Quuilure fairly plenty; 
ruffed grouse on the 1creise; about the usual limited num- 
ber of wild turkeys.— Jonra'ra, 

MAssacnuserrs.— West Sterling, Sept, 4—The law on 
partridges was “‘‘off” Jast Friday, and our local sportsmen 
are atter them. Bul there are no reports of any large bags 
as yet—all complain of the scarcity of the king of game birds 
as in other sections of the country, The mdications are 
good for some quail shooting next month; several fine 
coyeys having been flushed in this yicinity so far, Gray 
squirrels are also quite plenty this fall, so it is probable 
that the new breech-loaders huve not been purchased in vain, 
The prospects are that we shall haye some fine fox-hunting 
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this fall, as they are quite plenty here, and those who de- 
light to hear the musie of the hounds in full ery after sly 
reynard on a, still frosty morning, with » chance of cartying 
home a fine brush after the day’s sport, can haye their wish 
eratified, We have no regularly organized club here, but 
we know what the laws are and mean that they should be 
kept.—C, ‘ 

Pramre Carcken Grouxps.—The following points are 
recommended to prairie chicken shooters—all reached yia 
the Chicago and Northwestern Railway: Iowa.—De Witt. 
Cedar Rapids (hotels: Grand Hotel, Northwestern Hotel, 
Coleman House), Taina, Nevada, Ames, Boone, Oxrlen, 
Marshalltown, New Jefferson, Denison, Dunlap, Wall Lake, 
Sac City, Battle Creek, Mapleton. Minnesot”a,—Rochester 
(hotels: Cook House, Pierce House), Owatonna (hotels: 
Arnold Wouse, Park Hotel), Waseca, Mankato, Kasota 
(hotel: Railroad Hotel), St. Peter (hotels: Nicollet Honse, 
Commercial Honse, Northwestern), Redwood Falls (hotels; 
Commercial Hotel, Exchange Hotel), Tracy, Marshall, Lake 
Bein. Dukota,—Watertown, Brockings, Velga, Desnivt, 

uron. 

New Yorr.—Medinu, Sept. 4— Woodcock shootine has 
heen very good in this locality, I hear of bags of from 
twenty to thirty-two birds being made in a day, to two guns, 
A few quail haye been sven this season, the first in seyeral 
years; none have been killed that I lave heard of; tfteen 
years ugo they were quite plenty. A pair of blue herous 
were shot up the creek, three miles south of this place a few 
days since. It was considered quite a lucky strike hy the 
successfil hunter, as he has been trying for three years past 
fo get & good specimen to have mounted.—Sa Nrrer, 

TrmRn’s Many A Surp, as some Chico, Gal., deer hunters 
found the other day. Que of the party had brought down a 
big buck, and the other sportsmen coming up “they gathered 
around the deer as it lay ou the ground, and one of {he boys 
was probing the wound and another drawing his hunting 
knife plunged if through the deer’s throat, but his knife 
being too dull to sever the head he asked for another one, 
when, to the surprise of ali present, the deer jumped up and 
escaped. They followed his blood for along way, but found 
no deer.” 

MassaonusertTs.—North Andover, Mass., Sept. 1,—The 
season opens to-day for ruffed grouse. The prospect for 
good sport was grand earlier, but now everything has dried 
up Aa the birds have taken to the swamps or other jnac- 
cessible places, and we do not look for any shooting until 
rain comes. We haye had no storms, not eyen showers 
worth mentioning since July 6. Wellsund springs are fast 
drying up, and fields and pastures ure as brown as'a berry; 
even the forest leaves are scorched and withered —H., 

Merenite Hottow, Del. Co., New York, Ans 31.— 
I am rusticating on one of the dairy farms of Delaware 
county. The game of this region is hot very abundant, 
There are some rnifed grouse, bul judging by what I hear, 
less than in former years, I have found no wondcock, but 
this is not strange, the land hereabouts beme very high and 
dry. Quail appear to be like the snakes in Ireland. Squir- 
rels are plenty, and make a very good pie when properly 
compounded,—Picke?. 

RockLanp Countty,—New York, Sept. 4.—In Rockland 
eounty, this State, where I have been tor a few days, I 
found that there has been qnite some woodeock shot, and 
are still being shot, with indifferent success. ‘The outlook 
for quail seems to be very good throughout the county, and 
any quantity of rabbits and squirrel.—R. B, 5. 

Rar Saoorme,—Bristol, Pa., Sept. 2.—Rail-bird season 
opened poorly. Reeds not yet ripe. Thirty-eight binds to 
high boat on Stewarts’ flats. High boat on Bristoland Bur- 
lington marshes scarcely a dozen birds. Tew reed birds 
flying. Railin very poor condition, Likely to be another 
flight of rail hy middle of month.—C, E. 8, 

OmaHA, Neb,, Aug, 27,—Prairie chickens are said to be 
scarce along the line of the C. B.& Q, R. R. No other game 
to be seen at present,—Yo, 

On1o.—Tifiin, Aug, 26.—Quail plenty this fall, more so than 
usual. No woodcock to be found in a day’s tramp, or squir- 
rels.—F, M, H. 

Yiromsra Desr.—Deer are reported hy a correspondent 
to be very abundant this year in Sussex county, Virginia. 

Camp Hive Hlicheyings. 
* That reminds me.” 

V E were out for woodcock, and as we were crossing the 
open | etween two covers our dogs surrounded a wood- 

chuck, and encouraged by us we were ne considerable 
noise, which attracted the attention of the oll farmer and 
his son, and they left their work and came over to see the 
fun. As this was new game to the dogs, they were rather 
awkward in handling them. Fred, wishing to help them, 
aimed a vicious kick af the rodent, which missed its object, 
and striking poor Dan under the chin fairly lifted him off 
the vround. When the howls and laughter had subsiced, 
the farmer’s boy remurked: ‘That reminds me of how dad 
did for old Bose, Te was the goll darndest woodchuck dog 
that you ever see. One day he got a chuck in a stone heap, 
and dad and I took a crow ar aud went to help him, We 
pried gut one or two stones, when the chuck stuck ip lis 
head and dad let drive at him with the crowhar full chisel, 
Just then old Bose spied him and made a diye, and the crow- 
bar struck him between the ears and killed him dader than 
Julius Cesar,” ‘*Yes,” added the old man, ‘‘and the funny 
part of itis old Bose don’t. know to this day but what the 
woodchuek killed him!’ 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. 

When I was a young steamboatman on the raging: Missis- 
sippi, running from St. Louis in the Keokuk trade, the ood 
steamer Di Vernon with Capt. Matson commanding, was 
one of the finest and Jargest side-wheelers in the river. 
The mate at that time was ‘Old Mughey,” a large, broad- 

shouldered, fat Irishman, who had the reputation of being 
the terror of the roustabouts, for when he opened his broad 
mouth they had to ‘‘get up and dust around,” 

One day while the steamer lay ‘‘tied up" at the levee land- 

ing, some of the mien were at work in the hold, and Hughey 
jiist then needed more help on deck; so striding to the for- 
ward hatch he looked down and bellowed out: 

“Hello, down thar,” 
“Aye, aye, sir,” answered the men from helow. 
“How many of yees is thar down thar?” 
“Three of us, sit.” 
“Well, the half of yees come up here.” Dorsar, Puy. 
CHICAGO. 

We were all seated about a roaring log fire. Nothing’ had 
been said for several minutes, wien the solemn stillness was 
broken by the lonesome hoot of an owl near us. “That 
reminds me,” said the Professor. “You know that family 
of Hurds? Well, one time the old man Went out to the 
swamp to cut cedar, and net returning at night, His wile 
beeame worried, and, aveompanied by her two daughters 
started te fin him. They ¢ot well intd the woods, and al 
at once were brought to a standstill by “To whto-o-0! 
‘Hark, girls!’ says the old lady, ‘That’s an owl,’ says one 
of the girls, ‘An owl! No it bain’t, neither. Don’t you 
suppose I know your father’s yoice? To who-o-o, Mr. 
Turd!" ir. @& P. 
Lixcoiy, Maine. 0 

A friend of the writer lately asked a genuine Wlorida 
“cracker” “if he ever went a fishing,” and received the fol- 
lowing characteristic und pointed reply: “‘Sometimes I gees 
a fishin’ and sometimes I doesn’t!” Oo, H. G - 
Giencog, Morida, 

Sea and River Hishing. 

Opsy SpAsons.— Sve table of vpen seasons for gare wna fish 
un. issue of July 20, 

-FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER, 
FRESH WATER, 

Lake trout, Cristivorer namay-| Pike (N, ¥, pickerel) Deuce bretna 
eush. Pickerel, Eso yetieulatus: 

Siscowet, Cristivamer siscomet, Pike-perch.(Walleyed pike) Shi> 
Grayling, Thymellus tricolor and | _ zostethium. 

T. nontanus. Yellow perch, Perea fluviatilis, 
Rainbow trout, Salmo iridea, | Striped bass (Rockfish), Races 
Clark's trout, Salmo clarkii. lineatus. 
Dolly Varden trout, Sealvelinws | White bass, Roccus chrysaps. 
mena, Rock bass, Ambloplifes. two spe- 

Salmon, Saimo salar. i 4 
Land-locked salmon, var. sebayo. 
Quinnat salmon, Onearhynes 

cies, 
Wuremouth, Chanebrytius guine 

SUS, 

Crappie (Strawberry bass, é@té;) chouycha, ; 
Black bass, Microplerus, two spe-| _ Povnorys wicromaculst us. 

cies. Bachelor, Pomoxrys menularis, 
Maskinonge, Zson nobiltor Chub, Semotilus bullaris, 

SALT WATER, 

Sea bass, Centroprisies atrarius. | “Sea trout,’ Cynoscyon carollmen- 
Striped bass, Roceus lineatus. sis, 
White perch, Moroneamericana, | Sheepshead, Arecosarqus preba- 
Scup or porgie, Slenetomus ar- faceplalis, 
qyraps. Kingfish or Barb, Menticivus me 

Tantog or blackfish, Tautoga ont bulosus. 
is, Spanish mackerel, Cyilin meacu- 

Bhiefish or taylor, Pomafomus| Tatum, 
saltatriz. Dium, Pogonias chromis, 

Weakfish or squetague, Cynos- Lafayette, Liostomus obfiqauus, 
cor ~eqalis, Red bass, ete.. Sci none deelitlus. 

(as This table is general. Por special laws iu the several 
States see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20. 

My purpose was to give you sume divections concerning roach and 
dace, and some other inferior fish, which makes the angler excellent 

sport; for you know, there is mure pleasure in hunting the have than 

in killmg her; but t will forbear at this time to say miore, bécause 

you see yonder conus Gur brother Peter anil honest Coridon: Wut I will 

promise you, that as you and I fish and walk to-morrow towards 
London, if I have now forgotten anything that I can then remember, 

1 will not keep it from you.—aak Wilton. 

SHRIMP-CATCHING IN SWATOW, CHINA. 
Gi WATOW, China, is in the Kwang Tung province, about 
kJ two hundred miles from Canton (the capital of the 
province). The harbor is very spacious and thoroughly 
sheltered, The Haw River, carrying a considerable volume 
of water, empties into it at its upper end, and two or three 
smaller streams discharge into it af different points. As all 
these streams carry more or Jess detritus, they help to main- 
tain, and even extend, the enormous mud flats that spread 
out from the shore a distance, varying from a few yards to a 
mile or more, at low water. 
A large proportion of the inhabitants of the villages 

around the Bay of Swatow are fishermen, among whom, as 
with most of the poorer classes of Chinese, the struggle for 
existence is so horribly sharp thal every possible chance of 
earning a few cash or securing a mouthful of tood must be 
seized instuntly. Hence it is that even the “nasty blue mud” 
is carefully searched for any stray shrimp, mud-worm, or 
other living thing it may hold. 
There is a good deal of amusement to be derived from 

watching a Swatow shrimp-catcher skimming over the sur- 
face of the mud on his “‘mud-+oboggin” (I coin the word, 
since none that [ think of so nearly describes the imple- 
ment); and not a little excitement, too, as the slightost 
movement seems sufficient to plunge him headlong into the 
soft black mud. 

The shrimper strips to a simple breech clout, and ties his 
queue in a tight knot on top of his head, fastening i), with a 
wooden bodkin. If the day is very warm and the sun un- 
usually fierce, he wearsa huge hat (made with a frame of 
thin bamboo strips, filled with dried bamboo leaves), tied se- 
‘curely under his chin. Round his waist he ties a wicker 
hottle of about half a gallon capacity, with small mesh to 
drain the water off from the contents, and having a small, 
rather long neck to preyent any particularly lively shrimp 
jumping out. His hands are thus left quite free to manage 
his “toboggin,” und to capture any of the small game he is 
after. 

The craft is made of a thin hoard about six feet long b 
ten inches wide, slightly curled up at the forward end. 
About two feet from the bow is a slight ‘‘gallows-lrame,” 
just high enough for the shrimper to lean on. He stands on 
one foot, balancing himself by the frame, and with his other 
foot pushes himself over the surface of the mud, by an 
adroit turn of the foot (something like the slight turn of the 
paddle-blade of a skilful canoeist), propelline himself nearly 
in astraight line. He will skim rapidly over mud so deep 
that, were he to attempt to walk, he would sink to his nevk 
and probably be quite smothered, chanying from one foot 
to the other while under way, turning sharp corners, stop- 
ping and backins, his feet and hands all (he time slippery 
vith mud, yet [ never saw a misstep orfall, It requires 
long training and constant practice to enable one to use this 
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“mud toboggin” at all, and many and amusing have heen 
the failures of adventurous young foreigners. I have several 
times been nearly smothered in the soft deep mud before I 
would confess that if wasn't infended for me ever to use one, 

The principal part of the ‘‘catch” of these fishermen is a 
tiny shrimp about an inch long, but they let nothing pass 
them, their bottles containing worms, small shellfish, and 
yarious other inhabitants of the mud. The slightest evi- 
dence of life is sufficient to cateh the eye, when (if moving 
rapidly) they stop by sticking the foot, that for the moment 
ig doing duty ag propellor, deep into the mud. This causes 
the “‘toboggin" to swing round as a pivot and “heave to.” 
It the mud is comparatively shallow they will leave their 
craft and dig for whatever may haye attracted their attention, 
if not, then they kneel on the ‘‘tohboggin” while digging, 

K. Gooprion. 

SHARKING AT NANTUCKET. 

i hae hunting of the shark, by its excitement and colossal 
dimensions, about correspouds to the noble chase of the 

butfalo. or the grizzly on shore, and is an experience well 
worth trayeling to Nantucket for, Hyery self-repecting 
tourist carries Lome a shark's jaw or some of the shark’s 
curved feeth as trophies, and small boys have their wonderful 

| pockets filled with assorted teeth and scraps of shark’s skin, 
on which they sharpen their knives as on so many whet- 
stones, To catch a shark you stop the boat while out blue- 
fishing and drop the line down in those shoal places off-shore 
where the sharks chiefly lic in wait, but the blue-tishing 
company generally object to this and prefer to stay by their 
original spot. A potter way, and one partaking more of the 
typical island flayor, is to sail down the harbor to the little 
peninsula of Wauwinet, and, crossing the narrow strip of 
sand, re-embark on an old whaleboat and at a-mile off-shore, 
drop auchor at the favorite sunnmer resort of the sharks. 
Fantine the shark is the nearest approach to “sitting on a 

mountiin to bob for a whale,” since the Norcross boys 
present you with 200 feet of stout clothes line and an iron 
meat hook for tackle, and impale eight or ten perch on the 
long-barbed hook for bait. When ow nine lines were 
streaming out from the Doat's side, and each one was braced 
for the coming struggle, first, onc female head and then a 
second was bent in pensive attitude by the gunwaie. My 
own head was swimming, and sea and sky were rolling 
together, when a shout from the man in the bow drove every 
notion and sensation away, and we all stood np and shouted 
with excitement. The rope came slowly in, and soon the 
big fish was floundering on the surface, churning the water 
white all around, and .drenching us with the spray. The 
Norcross boy seized a club, his brother held the line, and 
after a succession of blows on his pointed nose, tlie shark 
was hauled aboard, its jaws wide open and its ravenous 
cureer ended, 

After the first catch there was i subdued excitement all 
around, and no one thought of the ground swell again. The 
Harvard prize man announced that he thought he had a 
bite, and, hauling his line cautiously, he found a little yel- 
low crab clawing at the tempting bait. The shout of laugh- 
fer was drowned by my own shrick of victory, as there 
came fi jerk from the other end of myrope. Ii may he 
eruel and murderous sport, but there is a savage excitement 
in waging war against such wild beasts, and pulling in that 
shark was equal to holding a runaway horse. With braced 
feet, it hand over hand, the line gradually shortened and the 
hody of the shark was seen darting around in the water. 
‘Took out or you'll land him in your lap,” cried the yachts- 
man, ‘and if he comics in some of us will have to get out.” 
The little boys danced, the men shouted and the ladies stood 
np andshrieked in chorus with me, while the shark lashed 
the waters with his mighty tail and sent the spray all over 
us aud the boat seats. The Noreross boys took the line and 
drew my prize in, hammered him on the head with a club, 
and putting another hook in his back, pulled him over and 
stretched im out. There he lay, his nose at one side of the 

eat whaleloat and his tail hanging oyer the other, nine 
eet long from tip to tip, a good-for-nothing lump of a fish, 
weighing 800 pounds.— Nantucket Letter to the St. Lowis Globe- 
Democrat. 

BASSING IN PINE LAKE. 

INE LAKE, Michigan, has no reputation as ground for 
black bass, though Intermediate Lake, only three 

miles away, is famous for these fish as well as for pickerel 
and maskalonge. As interesting angling literature as I have 
read is the series of letters from the “Camp of the Kine- 
fishers” upon Intermediate Lake, in Formsr anp Stream, 
But the best sport of the ‘Kingfishers’ was, I am sure, no 
better than I enjoyed last Saturday afternoon on the “South 
Arm” of Pine Lake. 

The entire day was one of “’speriences.” Tt began with 
an Atteuipt lo reach the fishing-grounds by means of a sail- 
boat, This came about from fhe offer of a young man, elec- 
trified apparently by some four-pounders I had brought in, 
to fake me there with his boat, if I would only show him 
where the ‘there’ was. We accordingly started Saturday 
forenoon and arrived in Charlevoix at 1 P, M,, having missed 
the fishing-sround by about four miles. I was more than 
ever of the opinion that when I don’t care where] go and 
whether I go anywhere I'll take a sail boat, while the young 
man was so disappointed with his boat, that he didn’t fall in 
with my sugvestion to take the afternoon steamboat directly 
to the fishing grounds. Astor me, Iwas determined that 
my ‘‘hoppers” so laboriously secured should not be wasted, 
so the 3:30 P. M. boat found me embarked with skiff towing 
behind. (By the way, if anyone would be m n frame of 
mind to sympathize with the old hen in her surprise and dis- 
appointment when she misses the grasshopper she was so 
sure was her's, let him try to gather in enough of the lively 
insects in question, for a fishing trip.) 

With my*embarkation begun 4 new series of ** “aperiences” 
and it would have brouzht tears to your eyes to see me 
strugzle to prevent my skiff from going under the stern of 
the steamer as the latter backed off from her dock. Fortu- 
nately, a fellow passenger seized me by the arm and saved 
my boat from the screw, and me froma ducking, Of course 
the boat was half full of water when I reached my fishing 
ground, but a, few minutes’ diligent bailing made that all 
right, and J was rearly for work. The biss was ready, too, 
it Seemed, as 1 struck oue soon, and was kept busy nntil the 
steamboat returned. I'll attempt a description of the cap- 
ture of but one, a four-poundeér, not because he was the 
lurgest, (I have taken much larger) but becanse he was the 
most active. Iwas anchored in thirty-five feet of water, us 
deep as my anchor yope would commend. Outside, the 
bottom dropped off very suddenly to a great depth, and I 
waa fishing in this deep water with perhaps twenty yards of 

not sulk yery persisteutly. 
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line, Inside there was a mass of pickerel weed and ofher 
aquatic plants. My rod is an eight-ounce split bamboo, 
made on the Henshall pattern. 'The tish in question seized 
my bait with a rush, and it hardly needed the strong snap I 
gave him fo set the hook in, His very first move was char- 
acteristic. Instantly he struck tor daylight, and leaped into 
the air with a spring that said, “Whoop, here L am, catch 
me if you can,” It was the best leap I ever saw for a bass, 
He pnt all his fresh power intoit, and fairly tumbled back 
into the water. Tam sure be went four feetin the air. 

Prom this first sample of his vigor and spirit, [ was pre- 
pared for s grand rush. I was nol disappointed, My habit 
is to hold my fish very snug so thatit is rarely indeed one 
mikes a run of thirty yards, but this one carried ont full 
fifty yards, fighting for every inch, and at the end rose 
rapidly, making another grand leap into the air. This run 
had been mude away sternward of fhe boat, but still in deep 
water, Now he returned instantly over the same course, 
and his speed was such that I had to ply my multiplying reel 
with desperate energy to keep up with him. When just op- 
posite me, he turned and darted under the boat toward the 
weeds, Of course I “wave bim the butt,’ and my first 
thought was, not to let him have an inch of line, but his 
fierce tugs convineed me that the chances were pood that my 
red would shat up like a jack knife, so [let ny line slip 
slowly under my finger. Unfortunately for my chances, I 
was standing at the bow when he made his rush under the 
boat, so that T could not pass the line under that end without 
fouling the anchor rope, so that for a few seconds the Jine 
sawed and hissed ornimously over the keel; ITsoou passed to 
the stern, and so got ont of that predicament. But in the 
meantime, the bass had buried himself deep among the 
weeds and seemed inclined to stay there. However, he did 

A strong pull started him again, 
and once more he rose in his wrath, This time the thirty 
yards of line was hung (as it were) with a washing of weeds. 
Another rush under the boat carried him into deep water. 
And now bezan some tactics that have succeeded more 

than once in my experience with black bass. Swimming 
near the surface, he kept turning ou the hook, this way and 
that, rolling, too, byeron one side and then on the other. 
Wo other device causes me so much auxiety. But this ish 
was loo securely hooked to escape even in thisway. Twice 
after this he darted under the boat, but was too nearly tired 
out toreach the weeds, A third feeble rush was made, but 
1 drew him up near the surface, and holding the landing net 
in his course, Llifted him gently in out of the wet, This 
was but one of many tussles with big fish that wfternvon, 
though no other was so prolonged and exciting as this. 
shall not attempt the expressions of surprise that I had 
caught such fish in Pine Lake, that I had canght them with 
such bail, that Thad landed them with such tackle, ete, <A 
nifive came paddling by while Twas struggling with one, 
He was overflowing with sympathy and surprise, ind, when 
I finally *‘scooped up” my fish, broke out, ‘Well, T’d rather 
fish than eat, and I've been fooling ‘round this point for 
years, but I never caught no such fish as that.” I must tell 
you of one singular thing that oceurred, and with that close 
this, to me, unexpectedly long Jetter. For a few mimutes 
during my fishing [ threw my line into the shallower water 
among the weeds. There I hada nibble that I thought must 
be from a perch or rock bass. Isnapped sharply, and sure 
enongh found [had hooked a rock bass, or rather two, the 
line passing throuzh the lip of one, while the hook was fast 
in the side of the other, 

OwarLtevorx, Mich. T. R. Wronarn, 

LIGHT AND HEAVY RODS. 

Vee light vs. heavy vod discussion is really instructive 
and amusing teading, as it brings out so many inter- 

esting and comical stories, that would hardly be put on 
pauper without some such incentive. 

For my part I see the justice of both sides of the rod dis- 
cussion, and my rod case always contains both light and 
heavy rods that Tuse as the humor takes me, or as my ex- 
perience teaches me will give the best sport at cach varied 
fishing resort, the size of the trout and the peculiarities of 
the water being taken into consideration. My heavy rod 
saved me three noble brook trout weighing 84, 44 and 54 
lbs., in an nnfrequented lake near Bonney’s Seven Chain 
Lake resort (Adirondacks), last May, when no tackle on a 
6-oz, rod would haye been reliable, But the next evening 
on Seventh Lake, with leaping trout all around me, anything 
but a light rod would haye seemed a profanution. There is 
one idea connected with this discussion that I haye not seen 
brought in, and that was embodicd in the excuse the 
sométimes guide, always around old coon, Capt. Parker of 
Forked Lake, gave me when I suddenly came on lim, fish- 
ing with a heayy pole, and large hook, in Constable's Hddy, 
Riquette River, one May morning several years ago. 

“Honest John,” my guide. whispered: ‘‘Ask for some 
worms ani lift the boughs when I run you close.” TI did so, 
and saw over twenty brook trout stacked crosswise, not one 
und¢r a pond in weight and scyeral about three pounds, 
Naturally indignant J expressed my opinion very freely of a 
guide that would thus skin all the best holes early, before his 
Sportsman customers came; when in reply I received this 
bittof wisdom; *‘lam spring poor; I fo out fo Blué Moun- 
tain Lake this afternoon, and trout bring twenty cents per 
pound at the hotels there, I take my biggest hook, that 
nothing but the biggest trout will take, and catch my re- 
quired weight of fish in the fewest possible number, leaving 
the pools full of the sizes you fools can catch with your 
light tackle.” I also have heard Alyah Dunning say be 
never uses 2 small hook, as then he never is tempted to keep 
small trout; and many guides argue, with truth on their 
side, that if none but large hooks weve used, aud all trout 
under say one-half pound returned fo the water, that the 
trout in the lakes and streams would be inexhaustible; but 
that the small hooks and light tackle nsed by fancy sports- 
men catch anything that comes along, and thus, to cateh 
ten pounds, destroy what would be one hundred pounds or 
more in a few years. Looking at it trom this point of view, 
when [afterward fished Raquette Kiver I] used a heavier 
rod and found fine sport, after my trout were hooked, in 
leading them to some pool where John could get the landing 
net under them, and then go backand pet another, Whereas 
any one with experience knows that if a two-pound trout is 
hooked by a six-ounce rod and allowed to thrash around for 
half an hour or more, running up and down the river, 
through tle water in eyery direction, tingling lines if any 
one else happens to be fishioug there, that the fish are more 
or less scared and many less will be caught, All the talk 
and fine writing on some one fish that ‘took an hour to bring 
io net’ sonnds very nicely and looks well in print, but a 
show of a dozen such on a platter looks better in camp, and 
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fills a place that otherwise has to be filled ¢ither by the 
canned beef brought in, or from the well-baited huoy that 
has often to be resorted to, 
Now I have had many years experience in the Adirondacks, 

and can truthfully say (and for five years ‘Honest John’ 
caa youch for me) I have never token o trout in an unsports- 
manlike manner, and yet haye never eaten a meal theré 
withoufithem. I haye neyer taken in any canned mest, but 
no party I haye ever been with has liad to resort to buoy 
fishing. Still, lam sure that the fanciest sportsman living 
could never call mea ‘trout hog," which, by the way, is a 
well coined word, Although 1 have often given fish to 
other camps that were poorly supplied, T can call to mind no 
time that | ever caught fish that were not used. 

Your correspondents are coverine about all the ground, 
and to me their letters inercase in interest with every nom- 
ber, “Splasher’s” “Deer Wunting in Michigan,” almost con- 
firms my long deferred résolution to still Inu deer in the 
Adirondacks this fall, instead of hounding them as [ haye 
done for past years, but when [remember the rough mountains 
and diverging streams that even the guides dare not still 
hunt ona dark day, except in some sections, and where the 
chance of always getling around to camp at night is more 
uncertain than on the level ground and straight running 
rivers of Northern Michigan, it discourages me, but, some- 
time IT surely shall have a trial at it. ‘AH. D. W. Ls” “Put 
Yourself into Condition” is also timely, though we in the 
country keep ourselves in fair condition, if we have sense 
enough to think at all on the subject, which, I am sorry to 
say two-thirds the business men never do cithor,in city or 
country. It seems unaccountable to me that men cooped up 
in offiues every day, with no exercise, and necessarily poor 
appetites, can go on year after yeay without thinking a 
radical change necessary, If they would read your paper 
if seems to me that it would imbue them with the desire to 
at least try what others seem so thoroughly to enjoy. 

M. 8, N- 
Jonnstown, N. Y., August 28, 1882. 

A TRIP TO NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 

OW pleasant the change from the busy, bustling city to 
the quict of the green woods. "The singing murmur 

of the trout stream, or the dash and hurile of the broader 
Stream. So we found it toward the close of the fishing sea- 
son. The brain was stretched to its tension with the eqn- 
tinued wearying rush of 4 city life, and the boily run down 
and needing rest. 

The Enstern xpress from Chicago and the Grand Rapids 
and Indiana sleeper gave us a quicl: passage and a good 
hight’s rest. Bright and early im the morning we were put 
down almost in a grove of magnificent maple trees at the site 
of Summit City. A city here meanf the abnormal quiet of 
the woods, The only sound greeting us was the screaming 
of the roosters and the cluckinoy of lens, while the clear fresh 
moning air toned up the system, and, confess it we must, it 
made us hungry enough to devour a dry ernst. 
We found a place for breakfast, and then pitched a tent, 

and prepared to go into camp. The wife and twelve-year-old 
boy had accompanied us, and, for the firsttime in their lives, 
attempted » life wider canvas, We were eagerto yo fishing, 
and after getting thines info shape downed a fishing suit and 
started for an unknown trout stream. I mean to us unknown 
because it was in the woods, and to find the way through 
even the roadways in these dense forests is something of a 
task. Following the direstions given, we after a four-miles 
{ramp happily strack the creek—a veritable Michigan stream, 
brush grown, full of bends and turns, full of sand drifts and 
holes, overhung with brush, and log-covered; but we soon 
rigged wp and made the first cast. The third one was made, 
and a lively trout struck with some earnestness and vigor. 
We struck promptly and landed a half pound brook trout, 
high-coloved and game, and as handsome as a picture, We 
fished on until the shades in the woods warned us the sun 
was trending downwards, and we had five miles to walk. 
We had caught enough for a nice breakfast. A dozen 
trout in two hours’ fishing on an unknown stream we con- 
sidered good, especially at the close of August. 
We have spent days on these trout brooks and have fished 

the Boardman River, the Munistee River feeders for the fa- 
mous grayling, and enjoyed taking this splendid game fish, 
We haye seen some fine fish taken from these stream, and 
have visited the region of the lake chain emptying into 
Lake Michigan at Elk Rapids, The streams here, us at- 
tested hy ye scribe of the Kingfishers’ Camp, maintain their 
old time name. Can you ask for anything better than this? 
The guests of George Dyer, at Blk Rapids, caught during 
last season 8,000 black bass, and over 8,500 trout, This sea- 
sonup to August 21, the guests of the same house had 
enught 10,087 speckled trout and bass, Hlik Rapids is in- 
deed a fisherman’s home, where gentlemen can take their 
families with them, and the youngsters are as happy as 
glams at high water. Geo. Dyer and his good lady and 
daughters are soon in the confidence of the children. “There 
is nothing fussy or restrained about the place, bnt the guests 
are surrounded with children, and enjoy their company. 
My visit to Michigan has been.a very pleasant one. For 

cight summers we have fished through various portions of 
this northern region, and come home each time more en- 
raptured with its many beauties; its clear, cuol ait, its 
lovely nights, and its many trout streams: but above all, its 
pleasant social people. The hotel keepers in this region do 
not attempt to “‘skin” you, but charge moderate prices, sive 
you the worth of your money: make you feel at home, and 
cordially invite you to come and sce them again. Aud come 
you will ifthe fates will permit, for at these places are 
found gentlemen with like tastes who yearly, when the dog- 
star ascends the summer sky, turn their steps to this cool, 
northern region, and bring their families with fhem to enjoy 
the restand quict of this land of brooks and streams, 

Norman. 
Carcsqgo, Linois, 

CANADIAN SAtMon.—Ottawa, Canada, Aug. 28.—Fishing 
parties are preparing to camp out, and several American 
parties from Boston and New York haye arrived, and start: 
for the interior lakes to-day, where trout and other good fish- 
ing,can be found, Isawa gentleman from the vicinity of 
Combermere, on the upper Ottawa, who informed me that 
the deer were reported by tha woodsmen to be more plenti- 
ful than they ever had been known to be for many years, and 
duck hunting is reported as splendid, I think when the 
superior hunting aud fishine to be found in this part of 
Canada are better known, there will be a large inthux of 
parties in here during the seasons. Some five hundred 
American excursionists visited Ottawa on Saturday last and 
were highly pleased with the place, Ottawais becoming a 
favorite place for tourists and visitors, —W, 
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RIVERS AND FISH OF NEVADA. 

[A paper read before the California State Sportsman’s Association. | 

WwW HILE not attempting to enlighten any one as to the 
rivers of Nevada, their souree, course, volume and 

sink, Tmay be permitted, from the inland seas receiving 
their waters, and from the evaporation constantly going on, 
to revert to Neyada’s waters 4s unlike all others outside of 
the Great, American Basin, _ 

Perhaps the rivers of no State or country received their 
uames from more celebrated travelers, explorers and soldiers 
than Nevada, 

Prior to the discovery of gold in California, Humboldt, 
the greut scholar and traveler, journeyed down the longest 
and largest river emptying into ouriniwnd sea, which viver 
to-day bears the name of this most distinguished suyant. 

Tt was the articulation of the “Pathfinder’s” trusted guide 
that caused General Fremont to write “Truckee” as fhe 
name for the grand river that drains Lake Tahoe. 

Tt has heen my pleasure to ascend the summit from which 
Kit Carson, the celebrated scout and Union suldier, first 
viewer Carsou Valley, and gave the silyery stream, coursing 
through rich meadows, his own name; a name ftlien and 
since, hoth in history and romance, 80 proudly mentioned in 
discoveries and war, that his followers, knowing the daring 
and purity of their commander, compared the dashing 
waters, fresh from the snow banks of the Sierras, fo the in- 
trepid scout that fulfilled every mission, led them from dan- 
vers, and halted only when ready to quench their thirst from 
the cooling waters of the Carson. 

Walker River has its source in the Sierra Nevada Moun- 
Vains. Her several branches after leaving California ron 
through Esmeralda county, where the main Walker forms 
and empties into Walker Lake. The tiver took its name 
from an old mountaineer sud trapper, who, as early as 1844, 
had penetrated these mountain fustnesses, set his traps 
along the river bearing his name, traversed the adjacent 
valleys, little thinking the ‘‘toll-rond tiend” would at some 
future day demand tribute, or the “Railroad Gazetteer” 
would index ‘Railroad Crossings of the Walker.” 

These four comprise the muin rivers, 1f T may not mention 
Reese River, whose floating palaces and ferryhoats having 
been hanled off and placed on the dry-dock to sive way to 
the iron horse, are now in a state of majestic decay, while 
their human freight, the ‘Pioneers of 1863,” look from their 
prosperous city inthe Toyabe range with as much delight, 
upon this historic river, as did the Israelites upon Jordan, 
or De Soto when he first gazed upon the Father of Waters. 

The three branches of the Owyhe uniting in Idaho rise in 
Elko county, as well as the Breauncéan, one of the tributaries 
of Snake River; these flow northerly into and through the 
Columbia, discharging their waters into the Pacific. 

On our southeastern border we haye the Colorado skirting 
the boundary of Lincoln county for about 125 miles, In 
this county the Muddy, Vegas and Rio Virgin Have their 
rise, flow south and empty into the Colorado, The Amm- 
gosa rises in Nye county, flows southerly and wastes her 
waters in the lap of Death Vulley. None of these rivers, 
other than the Fiumboldt and Colorado, receive uny consid- 
erable tributaries from Nevada. The great salt, nitre and 
horax deposits found exst and north of the Forty-mile Desert 
are within the territory receiving the waters of ‘the Carson 
and Humboldt rivers, 

Here the absorption aud evaporation is so great that during 
the fall months but little of the large yolume of water car- 
ried down these rivers can bea seen, Hnough, however, and 
its saline character las justified me in sto¢king them with 
salmon, believing the salt water required by these fish will 
here be found. Inthe Maeie, Mary and Pine creeks, jhe 
principal tributaries of the Humboldt in Nevada, are found 
the best quality or finest Huvored trout. The same may be 
said of the trout inthe Humboldt, These fish, from one- 
half to six pounds in weight, in color and shape resemble 
more the speckled trout of Northern Peunsylyania, or from 
streams flowing into the Susquehanna than any of the sey- 
eral species west of the Rocky Mountains. A more warlike 
“biter” cannot be found, and the beautiful valleys and wild 
mountain gorges through which these streams course make 
a day’s angling most enjoyable. A more choice repast can- 
not be served than from these delicious, white-flaked, firm 
trout, gure to be ready for the “pan” when the evening 
camp tire is lighter. 
Among the most peculiar and least kuown fish of Neyada 

is the ‘‘Cauewe,” native of and found only in Pyramid aud 
Winnemucca Lakes. This fish belongs to the sucker per- 
suasion, averaging about four pounds, and when first caught 
and properly cooked is not unlike our Lake suckers, but after 
remaining out of water for four or five hours it is worthless 
forfood. During the month of March, the only season of 
the year when these fish are seen, large numbers are taken 
and cured by the Indians. It is at this time of the year tihat 
one of the natives’ holidays is most observed. Indians of all 
ages pa ticipate in this required duty, made traditional by 
the yearly reunions of their forefathers. 

Tn 1877 it was my good fortune to have the opportunity of 
introducing into the Nevada Legislature a bill creating a Fish 
Jommission, stocking the waters with fish, and to provide; 
fund/orthe purpose of carrying out the provisions of the 
measure, The Governor sigued the bill, and to punish me 
for introducing such a mtasure, appomted me Fish Com- 
missioner, without salary, or the hope or expectation of fee 
or reward, 

One thousand dollars was appropriited, and tor this sum T 
was enabled to make such favorable reports that at the next 
session of 1879 four thousand dollars was appropriated, and 
at the session of 1881 two thousand more was granted for 
(he years 1881-2. Of these seyeral appropriations less than 
three thousand has been expended, oyer one hundred and 
eighty plants have heen made, besides & hatching-house has 
been furnished, fish cans purchased and nearly one million 
fish have been hatched and distributed, So far I have 
hatched only McCloud River salmon, McCloud River trout, 
landlocked salmon from Maine, and the eastern brook trout. 
While this small expenditure woul! seem to indicate but 
little work in the interest intended to be benefitted, if must 
be remembered that whilé our streams are grand, the busi- 
nessis néw. and our waters, from their salite character, 
peculiar, hence experiments had to be made, and in doing 
so failures and mistakes had to be ruarded against. 

Other States, haying several fish commissioners, with 
large appropriations and thousands of miles of rivers to 
stock, bring all the rivalry and combined enersy from their 
yatious sections into thorough investigation of the work. 
Large and interesting volumes are compiled, and the most 
readable and beueticial information deriyed from them; but 
the most noticeable in their work is the benctit made appar- 
cof by the yariety and great numbers of superior foal fishes 
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brought within the reach of nearly all onr people. Beliey- 
ing it better to “‘go slow than make mistakes,” T have con- 
fined the planting of Nevada streams, other than the several 
kinds of trout heretofore mentioned, with catfish and perch, 
our muddy streams seeming 10 inyite this character of fish, 
Mosi, gratifying results haye been observed. Reporis from 
newly every plant are at band, snd the increuse and general 
healthy character of the young fish assures me that in every 
instance Twas in nowise mustaken as to the nature of the 
water ond the adaptability of fish introduced, 

The most destructive element to fish in Nevada so far is 
the preat quantity of sawdust annually discharged into the 
‘arson and Truckee rivers, There being no effective law to 

prevent it, all attempts at remedy bave proved futile, and 
until some sirong reciprocal laws between California and 
Nevada ean be adopted and enforged, no relief from this 
practice can be hoped for. The lange amountof capital in- 
vested in the manufacture of limber will hardly give way to 
fhe comparatively insignificant revenue or employment 
derived from the fish business, hence without kindly con- 
siderate protection by the lamber interest in the absence of 
necded laws wo must expect instead of an increase A gradual 
diminution in the rivers above named anti their tributaries, 
Prom the poisonous substances used in quartz mills on the 

upper Carson much injury must result, particularly to the 
young fish, as the spaywaing beds are in this locality, but as it 
is Within the boundary of California, the Fish Commissioner 
of Nevada is powerless in suppressing the evil and can only 
report its existence. Other than this no complaints agaiust 
deleterious substances haye been made. 
Thefragmentary remains of a Chinaman found ou ihe Hum- 

boldt River, and considered unfit by his countrymen to ship 
fo the Flowery Kinydom, together with the fact of dead fish 
floating near by, and exploded giant powder cartridges scat- 
tered about, evidenced the Celestial’s merited death. Had 
our Chief Magistraiv witnessed this violation of sagebrush Jaw 
by one of his Cabinet advisers, he probably would have 
placed lis John Hancock toa different and more popular 
document than bis late yeto messace. Huss G, PAREER. 

THE GOVERNOR RESPONDS. 

Qos time ago | wrote that Col. Geo. F. Akers had re- 
kK signed his position as Fish Commissioner for Middle 
Tennessee, but had never learned who of the many aspirants 
for the position had been honored with it until I saw the fol- 
lowing letter, which has been published: 

“NaswyvitLe, August 25.—Dear Sir: Gov. Hawkins did 
me the honor to appoint me Fish Commissioner, ynd having 
learned that your highest aspiration in regard to fishing is to 
yank out by main strength and awkwardness a slimy catfish 
trom one of the sluggish muddy streams of West Tennessee. 
I, preaching a higher gospel of piscatorial art. send you the 
accompuning fishing-rod, trusting that ils aesthelic propor- 
tions may teach you that there is something hetter than cat- 
fish fishing, add that when you have once landed a game 
black bass, that you will emerge from the slime and become 
a vespectable fisherman. Yours truly, HowArp D, Hions.” 

Whether the new commissioner will be as energetic as his 
predecessor time alone will show. That he is an ardent, 
fisherman and partial to the game varieties his own words 
are evidence. 

Catfish in the waters of Ternessee other than Reelfoot 
Lake have always been classed with the game yaricties, 
affording, according to piscatorial critics, quite as much 
sport to the angler as the bags, though probably the fishing 
grounds of our illustrious Goyernor have nof heen frequented 
by those gentlemen; and hence they know but litfle of The 
breed of cats which require the yanking process to get them 
out of the water, Now, however, that a prominent member 
of the Wisconsin Aneling Club, a leading spirit in the Cum- 
berland Angling Club and a noted breeder of Devon cattle, 
has assumed command of the uon-lucratiye but important 
office, the Governor may be enticed to quit his coarser modes 
of angling und in the future adopt the 10-0%, bamboo, silk 
line and veel, and forever abandon the unsportsman-like 
tackle hitherto used by him. . 

Quite a large party have been to the Collins Hiver lately, 
and there had splendid sport, annoying the wnaccommodat- 
ing landlord of Grisp’s Springs by camping out near bis 
erounds, and filling his tavern with the odors of savory 
fishes, cooked by experts taken from the city, He almost 
felt like condescending to have his rigid rules about cooking 
fish laid aside, but the campers told him to condescend if le 
pleased, but they counselled to the contrary, as his conver- 
sion to civility had been too slow in coming, and that m the 
future bis former puests, like themselyus, would take the 
tented field for their abode in preference tu his inhospitable 
hostelry. 

The famous catfish eater I wrote you about some time 
since, is at present in training for a grand oyster feed. us 
goon us the weather gets cooler and the bivalves cheaper. 
He will attempt the no yery easy task of consuming 124 
oysters between the hours of 6 A. M. and 6 P. M,, every day 
for one month, reserving for himself the privilege of having 
them prepared as he pleases. he bet is for 4 sum of money 
against his pledwe to Gat a peck of lhe oyster shells in default 
of uecomplishing the teat. nah 
Andy Meaders will furnish the oysters, and as he is conti- 

dent thatthe champion fish eater can getaway with the 3,720) 
oysters in the time specified, has invited a number of sentle- 
men, and your old contributor, to 4 supper on the evening of 
the 30th day, at which the boss eater will consume one hun- 
dred additional oysters and six quail on toast as a finish up 
ot the wager. 

Luter. —The Governor has responded to the letier of Mr. 
Hicks, as follows: 

‘Pxecurrye Orricn, NAsHVviLun, THNN., Aug. 24, 1882. 
—f. D. Hicks, Esq., City.—Dear Sir: Your notte of this in- 
stant und trout rod referred to have beun received. The rod 
is Indeed o beauty, and permit meto return my thanks 
for the same, and to assure you it will never be used 
by me lo ‘yank dimy tatfish trom the sInggish, muddy 
streams of West Tennessee.’ [regret that, being a lisher- 
man, you are not better informed as to the nature of the 
streams in that section of the State, and the character of fhe 
fish found fiherein. (As to the character of these streams, 
particularly in Carroll county, my home, see Mr. Kaillebrew’s 
‘Resources und Advantages of West Tennessee,’ page 18.) 
1 algo regret that you haye been so woefully misled as to the 
nature and extent of my piscatorial aspirations. My experi- 
énoe in the delightful pastime of angling has not been con- 
fined 49 what you denominate ‘the muddy, sluggish slreanis 
of West Tennessee,’ though even there we haye a fish which 
is ‘gamer than any black bass that ever ‘rose to a fy,’ 
and to land one of which requives more skill, steadier nerves 

imd quicker judgment than the capture of a dozen bass, I 
haye ‘cast’ my ling in some of the clear, rippling streams of 
the West ‘peopled’ with game fish moving through their 
erystal waters, or, anon, rushilig us if on the wings of the 
wind to some deep, dark and shady pool, and ‘the sight of 
which, as they darted hither and thither, aa nade my sport- 
man’s heart to expand and glow with confident expectation 
that soon, perhaps, 8 half dozen or more, ‘turnin’ one to five 
pounds each, would grace my basket. Bui the beautiful 
rod sent through your kindness would have been of little 
practical use then—if has no reel nor Jiné:in fact, there is ac- 
companying it but little of the paraphernalia which renders 
such rods so. ficient in the lands of practical fishermen, 
Again, IT have made ‘casts’ in the pearly streams of Bist 
Tennessee—that secluded mountain land, the Jiuly of North 
America and the Eden of our sunny southland—where, 
truly fo gladden the bounding heart of the disciple of Izaak 
Walton, ‘jocund day stands tiptoe on the misty monntain 
top,’ and where, in drinking in the beauties of nature and 
the sublime and awe-snspiring grandeur whieh breaks upon 
the vision at every turn, one is construined to exelaim, with 
a heart swelling with pride and every instinct of his being 
aglow with legitimate enthusiasm, ‘This is my own beloved 
Tennessee.’ Lam sire the post who wrote ‘I would not stay 
alway.’ cic,, was nol an East Tennessean und lad never even 
visited that enchanted land, as [ have done—never made in- 
cursions pon the denizens of her gloriously beautiful streams 
which reflect back to heaven the myriad rays of sunlight fall- 
ing upon their rippling surfaces, as Lliaye done, But limagine 
no bass was eyer taken from with a rod, however ‘esthetic’ 
the preportions, which was so sadly wanting iu the appur- 
tenances f60 a conipleie trout tod as the one sent. Permit me 
io again thank you for your highly appreciated gift—naked 
asitis. Wery respectfully—ALvin Hawrms.’ J.D. o. 

MISSISSIPPI COAST FISHING. 
| HAVE fished at Alexandria Bay, Lake George and many 

of our West Mississippi Jakes, and have read of your 
Northwesiern fishing in Former AND Stream, bit none do 
[think can compare with the coast fishing of South Missis- 
sippi, both for variety and quantity. Dr, Lewis and Col. 
Pollack, of Greensyille, Migs., Commodore Hansing, of New 
Orleans, La,; Captain J. T. Lay and son, B, M, Lay of 
Winona, Miss., left the Montross House, Biloxi, for Ship 
Island (a distance of twelve miles) early on the 20th of July. 
Now Biloxi is such a pleasant place that only the true 
loyers uf fishing would ever find time for such sport. The 
walks and drives are magnificent, both on account of the 
delightful sea breeze and the perpetual shade, for the town 
seems to have heen built up in a grove of Jaro live oaks and 
willows. 

Harly on the morning of the 20th we left the piers in a 
neat little schooner, the Mary, and bad only 4 tolerable 
wind, Reached Ship Island ateleven, and in half an hour 
we were on the Government piers with bail. and tackle, 
For the first fifteen minuies we had yery little encourage- 
ment, We could not understand why shrimps on ice did 
not suifi them, Wut soon we found that it did please the 
mackerel, “trout” and bluefish. After they began to bite 
we could not get them off fast enowrh, al(housh we had one 
min who did nothing but unhook them. ; 
We fished off the Goverument pier in water forty feet deep 

and with very tony lines, At first we cauvhl hinefish, 
weighing from one pound to 4 pound und abalf, Next the 
“trout” began to b.te and continued wntil we lefi. They 
weighed from two to five pounds. We were not expecting 
mackerel to bite, especially in water as deep as we were fish- 
ing in, imt they did bite, and very ravenonsly, too, averar: 
weight five pounds. Line after line was lost wid two toils 
broken, one a tine jointed vod, fhe other a large bamboo, 
One of our party lid to quil after losing his rod, as we had 
only une extra one along, It fell the Commodorw's lol to be 
a looker-on, 

Sometimes all four of us had & fish at the same time, ‘The 
boatman was in his little yawl and had his dish car along- 
side, ready to put the fish in as fast as possible, We did not 
attempt to pull the fish up on the pier as they were too 
heayy, but we pulled them slong 6n top of the water to onr 
boatrnan who was well skilled in taking them off, He néver 
Jost a fish after once getting the line in his baud, While 
tiring our “trout” down and as they came vo the top of the 
water, we usually siw one, and sometimes more, after their 
brother or the bait he had in his mouth, We decided that 
we had taken enough, and at three o'clock we began to pet 
things into the schooner, 

While we were getting our Suckets In Dr, Lewis got hold 
of a ‘jack fish” (noted for their strength and considered 
alniost catch proof); but the Doctor wus fortunate enough 
to have a reel with one bundred yards of very small silk 
line. We could see the fish in the clear blue water, and the 
smaJler ones as they darted out of his way ashe came charg- 
ine toward them, for the water was alive with small tish oF 
all kinds. Tt took the Doctor fwenty minutes to tire if 
down. and then all the skin was off his thumb and fore- 
finger, where the line had run under as it came off his reel, 
T had never seen such a strong fish before. It weighed about 
thirty pounds. That wound up the day’s fishing. Going 
home we: were caught in two squalls, and when within about 
one mile of the shore we were caught in a déad calm. The 
Commodore aud Dr. Lewis were put in the yawl and sent 
ashore with the mackerel tv be broiled tor our Suppers. 

At length» small breeze sprang up, and we reached our 
starting place. There was a larze erowd to mect us, haying 
heard of ow suecess, The fish carwas pulled out and 
rolled down to (he end of the pier; the fish were then 
conuted, and were as follows: 88 trout,” 37 Spauish mack- 
evel, 29 bluefish, and a number of smaller fish of less note. 
After giving our hotel as many as it wanted, we gave the 
others to any who wanted them. As soon as we had wished 
and changed our dress, suppel wasannoiincec, and you who 
have been fishing or hunting all day with nothing to eat ex- 
cept a small snack, can imagine how we enjoyed our broiled 
mackerel, cooked exactly to our taste, and the Montross 
House is famous for fixing fish so not even the most fastidi. 
ous can grumble, I neyer have yisited Shandalier Tslinds, 
but am told that the fishing is belter than at Ship Island, 
especially for redfish. B. M. L. 
Winona, Miss. 

Map River.—Greenborough, N. Y., Sept. 1—Tyrouting 
ou the Mad River for the week just passed has been poor, the 
river and its branches being very low, Parties catching 
many thousands for fish stock farms have done a great deal 
Yoward the poor luck on this pretty little river.—W. H.R. 

Remeniber if you wish to buy 4 fine gun and save money, go to C. 
L. RIGZMANN, 43 Broadway. New York. do, ae 
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THAT CAMP ON THE SUSQUEHANNA. 

N\ Y description of the canyp on the Susquehanna has been 
subjected io iuspection and correction by crities, 

W. U1. M., one of the party, insists (lat the bait with which 
T made the double haul mentione jin my last was crawtish, 
and crawtish only: but, like the man wlio hid wnder the bed 
from an angry spouse. T won't give in while T have the spirit 
of aiman, but will etif) maintain ‘hat one of the hooks was 
haited with worms, though 1 acknowledge that W. H. M. 
(id bait the hooks that time, 
My last was so evotistical that 1 fear ‘he boys feel slighted, 

so pray bear with me while T do them justice. Webb un- 
dertook to rowto church one Sunday, thereby setting the 
rest of us a noble example; but dike all good hoys and men 
he fared badly, for as he stepped from the boat to the shore 
a false step threw him iufo the water, wetting one side of 
him completely, and spoiling: what was intended to be a kill- 
ling rig-out, tor, be it known, le desired to create an im- 
pression, What must haye beeu his (eelings when placed 
m sucha plight, Butit must be told to his praise, he went 
to the cbureb all the sume. 

One eveuing, desiring to replenish the camp stores, Webb 
und W., H. M, rowed over to Port Deposit, and tying at 
McCulloch’s Landing, went down tothe town, On their re- 
turn they found their boat gone, haying been taken by some 
darkey who wanted fo try fishing by moonlight. so they 
wert compelled to wait wotil his dusky highness concluded 
fo return, While they waited fhe pastor of one of the 
churches drew near, and hearmg loud words. and perhaps" 
imprecations, and being unable in the uncertain twilight to 
distinguish their faultless attire, concluded they were there 
for no good, and fhe next morning he informed Mr. McC, 
that he saw two tramps trying to steal one of his boats, 
Whether be recognized the votce of one of his tramps in the 
voi :e of the drenched tenor, on the following Sunday, de- 
ponent sayeth not. 

Fishing under uv burning sum has its disadvantages, 
especitly if, as did the writer, one Wears #& narrowatimmed 
hat, for much to his disgust, being an ex-G. T. of the heavi- 
est calibre, he sported the reddest nose to be seen within tive 
miles of camp, OF course the usual base insinuations were 
made, notwithstanding the fact that Port is a prohibition 
town, They even sugewested that the scribe had indulged in 
a row to Lapidum, 4 fown half a mile across on the other 
side of the river, where there is » saloon to every family, and 
where the dissenters of Port are wont to congregate. I 
merely state these facts in order to deny them. 
Webb improyed the shining hour by sketching and water 

color painting, and the Jast evening in camp he tried the 
hardest to cateh a sunset, but I fear that darksome clouds 
interfered with him very much. Our veterinarian doubtless 
devoted many idle moments in studying the anatomy of the 
various denizens of the deep that we ensnared. I know he 
passeil many happy moments conversing, in what was to me 
an unknown tongue. with a pretty German lassic from Balti- 
more, while I, compussin hand, took courses aud angles, 
and foresighis sud backsizhts, but of all the sizhts 1 ever 
fook, the hacksighi 1 now take toward our late camp is the 
sweetest. JEPFERSON. 
BALTMORK, Mai. 

THE FISHLESS SCHUYLKILL. 
M*® JACOB LEISERING of Mauch Chunk, Pa,, one 
Hh day last week took thirty-five sheepshead at Barne- 
gat, N.J., between dinner and supper call. This count is 
the larwest that lias Ween made for years at the inlet. Wrom 
reports that reach me through returning fishing parties, 
wealtish have never been more plentiful on the New Jersey 
coast. The following article, taken from (he Philadelphia 
Hrentag News of the Bath ult, T send you as giving very 
nearly the truth veeurdinge the Schuylkill Kiver jish and 
fishing. The writer howeyer, could not haye lived in Phila- 
delphia ten yeurs ago, or in Uucle Thad Norris’s time, or he 
could oftimes have seen him aneling for striped bass (our rock 
fish) inthe Schuylicill river, near the fall of water that comes 
over the dam at Pairmount. Wish of all varieties were 
plintifal then, and many rock were taken running from fiye 
Lo ten pounds in weight with niinnow bait. Your cor- 
respondent knew of 10 better place fifteen years ago than 
the oue referred to. The correspondent of the News is cor- 
réct in saying that nothing inthe shape of a fin exists in 
the Schuylkill from Pairmount to Plat Rock. ‘Phe mills of 
Manuyuuk empty all ther dye stuif into the river seven 
miles sbove Philadelphia, and render it untenable, Above 
Manayunk, where manufactures are rare, black bass seem to 
thrive, and since their planting have inereased greatly. At 
Flat Rock they are sometimes caught, but the farther up the 
Schuylkill one triesfor them, the more success igmet. Below 
Fairmount dam and as far down as the mouth of the Schuyl- 
kill, the gas works and coal oil refineries have so poisoned 
the water that should any fish enter the river and he caught 
on its upward way to the lead of tide water, its flesh can 
be readily detected asthat of a Schuylsill River one, by the 
flavor or taste of gas tar. We think, however, that should 
the correspondent of (he Jews try his luck sabaye Flat Rock, 
near Conshocken or Norristown dams, he would tind that 
black bass on favorable days would be found in numbers 
and size that would test his skill, Homo, 

The enclosure is as follaws: 
Did anybody ever catuh a fish inthe Schuykilly 
Did anybody ever see anybody catch » fish in the Schnuyl 

lel? 
Ts there « fish in the Rehuylkill? 
Most singular questions 10 ask, because fish are popularly 

supposed to inhabit the water and there isa sood deal of 
water in the Schuylkill, and yet after exhaustive inquiry and 
4 thorough weighing of the evidence, the writer most veri- 
tably believes aud positively asserts that from the mouth of 
the Schuylkill to Plat Roctt dam there isn’t a fish in the 
Schuylkill bigevr than a minnow, except gold fish, a thor 
oughly worthless fish either for sport or eating. 

Lt has beet the good fortune of the narrator of this singu- 
lar fact to be a resident of Philadelphia for now nearly fifty 
years. During these years, in boyhood and manhond, he 
has pladded the banks of the Schuylkill times almost inmam- 
erable in his holiday hours, and has witnessed the hupless 
endeavors of countless tshermen io draw a fish ont of this 
strange river. Ee lus seen them fish with every contrivance, 
from the wrappibg-hwine line and bent pin of the bny to 
the moxt fantastic and expensive contrivance turned out hy 
manufacturers of fishermen’s wiles, and never yeu did he see 
a fish caught in fhe stream, nor has he heen able to find any- 
body who ever saw one caught, The wharves trom Girard 
Point up to Pairmount are daily used by boys and men in 
the vain endeayor—with dipsy lines, cork lines and all sorts 
of bai—to coax the finny tribe from, the swift-tiowing tide, 
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But the finny tribe are not to be coaxed, because they are not. 
there. 

‘Visitors to Pairmount who cross the race hridge on their way 
fo the abutment of the dam can always find more or less men 
in boats in the heavy current that swirls out of the pump- 
houses into the tideway. They are generally equipped with 
rads and reels of the most approved patiern and bait with 
minnows. They and others hefore them have been doing 
this thing for a half century without the slightest result. 
There must certtinly be a crouse for this persistence, 

Tt is because in 1888 4 rockfish was caught by a boy in 
this very spot with a hook gud line, : 

And there yre and have been since hosts of unhappy men 
endeavoring vainly to catch another rock. 

On last Saturday adVews man stood looking upon this 
waste of time and energy. There were cight men in six 
hoats, All sitting’ patiently watching cicht corks hobbing and 
drifting inthe turbulent water. An old man who, by his 
appearanee, if ever industrious, liudn’t mace nich ont of 
it, sat on one of the benches watching the fishermen. 

“Do these people ever catch any fish?” he asked, 
“NO, a 

“How do you kuow?” 
“T ought toknow." 
“Why a? 

*Well, Pve been coming out here almost every day i fair 
Weather for fwenty years and 1 neyer saw one caught.” 

From Fairmount dam to the Falls, on both the lanks 
within the park limits, can be found, any day up to ice 
making, scores of people engared in the same profitless pur- 
suit as those ut the waterworks. ‘There is an old chap who, 
in the cove above Sweet Briar and hard by the Landsdown 
ravine, has asa rule a dozen Jines with sinkers well out in 
the pool, the shore ends attached to stout twigs burivd suf- 
ficiently in the edge of the towputh to hold the lines and 
vive by bending the evidence of the slixhtest nibble. It is 
safe to say that that singularly pationt man never saw his 
twigs bend to anything but the breeze. His lines lay out 
until he pulls them up, like the child does his johnny jump- 
up to see whether it has taken root, Wetinds his bait all 
nipped away by minnows or worn off with chafing against 
the stony bed of the viver, und he dreams that big black 
bass have done it, and baits his lines again, and will catch 
fish about the crack of doom in that river, and not before. 

Then there is one of the brightest and cheeriest men in the 
world, who furnishes hotel news to the newspapers, who, 
having wasted his youth in hauling up an occasional perch 
or sunfish in Newtown and Timber creeks, in Robeson's 
bailiwick, has been persuaded in the mellowness of his ripen- 
ing years that if is his mission to cafch a fish in the Schuyl- 
kill, And he has devoted his Saturdays for fourteen years 
to the endeavor, He can be seen on any Saturday on the 
west bank of the river, under Girard avenue bridge, patiently 
trying to catch that fish, He helieves it’s there, and he's 
bimmnd to have it, He has heen ridiculed; he bas been wept 
over and prayed over, but nothing can rid him of his infatu: 
ation, And be is but a type of fhe Schuylkill fishermen—a 
class whose faith is sufticien( to remove the Alleghenies, if 
that faith could only he transferred from the Schuylkill to 
the mountains. 

Toueno’s Crameron.—Mr. J. E, Guneckel again comes to 
the front and challenges Moore, Baker, Lefief, Winfield and 
Petosky Lorengy, At Ten Mile Greek, in front of the boat 
louse. Mr. Guneke! landed thirty-one pike and black bass 
out of thirty-four bites, and used nothing but dead min- 
nows. At onetime he caught and landed three pike, using 
two poles, and on one line baying iwo hooks, Justice 
Rike came on the ground and saw Mr. Guockel catch some 
fifieen; the others were caught in the presence of four bridge 
builders, who are now putting up a new ivon bridge over 
the creek. Mr, John Kramer, who has lived on the banks 
of Ten Mile Oreek for many years, said the string of fish 
Mr, Gunekel caught was the finest he saw for five years. 
Mr, Gunekel says he actually got tired hauling them out,— 
Valedo (O.) Telegrain, Aiy. 25, 

Er He'p Onuy Knowep Iv.—‘‘Uncle 8am,” said » colored 
boy to black Samuel, 4 negro whoused to bottom chairs for 
Colonel Sandy Faulkner, ‘*whar yer swine?” ‘‘Gwine fishin’, 
chile: why yeax me?” ‘Did yer know that Aunt Tildy is 
dead?” “Goon, chile! Is data fuck? Yer doan mean ter 
say dat my wife is dead?” ‘*Yes, sah.” ‘“When she die?” 
‘Dis mornin’.” ‘Wall, Pse sorry T wan’t dar! Tell ’em 
to go an’ make ‘rangements, dat U1L be back agin de funeral. 
Tse done dig worms for bait now. Wish Td knowed it 
sooner."—Arhansiin Traveler. 

Omo.—Tiffiu, Aug, 26.—The disciples of I Walton are 
using red flannel on black bass with good success.—F. M. H. 

Sisheulture. 
THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

PROCHEDINGS ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING. 

MATHRIALS FOR A HISTORY OF THE SWORDFISH. 
BY G, BROWN GOODE, 

[conmiyusD, | 

PUGNACIDY OF THE SPEARFISH. 

The speartish (Tetrapturus albidus, &e:) also strikes vessels. 
Lam indebted to Capt. William Spicer, of Noank, Coun., for 
this note: 7 
Mr. William Taylor. of Mystic, a man seventy-six years old, 

who was in the smack Evergreen, Capt. John Appleman, tells 
me that they started from Mystic, October 5, 1832 0n w fishing 
voyage to Key West, in company with the smack Morning 
Star, Captain Rowland. On the 12th they were off Cape Hat- 
teras, the wind blowing heavily from the northeast, and the 
sruack woder double+eefed sails, At ten o’clock in the even 
ing they were struck by a ‘twoho” (sic), which shocked the 
vessel all over. The smack was leaking badly. and they made 
a signal to the Morning Star to keap close by them. he next 
morning they tound the leak and both smacks kept off to 
Charleston. On arrival they took out the ballast, hove her 
ont, and found that the sword had gone through the planking, 
timber and ceiling. The plank was two inches thick, the tita- 
ber five inches, and the ceiling one and a half inches white 
oak, The sword projected two inches through the ceiling, on 
the inside of the ‘after run.”(25) Lt struck close by a butt on 
the outside, which caused the leak. They took out and re- 
placed a piece of the plank, and proceeded ou their voyage. 

J. Matthew Jones. Hsq., of Halitax, N. S., in his delightful 
little book, ‘The Naturalist in Berminda,” records the case of 
the Bermudian schooner Harl Dundonald, arrived in the port 
of Hamilton, which was pierced by one of these formidable 
fish off the coast of British Guiana, 
Inthe museum of Charleston College, Charleston, §. C., is 

preserved a fragment of the snout of a bayonet-fish, appar- 
ently Tetrapturus albidus. By the kindness of the curator, 
Dr. G. HE. Mahigault, [was allowed to examine it and copy 
the label, which reads as follows: “The brig Amsterdam, 
bound to Charleston, owaed by F. C. Bras, was struck in the 
Gull Stream by amanster or swordfish, which caused the 
vessel to leak considerably, By great exertion she was kept 
fres, and gained the port in safety.” 

Messrs, Foster. Waterman & Co,, of Bostou, presented to 
the Boston Society of Natural History, in 1569, plank of 
Southern pine perforated by amd containing a portion of the 
sword of a swordfish (Aishiophorys) from the side of the ship 
Pocahontas, owned bythem, (Proc, Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 
xiii, 1869, p, 64.) 

ATTACKS OF THE SWORDFISH UPON WHALES. 

One of the traditions of the sea, time-honored, believed by 
allmariners, handed down in varied phases in # hundred 
books of ocean fravel, relates to the terrific vombats betiyeen 
the whale and the swordfish, aided by the thrasher-sha kk. 
The swordfish was said to attack from below, goading his 
mishty adversary to the surface with his sharp beak, while 
the thrasher, at the top of the water, belabored him with 
strokes of his long, lithe tad. 
An early explorer of the Bermudas gives the fullowing ver- 

sion of the story, with tone so fresh and enthusiashie that we 
might well believe him tio haveseen the occurrence with his 
own eyes, The passage occurs in “Newes from the Bermudas,” 
4 pamphlet dated “Burmuda, Juky, 1609,” and reprinted in 
“Porce’s Historical Tracts,” vol. ii: 
“Whale, Svardfish d& Threasher,—VThe swordtish swirmmes 

under the whale, & pricketh him upward, The threasher 
keep ahove him, & with a mighty great thing like unto a 
flaile, hee so bangeth the whale, that hee will roare as though 
it thimdered, & doth give him such blows, with his weapon, 
that you would thinke it to be a crake of great shot.” (26.) 

Skeptical madern science is not satisfied with this interpre- 
tation of any combat at sea scen ata distamce, It recognizes 
the improbahility of aggressive partnership between two 
aninials so different as the swordfish and a shark, and explams 
the turbulent encounters occasionally seen at sea by ascribing 
them to the attacks of the killer-whale, Orca sp., upon larger 
species of the same order, 

There can be little doubt thoueh that swordfish sometimes 
attack whales just as they do ships. The habit is mentioned 
by Pliny, atid is the motive foronéof the Wistonsof the Warld 
of Edmund Spenser: 

Toward the sea (urning my troubled eye 

Lsaw the fish, Gf fish 1 may it cleepe) 

That makes the sea before his face to flye 

And with his faggie finnes doth seeme to sweepe 

The fomie wayes out of the dreadful devp. 

The huge Leviathan, dame Nature's wonder, 

Making his sport, that manie makes to weap: 

A swordfish small, him from the rest did sunder, 

That, in his throat him pricking softly under, 

His wide abyssé hin forced forth to spewe, 
That all the sea did roar like heavens thunder. 
And all the waves were stained with filthie hewe, 

Whatever thing seems small in common #yes.* 

/*Spenser's Visions of the Worlds Vanitie, 1591] 

I giyealso a few lines from an old play quoted by Scott as a 
heading to one of the chapters of the ‘The Antiquary”: 

Who is he?—One that for the lack of land 

Shall ight upon the water—he hath challenged 

Formerly the grand whale: and by liis 1ifles 

Of Leviathan, Behemoth, and so forth 

He tilted wilh a swordfish.—Marry, sir. 

Th? aquatic had the best—the argument 
Still galls onr chanwpion’s breach.* 

Feold May.’ Antiquury, chap. xxx,| 

Baron Lahontan, in a letter from Quebec, November 8, 
1788, described an engagement between a whale and a sword- 
fish which took place within guushot of his frigate. He re- 
marks: 
“We were perfectly charmed when we suw the swordfish 

jump ont of the water in order to dart its spear into the body 
of the whale when obliged toe take breath, This entertaining 
show lasted st least two hours, sometimes to the starboard 
and sometimes to the larboard of the ship. ‘The sailors, 
among whom superstition prevails as much as among the 
Egyptians, took this for a prestige of some mighty storm.”(27) 
Another early observer wrote; 
“Concerning the Death of the Whale, which hath been 

related to have been stranded upon New Hngland, if is not 
very improbable but thatit may have been killed by a cer- 
tain Horny Fish, which is said by Mr. Terry, in bis Hast India 
Voyage, to rim his Horn into the Whadle’s Belly; and which is 
known sometimes to rin his Horn into Ships, perhaps taking: 
them for Whales, and there suapping it asunder, as happened 
notlong since to an Hnglish Vesselin the West Indian Seas.?(2s) 

“Tn the month of August, 1861,” says Couch, ‘near Westra, 
one of the nor bernmest islands of the Orkneys, an individual 
of the smaller species of whales, known asthe herring-hog, 
was attacked by aswordfish; and when thus compelled to 
leap out of the water, which it did to the height of six feet, it 
was observed that the sword had been thrust into the whale’s 
body behind the pectoral fins. [ts leaps continued, and then 
it Was perceived that 4 thrasher was assajling it on the 
sides,”(20) 
Captain Crow, quoted by Parnell, relates the following in— 

cident as having occurred on a yoyage to Memet: ‘One 

26, A hold under the cabin, 
26. The following is a fair example of the average néwspaper para- 

grapher’s treatment of the subject: 
SConbats of thee overu,.—Among the extraordinary speetacles 

sometimes wituessad by those who ‘to down to the sea in ships’ 
none are move impressive than a combat for the sipramacy between 
the monsiers of the deep. The battles of the swordtish and whale 
are described as Homerie in eramleur. The sworilfish goin schools 
like whales, and the attacks aré ragular sea fights, When the two 
troops meet, as soon as the swordiish bave betrayed their presence 
by a few bounds in the sir, the whales draw together and close up 
their ranks. The swordiish ahyays eudeavors to take the whale in 
the flank. either because ils cruel instinct has revealed to it the de- 
fect in the carcusses—tfor there exisis wear the bruchial {ins of the 
whale aspot where wounds are murtal—or because the flank pre- 
sents a wider surface to its blow, The swordfish recoils to secure a 
greater impetus. Ii the movenent escapes the keen eya of his ad- 
versary the whale is lost, for it receives the blow of the enemy anc 
diesinstantly. Butifthe whale perceives the swordfish af the in- 
slantof the rush. by #1 spoutaneous bound it springs clear of the 
water its entire length, add falls on its flank with a crash that re- 
sounds for manly leagues, and whitens the sea with boiling foam, 
The gigautic animal hus only its tail for its délense, Tl tries to sirike 
its enemy, and finishes him at a single blow. Wnt if the active 
swordfish avoids the fatal tail the battle becomes more terrible, 
The ageressor springs from the water in his turn, falls upon the 
whale, and athempts, not to pierce, but to saw if with the teebl and 
garnish its weapon, The semis stained with blood; the fury of the 
Whale is boundless. The swordfish harrasses hitn, shrikes him on 
every side, kills him, and ties to other victories. Often the sword- 
fish has not time to avoid the fall of the whale. and contents itself 
with presenting its sharp saw to the flank of the giganiie animal 
about to crush it, Tt then dies like Maccasus (sfc). smothered be« 
neath the weight of the elephant of the ocean, Finally, the whale 
elves a last few boundsin the air, dragging ils assussin ia its High), 
and perishes as ib Icills the monsher of which it was (he victim,” 

27. 'Vravels in Canada, 2d ed., London, 1785, 2 vols, 4va. 
28. An account of whale-fishing about the Bermudas by au under 

standing aud hardy Seaman. Phil. Trams, abr. i, fi, p, SH. 
20, History of British Fishes, ti, p, 174. 

' 
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TmormMn) 

were called up at 3A. M., to witness a battle between several 
ot the fish called thrashers or fox sharks and some swordfish 
on one side, and an enormous whale on the other, It was the 
middle of summer, and the weather beitg clear, and the fish 
close to the vessel, we had a fine opportunity of witnessing 
the contest. As soon as the whale’s back appeared aboye the 
water, the thrashers, springing several yards into the air, de- 
scended with great violence upon the object of their rancous, 
and inflicted upon him the niost severe slaps with their long 
toils, the sound of which resembled the reports of muskets 
fired at a distance. The swordfish in theirturn attacked the 
distressed whale, stabbing him from below, and thus beset 
on all sides and wounded, when the poor creature appeared, 
the water around him was dyed with blood, In this manner 
they continued tormenting him and wounding him for many 
hours, and Lhave no doubt theyin the end completed his 
destruction,” (50) 
The following is a story given to Frank Buckland by Mr, 

Hill, captain of an English trawling vessel; 
“The thrasher sharks just do serve ont the whales, The 

sea sometimes is all blood. A whale once pot under our vessel 
—the Hurricane—to get away from these thrashers, and when 
she was thera we were afraid to throw a rope overboard, al- 
most to walk out, for fear she would chuek her tail and punch 
a holein our vessel. She was full length in water, as clear as 
tin, right under our bottom, and lain as quiet as a lamb for an 
jour and a half, and neyer moved a fin. Where they had 
been a-thrashing of her the sea was just like blood. I have 
seen tihese ‘ere thrashers fly out of the wateras high as the 
mast head and down upon the whale, while the swordfish was 
a-pricking of ‘imup from underneath. here is always tivo 
of ’em, one up and one under, and I think they hunts together; 
and you can see the poor whale blow up in great agitation; 
and I be bound the pair on ‘em don't leave him wotil {hey have 
their penn’orth out of him. Jt is just for wengeance they 
does it. Whether Master Whale has offended them or not, 
it’s hard to tel. If they eats him they must have a tidy blow- 
out of him, but I don’t think they like the oil, Isaw one en- 
gayement off the Staples: it was all twoor three hours they 
was atit. I don’tthink they leayes him till they kills him.” 
Hgede puts on record the belief of Danish explorers of the 

last century: 
“The swordfish who is the Whales greatest Enemy; and 

when he kills one eats nothing but his ‘Tongue, leaving the 
rest to the Shark, Walrus and Birds of Pray.”(31) 
The last quotation is especially important, since it shows 

how the swordfish and the killer-yhale have been confused, 
Tt is still held, on good authority, that the killers eat the 
tongues of their yictims. . 
Ata meeting of the Boston Society of Natural History in 

184, in reply to a question of Dr. J. B, 8. Jackson about the 
thrasher or swingle-tail shark recently exhibited in Boston, 
Captain Atwood said that they were abundant at Province- 
town, though not so common as the mackerel-shark. He also 
observed that he placed uo confidence whatever in the stories 
current of attacks on the whales by the thrasher, believing 
them to be quite harmlass and unable to hurt a dolphin. The 
story very likely arose from some peculiar movements made 
by the hump-backed whale, Swordfish, he believed, might 
uttuck a whale and kail him, from what he had seen of the 
foree of their thrusts into the bottom of vessels, though he 
lias no evidence that they ever do attack them. He was not 
aware, either, that the thrasher ever uses his tail for offensive 
purposes, (52) 

Caiptain Scammon, in his “Marine Mammals,” gives the 
following confirmation of Captain Atwood's views, speaking 
of the habits of the hump-back whale of the Pacilic; 

“In their wanderings they are addicted more than any 
other raqual to ‘breaching,’ ‘bolting,’ and ‘finning.’ In the 
mating season they aré noted for their amorous antics. At 
such times their caressings are of the most amusing and noyel 
character, and these performances have doubtless given rise 
to the fubulous tales of the swordfish and thrasher attacking 
whales. Whenlying by the side of each other the Meyap- 
teras frequently administer alternate blows with their long 
fins, which lovepats may, on astill day, be heard at a distance 
of miles, Thay alsorub each other with these same huge 
and flexible arms, Pease occasionally from side to side, and 
indulging in other gambols which can easier be imagmed 
than described,” 

[TO BE CONTINUED, ] 

BLACK BASS CULTURE IN OHIO. 

A 8 you had a report of the building of a half acre pond by 
the Chagrin Falls Fish and Game Glub last fall, for the 

purpose of propagating smallanouth black bass, yeur readers 
may be interested in knowing the result. 

Tn October we placed six bass, weighing from two to three 
pounds, in the pond. They were brought eighteen miles m a 
tank in a wagon, and were cousiderably the worse for wear 
when deposited in the pond, their tails and fins being badly 
split and the slime pretty much all washed off of them. 
Within a week two died, from the effects of that great enemy 
of thefish tribe, fungus. In May our pond became thickly 
covered with alga, and we feared that our experiment was a 
total failure, but in about a mouth the alga all disappeared 
and our bass could be seen occasionally making a dash for 
minnows. 
Our efforts have been erowned with the most ratifying 

success, and our pond now contains thousands of bass from 
one to two inches long, and as healthy and lively as could be 
desired. We, yesterday, caught over three hundred of the 
little fishes with a nét around the borders of the pond and 
placed them in streams not previously stocked, and we shall 
this week draw dowh the pond and scoop the young tish from 
a low place or “kettle” left for that purpose, and go on with 
our stocking operations, Our pond is on a small! brook and is 
very unpretentious, but answers all purposes. . 

& er in our pond, which is about the same size as our 
bass pond, are doing very finely, and we have specimens 4 

30. Parnell, Fishes of the Firth of Forth, 1838, p., 216. 
al. Hans Egede, Natural History of Greenland, 1741, p, 387. 
Three ov four of these voracious animals do nobhesitate to grapple 

with the largest baleen whales, and itis surprising to see those le- 
viathans of the deep so completely paralyzed by the presenve of 
their natural although diminutive enemies. Frequently the terrified 
Alinal—comparatively of enormous size and superior strength— 
evincesno elfort to escape, bub lies in a helpless condition, or makes 
but little resistance to the assaults of its merciless destroyer, The 
attack of these wolves of the ovean upon their gigantic prey may be 
likened, In some respects, toa pack of hounds holding the stricken 
dearat bay, They cluster about the animal's bead, some of their 
nuraber hreachiog over it, while others seize it by the lips and haul 
the pleading monster undar water; and when captured, should the 
mouth be open, they eat outits tongue, We saw an attack made by 
thres kaullers upon w cow whale and her calf, in « lagoon on the coast 
of Lower California, in the spring of 1855. The whale was of the 
Oalifornia gray species, and her young was grown to three times the 
bulls of the largest killers engaged in the contest, which lasted for an 
houror more, They made alternate assaulls upon the old whale and 
her offspring, finally ae the latter, which Sunk to the bottom, 
where the water was fiye fathoms desp, During thestruggle the 
mother became nearly exhausted, having received several dee 
wounds about the throat and lips. As soon as their prize had settled 
to the bottom the three orcas déscented, bringing up large pieces of 
flesh in their months, which they déyoured after coming to the sur- 
face. While gorging themselves in this wise, the old whale made her 
escape, leaving a track of gory water behind. Instances have been 
known on the northwestern coast where «a band of orcas laid sisge to 
whales that had been killed by whalemen, and which were bemg 
towed to the ship,in so determined a manner that, although they 
were fraquently Janced, cub with boat spades, they took the dead 
ammals aay from their human captors and haw ed them under 
waler out of sight,"—(C, M, Scammon, Marine Mammals, p, 59), 

a8, Proc, Bost, Soc, Nat, Hist. vol, x, 1864—'66, p, 82, 

during a calm, when near the Helrides, ail hands ear old which will weigh nearly two pounds, and which ars 
‘ourteen inches long. F 
I wish to urge upon the angling fraternity the advantage 

of building small ponds for stocking purposes, The ponds can 
be builded at small expense and stocked with little trouble, 
In them the parent fish are not troubled by other large fish, 
their young are not destroyed, and the result very satisfac- 
tory. J. J. STRAWNAHAN. 

Omacrin FAuus, 0. 

BARLY AMERICAN FISHCULTURE.,.—A friend sends us 
the following, headed “Growing Fish,” from the Newport (It. 
L.) Merewry, of November 15, 1554: “The Cleveland (Ohio) City 
Fact says the most pleasing things exhibited at their county 
fair was 4 lot of brook trout, artificially bred by Drs, Garlick 
and Ackley, whose labors in this line we have heretotore 
noticad. ‘hey showed sevaral brooks of fish, in different 
stages of growth, and haye demonstrated that ib is just as easy 
to grow fish as it is fowls, or any other description of food.” 

Che Zennel. 

FIXTURES. 

January 1, 10, and 11, 1882.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 
Show, Meriden, Conn, Joshua Shute, Secretary, 198 Hobart street, 
Meriden, Conn. - 

ae aa BENCH SHOWS. 
April d, 4,6 and 6, 1882, Westar Pennsylvania Ponlimy Society's 

Fifth Annnél Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa, Entries for the Bench 
Show Derby, for Buglish setters whelped on or after March 1, 1882) 
close December 1, {882. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. I R, Stay- 
ton, Seuretary, Allegheny (City, Pa, 

FIELD TRIALS. 
November 17-—Nastern Ficid Trials Club Field Trials on Quail, near 

High Point, N. G, Entries for the Derby close July 1. For the All- 
Aged and Moérmbers’ Stake, November 1, F.N. Hall, P.O, Box 884, 
New York, Secretary, 
December 4—National American Kennel Club Field Trials on (juail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn. D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary. 
Devempber 11—New Orleans Gun Club Field Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

gas, La. Hntries clase December il. J, K, Renaud, Secretury, New 
Orleans, La, Entries for the Club Gup close December I, 

THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN TRIALS. 

[BY TELEGRAPH TO THE FOREST AND STREAN, | 

FaremMont, Minn, Sept. 5, 1882. 
The inaugural prairie chicken trials of the National Ameri- 

can Kennel Club opened under most favorable weather con- 
ditions, and so far they may be pronounced a success, 
Fairmont is situated amid most beautiful surroundings, 

The country isa high rolling prairie, interspersed here and 
there with many beautifil lakes, and well supplied with an 
abundance of timber, 
The resident sportsmen had made all needed preparations 

for the entertainment of their guests, and there is a general 
feeling of satisfaction with the arrangements among visiting 
sportsmen. The Hast aud the South are well represented by 
well-known sportsmen; and among the competmg dogs are 
many first-class lield workers, _ 

Hon. B, E. B. Kennedy, of Omaha, who was one of the 
judges, haying sprained his ankle, is not here. Mr. B. Wal- 
ters, of Canterbury, Conn., filled his place Monday, and has 
been relieved by Mr, B. C. Sterling, of St. Louis, Mo, The 
other judges are Messrs, Theodore Morford, of Newton, N, J., 
and O, C. Bergumtbhal, of Indianapolis, Ind. 
Many spectators have witnessed the running, visitors and 

residents repairing to the svene of the trials in a great yariety 
of vehicles, and many on horseback. 

MONDAY’S RUNNING, 
The drawing for the Derby Stakes took place at 5 o’clock 

Monday morning and resulted as follows : 
E. B. Hardy's Elsa (Drake—Countess May) agaiust Sportsman’s 

Kennel's Praivis Molly (Prairie Joe—Prairie Queen), 
George C, Marsh's Gilderoy (Druid— Princess Draco) against B. PF. 

Wilson's and J. J, Snellenburg’s Josephine (Knox’s Duke—Hunter’s 
Cora), 
W. B, Mallory's Pink B, (Gladstone—Countess Key) against A. M. 

Decker’s Scott, (Rob—Flash). _ ‘ J 
Joseph H. Dew's American Dan Ween ee sy Déan) against Dr, 

8. Fleet Speirs St. Elino TV. (St. Blmo—Clio), | 
James Stinson's Cayalier (Little Rufian—Flight) against D. McK. 

Loyd’s Count Dad (Count Noble—Nellie), 
HL Widdicomb’s Prince (Count Noble—Nellie) against J. Palmer 

O’Neil’s Acne (Thunder—Wess). : pes P 
R, B. Morgan’s Prairie Wonder (Prairia Joe—Prairie Queen) against 

David Purgesson's Frank (Carl—GQueen), ! 4 
Jobin D. Ladd’s Countess Mollie (Count Noble—Spark) against 

Luther Adams's Countess May IL (Drake—Countess May), 

Summary, 
Exsa beat Prarie Monny. 
GicpERoy beat JosEPHINE. 
Pink B. beat Scorr. 

The birds were not very plenty, and the running generally 
was poor. Tuesday opened with gond weather and a breeze. 
Birds still scarce. The result of the running Tuesday is given 
in the following: 

Sunarary, 

Ammnoan Day beat St. Enaro TY. 
Cavatier beat Count Dan. 
Prince beat Acme (withdrawn), _ 
PRAInigE WONDER heat PRANK (withdrawn), 
Cotytress Moniz beat Countess May I. 

This ended the first series. The result of the second series so 
far as completed Tuesday was as follows: 

Summary. 
GinpeRoy beat Disa. 
Pink B. beat Anertoan Dan, 

There are twenty-eight entries for fhe Mree-for-All Stakes. 
Ths drawing is as follows: ; . 

P. H. and D. Bryson's setter bitch Sue (Druid—Ruby) against W. H, 
Coleord’s Countess Druid (Druid—Princess Draco), n . 

H, M. Short’s Frank H, against O. ©. Cullin’s Broker (Drnid—Clio). 
Geo, Knowles’ Kinnikinniek (Draid—Bessie Lee) against Luther 

Adams's Bessie (Dash I{7.—Countess It). A ’ 
E.J. Stoddard's pointer dog Boiline (Bow—Jaunty) against Col. W. 

E. Hughes's pointer dog Maxim (Garnet—Jill). 
Dr. W. H. Daly's Jess (Dan—Flash) “gainst R. T, Vandeward’s 

Christmas Bill (huck of Edenhail—Ready Money), ; 
Sportsman's Kennel’s Prairie Ranger (Charm—Pearl) against 

Luther Adams's Shadow (Lincon—Daisy Dean). . 
D, C!, Sanborn's Count Noble (Connt Wind *em—Nora) against H. B. 

Harrison's London (Paris—Tillh, ee 
D. G, Sanhorn'’s Dashing Novice (Dash H.—Novyice) against W. Tall- 

man's Foreman (Dashing Mousreh—Fairy I). ei J 
Gol. W. EB. Hughes's polrten dog Meteor (Garnet—Jill) against 

Sportsman's Kennel’s Pride (Charm—ip), : / 
J. W.Orth’s Gertrude (Gladstone—Neely) against J. J. Snellen- 

burg’s May Laveruck (‘Thooder—Spot). A ; 
L, Shuster’s Clamantine BD. (Dash Tll.—Cornelia) against J. 8S. Mo- 

Tntosh’s Biz (Dash—Wlora). f ; 
Dr. N. O. MeDonaldl’s Rock against Dr, 5. Fleet Speir's Maida, 
Se O'Brien’s Dash against J. O. Donner’s Bessie (Ranger I1,— 

Belle). , 
RR. B. retest Punch (Charm—Pearl) against R, T. Vanderyoorl's 

pointer dog Don (Bang—Peg). : 
All above are setters, excepb where otherwise desigaated. 

Some good work was done to-day (Tuesday). 
Fatront, Minn. Sept, (—1 P. M. 

The running of the second series of the Derby was cobtinued to-day, 
Weather continues fine, and there is alarge gathering of Siegal 
‘The results up to the hour of sending this dispatch are os follows: 
Patyor beat CAVALIER, ; i 
Prairie Wouder and Countess Mollie were ordered up, to be put 

down again if they hayerany chance to win, This ended seoond 
series, In third series, 
Pink B, beat GInpERcY. 
Prince was a bye, This ended third series, Piok B, and Prince 

are now npn to decide firstplace: 

BO DOGS DREAM? 

I AM Jed to ask this question from a civeumstance whith 
. dame under my personal observation. While out int e 

country a few days azo with my setter dog T noticed a number 
of ineadow larks ma field adjoining the road, Merely to give 
hin a little exercise, T bade him “tind ‘em! He ranzed and 
quartered beautifully, and stood two bivds fully thirty feet 
from the tip of his nose Beeomine somewhat excited, he 
afterward fiushed another, for which f lightly boxed Ins cars. 
He is a very sensitive dog, anda flozzing causes hin to ‘‘dropto 
heel” and remain there, A slight reprimand has abyays been 
sufficient to correct any indiscretions, but on this occasion he 
seemed to fear that I was holding the flowing in reserve, and 
that the chastisement he had received was only a forerunner 
of what he might expect, The birds had by this time become 
yery wild, and would up and away before he could catch a 
scent. The dog's actious plainly showed that he considered 
the condition of affairs all his fault; he hunlet slowly and 
caretully, butit was of no ust, no inore pomts werehad. I 
called him in, and ashe approached me with downeast head 
and drooping tail his appealing look seemed to plead for mercy. 
T patted him and otherwise gave him evidence of my forgive; 
ness, but his cheerfilness hal departed for that day. 

After returning home in the eyening F sat down to read; 
the dog cama up tome, waged his tail and dropped at my 
feet. In the course of half an hourl tool: my eyes from the 
paper and happened to look at him. He was asleep; his 
breathing seemed labored, broken oecasionaliy by a prbeons 
whine. Suddenly he jumped up, syoryanusele in his body 
stillened, his tail batokened that he had found game, anc 
there he was, fast asleep, siauichly pointing an imaginary 
bird. A close serutiny reveuled the fact thet he was in a 
soamnambulistic state, I touched him; he awoke with a start, 
appeared yery much confused, turued aronnd two or three 
times and yrent ont into the yard. 
Tiully believe the dog had been dreaming of the incidents 

of the day, and that his conduct having so worked on his 
mind, actually dreamed he had found a lid, and, as a matter 
of course, must point it. 
Now the question arises: Do dows dream? f can see no 

reason why they should not, They are certainly the most 
hirhly organized anithals of the brute ereation, Will not 
some of the close observers of dogs give an Gpimion on this 
point? C. B. 
(Most certainly does do dream, We have seen just such in- 

sbhances as that related by our correspondent, und doubtless 
like phenomena have come under the observation of others.) 

SOME OBSERVATIONS RESPECTING SETTERS. 

I WISH to offer a few remarks, the result.of ovy own obser- 
yation aud reflection, upon certain “points” of setters, as- 

pecially English, They may sacm of shght importance, bubl 
hope they may contribute in some degree to the development 
of dog science. Lalso hope they may start some new discus- 
sions, asit seems to me we hsve had ahout enouzh of the 
cocker question, as will as the debate over Gordon and Irish 
setters. The writers on these topies, if. appears to me, dealtoo 
nich in generalities, when they do hot get ito personalities. 
By way of a change I offer the following on certain details of 
the make-up of the leading yarioby of dog at ourbench shows. 

1, Tape Heap.—An ideais quite prevalent among soe sports- 
wen that all setters shonid have 'wable-raofed™ heads: that ia 
that the occipital ridge should be hichty developed, the more 
the better, [tis supposed that this form of head indicates 
intelligence, the theory betue, I presume, thabh the whole or 
some very important part of the brain of the animal is con- 
tained within this bump, which, therefore, by iis size and 
prominence, becomes a simple cause of his ments! endowments, 
Now, lam pretty confident that this is all nonsense, Mere 

éxternal examination of the lead of the dog shows that the 
occipital prominence is a ridge of bone with a flat, bread 
muscle on eath side of it. A slight knowledge of the dog's 
anatomy demonstrates that this ridge of bons cannot possibly 
contain aby material part of the brain, because, for ome 
reason, the brain consists of two parts or lobes sitnated 
respectively in the richt and left parts of the skull. No mam- 
mal, so far as I know, has the brain massed in the center, 
Moreoyer, the bony ridge thselt is 100 thin and narrow to serye 
amy such purpose, 
What advantage, then, istherein this formof heal? The 

only one that occurs to me as possible is, that it may conduce 
to a good carriage of the head, he occipital ridge being a 
mere bony process, useful only asa point of attachment of 
the muscles of the neck, an extraordinary development of it 
may assist in making the dog high-headed. ButIdo not 
think there is much in this sutwéstion. More probably the 
whole notion is a superstition, like the preference for donble- 
nosed pointers, or the doctrine that a dog that has not a 
black root to-his mouth is 2 mongrel. 

So far as English Setfers are concerned, the recognized 
| authorities do not give much courtenance to the t‘zable- 
roofed” head. Stonehenge says the ®noolish satter is without 
the occipital prominence so characteristic of the pointer, — 
while the Irish setter hasit well deve.oped. My impression 
is he requires the Gordon setter to conform siibstantially to 
the English type in this respect, but [am writing without the 
opportunity to refer to his books. 1 am thankful. that this 
high-peaked head (which I never liked, although [have seen 
it on some admirable dogs) is not essential to the perfection 
of mytavorite dog, but I cannot see why it shonld be re- 
quired of the Irish setter, in whom Tam less interested. AIL 
the “points” of these dogs should have some relation either to 
utility in the field or to beauty in the eyes of an artist, and I 
am éntively unable to see how the form of head [have been 
considering can contribite efther to beauty or itility. 
Moreover, what reason can there be why a 200d head for one 
kind of setters should not also be goad for other kinds? Why 
is the same type orstandard nob applicable to all dogs so 
nearly related? 

2, Par Cost.—On this subject I resret being abliced to dif} 
fer from ‘the authorities.” Idstone says the coat of the. 
Bnzlish setter should be of the texture of ‘loss silk.’ My 
impression is Stonehenge and sonte other writers say sub- 
stantially the same thing. So I should nob ventore to oppose 
Thy opinion to theirs unless | conceived I had snbstantial 
arguments on my side. My idea is that with réspoct to these 
does, fineness has been carried too far. With respect to some 
other dogs, notably the fox-hound, the evil of excessive tine- 
ness has been recognize. It has not bean considered the 
correct thing for a fox-honnd to have a silky coat; not that 
it is # bad thing in itself, but because i indieates a certain 
delicacy of constitution, opposed to the rngsedness, wich is 
a prime essentialin that animal. Now the coat 1 most ad- 
mire in a setter may be callud the fox-hound coat lenzthened, 
Jt should be long, straizlib, glossy, considerably comrser than 
floss silk, except on the cars, and with well developed feather 
on the stern and legs. Allthe dogs I have known with this 
kind of coat were as tough and enduring as any sportsman 
could wish, and none of them ever knew « day's sickness. I 
believe almost every sportsman kovuws that there is mo spe- 
cific for distemper éxctpt «hardy, vigorous constitubion; and 
those who haye experienced the effects of this disease upon 
animals of interior vitality will gencrally be imore than willing 
to avoid a repetition. The recent mortality among the blue- 
blooded setters of this country, not alone from distenyper, is 
quite suggestive of the ueed of greater yiger of constitution 
in this class of dogs, Withoub special effort I recall the 
deaths of St. Elmo, Pontiac, and Prince Taxis, and doubtless 
the list might be grestly extended. Now! do not mean to 
assert that fineness of coat was the proximate or remote 
culige of the death of any particular ane Gf these doga. But 
what I do think is that excessive fiicness is apt to be associe 
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ated with more or less delicacy of constitution; that many df 
theJending Wnglish setters of the day are tod delidate fdr 
sportsmen's dogs; and that their coats are excessively fine. 

PIcKERT, 
August 31, 1482 

THE BEST DOG IN THE WORLD. 

We have been loolang for 4 sood dog, anxiously looking 
YY formany yeare. Wenrestill watching hopefully, con- 

fident that our hicky dog star will ere long brightly shine and 
iihimine oir pathway with so brighta radiance that we can- | 
fiob fail b6 reach the foal far which we bave heen striving: so 
lens. New we have dovs, and ahvays have had more or less 
Sver sitite We were youre sud free from puile; dogs that 
@uswer our pulpdse yéry well drdinarity, snd that afford us a 
[oir atiount d? edjoymient When we take them cub for a day's 
shoot; dogs that ouly once in a while fhish # Hird, add séldom 
chase or bite their game; dogs that mind ds fairly arid are ricti 
absolutely hideous to look at. But all this does not fill the ill; 
Ourreqnirements are far greater than this, What awe wart 
and innst hayeisagood dog. Such a one as we often read 

about would sutt us exactly, or we would be content to become 
the proud possessor of one of those that we sometimes hear so 
much of as being the ‘“best.dog in the world " Now, aither of 
these would mile us supremely happy and fill with joy the 
aching yoid that ranklesin our bosom: but, alas! fickle for- 
tune fails to smile upon us and we are ever in pursuit of an 
ideal dog that ever eludes our grasp. Many years haye flown 

Fr sinte We commenced this futile chase, aud we haye met 
With many adventures in our search for perfection, and en- 
countered munity mishaps that would perhaps haye discouraged 
aless ardent devotee. But such was our determination to. 
Attain the enct in view that, 10 matter howstunning the knock- 
flown that we reoaived, we always managed to come up smil- 
fog and in trim for the next encounter. 
ii our early days we owned « dog that perfectly satisfied us. 

This tre that we had had hit little experience, and of course 
Wers not siipposed to know much abont it: and that our ideas 
Wert ergde and vucultivated we were painfully ayare, and 
hence osglected no apportunity to increase our knowledge or 
iniproye our skill, We have said that this dog entirely suited 
ne. Porhaps this is patting ita little too strong, and we will 
tiodity the statement by saying that he pleased us better than 
any dog that we had ever seen. But there was a secret long- 
iff, an indescribable yearuing for something intangible that 
We had not seen, that caused us much unhappiness. We often 
Met sportsmen from diferent parts of the country, and were 
freatly impressed with the wonderful tales that they poured 
into our ears of preternatural dogs whose only fault appeared 
to be that they wers too goad, and that they would soon ex- 
ferminate all the Satine in their vicinity. These ofttold tules 
excited in our bosom an ardent desire to become the possessor 
éfsuch a prodigy as they described, We found upon inquiry 
that; #lthongh none of these paragops were for Sale, yet to ac- 
comuoddate 4 friend, especially one that they esteemed so 
highiy as ourselves, why, they would consent to part with 
thair favorites and raake us happy, We yet retain a very 
vivid recollection of our first attempt to secure one of these 
nonpareils. There caine to our office ope day a man who told 
marvelous sfories of slaughtered partridzes (ruffed grouse) 
and fabulous tales of the wonderful knowledge possessed by 
his dog, With attentive ears we listened to his lavish encomi- 
lms; with auxious eyes we eagerly Scanned his weather-beaten 
fearnres to try and discover aray of hope for us, Thinking 
that we could perceive slight tokens of tenderness in the lines 
about his month, we hesitatingly asked if he would sell him. 
Anxionsly awatting tis reply, whatowas our horror to see him 
take from his pocket a huge clasp-lmife and coolly open it. 
Thinking that he was about te imnilate us for offering such 
an aifront, we retreated behind the counter. Our fears were 
allayed, however, when we saw him take from the other 
pocket a plug of tobacto and slice off a generous piece and 
lace itinhis mouth, Then with au expression of the utmost 
tankness he turoed his eyes fullupon our face and candidly 

said that he would not sell that doz to everybody, but, seeing 
thet i was us, be didnt know but he might be induced to part 
with him, especially as his wife hated dogs and cold weather 
Was Coming on, and the poor fellow had to sleep out of doors: 
and he knew that, if we owned him, he would haye the best 
of care, and we might have him as a great favor for $50, This 
was indeed good luck, for we could sell old Bluff tor twice 
that amount, and so make something handsome, and, besides, 
we should have the proud satisfaction of owning the best dor 
ju the world, Greatly fearing that he might reconsider his 
offer, we made an appointment to visit-him the next day and 
see this wonder, and, it he suited, of which there could be no 
doubt, we would pay the prits and bring him home, We 
were yery much elated atthe prospect betore us. Soon we 
could point with pride to our own good dog and truly boast 
with the best of them that we, tod, were ‘blest. There was 
not much sleep for us that night. Visions of royal sport were 
dancing through our brain, and when at last the weary eye- 
lids closed, transfigured dogs were staunchly pointing and 
hecatombs of slaughtered crouse were thickly strewed around. 
The morning sun tound us a good ten miles from homé, and 
long before nhooh we were ab our journey’s end, Our friend 
was expecting us, and after seeing to the horse he led us round 
the barn and Introduced us to the wonderful dog. We must 
say that we were somewhat disappointed in his looks, but, ont 
of regard for his extraordinary performances in the field, 
were disposed ta overlook the trifling faults in his make-up. 
His short, thick nose did not certainly quite come up to our 
standard; but its wonderful scenting powers commanded our 
respect. Those stumpy legs did not impress us favorably, 
but their ichtning turn of speed extorted our praise; that 
ropy tail did not please us, but when straightened on a point 
it was undoubtedly a thing of beanty. We noticed that he 
did not unchain him, and asking the reason, learned that so 
great was his ambition that he dare not let him loose until we 
were teady to start, asinthe excitementof the moment he 
was very apt to forget himself and, if not closely watched, 
would make a break tor the woods. At last everything was 
ready, and as he unchained the dog my friend commenced a 
series of ‘‘come heres,” ‘come backs,” and ‘what are you 
abouts,” that made the welkin rig; indeed, we have always 
had the impression that he gave one or two yells before the 
chain was fairly unclasped, We were getting interested, as 
this Was something entirely new in our experience, We paid 
close attention to everything that transpired, and before our 
hunt was ended had ‘added much to our ited stock of 
knowledge. As we neared the woods ‘the fon grew fast and 
furious.” Ib was astonishing to hear what extraordinary ling 
power our fricnd possussed, and it was equally astonishing to 
sade how little effect this avalanche of yells had upon the dog. 
How he would haye behaved without this yolume of sound to 
steady him it is impossible to say, for the experiment was not 
tried. As we entered the cover the dog was encouragingly 
told to “sick ‘em,” and “sick ‘em" he did; with short, eager 
yells of deliglt he bounded into the brush, and in a few 
seconds we heard the roar of a covey of grouse as they flew in 
every direction, At the firsi flutter of the frightened wings 
this wonderful dog opened with a succession of barks and 
screuches that were simply indescribable. ‘There,’ said our 
friend, ‘what do you think of that? He has got’em already,” 
Aswo hardly knew what to think, and could not readily 
command language even to express our faint ideas upon the 
Subject, we discreetly kept silent and followed our com- 
panion toward the racket. When we arriyed upon the scene 
the noise ceased, and we could scarcely believe our eyes, but 
there in 4 lithle opening stood this famous partridge doz upon 
astaunch point. Utterly dumbfounded and demoralized wa 
rubbed our eyes and looked again, There waa no mistake; 
he was rigid as the rock hy hisside. Hishead was high in 

toge 

air and that tail was actually straight. We gazed upon his 
uivering form with delight, and. our sadly demoralized faith 
fn the dog began to. revive; when we were startled by the 
report of Gir @¢mpanion's gin and the fluttering fall of a 
grouse from the ttp ofa tree just beyond the dog. At fhe 
crack of the gun our id¢l vanished agam and rushing to the 
fallen bird seized it in his ni¢hith, and. triumphantly brought 
it and laidit athis master’s feet, "There; said our triend, 
“what do you think of that?’ By this time we begau to 
realize that his ways were uot as our ways, #nd that be was 
pertectly sincere and honest, and not wishing ty make an 
enemy of him for life we tried to enter into the gpiril of the 
occasion and warmly praised the whole performance—but we 
did not purchase the dog. : 

This is a fair sample of many, yery many, trips that we 
have taken to try and find the object of our ardent desire— 
a pertect dog. We are still ae rat hopetully waiting, and 
when je find him—no matter what the prica—we shall own 
‘the best dog in the world.” 

_ (Note.—The above was contributed by us some years azo to 
the Springneld,; Mass., Out-Dooy Sports. At the repeated 
requests of nigdy frie#ds we here reproduce itin the Wormsp 
AND StRMAnt.] L 

DOGS THAT | HAVE. 

RRORS passing on to present: favorites, I wish to wdyert 
for oné moment to one that “Thad,” which I left un- 

chronicled, She was a smooth-coated St. Bernard, with 
good points in everything but size; good, short, massive 
head, compact body, good color and markings. I call her to 
mind for a purpose, y opinion on St. Bernards is, perhaps, 
not yery weighty, but Lwill give nvy reasons for it, and per- 
haps some St. Bernard breeders will kindly say if they think 
there is anything in it or not. ' 
There is no pepe that the popular St, Bernard now is 

the rough-costed, and the smooth seems almost in danger of 
heing bred out in course of time. It seems to mé thaf the 
original St. Bernard is the smooth, and that the rough-coated 
is but the mongrel creation of the last fifty years, or less, Is 
not the true St. Bernard the Alpine mastiff? And is it nota 
fact thatthe breed was at ona time extinet, with the ex- 
ception of one specimen, which was crossed with the Pyrenean 
sheep-dog, miscalled wolfhound; certainly the Pyrenean doz 
more resembles a gigantic sheep-dog than it does any kind of 
a hound, and is hardly to be distinguished from many a 
rough St. Bernard. Walk down the St. Bernard benches at 
any large show and see if the head of the smooth yariety doés 
not almost invariably excel the rough in massiveness. in 
shortness of muzzle, etc., eyen when they are from the same 
litter. Well, [don't profess to be an authority, but to me it 
seems a pity, if the smooth-coated be the old type, that then 
the rough, showing chiefly the breed that had to be resorted 
to, should be made the favorite and threaten the old breed 
with extinction in process of time, However, I will leaye 
this point toe our friend Mr. Gresham and other good breed- 
ers of those noble dogs, and I hope that some of them will 
give us afew words on the point I haye raised, and cither 
ae that 1 am wrong or else give more of their favor to the 
old type. 

But now for *‘Does that I Have;” and here I seem to have 
a harder task than in jotting down reminiscences of former 
fayorites: for recalling old scenes till one loses oneself in 
them, faneying once more the bending, quivering oar in one’s 
grasp, contending for the honorof 4 college pewter, or tranip- 
ing all day over a heathery moor, or, again, scaling a moun- 
tain, or plying the salmon or trout-rod all day long, and find- 
ing the only after elfects an alarming appetite, or recalling 
the favorites and companions of those days—it's all easy 
work, for, I think, more or less, each one is laudatory temporis 
acti, and it isa wholesome exercise for us sometinies to read 
over again grand old Cicero's ‘De Senectute.” 

Yet, in ty present theme, I have all the elements of a 
modern novel ready to hand, and yet can hardly weaye them 
in. Just think! how aggravating to haye « private authentic 
murder and suicide all ta one’s own share, and yet to be able 
to make nothing of it; and, worse still, a lady the suicide, a 
lady the murderess, and notomance to relate; but so it is. 
Poor Breeze, name registered, and all prepared for future 
triumphs (pure waste of 1s.), managed to hang herself by 
leaping the kennel railings and catching her chain on the 
other side; while only last week the murder was committed, 
for Madge, a daughter of Musk, and Sheila, old Shamrock’s 
daughter, having some little difference during the night, 
Sheila settled itand Madge at the same time. Of course, we 
held an inquest, and as Madge was both the bigger and more 
quarrelsome, the verdict was something between ‘‘justifiable 
canicide” and ~‘death by misadventure,” and Sheila escapes 
further punishment than a scored head and bitten ears; but, 
oh dear! I hope they won't say I caked her, next time she is 
shown and the marks are seen. 
Ithink I have already mentioned that my present pets are 

Dandies, or Dandie Dinmonts if you like, but Dandie Dinmont 
terriers Lam not quite sure about. No doubtit is a terrier, if 
going to ealth is the character of a terrierr but in that case 
soisadachshund. Tomy mind the latter is certainly nota 
terrier, but a hound, and seeimg the otterhound cross pretty 
strongly marked in the Dandie (note the peaked skull, longish 
ears, deeper muzzle, and more sonorous hay than amy terrier), 
I think they have as much right to the title of hound as they 
haye of terrier. I must say, too, that I like to seein them 
the hound type, as far handsomer than a pure terrier head. 

I seem to be answering in my own fashion the orthodox 
uestion, with which, no doubt, I should have begun——“And 
rst to inquire with some amount of scientific strictness, 

What is a Dandie?’ [ might say that they seem a cross be- 
tween burrowing and rodent tribes, for anything softer than 
iron rails, even shingle, they gnaw through; anything less 
solid than Portland cement they burrow under. As a rule, 
spite of the murder narrated above, l have not found them 
excoptnaliy: quarrelsome. [Lhavegenerally threes or four loose 

her in one kennel yard, and thisis the first murder I haye 
had; then, certainly I give those most likely to disagree their 
own private boxes, butif they do get upa fightb—I don} mean 
only a growl and snap over their food, but in which they mean 
it—then look out for a fatal termination, and, as in the above 
case you may hear nothing of it until too late, forin a serious 
battle they fight almost noiselessly, and the long powerful jaw is 
very deadly. And this was Sheila’s help; lesstham her antagonist, 
she beat her in lenzth of head and jay, and this was the result. 
And as they fight silently, so, too, they run mute. I wish they 
didn’t; I like a little music; but whena rabbitis started, with per- 
haps one “yap” if he is si ted, not another sound is heard till he 
is run to earth, if he has the luck to get there. 

I will, before going further, mention a few points in the Dan- 
die that need, perhaps, looking after. Take the ear first. How 
common itis to see a good dog with his ears clothed with longish 
silky hair; but there ismothing sets off a good head so well as an 
ear clothed in deap browu—almost black—velvet, such as Mr, 
Wardlaw Reid’s Grip bas, or Captain Brawnlow’s late (alas!) 
little beauty, Nellie, or, of course, many another; but these 
occur to me, just at the minute, as notable examples, and ina 
close contest that ear would goa good Way with me in deciding 
the’ te Beer Often, too, we sea an ear rounded like a 
eres e's, instead of pointed at the tip—another pointto be looked 

81. 
But these imperfections are less, (think, than a yellow eye; 

awhorse with a waill-eye, a collie with a China-eye (I think 
collie fanciers so callit), and a Dandie with a yellow eye, are 
alike to me hideous in expression. I know we get a yellow 
eye sometimes in a dog otherwise good; my advice then 
would be, if you minst Keep him, keep him at home, and 
don't show him, I remember a pup good in almost every 
point, but a pronounced. yellow eye; at a recent show, he 

only got “commended,” andl think but for that eye would 
have been 4 food bit higher. 

Other points, I think: Tutely inquired about in the eelymuns: 
of the Jowrnel, ave size and coat, so 1 will tike the oppor- 
tunity of sayine a jyoerd on each, The tendeney of all doz 
slows, cattle shows, poultry shows, ete., isto bring the steck 
exbibited to a certain) particular standard. Before the days: 
of exhibitions, there were just as pure bred and distinct breets. 
as there are now, and of course as hithly prized, or they 
would hardly huve been kept pure. At the same time, pure 
as they were kept, the uniformity of type was not there. 
hecansé the standard was not agreed upon. No donbt, then, 
in former days there were Dandies of fifteen pounds and 
Dandies of thirty pounds equally purely breed, but now that 
we bave «standard agreed wpon, there must be some point 

lat whieh size shall become 4 disqualification. so tar as the 
show beneb is concerned; no doubt in any breed of dog, bred 
originally from tywa stocks, there will be a tendency to throw 
back ocensionally in size and some othei points; hence, I 
suppose, if is that dogs of thirty pounds and above, oc- 
casionally appear. As # COmpnoion, I rather like a large 
Dandie, but for the show bench, | think oue above tywenty- 
five pounds is as Touch out of place ats a foxhound would be 
in a harrier class. 
And now as to coats. I think the question asked was, 

whether a very dari, almost black, and rather smooth coat. 
could bavight, Of course, if by smooth is meant short and 
lying close to the skin, it could not be right; but sometimes 
one has a dog with haira trifle longer than just the crisp coat 
of the model Dandie, and this feels staooth in one sense; it is 
not the best cout, but plenty of purs-bred dogs haye it, and, 
according tomy experience nothing changes 50 much as the 
coat—one year, perliaps, perfection, and a year after too 
soft, or feeling so trom its being a trifle too long, and I liave. 
had it the other way—a bad coal shauze toa good one, 
Tshould like to ask somé of my Dandie brethren whether 

they are quite sure that the term a ‘pily-coat” bas to do 
with texture and hot with eolor; I find it appled seemingly 
to texture by old authorities, and no doubt the pile of velwet 
is the surface tuxture, while in the standard, I sea “the coat 
iswwhat is termed pily or penciled,” which, I fancy, is the 
right meaning, as certainly, as an old game bantam breeder, 
Tknow ths meaning of a pile or piled game fowl, Among 
Dandies sometimes we have that sort of speckled gray, dark 
and light intermingled, which mizht yery well beso termed.— 
Childerditeh, in Live Stock Journal. 

CANINE SWIMMBRS.—The latest thing in doz matches 
has been brought out by the enterprising Torento Gun Clnb. 
They had a swimming contest there in which all the dozs of 
high and low degree joined. The Mail af that city reported: 
“Yesterday afternoon was witnessed at Victoria Park a novel 
experience in Canadian sports, namely, a dog swimming 
match, The committee of management include the following 
names; R, Davies, T. Winfield, 5. Staneland, J. Kennedy, A. 
McGregor, W. Clow, BR, Morrison, 8. Parker, J. James, G. L. 
Kavanagh and Joseph Taylor, A large number of dozs were 
taken on board the park steamer at the Church street whart, 
and the amount of snarling and barking indulged in by the 
canines did not bid fair for a quiet matcl. Previous to the 
Matches some of the dogs were exercised by their owners, 
much to the amusement of the bystanders, Beele, a dog 
owned by Mr. B. Watson, would. on his owner's order, dive 
down in some twenty. feet of water and bring up the smallest 
object throwtt in, The favorite dog in the setter’s race, 
owned by Mr. Clow, of Colborne street, got badly beaten. not 
getting a. place, and thereby leaying many of the supposed 
knowing ones’ ont of pocket. The judves were ex-Alderman 
Piper, Mr, Alex, Purse and Mr, Win, Miller. The referee was 
Mr. J. F. Scholes, It may be said that the judges performed 
their difficult task to the satisfaction of all, and their second 
annual tournament hext year will be looked forward to with 
interest.” 

CORRESPONDENTS.—In the absence of our Kennel edi- 
tor at the prairie chicken trials, replies to several correspons 
dents are necessarily deferred, 

KENNEL NOTES. 
; BRED, 
Wanda—Enperor Fred. Dr 8. Plest Speir’s English setter bitch 

Wanda (Patis—Pearl) to champion Emperbr Fred, Sept. 2, 
Lucid—Emperay Fred. Mr. B, A, Hergberg’s pure Laverack bitch 

Lucid (Sim's Dash—Maid of Honor) to his champion Emperar Fred, 
Aug, §. 

. SALES, 
7innie If, Liver and white pointer bitch. by Duke (Phil—Tan 

ont of Vinnie (Ranger—Less), whelped June 7, 1852, by Mx, Maw. §, 
Bradford, Springfield, Mass., to Mr, Chas. R. Squire, Troy, N. Y, 

Atifle and Crap Shooting. 
+ 

THE BRITISH TEAM ARRIVAL. 

yes steamship Alaska of the Guion Lina, which arrived here last, 
Sunday morning brought the British military vite team, They 

were met at Quarantine by the officer's of the National Rifle Associa- 
tion and others, the party being made up as follows: Gen, EB. L, Moli- 
noux, President of the National Rifle Assoviation; Gen. George W. 
Wingate, Gen. Danis! D. Wylie, Cal. Joseph: G. Story, ex-Judge N. P. 
Stanton, Capt. J_S, Ames, of Portland, Me.; Col. M.S. Nithols, of 
Chicago; Secretary Georpe J. Seabury, of the Board of Directors; 
Surgeon J. D, Bryant, of the Seventy-firsh Regiment: Col, Joho Tl. 
Cowpertiiwait,Lieut.-Gol, G. 8, Schermerhorn, Jr., Wajor M. B. Warr, 
Col. John Bodine, Captain, and Capt. Charles I. Robbms, Adjutant of 
the American team, Aneut address of weluome was made by Gen, 
Molinex, to which Sir Henry Hajford responded in a favorabla way. 
The members of the team went directly to Garden City. The com- 
position of the team has already been given iu thess columns. We 
ogee briet sketches of the men. 
The members Who haye previously visited this country as repre- 

sentative riflemen are Sit Nenry Halforg, Major Humphry, and R. 
McVittie, Sir Henry Halford has been eomnected with the British 
Volunteer forces for mauy years, aud is ab present attached to the 
First Leleester Volunteers, Heis an enthusiastic rifleman, anid owns 
a private range upon his ¢legant estate im Wistow, Leicester, Eng- 
laud, There are few rifle-matches of importance in any part of the 
kingdom ab which Sir Henry is notpresent either as a competitor or a 
Spectator. He possesses the most exteusive general knowledge of 
the moyemeuts of vitlemenin foreien circles, Andin the matter of 
arins, ammunition, and postures is fully up to the spirit of the age. 
When the American teanis visited England in 1874 and im 1SSi), Sir 

Henry entertained them on his estate and obherwise contribyted to 
theircomfert. He shot im the Knglish Bicho Shield eight in 1882, 
making the highest score, of 121, out of a possible 180 points. He 
was thirtl in 1803, with 144; atthe Foot of the list, ith 108, in 1R65; 
second, 147, in 1h07, and tool first pluce again in I872, with aseore of 
153. With the season of 1874 the new circular system of marking ba- 
Fan, and Sir Henry was at the boitem of the English eight with 167 
oul of a possible 226 points. In 18/7 he was again a member of the 
team, with a score of 1b; in I8TA third, with 202 Herwas fourth in 
1879, with a seordg of 191, his team being defeated in that year by both 
the Seotch and Irish teams, In 1881 he was at the bottom of fie win- 
ning eight, his score being 188, and this yoar he scored 1938, He took 
the Duke of Cambridge prize at 1,000 yards in 187L amd 1875, Te eap- 
paner aae Albert prize in 1462 and the Amy Rifle Association Cup 
in 1871, 

Sir Henry's opinions obtain great wereht in the Covncil of the 
British National Association, and when, in 1876, the Centennial matvh 
forthe Palna was atvanged by the American National Rifle Assocta- 
tion, Sir Henry's opposition to sending a team from Wnogland to shoot 
against teams front Scotland and Ireland was sustained by (he Ooun- 
oi, Inthe following year Sir Henry took the inittacory ground of bring- 
jug over a team ty shoot for the Palma, but le said, when he lett 
hereon bis retiirn to Wngland, that inless the conditions of the 
Mmateh were chauged “Great Britian could not recognize the Palma, 
Toatch as an international contest.’ Tha Seoreh, Irish, Canadians, 
and Australians having once contested forthe trophy, itwas impos 
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sible to hange fhe conditions, hence the Palma match, throngh Sir 
Henry's efforts, has become practicaliy a “dent letter? 
Major A. P. Humphry is an officer In the Cambridge Uniyersity 

Royal Volunteers, He wasa member of the Enylish team in the 
Centennial mateh forthe Palma. Heisa barrister at law, He be- 
came the champion militury shot of Moeland in 1871, when he took 
the Queen's prize.on tha score of 68 ont of a possible 84 points at $00, 
000, and 1000 yards, He won the Dulte of Cambridge prige In 1877, on 
thé score of 538 out of aA possible 7 points, ab 1,000 yards; the Any 
Rifle Association Cup in 1879,0n the full aeore ef 85 points at 600 
Yards, and was a competitor four times fn the “Queen's Sieey" up to 
JHU. He published a work called “Hirst Hints in Rille-shooting,* 
whieh hac an extensive circulation among the soldiers in the United 
ingdom, 
Robert MeVittie iss. private in the Seventh Dumfries Réesziment, 

Royal Volunteers Fie was & member of the Seotch team in 1876, in 
the Centennial match for the trophy. Ueiss eabinet-maker by 
tade and resides in Dumfries, We wou the Sl. George's Challenge 
Vase at Wimbledon in 1874, on the glean scove of 36 points at a00yds., 
and the third prize in the grind ageregate score in the same year. 
Tn 1878 he carried off the Olympic on tte score of 83 out of 35 points 
a( UO0vds, He hss been one of the first U0 compatitars in the Queen's 
Cup match, locs'ly known as ‘The Qucen's Sixty, six times, He 
has heen a member of the Scottish eizhtin fle Bleho Shield match 
for many years, and his score in that mateh this year was 187 out of 
a possible 225 pots, He also won the Seeretary of War's match 
this year at Wimbledon, on the score of 83 ont of a possible 45 points 
at Dyas. 

Lient.-Col. W. H, Walrond is a member of Parliament for Mast Dey- 
onshire. He was born in 14, He was formerly a meniier of tire 
Litncaster Grenadier Guards, but is now 4 member of the first Deyon- 
shire Hilles. Hie shot in the uglish “eight” several tines, and in 1478 
wus second in the competition for the Queen's priae, He is six feet 
high, has hagel eyes, light mustache, and light hair, 

enry Smith, Adjutant of the team, is employed in the telegraphic 
burenu of the English Post Office Department, He joined the Civil 
Rervice Rifles in 183 and was the founder of the North London Rifle 
Club, one of the leading rifle organizations iu Eagland. He was tlic 
champion marksman of his regiment in 1876, and won the All Comers’ 
\tntich in the Middlesex Rifle Association of that year. He is five feet 
six inches in height, of fair complesion, light hair and mustache, and 
blue eyes. In shooting fora place on the team he averaged about 7. 
Weorke Boulter is chief elerk of the Cheshire Post Office, and belongs 

to the Second Cheshire Rifles. He entered the Volunteer service in. 
185, Tle is 42 years old, and is Sft, Stain, tall, has dark brown hair 
aud beard and blue eyes. He has wou the Qrand Agebegate prize at 
Wimbledon three times, and holds the Bronze Metal of the British 
National Rifle A i He also euptured the Lord Lieutenant's 
Connbty of Cheshire 

Sergt, John W. Dods lives in the town of Dunse, Durhamshire, Eng- 
land, He is 35 years old, has light hair, brown mustache and hazel 
eyes, and is GE. high. He jomed the Virst Berwiek Volunteers in 
1s. He was aimember of the Scotch “Twenty” during the past three 
‘nnual prize meetings at Wimbledon, aid also shot in the Uniled Ser- 
yice match this year. He wou16 prizes at the lash Wimbledon meat- 
ing. 
ane P. T. Godsal, of Windsor, England, wis born in 1850, He is 

about Git in height, of ight complexion, and has hazel eyes. He be- 
longud to the Volunteers for several years, then served a term of six 
yeursin the Fifty-sevond Light Infantry, regular army, and finally 
went into the Second Regiment, Buckhinghamshire Volunteers. He 
was a member of the Hozlish team in the match for the Blebo Shield 
for thres years. He wou the Dudley Cup af 1,0007ds. im 1880, and 
captured the Wimblefion Cupin 1881. He won the prize in the first 
stage of the Albert match, and the Dudley Cup this year at Wimble- 
don, 

Private J. Goodearlives in Lancashire, and was born In iS83&. He 
is of portly physique, ttorid complexion, with full sandy beard, He 

Vi rs in 1871. He matle the top joined the Sixth Lancashire V Shunt SVs 
store of the winning team forthe Wigan Challenge Cup in 1873, won 
the Sb. Georges Badge in 1874, and bas been @ member of the Lan- 
caster team at Wimbledon every year since 1475. He also shot in the 
Rnglish “Twenty” during the past two years. “L have tried very 
hard to win the Queen's prize during the last eleven years,” he said, 
“and I very maven hope to win it next year.” 

Lieut, John Heap js thirty-seven years old, and has a florid com- 
qiexionu, hazel eyes, light hair and mustache. Me shot second in the 
grind teeregate ab Wimbledon this year. He has won £1,400 at 
yarious volunteer competitions and has shot outhe English “Twenty 
and on United Service teanis, In the team practice he has made 
scores of 80, BS. 87, $5 and ho at the short ranges anid 95, 97, 95 and 94 
at tbe long ranges, 

Japt. H, Mellish, the younges! member of the teum, 13 24 years old, 
He ip of meiliam size, light hai, 

iy yeas. 
and has a 

Clabs. 
vonipetition for a place on the team, 
strongest shots io the regiment. 

Corp. E. J. Parry was born in 1848. 
blue eyes, light hair, mustache, and ebin whiskers, 
the English “Twenty” sinee 1sth making the top score in the first 

He iiads the score of 10) out Of a possible 105 points in the 
He is pegardid as one of the 

He is 6 feet) inches high, has 
He has shot in 

year and uzain this year, He wou the Kolapore Cup in 1875 and this 
year, He won the Queen's prizes tn i877, 1880, and this year; the St. 
George's in 1872, 187d, 1877, 1A74, 1840, wod IKS1. and the (iran Avere- 
gate im 1877, 1875. S80, 1881, wod this year- 

Major George Pearse, ol Hatherlaigh, was born in 1359, anc is bhe 
tallest man in the team, being 6 feet 4 iuches in heiht, He joined 
the Volunteers in 1870, He wears glasses, hus a full brown beard and 
mustache. dark eyes and light hair. 

Corp, H, Bates lives in Bitmingham, He LF iat shocting in 1874, 
when be won the Henry prize ob the score of 33 onlof « possible 35 
points. He has won the Grand Aggregate prizes three times, the St. 
George's Medal flve times, and has made a number of full scores, 
He isd0 years old, of medium height, fair complexion, full beard. and 
hagel eyes. 
Corporal William Caldwell, of the First Renlrew Rifie Volunteers. 

is forty-three years old and about five feet eight inéhes in heig¢hr. 
He wears a full beard, and has; darlc hair anid gray eyés. He 
hos been a memberof the Scottish 20" every year sigce 187), and 
was in the Scottish team in the Eicho Shield mateh in 1874, He wou 
the Alexander prize in 1879. He won the Alexander prize in i871, the 
Grand Agsregate in 1876, and the Albert prize in 1878. He was cham- 
pion forthe west of Scotland in 1671, and won the Grand Aggregate 
and Canadian trophy im i881, when he was also in the United Service 
team, 

Private Caldwell served threa mouths at the outbreak of the late 
War as a member of Company Ff, Twelfth Regiment WN. G. §. N. ¥., 
the sume company and regiment to which Van Heusen, of the Ameri- 
can team, belongs. He subsequently served to the end of the war as 
Captiin in the Firth Volunteers. He was nevernaturalized. 
Some of Secretary Smith's records show that Pearse in competttions 

scored from 86 to 99 af the short ranges and 7% to 82 atthe longer fis- 
teuces, Dods—Shortrange, 91 to Ha long range, 70 toe), Caldwell— 
Short rauge, 78 to $4; long ranze, 78 te WL Butes—Short range, 80 to 
{4: long range, #1 to 99. Heap—Short range, bb to 95; long vanee, 48 
to 97. Boulter—Short range, $0; long range, 79. Goodear—short 
range, 03; long range, 74. Smith—Short range. 82; long range, 75. 

In an interview with the Times reporter Sir Henry Halford pro- 
nounced the statements mate here that the Brivish team was using 
guns comprising the barrels of long-range match rilles atlached to 
the stocks of militay muskets as bempe “utterly without foundation,” 
He proposed to use in the match a Metford gun whieh he bad 
used in iniitary matches for 15 years. Other members of the team 
would also use rifles they had used for many years, he said. The 
capacity of the titles he thought was fully $4 or 95 points out o£ 10h, 
bot be did not believe it was possible for bis men to make a greater 
average than 40 points with them, Their ammunition is from 75 te 40 
eraius of powder and bullets, weighing 520 grains, ‘ 

“T believe,” said Sir Henry, “that we can do better work with such 
charges than can be done with 90 grains of powder and 510 graims af 
laad which the Amerivan team is osing.* He also thought the gun 
harrels were less liable to bevonre foul with tha use ol the lighter 
charges. Formerly, the British Rifle Association prohibited the clean- 
ing of rifles between ranges. But when the American team weut over 
to Dollymount & concession was made to them which practically abro- 
fated the old standing rule, and now itis bardly observed, Sir ilenry 
expressed the opinion that this mateh would restit in a renewal of the 
fule ja Great Britain, as well as its establishment here. 

CRNEDMOOR FALL MEETING. —Th: entiy-books for the Autumn 
prize meeting at Creedmoor are now open ot the offices of the Na- 
Vignal Rifle Association, No. 102 William slreet. Entries will be re- 
esiverd until the {thinst. The Michigan State rite team will arrive at 
Creedmoor Tuesday, September 6 

MADE ASSOCIATION.—Second animus! tournament of the Maine 
Sportsiien’s Association, for the protection of fish and game, will be 
held at Bangor, Me., Sept, 13, d4and 15, ancl possibly the 16th, under 
the auspices of Norombera Sportsivei’s Club, al the Baiigor Trotting 
Park, ‘The malches under Knoplisb ae Pad heen ama to 
allow tenu-gauge guns to compete; weight, aad ehare of powder is 
not Teatted Contestants may eather their own birds, 

‘ 
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RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CREEDMOOR, 

UGUST 29,—All the members of the América inilitary rifle 
vi team were at Creediinoor for practice to-day. hey hati almost 
(he entire range lo themselves, as besides them only a few members 
of the Seventh regitient were practioimns at 200yds. ‘Phe scores made 
were generally low, and several members of the Leam expressed 
themselves ear ydissatisied with the day’s work, Irlam, éspecially, 
who is considered a very food shot, made amiss ab S00yds., another 
at GO0yds., and two more at the1,000yds. range. Tis total score in the 
first stage was (9, and his seove at thei ,000ys range only 17. The 
namesake of the bard of Ayon showed only middling shooting. Al 
though the day was clear, and the breeze mn the morning was yery 
light, the conditions nider which the men practiced ware said to he 
unfavorable to fine shooting. The sky was clondless, and the bright 
glare of the sun's rays powerfully reflected from (he white targets 
dazzled the eyes. During the entire day, too, there was 4 stron 
sheen or mirage fhat danced in front of the targets like gases ascend- 
ing from a very hot furnace. 

_ Col, Bodine was in command, assisted by Adjt, Charles ¥. Robbins, 
tansom Rathbone, the Modoc of tha American teantat long range,” 
who had been impressed inbo the service as coach ob the previous 
practie, seems to have become so infatuated with his new océupa- 
ion that he appeared on the grounds in the same capacity. Dr. 8. 

Tt. , Dudley, of New York, ulso acted as voach to the’ shooters. 
During the day Col, Godine appointed Major William H. Murphy, of 
the Twelfth Regiment, Secretary of the American military team, 
When the team settled down for work mn the forenoon, asiight breeze 
was blowing from the northeast, boi uot sufficient strong b~ interfere 
with the shooting, [t gradually shifted, and when the 800 yards? 
shooting was foing on ib was blowing from the Gast, and in the 
second stare it had freshened to a moderately stil? breege From the 
southeast, Atkinson and Pollard did very ersiitablé shooting in the 
first stage. and tie lutter planted tive bullseyes in suceession at the 
00 yards’ range, The following is the score in jhe first stage: 

F S00yds. t0Ovds. Total. 
DR Atkingon,.....,. / 41 i 95 
JM Pollarit. .. ab 28 93 
John Smith... a9 32 2) 
GW Himnan.. a0) a1 Oz 
TT. Dolan... 29 30 80 
G EP Howard, 38 re 89 
JL Pauling, . 30 26 a7 
DA Ogilen__.. Ro 7 86 
EO Shakspeare, i... 3) 27 bal} 
Captain VW Griffith, a2 22 85 
AB Van Heusen...... 41 Bt ot 
Frederivk Alder __.- 30 a4 Sd 
ND Ward = 27 a0 88 
MD Hind EBS 28 2h B3 
James MaNevin. 28 2 BO 
SE Irlsam____.._ Poe 20 69 

When the first stage was finished a recess was takon for luncheon, 
while the attendants moved back the tents aud stools to the 800yds. 
range. Vory few shots were fired at this distunce, and the score was 
hot taken, he team being desirous of ocenpyiag what remained of 
thé afternoon at the 1,0Myds. distance. The following are the scores 
male in this range: 
John Sunith 26, C. W. Hinman 25. D K Atkinson 21, J. M, Pollard 22, 

T. J. Dolan 26. D, A. Ogilen 27, T. W. Griffith 26, J. L. Patilding 2, A. 
B. Van Heusen 24, B, 0, Shakspeave 23, G, B. P. Howard 18, J, Se- 
Nevin 19, N. D. Ward 14. ML D. Hinds13, F. Alder 11,8, [rlam 17. 
Aug. 5),—The ville team shot over all the six ranges of the inter- 

national match af Creedmoor to-day, The aggregate score of the 
highest twelve men was the best, with one exception, that has been 
made since the selection of the team was undertaken, hut very many 
points of weakness appeared in the course of the practice, The iuen 
show & lack of steatlinéss that is discouraging, Misses are sand- 
Wiched in between centers and bullseyes in a manner that seams to 
imply great uncertainty of judgment. The prone position is held 
focountable by all the most experienced skots who are watching the 
prachice for the wildness of the shooting at the long ranges. ‘What 
is the use, asked & prominent member of the Amateur Rifle Club, 
who has piven aid as a coach, “in my telling the wind and elevation 
exactly io Aman when T can see the muzzle of his piece shaking 
enough in every direction po carry him twenty feet away from the 
target?’ A majority of the men unfortunately use this position, and 
itis admiltedly too late to break them %m to shootiag from the bach 
position before the match. The best must be mate of them as they 
are. 
There ave two flatly contradictory opinions regarding the chances 

of victory, A Natioual Guardsman who has been au attendant at 
Creedmoor events since fie range opened said; *‘We must no reckon 
on winning with less than 185 points per man—ninetyive at the 
short aud ninety at the long (listances.’’ This, according to present 
indications, is xhoubl equivalent to saying. ‘We must not expect to 
win the mateh.” On the other hand, Mr. Smith, of the team, who 
has himself shot. at Wimbledon, and who knows all the visitors and 
their capabilities. bhiaks America will win, He expects the team 
will averaze nitety points a manio the short-range stage, while the 
Wnglish will average rather less. He thinks the shooting will be 
éyen at fhe long-ranges, or else the advantage willbe on the Anieri- 
can side, He holds tue Mnglish good for aboub seyenty-eighb poms 
each on a average in this division of the mateh. ‘Tis, it may be 
remarked, is considerubly above any average yeb mude by the 
Aumerican team. 
Aboul ten o'clock the team held a meeting at the Range Club Mouse, 

and there determined to all aim alike ata poiutahove and to the 
right of the hullseye. his potut has been found the most expedient. 
with a yiew io aymding errors of vision, and ail corrections ror wind 
nud ¢levahion necessary to carvy the bullet into the bullseye can be 
made over the bar of the rear sight. Every man has besides been 
furnished with & document reading as follows, except, of course, that 
the figures all yary in proportion to the distance between the sights 
of each one’s rifler 

Mr. ; The sights npou your rifle beiny 274g inches apart, a 
moventent of line on the roar sight ether for wind or eléyation of 
1-10 of au inch gives a variation onthe target of 1 31-100 inches for 
each 100 yards; or, in other words, if, using a Vernier marking hiin- 
drodths of an iueh+ 

Actial. Approximate, 
At 500 yards 1 point gives you.............. Ba the 
At 600 yarits 1 point gives you _ 2. 7.86 8 
At 800 yards 1 point gives you....,,--.--... 10.45 1034 
At 900 yards 1 point gives you,,. LT 1134 
At 1,000 yards 1 pointgives you.....---.... 13,10) 13 

By order of Bol. Joun Bopine. 
GC... Ronsrss, Adjutant. 

Shooting was heguu about 11 o’cloek upon three targets. This ac- 
commodsgtion proved insufficient, and the team barely suceéeded in 
finishing their scores in time tor those who wished to catch the last 
train for the city. Pour targets, all agreed, should by right be pro- 
videu for the practice. The weather was on the whole fair, though 
not without drawhacks. Tue wind was fishtail and fresh enough to 
cause trouble up fo b00yds. Tt declined steadily all day, and caused 
little or no disturbanee at the loig ranges, but theré was considerable 
mirage. She scores are given below in the order of merilir 

i First Stage— _, Second Stage. 
2 200° 50 600 To~ B00 900 1.000 To- 

Yds. Yds. Yas. tal. Yds. Yds. Yds. tal. Age. 
DOD, os P, 2 90 29 20 aT 85 avis} 

i z S38. 28 «8690 ea Bl 382 5 (175. 
d at 6h ST Bh 2) 2a BBO 

Smith -_-_. a 28 1 pe CE ality 
MecNeyin . ] aL Sli a2 25 “1 vis) 164 
Pollard, ..... 386 25 BS aw OM 23 OY 162 
Alder, cute! RY 80 2) 2h Wb od | tbe 
Ogden_.--_,- 2) 27) 0 RG Be Oh) TES> awit thi 
Howard, ‘Ad al 1 oy 28 15 tid 14t 
Paulding... Be the 23 83 81H 
Shalkspoare . A a oo 78 a OH "6 18 
Atkinson. ,.-- aT vw ff Al 0 18 2247 (20) “at 151 

1,052 Bid 1,940 
Irlum rude 70 ab the first and 65 al the secon(l stage, total 144, 

Griffith, (9 and 70, total 180. Ward, 71 and 58, total 124. Van Heusen 
shit only in the fipst stage, making 75 points. 

Aug. ii.—The American Rifle Team did by fap the best work to-day 
that itliig done sinte the close of the 1a oe competilions. 
Only tour ranges, including the 600, 800, 9oU and 1000yd3., were sok 
at, and the results weve very satisfactory indeed, On arriving on 
the grounds they found that twe artillery batteries hatl possession 
of tha 200 and A00yis. range, and decided to opan the days werk 

-wilth shooting at the Gi0vUs. range aud to omit the oblar two ranges 
of the first stage altogether. This gave the men more time to prac- 
tice at the longer ranges, aid they made some of the highest scores 
recorded since they weohinto practice. The meu got to worl: fresh 
at Lhose points where they had buen weakest. They had plenty of 
time and they maade the best of the opportunity, Ibis only necessary 

to say that the best twelve made an average of eighty and five-lwelfth 
poinis per man out of the possible 105, against seventy-four and 
athird on Wednesday, to show how great the improvement was, 
and, further, if must be remembered that Wednesday's shooting sur- 
passed all previous days, Whether this average is & winning one is 
a subject of dispute. There are bears’ and “Bulls! on the match, 
Somie believe that, shooting as they do ai short ranges, the team can 
take a victory with an dyerage of seventy-eight points ab loug: 
Others believe that ninety points will be neaded, 

lt was nots bad day on the whole for shooting, still itwas not a 
very good one. The light was dull and prety steady, The air was 
free from mirage, but. on the other hand, an ngly fishtail winu blew 
up the range with some force, varying fvom south by east te south 
my, west, and defeating the calewlutions even of yeleran marksmen. 
Hievations, too, had an unaccountable rise toward the close of the 
day, fhe theory being that it wasdue toa fall in temperature. An- 
other peculiarity of the day’s shogting was that some of the rifles 
fouled in an unusual degree, An examination of the deposit showed 
that this was due to the hardening of the wax used in the lubricating 
dises, On warm days this material remained soft, but yesterday the 
metal chilled quite rapidly and the crust quigkly hardened on the 
inside or the bore, 
The prevailing opinion fs that a general inistakeshas been made in 

the use of lubricants. Moat of the men use a soft disc, with a grease 
proof wad between it. and tha powder, and the bullet in contact with 
ab. [tas thought that the patch’ or paper wrapping of the projectile 
is injured by the grease, and, besides, the bullet carries with if Séy- 
eral hundred yards a sulficient amount of grease to materially mod- 
ify its line of flight, The proposed remedy is to insert a second 
greaseproof wad belween the dise and the bullet. Colonel Bodine, 
Caplin Robbins and Secretary Murphy were allon thefield. Mi. B. 
Rathbone, Mr. W. W, De Forrest and Dv. 8. f. G. Dudley acted as 
coaches, and Major H. 8. Jewell, of the team of 1877, paid ashort. 
visit and consulted with the officers of the team, Shooting bezan at 
eleven o'clock at 00 yards, and full strings were shotat that and the 
three long ranges as follows: : 

800 900 1,000 0 
Yards, Yards, Yards, Total Yards, 

J. L. Paulding... .....,--+-.-s..05 34 rl) au su 28 
G. BH, P. Howard... 27 29 BT 27 
CG, W. Hinman 29 26 aT 32 
TA SDolan So. po 2A ey ORE 31 
EH. O, Shakspeare, a a3 «2 31 
James McNevin,.. 32 R38 OSL 32 
T. W. Griffith... 27 27) «BD 25. 
D. R. Atkinson. - ye 22 «648 33 
Jobn Smith...., 24 29 rd 20 
Frederick Alder 2 UN Wil aL 
J. M. Pollard...... 26 a) «9B a2 
M. D. Hinds. 2A 21 (2 a 
D. H, Ogden. 28 22 (O68 24 
N. D, Wari... 1 20 G0 25 
A. B. Van He 20 at BL pit) 
Siig se fave eore pape: 2S se 16 WwW ft 30 

Friday all the weather conditions were favorable, and some fine 
scores were piled up, At the short distances—20), 500, and U00yas—the 
highest scores were made by Sinith and Ogden, who each tallied 46 out 
of a possible 105. Sbhakspeare also niade a score of 13 at the same clis- 
tances, and Hinman 91, Al the 800, 900, and 1,000yds, ranges Pollard 
carried off the honors with a score of 96, and Howard followed with 41, 
They were both vanquished at individual ranges, however, by Smith 
and Paulding, éach of whout mate “clean” seores, or a luliseyé at 
éyery shot, at the 800yds, range, The highest ageregate scores af both 
sets bf ranges were made by Smith, Pollard. and Ogden. who fallied 
186, 1b, and 184 respectively. 

200 500 600 To- 800 ©6900 «1,000 Tar 
Yds. Yds, Yds, tal. Yds. Yds. Yds. tal. 

Smith, ta 32 3836. Pollard .:.....31 23 32 SG 
Ogden St 88 1G HOsyard.12... 80 22 32 (81 
Shakspeare. ,..28 40 384 08 Smich__- ao RTO 
Hinman,... 30 a1 a0 §l Ogden, 32 Ri 20 au 
Pawiding... 270680 «Dolan. .... wa «3d BE BK 
Howard .. 3081 89 Atkinson. nee AU ce ee 
Atkingon._. 28 30 88 Aldar ______-.31 an) “Bis =ae 
MeNeyin. 88 dz 88 Shalespewre...d8 25 R25 82 
Pollard. 82 28S 88. Paulding...... wm 2c 0 68e 
Dolan, . 26 «682 8B Gbiiiths. ie uzb | 6 BOR 
Hinds. el] 28 88 Ward_-.._.--. 29 Ah 20 9a 
Alder, 28 24 9 Trlam.. at 29 ff 
Trlam.,. AB kk) MecNeyin...... 300 (38 a 

14 2 68 Van Heusen,.2) 30 dh 71 
RR is 68° Hinds’ ___,,__.29 28 11 8 

Mouilay Col, Bodine announced that he had selected the following 
ten members of the team: Frederick Alder, T. J. Dolan. M.D. Hinds, 
@. W. Hinman, Col. G. E. P. Howard, James MeNevin, D. A. Ogden, 
J. L, Paulding, Major lM. 0. Shakspeare, and John Smith. 
The dyerages of the chosan men ror all fhe completed competitions 

were as follows: T. J. Dolan, 167 4-7;,, Smith, 162 2-7; J. L. Paniding, 
160 3-7; D. H, Ogden, 1003-7; CG. W. Hinman, 149; M. D. Hinds, 157 4-7; 
F, Alder, 1556; J. MeNevin, 1542-8; K. O. Shakspeare, 154 2-7; G. B. P. 
Howard, 121, . . j 

frederick Alder, is a private in the Seventh resiment. He shoots the 
Hepburn gun, with 90 grains of powder, 510 grains of lead, three wads 
and two lubricating disks. Dolan is asergeunt in the Tweltth, and also 
uses the Hepburn. His charge is 92 powder, 5) lead, with the same 
number of wads and lubricators. Paulding, also a sergcant in the 
Twelfth, isthe only man who has adopted the Hotchkirs gun, He 
shoots ib with 100 powder, 550 lead, two wads and two felt lubricators, 
Sergeant MeNeyin, of the Nhirteenth regiment of Brooldyn, uses the 
Hepburn, with 90 powder, 550 Jead, five wads and one Inbricat- 
ing disk. Hinman, a private of the Wirsh Massachusetts, shoots the 
Hepburn, with 92 powder and 551) lead; Private Smith, of the Ninth 
New Jersey, uses the Borchard, with 85 powder, 550 lead. two wads 
and one lubricant; Ogden, of the Twentieth separate company at 
Binghamton, also uses the Borchard, but his charge is 95 powder to 
the same builet. wad and lubricant. All the rest use the Hepburn. 
Hinds, of the same company as Ogden, uses 90 powder and the rest 
of the charge like his comrades, (ol, Howard, a New Jersey staff 
officer, uses factory ammunition. Heis the only man on the team 
who does so. Maj. E. 0, Shakspeare belongs to the stat of Maj. 
Gen, Hartrantt, of Philadelphia. His chargé ts 100 powder, 550 lead, 
two wads and one lubricant } 
The practice on Monday resulted in the following stores, Hinwan 

being absent. The rain seriously interfered with the work. 

TTT GIG Cate ces. seth d sn see Se oon a MOUVOSs pete aap Oe pees ib — ae 
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FE) O Shakspeare,.-.,,------+.---++:- , 80) 8 5 8 3 5 5 3-29 
900 484444 4-27 
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Ogiden's break-down was due to a chanye fn his loading. The totals 
of the other six men were: G, W. Griffith, 32, 28: J. M. Pollard. 28, 27; 
A, B. Van Hetisen, 27, 28; N. D. Ward, 25, 24:5. KE. Iviam, 27, 20; D. Re 
Atkinson, 26, 20. 

‘Tnesday both teams were out for practice, The wind was trouble- 
some and affected the gums, The first twelya men in the American 
team scored only 909 points, against 1,002 made by the British team, 
andin the grand hotal the leading twelve men in the British beam 
scored 2.023 tothe Amerivins 1,48, making « difference of ninoty- 
five points in fayor of the British riflemen. Wollawinge are the scores: 

BRIGISH TWAM. 

200 5DO) 60D Tor Bo 900 1.000 "a= 
Yds. Yds. Yds. tal. Yous, Yds, Yds, tal. 

Nigds 73-45 es a oo) 20° RD ; 30 3) (48 
Hea sae PS So 60 30 43 
Goodear 3) 82 27 «689 a2 260 68D 
Bates ee 8. 29 BR 27) 8G 
Parry __ 31 33 2t  8b Ss 1s oy 
McVittie 0 fF 8 8L 687 7 26 AS 
Pearse,.....-..28 381 27 &6 2 Ab OBB 
Oliver... 2 80 381 BS 23 2h 8L 

2 -o® “Parry... .; a4 2 BO 
bs ees $4 Bates, 86.05.12 200 «BB 7 
40 2 Bf Goodear,.1..25 24 BR oP 
26. 26: pis #1 Ww 
2a 29 Bi Pah 
31 26 28 ie Oh 
# 3 SS .. 8 
Retired. 
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Serr. 7, 1882.] 

First Second Grand First Second Grand 
7 Seek Stage. Total. Bae: Stage, Total, 

MeVittie,..... 8 oa 180 Caldwell.......,83 en 166 
Peurse, . 86 s2 178 Batos..,....,,...58 77 165 
Dads... .- 89 85 W4 Heap.....-..... 89 75 14 
Humphrey... ...84 $9 178 Oliver. 15 we Lau. 
ATH, --,,.--. 88 80 188 Boulter,....,,..85 vel 160 

Godsall, tt 83 1i6 Walvond,...... 77 8] 158 
Mellish., - 50 Fells 16 Smith .,..._... 8 AB 133 
Goodear, ...... $8 7 166 

AM@RICAN THAM, 
20) 500 600 'To- 800 900 1,000 ‘To- 

s ’ al Yds. Yds. Yds. tal. 
23 2 Dolat,...... Clee WEE SSS Sie 

Van Heusen... a 25 Si 
Aldér,-.: -..228 ay 24 $1 
Shakspeure....26 23 30 i7 
Paulding......24 25 2% “7 
Hinmai_ 4 BOS 18 8G 
MeNevin..,, . 52 38) 28 (74 
Atkinson. (1....23 27 24 74 
Pollard. tee eee 
Hinds... wee Ba Ss 2 To 

8 ; Giilitths,.. 31 28 il 69 
26 28 8% Howard. pee i eH 
32 21 51 Trlam,,. a 20 24) 
es 2500 BO Opden.iil i) obs. 30 238 1 65 

; eS Pe WT Sniifl..: 27 23 82 18 68 
Tlam.........: 28) Re 2 7a 

Hirst Seeond Grand First Second Grand 
Stage. Stage. Tolal. Stage. Atage. Lota. 

Dolan -..... ~.82 8a 171 MeNevin ....., 83 ve 157 
Hinman 2 ri 169 Gyifftts ......,,58 6Y 17 
Wider...) ,-.. Bi We WWoward ...-.... a0 6 156 
Yan Heusen, . Al 163° Atkittson.....,, 81 ve 156 

nite ge eee ea 7 r tip 150 
Pollard. ..., ve 63 147 
Shakspeare i 65 140 |' 
Poulding.....,. 80 ‘ica 

BOSTON.—Valnut Hill, Aug, 30,—Six entries. Wind annoying, 
blowing from seven to ten o'clock. Only fom scores were finished 
as follows: 
q F. J. Rahbeth. 
HOO yards, ....:.44445 5659 5 445 7 5 4 5 6 510 
Hi vards.i Sb he 4 bh 6 G Gh be Bee 
WOON yards... 2... a5 25 555 55 5 5 & 5 4 4-224 

J.8. Sumuer, 
SW) yards, ....___ et Ape ea Dee i ein oe Bobet. hee 
Miyards ..2,...... B56 8464555 6 5 4 6 5-68 
TOO yards. j. 2.2... 43556485 5 4 5 6 5 & 5—H-2 

D. Webster- 
HWyatds .. ....0 &@ ¢ 6 8 6 4 4 5 6 4 5 5 5 5 bo 
HOU yards... 564538 65 45 445 5 4 5 5-68 
WODO yards, 2... 2.0.2 4a 43°55 4324 4 6 6 3 5 4°68) 3 

W, Howard. 
BOO yards... ht + Soh & & 6 5 6 4 4 bh. b—78 
$0) yards... => 5 49 46 53°38 4 5 4 5 $66 
1000 yards..--. 2... 643384656 446 5 445 4 4 3—§2-201 

ROCHESTER, N. ¥.—The last contest of the Rochester Gun Chib 
Seties Of matches fora $200 gun, was shot last Thursday. Of the 
four contestant; who had parseyered, the winning man was Mr. Bige- 
Tow, who Scared 174 glass balls out of 20). The other scores were: 
Butler, 175; Summer, 162; King, 161; Amsden. 15. with one shoot be- 
hind. 

NEWPORT, R. 1.—The first competition of the Newport Rifle As- 
So0ciation for the selection of a team to gp to Creedmoor was held at 
‘Paladise Range last Thursday afternoon. The following scores were 
wade 200yds, off hand, Creedmoor epee 

5 Sum arinniy— ye Nu. wel side cbice th: 454 6 4 5 5-17 
WB Snight.. 4565 444 5 5 5-46 
P Peckham. ...,...-- 4445445 4 4—43 
7 Witherell__.___- 44444644 5 +4 
WS Bryer .........0.., 455444 4 4 4-42 
EE Leonard... 4445444 4 4-41 
ewiGharles _:.-...---. --. =e 445 4 3 2 3-35 

CREEDMOOR, Aug. 30,—The Amatwuur Rifle Club team practiced at 
Creedmoor to-day in anticipation of a match with the toam of the 
Massachnsetta Rifle Association, to be shot at Creedmoor on Satur- 
fay. the 9th of September. It is a return match to one at which the 
New Yorkers were defeated af Boston,ia Jane, The team will con- 
Sis of H. FP. Clark, R. Rathboue, J. Habirshaw, W. W. DeForrest, J, 
H. Brown and J, W. Todd, The match is of fifteen shots each, at 
800, 900 and 1,000;ds. 

TRISH. WARKSMEN.—The Irish-American Rifle Club, of New York 
city, will shoot a match on Sept. 5 with the Irish-American Club of 
New Haven, The contest will be at Creedmoor, ten shots, ab 200yds, 
The home team and reserve are: J. MeNevin, PF. Millen, N. O’Don- 
nel, 5. Cavanagh, J, Kerr, M, Duffy, P. MeMorrow, W. Cushing, P. 
Farrelly, M, Brennan and F, Stewart. 

THE TRAP, 

WHITESTONE GUN CLUB.—Whitestone, L. T., August30, 1482,— 
Ths fourth of the series of five matches fora silver cup and the 
‘ehampionship of the Whitestone Gun Club was held here to-day with 
five men atthe trap. A second prize was also offered consisting of a 
hook, “The Life and Writings of Frank Forester." The ¢up goes to 
the man winning if the greater number of times: Conditions: Ten 
elay pigeons, fifteen yards rise: club rules. 
Martin Hoftman....11114i11i1-10 H DeWitt Smith... 01100000103 
AC Wilmerding...,111111000I— 7 F R Perry ...,...-., O00000w- 
OH Simonds... _...00010011— 4 
Hoiiman took the cup and Wilmerding the second prize. 

NEW HAVEN ys. WOROESTER,—Springfield, Mass., August 30.— 
The New Haven (Conn.) Gun Cluband the Worcester Sportsman's Club 
Shofa match on the Springfield Glass Ball Club grounds this after 
noon, with six men on a sile. each man shooting twenty balls. The 
Worcesters won by & score of $4t0 91. The scores follow: Worees- 
ter—Rager 16, Beaudry 13, Smith 12, Holden 18, Clark 17, Perry 18. 
Wew Hayen—Post 18, Brogden 16, Folsom 18, Langdon 16. Goodrich 
18, Nichols 11. 

Bachting agd Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 7,—New Jersey Y. C, Open Matches. 
Sept. 7—Koyal Canadian ¥, GC. Club Race, 
Sept. 8—Royal Canadian Y. C. Open Matches. 
Sep 9,—Pacific ¥. 0. Fall Matches, 
Sept, §.—Loroato, ¥. C.. Matches. 
Bept. Merrimack Y. C,, Open te All Match, 
Sept. 10—Quaker'Gity ¥. C., Harbor Cruise. 

 Sapt. 14—Vixen-Oeres Match, New Haven; cup and fan. 
Sept, 16—Dorchester ¥. C., Open Races, Cat-Rigs, » 
Sept. ij—Royal Nova Scotia ¥. 8., Three Classes, one prize each. 
Sept. ——Royal Nova Scotia Y. &., Yachts dinghies, sailing race, 
Sept. ——Royal Noya Scotia Y. 5,, Charlottetown, P. EB. L 
Sept, 19—Jersey City ¥. G., Ladies’ Day, 
Sept. 24—Quaker City ¥. C., Harbor Cruise, 
Oct, 1 —Quaker City Y, C., Closing Crise. ‘ 
Oct. 3—Jersey City Y.C., Ladiés’ Day. 

LOGIC IN MEASUREMENT. 

WN exceedingly superticial mind reporting ocessionally for a turf 
jourcnalimagines he has disposed of bulk mexsurement with 

Such a vulgar platitude as this; “A barnis known to possess great 
bull, yet t have never known one to sail fast. 
Very well; we add that a pine soe ake long is known to possess 

Ereat length, yet we hays never known one to sail fast; in fact, 
‘ould mnidertake to beat the 100ft. log with a 16ff. Whitehall boat, 
hat then becomes of sent measurement? , 
The reportet’s aceéss to the columns of a reputable journal is our 

-xXxeuse for obtruding his pompous charlatanry upon our readers. 

) 

| ENTERPRISD.—This Boston cutter, built for Com. Wrank EH. Pea- 
ody, bas been sold to Mr. Geo. Moffat, Atlantic ¥. CG. Enterprise is 
at long, 43:9 on load line, 15,5 beam, and.Gft, hold. Built in 1878 

the best manner by D, J. Lawlir, of Chelsea, Mass, She is one of 
‘tie earliest attempts at producing a compromise hetween cotter and 
Boop, has light displacement, with great depth of keel and deadwood, 
a cabin house and full cutter rig, — - 

FOREST AND STREAM. 115 

AMERICAN CUTTERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
American cutters haye met with most decided success in tha Hev- 

érly regatta, as you have to some extent already commented upon. 
The friends of such boats are naturally proud of their performance. 
Tn _ the second class keels, Beetle, Kelpie and Mavis teke the three 
prizes, all of them tull-ledged cutters, with flush deck and running 
Fis. Becllé made better time than any of the second class céenter- 
boards or aty of fhe schooners, All three were built, by Lawley & 
Son, of South Boston and they have another on the stocks. Beetle 
is 29,048, load line, §ft. tin. beam, and Sic. din, deep, and ig the prop- 
erty of Mr. Aug, MWemmenway, bull for bim under the superintend- 
ence of Mr, 5. W. Burgess, in the spring of 1881, Kelpie and Mavis 
Are sister ships to Mr. Edward Burgess’s Moya, and a little smaller 
than Beetle, being 20ff. din. on load line, 9ft. beam and oft, deep. 
A strange thing was that these cutters’ outran the sloops before the 
wind quite as much as on the wind, Boston. 

{The class of cutters refered to by our Eastern correspondent are 
yaehts which can be recommended to all for every purpose. They 
combine fhe maxinuni of room oh deck and below with speed, sea- 
worthiness, sightliness, handiness in rig, economy and *‘camfart’ of 
any stylt brought to notice, and they draw rather less water than the 
new keel sloop. As cruisers they earry off the palm, and for that 
reason alone they are destined to bevome very popular in Boston, 
aud that means ultimately im New Yori asivell. In general they 
resemble the most iniproyed Tichen boats in body, while in counter, 
finish and rig they are up to the best enfber standards, The Mavis 
Was dosignel by A. Cary Smith, of this city. ] 

BEVERLY YACHT CLUB.—AUG. 26. 

AST week we gaye our own version of the most numerously atten- 
ded yacht matches ever sailed in America or abroad. This weele 

we publish an account from our special correspondent, and with if the 
only full official record of the racing yet printed, justified by the ina- 
portance of the evant. 
Editor Forest ond, Strean; 
The second open regaitaot the B. ¥.C. was held at) Marbichead, 

Aue. 26, the starting line being laid from the Phantom of the Mastern 
and Beverly clubs, anchoréd off the Hastern Y. C. House, to a stale- 
boat placed insite it, Z 

Great expectations had heen raised in vegard to this race, as the 
cluo had spared no trouble in making the arrangements and getting 
as large a number of entries as possible, The largest race ou record 
was that sailed by the club at Swampscots in 1819, when 144 boats 
entered, 99 started and S& completed the course, and this race was ex- 
pected to break record. The result was that large numbers of poople 
gathered to see it. many from 4 distance. covering the shores aud 
crowding the scores of yachts and boats watching the race, 
Vice-Com, Hovey, of the i. ¥. C., having very kindiy loaned the 

Phantom to the judges, came round Friday afternoon. Very soon, 
although the wind was yery light, the racing boats began io appear: 
odd boats from yarious clubs came first; ihen a dozen boats of the 
Cape Aun Y. C., together, closely followed by the Dorchester Club, 
which Game down as a body, under the command of Com. Gray. The 
entrance of the latter club was very pretty; the cutter Gtten, which 
at Hez Rock was in the ruck, had very cleverly worked to the front, 
anu was the first to appear, close-bauled,around the point of the neck: 
the tninute she bore air np the harbor, light kites went upon both 
fides, and she ran quickly upto the head ofthe harbor followed by 
Hgeria, Viking, Piensa, aud some twenty sail besides. 
During the night ib was almost a dead calm, but tha boats came 

dropping in, some of them having taken twelve or fourteen hours to 
run the fourteen miles from Boston. The morning of the 2th 
opened with a brisk northeast wind, a heavy sea, and every prospect 
that a northeast storm would set in by night: as early as 4 A. M. 
the boats began to arrive, tie smaller boats under reefs. Later the 
wind slackened, but breezed up well at the start. : 
After considerable debate the judges decided to send the first, 

second and schooner classes round course No.1, as foilows: Leav- 
ing the harbor buoys, Tinkey Island and other shore, Rocky and 
Pig Rock stakes on starboard hand: Hye Rock and Hall Way 
Rock on port hand and return, fifteen and three-quarter miles, all 
outside worl: éxcept the shorhbirun down the harbor. The third elass 
was sent over course 1), as follows: Leaving Half Way Roel; stake- 
boat of southeast breaker, Gales Ledge Buoy and Bowditch Ledge 
Beacon on port hand and return, ten andl a half miles, while the 
fourth and fifth classes left Salman’s Berth Buoy and Black Buoys 
three, five and seven, on port; stakeboat otf Curtis Point and Bow- 
givers Ledge Beacon on starboard and return, seven and a balf 
miles. 
Ati12M. when the numbers were set the sight was pretty; many 

large yachts, including many ofthe E. Y, C. and the Hildegard of 
the N.Y. ¥, C., were on hand to watch the start. while many more 
were cruising yound the mouth of the harbor ready to follaw the 
racing boats, The upper end of the harbor was so packed with the 
smuller classes as to look perfectly white, talking it difficult to see 
the water from a little distance. The lower part of the harbor wwas 
crammed with the larger classes. and yachts present as spectators: 
the whole of Beverly Bay was coyered with Sails, all heading to oue 
point, while the boats from Boston and vicinity were rounding the 
liguthouse polit im ashiGadystreamy the tine running back toward 
Boston, bayond Eee Rock Atthe time of tle start there nus have 
been oyer 200 sail in the harbor, not counting the large numbers 
waiting outside. 
Promptly at 12:80, the advertised time, the order to fire was given, 

but the cap siapped,and the preparatory gun was tired af 12s31. 
Five mimites Tater the gun for first and schooner classes was fired, 
and at 12:38:50 the crack Shatlow lec off, close hauled on the star- 
board tacic. closely Followed by Atua, Nimbus and Lena, with the 
other fifteen close behind. At 12:46 the gun for the second class was 
fired. Here Zulu fed off, erossing at 12:46:28, with Hugenia twelve 
seconds later, Pour conterboards and fourteen keels started in this 
@lass; amoug the latter the cutters Mavis, Beetle and Kelpie, of the 
b. Y. C,, which were matehed for the first time against ali the eracic 
keel sloops in the bay. Only six centerbourds entered in this class, 
which, in 79, was second in numbers only to the fourth class. This 
shows how the tide runs now; butitis doubtful whether the keels 
proved themselyes better than the cenferboards, The boats that 
started were two large Crosby built catboats, the well-known Polly 
looking better than she used fo, and the Nomad, B, Y. C., who had 
come around from Woods fol to try her hand. She appeared with 
anew suit of sails, put on for thedirst time Friday evening, which 
were hardly: up to the mark in fit. 
While the second class was crossing, a sloop, not in the class, sud- 

dently shof up and anchored on the line just where the yachts were 
econiing. As four boats were close to the line it was awkward, caus- 
ing oné boal to come up into the wind and make a start. and crowd- 
ing two others into each other, the only foul of the day, The sloop 
was at once removed. 

After getting ont of the harbor the boatsset large jib topsails. 
which were carried to the Pig Rock stakes, where spinakers were 
Tun out to port ant all light canvas piled on for the run to Ege Rock. 
The boats going ayer the course made a very handsome show and 
one uot often sedn: thirty-seven boats with spinakers coming down 
i a clump hefore a strone breeze. 
The cniters seemed to do wellin second class, Beetle particularly 

passing several first class boats, and rounding the rock tenth oat, 
Krom Ege to Half Way was a beat; at firsh a Jong and short leg, a5 
the wind canted cuba little; but it soon went back anda dead on 
end beat ina heavy sea pusued, the big topsails having been taken in 
ab Ege Rock. Inland fhe wind was more to the eastward, and spin- 
alkers to port ;were carried in from Half Way. 
The third Class gun was fired 4t 12:56, sixteen centerboards out of. 

seventeen entries, and four keels out of eight entries starting, Allie 
leading at 12;50:41, with Jet seyen seconds astern; some of the keels 
were insight. buttoolate tostarb. The course was a beat to Half Way 
and to 5, &. Breaker. a run with wind a little ahead of beam to 
fale ’s hedge, wind right aftto Bowditch’s Ledge. where spinakers 
ware set by a few for the home run. 

At 1:06 the fourth class gun was fired, and although the fourth and 
fifth classes contained most of the boats, unable to beat down in time, 
twenty-sight centerboards and thirteeu keelsresponded. Wave Crest 
going off at 1:06:26, followed by Joker 1:06:44, and Corsair 10041, and 
the rest so close after them that the judges had al they could do to 
time them. 
The course took theth Glosehauled to the first buoy, then with a 

beam wind to Cuvtis Point, from whith a dead beat to Bowditch's 
Ledge followed. the wind under the shore being east. then home with 
the wind well att on the quarter. 
At 245-48 Joker crossed the lime, witha lead of nearly three min- 

utes, the whole bay astern beivg covered with the boats which kept 
close together and made a very handsome picture. Wave Crest 
came in at 2:46:40, then the mass of the fourth class in very quick 
succession; in tivo or three cases two boats gething an exact tie at the 
finish, Wesper was the first keelin at 2:54:18, while the Flora Lee's 
en carried her over the lime, the winner of the fifth class at 
25027. 
Before the last of the fifth class were in, the big topsails of the third 

Glass were seen coming up through the Biaeelsrs, and [Expert cane 
over the line at 3:41;28, followed by the sister boats Rabis aud Sea 
Bird aft:86;20 and 3:40:59. Banners was the first keel in at 848-48. 
Inthe meantime a large topsail and the head of aspinaker were 

seen Over Lighthouse Foint, and very soon the Shadow appeared, 
orossing the line ab 3:52;22, folowed by Anna seven minutes later; 

then Magic, 4:06:18, and Nimbus, 4:00:23. In the keels Lillie led at 
4:15;02, with her antagonist, Hera, 4:16:27, 

After the first class sloops were in there was a lapse of four 
minutes, when the cutter Beetle crossed the line at 4:59:22, followed 
by Bessie at4:39;20 and Nomad, 4:42:56. The balance of second and 
schooner elasses came in quickly, the Kelpie and Folly espécially 
Seeming to sail yery faust. 
Theresult is given below. There is one point yndecided—Mavis not 

heaving been measured. She is, however, known ta be shorter than 
Moya, who is 27.7; in the table below she is figured at 27.f. She may 
be longer, but her owner thinks she is only 26.6, 4 
Wave Orest’s length was protested against by Peri, and Floiden, 

Amy. Peri and several others protested that Wave Crest had cut in- 
side of buoy No. 3. Shonid she be ruled out, Niobe tules fourth prize, 
Tt timed ont that she mistook Kettlebottom buoy by mistake for No, 
3. She was ruled ont, 
very hoat marked “withdrawn” did actually start. The prevalent 

eustom of marking all entries who do not retulnm as “withdrawn or 
“nol timed” hasnéyer been resorted to by the B. ¥.C. One of the 
objections to an anchor or Englisu flying start is that the judges 
cannottell who does start, 

NIRST CLASS CHNTEREOARDS, 
Length. Acial. Corrected, 

\ PT, IN, H. M.S. H. M.S. 
Shadow, (sloop, B.) Join Bryant....... 38 06 8 15 42 3.08 48 
Magic, (sloop, LH, @. Neal. .........80 01 3 28 20 317 12 
Anna, (sloop, H.) W. B. Lambert, .....,¢88 ud 3.22 1 3 2019 
Nimbus, (sloop, £,) Georze RK. Howe,,.33 03 828 54 3 21 53 
Etiiie, (sloop, BE.) B. W. Crowuinshield. .36 08 A df 22 33112 
Clytie, (sloop, BT. J. Coolidge. Jr... 83 02 3.53 2a 3 46 24 
Alert, (sloop, 5. B,) @. P. Myers '....... 88 14 Withdrawn. 
One entry did not Start. 

PIRST CLASS KM@ELS, 

Lilie, (sloop, 8. B.) Dillingham & Bond..a6 02 3 32 15 3 25 33 
Hera, (sloop, BW. F. Weld, ............85 08 2 37 42 323 13 
Viking, (sloop, H.) &. P. Freeman, .....35 00 2 41 a3 3°86 31 
Lena, (sloop. D.) J. W. Ware.........-.- 8 42 45 $86. 54 
Witten, (cutter, D.) G. EB. Clarke 345 53 3 42 45 
Valhalla. (cutter. EH.) J. A. Beshe.,..,,. 36 Of 3 49 45) 3 45 36 

FIRST CLASS SCHOGNERS, 
Bessie, (keel. BL) C.P. Curtis........ 0.27 02 3 44 42 
Star, (centerbrd, Beverly) D. Sonthwick .26 (4 3B O¢ 10 
Elie, (keel, E,) William) MeDonald....., 26 01 4 40 47 
White Cloud, (reel, §, B.) A. H. Smith ..29 00 4 40 59 
Nettie, (keel, Salem,) T. Sargent._..... 26 00 4 41 06 
Excelsior, (keel, S. Bay,) W. Winslow. .36 04 4 47 50 

SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS, 
Folly, (sloop, Q.) J.T. Sheppard. .__,_..26 04 339 feb 
Nomad, (sloop, B.) J. &. Pay, Jr + ee 08 340 08 
Eugenia, (cat, Bo,) J. 5. Palmer. .. Roo 4 0) 09 
Rambler, (cat, H.) F. L. Pelton .....,.26 01% 4 18 35 
Two entries did not start. 

‘ SECOND CLASS KEBLS. . 
Beetle, (cutter, B,) A, Hememway...... 20 (4 ad AO 59 258 afl 
Kelpie, (cutter, B.) Walter Q. Cabot_.__27 07 3 Af) 30 8 41 48 
Mavis, (cutier, B.) Wm. FY. Whitney... .27 01 4 U0 28 345 41 
Gent, (sloop, H.} J. A, Osgood.......... 4 03 44 345 42 
Zulu, (sloop, D,) A. L. Jackson.__.._..-- 4 03 28 3 47 B45 
Jane, sloop, J.) J. Morrison....., 3.59 46 3 48 38 
Gilinda, (sloop, C. A.) G. J, Marsh 408 59 3 51 a 
Gleatn, (sloop, 8. B.) R. V. Kang... 41117 4 56 57 
Raven, (sloop. J.) A. B Friend.) .)/ (25 4 17 22 358 37 
Em ly. (Sloop. 5. Bay) C. A. MeManus, 25 416 49 3 58 55 
Lottie, (Sloop, H.) H. H, Gilmore... 415 49 3.69 09 
Pacer, (sloop) B. F. Horstord 4.98 (16 424 08 
Contest, (Sloop, W, L.) GC, Narto Withdrawn. 
Mermaid, (sloop, 4.) W. PF, Wade, Jr,... 

THIRD CLASS KHFLS, 
Banneret (sloop, So. B.), FL A. Daniels. .28 (9 2 47 36 2 38 42 
Judith (sloop, J.), EB. T. Pigean.. ....... 22 09 253 1% 238 
Sadie (sloop, S. Bay), S. Philbrick 2b O8 3 26 34 3 12 58 
Oina (sloop, S, Bay), A. M, Liebsch..../22 Ol 8 31 32 3.16 16 
Four entries did not start. 

THIRD CLASS CENTERROARDS, 
8 3415 
237 fe 
2°39 0G 

a: 2 42 11 
Jennie L, (sloop, L,) C. H, Lockhart. 239 48 
Rita (sloop, 8. Bay), J. F. Rovk ...... 240 21 
Venus (sloop, C. A.}, Win. MeKenzie 2 40 34 
Muriel (sloop, D,), A. G. French,.. 2.55 16 
Pearl (sloop, L.), F. Lee....... 125771 
Greta (sloop, D.), J. F. Hill... . near 245 22 
Posy (sloop, 5. B.), H. J. McKee,,,..... 2 52 17 
Daisy (slbon: Lynn), Walter Hawkes... 3 16 12 
M. A. Hamilton (cutter, Swampscott) J. 
Satirist ae- sil ee: P withdrawn. 

Metis (cat, H.), J. W, Dutton.. withdrawn, 
Jet (sloop, Gloucester), H, B. Shute .. withdrawn, 
David Crockett (sloop, H.), H. Putnam 21 06 1 50 49 1 33 52 
One enfry did not start, D, Crockett sailed fourth class course by 

mistake, 
FOURTH CLASS GENTEREOARDS, 

Joker (cat. H.), Geo. Goffin..............19 07 1 87 14 1 22 59 
Janet (cat, Hj), W. L. Phinney, 17 10 140 10 L 23 47 
Atny (cat, Q.), H.W, Baxter 20 U5 1 87 26 1 24 2h 
Wave Crest (cat, B.}, E. B. Roge 18 06 1 40 14 1 24 48 
Niobe (eat, Dj, L, M. Clark... . . 19 06 1 40 58 1 25°38 
Hoiden (cat, B.), P. C. Severauce. 19 09 1 39 56 1 25 58 
Corsair (cat, H.), W. A. Mills 17 09 1 42 25 1 26 02 
Myrtle (cat, H.), KR. C. Poor, ,.. 18 06 1 41 43 1 26 17 
Thyshe (cat, H.), 8. A, Freeman weanll O8 1 39 31 1 26 38 
Gisela (cat, D.), 8S. G. King... .........- 20 OL 1 40 24 1 26 48 
Lurline (sprit,Marblehead), B.F.Russell,19 00 1 41 42 1 26 52 
Comus (eat, 8. Bay), Nuscomb,..,...... 18 06 1 42 59 1 27 33 
Adele (sloop, C. A.), L. Haskell... . \ 1 41 58 120 05 
Peri (cat, B.), Vice. Com. Parkman. 1 46 27 1 31 4 
Daisy D. (cat, L.), W. D. Wooldrifige 1 48 46 113 20 
Mabel H. (eat, W. 1), Win, Waleb.. 1 50 00 1.43 56 
Delphine (cat, Marblehead), FJ. Brad 1 486 1 34:08 
Dash (cat, Salem), A. 5S. Brown... .- 1 48.56 1 3f 41 
Wervine (cat, B. Farms), J, E. Howe 1 52 02 1 B8 21 
Mule (sloop, 5. Bay), D. C, Goodrich, , .. 151 49 1 39 12 

1 52 52 1 8 27 
1 46 43 1 39 39 
1 56 48 1 40 25 
1 ao 57 i 48 15 
2 00 Oi 1 44 21 
157 07 1 44 30 
2 01 (0 1 45 35 
2 08 10 147 25. 

POURTH CLASS EEELS, 
Vesper (cat, W.L.), Benner Bros -_,, 18 05 1 46 56 1 31 30 
Charlotte (cat, H.), G. Garraway. .... 17 05 1 48 30 1 JL ho 
Nonpareil (cat, W. V,), ©. Lanning le 01 1 49 24 iain 
Lizzie (sloop, J.), 5. Porter, ..............18 09 1 48 US 1 33 00 
Hard Times (sloop, B. Ej, F. Lincoln. ..-18 06 T 50 82 135 06 
Delle (sloop, T.), A. H, Thompson. , 1909 1 4 49 1 35 G1 
Fearless (eat, S, B.), A. Kidd..... 20 10 1 49 18 1 36 BA 
Inez (sloop, W. L.), Goodridge Br 18 (6 1 5215 1 36 4) 
Lola (eutfer, B.), C. H. W. Poster 19 0 LT 52-20 1 37 30 
Ruby (cat, ae) A, Sehioff ___ 1 5 po 1 44 4 
Glide (sloop, D.), L, W. How 2 0G 50 T5008 
Saga (cat, Beverly Farms), 212 34 1 85 i 
Caprice (cat, Marblehead), J. B. Rhodes.17 05 Withdrawn 
Two entries (id tot start. 

FIFTH GLASS. 
Flora Lee (cat, 5. B.), S.A. Freeman... .16 00 L4i 38 1 
Mirage (eat, B.), C. BP. Curis, Jr... ... 17 00 147 07 12 
Sassacus (cat, C. A,), B, Griffin .....-.,, 1b 98 1 60 08 1 
Nanoy D. (sloop, GC. A.), W. H. Dennen, 15 01 15417 {3 
Tulip (eat, B.), Gordon Dexter... .....,,,14 08 1 55 34 1 
Josephine (cat, B.), 7, FP. Moers -. 16 08 1 60 39 lt 
Gretchen (cat, D.). W, P. Sharp. ......... 16 OG 1 6Y St 1 
Frolic (cat, Swampscott), W. BR. Blaney 16 08 155 a8 L< 
Leola (cat, Salen), H. ©. Weston, ....... 14 03 2-08 49 1 
Minget (cat, Magnolia), M. RK. Wendell, Jr.14 00 207 46 rr 
Hattie G. (sloop, C. A.), FP. A. Galfney...14 02 209 th 1 
Rose feat, B.), T. H. Cabot. __.--- 16 fa 218 4a 1 
Una (sloop, C, A,), BH, Norwood... . 14 OF 3 26 58 2 
Faith (cutter, Marblehead), D. 7, Wollett,14 0% with 
Cheiiaun (canoe, Salem), C. Murphy —_.13 06 with 
Posy (cat, 5. Bay), Snow Rich _.,..2.,,.18 00 with. 
Might entries did not start, 
This malses a, total of 145 eatvies, 114 starters and 101 who completed 

the course, thos breaking the record of 179. 
Mavis is found to measure 2670. din., and the priges go as follows: 
Virst Class Centerboards.—ist, ape Shadow, B. ¥. C.; 2d prize, 

Matic, L. Y. C.; 4d prize, Anna, H, ¥, 0. 
Virst eee Keels.—ist, Lillie, 8. B. Y. C.; 2d, Hera, B, Y. G, 48d, Vik- 

ing, B. Y. C, 
Schooner Class,—ist, Bessie, B. Y. 0.; 2d, Star, Beverly. 
Second Class Centerboards,—ist, Folly, Q, ¥. C.;2d, Nomad, B, ¥, 

G,; 4, Hugenia, Bo, ¥, 0, 
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Second Class Keels,— 1st, Beetle, B. ¥. C.; 2d, Kelpie, B. ¥. C.: 3d, 
Mavis, G, ¥. C. 
Third Class Ceuterhourds.—1Ish, Expert, W. ¥.C.; 2d, Rebie, Bo. Y. 

Co. 3d, Sea Bird, A. ¥. C, j 
Third Class Keels, Ist, Banneret, South Boston; 2d, Judith, T. C,: 3d, 

Sadie, &. Bay ¥. G. 
Pourth Cluss Centerbourds.—tst, Joker, WH. ¥.G.; 2d, Janet, H. ¥. 

C,, 3], Amy, Q Y. C.; ith, Niobe, D ¥_C- 
Fourth Class Kee Ist, Vesper, m G.; 2d, Charlotte, A. Y. C.; 

i C 3d, Nonpareil, W. V, Y. G.; 4th, Lizaiq , > , : 
;4d, Mirage, B. Y. O,; 8d. ,Sas- 

Cc 
Fifth Cluss.—ist, Flura Lae, 5. BH. Y- 

sacs. OC. A, Y. GO.) 4th, Nanoy D., C. A, ¥, C, 
Note.—The abbreviations tor yacht clabs are: B,, Beyarly—Bo.,Bos- 

ton—D., Dorchester—U., Hull—8._ B., South Bostou—s. Bay, Salem 
Bay—W,. Winthrop—J., Jelfiries—L., Lyun—W. V., Washireton Vil- 
lage—W. L., West Lynn—t)., Quiney, TILLER. 

THE PRESENT RULES GOOD ENOUGH. 

fund Stream: 
drawhack that canoeing has had to vontend against 

in the last twelve years has been the indiscriminate writing of its 
would-be frisnds. The “early falhers’’ have mach to answer for, 
but their sins ave small Gompared with those of the daily press and 
the averyge reporter, Nota rate lakes pluce but what the anger of 
thé ¢ontes ‘Sil by misspelled names, incorrect time and 

ly writtan repo with wstially some sagacious advice or sug- 
Of course the late meet at Lake George was no exception, 

the daily reports ware nostly meagre and incorrect, and in addition, 
the New York Ties deyoteS a eoitimn to the asserted scarcity of 

mpetitors in the races, giving the reasons therefore and also a 
edy, The writer complains that the prusence of a few well- 

knows sitilors and paddlers deterred all others fram ontering, und 
that boats built and rigged solely for racing excluded the cruising 
canoeas, wn advocates 4 tax on sail ares asa remedy (in the sailing 

As u matter of fact the entries in the different races were 
ly up to the average in sueh contests, all conversant with any 

farm of boat tacing keowing well the difficulties of securing entries 
in any class. The races and regattas of the yarions yacht clubs call 
out perhaps a couple of schooners, three first class sloops, and less 
than half a dlozon of the séeond class, while with hundreds of small 
sailboats around New York seldom a dozen show up in any one class 
inarace. The true reasons bor this well-known fact do nob concero 
mis now, but an examination of the Lake George racing programme 
shows the absurdity of those given in the Times, OF the twelve races set 
down three were ‘junior’ races, from which Messrs. Vaux, Wihitloke 
ani Highway, having taken prizes previously, were excluded, being 
no longer ‘juniors.’ <A fourth race was for the larger boats in 

ising trim, a limit being placed on billast and consequently on 
Is, and designed to give a chance to the cruisers aparp from the 

racers. 8 this was the first attempt, it is'possible that the limit was 
not as low as nevessary, a poinh easily settled in the future, 
Two races besides these were ‘upset races,” in which, as tests of 

skillin managing the boat in all emergencies, and not dlepsnding 
on special racing appliances, the cruisers were fully on an equality 
with the gentlemen mentioned, Here were six rates oul of twelve 
Sp Eeanly ileyoted to the éruising boats, and in whieh it was intended 
they should haye the adyantage over any Yacing craft, The pro- 
gramme of races as well as the sailing rules were distributed to every 
member Of the association some weeks in advance, showin plainly 
what races were open to each boat, and those who did not enter must 
find some better reason than that given. As tothe second ground of 
complaint, there was not at the meeting a canoe that was not per- 
fectly fitted for cruising, the only change needed being the substitu- 
tion Of snialler sails and veplacing lead ballast by stores, ete,, in some 
boats, not one being built exclusively for racing, or even so arranged 
as to destroy the cruismg qualities. 
The many cruises of the Dot, the wandering of the Psyche in 

TPlovida, Mr. Wulsin's yoyages in the smaller canoaés, the well-read log 
of the original of the Lark, the present whereabouts of the Esmer= 
alda,the Wraith’s reputation on Lakes George aud Champlain last year, 
speok sufiiciently of the “raving boats,” while with the larger and 
as yet untried Pearls the cruises of their Mnglish prototype are ample 
uarantees of their abilities as open water cruisers. Thatsuch bouts, 
andléeil by men who can and who dare to sail them, will carry more 

suilthan the same boats owned by tyros is given as a reason for 
handicapping them, or, in other words, the man who timidly hoists 
his 40ft. of sail on a Shadow canoe in a calin, deraands an allowance 
that will put him on an equality with Mr, Vaux, also ina Shadow, 
but carrying $0f¢, in a fresh breeze, pluck and skill being peualized in 
favor of timidity and ignorance. 

lf this remedy is good for sailing races, why not apply a similar 
one to paddling? Mr. Heighway, with his stx feet two inches height, 
has arms and consequently a reach to correspond, Now is it fair that 
men of only ayerage heigho must paddle against him on even terms? 
Certainly nob; bat how can it be remedied? Let us adopt the rule of 
measurément, proposed in the Canoeist hy “Keelson” for canoes, 
applying it to the crew—multiplying the greatest girth by the 
extreme length between perpendiculars,” or, to adapt it fo the case in 
hand, multiplying the chestimeasure by the extreme height, Here is 
taxed both factors imost valuable in paddling, staying oe and 
reach of stroke, the latter nearly proportional to the height, No one 
could object to a rule so obviously faly as this, its only dencieney being 
that it bales no account (as a tax on sails does in reality) of the pluck. 
determination and fearlessness found in all suecessful racers, an 
which certainly must be considered if allare to be equal. With this 
detail added these two rules will coyer both sailing and paddling raves, 
and wilh some proviso for the upset races to make: the good swimmer 
equal to the man who wears a lite-pressr when in his canoe, there will 
be no grounds for such complxints inthe future; and this greedy 
monopoly of the prizes by afew practical canoeists to the exulusion of 
all “parlor” and “paper” ernisers, be effectually stopped, 

JHRsey Bova, 
[The objections of our correspondent are well taken. ‘The clussifi- 

cation of the A, C. A,, whatever ifs fanlts,is not likely to bg improved 
by ont of hand doctoring to bandleap this or that style or individual, 
Hetter leave well enough aloneand build up to the rules to eompete 
with the best rather than weight the best for the benefit of the infe- 
rior, Type in canoes is necessarily yet.in o state of anarchy because 
the sport is f00 new to haye the Course clearly mariced and canoes are 
put to such widely different purposes that no rules can be conecocbed 
to put allon the sametevel Leave the bilder unfettered, Let him 
do his best on equitable terms, follow suitor take rank upon merit 
without asking for unjust indulgenve by harrassing progressive de- 
velopment with complicated grants to types whieh havé been left be- 
hind in the race or which are iotended for foreign purposes, | 

The #ruat 

DUXBURY Y, G.—After an interval of several years this clu 
Started into life agai with a mateh sailed August 31, over ten and 
six mile (ourses of Lhe clubhouse. First class, for yacht3 over sift, 
second forsprit sail boats. Judges were T. A, Hutchins, J. M. Cush- 
ing and Ang. Winsor. Leda, 26ft. bin., C. Harlow, won in first class, 
by 4 Single second in 1:42;25, beating Murmie, 27ft., W. C. Winslow. 
‘The sprit sail race was won by the Young Teaser, 15ft. din., J.D. 
Gaines, beating half a dozen others, ine, fifty-seyan minutes and 
forty-two seconds. 
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LEADING TYPES OF SCHOONERS. 

iit is not so yery long ago that light draft and shoal hold were 
deemed absolut requisites to spesd, and even to the best rough 

water quali ies. Such a belief had, of eourse, never taken hold of 
tha handful of leaders who really set the fashions to the masses, but 
in late years talent of the aggressive sort, towhom the great crowd 
of mediocre copyists conld look for precept and sxample, has been 
exceadingly Scarce. Without masters the lesser lights fell ready yic- 
fims to any Kind of dogmatic faith, to whieh they elung with a 
tenacity in inverse proportion to their understanding, Cireim- 
stances surreunding our yachting in ils infantstages of development, 
notably shoul and sheltered! waters, beyond which we did not caré’at 
first to venture, conspire naturally enough toward the production 
of shoal flat-floored centerboard boats, By the time the sport had 
frown, and more yenturesome sailing demanded hitherto uneon- 
sidered qualities in the pleasure fleet, the general run of builders 
had sunk too deeply into the rut of custom, aud faith in “what was" 
held a yiee-like grip upon the yacht puieng, craft of the country, 
To experiment, to yenture innovation, to learn from other nations 

far advanced in experience of the kind we began seeking, was sneered 
abas mean and unworthy a truly loyal citizen who should be satisfied 
to take without murmur what was presumed to be indigent to the soil 
or in this case, rather, the waters. The man who accepted the wide, 
flat raft, and no questions asked, was the truly good Amevican. The 
man who wished to iraprove sourht only anarchy, was a toudy to for- 
tign ideas, a snob,” and a generally dangerous member of the com- 
munity. But time works Wonders, and as the little drop constantly at 
its work bores into the toughest stone, so the steady insiduons drilling 
of a few self-sacrificing workers with limited means and tools has at 
Jast wormed through the iron-bound prejudice exhibited against the 
use of depth and handy rigs in yachts, until at the present day no ex- 
cuse seems any longer sufficient ta justify the construction of Hat-iron 
boats, lest it be the very exceptional misfortune of hayihg water only 
knee deep to sail in. In bringing about this change of sentiment, in 
transferring the affections of the public from the light draft sailing 
contrivance to yessels of safe and useful depth, and in foreing an 
acknowledgment of their speed and good ualities, Forest anp STREAM 
has a record in common with a few enlightened designers and builders 
re ave willing to leave to the judgment of the ripening experience of 

ae times, 
With the unjustifiable bias against the use of depth removed, a 

wider and more creditable field has been opened for the display of 
talent and sound judgment in the models of the fleet, and a short 
review of the predominating charatheristics of the principal types 
now in fayor may be the means of aiding mm the sélection for new 
vessels to be laid down this winter. Because we have been a peérsist- 
ent champion of depth, while down-trodden by the ignorance of 
supercilious and unpractical sophistry, it would not be justifiable to 
conclude that no yirtues can, in our opinion, exist in the adored type 
of old. On the contrary, we are prepared to give credit where itis 
really due, though declining to subscribe to mere blind faith bacause 
erandiloquently heralded as “patriotie’’ or fraudulently claimed as 
the index to being ‘tan American.” 
Thethrée types with one or the other of which all schooners can be 

assodiated ure very well represented by three well-known yachts of 
that class. ‘lwo of the three have figured with much eredit in the re- 
cent cruise of the New York Y. ©, while the third has its champion in 
the notable Miranda, the most successful schooner everraced in Great 
Britain, and whose fame is familiar enough in American circles to 
require no specification. 
The midship sections shown in the accompanying cuts reveal ata 

glance bhe striking differences in form of three radically opposite 
methods of achieving success. The Halcyou may be taken as an 
excellent and well-tried representative of the broad und shoal style 
of building with light draft, litde dead rise and lowy freeboard. 
The Montauk is an exemplification of a new school likely to super- 
sede former notions of perfection, especially whare measurement by 
length is adhered to, In her the opposition to depth has been over- 
come, though great beam is still in the ascendant in her conception, 
She may be considered as a half-way compromise between extremes, 
thedepth of the third representative having been approached while 
retaining the beam we are accustomed to on this side of the Atlantic. 

In the Miranda we haye an illustration of the newest ideas abroad, 
new evento her native waters. Thera has been a gradual approach 
in British sohooners to the cutter form and Miranda’s career has 
proven the wisdom of the tendency. Thereally modern two-sticker 
in beam and depth is not very wide of the AS Sina set for racin 
cutters, and by stepping the mainmast well in the middle a muc 
aloser match for the cutters haa been attained on a wind than con- 
sidered possible when Cambria's praise used to be sung in verse on 
the streets and her print displayed in the shop windows of British 
yachting ports. 

[To BE ConTiNUED.] 

VIXEN AND MAGGIE RATIONALLY COMPARED. 

N answer to several inijuiries, we put the issue between these two 
- yachts in this form, the equity of which we gio not think will be 
nua by any person, r . 

Wé rate Maggie and Vixen, or any cutter and sloop, primarily as a 
test of form, and not of size, for eyeryone knows that a large boat ; 
has an advantage over a small one without trial by racing. We all 
know that a 20-fon cutter can beat a 5-ton sloop, and we know as well 
that a 20-ton sloop can beat a 5-ton, ora 10-ton, or even a 15-ton cut- 
ter; that is, the advantage, apart from form, lies with the larger 
hoat to begin with. Wedonot seek to find out by a race whether a 
15-ton Maggie can beat a 19-ton Vixen, but what we are after ix 
whether 4 15-ton Maggie can beat a 15-ton Vixen; and if no such boat 
isto be found and the race must be made with a 19-ton Vixen in- 
stead, it is only common sense and equity to demand allowance far 
the extra four tons, so as to obtain a correct and truthful answer to 
the query, “Which form isthe best, on its own merits and not aided 
by extra size’ Itis not a fair expectation to ask that a 15-ton cutter 
should be as good as.a 19-ton sloop. That is clearly giving the sloop 
great odds, Noone has been silly enough to claim that eutters are 
So very much better than sloops that they can afford to race on even 
terms with sloops twenty-five per cent. larger, but the claim has been 
that on the equitable basis of eyen size the cutter is the better form 
onall round trial, On the other hand, with “sloop men’ it is not a 
question as to whether a 1)-ton sloop ean beat a15-ton cutter; it 
stunds to reason she ought, on the strength of being so much larger, 
if upon nothing else; but the question for them to answer is this: 
Would a 1-ton sloop be a betler boat if shaped as a 19-ton eutter? 
There can certainly ba no equity in the query, ‘Would my 19-ton 
sloop be a better boat if shaped as a 16-ton cutter?’’ The answer 
would at once come forth: How can you expect sucha thing? You 
are asking that the cutter, in addition to being relatively as fast as 
the sloop, thall possess the extraordinary virtue of overcoming four 
tons of size and power, 
We race for a test of form. The issue can therefore be nothing 

elss but this; Given a certain size, which is the best fora: for it to 
take, Such being the issue, and we do not suppose any rational per- 
son will dispute the correctness of this. fundamental Risen ey a 
trus answer can only be obtained from a race after all competitors 
have been redticed to the sainesize by the "Bs ee see of proper al- 
lowances. Whatever the remaining result then is represents the 

superiority of one form over another, outside issuesof course not 
being here considered, 
_ Now, since form is the issue, each individual should be unhampéred 
in all directions so that he may give to the size agreed upon any shape 
he may choose, as long and narrow or as short and wide as he pleases. 
if he is building a sloop torace a 15-ton cutter, he may build her as 
wide as he likes, but in so doing he must not execed 15 tons, for that 
would be impressing an advantage having uo connection with the 
question of form, Tfhe makes use of 1) tons in his sloop, the cutter 
builder would rightfully exclaim: “See lere,friend, that is not fair. Tf 
you make a 19-ton sloop, you must let me make a 19-ton cutter, Of 
course you may beat my little cutter with your big sloop, A collier 
willoutsail a tiny yacht, bal itis nothing to her credit. Size does ib, 
notform. Now, if your 19 ton sloop outsails my 14-ton cutter it may 
be due to her excess in size while her form may actually be inferior)" 
And, we add, it would. be difficult to deny the justice of such an ar- 

gument, Cloarly then, if the 19-ton sloop is matched with the 15-ton 
cutter, an allowance for the extra 4 tons is due to the smaller yaeht, 
no matter what their respective lengths may be. 
This isthe rational method of comparing different types, The 

basis is equally fair to all. Butto ask that a yessel like Maggie, not 
built under a length rule, should sail on even terms with ona built 
with the special yiew of evadiug length is a proppaiizon devoid of the 
least trace of equity,and results obtained from sailing a 19-ton 
Vixen against a15-ton Maggie, must always be illusionary and mis- 
leading in their influence, unless the larger of the two, be it sloop, 
cutter, barn or dhow, is put on an equality with the smaller in re- 
spect to size. Measuring by bulk shows partiality to no form, it 
brings boats to thé line evén in that respect, so that the race may 
Rive us 4n answer to the query, ‘Whose fortis fastest, unaided by 
the known superiority of greater size? Is a 15-ton Maggie better than 
@15-ton sloop? Is the 19-ton Vixen better than a 19-ton culler? That 
# g00d 19-ton sloop is better than a good 15-ton cutter, and a good 
1f-ton cutter better than a 15-ton sloop, stands to reason without 
competitive contests. 

CRUISING. 

a Gee eruising seems to be growing in favor in the Wast, while 
racing seems to be confined among few, That is, a few fast 

boats have all the racing to themselyes, while those who have yachts 
of medium speed content themselves with cruising and sailing, leay- 
ing out the exciting elements of the race. As we stated in our edi- 
torial of last week there are several reasons for this, The expense 
of maintaining a racing yacht is very great, and few care to keep in 
racing trim yachts which are not as speedy as some others in the 
same fleet. The fast ones are keptup for racing and the others ertise. 
_ Cruising is really the sport of yachting, which is better liked as it 
is longer practiced. When a fne fleet starts off on a cruise with a lot 
of yachtsmen and guests, everybody is in fora good time. The good 
time for one does not mean defeat and chagrin for another, as is the 
case inarace. There are no hard feelings engendered in any way, 
The “scrub races" which take place when going from port to port 
afford amusementfor all and give the racing gentlemen a chance to 
enjoy the contests, while the absence of prizes and the general free- 
dom from rules, ete., make the racing pleasant for all. 

‘Within the past month the large clubs in the East, the New York, 
Seawanhaka and Atlantic, have had extended cruises, and judging 
from the published reports all hands seem to haye pretty thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves. The only thing to mar the pleasure has been 
that the yachts have drifted from place to plave without any wind, 
It seems as if this drifting business was rather the rule than the éx- 
ception. Here we neyer have any trouble on this score, aljhongh the 
writer remembers several occasions when too much wind prevented 
the return of a portion of the fleet. 
People who own yachts and cruise about for short trips get more 

out of their boats than any other class. hey invite a few friends 
and goforaday or two to some fayored spot, where they fish or 
lounge, enjoying the sail to or from the place, and in fact the whole 
trip. Others can see no enjoyment in this, but must have the excite- 
ment of the race or there is no fun in it for them. 
When two or more yachts ertise in company a great deal of pleas- 

ure is experienced. Mutual interchange of visits, the pleasant 
evening in company, good natured rivalry to be at anchor or wnder 
way first, all combine to make such trips remembered. Of course, 
in cruises in squadron there is more or Jess formality, and there is a 
certain submission to orders expected, which is irksome to many, 
Yet fleet cruising does more to create an esprit du corps than any- 
thing else.—San Francisco Breeder and Sporlsniair. * 

THE AMERICA CUP. 

OR two seasons in succession we have been cheated out of the 
Rrand and instructive spectacle of competitive trials between 

British and American yachts. Last year it wis Seabelle who decided 
not to cross to our waters, and this year the “forty” Annasona his. 
been deterred from a visit by the shamefully unfair conditions sur- 
rounding the America COR It remains to be seen whether the New 
York Y. C, will show itself sufficiently solicitous of its own fa nume 
toright a very patent wrong, or whether it will prove an worthy 
the trust assumed by permitting the charges brought against the clu 
abroad to crystallize into permanent reproach to American yachtsmen. 
The London Field gives voice to the current impression abroad that 
the present truslees seek deliberately to escape international compe- 
tition when it says as follows in its issue for Aug. 19: 
“American papers are still haying an altercation oyer the terms 

under which a foreign yacht can claim t® sail for the cup won by the 
America at Cowes in 1851. One side contends that the ferms are 
perfectly fair, and the other that they are the reverse of fair, We 
should consider them fair if the challenger could do the sameas the 
New York Y. 0.-—select a yacht on the morning of the race: (his, o£ 
course, he cannot do, and he has, moreoyer, to present the club be- 
forehand with a model of his yacht. The terms appear to have been 
arranged with the sole object of making the winning of the cup as 
difficult as possible. Itis quite a mistake to suppose that Mr. Ash- 
bury acquiesced in the New York Y. C. selecting a vessel on the 
morning of the race. Infact, he was blamed by the Mnglish press 
for accepting the terms béfore the Livonia sailéd for America, and 
on her arrival he endeayored without success to get the condition re- 
versed. However, as it turned out after two days’ sailing, the club 
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had no vessels to select from, and Sappho had to sail against the Lic 
yonia over the inside course and beat her. A most significant com- 
mentary on the present controversy, and one worth any number of 
Opinions is this: that the owner of the most successful forty-tonner 
of the last tivo sersons had intended this spring to challenge. for the 
cup, bot altered his mind when he learned the conditions. Tt seems 
tous that if the eup is fo be of any use at allas a challenge cup, the 
defending party should have no advantage of any deseriphion over 
the one challenging, except such as can be obtained by actual supe- 
tiority: of design of hull or handling in a match.” 

BAY GF 

Gidlitoy Perest dnd Siream: ; 
The auuual regatt, of the Bay of Quinte Y. ©., which took place on 

Monday last. was the greatest suceess Which the club has ever had, 
quality of the competing eraft in the first class especially being 
faken info consideration, The wind was the ouly thing wanting to 
take the day a perfect one, but Goreas was in too Placid a mood to 
furnish air enough to test the big ones, {hough the way in which the 
stately cutter Aileen qnd the graceful sloop Norah speeded along 
Was astonishing, The Oyenet, a famous light weather skimmer, 
had her breeze, and although the big ones were close to her until the 
last part of the final round, when the breeze fell to 5 mere zephyr, 
4nd ones even passed her, they were never in a position to give her 
the time fo which she was entitled from hen bigger sisters. At one 
time ouly was there a good breeae, nainely, in the second round, and 
then the Novaly’s topmast—a flimsy, brashy piece of balsam—ivas 
broken like a carrot. However, thus disabled, she showed of what 
she was capalile of, taking the lead, nevertheless, while the wind 
held, but wheb it dropped she was dons with. The Cygnet was in 
rare fori in this race. After being hauled gut at Kingston she was 
dropped on her board, whieh was Aoubled up, hence her miserable 
performance at Oswezo. Lowever, after being put in proper Litim ab 
Oswego, and with Cay, R. M, Wood, of Boston, ali the helm, she was 
fit to race for all thatias in ler The cutter Aileen was much 
admired and had many visitors, your correspondent among the num- 
ber, She iss beautiful, business-like craft, and when her top sidés 
are smoothed she will strike the observer as being as nesir perfection 
45 possible. 
The second class race was virtually a match between the Katie 

Gray. whith is now the property of Mr. W.E. Phelps, Jr., of Oswego; 
and never giving her opponent a chances, she won handsomely by 
seveuminntes. The Katie isin good hands, and will be pnt in the 
best of trim and kept that way, i“ 
The Royal Canailian Y. C. offers handsome prizes in their open re- 

falta on September 8. 
The yours but ambitious Toronto ¥. C. will offer handsome prizes 

on the 9th. The gathering will be a large one, and the local fleet will 
be represented by the Gracie and possibly the Norah, By the way, 
the Royal Ganadiqns are now doing things ip the right way; but tio 
or three years ago yachts intending to take part in their races were 
paid no attention to, their dinzheys being refused even the privilege 
of laniling at the club’s dock, Now, members of other clubs are in- 
villed to atfend, and Owners of yachts are asked to assemble off the 
club house, the accommodation of which is proffered them, also the 
use Of fhe club's sfcam yacht to convey them to and from the city. 
The change is a highly desirable one. Long may matters remain 
us they now are, 
Géthe race not much remains to he said. The course was the 

usual one, from a stalteboatin the Narrows to a buoy off Badeley’s 
Wharf, on Big Tsland, thence armind a buoy off Salmon Island, and 
return to the starting point, three times around for first class, thirty 
miles and prizes $100, $50 an'l $2b in first class, and $50, $25 and $10 
in sécond class, which coMprised all yachts under twelve tons. 
Four yachts to start or no third prize. No shifting of ballast allowed. 
Hotrance free 
The breeze was paltry aud fiekle all day, and the smaller craft 

Inadewsay with the big ones in consequence, First class was got off 
as follows; Cygnet, 42ff. loail line, af 12:87:28; Gen, Garfield at 
12:38:32; Noval, 57.6if., Commodore R, J, Bell, at 12:40:35, and the 
cutter Aileen, of Toronto, S4ft,, at 1214247. Lady Agnes could not 
find wind enough to eross properly and gave up. Gysnet went into 
the lead though Aileen weathered on her in the second tack. ‘The 
Norah fetched the mark to windward first with the cutter close aboard. 
With a free sheet to the second mark Cygnet went by the cutter and 
overhauled Norah by the time the first round was finished. the cut- 
ter fivo and a half minutes later, the Garfield distanced, The latler 
there tool: tha first of a fresh southwesh breeze to the home Station, 
while the others were working out ou the sevond round, thereby 
closing the gap. Norah had in this breezé closed up well on Oygnet, 
bul after rounding the Big Island buoy lost her topmast and was left 
by therest, Light winds gaye the smaller craft the best chance for 
the rest of the race, which wax finished as under: 

QUINTE Y. C. 

Start. Finish, Actual. Cor, 
Way's Ee SEEMS SPOON wane 12-37 6 45 06 G 10.88 615 18 
Garfield... 12 88 33 @ 02 68 24 26 G 24 26 
Aileen__.-.-. 18 42.47 7 O08 48 6 26 01 6G 30 31 
OTE Coe tener ey 12 40 Bh 7 12 84 6 a1 59 6 4? Az 

These were seut away 
and Katie Gray 

The second class foun three atthe lines. 
as follows: Gracie ab 124840; Surprise at (2:46:19 
at12:47:52, Surprise did not hold.a good wind, and after being sud- 
denly shimtled to leeward by a shift of wind she aye up during the 
Second round. The other to made a fine match, leading alternately, 
with Katie gebting the best of it voward the close, finishing ab5:25:04, 
her acuual time being 4:37:02: Gracie finishing at 5:28:02, actual time 
4:44:13, Whe former winning by 7ni. 1s. 

HULL Y. C.—The first pf three races for the club cham- 
ehampionship was sailed of the club house September 2, with a good 
list of entries in the smaller classes. [i second class, Gen. J. A. Os- 
good hail a sail over for want of competitors. Third and fourth 
Classes sailed Sé¢yen miles, the rest six miles. Wind cast, wholesail 
breeze, shifting to southward and fading away. The jadges were 
accommoisted aboard Ma. Dayis’ sloop Vision for the day, Sou- 
venir prizes wert given to the winners, Gem, Allie, Amy, Corsair and 
Sea Mew, ‘The raves ware finished as under: 

THORD CLASS. 

Length, Actual, Gor, 
H. M, H. mM. 8. H, M, S. 

Pullte A Dore Weabtlis; wea iitetiicn. teteas. 22 06 1 29 51 105 16 
Hairy, C. A, Perkins,...,. 1 31 56 1 08 46 

1 20 31 1 14 06 

FOURTH GLASS. 
Amy. BE. W, Baxter 21 06 1 37 30 1 12 at 
This. J. K Sonthery.,- 4 1 88 88 1 12 48 
Joker, George Cofiin,... . i ai 38 1 12 25 
Thisbe, 8. A. Freeman 1 48 57 4 18 25 

Pe... RS 1 28 18 59 11 
1 25 98 1 00 11 
qT 202 1 03 22 
130 25 1 06 38 
1 20 26 1 06 10 
181 46 1 OF 34 

SIS CLASS. 
Sea Mew, G.R, Howe..,,..-...1. se10: 117 02 1 80 57 1 05 08 
Idlevyild, H, N. Curtis. i -,17 08 13) i8 105 34 
Dandelion, C. FP, Adums, 8d..),--- AT 0G 1 32 46 1 U7 18 
“ip, GW. Morton... ..... oe cero ekfi OF 1 38 41 1 OF 24 
Dart, HB; Ay Wess. ee Wii ee ead 15 08 1 56 56 125 54 

LYNN ¥. C—The third championship races were sailed in 
Lyns Harbor, Sept. 2, in a fresh southeas! wind, which fell {o- 
wird the latver pari of the race. Course, five miles, No starters in 
first class, Judges. 0. RH. Breed, Wm, Low and Wau. Mstes, Sustmary: 

SECOND CLASS. 
Actual, Corrected. 
it, M.S. H.M,S, 

Jennie L., OC. H. Loekhardt. 1 2 0 ai 4a 
PRG, Lean iran: pe L 1 05 59 O48 19 
Ruth, W. Bassatt. I! 1 0) 50 0 61 50 
Satie, G. B. Gordon 11614 058 a8 

Badie, FE. W. Waylors...:. 1... . se t0G 1 09 40 O47 27 
Daisy D., W. D. Woudbridge............ 18 05 1 ii 16 0 30 49 

NEW YACHTS.—Mr. A. Cary Sniitl has just finished a design for 
4 Boston owner, 27 ft, weiter ting, Wei, bean and 3ft, draft. Least 
freeboard, 28in, he Keel will be Ytt. wide at top and 1ft. wide at 
boltom, aud the lower part will be lead, 220-100 tons weight. ‘The 
remainder of the ballast will be cust to fib duside, The centerboard 
Will go down lhvough the lead. This boa is an improved Hesper, 
the improyement consisting of rather better lines, ballast better 
Placed and more sail. The ares of soi] will be B,S0utt., or 162fb. more 
than the sloop Julian carried, the latter boat bemg ballasted with all 
iron jnsidé, Mr. Smith’s chilers Mavis und Hesper won in their 
Glasses last week at New Bediord and Boston, Orders are coming in 
thick and fast, and with the boats now on the books, §5ft, water line, 
TOFE. water lina, OOft, water line, nol to mention some small fry, the 

Season for desifners bids fair to be a very busy one, 

A SUBSTITUTE RULE. 
& “wat tule would you have recommended forthe Vixen-M ag: 

gie races, As the Maggie could not be Nauled out to haye 
her bulls measnred 2” i ' ; mths 
So writes a correspondent from Boston. We should have recom- 

mended the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, ©. rule; as it leads to mith 
te sate results as measurement by bulk. While taking exception 
to the theory of this rule, \ve have before this testified to its fair ap- 
licability in practies: Thus Maggie and Vixén aré about same 

Ton th, Multiply by their sail areas, 1,580 and 2,050 (these are lower 
kail only, but topsail could be added to live up to the rule in detail) 
The Products would, of course, vary in the proportion of 158 and 208, 
ind if we stact with Maggie as 15 tors, the Vixen would gauge be- 
tween 19 and 20 tons, ‘This is near the proportion her size bears to 
that of the cutter. The Seawauhaka rule makesa very fair substi- 
tute for bulk, since broadly statect, the larger boat has also the larger 
sail area, whether the axeess of size be obtained by adding to depth 
or beam, and multiplying by the sail area acts, therefore, as a check 
to the erfor of racing on length only. It ma tes the largest hoat pay 
for her extra size as indi¢nted in a larger sail plan. Cases might be 
cited where the rule would work the wrong way, but they are excep- 
tional, whereas the error of racing vessels of different type and 
length crops out in almost all cases. 

THE “NESSMUK” HATCHET. 

E reproduce a scale drawing, one-half real size of ourwell-known 
Ss correspondent *‘Nessmuk’s’’ hatchet, especially made as a light 

but serviceable article forming part of the outfit of his light cruising 
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canoe, Total weight ot hatchet and handle 1f0z. As the cut shows, 
this tool is “double barelled,” as its originator is pleased to term the 
two cutting edges, and probably the only one of thesortin use, ‘Ness 
tuk” indorses the tool as extremely serviceable and fully as useful for 
Panne ne. and general camp service as the heavier and clumsier 
articles, 

HULL ¥, C.—The new club book for 1882is a well arranged publi- 
cation, and contains the story of the marvelous growth of the club, 
Organized June 26, 1880, incorporated April 20, 1882, itnow has 450 
members, owning a fleet of twenty-two schooners, all but two of them 
being keels; forty-nine sloops of which twenty-six are keels; four 
steamers and forty-eight catboats, The pamphlet contains charts of 
the various courses, the customary constitution and by-laws, an éx- 
cellent: collection of sailing rules, etiquette, and a good selection of U, 
5. laws bearing upon yachts, and a handsome chart of private bur- 
gees. The club flag is triangular yelluw field, black diagonal cross 
wyith white star inthe center. Flag officers fly swallowtails, yellow 
fied, circle of blue stars around blue anchor for commodore, red ones 
for vite and white ones for rear. Quite a number of the private bur- 
gees are square in shape after orthodox fashion, so that the shape of 
the burgee may show whether it is a ¢lub, private or flag-officer’s 
signal, the first triangular, the second square and the third swallow- 
tail inent. For racing signal the club has adopted a square blue 
flag with white star in center. 

MATOH ON THE BAY.—The unfinished sweepstakes of the 24th 
ult. was sailed Aug. 31, with better success, Tha same=boats came 
to the start. Mimic, 27ft, din,, Pat MeGiehan; Mistake, Judge Eliott, 
27£t, lin, and Mary Keeran, John Keegan, 27ft, din, Mimic suffered 
from «a leak, and Keegan was short on sand bags. Dave Snediker 
tooled Mistake, young MeGiehan the Mimic, and the Keegan wus 
sailed by her owner. Course from Frank’ Bates‘s pier around 
Robbin’s Reef buoy, thenée around buoy off Goney Island Point and 
home, sail twice over, The clinker got’ off first, followed by Mimic, 
and Keegan last. Wind was fresh §. W, Same order was kept up 
until the latter two got pocketed in the Narrows by a long tow, 
giving Mistake 4 chance to get well away from them. She led around 
the lower buoy by two minutes, finishing the first round at 3:41:80, 
Keogan av 3:43:14, and Mimic ab 3:53:80, evidently handicapped by her 
Jeak. Second round was much a repetition of the first, the finish 
being made by Mistake at 6:00:09, the Keegan second at 6:02:22, and 
ae ee Etna Mistake Wins by 2m. 1s, actual, and 1m, is. cor- 
Tecte By 

SALEM BAY Y, C.—Unier auspices of the Salem Bay Y, C. @ gse- 
ries of races were sailed August 20in the bay, The famous Lullie, 
36.6ft. load line, Messrs, Dillingham ani Bond, met the Nirvana, 
41.6ft., W. 5, Waton, Jr., und was heaten by her over a course around 
Baker and Lowell islands. The wind was light and Lillie lost two 
minntos at the start. Niryana’s corrected time was 3:20:03 and that 
of Lillie 3:24:37, In third class Comus, J, Neweomb, won, beating 
Wave Orest, E. B. Rogers; Mull, D. G. Goodredge and Sala, Time 
of Comus 2:28:38, taking the championship in her class. In fourth 
clase Tolip, F, G. Dexter, won in 2:24:30, talking championship and 
beating Posy, S, Rich; Rose, T. H, Cabot; Lota, H. BE. Wusten and 
Snowball, L. Philinti. 

NEW SURV 2EY.—Lonp Island Sound is now 
the U, 5, Coast and Geodetie Suryey, Hive parties are in the field 
With the steamers Gedney and Silliman and two schooners, It will 
fake till 1855 to finish the work, though it will be pushed with vigor 
and detail charts issued as fast as harbors ave plotted. 

belng resurveyed by 

LILLIE-HERA MATCH,—The first of three matches between these 
two rival flyers was sailed Sept. 1 over a 20 mile-course off Marble- 
head. Only a week ago we wrote: Hera seems a trifle too full in body 
to be driven, and we should prefer her chances in light weather, That 
our preference was well grounded is shown in this first race. The 
wind was light from southwest and Hera finished in 3:2:7, with Lillle 
at3:6:31, “much to the surprise of everybolly,;” as the dispatch has it; 
Large sums changéd hands on the event, Hera is 4ift, on deck, $5 
Idacl line, 14ft. Sin. beam with a draft of 7ft. Sin, Lillie is 8Sft. Gin,’bn 
deck, déft. Gin; on the lind, 14ft, beam and 5ft, draft, Hera has con: 
siderable weight on he¥ keel, and Lillis isan old centerboard altered 
by the addition ofa deep wooden keel, 

SAN FRANOISCO YACHTING—Stone has got a 60ft. steam ° 
launch under way, and Farmer is building a small eathoat. Schooner 
Ariel has had a lead keel bolted on and a Bermuda mainsail instead 
of the gaff sail, Turner has Spreckels’ new 80ft, schoouer in frame, 
A mosquito race for small boats is contemplated in San Francisco 
harbor, all to measuré less than thirty-five feet, 

OSWEGO REGATTA.—The winners at the Oswego regatta, sailed 
August 22, were Katie Gray, of Trenton, first prize: Gracie, of Belle- 
yille, second; Laura, of Oswexo, third, aud B a, of Oswego, fourth. 
Garfield, of Kingston, crossed the finish second, but was ruled out 
for fouling the Gracie, 

ATALANTA.—Com, Vermilye, A. ¥. 0., arrived in his schooner in 
Halifax harbor Aug. 31, and willreturn to the southward the middle 
of this month, 

OSPREY.—This snug little cruiser, 53ft, load line, has been sold hy 
Charles Stevenson to Mr. Archibald Watt. 

ECLIPSE.—This fast sloop has been sold by Mr, Willard to Mr. M. 
Flagler, of the Standard Oi] Works. 

eluswers ta Correspondents. 

H. B,, Lancaster, Pa,—The rifle will do very well. 

Nassav.—See our last issue for Nuw Jersey rall shooting locality, 

J.R.S., New York.—There ig no mention of the “meadow hen” in 
New York law, 

W.H.8., Boonton.—We should rule that the ball ought to be 
scored as broken by the shooter. 

SuBScRTBER, Gildersleeve’s Landing.—Your questions will be an- 
swered upon the return o: our kennel editor. 

Sa¥vinie.—It is not probable that we shall publish a compendium 
of Fornsr anp Srream ichtbyological matter. 

J. E. L., Torrington, Conn.—The measiire of powder is arbitrary , 
Take a Dixon’s measure, which is usually accepted, as your gauge, 

D. D.—You want one of the Boker guns which combine two shot 
barrels with a third rifle barrel, or else an auxil iary rifle barrel,which 
may he inserted into the shotgun barrel, 

G. H,, Canal Fulton, Ohio.—1. Belton was by Sykes’ Dash, out of 
Daisy, who was litter sister to Llewellin's Dan, Dash by Dash IT. ont 
of Belle, 2. Belton is the sire of Sanborn’s Nelly, 

A.S,—I would like to buy a nice setter dog. a good ranger and 
staunch, Do you know of one? Ans, A card inserted in our adyertis- 
ing columns will bring you the desired information, 

E, C. L.—It would be cheaper to buy a hammerluss gun than to 
have ) our present one converted. If, however, you like the barrels, 
we presume that; you could have the work done ‘by any of the ham- 
merless gun-makers, 

Woopcock, Matteawan, N. Y,—When is the shooting of woodcock 
futhorized in Dutchess county, N. Y.? Is there a special law in forve 
in such county modifying the general State lawy Ans. Woodcock 
season opened Sept 1, Game cannot be killed for market purposes. 

J. M., Baltimore.—Is there any work giving instruction in fly fish- 
ing, or is if to be acquired only by observation and practice? Ans, 
The best American work is ‘‘The American Angler’s Book," by Thad- 
deus Norris, fully iJustrated and containing tly fishing and fly tying, 
Price $5.50, We ean furnish it. 

D, H. P.—1. You will find good Ul eEO peaks ducking at Havre de 
Grace. 2, The bay is full of professional shots now, and there is no- 
room there for market shooters. 8, For map go to Colton’s, in Wil- 
Tiam street, this city. 4. A good book on the subject is Long's \Amer- 
ican Wildfowl Shooting,” published by J. B. Ford & Co., this city. 

H, W,, Shelbyville, Ind.—Will you please inform me through your 
paper where I can procure black bass fry, the proper season to plant 
them and what they will cost? Ans. Write your State Fish Commis- 
sioner, Mr, Calvin Pletcher, Spencer, Owen pony We know of no 
one in your vicinity, or in fact anywhere else, who supplies fry of 
black bass. Waters are usually stocked with adults. 

K. K. K,, Philadelphia,—Is there a gun made for shooting a small 
harpoon with cord attached that could be used for catching porpoises? 
If so where are they made or sold? Ans, Yes, harpoon guns are used 
in the whale fisheries, They are somewhat similar to swivel guns. 
You can probably procure such a gun through any house of gnn 
sealst or ii not, by applying to the New England whale.ship ont- 

ers, 

R. T, W., Jersey City,—Has any one as yet succeeded in breeding 
quail in confinement, and if so with whalsuccess? I ask the question 
because I would like to try the experiment and also profit somewhat 
by the experience of those who have preceded me in the attempt, 
Ans. Quail-rearing experiments have been made in this country tor 
more than a quarter of 2 céntury, butno one has yet had any real suc- 
cess at it. Our files contain many articles on the’ subject. 

R, W. T., Brunswick, Ga.—What is a “pompano” fish? 
usual size and where found? Are they 
icacy ? Ans, The 

What is its 
generally considered a del- 

I Z ompano (Southern cuast), cavalle or creyalle, 
(South penorney Lrachynolus carolinus, is a fish found in salt - 
water nll segue he Southern coast. ITtisa fish of oval shape, com- 
pressed laterally, colored olive on the back and shading to light yel- 
ow below, It weighs about a pound and is considered one of the best 
of fishes at New Orleans and New York; at the latter place il some- 
times sells as high asa dollar per pound, An excellent figure is given 
by Kilbourn, in The Game Wishes of the United States,” accompanied 
by an equally good description by Prof, G, Brown Goode, ‘Ver years 
ago the fish was unknown in New York markets, 

FieLp Guass, Cincinnati,—_I was greatly pleased with your inter- 
esting editorial on ‘The use of the Field Glass" in Forms? anp STREAM, 
June 2, Itis amatter which is of great interest and importanue to 
me, as tam slightly troubled with myopia, and having spent last 
summer in Colorado with nothing but au opera glass to assist my 
sight, I scon found that something more powerful was necessary, Tt 
is yery necessary for me to procure the most powerful instrument that 
I gan, consistent with convenience and portability, and I would like to 
haye your opinion in the matter, as 1 place’entire coufidence in your 
decisions. The cost would he no object. Ans. We know of nothing 
better than a finest quality field glass. Possibly some reader of the 
Forps? AND Stream may haye had experience with other glasses. and 
if so we should be glad to hear from them, 

EBuve Barrens, lonia, Mich.—We repeat for you the directions 
given many limes in these columns, but would ‘advise you to send 
your gun to be re-blued by adirst-class gunsmith, Any of the firms 
who advertise with us willdo, he directions are as follows: Vinct, 
of muriatof iron. ove ounce; nitrie ether, one ounce; sulphate of 
popper, four scruples; rain water, one pint. First, securely ply u 
both ends of barrels, leaving one plug in each end of sufficient lengt 
fo be used as handles, then thoroughly elean with soap and water, 
after which cover witha thick coat of lime, slacked in Water, and 
when that has become dry remove it with an iron wire seratch 
brush; this is to remoye all dirt and grease from the barrels, Then 
apply @ coat of the fluid with a rag, and letitstand for twenty-four 
hours, when a slight rust will have appeared; then take barrels and 
immerse them in a trough containing boiling hot water, after which 
seratch them well with the scratch brush. Repent this until the 
color suits, which will be after three or four applications, When 
completed, let the barrels remain in lime water a short time to 
neutralize any acid which may have penetrated. Take ereat care 
not to handle the barrels during the operation, for the least particle 
of grease will make bad spots, 

—_—_—_————— 

THERE'S SOMETHING IN THE WIND, as the dog said at 
Peranont last Monday when “he became a statue of carven 
rock, 
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Spanish Silk Worm Cut. 
THE ( ALLI GR APHIC PEN THE GREAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixture of rough strands, has forced us to go into the 
ere  |ianufacture of it for our own account. Our establisliment in Murcia, Spain, where all the high quality gut is made is the most 

ine ink for Ee gal eo oe ee contin | extensive and perfect factory of this article in the world. The grades named below will run at least 25 per cent. better than those of any 
the pocket, Alwaysready for use. A lusury to | Gther manufacturers, 
ersons who care to preserve them individuality in | -— <= = errant a 
riting. } = : 
riting. MARIE, TODD & BARD, Per Thousand, Per Thonsand. — Per Thousand, 

a _ 180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. | Corta.-.. ...,,-----.--+---:-+-4::.-..81 00 | Padron Ist Superior, 114al2in...... 3750 | Regular Superior, 16 inches.........812 00 
Send for Price-List. 

Our Goops arm Soup sy First Chass DeAuers | Regular Ordinary..........2.s..-.... 17) | Marana 2d ids Cae Ae 12 00 Padron2d * 177). eM BS 35 18 00 

| Padron Fey w agef te ie Wes ryated 2 50) Marana lst ‘ Ilall$in...... 20 00 Padron ist) ** Wy GPS Geygethe - 15 00 

Repailar Superior, 114a12 in.......... 400 | Imperial Be ay Ae 40 00 Maranalst *! aise th. eee .-. SO 00 

Padron 2d ‘* eB ARAA A ps 5 00 

=°A full assortment of medium and fine drawn gut from 7 to 18 inches long at market rates. 2=] 

English manufacturers please take notice that we can supply them from New York, Redditch or Murcia. We keep constantly on hand 

a full supply of the short and cheap sorts, such as are generally used in Hngland. Prices on application, 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our gdods will not be filled at any price. 

pagghting Mire with Fire | ‘This may be a good ABBEY ce IMBMRIiE, 48 Maiden ane, New York. 
cy ont azing prairie, but it will not answer 

with the fevered human system. Irritating wedi: 
cines exasperate and intensify all complaints of the bl x = ( + B R H) H Hi A I >A) I 2 stomach or the bowels. Never take Sai stp eva: THE GR HAT SIN LE O -LO ~ vant for indi ien or constipation, Administer 
instead Tan m’s SevtzEr APERIENT. which is at = 
once a febrifuge, a cathartic and an invigorant. 
and has a soothing and healing effeet upen the 
disordered viscera. ; 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

r° i 
A iv hduek bbs W2O° ae Hae 

CABIUUN'S ~ pen 

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 1G, 
for Sale by all Stationers OPE: E2E.ID,” 10 and i2-Gauge. 

a 

THE ="TTREROOK STEEL PEN CO. _ ‘This gun, which from its wonderful adaptation to all kinds of field shooting we haye named “The Field,” leaves nothing to be desived in the way of 
Works. Cumden N TF OR Inhe C1 Meee “plied asingle breech-loader. It is really the only single breech-loader worth haying. It has Scott top lever, pistol grip, rebounding lock, and patent fore end, and 

: is beautifully finished, For strength, convenience, penetration, and in fact for all practical purposes it is Just as good as the best double-barrel gun. 
OWIF KNIVES, SPRING BACK KNIVES Sie be re cous the BE oe all the single breechtloading guns used in this country for the past four years. The reason is that the top lever action as combined 

> Stilettos Snortien’s Mnivas aahsore Bass with other features in the Field” gun is the only correct one, and other single guns are suceessiully sold only as they resemble ours. Persons with ordinary 

anid cntlery of every descrip! lait aa CH RT Ree prudence will not hesitate long asto which to choose. particularly as the -‘Field” gun costs but a trifle any way, and no more than the imijfations. Address 

RITZMANN'S, {44 Broadway, New York City, P. O. Box, 1114. H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street, New York. 

cS EB. WiLE IW Son, | B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
(MTT 8 John St., near Broadway, N.Y. | BE aes enna Manufacturers of 

MANUFACTURING JEWELER, “Magee UEXAGON Te ym 70 is ane amenm 
We are obliged to haye more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 

to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Send for catalogue. Medais and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. [ESTABLISHED 1869.] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
is subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 

. keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if nof stperior, to any other 
@ aynar 1 QS an Shot Guns makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

6 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

NEW OFF-HAND )TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. rarer ann Ra = SS Shige se 

PRICES REDUCED. a aa BRASS : DAP es 

' SHOT SHELLS, P 
WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, RECAPPERS. 

AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, | 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges. | Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
the ‘MAYNARD * more completely supplies OCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING * “ts 7 OOK Ha, Fs NG VY vi. BRS . TS c) ‘ 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle POOKET c aes RICE Ee EXTRACTORS.” BENCH GLOSERS, Bte., Etc. 

ju the world, as many barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy. con- 
“ Hp ae Bie 1 ed te 4 1d Ct NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 

venience, durability aud safety, is not excelled. Send for Mlustrated Catalogue New Vor Acenrs: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. Paciric Coast AGENTS: CHAS. SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California, 

1 New Orteans Acrents: A, BALDWIN & CO. 
M A Ss} Se A R M S$ CG O Mi P A N Y; Cc h Ico pee Fal Is, Mass. New ENGLAND AGENTS For SHoT SHELLS: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

IMPORTER OF 

Gms, Riles, REVOLVERS, 
dme., &ec. 

CHAS. J. GODFREY, 
7 Warren St... New York. 

THE HOLLIS A 

TL. EQTollis & Sons, Makers. 
No. 298,—Laminated barrels, top snap action, bar BG 5; Behe Ruri large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, through lumps, patent fore end, high, well filed rib 

«sto) opin, eneraved. checkered grip aid fore end. 10 and 12-gauge, $33.50. 4 } ‘ : 
pistol Roa Ca ppnncte te crest one action, bar locks, rebounding hammers, percussion fence, large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, through lumps, Deeley & Edges’ patent 

jogistolicn 1a, i grip and fore end, horn butt plate and lett barrel choke-bored. 10 and 12 gauge, $46.00. eee ive (or bite i sb lees 
p action, fine steel bar rebounding three pin bridle locks, percussion fence double bolt, extension rib, triplex wedge (or bite in extension rib), 

ol grip, checkered grip and fore end, low fancy hammers, horn butt plate, engraved, left barrel hoe pened 10 and 12-gauge, $60.00. 

W. & G. Scott & Son, EB. James & Co., T. Bland & Son, C. G, Bonehill and 8, Buckley & Co, English and Belgian muzzle- 

fore end, pistol grip, engraved, checkered 
No. 410,—Fine Damascus barrels, top sna L 

large head strikers, Deeley & el ac de eh ee pe | Bri 

j Nl lines of goods of the followl fs y { ; So 

juiidene Ase i ginas of ernentntton anil sportsmen’s sundries. Goods sent C. O.D., privilege to examine on receipt of 3 to cover express charges. 
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AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE The Parker Gun. 
Corona, Queens Co., N. Y. EARL LER, Manager. 

e Exposition at Again Victorious at the lat 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS, _ MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, p 
Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Screws required. THR PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMBRCE says: “At Melbourne they had an excellent meyers —_ x LF opportunity of testing their power beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off con- Px ice $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. querors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation 

This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- | for this class of goods has for many years been above all others.” 
ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses: also Summer Cottages, Th : : 4 i r y 
ee eee F ayes oy - - Pe 5 ey have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severes $ 
Farm and Out Buildings of every style. Suitable for all sections of country and Climates, at moderate | 5) Tove laurels than any other gun when BrOLERE in bonipafiion in nha field ae at the shea beara cost, within the means of all, Warm in winter—cool in summer—yentilation perfect, Isl ‘ “ u ¢ 

» fur HuTats See : te ad sland last year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge tk 
For further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, “Forest and Stream” Badge for the best ayerage over nearly 200 competitors, Send for Wie * 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. Siemnenes PARKER BROS. Meriden, Conn 

iE Gegela he Aad eal CRUTTENDEN FLY ROD. 
Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THIS 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. ‘A” and ‘“B” show 

DN 
This cut is an exact representation of this rod, which 

CANNOT BE HQUALED FOR THH MONEY. 
It has Nickle Plated Patented Solid Reel Plate which prevents Reel getting fast by swelling of Rod. 

Tull Nickle Plated, Patented Ferrules, allowing the wood to be used the full size, thus preventing rod 
breaking where wood and ferrules join, Metal Tennons which neyer allow the joints to get stuck to- 
gether by swelling of same if they should get wet. Butt stained dark, polished and wound with cane and 
sill, giving it that desirable appearance and the feeling of the high priced rods. The middle joints and 
tips are made from fine lancewood, left natural color, varnished and polished. This makes a handsome 
contrast to butt, and gives the entire rod a look of beauty which is a joy to every fisherman’s heart while 
using it, The rod is well ringed throughont. Length ten and one-half feet, weight from nine to ten 
ounces. This is the best made, best finished rod for the money in the United States, and will guarantee 

= itevery way. If by accident any part should get broken, we can send a duplicate, thus saving expense 
and trouble of returning rod to be repaired. With short tip it makes an excellent Bass Rod. 

SE Sent to any partof United States, prepaid, with one Trout or one Bass Tip for $5.00, Trout Tips, each, 
Ms $1.00, Bass Tips, each, 75cts,, Trout.'Tips, one-half Bamboo, each, $1.25, 

dh. i lareeed j Gunmaking and repairing of all kinds by J. W. Livingston, formeérly with Parker Bros., Conn. 
y sportsmen. All Anglers will Card’s Standard Traps, Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle, Watches, Clocks and Jewelry. 

acknowledge that the most yexatious thing that can UE SENT FR 
happen hin is to have his Spoons, Hooks and Lines all CATALOG SE FREE. 
tapgled up. This case will prevent any such disaster, as WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y. 
it isso arranged that the most careless fisherman can 
keep his Tackle in shape, They are made of the best 

ae el D H | LOT@ [ S Over One Hundred Millions sold in 1881. 

UNRIVALLED FOR PURITY. CIGAE a SIMD, S. 

material, and handsomely ornamented and furnished with 

Fragrant Vunity Fair, Three Kings and New Vanity Fair. 

entrances into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets. It is dead grass color; can be 

worn over or under a common coat. Weighs but fifteen WM 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2.00. 

A want long felt for by 

7 alock and key. This case is approved of by the practical 
Ca a Ha piscatorial professors, who have investigated its perfec- 

= l ions. Size—Box: Length 12, width 714, depth 44 inches; 
trays (4): Length 714. width 4, depth 1 to 134 inches. 
top tray: Length 1134, width 7, depth 146 inches, Three 
partitions in each small tray, eight in large tray, two com- 

= partments in box, making twenty-four places for lines, 
hooks, sinkers, spoons, reels, fly-book, and each case packed in a neat box and sent on receipt of $4.50. 
To Clubs taking six at one time, $24.00, Send for Catalogue of FISHING-TACKLE AND SPORTSMAN’S 
GOODS. R. SIMPSON, 96 FULTON ST., NEW YORK. PEERLESS Topacco Works. WM. 8. KIMBALL & CO. Rochester N. ¥, 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT. 
‘ Ex E: 

PEPISBURGH FIRE ARMS CO, 
Would cail attention to their new double 

Hammerless Breech-Loading Gun. 
This new gun is made under the Anson & Deely patent with automatic safety bolt, so constructed that 

) eee 

the triggers are effectively bolted whenever the lever is moved to open or close the gun, thus preventing any 

possibility of accidental or premature discharge. 

The breech action is top lever, double bolt, with Westley Richards’ extension rib, making the strongest 

possible breech fastening. The barrels are of fine Damascus, choke-bored on the most approved system for 

elese, hard shocting. The stocks are of English walnut, with pistol grip and horn butt plate. The fore ends 

are made with the Deely & Edge patent snap fastening. The frame and guard handsomely engraved and case 

hardened, The proportion and symmetry of the gun is perfect. Dllustrations and prices furnished on application. 

Send stamp for our new 48-page illustrated catalogue containing descriptions and prices of all new and 

useful improvements, including the new Parker Gun with top lever, Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Trap, with rules 

for shooting clay pigeon matches, also a compilation of the game laws, showing the open season for game and 

fish in every State in the Union. 

Address all communications (not forgetting to enclose stamp) to 

PITTSBURGH FIRE ARMS Co. 
Pittsbursen, Pa. 
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WILLTA AD & SONS. 
DEALERS IN FiNE GUNS, 13 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 

AGENTS FOR 

-& CG. sCcorTr & SON. 

with it the championship of the World, 

None genuine unless bearing the full address, 

W. & C, SCOTT & SON. 
Their New Gun. 

$85.00 With Latest Improvemerts. 
Furnished by us to Capt. Bogardus whe for years has 

used none other than the SCOTT GUN, and won 

Description.—Top snap, double boli, extension rib, pistol stock, rebounding locks, snap fore stock, large solid strikers, low hammers when cocked, horn butt plate, Damascus 
barrels, choke bored. 20-bores, 54 to 6Ibs.; 16-bores, 64 to Tlbs,; 12-hores, 7 to 9lbs.; 10-bores, 8 to 111bs. 

To meet a want for a really fine, good breech-loader at a medium cost, Messrs. Scott & Son haye now put this gun into the market at above price (a great reduction from the figure 
such quality has hitherto been offered at), and the demand thus far shows that it is thoroughly appreciated. 

| Every Gun Warranted in Shooting and Sent on Trial. 
Scott's Hammerless, with Crystal Apertures and Block Safety Attachmemt, All Sizes, Constantly in Stock. 

Tf to he sent C. O. D. on trial, inclose in every case $3.00 as a deposit for expressage in case gun is not taken, which, if too much, we will return the difference. If you send 
whele amount with order, we will include at no charge, a waterproof gun case; and if gun does not suit on receipt, you can exchange, or we will return your money on return of gun, 
less expressage. Hence there is no risk in inclosing whole amount. 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR GUN CIRCULARS AND SECOND-HAND LIST. 

SOME TEAIN G WE WW ! 

The Pieper “Diana” Gun. 
This is the only gun of Huropean manufacture made entirely by machinery. The system is entirely new, and 

actual tests haye shown that for accuracy and strength it has no superior, 
The reinforce lumps and bolt loop are of one piece of wrought steel. The tubes are finished to gauge and are put 

together without heat so that they are perfectly straight and always shoot to center, This is only found in very high cost 
funs made on the ordinary system, as the best barrel filers are necessary. The locks are finely finished and of the best 
steel, and all the joints are closely fitted; all the parts are interchangable. 4 

A public trial was made m Cleve, Prussia, in August, 1881, to which the best continental makers sent their finest 

guns, The trial was for closeness and penetration. 4 is excellent, 3 is good, 2 is fair, 1 ordinary. The gun of 
Mr. Roedel, of Prague, was made on the Pieper system. The result was as follows: 

: . 2B0yds. 45yds. 60yds. Total. a0yds. 45yds. 60yds, Total. 
Size of shot,.24 68 2465 2468 Size of shot..2 468 2468 2468 

H. Pieper, Liege............... 3344 4443 4444 45 A. Jannsen, Liege.......-.....- 2333 44383 1221—2 
Roedel, Prague ......-...... 8333 d4dd 8344-12 Beermann, Munster...... -.-- 3212 44284 2232-31 
W.W.Greener, Birmingham..4d443 44233 823 3—40 Brunn, Birmingham...,...--,., 8822 33344 2323-20 
N. Bodsen, Liege, ...--.-.....- B424 4334 113 1—88 Witte. Zutphen............--.+ 3433 ‘ibis Pal 323 2-27 

CG. Bartels, Wiesbaden...,.... 8884 4844 1323-87 H. Jansen, Wesel..-...-......+ 1212 4822 2123-2 

Sackreuter, Frankfort. . 2384 4433 38381 3-36 Heuse-Lemoine, Nessouvaux..2314 12382 1222—% 
Camphausen, Crefeld 1423 8842 333 3—34 Cordes, Bremerhayen.......--- 2111 38321 1221-20 

Attested by the Jury, Klimm, Royal Inspector of Forests, Keyssler, Royal Inspector of Forests, Heise, Inspector of Powder at Cologne, 

G. Hahn, record keeper. It will be noticed that the Pieper guns are especially effective at long range. : . 

Mr, H. Pieper has appointed the undersigned sole agent for the United States and Canada, and offers the goods at prices far below their real 

worth, in order to speedily introduce them into this market. 

IPR Cl: Sis San, 
No. 590. 
No. 595. 

a6 
aa No. 600, * 595, with better barrels and engraving, I 

; te” kb rey FT ‘“ “ 

H PIE Pp B R No, 605. V aay fine quality, best Damascus barrels, highly 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chamber Street. 
Agents for Marlin Fire Arms Co., Harrington & Richardson, Hood Arms Co., Charles Daly, Henry Tolley. 

IMFORTERS OF GUNS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS. 
[We sell at wholesale only, If your dealer does not keep the Pieper gun, ask him to send for sample.] 



Any of the Following Books Sent 

on Keceipt of Price 

=v 

FOREST AND STREAM PUR, CO, 

Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northvup $1 25 
Amateur Trap ei pa BOGS hese pase sa vi) 
American Angler's Book, Norris,,....... .. 550 
American Bird Fancier. New edition 

Bonaparte; 3 vols.... _.._- aie Blas te eerie 800 
Animal Life. Described and Illustrated, Prof, 

fir Percival e Wim, py been icnddeseh rate 5 00 
Angling, a Book on, Irancis..- we HD 
ATGHOMOMOGErID dint sect a tore ye seit ees i 25 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. 150 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 80 00 
Art of Swimming,.,.....,..---..- -.--- peers rt pa) 
Athletic Sports for Boys—hoards, 7o¢.; cloth.. 1 00 
Baird’s Birds of North America .. 30 00 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds... ......_ 10 
Bits and Rearing Reins and Horsesand Har- 
Mess SWE, HIG were sis reeset asec ihe otek nek 50 

Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50e.; Shooting, 
50¢,; Common Objects of the Seashore, 5Nc. + 
Cage and Singing Birds, S0c.; Dogs, 75c.; 
Birds’ Eggs and Nests. 50c,; Fresh and Salt 
Water Aquarium, 50c.; Native Song Birds... 76 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener........ 2 50 
Qage and Singing Birds .....-,..:..... 50 
Canips in the Caribhees, by Fred. Ober. . 250 
Canoe Traveling, Powell............. 3 00 
Canoe voyage of the Paper, Bishop 2 50 
Cassell’s Book of Birds, 4 yols...., . 12-00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes 3-00 
Dai rof. J. P. Sheldon. 12 a 

2 
125 
4 50 

2.00 
250 

Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 25 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac- 
LACS OWOs oe) VOLS eden cee (ae oR sae ww. 4.00 

Gun, Rod and Saddle,...... Fe me 1 00 
Great Thirst Land. The; A Ri : 
Orange Free State, Transvaal Kalahari, Gil- 
TT: 66 See oes eh te es a nbalot ati ea cere rani OL 

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland, . 1 50 
Horse, The Book of the; Sidney. , 12 50 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s 1 0 
Hunter and ae hrasher 100 
Insect World, The; Figtiier. os . 640 
Lite of a Sportsman, Nimrod... 12 00 
Mammalia; Figui . 300 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teache 50, 
Ocean World; Figuier.,................ 400 
Pigeons, Mustrated Book of; Fulton.. 12 50 
Poultry, Mlustrated Book of; Wright . 12 50 
Practical Rabbit Keeper; Cunic 1 50 
Practical Pigeon Keapers Wright. 1 50 
Practical Poultry Keaper; Wrig 200 
Reptiles and Birds; Figuier. 300 
Shore Birds.__..-.-.,., 15 
The Gun and its Deve " 7 ao 
Wild Adventures n Wild Places; 

bles, .. 1.21... rds . . 200 

STODDARD’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
Revised Hdition. 

PRICE, $1.00, 
For sale hy the Woregt and Stream Pub. Co, 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 
with thirty changes of 
positions, Parlor, Lr 
orary, Invalid Chair, 
Child's Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
beauty, lightness, 
strength, simplicity and 
comfort. erythin | 
to an exact science, 

gOrders by mail prompt- 
ly attended to. Good4 
shippped C. 0. D, Sen’ 

: stamp for Ilustrated 
= Circular; quote Forns 

READING POSITION, AnD STREAM, SON 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING CO_ 
661 Broadway, New York. 

Wanted, 
Buffalo Hunt. 

I shall go on a buffalo hunt on or about Oet, 10th 
gone twenty or thirty days, Can insure 

buffalo and lots of antelops, Would like three or 
four Eastern sportsmen to make party, Cost of 
trip will not exceed $2.50a day per man including 
saddle horses. Fare from Kansas City to Cimarron 
by A.T.S.F.R. R. is $14.65. Address W, J. DIXON, 
Imarron, Gray Co,, Kan. sept7,it 

Sor Sule. 

Race Boats For Sale. 
One six-oared racing shell, one six-oared practice 

boat, one double shell, with a number of extra 
Sweeps; all in good condition—nearly new, formerly 
belonging to a college boat elub, only used iu one 
vace, corting seyeral hundred dollars. Will be 
Sold at one-third cost. Now is the time to make 
Hg a boat club. Apply to T, P, BALLOU, Utiea, 
WW. Y. sept? it 

IRST-CLASS 12-BORE HAMMERLESS GUN, 
Rouge Fils, Liege; new. Will be sold for man- 

ufacturers’ price. 355 Fifth street, Brooklyn, W. D., 
. New York, sept7,1t 

OR SALE,.—BALLARD HUNTING RIFLH, ,50 
cal,, slow twist, flat trajectory, combination 

front sight and rear open and peep sights. Mace 
to order by J. M, Marlin; good condition as when 
new. The owner has no further use for it and will 
felllow. Address P. O, Box 216, ''aunton, Mass. 

septy,1t 

wry the Stud. 

HIO KENNELS,—IN THE STUD—DASHING 
/ Lion, by Liewellin’s champion Dash TI, out of 
his puarapion: Leda, Wee for imported or native 
bitches, $25. Address G. W. BALLANTINE, Wash- 
ingtoriyille, Ohio. onde jun 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Iu the Stud. Ghe Hewnel, Ole Hemel, 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Fnend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

VOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Trish setter pup- 
pies of the purest strains. Full pedigrees. W. N. 
CALLENDER, Albany, N.Y. 

IN THE STUD 
To a limited numiber of approved bitches. 

. . as 

English Mastiff “Duke.” 
Third Prize Boston, 1882, 

Bitches senti carefully attended. Puppies from 
Aboye dog and Pride, a magnificent bitch of the 
best mastiff strain, Males, $25; females, $20. For 
particulars and pedigree address CHAS. E. SHAW, 
Clinton, Mass, agi), tt 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES, 

Champion Tweed |!,, Imp, Scotch Collie, 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the heneh 

in Bngland, Seotland, Wales and America, 

FEE, $25.00. 
Sire among others of Jos Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace. London, 
une 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass OGowrie. 

Lilac, E. K, OC. 5. B, 10,745, andi Meg, ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. t 
Wor prize list, &u., address THOS. H. THRRY. 

P, O. Box 2017. N. Y. july20.ct 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field {rial winners Countess May. Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash I], since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Liewellin’s celebrated Dash IL, for which he paid 
$1650, Will serve a limited number of SpRrore) 
bitthes at $35. Address A, M. TUCKER, 8 Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD. 

Ist, English Kennel Chil show, 1881; Ist, NOY, 
Westminster Kennel Clib, 1882; and many other 
prizes in England. Wee $25 Address JOHN #, 1. 
GRAINGER, No. 1 Pearl st., N. ¥_ junezgtr 

IN THE STUD. 

Red Irish Setter Dog “Larry,” 
ELCHO ex ROSE, 

Winner of first| prize in an elegant vlass, Pitts- 
burg, 1882 (only time competing), Larry ts solid 
deep red, no white, large, and one of the best made 
all over Irish dogs in America, with a most superb 
head, Is thoroughly and artistically trained on 
woodcock and (quail, excellent nose, perfectly 
staunch before and behind, and a perfect retriever. 
Is perfectly obedient, with the best of disposition, 
Fee $20 cash or brace of pups from first class 
bituhes. Address W, H, PIERCE. Peekskill, N.Y. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y., 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 

ae Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Cali-skin Collar for Setfers. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. 

Velvet for Pets. 

Send SOc, for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle’ 

The 

Ghe Hewnel, 

Miscellaneous. 
FOR SALH.—A choice lot of black breasted red 

gaine fowls. 
A good and well-trained rabbit beagle, 8 yrs. old. 
A first-class bull-terrier bitch 216 yrs old. 
Address FRANK ARMSTRONG, 1006 Dean street, 

Brooklyn, augel 26 

INE SETTERS FOR SALE CHEAP.—A PATR 
of Irish setter bitch pups, five months old, 

having the blood of the champion Rodman's Dash, 
Plunket and Moya, and one beautiful English setter 
bitch, three years old. W. B. PERT, Station M,, 
N. Y. City, AUZAT 2. 

7} NGLISH BEAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE, $10 
each (either sex). N. ELMORE, Granby, Ct. 

HE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB OFFERS 
for sale the following pups: 

Fourlemon and white dogs, }o0 each; one lemon 
and white bitch, $45. By Sensation out of Bellona 
(Bow-Beulah), winner second prize in Class 31 at 
N.Y. show, 1882. These pups were whelped Aug. 
20, and will be shipped at six weeks. 

One lemon and white for one black and white 
ticked dog, #40 each; four lemon and white bitches, 
one black and white bitch, $385 each, By Sensation 
out of Queen May (Columbus Kennel Olib’s Native- 
champion Fan), winner third prize in Class 21, N.Y. 
show, 1880, ‘These pups were whelped July ah), and 
are now ready for shipment, 
One lemon and white ticked dog, 335; two lemon 

and white bitches, #30 each. By Borstall Kennel’s 
Don (Sensation-Psyche [1.) out of W. K. C. Maida, 
Address, Secretary W, K. C., 4 William, street, 

New York, septy tt 

4 OR RED TRISH SETTERS AND COUKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

OHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn “aptls,tt 

I hes SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, alsié dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H, B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass, Sept22,tf 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS,_FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, hitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALKER 
Franklin, Del, Co., N.Y. July21tt 

ORTRAITS OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners Of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $i. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N.Y Dee2gd be 

Nee KENNEL.—DOGS—HOUSH, YARD 
and field broken. Also dogs boarded reason- 

ably. Address N H. VAUGILAN, Middleboro, Mass, 
P. O, Box 335, 

Prize Spaniels. 
The show season being over wa will dispose of 

prize winners and prize bred stock at reasonable 
prices. Also puppies By champion Benedict. Dash 
and Bobi. We have this year won oue chanipion 
prize, fiye specials, nine firsts, ten seconds, and 
four times vhe and onee he to our own winuvers. 

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB. 
Enclose stamp. Hornellsyille, N, Y, 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMBRON. Brickerville 

Pa. unel5, tf 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, 
to) for sale. Gest of Reference. 
Takeville, Mass. 

BOARDED AND 
D, F. WILBUR, 

junels, tt 

JPOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—TWENTY Tox- 
hounds and pups; would exchange for 20-hore 

breech-loader, or a good tent or other sporting 
equipments, ov first for volumes of Forest and 
Stream, Eyery dog warranted to be as represented, 
L. M. WOODEN), Rochester, N. Y. augs.2mo 

OR SALE.—A RED IRISH SETTER DOG, 
nine months old. Wull pedigree. Address M. 

A, HANCHETT, Box 604, Orange, N. J. aug24,3t 

RUID, PRINCESS DRACO, ROB ROY, LIVY. 
Few pups forsale cheap, Wor price and ped- 

igree apply to J, N, BRUNSON, Sycamore. Mlinois, 
auped dt 

OR SALE.—TWO CLUMBER SPANIEL BITCH 

aug2t 41 

FOR SALE. 

Four Bitch Puppies, 
Whelped July 2nd. 

Liver and White, #50 Mach, 

Sensation Mineola 

Af im Nell Croxteth Bliss 
—_-. ——L-. n 

Judy Hamlet Nina Rap Jane Young Dream Ben 
Bang 

** Mineola,” Jate “Minnie 8.” 

Winner of second Prize at N. Y. Dog Show, 1882. 

Address G, DeFOREST GRANT, 
augdid4t Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L, 1, 

Choice Irish Puppies Cheap. 
For sale cheap, 4 very haudsome brace (dog and 

bitch) of superior bred Irish setter puppies, all 
dark red, six weeks old, dam Gussie Il. (champion 
Gussie ex champion Rory O'More), sire my grand 
stud dog Larry (Eleho ex Rose). Also a very hand- 
some solid dark red Irish setter biteh puppy, four 
months old, out of the fine imported bitch Lassie, 
by Larry (Hlcho ex Rose). Price only $15. Address 
W. H, PIERCH, Peekskill, N. Y- augel,2t 

OR SALE.—ONE BLACK AND TWO LIVER 
colored cocker spaniel pups, six weeks old. 

They are beauties and from imported stock. For 
particulars address H. A. POLLARD, Newport, 
N. H, seapty jit 

Imported Field Spaniel Kennel For Sale 
One stud dog and three brood hitches by Rush ex 

Rhea (all black) will be sold very cheap to an early: 
bidder. Address R, M, LINDSAY, Scranton, Pa. 

sept7,2t. 

OR SALE—THE RED IRISH DOG PURDY, 
formerly owned by Mr. Bancroft of Baltimore, 

imported in utero, by champion Palmerston; price 
$40; a splendid stud dog. Reference, American 
field, Address W. J. MORTON, Portsmouth, Va. 

sepl71t 

OR SALE.—SPARKLE, WINNER OF Y. H. C. 
last Boston show, and seven of her puppies; 

good stock as lives: together or séparate, at half 
price. E.§. BIRD, Rockland, Maine. sept7,tt 

V ANTED.—DANDIE DINMONT TERRIER 
bitch about one year old. Address stating 

terms, “c., P. O. Box 76, Starborough, Westchester 
Oo., N.-¥. septy,1t 

OR SALE.—SOME FINE GORDON SETTER 
pups, color black and fan, four months old; 

also three pups from the pure Laverack setter 
Princess Nellie, she by Pride of the Border and 
¢hampion Petrel, These ave fine pups and bound 
(o make good ones, Also a Gordon dog and bitch 

enr old, color black and tan, house broken and 
will make good ones, H. B, VONDEKSMITH, 
Lancaster, Pa, sept?,2t 

£ 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGH.—HANDSOME 
black and white setter, is kind, staunch, ood 

retriever, works well on quail or woodcock, is a 
yery hardy and healthy dog, Will sell low, as the 
owner will haye no time to use him this tall. Is 
three years old. Address “Black, White and Tan," 
this office, sept7 it 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other arimals or money returned, Itis pnt up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box Lop, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, W cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A. GERTAIN REMEDY. 
Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with toe 

directions for use, 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail. 
Goth the above are recommended by the ‘! Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun.’ 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 Vuuron Stun, - New York. 

HENRY C, SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREDT, - New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON StREET, - Boston, MAss. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J, M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O' DAY. 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH IL, and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesuta, 

THUNDER, 

These pithures are photographic reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed hy the Arta 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance. Size i0xid inches. Beautiful pietures 
to frame. 

Price, #1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANMN, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NEIL, 68 Vifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Address J. M, TRACY & GO., Lock Box 351, 
Chicago, TH). 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

ADTHOR OF THI, 
it 
PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 

Exports champion aud other pedigree dogs of any 
breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS,” 
Price 10 cents, post free. tives afdresses of prin: 

cipal English breeders 

Discontinuation 
(jh 

“THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,” 
—OR, 

THE COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL, 
FRANKLIN, N, Y,, 

As a Public Kennel. 

Health and increasing private business conpels 
that on and after November Ist, 1882, the above 
kennel will he closed asa public kennel, Present 
kennel stock must be reduced, and after the aboye 
date a private kennel of four or five choice speci- 
mens of this breed will only be kept. Private 
breeders, public breeding kennels and sportsmen 
will find this a chance rarely offered to secure extra 
grand cocker bitches with best of pedigrees, both 
broken, and grown and unbroken, at prices below 
actual value. Correspondents enclosing stamp wil 
get printed pedigrees and prices of stock offered 
as per aboye, Adress M. P. McKOON, Proprietor 
Franklin, N, Y. augsl, bt 

The Blue Star Kennel 
—OR, THE— 

Cocker Spaniel Kennel. 
Of M, P, MoKoon, Franklin, Delaware Co., N.Y. 

I keep only Cockers of the finest sfrains. T sell 
only young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and 
safe delivery to every Gustomer, These beautiful 
and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed 
grouse and woodtock shooting and retrieving. My 
elegant stud dogs of the following colors, vig: 
Liver with white ruthie in bosom, even liver ani 
white, and heautifal black with white ruffle in 
bosom, are now open for service; fee $15; usual 
eoniitions, Correspondents enclosing stamp will 
get printed pedigrees. circulars, testimonials, ete, 
Photos of my stock. 2bc. each. septy tf 

Richmond County Training Kennel. 
Live Dogs carefully trained for all purposes. 

quail keptin stock, Gentleness and kindness are 
my methods, Terms réasonable. ISAAC W. 
HMMONS, Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 
bie june22,bF 

FREE. 
4 pictures of noted dogs, specimen pedigrees, and 

recipe for cure of mangé in dogs or seratehes in 

horses, free for ten cents in stamps. Spike collar 
and book, $2. 100 printed envelopes, post paid, 75e, 

E. & G. VON CULIN, 
augli,tf Delaware City, Del. 

OR SALE—PART OF A LITTER OF WELL- 
bred setters, whelped July 5, sire Mr. E. ¥. 

Hardy’s Roll (Dash IiT,-Countess Ada), dam Clair- 
ine, who is hitter sister to Pollux, winner of the 
Eastern Field Trials Durby. 1881. Also part of a 
litter of cocker spaniels. whelped or the same date. 
by imported Conquest out of J. Kirby Perine’s Nell. 
Address FRED. H, HOE, Tarrytown, N, Y, 

auged dt 

RS PUPPIES FOR SALE, SIRE A SON OF 
Plunket, dam black and white Gordon. Price 

$5; born on 4th July. W. H. MOORH, Bellevire, O, 
: sept? 2 



Sportsmen's Hoots. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Gonds, Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen. Aotels and Resorts for Sportomen, 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE. 

A. B, SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERGE ST., PHILA. 

Tackle of Manufacturers of Fine Fishing 

Every Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, etc. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 8)4fb. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips, 
Mach. 

No. 8W. Plain Brass Ferrules,... ....:..., .--36 00 
No. 801. Banded and Milled Terriules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Gane Wrapped Butt... 9 00 
No, 802, As 801, Nickel Plated -. 10 50 
3iss Bait Rods, 46ft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

Second and two tips, 
No, 850. Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

FREE BY MALL. 

THE ANGLER’S 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

The following letter is from Dr. Geo. F. Gale, of 
Brattleboro, Vt.+ 
(/ENTLEMEN! —Have just returned from Moosehead 

Lake, Me. I cannot express the degree of satis- 
faction and pleasure T have found in the use of 
your automati« reel. Would not exchange it for 
all the Teyer saw for tly fishing. Am con- 
fident L saved many fish that wonld have been lost 
with any other reel, particularly one large trout 
weighing three and one-half pounds which I played 
fifty minntes before he would come to the net. He 
fought hard and long, making many furious spurts 
from and towards the canoe, but it made no differ- 
ence. I kept my finger on the brake _and it was 
simply impossible to get a slack line. Mr, Childs, 
who fished with meé once, has one of your reels, 
says that POURED would induce him to go back to 
the ofd crank reel, Yours truly, 

+4 

Gro. F. Gann, 

The Hunting Sight. 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 
Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect. Send for 
circular containing full description. Ad- 

APES) WILLTAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn. 

1881 EDITION 

OF THE 

Hurlingham and London 
GUN CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES 

For sale at this office Price twenty-five cents, 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Show-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to the feet and yery dur- 
able. Made to order it a vuri- 

Z = ety of styles, and war- 
me ranted the genuine arti- 

= : ele. Send for price list, 
MARTIN 8S, HUTCH- 

O, Box 368. Brapruxp & INGS, Dover, N. H. P. 
AntTHONY, Boston Agents. 

DOG BREAKING 

BY HOLABIRD, 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 25 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

HARRAR'’S POCKET MAP OF MOOSEHEAD 
Lake and the North Maine Wilderness, a yalu- 

able companion for the sportsman, hunter and 
lummberman. Lately corrected and revised, and now 
acknowledged to be the only correct map of this 
yast région, Neatly bound in eloth covers. Price, 
poste, by mail, 50 cents, CHARLES A, J. FAR- 

AR, Jatoaica Plains. Mass, 

FPHR FINEST ASSORTMENT OF W. & OG, 
Beott & Son's breech-oaders, from the ‘Pre. 

mier to the lowest grades, iu 10, 12. 16and 20-baves, 
Will sell at lower figures than ony other house, 
Galland eonyincs yourself. C. L. RITZMANN, 944 
Broatiway, New York Oity. 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(EstABLISHED 1834). 

Virst Premium of World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

Se 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N. E. Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Ilies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Ply Hooks, 
: Kte,, Bte, 

(Salmon, Bass and Trout Plies, Made to Order. 
Also “ Krider's * Celebrated Center Enatoel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Yasidermy in all its branch 
Spratl's Patent Dog Bisenit. 

Repairing of wll kinds. 

Smith's Patent 7-Shot Revolvers 
For &3.50, Everyone Warranted. 

FLOBERT RIFLES FOR §5.00 
Yor parlor practice and killing small game, 

BOXING GLOVES, 
2.50 per set of 4 Gloves. 

_ Also Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle and Sporting 
Goods of every deseription at lowest. prices. 

H. G. KOENIG, 
875 Broad St., Newark. N. J. 

Bend Stan for a6-page Mlustrated Catalogue, 

=) 

[Extract from Forest ann Spream, July 7, 
1881, p, 444.) 

* This flightso nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsmen to test its merits. # * > 

% + 

NEW EDITION 
yy 

Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks 
Price, Paper, 50e. Cloth, $1.50. 

For sale hy the Forest and Stream Pub, Go. 

MANN’S 
Trolling Spoons. 

Sixty varietles manufactured, suitable for trolling 
for all kinds of fish that will ake an artificial bait. 
Our Perfect Reyolying Spoon is undoubtedly the 

best general spoon for taking fish eyer offered to 
the public, 
Three sizes made—No bass, pike, pickerel, 

or any fish under five pounds weight; No 21 for 
large ish; No. 22 excellent for deep-water fishing. 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 

None genuine except with JOHN H, MANN’S 
name stamped on every spoon. 

Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers 
in fishing tackle, 

Tf not to be found readily, the manufacturers 
| will send by mail or express at ONE DOMTAR each, 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N, Y. 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 

TAXIDEHRMIST 
| No. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥. 

{Established 1830. | Pet Animals Stuffed, 

UN CASES AND COVERS, GAME BAGS 
W Shooting Suits, Cartridge Boxes, Belt’ and 

Bags, &c., at CHARLES BL. RITAZMANN’S, 943 
Broadway, New York City. 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard= 
on-Rangeley .akes, It treats of ‘camp life, im- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructiv® and interest- 
Ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations, Price 25 cents, By 
mail, postpaid, 30 cents, OHARLES 4, J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mae 

Fisherman Attention ! 

I wish to call your attention to my hand-made all 

Lancewood 

Combination Rods, 
even pieces, making two distinct rods for bait 

pe Trout, #10, Bass, #12, 

PRED. D. DIVINE, 182 Genesee st., Utioa, N. ¥- 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO, 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
eountry, Connecting direet for Chincoteague, 
Cobb’s Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clb 
Grounds, Van Slyck's, ete., ete. These points can 
now he reached by rail and stage from Nortolk, 
Norfolk steamers snail Tuesday, Thursday. Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday at+ P. M. 
nl information giyen at office, 197 Greenwich 

street, New York. 

KENEBAGO LAKE HOUSE. 
This justly-famed sportsmen’s resort is sibuated 

in the heart of the best fish and game region acces- 
sible in the State. Trout always plenty and take 
the fly, and deer, moose and caribou have here 
their favorite haunts. The Seven Ponds are easily 
reached from the house, most of the ronte by 
boat, where are established fine camps and hoats 
hy fhe undevsigned, who were pioneers in opening 
up the country for sportsmen, The scenery around 
the lake is lovely eyond description. Distance 
from Rangeloy City fen miles, by carriage and 
horseback. Mail service tri-weekly. Rates reason- 
able. Address GRANT & RICHARDSON, Praprie- 
tors, Kenebago Lake, Franklin Co., Me. July 12,°82, 

NEY YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNIE 26, 1882. 

Leaye New York from station C. R, R. of N. J, 
foot of a street. 
For Pluladelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at. 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15-A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:80, 5730, 7:00, 12 P.M, 
On Sunday at 846 A. M., 5:30, 12 P.M, 

Wor Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M.; 
1:80. 4:30, 5:80, 7:00 P.M. On Sunday at 8:4 A. M, 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:80, 7:00, 12 P. M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M, ; 5230, 12 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR GARS are attached fo day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia, 
Connection is made at Jersey City station fo and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. _ 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 289, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,323 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2. and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination, 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W- 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The hest trout fishing in Maine, The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpasserl by any in New lng- 
land. The buckboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new eabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure, Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith's 
Farm, in Bustis, and buekboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guiiles 
if wanted. Terms reasonable. Everything in 
readine: 

Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

SLO oT Ei 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

310.00 Boston to Andoyeér and return................ 
‘** South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

‘+ Middle Dam and return. 
“Upper Dam Is iy 
«Upton rs 
“Mountain View Iouse or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
RIE TLV P RSS wie isleiey cloldeleivie el eaitidtslole's 13 75 

Indian Rockand return yia Andover 14,00 
‘© Rangeley Lake and retumm._..._... 12.50 
‘Phillips wey Sees 10.00 
‘* JIndian Rock and return, (yia An- 

dover, return via Phillips)........ 16.25 
“ Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

GOVEUR, veenubtrin nsec cert ass te -.., 14,00 
* Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo Housé)...... wateats atete is 
“Yorks of the Kenneh 
“Dead River and return 
‘¢ Grand Falls, N. B,, and No 
‘St. Andrews, N. B,, and return.,..,. 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 

Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 
at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, L BOSTON. 
andat DEPOT, HAYMARKET §@Q., | Ny 
Send for list of excursions. 

D, J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Pass. and Ticket’ Agent, 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAGH, OPP. BARNEGAT, N.J. 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

Rod, Gun and Canoe 

IN NORWAY. 

With a Map and Fifty-eight Mlustrations. 

One yolume, 12m0,. Price $1.75, 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Go. 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free, 

(iy), Eull-Length COT, in this case, 
iii) $29.. LOUNGE, in this case, 8. 
Ht Sona everywhere by the Trade. 

Loui 
oh ca 

$72 WEHEK. $12 A DAY AT HOME HASILY 
made. Costly Outfit ee Address TRUE 

& CO. Augusta, Maine; 

* 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. BR. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THY WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsiipassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT ahonnd in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. E 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept, 1. 
ee GRAYLING seasou opens June 1 and ends 

ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory, The Sportsman 
ean readily send troplies of his skill to bis friends 
orelnh” at home, as ite for packing fish cun be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. ‘The sconory 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
'the air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peciiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improyements are 

heing ereeted and will he ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. : 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 4d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direet route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TIGKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATHS, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle G@arried Free at 
owner's risk, 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘* al, home?! 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
iWustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Wor Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

oN TE ae 
EUROPEAN PLAN} 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S | 

RETREAT, SHINNECOOK BAY, L. 1. 

By u practical] gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the jareest rig of trained wild geese decoys on — 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special — 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfauc- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N, ¥. 

Virginia Midland R, R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars direct withont change, Upon 
application dors carried free, 

eave New York at 10 P.M, and 3:40 P.M. Wash- 
ington, D. C., 7:10 A. M, and 10 P.M. For informa- 
tion address JOHN S. BARBOUR, President, Cor. 
Sixth st. and Penn ave., Washington, D. C, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Gangda, 

Special excursion partite, nnder personal con- 
duction, providing for pyery 6xpense en route, 
constantly formed. 

Send for “American Tourist Gazette giving full 
particulars. ’ - = 

CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MATL STHAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasons, May ta Decemiber, ona 

of the elegant mail steamers leayes Quebee eyery 
Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCHAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

EVE ck ATDEW 
’ GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Boston, Mass,, 15 State streat. 
Philadelphia, Pa. N. E. Cor. Broad and Chearmut 



FOREST AND STREAM. ili 

THH LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FERDING. 

NONE ARE O58 5SS7NnN 

STAMPED, 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Alisccllancons. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

el MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

HH. W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS : 

768 Broadwav. New York: 
84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fitth St., St. Louis, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy HE. E. BATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Cannot be sent by mail. 

i Manufactured solely by 
GEO, B. EATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N, J. 

» 

. 

FELD GLASSES. TELESCOPES, MICRO- 
a scopes, Stereoscopes, Graphoscopes, Hye Glasses, 
‘Spectacles, Thermometers. Barometers and every- 
‘thing else in the optical gootis line at CHARLES TL. 
RITAMANN'’S, 943 Broadway, New York City. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
Will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 
‘quarters, where they conStantly can find a full assort- 

“nent of Song and Fanev Birds, also all kinds of rare 
y als adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

Tposes. ; 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
65 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes. Prairie 

Chickens. Quails, Woodducks, 

ee 
COD-LIVER Olj__ 

ay: ; a 

[MILLERS wt, WECIAN 

FOR 
General \ 

Debility, } Samson PUREST 
or Consumption, * 
is superior toanyinde- Y 

|| lieacy of taste and smell, 
Medicinal yirlues and purity, 

j| > London, European and New 
|| York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Drugyists. 

iW.H.Schioffelin & Co.( ye ee aeons U.S. and Canada. 

(pur 

) NewYork 

An English Veterinary surgeon and Chemist, now 
vaveline in this country, says that most of the 
sé and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless 
ish. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders 
6 absolutely pure and immensely valuable. Noth- 

‘§ on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan's 
Sndition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
int food, Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 
@ht letter stamps. I)S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, 
sass., formerly Bangor, Me, 

Partner Wanted 
ith from $1,000 to $4,000, in printing business, 

fablished 1873. Business not local, and could be 

Syed if necessary. Partner must be energetic, 

i not necessarily a practical printer. A rare 

ance for the right man. Address SPORTSMEN’S 

6 A WELLE IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 
, and $5 outfit free. Address H. HALLETT 
90. Portland Maine 

‘ SPRATWS PATENT 
Rhteat “EF ibrine” Wezcetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

WESTE 

FRANCIS OQ, 
18 South Willian: Stree?, 

Please see that Every Cale is Stamped “SPRATI’S PATEN'D? and 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

de LUZE & CO. 
NEW YORK. 

1, LETTING & COO.. Cincinwiti, O. KN AGES TS 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

ran 

PEAS Us Vita. 
Renae 

NONE ARE 

x. 

To be had in smaller quantities af 

Grocers and the Sporting Gends 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Guoils, 

4) 

— 

Li 

HODGMAN & CO., 
5 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, New York. 

ARE OPFERING THE LARGEST STOCK or 

Rubber Fishing Outfits, 
COMPRISING 

ISHING PANTS, 

FISHING BOOTS, 
BLAN KEHTS, 

ght, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 
AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
ESTABLISAED 1838. Send for Catalogue, 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M'f'e Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’t’s Co., 

503 & 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST, 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGING A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rubber Goods of Every Description, 

Send for Iustrated Catalogue. 

Kt i 
ins 

SN 

“i 
dl 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton St. New York. 

mH —MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to order. 

If you watlt,a first-class work at price to suit-you, and save uveni’s cumoniussion, gome direct to the 
Manufacturers and pick rie own barrels and action in the rough state, 

©. H. EUTERBROUEK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass, 

| 
} 

| 

kaay’s Chip 
SOR 

EXPANSIVE SHOT CONCENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case. 

In our latest device for concentrating shot, we 
have substituted a special wire for é¢xpansion, 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub- 
ject to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 
be used to adyantage in cylinder and modified 
choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable, 
By the use of this Chip you avoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as inthe choke-bore guns, 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 

100 in box, sent to any address by U.S. mail, 
postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buek and 
D 
ess all orders to A. B. KAY & GO., Newark, 

FPEIRT.ATIOWV CAMP; 

OR, 

wire after leaving the gun. 

eavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100. 

OD SS a 

Rifle, Rod and Gun in Calitornia, 

s¥ THEODORE 8. VAN DYKE 

Kor sale at this office. Price $1.50, 

lig ee m 
liz eS ie | 

' BROWN’S. PATENT!’ 
3 == GUN CLEANER. 

THE REST 

Cleaner and Oiler 
or Breeeh-loading Arms 

es S jn market. 
“ For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush | 

and full directions sent free of postage. 
Address T. YAGDLEVY BROWN, _Patentee. 

WINCHES' REDERICK CO., VA. 

.CHUAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. § 
Z GREAT WESTERN Saas GUN WORKS, & 
= an ce. Ss. Riushch, 

5 fs 
4 Zante Ae 2 
en 5 FRR ERE Eee RR ee Seines, dus, 2 

Bis Vazors, £0 sent © © Tr for exaining? ue 

\AT WESTERN GUE WORKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

INCHESTER RIFLES, BALLARD RIFLES, 
Wesson Rifles. Smith & Wesson Revolvers. 

English Bull Dog Revolvers; in fact every st¥le of 
firearms manufactured af CHARLES I. RITZ- 
MANN’S, 948 Broadway, New York City. 

WALLACH’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00, 

For sale by the Forest aud Stream Pub, €o 

ICHARDSON AND KANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennehage, gs aes 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aud the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

N OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Dlustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
Jobn’s and Aroostook rivers, and- the numérougs 
lukes and ponds connected with them, 256 pages, 
8) Wlustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
Juminated covers. Price, by mail, post-paid, 60 
cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. 

IARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- | 
SON-RANGELEY LAKES REGION, ineluding att 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country: 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, ett,; 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cente, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

PER DAY AT HOME. SAM ae 
$d to $2 ples worth 4 free. Addrose 

INSON & CO. Portland. Maiae 

NEW EDITION. 

Canoe and Camera, 
With sixty illustrations, and a new map of the 

cunae tours of the State of Maine. 

PRICH $1.50. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 



Ammunition, ete 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

- Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mnstrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Wree, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dupont’s GuNrowprn Mrcxs, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (eoarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ib, canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

ffine): burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 

ball, pizeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzzie or breach loaders, Packed in 1 tb. and 5 Tb. 
canisters and 614 and 1244 Ib, kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist: does not cake or burn.on the barrels, gives 
beth a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No, 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 1b. 
canisters ’ 

Dupent's Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 
clean powder, of very fine grain, for piu shooting. 
Packed in 1 Ib. canisters and_ 634 Ib. kegs, 
Dupont's Rifle Fg. ‘'Sea-Shooting.”—FFg. 

and FFP¢. The Fe, for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the FFg. and F¥Fg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 1*lb,, 1 Ib, and 5 1b. 
anisters, 614, 1214 and 25 Ib. kegs, Fg. coarse, FF Ig. 

fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Surppive and Blastin 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Specia 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar. Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or preof. _ ’ ie 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

‘hroughont the United States, Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FFeg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western ‘Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 

ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Biasting Powder 

AGENCIES at ant PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

Decoy Ducks. 
Good Ones, $5 Per Doz. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

M. C. WEDD, 
47 Manhattan Street. Rochester, N. Y. 

FOREST AND SIrREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

H.L.Leonard’s Split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

No, 1 shows waterproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875). No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
September 3, 1878), No, 3 shows split ferride whipped with silk as it appears on the rod, 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS 
No. 7 Warren Street, 

& SON, 
: New Y ork. 

Extra Quality Hand-Made Rods. 
OUR OWN MAKE. 

No. 5604, —Three-piece fly, full niounted, stained, lancewood middle joint and two tips, rings, 
reel bands, wound grip on bult in partition bag. 

BRASS MOUNTED. 36.00: GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 38.10 BACH. 

We make the above rod in three different sizes, viz? length, 10ft. 5in., weight, Toz.; Lt, tin, 
weight, 9oz.; 10ft. bin., weight, 10hoz. 

No, 410,—Three-piece, black bass bait, the celebrated “Henshall” pattern, full mounted, light 
colored, standing guides, butt wound below reel bands, lancewood middle jomt 

and two tips, length, 8¢ feet, weight, 11 to 12 ounces, 

GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 39.0) EACH. 

A fine rod for Minnow Casting and Bait Mishing. 

BRASS MOUNTED, =7.u0; 

No. 430,—Three-piece, ‘MeGinnis"” pattern, black bass bait or minnow rod, full amounted, 
lance wood middle joint and two tips, wound grip on butt, stained, nicely finished 

and polished, length, 103ft.; weight, 14 to l4oz, 
GERMAN SILVER, 510,00 RACH, BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; 

No. 3U.—Wim. Mills & Son’s, three piece black bass bait vod, full German silver mounted, 

Jancewood middle joint and tips, arched center pnides, hollow butt, extra tip, 

cane winding on grip, very highly polished, length %ff., weight, 12 to Ioz, 

$12.00 each. 

No. 470.—Four-piece full mounted trunk rod (joints 28in. long), standing guides, capped 

terrules, hollow butt, extra tip, wound grip on butt, suitable for trout and black 

bass bait fishing, length Shft., weight 12 to 13 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, 38.00; GERMAN SILVER, $10.00 BACH. 

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW 70-PAGH ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

OF FISHING GOODS. 

a EE SE SIN EL LT a ES NT EATS 

ISUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W.J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, | 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass, 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price #3,50. 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co | 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 
ete, Por Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe. 
ing, Driving at Night, and General 

Tituminating Purposes. 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 
LANTERNS. DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, ete. 

Send stamp for Iustvated Price 
List. Name Yorest ano STREAM. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

fib Fulton street N.Y, (With Conroy & Bissett), 

Auumurition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.’* 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed im point ot 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ** American Sporting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 1b. canisters and 

614 lb. kegs, A fine grain, age and clean, for up- 
Jand prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard’s "Duck Shooting," 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6,(coarse). Ini and 6 Ib, canisters 
and 614 and 12% Ib. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceabla 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard's *‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 
_FRFG, FFG and ‘‘Sea Shooting’ FG in kegs of 

85, 1214 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5lbs. FFG is also 
packed in 1 and 14 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the *‘ Sea Shooting ” PGisthe 
standard Rijle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC- 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

Hany's Agents, in every prominent city or whofe 
Sale at our offiec 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORK, 

REMINGTON 
Breech-Loading, Double-Barreled 

S EL = . 
Regular price..... $40; Our price .......$25 

rvs eh dee eee ae CE es 

Uh FAs 003 De eT Pe 30 
Other grades preportionately. 

Single Barreled, ditto,........._...-- S10 

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & CO,, 
P.O. Box 2002. | 77 Chambers St,, N. Y. 

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! 
Old or new or in serial or pamphlet form, bound 

in artistic and substantial manner at trade price. 
Call and examine styles, satisfaction guaranteed, — 

City of country bindings collected and delivered 

free of charge. 
JOHN BEACRAM, 
7 Barclay street, New York City. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Cun 
SIMPLE and 
DURABLE. 

Rebounding Lock. 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels allothers. Extra | 

heavy guns for ducks a specialty, Send stamp for 
circular. C. S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat- 
field, Mass. 

| 

PEAS STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF THE) 
entire Richardson-Rangeley Lakes Region. 

Large size, each 25 cents. Send for catalogue. 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

Ee E: WEL a GEO RT * = 

Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles 
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

the Trade Only. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible, 

ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 

Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994. 

Adopted. by the U.S. Gov- 

10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 
Prices: Carbines, $22; 

KEENE’S PATENT. 

1 

Tre BABRERM Guns. 

JAMASCUS STEEL, So Pe 

end Stamp for Descriptivs Circular. 

Gn St ul 
PRICH, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
___ —AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

GUN. 
FIG. G 

This gun i3 Ught and compact, from 9 to 10 lbs, weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. ¥ 
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CORRESPONDENCE, 
Toe Forest and STRHAM 1s the recogmzed medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are deyoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded, No naime will be published except with writer’s consent, 

The Editors are not respousible for the yiews of correspondents. 

SUBSORIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six. 

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas, On sale by the American Exchange. 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington. 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Advertisements of an approyed character only inserted, Inside 

pages, nonparei! type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelye months. Reading notices 50 cents per line. Hight words 

_ to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 
Address all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

Nos, 39 anp 40 Park Rov. New York Crry, 

CONTENTS. 
SEA AND RIVER FISHING. 
The Invitation. 
The California Salmon. 
The Vexed Menhaden Question, 
The Spade-Fish or Paddle-Fish. 
Catfish. 
Sea Turtles Near New York, 

THE KENNEL. 
Destroying Old Favorites, 
Don Juan, 
The Prairie Chicken Trials. 

RIFLE AND TRAF SHoorTING, 
; The Teams at Practice, 
/ The Team Blunder. 

YACHTING AND CANOEING. 
The America Cup. 
Vixen and Maggie. 
Safe Sailboats. 
Don Quixote Abroad. 
Toronto Y, C.—Sept. 9. 
New Jersey Y. C.—Sept. 7. 
Royal Nova Scotia Y.S.—Sept. 8 
Royal Canadian Y. C.—Sept. 7-8. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

EDITORIAL. 
Success in Oyster-Culture. 
The Rifle Meeting. 
Adirondack Survey Notes.—rx, 

THE SPORTSMAN TOURIST. 
Jottings by the Way. 
A War Horse. 
The Heart of the Wilderness. 
A Texas River, 

NaturaL Hisrory. 
Snakes and Snake Bites. 
A Swallow's Roost. 

Came Frere FLICKERINGS. 
GAME BAG AND Gun, 
Gaine in Season in September, 
The California Association. —t. 
The Range of the Shotgun. 
Some Ontario Resorts, 
Hounding ys. Still-Huntine. 
Shooing at Tuckerton Bay. ! 
Game in Arkansas. 
An Amateur Gunmaker. 

SEA AND RIVER FISHING. 
Fish in Season in September, 

SUCOESS IN OYSTER-CULTURE. 

( UR readers have been madefamiliar, through thereports 
’ which have appeared in our, columns, with all that has 

been done in the matter of experimenting on the fecunda- 

dation of the eggs of the oyster. The last contribution to 
this subject was from Prof. John A. Ryder, and appeared 
in ful] in our issnes of May 25 and June 1, of the present 
year, The experiments there described were a continuation 
of those of Prof. Brooks. These gentlemen haye demon- 

strated that our oysters were not hermaphrodite, as was 

claimed by naturalists for the European oyster, but that 

they were bi-sexual, and that the eggs could be taken and 

impreenated in nearly the same manner as are those of 

the fishes, and some oysters that were imported from Bu- 

rope hy Mr. Blackford for the purposes of study were pro- 

nounced by the professors to be bisexual, and that the 

former European observers were at fault. 

This season Prof. Henry J. Rice, Fellow in Natural. His- 
tory of the John Hopkins University, Baltimore, who had 

formerly paid much attention to this subjeet, came to New 
York and hegan a series of investigations in the laboratory 

in Fulton Market, which has been rented and fitted up for 

the use of students by the private enterprise of Mr, Black 

ford, has met with a success that promises to place oyster- 

_ culfure among the practical industries. Heretofore the term 

oyster-culiure has heen confined to merely taking small 

oysters from one locality and depositing them in another 
which is more favorable to their growth. This is properly 

oyster-planting, and not culture. as we understand and use 

the terms. L 

Former experiments have shown that if was merely pos- 
sible to obtain a successful impregnation of the eges and to 
hatch them, but no one had been able to Keep the “‘spat ”’ as 

the free swimming try are termed, more than six days, when 

they died, cithe: from want of food, or more likely from 
lack of circulation, The minute spat defied all attempts at 
retention whew circulation was attempted, and so the experi- 
menters contented themselyes with merely adding a small 

quantity of witer at stated times, and thus gradually filling 
_ the vessel in which the infantile mollusks were confined, In 

consequence of this, the water stood perfectly still for hours, 
i condition which never happens in the places which oysters 
inhabit; hence they passed from life without the aid of an 

oyster knife in the hands of a restaurant conchologist, and 
Without. the accompaniment of pepper, salt, or lemon juice, 

Prof. Rice was of the opinion that circulation of the water 

was the one thine needed to svstain the infants until such 

time as they should come to anchor and settle down toa 
steady and respectable molluscan life. Syphons had heen 

tried in yain. All who have attempted to use this principle 

To maintain a flow of water have sooner or later found out 

that two syphons will not balance each other, and that if 
one of them sucks down and losés its grip it will not start 

again without assistance, anda stoppoge or an oyerflow is 

the consequence, Besides this, if was found that whatever 

sufficed as a sfrainer to detain the spat was necessarily so 

fine as to soon fill up and stop the flow. In pondering over 
this subject, Prof, Rice happily thought of strips of woolen 

cloth as syphons, and on trial found that the capillary at- 

traction was not only sufficient to give a constant flow, but 

that the balance between the inlet and the outlet could be 
maintained by them because of their ability to start them- 
selves, and they also detained the oysters, 

With this apparatus he succeeded in passing two gallons 

of water per day through a small drinking goblet, and kept 
his embryos for fifteen days, nine days longer than they had 

ever before been kept, when a business call compelled him 
to leave them to their fate. We had the pleasure of drop, ing 

in on the Professor several times during the experiment, and 

of taking peeps al the youngsters through the microscope, 

and if did seem to us to be cruel to abandon them to their 

fate while they were doing so well and making such rapid 
strides toward the dignity of weuring shells, and lying on a 

block of ice in a window, under the gaslight, a hope which, 

we have no doubt, found a place in each little bit of mol- 
luscan protoplasm. 

No former experimenter has been able to bring the spat to 

the condition when it cleaves unto some hard object for bet- 

ter or worse as long as it may live, notwithstanding they 

have kept them alive for six days. At the mature age of 

forty-eight hours oneof Prof, Rice’s infants, while under 
his eye at the upper end of the microscope, reached out one 

of its tentacles and fastened to the glass slide right in the 

center of the field. That this is the usual age for them to 

anchor we doubt, because others of the same age did not do 

so, It may be that being a precocious juvenile, and while 

passing under the instrument and happening to meet the Pro- 

fessor’s eye, it just tried to show off, and anchored beneath 
iis yision merely to attract attention. Be this as it may, 
the Professor was so delighted that he rushed down the 

corkscrew stair to Mr, Blackford’'s office, on the lower 

floor, and announced the event as soon as sufficient breath 

was regained. To fully appreciate the haste o/ Mr, Black: 
ford’s ascent into the laboratory, and his ineffectual efforts 
to shake the hold of the adolescent oyster from its chosen 

place, as well as the delight that overspread the counte- 
nance of Prof. Rice, one should have been there to see. 

Laprabor.—Prof, Chas, Linden, of Buffalo, N. Y., has 

just returned trom an extended trip to the coast of Labra- 
dor, He reports a most pleasant and successful excursion, 

the details of which will shortly appear m our columns, 

On his way to and from Labrador, Prof. Linden met many 
of the prominent. sportsmen of the Dominion, among: therh 

J, U. Gregory, Esq., of Quebec, whose interesting notes of 
arecent Mlorida trip are printed in thisissue. Mr. D. H. 
Talbot, of Towa, has also just returned from a Labrador 

trip. Mr, Talbot went out with the Stearns party, and al- 

though he was uuable to penetrate into the interior of the 
country, collected some yaluable ornithological specimens, 

Dare or JAMes CouBBi\—We regret to learn of the re- 

cent death of Mr, James Chubh, of Cleveland, Ohio. Mk. 

Ohubb was well known to scores of shooting men, and this 
brief note will recall to many of our readers red-letter field 

days spent in his company. Mr, Chubb was an expert shot, 

and 4 sportsman of long and varied experience. He was a 

skillful taxidermist; a beautiful pair of quail mounted by 

him are before us as we write. One by one the old guard 

are passing away, and their ranks are growing thin, ‘The 

younger men who are taking their places may well initate 

such examples of manhood in the field as was that afforded 

by the life of James Chubb. } 

Aw INTERESTING Tyst,—It is reported by our Philadelphia 

correspondent that a resident of that city, who has heen 
fined through the action of the West Jersey Game Protective 

Association, proposes to appeal, and test the constitutionahty 

of the law under which his fine was imposed. If the gentle- 

mau has the time and mouey to spare we hope that he will 
earry out his expressed determination. The more cases car- 

ried up to the higher courts the better the results. 

THE RIFLE MERTING, 

Vi / ITH our next issue readers of the Fornsr anp STREAM 
will find the record of the matches of the tenth an- 

nual fall meeting at Creedmoor, aud in connection with 

that meeting the story of the International Military match. 

What the result of this great contest will be has been pretty 
well forecast in the news of the doings of the two teams as 

if has appeared in our columns. The Britishers are confi- 

dent, the Americans quite the reverse. A defeat may be an 
advantage to the cause of rifle practice here, It certainly 
will direct attention to the matter, and in the many-explana- 

tions which no doubt will be offered to explain the defeat 

we may find the true difficulty, and the weak points once 

noted their remedy is entirely a matter of time and labor. 

America cannot afford to be behind in any matter connected 

with small arms, and haying madé the better long-range 

military rifle, there should at least be a dozen National 
Guardsmen who will come forward and usc it. 

Some unfortunste occurrences have taken place in con- 

nection with the visit of our British friends, but much of the 

bad luck which now seems to surround our home team has 

heen of their own bringing on, The doings of the past 

month have not encouraged in the breast of an impartial and 
critical obseryer any very high hopes of an American vic- 

tory. As against a straggling few thousand National 

Guardsmen who haye given little or nex: to no attention to 

rifle practice, there should be no doubt of the position of a 

compact organization of volunteers, who for over twenty 
years past haye had several hundred thousand men giving 
much care to rifle practice. Yet for all this, there is no 

reason why the disparity should not be made up by renewed 

effort, and not as we now see, have the gap made wider by 

carelessness, Over presumption and a disregard of the plain- 

est precepts of good marksmanship. 

Mr. Guorce Dawson's RETIREMENT from the editor- 

ship of the Albany Hvening Journal marks the close of a 
notable newspaper career. His connection with the Journal 

has extended oyer more than half a century—a long time 
for active and continuous labor in any calling, He was 

first given employment on the paper when it was edited by 
the now yenerable Thurlow Weed, with whom, from boy- 

hood to the present hour, Mr. Dawson has enjoyed an un- 

broken friendship. The period of editorial service covered 
by these years was a most momentous one in the history of 
this nation and full of political crises, in all of which Mr. 

Dawson has taken an active and influential part. It is said 

that few men have declined more political offers than he, 

Now, having arrived at an age—he is over seventy— 

when most men, although their physical and mental 

vigor be unabated, naturally seek to throw off the 
burdens of active life, he has formally withdrawn 

from newspaper seryice to: enjoy a well-earned leisure, 

Mr. Dawson, as all readers of this journal know, is an 

enthusiastic angler. He has been wittily referred to as one 

who ‘gaye life to factions and death to fish.s.” We do not 

know low many of the famous Canadian salmon rivers he 

has fished, nor for how many summers he has made extended 

angling trips. We trist that there are many noble fish yet 

to be brought to gaff by his skill. In the pleasures of these 

angling excursions the readers of the Journal have usually 
participated, Mr, Dawson haying written several series of 

charming letters from the woods. In 1876 a number of these 
papers were collected and published in a handsome volume 
under the title “The Pleasures of Angling,” a book of which, 

we haye found, it is now difficult fo obtain a copy at the 
bookstores. The volume is an excellent model of angling’ 

literature—the finished work of a mature man and a graceful 

writer, natural and unaffected in style, and brimful of senti- 

ments which are shared by all genuine followers of the 
cratt. 

- AMATEUR PHotocRApHy.—Among the many specimens 
of photograpus, made with the portable amateur outfits, 

which we haye examined, none are more interesting than a 

number sent to us by our well-known correspondent. “Ap- 

pe-kun-ny,"" One of them isa yiew of an Indian’s aerial 
sepulchre, such as was described in the sketch, *‘Old Eagle 

Head's Sepulchre,” in our issue of July 27, 

Tae Forest AND StREAM Prize offered at the conyen- 

tion of the New York State Association for the Protection of 

Fish and Game has been awarded to the Onondaga County 
Fishing Club, of Syracuse. The particulars will be givenin 
our next issue. 
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ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTHS. 
IX.—THE DEER QUESTION, 

PIND that my sixth paper, which treated of killing 

decr out of season, has been very well received, and T am 

tempted to express some other views which, while believing 
that they will not be as palatable to all as the former ones, still 

fre opinions which I entertain, and I see no good reason for 
withholding them through fear of their unpopularity, This 

Would appear to ine fo be a cowardly course, wod one dic- 

ated by fear of adverse criticism, and if those who take 
issue on this point will only stand up and maintain their 

point in Fokesr AND SrReAw sind prove that the opinions 
ar all wrong, J will find no fault, and even may he con- 

vertietL. 

Deer in the Adirondacks ave mainly killed in summer by 
“floating” or fire-hunting them at night in boat. In the 
iutumb they are vunted with hounds (@xcept in St. Lawrence 

county, where if is forbidden), and still-hunted to a very 

limited extent, Th the winter they are killed by crust 
hinting, a mode which is wnluwtul. Floating for deer is 

the most popular mode with both vuides and sportsmen, and 

ft is one of (he laziest and unsportsmanlike of methods. 
Lazy because if involves no exercise of the body whieh sits 

in the canoe watching for the eyes of a deer to shine np from 

the light of the jack in the bow, and unsportsmanlike he- 

cause the animal stands in a dreamy sort of way wondering 
what the light means which approaches its feeding srounds 

among the dily-pads, Added to this, it is often murdered 

with a charge of buckshot from a heayy fowling gua. T 

have said “murdered” deliberately, and will stick to that 

part of itat all hazards, and would like to see if made nn- 
lawfnl to use buckshot on a deer at any time. 

My idea of shooting for sport is that the ame must have 

a chance for its life, and that soine skill should be required 
in the killing of it. Nor doT believe in killing a swimming 

deer by any means; let fhe animal get on its lews, at least. 

There are two methods of deer shooting to which no objec- 

tion can be made; one is by still-hunting when there is no 

erusi on the snow to cut their lers, and the other is to take a 

shot while the animal is before the hounds, The last, me 
judiee, is the highest style of sport and develops skill that its 

possessor muy be proud of. The question of hounding wrsvs 
still-hunting has been argued ye and con in many ways, and 

the rentlemen of the Michigan Sportsmen’s Association are 

undoubtedly correct in saying thatitis the best mode of 

keeping up the stock, and that one good still-hunter will 
ill more deer in a month than a party of six can with 

hounds, and that the deer do not fear the dogs as they do 
men, To st }-hnnt requires much knowledge of the woods 

and of the habits of deer, hence old woodsmen prefer it as 

the most certain. If develops manly qualities, brings health 

and musele, and inures the body to fatigue, while it calls 

forth the exercise of the brain to circumvent an animal at 
once swift and wary. To kill «deer before the hounds re- 
quires patience, walchfulness, a quick shot and steady 
nerves. These qnalities are those of the highest sporfsman- 

ship, but are not developed by floating or by killing a deer 

Which has been run to water and is swimmins for life, 

thereby becoming an easy prey to the man who has curt- 

ridges enough, 

Onur young men who vo to the woods are too luxurious; 
and seem disinclined either to exert themselves or to seck 

more dangerous game fhan the deer. If they can lie in 

tamp all day and at sundown stepinto a boat and he pad- 

dled up an inlet where the deer feed and kill one in an hour 
or two they are perfectly satisfied with the so-called sport, 

ind return home without haying wasted a drop of perspira- 

tion und think themselves heroes. If a man wants meat this 

is the easiest way to wet it, bul don’t. O don’t, term it sport. 
To my young triend going into the woods for the season, I 
would say: Never kill a (leer out of season, nor while you 

have plenty of yenison in camp; never kill one while swim- 
ming, and never allow yourself to get behind 2 jack light 

any more than you would seta trap or 4 spring fun to mur- 

der one, ill your deer either by still-hunting, where your 

intelligence pitted against that of your game, 

or shoot it fairly before the dogs, Follow these rules 

and you will learn to respect the qualities which will be de- 

yeloped in you, no matter if you do not have the numbers to 
boast of which those have who pursue the more effeminate 

methods. 

Deer are more plentiful this year than in many years, a 
fact which is largely credited to a better observance of the 

law, and which Lineline to believe to be the true reason, 
The guidesure awakening to the fact that if the woodgare full 
of deer ii means husiness for them, and they are entering 
into the spirit of game protection, and certainly no more 
powerful aid can be given than their cordial support of the 
law which prevents the extinction of the game upon which 

their livelihood so largely depends, Some guides have, to 

their honor be if suid, given informution to the game pro- 
tectors of men who have Opened the season on their own 

aecount, and have had them fined; and when this becomes 

to be a general custom throughout the Adirondacks the deer 

will swarm on the hills as before aid the sportsmen will 

leave more hard cash among the hotels and guides than 

thrice the market value of all the venison killed. F. M. 

is 

ATTENTION I8 CALLED to the advertising pages of this 
journal. All the principal sporismen’s zoods dealers of this 

country are there represented. 

Che Sportsman Caurist. 

A WAR HORSE. 

BY A, MULE. 
6644 HHL, was you in the war?” “TI werein the scouts. 1 

kJ joined the cavalry first, but they found out that I 
knew something about woods and paths and sich, and put me 
into the scouts. T can’t siy I liked the service, though there 
Was good pints abont it. A maz could go pretty much where 
he pleased so he kept to a general line of country, and of 
course this liberty was very ayreeable to me, but then [never 
could get used to the idea of soldivrin’ without a ean.” 

"Why, didn’t scouts haye euns?7" ‘ 
“Nary gun. It was even ugin orders to carry asix-shooter, 

thongh most of us cid if. But you sea our business was to 
ru and not fight, and it was hest to keep out of temptation. 
When a fellow had no weapons he had to run, while if armed 
he Was always bein’ tempted to du some bushwhacking on 
his own account, The Lord knows how many Yankee 
finerals and colonels I mought haye baeredif I had only 
done it. But it would have interfered with the General getting 
information, and to supply thut alone was our business,” 

“You must haye had some adventures, though.” 
“Well, T don’t know that they amounted to that much, 

but T seed several things long during of the wur. 
“One time I jest dropped in to supper at a friend’s house in 

North Mississippi, and hearing the family in the parlor 1 
walked right n. There was nobody there but women, and 
they were looking mighty flustered about something, They 
were red-hot Union folks, but good frieuds of mine, and 
many a good point had I got by a sociable chat with them 
simple women. So I didn’t mind their disturbed looks much, 
but arter passing the time of day and sich like I ficpped down 
onto the sofy as natural as life, 

**Oh! Don’t sit on that oncomfortablething, 
they all squéaled together, ' 
“Do, occupy the chair,’ said the mother getting up out of 

the rocker. ‘ F 
““Or maybe this would be more preferable to you, said 

one of the gals, bringing up her little chair. 
“Why, [wouldn’t take yer chairs for the world, ludies’, 

J protested, and hegged them to believe thal most any sofy 
were softer than a saddie, 

“Well, we had a reglar dispute about it, and one little miss 
about sixteen she come and got hold of me and wanted to 
pull me up anyhow. I Iiughed and got about half way 
riz, when her hold slipped and down I come again with 4 
bump, And somebody grunted ‘Good God’! and the women | 
broke for other purts. 

Hello,’ sez 1, ‘what's that?’ 
“T's me!’ said a fine yoice away down under the sofy. | 

And, by hokey, there was a Yankee Major that had come | 
over to see the gals and hid under the sofy, But he was too | 
fat under the circingle by about six inches and. the sofy just } 
rested on him instead of the floor, and my cayortin’ and ! 
bumping had been on him altogether.” 

“Tid you capture him, Shelb?” 

Mr. McP.—,” 

“Thunder, no, We never captured nobody without | 
orders. I pulled him out and we all had a good Jauzh to- | 
gether, anda good supper besides. Thoagh I won't say | 
that I didnt et some points out of him, for that was my busi- | 
ESS. 
fint meerschaum pipe through the lines, with a word wrote 
onit: ‘Sofa and yet so near.’” 

“Did you never get captured?” 
“Oh, yes, often, but T always got away by one means or 

another. Sometimes the Yanks would look rather jubius at. 
me and begin to talk about spies. But Thad on my uniform 
and regular orders in the pocket, so they couldnt say any- 
thing more, As for pure lyin’ I always believed that was 
one of the arts of war, and indulged liberally whenever my 
position required it. One time 1 was ketched in a way L 
never hecred of before. You see 1 was alwaystond of hoss- 
flesi, and during my leisnre hours I had nothing to do but 
gel up hoss taces among the boys and trade around gereralty. 
Vell, one time a fellow came along with a rattling pony 

that was a beauty, sure. He suid he was a natural pacer 
and could outpace any hoss in the world. So all the jacin’ 
stock in Forrest's division tackled him, and sure enough he 
fol away with every cent we put up on our hosses, Sime- 
how that pony got into my mind until Iwas just crazy to 
own him, Sol traded for him at hig figures, and rode off 
proud as a peacock, 

“Tn a day or two I was sent out with « party toward the 
Yankees. They come on us rather unexpected, and pretty 
-soon it got to be a question of speesl] with us, in other words 
wet had to mn like the devil Off went everyhody but me, , 
and thar I was, Yankees a-comin up like hail, shootin’ and i nymph of San Marcos and her song and play. When you 
a-yelling, my men Yunning half a mile ahead, and mea did- 
dling along on that cussed pony. whipping, spurring and 
cussin’ all I knew how, and the pony doing his best, but he 
couldnt break his pace. Hé was a natural pacer, sure 
enough, and couldn't go another gait, 

“OF course the Feds. just picked me and the pacer up like 
we was a sittin’ down. I got away in anight or two, pul I 
left the pacer.” 

“Didn‘’t the Federals have their sconts, too?” 
“T suppose they must, But they were not like ours, for 

certain; because being in a friendly country we could go 
unarmed anywhere, and get all the information the people 
had, while 4 blue uniform straying about was very quickly 
picked up by somebody. So their scouts must have been 
almost if not altogether spies—-that is without their uniform, 
and going concealed. 

“Did you have any regular system in your operations or 
every man go on his own hook?” 
“Why, we conldn’t have yan a week without a very rigid 

syslem. 
quarters at a certain town and wished to know where the 
enemy was. Well, now spread out your fizgers wide and 
yon get an idea how we worked, First, say fiye men started. 
on separate roads, all leading toward the enemy, Affera 
greater or Jessinteryal five more were sent out, and so until 
the nails and joints of your fingers are represented each by a 
scout. In very important cases this system: was estended to 
any stretch of country and any number of men, 

*«As soon as one of the first men discovered anything he 
dropped back, told the second and returmed to his road. 
And so the news was rapidly curried to the: General. Among- 
80 Many some one was sure to find out what was wanted. 
One time, without knowing it, I had vot entrely bend a 
TVederal foree out ona raid, And how to pet back i did not 
know. Finally in despair, I determinew to run through 
them. T knew they would he sure to just. drop down and 

But we parted friends, and he sent me afterward a | 

Suppose for instance, the General had his head- | 

camp on both sides of the road, and made a little plan accord- 
ingly. So about 9 o'clock when everything was quiet I got 
up close to the pickets and put spurs to my horse full tilt. 
down the road yelling, “Whoa! whoa! step that horse!’ us 
loud as 1 could talk it out, Well, there was the very mis- 
chief to pay, Lots of Yankees lying in the road—iun over 
and howling, seared to death—pickets shouting, ‘Halt— 
halt!'—hosses breaking loose and neishine—the colonel a 
enssin’ and damnin’, ‘Why don’t you ketch that hoss?’ 
And me lying flat on old Ball, and spurring and a shouting 
whoa! fordear life. Im blessed if 1 believe they ever did 
find out what did if!’ 

“T should say thal camp must have had yery poor pickets 
and patrols,” said I. 

“Now, that’s just it,” said old Shelb, “What you read! 
about in tactics is one thing, what the officers order is 
another, and what is actually done is the yery jast and most 
different. We scotits soon found out that it was almost 
saferto hein the enemy's camp than out of it and easy 
enough to get there if you tried. [1 did seem to me that if 
the big officers had known as much as we did, or would 
have believed us when we told them, that war sonld have 
heen a very different affair, I firmly Welieye that the dravw- 
hack in all wars is in the Generals getting skeared of each 
other. They are like two pinter dogs Tom S— uses; some- 
times they pint each other by mistake and thar they stand, 
looking ancl afvared to stir until somebody comes 1p and gives 
them a kick to move “em. Them high-blood dogs and scien- 
tific Generals stand waiting while one of my old cur fighters 
or a common min would tan in and see what was what.” 

“But you must have heen very lucky to escape so often?” 
“Lucky is, may be, the right word forit, though I hardly 

spell it that way. My idee of luck isin a man keeping lis 
eyes and ears open and his brains ready for business on the 
jump, One time I was ketched by some Federal cavalry, 
and as L was their only prisoner there was a poor show for 
me to getaway. However, L rode along in the very middle 
of ’em, joking, laughing and making the best of 1f until we 
rode out into the woods a bit, for a noon halt, This was on 
a creek with pretty high banks and a smart chance of bushes 
about. About ten feet from whar Iwas I saw the biggest 
kind of a ball horuei's nest in a bush, and 1 begin to feel 
idees creeping all over me, ) 

I kept siding around until I got close up to the nest, and 
when all hands happened to not be looking my way, [ up 
And hit that ball a tremenjous lick with a big ridiug switch | 
hid. Good lord, how them insex did circulate among the 
hosses and men of that company. Thar was about a hun- 
dred of the cavalry, but in two minutes thar seemed to be a 
thousand, Every hoss seemed to think he ought to have 
been born a centerpede and was trying to make up the mis- 
take now. Some run, some backed into the creek ker-slosh, | 
some laid down and rolled over, but ev.ry one was a-buck- 
jumpin’ all the time and all he knew how. About a dozen) 
lit on me and my old mare and we went to dead plain run-) 
ning. [threw away the switch, and just held on to the 
mane. The hornets give me the devil, but I got away.” 

A TEXAS RIVER. 

HAVE a theme or subject here which Lwish to suggest 
to some poet who will utilize it in the proper way. It is; 

the river San Marcos, The river is-all poetry, and so are all 
ity surroundings, It vefiecis poetry, and poetry_is reflected , 

— 

uponit. Asitrises out of the earth in the grand fountain | 
and moves along among the lily pads, ten to sixty feet 
deep, with stately and majestic step, if ucts poetry; 
often it has eseaped the deep pool and moves murmuring 
over the stony bed; it sings poetry, whose numbers may he | 
distinguished by the dullest ear. Let some poet capture the | 
poetry that it acts, and the poetry that it sings, putting it 
sometimes in a soft, low mellifluous verse, and sometimes in ~ 
a grand outburst of song in rapid numbers, He need not 
write anythin: after that, for he will be immortal, The 
river will vive him tle noetry and the numbers; he need only 
put itin the right words. ‘Translate this poet faithfully, | 
and the poct who does it will place himself among ‘the stars _ 
forever, Let him picture a beautiful water nymph, crowned — 
with flowers and sparkling with gems, rising out of a foun-— 
tain so bright that it may scarcely be called earthly, singing | 
in the swectest numbers of whence she came—from the pro- ’ 
found grottoes in the earth; then let him picture her as she 
plides gracefully over the fountain; then as she enters the 
rapids and goes dancing away with the foam, Have we noi 
here poetry for you, O, poet? 1 1 were a poet myself, 1 
would not betray to others this beautiful subject; 1 would 
cherish it nntil the work was done at my hands. But, alas, 

/ Tam no poet, am only a wandering gentleman tramp, with 
some esthetic taste, to whom such high walks are forbidden, 

| Yet, if I cannot be witty myself, I will “be the cause of wit 
/ in others,”, and therefore { freely tender unto them the 

| write your fine poetry think of him who gave you the cur. 
This river is a very remarkable one. About a mile above 

the town of San Marcos, on the International Railroad, it 
rises suddenly out of the earth in one great, grand outburst 
of sparkling water, and moves away from this fountain a 
full-fledged river from the start. Just where it gush’supfrom 
the subterranean depths, it comes with such ferce that one 
often sees cones of water-dancing about on the surface like 
lunatics. They dance and dance until they snk away ex- 
haustetl or burst to pieces in their mad joy. tis a peculiar 

| sight, forsooth, The spring or great pool at the head of the 
river is about a mile in length, and often several hundred 
| yards in width, a little lake of unsurpassed beauty. In some 
' places it is said to be 60 feet deep, and yet the waters are so 
| bright and pure that one can see the bottom as in a mirror, 
| and count the glittering pebbles. Waterliles with gigantic 
leayes zrow everywhere except in the deepest places, and if 

_ is delightful to see the fishes—black bass and pereh—darting 
and glittering among these. Besides these, you may see blue 

1 cats leisurely moving about, as if in a high state of easy con- 
tentment, and on the bottom a graceful race of suckers 

} maneuvering like armies in regular file. The fountain breaks 
* forth at the foot of arugged, lofty hill, but covered with live 
oak, elm and a wild entanglement of grape vines, loaded 
with purple grapes in their season. It is delicions to bathe 

| inthe great head fountain eyen in mid winter. The moun- 
tain that rises above it to the north is good protection should 
| a blue-nose Texas norther whistle up at the time of the 
| bath, Thereis no winter here except when the norther is 
blowing. A ACOs 

Saw Marcos, Texas. 

NotTWITHsTANDING THAT THE FOREST AND STREAM has 

been permanently enlarged fo twenty-eight pages, the sub- 
scription price remains the same as before. 
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| JOTTINGS BY THE WAY.* 

‘A Trip from Quebec to Florida in the months of 
January and February. 1882, 

BY J. U. GREGORY. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
Th response fo the reqnest of the Quebec Literary anc 

Historical Society, | appear before you this evening to read 
My jottings by the way on my riécent trip fo Florida, the 
‘country of perpetual summer, orange vroyes and flowers, 
anid & paradise for the lover of fhe gun and rod. My stay 
heing but of a few weeks’ duration, my notes are conse- 
quently not very extensive, and apply principally to what 
tame under my personal observation, or to information 
gained from those with whom I came in contact, 

T need not o¢eupy your time with deseriing our journey 
to New York as full-fledged Quebec winter travelers, for 
Yhis is casily imagined, ut I shall begin with my departure 
from there, My traveling companion was the Baron de La 
Grange, a youns French nobleman, who had been several 
months in Canada, enjoying its sporfs and wild scenery; 
an excellent companion and a good shot he proved himself 
to he, which very much added to the enjoyment of my trip. 

On the 4th of January at three o’clock in the afternoon 
owe lef New York on the beautiful steamship Gate City, of 
dhe Savatinah line, She is a vessel of 2,000 tons register, 
‘commanded by Captain Daggat, an exccllent seaman and a 
courteous companion, to whom I commend fhe Southero 
drayeler. The fare from New York fo Jacksonville by titis 
Tine is $25 all found, When we left New York the ther- 
mnmeter stood 31 degrees above zero, the sea was almost 
smooth, and the wind favorable. Wo were still wearing 
our Canadian winter clothing, 

On the 5th, at nine o'clock in the morning, the thermortn- 
eter had reached 36 degrees, the sea still smooth and the. 
wind favorable, In the afternoon the thermometer reached 
56. On each side of the vessel and for a long distance 
ahead might be scen bundreds of the sportive black por- 
noises racing and leaping ont of the water, crossing and 

Tecrossing our hows, aud greatly interesting the passengers 
‘on board. That night we passed the dreaded Cape Ifatte- 
was, and while enjoying a beautiful moonlit view of the sea 
owe distinctly saw the light of the Matteras lighthouse. The 
next day was much the same, with delightful clear weather, 
and the company ef the passengers very agreeable. 

On the 7th the thermometer in the early morning stood at 
about 62. and when we arrived at Savannah, which was 
vat about 11 o'clock, if had reached 70, We steamed slowly 
‘up the Savannah River until we reached our wharf, which 
we found crowded with negrocs, lounging among thou- 
sands of sacks of enano, bales of cotton and barrels of 
Yosin, We noticed a great many of the large three-masted- 
‘schooner rigged vessels loading pine Jumher for foreign 
“ports, also several large steamers and sailing ships taking in 
“cargoes of colton, rosin, rice and other products of the 
epuniry, 

We dined that day at the Pulaske Hotel and then took a 
Walk through the town, Onr first impression of Savannah 
Was not at all a favorable one, as the soil is sandy and the 
“Duildings in the business part of the town dingy in appear- 

mee; hut on the oniskirts are some yery handsome resi- 
Bienes, surrounded by flower gardens and shaded with trees 

different Southern descriptions, 
- 

of 
We here oot our first sight of » Southern street railway, 

“wiiose sinall cars are drawn by 4 span of mules, the driver 
lazily sitting upon a chaiv, lashing them on, Heis often a 
neato, and appears fu know everybody he meets, for he 
Smiles, and hows and grins to A great many on tach side of 
the road as he passes on, 
_ Walking quietly along, 1 was soon greeted by a pleasant 
‘Quehes yoice and asmile from Counselor Wans Hagens, who 
is Spending the winter there for lusmess purposes. Being 
dearly run over hy a smarf horse and buggy, T was astonished, 
‘on looking around, to find that the driver was another former 
‘Quebecer, no less & personage tian the renowned Jim Ward, 
who appears to be thriving in his new home. A little 
furtherou another reminiscence of Quebec struck my car. 
Theard the voice of a woman singing, and at onee told my 
friend that T was certain T had heard that voice in Quebec. 
We turned a corner near hy, and there, suve enough, ae- 
compinied, by an organ, was the livge Frenchworan who 
was seen last summer in the streets of this city. She in- 
formed me that she was flourishing in husiness, notwith- 
standing the language of her songs was not understood by 
fhe people. Here f thonghtT had done with Quebec, nt a 
shot distance further on another familiar sound greeted my 
gar, and we came upon a manin an artillery uniform, with 

a bright Russian helmet surmounted by bells and playing an 
accordion, drums and triangle. This poor fellow was per- 
piring freely under the weight of his warlike altire, and 

astonishing tle darkeys with tlie mu Itiplicity of his musical 
perfotmanees. My tconrpaniou afterwards saw these two 

lusicians in New Orleans, und says be thinks they are mak- 
ing (oe town du monie. 
‘Waving some time yet to spare, we engaged a carriage and 

Hroye out to ihe heautiful cemetery al Bonaventure, a short 
“distance from the city. This cemetery is possessed of ihe 
most tastefully arranged trees 1 haye ever seen, consisting 
Mincipally of the live oak, each branch of which is draped, 

i lone hanging festoons, with the gray Spanish moss, 
‘These trees ire perfectly regular, and almost entirely cover 
Whelong, broad, straight avenues ronning in diferent direc- 
tions, their branches projecting: scross in such a manver as 

lo resemble interlacing svches or the rafters of a church 
The tombstones are plain but handsome, and sur- 

TOunded by voses, Magnolias, japonicas, camels, oleanders, 
lematis and other beautiful flowering plants, many of 
yhich were in full bloom. ‘The holly, with its red berries, 
Was alsa there. The tree called the live onk is an oak whieh 
al all seasons of the year in green leaf. From fissures in 

the bark of miny of these trees were growing young ferns, 
Which cave thu trunks 2 remarkable appearance, 
‘Our leisure fime having wow expired, we procecded to the 

wharf to take passage on the steamer Florida for Fernan- 
Biss, We parted with regret from our delightful old Cap- 

mn Dageat, who had kindly introduced us to Captain 
sing, of the steamer on which we were then to embark 
i journey of about 200 miles through the tortuous rivers, 
rather lagoons, to our first landing’ place in Morida. We 
met with greal courtesy and politeness from everyone, 

nd had been pressed to stay over in Savannah for sone 
sh ooling aul sight-seeing in the neighborhood, bul our time 

Guld uot permit us to accept these offers. 
é@ lett Savannih ut abont 4 o'clock in the afternoon. 

f #Hrom the manuscrip) of a praead before the Quebec Literary 
and Historical Soriste Be 

The steamer was oue of those large, flat-hottomed boats, 
with side-wheels, propelled by separate engines, and the 
boilers heated with pitch-piné wood thrown in immense 
fire-holes by a troop of darkey firemen, whose songs and 
jokes were very funny indeed. On our way up the river 
we passed a sucking dredge employed in deepening the 
channel. This dredge is of peculiar construction, and looks 
like a steamboat; it has a long, fiffeen-inch pipe from behind 
which is dvopped into the midcle of the channel; the great 
wheels of the drede stit up the wud, and go liquity it that 
it is easily sucked up by the pipe and poured into barges 
alongside, from which the water drains off, leaving the 
thick substance to be carried oul of the channel. iA passen- 
ger called this vessel “the government sueker,” and said 
that it sucked a peat deal more money than anything else, 
(We have such suckers here in Canada, but they are two- 
lesved instead of two-wheeled.) 
We were frequently detained on our journey, for some 

minutes ata time, by sudden fuss which would as suddenly 
lift, allowing us to proceed a few miles and then come on 
again. The sharp bends in the river necessitated the exeeu- 
tion of extraordinary manmuvres to ¢ét around them, The 
bow of the steamer would We tin on the bank, and then she 
would wigele around till she turned as far as possible, then 
voing ahead a little, soon taking the bank again for the same 
purpose. “Hook her up.” the captain would sing out to the 
pilot, which means “full specd,” and off she would go again 
till we would come to another bend, when the same 
Tuinceuvring would be repeated, A good dealof fhe journey 
was male, lirst by the starboard wheel, then the port one, 
and often one wheel working avainst the other; but it was 
novel and very amusing. 

The cdges of ihe flat marshes, on each side of the river, 
were lined with oysters, There are no stones in Florida, 
Wherever anything in the shape of an island is seen, iis. low 
rocky appearance, lett bare by the tide, is simply a bed of 
oysters, called ’coon oysters, and L know tivo ‘coons who eat 
a sood many of them. 

On the 8th, in the morning, we saw many flocks of what 
are called raft duck, which are our common bluebills; we 
also saw hundveds of yellow-lee plover, curlew, oyster- 
catchers, and ricebirds, The latter is out singing bird, the 
bobolink, called by the Canadians the gouglen. When the 
bobolinks return io the South, they lose their handsome 
Northern plumage, and assume pretty much the color of 
our little sparrows. They feed upon the wild rice and get 
very fat, consequently they are much sought after for mak- 
ing game pies. We also siw the large and small heron, or 
white evret, the large blue heron, and the great scavenger, 
the bustard, the common cormorant and water turkey, 
which, I believe, is the Mexican cormorant, specimens of 
which | preserved later on. 

The thermometer, this day, ranged from sixty-tive to 
sixty-eight; it was exceedingly pleasant. The country, to 
our right, perfectly level, and to our left, the low, flat: ex- 
tent of marshes, (hrough which could he seen fhe open sea, 
looking like a erent lake. 
At 4 P. M. on the 8th, we arrived af Femandina. We 

had the pleasure of meeting here, a 6t, Hyacinthe French 
Canadian, a brother of the Hon. Mr. Mercier, who has been 
residing in the South for a number of years, and is con- 
nected with the line of steamers on one of which we had 
taken passage. 

Before reaching Vernandina we had passed Cumberland 
Island, at the eastern extremity of the State of Georgian. 
Upon it stands Dunjeunnesse, a large house built of coyuina, 
a conglomerate of shells. This was once the home of Geu- 
eral Nathaniel Green, of American Revolution fame, In a 
quaint old burying ground near by, is the tomb of the cele- 
brated American cavalry officer of the light horse, Harry Lee, 
father of General Robert 12, Lee, who took such an active 
part in the late civil strife between the North and South, and 
made the memorable raid into Pennsylvania—ever memorable 
to me from the fact that T was in Philadelphia in 1863 when 
whole fvains of wounded and dying Northern soldiers were 
brought in trom. the battlefield of Getiysburgh. Their 
froans, and sufferings can never he forgotten hy one who 
saiv aod spoke to them, 
Femandina is 4 favorite wintering place. Ji was founded 

by the Spanish in 1682, and has a very interesting history, 
which T have not time here to speak of, 

At5 P. M., with the thormom:ter al about 78, we were 
seated in the cars which should have landed us in Jackson- 
ville in an hour and a half. Allwent well on our journey 
for about half an hour, when we were nearly choked by 
the smell of burning grease and rags. The cars were stopped, 
and we found that fhe wheel pucking had taken. fire in the 
boxes; these were cooled off and replaced, and we sturted. 
We had not gone very far when some other boxes heated, 
aud we were stopped again fill they were cooled off, and 
fresh lobricants puf in. This same thing occurred four 
times on our journey, which made it rather unpleasant, but 
it added variety to our previous delighiful mode of fravel- 
ing. 

‘Th our car we stow the firsh beautiful octoroon girl we had 
yel net; her eyes, glossy black waying hain, and figure were 
perfection, and one could hardly believe that the beautiful 
creature had any negro blood im her veins until attention was 
directed io the delicate yellow tinge of her complexion, and 
the peculiay dark hue surrounding the nails on her tapering 
fingers. Her companion was in ordinary nexsro woman— 
anil such a contrast! 
We reached Jacksonyille a4 8 P. M. and drove to the Carl- 

fon House, a larze hotel near the river side, which is kept by 
two Northern proprietors who also have a hotel on the sea 
shore in Maine which they opeb in suinmer, closing the 
Florida bonse until winter, when they return again, thus en- 
joying a continual snoiumer wud appearing to thrive upon it, 

On the 9th, having letters of introduction from our friends 
of the Forwsrawp Stream to Dr, Kenworthy, who goes by the 
nom de plume of “Al Fresco,” we presented them, and were 
very kindly received at his heautitul home in Jacksonyille, 
which we found surrounded by shady trees and flowers in 
full bloom. Dr. Kenworthy is an English physician who bad 
ructiced in England, Australia, and some=*portions of the 

United States before he came to Florida, where he was 1- 
duced to vemain on account of ihe wonderful health-siving 
properties of the climate, which thoroughly cured his deli- 
cate wife, who was suffering from weak lungs, and who is 
now 4 capital illustration of the curative powers of Iovida’s 
climate, Mrs. Kenwovtlfy is the daughter of a British Ad- 
miral, whose name I do not remember. f 

The Doctor gaye us much valuable iuformation regarding 
the shooting and fishing of the country, and ns the change 
of climate was fast telling favorably upon me, I felt all the 
ardor of the sportsman springing up within me, and was 
eager for the chase, 

The thermometer this day was 79 in the shade, and I can 
assure you that, dressed as [ was, I felt it. I had the pleasure 
of finding my old friend, Remeo H. Stevens, of Montreal, 
who had arrived a day or two before me, He was dressed in 
a white flannel summer suit, and being a portly gentleman of 
my own style we coinpared notes, which resulted in my yisit- 
ing the shops for the puxpose of procuring the lightest of 
underclothing. Fortunately I had with me my thinnest 
summer suit of serge, and in this | spent my time in Florida, 
never requiring anything warmer. Butit is not well to be 
altogether without some fall or spring clothing as the coun- 
tty is occasionally subject to what they call a “‘norther, “ when. 
the thermometer drops down to about 80, especially in the 
neighborhoods of Jacksonville, St. Augustine, and even a 
long distance up the River St. John, and when young plants 
and frnif are nipped; but such changes are of short duration 
and the weather soon assumes its usual warmth, 

Jacksonyille is situated on the left bank of the St. John, at 
a point where that noble river makesasharp bend to the cast. 
The city presents a very attractive appearance from the 
water, and its higher points command a pleasing outlook 
upon the stream and low-lands along the opposite shore, Iti 
is favorably situated for commerce, and does an extensive 
trade in lumber, Nearly all the railroad and steamer lines 
of the State center at Jacksonville, whence enormous quan- 
tities of fruit und vegetables are shipped to foreign ports. 
The city is lighted by gas, is possessed of an excellent sys- 
tem of water works from artesian wells, and is thoroughly 
drained, has several public schools, a circulating library and 
free reiding room, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Methodist 
and Oatholic churches, banks, public halls, newspapers and 
telegraphic connections with all pomts. The population is 
about 15,000 souls. The rate of growth is veryerapid, and 
the city is destined to be‘one of the great industrial centers 
of the United States, It is noted as a resort for invalids, 
especially those suffering from pulmonary complaints. 

Florida was discovered by Sebastian Cabot, who sailed 
under the Brilish fay. in 1497, and who also discovered 
Newfoundland, Jn 1525 Naverez took formal possession of 
it for Spain. The first settlement was made at the mouth of 
the St. John River, by a Frenchman named Ribault, in 
1562. Then camea colony of Huguenots, in 1564, who 
settled eighteen miles from the entrance of the 8t. John 
River, on the south side, and called their settlement Caro- 
line, which was totally destroyed by the Spaniards in 1569. 
In 1569 De Gougues, « Frenchman, reyenged this massacre 
by killing the entire Spanish garrison quartered at Fort, 
Caroline. The Spaniards founded a colony at St. Augustine, 
in 1565, which is said to be the first permanent town in North 
America. Many relics authenticating this fact still exist, In 
1584 the Spanish authority extended as far as Georgia on the 
north and the Mississippi on the west. Im 1486 Drake, the 
English filibuster, plundered St. Augustine, and Seminole 
Indians also pillaged itin 1611. Pirates, said to be English, 
sacked it in 1665, Pensacola was afterward settled by the 
Spaniards in 1669. In 1702 St. Augustine successfully re- 
sisted an attack, and in 1740 was captured by Col. Oglethorpe, 
of Georgia, then a British possession. In 1763 Florida was 
ceded by Spain to Great Britain, who only kept possession 
of it for one year. when they gave it back to Spain in 1764, 
During the English occupation, the population of the en- 

fire State was only 600 whites. In 1812 the United States 
vapturcd Floridy from the Spaniards, and one yeer after 
gave it hack to them. In 1818 the Spanish port at Pensa- 
cola was occupied by British soldiers, and General Jackson 
captured it for the United States. In 1819 Spain sold and 
ceded Florida to the United States, and it remained a por- 
tion of its territory until 1849, when it was admitted as a 
State of the Union. In 1861 it seceded and espoused the 
Confederate cause, but was speedily captured py the North- 
emers, 

You can now understand why, for over three centuries, this 
country remained in an unsettled state. It certainly does 
nol appear to have been yery highly valued by either Spain, 
England or the United States, for even when given by Spain 
to Great Britian or the United States it was, in both in- 
stances, returned about a year afterward, I suppose because 
it was not considered worth kceping. However, since it has 
been admitted 4s a State, and particularly sinee the war be- 
tween the North and South, energetic Nortlierners haye been 
flocking into the country, and with true Yankee instinct 
have discoyercd and are fast developing its dormant, re- 
sources. Even finglish capital, which has done so much to 
build railroads im other portions of America, is now being 
largely employed there for the same purpose. 

Morida is the furthermost south of all the United States, 
and a great portion of it is a peninsula, projecting between 
the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico. Its peculiar 
position, with ils ocean and gulf surroundings, makes it un- 
like any other country in the same latitude and longitude; 
there being no mountains or even hills of any size, the winds 
of the Atlantic sweep over it by day from east to west, and 
at night a gentle, cool breeze from the Gulf passes over the 
land in an opposite direction. One can only realize the de- 
lights of (he climate by 4 visit to the country and a sojourn 
there of a few weeks. J was informed that Florida is no- 
where more than 500 feel above the level of the sea, and 
this rise is almost imperceptible as it isso gentle, and ex- 
tends over such a great distance. There are lakes in every 
(livection varying from one to fifty miles in length, 

Speaking from my own experience, as to the heat, T must 
say that while out shooting, when walking, especially in the 
middle of the day, L frequently felt very hot, but on turn- 
ing completely round in another direction, 1 invariably felt 
a cool refreshing breath of air, as there is always more or 
less breeze which purifies and vivifies the atmosphere, The 
averaze temperatnre in winter is about sixty degrees Fahren- 
heit, und in summer seldom over ninety. No case of sun- 
diroke has ever been knowa to occur, nor, it isalleged, has a 
dos ever gone mad in Florida. 
How delightful this climate appeared to me, when sitting 

upon a shaded verandah, lightly clad, with a Quebec news- 
paper in one hand, and a delicious orange in the other, the 
paper speaking of the thermometer being away down below 
zero, antdsnow eyersomany feetdeep. The contrast was a 
novelly never to be forgotien by a Quehecer who enjoyed if 
inthe Jatter part of January. How I did pity you poor 
mortals, 

Some people have chills and fever curing the summer, cs- 
pecially in Jocalities bordering on swamps and crecks, but 
they pretend they are no worse than in the Western States, 
nevertheless, Florida affords many places said to be per- 
fectly free frou, miasma, but fhey are all found upon ihe 
numerous sea-islinds, and along the Atlantic and Gulf 
coats, or in the naturally well-drained pine lands of the in- 
terior. 

Pine lands largely predominate, of fair producing quality, 
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comprising the pitch and yellow pine. ‘There are also exten- 
siye tracts of what is called “hamak lands,” high and low, 
covered with a dense growth of hard wood, such as Jive 
oak, wlute onk, cypress, gum trees, hickory, cabbage pal- 
mottoes, red cedars, nagnolias, oleanders, and other yaric- 
tics which T need not cuumerste, 
_ The “hamak lands” are adanted to the growth of trop- 
ical fruits, the leading species of which are the orange, 
lemon, lime, citron, banana, plantain, pineapple, guava, 
pomegranate, and several kinds of nuts and grapes, The 
black Hamburgs grow out of doors, but they are not equal 
to those cultivated under glass by our worthy president. 

T saw no potatoes growing in the country, other than the 
swell potatoes. What they call the ‘‘Irish potatoe,” our old- 
fashioned ‘‘Murphy," will grow there, but all that came 
under my observation weré imported from the North, and 
selling at about from $6 to $8 per barrel, and were served 
ont sparingly I can assure you. 

Cotton, sugar-cane, and rice are extensively grown, in fact 
T believe that anything will grow there if the ground is well 
enriched with powerful fertilizers. It appears plain enoush 
to every one thatthe climatic advantages possessed by Florida 
are counterbalanced by the porosity of her soil, It costs $50.4 
year per icre to keep an orange grove properly fertilized, 
and when this is neglected, the effect can be tasily seen by 
the siekly dppearance of the trees, 

The orange is the leading crop, Three years after the 
transplanting of the young tree, it commences to bear and 
become remunerative, ind at ten years old if yiclds handsome 
prolits, some trees giving as much as $100 yearly returns, 
Oranges usually ripen late in Noyember or December and 
if left there remain on the tree till March, constantly drayw- 
ing nourishment from the sap, and daily growing larver, 
more juicy, Svect and delicious, but these oranges will not 
stand along journey, Those of the Indian River district, 
where I made my longest stay, are renowned and justly so, 
for they deserve it. 

Fancy a Quebecer picking such oranges off the trees in 
February, stepping out into the garden in the morning, col- 
lecting 7 handful of crisp, cool radishes and lettuee—yet dear 
old Quebec has her charms, as we all know, and wereturn to 
her with happiness, but a little break in the long winter 
months is very desirable, and I, must sity that Florida, so 
easily reached, affords a delightful change, 

There was a peculiarity that struck me forcibly, it was 
the lank, sallow fuces of some of the natives; they seem 
to ran to 2 point or an edge. The country white children are 
the color of pulty in complexion, their lips perfectly white, 
aud all have a very lazy look. If you stop to talk fo a man 
or woman anywhere near a fence, building or tree, they will 
lean against it before answering. They always appear to 
wnt propping up; they lack the vim of a true Northerner. I 
felt like a racer beside some of these fellows. 
One noticeable feature of the population is the small num- 

ber of foreign-born people and the very few Irish. 1 only 
met one [rishman who had a true touch of the brogue, Mr. 
Barbour says in his extensive travels in Plorida, andT fully 
corroborate this from my experience, 

There is quite a colony of Swedes near Sandford and a 
few Germans here and there. In the northern part of the 
State there still dwell some of the old Southern aristocratic 
families, They are few in number, and tying to accustom 
thi mselves to the new state of aifairs consequent upon the 
destruction of the system of slavery under which they formn- 
erly flourished, 

The negroes form a great portion of the population in the 
larger towns, and a strange, funny set of beings they are. 
They are not over industrious, very improvident, and light- 
hearted, A little hominy and pork, 4 cup of coffee sweetened 
with syrup, and an occasion fish, so easily caught, is their 
principal food. The last meal of the day over, fon begins, 
and banjos, fiddles and guitars can be heard in many direc- 
tions. A jig is played, and then their feet—and, oh, such 
feet!—begin to keep time and become uncontrollable, a broad 
smile overspreads his countenance, his mouth enlargus, lips 
pif ont with a grin, off goes his jacket, up jumps Sambo, 
and, witha tremendous chuckle and peculiar yell he is off 
in a duuble-shufile, and will keep it tp till he drops from 
sheer exhaustion, As & fule, the blacker the darkey the 
better and truerthe man. The yellow fellows are considered 
lazy ancl conceited in most cases, 

On the 10th of January, through the kindness of Dr. Ken- 
worthy, we were invited by Captain Hains to take a trip on 
the Savannah, Florida & Western Railway, to a place called 
“Convict Camp,” thirty-six miles from Jackyonville. Our 
object was to shoot quail, of which we were told we would 
find plenty, Aswe had no dog of ourown, we engaged a 
negro called Joe fo go out with us and bring his setter, 
which, he suid, was staunch on such game. 
We arrived at our destination at nine in the eyening, and 

were met by the guards of the State prison, whom we fol- 
lowed to the quarters prepared for us, na lurve room in 
which some teu or twelve of the force lodged, A good meal 
was soon laid before us, and we were wailed upon by a 
smarl young darkey named Charlie, who was dressed in the 
prison garb—black tind white stripes. Our boy Joe took a 
seul, Sullenly, in a corner, crying and evidently in great dis- 
tress, and refused all food. He sobbed so much that we 
really pitied him, and tried to ascertain the cause of his sor- 
row, but without success, as we could not obtain any satis- 
factory answer. I called Charlie over to me and told hina to 
try and get Joe outside and learn from him what was the 
matter, which he did, and soon came back aud told us that 
Joo believed he had heen fooled by us, that we had brought 
him out there with the intention of making him a prisoner, 
he was sure of ij, and had confessed to Charlie that two of 
his brothers were already convicts at that station, Joe must 
lave felt that if he was not there also it was through no 
fault of his, My impression was that he had anideathit he 
deserved to be there, and felt mmsafe in consequence; he 
neither ate nor slept that night. Charlie, with his renurka- 
ble anxiety to he useful «md agreeable, suid he would intro- 
duce us, the next. morning, to Joe’s brothers, 1 answered 
that we had no objection to see some other members of Joe's 
family, but could do without the introduction, 

The State of Mlorida utilizes 1ts convicts in an excellent 
manner, and Georgia adopts a similar plan, So soon as : 
person is convicted of 1 erime, for which the penalty is im- 
prisoninent exceeding three months, he is sold to the railway 
company for $15 per anuum, and sent oul to the camps to 
work. ‘The company faeds wud clothes him, and is respon- 
sible for his safe keeping. ‘There were 160 men, nearly all 
black, atid about eight women, of whom four were black 
and the remainder white, They were houscd.in log build- 
ings, surrommded by stockades. The women have separate 
quarters, and do the sewing, mending, and making of the 
prisoners’ clothing, Any men who are unfit for hard labor, 

from physical infirmity, wash, cook, and keep the premises 
in order. The pubishment for infringement of discipline is 
infligted with a long, broad leather strap, the number of 
lashes being. dependent upon the gravity of the mis¢de- 
meanor, They are fed on corn-meal cake, pea soup, hom- 
iny (which is corn boiled Tike vice) and pork. One ox is 
ldlled every week to atford fresh meat, 
When we arrived there, it being night, we fonnd that the 

prisoners were all locked up in their sleeping quarters; 
After supper the assistant superintendent inyited us to look 
at them, We found the men lodged in two long buildings, 
constructed of large pine logs, with plenty of space between 
each log. These structures were about 100 feet long. With- 
in, raised about two fect from the earth, on eithur side of 
the passage, and extending its whole length, was a long bed, 
about 8 feet wide, capable of holding 100 men, 50 occupying 
evch side, On these were sleeping the convicts in their 
working clothes, their greut black feet near the edge of the 
bed, and their heads resting on blocks of wood. At each 
end of the passage was 4 square box, 8 feet high by 4 feet 
wide, filled with carth, upon which were burning pitch-pine 
knots, lighting up the interior and emitting an odor of 
burning rosin, Wach prisoners leg was in an iron ring, 
from which hung a chain about 4 feet long, fastened to 
another chain running the whole length of the building. 
They were covered with light blankets, but many of them 
had licked theirs off. Outside, af the four corners of each 
building, stood the guards, armed with double-barreled gung 
loaded with buckshot, No prisoner is allowed to rise 
without permission, or speak to auother until four o'clock in 
the morning, when frée speech is permitted until breakfast 
lime, whichis six o’clock, After breakfast they are chained 
in ganys of nine; with a guard oyer cach gang, and marched 
off to the work on the rvad, where each one still carries his 
lew chain. They work will dinner-hour, their food being 
sent out to them, and at the expiration of the hour allowed 
for this méal they resume fheir labérs until six o’clock in 
the evening, when they are again chained in gangs and 
carried back to the stockade by the labor train, 

I noticed three or four good-looking white men, who, [ 
was informed, had been convicted for embezzlement or 
something of ihe kind. They were chained to negroes, and 
fared no better. When prisoners attempt to escape, a pack 
of hounds, kept for the purpose, is put on their track, and 
by following their scent never fails in coming up with them, 
and they are overtaken by the guards on horseback. Some 
of the prisoners, by good conduct and usefulness, are allowed 
considerable freedom, these are called ‘‘trusties” and are not 
chained, Ofsuch was our attendant Charlie, who was a good, 
bright boy. While serving us at table I asked him how lone 
he bud been there, he answered, ‘For five years.” “Tow long 
are youinfor?” I then asked, *‘For life, sir,” said he, ““What 
did they send you here for, Charlie?” ‘Because I killed a 
man, sit.” ‘What did you killa man for?” “‘Beenuse, sir, 
he killed my father with a gun; I grabbed the gun and shot 
him dead. JI was tried for murder. The judge said IT had 
ho right to take the law in my own hinds, and Iwas con- 
demned here for life. I was here three years before I 
became a trusty, and I have been « trusty nigh on two 
years.” 

Charlie’s case is certainly a hard one, and he meets with 
yery much sympathy, Tie guards told me they expected 
the Governor of the State would purdon him very soon. 
By the means I haye mentioned of disposing of her con- 

victs, Florida saves, in keep and attendance, over $12,000 a 
year, when the amount of $15 per head is taken into ac- 
count, The railroad company thus have constantly on hand 
a certain number of men whom they can force to work, anil 
by this means the road is mostly bnilt, the State of Georgia 
doing the same at its end, as the road lies between the two 
States. There is considerable free labor employed im addi- 
tion to convict labor, butifis not reliable, for the darkeys 
will not work if they can help it, and white people are very 
scarce, and will not work with niggers. 

As soon as a darkey earns a fey dollars Ne leaves for some 
of the large cities, rigs himself oul in new clothes, buys 
sweets and cigars, and spends the balance: of bis money in 
fun and frolic; but when it is all gone he is a ‘hurd-up” 
looking fellow indeed until he gets a new job. : 
When the work in the vicinity of the stockade is com- 

pleted, the old buildings, which are mere tog huts, are 
abandoned, the prisoners moved further off and new build- 
ings erected by them which they occupy as long as required, 
when they emigrate again. 
Sunday is a real holiday for the convicts, and they do pretty 

muchas they please. Alter church service they engage in games 
and singing. Some of the old men preach very Zood sex- 
mous and lecture the young ones on fhe evils of their ways, 
but I believe fun predominates, as it is the nature of the 
neero to be very light-leurted. 

To observe a lot of negroes, men, boys, women and girls, 
lounging around the wharyes and railroax stations, and 
listen to their chatter is yery amusing, They are coustuntly 
quizzing each other, and the chuckles and hearty laughter 
they indulge in is very funny, They offen haye geod 
voices, and two or three of them will take a song in parts, 
executing it in A manner equal to any minstrel performance. 

On the 11th, after breakfast. with one the guards as a 
suide, we left our quarters for a ramble through the forest 
aud swamps, ad soon came upon quail, These beautiful, 
samy little creatures generally found in coveys of twelve 
or tliirteen birds, when flushed fly off two or three acres, 
dlight and separate, ‘The dogs point them as they do snipe, 
and when again flushed they rise singly or one or two to- 
gether, They lew so swiftly that we found them very dif- 
ficult to hit, or else they must have carricd away lots of our 
shot; however, we manated to bag twenty-six to our two 
suns. They ave found on the open portions of the pine 
lands. 

While tramping along the edge of the forest, 1 came sud- 
denly upon a large black snake, six feet long, and not know- 
ing what his intontions might be, I gave him the contents 
of one of my gun-barrels through the head, which] regretted 
afterwards on being informed that this species, called the 
king snake, is harmless to human beings, but a deadly enemy 
of the dreaded ratllesnake, which it vigorously attarks, and 
quickly kills by winding itself around its foe, and exerting 
its constricting power. I may hére mention that l-say no 
mittlesnakes in Mlorida, and that they are seldom met by 
any one. The hogs, running wild, sand cranes, and other 
large birds destroy a great many snakes of all kinds. One 
kind, called the moccassin snake, is very common in the 
swamps, Tt is not known to attack anyone, but will strike 
if stepped upon, and although its bite is venomous, 1 is not 
so deadly in its effects a8 that of the rattlesnake. 

All strangers carry whisky with them as an antidote 
against the poison from the fangs of the tattle, as well us 

fhe mocassin snake, If appears that when bitten, 4 pint of 
whisky must he drink as quickly ss possible, which, it is 
said, is absorbed into the system, neutralizing the poison. 
Many travelers carry quite a quantity of whisky for the pur 
pose also of qualifying the water, oflen using more of the 
qualiticy than of the other article, 
During part of this day we were in extensive pitch-pine 

forests, where we witnessed the manner in which the sum 
from that tree is collected for the purpose of making turpen 
tine, rosin, and pitch. Large slices are ent out of the side 
of the trees, the thick gum soon fills up these wounds, when 
if ig scraped off and carried to 9 building near by, where it 
is distilled iufo turpentine, the residue making rogin and 
pitch, which are among the leading exports of tie conntry. 

‘the pine woods are remarkable, the trees being almost 
uniform in size, growing very high, and branchless until 
within about fifteen feet of the top, where they shoot out in all 
directions; the branches of one tree almost touching those of 
another, thereby forming a shady grove. ‘The trecs sre 
seldom in closer proximity to ench other than fifteen or 
twenty feet, with no bush between them, and were it noti 
for the fallen, decayed trees here and there, one might drive 
a coach and four for miles through such a forest without 
difficulty, The land is sandy antl consequently dry, und 
covered with short coarse grass. 
Outside of tle pine wood one comes tipon swanips, which 

are seldom deep, J say uone of them where boots over the 
knees would be required, the general depth being about up 
to the ankle, in these swamps are found the snipe, which 
makes Plovida its winter quarters, 

I was told by non-residents that the water of Florida was 
not wholesome, but the old settlers deny this, and we fie- 
quently (lrnnk it out of the swamps and creeks, withont mix 
ing it with the ‘‘qualitier,” neyer experiencing any bad 
effects, and as we were not bitten by venomous snakes, we 
did not poison ourselves With liquor, which, by the bye, 
costs a dollar and a hulf a bottle, and, IT should say, would 
kill at forty yards. 
The thermometer, during the entire day, stood at about 78 

in the shade, but the heat was tempered by a delightful 
breeze. 

QOur time haying expired, we left Convict Camp for Jack- 
sonville, by the evening train, On our arrival we found in- 
yitations awaiting us, to-atténd a “hop,” given by the 
Florida Yacht Club, which we sceepted, and had the 
pleasure of making the acquainlance ot some of Florida's 
fairest ladivs, who, with the gentlemen, were very avrecable. 
They speak the Hnglish language without the nasal twang 
noticeable in some Northerners. The dancing was to the 
qousic of a band of Italians with harp, flute and violin, and 
was kept up until shortly after twelve. The refreshments 
consisted simply of Jemonade, oranges, and cakes, no wines 
or spirits of any kind being allowed, The gentlemen were 
dressed in their afternoon suits, swallow-tails and white 
chokers being quite a rarity; in fact, one need not make any 
display of the kind, as ii would not be appreciated. The 
firures of the dances were called out by a member of the 
committve, who stood upon a platform near the musicians, 
tor the purpose. We also had the pleasure of meeting at 
our hotel, Mr. George M, Barbour, who lias wrikten an ex- 
cellent book oh Florida, and from whom we obtained much 
yaluuble information. 

On the 12th, after lunch, we hired & negro with a boat, to 
row us upon the river, aud taking fishing tackle with us, we 
were soon engaged catching fish called shucpshead, To 
those accustomed to fly-fishing for salmon and trout, the 
catching of sheepshead with a hools baited with shrimps, is 
pretty tame work, and we soon gave it up, 
We were in the immediate neighborhood of un extensive 

orange proye of several hundred trees, loaded with luscious, 
ripe [ruit, the odor of which was wafted towards us by the 
refreshing breeze. The thermometer was at about scventy-= 
three degrees, and a pleasant breeze. 
Wedirected our boatman tolandus, which hesoon effected, 

and passing through an avenue of live oaks, we entered the 
betutiful erounds of Mx. Mitchell, a wealthy gentleman, 
whose northern home is in Wisconsin, and whose family 
spend the winter months here, We walked through the 
groyes, carefully kuepmg our hands behind our baclks, think- 
ing it would give us 4 very honest appearance, as we were 
treading upon tempting ground, and the inclination to pluck 
an orange was almost imesistible, When we came opposite 
the house we observed a couple of ladies on the verandah 
bareheaded, and evidently engaged in some fancy work, 
We apologized for our intrusion, and at the same time 
handed them our cards, after which we were yery kindly in- 
yited to wall over avother portion of the grove and taste of 
the different varieties of oranges, one of the ladies offering 
to conduct us. You canwell imagine thal the offer was 
thankfully accepted. We were handed oranges ot four or 
five yaricties, all perfectly delicious. We also saw 
the date palm tree growing from 4 seed brought by Mrs, 
Mitchell from Heypt, and planted by herself in this grove, 
and appeared to be flourishing. Arotmdthe house were sey- 
tral kinds of roses, japouicas, jessamines, camelias, and 
other plants in full bloom, from which handsome bowynets 
were coniposed, and given tomy companion and myself as 3 
souvenir of our Visit. 

Near Jucksonvillu, and for many miles up the St, John 
River, on either side, are many beatiful residences, the 
winter homes of wealthy Northerners who spend this season 
in the sunny South, Among others, is the romantically Sift 
ated cottage of Mrs, Harriet Beecher Stowe, at the delight- 
ful spot called Manderin, All these residences are sur- 
rounded by orange groves and flower gardens, the air in all 
directions being perfumed with their sweet and delicious 
odor. 

On the {ath at one P. M., we left Jacksonville, on Doard? 
the steamer George M. Bird, for Orange City, about 200 
miles up the St. John River. The thermometer during the 
freater part of that day stood at abont 76. By the attention 
and courtesy of Mr. Orr, the representative in Jacksonville 
of the firm of Messrs, Leye & Alden, passenger agents, we 
were allotted room No. §, the largest antl most comfortable 
on board the hoat. I may mention here that having bought 
our tickets in Quebec, from Mr, Harris, the obliging agent 
here of Messrs. Leye & Alden, this yuutleman yery kindly 
wrote on to the office in Jacksonville, requesting them to 
show us some attention, and their effort in ourbehalf tended 
eyvatly to ow comfort, and was very much appreciated, The 
steamer was heavily Jaden with freivlt, among which was 
a large quantity of hay m bales from the State of Maine. 
The hay and oats tor the working horsis and mules in 
Florida, I believe, all comes trom the North, as their own 
grass is of a rough, wild description, and nof sufticiently 
nourishing for working animals, 
We were about twenty cabin passengers, and the decks 
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were covered with negro laborers going to work ona Dew | imported into that warn climate from the North, 
railroud, several of whom *‘jnmped,”’ as they style it, aud. 
esuiped af ihe fist and other landing places, especially those 
who had gota dollacor two paid to them in advanee, Our 
how was nof & very fast one, consequently we had ainple 
time to enjoy the sceuery. 

On the 14th gt nine A M., we had reached Lake George, 
The thermometer was then at 72, the weather pleasant and 
refreshing from 9 light southwest breeze, and our route was 
due south, On the way out we passed orange groves on both 
sides, 

After leaving Lake George we came into thenarrow rive, 
the bow almost touching is hanks. On the projecting logs 
or deaclirees could be seen, thyee oy Tour in number at a 
time, large tiirtles called voolers. On nearing them {hey 
would slide off into the water. Here we saw our first alli- 
gator, a bie fellow about ten fect lone, lazily basking in the 
sun. We counted seventeen of them on onr way up ile 
river, And also saw quite a number of the beutiful wood 
duck, which apptardd to be very tame, as they would re- 
miinin the water till the steamer approached within gun- 
shot, ; 

Ay, five in the evening we arrived at Orange City wharf, 
Where we engaved » wagon fo cary us to thecity, two miles 
back, and took quarters at the only hotel, which was « long 
building, one story high, surrounded by a broad verandah, 
with 1 door and window to each bedvoom off the yerandah, 
Orange City can hardly be called a city yet. Ti is comprised 
Wifhih a radius of two miles, and numbers about 500 souls, 
nearly allof whom are Northern people, We met here i 
Doctor Martin, who had formerly lived in Montreal, Tudge 
Stillman, formerly of Woodstock, ond a My. Scannell, of 
Bt, John, New Brunswick. Most of the other iwhabitants 
are from Wisconsin, aud all are engaved in the estallish- 
ment of orange sroyes, ind evidently doing weil. 

On the 15th, in the morning, we hired a larve wagon with 
two ercam-colored Horses, and started on our journey of 
thirty miles through Volusia county to within seyen miles 
of Port Orange on the Atlantic. When leaving Orange 
City by a road through tht: pine forests, our driver said we 
were then passing through Preach avenue. My Parisian 
companion could nol understand why it was so styled, as 
he declared that it did not resemble in the slightest degree 
any remarkable ;yenue of Paris or elsewhere fi France. Our 
horses never proceeded faster than a walk, notwithstand- 
ing the road was perfectly level; the only hill we descended 
orascended could not have been more than from six to 
eight feet high, and appeared to me to have been the bed of 
a dried up ereck, 

The youd was sandy and consequently heavy. We drove 
for about a mile through a cypress swamp, the water np to 
the hubs of the wagon wheols, and the branches of the trees 
almiost meeling overhead, Here we saw the remarkable air 
plant, which appears to srow wherever it is hung up. In 
appearance, it is very like the top leayes of the pineapple, 
with & soft bulb and projecting from the center of the 
Teaves is a stem with prety red flowers. We passed several 
Herds of the native cattle, browsing upon the wild grass. 

| Cattleraising is a yery profitable business, and herds of 

j 

several hundreds are owned by diffcrent proprietors, each 
haying lis own cattle marked differently, after which they 
‘are allowed to run wild, but receive occasional visits, They 
‘aré Small in size and ob yery fat. and are shipped in great 
numbers to Ouba, and other West India Islands. Mille 
Ginnot he obtained from any of the settlers, as these cattle 
five none, except during a short period when they have 
their young, and then the quantity is barely sufticient, for 
fhe calves, Hogs, inany so wild and devenerated that they 
resemble the European wild boar, can be seen in every direc- 
tion, their tusks often being from six te eight inches in 
length. They afford many a choice meal for the alligators, 
freat mumbers being devoured hy them. 

These “thieving varmints,” as the natives call the alliga- 
tors, will quietly come upon the river banks, or out of the 
swiinps (where there is water cnoush to cover ther backs), 
stretch themselves at full length, lazily dozing in the sun, 
with an éyé half open, until some foolish pig, calf or dog, 
impelled by curiosity, comes up close to him, when, witha 
sudden lash of his long tail and ax sudden a turn of his 
Huse head, the innocent animal is tossed between his open 
jaws, where he ts sure to be caught, if not by the body, by 
a limb, anu immediately conveyed to the nearest water by 
the alligator, who soun drowns his victim and then drags 
him asliore, when, if thate are any of his own kind urvound, 
py all come to the feast, An alligator fight takes place, 
anid fo tle victor go the spoils. 

Atnoon, near 4 fresh-water stream, our horses were un- 
harnessed and» fed, and we took our lunch, consistine of 

 corn-cake, canned meat and oranges, after which, when 
WwW Iking alone the stream, we came across the first moceasin 
snake we lad ever secon, ‘This veptile was over three fet 
long, and as thick as aman’s wrist. As we bad nothing in 
our hands to strie him with we kept st a respectful dis 

tance, sind he quickly disappeared in the wot eras, 
“The horses again lainessed we prozeedad on onr journey, 

and about 6o’clock in the avening arrived at our destina- 
tion, Waverly, a scttlement of four or tive houses in young 
orange groves ova’ the Spruce River or Creek. There we 

- found te brothers named Lefman keeping bachelors’ quar- 
ters, to whom we bad Tethers of introduction froa some 
Yriends in New York. hese two young men were formerly 
employed ina New York dry foods establishment, but. the 
house having failed some five or six years ago, they sougl| 
their fortune in Movida, where they houxht 160 acres of 

land. called a .omestead, on which they built themselves a. 
Small house, and ara now living there without male or 
female help, with the exception of 2 man or two employed 

Soccigionally, to assist thew in their annual labors of fertiliz- 
dng and preparing the soil around their oranke trees, The 
senior of the brothers attends to the household affairs, while 
the younver one is engaged in making all he can ont of the 
sale of froittrom their bearing trees, and trading anything 
that he can make a dollar by. 

As Waverly was our home for several days, it may not be 
Duinieresting for my sporting friends to know what we paid 
for bed and beard, Weaccepted our host's offer to lodge 
and find usin food, jacluding as many of the finest deserip- 
tion of Hlorida oranges as wo cared to eat, for 86 a week 
exch, Of course with our guns and fishing tackle we con- 
trilnied considerably toward the supply of fresh meat and 
fish. However, this wis not taken into consideration in our 
host's offer. They supplied ns with bread (principally 
torn bread), oatmeal porridge, ries, eegs, chickens, pork, 
ganned ments, sweet potalovs, oysters, lettmce radishus, 
‘coffee, tea and, preserved milk; Locarly forgot to enumerate 

_tntter. I hitve already mentioned to you that no fresh milk 
can he had here; therefore all the butter used is salted and 

} 
You can 

ima¢ine bow strong it becomes, Iso lost my taste for the 
Article that TL have not eaten butter, Fresh or salted, since the 
d4th day of January last, and [ velieve 1am very mach less 
inclined to biliousness in consequence. We all slept in sep- 
frate beds, in ‘he same reom, our patty consisting of my 

| conipanion, the two brothers (owners of the place) und my- 
| Self. A we took «a great deal of exercise we retired at an 
carly hour, aud were up betimes in the morning, 

Our senior landlord fold me that while living in the North 
he was a martyr to asthma, and guuerally, for several nights 
following his frequent attacks, was compelled to sit up 
nearly the whole time in great distress, but since he came to 
tegide in Florida, no child conld have enjoyed sounder sleep 
than he did, his complaint being altewether cured, wlich 
happy results he attributed entirely to the healing properties 
of the climate. Imet several other persons who claimed 
that thev had experienced the same perfect veliel since eom- 
ing to the country; and ihis fact contributes largely fo the 
selllement of Florida by, Northern invalids. 

Wear us were three or four families of old settlers or sqnat- 
ters, styled by the Northerners, “‘crackers,” und by the 
negroes, “white trash.” One person told me that they de- 
rived their name from a habit they had of carrying a horse- 
whip around with them when they visited the towns, and 
cracking it, uider the impressior jhat il gave them style, 
but L could not arrive ata satisfactory solution of the reason 
for their being called “‘crackers.” Both men and women 
are inveterate smokers and chewers of tobacco. Thay lave 
an odd mode of traveling, and when one of them adopts any 
other method, his friends accuse him of putting on ‘‘North- 
ern airs,” and of ‘going back” onthem. They always hitch 
their que horse or mule to a small dart, and saddle the ani- 
mal, the man riding him, his long legs often nearly touching 
the ground. Tt is perfectly imumuterial whether the cart is 
loaded or not, in either case tue driver rides the horse or 
Taule, seated on a wooden saddle, thus imposing a double 
burden upon the poor beast, 

The morning atter our arrival my companion and T och 
hired a ‘cracker’ to row us, in two skilts, down the river 
for an alligator hunt: slso for the purpose of fishing what 
they call trout, which is Southern biack bass. After having 
started, I asked my man, who wis an eusy-toing fellow, lut 
# food boatman, about twenty-five years old, by what name 
I should call him, He answered that his name was Juniper. 
“What is your Christian name?” was my next question. 
“Why! Juniper,” saidheagain. “Then whatis your family 
name, Juniper?” “Pig, sir,” said he, ‘Ob! you sre Mr, 
Juniper Pip, are you?” ‘‘Yes, sir,” said he. ‘Haye you 
any brothers and sisters?” ‘Yes, siz,” he answered, “I 
have one sister and one brother.” ‘‘What is your sister's 
name, Juniper?’ “Her name, sir, is Movida, Florida Pig,” 
“And your brother, what is he called?” ““Manderin Pig,” 
L afterwards learned that the family name is spelled Peene, 
and should be pronounced Pew, but Juniper was perfectly 
vontent with it when called Pig. 

Our trip Gf several miles down the river, opposite to Mos 
quito Inlet, on the Ajlantic, wes full of adventure, and the 
eountry through which we passed, strange in scenery. On 
either side conld be scen the cabbage and ofher palmetto 
trees, Spanish bayonet palms, cypress, live oak, red cedar, 
banana, orange, lemon, lime, fig, sugar cane, vleander bush 
and cactus, growing wild, the odor of the wild verbena 
mingling with that of the orange, perfuming ihe air, We 
had nof proceeded far when we found ourselyes among the 
alligators, which wonld slip off the bank into the river, at 
our approach. We counted thirteen of them both large and 
small, swimming about sixty yards from ns at one time. 
Their bodies were altogether submergéd, the only pat visi- 
ble being the slightly elevated portion of their flat, head and 
eyes. We popped away at them vight and left, and from the 
manner in which they made the water fly, must, I think, have 
hit several, but by very carefully approaching their known 
haunts my companion managed to kill two and myself one 
while they were on the bank, We caught twenty-seven ser 
and black bass, the total weight of which was 210 pounds. 
All the rivers and lakes of Florida abound with fish, 

Returning after dark we saxy hundreds of fire flies Mashing 
their Tizhts to and fro along the hanks of the river, What a 
January sight for a Quebecer! 

GBetore proceeding further I shall mention some of the fuig 
feather and tin tribes of the locality. Tlie fur tribe cousists 
of deer, bear, wild cat, fox, raccoon, opossum, hare, squirrel, 
the large black and tan fox, and an occasional panther. 
The birds are the wild turkey, quail, wild pigeon, or dove, 
snipe, Woodcock, seyeral varieties of ducks and teal, pelican, 
large and small white and blue heron, egrets, sand cranes, 
ved ibis, pink and other curlew, plover, lark, oyster bird und 
yeed bird. The fishes are bass, pike, roach, bream and 
sheepshead in the fresh and brackish water, and enormous 
§ca fish in great varieties in salt water, 

During onr stay al Waverly, we occupied our time in 
fishing anu shooting. The hunting of deer, “coons, und 
opossums is carried on principally at hich, when it is called 
“tire hunting” or “shining,” Twill endeavor to describe the 
manner in which these hunts are conducted. A dark night 
is always the most favorable for the purpose. We leave the 
House a8 soon as the darkness sets in, the leader carries on 
his shoulder a pole, ab the end of which is anirvon pan about 
eighteen inches square containing a few pieces of picch pine 
wood which, when lighted up, serves asa torch or Hambeau; be- 
hind him follow the sportsmen with their loaded suns, ac- 
gonipanied by a couple of decr hounds, the utmost silence 
being maintained, for fear of disturbing the game, Long’ 
tramps are made through the woods, until “the feeding 
grounds are reached, when great care is taken to observe any 
shining eyes. hie reflecting light vauses the deer to stund 
still, and gaze at it, their eyes appearing like gleaming stars. 
When within about 60 or 80 yards, 1 motion from the hand 
of the leader will direct his followers to where he observes 
the animal’s eyes. Aim then should he taken between theni, 
about two or three inches lower than they appear, when, if 
the shotis well directed. it should strike the animai in‘the 
breast, Asthere are a sreat many cattle roaming over the 
same grounds, care must be taken not to mistake them for 
ducer, For one whois accustomed to this kind of hunting, 
itis very easy to distinguish the difference, as cattle’s eyes 
are sel further apart than thoss of deer. My companion, on 
his first expedition, not properly understanding this mode of 
distinguishing between a deer and a cow, and being eager to 
get a shot, unfortunately hit a cow, but luckily did not kill 
her. Of course {his matter was hushed up and kept very 
quiet while we were in Plorida, for there iss very heayy 
enaliy incurred by killing orinjuring other people's catile. 
When a doer is struck, and not killed outright, thadogs will 
follow it till it falls from exhaustion; the sportsmen being 

onided by the hounds’ cries, soon come up to the wounded 
animal and quickly dispatch it. 

Raccoon hunting is conducted in a very sim»yle manner, 
As soon as thedogs get on a fresh scent, they follow it until 
they come upto the “coon, which generally takes fo a tree, 
and (quickly reaches one of the topmost branches, crouches 
as close 10 the end of it as possible, the dogs meanwhile yell- 
ing ut the foot of the trea and making futile attempts to 
climb it. By the reficction of the torehlight, his ‘coonship is 
discovered und easily brought down by a shot. 
* The opossum oveasionally takes to & tree, but often, when 
hard pressed, throws itself on the ground and feigns death, 
when it may be taken hold of and knocked about consider 
ably without manifesting pny symptoms of life, but the 
moment you turn your back or get out of reach off he bolts, 
Tt is from this trait of the opossum that the negro expression 
of “playing possum” originates, and it is quite a common 
thing, if a negro pretends not to hear or take notice, for an- 
other to say, ‘‘None of your *possum foolin’.” 

Snipe ave fo be found on the swamp lands, but the swamps 
are s0 numerous that one seldom finds many birds congye- 
gated in any one place. From fifteen to twenty is a very 
fair bag for an afternoon’s shooting. 

One day, while hunting wild turkeys, I came across sev- 
eral snipe and madea very good bag. On our way back 
my guide recommended me to keep one barrel of my gun 
loaded wilh buckshot, as, in beating about the palmetto 
scrub, he might possibly start a deer, if not some other large 
animal. We had not proceeded far when I flushed a snipe, 
at which I fired, the report starting some twenty buzzards 
about fifteen acres off. Knowing these birds to feed on 
carrion it strack me that they had probably been disturbed 
from a meal off a deer we had wounded two days previously, 
so I hastened to the spot from which they hac.flown in the 
hope of procuring the antlers, What was my astonishment 
in finding, instead of a deer, an alligator apparently dead, 
“Oho!” said I, “this is what the buzzards are feasting upon, 
ch!” J approached the beast and obtained 2 good view of 
him, lt could not find any traces of the buzzards’ work, 1 
lad heard that alligators occasionally crossed over from one 
swamp 16 another, butit did vot strike me that, this fellow, 
secmingly dead, was on his travels. 
Teamé nearer and poked him with the muzzle of my gun— 

he moyed—and so did I, thinking that in this ease, disere- 
tion was the hether part of valor. He turned with dis- 
tended jaws, and hissed, making 4 sound similar to that of 
a voose, bufimuch louder, T leveled my piece when about 
ten fect off, and gave him the charge of buckshot in the head. 
He lashed his enormous tail around at a tremendous rate, 
but I saay that I had severely injured him, and that his 
struggles could not be very prolonged. I called ny man, 
and we had quite a war dance over our prize. After he was 
dead my man opened the reptile’s mouth, which was found 
fo contain quite a number of small fish or minnows, This 
accounted for his, as well as the buzzards’ presence, in this 
dricd up swamp, for they had been feeding on these little 
fish, which had congregated in the last damp spot, about 
twelve feel square, which remained after the water had 
evaporated from this low ground during the several hot days 
we had recently experienced, We covered him up for the 
night with palm leaves, and next morning my man skinned 
him as far as the head, and brought it to the house, a dis- 
tance of some three miles. I spent two days preserving the 
head and skin, which [ afterwards packed up and brought 
home with me, and there he is, filled with sawdust, his 
damaged head being patehed with black putty. 
We drove over to Port Orange, a small settlement on” 

Halifax River, the head waters of Indian River, or rather a 
salt water lagoon, for it is only separated from the Atlantic 
Ocean by a strip of sand, abont three acres wide, Halifax 
River is ahout one mile broad, dotted with oyster shoals, 
which, at ebt tide, appear like low barren islands. There 
were some trees srowing upon an island, the resting place 
of hundreds of pelicans, cranes, and herons, The waters 
teem with mullet, red snapper, whiting, pompano, sea bass, 
and many other of the finny tribe, besides sawfish and 
sharks, easily ezught |.-y hook and line or nets. 

Green turtles are yery numerous near Mosquito Inlet-— 
some of enormous size—and turtle hunting, as well as search- 
iug in the sand for their eges, forms a very Attractive spart, 
10 to 800 cgys being frequently found ina nest. They are 
excellent’ eating, and are greatly relished by cpicures, us is 
the turtle ifself. Oysters in countless millions line the 
shores and bottoms, and can be raked up anywhere. 
We hired a sailboat and enjoyed a very pleasant day in 

the neighborhood, Here we came across 2 former resident 
of Laprairie, opposite Montreal, a railroad contractor who 
hag resided in Plorida for many years. He inquired after 
many Caradians with whom Tam well acquainted, and ap- 
peared to enjoy talking of Canada very much. 

After an agreeable stay of ten days at Waverly we decided 
to return to. Jacksonyillé and go to Cedar Keys, on the Gulf 
of Mexico coast, as advised by Dr. Kenworthy. We parfed 
with our pleasant hosts and bade food-byt to the settlers 
among whom we had enjoyed a very pleasant sojourn, 
We drove to Buterprise, where we took the steamer Anita 

for Jacksonyille, stopping over night at Enterprise and Pul- 
aske, where we yisited two of the large fashionable hotels, 
filled with guests from ull parts of the North, many of whom 
said they came there for their health, but I must say they all 
looked -pretty hearty. As I had gone there for the same 
reason, | did not make any remarks about others, not caring 
to draw any upon myself. 

Arrived at. Jacksonville, among an accumulation of let- 
ters from Canada I found one whith brought me to a realiza- 
tion of the fact that “/’homme propose et le gouvernement Wis- 
pose,” and all future plans for further travel in Florida were 
abandoned. My companion took the route via Cedar Keys 
to Ciba and Mexico, and I came home with my alligator, 

THE SAME OLD Spory.—Mary possessed a dimunitiye 
sheep, whose external covering was ys devoid of color as the 
congenled xqueous tluid, which occasionally presents insur- 
mountable obstacles to transatlantic railroad travel on the 
Bierras. It tagged her to the alphabet dispensary one day, 
which was in contravention to the established usage, anc 
caused the other youthful pupils to cachinate, and skytfugal, 
to see an adolescent mution in an edifice devoted to the dis- 
semination of knowledge, and so the preceptor ejected him 
fromthe interior, But he continued in the neighborhood, 
and remained in the immediate vicinity until Mary once 
more became visible. “What cuused the juvenile south- 
down fo hanker after Mary so? inquired the inquisitive 
childven, of their teacher. ‘Why, Mary bustows an unal- 
loyed affection upon Whe little animal, to which ‘the wind is 
tempered when shorn,” as you must be aware,” the preceptor 
with erent alacrity responded,—Awnox, 



126 FOREST AND STREAM. 

THE HEART OF THE WILDERNESS. 

TIS immediate region, about Newcomb, New York, is 
visited only by a few who love to recreale quietly, and 

i little information as to what is here, and whaf ean he seen 
and done, will be of interest, 

For geograpbicul information see any good map of the 
Adirondacks. 1 suggest (lat the following facts be noticed 
while the map is in your hands: First, Neweomb isin the 
heart of the wilderness; second, it is in the region of the 
headwaters of the Hudson, where lakes and streams abound; 
third, hy a delightful ronte with easy carries*you can reach 
Long Luke, whence access is easy to the region of the 
Raquette and Blue Mountain takes to the south, and the 
Saranac revion to the north, 
We reached Neweomb hy railroad to North Creek, where 

we were met by our landlord with a smart team and a 
Courtland wagon, who gave us a ride of thirty miles—wild 
enoneh, rough enough, beautiful enough, and long enough 
to satisly the most fastidious. ‘There is nothing quite like a 
thirty-mile ride over a mountain road The life of every 
lover of nature and 6f every dyspeptic will be forever in- 
complete withoul this experience, Such a ride here pays, 
you get so much for your money. Besitles a good appetite, 
sore qjoints and a buck ucne, if Landlord Williams meets 
you, or tiny other imported Yermonter or well-hred native, 
you will learn much history and hear of tlie exploits of 
famous hunters, not omitting those of himself. Stories you 
will have in abundance, and good historical ones too, based 
upon facts probable and improbable. Tndeed, by a Ilitfle 
judicious qhestioning you may be pretty well up in the lore 
ofthe region by the time your ride ends. At the Neweomh 
Mouse you will have a thoroughly good table, good air and 
superb views—in a word, you will find enough fo eat and 
énouch to do, the twoessentials of happiness in this country. 

To the east lias Marcy and his compeers; to the north the 
most prominent is Santanoni; to the west, near at hand, is 
Goodnow, These grand old lords of the wilderness you may 
admire as you sit on the piazza and smoke your efter dinner 
pipe. Lf this does not satisfy you, hestir yoursell and climb 
Goodnow. Lt will tuke you hut an hour and a half, and you 
will get the best view for the length of climb we have ever 
seen. Ata distance the monarch Marcy towers in his mag- 
nificence, and his suberdinates fill the horizon. To the 
south you will look down upon a sea of spruce tops, an un- 
broken primitive forest as far as the eyecanreach, So much 
for mountain sceuery. Lakes are abundant. From Good- 
now you cwp count nine, and several others only» few miles 
distant syou cannot see, These are all beautiful, but Rich 
and Catlin lakes excel. We enmped a week upon Catlin 
Lake, and unanimously voted the lake unsurpassed in beauty 
and unexcelled as a camp ng gronnd. 
How about the sporting? Well, come up in May or,June 

and you may catch as many trout as you choose, At this 
scason brook trout have left the rapids ard are up stream in 
the spring holes, and fhe trout can hardly be beguiled out of 
the deep waters, You must fish if you cafch trout in August, 
One persistent fisherman, however, came in seyeral times 
with ten pounds caught in the brooks. Hunting is good 
everywhere; in some places you will find game. It depends 
upon what you hunt and how you bunt it. Partridges are 
plenty. Bears area little scarce this year. Not a good year 
tor beurs. There are a good many decr, andif you hire 
guides enough and stick to it you may be sure of getiing 
One, Since we came venison has heen on the table regularly, 
and we have done our share of the providing, Later in the 
season, when the deer will swim, there will be a chance for 
some good sport. Of course you will take your chances. 
Tf all the guides of Newcomb) or any other region would 
agree not to slaughter any game, and not to kill the deer 
early in the season, this game would soon be abundant. In- 
discriminate killing for the fun of if ought to be prohibited 
by public sentiment aswell as by law. The guides have 
this matter entirely in their own hands, whatever the con- 
script fathers may enact af Albany, and if they know what 
is for their own interest they will protect the game, 

Come iy season and you may catch fish—trout, large and 
small, pickerel, perch ov bullhead, with an ovcasional bass. 
We trolled half an hour one day and landed three piukerel 
which weighed together over seventeen pounds, If you 
Want to get away from work und rest ont, and alluw nature 
to recreate your tired brain and limbs, come hither, When 
you have snuffed this air for a week you will wonder if you 
ever had an appetite before, and a iye-mile walk will hardly 
be enough for exercise. Leave all your good clothes, your 
sovieLy manners and customs, and come here where you can 
tramp, cat and sleep with neither cares nor creditors to mo- 
lest or make afraid, stay a month, and go homea ss 
¢ fol 5 Wah 
Newcons, Wssex Connty, N. ¥., Aug. 23, 

Por Oor Your Came-rires.—In his admirable ‘Guide 
to Moosehead Lake and Northern Maine,” Mr. Lucius L. 
Hubbard gives this sound advice: “The attention of camp- 
ers is earnestly called to the subject of their camp-tires. Too 
much care cannot be exercised to see that these are thor- 
oughly put out before the camps are deserted. The danger 
lies not so much in leaying a few smouldering brands in the 
middle of a bare fireplace, as in allowing to remain unextin- 
gnished a single spark in the turf at its side. Tt should be 
the tourist's last care, before leaving camp, to apply plenty 
of water to thesoil around his fireplace, which nearly always 
ig composed of dry moss, leaves and other inflammable mat- 
ter, frequently to the depilof a foot or more. A spark lurk- 
ing in this mass for days undetected may be fanned into life 
by the next wind that blows, and the mischief which ensues 
may be irreparable, Too much stress cannot be laid on this 
mutter, The writer knows of cases where campers haye 
tiken the utmost care, apparently, fo leaye not a single 
live ember behind them, and yet ravaging forest fires have 
been proved to haye originated from their camps, Thou- 
sands upon thousands of dollars’ worth of timber have heen 
thus destroyed; and if we only remember that in burning 
4 man’s trees we do him as much harm as if we hurued his 
house, it will spur all Gonscientious men to treat the forests 
with perhaps even more consideration than they would their 
own property, Ttis no mean privileze we enjoy, of camp- 
ing, hunting’ and fishing on other men’s Jind, ‘Let us then 
render back at least this one duty of putting out our camp- 
fires.” 

Onn Powr Gomrort, VA.—There is tine fishing all 
around—erahs by the millions atthe wharfs.” Spots and bay 
mackerel in profusion in the deep water by the Rip Raps a 
half a mile away, and sheepshead and hogtish a few miles 
distant, ‘The angler can have the best of sport if he is fond 
of ocean fishing.—CHAssnur, 

Alatuyal History. 

SNAKES AND SNAKE BITES. 
AM like Sterne’s starling—‘‘I can't fet oul,” The best 
lean doisto acta week out now and then, watch a 

lick, put ont set-lines, lay myself out on a nice camp, and 
leave it just as T have fairly got my woods legs on. 

Ti is one of the mysteries thal odd bundles and packages 
of toil and trouble should quietly and silently fasten them- 
selves on uur shoulders just when we are least able to make 
a heayy carry, and through no faut or failing of our own, 

Shall we wuuderstand it in the near future? 
Shall we ever fairly understand why a human biped with 

average bran power can be content to exhaust a life in grasp- 
ing ‘nd grabbing for certnin metallic dises, represented by 
412} erains of silver or 24\") grains of gold, iznoring poetry, 
philosophy and all that is beautiful in nature? Knowing, 
too, that he cannot pack a dollar oyer the last carry, and 
that the more he leayes the more it will curse his heirs. And 
Lam trying to moralize on this brightest of September morn- 
ings! (Is my liver all vight, I wonder?) 

If L can’t get out it is well to live in a region where eyery 
day brings some ripple of sport.or natural history. For six 
wetks the berry season has becn *‘on,” and, as the berries 
are found on the mountains; furthermore, as the lively rattler 
is found among the berry bushes, it follows that snake stories 
are in order, and plentiful enough—snakes and stories, On 
one huckleberry mountain, where the ground is, or has been, 
blue with berries, as many as “forty teams have been driven 
fo the ground ina single day. And still the herrics are 
plenty; also the snakes. There is not a day on which sey- 
eral large rattlesnakes are not brourht off the hills, pendant 
from the tail-boards of lumber wagons. Only the largest are 
saved in this way. One evening Jast week three teams came 
through town thus adorned, One hada big yellow rattler 
hanging trom the tail-board five feet long, fifteen rattles; 
another two rattlers, fonr aud a half and four feet eiglit 
inches in length, nine to twelve ratiles respectively; nother, 
alivery team from town wifh a jolly party of six, had a 
poor show of berries hut three rattlesnakes hanging from 
the counter, all black ones, and none oyer four feet in length. 
The party claimed to have found 8 “den,” They told storivs 
of narrow escapes. They tried torun their yarns onme. I 
advised them to start asoap factory; they conld get their 
erease trom fal rattlesnakes, and it woulda’ cost *em a cent 
forlye. So far no ong has been bitten, But as we average 
one case of snake bite por annum in this connty, Ll am only 
wailing for the,next victim. And isn’t it strange that men 
are bitten in New York by pet snakes and either die of 
come very bear it, whilé men are Willen under a blazing sun 
on bot barrens, far mway from medical aid, and always 
recoyer, without the loss of a finger? 

Perliaps Tam about the only correspondent of Forus'r 
AND S1RwAM who has ever heen fairly, squarely and deeply 
bitten by 4 full-grown, healthy rattlesnake. 
And because of this; and because, taking my own notions 

of treatment in such a case, FT was rowing and fishing on 
Devil Lake four days thereafter; and for that T have taken 
4 more lively interest in the serpent fribe than in any other 
branch of natural history from nry youth up, 1 propose, at 
an early day, to write an article for Fornsr AnD SrREAM 
on snakes, : 

My observations extend from Minnesota to Maine; from 
St. Louis on the Mississippi, to Bantarem on the Amazon 
(or Madeira). And I have not seen a tithe of the poisonous 
snulkes that infest this earth. But, so far as I have seen and 
known, [may speak, Perhaps TI can sive a useful hint to 
someone who has fooled away less time on such matters than 
1 have. 
*P.$.—I am almost ashamed to say that, while we can 

hold our owt. on copperheads and rattlesnakes, we are fear- 
fully daficient on that grandest of ophidians, the terrible 
hooper, Itis no fanlt of ours. lt is owing to the unfortu- 
nate conformation of ihe country. Our society, the ‘“Natu- 
ral Naturalists,” have studied this question deeply, painfully. 
We have soughtinvain, We have offered a reward of $100,- 
O00 (in ten centennial instalraents) for a genuine hhoopsnake, 
but there is no response. Wedo not wonderat this. When 
the Smithsonian Institution, backed by the United States 
Géyernment and what small change is left in the Treasury, 
cannot obtain asimple, common specimen of natural history, 
is it likely that a village society in the backwoods is going 
to succeed? 

At our June meeting our scientist, B, Sickle, was deputed 
to colluct all possible information regarding the hoopsnake, 
to add his own deductions as an engineer, and to report at 
the August meeting, Tappend his report, (f ought to add 
that B. Sickle handles the heayy coal train thal comes down 
the mountain every day from Antrim to Wellsboro, with 
from 40 to 80 heayily laden coal dumps. ‘That, in icy, slip- 
pery weather lic always Gomes through safely, and that the 
“company” give him credit for sound sense.) 1 will say 
again, that I have known him for years, aud will put bis 
plain horse-sense swainst all _the false, finniken notions of 
college hoys, which the same T saw enough of in the “Scien- 
tifie Commission” trom ‘‘Cornell University” in 1870 on the 
Amazon River, 

REPORT OF B. SICKLE, 
To the Sooiety of Nalurul Naturalists, Wellsboro. Pa.: J 
Lhave to veport on hovpsnakes, First. Logic is logic, 

There is nol, and never can be, a hoopsnake. No such 
reptile can or could ever make headway on any possible 
ground, A simple, self-moving cirele, is impossible on 
smooth surfaces. <A. bicycle goes along by stil, unbending 
yims, a balance bar, fwo cranks moved by a muscular rider, 
who must lave practice nnd skill, and he maust have a gra: 
dient nut exceeding twenty degrees, with smooth, hard sur- 
face, Also, he must have a small stern wheel, or he cannot 
wo at all. i . . 

~ Second. The bicycle cannot goin a clover field, nor in a 
common pasture, nor even ona village lawn. On a moun- 
tain side, or on a praitie even, you cannot roll an iron hoap 
two rods. An iron hoop is stil, but you must give il an 
impetus to make it roll. Then, it will only go on a bard, 
smooth surface. Where is your balance and impetus on the 
hooper? Where is your rider, balance bar and stern wheel? 
Aid a snake is limber—pliahle. Even if he could go, where 
is the motive power? : as cM 

Third, Supposing such an impossibility possible, it would 
call for a country smooth as # floor, with a down grade to 
every point of the compass, or the reptrle could never make 
a Start. 

Mourth. [iis a question for fools, and not worth the no- 
tice of any man who understands the first principles of nata~ 
ral philosophy. 

[Supr, 14, 1882. 

Fifth. If the society has any more such fool questions to 
ask, please propound them to my Chinese chore boy, Ling 
See, . B, Stexuea, 

Scientist to the Wellsboro Natural Naturalists. 

P. §.—Your Mani ice correspondent, ‘8. BE. B.,"’ speaks of 
a mysterious snake which he killed at West Branch, Mich., 
“resembling an adder, but having a hard, sharp horn at the 
end of the tail,” etc. You add, in a foot note, ‘We cannot 
say what the snake was from the description, * * There 
is no snake which has a sting in its tail nor in its tongue, as 
some persons imagine.“’ You are righf. But you ouglit to 
recognize the reptile at a word. Jt is the milk snake, 
Ophibolus extmius: one of the smoothest, handsomest, most: 
harmless of all the ophidians, All mature males of this spe- 
cies haye a hard, liorny spike at the end of the tail. An old 
mile will often have a double spike, each branch about an 
inch Jong, and gnite sharp, hard, and bony. They have a 
trick of vibrating (he failwhen frighteed or angered, just 
like a rattlesnake, This, among dry leaves or grass, makes 
a whizzing noise, that is apf to be rather suggestive to a 
neophyte. Jt means nothing that [ could ever sve. 

I hippened to catch a fine specimen some four weeks ago 
(single spike), I carried him home, measured him us well 
as I could, tormented him to madness, and then took him 
into the shanty and suffered him to bite me ou the buck of 
the hand and arm until he was tired of it. Although a 
good-sized specimen, he could not draw blood one bite in 
three, and all his best biting did uot raise half as much in- 
flammation as a sitgle bite from the North Woods black fly. 
He measured three feet ten inches. 

If Forest anp Srream would think a specimen of Oplic- 
bolus evimius worth the trouble, I dare say IL could send one 
before the season closes—probably a double spike, pretty 
certainly a single one, and alive. 

Iu closing, I rise to say I have no prejudice anent the ser- 
pent tribe. One and all, they embody Howarth’s lines of ser- 
pentine grace and heauty, They are a peraecnicd race, and 
they ave useful, i 
Thaye yoluntarily taken bites from the largest specimens: 

of the garicrsnake, the green-snake, water-snake, black 
snake, and milk-snake, Iwas a. little shaky on the water- 
snake, He was a huge, dirty-looking fellow, and mad as a 
hornet; he bit sayagely, and hung on like a terrier; put bis 
bite was harmless. I haye a penchant for testing the bites 
of allinnocuous serpents; and of (he scoves of bites which 
T have taken voluntarily, [can festify that no one caused as 
much pain or inflammation as the single bite of a black fly. 
As to the bite I got from a rattlesnake, perhaps you will 
agree with my friends, who ask, with super-human humor, 
“Did the snake live? What did they want a doctor for— : 
the snake?’ cic,, ete. 

Well, the snake tamed out to be the only one of that party 
who needed a doctor, Nesawur, 
WELLSBORD, Pennsylvania, Sept. , 1582. 

The man who should read a daily paper in front of a map 
of the world and iark on it every point of Intercst us he 
reads, would soon find himself educated, anc also tind his 
mip had disappeared ina bed of chalk. There is hardly a 
spot on the earth that would not be brought under his eye, 
and the simple record of tacts thus gathered as the world 
moves cn would show what it veallyis—one great source 
and one great reservoir of human knowledge. Tt is this 
characteristic which makes the Forusr ayp SrrmAm, aside 
from. sporting matters, a most valuable record of the true 
phenomena of organic life. The great beauty lies in the 
simple story of what is seen and done in the woods and on 
the water, and sometimes in that element now grave and 
now humorous and gay, and pardonable if the coloring is 
brilliant without distorting facts, Another thing is, what a 
man writes under his own signature will not offen be “‘ap- 
prupriated” by book compilers as their own, or eredited in 
some obscure corner seldom seen, There is also amusement: 
continually cropping out, marks of ignorance in high life 
we should hardly expect. One of the most comimon i§ dis- 
belief in what ‘one man of veracity has seen and done, while 
the other has had no such experiences. I once heard the 
president of a flourishing club room deny, as false and in- 
credible, what your kennel editor had seen and done, and 
which your humble servane could swear to. 

Some thirty years ago, in October, L unwittingly killed a 
blacksnake eight feet long (the black racer), from whose 
stomach Liook seven red squirrels. I say unwittingly, be- 
cause, like the Irishman, ‘I saw a head sticking out of a 
woodpile and hit it.” The “original” Springfielt Republ- 
can published dimensions and contents, which were copied 
into the New York Journal of Commerce, The next Journal 
contained the announcement from some “‘parlor naturist? 
that it was contrary to the nature of coluber to cat so much; 
and would they pleuse ask the Repudiiean to shorten the tale 
of squirrels by six, I replied that the request could not be 
for a moment entertained, but for his especial edification I 
would state a fact not generally known, that the blacksnake, 
before retiring to winter quarters, lays in a stock of provi- 
sion, squirrels, mice aud frogs, provided he can catch them. 
Tn the present instance the snake was as stupid as a piece of 
cable, and could have taken the sqniriels only by tasgina- 
tion, as all the circumstances indicated. Fl. 

A correspondent sends in this clipping from an article 
which appeired originally, we believe, in the Braakilyn 
Hagle: “You have heard of hoopsnakes?” ‘Yes, often.” 
“Just so, Not long ago we heard a fearful row in the cellar 
one night. It sounded like a rock-blast, and then there was 
4 hiss and things were quiet. When 1 looked in the morn- 
ing the cider barrel had busted. but we didn’t lose much 
cider.” ‘How did you save it?” ‘‘It seems that. the staves 
had busted out, but before they could get away four hoop- 
gnakes coiled around the barrel and tightened wo and held 
it tugether until we drew it off in bottles. That's the way 
we found *em, and we've kept them around the house ever 
since. Weare training them for shawl straps now. Does 
that strike you for an item?” ‘Bnormously,” we replied, 

Foon or Spanrows.— Washington, D. C., Sept. 7—On 
September 5 [ noticed one of several Anglo-American spar 
rows apparently hunting for something to eat, on the east 
side north of N street opposite to No. 1,411, with a grnb or 
caterpillar hangine from his bill, He stood tll I came 
within three feet of him, and when I stopped to look at this, 
to me, absolutely new sight, he moved only eight or ten 
feet, and then with some little difficulty swillowed the giub. 
The others were apparently hunting under the shade trees 
for the same food, sol am satisfied that this unpopular Llit- 
tle muddler will sometimes cat worms from our shade trees. | 
All justice be done him.—M, ©. Meres. 
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A SWALLOWS’ ROOST. 

i ie several years past swallows dn countless numbers 
haye congregated in the late summerind carly autumn 

upon the farm of Mr, James Babcock, in the northerly pit 
ot the town of Westerly, R. I. The Providence Press thas 
deseribes them as seen on a recent visit: 

“Alout 500 feet from tlie farmhouse lies u maple grove, 
covering a swampy, uncluluting tract of land of about five 
fierés in extent. Half an acre of the southwesterly corner 
of this grove is the location of the ‘Swallows’ Rest.’ At the 
time of his arrival the reporter had noticed several swallows 
fitting here and there, ut their humber was not sufficiently 
large fo ittract attention, unless specially remarked upon, 
As minutes grew, howeyer, the number was perceptibly in- 
creased and was soon sufficient to he considered unusual. 
At 7 o'clock their number seemed lesion. One could think 
of nothing tut w snow storm with black flakes. Thwas a 
sight never to be forgoiien. Still the new-comers were 

streaming in from all directions, and at 715 the multitude 
had hecome dense. About this time ihere was a sudden 
cessation of the various flights, autl a general circular in0- 
tion of the whole company was apparent. Round and round 
they flew for several minutes, drawing closer and eloser to- 
gether, wlitn all at once dhe center began to sink toward the 
treetops. Then, with ulmost the rapidity of thought, in 
funnel-shape, the whole host. vanished, circling, in the tree 
fops, with a whitring of wings distinctly heard, and soon 
the air was almost still, broken only by the greeting chirps 
of the late-comers, who were strageling in in small groups 
and sinsly. These Just arrivals did not pause to circle about 
in the air, jut iewin toward the erove as sfraight as an 
irrow, ind vanished among their settled brothers with light- 
ning rapidity. 

“Drawing now still nearer the grove, the rustling and 
chirping of the birds among the leaves and branches, as they 
seltled themselves in comfort for the night, could be dis- 
tinctly heard. Occasionally a londer, sharper, and more 
apiteful chirp than usual betokened a little dispute about a 
roosting place, but wenerally the little creatures, ag well 
imong the branches as before in their torluous Hight, be 
haved toward one another with the utmost good nature. 
Once in a while a group of hundreds, startled by some 
sound or not content with the spot in which they had 
ilighted, would rise, circle about the grove for’a moment or 
two, and then drop rapidly into the branches again, Onc 
of these groups, acting on fhis nivht in a somewhat unusual 
Manner, aS Mr. Gabeock said. rose to a great height above 
the grove and there circled about for more than fifteen min- 
nics, until their great Leight and the approaching darkuess 
made them almost inyisible, ut finally they too descended 
With stariling suddenness into the treo tops, and then, all 
the late-comers having also arrived, scarcely a bird could he 
Seen. And as the darkness inereased and daylight eradu- 
ally faded the rustling and chirping of the denizens of the 
rove #rew less and less, until the birds were wrapped in 
peaceful slomber for the night. ‘ 
*TTow lone has this thing been going on?’ said the ro- 
porter, as the hospitable farmeraccompanied him away from 

‘the grove. ‘Well,’ said the latter, ‘forty years ago there 
-wan‘t a bird to be seen Nereabout—that is, no more’n any- 
where else, This fiyingin o nights hus only been going on 
for fifteen or twenty years. And it’s only in the last eight or 
fen years that they've been so awful thick in the groye, so as 
to be such an wicommon sight. Of course, there wasn’t 
tity such number af first, but they kept increasing every 
year, with the yonng ones hatched out and the new ones 
picked up, fill now, for seyeral years, they haye been coming 
herein this big crowd you have seen to-night, only I think 
tlicre’s more this yeur than Jast. There’s moie every year. 
‘They're the common, white-breasted barn swallows mostly. 
Still, about a third of them are martin swallows, aud I see 
Several hundred blackbirds goin with them every night.’ 

'_ * ‘How early in the season do they hegin jocome?’ ‘Well, 
that depends some on the season. This year it was late, you 
know, and they didn’t come till the last week in July. 
Usually, though, they begin to come wbont the 14th or 20th 
of July. They don't all come at once, of course, but in a 
week after the first nighf the ranks are pretty full. Then 
They come right along every night until about the middle of 
September. People living at Norwich, Watch Hill, and at 
points in all directions within fwenly miles of here, have 
told me fhat at certain hours every afternoon in the season 
Swallows fa #roups ov straggling ulong could be seen headed 
in this direction. And. by comparing time-pieces, they have 
been traced along so that there can be no doubtof their eum- 
ing here from lone distances.” 

“Here the reporter bade Mr. Babcock good night and went 
down to the hotel, to return to watch the birds out in the 
mornings, le had been told to he back surely by 5 A, M. 
Ti was 4:45 when he arrived, and all was quict about the 
‘Stove. Drawing nearer, however, rusfling and chirping 
amon the birds was perceptible. Soon two or three groups, 
bf perl.aps a hundred or two each, rose from the grove in 
‘succession, snd flew away toward the southwest. Just as 
the distant town clock and mi'l gong together rang out the 
hour of 5 o’clock a whirring sound, as of a distant waterfall, 
Was heard among the grove trees, and eight or ten seconds 
after a perfect clond of swallows rose in sizht, and in a line 

‘Perhaps 200 feet wbreast, struck out directly toward the 
“sonthwest, When the head of the line had yone perhaps 
1000 feet from the groye, and while birds were still emerging 
trom the trees the leaders suddenly took a spiral course up 
into the air. This hid the effect to bring the birds into a 
“Gitcling Proup, as just before their descent the previous 
aight, No more birds now came from the woods, thoul 
‘it appeared to the reporter thai not more than one-third of 
the whole number could have arisen. But this group con- 
tied in its visi g, circling fight, and soon began to spread 
in all directions. The spreading continued until nearly all 
the birds bad vanished. 
| “A minute or two ifter there came from the grove another 
Whirrting sound, much louder than the first. Another cloud 
of birds wrose, fully twice as large as the first, and took the 

“siime line of flight, for about the same distance. But, in- 
Stead of circling about, they steadily rose and began to seat- 
ter. It was soon noticed that they were drawing together 
ieee and finally. with scarcely a moment's warninw, re- 
turned with arash to the groye, and resumed their positions: 
in the frees, evidently dissatisfied with their first attempt at 
2 ight, This, as Mr, Babeock afterward told the reporter, 

is 1 COMMON OUcurrence; the birds sometimes trying three 
or four times before they take a tai departure. “Wspecially 
‘in stormy ox fogsy sensons do they delay, sometimes until 
“early @ o'clock. Finally, however, this) second sronp 

erged with another whirr, few directly southwest and 
rose in the air adat first, scattered in all directions, and were 
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speedily gone. Only a few stragglers now remained, and 
they flew in and out among the branches for quite a while, 
When the reporter left the rave the number of hirds visible 
Was not euough to cause remark,” 

TRANSPLANT ENG QuATL.—Rocklind, Mc.—My first atiempt 
af transplinting quail was made a long time azo when a boy, 
Onreturning froma visit from Southern Massachusetts, I took 
to Lowell, Mass., three quail. which I liberated, and though I 
never saw them again, I have oo doubt helped in a small 
way to restock the vicinity with same. Within a few years 
Thave tried to introduce both the forcign and domestic 
quail. In the spring of 1879 we liberated one hundred 
nigratory quail, and in the spring of 1880 one bundred 
more, and after careful inquiry I cannot feel satisfied that 
one of therm has ever returned. The question arises, what 
has become of them? I have also liberated a few nitive 
quail, but they succeeded in getting through the winter, 
notil the last winter. Tlinve been told by Mr. B. P. Walker, 
who lives on an island about ten miles from here, that the 
few pairs which [sent last spring bred, and noiwithstand- 
ing the heayy snow storms we have had, that they had a 
flock of sixtecu, which they fed through the winter, 1 
think the parent birds came from North Carolina. I bad 
three from the same lot, which I kept in my kitchen all 
winter, and knowing they came from the South, I dared 
not risk in.an outhouse, besides, 1 enjoy haying’ them where 
T can watch fhem and hear their different notes, and T have 
learned to imitate their call so true that they answer back, 
and they make a great many notes that I never heard them 
make in the field, Last year I tried for the second time to 
breed quail in confinement, and thourh I failed, T succeeded 
in hatching four egas under a hen, Two of them birds got 
out from under the hen in the night, and when I found them 
in the morning they were so chilled that they showed no 
signs of life, bmi [ took them into the house and warmed 
them back to life, but they were very iceble and only lived 
a couple of days. The other two were smart, but owing to 
the lack of sunshine, improper food and unknown causes, 
they only lived a week, The experience is something, how- 
ever, and I mean to try again. I vot from two hens last 
year about forty eggs, but only set two hens on ubout ten eres 
each, and though the last hen was the smallest, the best color, 
the other being while, at the expiration of her setting time [ 
found afew dead chicks partially hatched and a yery foul nest. 
Tt was now September and too late to try awain. “Itis queer 
to me wliy people who have « better chance than [ lave do 
not try to raise quail in confinement. Ihave to get my 
quail from a long way olf, have half of them dyad on their 
arrival, and aearly all of the remainder die after reaching 
here, with wagons rumbling by all day, with cats to sil 
amd eye them through the slats, with no nice siuny place 
free from cats and rats where they can scratch unmolested, 
What a pleasant occupation and pastime for a woman who 
loves pets, If any of your lady readers wish to try it I will 
give the banefil of my experience, and T assure them there is 
4 great deal of please in ii—the pofit isto come,—N uronp, 

THe JAGUAR, on Awerrcay Tr¢wr.—Colonel Brackett, 
U.S, A. has recently published a paper on the jaguar, Felis 
dca, Which is found, he tells us, in Western Texas as well 
us in South America, Te describes it as the largest and 
most formidable of American cats, measuxing four or five 
feet to the root of the tail, that member being tivo feet lone, 
or seven fect in extreme length, aud says itis little inferior 
in size to the Asiatic tizer. One of the best accounts of the 
Bengal tiger is to be found in # work published by the Har- 
pers called “Sport anc Work on the Nepaw Frontier,” in 
which is given the average length of fifty-two tigers as nine 
feet, six and one-half inches. ‘The largest of them wus 
eleven feel five inches long, So that if Col. Brackett’s esti- 
mate of the size of the jagnar is correct, the Benval tiger 
grows to be fifty per cent. Jargerthan the former animal, 
The cougar, puma, or panther, /lis cancelor, &rows to be 
much longer fhan seven feet. A panther skin from New 
Hampshire measured seyen feet cizht inches; one from 
Florida nine feet three inches; one from Colorado eleyen 
feet two inches; while » mountain lion, another name for 
the cougar, which was lately killed in Colorado measured 
eleven feet three inches, or within two inches of the length 
of the largest Bengal tiger, The eougar or paotler isa 
longer and more slender animal than the jaguar, but much 
less muscular and yohust, Many years ago I lived in New 
Grenada, one of the United States of Colombia, where the 
jmauur was common, and was often known to kill und carry 
off a horse or & bullock. The cougar wus also kuown there 
under the name of lion. It seems true that Gol. Brackett 
has underestimated the size of the jaguar, and the artist in 
the Ulustration of it has given it a bushy tail, which is incor 
rect. I have been told by an experienced and truthful 
hunter in South Florida that a very large spotted animal of 
the cat kind had been seen there by him, which he took to be 
ajaguar, A two-yeur-old steer was eiried off, aud trucks 
of freat size weve found, showing that the steer was talkeu 
clear of the ground, in great leaps. Not long after, my iu- 
formant saw a great spotted beast cross a road in the woods, 
so near that he had a good view of il; he was familiar with 
the common beasts of chase in Florida—panthers, wolves, 
wild cats, and beurs, and was ceértsin that ‘his was some- 
thing ditterent. He lad noe gun with him at the time, so he 
lost the ¢hance of identifying the animal, bul said that it 
looked so large and formidable that he would not Wave lilced 

| to attack if alone, —s8, 0, C. 

BREEDING OF QuAr..—Baltimore, Sept. 2, 188%.—Aiiter 
Forest nd Stremm: In yourissue of Bist ult., J. B, 8.,” 
of Osealoosa, Ia,. states: ‘In faverable seasons the wyerdge 
pair of quail will raise two or even three broods, of say, a 
dozen cach, which is domg much for the sportsmian’s pleas- 
we in very happy qucl appreciable manner, Lasf Ovtobuy 
TL flushed quid searee a third grown, and onty ible to fly a few 
yords, whith jnusthane been the third braod.? Italics mine. T 
have sven a Close observer of thé animal kingdom for twenty- 
five years, wis born and raised on a Southern plantation 
home, resided in Novth Carolina, wheve quail could be pur 
chased in any quantities at thitty cents per dozen. I never 
knew quail to lay later than July. Generally from the mid- 
dle of June uutil the middle of July in that section of the 
country, or during whcat-eutting time, |! do not sappose 
anyone will deny North Carolina's supremacy as a yuail-pro- 
ducing State. As an illustration of the fact that quails are 
to be found there in countless thousands, L will state that [ 
spent ten days in the old North State last season, and to my 
own gir averaged twenty-nine birls datly for everyshooting 
day, and.am by 10 means a first-cliss wing shot. I took a 
tally ong day and counted twenty-seven separate and distinct 

coveys, Novy, I will come to the point. 1 profess to know 
a quail when I see it, from a young one with the shell stick 
ing on its head, remindmg one of an animated pool-counter 
as it darts about among the cotton stalks, to the full svown 
ones that lic to Don’s magnificent point in November. L 
never knaw of the third nor even the second brood, nor do T 
believe in such nonsense. Until “J. B. 8.° Game to the front 
never heard sueh an altogether improbable story as a ‘quail 
foo young to fiy more than afew yards in October.” When 
found, put it ina glass case with the, “hoopsnake,”"—Cims A. 
Praxe, [‘Ches A. Peake" is in error in assuminir that he- 
cause he has never observed a second brood of quail the birds 
miy not breed twice. Ttis claimed by some that in certain 
lovalities quail regularly raise two broods ina season, Tf 
their nest be broken up it is probable that a second bateli 
of eges will be laid. There is no improbability about the 
statement of “J. HW, 5." yuoted. We have seen quail later 
than October which were not grown. | 

Tre “Byox Piy.’—Huntingdon, Tenn., Aug, 27, 1882,— 
Editor Kovest and Stream: Tnotiee in the New York Herald 
that parties have been discovering under the sking of rabbits 
and squirrels a specie of maggot or striped worm which 
appears to them and fo the Herald to be worthy of publica- 
tion. This is probably an interesting matter for the investi- 
gation of theorists and scientists, but practically the 
existence of such parasites has been known for an age, aud 
perhaps a dozen ages, by all practical iunters aud sportsmen, 
{n the alitumn months these worms may be found in Tenn- 
essee buried under the skins of nearly all wild rabbits, and 
infesting many squirrels, and aré generally known here os 
wolf worms; and when their existence is developed the 
meat is not considered proper food. Now, while on this 
pirasite question, T would say that a species of fly (known 
in the South as “buck fly”) males its appearance in Téennes- 
see about November, which isveputed to be blown out of 
the nostrils of the male deer during what is styled the run- 
ning season, Can you inform the readers of Formsr yp 
STREAM Whether there is any truth in such an assertion ? 
The fly is about the size of a small butterfly, with dark 
Wings spotted with red; and the fly as he trayels has an up 
and down motion something similar to the leaping of the 
buck as he ranges through the woods; and it is said that it 
neyer alights until death is at land, Perhaps some old 
hunter can impart the desired information. Has any one 
ever found such flies or the. magyots from which they are 
developed in the nostrils of the (eer, and if so are they 
found only in the nostrils of the buck?—H. 

Crow Sesse.—Lockport, N. Y., Sept. 11.--1 can vouch 
for the statement made by W. W. C., in your issue of Sep- 
tember 7. We have a fame crow that softens his cookies in 
the same way, and he has a queer way of drying himself 
atter faking a bath. At three different times, when I have 
seen him trying to bathe ina dish that be drinks out of, T 
haye caught tim and put him in a tub of water from which 
our Trish setter drinks, and é¢ach time as soon as T released 
him he would start tur the dog (that was lying in the grass) 
and would jump upon him and settle down and commence 
to flutter fo dry himself. The doy makes no objection to 
the performance, but seems fo enjoy if as much as the crow, 
T haye neyer seen him dry himself in that way only when 1 
have put him in that particular tub thal he sees the doe 
drink from every day, Another peculiarity 1 have noticed, 
that when tle crow scratches his head with his foot, he always 
puts the foot up over back of the wing. I liaye never suén - 
it done by any other bird.—J, L. ). 

Woiaiut ov Orossums.—Petersburg, Va., September '7,— 
T noticed in your issue of August 21 that some of your read- 
ers want to know the limit oF weight attained by the opos- 
sum. Being something of a ‘°possum” hunter myself, 1711 
tell you what I know. ‘The largest one that ever came un- 
der my observation weighed, when dressed, twenty-one 
pounds, if was a boar, and you may depend on it we con- 
sidered him some “possum.” In dressing sbout one-fifth is 
allowed for offal, so he would haye weighed gross from 
fwenty-tive and a quarter to twenty-six pounds. This 
Weight wasattiined alter having been contined in a venti- 
lated box and well fed for about three months; the food 
siven to him cost merely nothing, heing principally chicken 
and turkey offal and kilchen refuse. The counties contign- 
ous to Putersburg are teeming with deer, wild turkeys, 
partridges (quail, you call them), etc. Sportsmen are antici- 
pating a good time this fall and winter.—G. T. J, 

SwAuLeyw-Tamep Hawk m Frorms.—Tampa, Pla, 
Aug. 28, 1882.—I notice Mr. EH, A, Brown speaks of swallow- 
tiled hawk or kite being ked on his place last June at North 
Bloomiield, O. For the past two summers I have noticed a 
pair of same kind of hawks here on my pluce, and this 
summer I saw four of them, and judging from their actions 
take them for parents and younz, as one pair were feeding 
the others. Iam led to believe that they have bred in this 
vicinity. They have been quite a curiosity to me, and 
many aati Thave felt like shooting and mounting them.— 
W. A. M. 

QuAm AnD CnickeNs.—The Sacramento Bee says: "Ati 
the farm of W. Fern, just below the city, is a hen of the or- 
dinary domestic breed with a brood (not a “litter,” as our 
informant states) of fifteen chickens, Lately a quail, which 
had strayed trom its brothers and sisters, made friends wilh 
the old hen and her family, and is now the loss of the whole 
business, having entirely supplanted the hen in authority 
over the brood.” 

Ram, Sitoorme.—Philadelphia, Sept. 5.—Thus far, 
although we haye had good tides for vail shooting yery 
few birds haye been killed. The canse for this is said 
to be the violation of the law before the opening of 
the season, September ist, when not a few rail were 
boated, There is 1 good crop of reed, and some birds 
bred here haveall been shot by the law violators, We are 
now Waiting for a flight, and good shooting need not be 
looked for before the run of afternoon tides. Reed birds are 
more plentiful than last scason, but not yet in good order. 
Your New York readers who conlemplate a trip this way 
for rail shooting should postponeit for at least ten days or 
two weeks. Grass plover continue to be plentiful around 
Philadelphia, but no one appears to startfor them, ‘The 
new dinkey skills that came into use last season are becom- 
ing more aud more popular, and many are being built. Men 
Young, of Philadelphia, who ranks as one of the best skilf 
builders “bout here was at first given to condemn them, but 
now declares them to he the best boat for rail shooting,— 
Homo, 
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, Game Bag and Gun. 

OPEN SEAsONS,— Ave tible of apen seasons for game and fish 
in tsue of Tuly 20. 

GAME IN SEASON 

Pate following schedule exhibits the game now in season. 

IN SEPTEMBER, 

(Also, 
in parentheses, seasons which open during the month,): 

Alabama—Doves; (5th, quail). 
California Deer, ddves; (14th, 

grouse, rail, quail, wildfowl), 
Colorado—Deer, elk, antelope, 
mountain sheep, bulfalo, bison. 

Connectiout—Wildfowl; (2th, 
rail}. 

Dakota—Grouse, quail, snipe, cur- 
lew, plover. 

Delaware—Woodeock, rail, reed. 
District of Columbia— Woodcock, 
ruffed grouse, wildfowl, pinna- 
teil zrouse, plover. reed, snipe. 

Georgia—Wild turkey, quail, deer. 
Idaho—Sharp-tail and pinnated | 
grouse, deer, mountam sheep 
and goat, elk, antelope, buffalo, 
wildfowl. 

IWinois—Woodcock; wildfinvyl.pin- 
nated grouse, deer, wild turkey. 

Tndiana — Woodeoek, wildfowl, 
pinnatad grouse, 

Towa —Wooicoek, wildtowl, pin- 
nated grouse, elk, deer. 

Kansas—Pinnateil grouse 
Kentuelky—Woodeoek, eer, wild- 

fowl, wild turkey. 
Maine—Ruffed grouse, woodeock, 

wildfow!, plover. 
Maryland—Ruffed erouse, wood 

cogk, 
Massachusetts — Ruffed gronse, 
wooduock, wildfowl, doves, 

Michigan—Ruffed and pinnated 
grouse, woodeock. wildtowl, 
Snipe. 

Minnesota — Grouse, woodcock, 
quail, wildfowl. 

Mississippi—(15th, meadow lark, 
deer), 

Missouri—Woodecock, plover, mnea- 
dow lark, dove, pinnated frouse, 
deer, (15th, wild turkey). 

Montana—Fool hen, grouse, plar- 
migan, buffalo, elk,’ antelope, 
mountain sheep & goa!, moose, 
wildfowl), 

Nebraska—Gronse, 
Nevada—lk, antelope, muuntain 

New Hampshfre—Woodcock, plo- 
ver, Tufted grouse, quail, deer, 
caribou, moose, wildtowl, squit- 
rel, rail, 

New Mexico—Grouse, ptarmigan, 
quail, deer, wild turkey, ell, an- 
telope, Mountain sheep, buf- 
falo. 

New York — Woodcovuk, ruffed 
grouse, dear wildfowl, squirrels, 

North Carolina—Deer, 
Nova Scotia—W oodcoek, wildfowl, 

snipe; (15th, varibou, moose). 
Ohio—Woodeock, ruffed grouse, 

wildfowl. 
| Oregon—Grouse, quail, wildfowl, 

deer, moose, mountain sheep, 
él, antelope, 

Ontario—Woodleock, snipe. hares, 
wildfowl, pheasants, purtridges, 
grouse, pratrie Fowl. 

| Pennsylvania— Wooddeock, wild- 
| fowl, plover, rail, reed birds, 

snipe, squirrels. 
| Quebee—Deer, carihou,woodcock, 

wildfowl; (loth, ruffed grouse). 
| Rhode Island—Wooudeoelk, ruffed 

grouse, wildfowl, plover, robin, 
tneadow lark, hare, squirrel. 

South Carolina—Deer; (loth, wild 
turkey, ruffed grouse, quail, 
doves, woodcock), 

Tennessee — Deer; (lath, ruffed 
srouse, snipe, quail, meadow 
ark, woodcock, wild turkey), 

Texas—Deer, ruffed and pinnated 
grouse, quail. 

Utah—Elk, deer, antelope, moun- 
tain sheep, frouse, quail, ywild- 
fowl. 

Vermont—Ruffed grouse, woad- 
eock, wildfow!. 

Virginia—Ruffted grouse, wildfowl, 
woodcock, deer, 

Washington Territory—Deer, elk, 
mountain sheep, grouse, ante- 
lope. 

| West Virginia—Pinnated grouse, 
deer, ruffed grouse, wild turkey. 

Wisconsin — Woodeock. grouse, 
quail; (15th, ileer), 

Wyoming Buillalo, elk, autelope, 
Tnountain sheep and goat, deer, 
ptarmigan, plunated, sage and 
sharp tail grouse, rulled prouse, 
wildfowl, plover, curlew. snipe 

sheep and goat, deer, grouse, 
quail, woodcock, wildfowl, 

New Bronswick—Woodeoek, wild- 
fowl, snipe; (5hh, moose, cari 
hou), 

New Jersey ~-Reed 
squrrel. 

birds, rail, 
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AN AMATEUR GUNMAKER. 

J EADERS of the Pornst anp SvRHAm may recall a no- 
‘U tice which appeared in these columns some time since 

of the work of Prof, Wm, B. Hall, of Lancaster, Pa., us 
an amateur sunmaker, We have jusi had the pleasure of 
examining two new guns recently completed by Prof. Hall, 
which embody in their plun something entirely novel in the 
construction of firearms, Weare aware that this is sayioy 
a great deal, for a yast amount of inventive ingenuity has 
been expended upon such work. The records of the Patent. 
Office at Washington contuin thousands of specifications of 
inventions designed to improve the yarious styles of fire- 
arms; and efforts in this direction haye neyer heen more 
active than during the last few years since the introduction 
and adoption of the breech-loading systems. In the matter 
of a breech-loading small arm alone, there were filed more 
than five hundred inventions in the years of the war and 
up to 1871. 

Several of the novelties and improvements in the construc- 
tion of firearms have been cunceived: by persons wha were 
not regular gunmakers. Another fact which is illustrated 
by the present instance is this, that men who are endowed 
with special musical gifts are apt to he also gifted with me- 
chanical ingenuity. 

Prof, Hall is a teacher of vocal music, haying for a long 
time held that chairin the State Normal School at Indiana, 
Pa, With him mechanical work has been a passion from 
boyhood. Some years age he filted up a room at his home 
as a wolkshop, fittings it out with an extensive assortment of 
tools, many of which, true to his bent, he made himself. 
In this workshop ihe most of his leisure time has been 
spent, making this or that article, as his fancy dictated, 

Having been a sportsman from early youth—his first hunt- 
ing grounds were in that sportsmen’s stronghold, Western 
New York—it was but natural that Prof. Mall’s mechanical 
genius should be directed to the shotgun. Some seven years 
avo he determined that the only gun for him to use in the 
field was one which should haye been constructed by his 
own hands. Acting on this happy thought, he secured a 
pai of barrels in the rough, and haying made his own lock 
and the other parts, fitted them together. This first gun, 
like several others that followed, was simply a copy, built, 
on fhe model of cuns of well-known makers. Tle was soon 
conyinced, however, that the mechanism of these models 
was too complicated, especially in the locks. He scecord- 
ingly began to study the problem presented, and drew 
several patterns of new devices, all the time aiming to re- 
duce the number of pieces to the minimum consistent with 
strength and safely. The result now attained is shown in 
the wuns inspected by us last week. One of. these is a semi- 
hammer gun, tbe rebounding lock of which consists of five 
pieces; aud the other a hammerless, the rebounding lock of 
which is composed of four pieces. This is, so lar, as we 
know, the simplest mechanism employed in the lock of any 
hammerless gun. 

The gunis, besides being a most beautiful piece of work, 
a marvel of simplicity and safety in its action. The old 
style of mainspring haying been entirely discarded, a 
straight piece of steel is substituted in its place, this single 
piece acting at once as the mainspring and the cocking lever. 
The locks are very easily and automatically cocked by the 
simple opening of the gun—or dropping the barrels. Opening 
the gun also automatically locks the triggers s0 securely 
that the gun cannot be prematurely discharged by any pos- 
sible tampering with the triggers; and owing to the peculiar 
motion of the sear, the bent or notch in the hammer is so 
made that the sear hooks into it; this, with an additional 
sufety notchin the hammer, renflers a premature exploston by 

| a jar also impossible. The hammer and seurs are very solid, 
and the whole mechanism of the locks appears fo us to he 
strong and durable, and not liable to set oul of order. 

The opening lever, which also moves the automatic safety 
stop which locks the trigger, is so placed thatit may be 
easily reached by the foretinger of the right hand (or the 
band with which the triggers are pulled), and after the gun 
has been closed again and the shooter is ready to discharge 
it, the same finger removes the safety catch and unlocks the 
trigger. The top of the gun, of course, is entirely free 
from projections of any kind. Much ingenuity is displayed 
by the maker in the various devices for reatly compensation 
of the wear of any of the pieces which may be exposed to 
friction, In short, Prof, Hall’s amateurmade gun has im- 
pressed us asa beantiful piece of mechanism. This arm, 
by reuson of its simplicity, strength, durability, ease of 
action, and, we should add, grace of outline and beauty of 
finish, is one that cannot fail to interest all sporismen who 
may be so fortunate as to have the opportunity of inspecting 
it. 

The semi-hammer gun is in principle the same as the ham- 
merless, save that it is worked hy the semi-hammers, which, 
while fo one accustomed to the usual hamuvers they answer 
every purpose of the old style, do noi rise above the line of 
sight on the top of the gun, 

To prevent any possible misconception, we repeat that 
Prof, Hall is a professional gentleman whose mechanical 
work is his rest and recreation in leisure hours. He does 
not make guns to sell; he makes them to gratify his own 
tastes; iis His amusement, and a most sensible and satisfy 
ing slyle of amusement, And having made a gun he knows 
how touseit. To bring down a bird with a gun of one's 
ow invention and construction is, perhaps, the highest, 
realization of the truest pleasure of the field. 

THE CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION. 

1.—THE WORK UNDERTAKEN, 

HE annual meeting of the California State Sporlsmen’s 
Association, at San Francisco, last May, was noticed at 

the time in this journal. The proceedings of the convention 
were subsequently published in pamphlet form for distribu- 
tion. From them we give some extvacts below, showwinw 
that.the association comprehends the saagnitude of the work 
it has mndertaken, and also affording ratifying evidence 
that the California sportsmen are in earnest! in taking wp dnd 
currying through this impovtant work. In 4 letter to us 
Mi. J. Piteher Spooner, the yery efficient secretary of the 
Association, says: 

“You will chseive our State Association tis mach work 
i pYospect as well as in hand, and we take pleasure in say: 
ing that We are just now becoming aware of the fact that 
our work is of some import. We tind ‘the hayes’ are wak- 
ing up to the fact that our laws must be phserved, and the 
250 members of our Association are making strenuous efforts 
to shaw violators that laws uot ouly exist, but sve wadetor 
protection of game At certain seasons. Oi sportsmen are 
thoroughly alive to the necessity of prompt action, and 
those who made a’ fine thing ouly & year since by illicit 
slaughter oF vamne not find thei vocation fone aud them- 
selves in momentary danger of arves) if they misbehave, 
These are, of course, most gratifying results fo us.all,” 

From Secretary Spooner's annual repori read befove the 
convention we take the following as exhibiting how the in- 
fluence of the society is becoming a power in the State: 
The few organized clubs not belonging Lo the Association 

are mostly working under our State bylaws and constiti- 
tion, and they pay our botly the honor af the compliment of 
saying ‘the State rules work well,’ and these clubs are com- 
posed of sportsmen who are eager in their motives of preser- 
yation of our game and fish, and wilh our State Association 
Clubs have taken the pains to scatter your printed copies of 
the game laws wherever there seemed any reasonable good 
opening, Weare firm in the belief that our game lawe are 
not understood. For it is a most difficult matter to educate 
our citizens to the fact that there is any wrong in killing a 
deer, duck or quail, or taking from our streams a fish any 
time they wish to. The idea seems to prevail that game and 
fish are free of access in California any time of the year, A 
letter from Ferndale, Humboldt county, says, under date of 
January 23, 1882: ‘Deer, elk, duck and quail are taken 
whenever found, the whole year round, without any regard 
at all to the law.” In fact the feeling is so strongly im- 
pressed that only last January, in a neighboring county to 
San Francisco, it was clearly proyen in Court that a party 
was guilty of killing deer—killing more than one—of taking 
deliberate aim, and firing and killing, and as cool as possi- 
ble reloading and firing and killing again and ugain. This 
evidence was most conclusive, and yet to the surprise and 
disgust of all our true sportsmen the verdict of an intelli- 
pent jury was ‘Not guilty.” This case, well known to you 
all as the Hardly case, has been commented on by abler pens 
than most of us would suppose, and been printed all over the 
United States. Much good has accrued, and one notable 
conviction had in ihe McCutchen case, tried at Santa Kosa, 
September 5, 1881, for having in possession one dead female 
deer or doe. MeCuichen plead guilty, waived time and 
was fined fifty dollars, which was paid. Tn this matter of 
furnishing evidence for this trial, as well as close attention 
(o both it and the Hardy trial, your State Association made 
itself well known, and to those two trials must be given the 
credit for the searcity of venison {he past season. That 
venison does come to our cilies is admitfed; but nol as 
openly as formerly, That deer are killed—and killed for their 
hides alone—we mush admil; but under the laws as they 
niw exist it is next to an impossihilily for a conviction to he 
had, In Shasta and Trinily counties in 1879, according to 
areliable informant, there were killed some 8,000 deer; in 
1880 some 5,000; und so scarce had they become in 1881 
fhat lhe same parties could only slay 3,500. Gentlemen, I 
think these fizures are not erroneous, for one déaler alone in 
fan Jonquin nssures me lie has purchased the past season 
nearly 4,000 hides of deer, and another dealer glmosti as 
many. You secretary would say further, knowledge of so 
strong a Character came to the Association, that upwards of 
a dozen letters were forwarded at one time to parties who 
were running deer with hounds. Some few, like the hoy at 
school whipped for catching flies, denied it, but ‘knew who 
did let their hounds run deer; and several wished to know 
who isthe special agent of our Association. Our special 
agent is too good a sporisman to be deprived of bis fuinure 
usefulness to the Association; so thereply that Le lives ‘over 
yonder” must suffice, 

— From San Diego come letters that you have seen printed; 
Deer are so plentiful we must sit on fuard all night long and them by our sportsmen wherever found, 

protect the green stuff with a small arsenal to fire every 
quarter of an hour to scare away the pests. The Board of 
Directors have fone 4p the fountain head for the purpose of 
cirtying out the law, by distributing upwards of seyen hun- 
dred and fifty copies of the game laws, one to each postottice 
in California, one thousand copies of the printed game laws 
on durable board in railway cars and steamboat, lines alone, 
anu by showing to the heads of corporations their liability if 
found carrying contrary to law the woseasonable game. And 
to the credit of these corporations we record with pleasure 
the fact that their receipts now on file bear to us something 
more than a plain receipt for a piece of printed board, 
They show a keen sense of appreciation of the elforts of our 
Association, and bear to us theirwritlin expressions of kindly 
concurrence in the matter of stopping this illicit traffic, 
Wells, Wargo & Co. have given us dssistanee of 4 most im- 
portant kind, J, J. Valentine, Haq,, superintendent, issued 
to Dis subordinate officers throughout lie entire State a edpy 
of the Jaws as regards game and fish, with expheit instruc- 
tions in relation thereto. One illustration willshow you how 
nicely it has worked already, 

Gen, Williams, you all know, lias large landed interests 
in the tule islands, Last July Lwas called on by his agent, 
Who stated: ‘Mr, Seeretary, lurve is a iclegram from ao 
avent at Placerville; he has some fine mountam quuil, 
caught for the General, who wishes to propagate then on 
his ranch; and, gentlemen, Gen. Williams cares for them in 
the best manner—hut Wells, Fargo & Co. say “tyou are noti 
going to get us in any scrape with your live quail; sea here: 
and shows Mr. Valentine’s order, “Ship no live or dead 
(nail out of season’? ‘Now, Mr. Seerctary, here is this 
dispatch; il says; ‘See some State Sportsman's association 
officer and get us a permit. Will you kindly help ws td get 
our quail?” We were only too happy to send a fey words 
in the name of the Association, which the agent ot Wells 
Fargo keeps tor future reference. Several cases of like kind 
occurred, showing we were doing some little good in onr 
first year. Ii has heen everybody's privilege heretofore to 
trap live quail for market, but now tne trappers tind their 
vocation gone, for they cannot get them to market. 
You al] remember ducks wert scarce in market fepteni- 

ber 15 dast. None were in the Siuckion market, President 
isher, of the Stockton Club—a delemate here {o-diay—in- 
formed us that for the first time since he has beeu Irying on 
the Island, no shooting was done on the i4th of Beptemher 
last. Ana wherefore this sydden and weleame change from 
the old rezime? 

Our Board of Directors uutliorized a yeward published of 
$40 for the information and appreheusion leading to couvie- 
tion of any person found Violating the game on tish Mowe. 
This was published in the ~press September 4, 1881-—the 
Sauramento Sy, Sin brancisco Chpuniele, Watsonville Pajit- 
runian, Tuolumue lalependent, Yolo Mail, and Stocktou fA 
dependewt—and all these papers kindly eave loeals, tothe ful 
extent of their space, on the wood that might accrue by some 
Watchiulnesy on the pari of your Association, Every club 
of the Association was also carefully instructed toaleep syith 
ouly one eye shut, Several arrests were made, but i Waa 
almost impossible to get aay witnesses al the trisl, Some 
thought that what they first called 4 dead wild duel might 
live been uchicken, wid kindred testimony, But a wood, 
healthy seare ensued, and 10 gaine was in (le market until 
jhe 16th or 17th, Thisis of itself an acknoywledement of 
some impovtance, Publishing this olfer of reward proved 
a most decided accelerator. But several who mude applica- 
tion were unfortunate, in that thei claim to the reward 
could uot be recognized, One applicant who made the ar- 
rest of a party, on information furnished by members of the 
“California” and ‘Gun Club” was quite loth to give wp the 
claim, jut finally did so, The members of these aforemon- 
tioned clubs notonly furnished the evidence, hot wave the 
entire credit of their good work to the State Association, ynd 
also as generously waived their claimio the reward. Mar- 
tinea being of easy access, was a favorite haunt with gym: 
ners, and several arrests were made, which wake the | oys 
unto the fact, ‘‘the States Sportsman members” clo mean 
lusiness. 

The first reward paid was to the ‘Los Angeles Club,” for 
the arrest and conviction of Geerge Allen, for having in his 
possession twenty-five quail, which liad heen trapped, Tinis 
club employed a detective, and received the reward, as was 
its due. 

The second reward paid was to J. B. Testerman and G. 
W. Moore, of San Mateo, for the arrest and conviction of 
Charles George, for trapping quail, Said Charles: George 
was sentenced to thirty days sequestration in the county 
jail, that sufficient time for meditation might be given, and 
it had a most wholesome effect on sundry trappers, for here 
too the public press generously came to our aid, and gave 
the facts of the case due publicity; and in this case we tind 
‘the feelings of the public so dormant in the matter of 
whether the laws are kept or not, that your Association’s 
counsel was, per force of circumstances, obliged to proceed 
Without any assistance at all from the District Attorney in 
the case, not that your counsel was lacking in ability or 
zeal, but beeause the District Attorney thought the whole 
matter of slight importance. However, the resnlh was 
ample, and coming so soon after the Santa Rosa doe case 
and the conviction in Los Angeles, gave our Association at 
once some considerable standing, in places where we lwast 
expected. 
Reward No. 4 was paid to James Brown, constable, and 

Oscar Atwood, deputy sheriff at San Joaquin. These gen- 
flemen have spent considerable time and money trying to 
break up the nifarious practice of Oliinese fishing, haye 
made humerous arrests, ind been ont of pockel every time, 
“John” taking the jail vather than pay a tine; but this time 
urrested (Noy, 21, 1881), three Chinese, an employer antl his, 
two employes, tlie latter, of course, could not be held, Tut 
the boss paid $50 fine and $15 casts, Since then these same 
industrious officials lave arrested and convicted two more 
sets of Chinese for illicit fishing, This nefarious vocniion is 
destined to strip our streams of every fish, unless we make 
Constant war ou iti wod what cannot be sold of fish here 
is sent to Canton. We would miosi earnestly bee to im- 
press those of our membors who are bkely to have a voice 
in the councils-of ow State ut Sacramento, thut more special 
legislation on this score would meet the entine approbation 
of oursportsmen, Otherconvictions fox violations of fish laws 
have been made amoug them, one by Deputy Fish Commis- 
sioner Lonis Levy, of Sonora, for blasting with giant powder 
in the stream for the purpose of killing fish» party was fined 
#50. J. 8. Clark, of Modesto, secured conviction of tio 
aities (both Chinese) for ishing with set nets; both parties 
ined $50 each, Nets of all manner of description are used, 
and in dJarge mumbers, despite the inereasing destruction of 

v A fisherman told 

—— — 
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me he cast his line seven times, and five times drew up a 
net, which was immedintely destroyed, and the afternoon 
was nat overly favorable either. 

Considerable correspondence fas been had with parties at, 
various locations abont fish ladders, and werejoice 10 he able 
to say the ladders are gradually increasing in number. 
We would say of the irrigation diteles, theve is one feature 

nnfavorable to fish. The ditch takes waler from the stream 
ind carries the water onl on to some plain, andif a fish is in 
the ditch ie soon gets into shoal water and the end isa 
lingering death, ‘Those in charge ofthese schemes are, how- 
eyer, disposed to take o comprehensive view of the siltation, 
and cheerfully comply with any suxpestions offered by your 
Association, We must not overlook the fact that while our 
work lis heen productive of great goad, tlie ficld of our use- 
fulness is so vast that much remains to be accomplished. We 
have made a good start; haye gotten the public press on our 
Kide; have awakened sportsmen throughout the State, and 
daily, almost, ¢ome to us applications for copies of the Game 
and Fish Laws, These nist be thoroughly understood 
before we can hope to have them observed; some 2,000 of 
them are already distributed, we trust, judiciously. But the 
valume of correspondence received shows tle spirit of our 
eople to be willing to do the fair thing, provided they first 

thoroughly understand it, 

SOME ONTARIO RESORTS. 
Wr have always had in this locality, the vicinity of 

Peterborongh, abuudance of sport. During the time 
fhe Mt, Julien Hotel was open (one or tivo years), no regard 
wis paid to true laws whieh would govern any gentlemen; 
and each and every euest (with only one or two exceptions) 
vied with each other to destroy the largest amount of fish, 
leaving them to rot away on the islands and shores of Stormy 
Lake, Had it stopped there, we could have borne with it, 
but on several oceasions deer were slaughtered from Jime 
until the season opencd, Indeed, such was the state of af- 
fhirs that an open rupture with the settlers of the locality 
was inevitable, for when the season did open not a. deer was 
jo be found. All during the close season guns and rifles 
were freely carried and us freely used on every trip any 
parly would make from ihe hotel. The proprictors winked 

atthe whole matter. and actually, I was fold, used the 
yenison on the table; and Twas also told at the time, that it 
was charged as “mutton” on the books of the company. 
This could not go on much longer and any sport continu, 
but happily some of the agerieved habitants put match to 
the structure, and the place which knew if once knows if no 
more, ince then, game and fish have multiplied and re- 
lenished lake and forest, and our waters are comparatively 
ree of parties who have no regard io decency. 
There is now a fine hofel at Burleigh Rapids, where a 

genial host caters to tle wanis of any and all who wish true 
Sport in either fishing or shooting. Tt is easily reached and 
offers grand inducement to those who, wearied with close 
confinement, wish a holiday in a healthy locality where 
ame and fish are very plentiful. The scenery is grand and 

indeed sublime; with any eare this place can never he fished 
out, nor the gaine all shot, Deer are quite plentiful, rufied 
grouse everywhere, ducks in numbers. Black bass, maski- 
none, lake trout, whitefish, and all the smaller kinds in 
great quantity. 

Another place is situated in Bobcaygeon, a village tweuty 
miles from here, where the devotees of old Izaak Walton 
would ¢o mad over their favorite sport. Mine host Goulais 
ig a square man and has built s beawiifaul summer. hotel 
where everything tending to the comfort and convenicnce 
of guests can be had. I know of black bass being eaupht 
this season within cast of his fine liouse, and I am assured 
by an infimate friend Uhat he caught three lass, two over 
five pounds and one three pounds three ounces, within a 
space of fifteen minutes Gyhile the Doat was waiting) not 
iwenty feet froma part of the hotel Imay state that the 
fishing there is inexhaustible, : 

All through these Jakes fishing is excellent, which with 
amy care cum neyer be fished oul. I could direct you to 
small lakes where you could catch millions of the finest black 
bass with a piece of ved flannel on a hook, where black or 
mountain trout are so plentiful in scasous that | was per- 
fectly astonished, aud where I believe they will bite finely to 
fhe tly, although I never tried them, but have been assured 
by friends I sent there that they wave grand sport in that 
way. On the marging of these Inkes and creeks [ have seen 
deer repeatedly, and partridge out of number, 

T am so often ont sketching and photographing on these 
places that J know many spots, ont of the way ponds and 
little rapids where few canoes other than my own go. Here 
the game is plentiful, and I love to sit and watch nature in 
ifs purity, studying the habits of birds and beasts, and learn- 
ing many a lesson therefrom, 

But in the autumn when the leaves change and drop off, 
when stillness reigns everywhere, the scenechanges. Karly 
morning—dayiight—dogs aye coupled and quietly put in the 
canoes, s00n to make the woods resound with such music as 
only a British sportsman can enjoy. Now I do not wish to 
say that Americans do not enjoy the yoice of the hound, 
but I do say that to my knowledge I have never known any- 
one candid enough to tell the truth, who had a knowledge 
of the matter, that would say hounding deer diminished 
them or frightened them more than still-hunting. 

To my own knowledge, certain localities have been in- 
fested with wolyes which have been frightened out by the 
hunting of dogs through that part of the country, and deer 
are far more plentiful since the wolves left, although hound- 
hunting is still carried on there every year. Docs any sane 
min who ever still-hunted, and will tell the troth, say that 
deer are more afraid of a dog than a nian? Tihink'not. Take 
for instance a case. A still-hunter invariably heats up 
agains! the wind, and a deer will turn on the scent of a 
Human no matter how faint, Will they do so on that of a 
doz) No, for I have offen seen them stand and allow a doo 
ona scent to pass them not ten yards oll, and when a deer 
crosses i lake does le continue running? No, they invari- 
ably wo back to where they chnme from, But let aman fol- 
low them and make the noise a doe would—why, not a deer 
would remain in the locality, Now, this simply proves one 
thing, at least here—that deer cin be hunted by hounds time 
and again, and not be chased from a locality, and Tum sorry 
that your countrymen have so tried to make dog-hunting so 
nopopniar, and at he cost to themselves of loss of game, 
Thave written nore than [ had intended, but anything 

relating to sporh makes meé a different man, and I will do 
all m My power to advance any good cau.e relating there- 
to, Lhave given you already the names of two responsible 
hotels where a plessant holiday and good sport may be 
had, bul we want nomen whe are “cads” and butabers of 

game and fish. ‘The true sportsman we will always welcome 
whether rich or poor, and I haye often loaued my dogs to 
men whose faces I neyer saw before, but from conyersa- 
tion I felt they were gentlemen and conld be trusted. 1 
Was not disappointed, for there isa kind of masonry about 
trué sportsmen which is alyays respected, and to such 
men 1 will give any information in my power. G. B. 8. 

HOUNDING VS. 
Tihiter Forest and: Streanr: 

T notice an article in issue of Sept. 7, from the pen of “GQ. 
R. B.,” setting forth his style of deer hunting for years past, 
asserting that “one still-hunter will cause more deer to leave 
their ground than the best hound dog éver put after them.” 
He says: ‘You get after a deer as a still-hunter does, and 
follow Dim until the deer knows you are after him, 

STILL-HUNTING. 

ind he will leave the ground and will seek new 
ground if hunted hard, and the worst part of this 
siill-hunting is done when the snow becomes deep, with 
heayy crusts, and tle deer cannot vet away from the hunter, 
There is where the hunter shows his skill.’ In conclusion, 
he says: “My theory on hunting and the only sporting way 
to hunt is to haye dogs which do not run too long, and post 
your men on hieh eround and take their shots; and if a man 
is a hunter that is the way to hunt,” ete. 

It has been my fortune for years past. to bunt in Warren 
and McKean counties, Pennsylvania, and while my friend, 
"GQ, Ki. B.,” was standing wrapt in his overcoat by the side 
of sonie huge tree, thumping his toes against if to keep them 
warm, [ was moving cautionsly along the trail, Tt 1 eet in 
ushot before starting the game, well and good, LT not, I 
sometimes follow until L start them the second time, when I 
always change off for a new track. By this method the 
deer take no lasting fright, and will stay and oceupy their 
accustomed grounds continually day and night, the sume as 
though not hunted at all, ‘Chis 1 know from actual tests, 
time and again. TT suppose that should 2 still-hunter stick to 
the track all day, and haye the power to run as far and fast 
asa hound, that he might fairly compete with the dog in 
driving off and worrying deer; uo more and no less. And 
as for still-hunting ‘when the snow is deep with heavy 
erusts,” thatis entirely out of the question, for this reason, 
that up to the 15th of December, when the close season 
shuts off all modes of hunting deer, there is seldom but light 
falls of snow of afew inches at a time, and even if that be- 
comes ernsted in the least, itis good-bye still-hunting until 
it is thawed out again. No still-hunter that 1 ever saw 
claimed that he could kill one deer per week on a crust. 
“There is where the still-hunter shows his skill,” says our 
scribe. Well I admit it if such can be done, but Lhaye yet 
to see the man that can do it, or one that makes any such 
pretensions of skill, Then, ‘the only sporting way to hunt 
is to have dogs, andif aman is a hunter thatis the way to 
hunt.” Well, if that is the final edict, my gun ia for sale 
cheap, or [will trade it for dogs snd Kill the dogs. Ihave 
afarm, and once in awhile slaughter a sheep or calf for 
market or for home consumption, But I always dropped 
them by a bullet through ora blow upon the head, in cold 
blood, Neyer thonght of turning them into an open field, 
and while & pack of dogs were coursing them around it, 
poured buckshot into them from a distance. ‘To some this 
would be more fun, as it would give the animal more show 
for its life, the dogs exercise and a taste of blood, and the 
gunner a chance to display his skill to better advantage. T 
never thought it amy benefit to kill game that way; could 
always procure a quantity even of squirrels or ruffed grouse 
by shooting their heads off with a rifle and ball, If not, I 
choose to let them go. A. mess of either, stove full of shot, 
hair or feathers, neyer struck my fancy, much less a deer 
heated and hashed up by dogs and buckshot. If this is the 
only sporting way to hunt deer, why isit made unlawful 
throughout the State of Pennsylvania to ‘sport it?’ in that 
manner? Cap Lock, 
FrEwsaure, N. Y., Sept. 12. 

SHOOTING AT TUCKERTON BAY. 

MERE are many points along our Atlantic coast where 
wildtowl are more abundant, where greater bags are 

mhade, and where the sportsman may be more certain of 
meeting with suseess, but in all my experience—and I have 
had a varied one by river, marsh and in the field—my shoot- 
ing at Long Beach, N, J., has ever been the most enjoyable. 
Not owing to the great quantity, anc perhaps I might say 
quality of game, that fell toour guns, bul doubtless, ina meas- 
ure, to the spice of danger with which our sport on the neigh- 
boring hays was mingled, aid the necessary requirement of 
being able to liandle and to be the sole occupant of one’s 
skiff in shooting wild geese and brant on those waters. ‘len 
years azo more fowl frequented Tuckerton Bay than now, 
and there were fewer market shooters than at the present 
time, and less watching of the ponds on the meadows after 
dark, or night shooting iadulged in, The erection likewise 
on the beach of several large hotels anil numerous cottages 
which loom up in the distance uocovered and unsheltered 
by foliage of any description, has had the effect of turning 
many a flock of traveling geese and brant in their flight, 
only too anxious to stop, rest and feed before moving on- 
ward. 

I well remember on one occasion haying gone to Tucker- 
ton, N. J., which is situated on the mainland shore of the 
bay atthe head of a creek of the same name, that I might be 
there onthe opening of the quail shooting, November 1, and 
have a week with my dogs and lighter gun, and await the 
coming of the brant in the bay. Yannote kept the hotel 
there, and when I entered his commodious reception room 
the huge stove setting in its circle of sand was surrounded 
by baynien with feet propped against the fender, which 
told without words no fowl had come on, Of course there 
was a “howdie” all around, and a hearty shake with each. 
Vannore never went fowl shooting, was glad to see 1 had 
my dogs, and promised me good quail shooting, but 
added, ‘the birds go to bad places after we find them 
and put them wp.” 
We found it just so; our dogs pointed many coveys, and 

after two or three shots uteach they sought shelter in the 
impenetrable cedar swamps, for which this section is noted, 
where shooting was impossible excepting on the outer 
edges. Vannote had becn urging me for two years to zo 
deer shooting with him in the back country, about thitty 
miles from Tuckerton, and when he Jeamed of my pur- 
posé to cross the bay to the beich for brant as soon us 1 
tived of the guail, he became more persistent than ever, 
promising me a shot ati a Buck without fail, Haying been 
fully initiated into the uncertainties of Jersey deer shooting 
Tdeclined again, and parted with him atthe creel landing. 

when I started for Bond’s, the captain haying come across 
the bay for us with his yacht when sent for. Tt seemed as 
if Thad hit upon the exact time for fowl shooting, Many 
brant were seen as we sailed over, and not a few were young’ 
hirds which always stool better than old ones, 

In the morning my man _and myself, accompanied bya 
gentleman and his bayman I found stopping at Bond’s, each 
in our skilfs, with their sterns loaded down with hollow de- 
coys, made an Carly start for the Bunches, 2 mile and a half 
from the heach, ‘The Bunches,” so called from heing a 
growth of sedge entirely surrounded by water, is situated 
directly in the track of the majority of brant that make 
their way up und down the bay, Into this sedge we pushed 
our skiffs, and the almost entire covering of decks haying 
been hidden by spreading trash oyer them, and the decoys, 
to the number of one hundred and twenty, anchored in front 
of us, we awaited the coming of daylight. Before day 
dawned several flocks of brant passcd up the bay, but we 
could only hear them, Shortly after sunrise a small bunch 
of seven came tous, and they were all casily killed. They 
were followed soon by a drove, as my friend expressed it, 
and from the flock of at least a hundred we were able to 
hoat with the eight charges of BB's we had sixteen or seven- 
teen, For an hour or two after this we were visited by 
black ducks, a few redheads and a number of blackheads, 
our decoys representing those varictics having been placed 
well to leeward of the brant and wild geese stools. Toward 
noon seven wild geese lit half a mile from us, in reply to 
the honking of our bayman, and gradually swam wp to the 
stools. While we were hidden in otir boats more brant de- 
coyed, but we could not shoot while awaiting the approach 
of the geese. Of these we killed the only four that came in 
range, the three older ones doing all in their power to pre- 
yent their younger companions from going into danger. 

In the afternoon, as the wind fresheied up and the weather 
began to look ‘“dirty,” we thought it prudent to take wp our 
decoys and make for Bond’s. As it was the sea made it 
very rough for our little bout as we crossed the main chan- 
hel, and we were glad to reach the beach in safety, On this 
lrip L spent a week at Capt. Bond's, and it proved the most 
successful one Lever had. Fowl were plentiful, had been 
shot at, Int liltle, and they decoyed nicely. On my return 
to the mainland I found Vannote back from the deer shoot- 
ing and three bucks hanging up to taunt me with. Two he 
had killed in the driye with his dogs, the third was shot by 
one of the party-‘‘on the same stand [ should have put you,’ 
he said to me. J could show him three large sacks of wild- 
fowl in retin, to which he retorted, “I never shoot them.” 

Homo. 

GAME IN ARKANSAS. 

12 this beautiful prairie region of Arkansas game of all 
kinds is yery plenty except prairie chickens; for some 

reason, perhaps the extreme wetness of the spring, they did 
not breed well. I find a good many very early coveys and a, 
few very late ones. Quail are unusually abundant. Some coy- 
eys were nearly srownin June, but the great majority of them 
are late; not large enough for game yet; some'are just from 
the nest. Six weeks from now quail shooting will be very 
fine here. Squirrels, ‘coon, "possums and fine game fish 
such as black and striped bass, perch, ete., are very abund- 
ant. Deer and turkey about the same as last year, to wit, 
abundantly plenty. Bear, otter, mink and beayer ean he 
had by those who know how to hunt them, Three bears 
were killed a short distance up the river by a party in two 
days three weeks ago. 
We are now having the last days of the sickly season 

along the river and overtlows. Soon it will be safe for the 
sportsman to hunt anywhere here. There is no healthier or 
more pleasant climate than this affer frosts. 

The country back from the river has remained quite 
healthy, especially families living right out on the prairie,so 
far as [ have observed, have heen entirely healthy. 

Por those who contemplate looking for a home in the West, 
now from this until the holidays is the time to look over this 
beautiful region, The crops are very fine and plenty in the 
country to live on. Iam confident that there is no place 
where one can get so good landsas cheaply as here, and no- 
where that one can make a good living or money more easily. 
Crockertr's Buurr. Arkansas Co., Ark., Sept. 4. BYRNE, 

TENNESSEE Nores.—Nushville, Sept. 8.—Within the next 
two weeks the quail season will open in this State, and from 
all the reports I can gather they will be very abundant. AJ- 
ready our locil sportsmen are burnishing up their guns, 
loading shells, and conditioning their dogs for the fray. 
Hermann Benlholz has a bewutiful setter biteh that he paid 
#100 for. He also has the old reliable Jeff, and a youngster 
that will make a rattler when trained. Jack Bentley and 
Joe Clarke own two excellent dogs that are well trained and 
untiring in tue field. Charley Griftith also has a good one. 
Mayor Burr's brace is as good as anybody need want. Joe 
Woodfolk and Clarke Pritchett each have fair fielders, while 
Jim Palmer claims the championship for his Prince. Felix 
Mitchell, Tom Chadwell, Will Erwin, and a score more of 
our best shots own each one or more dogs, and though they 
are not much on the boast, are the most reliable baggers of 
game about here. Several large bays of squirrels have been 
made lately, and as the mast is most abundant this year, the 
little bunnies are as fat as butter. While waiting for the 
shooting season to roll round our fox hunters have been 
making some of the grandest runs ever known in this see- 
tion, Col. W. H. Johnson’s pack of hounds is a remarkably 
fine one, and when put upon Reynard’s trail the music that 
comes from ils members is an entire opera in itself, They 
had a run yesterday, and after 4 most exciting chase carthed 
their game in a bluff on the Cumberland River, near by, 
where a2 most sumptuous barbecue was served to the hunis- 
men. There is nowhere on this continent where similarly 
grand sport can be enjoyed, because game is abundant, dogs 
uusurpissed, first-class horses, and all within the midst of 
high civilization and the loveliest country in America. T 
wish some of the Newport and Long Islnnd fox hunters 
could run down here and take a spin after Col. Johnson's 
hounds, and Tam certain they would neyer gallop after a 
drag or half tame fox any more, Our houses may not be so 
large nor their owners as weulthy, but onthe weleome they 
will receive, the dogs, mounts, country and sports I will 
wager my last cmreney. If any of the patrons of the 
Fornst Anp SrReAM should determine to come out heve, Jet 
them but bring a word from any of its editors |p me at the 
office of Southern Industries, 162 Union street, Nashville, and 
T will do allin my power to launch them into fhe hospilable 
cave of Nashyille's sportsmen,—J,, D. H. : 
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THE RANGE OF THE. SHOTGUN. 
N UCH has been said regarding the ‘‘method,” “loading” 

and shooting power of the breech-loading shotgun of 
modern times, and I propose to add my mite to the large 
amount of argument on this important point. 1 will speak 
from a practical standpoint, and give my views as an advo- 
cate of the “new-fangled" notion. 

The average breech-louder will, when its peculiaritivs are 
discovered and humored, kill same at all distances ‘from 
the muzzle” to ‘tone nndred and fifty yards,” (2) but the 
lony shots are only done in private performance, and the 
cartridges are always ‘improperly loaded” if the owner of 
the long-range gun be called upon to exhibit the ‘wonder- 
ful” gun. 

T have had an experience of seventeen years with all kinds 
of guns, and I have utterly failed to find a gun that will 
kill Same (excepting chance shots) at anything like ‘tone 
hundred and fifty yards,” and plainly state that L don’t be- 
lieve the gun is now made, or ever will be, that will do such 
work. 

In a yaried field and forest experience | hiuve killed game 
at very lone range, say 75 to 100 yards, but only claimed 
then and now that mere chance was the only real cause 

The experience of some of our best Held shots in this see- 
tion, claim that a gun is “A 1” if it will kill game from 40 
to 60 yards in *‘fair field and nofavor,” Distance is greatly 
overrate |, generally speaking, and when we down a duck 
at 40 or 50 yards, if looks like a far greater distance—to the 
“creen hand,” 
Some time ago I was in company with a young sports. 

man ducking, and in passing over a large marsh came un- 
expectedly upon a large flock of geese at about 150 yards 
distance. Knowing I could get no closur excepting by a 
“ton,” I cocked both barrels, and with ‘‘far-stretching: 
steps’ went hurriedly toward the now thoroughly alarmed 
geese, while my companion stayed im the rear, “horrified” 
at my “trying to run down some wild honkers.” I suc- 
ceeded finally in flushing them; and on their taking’ wing 
gave them first the right and then the left, bringing to 
haz u fine old gander. My friend now came up on the 
run and emptied both barrels of his piece at the now 
distant ‘*feather beds,” andexclaimed: ‘‘What in the devil 
have you for a shotgun? ‘That goose was nearly 200 yards 
off! 

I told him J bad a fair shooting pun, one that done 
“ood work at all times, but he must he slightly mistaken 
in judging the distance of the shot, that it could not he 
over ninety or ninety-five yards at best. 
We then paced it off, and found from where L made 

the shot to where the bird fell was just one hundred 
yards or-paces. I then told him I did not expect to draw 
a feather from the geese, let alone kill, but madeit a rule 
to not let a bird go “‘unsaluted” at anything under ninety 
yards, and had accidentally killed many birds at that dis- 
tance. 

On jooking over the old honker we found one **B.” had 
found a ‘‘resting place’ in his head, und he was thereby 
brought to bag. 1 have heard a great many ‘old hunters’(?) 
claim their guns would “‘switch them (the birds) every time 
at from 100 to 150 yards.“ an absolute, known misstatement. 

No, gentlemen, the gun cannot he made that will kl! 
vame with avy kind of shot 150, or even 74 yards “‘eyery 
time,” and I know it as well as other men who have had 
any considerable experience with shotguns, 

Tf you happen to “get hold” of a breech or muzzle-loader, 
ten or fwelye-gauge, that will kill every third time at sixty 
yards, thank your lucky stars and guard if day and night 
for fear it may take wings and fly away. 1 once sot 
acquainted with a “gent” who formerly lived im “York 
State," whe “once owned an old Spriugtield rifle that he 
could kill prairie hens out of tress at eighty rods, every 
time}? * a At one time this extraordinary gun 
“strained” its barrel on one very long shot and was ‘‘neyer 
worth a cent afterwards,” 
Long shots, I claim, are accidental if made out of ordinary 

bounds of shotgun range, and are nearly always made alone. 
Keep the ball in motion. Willa gun loaded with shot 

kill at 150 yards ‘“‘every time” or not? Dera, 
Sauk CENTRE, Minn. ; 

—s * 

PRA OnIckENS In [Iowa AND Mrynzsova,— Waukon, 
Towa, Sept. 1.—I came down here the 12th of August, 
and haye had pleasant shooting since the 15th. Many 
sportsmen are here who observe the law, hut I hear 
not one who hazards the observation that he would 
were he debarred from shooting until September 1. 
The cold rains struck in the 30th, and that practi- 
cally closes the chicken season. There may be, still, 
warm days upon which the birds may lay to the dogs, but 
they will be exceptional, and the man in Minnesota who has 
waited with a young dog for the season to open will have 
very few days’ sport; but many of tribulation of spirit. This 
latter man I have yet to hear of, and can name you 4 half 
hundred between Rushford and the Dakota line who have 
bagged birds for two weeks. Indeed, I received chickens 
before I left (sent down in a shooting jacket left there last 
year) that were shot within sizht of the steeples of Fairmont, 
tm couclusion [ make the statement that I know ‘‘one-half 
the sportsmen (local) between the Mississippi River and the 
Dakota line have shot birds for twenty days.” I ask you 
what inducement is there for you or me to go along that line 
shooting now the season is opened,—X. 

A Mosr Curtous Accrbent happened to a California 
sportsman named Spitzer, the other day. In company with 
u relative, James Ashcraft, he was hunting deer in the San 
Benito hills, He was about one hundred yards distant from 
his companion, when he observed in the brush the antlers of 
a buck, which he picked up and was examining, Mr, Ash- 
craft noticed the antlers moving in the brush, and, thinking 
that he was about to kill a woodly-sized deer, raised his rifle, 
took careful aim at Where he thought the body of the animal 
ought to be, and fired, The ball struck Mr, Spitzer in the 
rieht elbow, passing through it and the upper portion of the 
hip bone, and ranging across the abdomen, The wounded 
man is not expected to recover, 

Frorma,—Tampa, Aug. 28.—As usual we have plenty of 
quail, and the first brood are fully three-quarters grown and 
large enough to shoot, | have the orange craze like eyery one 
else in Florida, and am sorry to say that it occupies so 
much of my time that my guus lay rusting in their cases, 
and the poor old setter Pat comes and looks up in my face 
wistfully, and almost says, “Why don’t you get your gun, 
for don’t you hear those quail whistling?”—W, A, M. 

Matneé Coast Sroormc.—Old Orchard, Me., September, 
1882,—It is not generally known that the finest place for 
shooting on the Maine coast is at Camp Ellis, situated at the 
mouth of Saco River, three milés from Old Orchard Beach, 
Tt is one of the most charming places in the world, abound- 
ing in fine nutural scenery, pine air and excellent fishing, 
while ils attractions as a shooting resort are unequaled. It 
is reached by Boston & Maine Railroad. Parties can go to 
Old Orchard by train, and drive fo Camp Hillis, or Jeave 
cars at Saco and vake steamer down the river. Jt is a de- 
lightful half hour's sail, past fine old hardwood growths, 
smooth fields, wooded ‘eminences, and here and there a few 
picturesque oll buildings, moss-erowu and fast failing to 
decay. The Camp Ellis House is right on the bank of the 
tiver, within five minntes’ walk of the steamer landing, Tn 
summer it is crowded with seekers of health sud pleasure, 
who come with joy and Jeaye with reluctance, Through 
September ind October the weather is delightful here, and 
is Improved by the enthusiastic sportsman. Among others 
here at present is Johnny Jones, of Malden, sent by the 
Natural History Society of Boston, Te las already lost his 
head over the place, and is out with a gun at all hours, 
Recently le begged eighty birds hetore breakfast, which is 
a record to be proud of. A gentleman from New York as- 
sures me he has often killed ducks from the piazza, and says 
nowhere else is there such fine shooting, Will Fredericks, 
of Boston, also well known in sporting circles, got two hun- 
dred birds inside of two days, and thinks he can do even 
heffer. On the opposite bank of the river is a heavy hard- 
wood growth, where the recl squirrel is aj home snd chal- 
lenges attention, Ployer ave shot in great numbers, also 
pigeons. Very soon the water will be biack with the wild 
duck, and then the real fun begins, The crack of the fowl- 
ing-piece is heard from morning till night, and there is 
much friendly rivalry between the Woys, Parties desiring 
to come here should address C. A. Tarr, Camp Ellis House, 
Old Orchard, Me. Ti will be open all the fall —F, K, 
HAMILTON, 

Hackensack Rawy.—New York, September 7.—E, W. 
and myself spent Wednesday rail shooting on the Hacken- 
sack meadows, The mnrds flew well but were very dificult 
to get, the tide being so high. We killed thirty-three be- 
tween us. Blackbirds plentiful — shot several. When 
pigeons commence to flocl: intend going to Newfoundland 
on N. Y. 8, & W. R. R.; will report luck.—Boar. 

AprronpAck Drur.—Meacham Lake, N. Y., September 
6.—Onr fall hunting is just beginning; one New York broker 
brought in six partridges yesterday. We are not running 
deer with dogs yet, for the reason that we get all the venison 
we want night hunting, or by watching on the streams he- 
fore dark. The indications for good shooting were never as 
food here at this season #s now.—A, R. FoLLer. 

Innrors.—Charleston, Sept. 7.—Messrs. Chambers and 
Kline started out ati moon on the second inst. and returned 
home about 8 P. M. They counted out twenty-six prairie 
chickens, That was a yery large bag for this locality. On 
the 20th ull. John Cartwright and Isaac Hughes hageed 
seventeen prairie chickens. —Pox SqurRREL, 

Tiursois,—La Salle, Sept. 6.—Chicken shooliny has been 
very good with us. [ hwve shol, bunting oyer my old set. 
jer hitch Dausy, from vighteen to forty-six in one day. Quail 
Ttound in my Wamp: quite plentiful and large coyeys.— 
PD. 
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' That reminds me." 

i io a city not far from New York lives 4 minister as much 
celebrated for his love of the angle as for his profession. 

While speaking to his Sunday school one afternoon on the 
text, ‘Depart from evil and do, goad,” he drew for illustra- 
tion the simile of 1 wayward child leaying home and all good 
infiences, he rushed into the broad paths of sin, but through 
(he intercession of parents and friendsis reclaimed, only to 
repeat his folly again and again, Finally, after almost su- 
perhuman effort, heis at last brought back to the fold, and 
his redemption from vice made a certainty for the balance of 
his life. ‘To further simplify the illustration to the younger 
members of the school, the pastor said: ‘‘A few months ago 
Twas fishing in the Maine woods. At the break of a fish on 
the waters of the stream I east out my flies. A noble trout 
arose, seized the bait aud away he plunged carrying almost 
all the line I had on my reel. Again and again, T drew the 
fish near the canoe and attempted to land him, but away he 
would go, only to repeat the strugele, Finally, tired out 
and weary with his efforts to escape, I at last drew him in, 
and slipping my landing net under the fish, threw him into 
my hoat safe beyond all escape.” Gazing about on his au- 
dience fo see the effect of the moral of hisstory, the silence 
was suddenly interrupted bya small boy in the front seat, 
who astonished the school by exclaiming: “But, Mister —, 
how much did he weigh?” 

I wonder if any readers of Forssr anp STREAM ever 
heard about Chris. Smith’s “live bait?” There was & party 
of them down in Maine somewhere, and were gomg fishing, 
and ihe question arose, where should they procure bait? 
Some one suggested pork, whereupon Chris. became dis- 
susted, und declared that he would not think of fishing 
without live bait, A neizhboring farmer liad some sucking 
pis which he was willing to sell for $2.50 apiece; and it 
was thought essential to the happiness of the party that the 
pig should change owners. One of the pariy was genial 
Samuel Norton, whose sudden death 4 year ago cast a sad- 
ness over this whole community. Now, as Sam was quite a 
hand on a dicker, i! was thougnt best he should do the trad- 
ing, and he was accordingly given orders to buy the pig, Un- 
fortunately, Sam understood the price to be $3.50, and 
thinking it too much, he offered the farmer $3.00, which, 
it is needless to say, Was quickly taken. The pig was boxed 
up, labeled ‘live bait,” and directed to Christopher Smith; 
but the laugh was Vather faint when they came to compare 
notes on the price of the pork.—Sassa-ous, 
Sourn Anmeton, Mass. 

“SomETHING Nuew-'—Photographs of the crowned heads of the 
world, finest assortment of Mrs, Langtry, and all the other English 
beauties, and zIso all uctresses and other celebrities, CHARLES L, 
RITZMANN, $48 Broadway, New York City.—Adv, 

ENLARGING THEIR FacttaTins,—The clearance sale announced 1 our 
advertising columns by Messrs. J. Palmer O'Neil & Co,, of Pittsburg, 
offers sporisnien a rare 22 Na secure a choice weapon ata 
very low figure. Messrs. J. P, O'Neil & Co. expect soon to remove to 
new stores, their presentroom being too small for their business, 
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Sea and River Mishing. 

Oren SHAsons.—See tulle 
die issue af Suly 20. 

af open seasons for yume dnd fish 

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 
FRESH WATER, 

Lake trout, Crisiivomer nomiey-| Pike (N.Y. piekerel), Hsox luctus 
eush. Jf P Pickere], Hson-retioniatus. 

Siscowet, Cristivomer aiscomet. Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti- 
Grayling, Thymellus tricoloy and | gastethiium, 

T. mantawus, Yellow perch. Perea fluviatilis. 
Rainbow trout, Saline iriden, Striped bass (Rockfish), Reecus 
Clark’s trout, Salnio elarkil, linertus. ; 
Dolly Varden trout, Selveliius | White bass, Roceus clirysups. 

meling. Roek bass, <imbloplites, two spe- 
Salmon, Salmo suler, 1 
Land-locked salmon, var. sebago. 
Quinnat salmon. Oncorhynchus 

cies, 
War-mouth, Cheénebrytlus gtula- 

Sus. 

chouycha. Crappie (Strawberry bass, ete.), 
Black bass, Micropferns, two spe- Ponorys nicromaculatas, 

cies. Bachelor, Pomoxrys annularis, 
Maskinonge, Msox jobilior, Chub, Semotilus bullaris, 

SALT WATER, 
Sea bass, Ceitroprisies ulrarius, | “Sea trout,’ Cynoseyjon earolinen- 
Striped bass, Roceus lineatius. sis 
White perch, Morone americana. 
Scup or porgie, Slenoltomus ar- 

gyvops. 
Tautog or blackfish, Taufoye oni- 

sis, 

Sheepshead, Archusurgus proba- 
tocephalus. 

Kingfish or Barb, Menticirrus ne- 
bulasus. 

78, | Spanish mackerel, Cybium nuacn- 
Bluefish or taylor, Pomatomus | — latum., 
saliatrne. 2 Drum, Pogonias chromis, 

Weaktish or squetague, Cynus- | estyelies Liostomus abliquus. 
eye weqalis, Red bass, ete., Scienons ocellatia. 

las~ Phis lable is general. For special laws in the several 
States see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20. 

The principal distinctions that strike the careful observer between 

the front of Long Island, or, [might say North America in gzéneral, 

and those of the Brifish isles, is, first, the great uniformity of size on 

the part of the former, which rarely exceed two or three pounds in 

weight, * * * and secondly. the fact that in the United States trout 
are never taken in large rivers. or, if ever, so rarely as to prove the 

rule by the wonder arising from the exception.—Fiank Forester. 

THE INVITATION. 

(To a Bottom-tisher.) 

OMHE ye who love to fish 
And stray by water's brink; 

Come ye, with keen relish, 

And sée the fioat down sink. 

/ 

Let them refuse the sport 

Who never mew its charm; 
But, brother of the rod, resort, 
To waters clear and calm. 

The perch await us there— 

Perchance a bass, or two. « 

Shall dart from out their lair 

And give us pleasure true, 

There will we bait our hook 

With Iwandling, clear and bright, 

° And read from Nature’s huvk 
While waiting for a bite. : 

And Wien the tell-tale quan 

Shall nervous warning give 

That some gil-euarded throat 
Ts striving to receive 

The well-adjusted bail, 

We'll strike” with wary zeal- 

five yet it be too late— 

And bring the fish to creel 

Ah! angling, dear nvy friend, 
Hath many a joy full sweet, 

And unto our life’s end 
Its pleasures we will greet! 

Then come on Tuestlay hext, 

Prepared for a campaign, 

And leaye all questions vext: 

Of daily care, or gain. 

And find what erst dear Walton found — 

No angler can deny it|— 

A joy too deep for tongue to sound, 
And “Study to be Quiet!* oO, W. BR. 

THE CALIFORNIA SALMON. 

A prade e is something exceedingly strange in the habits 
of the Oncorhynchus chowichu, or quinnat salmon, 

when planted in the East. Placed in streams flowing into 
the Atlantic, they are seen to feed and thrive through the 
parr staze and then disappear forever, At the last meeting 
of the American Fishcultural Association. Col. McDonald, 
of the Virginia aad U. 8. Fish Commissions, advanced the 
theory that the fish found the temperature of our rivers too 
hich for them to enter for the purposes of spawning, and 
therefore backed off to sea again; thai the short streams 
of the Pacific coast whose heads are among mountains, 
where the snow lies all the year, were cooler than ours, es- 
pecially at their mouths, and that the Hastern rivers often 
presented a temperature of cighty degrees to the fish, which 
expected to find cooler water. Tf this be so, Len where 
do the fich go, presuming that they are elive and seeking 
a place to deposit their ova? They are not taken in the 
nets near the rivers’ mouths, hor yet by the purse-netters 
out at sea. On the other hand, we Know that they haye 
lived in some fresh waters, and, becoming “‘land-locked,” 
haye spawned. This has been the case with those planted 
by Ma. Fairbank in Geneya Lake, Wisconsin, ind they 
haye lived and grown to yreat size in private ponds, 
We have 2 still stranger story to relate of this fish. In the 

autumn of 1875 we had a few thousand eggs of this salmon 
sent us for experiment af Honeoye Falls, Monroe Oo., N. Y., 
while engaged in trout-culture af that place, and hatched 
them and placed the fry ina small pond, where they fed, 
but did not grow fast, partly on account of the small size 
of the pond (four by eight feet, hy two fect deep), and partly 
because they were not fed regularly during our frequent 
absence, Repeated calls away on business interfered with 
our fishculture greatly, the last year of our stay there, and in 
the spring of 1876 we were called to Philadelphia for the 
summer, and left the placeentirely. On disposing of the fish 
in the ponds the young salmon were turned into the stream, 
a small brook emptying into Honeoye Creek, a tributary of 
the Genesee River, the supposition being that they would 
work down over the Genesee Falls and so into Lake 
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Ontario. Without disposing of the farm we leased it to 
Mr, W, G. Varney, who has remained on it since, merely 
working the land and paying no attention to the fishery, 

“which is abaudoned, 
In early May, of the present year, we visited the place for 

the first time iu six’ years, and iu conversation with Mr. 
Varney, who fishes oceasionally, he said that he had enugdit 
a salmon in Honeoye Orcek a few weeks before, and that it 
must have heen one of ours. He produced the head of it, 
which we recognized as that of a salmon of some two pounds’ 
weirht, and we walked over the farm, intending 10 bring 
the head away will us, bul in a hnvried departure it was 
forgotten. On arriving in New York we wrote for il, but 
it had disappeared through ow negligence in levying it in 
the barn, Mr. Varney says that it is the third one that he 
has caught, and that several others have Deen luke there, 
We immediately wrote the following letter, which was pub- 
ished in the Jiwes and in the Gazette, buth of Honeoye Falls: 

OFrice of FOREST AND SrReam, | 
New Yor«, May, 1882. \ 

Mm. W.C. Varnuy: Ji will be a very imteresting fact to 
prove that California salmon haveremained in Honeoye Crecle 
for six years, and not have gone tothesea. As 1 saw the 
head of one im your possession, which is now tnofortimately 
lost, Tam sure of the identity of the fish. 1 wish you would 
offer a reward in both the papers printed at Honeoye Malls for 
all these fish if wrapped im cloth and packed 1 ice aud for- 
warded, with a Jotber, telling where they were caught, ete., to 
Prof. §&. Ff, Baird, Washington, D.C. Tle box should he 
marked “dead fish” on the outside to insure immediate atben- 
tion, [will pay $2.00 for each fish sa sent which Prof. Baind 
pronounces fo be a salmon. FRED MAnTER. 

Ii is not possible that these lish went info Lake Ontario, 
for the falls would prevent their return and there is no other 
vtonelusion but that some of them have remained in the 
Honeoye Creek and the Genesee River for six years, and 
haye not grown large. The latter is not to be wondered af, 
for fish, Jike all other animal life, which sre stunted in 
erowth the first year, never grow to full size, The fish 
Which Mr, Varney caught were in a pool below uo mill Gam 
néar the hamlet calle Sihleyville, and only in times of 
freshet could they go above the stream and reach the small 
brook on the trout farm, which empties into the mill pond, 

THE VEXED MENHADEN QUESTION. 
AOR the past few yeurs there hus been a growing feeling 

amons our coast fishermen that the taking of the 
menhaden for purposes of making oi] and guano was seri- 
ously afiectine the number of bluctish, weakfish, striped. 
bass and other valuable food fishes. In the New Jersey 
Legislature a bill was introduced forbidding the use of 
purse seines on that const for this purpose, but it was with- 
drawn when ii was shown that such a law was uncon- 
stiliitional and that Congress alone had supervision of the 

~ watlersineludedin the three-tmile limit, and while such a 
Jaw might be passed by the general goveriiment it could not 
atfens Brifish subjects, who lave rights under the treaty of 
Washington. Theincrease in the number of ofl factories 
has been followed by a decrease of food fishes, and at last 
the attention of Congress has been called to it. Senators 
Jiapham, of New York; Miller, of Californiu; Hdmunds, 

— Windom and Morgan were appointed 4 sub-committee hy 
the Committee on Poveign Relations to investivate this suli- 
ject, in conseqneiice of a bill which was imivoduced into the 
last, Congress by Senator Sewell, of New Jersey. which pro- 
posed to pluce certain restrictions upon the menhaden fish- 
erios, This sub-committee has held sessions at Newport, 
Long Branch, Atlimtic City and Coney Island Last week 
Senator Lapham began taking testimony at the latier piace, 
and several gentlemen were summoned to sive their views of 
the matter, 

Mr. Bugene G. Blacktord, the well-enown Wulton Market 
dealer and a member of the Fish Commission of New York, 
was examined. Ee stated that he had beon in the fish busi- 
ness for sixicen years, during which time he had carefally 
Observed and stuclied the habits of fish in American waters, 
Various complaints had been made to lim in his official 
capacity that menhaden fishermen were tuline food fishes 
and carrying them to the factories to be manufactured into 
oiland scrap. Te had been unable to do anything in the 
maatler, however, because thers was no law applying fo such 
cases. Up to the last two or three years the menhaden 
industry had been expanding greatly, but recently a steady 
deerease hed been observed in all of the places where the 
yield used to he the greatest, In some places it seemed to 
have become practically exhausted; this wis especially the 
case off the coast of Maine. Striped bass had become scarce 
wll along the Atlimtic coast. Mr. Blackford said he knew 
of several instances where the menhaden fishermen had 
caught schoo.s of food fishes and brought them to market. 
Th the early fall of 1881 there was an unusually large 
catch, and four or more vessels came to Dulton Market with 
about 200,000 pounds, nearly all of which were wealctish. 
Owing to the warm weather at that time only about a 
quarter of this large catch was placed on the market. The 
temuinder was taken fo the menhaden factories and imade 
into oi! and fertilizers. 

Senator Laphani inquired whether food tish were desirable 
Yor the purposes of the menliaden factories, and Mr, Black- 
ford answered that, as a rule, they were not, but the blue- 
fish or weakfish caught in the fall were very fat, 
Senator Gapham—Upon what food do the menhaden 

feed? 
My, Blacktord—The food of the menhaden, as far as las 

heen investigated, has been found to We generally a sort of 
jellyfish. In conversations with J, Carson Brevoort I have 
often heard him speak of finding jellyfish in the stomachs 
of menhaden, 

Seuator Laphani—Ahout what tine do the menhaden first 
ippear? : 

Mtr, Blackford—They appear on fhe Long Islind shore 
between April 1 und May 1, They are then in spanyn, 
Aliout two months after that we find laree quantities of 
Menhaden about an inch long. T have noticed that men. 

_ haden haye spawn in them about May 1. 
Mr. Blackford went on to say that he had little informa: 

Vion us to the exact time of the spawning of bluefish. The 
young blucfish, or “snappers,” were just now making their 
appearances off this uoast. Bluefish, it was believed, spawned 
somewhere between July 1 and Aug 15. They were caught 
rior to that period, however, Bluefish from iiwo to three 

eles long were found about sixty days after they were seen 
in spawn in their ripest form, The young shad would 
hatch out in about forty-eight hours after the eog was im- 
pregnated, The effect of the vréat amount of menhaden 
fishing now carried on, Mr, Blackford remarked, was to 
break up the schools of fish which wwure followed by the 
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striped bass and the Winefish, and if had a tendency to make 
them seek other feeding grounds: The striped bass were 
very voracious feeders on menhaden. Five or six years ago, 
late in the fall, large quautities of striped lass were caught, 
and frequently 20,000 pounds were brousht to Mulion Market 
each day. Yuar by year the yield of (his kind of fish had 
steadily diminished. 

Aenutor Laplim—Wheat levislition, in your opinion, 
would be desirable with reference fo this decline of the food 
fisheries? 

Mi. Blacklord—L woud like to see a law enacted probibit- 
ing the catching of meuhaden from April 1 until July 1, or 
such other dates as this committees muy find, upon investi- 
gation, to frirly embrace the spawning season of the men- 
haden, ITthink that sucha law would protect all interests 
and would do the least injury to those who are interested in 
the taking of menhaden. Many of the menhadlen fisner- 
meu are ol the opinion that such a measure would be wise. 

denator Lapham—Are menhaden ever used for food? 
Mr. Blackford—Well, I have eaten menhaden, but T must 

contess [do not like them. They are only sold in market 
ior food ati times when jhere is a scarcity of other fish. Mr. 
Blackford said there had been 49 slight diminution: in the 
the quality of bluefish, it nothing vevy marked, Fresh 
mackerel were cougltin much the simme way as menhadeu, 
The catch of mackerel this year had been the largest of any 
single season in tyyenty years. ‘The most noticeable decrease 
in the fish supply at present was in striped bays. This fish 
was, next to the salmon, the most desirable fish in merket. 
Menhaden were the most taking Wait for striped bass, as well 
as for blucfish. Muckerel fishing was not affected al all by 
the wenhatlen fishery, for mackerel did not feed on men- 
Haden. They ate jellyfish and, at certain seasons of the 
year, aspeciesof red seuweed, callel by fishermen “cayenne,” 
from iis pepperieh qnalities and taste. The spawning sca- 
son for striped bass varied very much, Inthe early spring 
they were found in the Chesapeake Bay with their roe very 

‘all they were found off the much advanced, andin the 4 
Long Island coast, Mx. Blackford thought the prohibition 
of the catching of menhaden prior to July 1 would not im- 
pair the menhaden industry, He believed that after one or 
two years the increased cateh would more than make up for 
the shortness of the season, The percentage of oil ojatained 
from menhaden taken early was very small. 

Senator Lapham stated that the bill under which the in- 
vestigation was being conducted provided for an absolute 
prohibition of the practice of catching menhaden with the 
present appliances (purse-ncts) within 20 miles of the Atlantic 
coast. Mr, Blackford suggested that if purse-nets were 
prohibited the mackerel fishery would he interfered with, 
He added that he desired to see legislative protection given 
to all fish during the spawning season. 

Samuel 8. Miller, President of the Fulton Market Fish- 
monvers’ Association, said that last year bluefish had left 
these waiters for want of food, and striped bass were scarcer 
than ever before. In answer to the claim mide hy men- 
Haden fishermen that it spoiled their nets to eateh bluetish, 
My. Miller said it was undoubtedly truce that if a biuefish 
nde a dive to get out of a menhuden net, the fish could cut 
the net with its teefl. Caleb Maley, of Fulton Market, 
agreed substantially with what was sud hy Mossrs. Black- 
ford and Miller, CGsear ©, Priedisnder, President of the 
Menhaden Pishermen’s Association, and Capi. Simeon §, 
Hawkins took the ground that the menhaden industry was 
not detrimental (a the food lishaies. Capt. Hawkins says 
that out of 21,000,000 ponnds of menhaden brought to his 
factories there had not been a ton ef food fish. The men- 
haden cosi the factory men about $1.50 per thousand, and 
the food fish were worth $18 and $20 per thonsund, so there 
were not many foud fish manutactured into. oil aud fertiliz- 
era. Senator Laphara will probably not take any more tes- 
timony on this subject at present, he evidence already 
obtained will he wrilien out and sabmiited to the other 
members of the sub-committee in Washington, 

Mr, Oscar O. Friedlander, of the Barren [sland Manufac- 
turing Company, informed a Zines veporter that in his 
opinion Senator Lapham had been giving’ a careful and im- 
partial hearing to the complaints that the large catches of 
menhaden for manufacturing purposes were detrimental to 
the food fishes along the Atlantic coast, Mr, Friedlunder 
emphatically denied the statement of a morning: paper that 
the menladen men were organized and supplicd with capi- 
tal to prevent legislation against their interests, ‘‘Senator 
Lapham,” said he, ‘thas so far found that any legislation 
which would interfere with free fishing for menhaden would 
affect avery large industry of this State, consequently he 
has spared no trouble in investigating the causes for com- 
plaint thoroughly.” My Friedlandey claims that the catech- 
ing of menhaden does net cause any diminution of the food 
fishes. His theory is that the menhaden left the coast of 
Rhode Island andthe east end of Long Island because thay 
found better feediug elsewhere. They are now found in 
large quantities on the New Jersey coust, between Atlantic 
City and the Delaware Breakwater, The captain of one of 
the Barren Island Company’s boats states that he never saw 
80 many menhaden together as he saw off the Jersey coast 
last Monday, The average yield of oil from the menhaden 
issaid to be much Jarger this yedrithan last. At the fac- 
tories in which Ma. Friedlander isinterested the average of 
oil this year is 6) gallons for every 1,000 fish. Lust year the 
uverage yield per 1,000 fish wasa trifle over 2 gallons. The 
menhaden fishermen claim that to prohibit the oatching of 
menhaden between the Ist of April and Ist of July would 
seriously injure their business. “‘T am opposed to catching: 
the small fish,” said Mr, Friedlander. *‘Our men fish with 
24 and 24 inch meshes, aid [ haye advocated legislation in 
that direction, It would be a good thing to prohihit the 
catching of menhaden with smaller nets than 24-Ineh mesh,” 

Fishes OF MANTTORA.—Winnipey, Sept. 6.—I have not 
heen out shooting yet this season, bi) from reports 1 hear 
that ducks and chickens are fairly plentiful. We have a few 
sorts of fish in the river here, namely; Pickerel, pike, buffalo, 
cutfish, sturgeon and 9. small fish called eoldeye. Th is a flat- 
sided, small-mouthed fish with very bright silvery scales and 
a yellow eye from which it gets its name, There is also a 
queer fish which looks like a very long eel nin tovether that 
is shovteved and very large around the center. Would ycu 
kindly tell me the names of the last two fish, and also tell me 
whether buffalo can be caught with bait, and if so what is 
the best bait fo use, and oblize—Winyipeqanr. [Wedo not 
recoynize the fish. The last tish muy be the lake dostish, 
mia colou. Buffalo fish can be taken with u bail of bread 
dough mixed into cotton to hold it together, | 

SEH udverfsement of Shelton’s Challenze Gun, 

THE SPADE-FISH OR PADDLE-FISH. 

PRANOIS PARKMAN in his execedingly interesting 
. book, entitled “The Discovery of the Great West,? in 

the mosf graphic manner describes the adventures of Rather 
Marquette, and among the many incidents is one where he 
first enters the swift current of the ‘‘Fathen of Waters.” 
soon after which event lis canoe was struck and nearly up 
sel by a ‘‘spade-lish,” and finally catching a few specimens 
inhisnet. He records his astonishment at their ececntric 
Appeirance. 

There was vecently cauvht in a small Jake uerv Warsaw, 
Indiana, asingle very large fish of this same species, Polye- 
don spitila, weighing one hundred pod filfy-one pounds, 
and is the only fish of that kind uver caught in these waters. 
This small lake at low water is entively landtocked. |mt is, 
after prolonged rains, in communication with «a larger and 
an adjoimng one. 

This singular fish was brought eve and placed on exhi- 
bition. It is provided with a projection or prolongation of 
the upper jaw that extends sixteen inches in front of the 
point where the lower one closes against it, and which from | 
its blnuntness, thickness and prest apparent streneth is used 
like a spade in breakine up fle sround on the boltom of 
lakes and bed of rivers, turning out clams, raots and other 
food that might be exposed and secured in this way. But 
how this large and solitary specimen of such « remarkable 
species of fish could huye survived fd grown to such enor- 
nious proportions in this little lakelat without having been 
secn before, seems sineular enough, 

li is in the hands of an experienced taxidermist, and will 
be carefully preserved, Its dimensions are 2s follows: 
Length, 6 fect 9 inches; wirth, 38 9 inches; length of 
spade, 1 foot 4 inches; width of spade, 3 inches; thickness of 
spade, 2 inches; weight, 151 pounds. Its stomsech was en- 
tirely enipty at the time of its Gapiure, and its diet. is a ques- 
tion to be settled by ichthyolosists. 
The odor is not that of “Araby the Blest,” but more of 

“an ancient and fish-like smell,” similax to that of the whale 
that was exhibited through the country a few years since. 

DoRRE. 
Hort Wave, Ind,, Sept, 7, 1882. 

CATFISH. 

N Porkesy ayn Sprmam of August 31, 7 find you w 
seeking information regarding the catfish family, relative 

to transportation to Belgium 
Your idea of transporting the “bullhewad? isa good one; 

yery few know its yalue for food, and, don’t laugh, T have 
had heaps of fun, especially in my boy days, taking them, 
They are in season here in the winter, are skianed and 
readily fetch from fifteen to twenty cents per pound. f 
think the blue and yellow cats of the Great Lakes superior 
in flavor to all others, and the head of Lake Erie is their 
home. By referring to Forest Ann Svream of two yeurs 
ago (1 think) you will find several articles which IT Wrouw ht 
out, describing this fish in both north and southerm waters, 
from its range in the Red River of the north toe the Gulf of 
Mexico on the south. Tt certainly is a fish adaptud to a 
great variely of waters. JT haye taken and eaien it most 
everywhere, und declare to you thai those taken in this 
vicinity are superior i all, éxcept in size, The lake eats 
bring in tlie Southern market, frozen ur salted, a ereater 
price than auy other lake fish, save perhaps the black bass. 

The Southern large cats are coarse and nasty, and with 
few exceptions ture only fit us nigger food, while the same 
from) the fine cold water of cur lakes, when rightly cooked. 
myself aid all that haye exten of them, preter them to all 
other of ourdishes. ‘Twenty-five or thirty pounds is dhe 
full weight of the cats here, They go into the mud shortly, 
so if you wish fo procure the same this fall you must hurry 
up. Iwould transmit as small fish us it is possible lo pro 
cure; they are hardy and equal carp for transportation 
The latest dealer in fish on mhe lake is Mr. H. E. 

O'TIngan, of Sandusky, Ohio. We is the soul of honor, 
an accommodating, 

I don’t know but whats would pe a so0d idea to teach 
those Belgians how toa cook cuts, Da, EL Srermina. 
Chevananp, ©. 

If Mo. Mather cuu’t get entfish move Convenient, he could 
get a fullsupply in Middle Georgia. Presume he can set 
them nearer. Trowis CUALMERS, 

Honvorn, Mass. 

SEA TURTLES NEAR NEW YORK. 

FP you would “go a fishing” off the south shore of Staten 
dsland, you would know that sea turtles abound in 

Raritan, popularly known as Prince’s Bay. may be par- 
doned, perhups, for remarking paveuthelically tht Prince's 
Bay is only a little coye. 
Ahout three weelts ago Mr. Jacob Vetter, of the Excelsior 

Fishing Club, located at Tuguenot, while angling for 
weakfish on ‘‘the middle,” discovered that some thine 
lad “caupht on” to a baited hand line which he hard 
dangling in the fide, This proved to bea turtle that had 
hooked himself by the shoulder close to he shell, With the 
assistance of Mr, John Ruse, who was in the same boat, and 
the aid of some gentlemen who opportunely passed within 
hailing distance, the turtle was lifted out of the water and 
brought ashore. With the basiket in which it was placed thy 
turtle weighed 126 pounds, 1 was rencerved into 40 gallons 
of soup by “Gus” Spence, of Beckman street, which con- 
noisscurs were Unable to distinguish from the finest sveen 
turtle soup. Prom a deseription furuished to dealors in 
turtles, if was pronounced by them to le a green turtle. Tis 
head may be seen at the taxidyrmist’s on William street near 
Spruce, Lfs neck measures 1) inches in circumference, 

It is unusual to pass a (lay in fishing off the south shore ot 
Staten Island in the sammer without being startled by the 
sudden appearauce of one or more of these monsters, or by 
their *'s-h-0-u-g-h,” as they come np vo breathe. 

Auber TE. Cocman. 
Nuw York, Sept. 11. 

Tue Wusv Jarssy Socnjry.—Philadelphia, Sept. 5.— 
The West Jersey Gume Protective Assoviation is very active 
this season on fhe New Jersey side of our river. Several 
shooters have been arrestcd, not being able to show licunse. 
Gill Carson, of pigeon-shooting fame, was taken in day be- 
fore yesterday and fined $50), and yusterday A. Welch, Jr, 
son of ihe ereat stock breeder, was arrested and taken to 
Camden and fined $50. The latter gentleman has declared 
his determination to make appeal and test the constitution- 
ality of the law, whieh you know lis bhéen questioned by 
some,—Homo, 
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Dory VARDEN TRovr.—Upper Soda Springs, Siskiyou 
County, Cal,—An article in Forms ann Streasw of Aug. 
17 mentions two kinds of trout as Gecurring in the MeCloud 
River, viz., Seiie fritien (vainhow trout), and the other, 
punctatus (Sulme purpuratus), which name had been sub- 
shiftated for wr, ant for whieh trout you wish a vulgiur 
but constant mame adopted, As we are not aware of a third 
species of trout in the MeCloud River, if seems that for one 
dad the same koncbol fish the name of betrdti and syeealia. 
have, by right of priority presumably, been superseded hy 
clarkié and by purpuratus finally. Tf wo are correet inkcon- 
chiding that all these ames stund for that larwer, largely 
yellow-spotted trout of the MeQloud River and other more 
northern streams of thie coast, we would call your attention 
to the fact that this species is in the regions where it orcure, 
and more widely over the Pueifie cous, known as the Dolly 
Varden trout, the eeneral adoption of which name migiit, 
therefore, recommend itsell as aone of lone standing and 
answer tie purpose of your article on ‘Correct Fish Nomen- 
elatures'—h, M. [The fish which we referred to us 8, 
sarki ov S. purpuratis, isnot the Dolly Varden, but is a 
fish called by Jordan “Missouri trout,” and ‘Columbia River 
trout,”” Tt is so much like the rainbow trout, 4. “vdea, as to 
be popularly confounded syith it, According lo Jordan its 
scales are larger than those of the rainbow, The latter has 
165 to 205 rows of scales (in Jateral line), while the pep 
atus has 165 to 165, Its coloration is, we believe, more of a 
flush ian a distinet stripe like the rainhow. ts range is 
yery wide, and it is found in the Me@loud, according to the 
authorities, with (he rainhow, from which it requires care- 
ful examinat on to hesseparated, The Dolly Varden is yel- 
low or ret-spotied, while the ofher two are blick-spotted 
fish. All thrve species have been exhibited here, dead, at 
fhe trol openings al Mr. Blackford’s,] 

Too Fasrrprous—t! don't quite comprehend why some ot 
your eorrespondents so serigusly object to the bass otea- 
sionally mative a ‘square meal” of snake, aid for such a 
lark condeinn, koock dow, and stamp, metaphorically, upon 
one ot the #amiest, hurdiest, and most succulent fish of our 
inland waters. "Chul @ bass ‘fopa’ a sunke now and then 
ouly proves that he is the best fellow; is bold, and hasa 
rood appetite and a fool divestion, Why not #o back ona 
trout beemme he feeds on nasty worm that lives on mud, 
or go hungry for a week because the delicious broiled 
chitken on the breikfast table wot its Susteuance from the 
barnyard? Snakes must he wood or the bass would wot bike 
them, Lf ihe bass drank whisky enough he might have a 
red nose, where now he has only i red eye, and if he put 
into his stomach one-iwnth the varicty of food that every 
man thinks he must have or starve, or ale snake usa reeular 
(ict, there would then be some consisteney ti black-balling 
liim. As it is, the bass is rarely fooled with stale meat, and 
will ouly fake what has life or the semblance of it, and the 
same process of assimilation of food, ov nearly so, that gives 
existence Lo all animated fife, applies equally well to the 
bass that is fastsunurcediig, L regret to say. the daintiest, 
sweelest. and most bewalital of fish—the trout.—SyRacuse. 

Tiexxnssken Nores,—Siuce the spirited correspondence 
between the newly ippointed Fish Commissioner aud the Gov- 
ernor, matiers piscatorial have been very qniet at the execn- 
tive mansion, (thourh the genivine anglers of our city have been 
having a good time with the jack, bass und black pereh in 
the many firsi-elass straams of the State. We have had 
much vain, bat as a rule not too mareh for ardent sportsmen, 
4s the rain kept the water in exeellent fishing ortler. Ool. 
Guo. F, Akers, ex-Fish Commissioner, paid us a visit the 
other day, He says tbat the fishing in the Gpper Cumber- 
land and the Red River of Kentucky is simply immense, 
The Colatiel caught at Lonisville, a few days azo, out of the 
Ohio River, an oo) which weighed four and a half pounds. 
He says that he “‘never believed that an amphibinu. critter 
would be so cussed] in his ways as was lis. suuke-like mon- 
ster.’ Our market is beginning to be well supplied with fish 
und oysters frour the Wastern cities, Catfish and drum are 
taken in (quantities with trot lines from the river close by 
town, und oseasionally a hungry bass will be snared into tak- 
ing the fixed bait on this unsportsmanlike tackle.—J. D. A. 

Tye GasPER-Gou ts Epreie.—We publish the following 
from the Wish Commissioner of Texas on the fish called 
gagper-gou in the South, lake sheepshead in the North, ete., 
the Jiipliodunotus grumniens. Ut is vot eaten at the North, 
and the following is a reply to a letter from us on the sub- 
ject. We do not wbink there has been am error in the indenti- 
sation: ‘We certainly do eat; ‘gasper-zou’ and there is no 
doubt about ifs being a food fish. 1s it possible that a mis- 
take has been made in the ‘identification’ of this fish? With 
the exception of several wppirent species of bass, the gaspur- 
fou is the best fresh wather fish we havein Texas. Weirh- 
ing from a few ounces up io, say three pounds, it is a good 
pan fish— Jaryer, 2 good fish boiled or baked,—lt. R, Ros- 
PRON (Austin Texts). 

Fish Ano GAmeor TrRour Lake.—Bscanaba, Mich., Sept, 
4,—l was up to Trout Lake August 20; brought down 165 
trout, which weighed fifty-five pounds dressed. I saw four 
dear, three beavers and one otter; killed one of the beavers 
with a little pole. I have a sample of the white bottom of 
Trout Lake; do you want it? [fsod willsend it to you.— 
A. BP. Youna. | We would like to see a sample of this. sin- 
gular bottom. ] 

Ligur on Avy Rovs.—Boston, Mass., Sept. 4.—Paste 
this record on the banner of the light vs. heayy. An eight- 
ounce red has this season killed seven black bass whose 
united weieht was twenty-livee poouds, On one occnsion a 
3i-pound bass and a 12-pound white perch were Eilled und 
landed at one time, Of course li took some minutes ta ‘lead 
them Sround,” but wedow’t srudge time spent thet wat, for 
sve never fish for count or money, anid are never miserable 
because son other boat brings in more fish than our owh.— 
M. 

AnrmraxpAck Trour.—Meacham Lake, Fvanklin county, 
WN. Y., Sept. 6—The trout arc just beginning to head up 
stream towards the spawning beds. My California trout, 
hatched June 1, arenow twoinehes long. Tam very much 
suprised af their #rowth., Tfthey makua good fish fo rhe 
table, they will he of great benefit to the Adirondacks. I 
amin doubt. yet ag t6 quality, but hope it will be good.— 
A, R, PoLier. 

Vircrsts BuAern Bass.—On alatetrip to Loudow county, 
Va. 1 stutabled upen the best sport for black bugs, elort of 
New York State, } have ever found, Tt was st Odstleman’s 

Ferry, near Snickersville, on the Shenandoah River. No 
one appears to know of it, and the natives, ina yery primt- 
tive way, take black bass with hand lines. A good hotel on 
the banks of the river affords accommodations, and the fish 
Tun large and take minnow bait freely, I found one trouble, 
that of the muddy state of the river after even moderate 
rains, as the Shenandoah drains a great extent of country, 
and the soil of Loudoun county is of aclayey nature. Good 
boats can be had at Oastleman’s Ferry, ani fishermen gotting 
there whenu.the river is clear can be assured of sport,—Homo, 

Faran PrsamyG.—a. resident of St, Louis, who was on a 
visit to the Hagt, went blucfishing the otler day,’ became 
seasick, In his struggles, it is supposed, burst a blood vessel, 
and «lier. : 
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PROCEEDINGS ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING, 

MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF THE SWORDFISH. 
BY G. BROWN GOODE, 

[coNTRTED. | 

DNEMIES, 
~/ UCH a large animal as the swordfish can have hut few an- 
}) tagonists whose attacks would be disastrous. The tunny 
or horseanackerel, Oreynus thyinus, other swordfishes, and 
sharks are its only peers in size, and of these the sharks are 
probably its worst foes. 

Capt. N. HE. Atwood exhibited to the Boston Society of 
Natural History, December 7, 184, the lower jaw of a large 
shark, taken at Provincetown, Mass., in whose stomach 
nearly the whole of a large swordfish was found, Some ten 
or twelve wounds were noticed in the skin of the shark, giy- 
ing an idea of the conflict. The shark was doubtiless Geileo- 
cerdo Ligrina, 
Couch was told by a sailor that he had watched with inter- 

est the anxious motions of one as it was followed closely and 
rapidly in allits turnings by a blue shark. Twice didit leap 
above the surface to escape the near approach of its pursuer, 
but with what success at last the observer had no opportun- 
ity of knowing. 

Mr, John A. Thomson states that the billfish (prehably 
Tetrapturus albidis) is their especial enemy, Billfish, six to 
twelve feet long, appear about the last of the season, and 
shen, appearance is 4 signal that the swordfish are about leay- 

2 
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INVERTEBRATE PARASITES OF THE SWORDFISH, 

Aristotle thus explains the leaping movements pf the fish: 
“The thnny and: the Xiphia sutfer from the oestrus at the 
rising of the doz-star, for both these fish at this season have 
beneath their fins a litthe worm which is culled cestrus, 
which resembles a scorpion and is about the size of a spider; 
they suffer so much from this torment that the Xphias leaps 
out of the sea as high as the dolphin, and in this manner 
frequently falls wpon ships,” 

This description of the parasite is somewhat varue: yet it 
is evident that allnsion is made to one of the Lerneans or gill- 
lice, little crustaceais remotely resembling crabs and lob- 
sters, which attach themselves to the vills and skin of many 
kinds of fishes, suckiny the blood from their veins, and often 
ciising death; dreadful to their yietims as was their name- 
sake, the fabled Letnean Hydra, to the Argives of old, and 
not to be destroyed by any piscine Hercules and Tolans, 

In one of the early yolumes of the Philosophical Trans- 
actions is an account by 8, Paulo Boceoue of “an extra- 
ordinary Sunguisuga or leech, found sometimes sticking fast 
inthe fish called Niphitis or swordfish.” Ti is described as 
“about four Inches long, the Belly of it white, cartilaginous 
and transparent, without Eyes or Head, but instead of a 
Head it had a hollow Snout, encompassed with a yery hard 
Meinbrane; which Snout it thrusts whole into the Body of the 
Fish, as strongly as an Augre is wound into a piece of Wood, 
and fills it full of Blood imto the very Orifice.” He names it 
*Hirude or Acus cauda ulrinqgue pennate.” (83) 
A specimen taken off Seaconnet, July 22, 1875, had fluke 

worms in the external coat of the stomach and in the air 
bladder, 

J am indebted to Mr, Frederick W. True for the following 
account of the parasites of the swordfish: 
The swordfish is infested by many species of parasites. Some 

hang on the gills, others fasten themselves to different parts of 
the alimentary canal—the cesophagus, the stomach, and the 
intestines—and others still, bore into the flesh. Several species, 
as mnight be expected from the size of the fish, are among the 
giants of their races. All undoubtedly cause more or less 
pain to their host, but especially those which altach themselves 
to the gills, disturbing their action and destroying their sub- 
stance. 
The parasites of the swordfish, for convenience, may beclas- 

sified in two groups, the worm-like parasites (Helminthes) and 
the crustacean parasites, 

a. The worm-like parasites (Helminthes)—Seven species of 
Helminthes from the swordfish haye been deséribed, of which 
one belongs to the group Nenidteda, or roundworms, four to 
the Tremutoda, or flukes, and two to the Cesfomdu, or tape- 
worms, [Description omitted. ] 

FISH PARASITES--THE SUCKERS GR REMORAS, 
Several species of ‘*stays-ships" or “remoras” Occur on our 

coast. The ordinary kinds, such us Leptechengis nancratavides, 
the one with a black stripe down its side and white corners to 
its caudal tin, appears to choose companiouship with the 
shurks, while the oveanic species, Beheneis renoru, is most 
often found clinging to ships, i 
A third species, Remoyopsis brachyptera,is the particular 

parasite of the swordtish, I haye several times identified it 
when tound attached to the fish, and have never known it to 
be found on any other species. It has never come tous, more- 
over, from Iccality and season which would be inconsistent 
with a theory that it had been bronght near shore by asword- 
fish. 

Still another, Rhombochivus osteochir, seems equally insepa- 
rable from Tefrapturus albidus. This fact is known to the 
Cuban fishermen, who eall it by the name Pega de los Agijas, 
the parasite of the speartish. : . 

Perhaps the two species are nob so fixed in their likings that 
they will change from Xiphias to Tefrapturus, My friend 
Professor Gizlioli, of Mlorence, who speaks of Fi. brachypterc 
as 2 fish new to the Mediterranean, obtained from Taranto a 
specimen said to have been taken trom the gills (upereulnmeé) 
ot Tetraplurus belone. 
These parasites probably prefer to cling with their curious 

suckers to the hard exterior surface of the opercitar fap of 
the swordlish. 
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THE LOCATION OF THE FISHING GROUNDS. 
In what has alreudy been suid regarding the dates of ap- 

pearance and local moyements of the swordfish in our 
waters may be found all the facts relating to the location, of 
the fishin 2romnds, for the fishermen follow the swordfish 
wherever they appear to be most abundant. 
Barly in the season the swordfish are most abundant west 

of Montauk Point, aud Jater they spread over the shoal 
groimds along the coastieven as far north as the Nova Scotia, 

Banks. They may be found wherever mackerel and men- 
haden are abundant, as may be inferred from the almost whi-~ 
versal practice of carrying swordfish trons on board of mack- 
erel vessels. 

I yuote the statements of three or four correspondents who 
have taken the trouble to interview the fishermen of their 

_ respective localities. 
Mr. E. G, Blackford writes: “The following information I 

reeviyed from an old swordfisherman, a man whose state- 
ments may be relied on, The season first opens early in June 
in the neighborhood of Sandy Hook, and continues along the 
coast as far sash as Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Shoals 
until about the middle of September, They are said to have 
been canghtas far north as Cape Sable. At the first cold 
wind blowing in September they disappear, and are not fond 
again on the coast that season.” ‘This is the statement of a 
New York man. 

Capt. Benjamin Ashby, of Noank, Conn., informs me that 
the swordfish vessels of Noank and NewLondon are accustomed 
to leave the home port about the Sth of July, and throushout 
the month they find fish most abundant between Block Tsland 
and Noman’s Land;in August between Noman’s Land and the 
South Shoal Light Ship. They first meet the fish twenty fo 
twenty-five miles southeast of Montauk Point. In Augtist and 
September they are found on George's Banks, There is no 
fishing after the snow begins to fly. 
A little farther east is the New Bedford fleet. Capt. I. H. 

Michaux, of the schooner Yankee Bride, tells me that sword- 
fish strike in abont Block Island in the middle of June, and 
stay in that vicinity until the 15th or 20th of August, North 
of Cape Cod they are taken up to the 20th of October, 
The statements of Mr, John H. Thomson, of New Bedford, 

have already been quoted, but may be epitomized in this con- 
nection, From May 25 to Juue they are found south of Block 
Island, approaching the Vineyard Sound andthe neizhboring 
waters through June and to the middle of July. A little later 
they are more abundant to the southeast of Crab, Ledge, and 
ee August 1 to the southeast of Cape Cod and George’s 

aniks. 
She schooner Northern Eagle, of Gloucester, Capt. George 

H. Martin, when engaged in swordishing, is accustomed to 
leave Gloucester 50 asto be on the ground south o. Block 
Island by the 10bh of June, and the fish are followed as far 
east as Portland. . 

Mr. Marll ascertained that the swordfish are mostly fished 
for on the coast of Maine from July 1 to September 1. 

Tlalibut vessels on La Haye and Sable Island Banks occasion- 
ally take these fish upon their lines, - 
Mackerel vessels on the New England coast are alyays pre- 

pared for swordfish when cruising among mackerel suhools. 
Tamuot uware that they are ever seen on the mackerel 
grounds of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

APPARATUS OF CAPTURE. 

The apparatus ordinarily employed for the capture of the 
swordfish is simple in the extreme. It is a harpoon with de- 
tachable head. When the fish is struck the head of the har- 
poon remains in the body of the fish, and carries with it alight 
rope, which is either made fasi oy held by a man in 4 small 
boat, or is attached to some kind of a buoy, which is towed 
through the water by the struggling fish and which marks its 
whereabouts after death, 
The harpoon consists of a pole fifteen or sixteen feet in 

length, usually of hickory or some other hard wood, upon 
which the bark has been left, so that the harpooner may 
have a firmer hand-srip. This pole is from aninch and a half 
to two inches ii diameter, and at one end is provided with an 
iron vod or ‘‘shank,” about two feet loug and five-eighths of 
an inch in diameter, This ‘‘shank” is fastened to the pole by 
means of @ con “al or elongated cup-like expansion at one end, 
which fits over the sharpened end of the pole, to which it is 
secured by screws or spikes. <A light Jine extends from one 
end of the pole jo the point where it joins the “shank,” and 
in this line is tied a loop, by which is made fast another short 
line which secures the pole to the yessel or boat, so that when. 
it is thrown at the fish it cannot be lost. 
Upon the end of the shank” fits somewhat securely the head 

of the barpoon, known tothe fishermen by the names of sword- 
fish iron, lily iron, or Indian dart. The form of this weapon. 
has unflergone much variation, as is shown in the series of 
fizures of specimens in the National Museum, ‘The funda- 
mentalidea may very possioly have been derived from the 
Indian fish dart, numerous specimens of which are in the Na- 
tiouwal Museum. However yarious the modifications may 
have been, the similarity of the different shapes is no less 
noteworthy from the factthat all are peculiarly American. 
Tn the enormous collection of fishery implements of all lands 
in the late exhibition at Berlin, nothing of the kind could be 
found, Whatis known to whalers as a toggle-harpoon is a 
modification of the lily-iron, but so greatly changed by the 
addition of a pivobby which the head of the harpoon is fas- 
tened to the “shank” that it can hardly be regarded as the 
same Weapon. 
Tha lily-iron is in principle exactly what a whaleman \yould 

describe by the word “toggle.” Tt consists of a tywo-pointed, 
piece of metal, having in the center, at one side, a ring or 
socket whose axis is parallel with the long diameter of the 
implement. Inthis is mserted the end Hf the pole-shank, 
and to it ornearitis also attached the harpoon-line, When 
the iran has onee been thrust point first through some solid 
substance, suvh as the side of a fish, andis released upon the, 
other side by the withdrawal of the pole from the socket, it 
is free, and at once turns its long axis at right angles to the 
divection in-which the harpoon-line is pulling, and thus is ab- 
solutely preyented from withdrawal, ‘he principle of the 
whale-harpoon or toggle-iron is similar, except that the pole 
is not withdrawn, and the head, turning upon a pivot at its: 
end, fastens the pole itself securely to the fish, the harpoon- 
line being attached to some part of the pole. The swordtish 
lily-ivon head, as now ordinarily usad, is about four inches in 
length, and consists ot two lanceolate blades, each about an 
inch and # half long, connected by a central piece much 
thicker than they, in which, upon one side, and next to the 
flat side of the blade, is the socket for the insertion of the 
pole-shank, In this same central enlargement is forged an 
opening to which the harpoon-line is attached. The dart- 
head is usually made of steel: sometimes of iron, which is 
generally galvanized; sometimes of brass. 
The entire weight of the harpoon-pole, shank, and head 

should not exveed 18 pounds, 
The harpoon-line is from 4l to 150 fathoms long, and is or- 

dinarily what is known as ‘fifteen-thread line.” At the end 
is sometimes fastened a. buoy, and an ordinary mackerel keg 
is generally used for this purpose, 

In addition to the harpoon, every swordfisherman carries a 
lance. This implementis precisely similar to a whaleman’s 
lance, except that itis smaller, consisting of a lanceolate 
blude perhaps one inch wide and two inches long, upon the 
end of a shaulc of fiye-eighths-inch iron, perhaps twe or three 
feet in length, fastened in the ordinary way upona pole 15 
fo 18 feat in leneth. 

THE MANNER OF FITTING A VESSRL FOR SWORDFISHING. 
The swordfish are always harpooned from the end of the 

bowsprit of a sailing vessel. Ibis next to impossible to ap- 
proach them in asmall boat. All yessels regularly engaged 
in this fishery are supplied with a special apparatus for thie 
support of the harpooner as he stands on the bowsprit, and 
tlis is almost essential to success, although ii is possible for 
an active man tobarpoon 4 fish from this station without 
theaid of the ordinary framework, Not only the profes- 
sional swordfishermen but many tmuckérel schoondrs snd — 
packets are zapped in this manner, 
The swordfish “pulpit”: is constructed as follows: The laa 

podner stands upon the tip of the bomwsprit, ontside of the 

- 
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_ penetrated about two mehes in his naked heel. 

a 
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jibstay. At this point is fastened a square plate’ of iron as 
wide as the bowsprit. In the middle of this plate is a mortise 
two inches square and extended three or four inches down 
into the wood, forming 4 socket for an upright iron bar two 
inches square and three feet hich, At the top of this har is a 
bow of iron bent backward in semicirewar form to surround 
fhe waist of the harpoouer, the ends of the how being sepa- 
rated by a distance of perhaps two feet, Inthe ends of the 
bow-iron are holes through which are passed irons to hold 
the dart when nor in use, Through these same holes are 
sometimes passed ropes, by which is suspended a swinving 
#eat for the use of the harpooner when novin action, When 
not in se the dart is lashed in a horizontal eSuae to the 
top of the “rest,” The lance is usually allowed to rest against 
the jibstay, to which it is secured by passing it through loops 
of rope arranged for the purpose. Upon the tip of the bow- 
sprit, st; the base of the vest, ie a platiorm of wood about two 
feet sytare, large enough to afford a tirm foot-hold to the 
harpooner, Ths harpoon-line is coiled upon the bow of the 
vessel, the buoy usually resting upou the bulkhead or close 
alihaod, A second harpoon-line, attached to the reserve or 
second harpoon, is soiled upon the other side, 

The structure above described is usually called a ‘‘rest”, 
thouch not infrequently the ‘pulpit’. Capt. Berijamin Ashby 
always calicd it an ‘oresembo”. I was unable to obtain from 
him any derivation of this remarkable word, He informed 
me that he had abvaysised this name because the thing looked 
to him asif itought to be called by that name, and that; he 
had never heard any one else call it so except members of his 
own crew, who had learned the word trom him. This is a 
curious illustration of the arbitrary manner in which fishermen 
are accustomed to coin names for new articles of appyratus, 
Although inany archaic and provincial terms whose etymology 
is plainly traceable are it use among ow seafaring men, there 
areé Dumerous others for whose meaning and origin it would be 
vain to search, 

1 have been male to loan when and by whom this peculiar 
piece of appratus was devised, 

MANNER OF CAPTURE. 
The swordiish never comes to the surface except in moder- 

dite, staootlh weather, A vessel cruising in search of them 
proceeds to the fishing round and cruises hither and thither 
wherever the #buudaice of small tish indicates that they 
ought to be found. Vessels which are met are hailed and 
asked whether any swordfish have been seen, and if tidings 
are thus obtained the ship's course is at once laid for the lo- 
eglity where they were last noticed. A man is always sta- 
tioned at the masthead, where, with the keen eye which prac- 
tice has given him, he can easily descry the tell-tale dorsal 
fins at 4 distance of two or three miles. When a fish has once 
been sighted the wanich ‘sings out,” and the vessel is steered 
directly towards it. ‘The skipper takes his place in the 
“pulpit,” Lolding the pole in both hands by the small end, 
anid directing the man «at the wheel by voice and gesture 
how to steer, There is no difficulty im approaching the 
fisli with a large yessel, although, as has already been re- 
marked, they will not suffer a small bost to come near 
them. The vessel plows and swashes through the water, 
plunging its bowsprit into the waves, without exciing their 
ears. Noises frighten them anddrivethemdown. Although 
there would be no diffieulty in bringing the end ot the bow- 
sprit directly over the fish. w skillful harpooner never waits 
forthis, When the fish is from six to fen leet in front of the 
vessel itis struck. The harpoon is never thrown, the pole 
being too long, ‘The strong arm of the harpooner punches the 
dart into thy back of the fish, right at the side of the high 
orsal fin, and the pole is withdrawn and fastened again to 
its place, When the dart has been fastened to the tsh the 
line is allowed to run out as far as the fish will carry it, aud is 
then passed in a small boat which is towed atthestern, Two 
men jump into this, and pulling in upon the line until the fish 
is brought im alongside; it is then killed with a whale lance or 
42 wile spade, which is stuekinto the gills. 4 ' 

’ 

Tie fish having been killed, itis litted upon the deck by a | 
Purchase tackle of two double blocks rigzed in the shrouds. 

The fishermen have « theory to the effect that the swordfish 
tan gee nothing directly in front of him, on account of the 
eee location of the eyes, and there are instances of their 
aying been approached and Jilled by men in a skillfully 

Managed dory. 

THE PERILS AND THE ROMANCE OF SWORDFISHING, 
The pursuit of the swordfish is much more exciting than 

ordinary fishing, for ib resembles the hunting of large animals 
upou the land. and partakes more of the nature of the chase, 

1ereis Do slow and carefil baiting and patient waiting, and no 
disappointuient caused by the accidental capture of worthless 
“hait-stealers.” Ths game is seen and followed. and out- 
witted by wary tactics. and killed by strength of arm and 
skill. Theswordiish is a powerful antagonist sometimes, and 
sends his pursuers’ vessel into harbor leaking, and almost 
sinking, from injuries whieh he has inflicted. have knawn 
a vessel to be struck by wounded swordfish as many as twenty 
times in one seasou. There iseyen the spice of personal dan- 
ger to give sayor to the chase, for the men sre occasionally 
injured by the infuriated fish, Ons of Captain Ashby’s crew 
Was severely wounded hy a swordfish which thrust his beak 
through the oak floor of a hoat on which he was standing, and 

The strange 
ascination draws men to this pursuit when they have once 

Jeamned its charm, An old swordisherman, who has followed 
the pursuit for twenty years, told me that when he was on the 
evlusing ground le fished all night in his dreams, and that 
many a time be has bruised his hands and rubbed the skin off 
his knuckles by striking them against the ceiling of his hunk 
when he raised his arms to thrust the harpoon into visionary 
monster swordiishes. 

: A LANDSMAN’S DESCRIPTION OF SWORDFISHING. 
Mr. C. F. Holder, of New York, published in Forrst AND 

SrrEam, February 17, 1876, the following description of a trip 
after swordfish in Block Island Sound: 

“Tying all night in the harbor of Wood's Holl, we had 
ample time to prepare for sport, and ab three o’clock in the 

morning our little sloop was swinging around, and, gathering 
herselt together, headed for Gay Head. ‘The vessel was a 
common sloop of about sixty tons, its only peculiarity being 
# Stanchion with a curved top, to hoid the harpoouer, rigged 
onthe extreme end of the bowsprit. At nine o'clock we 

“were out of sizht of the Vineyard. The wind settling, I was 
informed that Icould go alott and nse my weather-eye, and 

_ the befter 1 used it the more fish we would pet, Afternot a 
fey attenpis to climb bhe greasy pole of # mast I found my- 
self aloft, with a titi grasp upon the throat of the gaff, my 
weather-cye, contrary to orders, full of tar, and my port on 
the lookout forthe game. We were just moving along, and 
Twas taking in the horizon for miles avound, when the man 

atthe bow uttered a sound, which was asort of a eross be- 
tween a cluck and a srogn, which I saw meant ‘port,’ and 
that something had beensighted. The old craft fell lazily 
sway, and I then saw two dark forms with their razor-like 
fins ont of the water slowly moving along ahead of us, The 
captain signaled at once for me to come down, and as I 
reached the deve the fun commenced, The man waited until 
We were almostupon them, and as one of them turned, as 
it in idle curiosity, to see what the preat shadow meant, he | 

hurled aspear, and thenext moment the huge fish sprang from 
the waterand withafnrious twist tried to shake out the 

iron. So great was the effort that it fell on its side witha 
trash, and fora moment was still, but ibqwas only for a sec- 
ond, the line jumped into activity and rushed out so you 
ould not follow it, ow swaying to and iro, aid mating the 

water iy like rain. About 50 feet of line had gone ont, when | 
Vie ofusmanagedto sei a fair hold on the line, and at- 

= 
: 

Jett, so T shall need it no longe 
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tempted to try our strength, If six individnals were ever 
jerked around in a more yiyacious manner they have my ut~ 
most sympathies, Now the swordtish would land us alto- 
gether ina heap, then slacken up, und take us wnawuares, 
throwing us to the deck with a force that fully came up to 
my preconceived idvas of the sport. He would nndoubtedly 
have dragged us all overboard if the rope had uot been sure 
and fast. This sort of fun was kept up for about fifteen min- 
utes, when the fish perceptibly weakened,and the lowe rushes 
to the right and left grew feebler and feebler, until we ven- 
turedto haulin, At last we had the brute alongside, .A rope 
was rigged from the peak ana /astened around the long 
sword, and the monster was rolled on board the sloop. We 
measured our game, which was} feét incheslong. Thoush 
Thaye frequently caught sharks which measured 18 feet, [ 
neyer saw any that showed near the strength of this peculiar 
creature. 
“We cruised all day in the vicinity, and succeeded in cap- 

turing three more, varying in length from 6to% feet, and as 
We returned to Wood’s Holl I felt that Lhad well earned iny 
experience.” 

[TO BE GONTINUED,] 

Tre DEUTSCH FiscHERET VPREIN has been ayarded a silver 
vase as a prize of honor by the King of Saxony for the hesh worl: 
on the pollution of waters and their prevention and remedy, 

Che Ziennel. 

FIXTURES. 

January 9, 10, and 11, 1882.—Meriden Poultry Association Hench 
Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shite, Secretary, 19% Hobart. street, 
Meriden, Conn. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

April 3, 4,5 and 6, 1882. Western Penusylyania Poultry Society's 
Fiffh Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa, Entries for the Bench 
Show Derby, for Hnglish sefters whelped on or after March 1, 1852, 
close December |. 1H82. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. 1, R. Stay- 
ton, Seeretary, Allerheny City, Pa. | 

FINLD TRIALS. , 
Noyempber 17-—Hastern Ficid Trials Club Field Trials on Quail, near 

High Point, N. @. Entries for the Derby lose July 1, For the AlL- 
Aged and Members’ Stake, November 1. F.N. Hall, P, O. Box R54, 
New York, Secretary. 
December 4—National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn. D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary, 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Clu Field Trials on Quail, Onelon- 

sas, La, Entries close December ii. J. K. Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1, 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

A large number of communications remain unanswered in 

the absence of the editor of this departinent. Pending his re- 

turn from the prairie chicken trials, we bee the indulgence of 
Timerous correspondents. 

THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN TRIALS. 

[SPECIALS TO FOREST AND STREAM. | 

FarRMont, Minn,, Sept. 8, S82. 

Following is summary of the conclusion of the Derby mio- 
ning: A‘ 

Fourth Series. 

Prince Noble beut Pink B., and won first prize, Cheyalier 
being withdrawn. Pink B. won second prize, 

Fifth Series. 

Anisrican Dan beat Scott; Gilderoy a bye. 
. Sixth Series. 

American Dan beat Gilderoy and won third prize. 

Seventh Series, 

Gilderoy, St. Hhno IV, and Scott divided fourth prize. _ 
This ends the Derby. 

ALL-AGED STAKES. 

First Series. 
Sue beat Countess Druid. 
Frank H. beat Broker, 
Adams’ Bessie beat Einnikinick, 
Maxim beat Bodine (withdrawn). 
Jess and Christmas Bell were ordered up to go down again if 

they haye a chance to win. 
Prairie Range beat Shadow. 
Count Noble beat London. 
Dashing Noyice beat Foreman, 
Meteor beat Pride. 
Gertrude beat May Laverack (withdrawn). 
Biz beat Clemantine D. 
Rock beat Maida. 
Donner’s Bessie beat Dash. 
Don beat Punch (withdrawn). 

Fairmont, Minn., Sept. 9, 

The continuation of the running in the All-Aged Stakes re- 
sulted as follows: 

Second Series. 
Sue beat Adams’ Bessie. ' 
Frank H, beat Maxim (who, with Meteor, was with- 

drawn). 
Count Noble beat Prairie Ranger, 
Gertrude beat Biz, 
Rock beat Donner’s Bessie, 
Don beat Dashing Novice. 

Third Series, 
Sue beat Count Nobile. 
Don beat Kock. 
Gertrude and Frank H not decided. 
There are seventeen more heats to run, The finish will he 

about Thursday, Mr. B, F. Wilson, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has 
been elected judge in place of My. H. C, Sterling, resigned. 
Weather pleasant but hot. Fair atbendance. 

FATRMONT, Minn., Sept. 11. 
At a meeting of the handlers tonight it was agreed that the 

judges, assisted by Mossrs. E. G. Sterling and N. Rowe, should 
place the remaining dogs instead of running them. 

Sue gets four-fifths of second prize, and Dashing Novice one~ 

Gertrude, Count Noble and Adams's Bess equal third. 
Biz and Prairié Ranger equal tourth, 
The Fairmont prize was divided between Gertrnude and 

Rock. 
Best Penusylyania entry in Derby, Count Dad. 
Pointer prize, Don. 
Best Pennsylvania entry in All-Aged Stake, Don. 
The trials have been successful financially. 

“You dog of a printer,” cried the enraged poet, “you have not 
punctuated my poem at all.’ “Yes, but you see, sir, 1 am not a 
pointer—I'm a setter,” replied the printer,—/ir. 

Way He Storpep Iv.—Clinton, Mass,, Sept. t.—KEditor Foyest it 
Stream; Please stop my advertisement in your paper and send 
hilltoa me. ‘Che puppies are about all disposed of, only tavo_ bitehes 

r. Tecan testify fo the good qualities of 
‘Our circulation and the advantage of advertising with you,—CaHAs. li. 

SHAW, 7 

DESTROYING OLD FAVORITES. 

( NE of the cares which a horse or dog owner must at times 
: be acquainted with is to know what to do with the old 

favorites. “They have gained upon our affections for years, 
and when in the prime of lite we have looked upon thera with 
pride tor their present worth, witout estimating their value 
tor the future, excepting for a continued use of their services, 
Years steal on and oy dezrees we find their worth depreci- 
ating, and we become reminded that animal life is a short 
one, aud that as soon as they bein to show the signs of old 
age, the descent in the scale of decrepitude is very rapid. At 
this stage the owner possessing a mercantile mind will lol 
about him to find a mew possessur for the favorite, thou: 
there is a certain pricking of conscience even to do this, and 
many @ determination to sell is procrastinated wutil it is too 
Jate to entertain such a notion at all, and the favorite is left— 
perkaps halt by choice and half by cireumsianees—to imish 
his days in his wld home. There ave other people who would 
not think of parting with an old servant: and her Majesty 
the Queen sets this example, asno horse in the Royal stable 
is allowed to be sold after le has been in the seryice of roy- 
ally forfour years, A third class af owners shrink from the 
final*tic being separated by the sure hand of death, snd so 
sive the treasured favorite away, on ah assurance that is 
iwostly unpledged, but often on the scartiest yerhal promise 
that the anima shall be well looked after lor the reinaintler 
of his life. Thisis decidedly the most ernel and thonghiless 
act of all, as if amaster or mistress cannot feel the deepest 
consideration for an old dependant, how can it be supposed 
that a stranger will? 
The question is a very difficult one, however, as the feelines 

of most people are particularly sensitive on this point, and no 
mutter how much courage, moral or otherwise, that a map 
may possess, he shirks givine the order or doing the deed 
himself that is to put the old favorite out of the way, We 
have known a great many cases where such feelings Lave 
hrought about exactly the opposite results to those aimed at. 
The memory of an old Scotch terrier comes back to us that 
reached the good old age of seventeen, but for iiwo years pre- 
vious to that time he had become a nuisance to hitmnsel’ and 
every oue near him, ‘Really, alam, Fox must be killed,* 
the confidential housekeeper used to say to her mistress, “Well, 
let it be done; but [must know nothing about it,” was the re- 
ply. During this diglogue, however, Fox would be listening: 
on the hearth-rug, and, asif he knew what was said. he inyari- 
ably put his tail betweer his lews, and hid himself wider the 
table or behitid thecurtain. Such an action on his part would 
thake his mistvess lock yery grave, and in the course of a quar- 
ter of an hour the bell would be rung, so as to piye orders that 
Pox was not fo be killed, So matters went on until at last the 
housekeeper confided her ideas to the gardeuer, but thet func 
tionary was yery fond of the dog, as he had known tim ss an 
old friend for ten or a dozén years, Consequently, he depnted 
the orders to the duy laborer. who knew nothine about loli 
dogs, and the upshot of it was that Fox was hanuvered to 
death with « spade. 
Another case in point wus that of a spertsman who was « 

particularly good shot, and he determined that he would put 
twu very favorite terriers ont oi the way himself, so, as he 
termed it, they should bot suifer by any bunglue. Azter 
putting otf his intention for months and weeks, he plucked wp 
his cowwuee at last for the yery whenviahle duty, und. takine 
the two old dogs into a walled parden, and setting them botl 
toxether, he shot one, bat the otlier moving, or, nore likely, 
his hand sinking, he only wounded the gveater favorite of the 
two, his faithful contpanion tor years, and he bad to listen to 
his ery whilst adjusting another cartridge. Jt was bat a 
moment or two's misery, of course; but the sportsman was 
terribly ent up by the meident, and deelarecl he would go 
throngh anything rather than hear that ery again, 

It is an absolute necessicy il mawy Cases that old horses and 
dogs shonltt be destroyed, as their decrepittide is wnguescion- 
ably painful to themselves, aud their heipless conditions are 
frequently aggravated by disease, In tach, it is mistaken 
humanity to let them last out to the fall extent of their years, 
besides the great inconvenience they incur. The method 
of carrying out the aiosl imerciful intentions, both for 
the sake of the feelings of the owners and animals, is 
therefore, a most important consideration, and we conse- 
quently give one that Was been suggested to us by Frank 
Gillard, the Duke of Rutland’s Luntsman, Gillard was 
much pub out by the contemplation of the old, and it must 
beacknowledgéd the quick plan of knockina the condemned 
hounds on the head with a hammer, ‘Chis planis similar in 
every way to the method pole-axing horses, and although 
people say ib must be painless, the idea is revolting when one 
thinks of the terrible blow necessary to insure death, and 
that the animal must be preyiously Covnizant of the action 
tor its destruction. Ppison, also, did not come quite up to 
Gillard's idea of what was required, but the serious effects of 
overdoses of chloroform vaye him the notion of giving hounds 
an everlasting sleep, He tried it by emptine the contents of 
a two-ounce bottle of that fluid on to a bit of sponpe, aud this 
he put into 4 muzzle and adjusted iton to the hound. Alnosti 
directly the animal lay down asif sleepy, und curling him- 
self round just as a dog always does when he feels inclined 
for 4 nap, there was no further movement, and the only fact 
to relate was that he did not weke again, Gillard has adopted 
the plan entirely since he tried the first experiment, aud he 
does not like to see any favorite hound go out of the kennel 
how, for fear it may be pnt out of the way under less com- 
fortable circumstazces, 
Vhe above method certainly appears to be the easiest way 

of putting an old fayorite out of the way, as the death 
Tnust be painless{ and there is nothing about the surround- 
ings of such 1 departure from this life to shock the feelings of 
the kindest-hearted master or mistress sorrowiny for the loss 
of a canine triend,— Kennel Gazette. 

THE COCKER STANDARD.—Hornellsville, N. ¥., Sept. 
12.—Kditor Forest anc Stream: I do not wish to haye any con- 
troversy with “Senex,” as Tam well aware that althouzh J 
can beat him breeding T arm no match for hin with the pen, I 
used to have some respect for him, but he will not be satistied 
unless he is writing against the Hornell Spaniel Clnb, He did 
just the same thing last year when we won at New York and 
then apologized in your volums for it. I don’t fare one cent 
what he says about me, but when he gets to writing such bosh 
about our dogs, then Tl must veply. He says the standard wus 
male to fit the dogs of the Hornell Spaniel Club. { bez to in- 
form lim the Horhell Spaniel Club won first and special at 
New York before thero was any standard, and that we have 
only one doe now in our kennel that we had when the standard 
was made, but we never fail to purchase any doe or hitch that 
may or will be of use to onr kennel, audit isno exagperation to 
say that we have the finest and largest collection of spaniels, 
field anil cocker, ever broucht together in America. We bought 
Bob IT. in Ireland, Benedich aud Beatrice of the Lachine Ken- 
nel Club, Black Prince of A. C. Wilmerding, Flirt of Geo. D. 
Macdougall, Ottawa, Ont., Topsy of R. Williams, Dash, Creole 
and Bralimin of A. H, Moore, Philadelphia, Cuvlew of A. 
Sewell, Madge of GC. Davis, Baroness from Mr. Hollis. She was 
bred in Canada, and now toshow that we knew what we were 
buying I will say that all haye won first or second prizes. he 
way Dlogk at itis this, if you expett tomake a name you must 
Keep on bnproving always more ahead anid keep ahesd if pos- 
sible, Just let some one offer good stock for sale and see if we 
do not offer a good priee torit. We de nob dealin or breed 
cheap dogs, they are a fraudand delusion, We pay 2ood pr 
for our stock, and expert good prices for the pups, ‘The stan- 
dard “Senex” ssiys was made to fit certiin black spaniels of owrs. 
Let me ask him how ib happens that we won first and specialat 
Pittsburgh with a black and white native, and second in puppy 
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MR. J. H. GOODSELL’S LAVERACK SETTER DOG “DON JUAN.” 

Class with a liver; firstat New York with black aud white, 
and second and special in puppies with liver; also first in aged 
snd pappy elass at Cleveland with liver. Does “Senex” think 
Teould bay or influence such honorable judges and eentlemen 
as Maj, Taylor, Dr. Niven, Messrs. Mason, Orgill aud Kirk? He 
mieht as well say so as to write as he does, but [- suppose he | 
flinks no one knows what a, spaniel is but Senex.” He doas 
not like it, if seats, because the Hornell Spaniel Club can win a. 
fow prizes, Let him put as much money, time and brains into 
if as we haye, aud he may also expect to win. By the way. he 
forgets that he wanted to fix itso I could win his’ special prize 
at New YorkJast spring, I replicd that I had no desire to take 
any atlvantae, that our dogs must win on their merits. Th is 
evident that “Senex” had not read “Stonhenee's” endorsement 
of thestandard when he wrote as he did.— Orr PeLLows 
(Svéretary Hornell Spaniel Chib,) 

DON JUAN, 

py JUAN isa blue belton Laveraek setter doz, ownedl 
by Mr. James H. Goodsell, of New York, We ig regis- 

tered in the EH. B,C. 5. B. No, 10,140, and was born Aug, 8, 
1879. His sire. Tam O'Shanter (6,118), is by the celebrated 
champion Rock out of Rum. His dam, La Reine (6,158), is by 
Blue Prince ont of Cora, Don Juan yas bred by Mr. H, F. 
Grint, Newport, Isle of Wight, Englund, He was imported 
In 1S8|, His first public wppearance was at the New York 
show of that year, when, owing to his lack of condition he 
only seured he, This year he cauie out if grand form, and afi 
Pittsburg, in March. wou firstin the class for Boglish setters 
of pure Laverack pedigres aud the special piize tor the best 

, champions excluded, and with Petirel, Petrel IL, 
IL. and Plantagenet wou the special for the hest ken- 

nel of not less than jive English setters, At Clayeland, in 
May, with Petrel IL, Petrel 111, Prince and Plantaganet he 
wou the special for the besi kennel of five Euvlish setbors, 
and with Fetrel IL the sperial for the best brace of Laver- 
acks: hy also won with Petre) IL the special for the best 
matelvd pair of Bnelish setters, regardless of sex, color and 
quality fo be considered. Don Juan is a very handsome, 
gay lookin aninial, compactly put tugether, with lots of 
quality. He is rather under the medium size, but has plenty 
of hone and muscle, He is very stylish, and has a thorough- 
bred look about him that but few animals possess. He is un- 
questiouably the peer of any Luverack setter in this country- 
The cutis by Harry Tallman. 

COCKERS AND FIELD SPANINLS,—New York, Sept. 4. 
—hditor Forest and Streane: The courteous manner in which 
Mr, Kirk answers all questions on the cocker spaniel subject 
leads ine to asic him throngh your journal what he clainis ds 
the differenee between a cocker spaniel accordiys to the 
A.C. 5. C. standard and a field spaniel. I can’t seeany, us they 
are coutinually being bred together, And the samve dovs ae 
entered at shows, and can win pi'izes, first as one and then as 
the other, according to whether their weight at the time hap- 
pens to be over or under the A, 0,5, C.'s regulation weight 
(twenty-eight pounds), which is the weight of a medium sized 
field spamel, The A, C. 8, C.’5 standard is about the same 
thing as ‘the points of the tinld spaniel,” which Stonehenge 
gives in the third edition of “The Dogs of the British Islands,” 
and deseribes a breed of dogs that has been known for a great 
while in England and inthis country as field spaniels, The 
true cocker spaniel is a much smaller doz! and his points difter 
considerably fromthe field spaniels. Stonehengé distinctly 
alludes to him several times in the third edition of ‘The Dogs 
of the British Islands,” and he is very well described by 
“Senex, in the PoREstT AND Srrwam ot June 22 last. There 
are still hundreds of them of the true type to be tonnd in Eng- 
land and America. The spaniel described by the A, (, 8, C."s 
standard, or ih other words, the field spaniel, is said to, and 
may bs, a move useful dog for modern shooting than the old- 
fashioned covkor spaniel, but thatis no reason why he shonld 
be called a cocker and all old-fashioned coeckers bred up to his 
standard. Bo I propose that if the wembers of the A, G8, C. 
are safistied with their standard they chaneé the name of 
their club to the American Wield Spaniel Club, and continue 
to guard the interests of the field spaniel, and leave the iuter- 
ests of the true old-fashioned cocker spaniel to the care of 
the muy cocker spaniel club which is to be formed nest 
October, Lixo not au interested parhy in this controversy, 18 
Town no spaniels of either breed, IL simply want to see the 
bwo bracds kept separate.—Saxoa. 

of the robbers, where the entire 
We ull pronounce this a very cle + dox,---HoMo. 

In you wish firsh class iraported mascim pupny write to CO. W. 
Moore, No, # Bugine House, Pittsburgh, Pa. ult pedigtea foruished, 
Bec advertisement,—ddv. 
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Atifie and Crap Sheating. 

THE TEAMS AT PRACTICE. 

HE recon of the teums in the last issue of the Works: axp 
| SINHAM was given bo the evening of Tuesday, the 5th instant. On 

the following day (he teams again met for simullaneous practice, 
‘Che American team shot only in the second stage, at 800, 900, and 
1,000yds., while the British team began al 200yds, and shot at all the 
distanecs which will be covered in the international match. The 12 
leading men in the British beam made the remarkable score of 2,105, 
out of a possible 2.520 points. This was 80 points better than their 
score on Tuesday. Inthe second stage, ah X00, 900, and 1(00yds., the 
british ted the Americans by t6 points, although the latter had im- 
proved their score by (4 points. Col, Bodine said that his team was 
‘banged to pieces from shooting so long over all the ranges, and 
hereatter they will not attempt to cover all fhe ranges in 4 single day, 
with perhaps one excaption,* 
The British team begau shootmg suon after 10 o'clock at 200yds,, 

the opening range of the first stage of the competition, The Amer- 
icuus apanéd at 80vds,, the first range of the sedend stage. The sky 
was overcast, giving a clear gray light, and the air Was chilly. ‘This 
is much like our weather at home,’ said Corp, Caldwell. of the 
British team. The Englishtien coumplicd strictly witt the conditions 
which will govern tha mateh by wearing their uniforms. The wind 
blew gently from the rear of the firing points toward the targets. 
Sir Henry Lalford performed his duties as captain of the team aid as 
Soogch’’ ab one oF the fring points. Adjt. Henry Smith ‘‘couched" 
the squad at the adjoining target, The scorers were provided with 
miniatire targels. Looking through the glass when a shot was 
fired, they aceurately placed it on the small target with a small pin 
bearing a number on its head. Hach pin represented ariteman, who 
had 4 Gumber corresponding tu it. Sir Henry and Adjt. Smith did 
nobshoot. Neither officer propoges to shoot in the mateh unless 
compelled ta do so by the liness of some other member of the team, 
Siv Henry wore the Scotch bonnet belonzing to the uniform of offi- 
ears of his regiment. Observing that there were no ladies present, 
he drew from bis pocket lis Uttle black pipe and filled it, Winging 
away & half-sinoked eigar, he Jeanutd backin bis chair, and prepared 
fo enjoy “sold eonforts 

Bir Henry. Liewt,-Col, Walrond and Major Huniphry each wore on 
his breast a new decoration. Lt was made of ved celuloid and looked 
like u poker chip, The word “council was inscribed in German 
text op its surface, nd it was suspended from apin-bar hy a blue 
aud while ribbou. Sir Henry explained that if was the distinctive 
badge of members of the Board of Divectors of the British National 
Rifle Association. Lieut. Neap. the best ritlemau in the team, did 
notfcel welland he vemained at Garden City. His absence reduced 
the number shootme bo thirteen. The scores at the 20yds, range 
were of about the same avenge merit as on the previous day, and 
the total score made by the firsh twelve men in the order of merit 
was $49, six points more than either made Tuesday at the same dis 
tance, MeVittie nade the only “miss” scored ia the first stare of the 
competition at 200yds. He retrieved himself by making a clean score 
atoloyds, All but one of his shots at 600yds. were also “huilseyes.” 
His final shot was marked an “outer,” counting two. Adjt. Smith, 
who was spotling the shots at the target. insisted that the shot was a 
“bnilseye” aud ought to have been marked as such, but it was not 
deemed worth while to challenge the shot, Major Humphrey also 
made a complete score at S00yds,, and the score made by the highest 
twelve men st that distance was 885, against $63 made on the previous 
day by the British. and 85) scored by the Americans. The score at 
(0Uyds,. yesterday was 356, an increase of two points over the score 
made by the Americans at that pointen the previous day, and nine 
points betier than the Brilish score made on thé same occasion, 
Ths British completed their work in the first stage ab 1:39 o'clock, 

just as the Americans finished shooting at the 00yds. range. Both 
teams dined in the same rooms atthe club house. A heavy shower 
Of rain began to fall during the lincheon, and as 1b was still raining 
whenthe riflemen left the table. The adjutants of the respective 
tiams took advantage of the opportunity to formally introduce the 
members of the tive teams to each other. Gen. Woodworth, Gen, 
Molineux, Col. Cowperthwait, Col, Story, Col, Stott, and Judge 
Stanton reached the vange during the Bandshaiang. ald the conver- 
salion began to be interesting, when Sir Wenry, who had kepb one 
eye on the weather, observéd that the rain’ had ceased falling. 
“Come boys,’ he said, *there’s no time to be lost, and, picking up 
his gun, he lighted his pipe, and started forthe field. Col, Bodine's 
detachment followed and bezan their work at 1,000 yards, as the 
British vitemen commenced dropping “bullseyes’ into the targets 
at 800 yas. The fags hung close to the masts. There was mot 
wind ¢nough to float them, and clouds obscured the sun, The score 
of the first 12 Americans at 800 yards was 455, against 330 made by a 
simular wumber Tuesday. This was three points less than Was mace 
by the British on Tuesday, who made 371 at that range yesterday. Ab 
900 yards the sdovée of tie leading 12 Americans was 315, 3 points 
higher than their score of the previous day, and 0 points less than 
thu Britsh store on Tuesday, he score of the Englishmen yesher- 
day was 355. At1,000 yards the 12 leading men of the British “tied” 
a similar number of the Americans on 318 points, The Americans 
fired two “strings” at 1,000 yards, but only the first one was counted 
in their scores, while the other was kept as a record of the practice, 
They sevred plenty of “(luck’s eggs. Griffiths, Van Heusen, Irlam, 
Alder and Ogden Gach gol one. Paulding scored bwo “misses,” and 

a2 

Smith made antangle’ iron, which counted as a “miss? on his 
BeOLe, Wollowing are the scores: 

Britisn Team, 
200 5uD GO) $00 1,000 

Yds, Yds. Yds Yds. Yds. 
3: Bi) BL Peause. oes ops set at 31 

Del 20 Me Vitti Pi 30 
a1 30 Bates, . az 26 

g 38 20 Bouter B2 25 
Olivety __- 38 28 Golisal 28 27 
MeVittie 35 32 Caldwell. 29 25 
Boutle ag BO 31 Mellish 33 R5 
Gnodea 2f) al a0) Oliver. __ 30 25 
Geadsall, 28 At 30 28 RY 
Mellish,.. 26 ne $1) 36 26 
Pearse... 28 aL 24 : 2b 28 
Walrond. 28 2 26 Goolear.___ a0 7] 
Bavest) qne-- -e 29 20, Dods..-..._.- 2 33 

First Secoud Grand ' Pirst Second Grand 
Stage. Stage. Total. Blage, Stage. Total, 

Penge ._..... 8B ig 187 Parry... NB #3 176 
MeVitiie 92 182 Mellish - SB Bb ves 

182 Bates. . oo okie! a] 167 

Boultee,, 20 iv i 
~ Ba Caldwell... ..- Bi 82 15» 

Godsall,-....-.- At Wi6 Dods....-.. a. eid i 163, 
Ollver..........91 35 170 

sl —_ 7 — —- 

[Supr. 14, 1882, ’ 

American Team, 
800 00 1,000 

4 Yards. Yards, Yards, Total. 
G. W. Hinmiain,.-. 22... .--.8) 28 a2 28 88 
J, Smith... .-. a0 a1 26 87 
D. R. Atkinson... 80 86 29 85 
A.B, Yau Heusen 34 D7 VA BS 
'T. W. Griffiths... 2 i 23 82 
M.D. Hinds, ,.. al) 21 29, 80 
8, 1. Irlam, ,. vl ne 26 a0 
J, M. Pollard. ret 27 25 7a 
D. H. Ogden. ‘ ay 27 25 9 
TW J, DoJan.... 28 2 28 78 
&, O. Shakspeare 24 20 BL i) 
FB. Alder... 2 22 30 24 21 75 
J. MeNevin-._, .; 28 19 2h 73 
G, BE, P. Howard 28 df 26 65 
J. iL. Paulding om) 15 w 65 
INR Wards raise 22. 8 2ye Cr 18 Retired. 

Thursday, the 7th, was an off day. The British teani majle it a day 
of rest. Only six of them visited Croedmoor. and they did compara- 
tively little shooting, though what they did was of excellent quality, 
The six were Sir Heury Halford, Capt, Mellisn, Lieut. Heap, Corporal 
Parry and Privates Goofear and bouller. Sir Henry brought his 
‘mateh’’ rifle with him and hammered away all day at the old 
fainiliar bullseye of target No, 6. Weshot at 800, 900 and 1,000yds,, 
and at the last distance the others of the party joined him and fired a 
little to obtain records of elevation for the particular afmospleric 
conditions that prevailed. Three gentlemen, Messrs. Heap, Parry 
and Boulter, shot all through the short ranges and mace splencid 
scores, Lieut, Heap's total was 9 out of the possible 105 points: 
Corporal Parry 93, and Mr. Boulter 8), Lieut, Heap performed the 
remarkable feat of stringing out 14 consecutive bullseyes, 7 at 500 
und 7 at 600yds, On this side of the Atlantic, atleast, this is an un- 
paralleled performance with a military gun. 

- The British team had the range at Creedmoor to themselves on Fri- 
day, the 8th, and they volled up some magnificent scores wt the short 
ranges. The American team passed the day quietly, Some of its 
members returned to their homes, and some watched the shooling of 
fhe British beam, but. with the exceplion of Major Shakspeare, none 
of thei did any shooting. Col, Bocline was firm in refusing to ullow 
ny other member of the team to shoot until to-day. The wind 
Huctuated from 4 to 6 o'clock on the dial. The British tear called it 
“an ugly fish-tail breeze.’ For the first time since the beginning of 
fhe practice by the British at Creedmoor, they ha to resort to 
“coaching.” The Scoltish members of the team settled down to 
their work, apparently none the worse for their participation i the 
Caledonian games on the previous day, Lieut. Heap hud recovered 
frem his indisposition, and shot oyer the ranges with the ofher mem- 
ers of the team, Allof the vitlemen compleined of the ravages of 
the “midgets,” as they termed the mosquitoes. 
The score in the first stage was chisily remarkable for an slisanue 

of **misses.** Although no sighting shots were allowed, every man 
struck the target on the first shot, and kept on it till the close of the 
stage. The scores at 200yds. were notas high as have previously 
hebn made by the team, but they were considerably above the avér- 
age. Goodear and Boulter “tied” on 31, the highest seoré made at 
that distance, and the totalscore made by the team was 350 points. 
The aggregate at the three ranges was 1,086. The wind became more 
troublesome as the riflemen finished their dinner and assembled at 
(he longer ranges. ‘The mosquitoes were thicker and larger, and up- 
setallrecords. The result of the shooting at this stage was greatly 
inferior to that hitherto accomplished by the team, ‘The score of the 
best 12 men at 800yids, was 346; ad O00yds, 340, and af 1,000yUs. 310, 
making a total of 994. The score at the first stage was 1,086, making 
a total in both stapes of 2,082, This is A¢ pole better than their 
score on Tuesday, 149 points better than that of the Americans ou 
the same day, and 26 points less than the British score on Wednesday, 
Following are the scoves: 

200 500 600 HOU tO) 1,000 
Yds, Yds. Yes. Yds. Yds. Yds. 

ie ee Be. BL. 300 88 MeViltie .. ee) Wes 
2H 820 BP Maldwell...- Ba, 933 
2d od 30 Batas..... Pea) aL 29 
so. 29 Parry . 28 a an 
30 32 828 Boulter... at 20 Bz 

| Humphry 29° 82) Humphry 30 RS 
Boulter. 27 32 Godsall, 2 40 27 
Heap... i 438 30 Heap Be RE ORT 
Pearse. _-_- - Bz, 28. Pearse......-- al 30 22 
MeVittie _- 31 30 Walrood __... a0; 210 
Mellish 29 a1 Oliver, - A Re 
Dods . me 29 29 Goodear mh 28 ra 
Buiti@s .. 2. o 28 682 RSS Dodds 211) Wo RR eae 
Walrond... ....:-,,24 20 28 Mellish.....:-..:5:.26 19 J4 

Hirst Second First Second 
htage, Stage. Pola. Stage. Stage. Total, 

Caldwell 2 Sa 181 Heap,.-. ...-. 90 St Via 
MeVittie.. | 180 Pearse. 9 wi 1% 

g- 85 Wi Oliver ,.. +82 79 ive 
58 176 Goodear, 2M 7h 169 
83 174 Dods,....,. 88 ret Liz 
bs] 178 Walrond... BL &0 161 
$3 173 Mellish_..—.....88 au 147 

Saturday was the final day for the practice, and both of the teams 
were outat work, The British team shot over all of the ranges and 
which will be covered in the International match this week, while 
jnost of the members of the American team stopped short at 900yds., 
and thus prevented a close comparison of (heir scores with those of 
the British teain, Many of the members of the team hid been away 
from home during the entire weel, und desired to take the last train 
from Creedmoor in crler to spend the evening with theit fanpilies. 
Tm the first stage 12 of ihe British led a similar number of the Ameri 
caus by 45 points, the scores being, American, 1,085; Brilish, 1,080. 

In the second stage the British led the Americans by 22 points at 
each of the ranges of S00and 900 yards. Sergt, Dods, of the British 
team, shot only in the second slage. Corp, Caldwell, of the same 
team, did not feel well, and spent the day on the range as a_specta- 
tor, Inthe Amerivan team Major Shakspeare and U. W. Hinman 
were absent, having left for their homes on Friday night, At the 
close of the day’s work Col. Bodine conrpleted the formatan of bis 
team by the addition of Atkinson and Pollard to the 10 already chosen, 
The team as now constituted is: T. J, Dolan, Frederick Alder, Major 
i. O. Shakspeare, J. L. Pavilding, ©. W. Hinman, J, MeNevin, D. R, 
Atkinson, J. M. Pollard, M. D. Hinds, Col, G. E.P. Howard, D. H. 
Ogden, and John Smith Ft 

Capt. Mellish, of the British team, discovered, after shooting at 
the 200yds. range, that eee had been “tampered” with, - His 
score in the second stage of the competition on Friday was remark 
able, compared with those he had previously made, and he could 
not account for it. **Hayé you looked at your gun?” said MeVittie, 
as the party moved back to the o)0yds. range, An inspection of the 
gun showed a ragged crease in the grooving, extending into the muz- 
zie of the gun about three inches, Taken in gonsideration with the 
fact that the Captain lost £20, which was in a boxin his room, it was 
surmised that a waiter employed at the hotel, who disappeared on 
Friday, had been bribed to injure the gun and also made off wilh the 
money. Captain Mellish said he could not tell when his money was 
stolen, He first missed it Saturday when he wentto his hox for some 
article, He observed that the convents of the box hav| been dis- 
turbed, and upon making a closer inspevtion he discovered the loss 
of hismoney. *‘Tt'was done by some of those blarsted pool-sellers,” 
said Sir Henry Halford, emphatically. Capt. Mellish shot ayer the 
other two ranges in the stage wilh 4 gun belonging to amotler mem- 
ber of the team, and then left the range by au early train for this 
cily to have the gua repaired. The theory of the members of the 
teamis that the gun was injured by some persou whilé Capt. Mellish 
was absent from the wooden cottage in which he lodges, either at 
dinner or while he was taking a strollabout the grounds. The inci- 
dent caused quite as much indignation among the members of the 
American team as it did amoung the British team. 
The wind was blowing from the rear of the firing points towards 

the targets, as the riflemen assembled soon after 10 o'clock to begin 
their work, The sky was overcast, and if was ‘a regilar Wimbletlon 
day,’ as Adjt, Smith expressedit. Col, Borline called it “a good day 
for shooting.” The leading scores at 210 yards were very far. When 
the Americans got back to the 500 yards yange, ‘inners’ and 
‘misses’! began to appear in the scores. Dolan made a “miss'’ on 
his fourth shotat 600 yards, and an “outer” al 500 yarns, Tn tbe 
longer ranges Hinds opened his suore with u “miss.” MaNevin found 
several “inners,” and Howard got an “outer,” Dolan scored three 
inners,’ and Griffith had similarduek, Smith missed on his second 
shot, and then male an ‘outer, Ward punctuated his score with a 
‘miss.’ 
On the British side of the field there Were numerous low shots, 

Goodear missed ou his third shot at G00 yards. Parry kept within the 
-eeanter” ald ‘bull’seye” boundaries throughout the stage. Heap 
made ao “inner in opening af G00 yards, and finished his score with 
+venters? and “bull’seyes;” Boulter found “inners” at 20) yards, 
Pearse ended a.good score at 600 yards with an “‘onter.” The scoles 
are as follows: 
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BRITISH TEAM, 
207 500 600 800 900 7,000 

‘Yds. Yds. Yds, Wis. Yds, Yds, 
igo lncee 81 MeVittie,., 30 83 33 

33 Godsall,, pt ete) 
31 Pearse _- 82 Bh 

Oliver... 3a Bates ..... Blo 
Meliish .. 33 Humphry. 290 
Haeaniy 24 Bas ae a aa 
unr 5 mh iver, 27 ah 

Hea te 26 Heap...... is a0 BA 
Boulter. . 2) Goodear,.... a0 30 
Pearse. .- 28 29 8626 
Goole, an 2h RB 
Walrond. 28 iy ke 

SL Second 
Stage, Stage, Total, Stage, Stage. Total, 

MeViltie...,... 88 6 18) Pearse. .-....), si ot 178 
Hates _- 91 185 Heap_..-. -.- 90 BG 176 
Godsall , 48 183 Gooudear, . 80 ba) 171 
Parry -, Al 182 Walrond ......282 $1 168 
Hnniphry . 90) 1s} Melish. -.-.--10 “a 7 
Boulter... ; 90) 170) Dods....... >, Re 
Oliver, §:..° 5s 8B 179 

AMERICAN "THAD 
200 S00 — GOO S00 900 

Vas, Yds. Yds. yis. Yds. 
DD. H, Ogien,,..-..30 82 82 0M Pollard.....,....,...-3¢ 2 
J. L, Paulding... ..29 pps 30) 'T W Griffiths. . 33 80 
Johu Snvith, .- $9 29 83 AB Van Heusen. . 330027 
T W Griffiths, i] a2, 20 JMeNevin. __. of RR 
SEivliam,._.. ey 8B TL Paulding... BL 7 
JM Pollard. 2 30) 3) John Smith. 34 2D 
A BYan Heusen...20 33 23 MD) Ogden __ pes ek 
MD Winds,,....... ao 82 88 GHP Howar et ee 
DR Atkoison......27 29 28 DR Atkinson - ee) 
GEP Hoéward.....27 32 “4 SEDIam,,._, ee ee 
WD Ward,.... 26 8200 "DY Dolan . 4 ORE 
T JDolan-.... I) 25 23 IM D Hinds. RB 88 
P Alder, .-..,,,. 29) eri 23 W Alcor, __. 1h) 16 
J MeNeyin,,,. ...21 2 26 ND Ward 20 

Virst Second 
Stage. Stage, Total, tal. 

Pollard .. Si 67 1é4 Atkinson,.. 189 
Griffiths - ia 154 Howard, , 138 
Paulding, oH iii ttinds .. Viti 
Orden... . 55 149 Dolan -._- 132 
Snigh.... | 58 148 MeNevin 130 
Van Heusen ti 60 146 Alder... ., edn 120 
inlay 2...) 89 54 143 Ward..,,,.---. 1 Bia) 119 

The scores af 1,000 yards of those who completed them were as fal- 
lows: Trlam, 27; bunds, 25; MceNevin, 24; Ogden, 28; Pollard. 2u. 
The practice was now virtually dlosed, and a pretty fair idea may 

tow be formed af the mehits of the teams, ‘he teams have @ach 
sliot over the range four days within the week and encountered four 
entirely distinot iuds of weather. Under all cireumsianves the ad- 
wontage lay heavily on the Mnelish side. In every description of 
cwealber ihe visitors proved themselves Capable of maintuming a 
standard of great excellence. The ntmost variation of their team 
fotals on dilferent days did not reach o hundred points, and the 
lowest igure they made far surpassed the average suouling of the 
hone team, Just what their shooting amounted to may ba gathered 
froi the table helow, wherein the results of the week are collected, 
Fourteen of their meu sre in the race for places on their team. The 
“table shows the ageregate of points tiade by each. the numher of 
practices he participated in, and the average number of points per 
“day he made ot of wm possible 24, The figures are as follawys: 

Agprepate No.of Individual 
Practices. Averages. 

R MeVittie L ; 
Q Pearse... TG 4 
AP Humphry . - 708 4 
Gy Parry...) 708 d 
PT Godsal.. Es 
“W Caldwell... Wd 8 
HH Bates. _- d 

|G Boutler.. if 4 
‘P Oliver .. 4 
J Heup.... 1: 3 

FW Dede. Nt) 3 ods... Ant 
i AST 8 ay y WA Walrond, .-.. 

was 8,672: 

aud the team in general. es 
: Agprezate Na, of Individual Former 

Seores, Practices. Avyarages, Averages. 
DJ. Dotan..... Se EEE ea CE 8 168 Ay 47 

J. Smith... - 1,259 8 162) 2-7 
~@, W. Hintan. -1, 123 vi 150 

cL, Paulding... . -1,28) 8 160 8-7 
A.B. Van Hetsen. 1118 7 150 1-6 
D.H. Ogden......2....... 1,278 8 160 8-7 
M.D. Hinds -. 45,266 B 157 6-4 
H. Alder,..... 1,103 ve 156 
D, BR. Atkinson. 1,102 vi 157 5-6 
7. MeNevin..-.-_-.- 1,085 7 154% 
E. O. Shakespeare. 1.839 8 15d 2-7 
8 EL tran . . 1.225 8 195 
T. W. Griffith 1.072. i 152 5-6 
J_M. Pollard..... 1.222 5 151 5-7 
G, EB, Py Howard. 1,062 7 Wal 
WD. Ward... O64 via 187 5-7 187 5-7 

Tn this case the sum total of points for the sixteen men is 18,760; 
‘the number of individual daily Scovesis 120; {he average per man per 
“Gay is 156-23-60, or roughly 15014, against the Kuelish 17f2g—a differ- 
ence of 1 1-6 points per man in favor of the latter. A comparison of 
‘the tio Lables yill show that the averages of eleven of the Bnglish- 
“When surpass the best men ou the Ainevican side. 

On Monday ihe British team were down for a little desultory prac- 
ties. Sir Henry Halford determined on the names of those who, 

arring accidents, will conypose the team to shootthe match. They 
Major George Pearse, Major A. P. Humphrey, Captiin 'T. Godgai, 

ievienaut), Heap, Sergeant J. W. Dods, Sergeant P. Oliver. Gar 
val W. Culdweil, Corporai H, Bates, Corporal C. J. Parry, FR, 

cViltie,J. Qoodear and G, Boulter, 

5 ‘T may he that an all-wise Providence bas decided that a good end 
is to be met by a defeat of the Amerivan team in the match of 

He present week. It cerfatoly looks that way, for everything seems 
fo for a complete and utter rout of the American marksmen in the 
miest. Ibis likely that the sqiud of men who have worked their 

Fi iy to the front in the talk aud effort and preparation for the match 
“really the best material which the National Guard of thiseouutry 

e4n afford in the match of marksmauship, tis certain that itis the 
Pape cobipaliy of shooters which the National Association wan able 
i” eather. ‘ 
Miut once gathered, the whole effort of those interested in the match 

Should have been divected toward getting that company of a dozen 
Tien to make the very best formidable showing 4s a team. Instead 
Of that, the work of lhe past gew weeks has heen a succession of 
hlinders, until the whole matter has assumed theshape of one fread, 
Sntingled blunder. Never was it so important as at the present time 
That a ood captain should be chosen, It wis upon lim that de- 
bony the duty of elaborating the scheme which should bring sue- 

8S to bis team. There was some precedent to look at, but much of 
ie work was to be done in unknown directions. We had accepted 
Wand inearyenient restrietious in the coudilions of the match. 
® acceptance of the rules of the mateb, as sent from the other 

ide, was really as bold a step as was the agreement bo shoot the first 
“range mateh of 1874 with the Irish team. We were then pretty 
nigh igaolaut of ailsorts of shooting, and we haye not muct 

lditional knowledge yet pathered on mibtury long-range contests. 
The first blunder of the team was in its selection of a captain. hey 
elected a man of mown ability as a shooter. but of manifest incom- 
tBUGY as an executive officer, The result of all this is that except 

theeffect whigh the pee had in giving the men experience, 
il therefore an individual prospect of bizher scores, the ieam is to- 
y © tlwtn itwas whe first organised. Its captain is not 
spected and trusted 45 4 captain, The suspicion exists that the 
niain is interested in the use of a certain model of rifle, He may 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Se 

185 

allow his judement of the merits of that arn to carry lim to an 
pace ts nate, find urgency inits adoption, which suggests the paid 
agent, luk 
isobjretional, Instead of teaching the men to depend upon each 
other, to drayy strength One from another, there lias grown wp a 
Sevies of pelty bickerings anil divisions, personal as well as sectional, 
Asa rifeman of exdeptional steadiness and with most exeelent 
judgment on matters of wind and the intinences coming m to decide 
amatch, Col. Bodine standsio the front rank, As a team captain, 
with a soch a task before him as the Carrying of a military mately, 
he has already proven afiab failure. Victory will nol now redeem 
him from such a verdict. Should the Ameridan team win, it will be 
by adluke and not because they have moyed wp toward a victory by 
anything like a sensible plan of battle. 
The exhibition of Tuesday afternoon last upon the ranyve at Creed- 

moor deserves only the seyevest veprobation, Whether the charges 
of betting on the result of the match were true ov false as rezarded 
Capt. Criffiths, was of trivial moment as agaiisi the outrage of 
briiging out the whole matler before the world on the eve of the 
match. This washing of dirty linen in such a way and at such a 
time is entirely & matter for which the captain of the team is to 
blame, Ih was a seuseless proceetlivg, since Capt. Griffiths was al- 
ready in the reserve, ail powerléss to affect the destinies of the 
team, however much he may have wished to; und beyond the rati- 
fying of somu personal pethy spite, i is difficult to find a motive for 
the attack. The team “sat down" npon the matter most enplat- 
ically. butthe irreparable wroug of haying fastened a. black stain 
upon the American team remained with the maker of the charges. 

This exhibition of the 121 wis in keeping with the spirit, which has 
(dominated the team, There was neilier sense norreason in ib, as the 
Upshot proved. Nor does there appear to have been much discre- 
tion im any move yet made towards getting the teaminto shape. To 
haye an American victory under these circumstances would be a ca- 
lamity, a5 it wonld pat o preminm upon conceited and pretentious in- 
capacity instead of hard-working executive ability; upon bickering 
jealousy instead of open-hearted helpfulness; upon sectional and 
persoual preferences insteatl of a large-minded patriotism that can 
see that an American yietory is of niore glory than thefact of this or 
that mat leading (ie team. The undispnted merit of American arms 
suiters through the blnnderiug of & man who is foisted into a place 
for which he is not competent, and the veeord of vietories is tar- 
nished by a disgraceful defeat where there might have heen a victory 
or at leasta close mb for the honors, where little demerit would have 
fallen to the yanquisbed. Nicer. 

RANGE AND GA LLERY. 

ARTTLER CLUB.—The Zettler Rifle Club, of New York, held its 
ninth annual shooting festival on September 10, at Stelabrencr’s 
range, Guttenburg, N, J. The shooting was on (he (German ving 
targets, distance 200yds.. with following results, in order of merit: 
Target of Honor,—b. Zettler. D, Miller, W. Steinbach, G. Joiner, 

M, Dorler, A. Anderson, A. Loher. F. bila. 0. Patlerson. C. 4. Aettler, 
MW. G. Engle, (. Indson. W. Mliein, 1. blumenharg, D. Calham, H. 
H, Hoiges. 

Prize Bullseye Target.—Vivst priae. M, Dorler; second prize, C. 
Overbough. 
Ring Target.—H. Oehl. C. G. Zettler, D. Miller, M. Dorler, Ff. Fitz. 

G. Joiner, A. Anderson, TL Hoiges. ©, Overhaugh, M. &. Wngel, W- 
Steinbach, 7. Blhimberg, W. Klein, C. Judson, L. Bird, G, Shultoht, 
A. Lober. 

Bullseye Priges.—M. Dovler, most bullseyes; M, B. Wnegel, first 
bullseye; J. Hibson, last bullseye. 

CREEDMOOR, Sept, 6.—The Irish-American rifle chibs of New 
York and New Haven mefat Creedmoor to-day to shoot a friendly 
match of ten shots each man at 200yds. with military weapons. The 
Teams were composed of nine men, and that af New Mayen carried off 
a victory by 11 points. The score ran thus: 

NEW HAVEN: Totals. NEW YORK. 
S$ Keohueé....., a8 AJ Howlett 
P O'Counor. 37 6) Stewart 
TK Dunne. T Duffy... - 
JO 'Ganuor...,,. W Gushine,..,. 
L O'Grieu.., - He Millen... 
J J Denaher WW O'Donnell .. 
WF Murphy 4 J Kerr)... 
J Reynolds. 2 J MoHugh,.. 2 ay 
AGMA ER ave Ues uch ee ens etn he ODOM T MmaNY ula WeseN Erde. uaee oe ee 2b 

Total gsttbis fis. tees. sees nts $18 Total... we B08 
After the match the New York club eubtertained the vis at the 

clib house. <A return match will he shot at New Haven in Uetober. 

BOSTON, Sept. 9.—At Walant Hill to-day the several matches that 
have been running through the suminer, closed, and as a eonuse- 
quence a goodly mimber of riflemen were present, partly to complete 
their scores and pavily to gel their gunsin Wii for the fall meeling 
at Creedmoor next week. The wind blewfrom 1 to 8 o'clock, bub 
wus nof troublesome, aud the igkt was perfect. The following are 
The best scores made in the several matches ; 

Creedmoor Mateh, 
O M Jewell 4554555 6 5-48 
J Merrill... 96354555 548 
J 0 Mureh 55939545 4 5-47 
R Davis - S654 45 4 4 5-46 
W Fisher... 46045604 4 4-35 
AD Altlin.. to4¢54444 44) 
J A Cabb. ¢44 54d 444-41 
B Lewis, -5-:.3,.525) 94445544 4-39 

5 S 
PTIERULUCELEL Sri tals atelets ets lal ther pened eaeoy teeta - 410101010 9 4 6 & 6—79 
F B Jacobs . j Rofed tet G4 0 2 te 
A Cie a ee! ae an ROA BG) PG gre. O72 
FJ Nye...) C5907 8 10 ot 3—70 
FN Jenkins 4..-...2.2-..-5, La i378 9 & 5 fh Y S—Ho 

Rest Mateh, 
Tibeutdempy ta | aaa eee _---.-1U 7 $1010 10 10 9 410 10—97 
W Fisher, .... 10 810 9 9 10 10 10 10 10—96 
CB Hdwards 01017010 91010 9 10 10—96 
Salem Wilder 8 91010140 910 9 10 10—95 
W Shiles...,. 91010 81020 91010 §—95 
EP Carr. ; $40 $10 810 9 10 10 10—O4 
Braye. or es2 eres Ske 910 °O 910 1010 9—94 

LO INT LES eps el shete ec cob bteteh opty 8I9IO1IO S10 7 & T— 86 
J Merrill. __. 11010 9 7 5 £10 7 40—S+ 
JO Mureh . .8 6 B1N10 B&B 9 8 & 9-88 
R Davis. 9 § 2 TT 8 7 9 870 
SH Stlurg .8 69740 8 7 5 810 877 
CIT Best .9 8 910 610 5 7 4 4—69 
WGarduer... sn . -§§ 4°93 7 7 710 4 & 9-68 

ext Raturday new matches, sioiiiar to those just closed. will he 
opened ani run to the end of the year, Instead of the 800-yard mateh 
a 20-yard practice match, open to all comers, fifteen vents on entry 
aud no prizes, will be opened, and itis expected thutit will attract 
many who like to shoot for the fun of the thing. 

NEWPORT. R. I,, September 9.—At the Paradise range this after- 
noon the competition for (lie powder prize was won by P. Peckham, 
syitha score of 45. The final competition for Creedmoor of the New- 
port Rifle Association team resulted as follows: George H, Burnham 
45, W. B. Knight 45, P, Peckham 45, W. 8. Bryer 48, it. WW. Leonard 
42, J. H. Wetherell a9. The shooting was at 20Uyds.. ten shots af 
Creedmoor target. The day was good for shooting. The Creedmoo 
team has been selected as follows, with average scores made; W, 
Milton Marrow d6ly, George TW. Burnham 44, P. Peckham 4834, anil 
W. 5. Bryer 424, with BE, fi. Leonard, substitute, 4%, he team leaves 
to-morrow night te take pari in fhe Gompetition for teams im fous, 

BRINTON RANGE, N. J. —On Sept. 5 the Brooklyn Amateur Rifle 
Glib held the eleventh competition in their Champion's Mateh, a 
handsome 48 outofa possible 50 being the winning score, The fol- 
lowing were tlie best scores for the day: 
G Joiner- ~ bits fbbh5—48 J Henry, sd54) 4545545 
A HA Ande ....,00454 b5afd—4y # Burns, 45415 444543 
VP Wiha 24! 14pb-4t 5945) 46 J 8 Case........, 54 45a 4p 
JB Wagleton__, _--.85434 54455 46 J, 8. Case, Seeretary, 

THE TRAP. 

JERSHY CITY HEIGHTS GUN CLUB,—A match at pigeons of 
more than usual interest is booked to come alf on the grounds of 
the Jersey City Heights Gun Glob at Marion, N, J., the 1th of this 
month, the challenge fora friendly match of the abave elup having 
been gecepted by the celebrated Midway Gun Club, of Mattawan, 
The Midways have an enviable reputation ss a club, comprising 
s0meof the most reliable shooters of the State, and having carried 
off the laurels from tha Bountain Cli of Long Island, and other 
chibs of their own State, have been waiting ausiously, we muerstanc, 
for a chillenge froin the Jersey Heielits. Ih has now been sen and 
promptly accepted, nod & big time is expected.’ That there will be a 
large gathering of the disciples of the trigger from the State of Nisy 
Jersey ani its yiciuity there iq uoyloubh, Phe match is 2h men each 
elub, Thirds aach, Jersey Ciny Heights Clib rules—that is, second 
barrel to count only oe-balf bird, The return match between (he 
Jersey Cily Heights and the Aleonquins at glass balls will take place 

na lean captain such a set purpose in a given direction + 

| soon at the grounds pf the former, Marion, N. J., when 10 new mem- 
’ bers—thatis, that were not among the 20 of the victors befare—will 
be matshed against any 10 ihe Algonquins may select, Conditions; 
10 men each, 20 Walls cach, rotary trap, 2lyds. rise; and a good time 
expucted anyway, whoever wins, Came over und see one ov both 
matohes, The Worms, ano SrkmAM is always weleome,—JAcousrarr, 

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 7.—Below is a score of atiateh at bats and 
explosive balls, shot.at Spanish Fort, on Sept. b. during the snter- 
taiument given for the bemetil of the Army of Tennessee Tomb fund. 
The net proceeds of this match were placed to the eredit of the New 
Orleans Gin Clib Field ‘Trials, The 10 hats were first shot ab, and 
proved a mastimesrtain tarzel to hit; fhe average of killed was 644 
outot 10. Later in bhe evening the halls were fhrewn, and the break- 
ing of them lasted into the Jate twilight. Some ¢izht or ten thousand 
Spectators were on the zrowids, the shooters having A lion’s share of 
the audiénee, The scare stanils: 

Bate. Balls. Totals, Bats. Balls. Totals, 
I Renaud... 3 fi 14 Pontaine.,.... 4 3 7 
W Dupre,.... 4 7 13 WRenaud.... 6 3 9 
Pebicer. 10 ne 14 I Renaud...,, 7 6 ati) 
Guthiem 2 2 4+ Dronet . 10 7 17 
Demores' 7 4 Wi Lsieht,...7)). 5 f 10 
Lafaye- 6 ti 12 Cap Pertier,, 6 i I? 
Le sassin, ... 4 5 § Bhewarl oo... 4 18 
Stiarh,....... 4 4 13 Seligson....... fi ti 1 
Nicholson. al Ai 18 Me 5 1d 
De Buys 8 fi d4 W Renal... 7 5 12 
Ranlett. fi R & Cordona...,.. 8 & 18 
Cook a G 11 Cordona,... 8 8 6 

Seligsson 6 3  Bustis........3 5 8 
Twechs.. 8 4 12 

Drouet won first an a full sdore: J. Renaud second, Nicholson third. 
Lafaye fourth, Cool fifth. Light sixth. PIRUGUE. 

PROVIDENCE, &. LT, Sept. 7.—The Narragansett Gam Club held its 
fifth reeular fortnightly competition for hadge to-day, at their ¢lab 
ground on Broad streeh, between Providence and Pawtucket, A new 
Flolden trap was used for the first time. The badge has now been 
won pies each hy W.G. Crandall, J.B. Valentine, §. D. Greene, Ir. 
W. EL Waterman and W. H, Sheldon: 
WH Sheldon 41141 11411 11000 11110—16 
Gee Gan'y, 5 ee al SA BEY W107 11010 11711 11110—16 
G P Crandall... 11410 O10 JOLT O1110—14 
5D Greene, Jr. Ol1LO 11110 11011 00111—14 
W G Crandall. he -OOL0T TOOL 11401 = 11101—13 
TPA Gp ae ads eae O01 01110 11110 10010—42 
WT Waterman. -.. .DYO1L 01011 10101 1011012 
Geo Anthony -.- ment |S -O000T OAT 01107 = 10)10—11 
HOSS TAR GW pice lw ase hg Whe eee! oad 101d = O11L 10110 O0O)0—1T 
BURHB Serr eta ml . J0U0 O101E 00110, 70011—11 
Jas Brown...  OL010, 00100) 11007 1tL00— 9 
4+ T Crandall, . AVOOL 00011 01010 O1101— 9 
OA Baker, 10000 70000 10111 Od0N0— & 
eR EES VA Ae eee Oe By en, bee WWOOU O1100 0NN01 10001i— 6 

Tis on it—W.H, Sheldon, 110: G. W, Cary, 110: W. H. Sheldon wins 
badge,_W, H. 5, 
PALL RIVER, Mass., Aus, 1.—Lhu tweltth competition for silyer 

cup by Trembers Of the Fall River Gon Clib resulted as follows: 
Balls. Clay pigeons. 

(SENN 88 a Rae o o 117111111 O1111017 214-18 
Thifiinton, -- RL Se Dead al 1117004110717 
“Jaelkson” .. Ji2it4111 1110070141119 
Valentine T1i1170101 1110w —ii 
Negus, (...: te His Fa oa tt) aa | Ww —§ 
September 3.—/ or the Massachusetts State Association 

Championship glass ball hadge, befween Mr. W, T. Howard of the 
Stoughton Chib, and Mr. 7. W. Buftinton of the Wall River Club, re- 
sulbeit in an easy victory for the former, by the following score: 50 
balls cach, i8yds. mse. Holden trap. : 
Bufiinton..........1077717007T1117T111110111001 

OO00O1T1TTO0T1L0001001001010 29 
Howard...-..--...- aie Lae PG) Bara oe RSG ees ea MSR os SP 

ODTTTI10L1711171134717110001 48 
A Targe number of visiting sportsmen were present, and the rest of 

the diy was pleasantly spent in sweenstake shooting. 1. 7 clay 
pigeops—Sheldon aud Valentine ist, Prances.und Negus 2d, Jackson 
ad. 2. Same conditions—Valentine 1st, Francis and Crandall 2d, 
Sheldon ad. 3.—Saime conditions—Snheliion ist, Francis and Valen- 
tine 2d, Plummer 3d. 4, 7 glass halls—Sheldon ist, Howarnl and 
Greene 2d, Prench 3d. 5. Same conditious—Greene Ist, Francis and 
Howard 2d, Crandall 2d. (. Same conditions—Jackson, Greene, and 
Sheldon ist, Valentine and Allen 24, Wilbur and Harrison 8d. 7. 
Same conditions—Bufiinton Ist, Greene and Sheldon 2d, Jacksen 8d, 
4, Same conditions—Valentine Ist, Buffinton 2d, Wall $d, 9. Same 
conditions—Buffinton Ist, Francis 2d, Cornell 8d.—T. §. BH. 

Remember if you wish to pity a fine gun and save money. go to C. 
L. RITAMANN, 943 Broadway, New York— Adz, 

dachting and Ganeeing. 
VIXEN AND MAGGIE. 

Hiditer Maresh and Stren: 
Lhaveé 16 objections ta an adyocata making the best he can of a 

had vase, nordo T object to 4 person mursing a pel hobby when that 
hobby has recently received a black eye, lt Ido like to see a fairand 
impartial statement of the ease, so that a person of judsment can for 
himself separate facts from the adyoeates chaff. 
Lyery much object to the nnfairwayin which you have endeavored 

to belittle the Vixen’s recent (defeats of the Maggie. In your various 
diagrams of the two yackts you entirely negleei comparisons of an 
element thatis of ore imporlancein forming au opinion of the rela- 
tive sizes of the yachts than all you do give—namely, yousay nothing 
as 10 theiractual displacements, 
Your diagrams of the circumscribing cubes of the two yaclits, 

though doubtless correct, are misleading to the public and unfair to 
the Vixen,for you well know a fact that the general public is um- 
wequainted with, which is, that in yachts of different shapes there is 
a variation as high as 35 per cent, iu the ratio of actual displacement 
to the ratio of circumseribing cubes, Marretts and Kemp's tablesare 
authority for this, ' 
These two yachts show that variation to a high degree, Tf you gave 

the figures the general yachting public would then know that Maggie 
is Of greater displacement than Vixen, that there is livile if any difter- 
enee in cubie contents, and that Maggie carries by far the most 
weight, gaining thereby in power and ability. 

You say “taking the Maggie at 1otons. the Vixen measures 14 
fons. Jsay you have no righfi to “take the Maggie at 15 tons, or 
anythiog lire such a tonnage, because that lonnage ts produced by 
an abortion ofa rule thatreally measures but two dimensions of 
yacht and then “takes” something for the third dimension, T always 
thought the parties who got up the Thames rule of measurement had 
been “faking something’ too much, and am sorry to sea you lollow- 
ing In that direction. Every one knows without thy pointing ou the 
fact, that by this rule a deep, narrow boat measures much less than 
her actual fonnage, and that wide, shoal boat measures mueh more 
than her actual tonnage, and this is the reason why you have no 
right to compare these yachts in this wa; 

Give us the actual cubic feet of displacement of Vixen and Maggie 
and the cold fach will appear that Mageie and not Vixen is the larg- 
est. yacht of the two. 
Bearing this in miad and remembering that in W. L. lenpih and 

leneth over all bobh boats are nearly identical, [donot see low you 
can object fo sailing them together an eyen race, as 4 race is the only 
Way to settle which type of yachtis the fastest and therefore best. 
One of your favorite similes ts, tale hwo balls of dough of equal size 
and fashion a boat froin cach, one a British eulter and bia oview an 
American sloop, the one that wins, as they are of the same size pre- 
cisely, must be the fastesttype;it looks to me as if that had been 
done in this particulax case (Maggie's ball af dois somewhat rhe 
largest though) and that Viscen tales the cake. 
Another matter thal T admiré is the coolway in which you whittle 

(lown » diseraceful beating oF iwenty-four minutes to nothing. Bor 
a yacht fifly leek long going betove a fresh breeze, with club bopsail 
and spinuter set, to beat anolher twenty-four minules, means that 
she has beaten her abowt fiye miles. Whal iorse beastie do you 
want than that? Do you wanto yacht to zo by télesraph? Given 
two yachts of the precise same leueth, he ove of the least displace- 
ment, and therefore the smallest, heats the larger boat th a thirty 
mile race five miles, or one-sixth of the way, dud then repeats the 
dose the nextday. That should satisly even a porcine apimal, 

Jn conclusion, [can soswer yourinquiry of Mivee numbers azo, 
“What is the Matter with Maggies” anil will nob he compelled to 
dray any maps to do it, eiller; the mudter is, she can't sail fast 
cnough to beat the Vixen, 

Blick to your Boglish planicon-edge if yan like if, but a sloop 
modeled by old Gol Dish or Phil Hiswarth is food enonsh for 

FRANKLIN LEAs, 
(Mr. Frankdin Baames's letter deserves the following remarks, be- 

eause we lino he gives veut to opinions held by maity of the public. 
My. Beames has not doue our views justice, for he has either read 
them too hastily, or we tlid nol express ourselves at suificient length, 
but lati the reader to do too much thinking. Mr, Beames hag an~ 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
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tively misvouceived the dvift of owe wrtieles concerning the Viran- 

blo plawd guilty to bts 
our Views, bufwe claim that our course has never leid us open bo the 
implication of belts so thoroughly loses) as Mr, Beam charges, 
if correct, cortaiuly woul make usappear, One olijech wie jnsh the 
reverse of ilighascribed to Us, We soughh to sheip the race of Ihe 
tnfairassumption of tho lengli rule that both yachts were of like 
Site, and dlso to subtract the gain doe ta a papernt fluke ii fayor of 
Vixen tm first cateline dud working oul aliead mm a steadily streneth- 
ening wind. We have no other object than to arrive at the troth, for 
if is i matter Gf the dhet st irolilfendnice ta us whieh yacht wits, sa she 
Jves on merit, and fot by the hocus pocks of A swindling role and 
the cdigpensation of lack. 

Our correspondent claims we neglected a comparison of displace- 
ment We did net mention aoyibing abent displacement because 
wholly irrelevaut to the issue and of to ecuneern in thy comparison. 
Wilh like bulks at the Commend of builders tae displadement is 
optional and av the free Ghoite of the biilders. The modeler of 
Vixeu deliberately preferred light displacement aud great shoulder 
power, The liodeler of the culter prefsbred the opposite theory, 
amd putimore body under water and less above. li was a nintter of 

wad getther hes any claim upon the other for an allowane’®s on | 
ore say mane (ian for fing or Tull lines, much on little bilge, | 

outside or inside weight, or the hnodred asd ont pombs going to 
i With like hiks to worle iipon boll modalears 

had an even de. With wolike bollcs to work upon, the ona using 
larger bulk, however, has an Advantage in the command of 
lurper pogeililities in every direction, and For this reason the larger 
yacht shoold be made to equalize the chaonees by an allowanee bo ple 
smile, Sotarteom anything baing due lo Vixen en the seore ot 
the greater displacement of the Guther, the reverse world Wold unite 
were it really mavess: bat displae sot should reeciva any con- 
slileration at all, The modeler of Vixen scouts the dew af tarze flis- 
placeiavul, and believes that moderation in that ect is conducive 
to speed. by adopting light displacement he is following in his | 
opinion the best road te suceass, tow, then, can he vlaiog ia eqetty | 
from another whe bas followed & dourse derpimenlal to speed aceend- 
jug to his views as expressed in the Viren? 
Ther would not be much logic iu Asidag anollicr to pay for what | 

be Vhrows asyay as worse than worlle Tt Js far more creditable tip 
firive hirge displacement with small sails asin the ease of the Meag- 
#itjthon bo drive smali{lisplacement with hig sails asin tie Viren, Tr 
displacement is to enter the question ab allwesbould say that tue 
was due according to the ratio belween displacament and sal, the 
yoeht faving le ail to every tomel displacement to recsive at al- 
lowes from tlie oue whieh posses: imure driving power to the 
ton, and that wenhl compel Vixen to pay even more heuvily than for 
ber excess io bulk, Mr, beanies tails to draw the line clearly enengh 
belwesu buik aud weight. Muggie may baye greater Weight, adoppedt 
by the free will of her designer, but she has not the bulls of the | 
Vixen os a whole and therefore not the same chances tlie morteter of | 
the latter has been endowed with atthe start. Given fie same bulk | 

ag Vixen ab it follows that Mageie’s builder could aye given his 
Yessela ten or two more displacunent or bean or frecbonrd or 
length just as he chose, and anky then would he lave been i the en- 
joyimentofequal opportunities with the madeler of the Vixen, Ashe 

wo figured by test ascerty as noeaply as possible the actual eubie 
contents Gl each yacht aud referring with the diference to the tine, 
scale of the Y. R, A. ' 

Maigetle stows 15 tens of ballast and Vixen 0. Owiue to phe greater 
structural weight and rig of the latter thelr displacements show 
muen 1 difference, being approximutely as23 to 20,0 fach which, 
as belore explyined, rests with the designers eas and forms no 
woper grou for silowances, ao thorace was instituted partly as 4 
Vat of the elfuct of shis very differchce. Our correspondent errs in 
supposing thitwe gauged bull by the eirenmscribed cube, for we 
took the acuial bulk of Viron, loss counter, trom the official meas 
urement of the N.Y. ¥, 0, and Mageie’s bull by rte gobs her 
threes cardinal dimensions secovtling to Lloyds and Kemp, 4.7x8,8x7.1), 
and then by the decinal 045, representing ihe fraction to which the 
eiroumsuribed cubeis cut away in such vessels, giving the bulk 
as 1,400, 45 nevras we could determine without the actual lines before 
us. The Maggiets fuller abort the loa line thaw Vixen, but fhe hol- 
low to her loorsand rocker bottom probably makes up proporbion- 
ately for lhe exe Phe cuther’s grester displacement arises from 
the fact thatmoere is immersed mid less bulk above water than in the | 
sloop, which is an idea hep modeler may levitimately pursue without | 
Tein saddled with a penalty. The modeler af Vixen could have 
sunk his sloop boo. like extent had he so preferred, If his chotee is 
Jess wise lie iaust suifer the conseqiences ina, rave; If bis choice is 
wiser he wins without Deine muleted ia time for huving marde the 
Wisest selection. , 

Bat whereig our correspondent errs mostisthe charge of iunfair- 
ness in “taking? Mapeie at 15 tons to start.with and the iorplicution 
that we base the comparison upon tenoage obtained by the Thames 
mile. Wedid nothing of the kint, The Thames rule, which assumes 
ficticious beam, is, as we have offen expressed, a fallacious and 
Vidiewlons procedure, if possible. ayen more so than measurme size 
by the single dimension of length, Having got tle actual bulks of 
the (wo boats as near as we could, with the data at hand, we “took” 
Magete at 15 tons merely a5 a matter of convenience, 50 as to reler 
the bulk of Vixeu to soine Langible figure, ani the fact that 14 is also 
the fictitions tonnage of Maggie by the Thames rule does not yitiite 
the comparison made, Th has nothing to io with it. We might have 
tuken anthing we liked asaunit. We might have called Maggie 1,500 
bundles of space. im whieh case Vixen would compare with that 
expression in proportion to the bulks of 1100 and 1,800 befora cal 
culated, That is. she would measure 1,900 bondles of space, Trop 
the ciphers aod you have lo aud Was expressing fherelation between 
the actusl bulks of the two without fae least agsociation with the 
‘Thames rule, We took’ Masia at 15 tons only because she ea 
peuad to be known ag a li-teuner, bub any other figure or unit would 
have servell Lie purpose quite as well, We abe réady to acknowledge 
the justice of Mor, Beames's complaint hac if been founded pon any- 
thing we did, bat the foregoing will make il clear that Mr, Beames’s 
charge hus no standing in cotirl. It is exactly upon fhe simile he 
adduces af aqnal balla Gf doueh from whieh to shape twomodels that 
weclain the biceer ball from whieh Vixin was evolved sheuld he 
mde to aevounl for the exeass over fie smaller ball of dough Crom 
white Marvia wes fashioned, represented by the difference batween 
1.400 and 1500. 

We left both connters out of consideration because dificult to es- 
timate anf of no material bearivg one way or the other, The advan- | 
jue in this respevl windd be with the Vixen, however, as she squats 
more than the cutter, aud being lowsided, with great witlth oud low 
quarters, the bulls of her counter would come foto play much oftener 
aod to a eveater extent fhan the lighter, higher and narrower oyer- | 
Lang of Maggie, which in ifs last third is little more than two 
thickness: of Plank, and ef about as much use in contributing 
power or lengtheniug bhe lines of the boat's after body as the main- 
sheel outriggor of asadi-hag machine, which no ole argues should 
be incinded in her length. The counter of the Maggicis a hindrance 
to speed more than anything else. Thepower derived from ib is ax- 
tremely snail under the cirenmsianoces, while friction surface is in- 
creased in a inyeh greater proportion. The sloop obtains more good 
from ashort hilky overhang than the oulter trom her high tielsup 
and Tarrower quarters. But to obviate too much detail we let both 
ey unmeasured, Somewhat to the advantage of the slgop. We 
swhitted dawn) Vixens vietory to just whulsheds entitled to atter 
allowing properly for tonnage or fluke. A beating of four or five | 
minules is quite coough to jushify all the crowing anyones wishes to 
indulge io, ind we (lo nob begmitse bhesloop her fie yichovies. We 
canuos ovellook the fact though that Me egie was nok sailing in her 
trae tere ip citer of the two races, hown by vomparative per- 
forniahce with ocher yachts she had often beaten before, nor was sho 
fooled to the bast alvanutage. Out correspondent is, OF course, en- 
titled in bis preferences Lor that kiud of boat hi likes best, 
Somes peuple see something alse in yachting than racing, ayd even 

should oue type prove faster than another their choice woul be in- 
fluencert by obher cansitlerations quite #5 much as tlie Sat at 
speed which to term is rouch of a. side issue. Bor example, om epr- 
respondent owns a sloop, an excellent one too, but sheis beaten by | 
half an hour te en hour by sand-bag sailing machines cyor a 20-mile 
courses, [las he ever seen shod ruason fo sell and transfer bis affec- 
tions ftom @ roomy, wholasome and useful and cheap little eruiser to 
a uséless. expensive bag-bosser on that account? Granting that cutters | 
are not guile upto the three or four best sloops ever produged in 
America on the heabof speed for the sake of arguinent, ibis certainly 
nob yery convincing against the propriety of thu Jotroduchion i our 
waters, Obber questions woul hayeto reeaiye a fool share of al. 
tention before such a eonélusion could be aceepted. So far from bein 
inferior, however, even on the point of speed, we question very muc 
whether Vixeu could repeat Ler performance under less fayorible 
oir aC ‘ 
the leash chanes to display what thereisin her, As long as the wine 
held light the entter was getting the best of the race, and we toubt 
Hot but bhat ina bit of a swash she would cut out some lively worl 

| cutters and one yal. 

| grew Oney sullicient to work shi 

imsinnecs, The day suited her toa Charmand save the Magpia | 

even for ihe Vixen, & boat without anequal in ber class. Bats itis, 
thezvecord is so heavily in fayor of the cuther that a good many more 
‘4ud 2 erent deal fairer violories Wian those of the Visen must be wou 
before the balanve is restored, i 
Leaving oul races lost to either side through accident, the tally 

[Serr. 14, 1882 

belween the imported cutters and home yachts sbauds this day as 
follows: Culters—Madge, i; Mugsie, 3; Varve, 8, and sloop Vixen, 2. 
That is, out of 14 vaces the cutter has won twelyé, and that in our 
waters and vader our rites, Thdees net seem likely that any sloops 
could be takeh aeross to Liijish waters to duplicate such a pergor- 
niaiee, Winally, we have no pel hobbies dr theories in this matter. 
Before we started the disenssion of type, only one side of the whole 
gestion wes known in America. Anything but what sve had been 
browsht up ta was disdainfully refused even respectful sndienee. 
Through ow instruisentality mainly, ecatters lave new s4siumed 
prominonce in these waters, ini who will say that we in America 
have learn 16 lessons sino their advent, of that the whole discus 
sion has bean wasteful? Haye our yachtismen not learnt to wppreci- 
ate depth; lave not ibe danyerons features of light drafts at last re- 
veiyel revoguition; have nof cutters, through their actual test, in- 
spire nore cirgumespection in dontineiations of the productions of 
other nations, and bas not the whole problem of design been 
thovougly yeutilaied, and ts ib not now far betbar iwnderstood, so 
that out siclions Ue puided by a wiler keawledee and more 
liberit] views than before? 
Have not meény folind inthe cutter just whah they had long been 

looking for? Are nol rigsand models undergoiny improvement and 
benetivial modification 1a direct consequence of the part this journal 
has taken? Have we nol been taught the necessiby of smarter drill- 
ing to our crews, of move thorough build, outtiy and preparation? 
Do cobblestones and “hale bay” atrll sat sty us for ballast, or has lead 
won thé day? Are we building any more Targe slaops? Are we not. 
huillinga large oehof dutters? Has uot the cutter rig compelled 
acknowledgement of its eqval speed, closewindedness and greater 
haudiness than the up-river fashion? In short, hus not narrow pro- 
vincialism been Jifted and the horizon cleared? 

Pores! AND StrkeaM has no pet hobby other than seeing truth pre- 
vill and buncombe sqjuelehed, Our record is before the reader. ‘The 
Vixen’s vicborins were foratold in these columms as clearly and cer- 
iwnly as coukl be without the gift of prophecy. Can M1. Beames 
point to journal or critic which cau dive in the past for an opinion on 
the twa types which has heen demonstrated npon actual trial to be 
so true and sound in every detail as the following? Tt was written 
before the \ladve had bent sails in our waters: 

Prom Hoerest ond Strednt. August 25. B81. 
“As te her racing we agree with ber skipper that when pile-driving 

isin order, the dis) model will be sailed hull down, and we add that 
in light ans and fitful breezes ye should put.our faith in the cutter as 
well But in a good whole-sail wind tml smooth sea, with much 
windward work, our chalice would be with the booed.” ; 

This now conceded on every band thatthe vntter is superior to the 
sloop in “lizht airs and fitful breezes” Itis now also conceded that 
she 1s superior in asea, The Maggie-Vixeu races have proven the 
sloop's best chaneo to bein a “whols-sail wind and smooth sea,” and 
under such coudiffons the record shows “our choice would be with 
the boara.? 

Tf the advancemont of shearling triths like the aboyeis, in our cor- 
respondent's Opinion, “our pet hobby,” we plead guilty and find 
honor in the accusation. | ' 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA Y.S.—SEPT. 2. 
FNHE entries for the Mayor's Cup, offered to the club to be sailed 

for Sepl, 2, hrough? to the line a fine lot of boats, including three 
There were also class prizes for yachts over 

7 fons, Over 8 Lons and imder § tons, course for Mayor’ prize 11 miles 
same for allover three tons; course for latter @ miles, winner o 
Mayor's cup debarred trom taking class prize. The large yachts 
were sent away to a one gun start at 2h, fin. Catter Psyche, 4 tons, 
Capt. 5, Troti, wentinto the lead, rounded Mars’ Rock at 8:34:03, 
with Esme, 7 tous, J. E, Butler, following at 3:37:00; Oi-Kaze, cutter, 
16 tons, W, A. Channsey, at (3:55, Isabel, sloop, d tons, G. Ht, BY. Ma- 
thison, af 03:58, and Phantom, sloop, 4 tons, F. Stairs,at 4:01, Psyche 
held her lead and finished at G:5:4) with Esme second abt 05:12:10 
aud Oi-Kaze third at 542. Psyche received 8m. from Esme for dif- 
ference of tonnage, and wins Mayor's cup by 10m. 10s. Esme takes 
prize for her class, and Isabel prize for second-class yachts. Psyche’s 
spider band ou boom slipped up before the start; bieKaze carried 
ayay gatttopsail-halyard block and Phantom was short handed. 

The threes ton sweepstakes brought out Mascot, sloop, 1,8 tons, A. 
M, Wilde; Mariquita, awl, 1.3 tons, W. Wallace; Marie, sloop, 2.1 
tons, W, H, Troop; Veleoar, cutter, 3.6 tous, F. C. Sumichrast, and 
Lily, sloop, 4.1 tons, W. H. Weeks. They were got away bo one gon 
atvh, 44m. Lily finished at 4:40:50; Velenar, 4:57:47; Maseot, 
4:59:45; Mariquita, 5:19:10, and Marie 5:24:30, Lily received 28 
seconds from Velenar, and wins first prize by 17m, 20s. Velenar and 
Mascot made a dead heatfor second place, and divide prize. Lily 
fouled Marie off George's Island, former on port, latter on starhoari 
trek. Velenar carried away bobstay and drew port chain-plate bolt. 

NEW JERSEY Y. C,—SEPT. 7. 
The open matches arranged by the club for sloops of any club not 

oyer Soll. were sailed last Thursday in the bay over a hiweuty-mile 
course from Elysian Fields, North River, aroun! Robbins Reef buoy 
thenve uround Gan huoy No, 13 off Dix Tsland in the lower bay and 
retin by same marks to finish off Communipay docks, Jersey City. 
Allowauce, two minutes to the foof of water line; sails limited to 
mainsails antljibs: shifting ballast prohibited and crews limited to 
one hand for every live feet of lengtt. A challenge pennant and $25 
to the winner; alsoa set of colors to winner of over 30ft, and a pen- 
nant to catamarans. Tf the perpen, he won bya elih faa the same 
is liable to challenge after thirty days by any boat taking RACY in the 
race, tlie pare commitise to have charge of the niatch. The judzes 
were Thos. P. Rogers, Theophilus Butts and Geo. FE. Gartland, The 
efforts of the N J. GC, Wo encourage legitimate racing in smal) 
yachts were rewarded by one of the best lists of entries we have seen 
tor a loug time in, New York waters, Tiihas baen sssertud that small 
boats, especially those of the jib and mainsail variety, will not race 
unless With Unlinjited crews and shifting ballast. The hollowness of 
such an assertion has received an excellent illustration of late. While 
therecent Mistuke-Kesgan raves were sailed twice and extensively 
‘lvertised Gach time, only one additional boat, the Mimic, turned up 
to accept the free-lo-all oifer, 
Inthe New Jersey race we find on the other hand ae a long 

string of such boats, including well-known flyers hke Lily R., Dare 
Deyil, Baglewing, Only Son, and others, and the adyantages of sail- 
ing uuder Reopen limifations as to crew and ballast are not yet fully 
understood or appreciated by the mass of boat owners, When they 
ouce £0 through a match of the kind with ma wore expense than a 
scrub to their boat's bottom, a small rig only beme required, aud a 
few friends to make up the crew, it w il not be likely that they will 
return to the grotesque practice of tossing hags, especially when it is 
considered that under that practice the hest boat and the best sailor 
have ne show, the prize going to the most reckless, who shaves near- 
esl a capsize, aud whose hoat does or does not roll over merely as 
good or bad Inck follows his foolhardiness. With fixed ballast and 

there is a chance for model and for 
circumspect seamanship, ‘The best boat and best judgment win, and 
these We are supposed to be trying (4 encourage through racing. 
We ave glad to td some of the junior yachh clibs accepting om 
views and helieye more will follow in the future. It is quite certain 
that an offer to saud-baggers would not haye brought out the mumer- 
ous entries the programme of the New Jersey collected. These 
jncluded the following: Time al- 

Length. lowance, 
M.S. 

“stella, A. Hennion., 
Metamora, Caplain.H, Zobles 3 (i 
Letitia, Wiliam Taner...... 30) 0 8 00 
Charm, BE. W, Kereham ; 25 04 11 40 
Louise, Thomas HMall,.., .. 1s 11 30 
Wagle Wing, J. Burlhou H 710% 12-45 
Lily R., 7. H, Rog a, fae WEF et 7 05 13 10 
Dare Devil, Conmindore W. Dilworth..... . 27 OL 13 20 
A, Forsybl, A. Forsyth. -. 20.00.22... 28-00 12 00 
IT, W. Jewell, W. H. Aulatill. 2 6 DL 15 20 
Only San, 1D. Bield...,,---.---..- - RA TL 18 20 
Ray Howland, Thomas Fearon. 2301 21 50 
Corrine, £. W, Ketcham, Jr.. 23 0) 22 00 
Mary §., Shaughnessy Bros 22) 00 24 OU 
#. Sbeppard, J, Goetschius 19 11 28 10 
Whim, Arthur Murphy... . 21 00 26 00 
Barney Gootbwin, T. Miller ... 2-2. ....0.-.seen eee e vee 19 05 29 00 

early in the race, 59 = . 
ally mito a Sail over for Jessie, who maxle faster time over the course 
than anything else In the feet. 

Afiying start with 10 minutes vrace was effected al10:55, the judges 
being posted aboard the tug Lyndhurst for the day. Wind moderate 
from southeast, tide strong ebb. Ib was along and short leg ovt the 
tiver and a close haul to the fiest mark. Maglawing cume to grief, 
being 11m into by a river tus aud Hstelle had weathered on Lonise, 
fe ching the Robbins buoy first ab 12:05:50, Louise at 12:08:52, Charm 
12:09:10, Lily R, 12:10-30, Jewell 12:11:25, Jessie 12:12:35, and the rest 
al short intervals. The wind canted to the eastward aud sll bands 
looked up for the Narrows on the port tack, then there was 4 lull and 
more wind from tie same quarter, sending (he feeb around the lower 
mark as follows: stelle 1:33:20, Lonise 1:37:55, Jessie 1:42:20, Lily R, 
1:40:87, Jewell 14745, The flood had begun making and with the ~ 
wind sf, jibs were boomed out for a rapid ron home. The strength 
of the wind just suited the catamaran and she flew to the fore, being 
the first to cross the finish. The match was brought to a close as 
tider, Louise winning challenze peniant and $25, Estelle the pen- 
nant for boats over 3/rt., and Jessie the pennant for cataniarans. 

Start. Finish, Elapsed. Corrected 
H. M.S, H.M, 5. H, M8, H. M, S. 

stelle. .....,.--....,-..10 55.38 2 a2 31 2 56 58 3 6G 58 
Metamora teat 10 BH 20 Di not go course 
Letitia. _, . 1 56 20 41000 7 415 45 406 45 
Charm. _- 210 65 31 4 14 385 4 15 O04 4 OF 04 
Dowise... . 10 55 30) 2 po 02 3 ot a2 8 48 02 
Baglewing. _10 56 20 Disabled. 
Lily BL... 10 55 40 81a 25 4 00 45 4 5 do 
Dare Devil, ., 1) 56 30 2 17 30. 4 21 (10 4 07 4) 
L, W. Jewall 10 Ae 20 3.09 4) 418 35 5 58 9 
Only Son,..... _. 10 BS 50 319 25 az 4 02 2D 
Ray Howland Wf 45 4 34 08 425 4 03 34 
Qorinne....-2-2. . 10.55 95 320 20 4 24 25 4 (2 35 
Mary §......,..- 1) S57 30 3 36 01 433 4 dd 31 
F, L. Sheppard ( 22 a 47 3p 4 ht 483 08 
Wii, fone i 5.31 05 4 ob 108 07 
8B Goodwin. We Tob timed. 
Forsyth.... 10 57 00 3 24 51 420 51 4 id SL 
Jessie... 11 05 00 2 45 50 4 44 An 4 44 50 
Duplex .. ..... 11.05 00 2 SL 20 4 86 20. 4 2b 20 

1! no waters is a deeper interest taken iu the ae bite of cutifar vs. 
sloop than in Toronto harbor, nor is the battle of type fought 

anywhere with keener relish and More intelligentappreciation than in 
the races of the several Canadian yacht clubs, whose home ports are on 
Lake Ontario. That clubs boasting of such fine flyers as tle center- 
boards Cygnet and Madcap and the grand cutters Ailean god Verve 
should have fallen under the ban of a certain club in New York and 
ostracised from competition for the American Cup is an illostration 
of the doubtful wisdom governing the councils of our principal home 
organization. [twas a great piby, therefore, that vacillating winds 
should have somewhat marved the raciugin Toronto harbor in the 
two consecutive events of the Royal Canadiag, and to aless extent 
in the subsequent race of its live and energetic young sister, the 
Toronto Y, C. : 
The first day of the R, C, ¥. C. for the Prince of Wales challange 

cup witnessed fair success so far as the race was a spectacle, but the 
handsome and appreciated trophy fell to Cygnet, a rather barren 
honor, won by fluke more than by goon sailinz. The second fay ta 
the club matches, the lead was taken first by ona than by anofner, 
aud no finish was made, streaks of calm interfering will, anything 
like live work, though opportunity was offered for oecasional brashes. 
Sumining ap we conclude that to windwar'l the cutters show marleed 
superiority in winds cf any kind, and vonotns dead before it the 
eenterboard sloops, one & MecGiehan Hyer aul the other a noted local 
erack, seem to have the vest of it while in strong winds, especially if 
accompanied by asea, the cutters ave ib theic awo way. For the 
races in question the yaw! Alarm, 87 fons, Ld. Col. Grasett, hal shifted 
to the cutter rig, and thoagh she was pot placed, her sailing was con- 
siderably improved. ‘ 
The other entries were Oriole, schooner, 57 tons, Viee-Com. Leys; 

Oygnet, sloop, #4 tons, Mr, Dennis: Aileen, cutter, 42 tons, M1 Gaonl- 
erham; Madeap, sloop, Gom. Boswell, and Verve, entter, 10 tons, Me. 
Cochrane, Course, about forty miles, starting from off club house. + 
then going east around a flagbout off Wiman baths, thence through 
western gap between islind and mainland aid te Miniico buoy, back 
toa buoy off the island, fhen around another 6 miles outio the lake, 
return around buoy off the island, thes to the east arpund Searbero 
buoy and home through the western gap. Wind leht and uosteacky 
from southwest. The Verve and Alarm got away at 10.05; Ortola, ab 
10;0534; Madeap. 10:06; Aileen, 10;07, and Cyenet, having bo rescue 
one of her crew from her capsized yawl boat, not until 10;18. Alt 
kept well together out the gap, with the schooner leading and Verve 
second and Alarm whipping in. Ontside, Oriole and Aileen made an 
unhieley cast off shore for more wind, by whith two mits and prob- 
ably the race was lost to Aileei, 
Verve held a higher course than necessaty, aud so Cygnet Ted 

around Mimico buoy at 11:27, Madcap half a minnte later, Oriole 
1172814, Aileen 11732, Verve 11:33, and Alarm 11:34. Balloon jits took 
them to the island buoy, Oriole leading at 12:02, Cyenet 12:08, Aileen 
12:0716, Madcap 12:1214, Alarm 12:13, and the little Verye ab 12:14, Ont 
into the like it was a tive-mile beat, and the cniters liked that sort of 
thing, Verve even generously tendering right of way to Maficap on 
the port tack, Around the tug the time was: Ailesn 1:33)6, Cygnet 
1:88; Oriole 1:4514, Verve 1:53, Madeap 154, and Alarm 1:5444. “Thus 
in the windward work of a little over 4 miles Aileen taude Ymin. on 
Cygnet and the 10-ton Verve made 2}émin. on the 1%-ton Madcap. All 
ran back to the island buoy with a qarlering wind, and then dead 
before into Scarboro. On this run the sloaps eloserd the gap aud 
assed Doth entters, the buoy being hauled arvund as follows: 

Cygnet 8:10, Aileen 3:15, Oriole 3:26%6, Madcap 3:33, Verve 3:tband., 
Alarm 3:47, The wind backed ta the south, making it a, dlase haul 
home iu lighh wind aud sooth sca. Aileen oyerlanled the lauder, 
hut made s. tack off shore for fear the wind would be found with more 
westings at the gap. This failed to be the case, and the cutter lost 
her chanees‘a second timein the day by bad judgment. Verve and 
Madcap made elose sport on the homesivetch, the sloop running 
away once more when sheets were Treed driving up the gap tor the 
line, The finish was reached by Cygnetal 4:31, Aileen 4:59, Oriole 
5119, Madeap 5:34, Verve a7. Cygnet’s actual time was 6:45, Aileen 
6:53, Oriole 714, Maceap 7:25 and Verve 72; Alarm ilistanced. The 
Prince of Wales Cup goes to Cygnet, Aileen second and Verve third on 
time allowance. Aileen explumed her tack out to sea, which lost her 
tio miles, by claiming the Mimico bnoy to leeward of its proper 
place. Bul for this she would have landed the cup. 
The second days's race was open to first class over 12hons, seeond 

class under 12 tons and third class under 7 tous, Prizes in first class, 
Anderson Cup, limited toclub yachts and $200. 5100, $00 and $25; 
open fo all, Th second class, $120, B60, $20, and $15 i suven start. In 
third class, $50, $25 and #10, Wntvies, schooner Oriole sailing as a7 
tons on tiv allowance, cutter Alarm 87 tons; sloop Coquette of Warn- 
ilton, 17 tons; sloop Cygnet, 34 tous; cutter Aileen, 33 tous, and enter 
Verve, i0 tons. Second class, sloops Emon, Katie Gray and Gracie, 
Third class, including slogps and luggers, Fiona, Meteor, Trixie, 
awl, Ourlow, John A,, dlystury, Jainbouree, Mischief and tva, 
jourse for first class 40 moles; same as day before. Wor secon class 

same, omitting Nuntio buoy. 3) milas. For third claas, three Limes. 
round Toronto Bay. After the vicissitudes of calms atl variable airs 
Aileen came out with a lead among the large boats, with Cygneha 
fair secoud. The cubfer rounded the outer lake marl first, Cyznet 
next, and cutter Verve third. Thenit became a crith unl a question 
of fuke taScarboro mark, atter whieh if fell dead calm, and (he 
yachts drifted homeafter dark, no tace having been made. ‘he 
second class had no better luck, but the litle fellows in the harbor 
fot their winnings, Fiona talking $30, Mateor $43 and Trixie 310. 

TORONTO Y. C.—SEPT. 9. 

Oe first regular match of this enterprising club was sailed Sepp 
9, with a fine feet of competitars and a moderate wind. Furst, 

lass over 12 tons, second over 7 tons, and third under 7 tons. 
Courses, 80, 20 and 12 miles. Prizes in firsl class, the Toronto ¥. C, 
challenge cp and $100; second, $50; third, 25. Second class, Cos- 
grove cup and $50 if a ‘Toronte yacht wins, otherwise a) only; secon, 
$30 and third, $5), Third class, $20, $10and a5, Wind, a good hreest 
from Southeast, Catamaran Phantom gave up athera shart trial it 
the sea, and Coral, i7-ton sloop, KR. Carmichael. gave up after a gal- 
lant struggle ponoding thesea (he easterly wind rolled in. ‘ 

Aileen, Cyznet aud Verve went ahead, as usual, fo the Mimico 
buoy on aélose haul. [twas then a six-mile beat avowod the lake 
mark, and the catters put in them work, the 10-ton Verve beating the 
17-tou sloop Coquette 25t¢min, in these six miles, and the Coquette i5 
indorsed as a smart boatin her class by all local eritivs. This per- 
formance is probably unequaled in history, In this work the 10-ton 
entter also gained 14}6min. on the fumaous MecGieban sloop Cygnet, 
and the eutter Aileen likewise Se on the latter 1iéoia., rounding 
the outer buoy first at 12:56, Cygnet 12:5714, Verve 12:58, Coquette 
1:1214, Coral 1:21 and Madeap at 1745, the latter being badly worsted 
in the tussle with the sea. Wour miles square away took them to the 
buoy off the Exhibttion wharl, finishing the first round. Spinakers 
came into play, and the sloops bettered their positions. The wind 
backed to south, and the second round commenced with a heam 
wind te the Mimico huoy rein 1“ : 
Aileen droppefl back as the wind fell away, the smart little Verve 
jug into second place. et went around and commenced the 

feat out for the second fine at2:08, Verve 2:08}3, Aileen 2:10, Co- 
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quette 2:19 and Goralal 2:32, giving up soon after On the beat it 
was the sarae old story overagains Aileen soaked out on the weather 
of allhands and daséd araund the lake buoy just before the wind. 
fell off, af 3:08, Cygnet 3:16, Verve 3:24 and Coquatties:a7 Aileen 
foul light arin to the Exhibition wharf and trimmed toa benim 
wind throush phe gap to finish off the club house at 3:54, Cyenet 4207, 
Yerye 13125 and Coqnebte 418. Cygnet waa untortumate on this 
stretch in being left Yor several minutes becalmed between bwo 
winds, bul this was in part made up by catching i) quite strong on 
the last of the ranin, which, coupled wibh her greater speed down 
win than Aileen, materially veduced the Jattems lead at the close. 
Summary as under: 

Finish, Actual, Corrected. 
Verve, ... ee: a(t) 4G 00 00 5 41 30 

Ailgan __,. ARO 16 f 4) 45 5 48 22 
Coquette _ 4248 45 02 45 o48 41 
G@yruel_-_- 4 30 10 6 ai) 00 5 50 00 

erves therefore iis cn time and tales the $260 challenge cup, and 
ae aee of 3100 and champion fag, Aileen takes $50 aud Coquette 
i) 
Ta second class Emnia took ihe lead and was never Leaded, though 

Katie Gray sailing with a raw crew, we believe, pressed her closely, 
Summary as follows; Emma being 4 Kingston yacht, taltiug $40 
without the Cosgroye cup. Katie Gray $30, and Gracie $15. Time of 
race for Emma 4:11:00; for Katie Gray, 4:13:30; for Groeie a:19:55 an 
for Gypsy 5:04;00. Among the small fry, sixteen started, the four 
winhers being Meteor, Commorlore’s cup and 35), in 4:09:39; Pig na. 
$20, in 8:10:45; Tory, $10, in 3:14:00 and Trixie, $5, in 8:20:00, 

HULL YACHT CLURB.--The second clih championship mateh was 
sailed Gif Hull iast Saturday, in a light breeze with calms and fog 
Wo first or second class hoals appeared. The vest were sent off to a 
flying start in a pulf from the northeast, which soon died a\vay. 
leaving the fog fo shut down. After au how's drifting, a breeze 
from the east sent) the raners around the resb of the edurse. 
Courses for third and fourth class, sever miles: for the rest, six 
milés. Judges, T I. Patterson, Peles Aborn and}. H, Conant. Amy 
and Sea Mew take championship in their classes, this being their 
second score. The other classes are udl decided. Janet protested 
tneasurement of Wildfire. Sunnary: 

THIRD GLASS. 
Fi, In. Aetnal. Corroctert, 

Allie, A. Bi Wattlos. 0.2... 5. eee ee 22 05 8 22 3H 3 07 ol 
D. Groekett, AH. Pitnamn....-., ......4- 21 06 Not talcen. 

FOUBTH CLASS, 

ATdyei, Wi eibachecessssscny ey leapenened Ob 9.98 47 
Ibis, J, K. Souther... .... BO (6 2.33 40 
Weve Crost, &. B. Rogers 20 0b 2 3412 
Niobe, A. J. Clark, ,- 20 00 239 45 
Joker, Georeé Coffin... ........... 20 08 2 47 2h 

CLASS. 
Wildfire, H, A. Keith... --..-., 2.02, --- 1 88 14 
Janet, WoL, Phinney... 18 1 38 26 
Sheerwater, W. M, Merrill § 1 42 61 
Water Witch, 5. King.. 3 i 1 48 01 
Druid, W. P. Fowle.,.... 19-0 24 2 02-37 
Corsair, W. H. Mills. 18 11 Not taken. 
Boye, Ch) i Pore eel 2. 2, 8-2 90! Of Nol taken, 

KTH CLASS, 
Sea Mew, G. R. Howe., Pees At OF, 201 23 
Gretchen, E, P. Siiarp AV4h Sin 28 a5 
Tdlewild, H. N. Curfis ! 2 i 58 1 it 44. 
Cricker, W. A. Cary.. 2 32 40 2 00 45 

LILLIE—HERA,—The secend match between these two Boston 
sloops was sharicd Saturday, Sept. 2, but owing to lack of wind if was 
not finished in the time prescribed, and was re-sailed Monday, 
Sept. 4. Course from judges’ boat off Marblehead Rock, leaving 
Half Rock to pork, astern Point buoy fo starboard, arouad outer 
Piz Rovks buoy and return, 2i miles. Wind was light trom the 8, and 
W. Hera went to the fore, and at Half Roel hacdboyver 9 minutes to 
her good, but on the run to Wasterm Point Lillie closed up consider- 
ably, Onthereturn Hera gained 314 mimites to Wall Rock, and in- 
Greased it by 4 minute to Pig Rocks, finishing at the judges 5in, 30s, 
ahead of Lillie, We hear the owners of the latter were not satisfied 
with the weather, which was tatler filful, and are anxious for an- 
other trial, The two boats may he considered about, evan, anid 

' victory will vest with the one worked to the best atlvautage or lucky 
in the way of flukes. Hera wins $1,000, and much money changed 
hands on the result. Hera is of! on a two weeks’ cruise at present. 

HALIFAX REGATTA,--A match for (he Mayor's Cip and a 8-ton 
sWeepslakes were amoug the features of the recent great aquatic 
gathering in Halifax Harbor, N_S.. Sept. 6, In both classes eutters 
won, and. strangely enongh, both of them built for the Hon. Secre- 
tary. F.C. Sumichrast,Sunfer his persoual supervisiou. The race 
was started at sharp 2 P) M,, the Oi-Kaze, tutter, Phantom and Isa- 
bel, sloops, started, Psyche, tuther, aid Hsme, sloop, were dntered, 
hui did uot start. Wind light from H. N: K., shifting son after start 
to 8. Owing to the falling of the wind the officer of the day, F. Ham- 
ition, Hsq., stopped both this and the 3-tonners sweepstakes race ut 
the firstround, Inthe 3-tonners mateh, which was started at the 
saine time as the large race. all entered started. Velenar, dow ta 
leeward, was the first to seechange of wind and hauled in bowsprit 
spinaker, stood in to new Railway Wharf and tacked to starbourd, 
Weathering ont on one tavk past Lunatic Asylum fiagboat, and keep- 
ing her lead tothe end. Miranda carried away peak halliard, and 
was delayed for a short time, but worked upto second place at the 
island, only to be passed on the run in to Commodore by the siiarb 
Mariquita. Maseot, hainpered by a very late start, could never re- 
trieve herself. Im the larger class, Oi-Kaze, sailing better than she 
has lone this season, went away from her rivals and led handsomely 
wl vound the course, Shewas sailed by Mr. G. C..S. Handedel, in 
the absence of her owner. Phantom sailed a game race, and well 
deserved her second prize. The tinish was as follows; 
; u ayer Cup Race—Oi-Kaze, 4:12:32; Phantom, 4:18:51, Isabel, 
4:38:50. 
Oi-Kaze wins Mayor's Cup by 2min, sec, Phantom, second prize. 
‘Dhree-tonne’s Sweepstake Race—Velenar, ciitter, 6:38:45; Mari- 

quita, yawl, 3:40:25; Miranda, sloop, 720; Mascot, sloop, 3:48. 
Velenar wins first prize by i8sec.; Mavriquita wins second prize, 

saying her stake. 

NEW YORK CANOM CLUB,—The race for the challenge enp takes 
place Sept, 16, at3 P, M., over a five-mile course off New Brighton, 
3.1. the present holder, C. P. Oudin in the Tramp, having’ heen 
ehallonged by Win. Whitlock in the Ripple, ‘The elub will also boll 

rogatta Saturday, Sept. 28, off the boat house, Staten Island, Six 
aces, open to all canoeists, commencing at 8 P.M. Juniov and 

senior paddling of class 2 canoes; sane for class 3 canoes, and junior 
and senivr sailing races for classes 2 and 3. Wirth race will he open 
to all classes, 144mile sail andig mile paddle. Sixth race for tan- 
dems. All paddling races one mile. Suiling races 244 and 3 miles. 
A steamer goes over the course. Tickets 60 cents, A. C. A, miles to 
govern. A junioris one who has never taken a prize jn the class, 
No entranee fee. One prize to each race, Wntriesto W. P. Stephens. 
seuretury, P, O, West New Brighton, 5, 1., or to the club house. 

QUINCY YACHT CLUB.—The elub sailed its match this year, 
September 4, in a light southerly breeze, over asis-tmile course, with 
(he following result: 

Actual, Corrected. 
Amy, H. W. Bazcter__ 4 1 49 34 L 22 3b 
Joker, Geo, Coffin....,.. Det 20 08 1 50 43 1 48 00 
Nautilus, H. M, Vaxon 158 25 1 25 02 
Myrtle, D. I. Poor....-. 1 57 de 1 28 5 
Wildtire, H. A, Keith,.....,. . 1 5d oY 1 2) 40 
Digdem, L. Haywood,..-...... 00.5. .ce ee q Not taken, 

SPHED OF YACHTS,—We haye many a time heard of smart pas- 
sages and extraordinary fast sailing, bul, according tothe Sculsmen of 
Monday last, the Porth ¥. ©. yacht ivadne must be awarded the 
alm of being “the best on record;” for at the Aberdeen regatha, 
eld on thé 17th inst., she is credited with the following: “The Evadne 

covered the 21 miles 1m about 63 minutes, or one mile in 214 minutes.” 
Not bad fora 10-fonner sailed by her owner, Mr, J. B, Sandilands. 
and “Jimmie.” Itis hardly necessary to add that the Evadne tool 
the first prize.—Loudow Yuchting Gazette. 

BATTERY BOATMEN.—The annual race among the Whitelall 
working boats of (he Battery was sailed last Sunday over useven mile 
course to windward and back off Gatiéry Park. Four 19ft. hoats 
entered and sailed tinder spritsails, witli acrew of bvo each. Prize, 
gold medal, yalue, $100, presented by Richard Ganley. Won by the 
MeGirk, sailed by Ed. Ring and John Delaney. Time, 3:18:38. Ri¢h- 
ard K. Pox acted as judge. 

PROM LAKE GHORGH TO FLORIDA.—Ganoe Islands, Lake 
George, N. Y., Bepl. 9, 1882—Dr. Neide and Capt. 8, D, Kendall, m 
their canoes, Aurora. and Solid Comfort, reached Canajoharie, N. Y., 
September 6. float winds and head currents have troubled them. 
They expect fio reach Buffalo about September 29, and Cincinnati, 
vin Lake Wrie, Cleveland and Portsmouth and Ohio River, about 
Oetobér 20.—N. A, B. 

GHNEVA LAKE, WIS., REGATTA 
Geneva tools first money, $75, time, 2:56248; Ethel second money 5 
time, 2150448; Whisper third money, $86, time, 3:36. Second els 
Conita took first money, $50, time, 3:28:8: Zouave, seeoud, $25, time, 
S:2140. J, 8. Rumsey's Nettie carried away the Uthel’s forestay 
with her topping lift, The Nettie slso capsized off Torest Glew park, 
The Agamennon pevied halyards at the beginning af the rave and 
had to withdraw, Delafield Sturgess’s yachtAwectheart upset at her 
pier carly this morning, 

MOSQuivo PLEET.—The second race for small boats off Cfty 
Poiut, South Boston, was sailed September 7, over a tive-mile course, 
Start from an anchor. Wind variable. Judges, J. Beriram, John 
Jones and J, Bullard Daphne, HW, 1, Roberts, i4ft., bet, Lizzie, H, 
M. McDonough, 19ft 3in,; corrected (imes, 112245 and | . In 
second Class Herald, C. B, Smith, 114. 1in.. beah Mreria, W. Condon; 
Trinket, W. H. Buckley: Clyde, J.D. Page; and Miseot, FO, Whit 
man: corrected time of, winner, 1007: seeonud, 1:10:09; third, 
1;16;31. 

CANOE PHOTOS.—for excellent phofes of the vecent conoe meet 
ab Lake George, send to &. R, Stoddard, Glens Pulls, New York. 
They show all the (itterent styles of bouts preseut, the camps and 
canoe islands, the races and ile offivers; or addcess him for cireular, 

BRENDA,—Mz, Jas. Liltle, Mastern ¥.C.. hag sold the schooner 
Brenda to Mr. W_.J. Talbot. Sheis Harrington built, and an excel- 
lent buat of her kind, Overall, G8f6. Sin.; load line, Gift. 2in.; beam, 
18ft.; dratt without board, 5ft. din. 

CHICAGO Y. (.—In the races sailed Sept, 9, over a 16-mile course. 
sloop Cora beat the mew Wasp, Capt. Prindiville, hy 8. 29s. In sea- 
Pee Nameless beat the Burke; in third class “ephyr beat the 
Ariel, 

AWERICA CUP.—The American Challenge Cupseens likely to be 
produclive of a deal of penmanship. The Woresr ann Siege has, 
however, hit the right nail on the head,—London Yachting Gazette, 

AMBRICA.--This schooner with General Buller on bosrd was off 
Quebec Sept. J, then proceeded to Montreal, and is now on ler pas- 
sage home to Boston, ‘ 

TYPE IN SCHOONERS.—Dhe continuation of ihis article is laid 
over tillnext week, 

SOUTH BOSTON YACHT CLUB—Has now 165 members and $500 
in the ireasury, 

In ithe races Sept, 3, ne 

Answers to 
J_L, M., Balbimore, Md.—Noticed your aceount of “The Sci 

Angler,” published by Bemruseé & Sons, London, in August Bl i 
Please let me Imow the price, 
was not given tu us. 

MArmN# Gham, New Bedford, Muss.—A geod marine glie ean be 
made by talking twelve parts of coaliartoone part ol India-rubber 
Heat the mixture gently, taking care pot to burn 7h, and when well- 
mixed add twenty parts of powderad shellac. Stir well and drop in 
cakes to cool upon a slab of iron or stone, When required, for use 
heat the cakes to 250 degrees Pabrenheit, 

J. H., Bridgeport, Goin,—Can you give me any information eon- 
cerning Greenwood Lake? I want toget three or Tourdays’ fishing 
(bass), and think of no plaee quite as convenient, Whose house is 
best located there, ha is a good man for putting you on the ereund, 
ete., etc., and is this month or October the est season at the lake? 
Aus. Both months are good. There are good hotels ail alone the 
lake. We think that the largest fish are taken al fhe lower enc of the 
lake. You might stop off af Cooper's Stution and try jb there, 

INFORMATION WANTED. 
A. T. wants boat in farnthouse among tills, Bo per weet, withi 

seventy-five miles of New York. 

A, B. wants a Pennsylvania hunting ground where he can find deer, 
bears and turkeys. 

tr} mal 1 ee Bel 

Correspondents, 
tifle 
ie, 

Aus, As stated in notice, the price 

SavisFiep,—-Hancock, N. ¥., Sept, 1.—Md/tor Worest and Streams 
Tnclosed please find money order to bhalanve account for advertising, 
IT am very well satisfied wilh the same, as | haye had more than 
Tcould do to keep up with my orders. The bass fishing hera is good 
and has been for two months.—l, M. Epwaxps 

ABBEY & IMBRIE’S 
“Highest Quality” 

Spring Steel English Hand-Made 
EE Ss Ex OOorks. 

—————— 

PENS, 
| Peucils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

‘THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contsii- 

ing ink for several days’ writing. Can be carried iu 
the poeket. Alwaysready for nse, A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 

i j writing. 
MABIE, TODD & BARD, Per 100. 10-0] 80 | 80 | +0 | 6) | 50 | 40 | 30 | 20 10 | ¢ | 4 2 8 6 |? &e 

‘S)ayua/ft ply eyes ly Moe Went aeder ene erotdal nonce | oA | 2.36 | 2.73 | 2.87 | 1.80 | 158 | (51 | 4.38 | 1.22) dee) i08) O38! 86 BG 
Knobbed ate 4.00 | 3,5 “tot Seg slohges4 seoon ¢ Se a ee nyse all ag ad 

O'Shaughnessy, . } 144/130) 1,30 ' 1.30 | J 30 | 1.8N 

Bass Needle Bye 
American Tront, Marker 
Carlisle, marked... .. < 
Aberdeen, marked...., 
Sneck Kendall, marked.........-- 

veces L.00°| 4:00 | 186 | 386 
the. 1.00 | 100} (86 | “85 
W'| 7 | | ve ie | 

(Be |" 188"|" 631g 

é Lb) BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Send for Price-List. 

| Ocr Goons ARE Sotp sy First OnAss DaaLers 

CS ae 
BROOKRCo | 

FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS IN 
DESCOUNT 

CHAS. J. GODEREY, 
7 Warren St., New York. 

- pisto! grip, engraved, checkered vrip ald fore end. 

TO THE TRADE ONLY. 
Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

4258 Maiden Lane, New York. 

THE HOLLIS GUN. 

T. EFollis & Sons, RH 
No, 298.—Laminated barrels, top snap action, bar locks, rebounding hammers, large head strikers, extension rib, duuble bolt, through Iniaps, patent fore e 

10.and 12-pange, $33.40. 

FISIING TACKLE. | 
| 

| 

| 

| 

UUs, Hilles. Reve 

alikers. 

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 1@i. 
For Sale by all Stationera, 

THE =°TTRBROOK STEEL PEN COw 

Wosks, Camden, N, d. 26 Joho Stu Now Verte: 

IMPORTER OF 

&e. 4 oe. 

id, high, well tiled vib 

: o. 402.—Damasens barrels, top snap action, bar locks, rebonnding hammers, percussion fence, large head strikers, extension rib, double boll, through jumps, Deeley & Hdges’ patent 

low fancy liatimers, Hori butt plate, engrayed, left barrel choke-boved, 10 end 12-gange, 

Waseca ni vip, engrayed, chetkered grip and fore end, born butt plate and lett barrel choke-bored, Wand 12 gauge, $46.00. : b r ; Pe - ae 
> ons eT inne Bates fapiandp agtion, fine steel bar rebounding three pin bridle lacks, percussion fetice double bell, extension rib, triplex wedge (or hite in extension rib), 

large head strikers, Deeley & Hdges' patent fore end, pistol rip. chéckered prip and fore end. 560,00, 
~ Tulso have full lines of goods of the following makers: ‘W. & C. Scotb & Son, BH. James & Co., 'T- Bland & Son, C. G. Bonehill and 8, Buckley & Co, Wuglish aud Belgian muzzle- 

loaders, All kinds of ammunition and sportsmen’s sundries, (Goods sent O. O, D., privilege tu examine on receipt of $5 to cover express charges, 

; 
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B. F. NICHOLS & CO. 
BOSTON, MASS.,, 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILE STREET. 

We are obliged to have more aco in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 
e have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 

setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Mair for our A Se 
to meet the increasing demand, 

The Parker Gun, 

Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 4 

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: “At Melbourne they had an excellent 
beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off con- 

f award comes to them froma country whose reputation 
been above all others," 

They have heen in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and have 
Won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field or at the ; 
Tsland last year, ab the New York State Convention, the PARKER won thie Pierce r 
*“Yorest and Stream” Badge for the best average over nearly 20 competitors, 

opportunity of testing their power 
querors Over évery other maker. Their hirhe 
for this class of goods has for many years 

Show Roonis: 
97 CHAMBERS ST., N, ¥. 

NEW OFF-HAND j 

PRICES REDUCED. 

Sonnd Doctrine for the Sick. 
wise (o attempt to regulate a chronometer with a 
pick-axe and sledge hammior, as if is to assail the 
obstructed and constipated bowels with abrading 
purgatives. That genial and healthful laxative, 
ARRANT’S APDRIBNT, which relieves and tones the 

alimentary canal at the same time 

,n eases of chronic constipation. 
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(EsTABLISHED 1836). 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition, 

SS 

JOHN KRIDER. 
WN.E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
ishing ‘Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks. Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Btc., Bte. 

(e="Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order, 
Also ** Krider's °* Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches, 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biseuit. , 

Repairing of all kinds. 

QOWIE KNIVES, SPRING BACK KNIVES, 
Stilettos. Sportmen’s Knives, Razors, Scissors, 

and eutlery of every deseription at CHARLES L. 
RITAMANN’S. 1483 Broadway, New York City. 

\he Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher. 

} Irom $6.00 up; send 10¢, for Circus 
lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST HERZOG, 36 John St., N. Y= 
Manuf'r of Phote, Instruments. 

TARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF MOOSEHEAD 
Lake and the North Maine Wilderness, a valu- 

able companion for the sportsman, hunter and 
Jumberman. Latelpeorrected and revised, and now 
acknowledged to be the only correct map of this 
vast region. Neatly bound in cloth covers. Price, 

stage, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J, FAR- 
Bar. Jamaica Plains, Mass. 

i 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn, 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns, 
TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can he usedon one stock; and for accuracy, eon- 

yerience, durability ail safety, is not excelled. Send for Mustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. | 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

Ti would be as | 

, is the safest | 
means of superinducing a regular habib | 

J. & W. TOLLEY’ 

Climax Gun Cle 
falGell G 

WOO 

aner. 
2 

superior goods, Send for catalogue, 

=> 
Norr.—in those made under the improved patent since July, 1882, the nut ‘‘F’* is done away with, 

and the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

In offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

ist. It is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
2d. Its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that, has 

been used all day. 
3d, The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight, 
4th. The price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 

For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

ce. 2. Wiis iINWsow, 
| TT? 8 John St., near Broadway, N.Y. [J 

MANUFACTURING JEWELER 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

trap. At Coney 
Diamond Badge and the 

Send for Catalogue. 

STOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, | 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the “MAYNARD” amore completely supplies 

A CANOE TRIP 
—OR A— 

LARK ON THE WATER, 
(From the Detroit Free Press.) 

Over i00 pages, profusely illustrated with cuts 
and maps, Sent on receipt of ten three-cent post- 
age stamps. 

BRENTANO’S, Union Square, N. Y. 

THE 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

GREAT 

SEL ERED,” iO and 1f2-Gauge-.- 
This gun, which from its wonderful adaptation to all kinds of field shooting we have named ‘‘The Field,’’ leaves aoa to be desired in the way of 

a single breech-loader. It is really the only single breech-loader worth having. It has Seott top lever, pistol grip, rebounding lock, and patent fore end, and 
is beautifully finished. For strength, convenience, penetratien, and in fact for all practical purposes it is just as good ax the best double-barrel gun, 
We have sold the bulk of all the single breech-loading guns used in this country for the past four years. The reason is that the top lever action as combined. 
with other features in the ‘Field’ gun is the only correct one, and other single guns are successfully sold only as they resemble ours. Persons with ordinary 
prudence will not hesitate long as to which to choose, particularly as the “Field” gun costs but a trifle any way, and no more than the imitations. Address 

at 
P. O. Box, 1114. H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street. New York. 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUNS, 
WITH HAMMERS OUT OF THE LINE OF SIGHT. 

$120.46 | Yor the sums named the guns can be placed on the cars in New F rash HEANE : 

fies branes: oe, ee ae i a7'a5 ¢ 10-bores extra... .. $10.80 York all paid in eight weeks trom order reaching us. A comparison of 
e@hallenge’ (© TL , Piao these prices, with those charged in the gun stores for really fine 

“Paragon” “ English guns of first-rate quality will result in your ordering direct 
from the manufactory. TERMS: A draft in full with the order. 

NO AGENTS. IMPORT DIRECT FROM 

ng... and also No. 1 Conduit St., Regent St ,W , London. Pioneer Works, Birmingham, E 
ONE i FROM REGENT CIRCUS. 
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CAN RESIST 
HE SOOTHING 

A REvIABLE REMEDY 
FOR ALL 

OISEASES OF THE ae HEALING 
SKIN OWER OF 

y Such as TETTERS, Swaynes? 
Pimp.ee, Sones, TMENT. 

BLotcues, OIN : 
/ Rasy, OW ACCOUNT OF ALy 

ERyeipeiag, CAVING THE INTENSE 
Rinaworm, j STCHIRG AND INeUNING 
BARBERSt QWEET REPOE, iT 18 

ITcH, 4 KNOWN BY MANY AS 
THe Great Cune 

FOR ITCHING PILES." 

Dr, Swayne & Son, 
PHita. 

REONESS oF 

Fisherman Attention! 

I wish to call your attention to my hand-made all 

Lancewood 

Combination Rods, 
seven pieces, making two distinct; rods for bait 

oe Trout, $10. Bass, 812. 

FRED, D. DIVINE, 132 Genesee st., Utica, N. Y. 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO, 

NO RUBBERS NEEDED. 

TITTLES’ LEATHER LIFE, 
Softens the hardest leather and males your boots 

waterproof, adding one-third to their wearing 
capacity. No sportsman should be without it, 
Price $83 per dozen 4-oz. bottles, sent C. O, D. to any 
address. Liberal discount to the trade. The abore 
is fully endorsed by FornsrT anp Stream. 

G. L. BROWN, Soe AgEnyt, 
125 Federal street, “ Boston, Mass. 

Strong Cartridge Co. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

TTT mi att 
i 

| 
Hl on 
i i | i i 

~MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Paper Shot Shells, Breech-Loading Cannon, &e. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any in the coun- } 

try, Our Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the 
most complete Yacht Cannon in the world, 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST, 

MANN’S 
Trolling Spoons. 

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable for trolling 
for all kinds of fish that will ake an artificial bait. 

Our Perfect Revolving Spoon is undoubtedly the 
best general spoon for talking fish ever offered to 
the public, 

Three sizes made—No bass, pike, pickerel, 
or any fish under five pounds weight; No 21 for 
large fish; No, 22 excellent for deep-water fishing. 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 

None genuine except with JOHN H, MANN'S 
name stamped on every spoon, 

Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers 
in fishing tackle. 

Tf not to be found readily, the manufacturers 
will send by mail or express at ONE DOL.AR each, 

JOHN H. MANN & C0., 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 

VAMP LIFK IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

rip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-kangeley .akes. lt treats of ‘camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
me; x24 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25 cents. by 
nail, postpaid, 30 cents, CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
almaica Plain, Mas ‘ 

PRYAN'S NEW FIRE CLAY FURNACE GEN- 
erates pure, warm air, moist from outside 

atmosphere. Requiring no water, ‘disinfects,” 
opens the pores, strengthens the lnngs. 
With steam we breathe the same air without | 

ventilation. Hot iron burns the air, closing one’s 
pores with sulphurous smells, causing vertigo. 
BRYAN'S burns wood or coal. Economical, bet- 

ter, cheaper, lasts longer, ‘fully guaranteed,” 
OFPPICE, No. 62 Liberty street, 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACT 

‘Corona, Queens Co., N. Y. 
URING CO. 

HARL LEH, Manager. 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. 
Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Screws required. 

Price #60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds tor Steani 

ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings. Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
Farm and Owt Buildings of every style. 
cost. within the means of all, 

Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
Warm in winter—cool in summer—ventilation perfect. 

For further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

THIS CUT 
Inadequately describes my 

SHOOTING SUIT 
of drab duck, made wilh Jinen thread. 

GAME POCKET 
full size of skirt. with net exten- 
sion, ventilating bottom, with 

outside and inside en- 
trances thereto. 

Six other large and two 
small pockets. 

Your pockets in pants. 

{COAT 
{ VEST... 
(ES UR ANS als Ban 
VERPS oe 

Sent free on receipt of price, 
Money refunded if not suited. 
For fuller information enclose 
stamp and mention this paper. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

410 Seventh st.. Washington City. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 
A, SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va, 
JOS. POLOCE, St. Louis, Mo. 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 

TAXIDERMIST 
No. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥. 

[Established 1830, | Pet Animals Stuffed, 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a yari- 

ety of styles, and war- 
S ranted the genuiue arti- 

“’ cle. Send for price list. 
. MARTIN 8. HUTOH- 
P, O. Box 368. Branpruxp & N. H, 

AntHony, Boston Agents. 
INGS, Dover, 

Smith's Patent 7-Shot Revolvers 
For 83.50, Everyone Warranted. 

FLOBERT RIFLES FOR $5.00 
For parlor practice and killing small game, 

BOXING GLOVES, 
$2.50 per set of 4 Gloves. 

Also Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle and Sporting 
Goods of every description at lowest prices. 

i. G. KOENIG, 
875 Broad St., Newark, N. J, 

Rend Stamp for 36-page Illustrated Catalogue, 

‘The Hunting Sight 
| LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 
| GUN SIGHT 
“Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect. 
circular containing full description. 

, dress, 
WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

Send for 
Ad- 

Clearance Sale---Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 
In order to reduce our stock as much as possible before removing to our new warerooms, we offer for sale our entire stock of Gams, 

Rifles, Revolvers, Shooting Suits, Leggins, Hunting Boots and Shoes, Paper and Metal Shells, Rim and Central Fire Rifle and Pistol 

Cartridges. Glass Balls and Glass Ball Traps, Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Traps and Clay Pigeons, as well as a full line of Fishing Tackle in 

every variety, including Split Bamboo Rods by the best makers, Fine Reels, Oiled Silk Tapered Lines, Hooks in e\ ery variety, &c., all at 

Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 
This stock of Guns is the largest and finest in this country, and 

h2 Westley Richards Hamimerless Gunes. 
14 Westley Richards guns with hammers. 
5 W. W, Greener Hammerless Guns, 

22 W. W. Greener guns with hammers. 
28 W. & GC. Seutt & Son’s (6 Premier Quality). 

4 James Purdey’s, in cases, with implements 
complete. 

1 J. D, Dougall, 12-gauge, dlin,, ®{lbs, 
4+ E. M. Reilly & Co. 

1 Chas. Lancaster haimmertess, single-barrel, 
S-gauge, 

9 Williams & Powell (with hammers). 

5 P. Webley & Sons, 

1 I. Hollis & Son, very fine, 12-gauge, Siin., 
Silbs. 

28 J. P. Clabrough & Bro. 

33 C, G. Bonehill. 

150 cheaper grades, English make, marked 
Win. Moore, Wm. Arden, and ranging in 
price from $21.00 to $45.00, 

5 Double breech-loading guns, one barrel 
12-gauge shot and one barrel .d() caliber 
rifle, 

Also the following American made guns. 

55 Parker Bros, (some with the new top lever.) 

15 Colt. 

) EB. Remington & Scns. 

2 Nichols & Lefeyre, one 10-gauge, S0in., and 
one 1l0-gauge, 32in., Yilbs. 

1 Baker three-barreled gum, 10-gauge, shot 
harvels, .44 caliber rifle. 

1 Harrington & Richardson hammerless, 1}- 
gauge, 811bs. 

45 Single breech-laading guns, made by Stev- 
ens. Rupertus, Remington, forehand & 
Wadsworth and Ameriean Arms, Co.'s 
semi-hammerless, 

155 Single and double muzzle-loading guns, 
some very fine. 

embraces : 

Also the following ritles. 
| 

34 Winchester repeating rifles, .A8, 44, .44 and | 
-50 express. 

Marlin repeating rifles. 40 and 45 Govern- 
ment. 

3, Kemington & Son’s magazine rifles, 
using .45. caliber Government cartridges. | 

{ Hotchkiss repeating rifle, using 45 caliber | 
Government cartridge. 

5 Evans’ repeating rifles, ,44 caliber. 

4 HB. Remington & Son’s leng-range Creed. | 
moor rifles, Hepburn model. 

1 Sharps’ Jong-range Creedinoor rifle. Boxch- | 
ardt patent. | 

4 HW. Remington & Son's mid-range rifles, 40 
caliber. | 

) BH, Remington & Son's sporting and hunt- | 
ing rifles, heayy model. 

§ H. Remington & Son’s target and gullery | 
‘Tifles, light model. 

7 Ballard hunting, sporting and target rifles. 

7 Stevens gallery and sporting rifles, .22 and 
_ 02 Caliber, 
2 Phoenix rifles, 44 caliber, one rim fire and 

one central fire. 
Flobert or saloon rifles, some very fine, 
with set triggers. 

Also Breech and Muzzli:-Loading Implenients 

in every variety. Gun and Rifle Cases 

and Covers, Metal and Paper. Shells, 

Wads, Hunting Coats, Vests, Pants, Leg- 

gins, Hats, Caps, Smith & Wesson, Colts, 
and all other styles of Reyolyers. Hol- 

sters, Belts, Gallery Targets, Hunting: 

Knives, Kennel Goods, Boxing Gloves, 

Indian Clubs, Dumb Bells, Qudits, Billies, 

Chamois Gun Covers, Game Bags, Dueck 

and Turkey Calls, Pocket Flasks, Tents, 
Camp Axes, Waterbury Watches, Hami- 
mocks, Lawn Tennis Goods, &c. &e., allat 

20 

T'wenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

HOW TO ORDER THESE GOODS. 
Send stamp for our catalogue and price list, select such goods as you want, deduct twenty per cent., add fifty cents to cover cost of boxing, and send New York Wxchange or 

Post Office money order. If the goods sre nol satisfactory, we will on return of them to us in good condition, withoul delay, refimd the money less express charges. In sending: for 
tatalogue please state the kind of goods you desire to purchase, as we have three catalogues, No, 1 is deyoted to breech nnd muzzle-loading guns, rifles, revolvers, ammunition, &c. 
No. 2 is devoted exclusively to Westley Richards hammerless guns, No. 3 is deyoted to fishing tackle. We advise all to order as soon as possible before t4e assortments are broken, 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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138 FANEUIL HALL 

BLOCK SAFETY HAMMERLESS, With Crystal Apertures. 

The only Hammerless showing position of hammers at a glance. 

smoke and dirt entering the lock. 

i876—PHILADELPHIA, MEDAI., AND DIPLOMA. 1878S—PARIS, SILVER MEDAL, 

I873—SYDNEY, FIRST, AND HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR MANUFACTURE, 1881— 

MELBOURNE, SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL AND FIRST ORDER OF MERIT. 

CoGSWELL AND HARRISON, 142 New Bond Street and Strand, London,—‘Atter careful con- 
sideration of the merits or otherwise of the various systems of Hammerless Guns now 
before the sporting public, our opinion, formed sixteen months since. remains unchanged, 
that the principle of your top leyer gun with the safety tumbler-block has many ad- 
vantages over any other pulin we know of at present; we consider with the extreme safety 
secured, together with the sound principle on which the gun is formed, will make it h 
general favorite in the future. As far as we are personally concerned we like the prin- 
ciple so much that we have adopted the system.” 

CaPTaIN Bogarpus.—‘‘As evidence of the durability of your guns, I haye shot one gun over 
40,000 times. I used your triplex action in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennel, 
winning both times; also in my match with Captain Shelley, at which time T scored 54, 
the highest score on record; and in the international match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., 
for £1,010, which I won, killing 70 out of 100—all 30 yards rise.” " 

TrE Meld says: 
witnessed.” 

“The nratch will be handed down as one of the most exciting contests ever 

“GREAT PIGEON M aTcH,—Captain Bogardus, in hisrecent match with Mr. Rimmel, of Eng- 
land, used his new W. & C. Scott & Son’s**Block Safety’? Hammerless. and 
killed 19 out of 100—30 yards rise."—Forest and Stream, New York. 

C. M, Starc.—‘*The Scott Hammerless is the very best shooting gun I ever owned or have 
seen shot both for closeness and penetration,” ; 

LavEst Victory FOR THE Scorr HAMMERLESS.—Match between Mr. Chas. 
Philadelphia, and Mr. BE. C. Murphy, N. Y., for $1,000 a side, = 

Constantly receiving fresh invoices of these guns of all sizes. 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR CIRCULARS OF DIFFERENT MAKES, 

Mucalaster, of 

SOMETHING NEw !: 

The only Hammerless haying fixed firing pins, thus preventing 

Th others the aperture through breech to lock is open, the hammer and striker being one piece. 

& Sons, 
SQUARE, BOSTON. 

AGENTS FOR 

W. & C. Scott & Son’s 

mei Absolute Safety ! 
Patent Block Safety Lock. 

This gun is always safe from any accidental dis- 
’ charge. In opening the gun for loading, the block 
safety A, interposes between hammer B and 
striker B, which is only removed when the trigger 

é is pulled. The drawing is intended to show the 
ee hammer as accidentally aischarged, other than 

by the trigger aud,caught by the block safety. 
Lonpon Field, Noy. 1st, 1879,—‘'The principle accords with our ideas of what is wanted to 

make the hamimerless gun safe.” 

Land and Water, Noy, 10th, {879,—‘The great improveitent lies in the New Tumbler Safety 
Block; this being worked by the triggers only, supposing the hammer from any cause 
should fall, without the trigger being pulted. the projection on the hammer | 
falls into the Safety Block. and so prevents an explosion, The gun is on the favorite 
top lever action, and the cocking arrangement is exceedingly simple and smooth-working.” 

Rev. W. J. Ramnsrorp, Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2d, 1879.—‘'I have used many guns, by many | 
makers, and certainly your New Premier Hammeriess is the hardest hitter 1 have pul to 
my shoulder.” 

Capt. BoGarpus says:—“No gun can excel mine in shooting. The Block Safety is perfect.” 

Great INTERNATIONAL PrGkKON SHOOTING, Monaco, Feb, 18, 1882.—Grand Prix du Casino, — 
80 competitors, comprising the best shotsin the world, Sig. Guidicini (the most noted 
shot in Italy), won the 8,000 frs. prize with a pigeon gun by W. & C. Scott & Son. 

We call attention to a few of their leading hammer guns, viz: their New Trap Gun; their | 
Star quality gun with Prize Compensating Lump; their New Triplex Lever Grip Pigeon — 
Club Gun. Superior quality in hammers and hammerless. Their highest quality is 
marked *“The Premier Quality” between name and address. No guns are genie mnless | 
marked in full W, & C. Scott & Son. | 

The Pieper 

Mr. Roedel, of Prague, was made on the Pieper system, 
a0yds. 45yds. 6Oyds, Total. 

Size of shot_,.2 4 68 2468 2468 
H. Pieper, Liege.........-.....8 344 444% 4444 45 
Roedel, Prague ............- B38 4444 8344 42 
W.W.Greener, Birmingham...4 4 43 4433 323 8-40 
N, Bodsen, Liege..............8424 4334 113 1-38 
C, Bartels, Wiesbaden. 3834 4444 1323-37 
Sackreuter, Frankfort. 2834 4433 331 336 
Oamphausen, Crefeld.......... 1423 38342 33 3 3—a4 

G. Hahn, record keeper. 

No, 500. 
No. 595. Same as 590, with laminated steel barrels, 

is tk a re rz ri S 

No, G00, ** 
v1 te 

No, 605. 

This is the only gun of European manufacture made entirely by machinery. The system is entirely new, and 
actual tests have shown that for accuracy and strength it has no superior. 

The reinforee lumps and bolt loop are of one piece of wrought steel. 
tozether without heat so that they are perfectly straight and always shoot to center. 
guns made on the ordinary system, as the best barrel filers are necessary. The locks are 
steel, and all the joints are closely fitted; all the parts are interchangable. A 

A public trial was made in Cleye, Prussia, in August, 1881, to which the best continental makers sent their finest 
guns. The trial was for closeness and penetration. 4 is excellent, 3 is good, 2is fair, 1 ordinary. The gunn of 

Attested by the Jury, Klimm, Royal Inspector y 
Tt will be noticed that the Pieper guns are especially effective at long range. 

Mr. H. Pieper has appoioted the undersigned sole agent for the U 
worth, in order to speedily introduce them into this market. 

PRICEH. LIST. 

“Diana” Gun. 

The tithes are finished to gauge and are put 
This is only found in yery high cost 

finely finished and of the best 

The result was as follows: 
30yds, 45yds, boyds. Total. 

Size of shot..2 468 2468 2468 
A, Jannsen, Liege. -..--::,....2383 4433 13 21—22 
Beermann, Munster, , - 3212 4424 224 2-31 
Brunn, Birmingham,, BB22 ag44 2323-80 
Witte. Zutphen..... $433 1111 323 2 
H. Jansen, Wesel..-.-...-.-,.. 1212 4322 2128-25 
Heuse-Lemoine, Nessouvaux..2 3 14 1282 1222-2) 
Cordes, Bremerhayen......,..- Qidd 2821 122 1-20 

of Forests, Keyssler, Royal Inspector of Forests, Heise, Inspector of Powder at Cologne, 

nited States and Canada, and offers the goods at prices tar below their real 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chamber Street. 
Agents for Marlin Fire Arms Co., Harrington & Richardson, Hood Arms Co., Charles Daly, Henry Tolley. 

IMPORTERS OF GUNS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS. 
[We sell at wholesale only. If your dealer does not keep the Pieper gun, ask him to send for sample.] 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

) Sportsmen's Goals. 

*hiladelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE, 

A. B. BHIPLEY & SON 

S03 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Manofacturers of Vine WFisi\ing Vackle of 
very Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING. 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, Shaft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 
Bach. 

No. 800, Plain Brass Periiiles..........-...,...56 00 
Woe, 801 Ganded and Willed Perrntes, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Bott -_. 4 
No, 802. As 801, Nickel Plated. ..... 2.2... 5.-: 10 50 
Rass Bait Rods. 10s6ft, long, Ash Butt, Bethabare 

second and tye tips, 
No 350. Banded and Milled Brass Mounties. 

Cans Wrapped Bnitt, Metal Res! 
Buckeu st: dite. Fee We ke 2 ee ee 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MOUNTINGS 
FREE BY MATL, 

THE ANGLER’S 

REEL. AUTOMATIC 
AZ 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

The following letter is fvom Dr. Geo. F Gale, of 
Brattleboro, VE: 
GexT LEN :!—Haye just returned from Moosehead 

T vannot express the degree of satis- 
pleasure L haye found fh the use of 

your automatic reel, Would nof exchange it for 
allthe reelsT ever saw for fiy fishing. Am con- 
fident I saved many fish thal would haye been tosh 
with any other reel, particularly one large trout 
weighing three and one-half pounds which I played 
fifty ininuties before he would come to the net. He 
fought hard and long, making many firious spurts 
from and towards thé canoe, bnt ibmade no difter- 
enee. I kept my finger on the brake and it was 
simply impossible to géta slack line. My. Childs, 
who fished with me once, bas one of your reels, 
says that nothing would induce him te go back to 
the old crunk reel. Yours truly, 

Lake, Me. 
faction and 

Geo, PF, Gaus. 

UN WASES AND COVERS. GAM BAGS, 
Shooting Suits, Cartridge Boxes, Belts and 

‘Bags, &e.. ati CHARLES 1, RITZMANN’S, M43 
Broadway. New York City: 

; iis tlightso nearly reseubles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 
all sportsinen to test ils merits. pee oe a 
—_ 

Wanted, 

Interesting tu Gamers. 
The “Oriole Guuming Club” havercompleted their 

building, and everything is ow in 7'é¢adiness for 
fall shooting. Ducks and Geese, Three more 
members are wanted tomake their number ten 
in all, Thestand is within fifteen miles of Boston, 
and completely stocked. Any one desiriug to know 
the full particulars can tall or address L. G. W., 
a8 Lincoln gt,, Boston, Mass. septs, 3t 

Hav Sule. 
HE FINEST ASSORTMQNT OF W. & (. 
Scot) & Son’s breech-loaders, from the ‘Pre- 

muer™’ to the lowest grades, in 10, 12. 16 and 20-hores, 
Willsell at lower figures than ony other house, 
Oalland convince yourself, ©, L. RITAMANN, 943 
Broadway, New York Uity. 

Ko 5ALE.— ONE BALLARD OFF-HAND 
target iffe, 38—50, One Shayp's Creedmoor 

rifle. Both complete antl good as new. Address 
DASH, 707 Tremont st.. Boston. septidit 

OR SALE OR ‘HXCHANGHE. — A SHARP'S 
long-range rifle, practically new, for sale, or 

will be exchanged jor a sailmg canoe. Address 
RIFLE, Box 209, Willimantic, Conn. septi4.1t 

OR SALEW_ONE KIREWOOD'S D: B. HAM- 
mioerless shotgun, with two sets of barrels, 10- 

bore, madg to order und the finest, fun they can 
turn ont, Cost $285. In fine sole leather case. 
Address DASH, 707 Tremont st., Boston, septl4,it 

O LUT FOR THIS SEASON, TWO SHOOTING 
rights at pe eee Canadu. For particulars 

apply to W, Bi HUNTDR, 182 front st., ny midst 
Ss 

pies of the purest strains, 

Iu the Stut, Ghe Kennel, Ghe Fennel, 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter Rup 
Full pedigrees. W. N. 

CALLENDER, Albany, N. ¥. 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES, 

Champion Tweed t,, Imp. Scotch Collie, 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the bench 

in England, Scotland, Wales and America, 

FEE, $25.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

blakes, club stakes, and a special prize wt the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 1b, 1882. 

RITCHES, 
Champion Lassie, Chanipion Lass O\Gowrie, 

Lilac, 0. 1K CS. G. 10,745, arid Meg, Ist prize open 
class. Boston, 1882. 

Por prize list, &u., address THOS. H. TERRY, 
P. O. Box 2017, N. ¥ 5 july 20tr 

HARVARD KENNELS, 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash Ii. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illiistvious brother. 
Liewellin’s celebrated Dash II., for which he paid 
$1650, Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35, Address A, M. TUCKER, 85 Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

HIO KENNELS.—IN THE ATUD—DASHING 
Lion, by Liewellin’s champion Dash IT, out of 

his champion Leda, Wee for imported or native 
bitches, $25. Address G. W. BALLANTINE, Wash- 
ingtonville, Ohio. pms 

CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD. 

ist, English Kennel Chib shaw, 1881; 1st, N.Y. 
Westminster Kennel Club, 1882; and many other 
rizes in England, Fee $25 Address JOHN E, I. 
RAINGHR, No. 1 Pearl st., N.Y, june2gte 

IN THE STUD. 

Red trish Setter Dog “Larry,” 
ELOCOHO ex ROSE. 

Winuet of first prize in an elegani class, Pitts- 
burg, 1882 (only tine competing), Larry ts solid 
deep red, no white, large, and one of the best made 
all over Trish dogs in America, with a most superb 
head. Is thoroughly and artistically trained on 
woodctock and quail, excellent nose, perfectly 
staunch before and behind, and a perfect retriever, 
Is perfectly obedient, with th best of disposition. 
Fee $20 cash or brace of pups from first clasy 
bitches. Addréss W. H. PIERCE, Peeksidll, N. ¥. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. ¥,, 

Stand alone in the workl as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars aud Furnishings « Specialty. 

The Calfskin Collar for Settlers. The Invincible 
for Mastifls and large dogs, ¢ 

Velvet for Pets, 

Send 50c for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle 

Ole weunrel, x 

HE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB OFFERS 
for sale the following pups: 

Four lemon and white dogs, $50 each; one lemon 
and white biteh, $45. By Sensation out of Bellona 
(Bow-Beulah), winner second prize in Class 31 at 
N. ¥, show, 1882. These pups weré whelped Aug, 
20, and will he shipped at six weeks. 

One lemon and white dog, one black and white 
licked dog, $40 each; four lemon and white bitches, 
one black and white bitch, $35 each. By Sensation 
out of Queen May (Columbus Kennel Cluh’s Native- 
champion Pan), whiner third prize in Class 21, N.Y. 
show, 1880, These pups were whelped July 20, and 
are now ready for shipment. 
One lemon and white ticked dog, $385; two lemon 

and white bitches, $30 each. By Borstall Kennel’s 
Don (Sensation-Psyche II.) out. of W..K, CG. Maida. 
Address, Secretary W. K. C., 54 William sii'eet, 

New York, Sept7,tf 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—THRED FINE 
Virginia foxhound bitches, black and tan, 

spread of ears, 17}4 inches, age 344 montlis, From 
best Virginia stock. Bor pure ete,, address T. Ty 
PHLEGAR, Pearisburg, Va. sept 14,1 

A WILL SELL MY REP IRISH SETTHR DOG 
Sport, three years old, thoroughly broke on all 

game birds, and a good tender retriever from land 
and water, Will only be sold where he will have 

Price $50. C, 
septidit 

a food home and kind treatment 
F. KENT: 

Custom House and Forwarding Avent, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., ete., to 
any destination. Kennel Qlubs. Sportsmen and 
others, infending to import dogs from Burope, 
should jiave their stock consigned to him. Infor- 
mation furnished inregard to the best methods of 
unportips; shipping, etc, 

OR RED TRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
i e most fashionable blood address iels of th 

CHAS, DENISON, Hartford, Conn Sapna, tt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guuranteed, Ad- 
dress H, B, RICHMOND. Lakeville, Mass. Septe2,tf 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Coukers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROBT WALKER 
Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. July2i,tt 

ORTRAITS OF HASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
. ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. 
FOREST AND ATREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dee29,0e 

N EMASKETT KENNEL. DOGS—HOUSH, YARD 
4 and field broken, Also dogs boarded reason- 
ably. Aduress N H, VAUGHAN, Middleboro, Mass. 

. 0. Bax 335, Wy 

| a =! = - 

Prize Spaniels. 
The show season heing over we will dispose of 

prize winners and prize bred stock at reasonable 
prises. Also pupnies by champion Benedich, Dash 
and BobIti, We have this year won one champion 
prize, five specials, nine firsts, ten secinds, and 
four times vhe and once he to our own willers. 

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB. 
Enclose stamp. Hornellsyvitle, N,V, 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
fleld purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickeryille 

Pa. ynei5, tf 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale, Best of Reference. D. F. WILBUR, 

Lakeville, Mass, junel5,tt 
- 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGH.—TWENTY FOX- 
hounds and pups; would exchange for 20-bore 

breech-loader, or a geod tent or other sporting 
equipments, or first four volumes of Forest and 
Stream. Hvery dog warranted to be as represented, 
L. M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y. augs,2m0 

RUID, PRINCESS DRACO, ROB ROY, LIVY. 
Few pups for sale cheap. For price and ped- 

igree apply to J. N. BRUNSON, Sycamore. Mlinois. 
auged,4t 

OR SALE.—TWO CLUMBER SPANINL BITCH 
pups, litter sisters, whelped March 1881, parily, 

yard broken; by Dash (Rake-Romp IL.) out of Belle 
(bred by Major Venables, England); so even in size 
and marking that they are hard to distinguish 
when running together: both white with orange 
ears; a very handsome brace, full of lifé, Will 
only be sold together. Address, P.O. Box 144, 
Savannah, Ga. aged tt 

FOR SALE, 

Pour Bitch Puppies, 
Whelped July 2nd. 

Liver aud White. #50 Kach, 

Sensation Mineola 
ban , See 

Jim Nell Croxteth Bliss 
— ats : 

Young Dream Ben 
Bang 

“Mineola,” Jate “Minnie S.** 

Winner of second Prize at N.Y. Dog Show, 1882. 

Address G, DEFOREST GRANT, 

Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. 1. 

Judy Hamlet Nina Rap Jane 

ang3l At 

Imported Field Spaniel Kennel For Sale 
One solid doe and three brood bitehes by Kush ex 

Rhea (all black) will be sold very cheap to an early 
Address R. MW. LINDSAY, Serantou, Pa, 

Septy, 2b 
bidder, 

| Ly OR SALE.—SPARKLE, WINNER OF VY, H. ©, 
last Boston show, and séven of her puppies; 

good stock as lives; together or separate, at half 
price, E.S. BIRD, Rockland, Maine, sept7 at 

OR SALE.—SOME FINE GORDON SETTER 
pups, color black and tan, four months old; 

also three pups from the pure Laveruck setter, 
Princess Nellie, she by Pride of the Border and 
champion Petrel. These ave fine pups and bound 
fo make good ones. Also a Gordon dog and bitch 
ayer old, color black and tan, house: broken and 
will make good ones, H. B. VYONDERSMITH, 
Lancaster, Pa. 

YOR, SALE.—COCKER SPANIEE DOG, TWO 
yeurs old, solid liver color, well broke to bunt 

ing and treeing partridge. Price 325, CHAS, F. 
KENT, Monticello, N, Y- septl41t 

MOR SALE GHEAP,—POINTER PUP, NINE 
weeks old, by Robin (champion Rush ex cham- 

pe Romp), out of Gypsie ((lobart'’s Rap ex Belle), 
ellieis a prize winter, Address Box 274, Mont- 

clair, N. J. septi4 it 

OR SALE. FINE BRACK OF YOUNG 
. ‘pointer dogs, partly broken, Sensation stock. 

Also a pure bred jet black setter puppy, six months 
old. C. E, LEWIS, Suspension Bridge, N. ¥- 

septld2t 

“Mionon” Kennel, = 

or service, black spaniel Gloss by Buh ex Jenny. 
Stud fee $10. Three choice cocker spaniel puppies 
for sale, whelped April 18, by Bobb TIT, ex Mignon. 
BUGENE POWERS, Cortland, N. ¥. septi44t 

FOR SALE.—A CHOICE LITTER OF IRISH 
setter puppirs, by Ruby (Mlcho-Rose) ont of 

Nina I, (Red Heys-Nina), Address GRO. G. 
CREAMER, Hamilton, Mass, septlttt 

OR SALE,—ENGLISH SHTTERS, FOUR MOS, 
old. Best of stock, Or will exchange for B. L, 

Gun, Address Box 946, 
septi41t Hyde Park, Mass. 

OR SALE.—MASTIPF PUPPIES (IMPORTED 
A’ in utero) by Taurus TT. (EK. G.8, B. 9389), ax 
Dinah T, Extended Pedieree or both sites furn- 
ished. Address G. IOORE, No. 6 Engine 
House, Pittsburgh, Pa. seprl4 at 

Hleas! leas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill eas on dogs 
any other animals or monéy returned. It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top. avhitohs 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and eMfcacious, 

Price, 30 cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca, Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu opin boxes containing ten powders, with tie 
directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail 
Both the above are reeemmended by the ‘+ orest 

anid Stream and Red and Gun," 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 WOLLON STREET, ~ = New York, 

HENRY GC. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREWT, New Yorr. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WaAsnINGTON StREET, - Boston, Mass, 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR ERED. a 

EucnatoNN ash ait eh DAY. 
Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH If, and 

' COUNTESS MAY. 

Praivie chicken shooting in Minneéesuia, 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are photographic repioductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed hy the Arto 
type Process, They will not fate like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engrayings in 
appearance, Size 10xtd¢ inches. Beantiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, %1.00 each. 

For sale hy SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NEIL, 68 Vifth Avenuv 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRAGY 

Chicago, Il, 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERES, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
Exports champion and other padigree (ops ot ang 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS” 

Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prin- 
cipal Muglish breeders, 

& UO,, Lock Box 4al, 

Discontinuation 
Hoye 

“THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,’ 
—OR— : 

THE COOKER SPANIEL, KENNEL, 
FPRANKLIN, N. Y¥., 

As a Public Kennel. 

Health wd increasing private business vompels 
that on and after November ist, 188 the above 
kennel will be closed asa public kennel. Present 
kennel stGck must be reduced. and after the above 
date a private keqne! of fom or flve choice spevi- 
mens of this breed will only be kept. Private 
breeders, public breeding kennels and 5portsmen 
will find this & Ghauce rarely olfered to seenre extra. 
erand cocker bitches with best oF pedigrees. both 
broken, and grown aud uabroken, at prites below 
actual value, Correspondents énclosing stamp wil 
fet printed pedigrees and prices of stock offered 
da perabhoye Address MP. McKOON, Proprietor 
Franklin, ‘N. Y- sug), bf 

The Blue Star Kennel 
—OR THE— 

Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
Of M, P, MoKoou, Franklin, Delaware Go., N. VY. 

1 keep only Cockers of the finest strains. 1 sell 
ouly young stock, | gnarantee satisfaction and 
safe delivery to every customel. These beautiful 
and intelligent dogs cannot) he beaten for ruffed 
S#rouse and woodcock shooting und retrieving, 
eleganh stud dogs of the Polloying, colors, vizt 
Liver with white cuffie in bosora, even liver and 
white, and beautiful black with white rufile iu 
boson, are now open for service: fee $15; sual 
conditions. Correspondents closing stamp will 
ret printed pedigrées, circulars, testimonials, elie, 
Photos of my stock, 25e. each. sept?.tt 

Richmond County Training Kennel, 
Dogs carefully trained for all purposes, Live 

quail kept in stock. Centleness and Kindness are 
my methods. Terms reasonable. ISAAC W,. 
es Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 

june2z. tf 

FREE. 
5 pictures of noted dogs, specimen pedigrees, and 

recipe for eure of mange in dogs or scratches In 

horses, free forten ceutsin stamps, Spike collar 

and hook, #2. 100 printed envelopes, post paid, The. 

HE. & GC, VON CULIN, 

Dehavare City, Del. ang1),tf 

SS 
(OR SALB.—PART OF A LITTER OF WELL- 

bred setfers, whelped July 5, sire Mr. EB, EB. 
Hardy's Roll Dash ITT.-Countess Ada), dam Clair- 
ine, who is litter sister to Follux, winner of the 
Eastern Wield Trials Derby, 1881. Also part of a 
litter of couker spaniels, whelped on the same date, 
by imported Conquest out of J. Kirby Perine’s Nell, 
Address FRED, H. HON, Tarrytown, N. ¥- 

quge4 4b 

IVE PUPPIES YOR SALE. SIR A SON oF 
- Plunket, dam black and white Gordon, Price 

$5: born on 4th July. W. WY. MOORE, Bellevue, 0. 
aeplieet 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

‘Sportsnten’s Goats, Motels anil Routes for Sportenren, Aatels wiv Resorts for Sportenten. 

Monthly Issue. To Sportsmen. 
Place this advertisement in your scrap book for future reference, 

ence of fifty-five years of both the Gun and Rifle. 
and the trade generally, 

from experi- Results originatin; 
ave used them Endorsed by all sportsmen who 

CONCENTRATOR 

Cylinder, Medium and Full Choke-Bore. 

Also, with the Shelton Auxiliary Rifles, discounting any Magazine or Repeating Rifle made in rapidity of shooting. 

ing 

AND 

COMBINATION SIGHT TO BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS. 

WITH FOUL PROTECTOR AND GAS CONCENTRATOR, BEST HUNTING ARM IN THE WORLD. 
AUXILIARY OR INSERTED RIFLE 

With Interchangeable Muzzles, Command 

SHELTON’S 

CARTRIDGE GROOVING MACHINE, 
For reducing recoil and giving better penetration 

and destruction of shot, 

Shelton’s Challenge Gun. 

SHELTON’S} | 
COMBINATION j 

MANUFACTURED BY 
THE SHELTON AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 

PR, O, Box 715, New Haven, Conn. Send Stamp for Cireular and Price List. 

[ESTABLISHED 1849.] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Qur paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
is subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, und capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant (hem in the full sense of the word, 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND LOADERS, 

BRASS JAP EXTRACTORS 

; 
; AND 

SHOT SHELLS, RECAPPERE. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMHRS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING. 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS.’ BENCH CLOSERS, Etc., Etc. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New York Agents: WALLACE & SONS, No, 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Pactric Coast Acents: CHAS. SONNTAG & CO,, San Francisco, California, 
New Onneans Agents: A. BALDWIN & CO. 
New ENGbpann AcuNs For Saot SHELLS: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Uneqgualled in Convenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Indl 
THIS ts 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag, “A” and “BY show 

entrances into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets. Itis dead grass color; can be 

worn over orunder a common coat. Weighs but fifteen 

ounces; is nnequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you Tor hz,00. 

QLD DOMINION LINE, 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Club 
Grounds, Van*Slyck’s, ete.. ete. Thesé points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk, 
Norfolk steamers sil Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday, Lewes, Del., Monday, Wednesday 
and Iriday atd P, M. 

Full information given at office, 17 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

KEWNEBAGO LAKE HOUSE. 
This justiy-tamed sportsmen's resort is situated 

in the heart of the best fish and game region acces- 
sible in the State. Trout always plenty aud take 
the fly, and deer, moose and caribou have here 
their favorite haunts. The Seyen Ponds are easily 
reached from the house, most of the route by 
boat, where are established fine camps and boats 
by the undersigned, who were pioneers in openin 
up the country for sportsmen, The scenery aroun 
the lake is lovely beyond description, Distance 
from Rangeley City ten miles, by carriage and 
horseback. Mail service tri-weekly. Rates reason- 
able, Addvess GRANT & RIGHARDSON, Proprie- 
tors, Kenebago Lake, Franklin Co,, Me. July 12,782. 

TEW ¥ORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, 

Leave New York from station C. R, R. of N. J-, 
foot of Liberty street, 2 
For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A, Mu; 1:80, 4:00, 4:30, 5:80, 700,12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. ML. 5:30, 12 P.M. 
Tor Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M.; 

1:20, 4:30. 5:30, 7:00 'P. M. On Sunday at 845 A. M. 
Por Trenton, 7:45, 9:80, 11:15 A.M. 1:30, 4:00, 4:80, 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M, On Sunday 8:45 A. M.: 5:30, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEHPINS COACHES to midnight 
trains from Ncw York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City, 
Tiekets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 201, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2. and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H, P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine, The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any im New Eng- 
land. The buekboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order, Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Hustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
earry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good hoard, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted. Terms reasonable. Everything i 
readiness, i 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Hustis, Maine, 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—To HE— 

IN MAINE, 

Ave now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and veturn.._.._......._-- 10,00 
*+ South Arm (Richardson Lak 

DOWMITO aces eae nae neces 2 
“Middle Dam and return, ...,. 3. 
*+ Upper Dam oT em Steams © () 
“* Upton “ ae eee ae 11,00 
* Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
NBSP Dilipsae oe sab cade oes 13 75 

Indian Rockand return via Andover 14.00 
* Rangeley Lake and refurn...,..... 12.50 
“Phillips 
** Indian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return via Phillips), ...._-. 
* Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

RO MET sleet ee theta tat pst slete in ella ta 4.00 
‘** Moosehead Lake and return (Mt, 

Kineo House)_-_....- Fi a Sey 5.00 
* ‘Forks of the Kennebec and return, 13.00 

* Dead River and return.............. 13,00 
* Grand Falls, N. B..and return...... 18.00 
+ St. Andrews, N. B., and return. .... 15.00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 

Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 
ad 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | BOSTON 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET 8Q@., (°° P** 
Send for list of excursions. 

D. J, FLANDERS. 
Gen, Pass, and Ticket Arent. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEACH, OPP. BARNEGAT, N.J, 

OPEN THE YEAR KOUND. 

The fines! Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, und most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

Rod, Gun and Canoe 
IN NORWAY. 

With a Map and Fifty-eight Tlustrations, 

One volume, 12m0. Price $1.75, 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 

Haupert &, PAs, late Com, of Pats. Story B. Lapp. 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cases, 

WASHINGTON, D. CG. 

Pia 
312. A DAY AT HOME BASILY 

Address TRU 

“THE FISHING LINE,” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. ‘The Sportsman 
cah readily send trophies of, his skill to his friends 
or ‘club’ at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The Sen ery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension trom Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for busmess July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etce., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Sonthern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 

owner's risk, 
Tt is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘tat home”? 

on this ronte. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Wor Time 
Oards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen’! Pass*r Agent, 
! Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

N 

EUROPEAN PLAN} 

MESSENGER, Proprietor, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S - 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast, The best ground! in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to pees: and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
herd, ae Broadway, and Wm, Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N.Y. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH, 
Pullman Palace Cars direct without change, Upon 

application dogs carried Trae, 
ecegs New York at10P, M. and 3440 P, M, Wash- 

ington, D. C., 7:10 A. M.andi0P. M, Yor informa- 
tion address JOHN S. BARBOUR, President, Cor. 
Sixth st. and Penn ave., Washington, D.C, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, providing for every expense en route, 
constantly formed. 

Send for ‘‘American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
particulars, 

CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New Yorlc 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasons, May to Devember, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leayes Quebec every 
Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5-Days From Land to Land, 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

EVES & ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. ¥. 
Boston, Mass,, 15 State srreet, 
Philadelphia, Pa, N. B. Cor, Broad and Chesmut’. 



STAMPED. 

Packed In Cases of 1 12 pounds each. 
= 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

AMiiscellancons. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

ff. W, COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

768 Broadwav. New York: 
&4 and 8H State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fifth St., St. Louis. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor. : 

For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 
MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 

For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 
trade supplied dy EH, BE. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Il, Cannot be sent by mail. 
lag." Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

TNELD GLASSES, TELESCOPES, MICRO- 
DT scopes, Stereoscopes, Graphoscopes, Kye Glasses, 

‘Shectacles, Thermometers, Barometers and every- 
thing else in the optical goods line at CHARLES L, 
RITZMANN’S, 943 Broadway, New York City, 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
‘will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

ment of Song aud ‘Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 
animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

‘Purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
65 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
five Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, etc. 

SCHOPF’S BIRD SHELLS CuURAL, 

Depot: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York, 

—= 
 NOR- 
WECGIAN 

Debility, } 
Scrofula, Q 
EKheumatism 

or Cousumption, 
18 superior to any in de- 

licaéy of taste and smell, 
Medicinal virtues and purity. 

London, European and New 
}| York physicians pronounce it the 

Purest and best, Sold by Drugeists. 

W.H.Schieffelin & Co.( Fe ser cscs ) NewYork 

trash. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders 
re absolutely pure and immensely valuable. N: oth- 

on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’s 
iondition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
int food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 
ight letter asd 1.8. JOHNSON & CO,, Boston, 

Mass., formerly Bangor, Me. 

Partner Wanted 
ith from $1,000 to $4,000, in printing business, 
tablished 1873. Business not local, and could be 

loved if necessary. Partner must be energetic, 
ut nol necessarily a practical printer. A rare 

shance for the right man. Address SPORTSMEN’S 

2 HRS, P, O. Box 22, Delaware City, Del. 

$@ A WEEK IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 
6 and €5 outfit free. Address H, HALLETT 
CO, Portlan¢d Maine. 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

SPRATY’S PATENT 
NMieat “E™ibrine” Vegcetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Please see that Mvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATITI°S PATHN')D” and 4 xX. 

WHOLESALE 

FRANCIS O. 
18 South William Street, 

WESTERN AGHUNIA- =. 

AGENTS, 

CO. 9 de LUZE & 
= - - NEW YORK, 

HETTHINGE & Cv,, Cincinnati, O. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

NONE ARS 

RTAMPRY- 

To be had in smalier quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Goolls. 

HODGMAN & C0., 
3425 Broadway and 27 Malden Lane, 

New Work, 
ARS OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

Allnting. and Fishing Cus 
Light Weight Shooting Jackets. 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 
RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 

RUBBER FISHING BOOTS. 
Rubber Blankets, ~ 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.) Send for Catalogue. i Eubber Sheoting Jacket. 

GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., 
Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove M’f’g Co., 

$03 & 505 BROADWAY, 
St. Nicholas Hotel Blocks, 

AND - 
205 BROADWAY, Cor. FULTON ST. 

NEW YORK CITY. 

RUBBER OUTFITS { 

COMPLETE FOR \ 

Hunting and Fishing. 
Trouting Pants and Leg- 

gins a Specialty. | 

All Guaranteed Thor- 
<oe SS oughly Waterproof. 

FRONT VIEW. RUBBER GOODS 

Hattock Huxtne Coar.— Every Dosbription. 
Six pockets outside and game 
pockeis inside. 

INSIDE VIEW. 
Hautock Hunvine Coat.—The ame 

pocket extends the entire length of eats 
with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 
fame bag. Send for Mustrated Catalogue, 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton St. New York. 

ais: 
PBs! —MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Emblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to order. 

_ If you want a first-class work at price tosuit you, and save agent’s commission, come direct to the 
manufacturers and pick your own barrels and action in the rough state, 

0, H. EUTEREROUKR, 27 Deck Square, Boston, Mass. 

Esaay’s Chip 
—OR— 

EXPANSIVE SHOT GONOENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case. 

Tn our latest device for concentrating shot, we 
have substituted a special wire for expansion 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub 
ject to atmospherie changes). Our new Chip can 
@ used to advantage in cylinder and modified 

choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable. 
By the use of this Chip you avoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore puns. 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gun. 

10) in box, sent to any address by U. 8. mail, 
postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 
heavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100. 
Ee all orders to A. B. KAY & GO., Newark, 

FPLIRTA TIOW Ct P; 

OR, 

Rifle, Rod and Gun in California, 

BY THEODORE §, VAN DYKE 

For sale at this office. Price $1.50, 

‘ore of gun. | 
BROWN'S PATENT! | 

==) CUN CLEANER. 
Cleaner and Oiler | 

For ree a Arnis | | 

Patches, Brush | 
ry 

5 os NSaPLEN BROWN: 
f 

“) 
CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 3 
% GREAT WESTERN S GUN Wore, 8 
~~ S= Ss Pittstr hy 

5 m 
- “OTORIAL C FALOTUES FREE. 3; 

& Tidies, Shot Gia keen Fae Alaa a Seines, ce Z 
‘ishing Tackle Razors & senp O 0 1D far examion!" 

Address @REAT WESTRRN GU WORKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

rs 

INCHESTER RIFLES, BALLARD RIFLES, 
Wessou_ Rifles, Smith & Wesson Revolvers, 

English Bull Dog Revolvers; in_ fact every style of 
firearms manufactured at CHARLES L, RITZ- 
MANN’S, 948 Broadway, New York City. 

WALLACHS 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book vo 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage  upsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticul Lakes cud the head 
walers of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain. Mass. 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MATNE 
Wilderness Dlustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, st. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lakes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages, 
3) illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
luminated covers. Price, by mal, post-paid. 50 
Stet CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
lass. 

IARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA ‘NGELEY LAKES REGION, including all 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.; 
cloth bond, Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 center, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR. Jamaida Plain, Mass, 

PRR PAY AT HOME, SAM 
5 to K2 ples worth $F free, Addrease 

STINSON & CO. Portland, Maisie 

NEW EDITION, 

Canoe and Camera, 
With sixty illustrations, and anew map of the 

canoe tours of the State of Maine, 

PRICE $1.60. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 



Amaurunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rif! 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dupoyst’s GuypowpDerR Mis, established in 1802, 
haye maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years, Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont's Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
eleanliness; adapted for gla: all and pigeon shoot- 
ide. Packed in 1 Ib. canisters, 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

(fine); burns slowly, strong and very“clean: great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 

fall, igeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzzle or breach loaders, Packed in 1 Jb. and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 614 and 1216 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont'’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore*’ Guns. and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. Tand No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 lb. 
eanisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting, 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 644 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Riffe Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting.’’—Ff¢. 

and KFF¢g. The Fe. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the Fg. and FFF¢g. for general use, burning 
trong and moist, Packed in 1 Ib.,1 1b. and 5 lb. 
anisters, 614, 1214 and 25 lb. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFF g. 

fine. 
Dupont's Sporting, Mining, Surprme and Blasting 

Powders of all s s and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U, 5. Government Standard, 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or preot. 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States, Represented by 

F, L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fz. or FFg. for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Bliastings Powder 

: AGENCIES ar aut PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Wos. 2,3,4,5,6,?and§. Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

and Col. liawker's Ducking, 

W. STITT, G1 Cedar St., N. ¥., Agent for U. 8. 

FOREST AND SIfREAM, 

Sportsmen's Gondls. 

H.L.Leonard’s Split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

No. i shows waterproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875), No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
September 3, 1878). No, 3 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
No. 7 Warren Street, é New York. 

Extra Quality Hand-Made Rods. 
OUR OWN MAKE, 

No, 5603,—Three-piece fly, full mounted, stained, lancewood middle joint and two tips, rings, 
reel bands, wound grip on butt in partition bag. 

BRASS MOUNTED. $6.00; GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 38.{0 EACH. 

We make the above rod in three different. sizes, viz: length, 10ft. 3in., weight, Yoz.; 11ft, 4in., 
weight, Yoz.; 10ft, Gin., weight, 10k0z. 

No, 410,—Three-piece, black bass bait, the celebrated ‘“‘Henshal]” pattern, full mounted, light 
colored, standing guides, butt wound below reel bands, lancewood middle joint, 

and two tips, length, 8} feet, weight, 11 to 12 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $7.00; GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, $9.00 EACH. 

A fine rod for Minnow Casting and Bait Fishing. 

No, 430,—Three-piece, ‘‘McGinnis” pattern, black bass bait or minnow rod, full mounted, 
lancewood middle joint and two tips, wound grip on butt, stained, nicely finished 
and polished, length, 103ft.; weight, 124 to 14oz, 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, $10.00 BACH, 

No, 390,—Win. Mills & Son’s, three-piece black bass bait rod, full German silver mounted, 

lancewood middle joint and tips, arched center guides, hollow butt, extra tip, 

cane winding on grip, very highly polished, length 9ft., weight, 124 to loz. 

$12.00 each. 

No, 470,—Four-piece full mounted trunk rod (joints 28in. long), standing guides, capped 

ferrules, hollow butt, extra tip, wound grip on butt, suitable for trout and black 

bass bait fishing, length 8}ft., weight 12 to 15 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, 310.00 EACH. 

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW 170-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
OF FISHING GOODS. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 

ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 
Spearing Wish, Camping. Canoe. 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 
TMuminating Purposes. 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 
LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, etc, 

ISUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W, J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, |e Send stamp for Iustrated Price 
List. Name Foresr Anp Srream. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

65 Fulton street N. Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

Price $3.50. 

Vor sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co 

Ammunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘*Hlectric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed im point of 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s *‘ American Sporting,’’ 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 lb. canisters and 

614 Ib. kegs. A fine grain, qnick and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns, 

Hazard’s ‘* Duck Shooting.”” 
Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Iniand 5 Ib. canisters 

and 614 and 124% lb. Xegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, Kor field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.’* 
FEFG, FPG and “Sea Shooting’* FG in kegs ot 

25, 1244 and 614 Ibs, and cans of 5lbs, FFFG is also 
packed in 1 and 1 ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The FFVG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘* Sea Shooting * FGis the 
standard Rifie Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC- 
TURED TO ORDER. : 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in eyery prominent city or whole: 
sale at our offiec- 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE. 

REMINGTON 
Breech-Loading, Double-Barrelud 

Ss [@) SUN s. 
Regular price. .... $40; Our price ._____. $25 

ce Nigig. 452 ee eee wet 

: TWees-23 0 ee eee 30) 
Other grades proportionately, 

Single Barreled, ditto........_. ays feces #10 

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & CO., 
P. O. Box 2002. ] 77 Chambers St., N. Y. 

R00 BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! 
Old or new or in serial or pamphlet form, hound 

in artistic and substantial manner at trade price. 

Call and examine styles; satisfaction guaranteed, 

City or country bindings collected and delivered 

free of charge. 
JOHN BEACHAM, 
7 Barclay street, New York City. 

BEDFORD’S 

New Gun Store, 
76 WASHINGTON STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. . 

Ts open and ready for business wilh a new, clean 
and well asserted stock of 

Fire Arms aud Sporting Goods. 
Sportsmen are invited when in Boston to call and 

make use of the reading room and library that I 
have prepared for their use. 

AUGUSTUS BEDFORD. 

REMING TO rn’s 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles. 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U.S. Gov- 
ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 
Grain Standard,.Government Cartridges. Prices: Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25, Discount to 
the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994. 

ree; 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 

hw 
PRICE, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

DAMASCUS STEEL, - - a 

end Stamp for Descriptive Circular. 

The Best Gun made for 
DURABILITY 

—AND— 
SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

BASLE Guns. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

GUN. 
Flé.@ 

This gun is light and compact, from § to 10 bs, weight. ‘The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. ¥_ 
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THE DEFEAT AT CREBDMOOR. 

OBODY was surprised at the victory of the British 
team at Creedmoor last week, because everybody knew 

that the American team had carefully worked toward defeat, 
Everything seemed to baye been done on the part of the 
home team to secure a low score, while a dozen matters 

which ought to have been looked after to secure a victory 

Were entirely omitted or neglected. Nobody, either, appears 
to be yery sorry over the defeat, for it’ was recognized that 

a high score on the part of the Americans would haye been 

almost tantamount to a cessation of all further international 

shoots with the marksmen of Great Britain, Small-bore 
shooters have a sort of unwillingness to try further con- 

_Glusions with our team men, but ip military shooting the 
Wimbledon experts have discovered the vulnerable point. of 

the Creedmoor shooters, The recent match brings out in 

hold relief the real weakness of our National Guardsmen, 

 'specially in long-range marksmanship, and after all, it may 
be a question whethergt is worth while for men belonging 
to vity regiments to cultivate a style of shooting sa distinc- 

tively professional'as this of sendingover a half mile through 
_uncleaned rifles. 
The Americans did themselves credit at the first stage of 

the match, and showed that the work of Creedmoor has not 

heen thrown away. There are a dozen ranges where shoot- 

ing may be had up to 600 yards, to one where 1,000 yards 
‘can be shot over. To have made then so close a rub for 
the magnificently traincd English team at these distances 
Was a performance which should have the effect of pro ving 

to the home shooters that it is after all not so difficult a task 
to overtake the Wimbledon representative. 

The good feeling which prevailed from beginning to end 
Of the match, between the two teams, shows that in a social 
way the match was n success, It was really a contest forthe 
honor of victory, There is no pot-hunting flavor about it, 
“and the men who have given their time and effort to the 
patriotic duty of representing their respective countries, 
deserve a great deal of credit. Each country was fairly 
Tepresented, for though in time America will put a much 

ouger teamin the field, it is dowbtful whether at the pres- 
nt time a better squad could have been mustered. 

no serious fouling of the barrel as successive shots ure fired. 
The rifles used by the English did not foul, and until Ameri- 
can riflemen have the same sori ef weapons they have no 

chance against the better equipped foreigner. Of course our 
armorers can produce such a rifle, but they did not evidently 
do so in time for this past match, stillthe match served asa 
point from which to take a departure in the right direction. 

There has been u pretty thorough exhibition of what we do 
not knowin the matter of long-range rifles of this sort. 

Now it remains to be seen whether or no that deficiency can 

he remedied. 

The matter of the selection of the team isa point over 

which the directors of the National Rifle Association haye 
complete control, and it is worth considering, in view of the 
results shown, whether the team of 1882 was really fit to be 

molded into a good working team, If is well conceded now 
that to get a team up by a review of competitors, jumping to 

the conclusion that those who survive the tests are therefore 

the best shuts, is not the true theory. It is not the plan else- 
where where teams represent mere individual effort on the 
part of their members, and especially is it not the correct 

plan with us where the team should be so constituted as to 

get whatever of strength there is in a carefully worked out 

team system. This can only be done where the closest bond 

of friendship exists, and where there is not constant Struggle 

for personal preferment. 

The team captain should be something more than a mere 

figure-head, not one of the ‘‘has beens,” but one of the 
smart, young, energetic oficers of to-day, full of ambition, 

and not so setina certain line of opinion that the most 

stubborn array of facts produce no result in changing his 

plan, The Naticnal Guard of the U. 8. may not be a large 

body, but it is amply large enough to pick out a most excel- 

lent team. Abroad the men pick themselves out by going 
down to the great Central range near London, and there 
showing their ability. Here the men will have to be looked 
up. If necessary good holders could be taken, and with 
good coaching taught to make very fair scores at long range, 

For off-hand shooting each man must be in great measure 
his own drill-master, and secure the secret of excellent 

shoulder-shooting by private aiming drill. 

To have a defeat through sheer weakness at Wimbledon 

in 1883 will be a far more serious matter than. the knock- 

down just experienced. For if a year passes and the same 

inability to cope with the English riflemen is still shown, 
then it. will go far to indicate that we are after all not likely 

to become good military shots, and that we had better yield 
the palm to the Englishmen, and draw in somewhat of our 

boastfulness asa uation of marksmen. No such result, 
however, is likely to come about. We might have won the 

recent match by « great effort, If is gone from us and the 

Britishers have done us the favor of showing the American 

public that there is after all something for our guardsmen to 

learn, and for our expert gunmakers fo do. Another year 

should see the weapons made and a team armed with them 

ready to do battle before the butts of the strongest team 
Great Britain can muster on her own soil, 

THe Bow oy tHe Barnyarp.—A prominent Western 

sportsman kills chickens for his Sunday dinner with bow 
andarrow. Although disdaining to shoot at a deer in the 
‘woods unless it be on the biggest kind of a jump, or to kill 

a game bird except on the wing, he ignominiously pots his 

chickens on the ground, alleging that the meat is better when 

the domestic bird is killed in serene repose. Yielding to his 

sportsman’s instinct, however, be is now engaged in devis- 

ing a trap to propel the fowls into the air. When this bal- 
listic machine is perfected we may look for the formation of 
a National American Archers’ Association for the Protection 
of Poultry, with annual tournaments for trap-shooting old 

hens at eighteen yards, 

* 

Tox Rive Srouun From Waryut Hii by burglars 
last August has not yet been recovered. The owner, Mr. 
F. J, Rabbeth, requests riflemen to be on the lookout for the 

arm, which is easily identified. Itisa Remington Hepburn, 

.88 calibre, Swiss stock, with check piece on the right side 
for a left-handed shooter. The rear sight is also peculiar, 
being a Winchester vernier without elevating screws, and 
attached to the rifle with but onescrew. Only the base of 

front wind-gague sight was on the rifle when taken, <A lib- 
eral reward will be paid for information that will lead 4o its 

_ The defeat has shown us that work is needed, and the first | recovery, 

THE Moopnus Dog Swrypier.—The enterprising and poly- 

nomial young gentleman of Moodus, Conn., who displayed 

so much ingenuity in exchangine mythical dogs of won- 

drous virtues for greenbacks, money-orders, checks, guns, 
fishing-rods, and other like substantial booty, has come to 

grief, His real name is Frank Fowler. He was arrested at 

Middletown, Conn.. Sept. 7, on complaint of one of his 

victims, and af a hearing last Friday he pleaded cuilty and 

was bound over to appear al the Noyember term of the 

Superior Court. Fowler was a very successful dead beat, 
and las swindled numerous gentlemen out of sums of 

money, He is one of a pestiferous class of dog thieves who 

ought to be driven out of their business. We trust that 
those who have been victimized by this fellow will appear 

against him, ° Thisis a capital opportunity to make an ex- 

ample of one dog swindler, and one such example will go 

far to deter other rascals from taking up the same line of 
business. It is said that Fowler has been combining with 

his dog frauds « patent medicine swindle. 

Tue Fieip Trrais.—We give in our kennel columns this 

week the details of the running of the derby stakes at Pair- 

mont. A description of the all-aged stakes running will be 
found in our nextissue. The plan adopted at Fairmont of 

appointing additional judges and running several braces of 

dogs at the same time was a wise expedient and proved very 

satisfactory in its workings. There is every indication that 

the field of entries at the coming trials Will be large, and un- 

less some such measure is again adopted to expedite matters, 

the meeting will drag its slow length along to an unreuson- 

ableextent. Field trials should not be prolonged beyond a 

week. That islong enongh time for all concerned. By 
contining the trials to a reasonable length of time their pro- 

moters will render them more popular, insure a larger at- 

tendance and give satisfaction all around. The majority of 
gentlemen who attend these meetings cannot well afford to 
spend more time than a week on the grounds, and the 

judges should not be expected to do so. We hope that this 
matter may receive the attention it so imperatively de- . 
mands, 

THE Coming ANGLERS’ TouRNAMENT.—The proposed 

tournament which is popularly called the fiy-castine tourna- 

ment, will, in consideration of the attention which will be 

paid to bait-casting for striped bass, be known in future as 

the Forest and Stream Anglers’ Tournament. The com- 

mittee of arrangements consists of many gentlemen who are 
prominent in the angling clubs of the country and in game 

protective societies. \ feature of (he tournament will he a 
contest for prizes fo be cast with single-handed fly rods 
which weigh less than five and a half ounces, which will be 

given by the house of William Mills & Son, New York. 

In a few days a circular asking for prizes will be issued and 
no doubt a fine list will be the result, as it is intended to 

make this contest the largest and best ever held in America. 

Tt is expected that it will come off about October 16, but the 
place is not yet decided upon. 

Tue Forest anp Strmam Prize Awakp.—aAs stated in 

our last issue, the prize offered by the Formsr anp STRHAM 

at the last convention of the New York State Association 

for the Protection of Fish and Game, has been awarded to 

the Onondaga Fishing Club of Syracuse. We had hoped to 

receive from the Association such particulars in reference to 

the competition for the prize, and the recard upon whieh it 

was awarded, as would haye enabled us to publish the same 

this week, but inthe lack of such information we are com- 

pelled to defer the matter. 

FOREST AND STREAM FABLES, 

NO, IX,—THE GAR MINNOW PROTECTORS. 

HE King of the Fishes, when he found that his law was set 

at naught, was first of a mind to let the destruction of his 

small subjects continue till the Pike, Bass and Perch were de- 

prived of food, and so brought to obedience. But being a 
good King, he could not help but have some kindly feeling for 

the poor Minnows, and so he appointed certain Gai’s Minnow 

Protectors, and sent them to enforce the law. But instead of 
doing what they were set to, the Gars went Minnow hunting 

along with the biggest Pike and Bass, and destroyed more in 

one day of the week than the Perch had in the whole seven. 
When this came to the King’s knowledge he took their office 

from the Gars, and cursed them, and ever since, to this day, 

they have been hated by all Fish, big and little, and despised 
as well as hated by all men. 

MORAL, 

A dishonest game protector is worse than a poacher. 
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ADIRONDACK SURVEY 

X.—A RATNY DAY IN 

NOTES, 

CAMP. 

A RAINY day in camp is often welcome to a party that 
L is uctively engaged at alltimesy when it is possible to 
acomplish anything, and on such occasions theever busy chiefs 

of divisions of the survey improye the drizzling hours by 

figuring up the distances between the peaks of all mountains 

which are visible from not only a siiele peak, but from each 

other, also measurements of aneles are looked over for cor- 

rection or verification, thu field notes aré consulted for items 

fo add to existing maps, and the cheerful tables of loga- 
rithms yield information both literal and figurative. In 

other tents, however, where the rodsmen, guides, and other 

atluchees ave gathered, mending clothes and implements 

and doing such other work as has been pul off for just such 

an opportunity, there isa hum of conyersation on various 

topics. Wishing to startan argument and then back out 
and leave others to fight i out, Lasked the knowing guide: 
“Why is it that the sun puts out « fire?” 

“Tt’s because there's chemistry in the sun's rays that don’t 
agree with fire,” said he, after a pause in which he evidently 

hesitated between fear of appearing not to know, and doubt 
as to the cause of the alleged phenomenon. 

“Because there’s chemistry in your grandmother's black 

cal,” said the careful guide, removing his pipe to empty and 
refill it, ‘I’ve heard o' that.thing about the sun shining on ui 
log fire and putting it ont, ever since | was knee-high to a 

grasshopper, and I’ve watched, but neycr made up my mind 

whether thé sun had any effect or not,” 

“Of course it has effect,” chimed in the positive euide, 
"You let a log fire burn all night in front of your tent in 

winter, and then see how quickly gray ashes will form on 
the coals and putthem out us soon as the bright morning 

sun sirikes them. You can’t tell me anything abont that, 
*cause Pye seen it too oftun, and I know it’s so,” 

“Oh, yes! You know it all, you do,” put in the teasing 

guide, who never missed a chance to bother the positive one, 

“You knew the icv would bear us up on Minnow Pond last 
fall, and when you went on it the rest of us knew whose 

breeches got wet and who came near losing his axe, and 

would have lost it if the water had been deeper. And you 

ire the one that knew that the trail out of Big Moose that 

we were on didn't go to Twitchéll, and so started off on the 
other one and brought up at—" 

“Well, [don't see what that has to do with the sun, nor 

what you want fothrowup a mistake like that for, every 

chance you get,” retorted the other, ‘‘but when I say I have 

seen the sun puta fire out, [T know what lam talking about. 

have seen it and T know it; that’s wll there is about it.” 

“Flow do you know that the fire wouldn’t have gone out 

anyway at that time if the sun had not come out?” asked 
the careful man. 

“T tell you if is on accomat of the chemistry,” asserted the 

knowing suide, with a shake of his head. ‘I guided fora 
doctor once, and T heard him say that light hurt some of his 
medicines, and he talked about chemistry and other things 

in wood and water which I’ve forgol all sbout, but they are 
there all the same.” 

“Thisis one of the things that would be hard to proye, 
and I don’t see how you are voing to do it,” said the careful 
guide. ‘Your fire goes out perhaps hecause it has burned 

oul, or the wood is wet, and you think the sun does it. Now 
T have seen fires burn all day and go out at night, and then 

why not lay it to the moon or the darkness? Perhaps there 

is chemistry in darkness, too,” added he, with 4 look at the 

propounder of that learned theory. 

“Now [ll ask you another question,” said the teasing 

guide to the knowing one, ‘‘Why is it that ifa silk handker- 
chiet hung up by two corners will let a rifle ball by it with- 

out moving or showing that it-has been hit? That is the 
old game of getting abet outof aman that he can’t hit a 
handkerchief at ten rods.” 

“You can't hit the handkerchief because there’s electric- 
ity in the silk, and the ball slips under it without stirring it, 

hut the thing can’t be done unless with silk,” said the know- 

ing man. “Wetricdit once up on the Raquette when no 

one in the party had a silk handkerchief and so we put up a 
cotton one for a yery fresh young man to shoot at. He had 

heen telling whata wonderful shot he was when I stumped 

him to shoot at my big red cotton handkerchief, for a plug 

of fobacco to be bought when we sent out to the store again. 

Ile took the bet and T fastened the rag up by two corners, 
just as I hud always heard was the right way, and we meas- 

ured off the distance. He shot, and I'm a sinner if he 

ilidn’t bore a hole through the thing and tore it so that it was 
only fi‘ for a gun cleaner, Of course I was elected to buy 

the tobacco and he crowed louder than ever. Then when 1 

got to thinking about it afterward I remembered that the 
old man whotoid me about it said that to do the trick the 

handkerchief nrust be silk, ‘cause that had electricity in it.” 

“Maybe the man chewed his bullet so as to make it 
rageed,” said the young guide, “they say that will fetch it 
every time,” 

‘Do you believe all this stuff?” querivd the skeptical man; 
“9f you do and haye a silk handkerchief about you that you 
want a hole putin, just hang it wp and I will accommodate 
you by boring it with this revolver.” 

“You can't do it,” retorted the other, “no man can do it 

with a smooth bullet, and I'll bet you two plugs of tobacco, 

you can't.” 
‘7 don’t want to bet,” answered the skeptic, ‘‘for I am not 
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a betting man, but the thing’s agin reason, and if you have 
never seen a silk handkerchief shot at, and have faith that 

it can’t be hit strong enough to risk it, just go out and hang 
it up and you won't haye this delusion long.” 

The handkerchief was hung up by two corners to 1 limb 
of a sapling near the tent, and when all was ready the pistol 

eracked, and a large rent near one corner was the result. 

A dozen excuses were made by the knowing man. “The 
day was rainy and the electricity in the air took the same from 

the silk,” ‘'The handkerchief was wet or it would never 
have been done, because the water made it too heavy to 

dodge over the ball,” And besides, ‘it wasn’t fair tu shoot 

al the corner where it was tied; anybody would know that 
it couldn't dodge there.” and other learned reasons were 

given to account for the unexpected result, I was much 

interested in this discussion of a question that I had heard 
among hunters thirty years ago, and which, like the philos- 

ophy of shooting a candle through a board, and pistol balls 

through glass, offen come up when shooting is the theme of 

conyersation. I had seen bullets shot through glass without 
cracking it to any extent, and once saw the thigh bone of a 
man which had been driven through an inch hemlock board 
by his jumping from a three story window, und was there- 

fore prepared to believe the candle story, but the handker- 
chief feat was one on which I had some doubt, and to-day 

do not pretend to say whether a bullet striking one so sus- 
pended, fairly in the middle, would go through if or not. 

Some time, when in the woods all alone, I will try the ex- 

periment, - 
The vain continued, and the corner of & box happening: to 

be pushed against the tent, the water came through 

there, and the teasing guide turned to the knowing 

one and asked, “Why is it that water will come 

through canvas where anything touches it? Is it on uc- 

count of chemistry or electricity?” But the Knowing man 
seemed to have his thoughts afar off and replicd not to the 

very cyident sneer. The conversation now languished 

through the apparent depression of the knowing mar, and 

when the jocular teaser endeavored to rouse it by going over 
to the side of the one whom he had made his target by eay- 

ing that “any man of sense would know that it wasn’t a fair 
tLing to shoot a handkerchief where if was tied,” the know- 

ing one merely turned a weary eye on him and heaved # 
sigh. One of the rodsmen who had taken no part in the 

conversation bul seemed to desire it to go on, after a long 
Meditation on a subject for debate, propounded the old 

question, ‘*What becomes of all the pins?” A depressing 

silence plainly showed that no one was interested, and even 
the face of the positive man gaye evidence that he did not 

vare what became of them. As this problem had been fully 
worked out by Tubal Cain long before the dawn of the 
Christian era I ventured to give his solution, “‘They fall to 
the ground and hecome ¢erre-pins.” An old hound that had 

been lying by the door of the tent shook his ears as if an 

extra large mosquito was boring for oil in one of them and 
he looked me squarely in the eye with « most heart-broken 

expression; but when the rodsman rejoined, ‘That, destroys 

my hair-pin-ness,” he ran howling from the tent and was 

neyer seen again, BF. M. 

Che Sportsman Gomist. 

THE WILDERNESS OF LABRADOR. 

I. BELOW QUEBEC. 

PPLE brakeman’s loud voice shouts at last the welcome 
word Campbellton. The long, tedious railroad ride of 

over 900 miles from Butfalo is over, and the locomotive will 
soon be exchanged for the less rapid, but more commodi- 
ous, transportation by steamer, schooner, boat and canoe to 
the still far off wilderness which fringes the north shore of 
the green waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, . 

Campbellton is a sleepy little town on_ the Intercolonial 
Railroad, midway between Quehec and Halifax, the term- 
inus of that fine and well-graded gover! ment road, Past it 
flows the swift, glittering Restigouche, which, after pursn- 
ing its course for thirty miles or more between high forest- 
clad mountains, widens out here into a large estnary of 
lake-like dimensions, and blends its turbulent waters a short 
distance beyond with those of its boundless parent to whom 
it owes its birth and surrenders its life. The stranger from 
the low, dusty, heated plains of our latitudes may stand 
here at the wharf, which serves as the landing of the coast- 
ing steamer, and look for hours, without being conscious of 
the flow of time, upon the majestic panorama of nature's 
own handiwork, bounded on either side of the river by 
towering mountains fading inland into long, blue, hazy oul- 
lines as far as the cye can reach, while the seaward view is 
bounded by the placid waters of sunny Bay de Chaleur. 

At this time of the year, beginning of July, its surface is 
not unlike the seas of happier climes, as yet undimmed by 
the dari skies and the fierce gales which but a few short 
months hence will herald the advent of winter. The deeply 
wooded slopes of the Restigouche at its mouth, with their 
green mantle of sombre p ne trees all oyet-arched by the blue 
vault of heaven fleeced with white clouds, are morning and 
night reflected with mirror-like faithfulness upon the glassy 
surface of the river, and duplicate tnus down to ils deetin- 
ation the fairy landscape which adorns everywhere the 
course of this sreat artery of the northern wilderness. . 
We had gained the first glimpse of it at Metapedia, 

thirteen miles west of Camphellton, where a massive and yet 
withal artistically constructed iron bridge spans its swift 
current, and where the angler may, within full sight of 
great arches, cast his fly for tue salmon, the royal game fish 
of these crystal cool waters. . 

A-club house belonging to the well-known Restigouche 
Association, and located on the siteof Dan Frazer's late 
tavern, is also additional guarantee that we are approachin 
the center of good fishing grounds, and the English an 

American flags hoisted at each end of the building symholiz 
the brotherly feelings which unite all true sportsmen, o 
matter of what nationality, into onc common bond 6) 
brotherly feelings, 

The tired locomotive which had heen snorting and puffing fq 
over two hours since he started from Quebec rests here a fey 
minutes, and after being duly watered and fed speeds onwar! 
toward Campbellton. Here we alight and transfer oul 
selves and baggage to the near-by Royal Hotel, kept as ¢ 
yore by mine host, Sproul, a rubicund, jolly landlord 
reminding us of the types of the now fast passing away oll 
tegime known far and wide by all who chanced to have th 
good fortune to fall into their hands, 
He of the Royal Hotel never tires to administer to th 

needs and comforts of his piscatorially inclined guests. 1. 
is himself an ardent fisherman, and will not be slow to ma: 
arrangements for a day’s trip to any of the near-by trm 
streams and lakes. Campbellton is indeeda focns of thes 
attractions, and a good point to start from for all discipl 
of the noble art of angling, They may diverge hence tc 
wards all points of the compass without any danger of failury 
The Metapedia, Scanmenac, Noryille and other equall 
good streams may all be reached by rail or team in less tha 
ten hours, while the Restigouche and Cascapedia hardly 1 
quire even this short time, as they are almosf withiu sishi 
Two near-by beautiful deep mountain lakes, called Parker! 
and Doyle's lakes, after their owners, are the fayorite fishin 
grounds of mine host, who rarcly fails to return from ther 
with a big load of the large, handsomely colored trout whi 
abound in their ice-cold waters, 

I may not dwell here upon my personal experiences, nd 
trespass upon your readers’ patience by detailing what h 
often enough taxed severely my own, whenever success di 
not attend my efforts. Neither can I well picture, on th 
other hand, my satisfaction and delight when the strong tu 
at my wrist and the curving tip of my small eight-ounce ro) 
admonished me time and again to pay attention to my liz 
and to idle away a few minutes in that most delicious of a 
pastimes—the playing with your strngeling prize as lhe ¢ 
amuses herself with a lively mouse. We freely ackuowledg 
of haying on sundry occasions perhaps needlessly prolonge 
this agreeable occupation to listen a little longer to th# 
sweetest of all musical notes, the whirring noise of the sw 
revolving reel, whicu beats time to this wild entertainmen 
the crowning desert of this presen! vacation journey. 

It is also a happy pastime to view the impressive fore 
solitudes around us and to listen to the soothing sound ¢ 
foaming cascades, which becomes doub.y sweet when inte 
rupted from time to time by the slashing roise of yoraciou 
playful brook trout. How quickly do not then our reverie 
come to an untimely end, aud how soon do we not becom 
oblivious of all charms of svenery, when it becomes a serio 
question as to whether we are really going to land safel 
that big five-pounder we have hooked, and which tugs an 
pulls so desperately to free itself from the encumbrance ¢ 
its one-sided, gay, feathery moustache. And when, as # 
happened to us on the St. John's River, that a large troy 
was hooked at the wrong end, near the ventral fin, by whi 
my canoeman termed jigging, the beautiful yiew aroun 
me melted away like the mists before the noonday sun, 
condense itself into the focus of the struggling fish, th 
imagination magnified into absurdly givantic proportion 
It turned out to be, after all, only a fourspounder, 1einforcer 
however, by 4 one-pound inquisitive comrade which ha 
taken a notion to the second fly. 
We had enjoyed glimpses of Campbellton in former year 

its lakes and streams, including Mill Stream and McKe: 
nonsbrovk, both of which empty into the Metapedia te 
miles ot more above Metapedia station, had all hee 
revisited, and to avoid the danger of monotony we pack u 
our baggage for Gaspé and northward beyond this ferming 
point. 

There is still, as four years ago, a semi-weekly coastlii 
steamer plying between Campbellton and ports north as f 
as the little village of Gaspé, on the northeastern extremil 
of the peninsula of Quebec. At present itis the St. Lay 
rence, and she has good accommodations for her passer 
gers, although her table, like that on board of the grandi] 
quently named Royal Mail Line, between Toronto and Moi 
treal, is far below the standard of American coasting stear 
ers, To judge, however, from her build and appearance 
the chances of a safe and quick passage are fair, whi 
offsets to some extent the barren prospect of a good squal 
meal. The heavily oxygenated, invigorating sea air is afte 
all perhaps a better caterer fhan the best pupil of a Soye 
who could find a large field for improvement on sundr 
Dominion steamship lines, 

Thé distance from Campbellton to Gaspéis about 1 
miles, and is accomplished on this occasion in sixteen ho 
We stop at various places, including New Richmond at th 
mouth of the famous Cascapedia, Bonayenture and other 
of minor importance, which in all tends to retard the pro 
ress of the steamer, while it also serves, on the other hawt 
to relieve the monotony which generally attends all travi 
by steamer. The sea is as polished as a mirror, ind nol 
ripple dimples its surface which photograplis in ever-var 
ing tints the great white clouda drifting across the va 
overarching aerial dome. There are alsv vardly any dang 
ous jutting out recis, and as the perpendicular rocky wal 
of the shore fringe abruptly the decp water, the steamy 
approaches time and again close enough to throw a bisau 
ashore, as sailors term it. 

The tourist, if he b@ inclined to study the active agene 
and forces of nature which are incessantly af work to alti 
the contour of these shores year after year, will find here 
remuneratiye field tor his observations and speculativn 
The cliffs rise, in most instances, yertically from the 5 
and are chiefly composed of a soft, deep red-colored sam 
stone, which bears upon its exposed surface, near the wat 
line, everywhere unmistakable testimcny to the wearing at 
eroding power of water and ice. Wherever the rocks ares 
harder texture no deep grooves are visible, which appe 
again in their fullest development and of many feet in dep 
along the softer layers, This is undoubtedly caused chief 
by the eroding action of ice, which drifts along here in 
masses and accomplishes all of these results with the aid 
the strong tides and currents which are a peculiar feature 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Sooner or later the great ove 
hanging rocky shelves, deprived of support, tumble doy 
with a crash into the foaming breakers beneath them, whir 
pound and grind them up into gravel, sand and mud, 
serve, perhaps, in the far off future, as available materia 
for reconsolidation and 4 repetition of the same pracest 
which take place here now before the refiective 
These features along the seashore are most conspicuous, 
displayed from the village of New Carlisle, northward to tl) 
fishing settlement of Percé, where the anciemt coast line hi 
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become entirely obliterated, Nothing indicates its former 
existence excepting Percé Rock and the low island of Boni- 
yenture, which isa mile or so in length, and composed of 
the same material we find on the mainlund. The iormer is 
fitly named from its tunnelled hase, which is marked by 1 
perforation large enough to allow a lirge boat fo pass 
through. Percé Rock appears at presentasan almost square 
tower of a few acres in area, and 200 fect or more in height. 
The top of this curious ancient landmark is slightly convex, 
and its surface is well whitened by the excrementitious 
deposits of thousands of herrings, gulls and cormorants, 
which have chosen this lonely eytie probably ever since the 
advent of the Terrace epoch as their roost. The peltine 
rain storms, sided by the melting of the spring snows, tend, 
howeyer, to remove the excrements of the birds as last 
almost as they are deposited, and such accunmlations of 
{hem as occur in the rainless zone of the Chincha islands 
aré, therefore, here not existing. Wor these veasons the only 
good which could possibly he accomplished by these other- 
wise useless birds is left undone, and they serve merely as 
an attractive sight ou these otherwise rather lifeless shores. 
They come back each snecessive spring, fisi day after day, 
chiefly for smelt and eels, not disdaining a casnal dessert of 
young salmon and trout in the salmon rivers north and south 
of Pereé Rock, to a distance of over tif ty miles, wliere they 
may be seen coming and going to and fro cach morning and 
night, Since no man can climb up their almost perpendicu- 
Jar rocky home, and since nohody cares for a mess of their 
unsavory flesh, they thrive and imerease wonderfully, 
though only within a mile of the busy fishing settlements 
nanied atter their rock. 

There is to my knowledge only one more breeding ground 
of the cormorant along the shores of the Gulf of St. Law- 
rence, about twenty miles westward of Natashquan, where 
asmall colony fram the parent stock seems to haye formed 
an independent setiiement. The problemas to wheiher all 
Winds will increase if uumolested in their breeding #rounds 
ean be studied here as by experiment in a contracted area, 
since the average mass of the cormorants on Percé rock, 
though not exactly countable, yet allow of # rough estimate. 
As thei average namber does not appear to suffer any ap- 
preciable variation, it would be instructive fo learn what 
becomes of all of the young birds which are raised here in 
great accumulating numbers year after year. The normal 
amount of the great Mock remains apparently unchaneed, 
and whether it isonly the old birds which return, or their 
progeny, is 0 open question, The ratio is perhaps maia- 
tained on the basis of jhe Darwinian theory, that the fittest 
and strougest. only survive. 

I am no special champion of the cormorant, some of 
which no doubt lessen my own chances of catching trout 
al Gaspé, and [ pitch while passing by in the steamer a few 
halls from my rifle among the thiclkly-massed flock which 
Sentinel in motionless attidude their chosen and protected 
reservation. This disturhance raises af once an tinmense 
elouc. of them, which wayes to and fro about tle rock as 
Jong as the latfer remains in sight from. the steamer’s deck. 
With aid of the field elass we also noticed that there seems 
to be a friendly feeling between the separate flocks of gulls 
and cormorants, though each tribe occupies its own special 
teriitory, in Ulustration of the axiom,‘ ‘birds of a feather floelc 
together,” 

As the sun sinks slowly behind the lofty peaks of the 
Gaspé Mountains, after having given usa eratis entertain- 
tnent of the suuset, almost as brilliant as that so glowingly 
described in Byron’s “Corsair,” we round the bold promon- 
jory of Ship’s Mead, aud steam into the placid, winding bay 
of Gaspé. This fasin, asil is called, is the very picture of 
a typical Norwegian fiort on this side of the great deep, and 
unquestionably the most romantic, no less than the most 
secure harbor along the whole coast line from Quebec to the 
Straits of Belle Isle. A glance at the chart explains on 
sigiti much more than could and oucht to be said in favor of 
Gaspé, which, like a hidden gem of the deep, is still secure 
from the prying gaze of the inquisitive crowd of fashion- 
able pleasure seckers, who have not yet invaded iis quiet 
seclusion. Its isolation is due to its great distance from the 
centers of population and the lack of well-organized com- 
muviedtion, which, when completed, wiil destroy its present 
primitive charm and awaken jt from the trance into which 
il seems to baye fallen. A change will before long come 
over the spirit of its dream, unless all advantages which 
Thiist acerne to if by reason of ifs geographical position 
should tura out to be idle fancies and speculitions, It is 
Strange indeed that the highly-favored natural situation of 
Gaspé shonld have heen so long overlooked by those partics 
aod companies directly interested in and concerned aboit: 
the most rapid and cheap transportation, which seizes inva- 
tiably, as if by instinct, upon the nearest and safest landing 
points tor freight and passengers on all highways of trans- 
atlantic intercommunication. LL. 

Aatural History. 

THE GASPER-GOU. 

J HAVE reecived the following comminication irom the 
Fish Commissioner of Texas; 

‘ily dem Sip—As Lhave een much iniprested in some 
of your letters ta Forest aNp Srruam [Why not all?— 
Byine] 1 take the liberty of writing to you. I was interested 
particularly in your letters concerning the ‘Monsters of 
White River,’ [I was, too, especially in the congestive chill 
part of themn.—Byrne]. The ‘easper-zow with us is, withthe 
exception of several Species of buss; about the best fish we 
have in (lis State, and Tam anxious to know more of this 
fish, its time of spawning, ett., whether I can propagate the 
fish artilicially or not. , 

“Tn May last I sent some specimens to Prof, Baird for 
identificution. Ma. G. Brown Goode, of the Nutional 
Musenm, classes the specimens as Aidloden griuniitens, Wut 
tells me the fish is not edible. 

“Mr, Pred. Mather, in a, letter written August 28, asks me, 
“Can you eat this fish gasper-gou, which is not used unywhere 
for food?’ ? 

“Is it possible a mistake has beeu made in the identifica- 
tion by Mr. Goode? 

“Certainly here [And here ulso,—B,] the fish is a good one, 
and when from two pounds down to the smaller sizes, say 
five to six inches Jong, a fivwt-class pan dish. When much 
larger thin fave and a half to four pounds, the fish is good 
Waked or hoiled, as you probably have seen, LI would like to 
hear from you on the ‘gasper-cou,”  ~ 

“Rh. RK. Roberson, Austin, Tex.” 
Asan amateur naturalist. and ichthyologist, only in the 
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hack woods (prairie rather) of Arkansas, without any 
library, not even a dictionary, “Byrne,” after carefully look- 
ing over the ground and the material and data on hund, feels 
that Mr, Robertson has cut him off a “little bigwer chunk 
than he can chaww’ conyeniently. But if Thad x complete 
ichthyologieal library, and hid the collection of fishes in 
the National Museum at Washington (when completed) at 
hand, together with my vast experience in field and flood to 
draw from, I would tackle these questions of Mx. Robert- 
son's with an energy and indust'y such as knows no failure. 

8 it is, -1 will have to-do the best I can, or, resign (and re- 
sign T neyer will so long as this occupation has no salary at- 
tached). 
Where did Prof. G, Browne Goode get the name <Ardzo- 

den grunmiens’ Did he eoin this name just to create miscry 
for ine? I cannot keep those specialists in ichthyology 
straight if they gv to work and coin a new technical name 
every time they get puzzled. If Prof. Goode had identified 
Wh, Robertson’s specimens as Corrina oxcula, De Kay: or 
Liploidonotus grunmiens, Rat,, asthe other specialists have 
done and keep on doing: ox told us that the gasper-gou is 
the white buffalo with a mouth formed Tike « sucker, and 
that the buffalo is Bubulichtiys hubulus, Agassiz, “an excel- 
lent food fish,” as Hallock does, ‘‘Byrne” would have had 
plain sailing: but for him to give if a name that [have never 
heard of before is simply outrageous, and relegates the 
whole question back to Major ewe of whom I had the 
must of my information. 

Fishermen who have been very familiar with the fishes 
of the upper Mississippi waters, on coming here and seeing 
this White River gasper-gou, name it at sight either sheeps. 
head, grunter, drum or white pereh, for by these names 
they are very familiar with the fish known scientifically as 
Janving, aseuld, De Kay, etc., and they call our gasper-zou 
by the same names, But if the two fishes were placed side 
by side, of the sume size, they would resemble somewhat, 
but would show distinctly different. The Western sheeps- 
head is more rounded longitudinally on the back, more 
hump-shouldered or heavy in front. and dwiudles more 
abruptly toward the tail, seldom fat, flesh white, belly 
white. The gasper-gou is yellowish on the belly, flesh yel- 
lowish, but the most marked dilference in the two fishes 
is in the thoracic plates or grinders, for both these fishes 
have, as the boys say, ‘their teeth in their throat,” or three 
plates, two aboye, small, and one below, large, thickly 
armed with peculiar and beautiful grending teeth in their 
throats back of the mouth parts proper and/in the mouth of 
the gullet. These in the sheepshead of the upper rivers are 
much larger than those in a gasper-gou of the samesize. $0 
far as [ have observed the sheepshead feeds cenerally on 
shellfish and articulatte, the gasper-gou on craylish alone. A 
fish doesn’t need so strong an apparatus for grinding cray- 
fish as it does for shellfish, hence, as L think the difference. 
The only fish [ tind anywhere mentioncd—though my 
researches haye not been extensive—that seems very nearly 
like our gasper-gou is this. I copy from the “Sportsman's 
Gazetteer,” Hallock, page 338. 

“ScLe nip a,— Mulusheganay, sheepshead: Corsina richarad- 
sonia, Cuy. and. Val. 

“This species is common in Lake Huron, where it is 
highly prized dsfood, Ttis taken with eveyfish. on which it 
principally feeds; length, from one to two feet, color, sey 
with dark transverse hands above, sides silvery, abdomen 
yellowish. The skeenshead of Lake Pepin ts not nilued ag food.” 
The italies are mine. Our gasper-gou tales crayfish only. 

Can it be that this Lake Huron sheepshead and our gasper- 
gou is the same fish? My opinion is that’ there are several 
species of this peculiar family of fishes, all looking very 
nearly alike, but varying distinctly in habits aud quality, 
an that the family has been yery carelessly studied, and 
here the matter mnst rest until we hear from the fish sharps 
again. Do nof be bashful, gentlemen, if you make mistakes; 
{ will correct you as kindly as I can, and if Mr. G. Brown 
Goode wants further specimens of these two fishes, some 
one will please furnish them, for I cannot, as I am forty 
miles from an express office or any other modern incon- 
yeniences. 

Is [he gasper-gou an edible fish? Yes, emphaticall y yes. 
But it has a peculiar flyyor, like the oyster, codfish, lobster, 
etc,, not always relished at the start, but, like them, use 
makes one yery fond of 1f. 

Is the up-viver sheepshead (Corrina oseula, De Kay) an 
edible fish? Well, yes, haraly. Ten years ago on the Illi- 
nois River they were seined and fhrown away by the thou- 
sand ton. Now they are hauled back in the country and 
suld as “white perch,” “‘silver bass,” and the granvers and 
dwellers of inland citivs and towns manage in some way to 
get outside of a vast amount of them. Haying never inter- 
viewed one of these sadly imposed upon fellow ercatures 
immediately after he had dined on a “grunter,” 1 cannot 
five his opinion as to its edibility, Gf its wholesomeness 1 
am certain, for there haye been no epidemics in that [llinois 
country back [from the river, and the people continue to 
raise corn enough to make “French brandy” for the rest of 
the world. ‘God bless ’em,” for they have distinetly sn- 
swered Mr. F. Mather's question, namely, “Can yon cat this 
fish?” But_T mistake; this question was rathar pointedly 
asked Mr, Robertson, Well, l-will answer for Mr, R. A 
Western man caneat anything Gf it is called ly a nice 
name), and werall know that a Texan can eat several West- 
ern or any other men. 
From analogy T should say that the easper-sou shows in 

August or September here in the still waters of the mouths 
of creeks and bayous. But this is simply a guess, Wut if true 
it would bea very easy fish to increase artificially. 
Now, gentlemen, you Hastern specialists in all branches of 

natural history, 1 want you to go to work and revise the 
whole thing and publish anew set-of text hooks with an en- 
tire change of technical hames—the Jonger and harder to 
pronounce the Hetter—tor some of (he old names are becom- 
ing entirely too familiar. Lf you should need any ficld facts 
or scienliic facts, why write to me and Iwill furnish them, 
but be sure and enclose stamps, the more the hethcer, green 
stamps, for have bean obliged to hold my mail here two 
weeks hecause our postmaster rim out of stamps. Byryn. 
Crockerts Buurr, Ark,, Sept. 12. 

' THe Gaspar-Gou 1s sor Epreim,—Cleveland, O., Hept, 
14,.—The “gasper-gon (Amplaidonotus grunmens) is edible,” 
comes the news from Austin, Texas. So if is said of thig 
fish wheneyer found in the waters of the Mississippi Valley, 
but here in the Great Lakes he is tough and. tusteless, The 
hetier and longer he is treated by fire the tougher and 
tongher and more tasteless he becomes, The artist cook of 
the Lehthyophagus Club, they say, makes palatable inany 
sthauge and untried things; let him try his art on the vasper- 
gou of our lake, andiif he sueceeds so that a cat, even, par- 

takes of his cookery, he shall receive as reward a full peek 
of “lucky eyestones” from old Grunnien’s head. In 1840 the 
first extensive Getman emigration quartered here, and as 
cheap food was a necessity to them, they resorted daily to 
the fishing grounds; to their surprise a fine large fish (they 
called them ‘*wrass,” I think) was offered to them eratis if 
they would take them away. 1 heard a fisherman remark 
one day: ‘*Those ere sheeps will try those Duichmen’s giz- 
zard’s.” and so it proved; in a short time the Dutchmen pre- 
ferred “store fish.” At one time great numbers of *‘sheeps- 
heads” found their way to Cincinnati and other Southern 
markets. They were in great demand for a while for the 
reason they had foreign airs upon them, something new. If 
T mistake not a city council now and then in the Ohio Val- 
ley passed an ordinance prohibiting the sale of Lake Erica 
sheupsheads. A few years later than this a srand hotel was 
opened here by two of Baltimore’s most popular landlords, 
Among other entertainments given was a fish break- 
fast fo a few chosen ‘old heads:? in addition to 
the products of salt water, fresh water was also 
to be represented; one of the ‘‘old heads” proposed the 
Lake Evie sheepshead as a piece dé resistance at the feast, to 
which the two jolly salt-water landlords readily consented, 
as they knew all about that fish. They had the same down 
in the lower bay, near the Po-tomack. The landlords and 
chief cook did wonders in (heir way to make perfect that 
breakfast, and so did Huplowondtiis gruniens. Flow appe- 
tizing he looked brought on the table garnished with fine 
dressing, herbs and Jemon-peel. One stroke of the fork and 
knife; then a suspense. ‘The word went forth, ‘Waiter, 
tell the cook to give this tisha little longer turn; it?s not 
done quite enough.” Soon the dish reappeared, but on 
testing “twas tourher thin before. ‘Dry it azain, and tell 
the cook to tend to his business or else I'll return him to 
Baltimore,” The cook in spite of his skill gave up the job, 
came to the table and in seli-defenee declared, ‘That praps 
that ere fish might be one of them are sheepsheads, but he 
neyer came from the ole Chespeck, Them, sir, got stripes on 
thur sides and teeth like sheeps’ in the end a booth jaws. [ 
thinks, misters. this yar fish is a confound mongrel,” The 
old darkey cook was exactly right. Now let the “‘Ichth yo- 
phagus” try.—Dr, EB, Sreriie. 

FLIGHT OF BIRDS. 

here appeared in the scientifie journals lately notices 
describing the results secured by photographing birds in 

their flight by newly-inyeuted instruments as the ‘Photo- 
graph Gun” and others. The figures of birds printed seum 
somewhat confusing, hut are nevertheless yery suggestive, 
and I beg to send a few notes on them, by way of injerpre- 
tation of the actions represented. Certain terms have been 
customarily used for the motion of the wings, as depression 
and elevation, the former indicating the wings pointed 
downwards, and the latter pointing upwards, as if the wines 
lad been struck upand down through the air by the efforts 
of the bird, while the body remained stationary ‘all the time, 

Now, the same appearances may very well bs shown toe be 
due to converse actions in the bird, ‘viz,, that the wings 
really remained stationary, while the body of the bird was 
glevated iasteadéach time. 

Similar mechanical action occurs in quadrapeds when the 
feet are planted firnily on the ground, and the musculur 
cifort of the animal projects its body forward, using that 
base for a fulerum. 

It needs only hinting to mention that the body of a bird 
would be easier moved through the air than the Wings per- 
pendicular to their surface plames, both on account of its 
rotund form and superior density. 

The process of normal flight hence may be considered to 
be due to two infiuences—tke wuscular effort of elevation, 
and the musculur relaxation of sliding down an inclined 
plane, which view may tend to simplify the explanation 
ventured on. 
When the bird flashes down the wing at A (Fig. 1), the 

hody is thereby raised to 2 higher level at B than the end of 

Fic. 1.—Undulatory Course of Flight. 

the previous slope in the air, and at the next step the wings 
are held out horizontally while descent is bewun down a 
short inclined plane, B C, where they haye become reluxed, 
and are now pointed upwards. 

On arriving here another flash of the wings is made down- 
wards, and the bird rises to D, at the sammit. of tle next 
slope, when again the wings ave extended horizontally, 
when relaxation begins, and férminates at (le bottom of the 
incline at, where they are Jet go, and elevated previous to 
the next muscular effort. 

Staines a N ‘Ay 

We, 2,— Alternate Action and Reaction of the Wings in Flirht. 

This method of action may be repeated rapidly, so that 
there might be continual fapping of the wings indicating 
short rises and short slopes in progression, 

Or, again, if the inclines are lengthened ont imduly over 
the rises an appearance of a bird sailings (hrouvh the iv is 
produced, when thereis a flap only rarely given Uy the wings, 

It the wings of a bird seem to be clevaied we may suppose 
that itis at the bottom of the incline, orwith wings depressed 
We may suppose it to be atihe top of the rise, 

The horizontal flight of birds with wings observed to 
be Happing would probably, therefore, consist of a series of 
undiations, or rises and falls, like the tracings of a sphye- 
mosraph, representing circulation or respiration. 

The up and down flappings of the wings would correspond 
| with the down and up cunves of the line of Hight, and these 
again with descent and ascent of the body of the bird, to 
which it would really ially, and not with the motion of the 
Wings (Fig. 2).—Avs, te Land and Welter, 

RATs AND SPARROws.—Baltimore, Md., Sept, 14,— vitor 
Forest and Stream: 1 was a witness to an incident a few days 
ago which greatly surprised me. A lot of sparrows were 
eating in the stable yard, when several large rats run from 
the stable, aud chased the birds, whieh did not fly high from 
the ground, The rats then changed thei mode of operations, 
and sneaked uponthem, This they did foroyer an hour, but 
did not succeed in catching any of the sparrows,—J. L, Mos, 
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Game Baq and Gun. 

Opry SmAsons.— Sse table of open seimons for game and. fiuh 
on issue of July 20. 

GAME IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 

WHE following schedule exhibits the game now in season. (Also. 
in parentheses, seasons which open during the month.): . 

Alabuma—Doves; (5th, quail). New Hampshire—Woodecock, plo- 
Qalifornia—Deer, doves; (15th, ver, ruffed grouse, quail, deer, 

‘Ouse, rll, quail, wildfawl). caribou, moase, wildfowl, squir- 
Golorado—Deer, elk, antelope, rel, rail. 
mountain sheep, buffalo, bison, | New Mexico—Grouse, ptarmigan, 

Connecticut—W ildfowl; (12th, quail, deer, wild turkey, elir, an- 
rail), . felopé, mountain sheep, ‘bue- 

PDakota—Grouse, quail, snipe, cur- falo, 
lew, plover. New York— Woodcock, ruffed 

Dolaware—Woodcock, rail, reed. 
District of Columbia—Woatleock, 

rufted grouse, wildfowl, pinna- 

grouse, deer, wildfowl, squirrels. 
North Carolina—Deer, 
Noya Seotia—Wovdeock, wildfowl, 

snipe; (lth, caribou, moose). 

life there is in the veins at such an hour—with a hunt ahead. 
The horse is fed, a fire madé jn the kitchen stove and 

voffer made, aud bythe time I have breakfasted and hitehed 
up, 2 belt of light rises in the cust und all the eoeks in the 
country are welvoming it, winle the ruttlé of Doe.’s wagon 
announces his approach. 
We drive through the pine woods a half hour and then 

down from the undulating land into what is termed ‘‘flat 
woods,” where the saw-palmetto and gallberry grow in per 
fection. The for lies heavy here, and the pleasant odor of 
‘deer tongue” is all about. Deer feed here, and not an-hour 
since have slowly gone, picking here and there, to dense 
cover. Soon we emerge from growth of tall ‘‘slash” pine 
and thick standing palms into a glade where the road is 
smooth and firm, A lialf mile in this brings us to the hamak 
that skirts the prairie, which soon opens right and left, 
sentineled with tall palms. When we haye traversed half 
the distance to the river, arousing numerous suipe by the 
way, we strike water, increasing very gradually in depth, 

ted grouse, PvE reed, snipe. 
Georgia—Wild turkey, quail, deer 
idaho—Sharp-tail and ptanated 
grouse, deer, mountain sheep 
and gout, ell, antelope, buffalo, 
wildfowl. | 

MAnvis—-Woodcoek ; wildfow!.pin- 
nated grense, deer, wild turkey. 

Indiana — Woedeock, wildfowl, 

for the river is up, until we reach a lagoon lying parallel 
with the river and near it, the upper end of which we cross 
in water huh deep; frightening ducks, getting a couple, and 
driving out on a rise of ground extending a half mile around 
a bend of jhe river, called Hickory Bluff, only a few yurds 
wide, river on ong side, marsh on the other, and grown with 

Ohio—Woodeoek, ruffed grouse, 
Wildfowl. 

Oregon—Grouse, quail, wildfowl, 
deer, moose, mountain sheep, 
elk, antelope. 

Ontario—W ogdcock, snipe, hares, 
wildfowl, pheasants, partridges, 
grouse, prairie fowl. palms, pecans and oaks. 

pinnated frouse. 
Towa—Woodeock; wildfowl, pin- 

nated grouse, elk, deer. 
Kansas—Pinnated grouse. 
Kentucky —Woodcock, deer, wild- 

fowl, wild turkey, 
Muaine—Rutfed grouse, woodcock, 

wildfowl, plover, 
Maryland—Rutfed grouse, wood- 

Pennsylvania — Woodeock, wild- 
fowl, plover, rail, reed birds, 
suipe, squirrels. 

Quehec—Deer, carihou,woodcoeck, 
wildfowl; (15th, ruffed grouse), 

Rhode Island-—Woodeock, ruffed 
grouse, wildfowl, plover, robin, 
meadow lark, hare, squirrel. 

South Carolinu—Deer; (15th, wild 
cook, turkey, ruffed grouse, quail, 

Massachusetts — Ruffed grouse, doves, woodvock). 
woodcock, wildfowl, doves. Tennessee — Deer; (lath, ruffed 

Mithigan—Ruffed and pinnated grouse, snipe, quail, meadow 
grouse, woodeock, wildfowl, lark, woodeock, wild turkey), 

i Texas—Deer, ruffed and pimnated 
rouse, quail, 

Utah—Elk, dear, antelope, moun- 
tain sheep, grouse, quail, wild- 
fowl. 

Vermont—Ruffed grouse, wood- 
cock, wildfowl. 

Virginia--Rufted grouse, wildfowl, 
woodeock, deer. 

Washington Territory—Deer, elk, 
ee te sheep, grouse, ante- 
ope, > 

Wes Virginia—Pinnated grouse, 
deer, ruffed grouse, wild turkey, 

Wisconsin — Woodcock, grouse, 
quail; (15th, deer), 

Wyoming—Bulfalo, elk, antelope, 
Mountain sheep and goat, deer, 

snipe, 
Minnasota — Grouse, joodeock, 

quail, wildfowl, 
Mississippi—(isth, meadow fark, 

dear). 
Misspuri—W oedcoek, plover, mea- 

dow lurk, dove, pinnated grouse, | 
fleer; (15th, wild turkey), 

Montana—Fool hen, grouse, ptar- 
migan, biffale, ie antelope, 
mountain sheep & goal, mouse, 
wildfowl). 

Nebraska—Grouse, ; 
Nevada—Elk, antelope, mountain 

sheep and goat, deer, grouse, 
quail, wooduoeck, wildfowl, 

New Brunswick—W oodeock, wild- 
fowl, suipe; (loth, moose, cari- 
bou). plarmigon; pinnated, sage and 

New Jersey—Reed birds, rail,| sharp: tail grouse, ruffed grouse, 
squrrel, wildfowl, ployer, cnrlew, snipe. 

("For exceptions, local laws, etc., see Forms? and StreAM Sched- 
ule “B,* issue of July 20. page 480. 

SEPTEMBER, 

(Forgot it wasn't cocked.) 

Now the grouse with roiled plumage 

Hurtles wildly through the brake, 

While the man with choke-bore leveled, 

Yanks the trigger till fingers ache, 

Jom aware that the boys do notlike to say anything About these 

litle “contretemps,” but a good many of them have ‘heen there" a 

the same, and if brutes could talk there would bemany a canine who 

would swear to the ‘doggerel” above. Dick. 

BITS OF EXPERIENCE IN FLORIDA. 

SECOND PAPER. 

| Digees the winter months the St, Johns, the prairies 
bordering on it, and the hamaks fringmg the prairies 

afford much solid enjoyment with rod and gun, Jn many 
pli ces the prairie extencs from one to several miles along the 
river, and as far from river to hamak, Singly and in groups 
the palmetto dots the green expanse, Oypress swatips at 
intervals bar the progress, In them are found otter and 
colton-mouth moccasins, Dueks frequent the river and 
lagoons making into it. Snipe feed in great numbers on the 
rairie, while turkeys, deer and squirrels keep to the 
amak, 
The weather is just right for a hunt. It is rarely otherwise 

in winter. The mercury slands at about 65 during the day, 
at night dropping to 40 or 50), Clean white clouds sail slowly 
vyerhead, and oranges hang yellow upon the trees, 1 can 
ree the ducks rising in flocks along the river as some steamer 
puffs along, if I am at home, four miles distant. I hear the 
great blue heron squawk as he rises on laborious wing. I see 
great flocks of curlews whirl in the air, their snow-white 
plumage glistening a5 they circle, settling noiselessly, light 
as down ou outstretched pinion. I note the Iilldee’s ery of 
alarm. I hear the ‘‘seaipe” of the snipe, and see his jerky 
flight. I see the swirl of the bass chasing his prey ashore, 
the leap of the mullet in mid stream, or the lazy motion of 
the gar as he plays near the surface. What possibilities sre 
in that dense hamak where the palmetto’s fronds answer 
noisily to the breeze, and the far-pranching live oak embraces 
2 brotherhood of trunks. Deer and turkeys are there I know, 
and an occasional coyey of quail may be found in the edge 
thereof. 

I have the fever bad, and go over to my neighbor the 
Doctor. 

“TDoe., let's gn to the prairie to-morrow.” 
“You couldn't have struck a likelier subject,” says he, so 

wefixitup. We will start at daybreak, and stay two days, 
taking his darkey, dog, and my Osgood canoe. 

Ts there any pleasurein talking up arrangements for such 
a trip? Maybe not, Is there any enjoyment in loading 
shells, getting ‘‘traps” together, loadmg the wagon and tak- 
ing an inventory of necessaries the night before? Prepos- 
tercus. And how many sportsmen there are who don’t take 
along divers and sundry articles they don’t want, and which 
ure sure to be in the way when the hurry is greatest? Legions. 
They will do it every time too, And to wind up these queries, 
where, on this rolling ball is the pursuit, or entertainment, or 
occupation, or whatever you like that will give pleasure 
clear to. the marrow like the sports of forest and stream to 
the true lover thereof? Give us an ensy one. 

The alarm clock goes off with 9 rattling din at4 A.M. 1 
was just dreaming that my head ag a boiler works and the 
whole place was in full blast. Out of bed, into my clothes 
in 1 hurry, and out to feed the horse. What a glorious 
meiming! There is no suspicion yet in any Bis of the sky 
that a dawn is io break. The stars sparkle brilliantly io 
the cool air. Jack Prost. did not actually visit us, but f 
know that he contemplated it seriously. hat bounding 

for business. 
pangs away al & passing duck with his fusee, while Doc and 

Here we choose a smooth spot 
canopied by palms, a yard or two from the bank, unharmess 
the horses, unload the canoe, stretch the fly and are ready 

Joe, the sable cook, altends to the camp and 

I take the canoe and search the river and lagoons for ducks, 
Around the bends we go, where the water is deep and 

dark and the oaks overhang the stream, or skirting a sea. of 
bonnets we rin into a lagoon here and there where the pur- 
ple erakle feeds upon the bonuet worm and the gallinule 
querulously cries from its reedy retreat. ‘The osprey wheels 
and plunges, shaking itself as if rises with its finny food, 
turning ils head to the front, and steers straight for timber. 

I noticed in a late number of Forest AyD S?TRRAM a 
statement by some correspondent that the osprey seized the 
fish in the position in which it is carried—heacled like the 
osprey. My observation satisties me that the fish is seized 
haphazard, but is always turned head to the front after the 
bird rises. 
We pass a cypress swamp and land on a bluff below, get- 

ting a few ducks on the adjacent prairie, kill a moccasin 
apiece, and go to camp, where we find Joe preparing dinner, 
When ready we recline under the fly, and, with other good 
things, sample the bass Joe has taken in opr absence. Alter- 
ward we take our pipes, fill them with Lone Jack, and enjoy 
a half hour’s smoke. The river runs with unbroken surface 
close by, the palm leaves rustle gently overhead, the mild 
wiiter’s sun vives just the right temperature for thorough 
comfort, the horses stand with half-closud eyes oyerneslected 
hay (Northern, baled), and Joe clears the festive board, 
During the afternoon Doe. shot some snipe and I took a 
dozen bass with phantom minnow. After supper we gathered , 
moss for beds, rigged our mosquito bar, and after a pipe or 
two, and rehearsing experiences, turned in. Our fish were 
on two strings, and a little distance apart. Just as we were 
dropping off, a splash near by aroused us- 
“Gators, by jing!’ said Joc, and getting a fan (dry palm 

leaf) he lighted it at the embers and we solemnly proceeded 
towurd the fish, By the light of the torch we shined the 
*outor’s eyes as he lay out in the stream afew feet from the 
fish, but before we conld get a gun he sank. We examined 
the fish and found 4 couple mangled. Back to bed we went, 
leaving # wun handy, Several times duing the night we 
jumped with guo and torch, but failed to get ashot, Be- 
tween the mosquitoes and ’gator, sleep didn’t do us much 
rood. 
~ Next morning the fog lay heavily. Doe, and I rose about 
daybreak, and knowing that ducks nightly resorted to the 
‘lagoon just above us, I went to some bushes abreast the Ii- 
goon and as near as possible, and he to the upper end. 
Byery few moments we heard the whirr of wings as ducks 
went by or the swish as they ertered the water, but the fog 
was too thick to see. As it lightened they became alarmed 
and began to fly, but we got seven and went back to brealc- 
fast. : 
During the forenoon we shot a few snipe, more ducks and 

took some tine bass, one of which weighed eight and a half 
pounds; also a few large speckled perch. 
The Osgood served us handsomely, being very steady and 

as dry as anything that never was wet. With guns, rods 
and ducks in her we could tale her from the water and carry 
her anywhere with asingle hand at each side. We shot 
dueks from her standing, Doe; making one beautiful shot. 
[believe I have mentioned his skill before. This day two 
ducks at not less than seventy yards, goin down wind like 
lichtning, tambled to his Dougall, As an instance of his 
skill let me give you this: Two years since he took his team 
and Gog and started for a day’s quail shooting. His wite 
accompanied him, Through the high pine lands of Florida 
one can drive as well nearly off a road agson one. Itis all 
open and clear, So they went here and there, the doy rang- 
ing, and when he found a covey the Doc. got out and shot, 
his wife keeping count, At night he had shot fifty-nine 
times and brouglit home fifty-two quail. I recently received 
a letter from him in which he says: ‘I went after quail the 
other day; found one covey of seventeen, shot sixteen down 
and bagged fifteen” (without missing). There are not many 
better shots than he in this country. kK 

OUTFIT FOR A WINTER’S TRAPPING. 
THE season for outfitting preparatory to a winter's cam- 
piign among the fur animals is now fast approaching. 

After u summer spent in various pursuits all trappers wel- 
come the early frost which soon turns fhe color of the maple, 
oak and other trees into rich crimson and ‘yellow tints so 
beautiful to all loyers of nature. 

To trap successfully itis necessary first 10 have a sufficient 
number of steel traps which will yaty some according to the 
pround picked upon. We have generally found 83 Wo. 1, 10 
No. 14, and 10 No. 8, sufficient? A double barrel shotgun 
of No. 10 gauge, and a Winchester model “76, will be found 
ample for fire-arms. A gond small axe, all steel, and large 
hunting knife to wear in {he belt will be necessary, One 
rood pompanion is enough, but a smari active boy to stay 
at camp will be found profitable, 

It is necessary to start early enough that the ground may 
be picked out well before freezing weather. The best 
places can be found with a good light canoe, skiff, 
oY duyout, or if to the North Woods, in the country 
of rough, swiftrunning rivers, we would adyise one of 
Rushton’s light portable boals, which he will make to order 
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of any required dimensions, on short notice. There is 
nothing so comfortable as a good boat in which you have 
all confidence to carry you safely wherever you may wish 
to go, The writer has ridden in neurly all kinds of boats, 
amd knows whereof he speaks, Take alonga good cotton 
“A” tent to serve as a shelter until the coldér syeather comes, 
when you will haye a much more substantial home shaney 
built in some sheltered nook beneath the stately pine or 
sturdy cedar, and in close proximity to the river or numerous 
Jakes, along and among which you expect to push opera- 
tions as soon as the pelis become prime, 

After allis in readiness you usually make one more trip 
to the settlements for a winter's supply of flour, meat, salt, 
beans, tea, etc,, uot forgetting some lights of glass to admit 
light and keep ont the wintry blasts. By the time all this 
is accomplished it will be setting quite late, and most of 
the fur animals will be taking on their warmer winter dress 
that adds so much value to their skins. Happy indeed is 
the man so comfortably fixed in his lone shanty, far away 
from the confines of civilization. 
and enjoy life and health through the long winter months, 
and if Im a good locality, come out a better man in mind, 
body and pocket when the spring opens again, 

J. Len SMEDLEY. 

He can liye comfortably 

Duepaxe, Pa., Sept, 18, 1852. 

THE CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION. 

U—THH CLOSH SEASON. 

HE following extracts comprise the major portion of a 
paper read by Mr, Ramon EH. Wilson before the last 

convention of the California State Sporlsmen’s As-ociation, 
There is a great deal of sound sense contained in what Mr. 
Wilson says. Hispaper is entitled “The Close Season,” and 
is as follows: 
What «a world of meaning these words must haye to the 

wildfowl and upland birds who make their home within a 
radius of an hundred miles of this city. Ma. President, 
imagine the feelings of those ducks that unfortunately 
selected the Alvarado, Alviso, and Suisun marshes and Sher- 
man Island as their feeding grounds, What a pleasure’ to them 
it must be to know that they can fly over and across every 
point of the slough they please, without, the least danger of 
being met with 9 yolley fiom a score of guns; or if they 
clioose to alight among a flock of their own Kind, they may 
do so with an assurance that they are nof amon a Jot of 
wooden ducks, What an additional pleasure it must be to 
Imovw that the whole marsh is free to them, and that they 
may select ihe bunch of tules for their nesting where, only a 
little while ago, a man with a boat anda gun was hidden, 
dealing out death and destruction. 
’ The upland birds partake of this pleasure too. What a 
comfort it must be to the quail to feel that he need not now 
get up before daylight to get his breakfast and get back into 
cover before the man with the gun and dog comes along, 
Mr. President, I took a little trip into the country the other 
day, and as I drove along the highway where I frequently 
go in the open season, and feel highly gratified if 1 can bag a 
couple of dozen, it seemed to me as though I Had never seen 
so many quail before, They were running in the road 
almost under the horses’ feet, sitting on the fencee, here, 
there, and everywhere. The road led through a small tresh- 
water marsh, and as I approached the edge of it, not more 
than twenty-five yards distant, up flew a brace of fine mal 
lards, apparently not much concerned, but two months ago 
the best choke-bore sun in the country could not have 
rufiied a feather. They would haye heard me coming 300 
yards off and would not have stood upon the order of their 
going, but would have gone. 

Anu, Mr. President, as I drove along after seeing these 
atrange sights, I wondered if these birds were not endowed 
by nature with an instinct of their security and safety from 
hamn, But I ceased to wonder when I thought that (his 
was the close senson, the time which, of all seasons of the 
year, Nature had selected as the most fitting for the birds to 
mate, to build their nests, lay and hatch their eges, and rear 
their progeny; and that if Nature had seen fit to set apart 
this time for that purpose they might properly think that 
Nature should, during that time, protect them. 
And Nature has done all she can. The severe storms of 

the winter ave passed, the hich grass forms good cover for 
nesting, and by the time the young appear, the seeds have 
ripened md there is an abundance of food. But there is 
one thing Nature has not provided against, and that is the 
unnatural, inhuman and cruel man, who disregards these 
beneficent laws of nature by shooting the birds at this scason, 
The beautiful lesson which is thus exemplified should deter 
every son of Nature, every lover of what is good and beau- 
tiful in Nature, from violating its laws. Natural laqy is de- 
fined as “that rule of conduct which may be deduced from 
the common reason and conscience of mankind, as opposed, 
on the one hand, to a system of diyine law revealed to man, 
and on the other, to enacted or formulated human law. 

But, Mr. President, is there anybody who would so far 
forget his conscisnee as to wilfully violate such a wise jiro- 
vision of nature? 

Yes, their name is legion, and they belong to that large 
class of mankind who have no conscience, } 

Tt has therefore become necessary to supplement this 
natural law by the enactment of human laws which shall 
impose a penalty for their violation, And now, Mr. Presi- 
dent, we have reached a question which, above all others, 
should seriously engage the attention of every true sports- 
man: 
How shall the game Wve protected and preserved during the 

close season? 
The existence of a Jaw is not sufficient. The only remedy 

is by the enactment of wise and efficient Jaws and the en- 
forcement of them. 

Tt is true that ever since the Legislature of 1852 our statute 
books have contained laws intended for the protection of 
ame; but, upto within a comparatively very recent period, 
no effort has been made to enforce them. For nearly twenty 
years, you might say, nothing has been done but to pass 
laws. 

As TI said belove, the fault is not so much with the laws as 
it is in the non-enforcement of them, Let us search for the 
causes of this, and see if some plan cannot be devised by 
which the obstacles can he removed, Among others is the 
lack of sympathy with the laws on the part of the masses. 
The number of men who sve fond of field sports is commpara- 
tively small, 
The people of your cities care nothing about these laws; 

and nine-tenths of them are not aware of their existence. 
All they know is that the game market has a season, like 
yeretables and trnit, 

uiside of the cities this same lack of sympathy exists. 
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The cause is apathy—prejudice against every man with a 
gun in his hand—a pretended claim ot having the inalienuble 
right to do with and on one’s property as he pleases, and sel- 
Tishriess. 

To illustrate; Not lony since T met an old gentlemun, 
whom 1 hard known many years, We knew I was fond of 
the gun, snd iregquently TL have been bis gnest at his moun- 
fain home. Hesaid to me: «My neighbors and T have agreed 
among ourselves not to allaw a member of any sportsman’s 
club to hunt or shoot upon our lund.” Tsaid, ‘Uncle Dan, 
that is a very strane determmation on your parl. What 
led you to it?” ‘‘Well,” le said. ‘‘the law against trapping 
quail was instigated by these clubs, aud we are therefore 
down on them.” 

The old man, if seems, Nad been m the habit of trapping 
quail and gvtting a little extra pocket money by selling them 
in the market, This wus selfishness—the benefit of the law 
generally he admitied, 
On another ocession, with two compunions, by invitation, 

T visited Sycamore Valicy to have a quail shoot. Early in 
{he morning we Started out, down a small creek running 
through our Tri@od’s land, In a little while we flushed a 
very lare bevy of quail. They flew down the creck, We 
followed in pursuit. Uneonsciously we soon exceeded the 
limits of our triend’s land, and, all of a sudden, we found 
ourselves confronted by the maddest red-faced mah you 
éver saw. Swearing with every Wreath, he demanded to 
know why we were trespassing on his property. He especi- 
ally made me the object of attack. We gracefully apolo- 
gized, and denied the unjust appellation of being ‘'d—d 
city hoodlums,” which he called us. After 4 fime, he in 
turn apologized to us. He said that he had been annoyed 
nearly to death by hoodlams and pot-lunters, who shot 
quail around his house, offtimes his chickens and a number 
of times lic had found his animals injured, 

The apathetic man is one who does not care who shoots 
on his place, or when the sheoting is done, 

The other elass of which I haye spoken, one meets quite 
frequently. Ho tells you that he owns al] the game on his 
place, and the law has no tight to dictite to him when he 
may antl may not shoot, 

All these different classes wre difficult to contend against, 
and the only plan that I can see which will accomplish any- 
thing, is the one we are following, viz.: Meeting in conven- 
{ion as a dignified body of men, publishing our deliberations 
to the people, aud by 4 concert of action show our determi- 
nation to haye the lays observed. Treat all men who vio- 
late the game lays as criminals, and see that they are pun- 
ished as eriminals. Condnet ourselves in such a manner as 
to gain the respect of all classes—educate the people as to 
the meaning of the word “sportsman.” When it is found 
out that 2 sportsman is the highest type of a gentleman, and- 
that the ohjech we seek to accomplish is a good and honor- 
able one, then may we expect to get outside help and sup- 
port and our object gamed. Until this bright future is 
reached, lef.us continue the ood work with unabated vigor 
ind determination. In allof which Lassure you my most, 
hearty co-operation. 

In conclusion, and 13 apropos of the subject, T would like 
to call the attention of the Association to x few snugeestions 
in regard to the existing same laws, some of which are my 
own snd others I have been requested to make + 

dst. All shooting in the night time should be prohibited, 
2d. No killing should be allowed except with a gun. 
ad, The use of swivel sins and punt guns should be ab- 

solutely prohibitedin hunting wildfowl. 
4th. A penalty should be imposed upon all transportation 

companies transporting game in close season, 
Hth. Some provision should be made for the issuance of 

search warrants, 1s in cases of stolen property, 
_ 6th. The close season for quail and ducks should he 
lengthened, that is to say: Contmencing withthe ist day of 
Mirch and ending on the Ist day of October, 

Tth. Rection 626 of the Penal Code should include all vari- 
eties of ducks. 

8th. The statute which prohibited the killing of doves for 
four years, and which has now éxpired, should be made ab- 
solute and without any linitation, 

THE BIRDS IN KENTUCKY, 

UATLS are suarce. Protracted rains through and after 
the nesting scasoti supposed cause, During a recent 

Visil to central Kentucky farmers and sportsmen informed 
me that there is an unusual scarcity there this fall. 

Purtridges have multiplicd greatly, but persist in declaring 
their proximity (o the ear instead of the eye, and the anal- 
ogy between walking and shooting by faith is rather too 
shadowy for didactic deyclopment, hence, the yalue of a 
yellow dog, when, in season, one would refresh the assimi- 
Jation machinery with that most savory dish, 
My pointer stunds them staunchly, but has up to now 

failed to locate one Where whirr and disappearance were not 
too nearly simultancous for a satisfactory waste of ammuni- 
tion, save one single instance, when a charge of No. 10's at 
forty yards served simply to stimulate a giuceful accelera- 
tion of his return to the chappural, through which his flashes 
led me till desperation mduces a discharge of No. 5’s at 
sound. Result—a glimpse of a brown streak in direction 
of amonntain top a mile away. An intervening cornfield, 
familiarity with the rugged mountain side, a lame leg which 
derives na solace from even a high private’s pension, xud 2 
fey “say britrs’ wahich had numerously perverted the 
‘natural course of the cutaneous circulation, persuaded me 
that the cooking of that particular bird would require 4 
little more butter than the madame would cheerfully supply, 
and Isat down and picked ont the briers before resumine 
Thy tramp home, on which 4 satisfactory baw of quails had 
started me. I’m a convert to ‘Nessnuk's” bumane treat- 
ment of partridges. They can deride me with impunity so 
long as they continue to keep out of sight, but I owe the 
family a grudge, which I am determined to avenge by shoot- 
ing every member I can catch af the advantage they’ve 
always taken of me, 

Unele Joe slipped off from me last. fall, though he had 
pledged himself to come by and take me ou his annual deer 
hunt. His excuse was that he went earlier than usual and 
knew that T couldn't wet ayyay then (which was a fact, but 
ugeravited his slipping off), and I’m glad to report that bacon 
constituted his meat diet that trip. He informed me that 
they ave there this fall, and that I shall certainly be one of 
the paty, Deo aolente. Turkeys havedone well. All yarie- 
ties of mast are better than for many years, and game will 
thrive. Squirrels haye not appeared in numbers yet. Hvery 
fall since I have heen here til] this their depredations upon 
conmfields have heen serious, 

Apropos, a8 to reasons of quails’ disappearance from 

‘with him; he was probably misinformed, 

loealities where they were plentiful in and affer nesting 
season. | would hazard no why as 19 cause in the instances 
recently mentioned, but give an instance which is fresh in 
memory from the fiet that a friendand myself whoown the 
coly pointers wilhinen area of five milessquare, had located 
‘any fine hevies, and were counting on the grandest sport 
of our experience from their numbers and locations. When 
we returned from our first day’s hunt we didn’t have enough 
fora divide, and I have known old '‘Higyins,’ “my companion, 
fq grass fifteen quails without » iniss from one bevy, shooting 
over the dog we followed that day, Pact—sure. 

In our neighborhood the dry weather of July and August 
parched the grass and cut short the weed crops so that by 
open season the stubble fields had been denuded of cover and 
so thoroughly gleaned by cattle that the quails emigrated. 
We concluded, from the absence of food, principally, as 
cover has éyer appeared 4 secondary consideration, Ina 
locality thirty miles away. which hal been tavored with sea- 
sonable rains, ny brother-in-law informed me tliat in a day's 
hnnt over ground on which he thought there wasn’t a bunch 
of more than half a dozen left in any field, he put up nine- 
teen full bevies, and that in crossing a cornfield near the 
house in which had been left but tive birds of the two hevies 
reared there, he found four full flocks. In fact, after the 
stocl: of native birds had heen killed, and thehboys went out 
hoping to find a bevy that bad eseaped, they found that im- 
higration had ahout doubled the original supply. As Hig 
and Thad no apprehension of infriagement we waited for 
November frosts to open our campaign, when we found our 
game gone to replenish the districts which had been depleted 
m October—where old Tim, who didn’t pust, said every 
other fellow had # double-barreled cannon and a darned 
bob-failed spotted dog. 

Barring qnail, our prospects for fall and winter sport acre 
excellent. The heavy beechnut crop corroborates the intal- 
liblé Vennor’s prediction that mercury stands a poor chance 
to successfully wrestle with the cold of coming wicter, and 
believers haven't 2 doubt that ducks and geese will imagine 
they’ye found the North Pole when they reach our lutitude, 
and will contentedly locate, KENTUCKTAN, 
Min Springs, Ky., September, 1452 

HAYE just heen reading Mr, “*C. H. R.’s” letter in your 
paper of the 7th of September about “Adirondack Game 

Resorts.” °C. H. R.” probably had a fine time, but has 
made one mistake I want to correct. He says that Benver 
Lake was the place where ‘‘Mr, Colvin, the surveyor, camped 
at, and while he was out fishing a hear came into camp and 
knocked down everything.” Now, Sheppard, Benham, 
Davi, Johnson and Tare Mr. Colvin’s guides, and were with 
him in the whole expedition to which ‘'C. H. R,” refers, and 
we want to correct bis mistake without finding any fault 

The fact is the 
camp which the bears destroyed was on the Black Spruce 
Mountain, two miles from fourth Lake ou the Fulten Chain, 
and as for the fishing I never knew Mr, Colvin to 90 a fish- 
ing except once, when he caught eight brook trout at the 
mouth of the Cagachagala in half an hour, the fish average 
ing a pound in weight each; butthatwaslong since. And as 
for the fish in Beaver Lake, T tied to catch some for the 
party, and neyer saw such poor fishing in my life. Twas 
next door to starvation. 
Now in vegard to the bears, the facts are as follows: 

While Superintendent Colvin was engaged in exploring the 
headwaters of tle South Branch of Moose River and the 
West Canada Region, he left his tents and camp on the top 
of Black Spruce Mountain in charge of Mr. Blake, one of 
the assisiant surveyors in his employ, who was engaged 
with a party of guides and surveyors in retracing old town- 
ship lines and monumenting corners. Mr. Blake’s duties 
calling him to the foot of the mountain, he was compelled 
to leaye the camp sometimes tor a day or fwo, During one 
of Mr, Blake's absences some bears came along, and discoy- 
ering the tents and provisions stored in them, tore them open 
and took some of the provisions, They did not do so much 
damage this time, and (i. Blake coming up the same day 
with one of his sides discovered whatthe bears had been 
about, and took my pack pasket and some knapsacks and 
packages and fastened them up to the ridge pole of the big 
tent, where he thought the bears cold not reachtheni. Blake 
and his men then went down the mountain to their work, and 
it isprobable that the bears were watching them, for they must 
haye renewed the attack upon the tents immediately, for 
next morning when Blake came up again they had demiol- 
ished things generally. They tore seven great, holes in the 
hig tent, some of the holes being Jarge enough for a party of 
men to walk through, One great square hole was wight 
through the roof of the tent, and it looked as if one af the 
bears had jumped froma precipice that slightly overhung 
the tent on that side, and, landing on the tent roof, tore his 
way right through, My pack hasket had provisions in it, 
and hung so high up to the ridye pole of the tent that they. 
had great difficulty in tearing it down, but by jumping and 
striking at it with their claws they managed to tear the 
basket to picees, and finally got if down with many other 
things. Of all the wrecks Lever saw this tent and camp 
was the worst, ‘Chey fore open valises, tried their teeth on 
the big instrument boxes, ate all the provisions, tore up the 
pack bags and baskets, bit open the salt sacks and flour sacks 
and covered the ground with scatlered flonr, Tt was 
finny in one place to see where they had got hold of 
a paper of pepper and after one bite and laste had dropped 
the package as though it was red hot, They did not eat all 
the potatoes, but scattered them around and seattered all 
the ting and dishes, frying pans and kettles, upset and 
stnashed # neat bark table [had made, made off with part 
of a lam, and stole Supt. Colyin's buckskin moceusins, But 
the worst damage they did was to the books and papers; 
they tore some of them into bits and carried off one large 
leather case, containing valuable maps, twenty or thirty 
rods into the woods. This we recovered, also a number of 
books with the leayes and covers more or less torn. They 
tove The British Wantical Almanac to pieces, so we think 
they must have been New York bears, and “down on the 
British.” ‘The only things that escaped their teeth were two 
tin cans of pressed beef. The cans were scaled tight and 
had ho smell of meat, so the bears did not. tonch them. 
They carried (he blankets out through the holes in the tent 
thirty or forty rods info the woods, and had paths from each 
hole in the tent. ‘except the oné in the roof) leading out into 
the timber, where they left what they could nof eat. 

It was a most extraordinary affair, and we guides are of 
the opinion that the hears would not have dared to do it but 
for theirextreme hunger, for there were no berries in the 
woods np to that time, and with the exception of the suckk- 

ers in the brooks in the spring, the bears have had little to 
eat since last fall, sothe poor things must have been very 
Hungry. In faci they proved this, for very shortly after- 
wards they came down to My. Blake's camp and took his 
butter pail away and emptied it, and kept lurking around 
his camp, being sten every day, They finally became so 
hold, the party having no rifles, only small revolvers with 
them, that one or another of the bears would come into 
Blake's camp eyery morning about sunrise, looking very 
hungry and ugly, and nosine around for something to eat. 
They did not mind reyolver shots yery much, One of the 
signal men, Bill Brown, met one in the path as he was go- 
ing up to the signal on Black Spruce Mountain one day, and 
shot at him six times with « revolver carrying a long 32-100 
caliber cartridge, and only succeeded in making the beat 
walk Ieisurely away. He probably did not hit him to hurt 
him much, forreyolvers are poor things to kill a bear with. 
Mr. Baker shot atone of the hears one morning before break- 
Fast with one of the old national revolvers. The bear was 
bout fifteen feet off, coming by a large yellow spruce tree, 
Baker's bullet hit the tres near the bear’s nose, and threw off 
a chip so sharply that the bear ‘‘ended over’ and ran away. 

All this made it rather uncomfortable for Blake's party, 
and they were yery glad when we arrived from the South 
Branch and Beaver Lake country, where exploration had 
kept us engaged for two weeks, I brought in Mr. Colvin’s 
rifle, a tine Winchester sixteen shooter, and Blake's men felt 
more comfortable. The yery night we arrived at Blake’s 
camp the bears came again and trampled around all night, 
Ag it was foo dark to see them we went to sleep. Before 
daybreak two of the bears came to where guides Benham 
and Helmer were sleeping, and sniffed at their heads. This 
awaked Benhani, aud be aroused Supt. Colvin, who immedi- 
ately shot one of the bears. The bear bled dreadfully, 
covering the ground and bushes with blood, but managed 
to crawl sway,coughme and dripping blood, until he got 
into a windshock of fallen trees andl a regular den of rocks, 
into which he crawled to die. So we lost his meat, The 
other hears stayed away after this for some days, but finally 
returned, but did not do any damage, as we kept close 
watch for them; and firing the rifle from time to time prob- 
ably helped to keep them away, 

All this happened oyer on the Fulton Chain, far away 
from Beaver Lake, and I take the pains to give you an ac- 
count of it because it was the most remarkable show of ugli- 
ness and destruction that we guides ever knew bears lo do, 
I shall take over some of my big bear traps this fall as soon 
as I gut through working for the survey, and it will go hard 
with some of those bears if they want to keep up their 
manteuvres sronnd there, WitttaAM F. BaLnuARD, 
Raguette LAE, Sept. 18, 1882. 

THE FACTS OF THE JERSEY CASE. 

N Forest anno Srream of 14th inst., | obserye an item 
fron your Philadelphia correspoudent, ‘‘Homo,” stating 

that the West Jersey Game Protective Association had ar- 
rested a Mr, Welch and fined him $50 for shooting in New 
Jersey without a license. This statement is erroneous, and 
as Lam in full possession of all the facts of the case, I de: 
sire to state them for publication. 

The West Jersey Game Society was organized a number 
of years ago under a special charter passed by the New 
Jersey Legislature, which provided in its requirements that 
no non-resident of the State should shoot in the counties of 
Atlantic, Cumberland, Cape May, Gloucester, Salem and 
Camden, without first complying with the provisions set 
forth in the by-laws of said society, which exacted a fee of 
five dollars for each certificate of membership granted. The 
society at that time was organized with the honest intention 
of enforcing the game laws and stocking the counties with 
game out of the proceeds derived from membership fees, 
and was efficiently officered, such mén as Gen, Wm. Sewell 
heing president of the society. Of late years, however, it 
has become a sort of mutual admiration society, or ‘‘close 
corporation,” one or twomen “running the machine,” re: 
ceiving all fines and dnes, and as far as many ef its mem- 
bers assert, making no returns, cither by 4 financial exhibit 
or stocking with game, : 
During the session of the New Jersey Legislature of 1878, 

a number of gentlemen interested in the subject of game 
protection succeeded in securing the passage of a general 
law similar in wording to that of the charter of the West 
Jersey Society, as far as relating to non-residents, which 
provided that no non-resident should shool or fish in the 
State of New Jersey “without complying with the by-laws 
of the game protective societics organized or to be organized 
under the laws of the State,” which, of course, was intended 
to, aud docs allow all non-resident members of a game pro- 
tective association to shoot anywhere in the State. An as- 
sociion was immediately formed under the name and title 
of “The New Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society,” 
Whose membership immediately began to rapidly increase. 
Many Philadelphians joined it, the annual dues being lut 
five dollars a year. 

As the West Jersey Society daily suw non-residents join- 
ing this new sotiety and their members leaving them, the 
one or two pirtics who vun it began to threaten to arrest 
any person found gunning in the six counties above men- 
tioned who was not a member of their socicty, whether he 
bore a certificate of membership of another society or not. 
Last fall there was a. Bie MAGN hetween the two socie- 
ties, in which the “‘New Jersey G. and F, P. Society” pro- 
claimed that no person hearing the certificates of the ‘““West 
Jersey” Society would be molested by them while gunning 
inany part of the State, As both societies were organized 
‘(or at least supposed to be) for the general good of the game 
laws and (heir enforcement, no matter which or what so- 
ciety of the State a non-resident joined, he was entitled to 
shoot in any part of the State. This did not snit the gen- 
tleman who assumes to Act as president, secretary, treasurer, 
board of directors and counsel fo the West Jersey Society, 
and 80 it was given out to his heuchman, a man named 
grees Who acts as detective, (7) to arrest some one. This 

an accordingly picked out a young man numed Robert A. 
Welch, 2 Philadelphian, who, when approached by Officer 
(?) Peyster, while gunning on the marshes in Camden county, 
and asked to show his license (as they call ft), showed his 
certificate of membership to the ‘‘West Jersey Game and 
Fish Protective Society,” which was inglantly taken from 
him, and, jn spite of his protests, he was commanded to go 
with the officer (?) to the second man Friday, Justice (? 
Cassidy, of Camden county. Arriving there, that leame 
dignitary proceeded to tine him 450. Welch refused to pay, 
and notitied Cassidy that le should appeal from his decision, 
und demanded back his certiticate, 

After a lengthy consultation between the secretary, coun- 
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se] and officer, he was given bnek his certificate and notified 
that he was released on his own recognizance to appear be- 
fore the justice the next day. Tt is presumable to think 
that the lofrned cdignitary and his friends never expected 
that Welch would appear the next day before them, but he 
did, and brought bondsmen with him, What did this 
learned counsel to the ''West Jersey” then do, but demand 
that if he paid him the sum of 4.70 as costs he would re- 
lease him, This was promptly paid, and the case appealed 
on the spot, and it is to come to trialin the Camden Court 
in Ontober. The Board of Directors of the New Jersey 
Game and Fish Protective Bociety immediatey instructed 
ile counsel to the society, Judge Wm. B. Rankin, of Jersey 
City, to uf one look after the case and see that it comes up 
from the ealendar, "The society will pay all costs of the 
suil, Which is fo determine whether their certificates of 
membership do not cover the whole Siute. As the anthor- 
ties (7) of the ‘West Jersey” have chosen to act in so un- 
sporlsimaunlike a manner, the case will be carried to the 
higher courts, if neeessary, for decision. The writer of 
this recently visited Philadelphia and talked with many 
members of the West Jersey Society, who denounced in 
stroug terms the proceedings of thei society in this matter. 
All non-residents may rest assured that the dase will be 
thoroughly ventilated in the courts. WN. J. G, & F. P. §. 

PLAINFIELD, N, J., Sept. 18, 1882, 

THE MUD-HEN, 

OR CALOMEL BIRD. 

PINHE fowl called the mud-hen is either largely on the in- 
evease or has recently made its appearance in waters 

heretofore never visited by it. During a long residence at 
Vicksburg, Miss., 1 do not remember fo have seen one, or 
to hove leard of them until within the last three yeurs, 
though wp to that date I took butlittle interest in »ame ov 

hunting, yel Twas about the lakes a great deal during all 
seasons Of the year, and would most certuinly have noticed 
this queer fow] hud they been about in any great numbers. 
Now they are tobe met with almost anywhere that ducks 
congregate, coming ahead of all other ducks in the fall, even 
the bluewing teal, and being about the last to leaye in the 
spring. 

Last fall a party of four of us went from here 1o a small, 
shallow lake near the little railroad town of Ashland, about 
tightcen miles distant, upon information that the lake was 
literally black with ducks. On arriving within sight of the 
Jake we felt that for once, at least, the facts lad not been 
exaggerated, for it seemed to us that no less than ten thous- 
and ducks were before us, and it was easy to conjure up in 
imigination u big bag to euch gun before the close of the 
day. [tis hardly necessary to fellof the shade of disappoint- 
ment that passed overour faces, and the feelings of disetst that 
toole possession of us when our driver informed us that 
What we suw were only mud-hens. The water in this lake 
wae full of rushes here and there, with occasional clear 
patches of about an acre in extent, with nomerous musk- 
rat mounds that reached to the hight of an average man’s 
wmpits, the water being about 4 foot and a half to two 
feet in depth. 5 

Our party deployed about amohg the mou ds, and each 
took position near one of them, Ducks were fairly abun- 
dunt during the entire day, ind until night brought the per- 
formance to a close, quite a fusilade was maintained, ‘The 
mut-hens paid no more atlention to the racket than, when 
too nenr the cause of it, to lazily rise just above the surface 
of the water and vo skimming alung it with sprawling less 
and dab down again a hundred yards or so away. Very 
often they would swim up to the watchers at the mounds so 
near {hat the color of the eye could be detected, and many 
of them that in their bolder fights misled the hunters on 
that dark October clay, fell splashing among the rushes at 
the report of the guns. I remeniher that my first effort at 
rétri¢ving what l supposed to be a prir of bluewing teal re- 
Sulted in my finding one dead mud-hen and another badly 
wounded, with his head down umong the weeds and his 
“hind parts’ (one can’t say ‘*tail”’) sticking aboye yyater. 
Ducks were coming mand going out atinteryals during the 
entire day, but 1 do not think a single mud-hen sought other 
quarters, although in the afternoon our party was largely 
recruited by local hunters, who aided usin keeping up the 
uss. 
Shree years avo T had my first direct introduction to the 

mud-hen. <A ueiwhborof mine at Vicksburg had, in Seplem- 
ber, before the advent of ducks, killed quite a number of 
‘neeldoos,” as it is pronounced there, and gaye me half a 
dozen, saying J would find them good eating, As he was, 
upon the whole, a fastidious person touching articles of diet— 
albwit be had eine down to rats during a time wf short 
rations while in the army and pronounced them nice—I took 
his word foritand had the fowls cooked. I confess that 
when they came upon the table their appearancewas none too 
tempting, ind not a member of the family seemed to hanker 
atter them, but the table nof being supplied with other meat 
or fowl, I think every one tried 4 portion of the new dish. 
By way of encouraging the others I ate a larger sharetban T 
craved. My recollection now is that all of us were more or 
less sick soon wtter this feast. while my own stomach felt as 
though a dozén nasty mud-hens were wallowing around in it. 

Last. winter this same friend who had heen the trumpeter 
for the virtues of mud-hen, my brother and I, went over to 
some lakes in Louisiana, opposite Vicksburg, duck hunting, 
reuching the main Jake in the afternoon in time to push ont 
our decoys for the evening shoot. The beginning proved a 
miserable failure. Near sundown, as this friend and I stood 
in our blind wailing for ducks that never came, an army of 
mud-hens began to swint by within casy range, and I think 
they were an hour in passmg. As night drew near before 
fhe cavaléade had gotten by, my friend killed one for our 
supper. My brother got a black squirrel, and | that consti- 
tuterl our bag for the day. ‘The mnd-hen was nicely skinned 
and vicely broiled at our camp fire by its advocate, my 
friend, whoate most of it himself. I ate none at all, agd 
ny brother, haying heard of the experience of the family 
on that former oceasion. partook sparingly. During the 
night our friend gol awfully sick, and was up two or three 
times, The next morning he said we would have to excuse 
him from joining in fhe hunt. But before we had coffee 
veady the mud-hen had so completely purged him that he 
soon came around all right, Since then, however, he neither 
eats nor recommends mud-hen, and [ heard him over in 
Vicksburg, afterwards, telling some of the citizens there 
that, he bud a more appropriate name for the fowl, and would 
irge that it be named the ‘calomel bird.” 

This has been suggested by an article in the Former ayp 
Srrwam, of Septembor 7, giving the nmd-hen ‘‘fits,’’ supple- 
meniud by a ote by the editor, in parenthesis, saying the 
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anthor must have been mistaken, as he, the editor, had 
found the abused bird a yery fair one for the table. Tt is a 
well-known fact that tastes diifer, and it may he the mud- 
hens of Mississippi are worse than those of other climes, but 
Ido know that very few down there care to try them the 
second time, the darkies even tumed up their noses at them. 
I have seen them hanging up in the market stalls in New 
Orleans, but I neyer saw any one buying them or taking 
them away. I never heard of one being ¢aten in this lati- 
tude, My honest conviction is that as a diet they are 
utterly worthless, Waving tried mud-ben and not. tried 
crow, I would choose crow if compelled to eat one or the 
other, Burr H, Pork, 

Lincoiy, Nebrasita. 
_ P. §.—Since writing the above I have read it to Mrs, P. 
She correets me by saying that Tam mistaken about the ap- 
pearance of the birds when they came upon the table at our 
house, that in fact Aunt Ann, the old cook, did them up so 
nicely and they looked so well and tasted so good to Mrs. P. 
she ate heartily of them, enjoying the meal, but she got sick 
afterwards, and I don’t think could be imduced to try the 
dict again. Beatleece 

A COLORADO CAMP HUNT. 

WAS awakened af dawn by the report of Als double- 
barrel cannon, and while Iwas rubbing my eyes in 

cume York with a brace of ducks that he had killed from 
near the door as they New past. Miguel was up, cooking 
breakfast, so [ sent York for the ponies, and dressing, 
went to the creek and washed, When I came back break- 
fast was ready. We ate and then saddled three horses; 
three of us went afvot, as half of the party had got to walk 
all day, and started up the canyon for our deer-driye, 
Miguel going along, leaving the dogs chained at the door of 
the cabin to keep out skunks and strangers. 

The programme was that on getting out of the canyon 
three should ride alicad a mile or so, and station themselves 
where they thought the deer would run, and the others then 
hunt till they reached them, The canyon has a growth of 
cedar and pinon on each bank of about half a mile wide, 
running parallel to the canyon, then comes the open prairie 
for miles. The deer are forced to run through the cedars 
along the bluif or they can’t get down into the canyon, and 
don like to run across open prairie, Dearden carried his 
shotgun, York mine, and they aud Hi went ahead for the 
first stand, while Ted, Miguel and I drove, I chose the 
canyon ede, Ted the prairie side, and Miguel took the cen- 
ter. We waited ten minutes for the boys to get position, 
and then worked slowly downto them. We did our part 
faithfully, but it was a dry haul. We all saw plenty of 
deer signs but no deer. Miguel, Ted and I took the horses 
and struck out, Jeaying Hi, York and Al fo ilrive. We 
were in position in ten minutes, tied the ponies out of reach 
of bullets, and took our sianuds on the south side of a Jittle 
glade that ran af right angles from the main canyon, The 
boys were coming from the north. Ted stood at the top of 
the glade next to the prairie, Miguel next, 1 close to the 
canyon on a knoll. After waiting a long cold hour, crack 
went a rifle half.a mile off, and the ball came buzzing over 
my head. Lraised my gun 9nd pointed it ata tree to see if 
T could hold it steady, found that I couldn’t, and glancing 
at Miguel, who was thirty yards off, saw him doing the 
same thing. In a miuute I heard the rocks rattle, and an 
old buck bounded into sight followed by three does, and 
stopped on the hillside opposite Miguel, A second, in 
which 1 leald my breath, wud crack went Miguel’s old muz- 
zle-loader, and the buck jumped high in the air and fell 
dead, with his neck broken by a half ounce ball, I shot re- 
peatudly at the does, but they dashed up the glade toward 
Ted unharmed by me, and Ted bagged the largest of them 
at twenty yards, with a ball clean through both shoulders. 

In a minute along came a little buck, trailing a broken 
hind leg, on the track of the deer, and I fired twice, missing 
as be ran past me, and then ran for my borse and went for 
him in earnest. He was forced to 1mm across open prairie, 
T closed on him, and poking the muzzle of my gno sysinst 
him, i rolled him over with a ball in the hmgs, Trying my 
excited pony toa tree near by, { disemboweled the deer, 
put him on the saddle, and led the horse down to where the 
Doys had got the two others. Hiand the tio other drivers 
had reached them, and were admiring Miguel’s buck, which 
was without exception the finest deer | ever saw. It had per- 
fect antlers with six prongs. Hi was the one who had broken 
the little buek’s leg, It was running when he fired ut it. 
Hanging the deer in a tree the drivers took the ponies and 

rode off, while Ted, Miguel and I built a fire and got warm, 
and then hunted down towards the standers. I skniked 
along about half a mile, catching occusional glimpses of 
Miguel and Ted through the cedars, 1 crossed a little glade, 
and when I reached the summit of the opposite bank I saw 
in the next glade a beautiful sight. About 75 yards from 
me in the open glade six deer, two feeding, the others lying 
down, and all unconscious of my presence. I quietly sat 
down, and resting my elbows on my knees upset a big doe 
that stood broadside towards me, and the rest bounded off a 
fw yards and stopped, being a clean miss, and off they went. 
T1an down, knifed my deer, disemboweled when she had 
finished bleeding, and just then two reports came from & 
distance down the canyon, unmistakably those of Al’s big 
sholgun, followed by !our shots from Hi’s rifle, then bang 
bang again from Al, and I started on a trot for the scene of 
action. J svon reached if, and there were three of the deer 
dead ina little glade, and the boys fixing them. Al had 
killed one, Hi two, and the two others had escaped un- 
harmed, We built a big fire, broiled the livers, eat them, 
rot warm, then beld a council of war. York wanted to 
fhake another drive for he had not had a shot, but it was 
vetting late and we had a load for jhe horses, so we slung 
the deer onto them und started for homie. I was pretty cross 
by the time we reached camp, for the boys gaye mean un- 
merciful chatting about my wretched shooting, butafler a 
drink from the keg I recovered my temper. and we soon had 
supper and settled down forthe night, I occasionally haye 
days like this when it seems as if 1 couldn’t hit a house at 
At) yards, and then other days when | can kill deer or ante- 
lope with perfect ease at a dead run. We cach told our 
story of the day, then York asked Ted to tell about his ad- 
venture with the mountain lioness for His benefit, and Ted, 
ever willing to oblige, commenced: ‘ 

‘A few miles from )ech’s ranche on the slope of the Raton 
range is the Sucarica canyon, where | used to live. The hunt- 
ing is pretty fair in the spring the day after a fall of snowy, 
Ode morning one of the Coe boys and I started out fora 
day’s hunt and took opposite directions, each resolved to 
beat the other. I had a dog and wound my way up and 
along the hills traveling slow and keeping # good lookout for 
game, I had gone, perhaps, five miles, when I come to a 
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hig patch of low brush about up to my shoulders and com- 
menced skirting if, when I héard the brush crack and saw 
indistinctly an animal leaping oyer the brush and coming 
toward me, Timagined that it was a deer and squatted 
behind a bush expecting a good.shot. I. was a large moun- 
tain lioness or cougar and had come out forafight, so 1 made 
a virtue of necessity and firedatit. Tt jumped high in the 
air and came down howling, so I shot at it again and turned 
the dog loose. The lioness then retreated into the brush 
while I made good time toward the ranch, scared worse than 
Hi was with the bear I reckon, ‘The next day four of us 
went up on horses with a lot of dogs and turned them loose 
al the edge of the brush and soon heard a tremendousrow al, 
the other edge, Dashing around there we found the lioness 
at bay fighting the dogs like a fiend. She could noi run, a8 
she was broken down in the loins by my shot of the night 
before, but she could strike with her forefeet snd knocked 
over every dog that came within her reach, She would not 
notice us as we came up but kept on fighting the dozs. We 
all rode back about 100 yards, dismonnted, tied onr horses 
securely, and taking good aim fired a volley at ler head. 
HKyery man hit the mark and her death was instant. 

The doga commenced worrying the carcass and we 
mounted our horses and rode cautiously into the brushas we 
did not know but that we might find another, and sure 
enough we did—two of them, butthey were little ones—cubs 
of about six weeks old, about as big as a tomeat and savage 
as demons. We caught them ina little while by one man 
putting a forked stick on their necks while the others tied 
them. Took the carcass of the lioness and thie two live cubs 
home, and some Mexicans asked us for the meat of tlie lion- 
ess, We eave if to them and the wretches said it was good. 
Tt did look nice and white, but I didn’t taste it, When we 
reached home we chained the cubs up to two kennels and 
fed them. They ate milk and meut esreedily, and became 
yery tame, Coe grew tired of them, and sold them to a 
saloonkeeper in Trinidad for $10 a pivee, He sent them 
East and got $75 for them, and now Barnum has them. 
“There, that’s all,” said Ted, “now I'm dry.” The kee 
went round, and Hi remarked that last winter he killed a 
congar and ate the hind quarters, and it proyed to he nice 
ment. He then began running through a list of frontier 
delicacies, mountain wolf cubs, skunk, rattlesnakes, beaver's 
tails, ete,, till we all rebelled and made him quit and go to 
bed, 

The wind rose in the night blowing from the east, and 
the snow commenced fallmg, When we rose at daybreak 
we saw that honting was out of the question, so we fed the 
shivering horses double rations of corn, and sat around the 
fire all day mending saddles. playing cards and longing for 
it to Hear off. We had a fancy dinner at sundown. cooled 
by your obedient servant, consisting of yenison roast, yenisou 
stewed, roast duck stuffed with potatoes, fried green corn, 
fried potatoes, pickled onions, coffee, tea, sugar, biscuit and 
butter, condensed milk and canned peaches.’ How is that 
for a bill of fare 100 miles from the néarest store? 

The next day was very cold with a high wind, but Hi and 
Ted were out allday. Ted killed a deer at long ranve and 
Ti went towards the big prairie on the east side of the 
canyon and found thatthe storm had driven the antelopes in 
by hundreds from the big prairie, He shotat several but 
did not kill any, and came home in great glee at the prospect 
of an antelope hunt the nextday, Running antelope is the 
only thing I ever try to beat Hiat, but [ can make him work 
to keep eyen with me there, so 1 felt very pleasant at the 
prospect of an anteloperuo, At daybreak nex! morning | 
was up and out hunting the horses, but not a horse could I 
find, Hi’s mare was tied up, luckily, and so I came to camp 
in about an hour and sent York off to follow the trail on the 
mare. Hi came in at 3 or 4 P, M. with them all, found 
them on the roa | home, so we picketed them, and the next 
morning made an early start for the big prairie, sending 
Miguel up the canyon with the empty wagon to come 
after us and getthe game that we killed. 
We five led our horses up the steep path out of the canyon, 

and riding to the top of a little mound we saw a sight that 
does 2 hunter good to even look at, There, inthe rays of 
the rising sun, stretched the billowyprairiefor miles, extend- 
ine further than the eye conld reach, and literally covered 
with herus of antelope. fully believe that there weretive hun- 
‘dred in sight from that mound. The modus operandi of 
hunting antelope horseback is to ride in ahead of a bach up 
wind, and when thgy try to run past you jump off your 
horse and shoot at them running as many times as you can. 
Every man forgot his friends then. Hivrode off slowly with: 
out a word, I struck out alone, and the rest did, too, 1 gness. 
T rode up a hollow and headed a bunch, ran my horse about 
three hundred yards, jumped off as a biz ald buck, followed 
by forty or fifty more, tame whizzing past me, and com- 
menced shooling; and now I can’t tell you anything more 
distinctly of that day’ssport. IT shot and killed, [ crippled, 
T stabbed and disemboweled. I ran my horse down, I ran 
myself down, and finally shot away all the cartridges I had 
out there on the prairie and had to stop at about 1 o’clock. 
Then I went to the wagon and commenced gathering the 
dead. York snd Ted had come to the wagon and had got 
my dogs and were catching wounded antelope, and Hi and 
Al were eating liver. We went into camp that night with 
twenty-six antelope between us, all of us half dead with 
fatigue, the horses worse. 

Of the events of the succeeding day I know nothing prior 
to 2o’clock P. M., for I slept W4ke a log. When I did get 
up J eat and went to work breaking up deer and antelope 
and enveloping the hindquarters in the skin to take home, 
While eating supper Hi proposed to go up to the turkey 
roost in Cottonwood canyon, which Ter had found some days 
before, Wewere all rested and so assented. The moow 
would rise at 9, and so there was plenty of time as we didn't 
want to pet there till we could see pretty well. So we tied 
up the norses and waited till about § P. M,, and then rode 
up the canyon, It isa lonely place i the day, but in the 
night—whew !—it's the gloomiest, umcanniest place Lever saw. 
A ride of two milesand we had got within a quarter of a 
mile of the roost, and hitching our horses, built a fire and 
wiited till the moon tose. When it got light we went 
creeping up to the roost afoot. ; 

‘Al had his shotgun, [ mine, and the rest rifles. The turkeys_ 
roosted in several trees that grew close together, and J should | 
say that there were about eighty in the gang, We crept 
within about twenty yards of the trees; each picked our 
Dirds and fired at the word. The turkeys thal were hit 
came down,seven in number, the others flew in all directions, 
and we saw them no more, for we were satisfied and went 
back to camp. ¥ 
The next morning every one wanted to go home, and 

packing the wagons we started. Al's wagon. crowned by 
Miguel's big buck entire, my Wagon with my little buck and 



Peter, my dog, who was lame. We camped that night in 
‘Tuckalote canyon, where Hi found his sheep herd and left us, 
The next night we camped at the Pollis spring in Wast 
Carisa canyon, aud the next night rolled wp to my ranch 
long after dark with tired horses. We Americans were 
dirty, tired, hungry and cross. We went to bed after a little 
vnpacking snd a srewt deal of supper prepared by the faith- 
ful Miguel. 

The next ufternoon Tlent Mieucl a horse and saddle. He 
put his big buck on it minus the head, which now graces my 
front dvor, also four antelope hams anda few sroceries, and 
Al gave him $15 in small bills, He walked off home one of 
the mosf contented Mexictins in Colorado, lading my old 
pony well packed down, 
tn a few days we went to Trinidad and lad a little jolli- 
fication and parted, [have never scen Al nor Ted since, 
They both lett this part of the country shortly sfter, but 1 
ean say for them that I never lad pleasanter companions, 
and never had a better time thanyhen Twent on that hunt to 
the Bast Garisa canyon. W. J.D. 

LOADING AND PENETRATION. 

Editar ovest aid Streaiie : 
Tsend you a table of some experiments in loading which 

Thave made, which may throw some light on the question 
of louding for game, The penetration was found in the fol- 
lowing tanner; Taking a lone, narrow box (alout 4.4530 in. 
inside), saxy through both sides at interyals of one inch or 
Inss, With a wide-cutting saw, thirty or more places, into 
Which place as thick pastehoard as will fit; knock out the 
énd of the box toward you, and it isréady. I used paste- 
hoard about -@:inch thick, with one piece of pine wood Jin. 
thick in front; range, 2iyds. From results thus obtained it 

15 tasily seen what loads produced the best effect in penetra- 
tion, J find im looking over the table there is reat simi- 
arity im penetration when the powder is increased ddr, and 
shot 40z., seeming to show that it requires Jib. powder to 
move the added oz. shot alt the same velocity; and it 
holds wood through the range of ordinary loads, as Sdrs, 
with low. ind ddrs. with 1foz. the resulting penetration is 
practically the same. Add 4dr. powder aud let the shot re- 
main the same, and the result is yery marked. I think if 
your correspondent "'D.," in issue of Jan. 5, will make the 
same trials, he will find B4drs. with loz. giving better re- 
pes baa Sdis, with loz. : 
— Load —_, 

Powder, Shot. Number of Pellets passing through each Card. 
Drams.Ozs., 1 12 18 i415 16 17 18 19 2D 21 22 98 24 85 eG 27 28 20 20 
3 -109 76 5 817 
ala 1 111111 11101010 BY 7 FH & 24d 
Mic kk 9 99 8 6b Bee 
4 1/g,,13 13 14.13 18 1813 18 18 121212 9 8 8 &6 3 22 3 
pS 14, .2019 1816418 12 7 3 2 
be 14..16 15 15 15 16 15 151819191212 9 § 5 14 
in the first column ace all the shots that struck. T then skip to the 

‘18th, as all the shots that were g#oing straizht went through the eleyen. 

Tn loading for game I use 84drs. with 1 62, for woodcock, 
to, and 4drs, and ifoz, for duck, grouse, etc., using a 10- 

bore, 9} 1bs,,and am ordinarily successful. 
In iegard to pattern, my aun shows but little difference 

in size of pattern with varying loads; but of course there is 
mre pellets in a given space with more shot, 

A VISIT TO THE YACHT SANS SOUCI. 

[' was iy privilege to be one of a party of eight that 
i lately visited the yacht San Souci, the property of 
Judge John Leisenring, of Mauch Chunk, Pa., and Mr, 
Chas. Parrish, of Philadelphia. The vessel now anchored 
in Barnegat Bay is 180 odd feet long, and is the most com- 
plcte craft of the kind Ihaye everseen. She is used as a 
flouting home in the duck shooting and fishing seasons by 
her owner and his friends, and has always in attendance two 

“yachts of the cat rig order, and sneak boxes for shooting 
nd fishing purposes. Capt. Sam Perrine, who has charge 

of the life-saving station near Haryey Cedars, on Long 
Beach, commands the craft, and under his captamey the 
crew, four or fiye in number, keep the vesselin the most 
complete order. 

On her late trip to Barnegat Bay the company consisted of 
Messrs. C. C. Brown, W, A. Leisenring, John 'R, Leisenring 
and Byron Esser, of Mauch Chunk, Pa,; My. Lee B. Wills, 
of Weissport, Pa.; Mr, H. B, Taylor, of New York; Mz. C, 
Wazzard, of Catasauqua, Pa,, and your correspondent, 

Fishing and shooting was to be the object of our visit to 
these waters, and the Bans Souci our home while we: re- 
mained. We were met af the wharf at Barnerat on the 
main by asmall yacht, which carried the party to the vessel, 
anchored three ov four miles out in the bay, which we 
reached jnstin time for supper. <A mealserved by the cook 
of the Sans Souci is always an appetizing one, and ample 
justice was done to its four or five courses by our hungry 
company. Hach of the party at once taking possession of a 
State room, our suits were changed and more “appropriate 
costimes were donned. A comfortable night's rest in the 
Most restful of beds found usin the morning eager for any 
sport the bay could give us, Some of the party at once be- 
fan fishing trom the stern of the Sanus Souci, and in an hour 
or two cnough sea bass were caught to furnish fish for the 
yacht for the day, it having been determined that uo fish 
should be eaten that was not taken the same day. 

A falling barometer, the day after we arrived, indicating 
_the approach of a severe vale, our captain thought it prudent 

o make ready for it, Hvyerything loose, therefore, was 
securely fastened, and by evening, true to the indications 
pointed out, the wind came ont from the cast and northeast 
With a force your correspondent had never experienced he- 

fore. A seadnd anchor was let out, and the yacht, with her 
"head to the storm, pitched and tossed in such « manner as to 
“enuse some of us to feel a trifle uncomfortable, although 
none contessed it, Lt stormed the entire day after our ar- 
rival, the company keeping the saloon, highly entertained 
hy the wit of Mr, John Leisenring, and dry humor of his 
brother, Will Leisenring, Dnving the night the storm 
carried away our topsail, althouwh securely fastened to the 
mast. We learned afterward from Captain Ridgeway, who 
has charge of the life-saving station at Barnegat City, that 
Wiieo he saw the remains of the sail flying from the mast in 
the morning, he thought it was our signal of distress. 
When informed that the government register showed the 
velocity of the wind to huve been fifty-six miles an hour 
purig the night, we begin to veulize what we had gone 
through. 
After the storm had cleared and fhe wind {changed, Mr. 

Wills and your correspondent took one of the sneak boxes 
astern, dnd rowing to a sedge island near by, tried the clap- 

‘ er rail. It was found the change of wind had afiected the 
ide, so that we had not water cnough to push our boat 

where we knew the mud-hens were, and conseyuently but 

| 
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half a dozen were shot. On rowing out of the thorouchfare 
which cut the island in half, we met Mr. A. Emelin, of the 
West Jersey Sportsman's Association, with Dad Parker, 
coming on the same errand we were returning from. 

In the «ftermoon the whole party went to the ‘old wreck" 
for sea bass, and within three hours took over four hundred 
fish, Tn all my experience T huve never seen bass caught so 
fast or bite so freely. Therun of fish was a good one, and 
in average weight of haifa pound to one and « half was 
taken, Mr. Byron Esser proved to he the champion, taking 
info consideration the weight of individual fish caught, bit 
Mr, Will Leisenring came off best-as lo numbers. 

Dining the whole trip nothmg occurred fo mar the 
pleasure of the party save the storm, and even that heing a 
fresh expericnee to most of ys, can be said to haye been 
highly entertaining, notwithstanding its spice of danger. 
The company was a most congenial one, and your corres- 
pondent considers himself yery fortunate to haye Deen asked 
to make one of its number, 
We found the bay birds had all left the bay, Sheepshead 

had ceased biting, but the wafers of Barnegat Bay can at 
any time furnish sport for just such a party of ardent 
towrists as was ours, 
Duek-shooting begins in these waters in October; by the 

middle of November, however, the fowl have become wild, 
ind acting on the advice of Capt. Sammy Perrine, I would 
state that the best time to visit Barnegat for ducks would 
be from the middle of October to the end of the month, 
before the birds have been too much shot at. Homo. 

Kim OvRson AS A “'TENDERPOOT.”—A correspondent: of 
the Boston Herald tells this story: '‘For fifty years, from 
1823 to 1873, all trade between the Missouri River and the 
far Southwest was carried on by wagon trains running from 
Fort Independence, near Kansas City, Mo., down the Santa 
Fé trail, which the Atchison, Topeka & Fanta Fé Railroad 
approximately follows, through Kansas to Santa Fé, N. M. 
Pawnee Rock was 8 favorite Camping ground for the wagon 
trains, because its height—then considerable—insured a 
place of retreat in ease of attack, and there wasa spring of 
Wuter at its base. It was one summer night, nearly half a 
century ago, that a train drew up at the base of the rock, 
Which had among its guard of scouts the famous Kit Carson, 
then a young man unused to Indian warfare. Signs of Payw- 
nees had been seen during the day, and there was reson to 
expect an attack. No camp-fires were lit, and, after dark 
ness fell, a strong guard was put ont around the camp. It 
was nearly midnight when it came Kit Carson’s turn fo 
watch, and, as he stole out into the grass just beyond the 
camp, the novelly and sense of danger in his situation 
stretched every fibre to the keenest tension. Suddenly the 
sleepers were roused by the report of a gun, Every mau 
was instantly on his feet, rifle m hand, expectinw a yol- 
ley of arrows. ‘What is it!’ cried the leader, as Kit Carson 
same leaping back behind the wagons. ‘The Pawnees,’ 
gasped Kit, ‘I just shot one in the grass,’ The women were 
hastily concealed in the wagons, aud the men waited 
the Indian yell and yolley of arrows that were cach 
moment expected. But the time wore on and nothing 
came. At last the strain relaxed and one man stole 
out to look after some horses that were in danger ot 
heing stampeded, He disappeared in the darkness and then 
a burst of laughter rang out on the silent night air. ‘Come 
aud see Kit’s Pawnee,” he called, The scouts followed him, 
anc there lay Kit’s mule shot through the head. The inno- 
cent beast had been peacefully crazing, and Kit had taken 
the tips of its long ears for plumes of a Pawnee warrior. 
So this bluff, from that time to this, has borne the name of 
Pawnee Rock, Of the many Indian battles and attacks on 
trains that this crumbling mass las witnessed, no tale of 
more desperate courage has been handed down than that of 
two scouts, who were besieged on the summit of this rock 
some time in the ‘30s for three days by a band of IKiowas. 
They fought until their unerting aim made the Indians fear 
to approach the rock, Then the crafty sayages fired the 
prairie, but the scouts, throwing themselves on their faces 
ou the summif of the rock, were enabled, by a change in the 
wind, to escape. At last their ammunition gave out. The 
Kiowassent a messenger to offer them their lives if one would 
safely run the gauntlet. The scouts accepted this last desperate 
thance, and the Kiowas chose Bill Gibson, a famous fron- 
tiersman, to undergo the ordeal. They formed in double 
line, armed with knives, hatchets and clubs. A little dis- 
tance beyond stooa the chief, who coldly warned the scout 
that, unless he could reach the chief’s side unscathed and 
without losing a drop of blood, the lives of both would be 
offered up at the stake before sunset. Gibson stripped to th 
waist. The chief gave the word, and the scout leaped 
through the lines as though endowed with the vigor of a 
demon. He tossed the Kiowns right and left, dodged be- 
tween their legs, under their outstretched arms, leaped over 
them as they stooped to strike him, and finally reached the 
frowning chief breathless, but saved, for the Kiowas kept 
their word, and he and his companion went free,” 

Tue WASHINGTON GuN CruR Exoursron, —Last Thursday 
the annual excursion to Lake Hopatoong, N.J., of the Wash- 
ington Gun Club, of Brooklyn, was the occasion of a gather- 
ering of many friends and guests of this popular association. 
A special boat took them to Hoboken and a ninety minute ride 
by rail set them down at the station, where a small tug’ and 
two barges of four-mule power conveyed them up the canal 
and intothe lake, About noon they were at the hotel dock. 
A brass band enlivened the trip and cheered the mulesin 
their labors. President Altenhraud was everywhere look 
ing for the comfort of the party, and was exhausted with 
encouraging the mules. After lunch the games began. First 
¢ame a boat vice open to members of the club only, which 
was vowed in three heats of a half mile, Mr. John Lenz won 
the first, Dr, Hughes the second, and the third by Mr. R. 
M. Hopps, who also won the tinal heat, Next came a free 
for all; the first was won by Mr, G, Wingert, the second by 
Mr. E, J. Trembly, and the third by Mr. W. W. Johuson, 
the final heat beiag won by Mr. Wingert. Rifle shooting at 
an alleged noyving deer was next in order, but we missed. 
this and went off fo the lake with Mr. Harry Prichard to see 
him cast the fly, A heavy wind was blowing down upon 
the water, and the Gunditions were unfavorable, but with 
ninety-tive feet of line on his reel Mr. Prichard managed to 
get most of it oni. A fat man’s race, open to all who 
weighed two hundred pounds, took place and created much 
fun, At dinner the songs aud speeches kept the party at 
table until late, when wore races and jumping matches were 
the order of the day until time to depart, Altogether it was 
i most enjoyable aifair, ynd we hope to’ be with the club 
ext year, 

Wisconstn.—Eau Claire, Sept. 11.—Local and sports- 
men from abroad are having extraordinary good suecess in 
the fields in this section since the shooting season com- 
meuced, and wild game, especially chickens, were never 
known to be so plentiful. This may be said lo be the ease 
all over northwestern Wisconsin, and may be attributed to 
the fact that the winter was comparutively mild, with buta 
limited amount of snow. An early spring had also some- 
thing to do with the preservation of the game, and sporis- 
men are having all the fun the law allows. A party of four 
or five £0 ont Within a radius of half a dozen miles from 
the city, and return with less than a hundred birds is conu- 
sidered no suceess at all, and often this number is doubly 
increased. The coveys are getting somewhat wild now, 
after having been hunted down so often, but there are yet 
thousands of birds in this vicinity to spare without being 
missed, The time for shooting deer in this State shortly ex- 
pires, and those fond of this éxciting sport can have their 
desires gratified by an expedition fifteen miles np the Hau 
Claire River, where there is an abundance of that kind of 
game. Most of the deer killed here in November and De 
cember is shipped to the Chicago markets, and can be 
bought of the hunters at aboul six cents through in carcass 
The Ean Claire Gun Club, organized a short time, is com- 
mencing to show ‘proficiency in their skill as marksmen, and 
have glass ball and pigeon shoot practice weekly.—* 

A Repoun pine Bonuet,—Lower Brule, D. T., Sept. §.— 
T send you quite a curiosity in the shape of a 45-75 Winches- 
ter bullet that was shot at » Texas steer in ovr corral by the 
man who does our killing, Our corral is just fifty yards 
across, and the steer was standing sume little distance from 
the fence. The man shot ut his head, and the ball euime 
back and struck near the shoofer’s feet. Hoe says that he 
hit the steer, as he showed it by his actions, whether in the 
head or on the horn he cannot tell, as Le immediately fired 
another shot and killed him. Even had he lut him on the 
horn a direct shot that would haye thrown the bullet direct 
hack, I should haye thought it would have gone through 
the horn, and if struck on the side of horn it would have 
glanced to one side.—Lownr Bruue. 

THe Massacrtserrs AssocraArron.—tIt is gratifying to 
notice the vigorous steps taken by the Massachusetts Fish 
and Game Protective Association, in offering a liberal reward 
for information that will lead to the conyiction of any per- 
son who kills or has in possession any quail within the limits 
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts before October 15. 
The work done by this society hus had the effect of suppress- 
ing the sule of illegal game, and sportsmen can now stroll 
through the Beston markets without seeing large quantities 
of game offered for sale which was slaughtered during the 
close season. The association have issued posters which 
will be sent to game associations or parties interested in game 
protection by applying to the president or secretary at Bos- 
ton.—A. C0. G. 

Rai SHoormne.—Philadelphia, Sept. 16.—At the closing 
of the week rail shooting is no better. We have had enouzh 
water but the birds have evidently not come, All the old 
heads look for a large flight yet during the month, I have 
not thought it worth while to vo for rail myself, as ‘“hoats 
report” but 12, 16; 18, and 20 to the tide, A few teal were 
seen coming up the river yesterday. It will take some cool 
nights hefore we can expect many of them, Betterton 
fishing begins to be good, the perch are running larger. At 
Sim Lord’s, opposite Reedy Island Light, tishiny is first-class. 
—Homo. 

Tue ChmrAx Guy CLEANER is tn admirable tool. Tt is 
novel in its construction, well made, and in practical use 
satisfactory. The manufacture of this useful implement has 
been recently undertaken by the United States Cartridge Co., 
of Lowel, Mass.,and we understand that the cleaneyis being 
recieved with great favor by those who believe in keeping 
their guns free from ~‘rust-spots,” 

Fiorts.—Rock Ledgv, Aus. 15.—Game of all kinds 
abundant, Quail are very plentiful. I see broods of from 
twenty to forty young birds in them, and we find them 
everywhere—in the orange grove and in the scrub andinthe 
pine woods. Deer and bear are plenty at short distance from 
here. Wishing grand.—G, O.L. 

Sournr CanotmyA Game Law.—The game Jaw in this 
State has been so amended that the legal time for hunting 
partridges and other game birds is from the 1st of October 
to the 15th of March.—L, M. E. 

Tue Tawas Crry (Micr.) Crus are jubilant on their suc- 
cess in convicting a deer killer September'7, the law nob 
being up before October 1, 

Vesmont,—Ferrisburg, Sept. 17,—I took a short tramp 
after ruffed grouse yesterday but did not find one bird. It 
looks as if they were scarcer here than ever.—R. 

Mixep Mreraprxor. —A. Boston paper has detected three 
dark horses “angling” for the Republican nomination for 
Governor of Massachusetts. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

The Forest ANp Stream, the most interesting of sporting’ papers, 
has been enlarged to twenty-eight pages. [ts oyident pecuniary 
success is fully merited by its excellence —Denluw (Md.) Journal, 

A USsFuL ARTICLE FOR SportsmeN,—All sporisumen know the ad 
yantage of having boots impervious to rain and water. ‘Tittle’s 
Leather Life,” advertised im this issue, softens leather anil males it 
waterproof, il also admits of a good shine, 
safely recommend it to do all that is claimed 
is Geo. L, Grown, 125 Federal street, Boston, 

The Protece Former comes tous wiler the name of the Peoplets 

Having use it, we can 
. The agent for its sale 

Tiustrated Weekly and Pras 
feen pages. The illustratio 
yaried and interesting, eons 

Farmer, and changed in fori to six 
ive profuse, the reading mather most 
ng of stories, sketches, humor, wews, 

and editorials on agricultur Torticultare and current topics. It 
will undoubtedly commend itself more than aver to the intelizent 
Buble, ft is published by the Prairie Parmer Publishing Ccmpany, 
Chicago, Tk 

Tens or ‘l'sousanps.—The New York Post Office is a big insti- 
tution, Postmaster Pearson recantly gave an Brentag Post reporter 
the following facts wbout the morning maiis which reach this city by 
738.4, M, The Kast mail due at+ A. M. brings about 12,0) letters 
while at 4:10 A. M. a mailis due from Philadelphia, Baltimore and 
Washington, containing about 15,040, At 6:30 and 6:40 A.M. three 
mails are due, being one over the New York Centralroad with some 
20,000 letters, one oyer the Pennsylvania Central with some 18,000, 
and the through South mail with about 20,000, Then at 7:25 and 7:38 
A. M., two mails are due ffm. Boston and New England, averaging 
together about 25,000 letters. So the total must be an eloquent one, 
but we haven't time just now to add up and find out whatitis. Whe 
polot of real interest to us is iat a very satisfactory proportion of 
‘these letters find their way into tha bos of the Forms? AND SDRAM, 
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Sea and River MHishing. 
———S 

Opmn Smasons.—See file af open seasanen for qaine ana fish 
wn inne of July 20. 

and five on the other, making him between seven and eight 
years old, and we were liberally supplied with moose steak, 
which for juiciness and flavor surpassed any we ever ate. 
This moose was dropped in his tracks, and consequently the 
meat was far superior fo that taken from animal tun down 
or killed in the winter. 

After afew days’ sport on and around Spider, four of us 
went across to Hathan Bor, about a couple of miles on the 
Maine side of the boundary line. The trail is simply a 
blazed line through tle forest, very rough in places. The 
day was sweltering hot, not a breath of air could be felt in 
(he woods, and after nearly six hours’ walk we reached our 
camping’ place about fiye in the afternoon, our clothes drip- 
ping wet with perspiration, Ball and I took the little bout 
which we had brought through the year before, and went. 
down the bog for trout, We found the water very low and 

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 
FRESH WATER. 

Lake trout, Cristivoner namay- Pike O§. Y. pickerel), Esoz lueciys 
eush. Pickerel, Bsox retionwlatus, 

Sisconvet, Cristivamer sincowet. Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sii- 
Grayling, Thanallus tricolor ud) zostethwunt. 

T. yen tanus, Yellow perch, Perea fluviatilis, 
Rainbow trout, Salmo iridec, ‘Striped bass (Roekfish), Roecota 
Olark’s trout, Salmo olarhil. \ tineatus. 
Dolly Varden trout, Sulveliris | White bass, Roceux clirysopes. 
merle. Rock bass, Apribloplites, two spe 

Salmon, Salnd saley. Gies, 
Land-locked salmon, yar. sevugo. | Waranouth, Chanebryttus gulo- | densely covered with lily pads, The beaver, Ball said, had 
Quinnat salmon, Oncor iyneligy | sii) o “> all been trapped out last fall. We were rather glad of it. as 

chowycha, Crappie (Strawberry bass, ete,). n + ly startled by their ivi & th 1 
Black bass, Micropterus, two spe-|  Pomoxys nicronuiculates, we were too treqnenily startled by their giving the alarm 

cies. Bachelor, Pamoxys annularis. while juck-shooting on our last trip. The tracks of moose 
Maskinonge, Hsox nobilior. Chub, Semotilus bullaris. 

SALT WATER, 
Sea bass, Centropristes atrarius, | Sea trout, *Cynosryon caroliner- 
1 ae bass, Roceus lineatus, Bis) 

te pe 

and deer around the bog were abundant. At the foot of the 
Log and against the beayer dam where we found « pateh of 
open water, we took ont twenty to thirty fine trout, and just 

Wh reh, Moroneamericana, | Sheepshead, Archasargus proba- before dusk returned to We ey ede rather an apology for gue: 
Seup or porgie. Sfeyctomus ar-|  tocephalus. for the rest of the party, too tired to puild a camp, had lain 

grapes, haa _ Ningfish or Barb, Menticivrus ne- | down on the moss against a knoll, and so did we, 45 soon as 
Pants On DBC she PaUIOge oF: Spare fun kevel, Cybium mace. | W® had made tea and cooked enough tront for supper. On 
Bluefish or taylor, Pomatonwus| Tatu, ay our return we saw a fine cow moose walking af rather a 

saltatraz. Drum, Pogouiens elironirs- 
Wealktish or Lafayette, Liostomus obliquus, 

cuver <eqnlis. _ Red bass, ef:., Settonons ocellatus, 

(> This table is general. For special laws in the several 
States eee table of Open Seasons in-issue of July 20. 

rapid gait across the head of the hog. She had not seen us, 
and by paddling behind a clump of bushes we tied to infer- 
copt ler; buf she gained the woods ahead of us, 

About nine o’elock Ball and I started our jacd light aud 
went down the bog, Soon after starting a deer whistled or 
snorted on the other side, but we went throneh the bog anid 
a mile or two down the river without sueing or hearing any- 
thing else, Lvwas tirerl and sitepy, and it was with difti- 
culty Leould manage to keep awake. In returning a deer 
whistled on the hank shove me, and £ opened my eyes just 
in time to sce his while neck as he hounded into the bushes, 
He was more startled than I yas, as for fully half a mile we 
could hear him whistling every few seconds. This kept me 
awake for a while, but when we got back to the bog I began 
to doze again, and as we were passing a place which we had 
passed on our down trip I was fairly asleep, I felt a poke 
from Buall’s paddle, and ronsed up to see something dark 
and indistinct just ahead, and without waiting to take par- 
ticular aim, discharged my rifle, and immediately saw as 
pretty a specimen of buck-jumping as one could wish to 
see. Lis not likely I hit him, as there was no sign of blood 
to he seen next morning, Ball had his double-barreled gun 
loaded with ball and buckshot, and i lie hac used thict in- 
stead of playing poker on my back, he probably wouldn't 
have heen obliged to pass the buele, Alfhough [| have 
always used a light Frank Wesson sporting ville, | wm con- 
yinced that for night shooting, a: one ulwiys gets compara- 
lively close to game, the weapon io ust is 1 doulle-barrel— 
one barrel loaded with buckshot for deer and the other with 
hall for moose ov caribou, Th is diffenlt, niless yeity close 
or the light very bright and your position such that the 
light is distinctly visible, to shoot accurately witha rifle, 1 
have only succveded once in juck-shooting in hittiuy the 
exact place I thonght I was aimime ot, and that fetched my 
firs moose, 

Next evening from a spring bole iu the river + took about 
forty trout, running from one-half to one pound (ach, as 
fast as Teould cast. That evening it rained, but about roid 
hight Ball and another of the party went out shooting, with- 
Ont SUCCERS, 

The vicinity of Hathan Bog is nol a pleasant place to 
eunp. Nothing is to be seen around the bog except stunted 
tamuracks. Some high mountains near the Chain of Ponds 
lend some grandeur to the view in thai direction, Perhaps 
if one were ‘‘up in a balloon,” so as to get a view of the five 
lakes and ponds, which a circle of a mile in diameter would 
strike, he might see something more attractive than Hathan 
Bog scenery, Croshy Pond is attractive, lying, as it does, 
embosomed in mountains, which the setting sun illumines 
on the one side, and throws into the most sombre shade on 
the other, while its swiftly running outlet creates a minia- 
ture Minnehaha in the evening;stillness. 

Aiter two nizhts al the bog, we took an early start, and 
our packs being considerably lighter, we reached the Upper 
Spider at noon. It was another sweltering day, and we 
drank considerable water at the three or four watering 
places on the trail, so that the bottle of Pletcher’s ale which 
we had left at the landing, in anticipation of the fatiguing 
effect of the trip, was very acceptable. A couple of miles 
row, a pannikin of strong tea, come dinner and an hour's 
rest, and we were allright again. Ovr Australian experi- 
ence has taught us fhaf nothing overcomes fatigue like a cup 
of strong tea, 

That night Ball and I went up the river, but as there were 
no less than five boats out, it is not surprising that no game 
was to be seen. Deer had been seen nearly every day on 
the lake sLore within a quarter of a mile of camp, and as we 
passed through, we saw one feeding on the lily pads, and 
ran down on him, Knowing that an object looks nearer on 
the water than itis really, [had elevated the sight of my 
rifle to 300 yards, but in this case [ had overshot the mark. 
The deer was within 150 yards, and the ball went over and 
struck alog on the bank beyond him, He pranced round a 
few times, looked af the log, and commenced feeding again 
a few feet away. Another shot ‘hit him in the same place 
it missed him before,” and he was off. Ball insinuated that. 
he could have put a bullet through a deers head at that 
distance. 

Next morning he had the chance. [ ran him down within 
100 yards of one, at which he fired and missed. As there 
was some ripple on the water he was excusable. We ran 
the hout near the shore at the place where he went into the 
bushes, and there he stood some forty yards off, looking at 
us, Another shot failed to drop him, and as Ball was con- 
fident he had hit him he got out of the boat to look for signs 
of blood, which he said he found. While there another 
deer, a doe, came out to the Jake some 600 yards away. 
Ball got jnto the boat and I ran him down within sixty 
yards hefore he tired. Knowing him to bea good shot and 
accustomed to my rifle ] counted that deer in, but it wasn’t 
to be. The ball struck a boulder just over the deer, and 
Ball’s ball scored a miss. The conversation between us for 
the rest of the ferenoon was only started at long interyals 
and was of a very brief character. He felt, worse over his 
failure than 1 did. 

But. time is up. Reluctantly we break camp, pack ow 
traps, cross the carry, und are steaming down Lake Megan- 
tic in time for tea. We chunge the clothes we haye slept in 

squetague, Cymos- 

Leoncur with those who speak of the pastime of angling as a medi 

cine, not alone from my own experience, although that may count 

for something, but froro the great number of strong men with whom 
Thave been brought in intimate contact during my more than thirty 

years of out-doorlife,and who, from their youth up,haye found nothing 

so invigorating as the pure air of the mountains; nothing so soothing, 

after the toil, and worry, and fret of business,-as the silence of the 

woods; nothing so pervading in its mellowing inilwence upon nerve 

and brain and spirit as the pléasant murmur of the flowing river; 

nothing so health-giving as the uroma of nature's grand forestlabora- 

tory; and nothing so exhilarating as the rise and swirl and rush of 

trout or salmon. Those whom J have thus known, with scarcely an 

exception, have preserved the vigor of lusty youth longer aud more 
uniformly than their contemporaries who have sought other means 

of enjoy ment—frorm which 1 infer that few but those who are blest 
with robust constitutions ever acquire a passion for angling, or that 

the pastime itself creates the healthful vitality which insures a vizor- 

ousold age, But whether the pastime iz merely preservative or is 

really curative in its medicinal offects, it is certainly beneficent, and 

deserves the high place it holds in the affections of its Nappy, healthy 
and enthusiastic votaries.—feorge Dewsan, Pleasies of Angling, 

CAMPING AT LAKE MEGANTIC. 

| Do was the latter part of August when we took the 3 P, M, 
International train from Sherbrook tor Luke Megantie1o 

put in our usual annual yacation, On the train we mel some 
friends on the same errand and bound for the same destina- 
tion as ourselves, with whom we formed a coalition, jiucreas- 
ing our party to seven, and with our guide, Den Ball, who 
also happened to be on the train, making just the number 
requisite for adouble euchre set. The number of beans which 
changed hands at draw poker on the trip, would haye led 
one to believe that we were carrying thal portion of our pro- 
visions in our coat. packets, aud an advance of ten beans 
better oh a Small pair was made by the betler ina spirit of 
utter recklessness, and in a manner calculated to bluff the 
more cautious holder of a flush or three of a kind. In fact 
it was flush times in the bean line, as those who have been 
there can testify, 

About 8 o'clock we reached Megantic and were soon en- 
joying a substantial supper at Pope’s Victoria Hotel with an 
appetite which only regular habits and a begone-dull-care 
sort of feeling can produce. Our old friend, John Boston, 
Was among the first to greet us. John in his capacity of 
fisheries guardian is trying to bring Lake Megantic and the 
Chaudiere River back to their former prestige. Some two 
years ago a quantity of salmon trout and land-locked salmon 
fry were placed in the lake, quantities of which are said to 
have been seen in itstributaries during the past summer, Our 
party contained some good vocalists, so that with the assist- 
ance of Billy Lee, who presided at theorgan, Jack Smith and 
other local amateurs, we soon improvised a first-class musi- 
cal soiree in the upstairs parlor, which was kept up until 
midnight. We question if many older and larger places could 
at such short notice have got up as good an entertainment. 
We take the liberty, however, of suggesting to friend Pope 
the propriety, in fact the necessity, of placing a hand rail or 
two on the stairway, a suggestion which will doubtless he 
appreciated by the individual who reached the bottom of 
that stairway at one step, a step which had the effect of 
lowering his buoyancy of spirits some twelve fect. 
We had arranged with Messrs. Flint to have their steamer 

on hand at an early hour, so by seven o’elock next morning 
we were on board, and with Bob Dickinson as engineer we 
were not long in running the twelve miles through the lake, 
making a brief eall atthu summer residence of W. B. Ives, 
Tisq., M. P.. near Rocky Point, where we were well treated 
by the hospitable proprietor. At the Spider Lake portage 
we experienced some delay in getting our traps hauled over, 
sosome of ihe party went into camp some two miles up the 
lake, while the rest attended to the baggage and joimed them 
in the evening. The weather was beautiful, and although 
very hot was tempered by the lake breezes, so that the heat 
did not seriously inconvenience us, Our party divided up, 
some trolling for bass on the lake, some trout fishing and 
blueberrying up the river, and the rest getting the pot boil- 
iny and preparing for the eveniny’s reunion in camp. 

Our first night’s jack-shooting up the tiver supplied ns 
with venison; of trout and bass we had abundance, and for a 
few days we enjoyed ourselves as only those can who are 
fond of and familiar with an outdoor life. Our camp was 
christened the ‘Anglers’ Retreat,” a sign in charcoal to that 
effect placed over the verandah, Our beds made of hay or 
Donets atthe choice of the occupant, friend Sweet prepared 
the bill of fare and filled it, too, assuming also the control of 
the culinary department, and although he did tell us repeat- 
adly to ‘Go away from that window,” we were forced to 
admit thathe was the life and soul of the party, always 
good-natured, lively, full of fun, and ready to run his legs 
off to add to the comfort of ary one of us. We were sorry 
to have him leave before the camp broke up, Another 
camping party had shot fine moose, six prongs on one side during our camping out, An obliging friend pnts a ten-cent. 

FAprr, 21, 1882, 

shine on our boots, stands the cigars on the strensth of the 
ten cents, and as we sit on the verandah of the Victoria blow- 
ing a cloud, contemplating the unwonted brilliancy of the 
shine on those boots, and conversing with John Boston, we 
forget that we were only that morning “‘onf of the woods.” 
Next morning, at 6:30, we take the train. and aten we are 
back in Sherbrooke, D, Troms, 
SHERBROOKE, P, ()., Sept,, 1882, 

SEVEN PONDS AND DEAD RIVER, 
AVING seen several articles about this wild section, 

J none of which correspond exactly with my own expe- 
perience, and having also received many inquiries concern- 
ing the same, I will, with your permission, give a running 
account of a recent, trip there, in the hope of conveying to 
your readers a clearer idea of the region aud its capacities 
for sport. 
My first visit was in the spring of ‘81, and haying derived 

great benetit and enjoyment theretrom, I conld not resist 
the temptation to repeat it this season- 

Our party left Boston June 17 on the 8:50 A, M, from the 
Bastern Depot, and arrived in Portlond about 12M. Dur 
ing our wait here of twenty-five mimulos We tried im vain to 
learn of the ¢mploycs of the Maine Central which train we 
should take for North Anson. All but one insisted thet we 
should take the Bkowhegen trsin, but as there seemed some 
doubt, we conchided (he safest way would be to follow our 
baggage, which we did. One of our number, however, 
being in poor health, tool the drawing-room var from Bos- 
ton, and, owing to the nevlivence of the conductor, was 
sarried on im advance to Skowhegan, where they taied to 
send us, Wewere naturally diygusied af the manner in 
which the railroad oiicials performed their duties, 

Query: Is the Maine Central so poor that it cannot alford 
at this poimt even tolerably intelligent employes! 
From Portland we took the frain do West Waterville, 

thence on the Somerset road to North Anson, thence by 
stage (nine miles) to North New Portlanid, arriving at &:30, 
where we remained all night. Wishing to take an early 
start the next morning for Kennedy Smith's farm, Hustis, 
the gentlemanly and obliging stage drivers, Viles und Dilson, 
accommodated us, and had us udder way at 6 A. M. shanp, 

We now entered upon a drive of thirty-six milos oyer an 
excellent road—a rare luxury in the Maine Waclkowwoods—en- 
Jivened all the way by scenery rich and beantitul beyond 
why power of description, Mountains, rocks and ravines 
presented themselyes in almost wbroken variety, with grand 
old Mount Bigelow overlooking all, till we forgot the itneth 
of the ride and were nol sorry to know thal. our return trip 
would take us tlirough the same lovely region, 

After crossing a primitive ferry (which was munaged no 
by theterryman Wut by his *‘eude wite”) our way for nearly six 
miles lay along the banks of the south branch of the Dead 
River, and leading directly tothe old ‘Wag Stall.” renowned 
as the camping ground of Benedict Arnold im his jeriloua 
wareh to Quebec, 

Leaving historic erouncd, ovr attention is Galled fo 4 peeu- 
liavity of [he road over which we are passing. [fh is bnilt 
alone the ridgu of 4 low-lying rangesot bills, wilh, ia miuny 
cases, barely width suflicient for the road, while on ¢illior 
side you look into ravines, some of them full seventy Leet tu 
depth, We enjoy every mile of this journey, so full is it 
oF intevest, but enditat last ap Smith's Warm, about 1:80 
P. M., where we dine and refresh ourselyes for the twenty 
milés’ ride on 4 buckboard tliroushthe wilderness to Smith's 
Catop, at Seven Ponds, 

About two miles of this road may he passed with toleralile 
comfort, when we enter upon what may truly be ealled a 
“buelkcboard road.” | will not attempt to deseribe it, a8 
doubtless your readers are familiar with the tem, «nd know 
what it implies. 1 was an easy and protliable passeneer 
to take, for I sreatly preferred walking to the difficult task 
of keeping my seat, Nothing but 1 Maine buckboard could 
hold together; ‘‘Adirondack Murray’s,” or any common 
yehicle would be utterly demolished in a short space of time. 
En passant, if you enjoy the company of black flies aud mos- 
qvitoes, you will have no reason to complain of your retep- 
tion here. 
Tim Pond, the first stopping place, we reached wilh sound 

limbs at 5:30 P. M. Here Smith has six nicely kept and 
well arranged camps, which were our headquarters last 
season, Remembering my good success at that time, Tcould 
not resist the temptation to cast the fly to the speckled 
beauties, and fora halt hour’s labor was rewarded with a 
catch of thirty-six. The trout in this pond are smiall, aver- 
aging not more than a quarter of a pound. but are of 
excellent flavor, and contain more maguetism than any fish 
Teversaw. We frequently, last season, took two and three 
at a time, my largest weighing 24 pounds. If is exciting 
sport to see them Jeap to the fiy, cleaving the water in many 
instances, bul, wishing to encounter larger gamv, and having 
started for Seven Ponds, we pushed on next morning for 
those waters thirteen miles distant, . 

Our driver informed us that this half of the road was het- 
ter, but not caring openly to question his veracity, we came 
to the conclusion, mentally, that bis undurstanding, in more 
than one way, was calloused by his frequent drives over the 
road in question. Hight hours of this experience brought us 
to camp on the shores of Big Island Pond. These camps are 
well fitted up, and well kept by the man and wife in charge, 
who arethe ‘right persons in the right place,” 

For the first two days we did not meet with fattering suc- 
cess. Owing to the high winds, combined with the lack- 
ward season, the trout would not rise well to the Ay, hut the 
rest of our day was more satisfactory. 

The pond is full of trout, averaging about a pound. though 
several were caught weighing from two to three, One lucky 
fellow. on his seven-ounce rod, captured two trout at one 
throw, that tipped the scales respectively at 24. and 1} pounds, 
The large trout are readily taken by trolling, and quantities 
of chubs can be obtained around the island, We aid little 
of this, however, preferring always to take our trout with 
the fly. ~ : 
This is the largest of the Seyen Ponds, and here we spent 

the most of ourtime, though a day at L Pond gave good re- 
sults. Trout plenty—eager for the tly—and averaging half 
the size of those of its larger sister, 

At the upper end of Big Island Pond a small stream con- 
nects with Rock Pond, At its outlet a family of beaver had 
built their house and dam, while about half way between 
the two ponds a recently constructed dam, sixty or more 
feetin length, had flowed Rock Pond at least two feet. 
These weve of peculiar interest tothe writer, being the first. 
he had ever séen. 

The forests in this region abound in deer, moose, caribou, 
bear. and a countless number of partridge, so that the sports- 
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‘man who carries the gun, as well as he of the rod, will! find 
plenty of game. 

On our return to Eustis we found our lost comrade, who, 
having reached that place too late to join us, concluded to 
remain rather than male the rough journey alone. He had 
been baying food success in the waters in that viemity, and 
wished us to siop over and help him capture some of the 
big frout he had seen, but business prevented, and we were 
obliged to leave him to accomplish his object alone. He is 
not an expert with the fly, and the fish had literally “cleaned 
him out.” The village afforded nothing better to replenish 
his stock than a large cod hook, and, fastening this fo his 
Heavy silk Jing, he sallied forth to the foot of the dam to 
caplive his prize. Nor was he disappointed, for he soon 
Janded im “derricks’+erons fashion, a lusty fiye-pounder. 
As he came to mé the following day by express, [ can vouch 
for his weight, The next cast he hooked one equally large, 
hut haying In the excitement of the moment forgotten his 
net, did not land him, He spent some time at Eustis, full 
of enthusiasm at his excellent success as a beginner, and, in 
fact, we all returned from the Dead River repion well satis- 
fied with our tip in all but the shortness of its duration, 
but mean to make up for that next time, 
By this account your readers can see that, whether he 

bears rod or gun, if he enjoys roughing it with good sport 
thrown in, he will find all he desires in the wilderness 1 
have described, while he who likes good fishing with less 
tramping will be well suited to make his headquarters at 
Busts. S, Satay. 
Boston, Sept 14. 1as8_ 

FISHING AT INDIAN RIVER, MICH. 
WN this far-off Northern clime, where the tourist, pleasure 
seeker, hunter and fisher join in pleasant conyersé to 

drive mway the tedium of the hour, and seek that beneticent 
recreation that follows a change of occupation, there is 
Much enjoyment to be had and solace to be sought in the 
diverse occupations that invitmgly woo us to their sweet 
embraces, In company with t jolly party of five, two weeks 
azo yesterday, we embarked ou my sloop yacht Cecile hound 
for the Descheneux, and the southern shores of the northerm 
peninsula of Michigan in pursuit of the samy bass, the suc- 
eulent woodcock, and perchance a deer or two, if fortune 
favored. We stretched across the straits, kesping Point 
Bruln on gur port bow and entered the harbor of the Des- 
thénens, and a more beautify) sight never before met our 
pretdy vision as we pised the loyely islets tnt, like innumer- 
able emeralds, are sehin a pale blue fringe of crystal water, 
We come to anchor at the lore hut of the ‘Poor Lo;” eat 

a hearty dinner and prepare our fishing tuckle for an after- 
noon’s sport in these justly famed channels. Summoning 
our Indian suide (Antoine we shall call him for short), and 
placing within his ready palii_a silyer dollar, we are soon 
pul in possession of the secrets to success, which, he says, 
Indiun don’t tell white man, ‘cause they’re yery greedy 

, 
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‘and catch all the fish, while Indian, he catch only what he 
Gals.” Apropos of thir, | could scaree repress a smile nt 
this home-thrust at the acquisitiveness of fhe universal 
Yankee nation in all the sports of forest and stream, and 
Syondan if the time will ever come when Americun sports- 
men, following the custom of the rude savaze, will be con- 
tent fo shoot and caleh only what he eats, and leave the 
“big bags” and “lone strings” to the ‘'‘pot-hunter” and 
mirvicettisher. Accompanying usin his canoe, our native 
puide brought us to anchor where we enjoyed the very ne 
plus ultee of excellent fishing, and in less than two hours 
{unmiindful of the Indian adage) we had captured thirteen 
bass, beauties, ayevaging not less than five and a half 
pounds each. Such sportas this ] have never before had, 
though I haye fished in most of the inland lakes of Northern 
Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, Such gamy beauties 
withal, that it took from ten to twenty minutes to land each 
fish, and tested the highest skill of the piseatorial art to land 
without injury to line or rod, This was the very perfection 
of sport, and if any of my brother sportsmen envy the good 
fortune that ayaited the dipping of out lines in these suc- 
cessful waters, they have only to go and do likewise, and T 
assure them they will receive ample remuneration for their 
time und trouble in a visit to these justly famed fisheries of 
the Descheneux, We coasted back and fished for two days 
in ‘the passages,” lived on fish, the most superb man ever 
ate. Respeetfully, SENEX, 
Tyota Rover, Michizan, 

THE PLUNKETTS GO A FISHING. 
TR. F. M. Gilbert, the “funnyman” of the Evansville, 

tVi (Ind.) Argus thus records the tale of’ the great fishine 
excursion of the Plunkett family: 

Of course thi fishing fever always strikes some people 
just ot this season of the year, and this week it struck the 
Plunkett family. Their next door neighbors went out the 
other day and caught a few sickly little sunfish, and Plun- 
kett and his wife saw them as they were coming home and 
of course the-fever.at once struck them hard and they decided 
1m go next day. That night Plunkett and his wife got their 
taclde ready and laid plans for the morrow. The old man 
fold wonderful tales of the huge fish he had caught when he 
wisu boy, and the old lady said she “‘aliowed she had 
yanked out a right smart chance of em” herself, in ‘‘the old 
erick up in Pike county.’ The worthy pair worked till late, 
he on jiis tackle, and she on the cold limeh she was going to 
fake, She said that nothine was better than to tak= a skijlet 
alongs, cateh your fish and fry them while they were right 
fresli and then have a nice cold Junch to eat with them. — 

The rigging that Plonkelt got up for his own especial use 
would have taken a prize to catch whales with. He had a 
Hing strong enough to hold a bull, a sinker that would take 
it to the botiion of the bottomless pit, aud a hook that would 
hold np adressed hog. Wis pole was.a lig hickery hoop- 
pole, and when his good wife sugvestcd that the rig scemed 
to bea little heavy, he laughed at her and said, ‘‘People kin 
take all ther reels and [incy fixius they wanter, but gimme 
sumthin’ I kin rely on, Idon’t play ‘vouad with no fish; 
when I gil one on that I jist yank him out, and ther hain't 
no lyusted lines nev fishes gitten away when IJ jist brace back 
and pull out that thar pole.” The old man got yery énthiu- 
siashic over fhe matter, and got in the center of the room 
and male 4 series of strange motions which he told her was 
the way to “land yer fish,” but when he had jerked the 
clock off the muntel-picce and nearly snutched the old lady 
bald-headed by catching the big hook in her chignon, bis urdor 
subsided and he decided to go to bed in order fo get up early, 

Before daylight yesterday they were up and off. The old 
man took the lead with a basket on his arm, the big pole on 
his shoulder sind all his poclets filled with old oyster cans 
filled with worms. Wext eame the old lady with ntiother 

. 

} near them, thut they were captured with the hands. 

basket, the skillet and two or three smaller poles which, 
when they were not punching the old man in the back or 
knocking off the big hats of the children in the rear, were 
continually falling off her shoulder. There is an end to 
everything, and so there was fo the march to tlie fishing 
grounds, but the sun was high and. hot, and the children 
were all tired and cross by the time they reached the old 
fallen tree top that laid in the water that was supposed to 
he alive with fish. After much trouble they all got their 
lines baited aud im the water, ond then followed a breathless 
silence. Not one of the children dared speak above a 
whisper, and Plunkett snatched the youngest and took it 
up the bank snd spanked if sonndly for making a noise and 
“skeerin’ the fish away” before he remembered that it had 
the whooping cough and couldn't help it, Two hours 
pissed away and “nary o bite,” and the Plunketitts were 
getting very hot and tired and hungry, when an incident 
ocqurred. 

In order to get atthe bottom of things it is necessary to 
tuke the gentle reader to the bottom of the hole the Plunketts 
were fishing in, True, a few wandering fish would drop in 
there once in a while, but it was the abode proper of an old 
time mud-turtle, or as some call them a snapping turtle. Hoe 
Was a stim old hero of a Ieundred fights with fish hooks. Le 
wis too large to be pulled ont by the ordinary small boy, 
and of late le was getting toosmart to even take chaueces on 
being pulled out. His horny head and sharp beak were 
starred with innumerable conflicts with hooks curing his 
younger days, but for some years he had known exuctly 
how to take hold of a worm and pull it off a hook, without 
eyer letting the point get where if could do woy damage. 
This spring he was fatter than usual, The boys had fished 
that hole thoroughly. for every time a boy went home and 
told of the “hig bites’ he got in that hole, a dozen would 
come nest day to try their luck. Ih may be that the big 
feed the old fellow had the day before had made him sleep 
Inte, buf sanyhow he had just waked up, and rubbed his 
eyes and rinsed ont his mouth at the time we write of, When 
jie saw an array of hooks all about his house he smiled to 
hituself and remarked that, as if was 9 nice warm day, he 
believed he'd just take his brealtfast and pick his teeth and 
then go out calling. 

80 he deyoted himself to the hooks. First he would take 
a nice fat worm off the old lady's hook, and then he would 
patronize one of the little boys; but after he happened to 
come across the big hook of the old man, whieh from its 
size had to be covered with the very largest and most corpu- 
lent worms, he applied himself to that with great assiduitiy— 
and this was about the time that the old man commenced 
getting excited, and pulling at the big fish that he supposed 
kept taking his bait, and swearing, and spitting on his hands, 
and putting on fresh bait, and telling the children to stand 
back and give him a chance. Whether the old turtle got 
careless or whether the worms he got off old Plunkett's hook 
were so fat and tempting that he was eager to get them, we 
know not; but anyhow he made a misculculation and 
stepped clear over it, and fhe next moment he felt the hook 
sink deep into one of his horny legs, and a second after he 
wis flying sprawling through the air, wilh his legs vainly 
wiggling fora foothold, and his awful jaws ready to snap 
at the first thing they touched, 
And that ‘‘irst thing’ happened to he the old lady’s foot. 

When the horrible mud turtle came throuch the air she was 
frightened, but when it few off Phinkett’s hookand grabbed 
her by the toe she yelled, “Ouch! Murder-r-7-r, and flopped 
backwards over fhe log into the water, al the yery time that 
Plunkett, the sudden weight removed from his hook, lost 
balance, aud went oyer the otlier side, closely followed by 
the little boy who had been wrougtully spanked for having 
the whooping cough, and who had been allowed, in consid- 
eration, to fish from his mother’s lap, Of course no one was 
drowned, but owing to the mud and dirty water that covered 
the party, they didn’t dare to come home till dark, and as the 
woe-begone procession filed into the Second Ward that night 
sons poles, sans Wait, swig fish, sax everything but the 
ghildven and the old woman's frying-pan, the soft summer 
air was Jaden with a kind of a sewer smell, the musical 
“sqush,”’ ‘‘sqush” of the muddy water in the shoes of the 
whole party and fourteen different. assorfea brands of pro- 
fanity from old Plunkett. 

JorrInGs PROM GERMANTOWN.—A new Philadelphia 
fishing club has been organized at Atlantic City, styled the 
West Side Club. For the low price of $4,000 they bought 
the building owned and used for a numberof years by 
Jonas Higbee as a boarding-house, located aboul two hun- 
dred yards from the bridge where Camden & Atlantic Rail- 
road crosses the thoroughfare. The purchase included the 
furniture of the puilding, which contains nineteen rooms, 
witli an acre and a half of ground attaches. The elub has 
a membership of forty, with » well-known and much-te- 
speeted Philadelphian as president, ..,‘*S.” desires to know 
where good autumn bass-fishiug and mountain air can be en- 
joyed together; One of the best places that we are aware 
of is in the villave of Bushkill, near the Delaware, about 
twelve miles above Stroudsburg, where a stage awaits the 
airival of trains and conveys passengers directly to the 
place. If good success should not be met with at Bushkill, 
there are conifortable farmbhousas a mile or tivo away, in 
more isolated places alone the river, where good rooms and 
meals can be obtained, and better fishing than in more fre- 
queuted places, ...A sudden jar on the surface of the water 
will stun and not unfrequently kill fish. We have seen pike 
¢o stunned by the concussion of a pistol-ball, which Bru 

he 
driving of pilés for the erection of piers and bridges has a 
similar effect. This was noticed the other day in Maryland, 
where the jar of the heayy hammer cunsed cathish und 
young shad to flow on the surface....An experiment was 
tried in France to see if fish could exist in 4 great depth of 
water. Different species were placed in yussels of water 
Taide to sustain a pressure of ‘*four hundred atmospheres,” 
under which they preserved their health. This pressure 
corresponds to that at a depth of 13,600 feet in the ocean, or 
ahout two and a half miles, and if is therefore concluded 
that fish can penctrute to & great depth without injury, ... 
Tt is sail that experiments show that if whisky is poured 
into the throats of fish immediately after being caught, they 
can be resuscitated by replacing them in water, eyen after 
hey have been conveyed a long distance. A certain Glass 
of anglers, unfortunately, too often make somewhat similar 
experiments on themselves, and have none of the fiery liquid 
left to experiment on their victims,—(Germantown Telegraph. 

Tre Scmy raid AneneR.—TVhis work, which we noticed 
fi ehort time ago, cam be obtained at Brentano's, New Vorls; 
price $250, Tis is in answer to seyoral Inquirers, 

Hisheulture. 
THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION, 

PROCEEDINGS ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING, 

MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF THE SWORDFISH, 

BY G. BROWN GOODE. 

[CONTINUED. ] 

THE CAPTURE OF SWORDFISH BY HOOK AND LINE. 
( NE or two instances aré on record of the capture of 

swordfish upon an ord‘nary hand-line, and it is probable 
that this is much more common than has been usually sup- 
posed. Capt. George H, Martin, of Gloucester, informed me 
that he had seen seyen caught in this mannerin one day in 
the South Channel. They were caught in water fifteen to 
twenty-five fathoms deep, on the old-fashioned George's cod- 
hook, with a six-inch shank, Mackerel were used for bait; 
these were split down the fail so that the shank of the hook 
equid be entirely hidden in the gash, 

T haye been told that they are also taken in this way about 
Block Island, and a similar method of fishing is described by 
Jtalian writers. 

Within the past three years it has not been unusual 
for sword{ish to become entangled in the long lines of the 
halibut fishermen on the northern banks. The manner in 
which this occurs has already been diseussed above. 

T have colleated several instances, In 1877, in the month of 
August, Capt. Daniel O’Brien, of the schooner Ossipes, of 
Gloucester, fishing in 200 fathoms of water, between Le Haye 
and Western Bank, caught, in one yoyage, fiye swordfish. 
At about the same time, Capt. BR. L. Morrison, of the 

schooner Laura Nelson, fishing in 275 fathoms, on Sable Island 
Bank, canght three swordfish. Another vessel in August, 
1877, fishing one Have, in from 175 to 180 fathoms, caught 
twelve, as well as three or four more in September. August 
17, 1878, Capt. Joseph W. Cellins, of the schoneér Marion, fish- 
ing in the southwest prong of Banguereau, in 200 fathoms of 
water, caught one swordfish; again, on October 1, fishing 
southeast of Sable Island, in 175 fathoms, caught one sword- 
fish on his trawl and sayw several others swimming at the sur- 
face; October 8, caught another on Banquereau, in the local- 
ity first mentioned. In August, 1878, Captain Greenleaf, of the 
schooner Chestér KR, Lawrence, of Gloucester, fishing in 140 
fathoms, caught thirteen in one trip. Icannotlearn that this 
mamer of capture was ever known before 1874, but it has 
since become so frequent that it excites no remark for a hali- 
but-catcher to unload several swordfish among its halibut. 
This manner of taking the swordfish is of course purely acci- 
dental, and is rather a vexation than otherwise to the fisher- 
men, It is probable that the fisk take the bait when the line 
is being set and they are swimming near the surface, and 
they are involuntarily carried down by its great weight. 
The vessels engaged in swordfishing are sloops and small 

schooners of generally less than fifty tons. The crew is also 
smmull, consisting of two or sometimes three men hesides the 
cook and aboy. Although many vessels are employed in this 
fishery for several suceessive years, there are many others 
which fit ont fora single season or for a part of 4 season. 
Others, on the south coast of New England, divide their time 
between fishing for seabass and hunting for swordfish, all 
warm and quiet days being devoted tothe latter pursuit. Six 
or eight yessels from New London are thus employed, as well 
as others froni Noank and Bridgeport, On the coast of Maine, 
as has already heen mentioned, many of the smaller fishing 
vessels fitted for the capture of mackerel and cod devote a part 
of the season to swordfishing. Other yessels, among therk 
occasionally a gentleman’s yacht, enter the field for a cruise or 
tya in the course of a summer. To do this is a favorite recrea- 
tion for old swordfishermen engaged in other work. Numerous 
mackerel schooners carry the swordfish ‘pulpit’ on their hows, 
and so (lo various coasters and packets. 

Tt has therefore not been thought desirable to attempt t> 
make a list of the vessels engaged in the swordfishory, or eye 
an exact enumeration of them. In 1879 estimates by carefi - 
men engaged in the business fixed the number belonging in di - 
ferent ports as follows: 

New York (hailing from New Landon)............ 8 
GPEGnPOrh (SICHPS) 22.2. bees. a sh de eat tucne sess: a 
a8 Parra lle lol they A ee Seen, a ae ae ey! oe 
NEDO tes eee elas ela ears Sellen, ee bilan let ee 1 
Fall River..... eat 
Cuttyhunk .... 3 
Vivestpontes on denn Gress: weeino ene sy ae 2 
New Bedtord..... Pareles Bi] 
Dartmouth. 0 0 See ae ek 2 
South side of Cape Cod....... 2... -.2.2-.2242--2 22.24 8 

Tn 1874, according to Mr, Thompson, New Bedford had 
twelve vessels in this ighery. In 1877 the estimates of total 
nuniber of yessels made by different men varied between 
thirty and forty. 

To show how uncertain the continuance of vessels in this 
fishery may be Twill refer to the annals of Gloucester. In 
1876, one schooner, the Meteor, was engaged; in 1877, the 
schooner Champion; in 1878, the schooner Northern Hagle; 
while in 1879 and 1880 the field is abandoned by this port. 

: FINANCIAL PROFITS TO FISHERMEN, 
Thave before me the record of a single schooner for the 

sexson of 1578, from which it appears thatia the season of 
four months eight trips were made, averaging about twelve 
days in continuance. One hundred and sixty-three fish were 
taken between June § and September 20 weighing, in the ag- 
gregate, in round numbers, about 4%000 pounds, dressed. 
These were sold at an average price of three cents per pound. 
The gross'stock of the season would amount to about $1,500. 
From this nus} be deducted the expense of living, the interest 
on capital invested, and the wages of the cook and the boy. 
The remainder would probably not exeeed sight or pine Hun- 
dred dollars, and the profits have to be dividec sar ee the two 
or three men composing the crew and the owner of the vessel. 
It.is not probable that many vessels stock as larve a propor- 
tionate ainount as did the Northern Nagle. The success of 
one New Bedford vessel in the season of 1878 was spoken of as 
Reecauadiney, the return being $311 to each of the erew’s 

are. 

The:price of swordfish is low, and the suceess of the voyage 
is always somewhat precarious. A fewsmall vessels with 
experienced skippers apparently suecéed in making a fair liv- 
ing, buf thatthe profits are not great is clearly indicated by 
the fact that there is io yreatincrease in the number of ves- 
sels engaged, and that so many are constantly undertaking 
and abandoning the swordfishery. 

HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN SWORDFISHERY. 
There are few data upon which to found conjecture as to 

the time when the swordfish came to ba regarded as suffi- 
ciently useful to be sought for by fishermen, One of the earliest 
records of its use for fond is found inthe Barnstable Patriot 
of June 80, 1841, in which itis stated that the fishermen of 
the island soiith of Cape Cod take a considerable munber of 
thase fish every year by harpooning them, and that abont 
two hundred pounds a year ave pickled and salted at Martha’s 
Vineyard. . 

Captain Atwood remembers seeing swordfish on the coasb 
of Majne as early as 1826, although up to the time of his re- 
tivement from active participation in the fisheries, in 1867, no 
effort was made by the fishermen north of Cape Cod to cap- 
ture them. 

The fishery BpEanently g are 
anae bobweer the years 140 ale 

into existence and inmyport- 
185, wnon the south edifst of 
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New England, Captain Ashby first engaged in iti in 7859, 
when if was apparently a well-established mdustry, Pn sel 

tiully record whatever of Merit or demerit may transpire, 
regardless of the result, and trifling faults or errors that the 

if is recordevl that some thirty vessels from New Bedford | partial eye of the fond owner would condone or overlook, 
WELE prodcably engaged in this husimess on the favorite | are relentlessly scored against their favorite. Tt must also 
ground, 15 to 20 miles southeast of Momea's Land. (54) be remembered that the excitement of the moment, be vour 

Mr. Narll ascertained that liltle attention was paid by the 
fishermen of Portland, Me, to swordlish until within two or 
three years, This fishery is carried on at odd times hy 
mackerel pill-iet fishermen, antl by cod-trawling vessels 
When their regilar industry is interfered with by the abund- 
ance of dogfish. The season for dogfish is also the time for 
swortlfish, and at the present time, when the price of sword- 
fish justifies it, snialler fishermen, when they are driven from 
their regular work by the dogfish, make trips forthe express 
purpose of Gaptiving swordfish, Markerel-seiners are begin- 
ning to carry swordfish irons, and are often yery successful 
in killing the tish, 
At the present day, and tor tive o six years past, perhaps 

much longer, fhere bas been very little change in the number 
of vessels ugaged, this yarying from thirty to forty approxi- 
mately in different years. — 

Capt. Pipes W. Merchant, of Gloucester. who Las been fa- 
yniliar with tlie fisheries sinee 1804, tells me that the first sword- 
fish eyer brought to Gloucester within his recollection was 
Ganghb on George's Bank about the year 1831, by Captain 
Puel, whe brought it in and sold it at the vate of eight dol- 
lars a barvel, salied, Fishermen had hefore that been very 
much afraid of them, but afterwards a good many were 
caught. 

dog neyer so steady and level-headed, may cause him to 
lose 4 trifle of that steadiness just at the critical instant 
when all big coolness and judgment are required, and imstead 
of « meritorious point he scores am ignominious Nush, that in 
his ordinary work would not hays ocourred. 
Then again chickens are notoriously uncertain birds, and in 

the course of a single heat one dog may have the good luck to 
find tante aid closé lying birds and obtain a capital score, or 
he may find them with heads up all ready to take theht before 
he gets nea them, legying, perhaps, one or two of their nwm- 
ber, who, with malice prepense, wart for their arch enemy to 
fet just near enough to score a flush, tn ordinary work this 
would he considered more in the light of a misfortune than of 
a fault, butin # public trial a few repetitions of this perform- 
ance will not, to say the least, add much to the oredit) side of 
the score. Meantime the other dog, perhaps, has had the luck 
of the birds and mim up a score that apparently shows him a 
long way ahead, when in reality he may be no better than his 
competitor, Many of the false points which occur at a public 
trial would nof be seen in every-day work, for often the dog 
will find and stannchly point 9 bird who but for the noise of 
the advancing host iia lie, but before the judges can get 
there wily Cupido has swiftly stolen away, leaving scarcely a 

age of scent upon the parched ground, and nothing is left 
judges but the memory of the magnificent point which 

they ara compelled under the rules to score as false, 
In yiew of these facts, notwithstanding the apparently 

poor performance of some of the dogs, wehave no doubt that 
a very large proportion of thera would prove capital animals 
under the ordinary conditions of every-day work, Tle m- 
tolerable heat, was a serious hindrance to the running, Not 
only was it very 1ncomfortable to both man and dog, ‘but the 
parched condition ofthe ground was very unfavorable for hold 
ing scent, and it was almost impossible to accomplish anything 
except in the early morning or late evening. Birds were 
very scarce compared with what we had been led to expect, 
although the weather undoubtedly had something to do with 
this, as on the last day—Monday—which was a little cooler 
after the slizht shower of the previous night, we found them 
fairly plenty. 
With these exceptions no batter place for holding the trials 

cowld be found, The village of VWairmont is located nearly 
in the center of a chain of heautiful lakes that extend for ten 
milés ie the north and south of it. These lalces are the resort 
ofinyriads of waterfowl who are just commencing their mi- 
eration, Geese and several kinds of ducks alford the shooter 
5, pleasing change from the weary tramp after ghickens. In 
the immediate vicinity of the town the ground is high rolling: 
prairie. Many of the knolls are covered with groves of quite 
respectable timber, which gives to the laniscape a charm 
thatis fully apprecixted by the visttors, who are unanimous 
in praise of the great heauty vf the yillage and the loveliness 
ofits suwwroundings. Extensive stubble fields are found in every 
direction, and on nearly every one of them we found birds at 
some time during the trials. The citizens of Fairmont with 
few exceptions extended a cordial welcome to their visitors, 
and did all in their power to render theirstay agreeable, Two 
or three of the farmers, probably not understanding the obj- 
ject of the meeting, or through pure cussedness, refused per- 
mission to hunt their land, aud one enterprising individual, 
after graciously according his consent, shouldered his gun 
and shot oyer the ground justin advance. The hotels and 
many private houses were filled to overflowing, but we heard 
of uo one who had not & place to lay lis head and. plenty to 
eat, and of but few who went dry. 
Our description of the running, given below, is, for the 

most part, just as we saw and recorded it at the time, Of 
course in some instances when the dogs were wide apart it 
was impossible to see them hoth at once. In such cases we 
obtained tle necessary information from the judges wo ac- 
companied thu dog that we could not see, We are under 
erent obligations to all of the judges for their uniform 
courtesy in imparting to us desired Information, On Thurs- 
day when the judzes divided and went into separate parties, 
we obtained the details of the rnoning trom parties m yon 
we have perfect confidence, and to whom we are greatly in- 
debted for the completeness of this report. 
The first event upon the card was the Derby, open to all 

setters wnd pointers whelped of or after March 1, 1881, with 
a purse of $450, of which $230 to first, $125 to second, $74 to 
third and 340 to fourth; entry, 320, The entries closed July 
1, with forty-five nominations, sixteen of them completiny 
their entry. This was avery good proportion of starters, 
siving ns 4 capital lot of youngsters, many of them showing 
Yemarkable field quality. They weve drawn to run in the 
following order: J 

BinsA. 2. B. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—Black, white aud tan 
Ainglish setter bitch, April 12, 1881, by Drake (Prince~Dora) 
out of Countess May (Dash TH,-Countess Ada), handled by 
Capt. C. B, MeMurdo, Shadwell, Va., 

mgcuinst 
Pramim Monty. Sportsman’s Kennel, Geneya, [a.—Lenion 
and white English setter bitch, April 2, 1881, by Prairie Joe 
(Charm-Ruby) out of Prairie Queen (Rake-Prairie Pearl); 
handled by Geo. Waddington, Geneva, Ta. 
GinppRoy. Geo. ©. Murs, Chicayo, [ll—BHnelish setter 

Noy. 4, 1881, by Druid (Prinee-Dora) out of Princess 
(Rob Roy-Livy), handled by N. Nesbitt, Milwaukee, 

a 

34. Swordfish haye been taken this season in large tittmbors. Now 
Bedford vessels have made a good th in therm, Few of the boats 
foiled 1 take one or two dally. Captain Cobh, of the pilot Goat 
Vision, ina (ny and o hal? took nine, the laygest weighing 400 pounds, 
Thirty vessels ne filteen miles south and east of Noman’s Land, or 
sixty miles ont from New Bodtord, ad same distance from Nontuelcet, 
The senson oxtends from Juno to September. The fish generally 
weigh 4) or 500 ponncds, anc ave from 10 to 12 feet long. - ‘They are 
sold in New York. Attera fish is harpooued th sevds savay, with a 
coil of rope paying oul, and sometimes in eur is fash Welora be is 
brought op board.”"—Burnstable Patyiol, Aig, 20, 156 

[fo BE CONTINUED, ] 

THE INDIANA COMMISSION.—The Fish Commission of 
Indiana is one of the youngest of commissions, buti is making 
progress. The Lepislature appropriated $1,000 for its nse at 
the last session, for the year ending September 20, “znd the 
first report will be issued in January, Although but little has 
been done on account of lack of means, still, the enerzetic 
commissioner, Mr. Pletcher, has made a beyinning and the 
zood work wil now go on. The cold season has operated 
agamst the carp, which have not dove as well as in the year 
previous. Public sentiment in favor of fishenltuve is growing 
m this State where ib has been rather backward, 

THE, OHTO COMMISSION.—Toledo, 0., Sept. 15. 
commission is nw very pojnitlar in the interior of the State, 
as it has paid especial attention to stocking the rivers. Here- 
tofore almost the entire effort has been made to stock the 
lakes. Tt expects this year sn appropriation of $15,000. ‘The 
sommission hus put into Lake Hrie this year some thirty-five 
Million whitelish, aud m the rivers some fifteen million jack 
sulmou, hatched at Toledo, and some ten tThousind black bass, 
andhas raceived fiom Troy, N. Y,, a large number of silver 
eels, which seem to thrive wellin our rivers, The hatcheries 
will open about Noy. 1 with whitetlish spawu.—X, 

Che Fennel. 
a Fo _.. 

THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN TRIALS. 

THE Inguguval Trials of the National American Kennel 
Club on Prairie Chickens (pinnated crouse) af Pairment, 

Minn., commencine on Monday, September 4, and closing on 
Monday, September 11, were fairly suecessful. The ex- 
tremely hot weuther during the week made if almost in 
possible to run the dogs except in the early inorming and just 
atnight. This, with the reity of birds, cansed the running 
to drae tediousty, and had nol)extra judges been appointec 
Wednesday evening it would haye been impossible to haye 
alvived at any sabistactory remulb. Asit was, some of the last 
ones in the Derby diyided,and only the first prize winner was 
foundin the All Ages, the handlers agreeing to let the judzes 
place the does as they should see fit tor the balance of the 
mouey and honor. This was the best possible solution of the 
difticilty that could be deyised under the ciroumstances, for 
judees, handlers and spectators were nearly exhausted and 
entirely disgusted with the hot and dusty condition of affairs; 
and the announcement on Monday é¢vening that arrange- 
ments had been made tor terminating the running by a di- 
vision, wasraceived with satistaction by all. Much as we 
should have liked to see the ties run out and the race decided 
on its merits, we could but agree that under the cireum- 
stances the best coursé was pursued, 
Wo one expacted that the running of both events would 

occupy more than one week, aid as many of the participants 
as well axspeectators had caleulated upon the ensuing week 
for a little private shooting. the unexpected three days thus 
gained were doubly welcome. Especially was this the case 
with te judgex. They had accepted the position in the sbe- 
lief that Hriday or Saturday at the latest would see the close 
of the muctiny, and as the few remaining days which they 
could possibly spare from the demands of business had been 
set apart for # tum atthe chickens, for which arrangements 
had previously been made, it was, therefore, no small sacri- 
fice for them to forego the anticipated pleasures of the tield 
and devote ong more day to the onerous task of following the 
dogs and deciding upon their merits, They consented to act 
only until the first prize winner was found. ‘Too much praise 
sannot be bestowed upon the judges for the yery intelligent 
and Sutistactory manner in which they performed their dirties. 
All of them were well qualified by experiance to All the posi- 
tion, and the aliuost unanimous endorsement of their decisions 
shows that they were rendered without fear or favor. 
Much time conld have been saved and in all probability 

the trials could have been ron out by Saturday at the latest 
had there been six judges instuad of three at the dommence- 
sent, This plin was adopted Thursday and proved very 
satisfactory. Lhe judges dividiny into three squads and going 
in different direutions. The gentlemen appointed as extra 
jndsvs ware Mr, J. D. Brown, Missouri Valley, Towa; Mie B. 
'R. Wilson, Pittsburg, Pa,, aod Mr, Jos. H, Dew, Columbia, 
Tenn. All were thoroughly qualitied for the position by a 
long exprtience in the field, and so tar as we could learn all 
of the emietihs were endorsed hy both spectators and hand- 
fers. There were toany gentlemen from all parts of the 
nountry attending the trials, who watched the proceedings 
with mueh itierest. The quality of the work doite by the 
competing dogs wasunder the circumstances fully equal to that 
at any previcustrial, We were greatly disappointed in not 
witnessing the performance of some of the Minnesota cracks, 
aboubwhorn so much has been said, as there was nota single 
entry from this Stabe, although we.were repeatedly assured 
by their owners that several of the does owned here could 
easily discount the winners. Pile, 

In astimating the quality of the worl of the imélividuil 
dovs, and comparing it with the performances ul previous 
trials, or with tle every-day Held work to which the specta- 
tor is accustomed, thers are Tay things to be taken ito 
consideration that form no pirh of an ordinary day's shooting, 
In the frst place the dogs and their doinys are under the 
critical eyes of inéxorable judges, whose duty itis te impar- 

‘The 

doz 
Draco 
Wis., 4 

against 
Josuraine, B. Ff. Wilsonand J. J. Snellenburg, Pittsburgh 
and New Brighton, Pa,.—White English setber bitch, March 
15, 1881, by Knox’s Duke (Belton I1-Nell) out of Hunter's 
Cora (Parson’s Sam-Queen), handled by R, B, Morgan, Can- 

on, 0. 
; Scorn, A.M, Decker, Chicago, Ill.—Red Irish setter dog, 
July 17, 1881, by Rob ont of Flash, handled by RK. Johnson, 
Bellefontaine, O., 

Pink B&B. W. 8, Mallory, Memphis, Tenn.—black and white 
Wnelish setter dog, May 15, 1881, by Gladstone (Dan-Petvel) 
out of Countess Eey, handled by H. M. Short, Middleton, 
Tenn. 

S71 Huw TV. Dr, 8. Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Black, 
white and tun Enelish setter dos, April 20, 1831, by St. Elmo 
(Pride of the Border-Jessie) out of Clio, handled by HE, H. 
Hnivht, Allaire, N, d., 

aginst 

agutnst 

AmuricAy Day. Joseph H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn.—Black, 
white and tan Buglish setter dog, April, t851, by Lineoln 
(Dan-Lill 11.) owt of Daisy Dean (Pride of the Border-Ruby), 
handled by Joseph H. Dew, Cohmmbia, Tenn. 
Goenr Dap. D. McKinney Loyd, Pittsburg, Pa,—Black 

and white English setter dog, July, 1851, by Count Noble, 
(10,144) out of Nellie, (Belion-Dimple). handled hy D. 0, San- 
born, Dowling, Mich., ; 

cguvinest. 

James Stinson, Chicayo, Ill.—Liyer and white 
1851, by Little Rutian, (Waust-Devou- 

(Bow-Madee), handled by A. Winter- 
mute, Chicago, Hl. 
Acme, J. Palmer O'Neil. Pittsburgh, Pa,—Plack and 

white Nnglish setter dog, April 17, 1881, by champion Thun- 
der (Pride of the Boarder-Pairy IL) out of Bess, handled by 
R. BR. Morgan, Canton, 0., 3 

cyatnst - 

Privow Norum. H. Widdicornb, Grand Rapids, Mich,—Black 
and white Bneglish setter dog, July 1881, by Count Noble, 

CAVALIER, 
pointer dog, July 14, 
shire bass) out of Plight 

(10,134) out of Nellic (Belton-Dimple}, handled by W. R. Geer, 
Hastings, Mich, 
Frank. Dayid Wurgesson, Milwaukee, Wis.—Black and 

white ticked English setter doo, June 15, 1581, by Carl out of 
Queen, handled hy W. B. Sees, Mankato, Minn., 

cL: 
Prarie Woxont, &. B, Morgan, Canton, Ohio.—Lemon 
anid white English setter doz, Apri }, 1881, by Prairie Joe 
(Charm-Rnby) ont of Prairie Queen (Rake-Prairie Pearl), 
handled by R. B. Morzan, Canton, 0. 
Countrss May I. Luther Adams, Poston, Mass.—Blick 

and white Holish setter bitch, April 11,1881, by Dratce (Prince- 
Dora) ont of Countess May (Desh WLCountess Ada), handled 
by Capt. C_ E. MeMunrda, Shadwell, V: 

against ; 
Couness Monuih, Jolim D. Ladd, Martin, Tenn—White 
and tan ticked Hnelish setter bitch, duly, L581, by Comnt 
Noble (10,144) ontof Spark (Carloyitz-Magnet), handled by W- 
B, Statford, Mankato, Minn. 
After the drawing Mr. B. Waters, of Canterbury, Conn., 

was chosen to fill the place of Hoh, B. BE. B. Kennedy, of 
Omaha, Neb., who telegraphed that owing to a spraied 
ankle te would not be able to attend. 

As the entries forthe All Aged Stakes did uot alose tuutil § 
oclock Mouday morning, a start was uot moadetntil halt an 
hour later, when judges, handlers and reporters, aucompanied 
by a large niumber of spectators in comfortable riding spring 
ues ae started in a northerly direction, andat a little atter ? 
o'clock - 

‘Dey 

BLSA AND PRATRIN MOLLY 
were Gast off in a narrow piece of dub stubble for the first heat, 
Molly showed tlie inoststyle and speed, ranging fairly, while 
Elsa appeared over cantious. Shesoon warmed up, however, 
and moyed a little better. Hlsa was the first to show sign of 
game at the edgs of the field. Molly, soon joined hoy, but 
neither conld quite makeit out. Ordered on, Hlsaswnng to 
the right and ran tuto a brace of ald birdsand dropped niealy 
on point just at the instant thuy flushed. Moving on, both 
made game twoor three times, and Elsa tinally came to a 
staunch point, which proyed to be false. It was very hot, 
with only aslight breeze stiiting. . 
The dogs were Dow taken in the waron, aud alter going a 

couple of miles east were put down avain. Working through 
the prairie and stubble blank we crossed a slough, whin 
a brace of woodcoek were flushed bby the hondlevs, and 
one of therm was shot by Waddineton, A littl: further on 
Bisa scored a flush, and soon another got up; she dropped to 
wing, but soon moved a ttle and another bird got up close 
toher, Shethen dropped on point, The handlers, coming 
up, flushed two more, one of which the Captain killed to 
order, Taking a siep or two another rose, winch he also cut 
dewn. Both dozs were steady. Waddington sent Molly ta 
the left, where a brace of birds had been marked dowu, and 
sie Hushed one of them and half pointed just as the ober 
rose. Turning west to a stubble field, where a bird had beon 
marked, hoth dogs look alony fur fo the right, aud wien 
coming in Molly ran into a coyey and seored two or three 
flushes in quick succession, and, worse than all, she chased, 
for which she was beaten by Waddington as well as Nisa, 
vos Eee declared the winner, after heing down an hour and 
a halt. 

GILDEROY AND JOSEPHINE 
were at once put down in the grass. Josephine mover! much 
the liveliest. and showed the most style at the start. but Gil 
deroy soon warmed wp and there was not nich to choose be- 
tween them, Turning info some stubble, Gilderoy dropped 
on point. Jo, refused to back, but joined him, when both 
roaded nicely, but the bird had evidently flown, as they soon 
gave it up. It was now eleven o’clock, and very hot, and 
they were ordered up to go down again in the afternoon, and 
we returned to the hotel. Owing to the extreme heat 
we did not leave the hotel until atter three o’click, When 
about four miles north of town the dogs were again put down 
in a nice looling stubble which was drawn blank, except one 
bird, which one of the judges nearly shepped on before it rose. 
Then a long tramp was taken through several stubble fields 
und the intervening prairie without » find, After a wlite a 
single bird was flushed by the spectutors, and soon after 
Nesbitt walked into the middle of a nice covey which 
fot up all around him, Morgan sent Jo. in there, think 
inf she might find a bird remaining. His idea was correct, 
but Jo, was not quite Cautious cnough and sored 
a flush, She dropped to wing and Morean dropped 
the bird. Then across a slough Nesbitt flushed a brace 
and killed oné of them. Working on through a stubble and 
corntield which were drawn blank we came into prass, where 
Gilderoy half pointed and drew on but got toa close, and the 
bird flushed but Hew only a few yards. Hedropped to wing 
and remained on pointas he saw the bird alight. Josephiie 
stopped to order Close by himuntil thebirdwas flushed. Both 
dogs were steady and that was all the praise that they 
merited, A little further on and they were ordered up as they 
were tired out, and Pink B, and Scottwere put down. After 
their heat was finished Gilderoy ahd ipsa ne were again pat 
down and after a short spin, during which Gilderoy did some 
yery good work on a covey, dropping to point and then road- 
ine them out nicely while Josepline failed to distinguish her 
self, they were ordered up and Gilderoy awarded the heat. 
Down alltogether one hour and thirty-five numutes. : 

SCOTT AYD FINK B 
were sandwiched into the previous heat. Both of themshowed 
considerable style and speed as they ranged wide on the open 
prairie, Working around a small lake to a stubble field a larse 
covey flushed wild, and several mallurds also flew from the 
stubble, while « large bunch of teal got wp from the lake, the 
whole making « picture that was worth going a long distance 
+osee. Just here 4 skunk put in an appearance, and as he 
leisurely ambled along Pink spied him, and apparently real- 
izing thabnature had been remiss in not making game of the 
rodent, he undertook the job on his own account and sailed in 
regardless. Hyery one knows that “a rose by any other 
name would smell as sweet,” but we assure you that a Pink is 
4 different sorh of a posey altogether, for without any change 
of name—althouglt come to think over, Short did use some 
othername, Fink came out of the scrimmage witha most 
decided change of odor, at leastit seemed soto ug, byt Pink 
soon conyinced us that his smell was all right by handsomely 
pointing at a long distance a single bird that had remamed on 
the stubble. Scott refused to back, andforged abenl aud 
flushed the bird, This was capital work for Pink: but disustious 
for Scott, as they were ordered upsnd Pink declored the 
winner. Down fifty-five minutes, Gilderoy and Josephine now 
finished their heat, and 

ST, ELMO Ty, AND AMMRIOAN DAN 
were at once cast off, They were very Dear equal in sjieed 
andrange, Althous St. Bimoisayery stylish animal, he 
could not compare with Dan, who is ope of the mosh stylish 
dogs atthe meeting. Dan led off with a Hush, where he 
shonld have pointed. He dropped nicely to wing. A little 
further on he made a grand point, but soon moved mand 
roaded a short distance very nicely, but nothing was found, A 
little further on Haight, who was too close np scored a flush, 
to which both dogs dropped. Several other hirds then got 
upallaround. Dan moyed ona little and pointed) but he 
worked up too close and the bird flushed, ‘This was poor 
work allaround, Soon after, as iv was nearly dark, they 
were orderéd up, to go down in Lhe morming, 
Tuesday morning we were early astir and shortly after six 

o'clock St. Blno and Dan were castoff in a small stubble 
ahout a mile west ofthe town. Dan at once found a larse 
covey, aud pointed them in grand style; then oni grass both 
pointed nicely. ‘The birds were fished to order hut not slot 
at. A little further on Haight flushed a brace and Jdlled one, 
Working onup the swale, St. Nims challenged and halt potted 
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just as a brace pot up. 
then sent on these, and one got closeup to him, One of these 
birds yas warked down in grass and the dozs were ordered in 
thatidirection. St. Eimofwund the bird and shonld have pointed 

it, but drawing too close he scored a flush, They were now 

This was very near @ flush. Dan was 

ordered wp and the heat awarded to American Dan, Down 
altogether forty minutes, 

COUNT DAD AND CAVALIER 
were at ones put down: they sot away at a slashing gait with 
Cavalier 4, trifle the fastest; lie is the only pointer that ran in 
the Derby, and a eapital one leis; he ig yery stylish and has 
the true pointer action. He bas an extraordinary turn of 
speed atid wondertul powers of endurance for so young a doz, 
and if properly handled will be beard from again, Cannt 
Dad is also, capital dow and did some yery good work, but 
the pace was too hotior him, and at the close of the heat he 
wis fagzed onan could not smell the birds, Cavalier was 

_ the first to find, but: le dréy too elose and scored a Hush. Tlien 
“across the prairie fo a stubble he again pointed, but not so 
| sbaamchly as he should, as bis tailwas going; be soon drew 
on little, and the bird flushed. Dad pointed fairly, then 
Swinging yound he flushed a eiuele bird that he should have 
pointed. as he had the wind; he dropped to wing, then moy- 
Ig On itt seme weeds he flushed another one; then on open 
prairie Cavalier save a ne exhibition of his speed and rang- 
dog qualities: then into shibble Dad ran on to a single bird and 
stored a flush: then one or two fields were drawn blank, when 
Cavalier, thinking that it was time that something was done, 

Taced away nearly half a mile away and disappeared in some 
corn. When we came up his hundier whistled for him and a 
lange covey fushed ont ofthe corn, which he had evidently 
been pointing, as he soou made his appearance from that di- 
fertion. Then swinzine to the left Dad dropped on a 
Tice poinh but nething was found. He then tock a wide 
Tum on the stubble and fhished n single bird down wind: he 
then swing round behind where this bird got up, and dropped 
Ona nice point, which Cavalier backed fairly, The bird was 
fustted lit not shot at; tds was 4 cood pieces pf york for 
Dad. Beth does then alternately pomted false. Then on in 
stubble Cavalier challenged and drew to a beautiful point; 
then roading yery nicely «short distance to the edge of the 
#tisss he again pointed, locating bis bird tinely, Dad backed 
an instaht and then swuny ahead atid stole the point, Two 
birds were finshed to order, and both Handlers shot and crip- 
pledone bubit got away. Thenon Dad fiushed a bird in 

- Weeds ad then pointed, and Cayalier backed nicely, Then 
ou Open prawie a lone tramp was tuken, during which Cayva- 
Jierlet out an extra link and appeared to he gome better than 
Gyer, while Dad was evidently about pumped.tor when birds 
were found he could not smell them, but scored a fiush on a 
ingle that he should have pointed. He at once dropped to 
wig and Cavalier backed him, the handlers coming up 
flushed x hird behind the dogs. Dad then moyed up a little 
ani put ap another oie, They were then ordered up, and 
Cavalior awarded the heat, Down three hours and twenty- 
fives toinutes. Chis was along and very trying heat for so 

Young dogs. and both of them showed remarkable staying 
qualities. 7 

ACME AND PRINCE NORLE 
Were now ordered down, but Acme was withdrawn and 
Prince NWable declared the winner of tle heat. | 

FRANK AND PRAIRIE WONDER 
were at ouce put down on same scattered birds, but at the 
request Of the handlars they were given 4 short spin on the 
Pattie first, where Wonder showed the most speed and 

] wange; then back to where the birds had been marked, 
Wonder challenged bot could not make if out, and the birds 
were not found. Turning toward home, Stafford flushed a 
itd which was marked down in the grass. Meantime a, large 
“covey bad heen Gtiven from some corn and marked down in a 
slough. Going for the sing] bird, Prank made #, gamy point, 
which Wonder refused to back, Moving on, nothing was 
ound, 2nd he was stored a false point, Then in the slough 
an Awol mess was mude, and doys, handlers and dues 
Scored flushes right and left. Th was now leyen Gotock, and 
the heat wis stifime in the long grass, and the dogs were or- 
fered up, when Frank was withdrawn and Prairie Wonder 
awarded the heat, Dovw;u fifliy minutes. 

; COUNTESS MAY TI, AND COUNTESS MOLLY 
were put downinuthe afternoon at half-past three. wbout a 
mile east of town, Neither dog stowed much speed or style. 
Working through some weeds and grass, Molly pointed just 
aS & bird fished at the corner of some corn. Just then a cur 
van ahead and fushed a covey i somie stubble. Turning to 
the south, May ran on to a bird down wind and dropped to 
Wing very nicely; shesoon fushed another which she should 

shave Were bhen she pointed false and Moity backed nicely. 
Alittle further on May again pointed, but soon moved on 
and made another point, Molly backing, Then Molly did 
samt fine roading down wind, but tushed the bird: then 
oing south a mile to stubhle, hoth dogs showed more speed. 

Nothing was found, and they were ordered upto go down 
again, and a number of heals inthe second series were run, 
When they were again put down, and Molly at once pointed. 
May worked in ahead and pointed, but moved and flushed 
the covey. They were then ordered up and Molly was given 
the heat. Down altozether one hour. May was all off and 
Aliftering from an attack of dysentery, This ended the first 
Series of heats. Followingis a sumniavy: 

inst Series, 
‘filsa beat Prairie Moity. 
Cilderoy beat Josephine, 
Pink B. beat Scott. 
American Dan beat St, Himo IV, 
lavalict beat Count Dad. 

Prince Noble beat Acme (withdrawn.} 
Prairie Wonder beat Frank (withdrawn), 
Countess Molly beat Countess May IT, 

Second Series. 

F ELSA AND GILDEROY 
were put down in stubble while the last brace were bracing 

“uptor a renewal of the contest. Gilderoy ah onee made 
game, and Elsa soon did the sume. Gilderoy roaded out the 

id and dropped on point just as whe handlers flushed the 
iird, Ona little further he again dropped on a gamy point. 

Elsa swung ahead and half pomted, while Neshitt, te order, 
shed the ceyey in front of Gilderoy, This was very pretity. 

Wise was called ap and « hird flushed close to Her. She 
tanved ona little andiade a beatitnl point, but nothing 
Was found. Gildersy then swony tito the wind and located 
4 brace in capital stylo, dropping as if shot when he caught 
the scent. Vhiswas good work, Hlsa now made a beautiful 
Point at the cdeé of some weeds, aid the Gaptain fushed it 
Loorder, (ne also Hushed behind (ilderoy, Both dogs were 

“very steady. A bird was soon after Mushad a long distance 
from (ildevroy. woo instantly dropped to wing. Then after 
the scattered birds Gilderoy dropped on point, and Elsa work- 
ig uhesad scored «a flush, Gilleroy in the meantime had 
Touded a bird, which the judges finshed as they came up, 
Bwinsing over a knoll, Gilderoy dropped on point to 4 simple 
“bird, which was finshed to order. They were then ordered 
up and Gilderoy awarded the heat. Down forty minutes. 

, PINE H. AND AMERICAN DAW 
Awere at onee cast olf; boul started ont ata rattling gait, Pink 
evidently all the better for his aitventure with the skunk; tor 
he let outan extra link and rauged much wider and at greater 
wie than in bis previous heat; Dan also moved well, and was 
“fully his equal in speed, style wud range; they made a vapital 

j ae being more near 

- 

Ty matched thai auy brace at the mect- 
t oth challeneed several times, fubit Was some time before 
Ly thing was found: ranjwone over a shubble Pink made along 
Int on # brace ot mallards which got yp wild as we ap- 

PPosched; then swinging a little turtherhe ggein pointed im 

Pink G, tha winner of the heat. 

grand style, Dan backing or pointing, we could nottell which, 
as the birds flashed wild before we came wp. This was first 
élass work for hoth; then across a slough after them several | 
inore flushed from the short grass in a mowing, Dan making a 
beantifal point when they got up. Pink went straight to the 
scatbered birds and made a erand point; the birds were flushed 
to order, and each hardier killed one, both dogs retrieving very 
syell. Dan then pointed in grand style, but spoiled it all by 
moving ups little too close and scoring a flush; asif determined 
to lose the heat, he then Uluidered np another one, and the 
judges after a short consultation ordered thamup and announced 

Down half an hour. 

CAVALIER AND FRINGE NOBLE 
were then Seu down, but as it was nearly night uo birds were 
found, aid after a twenty minutes’ spin they were taken up 
to so down again in the morning, Both showed great speed 
ane ranze, giving promise of an interesting heat if no ill-luck 
should betal thera, Wednesday morhing ali a few minutes 
past six they were again put dewn in an oat stubble about a 
male west of the tows, This was drawn blamls, as was a 
streteh of open prairie to fhe next stubble, when Prince 
anes on a capital point, which Cavalier handsomely 
backed. We then went a mile west to a large stubble, and 
Prince again dropped, but soon moved ou and roaded very 
nicely what proyed to be the trail of turkeys. Cavalier 
showed grand style in backing, infact he wustoo much in- 
clined to back, although the perfornmiance was very pretty to 
look at. After draaying another stubble blank we went a mile 
south to a largestubble where Prince fushed a single bird that 
Was just coming out of the grass; then east to another stubble; 
Prince challenved where birds had been running and Cavalier 
backed him; Prince swung for the birds, and was fortunate in 
finding them; he dropped very aicely to a large covey, the 
pointer backing him in goud style; the birds flushed uearly a 
inndred yards ahead; this was very well done. Working on 
Oayvalier located «single bird in the weeds and pointed, but 
lus tail Was moving; Prince did not back, but took point along- 
side. 
The judges, after a short consultation, awarded the heat to 

Prince Noble. Down, altogether, an hour and a halt, The 
handler of Cavalier togk exceptions at the decision and with- 
drew his dog. In thiswe t-ink he acted rather hastily, for 
Prinee had certainly shown himselit the better dog; andi a 
longer trial had been given, the superior handling of Prince. 
together with his greater experience, would undoubtedly have 
piled bim through. We were sorry to sea Cavalier with- 
drawn, as we thought him avery superior animal, and had 
he remained in he could har dly have toissed a place, 

PRAIRIE WONDER AND COUNTESS MOLLY 
were at once cast off and worked east to a large oat stubble, 
where Molly challenged, and would not leave, although re- 
peatedly called. Stafford, in going for her, flushed the bird 
that she knew was there. Wonder then pointed larks, and 
Molly backed her a long distance. ‘hen, in stubble, Molly 
pointed a coyey which soon flushed; she dropped to 
wing nicely, Wonder then came np and made «a bad 
flush, and Molly folloying snit, the dogs were ordered 
np, not to go down again unless they should have a chance to 
qin; down nearly an hour, This ended tho sevondd series, 
Following is the summary: 

Second. Series, 

Gilderoy beat Hlsa. 
Pink B. beat Ameritan Dan. 
Prince Noble beat Cavalier. 
Prairie Wonder and Countess Molly ruled out, 

Third series, 
Gilderoy and Pink B. were put down to decide which 

should contest with Prince Noble for the honor of first place, 
Prince hal been very fortunate, as by the withdrawal of 
Acme, le wou his firsi heat without an effort, and now by 
the throwing out of Wonder and Molly. he-was entitled to a 
bye, thus vittually winning three heats while only called 
upontorunone. This was hard lines for Pink, who ran a 
pane race to the end, and under more fayorable cireum- 
stances, the verdict might haye been reversed, as there was 
not much to choose between the tivo. 

Gilderoy ulso ran game as a pebble and made a good 
fight, although he wassiek with dysentery and clearly not 
fit for work; had he been in propertrim there is no telling 
what the result would have been. When he and Pink were 
put down Pink at once struck out at a ratbling gait with Gild- 
eroy Hol far behind. 2\t the far end of the stubble Pink ran 
ou to « hird that he should have pointed, when both dogs 
dropped nicely to wing anda brace of birds lay until Short 
came up; then swinging north both dogs made gume, but 
Pink located the bird. Short coming up flushed the bird just 
as he poinved Gilderoy then scored a ilush; then several fields 
were drawn blank. Swinging along the edze of weeds Gil- 
deroy challenged and roaded his birdsin grand style. Pink did 
not appear to smell them but worked ahead and flushed. 
Gilderoy was how out of sight in the weeds, and several more 
fot up nearhim, Then some time was expended in beating 
a stubble and grass withont result. Several birds haying 
been marked down the dogs were worked in thei direction. 
Gilderoy pointed grandly in the weeds, but nothing was 
found and he scored a false point, Pink then flushed a brace 
and Gilderoy followed suit. The judges, after consulting, or- 
dered them up and awarded the heat to Pink B. Down a 
liour and ten minutes. Prince Noble having a bye, this ended 
the third series. Following is the summary, 

Third Series. 
Pink B. beat Gilderoy. 
Prince Noble a bys. 

Fourth Series. 

PINE B. AND PRINCE NOBLE. 
Atter a bali-honr’s rest, Pink B. and Prince Noble were put 

down for the final heat which was to decide whieh of them 
should be crowned as winner of the Derby. Just after the 
close of the preyious heat we had flushed a small covey, and 
most of them had flown buta few yards. Working the dogs 
toward these, some were flushed by the handlers and judges. 
The dogs were swung round and Prince flushed one, drop- 
ping to wing nicely. Pink then flushed, and as it {uttered 
close to his head he made ajumpforit. This was bad, but 
the provocation was great, Atter working a little further on 
the dows were orderad up until evening, as the heat was 
terrible. In the afternoon. after driving abouwb five miles 
north, the dogs were put cownon fhe open prairie. A bird 
was flushed by the spectators and the dogs were called up, 
when Pink scored a flush. A little further on Prince scored a 
false point, Then on in the grass Prince showed the most 
speed, Pink was his eqnalin range and his superior in style. 
Then at corner of stubble both challenzed, but after roading 
ashort distance they lost it. Swinging for the scent, Pink 
found it. but scored a flush, Then, in the grass, Pink aT 
on point, Init he Was too close; the bird flushed, and he 
started to jump for it, but dropped to order. Then, in the 
stubble, he pointed fs Ise, Pink hacking nicely, Then, drayw- 
ing a stubble tield blank, we crossed a slough to another 
stubble, where Pik scored a capital point, while Prince 
backed in rood style, Short killmg the bird to order. This 
was vity good work, Itwas yery hot, and the dogs were 
tired, Prince showing evident distress. They were taken 
into the wagon, and Ghe firsh brace in the All-Aged 
were given 4 half hour's tum, when they were again 
jut down on marked birds when Prince scored a flush and 
Pine got a good point, then Prince moved on @ little and 
earned another fhsh and Pink followed siut. Then in stubble 
Prince pointed micely, hut nothing yas found, then saeross a 
sldugh inte a nice stubble. Prince pointed and Pink backed an 
instant, but caught the scent and pointed also. Short flushed 
to order and missed; this was capital work and was greatly 
enjoyed by all, A little further on Prince found the bird 

that Short had shot at, dead, and pointed it nicely, Pink back- 
ing, then ou a little further, Prince pointed ant Pink 
backed, the bird was flushed to order, and in an instant 
the performance was repeated, then again the same with Pink 
in the foreground. This was the liveliest work that we had 
seen, and ib was keenly enjoyed, We thought Pink was 4 sure 
winner, bul he swung back aud flushed wwo that he should 
have pointed, and soon another «me got up in front of bim. 
The dogs were ordered up. but after consulting awhile they 
were put down again und worked across the prairie to a large 
stubble where Prince made a beautiful point, but drew too 
close and flushed the birt which was a trifle wild. Pink coming 
up scored a fiush, Prince Noble was deelared the wiimor of the 
heat and first prize, Down altovether three hours. 

Fourth Series. 
Prince Noble beat Pink B., and won first prize, Cavalier, 

who was the only dog beaten by Prince Noble, having 
been withdrawn, Pink BK. was declared winuer of seconc 
prize. 

Pifth Series, 
Pink B,, by the withdrawal of Cavalier, won second prize. 

Sixth Series, 
SCOTT AND AMBRICAN DAN 

were at once put down to decide which should run 
with Gildevoy for third place. Not much was done, as 
it was nearly night, and they were taken up to go 
down in the morning. At half-past six o'clock on Thurs- 
day morning they were again cast off in stubble two 
anda half miles east, Both started well, Dan, who had. 
been all ort, eyidently feeling much better, conmenced with 
a flush, and Seott saon after scored the same. Dan then 
showed us one of his stylish points, which Scott refused to 
honor, but moyed on and putup the bird. A tew steps fur 
ther on Scott again thished and made a jwap for the bird, but 
stopped to order;he soon made another flush. Dan then 
pointed, but Scott, who evidently winded the birds, drew 
ahead and again flushed. The judges conchided that this 
was enough of the kind and awarded the heat to Dan. Down 
an hour and « quarter, 

Siwth Series. 
American Dan beat Scott, 
Gilderoy u bye. 

S Seventh Series. 
AMERICAN DAN AND GILDEROY 

were now put down to decide the winner of third place, Both 
were feeling better. Gilderoy led off with a false point, which 
Dan backed in grand style. hen in asmall stubble Gilderoy 
dropped on point, Dan again backing. Roading on, Gilderoy 
was unfortunate in taking the back track, while Dan, with 
better judgment, cot them right, andinade amaanificent point. 
Dew fiushing the birds to order. Then, on east, Dan pointed 
false. A little further on he swung bis head over his shontder 
and madéa capital point; Dew killed to order. Moying on a 
little, Dan again pointed. Giuderoy, failing to back, was drop- 
ped to order. Dan was a little unsteady, and Dew corrected 
im, They were ordered up anc Dan awarded the heat. 
Down an hourand a half, 

SEVENTH SURES. 
American Dan beat Gilderoy and won third prize. Sb. 

Elmo was withdrawn, unc Scott and Gilderoy divided fourth 
prize, thus ending the Derby. Next week we shall give the 
runuing in the All-Aged Stake, 

THE WINNER OF THE AGL-AGHD STAKE, 
By an unfortunate miscarriage the last three heals of the 

All-Aged Stake in the chicken trials failed to appear last 
week, They were as follows: Gertrude heat Frank H. 

Fourth Series. 
Don a, bye. 
Kifth Series. 

Don beats Sue and wins first prize, 

Sue beat Gertrude, 

FOX HUNTING IN MARYLAND. 

HE reyival of fox hunting in Maryland is hailed with 
enthusiusm, It has heen steadily growing in popular fayor 

for the past six or seven years, the red foxes haying so increased. 
as to be troublesome to the farmers, Owners of rural residences ~ 
haye taken a great interest in Lhe matter, atid have heen greatly 
improving the breed of fox-hounds, bringing it upto the old time 
standard of excellence. Ycars of idleness had almost obliterated 
every trace of the yarious old packs, whose cheery voice once 
kept the hills of Baltimore, Howard and Hartford counties ring- 
ing merrily. Here and there a food dos was found, but it was 
the exception rather thun the rule, Now a number of packs 
can be tound, and the position of ‘‘Muster of Hounds” is rising 
toits old eminence, One of the hardest workersin the late revival! 
of fox hunting was Dr. Maxwell Wood, U, 8. N., now deceased, 
His country seat, Rosewood (Glen, is near the old Garrison Forest 
Church, at the head of the Greenspring Valley, and his success 
may be gathered from the fact that the first meeting took place 
there in 1875, and the fox was run to earth in the most approyed 
style, after a 1ide that set the young men wild with enthusiasm 
anid stirred the ol to glad memories of their youth. 

Several packs of tox-honnds.of unexcelled quality are now 
kept in Pennsylvania, in the neighborhood of Paoli and West 
Chester, and for years the sport of fox hunting has been followed 
with continued ardor of olden time. Great care is observed by the 
wealthy farmers of these sechious in keeping the blood of their 
hounds perfectly ae All worthless animals are culled out, and 
the Schaffer pack as well as that of the Rose Tree Hunt, is 
coniposed of the speediest and truest of dogs, If our Balti- 
taore friends need new blood they can peat draft from the 
packs of their Pennsylvania, neighbors. Homo. 

TORONTO DOG SHOW. 

TORONTO, Sept. 16, 1582. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
A yery successful show of the smaller breeds of dogs, from 

cocker spaniels down to toy-terriers, has been held at the To- 
ronto Zoological Gardens during the pics week. The en- 
tries numbered about 120, and most of the classes were yery 
good. 
“The show of black and tan terriers was much above the 
average in quality, and the winning dogs, although rather 
too heayily built for perfect clerance, were thorouch terriers 
in character, with beautiful long heads and muzzlos. 

The fox-terrier class was well filled and brought owt some 
capital specimens. The winning dog, known lar and near ag 
the Markham dog, looks like a rare workman, and bears the 
Sears of many an encounter with large-sized vermin, such as 
‘eoons and foxes. Elehas a capital hear, and ears beautifully 
carried. Heis just a trille high ou the leg, and his tail has 
been lett too lone for symmetry. The second prize was given 
to a rare good dog, but which was tog heavily marked on the 
body, and also a wee bit foolegey. Whe went to a beautiful- 
bodied and nice-limbed hitch, with neat ears and good ex- 
pression, whose head, however, was rather short, and muzzle 
with hardly enough punishing power, 
Two rars ghod Skyes faced the judges. First was awarded 

to a drop-eared dog, very short and strong of limb and with 
great length and strength of body, His coat was very dense 
and hard and of good length, although he was not shown in 

/ the pink of condition, He was hardly pressed by a young prick- 
eared dog of excellent quality, who is not yeb so well fur- 
nished as his older competitor, but which will, by and bye, 
be hard to beat in any company. 
The class for rouylt-haived or Scotch terriers was, as usual, 

rather” mixed one, he winners, althongh inclining to 
be too sott-coated and legey, were every inch terriers of 
great character, and very vermin looking dogs. 
® The class for dandie dinmonts had some excellent speci- 
mens, and the wiuning dogs, indeed the whole four entries, 
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if shown with more care asto condition, are fit fo compete 
successtully at the largest bench shaw. 

The cocker spaniel class was an easy one to judge, although 
out of a dozen entries four were prethy fair dogs, First prise 
went to a black of average merit, and second toa liver and 
white ticked litter sister. 
A yery good young pug deg won the tivstprige. His strong 

points were his markings and wrinkles, aud his size {about 
aight ponnds) cave lim a decided advantage over the second- 
prize doz, which was too Jarze—about sbeteen pounds. The 
winner is rather smallin the head and not quite short enoush 
in the face. He will furnish upin body with advantage as he 

erriers were very cood, frst goime to a very small 
n beautifully marked as well as Coabed. 

Appended is # full lst of the owards, the judges being 
Messrs. J. F. Kirk, of Toronto, J. OC, Morgan, of Parkdale, and 
W. Buge, of Yorkville, whe acted in concert, and itis need- 
less to say the judgments were well received by the cag- 
noscent. AWARDS, 

Classi, black and ‘Yon Terriers, . Joabn Gest. Toronto. dog 
Cuss; 2d, Jolin f, Scholes, Toronto, hiten Saft; vhe, John I, Scholes’ 
dog Nep; he, George Haskins, Toronto. loz, 

Chass 2. Fox Terriers,—ist, R. G, Arnistrane, Markham, dor Spot; 
2d, Dayid 5. Bosth, Aierieaun Hotel, dog tint; vyhe, A. C. Dotielas, 
Toronto, bitch; Le, Jolm Warne, Toronto, biteh, andl John Dudgeon, 
Toronto, dog. 

Miass d, Skye Terriérs.—ist, Jas. M, Rogerson, Torante, dog: Yd, 
Thos. Ofilvey. Torouty, dog Ugie. 

lass 1, Roveb-haired or Scotch Verriers.—ist. Jno, BF. Scholes's 
doz Sandy; 2d, O. MeKinlay, Parkdale, doe; vhe, Polly Newhall, dog 
Sehneider, he, Gearge 1. Cooper, Toronto, 

Class 5, Dandi¢ Dinimont—ist, Gen. J. Little, Parkdale; bitch, 2, 
Arch Little, Guelph, bite; vhe, Geo. J. Liltte. Parkdele, dog: he, 
Aveh Littl, Guelph, dog. 

Glass 6, Cocker Spaniels, —1st, Heury 
2d. Henry A, Hall, biteh Panny; he. YA, Canypbell, Torani, bitch 
Tide; ¢, Rishard James Day, Hamilfon. dig Onur 

Class 7, ltalian Greyhormes. ist, W. A. Andrews, Toronto, maouse- 
eglored bitch Nelly. 

Qlass §, Knglish Pugs —Ist, John Hendry, Toronto, dog Tommy; td, 
Grant Braley, Toronto, dog Jack, 

Class ), Toy-Terriers,—1si, John Walker, Torento, black and tan 
liteh Topsy, Halbs.; 21, George Cooper, Scotch terrier Gyp;c, W- 
Smith, Toronte. black anil tan bitel Tiny. 

Olass LO} puppies of these classes.—ist, A. ©. Douglass, Toronto, 
fox-terrier dog pup; 2d, A.C. Douglass, fox-terrier bitch pup; vhe, 
Dennis Farrell, Toronto, black and tau bitch; Geo. B, Cooper, Scotch 
terrier bilah pup. 

Extra class, Yorkshire Terrier—ist, John F, Scholes, 2d, 1. G, 
Bell, Toronto, 
Special prizes.—Hy. Samson, Toronto, fancy Chinase dog Jumbo: 

tT. D, MeGaw, Queen's Hotel, ond Seatch eoolis pup; E. Doherty, Galt, 
fielil spaniel pup; Mo. T, A. Sullivan, of Toronte, exhibited a pair of 
thoroughbred English setters, and Mr. John Hendry, of Toronto, 1 
very fine pointer bitch and pips. These didnot vompete for prises. 
The attendance has been yery large, and the display an unusually 
good one, Simcar. 

DOMINION KENNEL CLUB.—Yesterday afternoon (Sept. 
La) a meeting was held im the Chupen’s Hotel for the purpose of 
discussing the formation of a local branch in connectian with 
the recently established Dominion kennel Club. In January 
last the ‘‘Domimion of Canada Kemel Club” was started by a 
number of prominent Canadian sportsmen then im Ottawa, 
and since that time vigorous and consistent effort has becn 
made to develop the association into a representative Cana- 
dian one. The original provisional board of directors included 
such wel-known mén as Alonzo Wright, John Gilmour, Lind- 
say Russell and W. A, Allan. ot Ottawa; Lient.-Gov. Dewd- 
ney, Hon, Mr, Caron and ©, V. M. Temple, of Quebec: Chris- 
topher Robinson and 4%. A, Lash, of Toronto; H. B, Harrison, 
of Tilsonburg, and others, Mr, B. H. G. Vickars, of Otters, 
was appointed provisional secretary and treasurer, A circular 
issued by the directors gave the objects of the association as 
twofold, national and local, as follows; National—To encour- 
age throughout the whole Dominion the importation, sale, 
breeding, training, and exchange of highly bred dogs of all 
classes, To compile and publish a, national stud book, in 
which dogs of every breed, whelped or owned in the 
Dominion, can be registered, To endeayur to seeure such 
lecislution as will protect the game of this country, and 
assist in the enforcement of existing laws having that object 
in view. Generally to assist in the conyiction and punishment 
of persons Sanity of cruelty to animals, more especially te the 
dof, and the various kinds of game. To encourage public 
exhibitions of dogs, such 4s bench shows aud field (rials. ‘To 
encoursge legitimate sport generally. Local—To import, 
breed, buy, sell, train, and exchanges, for the benefit and 
prott of the shareholders, such breeds as may frora time to 
time appear advisable to the elub. ‘To afford moadical atten- 
tion, nursing, and care to dogs being the personal property of 
members of the club as well as those owned by the club as a 
body. Organization of the club was effected upon a joint- 
stock basis, with shares at S10 eqch, and headquarters at 
Ottawa. A resident board of directors was subsequently ap- 
pointed, and each of the provinees was allotted representative 
directors. Besides this, it was deemed advisable to have 
Jocal boards in each of the larger centers, such as Montreal 
and Toronto. A few days ago the secretary of the ehib, 
Mr. Vicars, arrived in Toronto to confer with sports- 
men here, and the result wus yesterday's meeting, at- 
tended by a number of gentlemen privately notified 
of the matter. There were present among others 
Messrs. Richard Cassels, Christopher Robinson. Q, C.; John 
Maughan, Liewt.-Col. Otter, Jas. Spooner, Major Drayton, W. 
Armstrong, R, Tinning, I., H. G. Ball, Geo. Schofield, and 
J. f, Kirk. Mr. Cassels was moved into the chair, and Mr, 
Kirk named secretary. Mr. Vicars, in introducing the subject, 
spoke briefly regarding the objects of the elib, as given 
aboye, and enlarged upon the: benefits which would result 
in the breeding of dogs in Canada. Besidas establishing a 
kennel upon a large Seale at Ottawa, and holding annual 
bench shows, the club proposed to take in hand an annual 
exhibition of sporting outfits and materials. For the bench 
show they had assurapee of large entries from the States. 
The elnb proposed also to inaugurate field trials, a sport not 
as yet familiar in this country. There was syery prospect 
that the association would be able to accomplish its ends sutis- 
factorily and ceonomically. As regarded tha establishment 
ofa kennelin Ottawa, alot had already been donated bo the 
elub by one gentleman, aud the Messrs. Gilmour had offered 
to pive all the timber needed in construction. The totial 
amont of the stock would have been subscribed two or three 
times over in Ottawa, had it heen desired, but as it was wished 
to make the association as general as possible, no advantage 
was fakeno! the fach A general discussion followed rezamling 
the object and scope of the assucialion. The opinion was ex- 
pressed that the breaking and training of dogs was one of the 
Tost important of the matters to be actended to, Mr. Viears 
said that frst the club would be able only to maintain one or 
two competent kennel-keepers at headquarters, as the expense 
of a training establishmentin thea country cotld seareely be 
borne, but that the keepers could yard-train the dogs, and 
subsequently a branch establishment might be wudertalen in 
agameé neighborhood. Tt was suggested that some ot the 
country sportsmen might take this matter in hand. It was 
eventually determined to nominate a local board of directors, 
with power toadd to their number, the board to formulate 
their views regarding the objects of the club and the best 
meuns of furthering ths interests in this vicinity, and to com- 
municate the same in writing to headquarters at Ottawa, The 
folowing were nominated: Mr. ichayd Gassels, Col. 
Gzowski, Mv. Spooner, Licut,-Col, Otter, Lient,-Col, Grasett, 
Messrs, John Maughan, John O. Heward, E. Clarkson Jones, 
J.H. Morris and Beddome, Mr. Kark agreed to act perman- 
enti» seeretary, Tho meeting then adjourned. A mest. 
4. willshortly he held in Montreal to organiza # branch of! 
the club there,—Toronto Mai]. 

A. Hall, Toronto, biteh Jetty; 

_in the stage to the last, with the totals. 

Aifle and Trap Shooting. 

THE INTERNATIONAL MILITARY MATCH. 

i) eg connlity and the world knows the fact of the defeat of the = 
Americonsin their mateh withthe British team io the long talked 

Of International Match, 
the seoresin full. Therais liltle really fo be naprated, The shooting 
went on without interruption, 

teams. There are dozens of explanstions, but the truth is that the 
match was lost in & dozen diiferent directions. More experiente, bet- 
terdiscipline, siiperior rifles, and a greater incentive to worl all op- 
erated to bring fhe British team one lunttred and seventy points Lo 
the front, The defeat is such a crushing one thatit suggests at once 
that © radical move must be made in making up the toam far the re- 

A start must he taade from the bottom, and somebody 
familiar with the theory of rifle buildiug must furnish a rifle fitfor 

This ones provided, the rest of the labor of prep- 
We are defeated, butit is not Ame 

(uth matelh, 

the work in hand 
aration is comparatively basy, 
ican habit to remain so, 

THE PIRST DAY, 

On the afternoon of September 14, the International Military Match 
opened, aud (he day closed with the American team 10 points to the 

Jom has the range looked moré attractive than it didon this oc- 
gasinu, Asthe visitor passed through the gates a most inviting 
panorama” spread ont before him. The day itself, consilered as a 
miicer of comfort. wot from & marksmun's slandpoint, was all that 
vould be desiréd. Sun enough te bé felb, clouds enough to prevent it 
from being fell too much and ta prevent. also any disagrerable 6& 
fects of loo ranch plare upon the turgets which so mauy eyes were to 
serutimize for hours. The broad level weres of Creedmoor wore a 
charming shade of green, and at this point and that could be seen the 
folds of the British or American colors--National Guard tags, flags 
of tue association or signal fags—all fying fastin the strong south 
wint. 

Then there are to bo seen over on the &s reme left af the field two 
rows of small tents which are at the service of visiling national 
fnardsmeu, Further down the syenueisa group of private tents, 
in one of which Judge Hilton reposed for a time, and in another of 
which General Molineux, the président of the association, reesived 
his moruing callers, 
The hotel is the central gathering pomt on the range, an’ from its 

roof te Wnglish flagisflymg. Tie eastern end of the hotel is sect 
pied for an Aromunibion salesroom and statistical department of the 
assveiation, As you pice to look into the ammanition room a wagon 
drives up at the door wilh half a dozen small boxes in it which ap- 
pear to he easy of handling, but which, in Pact, make the driver 
eronth when he comes to unloading them, They are boxes of car- 
tridges intended fora general extermination of bullseyves. The re- 
isinder of the hotel is in the hands of a caterer, with piles of roast 
¢hiekean and piles of sandwiches, very much like piles of wood in the 
mnatler af size, baskets of fruit, bdrrals of boar, and sa forth, while 
out behind the club house some pleasent vapors hegan to ascend 
from one of the biggest clam chowilers on record, su” from green 
torn boiling in anwdjoining kettle of huge dimeusions. A view of the 
range from the hotel, where all the people esugrevated prior to the 
heginning of the greati mateh, shows you, beside what las heen al- 
ready mentioned, the president’s official tent right opposite, the bnl- 
letin board to one side thereof, a number of beer zardens under can- 
Vas, a Magazine. the little frame house used by tha markers, and be- 
low all, yet above all, that chic? object of interest to visitors, the row 
of targets shanding there, with a bit-me-if-you-can lookin each one’s 
appearance. 

vue effect of the systematic cepreciation of the American’s 
chances sineé the arrival of the British team was seen in the com- 
paratively simall interest manifested in the mateh. Where thousands 
had gathered to witness the small-hboré matches several years ago, 
hundreds were now gathered, There were no scenes of excitement 
audenthusiasm, There wasa strong sprinkling of military men in 
the linas pressing about the bulletin boards, and they were chietly 
inteneeted Ti was a military affair, and in this aspect aud im the in- 
fluence which it is bound to exert upon service, rifle construction and 
nulitary rifle practice lies its greatest significance, 
Shortly alter noon the meuibers of the two rival teams sat down to 

luneh together in the headquarters tent of the National Rifle Associa- 
tion, opposive the climb house, and a crowd of spectators assembled in 
front of the open tent and watched the party at their meal, pointing 
out to each other the diferent riflemen, and commenting on their ap- 
pearance, & proceeding not altogelher agresable to the Englishmen, 
who are uot accustomed to be placed on exhibition at meal time, 
Col. Bodine, Captain of the American teata, presided at the head of 
the table, Janked on the right by Siv Henry Walford, Captain of the 
British teim, and Major A, P, Humpliry, of the committee who direct 
the British team. Mrs, Himphry, wife of Major Humphry, sat next 
to Sir Henry, and the other members of the two teams were sand- 
withed in with officers of the rifle associution. The lanch was a very 
plain one. and no wine or other exhilarating drinks were used, soda 
water and plain water being drauk exclusively by the gentlemen. 
The hineh was concluded ab 12:30 o'clock, and the members of the 
two teams then took a last look at their rifles, discarded all superfluous 
garments, and started for the new, or west, ranee, where the first 
trial of skill, at 200yds., was to fake place. The British team, led hy 
Sir Henry Tlalford. was escorted hy the Maine teani. now in camp at 
Creedmoor, then followed the American team, led by Col, Bodiae, and 
the Penns -lyania State team, marching in columns of four, acted as 
rear guard. The crowd which had watehed the Inneh so faithfully 
followed the teams to the range ouly to find thatthe hest places for 
seeing the murksmenu bad been appropriated, and they had to take 
their places in the rear of those who had been wise enongh to hurry 
tothe range In advance and secure zood places at the ropes. 
The breeze was so strong that it fairly approached the proportions 

of a goon sized gale. It was powerful enough to lift the tent stakes 
of the headquarters of the rifle association clear from the ground, 
and at times it seemed as though some of the less secure of the tents 
would be torn from their foundations aud hurled across the range. 
It was 4 fish-tail wind, veering from 5 to G o'clock om the dial, and, 
though blowing in a general airection from the rear toward the tar- 
gats, shaping fts colrse in such a zigzag manner that one of the 
British team ventured the Supe non that it was ‘going to be all any 
man could do to hold onthe bullsaye in such a wind."’ The clouds 
which covered the sky all throngh the forenoou broke away before 
the match began, and the sum shone out upon the range very 
hrightly, There was no mirage, however, in front of the targets to 
blind the ayes of ths marksmen, and the steady light of the sum was 
much preferable to alternate shade and sunshine which ib was feared 
during the morning would make aiming very uncertain by lighting 
and shading the targets alternately. But forthe strong souta wind 
which blew steadily thronghout the afternoon, a better day tor the 
shooting of the great match could not possibly haye been selected, 

During the moraing the chuice of position had been tossed for and 
won by fha Americans, who selected the targets tothe right, marked 
6 and 7, the British talang Nos. 8 aud 4, to the Jett, leaving but one 
target not in use between the two teams. The British team at once 
began to Make ready forthe opening contest, which was appointed 
for 1 o'clock, and the American team did the sams. Rifies wers un- 
vovered and carefully examined, the men sitting on rude wooden 
benches, or standing, with the sun pourtug down upon them, and the 
wind blowing a perfect gale. In front of each teain was, a series of 
four telescopes, at which the scorers sat (a yyatch Liv targets and see 
that no mistukes were made in the scoring by the men in the “butts.” 
Tyyva large blackboards were mounted on irames on eibler side of the 
field, on which @ continuous svore was kept from the first shot made 

The uniforms of the Brilish teams presented a striking varicty of 
colors. Thera was the tall, dark figure of Pearse and the red coats 
of Dods 4nd others, the dove-colored ton uniform of Godsal and 
Huomplry'scadet grax. Mrs. Humphry was dressed in_ quiet brown 
and wore the badge oF the National Rifle Association, She sat ab the 
telestope, and wheu uot engaged looking af the target paye her hus- 
hand points regarding the variation of the wind and other matters of 
importance tomarksmen, Colonel Bodine was the most military- 
looking fignre on either side. Tall, dignitied, straight ns an arrow, 
he looked the vary ideal of an officer, Colotel Haward had only on 
& velt in honor of the occasion, but evan this slight addition ta his 
usually exveesdingly plain uniform seemed to trouble bins, Some of 
the Englishmen had white cloth hayelocks over their caps 4s a shade 
fromthe sun, The men shot in squads of four, tyomen to a target 
and each team using two targets. The British team was divided as 
follows: Parry and Goodéar, Bates and MeVittie, Pearse and Oliver, 
Caldwell and Deds, Heap and Boulton, and Humphry and Godsal. 
On the Amerivan side tha pairs were: Hinds and Ofden, Howard and 
Shakespeare; Pollard and Hinman, MeNeyin and Atkivson, and 
Dolan and Alder. , 
Si Henry is a genial old gentleman—not so old perhaps as his 

pray’ hajr would indicate, witha love for a ville second omy to his 
ove of the land where he learned toshoot. Naturally of a decidedly 
conservative nature, his enthusiasm as a marksman is unbounded, 
and the reeords he has made have given him good right) to rate bin 
self high us an exper and authority. Ie showed his interest hy 
rapidly moving about auong bis men the livelong day, admonishing 
one, praising amotler, and urging all on to their besh werk, Casually 

Below the story is told in detail and with 

The men fired without special mis- 
hap, andthe resnitis a fair showing of the relative merits of the two 
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glancing at him, an observer would have quickly concluded that he 
was displaying much nervousness, but closa inspection showed that 
there was method in every movement, and that no word was spolten 
without rts purpose. Personally examining the suns of all his sub- 
ordinates, he was prolific ins ggestions and came fresh to vach 
marksmen in turn with hints as to the force of fhe wind and other 
obstacles whieh were to be met, Hé had « fleld-elass of his own and 
kept itin continnaluse. Qtecasionally he would rin leisurely across 
the swatd intervening between the British and American teams on 
therange ani cordially interchange & dozen words or so with the 
American leader, to tell a story, or crack a joke which always seemed 
to be most pleasantly pointed, aud was certainio produce a bearly 
Taugh. He was clad in the undress uniform ef his regiment, a darir 
blue cloth marked by black braid, Upon his head was jauntily dis- 
Played a Scotch bonnet of color and textire corresponding to his 
Suit, and upon the left-hand side of this head-tireas appeared in silver 
the insignia of his regiment, the First Leicsster Vols. 
The ae assumed by many of themanat the offhand range 

were decidedly numilitary. Wor instance, Major Pearse, of fhe Brit- 
ish team, shol from 4 hip rest and leaned away back on his right lege 
int tmanner which cowid hardly be called military; also Sergeant 
Paulding, of the Americans. reached the left hand too tar along the 
barrel, ‘These are only two instauces of trespassing upon the rules of 
tactics that pale be cited. Perhaps these objections might be deemed 
vaprions, but it must be remembered that tha matt is supposed to 
be a military oe. Audther thing noted was that the men of hoth 
(eoms raised the right elbow so bizh that had they been firing in the 
ranks they would huve mocked their right hand men out of dressing 
The weapons of the men were quite yarions, ani thelr charges as 

well. On the British side Major Homphiy, Corpora] Caldwell, Ser- 
feant Dods use a rifle made by Gibbs, of Kngland. with a Farquar- 
son breech and Metford barrel; Corporal Bates and Captain Godsal 
use the Webley rifle; Private Boulter. Private Goodear, Lieutenant 
Heap, Sergeant Oliver, Corporal Parry and Major Pearse use @ rifle 
with the Deeley breech and the Metford barrel. They shota 540-2, 
bullet, propelled by a driving charee of from seventy-five to eichty- 
five grains of powder, The Americans had nine Hephurm-Hommp- 
ton gous of ical. among them, ond nyo Sharps Borenard’s, 4a eal, 
with one Hoteliciss repeater, The Boglish suns were of 45 cal,, the 
same as tie Martiwi-Henry, now the reeulation weapon of the Brit- 
ish services. Of course the guns of neither team were, sorictly spoak- 
ing, mnilitary weapons; they were.in fact, long range spor'ling bar- 
rels mounted on military stocks, Although there seems to be no 
goo] reason why troops should not be arnved with these, or the very 
best guns that conld be manufactured, il is nevertheless troo that no 
such rifles are noyin the hands of any soldiers. This i5 another 
reason why the mateh should be looked upon rather as % special than. 
4 regular military contest. 

Al 200yds, the Americans used a projectile weighiug #20 grains, 
driven by 75 grains of powder, and at all the other distances the 
bullet employed was 550 grains of lead, projected bya change of 90 
grains of powder, butit does uot appear that there was uniformity 
Gither in the amonnt of powder burned by the teams orin the strength 
of it. So faras might be judged by a looker on, the Buglish powder 
was far quicker in burning, and, therefore, cleaner and better than 
the American. ’ 
The British team completed thet 200yds. scores at the 200yds. range 

at 2:45 P. M., tha American team finishing about fitteen minutes 
lgter. The aggregate British score aitiis stage was 340, and that of 
the American team 331—a lead of } pomts for Lheé visiting team. 

‘This range had heen thoucht i) be tha strong point of the Ameri- 
cans, but the Britishers proved themselves able to huld up to ib, and 
with greater weight of wen stood firm invthe heayy wind, Stillthe 
battle was not over, and nobody was either specially elated op dis- 
couraged. 

Withont loss of time the teams changed positions from fhe short 
to the mid ranges, and commenced shootme a fey minutes before 
three o’elock at 500yds. Tins is a favorite military distance, abd 
when 1b is rementhered that the shooting was ab a 22-inch bullseye, 
from the prons position, itis not surprising tat good svoring should 
bea done, At this distance the British shot more rapidly and confi- 
dently than they had done before the third class targets, Atl through 
the day's work MeVittie, whose fine shooting had bean witnessed be- 
fore at Creedmoor, was remarkable for the steadiness anil rapidity of 
his practice, The home team, who began to groj Gantiaus toward 
the close of the struggle at the firstrange, fired much slower at this 
than thay usually do. In spite of their efforts the British again led 
them at the finish by the exact number of points (uine) which they 
had gained at 200yds. The scorestood, for the second range; British, 
B78) Americans, 369, 
At the 500yds. range the men shot in squads as before, the 

British using the triangle and cross targets, and the Amencans 
the A and W targets of the old range, The positioms allowed 
at this and the longer Tabees was prone or sitting.  Hyery- 
thing being ready. Hinds Jed off forthe Arnericun side with a4, aud 
Parry on the British side with alike seore, Colonel Bodine und Sir 
Henry Halford sachlita fresh cigar and got lose to the men whe 
were shooting, watching every shot intently. Lhe eoaches had. at 
this range, plenty of business, They devoted Lhemselyes imesbly to 
the wind, piving directions to the men that wonld be likely bo over 
come its influence, and dil excellent service. None of the riflemen 
sab while firing, all lying prone. 
The third range—60\) yards—was reached Dy quarter past four 

o’elock, and this time the Americans were (letermined to hold their 
own atall hazards, They seem bo think that a bad defeat ab the last 
distance in the first stage of the match would he equivalent toa cles 
cided defeah, The range, too. was like neutral ground to both par- 
tias—where neither was quite at home—although the British have 
certainly done more shooting atifthan the Americans, whose mili- 
tary ranges aye, wotil within the lash yearor so, been 200 and GO) 
yds, alinost ¢xclusively, Dolan, of the Ammeri¢aus, led the field line 
on a fine record of 34, and Boulter, ov the British, followed in the or- 
fer of merit with 42, At the close of the strngele the Americans 
found that they had been again beaten by ther opponents—but this 
time by only one point—the stores standing: British, d11: Americans, 
343; thus leaving the visitors 1) points ahead, the grand lotals being— 
British, 1,062; Américans, 1,043. 
Although the frst stage of the International Match was won by the 

British al every range; it was bravely contested personally, and the 
Americans emerged trom it with the fir of men who were satisiad 
with their effort. In the face of better rifles, greater experience 
ani superior training, and in spite of the denmovalizarion whith could 
hardly fail to follow the geuerally expressed opinion of thelr inferi- 
ority to their opponents in all things, they held their own so well 
that exvellent shooting was required to male them yielil the field: 
This was praiseworthy, and it was told moat clearly in the fact that 
Lheir record was the best ever made by them since their organiza- 
tion, Men who can hold ont so weil against sueli greal, disconragze- 
met, to gay nothing of the imtestine troubles which work mosh 
perniciously when an object is sought to be gained by mutual effort, 
aré made of stulf thatis déserying of high praise. The day's work 
was a fact and the crowd wentaway hopii¢ against hope that ne 
Americans ou the morrow would “pullup” on the loug range aud 
yet closé with their excellently-trained opponents, 

THE SEOGND DAY. 

The tivo feanis marched to the Gring points ab 2:30 P.M. The Thn~ 
teenth Pennsylvania acted as an escorhto the American team and 
the Michigan State team did the same service for the Buitish team, 
The British team yon tha choice for position and chose the targets 
on the tightland side of the range, which apparently gave a 
slight advantage to their opponeuts, as the see blew the smoke 
from the rites of the American team sordss the firing points of 
the British team, The coaches were the same as on ‘Thursdaie 
nob, of course, excepting Miry. Humphry, who appeared to heed 
nothing bunt the target on which her teleseppe was diractad. ‘Rha 
British j@am shoot on targets “Vand “Star? aud the Amerigan 
Bats on targets “1 and “Hin the sume order of squadding as on 

ursday. 
he day was a bad one forshooting. The wind, which on Thnesday 

had blown directly down the range from the réar toward Lue targets, 
Siveph across the range from west to east Tb is whalisltnawn to 
viflemen a6 a 10 o'clock wind, which moans a wind biswing Pronk the 
north-northwest, and as the range was almost directly north and 
south, a wind from this dirsetion 1s sme fo deflect a bullet more or 
less. It came in powerful guste, which almost jifted the tents on the 
range fvom bhe ground, and phen subsided for a time to a gentle 
breeze, which would scarcely moye a feather. In a wind oF this 
kind a rifieman has to wateh bis chance snd shoot when he thinks 
that the breeze has reached fq minimum force. Tn yddition to the 
disadvantages Guder which both teams labored on acecumitef the 
wind, there was another faet which made atcurate shooting ex: 
tremely dificult. The sky overbead wus neither claar nor cloudy, 
and neither light nor shadow could be depended on to rest on the 
targets for any given time, The targets were in shade uow and ap 
instant later in the tull glare of an afternoon Suu, These allerations 
of light and shade were very Alinoying by thy mfemen of both tanme, 
and, as Col, Bodine said after the lash shot in the mateh had heén 
tired, were responsible for the missing of many a bullseye on the 
score of cugh team, , 
The American and Brilish teams dined together in Hie headquarters 

tant of the National Rifle Association, and at the conclusion of Lhe 
meal, which wasa very plain one, marched to their positions at the 
Biya range, aid prepared for the business of the day, Twas just 
12:20, the time set tor the shooting to. begin, whet ihe two teams 
took their respective positions, At this thne probably sbont 1,500 
spectators hat aasemblad upon the rangackome of Meni being gene 

————— 



- close of the first day’s shooting was doomed to disappointment. The 

wick; Corp, W. Caldwell, 
) Wick,and Private R. McViti 
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tlemen well known in military and Sparing, circles, Amiony them 
were Gen. Winfield Scott Hanvock and staifl, Gen. Anson G. MeCopk, 
Gen, Kilburn Knox, Gen, Alexander Shaler, Gen. M, T. MeMahon, 
Ool. Jolin Meagher, Col. Garl Jussen, Col. Frank Risley, Major Wm, 
De L. Boughton, Col. Mmmons Clark, of the Seventh Repiment; 
Midge Gildersleeve, Col, ©. 0, Hotchkiss, Twenty-third Regiment 
Veteran Corps: Gen, James W. Latta, Adjutant-General of the State 
of Pennsylvania; Col. George H. North, Assistant Adjutant-General 
on Gen. Hartranft's staff. and Dr. Reed, Surgeon-(ieneral on the stafl 
of the Governor of Pennsylvania. 
Tha hope indulged m by many that the Americans would be able 

to overcome the nineteen points by which the British led them at the 

Jeading team was confident; the following team: Was despondent and 
lacked the cohesion necessary fo make a strong uphill fight. The 
moambears of the beaten team were still trying experiments, while the 
winners had finished all experimenting years ago. While it was 9 
dlay sufficiently ugly in its weather conditions to try the best of skill, 
if was not 4s bad as some days to be met at Creedmoor, nor are the 
scores on either side us good as the day should haye warranted. The 
match closed without any mishap, and to the end there was no wall 
for the seryices of General Molineux, the referee of tha match, ‘The 
utmost good feeling prevailed to the end, and the Wuglish team car- 
Tied away with it a feeling that everything had been done to muke 
its stay a pleasant one, and to secureit every chance of showing its 

- wonderful skillas a bandof military long-range shots. American 
riflemen learned by the severe drill of a “knock down" that there is 
much to ba done yet before they can boast of real practical sill with 
the rifle, The plucky fight of the Americans on Thursday stimulated 
an inti on the part of the people much greater than that shown 
onthe firstday, Wully three or tour times 4s many spectators were 
on the ground, and many handsome equipages skirted the edge of 
the crowd that pressed against the ropes near the firing points. 
Many came out expecting to see a stubbornly contested strugele, 
and hope Was very lively at the outset, even’ in the hearts of the 
American team, for a ec le victory. 

All expectations of this kind dwindled rapidly when the shooting 
began, The tirse few shots on both sides told the story of what 
would be the outcome, tothe initiated, The Americans bezan with 
excess of caution that bordered on nervousness. The British opened 
fire first. ‘They had no record of the preyailing meteorological con- 
ditions and were thrown on their judgment as to how they must be 
met, They raised their elevations a pomt above their highest vecord, 
estimated with great nicety the torcé of the wind, aud found the 
farget at once, Thea Americans deliberated, consulted, hesitated, 
and then Hinds fred the sighting shot forthe team, The bulletwent 
wide of the targef, Dolan shot next and gof a hit near the edgp. 
Shot after shot followed, and betrayed the fact that the puardsmen 
were floundering about without accurate knowledge either of the 
Horrect elevation or the necessary wind allowance, ‘Nhe story of the 
day's work-is a simple one. Without special incident or event the 
shooting went on during the afteruoon. On one side was confidence 
and serenity; on the other groping about for results. At 800yds. the 
Opening was ragged, No shooting that could be called good was 
flone at the 800yds. range, Heap put up only 10 points. out of a pos 
sible 35, for the British, anil Hinds was able to make no more than 1!) 
forhis side, Boulter led the field with $1, while Alder and Ogden 
headed the American scort with 27 each, The firsh range was coni- 
pleted at 2:35 o'clock, and it showed that the British had scored 293 
oints to the Americans’ 265, leaving the latter 8 points behind, 
he Score was out of a possible 420 points. The gain just mentioned, 

when added to that of the day before, gavethe British a lead of 57 
Points to go hack to the second range with. 

At fifieen nmmutes before three o'clock the contending marksmen 
were ranged in order behind the S00yds. firme points. The wind 
was hardly sostrong at the opening here, though it increased after- 
ward, Parry began for the English with a venter and was in due 

_ course followed by Hinds, of the home team with an inner, Dolan 
commenced with his modest three, and so the sport went on from 
bad to worse, so far asthe Americans weré concerned, When the 
Shooting was about coneluded at this distance a large semicircle of 
expectant spectators was found behind the American team watchin 
their movements anxiously. At half-past three o'clock the practice 
Was ended on the second range. ‘The resull was a record of 313 points 
for the British and 271 for the Americans. This was a new gain of 42 
points by the leading teum which put them 99 points ahead at the 
commencement of the thind and last range. 

The shovting was begun at 1,000 by twenty-five minutes to five 
o'vlock, and it continued without interruption to the end. It showed 
no hopes for the Americans, who now shot merely for the purpose of 
keepiug down the tramendous number of points against them, At 
the outset Ogden scored am outer, and his comrades seemed content 
@ven that he had zot on fhe target. Hinds, on the same side, came 
in with a miss, and répoated it.” The English got down to worl: with 
their customary steadiness and perseverance, forging ahead, as 
usual, on neatly every round, At last they concluded with a total of 
807 al this range to 236 made by the Americans—another gain of 71, 
ora total majority of 170 points over the Americans, 
With the firmg of the last shoteame a little speech making. Good 

Wishes were expressed towards the Britishers. Sir Henry Halford, 
in réturning his thanks, took occasion to utter some pertinent re- 
marks whichit would be well to remember, He said: T stand, with 
tay team, in a yery proud position on this octasion, aa vietars over 
those whom we had come to regard as almost invincible in rifle 
Shooting, (Applause.) fhere is no doubt that the contest: has heen 
fought out in a soldierly spirit, and with every possible fairness and 
honesty. (Applause,) Ourreception here has been more than we 

| could hayeexpected. Every point that Has been discussed with us 
has been met in the frankest and most cordial and courteous man- 
ner, and I can only say that I retura to/all of you the best thanks of 
our team, and also of our country, forthe way in which you haye 
received us here. I trust that in 1877. when we were beaten, and 
beaten handsomely, we took our defeablike gentlemen. (Applause, 
and cries of ‘You did.) Ifwe took our defeat then as you haye 
now, there was certainly nothing more to be desired. IT trust that 
we shall now take our victory in the same spirit, feeling thatwe have 
had 4 friendly contest at the butts. (Applause,) Imay say that we 
had in the first place a very much greater chanee of wining than 
you could possibly haye had, for we must not, forget that this class 
of shooting has been our pastime for the last fifteen years, whereas 
ou have only lately taken it up, and I think we cannot but admit 
at you have madé a yery good showing under the cireumstances. 

Jam putts convinced in my own mind that the victory lies as much 
with the weapons as itdoes with rhe men;and that you haye been 
handicapped in both cases—first by want of practice at long range, 
and second by haying to compete against superior arms, I have yer, 
little doubt but that, with your go-ahead American nature, you wi 
appear onthe ground next year with equally good if not better 
weapons than ourselves, and that we will have to work hard to re- 
tain our laurels. I feel that we cannot afford to consider next year’s 
thatch a foregone conclusion from the result ef this one. Leéxpect 
that then you will pnt usin a yery tightplace, and I hope you will doso, 
The score of the match is given im detail below, Bach team was 

divided into two squads of six men each, and two of each squad occu- 
pied & target until their seyen shots had been fired, when they retired, 
and the two following them in the squad took their places. ‘The Brit 
ish team was divided as follows: Squad 1—hieut, J. Heap, Sixth Lan- 

' Gashire Volunteers; Private G, Boulter, Second Cheshire; Major G. 
Pearse, Fourth Deyonshive; Sergt. P. Oliver, Third Kent; Major A, oi 

_ Humphry, Cambridge University Royal Volunteers, and Cant. 
@odsal, Second Bucks. Squod 2—Oorp. G. Party Second Cheshire; 
Private G. Goodear, Sixth Lancashire; ‘gt. J. W. Dods, First Ber- 

First, Renfrew; Corp. BH. Bates, First War- 
», Hirst Dumtres. The American tea 

Was divided asfollows: Squad 1—Private M- D, Hinds, Twentieth Sena- 
tale Company: Private D, H, Ogden, Twentieth Separate Company ; 

“Serezt. J. McNeyin, Thirteenth New York; Capt. D. 1, Atkinson, Thin 
teenth Pennsylvania; Mujor H, O, Shakspeare, stuff of Gen. Hartrantt, 

PB. Howard, First Brigade Stati, New Jersey. 

EF 

Pennsylvania; Col, G, I 
Saqua, Roe T. J, Dolan, Twelfth New York; Private F. Alder, 
Spventh New York; Private C, W. Hinman, First Massachusetts; Capt. 
J. M. Pollard, National Rifles, Washington; Private J, Smith, Ninth 
New York, and Sergt, J. L. Paulding, Twelfth New York, 
This order of shooting had at any given time m the match four men 

4 the firing points from each team, and it may be said that taken in 
the hap-hazard fashion the British scores ran ahean of ourawn, The 
record stood: 

THE GRITISH SCORE. 
G, Pearse. ‘ 

Second Day. 
H4-38 800.........., 86345 45-29 
b5—82 G00...._.____. 855646 5-92 

F45—29 100 ........, 2535 35 4 27 

A SOR ee - eee AUT 
Robert MeVittle. 
64-31 800........... 84556 0 4-26 
5—34 900... 865486 5—320 

5 2538 Dei 
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LP. Oliver, 

34-27 800.1... 
45-30 -900_...,..0..4 
a 4—29 1,00... 0... 
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3 5-28 6 34 8—24 
4 4—31 44 4 4 4—28 
5 4—28 8h 0 5-26 

he rte ees ee st SEM, e-tisaes ost eyes seenmga aera 
iceqilh 

4 4—29 43 4-29 
4 4—27 & 5 5-24 
5 4—a0 

Totals. ae a25 ghee tae eee eer ee ea 
A. P. Humphry. 

200 45 5344-27 HO, 2... hgd—y 
. 4 6h b—82 900. . 44 4—23 

a 642-34 1,000. SAB 4d 4-32 

Totals eae Ae ygeietee cari os. Hi 159 | 
I, Goodear, 

' 444 5443-28  YOD, h 3—26 
, 444525429 900, 65 §—26 

BPG: ee. 2 9s 494282524 100,, 7...,._. 4-3, 2—25 

OCHS. t 2s bee ul eeasb ls pieces). thane eee eee es erg IDR 
J_ Heap. 

ADO... .---.--5- HAG 4H GA BOO........... 70005 0 2—10 
BOE tactael street tet h 45) 4 5 h-84 Bares 44026 4 0-15 
600; 2... ABBA 5 8H 1000... B44 4 O24 

TORS Es stab gc. las ee RT lg Ps ae eed -.-d2—143 
THE AMERICAN SCORE. 

John Smith. 
OD) EI pach deel 454355530 #00........... 2254565 3-2 
(SAAR AE kn Re 455555 -c4 9h... 384445 $24 
G00 4654546531 i,000.,,....,,,. 004455 3=21 

Totals. ....... Sot uts ml ete Wiltetacfe seis teis:tas-,,-, #-,.,%ps—168 
J. M, Pollard, 

Hd8—29 #800....-.,.... 22. 5—28 
5 idl 90. Bd 4 2—28 
FS—34 1,000... 25 2-18 

Motels mete hed isa te. cee yes QS BAL. Poth s est Ww Bie | 49—162 
C. W. Hinman. 

SUN es ey at §A4+44544 30 BOO, ,-...,... 8043 04 519 
PSUS AAS kee A Os 44555 5 4-232 MU code ae $3022 3 5-26 
HO... FS h os 4 5-28 1,000,._ 340485 5-28 

Totals Sac OOer ed ay oe ger irae Wotan ces or 68—158 
D, &. Atkinson 

200. 444445 4-29 800... WL. 2240 44 5—26 
500, ~b455 508-82 900.,, 35 U 523 
600 . 442553427 1,000.......,, 2450045 3-19 

Totals ..__- oe th. OU Sine Tul oft t= ck coves OSLO 
DH, Ogden, 

200, 54945 4-27 WOO Wi 28s. a2!) 
AND. 459444 5—81 900... 
GH), 4694565431 1,000,,,........ 

Totals Foe a ES an, ee Ts 
TL, J. Dolan. 

385 +t] ee are ne PLXARURS 
225 WU, sae Be Sa 435445 327 
534 1,0D0....,,. 2... 9393 45 3-21 

eel eS es ee ye (4—i51 
J, MeNevin. 

UD, Peed Sates pus 650343322 800.,......... 433840817 
G00, 2. l.s ele eS bh 45 33 900.2... 21115 503 4 2 428 
(Hee 5685438 5—380 1,000,.-.......2844 4 4 3-23 

EDO ENS ee nied ch Peele EE eto ai DPE O87 bf Otad Ooo chee ato -—l 68148 
G. E. P. Howard. 

200_ 2465424225 800......,.... 
485444529 900... 
5 435 

MotalS ssh Nineteen $6 

C, Boulter, 
SHE ey , 
500 

W. Caldwell, 
5S B—26 = Bu) 
5a—ds fi). ae 
5 4—81 1,000,,.,.. 

5 481 
5 4—29 
4 2—25. 1,000) 

J. L, Pat 
3427 8 
54-81 900... 
44-24 1,000...... 

4-27 800...... 
5-30 900 
5—23 1,000 

M. D. Hinds. 
—z 800 20 

FredAlder, 

steady downhill gait maintained hy the home team, 

round added 12 more, 
increase to the lead the British had reached. 
waged when viewed by this method is shown as follows: 

British Amer British 
Total, owt ‘Lead, 

200 yas. 

500 yards. 

600 yards, 

S00 yards. 

THE RUNNING RECORD. 
Highest 
Possible 

Amer. 
Tote). 

7 

4: 

EO ed hipeiartnh tae ate ap 2 co. 48—134 
An interesting view of the match is had in the running record, 

where the results are tabulated accordin, 
that when three shots had been fired 
Americans were 7 points ahead, but after that there was a pretty 

The opening 
round at 800yds. gave the Britishers at once 16 points, while the next 

The completion of each stage showed a large 
How the battle was 

to rounds shot. It was seen 
y each man at 200yds the 

8th to 12th, each 

Highest. Amer. British Amer, British 
Round Possible Total. Total. Lead. Lead, 
2. -» 1740 1331 1895 *: thd 

1800 1466 i441 ia 
1860. 1406 1486 Bt) 

00 yards, +4 1020 1450 1623 ia 
d _., 1980 414i) 1560), ris) 

2 R040 1527 4616 9 
eee 200 1560 1665 99 

. 2160 1596 709 114 
2220 1626 i7vfl 125 
2281) 1661 1792, 141 

100 yards, 4 39, . 2841) 1690 1836 144 
40. za0g 1724 1hSG 162 
WN. 2460) 1760 1980 161 
42. 2AR0 1805 15 170 

The steadiness of the shooting on both sides. though shown ip the 
full score given, may be more readily noted in the following tabulated 
showing of the classes of hits: 

« Leadover 
Out- In- oppo- Aver- 

3 ers. fiers, ters, é@yes. Points, nents. ages. 
ri a 16 48 20 Bd) 9 284 
aE 1 6 29 49 378 9 a1} ! 
1 4 14 31 84 pee 1 BR8A 

Totals... J 5 a 108 108 «1008 iy 68g 
S0yds.... 49 G 23 18 28 208 Ag 245-12 
900yds_|,. 4 3 W7 29 fj 313 261g 
10Wyds.. 5 16 21 1G ae B07 71 253512 

Totals., 18 24 G1 a 86 a 151 761-12 

Gd totals.1)) 29 AG 171 155 1975 170) T4712 

Anlerienit. 
200¥ds.... 1 3 1b 45 20 331 ne a7 12 
HOOyds.. 2. © 7 at 44 AGO 3 S054, 
HOOvds,,., 4 i) is “i av St Hy 28 7-12 

Totals, 2 12 38 it tol 1,0d8 Si114z 
iy 17 wy 17 ital ang PAB, 

1 10 26 if) 20 271 22 7-12 
16 18 26 12 ib 336 1934 

Totals. BY a wm a fe 72, 6aNg 

G@dtotas 50 ip 60 155 TA0A 150542 

THE CREEDMOOR FALL MEETING, 

PHNING onthe 12th instant and running in a dasultory way 
through the remainder of the week and into the present week, 

the tenth annual fall prize meeting of the National Ritle Association 
has been held, Good weather favored the marksmen, though, of 
course, there was che usual amount of growlme on the part of those 
who wyonld hit the bullseye but did not. It was a period for good 
scores if the shooting stuff was in the men. Many new faces were 
seen upon the old lawn, and new murksmeén faced the butts, Michi- 
gan and Maine met at the firing points, and Pennsylvania was there 
to do her share, and night well too did the Keystone State sustain her 
dignity, and it may be laid down as a pretty positive fact that almost 
any State is now liable to send up a team of dark horses, so general 
has become the attention paid to rifle practice. The mneeting, in a 
large degree, was permitted to run itself, and the time is still in the 
happy dream epoch of the future when system and order, and especi- 
ally prompiness in returns, shall take the place of the present plan 
of rhnning a meeting with underpaid and meompetent help. 
Tnterjected in the meeting came the International Match, the tale 

of which is elsewhere told. There was no great crowd of siiooters ab 
the meeting at any time, and the number of entries in the mutehes 
may appear small, but it is getting to be pretty well understood that 
a poor shot stands little chance of securing even a place in the 
matches at Creedmoor, and many who would be competitors if on 
the ground do not care to risk the labor of a trip to the range. The 
presence of the visitors from Wugland added imuch to the interest of 
the nieeting, and in such matches as they entered the British riflemen 
held their own yery well. There were some ugly winds at times dur- 
ing the progress of the matcyes, but there were no exceptional streaks 
of weather, and there was favorable chanca enough for good scoring, 
of which many of the men ayailed fhemselves. There were no notice- 
able “flukes,” and the places of houorin every inateh seeamad to go 
where liey were deserved. Everybody may not haye been satisficd 
with the vesull, but everybody was agreed that he lost or won fairly. 
Below will be found the complete record! of the meeting with the 

names and winners in order of the vonditions of the several matches. * 

No. 1.—“pirgorors’ MATCH. 

200yds,—Open only to Directors of the N. R. A. Rounds, five. 
Position, standing. Weapon. any military rifle. Intranee tee, 31. 
Prize—The Directors’ Championship Gold Badge, shot for annually, 
and held by the winner during the year, 
Won in 1874 by Col. Wingatt; in 1875 4nd 1876 by Maj. fulton; in 

1877 by Col, Sanford; in 1878 by Maj. Pulton; in 1879 by Col. Gowper- 
thwaih; in 1880 by Col. Gildersleeve: in 1881 by Gen. Wingate, 

Geo D Scott......... 8544480 QW Wingate........ 3444 8—1§ 
DD Wylie. __- 3345 38-18 GS Schmerhorn, Jr..3 2444-17 
GL Morse. ......0105. 43434-1418 JGStory.........22 d5 43447 

No. 2,—''yunp"' MATCH. 

Offered annually, under resolutiou of Board of Directors N. R. A, 
to commeniorate the services rendered by Hon, David W. Judd in 
sécuring the passage of the law by which the association was enabled 
to obtain tts range. Open to all comers. Weapon, any military rifie, 
Distance, 200yds, Position, seule Rounds, saven. Entrance 
fee, #1 each, Two entries allowed, hut only the highest score to 
count, } 
ish Prize.—A WA Pistol Grip 

Firearms Co., of New 
$70 

, cash, $ 
o % 13th to 20th, 

80th to 50th, 

SINS ee RED SERS Sates ces ts ed Rents hf ane ee cealy oct crise ee 
Henry Bates C A Bennett 
T Godsal G Dayle. x 
SA Day...) W J Underwood, Jr...- 4430 
W M Farrow d A Fairbanks... .... 455444430 
G HB Albed 2.5 2 i 1..-._ _ 4555 JM Lancaster. 45544530 
EOS UGI A ee icles eetieeie¢ 45t4445—30 J Blatter,..-........... Aasidd5—S0 
DE Goodvar, 305 J L Price, 30; 0 W Hinman, T J Dolan, W R 

Hussey, G W Patterson, WG Hussey, GW Pattison, T J Dolan, W 
R Bostwick, H T Lockwood, George Pearse, K P Howard, John W 
Dods. Wm Caldwell, Wm Burroughs, J H Stack, 29 each: GC W Davis, 
IR Denham, G Van Orden, © H Hagle, WE Fitch, R MeVithie, G A 
Lewis. H P Wortfield, W W Youngs, G H Wolcott, JL Paulding, W 
J Remock, T Laing, Jr, HF Hodges, H Méllish, Private Byrne, W T 
Mills, H Bachelder, A P Himmplirey, 28 each; M Mandersonu, Jr, J 
Heap, M Doolan, Gol Walrond and A Donner, 27 ¢auh, 

No, 3.—THE “OMAMPION’s”? MATCH. 

Open to ull comers, Weapon, any rifle or vifles. Distances, 200, 
600, and 1,000yds, Rounds, ten at euch distance. Position, stand- 
ing at 200yds; any at 600and 1,000yds. Entraned ree i 

nO, ist Prize.—Grand Medalot the N. R. A., in gold; value, 
en CaS). Peep. tee hw te es Le eae ee a paler 

2d Prize.—Grand Medal of the N. R,A,, in silyer;value, $20, and 
PASH SION Netyerses cotthen cast t fad Acts Goth eAle eae 35 

8d Prize,—Grand Medal of the N, R. A oe 

25 
10. 
10 
20 

APY yg gato. petata sac bae sd thease peee ed reste, -,--... $200 
20yds. 600yds. 1,000yds. Age 

FUSED Oe COMILE Le acl nee eee: ako dd 40 4g 137 
8.1, Scott... ag 47 44 185 
R, MeVittie -.-... as Ay 48 133 
C. W. Hineman.-- _-41 46 At 182 
R. Winegear,,, .. ae 48 A 130 
weed Se Toi hee saab s : A 44 127 
Sic Henry Halford... -.-._, -_--. ie H iz ine 

mite ee cee as 4 de ny 
Ww Pas oi 44 att 126 

at pli 46 138 



154 FOREST AND STREAM. 

No. 4. —“ a iniParRy 
AMERICA. 

First Stage.—Open to all members of the Army, Navy, or Marinu 
Corps of the United States, or of the National Guard of any State. 
Bach competitor to appear in the uniform (full dvess or fatigue) worn 
by the organization of whith he is 2 member. Distances, 200, 500, 
and (00vds. Ronis, sevon ab each distanua. Weapon, any mili- 
tery rife. Position, at 200yds.. standing: ab 500 and (0yds., any. 
Butrance fue, $2. 
1st Prize —Cuyl..:- 2.85 ccs-- 78) -~- =: B25 
AL ae Rhy ii 15 

Bite 1th, each, cash, 4 

4s (YEG See ee Sy shia, besedey2252—2 2s a teas sence bial 
Second Stage.—Open ta the bighést sixty in the first stage. The 

winner of the first prize in this stage i4 entitled to tie “Championship 
of the United Status of America’ for one year, Distances, 800, 900, 
and 1000yds. Rounds, seven af each (distanae. 

Pool targets will be opened at SMyds, one-half hour before the 
wommancmment of bhis stages at 90yds. upon conclusion of 8O0ycds, 
range, for half an hour; dnd af 1.000vds. upon conclusion of f0yds. 
range, for half an hour; the mateh shooting uf euch range Lo iname— 
diately follow the closing of the pool targets absuch range, Position, 
any, Entrance fee, $2. 

Ist Prize. —The United States Military Championship Gold 
Madal; value, $80, and cash, $25. Sid 

2d Prize —Cash | ...+.; oe 20 
Sd, 4th and bth, Gach, cas 40 
Sth, 7th, 8th, Mih and Oth, each, ensh, $5. — .-..--2, eee, Bh 

SO boul go eer eens veda ates Se Gt 
Virst Stage, Second Stage. 

BO 5OO 600) Ta- 800) 00) 1000) To- 
yds. yds. yds. tal. yds, yds. yds. tal 

SA Day...,...30 34 au 92 W M Parrow..32 20 24 85 
T & Webster. .27 a0 32 AO JM Pollard... .28 25 ay 7 
J M Pollard — 26 aa an §0) WE Sanford, ..23 2b 2 74 
i) Smith, -2R° au “BY AT Lockwood.29 23 2) (P3 
JL Price 2B “0 2g a7) GW Thinman. 29 19 23 val 
SE Trlam.-..,20 300 27) BGs =es| RB. Demanan,, 21 20 «21 to 
GW Munson, 25 ee 8h “BBS A Dae .. 27 2 E} 62 
HY Lockwoods) 9) 8% 84 JL Prisco .....30 1 1 60 
EW Ives...... 26 #2 Qt 84 WR Bostwick 28 “4 16 46 
GQUP Howard 31 at) eo) $d 

No, 6 “SWIMBLEDON CUP” MATCH. 

Open to all citizens anc residents of the United States. Distance, 
L0Mvds. Thirty shots, Weapon, any rifle within the rules. Posi- 
tion, any without artificial rest. Entrance fec, $5. ' 
ist Prizo.—The “Wimbledon Cup.” Presented Dy the National 

Rifle Association of Great Britain to the N R.A. af Amer- 
ica, to be competeal for on conditions to be decided upon 
by the National Rifle Assoviation of America, and to be 
held by the winner ti the nest Fall Meeting thereof, 
when if will be shot for on the same conditions. Value, 
SBSH, AL GAS, OH. sali ep cece su eceseeneeee-te. vestgcs nessa HRD OD 

2 Prizé,—A Remington Creedmoor Rifle, offered by Messrs. 
K, Remington & Sons. Value __-__, 80 00 

Sc, 4th anil Sth, each, cash, S10 30 00 
ii) bo With, gach, cash, $3......--...,...--- 25 00 

LOCUM. Pot tas ope: Arm, 4.5 ; 
W. Budworth, .:.:--...-: HHS L4555559 53. — 135 
1 eA Ss et Se. hn mL ODA gb 
HS. Quackenbush _-- 545585538—133 
AAW. SHOU ae : 45555405133 
isp Seotte. 0. . H16551555455554485553553 5944132 
W. W. Defwsrast-- ba 5455945354454335555-—131 
J, A, Brown. . 
FP. W. Lanta 
W. Scott ... , 
W. Saxby 

od 4545554544453335—120 
9942243536523—128, 

444452454 1554134 5d454455445445 197 
eke eee hee ee  ADT545955443555534452225545543—1 65 

No. (i, SHORT BANGE CONTINUOUS MATCH. 

Open to everybody, 200yds., five shots each, Any rifle. Military 
weapons to receive one-half of one point allowance on each seore. 
The highest aggregate of any two scores only to count. Entries 50 
cents each, or five (taken in one name at the same time) $2, Entries 
anlimited. No competitor to win more than one prize. Absohite tias 
will he decided by lot. 
IsbiPrives—Ooswos. Jo), - 282.5 Sted etecteverat teen! 228 pectsee: ee SeO OD 
Qa rv) 30.00 

aes " 15 00 
4th ++ oer ee . 1000 
Sth lw 2ath, each, ash, $a _- . 105 00 
uhh to Oth, each, cash, $3,,........-.. % 00 

Total. . ... $260 00 
[Scores not yet tabulated, Will be given uext week.) 

No. 7.—MID RANGE CONTINUOUS MATOH, 
Open to everybody, Distance, 50yds. Weapon, any military rifle 

(an allowance of one point on each entry lo military rifles of 50 
ealibre), Rounds, five, Position, any within the rules. Entrance 
fee, 40 cants cach, or five (taken at the same time in oné name) for 
$2, The highest aggregate of any two scores only to count in determ- 
ming the prize winners, but no Competitor to take more than one 
mize. Kntriés unlimited. Absblute ties decided by lot, 
Ad edtatPe Bs cite By San en amos DARD E MM SAM AORN SARS) MRRA RASS hay | $23 00 

il is qe pe, a fh . ... 20 00 
“ay «= f 14 00 
4th * A eves -,. 1000 
5th to 2ath, each, cash, $5 ! ; A ... 105 00 
26th to 50th, Gach, cash, $8,,........--.) ey dopen de pase Byte v 00 

Total $250 00 
Members of the N. G. 3. » Model 

State Marksman’s Badge, P 
[Scores not yet tabulated. Will be given next week, | 

No. §.=“SEIRIMISHERS’ MATCH. 
Open to members of the Regnhar Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Natio- 

nal Guard, Volunteers or Militia of any Countyy, State ov Territory, 
Competitors to be in uniform (jacket, cap, trowsers, belt and cart- 

ridge box or belt), 
Distances, fil to 200yds. Second class targets; weapon, uny mil- 

tary rifle excepting repeating rifles, Competitors form in single rank 
in squads, in rear of b00yds. firing point, opposite the target to which 
they are assigned, each having bis ammunition in his cartridge hox 
or helt, and are numbered from the right. 
At eommand of the officer in charge, the man in each auuias whose 

number is ¢alled, advances to his firing point, 600yds., and loads. At 
the bugle call or other signal, each competitor then assumes the 
‘double time’ and advances toward his target, taking his alignment 
from the guide designated, until a sevoud signal is sounded, when 
he halts (assuming any position) fires and continues loading and fir- 
ing in his discretion until thé next signal, which will be given tweny 
secouds after the command halt,” when he rises and again advances 
in “double time’ ‘until the signal ‘thalt’’and ‘commence firing” is again 
sounded, When the compelitors arrive at about 200yds. from the tar- 
gels the signal “Skirmishers m Retreat’ is sounded, when they face 
about and return over the same ground firing as befure, the rifles to 
be carried at a right shoulder in retreating, ' 

Vive halts are made in atlyaucing, and five in retreating; competi- 
tos fire as they please, uot to exceed twenty shots in all, but mugt 
fire at least one shot at each halt. Upon finishing the advance, the 
signal to ‘‘ceasé firing" is sounded, when the markers examine 
the targets and signal the total number of hits upon each, as follows: 
somany hullseyes, centers, inners and outers. After the retreut, the 
signal bo ‘ce: firing” is sounded and targets examined as before, 
The practice is continued in bhis manner until all the competitors 

have fred, Five points will be deducted from a competitor's score 
for each failure to fire at least one shot ab each halt, for each shot 
fired after a signal to advance has been sounded, or for each shot 
found on his target in exeess of twenty. A competitor firing on a 
wrong faryeb will be ab once debarred from further campetition, 
Entrance fee, 5 cents for each entry, - 
Re-antries permitted, to the extent that time and largef, accommo- 

dations will allow, in the diseretion of the Kxecutive Officer. 
TA Eg cc fomee OS TNe  Cere cee ee ee aie dat eee en 
Le 15 00 
ad Ht ay es E 10 60 
4th to 10th each, cash, $5...--..-.---.--- ---1-s2 se eteeesee eeu 35 00 

eve ook | AT SHAR RAR ABBA GAS A Bead tale cas toed S80 00 
Retreat. Total, 

REM MINT GU sto bod st tn eset sin OBST; @ © bls ek" oe 67 
Geo Doyle. . 32 ti 
EW Moors, -- 20 60 
W § Choate. . 24 59 
J Gavanagh.. 2) 58 
TL, A Moore.-.- 25 57 
W G Hussey --------.- 28 56 
I$ Shepherd... -.. 2B 5b 
RC Van Viiet (15 fine)... 38 55 
J Blatter..... AS Aor Se 2S 56 

CHAMPIONSHIP MATOH OF THH UNITED STATIS on" Wo, {.— ‘ARMY AND NAVY JOURNAL REVOLVER’ MATCH, 

Open to members of the Army. Navy, Marine Cones and National 
Guaril or Milijia. Weapou, any Army or Navy Revolver with trigger- 
pull of lbs. or oyer. Regular service ammunition to be used. Re- 
volver to be brovwerht unloaded to the firing point. Three entries al- 
lowed on each day that match is shot; six shots at each entry, Wn- 
trance fee 50 ents; five entries taken together in one name, 2. Re- 
entrivs allowed. Position, standing; only one hand, without rest, to 
he used in firing. Distance, 85yds af the ‘framp," Target, 
ist Prize.—A fine Webley double-barreled breech-loading Shot 

Gun, choke-bored and with rebounding locks, Value.$200 00 
Presented by Gol. William C. Church on behalf of 

The Army and Navy Journal. The gun to be shot for 
monthly anda to become the properly of the competi- 
tor, whose five best scores, mace previous to the close 
of the season of 1883. shall have averaged the hichest. 

Also 20 per cent, of the entrance money to the maker 
of the highest single score at each conpetition. 
ant 4th Prizes, each, 10 per cent. of the entrance 
inoney. The divisions of entrance money to be 
awarded at each le Mea) The Executive Officer 
will establish such rules to govern the shooting as may 
be cousittered necessary 

Private Cavanagh, 0S BE (Colt’s).....,. 
Private G 1 Albers, US H(M & Hf) 
a Nerve (Galt's), 4, 0. 2.35 22 
CaptS A Day, US A (5 & W).. 
J Horan (Colt's), 0... ces. es eee 

2d, 3d 

for safety. 

Open to teams of twelve from the followime: 
1. THE UNITD STATES O1 AMERIOA. 

A.,-The Army of the United States, one team from the troops 
stationed within each of the three military divisions—Atlantic, 

: Pavifie and Missouri (three teams in all), 
B.—The United States Navy (one beam). 
0.—The National Guard or uniformed militia of the several States and 

Territories, including the District of Columbia (one team from 
each State or Territory). 

2, OTHER COUNTRIES. 
England, [reland, Scotland, and each of the Provinces of Great 

Britain, each of the Provinces of Canada, and all other countries, one 
team eael. from the following; 

A.— The Regular Army. | Separate teams may be sent out only when 
‘ Pat nS { the organizitions are Separate, 
D.—The Navy of any country. 
The members of each team to bé officers or enlisted men, and active 

Hhenibers of the corps or organization which they represent, and to 
upper in the authorized uniform (full dress or fatigue) thereof. They 
shall be selected in such manner as shall be prescribed by the military 
authorities of the country or State they represent, and shall, if re- 
quired, be certified to by them as being their authorized representa- 
ives, 
Distance, 200, 500 and G0Nyds. Rounds, seven at each distance. 

Position, standing abt 200yds.; any at 600 and 600yds. Weapons, 
any military rifle which has been adopted as an official arm by any 
State or government. Ammunilion, any. Entrance fee, $2 each 
THan, 

Ist Prize,—A Trophy, presented by Hon. Henry Milton, of 
Naw York, to be shotfor annually at Creedmoor 
or such other range as the National Rifle Asso- 
ciation of America shall select. to be held during 
the year by the head of corps or organization 
whose team may win it, to be returned to the N. 
R. A. at the expiration thereof. Value,,...-.. 

Also @ medal to each member of the winning team. 
Pennsylvania, 

3,000 00 

Woyds. s0yds. Boye. Total, 
CRAIC Nu Part Peel sasirre ste eects 25 33 80 88 
SFU VIAL aS Ve Elle 29 32 26 87 
Captain DR Atkinson. P34) 30 27 86 
Gs Thompson, ,.- . 28 32 20 85 
OB Pratt......, . 29 Paz 28 84 
E W Ives. : 20 32 28 Sd 
AL Baler... 26 28 2 83 
John Blatter 28 28 27 83 
CH Wils.....- 26 7] 2 81 
 W Coulston. 27 2 26 80 
GB Hand _..... Raa . 8 27 24 9 
Major E O Shakespeare. _.-_____.- 26 26 14 66 

851 305 986 

Michipan .),.-.-.5-17--7+ <2: B37 207 984 
Department of the Atlantic, 313 319 966 
NGL ers a tchatsl tats, eae cdebep 328 292 961 
Maing....----- 256. 226 785 

No. 11.—“INTER-STATE MILITARY” MATCH. 

Open to one team from each State and Territory in the United 
States, consisting of twelve members of the regularly organized and 
uniformed National Guard or Militia of such State or Territory, 
chosen i such manner as shall be prescribed by the military author- 
ities thereof, Hach team must be provided with a certificate from 
the Adjutant-General of the State it represents, certifying that each 
of their number is a regular member of their uniformed Militia in 
good standing, and was such on the first day of June, 1882. They 
Shall appear in the uniform of their corps. Distances, 200 and 
500yds, Position at 200yds. standing, and at bdvas. any, with head 
to the target. Weapon, any military rifle which has been adopted as 
an official arm by any State or Government. In cases where the 
State has adopted no particular model (which must be certified to by 
the Adjutant-General), the team will be allowed to use the rifle in 
use by the Regular Army of the United States, or by the uniformed 
Militia of any other State. Rounds, ten at each distance. Entrance 
fee, $2 each man, 
Prize—To the team making the highest aggregate score, a 

large bronze ‘Soldier of Marathon,’ presented by the 
Commander-in-Chief, on behalf of the State of New 
York, to be shot for annually at Creedmoor, and to be 
held during the year by the Adjutant-General of the 
State whose team may win it. Value,........0.0.22..... 3350.00 

Also a medal to each member of the winning team, 
Pennsylvania, 

200 500. Aggre- 
yards. yards. gate. 

Major E O Shakespeare, ......._.----....-.-..... & 45 89 
EW Ives... _ 48 7 
RMeMillan._-........ . 37 47 84 
Serceant G B Hand. . 40 44 84 
GO ff Wills,......-- - 2 42 Sa 
JBlatiar. | tl - 48 41 84 
Corporal C W Goulston .--.. . 39 43 82 
Lieutenant G B Thompson... . 39 43 82 
TT MaLVese, le eae: 8 39 42 81 
Sergeant M J Andrews _ aT 48 80 
Captain D R Atkinson. sé fon at} 38 7 
CRB Prater i eee eee LEE ito bets il 34 75 

Mites & teehee - poy tees ees =; -. 484 505 989 
Woyds, Syds, Total, 

New York State Team_.... Pree ey eye Cory are 486 496 982 
Michigan Team... , -.--- 

No. 12.—"45 
Open to teams of four fora all rifle associations or clubs nm any 

State or Territory in the United States. Members of the various 
teams participating must, at the time of shooting, be residents, and 
must have resided in the State represented for at least three months 
prior to the date of the match, Distances, 800, 900 and 1,000y0s., 
fifteen shots at each distance. Weapon, any vifle within the rules. 
Entrance fee, $10 each team. 
Prize.—A Trophy, to be held for the year by the successful 

tewm, which shall be deposited in some central place 
in the State whose leam may winit. Also a medal to 
each member of the winning team. 

Tlion Rifle Club,—H. §. Quackenbush 213, F, Partis 208, W. Bedworth 
207, W. Saxby 199, 
National Rifle Association Team,—W, W. De Forest, J, H. Brown, 

J. W. Todd, J. Hebishaw. ‘ 
Amateur Rifle Club.—L, Weber, H. F. Clark, T. Lamb, Je, and R. 

H, Keene, 

489 

800 f00 1,000 
Yaris, Yards. Yards, Total, 

Lion Rifle Clib.........-.-. 293 Riz 262 827 
NLR, A. Team... 0.2... 30% 258 254" 804 
Amateur Rifle Club, N. Y..280 Roz 250 782 

No. 13.—‘‘NEW YORK STATE NATIONAL GUARD" MATCH, 
Open to teams of twelve from each Regiment, Battalion, or Sep- 

arate Company of Infantry of the National Guard of the State of 
New York, each man being certified by his regimental commander to 
be a regularly enlisted member, in good standing of the regiment, 
battalion, or separate company he represents, and te haye been such 
on June 1, 1882. All competitors must appear in the uniform of 
their corps (full dress or fatigue), Distances, 200 and 600yds. Posi- 
| tion, standing at 200; any with head to the target at 500yds, Weapon, 

: [Sern 2t, 1888, ; 

Remington rifle, State model, Rounds, fiye at each distance. 
Entrance feé, $1 each nian, 
oy Prize,—A trophy or cash (optional) ES unto i tae #150 00 

0) PSNR GB eater) i. Sco noeaanien  becuces Dec H200 (10 
TWENTIETH SEPARATE C0. SEVENTH REGIMENT. 

p 200 500 Age. 200° 500 Age, 
Priv. Ogdém......... 33 240 di Priv. Thomson,,....21 25 4b 
Privy. Orden. 28 83 dG Priv Lovkwood....20 24 44 
Capt. Durkee _. 282. 24-46 Privy Male, i) 2----20) 23. 4a 
Cerpl, Youtig. 22 24 46 Priv, Bryant.. f 22, dB, 
Privy, Morris, . .228 23 46 Corpl, Green,,,...: Be 48 
Priv. Bavier - 4 24 4694) Sergt, Bostwick - 20 42 
Sergt. Whitmore 22 «42 Corpl Eagle- 2000 «AR 
Priv. Finds. .... 20 41 Lieut, Priee.. 21 BY 
Sergt. Congilon. 22 41 Privy. Higging.... ... 18 39 
Corp). Smith ....... 21 40 Capt, Price. . 21 ww 39 
Priv. Worden. crt 19 40 Priv. Underwood...,18 20 ¢ 38 
Privy, Pupper,,.,.... 5 18 37 Sergt, McLewee. ..-- Ww 2 BT 

S52 B64 Ri) 258 408 
500 Age, 

39th Separate Co.........-.. 250 403, 
2th A f 248 472 
10th Batt ,__--- 227 clive 
65th Regi... 220) 456 
ith + 232 451 
RB “6h hits peo 217 440 
dith “4 vier. 12 age 

No. id —RIRST AND SECOND DIVISION NATIONAL GUARD’ MAVOH- 

Open to teams of fwelve from each Reviment, Battalion, or Separate 
Company of Infantry in the First and Seeond Thivisions of the Na- 
tional Guard of the State of New York. All competitors th appear 
in the uniform of their corps (full dress or fatigite), and to be certi- 
fied by their regimental commander to he regularly enlisted members 
in good standing of the regiment or battalion they represent, and to 
have been such on Jnned, 1882. Weapon, Remington rifle, State 
model, Distances, 200 and 500yds,; five shots at each distance, Posi- 
tion, standing al 200; any with head to target at 500yds, Entrance 
fee, $1 each man. 
ist prize.—A trophy or cash (optional),..._-.-_,,,..--.,,,.,,.-.$100 0 
POG OSE eS we Stale, PENN Calas Ph b rie ieee eta aaa eat 25 00 

STO TALE: | sta Sy eet ee ey Bee 5 ates ee eS S $125 00 

SEVENTH REGIMENT. N. GN, S. ¥, FOURTEENTH REGIMENT, WN. G. §.N.¥. 
200 500 Ags, 200 500 Age. 

Privy Lockwood .....22 28 “45 Priv Scholkin....,..92 23° 45 
Priv Dale ...... eis R40 4A Priv Harvey. a 23 «da 
Corpl Eagle..... z 44 Lieut Dixon, . a2 («48 
Capt Green _.. 21 42 Corpl Cortey. Be At 
Sergt Bostwitk -- 21 41 Priv Moore...., Ay dt 
Priv Higgins .. 19 40 Sergt Madison. 19 39 
Priv tnderwood 20 40 Capt Cardona , 1 38 
Sergt Munson. -. 17 «640 ~ComSergt anc 1 36, 
Lient Price, ,., 21 33 “apt Bowe ......_.. 3b 
Privy Bryant. W@ 388 Lieut Nutt... lt” Siiieese4 
Capt Pricer wre iee 4 38 Lieut White, .,. AS i ow 
Priy Thomas, ...- 19 a7 Capt Henwood...... 12, “StS. si 

R48 239 487 228° 2 461 
jithregiment, N.¥.218 182 400 23d regiment, N.Y. 286 221 457 

No: 15.—‘'ARMY AND NAVY JOURNAL” MATCH. 

Open to teams of twelve from all regularly organized military or- 
ganizations in the United States, including the Regular Army, Navy 
and Marine Corps. All competitors to be regularly enlisted members, 
in good standing, of the regiment, battalion, corps or troop they 
represent, and to have been such on June 1, 1882, and to appear in the 
uniform (full dress or fatigue) of the organization they represent. 
Weapon, such military rifle as has been issued af the public expense 
to the organization which the team represents. Distance o0iyds.; 
seven rounds, Entrance fee, $1 per man. 
ist prize,—To the organization whose team makes the highest 

ageregate score, a Silver Trophy, mainfactired by the 
Gorham Company, and presented by Col, William ©. 
Church on behalf of The army and Navy Journal, valued 
bhi te aera aaron ac en Thiers tater Perey Norre F8 Rete Haase Brad OV 

This prize is to be won three times before becoming the prop- 
erty of the winner, It will he held for a year by the offi- 
cer commanding the winning corpa. 

2d prize.—Trophy or cash (optional),....-....---..........-. : 50 00 

Otel feet .2e suds ope ge a TRE te eer irs Onion Cet $300 00 
13th Regt., N, G. Penn , Springfield Rifie. 

vty GWE eit: Se Bate bee ee leslie cbine aie eee Pnn ee 244855 5 5—a1 
Pvt J H Rittenhouse 45435553 
Pyt @HIves\...----. 634455 5—a1 
Pvt HM Ives........ 645454431 
Sergt MJ Andrews. . 34445 55-20 
Pyt.J Blatter. ....-,,- 6354253 54—s) 
Sergt J H Torrey.... £5 25.5 35-29 
Pvt\C V Pratt ..-.., . 5543 54 3—29 
CH Welles. 26344 4 5—28 
Capt D R Atkinson 548443 528 
Sergt AL Baker...., : 43354 427 
Lieut G B Thompson...-............... Rech cokte eh ieee 84343 385-25 

300 
39th Separate Co,, of Binghamton, N. Y., Remington Military 

(Ratiad wecemen-anps Dee Detailer Pasar eee gece 343, 
7th Regt NGSN Y¥, Remington Mil Rifle. 336 
US Ener Battalion, Springfield Mil Rifle, 336 
20th Separate Co, NY, Rem Mil........ ... 830 
23d Regt NGS.N Y, Rem Mil... 309 
Sth Art US A, Springfield Mil - 300 
20th Sep Co, N Y, Rem Mil. _. | 305 
10th Battalion, N ¥, Rem Mil,., B94 
14th Regt, NY, Rem Mil... ...- 278 
65th Regt,N Y,Rem Mil 2rd 

No. 16.—“1LiraRy TEAM OFF-HAND’’ MATCH. 
200yds. Open to teams of five men from any Company. Troop 

or Battery of the National Guard of New York, or otlier States, or of 
the Regular Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, to be composed of com- 
pany officers, non-comunissioned officers, or privates, certified to 
have been members of the company they represent on June 1, 1882, 

Position, standing. Teams to use the rifla their Company is armed 
with, seven shots per man. Hntrance fee, $5 each team. 
4st Prize.—An embroidered flag; value... ___...- Meaty 8 -es , $100 U0 

To be won three times before becoming the property 
of the organization. 

baePriz6é Cash: ape SE 5, os pee ee eee 26 00 
Sa ees oi pos S25. 56: =H 44e i titeie ora reesss or at 14 00 

Total .....-- Apr pos: Btieg ¢-4 tea ile sh 4 cole 22 Ce eis eons ees 3140 00 
20th Separate Company, N, GS. W. Y. 

W W Youngs... ......00-.....-- al letey etehbaed bac Addo tS pot BeOS 29 
J M Condor... pels C2 ESI pri0t DELS. ele beets .. 28-148 
O'Van Orden - re) 
Company B, US Engineers....146 Company ©, U 5 Engineers. ...146 

No, 17.—*SEABURY MILITARY TEAM’! MATCH. , 
Open to teams of four from any company, troop or batlery of the 

National Guard of the United States, Great Brituin, Cauada, or uny 
other nation, or from the United States Army or Navy. Any number 
of teams may be entered from any company orregiment, Any four 
members will be admitted from any foreign military organization, 
eyen though they are attached to different companies or regziinenis. 
Teams to shoot in their regulation or dress 1miforms, unless excused 
by ithe National Rifle Association, Distances, 200 and S00yds. 
Standing and off hand at 200; prone position or head to targeb al BO) 
yards. Seven shots at each ¢listance. Any regulation military rifle; 
wind gauge permitted. The trigger ae Six pounds, which will be 
tested at the firing point. Winners will be déharred if evidence is 
produced that they have violated auy of the conditions of this ¢om- 
petition, Ties will hé decided according to N. R. A. rules, 
Two entries will be allowed, but only the highest to conut, Entrance 

fee, 35 per team. 2 
Prizes, presented by Geo, J. Seabury, Esq., Secretary of the Na- 

tional Ritle Association, as follows: 
ist Prize.—Cash, or four gold medals of equal value (optional) 375 a 

#3 BaB-E* fal 2d Prize,—Cash... & i) 
8d Prize.—Cash... 85 OD 
4th Prige.—Cash-..-.1....... 20 OD 
5th and 6th, each, cash, 915. -. 3000 
Thhytadihheboly cushy p10>_- 2-2 Serre ne el ee OUT 

tale Meech ks pote secant ete es tee rhett bian ofede as yee BRAN 00 
20yds. S00yds. Total. 

20th Separate Company (1st) 11a 122 perth 
Gompany C, 7th Regiment.... . if 122 pole 
Company C. U. 5, Engineers......... 12 22¢ 
Company 2 13th, Pa, (1st), --- A-d 108 pps 
Company D, 1dth, Pa. (2d),.....-...-. 1.110 11 22d. 

ie 

~~ ~~ meng 



FOREST AND STREAM. Serr. 21, 1882.] 

200yds, HOGyds. Total. 
Bath Separate Company (ist)... 2.2.2. .--. eee. 100) i B20 
doth Separate Compimy (24),,.,-....--....----. . ti 104 210 
Company EH. ith Regiment. eee bl) 106 216 
Gompany ®. 7th Regiment, 2.2)... 0... sci le di 100 211 
Company A, ith Regiment. ............... 1... 18 98 R11 

No. 18.—"'sHORT RANGE ALL COMERS” TRAM MATCH. 

Competitors must not be members of more than one team, 
Two eutries allowed, bub only the highest score to count. En- 

trance fee, #5 per team. 
Tst Prive, Cash... ,..... $25 00 
wd Prizu.—Cash...., 20 00 
ad, 4th and Sth, each, cash, 40 00 

UN t Nie Sree, eae edt aL ee RS OU 
Major Humplry’s Team. 

Major Humphrey... 2-2. 33° MajomPaarse,.............. 20) 
TiGUy Hes Se, So) uae 31 Gorp Oliver .-30 

Allowanée._. eee mer eens ae .. b—129 
Newport Rifle Association..,,....... 7128 
New York Rifle Club (first team),.,....,...2...0..2---- 1 
Capt Qudsal’s team... cs... 22... 126 

Mithiean Stabe tear 
New York Rifle Club id team). 5 

thy Grits Pe eee ie eee ach 118 

No. 20,—''cONSOLATION™ MLUrCH, 
Open to all comers. Winners of prizes exceeding $2 in cash or 

value, Wou in any match of this meeting, fo be handicapped two 
points on their score, 200yis,, amy military rille, seven shots; stand- 
eed Entrance fee, aiic. 
ist Prize, —Cash _____ 
a0 Mita shes 
Sd i 7th, each. cash, $F 2 
Sthto220, * " g 80 

CNGUAN SO ied <8 oh ole Bet ote) TH UA ene Bape y acca hielaialale $8) 
JJ Horam,.-..........4564554-—32 EJ Crum,, A445445—20 
BO Gush...._.- -.-At4o54—3i Wood MeBri 5445444 —30 
G W Munson, , ASt4o-"32 AB Van He f 4554444—B) 
BH Sillman..-.... ddddiss—0 CH Gaus... .,.. b44444—280 
——* Less 2 W M Parrow,.... 
© A Krebs, D D Wylie, J Pieltiam, TE Webster, 

JN free, f M Barre 
Coulston, C B Bate 

oa 5 ROSA 11 
29 each: J MeWwen, 

BR Spelhnan and G1 Robbins, 28 each; GU 
5 Bumstead, John McKinzie, 27 each. 

J No 21.—‘gotp warca” waTcH. 
Opentoeverybody, 1,000ydes., any position and rifle, 15 shols each 

entry, Hatries unlimited, al $2 for first and $1 for each subsequent 
ehtiy, without post charge. Na score to be commenced after 4:80 P. 
M. Yhe prize, a stem-winding, 18-carat, louble-case cold watch, pre- 
sented by Maj, G.I. Morse. value $75, to that competitor maling the 
biphest score. 
WH [toliin ....0..., 
5 [ Scott, 

R Winegar. 
Capt Adams, 

') Lamb, GO" Eberialford Yt -faee:| len! 
W Saab: (ELPA ride erate geu ek 5th 
W Seott... 66 ER Mevittie..,... Eppa 58 
D Habirshay, 66 OO Godfrey... 2. . 353 
Boy ari 2 8 {GL DER Manica 2) )2 228s ly. as 4a 
KR Rathbone. ...,--... 0... fit 

Mi. I. A, Steward, of 406 Strand, London, optician by appointment 
fo fhe National Rite Association of America, offers yo elegant prizes 
to be awarded in the manner following: 
A.—To thal competitor making the hiehest aperegate score 

in Matches 13,14 and tha New Camp Binocular Field 
(ass, as osed officially at Wimbledon (won by HW. T, Lock-« 
wood; Score, 124); value.-_...,,_..., 

B,—To that competitor making the highest aggregate score, 
in Matches 2, 3and §, a Lord Bury Telescope (won by J. 
HY Browne secre eg }evalges Oo se ee 25 00 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

TAD THAM MEDALS —In connection with the International Mater 
come on alter fight for two medals, The contest came off on Satur 
di, eptember 16. The teams were to shoot for two $100 golil medals 
offered by B, A, Vogeler & Goj, and W. T, Blackwell & Co. One 
niedal was to be viven to the man in each team who in contest with 
his fellows should mate the highest score. [iwasin no senge to be 
feonbest between the tenms, Beth bodies inched together in the 
lewiquarters tent with the officers of the National Rifle Association, 
Dr. Movean Morris, surgeon of the Seventh Regiment. presented Mrs, 
Humphry with a boquebmade of English ivy and oak leaves, and 
bound with ved, white and blue ribbons. He said that he was not 
surprised at the victory of the British teani, when its interests were 
watched oyer by so fair a guardian, Major Luunphry returued thanks 
for his wife. Dr, Morris then presented Sir Menry Halford with a 
latirel wreath. The British team fired 10 shots per man per rauge, 
while the Antericans fired but 7 shots. the sores standing: 

$30 00 

British Team, Amnjerican Team, 
200 600 900 1,000 To, 200 600 1,000 To- 
yds. yds. yds, yds, tal. yds. yds. yds. tal. 

Caldwell..44 47 48 8% 1% Dolan. weet RF GL BS 
Pearse .....43 46 89 88 166 Hinds +30 26 «624 BU 
Parry 45° 3600 ah 640) 157 Smilh ,... -2f 630) 2880 
Bates, ....44 39 85 87 bp Atkinson........-30 32 18 ‘80 
Humphry. 41 3) 35 35 151 Van Hensen,...., 24 30 24 78 
Godsal 4541 20 3h 5) Ogden.,..... eee oot a |B: 
MeVittie..44 45 32 289 150 Shakespeure __.. 28 ee 1 85 
Oliver, ..... ay 40 38 82 149 Pollard,,.........268 28 19 
Goodear,.. 46 44 29 24 148 Griffith..,,..-.... 26 82 15 78 
Walrond ...43 39 39 20 id4# Alder...) 1.1.2.2 26 200 71 
Houlter,,,..41 40 40 25 146 Hinman 29 22 20 71 
Mellish,,...85 43 86 28 145 Ward..,.. 23.429 138 ‘70 
Dos .... 1. 45 86 24* 20 139 Irlam.,.......,..- % 28 11 66 
Heap,...... 40 338 23 d2 108 MeNeyin.........25 32 0 58 

Panlding 9) 225) Ri 26 

ractice Match, 
A Duffee (Mil,),...-.. 445804554445 C Weston (Mil,),,... 443444444338 
JA Cobb... ., 7 -D454345444 42 SL Viotor,,......,..4444535243 38 
D Austin. —- - -4445855444—42 ES Bartlet. 4423332535 —87 
BS Jenkins D458 —40 CLA Henry ._ 334534333435 
JC Burns. . . bidddde4b—40 1B Thompson...., 4304303254— 33 
PD Thomas ....,, Addi4ad445—39 

Creedmoor Match, 
DPA Gopbes 2.2.5.4; 454443354440 CA Jones... 2... 343444443326 
AJ Carter...<.... . ADS SAS1bB—0 

NATIONAL RIFLE GLUB—Twenty-fifth Annnal Meeting.—South 
Vernon, Vt,, Sept. 6 and 7, 1842,—Order of the day, Lhirty consecutive 
slots iy three ten-strings; distauce, forty rods, at rest. The elub 
medal to the best agerevate of the three strings. Below, in inches, 
Sih aud th, are the bestscores in each string, and ihe best aggere- 
gite of three strings, measured from cent'e to centre : 

Rivet: Bevoned Third 
Striug. String, — String. 

TT Warner,.. 540 NS Brockway. ..1100 GF Fleteher.... 9 50 
UF Rletcher. 951 J Williainson,...,.1810 TH Wanuer,....__ 960 
RO Cressy...1001 NJ Muntoon, \..). 1340 NB Tyler... wW30 

J. WinLsassox, President. 
THE HLCHO SHIELD MATCH, —24 Suffolk Street, Dublin, Septem- 

ter, (852.—In the reports of this match, published in England, there 
are some errors which T find repeated in the secount of it that re- 
céutiy appeared in Forms Avo Stream, No “Sharp” rifle was used 
this yeu by any of be trish team, Their armament was five Righys 
aud three Mettords. Mir, Mee plite who made the highest individyunl 
store vf the three tuans, used a Rigby," as also did Mr, Gauly, whose 
fine recind of thirteen Inilseyes in His fifteen shots at 1hWyds. was 
most heartily applauded, The Tish team had top secure at 800 and at 
1wu0yvds,. Dut lost the mateh by & series of evrors'at the middle range, 
4mong which the most remarkable were (hree cases of misreading 
the wind gauge by & whole division, equalling ten-hundreths of an 

th, resulting ta two misses and one outer, The wind was a most dif- 
ficulirone, varying in foree and direction so suddenly that very large 
alterations of the wind gauge ware constantly necessary, This was 
the cause of the low score made by all the haams,—Jomy Ricry. 

LOST MEDAL.—Leo Vitamann, of 18 Second avenue, picked up a 
National Guard's marksman’s medal with Vuree bars, at the festival 
held at Jones’ Wood, Sapt, 18, 

nr 

| Messrs, A. BE, Miller, D. M. Winnie and &. W. Smith. 
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THE TRAP. 

JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS vs. MIDWAY.—A friendly match be- 
tween the Jersey City Heights Gun Club anid the Midway Gun Clib, 
Mataiyan, N. J,, was shot on Tuesday, the 19th, at the grounds of 
Jersey City Weights Club. ‘Teams of 25 men, abd birds, 2oyds. rise, 
tinder the Jersey City Heights Gun Club's rules, which allow both 
barrels. butif a second barrel ig used to count a half hird only. 
Considerable interest was manifested in this amateh, as the Midways 
had defeated the Fountain Gun Club of Brooklyn. We #ive the 
scores below, the Jersey City Clib winning by 7 birds: 

ao City alls Gun Club, 
1— Heritage, Jr.,... 11 11 1 w—d4 

Townsend. ...... 1iia126 Burilett., 11m 1-4 
Demarest.,......1 1 1 1 1a Headden......- 1 1 0 1-4 
Heritage...) 2... 146% 1 0-8 Lams 00 1 1-9 
Thompson,......0 0 0 1 1-2 Baker 1 0 4 1-4 
Hughes......,,.. 1 i221 1-4 £Géllin 101 14 
Cannon, . 0 1 0 ft 1-3 Baton. Hee Te Oa Ves bem 
Berkery. 11% 1 0-34 Outwater,,....1 0 1 1 0-8 
B Payne, Of 141-4 HYVon Lengerkelg1 1 1 0-816 
WOW]. ..::s.c10c:1 1 134 14g Antoine...-... 1001 02g 
‘W Payne.. 411 i%—4 JVonuLengerke.1 1 1 1 1-5 
Qummins., -1i 1 21.15 Yerripgton,...:. 114% 14 
BONY. pee O 1 144-316 

Gerad HOA. 6 nese deeb ese teern tate heer eo Qeodeee 9716 
Midway Gun Club. 

Dishbrow........ % 1 1 1 1434 Wilms......,... 111%%-4 
Applegate......14¢% 1 0-8” MWolmes 42 A gi) 
Vanderveer.... 14g 014-216 FB llyer.....1 1 14 14% 

O 1 1 i 14° Getin....,,..... 1101 1-4 
1011 1-4 Oyen tone. os 0101 1-3 
111% 1-4% Muirhead. .__. 14g 0 *'h-3 

1 i 1 0-4 Borden,,.. .O U0 11 2 
11% 1-4 Brackle 01701 0-2 
0 0 1 6 2” Lamberson 0 1 1 0145-2% 
11 14-416 Haight... ....0 1 1 0 1-3 
1112 0-4) Gaimpbell......, fit 0 1—t 
titi i1— 5 Werhune........ 1110 4 

tii 1 1-4 — 
TFN SOT PTS ht etc et Lee see ee AE Nig 

LONG ISLAND FORESTHRS.—The regular monthly shoot of the 
Long Island Forester Chub was held at Canarsie Saturday, Sept. 16. 
Seven birds, handisap rise: 
Thorpe, 2lyds...... 1111006—4 
Sabin, 25yds....- 
Glier, 21y 

1100011 —4 
1000101—3, 

Remember it you wish to buy a fine gun and saye money, ¢o to C. 
L, RITZMANN, 043 Broadway, New York,—Adu, 

Hachting and Canoeing. 
KNICKERBOCKER Y. C.—SEPT. 16, 

HE fall match of this club was sailed last Saturday ina strong 
northwest blow. Nineteen yachts started, but only eleven fine 

ished in good shape, the rest being disabled and one capsized. There 
were seven classes, with entries as follows: Gabin sloop Sara, Com- 
modore Hobby, 3tft, bin. (no compétitor). Second class, jib aud 
Mmuinsail—Nettie Thorp, J. W. Thorp, 24ft. 10in.; Corinna K., P, 
Crumeich, 23ft. Sin. Third class, jib and mainsail—Rover, W. Hi. 
Erskine, 22ft.; Nimrod, J. F, Lalor, 20ft. Gin; Maggie. Wagner & 
Lange, 17ft. 10bsin,; Mary Gibson, N. Lockwood, 2ift. 10tgin. Wourth 
class, cat-rigged—Lizzie R., dlft.; Alice, Baker & Beals, 24ft, lO34in. + 
Gracie, W. h. Morse, 24ft. bin. Witth class, cat-rigged—Gilt Kdee, L. 
Lefferts, 23ft. 8in.; Melanie, W. A. Stewart, 21£t, 5éin.; Sharpie, W. 
Potter, Jr., 21ft. 84gin. Sixth class, vatrigzed—Magie, J. L. Barker, 
10ft. Sin-; Yon Ton, P. FP, Heraty, 18ft,; Susie B.. A.A, French, 17ft, 
din. ; Vaddie, W. A. Brady, 17ft,; Lillie A.. J.B. Ackerman, 16ft. Sin. 
Seventh class, cat-rigged—Hattie, R. Schelling, 14fr. $iéin. (no com- 
petitor), The course was from off the club house at Port Morris to 
ind around Gangway buoy, off Sand’s Point, and return, for all hut 
the seventh class, the lutter turning the buoy of Fort Sehuyler, 
The steamer Philadelphia went over the course with the committee, 

Start flying 
with five mintites to cross, Th was bean wind up, bub as the broad 
reach beyond the Brothers was entered, the strong gusts played 
hayoe with the boats. The Sharpie got into trouble Corrina K, parted 
peak halliards, hub vepaired and continued fora while, but a second 
accident forced her to give up. Magie likewise got into trouble and 
withdrew. ‘The Gibson parted halliards off Whitestone, Uitmade 
good thedamage smartly, The little Hattie capsized and the rest 
shipped a great dealof water, and had many narrow shayes from 
like disaster, It was a case of “begeine” with a vengeance and hard 
work for the crews. Off Fort Sclinyler reefs were hauled down 
throughout the fleet, excepting Lizzie R,, Alice and Nettie Thorp. 
The Gangway buoy was rounded as follows: Lizzie R. at 12147320; 
Alice, 12:50:35; Nettie Thorp, 12:58); Sara, 12:59:05; Gracia, 12:50:35; 
Royer, 1:00:40; Gill Bdge, 10048: Mary Gibson, 1401; Nimrod, 1:04 ad: 
Bon Ton, 1:05:30; Melanie, 1:07; Tillia A,, 1:12; Magis, 1:18:50, A 
full sheet took them around Fort Schuyler buoy where shests were 
trimmed fat, and with a favoring ebb fast time home was made, the 
winners being Sara, Nettie Thorp, Mary Gibson, Lizzie R,, Melanie 
and Son'Ton. The race was a meniorable one, both as to the large 
number of competitors and the hard work entailed by the ronsing 
blow, One thing was Jacking, however, and that was some regular 
windward work. Winish as under: 

Btart. sh. Elapsed. Corrected 
SVE wy Beh» putas <4 de dierd aoe Hi 39 10 2 52 59 318 49 313 40 

SEQOND CLASS. 
Nettie Thorp............. 11 37 40 2 52 5d 315 13 3145-18 
Corrina K_-_,....--..-... 11 38 00 Gave up, 

THIRD GLASS, 
LGV ED eds eet lens itets 42 Ti 3000 416.54 3 46 54 3 46 54 
Mary Gibson-_- -11 30 30 3 U2 29 331 59 3 31 44 
Maggie..,.... 11 32 15 Not timed, 
Nimrod. .:-.....5.. Ped Pes ji 34 00 3 10 88 3 36 38 a 33 38 

FOURTH CLASS, 
LSEMTER CEL eersceencasael Plot) rials ote oP Ti 24 16 302 49 485 31 3 25 84 

i a4 25 2 60 26 3.85 OL 22. 49 
29 00 2 20 20 301 20 301 20 
FIFTH GLASS. 

Qilt Bdge 24 16 3 U4 49 3 40 38 3 40 33 
Melanie. ...._..... 11 27 00 § 10 41 3 43 41 3 80 16 
Sharpie..........- <5 nt 26 00 Gave up. 

SIXTH CLASS, 
11 4 00 Gave up, 
11 22 A 3 80 18 4 07 58 £05 08 

Susie B. - At 22 28 Lid not go course. 
Viuildie,... - 11 21 15 Did not go course, ; 
TiNip iss 522 Seisrsay8 ss 28, Vi 23 24 Not timed. 

SEVENTH CLASS. 
TPF yitep 25 5 585 SOO ACEE od di 17 15 Uapsized. 

NEW YORK CANOE CLUB—SEPT. 184, 

“Tt was a jolly mariner, the smallest man of three, 
He loosed his sail against the wind, and turned his boatto sea." 

A PRESH breeze from the west would haye siyen ample excuse for 
4 postponement, had any been needad, of the filth race for the 

Challenge Gup, set for last Saturday, but 3 F. Wf, found all the sailor- 
men who had entered ready at the float of the club hous:, Staten 
Island. The large racing sails had one and then two reels turned in 
as the breeva freshened, and were finally discarded for smaller ones 
by the Dat anid Ripple, each carrying eruising main and miszzen Jugs, 
single reefed, while the Tramp varried racing mainsail only, also 
single reefed. The coise selected was from the float to and around 
the quarantine hulk off Bedloe’s Island, 134 miles, thence around a 
pile off Constable's hook, 134 miles, and back to float, 34 mile, or 
about 444 niles, thus avoiding the stroug {ee-soing tide in the Nar- 
rows, : 
The reef to leeward of the float, nearly bare, made it diffeult to 

Sharh, bat the boats were finally laid head to wind along the float, the 
Tramp, Vice-Commodore Oudin. to windward; Ripple, Mr. Whitlocle, 
next, and the Dot, Commodore Vaux, loleeward, tle bow of each 
being held by an attendant. At 4:54 asthe word to go was piven hy 
Mr, Stephens, the boats were east off toxelher, the Dot af once filling 
dway, and starting oF in fine style, while as the Tramp swung off 
more rapidly than the Ripple, with boom well off to starhourid, the 
latter paid off until her mast brought up inside the boom of the 
Tramp, some time being last in gelling both clear, the Dot mean- 
while taking a bandsome lead. Once clear, the others started in 
chifise, the Ripple keeping well to windward, and with the wind for- 
ward of the beam her extra foot of lengtli sobn fold, the Tramp tak- 
ing third plade, thoufh the Dot slill held a good lead, 
The tide up off Robbin’s Reef made lively work for 2 few min lunes, 

but the positions were about the same, except that, evidently overes- 
limating the foree of the lee-going tide, the Ripple kept too far to 

Windward. Betweenthe Reef and the first tira the Tramp took 
) kuoek-d6wn, but quickly luffed and twas off again. At4:10 P.M, the 
| Dot tacked around the mark, and with boom to part stood up toward 
the Jersey shore, passing the Ripple, which had fone far to wini- 
ward of the mari, and was then running down for it. Tramp protit- 
ing by this error, rounded second at 471116, the Ripple following at 
471234. ‘The ihree now presented a handsome sight, the crews seated 
up on the starboard deck, the créw of the Dot, owmeg to her “tumble 
home” and din, less freeboard, sitting, during the putts, not on deck, 
but actually ontside on the upperstreak of the boat, a position which, 
at each weather roll, forcibly recalled the motto of the Cincinnati 
O, C., *Madidam miutayi vestem/? At 4:23 the Dot was again about 
on port tack, aud heading for Black Tom, the Tramp following at 
4:25 and the Ripple, now far astern, lolding on for 4 short time 
Jonger. At 4:30 all three were standing up well under their canvas, 
but adnoment later shout from the float directed all glasses on the 
Tramp, which had been holding well on to the Dot and rapidly leay- 
ing the Ripple, but now 

‘“Alas—the Livel;—where is she? 
Her capsized kvel is fa the foam 
Her pennons ju the sea,.* 

Arosh was made at once te launch a boat for ler rescue, but ler 
pluely skipper, after seyeral attempts. boarded her, pufi all handa to 
the puntpe, and was shortly bonnd for home under paddle. The Dat, 
seeing no hel was needed, held on her course, the Ripple evidently 
having 4n engagement in the direction of Jersey City. Wor the next 
ten minutes the Tramp engrossed the attention of all, but at 4:48 the 
Dot was to windward of the second mark, 

‘Up went the helm—close reefed-. 
The sheet held firmly in his hand, 

With ballast snug—the vessel jibed, 
And scudded for fhe land.” 

With a strong ebb under her ond a stiff breeze astern, the little Dot 
fairly danced over the last leg of the course and finished at 4:49, the 
livehest and most exeiting race yet held for the cup, the Ripple round- 
Ing ab 4:40 and finishing at4:57, Four of the five races sailed have 
been won by the Dat, snd too much praise cannol be given to Com. 
Vaux for the admirable way in which sheis handled, Tour seasons 
of racing together have made 4 combination of man and boat that 
will be very hard to beat, as is shown by the way in which they have 
disposed of larger, more powerfw and heavier ballasted boats. 
The perforinances of the Pearls thus far haye not come up to the 

expectations of then triends, but it is no disparagement to their 
owners to say that they have not been handled yet to their best ad- 
vantage. To get the bestresulis from such hoats it is absolutely ne- 
cessary that they shall be canyassed, ballasted and trimmed properly, 
and some thine and care is necessary to do this. The season is nok 
over yet. und there is still time for such practice and trial, that they 
may open next season under better auspices. The management of 
the race was in the hands of Messers. Stephens, Monroe and Newman, 

SUMMARY, 
Fifth race for Whitlock Challenge Cup, Sept. 16, 1882. Wind fresh 

from W., tide ebh, course triangular. 414 miles. 
Ist ad 

Length, Beam.Start. Mark, Mark, Fin. Time 
Canoe, ‘ Model, ff.in. in, hom, bom. h.m.h.m. ham 

Dot, C, B. Vaux,,...Shadow 144 30 4:10 4:48 4149 bb 
Ripple, W-Whitlock..Pearl 45 311g 41284 dsb 4:67 1:07 
Tramp. C.'P, Oudin., Pearl 14 83:54 4tlilg os Ba 

EAST RIVER Y. C,—SEPT. 18. 

BRISK southwest wind made the fall race of the club last Mon- 
day a memorable and interesting eyent, Before the start the 

Mary Gibson capsized, but was got upon her legs again in time to 
sail. The gaff of the Holmes gaye way shortly after Grossing, and 
several minutes were lost in effecting repairs. Lone Star capsized 
when nearing Port Schuyler, and lavorita got into trouble with her 
board, The steamer Americus accompanied the racers with the re- 
gatta committee on board. Course from club house, Greenpoint, 
Hell Gate, to and around Stepping, Stones’ lighthouse and return. 
Alice made the best time but was ruled out for passing west, of Black- 
wells Island. Tt wasa tree wind up with a close haul home, and a 
beat through the Gate. Keefs and bob jibs were in order for this 
work, the brisk wind cutting out hard and wet work for the crews, 
Butvies as follows: 

Class A.—Cabin sloops—Linda, 42ft., H. CG. Roame; Favorira, 32tt. 
Gin., Commodore Charde; James Tregarthen, 80ft. tin., Vice Commo- 
dore Rennison; Lorelei, 30ft. 10in,, A, Panick. 

Class B.—Cabin sloops—Elsie May, 20ft. din., J. GQ. Northrup; M. 
W. Couway, 29ff. din., James Conway; Alice, 27ff. lin., T. C, White, 

Class C.—Cabin sloops—Julia, R4ft. Sia. J. . Sullivan; Progress, 
2aft, din., J. Sehuessele, , 

Class H.--Open sloops—Jawell, 20f1., H, H, Holmes; H. H. Holmes, 
22et, 2in,, J. Kreymeir; Mary Gibsen, 2U'6. ilin,, N, Lockwood, 5 

Class F.—()pen sloops—-Valley Forge, 18ft. 4in,, E, B. Conners; Tip 
Top, 19ft. 10in., 8. R. Silliman. sd 

Class G.—Gat rigged—Lone Star, 18ft, 4in,, Oswar Joeback; Oakley, 
15ft , F, Oakley, 

Tt was a day for size to tell and the largest boats had the best of the bargain, Measurement was taken on load line, and the start was 
flying. Favorita, won on tine; KMisie May takes prize im class B., Alice 
golnz wronp course; Julianius in class OC; the Jewell in Class 1, Pro- 
gress being disabled, aad Tip Top wins on time from Vallay Forge. 
The catbouts failed to make a Pace, the weather being too much for 
such lieht weights. Jewell takes challenge pennant for best eorrected 
time, allowance heing figured for all the boats in one class, Fayorita 
being 23 seconds longer by the samie process. Summary: 

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS, 
Start, Finish. 

H. 0.5. H.M. §, _8: 
TAG Gea ghee ede Bos as oo.) SU St 8 47 19 z 
Wavorite...0.),,¢-ece. pee 11 4!) 25 3.58 08 403 48 8 44 43 

i “4 4 06 05 415 45 3 52 45 
PCR LGI sene es np leta atl Tl 4 11 431 21 4) 87 10 4 14 00 

CLASS B—OABIN SLOOPS. 
Bilste Mity’ +. 0.2.0. rer 11.50 51 4 06 17 415 26 4 15 26 
M, W. GComwayt.......... 11 52 45 437 34 4 4 dy 4 42 49 
Alteae Sire yy: ee Sd bt-8b) 4 01 54 41 19 4 03 40 

CLASS C—CABLN SLOOPS. 
Juliz,. Ske Ranma tiye 435 39 442 16 44919 
Progre: 11 £3 32 Broke down, 

CLASS E—OPHN SLOOPS. 
Jewell,,,.::-., . 11 52 58 409 13 416 20 416 20 
HH. Holmes. ...-11 pb 10 4 44°23 449 18 441 88 
Mary Gibbsort,....---..--- 11 50 87 4 24 5G 4 3419 4 26 09 

CLASS F—OPEN SLOOPS. 
Valley Forge. .....-....) 11 53 31 4 28.57 4 85 26 4°32 26 
MILES) Oy ee a 1i 62 08 4 23 57 431 54 4 31 ot 

CLASS G—CAT-RIGGED, 
Tone Stats... cc.tays eset li 49 4 Capsized, 
Oakeley: ..)57 2-2), el at 50059 Not timed, 

DORCHESTER Y. C.—The sixty-nith match of the clubwas suiled 
Sept. 10, off the club house, Harrison Squaré,-in a stiff northwest 
wind, Two classes, cats over and under i8ft. Course, seven miles, 
Reefs were hardened down, bal many come to erief, Niobe parted 
majn sheet off Halfway Rock; Water Witch split. tudder; Amy split 
centerboard and Warrior carried away main boom, he big new 
Belle, a huge cat rig, split her mainsail near the foot and tied down 
tworeefs. She won easily on her power. Judges, Hartford Dayen- 
port, Frank Batcheller, H. A. Salis, Coolidge Bainard, Geo. H, Gusiin. 
A dinner at Hull followed, tany yachts running down lo that tewn 
With fuests aboard, Sununaty a3 nuder: 

FIRST GLASS. 
Length. Actual, Gorrected, 

Name and Owner. It? TInt HM. 5. fH, M.S, 
BAS DUB alesis ey aye cnet net te 26 08 1 08 18 0 4h 46 
Thishie, 3, A. Freeman. .. 21 08 1A? 04 0 5) 8h 
Scmnp, H, Gray,....... 18 (4 1 25 09 0 66 36 
This, J. K. Souther 20 U6 1 26 00 1 00 87 
Niobe, A. J. Claric,....... Disabled. 
Water Witeh, T. (, Kang. 9 05 Disabled, 
Amy, E,W. Baxter._..2,.. mate 21 00 Disabled, 
Marion, W. H. Litchfield. ,,,..... 229. OL Disabled, 
Dawu, OG, M, Baler ...18 10 Withdrawn, 

RECOND GLASS. " 
Wora, Gi Bo Dentyy..-.. 2 cess reece 1G 07 1 3219 1 a 
Loralei, W. W. Dearborn. 16 1 36 01 1 DS Ob 
Gretchen, WP. Sharp. 16 08 Withdrawn, 
SEIRE Fre Leah OSV LLLE Sse en eM Saal) 14 08 Withdrawn, 

NEW BEDFORD ¥, G.—Ninth match for the Commodore's Cup 
was sailed Sept, ¢ by the third-class sloops of the club. Course: 
From Mleven-foor Bank buoy, leavine Black Rock to porl, Bush buoy 
to starboard, Wilkes’s Ledge buoy ditto: Butler's Mats puoy to port, 
and to starting line—fitteso hautical miles. Wind fresh northeast. 
Painter lost topmast near Black Rock. Judges, H, B. Hommond and 
B. P. Haskell. Sumonury : 

Length, Actual. Corrected. 
t.In. H. M.S. H. M, §. 

ADAP 222.46 - 8225 ene, San oe 28 OL 2 43 51 2 31 16 
BHUNOCISE cae. 2a ls . BY OGL 2 ot (1 2 ds 25 
Glimpse. --25 0016 2 40 41 2 38 26 
Tideriun 24 00 252 06 243 09 
Mbgrlinge<.. ee. es fei ley AS Olde 2 B4 56 2 bo 48 



156 FOREST AND STREAM. 

DON QUIXOTE ABROAD. 

NV R. FRANK GOWER, of Providence, R. 1, is fortunate enouch 
to own 4 lithe eathoat Galleidl Glaatn, Mr. Gower likewise Wis 

ao “organ” in our bright contemporary, the Providence Sunduy 
Stay, Mr. Gower's catboat has been a source of gradt trotble ti is 
owner, And has led hintinte fighting wiratinills to port, ta starboard 
fid ahead, very big windmills, tuo, for it has taken columns upon col- 
tmns in the Starto relate the tre-arowdng muaniuer in which the 
windmills declined to notice the feroefous onslanughts made upon 
them hy such a mite as a mest deserving little cathoat, Mr Gower 
befnras crestfallen, tilled with bitter feelings toward out slow-palig 
edpsins abroad, becouse all England failed to rave and tear ils hair 
in feverish excitement over the advent in its waters of a boat few in 
Baglind would give a ha'penny to own and none chose te honor with 
a tuateh, a3 proposed by Mr, Gower. Wor declining to sail him, with 
all the conditions in his favor, Ruglishmen deserve the inflichion 
meted ontin the organ atorasaid; andit that fails to bring them ta 
& duescnse of their shane and littleness, we are glad to know the 
faliant aud intrepid Owner of the Gleam proposus to fight his old an- 
taconists, the windmills, with renewed vigor tiextseason, Naturally, 
Mr. Gower @xpected the wondrous deeds of Gleam abroad would 
have fired Poxesr AyD STROAM 0G patriotic ovations which could only 
be quenched in lous eolunims of exultation at the doings o£ his wou- 
drous little saifboul, rizht in fie enemy's owo waters, And Mr, 
Gojver Was net reckoning without his host—only he failed to furnish 
the materials required for the expected feast of joy weshouli have 
been @las enouch to hayes served up to the public. Mr, Gower wou 
his yiclories in ink instead of adoat, and we decline to heslobber a 
Cals POSsessille noe nerit, and therefore demanding 16 attantion, and 
thatis tie reason So littl note was made in this Jourial of Gleam 
gud her gowuers prolitic bub ihstarred adventures in the London 
yachting press, 

Mr, Gower has returmed to tha stenes of his youth audin ths Siar 
sets forth his grievances at length with the yery truthful remark that 
thera tire bio sides to the qnestion. Since ho has given oue side in his 
excellent organ, we will for the sale of salting things rightin history 
give the public the benefit of the sila he has overlooked, so tliat all 
muy jadge by the {ots intelligently, and decide in this war which Mr. 
Gotver has so bravely undertaken single handed aguinste preatnation, 
from the Princa of Wales down to the crowd of wasympathaiing 
wretched Britons who cheared ov tre suid to have cheered hinso 
lusiily upon bhe slightest proyogation, 16 is well ta onrselyus as 
others see u8,jand io holdimy wp the mirror to the gallant owney of the 
euihoat Gleain, may wehope it will teach lim wherein he hes failed 

|\shaws how grounilless his 

and why bis buat has not bean proclaimed the sensation hadeams her | 
to be in bis own estiination, 
“We qnote the salient points from the Stay as under, premising that, 

jfnot written by Sir. Gower himselias wa luive reason to belisye, they 
wern at all events “inspived™ trom that soiree, and are as replete 
With warped statements, romance and views soured by disappoint- 
meutsin attempts to overreach Opponents as other similar wryieles 
which bave been dutifully priated in Mr. Gower’s home organ, 

“While 4 prominent sporting: paper of New Yorl, whoge wditor’s 
fulsome praises of the English cutter rig, and his deprecistion of the 
centerboard and the American mouel of yachts renarally, are given 

wide cireulation in Amerion, is PURGE Ring, lanidatory articles about 
@ English cutters Mades ond Maggie, and their performances in 

Ameriesn waters, th isdlesivable that the public shonkl know that 
there is room atleast fortwo opinious on the subject, aud that a 
Ruode Island boat. of the Oxtrems Amerigan modél as ta length, 
beam, depil) and centerbodrd, has created more of a panic in 
Tnglish waters among buats of her class for the past two seasons 
than did ever the Madze or the Mageis onthe American side of the 
water, For, wiile Americans admitted the speed and weatherly 
qualities of Mwlye end Maggie. they were not afraid to meet them, 
dnd tiar yachtsmen geoe radmitted them to both reégattag and 
private matehes on mest favorable terms, and were wilhng ta go 
upon the record as being beuten if the visiting vessels could do the 
heating.” 
AS AG introduction we have here a tissue of misstatements and wild 
assertions devoid of fact, for whtuh Mr, (rower'’s distant residence 
may sery. asanexcuse, The complimentary allusions to the prouil- 
neat New York sporting paper refers, of colise, to Norusr anp 
Srreas, ag uo other yachting journalis recognized by the public, | 
The “fulsome puller: “oith whith we aré charged eornsists of our 
efforts to introduce deep, wholesome yachts in place of traps, using 
the visiting cutters as the Most effective handle or pry for the pur 
pose, With what cifect our task bas been accomplished the favor 
with which decp boals are now received pvars witness, For our fight 
ina good couse shyle-handed agsinst the odils of every paper in the 
couutry, abd the inboro prejuilices of ninty-nine ow of every hnoa- 
dred yachismén, we expect some of these days to racetre the retogz- 
nition due, even from such an ultra patriot as Mr, Gower, But let 
that pass, for we question My, Gowe’s itness or capacity to decide 
against us iu a matter probably boyond his range of experience or 
investivation. Aaericans dil vot acknowledge the speed and 
Weathering sof Madge and Maggie. Quine thé contrary, they in 
commen with all cutters were uosparingly condemed aud ridienled 
on allsides until. by numerous victories, they compelled a reversion 
of public opinion, They were not generously adinitted to rezatias 
and watehes on mosh favorable terms atall, They asked no favars, 
nor did they drive off owaers beforehand with unbridled brag in the 
newspapers. Upou proper iutroduction, such as is customary among 
yachishien, they agreed npon races under our ries, nob one of 
which was fnodied: aniotato suit the yisiting yaohte, They sailed 
and wou many of their races, moreover, under a length rile, which 
is notoriously in favor of the sloop and a heayy handicap mpon the 
citer, and wheu applying for justice in the matter of measurement 
they were flatly refused, and taunted in the public prints for daring 
to moat their rights, by iguorant louts unfitto lash the shoes of any 
reputable yachtsman. : . 

The panie which Gleam is supposed to have crvated among Wnglish 
yachtsinon exists Only inthe fanciful brain of Mr. Gower, and heis 
welcome to tue pleasant illusion. The tiihis, thatso little interest 
was felt inthe boat, one way or other, that but for Mr. Gower’s im- 
petuons communications in the Meld, md w huss American fag 
flunnted from the Gleam’s peal, after the manner of a*Dutch” 

in New York harbor, no one would have noticed the advent or 
o of the Gleam. Boats of her style do not find favor in 
aters, except for viver sailing and short excursions, They 

picnic 
deparhun 
British w 

ed is “yachts,” but only as ‘sailboats,’ and an a 
h “onas’’ have not been built with a view to racing 
bul as irmocl-ubout boats sailing with fixed ballast 

Tt is uo eredit to beat them fi anybody's 

ame pever cla 
glass the Britis 
pure aud simple, 
and very snugly rigged. 
opinion. A 
We quote again: 
Bot how has this generous treatment of visitors of another nation- 

ality beau tecipredated wie an American racing boat visits these 
waters, and what a strikiny commentary on hoasted ‘British fair play’ 
is tlie remark ofan Mnglish yachtsman, of international reputation ta 
that sporl, ‘The fachis, My, Gower, you have leb your boatiravel too 
fast from the beginning, if youwanted to get into rezuttis here.’ 
That is, having shown by a few iiforiial trials of speed. with other 
Yosts which were racing, ind thus supposed to be doing their best, 
that be possesstd. a owt whi iglt was remarkable for sped and westh- 
erly qualities, and likely to get ie the record ag w winuer, the Amer 
ican is ruled oufef regattas, ind bisdaring challenge tow Hnglish 
bouts is nob accepted, But, we are constantly told, the Briton Jikes to 
mecth imaniy antagonist, ond would rather be beaten ina fair fight 
than show the white feuther And again we are as constantly told, 
ancl by professed Americans at tliat, “‘thit Britannia rules the wave; 
thatin-yachting, above all otter things, sles leads the world, with the 
finest, Speediest and most costly v pasals, Letthe recor of the Rhode 
Isjand sont Gleain, fer twosessons in British wilers, aid tie panic 
she Has ereated umong the sraall yachtsinen here, be a& sufficient 

denial, a5 far as it@oes, to such pretensions, Ttmiay be vasy to ienore 
a competitor, and by debaring him from all trials te preserve their 
record from American blotches; but when Bnglishmen show the white 
feather io yachting, ibis only fair that the facts and the record should 

ca ‘a Pu 

pea obave aimmp oratory is probably dished ont especially for an 
quilience of provilcials, Among intelligent people such Wabbish will 

not puss muster. Lh is an appeal to national vanity and jealousy. 
There hos been ho “generous treatment of foreign yachts in our 
jaters, ‘Their owners went, to work the right way and found edu- 

et tHasearid over, This blaiant charge of foul play Broneeds 

from the cutter, Decent Hnglislimen are is litt given to dishonest 
aud unasportsmaniike eonduct as decent Americans or decent people 
of way nationality, We should be relustint to arributie sueh vulgar 
sentiraents to Me. Gower, api prefer to believe tlint some superser- 
viecabla underiug has sought his masters fayor in this Goatse and vier . 

‘Ainle: eousation of fonlplay, S80 many untruth yarns have 
SHE ed alte Wis the fileam that we beg to Pa ent across the wabler concerning bn L 
ceabt thanuet ulicity of a. quotation trom “an EBuglish yachtsman’’ 

or ab Loeb Lit ‘nest in te expre sion attributed to him in the Star. 

Phe Gleam was dot “inled out" of any race. Buch 2 statement is 

faleboow, The daring challeuge” to all English yachts on the part 

of Mr. Gower is bombistof whieh we bave heard ual TENA AB 

there are no Taclug machines Mf the Gleam style in Bnglish Mote aters, 

thereia nothing to meet her, habisall thereis about it, Syists 

Buglishmen have shown the white feather or not isa matter of on} EN 

jon we have nothing to do with, as we de not set ourselyes up ee he 

ehampion of the Buglish, but pe as anxious to se6 Bhs tng ae 

Fail judependent of petty national prejudices, and above al sed the 

4 

rivgna prepared to couduct themselves as educated people’ 

dnéelse. Neither Eng 
the Gleam till Mr Gowe' 

presumption in view of his apparent idiosyncracies whoard. Here we 
do not allow sand-baggers and cabin yachts tocompete in the same 
elass, nor da we o derit & wonter if in smooth water the sand- 
bagger runs the yacht hull down, 

In berating Englishmen for following customs recognized as ner- 
fantly proper ond just throughout the yachting world, Me. Gower 

a atindiced complamtis are and how 
Warped his own judeinent, Woshonld say he was the last min eap- 
able of fairly oriticigiug on reviewing the treatment he received. 
which to ns seams very considerate in view of the repeated cause for 
aifence givan by the Gleam's owner throush lacik of discernment and | 
iltemper. My, Gower was deharred ‘upon one pretext or another" 
from doing precisely what he would have been dubarred from deine 
jo America without Uvun AS much as a protext of any kind by way of 
politeness, 
' The first senson passed withonta match as might hava been 6x | 
pected, The next way opened with micin the Londen ied, and jhe 
general body of yachtsmen were firs! made acquainted with the | 
fact that 4 terror to their equanimity had appeared in their waters ia 
tha shipe ofa little eathoar ‘just like the Madge, brought over at | 
great expense fur the express purpose of meeting representative 
iuglish boats.” The letlers on oue side flavored so strongly of bun- 
eumbe that English hoat owners préferred to relinquishthe ceoliuns 
of them fovorite journal to that side Without reply qintil the red rag 
had been flourished in their faces so fiercely that one geatleman over- 
looked what had preceded, anil cousented fo meet Me, Gower with an 
unusined yacht. iy this tne the vorrespendencs had so degenerated 
in tone that the editor of the Meld yery properly intimated that 
no nore of tha dsuie sort was wanted, Wehad been somewhat sur- 
prised that so mich latitude should have baen allowed to what flay- 
ored of bragadocio und adesire for notoriety more than 4 wish to 
obtain a race, We quote again from the Providence Star: 

“This daring challenge brought an answer from a gantleman, who, 
over the nen de plume of ‘Feurd,’ declared bis williugness to make 
amuatch with the Gleam, merely stipulating that the Stakes should 
be worth sailing for. To this Mr, Gower replied, saying that the 
Gleam was anxious to meet any English boat or her length, gladly 
accepting ‘Pearl's’ proposition fora matek, aud suggesting a race 
ten or twenty miles Windward and leeward, for 4 stake of 100 guineas, 
or any other sum that ‘Feard’ might preter, owners to sail lone ja 
egch boat, or boats ta be sailed by a crew, al ‘Peard’s’ option. 
‘Peard’ replied that pt had no Uua (eat) bouts in (reat Britain, 
80 far as he knew, capable of contesting with the Gleam, but tnat he 
would match a 25-foob cutter agqist her, single-handed, best of 
thred races, fon 300 guineus, Thus far tae corruspondence all ap- 
peared it the JVeld, but with this letter of ‘Weard’ the editor of that 
paper declined to publish anything more, thus leaving the English- 
man witli the last word before the publigin the shape of a qualified 
acceptance, Thus, if no mutch was arranged, the creat body of the 
British publie would he left to infer that the American was scared 
off, either by the amonnt of the stakes, or by his fear of meeting 
a entter, or for any olner reason,” 

This last insinuation against the editor of the Fleld is too con- 
temptible to notice. It indicates fittingly the spirit auimating the 
side responsible for the transmission of the highly-coloréd romances 
which haye appesred in the Providence Stay. 

Mr. Gower nextwrites that “all Feard’s propositions were accephed, 
and he was even allowed to name the place, date of sailing and’ uwm- 
pire.” This was maguanimous, indeed. It was keeping the kernel | 
and giving away the hull. Mr. (rower was willing enoeh to sail a, 
light, haltdecked, bag-shifting machine againsta full-ecked, sea- 
going cabin culter of theltehen style, aud, pro_cortro, allowed his 
opponent to name the date, likewise an umpire. Mv, Gower was very 
kind. Unfortunately Peard’s business engagements prevented him 

| from carrying out the proposition, and the race, one-sided as the 
agreement was in the Gleam’s favor, fell through, though few had 
any donbts as to what the resalt would be bad & fresh wind anda 
little jump of 4 sea been oucountered Th hag heen attempted to 
mate Pearl's retirement appear as a “hackdown,” thourh no tacts 
iu supportare adduced, Koowing nothing of Peard's private affairs, 
it would have been more seemly to aceept his word, The following 
passage from thea Sfur Iga clicice combination of conveit and ut- 
Lerly comical: Meanwhile, Mr. Presvott-Westeay, of Lowestoft Fall, 
Norfulk. a gentleman greatly interested in boating, had ordered a 
boat built on the Gleam’s lines, 4s nearly as they eoulL be ascertained 
excepting only that hs would not adopt the centorboard. His hoat 
was to ba called the Mocking Bird, and was to be tive feet longer than 
the Gleam. She was designed by Mr. Dixon Kemp, the widely known 
author of “Yacht aud Boat Sailing,” and yachting editor of the Lon- 
dou Jeld, and was built, as the builders, Messrs. Stockbam & Piek- 
étt, of Southampton, declared, against the advicaand judgment of 
the local critics in almost avery important feature.” 

Pthis passage wera deserving of sericks commen 
heésitatinely call it. falsehood from first vo last, or else the writer phere- 
of is in such blissful ienorance concerning yacht design that itis not 
worth while ayakening him from his complacent state of happiness, 
The Gleam happens to be 25ft, long with iff. beam. The Mocking 
Bird, “buil5ou the Gleam’s lines as nearly as they could be ascer- 
tained” is 30th. lone and 10gFt. wide. Mr, Dixon Kemp who is respon- 
sible for the Lirt’s design, is by implication therefore incapable of 
measuring withafoot tule to within seyeral feet, hence the slight 
divergence between the two boats. Piirely accidental you know, be- 
eause the “widely known author of ‘Yacht and Boat Sailing’ eowd 
not hit any nédréyin his endeavor to copy the Gleam ‘as netic as pos- 
sible.” Lf thisserio-comic diatribe was manufactured for the proyin- 
aialimarket only, Mr. Gower may justly exclaim “Saye me fronimy 
friends,” especially the considerate intividual who called the atten, 
tion of ‘a prominent New York sporting paper” to the lidierous eom- 
position dished Up primarily for the ediication of a Providence sudi- 
ence, notsupposea to kKoow anything about ¢he matter and ready to 
swallow anytiing in which taily was tha maim inereant, The Mogk- 
ing Bird was not Ucilt on the Gleam’s lines, and Mr, Kenip will feel 
grateiul for the Hipern’an compliment which seeks to transfer the 
credit of hia design to anofher boat, bearing @s nuich lilencss Lo the 
Mocking Bird 964 Norse dosyto a pig ioasmuch ps each bas four legs 
and tail ‘Vhat local erities should not have bean pleased with aay 
thing seni down from Lomionis natural enough. Loval critics any- 
where in thé world ure wlike, in the narrowness of thei’ views and 
experience. We opine, however, that Mr, Gower could have tound 
plenty to indorse a (lesien Bplay fort, Mr. Kemp's drawing tabla, badd 
he been vn the lock ent for that kind, 
After much backing and filling a match was finally arranged with 

Mr. Westear, owner of the oew boat, only, however, affar Mr. Gower 
had departed and left negotiations toa trienl, The race was over 
the regular Southamipten course, with 5 miles to windward out of 20. 
Of course the Mockiby Bird had an adyantage in point of size, snd 
Won pretly much as she liked. as was to have been expected, though 
the Gleam resorted to slitting bullast, a most unfair proceeding 
from the standpoint of equity, but presumably allowed by the 
Mocking Bird’s owner failing to draw up a rite against such a repre- 
hensible piee® of jockeymg. In Atnevies the matching of tixed and 
shifting ballast boats isnot déamed au aven thing; bub Mr. Ciower | 
expected to do abont what he pleased in these matters, and when- 
aver a base Briton dared to dissent or interpose an objection, a howl 
of ‘Youl play” was raised, and the British nation threatened with ah 
avalanche of exposure through that home organ, Of course the 
miatch with Mocking Bird was of litle accouns, baing buta serub 
affair all through, and we do not see anything derogatory to the 
Gleam in her defeat. She deserves credit; for sailing # lurger boat an | 
excellent race, tiutwe dony Mr. Gowers right to taka exception to 
the wind. He would have saill nothing had it been in favor of his 
boat, and in making matches we tate our chancesanthawind. Such 
a thing as having it made to order, or postpoulng a race from day to 
day until the wind suits his boatiaore than in opponent, is a sorb of 

tf we Shonld un- 

indulgence \e take to be exceedingly rare, and none but the most 
sanguine temperainent youll expect to be granted such an extrava- 
gant demand, | 
Concerning the race with the Mocking Bird, Mr. Gower has this to 

sayin the Star; 

“Accordingly, the race was sailed over # 22-mlle course, of which 48 
miles was freé or fair wind, In anextended and detalledraport of the 

a 

[Suer, 31, 1882 

race by the London Field, the statement is made that the Gleam's 
pilot made @ mistake in one of the turning buoys, turned the wrong 
sone aud hed tego back to the right one, thus losing several minutes, 
The Mocking Bird gavano allowance forher 20 per eéut. eréater length, 
ani came im winter: A figuring of the orilinary time allowance 
wonld hare given her the yichats lip d4 segonds, and if the time Jost 
by the pilot were to be counted uut the Gleam would have wou by 
para pares on inlet re nl es y 

@ Mocking Bird wou by 12m, 35s, Allowance accordingto Atlanti 
¥. C., scale is fin, 591¢8, So that My, Gower's ptatement t potiesantaige 
Gléam’s winning on time does nobagres with arithmetic. We have 
seen reports where thé so-called mistake of the pilot was attributed 
to inability to jibe the boat without risk and lufiing round instead. 
Nor seas there any mention about 4 second attemptto round the pre- 
seribed way. 

Mr, Gower or his faithful satellite has this to remarkin the Star: 
“This victory, such as it was, merely established thatan American 
modelof a cathost, J0ft, long, with w keel, can beut an American 
cathoat 2ft. longwith a centerboard, except in sailing windward 
anil this the Kael boat wisely declined having anything to do with.” 
The cool assumption with which the Mocking Bird is claimed im the 
above as in American keel cat deserves a high rani among Arctic 
Achievements. The Mocking Bird neyer declined sailing fo wind- 
warl, but was content to take the weather os it happened, which 
was mora than Mr. Gower was willmg to do, Moreover, the author 
of the aboye ‘wisely declined” to state the whole story, and in with- 
holding certain important facts, deliberately seeks fo create false 
Dnpressions. Mr, Westcar had his boat designed for use on the Nor- 
folk, Broads, where the water is shoal. He was told that the dratt 
allowed Was too Small to produce the best windward capacities, but 
Since he insisted upon the limit Mr. Kemp was aware of the wealc 
point of his design whith the conditiins imposed rendered impossible 
toavoid, His own choice would be for more depth and keel. In this 

| lies the explanation of Gleam's holding a better wind than her 
| Opponent, dnd notin the casverboard of the American bout. / The 
visiling cutters here have taught us something ih that respect, and 
the notion that the board is loser winded than the keel is exploded, 
news though it ba te certain Providence yaclitsmen, 
We next tind the Gleam sailing at Cowes in the towmregatta, this 

being the first real match with anything of her size, and in which the 
Gleam was compelled to sail on even terms with regard to ballast, 
the Cowes people being ao little too cute to let Mr. Gower pul the 
wool over their eyes. Howin the name of common sense any excep- 
tion could be taken to the condition imposed is heyoud our compre- 
hension. Yet Mr. Gower writes plaintively to the bome organ: “Tt 
is also worth mentioning that in this rezalta the Gleam fsuxiled 
weighted withmore than an extra ton of iad, in order to comply 
wilh the Gritith custom of fixed ballast. Suppose, for a moment, 
that amy sort of handicap of sitilarimportance had even been 
gesthd forthe Madge or the Maggie?” “Phat isto say, tha Gleam was 
asked to live up to ordinary recognized custom andima_tiized ballast 
boats in the same conditions To call this imposing a handicap is de- 
youl of sense snd a silly whine which indicates the peculiar focus 
through which Mr. Gower views éverything connected with his nice 
little cathoat, The Madge and Maggie did accept heavy handicaps; 
they sailed under ourroles as they found them, and racad on even 
tervins with nnich larger boats, Now how isitwith Mr, Goyer'’s yic- 
tory at Cowes? Tbistrae he devotes balfa column ot laheved effirts 
in the Providenes Star to prove that he raved a vedoubtable lot of fly- 
ers, but cursory Gxamination punctures his preberises, 

Por gue thing, only two boats out of the seven in the elass were 
on load dine, the Daisy and Wave, i Both were decked, sea-going 

ssels With snug rigs suitable forthe onen waters about the Solent 
and coast ports, ‘They wereeutter rigged with housing topmasts and 
all the paraphernalia of full-fledged ships. Tusy were not open shells 
or raciay Machines like the Gléain nor were they designed with noth- 
ing but speedinview. They are preeminently able, cafe and roomy 
urnising boats, itto go anywhere atany time, The opners of these 
boats while anxious for all the specd they cam get, would object yery 
seriously to reducing their wholesome liztle knock-about-erait to ihe 
naked racing machine the Gleam is, and they would hesitate Jong be- 
fore turning thelr yuecapsizabla yachts into dangerous oversparred 
traps of the cathoat order whollyansuitahleto perform the firsh dn- 
ties expected ofa yacht by Englishmen and a yorfhices affair beyoud 
the Needles or the Nab buoy. In the Gleam speed and spesd only lias 
been attained ata complete sacrifice of evary other consideration. 
In the cutters she rated at Cowes, safety, ability, accommodation for 
distant ernismg and yacht-like conveniences and aoppurtehaices are 
given high rank ia their planning, speed being songnt as far as/com- 
patible with reasonable demands in the directions indicated, 

In short the Gleam belongs to a different bree alfogether—a 
smooth water racer pure and simple—and Ap le spite of the cutter’s 
upper works, tophamper anid oniiit, she beat the Daisy only 2min. 
Atsec, Enough to swear by, it is true, but a very narrow margm 
considering the handivap the cutterscarried incvonseaquence ol greater 
structural completeness to answer the demuanrls of the sailor _yachts- 
Taen who own therm and who cruise in wind and weather which would 
dvown the Gleam orstt her pile driving till her huge stick pitched 
over the hows and left her a helplesswreeclk adrift. If the Gleam 
won the race, wo see little Gredit in it} and no Cause for the fulsome 
self-congratiiations her owner deluies himself with us beimg the séen- 
timent, of the English aparb from such despicable creattites as 
“yachting eet a engaged in the nefarious practice of ‘editing. 
yachting journals and living by the preaching of personal theories,’ 
Mr. Gower's predilection tor “the people’ rather than yachting 
e(itors is worthy oF a trucdomocrat, and should not be oe iets by 
the geod vitzens of Providence should the Gleam’s estimable owner 
ask for them suffrage for political prefexmeant. 
The Star next introdnves us toa peuceful picture inwhich no cutters 

arise to erdale epntention, We ure told about Prinvess Beatrice, how 
she wenbtby i1ashestn launch, how the Princess of Wales wore her 
favorite dark bie and crimson, how the Prussian Prinvess—abseheu- 
lithe frov—yanted “another dock hunt,"\ néver as much as asking to 
see the quiletoo awfully fast Gleam, having womanly fear, no doubt, 
upon hearing of the terribla “partie created amoug bold, bad 
Britons, And then the curtain drops upon Blysiim and favorite 
dresses and once nore we find Mr. Gower plunged into the seething 
floods of contention in frantic but vain endeayors to obtain what he 
deems his right, viz: @race with allihe conditions in his favor, and 
the privilege of stipulating everything. Mr. Gower nict with no sne- 
cess. Héreis the sad tale mm his organ: 
“The history of tivo of the Gleart’s alteripts to onter English be- 

gattas thisseason is also interesting. For the 27- i-foot class inthe 
Royal Southampton lib regatta the Gloam applad for admission, 
and was willing to tal e her chanes with the eigni uni nine ton uub- 
fers alieady enterad, and qwithout time alloyince Ler application 
was flatly refused, aud no trouble Was taken tH even frame an ex- 
cuse,” = 
Thisawtul, Has it never oceurred to Mtr. Gower tliat the propa- 

gttion to Face An open smooth water machine against sca-roing yachts 
is pointicss because there can be no issue betweou boats of such 
dierent style und whichare put to suck dierent use? Must Mr 
Gower be reminded that he would nob be permitted to do anything of 
fhe kind in America? Doeshe need to be told that ruling: customs 
amone Englishmén are somewhat ab variance with those or 4 frontier 
settlement and that a denen to force one’s person or yacht upon 
the privacy of arcpatta not thrawno open to Whe general public or 
limited to certain rigs or by stiniatious, is perfectly properly mat by 
‘a, fot perusal and no trouble taken ta evenframe an excuse. The 
reasons for the refusal are patent enough to overyons, sive possibly 
Ws, Gower, whose conmipreiicnsion of the equity im boat racing is 
strauigely obtuse and distorled. Hut Mr, Gower, with trae American 
mit, “did nob propose to be sab down upon,” and turned up io 
the Gleam, going over te course in alight wind, leading, according 
to his account, the whole lob by fifteen minutes, which was, no doubt, 
a grealsource of satistuction to him. The snub trom the Royal 
Southampton had no effecb upon such an undaunted gentlemiin ss 
the owner of the Gleant, for we find in the Stur the followme amusing 
correspondents, ending with a declaration of ceinion from Mi. Gower 
Which mest weigh beavily upon the Royal Portsmouth Cormthian 
committes who cannot but be conscious+iricken at the yintugus 
wrath of the ostracised gentieman ail the way from Providence with 
a cathoat. The bathe opens with a politely imperative bint that 
something ought tu be fom ~ Gower being, as usual, Inaccunsbe 
in bis logic aud loose in bis facts, 
ee eas Cowes, Aug. 1, 1883. 
Tn the Committevof the Royal Portsnouth Corinthian Y. 0; 
areon eee ask your altention to the fact cea Rhode 

[sland Gatboat Gleam, which wes brought to England in May, 1531, 
for the purpose of PaCinE, is now nearing the cn of ber second sear 
son in Rugs waters, without haying heer admilted to the repatte 
ot any uinb, or even been ablé to make a private mateh with any 
boat ol her Glass aod siz3, in view of the reception siven to the King. 
ligh boats which have lately visited America, Tcarnot balieve thap 
this state of things is in accordance with the feelings of English 
yachtsmen geuérally, and T bey, therefore, to ask whether your ¢om— 
Mitts Feel inclined to take orto Sugeest any action To the ET 
especially wien T am told your alub possesses the largest list of 

sual] yaohts in the south of ingland, ; 
T remain, gentlemen, respectfully fiat 

i", GOWER,, 

is a reuson why Mr. Gower did not succeed in making a mati 
with a baat of is bie There is no bost of his class to make 
qaieh with, What bis referenve to the reception of the ! is) 
boats in America has to do with the matter we cannot divine, ‘Di 
Teccived no reception at all. Madge arfanged a series of prival 



Supt. 21, 1888, 

matehes with private owners, Accepting our existing rules. Magic 
joined several Of our yacht clubs, and as a vessel of the fidget enjoys 
the Satie rights as avy other in the tla and nothing tore. Nornles 
Tiore been relaxed ia her tayor, butshe sats ander the heavy handi- 
tapolisngth Mr Gower's canditctis really none of our bukiness, 
butmay we be permitted to suggest thap had he pursued the same 
ours’ as tae owners of Madge and Maggie he would have met with 
like suseassY Weare not swure that they “demanded.” threstened, 
tzpestulated or sought to have existing rules Itid aside for their 
benefit, nor did they coolly ssk whether this or that sailing committes 
jroposed to talse initiative action, nor pet insist ppon terms 4lto- 
ether ia theirtayor a&the eondivion of their racing. M1. Gower 
would have had no cause to complain had his, promwuncihamento to the 
Royal Portsmouth mérwith no reply at all, The committees, how- 
ever, Considerately sent the following note, detailing the miles of the 
club, to whieh it not unoaturally expected a persou claiming the 
privilere of antening wot! readily subserine, 

Rovan Porrsstonre CorINTHLAN YAcuT Gur, | 
_ Aupust 6, 1882, 

Srr—I placed your letter dated ist ingt, before the committee of 
this club yesterday, and Lam directed to forward you our programme 
for nest Saturday, by which you will see thst there isa race for 
Uns boss. pit they must be steered by a member of the elub, go if 
you can pet any member to steer foryou, you can enter the Gleam, 
You wll observe thal the rave fs handicap, and the handicapping 
will be arranged on Weduesday next. lam, sir, 

Yours respectfully, 
(Signer) CO. EB. MeGazanr, Hon. Secretary. 

Towhich Mr, Goweris ooved fo respond categorically, yoluntecr- 
ing lis particular Wews asa parting shot at a Tifeless, sinless, irré- 
Spousible pisce of printed paper, us follows: 

Cowes, Aug. 7, 1882. 
C.F. WeOheane, Esy.. Honorary Seeyetary R- P.O, ¥, Club; 
Sirn—T am greatly oblized by your letter of the 6th mst,, on behalf? 

ot the Royal Povisinguth Corinthian Y. C. As I understand your 
terms, you will allow tue Gleam to enter your regatta, in her (Una) 
class, pon the conditions: 

1. That she allow herself to be steered by a member of your club. 
2. Thet she allow your committee to impose any allowance of tine 

whieh they see ab, without regard tp size, or to the usual rules in such 
cases, [hes to be allowed to decline both these conditions, aut to 
ad the comment that they seem to mete be among fhe most reniurk- 
able terms of entry ever offered by a yacht chub to a Visiting vessel. 

Iremam, sir, yours faithfully. 
(Signed) ¥, Gower. 

The dutiful organ this side of the \Ulantic, rings the echo asunder: 
“Tpuly, a most munificent offer to make! To invite the writer te 

enter ote race, wherein be yas te submit to such a handicap as they 
chose ta impose, and then fo pass the manageniént of his boat over 
to his antagonists." 
And in this way fhe irrepressible and gallant owner of Gleam con- 

jurés up anether big windinill, He applies tobe atimitted to a eer- 
tain race. if kindly accepted and senta programme, The conditions 
donot sit Mr. Gower, aid small blame tp him, No handicap is a 
fal matéh, as it means siiiply 4 penalty on the fast boats in favor of 
thea slow. Again Mr. Gower wus perfectly right in declining to de- 
liyer his boat to the mercies of a helmsman unacquainted with her 
wiles, though his inordinate suspicion of foul play we believe ground- 
less. The conditions not heme suitable to a fair trial of the Gleam, 

| theré was but ope thing to do, to keep ont of the race and the matter 
would lave been endod, But Mr. Gower expects that the Royal 
Portsmqutli—which, with all due respect to Mr. Gower, dvesn’t care 
pu cents worth for Lim or his catboat snd probably neyer heard of 
either until the réeckipt. of his letter—should recal) a programme 
already fixed, under which entries had been maile, prizes appripri- 
ated and expenses tieurren, all justto please his High Mirhtiness, 
Mer, Gow, from Khiode Island, Mo. Gower is very unreasonable. 
The profvamme could not he altered withouta meeting of the club. 
thea withdrawal of entries already made, a Ghangé in fixtures ail 
round, and much other fuss, red tape dnd loss of time, The commit- 
tee had ne authority to make changes. Itis hardly necessary to add 
that Mr, Gower’s last communication was not honored with a reply 

_ or explanation, An unpardonable sin has been cominitied hy our 
_ ‘Panic-stricken cousins sihroad, for which they have justly been held 

{6 acconut by the home organ. Wegnote from the Providence Star 
once more: 4 
“The yachting papers haye ceased to refer to her as an American, 

and one of the most prominent of them seeks, week affer week, with 
Jauichahie persistency, to still further merges ber individuality, by 
tmaentioning her briefly as ‘the Gleam, Mr, J. 8. Gower.*” 
There lyed in the fifteenth century, we believe, one J. S. Goyer, 

| whoowas jugzed for stealing chickens, and the conspitacy of the 
British press to get the gentleman trom, Providence, Khode Island. 
mixed up and contused with the sforementionsd individual of ab- 
giractive miad, is as shameless asitiscowardly, Mr. F. Gower will 
find in this jourdal a staunch defender by his side, prepared to main- 
tain his inifisl agsinst the dastardly plot to run him out of existence 
in favor of the above mentioned J, S., and this extensive review of 
Mr, Goyer’s dificylties abroad m this journal of world-wide circula- 
Hon, is absolute guarantee that the designing schemes of English 
yacliting editors acainsh the nationality of the catboat Gleam, will 
#nilin dismal failure. . N zs 
We Iran with pleasure that “the Gleam is a grievous thorn in the 

side of small Bnvlish yachtsmen which will not down,’ Sinee that 
is mauch better than to haye & thorn in the side ‘which will not out,” 
thoush we are ataloss to iow why undersized English yachtsmen 
have been selected as victims when big men might stand the infliction 
wilh less fear of aousequencés. We learn with equal pleasure that 
the Gleam is to continue in racing trim prepared to mest any antago- 

 aistbold enough to tackle her. Muchas we admire Mr. Gower’s én- 
terprise gud persistence, which, by the way,we would like to see some 
sloop eawner's imiljjate, we regret that nothing in the Gleam’s career 
abroad has yet teauspired to justify extended notice in these 
coluntis. Tt Mr. Gower will draw a -lesson from the fore- 
Boing remarks, we lave little dotibt buf that he will find himself 
able vo get om all the races he wants next season, and give Pores? 
45D SiREAM the opportunity of demonstrating that we are prepared 
to mete ont equal doses of ‘fulsome puftery’ fo any style of yacht 
whose achicyements are really deserving, whether she fly the flag so 
divar to Mr, Goiver’s patriotic heart or any other colors under the sun- 

ROYAL CANADIAN YACHT CLUB.—A second attemptwas made, 
Sept. 12, to saul off the Anderson Cup, not awarded in tke race of 
Sept. 8 tor want of sufitient wind to finish in time. Course, 40 miles, 
ze netore. Entries same, mclucing the 32-ton cutter Aileen, the 10- 
ton cuiter Verve, the af-ton cutter Alarm, the 90-ton schooner Oriole, 
‘sailme at 57 tons. the 17-ton sloops see and Coquette, and the 
é-ton sloop Cyeact. The match again failed for want of wind. 
Aileen mare a false startand had to come round again, losing some | 
twenty minutts to begin with. The start was fying to oné gun, 
which was given precisely af 19 A.M. The eastern flazboat in the 
bry was turned by Verve at 10:09, Alarm 10:11, Oriole 10:12, Madcap 
101214, Cyenet 10716, Coquette 10:20, and Aileen for the second time 
ati0:31. The wind failed in the between Toronto Island and the 

| fhinland, but Verve fanned out in the lead when more breeze was 
struck, sending the big ones by her, The Mimico buoy was reached 
by the schooner first aj 11:32, Cygnet second at 11:34, Verve at 11:35, 

6 rest well astern with Aileen ab 11;58, Quite aswell had heen 
shirred up by the easterly gale of the poate day, and the cutters 
were again atapremium. The Island buoy was reached ona close 
hal by Cygnet first, Verve close abosrd,then Oriole, Alarm. Aileen, 
Coquette and Madeap, The beat out to “the lake mark naw-com- 

| menced, Aileen haying so far made good tke twenty minutes lost at 
the start. The litile Verve even weathered on the famous sloop Cye 
mci im the swell, Says the Toronto Mail: “The needle-like cutter 
duginte the wind and droye through the swells liken knife’ The 
‘Gutermark was fetched by the Verve at2:25, Cyguet 2:32t6, Aileen 
3:83$4, the rest well to leeward, The wind was rapidly falling anid 
the race becume reduced to a dritt. The yachts reached the Island 
booy again in the same order, Madcap giving up and taking a tow 
tuto harbor, the rest continuing the dritt eastward to the Searharo 
mark, The cutters led round and then it fell calm, Occasional cats- 
(aws carried cutter Aileen ts her moorings at 5:30, cutter Verve 
£econd, then Cygnet, Coquette and Oriole, 

NAMOUNA IN A HEAVY SHA. Lreceived'a letter from Mr, James 
Gordon Bennett, of New York, who deseribes a very good passaze 
made by his fing new steam yacht Namouna on Thursday, Augusi 24, 
from Hayre to Cowes. If blew half a pele nearly the whole way 
across, with a very heavy eross sea, but thongh fully caaled (140 tons), 
watered and proyisioued fora foreign cruise, Namouna accomplished 
the passage in seven hours, or at alijut thirteen knots an hour, She 
“was driven very hard with a view to test her sea-soing qualities in 
bad weather, and quite surprised her owner, and all on board, hy her 

— wonderful speed and behavior on such a day, She took hardly any 
“water on board, though very deep, but when about an hour out fram | 
Fayre, one very big ste eave her a heayy blow forward, smashing in 
some of her Trae pisesiue Namouna bas since sailed for the 

] ‘Baltic. St. Crane J, Brana. ' 
QUANNAPOWIIT REGATTA,—Third mateh tor Commodore's 

 *ptize—a silver sel—was sailed at Wakefield. Sept. 16. Course six 
tiles, Judges, R. TW. Miteheil and John A, Maloney, Won by 
Phantom, J, H. Baebe, in 1:05:20, beating White Cloud, §, 0. Richard- 
Kon: Foam, W. wiley, dnd Alice, Dennis Dailey, The Cloud takes 
Second prize, Com. Vanostrind’s silver set becoming the property of 
Mr. A, Reebe, his Phantom haying wou three successive times, 

——__ 
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THE GUESTIGN OF TYPE. 
H_haye never seen a more intelligent and sound opinion tie- 

livered on the merits of shoal aud dec boats than the review 
of the recent Toronto races inthe Toronto Mil, Sepfember 11. We 
quote as tollows, premising thatthe seeming shorteoming Of the ent- 
ters Aileen and Veryé when sailing frée in Heht wind is probably due 
to their being English rig, and that with laczer spars they wonld sive 
4 better account of thamselyes indet such civenmistauces: 
‘The race braurht into prominence again the respective merits af 

the deep-draught and ¢entarboard yachts, and exenoplified in a raust 
interesting way the weal and the strong points in each class. Euclid 
says ‘a bes-line is length without breadth,’ and the more one tries 
to take bectines from leeward to windwurd. the move it is found 
necessary to remember in a general way this definition, ew could 
view Saturday's race without going away wore convinced than ever 
of the nacessity af length rather than bréadeh as the sine que non. of 
speed to windward. Length, depth, hold of the twitter, fine displice- 
ment, ability to heel far yer and yet sail, absolute safety. and con- 
siderable comfort—these are evidently desirable qualities, There is 
atenacity of purpose in the action of the Aileen and Verve whonu 
they turn to windward ih a heavy seaway, which the shallow and 
broad boats can only buitatein the way an idler sometimes tries to 
imitate the walk of a business man—the want is very apparent. 
These two boats haye keels of many tons of lead, modeled and 
molded with Scientific accuracy, so as to get, through the water 
without holding on to it, and. they possess a ‘wind-janiming' power 
as relentless as ameatax, The Cygnet and Madeap both got along 
lead of the Aileen and Verve, the latter not being ready at the starl 
and the Cygnet was niiles ahead at Mirtnico, being extremely fast off 
the wind. After tis the five miles to windward was only a shurt 
halt long leg; but it was enough for the deep keels to collar the Cysz- 
net, 

’ Considering the tremendous lead the Cygned had at Mimico (cer- 
tainly two or three piles). these boats must heye sailed nearly two 
feel to the Oyguet’s one, and their performance in the light aud 
vacillating breeze and heavy head sea was simply marvellous. The 
broad centerbourd Madeap, which last jon the Prince of Wales’ 
Cup, would riseon 4 wave, quaver, and then plunge her short road 
body into the oncoming waye and reveive a (listressing cheek, The 
deep keels on the contrary rose on the wayes, and if they put their 
forefoot ont they were held fast and firm on their course hy their 
great depth, Those tons of lead so gracefully shiped ha ‘then a 
motive power of their own lo forcibly compel the knifelike bow to 
slice the oncoming wave with wnabated speed, Of course the Mad- 
cap's sails and trim were in to condition for a race, but nevertheless 
as all she had in her was coaxed out of her, and as sheis a fast rep 
resentative of ler ass, her sional défeatis anfortunate for center 
board yachts. With smoother water the Maileap asks no fayors. 
Tho truest test), however, of allyachtsisthetest of going to wind- 
wWardinaseaway. Anything élseislargzely i question of who can 
pile on the most rags, The litile centerboard Coquette. long, narrow- 
and with some of the deep draught qualities. did wonderfully well, 
anti the deep-keel Coral, with her new sails, showed some of the 
ability which in the old time caused her to he as much dreaded ag 
‘The cream-colored pirate of the yellow orean,’ * 

VIXEN-CERES,—A match was sailed September 14 for Sa) and a 
cup, yalue $10), between the sloop Vixen, of New Haven, J. G. 
Beecher, of New Hayen, and the sloop Ceres, of Portchester, L. I,, 
W, DL. Ward, over a twenty-mile conrse, from line betweeu Captain's 
Island and Fox Island Harbor, around Sand’s Point buoy, and re- 
turn, Wind blowing fresh southwest aud considerable sea on. 
Vixen is 27ft, 10}4im. long, and Ceres a Kirby built boat, is 30ft. din. 
Jong allowing the former 5m. 55s, Vixen had a crew of ten hands, 
With Oliff Rawilston, of New Haven. at the wheel, and Geres had 
eleven hands, with Isaa¢ Martin, of Portchester, to do the skippering, 
Mr. J. Hobart Park acted as referas, The race turned out a one- 
sided affair, Ceres being too much for the smaller boat in such a 
wind. Thesex bothered both considerably, and numerous khock- 
downs were taken, But for the shifting of the live ballast on the 
weather rail we might baye had terécord a capsize. The yachts 
took the water aboard by the barrelfnl, and in geneval made yery 
poor weather of it, A shorttime after starting Vixen's weather rig- 
fing gaye way and the jig was up. Ceres then reefed snug and 
continued over the course af leisure. The start was made at 11:25:14, 
lower mark rounded by Ceres at 1:32 and the free ran home in little 
More than on hour, the rave ending at 2336, Hlapsed time, 3:10:45. 
The match excited # good deal of interest, and Portehester was 
elatert with the ending, Ancther match between the two for $100 
Over a twenty-nile course has been agreed to, 

BUFFALO Y¥, C.—Durhig the season of 1880 the Bntfale Y, C, 
offered a valuable barometer as a prize for the yachts m the squad- 
ron under the rules of the elh, the prize to xo to the yacht winnie 
ittwice. At the first race in 1890, when the sloop Turk (T, P, Frank), 
the Arrow (Geo, G. Bmyth), and the Curlew (J. F. Blisworth), con- 
tended for the prize, the Curlew won. Another race was had soon 
after, when the Arrow took it, and in a third match the uric won it. 
Thus each had won thonee, During last season several races were 
sailed, but there not being dneweh wind. the races were declared off, 
August 10 last the yachts mef again and sailed over the course, or as 
near as they could, as ohe of the buoys hod been carried away, the 
Arrow coming in first. Ata meeting of the Regatta Committee on 
triday morning, when all the yachts were rapresented, the prize, 
which had been the subject of lively compétition, was aiwarded to 
the Arrow (Mr. Geo, G, Smyth). 

TORONTO Y. G—In the recent successful raves of this club, an 
account of which was published lust week, the small classes brought 
Guia very large fleet of cutters, luzgers and sloops. No ballast was 
shifted, asJake yachtsmen prefer real sport to the sand baz sham, 
henge the large number of starters. . The prizes for boats under five 
tons ranged from $30 down, and as the crews were generally ermn- 
posed of but two or three hands, they were worth competing for, 
The present officers of the clus are: Commodore, T, MeGiaw: Vice- 
Commodore, R. B, Noodie; Captain, G.H, Dugesn, Treasurer, W. EL. 
Parsons, and Hon, Secretary, H. F. Wyats, he committee, tu whose 
ood management tie suecess and the Peps of the race is 
argely to be attributed, was composed of Capt. J. G. Murray, Gea. 
Magann, J. Cosgrove, J. George and Chas, J. Townsend. The eluh 
burgee is triangular, red field with white cross and yellow maple leat 
in upper red square. 

TORONTO CANOE CLUB.—The cluly sailed two races September 
f over a 3-mile triangular course in a Heh? wind. In first class Robert 
Tyson’s Pearl canoe, Tsabel,won with a double balahee lig rig, sail arca 
Usft. Com, Neilson's Pearl canoe Boreas was second, same rig, S0f6, 
area. Sanmel 0, Hicks Vixen was third, single gaff—lateen, oft. F. 
W. Mason’s Jersey Blie canoe Fairy was third, single balance lug. 
A. B, Badie’s Nautilus canoe Nautilus was fourth; two standing lugs, 
and R. A. Coleman's Elna was fifth, two lateens, 55ft, In second class 
F, M. Nicholseu's Shaflow canoe Sadie N, won the cup; lnteen rig, 
45rt.> J. W. Ken’s Shadow being second, 

GILDING.—The following is a simple method of gilding; Take some 
tissue paper and rub beeswax or wax cundle gently over one side 
Cutit into squares a lithle larger than the leaves of the book of gald, 
Press each piece firmly on to the gold leaf, wilich will adhere fo if, 
Then cut into strips, or whatever shape is required, and when the 
golLis pressed on to the sized surface it will stick firmly. Dab the 
gilded surface Over with a little cotton-wool, Lf the gilding is ex 
posed to the weather, give if 4 coat of clear varnish, 

FLUSHING CANOR CLUB,—A ney club has been organized at 
Flushing. . 1, Officers, Commodore, T, H. Upton; Viee-Com.. G. B. 
Watren; Secretary and Treasurer, W, H. Glare. Bxecutive Commit- 
tee inchides the above aul Messrs. D.C. Beard and H. K. Gilman 
Burgee, white field with broad crimson chevron pointing from the 
Staff. Ten members haye been enrolled, with others in prospect. 
Flushing Bay atid adjacent waters offar excellent practice cvound to 
the elub, and we hone to see ifprosper, 

PRIZES AWARDED, —The winmers in the Torante Y, 0. race, Sept, 9, 
were the cutter Verve, first prize, $1), andthe Toronto VY. C, Challenge 
Cup, value $250; Aileén takes seeond money, 550, and Coquette third 
money, 925, Tn second Glass Emma, of Kingston, but belonging also 
to the Toronto ¥. O., takes tle Goszrave Cup and $50, In third class 
Meteor did not take the Commodore's Gup, as she does not belong to 
the T. ¥.C, The cup roes to next boat, the Tiona. the latter receiy— 
jug also second money, $21), 

CANOEING.—They are their own masters, remole from the world 
and from work, and they gather strength from contact with the frée 
forces of thea nniverse—wind, waves, ramand sunlight, Tharcis some- 
a liealthy in this brief return to “the state or nature.” fram whieh 
modern life is so remote, At slight cost lhe sport enables husy 
people to paddle ont from the artificial into the natural world whic 
ae hetore us and is to outlive and outlast our civilization. - Landon 
Lies. 

BY REQUEST, —To watel proof canyas for boats or canoes 1 ash tlie 
following: Two pounds paratiine wax, dissolyed in one callon hen- 
ane. Apply this mixture with a brush to both sides of the canvas: 
over this apply & coat of boiled Unseel oil; you may add to the oil 
ony color you may wish to give your boat. This preparation is a 
perfect repellent of water, anu also keeps the canyas soft and pliable, 

NEW HAVEN Y. G.—Fall matches of the club have bean fixed for 
September 27, Open to ail comers, home yathts, entrance trea. 
Prizesin cash to the amount of $75. Btanihil A.M. Rerolar club 
course, Rebert H. Hawkins, Frank 0, Bushnell) and Norval O. King 
were elected membens at lust macting, 

a 2 

TURNED UP.—The yacht Curlew, of Buffalo, got under way Sep- 
tember 9 fora cruise out Buftulo harbor with D, P, McKay, Chas. A. 
Harris and Horace Robie as crety. All were amateurs. Sunday they 
were of Windmill Point where the vevent gale caught them aud car- 
ried Mem up thelake, A jue yas sent onbin search, but a telezram 
announcing the yacht storm hound ab Long Point relieved all anxiety, 
ail subsequently all lignds arrived home in safety. 

NEW BOOK.—We itear that My, Dison Keinp, author of “Yacht 
Designing,” éte., is Preparing anes work on yacht building, Which 
will contsin @ large amount of informarion concerning cruising: 
yachts, their rigs aud fittings: We look forward to such a book with 
the hveliest anticipation, 

EULL Y, G,.—Sail off in fifth class for chainpionship between Cor: 
sair end Wildfire was ordered for Sept. 11. Blowing from norihesst 
With rain, Wildfire, a “square-sider;* 18£t. long took the lead and 
keptit, winning the championship flag in 124530; corrected time. 
59:33. Course, six miles. 

JEFFRIES ¥, C.—Fitth champion match whs sailed Sept. 16. 
Strong N. W. wind. Course six miles, Judith, BE. T. Pigeon, won in 
1:19:55 corrected time, beating Lizzie, Silas Porter* Jv., Rayen, A. S! 
Rriend, and Delle, A. H. Thompson, 

ACTEA.—This Boston schooner, Mr, David Sears, iyas at Hayre 
recently and vetummed to Cowes Aug, 23, Sha sailed Aug, 37 for 
Southampton, 

DAUNTLESS—Mr, ©. H. Golt’s schooner arrived an Cowes, Kug- 
land, Sept. 14, after a pleasant passage from Boston. 

“Sometaing New.’’—Photographs of the crowned leads of the 
world, finest assortment of Mrs. Langtry, and all the other Mnelish 
beauties, and also all aatresses ond other célebrities. CHARLES L. 
RITAMANN, 948 Broadway, New York (ity.—Adv, 

Answers to Correspondents. 
_ 0. B, B., Canton, Pa.—Write to the National Rifle Assoclation, Wil 
lism street, New York, 

A. M.S., New Wanipshive—In yeur single-harrel, 12-bore, fig Ibs, 
fun vse 2i4dr, powder, loz. shof. 

C. H.8., Pittsfield, Mass.—Some rifles of American manufacture 
will throy « ballet a mile and a half or more, 

W. H., Waterbury, Conn.—See artiele in this issue entitled “Oamp- 
ing at Lake Merantic,” for moose shooting srounds, 

H. G., Clifton, O.—We do not know the name of the mannufaclur- 
erg. The iraps may be procured of any of the dealers. 

HauMER.ess, Central New York.—We know nothing of the Bravket 
powder. Have never seen mora than half « dozen grains of it. 

J. 8, 8,. Oskaloosa, Towa.—The shells for the vifla can he had of 
any of the dealers, or by direct application to the rifle manufacturers, 

J.D. P.. Patterson, Ont.—1, The time to sow wild rive isin the fall 
orearly spring, 2 We have heard of no sttecessfyl wild celery trans- 
planting, 

CAILLED SHor, Benningham, Counu.—The English shot No, 6 Is 
nearly equalin sigetothe American No.7, the English No, 5 to the 
American No, ti 

G5. H.. Gravesend. —1, The single-barreled gun named is highly 
esteetned by those who useit. 2, You willfiud good rabbit shooting 
in New Jersey, 

O. A. D., Mt. Kin¢o Honse, Me,—The caps and batteries for dyna- 
Tite cavtridges may be procured of the Atlantic Giant Powder Co., 
Park place, New York, 

Bucer I. Ashland, Ky.—1. The stovy of “The Arkansas Traveler** 
Was published in our issue of March 25, 1889, 2, We think the army 
teliable and safe, §. Should seleat the 44 calibre, " 

Fuss, Philadelphia, Pa,—1, We think the $40 enn a serviceable 
one, 2. You will find # belf the most convenient for carrying 
cartridges. 9. Try the country about Connelsyille, Fayette Co., Pa. 

Fravco-AMEniC¢an.—l. The sim action namedis a strong one, and 
we think the sun gn exellent arm, 2. Mixing tha shot will tend to 
seatter thecharge, 3. To oil stock and fore end of gun tae good 
quality of sperm oil. 

K.5,, New York.—We ilo not decide disputed points in card play- 
ine, jhatis out of ourline. Grown men who eannot decide tatters 
of this kind without writing to newspaper editors about it, ought not 
to play cars at all. 

Ririe. Norquay, Manitoha.—l. The rapeating rifle has proved a 
success, 2, The other arn has been adopted by some of the foreign 
povernments as a thilitary sun, butit has not really been pat on the 
markéf as a sporting weapon. 

A. T.—A correspondent writes that A, T. can hoard with Mr, WwW. W 
Hurd, Colebrool: River, Conn., af $5.0 per week: good fishing boat 
furnished, He has x kenuel of nine dogs and isin the fel every 
pleasant day, Refers to Rey. J, Pullman, of Brooklyn. 

Ropar, Flovida.—We have been unable to find any one who can 
supply you with shells for the Roper shotgun, The fan went out of 
usé practically years ago, You will probably have to order the 
shells made ti order, though that would be expensive, 

H. &, §., Sparta, Mich.—1, There is little difference betweeu the 
two rifles youmentiow in the matter of safety. Each hus 2 good 
record. 2. The charge designated by the manufacturers is undoubt- 
td asate one, 3. The new gun you name is of strong and durable 
pattern, 

H.P. D., Gonisdale, Pa,—Please name good and responsible pride 
for myself and friend through the Indian iver counters, in Blorita. 
Ans, Write to Mr. Rice. Rock Ledge. Fla., later im the seuson; he is 
Tow probably at the North, You will find New Snyyrua an excellen} 
point at which to stop. 

G. 5, J., New Hampshire.—will you please answer this quéstion? 
Lhaye a gun, the locking bolt of whieh {5 beyéled, tha mortise out 
the same. All that holds the bolt in place at the moment of dis- 
suptee isispring. Is sucha punsafé to usat Ans. Yes, There ig 
very little strain on the bolt, 

Inrormation WanTen.—J. wishes to learn of a place along the coast 
of Maine where a man would be reasonably sure of good partridge 
and woodcock shooting trom fhe middle to lastof October. Would 
also like to hear of some good plac for quail and woodcock within a 
day's journey of Boston of Worcester. 

J. TL. ML, Syracuse, N. ¥.—I forward by express a fish caught i 
Cross Lake. Will you please give ita name; no one here seenis to 
know whatitis, Ans.—The fish is the 4dyiiu coloa, called dogfish on 
the great lakes, grindle and John A. Grindle in parts of the Sontdi, 
mudfish and howfin iu obher places. Itis not generally eaten, 

F, E.. Castleton, Vi.—We think that the arm will be found sate, 
itis neither o ‘first-class articlw” nora ‘first-class fraud,? though in 
hands of a variety firm who sell many of their goods under false 
representations, Ib is always wise in purchasing firearms to deal 
with reputable firms. You will findin om last issue advertisement 
a s0mé of these Snisil arms for sale by @ well-known ond reliable 
finn, 

T. H., Easton. Md.—Qan you tell me where is the best place to 
obtain a faw white fish, and abont what the cost will be? Also please 
inform me where T can obtain the best work on them. Ans, Write 
to Mr, Frank N, Clark, Northville, Mich. he always takes 4 large lot 
of eggs of whitefish in the fall, The best work du them is in the 
second report of the United States Fish Commission, 1872-73, in Mil- 
neér’s “Wisheries of the Great Lakes. 

Duceer, Boston.—I have been fold that Edgartown, on Martha's 
Vineyard is a good place for fowl, and also for rabbijs, Can you 
enlizhiew mé, or mention any good duekjug grounds within to hun- 
dred miles of this city? My time will be limited to about two weeks. 
Twant to putallT can of it into shooting. Aus. Youwill find wild- 
fowl in vitinity of Edgartowao. The vicinity of Piymouth 1s also 
rénerally in @pason a@ fair locality for ducks. If vou want capital 
sport so West, bo St. Clair flats, or to Minuesota, sy Fairmont. the 
scene of the late held trials, Tt will take you three or four days to 
#080 far, but you can shoot more birds ont there in a week than you 
tan abont the New England shore in 4 month. 

Baw Beesn, New York,—1. Is the mud-ben or coot the same bird as 
is Sometimes called the hell-liver or water-witch? 3. What is the 
best place to go to within an hour's ride of this city for duel shoot- 
ing, where accomodations can be hed fou a day or tio at a farm- 
house ov hotel? 8. Sate eee sa to quail? Ans. 1, There is a great 
tliversity of local ornithological nomenclatures, The tering “cool” 
and ‘mnd-hen’! are holyapplied to a-rail, Myulica americana, which 
also eqlled “seq-crow.” The name “mud-hen"” is also used for 
another rail, Rialins longirostira, which is otherwise known as ‘‘olap- 
per rail? and ‘salt-water marsh-hen."’ *'Coot™ is also on the New 
Knginan coust used to designate a great many varieties of ducks. 
among which are the Hevelda ylteidlis, “old sqnay,” “old wife, 
“soubth-southerly,’ ete, Thenames hell diyer aud watev-witch are 
iven bo the duck, Bucepeda etbéeals, “bufie-hend,’ “dipper, bubtter- 

fall,” ote. 2, Try N. 5, Forsters or Wim. Lane's, hoth at Good 
Ground, Long Island, three hours’ ride. 3, We know of no quail 
shooting within an hour's ride of New York. 
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PENs. mt SPRING BALANCES. 

Thea nantes roe caae| 18 AMERICAN “GEM,” weighing 8 Ibs, by 4 ozs. 15 cts. Each, 
ing ink for several days’ writing. Can be earried in 
the pocket, Always ready for use, A luxury to 
porns who care to preserve their individuality in A G Oo O D S C A ik E F O R T H E Pp R | C E d 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

Senter Dice List cer Chase Deus Extra Fine Adjusted Spring Balances, The Best that can he Made at any Price. 
STERBROOI’S STEER TO WEIGH POUNDS af ole vauiliiat | iso) cle Laalee Salen ela 

PENE 25 | 2, al Fee cee eee ene a ee ae ee | Tee 

= oo 

1.40 | 1.60 | 2,00 

Leading Humbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 163. A B ee Ea = Pe) L RAL Be FR xX . = ’ 
= ¥ y 

For Sate by all Stationers 
THE =*°TTREBROOK STEEL PEN CO., 48 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

Wisrks, Camden. ™ J OR Whe Sf. Nee erie ~ 

1 Fett whe POCKET MAP OF MOOSEHEAD ELH: GRHAT SIN GLE BRHHCH-LOADHR. 
Lake and the North Maine Wilderness, a valu- 

able companion for the sportsman, hunter and 
Jumberman, Lately corrected and revised, and now 
acknowledged to be the only correct map of this 
vast region, Negtly bound in cloth covers, Price, 
postage, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J. FAR- 
AR Jamaica Plains. Wass 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and 

“STi FREED,” 10 and 1i2-Gaugse. 

Centennial Exhibition, 

a This gun, which from its wonderful adaptation to all kinds of field shooti i . Pee esas a By derful aday kinds shooting we haye named “The Field,’ leaves nothing to | i i e wa 
eS , o in eae es fees ; Nee i emia Seuss Ube SCS pe der vont panties “Tt has Seott top lever, pistol grip, rapoundin es a Ne tions ond anal 

Se, SS io eS ote oer = or strength, convenience, penetra iv, and in fact for all practical purposes it is just as good a the | »-barrel | be, ae fa is bullc or all the single breechJoading guns used in this country for the Tse four years. Ythe ue "that he foe overdone Goren 
OHN KRIDER, wit 10 enten Gree ie ae Hleld gun is the only correct one, and other single guns are successfully sold only as they resemble ours. Persons with ordinary 

prudence will not hesitate long as to which to choose, particularly as the “Field” gun costs but a trifle any way, and no more than thgimitations. Address 
N.E. Gor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. ‘ i Fs 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, | —————————— __H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street. New York. 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, A A N R ne , Benders Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hodis, eS, C OE iE IP a q, Al . 

Ate., Bite. gee ile Th M y har Ri 6S all 0 tSalnon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order, LARK ON THE WATER. | Also * Krider's? Celebrated Center Enamel 
Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, (From the Detroit Free Press.) _ 

Birds’ Bees and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties, | Over 100 pages, profusely illustrated with cuts NEW OFF-HAND TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. and maps. Sent on receipt of ten three-cent post- 
' 

abet a sa Saar tet of all kinds. aL BRENTANO'S, Union Square, N, Y. PRICES REDUCED ‘ 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., Ome PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, | 

BOSTON, MASS., : 
Manufacturers of 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, - 

the “MAYNARD” more completely supplies : 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle » 

in the world, as may barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy. con- 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, A verience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Mlustrated Catalogue 

REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 3 describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-tire ammunition. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods . 

to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silyer medal at the Massachu- MA S S : A RMS C OMP A N Y; C hico pec Fal Is, Mass. . 

setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 
,| 

——— i ee Un mammal 
) 

| i ich] 1 GS EE. Wii InNSCor, Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits) + Joho Se ase Batons, MY 
Unegualled in Conyenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THISt® — : 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. ‘1A’ and ‘*B’ show 

MANUEACTURING JEWELER 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 
entrances into game bag. This coat has seyen pockets 

besides the game pockets. Itis dead grass color; can be 

worl oyer orunder a common coat, Weighs but fifteen 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge, 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Send. 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2.00, 

CHAS. J, GODFREY, 
Y Warren St., New York 

IMPORTER OF 

Gs, Riles, Reve 
&e., &c. 

A ke 

THE HOLLIS GUN. | = | 
T. EXollis & Sons, DMakers. 

action, bar locks, rebounding hammers, large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, through lumps, patent fore end, high, well filed riv 

10 and 12-gauge, $35.50. 
No, 898.—Laminated barrels, top snap : 

pistol Ko. CR Apes kL aaa rs bar locks, rebounding hammers, percussion fence, large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, through lumps, Deeley & Edges’ paten 

fore end: pistol vip engraved checkered grip and fore end, horn butt plate and left barrel choke-bored. 10 and i2 gauge, $46.00, a eeuon totortates , : 

No. 410.—line’ Damascus barrels, top snap action, fine steel bar rebounding three pin bridle locks, percussion fence double holt, extension i! 1 3} Laake al 7 ite in extension rib) 

laree head strikers, Deeley & Hdges’ patent fore end. pistol grip, checkered grip and fore end, low fancy hammers, horn butt plate. engraved, left barrel choke-bored, - and J2-cauge, 60.00 

a eta \ y BS . -W. & ©. Scott & Son, H, James & Go., T. Bland & Son, C. G, Bonehill and 8. Buckley & Co, Hnglish and Belgian muzzle 
ines yi & of the following makers: on. ! . 4 

ipaziard ae ends of ean nition oral sporsamens aanidries. Goods sent C, O. D., privilege to examine on receipt of $5 to coyer express charges. 
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Fisherman Attention! 

T wish to call your attention to my hand-made all 

Lancewood 

Combination Rods, 
seven pieces, making two distinct rods for bait 

pies Trout, $10. Bass, #12. 
FRED. D. DIVINE, 182 Genesee st., Utica, N. Y. 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 
ART wih thirty changes of 

positions. Parlor, Li- 
brary, Inyalid_ Chair, 
Child’s Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
beeuty, lightness, 
strength, SN ey and 
comfort. verythin 
to an exact science 

a3 Orders by mail prompt- 
ly attended to. Good 
shippped C, O. D. Sen! 

== —— stamp for Illustrated 
c Circular; quote ForEs 

READING POSITION, AND STREAM, WILSON 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING CO 
661 Broadway, New York, 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
TAXIDHRMIST 

No, 55 Carmine Street, N. Y. 

{Established 1830.] Pet Animals Stuffed. 

ARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF THE 
entire Richardson-Rangeley Lakes Region. 

Large size, each 25 cents. Send for catalogue. 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

OWIE KNIVES, SPRING BACK KNIVES, 
Stilettos. Sportmen’s Knives, Razors, Scissors, 

and cutlery of every description at CHARLES L. 
RITZMANN’S, 943 Broadway, New York City. 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher. 

From $6.00 1p; send 10c, for Circu- 
lar and Catalogue, to 

_ AUGUST ILERZOG, 36 John St., N.¥* 
Manuf'r of Phote. Instruments. 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS._SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard. 
on-Kangeley -akes. It treats of ‘camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25 cents, By 
tail, postpaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mar 

MAYTONS TAXIDERMY 

WITHUUT A TEACHER 

Price 50 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFTICH, 

MANN’S 

Trolling Spoons. 
a 

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable for trolling 
for all kinds of fish that will ake an artificial bait. 

Our Perfect Revolving Spoon is undoubtedly the 
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to j 
the public, 

Three sizes made—No bass, pike, pickerel, 
or any fish under five pounds weight; No 21 for 
large fish; No. 22 excellent for deep-water fishing. 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. 

None genuine except with JOHN H. MANN’S 
name stamped on every spoon, 

Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers 
in fishing tackle, 

If not to be found readily, the manufacturers 
will send by mail or express at ONE DOLIAR each. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N. Y¥. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and 

Rebounding Lock. 

Choke-Bore Barrels ° 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra 

heayy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp for 
circular. C. §._SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat: 
field, Mass. 

_ SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF: THE <: 

FLYING CLAVPIGEgy 
LIGOWSKY::. 

CLAY. PIGEON: COMPANY 
2 33:VINE:ST:-CINCINNATEO, 5 

[Extract from Forest AND STRHAM, Jilly 7, 
881, p. 444.] 

This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsmen to test its merits, 5 t ¥ 

is 4e 

eZee, Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free. 

WW Pull-Length GOT, in this cage, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8. th 

Wy 

i Sold everywhere by the Trade. | 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

Corona, Queens Co., N. Y. EARL LEK, Manager. 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. 
Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Screws required. 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This ue Nae 

ships, Churches, 
Farm and Out Buildings of every style. 
eost, within the means of all. 

manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam 
Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 

Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
Warm in winter—cool in summer—yentilation perfect. 

or further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

THE ANGLER’S 

AUTOMATIC REEL. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

The following letter is from Dr, Geo. F. Gale, of 
Brattleboro, Vt.: 

GENTLEMEN :—Have just returned from Moosehead 
Lake, Me. I cannot express the degree of satis- 
faction and pleasure TI have found,in the use of 
your automatic reel, Would not exchange it for 
allthe reelsT ever saw for fly fishing. Am con- 
fident I saved many fish that would haye been lost 
with any other reel, particularly one large trout 
weighing three and one-half pie which T played 
fifty minutes before he would come to the net. He 
fought hard and long, making many furious spurts 
from and towards the canoe, but it made no differ- 
ence. I kept my finger on the brake and it was 
simply impossible to getaslack line. Mh. Childs, 
who fished with me once, has one of your reels, 
says that nothing would induce him to go back to 
the old erank reel, Yours truly, 

. Guo. F. GA. 

sq, Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, ete. They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 
able, Made to order in a vari- 

ety of styles. aud war- 
= ranted the genuiue arti- 

t eos "ele. Send for price list. 
hy MARTIN 8. HUTCH- 

INGS, Dover, N.H P. O. Box 368. Brapruxnd & 
AnTHony, Boston, H. C. Sguirnus, N, ¥. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

Smith’s Patent 7-Shot Revolvers 
For *#3.50, Everyone Warranted. 

FLOBERT RIFLES FOR $5.00 
For parlor practice and killing small game, 

BOXING GLOVES, 
&2.50 per set of 4 Gloves. 

Also Guns, Pistols, Fishing Tackle and Sporting 
Goods of every description at lowest prices. 

zx. G, KOENIG, 
875 Broad St., Newark, N. J. 

Rend Stamp for 36-page Tllustrated Catalogue, 

The Hunting Sight. 
| LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

“akes a Sporting Rifle perfect. Send for 
prculan containing full description. Ad- 

Oe) WILLLAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conu. 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT. 

This new gun is made under the Anson & Deely patent with automatic safety 

the triggers are effectively bolted whenever the lever is moved to open or close the 

We = a > 

PITTSBURGH FIRE ARMS CO. 
Would call attention to their new double 

Hammerless Breech-Loading Gun,- 
possibility of accidental or premature discharge. 

bolt, 

gun, thus preventing any 

so constructed that 

The breech action is top lever, double boli, with Westley Richards’ extension rib, making the strongest 

possible breech fastening. 

close, hard shooting. The stocks are of Euglish walnut, with pistol grip and horn butt plate. 

The barrels are of fine Damascus, choke-bored on the most approved system for 

The fore ends 

are made with the Deely & Edge patent snap fastening. The frame and guard handsomely engraved and case 

hardened. The proportion and symmetry of the gun is perfect. MDlustrations and prices furnished on application. 

‘Send stamp for our new 48-page illustrated catalogue containing descriptions and prices of all new and 

useful improvements, including the new Parker Gun with top lever, Ligowsky Olay Pigeon Trap, with rules 

for shooting clay pigeon matches, also a compilation of the game laws, showing the open season for game and 

fish in every State in the Union. 

Address all communications (not forgetting to enclose stamp) to 

PITTSBURGH FIRE ARMS COQ. 
Pittsburan, Pa. 
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LLIAM READ & SONS. 
DEALERS IN FINE GUNS, 13 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 

AGHNTS FOR 

.& C. SCOTT & SON. 

Ko 

aan ‘ 
Doossccgo9059 FF) 

with it the championship of the World. 

Wone genuine unless bearing the full address, 

W. & C, SCOTT & SON. 
Their New Gun. 

$85.00 With Latest Improvements. 
Furnished by us to Capt. Bogardus who for years has 

used none other than the SCOTT GUN, and won 

Description.—Top snap, double boli, extension rib, pistol stock, rebounding Jocks, snap fore stock, large solid strikers, low hammers when cocked, horn butt plate, Damascus 
harrels, choke bored, 20-hores, 44 10 6lbs.; 16-bores, 64 to 7lbs.; 12-bores, 7 to 9bs.; 10-bores, 8 to 111bs. 

| Every Gun Warranted in Shooting and Sent on Trial. 
Scott's Hammerless, with Crystal Apertures and Block Safety Attachmemt, All Sizes, Constantly in Stock. 

If to be sent C. O. D. on trial, inclose in every case $3.00 as a deposi Y expressave In cas is not tak i if i 3 trial, se ry case $3.00 as a deposit for expressave in case gun is not taken, which, if too much, we will return the difference. If you send 
whole amount with order, we will include at no charge, a waterproof gun case; and if fun docs not suit on receipt, you can excha we will r e : n 
less expressuge. Hence there is no risk in inclosing whole Meas . ey bf ' ; LDP SARE ET ah laces en age a ASIP ER 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR GUN CIRCULARS AND SECOND-HAND LIST. 

SOMETHING NEw ! 

The Pieper “Diana” Gun. 
This is the only gun of European manufactire made entirely by machinery. The system is entirely new, and 

actual tests buve shown that for accuracy and strength it has no superior. 
The reinforce lumps and bolt loop are of one piece of wrought steel. The tubes are finished to gauge and are put 

together without heat so that they are perfectly straight and always shoot to center. This is only found in very high cost 

guns made on the ordinary system, as the best barrel filers are necessary. The locks are finely finished and of the best 

steel, and all the joints are closely fitted; all the parts are interchangable. 
‘A public trial was made in Cleve, Prussia, in August, 1881, to which the best continental makers sent their finest 

euns. The trial was for closeness and penetration. 4 is excellent, 3 is good, 2is fair, 1 ordinary. The gun of 

Mr. Roedel, of Prague, was made on the Pieper system. The result was as follows: 
s5yds. tlyds, Total, Boyds. ie! 6Oyds. Total 
2468 2468 Size of shot..2468 2468 2468 
4443 4444-45 A. Jamnsen, Liege. . 2383 44838 1821 
4444 334442 Beermann, Munster .8212 4424 2232-31 
4438 828 3-40 Bruno, Birmingham. ... 83822 383844 2323-80 

N. Bodsen, Liege. ...--.. 4334 113 1—88 Witte. Zutphen................ 84383 1111 8232-27 

C. Bartels, Wiesbaden. 4344 132 3—37 H, Jansen, Wesel......7.--.---+- 1212 4822 2123-25 

Sackreuter, Frankfort 4433 3313-36 Heuse-Liemoine, Nessouvaux..2 314 1282 1222-% 
33842 8333-34 Cordes, Bremerhayen.......... 2111 3321 1221-20 Camphausen, Creteld. “| 

Attested by the Jury, Klimm, Royal Inspector of Forests, Keyssler, Royal Inspector of Forests, Heise, Inspector of Powder at Cologne, 

G. Hahn, record keeper. It will be noticed that the Pieper guns are especially effective at long range. 

Mr. H. Pieper has appointed the undersigned sole agent for the United States and Camada, and offers the goods at prices far below their real 

worth, in order to speedily introduce them into this market. 

PRICE LIST. 
No. 590. 
No. 595. Same as 590, with laminated steel barrels, 12-gauge, 8 to ee ae, OR ee ed eee oer, Se ee Nee 2 400 Ae SE Ree A a oor 

+f i; Ny 44 UF ts ais 10-gauge, 9 to 9lbs......-...... 
No. 600. * 595, with better barrels and engraving, 12-gauge, 8 to 834lbs....-- 

UW +F Ad J) Us te iz 10-gauge, 9 to Dglbs...,....... 
No, 605. Very fine quality, best Damascus barrels, highly finished, 12-gauge, 74 to 8lélbs 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chamber Street. 
Agents for Marlin Fire Arms Co., Harrington & Richardson, Hood Arms Co., Charles Daly, Henry Tolley. 

IMPORTERS OF GUNS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS. 
[We sell at wholesale only. If your dealer does not keep the Pieper gun, ask him to send for sample.) 
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Sportsnen’s Gootls. 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE. 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, etc. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 8léft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 

Plain Brass Ferrules........5.-.2..005 $6 00 
Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 
Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt..,, 9 00 

No, 802, As 801, Nickel Plated,............... 104 
Bass Bait Rods. 1t¢ft, long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

second and two tips. 
No 350. Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
Soeketes 23 4327-55 4s ..4 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MOUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL, 

. 800. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

FISH AND GAME 

PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 
Offers a Reward of $50 for information that 

will conyict any person who Kills or Has in His 
Possession Any Quail within State limits before 
October 16 Violators of the Game or Fish Laws 
will be promptly prosecuted, Address either Presi- 
dent or Secretary of the Association at Boston, 
Mass, JOHN FOTTLER, Jz., President. 

E.S, Toney, Jr., Secretary. 

Ge CASES AND COVERS, GAME BAGS, 
>. Shooting Suits, Cartridge Boxes, Belts’ and 
Bags, &c., at CHARLES L. RITZMANN’S, 943 
Broadway, New York City. 

Wanted. 

Interesting to Gunners. 

The stand is within fifteen milés of Boston, 
and completely stocked. Any one desiriug to know 
the full particulars can call or address L. G. W. 
58 Lincoln st,, Boston. Mass. septl4 3t 

Financial, 
Liberal advance or annual bonus for introduction 

to good position for first class ability and reference. 

Address “CONFIDENTIAL,” P. Q. Box 2816, 

septz1j1t 

O EXCHANGE RIFLE FOR GUN. WINCHES- 
ter Repeating, .44 cal.. reloading tools, &c., for 

breech-loading, 12-bore, rebounding locks, &e. R. 
H. BURR, Middletown. Conn. sept2i jt 

ANTED,—A FOURTH MAN TO COMPLETE 
party for a full month in Canada camping. 

Duck, partridge and deer shooting; also good fish- 
ing. Have been there five seasons and start Oct, 
dst. Total expenses say $100. Address G. N. 
SWALLEY, Westboro, Mass. sept21.1t 

Sov Sule. 

HE FINEST ASSORTMFNT OF W. & GC, 
Scott & Son’s breech-loaders, from the ‘Pre- 

mier” to the lowest grades, in 10, 12. 16and 20-bores. 
Will sell at lower figures than ony other house, 
Call and conyinee yourself. C, L, RITZMANN, 943 
Broadway, New York Gity- 

iO LET FOR THIS SEASON, TWO SHOOTING 
rights at Long Point. Canada. For Sm iSaI eT 

apply to W. B, HUNTHR, 132 Front st,, N. Ee 
septl4,2t 

OR SALE.— THOROUGHBRED YELLOW 
Duckwing game fowls, bred for show purposes. 

Also excellent pet birds. JNO, C, NORRIS, Chest- 
nut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. sepiz1.3t 

FERRETS FOR SALE, $7 PER PATR, 
: $4 for females, $3 for males, all colors and 
Bees, The largest dealer in the U.S. Address 
With stamp, CHARLES H. VAN VECHTEN, Victor, 
Ontario Co,, N. Y. sept21,1t 

FXYENT FOR SALE,—AN EXTRA GRADE “tA” 

factory. Cost $25; 
to iin, McKOON, Fran septz11t 

Pure German Carp 
AND 

CoE pls 
$10 Per 100. 

MUTH & HCKARDT, 
Mt, Healthy, 0. 

DARK FERLETS, $5.00 PER PAIR. &. R. | 
Y. sapte1,2t I WILKINS, Albion, N. 

On the Stud, 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleyeland, Ohio, 1882, 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
pies of the purest strains, Full pedigrees, W. N. 
CALLENDER, Albany, N. ¥. 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES. 

Champion Tweed II., Imp, Scotch Collie, 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the bench 

in England. Scotland, Wales and America. 

FEE, $25.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London. 
June 15, 1882, 

BITCHES. ‘ 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrie, 
ac, EB, K. C. 5. B. 10,745, and Meg, Ist prize open 

class, Boston, 1882, 
For prize list, &c., address THOS, H. TERRY. 

P. 0. Box 2017, N. Y. july20.tt 

- HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash III. sinee 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire us his illustrious brother, 
Liewellin’s celebrated Dash IJ., for which he paid 
$1650, Will serve a limifed mumber of approved 
bitches at $35. Address A. M. TUCKER, $5 Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

HIO KENNELS.—IN .THE STUD—DASHING- 
Lion, by Llewellin’s champion Dash II, out of 

his champion Leda, Fee for imported ov native 
bitches, $28. Address G. W. RALLANTINAE, Wash- 
ingtonville, Ohio. Jrneea te 

CHAMPION : 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD. = 

ist, English Kennel Cluh show, 1881; Ist, N. Y.. 
Westminster Kennel Clob, 1882: and many other 
prizesin England, Fee $25 Address JOHN EB. I. 
GRAINGER, No. 1 Pearl st... N. Y. qune2ott 

IN THE STUD. 

Red Irish Setter Dog “Larry,” 
ELCHO ex ROSE. 

Winner of first prize in an elegant class, Pitts- 
burg, 1882 (only time competing). Larry is solid 
deep red, no white, large, and one of the best made 
all over Irish dogs in America, with a most superb 
head. Is thoroughly and artistically trained on 
woodeock and quail, excellent nose. perfectly 
staunch before and behind, and a perfect retriever. 
Is perfectly obedient, with the best of disposition, 
Fee $20 cash or brace of pups from first class 
bitches. Address W, H, PIERCE. Peekskill, N. Y, 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. ¥., 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 
make ! 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Cali-skin Collar for ‘Sétters. The 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. T 

Velvet for Pets. 

Send 50c for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle’ 

Invineible 
he 

Ghee Heunel. 

fe WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB OFFERS 
for sale the following pups: 

Your lemon and white dogs, $5) each; one lemon 
and white biteh, $45. By Sensation out of Bellona 
(Bow-Beulah), winner second prize in Class 31 at 
N. ¥. show, 1882. These pups were whelped Aug. 
20, and will be shipped at six weeks, 

One lemon and white dog, one black and white 
ticked dog, $40 each: foyir lemon and white bitches, 
one black and white bitch, $35 each. By Sensation 
ont o£ Queen May (Columbus Kennel Club's Native- 
champion Fan), winner third prize in Class 21. N.Y. 
show, 1880, These pups were whelped July 20, and 
are now ready for shipment, 
One lemon and white ticked dog, $85: two lemon 

and white bitches, $30 each. By Borstall Kennel's 
Don (Sensation-Psyche I.) out of W, K. CG, Maida, 
Address, Secretary W. K. C., 54 William street, 

New York, sept7,tf 

Imperial Kennels. 
Dogs thoroughly brok-n and prepared for field 

trials. Broken dogs always on hand for sale. 
Reference, Formst Anp STREAM, H. CLAY GLO 
YER & C. GROVER, Tom’s River, N. J,  sept21,4t 

OR SALE.—SIX FINE SETTER PUPS, SIX 
months old; four dogs, two bitches. Sire Dick. 

formerly owned by H. W. BAGER, dam Jordan. 
she by Dr. Dodd's Snow and Cole’s imported Fan. 
Prices, dogs $15, bitches $10. F. E. LAWRENCE, 
Westboro, Mass: septz1,2t 

OR SALE.—SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well trained dogs. Dora I,, bred by Dither 

Adams out of old | ora, by champion Rock-Gloces: 
ter, now in whelp to Dash TIT., bred by D. GC. San- 
born of Michigan, inder tha name of Leo, out of 
Sanborn’s field trial bitch Nellic, by champion 
Lester, Address 150 Deyonshire street, Room 74. 
Boston, Mass. Septel,tf 

Ghee Hennel, 

OR RED IRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
jels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS, DENISON, Hartford. Conn aptis,tf 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

hoarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dress H, B, RICHMOND. Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,tf 

O ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS,—FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, address wilh stamp, ROB’'T WALKER 
Frankhn, Del, Co., N, Y- July21,tf 

ORTRAITS OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 188), printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five tor #1, 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row. N. ¥ Dec29,tt 

EMASKETT KENNEL.—DOGS—HOUSH, YARD 
and field broken. Also dogs boarded reason- 

ably. Address N H. VAUGHAN, Middlebors, Mass. 
P. 0, Box 335. 4] 

‘ ~ te 
Prize Spaniels. 

The show season being over we will dispose of 
prize winners and prize bred stock at reasonable 
prices, Also puppies by champion Benedict. Dash 
and Bobi. We have this year won one champion 
ize, five specials. nine Hrsts, ten seconils, and 

four times yhe and once he to our own winners. 
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB. 

Enelose stamp. Hornellsville, N. ¥, 

KRAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Rrickervill® 

Pa, uneld,tt 

fy OLENG: DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale. Best of Reference. D, F, WILBUR, 

Takeville, Mass. junel5,te 
ie 

OR SALE OR BEXCHANGE.—TWENTY FOX- 
hounds and pups; would exchange for 20-hoare 

breech-loader, or a good tent or other sporting 
equipments, or first four yolumes of Forest and 
Stream, Every dog warranted to be as represented, 
L, M. WOODEN. Rochester, N, Y. augs.2mo 

FOR SALE. 

Four Bitch Puppies, 
Whelped July 2nd, 

Liver and White. %50 Each. 
— 

Sensation Mineola 

Jim Nell Croxteth Bliss 
¢ “ . —_ 7 J. os 

Judy Hamlet Nina Rap Jane Pus Dream Ben 
ange 

*«Mineola,” late ““Minuie §,” 
Winner of second Prize at N.Y, Dog Show, 18k. 

Address G. DeFOREST GRANT, 

augdl4l Westminster Kennel Cluh, Babylon, L. I. 

Ss SALI,.—SPARKLE, WINNER OF V. H.C. 
last Boston show, and seven of her puppies 

good stock as lives; together or separate, at half 
prict, EH. S, BIRD, Reckland, Maine. SeptT, tt 

OR SALE. FINE BRACH OF YOUNG 
pointer dogs, partly broken. Sensation stock. 

Also a pure bred jet black setter puppy, six months 
old. C. BE, LEWIS, Suspension Bridgé, N.Y. 

sephi4.2b 

“Mignon” Kennel. 
For service, black spaniel Gloss by Bub ex Jenny. 

Stud fee $10, Three choice cocker spaniel puppies 
for sale, whelped se 18, by Bobb II], ex Mignon. 
EUGENE POWERS, Cortland, N, Y. septis 4t 

OR SALE.—MASTIFF PUPPIES (IMPORTED 
in utero) by Taurus IT, (E. K. C. 8. B. 9839), ex 

Dinah I. Extended pedigree on both sides furn- 
ished, Address G. W. MOORE, No. 6 Engine 
Honse, Pittsburgh, Pa. seprl44t 

Rare Chance. 
Two champion Blossom—Bessie B puppies for 

sale, combining the best black and tan Gordon 
setter blood in this country. For full particulars 
address HENRY L. KINSLEY, Milford, Mass. 

septei 1h 

OR SALE.—A HANDSOME LLEWELLIN SET- 

broken; price, dog $30, bitch $25, 
young pups, four months old. H. B. VONDER- 
SMITA, Lancaster, Pa. sept?) 2t 

OR SALE.—_TWO BLACK COCKER SPANIEL 
pups. Pricé reasonable. For particulars and 

pedigree address “B,” Box 20838, N.Y.  sept®1.1t 

OR SALE.—BEAGLE BITCH, FOUR YEARS 
old, extra ou rabbits; good breeder. Price $10, 

First money gets her, L. F. HERRICK, Millbury, 
Mass. : sept2t,1l 

EAGLE HOUND PUPPIES FOR SALE, FROM 
rize-winning imported stook, Address Box 

178, Montclair, N. J. sept21,3t 

NGLISH BEAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE, $10 
4 each (eithersex), WN. ELMORE, Granby, Ct. 

Imported Black Spaniel 

* BEAU." 

Send stamp for stud fee, pedigree, prize winnings, 
prices uf young stock out of imported prige-win- 
ning bitches, &e., &e. All inquiries cheerfully 

answered, RIVERSIDE COCKER SPANIEL KEN- 
NEL, Lock Box 83, Claremont, N, H, septel if 

POR S\LE.—BIVE THOROUGHBRED IRISH 
setter pups, ten weeks old. Inquire of CAPT. 

'. W. DICKINSON, Saybrook, Conn, septzi dt 2b 

Ghe Kennel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worn ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is pnaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned. It is pur up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, wile 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, 5) ceits by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTATN REMEDY. 

Pu _ up it boxés containing ten powders, with the 
directions for use, 

Price, 60 cents per Box by Mail, 
Both the above are recommended by the “ Forest 

and Btream and Rod and Gun.” 

CONEOY & BISSETT, 

65 WouTon STREET, = - NEw Yor«k, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREET, = Nrw Yorr. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, MAss. 
SS 

Portrails of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY, 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just ont. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP 0’ Day. 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH TI. and 
COUNTESS MAY, 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are photographic reproductions 
of of] paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process, They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs. and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance. Size 10xi4inches, Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, $1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, ord. PALMER O'NEIL, 68 Fitth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa 
Address J, 

Ohicago, Ill. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents. post free. Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal English breeders. 

M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box al, 

Discontinuation 
—OF— 

“THE BLUE 8TAR KENNEL,” 
—OR- 

THE OOUKER SPANIEI, KENNEL, 
FRANKLIN, WN. Y., 

As a Public Kennel. 

Health und inereasing private Wusiiess compels 
that on and after November Ist, 188, the above 
kennel will be closed asa public kennel, Present 
kennel stock must be, reduced, and after the above 
date a private kennel of four or five choice speci- 
mens of this breed will only be kepr. Private 
breeders, public breeding kennels and sportsmen 
will find this a chance rarely offered to secure extra, 
rand cocker bitches wifh best of pedigrees, both 
roken, and grown and unbroken. at prices below 

actual value, Corréspondents énclosing stamp wil 
get printed pedigrees and prices of stock offered 
us perahoye Address M. P. Mc¢KOON, Proprietor 
Franklin, N, Y. ang31 th 

The Blue Star Kennel 
—OR THE— 

Cocker Spaniel Kennel. 
Of M, P, McKoon, Franklin, Delawsra Oo., N. ¥. 

I keep only Cockers of the finest sivaing. IT sell 
only young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and 
safe delivery to every customer, These beautiful 
and jntelhgent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed 
grouse and woodeock shooting and retrieving. My 
elegant stud dogs of the following colors, yiz: 
Liver with white ruffle in bosom, even liver and 
white, and beautiful black with white ruffie in 
bosom, are now open for seryice; fee $15; usual 
conditions. Correspondents enclosing stamp will 
get printed pedigrees, circulars. testimonials, ate. 
Photos of my stock. 25e, each, septy tf 

Richmond County Training Kennel. 
Dogs carefully trained Por all purposes. Live 

quail, keptin stock. Gentleness and kindness are 
Iny_ methods, Terms reasonable. ISAAC \W. 
EMMONS, Proprietor, New Derp, Staten Tsland. 
1, Bae June2,tt 

Pale i 4 7 
RREH. 

5 pictures of noted dogs. speciman pedigrees, and 

recipe for cure of mange In dogs or seratehes in 

horses, free for ten centsin stamps. Spike collar 

and book, $2. 100 printed envelopes, post paid, T5c. 
Bb. & C. VON CULIN, 

aug10,tf Delaware City, Del 

OR SALE.—PURE LI PWELLIN STOCK DOG 
and slut, white, black ticked, thirteen weeks 

old, Shafi $10, 
sept21,it ROX 86, PALL RIVER, MASS, 

DARTRIDGE DOG FOR SALE.—BROWN AND 
white spaniel, two years old, trees hisbirds and 

holds them there, and is a first-rate retriever. Is 
goon size, kind and thoroughly house broken. Has 
never been hunted on anything hut parlridre, 
Price $50. 5. HOYLER, Smith's Mills, Chautauqua 
tnnets septe1,11 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

Sportsmen's Gootls, Aiotels and Routes for Sportsmen, 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 
evict! ae : G 

Nore.—In those made under the improved patent since July, 1582, the nut ‘F"’ is done away with, 
and the rubbers are enlaryzed or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

In offering the Climax Cleaner to the sperting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever inyénted, by the following reasons, viz: 

Ist, It is made in three joints, like a common ¢leaning rod, and therefore is portahle. 
2d, Its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that has 

been used all day. 
dd. The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight, 
4th. ‘Lhe price. which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price 1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION, 

For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., Lowell, Mass. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869,] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Onur paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
ig Subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and ave reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We oifer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS. 

BRASS SAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 
SHOT SHELLS. “ j 

RECAPPERS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING. 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS."’ BENCH CLOSERS, Ete., Ete. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New York Acents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street; New York. 
Paorric Coasr AGE» OHAS SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California, 
New Ornnaans Acenrs: A. BALDWIN & CO, he 
New ENGLAND AGENTS FoR SHOT SHELLS: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

The Parker Gun. 

Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 

tHE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says; ‘At Melbourne they had an excellent 

opportunity of testing their power beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off con- 

nerors over every Other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a Country whose reputation 
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others,"” 
They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and huve 

won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field or at the trap. At Coney 
Island last year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 
“Torest and Stream" Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. Show Rooms: 
97 CHAMBERS ST., N, ¥. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANDFACTURERS 0F— 

Paper Shot Shel's, Breech-Loading Cann, &¢. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any inthe country. Our 

| Gannon isan entirely pew thing, and the most complete Yacht 
Gannon in the world. 

: SEND FOR PRICH LIST. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb*s Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kattyhawk Club 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, ete., ete. These points ean 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Wriday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday at 4 P.M. 

Full mformation given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

JEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
} BOUND BROOK ROUTE 
FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 

COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, 
Leave New York from station C. R. R. of N. J., 

foot of ae atreet. 
For Philade ty Ninth and Green streets, at 7:46, 

9:30, 11:15 A, M.; 1:40, 4:00, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A, M., 5:30, 12 P, M. 

For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15. A. M.; 
1:80, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P.M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 

For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A, M.; 1;30, 4:00, 4:30, 
5180, 7:00, 12 P.M. On Sunday 8:45.4.M.; 5:30, 12 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos, 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

| baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W, 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS, 
The hest trout fishing in Maine, The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land, The buekboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted, Terms reasonable, Everything in 
readiness. 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Hustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—TO THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and return................ $10.00 
“ 

‘© Middle Dam and return, ., 
* Upper Dam Mi an 
‘\ Upton = 
‘\ Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
via Phillips....-.....-0---- esses 13 7 

Indian Rock and return yia Andoyer 14,00 
‘Rangeley Lake and return,......-. 12.50 
“Phillips ‘hie eRe 10,00 
‘© Indian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return yia Phillips)........ 15,25 
‘Bemis Stream and return, yia An- 

COVER jes co asaks peamea ree n saat 14.00 
‘* Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House)..... he Sateen 15,00 
“Forks of the Kennebeé and return, 13,00 
‘“ Dead River and return.............. 13,00 
* Grand Falls, N, B., and return._.... x 
“  $t. Andrews, N. B., and return...., 15. 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Proyinces. 

Tickets for sale at all prniene ticket offices, and 
at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | poston. 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET 8Q,, {~~~ 1 
Send for list of excursions. 

D, J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N.J. 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delig' tful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8, JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

HaAusert DW. Parse, late Com. of Pats, Story B. Lapp, 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cases, 

WASHINGTON, D, C. 

R72 WEEK, $12 A DAY AT HOME EASILY 
made. Costly Outfit ee Address TRUE 

& CO. Aurusta, Mame 

NO RUBBERS NEEDED. 

TITTLES’ LEATHER LIFE. 
Softens the hardest leather and makes your boots 

waterproof, adding one-third to their wearing 
capacity, No sportsman should be without it. 
Price #3 per dozen 4-oz, bottles, sent-C. O. D. to any 
address. Liberal discount to the trade, Theaboye 
is fully endorsed by Forest AND STREAM. 

+ L. BROWN, Sous AcEnt, G. 
125-Federal street, Boston, Mass, 

The Best Thing Out! 
new Gun Implement for the pocket that 

Ea Jracts tight shells, Decap+, Kecaps, Rams 
Wads and Turns over paper shells perfectly. A 

nickel plated sample sent by mall on receipt of 

$2.00. Money refunded in any case of failure. 4, 

10, 12 and 14 gauges now ready, Orderat once and 

get a tool that is sure to please you, 

JAS. H, DUDLEY, Poughitcapsie, N.Y. 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THR 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKHS OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famious AMBRICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 

Nov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICK@REL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
ean readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘club’ at home, as ie¢e for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU, The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing, The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accomma- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinae City 

was completed and opened for business July dd, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points, 

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen, 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner's risk. : 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘‘at home” 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen‘l Pass'r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

Grand 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, 1. I. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay ae shooting of all varieties. Baes 
attention given by himselt to guests, and Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address WM, N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Refers by permission to J. B, She: 
herd, 80i Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N. ¥ 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route ta 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars direct withoutchange, Upon 
application dogs carried free. 

‘Leave New York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P. M. Wash- 
ington, D. O,, 710 A.M. and 10 P.M. For informu- 
tion address JOHN S. BARBOUR, President, Cor. 
Sixth st. and Penn aye., Washington, D, C, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
‘ American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, providing for every expense en route, . 
constantly formed. 

Send for “American Tourist Gazette” giying full 
particulars, 

CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasons, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leayes Quebee every 

Saturday. ‘ 

SHORTEST OCHAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land, 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

LEVEE ct ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Boston, ., 15 State street, 
Philadelphia, Pa, N. E. Cor, Broad aud Chesmnut - 



——— sh — n - . 

FOREST AND STREAM. te pte — 

THH LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Of S82 1NfA 

STAMPED, 

‘ 
WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
18 South William Street, - NEW YORK. 

WESLERN AGENTS—B, KITTRIDGE & CO., Cincinnati, 0. 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

| Mliscellancous. 
sj 

Sportsmen's Goole, ; 

RAeat “EF ibrine” Wegetable 

Piease see that Every Cale is Stamped “SPRATI’S PATHN ON etalk) 24) EX. 

WON ARE 

RTAMPEL, 

To be had in 

Grocers and the Sporting Coouds 

smaller quantities ef 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

————— 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

HODGMAN & C0., 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, - New York. 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Rubber Fishing Outfits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
ESTABLISHED 128358, 

MANUPACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A. W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

768 Broadway. New York: 
84 and 86 State mtreet, Chicago; 

17 South Fifth St., St. Louis, 

Faton’s Rust Preventor. 
Por GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
’ For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 
trade supplied dy E. E. BATON, 53 State street, 
‘Chieago, Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely b: 
 GHO. B. EATON, 570 Payvonia Avenue, 

uA Jersey City, N. J. 
. 

PENELD GLASSES, 
scopes, Stereoscopas, Craneoseane Wye Glasses, 

Spectacles, Thermometers, Barometers and every- 
Se else in the eee goods line at CHARLES L. 
fi MAN'S, 943 

Fishing Pants, Send for Catalogue, 

| GOODYEAR’S 

] Rubber M'f'g Company 
TELESCOPES, MICRO- 

NAAT 
S a ( 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’i’s: Co., 

503 & 505 

Broadway, Si. Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR, FULTON ST, 

oadway, New York City. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head. 

ers, Where they constantly can finda full assort- 

mient of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 
@uimals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 
Purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
65 CHATHAM &T., NEW YORK. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
@ Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

Send for Iustrated Catalogue, 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton St. New York, 

SCHOPEH'’S BIRD SHELLS CiRAL, 
Deror: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. 

: | M 
Iie 

GHOR-¥ "a 
WECIAN OLLER'S | 

Wen, COD-LIVER Oll_| 
—MANUFACTURER OF'— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Emblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

| FOR 
|| General : 

: Debility, 
Scrofula, 

| Rheumatism ~ 
or Consumption; 
issuperior toanyinde- Q 
Ticacy of taste and smell, 
Medicinal virtues and purity. 

} Loudon, European and New 
| York physicians prenounce it the 

/purest and best. Sold by Drugyists. 

VILSchieffelin & Co.(F ee aon.) NewYork’ 

PUREST | 

BEAT. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to order. 

MAKE HENS LAY. ly 
n English Veterinary surgeon and Chemist, now 

r 

Veling in this country, says that mot of the 
lorse and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless 

Wash. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders 
absolutely pure and immensely valuable. Noth- 
/ on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’s 

Condition Powders. Dose, one teaspoonful to one 
bint food, Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 
ght letter stamps. I.S, JOHNSON & CO., Boston, 

s., formerly Bangor, Me. 

Partner Wanted 
h from $1,007 to $4,000, in printing business. 
allied 1878. Business not local, and could be 
wed if necessary. Partner must be energetic, 

Sut not necessarily a practical printer. A rare 

ce for the right man, Address SPORTSMEN’s 

6 A WEEE IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS | Beas Want a first-class work at price to snit you, and sz fe 
4 nae $5 Ae free, Address H. HALLETT | manufacturers and pick your own barrels and action in the tu 

rilan¢d Maine. Ws . 

Se, commission, come direct to tha 
gh state. 

EUTERBROUK, 27 Dock Si uare, Boston, Mana, 

Eskay’s Chip 
--OR— 

EXPANSIVE SHOT CONCENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case, 

In our latest device for concentrating shot, wa 
have substituted a special wire for (xpansion. 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub 
ject to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 
6 used to advantage in cylinder and modified 

choke-bores. Wor distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable. 
By the use of this Chip you avoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore guns, 
Our device balis the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gun. 

100 in box, sent to any address by U.S. mail, 
ostage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 
eavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100, 
eae all orders to A. B. KAY & CO., Néwark, 

FLIRVATION CAV P; 

OR, 

Rifle, Rod and Gun in California, 

BY THEODORE 8, VAN DYKE 

For sale at this office. Price $1.50. 

| 

i 
===] 0UN CLEANER, 

THE BRAT ‘ 

Cleaner and Oiler 
= ” For Breech-loading Arnis || 

= in market. | 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

and full directions sent free of postags, 
Address UT. YARDLEY BROWN Patentee. 

WINCHESTER, FEBDERICK CO, VA. 

0. 

Seu for circular. 

orderjug, give calibre of gu 
{ 

| {ia 

~CAIIAP GUNS for THE PLOFLD.# 
ZORA MESi kil Sooke GUILWON'S, 3 

. Viutst 
i 

ONIBIAY 

PTO avd, (ALOTUES FRE. hi 
el es, Shot Guus, Revolyers, Auununition, Seinvs, ..9 

Fixing Tackle Razors te sent © Ty for exaiwine:* 

Address GREAT WESTFEN GU WoR 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

be m2 

INCHESTER RIFLES, BALLARD RIFLES, 
Wesson Rifles, Smith & Wesson Revolvers, 

English Bull Dog Revolvers; in_faet every style of 
firearms manufactured at CHARLES RITZ- 

N’S, 943 Broadway, New York City. 

WALLACH'S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00, 

Foy sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
tmated, a thorough and complete guide book .o 

ube Rangeley Lake region, Kennebagr espacio 
Paimachnee and Connecticut Lakes +d the ead 
vulers of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
zit and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly trom accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J, FARRAR, 
‘amaica Plain. Mass, 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Dlustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, st. 
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lukes and ponds connected with them. 256 papers, 
8) illustrations and large map. Tinted paper. il- 
himinated covers. Price, by mail, po-t-pai. 50 
Cen, CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
lass. 

ARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA “'GELEY LAKES REGION, including au 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, e1c.; 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 centr, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

PER BAY AT HOME 
5 to $2 ples worth $f free, 
STINSON & CO, Portland, Mate 

Ratt 
Addrese 

NEW EDITION. 
— 

Cazoe and Camera, 
With sixty ilustravions, and a new map of the 

canoe tours of the State of Mame, 

PRICE $1.50. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 



FOREST AND SLREAM, 

Ammunition, ctr. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

___ Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send posts al card for + ustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of prains of ppwder, Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST. N, Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Riile, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder, 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dupont's Guyrowper Mrs, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years, Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain,—Nos, 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ih, canis 
Dupont’s Wagle Dueking. —Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

(fine); burns slowly, strong and very elean great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for gilass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 

tmuzze or breach loaders, Packed in 11b, and 5 1b. 
canisters and 634 and 1216 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore. —Specially adapted for 

**Choke Bore*’ Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; (oes not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a food penetration and a close pattern; willbe 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No, 7 
being the coarsest Packed in Hil4 Ib. kegs aah 1 Ny: 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting: 
Packed in 1 Ib. canisters and 614 Th. kegs. 
Du Tre. Riffe Fez. “Sea- Shooting.”'—FF, 

and FF The om for long-range ville BouE. 
ng, the Tits, and FFFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist, Packed in 4¢ lb., 1 lb. and_& Ib. 
Aetna il4, 124 and 25 Lb, kegs. Fg. ata Erie. 

2. 

Dupont's Sporting, Mining, Surprine and Blasting 
Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, ‘Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U.S. Government Standard, 
Powder manntactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Ageucies in aii the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States, Represented by 

F, L, KNEELAND, 87 Beayer St., N. Y. 

WN, B.—Use none but DUPONT"S Fg. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

| AGENCIES av ann PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

REMINGTON 
Breech-Loading, Double-Barreled 

oT UW Nw = . 
Regular PMCC,. 6. B05 Our pri ice 

a, 2 Eee: o ae 
Other grades proportionately 

Single Barreled, ditto .. #810 

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & CO., 
P.O. Box 2002] 77 Chambers 8t., N. Y. 

TEE BAER GUNS. 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 

Fs 

PRICE, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

JAMASCUS STERL, - ~ - 

wend Stamp for Descriptive Circular. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

H.L. Leonard’s split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES, 

No, 1 shows waterproof eup in ferrule ( peeraten October 26, 1875), No. 2 shows cy ferrules (patented 
o. d shows split fermmle whipped with silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS 

Sepbember 3, 1878). 

No 7 Warren Street, 

Extra Quality y Hand-Made Rods. 
OWN MAKE. 

No. 5604.—Three-piece fiy, full mounted, stained, lancewood middle joint and two tips, rings, 

reel bands, wound grip on butt in partition bag. 
GHRMAN. SILVER MOUNTED, 

make the above vod in three. differ ent sizes, wiz: length, 10ft, 3in., 
10ft. Gin., weight, 10koz. 

OUR 

BRASS MOUNTED, 36,00; 

We 
weight, Voz. s 

410.—Three-piece, black bass bait, the celebrated “Henshall” pattern, full mounted, light 
guides, butt wound below reel bands, lancewood middle joint 

GERMAN SILVER MOUNTED, 3).00 RACH. 

& SON, 
New York 

$8.10 BACH, 

weight, Yoz.; 11ft, 4in., 

wound grip on butt, stained, nicely finished 

GERMAN SILVER, $10.00 EACH, 

weight, 124 to 130z, 

No. 

eolored, standing 
and two tips, length, 84 feet, weight, 11 to 12 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $7.00; 

A fine rod for Minnow Casting and Bait Fishing. 

No. 480.—Three-piece, ‘“MeGinnis” pattern, black bass baib or minnow rod, full mounted, 

laneewood middle joint and two tips, 

and polished, length, 104t,; weight, 124 to 14oz. 

BRASS MOUNTED, 38.00; 

No. 390,—Wm. Mills & Son’s, three-piece black bass bait rod, full German silver mounted, 

lancewood middle joint and tips, arched center guides, hollow butt, extra tip, 

cane winding on grip, very highly polished, length 9ft., 

$12.00 each, 

No. 470,—Pour-piece full mounted trunk rod (joints 28in, long). standing guides, capped 

ferrules, hollow butt, extra tip, wound grip on butt, suitable for trout and black 

bass bait fishing, length 8hft., weight 12 to 15 ounces. 

BRASS MOUNTED, $8.00; GERMAN SILVER, $10.00 EACH, 

SEND THRER-CENT STAMP FOR OUR NEW 70-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

OF FISHING GOODS, 

|SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W.J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price $3.50, 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co, 

REMINGTON ’sS 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles: 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

x 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Jack Lain, Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH ares 

ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe. 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 

Tuminating Purposes, 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 
LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, ete. 

© Send stamp for Illustrated Price 
List. Name Forust anp Srrram, 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
65 Fulton street N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett), 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 
ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

Adopted by the U.S. Gov- 
10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 

Prices: Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 
the Trade Only- 

The Best Gun made for 
DURABLLITY 

—AND— 
SHOOTING QUALIVTES. 

Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994 

e 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 19 Ibs. weight. 

L. C, SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N.Y 

Ammunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowde 
Hazard’s ‘* Electric Powder.’’ 

Nos. 1 (fe) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in pointon 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis 
ters of one pound only, 

Hazard’s ‘* American Sporting,’’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 1b, canisters and 
614 lb. kegs. A fine grain, Re EC and clean, for up. 
land prairie shooting. adapted to shot-guns, — 

Hazard’s *¢ Ba Shooting,’”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and _ 5 Ib. canisters, 
and 644 and 1244 lb. Xegs. Burns slowly and very 
tlean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable: 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.’” 
FREG, FFG and ‘'Sea Shooting’? FG in kegs off 

25, 12bg and 614 lbs. and cans of 6lbs, FPFG is also 
packed i in 1 and \% Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The FFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘*Sea Shooting *’ FGis the 
ee Rijle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON aoe ee ere 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY BEQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUIA G 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com: 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
gale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE. 

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! 
Old or new or in serial or pamphlet form, bound 

in ambistic and substantial manner at trade price, 

€alland examine styles; satisfaction guaranteed, 

City or country bindings collected and deliveretl 

free of charge. 
JOHN BEACHAM, 
7 Barclay street, New York City. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and 
DURABLE 

2 © y= 
Rebounding Lock, 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. JIuxtra 

heavy; BuBe for ducks a specialty. Send stamp foe 
eircular. . S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat 
field, Mass 

isherinan Attention 

T wish to call your attention to my hand-matle all 

Lancewood 

Combination Rods, 
seven pieces, making two distinct rods for haif 

eS Trout, $10. Bass, $12. 
FRED. D. DIVINE, 182 Genesee st., Utica, N. VY 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

I REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED 'TO. 

KEENE’S PATENT. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

The rifle is perfectly a 
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OREST AND STREA @ 

A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN, 

= pei eA. 10 Crs. A Copy, } 
Six Monrus, $2. 

VOL. XIX.—No., 9 NEY YORK, SEPTEMBER 28, 1882. { Nos. 39 & 40 Pane Row, New Yorr. 
= 
. CORRESPONDENCE, 

Tur Forusr asp Srream is the recognized medium of entertain- 

Ment, instruction and information between American sporismen, 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully inyited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

warded. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

‘The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
May begin at any time, Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

Months; to a club of threa annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

Reais fo the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, The paper 

Wy be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

adas. Onsale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

mdon, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

amson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVHRTISEMENTS. 

J Advertisements of an approved character only inserted. Inside 

ages, honpareil type, 25 cents per line, Special rates for three, six 

diwelve months. Reading notices 50 cents per line. Eight words 

‘to tlie line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

, Address all communications, 
Forest and Stream Publishing fo. 

‘Nos. 39 anD 40 Park Row. New York Crry, 

CONTENTS. 
Blue-Backed Trout. 

Sia AND RIVER PISHING, 
The Menhaden Question. 

“EiprroniAt. 
Farmers and Field Sports. 

“Whe Forest and Stream Prize 
Anand. FISHCULTURS. 

Match After Thoughts. The McG@loud River Salmon 
__ Adirondack Survey Notes.—xt. Station. 
THE SPORISMAN TourIsT. An Aerating Machine, 

‘amilfar Letters.—it, THe KENNEL. 
Camp. The Prairie Chicken Trials. 

P _ Below uebec. Raleigh, 
An Afternoon on Bog River. Montreal Dog Show. 

_ Maine Notes, Kennel Notes. 
7 ATORAL History. 
Breede Quail in Confinement, 
The Gasper-Gou. 
A Vine Display in Aquaria. 
AME BAG AND GUN. 

‘The Range of the Shotgun, 
The St, Lawrence Game Club. 
“Non-Residents in New Jersey. 
Rail Shooting. 

SEA AnD River FIsHtne. 
Fish in Season in October, 

RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING. 
Why and Wherefore. 
Matches and Meetings. 

YACHTING AND CANOEING. 
A Yacht Builder’s Views. 
Annasona, 
The America, Cup, 
Safe Sailboats. ‘ 
Beverly Y, C.—Sepf. 16. 
Royal Canadian Y. 0. —Sept. 16, 
Narrow Cutters and Cruisers. 

lers’ Tournament, Cost of British Yachts. 
Driun, Croaker and Shark. A Narrow Cruising Yawl. 
Vinny Representatives to the| Canoe Rigs. 
Conrt of Hawkins, 

——— —_ 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

FARMERS AND FIELD SPORTS, 

‘Happy the man whose only care 
A few paternal acres bound, 

Content to breathe his native air 
On his own ground.” 

ND happier still is such a one who has « love for the 
tod and gun, and with them finds now and then a 

day's freedom from all cares by the side of the stream that 
horders his own acres and in the woods that crest his knolls 
or shadé his swamp. 

Asarule none of our people take so few days of recrea- 

‘tion as the farmer. Excepting Sundays, two or three days 

at the county fair, and perhaps as many more spent in the 
@owd and discomfort of a cheap railroad excursion, are all 

that are given by the ordinary farmer to anything but the 

Affairs of the farm, It is true that his out-door life makes 

less necessary for him than for the man whose office or 
sliop work kceps him mostly in-doors to deyote a month or a 

fortnight of each year to entire rest from labor. Indeed, he 

Gin hardly do this except in winter, when his own fireside 
ig offcner the pleasantest place for rest. But he would be 

l@ better for more days of healthful pleasure, and many 

il within his year, when crops ave sown and planted or 
aryested, and he need not stay at home. A day in the 

Oods or by the stream is better for body and mind than one 
pent in idle gossip at the village store, and nine times out 
‘ten better for the pocket, though one come home with- 

mt fin or feather to show for his day’s outing. One who 
eps his eyes and ears on duty while abroad in the field can 

ee tly fail to see and hear something new, or, at least, more 
if teresting and profitable than ordinary gossip, and the wear 

d tear of tackle and a few charges of ammunition wasted 
Lepst less than the ‘reats which are pretty apt to be part 

4 day’s loafing, 

“But barring the dearth of the objects of his pursuit, the 
er who goes a-fishing and a-hunting should not be un- 

uccesstul if he has fair skiJl with the rod and gun. For he 
Who knows most of the habits of fish and game yyill sue- 
ceed best in their capture, and no man, except the naturalist 

id the professional fisherman and hunter, has a better 
Ge to gain this knowledge than the farmer, whose life 

ngs hin into everyday companionship with nature. Wis 
ids and woods are the homes and haunts of the birds and 

beasts of yenery, from the bevinning of the year to its end, 
ind in his streams many of the fishes pass their lives. By 
ls woodside the quail builds her nest, and when the foam 

of blossom has dried away on the buckwheat field she leads 

her young there to feed on the brown kernel stranded on the 

coral stems. Jf he chance to follow his wood road in early 

June, the miffed grouse limps and flutters along it before 

him while her callow chicks vanish as if by a conjuror’s 
trick from beneath his very footfall. A month later, grown 

to the size of robins, they will scatter on the wing {rom his 

path with a vigor that foretells the bold whir and the swift- 

ness of their flight in their grown-up days, when they will 

stir the steadiest nerve, whether they luni from an October- 
painted thicket or from the blue shadows of untracked 

snow. No one is likelicy to see and hear the Sirauge woo- 

ing of the woodcock in the soft spring evenings, and to 

the farmer’s car first comes that assurance of spring, the 

wail of the Bartram’s sandpiper returning from the South 

to breed in meadow and pasture, and then in hollow trees 

that overhang the river the woodducks bein to spoil their 

holiday attire in the work and care of housekeeping, 

The fox burrows and breeds in the farmer’s woods, ‘The 

yaccoon’s den is there in ledge or hollow tree. The 

hare makes her form in the shadow of his everareens, where 
she dons her dress of tawny or white to match the brown 

floor of the woods or its soft covering of snow. The hass 

comes to his river in May te spawn, the pike-perch for food, 

and fhe perch lives there, as perhaps in his brook does the 

trout. 

All these are his tenants, or his summer boarders, and if 

he knows not something of their lives, and when and where 

to find them at home or in their favorite resorts, he is a cxre- 

Jess landlord. | 

His life will be the pleasanter for the interest he takes in 

theirs, and the skill he acquires in bringing them to bag and 
creel. 

THE FOREST AND STREAM PRIZE AWARD, 

T the last convention of the New York State Association 

for the Protection of Fish and Game, the Forust aAnp 

SrREAM offered a cash prize to that society, to be awarded 
under the following conditions; 

To begiyen to that club, belonging to the Association, which shall 

show the best record for the past year in the work of game protection, 

7, é, (1) the promotion of a better observance of the game laws; and 
(2) fostering and increasing the supply of fish and game, The award 
to be determined by a committee of three, to consist of the President 

of the Association and two others to be appointed by him. The re- 
cords of the competing clubs to be made in writing and submitted to 

this committee. The award to be made on or before August 18, 
1882. 

Ii was explained that in considering the record of the 

clus in respect to “‘the promotion of a better observance of 

the game laws,” it was designed that the committee should 

take into account, first, the prosecution of offenders against 

the law and the prevention of such offenses; and second, 
efforts inteuded to effect a better appreciation of the true 
spirit and intent of the game Jaws and game protection by 

the community at large. 

The committee appointed to make the award was com- 

posed of the president of the association, Mr, 8, T. Murray, 
of Niagara Falls, and Messrs. William Pool, of Niagara 

Falls, and John B. Sage, of Buffalo. Having been un- 
able to make a decision within the time named in the 

original conditions, the committee, with the acquiescence of 
the Forest AND STREAM, extended the time to September 10; 

and, as was stated in our issue of the 4th inst., then awarded 

the prize to the Onondaga Fishing Club of Syracuse—a de- 

cision which will meet with general approyal throughout 
the State. 

The Onondaga County Fishing Club and its record are 

splendid examples of what such an organization should be 
and do. The club is composed of some two hundred gen- 
tlemen of good standing and much publicinfluence, For 

years past it has been known as an active, wide awake, fear- 

less and determined society, and as such has won the respect 

of the decent portion of the community, and the fear of the 
rest, Those who were familiar with the condition of affairs 

in Onondagacounty five orsix years ago and the general spirit 
and practice of lawlessness which teigned among the fisher- 
Men and fish pirates in those waters, will appreciate the 

magnitude of the task assumed by the Onondaga Club and 

the credit due them for the present improved condition of 

affairs. The club has, since its formation, prosecuted suc- 

cessfully in the courts more than two hundred suits against 

illegal fishermen, having won two of these suits on appeal. 
They haye destroyed more than two hundred fishing nets 

illegally set, and have sent the lawbreakers to jail, Their 

persistent efforts haye been rewarded by a gratifying suc- 

They have practically broken up the illegal fishing 

which onée threatened total ruin to the fisheries of the 

county. 

The principal work of the club the past year, we are told, 

Cess. 

“has been more particularly the stocking of waters, assist- 
ing or opposing the passage of proposed laws, and in call- 

ing the attention of the public and other clubs of the State 

Association lo the necessity of enforcing existing laws. The 
result attained since our organization is such as the farmer 

expects when he plows the ground and sows his seed in the 
fall—a good crop thefollowing spring; and our well-stocked 

waters are evidence that our earlier and our continuous 

work was not in vain.” 
The record is one of which the Onondaga Chib may justly 

feel proud, and other clubs emulous. Were there a like ac- 

tive and determined society in ¢ach county, game protection 

would soon cease to hea by-word among the people. There 

are clubs enough now belonging to the State Association to 

thoroughly enforce existing game laws, provided these clubs 

cared to do it. Unhappily, however, there appears to bea 

most discouraging apathy regarding such endeavors. In- 

deed, so far as we have been able to learn from the officers 

of the Association, the Onondaga Club was the only one 

which presented for the committee’s esa sere any ex- 
hibit of game protective work during the past yea 

Tue Fmrem Srorm of last week was looked forward to 

by rail hunters as the so-called “‘equinoctial”’ always is. It 

was expected that it would bring with ita high tide and 
consequent good shooting, and so shells were loaded, 
pushers engaged and all preparations made, How good 

the shooting was we have not yet learned, but it is cer- 

tain that very high tides occurred in this vicinity, The 

terrible ravages in New Jersey, caused by the unprecedented 
rainfall, certainly turned the thoughts of the people of that 

State away from the pleasures of shooting. All lowlands 

wert overflowed, iouses were floated off and cattle drowned. 

But few lives were lost, but the damage to property was 

very great, The railroads suffered severely, bridges being 

broken and tracks washed away in many places. The 

Philadelphia & Bound Brook line was the only one over 

which traffic from Philadelphia to New York was uninter- 

Tuped, and the trains of the Pennsylyania Railroad were sent 

to this city over the tracks of that road. 

Non-Restpents iy New Jrrsey.—Last week we pub- 

lished a, letter from an officer of the New Jersey Game and 
Fish Protective Society, presenting, from his standpoint, the 

disagreement now existing between that society and the 
West Jersey Game Protective Society. To-day we print 2 
letter from a prominent member of the latter society, giving 
his side of the case, The question involved is an important 
one, and happily the decision is not to be arrived at by the 

uncertain and unsatisfactory medium of newspaper con- 

troversy, but by recourse to the courts. While extremely 
deprecating the unfortunate absence of that harmony which 

should unite two such societies in their work for a common 

endy we shall await with no little interest the court’s decis- 

ion of the point at issue. 

Georqe W, Cuarrrnn, President of the Long Island 

Sportsman’s Association, died on Wednesday, September 20. 

Mr. Chappel was quite well-known to thesportsmen of Long 
Tsland and of New York State. He was senior member of 

the firm of Chappel & Storer, wholesale fish dealers, Fulton 

Market, and was forty-nine years of age. 

We Pusirsm HnsewuERE a yery noteworthy corres- 
pondence between the St. Lawrence Gun Club and the Dis- 
trict Attorney of St. Lawrence county. The letters are 

exceedingly creditable to both parties, and afford an encour- 

aging evidence that the game interests of that section are in 

good hands ry he 

Tse Newrorn Hunters or tHe ANISE-SEED Baa have 
incurred the displeasure of some of the members of the §. 

F. P. C. A., und it is hinted that next season the bag may be 
relezated to the bourne where Rhode Island pigeon shooting 
disappeared some years ago. We very much doubt, how- 

ever, if the society will suceeed in suppressing fox hunting. 

Té it does, what will be the next thing to receive attention? 

Mason Josepn VYerrry says if, is better to catch a trout 

than to catch sight of onc. 
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WATOH AFTER THOUGHTS. 

HE British team are now homeward hound laden with 
victory and the good wishes of their recent antagonists. 

Nobody finds fault with their work, for they wou by snpe- 
rior marksmanship, and becuse for years past they have 
been working intelligently and diligently at the very prob- 

Jem in shooting of which the late match wus an exemplifica- 

tion. In another column will be found som-= opinions upon 

ithe match from observers find critics. Some of the conclu- 
sions reached may be open to contradictions, since they 

overe drawn from insnfficient or erroneous data, but there is 

4 general agreement fhat the American team were beaten 
hecause they were not properly armed tor the match. 
Tran‘ form the rifies and in all probabilily the result would 

have been a victory for the now defeated team. It was in 

large measure a success of rifle und not of men. 

Sir Henry Halford, in his speech before the officers and 
guests of the Thirteenth Recimeut, in the dinner given the 

teams at Manhattan Beach, on Tuesday. September 19, hit 

the key-note of explanation when he said that, while i 

would not become the American shooters to lay the blame 
on the rifles, since they would at, the same time expose them- 
selves to the charge of being poor workmen quarreling with 

their tools, yet he could frat kly tell them that the (eason 

for their defeat was to be found in th t direction. He 

rightly said that it was nonsense tv suppose that as good 

men could not be chosen from our National Guard as wer 

to be seleuted from among the Volunteer force abroud. TEx 
perience counted for something, and other things being at 

all equal would decide « match, but the most experienced 
marksmen in the world cannot undertake to manage thc 
vagaries of a rifle which, beine leaded in the barrel, can- 

not be relied upon to place two consecutive shots anywherc 
near the same point on the target, 

The visit of the British team has been on the whole a vers 
enjoyable one, They have suffered no mishap, have had nc 
sickness, and after the long run of American victeries with 
the rifle they seem to have turned the tide in Favor of thi 

British arms. The reception given the team by the oflicer: 
of the Seventh Regiment, on the evening of Saturday, the 
16th inst., was a very pleasant affair and enabled the visitor: 

fo guin an idea of what may be done in the line of buildin» 
magnificent, armories for these associations of civilians unde 
military regime. Sir Henry and his team member 

could not but note that there is a plenty of young and 

enthusiistic men in the rariss of the Guard and that they 

are not likely to sit down under defeat for any length of 
time. 

With Monday the 18th came arun up the river to West 

Point, anil this great school for officers of the United States 
Azmy was inspected by the men who possess supereminent 

ability in at least one duty of a soldier—that of hitting what 
is aimed at. Of course the metropolis is not properly visited 
in summer without 2 trip to Convey Island, and by the cour- 

tesy of the officers of the Thirieenth Regiment the British 
team was enabled to have a glimpse of Manhattan Beach, 

To be sure if was one of the waning days, but the people 
turned out ina great multitude, and there was a popular at 
well as a merely military welcome to the cousins from over 

the water. On Monday night lust the New York Rifle Clu 

took the Britisl ers in hand and showed them how pleasantly 

marksmanshiy. and: merrymaking may he blended; and while 

the Englishmen were familiar with Walls and bullets of all 
sorts, the New Yorkers ‘‘balled them off” in a way which 

made the British crown swell with the mo*ning light, and 
would have made a rifle match on that morrow a great, sky- 
s: raping affair 

There was 4 good “send off” at the departure of the team 
in the characteristic American way, and mauy a hearty 

promise that the honors so well won by the Britishers were 
not to be kept by them, without a vigorous show of battle 

on the part of the Americans, Our guesis po home fully 
aware that they will have need of their best men to meet 

the team which will go over in June next, for unless the 

officers of our Na‘ional Rifle Association display more than 
their usual ability in how not-to-do-it, there should be no 

difficulty in sending over a properly disciplined and par- 
ticularly a properly armed team. 

THE MeNnnADEN Quusv1oN.—In regard to the question of 

the scarcity of menhaden and the influence of the continued 
capture of these fish. we give the following, as a contri}u- 
tion to the literature of thissubject. Forsome weeks past Mr, 

E. G. Blackford, of Pultoa Mirket, has been shipping men- 
haden to the many fishing clubs which use that fish for bait 
for striped bass. Hehas sent from twenty to forty barrels 
per week to clubs as far Hist as Mirtha‘s Vineyard, a thing 

which is very unusual. All alony the coast, to the east of 

New York, are clubs of wealthy gentlemen who fish fcr the 
striped bass, or rockfish, as it is called south of New York, 

and these club+ haye heretofore obtained their bait near 
their fishing grounds, insisad of senling to market for it, 
No better evidence of the scarcity of the msnhaden on the 

Mussichasetts coaitianaeded. Woasther itis sate to draw 
ths couclusion that the factories are to blame for it is some- 
thing we do not care to gay, at present. 

NOTWITHSTANDING THAT THH Fores: AND STREAM has 
been permawently enlarged to twenty-eight pages, the sub- 
scription price remains the same as before. 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTES. 

XI.—THE ADTRONDACKS OF MURRAY. 
"HE marvelous Adirondacks of which we have all read in 

“Adventures in the Wilderness,” are indeed a fairy 

land—a land which is at once alpine in churacter, and one 

where without paths or other means of trayel saye by boat 

ind carry, the most delicate ladies and fragile invalids may 

venture with full faith that in afew days they will rival the 
guides in appetite, and in as many weeks will exceed themin 
strength, In that land the school girl, throwing aside her 

chewing-gum and substituling trout for her farmer lunch of 
slate pencils, and venison for pickles, returns to het home a 
pertect Di Vernon, : 

In Murray’s Adirondacks the poof consumptive, who has 
lit four cubic inches of ling left to oxygenate his enfeebled 

blood, arrives on & stretcher, and js carried into the woods 
more (lead than aliye, and after breathing nature’s extract of 
spruce, balsam, hemlock and pine for twenty-four hours, 
arises, hurns the litter he was carried on, and declares that 

he feels a new lung sprouting at the lower end of his wind- 
pipe. At the end of a month his yell delivered from the top 
of Owl's Head is heard in Plattsburg, eighty miles as the crow 
flies, On his return to Now York he finds his new lings 

30 much better than the old ones of those who have not 

visited *‘Murray land” that he secures an engagement in the 
Bowery to shout the charms of the fat woman, the beautiful 

Circassian girl, and the big snakes, Tt is a fact thatif you 
juostion one of the gentlemen engaged in the last-numed 
secupation, and who ure yulgirly termed “‘side-show 

blowers,” you will find that he was fornierly a victim of con- 
jumption, who has hee restored by the advice of My. 

Murray, and is how living on the labors of a new pair of 
hand-sewed watet-andsvhisky-proof lungs, that are made of 

the best damiascus twist, clinker-built and copper-fastened, 
‘ix-strip bamboo, semi-hammerless, aud warranted a yard 
wide and all wool, The man was the son of poor but Wealthy 
parents, and after reading Murray he pined for the pines and 
bawled for the balsams and never spruced up until among 

the spruces and hemmed by the hemlocks, and free to roam 
in the aroma of Mr, Murray's woods. He left his track on 

Brown's tract by reluctant consent of his parents who feared 

that he conld not stand the Raquette. He went. This was 
early in June, and the guide rolled the invalid in his liver- 

pad and placed him in his gun case. But the healing proper- 
ties of the ines healed uy: his lungs and grew some new ones 

ina few hours, when he crawled out of the gun case and 

took on so much fat that he can neyet get back to its protect- 
ingtube. Another Adirondack convalescent is a cannon- 
hall tosser in a circus, and has married the fat woman, and 

daily sees his athletic progeny tumbling in the sawdust of 

the arena while he gathersin more shekels from the combined 
ittractions than the manager does. (See Murray’s book, 

page 14,) This, [ am aware, is an extreme case, and, 4s 
such may seem exaggerated; but it is not. 

In Murray land ‘‘the lumberman has neyer been. No axe 
has sounded along its mountain sides, nor echoed across its 
peaceful waters.” (Page 17). Why, no; those stumps that 

you see are all the work of beavers. ‘To be sure, it does look 

like the work of an axe, but then you know the beavers have 

learned how to take a tree down and not leaye it filled with 
tooth marks as they did a century ago. That second growth 

of white poplar, birch and other deciduous wood, which fol- 
lows the clearing off of the evergreens in so many places, 
has just sprung up to give yariety to the forest, and the 

lamming of the lakes is merely to give water to the canals 
and not to drive timber down, and those tracts of land that 
the lumbermen haye bought of the State for five cents an 

acre will never be cut off; they only hought them to look at. 
Here I must have dozed, for Iheard a yoice which said: 

“L'Adirondaque d’ M. Murray is for one man who is blusé, 

one very fine place where he find the refreshment without 

the fatigue of the tramp, as he so truly tell us in his most 
excellent book (page 51.) Here one is front A front a dame 

Nature, and can be so tainéant, so idle as he may please. 
Here the divertissement of the hunt and the fish is all per- 
formed trom the boat which your yalet he carry on his back 
over the» ortage. Thu most delicate lady do not catch the 
cold in l'Adirondaqne, for it is one impossibility where the 
lampness and the miasma come nof, Fatigue is unkaown, 

and one enfant of five summers can put forth all the exer- 
cisés which one needs in le grand wilderness.” 

“Die Adirondacke des Herrn Murray haben in dem monat 
Juni cin little black Hy, aber er ist nicht as the mosquito so 
bad, us you may on page 55 learn. The men who have in 

the newspapers of this insect written have the black fly 
much exaggerated, und you will find that Herr Murray has 

of him a good and a.truthful account given, und he so truly 
says that the bite not severe isnor is it ordinarily poisonous, 
obgleich there may exceptions be. Ti is of the insect family 

one of the most harmless and least vexatious, und ist ein 

monster which in the feverish imaginations of men exists 
only. Die stories yon die bears ist ridiculous, also, animals 
that more timid are and harmless exist not, und when the 

bear nach your camp come, a stick oder a piece of bark von 
die tree will scatter them so like the cats which on the back 
shed come. All what bad is, ist sehr ttbertrieben by die 
newspaper fellows, In die Adirondacke can man who no 

experience has, und who all his muscle gains when he 

pounds on his pulpit, take himself in his boal down some 
rapids where his guides who muoh in the woods are dare 
not follow.” 

irondaka. 
standa for de pea-nuta. 

thinka so granda, sofine, but denew brooma, you knowa, he 
swerp so clean, as we gay, ‘di novelle tutto par bello,’ but T- 

lika much, 
girl she come in canoe with light at night, and John and me 
See she was one espirita, John call ghosta. 

at first, but we chus*-a her, and when TI catch her dressa 1 

found nothing Wut empty ail. 
cose a vedere, e dolciinganni,’ or somcthings so sweet to see 
and adme sweet deceptions, I was somuch impressed with-a 
lier vision that it is with much grief, con dolore, that I go 

1 our “vacation” this summer, 
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“Tn la Italia we have no so fine wildernessa as in la Ad- 
I comme from la city, where I keepa one fine 

Tn de first tima, a prima, vista, 1 

Here can one see so. granda sights, one younga 

Twas s0 seara 

T tell John she is ‘dolce 

hack-a to the city, wherethe small boy he ask-a me, “Say, 
mister, how mucha you-a sella de banan? But if you no 

believe-a him, ask-a John.” 
“Berorra, uv it’s fun you want youshould g’up in the 

Adirondacks, You should have seen me an’ Martin take 
turns holdin’ ay a deer by the leg an’ hé the tail. It was a 
dark, forgy night, d’ye see, an’ after I shot the spulpeen— 

the deer, not Martin—he lay still till I kem and then, bad 
cess to him, he strived to get on his legs again, and I tuk a 
grip on his hind leg an’ hilt wid jl the grip that I had willed 
tome be my ancestors, the O’Caseys, who were famous 11 

Tipperary for grip. Thete’s Larry O’Casey, now, Aldher 
man in the Ninety-siventh Ward in New York, has a grip on 

the b’yes, who all make their headquarters in his saloon, and 
ivery man ay theni is god for a dozen votes apiece, and sé 

Larry has « powerful grip on the Boord av Aldhermien, d’ye 

sce? But I forget the deer. Hekicked until-I thought 1 
was in bed with a man who bad the delirious triangles, and 

was a-kickin’ the clothes ofl aff me, until I was forced to let 
£0, when Martin O’Plaherly grabbed the creature be the 
fail. ‘Hold on, Martin,’ says 1, ‘a tail boli: isa good holt, 

av it con’t pull loose.” ‘Phat's that?’ says he. ‘Spit om 
your hands, Martin,” says I ‘Go to the divil,’ saye he. 

‘Go there yourself,’ says I, an’ wi’ that the buck guye a lep, 
an’ Martin kem down on his back, erying ‘Och! murther! 
me eye is out an’ the hole stopped up wid mud,’ and that 

was the last [heard ay the buck till we found him dead, 
with bis head in the marsh, where it had run be ragon ay 

his bein’ overbalanced when his tail pulled out.’ ” 

Here I awoke and found the book had diepped from my 
hand and I had been dreaming. At least this is what] ask 

those who read this to believe, whether I Go or not. If you 

don’t believe it, ask John, : 
One impression remains. In his chapter, ‘“‘When to Visit - 

the Adirondacks,” Mr. Murray says: ‘July isthe best month 
for jack or night shooting.” I haye been over the ground of 
night shooting, and have no more to say of it, but I would 
like to have Dodge or some other game protector catch him — 
shooting deer in July. Now, having gone over Murray’s” 
Adirondacks, I will have to touch upon the idea that some” 
others entertain of that region. FM 

Che Sportsman Gourist. 
——4+—_——_— 

FAMILIAR LETTERS. 
M1,—ANOTHER OLD ADAGE, - 

“N a former ‘‘Familiay Letter,” the old adage that ATL 
work and uo play makes Jack a dull boy,” formed the 

trellis over which we trained our remarks, which blossome 
with truth and good counstl. 

Tn this thirsty, sticky, dogday weather, we are thinking, 
dear Fores’ anp STREAM, of the many “‘slips” which man: 
have found “’twixt the cup and the lip” during the summer 
now pa.t. 

There are ‘‘slips’” moral, “slips” spiritual, slip-ips and 
slip-downs, but the prime “slip,” which we have in mind, is 
the ‘‘slip” Physical, which may possibly drag in its train th 
whole catalogue of *‘slips” in general. - 

Imagine with me aroyal fellow, who, from ambition oy 
necessity, isdevoting himself, »ody and soul, day and night, 
to his life werk, one who finds in his daily work the great- 
est pleasure, for itis possible to combine the most serious” 
and sustained effort with the liveliest satisfaction, and such 
combination is most always the winning faclor in success. 
We can easily conjure up such an one, can we not? and 

feel like enrolling our royal selves in such a noble army of 
inartyrs. ’ 

The price of such devotion is wear and tear, however, an 
unless we take heed, we are liable to make a fearful "'slip” 
just here. The thirsty, needy, ambitious ‘‘lip” crayes the 
“cup” of success. Shall such a ‘‘slip” dash it to the ground? 
Our imaginary worker cries ‘“‘no,” and seeing the need of 

rest and recuperation, decides to secure it in his little ‘‘vaca-_ 
tion” thai he may return to his work “‘like a giant re) 
freshed,”’ : 

Do you not see by this time, my dear journal, that my 
mind is dwelling upon the many ridiculous and absurd 
“slips” made just al this point? Without a “‘slij)” here, one. 
may quaff at this cup and drink to the full to pleasure and 
profit. Buta “‘slip’ made, and as with Tantalus, the rag 
ing thirst is unquelled, andit is ‘all up” “’twixt the ew : 
and the lip.” : , 
How to spend a vacation free from the ‘‘slip” of disap- 

pointing results isto some a hidden secret. Because at 1h 
outset, drawn within the maelstrom of some fashionable re 
sort, where copyentionality hampers and frets, or where con- 
tinued long hours and a really supyrheated life consume, the 
“slip” is mace at once, One casily trips over the tqually 
dangerous mistake of casting lot, for a while, in some smaller 
community at less expense, bul where the dangers of surfa 
drainage and kindred evils make the “slip” a costly one, 
We want you to join us, in fancy, dear Forrest Ann StRE 

(for you are good company and we like yoursociety), and se 
if you cunnof give ourimaginary hero a few hints whic hima; 
open his eyes, while we draw a pen picture of a few days 

@ are eager to ask this, 

— 
i 
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cause in the after results we find no ‘‘slips'’—the draught was 
refreshing and health-viving, 
Fancy our family (which includes two bright, eager boys of 

12 and 15 years), located in» charming '‘cotlage by the sea.” 
We want you to picture for yourself all the surroundinys— 
the louse standing under thashade of friendly foliage—ereen 
fields sweeping down to the shore, half a pistol shot away— 
Tomantic recks and “cold gray stones” awainst which the 
restless sea purlsits gentle ripple, or dashes its ponderous | 
swell and savage billow, at pleasure—the litile “‘coye” with 
its sandy beach, where little folks may learn, and older 
“boys” are eager to swita—the boats at moorings drawn up 
on shore—the old windlass stickiug up out of sand—the fish- 
ears and lobster pots—bits of stranded wreck—and the whole 
line of shore paraphernalia. Can you not see it? with the 
blue water and leyel lorizon, dotted with white saile beyond 
all? And this place, jive nities fro the atation, and a mile 
or two away from the nearest neighbor, savea few good 

solils who are fortunate enough to cluster «round this parti- 
cular ‘‘point!" 

Here is rest, quiet, freedom, health! Here is the opportu- 
nity—you do not need the programme, You cun see us, 
pater-famihas and young fry—all young togsther dissing 
our liesls into the sand--lying on backs or taking running 
jumps at the yery edge of the blue water on the hard beach— 
fishing from: rocks or boat—making miniature piers and ¢s- 
tablishing miniature navy-yards—anchoring buoys and light 
ships—tying the whole list of ‘‘sailor knots.” 

' The sun shines bright, but the breeze is cool. The face 
grows brown and red, but it is not with “fever” or ‘‘bilious- 
ness.” Sleep is sound and appetite hearty, and vigor is in- 
stilled into the veins with every hour's enjoyment, 
We musi call your notice, however, to an old friend of 

yours and ours that arrived early one morning, and as she let 
#o her anchor and her cable merrily ran away, fired her sun 
of salntation—to that good old boat the Nahma, She lies 
ilere, just within the ‘‘cove,” riding easily and waiting to 
contribute her part to the prevention of any ‘slip’ of ennui 
or weariness, Later, as ‘Capt. Bill” pulled off in the yawl, 
we all rose up and “called him blessed.’ The same old, 
honest friend, the same old trustworthy grip! 
Wedo not now mean to outline more than the skeleton of 

this vacation, because you are to sugest to our worker that 
it is a frame worth draping in his own way snd according to 
his own fancy. 

One day a merry parity of children, among whom “the 
Commodore” renewed his youth. sailed out and joimed the 
yacht race of the N. Y. Y. C., exchanging salutes with the 
commodore of that flect. 
Another day, sendding along under a breeze that carried 

Bivay, Palloons)ibe and foreiopmasts as we van oul by “Watch 
ill, 
Another day, cruising to and fro in ‘The Race” with 

twenty other sail, all after the first bluefish. 
Another day, ashore on Gull Island, startling: myriads of 

gulls, and careful as we stepped alcng the shore, to avoid 
crushing either eggs or little gulls to untimely end. 
And every day full of anticipation and gain. The moder- 

ate pipe, nothing stronger than “‘claret cup,” and carly 
hours all contributing to the increasing fund of goad, Do 
you see any “‘slip “twixt the cup and the lip” here? 

If we could together, dear Forest AnD STREAM, preyent 
some of our royal brotherhood from making a bad “‘slip,” 
which wastes his opportunity, if not worse; tf we could ex- 
tend a hand to pull up from their Knees those only partially 
down through ignorant “slips” in this matter of putting a 
vacation where it will do the most vood, we should be happy 
together, would we not? 

Tf then you find any of this class, just sive them these 
hints, which have made happy days and happier afterdays, 
for you and for me, B, 

MAINE NOTES. 

TH article, ‘A Swallows’ Roost,” in your issue of the 
14th inst,, calls to mind the moyements of a flight of 

swallows here, nightly observed by quite an audience 
of yillazers, during the months of June and July. On 
the side of the stveam near the yillage stands an unoccu- 
ee tannery, the brick chimney of which is about forty feet 
high, the opening at the top being a foot square. 
At sunset the swallows are observed coming from every 

direction, and circle about the chimney until their number 
aggregates hundreds. 'They circle about in one direction 
for several minutes, following all the curves and angles of 
one leader, and then reyerse (he direction, seuminely with 
the view of ascertaining if they sre all present, or else for a 
general inspection by the elders. When they first arrive 
they circle at considerable heighth, gradually dropping 
lower with a spiral motion which is clearly observed, making 
occasional attempts to enter until they reach the desirad 
angle, when they drop into the chimney in one solid black 
column, not from the center, as obseryed inthe article re- 
ferred to. but from one end. It takes several minutes. for 
them all to get in, and the rapidity with which they pile into 
that narrow opening makes one think that.those on the bol- 
tom must be considerably disarranged in feathers before 
they can get out of the way. I am unable io give the 
technical name of this swallow. Iam of the opinion that 
they use the chimney only as a roosting place, and that they 
breed in some other lovality, as they ave first observed here 
about the 20th of April, but do not occupy the chimney 
util six or eight weeks later, and migrate earlier than the 
other yaricties of swallows, 

Mr, HE. M, Stillyell, who takes so much interest in presery- 
ing our game and stocking our lukes with lish, very kindly 
caught and delivered to me forty tine black bass, which [ 
liberated in Crooked Pond, two miles from town, of easy 
access by water. As the pond is quite small, admirably 
adapted to their propagation, and many of them were of a 
pound weight each, wemay reasonably expect tine sport with 
this gamy fishin a short time, The professor caught one of 
them 2 few days after they were put inio the pond, but 
liberated him as soon as landed, after having his usually 
placid demeanor considerably shaken up. 

Our ruffed grouse are scarce. Woodtock, so far as 1 have 
observed, are fairly plenty. I shot four within sight of the 
office yesterday, gone less than a half hour from my work. 
The dog flushed seyen more returning, bufas parties come here 
from abroad here to shoot woodcock, Iwas generous enough 
to leave them unmolested. In this locality ieeaticn T have 
meyer succeeded in flushing more than three or four in 
former years, It may be that the severe drouth of the sum- 
mer months has driven them nearer the streams, and that 
higher ground may nof have its usual quota. Deer are quite 

r abundant, and apparently increasing every year. I have 
observed their tracks all about the shores of the lake, within 

| gers suffer through prolonged Atlantic trayel, 
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sight of the village. Maitanawcook Lake is quite a resort for 
several yarieties of ducks—black, wood, and blue-wing teal, 
specimens of which I haye already secured iy numbers suf- 
ficientfor several good meals. Wilson snipt, ring-neck ployer 
and yellow legs are numerous just now and very oes : 

. Oh Pe 
Lincouy, Me., September 20, 

IN CAMP. 

(GEORGE, I eould live foreyer thus, 

Away from noisy din of town, 
And with you Nature's beauties share,— 

Butin that case T could not wear 

My bonnet, George, nor uty new brown 

Silk own. 

How guileless are fliese simple folk, 

Compared with dwellers im the hum 
Of city life. How chaste! Hoi pire !— 

But George, that horrid guide, I'm sure, 

Smelled very strong of gin, or rum 

And gum. 

How sweet to hear the katydids 

Replying to the cricket's chant. 

Of Nature’s music there’s no lack. 

Oh, George, there’s something down my back!— 

Feel here, love, s¢¢ if find you can't 

An ant. 

No dainties here tempt us to death, 

But food enough to satiate 

In plain, health-giving, hearty fare.— 

lt grieved me, though, to see McNair, 

Yo test its heat, on griddle-plate 

Expectorate. 

What soothing musie’s in the fall 

Of raindrops, beating light as dew 
On canyas tent a lullaby.— 

Good gracious | Such leak ! Oh my ! 

My waist is very near soaked through ! 

Ker-chey ! 
SENBCA. 

BELOW QUEBEC. 
SECOND PAPER. 

HE picturesque town of Gaspé is situated. on the forty- 
seventh parallel and nearly 400 miles east of Quebec, 

which city is at present one of the chief terminal points for all 
merchandise and passengers from Wngland to the Canadas. 
Its harbor, however, like that of Montreal, is blocked up hy 
ice during a large portion of the year, and transatlaxtie com- 
munication, therefore, virtually ceases from the middle of 
November to the middle of May. The expense and perils 
also arising from nayigating the St, Lawrence Riverto such 
a long distance from the seaboard, are an additional drayy- 
back to free Intercourse, since the cost of towage and pilot- 
age on this land-locked highway swell the bill to a high fig- 
ure, not Counting the accidents and wrecks, which are only 
too common at any time of the year on the St. Lawrence. 
It is for these reasons that Halifax is preferred as port of 
entry, and has grown in size and extent of commerce. The 
Intercolonial Railroad, built by the Canadian government, 
unites that city with Quebec, and by its rapid transit greatly 
facilitates commercial traffic. It is an inexplicable over- 
sight, however, that a branch road after the pattern of the 
Aloerican Narrow gauges, such as are in operation all oyer 
Pennsylvania, has not been long ago constracivd, whereby 
Guspé, only about 180 miles distant from the intercolonial 
station of Campbellton, could have been brought into direct 
railroad communication. The advantages of such an enter- 
prise are too many and too obvious to be neglected. Gaspé 
basin is in the first place a natural harbor, unsurpassed in 
point of safety, depth, extent, and absence of all obstucting 
reefs and shoals, by any other along the whole coast line of 
the Dominion. No pilot is ever needed, day or night, in all 
kinds of weather, and the Great Hastern, once inside, could 
float safely everywhere in it. By reason of its proximity to 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and the not far off never frozen 
ocean beyond it, Gaspé has at least six weeks longer of 
spring and fall navigation than Quebee, which is blocked mp 
by ice when nayigation eastward near the ocean is fully 
opened. Gy employment of proper machinery the harbor of 
Gaspé, which is ouly fifteen miles from the open hasin of 
the Gulf, could, with but small expense, be kept open still 
longer. This is actually done elsewhere, as at Detroit River 
and the harbors of Milwaukee and Grand Haven, which 
though continually in danger of being closed by a solid shvet 
ot ice during severe winters, are yel kept open with ease, as 
they are near the large hasins of Lakes Michigan and Huron. 
Tt is almost needless to point out in addition how easily dur- 
ing midwinter, when all navigation westward of Halifax is 
suspended, large consignments of freight could be for- 
warded to Gaspé by such means as the above referred to 
nitrow-auge youd, Large cargoes could be thus readily 
shipped off under favorable circumstances as carly as April, 
not canting lower rates of shipment by reason of shorter 
distance, expense of pilotage and towage. Swift ocean 
steamers, #8 the Parisian, which but lately made her passage 
from Quevee to Queenstown in fiye days, could accomplish 
the sume in four days from Gaspé, and thus Jessen consider- 
ably the risks and inconveniences from which many passen- 

They could 
in short be landed quicker and transferred, and save at least 
one day in their passage from land to land, in eixht months 
oul of twelve. 

These incidental facts, though somewhat out of the line 
T have chosen to pursue in our present vacation trip, natur- 
ally force themselves upon our atfention. As we take a 
passing glance af the map on the cabin table of the St, 
Lawrence, where the prominence of the peninsula of Quebec, 
jutting out far into the spacious basin of the Gulf of SL. 
Lawrence, is too conspicuous to be overlooked. Guspe may 
surely hope, in view of its favorable geographical position, 
for an early revival of her former good times, when its 
spacious bay was whitened, not fifty years ago, by lundreds 
of coning' and going fishing crafts, and wheu the cheery 
yo-heaye-ho of their sturdy crews was echoed by the tower- 
ing hills, which rise abruptly from the base of this beautiful 
fiovd. Al] around it death-ike silence reigns now supreme, 
A Rip Van Winkle trance seems to haye come over its 
dreams of a brighter future, and we may lool from the 
veranila, of Mons. Le Boutillier’s stately residence, ut most 
uny time of the day, over its deserted waters, on which only 
afew small crafts ave mirrored. Never a sound here inter- 
rupts the stillness of the morning and evening hours; the 

very oars of the clumsy old-fashioned forryboat scum to be 
muted, and we could almost fancy ourselves for 4 moment 
fully a century behind our stirring time, if it were not for 
the graceful relief of the steamer La Canadienne lyin 
almost directly under our feét al an anchor. She is one of 
the three goyernment yesstls which patrol, in the interest 
of fisheries and maintenance of order and law, these dis- 
taut shores where such an official as a constable exists only 
by proxy, The firms of Le Boutillier and Collas, however, 
carry on still quite a hvalthy trade abroad, and from time to 
time send iheir ships with full cargoes of dried codfish, 
which are said to be of better quality here than elsewhere, 
as far as tle southern ports of Europe and Brazil, 

There are also three beautiful rivers—the York, Dart- 
mouth and St. Johns—which empty their cold erystal ooda 
into the winding estuary of Gaspé basin, Since all of these 
swarm with salmonand large sea tvout, they haye attracted 
for years 2 store of salmon anglers to them, who have never 
yet failed in making great catches. The St. Johzs and 
York rivers have been fora long time the favorite fishing 
quarters of Messrs, Curtis and Barnes, of Boston, and some 
of the catches made by Lord Dufferin upon the York River 
have equalled those on the Cassapediac, which has always 
had the repute of being the most productive of all Canadian 
salmon streams in point of both number and sive, The 
lease of the York River has of late been transferred to Mr. 
Thos. Murdock, of Chicago, who has enjoyed the last and 
present summer’s fishing in his commodious log-house camp, 
erected at the very edwe of one of the best salmon pools. 
The Dartmonth had thus far never yielded much sport, but 
unexpectedly proved to he the best of the three during the 
past summer, which young Mr, Hyarts, a son of the ex-Sec- 
retary Of State, obtained a gratifying score of nearly sixty 
salmon in less than twenty days of fishing. This indeed 
may be termed gratifying results for one, who modestly 
ranked himself still as & novice in the art of custing a fly for 
this royal game. 
We had the pleasure of passing a day at his encampment, 

where he assiduously indulged in this seductive pastime, with 
the aid of two trusty canoe men, whose help is indispensable 
in all of these rapid rivers. From a comfortable seat 
fashioned hy nature’s hand froma curying root jutting out 
horizontally from the high and stcep cliff near the great falls 
of the Dartmouth, we could survey at leisure the full extent 
of the operation and even see in full sight the great dark 
looking shoals of salmon lying in unbroken phalanx on the 
bottom of the pool, They hardly betrayed any signs of ani- 
mation and appeared much more like'a broken ledge of rocks 
than scompuct mass of flesh, if onc or another of their number 
had not turned over from time to time its vlistening silvery 
side or ventured to take a leap for the tempting fly tr iling 
on the transparent water above its indolent companions, 
Although the ¢asting was good enough to do credii: to any 
expert, Lad not the pleasuce of seeing a salmon hooked and 

— 

landed, as it was midday before a start was made. Morning 
and evening are here as elsewhere the best hours. Salmon 
averaged tlris year about sixteen pounds on the Dartmouth, 
which is considered a very small size, and itis strange that 
this same happened this year in most of theriyvers which had 
previously yielded on the average large-sized salmon. 

Gaspé is admirably suited to idle away a few weeks, and 
affords a recreation from the toil and weariness which the 
close confinement to business in our large cities eniails. The 
bracing air, fresh from the ocean, and tempered to suit even 
délicate constitutions by the heat radiated from the land, is 
pure and invigorating, ynd jhe few visitors who spend their 
summer here report xreat improvement of their health. The, 
dali, flat and uninteresting surroundings of such Can- 
adian watering places as Cacouna, Metis and others area seuri- 
ous drawhack to these commons, while here in every respect 
the reverse obtained, 
‘But there must be society, balls, picnics, orchestras, 

dresses aud fashions to satisfy the crowd. Withont these 
attractions the charm of their simmer seaside paradise would 
vanish, as the follies and vanities of the fashionable world 
must follow its train, There is an excellent boarding honse 
kept at Gaspé by Mrs. Dumaresque, wliere a few boarders 
can be accommodated, who may enjoy there, along with a 
well-set table, all of the pleasures which seclusion and free- 
don from the restraints of artificial life confers. 

Our own time, howeyer, is too short to permit even a tem- 
porary rest, ‘The muil schooner Kate, anchored in full yiew 
from our window, is ready to sail on her next trip to the 
north shore, and we have to hurry to complete our necessary 
preparations. She rivuts the last and only link of communi- 
eation between this outpost of civilization with the few 
settlers along the northern shoves of the Gulf of St, Lawrence 
and Anticosti [sland;is a rather comfortable craft of about: 
80 tons, and hus fine accommodations for abont half a dozen 
passengers. She is nota very fast sailer, but makes two 
trips each month during the summer, and runs until the be- 
ginning of November. We have known her master, honest, 
obliging Richatd Miller, for years past when we travelled 
part of the time along her sailing ronte, and as he calls on 
this present trip at St. Johns River, one of the highest tribu- 
taries sunning into the Gulf, weare glad to ayail ourselves of 
her opportune depurture, as we have a cordial invitation to 
join two English sportsmen, Messrs. Garland and Bland, who 
are again this year the lessees of the salmon fishery of the 
Bt. Johns. 
A brisk lund breeze, which prevails night and morning at 

Gaspé during summer with as much regularity as in the 
tropics, svou carries us past the frowning headlands of Ship's 
Head, where he high, sleep rocks face the sea abruptly aud 
rise up verticully to a height of over 400 feet, affording by 
their stern and bold front one of the most picturesque heat- 
lands along this coast, Beyond them, to seaward, are visible 
the blue outlines of Anticosti, the nearest land of which is 
only about thirty-tive miles distant. Here, at the Southwest 
Point lighthouse, jutting out from the otherwise even trend 
of the island, the Kate makes her first stop to deliver her 
mail. 

This cape hay for sundry reasons a rather hard reputation 
in point of sate anchoraye and Janding, and most of the 
vesstls running slong herve take good care to give it 1 wide 
berth. There is a suflicient Jeé for southeast winds, but. 
when the breeze Ghanees around to the northwest a trémen- 
dous sea dashes against the solid racksupon which the light: 
house is built, and juslifies the fears in respect to dunger 
vessels are exposed to when too near inshore, 

As I expected to revisit yet this summer this interesting 
spol, 1 merely contented myself with a view of the roan 
white tower standing ontin bold relief from the low reet and 
forest-clad hills buck of it. The lighthouse is tasrked con- 
spicuously with two broad, red horizontal -bands, to enable 
the navigator torecognize if quickly at first sight, There is 
thus no reason to confound it with that. of the west end of 

“= 
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Anticosti, which has red stripes longitudinally painted upon 
its white background. It seems strange that so many years 
had toroll by before such simple menus were adopted in 
f@uiding vessels during the thick foes which so often hide 
Anticosti [rom view, and that wreck upon wreck wae suffered 
to strand upon these bleak shores, They are the grave of 
many a hapless mariner whose terrible sutlerings, frequently 
ended at last by freezing to death, are still within the vivid 
recollection of some of ihe old settlers upon the island, For 
sake of additional precaution, the West and Heath Point 
lighthouses, situated respectively upon the eastern and west- 
ern end of Anticosti, are now provided with signal guns, 
the boom of which for miles away wars the beforged vessel 
of the proximity of their dangerous jutting out rects. 
We entertain, however, af present no particular apprehen- 

sion abuut any possible mishap. The months of July and 
August are especially this year marked by beautiful and 
clear weather, and although a brisk northwest breeze, which 
raises int hurry a rough sea, compels the Kate torun for 
Ellis’s Bay, the sky looks all along as blue as smiling 
Ttaly, and jhe sun sinks as lovely behind the wooded cliffs 
back of Bllis's Bay as ever poet's fancy pictured. The short 
swell upon which the Kate had heen tossed like a cockle 
shell subsides as quickly as it rose, and after a comfortable 
night im this best harbor on Anticosti we weigh anchor again 
at sunrise and head with a fair wind for the St. Jolns River. 

Anticosti Island is fully visible from the mouth of it, as it 
is divided from the north shore by a narrow strait of hardly 
thirty miles in width, The sea around it swarms with life 
during spring and fall, when its migratory birds arrive in 
immense flocks, aud when in the former season seals come 
in thousands upon the drift ice, which is cprried by the 
northern currents through the Straits of Belle Isle into the 
basin of the Gulf. But now there is a breathing spell and 
animated nature takes her vacation, We saw, however, 
along the north channel many porpoises and several large 
whales, which some of our crew, who are professional 
whalers, asserted to be sulphur bottoms, Their spouung 
and mouthing, which latter means their feeding, could be 
distinatly heard for a couple of miles. Sometimes one or 
another wonld rise close alongside, though only to dive in- 
stantly when they discover their mistake, The large black- 
backed gull (Larus marinus), called here appropriately sad- 
dle back, the common herring gull, the silvery white and 
black-winged solan goose, better known here as gannet, the 
eider duck and scoter, a few guillemots, and a great number 
of puffins make up the average species of birds we saw here 
hovering over these silent waters during the summer months, 
The latter bird is called here parroquet and breeds in great 
numbers, along with a little colony of the solan geese and 
herring gulls, upon a little island named after it, The 
schooner passes the same almost w thin tifle shot, and a great 
glond of birds hovering over il indicates at a glance that it 
18 their breeding ground. In aspect it is like 4 huge square 
tower of about thirty acres in area with yertieally rising 
sides formed of limestone. Tt is the westernmost one of the 
long chain of the Mingan Islands which closely skirt, like 2 
broken necklace, the mam shore of Southern Labrador, To 
judge by appearances they have been separated from it by 
the immense denuding forces, the effects of which are every- 
where engraven upon these carved out coastlines of the Gulf 
of 8t, Lawrence. 

It is only eight miles from here to the mouth of the St. 
Johns River, and a gentle breeze from the southwest soon 
finds us ut last anchored outside o1 its shallow bar. 

This great artery runs in an almost parallel direction with 
the generality of the great rivers which drain the southern 
slopes of the heights of land. Amorg them the Moisie, 

- Mingan, Romaine, and Natasbquan are the most notable. 
Moisie and St, Johns are also the principal highways, of 
which the Montagnais Indians.avail themselves for making 
their annual hunting and trapping expeditions into the but 
little known interior of the great Labrador peninsula. 
Nothing definite concerning any of these is known, ex- 

cepting the Moisie, of which an exploration was made in 
1861 by Prof. Hind, the results of which have heen published 
in two interesting volumes of explorations of the Labrador 
peninsula, It is yet very difficult, if not impossible, to 
gather any reliable information concerning the uspect and 
character of the great primitive wilderness between the 
shores of the Gulf and those of Hudson Bay and the Straits 
of Belle Isle, This region can only be penetrated by canoes 
along the great water courses, but even then it is no very 
Bey task to obtain expert guides to accomplish such an 
undertaking, and do the work thoroughly. 
The Indians sre yery reticent, as they fear competition 

and intrusion on part of the white trappers upon the only 
reservation and hunting grounds for game and fur, which 
constitute their only means to eke out a miserable existence, 
Even such old settlers as Mr. Scott, who is a well-informed 
sportsman, and has been fora half life time the agent of the 
Hudson Bay Company's post at Mingan, knows rélatively 
nothing conecrning the game of the interior of Labrador, 
not to speak of its physical and geological features, All 
that there is known to him or any of the white settlers 
along the Gulf coast is this that the Mountaineer Indians 
leave the const, bag and bugeage, for parts unknown about 
bevinning of Aagust, and return next spring toward the latter 
endo May, louded down with fur, whenever trapping has 
been fair. They depart with merely an excuse of an outfit 
in the way of provisions, and state that they manage until 
late in September to subsist without taxing their scanty 
stock of powder upon the inyriads of waterfowl breeding 
upon the countless shallow Jake-like ponds which dot the 
interior. 

J have heard it stated that only one white man, a Catholic 
missionary, ever penetrated the Labrador peninsula from 
the Gulf shores to Esquimanx Bay on parallel 56 deg., of 
which route be made 4 rough chart, the only one in exist- 
ance. The whole distance traversed by him hardly exceeded 
250 miles and was cccomplished, with exception of the several 
portages well known to the Indians, entirely by water, along 
the coufse of rivers and Jakes. This region then is still one 
of the few spots which invites the adyenturous explorer, 
who may be the first to put his foot upon this primitive 
Wilderness marked off with large letters on the government 
mip as unexplored region, ‘To the ornithologist, it would 
be doubly interesting, as these regions serye undoubtedly, 
by reason of their remoteness and undisturbed condition, as 
breeding grounds for the innumerable flocks of geese, 
ducks, and waders of all kinds, which make each early 
spring their appearance for a few short weeks only along the 
shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, to resume their fight in 
a northerly direction, But my present journey is not one of 
exploration, For such comprehensive undertuking larger 
prephrations and means are uceded than I can command at 
present. A passing glinipse ut the portals of the mysterious 

lands beyond, recreation from exhausting indoor oceupations, 
along with the prospect of an peeaeiciet treat in the way of 
trout fishing, have allured us again to these shores. Already 
do we feel the invigorating effect of the pure and heavily oxy- 
genated air, which gives us the refreshing, constant. luxury 
of an sit bath, as applied inwardly and outwardly, through 
longs and skin, L. 

AN AFTERNOON ON BOG RIVER. 

{EATING ourselves on the little “Rushton” that had borne 
2 us so many miles, a few strony strokes of the paddles 
sent us gliding swiftly from our cump landing toward the 
outlet of {he pond where the trail we were to take began. 
A scene of rare beauty was before us. To the left, rising 
high and rugged hundreds of Feet above the water, shone the 
bare cliffs, rain washed and sun beaten, of Jac’s Mountain, 
resembling in their broken masses the crumbling turrets and 
battlements of some old feudal castle, snd where the scanty 
yerdure grew, or perhaps a stunted pine or shrub clung to 
some erevice, one could easily faney porteullis, tower, or 
oriel window, moss grown and ivy covered, From the base 
to the water's edge was an unbroken forest, and the waying 
tops of a hardwood ridge was always suggestive of a cool 
retreat. ‘To the right rising to the west, a rolling series of 
hills rose one above another higher and higher till their peaks 
were hid in the mists and clouds in the distance, while tama- 
rack, beech, maple, spruce and birch presented ever-chang- 
ing shades of green, which undulated before the varying 
breezes like the ocean billows; and the rustle and sighing of 
the leaves and branches was not unlike the inurmur of the 
sea On a smooth coast. 
A narrow sand beach, skirted with a fringe of emerald- 

green, spearlike grass, shone like burnished gold in the sun- 
light at one end of the pond, while the farther end, and that 
towards which we were heading, was bordered with low 
hanging bushes, and tamarack and balsams indicate 
swampy ground and oozy soil, a safe retreat for deer or bear 
from dogs or men, for few would care to penetrate its boxy 
recesses, made almost impenetrable by dense thickets, musses 
of fallen timber and creeping vines and roots. 

All waspeace, High over head \wo hawks were sailing 
with ever-widening circle. A crine stood among the rushes 
waiting for his dinner to appear. Far up the mountain side, 
perched on the highest limb of a dead pine, sat a great bald- 
headed eagle. watching uoqubtless for some unlucky rabbit, 
bird or fawi to feast upon. A mother duck with her brood 
of young scurried away and hid among the lily pads and 
reeds, while a’great northern diyer, startled at our approach, 
doye beneath the surface to reappeur a quarter of a mile 
away, where he shook his wings and uttered his shrill cry 
ere he sank again in quest of his fishy prey, As we entered 
the little coye formed by the outlet, two startled deer raised 
their heads, and after one frightened look bounded over the 
bushes and disappeared, and the crane, with a harsh, discord 
antery, rose with great flapping wings and dangling legs and 
flew away over the tree tops. 
A carry of a mile or more brought us fo a great marsh sur- 

rounding a luke whose principal attractions are acres of lily 
pads, oceans of mud, through which it is almost impossible 
to force a boat, and 4 preponderance of every known species 
of the insect tribe that harass the unwary traveller, and 
famous for the fact that it is one of the best feeding grounds 
for decr in the country, and was once the breeding places 
of the moose, 

After reaching the shore of the lake we had to go nearly a 
mile before the water was deep enough to float the boat, and 
ag for the major part of the way we sank ankle deep in the 
tenacious mud, onr minds were in anything but an amiable 
condition, nor was our temper much improved by the 
myriads of winged pests that swarmed around us. After 
searching vainly for a spring which the guide book located 
in a clump of balsams, we quenched our thirst with a few 
sucks of alemon, and launching our boat'passed down the 
lake and entered the channel of the river whose source is the 
lake just mentioned, The river is very tortuous, and in 
some places so narrow one can almost touch either bank, 
while frequent sand bars and shoals render nayigation, when 
the water is low, exceedingly laborious. 
A moth skimmed lightly over the water, almost touching 

it. A sudden rush of water, a splash, a swirl in the water 
and a few bubbles show where a trout is taking his mal. 
With a backward stroke of the paddle the boai is checked, 
aid a moment later the fies aré trailing across the wake just 
left, 

Once, twice, three times they are drawao across the pool 
without a rise. 
Drawing back for the fifth cast the rod suddenly bends, 

and with a snap the lure is taken, aud then the sport begins, 
He is hooked on the dropper, » Rube Wood, and ax he 

makes his first turn another trout seizes the stretcher, and 
both break water at the same time, the first 4 ‘beauty.” 
That was a #lorious fight! 
Now rushing toward the boat, avon heading for the fallen 

tree whose fop just appears aboye the water, which if they 
reach tackle would part like a thread, again sulking, they 
seek: the hottom. 

But they strusgled in yain, for the Jittle oz. rod had 
stood many a fight with trout and bass, and nobly responded 
from tip to buts to every call, and soon both lay gasping out 
their lives in the bottom of the boat. ‘The first one weighed 
1 Ib, 9ozs., the second a trifle over 130zs—not large, to be 
sure, but gamicr than many I haye caught weighing twice 
ag much, ' 
A little below the river widened, forming a large pool, and 

from this, in less than half an hour, sufficient were secured 
for supper, but none over a quarter of » pound in weight, 

Asfast as the trout were caught the suide dressed them. 
and then, when enough had feen caught, the rod was put 
into its case and the gun taken up instead, for we were in a 
country teeming with game. : 

As we turned a sharp bend in the river an otter slid down 
the bank and disappeared under the fringe of alders, skirting 
the water's edgu, and a fair-sized trout lying on the bank 
showed he too had beon after his eveniug meal, 

Soon we came to an apparent landing on the right bank, 
although almost hidden by the dense alders, We pushed 
the boat's prow through the thick bushes, and, after some 
scrambling, T managed to reach the top of the stecp bank, 
and found some evidence of a former cump from the charred 
wood and two or three pecled barks lying on the ground, 
so concluded we had better stop here for supper, as the 
country was as new to my guide as to myself, and neither 
knew how far it might be fo the next camping ground. 

Supper was soon ready, composed of trout, fried pork, 
tea, flapjacks and potatoes, and how good it tasted only 
those who have worked hard in that pure bracing air can 
appreciate . 

The meal finished, the guide busied himself cleaniny up, 
while IT pushed off in the boat to explore the river below. 

Presently T came to a place that had ‘been burned off, 
makiny* # field of several acres, and among the stumps that 
were left four deer were qunietly feeding, but a careless 
“funk” on the side of the boat with the paddle caused them 
to spring away into the woods with “whistles” and snorts 
of alarm; but it was just as well, for the season was not 
quite yet open, and provisions were not so scarce that I was 
obliged to wage war on does and their young, but had a 
buck appeared I fear my conscietice would haye been rather 
elastic, for I was waiting with eager expectation for savory 
venison stews and tender steaks; but for the nonce I had to 
content myself with trout. 
While watching, and, I confess, hopitig, a buck would ap- 

pear, I heard a low mutter of distant thunder, and that 
warning was sufficient, and hastily putting the boat up 
stream, soon reached the landing, and there found the euide 
waiting for me anxiously, for, very carelessly, I had omitted 
putting the blankets and rubber coats in the pack, as the 
day was so warm and bright 1 did not think we would 
need them when we lett the camp, and that was now some 
five miles away, and it was after six o'clock and would soon 
be dark. . So speed wis necessary if we expected to sleep in 
our own shanty that night. Weapplied our paddles with a 
will, but soon a few big drops of rainsplashing in the water, 
and the sighing of the wind in the trees, while the black 
clouds were piling up and flying overhead, warned us our 
prospecis of a ducking were very probable. 

Soon there came an ominous lull, and knowing what was 
soon to follow, we drove the boat ashore, lifted it from the 
water, inverted it, and resting one end on the ground, propped 
the other np with the paddles and crawled under. We were 
just in time, for the boat quivered and rocked with the wind 
and rain driving against the bottom, which we had placed 
so that it would take the brunt of the storm, while we were 
almost deafened by the ronr of thunder, the whistling wind, 
and the crash of fallin timber, and the water was beginning 
to stream in miniature riyulets under the boat and render 
our position anything but comfortable, But we had no al- 
ternative but ‘fighting it out on that line,” and when, after 
mi hour’s confinement, we crawled out, cramped and wet, 
we could not help laughing at the sorry spectacle we pre- 
sented with our muddy and bedragglad appearance, and the 
water-soaked condition of our clothes. Wewent up the 
river till we came to a slight rise of ground on which a 
clump of balsams grew, and landing there we built up a 
rousing fire, and cruwling beneath their thick branches, laid 
down together and slept till the next morning’s sun, peeping 
over the distant hills, drove the darkness and shadows away 
and awakened us to the beauties of sunrise in the moun- 
tains. And not even a sneeze worried us with the fear that 
perhaps we had caught our “death o' cold" from sleeping on 
the bosom of Dame Nature with no protection save rugyed 
liealth, pure air and youth on our sidé. 

An hour and a half later we were at our own home camp, 
and the flag floating from its mast at the landing wayed us a 
genial welcome. ONONDAGA. 

Blatnyal History. 
BREEDING QUAIL IN CONFINEMENT. 

NHE following account of an experiment in breeding 
quail in confinement is written by Mr, John J. Willis, 

president of the Westfield, New Jersey, game society, and 
was publisted in the Monitor of that town: 

I am not the first man who has tried, aud been successful, 
in this Tine. Fifteen years ago, I saw young quail hatched 
and erow to full size in New York city, Mr, A, ©. Law- 
renae, of Ninth street, has made a success of the experiment, 
and that is where I got ny first ileas ou the subject. Mr, 
Layrence’s arrangements consisted of wire netting, extend- 
inf fiom the fences of his court yard on three sides, or about 
fifty feet in length, three feet high, and the same width, par- 
litioncd off for three pair of birds, In the inelosure were 
plantes dwarf evergréens, und suitable Wioxes in which the 
birds could take shelter in wet or cold weather. 

I started my experiment in my small conservatory. Dur- 
ing the winter I kept the birds confined ina small space 
thereof, inclosed by wire netting. As soon as I was able to 
place my flowers out of doors, Teaiged the sashes and placed 
wire netting so as to cover the open windows. Beside giv- 
ing them a box of road dust to wallow in, I furnished them 
with plenty of zood soil to scratch and peck at, and then 
opened the cage and gaye them the liberty of the whole 
room. Having become familiar with the plage during the 
winter, and accustomed to seeing mein the room to feed 
them, they made uo effort to get out by fying against the 
mluss, and in a week were as tame as chickens, The hen 
bird was one of two that T purchased last fall, and hatched 
under a bantam. ‘The cock was one of a lot that our game 
society purchased for stocking our preserves, and came trom 
Indian Territory. He soon became as tame as the hen, not- 
withstanding the fact that he took advantage of an open 
door on three occasions, and escaped, Each time, as soon 
as 1 discovered his absence, [shut up the hen and opened 
the window, and each time my gentleman returned to his 
m 

a 

ate. 
Quail should breed as carly as June, but I saw no signs 

of mine doing so before August, As soon asI observed nest 
building indications Teut a large bog of long grass and 
placed it on the floor ina corner, surrounding it with living 
ferns, and other plants, to furnish « hiding place. Talso 
collected a quantity of tine, short, dry grass, and soon had 
the satisfaction of seeing a pair of quail build their nest, I 
do not believe that one person ina thousand knows how 
they doit. They at once seléutced the place Lhad fixed for 
them, and the cock carried the material to the spot, where 
Mrs. Quail arranged them to suit herself, Herein is thespe- 
culiar part of if: the bird dees not carry the material in his 
bill directly to the nest, but standing with his back toward 
the nest, picks up o straw and throws it over his shoulder, 
repeating the operation until it reaches the nest. After the 
nest was completed I found it entirely ineloged by the grass, 
both top and sides, leaving two round openings, one of 
which seems to have been made for use as an entrance, and 
the other to admit light from the sun. 

Tn a day ortwo I had the pleasure of seeing the first cgg, 
and it was interesting to watch and listen to the continual 
consultation the pair seemed to carry on in a low chattin 
tone, Ina whole week there were but three eggs laid, and 
a day after, when I found one of them out in the middle of 
the floor with a hole in it, 1 was acomaiee and feared my 
experiment had come to an untimely end. This, however, — 
must have been an imperfect ogg which they wanted to get 
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tid of, us the Len went on laying-an ex every day until there 
were nine, when she commenced sitting about Aurust 26th, 
Eyery morning the lien comes off to feed, and take a dust 
Hath, aud returns in a few minutes not to leave again until 
the next day, The cock bird now spends most of his time 
heir the cases of my mocking bird and robin, seemingly 
taking no interest in his own household, but the moment one 
enters the room he utters a low warning note that is answered 
by the ten, showing that like many married people, they 
understand ench other better than others sive them credit for. 
He does not seein to enjoy his present companions, or the 
prospect of his becoming ‘dad¢y for nine,” hut sits quietly 
most of the time on one foot, with rufled feathers waiting 
like “patience on ~ monument (not) smiling at grief,” but 
simply passing the tine that must necessarily interyene be- 
fore his hopes ein be realized. Having read Darwin, who 
tan say that My, Quail's mind is not occupied at this time 
With the sume hopes and fears to which we hntman peings are 
subject under the same circumstances, 
Communicationsin Torus ano Srream o1 this subject 

always interest me, and while 1 get many ‘‘points” there- 
{rom to guide mein my operations, I could in several instan- 
ces have imade practical suggestions, that would possibly 
have made complete success where there was but partial 
Success recorded, But an active business man, however 
much interested, finds little time to indulge in hobbies. and 
less fo write criticisms of others’ communications. 

THE GASPER-GOU. 
Aditor Forest and. Stren: 
My old friend, Mr. D, B, Wier, of Crockett’s Bluff, Ark., 

writes me conceriiiny the sasper-vou, and asks me to reply 
through the columns of Pornar AND Struam, I Lave never 
seen this fish from Southern waters, and consequently can- 
not say from personal observation whether or not it has 
heen correctly determined as the sheepshead of the Illinois 
and the Great Lakes, (Hupleidenotus grunniens, Rat.) As I 
unilerstind that the fish has been submitted to Prof, Goode 
of the U. $8. National Museum, and returned by bim with 
this identification, 1 have no doubt whatever that the 
sheepshead and “asper-cou ure specifically the same, Such 
péculiarities of the Southern form as haye been mentioned, 
might be reasonably attributed to climate, local conditions, 
peculiarities of food, and soon, Until within the last four 
or fiye years this fish has not been eaten in Winois, as far as 
T kiiow, but the large numbers of them caught by seine fish- 
trmen haye always been left to die upon the banks. Lately, 
however, « d¢mand for the fish bas sprung wp, and it is now 
generally oifered for sale, both in the Jocal markets along 
Vhe Ifinois ynd Mississippi Rivers, and in St, Louis, wnder 
the name of ‘white perch.” At Altow I found the fishermen 
this summer dressing only the smaller specimens and reject- 
ing those over afoot in lenvth. At Pekin, howeyer, all the 
so-called white perch which fre large enough to pay for 
dressing, ive regularly shipped and marketed, . 
The foad of this species in the Illinois River, as deter 
ined by a careful study of the contents of twenty-five 

stomachs from fishes, ranging from aninch in Jenoth up to 
the full “rown adult, consists chiefly of insects and erus- 
factans unfil the species isabout half grown, while the old 
Tish lives almost entirely on mollusis, including the thick- 
shelled varicties which other mollusk-eating: fishes cannot 
master, S.A, Poknes. 
Srare LAkORATORY om NATOHAL History, Normal, Il, 

A FINE DISPLAY IN AQUARIA. 

A’ the great Industrial Dxhibition now in progress in 
Cincinnati, there is a good exhibit of aquatie life in 

the department of aquaria whichis thus described by the 
Commercial, of that city; 
The display in this interesting department is located in 

the south area which separates the main building from the 
south wing, The tanks are arranged aloug facing the cas- 
eade@in Floral Hall. It far exceeds the display of any 
former exhibit. These aquaria are under the auspices of the 
Natural History Departinent, of which Mr, W. A. Collord 
ig Qhairman and Prof. F. W, Clarke and E, A, Kebler ave 
associates. Charles Dury is nianager, 

It 1s the purpose of this article to give a brief account of 
‘the more interesting species on exhibition. The first tank 
on the west end contains a group of fifteen “fringe or double- 
tailed carp” (Cyprinus aratus), Nothing in mature can ex- 
cel the beauty and srace of this group, as they Hoat slowly 
about through the clear water of the tank, They are fed 
daily on bread and worms. These fish are from Messrs. 
Muth and Eelardt, of Mt, Healthy, and are one year and 
fonr months oll. The second tank contains gold fish (Cy- 
prinus auratus) of selected vavictias, which are less than 
four months old. - They are also from the Mt. Healthy fish 
ends, 

e Tiik 3 has in it two of the Bavarian goldorfe (Jdus melan- 
otis), This is a newly introdneed and beautiful fish, very 
hardy, ard especially adapted for ponds and ornamental 
walevs, These specimens were imported by Messrs. Muth 
and Eckhardt, and were shipped in the patent transporting 
tub invented ly R. Hekardt, of Lithbinchen, near Guben, 
Germany. Out of twenty that started per steumer Elbe from 
bremen, ninefeen arrived in fine condition. The water was 
‘not changed during the voyaye. Captain Willeigerod, of the 
Elbe, takes great interest in acclimatization of valuable food 
animals and’ gives them care and transportation eratis, The 
“eoldorte” crows rapidly sand is omniverous. 
Tank 4 contains dogtish (Anew calm), ving’ perch (Peree 

_flawestens), The dogiish is a pivate without a redeeming 
quality, the terror of other fishes, and a nuisance to tle 
fishermen, Jie flesh is pasty, soft and worthless, When it 
falls into the hands of the Lake Hrie fishermen if retiresfrom 
the interview ina pulverized condition. The other oceu- 

pants of the tank (the perch) ave an excellent pan fish, and 
give some sport tothe angler. These specimens were kindly 
presented by D. T, Howell, Superintendent of the State 
hatchery at ‘Toledo, 
Tank 6 contains the “blue-spotted sunfish” (Chanebrettus 

qyanelus), This is the familiar pond fish, 
Tank 6 contains the “pumpkin seed” (Pomotis auratus) a 

Heantiful sunfish fromthe lake, Titi isin bad company, the 
*“Yong-nosed gar” (Lepidostvusx oxseus) only surpassed in gen- 
Gril worthlessness by the dogfish, These gars were presented. 

by Mr, Henry Douglas, of the ances liatebery. The 
“pumpkin seed” are from My, Howell. 

In tank 7 are black bass, (Miceroptrus sulmaides) the zamest 
of North American fishes, and of great value as a food fish, 
presented also by Mr. Howell. 

Tank 8 contains eels, (Anguilla rostrata), These speci- 
“migns are from Troy, on the Hudson River, N. Y.; they 
irayel up the riyer at night and keep cloge to the shore to 
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avuid swift currents and hungry enemies, The tel-catcher 
takes adyantage of this habit, and gets his traps, which con- 
sist of bunches of willow switches tied torether at one end, 
Into this the little cols squeeze themselyesin fancied security 
to rest, When the fisherman makes lis rounds he rudely 
disturbs them by slipping his wire under the bunch, and 
they are caught. Il isin this way the thoussndsare taken 
to stock rivers all over the country, The transportation is 
safely effected by using a box 114 inches long, 9 inches 
wide and 6 inches deep; this will carry two thousand eels, 
This lined on the bottom with canton flannel and filled full 
to the top; the id is then nailed on, and through a small 
hole in the top ice water is allowed to drip. In this way 
they can be transported without losing h single one, This 
year, celladders, to enable eels to ascend rivers obstructed 
by mill dams, have heen introduced in Germany, Mr. D. 
a4 Howell has planted many thousinds. of this yalualle 
fish in the waters of this State. JTe kindly presented these 
specimens. 

Th tank 9 are the peerless brook: trout (Selme salvelinis 
Jontinais), from the Castalia Springs, Erie county, Ohio. 
These springs belong to a fishing club, and the fishing privi- 
lege is confined to its members. It swarms with beantiful 
fish, some of which weigh as high as four pounds. These 
specimens were received through the kindness of Messrs, 
Post, Perris and Douglass, of Sandusky. In tank 10 ave 
fringe-tailed carp, four months old, from the breeding 
ponds uf Mt. Healthy. Tank 11 contains small bass from 
the large lot recently distributed by the Cuvier Clih from 
the Sandusky hatchery, 

Tank 12 contains leather carp (Cyprinus wudis), 
No, 18 contains mirror carp (Cyprinus ren eyprinorin). 
No, 14. contains the common carp (Cyprinus carpio). These 

three specics are the famous food carp of Hurdpe, and are 
being largely introduced inthis country, Almost any ponds 
are suitable for them, They grow with a rapidity almost 
beyond belief. The fish spawned on May 9 in Messrs, Muth 
& Eckhardt’s ponds are now from four to eight inches long, 
They grow even more rapidly when fully fed, 

Mr. Watkins, superintendent of the fisheries of Minnesota, 
mentions in WoRESL AND STRHAM of six-year-old carp that 
weighed twenty pounds. In the same paper of January 27, 
1881, is an article on the growth of the carp in America, by 
Mr. Mather, the celebrated expert on fishculture, He quotes 
a Jetier from Baron Yon Behr, President of the Getman 
Fishery Society, giving some interesting tacts in rezard to 
the growth of the earp.- Mr. Mather shows that the carp 
grows faster in America than in ifs native country. 

The leather carp, not haying scales, bears transportation 
better than the other two, for where the scales become 
knocked off the fish is liable to fungus. Raising carp is des- 
tined to become in this country, a8 in Hurope, » preat and 
profitable industry for the farmers and others having ponds. 
The writer was invited to go carp fishing in one of Mexsrs. 
Muth & Hekhardt's carp ponds, Seyeral very fine ones were 
taken, weighing from three to ten pounds, Tlie fishing 
came to an end by a very large fish getting awiy with the 
fishing linc, hook, bob and sinker, “They bite readily, and 
come out of the muddy water shining like a mirror, In 
these ponds are also the blue carp. 

Iu tank 15 are some Cyprinus awratus of the same age as 
those in tanks 2 and 10, but retarded in their growth trom 
overcrowding in the pond, there heing more fish than food. 
i saat intention to keep adding choice specimens to the 
isplay. . 
At the east end of the aquarium is an alligator case, in 

which are three fine little specimens, exhibited by MH, G. 
Stewart, of the Vienna bakery, In the same area Mr, Klep- 
per, of Covington, exhibits some beautifully arranged or- 
namental aquariums for private house decoration. Mr. 
Klepper exhibits a number of fishes best adapted for such 
aquariuins. In his collection are specimens of the spotted 
Triton (Diemyetyus vinidescens) and the large darter or lo 
erch, Pereina capredes, not represented in the other col- 
ection. , 

OrossuMs x Eionma.—Krrms.—Seeing several items 
in late numbers of the Formst anp Srrmam relating to 
opossums I wwilladd my mite, Ispent July and August at 
my place, near Mosquito Inlet, and while there we were 
troubled by opossums eating our scuppernong grapes and 
pineapples. I set a box trapand caught fourteen opossums 
and a skunk within a month. Herc is how it, was done: 
The first night a female opossum was caught. Some time 
after killing her I noticed movements around the ‘tponch,” 
and upon examining the same found seven young ones, no 
larger than vats, hanging to teats inside. Two nights after 
that an old female got in the trap, but got out again by 
partly lifting the top and squeezing out of the side, In 
domg this.she left two small ratlike possums behind! That 
is What L call a rare occurrence. How many thore she ear- 
ricd away with her I don’t know. She tried hard to get 
them out, after wetting out herself and missing them, After 
this four old ones were caught, the largest weighing about 
ten pounds. Opossums ave smaller here than those further 
north, This is the case with almost all animals in Florida. 
“WwW, A. M.,” of Tampa, Fla., seems to enterinin an idea 
that the kite, or swallow-iailed falcon hawk, is a rare bird 
in this State, They are seen on the east coast, where T be- 
lieve they also breed. This is the most graceful of all birds 
in its flight. In fact, its*soarings, circles, darts and scrolls 
might well he called ‘the poetry of motion.” Tt appears to 
fly so Gasy, without any effort and scarcely a movement of 
the wings, yet it is as swift as au arrow. I haye noticed 
that it cats its food—consisting principally of snakes—while 
on the wing.—C, H, C., (Jacksonville, Fla.) 

BREEDING OF QcAiL,—Fishkill-on-the-Hudson, Sept. 16, 
—Etitor Horest tad Stream; “J, iB, §,” in his article re- 
garding lowa game, in Foresr ann Stream of August 31, 
is undoubtedly right about an occasional brood of quail be- 
ing scarcely able to fiy in October, although ‘‘Ches. A. 
Peake” thinks it altogether improbable. <A friend and I 
were out after woodcock on the seventh of the present 
month, ond we Game across a brood of quail that had just 
left the nest, as some of them had piceus of the shell stick 
ing to their backs; and as quail are not able to fly under the 
niost favorable circumstances, such as mild dry weather, an 
abundance of food, etc,, in from three to four weeks, it is 
not probable that so late a brood as this will tuke wing he- 
fore the middle of October, and certainly will not be fit to 
shoot before quite the last of November, It is not an un- 
Common, event to find quail only two-thirds crown in No- 
vember, and yet | saya covey of these birds 2 week or more 
ago that were quite mature. This, I think, is 1 good indi- 
gation that they raise more than one brood in some locali- 
ties when the season is fayorable.—Guo. F. Atomn. 

Game Bag and Guy. 

OPEN Smasons.—ve table of open seasons Jor game ond fish 
in issue of Tuly 20, 

THE RANGE OF THE SHOTGUN. 

Eitan Forest ond Stren: 
For heaven's sake do not turn loose apon your unotfend- 

ing readers the “Tong-vange shotgun liar.” Hoopsnake and 
trout liars are harmless enough, but the former class sre 
vicious and wholly incorrigible, At least, if they are to have 
i hearing, make each one set up a soft pine bovrd at the ex- 
act range at which the bird is claimed to have been killed, 
mark upon it size of same bird, and then fire at this target 
five charges, suchas were used to kill the bird, and then report 
the result “upon honor,” and whether or not any ol the 
shot, if they struck the shape of the bird maiked ont, “stuck” 
in the hoard, 
Lremember 4 lesf once applied to one of these fiends. He 

claimed, and was ready to make oath, that he had killed 
one of the birds in his bay—a quail—at some fabulous dis- 
tance, I do not remember exactly what; but a het wasat once 
made of 9 wine supper for the party, that he could not take 
one of his birds, pluck it, setit up st the same distance at 
which he claimed to have killed his bird, and in ten shors 
hit this target, or if he did, that the shot would stick in the 
bird, he to use the sume charges he had heen usin all day, 
ete,, some of which he yet had. The bird was twice hit, 
but neither time did the shot piss through the skin, and he 
paid for the supper, and he has never since killed birds at 
extreme ranges. My dear sir, [did not pay for that supper, 
though J helped to eat it, 
Lam well aware of the fact that many birds are killed at 

extreine ranges for a shotgun, have often seen if done, and 
have made sneh shots myself, but neyer at such ranges as I 
have often heard tell of. ‘ 
A few shots al a proper targe! Will soon teach almost any 

man what the killing power ofa gun is with a given chargé, 
and just about how far it will kill every time, provided 
always it be properly held of course. 
The smaller number of shooters know to within very nar- 

row limits just what a gun is capable of doing, One of this 
number never makes one of these astonishing Jong shots, 
But the larger number of gunners know little or nothing of 
the actual powers of their guns, and ihe less they know yery 
naturally the further they can and do (?) kill game, the 
actual powers of the gun to the contrary notwithstanding. 

Estimated (listance as arule is never covrect in such cases. 

Ti seems that “Dell,” of Sank Center, Minn., is not a be- 
liever in the “twenty-rod gun.” He is right. No one who 
has ever tested his gun at “patterns” willassert und prove 
that it will kill “every time” ut above fifty yards. Im fact, 
the best of them often ‘miss at Jess distances, and to kill 
“every time” is practically impossible. If a man asserts 
ownership of such a wonder put him down as vu “Saxon,” 
for they, it is confidently asserted, ‘‘yill kill anything at 
any distance,” 1.3.8 
OscaLoosa, Ia. 

A WILD GOOSE CHASE, 

G6 BRBERT'S a brick! was my very emphatic ox 
clamation asl laid down my old tile of a sporting 

paper containing a report of an ill-stared “Turkey Hunt in ” 
Missouri,” my pointer slumbering on a mat at my side, and 
my pipe smoked ont by energetic puffing occasioned by the 
zest with which I hid enjoyed the narrative, 

“Yes, Herbert's a brick. Ie’s not ashamed t) acknowl- 
edge that he has had days when he came home with an 
empty game-bag. Let your Nimrods and your Acteons and 
your dapper fellows who swear by Diana and sport breech- 
loaders laugh, Whio cares” - 
Perhaps the reader may, if he be a person of suspicious 

habits, begin to suspect that the aboye ebullition proceeds 
directly from a fellow feeling, I am free to say that it does. 
But apart from this I quite agree with Herbert in the sen- 
timents with which he closes his letter. He says: ‘Who 
is the next one to relai¢ the incidents of an unsuccessful 
day? Pass him along. It may be an agreeable change, 
We have been surfeited with the right and lefters of the un- 
erring shots and the plethoric bags which they always 
empty before us. Let us have the other stde for a while— 
just for vatiely.” Those words have & time ring, and have 
given me courage cnough to stand being laughed at for re- 
lating a ludicrous experience of my own which occurred 
some years since, and which 1 jealously guarded as # secret 
from my most intimate friends. The story is not exactly of 
an unsuccesstul day’s shooting, but rather the nnsalistactory 
termination of a yery successful one. 

Tt was a bright October moriny, erisp and keen, and tke 
village, as yiewed from the old bridge which crossed ‘the 
lake,” as the people galled if, never looked more Wright and 
cheery. The smoke curling in faint columns from the. 
chimneys of the faim houses procliimed the preparation of 
the morning meal, as with my old friend Charley W—, 
J stepped into the boat for our long-talked of duck hunt. 
The boat was about ten feet lone, aud was covered with 
looks, from which hung huge masses of see-weed, com- 
pletely vovering il. At the bottom was an improvised 
mattress, on which we reclined at fulllength, or as nearly 
soas we could. A hole in the stern through whieh an oar 
was tun and turned by Charley formed our sole power of 
propulsion, We had proceeded slowly alone for some three 
miles in the direction of a well-known feeding place, when 
a warning from my friend admonished me io look sharp. 
Lying Hat for some ten minutes we had drawn so eldsé to 
the shore that the danger of running aground was imminent. 
We conld see the dnéks swithining around not three 
hundred yards olf. ; 

Our progress was slow, painfully slow. Yet, we were 
gettmg nearer; we were conscious that the appearance of 
the boat resembled a huge patch of Moating weed, and were 
satistied it would neyer alarm the ducks. Nearer we ap- 
proached, They had mot, ns yet, noticed us. The time 
had come. “Pick your birds,” whispers Charley, "They 
were patting suspicions, A large drake gave a start and 
away they fly, und our guns bring down two as fine binds 
as you would wish to look upon. Haastily gathering our 
fame, we move on at 4 more rapid pace than betore. [was 
Glated; it was my first duck. And tell me of the sportsman 
who can forget lis first duek—the wild, eestatic thrill it 
gives him? Its memory is os perennial as “love's youue 
dream,” Prom diffident [ became boastful, pnd L fear with 
an undue display of asperity, declared duck-shooting to be 
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“a very simple matter anyhow.” I was already a spoiled 
sportsman, My pride was short-lived, for though no one 
ever threw his heart into the sport. with more enthusiasm, 
though no one ever tried harder.than T, yet | emptied barrel 
after barvel without cffect, anu my first duck was my Inst. 
Charley, on the other land, modest, unassuming, whose 
head could not be turned by good fortune, had been doing 
splendidly. Eleven big, phimp fellows had fallen under 
his cool, unerring aim, and Iam ashamed to admit it, but 
enyy added to my desperation, 

We liad paddled ubout fora long while without a shot, 
when the noise*of another flock told us that our day’s sport 
Was not yetended. Cautiously my friend moyed the boat 
along, and as We turned & bend we found we were approach- 
ing a flock feeding, This was the Jast chance, prohably, 
and | burned to redeem myself, Ichafed at the slow pro- 
gress of the boat, but at Jast we were close enough to see 
something of our intended game, The fork was a large 
one. But, good heavens! what is that swimming among 
them? A large bird, the sizeof a goose. My blood was up. 
Here was aprize, I puthered myself for a shot, I would 
shoot him down where he was, My piece was at my 
shoulder, when Oharley ealled out in alrurried, ‘Don’t shoot 
that, it's only aloon; take the ducks.” It was uo use, My 
limbs wert ina tremble, That “goose” must have. He 
Was game worth the candle. My heart was in my throat. 
Slowly {drew up my gun, I covered him fairly, There 
was 4 ringing crack and down went the woose. The ducks 
took flight and were off, Wut not until my friend (as 1 after- 
ward ascertained, being at the time too excited to hear or 
see anything) had brought down a couple of them. 

The tinal eupture was enough forme, and notiwwithstand- 
ing Charley’s entreaties to “go ashore awhile and stretch 
our limbs,” Twas deturmined to get home as quickly us 
possible. And home we went, 

It had been agreed upon in advance that we divide the 
spoils equally, At lest Charley had generously proposed it, 
having a protly correct estimate of my abilities as a shot, 
But the bnge goose Nad interposed asa weiglt most diffi. 
cult to balance. Proin tie beginning of the division Char- 
ley had said nothing derogatory of “the goose,” as I per- 
sisted in calling it. L inferred somewhat from the way he 
spoke when I was covering it with my piece that he did not 
regard it with any great fayor, but the appearance of the 
bird—it was such biy game—cansed me to overlook that. 
“Well, old boy,” said Charley. and he neyer had a more 
sober face in all the years of our acquaintance, “vou lave 
made the great shot of the day, and I congratulate you. 
Now, of course, ‘to the viutors belong the spoils; you 
want the loon—L beg pardon, ‘the goose,’ though it is a 
Joon, and haying sueh a prize, 1 suppose Tecan rely upon 
your generosity rising to the level of your success, and that 
you will allow me the greater share of the ducks.” Decling 
under obligations for his invitation to the day's sport, Iwas, 
of course, ready to accede to anything he might propose. 
But my joy at having the big bird was complete. What 
were a fow paltry dueks to me? ‘The sroose” was equal to 4 
half dozen ducks in size, What a dinner he would make! 
My mouth watered at the thought of it, We made what 
seemed a very fair division. QObarley took all the ducks, 
save two very large ones, which went in with the goose as 
my share, 

We wended our way though the village feeling yery well 
satisfied with the results of thu day. Occasionally some of 
the people meeting us would stop and congratulate us on 
our goo fortune, It might haye been fancy on my part, 
hut 1 have often since recalled it, that something very like a 
grin would pass over the villager a¢companied by an eleva- 
tion of the eyebrows, but this, upon looking at my friend, 
soon gaye plaice toa smile as well as a shower of compli- 
ments on my skill and good forfme in bringing down such 
i leviathan, 

“But we'll never eal it,” was the despairing rejoinder of 
my esteemed maternal parent as L carried my trophy home, 
“Such a small family. And what will you do with the 
ducks—they won't keep? You'd better let. me sive them to 
Mrs. B." The ducks went to Mrs. B., ‘“‘the goose” went 
downstairs, and after being subjected toa picking in which, 
according to the stalemert of the expatriated descendant of 
the great O'Neil, who reigned over the realms of the cuisine, 
“Te purthed wid his feathers as if he loved ’em.” 

Sunday came, and with it some friends from town, As it 
was said, “‘it takes a goose some time to roast,” my goose 
Wis pul into the oven carly. Hiving been in the required 
time, he was taken out, tut on the statement of, the above 
mentioned descendant of the préat O'Neil that he wasn’t 
quite done yet, he was returned, A half hour later and the 
same result. The dinner hour had arrived. My maternal 
parent expressed afeur that he ‘was a little old.” The 
table was set, everything was waiting, and, it was easy to 
sec, our guests were getting hungry, Again was the ‘‘roose” 
brought outund pronounced ‘not done.” Mother apologized, 
Among onr guests were old Dy. 8., 2 man of epicurean taste, 
and rather crusty temper, whose ouly genial minute was 
when he was well fed and wined. As might be imagined, 
the Dovtor was getting rather tart. Once more lad the 
goose been brought out, only ta be put back, ‘‘T never saw 
such a goose,” was my mother's despairing remark. ‘Things 
were getting desperate, It was uearly three hours after our 
usual dinner hour, ancl our visitors and snd ourselves were 
nearly famished. At last the woose was declared ready, and 
all hands adjourned to the dining room with uuwonted 
celerity, The goose was served. It needed but a casual 
observer to hotice that-upon each one tasting it, they did so 
wilh rather a drawing down of the corners of the month, 
and divers other expressions of disrelish, That the goose 
was a failure was evident, One would have thought the 
old Doctor was taking a (lose of castor oil Lo see him swallow 
it. ‘‘Where did you shoot this goose?" he manared to ask. 
“About # milefrom N.," 1 answered. Then there was a 
silence, “What variety of goose was if?" timidly queried 
Miss G. “‘Charley called it a ‘loon’,” 1 replied. ‘What's 
that!” gasped the tigate. “A loon,” Trepeated. Heavens! 
to see his jaw drop. He would not touch it. It wus 
noticed, and the suspense was maddening, ‘/Why, Doctor, 
is not a loon considered as good as the ordinary goose?” in- 
quired my mother. ‘T should say not, madam; why, I 
never heart of its flesh being eaten before in my lite.” 

Confound the old rascal! The table fairly rose, 
The gentlemen Jooked surprised, then yrinned, while 
the ladies fairly screamed, and one or lwo were on 
the yerge of asking the question, ‘Is it poisonous?” 
The whole company seemed like a demoralized army requir- 
ing a Napoleon to restore them to their normal condition. 
But a regard for good manners held them in check, That 
“goose” wis removed, dinner was resumed, but was a 

failure. But though the horror soon gave way to the comi- 
cal side of the matter and L came in for a share of bantering, 
it was all T could do to conceal my mortification, That 
evening Oharley came around to inquire “how the goose 
tasted,” and I fear my answer was more forcible than polite. 
“TI couldn’t help it,” he said laughingly, “the joke was too 
good, and I had to let it take its course. You’ would have 
given me all your ducks had T insisted, but that would have 
been cartying it too far. I could foresee the result, and lett 
you the ducks, nob thinking you would ruin yourself by 
giving them away. Bul never mind, old fellow, Fil give 
you a chance to redeem yourself. T at going out next 
week, and you wust Gomé along, and I promise you a atrings 
of ducks that will make these peaple recall all they haye 
said.” And he did. T brought home enourh to stock ayil 
lage butcher, But it was no use. The story got abroad, 
ind go where I would, some mulicionsimp of a yillage would 
iS himself to great pains to inquire if I had ‘‘shot any geese 
ately, 
Time has passed rapidly since then, or, to use the words 

of the playbills, ‘‘a period of ten years issapposed Lo elapse, ” 
Tn the interim 1 have purchased many works on ornitholopy, 
and to-day Charley W. nor any other man can “do” me so 
far ag to let me mistake » miserable loon for a “goose.” 

VIGILANT. 
Mr. Horr, N. ¥, 

THE ST. LAWRENCE GAME GLUB. 

OapENssune, N. ¥., Aug. 26, 1882. 
LU, Lung, Bsg., District Attorney: 

DuwAR Sik.—The undersigned, a committee appointed at 
the last meeting of the St. Lawrence Game Club, to me- 
morialize the district attorney of St. Lawrence county upon 
the subjucts of its organization and purposes, respectfully 
represent ; ' 

The St. Lawrence Game Club was incorporated in the 
year 1881, under and pursuznt to the provisions of chap, 267 
of the State of New York, passed in the year 1875, and in 
May, 1681, it was organized by the election of officers, as pro- 
vided by ils constitution. 

In the first year of its existence its attention was neces- 
sarily principally viven to the consolidation and detail of its 
organization, ind but partial attention could be given to the 
whole field of its labors. 

At the last annual meeting of the club its organization 
was perfected, and plang of action adopted. We inclose 
you herewith scopy of the circular letter issued by the 
president of the club advisory of its organization and pur- 
poses, aud also a synopsis of the statutes of the State for the 
protection of fish and game, with the names and residences 
of the officers of the club. These papers haye been exten- 
sively circwated, and the information they contain made 
general. 

As you are aware, the purposes of our association are to 
protect the fish and game of our county against the lasless 
and wanton (lestruction practiiued by classes and persons 
who resort fo our forests and streamsin disregard of every 
consideration bnt that of personal greed or the gratification 
of a morbid passion for wanton and indiscriminate destruc- 
tion. 

Our sociely had its inception ina general sentiment of 
reprobation, excited by the annually recurring raids made 
upon the best animal products of our forests and streams by 
those within, and from beyond our county limits, during 
prolibited seasons, practicing methods of pursuit and cap- 
ture, and using appliances unlawful, inhuman and extermin- 
ating In their threatened persistence, 
Weare happy to inform you that our organization and its 

purposes hive elicited garmest and sympathetic expression 
from the law-abiding, and the substantial contributions to its 
treasury evince a general determination to make its efforts 
elfective. 

Tt is matter of congratulation that the demorulizing and 
dezrading violation of the statutes of the State for the -pro- 
tection of fish and vame within our county becomes a matter 
of so general and earnest concern as to substantially cuar- 
antee ils suppression. 

The enforcement of these statutes isin the enlightened in- 
terest of our whole people, It concerns the professional 
man, the tradesman, the artisan, the farmer, the laborer 
and the backwoodsinan struggling with the difficulties and 
privations incident to border life. 

The invigorating, healthful diversion to be found in field 
sports contributes most essentially to the economy of manly 
development and culture, and our overworked population 
in every condition of life and form of industry eagerly 
covets its relaxation on the waters and in the magnificent 
forests of our favored county, They are the common do- 
main of the people, and # wise lugislution which expends 
annually large sums forthe protection and preseryation of 
their best products has made most stringent Jaws against 
their spoliation. 
As you are especially charged with the enforcement of the 

criminal parts of the statutes popularly known as the game 
lws, our club will at all times confer with you for the pur- 
pose of affording such efficient assistance as may be possi- 
ble, and will keep you fully informed of the results of its 
detective efforts, 

Soliciting for our association and the public interests it 
represents your kindly and attentive consideration, we are 

Yours respectfully, Jonny WEBB, JR., 
: Wiiiiam Purnrs, 

J. MoNauen'ron, 
Cominitiee. 

Orricr or THe Distarcr ATTORNEY, l 
BrAsnpr Favs, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Sept. 14, 82. 7 
GENTLEMEN.— Your memorial, bearing date August 26, 

has jush been laid before me, and I desire io say to the St. 
Lawrence Game Club through you that 1 concur in every 
sentiment expressed in your communication, I have here- 
tofore lad occasion to consult with menibers of the club 
relative to Gomplaints against persons charged with viola- 
tions of the 2ame laws, and in each instance J haye found 
the members quite ready and willing to impart and secure 
valuable information touching such violations, and in each 
instance huye 1 heen satisfied that they were actuated solely 
by @ wholesome desire that the law be executed according 
ois spirit, that the worthy object contemplated by it 
might be realized, and inno instance haye LT detected a dis- 
position to gratify personal animosity by indictment or 
crimina| punishment, which too often actuates complain- 
ants. While the purpose of the St. Lawrence Game Club 
continues to be thus honorably to secure punishment under 
the law, in ordor thaj the purpose of that law be accom- 
plished and the game of our foresis and the fish of our 
streams be protected from lawless, wanton and indiscrimi- 

nate destraction, it shall haye my cheerful co-operation, 
The time has come when in this State there is need of thoge 
strong penal statutes and a vigorous enforcement of them 
which has been found necessary in other States to protect game 
against destruction at unsuitable seasons and by unsnitable 
means. I trust that the penalties imposed by tlie last crimi- 
nal court in this county will serve to admonish persons who 
have heretofore treated the ‘‘eame laws’ asa “deal letter,” 
that the St. Lawrence Game Club, the criminal courts and 
the prosecuting attorney of the county are awake to the 
necessity of a vigorous enforcement of such laws as the 
Legislature lias given us for the preseryation of game. The 
last grand jury of the county was fully conscious of this 
#rowing necessity, as will appear later. 

After the pains which your club has taken to advise the 
public of the provisions of the law by printed circulars 
containing a conyenient digest showing the acts which incur 
liability under the statute, together with the action of the 
lust Court of Sessions, there can be no excuse for persons 
who hereafter yiolate its provisions, When it is well under- 
stood that violuters of these statutes will be treated like 
other persons guilty of crime, I believe all good citizens 
will approve of your efforts; and if theve is no relaxation 
of your yigilance in detecting violations, the corporation 
known as the St. Lawrence Game Olub will be a recomnized 
pubhe benefactor. If other counties will by similar organ- 
izations and like vigilance strengthen the arm of the State 
in its efforts to fill up the wasted supply of game in our 
forests and fish in our streams, the public will yery soon be 
compensated for the money which is annually appropriated 
for the purpose. 
Again assurine you of my hearty co-operation in your 

efforts to secure the enforcement of the law, I am, genile- 
men, yours yery truly, L. C, Lane, 

: Dist. Attorney, St. Lawrence County. 
To William Peters, John Webb, Jr., J. McNaughton, 

Committee, 

NON-RESIDENTS 

Editor Forest. and Stream: 
Jn the last issue of your paper I notice an article entitled 

“The Facts of the Jersey Case,” in which there is a garbled 
and prejudiced account of the relative merits of the West 
Jersey Game Protective Society, and “The New Jerse 
Game and Fish Protective Society,” signed by the “N. J. 
G. and F, P. §.,” at Plaintield, N. J. Asa member of the 
West Jersey Game Protective Society, I desire to let the 
sporting community know, through your, valuable paper, 
the truth, and the law in New Jersey touching this subject. 

In 1878 the Legislature passed an act conferring upon a 
certain number of gentlemen and their successors a charter 
for the purpose of the propagation and the protection of 
game in the six lower counties in this State, viz.: Atlantic, 
Camden, Cumberland, Cape May, Gloucester, and Salem. 
Also compelling non-residents who desired to shoot in the 
above-named counties to pay $5 for a certificate, whicli cer- 
tificate or “license” entitles the holder to full membership in 
the society, Hach subsequent year $2 is charged. The 
proceeds arising from this sale of certificates are applied to 
policing the district aboye referred to, and in stocking proper 
localities with game and fish. Since the organization of the 
West Jersey Game Protective Society the officers have put 
out over 5,000 quail, 500,000 salmon, and about 15,000 black 
bass. The officer employed to look up:all infringements of 
the game laws is employed by the year, and wheneyer 
authentic information is received, is sent to that locality. 
As a consequence, shooting out of season, trapping, ete., 
are nearly all broken up. 
The oflicers of this society are Major Walker, of Vineland, 

N. J., president; Judge R. T. Miller, of Camden, secretary, 
and Geo. H, Taylor, of Camden, treasurer. All money is 
paid by order from secretary on treasurer, and youchers 
filed in all cases. Af the unnual meeting there is 2 committee 
appointed to audit the accounts of the secretary and treas- 
urer, and if, as your correspondent informed you in the last 
issue, “no returns are made either by financial exhibit or 
stocking with game,” il is very strange that some of the 
members have not taken action about the matler before, 
Each certificate sold has a corresponding stub, for which the 
officers are bound to account, and if there were no return 
made, how would it be possible to run an institution of this 
character? I know whereof I speuk, foron more occasions 
than one I have been placed on the auditing committee, and 
never yet have I known the officers to be short one penny. 
Now, as to the 'N. J, G. and F. P.8.," of Plainfield, N. 

J. This society was organized under a general law passed 
in 1879, for the protection of game and fish, “‘and carrying 
out the laws of this State for the protection of the sume.” 
This act, itis claimed, gives general jurisdiction over the 
whole State to societies formed under its provisions. There 
is nothing in the act (which is short, contuining bul four 
sections) that repeals either in express terms or by necessary 
implications any other act, either general or special. A 
simple power is given for the formation of sogietivs, and to 
regulate, by constitution and by-laws, the membership fee 
and the general regulation of its affairs. But no power is 
given any society formed under this act to charge non-resi- 
dents one Gent for shooting within the limits of the State of 
New Jersey. (See laws of 1879, p. 169.) Now if this be 
true, and | can see no reason to doubtit, why should the ‘“N- 
J. G, and F, P.$.” be incensed overa plain violation of law? 

This brings us to the point which will certainly be decided 
in onr counts, viz., Can a general act, without any repeal- 
ing clansé, abrogate or repeal a special charter? Tt hag 
heen held in this State in innumerable cases that it could not, 
and decided the same in New York and some of the other 
States. It is a principle that must be familiar to eyery man 
of common sense and reason, the power that granty cannot 
tuke away nor curtail unless by express enactment. This has | 
never bee done, consequently the W. J. G. P. S., (called 
by the writer of the communication to your papcr the ‘West 
Jersey’’—that letter, aside from the bare facts of the arrest 
and the appeal, being a base fabrication and as false as the 
writer is prejudiced in favor of his society) still holds exeln- 
sive jurisdiction over the six counties before enumerated. 

I haye interviewed the secretary in reference to the corres- 
pondence between the two societies and was informed that ~ 
it resulted in a letter being sent to the New Jersey Game and 
Fish Protective Society, by the direction of the Board of — 
Directors, to the effect that any non-resident found gunning 
within the territorial jurisdiction coyered by their charter — 
without a certificate from the West Jersey Game Protective — 
Society would be arrested and fined. To my personal — 
knowledge agents of the N. J. G, and F, P. §, have been 7 
soliciting non-residents and others to join, holding out as an 
inducement that they only charged $2 while the ‘*West’ 
Jersey” charged $5. The membership of the ‘‘West Jersey” 
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of killing game, , 
Prosecute all cases brought before them, and cspecially the 
ease of Mr. Welsh, who was arrested a short time since 

Serr, 28, 1882.] 

numbering oyer 1,200 at this time, has never been greater 
or has the society beenin a more flourishing condition, There 
ds plenty of money in the treasury to fight this case with. 

In. conclusion I challenge the New Jersey Game and Fish 
Protective Society to show the public or myseif any one in- 
stunce where they have ever spent one cent for the protee- 
fion or propagation of game, where or they ever spent one 
penny to enforce the law, ¢ither in this locality or any other, 

A Maweer smvce 1875. 
Gasman, N. J., Sept. 23, 1882, 

The following is a report of the last annunl meeting of 
ae West Jersey Game Protective Society, held Sept, 20, 
882: = 
The annual meeting of the West Jersey Game Protective 

Society was held last evening, at the office of the secretary, 
R. T. Miller, Esq., 106 Market street, where about seventy 
sportsmen of Philadelphia and the six counties of New 
Jersey, which come under the W. J. G. P. &. district were 
present. Major Thomas W. Walker, the president, called 
the mecting fo order, and requested the secretary to read 
the minutes of the last meeting; $600 being appropriated 
for game which had been distributed throughout the diffir- 
ent counties, 

George E. Taylor's, the treasurer's, report, was then read, 
and showed that there was a halance of $535.88 in his hands, 
which spoke well for the financial standing of the society, 
and that $1,618 had been collected in fines and for certiti- 
cates, and $1,082.12 expended for game, and for police and 
officers for protection of game and arrest of offenders. 
Richard T’, Miller moved that 2 committee be appointed to 
audil the secretary's and treasurer’s accounts. So ordered. 
The chairman appointed George Emlin, Charles Dougherty 
and Charles A, Bragg, Mr. Weaver moved that the com- 
inittee be allowed to have the books to make a thorough 
search and report al the next meeting, which was carried. 
The committee also stated that several persons had been ar- 
rested for violating the game laws, and brought to justice, 
although some depredators had escaped. The committee 
was then discharged. 

Secretary Miller then wished to know what action should 
he taken about the conflict of the laws between the two 
Wew Jersey societies, he contending that the W. J. G. P. 8. 
had the sole right to issue certificates for enpners to shoot 
in the six lower counties, as power was given them by a 
special act of the Legislature and which had never been 
rescinded. Mr. George Emlin said that he had seen the 
secretary of the New Jersey Game and Wish Protective 
Society a short time since and told him they were not acting 
right in issuing certificates to people to shoot in the six 
lower counties, but they could do as they pleased with the 
other counties, but did not get any satisfaction from the sec- 
retary, ancl he now moved that the new committee to be 
Appointed on prosecution be allowed to engage counsel to 
push the cases we have on hand, and, if necessary, to use 
eyery dollar in the treasury to scé how we stand, and see il 
We are in the right and have the lay on our side, us we must 
protect game and our own funners. Jn a short time we 
would be overrun with pot-hunters, as the New Jersey 
Society only charges $2 while we charge 45 for the privilese 

The motion was then put to a vote to 

while shooting near Woodbury without a W.J.G.P. 8. 
certificate, but with one of the N. J. G. and F. P. Society's, 
‘This motion was carried unanimously. 

Mr. Weber then asked how it was that the seeretary had 
“power to send their agent, to make arrests without the con- 
sent of the Prosecution Committee. Mr, R. T. Miller alyays 
understood he was an ex-oflicio member, and as the other 
members were so far away he always acted as he thought 
would he for the good of the society. On two occasions he 
had arrested two men, which cost the society $40, and 
which turned into the treasury over $600. After a lone 
controversy it was decided that the secretary be made an 
ex-officio member of the Prosecuting Committee. 

Tt wis moved and seconded that the fine of Mr, W. Oar- 
son be returned to him, as he was an old resident of New 
Jersey, and that he did not intend to break the law as he 
had belonged to the society since its organization. The 
nominition and election of officers for the ensuing year 
resulted as follows: 
Directors—Camden county, H, Yannuxem; Gloucester 

county, Joshua C. Richards; Cumberland county, Thomas 
W. Walker; Salem county, Mr, Brown; Atlantic county, 
John KR. Beebe; Cape May county, Major W. B. Brown; 
Philadelphia, Mr, L, Coleman. President, Major Thomas 
W. Walker; Treasurer, George E. Taylor; Secretary, Rich- 
ard T, Miller. Committee on Prosecuition—Gilbert Griffin, 
Harry Matton, C. A. Bragg. 

RAIL SHOOTING. 

ee rail shooting has not been good as yet. I think the 
late spring has a good deal to do with il, in breaking 

ip the first nestings. It cettaimly has had that effect on the 
Bi igecauil, ormud-hens. On August 28 I was shooting 
miud-hens near Atlantic City, and saw great numbers of 
birds entirely too young to fly. Some of them could not 
have been more than three or four weeks old, and others 
just able to raise irom the trash. Icould find comparatively 
few fit tv shoot, all either foo young, or else old birds with 
the young ones. We caught several youn with our hands 
in the floating trash and grass, and saw one female with 
twenty-three young with her. They were swimming in 
elear water from one bunch of grass to another, and the old 
oue did not offer to fly, though the boat was shored within 
ten fect of them. Jt was very interesting to watch them. 
They were certainly all of one brood, though the number 
surprised both the boatman and myself. The meadows 
Were entirely coyered with water, and the young and old 
tmud-hens suffered from both guns and sticks in the hands 
of boys and men who should have known hetter. The pro- 
fessionals respeted the yery young and the old birds with 
young, though the others suffered. I got thirty birds, which 
was a8 many asl had use for, in about one and one-half 
hours, and in drawing one of the birds at home I found in 
its craw a short-tailed meadow-mouse, The hody of the 
mouse was at least two and a halfinches long, Is not this 
new food for the clapper-rail? i. N, Dr H. 
PHIUADELPHIA, September 18. ‘ 

Quite anumber of bluc-winged teal were shot (his week in 
ourriver. Now that they are beginning 10 sliow themse:vés 
we may expect more. In reporting that the West Jersey 
Game Protective Association were arresting some resident 
Sportsmen for shooting without 4 lisence, my informant did 
ot cive particulars, and Lam glad to see the note brought 
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forth an explanation from a correspondent. He said noth- 
ing about the case of Mr. Carson, who was likewise fined 
and who did not make appeal. 

At the head of Raccoon Creels, or at that portion of the 
stream just above Swedesboro, N, J., there ig now a large 
extent of marsh and medow subject to overflow at high 
water, Tam told that there are may rail there by a resi- 
dent of Swedesboro, but that it takes a high tide fo get on 
this ground. Tt would be well for some of our shooters to 
he on the spot when the water comes. I will snarantee a 
big score, The Raccoon Creek rung into the Delaware at 
Bridgeport, N. J. Ten or twelve miles up the creek is the 
place I refer to, Let some one try it, Teal will be fonnd 
ihere also, Tomo, 
PHILADELPHIA, Sepir. 21. 

PITTLADELPUIA, Sept, 28.—LHasterly wind and rain at this 
writing, “Everybody” is starting for rail, and the bigest 
tideof the season is expected. The rail (a big flight) came 
during the week, John Krider loaded’ two thousand shells 
yesterday. This is but a drop in the bueket of what will 
he shot this afternoon and to-morrow, although it ig Sun- 
day.—Homoa. 

FORESTER’S PHEASANTS —The editor of the Rochester 
Journ tells “a story regarding Forester, which we have 
never seen in print. It was told the writer by a Rochester 
man, who lived for many years in Newark, N. J_, and when 
a hoy saw Forester frequently, and remembers him stalking 
throngh the streets in full shooting costume. Forester im- 
ported a lot of Bneglisi pheasants, probably with a yiew to 
inerease the list of eame hirds of America. The 
pheasants, however, did not thrive, and all but one 
of them dicd alter a short residence in Americas. Her 
bert’s residence, the Cedars, was in the vicinity of a cemetery 
of which the superintendent was an Irishman named Pat 
Hart. Now Pat lived in the cemetery grounds, and was 
something of a sportsman himself, and one morning when 
Forester’s last pheasant chanced to get out of its enclosure, 
and flew into the cemetery, Hart, without knowing anything 
about its history, shotit. Some one carried the news fo 
Forester, and that night, when Hart happened to be away 
from home, Forester, who had eyidently drained seyeral of 
the bowls that inebviate, rapped at Hart's door, and when in- 
formed that ‘the man of the house’ was not at home, ex- 
pressed his intention to shoot him for killing his pheasant. 
Hart's daughter ran olf to warn her father of his impending 
danger, but Forester und he did not meet that night. In a 
fow days they came across each other, when both were sober 
and Herbert had modified his views as to the punishment due 
for the death of the pheasant. ‘Mr. Hart,’ said he, ‘it’s well 
you were not home that night, for I meant to shoot you.’ 
‘Tn glad L-wasn’t,’ replied Hart, for one of us inight have 
heen shot, but it wouldn't haye been me!” 

Mup-Heys,—li is undoubtedly true that these pests do in 
a preat measure interfere with the ducks’ efforts to find an 
abundance of food; for, while a shot tired over a luke will 
cause the former to leave for a time, the mud-hens remain 
and help themselves to the best the place affords. They ent 
night, noon and morning—they seem to liye for- no other 
purpose but to eat—and if, stands ta reason that this inces- 
sant poaching must early in the season cause the ducks to 
seek new grounds. Upon no other theory can old sports- 
men account for the disappearance each season of ducks 
from their favorite haunts, Of course, it seems like cruelty 
for men to shoot the mud-hens for no other reason than that 
they are gluttons and persist in “hogging” all the succulent 
grasses and roots that grow in the marshes, instead of divid- 
ing with their more decent half-brothers, the ducks. But 
then they are perfectly useless creatures, anyhow, while the 
ducks furnish mankind with both food and sport. On the 
theory, therefore, that only the fittest should survive, per- 
haps it would be as well to adopt the suggestion of “Hoosier,” 
and drive away or kill off these pests of the duck-vrounds. 
Each year the supjly of ducks is being lessened, while the 
coots are increasing, A few years ago Riverside Lake 
afforded splendid duck-shooting, but for the last two winters 
il has fairly swarmed with mud-hens, and scarcely 4 duck 
could be seen after the first few weeks of the season. And 
soitisin many other places, wherefore sportsmen should 
take the hint and go for the invaders.—Sucramenta Bre. 

GraAss PLloyer.—Ferrisburgh, Vt., Sept. 17.—In a recent 
number of Fors AND STREAM some one asks what the 
“erass plover” is, Here that name is given to Bartiam’s 
sandpiper (Lringa bartramia, Totanus baytramius), whieh is 
also called upland plover and by some killdeer plover. In 
Rhode Island it: is or used to be called grass plover, and the 
name was brought here from there. A pood many breed in 
our fields, and their long-drawn, plaintive spring ery is fre- 
quently heard in May and June. As soon as the young 
birds are strong upon the wing, in August, the most of them 
depart, so that few remain with us till they are in fall flesh 
and worth shooting. On almost any still August evening 
the chuckling note of these migrants may he heard, as high 
overhead they face southward. To the sportsman it sounds 
like a chuckle of derision. Now and then a sttaguler is 
picked up in September, and such a oné is of more than 
twice the weight of an August bid, As fav as my observa- 
tion goes they leave us ¢arher thin they used to thirty years 
ago, and not nearly so many breed here,—R, EB. R. 

A New Omer Trap,—aAn animal trap, especially adapted 
for catching otler as they slide down their ‘snow slides,” 
has been patented by Mr. Erastus H. Hamilton, of Commu- 
nity, N. Y. The body of the trap is made with two jaws 
and a flat U-shaped spring im the usual manner, A gerius of 
sharp, strong tecth are held by rivets tu the under sides of 
the jaws, in such a manner that they project from the ad. 
joiming edges of the jaws, and lugs that project cach side of 
theteeth serye fo hold them more firmly. A platform, se- 
cured on top of the pan of the trap, stauds higher sbove the 
ground than the ends of the teeth when the jawa are sct 
open. The trap is placed in the “snow slide,” and as the 
otftr passes over it on his belly, the platform is pressed 
down and the trap sprung. As they slide rapidly, and the 
fur js soft and yielding, they slip ont of ordinary traps, and 
the jaws must be provided with sharp teeth to cateh them. 
—huentijie Amenicun. 

New York.—Long Island City, Sept, 22.—There have 
been several large flocks of golden plover on the hills in this 
neighborhood during the past week. Severa! were shot and 
proved to be yery poor, hardly fit to eat. Tsaw some blacle 
ducks about a week ago, anda flock of aboul thirty teal 
was in tha swamp a few days since —Swarmow, 

Camp Cooxery.—New York, Sept. 22, 1982,—Hditer 
Forest and Stream: Will you please to tell us in as early 
anissue of your paper as possible how to cook, if it can he 
done, game snd vegetables, especialiy green corn on cob, 
duck and fish without a camp stove, Have heard of such 
things being done under hot coals after the blaze has died 
out of a wood fire, and that the food cooked was thoroughly 
enjoyable, Attempted it this summer and made a first-class 
fizzle of it; am going to try it again, and would like to get 
afew hints from one who knows. Is there a work on the 
subject? Can think of no article that would be more ap- 
preciated by your numerous readers than such a one,— 
Dr. D, F. Hasron. 

GAME 1N Mrxtco,—Since the completion of the Mexican 
Central Railroad from El Paso to the city of Chihuahua, a 
great miuny people are visiting the latter pluce. © Perhaps 
some sportsmen will do so, and for their benetit I write. 
Between Laguans and Encinillas—I think a distance of 
fwenty or thirty miles—there are numerous ponds where 
myviads of ducks congregate, In the mountains near by 
there are a great many deer and bear—some Apache Indians, 
too. Sportsmen going into the mountains should go pre- 
pred for an Indian fight, and keep a good lookout for red- 
skins.—Gno, W. Bares, Jn. 

lowa,.—Troy Mills, Lynu County, September.—Quail are 
more plentiful than they have been for years, Chickens are 
very scarce. Woodcock are almost unknown. Duck shoot- 
ing gives promise of being good this fall; quite a number 
nested in this yieinity. Squirrels and rabbits fairly plentiful. 
Ruffled grouse have been scarce for a number of years; do 
not sce one where a fey years uzo could see a dozen,— 
J. A.B, 

Wesrorestmr County,—West Chester, N. ¥., Sept. 20. 
—The game in Westchester county isn’t all pokur, old 
sledge, ete., after all. To-day while walking along an un- 
frequented road near Van Nest station, I flushed a ruffed 
grouse within easy minshot. He didn’t fly far, ana by 
roundabout work [ got within thirty yards of him again, 
He was a this year’s bird.—Srnnca. 

On'rAnto.—Kingston, Sept. 20.—Quail are nlentitul, and 
we expect to have a fine time with them when the Inq is 
out, The fox and gray squirrels are scaree, caused by their 
being hunted unceasingly. Prairie chickens and partridges 
are seldom seen here, but are plentiful thirty miles west, 
Rabbits abundant. Are expecting ducks soon.—TALLE- 
QUAT. 

Harvesting Wooncrters.—<A sel(-binder, cutting wheat 
at Yermontville, Mich,, elevated # full-grown woodchuck, 
tied him up in «a bundle, and choked lim to death—W. W. 
ARNOLD, 

New Wawrsurmes.—Bradtord, Sept. 22.—Game was never 
80 plenty in this section as af present. Partridves, plover, 
woodcock aud vray squirrels in abundance-—G, L. M. 7 

“SOMETHING Niw.”’—Photographs of the crowned heads of the 
world, finest assortment of Mrs, Langtry, and all the other Mnglish 
beauties, and also all actresses aid other celebrities. CHARLES L. 
RITZMANN, {43 Broadway, New York City.—4Ade. 

Sea and Aiver ishing. 

Open SHAsoNs,—Sre table of open sersons for game fut fish 
im issue of Tuly 20, 

FOREST AND STREAM ANGLERS'’ TOUR- 
NAMENT. 

4 hese following cirenlar has been issued: 

An Anglers! Tournsment will be held in or near New York 
city, about October 16. There will be contests in casting the 
fly, as for salmon and for tront, together with bait casting for 
striped bass, as practiced on the sea-coast. The tournament 
will be open to ail persons from any part of the world, with- 
outfayor. It will give especial attention to the encourage- 
ment of amateurs who have never before cast in public. It ~ 
will have no connection with any other sports. The com- 
mittee of arrangements is composed of gentlemen who are 
interested in angling as an art, and they now invite contribu- 
tions suitable for prizes. All donors are assured that full 
credit will be given them on the lists, and that the press will 
be afforded full facilities for reporting the contests. ‘he com- 
mittee believe that this will be the best conducted tourna- 
ment ever held in this or any country. You are respectiully 
invited to present something for competition before Oct. 2. 

All communications on this subject may be addressed to 
Mr, Fred. Mather, Fishery Editor of FonrEsr anp SrREAm, 
New York, 
(Signed. ) 

Francis ENpicorr, 
President Richmond Co. N, Y. Game and Tish Pro- 

tective Association, Chairman. 
JamMes BeNEARD, 

President South Side Sportsman's Club of Long Island, 
WALTER M. Brackerr, 

Vice-President Massachusetts Mish and Game Protec- 
tive Society. Boston. 

Eugene G. Buackrorp, N. Y. Fish Commissioner. 
8. 1M. Buarcarorp, Squibnocket, Club, New You, 
Martin &. Brown, Wasyayanda Olub, New York. 
Honky Fl. Crossy, Willowemoc, Club, New York. 
Dr, A. Frerper, New York. 
JAMES Gupnes, Ouandaga Wishing Glib, Syracuse. 
Dr. J. A. HENSHALE, 

el of “The Book of the Black Bass." Cynthiana, 
Vie 

Frep Marner, Fishery Editor Fornst ayn STREAM, New Yori 
Pror, ALrrep MW, MAver, 

Stevens Institution of Technology, Hobolren, N. J. 
Bagxer Pairs, 

Bearebary American Fish Cultural Association, New 
Porik, 

Gio. W. VAN Stout, Willowemoe Glub, New York. 
Committee of Arrangements, 

The date of the fournament is fixed for Thursday October 
19, weather permitting. The prize list is not yet made out. 
The sentiment of several individual members of the connnit- 
tee seems jo favor making no allowance for length of rads, 
and to make the extveme distance cast the only point to be 
tiken into consideration in awarding the prizes in inst of 
the elassex. Those who have expressed themselves on ihis 
point sven fo think that thisia the only poiut that spectators 
are interested iu, and the one that usually influences ju. ges 
most 10 intking awards, Until the committee meet, how- 
eyer, it is impossible to say what rules will be adopted. In 
our lash igsue we noted the fact that a prize would be offered 
in a class for rods weighing leas than five and u hulf ounces. 
The firm which offer it have amendod tha conditions fF 
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five and a quarter ounces or Jess; rods to be made with rex| The mullet, the ved drum’s fayorite fish, has not yet 
ules and reed bands, and of either two or three joints,-and 
inude of any material, provided that it is 1. complete rod; two 
flies only lo he used on leaders six or ning feet.” 
We learn that the Commissioners of Public Parks have 

granted the use of the lake at 110th street. We will exum- 
ine the water named and report upon its character and 
fifmess at fhe next meeting of the committee. No ad- 
mission fee will he charged to visitors, as there is no inten- 
fion to make money out of the contest, and the entrance fee 
for contestants will be placed as low as possible, In our 
next issue we expeet to name the place where the tourna- 
ment will be held. and to give the nudes which will govern 
the different. classes, ¥ 

DRUM, CROAKER AND SHARK, - 
DO not fail to enjoy festive fish stories, nor do I miss 
the gambols of St. Claix’s poetic pen, or Mie wilehery of 

“Nessmule,” who wants to go around the world im a 
sinall canoe; albeit my pen has been silent for some months, 
Bui on Saturday Tepent a day in deep-sea fishing, which 
would have gladdened dear old Taaak Walton's heart, ‘The 
day was complete, Tt was avery ‘bridal of the earth and 
sky,” and followed naturally the east wind of a “haleyon 
and yociferous” congressional convention, 4 

Spicer Leaming, Hsq., one of Philadelphia's most genial 
and gentlemanly lawyers, who can build his own boat as 
correctly as he can construct 4 briel in the Common Pleas, 
invited us to try the eroaker and the dium, The recollee- 
tion of a fifty-two pound red drum cauzht off Cape May 
(my hour's struggle with that gamy tish—is not the chronicle 
of tall written in lash your’s Fornmar ann Srrmsar?) still 
lingers pleasantly in my mind, And when Spicer said, 
“Let us drum on Saturday,” I replied, ‘I aune to the side 
of the sounding seu. on purpose.” Spicer added to the party 
Morris Cresse, who had given twenty of the hest years of 
his life to the life-saving servicer on tha Jersey coast, and, 
when not going to sex inships, Morris had played a stont 
and successful rod and Jine on the black and red drum, the 
black sea-bass, the mackerel, as well as on the sweet tem- 
pered and unoffending shark. With Morris Cresse came 
Sydney Townsend, as agreeable and devoted am angler as 
eyer'stood in the surf, 

The mackerel business which necessitates rising ut 4 A, M- 
and sailing all day and not catching a seale for a week ata 
time, had rather disgusted me, and T agreed with Cap. 
Fig Foster (who conveyed the Flotsaim-Bacon) that there 
May be rewards for the “early bird,” bub it is nowhere writ- 
ten that any nnnsual Inck shall fl] on the early visting fisher: 
man, 

So 7:80 A. M. saw uy four wud no more plowing down the 
thoroughfare toward Sewell’s Point in the Witte cut-rigged 
Mistike, made aud completed from keel to truck by Syd 
ney ind Spicer, called the Mistake Deeause she was out in 
two and her slemnm made over sgain. By balt-past cight we 
were passing over the bar, alwiys a dangerous piace, where 
the channeélis coly twelve feel wide, marked by a huay con- 
structed of a cedar log with & sixinch Yagon a standard, 
fluttering in ihe breeze, No wonder Shelley loved ihe sea as 
Byron did. and as the white wings of the Mistake caught the 
Fayonian hreeze, f cried out with joy alin to Xenophon’s 
soldiers, who, running fway from the Persians, hankered 
for the sen, and finding it, exclaimed, Be thou 2reeted, 
thow infinite sea,” 
Aswe Ivoked ahead to theeroalcer eround, two miles away, 

! bethought myself to vaazc on the voluminous lunch hasket, 
and T will ‘‘sum up” bysaylag there were of edendé ct bibend, 
thirteen kinds of hquors and solids—imostly solids—for 
Spicer would permit the use only of the juice of the purple 
grape which had scen the sunny sky of Italy, ond the bottles 
were marked ‘for medicinal purposes,” and surely 4 liquid 
like that could not displease the most fastidious temperance 
advocate, not even my dear friend H. Dewalt, Esq., of tem- 
perance fame, The great painter who vuinly sought to por- 
tray the anguish of that historical father who condemned 
his son to death, dvew his. artist brush over the “stern 
parient's face,” So I draw my pen over the sad havoc of 
that lunch! To my dying day [ will never tell you whether 
it was the pear, the apricot, the plum, the watermelon, the 
cantelope, the peach, the quince preserve, the sardine, the 
spanish lun, the toothsome sandwich or hard-boiled egg 
which let slip the dog of war on my digestion, and kept me 
in bed half of Sunday, able to feed only on pepsin, quinine 
and boiled milk! And, dear Spicer, ‘‘an' thou lovest me,” 
unless thou meanest, best and most genial disciple of sweet 
Izaak, to be guilty of the “‘deep damnation of my taking off,” 
O} Spicer, lunch me no more. 

But to return to our objective “‘sardine,” to wit, the 
croaker and the drum, <A council of war was held at 
Sevell’s Point, and Cresse carried the day by declaring that 
we would try the eroaker first, and the red drum. 
Now the croaker is a queer fish, not game to bite or to 

haul in, but still, as we think in West Jersey, a good table 
fish, also # fish of unknown origin, unless, as the savant of 
our purty decided, “a weakfish loved a Cape May goodey 
not wisely but too well, and the result, was a croaker,” 
Cevtainty appearances indicate as much, for the croaker 
“croaks” like a wealdish, bites like him, Jess his game pro- 
pensily and his spots, which scem 1o be born of his simili- 
tude fo the mountain trout; and the eroaker bears also 
many resemblances to the foothsome Cape May ‘‘goodey,” 
or “Latayette,” as you call them in New York, 
At? A. M. ic anchor of the Mistake canzht-on, and the 

croaker race began Letween Spicer Leaming und J. M. &., 
as to who should catch the most croakers inside of an hour; 
stake, fwo bottles of Rocderer. J, M. S. scored his first 
croaker afi 9910 A, ML, and then the fun erew fast and furi- 
ous, Spicer caught his first fish 9:12 sharp time. Cresse 
varied the monotony of increasing croakers by hauling up a 
weakfish which had been swallowed by a twenty-five pound 
man-eating shark; but at sight of Cresse the ‘‘shirk” dropped 
fish and bool, and in less time than I Gan write it, liad fas- 
tencd himsel! to my bottom hook, I played him with rea- 
sonable skill for ten minutes, till [ felt’ ‘the nakedness and 
the vacancy” of the briny deep and the shark had Jeyanted 
with both hooks aud the lower end of iny line, Sydney 
kept piling up croakers in the bottom of the boat, and 
Cresse called “time.” Spicer had bagged fifty and J. M. §. 
fifty-six croakers, easily winning the champagne, which js 
to hea case, solvendum in fiulio the next time we sail the 
ocean bine, J. M. 8. was correspondingly happy, for 
Spicer is a “Sigh hook” fisherman. We counted one hun- 
dred and fifty-seven croakers and two sharks, and pulled up 
the ‘rnud-look,” as Spicer calls the anchor, 
We were soon on the drum pround, a mile off Sewell’s 

Point, and hooked two or three drum, bul were not success- 
fil in landing any. 

reached the Cape May waters, and the menhaden steam 
fishermen caught eighty red drum in one day, and by de- 
populating the waters of fhe food fish, seem gradually driv- 
ing away the mackerel and the other big game fish. Let us 
hope Warner Miller, United States Senator, will compel 
these steam slaughter houses to keep off the coast during 
the months of July and August, and give the angler a 
chance. ; 4 

Spicer had a lance ten feet in length with which we 
speared the reluctant sharks when we hooked them, and 
alter a lively fight we bagged one man-eater weighing fifty 
pounds. Butall things have an end, and at four o’tlock, 
after drinking ‘‘the wine divine,” the sca air, for eiwht hours, 
strengthened, exhilarated, rested in body and in mind, we, 
all unwillingly, tnrnes the prow of the Mistake homeward, 

Sydney, Cresse and J. M, §., meditating a ‘slaughter of 
the innocents,” the dram, this week, say regretfully ‘‘hail 
and farewell” to Spicer Leaming, our captain, who unites 
in his Own person the graces and courtesies of lawyer, 
fisherman, artist and gentleman. May he be triumphant 
ever, whether his contests are with Venus (the Goddess of 
Love born of the sea foam) or on the tented field of Coke 
upon Lyttleton, Spicer, we hold thee in grateful remem- 
brance, and we owe thee one perfect day on the beautiful sea, 
Gaps May, N. J., Sept. 19, Jd. M. 8. 

THE MENHADEN QUESTION, 

HE influence of the capture of immense quantities of 
incnhaden for oil, on our food fishes, is now attracting 

the attention of Congress, We havereferred to this matter 
on several occasions and in our issue of September 14 we 
gave wsynopsis of what the committee appointed hy Coneress 
is doing, The daily papers have also taken un the question, 
and the following letter was sent to the New York periuld: 

New York, Sept. 10, 1882. 
Ta the Eiditoy of the Herald: 

In this day's issue of the Zrald appears an editorial 
headed ‘Fighting the Fish Commission,” which does erent 
injustice to the menhaden industry, on whose behalf I re- 
quesf the insertion of this communication in answer to the 
strictures and charges of your editorial made against the 
largest fishing interest of the country when capital involved, 
vessels owned, men employed and value of its productions 
are considered in their beariag upon manufacturing business, 
agricultural results and food producing factors throughout 
the United States. There is at present a strong effort made 
by certain classes of people to have lecislation adverse to the 
menhaden interes!, bused upon wrong impressions, ignor- 
antly entertained, that menhaden fishing is destroying food 
fish or the fowd of marketable fish, and the object of this re- 
joinder is to explain away the fallacy of such theories, as 
follows: 

Tn the tirst Bes fish wre migratory i (icin uature, hence 
legislation will not Keep them in any given locality. 
Second—Fish which ave used as table food, such us sni- 

mou, cod, herring, porgies, shud, eels, weakfish, blacktish 
aud flounders, do not require menbaden for bait or for food, 
while the principal catch of commercial mackerel are caught 
in waters Where the menhaden have nof been scen in years— 
viz., olf the coast of Maine and Gulf of St. Lawrence 
Third—As to the charge that we catch ‘‘food" fish for ter 

tilizing purposes, the absurdity of such » charge will be 
easily seen when il is Known that table or Food fish is worth 
from $3 to $10 per barrel in packing houses Gr markets, 
while any kind of fish for fertilizing purposes is only worth 
from sixty-tive to seventy-tive cents per barrel, 
Fourth—The menhaden fishermen do not, as you assertin 

the editorial in question, ‘‘catch up millions of small fry-that 
should remain undisturbed,” for the simple reason that our 
nets are not Jess than two inches and one-quarter meshes, and 
that any fish of less than twenty-one cubic inches will pass 
through. Nor can these same seines retain or hold a catch 
of game fish, for the twine is too fine. On the contrary, we 
destroy the most destructive enemy of food tish—the shark, 
It is a matter of record that this season the fishing menhaden 
fleet haye killed offthe coast of New Jersey these past four 
rconths over 6,000 sharks, varying from 20 pounds fo 300 
pounds euch. 
Fifth—No evidence or assertion when thoroughly sifted 

can or will prove that the catching up of menhaden fish has 
anything todo with keeping or driving off food fish from 
the coast. On the contrary, the greatest catches of men- 
haden are made ulong the coast when there is a dearth of 
bluefish, bonitas, Spanish mackerel or sharks, and when 
these are plentiful along the shores the menhaden, follow- 
ing the first law of natures—eli-preseryation—giye their 
enemies a wide berth. It is these very predatory fish, who 
destroy and feed upon all the small fry, your editorial 
accuses the menhaden fishermen of catching. 
Sixth—As to the proposition to (hamper) regulate men- 

liuden fishing on the ground of protection to the menhaden, 
this is absurd, from the fact that the menhaden is found 
with spawn during the fishing season from spring to early 
winter, and when the waters become cold they disappear and 
are not seen again until spring. 

It will be observed from the foregoing the broad assertion 
is made that the menhaden fishermen interfere in no way 
with market or food fish, and further, that, taking the num- 
ber of people engaged in supplying this kind of proyender, 
there are as many fish caught as eyer, but the consumption 
of same has vastly increased, as it should. Butif menhaden 
fishermen, with steumers and with proper nets, should em- 
bark in catching food fish, one day’s good fishing would sut- 
fice to glut the markets of the United States for a week with 
food fish. 
A few words more in conclusion. The menhaden interest 

has at this present season $5,000,000 invested therein, 
ninety steamers, over 200 sailing vessels, giving employment 
tosome 6,000 people, and exceeds in value the cod and mack- 
erel fishing combined, Its products in oil and guano reaches 
millions in value every season; its fertilizer is equal, ton for 
ton (dry), to the far-famed Peruvian suano, which it is 
larzely superseding in these United States. Would not 
the civilized and commercial world stund amazed at the 
Peruvian government if they slonld be guilty of such a oinan- 
tic stupidity as to destroy their nitrate cr guano deposits? 
The legislation to prohibit menhaden fishing would he just 
as stupid, forcing the planter and the farmer to purchase 
mostly from abroad the ammonias ai ingredients which gives 
the early development to the growth of cotton, grain, prase 
and vegetables, 

Agriculture is the strength of the nation, landis growin 
poorer from over tillage, natural and manufactured fertili- 
zers are increasing in demand yearly to help meet the in- 
creasiug demands from mother earth. and yet it is calmly 

advocated to legislate out of existence an industry which 
produces largely the tyvo most important ingredients of vege. 
table life—ammonia and phosphate of lime—and from 
ignorant prejudice and in the supposed interest of would-be 
sportsmen or summer visitors along the coast (principally of 
New Jersey) put an end toa business having such a direct 
hearing upon the great staples of the country. 

Respecfully, Lours 0, D’Homerecn, 
Secretary United States Menhadén Oil and Gnano Associa- 

tion. 
In an editorial comment upon this the Heruid says: ‘The 

writer truthfully says the business involves millions of cap- 
ital and employs thousands of men, The extent of a busi- 
ness, however, is no indication of its propriety. Neither is 
there any force in the argument that because some fish are 
migratory it is useless for legislation fo try to retain them in 
tertain localities, Fish return at regular interyals to the 
places where they haye fed, and if they can find foud they 
temain there for a certain time; if the food is lacking they 
depart in haste. All fish remain longest where food is most, 
plentiful. It is quite true, as the writer suseesis, that if 
food fishes are caught in the menhaden nets it would be fool- 
ish to make them into oil and fish #uano when thay would 
he far more yaluable for market purposes, but it is also true, 
althouch the letter is silent on the subject, that in the taking 
in of a large catch such food fishes as are among the men- 
haden are so badly bruised before they cyn be separated 
from the general mass that they are utlerly wolit for market. 
We could instance a single case of n boatload of fish, taken 
by a crew in search of menhaden, that contained thirty or 
forty tons of weaktfish; about one-tenth reached market, the 
other nine-tenths—more than a day's supply for New York 
—were so unsightly that they went to the oi] mills with the 
general catch. 

“Tt is stated that the greatest catch of jmenbaden usually 
occurs when the food fishes art scarcesl along the coast. 
Exactly so, The menhaden come in shore to escape the fish 
that eat them; then is jusfi the time they should be let alone, 
to lure the fishes to where they ean be taken. 

“Tt is undeniable that, the shore fisheries have been steadily 
declining since the menhaden began tu he taken in large 
quantities, and that fish that once wore cheaper than any 
Kind of meat are now often more costly than spring chick 
cas. The great population along the seacoast cannot afford 
to foster the menhaden fisheries at any sitch cost, If men- 
haden myst be taken Jet the boats go furlher out to sea: 
they can do it aud still do a profitable business. Or let their 
fishing season be restricted,” , 

Our own view of the case is that this little fish, which 
forms such an important portion of the food of our yaluable 
species, is not allowed to breed to i, sufficient extent. As 
soon 4s the first menhaden appears in the hays of Long 
Tslavid the seines ave hauled, and the fish, poor in Hesh, aré 
thrown on the land for manure, When they appear in 
greater numbers the oil men heoin at them, anc the tish, fil} 
of spawn, ave boiled down for oi], We believe that i the 
fish Was protected until after it hyd ppiwned there would 
be enongh of them to feeri the fishes and to satisfy (Le oil 
factories also. TW the gentlemen of the Menhaden Oil and 
Guano Association will kill the fish {hai lays te ofly ow 
where do fhey expect the nexi crop trom? 

BLUE-BACKED TROUT. 

‘@) CR readers will Gnd the above-numed trout in oar list 
of *‘Fish in Season in October,” and (he following ac 

count of this litth:-nowi lish will be found of interest. It 
is takenttrom Suckley’s ‘‘Monograph of the Genus Salmo,” 
in the second report of the U. 8. Commissioner of Fish and 
VKisheries, 

SALMO OQUASSA, GERARD, 
Blue-back lake tront; the Oquassa trout. 
Syn.— Sale oquassa, Grd. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat, Hist, , 

vol, iv., p. 262. (Read before the society Oct. 20, 1852). 
Special characters.—[OCondensed from Dr, Girard’s de- 

scription and the examination of eizhtspecimens]. Length, 
from eight to ten inches. Body subfusiform, slender, grace- 
ful. Head proportionally small, conical, Mouth smaller 
than in S, fontinalis, from which it also differs in the struc- 
ture of the opercular apparatus. Fins placed in the sane 
relative positions as the latter, but larger, excepting the sdi- 
pose, which iz considerably smaller, Margin of the caudal 
somewhat forked and undulated. Scales much like those 
of the brook trout, but larger. Lateral line similar in both 
species. 
See bluish tint extends all along the back from 

the head to the tail, so that when seen from above the fish 
appears to be entirely blue. Sides and abdomen silvery 
white in the female, and of a deep reddish-orange in the 
male, spotted in both sexes with the same hne as the abdo- 
men. Dorsal and caudal fins brownish blue, bordered with 
pale orange in the male; the puctorals, ventrals, and anal of 
a fiery orange, blackish-blue at) their bases, and margined 
with white. 
Tabitat.—Moosemeguntic, Kenubago River, and Lake 

Oquassa, Maine. 
According to Dr, Girard this is a lake species of greut 

delicacy and beauty. It is found on Lake Moosemernntie, 
making its appearance from the depths about October 10, 
and coming near the shore, ascends the Kenebago River in 
shoals, Half a mile from its mouth the Kenebago receives 
the outlet of Lake Oquassa, The trout then leaves the 
Kenebago and enters Oquassa Lake, where its yoyage comes 
toa close, After the middle of November it returns to 
Moosemeguntic, and is not azain seen till the following year. 
Tt is known to the residents of that region as the **blue- 
back.” 

Dr. Givard adds the following remark: *‘The flesh of the 
fish is highly flavored and more delicate than the brovk 
troutsin Europe and America. It resembles that of 4. 
wmblt, of the Swiss lakes, both in the peculiarity of its 
habits and ils delicacy, Salmo winhla isa lake trout, an im- 
habitant of the deep, making its appearance near shores 
January and February to spawn, anil never ascendinw the 
brooks or rivers, tributaries of the lakes.” 
Diagnosis.—From glover? [land-locked salmon], by 

lacking black spots; by its smaller scales, From S. jonti- 
natis, or the comnion brook trout, it can be distinguished by 
the uniform color of the bacls; its unspotted fins (tuil in- 
cluded); slightly larger scales; small, conical head; slender 
hody; small size of the light spots along the flanks, and by 
the colors, as given. 

A unique field whistle is manufactured by Mr. F. G, Farnham, of 
White Mills, Pa. It is made on the same plan as a trombone, and the 
toné can be changed From soft to lolid in an instant, See advertise- 
ment in another column,—4dy. 
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FINNY REPRESENTATIVES TO THE 
COURT OF HAWKINS. 

ha NCH the remarkable letter of acceptance to the Gov- 
ernor of Tennesses by the newly-appointed fish com- 

missioner for this portion of the State, the latter centleman 
has been the subject of much comment, and the cause of 
many amusing storics being told; among them the following 
struck me as pretty good, though perhaps a slight shade too 
sureustic, related by a gentleman occupying & high position 
in the leval world: 

"T have tead and heard much of animal sagacity, but I 
never considered fish as remarkable for intelligence, and 
certainly not for gratitude; yet what 1 am about to relate 
father inclines me to the opinion that these aquatic creatures 
have been grossly slandered, and that they are entitled to 
both of the qualities IT thought them not possessed with, 
My informant is a worthy man, thouzh poor, and he swears 
that on a recent ip in cenoe from Huntsville to Nashville 
he was astounder at the appearance of myriads of fish in 
the Cumberland, There were, said he, cats, buffalos, shad, 
jack, bass (black and white), perch, suckers, redhorse, and 
even the diminutive steelbacks, silyersides and craytish. At 
night their cavorting and playful tess created so much noise 
that he could scarcely sleep; his mind wandered, and at 
last fatigue overcame him, and a deep, heavy sleep followed, 
but even then his mind was not permitted to have repose. 
Dreams tormented him, until at last the climax was reached. 
Tle rose to a sitting posture, and, with eyes wide open, he 
says that the entire mystery was explained. Two enormous 
fish, one of the vame variety known to hint as the salmon, 
and another, no less in stature, but of the shiny cat species, 
arrayed themsclyes before him, as though he represented the 
highest earthly tribunal, snd addressed him as ‘Most potent 
prince,’ Was it.a delusion or a reality? le asked himself, 
and finding it the latter, he worked up all the courage he 
could, and answered - 

© What will you with me monsters of the deep?’ ‘The na- 
"ble salmon, feclmg assured from my dignified manner, re- 
plied, ‘We have noticed for the last two days and nights your 
highneéss’s presence, floating calmy down our placid sfream, 
in your bare of state, and surmised fhat you were an emis- 
sary cither from our most noble executive, or lis tender- 
hearted successor to that terror of terrors, Col, George FP. 
Akers, As it is we are willing to confide in you, inasmuch, 
that we overheard from one of the potfisher pests of the re- 
gion, that the gallant colouel had been deposed, and that 
hen¢eforward, not only would his excellently worded laws, 
passed for our profection, be forcibly administered, but that 
his successor, though an angler himself, only used such 
light tackle, as would give all of my family a fair chance, 
and that he had forced the nobleexecutiye to repudiate the 
charge of taking by foul and unsportsmanlike manner, 
brethren of mine hitherto considered of passable pedigrees, 
and had furthermore disqualified him from troubling even the 
dainty members of the royalty bred yarieties found in the 
mountain streams of our land, by presenting him with a 
bare, and consequently harmless rod; that, in consideration 
of all these acts of kindness and carefully conceived rezu- 
lations for our future well-being, 1, Jack, alias walleyed 
Pike, alias Salmon, issued a ukase from my favorite dwell- 
ing place, Caney Fork, to my immediute subjects, to raily at 
a given day to ¢o in person to the capitol, there to return 
thanks to the noble executive; at the same time, and uoder 
the seal of my dominions and treaties already made, for de- 
fence and offence, existing between the denizens of my 
realm and those of the shiny, short-bodied, or shell-covered 
natives, to join in acknowledging our heartfelt gratitude for 
his recent acts, As you see they came, and my shiny friend 
conceived a most admirable idea, by which to prevent any 
conflict of races on our expedition, which was for them ito 
wear bright yellow badges, upon which were printed A. H., 
and for us of the sky-blue blood, similar insignia of azure 
tint, upon which should be fhe letters G. F. A.. Now, most 
potent prince, we have told the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth, so we bid you 4, fond an revoir,’ 

“At this juncture of the proceedings, I realized the un- 
naturalness of the scene, yet I was awake, 1 saw the fish, 
and as Andrew Jackson said, ‘by the eternal,* P'll swear to it 
eyen down to those badges and the A, H., and G@. BF. A” 
NAsHyILLE, Sept. 16, 1882. J, Dy 

Pisuing NEAR New York.—I have been a reader of 
Fornst ayp Brueam for some time, yet so far have failed 
to see any account of fishing in the immediate neighborhood 
of this city, and this is a subject that must be of interest to 
4 number of your readers who have not the time or means 
for a trip of a few days to more favored localities, Wall 
you he so good as to let me (and perhaps many other readers) 
have some particulars and details, so ] may know where and 
when to go to enjoy this sport? Inotive in your paper of July 
20 that itis illegal to kill striped bass of less than half pound, 
yet I have seen many such taken in Coney Island Creek, and 
ave no doubt the same happens clsewhtre. Again, why isit 

that some works on angling say nothing of the lafayette? T 
have caught many of these, and although they do not show 
much fight, they afford sport when nothing else will bite, 
unless itis the crabs. By the way, can you “a imé how to 

lects?-—BReor 
LyyiTe. [Our correspondent must have overlooked our 
frequent reports of correspondents, as well as our own, on 
the salt water fishing about the coast, including Long Island 
and the New Jersey shores. There is really nothing much 
to say of it excepf to chronicle the numbers caught, as an 
index to the fishing. ne can find fair fishing at. the lower 
end of Staten Island, and eyery morning train takes down 
dozens of anglers, Or he may zo down to Sheepshead Bay. 
dn regard to small striped bass the Jaw is disobeyed by many 
anglers; they are liable to fine, however. The main result 
of the law is that the fish cannot be sold in market, and so 
it is useless for the fishermen to haul seines for them and 
take them in quantity. Works on angling do mention the 
lafayette, at least Nurris and Scott do, and this week a cor- 
respondent spiaks of the sume fish at Cape May as the 
“goody.” Coast fishes haye so many names that only one 
familiar with them all Know wlit is meant by the local 
names. The crab must be endured when one is fishing near 
the bottom. 

Missouri.—Kingston, Mo., Sept. 20.—Henry Botthoff 
captured u catfish in Shoal Creek, north of town, last Tues- 
day, which tipped the bewm at seven pounds, and was two 
feet and four inches in length. ‘This is considered a lange 
fish for these waters, as we are thirty miles trom where 
Shoal Creek empties into Grand River, and large fish sel- 
dom ascend the stream so high. Tt was taken with « troll- 
ing spoon,—TALLEQras, | 

A 
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Eiy-Fisayne ror Sunrisa,—Philadelphia, September 25, 
—Perch fishing in our river is very good. At Betterton it is 
at Ws highest and the fish now largé. Your correspondent 
and friend amused themselves afew days since with light 
rods fly-tishing in tae Schuylkill, ahove Shawmont, for large 
sunfish from a row boat. When one has nothing else to do 
it is excellent sport and keeps one in practice for bass fishing, 
Of course the smallest of flius are used, and when a light 
leader is attached to 4 delicate line and casts are made just 
outside the grass and docks which line the shore where the 
fish are numexous, the fun is great, when no other fly-fishing 
can be had. At ull events itis a most pleasant way to pass 
an hour or two near to home.—Homo, 

Tas Waanrria Haye Goxr.—Thé Tom's River, N, J., 
Courier says: ‘‘The late severe easterly storms and high 
tides have about put an end to weakfishing in Barnegat 
Bay for this season, and most of the guests have taken their 
departure, but with the appearance of the bluefish the hotels 
will again fill up with sportsmen. Several good strings 
of bluctish haye already been taken, one party of two 
bringing in fifty one day and thirty the day following, run- 
ving in size from two to nine pounds each. 

A. Bao Frise ror Ners.—b, P. Andreu, of St. Augustine, 
Ma,, on Thursday, in fishing with his net for turtles, caught 
a fourteen-foot sawfish, with « saw three feet ten inches 
long. The monster weighed between seven and eight 
hundred pounds, and drove his teeth many times inte the 
sides of the boal,—Palatha (la.) Sun, 

Sishenlture. 

AN AERATiING MACHINE, 

BY your issue dated July 6, 1882, I noticed an article under 
“Wishculture,” by Mr. George Shepard Page, speaking of 

the transportation of live fish and the method used to properly 
aerate the water, Hesays: ‘*‘[his was effected in the sim- 
plest and best way known at present, viz,, by dipping out of 
the cans and pouring back again froma height of tyo feet.” 
lam not prepared to dispute Mr. Page’s statement, still it 
seems yery laborious and somewhat primitive. t 
No one who has had access to our large riyers or to any of 

the many waters where ply the sidewheel steamers, has failed 
to note the white streak of .oamy water left behind them as 
they steamed along their course. It seemed to me that this 
water had beconie aerated to a certainty, and if so, then the 
principle might with success be applied to cans for transport- 
ing fish. 
plied. 

My inclosed sketch explains readily the idea ap- 

Ais the main reservoir which is ta contain the fish. The 
square box B is separated from the large apartment by the 
wire netting C, whose meshes should be of such size as to 
allow a free passage of the water into box B, and yet small 
6nough to preyent the passage or entanglement of small fish. 
Tn the box B ts hung the paddle-wheel, which is intended to 
be revolved at @ proper rate by an ordinary crank handle. 
The blades ure here represented as being flat and square. 
Perhaps ou trial] some other form would be found necessary, 
a concave shape for instance. A more positive circulation of 
the water might be found necessary, and a different arrange- 
ment of the compartments and bottom be made. This plan 
may have previously been presented and condemned: if so, I 
have been unfortunate in not seeing it, and shall but add 
another one to the list of failures. RHODY. 

PrRovIpENcE, R. T. 

THE McCLOUD RIVER SALMON STATION. 

I SEND the following account of the salmon breeding 
station of the United States Fish Commission on thé 

MeCloud River, California, as it stands since its restoration 
aiter being destroyed by the great floods of February, 1881: 
We have now on the Fishery Reservation a mess house, 

hatching house and stable, We have also built a bridge 150 
feet long across the river, and have added to it, as usual, a 
firmly built fenes or rack that allowed the water to pass 
down, but prevented the salmon from going up the river. 
The mess house is a well built and nicely painted two story 

house, forty feet by twenty-five feet, containme a kitchen, 
pantry, store room, dining room, and mess room on the lower 
floor, with three large sleeping apartments on the second floor. 
Tt is well supplied with running water from a spring on the 
hill behind the house, so that there is always a full tank of 
fresh cold water in the kitchen, another tank on the second 
Hoor to be used in case of fire, and a third on the porch where 
the men wash, This abundant supply of cold water in this 
very hot climateis a great convenience, not to say luxury. 
The mess house vests ou bed rock wellupabove high water 
mark and is pertectly safe from any future floods. The stable 
is a well built, substantial two story building, forty feet by 
twenty feet, with accommodations for four horses. It has 
two commodions store rooms and aloft. On the north side, 
Where it is protected from the sun in summer and the storms 
in winter, a shed is built adjoining the barn, 
The hatching house is a large, Haridgome, painted building 

eighty feat long and thirty feet wide, Tt stands well above 
the danger mark of high water, and is provided with fort 
hatching troughs, each sixteén feet long, and furnished wit 
seven hatching baskets, each two feet long, making two hun- 
dred hatching baskets in all. These baskets will carry thirty- 

five thousand salmon eggs each, giving a total hatching 
capacity to the house in round numbers of ten million salmon 
eggs, The hatching house is provided with nine windows on 
each side, one window in each gable end, and five skylights 
on the roof, all of which combined furnish a good supply of 
light eyen on the dark rainy days in the fall, when the salmon 
are being hatched for the restocking of the tributaries of the 
Sacramento. On the east end of the houseis a large shed 
built for the purpose of furnishing room and shelter for pack- 
ing the exes intended for distribution. 

fhe water supply for hatching the eggs is lifted to the house 
by & current wheel in the river, This wheel is a fine piece of 
workmanship and a credit to the builders, It is thirty-two 
feet in diameter, is furnished with thirty-two arms and thirty- 
two paddles, and reyolves on 4 shaft eighteen inches in di- 
ameter. If rests on two yery substantially built; boats, each 
thirty-six feet long and cight feet wide. On these boats, sus- 
tained on suitable supports, the current wheel rests. The 
bouts and wheel are placed at 4 point in the river where the 
current has the greatest velocity, which gives the wheel a 
lifting capacity of twenty-four thousand gallons an hour. 

In addition to the styuctures already mentined, there is the 
post office building, which was washed off its original founda- 
tion and somewhat injured by the high water, butwhich has 
been replaced, taised higher and somewhat enlarged. This is 
now used as a dwelling house, A small storehouse which sur- 
viyed the flood, and the spawning house for taking the eggs 
in, complete the list of buildings at the McCloud River Salmon 
Fishery, as itis now restored, Livyincston Stone. 

SHAD ON THE PACIFIC COAST.—On Monday last R. Look 
caught in his weirs on the east side of the bay tyo shad, one 
two-thirds grown and the other full grown. These are the 
first of these fish caught north of the Columbia River, and 
the first full grown one we have ever heard of on thea coast. 
Five years ago the eggs were sent from the Atlantic by the 
United States Fish Commission and put in the Sacramento 
River, and young ones have occasionally been caught in Mon- 
teréy, San Francisco and Humboldt bays since that time. 
Two years ago one or two were caught in the Columbia, and 
quite a mumber last year, Now they have reached Puget 
Sound, but probably in small numbers.—Olympia (W. T!) 
Transcript. 

The Zennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS, 
January 9,10, and 11, 1882—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 

Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, 198 Hobart street, 
Meriden, Conn. 

April 3,4,5 and 6, 1882. Western Pennsylyania Poultry Society's 
Tifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Wntries for the Bench 
Show Derby, for English setters wielped on or after March 1, 1882, 
close December 1, 1882. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent, I. R. Stay- 
ton, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
November 1-—Hastern Fieid Trials Club Field Trials on Quail, near 

High Point, N. C. Entries forthe Dérby close July 1, For the All- 
Aged and Members’ Stake, November 1, I’. N, Hall, P. 0. Box 884, 
New York, Secretary. 
December 4—National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn, D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn,, Secretary. 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Club Vield Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La, Entries close December li, J, K. Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1. 

THE CHICKEN TRIALS 

Ww give this week a full report of the running of the All- 
/ Aged Stake at the chicken trials at Fairmont, 

The heats are given in the order in which they were drawn 
to run, although with two and part of the time three sets of 
judges, a portion of them were run simultaneously, and some 
were run out of their re: 
wiched in with others. This of course could make no differ- 
ence in the result, as each heat is a complete race in itself, 
While the last heats in the Derby were being finished the 

running of the All-Aged was commenced. This stake wus for 
@ purse of $500, opento all setters and pointers, with $250 to 
first, $125 to second, $75 to third and $50 to fourth. Entrance, 
$20, Entries closed September 4at § o'clock A. M, with tyenty- 
eightin, There were twenty-three setters and five pointers, 
and among them were many of the most noted dogs in the 
country. Thirteen of them had before runin public, and no 
less than eight of them were Field Trial winners, There were 
also seyeral “dark horses” whose wonderful performances 
were mentioned with bated breath, whose owners confidently 
expected to sweep all before them. Ali this presaged a good 
race, and we were not disappointed, although the extreme 
heat rendered it impossible for a large portion of the time for 
the dogs to show at their best. The entries and order of run- 
ning were as follows: 

Sur. FP. H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.—Black, white and 
tan English setter bitch, 3 years (Druid-Ruby) handled by H. M 
Short, Middleton, Tenn., 

against 

Countess Druip. W.H. Colcord, St. Joseph, Mo,—Blue 
belton, with black ears, English setter bitch. May 1580 
Druid-Prineess Draco), handled by N. Nesbitt, Milwaukee, 
Nis, 

Frank H. James Hunter, Allezhany, Pa.—Black, white 
and tan Bnelish setter dog, 2 years (Don-Cora), handled by H. 
M, Short, Middleton, Tenn,, 

agamst 

Broxer. O, C. Calkins, Chicago, Il.—Red and white setter 
dog, 2 years (Druid-Clio), hantiled by W. B. Stufford; Mankato, 

inn. 

Kinytemnnicx. Geo. Knowles, Jr, Milwaukee, Wis.— 
Black, white and tan Hnglish setter dog, 2144 years (Reed’s 
Druid-Bessie Lee), also handled by Stafford, 

against 

Brssm. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass.—Black and whit, 
Englizh setter bitch, 2+4 years (Dash I11-Countess Il), handjeq 
by Captaim C, BH, MeMurdo, Shadwell, Va. + 

Bovine. E. F. Stoddard, Dayton, O,—Liver and white 
pointer dog, 214 years (Row—Jannty), handled by J. E. Zim- 
merman, Dayton, O., 

against 

Maxim. Col, W. EH. Hughes, St. Louis, Mo,.—Livyer and 
white pointer dog, 21g years (Garnet—Jilt), handled by B. 
Waters, Canterbury, Conn. 

Juss. Dr, W. H. Daly, Pittsburgh, Pa.—-Orange and white 
English setter bitch, G-years {Wilson's Dan—Le Moyne’s Flash), 
handled by owner, 

cogainst 

Crristas Biw, KR. T, Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa.— 
Lemon and white pointer dog, {42 years (Luck of Bden Hall— 
Ready Money), handled by owner. 

Prarie RANGER. Sportsman's Kennel, Geneva, [a.— White 
will lemon ears English setiier dog, 3 years (Charm—Pearl), 
handled by Geo. Waddington, Geneva, Ia,, 

against 

SHanow. Luther Adains. Boston, Mass.—Black, white and 
tan English setter bitch, 24s years (Lincoln—Daisy Dean), 
handled by Capt. C, H. MeMurdo, Shadwell, Va. 

ar order or perhaps were sand- 
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Counr WosLe, D. C. Sanborn, Dowling Mich.—Black, 
White and tan English setter dog, 8 years (Count Wind ’ém— 
Nora), handled by owner, 

eq ceenst 

Lonpbon, H, Bailey Harrison, Tilsonburz, Ont,—Blue belton 
Hnelish setter dog, 2 years (Paris—Lill), handled by W. 
Tallman, Worcester, Mass. , 

Dashing Novion, D, C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mieh—Black, 
white and tan Bnelish sebter biteh, 2 years (Dash I.—Novel), 
liandled by owner, j 

against 

Forman. Wm, Tallman, Worcester, Mass.i—Black, white 
and tan Howlish setter dog, 2 years (Dashing Monarch—Pairy 
11,), handled by owner. 

Mernor, Col, W. Ei. Hughes, St. Louis, Mo,—Liver and 
white pointer dog, 2ly years (Garnet-Jilt), handled by B, 
Waters, Canterbury, Conn., x 

against 

Pripe. Sportsman's Kennel, Geneva, lowa.—Lemon and 
white Hnglish setter dog, 3 years (Charm-lhip), handled by 
Goo. Waddington, Geneva, (a, 

Guerrupn. J, W. Orth, Pittsburch,.Pa,.—Black. white and 
tan Enelsh setter bitch, 4 years (Gladstouc-Nally) handled 
by owner, 

cogent 

May Laverack, J. J, Snellenburg, New Briehton, Pa,— 
Black and white Mnglish setter biteh, + years (‘Mhunder-Spot), 
handled by owner. 

CreManTINE D. L. Shuster, Philadelphia, Pa.—Black, 
white and tin English setfer bitch, 24y years (Dash TI1,-Cor- 
nelia), handled by owner, 

against 

Biz, J, S, MoIntosh, Pittsbutzh, Pa,—Red Wish setter dow, 
4 ycors (Dash-Mlora), handled by owner, " 

Rock. Dr. N. McDonald, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Black, white 
wud tan English setter dog, 2 years (Rex-Belle) handled by 
John Shoemaker, Garner, [2., . 

against 

Maips, Dr, $. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥.—Black, white 
and tan Mnslish setter bitch, 5 years (Dick-Clio), handled by 
®, A. Aaichy, Atiaire, N, J. C 

Dasu. KE. O'Brien, Mason City, Towsa.—liver, white and 
fan English setter dog, 3 years (Rob-Pat) handled hy owner, 

against 
Bassiv. J, O. Donner, New York.—lemon and white Eng- 

lish ; toer bitch, 4 years (Ranger I,-Mallard’s Belle), handled 
by J. N. Lewis, Ramsey, N, J, 

PRATRIE. Puncu, RK. B. Morgan, Canton, O.—Liver and 
white English setter dog, 3 years (Charm-Pearl), handled hy 
owner, 

aginst 

Dow. HK. T. Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa—Liver and white 
pointer dog, AW years (Bang-Pez) handled by owner. 

SUE AND COUNTESS DROID 
were put down a short time Wednesday iu the middle of the 
heat between Pink B, and Prince Noble, who were piven a 
Test, which they greatly needed, asthwasterribly hot. After 
a half-hour'’s spin without tinding birds they were taken mp. 
and pit down in on Thuorsdsy morning for about the 
same lengeth of time withont result. The first time down, 
tlioy were under the eyes of the recular judees. ‘he second 
hime Mossrs. Mortord, Sterling and Brown had ther in charge, 
On Thursday afternoon Mesers, Sterling ani Dew eompleted 
the heat. ‘They were put down at-4:15 in vrass at the edge of 
astubble lield. Sue vot away ata faster east than she had 
previously shown. Before she had taken a dozen strides, 
she ran tito aud finshed an old bird, dropping bo wing. She 
then ranged wide and well. running very jight and éusy. 
Whilo not remarkabledor her style, she was clearly ahead of 
Countess in this respect. Ranging over the spnbble, Countess 
Jet ont alink, going much beter Nothin was found on the 
stubble, and fhe dogs were worked on the prairte. ne 
poimted u birdin the edgu of soma darn, but the bird flushed 
wild before the judges caine up, and she gotno eredit, Then 
in the grass at the edge of somic weeds she flushed a single 
bird. Both then challenzed and roaded some distance, Sue 
Tivally locating a turtle. The dogs were then put in the 
wuron and driven toward a large stubble. On the way some 
hirds were fushed by the teanis and marked down, and the 
dous were pubdown and worked toward them, Sue got a 
little too close und fashed one of them, Countess was more 
forlunate, and located one of them, although not in a very 
stylish manta, Sue backing her. Nesbitt winged the bird, 
whith Countess retrieved fairly wall, Countess then pointed 
nuother, and was handsomely backed by Sue an instant, but 
she wwoved a littl and the bird flushed, but few only a short 
distance. Sie swans foritand made a graud pomt, which 
Countess refused to back, but drew abead, snd stiola the point. 
Ste drew on @ little and located the bird, which was running. 
Short flushed and killed, Sue retrieving it nicely. The dogs 
sere then put in the wagon snd driven south to a stubble, 
whore Countess made a good point, Sue not seeing her, soon 
alter pointed the same bird, which flushed wild; thenseyera] 
mare got ip near the edge, Countess pointing where they 
had buen, was backed by Sue, who then drew along the grass 
and pointed, while Countess backed indifferently. Sue 
roasted into the grass add pointed just an instant before the 
hitd flushed, Atter ashort consultation, the judges ordered 
up the dogs and awarded (the heat to Sue. Down one hour 
and 3 quarber, 

DRANK WH, AND BROKER. 
This was a rattling good brace. Broker is the fastest and 

has the most style, Wrankis 2 most persistent worker with 
wonderful staying powers: he is by no meaus a slow dog, and 
was oae of the widest rangers ot the trials, He also has an 
excellent nose, and with plenty of work to perfect his judg- 
quent he will be a hard dog to beat. They were af once put 
dowh where the last brace were taken up. Frank threw up 
his head and half pointed, then he alternately roaded and 
poimted for a long distunee in the cor but finally lost it, 
Broker mitantime working all around him but showing no 
sion of game. Then on tlie prairie, while going down wind, 
Riauk fished a single bird and dropped fo wing. Broker 
s0on followed suit with a Dush, but evidently did not seé nor 
heur the bird as be paid it no attention. Coming together on 
» mowed strip of prairie they raced along, and as they winded 
a bird both turned in theair almost as one doz and pointed, 
just an insteot before the bird hushed. Broker partly dropping 
and Prank on hisfeet. Both dropped te wing. This was very 
pretty, Then heatng, owt the stubble the handlers flushed 
thrue bicds, Broker @ming round dropped on point, Frank 
bucking in geod shay@ Shor thinking the point false orderect 
rank on and he sco afinsi. The dogs were given water 

la large stubble hon worked over. Frank out of sight 
over 9 Jcuoll Wushed a braces he then undoubtedly pointed, as 
Reoker. who could see bin, backed, and soon three more Zot 
uy. When the judees came in sight Freuic was flat: as the 
heidiers Came another bird Hughed between thedogs. Thea 
in the arass both dogs pointed a single bird whieh Stafford 
kiled te oiler, and Broker retrievedit rather slovenly, Prank 
teen pomied and Brokey backed. Shorh shot to order and 
heow ht the bled newly to bho ground, nt if recovered and 
esenped. Wrank then scored a flush, both dogs dropping to 
wing. Then jn long grass Broker put np one which was 
yourked down, and the dogs worked in thatdirection, Wailing 
to fond af thedirvet cast, they werelewung around azaih, when 
Frank made « inegnitiesnt poiit close by hishandler Broker 

coming up flushed the bird, A bird was then thrown for 
Frank to retrieve, which he did in very ood shape. They 
were then ordered up and the heat awarded to Prank H. 
Down fifty minutes, 

KINNIKINNICK AND BESSIT. 
Thursday morning we divided into two squads, judyes, 

Wison and Bergunthal with Kinnikinnick atid Bessie, who 
were ordered down at (1:30, in a stubble field about one mile 
west of the town. We expected to sde some zood work 
from this brace, who had both been winners at Grand June- 
tion, last fall, where they did grand work, Both were fast, 
Bessie showing a trifle the most speed. She also showed the 
most style. In range the dog had the best of it, as Bessie was 
a Uttle inelined to be jealons, and did not strike out so free 
assheought. Kin. was the first to score, bub it was unfor- 
tunately a flush, We then pointed another, Bessie backed 
very stylishly a moment, and then stole in ahead. In the 
nextfield Kin. again flushed when he should have pointed. 
They were then taken in the wagon and driven a mile west 
bo a nice stubble, where Bessie dropped on a heaitiful point 
to a small coyey. Kin, came round Qown wind and flushed 
a single bird; he drapped to wing very nicely, and the re- 
mainder of the covey lay. Stafford killed to order and both 
were steady, “Ordered to retrieve, Kin, did so only fairly, 
mouthing his bird, Moying on, Bessie, while going down 
wind, passed by a brace of birds, but catching the scent, she 
crapped as if shot, and held them. Kin, also dropped on 
back very nicely. Both handlers shot, but the birds got away, 
oné of them hard hit, This was very well done so far as the 
dogs wore concerned. Two more stubbles were drawn blank, 
then on the prairie Kin. challenged, and-was joined by Bessie. 
Both roaded in good style, but turning a little to the right of 
the birds they were fiushed by the handlers. In the next 
stubble only one bird was found, and this Hushed wild before 
Kin. In the next stubble Bessie dropped on a capital point to 
an old cock bird, who took to his heels; but the little beauty 
was at home here, Ghding along his trail like a snake, she fol- 
lowed him out, and the Captain grassed him very neatly, 
Bessie retrieved him yery well, taking into consideration his 
great size, They were then ordered up and the heat awarded 
to Bessie, Down one hour and a quarter. 

BODINE AND MAXIM. 
Bodine not being in condition was withdrawn, and Maxim 

was declared the winner of the heat. 
JESS AND CHRISTMAS BILL, 

This brace was pit down several times under Messrs, Bereun- 
thaland Wilson, and were finally ordered np to go down 
again, it in the judges’ opinion they had a chance to win. Jess 
was grossly fat and could run but a short time. While fresh 
she showed some good work, One loiig point that she made 
was preatly admired. She was in the grass some forty vards 
from the edge when she threw up her head and located a hird 
in grand style, Her owner, known to our readers as 
“South Fork,’ walked 1p to her and the bird rose a long 
distance away; coolly bringing his gun into position he eut 
loose and killed the grouse stone dead. Jess retrieved in 
capital form, carrying the bird to the wagon to order, and. 
jumping in left it and returned to her master, amid the 
plandits of all who witnessed the petformance. Christmas 
Bill we know to be a very fair fielder, yet he did nothing 
worthy of mention, except a beautiful point on bare ground. 
When we came up the bird walked away in front of him, 
while he remained steady. He also backed once or thrice 
very nicely. 

PRAIRIE RANGER AND SHADOW 
were cast off in the same stubble, shortly after Kinnikinnick 
and Bessie finished their heat. We greatly adraired Shadow 
ab Grand Junetion last fall, but she was all out of sorts and 
appeared to have nonose, She started off ai a moderate gait, 
but soon warmed up and went at afair rate of speed, Ranger 
at once, with a far-reaching stride, but rather heavy action, 
ranged and quartered well. Both worked across the stubble, 
then Shadow swung back and challenged in the center of the 
field, She readed 4 lew yards, but tle birds fushed Gfty yards 
away. The dogs were then taken in the wagon and we went 
Toa large stubble a mile north. Rangey disappeared over a 
knoll and a bird flushed near him, but ashe was outof sight 
we couli nut say that he wasto blame, Working on to the 
edge Ranger ras into pnd Aushed a covey that be should have 
pointed. Moving on after the scattered birds, Shadow chal- 
ened, but turmng to the whistle she flushed u brace. Both 
dogs dropped to wing, Shadow seon moyed and flushed 
another. Rangerthen made game and roaded «a long way, 
but the birds flushed hefore he had established his point. In 
the meantime Shadow made a beantiful pot, and vouded 
finely; but urged by her handler she went too far and scored 
a flush. Working toward the scattered birds, Rauger made a 
nice poinh which Shadow partially backed, but as Ranger 
moved a step or two she drew on down wind, and flushed the 
bird, which Waddington killed and Ranger retri¢ved in good 
form. Shadow then pointed and Ranger crowded ahead and 
seared a flush, Then éach of them flushed one or tye, making 
very bad work. Then to another stubble, both challenged 
andswung in opposite directions. Ranger struck it in the grass 
and alternately pomting and roading he located a brace nicely. 
Shadow backed attirst, but catching the ‘scent also pointed, 
Waddington to order flushed them and killed one. his was 
very well done. Ranger soon again pointed a single bird, 
which flushed itself. They were then or/Jered up and the heat 
awarded to Prairie Ranger. Down one hour. ' 

COUNT NOBLE AND LONDON. 
This brace was ordered down ai 5:15 on broken ground, 

svown up to weeds, neara stubble field, Count Noble is the 
bray dog of the Wesh on chickens, and, judging from what 
wesaw of him, he woultl make it hot tor the best of them, 
proyided he went allright, but he is headstrong and wilfnl, 
and not under good control; he also appears to be jealous of 
astrange dog, and cormmitted many errors that an aspirant 
for field trial honors cannot afford, But when he did go ull 
right his wonderful speed and powertul nose, combined with 
his rare good judgment in locating the favorate haunts of the 
birds, made him indeed a formidable antagonist. His style 
when on point or backing is faultless. London is a very 
handsome anirnal, of good form, and fora dog who has had 
but two weeks’ work on ame he did very wellindeed, He is 
fairly fast, and although his range is rather circumscrihad, he 
quarters his ground in food shape; he is also quite stylish 
when on gare, and appears to be under good subjection. 
When east off Count went like a tocket and was out of sight 
over a knoll, Whenwe camein sight of Count he was half 
pointing, but af once commenced roading the trail of a 
covey, Soon establishing his pomt and locating them hand- 
somely, dropping flatas his handler came up, Sanborn re- 
quested Tallman to shoot, which he did, but without ruffling 
ai feather. This was a beautiful piece of work for Count. 
Wollowing up some of the birds which settled in high grass he 
made a flush, for which he was not to blame, and soon an- 
other got up near him. Meantime London challenged, and 
was carefully roading ont a brace, when Count swung bo his 
right and dropped, London, au instant later, caught! the 
scent and also pointed. Tallman fushed and again missed. 
This was very well.doue. Moving on one or two more birds 
gob up, Count dropping to wing. Then across the slough and 
stubble Count made a nice point, London backing lim. 
Nothing was found, although some birds were flushed soon 
after abent fifty yards trom where he pointed, Further on, 
Count again false pointed, while London on fhesidehill made 
an elegant point, and then readed quite a distance, but noth- 
iny was found. A little furtheron Count dropped on point, 
London brought up, did nob see hit, but threw his head in 
the air a second and moyetl on; this also proved false. ‘Than 
in the corner of the stubble, three or four hundred yards 
away, Cotnt made a magnificent point, and J gira Bergun- 
thaland Sanborn went toward him, But hefove they had. got 

half way he moved on and finshed the birds. Tn the next 
stubble Connt Gropped very prettily to a single bird, which 
Tallman missed, é then ran into some corn, and not miak- 
ing his appearance, Sanborn went for him, and soon a bird 
was seen to flush and Count was heard bereing pardon. Then. 
on through grass to the road, the dogs were put in the 
wagon and driven to a Jarge stubble, A single bird flushed 
just as the dogs were getting out, and Count soon flushed an- 
other, although he pointed just as it rose. He dropped to wing 
and Loudon backed him, He then pointed, but this was 
almost a flush, asthe bird got up at once, He then ran oyer 
another one, and had London got in w little good work he 
would have stood a good chance to win, asthe Count was eyi- 
dently haying ona of his poor streaks. But this was not to 
he, for Count, swinging into some grass, pointed, London 
backing nicely. ‘hey were then ordered up and the heat 
awarded to Count Noble, Doyn one hour and a half, 

DASHING NOVICE AND TORDMAN. 
At the close of the heat between Jess and Christmas Bill, 

on Friday morning, Dashing Novice and Foreman were put 
down ina stubble. Novice won both the National and Penn- 
sylyania Derby. at Grand Junction last fall, when she eap- 
tivated all with the gamy manner in which she run her heats. 
She has been worked but very little on chickens, nevertheless 
she did some very good work, She isfairly fast and one of 
the most indefatigable workers that weever saw. She has 
not much style, but gets on her birds ina gamy manuer that 
is very taking. Woreman is very nearly her equal in speed, 

ile =o 

having improved very much since we saw him at Grand . 
dimetion; he quarters his ground much better than Novice, 
but does not range so wideasshe. He is an elezant mover 
and quite hand Both got away at their best pace. Novice 
on top of a knoll winded a brace and should haye poimted, as 
the wind was in her favor, but she kept on alittle too far and 
flushed them. Then across a mowme to a large stubble 
Novice swung to the leffand Foreman to the right. When 
nearly in the middle of the tield Moreman caught a little 
scent, and throwing his head high in the air, stopped a mo- 
ment and “felt” forthem: then casting still further to the 
right, he unluckily, as it proved, went the wrong way, for 
Novice swinging buck dropped ona beautiful point to a covey 
that were lying about thirty yards to the left of where Fore- 
man challenzed. She drew onashort distance and located 
them very nicely. Tallraan, to order, flushed and killed one, 
witch Novice refused to retrieve. Then crossing a slough to 
another stubble Novice dropped on point, but moysd on in 
time to escape penalty for a false pomt. Then through some 
corn both dogs were charged to order, while Tallman took off 
his cout; while doing this a single bird Mushed close by, then a 
large covey gol up and flew ont on the open prairie, hoth 
dogs remaining steacly. 

he dogs were then put in the wagon and we drove toward tha 
scattered birds, which had been marked down. Casting them off 
Foreman swung wide and made a beautiful point, which Novice 
honored; he soon, however, moved on toward the birds, which 
he eyidently had winded, while Noyice took a.turm to the left, 
As foreman ¢ame to some high grass a single bird flushed wild 
in front of him; he dropped to wing and several more flushed all 
around him. Ne undoubtedly winded the scent left by the birds 
on top of the long “rass, bub owing to the dense growth failed to 
eateh the body scent, and thus lost a grand opportunity, Walking 
fhe dogsin the wagon agai a short distance, they were put 
down in grass, where Foreman challenged, but could make noth- 
ingofit. Then through some hich weeds into a small stubble, 
Novice dropped on point. Foreman, who was a little ahead and 
to one side, at almost the same instant threw up his head and 
felt of the air, but bothsoon moved on. Working on through 
grass Novice slipped into some carn, and not coming bacic to the 
whistle, Sanborn went for and gave hera slight taste of the 
whip, Taking the dogs in the wagon and driving south to a 
stubble, they were again put’ down, foreman challenged and 
drew on, hat.cot too close to a brace that he should have pointed, 
and scored a flush; then while going down wind he put up 
avotler one, Then on the prainte Novice was lost ior fully five 
minutes, and was found dropped near where three or four birds 
lad been seen to flush shortly before. She had mdoubtedly been 
pointing thern and probably was uot to blame tor the flush. 
Working on in the prairi¢ toward a small pond, Foremau fushed 
a single bird in the tall prass, for which he was vot to blame, as 
not one time it fifty can a point be obtained under the cireum- 
stances, After a short consultation the dogs were ordered up 
and the heab was awarded to Dashing Noyice, Down nearly two 
hours. Then several yalunteers with their dogs were sent into a 
large cornfield, from whieh they routes! a large covey of birds, 
but they were not marked down. Pouckand Don were now 
put down, Their running will be found in its proper place. 

METEOR AND PRIDK. : 
Thursday afternoon at 5:40 this brace were put down, an- 

der Jndges Morford and Brown, We had heard such almost 
meredible tales of the wonderful performances of these dogs 
that we were cn the tiptoe of expectation, and it was with no 
sinull degree of interest that we awaited the signal tor them 
to start. We had carefully examined them before, and with 
the exception of being a little off In head, Meteor is one of 
the best-tormed animalsthat we éeversaw. He has a thorough- 
bred, gamy appearance thatis not often found. Pride is also 
an exceedingly well-formed animal, and looks all over a 
worker. They were cast off on the open prairie, and both 
raced off at wonderful speed, Meteor ab a rate that we ueyer 
say equalled by pointer or setter, He moves very lightly and 
pracetully, and skims the ground like a swallow. Pride is 
also very fast and a beautiful moyer. Swinging back from a 
wide circuit to where some birds had flushed wild, from the 
noisc of the crowd, Meteor made a handsome pom, and Pride 
a inoment later came upand also pointed. Both soon mored 
on aiid challenged a number of times where birds had evi- 
dently been running, as just then a brace were flushed near- 
by out of some tall eT ass. 
teor tlushed a single bird, Then ovyér the knoll another 
one got up wild, both dogs dropping to wing very prethily, 
A little further on and Pride scored 4 fiush. The dogs were 
then put in the wagon and driven southeast to a larga stubble, 
where Meteor flushed a bird, and at once pointed another one, 
which soon fusheditself. He then pomted again and Pride 
backed him grandly. Waters flushed to order and killed neat- 
ly. When Meteor was ordered toretrieve, Pride thouzht that 
he would take a hand. and, gathering the bird, he started in 
with it, but at once dropped it te order and Meteor retrieved 
iti in first-class style. Hethen swung to the lett, and made a 
capital point, bub the bird was running, and althonph he 
roaded as though he were stepping on eggs, the bird Hushed 
some distance ahead of him, Near the edge of the field Pride 
challenged, but could make nothing of it. Then across a 
mowing, one of the judges scored a flush and a chase ona 
gopher; there was some excuse for thisas it really looked 
ab one time as though the judge would bag him. 
Then in a stubble Meteor pointed and Pride backed, malin 
a beautiful picture; boi Meteor discovered his error an 
moved on in ssason to escape penalty for false poimt, Then 
into another stubble beth challenged, but soon moved on, 
At the edge of the grass a bird flushed wild ahead of Meteor, 
Then, crossing to another stubble, we met the farmer who 
had previonsly ordered off the party with Count Noble and 
London, and as he refused to let us hunt his Jand, and it was 
nearly dark, the dogs were ordered yp, to go down again in 
the morning, Friday morning waa foysy and. quite cool mutil 
about nine o'clock, when the sun cme out, the rest of the 
day being very hot. Moteor and Pride ware put down at 
G40in a stubble one anda Lalf miles oorthwest of the town. 
Botli got away at top speed, Meteor ths fustést and widest 
ranger. <A bird flushed yild ahoad of him, but he did npt see 
it, Then ov the oped prairie he made a maeznificent peak on 

B a single bird, antl Prida backed in good style, 'Vhe hire was 
running, aud as Meteor roaded in eapital farm, Pride grouchy 

Then on again, down wind, Me- — 

—— 
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ingly backed him, creeping along as he movedon, This was 
# beautiful sight and greatly admired. Meteor soon pointed 
again, Pride backing nicely. The bird was flushed by the 
noise of the teams, and Meteor took a couple of jumps after 

it, but at once dropped to order. He then pointed again a 
Tuonin; bird, and roaded very caretully, but fhe bird flushed 
a long way ahead of him. He looked longingly at it, but 
dropped to order. Both then challenged, but soon moved 
on. The dogs were then put in the wagon and driven west 
nearly a mile and again put down on the prairie. Pride got 
a beautiful point on a covey which flushed fifty yards in front 
of him. Hedropped to wing, and Meteor coming up, backed 
himingoodform, Ordered on, Meteor swung fo the right 
and made 6 capital point in some tall weeds. The judges, 
after a short consultation, ordered the dogs up and awarded 
the heat to Meteor. This waza grand heat all through, and 

_ Eeenly enjoyed by those who were fortunate enough to wit- 
nessit, Down altogether an hour and forty minutes, 

GERTRUDE AND MAY LAVERACK. 
This was a short heat, being tinished before any estimate of 

the quality of the dogs could be made. Both started off well, 
but May was suffering from an iajury to her jaw that she had 
received some days before and was unfit to run. Mr. Snellen- 
bury wisely withdrew her aud the heat was awarded to Ger- 
trude. Down ten minutes. This was a disappointment, as 
May is well known as 2 rattling good one, and it was expected 
that she would give a good account of herself. At the con- 
elusion of this heat the first heat of the second series was 
run, wn account of which will be found in its proper place. 

CLEMANTINE D. AND BIZ. 
This was the first heat ran on Thursday afternoon, under 

Judges Morford and Capt, Brown, Clem had no business in 
this race, as the red dog eould easily run all around her; 
nevertheless, she is a nice little animal, fairly speedy. and 
showed that she is capable of good work and is undoubtedly 
a capital dog foraday’s shoot. Biz wasin very fair bene 
show condition and showed that he had not had work enough 
to harden him, This was owing to the state of his owner's 
health, which would permit of only 4 limited amount of ex- 
ercise. He is wonderfully fast and has lots of style, and 
Rea a capital nose. He ran in good form atthe National 

tials last year, beating Count Noble, and a few days later, in 
the ied See Trials, beating King Dash. Had he been in 
condition he yould undoubtedly have secured a better place. 
They were cast off at 4:15 in a stubble field about two and a 
half miles north of the town. Both started at the word, 
Clem at “ good pace, Biz like a whirlwind. He soon 
beat the stubble and swung into the grass at the far 
edge. Catching scent he whirled around and carefully 
feeling for them he drew on twenty or thirty yards 
and located his birds in grand style. Clemantine work- 
ing toward him also made a beautiful point to a single 
bird which flushed as we came up, both dogs dropping towing, 
Biz then rose up and taking a step or two resumed his point. 
Clem swinging round van over a bird; just then she saw Biz, 
and backed him, and the rest of the covey got up. Taking the 
dogs in the wazon we drove to another stubble and the dogs 
were put down in the grass alongside. Clem challenged but 
§00n gaveitup. Biz, who was going, ab speed, suddenly tirmned 
and inade a magnificent point, and held his birds until we 
came up. Clem backed indifferently. This was first-class 
Work, ‘Then inthe wagon again we drove a short distance 
and put them down on the prairie, Working through the grass 
and a piece of corn into stubble Biz flushed a Shiels bird and 
dropped to wing, when a large covey got up all around him, 

in grass, one was flushed by the handlers, both dogs dropping 
to wing. Then Clem flushed one, and Biz soon followed suit. 
Biz then pointed, Clem backing him in good form, He moved 
on, however, andon the sidehill made a capital point, which 
Clem backed, He then drew on a little and a single bird was 
finshed and shot at but missed, Then Clem challenged, but 
Mushed before she established her point. Roth dogs manifested 
@ little imeasiness, and as Schuster shot the hird they were 
quite unsteady but dropped to order, They were then ordered 
ip and the heat was awarded to Biz. Down an hour and a 
quarter. Although frequent resting spells had heen taken and 
water had been freely given him, Biz was much distressed 
and plainly showed that he was notih proper condition to 
Tiaintain his tremendous specd for a lenethened period. Pride 
and Meteor were then put down but did not finish their 
heat until the next day. The next brace in order were 

ROOK AND MAIDA, 
_, This heat was commenced Thursday eyening under Judges 
Beane anc Dew, butas it was nearly dark, the dogs were 

m ordered up without having found any birds. On Friday 
Morming they were again put down at 7:20, on stubble, about 
bhree mules northeast of town, Rook we had heard of as a 
ronderful killing doz of great natural ability. He showed 

food spesd and ranged wide, but did not quarter hin ground 

Then working toward some birds that had been marked down | 

very well; he appeared to have a good nose and a happy 
faculty of going straight to the birds, He hunted independ- 
ently and was not under good control, With experience and 
proper handling he will undoubtedly make a first-class per- 
tormer, Maida is well known to our readers, as one of the 
best fielders in the Hast. She won second in the All Aged 
Stakes at Robin's Island last year, running a capital heat 
against Grouse Dale, who bad but a trifie the best of it, She 
ran a yery good race here, but Rock’s finding powers proved 
too much for her, When cast off they both got away at a 
tattling pace, much better than they had shown the previous 
day. On top ofa knoll a single bird Hushed down wind hefore 
Maida, who dropped to wing. Then at the far side of the 
stubble Rock ran into one, also down wind. He then made a 
goad point, which Maida, crouchingly, backed very pret 
tily, Shoemaker flushed to order and missed. Bath dogs 
were steady to wing and shot. Rock, a little further 
on made a capital point which Maida backed grandly fifty 
yards away, Shoemaker flushed the birds and killed one. Tn 
the inéantime Maida, in drawing toward Rock,who had moved 
on afew steps, winded a bird and changed her back to a point, 
her bird flushed when Rock’s did, and Haight shot but failed 
to kill, Rock, sent tio retrieve, didso, butrather slovenly. Then 
to another stubble; Maida pointed but the birds got up wild, 
she dropping to wing. Rock, brought up to back, refused, and 
drew past her and pointed, she backing him. Sha then moved 
on anc. pointed where birds had been flushed from. The dogs 
were then put in the wagonand driven north to a flax stubble 
where both pointed a covey. Maida struck the scent a second 
or two before Rock. The birds were ordered ilushed, but be- 
fore the handlers got there the covey flushed wild. Then in 
the wagon again to another flax stubble. Maida made a stylish 
point, Rock refusing to back;she soon discovered error and 
moved on. Swinging into an oat stubble adjoining this field 
Rock drew to an elegant point to asingle bird which flushed 
wild, Maida backing him nicely. A lttle further on Maida 
challenged once or twice, dropping flat once, when we thought 
she had them, but she soon moved on, The dogs were then 
taken in the wagon and driyen toward a stubble and put down 
inthe grass: Rock swung ahead and Aushed a bird but paid 
no attention to it. Then through a strip of grass and weeds to 
another stubble. Rock dropped on point to a singlo bird, 
Maida backing him; he roaded out the bird very well, Shoc- 
maker Hushing it. After a short consultation the judges ordered 
up the dogs and awarded the heat to Rock. Down altogether 
an hour and twenty minutes. 

DASH AND BESSIE (DONNEN’S) 
were at once cast off. Dashisa slow-moving dog with not 
much style or ranze, Bessie goes like a streal: and ranges 
wide, quartering her ground in good shape. She is also vert 
stylish and gamy on her points. Working back over the 
ground that had just been hunted, Bessie went at a great 
ace- Dash pottered a long time where the last coyey were 
ushed, but finally gave it up. Bessie, inastrip of wheat 

stubble, flushed a single bird, which got up wild. She beat 
out the field in a workmanlike manner, but nothing else was 
found. The dogs were then putin the wagon and driven to 
an oat stubble, which Bessie worked out in quick order; then 
to a large stubble, where Bessie dropped very nicely on point 
to 4 single bird, which flushed wild as her handler came up. 
Dash was brought round and at once challenged and half 
ointed; then moving on he flushed a bird, which was killed 
i his handler and retrieyed by him in good form, Dash 
then pointed, but moyed on just as his handler claimed a, 
point, Bessie then challenged and roaded some distance, but 
ib was hot and dry and she lost it. The dogs were then put in 
the wagon and driven to a flax stubble, where both pointed, 
butthe bird: flushed wild. Dash then dropped on a nice 
point, but nothing was found and he scored false. The dogs 
were then ordered up and the heat awarded to Bessie. Down 
an hour anda quarter. This ended the forenoon's work of 
this party, who then returned to the hotel. Meantime the 
last brace in the first series were ruuning their heat im one 
direction, and the first brace of the second series in another. 

PRAIRIE PUNCH AND DON, 
This was the last brace of the first series, and was run under 

judges Rergunthal and Wilson, who ordered them down at 
10:05 Friday morning in the grass alongside some corn, where 
Dashing Novice and Moreman finished their heat, Punch is a 
sturdy looking dog, and is said to ba a very good one. but he 
wasalloff with a severeattack of dysentery. Te showed a fair 
amount of speed and range, quartering his ground in rood 
Shape. Te is not very stylish, but gets on his points in a 
Rainy way that is very pleasing, Don ran last year at Grand 
Junction and covered himself with glory by beating Grouse 
Dale in a hotly contested heat, although he had been worked 
but afew weeks on game, He had considerable work after 
the trials, and has been kept at it since the season opened, and 
was brouzht out in grand torm, His speed has increased and 
he is under better control than he was last fall. He is a fast 

and wide ranger, and quarters his ground very well. He also 
has a, capital nose and a level head, and displays a great deal 
of style. Both dogs started off in good form, and soon chal- 
lenged. <A little further on Don pointed, Punch backing. 
Then with his head high in air, Don drew on a piece and lost 
it, Hvidently this scent was trom birds that had ot up some 
way ahead afew moments before. Beatershad been through 
the corn and flushed a large covey, and the racket had un- 
doubtedly made these birds wild. Both dogs alternately 
pointed and backed and roaded a short distance, then 
Don swung for them, ranging wide, a strageler rot up 
wild ahead of hima, and soon another one fushed, 
He then turned to the leff and swune back to the 
corner of the Gorm and pointed where a bird had been 
flushed. He soon moyed on a few steps and 2 gain pointed. 
Punch backing him finely, He then roaded yery carefully a 
few yards in the corm and bronght wp all stauding, Vande- 
vort ordered to Hush, failed toraise the bird, and as Don stuck 
to it that there was one there he examined the sround under 
his nose and saw a crippled bird, which Don, to order, re- 
trieved nnharmed. This was very well done, ‘The dows were 
then put in the wagon and driven about a mile, when a large ~ 
covey Hushed thead of the teams and a portion of them were 
marked down, Driving to their vicinity the dogs were cash 
off ina valley and worked towards them. Morgan flushed 
the first bird and killed it, Punch retrieving it in sood style, 
Don then made a cast up the hill and flushed a single bird, in- 
stantly stopping and remaining steady. Punch then pointed 
just as a bird flushed, which Morgan missed: meantime Don 
challenged across the valley and drew to a point, but the bird 
was running, and as Vandeyort came up he swung round 
to the right, when Punch, who had been backing, worked 
ahead and put up the bird. Don then pointed false, then 
working south he again pointed and Punch backed: he soan 
moved on, but could not trace them on the dry side hill, 
Swinging round some corn into a stubble, where nothing was 
found, the dogs were put in the wagon and driven north to 
a stubble, where Dov made several points but soon moved on, 
Birds had evidently been teeding there, but it wasso hot and 
dry that he could not jollow them. Punch was now about 
used up, and Morgan wisely withdrew him and the judges 
awarded the heat to Don, Down nearly two hours. This 
ended the first series of heats, and as it was about noon a 
stampede was made forthe hotel. ‘he following is the sum- 
may: 
Sue beat Countess Druid. 
Frank H. beat Broker. 
Bessie beat Kinnikinnick. 
Maxim beat Bodine (w.thdrawn). 
Jess and Christmas Bill (decision reserved). 
Prairie Ranger beat Shadow. 
Count Noble beat London. 
Dashing Noyice beat Foreman. 
Meteor beat Pride. 
Gertrude beat May Laverack (withdrawn). 
Biz beat Clemantine D. 
Rock beat Maida. 
Bessie beat Dash. 
Doo beat Prairie Punch, 
The iirst heat of the second series was runin the morning; 

in the afternoon we «divided into two parties instead of three, 
thus giving each party three judges. The first heat between 

SUK AND ADAMS’ BESSIB 
was run Friday morning under judges Morford and Capt. 
Brown, who ordered the dogs down at eight o'clock, imme- 
diately after the finish of the heat between Gertiude and 
May Laverack, Casting theni off in a stubble field Bessie at 
oncemade a gamy point and was handsomely backed by Sue. 
Discovering her error Bessie soon moyed on and both Struck 
out ata lively gait, their speed ancl range being nearly eqnal. 
Bessie again pointed and Sue bucked, The captain was 
ordered to flush but failed to find and Bessie was scored a 
talse point. She then alternately pointed and drew on for 
quite a distance, Sue backing her, but nothing was found, 
although shortly after birds were flushed near the place. Sue 
then challenged and Bessie backed. and then Bossie half 
pointed, Sue backing nicely, Sue then winded a bittern and 
pointed, but soon moved oninto some high grass and made an 
elegant poimt to a single bird. The dogs were then ordered 
up to go further on; Sue camein but Bessie wasmissing. She 
was soon found on a stauneh point, bub as they were 
not under judgment if did nob count, although deserving 
of credit. Moving on Sue ran over and flushed three 
birds, dropping to wing, Bessie then did the same on a single 
bird, and as she ayose another one got up infront of her; alte 
then flushed a brane. Sue then made an elegant point toa 
single bird and was handsomely backed Ly Bessie. Short, 
fiushed to order bul faiied to kill, Bessie then challenged, but 
the bird flushed before she established a point. Sue then 
scored a flush and appeared inclined to go on, but dropped at 
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once to orfler. Bessie then pointed where a bird had got up, 
and would not moveuntil ordered on. The doz3 were then 
putin the wagon and driven « mile andagainpnt down, Sue 
in the grass ran into a covey aud flushed one of them. She 
firned partly around and catching the scent instantly pointed, 
Short flushed to order and killed a bird which Sue retrieved 
in good form. Bessie then made a, nice point, but soon moved 
ot nid roaded like uw snake through the orags and located her 
hird jn fine style. Captain MeMurdo flushed and killed, 
Bessie retrisving in firsi class style. Sue then pointed and 
Bessie backed, Short killed and Sue again retrieved well. 
They were then ordered up and the heat awarded to Sue. 
Down nearly two hours anda half. Then o start was made 
for town. 

FRANK AND MAXTMI, 
This brace was put down ou the open prairie five miles 

north of town, ou Fridny afterioon, under Judces Morford, 
Brown and Dew. MFrank we haye already described, Maxim 
isa very coodtookine pointer, weizhing about sixty pounds. 
He is not so trim-byilt as his brace mate, Meten, He is quite 
fast, and a wide ranger, quartering his eronnd yery woll He 
is very stylish on point, and an excellent bavker, Indeed, he 
is too much inclined to back, wiich, we presume, is caused 
hy working with Metuor, whois much faster. We could but 
believe that it was this propensity fiat lost him the heat, for 
he did capital work, and had he been ioore independent he 
would undoubtedly hava made a better score. When the 
word was given both were off ata slashing fait, Frank went 
straight away to the top of a knoll, where he flushed a, single 
bird, which tiew but a few feet and dropped in the erass, 
Frank dropped towing and remained still until we came up, 
when Short flushed the bird and killed, Prank yvetrisying well. 
Meantime Maxim, not seeing Frank, swung beyond him 
néanly 100 yards and cameto a staunch point on 4 covey, 
which he held until Judge Dew and his handler came wp, when 
Waters flushed and killed one, which Maxim retrieved well. 
This was a capital send off and the behavior of the dows was 
warmly praised, Ordered on, Maxim east to the right and a 
bird Aushed wild in front of him. He dropped to wing; then 
moving a few steps another one got up and he dropped to 
order. As his handler canie up another one flushed wild. 
These birds were evidently alarmed by tha noise and would 
not lie, Frank coming up both dogs challenged, and then at 
a4 great pave swung for the birds, Maxim tun through some 
weeds into the grass beyond and flushed onethat heshould have 
pointed, as he had the wind. Cautioned by his handler he 
was more careful, and atter beating out astubble he caught 
scent in the grass beyond and wade a mapnificent poimt. 
When Waters came up he roadeda short distance and the 
bird Hushed nearly behind him. The dogs were then watered 
atalake nearby, Sent onazain we crossed wslough. Frank 
challenged and Maxim backed, but they conld make nothme 
of it and soon went on. Then over a knolltwo or three birds 
were flushed by the handlers and judges. Frank swung into 
the valley and pointed ona mowing, Maxim on the hillside 
backing him grandly, Frank drew up on the valley for 
two hundred yards, Maxim backing nearly all the while, 
Nothing was found, and from appearances we thoucht 
that it was caution instead of scent that influenced 
Frank. The dogs were then given water and we swung 
round back again across the slough, where Maxim did 
some pretty work ona turtle, locating him nicely, Waters 
bagged the game yery neatly and turnéd it over to the judges. 
Then working through the stubble we turned south across the 
prairie to another stubble where Frank challenged, and then 
roading quite a distance came to a point which Maxim backed 
along distance ina very elegant manner. Ivank soon roaded 
on and then left it, This we thought a bad case of false point- 
ing. Then heating the grass along the stubble we again swing 
north and gave tle dogs a phinge in the lake which they creatly 
needed asit was very hot. Thenon again Frank poimted a 
single bir, but soon moved on a little and located in ood 
shape, Maxim backing him. Short fhished to order and killed 
if, Prank retriaving fairly, The judges now consulted a while 
and then ordered them on aguin, and after considerable work 
without result the dogs were put in the wagon and we drove 
south to an oat stubble where Frank pointed in maguificent 
style, Maxim backing nicely, The gentleman who owned the 
laud here came up, and stabud that he had just flushed a covey 
there which Hey but a short distance. Casting off the dogs in 
that direction both pointed almost at the sameinstant, Frank 
a second ortwo first on the covey. while Maxim a Httle to his 
right was evilently pointing the trail, They were nov ordered 
up and Prank H, anvariled the heat. "Down two hours 
anda halt. We then drove to another stubble and 

COUNT NOBLE AND PRATRIE RANGER 

were at once put down on the prairie near it. Connt worked 
into the stubble and went straight to birds and pointed; moy- 
ing a little, he asain pointed as the handlers came up, Short 
flushed one thirty yards from him, Count then challenged 
tothe rightand Ranger pointed to the left, Count swing 
around him and flushed a single bitd and dropped towing. 
Ranger took a stsp or two, but stopped to order just as the 
covey got up. Waddington shot, but failed to kill) Then on 
in the grass Count dropped on point, but nothing was found, 
and he scored a false point. Swinging round between the 
lake and cornfield and then turning west, Connt dropped as 
if shot on pointtoa covey, Runger, coming up, also pointed. 
The birds were Mushed to order, Waddington killing one, 
which Ranger retrieved very well. Count steady. Ranger 
took one jump, but dropped to order, Working on toward 
the birds, one got up before Count, who dropped and looked 
as if he expected something, He was not reeer daca: as 
Sanborn gave him a taste of the whip. Ranger then pointed 
or flushed, we could not tell which, as there was not time 
enough between them to decide, A little further on and 
Count bad very nearly the same experience, bub we thought 
that he had an instant the best of it. 

It was now nearly dark, and the dogs were ordered up to 
go down againin the morning, Mr. Sterling, who wus almost 
sick, resigned in the evening, and Mr. B, F. Wilson, of Pitts- 
burgh, Pa., was chosen to fill his place as judge. Col. Hughes, 
who expected the trials would close by Saturday, seeing ho 
prospect of this, withdrew Maxim and Meteor, in order to gat 
some shooting, as he had an appointment with some friends. 
On Saturday morning Count Noble and Prairie Ranger, under 
the same judges, were put down at 6:50 ina stubble one mile 
south of the town. Count at once pointed, then drew twenty 
yards anil again pointed, evidently a running bird. Casting 
well ahead, he azain struck the scent and came to a beantit 
point, dropping as we came up, Ranger brought up, half 
pointed to the right, and as the handlers moved on, the bird 
got upwild, This was avery fine pisce of work for Count. 

rth, who was shooting for Sanborn, missed with his second 
barrel, the first haying missed fire. Countthen made « long 
easton the stubble, where he finshed a single bird. Then 
working south, Ranger pointed a covey in « patch of weeds, 
but was not quite steady, and two or three of them got up, 
closely followed by several more, He dropped to wing, 
but soon moved on, and another one vob up off of 
bare ground, We then went to a large stubble. 
Ranger flushed a bird that he should bave pointed, He was 
like many of the other dogs—sufferine from dysentery— 
and although he went well he was not right, and apparently 
could not smell them, ‘Chen working to the southeast Count 
was lost in the grass, but soon found dropped on point to a 
bittiern; swinging around some corn he was found, when we 
came up, flatin the grass, but nothing was found and he 
scored afalse pomt, Then in a stubble a covey flushed wild, 
Count soming up dropped on point toa remaining bird, which 
at onee flushed, The dogs were then putin the wagon and. 
driven to another stubble, when both dogs ranpast 2 brace of 
birds that was flushed by the teams, that they should haive 

pointed. The judges after consulting ordered the dogs up 
with Count held to retrieve, and called forthe next brace, but 
concluded to go on and finish the beat. We hers saw a flock 
of blackbirds with  snow-white one among them. Count 
was let go im some corn; not being under judzment, he swung 
out in the grass and dropped to @ covey which soon finshed. 
Ranger was then put down, but the birds were adl gone. - 
Working south through ¢rass and stubble Count pointed an 
instant, and then rosding: pane fast a short distance, ha 
dropped to a large covey and held them until we came up, 
when Ranger passed between Count and the birds, making no 
sign, Thecovey then got up wild, Waddington shooting but 
withont harming them, They were then ordered up and the 
heat awarded to Connt Noble. Down nearly tyo hours. The 
next brace in order were 

GHRTRUDE AND BIZ. 
They were put down at 4:15 on Friday afternoon, under 
Judges Bergunthal, Sterling aud Wilson, on the open prairie, 
about five miles north of town, Gertrude is a very good 
moving animal, of fair speed, She is nota wide ranger, but 
quarters her ground very well, She is ynite stylish on paint, 
and is easily controlled. Ranging fast over the prairie, Biz 
slowed dow7i and drew to a grand point, which he held 4 mo- 
ment and then drew on and located a single bird in capital 
style. Gertrude brought upto back, pointed where Biz first 
stopped. Mir, Snellenburg, shooting for Mr, McIntosh, flushed 
to order and made a clean miss, both dogs drepping to shok, 
Then moving on, the handlers fushed two vnore birds, Then 
swingine toe the right through the stubble, which was drawn 
blank, and across a slough through « cornfield to another 
stubble, both challenged and drew on and pointed, but failed 
to find. Swinging back, Biz pointed to the richt, and Gerhy 
coming up, backed, Biz moved a Jittle and Gerty went 
on and located the bird, which at once fiushed, 
Orth killed it, both dogs dropping to shot, and several 
moore got up behind them, Gerty, ordered to retrieve, 
foiled to dnd. Then turning to the right through 
a cornfield Biz made a long turnin the prairie and came to a 
erand point; Gerty coming in flusheda bird and droppad: 
ordered on she pointed a single bird, and Biz, who had held 
his point, was ordered up to back, His birds had now got 
uneasy and were flushing all around him, His handler 
whistled, and as he started to come in another bird got up. 
Then a cast was made for some birds that were marked, Biz 
found one in quick order and pointed, Gerty backing. Biz 
drew on a little and the bird flashed wild. The wagons were 
now sent round a slough and the dogs taken across. This was 
a wrong imoye, as it was very hot und the dogs were both 
rauch distressed. Biz haying gone at a rattling pace was 
nearly blown and needed water sadly, He could not hunt, 
and Gerty was but little batter off, as the besb that siie could 
do wus to move at a slow trot. It was a long time between 
drinks for them, and when they finally reached the wagons 
they were about used up. After giving them water and a 
little rest they were ordered ou. Both now went yery well. 
Gerty goiug through a stubble pointed a single bird near the 
edge in some weeds, Biz backing her nicely, The judges con- 
sulted and ordered up the dogs, giving the heat to Gertrude. 
Down nearly two hours. 

ROCK AND DONNER'S BESSIE 

were ati once put down inthe stubble, Rock challenged, but 
soon mioved on. Bessie swong round and pointed nicely. 
Rock refused to back, but went ahead and stole point. Lewis, 
to order, fushed and Killed. Bessie, ordered to retrieve, 
Rock rushed in and picked upthe bird, but dropped it to 
order, and Bessie brought it in good shape; she then ran 
over a knoll and again pointed, drew on and located the bird 
in fine style. Lewis, to order, flushed it, but did not shoot, 
This was very good work. The stubble was then drayn 
blank and the dogs ordered np, to go down in the morning, 
Down half an hour. Saturday morning they were again put 
down at 7;05 ina stubble, where a larze covey were seen to 
flush and fy a short distance. Working toward them, both 
dogs pointed, the birds getting up as the handlersapproached, 
Then, in grass toward another stubble, Rock pointed and 
Bessie hacked indifferently. Roek soon moved on and drew 
a long distance, but failed to find; he then swung into the 
stubble and again pointed, but moved on and seored a flush, 
Bessie dropping towing, Rock then made a false point ati 
the edge of the field. The does were then put in the wagon 
and driven about a mile, when a bird was flushed and marked 
down in high grass. The dogs were cast off, and Rock 
pointed it nicely, Bessie backing fairly, Lewis Killed the 
bird to order, and Rock retrieved it rather slovenly; then in 
the waron again to ». barley stubble, which was drawn blank, 
We again drove amile to a large’stubble, where two or three 
birds flushed wild before Rock, and Bessie ran on to 2 single 
bird down wind; Kock,in the grass, followed suit. Then 
driving to another stubble, Bessie ran into some corn and 
was lost for sometime, Judge Wilson and handler, in search 
of her, flushed a bird and found her just beyond dat. Then 
on to a stubble Rock pointed and rounded some turkeys a long 
way, The judges then consulted, and the heat was awarded 
to Rock, own nearly four hours; altogether, four hours 
and a half. 

DON AND DASHING NOVIOR. 
This brace were put down at 9 A. M. on Saturday under 

judges Mortord, Brow and Dew, on the prairie, Hoth ranged 
wide, Crossing « slouch Novice swung a long way ahead, and 
pointéd, Don a hundred yards away, backmg her grandly. 
She moved a little too close and flushed one; she dropped buii 
S000 moved on and flushed another; thenseveral more got up 
wild, Donthen came up and pointed where they got up, but 
soon'moyed on; then casting north heagain pointed an instant, 
then through high grass to a mowiny, Don pointed, and then 
roaded in the short Priss along way, but the bird would not 
lie and flushed wild; then back tothe high grass, Vandevort 
flushed and killed very neatly ab a great distance, Don retriev- 
ing it very well, Two or three more birds were then flushed, 
but the grass was so high that the dogs were not to blame, 
Then working toward the covey that Novice flushed, Don in 
the high grass put one up. Then three more flushed near 
Noyice. Don then swung wide to the south, and pointed an in- 
stant and moyed on; turing back he pointed a single bird, 
which flushed wild and he dropped to wing;he then swung to 
the left ott of sight and a bird got up. When we arrived he 
was flat. Don then took a turnto the north anid Novice 
went south, Turning toward each cther a bird flushed 
wild between them when they were a hundred yards apart. 
Both pointed where the birds got up, and moving on a little 
they backed each other. Moving onto a flax stubble Don scored 
a false point; than u long tramp was taken but nothing found, 
The dogs were given water. which they greatly needed, 
Casting them ofl again Don pointed just as a covey finshed 
wild ahead of him; working toward them a bird fAushed near 
Novice aud she dropped to wing; failing to find the covey 
weswung back, At thistime Don was ranging fast and wide, 
while Novice was going slow, but she pluckily kept on, 
althourh she showed distréss, Working through a flax stiwb- 
hie Novice dropped on point, Dou coming up, backed her, She 
then moved on s0me distance and fnshed; Don swung to the 
right and flushed, dropping. towing. He instantly turned and 
again pointed, and held his bird. which Vandevort iushed to 
order and killed, Don retrieving itwell. Orth coming up, 
flushed and shot a bird which fell dead two hundred yards 
away. Novice sent to retrieve brought it fairly well, a short 
distance, to her handler, who went with her, Then onin 
grass Novice dropped on point, but soon moved on sud flushed 
three birds, and soon ariother got up. Don came round and 
pointed where they flushed from. Novice had got her second 
wind and was now going allright, Vhe judges consulted and 
ordered up the dogs and Don was awarded the heat. Down 
two hours. 

SUMMARY, 
Sue beat Bessie. 
Frank H. beat Maxim (withdrayn), 
Count Noble beut Prairie Ranger. 
Gertrude baat Biz, 
Rock beat Bessie, 
Don beat Dashing Novice. 
Meteor withdrawn, 

Third Series, 

SUE AND COUNT NORLE 
were put down on prairie four miles south of town ab 440 
Saturday afternoon, under judges Morford and Dew. Sue 
let out a link, apparently realizing the situation, and fairly 
outpaced Count. Considerable ground was gone over wibth- 
out result, Count was the first to find, pointing a bevy of 
quail, but as this did not count, he then found a covey of 
chickens and pointed, The birds were running aud he moved 
on, Suethen went in and, locating them, pointed nicely. 
Short flushed to order and killed a brace, Orth, who was 
shooting for Sanborn, also killingone, Both dogs were steady, 
and both to order retrigyed well. We were now jomed by the 
other party, who had run out their heat. Casting off the 
dogs again and working west to a stubble, Count ran through 
it and flushed three birds, and Sue comme up, flushed a 
single, all of therm down wind. Then over a kdollout of sight, 
both dogs flushed a nice covey, but we could not see whether 
they were to blame or not. ‘T'he dogs were putin the wagon 
and driven toward the birds and put down near slouch, 
Count went into some corn and was lost but soon brought 
back, when he scored » flush in the slough, and then on top 
of the knoll he put up avother ohe and dropped to wing, 
Sue coming np, backed him. Short ordered her on and she 
swing round to the right and made a capital point to a single 
bird, which was flushed. She then went on and soon pointed 
another one, which Count flushed, This was capital work 
for Sue, but very poor for Count, Then working north to 
stubble, Count made a, very stylish point, which Sue backed 
very nicely, Bub alastor the Count! The bird had yanished 
and with i all his fond dreams of victory, for the judges 
ordered them up and awarded the heat to Sue. Down an 
hour and twenty minutes, 

OBETRUDE AND FRANK 4. . 
were at once put down, Frank sharted at race-horse speed 
and beat ont the stubble before Gerty fairly got azoing, The 
dogs were then put in a wagon and driven north to another 
stubble, where Frank challenged several times, but tound 
nothing; then in grass, he porcle false; then in stubble, Gerty, 
who was now going much better, scored a Hush. She then 
swung into the grass and mades baautiful crouching point, 
Orth flushed to order and hit the bird hard, but it got away. 
Frank then pointed « bird in the stubble, Gerty backing him 
very handsomely. Short fushed to order and Frank dropped 
to wing. Hethen pointed near the edge, Sue backing, Short 
flushing to order. Frank then ran oyer a brace of birds close 
to the edge that he should haye pointed. They were then ar- 
dered up to go down again on Monday. This finished the 
work for thé day. Monday moriing the weather was de- 
lightful. There wasa shower Sunday mornine which had 
selitled the dust and cooled the air, and we started out with 
high hopes of a good day's sport. Gertrude and Frank H. 
were put downin stubble one mile south of town at f;Bl. 
That was drawn blank and we worked on south, when both 
dogs went over a knoll and a bird flushed in their 
direction, but we could not see what was done. 
Coming back Gerty dropped on poitth just as a bird 
flushed ahead of her; then at the south edge she flushed another 
one, dropping to wing each time. Frank in the meantime 
had disappeared, but he soon Game out of some corm, Then 
working south to a stubble, both challenged but found 
nothing. Then driving a mile east toa small stubble, both 
dogs ran into and flushed a covey that they should have 
pointed, as they had the wind. ‘Then atthe edge of stubble 
frank pointed and drew on, Gerty backing an instant, when 
she caught the scent and also pointed, both of them locatin 
the birds very nicely. Short flushed and probably woul 
have killed had his gun been loaded. Then around # slough 
to stubble both challenged where birds had been flushed. 
Prank then cast to tha left and droppet.ou point, Gerty drop- 
ping to order, Wrank left his bird, and Gerty, going on, 
ilushed it. A little further on Frank again dropped on point 
to a single bird which Garty flushed as she caine up. his 
bird settled in some weeds a short distance away, and Orth 
sent Gerty there, where she made a point, and he flushed and 
killed the bird, Frank then swung over the Knoll and dropped 
on point to a single bird, which Short flushed to order and 
killed, Gerby meantime was dropped to the lett. ‘hey were 
now ordered up and Gertrude given the heat. Down alto- 
gether an hour and a half. 

DON AND ROCK, 
This heat was run Saturday atternoon, under Judges Ber- 

gunthal and Wilson. They were put down on the prairie liye 
yniles south of town at 4:30. Don soon pointed at the edge of 
4 mowing and held his bird along time for Rock to come up 
and back, which he refused to do, but walked around Don 
and flushed the bird. This was an excellent piece of work for 
Don, but very bad for Rock, who was evidently all olf, his 
long heat with Bessie haying been too much ter him, <A little 
further on Don geet pointed, Rock would not back even to 
order, but went ahead; but he could not manage the trail, 
Don, moving on, swuhe forit, and catching it once mM a while, 
he finally got it straightand located it in good shape, Van- 
deyort went in to flush, saw the bird 00 theshort grass, which 
was loth to get up, probably knowing what to expect, He 
finally flushed it and grassed ib deathly, Don retrieving it in 
good form, Don then struck the trail ot a rimning bird and 
ointed, and thenroaded awhile, but lostit. He then threw 
is head high in the air and swung tor it. He found the 

bird but got too close and scored @ flush, Rock had not done 
much, and be now flushed a bird, and they were ordered w 
andthe heat avarded to Don, Down for forty minutes, This 
ended the third series, Following is the 

SUMMARY, 
Third Series. 

Sue beat Count Noble. 
Gertrude beat Frank H, 
Don beat Rock. 

Fourth Series, 
There were now only three in, all of them good ones, and it 

began to get quite interesting. 

SUH AND GERTRUDE. 
This brave was put down on Monday morning under Judges 

Morford, Bergunthal and Wilson, at 7:15, in a stubble about a, 
toile south of Where Geritude and Frank H, finished their heat, 
Sus is much the faster and wider rangi. She soon challenged 
and roaded yery prettily, Gerty worked in ahead and chal- 
lenged and then tettit. Sue swung for it and raninto and 
flushed the bird, dropping to aie Gerty coming toward 
her flushed another one and dropped to wing; then 
driving to another stubble, both dogs going af speed 
across wind, threw up thet: leads and ran over a knoll 
where Sue pointed grandly and Gerty backed her in good | 
style, the birds flushing wild as the handlers came up, 
Then to another siibble; Gerty flushed a brace, and as she 
dropped two more fot ap. sue then pointed and Gerfy 
backed. Short flushed to order and killed, Sue retrieyin 
very well. She then made along cast on tha stnbble an 
putup asingle bird, Then hea bthe edge she flushed a bird 
and stopped, Gerty came up and both pointed a covey, 
which Orth flushed and missed; then in high grass the hand- 
lers flushed and soon after Sue dropped just ss another cot 
up which Orth shot and Sue retiieved, but flushed a bird as 
she was coming in: Gerty then pointed, the bird was flushed — 
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and both handlers shot, the bird flew two hundred yards and 
felldead. Sue then swung around and made a beatiful 
oint to a single bird, which Short flushed to order and killed. 
hey were then ordered ip, and the heat awarded to Sue. 

Down an bour and a half, This ended the fourth series, Doh 
having a bye, 

SUMMARY, 

Pourth Series. 
Sue beat Gertrude, 
Don a tie, 

Fifth Series, 

DON AND SUN. 
This was the deciding heat for first prize, and as it proved 

the last heat of the trials, Sue wasiven a short rest, and at 
0:20 they were put downin # stubble where Don soon half 
pointed and then roaded on and fiushed four birds; then near 
the edge he pointed grand and Sue backed in faultless style. 
When the handlers came up Don moved on and did some of the 
best roading that was seen at the meeting, following ont an 
old cock that had run a. long distance, both handlers saluted 
him as he rose, but cackling and laughing at them he 
sailed away unharmed, This was a capital piece of 
work, Then to another stubble. Don almost false pointed, 
but moved on in season to escape penalty. They then 
both challenged and Don swung to the left and flushed 
part of a coyey that he should have pointed; he stopped and 
more of them gotup, Sue then came around and flushed an- 
other one, This was poor work for both. Then across a 
slough to stubble Don pointed a covey which cot up wild a 
long way ahead of him, Sue backing him nicely. Don then 
panied, a single bird, which flushed wild as Sue came up. 
Jon then swung over the knoll and another bird got up wild: 
oné also flushed wild ahead of Sue. Then near the edge Sue 
pointed, Den instantly backing her, Both moving on, Don 
stick to the trail and roaded beautifully a long way, Sue 
wlose by him, occasionally challenging; she finally got too 
close and the bird fushed just as she dropped. Then workin 
foward some birds which had been marked down, Sue flushe 
a bird that she should have pointed; and the chicken trials 
were over, for the judges ordered them up and awarded the 
heat to Don and declared him the winner of the first prize. 
Whereupon Don, to show that he was deserying the honor, 
swung out and made a magnificent point to a single bird 
which his handler flushed. Donis the first pointer that bas 
won firstat a field trial in this country. Heisalso a bench show 
winner, haying won second at Atlanta, Ga., last December, 
and first at Pittsburgh last spring. He is a yery good looking 
dog, as a glance at the capital likeness of him, which will ba 
found on another page, will show. That he is as good as 
handsome the history of his performances attests. As we 
stated last week theother prizes were awarded by the judges. 
The following is the - 

SUMMARY, 
Fifth Series. 

Don beats Sue and wins first prize. Sue wins four-tifths and 
Dashing Novice one-fifth of second. Gertrude, Count Noble 
and Adams's Bessie equal third. Biz and Prairie Ranger equal 
fourth. Don won the special prize for the best. pointer in the 
Free-for-All Stake, and the cup for the best dogin the stake 
from Pennsylyania, Gertrude and Rock divided the amateur 
handlers’ prize, 

MONTREAL DOG SHOW. 

HE fivst bench show of the Montreal Dog Fanciers’ Asso- 
elation was held on the 18th, 19th and 20th of September, 

The bujlding selected for the show was tha Crystal Rink; 
and being of immense size, very lofty, without any inside pil- 
lars. it was in every way suitable, and at the close of the show 
hardly any unpleasant smell could benoticed. The exhibition 
was the most Successful of any yet. held in Montreal, 463 dogs 
being in their places, and only five or six of the entries were 
absent. Much of the success is due to the untiring efforts of 
the scoretary, Mr, John F, Campbell, The judging was done 
by two gentlemen whose nanies TI omitted to find out, the 
awards were pepevally, correct, and there was less poe eats 
afterwards than is usually heard. The prizes were pai 
promptly toward the close of the show, and notwithstanding 
we We were unfortunate in haying rain on two days, yet the 
bank account will, I believe, show asurplus. The exhibit of 
sporting dogs was not good, for Montreal is not possessed of 
ihany blue-blooded setters and pointers, such as you seein 
the States. The entries for pointers, setters, Spaniels, ete., 
were not numerous, and the quality, with the exception of 
the Gordons, was nothing to boast of; but in the non-sporting 
classes were many fine dogs, for in terriers especially Mont- 
real ishard to beat, The dogs had ample space, the large 
ones being chained allround the building on a latform raised 
about 4 foot above the floor, while the small varieties were 
confined inwire cages on tables running the length of the 
building, d 

The prizes were firsts, second and honorable mention, dogs and 
bitches competing in separate classes. 

Greyhounds were represented by two dogs and a bitch with 
fue, all good, and better than generally seen in this country, 

t. C, Murray’s black dog took first and Mr. Jos, Hivkson’s 
‘brindle second; the bitch, also a black, oymed by Mr. Creighton, 
was also awarded a first. 
Two large mongrels were shown as bloodhounds, but yery 

Properly no award was made in this class, 
oxhounds numbered three, all’ pups; shown by Mr. John 

Roberts, They were a good lot, looked like fast dogs, and de- 
served their first and two hm. 

English pointers had seven entries, but there was nothing extra 
in this class. J. B. Sparrow took first forthe best dog, G. B, 
AArcand for the best pup, and hm for bitch. In hardly any, of 
the classes were the names or pedigrees of the dogs given, so I 
will not enter into particulars. 

English setters brought out nothing to look at. Mr. H, Curtis 
Was awarded second for a white and black ticked dog, and John 
Dickson for the best bitch, a small orangs and white. 

Trish setters,—A dog and a bitch were the only two in this 
‘class, and both gained a first. The bitch was the best of the two, 
and is owned by Mr. John Warner. 
Gordon setters.—First, Mr. John Hickay’s Major, by Marble 

Grouse, out of Queen Bess II. A yery fine doz, medium size, 
not too clumsy, rich tan markings, and well feathered. He 
Was in good condition, and attracted much notice, Mr, Hickey 
imported Major from, I believe, Elizabeth, New Jersey, and 
he as got at the stud some very handsome puppies. 

Por the best Gordon setter bitch Mr, Robert Blackwood’s 
Young Flora took first, Young Flora is by Mr. J. A, Hal- 
dane’s (of Lodge Keith, Scotland), dog Ranger, out of Flora, 
one of the Duke of Richmond's black and tans. She was in- 
ported June, 1880. % 
__ Gordon setter pups,—Mr. Blackwood'’s Faustina first, Mr, 
Hickey’s Plattery, honorable mention. Both good, little to 
choose between the two. 
1 The spaniels were poor in quality in all classes, but Mr, J. 
PF, Cambell took first in Norfolks with a very handsome lit- 
tle dog imported from the Marquis of Bute’s Kennel. 
The class for collies filled well, and the best dog was a small 

‘one owned by Mr. Alloway, , - 
Newfoundlands.—The American Consul, Mr, Gianelli, took 

first with an enormous dog. The others were good also, and 
[think the winner owed his prize to his size. 

Bulldogs.—For dogs, no first was awarded, Mr. H. C. Dean 
taking second with a white and brindle dog with cropped 
ears, the other entry peihe a omar 
Bulldogs, bitches.—W. erslay’s Venus (by Bonny Boy, 

out of Gypsey), was the only entry and was awarded first. 
Venue is ont of the same litter as the New York Thunder. 
Mastiffs—. Mr. Beatty, of St, Lambert, took first, with a 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

very fine dog; J. H. Stewart, second, with a yery biz-one, hut 
poorly marked. 

The classes for terriers of all sorts were well filled, some 
very handsome Skyes, fox-terriers, bladk and tans, and toys 
were shown, but it would take up too much space to go 
through them all. Bull-terriers were very much mixed, J, 
¥, Campbell had a very finely shaped dog in Billy, imported, 
and J. P, Burns exhibited a good one, but J. R. McLaren's 
bitch lost first in bitches, under 1lbs,, by being over weight. 
This is avery handsome, game little dog, This class filled 
well, and attracted much attention. 
A Japanese,dog, a Chinese hairless doz,and a Russian water 

dog were objects of curiosity much admired, 
he Yorkshire terriers were a good lot, and the judges had 

hard work to decide as to their merits, The pugs also were 
pretty equal, and both medium in quality. 
Theattendance was very good, and the dogs were well 

eared for by careful men- Most of the entries were from 
Montreal, but it is to be hoped that at the next show more 
dogs will be sent from the country. HEMLOCK. 

RALEIGH. 
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“And will he not come again’ 
No, no, heis dead; 
ra EDR eee: # 
He never will come again.”"—Hamlei. 

hess blithe as the day, 

As lovely as May. 

And nowso still! 

Not & gladsome bound 
From my gallant hound, 

To do my will, 

See! yonder he lies. 

In beanty's own guise, 

With grave enfraught, 

Yester e’en he came 

Atlisp of his nama— 

He now cometh not. 

My pride lieth there, 

My hope, my fond care— 

Love past telling— 

Worthy the utmosr 
Wert thou, my Jost— 

All excelling! 

How can I leave thee, 

And thus bereave me 

Of love and truth? 

The wide world over, 

Maiden and loyer— 

Giye but its ruth! 

Seeking farand wide, 

O’er land and o'er tide, 
Man finds in thee, 

0) dog, truth and love 
Alone, and above 

What man’s can be! 

Thy tongue—O music 

Sweet it was! I prick 

My ears again 

‘To eateh its ringing tone— 

Memory alone 

Bears its refrain, 

Verling lustrous aye, 

Dew-siveeping ears he, 

Thy gay stern low— 

Beseechingly T look, 

As on a sealed book, 

Then—turno and go! 

“And will he not come again;" 
Ah me! I callin vain— 

Low is his head. 

Yonder in state he lies; 

Him, in my heart, I prize, 

With other loves he vies— 

There is not dead! Oo. W. R. 

EASTERN FIBLD TRIALS CLUB.—At a meeting of the 
Eastern Field Trials Club, held at Delmonico's last Thursday 
eyening, the suggestion of FoREST aND SPREAM was con- 
sidered, and it was decided that the running of the Trials to be 
held at High Point will be run as at Fairmont—under as many 
sets of judges as may be found necessary to confine the lencth 
of the Trials to proper limits. This is a wise course, and will 
undoubtedly prove very satisfactory to all concerned, Mr, 
Hall, the secretary, tendered his resignation, as owing to the 
demands of business he is unable to deyote the necessary time 
to the duties of his office. His resignation was accepted, and 
Mr. Washington A, Coster was unanimously elected to fill his 
lace. Gentlemen who are to run their dogs in the Hastern 
ield Trials can obtain free trauspoltation for them by ap- 

plying to Mr. Coster, whose address is Flatbush, N. Y. 

BLACK SPANIELS.—Anyone in want of a well-bred 
black spaniel should examine the advertisement of the Hor- 
nell Spaniel Club, who offer some of their celebrated stock 
for sale. These handsome and gamy little fellows are tast 
winning their way into fayor, and we presume that there 
will be plenty of customers for thein. ] 

PENNSYLVANIA COLLIE TRIALS.—At the Pennsyl- 
yania State Fair, Allegheny City, Sept. 16, there was a trial 
of sheep dogs, in which were entered Champion Tweed II., 
owned . Thos. H. Terry, of New York, and Dan, owned 
by Mr. Wm. J, Walker, of Washington county, Pa. Tweed 
easily won the first prize. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Pleetfoot and Rob Roy. By Mr. L, C. ¥. Lotz, Chicago, O., for 
black greyhound dogs, whelpei May 2, 1832, by his Doubleshot (Riot 
Aect—Sunflower) out of bis Dorothée (Roi du Combat—Sciatica). 

Fritz, Jr. By Mr. L, C. W. Lots, Chicago, M., for blue greyhound 
dog, whelped May 2, 1882, by his Doubleshot (Riot Act—Sunflower) 
out of his Dorothée (Roi du Combat—Sciatica), . 
Lady Lotz, Atlantis und Haunchon, By Mr, L, C.F. Lotz, Chicago, 

Mil,, for two blue and a black greyhound bitches, whelped May 2, 
1882, by his Doubleshot (Riob Act—Sunflower) out of his Dorotide 
(Roi du Combat—Sciatica). 
Cora Lee. By Mr. ©. H, Lewis, Suspension Bridge, N, Y., for bli 

belton English setter bitch puppy by Cambridge (Gladstone—Clip) 
out of Cassie Lee (Paris—Coomussie), 

Icicle, By Mr, Geo. W. Fisher, Danville, Pa., for lemon and white 
ointer dog, whelped July 11,1880, by Jerry (Sensatios—Colburn’s 
elle) out of Snowfake (Glenmark—Girl), 
Nelly Belton. By Dr. Rawlins pea 

white and tan Hnglish settar bitch, whe 
out of Rhosbe TI, (Gladstone— Frost). 

Corinth, Miss., for black, 
ed July, 1882, by Belton TI. 
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BRED. 
Dot—Royal Gladstone. Mr. J. M. Hunter's (New York) hack. 

white and tan Mneglish setter bitch Dot (Bergunthal's Rake—MeClel- 
an’s Pare) to his Royal Gladstons (Gludstone—Mersey ), 
Kate Clawton--Gladstone. Dr. R. 1. Hampton's (Athens, Gu. Bne- 

lish bitch setter Kate Claxton (Quy Mannerimg—Flash) to chanipion 
CGlanstone, Sept. 8, 

Plorence—Phil, Mr, Winchester Johnson's (Boston, Muss) liver 
coeker spaniel bitch Florence (Suipe—@ute) to Mr. J, ”, Barnard’s 
black cocker Phil (Rrew—Kittie). 

Feathey—Bean. The Rtverside Cocker Spaniei Kennel’s (Clare- 
mont, N. H.)imported liver and white ticked enecker spaniel hiteh 
Feather to their imported black spanicl Beau (Bob—Neil) ily 31, 

(rrvcie—Reatt, The Riverside ‘Cocker Spaniel Kennel's (Clare- 
mont, N. WH.) livérand white cocker spaniel bb Gracie (Snip—Au- 
letha) to their imported black spaniel Beau (Bob—Nell), Ang. 80, 
Gen—Beaw. Mr, G. 8. LRueker's (Peterboru, N. HW.) liver anid whiti 

ticked encker spaniel bitch Gem (Snip—Weather) to the Riverside 
Cocker Spaniel Kennels imported Wack spaniel Beau (Bob—Nel)), 
Sent. 8. 
Bluckie—Beau, The Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel's Olare- 

mont, N. H.) imported black spaniel bitch Blackie (Rolf—Belic)) to 
their imported black spaniel Béau (Bob—Nell), Sept, 8. 

Frost I7.—Dime., Myr. C, B. Boxer’s (Winneper. Man,) lemon anil 
white English setter bitch Mrost IL. (Gladstene—tvost) to his Dime, 
Ane, 7, 

WHELPS. 
Dorothée. Mr. L. C. ¥, Lote's (Chicazo, IN.) imported black and 

white greyhound biteh Dorethes (Roi dy Combat—Sciatica). May 2, 
pai fix (three dogs), by his imported Donbleshot (Riot Act—Sin- 

HOW er). 
Viola. Mr, P. M, Buckley's (Niagara Malls, Ont.) liver and white 

pointer hiteh Viola (Diek—Fan), Sept. 14, nine (five dogs), by Hamp)- 
feld’s Snipe. 
Maile D. Mr, J. M, Hunter's (New York) black and white Mnglish 

setter bitel) Mollie D. (Druid—folly May), Sept. 12, four (two dogs}, by 
his Royal Gladstone (Gladstone—Mersey }, 

Negress [7 Mr. J, F, Kirk's (Toranto, Ont,) black spaniel bitch 
Negrass I. (Kaffir, 10.451— Negrass, $373), Sept. 3, four (lhree dogs), 
by his Toronto Bean (Kaffir, 10, Synan, 10,480), 

Bonnie Kate, Mr, J. F, Kirk's (Toronto, Ont.) liver and white 
cocker spaniel bitch Bonnie Kate, Sept, 12, 1 (five dogs), by black, 
white and tan cocker spaniel Bonnie Gharhe; all black, white and 
tan. 

Nell, Mr, J. Coleman Drayton's (New York) brindle mayhound 
hitch Nell, Sept. 13, seven (three dogs), by lis Dick Salisbury. 

SALES. 
Pleetjoot. Black greyhound dog, whelped May 2, 1882 (Double- 

shot—Dorothée, by Mr. L. @; I, Lotz, Chisago, TL, to Mr. M.D. 
Fisher, Warmervillage, N, Y- 

Rob fey. Black greyhound dog, whelped May 2, 1882 (Doubleshot-— 
Dorothée), by Mr. L, GC. F. Lotz, Chicago, T., to Mr. W, B. Shnfelde, 
Oconomowoc, Wis. 

Fritz, Jy., Atlanta cond Kanchonr. Blue gréyhound doz and bitch 
and black greyhound bitch, whelped May 2, 1882 (Doubleshot—Doro- 
thée), by Mr. L. ©. F. Lotz, Chicago, Tl,, to Mr, §, J. Schaefer, Balti- 
more, Md, 
Lady Lote, Blue greyhound biteh, whelpad May 2, 188% (Double- 

sliot—Dorothée), by Mr. L. C. f. Lotz, Chicazy, Til., to Mr. J. W. Traf- 
ton, Boston, Mass. 

Daisy Dean. Liver and white imported pointer bitch, 4yrs. old, by 
Mr. J. Cummings, St. Paul, Minn., to Mr. Geo. De Forest Grant, New 
York, and the Borstall Kennel, Morristewyn, N, JJ. 

ihbess. Lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped April 27, 1881 
(Dan—Psyche), by Mr. H, C. Glover, Tom's River, N. J.. to Mr. Je de 
Henera, Cuba, W. 1 

Clin, Imported black greyhound bitch, sys, old (ist New York, 
1852), by Dr. O. , Coe, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr, H. W. Huntington. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Little Moud. Liver and white ¢ocker spaniel bitch (Brag—imported 
Feather), by the Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, Claremont, N. A., 
to Mr, @. C. Baillam, Boston, Mass. 

Litite Nig. Blaek cocker spaniel doy Meee ete leather), by 
the Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, Claremont, N. H.,to Mr. H. H, 
Groyes, Saxonville, Mass. 
Snowflake. Lemon and white pointer bitch, ln March 18, 

1880 (Glenmark—Girl), by Mr. W, J. Percival, Palo, Mieh., to Ma. Geo, 
W, Fisher, Danville, Pa, ; 

feicls, Lemon and white pointer dog, whelpad Jitly 11, 1882 (Jerry— 
Snowflake), by Mr. W. J. Percival, Palo, Mich., to My, Geo, W. Vislier, 
Danville, Pa. 
Rag, Liver and white pointer dog, whelped July §, 1880 (Viscoun|— 

Victoria), by Mr. Geo. W. Fisher, Danyille, Pa., to Ma. W. J. Percival, 
Palo, Mich 

DEATHS: 

britz, Jv, and Atlanta. Bme greyhound dog and biteh. whelpad 
May 2, 1532 (Donbleshot—Dorothées), owned by Mr. S. J. Schaefer, . 
Baltimore, Md., froin inflammation of the Lowels, 

Wasp. Blne Skye-terrier bitch. owned by the Borstall Kennels, 
Morristown, N, J., Sept. 11. from inflammation, the result of a vold, 
Boyder Lit), Gordon setter bitch, Tlgyrs. old (Howe's Duke—Flirt), 

oitee by Mr. J. i. Fisher, Brooklyn, N, ¥,,Sapt. 6, from puerperal 
ever, 
Raleigh. Chastiut, white and fawn basket beagle dog, whelped 

June 17, 1883, by Mr. N. Elmore’s imported King out of his imported 
Music, owned by Mr. 0. W. Rogers, Billerica, Mass.. Sept. 20. 1Sk2, 
from fits, A very beantiful and promising puppy- 

Ztifle and Crap Shaoting. 
WHY AND WHEREFORE! 

TH the finish of the match came a shower of “I told you so,” 
and on every side cameexplanation after explanation. Said one 

onserver: ‘It is not to offer an excuse for the defeat of the Amer- 
ican team to say that such a result was a forezone couclusion from 
the first, Infact, such 4 resulfi must have seemed more than lilcely 
to the originators of the plau of the two competitions this year and 
next. Thematches were not planned in the expectation that through 
them new laurels would be placed on the brows of Amerlvan ritle- 
men, but principally to improve military shooting. his result will 
he accomplished most effectually by the’ present outcome. The 
mechanical hindrances will first be overcome. and a military rifle 
constructed which will meet the requirements of long distance and 
‘dirty’ shooting, as the Metfords in the hands of the British have 
mat themin this match, The National Guardsmen of America, will 
not rest easily under so humiliating a defeat, and earnest work will 
be done toward recovering the lost laurels, hay were too heayily * 
handicapped this time, but the race had to be mm in this way in 
order that the next meeting might he on more equal conditions. 
It is nob too much to expect that oy next July they will have had an 
inrproved riflé and ammunition adapted to it sufficiently long to have 
applied the lessons taught them yesterda> and on Thursday. They 
will have learned that 45-calibre shells cannot be effectually nsed in 
a 4t-calibre chamber; that long distances cannot be shot successfully 
without having the guns accurately centred; and that A team cannot 
learn to shoot brilliantly in five weeks with experiments going on up 
to within a few days of the match in everything, from the rifle down 
to the lubricating wad. The vaptain and members of the team knew 
the odds they had to contend against, and they were all gracefully con- 
ceded by Sir Henry Halford yesterday utter the match, Perhaps 
some could not hold their rifles firmly, others may not have appreci- 
ated the importance of keepmg the barrels of their picees plumb; 
not one could master so well as the majority of the British the things 
Which were needful lo success. And so they failed wofylly, and Lad 
only this consolation; that the vietors had contended, not brilliantiy. 
but only better than they with trying cénditions. The scores We 
second day on both sides fell many per vent. below the poores 
have been made at Creedmoor siuee the preparations far th 
began, but it was a more trying day than any withfa iat pe 2 

Said another eritie: “The American riflemen are to he beartily con- 
gratulated on having beeu beaten. Their vietories in iniernational 
contests had made them careless, and target practice, instead of im- 
roving, has been actually vetrograding forsevera! years. Nota 
‘ew of the most famous shots in the country bad wholly withdrawn, 
and 4 slashing defeat was precisely what was needed to réviye rifle 
practice at all the ranges. Vhe American militia, have firsita note 
that while several elements contributed to their defeat, au impor. 
tant one was that the British visitors were a tesm, while the Ameri- 
cans ware only a collection of individual marksmen. 
“The vontrast between an organisation like the Volunteers, which, 

with its adjuncts, has About 200,000 men from which to piel 2 team 
of twelve, aod the two score thousand American uniformed militia, 
is great, at the outset; itis inevensed from the fact that the expense 
of transporting competitors froin distant Stales to the range at 
Creedmoor, and there providing for them, practieully limits the 
choive of the American tea to New York and its immediate neig¢h- 
tors. Hence the only chance of suacess wisin gething together the 
fel cled men early in the year, and subject them to vieid coachmg, 
under which individual fanlts wonld be eliminated and the stron 
points ¢ “each turned to the advantage of tha team as a whole. By 
the nrelye were definitely selected only a few days before the mateh. 
Their Brit: competitors were not only more experienced marks- 
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man, all haying had a national reputation for many years, and 
several being old international competitors at Creedmoor, but were 
selected, orvanived, and trained as a team fully a month before the 
Americans were chosen, Thay were subject to military discipline, 
under the orders of the War Office; they were armed subsiantially 
With thesame weapon and had been perfectly familarized with ite 
use; doch member was faithful in keeping the fall record of his 
shooting and in giving the team the benefit of bis experience. 

“The Americon riflemen, despite the lahorious wfoerts of their 
coaches, never attained the character of a well-trained team, Tt is 
olten desirable to so arrange the orderof firing thats steady and 
trustworthy shot shall begin in order to best sscertain the conditions 
of the heht and wind, anil to give the others contidence;s then maries- 
men of other pesuliaities follow, and still others bring up the rear, 
But the shooting of the National Guardsmen had béen so variable, 
from (lay to day, that such arrangements as these might haye been 
premature, Throughout their preliminary practice they had half a 
doven diferent kinds of guns aud as many diferent forms of anmo- 
nition, Their methods of loading and lubricating exhibited all varie- 
ties, The only thing was that not one of the weapons which they 
possessal was ft for the conditions of the mateh, Under reat 
urgoney two gunmicers Gach produced & ville, a few weeks before 
the contest, specially intended forif; but many of the marksmen de- 
clined to experiment with it, having, indeed, some excuse in their 
allewation that it was folly to sive up familiar rifles and cartridges on 
the eve of an impertant match for new ones which, however inerit- 
orioug, they would have inguliicieut time to test.” 
Another writer, spesicing of the matoh, makes some valuable sne- 

Rastions and hints in explapation of theirdefeat. The blaming of the 
American rifle for the defeatis very proper, for without a reliable 
Weapon all the team systew ant all the practice possible foes for 
naught, One keen observer says: 
“The difference between the seoves of the two feanis isso great that 

itis really unfair to judge the ability ofthe visiting team hy the figures 
which liave been recorded for them. The British are in tront aud the 
Americans uowhere, The yietors have not evin enjoyed the pleasure 
of being forced to do thelr best. From the time when the challenge 
was received from the National Rifle Associstion of Great Britain there 
hes not been o day wheu an impartial and competent absercer could 
say that thers wasevena probability of victory tor'an American tearm, 
Aanerica bas seen no lone-range work with military weapons and ander 
the bo-cleaning rule, Tn England, on the contrary, the special prolh- 
lem of making a gun so that a reasonable number of shots would not 
foul the barrel in any serious degree has been worked atfor years 
by 4 seore of armorer's. The dificuliy was found to be one of 
ammunition rather than of villa, and it was nob until the two have 
heen most accurately adjustad that real progress was inade. The 
Aunerican gun men had built up ovyery dine long-range rifle which, 
shooting strong charges, was able to throw a heavy bullet with the 
greatest accuracy; but after each shot came a serubbing out of 
the barrel, and every particle of debris from the burned powder 
wis removed, Any of the small bore riflemen would’ have laughed 
at the idea of attempting to geh accurate shooting out of 
their rifles unless the cleaning part was most carefully looked 
after, anid yet, strangely ononeh, this is just what the members of 
the American team of the present year have set about doing, Not 
only this, they have been subjceted to the additional handicap of 
shootiug with open sight and with no wind zauge. The rejection of 
tie lather was at the express request of the Mnglish managers of the 
match, If seems abstrd that, whilé every military arm has a more 
or Tes elaborate scheme of “elevations” for carrying over various 
distancaa, uothing should lave beun tried to overoor he effect of 
wind. ‘There are simple devices for giving tlie rear sight a shifting 
motion to meet any cross wind, *but oilitary men reject them all, 
andthe matehis made np with the restriction Of « fixed rear sisht. 
Still, the restriction bore eqnally on both team’, the British feeling 
secure in the rifles with which thay ave atned, ‘They are of the 
finest pathern in all essentials, With barrals as cleanly polished 
os Jead anil emery can miuke them, and with cartridges the 
charge of which is large enough to throw the light hall used, 
but not large enough to fill the sides of the barrel after each 
discharge with @& scuin of halfhwned powder ready at the next 
discharze to lear the paper patch from the bullef in vse and 
start & point af leading where af each succeeding shot more and 
tore depesil would be made untilif were os well to use a section of 
“gus-pipe’ for the barrel of the piece so far as accurate shooting is 
eoncerned, The members af (he American team felt this deficiency, 
and fran the beginning up to tral tarongh the matell the men were 
earrying On experiments ty disvover some wiy of ovurcoming these 
dificaties. With these ii-adopted arms ih war not surprising that 
the scores ran wild, With such arms ifavas indeed impossible to 
form that “team syscom”™ which shotid haye been seen in its perfee- 
tion Gn the rauge yesterday, Ib was nota really difficult day. as 
days run on ordinary ranyes. and there 5 10 reason why, being once 
on the langet, the entire numberof shots, with perhaps one or two 
exceptions, suowidnothayestayedthere. Instead of that eaeh man’s 
farsce -hows fie wor of ud eiu eaca suot our of witieh was a sart of 
experimeit in tie dark. The marksridn was resiviated from clean- 
ing, anid hones eoull not fell haw far the erooyes of his ritle were 
yilialed by thilres of lead from bullets already shot, and without sys- 
tematic coaching all the outside advice, uo mattur from whom, was 
more of Annoyance than of bensit, [fis 16 excuse to say that the 
Gritish team shot almost eutirely without coachiig assistance be- 
youl a good largeb spotber, Tsolated practice has Jong been the 
custom abroad. Vhey have tried the team system and failed to 
make ifwork. The Americans lave had if and with it hare won 
Several dificult matches,” 

It is amusing now tu look buck and think of the comfort the Ameri- 
can riflemen secured from the fact thah the Englishmen had eon- 
sented to shoot the 200vde. range from the shoulder, There was 
really no beslof rilles af this range, The opensighicd military rifle 
has again and again beaten the fine rite off-hand work, and the ques- 
tion of holding, whichis the only one ta be tried, may be readily 
learned by one who will take pleaty of aiming drill at a paper tarpet 
in a. room, 

The manner of the selection of the team has ulso been criticised as 
haying much to do with the defeat of the team. Open competitions, 
where anybody may come in aud push his way to the front by effort 
have a very popular look, bub such scoop-net proceedings are not the 
best caloulated to get a strong team which may be tnified into a 
working body. The records civen each week of shooting all over the 
country will enable the directors of the N. R.A. to invite certain 
tried gentlemen to make up tha team. Then, with ample tine ati 
their Gommand, sufficient money and abundant enthusiasm, there is 
no reason why the yery strongest teatn should not be brought out. 
This method has many advocates, who point to something of the sort 
in the making up of the previous small-hore teams, 
A review of the scores will show that there was Wardly a redeeming 

featire about the matel, There was no stage when the Americans 
appeared fo slow any superiority. They who had indertaken to 
represent this country were in nowise fitted fo flo ao. because they 
had neglected to first secure tha best teformation on the topic in 
band. Startiug off wilh a false theory, the team men soon found 
themselves ina jungle, and with an inferior weapon in their hands 
unable yery well to escape. The team captain, while an excellent 
shot himself, hos showh a marked lack of executive lact, while a 
fixed faith in a certain rifle bas acted as a clog rather than a Bele: to 
the mon under him, The men as a team have been weaker than 
they were when shooting cach for himself anc against his fellows. 
In the battle of the two days they have proved themselves weak at 
every raure firad over, and everywhere when the teams were firing 
could be heard the heavy bang of the American rifle spitting ont 
much pneensumerd powder froin the $0 to 103 ¢raing used, while the 
British weapons, using from 70 to 80 grains of powder and burning 
it all in projecting the light bullets employed, were a marked con- 
trast, The Pnelish rifleman had experimented himself away fron. 
the heavy fouling charge, while the American was still laboring with 
the anriqnated system, 
The returo match of next July upon Wimbledon Common will be a 

edotest in which any Americun National Guardsmen ought to be 
proud to enter himself, Lut if itis to be wonit must be by studying 
the plan of the Wnglish shooters, They baye given us one lesson, and 
a very effective one it ougli to be. Creedmoor has seen the rery best 
team which Great Britain has been able to muster in this special form 
of military dill. Itis an important part of military knowledge and 
skillto be able te consteueh aud use such @ rifle as shall without 
cleaning send shot after shot accurately wver long distances. This is 
the rising smallarm problem, and the recent display of ignorance 
upon the subjech ainong our presumed American experts is not a 
Pleagat sight. Tf the reburn maich of 1883 is tobe won in will be hy 
thaking up a team without regard to persousl preferences, anid by 
Placing in the halids ofthe team, nof the gun which any particular 
mnaker may wish to haye placed there, bur the gun which is 
specially adapted to the matelip baad and whieh the team of 1882 
plainty did nok hase 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CREBDMOOR,—The eontinnous matches of the fall meeting, the 
eonlitions of which were given, buf which were not mate up bo the 
time of our lastissue are now tabulated, In the Short-range Con- 
timous Mateh A.J. Howlatt, of New York, 0. M, Jewell, of “Boston, 
anti W. M. Farrow, st Newport, are tie on fil scores, RK, Kohrt, 
Unihad States Army, and J. K, Graun, Seventh Regiment, with mili» 
tary guns, &[so haya 6 total ef 60, while five ofthe men have 2%, and 

r 

fight if ats lowest winning score, and there are eight of them in 
690, is 45. ; 
Inthe 500yds. match, owing to the fact that the military guns 

made full scores, the allowance brings thém aboye the bighest pos- 
sible. Theleading scores were: 

Allow To- Allow- ‘To- 
Score ance, tal. Suore. ance, tal. 

7K Green...__-_- 50 2. 52 EET Brown ....,.49 2 49 
W P tMiilliek,...,. I 49 LE 49 
H Batchelder... . 1 r. 4't 
JL Priee.... J 49 
5 V Turney. 4) 
G Pearse __. Ag 
KR MeVittie.. 5 49 
W M Farrow... .4 44 
J Cavanagh ,._..50 49 
JS Shepherd... 44 2 1 ay) 
OeKelley sr: i Sven 45 2 50 W Underwood, Jrav 2 49 
MARKSMAN'S BADQGES,—The National Rifle Association propose, 

in view of the expressed wishes of many members of the National 
Guard, to open the range and matehes at (o'clock A. M. on Sept. 
40, anid close at 4:30 P.M. A full complement of scorers and markers 
will be proyided for an allslay miateh, in which everyone cau have 
au oppurtunity to shoot in the Qualification Match and win a marks- 
mans badge. An executive officer will be present, and no effort will 
be spared Lo make the day « satisfactory one. The conditions make 
the “Qualification” Mateh of 1882 open to uiembers of the N.G.S. N. 
Y. and N.R.A.: the former being in uniform (jacket, cap and belt) 
Indy count scores made as partially qualifying them to shoot for the 
N.Y. State Marksman's Hakee, provided that they use the State 
Remington rifle; 10) and Sl0yds,; standing at 100, kneeling at 800yds. 
five shots at each distance with any military rifle, The “Champion 
Marksmian’s Badge” Match of 188218 opeu to all members of N, G. 4, 
N.Y. and N. Ry A.; the latter, however, not being eligible to win the 
prindipal prize; 20) andjo0iyds,; flye shots ai each; Remington rifles 
N.Y. State model; position, standing at 200yds., any, with head to 
the target, atatoyds. 

. Ad5 5d 8—42 
H445434544—A() 

~ Add 5B3—d0 
GO Poster... 
W Gardner 

dodbd4pd5— 4 
AND ID145—13 

K F Thomas. 134445554 0—13 4443344453 —38 
J A Qobb,. Std — 12 8G 45d id 24 — 38 
GA Jones.......---. 444454435542 MW Daulton (mil), 344364434437 

Rest Mateh. 
CB Edwards. _,,.--..--4) e455 - 91010 8 9101010 9 19—95 
13 WY Richardson. -.10 $10 710 7101040 Y—e 
W Garduer,... 10 7 910 9 ¥TI0 9 B 8-87 
KF Baton... o.6 8 9 7 8 910 8 9 O84 
Ame Cui ete ee eG ety A ee 95 91010 G97 T 719 

Victory Match, 
E FP Richardson... -f A 6b 56h 6 5 4 5—49 
PR eB isis 7) 65 § 5 &@ 4 & 49 
AM Jewell 656 5 6 5 6 5—4$ 
J Merrill.. 45 | 45 § 5-48 
BMY HA Sin) Ss ga Be) SP es 645 5 6 6 5—48 

J.B Pellows.-:-:-.., --:- 8 810 8 810 7-87 
JN Frye, 9510 9 7 8 7-78 
FJ Bates ‘ 49 7 6 710 8—% 
ST Shey rae Mesnes Et i, ee ROR ; 97 9B 5D 6B 
NEW ORLE®ANS, Sept, 17.—The Louisiana Military Rifle Associa- 

tion has been actively at work of lave, and af & recent meeting the 
condilions of the Hill trophy were so amended that it may be shot 
for ut 200 instead of at H0Uyds. The old range vormmittee has been 
‘lischarged, wid a new one, composed of Livut. Kerr, of the Louis 
any Wield Artilery; Wm, Armes, of the Washingtou Artillery, and 1, 
Gerteis. Jt., of the Continental Guards, appointed to make arrange- 
mints for the markers, tents, skis, ete. To-day the Hill trophy was 
shotforunderthe amended rules upon the West End range. The 
shioet began at iwelye, after a good veal of practice had been in- 
duleed in, and finished a little after two. The smallness of the scores 
was due to the heavy wid that was blowing. The only incident of 
the day was a recontre with the police, who retired defeated. The 
officer at the lower end of thé walk raised the point that the marks- 
iieh had no permit to shootin the city, but iv was shown that they 
were in Jeferson parish, 

Lonisiaue Field Artillery, 
First Series. Second Series, 

WISE i tctatn nee ts be webet ¢H¥d4d45—%H $54455 +3056 
Berorugeay. 4444353320 £4585 8 5-29-54 
Montgomery. H4dd354-24 444454 + 2958 
‘Thompson... 3434444 5 48436544 26—51 - 
Hortier. .. 3438 5 4 3—25 43844 4 3-25 5024 

Ventlinental Guards, 
FOI, hee shea bee ut hB4d 5 4 4—2) £45444 3-28 57 
Howe. 445444 zs 4443 8 4 4—25—55 
jerteis. .. AGG 43a 8 533843 4—p5—1 
Vranklin, . 4434455 444894 2-¥83—50 
Schoppert.... -.-.- §2 atet 43043 d0034 2 2 j4—88—252 

Washingts: ‘vy: 
Charlton,.,......,.-.---. 44204 54443 54-29-54 
ATMS)... 43444 a3443 4 38-2160 

4494 d44¢4 24 42619 
4444 823 85 34-2548 

see DUBAI 84444 0 4—23—43—R4t 
ent afoot ta haye au interstate mateh ab 200 and 3 

Hy ds. on next Mardigras. 
BRINTON, Sept, 19.—The Brooklyn Amateur Rifle Club shot the 

twelfth competition in their Champion's Match at 200yds. off-hand. 
The annexed scores were the leading ones for the day: 
AH Anderson. ..656950455—9 G Joiner 445055345547’ 
YP White... 454444425544“ F Burns. 4445455445 

THE TRAP. 

PROVIDENCH, R, 1., Sept. 25—The Narragansett Gun Club held 
their sixth competition for badge on Thursday September 21. at their 
club grounds, Washington Trotting Park, Mr, 3. D, Greene, Jr,, 
winniig the badge for second tune, Also a pair of gold cuff buttons 
oftered by & meniber of the club for highest score in badge match. 
At our next competition a member has donated a “bag of shot” io 
Winner of the badge. Summary: 
BR MU A PRESEN weD Te hoot ete oie oe Vania cieeet ele ale TMi 10117 11111 11010—17 
G, tT, Baldwikh._. : ~ 11101 11140 11110 01110—16 
J.B. Valentine. - o11L 10110 11110 = 11011—16 
G. J. Crandall... 1101 110) 11711 =01101—16 
W.H, Sheldon. . ~ (NOLL 111d 1011 = 10111—16 
H.W, ‘Tinker. - 11110 10101 111 11101 —15 
T. 8. Hall 10010 01101 11110 11101—138 
G. W. Cary - 10000 00110) 11011 O1111—11 
EB. Devolve..,.- -- 00010 00000 01101 ti100— 6 
GM Crandall oS Be es pe kha 10100 -w 

Sweepstakes Glass Balls. 
Sheldon......-.-.- ee AVILOMII—W "Cinker.. 0... te. ee 1011100011—6 
Valentine -- 11111011I—4_-_ Anthony. --101011011U—6 
Greenk.,.. IIIS) Hall... - 1010000011 —1 
Cary. -.- 3 100 —7 Bennett, ~  WLLOOOVLO0— 
Baldwin. ....- -.-..5+ 101010111—7 Crandall... -. 1000100117 —5 

> Ties oo 10—Sheldon 10, Valentine §, Ties on j—Csry 4, Baldwin 1, 

NORTH CAROLINA.—Kaleigh, Sept. 15, 1452,—One of the pleas- 
antest places in the State to visit. is Scotland Neck, and especially 
pleasant if the oceasion be a shooting match under the direction of 
We excellent gan clib of that town, The shooting and all arrange- 
moents pertaining to it at the mateh there on Thursday last were a 
success, we learn, Nothing was forgotten; everything was provided. 
At the invitation of Mr. A. L, Hassard-Short, the club and the visit- 
ing sportsmen dined with him, and bere, too, nothing was forgotten, 
The match was fora horse, bugey and harness, at ten glass balls 

such, trom Card's revolying trap, Screened, Thirby chances at $10 a 
chance. ‘Twelve-bore guns to snook ab eighteen yards; ven-hove al 
twenty-one yards. Twenty-four enteral. Winner to pay $69 for 
balance of chances nob subscribed, 
pA c AMS Me MPa ens 5 Hi01— § Ed Engelhard... .....4191111111—10 
Hassard-Short......1110111111— 9) HIiQlark.....__.___- MM 0 
W M Shields....,, 111111211210 Ed Hogelhard .-1411171111—10 
WWE Shields... ... 11 ti— 9 AI Clark Al i1i—10 
id BEngethard......W0111-—10 Hassard-Short. -1111111400— 8 
Maj Burnett. --WI110D1I00— 5 A 1 lark... __. 111111110 
W M1 Shields . 1010 § JJ Robertson... ...iitii—iv 
Hd Wngelhard..... Jipliiii—i0 Ei Warelhard....,.. 111417711—10 

Messrs, Hoglehard snd Robertson used 10-bores, and shot at 2hyds. 
Th shooting: off all tied agaiivon 3. It being impossible to decide the 
tic, in Consequence of shells giving out, In was devided to divide the 
purse of $240 between the successful shooters. We doubtif there is 
on vecord @ match io which #4 shot, 226 balls shot aa, amd only 21 
missed, 

Remember if you wish to buy a fine gun anid saye thoney, go to C, 
ly, RITZMANN, 943 Broadway, New York,—Adie, 

[Smpr, 28, 1889, 

Pachting and Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 
Oct, i1—Qmaker City Y, C., Closing Cruise. 
Oct, &—Jersey City Y.C.. Ladies’ Day. 

A YACHT BUILDER'S VIEWS. 

Tidito; Forest dnd Streams + 
Your haying brought my name prommently before the public sev- 

eral times lately, deem if proper to reply ta some things you say, 
as they do me gréat mjustice, hecause wholly devoid of any founda- 
tion in fact, while pther passages deseribmg the Mageie "races are 
misleading in not giving the whole story. wish to reply first to 
your strictures on the construction of our large slogps. You say 
that “AN these large sloops are struchurally weak;" thal “Julia 
letked like a basket that "Gracie followed suit.’ All thismay he 
ire. but you fo on to say that last fall the “new Pocahontas suf- 
fered the same eomplaint,” which is at variance with the facts in the 
tase. The new Pocahontas did not leak last fall, Her pumps were 
not touched durin her trials nor atter her return, Jf all yessels 
were built as solid and fastened as well as Pocahontas, there would 
be no leakage from straining in carrying sail, 

She was purposely built strong enough to go to sea, to Europe, or 
anywhere else desired. Yon speak of throngh fastening, to which J 
donot object, if itis the right kind and put ‘nim a proper manner. 
Gracie, I autold, is through fastened—thatis, treenailed, which 
suppose is what you Taean, and no doubt Julia is fastened inthe same 
way: yet, according to report, they wring and leak. Why? Yon say 
for want of through fastening. Butas they are through fastened, 
thitt cannot be the trouble, In my judgment, treenail, or wood fast 
ening 15 evidently defective, particularly in lizht frames, and is not, 
near as good as long spike, with iron butt bolts, with nuts screwed ip 
inside, This is the way Pocahontas is fastened, and she does not and 
will not wring or leak from carrying sail, The defects of (reennil 
fastening are; First. Thatthe plankin quany places do not touch 
theframes, When a vessel is to be treenailed, plankers put but jast 
spike enough inthe plank to holditen, Of course it does not touch 
the frame in many places, and treenails will not draw it up, for they 
hayeno head, In fact, treenailersmakeno eiforb to gét the plank 
“to,” for they do not know whetlier it is ‘to’! or mot, for mostly it 
cannot be seen. Spikes will draw the plank closeagainst the frames, 
heeause they have heads, and if long enough they cannot be drawn 
out, hence you get a more solid job, Aninch wooden pin is not as 
strong asa $4 7-16 or 46 inch square iron spike. Another defect of 
treenailing is in the horing the frame and plauk for the treenails. 
Now the frames for these larger sloops are probably not sided 

more than four inches. Pocahontas is 4/4 inches, and doubled, of 
course. Now a treenail, to be good for anything, should not be less 
than aninch, Then, if two treenails to the fratie, you ent ont two 
inches of the frame, and wide plank woul need thresor four; then 
you would have but four, five or six inches of wood left in the trame, 
according to the nuniher of treenails used. When spiles are used 
yon would saye nearly the whole eight inches of the frame, Boring 
the frame and plank in that manner camiot but weaken the frome 
and plank, Pastening the plank on with wood is buta clumsy old- 
fashion way ab the best. More thorough fastening would be neves- 
sary if alieht frame 1s used, but then fasten with iron, not wood. 
You have much to say of the superiority of workmanship on English. 
yachts oyer ours. Well, I presume we haye no such expensiyely 
built boats of ourtype as Madge and Maggie. And why not? Not 
hecause there are no sidllful yacht-Inilders here equal to the Buglish 
but heeausa work cannot bea done withoub money, and our vacht 
owners will not pay forsuchwork, Thal is the whole seerat, 1 am 
told that Madge-cost eight thousand dollars. Now, a4l) or 42ft. yacht 
of our type would be about the same displacement as Maize, Now, 
let. a yaeht-builder ask the would-be owner three thousand dollars for 
such a craft. and te will hald up Kis hauds in holy horroy and say, 
“Doo high, too high; I ean get one in Brooklyn, or somewhere else, 
inuch cheaper.’ ‘This is iny eolstant experiquee, We luvve to co 
without the work, or slight it, or lose¢ money. You look at Poeuhon- 
tas, and sneer at my work aud ability; yet who can do better than I 
have done—get material together for such a boat, design her, lay her 
down, draw all the plans for everything abont her, build her, aunch 
und rig her, anit have her ready for sailing in tyo months, ynd not 
money enouch lo complete her attlaly Thad no contract with thre 
owners, but expected to get what she cost; but when I found 1 was 
to he cut short, I lad to drop many things 7 expected to puton her, 
As it was, the owners got thirteen bundred dollars’ worth more than 
they paid gor, 

No job could be done so neatly, and no plans can be drawn perfect, 
wheu in sucha hurry, YetI sm sneered at, and all sorts Of false 
statements are male about her, and her owners déliberately mutilate 
her without consulting meé,or giving her a decent trial trip, and 
reudering it impossible for her to go, as her BOWED was taken away, 
There is n6 encouragempnt here for a yacht builder to try to advance 
in his line, he cannot get-money enough for his work todoso. wish 
to return to your account of the Magvie racesin Boston harbor. You 
speak of her beating the Undine, Hesper and Anna, You say the 
fast Anna is one of Kirby's build. I bnilt her fourteen years azo, 
Since then she has been raised, which makes her very tubby, and 
nothing like Tshould build now. But you are comparing her with 
England's latest and best type. Cananything in England Weap her 
that was built as long ago as she was? Beside this, the Anna is But 
little more than half the size of Mageie, Of the Hesper 1 knew noth 
ing. The Undine was fast, and had a good record until altered two 
orthreé years ago, since which she has not shown mech speed, Tn your 
issue of August 31, you speak of Orivu beating Active and Addie. 
Active was never known fo be very fast, being nearly always beaten 
in thea races. Bub what l wish to speak of particularly, is the Addie, 
which you say is one of Kirby's build. Thope lam ‘one of the fore- 
most of my profession,’ butif i had ever built so slow 2 boat as the 
Addie is now, 1 am afraid it would go againstme. Thad nothing todo 
with building her as she is now, for there is yery little of the old bont 
left that is nobeoyered up. When I first built her she was the fastest 
sloop in New York waters, withoutrecard to size. The two largest 
sloops then In comnussion were Gracie, f4ft. over all; and Eva, Fatt. 
Both of these she beat easily even-handed, as well as all the sloops of 
her own size, as the record will show, when she beat five of the best, 
including Gracie, ina race for the Bennett Cup. She was then but; 
48ft. water line, and 5ft. ou deck. Then sha was pieced ont aft. 
making her 59ft, water line. But her speed had yanished, she not 
being near ds fast as before, either on or off the wind, Since then 
she has bsen raised, and widened, making her about 70fb. on deuk, 
but her speed does not appearto bava been improved. Beside this 
she was first builtin 187, 15 years ago, But you are comparing her 
with the latest English models, as you do with Anna. 

Do not think I have beén standing still all that time, but ae mea 
chance, with money enongh to carry my plans through, and perhaps 
ou Will not Lave occasion to sneer s0 much at American Gelder T 
hink I haye models that are about perfect, but much remains to ba 
doue in the way of light construction, in rig, and getting ballast low 
down. But I would not have the same model or rig for seagoing as I 
would for smooth water cruising, I would build and rig them to suit 
the work they are expected to do. Davin K1rey, 

Rye, Sept. 6, 1882. 

am speaking of ‘'throngh fastening we had reference to through 
bolting and clinch work, nofas Mr, Kirby has taken it, for we agree 
with him in all he says against treenailing the small scantlivg of 
yachts. We accept Mr. Kirby's explanation concernimg the Pocalion- ~ 
tas, aS no one can be expected to turn out first-class work without 
being paid for it. We further believe that Ameri¢an mechanics can 
turn out goad work, that is, firsi-class American yacht builders like 
Mr. Kirby, if they only bad the exsperisuce iu details, which they haye. 
not. It was with a view of furthering better construction that atten- 
tion has been called to existing detects. Owners are uot aliore tier — 
to blame, They do nop understand such things, and builders shania 
qwake it their business to point out the difference in quality when 
they make a bid. Alot yachts suffer from the same defects—too 
heavy stantling with very slovenly fastening, badly designed iron 
work, too light ri¢ging and paucity of ourfit. Time will chaue tis, 
and the visit of Madge and Maggie have given Improvements of many 
kinds a big lift. IW the foreign cutters have done nothing else than to 
call attention to our defivieneies in respect to build, riz, and outfit, 
and the necessity of putting more money into the tnilder’s hacids for 
¢ really first-class job, theie visit will not have heen withoul valuable 
ruit. 
The cost of Madge antl entters generally is Still greatly overrated. 

Quality for quality there should be no difference i the cost of pro- 
ducing cutter oF sloop. ‘The former may carry more lead, bub with 
the large displacement bow coming inte Fushton in our sloops. even 
this diiferenve is disappeariug. Hull, spars anid rig are cheaperin 
the eutter, because smaller and lighter in proportion to displaccient. 
There is léss material more easily wrought in ihe easy fora of a cut- 
ter, and there is less area. and ligish fo her sail plan, and therefore 
Shorter and lighter spars, like strength in both types being presumed. 
The Madge can be duplicated ia Wnghind fer $5,000, and Mat means 
a yessel built of hanl woods throughout. titted and fimisbed in the 
most superioy and completo style, in faci, cabinet work all through, 
fastened from keel to rail with copper, through bolted and cliueh 
work, eopndredt outsid#, special brands of steel wire for nigsing, 
faultless sticks, tle most approved blovks in the maavket and tourteen 
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sails wiflt all their belongings; tested chain, patent anchors and in- 
Tumerable special small fiitnes above and below; everything ready 
for sea. Compared to such work and such an outfit the great majority 
of our yachts are only half Mnished, and not more than & dozen in 
the Countiy could stand ingpection or receive 2 decent rating From 
Lioyds. Naturally, with such disparity in favor of cutters, they may 
be expected id Gost more, for the same reason thal 4 gold stem 
winder cannot be pureliased forthe money thah will bring a nickel- 
plated lioy's watch. There isanueh less wear and dwar te 2 cutter 
than fa sloop, the latter being so much harder on spars and hull, 
This is probably nonews to Mr. MGrby orto oy intelligent observer, 
yebthese very points have right tlong beeu disputed by hot-headed 
partisans, who allow well-meant but’ misplaced “piliriotism”) fo. m- 
tertere With a “dispassionate contemplation ot purely mechanical 
issues, and itis that Glass we have no patieuce with, and Mr. Kirby 
must charge many of our hard words ta thasé who are go blind to 
Commion scuse as to stir ip righteous indienation, ; 

Tf we Haye condemned the s\perficial capacities of yacht builders 
45 4 Glass, je are none the less aware that there are a tew de- 
sarving exceptions; but, as Mr. Kirby intimates, the fey haye to sini 
to the Jevealof the common herdior go begeing for a living. Ifa 
changein public sentiment in fayor of better work ts now to he ob- 
Served, ibwill enfl tothe benefit of good builders like Mr, Kirhy; 
and for bringing about a proper appreciation for good work and dis- 
tingiishing between itand the shabby cobbling of the “hand-rae- 
down” talent, first-class mechanics may thank ores? AyD STREAM, 
We have often referred to Lioyd’s rules for building, as published in 
their Yacht Register, and if builders and owners woulil only take the 
Simple step of making those rules the basis of their contracts, misun- 
dersiandiag would be done away with, and cwoers who can read can 
ata glance see what they are offered for their money, and weigh the 
estimates from ditterent parties inthe light of & strict business propo- 
sition without being mechanics themselves. At present they pay 
their money and the builder giyes them any kind of a job he pleases, 
and that it will be the cheapest kind of a job is as certain as sunget. 
The vest of Mv. Kirby’s letter contams mformution of interes, but 

does not Vitiate anything we have written, Some old boats are a 
#oo0 des) better tan new ones, and we question late nnprovements 
in the modeling of our yachts. Asa class we have retrograded ever 
since the days of the America in the yain endeavor to build ona large 
Seule, acvording to notions derived from river sailboats, and as a 
result the taodern feet consists of overgrown toys dnd machines 
instead of seaworthy vessels. With all respect to Mr. Kirby, we 
eannol look upon Pocahontas and boats of her kind as anything elsé 
but ovelprown and exeeadingly unhandy toys, whose models and 
figs are alfogether at variance with the duties to be legitimately ex- 
pected from such large yachts. Thedays have gone by when own- 
ers of Tutt. vessels were content with pottering about the Sound, and 
yachting las taken a firm hold in other ports besides New York. 
There isn0 object in building huge machines for such a vontined 
stretch of water. The Sound is fast becoming little else than an 
approach or fairway to New York, and large yachis atall events 
shomld be modeled and rigged with a yiew fo more extended ser- 
vies. We do noi consider the Pocahontas a fit ve-sel to go to sea in, 
except as an experiment always attended with danger should she be 
caugiut outin bad weather, As for the sailing qualities of such boats 
ot sea, the less said about them the better. ] 

NARROW CUTTERS AND CRUISERS. 

ie Heratd published last Thursday 2 yery conservative review of 
the recent.eruise of the New York Y_C., to tie main concli- 

sions of which no exception can be taken. We must question, how- 
éver, the comparison by which the bulk of Maggia is made to appear 
4s late or even larger than thatof Vixen, The Herald arrives at its 
conclusion by comparing the bulk of Griva to that of a sloop of like 
length, the eclipse, and imputes a similar relition belween Maggie 
and Vixen, overlooking the very material difference in beam aud 
fresbosrd between Oriva and Maggie. The first has four and a third 
beams to load line, the latter five, se that the comparison would have 
to be considerably modified, bringing about justthe opposite result, 
The relation of size between Maggie and Vixen is best shown by the 
fiiagrams published in this journl, which indicate beyoud dispute 
thaf Vixen is considerably the larger of the two, Wor the sake of 
supplementing what we have alrendy deduced from direct ealcula- 
tion with a comparison, after the method of the Herald, we will 
select another cutter of known contents. The Muriel, without counter, 
MGAsures scant 1,200 cubie foot. She is d0ft. load tine and Jft, din, 
beam. Reducing her beam to one-fifth the loud line, or to_sft,, her 
yolume would diminish in the proportion of 11Zin. to S6m. It would 
become in round figures 1,00 cubic feet, This would be the bulk of a 
40%. Mazeie very tearly. A larger boat would compare with this as 
the cubes of theirloagdines, Therefore a 4.7fl, Maggie would be to 
a 40ft. Magere as 89to 64 nearly, which from the above gives us a 
bulk of 1,400, But the Maggie is proportionately & somewhat bigger 
bout on her length than ihe Muriel. er nidships showing less hollow 
to the floor, this excess tapering, of course, towards ilie ends, and 
reaching from about a foot above the garboards to the lower turn of 
thé bilge. Beyond two-thirds the length it would melt away at both 
ends 10 4 mere film. One hundred cuble feet, nearly thee tous, 
woulll certainly much more than cover the excess, two tons we deom 
nite enongh. The ¢ubie contents of Maggie less counter are there- 
aa under 1,600 and probably nearer 1,400 than the west nundred 

above. 
‘the Herald further reverts to the cost ot Vixen and Maggie, claim- 

ing tls sloop te be the cheaper, No doubt she is, bul Vixen is a very 
interior job to the cutter in every respect, and her fillings aod outfit 
are Ot the most meagre description, Maggie vost, new and complete, 
$7,000, The sloop Vahita, of about same length and of third-rate 
build and outfit, feel handsome cabin joiner work, brought 
$8,000, two years old, Valkyr, a erass between the twotypes. brought 
a4 like figure in hey second year, The Maggie is built of selected bard 
wood throughout, copper-tastened, Se outside, and very cor- 
plete in rig and appomtments. She cost no moré than a sloop of the 
Sameé class of build, though unquestionably moe expensive than! 
cheap iron spike and yellow pine job. supplied with three or four 
Summer sails ania tair weather rig, half complete, and iron ballast 
inte the bargain, Thereis no veason why cullers, even of the ex- 
treme type, should cost auy more than sloops. They may carry a 
triflé more lead, owing to lighter hull, but they also require less ma- 
terial and smaller rigs, and can be put up with greater facility than a 
beumy boat. Like quality and the saving, if anything, should be on 
the side of the cutter, But if you ask an Ad job to class at Lloyd's 
for eighteen years in one case and in another are satisfied with a 
Sloop jusi thrown together, aud expect to pul half her cost again 
Tito exiva. outfiton your own account, the firsh mentioned will of 
#oursé appear the more éxpensive of the tyo- i 
We are nob much surpriséd to find the Aerald admitting that 

Mageie has more room below than Vixen. Itisso much proof that 
thé objections urged against cufters are based principally upon pre- 
judice sure fo wear off upon closer acquaintance. Thus the iam stay 
of those opposed to cutters bas heen their supposed want of accom- 
THodations below. Yet here we find the Arad after atetnal inspec- 
tion coniing to 1116 honest conclusion that Magwzie has larger accom- 
modatious below than a sloopof twice her beam, The Hereid is 
perfectly sound in this conclusion. Itis whatwe have always main- 
fained, The great beam in the sloop is very deceptive, It is a bunion 
tidships, and only from the bilge up. The ends protit nothing by it. 

| The forevascle of a Sloop is a kennel compared to the lofty quarters 
for (he crew aboard 4 cutter, and inthe run the rise of the fiat Noor 
ofthe shoal sloop cuis oul the after saloon or ladies stateroom 
always to be found in a ecntter. Tre centerboard splits up the cabin. 
aud thus if is that figures lie, for the Herald bas discovered the 
 Magyie’s 8 or Yft. beams to be worth more than the 15ft, of the Vixen, 
sui we believe others will arrive at the same conclusion after due in- 
Spection, 

The Herild does not see much room on Magpie’s deck. We be- 
fieve, however, her gangways each side of the hatches are wider 
than those of the Vixen, and the gangways form thé eriterion, so far 
as working ship is concerned. The great angle of heel of the entier 
isafact only when carrying on im strong blows, A moderate in- 
urease to the sloop’s usual heel we have never found any objection 
in practice, There nay he “no need to build such narrow boats* in 
América, as long as we sail on length and by doubling up on bearo 
can race a 20 with a 1-ton yacht on even terms. But let each pay 
for what she has in the way of size, and let length remain optional 
with the builder as much as bear or depth and the probleu would in 
tinié be décided upon its merits, for under such conditions the best 
form would sirvive, and then we could tell just how much the 
middern racing cutter owes her proportions to tonnage rules and 
how much to real superiority of her special form. Length rules 
reduce racing to question of overpowering rather than outmodeling 
one another, and under such rules it is quite likely the most powerful 
hull will maintain the day to the sacrifice of other types which 
Possess nioré, intrinsic merit in their design and are better adapted 
70 the general wants of the cotimunity. 

Left to the process of natural selection, however, the avidence of 
the Limes points in favor of the narrow boat for resular yachting 
work, Not long ago it was custoinary to give British cruisers great 
beam, four to load line was cousidered about right. Then as obso- 
Wie ravers of less beam wers thrown upon the market, they were 
bought up and quickly discovered to bemuch superior to the old and 
Dbeauiier craft. Thus Playmate, euieaay Challenge, Sunshine, 
Fleatwing, ildegonda, Dudu, Buccaneer an hosts of others of four 
ind a half beams, haying been driven off the course five beam 
oxts, were relegated to the “fast erniser! lot, at which business 

| boom up into the airwhen a reef fs 
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they were found to give such satisfaction, that in later ernise’s four 
und a half bevame the standard in place of four, and it was quite | 
common to meet with four and three-quarters even. These narrow } 
Gruisers bad the advantage of fetching where they pointed, while the 
beamier fellows—our sloops are good proof—had a way of ‘pitching 
“into the same hole twice,” and were no usé in aseaway, Aud so ib 
came to pass that as experience with the narrow boats accumulated, 
they wele received with constantly growing favor, until af this day | 
We find fiye beail cruisers lgid down without the least compunetion 
about their “excessive heeling,” “narrow decks,“ and the common 
stoul: of objections still heard on this side of the Atlantic. Jullanar 
with six beans was builh for a “comfortable” cruiser. So was the 
Seabelle schooner with five and one-half beams, and so was the fiye- 
beam Maggie now in Boston waters. 
She was laid down 46 & croiser pure and sinrple without regard to 

speed as a racer, though her owner desired a boat which would ‘tso" 
in all kinds of weather as long as he chose torongh it. For months 
he and his family mocked about the British coast in all weather, 
menor tags their little yessela fine performer under circumstances 
which would have made 4 passage in a beamy boat altogether out of 
question, It must be conceded that our British cousins cruise 10, 
yes, 50 miles to onr one, and that cruising qualifications in their 
eruising yachts are sure to be questions standing outin bold relief 
before their minds when building. These they haye solved through 
long experience in the cutter of siiail beam and rig, with great d epth 
and low weights. They did not plump on to such narrow hoats with- 
out other experience, but on the contrary, the beginning was made 
with plenty of beam, and by the slow but sure process of natural 
Selection and the survival of the fittest, beamis giving way to depth 
and tength in British waters. With this transformation m cruisers 
tonnage ruies have nothing to do, and we iday aecepl thab for 
British waters, at leash, the narrow cutter is winning the day asa 
cruiser as she already has as aracer_ 
Whether the milder weather and lounger swells of the Atlantic we 

are accustomed to justify steering a course different from the one 
laid down by our cousins abroad is another matter, to which time 
will furnish the solution, If iswell, however, that a clear under- 
standing should he had of the course found advisable in British ex- 
perience, so that we may profit thereby to the best advantage and 
avoid falsé conclusions. 

CANOE RIGS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
The sketches appended hereto will show some devices in vig Which T 

have used with success, adapting them from the customs of aborigines 
as observed during 97esidencein Honduras. Che leg of mutton arrange- 
ment Lused as far back as 1860. Fie. 1 shows ny improvement on the 
Crear leg of mutton of Honduras. It combines the wivantages of a slid 
ing gunter, and the handy single halliard yardsail requiring only a 
stump or short pole mast. As the halliards are hauled taut in this 
arrangement the yard is drawn close up to the mast atthe same 
time it is hoisted, as the sketeh will explain, the bead ring 

level of slow ones by taxing them for their good points. There is no 
more s45¢ in asking that outside ballast should be taxed or pro- 
hibited Whau in detuanding to have topmiasts abolished, balloon sails, 
paid skippers or anything which is first class, and therefore expen- 
sive, outlawed by enactment. Special sernb races may be introdueed 
undet any restrictions, but to give the ruck a chance at the expense 
of the meritorious is petting the vart before the horse with a yenge- 
anee. British races wil ii) fast enough as sven as the present trans- 
itory developiient of the modern racer Out of the olf-fashioued phi 
has been completed, Then outbuilding will cease and racing yachts, 
capable of muking 4 close match, will multiply fast enough, But 
first let the higheststaudard be reached withoub checking deyelop- 
ment by legislating againstit. There is a limit to length and to 
depth, When once brilt up to, ‘outbuilding’ is atan end, and rac- 
ing willagam become whatit wasin former years. British yachts- 
men are nol the only ones suffering from paucity Of entries. Under 
all kinds of rules we are troubled here in the sane way. AS Soon as 
the fastest yachts have given proof of thei speed the slow ones uat- 
urally stay away, as witness the seant entries among our large 
schooners aud eset Among the small fry this is not so apparent, 
for the food reason that the fastest boats are not so well known or 
recognized since their records are too meagre to furnish convinems 
proof as yet. 

"A NARROW CRUISING YAWL. 

HE charge that narrow beam yessels ave more costly than others, 
though perfectly groundless, is made so often that the following 

data From the Loviifom A¥veld will prove instructive. hey also show 
how the fashion in ernising yachts is trending witli regard ta beam. 
The Leander is a yey built especialy for emiising. Load line, Gaff, ; 
beam, 14ft., ar just one-fifth; draught, 11ft.; displacement, 74 tons: 
least freeboard, Bib. din, Builb te class 18 years Al at Lloyds. Tron 
inside, 35 tons; on keel, 9 tons; floors and keelson of ungle iron; 
headroom in cabin, ft, 4in., built of Nard wood, copper fastened and 
eoppered. Full ontfit of sails and appointments. Cost, $170 per ton 
Y. RR. AL, or about $8,000. Accommodations ara far m excess of 
thoze to be found aboard @ Mischief or a Pocahontas, as follows: 

Large roomy forecastle, caboose atafter end, with skylight above 
for ventilation; main cabin, 12ft. long, laid out m the usual way, with 
the addition of a writing cabinet at the after end, and wilh stained- 
glass window over, which also acts as a ventilator. 

There is a large roomy stateroom at the fore eud of the cabin, and 
another at the after end on the starboard side. At the foot of the 
companion stairs is & sofa fitted with enrtains, so as to make a sleep- 
ing berth when required; abaft this is a hanging closet, for coats, 
ete., with a place for shoes, ete. Abaft the stairs is a lavatory, con- 
taining lavatory, shower bath, and w-e.; a grating takes up in the 
floor of the lavatory, dawn which we stow empty portmantéaus, ete. 
Thé ladies’ cabin is fitted with two berths, two large hanging ward- 
robes, drawers, settees; and, opening out of the ladies’ cabm at the 
after end, is a lavatory and w.c., fitted with a skylight over. 

All the accommodation I have named is commodious and good, not 
cramped either for length, floor space, or head room, and is thor 
oughly well ventilated. Beneath the cabin floor we haye water 
tauks, holding fourteen days’ supply, and below the ladies’ cabin 
flodr isa bath. 
The deck fittings, bulwarks and waterways, are all teal; cabin fit- 

tings of teak and pitch pine, French polished, the panels in the main 
and laces’ being fitted with silk embroineries. 
Here is hér rig, which is interesting compared to the 452ff. hoist and 

65fb. boom of asloop. Mast, 39ft.; boom, 43ft.; gait, 81ft.; bowsprip, 
26ft.; nuazzemmast, 20ft.; mizzenboom, 15fb. bin, and galt, lft. Ares 
of working sail, 2,800 sq, £b., against wb least, 4.500 sq, ft. for a snugly 

traveler sliding up the mast as the halliards are pulled upon, In the 
old style without this traveler the yard flies to leeward when the 
sailis reefed or in lowering away. In Pig, 2 an iniproyément on the 
Cincinnati Lord Ross js illustrated. A halliard is attached through a 
block or sheave at the masthead to the hook on-which the lateen 
yard is hung, and a parral with loop and toggle on yard is passed 
around the mast underneath the halliards, his enables the sail to 
ba reefed trom the foot and keeps the yard into the mast. ‘his is 
more seamanlike than the plan without hatliards, whieh cocks the 

‘ taken like a drake'’s tuil, and 
looks like a carpenter shop (évice all through, Battens ani parrals 
might be added as in balance lugs, Thus improved I consider the rig 
the best in us8 On canoes. When sailing free the yard can be lowered 
atwil, UW sinply hung to a pin without lalliards you must come by 
the wind to manage the sail. and may capsize in so doing. Munn, 

COST OF BRITISH YACHTS. 

I ONDON Land and Wouter aseribes the cost of modern yachts to 
4 the tonnage rule in forea in British waters. Though we agree 

with our contemporary as to the fallacious results obtained by con- 
sidermg beam and length and the necessity of having depth repre- 
sented in the rule to measure size correctly. we do not think that 
measurement 1s responsible for the great east of the modern racing 
yacht, butthat lead and large displacement are. Now lead has won 
the day uuder 4 rales of measurement, whether the old Thames 
role, or lenath rules, or bulk rules or sail area, cic. Lead is shown 
by experience to be speedier than ivon. No ehange in the British rule 
would bring about # return to iron ballast in a first-class racer, As 
for Jarge displacement, if is manifestly an advantage in a cruiser and 
if i casts more than smal displacement in is becuuse you are getting 
rare a and abler hoat for your money, In racing it is likewise 
sought after under all rules as soon as fuilders learn its yalue, Thus 
British racing yachts have steadily grown in displacement for the 
take of the increased power it gives. Bub we find (his the case under 
¥, R.A, measurement and in the Itchan boats and American sloops 
Just ihe same, though the latterare built under length as the stendard. 
Now the narrow deep yessel cau never obtain so great a displacement 
asthe broad and deep, Not only will the latter be the more costly in 
ballast but also in ae since she Carries a much larger area of sail than 
anarrower boat, G Most expensive yachts in proportion to real 
size and accommodation in Great Britain are the Windermere and 
ltehen bouts built on a length rule. We are rapidly working up to the 
same end here in America, 

If the présent British role were changed tu allow more beam, the 
conseqrence would be an increase in that direction, which would 
make up for all the displagement sayed in depth and more too, add 
to the cost of hull and tothe size of rig. Certainly the present Y_ R. 
A, “beam and length rule eannot properly be saddled with the 
charge of producing expensive vessels, however current such 6 be- 
Heimay he, There canbe no object in reducing fast boats to the 

rigged sloop. 

BEVERLY Y, C,—SEPT, 

Editor Porestiand Stream: 
The seyenty-second regatta and third championship was originally 

appointed for Sept. 9, but was postponed to Sepr. 11, ana again to 
Sept. 16, om account of calms and heyy rains. The 16ih opened 
with a severe gale Irom the northwest, increasing in force and malk- 
ing it plain that no boats from Quincey, Nahant or Swampscott could 
get down to participate. The judges were early on. hand, but no 
boats were to baseen. About 17 A, M, the Peri, under three reefs, 
was seen to start from Manchester, butit was soon evident that she 
would not fetch across the bay to Marblehead. She seemed entirely 
smothered, ani after a short time tuned back, half full of water. 
Atter taking in more ballast, another sturt was made, and this time 
she got half way across, when the sail blew clean off the gafi, aud she 
gave it up for good, 
The cutter Beetle pnt in au appearance about1!:30, nuder reefed 

mainsail ynd foresail, and cutter aa was anxiously expected. But 
her forestay was found to bein a bad condition, and she gave it up. 
The little entter Lala, however, came up under foresail and a serap of 
mainsail at aboutinoen. At 12:00:30 Beetle was sent off aver aten- - 
and-a-half mile course, Lola following at 12:12 over 4 seven-and-a-halt 
mile course, having been delayed by her fore halyards giving way. 
Both cutters ran down with the wind abeam to Bowditch Ledge 
beacon, getting it hotand heavy over the last part, Here Lola hauled 
up fora heatto Curtis’ Point. About half way up she was forced to 
take in foresall and sailed rest of race under arag of the mainsail. 
Beetle ran off very fast before the wind to Gale's Ledge: then stood 
out to Southeast breaker. with wind abeam: then close-hauled to 
Hali Way Rock and thena dead beafi back, Over the whole course 
she sailed very fast, and Kept verydry, going steadily along in the 
bardest pulfs and in the heavy sea at Half Way. As shie rounded the 
rocks a large three-masted coaster passed by going free, under main- 
sailand jib, while other heayily loaded coasters carried rected main- 
sailand jib, so you may judge of the eutter’s 6xcellent performance 
in such weather, At 2:21:40 Lola crossed the line, followed by Beetle 
thirty seconds later, the lithe boat being half full of water. Summary: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Beetle (cutter), A. Hemenway... 2 21 30 

. 2 09 30 
ND GLASS. 

TILLER. 

16. 

SH 

Lola (cutter), C. H. W. Foster. , 

THE AMERICA CUP, 

RE we to have an international mate for the cup next year? It 
all depends woon those responsible for the conditions surrouud- 

ing the trophy. The 40-ton euther Annasona would bein our watera 
now had those condifions been framed with a view to equity instead of 
for the purpose of retaining the cup atall hazards by making a chal- 
lenge next to impossible in demanding great odds for our side not 
likely to be granted by any oue in his senses. Will the New York 
Y, G. réctify the blinders of the past? If they intend to take aetion it 
should he done atonce, I not the public will know whe to hold to 
acaount for preventing an interoational contest the British culler is 
ready fo accep aS soon as even terms are offered, We quote from 
Bell's Lifet 
“The latest performances of this marvel have certainly been sonie- 

thing astounding. Who would have thought that a 40-touner could 
beat boats rore than double her size in a strong breeze and sea, and 
that, too, without time allowanee? Yetsuch was the fact, the Anna- 
sona handsomely defeating the Lorna, Ma. Morley’s yawl, by five min- 
utes clear, This supports what Dunean, who sailed the little Madge in 
America, said, that the boat to go across fo NeW York forthe America 
Qup would be a good eleyer 40-+ouner, Mr, Hedderwick meant to co 
last year, and no doubt would go right off now with his vessel, but the 
American conditious make it 100 to1 in theirfayor, There can be uo 
doubt \hatever now as to the Annasona’s beiug the boat, aud there 
ean be as little doubt as to O'Neil’s beiug the man, holding, as he docs, 
amate’s deep-sea certificate.” 

SAFE SAILBOATS. 

Editor Forest ani Streane; 
Letmeadd a mite to your excellentideas of safe 

Here, at Hyansyille on the Ohio, we have a nice La 
sailing boats, 

: 2 rv foy stile 
or rowing, bufthe fault with the mass of sailboats so far is that they 
are nothibe but man traps. Several attempts have been made to fet 
up a sailboat that would not upsetaud drown the would-be sailors, 
but so far so many have oltained watery graves that all bouts whose 
mopulsion is by sull are looked upon as dangerons. 
Our river has a variable eurreny of from three bo five miles an Nour, 

and our weather furnishes more Gaty’ paws and irregular winds than 
uny place where boats are sailed, I have suéceederl in making a river 
sailboat in which safety and pleasure are obnainuble, 
The boatis 13fh. over all, 12:4ff. on keel, 5tt. wide, afb. deep at bow, 

and not quite so deep at ster. Tho rnid-section is very uearly drawn 
in the body plan of a Norwegian pilot-boat, showin page $55 in The 
Century tor July, 1582. Tha sternposp is of oak and plumb, the bow 
has aboutsix incheésrake, Goth ents of the boat are sharp, 4 cast- 
iron kebl 1hgtt. long, din. deep, Sin. thidk at top and lin, at bottom, 
Weizhing 225lbs,, is bolted on with nine Sin. bolts: The boat is 
decked Br foom each end, and incloses wirhighh galvanized iron 
boxes which fit into the bow and stern, each containing 27sq. ft, of 
alr. Betsyeen these inclosed iron boxes we baye two “locker”? seats 
each six feet long, on the inside of the hull. This seat is continued 
across the boat, hence we can comfortably seat half a dozen persons. 
The mustis of pine. 3$4in. in diameter, seh perpendicular, Just be- 
hind the forwyard alriizht box, and is 1644¢t, above deci, 
The jib extends tive and a half feet outboard. The jib is Saft. on 

foot and 16ft. hoist. The mainsail isa leg-of-mutton, so rigged that 



176 FOREST AND STREAM. 

The bows will clear the heads of allinswinging around, Tt is set at 
about ac deg, with the mash. The boormis (Of6 long aud the siil has 
L6Et, hoist ou mash; one row of reef potats on main and jib three feet 
trom foot, 
the extra turning power needed on o short boat, and at the same 
time INaking the boat steady. The sails areinade of 25y08. of cotton 
duel, Win wide. ‘The boat runs very level, is fost edough, and now 

+=?) 

iy telephone is teling me that a brother praccitioner wants me to | 
aut the sitil we nau one wack age, when we went up the viver about 

six miles, To pet to the place and back we sailed al least twenty 
miles inn pleasaut breeré, golog stone lively, but best of atl, safely. 
No matter how lrrerulae the wind blew, with tmiinsail aod jib 
trimmed flat as a board, we could go against the curreat, This bout, 
although short, obeys ber tiller bebter [aon any boat [ ever sailed in, 
and despite the prevalent ilvas iu favor of loug boats, none ean rin 
trusr that the Stites oua given sailing course, ‘Phe full is clinker 
built, of eatalpa. & wood thu can be worked creen, sprang to fil any- 
thie, and with this peentiarity, thhatT believe no other wood bas—it 
will not sliink nor swell in rain nor sun, nor have we any wool sive 
vedar that will last so long. Mxrpreus. 

HE following concerning this forty-ton cutter, taken from the Lon- 
don Yoclting Guselfe will prove of faterestin view of a possible 

it of the Annasona next year, should tha conditions of the America 
Cup challenge be put upon the plane of orfinary Fairness, 1s we hope 
they may be; 
“The deeds of byzone forty-ton celebrities have been totally eclipsed 

by the astounding parformance of the Annasona this season, and 
never before las honor of weartug the chaplet been more meritoriausly 
gained, That the Pairlie Losiawasarark ovis her domgs last year 
Pininly proved, when, oul of twuuty-two starts, she won seventeen 
prizes, value £007: still, Pew would have been bold enough te prophesy 
atthe close of i that another year might see her absolutely at the 
top of the tree, Compared to her doughty deeds this season, the feats 
dont in days of yore by thea Nighe, Muriel aud Myosotis pale to insig- 
nificance; yel, ater all, the onteome may Ievad in future—by handicap- 
ine or keeping the elo 5 intact, fo aimeans of protection against a 
ight weivht waging ave ih first-classranks. lo 1si7 the Nevawon 
Tihnvtecn priaus, vole £1,850; ond last-year the Samoan capped this 
performace with twenly-lhree prizes—sixtuen first and seven seconds 
—oit of 30 starts, the grass aniount of her winnings being £1410. The 
Pantoyaime, Jullanay and Latona have all been mighty plize winners, 
and soine of the light weights have been credited with extraordinary 
averscts; but Annusoun is wtiigne—viz., 85 starts, 20 prizes, 28 being 
firs d one second, ind the gross value of the whole 41,5)0, 

“This matchiess feap has heel atrained by shear speed against ali 
Glasses And inder every contition of weather; and it will nop detract 
from toe merit of the fast match in the Chanuel—that sailed at 'for- 
qhay lust Tuesday—by stating that the foriy then went out more 
with the objeetin view ol making a race for Miranda than of going 
in for a stern sea fight, There bave been days when power has told 
a tale, the Samia having 4 frrand revenge one dayin Dublin Bay; 
and it Would be folly to thinkthat—marvel she is—Annusona or auy 
other forty Could have saved her fine on that tempestuous Mon- 
day at Harwich wih o Miranda or Vanduara in opposition. 
Apart from being o phenomenal vessel, the unparallelel success of 
the Apuaseua wiay justly be in a ereat measure asuribed to the fault- 
less Way io whici she has been sailed, O'Neil’s helmsmanship was not 
discounted by & want of smirhnesas on the part of the crew; in fact, 
the littla ship has been simply worked like a ‘hand sai,’ as only 
those who Lave closely watehed the manceuvres know. There has 
been no evippling of the bowsprit by gething "the bobstay down eurly 
in the morning,” no yuinishing the wee boatie with a great swaggering 
jib when the third was sufficient, nor has a yard topsail been seen 
Alott when a jib-headler was all that was required to keep the gait 
Steady. The use of purehasas to sheets Was been recognized and put 
in practice on board. and all these things have contributed # share in 
crowning Adnasons ‘the pride of the stason.'*? 

ROYAL CANADIAN Y, C.—SEPT. 16, 

A Watt third attempt of the vlwh for the Anderson eup wag suudsess- 
. folly swiled Sachrday September 16 by twe vessels out of the fleet, 

the test being unfortunately headed by a shift of wind which was 
‘sequently entirely lost, leaving sll bunt Oriole aod Aileen 
imed, wnd imable to reach harbor before dark, The en- 

ineluded the same lot of cracks who haye met so often of 
late. Sehooner Oriole, 95 tons, Viee-Com. Leys. sailing as o6 tons on 
rig ollowsnee; cutter Aileen, 32tons, Mr. Gooderham; sloop Cygnet, 
attons, Mr, Dennis; cuttar Alarm, 37 tons, Lt. Col. Grussett; sloop 
Madcap. 17 tons, Com. Bosiell\ and citber Verve, 10 tons, Mr, Coch- 
rane, he course was forty miles. from club house on Toronto 
Tsland around Bast buoy in harbor, ont the West Gap to Mimico buoy, 
then back to buoy off island, then outinto the lake around a mark 
stationed jiye niles off shore, return around buoy off the island, then 
arouud Starborp buoy to the eastward and return through West Gap. 
Prizes were the handsome Anderson Challenge Cup, value $250, and 
#2) to first yaché bome on regular time allowance, $100 to second, 
$50 16 third and $25 to fourth, Open fe elub yachts only, The match 
was timer by Captuin Stupart, and the fleet went across toa smart 
one fun startin light and variable pulls from northwest. 

The stylish Aileen hit off gun fire a trifle the best and was first 
fway. She kept her lead around Mimico buoy. with the big sclooner 
aud Alam going round after her in conmpany, the rest a short dis- 
tance astern, The wind suddenly dropped and came out from the 
south, beading Vervé, Cygnetand Madcap, and compelling them to 
work up te the fies) mark, while the other thiee had it a good whole- 
sail Jentling wind for the Island buoy, which they rounded in the 
same order, and proceeded to beat out into the lake. The cutter 
disposed of the bie schooner and eused sheets around The outer mark 
with plenty to spare. Spinaker was ruu out in good shape aboard 
the cutier, awid she bowled in to the island again at a good rate, ap- 
parently with the prixe well in hand, The three then went to the 
eastward willl & qualtering Wind and hauled around Bearboro buoy 
iu the same order, the tao 17-ton slobps, Cygnet and Madcap, with 
tha tiny W-lon Verve, being by this time virtually out of the race, in 
Consequence of their bad luck in being nipped by a shift near the first 
tark an (ieulosing it altogether. No soonar had the leading tiie 

- trimmed for a close Wank home than the wiud yeered to nearly south- 
@xust, making it cubin window business for the WestGap. At thisthe 
schooner had so much the afvantagée of her rig that with & con- 
Stantly freshening breeze she stale np on Atleen, then ‘covered and 
finally drove by currying she streak clear Were, winning by § min- 
wes and Jan(iing the Anderson QOup, the cutter talking second prize, 
rest becalmed, 

largert cutter ever Wuilt in this country, Tf ts the owner's intention 
to gi iér a thorongh trial before the close of the yachtmp season, 
The dimensions of the Wenonah are as follows: Length over all, 
Bft.;Jeneth on loud water line, Gh; extreme breadth, 14ft.; depth 

ot bold, 10%. fin.; draught of water, 10fl. tin, The keel 
35 Of Ohio white oak, sided and molded and fastened with 
“opper bolts driven through and clinched on rings of the 
sama material, The sham and stempost are of Ohio white oak, 
us is the apron, the lalter sided 4g inches at the head and tapered ta 
the siding uf the deadwood, The fleadwood is well bolted with yellow 
metal bolis through the sternpost and keel aft and stem and keel 
forward, tne bolts being driven anit clinched with the sume material 
eutside the keel stem and sternpost, The planking is pur on in two 
thicluesses, both being wo)ted fore and aft, the inner siin of yellow 
pine and treenailed to the frames and bent timbers, The outer plauir 
is of white ile and DYeUEDS the seams of the inner skin, The 
ceiling has been worked to form air spaces between the 
elanips, and pleces of convenient lengths have been made to 
tit the ale porta: Hanging knees of angle iron have been tittad 
to the midst boams, the capstan beams, in wake of the rumiing tackle. 
to the beamsat the endof the saloon and to the beam at the stern- 
post. Kucesof the same kind connect with the lowerdeck beams 
where il is porsille, forming partial iron bulkheads, Theinner iron 
and ties are Ofangls iron 124 dy 14 by 4-10 inches and the gus- 
set plates 3-lfinch tliick. The deek is of white pine, worked in long 
Tongths and free fron) loots ot snakes. The jomer work in the cabin 
is haulsome aol very sabshantial, There are two roomy stateruoms, 
a third that is smaller, and two berths aft the cabin, besides the cap- 
tains quarters, The saloon is large Enough to be fitted with sofas 
and the wsual tittings in medina size yachts. The galley will be very 
domplete anmlthe room for the bakh, ice house, lockers and pantries 
igall thutis required, When finished and furnished the saloon of the 
Wendual will be very attractive and the accommodations of the 
Btatarocins aiple £nd satisfactory, Pueumatic connections may be 
madé with allthe rooms, and an indigator and gong placed in the 
sleward’s pantry. There are twenty tons of lead on the outside of the 
keel nad tha remainder—the inside ballast—is of lead cut to fit the 
frames. Two worling boats are being made forthe yaeht—one 1&ft, 
and the other litt, lone. The whole laneth of the mastis Str, Gin, 
froin deck tamasthean, 55tt.; length of topmast, 40ft,; boom, S8ft.; 
gait, GBF; howsprit, outboard, aft. 

The rudder is larce, extending hielk two fect, thus giying | 

[Supr, 28, 1882 

TEASE—SADIE.—A capital match was sailed between these two 
diminutive specimens of the cathoat, Sept, 23, m a howling north- 
easter accompanied by a drenching downpour. Tease, Pater Deyoe, 
owner, is 12ft. bain, long and Sadie, Alfred Wright. owner, is 18ft. 
134in, long, allowing the former 5614 sec, over a fifteen-mile course 
from olf club heuse foot East Highty-ninth street, to and around 
Throge's Point buoy and return, for $100 a side. Both were sent off 
to one signal at 2:59, Tease with whole mainsail, Sadie with a reef 
down. They had 4 favorite tide through the Gate with a nasty chop 
blinding the crews with the lying spray. The beat through Ward's 
island channel was live work, ond required great eaution to prevent 
Acapsize. OlT South Brothers Sadic weathered on her competitor by 
a few lengths, but subsequently split taeks, allowing Tease to muke 
i board into Whitestone without toowing, whereby the latter man- 
aged to fetch the turning marie first at 6:13:7; Sadie easing around ab 
O212and shaking out reet fur pho run home. Both put in some 
fearful rolling and dipping booms. It was dark long before réach- 
ing home, the mateh ending wfier one of tha most reckless but skil- 
fully sailed races ever witnessed between small boats. Tease crossed 
ab 7:28:30, Sadie at 7:37:48, the former winning in 4:49:5454 corrected 
time, Sadiesecond in 4:53:23. 

NEW CUTTER,—We take the following from the Boston Herald: 
“The new cutber building by Lawley & Son, at their yard in South 
Boston, for Rear Commodore Charles A, Weleh, Boston Y, ©., is 
antiraly planked, and presents 4 yory handsome appearance. She is 
Seft. bin, over all, tft. long! line, 10fb, beam, Pfc. drought, flush deck, 
with 6ft, under the carlines, The main cabin will be 8ft. din, long, 
with two long transoms, a chest of drawers on either sidé, aft of 
which will bea fina stateroom Gt. Bin, long, with modern improve- 
ments. The forecustle wil! be 12ft, long, and will he provided with 
ficcomodations tor the erew. The frame is of best live oak, two 
inches square, doubled, spaced 12m. between centers, The planking 
is one and a half inches, best selected Michigan hard pine, four inches 
wide and runs the entire length withont butts. Onthe keel there is 
an iron shoe, weighing gix and a hall tons, firmly secured by iron 
Hoors on the inside, ‘The (eck will be laid with clear white pine, one 
and & half inehes square, The masts will be 30ft. long above deck, 
eight and 4 ball inches at partners; housing topmast, 24ft, long: bow- 
Spat ontboard, 16ft.; gafl, 2afl. fin.; hoom, ditt. Gin.; hoist of gail, 
2Urt* 

SAN FRANCISCO YACHTING,—A race was sailed September 9 by 
the Pacific ¥. O over the nsual course, The gun to go was not beard 
through the tiewt, and time was taken from eepireiion of the fifteen 
minutes allowed to cross, This has created dissatisfaction, and 
shows the necessity of indicating the start by two simultaneous gig- 
nals, one appeuling to the ear, the other to the eye, as the discharge 
of a gun and hanling down ot colors. Tf ohne escapes observation the 
other aets ag a substitute. Aggie was the only yacht away on time, 
the rest beinghandicappeil. Nellie did the best sailing, especially in 
the windward work, but could not make up for handicap at the start, 
anilas the protest about not héaring the pun was not eutertaine: by 
the judges, she got only second place, The wind was a wholésail 
breeze, and the match mm other respects a fair one, Nellie made the 
best time over the course in 3:42:47; Aggie next in 3:35:37; Ariel, for- 
merly of New York, was third best mm 3:41:05; Aunie,a New York 
sloop, 2:42:07, Aggie wins on corrected time in 3:46;37; Nellie second, 
ets Whitewiug and Annie tie at §:45:41, Ariel 3:07 and Pleur de 

is 3:50:54, 

ANOTHER WINDMILL,—There is a ferment of excitement in the 
Providence Press editorialsanctum because 4 localitem in the London 
Field, detailing the winnings of the 23ft. cutter Widgeon, fails to re- 
count the Gleam’s sailing in the same race for a cup generously 
donated by her owner, Mr, FB. A. Gower. As the Gleam is not the 
Widgeon, and Mv, Gower very kindly declined to take his own cup, 
but turned it aver to the Widgeon as second boat, what has the 
Gleam got to do with Widgeon’s winnings? Her record was reported 
as the best in her lot, and as an open catboat has no business among 
decked cutters, and Widgeon'’s record was compared with home 
boats. Mri F, A. Gower is fighting another windmill, It should 
prove to him that the Gleam did not turn the heads of “small English 
achtsmen” to the extent he would have his home constituency 
elieve, The Widzeon won the “blue ribbon" in her class, Gleam or 

no Gleam, forshe beat the rest of the boats of the same breed, and 
mo one Claimed she wou from Clean or any other machine. Wid- 
geon, by the way, is an old hooker, with a counter patched onand is 
now off fishing. 

STATEN ISLAND REGATIPA,—A match was sailed off Staten 
Tsland, Sept. 25, open to cabin yachts under s4ft., for prizes offered 
by Capt, Jake Schmidt, the boat builder. Course, from Bay View 
Housé to Fort Lafayette, thence around Robbins' Reef buoy, thence 
uround Bay Ridge buoy and home, The wind was southeast, vari- 
able, svcompunied by rain showers, Judges, J. B, Gerard, H, H. 
Holmes and J. Krehmeyer. Time allowance 1m. per foot, Summary: 

Ft. In, Elapsed. Corrected. 
Metamora, W, H. Progers,.......... 38 00 12 47 125 47 
Fayorifta, Com, Charde, . 32 06 1 30 10 1 29 40 
Lorelei, J. Sehmidt--. 31 00 1 35 06 138 06 
Alice, Thos, White, al on 1 85 50 1 30 55 
Pastime, ©. Wantette................- 24 00 Not timed, 

NEW BEDFORD Y. C.—Second and third class sloops sailed a 
Thateh, Sept. 15, for sweepstakes and cash prizes. The sea was 
heayy, the wind fresh from 5. £, The Nobledrew her chain plates 
and parted bowsprit shroud, and Metri¢ shipped a sea in the bag of 
her jib, splitting it near the foot, All hands were sorely tried by the 
sea. Corrected! tinies 43 follows: Whistler, Com, Hawes, 2:10:05; 
Metric, 6. BR, Sisson, 210538; Ariel, M, E. Bacon, 2:10:50; Tsabel, J. G. 
Chapman, 2:17:87; Painter, D. L. Parker, 2:20:58; Startling, G. W. 
Parker, 2:35:28, and Noble, G. F, Parlow, 2:37:53, Whistler wins $15 
anil $40 sweepstakes in second class, Painter taking second prize, $10. 
Metric wins in third class, $15, and Ariel takes second money, $10. 

ANOTHER CRUISING REED De MS ENGESE UES Pa,. Sept. 18,— 
Tn Forest AnD StR¥am of September 7,1 find a drawing of ''Ness- 
nuk’s” hatchet. You say itis probably the only one in use. T saw 
such a hatchet made many years ago by that celebrated old hunter 
and inventor, Edward Stables, of Maryland, In 18731 was in need of 
such @ tool and made one, using the Stables hatchet as a model, but 
instead of two bits made it with one bit and pole, or head. Its 
weight complete, with handle, is just one aunts Tinclose drawing, 
giving exact size and shape of hatuhet and handle, also pocket for 
earvying same on belt, When the hatchet is in the pocket the handle 
should sland back so as to Clear tha leg in walking.—_§. D. 

CITY POINT SWEEPSTAKES.—A match open to cats over i8ft. 
was sailed off City Point, Boston, Sept. 28. Course to Cow Pasture 
buoy No, 6, thance ta buoy No. 7 off Independence, to Sculpin Ledge 
buoy, leaving it to port, then to No. ton Lower Middle and home. 
Wind variable from 8. EK. and ght, Amy, BE. W. Baxter, 20ft. 47gin,, 
won in 1:24:42 corrected time; Thisbe, 8, A. Freaman, 20ft. Tin., 
was Second in 1:24:45, thongh making the course in 4 seconds less 
actual time; Viya, anew boat by Hutchins & Prior, 18ft. 5in,, was 
third in 1;25;165, and Druid, Mr. Fowles, 18£t, bin, fourch in 1:26:45. 

MOSQUITO FLEET, —The third race for the champion cup among 
the little shavers about Gily Pomt, South Boston, was sailed Sept. 23, 
Course nearly three miles. Lizzie, H. J. McDonough, 18ft. 2in., won 
in first olass in 1:03:53 corrected time heating Daphne and Sport. 
Mascot, a naw boat, F, O. Whitman, 126, pain. won for the second 
lime in second elass, in 1:01:14, beating Herald, Cyde and Hgeria, 
Lizzie and Mascot fake the champion cups, Herald taking second 
prizis in her class. 

LAID UP.—Although the best lime for sailing is now at hand, 
pay yachls ore already laying up, and the chances for fall matches 
in a breeze in which hoth yachts and eréws would be put to a test are 
small. Rambler has found a berth in Port Jefferson, Julia at New 
London, to be dostored for next season; steamer Yosemite at City 
Island; schooner Waterwatch at Mystic; Agnes inths A, Y, C, basin; 
Comet, ditto; Haze at Winthrop’s Cove, New London, and Ruth at 
Nowak, where she is to be newly rigzed for next season, 

WAYWARD,—M. J. G. Fowler's sloop, which went ashore Sapt. 20 
on Gerrish Island, off Kittery Point, N. H.,in a fog, is expected to 
comé off, She is being lifted with casks, Skipper'Pom Haley reports 
the fog horn on Whaie's Back notin operation at the time of the dis- 
aster. The New York schooner Princess, which drove on tha rocks 
on the Maine coast, has broken up. 

TEASER.—\i. Holmes's cahamaran essayed a passage from Baby- 
lon harbor, L, 1,., to her regular moorings, off Staten Island, last 
Thursday, but was wrecked on the way, some of the connecting gear 
giving out in the sea, the two hulls being wrenched adrift. The crew 
of two were rescued by the Oak Island life-saving crew. 

SQUARH SIDER.—The Lawley’s, of South Boston, are building a 
flat bottom boat for Com Walch, for use in Florida waters, She is 
Ratt. over all, 25£t, on load line, 10}6ft. beam, with high sides and a9ft. 
trunk, giving 4ft. sin, headroom, 

VIF'.—Charles A. Stevenson, formoarly owner of the Dsproy. has 
hought the schooner Vif, in Boston, She is 47ft.on deck, 40ft, load 
line, 14ft. beam and 7it. Gin, draft. Hull Y. 0. burgee. 

DORCHESTER Y, O.—Tha first of the second geriea of catboat 
mutches of the club was sailed Bent 18, off the club house ayer a five- 
mile course. Wind moderate southwest. Mobe, A. J. Clarke, wonin 

1:02:17 corrected time, beating Thisbe; S. A, Freeman, 1:08:43; Water 
Witch, 8. G. King, 1:03:53; and Belle, w.B, Baker, 1;07;02. Thesecond 
natch was sailed next day ina wholésail southerly wind. Won b; 
Water Witch in 53;31, Thisbe $2;54, Niobe 54:21 and Gretchen, E, 
Sharp 49349. 

KEEL CAT.—Cokter, of Dorchester, has recently launched alargy 
eat boat for J.B. Baker. Length, Wott heamn, 12ft.; draught, drt. 
She has an iron shoe of 244 fons. Hoist, 27ft.; on boom, d4f1; ou 
head, 18l4ft, Oak frame, yellow pine plank io one length fore and aft; 
mahogany fittings. Ias 6ft. in cabin, and foreesstle for two, 

WINTER QUARTERS.—Sloop Kelpie. J. N. Winslow, hag bee 
Moored for the winter in the Seawanhaka Basin, 8.1. Sebooner 
Olytie, Vice Com. Stokes, N. Y. ¥. C., has been laid up at Red Bank; 
Alarm, A, 0, Kingsland, at Staten Island; sloop Palorna, C. H. Leland, 

| at Edgewater, 5, 1; Vision, J. J. Alexantire, at Bay Ridge. 

NAMOUNA.—This steamer, Mr, J. G. Bennett, N. ¥. . GC., arrived 
in Cowes Roads, Sept. 5, from Diappe, and after communicating with 
shore sailed for Southampton before proceeding to the Baltic. 

ACTIWA.—Mr. Dayil Sears sailed from Yarmouth, Isle of Wight. 
Sept, 4, for Falmonth. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
Mac.—The particulars as to rifles used by American team were 

given in our last iasne. 

«.G, 5. C,, Cincinnati, O,—We know of no Kentucky counties 
wherein hunting is prohibited in 1852-33, 

W. E. C., Counecticut.—Abont Aiken, 8. C., and Thomasville, Ga,, 
you will find quail, deer and wild turkey shooting. Wither place is an 
excellent winter home. 

§. B. Iron Mountain.—The barrel will fit into any breech-loading 
gun. Jt does not have self-acting shell extractors. Is made in ditfer- 
ent sizes lo fit different gauges. 

AwaLLow, Long Island Gity.—1. The gun is agood one for the price, 
2. Por rabbit shooting on Long Island go to Laleeland and vicinity, 
You will not find ood squirrel shooting on the islund. 

Q,, Opelika, Ala—i. Where isthe pulse ina dog? 2. What is the 
notmal beat per minile in a dog weishing about fikty pounds. Ans, 
1, On the inside of the knee; or place your hand on the left side of 
the dog over the heart. 2, 90 to 100 heats. 

B,, Brooklyn.—i.  'The price you name is hardly adequate to se- 
cure a first-hand double-barreled breach-loader, You niay find & 
good second-hand one forthe money, Goto any of our ailvertisers 
and you will reveiye good treatment. 2, WorBong Island shooridg 
grounds, see late issues of this paper, 

G, R. §., Duhiont, Col.—Why is it that trout have spawn in them 
here this time of the year. I caughta dozen this week and they all 
were nearly ready to spawn. Itis something vory strange to. nue. 
Ans. ‘Une Hastern brook trout, which spawn from October to Janu- 
ary, often have eggs in them quite well developed in sunjmer. Your 
trout are probably spring spaiwwners, unless they may be tha “Dolly 
Varden” trout, and while their eggs maybe large, it is a question 
whether they will be deposited before spring. We wish you would 
take note of their date of spawning aad report to us, giving the name 
of the trout you refer to, and all the facts, 

C.H. W., Troy, N. Y.--Three weeks ago we received a fish weighing 
twenty-four pounds whichwas caught at Wire Island and was called 
a spamsh mackerel by all who saw it, including the old fishermen at 
the island. It had the appearance of the spanish mackerel, but I haye 
never heard of one being caught that sizé before. Forrsr And Srnuam 
what do you think of it} Ans. Mr. Blackford informs us that the 
largest spanish mackerel he has ever seen weighed 814 pounds, Lust 
week he had one on his stand of seven pounds weight, Your fish was 
probably the cero, Cybium regale, called in some parts ‘black spotled 
spauish mackerel,”’ but known in New York as cero, It is not as food 
a fish as the truespanish mackerel, Cybiwn maculatym. 

LIGHT CANOES vs, BOONVILLE BOATS. 
Hiitor Horestand Stren: 

In your issue of August 10 [notice an article on ‘Light 
vs. Heavy Canovs” over the signature of ‘“Nessmuk.” In 
this article the writer refers to a letter of “J, R,, Jr.,” and 
compares very unfavorably the Adirondack boats or “Long 
Lake boats,” as they aré termed, with the Rushton canoes. 
Me further offers to “wager $100 or $200 that J.H. Rushton 
makes me a canoe to weigh less than ten pounds, less than 
eight feet in length; that [ take the canoe at Moose River 
House, and paddle and carry the same through the Fulton 
Chain to Raquette Lake, then on through Forked Luke, ete., 
to Panl Smith’s; come back by way of the Tnpper’s, Smith 
and Albany lakes to Hd, Dunbar’s on the Beaver; from there, 
by the Beaver and Seven Mile carry, to Twitchell’s Lake; 
thence to Big Moose, and down by the three carries to 
Fourth Lake, thence to the Porge House,” 

This he wagers to do himself; and at the close of his ar- 
ticle he adds: ‘“‘Doos ‘J. R., Jr.* mean whathe says? Will 
he meet me fora cruise of a month or moreat any point be- 
tween Paul Smith’s and the Forge House?I in a twelve- 
pound canoe, he in such a boat as he pleases?” 
Now, while this is not put forth asa challenge to “J. R., 

Jr.” to go over this course, he in ® boat and ““Nessmuk” in a 
ranoe, yet it is pulin such a way as to lead any but a very 
careful reader to takeit-as Such, It is afterall only a good 
deal of ‘brag and bluster” about Rushton’s canes and what 
“Nessmuk” thinks he can do in one of them, and it 18 also 
intended asa fling at our Adirondack boats of the “Long 
Lake model.” 

I know “J. Ri, Jr." very well; he xnd I have camped to- 
gether in the North Woods years ago, and haye met every 
year on the Fulton Chain for 5 good many summers, I know 
that he makes no pretensions as a boatman, in fact I know 
that he is physically untit to attempt to row for any distance; 
his whole life and ocupation has beensuch #s to render him 
unableto doit. So I just thought that if might not be 
amiss for mc to step in and offer to take his place, and yiye 
“‘Nessmuk’ a chance to try the relative merits of the two 
kinds of boats. Ifeel all the nore inclined to do this be- 
cause for the last thirteen years I have handled the Lon 
Lake boats, and therefore ought to know what they are, an 
what they can be made to do. 
To put it down in plain English, lwillagree to go over 

the course before named (‘‘Nessmuk's” own selection), hein 
a ten or twelve pound, eight-foot Rushton canoe, and I will 
goin a sixty pound double-ender boat of the Long Lake 
model, but built in Boonville, and will heat him through to 
the Forge House by at least forty-cight hours, But it onast 
be for money, for | cannot afford to have a boat built, and 
lose the time consumed on the trip. 1 will therefore muke 
itas he says, $100 or $2004 side, which ever will suit him hest, 

So much for ““Nessmuk.” Now will make another offer, 
For the same sum of money [ will make a match with any 
other man, who is not a professional, for a six days’ race, L 
to take a sixty-pound Long Lake mode! boat, Boonville 
build, and he to take acaaoe built by Rushton. The course 
to begin at the Forze House on Pulton Chaim, and tobe gone 
over between Monday morning and Saturday night. 

I want if distinctly undersfood that I am not a profes- 
sional, as I understand it—that is, aman who mukes it his 
business to row races for money; but the whole drift of 
“Nessmuk’s” communication isso loudly in praise of cer- 
tin canoes a8 being the ne plus wltre of » boat to sit in, that 
one is inclined to think that the Adirondack boat is nothing 
but 4 flat-bottomed scow as compared with them. This is my 
reason for this offer, Gus SYPHERT, 
Bopxyiune, Oneida Connty, N. ¥, 
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THE “IMBRIE” 

BLACK BASS REEL, PENS. 
P-CENTE THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 

CUP-CENTER ACTION, MULTIPLYING A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 
ADJUSTABLE CLICK. ing mk for several days’ writing, Can bé carried in 

the pocket, Always ready for use, A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a | Writing. 
full ine of our goods will not be filled at any price, 2 sige St AU ai ee ah, YORK 

u n " Send for Price-List, F i ; 
Ries SER one Ia, ‘iatee et BA A aay ta Our Goops ARE Soup sy First CLAss DEALERS 

No. 3—BLACK BASS SI4E, medium... 12 00 
No, BLACK BASS SIZE, small... _--.,..,....,,.--- 11 00 FARNHAMS 

ie FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS. Automatic Trombone Field Whistle, 
None Genuine without the uame of NOVEL AND EFFICIENT. 

“ABBEY & IMBRIE, N. base Tone Changeable from Soft to Loud. 

No More Broken Strings or Pocket Searching, 
FAC-SIMILE OF No, 4, Sfamped on Disc. 3 S 

All brass, full nickel, with moulded rubber ecar- 
me leaving both pares aly all the fingers free. ara ~ - Price $1.00, post paid. Send stamp for illustrated TH H} GR BK} A | STLN GL Ei BR H} HOH - I iO A D H)} R = cireular. Address all communications to FRANK 
Oa Jnyentor und Manufacturer, 

te Mills, Pa. 

UN CASES AND COVERS, GAME BAGS, 
Shooting Suits, Cartridge Boxes, Belts and 

Bags, &c.,; at CNARLES L. RITZMANN'S, 943 
Broadway, New York City, 

A CANOE TRIP 
LARK ON THE WATER. 

(From the Detroit Free Press, ) 
Over 100 pages, profusely illustrated with cuts 

andmaps, Sent on receipt of ten three-cent post- 
age stamps, 

“oR E ERED.” 10 and Lat= €or eA Sse cee OS tition: Raut M. 
This gui, which from its wonderful adaptation to all kinds of field shooting we haye named ‘The Field,’’ leaves nothing to be desired in the way of ; wsingle breechtoader. It is really the only shigle breech-loader worth haying. It has Scott top lever, pistol grip, rebounding ate and patent fore end, and The Gun and Its Development ie beautifully finished. Vor strength, convenience, penetration, and in fact for all practical purposes itis just as good as the best double-barrel gun. We have sold the bulk of all tbe single breech-loading guns used in this country for the past four years. The reason is that the top lever action as combined By W. W. GREENER, With other featuves in the ‘Wield’? gun is the only correct one, and other single guns are successfully sold only as they resemble ours, Persons with ordinary x prudence will not hesitate long as to which to choose, particularly as the “Field” gun costs but a trite any way, and no more than the imitations. Address FOR SALE AT THIS OFFIGE! 

P. O, Box, 1114. H. & D, FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street, New York. Price #7.50. 

B. F. NICHOLS & Coa., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

pyLTARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. Manufacturers of 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND 

ParcEs BEDUGE = a HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
R CED, — ma =. REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET, 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, | tomect the increasing demand. We have received the hignest award and silver medal at the Masseoues 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association air for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the “MAYNARD” more completely supplies ab 2 oR SS bolls Do Ea @:) > Es zg 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any uther Rifle 

in the world, as may barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy. con- 

LE venience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Illustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

GCs. SE. Wiss IW SOT, 

coin 8 John St., near Broadway, N.Y. 
a 

This Rifle sent to any address on receipt of $8.00, by post office money order or in registered letter. 
A capital rifle for target practice and killing small game, also for shooting cats, dogs, rats, &c. Not 
liable to get out of order, Shoots very accurate,barrel being of steel and well rifled, with fine walnut 
pistol grip stock, and Remington Action. Latest improved rifle in the market, Will shoot © .22-caliber 
or the Flobert Noiseless Cartridges. Warranted to give satisfaction, Cartridges for above rifle $2 per 
1,000, or 25cts, per 100. Lowest retail prices given to customers for Smith & Wesson’s, Remington and 

i ANUE ACTURING JEWELER fea Colts Revolvers, Rifles, aud a great variety of Sporting Goods, Remington's Single Breech-Loading 
; 7] \ rs : Shotgun for $10.00. Get my prices for goods before purchasing elsewhere, 

Nh po KE. G. KOENIG, 875 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. 
SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

DOG TRAINING; 
—BY— 

T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

CHAS. J. GODEREY, 
7 Warren St., New York. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. PRICH $1.00. 

IMPORTER OF 

GIS, Hilles, Revolvers, 
éoe., d&c. 

THE HOLLIS GUN. : 

ZT. EQollis & Sons, Rfakers. 
_ _No, 398.—Laminated barrels, top snap action, Les anes es baKnares large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, through lumps, patent fore end, high, well filed rib 

HRS aa len elas ahr aien acre a bar ees rebounding hammers, percussion dence, lange bead Bp os pension rib, double bolt, through lumps, Deeley & Edges’ patent 

se, Nas bieBie asa els yn an, Been eel hes goatee pera econ ly exes tees lee seca th 
ie Pe ea lines hood OF nate Pe Ea ee ahatach We deg bent & Son oe J yas & 00, T Bland & Son, GG. Bonebill and 8. Buckley & Co. 

English and Belgian muzzle- 
Moaders. All kinds of ammunition and sportsmen’s sundries, Goods sent C. O. D., privilege to examine un receipt of $5 to cover express charges. 
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CAN REGIST 
IE SOOTHING 

AND HEALING 

A RELIABLE REMEDY 
FOR ALL 

DISEASE8 OF THE 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
TAXIDHRMIST 

No. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥, 

[Established 1830_] Pet Animals Stuffed, 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For T5ets. I send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

aud best paper cartridge groover yet mvented, 
EDMOND REDMOND, 

Rochester, N.Y. 

NEW EDITION 

| 
{ SPORTMEN'S DEPOT. 

(EsTaBLisHEp 1836), 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

y 

JOHN KRIDER. 
N.E, Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 

——— 

THE ANGLER’S 

AUTOMATIC REEL. 
NN 

SN 

MANUFACTURED BY 

SKIN, aces LOOMIS, PLUMB & CO. Boon aaurenree SWAYNES? Wishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies 4 " 7 
PimPLes, Sones, OINTMENT. pe Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, ily Hooks, : SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
pTSHES eae W I ’ G ’ ( A Ui B pas Rte. The snr letter is from Dr, Geo, F. Gale, of 
* Rasy M ACCOUNT OF AL~ tl {7"Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order, | Brattleboro, Vt.: 

ERYSIPELAG, LAYING THE INTENSE a aCe S ul E 10 t le Iron acks Also “Krider's? Celebrated Center Enamel GEnTLEMEN:—Havye just returned from Moosehead 
Rincworm, FTCHING AND INSURING p : _ Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. Lake, Me. I cannot express the degree of satis- 
BARBERS! SWEET REPOBE, IT 18 Price, Paper, 50e. Cloth, $1.50, Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. | faction and pleasure I have found in the use of 
ra IycH, he Cyd Baty Na ; Sa a all its branches. your automatic reel. Sea ie cea it for 

EDNEGS OF HE 5 4 “ ae | Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. all the reels I ever saw for fly fishing. / con- 
Nose FOR ITCHING PiLEs.1# For sale by the Porest and Stream Pub. Co. 3 3 Repairing of all kinds. | fident saved many fish that would have been lost 
AND 

Face, 
Burne, 
Curs 
AND 

BCALDS., 

Dr. Swayne & Son, 
PHILA, 

pMeeens POCKET MAP OF MOOSEHEAD 
Lake and the North Maine Wilderness, a yalu- 

able companion for the sportsman, hunter and 
himberman, Lately corrected and revised, and now 
acknowledged to be the only correct map of this 
vyust region, Neatly bound in cloth covers, Price, 
posuiee, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J. FAR- 

AR, Jamaica Plains. Mass. 

MANVTONS TAXIDERMY 

WITEUUT A TEACHER 

Price 50 Cents, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

with any other reel, particularly one large trout 
weighing three and one-half pounds which I played 
fifty minutes before he would come to the net. He 
fought hard and long, making many furious spurts 
from and towards the canoe, but it made no differ- 
ence, I kept my finger on the brake and it was 
simply impossible to getaslack line. Mr. Childs, 
who fished with me once, has one of your reels, 
says that eet et would induce him to go back to 
the old crank reel. Yours truly, 

Guo. F, Gay. 

J, & W, TOLLEY’S NEW HAMMERLESS GUN “THE PERFECTION,” 
With Safety Bolt across the front of the Hammers, working either automatically or independently, as desired. 

BY ALL 

DRUGGISTS, 

ESI ERBROUK’S 
TERMS: < 

A Draft in full with the 

order. 

“Standard” Brand....... $126.21 

. 143,10 
STEER. 
PERS 

10-bores extra 
“National” Brand. . 

“Challenge” Brand . 

“Paragon” Brand 

Leading Humbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers 

THE =°TTABROOK STEEL PEN CO. 
Wixrks, Camden, \. 26 laho St... New Ware 

NO AGENTS. 

IMPORT DIRECT FROM 

PIONEER WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. 
And also No. 1 Conduit St., Regent St., W., London, One minute from Regent Circus. 

For the above sums the guns described can be placed on the ears in New York, all paid, in eight weeks from 
' ‘ order reaching us. A comparison of these prices with those charged in the gun stores for really fine English guns 

of first-class quality, will result in your ordering direct from the manufactory. 2 

As we make only fine guns, genuine 

1881 EDITION 

OF THE 

Hurlingham and London 

GUN CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING:-RULES It has come to our knowledge that common guns are being sold in the States bearing our name. 
‘Tolley’? guns have engraved on the rib: 

“I. 5 W. TOLLEY, MAKERS, 8ST. WARY’S SQUARE, BIRMINGHAM.” 

REMINGTON’S 1882, 
WODEL DOUBLE GUN. 

4 

For sale at this office 

1882. 

Price twenty-five cents. 

12-Gauge. 

Slibs. 

10-Gauge. 

9lbs. 

oR NAS mae 

The latest and best gui yet produced. They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 

They are made with the popular top action and double bolt. All have Rebounding Locks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 

Extension Rib, Each gun is thoroughly tested at the factory. All these guns are made with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. tn 

beauty of finish, quality of material, and accuracy of workmanship, even distribution and penetration, they are unexcelled. 

PRICH LIST. 
10 and 12-gauge, 30in,, 8 to 91bs, 

Plain Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, = - - - - - - $45 00 
Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, - - - - - - - - - 55 00 
Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - = - - - - 65 00 
English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore Hnd, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, - ee =: ae = - = 75 00 
English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, Superior Rubber Butt and Tip, - - - 85 00 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE TO ORDER. 

Ask your dealer to send for sample. Send tor Dlustrated Catalogue. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 
281 and 283 Broadway, New York City. 

DISCOUNT TO THEH TRADE. 

P, O, BOX 2987. 
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MASSACHUSETTS 

FISH AND GAME 

PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 
Offers a Reward of #50 for information that 

will convict any person who Kills or Has in His 
Possession Any Quail within State limits before 
October 15 Violators of the Gam= or Fish Laws 
will be promptly prosecuted. Address either Presi- 
dent or Secretary of the A sociation at Boston, 
Maes. JOHN FOTTILHER, JR., President. 

ES. Tory, Jr., Secretary. 

“SEND/FOR CIRCULAR) OF? THE 

pNG CLAY ey 
So-CLAY PIGEON COMPANY 

' N233 VINE ST CINCINNATI, 

[Extract from Tonrest typ Stresor, July 7, 
1881, p. 444.) 

* This flizghi so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting, We commend 

all sportsmen to testits merits, * 7% ¥* 

& a 

STODDARD’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
Revised Edition. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Yor sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher. 

% From $5.00 up; send 10e¢, for Circu- 
lar and Catulogue, to 

AUGUST HURZOQ, SG John St., N. + 
Manuf'r of Phote Instruments. 

Oe LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard 
on-Kangeley .akes. It treats of ‘*camp life,” in 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest 
ine; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25 cents, b 
mail, postpaa 30 cents, CHARLES A. J. FAR c 
amaica Pisin, Wa- 

DOG BREAKING 

BY ROLABIRD. 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 25 Cents, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Clearance 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

THIS CUT 
Inadequately describes ny 

SHOOTING SUIT 
of drab duck, made with linen thread. 

GAME POCKET 

sion, ventilating bottom, with 
outside and inside en- 

trances thereto. 

small! pockets. 

Four pockets in pants. 

(OOAT. Seo jysscsscces ny rs SAO0 | 
DUET la vhs canto elalects aco 
WPAN IS cb ES ventory $2.00 

ee eager tees eae $1.00 

Sent free on reveipt of price. 
Money refunded if not suited, 
For fuller information enclose 
stamp and mention this paper. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

410 Seventh st., Washington City. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 
A. SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 
JOS. POLOOK, St. Louis, Mo. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to the feat and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a yari- 

ety of styles, aud war- 
& ranted the genuiue arti- 

me gaa cle. Send for price list, 
- MARTIN 8S. HUTCH- 
INGS, Dover, N.H P. 0. Box 968, Brapruxp & 
AnTHonry,. Boston, H, C. Sgutrzs, N. Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

The Hunting Sight. 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

‘lakes a Sporting Rifle perfect. Send tor 
vircular containing full description. Ad- 
dress, 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

NO RUBBERS NEEDED. 

TITTLES’ LEATHER LIFE, 
Softens the hardest leather and makes your boots 

waterproof, adding one-third to their wearing 
eapacity. No sportsman should be without it. 
Price $3 per dozen 4-oz. bottles, sent C. O, D. to any 
address. Liberal discount to the trade. Theabove 
is fully endorsed by Forrest AnD STREAM, 

G. L. BROWN, Sout AGEnt, 
125 Federal street, Boston, Mass. 

OWIE KNIVES, SPRING BACK KNIVES, 
Stilettos, Sportmen’s Knives, Razors, Scissors, 

and cutlery of every description at CHARLES L, 
RITZMANN'S, 948 Broadway, New York City. 

full size of skirt, with net exten- | 

Six other large and two | 

Sale-—Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

179 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

Corona, Queens Co., N. Y. EARL LEE, Manager. 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. ; 
Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Screws required. 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This SeCOREDS, ie raeate deca ae portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
Farm and Ont Buildings of oy. style. Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
cost, within the means of all. Warm in winter—cool in summer—yentilation perfect. 

Por further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unequalled im Convenieuce Style or Workmiunuship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & MclELLAN, Valparaiso. Ind. 
THIS: = 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. 

> 

“A” ond “B” show 

entrances into game hag, This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets, Itis dead grass color; can be 

worn oyer orunder a common cout. Weighs but fifteen 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2.00, 

W. D. CHAPMAN & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS OF TROLLING BAITS, 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

‘SOLE J0 150 kinds 
FISHING TACKLE OF ALL KINDS. 

80 PATTERNS OF BAITS MADE. 

THERESA, N.Y. 

RRANCH FACTORY? 

BROCKVILLE, Ont. 

In order to reduce our stock as much as possible before removing to our new warerooms, we offer for sale our entire stock of Guns, 
Rifles, Revolvers, Shooting Suits, Leggins, Hunting Boots and Shoes, Paper and Metal Shells, Rim and Central Fire Rifle and Pistol 

Cartridges. Glass Balls and Glass Ball Traps, Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Traps and Clay Pigeons, as well as a full line of Fishing Yackle in 
every variety, including Split Bamboo Rods by the best makers, Fine Reels, Oiled Silk Tapered Lines, Hooks in every variety, &c., all at 

Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 
This stock ot Guns is the largest and finest in this country, and embraces : 

52 Westley Rishards Hainmerless Guas, 
14 Westley Richards guns with hammers, 

5 W. W, Greener Hammerless Guns, 

22 W. W. Greener guns with hammers. 
28 W. & C. Sectt & Son's (5 Premier Quality). 

4 Janes Purdey’s, in cases, with implements 
complete. 

1 J. D. Dougall, 12-gauge, 3lin., 841bs, 

4 BE, M. Reilly & Co. 

1 Chas. Lancaster hammerless, single-barrel, 
8-pauge. 

9 Williams & Powell (with hammers). 
5 P. Webley & Sons. 

11. Hollis & Son, yery fine, 12-gauge, 30in., 
Silbs. 

28 J. P. Clabrough & Bro. 
35 C, G. Bonshill. 

150 cheaper grades, English make, marked 
Wim. Moore, Wm, Arden, and ranging in 
price from $21.00 to $45.00, 

Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

' Send stamp for our catalogue and price list, select such goods as you want, deduct tw 
Post Office money order, If the goods are not satisfactory, we will on return of them to us in 

catalogue please state the kind of goods you desire to purchase, as we have three catalogues. 

5 Double breech-loading guns, one barrel 
penne shot and one barrel .50 caliber 
rifle. 

Also the following Atoerican made guns. 

55 Parker Bros. (some with the new top lever.) 
13 Colt. 
9 KE. Remington & Scns. 

% Nichols & Lefevre, one 10-gauge, 30in,, and 
one 10-gauge, 32in., 941bs. / 

1 Baker three-barreled gun, 10-gauge, shot 
barrels, .44 caliber rifle, 

1 Harrington & Richardson hammerless, 12- 
gauge, 841bs. 

45 Single breech-loading guns, made by Stev- 
ens, Rupertus, Remington, Worehand & 
Wadsworth and American Arms Co,’s 
semi-hammerless. 

155 Single and double muzzle-loading guns, 
some very fine. 

Also the rollowing rifies. 

34 Winchester repeating rifles, .38, .44, .45 and 
.50 express. 

9 Marlin repeating rifles, 40 and .45 Govern- | 
ment. 

3B. Remington & Son’s magazine rifles, | 
using .45 caliber Government cartridges. | 

1 Hotchkiss repeating rifle, using .45 caliber 
Government eartridge, | 

3 Evans’ repeating rifles, .44 caliber. 

4 E. Remington & Son’s long-range Creed- 
moor rifles, Hepburn model, 

1 Sharps’ long-range Creedmoor rifle, Borch- 
* ardt patent. 

5 H, Remington & Son’s mid-range rifles, .40 
caliber. 

9 EB. Remington & Son’s sporting and hunt- 
ing rifles, heavy model. | 

8 E. Remington & Son’s target and gallery 
rifles, light model. 

% Ballard hunting, sporting and target rifles. 
7 Stevens gallery and sporting rifles, .22 and 

+82 caliber, 
2 Phoenix rifles, .44 caliber, one rim fire and 

one central fire. 
29 Flobert or saloon rifies, some very fine, 

with set triggers, 

Also Breech and Muzzl.:-Loading Implements 

in every variety, Gun and Rifle Cases 

and Covers, Metal and Paper Shells, 

Wads, Hunting Coats, Vests, Pants, Leg- 

gins, Hats, Caps, Smith & Wesson, Colts, 

and all other styles of Revolvers. Hol- 

sters, Belts, Gallery Targets, Hunting 
Knives, Kennel Goods, Boxing Gloves, 

Indian Clubs, Dumb Bells, Quoits, Billies, 

Chamois Gun Covers, Game Bags, Duck 
and Turkey Calls, Pocket Flasks, Tenis, 

Camp Axes, Waterbury Watehes, Ham- 

mocks, Lawn Tennis Goods, &e, &c., allat 

HOW TO ORDER THESE GOODS. 
enty per cent., add fifty cents to cover cost of boxing, and send New York Exchange or 

good condition, without delay, refund the money less express charges, In sending for 

No. 1 is devoted to breech and muzzle-loading guns, rifles, revolvers, ammunition, &e, 
No. 2 is devoted exclusively to Westley Richards hammerless guns, No. 3 is devoted to fishing tackle. We advise all to order as soon as possible before tie assortments are broken, 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 



180 FOREST AND STREAM. - [Serr. 28, i882, 

ILLIANM READ & SONS, 
135 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 

AGENTS FOR 

W. & C..Scott & Son’s 

BLOCK SAFETY, HAMMERLESS, With Crystal Apertures; 

The only Hammerless showing position of hammers ata glance. The only Hammerless having fixed firing pins, thus preventing 

smoke and dirt entering thelock. In others the aperture through breech to lock is open, the hammer and striker being one piece. 

1876—PHILADELPHIA, MEDAI, AND DIPLOMA, 18i8—PARIS, SILVER MEDAL, | 
I873—SYDNEY, FIRST, AND HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR MANUFACTURE. i8si— 

MELBOURNE, SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL AND FIRST ORDER OF MERIT. 

COGSWELL AND Harrison, 142 New Bond Street and Strand, Loudonu.—‘After eareful con- sideration of the merits or otherwise of the various systems of Hammerless Guus now before the sporting public, our opinion, formed sixteen months since. remains unchanged, that the principle of your top lever gun with the safety tumbler-block has many ad- vantages over any other gun we know of at present; we consider with the extreme safety secured, together with the sound principle on which the gun is formed, will make it a ” : : ¢ general favorite in the future. As far as we are personally concerned we like the prin- . 7 thee hammer as accidentally discharged, other than ciple so much that we have adopted the system.” by the trigger and caught by the block safety, 
rs > ; f= st * 5 oy ‘eld, Nov. 1st 79, —* ea ' - . i 3 Captain BoGarpus,—‘As evidence of the durability of your guns, [have shot one gun over Taney. Bee Beh NOUR at ae rao BEES See OES Wa LSD nada On ay las Weribod ond 

itt 3g both th eee hoi ts i “wit Ts PCR a EY cE ga Land and Water, Noy. 10th, 1879.—“The great improvement lies in the New Tumbler Safety 
vinning both times; a So in my mateh with Captain Shelley, at which time I scored 84, Blocl etiis hen Sean ee ate eeae 1 ann ese ley at nest oe op mepord and a a feel ee Bek with Aubrey Coventry, Esq, Sper 4d fall eet tf? tient aba ee ae : uae sg tha sretanipn e Oe iiiaihetane or - which I won, killing 70 out o all 30 yards rise.” : tee i Ay Byes Za eee et 

aN SIMO. Be ALES, falls into the Safety Bloekk. and so prevents anexplosion, The gun is on the’ favorite 

Absolute Safety ! 
Patent Block Safety Lock: 

This gun is always safe from any accidental dis- 
charge. In opening the gun for loading, the block 
safety A, interposes between hammer B and 
striker B, which is only remoyed when the trigger 
is pulled. The drawing is intended to show the 

THE Fee Saye :—"The match will be handed down as one of the most exciting contests ever top lever action, and the cocking arrangement is exceedingly simple and smooth-working.” 
NaS Rey. W. J, Rarysrorp, Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2d, 1879.—“I have used many guns, by many “Great PicEon Matcu.—Captain Bogardus, in hisrecent match with Mr. Rimmel, of Eug- makers, and certainly your New Premier Hammerless is the hardest hitter I haye put to land, used his new W. & C. Scott & Son’s “Rlock Safety” Hammerless, and my shoulder,” killed 99 owt of 100—30 yards rise.”—Vorest and Stream. New York. Capt. BoGARDUS says:—“No gtin can excel mine in shooting. The Block Safety is perfect.” 

©. M. Starx. The Scott Hammerless is the very best shooting gun I ever owned or have | GREAT INTERNATIONAL PrGEoN SHOOTING. Monaco, Feb. 18, 1882.—Grand Prix du Casino, seen shot both for closeness and penetration.” 80 competitors, comprising the best shots in the world. Sig. Guidicini (the most noted LATEst VierorY FOR THE Scorr Han 5, — Mi a Pim A 4 shot in Italy), won the 8,000 frs. prize with a pigeon gun by W. & C. Scott & Son. 
~ Philadelphia, and Mr. B, C. Mur. hy. NY for Sr Rene Mr. Chas; Mucalaster, of | We call atteition- to. Adew of their leading hammer guns, viz: their New Trap Gun; their , - H, ©, Murphy, N. Y., for $1,000 aside. Star quality gun with Prize Compensating Lump; their New Triplex Leyer Grip Pigeon Constantly receiving fresh invoices of these guns of all sizes, Club Gun. Superior quality in hammers and hammerless. heir highest quality is © marked ‘The Premier Quality” between name and address. No guns are genuine unless SEND STAMP FOR OUR CIRCULARS OF DIFFERENT MAKES. marked in full W. & C. Scott & Son. 

THE PIEPER SIDE NAP. 

This Gun is made by the same manufacturer and on the same system as the now celebrated Disms, advertised in these columns during the past four weeks. (Orders for the Diana’s 
have come in so rapidly that the factory cannot keep pace with them). One reason they give so much sitisfaction is that by this system every gun shoots to center, and shoots just where you holdit. Dealers are asked continually for a good, cheap gun, one that they can recommend. The Pieper Side Snap is the only gun that will fill the bill. Barrels are fine twist, locks 
are steel, rebounding and good quality, stock is oiled, finest walnut, pistol grip, butt plate rubber, patent fore end. { 4 Wauat Our Customers Say Anour Toem.—‘‘It is the best cheap gun I ever saw.”—Thos. Golcher, Philadelphia, “They sell beyond my expectations.”—W. H. Colvert, Beloit, Wis. 
“Every gun sold has given the best satisfaction.”—D. T. Seeley, Bradford, Pa, ‘Have sold the twelve received; send twelve more at once.’—R, T. Allen, San Francisco, ‘I have always heen opposed to selling cheap guns that hayen’t giyen satisfaction, but the Pieper Side Snap suits me.”—F. P. Taylor, Chicago. Numerous others of the same purport. 

Samples sent without solicitation have resulted in large orders. In fact there is no other gun vn the market that can compare with it. 

° . No. 586, 12-gauge, fine twist barrels, 84 to STbs., - - - - - $30 00 
Price List * Wo. 586, 10-gauge, “ “* ‘* 9to DAlbs,, = - . - - 80 00 

No. 587. 12-gauge, Damascus barrels, double bolt, 84 to 9Ibs. . - = - - 35 00 

The “American” Side Snap. 
The reinfore breech and joint lump are one solid piece of case-hardened iron, fine twist barrel, case-hardened mountings, rebounding locks, oiled walnut stock and fore end. These 

fnns are made by C. 8. Shattuck, Hatfield, Mass., and are choke-bored by the “Shattuck Process,” which gives the most remarkable results. 

Price, 12-gauge, 30 and 32in. Barrels, $14.00. 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, New York, 
Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. 

We sell at Wholesale only. If your local dealer does not have the aboye goods in stock, gét him to order them for you. _ 



Sportsmen's Gooils. 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE. 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

$03 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING. 
Rods, Reels, Hlies, Leaders, Lings, ete. 

Uelebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, &léft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 7 
Hach, 

Wo, 800, Plain Brass Werriles...........2.. 0... BO 00 
No, §01, Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt.... 9 00 
No. 802, As 801, Nickel Plated_..._. 10 30 
Bass Bait Reds. 10}sft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

second and two tips, Fi 
No 350, Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cane Wrapped Buit, Metal Reel 
SGGEEL A Har esoh tart ea Mie etry 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MOUNTINGS 
FREE BY MATL. 

The Best Thing Out! 
new Gun implement for the pocket that 

Eaqvacts tight shells, Decapr, Recaps, Rains 

Wads and Turns over paper shells perfectly. A 

nickel plated sample sent by mail on receipt of 

$2.00. Money refunded in any case of failure. 8, 

10, 12 and 14 gauges now ready. Order at once and 

geta tool that is sure to please you. 

JAS. H. DUDLEY, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

A anited, 

Interesting to Gunners. 
The “Oriole Gunning Club’ have completed their 

building, and everything is now in readiness for 
fall shooting. Ducks and Geese. Three more 
members aré wanted to make their number ten 
inall, hestand is within fifteen miles of Boston, 
and completely stocked. Any one desiriug to know 
the full particulars can call or address L. G. W,, 
58 Lincoln st., Boston, Mass. septl4,at 

ANTED,—ABOUT TWENTY-FIVE RATTLE- 
snakes. State number and price, Dr. EDW. 

. REICHERT, P. O. Box 2838, Philadelphia, Pa, 
s@pt28.1t 

=) 

Sov Sale. 
rp\aik FINEST ASSORTMFNT OF W. & GC. 

. Scott & Sen's breech-loaders, from the ‘Pre- 
uwiier” to the lowest grades, in 10, 12. 1band 20-bores. 
Will sell at lower figures than ony other house. 
Call and convince yourself. CL, RITZMANN, 943 
Broadway, New York City. 

OR SALE,— THOROUGHBRED YELLOW 
- Duekwing game fowls, bred for show purposes. 

Also excellent pit birds. JNO. C. NORRIS, Chest- 
nut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa, sepl21.3t 

INE DARE FER FDS, $5.00 PER PAIR, R, R. 
WILKINS, Albion, N. Y. septei,2t 

OR SALE.—DOUBLE BARREL B, L. NICHOLS 
& Lefever gun, 12, 3 in., slélbs., 34gia. drop, 

h. Right 

seplesit 

OR SALE—TO YACHTSMEN—FOR SALE. 
An elerant country seat on Mt. Hope Bay, Bris- 

tol, R. I., opposite Fall River: spacious dwelling, 
large old elms, shrubbery, vineyard, and fruit in 
abundance; everything first-class: large water- 
front; boatand bath houses. HOMER MORGAN, 
No. 2 Pine street, R. Y. sept28,16 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR HEAVIER 
gun, Wilmot breech-loader, 12-bore, 8lbs. Price 

yéry low. Address A. A. FIRTH, Box 889, N.Y. 
- sepi23,it 

ee ees a HAND FOX GUN, $35; PARKER, $40; 
KD Colts, $37.50; Allen, $285, and others. UC. L, 
RITZMANN, 943 Broadway, N. Y. City. sept28.if 

NEW WINCHESTHR RIFLE, 44 GCAL,, CMN- 
tral flre, and a steel barrel double gun, to ex- 

change for double breeeh-loader, Address M. 
SCHENCK, Spraker’s Basin, Montgomery PEN ne 

sepi2s.it 

Ju the Stud. 
a 

HIO KENNELS.—IN THE STUD—DASHING 
Lion, by Liewellin's champion Dash IL. out of 

his champion Leda. Fee for imported ar native 
bitches, $25. Address G. W. FB NTINE, Wash- 
ingtonville, Ohio. Ping 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Weld trial and hench show witner, and sireof 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash IL. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother 
Liewellin’s celebrated Dash Il,. for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of Bppr eyed. 
bitches at $35. Address A. M. TUCKER, 85 Main 
street, Charlestown, Mags, 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

In the Std, Ghe Kennel, 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O’More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Wriend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALH,—Thoroughbred red Trish setter pup- 
pies of the purest strains. Full pedigrees. W. N. 
OCALLENDER, Albany, N. Y 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES. 

Champion Tweed I!,, Imp, Scotch Collie, 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the beuch 

in Nngland, Scotland, Wales and America, 

FEE, $25.00, 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
eollie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
dune 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. i x 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrie, 

Lilac, H.K. C.S. B. 10,745, and Meg, ist prize open 
cluss, Boston, 1882. 
For 

P.O, 
mize list, d&c., address THOS. H, THRERY, 
ox 2017, N.Y. july20,tt 

CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
TN 'THE STUD, 

ist, English Kennel Clnb show, 1881; 1st, N. ¥,, 
Westminster Kennel Club, 1882; and many other 
pare in England. Fee $26 Address JOHN E. T. $25 
RAINGUER, No. 1 Pearl st., N.Y June2stt 

id 

IN THE STUD. 

Red Irish Setter Dog “Larry,” 
ELCHO ex ROSE. 

Winner of first prize in an elegant class, Pitts- 
burg, 1882 (only time competing). Larry is solid 
deep red, no while, large, and one of the best made 
all over Irish dogs in America, with a most superb 
head. Is thoroughly and artistically trained on 
woodcock and quail, excellent nose, perfectly 
staunch before gnd behind, and a perfect retriever. 
Is perfectly obedient, with the best of disposition, 
Fee $20 cash or braee of pups from first class 
bitches. Address W. H. PIERCE, Peekskill, N.Y. 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y,, 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 
ake 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty, 

The Calfskin Collar for Setters. ‘The Invincible 
for Mastifis and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets. 

Send 50c for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle’ 

= 

Ghe Hewnel. 

‘HE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB OFFERS 
for sale the following pups: 

Four lemon and white dogs, $50 each; one lemon 
and white bitch, $45. By Sensation ont of Bellona 
(Bow-Beulah), winner second prize iu Class 31 at 
N.Y, show, 1882. These pups were whelped Aug. 
20, and will be shipped at six weeks. 

One lemon and white dog, one black and white 
ticked dog, $40 each; four lemon and white bitches, 
one black and white bitch, $85 each. By Sensation 
out of Queen May (Columbus Kennel Club's Native- 
champion Pun), winner third prize in Class 21, N.Y. 
show, i880, These pups were whelped July 20, ani 
are now ready for shipment, 
One lemon anil white ticked dog. $35; two lemon 

and white bitches, $30 each. By Borstall Kennel’s 
Don (Sensation-Psyche I.) ont of W. K. (. Maida. 
Address, Secretary W_K, C., 54 William street, 

New York, sept7,tt 

Imperial Kennels. 
Dogs thoroughly brok-n and prepared for field 

trials. Broken dogs alivays on hand for sale. 
Reference, Forusr ann StrEam, [. CLAY GLO 
VER & C. GROVHR, Tom’s River, N. J. sept2i it 

OR SALE.—SIX FINE SEYPTER PUPS, SIX 
months old; four dogs, two hitehes, Sire Dick, 

formerly owned by H. W. EAGER, dam Jordan, 
she by Dr, Dood’s Stow and Cole's imported Fan. 
Prices, dogs $15, bitches $10, F. EB. LAWRENCB, 
Westboro, Mass, sept21,2 

OR SALE,—SBVERAL ‘THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs, Dora U., bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by thampion Rock, 
and now in whelp to Dash IT, Gloucester, bred by 
D. C. Sanborn of Michigan, under the name of Leo, 
out, of Sanborn’s field trial bitch Nellie, by champion 
Lester. Address 150 Devonshire street, Room 74, 
Boston, Mass. sepiz1 tf 

MALL ENGLISH KEAGLES FOR SALE, ONE 
\) pair, 146 years old, well trained on Rabbits; also 
two bitoh pips, four months old, Wor pedicree and 
particulars address 0. H. HUNTER, Lebanon, N. A. 

sepl2s.it 

OR SALE.—A PAIR OF GORDON SETTERS, 
dog and bitwh, two years old, dog imported, 

well broken, and as good field (logs as any gentle- 
man bas got, ora good pair to breed from, Also 
prize-Winuer Pate, in Boston bench show, out of 
imported biteh by Orgill’s Rush, one year oli, A 
good field dog and very staunch. Several others 
tor sale cheap. ISAAC W. EMMONS, Richmond 
Kennel, New Dorp, Staten Island, N.Y. septzs.2t 

OR SALE.—A ee LITTER OF IRISH 
- setter puppies. by Ruby (Hicho-Rose) cut of 

Nina I. (Red gHugh-Nina). Address GEO. Gq. 
ORBHAMER, Hamilton, Mass. seprl4 tf 

OR, RED TRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable bload address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford. Conn ~aprls,tt 

4 OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
- well broken pointers aud setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND. Lakeville, Mass, Sept22,tf 

C WLEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROB’T WALKER 
Franklin, Del, Go., N.Y. July21,tf£ 

ORTRAITS OF RASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
nérs Of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent. post: aid for 25 cents each, or the tive Yor $1. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec29,tf 

Prize Spaniels. 
The show season being over we will dispose of 

prize winners and prize bred stock at reasonable 
prices. Also Puppies by champion Benedict. Dash 
and Bob UT. We have this year wou one champion 
prize, five specials, nine ‘irsts, ten seconds, and 
four times vhe and once he to our own winners. 

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB: 
Enclose stamp. Hornellsyille, N, ¥-. 

pees HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
i field purposes, COLIN CAMERON, bat taee 

th. unelo, ti 

BOARDED AND 
D. F. WILBUR, 

junel5,tf 

SEO EING DOGS TRAINED, 
for sale, a Best of Reference. 

Lakeville, Mass, 

B OR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—_TWENTY FOX- 
hounds and pups; would exchange for 20-hore 

breech-loader, or a good tent or other sporting 
equipments, or first four yolumes of Forest and 
Stream, Every dog warranted to be as represented. 
L, M. WOODEN, Rochester, N. Y- augs,2mo 

pOR SALE._SPARKLE, WINNER OF VY. H. C, 
last Boston show, and seyen of her puppies 

good stock as lives: together or separate, at half 
price, E. 8. BIRD, Rockland, Maine. sept7,4t 

“Mignon”? Kennel. 
For service, black spaniel Gloss by Bub ex Jenny, 

Stud fee $10. Three choice cocker spaniel puppies 
for sale, whelped April 13, by Bobb UT. ex Mignon. 
HUGENEH POWERS, Cortland, N. Y. septl4t4t 

OR SALE.—MASTIFF PUPPIES (IMPORTED 
in utero) by Taurus IT. (EB. K. Cc. § 

Dinah TL. Extended Pedigree on both sides furn- 

OR SALE.—A HANDSOME LLEWELLIN SET- 
ter dog, color black, white and tan, good size, 

well feathered, kind and gentle, house broken, and 
charges al command; just right to hunt this fall; 
little over a year old. Dam Lady Elgin, by the 
famous Carlowitaz and Queen Bess, sire Zanzibar by 
champion Gladstone; price $50, Dog and bite 
Gordon setters, black and tan, one year old, house 
broken; price, dog $30, bitch $25, Also some fine 
young pups, four months old, H. B. VONDER- 
SMITH, Lancaster, Pa. septz),2t 

Bets HOUND PUPPIES FOR SALE, FROM 
prize-wiuaning imported stock. Address Box 

178, Montclair, N, J. sept2i,3t 

OR SALE.—FIVE THOROUGHBRED IRISH 
setter pups, ten weeks old, Inquire of CAPT, 

G. W. DICKINSON, Saybrook, Conn. septzl, dt 

OR SALE.—MY¥ RED SETTER BITCH BLON- 
die, sound, affectionate, very proper: and 

under perfect control; agze,17 months. Price $25, 
Sheis a bargain. A, McDONALD, Rockland. Me, 

sepl2s 1h 

N ARK.—FOR A VERY HANDSOME, STAUNCH, 
i finely bred retrisying pointer, hunted last sea- 
son, 17 months old, write to G. H. BURNHAM, 
Eastford, Conn, sep28 st 

POR SALE.—MY BLACK COCKER SPANIEL 
biteh Blogsie, by Wiidfire (Wildair ex Josie), 

ont of Seoot (Snipe ex Flora), Age, one year; 
weight, 19ths, Price #20. Address F. L. MURCEH. 
Rockland, Me. sept28,1t 

oe SALE.—ONE ENGLISH SETTER DOG, 
well broke, color black and white. Also one 

squirrel dog, crossed belween a pointer and hound, 
Address J. A. WILLIAMS, P. OQ. Box 174, Moodus, 
Conn. septzs, it 

y OR SALE CHEAP,-MY COCKER SPANIEL 
dog Mash, thoroughly broken, handsome liver 

and white and ticked, 14 months old, and a very 
fine worker. For price, pedigree and full partieu- 
Jays apply to B. L. HITT, Delhi, Delaware Co., N.Y. 

septzs, 1b 

7 ANTED.—FROM EITHER VERMONT, MAINE 
or New Hampshire, a beagle dog, from two 

to four years old; must be a good one and a stayer 
and healthy. State Jowest_tash price. No pedi- 
“res required. Address L. YAN DRINSSCHE, Bi , Box 
4, Littleton, N. H. sept23,it 

OR SALE OHWHAP.—VALUABLE YOUNG 
pointer dog, bas been hunted a few times and 

shows fine promise. Also a young setter. Lock 
(‘ox 237, Suspension Bridge, N, Y. septs, 1b 

OR SALE.—BLACK AND WHITE SETTER 
pups (four dogs and three bitches), by Dash {1L. 

out of Juno (Lelaps-Belle), E. H. HARTSHORN, 
71 Blackstone street. Boston. seples,1t 

OR, SALE.—TWO PRETTY LITTLE COCKER 
spaniels, dog and bitch, aged four months, ex- 

cellent pedigree From one of the best kennels in 
the country. Dog $10, bitch $6, GC. B. SCOTT, 
Schenectady, N. ¥. sept2s,1b 
SII = 

AOR SALE VERY CHDAP.— HIGH BRED 
pvinber pups, from prize winning stoek, War- 

ranted first-class. Must sell. W. J. PERCTVAL, 
Palo, Mich, septs 2ti 

HSE SALE CHEAP—A FEW CHOICH BEAGLE 
hounds, four months old. Spread of ears, 14in. 

Must be sold at a sacrifice to vlosé out kennel. 
M, M, NISSLEY, Elizabethtown, Lancaster Co,, Pa. 

sepi2s,2ti 

The Herel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worns ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS, 

This powder is guaranteed to Kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned. It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious. 

Price, 0 cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with the 
directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail. 
Both the aboye are recommended by the “Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun." 

CONROY & BISSETT, 

65 ¥ouTon STREET, - - New YOrK, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREET, - New York, 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

580 WASHINGTON StREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRAOGY, 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O’ DAY. 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH IIT. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are phetor pauls reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. cecuted by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel ey ae in 
appearance. Size 10xidinches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, $1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER &: DUANR, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER ©'NEIL, 68 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO,, Lock Box 351, 

Chicago, Il. 

Dr, Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 
i“ 
PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 

Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 
breed. Send for 

‘PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUY oe 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prin- 

cipal English breeders. 

Discontinuation 
—OF— 

“THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,” 
—OR= 

THE COOKER SPANIEL KENNEL, 
FRANKLIN, N. Y., 

As a Public Kennel. 

Health und increasing priyate business conipels 
that on and after November ist, 1882, the above 
kennel will be closed asa public kennel. Present 
kennel stock must be reduced, and after the ahove 
date a private kennel of four or five choice speci- 
mens of this breed will only be kept, Private 
breeders, public breeding kennels and sportsmen 
will find this a chance rarely offered to secure extra 
grand cocker bitches with best of pedigrees, both 
broken, and grown and unbroken, at prices below 
actualvalie. Correspondents enclosing stamp wil 
get printed pedigrees and prices of stock offered 
asperahoye Address Ms P. McKOON, Proprietor 
Franklin, N. ¥. augal tf 

The Blue Star Kennel 
—OR THE— 

Cocker Spaniel Kennel. 
Of M. P, McKoon, Franklin, Delaware Co., N. Y. 

I keep only Cockers of the finest strains. T sell 
only young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and 
safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful 
and dntelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed 
grouse and woodcock shooting and retrieving. My 
élegant stud dogs of the following colors, viz: 
Liver with white ruffle in bosom, even liver ani 
white, and beautiful black with white rmmffle in 
bosom, are now open for service; fee $15; usual 
conditions, Correspondents enclusilg stamp will 
get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimonials, ett. 
Photos of my stock. 25c¢, each, sept7,tf 

Richmond County Training Kennel. 
Dogs carefully trained for all purposes. Live 

quail keptin stock. Gentleness and kindness are 
my methods. Terms teesonable. ISAAC W-. 
EMMONS, Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 

Nin ks june22,tf 

* 

FREE. 
5 pictures of noted dogs, specimen pedigrees, anid 

recipe for cure of mange In dogs or scratches in 

horses, free for ten céntsin stamps. Spike colla 

and book, #2, 100 printed envelopes, post paid, 7c. 
E. & C. VON CULIN, 

augl0,tt Delaware City, Del. 

OR SALE CHEAP.—VERY HANDSOME, 
well-trained foxhound dog, 244 years old, first- 

clags on either foxes or deer. GE, LEWIS, Sus- 
pension Bridge, N.Y. sephesdt 
ES I a ae 

OR SALE LOW TO REDUGE STOCK,—FOUR 
fine, highly-bred brood bitches, three setters 

and one black pointer, one field broken, the rest 
artly hroken, Also setter and black pointer pups 
rom best bench show and_ field trial blood. Also 

beagle pups dué Oct. 8, by Flute (sire of winners of 
first and second at New York,) ex Music UT. (Plute- 
Victress), Address Box 120, Ashfield, Mass. 

Sapte 2h 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

f Sportsmen's Goods, 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 
G 

Nov®.—In those wade under the improved patent since July, 1882, the nut “F" is done away with, 
and the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the cliin 
made, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

lis made in three joints, like a common cleaning ro”, and therefore is portable. 
Rd, 

been nsed all day. 
fd. The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
4th. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON 

its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one thal has 

‘the price, which ig no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $L.450. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

APPLICATION. 

For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATE3 CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869.] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
is Subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, d! desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
males, nud warrant theta in the full sense of the word. 

PAPER 

RRASS 

SHOT SHELLS. 

ANT 
ROSEWOOD 

LOADERS, 

jAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 

RECAPPERS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS." 
PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING, 
BENCH CLOSHRS, Bte., Ete. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New Yors Agents: WALLACE & SONS, No, 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paciric Coast AGpents: CHAS SONNTAG & CO,, San Franciseo, California. 
New Ornzzans AGentrs: A, BALDWIN & CO. ? 
New ENGLAND AcenTs For SHor Suetts: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE sz; 
opportunity of testing their power heside those of every ex 

The Parker Gun. 

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. << i 
: “At Melbourne they had ali excellent 

itor in the world, and they came off con- 
verors over every_other maker, Their highest award comes te them from a country whose reputation 
‘or this class of goods has for many years been above/all others.” 

They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and have 
won more laurels than any other gun when brought in Bompeitlon in the field or at the trap. 
Island last year, at the New York State Convention, the PA 
“Torest and Stream" Badge for the best average over néarly 200 conipetitors, 

Show Rooms: 
97 CHAMBERS ST., N, Y¥, 

At Coney 
KER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 

Send for Catalogue. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 

] 
(i 

| | 
i 
\ 

Cannon in the world. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Paper Shot Shel’s, Breech-Loading Cann, &¢. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled b 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, ani 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

auyin the conntry. Our 
the most complete Yacht 

Hotels an Routes for Spartamen. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country, Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit 
Point, James River, Wurrituck, Kattyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Yan Slyck’s, ete., ete. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Nortolk. 
Norfolk steamers sil Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
an? Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday at 4 P. M. 

Full information given at office; 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

ete YORE AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C, R. R, of N. J, 
foot of Liberty street, 
Mor Philade phia. Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:3), 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A, M., 5:30, 12 P, M, 

For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11;15A, M.; 
1:80, 4:80,95:80, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A, M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M. ; 5:30, 12 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and eater COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City, 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 201 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine. The mountain and 

Lake seenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eneg- 
land. The buckboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order, Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted, Terms reasonable. Everything in 
readiness. 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine, 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD, 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—TO THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

$10.00 Boston to Andover and return, __......,,,..-- 
South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

. BET Ls Bet ne dni te nab on oMem irs 
“Middle Dam and return. 
* Upper Dam <6 i 
‘Upton 
“Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rocx) 
Wis Phillipa. eee et ». 13 75 

Indian Rock and return via Andover 14,00 
WW ee Lake and return,,......, 12,50 
“Phillips ee oe Aiecrnaye ee 10.00 
‘' [Indian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return via Phillips)......., 15,26 
* Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

OVER] Melee sic ail eure teckel t cLnole . 14,00 
“Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House)........ Dpeme een ete paler AD 
Forks of the Kennebec and return, 13,00 
“Dead River and return............., 18,00 
*  @rand Falls, N. B,, and return. . 16.00 

St. Andrews, N. B., and return.. 00 i ti, 15} 
Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 

Resorts in Maine and the Provinces, 
Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 

at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON 
andat, DEPOT, HAYMARERET 8@Q., on 
Send for list of excursions. 

D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent, 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE, 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers run 
daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

ville, through the finest scenery in America. 

Cc. W. SMITH, H. W, FULLER, 
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agt. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEACH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N.J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 
The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 

ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey, 

Address J, 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

Cupsogue House. 
On Center Moriches Beach, Long Island, in the 

midst of English Snipe and Ducking Grounds. Open 
throughout the season for accommodation of 
sportsmen. W. E, PETTY, Proprietor, 

Boarders Wanted. 
Entertainment furnished for those désiring recre- 

ation, Hunting and fishing guests met at station. 
Conveyance for use of guests at reasonable rates. 
Particulars and reference upon pepliealign. JOHN 
TODD, Mountain Farm, Woodbourne, Sullivan 
County, N. Y. 

Havsert K, Parse, lateCom.of Pats. Sroky B. Lapp. 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cases, 

WASHINGTOS, D, C. 

7 WEEK, $12 A DAY AT Bp, E EASILY 
made, Costly Outfit e¢8 dress TRUE 

OO, Augusta, Maine, 

Hotels und Resorts for Sportsmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THR 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, - 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 

ane GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
oy, 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory, The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘‘club”' at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points, 
T YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scene: 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneticial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic A ffections, 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L'Anse, Negau- 
nee, ete., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern an 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen, 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at, 
owner's risk. 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home* 
on this route, For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
Hlustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further Information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen’l Pass'r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
ES 

EURUPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L, 1. 

By a practical gunner and an old baymanu. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the rene rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast, e best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay Supe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by poi t to J. B, She 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, #20 Broad- 
way, N, 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pollmen Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave Ne* York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P, M. Wash- 

ington, D, C., 710 A. M.and10 P.M, Yor informa- 
tion address N. McDANIEL, (01 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D, C, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, proyiding for every expense en route, 
constantly formed. i 

fend.ier “American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
‘ticulars. 

Ge CHIEF OFFICE; 
207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 

During summer seasous, May to December, une 
of the elegant mail steamers leaves Quebec every 
Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land, 
For information, passage, &«., apply to 

LEVEE & ALDEW 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, (07 Broadway, N. ¥, 
Bu-ton, Mass., 16 State street. 

pietlladelphia, Pa, N. E, Cor. Broad and Chesmut 
is, 



FOREST AND STREAM, iil 

THH LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

SPRATT T'S PATENT GENUINE 

NONE ARE OF SSa1NA 

BTAMPED, 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Miscellaneous. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

8, W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

768 Broadway, New York: 

M4 and 86 State street, Chicago; 
17 South Fifth St., St. Louis. 

HKaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy &, EB. HALON, 53 State street, | 
Ohicago, Ii], Cannot be sent by mail. 

Mannfactured solely by 
GEO, BB, EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

TELD GLASSES. TELESCOPES. MICRO- 
scopes, Stereoscopes, Graphoscopes, Eye Glasses, 

Spectacles, Thermometers, Barometers and every- 
thing else in the optical goods line at CHARLES L. 
RITZMANN'’S, 943 Broadway, New York City. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE. 

(Hstablished 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, ete. 

&CHOPE'S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 
Depor: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. 

MOLLER | 
COD-LIVER Ol] _| 

 NOR-- 
WEGIAN 

— 

TOR 
General 

Debility, © 
Scrofula, P R 

Kheumatism —aaes 
ov Consumption, & | 
is superior fo any in de- ¥ = BRST 
lieacy of taste and smell, sous 7 

}| medicinal yirtues and purity. “ie 
#London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the ; 
purestand best. Sold by Druggists. 

W.U,Schiettelin & Co. Fear oecc) NewYork 

Partner Wanted 
With from $1,000 to $4,000, in printing business, 
established 1878. Business not local, and could be 

moved if necessary, Partner must be energetic, 

bit not necessarily a practical printer. A rare 

chance for thetight man, Address SPORTSMEN’S 

PRINTERS, P. 0. Box 22, Delaware City, Del, 

The Art of Photography 
Completes without a Teacher. 

jen) Irom $6,00 up; send 10c. for Circu- 
. lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST IIERZOG, 36 John St., N.Y 
Manuf'r of Photc. Instruments- 

NOHESTER RIFLES, BALLARD RIFLES, 
Wesson Rifles, Smith & Wesson Reyolvers, 

English Bull Dog Revolyers; in fact every style of 
firearms manufactured at CHARLES L. RITZ- 

. MANN’S, 948 Broadway. New York City. 

A WEEE IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 
and $5 outfit free. Address H. HALLETT 

©O, Portlund Maine. 

Rfteat “EF ibrine” Vegetable 
DOG CAKES. 

WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT), 

FRANCIS 0O. 
18 South William Street, 

WESTERN AGENTS 5. 

Please see that Hvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATT°’S PATENT” and a X. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

de LUZE & C O ts 

NEW YORK. 
& OO... Cinniniwati, O. ETT RIDGES 

Sportamen's Goole. 

Bubber Sheoting Jacket. 

MENUIWE. 
Toya ea 

NONE ARE 

BTAMPSL. 

To be had in smaller quantities ef 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Gootls, 

HODGMAN & CO.. 
4425 Groadway and 27 Malden Lane, 

NWew Yorknm, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT O72 

RUBBER 

Hing aud Fishin (uli 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets. 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BO 

Rubber Blankets, * 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
TASTABLISHED 1838.1] Send for Catalogue 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber Mf’ Company 
AND 

Goodyear's India Rubber 

Glove M’t’s Co., 

203 & 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 
AND 

205 BRUADWAY, COR. FULTON ST, 

Rubber Outhts Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

ae), 

ma 
i Sau

 if n \ iin 1 Hi, nti 

If you want a first-class work at price to suit you, and save 4 
manufacturers and pi 

Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

Send for Iustrated Catalozue. 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton St. New York. 

MANUFACTURER OF — 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Himblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to order. 

E reni’s commission, come direch to the 
ick your own barrels and action in the rough state. ‘ 

Cc. H. HUTHRBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass. 

OTS. 

Bay's Chip 
—OR— 

EXPANSIVE SHOT CONOENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case. 

In on latest device for concentrating shot, we 
have substituted a special wire for ¢xpansion. 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub 
ject to atmospheric changes), Our new Chip can 
be used to advantage in cylinder and modified 
choke-bores, For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable, 
By the use of this Chip you ayoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore guns. 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gun. 

100 in box, sent to any address by U.S. mail. 
postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 
heavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100, 
Address all orders fo A. B. KAY & CO,, Newark, 

N 

jou Ie | 
=} 
eg 

< ee THE BRST | 

zs ap. Cleaner and Oiler 
ol a soc * For Breech-loading Arms 
& MY ib market. 
RD For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

and full directions sent free of postage. 
T. YARDLEY BROWN, _Patentee. 

Ww FREDERICK CO, VAs 
| \In ordering, give calibre of gun. 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. © 
PGREAT WESTERN See GUN WORKS, 8 
— = Pittsturgh, 

= Va. 

YEH 
Z ns P'OTOSIAL CATALOGUES FREE, 
EI Rules, Shot Guns, Reyolvers, Ammunition, Seines, Nets 

Fishing Tackle Razors. 4c sent © O 1D. for examinal ss 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WURKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

N 
ODNIHEAY 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition, 

is Us —— 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N. B. Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Ete., Ete. 

(23-Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also ‘' Krider’s”’ Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. | 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. ‘ 

Repairing of all kinds. 
——— ee! 

Wilsen Patent Adjustable Chair 
Z wih thirty changes of 

positions, Parlor, Li- 
brary, Invalid Chair, 
Child’s Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
beauty, lightness, 
strength, simplicity and 
comfort. Hverythin) 
to an exact science. 
Orders by mail prompt- 
ly attended to, Good; 
shippped C. 0. D. Send 
stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Forres 
AnD StreAm, WILSON READING “POSITION. 

ADJUSTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING CO. 
661 Broadway, New York. 

geese seins AND RANGELBEY LAKES ILLUS- 
: trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 
the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebago, Supsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aud the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
Deut, by mail, 50 cents, CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain. Mass. 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
N Wilderness Ulustrated. The only complete and 
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and 

ead waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 

luminated coyers, Price, by mail, post-paid, 
cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. 

WILD RICH inset Giiks. "ci 
CHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

PPR DAY AT HOME. BAM q s 

- 5 to $20 ples worth $5 tree, Addrese 
TINSON & CO. Portland, Maine 



omumnunition, ete, 

ORANGE SPORTING H. L. Leonard’ 

— POWDER 
Orange fears 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifte. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for > iMustrated. Pamplilet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free, 

‘Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupout’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GunpowpDER Miuxs, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seyenty- 
fight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupent's Diamond Grain,—Nos, 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
c! eanliness; adapted for vlass- ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 1b, canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
p enetration, witha élose pattern; adapted for glass- 
6 all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muavde or breach loaders, Packed in 1 1b. and 5 Jb. 
canisters and 614 and 1216 Ib, kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore’? Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pi eon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No.7 and No, 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest. Packed in 614 1b. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont's Eagle Rifle.—A , strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, istol shooting, 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 614 Ib. ke; 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘Sea-Shoot. ng.?—F Veg 

and FFFg, The Weg. for long-range rifle BOUT: 
ng, the Kifg, and FFFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 4 Ib.,1 Ib. and 5 Ib, 
Hats ers, 644, 1244 and 26 Ib. kegs. Pg. coarse, FFF. 
fine 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sarpre and plese 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Specia 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, fabieal and 
Pellet Powder, U. §. Government Standard, 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or preof. 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 

F, L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, |+ 
BOSTON, MASS, 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 

ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

quick 

AGENCIES at att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST, 

ENGLIS 
Sporting Gunpowder 

CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2.3,4,5,0,7and4. Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

ond Col. Hawker’s Ducking, 

W-.STITD, Gi Cedar St., N. V., Agent for U, 5, 

DAMASCUS STEEL, - 

‘snd Stamp for Descriptive Circular. 

| 

ul 
PRICH, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

FOREST AND SfREAM., 

Sportsmen's Gootls, 

spplit Bamboo Rods 
WITH PA'TENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

No. 1 shows waterproof eup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875), No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
ie | September 3, 1878). No, 3 shows split ferrn e@ whipped with silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
Fine Fishing Tackle. 

No. 7 Warren Street, < WNew Yor 
SEND FOR NEW 70-PAGH CATALOGUE, 

entrances into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets, 

worn over or under a common coat. 

ounees; is meqnualled for warm weather shooting, Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2.00. 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unequalled in Convenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & wea) Valparaiso, Ind. 
THISE 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. “A>? and “B" show 

It is dead grass color; can be 

Weighs but fifteen 

7 
“| Gannon in the world. 
2) 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF — 

Paper Shot Shel's, Breech-Loading Cam, &¢. 
Our Shells cannot a excelled by any 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 

SEND VOR PRICE LIST. 

inthe country, Our 

DOG TRAINING: 
Sire) 

T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH. PRICE $1.00, 

ISUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W. J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass, 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

WARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- | 
4 “SON-RA NGHLEY LAKES REGION, including all 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head® waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, et«.; 
cloth bound. Price, Bose puid by mail, 50 center. 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

REWINGSTON’s 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating Rifles 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Jack LAM, Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 
ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe. 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 
Muminating Purposes. 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 

LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 

POCKET LANTERNS, etc. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Price 

List. Name Forest anp Stream, 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

65 Fulton street N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett), 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 
ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges. 

Adopted by the U.S. Gov- 
10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 

Prices: Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 
the Trade Only. 

The Best Gun made for 
DURABILITY 

—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITINS. 

060 to $200 

Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994 

rE: BAkER GuUN Ss. 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 101bs, weight. ‘The rifle is perfectly a 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, be 
We cau now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 32in, bbls, 10-gauge double-barrel gung, 10} to 12]be., without extra charge,’ Made espeolally for heavy shooting, We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these gt 

Ainmauition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

_|Gunpowder 
Hazard's ‘Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in pointof 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis+ 
ters of one pound only, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to. 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib, canisters and 
614 Ib. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guzs, 

Hazard's “Duck Shooting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (ORT) Ini and 5 1b, eanis 
and 614 and 1244 lb. Negs. Burns slowly and ye 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzie or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘“‘ Kentucky Rifie.’* 

FEFG, PYG and ‘Sea Shooting’ FG in kegs 
25. ie and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5lbs. FFFG is 
packe inland} Ib, canisters. Burns strong a 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary s) Sporting and the ‘‘Sea Shooting *’ FGisthe 
standard Rijle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powdery 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWs 

DER; eis ee GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
NY’ RAIN OR PROOF MANUFAG 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com 
pany’s Agents, in eyery prominent city or wholé a 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE See NEW YORK, 

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! 
Old or new or in serial or pamphlet form, bount 

in artistic and substantial manner at trade pri 

Call and examine styles: satisfaction guarante 

City or country bindings collected and delivered 

free of charge. 
JOHN BEACHAM, 
7 Barclay sireet, New York City. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gum 
SIMPLE and 

Ow~ 
Rebounding Lock. 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. x 

heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send sana iG) 
circular. C. 5. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, l 
field, Mass. 

REMINGTO 
Breech-Loading, Double; Bairelad 

SHogTt UNS: 
Regular BEE eo ae Sar Our price 

ve a iv ab Sept: 50: 
Other grades proportionately. 

Single Barreled, ditto B10 
ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & CO) 

P. 0. Box 2002.] 77 Chambers St., N. ¥. 

WILD RICK, 3222" 
rice shipped direct from fields. thus insuring fr 
Ree certuin to grow, R. VALENTINE, Janesvil 

is 

KEENE’S PATENT. 

OUR NEW MODEt 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Tse Fores? axp Sramam is the recognized medium of entertain- 

Ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

‘Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are deyoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

‘garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the yiews of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

“May begin at any time. Subseription prive, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

“Months; to 2 club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remib by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

“payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

E be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

“Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. ©., 

zondon, England, Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

mson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington. 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 

Advertisements of an approved character only inserted, Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line, Special rates for three, six 

. “and twelve months. Reading notices 50 cents per line, Hight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 
Address all communications, 

| Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

“Nos. 39 Anp 40 Park Row, New Yore Cry. 

—— 

CONTENTS. 
| SHA AND RIvER FISHING, 

Maine Notes, 
The Tilefish is not Found, 

Camp Life in the GreatSwamp.| The Henshall Rod. 
Below Quebec. |_ The Menhaden Question. 
u [ATURAL HIsToRyY. | FISHCULTURE. 
.* “The Gracetul Ophidian’s Bite. | Fish Commisioners, 

‘Bird Migration in the Mississippi | Taz KEnnev. 
Valley. The Color of the Newfoundland. 

aa of White River, Food for Puppies. 
Bac «Np Gun. Louisiana Field Trials, 

Quail Shooting in Kentucky, Kennel Notes, 
Inthe North Carolina Mountains | Kennel Management, 
‘Maine Coast Shooting.” RIFLE AND TRAF SHOOTING, 
Hounding vs. Stil-Hunting, Range and Gallery. 
‘Pigeon Shooting in Minnesota, The Trap. 

hiladelphia Notes. Matches and Meetings. 
Tennessee Notes. YACHTING AND CANOEING. 

i New Jersey Game Societies. Schooners of the Day. 
Fire FLICKERINGS. Albany Y. C.—Sept, 27. 

SEA AND Rover FIsHina. Boats that Will Not Sink. 
Salmon Wheel of the Columbia. ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

_ Norwrrnsranpiye THAT THE Forms anp Stream has 
been permanently enlarged to fwenty-cight pages, the sub- 

“Sctiption price remains the same as before, 

NDITORTAL, 
__ The Anglers’ Tournament, 
(Tae eae TouRIstT. | 

THE ANGLERS' TOURNAMENT. 

HE Commissioners of Public Parks of the City of New 
= York haying kindly placed the Harlem Mere, One 

“Hundred and Tenth street, at the service of the Committee 
of Airangements, the first annual Forust anp STREAM 
Anglers’ Tournament will be held there on the 19th inst., 

Wéather permitting. The only postponement will be on 

account of rain, when it will take place the first fair day fol- 

lowing. ‘The grounds can be reached from the City Hall in 

forty- five ininutes, either by the Sixth or Ninth avenue ele- 

“Yated roads, or by the the Third ayenue line, In the case 
of the two former the visitor will leave the road at One Hun- 

dred and Sixteenth street, and a tyelye-minute walk will 

ring him to the spot. Should he go by Third avenue, then 

the hearest station is One Hundred and Sixth street, which 

Tends directly into the park a few yards south of the lake. 
This tournament will be the best one ever held in this 

cacy. It will draw the attention of anglers to this style 

Mishing and no doubt will add many recruits to the ranks 
those who use the fly in preference to baits. Should the 

be fair many ladies ae sure to be present, and ag 

here are a few ladies who cast the fly with skill, there are 

( ‘doubt others who would like to do so, and here they will 
€ an opportunity to observe the contestants and note 

r different styles without leaving the city to do so. 
Below we give the adopted rules which goyern the con- 
Sts, and 9 partial list of the prizes—a list which will he 

pleted next week. It will be seen by a glance at tis 
Many yaluable prizes are to be contested for, and that 

e eae have not been boigotten, The pie de class 

uns, it wll eive the Jeading ones an oppor futitty to nee the 

classes if they wish. Many arguments were held at 
Meetings of the Committee of Arrangements in regard to 

Srules, especially in rezard to the rule, which is held in 
0 Be eostnn requirine the contestant Ma recover his 

when automatic reels are used, Certainly a person who can 
cast his line can retrieve it; but all do not, do so, Another 
departure isin making no allowance of distance for length 

of rod, This, we hold, is the correct principle, for if a man 

cannot cast wilh a short rod as well as with a longer 

one, let him proyide himself with tool that he can 

use. Besides this, abolition of allowance will tend to show 

what length of rod is the best. There are anglers who talk 
of a rod ‘* fitting 8 man,” meaning that » tall man can use a 
len th ef rod that» short man cannot. We do not helieve 

this, nor do we believe that a tall, long-armed man has any 

advantage in casting for distance. We think that a man 
may be “'fittel” with « rod of a weight to suit him, but 

weight does not always express the drag that comes on the 

muscles of the arm. TLeyerage is a more powerful factor, 

as Mr. Van Siclen has shown, through the figures of Mr. 
Mitchell. We recently had two rods of exactly the same 

Weight shown us, but the weight was so differently distri- 

buted, that one felf to be nearly twice the weight of the 
other. 

There are many questions regarding fly rods which can 

only be settled at tournaments where the casts are measured 

and comparisons can be made, and, as a means of educating 

the public in the beauties of our art, and of training the 

rising generation of anglers in the way they should go, these 
contests are of the greatest yalue. 

Two meetings of the Committee of Arrangements haye 

been held since our last issue, and Mr. James L. Val- 

loton, President of the Pasque Island Club, has been added 

to the Committee. They have decided to consider delicacy 
and accuracy in the awards of fly casting ; but a scale of 

points, with their yalue, has not yet been made. Next week 

we will sive the full prize list and the entrance fees. The 
following is a partial prize list: 

Charles Seribner’s Sons, publishers, New York, ‘ The Game 

Fish of the United States,” by Kilbourn and Goode...... $50 00 
W. Holberton, 65 Fulton street, New York, copy of “Standard 

Trout Flies,” colored by hand, in Saints Retest teen 10 00 

Frank Holmes, manufacturer, Chagrin Falls, O., “ Stranahan 

Folding Canyas Boat,’ with seat and oars ................ 30 00 
Thomas Sedgwick Steele, Hartford, Conn., copies of ‘* Canoe 

and Camera ** and ‘+ Paddle and Portage” _..,.....,..... 3 00 
Fred, Malleson, manufacturer, 186 First street, Brooklyn, 

N. Y., Split bamboo Newport bass rod, with agate tip and 

wubber shail erie savages 8 PAs 2 # SOR ol lil selete ch eu ie 40 00 

Fred. Malleson, Split bamboo fly rod 25 00 

William Mills & Sons, 7 Warren street, New York, dealers in 

guns and fishing tackle, a ‘Leonard rod, reel and line 

(in-special class for rods of 544 ounces and under).......,. 0 00 
Members of the South Side Sportsman's Club of Long Island, 

[ERTS AAP AOu ee ard Aw HORA Se eA AP 2 Ce ee 100 00 
Eugene G, Blackford, dealer in fish, Fulton Market, New 

VOC ASE, hele aay cian teth iB lade sate pet evita BEA Te yh 25 00 

Porter & Coates, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa., ‘The Amer- 
jean Angler’s Book,”* by Thad. Norris.....,.,............. 5 50 

Robert Clarke & Co., publishers, Cincinnati, O., ‘‘ Book of 

the Black Bass,”’ by Dr, J. A, Henshall...,................ 3 00 

B. F. Nichols, manufacturer, 153 Mill street, Boston, offers a whole 
class of prizes of his split bamboo reds. Prices not given. 

Other prizes are promised. Mr. William Mitchell, rod- 

maker, New York, has offered a rod upon conditions which 
are being considered by the committee, and Qonroy & 

Bissett, dealers in fishing tackle, New York, have promised 

a prize, and William Mills & Sons talk of giving a whole 

class of bamboo rods in addition to the one named above. 

We can assure our readers that our next issue will contain 

many additions to the list, The following rules were 
adopted: 

Rories FoR Pry anp Bass Castrma. 

SINGLE-HANDED CONTESTS. 

1. No rod shall exceed eleven feet six inches in length, 
and it shall be usec with a single hand. 

2. Any style of reel or line will be allowed, but a leader, 

or casting line of single guf, of not less than eight feet in 

length, to which three flies, one stretcher and two droppers, 
shall be attached, 

3. No allowance of distance shall he made for difference 
in length of rods. é 

4, Persons entering these contests shall draw lots to deter- 
mine the order in which they will cast, and will be ready 
to cast when ealled by the judges. 

5. Each contestant will be allowed five minuteryto cast 

for distance and will then stand aside until called itis turn 

to cast for delicacy and accuracy, when he will he allowed 
five minutes for this purpose. 

6. The distance shall be measured by a line with marked 

buoys stretched on the water, said line to be measured and 

yerified by the judges at least once each day of the casting. 
A mark shall be made on the ground from which the buoy 
line shall be measured and the caster may stand with his 

toes tonching this mark but may not advance beyond it. 

Should he step back of it, unless directed so to do by the 
judges, the loss in distance shall be his. 

7, Thr stretcher fly must remain at the end of the casting 

line in all casts. The others ave not deemed so important. 

A contestant may claim time for repairs, which shall be al- 

lowed by the jndges. Or the judges may order the next on 
the list to cast while repairs are made, in their discretion. 

SALMON FLY CASTING. 
1. The foregoing rules shall govern, except that the rods 

shall not exceed twenty feet in length, and may be used 

with both hands, and that only one fly will be required. 

HEAVY BASS CASTING, 
Rods shall not exceed ten feet inlength, any reel may be 

used, but the line shall be of linen not less than twelve 

threads. The casts shall be made with sinkers, weighing 
two and ahalf ounces. (These will be furnished by the 

committee). The casts shall be made in lane formed by 

the buoy line and a line parallel to it, and distant twenty 
feet. Hach contestant will be allowed five casts. His casts 
within the lines shall be measured, added, and divided by 

five and the resuly shall constitute his score. 

LIGHT BASS CASTING. 

The above rules shall govern except that the sinker shall 

be one ounce, and there shall be no restriction as to lines. 

A Worp Anovr Guys.—Hardly a day passes that the 
ForEsT AND STREAM is not called upon to tell some inquirer 
which particular one of the many guns advertised he shall 

buy. Ourinyariable reply to such inquirers is, that we do 

not give such advice. It is our aim to exercise due dis- 
cretion, whereby advertisements of worthless or dangerous 
articles may be excluded from the pages of ihis journal. 
Having done this, onr duty to purchasers ends. Our position 
respecting the many makers whose goods are represented in 

our advertising columns, must, of necessity, be one of neu- 

trality; any other would be unfair, and resented by all save 

the favored party. We can well understand and appreciate 
the dilemma of an individual who must make a choice 

among so many different excellent guns as are now in the 
market. Hach interested dealer, as a matter of course, 

honestly believes that his particular gun possesses peculiar 

merits, and is superior to all others; ‘and it is also a fact that 

the sportsman, who has become used.toa special gun, comes to 

regard that particular make as the best. A man looks upon 
his gun much as he does his dog—it is the best in the world. 
The gun suits him; he becomes attached to it; there is no 

other like it; he wants no other—‘‘wouldn’t take a carload of 
them if they were given to him.” And so we usually tell the 
anxious inquirer to buy whatever gun happens to suit his 

fancy, and the probabilities are, that he will be satisfied 
with it 80 soon as he is used to it. 

TouRNAMENT NotEs.—General Wade Hampton, who 
was called by Frank Forester in the dedication of his ‘‘Field 
Sports” “the first sportsman in America,” is now in New 

York, and in conversation with Mr. Endicott, chairman of 
the Committee of Arrangements of the coming Anglers’ 

Tournament, expressed his regret at being unable to remain 
to witness that eyent. He said, however, that he would 

look anxiously for the report in Forms? AnD Stream, as he 

took great interest in the contest. The General, like most 
sportsmen, has devoted more time to angling and less to 

shooting as he has adyanced in life, and he is credited with 
being the most expert angler in South Carolina, President; 
Arthur is now capturing bass among the Thousand Islands, 

and watching to see that his boatman does not take him into 
Canadian waters, where there is an unwritten law that a 

President may not venture. He has signified his desire to 
be present atthe Tournament, but fears that the politicians 
would annoy him, and as he is beyond their reach now, he 

proposes to remain there during his yacation, 

Buack Bass von En@uanp.—Mr. W, T. Silk, a well- 
known fisheulturist, of England, in charge of the fisheul- 

tural establishment of the Marquis of Exeter, arrived here 

on Saturday last in the Germania. Mr. Silk has tanks on 
board in which to take back black bass. He desires very 
small ones, of two or three inches long. if they are to be ob- 

tained. He called on us and we referred him to Mr, W. 0. 

McDowell, of Greenwood Lake, who will probably assist 
him to some large specimens, if not smull ones. Mr. Silk 

has taken over these fish in former years, and tells’ us that 

both he and Mr, Marston, of the Misieng Cuzette, have taken 

the fish in English waters from the former plantings. We 
wish him success both in obtaining the fish and in their 

transportation. 
. 
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Spartsman Gourist. The 
CAMP LIFE IN THE GREAT SWAMP. 

BY A, MULE, 
J WAS sitting one day lust summer on my front porch, 

looking out on the scene before me and thinking, per 
haps too seriously, of what was sneested. In one solid 
mass of living green the clearing swept out in all directions, 
laughing and glittering in its gay yerdure until lost in the 
dark frown of the yet unbroken forest, Here and there a 
cabin nestled along the edge of the woods, or sent jts little 
column of blue smoke stealing wp from amidst the cotton 
and the corn; the woodpeckers iu the orchard called to cach 
other; the fowls softly gossiped slong the fence; the breeze 
blew acaress from the westward, and everything spoke of 
peace ind happiness. AIL but the spirit of man was divine, 
and as T watched the stupid niggers loafing belind sullen 
mules under pretense of plowing, I felt that something 
was certainly wrong and out of joint. 

What was it? Did we really deserve the reproaches lay- 
ished upon us by foreign ignorance? Were we really all 
lazy and shiftless? Should we nol abandon our ways and 
walk in those of the stranger? Ought we to go and buy 
subsoil plows aud reupers, and all sorts of improved ear to 
put into the hands of niggers ‘oo caréless and Jazy to lake 
care of a hoe? Ought we to give wp colton and corn and 
plant grains and clover and grass, and raise cattle and 
manure? There was land—just rolling enough to shed its 
water—with a soil of the very richest; loam twenty five feet 
deep. Did that need clover and grass? There was @ range 
for all the cattle in the United States in the cane-brakes, 
green and fresh through any winter; there was « mighty 
Stream of richest mannre siveeping by our very doors in 
countless tons, trying to put itself on our fields, and rejected 
with difficulty, and yet! lo, the nigger and the mule! 

Healthy? Yes, no place is healthier where one lives in 
the clearings ind provides good, well-cooked food, What 
kills people in the bottom is because fools squat down oyer a 
nasty bayou to suve driving 4 well, and eat cubes of half- 
raw bacon, saleratus adulterated with flour, and drink bad 
whisky, This ought to kill anybody, and, thank God, it 
has killed a lot, but they learn very slowly. 
By George, there Le comes. I'd know the old ‘‘mar's"” 

fait a mile off—the head to one side, the body twisting along, 
first one side ahead, then Vother, and the Hirts of that big 
bushy tail, like an ugly woman trying to show off her hair! 

Tn a short while old Shelb. had dismounted and ocenpied 
a seat near me. 
Now itis arule fixed—thit is, asort of swamp axiom, a 

rule without excepltion—to offer a guest drink of whisky, 
Of course J knew this well enough, but as old Shelb. rarely 
drank away from home, and we were all busy over a 
basket of peachea, | somehow failed to ask him. 

Presently he rose to go, and there was a general protest, 
Tsaw something was wrong, aid urged him to stay. After 
much talk he turned red ns a gobbler, *‘Well, then,” he 
said, ‘“‘why in blazes don't you arsk me to take a drink? 

The general whoop that followed and my red face eased 
his humor. 

“Why,” Lsaid, “you old catamount, yon wouldn't drink 
f Lasked you.” 
“Anyhow, I like to be asked all the same,” said the old 

fellow. 
This matter of diplomalie courtesy settled, old Sheth. and 

I dropped into the half cross and half adfectionate style of 
our general intercourse. 
He was wandering about the country ont of pure rest- 

lessness. From frost to frost lie is totally oul of ear, Fle 
gets feverish and bilious and almost cross, This is the time 
he whips his dogs for all the old sins he can remember, and 
eyen ina press has jdded afew licks on general account. 
He prowls around the house like a wolf, until the old woman 
fairly runs him out to the stable lot. There he will Jean on 
the fence and fondle his old ‘‘mar’s” nose and tall to her by the 
hour, Somebody once suggested a rat-catching, and thereby 
earned his deep gratitude, for there isn’t a rat on his place 
now, though Shelb. swears they only go off to the Springs 
for the summer. Of course he gets “‘bilious.” No one 
knows what a countryman would do if he couldn't get 
“bilious.” Shel, has two points in view. Not only does 
he get medicine, bul the deep sympathy of his wit, who is 
apt to be rather careless about touching the old {cllow's 
dignily, She always gives lim his pills aud watches him 
while he takes them, handing the water or taking the box 
with exquisite simplicity fml carnestness, Shelb. uses 
Blank’s pills, and no others néed apply, These aye long 
been out of market, buf he has an arrangement with a drug 
house in Memphis, who gaye all their extra pills and sell 
them to him 4s ‘the genuine Blank's Liver Pil.” Anyhow 
they don’t kill him, and he helicves le would die sure unless 
he could occasionally get a dose of three of Blank’s pills 
with six comipound cathapties, “just to make ‘em act, you 
know!” 

He wanted menow to goatishing. I told him—as he knew 
—that | detested fishing, but heinsisted and Lconsented, The 
fact is it was quite a compliment for him to ask ae, as he 
penerally prefers to take the woods aloue, and I agreed 
more for that reason than because I cared for the sport. As 
for the (etails, he demanded that he heye full charge of 
everything. And so we parted, to meet at his house next 
day, Twasto carry a mosquito uel, pair of blankets and 
myself; the rest he was to provide. 

His plan was to go in bis dug-out throuzh « chain of 
bayous and lakes, camping onal night, and returning in a 
week or two, as we chose. ‘These Waterwilys fill the whole 

county, 80 thet it is possible for one thoroughly acquainted 
with them to travel long distances by weter, Occasionally 
4 portage may occur, but rarely, As your true Swamper has 
no Jonging for that sort of labor. : 

T found the dug-ont already londett on ihe wagon, and all 
fixed for a start. 

This craft isa thing to gladden the eye of 2 Connoisseur, 
On it Bhelb, has expended allot his ingenuity and c¢xperi- 
ence, until she is fairly as perluct as that style of boat can 
be. She was made out of jm enormous sassafras he found 
somewhere in the woods. The tree must have been over 
four feet in diameter high up from the rvots. Carefully 
shaying and hollowing this where it fell, the embryo hont 
was then sunk in water for 4 yar, to season and avoid split- 
ting. At the end of this fime she was drawnjout and set up 
in his front yard, where he could put the final and lingering 
touchrs on her. 

As she lay before us she was about twenty feel long, two 
Teet bean, and say eighteen inches deep, with a well-shaped 
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enirioce and counter, the bow and stern rather raised; then 
a shoer given to the whole boat and neatly painted of 2 dull 
color between lead and copper, impossible to describe, but 
asmuch like an old log as possible. The bow «and stern 
wore covered with a sort of deck for about a foot, and 
heavily bound with iron, screwed on to prevent cracking 
where the fibers of the wood ran out, The seats were small 
boxes, about the sizeof a big brick, and the paddles of the 
lighfest bottle ash, very thin and broad, contrary to “Tnjin” 
rule, which is to make them narrow, A stout setting pole, 
some ten feet long, with ». fork at the end to catch a hold 
with when pushing through flags and prass, and a big 
sponge to hail with, finished the equipment of the boat 
proper, 

Under a canyas flap near his seat were nailed small hickory 
forks to hold his gun and keep it dry, while the box he sat 
on contained ammunition, Resting on other pieces for the 
purpose were two beautiful canes for fishing rods, They 
were about twelve feet long, straight as arrows, aud well 
wrapped with sinews between evéry joint; no doubt ugly 
enough beside a fine-jointed rod, but beautiful in the woods 
and & very coach whip among fishes. No reel, but a set of 
pretty brass guides led the line hack to the butt, where it 
yas tied fo a deer’s foot, artistically set on. A small box, 

some fourteen iuches square and twelye deep, composed 
our mess Chest, and when examined wasagemof itself. On 
raising the lid a table for two was completely sct ont, Salt, 
pepper, vinegar, sugar, in proper vessels, each buried an 
inch in its hole; two pannikins for grub; places for knives 
and forks, and spoons and eups. Hyerything was in place, 
awaiting only the food which enliyens to be placed o% it. 
Below this was a drawer for coli meats, bread and otlor 
mnatters, The bottom held our sugar, coffee, ete., et 
everything that had no bad smell’ The cooking ntensils 
were in A bag and the heavy frub ditto. But as old Shelb. 
is ovtiting restless, we had better start and do the rest of our 
poking about in camp. 

We started, Where we went I decline to say. 
no idea of ruining the country by hundrerl- of cockney 
canoeists pushing about in it, Let them find out and pay 
toll to the lawful mosquitoes like men, 

But in half an hour after leaving Shelb.’s house we were 
afloat in a clear, dark bayou, with the cool breath of the 
forest just reaching: us, and not a soundto be heard beside 
our own voices and paddles. 

Shelb. had turned aside as we came along in the wagon, 
and now brought out a nest of some fly or wasp as the re- 
sulf, By tearing off the top and gently patting the bottom 
a number of fat, helpless worms fell oui and became bait 
for fishes, One of these he put on his hook and dropped it 
into the water, Generally, however, in such a boxt each 
man baits the hook of the other for convenience. Wis float 
yas wade of a combination of goose-quill and white pine, 

very narrow and scarcely visible oa the water. But he saw 
it well enough, and in a short while downit went. A 
touch, a twitch, and into the boat came a beautiful Jittle 
bream, Shelb. at once loosed him, 

“What's that tor?” 
“Luck!” 
“Didn't know you were so superstitious.” 
“Well, J ain't. But fishin’ is a queer business and has 

some strange ways. I allers spits on my hook, and haye 
tried if often, and Pm blessed if it dew’t make a difference. 
Now, in hunting you can see all around you—see the gume, 
see the woods and the earth; but in fishin’ you don’t see 
nothin’ but a bob and a line. Now, how do you know 
What's going on down in the water?” 
We continued tu float gently along, now paddling « little, 

now fishing, wutil time foralaunch, Paddling up to the 
bank wé got out and Shelb. proceeded to prepare some fish 
for dinner while T looked over the stores, We had sugar 
and coffee—slbs. cach, a bucket of lard, pilot bread, and 
flour—some S0Ibs,, a bag of onions and potatoes, This 
was to Jast us indefinitely—not less than a week, A jug I 
thought whisky proved to be two gallons of molasses, and 
our stores were practically tinished. We had a nice loat of 
bread, butter, and other good things ont of the old lady's 
pantry for to-day, sud [ dipped # cup of water from the 
bayou. 

“Told on aminnfe!” said Shetb,, bringing out a two-allon 
rundlet, ‘Haye some beer?” 
“Why, where in blazes did you get beer?” 
“Marcle it. I don’t think that bayou water is good at this 

suason, so [ just carry along a stock of corn beer.” 
“T never heard of such a thing, but it does help out 

awfully. ITLow do you make it?” 
“Well, 1 first bile some corn, say about a quart, then put 

this in about two gallons water, then a quart of molasses, a 
half pint of dried apples, and ginger or sassafras or spruce 
enough to suit, Whenever I take any ont I put some sweet- 
ened wuiter back again, and so I kecp astock abviys on 
hand.” 

That night we camped ata lovely spot. A sheet of water 
that climmered inthe setting sun relieved the feelings, which 
will tive of the deep shadows of the woods. On the luke 
ail was brightness and life. The fish were breaking the 
Hlassy surface as they leaped for their prey, the crane 
frowned at our intrusion as he flew heavily by, and the 
Kingfishers squalled as merrily as usual in their blue spits as 
they jumped on their finny suppers. 

Our tent was what the hunters call a half-faced camp. 
They all use this style, and claim that it lets the heat of the 
fire get to the occupants, but | have always found aa much 
smoke is heat #ot in, and beyond all question prefer the 
Sibley tent with a wall to it, 

The cooking of supper was an eusy job, as the remnants 
of our luncheon supplied it. But after this the old hunter 
bevan to bustle wbout in a way to excite ny curiosity. 
“What are you up lo, Shelb. 2?” 
“Going to bake bread for toamorrow.” 
‘Wave you got a Dutch oven?” 
“Dutch! no; got hetter—‘Injinl ” 
THe cleaved away 2 little clean space of earth upon which 

he placed what looked like, and was, a simple sheet-iron box. 
Tn this he placed his dongh and shut it close. A. little earth 
covered thysbox entirely and left only a sort of mound to 
mark its gMve. On and around this a substantial fire was 
built and the operation was completed. 

“Now,” said MeP. . ‘the ‘Injins’ cover their dough up 
in green leaves simply, and that does just as well, but they 
don't use yeast and 1 do; so I have the iron box to let her 
swell. The only points of difficulty about it is to learn how 
10 proportion the fire so as not to get the bread foo dry dur- 
ing the night, and if all goes well we will have hot rolls for 
breakfast: they can’t burn, though they may be too dry.” 

“Why, Shelb., you are developing genius as a cook!” 
“7 low 1 orter; ve been at it long enough. 1 brought you 

I have | 

on this voyage move to shew you my ways in the woods than 
for any sport we are going to have, Livin’ in the woods is 
so simple that very few people ever get the hang of it. 
Most old hunters get lazy and dirty, and so don’t care— 
while most green hands strain so painfully to be ‘knowing? 
that they leave themselyes without either comfort or neces- 
saries. As I hunta great deal by myself, I wy to arrange 
my ‘plans so as to let most of fhe conking attend to itself 
Now hereis my camp kittle, like you never saw in a camp 
before, Itis simply one kitile inside of the other, and no 
matter how long you leave it your cooking can’t burn. This 
is worth a gréat deal to me, yet it only cost a trifle to fix, 
When by myself I do all my cooking while asleep! When 
I wake in the morning I make coffee, and the bread and 
stew is all veady, having cooked while I rested,” 

“That's all yery well for cooking after you've caught your 
hare, but after all | doubt if any man can travel through 
the woods now and kill a living ag he goes.” 

“That's because you don’t know how. On the contrary, 
I doubt if there is any county in the United States that 
wou'l support a man easily by its contributions of game, 
ete. You wantto killa buffalo or deer every day to keep 
from slarving—bul thai is useless as well as impossible. 
Now, if 1 was under a press of hunger I should commence 
to kill the nearest live thing. Eyerything—except crow— 
is catable When cooked right. So Id kill sparrows, jays, 
hawks, all sorts of game trash, and in the course of a day 
pick up enough of them to feed half a dozen men. Put 
them in my kittle, with proper fixins, and a king wouldn't 
turn away from thai dish. The mistake peoplé make in the 
woods, as oul of them, 1s, their eyes are bigger than their 
bellies, A half acre of vround will furnish bread for a man 
easy, and a very small patch of nicultivated ground supply 
all the flesh he ought to eat.” 

‘‘Lremempber hearing in South Carolina about a Frenchman 
who lived that way, and lived well. His firewood and vent 
cost nothing, as he squatted on the edge of a swamp; he 
planted about an acre of corn and veretables, and supplied — 
fiesh by hunting, He was evidently a gentleman, but there 
he lived for years, till he died, solitary, satisfied and healthy. 
His cookery was famous, and no oné ever knew whether it 
was a wootpecker ora dove he was eating. Yes, the cook- 
ing is the great thing. If ever brains were needed, it is in 
camp cooking, and yet anything seems to be thought good 
enough. Everything is fried, and every bill of rations in- 
cludes the inevitable bacon; this and slapjucks, also fried, 
make up the genuine ‘all-day-piddley’ diet. Now in camp 
nothing ever should be fried. The facilities for roasting and 
stewing are too good there to throw away.” 

“The water kettle like mine here enables anybody to make 
a good rich stew—a gipsey stew, That is, put in anything 
you happen to have and stew it all night! Again, Mr, Green- 
horn buys ground coffee instead of the grain, and doing big 
own roasting and grinding. 

“Ask ten men why they go into the woods, and nine will 
say, ‘for an appetite.’ But just think of wasting an appe- 
tite on slapjacks and bacon! But, Sheib., you have to fry 
tishes?” 

The old hunter looked at me indignantly, ‘Didn't you 
never eat a chowder out of blue cats? Why a fish of no kind 
uyer was meant to be fried, No, sir, to et the food out of 
him you must keep him in water, dead or alive; and be- 
fore we get home [ll have you so full of stewed fish you 
can’t say fry. Ever eat planked shad, eh? Eyer get hold of 
a clayed trout, ch? Nor roast oysters, nor buked crabs, nor 
baked shad? The people who fry Jose too much, But it 
must be either laziness or ignorance. Now you mark me, 
and | will feed you well and not fry onee on this trip.” 

The next day was on us; the bass were jumping all over 
lake, and we had no bait. Shelb. got some long bushy 
branches off a pecan tree, and tying the twig ends together, 
soon made i very effective minnow seine. Wit: this we 
swept a little hole or two and got all we wanted. The fishes 
bit beautifully, and we soon had what the old fellow called 
‘a mess,’ then we pulled around the lake and went to camp. 

BELOW QUEBEC. 
THIRD PAPER. 

N R, EDEN, the genial and obliging harbor masier of 
. Gaspé, has furnished us with a general letter of intro- 

duction to all of his nany frientls stationed in summer time 
while fishing is carried on along flv yarious stations scat- 
tered along the north shore, and this deucument insures us 
upon landing at the St. Johns River a hearty welcome from 
Mr. Conway. He isthe agent at this port of a codfishery 
established here by Messrs. Collas, of Gaspé, and enjoys his 
busy summers in a neat and substantially built honse newr 
the mouth of the river, 

His kind intentions and hearty welcome have, however, 
been alrendy forestalled by orders given in advance of my 
wnticipated arrival by Messrs. Garland and Bland, the pres- 
ent lessees of the St. Johns. They have a snuv and commio- 
dious frame house at its mouth, which servus for tlie double 
purposes of lodging and store house, In front of it is an- 
chored 9 large two-muasted firmly-decked boat, in which they 
can extend their excursions to any point along the coast 
whenever it suits their time and fancy. At present, how- 
ever, salmon fishing up the riyer is still in its prime, the 
cottage is untenanted, and the boat swings quictly to her 
anchor with each change of Hood and ebb asif she had no 
other mission to fulfill. The inanin charge of the camp 
transfers my luggage to my assigned quarters, the wants of 
the inner man are duly attended to, and a canoe is ordered 
to carry me at daybreak up fo the fishing grounds, where I 
am to have again the pleasure of meeting those two genuine 
Sportsmen whose xequaintance Thad made during my last 
year’s journey. 

It requires at least the aid of fwo good men with a canoe 
to stem the swift current and many rapids which character- 
ize the generality of all larger salmon rivers, the St. Johns 
included. The canoe is built at Gaspé of thin strips of 
maple firmly braced with a large number of tough, neatly- 
cut ribs, and in build it resembles a compromise between an 
elongated clinker boat and the ordinary birch canoe. Thes¢ 
Gaspé built boats stand, in virtue of their compact fittings, 
much more wear and tear than the latter, and will last at 
least four years if properly handled and cared for when not 
in actual use, J . 

Their excess of weight is of no special consequence, as 
there are no portages to be niade; and since they are roomy, 
a couple of men find plenty of space in any of them for their” 
camp baggage and themselyes. 1 am of the opinion that in 
point of the known luxurious means of transportation, that 
of canoe riding is ahead of the list, and even the motion of” 
a rocking chair is a jarring one in comparison with the easy 
rising and falling of the canoe upon the gently yielding” 
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water, whichis apt to produce a delicious drowsiness pel 
aps pol unlike that we once felt so often when rocked to 

sleep in the eradle of our infaney. 
Thns Lalways look back upon the many eanoe rides I 

have as the most perfect enjoyments, and the present one 
formed, of course, no exception. The day promises to be 
perfect. The thick mist which had obscured at daybreak 
lind and water. soon lifts before the dissolving rays of the 
‘sun which often rises herein the Aretic zone with 4 bril- 
ianey not stupassed by that of happier climes. Soon the 
whole landscape, the swilt, vliticring tiver with its densely 
wooded banks, rising here and theréin steep vertical cliffs, 
sunfolds itself to view, and reveals all of the peculiarities 
Which characterize the northern wilderness. The guological 
‘Teatures of the St. Johns probably differ but little from those 
of the Moisic deseribed by Prot, Hind in his above alluded 
exploration of Labrador. There isa low range of granitic 
qMountiins, u spur of the heights of Jand, skirting the whole 
Tength of the coast from the Moisie to the Natashquan, fall- 
ing off ina gentle slope of a few miles toward the basin of 
dhe Gulf. or several miles up stream we find a serics uf 
evenly steatificd placial deposits of gravel and sand overlaid 
by a stil clay, filled with remains of fresh-water shells, 
which seem 16 indichte uw recent rising of the land. Higher 
ip these deposits disappear, the broad valley which resembles 
atits mouth the terminal funnel of a huge glacial gorze 
becomes narrowed in, and the compressed current of the 
river now foams between high granitie walls often bnta few 
hundreds yards apart. uge houlders torn from their 
flanks and carried sometimes info the middle of the river, 
where «ven the impetuous curfent is unable to dislodge them, 
attest silently but eloquently, their former agents of trans- 
portation. They are no longer in operation, and a’ narrow 
river bed oecupies the center of the valley filled by «huge 
Slowly moying frozen glacier. 

Along the present bunks onte covered by it, flourishes such 
vertiation as is indigenous to the southern belt of the Arctic 
zone, We notice fhe forest to consist chietly of spruce which 
attains herea height of about thirly feet, and form in gen- 
eral a thickly matted impenetrable growth, on account of 
the closeness of (he trees, many of which in their decay haye 
tumbled down right and left, between 4 network of rotten 
rimks, branches and roots, not unlike that of a windfall. 
Wherever the soil favors, particularly along the river banks, 
thery are occasional small thickets of maple and alder with 
a sprinkling of birch and mountain ash, The latter are now 
in full bloom, and their white cymes overtopping those of 
lower bushes of osier, relieve to some extent the wilderness 
‘of its rather sombre and monotonous aspect, 

_ ‘There are quite a number of pretty flowers just now in 
1 bloom corresponding in time of their development with 

our early June, but l notice that many species bloom here 
Ainultancously, which are separated with us by wider inter- 
yals of fime, The wild strawherty, marsh marigold, spring 
anemone, dwarf laurel, bloom side by sidé of the blue bells, 
-epilobium,erigeron and beach peas, All of them must accom- 
modate themselves in order to produce ripened seed to a 
‘ehort bummer, and Pa dae thereby the pleasing aspect 
‘of a flowery carpet, which, however, only lasts a few weeks, 
the happy honeymoon of the Arctic zone. 

‘But never arose without tis thorns, and never was /here 
Be 4 uorthern wilderness, no matter how embellished by 

ight flowers, without its great drawback, 
This manifests itself here in a threefold way by the inter- 

vention of the mosquito, bluck fly andsandfly. 'The name of 
each tribe is legion; they are cyerywhere, and when lhe 
bloodthirsty black Hy has completed its mission of torment 
With the setting sun, the excruciating contralto of the mios- 
qnito breaks upon the stillness of the night. and adds to the 
Martyrdom; biah aid beagt alilce suffer from these dreadtul 
pests, No matter how successfully you may battle even 
Wgsainst these two insiduous winged hosts, the sandfly is 
still in. reserve, and sure to come off victorious, unless the 
trayeler in these woods has taken thi most particular pre- 
‘cautions. Mosquito netting of the finest prenadine in the 
“market is the only effectiial safeguard, oy better still, light 
sheeting which, notwithstanding its closeness, quuses no dis- 
“comfort in the delicious cool nights which prevail here 
even in July and August. This is fhe only remedy against 
the sandily, which in virtue of itscountless numbers, micro- 
scopic size and hot poisonous sting’, is the most dreaded tor- 
ment. <A. combination of sweet oil and carbolic acid as 
Strong by adimixtiuve of the latter as the skin can bear. with- 
Out smarting, proved to me this summer an unrivalied oint- 
Ment against mosquitoes and black flies. Not only was this 
temedy, which has been published a year ago, in Nitra, 
highly effective in keeping off hy its powerful lony-lasting 
‘scent, the invading hosts, but it had a powerful efficacy to 
“allay the severe pain of the sting, which lasts sometimes for 
days alter the original bite has beén intlicted, 
Sy being properly anointed, and additionally protected by 

“anetting of fine gauze suspended by means of an elastic 
band from the rim of my hat, [ could bid successful defi- 
ance io both black Hy and mosquito, which, during diytime, 
hovered often like thick smoke about my head. 

The canoe men, notwithstanding their being continally in 
“motion, sufferedt lerribly on this day, ind faces were swollen 
am punctured with deep red spots like i siave before they 
ould be induced to try the virtues of preparations. Not- 
Wilhstanding the swift current af the river, they poled up 

“stream very rapidly, al the rate of about four miles an hour, 
nd only rested At noon for a lunch near a small tributary, 

where 1 attempted in vain to catch ufew trout, but failed 
to vet even asingle rise, although the locality has a de- 
cidedly encouraging aspect. The reason of this is very 
‘obvious, None of the large streums is inhabited hy the 
prover brook trout, bul at the right time of the yeay theyare 
iterally alive with immense swarms of the sea trout, which 
éollect on this coast about latter end of May at the mouth, 
Where they remaily unti) beginning of Seplember, when they 
ormdually make their ascent to deposit their spawn, ‘Chere 
wus thus in July and carly Angust most excellant trout fish- 
ing at the mouth of the St. Johns, but the advance of the 
migratory swarms had not yet commenced, A few large- 
Sized trout are accasionally caught in the salmon pools near 
the falls, while the angler will cast in yain during early 
‘Summer his fly hear fhe most tempting ripples and rapids 
helow them. The absence of life in the water is equaled by 
tat along the shores. Not a single note of any hird is 
hegrd.save that of the occasional tiltering of a few king- 
fishers, which build their nests as with ug indeep holes along 
the banks of olay, or the white-throated sparrow. Further 

“up we notice afew white-bellied swallows and the white- 
outed sparrows, The former also nest in holes along the 

banks like the sand-martio, which it stems to represent 
ere. As we advance the rapids, the clifis converge gradu- 
ly and form deep gorges, through which the river, in- 
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creased by depth and in yelocity, foams along, forming 
series after series of white-crested rapids. From time to 
time we see on these the harbor seal, making ils way for the 
salmon pools, their favorite grounds. Since these ammals 
cannot successfully swim against the rapid current, they 
facilitate their progress by a series of leaps, which, by their 
quick snecession, atfest fo thei marvellous 
powers. 

The abnormally dry summer which prevailed last year 
upon the north shore was terminated by one of the most es- 
tensive and riastructive forest fires which haye eyer been 
Known upon these coasts, For hundreds of mijvs inland 
and close to the seashores this sreat conflagration raged all 
August, and all but exterminated not only the wild animals 
upon which the Indians depend for fur and meat, but also 
several of the small fishing settlements scattered at intervals 
along the seashore. Near by, pretty Mingan eseaped un- 
harmed, to judge from its seaward view, but only a few 
hundred yards back of the dark green helt of low spruce 
trees which fringe the shores, the hayoe wrought by this 
great devastation is paintully manifest by the burned and 
charred stumps of the trees, the only remnuntsy of a onve 
luxurious forest growth. . 

The month of the St. Johns is hut fourteen miles west of 
that, the Mingan und the houses about it, barely escaped 
destruction. The path forest fires take, runs, however, 
rarely in a straight line, While some parts of the forest are 
entirely swept away, others perhaps not a half a mile on 
either side of the fiery highway remain all standing, and L 
felt surprised fo see often for miles not a single yestige of 
the conflagration, which I had been sssured mada a clean 
aweep. Near the great falls, however, which are but 4 mile 
or so allove the encampment of Messi. Garland aud Bland, 
the fire had raged in allits full fury, and seemed to have 
culminated. As faras the eye could reach, nothing but a 
sightless charred wilderness remained, S80 quick was the 
advance of the finmes that the party then fishing there had 
a very Narrow escape and lost nearly all of their camping 
materials and provisions. Mr. Bland related to me that the 
tent aboye his head was lifted bodily off the ground by a 
vortex of conflicting aerial currents, and carried up with 
the glowing atmosphere above, where it was consumed, 
He only owed his own safety to the canoes, which were 
moored within a few yards of the tent, and conveyed with- 
out a moment’s delay the anglers and their men heyond the 
limits of danger. 

It muy be here perhaps of some interest to those interested 
in salmon fishing, and the ways and means employed to 
carvy on this sport, fo lear how much comtort may be 
enjoyed when proper arrangements are made. Camping 
out, so offen accompanied hy personal inconveniences, 
becomes by their intervention an enjoyable Juxury, We 
have visited in former years seyeral of these fishermen’s 
camps on the Restigouche, Nipisizhuit, York, Dartmouth 
antl Caseapediac rivers, but never approached in point of 
completeness and practical conveniences that erected [or 
several years past near the falls of the St. Johns by Messrs. 
Garland and Bland. Both of these gentlemen are what is 
termed off-hand old siagers, and they have succeeded by 
their vast experience, extending oyer many years in nearly 
all parts of the world, to reach the culmination of ideal 
comlortin the wilderness. The site of their present camp 
is within fiffy yards of the river, and alongside a, little ice 
cold brook which furnishes in the hottest time of the 
day a refreshing drink, A] trees and bushes near by which 
serve for convenient lurking places of noxious insects ara 
cormpletely removed, leaving them a large airy space of an 
aere or more, on which there are three tents, a floored com- 
pactly bail frame house for cooking purposes and shelter 
of their men, und « little dining-house. The latter is sur- 
rowided on, al) sides with wire gauze in place of boards, and 
is thus a perfeetly mosquito-proof retreat, where the sports- 
man can enjoy bis meals and a quiet pipe with us much 
comfort asin any well fitted out Sittine-room, Comfortible 
canvas stretchers and other like contrivances complete the 
furniture, al designed for solid comfort, not ornamentation. 

Their help is the best obtainable at Gaspé, whence they 
were shipped to the St. Johns. The force available consists 
of four canoemen, along with Ben, the cook, who has been 
under careful and critical training for a. number of years 
until he bas remodeled ind improved upon his former back- 
wood notions and now turns out from time fo time as “ood 
dishes from the smoky depths of his workshops as could he 
expected in a well-seryed restimaint, Nor does the vistu of 
a beautiful river, clear as crystal and often well stocked 
with large salmon undisturhed hy anyone, not even the 
passing Indian, impair the digestive processes, Fishing used 
to he excellent. but afew years ago. The catch hus, how- 
ever, this year greatly fallen off, both in point of namber and 
size ot the fish, and only ninety salmon had heen taken from 
the latferend of June tothe beginning of August. This 
complaint is a general one, with exception of Natashquan, 
where a score of 365 salmons, averaging [fourteen pounds, 
were made in five weoks by its lessees, Messrs. Do Vere anc 
Maurice, both of London, England. 

Fishing on these rivers is best hy heginning of June, when 
the salmon ascend, but it dwindles down gradually and hbe- 
comes unproductive by latter end of July. Morning and 
night are considered here, as elsewhere, as the best hours 
for sport, Thesilver doctor, golden pheasant and Jock Scot 
are the favorite flies, the latter in particular is considered us 
the most taking. The casting is made from the shore, which 
hus senerally wide, open gravel beaches, or from canoes, 
which, when handled by two skillful men, are often prefer 
able. The fish captured are turned over to the men, who 
either sali or smoke them. 

We soon feel at home in company wilh centlemen, who 
are virtual true sportsmen in the fullest sense of the word. 
The older of the twain, Mv, Gawand, may claim the atten- 
lion of the reader by a passing notice, In point of bis com- 
pact mould and massive physique he fain reminds us of the 
old Norman type personified in a Warwick or rather the 
powerfully built Goths so graphically portrayed in Kings- 
ley’s “‘Hypatia,” Though near sixty years of age he is still 
more active and vigorous than many men half of his age, 
and seems to bid defiance to the encroachments of time in 
virtue of almost perfect physical health. His experiences 
might fill yolumes if written down, sibee bis travels ex- 
tended for many years over some of the most famous hunt- 
ing grounds upon our globe. One of the yery first while 
men who stood af the brink of the great falls of the Zambesi, 
he has hunted these remote grounds from 18 mouth to near 
its sources for the lion, elephant, hippopotamus ond rhino- 
ceros, not to speak of the countless species of antelopes, 
gazelles and other ruminants for which South Africa is 
famed. There isnot a.corner of ourown Western Territories, 
from west of the Mississippi tothe shores of the Pacitic, 

muscular, 

(him under his especial care and protection, 

where the crack of his rifie has nof been heard, and his ad- 
ventures in our own continent alone could fill volumes. 
Added to these stupendous journeys are several years of ves- 
idence in South America, when in pursuit of the guanaco 
he crossed, several times, the snow-crowned Andean ranges, 
and thus rounded off his practical experiences concerning 
all of the uotable game im our western hemisphere. Nol 
withstanding all of these achievements, well calculated to 
instil a due allowance of pardonuble yanily, the bearing of 
this prince of sportsmen remains yet as simple and unaf- 
fected us that of a child, cast with the mold of ail great na- 
tures wherever and in whatever profession we chance to 
meet them, May he enjoy for many long years to come 4, well- 
earned, happy, ripe age, the personification of typical manly 
sentiments, kind in all of his impulses, and of a cast such as 
we are wont to often picture ideally but rarely, if ever, 
realize, 

There is one member of the conmpany whom [almost for- 
got to mention, though his history und daily life are not at 
all devoid of interes!. Tt is Jumbo the beaver, a prottly little 
pet six months of age, as tame as a dog and almost as at- — 
fectionate to his human master as a little child. His mother 
was trapped by Indians, who captured the xix weeks old 
orphan and sold it at the salmon camp for a trifling consid- 
eration. Jumbo has leamed since to come quickly when 
called by anyone belonging to the camp, although he mani- 
fests a decided preference for Pred. Beatty, who has faken 

Tle wanders 
about withoul having any restraint put upon his movements, 
and takes regularly his morning and evening bath in the 
near-by river, after which he makes @ careful toilet, dries 
himself as near as he can, and retires for his night’s rest un- 
der a blanket in any one of the tents, unless he is put into 
his box. He has af command « variety of sounds expressive 
of his feelings, some of which resemble those a petted child 
is prone to utter, Though by nature amicubly and peace- 
fully inclined, he is occisionally aroused lo fits of anger, 
in which he uses his forepiwe and deals blows right and left 
with about as much dexterity as a child could employ. 
Though his teeth re well developed, he las never yet shown 
any inclination to bite, 

The development of its transmitted instincts. which ought 
fo manifest themselves by a natural tendency to construct 
dams and like structures is slow, and he is not in the least 
concerned about the arrangément or accumulation of any 
loose sticks or branches, The last and only one of his feats 
in this line is recorded of him when he was finally taken to 
Gaspé, where he was busy in digging a large and deep hole 
at the baniss of a little creek near the house, where he lived 
on good ferms with a, large dog, I am assured, however, 
by old hunters, that the beaver m a state of nature does not 
attain fo the full development of his constructive faculties 
until the fourth year, and Jumbo, though in splendid con- 
dition and as rounded as an Ohio pig, is only one-third 
grown and hardly as large’ as a ywoodchuck, <A series of 
observations made upon lis further achievements and de- 
velopment would he of unquestionable yalue and shed much 
light wpon what has heen asserted and surmised in respect. to 
the habits of this most intelligent creature, 

If is here worthy of note that many animals taken from 
this wilderness domesticale yery rapidly. A full grown 
hairy woodpecker (Pievs villosus) became last year on inmate 
of the camp, and grew more bold and familiay than 
any tamu domesticated bird, Lt would fly off to parts un- 
known during tie day, but returned invariably before night, 
and had the habitto hghtin the most unconcerned manner 
upon (he head ov shoulder of any man who happened to be 
near. There is now a tame young raven at the Southwest 
Point lighthouse on Anticosta which prefers the buildings 
about the tower to the near-by woods. It flies off for long 
distances along the beach, but makes frequent calls, par- 
ticularly when it notiees any open window, where it may 
have an opportunity to indulge in ils inqurable thievery and | 
hiding propensities. 

Our stay at the falls of the St, Johns is, however, brief, as 
fishing is growing poor. The encampment is broken up 
for this season, and all movesble materials are transferred 
to six canoes, which are loaded to their utmost capacity and 
carry rapidly their cargoes to the mouth of the river, where 
the general headquarters are fixed, Within gunshot of the 
House lies Out neat, small schooner, a metamorphosed quon- 
dam fishing oat, the Gasher, which is used for excursions 
alone the coast, when time threatens to #row dull. Ags there 
are yet a few weeks fo pass, everything is put in readiness 
and a force of four men selected us the needed complement 
for the three boats which are hoisted on board. Our destin- 
ation is a short excursion to the near hy Mingan Islands. 
They stretch for about ninety miles At a short distance from 
the north shore, which they fringe like a disjointed neck- 
laco as far as Natushquan, Unlike the rocks on the main 
shore they are formed of limestone, evenly steatitied and 
closely vesembling by texture and fossil remains those of 
Anticosti Island, which is separated from them hy « strait 
of about twenty nriles in width. There is no doubt but that 
they were once united with the former, which formed the 
southern shores of the mainland, of which it was once an 
integral portion. L. 

dlatuyal History. 

» THE MASSASAUGA’S BITE. 

{AN it be thirty-seven years ago this very September, 
/ since Charley Vance and the wrifer were induced to 

leave Western New York with its grand old forests and 
abundance of sport, for the rather new and decidediy un- 
healthy regions of Southern Michigan? Tempus pPugit. 

Byery gray-haired lover of rod and wun ean call to mind 
localitivs which he has been induced to seek by some slight 
hint trom one in whom he had faith, and who bad been 
there, In our caseit was “Bart Meyers,” a young giant, 
a evack shot, and a full pattern of 4 man every way. Bart 
had done Southern Michigun pretty thoroughly for four 
months, with a twelve pound Kentucky rifle and his knap- 
sack forhis only companions, He expressed the opinion 
that nowhere on earth could a pleasanter coyntry and greater 
abundance of fish und game be found than in the region he 
hac prospected, 

Hé particularly endorsed the country lying north of Hud- 
son, Lenawee county, and he thought Devil Lake about the 
finest spot he had ever struck for a camp. Bass, pickerel, 
orouse, deer, turkeys, quail, squirrels, rabbits, too plenty. A 
man was tempted to shoot beyond reason, His story Was 
told late in October; it turned us. All through the winter 
we talked it up in our little cosy room, and organized our 
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fishing tackle and oiled our muzzle-loading Billing- | edge of the grove and he in the marsh; he suddenly sang 
lursts, and practiced off-hand every mild day, and quite got 
Ourselves in love with Devil Lake ond Sand Lake without 
good reason therefor, All throigh the spring and long, 
hot summer it wart our one objective point, the stuke to 
Which we were steadily working up, ani it cume tous. The 
having of such» heurty, healthy object constantly ahead 
was, perhaps, worth more than we knew. 

At last, on a hot day in carly September, we took u packet 
of the old “Red Bird line” for Buffulo, Then, the old 
clumsy propeller Globe for Toledo. And then camp the 
ride by railroad. The ‘Southern Michiran,” what there 
was of it, andit was not much, Twenty miles of rickety 
alrap vail, one shabby car, 4 trifle larger than a wagon, a 
six-ton locomotive culled the “Rocket,” a couple of quaint 
freight vars, yery small. Such was lhe train as made up 
every day on whatis now the grand ‘‘Southern Michigan 
Railway.” Just here I want to state the fact that we had 
leisure to get off the train and shoot squirrels alongside the 
track going west. And coming back two months later we 
saw the ‘ Rocket” stalled in the black looking-ditch, because, 
asa train hand told us, the envineer had tried to crowd her 
and she jumped the track! Compare that with the ‘‘South- 
ern Michigan” to-day, All the same the trip wasa pleasant 
one, and it was not tedious. The eighteen mile ride from 
{he end of the railroad to Hudson wis slow but full of in- 
terest. The people were friendly toa fault, more than one 
farmer offered. to board us for $1.25 per week, if we could 
“nut tp with his fare.” Compre that with the way summer 
andere are pecked and fleeced at popular ‘resorts? nowa- 
Sis, 

At fudson we struck « broad-shouldered, rough-looking 
old grianger, who calmly looked us over in a way we did not 
like, T thonght him rather a backwoods rouzh—one who, 
it might be, was disposed to resent a decent bat or store 
clothes as a personal insult. Iwas mistaken. When he 
had listened tous uwhile he came wp to me, gave mie a 
startling slap on the back and said, ‘‘You come from Roch- 
ester? Lo an from Syracuse, Iye been here ten year. 
You jest come with me.- 1 live two mile from the lalses. 
Pye got two fool boys who are just your style—want to fish 
an’ bunt all the time.” Aud we submitted to farmer Noyes, 
and went home with him, and were introduced to his ague- 
stricken family of wife and eiglt children, (Alas, that such 
asylvan paradise should be enrsed with the plagues of aoue 
and malsrious fevers. But such has been the lot.of more 
than one Western Afate.) A brother could not have treated 
is more kindly. He offered to board us for $1.23 per week, 
oras much less as we pleased to pay. Ite owned the only 
skilf on the lakes; we were welcome to its use. If we 
winted to camp, his two boys, Gabe and Bill, would take 
the feam, put us on the best spring, take an old seythe and 
cut us all the grass we needed, h-lp us make eamp, stay 
with us if we chose, show us the best hunting and fishiny 
grounds, and in a general way, do all in their power to 
make our stay a pleasure, We accepted the offer thank- 
fully. Gabe took us iu marvelous spring, a model camp- 
ing vround, 

The spring gushed out just below a stiff layer of blue 
eluy, cold, clear and strong. Tt was shaded by oaks and 
shrubs, and was one of ihe finest I have ever seen, 

In mnuking canip we missed the hemlock, but we had the 
lorie marsh grass, woolen blunkets und a square sheet of 
strene cotton cloth eight feet by ten, well oiled, ard safe 
for a shelter against any rain. It was a pleasant camp, that 
on Devil Lake, 

And how cheap the living was. How friendly und kind 
the settlers. And what sport! Luckily 1 haye my musty 
old check book at Sand, from whieh I quote prices as fol- 
lows: ‘‘Plour, $3.50 per barrel; pork, mess, 4c, per pound; 
butter, 10c, per pound; polatoes no salt, given away; eggs, 
Gc. per dozen; tine hams, Ge. per pound; board, country 
hotels, $1.75 to $2 per weelk; board, among farmers, $1.25 
per week, or what you like.” y | 

Looking back through the dim vista of forty years and the 
seven trips I have made to Michigan, I rise to say that, aside 
from the absonee of hemlock, the ahsence of trout and 
mountiins, and the danger of malaria, Michigan is the finest 
State for sport in which I have ever camped. s 

We soon found that it would not do to shoot or fish more 
Hiin an hour or fwo daily. You can’t relish an excellent 
squirrel soup, or a pigeon stew, or fried fish for breakfast 
with each and all the animals rotting about camp, and we 
kepl our camping ground clean aud sweet, ind burned all 
offal, brush, and other debris, and killed no more than we 
could use, Forty rods below our camp was the beginnine 
of a long marsh, grassy, dry at that time, and studded with 
dead tamaracks, on which the pigcons were constantly 
alighting. The marsh was 4 paradise for swamp rattle- 
snakes, or, in the vernacular, massasaugas, while the ship- 
gish outlet was a het-bed of the largest water-snakes, The 
marsh, the outlet, and the timbered land along their borders 
eume to be our favorite hunting grounds. Bass, pickerel 
and ducks were abundant in and on the waters, while on the 
bordering dry lands gray, black and fox squirrels, grouse, 
quail and turkeys, with an occasional doer, were plenty 
enough to satisfy any reasonible sportsman. 

Vuuee liked to hunt the marsh, practicing at the necks of 
ducks und pigeons. 

I chose the uplands, I liked to clip the heads of srouse 
and squirrels. We both were fond of fishing, and, let me 
add, soalkes. 
Now, it happened at that time that there was quite an an- 

imated diseussion going on as to the question, “Do snakes 
swallow their young?” Thut way the question was stated. 
Porter's Spirit of the Tones, then the leading sporting paper 
of the country, rather favored the aftirmative. Naturalists 
were divided. One or two, with something of national 
teputation, ssowed, in a calm, superior way, that the thing 
was, first, improbahle; séeond, nonatural, uncalled for; third, 
against physical and organized laws, therefore impossible, 
allof which was conyincing, and not to he gainsaid by a 
green backwoodamin of tender years, only it happened that 
T had geen the most improbable and tonghest yarns concern- 
ing natural history, the first to he verified by actual facts, 
and IT hud seen the gurter-soake, the watcr-snake and the 
rattlesnilze cach and all of them swallow their young, and T 
said [ will secuve a specimen with the young inside of her 
just ay they were swallowed, and forward the thing to 
‘Porter's Spirit. That will settle ihe question for good. 

Tt has heen my experience through many years that, juat 
when you particularly want a specimen of natural history, 
that is just the time you can’t lay your hands on it, Vance 
and I hunted the lake, the marsh, the outlet, in vain. We 
saw hundreds of water snakes, scores of iassasaugus, and 
secured 2 dozen ects of rattles, but did not tind what we 
wanted until] one hot September forenoon, T heing in the 

out, ‘Come here, quick; here’s your snake swallowing its 
young ones.” Twas there in half a minute, and here is 
what T saw. A large massasauga lying on half a sunken 
log, tail erect, with a low warning rattle, nouth open, and I 
was in time to see the last babj snake disappearing down 
the motherly throat; then she dropped off the log and com- 
menced to disuppexr among the rools of marsh weeds, 
shrubs, and rotten wood. 

The chance was not to belost, I saw nothing better for 
it, and seized her near the tail. She hung to the weeds like 
eriin death, and J pulled strongly and steadily. LI thought 
the biting end of her had got into a ragged looking break in 
the log, and meant to let up as soon as the head came in 
sight, It'came in sight suddenly. Tt came around the stiff 
weed stalks like a flash, and shut down on my left hand 
with a grip I should hardly have expected from such a light 
pair of jaws, I took in the situation at a second’s notice. 
I was “‘snake-bit."" No use to whine or ery out. I took her 
by the neck, snug up to the head, with thumb and finger of 
the right hand, and pinched for all { was worth. She did 
not choke off worth a cent. Then 1 jerked her loose, tearing 
the teeth through the flesh and making a wound that bled 
lreely. In an instant T was sucking the wound with all the 
strength [ eould bring to bear, while I held the squirming 
reptile at arm’s length toward Charley Vance, who clipped 
the head off quietly und neatly. Then we started slowly for 
emmp, I sucking the wound, and all the time pressing and 
squeezing the flesh toward the bite, to get out all the blood 
and poison possible. When my mouth was dry as a bone, 
and | seemed to have exhausted all power of suction, Vance 
wel a handful of fine cut tobacco and tied it snugly on the 
wound, Then I sat down by the spring in the cool shade 
and took to ponring 4 constant stream of cold spring water 
on the arm and hand, while Vanee, under instructions, 
made a huge poultice of blue clay, The poultice, an inch 
thick, and large enough to cover the hand and arm.half way 
to the elbow, was thickly sprinkled with fine salt, and 
pressed on. Tf al once relieved the pain, which was getting 
severe, All this took about two hours. Then Vance sug- 
gested whisky, He assured me that a quart would not 
make me druok, Je had faithin it, Dhad not. But he 
filled a gill cup with common corn whiskey, which IT drank, 
and was tight in less than half an hour, 

Then Gabe Noyes, who had suddenly played out when IT 
was bitten, came back with his father, the country doctor, 
and several sympathetic neighbors, 

The doctor had a hulf gallon of whisky and a bottle of 
sweet oil. Tt was his notion that I ought to drink the whole 
business at once, He even hinted death in case of refusal, 

I began to seefun init, Iwas feeling easier; was already 
half drunk and disposed to joke. I begged off on the 
fronnil that I was 4 little fellow. Lonly held a pint, and 
was already half full, The doctor was a, solemn inan. If 
there qwasa point he didn’t see it. 
He insisted on his whisky and sweet oil, and [ tinally 

took# gill cup of whisky, with a layer of oil on top., I 
thought then, [ think now, that it was bad medicine. 

As the sun sank slowly down the west I lost all relish for 
fun. Iseemed to feel the steady tramp of death marchin 
slowly from hand to shoulder, from shoulder to heart, and. 
was sick—sick all over—sick unto death. 

Farmer Noyes looked serious. THe sent his son home 
with the team, and stood by me that painful night. I had 
faith in the spring, and kept pouring the cold water on arm 
and hand, Every two honrs they made me a fresh cluy 
poultice, increasing the size until at last they reached nearly 
to the shoulder, 

Just at sundown I was taken with a chill and became 
numb all over, They made a huge fire. They brought in 
my rifle, and the snake. They ent the snake open «and 
counted the young ones—thirteen in all. They remarked 
on the edincidence that the number of rattles should corres- 
pond—thirteen rattles. 

It wasa miserable night. Iwas cold, delirious and sick, 
IT came to realize that asnake bite was a rough joke, but 1 
did not expect to die. 

In the early gray of the morning T became unable to stand, 
and felt like freezing, They made a bonfire that threatened 
to burn the camp. When the sun was fairly wp 1 made the 
spring and commenced to pour cold water again. 
Then relays of clay poultices. A cup of the strongest 

black coffee, a nip of hot whiskey and a gill of squirrel 
soup. 
Then, the swelling began to subside. I felt better. 

Twenty-four hours ufter the bite, I could say Twas safe, Tt 
had been worse, more painful than I should have supposed, 
It may be that the bite of our black or yellow mountain rat- 
tlesnake is more dangerous than (he bite of the massasauga; 
and the bite,of the large diamond rattlesnake of the South- 
erm States may be sill more deadly. I donot know. The 
bite of u massasanga is bad enough. 

The second night was more enduralle, I was no longer 
delirious and had no chills, 1 slept fairly, rousing: up once 
in about two hours for afresh poultice. The skin, which 
had been glossy, with a watery semi-transparent look, began 
to shrink with a whitish shriveled appearance. Just three 
days from the iime [ was bitten I was decidedly convales- 
cent. On the fourth day, just before sundown, I was on 
the lake fishing. The arm was stiff and swollen, and the 
fingers somewhit like a row of bologna sausages; but I could 
Manage an oar or ayrod after a fashion. On the fifth day 
the poultices were discontinued, and fhe only treatment 
thereafter consisted of two or three daily washings of band 
aod arm in strong brine—salt and water, Im a week I was 
enjoying the old life well as ever. In six weeks the skin 
had peeled off nearly to the elbow, and I have never felt any 
invonvenience since from that little experieuce. But I found 
myself a good deal demoralized on serpentology. Whien- 
ever I stirred up a rattler with his sharp warning whiz, a 
sort of electric thrill would dart from fingers to heart, and 
a disposition to start.or jump was irrepressible. Thhas never 
left me. I still handle the festive ratller; but I doit with a 
quickened pulse ind beating heart, 

iuet me add a few words on snake bites, Thaye personal 
knowledge of more than fifty cases, and only know of 
three deaths, (excepting the case of Doctor Wainwright, 
who, being a doctor himself, and in easy call of the doctors 
in New York, could hardly be expected to recoycr). The 
thrug eases alluded to were exceptional. In each of the 
cases the blood was heated, the snake was large and virile, 
and the bite was inflicted in a most dangerous place, One 
victim was bitten in tle neck, the fanys reaching a large 
artery. One yas bitten on the wrist duvply and far from 
help. The third, x young woman in the western part of 
Penusylvania, was bitten while coming off the mountain 
with « pail of berrics in each hand. She dropped her pails, 

fell down, and was bitten deeply the second time. She died 
that evening, and was buried before sunrise the next morn 
ing, so rapidly had decomposition taken place. 
A young man was bitten near Ansley’s last summer, and 

the trentment resorted to was whisky. He was dead drunig 
for twenty-four how's, was sick a long time, and recovered: 
with the loss of a finger, 
Boy bitten on hand at Lloyds, eighteen miles helow here. 

Two days before a doctor could be had. Simple remedies 
were applied; salt, tobacco, cold water, ete. The lad soon 
got well. 

Six miles below Lloyds a farm hand, in mowing, cut off 
about five inches from the biting end of a large rattlesnake. 
He seized the piece near the head intending to drop it in a 
hollow stump, ‘The head turned around and bit him on the 
{humb, He was already well primed with whisky, and his 
friends proceeded to fill him with the sume’ until he was 
dead drunk. Between the whisky and the poison he had a 
rough time of it, For days his life was despaired of, but 
he finally recovered, 

Schoolboy bitten on Long Run, sixteen miles from here. 
Remedies: sucking the wound, pressing: out all the poison) 
and blood possible with salt, cold water, etc.; no whisky, 
Boy was attending school in a week theveatter, 

1 could give 2 score of additional cases but these are 
enough, They go to prove that whisky is no antidote to 
snake poison, at least for one in the habit of drinking it. 

Perhaps it may not be amiss to offer niy own notions of 
remedies in case of poisoning by the bites of insects or 
reptiles, First, if the bite inflicted by a poisonous snake is 
not severe enough to hlced freely, enlarge the wound by use 
of the knife. Next, if it be possible, suck the wound 
rey. pressing the surrounding parts towards the! 
wound, For outward application, 1 believe ammonii to be 
the best remedy; butit is seldom at hand. Common salt, 
moistened to a poulticetike consistency, is the next best thing’ 
Tknow. It should cover the wound and the adjacent flesh 
to the thickness of Lalf an inch or more. After three or 
four hours, the clay poultice, as before described, and hy 
ull means keep up the pouring of cold water. No man will, 
suffer much or long from a snake bite or scorpion sting who 
adopts the above treatment, proyided fhe application be 
prompt. 

On the Amazon River I found ammonia the one remed 
in which all had faith. Tf that) was'not at hand, then salt. 
I knew of many cases there; scorpion, tarantula, coral snake, 
and even the deadly suruenew being included. With the ex- 
ception of the latter none of them proyed fatal. The sting: 
of the centipede was the most obstinate and painful, but i 
would yield to copious applications of ammonia, 
Twas stung by the common gray scorpion on the Hstrada: 

San Joan, anil in one minute had a handful of wet salt on 
the wound, It was about equal to a first-class hornet sting; 
the promptness of the treatment sayed me much pain. 
A physician in the southern part of this State, who has 

probably freated 43 many snake bites as any manin America,’ 
depends entirely on, first, enlarging and pressing the wound, 
second, on pouring cold water. Hé has never lost a case of 
snake poisoning, L 
And enough of snikes, poison or otheryise, 

BIRD MIGRATION IN THE MISSISSIPPE 
VALLEY. 

COMPILED FROM THE NOTHS OF MR. 0. WIDMANN BY | 

WwW. W. COOKE. J 

PART 
Tiditer Havest and Streunie: 
The following notes on the moyements of our birds were 

sent meé in daily reports by Mr. O, Widmann, 4,024 Caron 
delet ayenue, St, Lonis, Mo. In gathering them tovether 1 
haye endeavored, as far a8 possible, to preserve the exact 
words of the author, 
My plan has been to give in Part First the general state- 

ments, and afterward in Part Second a tabulated list of the 
dates of arrival aud departure. The nomenclature is thitt of 
the last Smithsonian catalogue. In Part Second the numbers) 
before the namé denote fhe order of ariival this spring: 
Where several arrived the same day they are given te 
same number. Yours respectfully, 

W. W. Cooxn, 

NERSMUK, 

Watre EArts, Minn., Jine 10, 1882, 

Sv. Lours, Mo,, Feb. 22, 1882.—Der Sir: Your invita 
tion 10 help in tracing and timing the birds in their migpa- 
tions, 1 accept with enthusiasm, and promise aid to the 
full extent of my power. The chapter of migration is the 
most interesting part of the whole science of ornitholowy, 
hutit cannot be studied to great advantage without the co- 
operation of others. ‘ 

There scems to be no part of the globe more appropriate 
for this particular branch of investigation than the valley of 
fhe Mississippi. Migration has been studied for azes, but 
the work has never been done systematically, with “simulta- 
neous co-operation, and therefore there has always been a 
tendency for speculation to step in where actual observation 
was lacking, 

Having recorded every bird observed during {he last four 
years, I am already in possession of a consideralle number 
of data. Timediately after receip| of your letter IT set to 
work to prepare a list of what I thought the most interesl- 
ing dates, namely, the first (= F,) and last (= L.) days of 
transient visitors (= T. Y.). ‘The last (—LL.) days of winter 
sojourners (= W, 8.) and the arrival (— F\} of summer so 
journers (— 8. §.). While doing so Tl found that such doe 
not always give a correct insight into the movements of 1 
bulk of a spucies, and I tried to remedy this omission 
inserting another date, which I named N. N. (—numeron 
and noisy), as it means the first day when J found the species 
humerous, probably the arrival of females, which event cam 
as well be heard as seen. ’ 

In studying the migration of birds I think we have to 
consider principally the movements of our common, welle 
known, conspicuous birds, and that the arriyal of rare birds 
is of little value, The dates of arrival of single individuals 
do not show much of interest; a full exponent of the moye- 
ments of a species is only obtained by continuous observa 
tion and repeated reports upow the bird’s doings. 

3, 7, '82.—Last year spring hegan here on the 36th of 
April, This year it has already set in on the Ist of Marchy 
The meadows were rich green in February. Maples are 
covered with flowers. Frogs croak since 3, 1. Grassho 
pers and butterflies are abroad. Wverything is advanced 
except the bird life, on which thia fine spring weather h 
had little effect. - 

8, 19.—There waa a pertcot, standstill in everything from 
8, 6, ilL3, 15, the weather being cool, wet, gloomy, windy, 

: i i) ie 
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with slight frosts. Since the 15th we have had warmer Hut 
changeable weather, and yesterday a warm spell with mer- 
cury 76dez, #ahr. On our bird life the forwarduass of the 
scuson has had little effect, There are a few arrivals of such 
birds as do not generally come at this date, namely, thrasher, 
H, yujus, one seen 3, 18; purplemartin, P. sudis, three seen 3, 
16; yellow-rumped warbler, D. coronate, one male and one 
fumale scun'3, 15; white-bellied swallow, 7) bicolor, a party 
of ten seen #, 16, hunting oyer a lake, These are the only 
species, and very few individuals of which 1 could say that 
they hive been influenced to make their appearance before 
their time hail come. 

5, 20.—Yesterday we had warm easterly winds with light 
rin, Birds seem to be moving now, and new arrivals were 
Tumerons, especially chippies. Early peach trees in flower. 

4, 2.—Froin 3, 20, to 4,1, werestormy, cold windy days, and 
frosty nights. Noercat change could be expected, none 
took place. The first pair of my martins, 1 mean martins 
which nesi on my premises. arrived on the 22d, and tonight 
twelve pairs have taken lodgings, these are all old birds, 
birds of the second year have not yet arrived. To-day we 
have regular summer femperatire, 64-87 dey., at 84 P. M. 
thermometer showed 111 deg. in sun, 

4, 3.—<Another summer day, Great change in bird life, 
Air full of the song of the thrasher (A. rufus). Where there 
were four thrashers last week there are more than forty to- 
day, and allin full soug from 4 A. M, They must have ar- 

—tived during the night. This isthe day [ call N. N. The 
cowhird aud Carolina dove have also increased in numbers, 
but the principal part of the great change in. our bird life 
lies in the ulmost total absence of the suawbirds (/. hyemealis.) 
Tnstead of a hundred, as met with with last week, I could 
not find ten snowbirds to-day. They have certainly availed 
themselves of these warm moonlit nights to draw nearer 
home or probably right into their homie. 

4, §6.—This morning a heavy rain produced a new start in 
the advancement of vegetation and insect life. Most trees 
have small leaves, Thrashers wild with song and seen in 
pair's, Pipilo, males, fighting like roosters. 

4, 16.—There has been a great check to the progress of 
Spring, and another perfect standstill in the migration of 
birds. ‘The first week of this month was a series of summer 
days. It was astonishing that the arrival of migrants was 
80 insignificant considering the advanced state of tempera- 
ture and vegetation. The change commenced the 9th. At 
sunrise of the 11th the thermometer stvod at 29deg., and the 
morning of the 12th surprised us with a sheet of snow. 
Green trees and flowersand white roofs! This great change 
of weather has, of course, a decided effect on the movements 
of birds. Nonew species have been seen since the 8th, except 

asingle swift (C. peldsgivw.) AN the birds behaved quite 
differently from what they did the week before. They did 
hot ascend high trecs, they were nof much heard to sing, 
but they kept very quiet and secluded, mostly near or on the 
ground. Yellow-rumps were seen hopping on the ground 
among chippies, and the thraghers would notgo from under- 
neath their briar bushes. Martins remained in or near their 
hoxes for several days without eyen trying to seek food un- 
dil the wind abated on the 18th. They must have been very 
hungry, a8 they went out hunting all day the 14th and 16th. 

They left carly in the morning and did not return before 
" sunset, and still continie to do so, while during warm weather 

they stay in the vicinity of their boxes almost the whole 
time. ‘Tie ruby crown kinglet was the only bird that did 
not lose its good humor during this cold spell; it kept on 
Singing as usual. 
4 21.—We have had fine weather for the last week, but 

the ereat wave of migrating birds has not yet reached us. 
Birds are coming in slowly, only the ayant guard has 
arriyed, afew old males, and it needs a good lookout to dis- 
cover them. Fourteen species were seen for the first time 
to-day, ; 

4, 22,—Last night commenced uark, overcast, threatening : 
we had two light thunderstorms; at sunrise partially clear, 
but sbon clouded again. The wind was light southeast in 
lower stratum, but west in, higher stratum; this morniag 2 
ight north, t 
‘The expected wave has struck fully now. 
birds present to-duy is really marvellous. They must haye 
eome in clouds. For ten hirds yesterday one hundred to- 
day, bul 1 have no idea at what hour they arrived. They 
must haye come during this stormy, rainy, dark nivlt, when 
gue would expect them least. The few arrivals yesterday 
lad not changed the general feature of the bird life, but now 
the change is complete, the aspect summerlike. The birds 
Which brougit this great change are principally the yellow 
Warbler, the ved-beaded woodpecker, the two orioles, the 
1ose-breasted grosbeak, the kinghird, the warbling vireo, 
‘the white-eyed vireo, the yellowthroats, etc. The increase 
im numbers of individuals extended to many other species 
already present, such as robins, fhrashers, Peabody’s, gold- 

finches, swifts and others, which inercase helped to swell 
(he ageregate number to such 4 height. In some places the 
bustle and tumult were so great fhat it was inrpossible for me 
y uae strictly to my rule of identifying each and every 
ird. 
4, 26.—Last night calm, early morning thunderstorm, then 

tearing up after fen o'clock, Considerable movemunts 
have been soing on last night, ourlately arrived species have 

largely increased; ranks of 8,8, illuptapidly. “Many other 
_ species have increased, even redwing blackbird. 

4, 27,—Warm weather coutmues. Ranks of 9. 8. filling 
a0 move and more, Transicuts abundant. Bird life lux- 
 uriant. 

4, 2,—Last five days steady beautiful weather. Northerly 

The number of 

winds and cool nights. Bird life bas not changed much, 
“dthough every day showed new species in my record, 

5, 3.—Sumimer again, maximum 70 deg,, 10 A. M, 60 dep. 
Very few trees are withoutfull grown leayes now. Potatous 
Rand high, Corn being planted. 

5, 4,—Atter a mild, clear moonlit night (60 deg.) a warm 
(80 deg.) day, south wind, just the weather for birds, and, 

deed, the most glorious day of the season for an ornithol- 
ogist. tis the heiyht of the season. All birds, sojourners 
vant ivansients are in soug. Number of birds, both by species 
and individual, the highest of the year, Bird song every- 
Where and the concert in many places perplexingly many- 
Yoiced. Great numbers haye arrived since yesterday, es- 
pecially catbirds, olive backs, Tennessee warblers, black 
polls, white crowns, indigos, blackthroated buntings, 
Srchards, ctc. ‘lo give you un idea of the richness of 
Our present bird fauna, let me say that IT have during my 

orning's walk to-day identified over eighty species. And 
nding on a wooded bluff which slopes to River des Peres 

(a.crecl thaf forms the southern limits of the city) I have 
noted fifty species which I could see or hear withont 
oving From the spot. Between 64 and 8; A. M. the noise 

which 4]! these birds made was sometimes deafening, the 
more so as the Tennessee warblers and blackpolls were 
almost os bad as the thirteen-year Jocust last year, 

5, 5—Oalm, warm nicht (67 dey.), sultry, cloudy, hot 
day (85 deg.), with hard storm of rain and hail this after- 
noon. General cliracter of our bird life is summerlike, 
At 3:40 A, M. the catbird, wren, chippy and bluebird were 
already in song; at 4:50, when I left home, the yoices of 
such birds as Traill’s flycatcher, indigo, peewee, cuckoo, etc., 
showed at once the advanced season. 

5, 8.—After that hail on 6, 5, we had a cool, gloomy 
day, 5, 6, with strong north wind, yesterday clearing up 
and to-day southeast wind, warm, feir. No new arrrivals 
to be reported, buta considerable decrease of whitethroats, 
stivalna sparrows and yellow redpolls. Yellow-rumps ure 
all gone. 

5, 14,.—The night of 8th to 9th brought us a series of 
very heavy wind and rain storms, and ever since that 
tine we have had nothing but cold, gloomy, rainy and 
windy (vest and north) days until to-day, when it cleared 
up, still cool, but promising fine weather. During the 
cool weather the birds remained almost silent and kept 
generally very retired, so that it is not possible to give 
the state of the bird life with anythiuy like completeness, 
still no great change lias taken place, and uo new arri- 
vals were seen, 

5. 23.—Cool weather has continned since my last re- 
port, with slight hoarfrost on 16th, The vegetation is far 
advanced, in spite of all cold weather, the foliage too 
luxuriant for an obseryer of birds, but the insect world is 
far behind this season; not even the mosquito has made 
its appearance, The birds seom to have little spare time 
for a song, and are slow in building. The martin is my 
insectometer. The time it spends at home corresponds 
with the abundance of insects. Does it remain at home 
the whole day there is plenty of insect food; does if, keep 
away from home all day, then if has to work hard for a 
living, 

5, 28.— When I made my last report I thought migration 
was at an end, as there were only a few migrants left after 
the south wind perio¢l of the 18th and 19th. How great was 
niy astonishment on the morning of the 24th to find again 
greal numbers of transients, especially Tennessee and black 
poll warblers, Ifthey came from south or returned from 
north I cannot tell, of course, but here they were, numerous 
and very noisy. On the 26th most of them, and on the 27tk 
all of them, had departed again. Some species, especially 
mourning and Connecticut warblers, pass through here un- 
noticed in common years, but this exceptionally cool May 
makes them stay with us in great. numbers and quite a lonz 
time, They have, for the first time, been conimon this 
season, while they are rare in other seasous. 
A few other species I baye not met with at all this season, 

for instance Sitte canadensis, Spizella pallid, D, lackburnie, 
ete, 

The most conspicuous birds in transit during the last few 
days were the nighthawks. During thedaytime they were 
met with everywhere, hunting over fields, singly or in par- 
ties of ten or more, or sitting on trees, fields, fences, ete. In 
the evening of the 25th, 26th and 27th they migrated north 
in a yery loose but continuous stream, from 64 to 74 P. M. 
Ou the evening of the 26th we counted within half an hour, 
over 200 going over our house straight north. During these 
cool gloomy days, the water-sheets on the other sides of the 
river and paris of the Mississippi half were alive with dif- 
ferent kinds of swallows anc with swifts, but € do not think 
those were hirds in transit, but they were our St. Louis 8, 8. 
which go thither hunting low over the water. 

5, 29,—Fine day, clear; night has been clear moonlit, but 
transients are still lingering. Ationg tlie species seen was 
one snowbird (J. Ayemlzs). IT hardly believed my eyes: had 
seen none since 4, 20. No nighthawks 1o-day; 10 mosquitoes 
yet; winged insects are still scarce. Martins da not yet 
bnild in earnest. 

6, 8.—The season must be considered closed now; spring 
migration seems to be over as far as this neighborhood is 
concerned. 

[to EBM coNTTINUnND, | 

MONSTERS OF WHITE RIVER. 
THIRD PAPER, 

QO, Byrne did not die with that congestive chill. But be 
should haye died, thereis no doubt of that. Por a 

mano that will perch himself on the imu ediate bank of the 
White River after the ereatest overtiow ever known, unaccli- 
mated, and silly enough to go paddling and wading» around 
through the stinking overflow on hot days in July after 
snakes and things, has not sense enough to appreciate-the 
solid business matters of life, and should die “‘some time or 
other.” Instead of dying as any useful citizen would have 
done under the circumstances, Byrne gained a littlestrength, 
crawled down to the boat and started up White River, 

The White River isthe ¢rookedest straight tiver in the 
world; that is, the general course of the lower river is quite 
straight, but it winds around through a bottom seven to 
twenty miles wide toward every point of the compass. 
Often a steamboat has to travel thuty miles to make ten, 
and one las 4 lively time to keep ou the shady side of the 
boat on ahot day. But Byrne reached the mountains all 
the same, drank of their healing waters, shed his malavious 
dark yellow hide, flirted with the widows, danced will the 
girls, danced a cotillion, in which all four of the girls (ladies 
I should say), none of them over eighteen, were “dipping 
snulf,” (all had a stick in their mouths) while they danced; 
eat double, triple, yes quadruple rations, and ‘‘watermil- 
ions,” “‘cantelopes,” peaches, etc., between meals. 

As he gained strength went up to Port Smith, climbed 
Sugar Loaf Peak, interviewed the Choctaw nation, and re- 
turned here after six weeks’ vacation weighing 149 pounds 
amd ready to tackle anything not larger than » grasshopper, 
found the swamps smelling not qnite sweelly as yet, but 
found scarcely anyone sick, except right along the margin 
of the river and overfiows, wd people living right on the 
open, fragrant, breezy prairics as healthy as people in any 
country. In fact this season proves conclusively that fhe 
open prairies Of this region are ay healthy as any part of the 
tate, the mountains not excepted, and besides one finds on 

them fewer miserics of this Southern life, numely, mos- 
quitoes, chigyers, fleas, ticks, house-flies, scorpions, snakes, 
etc. The most objectionable features of the prairies are 
“hoss-flies.”" A small and larga grecn head horse-tly and a 
Pare black one are at times very severe on horses and cattla, 
ut these will disappear as the prairies are settled, ay they 

did in the Western States, 
Mr, Lee Griffith of this place, last month while walking 

along a road, with an axe on his shoulder. found a large 
yellow or mountain rattlesnake, a ‘‘mouster” which he pro- 
veeded at once to decapitate. This snake proyed to be six 
fect four inches long and thirteen inches in circumference 
at the largest point. Its rattles had in some way been muti- 
lated, only four remaining. Tts skin roughly preserved by 
my friend Ben is now before me. How gladly would I have 
tiven a twenty dollar bill to haye this snake saved for me 
alive and uninjured. He was in good condition, colors 
bright, and full fed, I have had a lifetime longing to 
capture a yellow rattlesnake over six feet, but have never 
found one alive over five feet, except one I capturcd in Ne- 
braska five feet and one inch; this 1 kept for three months 
ina glass-fronted box along with four others somewhat 
smaller, and during that whole time I could not preyail on 
any of the five to strike at me, except this larger one. he 
would strike every time he was disturbed, At the first 
strike he would leave quite a drop of ‘‘pizen” on the glass, 
from each fang, then the amount decreasing with each 
strike until the fourth, after which nothing visible would be 
lett on the glass, and this has been my experience with all 
poisonous snakes, the majority of them not offering to bite, 
unless held, but devoting all their energies for retreat. 

THe “CoTTON MOUTH.” 

The day before receiving the number of Forest Anp 
Srream for August 31, while hunting quail on the upland 
in this vicinity, T noticed my setter pup nosing after sonie- 
thing inthe grass. [approached and found it to be a snake; 
seeing that it was a new species to me, I put my foot on its 
head to examine it, when it flattened out the middle of its 
body extensively, 1 thought then that it was the common 
“spreading-adder,” or ‘‘viper,”- (I have refrained from 
writing of snakes, for the reason that, in nearly every. neigh- 
horhood, fhe more common gnakes haye different names 
given to them by the people; and, not knowing them by 
their technical names, I am well aware. that it is hard to 
know what particular snake is meant when called by any 
name ; and | regret this exceedingly, for I have paid great 
attention to the habits of snakes all my life.) -[ moved ny 
foot backwards from its head, when it turned its head up- 
wards and sideways and bit the toe of my boot. I plainly 
sew both its fangs, and the exuded poison spread over my 
wet boot. 

This conyinced me that it was not the adder or viper, 
which are a class of—so far as [have ¢xamined them—per- 
fectly harmless snakes, so far as biting a person is concerned, 
The snakes [mean are such as when irritated flatten out 
their head and neck execedingly, some of them at the same 
time hissing or blowing and striking, Thinking my find 
was the snake here called “‘cottonanouth,” said to be quite 
common, I cut off its head and carried it to this village to 
haye the natives determine what it is called here, and they 
calmly proceeded to give it three different names, to wit, 
*cotton-mouth,” “‘sprending-adder,” and “‘upland-moccs- 
sin,” the last name is by an intelligent colored gentleman, 
The majority, however, insisted that its right name was 
“cotton-mouth.” I mention this snake simply forthereason 
that it exactly, in all particulars, answered the description 
of the ‘“upland-moceasin” (Anecistrodon atyafiiseus)’ in the 
paper referred to, except the tail, which did not terminate 
inw ‘small, horny point,’ cr if it did the “horny point” 
was very smallindeed, for I examined its point carefully, it 
being so very tender toward the point, and I recollect 
giving this point attention for the reason that several 
have told me that there are snakes here with such tails, but - 
T accept tales about snakes from no one as facts, simply for 
the reason that the great mass of people when they catch 
sight of a serpent, no odds how small, lose every sense ex- 
cept that of fear, and are therefove asa rule incapable of 
telling the truth about if. Hence snake stories are even 
wore than ‘‘fish stories,” therefore | am jnclined to believe 
that Dr. Troost’s “upland moccasin’ is simply the Arkansaw 
‘cotton mouth,” UH so, I think numerous specimens can be 
obtamed here,* but for one I will not agree to furnish any 
with spikes im their tails. I will not flatly dispute that there 
are such serpents, but, wellif any of my readers tind such 
asnake, please cut off the spike and mail it to the snake 
editor of Forusr ann Srrnam, This snake that [ decapita- 
ted was uot at all vicious, not striking the puppy nor at me, 
until I held it fast, Willsome herpetologist kindly publish 
in Forms? AND STREAM a list of all the serpents so far as 
known in the United States, with their technical names, 
together with all their vulgar names and cyery known 
synonym? BYRNE. 
- CrockEert’s BLurr, Avk., Sept. 15, 1882. 

*T hope no one will gather the idea from these papel's that Arkan- 
sas is a dangerous country to live in, on account of snakes; for the 
facts are the reverse. Like all new and thinly-settled regions, ser- 
pents are more plenty than in old, thiekly-settled regions, Ibis true 
that there are a great many water moccasins along White River, but 
they are not at all dangerous, never taking the offensive or striking 
unless stepped on or held. I had no fdea, when I came here that this 
snake had poisonous fangs, but the evidence is too great to dispute, 
and curiously, since this question was brought to my notice, [ haye 
been unable to capture a specimen, so as to positively determine this 
point. And, ag Tforgot it in its proper connection, I will add that 
Prof. Troost is right as to the upland moccasin having four fangs, in 
one sense of the word ; for the anterior ends of both undér-jaws are 
armed by along, strong, backward-curying tooth, yery like a fang 
proper, but yeh they are teeth proper (for holding their prey), an 
Rolidly set on the jaw, and not hinged like fangs proper. The fangs 
(poisonous) proper of this snake were stouter than those of the rattle- 
suake, but not so long, poison-sack yery large. By 

Breepmna Quart. ry CoNFINEMENT.—Following is 2 eon- 
linustion of Mr, John R. Willis’s work with the quail. It is 
taken from the Winfield (N. J.) Monitor: ‘Monday, Sep- 
tember 18.—The quail are hatched; how many I do not 
know. There was an unusual chattering’ between the pair 
this A. M., that gave warning of the momentous event, but it 
was not until I returned from town at 5 -P. M., that Iwas 
assured of a ‘successful result’ in seeing 2 number of empty 
shells on the floor outside of the nest, and on looking in the 
nest found that my gentleman was also on the nest, thus 
scemingly being desirous of appropriating some of the credit 
due while having done but little, as may seem to us, towards 
accomplishing if, There is no mistake, however, that lie is 
now thoroughly interested in his progeny. What shape that 
interest will assume atter the birds come out remains to be 
seen, but if he is inclined to be any way tyrannical T haye a 
prison cell in which to incarcerate him until he learns how 
to behaye. Yesterday, being about three weeks from the 
time the bird commenced to set, I made all thejarrangement 
T could think of for the comfort and health of the coming 
‘chicks, [partitioned offa space on the floor with three-inch 
hoards in which T placed sand and eravel and 4 sod of fresh 
grass, Talso procured a half bushel of sweepimgs from the 
hay mow and scattered them on the floor, and to-morrow A, 
M. Texpect to have the pleasure of seeing ‘Biddy’ and her 
chicks out for their tirst feed. How young quail ach when 
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hatched in confinement I don’t know; but as a boy I have 
scen a nest full of egizs in the evening, and nothing but 
shells in the morning. I don’t suppose I will have much 
more to clironicle in time for your next issue, and will there- 
fore merely say that if successful in raising the birds unfil 
proper growth to determine how to pair them, I propose to 
present at least three sepurate pairs to such gentlemen as 
may satisty me of their ability and interest in the subject to 
Warrant the gilt, lL will donate two pair to gentlemen ap- 
proved by Fornst AND STREAM, a8 4 thank offering for the 
pleasure and benefits | have derived in reading its many and 
varied articles of interest to disciples of the gun and rod, 
September 19 —Eight young quail made their appearance 
this morning and at once commenced to scratch, eat and 
drink, ron after flies, ete, They are all as lively us crickets 
and about the size of the end of your thumb, They don’t 
seem to be afraid and pay no attention to my entering the 
room. Tho cock bird insists on appropriating all the duties 
of nurse, and covers the whole of them whenever he can 
coax them to come. They run out and feed about every ten 
minutes. Barring accidents I have little doubt of being able 
to raise them.— Waits, 

Game Bag ayd Gan. 

Oran Srasons.—Sea tudle of oper seasons for game and tish 
tn tase of July 20, 

QUAIL SHOOTING IN KENTUCKY. 

HE fall of “68 found me established in a border bluegrass 
county in a district where only foxhounds were recog- 

nized as sporting dogs. I always persistently declined in- 
yitations to accompany the hunters, lest the infatuation 
should demoralize me into a nightly follower of the chase, 
Although the old gentleman is now a ‘confirme:! rheumatic” 
from the many hours shivered fhrough on the front yerau- 
dah and yard fences rather than lose 4 strain of that inex- 
plicably and increditably fascinating music of 4 large pack 
in fall ery, T knew that the introduction of hounds to the 
back yard was no more to be entertained than the establish- 
ment of a red fox as the old lady's poultry keeper. , 

The accepted incompatibility of fox chasing with con- 
aistent Sunday Christianity would lave rendered it almost 
blasphemous to join in the chase, and ‘twas eyer an ‘Lvive- 
it-up puzzle” to me to figure ovt the paradox of that individ- 
ual’s unrelenting and uncompromising hatred of the hound 
apecies, and the alacrity with which the approathing 
serenade rushed him into his overcoat and out of the house. 

“Posted” was an unknown term there then, as the géntle- 
man from Africa, with ex-army musket, had not developed 
that remarkable ramificition of his genealogical sapling 
which is now directly traceable to Nimrod and Diana (a 
thoroughbred cross; unquestionably, liaweyer often the 
black crops out in fresh Jitters of pickaninnies) as well as 
demonstrated his utter inability to distinguish a domestic 
fowl from in untamed quail, or discriminate between the 
inoffensive pig and the ferocious. hare. Jf ‘ gates” or 
“bars” were not provided for convenient near-cuts from 
farm to farm, fox chasers had found panels, the top rails of 
which would slip, and fences ‘were no bar to riding where 
you chose, provided you had learned the many routes, 

There was a light thirty-sixcinch double muzzle-loader in 
the family, which was at my command, and a brother, whose 
business engagements prevented his hunting’ that season, 
lent me his pointer, consequently, 1 was in good condition 
to practice on the thirty-two flocks of quails which I had 
located within 4 radius cf ua mile. Often my wife would 
count my game and give me the per cent, of misses, haying 
counted my shots, If | started for a half day's jaunt I 
neatly always mounted my thoroughbred gray, whuse sad- 
dle has more than once furnished mearest for a diffeult 
tifle shot, and over whose head I have cut down many a 
quail frout beyies that be’d flush, The whirr of a bird 
brought him to as stanmch a stand ag did sight or scent the 
little bitch that would alwiys rear up to deliver me game 
killed trom the saddle. 

I soon learned that if a quail, sighted over those 
long barrels, appeared no smaller than a June bug, my 
chances were worth the trial, and before the season closed I 
could almost ayerage two birds to every three shots, on 
which I’ve improved little or nune 

In *69 the crop was nearly up to that of the previous year, 
and proof of my suspicious deseriptions of that “‘happy 
hunting ground” increased my popularity amazingly with 
the boys whose lots were cast in the persecuted districts, 

On 4 clear frosty morning in November, '69, 1 had started, 
lone, fora friend’s farm nearly four miles distant, When 
about 4 mile from home, I met two buggies loaded with 
runs, ammunition, dogs, and four as true sportsmen as ever 
pulled trigger or rucled a line. They were bound for my 
headquarters, where it was proposed to sojourn until they 
were surteited, Three were entire strangers, whom I have 
not since met, nor would I now recoznize, aud whole-souled, 
handsome, eloguenl! Dick, the friend of my early manhood, 
who had broneht his friends forty miles to enjoy our sport, 
can repeat the cheery introductions of that morning only 
when we shall all have met on the ‘‘other sidw,”’ 

Doctor wus a'dignified old practitioner and farmer, who 
wore spectacles in the field, and whose prudence kept him 
a “Ivetle’ in the rear after the first yolley into a bevy on 
the rise, consequently his score at the end of the hunt was 
expressed by a single figure. Harry was a genial young 
Benedict of my uge, und we were well-mated as ordinary 
shots—apter to #et a bird with the second barrel in @ snap 
contest. Will was rapidly merging into venerable bachelur- 
hood, if there be such, and was an exemplary church-going 
farmer, of whom it could be truthfully said that there weré 
literally few hairs between him and heaven, He used a 
common old muzzleloader, for which he paid twice ils 
value, because it suited him, and Lad an old red and white 
setter that would hardly have been demoralized on a wurm 
trail by a bladder of dried beans tied to his tail, 

That old bachelor was the best field shot that I ever say, 
and I sincerely believe the equalof any ot whom I ever 
heard. Tf to-day what he was in 69, d ‘‘put up” on his 
grassing as Mahy as any man living, under the same cirecum- 
stances, svoner than back a favorite which 1 absolutely 
knew would not be pulled. 

Dick had a seven and one-half pounds Mortimer muzzle- 
Joader, built to order, for which he paid $150 in London, 
and barring the circumstances that he was océasionally de- 
moralized when contending with one of the best wing shots, 
whom he vefused to acknowledge his superior, way an ex- 
traordinary shot, 

As an opportunity offered to send ‘word of their arrival, I 
turned them for the fields to which I had started, und they 
were soon reached, buggies and horses secured, hunting 
gear was rapidly donned and the dogs left jo exchange cards 
aswe crossed into the nearest covir, We were not half 
across the field when a flock was flushed ont of range. We 
followed them into an adjoming woodland, whe: Harry 
willed up a brace and made a handsome dotible before : 
point was made. Hvery fellow seemed on his mettle and 
resolved to take no desperate chances, neither any undue 
advantages, and the greater part of that covey was bagged 
without 4 miss, and every gun made a score. WWarry’s ad- 
vantage of a couple was mentioned, but after the next covey 
was put up, and the Doctor insisted on acting marker, Dick 
and Will got down to thei work and pressed rapidly to the 
front by scoring a bird at every shot, till gun barrels were 
so hot and pockets so full that a resting and cooling spellwas 
but sugeestud to be adopted, and it also orcurred that the 
panting dogs needed water, Tt was tacifly understood that 
Dick's whole soul was bent on making a larger bag than 
Will, of whose modestly-worn laurels he bad heard much, 
and with whom he had shot but once, and that a recent 
occasion, when Will’s guest. Dick had used his friends 
gun while the owner substituted the most conyenient, and 
his generously permitting Dick to tie him on their afternoon’s 
shoot, had deluded him into the belief that, he could demon- 
strate to Will that at least one other sportsmen was about as 
nearly dead certain of grounding every fair shot as he, 

Aiter being culightened by Harry a glance at the situation 
disclosed the fact that Willqwas as thoroughly aware of 
what was in the wind as if Dick had declared his intention, 
but not a word cscaped either till that night around the fire, 
and a casual observer of their marvelous shooting could haye 
suspected no more than that they were paired against a rival 
couple shooting over other grounds, with whom they were 
to compare their combined scores at close of the hunt. The 
woodland was surrounded by corm and stubble fields, and 
eyery beyy that we found pitched into that excellent cover, 
and when a halt was called about 2 o'clock, we were so near 
our horses thit twas resolved we should start for: home 
in time to haye quails at supper. My lunch, though plenty 
for two, didn’l grow in the subdivision (nary fish in the col- 
lation), and 4 passing visit toa couple of Aogks of which I 
kocw the location near our route was votcd enough to con- 
clude our first day. We got thirteen from one, and enough 
trom the last beyy to swell our bag fo seyenty-eight, The 
last bird flushed was an old cock, which Harry covered as 
it made a bee-line for Dick, whose lurches and yells to 
“don’t shoot! don’t shoot!” and the Doctor's racket to avert 
the peppering, at probable cost of an eye, which he had been 
dreading all day, made the scene a rather nervously ex- 
citing one till Harry lowered his gun, when it was demon- 
strated that Dick was the only one of thefour cool cnough 
to stop the author of all that hubbub on as beautiful a cross 
shot as is offen made, The accidental cischarge of my gun 
during the day in such close proximity to Dick’s head as to 
temporarily deafen him, tended little to relieye the Doctor's 
apprehensions of accidents. and when Harry deliberately 
eoyered the unfortunate with both barrels at full cock, not 
fifty yards off, it did appear that Dick was doomed to 
slaughter. A dozen for supper had been forwarded by a 
passing neighbor, and the sugsustion of some one that he 
recomnized the aroma of broiled quail was 4 reminder of the 
long fast which, wlile it lengthened faces, it both acceler 
ated and lengtbened our strides suppervard. 
The veranda reached and the strangers weleomed by the 

most hospitable host and wife, 4 count was first on pro- 
gramme, Dick couldn't count more than twenty-seven, 
while Will piled up even thirty, and not one of the party 
could refer to another than the single miss which he declared 
be had made. 

Doctor way the only man who bagged # bird every shot, 
He had three, As the incidents of that day determined bim 
to continue his adopted course, his score at close of the bunt. 
amounted to less than ten. It was decmed an occasion for 
setting out the landlady’s quart bottle, full to the cork, of 
medicine, and as 4 contributor to the combined flavors of 
mint and nutmeg its quality was affectionately tested and 
conceded ‘most excellent,” without shadow of dissent. 
The thoughtfulness of that motherly hostess had suggested 
the contingency of the visitors reaching the field unprovided 
with lunch, and a hint to hurry up preparations tor early 
supper put an unceremonions end to all discussion, My 
memory extends to the ood old days when the wedding 
feast, in fare, and a round of parties (supper and dancing 
always, except at a parson’s house) were the order of mar- 
riage festivities, and till the recent innovation of leyees and 
ax-erinders’ entertainments, those feasts were the unrivaled 
standard of culinary excellence. On such occasions I have 
ever been acknowledged a first-class gastronomer in a j0-a8- 
you-pleuse contest with fingers, knife, fork and spoon, but 
that particular supper saw and went one better any spread 
that { ever attacked. 
Were they not in bad taste (1), details of the dishes would 

prove too distressing for me to voluntarily attempt them at 
this late day—so vividly rémembered—and I must pass on 
to luss melancholy matters by briefly adding that a fried 
oysters’ accompaniment to broiled quails make a mouth- 
Watering impression on memory never recalled without my 
becoming ‘too full for utterance” before first swallowing— 
one of those oysters in imagination. . 
Dick had enough cigars to last through a protracted siege, 

and every brother accustomed to bituminous fuel knows 
what. peculiar zest a cheerful wood fire lends to cigar and 
anvedote after a succcssiul day’s'shoot over good dogs and 
with congenial companions. Dick voluntarily acknowledged 
to his determinition on entering the field, and Will smilingly 
assured him that he had only confirmed a suspicion which 
was aroused early in the day. Jn discussing next day’s 
route it was proposed to go back over the same ground, 
when the old bachelor informed the audience that “twas 
doubtful if those birds were reassembled after an iniervat of 
two nights, Itwas a point to nearly all, which was soou 
verified by some of the skeptical. 

Dick and Will selected birds for breakfast and next day’s 
lunch, despite the landlady’s remonstrance, then drew the 
reinainder and suspended them above the reach of thieving 
carnivora, The dogsand guns were looked after, and a 
motion to retire early met aready second, as it was desired 
that an early start should be made next morning. All were 
astit in timé to hear the birds calling in every direction, and 
“by sunrise a mount for each was at the door, and in conse- 
quence of a hint from the old bachelor as to the great con- 
venience ot such an attendant, the obligmg host nad 
instructed one of his sons ty accompany the party, horse- 
back, with o grain bag, und carry all the game, as well as 
open gates, lay down fences and bars, and hold the horses 

«| 

reliability of the average lumter as a marker. 

during jm engagement, It was the most acceptable addition 
fo our party that could have been made, and almost as in- 
dispensable with me now as my dog. A game hag isa 
nuisance, shoulder straps and strings from belts always 
permit birds to flop around most annoyingly to me, to omit 
ereat stress on often finding only a birds head left in the 
Toop, avid though not an anomalously lazy sportsman, I 
generally manage to have an attendant to help me, even if 1 
can't driye a better bargain than apromise of half the game, 
I have always exhibited highest appreciation of the hoys* 
culinary accomplishments in camp; never object to location 
of the tent, nor grumble at the side of the bed assigned me; 
invarlally complimented the good judgment they displayed 
in taking care of the minnows and their skill in dressing the 
fish; always kept an eye out for the best pile of driftwood 
and reported its location; never refused to stand up in the 
boat and point out the easiest chute up through shoal water, 
anil the safest down—haye even spraweled out in prow of 
the craft like a lizard on # Jog, and aided in pulling through 
hy the twigs overhanging the bank when no other alterou- 
tive: never in a single instance that I can recall, when 
solicited, hesitated to undertake that most difficult under- 
tiking, when the fresh water was provided, to compound 
toddies in accorddnce with the caprice of every member; 
and I defy any mon to prove that Lwas not always ready in 
any emergency, with the best advice instock, Nevertheless, 
notwithstanding, all that Ihave modestly offered in see 
vindication, | have the first time to have escaped in a party 
of four or more, one of those sore-headed, meddlesome, 
hard-to-please fellows, who tried to hurt my feelings by 
haying some confidential chat with one of the boys about 
me, in which I'd overhear something about getting there by 
nigh-euts; if but one good minnow in a bucket of fifty, 
couldnt put my fingers on any other; and nnich more of 
that kind, to invariably wind up with something about 
“9 darned shirk, * 
Tm not over sensitive, and I know that full justiceis 

rarely yendered any of us here, our solace should be in hope 
of ‘future rewards,” But, to the second day's hunt. But 
a few rods from the front gate we left the road through the 
yard of a half finished dwelling house. Eyen the horses 
were started by the rise of a flock from under their yery feet. 
The dows had passed the gate before we turned in and were 
behind us, and the birds so frightened that nearly half of them 
alighted on and in tLe house, Isit nota fact that quails alight 
on the nearest tree or fence from the demorulization of sud- 
den fright? I don’t remember to ever have seen a quail fail 
to alight on the ground, when the bevy had Jain to the dogs 
till put up by the hunter, 
From that yard we passed into a field where three flocks 

were found, and ¢yeryone sought the shelter of a small 
locust grove, in which the grass had fallen in such a tangle 
ag to necessitate kicking ont many of the birds. he 
rapidity of shots reminded the ex-suldier of a brisk skirmish 
during the “recent unpleasantness,” hut there were at that 
time no valiant home guards to ‘rush to the fray” and con- 
fiscate the ordnance (7?) as had been. 

Tn that grove was the only manifestation of the old bache- 
lor’s loss of temper. While reloading after killing one with 
¢ach barrel, Harry and [ winged but one of four that sailed 
off under circumstances that made their escape so shametul, 
for even tyros, that he couldn’t hold in, and the lecture 
wasn’t lost on either of us, for we kept on the «alert the re- 
mainder of the day, for the chance of a split (?) with the 
old fellow when beside him, There too was bagged the onl: 
woodcovck seen by any of the party. That went to the ol 
bachelor’s credit. 
When each fellow had made his depesit in. the grain-hag 

before lesying that grove for stubbles new, Will wasso far 
in the lead that hope deserted Dick, and that nizht he pro- 
nounced the bachelor a “world beater.” 
The next covey we found afforded an instance of the un- 

The birds 
flushed out of range, and every one dropped within view on 
the opposite hillside, ‘I saw ’em go down!” from two or 
three of the six markers led to 2 comparison of opinions. 
Developments proved that the old bachelor was the only one 
who had accurately located them, some of us being badly olf, 
I confess that I can't, in weeds three feet high, kill two” 
birds at a right angle, and turning to gather the first go 
within twenty fect of either, unless accidentally marked by 
some conspicuous object, and I have more than once lett 
both after a disgusting search; consequently I generally stay 
home if I can’t persuade or bribe someone into going along 
as marker and game carrier, It naturally occurs to the 
reader: ‘‘Why doesn’t he have a good retriever?” My 
wite has always taught my puppies to’ retrieve and turns 
them over to me satisfactorily broken, but I have invariably 
neglected that accomplishment so long before taking them 
into the field thal it has been of no practical value to mein 
amajotity of my dogs. How many sportsmen have yet to 
learn the impropriety of endeayoring to aid a retriever fur- 
ther than to approach the spot where the bird fell and take a 
stand until the dog has found the gume, or the trail, if a 
runner? Jt was long afterthe hunt of which 1 write that T 
leaned it of an old friend whose residence necessitated lis 
hunting alone in his younger days, when wing-shooting was 
regarded an impossibility by the majority, and pointers and” 
setters were curiosities to most of our dog fanciers. IT am 
indebted to him for more valuable suggestions during the 
four years that we hunted and fished together than a life: 
time experience would have taught me, He is one of the 
few sportsmen who carry their philosophy into tha fields, 
and when vexed by effects tyaca them back to their ovuses, 
that they may avoid recurrences, - 

In connection with that heyy which developed the unre- 
liability of five of us as markers, occurred two incidents 
which { doubt nol areas fresh in the memory of every other 
member of the party living as in mine. Two birds arose 
before the old bachelor and, started for the adjoining field. 
The first was beautiilly grassed, but before the second 
could be covered it had settled behind an interyening post 
and rail fence and was rapidly whizzing out of range when, 
to the astonishment of all, that remarkable shot dropped ta~ 
a sitting posture and killed the hind through a crack that 
would but comfortably admit the thrust of a foot in climb- 
ing. The preater part of the charge of shot was lodged im 
the rails. It was the handsomest feat that I ever saw in the 
field. The wonderful performances with guos and pistols” 
on the stage, as per programme, soon appear commonpla 
from the realization that they are but recitations of lesso 
conned and rehearsed till they become mere deliveries by 
note. Such performances in the field elicit always warm 
applause and highest admiration from the display of readi 
ness in emergency and quickness to circumyent unantic 
pated obstacles, c a 

The other was the fall of a bird. Flushed high on t 

‘ 
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hillside, he wheelud and made for the cove across the hol- 
low, from which he had been first put up. His line of Hight 
was alniost directly over three who happened in line up and 
down the hill, each of whom in turn saluted him with one 
barrel as he passed ayer, 

The height at which he was hit andthe impetus he had 
gained in winging his frightened stampede to cover and 
ossible escape carried him at an angle of forty-five de- 

Erees to the opposite hillside nearly one hundred yards, on a 
line, a8 we had to walk. On striking the ground he hounded 
like « ball, 

Coniments onthe occurrences just rélated led to a disaus- 
sion of the dogs’ performances, and there was general and 
legitimate oasting except by the old bachelor, whose praise 
Wwasot the others’ dogs. Dick's pointer was a lemon and 
white, wiry little fellow that went like a skyrocket, and gaye 
his master much trouble by frequently ranging too far when 
out of sight and freezing too siawnichly to wame to be called 
off, consequently in high coverit wassometimes a tedious 
job to find him. 
Dick boasted that he would stand as long as game would 

lie, und that he had never been fuilty of a falge point, 
When we crossed into » neighboring field that. doz was dis- 
covered ona point, and when all had gathered around hit 
the universal verdict was, that the dog had lied the yery 
first opportunity that offered, to prove that he was his 
masters equalin even that cssentialaccomplishment, Diek, 
8 Well as 0 erack shot, was a celebrated angler, that could 
drop 4 minnow into « tub of water nine times out of ten, at 
seventy-three feet, when in trim—so reported by average 
anthority—I never fished with him. The grass had been 
grazed off $0 short that within a circle of forty feet around 
that doe there was no more visible cover for game than on 
the hare floor of a room, and after tramping around and 
kicking everything within an improbable range of a dog’s 
nose, we proceeded to give it to Dick unmercifully, even 
the charitable old bachelor deeming it a fit occasion to add 
a genteel tip. ‘This is the first time that lever imew him 
to do it, sure!” was pronounced a rather transparent screen 
behjnd which to endeavor to hide, The doo remained as 
immovable as a piece of siatuary, and the others held a 
Steady birt wondering hack. The fun was becoming up- 
rouriously enjoyable to all but Dick, who supported a small 
tree with bis back while submilting to the demand that the 
flo be left to work out the mystery. 
Td rather own a true-to-life picture, photograph or paint- 

ing, of that particular scene, than a gem from the brush of 
an old muster. It was astunnerto all, and noticeable that 
his nose slmust touched the ground, and that his eyes were 
fixed as if he saw the game just under his nose, but had he 
stood upon a billiard table there could have appeared no 
greater impossibility of there being a bird where his nose 
and eyes indicated. But it was there, coyered by a leaf in 
6 depression made by the tread of a heavy ox when the 
pround was soft, and there it remained till Dick kicked at 
the spot on which the dog’s eyes were riveted. That bird 
tellio Dick’s gun and was bagged, and the exultition of the 
dov’s owner was shared by all. I have seen birds lie to dogs 
when not even » spear of grass mtervened, but Il think that 
was the most extraordinary instance | ever met. 

That was on eventful day’s hunt, for in addition to those 
so prosily narrate 1, there were many other laughable incidents 
sinular to those happening in the almost every day's hunt of 
all. 

Hares were counted game the second day, and the hoisting 
of a white flag guaranteed no profection as the day before, 
when every gunner had to pocket all his game. arly inthe 
afternoon it was decided to finish filling that bag—about 
which there had been smue chafing before we started—with 
livres and vo home, When we reached the house our pack 
horse appeared to be just from mill, and the game was actu- 
ally estimated hy the bushel, The two days’ score of quails 
Was 156, 4 coincidence I shall never forget so long as I 

Seventiy-cight cach day, nearly half 
of which were killed by that old bachelor, who burst fewer 
caps than any but the Doctor, 
Next morning a high wind prevailed and Harry and the 

Doctor left for home. The bachelor, Dick and I revisited 
the stone of the first day’s shooting and found the birds by 
singles and pairs, and not a binch of more than half a dozen, 
just as we had been reassured that morning. By noon we 
ad bagged just twenty-five, and after linch we separated 

with pledges lo repeat the hunt every fall, but the ates 
decreed that our first and last meeting. With that season 
my Convection with the neighborhood terminated, and the 
boy who accompanied us as game Carrier—now the head of 
a family and the best wing shot inthe country—has often 
told us that game has néver been so plentiful as the two sea- 
sons of my residence there, IXENTUCEIAN, 

IN THE NORTH CAROLINA MOUNTAINS, 

Sea with a promise hitherto made, I beg the 
/ indulgence of your readers, whilst I give a bref ac- 

count of a recent trip to the mountains of this State, made 
partly for recreation and partly to enjoy whatever of sport 
the forests and streams might afford. I will premise by 
saying that theresults, as a hunting experiment, were far 
from being so satisfactory as [ was led to anticipate by the 
glowing descriptions which had been given by friends who 
were, doubtless, sincere in their declarations. 
Leaving home at 3 A. M, on Saturday, the 9th, our party, 

consisting of &. K, €., well kuown as *‘The Old He-Fisher- 
man of Waccamaw,” W. Bb. Barker, 3 genial deniazen of 
penee tia ‘iivoid misprinting this cousulf the ‘Fair Maid’ of 

‘erth’’ as to the name of one of the claus engaged in the bat- 
tle), Teceel, his son Pick, and the writer, reached Charlotte 
in time for breakfast at the Central Hotel, Owing to rail- 
voad connections, we bad to remain until 1:30 P. M., when 
we took the Charlotte & Atlanta Air Line for Spartaninire, 
§. G., at which point the rond from Columbia to Hender- 
sonvillecrosses. We arrived at Spartanburg in due time, aud 
tyan‘ferring ourselves and Jugeage were soon on voli -way 
towards that lovely range of mountains which “divide the 
waters from the waters,” and is Enown as the Blue Ridge of 
the Appalachian chain. After a run of two hours we had 
come to the foot of the chain, and having to ascend a long 
and steep grade from the immediate yaliey of the Pacolct, 
as the track was wet we were obliged to exercise our pi- 
fience until additional locomotive power could be obtained. 
This came at last, and slowly we ascended for several miles, 
until Saluda, 4 sujomer resort, was reached. This place is 
east of the ridge, and situated on a high range near Tryon 
Mountain, between the waters of the Pacolet and Green 
rivers, both of which flow into Broad River, a tributary of 
the Santee. Thence we began descending towards Green 
River, und crossing that, by 4 sinuous course we soon passed 
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the summit and came to the waters of the French Broad, 
which are discharged into the Gulf of Mexica. In about a 
half hour the whistle sounded, the brakes were put on, and 
the pleasant town of FHendersonyille, 2,500 fect ubove tide 
water, sent its cheerful lights to gladden travelers and he- 
token that the end of the journey by rail had been reached. 
We got quarters at the Virginia Hotel, and remuined there 
until Monday about midday. 

dt was rather more chegrful to us, with our surroundings, 
thao was the “Wel Sunday at a Country Inn,” so beautifully 
described by Washington Irving. Bul that Sunday was a 
decidedly wet oue. ‘There was no cessation of the waterfall 
from daybreak until Monday morning, and when some one 
of our party inquired i! a portion of our companions, who 
were Baptists, could he expected to callto see us, “the Old 
He” consoled us by saying, **Ye need not expect it, for they 
are opposed to sprinkling.” We kepi our rooms, of course, 
and passed the time reflecting that it was far better for the 
rain to fall while we were under the shelter of shingles, than 
when protected only by one of Hemmenway's tents, Be- 
sides this we consoled ourselves that we should probably 
escape 4 wetting while in the woods, because of the fact 
that the clouds were thon discharging o large part of the 
vapor which the atmosphere held. And we were right, for 
we had a cloudless sky during our scarch for game among 
the head waters of the French Broad and the Savannah. 
About eight o'clock on Monday morning the clouds broke 

up, and at twelve we were seated in two old-fashioned 
“Kkivered wagons,” to each of which was hitehed a pair of 
yery philosophical mules, and started. on our journey to 
Transylvania, After (raveling shout fourteen miles we 
reiched a farm house, and getting such accommodations as 
it afforded, “put up” for the night. Besides those hereto- 
fore named, we had for companions Rev. Mr. Wordan, bis 
sons Will and Jim (one of the best shots in the State), Bob 
Laird, Bart Gomack, Charley Ledyurds, and the drivers, 
Two beds and the floor afforded us the chance for sleeping, 
and I presume this luxury was fully enjoyed. Next moru- 
ing we left and soon reached the French Broad, finding it 
much swollen by the recent rain, Crossing on a bridge we 
reached the western side, and ascended to a point eight 
miles southwest of Brevard, the county town. The valley 
ig a beautiful one, and the lowlands quite productive. On 
the Gast side of the river, and five miles below Brevard, is 
the farm of My, Loundes of South Carolina, one of the best 
cultivated and fertile in the western part of the State. Fle 
isa raiser of fine stock, and liyes at his place from May 
until Noyember, when he goes hack to the city of Charles- 
ton, Passing Breyard we stopped at a farm house about 
one mile distant, where the wife of the proprietor kindly 
gave us 2 good supply of delicious milk, which, with corn 
pone and singer bread, made quite an ugreeable lunch. The 
owner of the premises has a large young orchard of apple 
and peach trees, hoping to derive from the products at no 
distant day a handsome revenue. I trust he may do go, for 
no better apples are raised on the face of this carth than 
those which grow in the mountains of this State. If he can 
escape the blight in his pear trees, I see no reason why they 
may not be made profitable, provided always that some 
better means of getting them to market shall be supplied 
than now exists, and the cost of transportation is not so 
hiph as to consume the value of the article. 

While our mules are enjoying themselyes at rest and par- 
taking of their lunch, several of our party concluded to 
wilk on, with the view of finding some game. So, taking 
Jim Wordan’s old Jeft and Ledyard’s Argo—our only dogs 
—we started forward, Jeff is a pointer on the shady side 
of eight, aud was once hard to beat at grouse, 
been sadly damaged, not only by the weight of years, but 
by being used as a squirrel und “‘*possum” dog, which occu- 
patious haye caused him to prefer the smell of those *var- 
mints” to that of the bird called in our mountains thie 
pheasaut, So, pretty soon after reaching the woods, Jeif 
vindicated his character-+by trecing a squirrel, which DT had 
the pleasure of tumbling with my sixteen-bore Webley, 
loaded with two aud a half drams of gunpowder and one 
ounce of No. shot. Argo, whois young and needs some 
training, backed Jeff handsomely, but failed to bark at the 
quarry, ‘Che hills being rather steep for my inagile limbs, 
lgotto the highway, much preferring its gentle grades, 
Jim Wordan and Bob Laird, however, crossed, and I soon 
heard several guns in rapid succession. When they came to 
the road they had two grouse, one killed by Jim and the 
other somewhat in dispute. With one squirrel and two 
grouse as our only trophies we pursued our way until we got 
within two miles of Miss Mary's, where we proposed to stop. 
At this point several of us took a “nigh cut” through some 
woods and fields, hoping to get. shot at grouse or quail on the 
way. No grouse was found, but we started a large covey of 
young quail, about two-thirds grown, from which we suc- 
ceeded in getting ten, It was my fortune to haye shot three 
times, getting a bird at each shot. When the sun was 
nearly down we reached ‘Miss Mary’s,” where our wagons 
were found, and received a lindly welcome by ber and her 
brother, the owner of a splendid farm on the river. A yood 
supper, a pleasant chat and tired bodies made us enjoy the 
beds, to which we retired at an early hour. 

Wext morning we were off, and after traveling five or six 
miles we left the river and ¢ommenced a slow ascent of the 
adjacent mountains, Winding round and round we reached 
an elevation of five or six hundred feet above the river, and 
soon came to the margin of a clear, rapid brook, the roar of 
whose cataracts, just below us, could be plainly heard. It 
is called Flat Creek, Going wp this for about a half mile 
we pifched our tent and then started out to see if we could 
add to our stock of provisions. A part of the crowd had 
previously taken a “drive? and started a buck, which es- 
caped unseen. We got abvut ten squirrels and three grouse 
—the grouse not being in packs, but separate. Having a 
scanty supply of rye straw upon which to spread our 
blankets, the ground was too hard for my bips—and 1 got 
‘but little refreshing sleep. We concluded that the promised 
land had nut yet been reached, and after spending ong day 
on Plat Creek with but poor success we pulled up stakes 
and started for Hog Back Chureh, 92 the beautiful Toxa- 
way River, a tributary of the Savannah and situated at the 
foot of the mountain bearing that classical name. 
We soon reached th crest of the ridgw, and after traveling 

about two miles, reached the Toxaway, crossed it, and 
spread our canvas. Just 1s we hud stopped one of our party 
flushed a grouse within fifty yards of the camp, and on 
being notitied, four or five of us, with the two dogs, started in 
pursuit, Argo soon flushed it without being seen, On he 
went, and the bird again flushed in a thicket,and LI gota 
glimpse of him as he sped away, Following the course, old 
deff Soon Game toa stand and Teccel and Laird being in ad- 
vance, approached. Soon the whir was heard, Laird Jet off 

But he has, 

his Westley Richards, missing, and Teceel knocked him over 
with his 16-bore Scott, Orossing «small branch, and going 
down it, a young bird was flushed, which I saw perched 
upon the limb of an oak, I approached within about thirty 
yards and feeling sure I conld kill it wilh my Tolley as it 
sat, and not certain T could do soif it flew, I determined 
that meat was needed and clipped it over. The dogs stood 
another, which rose wild, and not being able to find it or any 
other, we returned to the camp. JTaving succeeded in get- 
ting 1 good supply of straw snd hay, our tent floor was 
muply provided, und the canvas and the ehurech gaye us 
comlortable quarters. Nextday we got a few squirrels, and 
three or four grouse, and by the aid of a boy, a nice string 
of about forty trout out of the adjacent stream, Conelud- 
ing that owing to the want of dogs, if not for other equally 
food veasons, we shoulidl not be able to load down our 
wagons with game, and haying ‘‘seen the elephant,” we de- 
termined to pack up, leave the pellucidl waters of the 
langhing Toxaway and the frowning crays of the Hog Back, 
and get back as early as possible to the haunts of civiliza- 
tion. And so, after eight days’ abstence we got to Iender- 
sonyille, and then by train, soon saw ‘‘the thrifty wifie’s 
smile’ at home and heard the prattle of the ‘‘weans” as they 
welcome back their “dads,” 

The country we sawis a beautiful one, and no doubt 
grouse in considerable numbers inhabit the woods. The 
people say there are plenty of them. But we had no good 
dogs. If we had been so fortunate as fo have been supplied 
withthem, [think we could easily have hageed several dozen 
each day by the us¢ of energy and muscle and steady shooting. 
Indeed, Lam told that in the woods, within afew wiles of 
Hendersonville, there are plenty of these birds, and there is 
no use of traveling so far as we did in order to find them. 
I believe the statements, . 

Nearly all the streams which enterinto the French Broad, 
especially when they are rapid and the wateris cool, abound 
in trout, and an angler who is not ifraid of water can catch as 
many as he wants, if he knows how to doit. I give it up, 
T can’t jerk quick enough. As to their flesh, I must be par- 
doned for saying that I have often eaten fish equally goad, 
and much largerin the gectiou in which I live, and especially 
upon the banks of Lake Waccamaw. 
We had good health and good appetites, invigorating 

atmosphere and delicious water, Of the last named! article 
the mountain streams affordedan abundant supply, cool and 
pure enough for any man whose taste and stomach haye 
not been ruined by protuse additions of Kennebec and North 
River. Wurts, 

“MAINE COAST SHOOTING.” 

W your issue of Sept. 14, under the heading of ‘Maine 
Coast Shooting,” comes an article from F. K. Hamilton, 

who gives us & very enthusiastic account of the shooting to 
be obtained af Camp Hillis, situated at the mouth of Saco 
River, Maine. 
Now, having during the past resided quite a number of 

years in that neighborhood, and knowing the tide waters, 
the marshes, flats-and sand-bars for a number of miles around 
that vicinity, | think a few remarks would be acceptable to 
such of your many readers who have any intentions of visit- 
ing there. Mr. Hamilton, in his account, tells us of the 
extraordinary shooting to be obtained at that place; and, to 
vse his own words, lie says that a ‘Mo. Jones, of the Natu- 
ral Historical Society of Boston, has lost his head over the 
place and is out with a gun at all hours, and recently he 
bagged cighty birds before breakfast.” He does not tell us 
whether Ma. Jones eyer found his head again or not, but 
from his silence on the subject we suppose he las recovered: 
if again, which is very fortunate for him, as well as the 
Natural Historical Somety of Boston. Neither does he tell 
us what particular kind of birds Mr, Jones bagyed, nor does 
he tell us whether he shot the birds or not; but as he was 
out at all hours with a gun and had lost his head too, this 
makes it difficult, to express an opinion. He tells us also 
that the duckshad not arrived at that date. This we already 
knew; and taking into account his date of writing, I infer 
that they were some variety of the bay birds which are dne 
about that time, Many years ago, before the building of 
the Boston & Maine Ruilroad along the beach ta Old 
Orchard, we used to have, during August and September, 
excellent bay bird shooting. Al! along the beaches from 
Blue Point, across Litile River to Old Orchard, along to 
Bay View, over Goosefair River, and ‘along to the Saco 
River, this used to be the favorite feedine ground of the 
bay birds, from the yellow-leg down to the little sandpiper. 

Almost anywhere-along the seyen miles of beach I have 
alluded to, we used to plant our sink boxes.in the sand, 
and over a small flock of decoys we used to call down flock 
after flock, only to haye them wheel and go, leaving the 
dead aud crippled to the tune of our old muzzle-loaders, 
But all this is changed and gone; the railroad has opencd up 
the beach to easy and convenient travel, all along the beach 
hundreds of cottages and monstrous hotels contain their 
thousands of guests and summer residents, all forming a 
constant confusion and driving the birds from their old 
haunts, Little River, below Old Orchard, has heen filledup 
by the railroad company, and turned from its course also; 
Goosefair River has heen treated in the same manner, and 
much of the old breeding grounds of the birds is destroyed. 
The construction of the breakwater at the mouth of the Saco 
River has destroyed most of the feeding ground in that lo- 
cality by the formation of a number of constantly shitting 
sand bars which contain no food, where there used to be tine 
shooting. 
And now with its villages of hotels and cottages all along 

the sea wall among the sand hills, the railroad running along 
the beach, and the constant trayel and coniusion, taking 
all into account, when we hear from hotel proprietors such 
phenomenu scores, these accounts are entitled Lo oursuspicion. 

Mr. Hamilton says also that on the farther side of the 
river there is to be found heavy hard wood timber, where 
the ged squirrel challenges strious attention. I was not 
aware that the small red squirrel challenged much attention 
from sportsmen, except the destructiveness of the little ras- 
cal, whose depredations among the nests of the ruffed 
frouse, quail and wooucock are a matter of serious consider- 
ation. | dare to place myself on record iu mulkine the 
statement that if there are any red squirrels on the opposite 
side of the river from Camp Evlis that all the timber from 
Hills Beach wp the river to Westbrook is hinted over almost 
every day by « number of that part of the population known 
-as the small boy, of which | have no doubt there ave a grent 
inany 1b the large cities of Biddeford und Saco, only » few 
miles up the river. 

My. ‘Hamilton also tells us that the wild pigeons are shot 
in great numbers. We have traveled the blueberry landa 
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from the old Eastern Railroad down to the beach in all | for several hours, giving persons time to come long distances 
seasons of the year hundreds of times, also the great tract of 
land situated a few miles from there on the other side of the 
river, and during qiite a number of years’ cureful observa- 
tion T saw but yery few wild pigeons, 

And again, we ure toil in glowing terms of the waiters 
Weing blaek with wild ducks, some of which can be shot 
with i shotwan from the piazzas of the hotels. ‘The ducks 
must be yery accommodating to come to bag in that curious 
manuecr. Let imy one ask the old duck-vunners around 
there how offen they set out their decoys and lay in wait 
amone the rocks over the muss¢] buds, or in some sink box 
sunk in the sand bars or spits, anc then listen while they 
tell you that day after day they haye to take up their decoys, 
shoulder their twelye-pound muvzlelonder and Wreak for 
home without a bird, These stories will sound rather 
stranve ufter leaving of their being killed in considerabie 
numbers from the verandas at the hotels, 

Yeirs ago we used to shoot overa great extent of marshes; 
commencing at Blac Point and raining back for miles were 
the great marshes of Searhorough, with which we were well 
acquainted, Above Old Orebard were the Googgins 
marshes and yocks, where from the bogs of tha one, and 
while hidden among the kelpsand rackweeds of the other, 
we once had fair shooting. Further up the bench wus old 
Goosefair River, upon which could always be found a few 
scattering birds, mostly dhisky duck snd tual. Further up 
{he beach you came to Bay View, just back of which along 
the adge of the woods on one side, and the sea wall on the 
other, was4 Jong, narrow pond, knownas Lone Pond. This 
pond during bad weather was a splendid place for the black 
duck to resort for fresh water and nest, Among the flags 
and rushes at its upper end we have had fine shooting there 
in windy, stormy weather, but would you believe it? the 
pond is all filled up now, and where we then shot ducks in 
the water amone the flags,,are standing cottages to-day. 
Further along oyer at the river, the breakwater has been 
built out some two miles, and the once quiet mouth of the 
river, where the ducks used to restin seclusion, where there 
was also the best of feed. 

But how is it now? The swift current of the eyer-Howing 
Tiver cuta up the flais on the right side of the breakwater, 
and on the northeast side is always a choppy sea as well us 
strone under and counter currents, which destroyed all the 
mussel beds, a8 Well as causing a constant shifting of The 
sandbers and spits, and during all this time where are all 
the dueks” An echo comes quickly back and answers that 
they uve goue to a more favored locality, where they can 
get food and gre not interfered with so much, 

Now, to sum up the argument, I will leave all conclusions 
to be drawn from these articles to the readers of your val- 
uable paper, who have fair play and uo favor, hoping that 
you will exeuse this long letter, which 1 hope to see pub- 
lished to do justice to sportsmen who are constantly haying 
baits held temptingly out to lure them to some locality where 
the crows have to take their rations along with them whilé 
crossing it. D, B, Agvorx 
Lowe, Mass. 

HOUNDING vs. STILL-HUNTING. 

NOTICED an article in your issue of September 7, trom 
the pen of “G. R. B,;’ in the next issue he is replicd to 

by ‘Cap Lock,” who speaks my Opinions exactly, 1 do some 
hunting myself during the seAson for it (but very little with 
dogs)in some of our northern connties of Pennsylvania, 
though I haye lunted with them some, no longer azo than 
last fallin Elk county, and am satisfied that hounding the 
deer will cause them to leave a part of the country. As an 

“instance, one morning about the first of December, we started 
our dogs, (which were about half hounds) which made a good 
run, taking a fine buck to the branch, some three miles away, 
We got noshotat him. It being the running season, he was 
on the tramp and had passed outside of our line of watchers 
before we were posted, the dogs had gonein the direction of 
home; we supposed they would remain there, After some de- 
liberating we concluded to start a fire and haye some hot 
coffee, and alunch. Contraryto our conclusions the dos 
came back about the time we finished eating, so we quickly 
fot in positions for another chase, and one of the party 
brought down a fine two-pronged buck (no shotguns used 
in our party) weighing over 100 lbs. Getfing him off the 
mountain occupied a good part of the day so we hunted no 
more. I noticed more deer sign duriny the day than I'veseen 
for yeurs on the same amount of land; they were feeding on 
beech nuts, which were very plentiful, and by the different 
sized tracks [knew a good many deer were using them. 
Our next day's hunt was off to the south, It was snowing 
heavily all day, we killed nothing though we started some 
deer. Our prospect for the next day was very encouraging; 
we started in good season for the top of the mountain, where 
we found about five inches of snow, in good condition for 
tracking. On the scenes our first day’s hunt, a tract of country 
between two runs, which were nearly two miles apart, and 
wider further north, we hunted over a tract of country five 
miles long, by about two in width, before we found a sign of 
deer—they had all been frightened out by our dogs of two days 
beforeand had not yeteame back, 1don’t-pretend to know how 
lone before they would have come in again, but when we did 
find sign, there were so many tracks thal we couldn't follow 
them. After trying it for a while we gave it up asnight was 
cominy on, and we were wet through from the snow, started 
for home. 
A good deal of cestany is gone into by many hunters over 

the music of the hound’s. I think imagination goes a great 
way in that direction, it’s all fudge and nonsense, and 
‘nothin’ in il,” il’s very pleasant to hear them coming in 
our own direction, or toward some of our friends, hut swp- 
pose they're taking the game in an opposite direction, or 
suppose the dogs belong to some one else, running over & 
track where we intended still-hunting on that same day, 
where would the music be for us? 1 think hounding deer is 
taking 4 mean advantage of them, but to stand on the ecross- 
ing with 4 shotzun requires a great stretch of imagination 
to be considered sport; /cannol see where it requires any 
skill. [do not object to any one using a half bred dog for 
deer, a mixture of shepherd and hound is very good, they 
will run only fifteen or twenty minutes, they make yery little 
noise in the woods, and are soon back again if the deer is 
ig nov killed, They are used for what is called 1idging deer, 
A hound will nun a deer for miles, until completely tired ont 
and tlicn stwy if the first farm-house he comes to, and then 
ave to be hunted by his owner, possibly a day or two, and 
think three of every four deer killed hefore hounds, are 

killed by sltangers, mostly pt streams at which they run to 
c1use te hounds to lose their trail and if they do escape 
the dogs, there they fenerally stay hidden near the str¢am 

and kill them. 
Stit-huntmg Tthink is the olny tre way of hunting deer, 

it gives & person an opportunityot matching his skill against 
the cunning of his game. If he ean eateli it standing he can 
generally Lrine i, down, unless by some uecident such as his 
bullet being turned from its course by u twit, which, even if 
small, will turn the ball sometimes clean out of its course, 
Jf the devr discovers him first, and his onty chance is hitting 
him on the jump, it calls for his utmost skill, if in an open 
country and a strong wind going, he must make allowances 
for its deflection of ihe ball, he must think of his elevation 
for distanee, for the speed the deér is running, and as their 
run is but # series of jrimps, he mush make his calculations 
very nieely, or he will shool over or under him, and he 
shod keap one aye on the tail, for if hit, that is clapped 
down at once, And right here T should Jike the opinions of 
my hunting friends, when is the easiest time to strike the 
deer. Some say pull to hit him just as he strikesthe eround 
with his fore foot; | always pull to cateh him in the air. 
Tf any tricnd of mine were to killa deer with slot of any 
size, Lnever want to know it, it would lower him very much 
in ny Gstimation; a shotgun might do very well, and could 
he tolersted in the hand of old age, when the éyesight had 
grown dim and the limbs had lost the elasticity of youth, 
and the nerves thetr firmness, and the rifle has to he laid 
aside, bul whose love of the hunt isus strong tis ever—in such 
a case the shotgun is justthe thing. Now let ‘G@. R. B.” 
from this use his gun only on flying game, at slass balls, or 
even pigeon matches. Let him procure a .44-calibre rifle and 
#0 into practice, and my word for it, he will never use any- 
thing else. Forty-Founr, 

Bucks County. Pa. 

PIGEON SHOOTING IN MINNESOTA. 

ANY an Eastern sportsman who is familiar with the 
\ majority of game birds found near his home, knows 
but lillle about’ Artepistes migraterius, Ihe wild pigeon of 
North America, Along the coast of the New Pngland and 
Middle States this bird though once abundant isnow hecom- 
ing: yery scarce. Pireon Cove, a small village situated on 
the extremity of Cape Ain, Mass., once famed as the home 
of the wild pigeon, las now become something of a fashion- 
able watering place, ind it is needless to say that in this 
locality the bird has disappeared, In New Hampshire, 
where they are said to be fairly abundant, | have never 
killed but one, snd though there ave places in the interior 
where pigeons can be shol, even in large numbers, many 
devoted followers of the gun know the bird only ag seen in 
the markets or rising from the trap. To such, a short de- 
scription of our pigeon shooting may be of interest 

Leiving St, Paul aud going northward by way of tie 
Northern Pacific, a pine belt or “big wood” is reached 
which extends to the Canadian frontier. All through this 
timber little openinss are found, and such of them ag are 
low and swampy, particularly iW enciveled by scrub oak 
trees, are, in the proper season, very apt to contain pigeons, 
Near Brainerd, distant 136 miles northwest of St, Paul, 
these marshy openings are yery numerous, and from the 
15th of August ta the same date in September many pigeons 
are killed. Perhaps for the reason that it is easy and affords 
excellent opportunities to those who prefer motionless marks 
fo fying ones, pigeon shooting in this locality is very popu- 
lar. ‘The birds are usually quite tatneand cin bea PERE 
with ease and sbotfrom their perch ou the limb of some 
dead oak tree, But if one will buf give them a fair chance 
and flush them hefore shooting, their peculiar wavering and 
rapid flight, which can only be likened to a flash of light- 
ning, gives almost uneyualed opportunities for fine marks- 
mauship. 
The best hour for shooting is early in the morning, from 

daylight to perhups nine o'clock, Though rather tenacious 
of life, pigeons may be brought down with a touch of No. 8 
shot, aud I prefer ‘No. 10. ‘ . 

With perhaps the exception of the golden plover no bird 
can be “‘strung” to better advantage than the pigeon, To 
string u bunch of birds nicely, along pliable twig, with a 
crotch at the large end, must be obtained, Sharpen the 
small end and pass it through the birds’ throat just at the 
base of the under mandible. As cach bird slips down the 
twig the long slender bodies fall natuvally and gracefully 
into place, and on the march home, as you swing in your 
hand a bunch of fifteen or twenty pigeons, glistening here 
and there with the morning dew, and with the deep ruddy 
color of the breast glowing in the warm light of the morn- 
ing sun, a prettier sight can hardly be imagined. 
BRAINERD, Minn. Groner IlugHes Covss. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 
TE severe storm of last week, and the prevailing easterly 
winds of the greafer part of it brought in big tides to 

the Delaware River, Many rail were Iilled, but great in- 
dividual scores it appears were not made, Seventy, eishty 
and ninety birds to the boat isas large as 1 have heard of. 
All who were out seemed satisfied, and almost eyery one, 
who shoots rail took advantage of the high stage of the 
water. Friday and Saturday, the wind shifting to the west, 
caused a murked falling in the tides, and cousequently rail 
shooting was poor. ‘The cool weather singe the clear up 
has brought many blue-winged teal into the river and creeks 
flowing into it, and a numer are being killed over decoys 
in the early morning. 
A tew black ducks begin to show themselves, and since 

the late storm I learn of snipe haying been shot on our 
mendows. Reed birds are fast disappearing, and those that 
have not taken their departure are wild and difficult to be 
got af by those who are fond of shooting them. 

Last week Judge Leisenring, of Mauch Chunck, while on a 
visit to his yacht Sans Souci, af Barnezat Bay, mace a large 
catch of bluefish. I mention this hecause the weels previous, 
when your correspondent was there, fhe bay men were Tol 
expecting another ran of Wnyefish, and reported the last 
aboul gone. 

There will he meny quail this sewson on the maim land 
ahout Barnegat. N, Y. Parties who visit fhe bay tor duck 
shooting should not fail to take their light guns with them 
and tarry afew days with Bob White before going on to the 
beach. Mr. George Vannote, if not able to ga ou’ with them, 
would be glad to divect parties. — ; ; 

Philadelphia sportsmen read with a great deal of satistac- 
tion the uccount in Formsr anp Srreaw of the motion 
made at the last mecting of the West Jersey Game Protective 
Association to return to Mr. Wm. Carson the amount of hia 
fine. Not only had Mr, Carson been a member of the asso- 
ciation for years (unfortunately he had allowed his license to 
run out), but when yrrested was returning from A shooting | burrows in the sides of the hollows,—I, 

trip on the Prope, of a friend, by whom he had been 
especially invited. Mr. Carson so informed your corres-) 
pondent, und T have diseoyered he has (he general sympathy 
of the shooting community here. All slong the New Jersey 
coast ¢luring tie storm of the past week thousands of mud- 
hens or elapper rail (Ralius erepitans) were killed, and 
bunches of fifty snd one hundred are thisweek offered for 
sale in Philadelphia. The bird as compared with our own 
sora and Virginia rail is worthless for the tuble. Not a few, 
however, were sold to the uninitiated as kingrail (/uflie ele- 
gaus), whieh they much resemble at first glances, My ex- 
perience with mud-hens is that not one in five will jump 
when a boat is pushed upon them, ne matter how high the 
tide is, but prefer to escape by cither diving or sneiking 
away with but a small portion of their bodies out of water, 
and many are thus potted. The kingvail, on the contrary, 
if there is water énough, can readily be put up and shof on 
the wing. Hono. 
SEPTEMBER 20. 

TENNESSEE NOTES. 

C is Singnlar how easily boyhood recollections arereviyed, 
even when time has dealt ifs devastuting blows, At 

least such Was my experience this A, M, af seeing Col, Jos. 
W. Woodfolk armed and equipped, and followed by Clarke 
Pritchett’s Lewellyn and his own handsome while pointer, 
starting out for his first day this fall after Bob White. 1 
forgot my size and poor eyesight, and had the least tempta- 
tion been thrown in my way doubtless [would have made 
the effort to have one more of those dilightful field days so 
heartily enjoyed by me a quarter of 1 century ago. Col, 
Joe isa fine, manly looking fellow, and untiring inthe tield; 
besides this, he is a dead shot and a rave sportsman. The 
beauty of this locality as 4 sporting field is that birds are 
found in abundance in the immediate vicinity of the city, 
and the labor of getting on the grounds so insignificant that 
when the sport begins the sportsmen and dogs are perfectly 
fiesh, Hermann Burkholz bagged a few birds yesterday, 
and would have gotten more, except that his dows wore toe 
wild, and the youngster, Snow, interrupted the older ohes 
even when they settled down to worl. 

Joe Clarke's brown setter is in splendid condition, and if 
hunted over by # No. | shot would find all the game he 
could Kill. Jack Bentley has a prelty fair dog, but I never 
saw him in the field, and hear that he is noi quite as good as 
his looks indicate, ; 

Captain Marsh Penekard is one of the leading fux bumiers 
abont here, and is admitted to be one of the mosh graceful 
and daring horsemen of the bunt, Mounted on bis peerless 
fencer Beloxi, no timber is too stilt or high forbim ta take 
and on the flat it would take o rattler to keep apace with 
him. The captain often times relates to me some of hisex 
ploits after Reynard, which t furiish to the readers of the 
Forest and Srream, He becomes enthusinsiie when 
speaking of Col, Johnson’s paek of hounds, thinking as he 
does that in no part of the world is there a faster or more 
reliable one of its size; they will catch the gray every time, 
and ninetimes in ten make the wilier red fox wish they 
were not in the land. 

Col, Duval MeNuiry leaves in a few days for the river 
counties of Arkansas, where he proposes devoting bwo or 
three months to bear, deer, and turkey huuting, Game in 
those localities is reported abundant and fle colonel is on 
adept Nimrod, hence T will look forward to his game 
book for some staviling bugs. 

The clans are now being called together hy Col. G, F, Akers 
for his grand hunt down in Trigg ecounly. Dr, Bell of 
Louisville and Col, Griffith of the same city are preparing 
the camp equipments, Col. Geo. 8. Wharton, Matt and Joel 
McKinney the hounds and horses, while Col, G. F, A, is off 
to Indiana to make some additions to the canime forces, Our 
crops were so abundant and prices have been 50 good, that 
the farmers throughout the South are in a better condition 
tu indulge their natural tastes for ficld sports than any (ay 
since the war, The game will consequently suffer this yuar, 
but those who come among them to participate ino the 
various sports will haye a grand time of it. 
Even the colored brother is getting his ax ground, ‘coon 

sacks repaired and the yaller dog fed preparatory to their 
night chases for ‘possum’ and “coon.” William Hobbs 
went out last night (the first cool one this fall) and cupturad 
two ‘“possums,” one of which was so absurdly fat that he 
could scaree waddle. *‘Maybe somebody won't be happy 
over his savory carenss.” 

Squirrels by the hundreds are found feasting on the huayy 
mast of this prolific season. Rabbits are numerous, and if 
our people do not benefit by the adyantages so lavishly be- 
stowed upon them, then no one but themselves will he to 
blame. J.D, H, 
NASHVILLE, Sept 22, 1882. 

NaersskA.—Puirfield, Ciay County, Sept. 25.—This lp- 
cality is about thirty miles south of the Platte, and a few 
miles further east than Grand Island, and is a magnificent 
and fertile prairie country, Prairie hen and quail, plover 
and jackrabbits, with the various yaricties of gecse ind duck, 
in their season, constitute the game of the country Prairie 
hen shooting is reported to have been good, but at present it 
isnot and for the past three weeks his not been in conse- 
quence of the birds haying been shot off and those remain- 
ing haying become wild. Good hunters, early in the season, 
used to bring in from a day’s shooting anywhere from fif- 
teen to twenty-five birds, while now they would scarce get 
halfa dozen. There has been a good deal of shooting done, 
buf a greater trouble has heen, many expert hunters began, as 
has heen practiced heretofore, to shoot m July, outof season, 
anil continued to do so while the birds are young and tame, 
and are easily decimated. The-prairichens are found every- 
where, but as a #eneral truth, T think, not in the greatest 
afundance, There are quite 4 good many quails, yet they 
are not abundaut enough, 1] think, to make their special pur- 
suit very desirable, This region is s fayored locality forthe 
several yarieties of ducks and geese, both in the fall and 
spring and often fora considerable period, they scattering 
in abundance over the country everywhere to feed m the 
corn and arain fields. An adyanee flock here jnd_ there of 
geese muide its appearance on the Missouri and on the Platte 
some little time sinue, anc ihe first flocks of brant and weese 
this fall made pioneer trips over this section on Sepi, 22. 
The country here now is very dry, and the coming of 
food vain which will leave water in the low places on the 
prairie will at once bring the best of duck and wecseshooting, 
Twenty miles southward a few bands of antelope ure yet 
found, and in the sume section fos deer in the coyerts 
aloug the creeks, but the last of the turkeys disappeared 
three or four yex's since. A few coyotes yet linger, haying 

M, Wincox, 

— 



NEW JERSEY GAME SOCIETIES. 
iditor Forest and Streani: 
Refervi ngtothe quarrel hefween the West Jersey Game Pro- 
liye Bociety aisdl ihe New Jersey Game and Fish Protective 

oviety, L say that Tam tot a member of cither, though syin- 
Alhizing with the ostensible objects of both, Of tha opern- 

‘Vion of the latter named society T kuow buf little, but of the 
W. J. G. P. Society I know considerable. I believe that 
Vhe charter of neither society will stand the ordeal of 4 high 
Gut. Thave read the charters of both, but not recently, 
ind according to my recollection they are nearly identical, 
he W. J. G. P. Society was orisinally composed of residents 

“Of New Jersey, almost exclusively, At the present time, 
id for several years past, it is almostexclusively a Philadel- 
phia society. indecd T am informed that for yenrs pst very 

wit any residents of New Jersey are inemhers of the soriety, 
xcep! the necessiry offivers, which of course renders it a 
ose corporition of the most odious kind. This the universal 
pinion throughout southern New Jersey that this society 

hos not benetitod the game and tish interests of this region 
‘to any apprecidble extent. One statement of your correspond- 
‘ent from here must he glaringly false, He says that the 
“Society officers have put ont over 5,000 quail, 500,000salmon 
and about 15,000 black bass.” I donot believe that they put 
ont one-fourth the amount of game and fish claimed. It is ex- 
‘treniely doubtfnlif any such quantities have been putoutin the 
entire State by all anthorities combined and in all previous 
time. To (lo so, would require more money than the W. J. 

G. P. Society ever had. Tam assured that this socicty never 
Aid a dollar for either salmon or bass, but did pay out a 
mill amount for putting out some of these fish furnished 

by the State er U.S. Fish Commission, or both. Tt is possi- 
4 Lle that they may have put out 1,000 quail, though old mem- 
bers of the society do not believe it. They charge also that, 
“those which haye been put out, have heen placed mostly in 
‘Tolated out of the way places known to only a few who 
have manipulated the affairs of the socicty, and that these few 
have had the entire shooting of these birds to themselves, 

According to your correspondent, the membership of this 
society is over 1,200. Now under their charter, everyone 
of these members becomes an ofiicer of the courts of New 
Jersey. ampowered to make arrests for any violation of the 
fame aud fish luvs of the State; and yet said laws were 
never more openly and extensively violated than since the 
existence of this society and at the present time. In this 

paragraph I will call attention to a single matter in the re- 
port of the last annnal mecting of this society, held as late 
“as Sept, 20, and which seems fo be published by you in con- 
ection with the other communication referred to in the *fi- 
Mancial standing” of the society us reported by the treasurer, 
4s the item of $1,618, collected in fines and for certifientes, 
Now, accarding to your correspondent, there should have 
heen over $2,400 Collected on memberships alone, eyen 
epough all were old members. Dow much was collected in 
fines? The report mentions two arrests wlone which tured 
into the society's treasury over $600. 
 Ttisreported tliat the society is sly about arresting unyone 
“who is likely to carry # case toa higheourt. It is hoped that 
‘the other society or some individual able to do it, will test 
he legal status of this preposterous ‘close corporation,” 
slieve it rests on a frail foundation, but 1 am 

No Lawynr. 
4 Oampen, N_J., Oct. 2, 1882, 
4 = 

“Ditiler Forest and Stren: 
It would seem, from a communication appearing in the last 

issue of the Formsranp Stram, headed ‘Non-residents in New 
Jersey,” that my comments on the sportsmanlike (4) actions of 
the “West Jersey Game Protective Society,” appearing in u 
previons issue of your yaluable paper, have infused new life 
into that organization, tor hayé they not held a meeting, 
lected some new men in the Board of Directors, turned ont 
dhe sympathizers with the right. and made « statement of 
their doings? Let us hape they will yet see the error of their 
Ways and conduct their organization, asit should be, in the 
ibterest of true sportsmen. 1 do not desire to take up yaln- 
able space in your paper by 4 long rayiew of the case in point 
—the alleged authority of the West Jersey Girne Protective 
Society in prohibiting members of other game protective so- 

tieties from shooting in the lower counties of this State. 
That question will be settled by the courts shortly. Itis the 
ungentlemanly insinuations of the writer I desire to briefly 
ote. Inspeakins of my previous communication, he asserts 

“that ‘that letter, aside from the bare facts of the arreet and 
the appeal, being a base fabrication and as false as the writer 
is prejudiced inYavor of his society.” Now what that base 
fabrication is, | am atalossto understand, J asserted that 
Wich had been told me, uot only by menbers, but an officer 
of his society, in reference to the laxity in which the affairs of 
the sociely were conducted, Tam glad, however, to note that 
the wew officers of the West Jersey Game Protective Society 
(according to account of their last annual meeting) have in- 
fised new life into the organization, 

As to my prejudices for ainty one society, that is a mistake, 
ga all who Enow me will attest. Ihave always asserted that, 
us the objects of game protective societies were (or should be) 

forthe protection of game birds and fish, their members 
should have but that one idea at heart. No mercenary mative 

should actuate them—no matter whether one organization, 
hy their by-lawe, exacted an initiation fee of $5, or $2, or not 
one Cent trem non-resident or other members. The New Jer- 
“sey Game and Fish Protective Bociety, from its inception, 
thought that $2 a year from members was a sufficient sum to 
‘tarry out allthe ideas it was organized tor. No extravagant 
salaries are paid its officers, and there is a sufficient sum in its 

_ treasury. with plenty of willing hands ready to assist pecuni- 
arly in the carrying ont of the objects it was organized for, 
As to the challenge made by the writer ‘to show the public or 
Hitaself any one instance where they (the N. J. G. & FP, 
5.) have ever spent one cent for the protection or propagation 
of game; where or when they ever spent one penny to enforce 
he law, either in that locality or any ether”—I would simply 
ate that, to nry personal knowledze {and | too have andited 

accounts), the New Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society 
liave during their four years of existence offered and paid re- 
wards for the arrest anock punishment of vilowtors of the game 
and fish laws, and have arrested and caused to be ixiprisonad 
and fined, in several instances. parties shooting 

illegally, But us the wliter might think this a ‘‘base fabriva- 
tion, Tsugzest that both societies publish a detailed state- 
eee of receipts and expenditures since their organization. 

A Measer or ton Nid. G. & FPS. 
| PLAINFIELD, Oct. 2, 1382. 

Eiditor Fores! and Stream: : 
The annual meeting of the New Jersey Game and Fish Pro- 

‘tective Society was held in their rooms, Plainfield, N. J,, 
Weduesday, Sept, 20,1882, There was a large attendance 
and much interést manifested inthe weltare of the socisty, 

The seeretary mada « lengthy report, settine ferth the doings 
foots society through its hoard ef minactors the past year, 

fo it appeared that the boar had held (lirteen meetings iho 
Paab youn, and had accepted sixty-ihrea new members, The 
Pokal number Of jyembork sibs BL if ites Hale, A ugmiaadis 

SFooio had hope weoUs et Sinde Uhe dowd ananol kage ing und 
- ' I 

antl fishing, 

- FOREST AND STREAM. 

of the board 
een six per- 

furnished in comfortable style, wherein meetin; 
of directors and society were held. There had 5 
sons arrested the past year by members of the society for 
alleged yidlation of the woodcoelk laws in shooting on the first 
day of July, and on the supposition that the parties were 
hon-residents. No evidence was adduced to prove that thay 
had shot any woodcock 6u the day in question, and as all 
proved to’be residents of the Svate or members of a sumo 
protective society, they were discharged trom custody. The 
action of the menibers was commended by tne arrested 
peice the result being 4 gain of five new members to fle 
socieby. 
Information was received that one of the non-resident 

members of the society, Robert A. Welch, of Philadelphia, 
had been arrested by an offverin the employ of the West 
Jersey Game Protective Society while shooting on the 
marshes in Gloucester county, and taken before a justice in 
Camden county, who imposed a fine of $50 on him for not 
bearing on his person a certificate of membership (rom the 
latter named society, Weleh, aceording bo instructions 
fiven all non-resident members of the N. J. G. & I. P.S, had 
refused to pay the fine, and gave notice that he should ap- 
peal from the decision of the justice, pivine bonds to appear 
be.ore the Camden Courts in Oétober, the return day for 
cnuses for trial beiny the 1ith day of that nionth, It was at 
once vesolved that counsel to the society look after the case 
and defendit to the ond, even it it became necessary to carry 
itup to the highest courts, Voluntary contributions were ab 
once offered, amonmmting to $350, to defend this case and ean- 
tend for the rights of the saciety, Such contributions were, 
on motion, accepted, should rh be necessary to go beyond the 
funds of the treasury tor such prosecution. 
The treasurer's report tothe bonrd of directors previous to the 

anuual meeting, showed a balamice in the treasury of SL07.59, 
With dies paid in since, the society has on hand abont SA00, 
A large oumber of black buss fry have been planted in 

streams in Union, Somerset and Middlesex counties the past 
year, under the supervision of and expensa by the society. 

The following officers were elected to serye the ensuing yeur: 
Directors—James 8. Wasseller, W.L. Moree, M. W. Schenck, 
J. W. ing, Isaac Brokaw, J, D, Teh Eyck, Wm. E, Jones, 
Win, GB. Donn, Edward P, Thorn. President, James §, Vas- 
seller; Vice-Presidents, Percy C. Ohl, John J. Holly, Roderick 
Robertson; Secretary, W. L, Force;Treasurer, Win. H. Jones; 
Connsel, Win. B. Rankin, According to the by-laws honorary 
vice-presidents. may be elected each year. The following 
named gentlemen were chosen; Wrederick Volekman, Gen, 
Wim, H. Sterling, George R. Suydam, R. M. Stelle, James R. 
Engtsh, Rinaldo 8. Little. a 

In the act to incorporate the West Jersey Gane Protective Society. 
the sections relating to non-resilents are as follows: 

7. And be it enacted, That if any person or persons non-residents 
ofthis State, shall kill, destroy, hunt or take any doe, buck, fawn, or 
any sort of deer whatsoever, or shall kill, destroy, hunt or take any 
patttidge moorfowl, grouse, quail or wooilcotk, at any time, or 
shall catch any speckled trout, or speckled river trowt atany time, 
within the counties of Camden, Gloucester, Atlantic, Salem, Cumber- 
land and Cape May, in this State, withontcomplying with the bylaws 
of this game protective siciety; then the person ar persous so oitend- 
ing shall forfeit and pay the sum of fifty molars each, for each aud 
every oifence, to be sued for and recovered, with cost of suit, in any 
action of debt, by any person before any justice of the peace of the 
county wherein such oftenceé shall haye heen committed: and in 
defanlt of the payment of the forfeit money, with cost of suit, any 
person or persons so offending shall lie in the common ie until the 
same shall be paid: one-half of the forfeit money shall he for the 
benefit of the Reon prosecuting for the samc, and the remainder 
aid fo the collector of fhe township wherein the offence shall haye 
een committed, for the benefit of the township; Provided, Nothing 

in this act shall preyeut residents of this Stale from taking game or 
fish subject to the existing laws of this State. 

§. And be il enacted, That the fee for membership in this society 
shall be fiye dollars, to continue forones year, and a yearly payment 
hereafter of two dollars per annum shall constitute eontinnéd mem- 
bership, except in cases of forfeiture of certificate. 

9. And be it enacted, That the secretary may admit persons to 
membership, by letter or otherwise, upon payment of the member- 
ship fee, and shallissue to the person becoming a member o£ this 
souiely a certificate of eae which shall hold good for ons 
year trom the (late of the certificate, 

10. And be it enacted, That every member of this soviet shall be 
smpowered to mike arrests of any person or persons who may he 
found violating any of the provisions of this act, or infringing upon 
any laws maile for the protection of game and fish in this State, and 
bring him or them before 4 magistrate for ¢xamination. 

ll, And be it enacted, That the secretary of this soricty shall, on 
or before the first day of July and the first day of January of each 
and every year, furnish to each of the directors in the several eoun- 
fits named herein twenty-five printed lists, containing the names of 
non-resident members of this society, with their places of residence. 

12. And be it enacted. That tt shall ba the duty af the direetors to 
leave atleast two copies of the lists of non-resideut members of this 
society with each township clevk in the epubly in which he resides, 

13. And be il ¢nacted, That it shall be the duty of the clerks of the 
several townships in the counties herein named to filé the lists of 
non-resident members at their offices or places of bustuess as soon us 
they rnay recelye them from the directors of the counties in which 
they reside, and to fnrnish themto any person for inspection upon 
application, by the payment of the sum of tyyenty-tive cents. 

14, And bait enacted, That any person loaning, transferring, or 
giving away his certiticate of membership shall forfeit the same, and 
shall not be re-admitted to Sieranetebip in this society except upon 
payment of the sum of tyyenty dollars to the treasurer for a renewal 
of his certificate; and any person using & certificate; and any person 
using a certificule of membership (not his own) for the purpose of en- 
abling ifm to kill or take any game or fish mentioned in this act, the 
person so offending shall be subject to a fine of one hundred dollars 
for each and every offence, to be collected in the same way and mnan- 
ner as preseribeil inthe seventh section of this act; 

15. And beit enacted, That whenever fhe funds of this society 
shall amount {6 three hundred dollars, the said directors, together 
with the president and secretary, may, atsuch times as they think 
prone, employ an agent or agents to purchase game, birds or fish to 
@ placed in the counties herein named, at such points as they may 

determine. 
16. And be it enacted, That the finds obtained from non-residents 

for certificates of membership shall be used for no other purpose 
than to pay the legitimate expenses of the society, and for (ibe pur- 
eee ot stocking the seyeral counties named with game oy fish, as the 
irectors may from year to year derarmine. 
ly. And be it enacted, That theréshall be no salary attached to 

the office either of president or director of this society, only so far as 
is necessary for the payment of their traveling oxpeuses to and from 
ihe meeting of this society; bub the seeretary may receive such con- 
pensation for his services as the by-laws of this society may proviie, 

18. And be it enacted, That this act shall take effect. immediately. 
Supplement to an act entitled “An act incorporating the West Jersey 

Game Protective Society," 
Beit enacted by the State and General Assembly of the State of 

New Jersey, That bereafier any parson or persons, non-residents of 
this State, who shall kill, destroy, unt or take any doe, buelk, fawn, 
or any sort of deer whatever, oF shall kill, destroy, mat or take any 
pariridge, moortowl, ruffed grouse, commonly dalled pheasant, pin- 
uated grouse or prairie chicken, or other kind of rouse, quail, wood- 
eovk, Wilson or gray snips, reed bird, rail bird, or rabbit, at any 
time, or shall catch any speckled brook trout or speckled riyer trout 
at any time wilhin the counties of Camden. Gloucester, Atlantic, 
Ralem, Cumberland and Cape May, in this State, without 
complying with the bylaws of this game protective soviety, 
then bhe person or persons so olféending shall forfeir and 
pay the sum of iifty (39) dollars each, for each and every 
offence and may be proceeded against in any county of 
this State wherein such person or persons may be arrested, ov wherein 
Such offence shall have been vomunitted, and iy defaull; of the pay- 
ment of the forfeit money, with costs of prosecution, any person or 
peragns so offending shall lie in the common jail wntil the same shall 
e paid: one-half of the forfeit money shall be for the benefitof the 
person pCR eee teh the same, aud jhe remainder paid to the apl- 
eetor of the tawnship Wherein the convjetion may be had, and all 
Acts op parts of acts meousishent with this act hereby repealed, Pro- 
vided, That nothing in this act shall prevent residents of this Stare 
from taking game Or fish, subject to the existing laws of this State, 

‘The ach unde whioh the Now Jerse Ganje and Fish Protective 
Society Was formed vende ag fulloys; SET TAN SS RTS HEY 

DAPI OLRTY, PTs 
in dlot for tlie aivetun V gigi wid Gane Pye. 
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of New Jersey. That fvom aiid after the passage of this act, no per- 
Son oF petsons non-resilents of this State, sliall kill, destroy, hunt,or 
take any doe, buck, fawn or any other sort of leer whatsoever, or 
shall kill, destroy, Lunt or take any partridge, moor fowl, rived 
stouse, quail, woodcock, Wilson ov eray enipe, reed bird, rail bird 
orrabbib, at anytime, or shall catch any speckled brook trouh, or 
spackled river trout, black bass or bass or salmon, at any time in this 
State, without complying with the by-laws of Ue game protective 
socielies, organized or to he organized under tho lays of phis Sbate, 
the persons so offending shall forfeit und pay He sum of fifty dollars 
foreach and every offence, and inay be proceeded againstin any 
county it this State wherein such person or persons may be arrested. 
orwherein such offence shall haye been comanitiied, and in default of 
the payment of the forfeit ioney, with costs of prosecution, any per- 
spn or persons so offending shall lie in the comuion jail until the same 
shall be paid: one-half of the forfeit mmey shall be for the benefit of 
the person prosecuting for the same, and the remainder pail be the 
collactor of the township wherein the conye@tion may be fad, and all 
acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are hereby repoaled: 
providing, that nothing in this actshall preventresidents of this 
State from takine game or fish subject to the existing laws of this 
State. 
3 And beilt enacted, That any member of any society for the pra- 

tection of game and fish, Organized under the laws of this State, shall 
he empowered fo make arrests of any person or persons who miy be 
found violating soy of the proyisious vf this act, or Infringing any of 
the laws of this State made For the protection of game and tish, amd 
bring lim ov them before a magistrate for examination. 

ad And heit enacted, That the couuly clerks of the several counties 
of this State be, and they ave hereby directed to keep in their respee— 
live uffiges & record of the members of any game and fish protective 
societies organized under the laws of this Stabe, and shall wpon the 
paytient of twenty-five cents furuish to said members as aforesaid, & 
certificate under his seal certifying to said membership, 
4 And heit enacted, That this act ghall be a public act and shall 

take effect immeédiately, 
Appltoved April 4, 1878, 
Section 7 of the By-Lows of the Society reads as follows: 
Ff, The annual dues shall be two dollars for each year, to be paid 

by each memberin advance, the first such payment to be made to 
accompany the applioation for certificate of ineinbership, and enbse- 
quent payments to be mate abnually iu advance upon the eamuunee- 
Mentol each suceceding year of membership; and in case of non- 
election such first annual fee shall be returned Yorthwith to such 
applicant, 

omresidents desiring to become members of tis society, in 
accordance with the provisious of Chapter CLXXXTV of the Laws of 
pe State of New Jersey, must comply with the provisions of this sec- 
jon. 

Woopncock AND PArvRipegn Sroorme.—The season is 
now here when the woodcock and partridge, or ruffed 
frouse, are in their finest condition, and what better sport 
can there he, or what better music to the sportsman on a 
clear, frosty morning, when the air is tke champagne, than 
the'clear, ringing whistle of the woodeack, as le jumps up 
from under the alder; or the louder buaz and roar of the 
partridge, ashe scatters the dry leaves like a whirlwind. 
Be steady, now, for it reqnires a cool head and staunch dog 
fo insure success. J recall many such a morning in this, 
the best of all seasons, when [ have had rare sport, 

~When the maple boughs ave crinison, 
And the hickory shines like gold, 

When the noons are sultry hot 

And the nights are frosty cold.” 

Tam certain more actual erjoyment can be had in one day 
of this kind, than in many of the sultry dos days. Garry 
as little weight about you as is possible, a light cordnroy 
suit, with large pockets to the cont for game, ammunition, 
lunch, etc. Do not cumber yourself with rubber boots to 
heat and draw your feet and fatisue you befowe your sport 
has scaretly begun. <A good pair of leather Woots, with a 
dressing of the water-proof ‘‘leather lite,’ which is recom- 
mended by Forrsr ayp SrrpaM, will keep your feet dry 
and comfortable, No whiter can get thfough it. These 
hirds will often lead you into swampy places, but you may 
come ouf dry shod, The weight of your gun should not be 
more than seven or seven and_one-quarter pounds, ancl as you 
may have to travel twenty or more miles in a day, the more 
comfortably one is prepared, the more comfort taken. As 
very many can savy, woodcock and partridge are geiting 
more and more scarce every year, and it is cettain that these 
birds should he better protected jry our game laws. ‘They 
are pelted af hoth ends of their journey, north and south; 
are hardly given time to breed in New England, Even be- 
fore the young are fully Hedger some prnbilious pot-hunter 
hegins the slaughter, August being their moulting season, 
they are in poor condition; bet wait wil Sept. 1, or early 
frosts, and great enjoyment can be had. This diseyace to 
New England for her lezislators to allow these birds to be 
shot before 4, proper time, and if is a pity that we lave to 
trust lo men to make game laws who have so, little knowl- 
edge of the habits of our birds, and, too, the hotels who adver- 
fise prairie chickens and partridge out of season and the 
market men who buy out of season, ave the ereatust enemies 
to our game laws. Till these matters are looked after and 
the law enforced, New England must guffer—as it has in 
the past.—B. G. 

MAssacniserrs.—Hast Orleans, Sept, 25.—The writer 
has gunned this beach pretty thoreughly from Chatham to 
Nancet for the past four weeks, and I have never seen hirds 
so scarce and in such small bunches. A flock of tywelye or 
fifteen yellow-léys is seldom seen, and the arrival of such 
creates quite 2 commotion among the gunners, and no large 
bags haye been made, infact none bni the thoroughbreds 
who will stick fo their blinds pnd decoys carly and late, 
through thick and thin, have got snything like a decent bag, 
sud by the way lwish to say that the ‘bird gall” as uwdver- 
tisead recently by Mr. Edyyards is the best one that T have 
ever seen. I did not think it amounted to anything at tivst, 
but with a little practice it did pretty well, and now after 
using it afew weeks can call any kind of a bird with it, Tt 
is yery simple, and is always ready to do its duty, and one of 
them is enough for any kind of a bird. An old gunner here, 
npon hearing il, came tomy hlincland asked to.see my whistle, 
saying ii was the most natural he had ‘ever heard. Ducks 
are arriving in fair numbers, and some prettily food ‘bags 
havé been made. A party of three Boston eunners killed 
twenty-live black ducks nt one discharze of their suns, and 
teal weartiving in pretty good tumbers. The prospect for 
quail shooting is grand. Ruffed grouse are not yery plenty 
here. —C, D. 8. 

MAinsn Grouse Ayp VWoopcock.—Gurdiner, Me., Sept. 
24,—Tn the last number of the Porusr anp Srrgaw I notice 
information is winted by “J.” where a man would jie rea- 
sonably sure of good partridge and woodcock shooting in 
this section. They are quite pleuty this year, thongh the 
season has not been favorable for their breeding, Tf he 
would like s guide L will be at leisure after Oct. 10, aud will 
take him where there is plenty of game, Gray squirrels are 
very plenty, I shot twenty-two in two hours, including the 
time.of walking frarn joy liduse to the woods, The wopds 
ure Inll of gumepartides, woodcock, squirrel, rabbit and 
fox, gry further informaiton whl by pheprtaly giyen= 
Li i, DeMy 
1 
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Inuiors Witp¥own.—Aurora, Ill., Sept. 28,—Prairie 
chicken shooting I think has been better than an ayerage, 
There are a good many birds left for next year. There will 
not be muny more shot this season. They are wild und rise 
out of vangze. Some of my friends report quail quite plenty. 
English snipe (Shelepan wilsenit) have begun to put in au ap- 
pearance, but are not very plenty, owing, I presume, to its 
being so dry. Blue and vreen-winged tenl are in some 
numbers, with a few young mallards, but then 2 person will 
have to know where to look to find them, 1 shot four young 
mallards last Wednesday, the first Thave seen. By the way, 
it is about time to think of loading shells for the fall shoot- 
ing, and while doing so a gond many will want to know 
where they are some to look for good duck shooting. I 
will describe one place where o friend and myself spent a 
week of a8 good shooting as one would care to enjoy. UW 
was on the Kankakee River above Momence, on west side, 
about twenty miles from the town. You will have to take 
your own tent with you, Can get a team lo take you out, 
and if if Is nota yery wet fall, you will not require a bout. 
The best shooting is back from the river about a mile or so, 
thal is during (he morning and evening shooting, but im the 
middle of the day the river is the place, I would advise 
any one going there to take along a ood rifle, and if it gets 
very blustery hire a team and driver and go'to Little Beaver 
Lake. They will find a good many geese there, with some 
swan. The writer shot one while there, as fine a specimen 
as Lever saw. One will haye no trouble in finding this 
lake, as by inquiring most any one that lives in that section 
can direct himtoit. We took along two dozen decoys, and 
parties going Mere should do the same, tlthough sood shoat- 
ing will be had without them. If this letter is pot’ explicit 
enough T will take pleasure in answering any inquiries tht 
are addressed to me,—L, A, Hovr. 

inprana.—Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 25.—We are all pa- 
tiently waiting for Oct. 14—the 15th comes on Sunday, Pros- 
pects pood.—. 

Camp Sire Hlickerings. 
—— 

* That reminds me,” 

HE story of the clergyman, the fish and the small hoy 
told in your issue of Sept. 14, reminds me of an ocea 

sion when an Elizabeth, N. J., minister was disconeerted in 
asomewhat similar way. He was illustrating some point 
by the loading and discharge of a gun. Deseribing the pro- 
cess, he accompanied his words by a highly realistic panto- 
mime performance, pouring into the muzzle of his imaginary 
gun iirst the powder, then i» wad, the shot, and wads again 
“ramming her home” eyery time, then withdrawing the ram- 
rod, he put on the cap, raised the gun to his shoulder, 
sighted along the barrels, and, turning suddenly to his 
auclience, exclaimed, “And now, what do I do next?” 

“Pull the trigger!” shouted a small boy in a front pew. 
“TL pull your trigger for you, you little wretch,” said the 

disconcerted clergyman, dropping his arms and shaking his 
finger threateningly at the offending urchin, 

Your story of the Hartford clereymen and the fish recalls 
un incident which once happened mi 1 ely less than a thou- 
sand miles from Pawiuelet, Ril. There is nothing about 
fish mor game in if; if clissified i) would probably come 
under the head of the vegetable kingdom Tt wasthe youns 
clereyman’s first service in fhe church. In 4 front pew sat 
an elderly deacon. The minister gaye oul, among’ other 
notices, one of a meeting to be “‘held as usual on Wednes- 
day evening.” ‘*You are mistaken,” said the deacon, rising 
in his pew, ‘the meeting will be held on Thursday eyen- 
ing.” ‘Al, yes,” said the young minister, in a loud voice 
to correct his error, ‘Thursday evening;’ then su vece and 
contidentially to the deacon, ‘Right, brother; IT acknowledge 
the corn,” 

Not long afterward the congregation rajsed a liberal sum 
and sent the young man off fo brush up in Europe, where 
your genial correspondent ‘‘Piseco’”’ may perchance ron 
across him, 

“Talking of preachers,” said Caleb Parker, ‘reminds me 
of a story they tell of Uncle Cephas Bascom, of North 
Haven. Uncle Cephus was a shoemaler, und he never went 
to sea much, only to anchor his skiff in the Narrows abreast 
of his house and cateh a mess of scup, or to pole a load. of 
salt hay from Sanquitt Island. But he used to visit his mar- 
ried daughter, in Tremont, und upthere they knew he came 
from the seaboard, and they used to call him ‘Captain Bas- 
com,’ fo, one time when he was there, they had a Sabbath- 
achool concert, and nothing would do but ‘Captain Bas- 
comb’ must talk to the boys, and tell a seayarn, and draw a 
moral. Well, Uncle Cephas was rather pleased with his 
name of ‘Captain Bascomb,’ and he didn’t like to go back 
on il, and so he faxed round to getup something. It seems 
he had heard a summer boarder talk in Sabbath-school at 
Northhaven; he told how a poor boy minded his mother and 
then got to tend store, and then keep store himself, and then 
he jumped if on them; ‘That pooi boy,’ says he, “now stands 
before you.’ So Unele Ovuphas thought him up a similar 
yaro. Well, he had never spoke in meeting before, and he 
hemmed and hawed some, but he got on quite well while he 
was telling about a certain poor boy, and all that, and how 
the boy, when he grew up, was out afsea in an open boat, 
and saw a great swordfish making for the boat Hail Colum- 
bia, and bound to stave right through her and sink her; and 
how this man he took un oar and give it aswing and broke 
the critter’s sword square off; and then Unele Cephas—he'd 
begun to get a little fustered—he stopped short, and waved 
his srms, and, says he, ‘Boys, what do you think! That 
swordfish now stunds before you,’ 1 cal’late that brought 
the house down.”— October Cuntury. 

Docsurm Jackers, windproof, faunel lined, pliable and indestruc- 
tible, are imported and manufactured at Jak Hall, where sales last 
senuson were nearly one thousand at retail, This season Oak Hall has 
manufactured largely Tor the trade, and there is no knowing how 
many will be sold. One thing ts certain, a dogsiin jacket is indispen- 
sabla to «sportsman and fo all who drive of are exposed to the 
weather, —ddv. 

Somptaive That Every Srorrsman Nerps.—One oi! the Eeltpse 
pocket ve-cappers, de-cappers, loaders, ete, Manufactured by ©, L. 

MORSE & CO., Hamden. Conn Sea advertisement —Adv. 

Sea and River ishing, 

Opmn SHasons.— 4 lable of open seusona for yume and fish 
mm tssne of Luly 20. 

It may he laid down as a position whieh will seldom (leeeive, thot 

when aman cannot bear lis own company, thereissamething jrong, 
— Dr, Joliinsa, 

FOREST AND BTREAM ANGLERS' TOURNAMENT. 

Notice of the tirst smuual Fores: ann Srruam Anelers’ 

Tournament will he formed in our editorial columus. 

THE TILEFISH IS NOT FOUND. 

( UR readers will remember that the tilefish, Laphiolvetihin 
ohamieleconticeps, Which, was a newly discovered food fish 

dug ip inereat quantities in deep water hy the U. 8. Fish. 
Commission, suffered severely last year from some unknown 
cause, The miles on miles of dead fish reported by incom- 
ing vessels were supposed to be largely composed of this fish, 
Tt was a question whether the species was exterminated or 
not, and if nof, then the fishermen should be learned to take 
them for market and the people should become familiar with 
them, With this endin view, Mr. Blackford chartered a 
vessel for Prof. Buird and they went in search of the tiletish, 
Although this fish was not found they discovered a ew 
species. Mr. Barnet Philips of the editorial staff of the N, 
Y, Vines aud secretary of the American Fisheultural Asso- 
ciation, accompanicd the expedition and gives the following 
account of his trip, dated Gloncester, Mass. Sept, 26: 

‘ake a little craft of forty-five tons, sail for some 120) 
niles out into the Atlantic, and with a good southwesterly 
breeze the green waters will roll, and the yessel will have 
the liveliest of motions. Sometimes she may duck her bow- 
sprit under, or her loom may graze the crest of a surging 
stay but staunch she is and trim, and if, as in thal. poetical 
Innguage which sailors use, ‘she is in good tune’—hallast 
all right—and is not too low by the head, she will ride along 
most callantly, and despite the heaving seas and their im 
pact will, as she spins out her eight knots, he as sate as the 
biggest ship that ever-sailed, Just such a craft as this is the 
Josie Reeves, a well-known smack, that has made her weekly 
trips all through the summer from the lobster grounds of 
Menemsha Bight, on the Vineyard, to Fulton Market, 
Because Capt. Redmond presented one of the best types of 
the Americin fisherman, and was master of the Josie Reeves, 
captain and smack was chartered by Mr. E. G. Blacklord for 
the Uniled States Fish Commission, to take o trip off the 
coast in search of the tilefish. The little expedition was 
under the direction of Capt, J. W. Collins, atlached to the 
United States Pish Commission. ‘This officer, whofor many 
years has had in charge fishing vessels going out of Glou- 
gester in search of halibut and cod, is absolutely familiar 
with all kinds of fishing gear, the methods of secnring fish, 
and from his thorough practical acquaintance with the 
details of this perilous business is singularly fitted for the 
position lie oceupies, A man of this kind must be able to 
take the wheel, be ready for any emergency, and ai the 
same time possess a very Considerable amount of scientific 
Imowledge in regard to the various kinds of fsh he catches. 
At the Berlin Fish Exhibition Capt. Collins was one of our 
commissioners, and visited the German and English coasts in 
order to understand their yarious methods of fishing. 
We left: Greenport, L. T., on the 19th, andl it was just be- 

fore sundown (hat, with u pleasant breeze, all suils set, the 
Josie Reeves slid through the water, wid by 8 o'clock, with 
aun increasing wind, Montaule Point was passed, and keeping 
will clear of Shag-awam Reef, bowling merrily along; we 
made out for the sea, steering well eastward at first, and 
then working southerly. 

That the filefish had been very abundant before in exactly 
the localities where the dead fish were found was yery cer- 
tain, because the Fish Hawk, the steamer attached to the 
commission, rarely went to these tile-ish grounds without 
taking quite a number. But this year the Fish Hawk, hay- 
ing vone lo the same places, could not find any, if, then, the 
United States Fish Commission could not find the titlefish 
this summer, would the Josie Reeyes be more fortunate? 
Used to the business of trawling, with a thoroughly sea- 
warthy boat, ably commanded, with a good and willing 
crew, provided with the most perfect apparatus, having an 
exact knowledge of where the ground was siluated, haying 
on record all the localities where the fish had. been found in 
1879, 1880, and 1881, the chances were that a load of tilefish 
would be secured. Capi, Kirby, in May, 1879, had secured 
on ouly a part of a single trawl 2,500 pounds of the fish. On 
Thursday, with a whole-sail breeze, the Josie Reeves arrived 
at the eXact locality. By observation, we were at 40.08dee. 
70.28min. west, and by dead reckonmeg and careful sound- 
ings just where the tilefish should abound. The soundings 
are of a somewhat peculiar character, The water south of 
Long Island shallows yery slowly at first, with a gradual 
slope, somewhut more than a fathom to the mile, until sixty- 
eizht or seventy fathoms wre met, when, all of a sudden, 
down goes the sea bottom, and from 140 to 200 fathoms are 
struck. Following this ridge, which extends some 100 miles 
south of Longe Island, on the deep soundings, trending some- 
what irrernlarly to the southward, the fishing was done. Takea 
lead of eiz=hteen pounds and plumb the depths some 150 
fathoms and try to git it up the 900 feet, and withthe weight 
of water it is a good half-hour of work. 

Being in the exact locality, the trawls, which had heen 
baited early in the morning, were mide ready, 

Tt is tims now to haul up the trawls, The dory is low- 
cred, the two men in oilers and heavy boots take fying 
leaps into the boat, and, with a few vigorous strokes of 
the oars, are fast to the buoy keg. ‘Then the strain and pull 
begins. The two men hanl all they can, As the dory rises 
with the wave crest they take advantage of the natural 
heave, and lei go just when they would be hauled overboard, 
Inch by inch they fight for the mastery. At last the tirst 
anchor ig up, put in the boat, and they are running over the 
ground line which has the hooks on it. We putin close to 
them. A reward has been offered for thefirst tilefish. We 
see from the jumping deck of the Josie Reeves an occasional 
silyery-looking fish come from the hooks, but the golden 
eleam of the tilefish is not here. These are commonplace 
hake. All day the men set their traywls—tywo sets of them 
al a time—and work with the vim of donkey engines, and 
there is a neyer a Lopiiolatilus. Capt, Redmond is in one of 
the dories, As he pulls in at nightfall he says: ‘I haven't 
a tilefish, nothmg put hake; but here are some handsome 
fish, Inever saw their like before, Wouldn't Blackford 
like to have one? Red as can be, and here they are,” and 
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tour beautiful vad fish, some smaller than a blackfish, some 
yery much larger, are tossed on the deck. If we haye not 
found the tilefish, maybe we have stumbled on somethine 
else. Capt, Collins examines them carefully. He has never 
geen the like before, Ti, is a very beantiful fish, with warm 
red lustre and black and cream-colored mottlings. Tt looks 
faintly in general build like Teewtoge anitis, pat it isa Instier 
fish, und ifs pectorals are blood red and of yery 2reat breadth 
and sweep. Have we bit the duck and missed the drake? to 
commit an ichthyological bull. Still, we hud hoped for the 
tilefish, but unlike the colored fisherman, who, when fishing 
for catties, caught asiriped bass and owas disgusted, we are 
not without hope. 

The weather still continuing fine, we prepared for another 
day's trawling, Hyerything being made snuz for the night, 
we went westward, making considerable southimg, Mor tavo 
more duys we shed, persistently, indefatigably, On Fri- 
day we took some dozen more of thuse Landsome ved fish, 
some very much larger than the first. but of LopAvwlatilus not 
asivn, Of hake there were plenty with skates galore, and 
dogtish, anda Lephius, too, the ueliest of all fish, that, ani- 
inated carpetbag. ! 

Tiree days were we alit, Tt might blow all it pleasad; 
so that the smali hoats could be worked the men were will- 
ing. But the tilelish would not come. Then we looked 
again al the red fish. They had been, with the whole of the 
eateh, put on ice. They looked so tenting. The speci- 
men misers of the Fish Commission might want them all to 
stow away in alcohol. What if we should brave them? We 
were at sea, beyond the chance of a teleeraphic dispatch 
Then there was a member of the Ichthyophagous aboard, 
That red fish had to be eaten: What was a dry scientific 
jmmble of vormers, palatines, snowls, opercles, dorsals, anals, 
seales, to him? ‘There ieyer would come such a chance 
again, The fish might never be caught again. To Capt. 
Collins might accrue the honorof having discovered a new 
fish, but to the member of the Ichthyophagous would coms 
the delight of being the first humati being who should eat it. 
The proposition was made by the sustatory icouovlist “to 
have just one fried,” and he diditin cold blood. Capt. 
Oollins, touched perhaps by the eloquent appeal of the tish- 
cater, consented, and the cook had two of the fish given 
him, At nightitwas eaten, and proved to be the most 
delicious of fish, in fact, a fish which every gourmand and 
epicure would want to taste and tell about. Tt had » fam 
flush, yel it was crisp, with a delicate, crabby favor. On 
Saturday, the 23d of September, after having fisher all day, 
the seas increasing somewhat and the sky to windward looking 
angry, the barometer falling, it was thought wiser to seek a 
harbor and so close the cruise, Specimens having been 
secured, asinstructions had been given to he both general and 
special in collecting—everything, in fact, found in Gotl's 
great seas, from a whale tou tiny parasife, being within the 
requirements of the United States Fish Commission—at sun- 
sprays took a northeasterly course aud made for Block 
sland. 
Tt blew a fresh breeze, and the Josie Reeyes made Block 

Island on Sunday at 2 A. M., the light showing clear some 
ten miles west. By daybreak the long range of small islavas 
forming the right-hand side breakwater of Buazard’s Bay 
was made, and by 10, just as thick weather was threatening, 
the anchor was dropped at Wood's Hole, within ten yards 
of the Fish Hawk. 
The particular fish haying been handed over to the ichty- 

dlogists of the commission, it was declared to bea new | 
member of the family of Scarpwna, first described by Jordan 
in 1880. Such of the Seerpavié as have been before deserihed 
have been poly some three inches in Jength, The fish tyler 
in this ernise aré overs foot in leaeth, There ave differ 
ences in the markings, and very probably on examination 
some other specific variations will he discoverable.* 

“Are we to be forgiven for having caten two of these 
fish?” we inquired rather anxiously of the Commissioner, 

“Oh, certainly; you did precisely weht. Seientifie re 
search is one thing, but to turn what wemay lind into use 
is the great practical bent of the Fish Commission. If he- 
lieve 1 can congratulate Capt. Collins on haying found what 
T believe to be a new fish, and what is more, to haye been 
among the first to eat it, and if there were only enough of 
them, | should very much like to try one too; but Tamust 
send the best of the fish at once to Washington to have casts” 
of them, and the rest are now in alchohol and will form 
material for careful study.” 

As to why the Lophiolvtilns was not caught on the trip of 
the Josic Reeves we ave not prepared to state. As to what 
\dilled the fish, or whether all the fish were destroyed this 
year, 10 one can hazard an opinion, ‘The solution of these 
curious problems will require much additional stucy- 

: * Prof, Goode has since identified the fish as Scorpew) dactylop- 
ers, 

THE HENSHALL ROD, 
HAYVE read with no Kittle interest fhe numerous essays 
on fishing rods, and wonder if that subject will be settled — 

alall, The only solution that I can see to the problem is 
that every angler use just the kind, pattern, size, lengtli, 
weight and material of rod that he likes West; then don’h leh 
inybody disparage him about his rod and thus destroy his 
happiness. His own way suits him best, 
When in Plorida last winter with my triend Dr, Henshall, 

Thad only oue tod, Lt was what lie styled the *tcomine bass 
rod” —with ash butt and lange-+yood second joint and lip. — 
T think it weighs about eight ounces, but have not weighed — 
it. Lused that rod all the time while there, and have it now 
in as good condition as the day] got if, nor did 1 use bul 
one tip during the time, This being the first and only 
jointed rod that I ever had or use, theretore would uot be- 
@ proper critic as to light or huavy rods, as we at the South — 
always, ‘fo ‘mancipation,” used cine, poles withont reels, 
As to the holding qualities of this rod, its ‘‘giye and take?” 
its perpetual elasticity, 1 don’t think can be surpussed on | 
earth, 
The bass that we took in that country are simply enor 

mous, and an eight-ounce rod that will muster those eight to 
ten-pound fellows is certainly good enough for the niost ob-— 
Stinate stickler, I thought that if this rod was a fraction 
stiffer it would be better for such large bass, but for any- 
thing under six-pound bass J would not haye it changed. A 
half hour is too lone to fight one bass, and soif the yod was 
a third stiffer it would curtail the fight say Lo twenty minutes 
or fifteen, 

Qne evening I was alone of 4 beautiful stream in my cans 
yas beat, Thad halt grown ‘‘bream’’ for bait, which were — 
so heavy (eight-ounce bait) that I could cast them only thirty 
or forty feet, yet 1 took seven bags, of which the smalles 
weighed fonr pounds and toe largest. tem pounds; average 
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size seven pounds, the four-pound one being the only small 
one in thie lot, I was three hours landing these fish, thus 
allowing half an hour to the fish, from two o'clock to five, 
afternoon. The “flexors” of my arin were sore for several 
days, and the generalship tnt I displayed with this delicate 
tackle on those monstrous pass should live been praise- 
worthy had some one heen there to huve witnessed if besides 
myself, Twas as sorry for the poo little rod at times as 
though it was a human pein, 

The Doctor used ¢ heavier vod thaw L did anid of course 
stifer, and he had less trouble in landine his fish; but then 
Tdoubtif he liad 4s mach sport as 1 lad, for whenever Tf 
“taelded” a nine-pornder or the like, T had all Twwanted to 
keep you and tackle trom jeopardy. But in all the bass 
fishing in Florida with that littl eieht-oujce red and a little 
silk line the size of three horse hairs, Twever lost i fish, 
parted § line or broke 4 hoolk but once, when Thad an old 
hall! rotted line. a seven or nine pound bass struels jushas the 
line got kinked on Whe reel and supped it. 
When 1 go to Plorida agein T want a vod, say one-third or 

half stifter for bass, vut no heavier in weight, or al all events 
not much, for an ounce or two will fell on your nerves in 
casting: the minnow a half day ‘7a Fleusholl,” the which 
method IT think above all the crime de fie eveie of angling. 
Get ihe Doctor’s ‘Book of the Bass" and take lessons on 
casting the minnow, and you will fish no other way after- 
ward, Ii is worth the price of the book teu times to lear 
this one lesson, Geta goud reel and put it before the hand. 
The rod that {hive has the reel seat behind the laud, and 
“the first bass that 1 took in Movida—a tive-pound one—came 
near cutting my Gnger-olf with the linc, 1 then toole the 
reel off, placed ifaboye the liaud, und lashed i on with a 
string: Chad no more tronble afterward. 1 don't see the 
sense of a reel behind the hand, of where the idew ever cxine 
from, It came nesr ruining wy finger in the first attempt, 
ind J believe uf the fellow that first advocated a reel bebind 
fhe hend had been in that boat with meas that red-hot line 
Was sizzing through iny fingers, said T couldn't tare loose, I 
would haye been templed to give him \he butt of my wil 
instead of the retreating bass, CO. L. JorpAn, 

Wi.urs, Texas, Seph, 24, 

MAINE NOTES. 

fi lear present seasou, now so near dita close, has heen a 
i snecessfnl onein this region for trout and salmon fish- 
ing, 

More qnglers and tourists have visited Moosehead Take 
fhin ever’ before. A new and elegant house, ‘hake 
Hebron Hotel,” is being erected af this place, which will 
make the summer travel w specialty. 

Ship Pond, or Lake Onoway, Long Pond, Greenwooil, 
Bear, Benson, Specizsle, Monson, the Twin, or two Doughty 
ponds, Grindstone and twenty other beautifnl sheets of 
water, are accessible trom this villayé besides our own, 
Hebron, three and one-half miles in length, upon the shore 
of which is the new hotel, 
Hyeryone of these abound with spotted and lake trout, 

while Onoway and Long Pond have landtucked salmon, 
fundreds have yisiled the former the present summer, 
The whole of Northern Maineis rapidly becoming a Mecca 

tor the tourist, angler nad lover of nature. Our people will 
éventually derive 4 aveat deal of material benefit from this 
influx of yisitors from the city and mart if they sustain the 
enforcement of onr wholusome protective laws. 
The erventest) évil that we now lave to contend with is the 
shipment and transportation of trout out of the State in the 
mouths of April, Muy und dune, which can casily he done 
since the iron horse hus penetrated these forests sud came 
into close proximity to tiese resorts, 

It is estimated that more than ten tous of trout were ship- 
pel to Boston from Moosehead Lake last sprine by poachers 
trom néighboring towns. 
Hyery sportsman in Maue and all who are interested in 

the progress and welfare of our Stale ought to unite and 
work upon this subject until ou Legislature enacts a law to 
prevent this wholesale slaughter of tront. We hope the 
many readers of your valuable journal jn the Pine Tree 
Staite will each consider himself bound to labor with his own 
member of flat hody in the interest of this and similar mat- 
ters. J: 0, 
Mowson. Me., Sept. 25, 

THE MENHADEN QUESTION. 
PPX subject of the menhaden fisheries, though more than 

once treated in these columns, is of too great import- 
ance, both commercially and economically, to be permitted 
to drop out of notice, The plain facts ave that during the 
last few years the menhadden fisheries have been gradually 
assuming greiler und greater proportions, till now the capi- 
tal invested is not less than $4,000,000, and the immuber of 
hands engaged from 4,000 to 6,000, while if employes some 
1) steamships anid 200 sviling vessels. Its produets in oil 
and guano amount to millions annually, and these produets 
the Country cannot afford to. snd will not, if possiblé, want, 
But concurrently with the development of this industry 
there has been a falling: off all along the coasts frequented by 
the menhacen fishers, of our valuable food fisheries. Inter- 
ustetl porties have denied the necessary connection between 
these fiets, and have challenged the native fishermen to 
prove that the one fishery interferes with the other; bul so 
jong as we laye the well established and glaring fict that as 
ihe one industry has persistenily grown, the other hay stead- 
ily declined—that precisely as the méhaden fishers appear 
on a part of the coast, the food fishes, as Winetish, striped 
Dass, weaktish, et¢., disappeat—ordinury persons can scarcely 
be blamed for concluding that the continued prdgress of the 
one industry, as at present pursued, appears incompatible 
with the profitable progectition of the other. It is, tnere- 
fork, suarcely too much t0say that unless some moditication 
in the mode of prosecuting the new enterprise ean he de- 
yised, our coast food fisheries are in dager of collapse, 
while an importunt, ov rather we may say an essential, ele- 
ment of our daily food will pass ont ot the reach of persons 
of moderate means, 

There is another aspect of this question not nowortly of 
notice. ‘Till this new industry was so extensively follawed, 
our Ways and sounds along rhe New Jersey coast wero-stored 
Willi bluetish, weaklish, an) other food fishes, afturding ex- 
cellent sport to the amateur fisherman, Many a toil and 
desk-worn disciple of Izaak Walton was thus alluved from 
the city to spend an occasional day on our health-giving 
coast, freatly to his own benefit, mentally and physically, 
as WOll as to the advantase of hotel-Iceepers, boat-birers, and 
inany others, But our marine inlets are becoming depleted 
of their tinny tenants, and our city sportsmen.are beginning 

to weary of fishing in lenaniless waters, ayd are disappear: 

ing accordingly, Thus a good round sum of money 
threatens to he lost annually to our enast. 
We are nob oblivious to the fact that the menhaden fishery 

has stinlated industry and circulated money in lociulities— 
Tuckerton, for ¢xample—where such stimulation waa much 
needed, wand in recognition of this fact we are vol prepared 
to join our voice to those which call for absolute repression 
of the industry. We think it a case for thoughtful legisla- 
live repalation, based on a careful collection and collation 
of faeis. Elsewhere—in Loch Pyne, Scotland, for example— 
it has been found possilile by such levislation 16 reconcile the 
interests of rival fisheries quite as contlicting as these in hand, 
aud we have pertect faith that whitever has been effected 
elsewhere, Ametioans are competent to accomplish here. 
One thing’ appears clear; the Benate committee. ta whom 
the subjeet has heen referred, showld give the New Jersey 
fishermen a better opportunity to be heard than they have 
yet been afforded. The inyestivation was prompted by a 
bill introdiiced hy Senator Sewell, and the constituents of 
that gentleman should haye abundant opportimily to present 
their case.— The Cows Pilot. 

THE COLUMBIA SALMON WHEEL, 

ves GRELs are plenty this morning, captain, This is 
2 the third we have met during the last twenty min- 

utes. Where do they come from?” 
Ti was Captitin John H, Wolf, the veteran master of ile 

Caluinbia River steamer Wide West, which affords 2 much 
pleasiater journey than the cars for Bonneville to the Dalles 
[Oregon], , , 

“Well. siz,” said the captain in veply, “they come from 
the Cuscades, If you should examine any one of them you 
migiti be surprised. You wouldn't imagine, would you, 
{hat those barrels, though empty, carry a more valuable 
cargo under tlian most casks do in them? Those barrels are 
buoys. They sustain cach about 200 pounds weight of 
salmon, alive, strane through the eyes, on their way to tne 
canneries (lown the river. There they have little steam 
linnches whieh pick up every one and tow them in,” 
“How ave $9 many fish caught? T baven’t noticed any 

nets to-day.” 
“Nets are of no acconnt now. Go and see the Snail,” 

said the cantaim, as he bent over and strung the slowing bell 
for the Dalles, 

Some time after Lsaw the “Snail,” and a most ingenious, 
successful, detestable engine of destruction it was, The 
owner had admirably planted it just aboye the Upper Cus- 
cades, on the north bank of the river, the south bank being 
at that point almost impassable to the fish. It was placed 
just where the swift edge of the current makes a most inyit- 
ing eddy, throuch which the salmon must naturally “run” 
on their way up-siream. Here the cnrrent was about eight 
feet deep. The salmon never swim lower than four feet 
below the surface, Hrected over what would be the entire 
widih of the “rnn” was 2 huge frame, Suspended within 
this an immense wheel revolved, so adjusted on pulleys as 
to vise and fall with@he changing depth of water. Upon 
tlie spokes or arms of this whicel, eiglt in number, were 
fastened os many wire nets, Gach thirty feet in diameter, 
loose and laggy and moyable, resembling in appearance the 
pouch of a pelican. The current itself is the force that turus 
the wheel like an undershot. Very slowly ils govs aronnd, 
The great scoop-nets spread lazily through tie water, one atter 
another, at just the depth where they are most fatal, Their 
HTS Alavost paure od flout motionless through the stream. 
But, though slowly, the eveatwheel, culled trom this motion 
the “Snail,” does inove and with just the right tardiness, 
for ais the nets emerge trom the water they are so filled with 
the struggling prey iat Mr, Williams, owner of one of the 
wheels, pronounced 800 an averupe amonnt, At the proper 
angle above, the nef is turned upside down, Its contents 
ive dumped along the arm of the wheel to what might be 
termed its Iuth, striking which they rebound along « trough 
tothe bank, Ibis a stirring Wut cruel sight, for there are 
many amalland unmarketable fish in every “haul.” The 
theory is that these are returned to the water wad live, but 
itis like the ‘“‘returns of the killed and wounded” after a 
battle—su stnoned and maimed gre they that but few sur- 
vive. The wheel presents a busy scene, and the profits 
must be enormous, for Whe simple contrivance costs but 
about $400, and requives but half-a-dozen attendants. There 
are four of these wheels on the river, and a gentleman en- 
caged in the fishing business informed me that the caleula- 
tion was they caught about half the salmon that go up. 
There is a wheel on Bradford’s Island, aboye Bouneyille, the 
work of yyhich has become so notorious (not merely killing 
merchantable fish, but in so doing destroying 1 dozen times 
asmany of a size as yet too small for commerce) that the 
public press has demanded its suppression. But all these 
wheels, as has been said, are ‘the production of a brain 
which sims to live without work.” Probably from 2,500 to 
8,000 stlmon (for proprietors of the wheels are very chary 
about giving actual figures), large and small, are caught 
eyery hrm, night and day, of the week, save from Saturday 
to Sunday nivht. Compute the amount, 1 know of one 
actual catch of 6,400 salmon in a day—large fish, suitable 
for the canneries. An experienced fishermpn stated it as the 
result of his observation that about one in ten of those 
caught were used. Eyen of the number used, packed, and 
sent down in barrels, one wheel kept the large cannery at 
Warrendale busy all through the season, aud then the can- 
nery couldn’t lake eave of all. 

Looking at the descending stream of halt-dewd fish liter- 
ally “broken on the wheel,” I conl@ uot but regard the ques- 
tion fora moment in the light of on angler and an econo- 
mist. [ remembered the half-remorseful tone (as if the 
speaker thought of the many laden baskets he hac brought 
from the Silver Bow) with which, nh Fort Missoula three 
months ago, Lieutenant Hremont said, ‘“That’s 4 killing 
fly,” as he handed me a litile, hairy, fuzzy, artificial cclop- 
teron with brown folded wings. T remembered, too, the 
time when, a month after, Captain George J. Ainsworth 
and I were floating for 4 summer afternoon oyer one of the 
transparent lakes that half surround his beautiful retreat 
near Tacoma. The trout had responded lazily to our troll- 
ing lines, and something lilks a dozen lay in the bow of the 
boat as we stopped fort moment in the shadow of some 
giant firs where the water lay dark and deep and still be- 
neath the long, flouting lilies. 

‘Tn my country,” said { energetically, “‘we would just 
dvopanchor here, whip out pole and line, and with gyass- 
hopper ov angle-worm catch half a boat land between now 
gud night,” 

"So weeould here," replied the captain, “but that wouldn't 
he fishing,” and the young but) veteran disciple of pood 
Tzaate rowel softly but hastily away from thea too tempting 

precincts. I wondered what these ‘gentlemen, devoted fish- 
ermen, keen but just, would havesaid, could they have stood 
by my side and witnessed this wholesale destruction of a 
fish nobler than the trout, From a point of yiew less seuti- 
mental, iff seamed to me thut not only fo the sportsman'’s 
instinct of fairplay but even to the naturalist’s foresight for 
the continuance of the species, that wheel wag a spectacle 
ali: revolting. Jn the contest between animal and man, it 
is $0 inevitable that constan! victory must be with the latter, 
that. in all civilized communities some safeguard against the 
fapacity of lawless individuals has been provided. And yet, 
for oyer two yeats these wheels have been permitted to do 
thein work, until, mainly through its evil results, the price 
of salmonin this market his been reduced more than fifty 
per cent, Of what use is it to fine a fisherman twenty-five 
dollars if he traps a fish or uses a bit of drug on his bait or 
berry on his hook, while sach wholesale destruction as this 
is allowed? Iyvemember at Big Horn Tunnel, the firstuight 
we were in camp, an officer of the company of United States 
troops stationed there torpedoed the Yellowstone and cauzht 
half 4 dozen stuimed trout for our supper. The act is punish- 
able with 4 fine of not less than $100 here, and yet the Col- 
umbin on fire with exploding cartridges of giant powder or 
dynamite all day could not equal a single hour’s work with 
the ‘‘snuil.” The fact is, the Columbia River is governed 
by atish law, written before this mechanism was heard of 
—a law made for nets. Beticor that immunity be granted 
them all than fhat these machines, compared with which 4. 
cillnet or scine is but an aneling-line, should be permitted 
to ply their trade year by year from April until August. 

Bad as all this is, the worst result of the salmon-wheels"is 
found in the ingenious imitations and wwlLolesale slaughter- 
pens, more glaringly offensive to the spirit of the liw, which 
they have hrought into existence. To understand these 
properly the reader must be reminded that the habit and 
habitat of jhe salmon in these waters have been so thoroughly 
studied that they are now fully known. The salmon, like 
the shad in the Hast, is 4 creature of rewular migrations, ac- 
curately described in treatises; so that not only every angler 
but every schoolboy knows how the fish acts and lives, and 
where he is at any month of the year. Tt is well understood 
fhat after the subsidence of the high water during the last 
week in July and the first week or two of August, the later- 
coming fish, heavy with spawn, leave the sea and come up 
into the river to hatch, With every ascending tide num- 
bers of sea fish follow for the eggs. The time of the fish is 
too far gone 10 udmit of a long ascent of the river, and the 
spawn left on the sands near the mouth may be reckoned as 
almost a total Joss. The earlier and stronger fish ascend 
the Columbia to the Snake River and tlie numberless in- 
flowing streams in the greatest number during March and 
April. They keep close to the bank of the river and turn 
instinctively into its tributaries, Now, at Shearcr’s Bridge, 
on the Deschutes River, beyond the Dalles, the stream has 
been dammed, and the fish are forced, having entered it, 
into a canal; so that all the fish that enter the outside shoot 
of ‘he river are literally fumed. Again, across the entire 
mouth of Spokane River the Indians have built a salmon trap, 
a solid network of willow twigs, which lewyes literally no 
chance of escape. = 

Is itnot Thoreau whe writes what might be called the 
élery of the shad—how he ascends the Connecticut year by 
year with watery dreams of his impendine doom? Some 
such pathetic persistence marks the annual hegira of the 
salmon at its propagating season, though in the case of the 
latter there is not the wise legislation of the ast by whicli 
the fish’s greatest natural enemy protects him: agiinst him- 
self. [doe notmean to say that there is no thoyght given to 
this subject, 0 agitation of it, There is much talk in the 
newspapers and among the more intelligent fishermen about 
hatcheries and needed altevationsin the existiit: laws. Tt is 
seen that more of the heayier aud stronger fish must be al- 
lowed to go up the river or the salmou product will inevi- 
tubly decline, But this is attending to the spigot merely, 
The legislation is not judicious, Tts execution ts nof firm, 
A tramp is forbidden to cast a bait after Augaist, <A fisher 
man may not drift his net on Sunday. Meanwhile, day 
and night, the “‘barbarous and murderous” (I am using an 
intelligent fisherman’s phrase) “snail” wheel is kept going 
and the salmou are Jiterally corralled ly millions in the very 
haunts where they go to bring forth their kind. Meanwhile, 
too, all along the Sound to Alaska, the larger part of the 
fish so plentifully caught is wasted, just as the buffalo were 
in Montana, and the tendency is to the same result—extine- 
tion, What will become of on industry which aoe 10.- 
(00 men when the price of its product has fallen three- 
fourths during the past few years? It is justso with tim- 
ber-cutting and burning, Whole areas are denuded as if the 
supply was illimitable. So prodigalisthis rich country in 
ils best resonrces.—Colwinhia River Correspondence af the 
Aveniny Post. = 

A Ountous Fise.—Assumption, ba.—I, to-day, send by 
express one small package containing a few fishes preserved 
in alcohol, and hope that yon will be kind enough to let me 
know what they are, as nobody uround here knows them. 
For the last five years these ishes run up Bayou Lafourche 
during low water and can be caught by millions. They ap- 
parently come from the Gulf of Mexico, and go into the 
Mississippi River, and never come down stream again. I 
live on the Bayou seven miles from the Mississippi. Said 
Bayou is’an outlet of the river, as you know, and empties 
into the Gulf, The fish sent you run up stream during 
three or four days (night and day), and then disappear to 
reappear #1 about the same time the following year, always 
during low water.—P. EH, D. [These singular flat-headed 
little fish are called by Prof. dorian Dormitator maculatus 
(Bloch), Jordan and Gill, fam, Gotiida. They seem to have 
no common name, They are a common brackish water fish 
of the tropics, but according to Prof. Jordan, not before 
recorded from Lonsiana, 

Bost-Fisuine versus WaAprve.—In irout-tishing there 
is no sport like wading the stream and casting your fly into 
tlie pools. It isso far ahead of sitting in a boat and whip- 
ping the shores or spring’ holes for trout that they are not 
tobe spoken of in thesame day. Even in fishing for black 
bass it is more enjoyment to walk along the hank of a 
siream than to be cramped up in a boat until one’s legs are 
sliffand numb. These thoughts oceurrcd to me afier a 
day’s black bass fishing on Greenwood Lake, where most all 
the fishing is done from }oats. Three days of it was enoush 
for me, and the dead feeling did not leave my legs for nearky 
two days afterward, I was surprised te nole tat Mr, 
Mather, in one of his *‘Adivondack Buryey Notes,” prefers 
hoat-fishing to any other, and yet he calls shooting deen from 
a bout “lazy sport,”—WADER, 
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Wakrisn AND Krveriso at Lona Bsaca.—l was sur- 
prised on hearing some clapper rails cackling while 1 was 
fishing at bony Beach, three week ». There areno accom- 
modiitious thers now except the bridge-man’s shanty; «nd if 
one cures to roughit he will havea splendid opportunity there, 
I sturted last Miday thinking the storm would bring a high 
tide; concluded to try the mud-hens or clapper rail in the 
alternvon and fish the next Morning when the tide was low. 
Tgotinio the boat with o nium to push me; we went in the 
high reeds snd found that there was not enough water to 
push, so We took the small creeks. We put up five birds on 
that meadow-and killed four, the other was hit hard but got 
Away. ‘Phe lide was now dropping so we gave it up for the 
night us we wereail wer through, the rain coming’ down 
in torrents, | went to the bridge-man’s cabin, that being the 
only place where J could get a bed for the night, as the hotel 
was closud for theswinter, L felt chilled with the wetting but 
the bridge-man’s son, a youth of fourteen, soon had a fire 
kindled, so | borrowed an old pair of dry pants and a coat. 
Our hot coffee seemed the hest colfee I ever tasted, 1 do not 
care much for eels but I think I was ready to eat anything: 
that evening, As theanoon was showing through the clouds 
1 concluded to fish for a couple of hours as they told me the 
weaktish and kingtish hitatnight, Ipulled outinto the chan- 
nel and fished in five different places but it seemed that there 
Was nothing bul’sea spiders, and L soon had a dozen of those 
ugly cribs in the boat; I then caught a small eel and became 
diseusted. pulled for the shore, and on reaching the cabin I 
found it full of smoke; they were butning sage to drive oul 
the guats and mosqnitoes, In the night I suddenly became 
conscious of a number of large things walking all over me, 
Twoke up the bridge-man who wus suoring away on the 
other bed, he quicted ny fears by assuring me that (hey were 
only micu and that they would not hurt me. I reasoned if a 
min and a boy slept there every night anil the nnece did not 
eat them up that { might safely sleep one night, I always 
make if a point to accommodate myself to the surrounding 
circtimstances, no matter what theyare, The next morning, 
at five o'clock, I took the boat with my fishing lines and soft 
crabs for bit and went up stream about one hundred yards, 
opposite a luige creek. with a half tide running out began 
fishing, and fortwo hours I had rare sport. I captured eleven 
wealfish woizhing from one and a half to three pounds, I 
lost. three or four, and one large one that I held too strong 
broke a thvee-ply sneil and carried off the hook. I then 
went in to breikfast and came back again and fished until 
2, P. AL, takinw fiveinore, As the tide was now nearly full, 
T went ont to iy the mud-hens again, I only killed two more. 
I think for good sport there ure few places within an hour's 
ride of New York to compete with Long Beach, as the kingtish 
And weaktish wre both a nice Same fish, and a large one will 
*jye a mana Sood five minutes’ play to land, —J sams ALBERT 
(New York). 
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Tue Gasrar-Gou.—Indianu University, Bloomington, 
Tnd., Sept, 28.—In yvesponse fo the appeals directed by your 
correspondent “Byrne” and others to the Hastern ‘fish 
sharps," 1 tell what I knew about the “sasper-gou.” I Jrave 
collected specimens of him in Louisiana and Texas, and I 
win unable to see that he differs in any technical way from 
the animal called “‘sheepsheud” in the Great lakes, and 
“white perch” “drum,” ‘“erunter’ and Oe a in 
ihe Western rivers. This fish was first described by Ra- 
finesque in 1818 as Apledinetuse grunniens, and this name of 

course if mush keep, although we haye adopted Professor 
CGHIP’s correction of the spelling of Aplodinetus to Maplotdo- 
polis (hiplotios, cloaked; notes, back). Later, Rafinesque 
chanyed the name to Amblodun grunaiens, a thing he had no 
(scientific) right to do. Some years liter the fish was called 
“Chaining oscula.” A single specimen, apparently abnormal 
anid distorted, aid now lost, was also called the “‘malashe- 
ganay” or 'Copetud meladeonii,” and this last fish was said 
to be abundunf in Lake Turon, pnd to be good eating. 
These slatements were, however, somewhat premature, as 
the only specimen of “‘malasheganay” ever known was not 
eaten, but stulfed by the discoverer. If, as we think, there 
is but one species of this type, its name is Haplotdonotus (or 
Apladinotus) gruniiens. It seems to be certain that in the 
Great Lakes this fish, under the name of *‘sheepshead,” is 
absolutely worthless; the flesh is tough, ill-scented, and 
often infested by worms. Inths Ohio and upper Mississippi, 
as “‘white perch,” the young are passable panfish, not very 
tender and with a sort of muddy flavor, but sfill readily 
sileable. The old fish, as ‘‘croaker,” “drum,” ‘“grunter” 
or ‘“thunder-pumper,” are coarse and poor, Further south, 
as drum," or, in Louisiana and Texas, as ‘“‘gusper-gou,” 
the young fish are well liked, either heeanse really better 
than further north, or because other dish are poorer, This 
Southern ‘“gasper-gou” was considered by Girard a different 
species, under the name of Amblodon neglecbus. Ti really 
different, it sho ld be called “Auploifonotus negtectus,” Mat 
we have thus far failed to discoyer any positive points of 
difference,—Davip 5. Jorpan, ! 

A Gamm Proreoton is Brooxuyn,—We learn that Mr. 
Jobn 8. Collett, one of the New York State game protectors, 
formerly of Albany county, hasremoved to Brooklyn. Mr. 
Collett: has begun by payiug attention to violators of the 
lobster law, and has named several men who have had 
lobsters for sale under ten and a half inches (exclusive of 
claws), and will keep a close watch on the markets" of New 
York, which, if closed to the sale of game and tish out of 
season, will do much to protect olher parts of the State 
from their illegal capture, Mr, Collett’s address is 591 Fifth 
street, Brooklyn. : 

ILieGAT SALMON Fismine oy MatNe,—The Oalais Times 
says the destruction of salmon at Balmon Falls, af the cotton 
mill dam, Calais, is deplorable. No fishway Jus yet been 
provided hy the corporation and the salmon gather under 
the rolling dain and altewpt to pass through the water that 
falls over the top of that structure, aud in doing so fall back 
and are stunned by falling across logs nnd ledges. Men and 
boys, nolsatisticd with netting these fish, now arm themselves 
with pitciforks and spear them. All this is done in defiance 
of State laws. 

CATFISH AnD SALMON SPA wN.—Ithas been discovered, says 
the New Hira, of Benecia, Cal,, that almost all calfish taken 
from sireams where salmon aie in the habit of depositing 
their spawn are full of such spawn. Itis therefoye appre- 
ended that the destruction of sammon is inevitable, unless 
extrgordinury cfiarts he made to get rid of {he gatfish, 
While tho species of catfish introduced ina Calfarnia 
witord in Yopy proliija, 4) acoms ba be by no wean f favorita 
With the posple, 

Exormovs Runs or Saumon.—The well-authenticated 
stories of the enormous runs of salmon up the rivers of the 
Pacific coast of North America seem to be so different from 
the experience of most people that they are difficult to be- 
lieve. Wehave seen them so thick that a spear could not 
be thrown in the river without striking a salmon; but we can - 
truly say that we never had so vivid a picture of swarms 
of fish until we this week received a phologreph of a scene 
on one of the rivers from our old friend and correspondent, 
“Mowitch,” who says: ‘lL believe this is one of the first 
attempts to obtain photos of fish in their native element.” 
Tt is a stereoscopic view taken, as is written on the back of 
it, ‘August, 1882. Fish shown are the suckeye of Frazer’s 
River, or blue buck of Columbia River, Oncorhynchus nerka, 
Wulb, Gill and Jordan, Gordon Creek is a small tributary 
of Frazer, about one anda half miles below the town of 

fo greater than in others of equal size. 
in a quiet state, together with the glare of the sun, renders 
their outlines in some cases indistinct; still the artist has 
been singularly happy in producing a photograph which is 
altogether unique,” The foregoing’ remarks of ‘‘Mowitch” 
areirue. We had no idea that ranidly moving fish could 
be photographed at all, especially in ariver. In some places 
they are shown to be three deep, and doubtless there were 
more below, whiie fhe surface is as thickly strewn with 
them as it is possible to be, We can now almost believe the 
old California story of walking across the riyer dry shod on 
the backs of the salmon, 

Tur Srapurisn.—tittle Rock, Ark., Sept, 25.—i notice 
in your last issue an account of the spadefish. They ere 
quite numerous in the lakes in this yicinity, where they are 
known as “‘shovel-bill catfish.” Their average weight is 
about thirty pounds, though I have seen some that were 
very much larger. They haye no scales, resemble catfish 
somewhat, but the upper jaw projects ten or twelve inches. 
The mouth is at the lower end of the shovel and is 
toothless. Only & short time ago I saw a wagon-load of 
them for sale on the streets. The negroes consider them a 
great delicacy, T cannot tell you how they are caught, I 
have fished in lakes said to be full of them, but never caught 
one, probably because 1 was fishing for game fish. From 
their geucral appearance I think they could be caught witi 
worms or soft bait near the bottom.—FIsHERMAN. 

Trour Murprer,—The Helena, Montana, Zera/d, under 
date of Sept. 18, reports: “The employes on the Northern 
Pacific Railroad are killing trout by fhe use of explosives. 
One of the most famous and best stocked trout streams be- 
tween Deer Lodge and Missoula is Whiteside. Last Sunday 
our informant wus about to review his experience of former 
years and drop a line, with a fly attached, in a certain pool 
of the stream flowing through Mr, Whiteside’s ranch, but 
was told by Mr, W. that the attempt would be futile, 
because that morning some N. P. R. R. men had taken in a 
asket full of fish, using cartridges. The practice is in 

violation of Territorial Jaws; is 4 shame and injures one of 
the great attractions for tourists in Montana. Let some 
action be taken by interested parties in this matter at once,” 

Sisheulture. 

FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

\ 7 ® present the following list of the different, Commis- 
sionerg on Fisheries for the Provinces, States and 

Territories of North America, corrected by correspondence 
to date. A. few changes will be found since our Jast list 

(September 29, 1881), and one more State (Delaware) has 

awakened to the importance of fisiculture as a State industry 
and appointed 2 commission. The following will be found 

correct to date: 
Dominion of CANADA— 

W, F. Whitcher, Commissioner, Ottawa, Ontario. 
PRoyincEe or New BRONSWICK— _ 

W. H. Venning, Inspector of Fisheries, St, John. 

Provincr or Nova Scorra— 
W, H, Rogers, Inspector, Amherst. 

Provyiycs or Prince Epwarp IstAnp— 
J. H. Duvar, Inspector, Alberton. 

PROVINCE oF BRITISH COLUMBIA— 
A. O, Anderson, Victoria. 

Tae Unirep STtaTEs— 
Prof. Spencer f, Baird, Washington, D. C. 

ADLABAMA— 
CG, 8. G. Doster, Prattville. 
D. B. Huntley, Courtland, 

ARIZONA— 
John J. Gosper, Prescott. 
Richard Rule, Tombstone. 
Dr, J. H. Taggart, (Business Manager) Yuma. 

ARKANSAS— 
John E. Reardon, Little Rock. 
James H, Hornibrook, Little Rock. 
H, H. Rottaken, Little Rock. 

CALIFORNIA— 
S. R, Throckmorton, San Francisco. 
J.D. Farwell, Niles, Almeda county. 
W. W. Traylor, San Francisco. 

CoLoRADO— 
Wilson E. Sisty, Idaho Springs. 

Connecricut— 
Dr. Wm. M, Hudson, Hartford. 
Robert G, Pike, Middletown. 
George N. Woodrut!, Sherman, 

DELAwARE— F : 
Enoch Moore, Jr,, Wilmington, 

GErORGTA— P ’ 
J. 'T. Henderson (Commissioner of Agriculture and ex- 

ojfieio Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries), Atlanta. 
Dr. H. H. Cary (Supt.), La Grange. 

ILLINOIS— ; 
WV. K. Fairbank, President, Chicago, 
8. P. Bartlett, Quincy. 
&S. P. McDoel, Aurora, 

INDIANA— 
Calvin Pletcher, Spencer, Own county, 

Jowa— 
B, F, Shasy, Anamosa. 
A, Ay Mosher (Assistant), Spirlb Lake, 

KANSAS = 
Hon, D, 8, Long, Bleworth, 

Kauntucky— 
Wm. Griffith, President, Louisville. 
Hon. John A. Steele, Versailles, 
Dr. Wm. Van Antwerp, Mount Sterling. 
A, H. Goble, Catlettsburg, 4 
Hon. C. J. Walton, Munfordville. 
Dr. 5. W, Coombs, Bowling Green, 
John B, Walker, Madisonville, 
P. H. Darby, Princeton, 
Hon. J. M. Chambers, Independence, Kenton county, 
W. C. Price, Danville. : 

MaInre— 
BH. M. Stilwell, Bangor, 
Henry 0, Stanley, Dixfield, 

MaAryLanp— 
Thomas Hughlett, Haston. 
G. W, Delawder, Oakland. 

MassACHUSETTS— 
BH, A. Brackett, Winchester, 
Asa French, South Braintree. 
#F, W. Putnam, Cambridge. 

MicHicgan— 
Eli R. Miller, Richland. 
A.J, Kellogg, Detroit. 
Dr. J. C, Parker, Grand Rapids, 

MINNESOTA— 
ist District—Daniel Cameron, La Crescent. 
2d District—Dr, William M, Sweney, Red Wing. 
5d District—Dr. Robert Ormsby Sweeny, St. Paul. 
4th District—No appointment until January. 
5th DistricL—No appointment until January. 

MissouRr— 
Dr, J. G. W. Steedman, Chairman, 2803 Pine street, 

St, Lonis, 
John Reid, Lexington, Lafayette county. 
Dr. J. 5. Logan, St. Joseph. 

NEBRASKA— 
W. L. May, Fremont. 
R-R. Livingston, Plattsmouth. 
B. BE. B. Kennedy, Omaha. 

NEVADA— 
Hon, Hubb G. Parker, Carson City. 

New HampsHirnE— 
Edward Spalding, Nashua, 
Luther Hayes, Milton. 
Albina H, Powers, Grantham. 

Nrw Jersey— 
Dr. Benjamin P. Howell, Woodbury, 
Maj. Edward J. Anderson, Trenton, 
Theodore Morford, Newton. 

New. Yorr— 
Hon, R, Barnwell Roosevelt, 76 Chambers street, New 

York, 
Edward M. Smith, Rochester. 
Richard U. Sherman, New Hartford, Oneida county. 
Eugene G. Blackford (Fulton Market, New York city), 

809 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, 

Norra Caronina— 
S. G, Worth, Raleigh. 

Onto— 
Col. L. A. Harris, President, Cincinnati. 
Charles W. Bond, Treasurer, Toledo, 
Halsey C. Post, Secretary, Sandusky, 

PENNSYLV ANIA— 
Hon. H, J. Reeder, Haston. 
Hon, B. L. Hewit, Hollidaysbury. 
James Dufty, Marietta. 
John Hummel, Selingsgroye. 
Robert Dalzell, Pittsburgh. 
G. M, Miller, Wilkesbarre. 

Raopr Ishanp— 
Alfred A. Reed, Providence. 
Newton Dexter, Providence. 
John H, Barden, Rockland. 

SoutH CaroLtina— 
A. P. Butler, Commissioner of Agriculture 

officio of Fish and Fisheries, Columbia. 
Cc. J. Huske, Superintendent, Columbia. 

TENNESSER— 
W. W. McDowell, Memphis, 
H. H, Sneed, Chattanooga. 
Bdward D, Hicks, Nashville. 

TEXAS— 
R. R. Robertson, Austin, 

and ex- 

Uran— 
No appointment since the death of Prof. J. L, Bartoot 

in April last. 

VERMONT— 
Hiram A. Cutting, Lunenburg, Essex county, 
Herbert Brainerd, St, Albans. 

VIRGINIA— ; 
Col, M. MeDonald, Berryville. 

WeHst VIRGINIA— 
Henry B, Miller, President, Wheeling. 
GC. 8S. White, Secretary, Romney, 
WN, M, Lowry, Hinton. 

WIscoNSsIN— 
The Governor, ex-officio, Madison, 
Philo Dunning, President, Madison. ‘ 
C. L. Valentine, Secretary and Treasurer, Janesville. 
J. V, Jones, Oshkosh. 
John F. Antisdel, Milwaukee. 
Mark Douglas, Melrose. 
Christopher Hutchinson, Beetown. 

Wvromine TERRITORY— 
Dr. M. C. Barkwell, Chairman and Superintendent, 

Cheyenne. 
Otte Gramm. Secretary, Larantie, 
Hon. N. L. Andrews, Johnson county, 
Hon. #, W. Bennet, Carbon county. 
Hon, P. J. Downs, Uinta county. 
Hon. T, W. Quinn, Sweetwater county. 

THE SUCCESSFUL PROPAGATION OF CODFISH—The 
operations of the United States Fish Commission, in the 
direction of the fish hatching and other experiments, are be- 
ing at present carried on at ‘Woods Holl, where the work has 
been done for a couple of years past. Previous to that time 
hatching operations for colfish were carried on at Gloucester, 
and millions of young codfish were set free there. Vast num- 
bers have also been let loose into the ocean from the hatching 
rocks at Woods Holl. Since this work has been dono, but 
little, if anything, has been seen of the cod small fry, till now 
the fishermen report vast multitudes of little codiish, from 
four to ten inches in length, in the mouth of the Piscataqua 
River and vicinity at Portsmouth, Since these little fish are 
strangers in that vicinity, ib is believed by those interested 
that they are “Prof. Baird’s fish,” or, in other words, that they 
are the first visible results of the codtish hatching eriment 
of the government under Prof, Baird's direction, Tt is he- 
lieved,and not without good reason, that the little cd off the 
Portsmouth shore were really hatched in the government 
Gongs at Gloucester and Woods Holl, and that they have 

fad northward along the shore in their natural eniera- 
lons toward a waters, Should wioh prove to hu th 
Wo have OF the casa, it cortaluly is a Moowt bappy Pouull, Aud 
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_ may be the first step toward again stocking the waters from 
_ Gape Cod to the Bay of Fundy with millions of codfish, as 
_ they once were, before fhe fisherman, in his search after food 

and profit, had so nearly robbed this part of the Atlantic | 
shore of its rich treasury of food fish, Tfit has been discov- 
ered that the supply of codlish near our shore can be kept up 
by artificial propagation, the ioportance of whalis knuwm as 
the shore fishery, which has grown in fifty years froma few 
cargoes in winter to soll frozen to 20,000,000 pounds at this 
port alone last year, can be doubled again in a few years, the 
government has been well paid, and Prot. Baird has dons a 
noble work.—Belfast, (Mez.) Republican fournal, 

THE AMERICAN FISHCGULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

PROGHEDINGS ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING. 

MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF THE SWORDFISH. 

BY G, BROWN GGODE. 
)couTrypEn. | 

THE CAPTURE OF THE, SWORDFISH IN THI MEDITERRANEAN, 
M VICTOR MBUNIER, in his treatise “Les Grandes 

e Péches,’p, 141, describes tha various methods formerly 
and at present in vse inthe fisheriesin ihe Mediterranean, The 
Greeks were avenstome to ise boats with projecting bows, 
modeled to resemble aswordfish, and painted withits peculiar 
eblors, This the unsuspecting fish would approach, thinking 
to meet one of its own kind, The fishermen, taking adyan- 
fage of the mistake. would pierceit through and through with 
their lances. Although surprised, the swordfish would defend 
liseli with vigor, striking the treacherous boat with its sword 
and endangering its safety, while the tishermen strove to seize 
it by the head and, if possible, to cut off its sword, Having 
overcome their captive, they would fasten it behind their 
bostand carry it ashore. Oppian compared this method of 
fshing to a military stratagem. This ruse was kuowin also to 
the Romans, and in their time the swordfishery was one of the 
most important, They also captured these fish in madragues, 
in which they were easily entangled while pursuing tunnies 
and other fishes of the mackerel tribe,’ “Although he is able 
to break the nets,” said Oppian, “he shrinks from it; he 
fears some snare, and his timidity counsels hina ill; he ends 
hy remaining 42 Fe within the ring of the net, and be- 
comes the prey of the fishermen, who with united effort drag 
lita fo the shores,” This does not always occur, to be sure, 
for olten, to the grief of his would-be captors, he breaks the 
walls of his sepuicher, liberating also the other fishes buried 
with jim, 
There is at the present day afishery im the Straits of Messina, 

continiing on the Calabrian shore trom the middle of April 
te the latter pavt of June; on the Sicilian shorsfrom the frst 
of July to the end of September, The Calabrian fish appear 
to approach by the Pharos, the Sicilian ones by the sonthern 
entrance of the straits. VThissummer fishery nas for its ob- 
HED the capture ofthe large fish, which are killed with a 
ance, The boats used are about 18 feet long, 4 feet deep, 

_ and broader at the stern than at the bow, There isa single 
mast, 17 feet high, surmounted by # brace of 4 curved form, 
intended to support the lookout, who gains access to it by 
steps fastened to the mast. The lookoutfrom this elevated 
Station yiews ths movements of the fish, and by yoice or 
Besture directs the movements ot the oarsmen. At the proper 
time he descends, and standing on a narrow thwart amidships 
he aids the waist oarsmen and performs the oitice of stears- 
Tan, 

At the bow stands the man who strikes the fish, His lance 
is shout 12 feet long, with an irou head, which, from the 
yague description of Meunier, appewrs to resemble closely the 
American lilyiron. This is detachable, and to it is fastened 
aline as thick as one's little finger and 600 feet long (200 
meters). 
Two guards are also stationed onthe shore. On the Cala- 

brian coast they climb upon high rocks and cliffs;on the op- 
ets shore, where there are none, they stand on a tower, 
uilt expressly for this purpose, ahout S00 feet in height. 
“Everything beg arranged,” says Spallanzani, “behold the 

order of the fishery, When the two watchmen perched upon 
the tops of the rocks or of the mast judge that a swordfish ap- 
proaches from afar, by the change in the color of the water, at 
the suiface of which he swims, they signal with the hand ta the 
fishermen, who row toward it with their boats, and they do not 
Gease to cry out and to make signs until the other lookout on 
the mast of the boat has perceived the fish and follows if with 
hiseye, At the voice of the latter the boat veers now to the 
Tight, now to the left. until the lancer, standing at the bow 
Weapon in hand, catches sight of the fish, Now the lookout 
descends from his mast, stations himself among the oarsmen, 
and directs their movements in accordance with sighals given 
him by the lancer; he, seizing a favorable opportunity, strikes 
the fish, often at the distance of 10 feet. Immediately he 
slackens out the rope, which he holds in his hands, while the 
boat, with the force of allits oars, follows the wounded fish 
itil ho has expended all his strength. Then he rises to the 
suiface; the fishermen, approaching, fasten to him with an iron 
hook and carry him to the shore, Sontetimes the fish, furious 
from his wound. strikes the boat and pierces it with his sword. 
50 fhe fishermen stand on their guard, especially if the animal 
is large and active.” 

The young fish are captured in nets about 300 feet; long, 
called palimadaras. These are stretched botween two boats 
with lateen sails, moving along, entangling in their meshes 
everything which they touch, Spallanzani protested vehe- 
Seanad against this tishery. Ibis carried on fiom October to 

areh, 
Oppian describes a method of capture used in the Mediter- 

Yanean, <A bait was fastened with a sliding noose to the line 
at a distance above the naked hoolr, and the whole was so con- 
trived that when the swordfish seized the bait with its mouth 
the hook seized it from behind with great forse. This stor 
is declared by writers of the present day to have been fanci- 
Tul and without foundation. 
Tam indebted to Mr, Frederick W. True for the following 

_ translation from Prof. Adolfo Targioni Tozzetti’s essay on 
_ *“The Fisheries of Italy,” published in 1870 (25), which gives 

briefly a description of the methods now employed in the 
yicinity of Messina and elsewhere on the Italian coast (36): 

“Swordfish are taken from time to time, together with the 
 titnnies, in the fonmeare (27); but hook-and-line and gillmet fish- 
_ Sries are also carried on, the methods of which we may de- 

_ describe somewhat at lene th, 
“Pwo very distinct fisheries are prosecubei—one by day, 

the other by night, The former is’ carried on by means of 
peculiarly construeted nets called palamitare; the latter by 
the use of harpoons, or draffnierr, as they are called. The 
harpoon fishery is prosecuted in the Straits of Messina, on 
ae aoe of Calabria and Sicily, and among the Eolian 

ands, 
_ “The fish appear earliest along the coasts of Calabria, be- 
tween Givia, Tauro, Palmi, Bagnara, and Scilla, aud hence it 
is in these localities that the fishery first begins. It is prose- 
guted later in the season on the Sicilian coast, between 8. 
“Teresa al Faro, Gazzi, Salvatore dei Greci, and Capo Palero, 

“Phe net fishery on the Calabrian coast is carried on most 
_ 

25. La Pesca nei Marid'ttalia e la Pesca all stro Esercitata do 
“Haliani.  <¢Catalogo degli Wspositari 6 delle core esposte Sizione Ita- 
“Hana, Usposizione luternazionesale di Pesce in Berlina, 1880, Wirenze 
“Spaniperia Reale, 1880, pp, xv~-exxxvi. : 

_ Swordfish Pishery—Pesea dela Pesce spada, pp, Lxix-lxxiii. 
46. The anther states that the material for the following artigl« is 
ae from the writings of Dihamel, Oppian, Bpallanzant snd 

‘Wak, 
~ a7. A Icind of pound nev constiuoted forthe capture of tidnles or 

se.maaokers) (Orcynws PUN), ch ep wae eerie 

.is not liable to injury by the sea. 
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extensivel 
between Falmi and Capo delle Volpi, On the Sicilian const 
nets are principally between &. Teresa and Gazzi, but be- 
tween Salvatore die Greci and Capo Peiere, where the man- 
agement of nets would ke very diffleult on account of the 
deep water and rapid currents, the harpoon fishery prevails. 

“The season of the repular fishory in Calabria extends from 
the niiddle of April to the end of dune, and im Sicily from the 
iniddle of July to the middle of Ausust, The capture of 
young swordfish, however, continues to increase long atter 
this time, the season often extending to the middie of October 
Hish weighing little more than a sitele kilosram are frequently 
taken, and the practice, therefore, lus heen strongly cen- 
sured, Jn the latter part of October both adult and young 
fish disappear, vetreating, as many suppose, to the depths of 
the ocean, They reappear in spring, prior to spawning 
time, and remain on the ishing grounds thyvoughout the entire 
season, 

‘Fisheries are also carried on, but with more or less irregu- 
larity, among the Liparian Islands, near Tropea, in Calabria, 
in the tunny-nets of Nulazzo, Alliveri and $. Giorgio, near 
Patti, and in the waters of Sarilmia, 

“The fishery on the Sicilian and Calabrian coasts is prose- 
ented al certain fixed stations, Atsome of the stations, such 
as station 25, in Calabria. not and harpoon are éarried ou with 
equal success; but at others, as for instance at station 1, i 
Sicily, only the harpoon fishery can be proseented, and at 
others, again, as at station 20, the uet fishery alone prospers. 

“The stations are eccupied by the gangs (oste) of fishermen. 
The conformation of some portions of the coast of Catabria is 
such thatthe day fishery with nets cannot be carried on, and 
at these points each cang comprisas two boats, or feluccase, of 
from 10 to 16 tons, two skilffs for each felucca, and one 
additional skiff used in carrying: on commimication between 
the boats. 

“The palamitara ix set from timo to titae, aud at each 
station is fitted up in the manner deemed most suitable by the 
fishermen, If is made of strong hemp twine, and is hung to 
two ropes, the upper being buoyed by cork floats, and the 
lower weighted with leads. The length of the net varies be- 
tween 600 and 800 meters, the breadth is i6 meters, and the 
area 14,000 to 15,0U0 meters, more or less, according to the 
depth of water, which on these coasts varies between 40 and 
f00) meters; the mesh measures about 17 centimeters far. 
Each end of the upper rope is tied to a large cork buoy, fio 
Tere tg hell is attached, which sounds with every motion of 
uhe nev, 

“By these arrangements tlie net hassniticient play, sothat it 
At the same time, when a 

fish strikes the net and is gilied, the more it strus¢les to ret 
free the more it betomes entangled, In the mean time the 
ringing of the bell gives the fishermen tlie signal that 5 fish is 
captured, and they hasten to free the net and set it again. 

“The methons of the harpoon fishery is yery diiferent. Two 
watchmen are employed, one haying his statiouon the cliffs 
overlooking the water, and the other al the masthead of the 
felucca, The mast of the felucca is usnally 20 or wore meters 
in height, and the ywatchnian climbs to his station by means of 
aropeladder The watchman onthe clilfs scans the sea far and 
near, and when he perceives a swordtish gives the signal toa 
lookout, called fariere, foriere, or folivve, standing at the mast 
head of some one of the boats, or loutro, at the station. 
“The watchman indicates the movements of the fish by cer- 

tain signals. For instance, he eries out ‘va sus,’ meaning that 
the tish goes yonder, or toward fl Faro; or ‘va jusu’, he goes 
down, thatis, toward Messina; or ‘ea fora’, he goes out, or 
toward Levante;or sometimes ‘ra wherra', meaning that the 
fish is swimming toward tha shore, 

“The lookout, at tist obeying these signals, aud then relying 
on his own observation, guides the loulro toward thefish. When 
the boat has approached sufficiently newr, the harpooner strikes 
the fish with his draffntera. or harpoon, — 

*The drajfiniera consists of a wooden staff 12 feet long, 
furnished with an iron 7 inches in lenzth. The iron has two 
wings, and is constructed iu such a manner that when it 
strikes the fish the point enters the flesh and the wings spread 
in the wound (48), A rope, or protease, otten Gil feet or more 
in length, isfastened to the harpoon head, so that it may be 
recovered when the fish, weakened by loss of blood, is cap- 
tured and brought into the boat. 
“A short warp is tied ta the staf! of the harpoon, by which 

when the head is detached itis brought back into the boat. 
After the fish is struck, the Joutro puts back to the station, 
leaving the chase and capture of the wounded fish to a 
sedond boat. Usually heis casily captured, but sometimes 
by dashing against the boat or by other movements he man- 
ages to free himself and make his escape. 
“A fishery yery sitailar to that carried on at the present 

time was described by Polibius, according to Strabo, more 
than two thousand yeals ago. Tac account of the fishery at 
Messina given by Oppian (39) is someyvhat fanciful and naceu- 
rate, but m the last century Spallanzani gaye a more strictly 
technical description of it (40). Recently the fishery has been 
accurately described in elegant Latin verse by Vetrioli (41). 

88. This iron resembles Closely fhe American lilyiron. 
89. Oppiano, Della Pesca, lib. iii, 
40. Spallanzani, Niaggi alle due Sicilie ace. vol, iy., p. 808, et seq, 
4!. Vetrioli, Xyphias Carmen, Naples, 187), 

[TO BE CONCLUDED.) 

Answers te Qarrespondents. 
- le 

A.P.P., Lancaster, Pu.--We know of no Newfoundland puppies 
for sale. 

TrurErvL JAuns, Naw York Post Office.—Picass send your name 
te this office. 

L. H. H., Schooley’s. N, J.—We make no charge for registry of 
names claimed, sales, cic. For proper form, see notice al head of 
Kennel Notes. For cost of advertising, see first page. The gentleman 
you mention at onetime owneil well-hred beagles. 

C.Y.V.S., Larrytown, N. ¥.—Can you tell me anything of the 
eocker Toby. Lwish to know his winnings. 1 think he won in 1877, 
ora year ortwolater’ Ans, Toby won istat New Yorkin 1879. He 
was imported in 1877, we think. . 

W., Trenton, N. J.—1. What is considered the best hook on the dog, 
their points, breerling, &e,? 2. Where can | purchase the Kenuel 
Club Stud Book of this country, and price W! samey Ans. 1. “The 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and ofier Countries.’ Pries $2.50, 
We van furnish it. 2, Write to David Bryson, Memphis, Teno, 
Price, $2. : 

W. MM. &., Kansas City, Mo—1, What shan! be the color of 4 well- 
bred Irish setter? 2. Is white allowable in suchadog? 3. At what 
age should training commence? 4, Hin can T polish a pair of ordi- 
nary deer antlers? Ans. 1; A rich biood-red. 2. A litile white on 
neck, breast and toes is admigsibje, 8, As early as possible. 4, Use 
the end of 4 soft ping stick. 

J.J. McK., Houston, Texus.—tIs it injurious to feed a puppy on 
cdoked beef ? Ans. We preter 4 diet of well-cooked corn and oat- 
meal mixed with vegetables, which must also be welleooked, This, 
with plenty of sour milk, we believe to be the best possible food for 
puppies. Well-cooked beef, in small quantities, we do not consider 
injurious ; we often use it for 4 change, but would not recommend If 
tor a regular diet, 

Dan, Hellows Falls, Vt,—1. Can beagle hounds be braimed yjons 
without using another doe with them, and. if so, what would he the 
probable length of time necessary to get onein trimf % Willa do 
Whelned in April he too young to commente running phis asasen rq 
vabbita? 8 Has the golor hay tluing to do with « dog's hinting aia “ 
ities? 4, Can you give me the addrese of any ons who hay ea 
heagles for aale ? ; ty Wea; Dubie te better to rina them, with AD 

between Palini and Soeilla, the harpoon fishery | old dog, The time necessary to train varies with their intelligence 
snd natnral komtiog qualities. 2. Not ifworked carefully. 3, No, 
4, Consult our advertising columns, 

F, G, Jv., Princeton, N. J.—Did an Irish sctier named Socks ever 
Wit prige at Baltimore or any benctsshow. Can you give his pedi- 
gree ind name of present owner? Ans, Socks won firstiin the nutive 
Trish lays at Baltimore in (877, All thatoye can learn of his pedigre 
78 that he was out of Milas’ Jule, she by Rodinan’s Dash, out of Rod- 
inun's Eroma. Socks is probably dead; as he was whelped in sin, 

el 

via y 
! ih a Che Zennel. 
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FIXTURES, 

BENCH SHOWS. 
January 9, (0, and 11, 1882.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 

Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshiia Shute, Secretary, 192 Hobart sireet, 
Meriden, Conn, 

y aril 9, 4,5 and 6, 1882, Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society's 
With Annual Beyech Show, Pittsburgh, Pa, MHntries for the Bech 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after March 1, 1682, 
close December 1, 1842, Chas; Lincoln, Superintendent. I. R. Shay- 
ton, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pa, 

FIELD REALS 
November 17-—Wastern Fieid Trials Club Vield Trials on Quail, near 

WMigh Point, N.C. Entries for the Derby close Juipi. Wor the Al- 
Aged and Members’ Stake, November 1. FN. Hall, & 0. Box 884, 
New York, Seeretary. 4 r . 
Decernber 4—Natione) American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn. D- bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary, 
becemper 1i—New Orleans Gun Chib Tield Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La. Iintries close December 11, J. K. Renaud, Seeretary, New 
Orleans, La, Entries for the Club Cup close December 1. 

FOOD FOR PUPPIES. 

{VERY sportsman has had more or Jess experience in 
breeding’, or rearing, does—taking if, for granted that 

every sportsman, be he shooter or fisher, is a lover of the dog 
us & helper, friend and companion, 

A. well-bred puppy is 4 very delicate piece of handiwork, 
the organization it which is akin to that of a sensitive young 
child, aud while left very much to nature should not lack the 
oversight and judicious care of its owner or guardian. All 
this for 2 preface and now fora tew words to the point, While 
inove of an angler than a shooter T must confess to the tender- 
est, lové for # food field dog, or tora good dog ot any breed 
that men most affect, I have had a little experience in breed 
ing wud rearing puppies, but my latest has proven a wretched 
failure, Wot lone since [ took a very decided fancy to have a 
beagic hound, and when the puppy (of the best imported sire 
and dam) was six weeks old | took him home and with tare 
and pride began tomark his development. At the start I fed 
him on boiled cow's milk, on broth, on puddings (corm and oat 
meitl) and scarcely a scrap or morsel of solid meat for the 
fivet three weeks, Worms made their appearance, the com- 
mon maw worm (Arceris vernicularis! aud the long round 
worm (Arcaris lunibriceties) and [ resorted to santonine 
and areca nut, the doses followed by a cathartic, carefully 
measved and administered alternately. Of conrse the little 
thine did not thrive very fast under these circumstances, and 
his appetite began to be capricious and very soon he seemed 
to eat anything but plain meat. | consulted the breeder (a 
careful, honest aud reputable gentlemen whose kennel is 
known everywhere) and Le said “give hun meat.” For long 
Lhestiated and, at lensth, against my judgment and all past 
experience, [ gays hint cooked meat every day, often twice, 
but neyer a surtertt. Once in a while I would skip a meal, or 
starve him into éating milk, or broth. Oue day when out for 
ao airing, an incipient fit startled me and I grew graye and 
cautions, The worms, for nearly a fortnight, had not shown 
themsolvées, and I thought the worst was over, when one 
morning the long round worths were noticed in considerable 
force and in lesstlan four hours the handsome puppy was 
dead, and his little grave in the orchard dims my eyes every‘ 
time T looked thitherward. 

Will some reader please express his views upon this subject? 
With my past and late experience to enide me, 1 reserve the 
right te hold to my own opinion that solid meat is not good. 
tov young puppiss and that they should only have a sugges- 
tion of if merely previous to thse pariod of dentition, or, better 
still, the age of six months. Are bounds, and especially: 
béagles, peculiarly hard to veur? QO. W. BR. 

THE COLOR OF THE NEWFOUNDLAND, 

HAVE lately seon in a contemporary a protest from a: 
wellknown and yery successful breeder of Newfound- 

lands against the success that solietimes attends black and 
white dogs when exhibited agalust black dogs of the same 
breed, The writer adds that, as the black and white color 
is supposed to point to some cross inthe breed, it must cer- 
tainly be & mistake to preter them to black dogs in a class set 
apart fer MNewfoundlands. I question, however, whether 
tlack. and white is not, after ali, the more usual color of the 
breed, and I certainly do not think that the presence of white 
should be in amy way a canse For suspicion, 

Ti is well known by old owners of Newfoundlands that the 
more common colo of imported dogs was hlack and white, 
or bronze, or even gray and white, and four white fect. A 
white tip tothe tail, a large white breast, and frequently 
white on the head, was the nsual marking of a dog imported 
from Newfoundland fitty or sixty years ago. In fhe famous 
picture by Ward, entitled “Disputing the Prize.” and painted 
early in the century, we lind the two Newfoundland pups are 
represented as black and white, the upper one marked as in 
Landseer’s *‘Member of the Royal Humane Society,” while 
the lower one has four white gaiters, and white on the head, 
breasé, and shoulders, and tip of the tall. Then. there was 
Neptune, the dog owned by the York mail coachman in 1520, 
who is said to have been marked like the upper pup in Ward's 
icture, aud who was whelped on board the ship that was 

imiperting his dam from Newfoundland, 
arlier again in the list we haye Lord Byron's Boatswain. 

immortalized by the epitaph over hiserave, which tells us 
that he ‘was born in Newtoundland, May, 1808," This dor 
had white on the head, on the back, and ou the tal, Tf more 
proof were wanting of the presence of niuch white in pure 
Newfoundlands, | think my Nelson is a good example, for his 
pedigree dates back on one side to celebrated black prize 
winters, while on the ouber side he came from imported stock. 
He is marked precisely as the dog in Landseer’s picture, and, 
asiito show that his color was no accident, he reproduces 
himself exactly in color and marking in Trafalgar, whom he 
got cutof a jeb black bitch with a white star. No doubt 
when, nearly a centhry 420, the Newloundlaad was first im- 
ported, the black color and nearly black was much preferred, 
though thik was only so because for sporting purposes black 
With much white wus too couspicnons, and likely to aftract 
attention. In support of this we find in breeding, even from 
almost entirely bDlacl dogs, that some, or Hae Ss all of the 
pups have white toes, breasts, or tps to the tail, and some- 
time only white hairs on the bottom of the feet; and this is 
inherited from thei” ancestors years back, since a small white 
marking was not objected to even by sportsmen, as if was ai- 
likely to ha een sufliciently to disturb gare, though when 
we remember thatin the lash century yery few people were 
allowed the privilege of sporting, and that yery lew of these 
colud kill p hird gn the wing, we shall see how neaessary tH 

; likely to Gishurh and pus We the 
plide, Hence, ft baheve, arisct ia profarpnoo Tar back or 
nearly biacn Newfoundiands, and. to the Kennel Club fa dua 
ail honor tor having provided a olaea for othe: than blagk 

was tg bave nvthing at all 
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Newfoundlands, thus giving black and white, bronze, and 
even gray dozs a Chance, and preserving much pure New- 
foundland blood that might otherwise have been lost or 
neglected as useless. But the appearance of some white on 
the pure Newtourdland is so persistent that that alone should 
secure some respect to those that are black and white, and 
even should make us look very closely into a dog) that appears 
to be all black, for such may perhaps in reality have some 
cross, If we look atthe modern champions of our black 
Newfoundlands, we find Mr. Nichols’s Nelson with white toes, 
and Joe Sadler has a large white breast and white on the soles 
of his feet. 
With these tacts betoro us, it certainly seams unreasonable to 

object toa black snd white dog ina Glass seh apart for New- 
foundlands, andit any objection could be thade, it would seem 
more correct to object to an entirely black doy in such a class. 

T think, too, that our knowledge of the reasons for the preju- 
dice in favor of black dogs should lead us to the following con- 
clusions; (1) That in a class set apart for black Newfoundlands 
white marks should not disqualilly, woless they are so large, or s0 
placed as to be very conspicuous, and likely to attract immediate 
attention from a reasonable distance. (2) That in a class sot 
apart for cther than black Newfoundlands the first thing te be 
yalued should ba undoubted character, and then, though a long 
way afterward, the regularity and beauty of the markings. (3) 
That in a elass open mostly to Newfoundlands, a black and white 
dog should certainly be cousidured as pure asa black doz of 
equal character, though the preference for color must always be 
# inabber of opinion. 
Thouel most of our flat-coated retrievers owe their good quali- 

ties to the selection of blackin their Now!loundland ancestors, 
yet it Would seers an open question whether the true interests of 
the breed were best eared for when preference was given to color 
in the place of type, synimetry and proportion.—Hen ry R. For 
quharson, in Kennel Gazette. 

LOUISIANA FIELD TRIALS. 

Bditor fovest ane Stream: 
Quail reports trom Opelousas, La, where the New Orlewos 

Gun Club tield trials will be held in Deceniher next, are most 
encouruging, an unusual large crop of birds having been 
hatched out and reared. Mr. J. W. Jackson, living there, 
has secured the best fields over which to run the trials, and 
will see that the game thereon is most scrupulously yuarded 
and preseryed for the occasion, Your readers may rest as- 
sured that birds will abound in such goodly nuinbers that 
“heats” between the dogs will be of short duration. A large 
number of dogs owned in Louisiana will be entered, and we 
expect a dozen or more from our neighboring States, and per- 
haps a tejv trom Grand Junction. The prizes offered are quite 
liberal, and the entrance fea of Ave Af to each stake is as 
low as amy one could wish, An effort will be made to procure 
excursion tickets from Grand Junction to Opelousas and re- 
turn at satisfactory rates. Dxcellent board in the town can 
he had at various hotels at most reasonable prices, while a 
day's ride on the back of an “Attakapas” pony can be had for 
& Mere sou. 

I often see inquiries in your valuable journal as to good 
hunting sounds for qnail, chicken, duck, snipe, ete. To such 
T would say, visit this land made famous by the poet Long- 
fellow. It is only within a year that the railroads haye 
made this section accessible to hunters from New, Orleans; and 
such hunting! Marshlands, woodlands, and rolling prairies 
abound in zame of all kinds and varieties, and in such quan- 
tities that the merest novice with dog and gun is vertain to 
find a surfeit, In the midst of this hunter's paradise we have 
located our field trial grounds, A cordial invitation is ex- 
tended our Bastern friends to join us thereon, and after par- 
ticipating in the trials prolong their stay sufficient to deci- 
mate the surplus zame in the vicinity. re 
New (nigans, La,, Sept. 19. 

DOG LARGHNY.—The following extracts ave trom the 
opinion of Judve Har, sustaining the conviction of the doz 
thief, Mullaley, whose case was reported in our issue of No- 
yember 24, 1881. Mullaley, it will be remembered, stole a dog 
of less value than $25, for which he was convicted, and there- 
apon curried the case to the Court of Appeals, claiming that 
stealing a dog is not larceny. The Court did not azree with 
him and aflirmed the conviction. We quote the following 
from the opinion: ‘The reason generally assigned by com- 
mon law writers for this rule as to stealing dogs is the base- 
ness of their nature and the fact that they were kept for the 
meré whim and pleasure of their owners. When we call to 
mind the small spaniel who saved the lifo of William of 
Ovange and thus probably changed the current of modern 
history (2 Motley’s Dutch Republic, 398), and the faithful St, 
Bernards which, after a storm has swept over the crests and 
sides of the Alps, start out in search of lost travelers, the 
claim that the nature of the dog is essentially base, and that 
he should be left a prey to every vagabond who chooses to 
steal him, will not now recéive ready assent, In nearly every 
household in the land can be found chattels kept for the mere 
whim and pleasure of the owner, a source of solace after seri- 
ous labor, exercising a refining and elevating influence, and 
yet they are as much under the protection of the law as chat- 
tels purely useful and absolutely essential. This common law 
tule was extremely technical and can scarcely be said to have 
a sound basis to rest on. While it was not larceny to steal a 
dog, it was larceny to steal the skin of a dead dos, and to 
steal many animals of less account than dogs. Lord Coke in 
his institutes cited above, said: ‘Ot some thinus that be fera> 
naturce, being veclaimed. felony maybe committed in re- 
spect of their noble and generous nature and courage serving 
ob vitee solatiwm of princes and of noble and generous persous 
to make fitter for great employments, as all kinds of falcons 
‘and other hawks, if the party that steais them know they be 
reclaimed. In the reien cf William L,it was made grand 
larceny to steal a chattle valued at twelve pence or upwards, 
and grand larceny was punishable by death; and one reason 
hinted at by Lord Coke for holding that tt was not larceny to 
steal dogs wis that it-was not fit that ‘a person should die for 
them; and yet those ancient law-givers thought it not unit 
that a person should die for stealing a tame hawk or falcon. 
The artificial reasoning upon which these rulés are based are 
wholly inapplicable to modern sociehy. Tempora mutant 
ef leges mulantur in ilis. Large amounts of money are now 
invested in dogs, and they are largely the subject of *rade 
and traflic, In many ways they are put to uselul service, 
and so far as pertains to their ownership 4s personal property, 
they possess all the attributes of other personal property.” 

BASTERN FINLD TRIALS CLUB.—There will be an in- 
portant meeting of tha Hastern Mield Trials Club at Delmoni- 
cols, 212 Fifth avenue, at S o'clock Tuesday evening Oct. 10. All 
members should be present, as judzes tor the coming trials 
are to be selected, aud other business of itaportance will come 
before the mesting. The indications are that the coming 
trials ut Hieh Point will prove a great success, A large nuim- 
ber of dogs will vompsts, and we have advice that birds are 
very plenty on the preserved gronnds. We shall possibly be 
abletio announce thea judzes next week, Mr. John G, Hecks- 
cher oifers a cup, value $10), for the doy showing the best na- 
tural fleld qualities, irrespective of training, run ab the trials. 
Several othar valuable special prizes will probably be oYered. 
of which notice willbe sive as soon as we learn the particu- 
lars. 

SALE OF FIRE-PLY.—Dr. E. Wilson, of New York, has 
urchased of My, W.H. Pierce the well-known red Dish biteh 
ire-Ply, and will take lie to Cubs for figld use the coming 

winter. She isin whelp to Mr, Piarce’s Larry. 

yer old. 

THE ESSEX COUNTY (N. J.) HUNT will this week com- 
mence their seventh season of fox hunting. The following 
are the meets for October, viz: Saturday, October 7. 4 P. M., 
ali the Kennels, near Llewellyn Park; Weduesday, October 11, 
4 P, M.. Watsessing Station; Saturday, October 14, +P. M. 
Bloomfield; Wednesday, October 18, 3:80 P, M., Ridzewood 
Station; Saturday, October 21, $:30 P. M., Mamsion House, 
Montelair; Wednesday, October 26, #:50 P. M., Verona; Sat- 
urday, Ouloher 28, 3:30 P. M,, St. Cloud, 

BENCH SHOW AT DENVER, COLORADO.—The State 
Tndustrial Association, of Colorado, ut their coming fair, to 
be held at Denver, will have a bench show in connection 
therewith, on October5 and 6. The prize list includes forty- 
three classes of dogs, Abont $100 in cash and quite a num- 
ber of spacial prizes are offered, The ontries close on Thurs- 
day, October 5, at 12M. 

EAGLE ROCK KENNELS.—Mr. W. 1. Duerr, of Orange, 
N. J., claims the name of Hagle Rock Kennel for his! kennels, 
He will breed pointers exclusively, from stock by Sensation 
out of his Gipsey. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

4, 5.. Boiling Springs, Pa—I havea biteh about three months 
oll that T would dike to have spayed, Would it impair ber hunting 
qualittes? Ans. We have uever known of an entirely Successful case 
of spaying and would not advise that it be lone. 

Razor. Wrightsville, Ya —Your dog undoubtadlly has worms, Give 
ler upon #h empty stomach & dose of finely powdered areca fut, two 
grains foreach pouud of ber weight. Follow this in two ta four 
hours with a dose of castor oil, She will probably outgrow her 
timidity with age and gentle usage, 

Dp. G.8., Dundee, N. ¥.—What shail Tuse ty kill lice on my dogs; 
something that wlll not injure the dog or his coab. Aus. Tie upin 4 
ieee of muslin two ounces of quassia wood chips and suspend them 
for twe hours ina pail of water, occasionally Svat it. Use this to 
wash the dog, with plenty of soap, rinsing off with clear water, 

JN. C., Newburyport.—l. What is the best food to give a dig 
duriop the hunting season? 2. Isa dog (setter) 1d montns old likely 
to be injured by hunting every day, Sundays excepted?’ 3. Is if ad- 
yisablo to let adog retrieve the first year? Ans. i. Table scraps 
aid well Cooled corn mel mixed with vegetables and meat. 2. Yes, 
u. No. 

C. M, G,, Minneapolis, Minue—Plense give prescription for red 
mange. Ans. Wash the animal thoroughly with strong soft so4p 
suds, using warm water, then apply the following, rabbing it well in: 
Sublimed sulphur one dram, balsum of Peri one drat, lard two 
ounces. Apply ftiis for tliree succeasivedays, on the fourth day re- 
peat the warm bath. Repeat this treatment at the aniLof a week ia 
cure is not effected. 

Hi. B.. Titusville, Pa.—My cocker dog, eight yeurs old, has always 
heen Well, but this summer his rightear has swollen, appearing like 
alarge bli ter. icut it open twice. letting out blood and water. Th 
is now swelling again, what shallI do for itY Ans. Cut it open the 
entire length of the blister, commencing at the top, shghtly prese the 
ear to get gut all the matter and syringe out thoroushly with a wank 
Solution of Carbolie acid, and wash twice a day with water as hot as 
you can bear your band in, to which a lithle vinegar has heen added. 

F. D. MeG., Chattanooga, Tenn.—I havea fing red trish setter about 
ayearold. He is suffering from whatseem to be warts. They are 
all over his head. ears and chops. and one the worst one, on the in- 
side of the lid of his right eye. He suffers very much, and I fear will 
lose sight of the eye. Have had doctors examine hint, but no one 
Reems to know whatitis, Can you inform me and suggest a cure? 
Ans, Cut off the wart in the eye with a pair of scissors, touch the 
others twice aday with caustic aud they will probably disappear in 
afew weeks. 

G. B., Morrisburg, Out.—I haye aliyer and white spaniel dog one 
Have bad him out three times; he puls up partridges all 

right and hunts by scent for them, but he is silent, will not tongue or 
bark. Heis death on chickens and cats, and barks 2b catin a tree 
firstrate. Please lef} me know how to induce him to give tongue 
when he starts.a partridge. Ans. Learn him to “speak” for a bit of 
something to ext. This you cau readily do when heis hungry. You 
will then have no trouble in learning him to give tongue if you give 
him the order at every rise. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kannel notes are inserled in this column tres of charge. ‘Vo insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MOST GIVE the following par- 
litulars of each animal; 
1. Color. fi, Name and residénce of owner, 
2, Breet. buyer or seller, 
8, Sex. 7. Sire, with lis sire aud dam. 
4. Age, or &. Owner of sire. 
5, Date of birth, of breading or §. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death. 10. Owner of dom, 
Allnames must be plainly written, Oomnitnication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name, 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
(= See instructions at head of fhia column, 

Viper, By Mr. BE. Leyer, Philadelphia, Pa. for black and tan ter- 
rier dog, whelped March 22. 1882, by his Vortigern out of Lily I. 

Paris and Trotleus. By Mr. Fred, W. Rothera, Simeos, Ont, for 
tawny, brindle and white St. Bernard dogs, whelped July 29, 1832; by 
his Priam (champion Heetor—champion Amy) Out of his i 
Novice. 

mported 

Lady Superior. By Mr. Fred W, Rothera, Simcoe, Ont., for 
orange, tawny and white St, Bernard bitch, whelped August 0, 1882, 
By Mr, Smith’s Rollo out of owher’s imported Lady Abbess (Hero— 
Lottie). 

Daisy Beltow. By Col, F. BE, Whitfield, Corinth, Miss., for bla, 
white and tan English setter bitch, whelped July 1882, by Belton If, 
out of Rhoebe IL, (Gladstone—Frost). 
Doctor Belton, By Vir. J. B. Gift, Corinth, Miss., for black, white 

and tan English setter 408 whelped July 1882, by Belton 1. ont of 
Rhoebe IU, (Gladstoue—l'rost). 
Don, By Mr. A.B. Minick, New York, for black and tan Gordon 

setter dog, whelped June 24, 1882. 
Trizle, By Master Willie Whyland, New York, for black and tan 

setter dog, whelped June 24. 1832. . ’ 
Hermit, Priar and Otho, By Mr. Fred. W. Rothera, Simcoe, Ont., 

for tawny, brindle and white St. Bernard dogs, whelpsd Ang. 9, 1562, 
by Mr. Smith’s Rollo, out of oyner's Gnporked Lady Abbess (Hero— 
Lottis), 
Blache TH, By Mr. J.P. Willey, Salnion Falls, N.H., for black 

spaniel biteh, whelped May 1, 1882, by Brosh U, ont of Blackie I, 
Brice. By Mh. T. C, Vaxon, Boston, Mass., for black, tan and 

wilube Collie doz. whelped July 25, 1882, by champion Marcus out of 
importer Isle (Mac—Kosa), 

Lado Kilmarnock. By Mr. T. C. Faxon, Boston, Mass., for tawny 
rou aud white collie dog, whelped July 28, 1482, by champion Marcus 
out of imported Isle. 

Seolt, By Mr. V. C. Waxon, Boston, Mass., fortaivny, red and white 
vollia dog, Whelped July 28, 1862, by champion Marens oat of imported 
Isle, 

Lady Bryce. By Mr, "t. G. Faxon, Boston, Mass., tor bluck, ban 
and wiflte collie bitch, whelped July 28, 188%, by chanipion Marcus out 
of inyportad Isle. 4 
‘Annie Laurie. By Mr.'l. 0. Faxon, Boston, Mass. for black, tan 

and white collie bitch, whelped July 24, 1853, by champion Marcus out 
of imported Isle, 
Jemuie Burns, By Mr.T. 0. Faxon, Boston, Mass:, for black and 

white collie bitch, whelped July 28, 1682, by champion Marcus out of 
imported Isle, J ‘ 
McMurdo. By Col, W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., for black, 

white and tan Kuglish sotter dog puppy, by Gladsions outof Prost. 
Southern Bess, By Mr. BH. Andrews, Charlotte, N. Q. for Jémon 

belton English sebter bitch by 
(Leicester—Kirby). . 
Moronvnth Casur and Moamouth Brutus. By Mr. Qharles BE. Wal- 

lack, New York, for mastuiY dogs whelped July 7, 1882, hy Zula (Col- 
onel—Diana) out of his Tigress Il, (Colonel—Lufra), 
Monmouth Queen, Monmouth Monn and Monmouth Mab. By 

Mr, Ghurles H. Wallack, Néw York, for mastilf bitehas, whelped 
i At 7, 1882, by Zulu (Golonw!l—Diana) ont his Vigress Ml. (Colonel— 

ulra), 
Rumor, Restless, Random, By FW. Wheaton, Wilkesharre, Pa,, 

for white, black and tan Bnglish beagle dogs, whelped July 15, 882, 
by his Sport (imported Leadet—imported Beauty) ont of his Rudy 
(champion Lea—Clondy). : 
Phrime, Sheila, Finette. By F, W. Wheaton, Wilkesbarre, Pa., for 

champion Gladstone out of Lelia 

white, black and tan English theagle bitches, whelped July 15, 1852, 
hy bis Sport (imported Leader—imported Beauty) out of his Rudy 
(champion Lee—Cloudy). 
Lucky. By My. 1. R. Peirson, Buckingham, Pa., for black and 

white greyhound dog, whelped July 5, 1482, by his Ben (Cremorne— 
Lioness) out of his Man (Buécaneer—Polly)- 
Honor, Bright and Olga. By Mr, 3. Rk. Peirson, MBq eae: Pa., 

for black and white greyhound bitches, whelped July 5. 1882, by his 
Ben (Cremorns—Lioness) out of bis Fan (Buccanser—Folly). : 
Mood. In PonnsT avy SrnwAm of May 12, (881, puye 204, R. Pitcher 

claims the name of ‘Modoc’ for pointer dor now owned by T, Young, 
Wapakoneta, Olio. Issue April 13, 1882.-page 214 Modoc," pointer 
dog, is entered in Natioual Derby. This dog has no right to the name. 
~—R. PITCHER. 

BRED. 
(2— See jusiruciions af Mead of tits cahunn, 
Gopaie Queen—Ben Luchine, Mr. 0. V. V. Sewell's (Tarrytown, N. 

Y.) liver and white cocker spaniel bitch Gypsie Queen (Guess—Lou) 
to his Ben Lachine (Benedici—Pansy), Aug. 80. 
Gypsev—Turk, Mir, W. Wade's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) imported mastit 

bitch Gypsey to Mr, W. H. Lee's (Boston, Mass.) Turk. 
Queen—Daerby. Mr. T, Donohue’s (La Salle, T,) ved Trish setter 

bitch Queen (Tolleston—Bridget) to lis Darby (Champion Race— 
Nina), Sépt. 15, 
Bess—Bow. Mr, P. B. Lynch's (Now Orleans, La) orange and 

white pointer bitch Bess to Mr. Edward Odell's Champion Bow, 
——Fom, Mr. John G. Watrous’ (Arcola, Le.) liver and white 

pointer bitch to Mr, Hdward Odell’s (New Orieans, La.) Bow. 
Lov—Rey Lachine, Mr. CV. V.Sewell's(Tareytown, N, ¥.)laniou 

and white cocker spaniel biteh Lou (Skip—Nanniv) to owner's blk 
spaniel Gen Lachine (Beneadict—Pansy), Sepl. i. 
May—Sensation, The Westuninster Kennel Club's liver and white 

ites qh May (Trimp—Bess) to their champion Sensation, 
Angust # 
Opol—Daeh THT, Mr, NW, Hatheways (Fall River, Mass,) English 
pes Opal (Buke—Varnmy) to Mr. A. M. Tucker's charipion 
a8 5 
Dora—Dush TE Nix, Bdwand P. Brown's (Boston, Mass.) Wnglish 

setter biteh Dora (Rock—Dora) t) Mr. A, M, Vacker’s Dash IIT, f 
Sntnt—But. Mr. FB. OC. Shaw's (Roekland, Me.) black cocker spaniel 

hiteh erat (Scott Wildfire) to Mv. A. MeDonelid’s But (Dick—Gy psy), 
Sept, 1. 
Di-Marshal Ney. Me. W. B. Taylors pointer biteh Di (Ben— 

Dream) to Mr, 7, H, Audrew's (Charlotte, N.C.) Marshal Ney (Beau- 
toni—Nymph.) 
Meadge—Mershel Ney. Mr. B. F.'Tipton'’s pointer bitch Madge ta 

ae ee Andrew's (Charlotte, N. C.) Marshal Ney (Beaufort- 
Nymph), ° 
Tathiviak—Mershal Ney, Mr. FL H. Andréw's (Charlotte, N, ©.) 

pointer biteh Tallulah (Borstall Kernels Rab—Bellona) to his Marshal 
Ney (Beanfort—Nymph). 

WHELPS. 

er See instructions at head af this column, 

Minnie. The Borstall Kennels (Morristown, N, J.) lemon and white 
pointer bitch Minnie (Rensation—Whiskey), Aug. 10, nine (five dogs), 
y their Rab (Rush—Romp). 
Poetess. Mr. W. i. Rea's (a Porte, Tad.) English setter bitch Poet- 

ess (Carlowitz—Dell), Sept. 4, seven (four dogs), by Druid, 
Pride, Mt. A, MeDonald’s (Rockland, Me.) vointer bitch Pride, 

Sept. 6, nine (six dogs), by Mr, 0. G. Alden’s champion Pete, Jr, 
Mora, Mr. Edward Odell’s (New Orleans, La.) liver and white 

pointer bitch Wlora. Sept. 4, nine, by his chumpion Bow. 
Cinderella. Mr. O. VV. Sewell's (Tarrytown, N.Y.) iver and white 

cocker spaniel bitch Cinderella (Capt, Stubbs—din), Aug. 20, eight 
(six dogs), by _owner’s Guess (Toby—Flirt), all liver and white. 
| Dinah Mr, W. Wade's (Pittsburg, Pa.) imported mastift bitth 
Dineh Il. Sept. 3, thirteen (four dogs and four bitehes living), by 
Taurus li. U.K C. 5. B. 9,809, 1 

Sylph. The Union Kennel Club’s (Boston, Mass.) English spiter 
biteh SyIph (Drake—Nell), Aug. 11, nine (eight dogs), by Mr. A. M, 
neker's champion Dash ITT, 
Jtheebe IT, Dr, Rawlins Young's (Corinth, Miss.) English setter 

bitch Rhcebe II (Gladstone—Frost), July 10, six, hy Belton 11, 
Lady Sag. Mr. 1. Lever’s (Philadelphia, Ps.) imported Wack and 

tan terrier bitch Lady Saif, Sept. 12, six, (four dogs), hy his Vorti- 
gern, 

Lioness. Myr, Wim. H, Lee's (Boston, Mass.) imported mastitt bitch 
Lioness, Sept, 17, twelve (nine dogs) by bis Turk. 

Dashing Countess, Dr, R. BF. Tull’s (Elkton, Mc.) lemon aud white 
English setter biteh Dashing Countess (Dashing Liou—Armida) Ang, 
26, eight, by Count Derby (Royai Blue—Modjesia), 

Rose. Mr. 0. Du Bois Wagstafi’s (Babylon, l. 1.) red Lrish setter 
biluh Rose (Ranzer—Rose), Aug. 25, twelve (six dogs), by Mr. Sidney 
D. Ripley's Spy (Duke—Belle). 

Clio, Mr. J. P. Willey’s (Salmon Falls, N. 1.) cocker spanicl bitch 
Olio (Snip—Peather), Sept. 20, three (two dogs), by Mr, Cuming’s im- 
ported Brush IT. (Brush—Rhea). 

Leil¢, Mr. ¥. H, Andrew’s (Charlotte, N.C.) English setter hitch 
pee ery, duly 18, eight (four dogs), by Vindex (Princs 
oyal—Vic}). 
Tolluteh, Mr... EH. Audrew's (Charlotte, N. 0.) pointer bitch Tal- 

Julah (Rab—Bellona), Aug. 18, six (three dogs), by bis Marshal Ney 
ae Sra eae )e - 

Kiea. Mr. H. L. Willoughby’s (Saratoga, N. ¥.) black aud white 
cocker spaniel bitch Klea (Wildair—Dolly), Sept. 28, five (three dogs), 
by his Sipio (Sam—Daisy Dean). 
Miggiz. Mr, W. F. Duerr’s (Orange, N.J.) poimter bitch Maggie 

Seuss ey July 22, eleven, by bis Sensation 1. 
Fon. Mr.JI. R. Peirson's (Buckingham, Pa.) imported black grey- 

hound bitch Fan (Buccaneer—Folly), July 5, seven (two dogs), by his 
imported Ben (Cremorne—Lioness). 

SALES. 
ES See insfructinas at head af this coli, 

Charley. Liver and white ticked pointer dog, whelped May 2, 1882, 
as Boom (Sleaford—Dawn), onl of Rena aaa see hy Mr. 

eo, B. Poyneer, Dayton, [owa, to Mr. C. R. Squire, Troy. N.Y. 
Rex. Mastitt dog, whelped July 21, 1852, by Dike (Buif—Belle), out 

of Pride (Duke—Juue). by Mr. Chas. E. Shaw, Clinton, Mass., to Mr, 
GW, Chase, North Adains, Mass. 
Monarch, Masi? dog, whelped July 21, 1882, by Duke (Butt— 

Belle), out of Pride (Duke—Juno), by Mr. Chas. E. Shaw, Clinton, 
Mass. to Mr. G. W. Brown, Coimeautyille, Penn. 

Faithful. Imported beagis bitch, by Mr. Theodore Meyer, Jersey 
City, N. J., to Mr. J. Johnsou, Hoboken, N. J. 
Rock—raithful Whelps. Beagle puppies, by Mr. Theodore Meyar, 

carey. City. N. J.,a black, white and tan dog, to Mr. J, Johnson, 
Hoboken, N. J.; a back and tan dog, fo Mr. W. F. Steele, Pier- 
mont-on-the-Hudson, N. ¥.; a black, white and fan bitch, to Mr. 
P, Ehrmann, Rutherford, N. Y.; a black, whifeandtan bitch, to Mr. 
B. L. Harris, Danville, Pa. 
Gladstone—Frost Whelps, Lemon and white English setter bitch, 

by Col, W..A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., to Mr. 8. Grantland; alemon 
belton dog, to Mr, A, EB, Bass, Waterproof, La. 
__Liversweet. Liver cocker spaniel dog (bertie— Wildfire), by Mr, A. 
McDonald, Rockland, Me., to Sir, F, C. Knight of same city. 
Spat—Thorn Whelps. A brace of beagle puppies, by Mr. A. Me- 

Donald, Rockland, Me., to Mr. James O'Neil, Thomaston, Me. 
Divie. Black, white and tan Gordon setter bitch, by Greely (Rupert: 

—Fan), outof Belle Tl. (Dr. Aten’s Glen—Bells), by My. Fred. HW, Lon- 
don, Rock Hill, §. C., to Mr. J. H. Pendleton, Natchez, Miss. 

Vindexc— Anime Boleyn Wihelps. A black, whits and tan Wnglish 
séliiar bitch, by Mr, P. H, Andrews, Charlotta, N._C., to Mr, J. Me- 
Kenna, Suisun City, Cal.; a black, while and tan Huglish setter bitch, 
to Mr. F. H. Dwyer, New York, 
Southern Bess, Lemon and white Hoglish setter bitch, whelped 

July 10, 1882, by Gladetone out of Leila ee es Seer are by ir. 
WH. Andiews, Charlotte, N. O., to Mr, D, H. Gull, Jr., Milledgeville, 
Ga. 
Mayshal Ney—Talhuoh Whelps, Liver and white pointer bitch 

- Hi, Wil, Jr, ie ppy. by Mr. lH. Andrews, Charlotte, N, C., to Mr. 
illedgeville, Ga, 
Vinder—sjnne Holey Whelps. Two black, white and tan English 

setter bitch puppies, by Mp. Fy H. Andrewe, Charlotte, N. O., to Mr. 
John G. Hall, Covington, Tenn, 

Pride. Lemon aud white English setter dog 4yrs. old (Charm— 
Tlip), by tha Sportsman's Kennel, Geneva, lows, to Mr. T. W. Sberl 
ing, New York. 
Monmouth Mab, Masti! bitch, whelped July 7, 1882, by Zul 

(Colonei—Diana), oul of Tigress If, (Colonel—Untya), by Mr. Chas. 1. 
Wallack, New York, to Mr, Wim. Henriques, Homerville, N. oT. 
Monmouth Brutus. Masiif dog, whelpsd July 7, 188%, by Zula 

(Colonel—Diana), out of Tigress 17. (Colanel—Lulra), by Mr, Chas. Be 
Wallack, New York, ta Mr, E. H, Ames, Titusville, Pa, 
Layryj—Lossie Whelp. ned Trish setter dog puppy, by Mr. Win. 

H, Pierce, Peekskill, N. ¥., to Mr. W. A. Bileom, Worcester, Mass. — 
Larry —Gissie Whelp, Red Trish setter dog uppy, by Mr. Wan- 

Hi. tiuvee, Peekskill, N. Y.,to Mr. A. Kouh, Williainsport, Pa. 
Lorry. Redirish setter dog, Sioyrs. old (Klcho—Rose), by Mr, 

Win, H. Pierve, Poeksiall, N.Y. to Dr, J. W. S, Armold, New York, 
Gussie, Red Irish sétbar bite, Algvrs. old (Pan—Riuby), by Me, 

Wm. H. Pieree, Peeksitill, N.Y, to br.J, W. 5. Arnold, Now York. 
Larry—Lassie Whelp. Rel Ivish setter hitch puppy, by Mr. Wim. 

H. Pierce, Peekskill, N. Y., to Mr. L. A. Davenport, Uavenport, N. ¥. 
Monmouth Monn. MastifY bitch, whelped .tnly 7, 1883, by aulu 

EE 
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Colonel—Diana), out of Tigress TL(Colonel—Unfra), by Mr, Chas. E- 
Wallack. New York, to Mr, A. M. Dodre of the same city, 

Fire Ply. Red Wish sefter bitch, Vyrsa. old (Rufus—Kriend), by Mr. 
W_H. Fiarce, Peelskill, N. Y., to Dr, 1, Wilson, New York, 

Glencoe, Red Trish setter dog, whelped June 1, 1881 (Eleho— 
Noreen), by Dr. Wm, Jarvis, Clavemont, N. T., to Mr. W. Hf. Pierae, 
Peekskill. N. ¥- 

PRESENTATIONS, 

2 See inslructions ot head af this column, 
Cora Lee. Blue heltou English selter biteh puppy (Cambridge— 

Qassie Lee) by Mr, L. H, Smith, Strathroy, Out., to Mr. C. E. Lewis, 
Suspension Bridge. N. ¥. ’ 
Dashing Monarch—Leoh whein. Black, white and tan Tnglish 

setter bitch by Col, W. A, Strother. Lynchburg, Va.. to Mr, R. 
aie Jr. Ablack and white bitch to Capt. C. E. WeMurio, Shad- 
well, Va. 
Monmouth Mey. Mestift bitch, ywhelped Nov. 18, 1541, by eee 
_K. C. 8. B. 9,386) out of Tigtess IL. (Colonel —Lupa) by Me. Chas, 2. 
allack, New York, to Mr. Jas. Smietoa, Jv., Cranford, N, J. 
Lerrrrseure, Mid, Sept. 26.— fditor Porest wad Stream: Allow me 

through the coluinns of Woresr anp Sreeam to thank Mr. W.E. 
Brodnax, of White Plains, Brunswick county, Va., for tne presenia- 
tion of a, Byron foxheuad hiieh puppy.—O, W. HARPER. 

DEATHS, 
IRS" See tushruictions at head. of this calunni. 

Phoebe JTL, Hnglish setter hitch by Gladstone out af Frosh, owned 
y Dr. Rawlins Young, Corinth, Miss,, Aug 22, trom meningetis. 
Syra. White, lemon and tau fox-terrier bitch (Sport—Prima Donia) 

owned by Louis B, Wright, New York, Aug, 20, from fits. 

*Someraine New.’—Photographs of the crowned heads of the 
world, nest assortment of Mrs. Langtry,and all the other English 
beauties, and also all actresses and other ¢elebrilies. CHARLWS Lh. 
RITZMANN, 948 Broadivay, New York City,—Ady, 

Rifle and Grap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CREEDMOOR, Sept. 27.—The Rapidity Match was shot to-day, 
With aliberal list of entries. The matchis open to all comers, 200 
ds. any rife wilh open sights, magazine guns to be used us single 

foadans Cotipetitors must take to the firing poink not excéading 
iiventy eartridzes. Re-entries lowed to the extent that time will 
permit, At sonod of the bugle each competitors opensiire ab his own 
targel, aud. continues loading and firing until the bugle again soimds 
(sixty seconds after first signal). A deduetion of 6 points will be im- 
poséd for 1st—Bach shoi fired before the first signal. 2d—For each 
Shiot lived after the second sicnal, sd—Vor each shot signaled on his 
target ju excess of twenty. Triggers will he tested at the firmg point. 
The leading scores were: 

‘ Bullseyes Centers Inners Outers Total 
GE Albee (a). .2 1.0.20... by § 4 4 62 
MW Bull (4)... . a 5 2 47 
S$ A Day (b)..-- — 3 8 a 45 
TJ Dolan (€).........00,. : 4 25 — ] 3 

(a) Hotchkiss Rille, (b) Lee Rifla. (c) Rem. Magazine. 

CREEDMOOR, Sept, 30.—The matches to-day were for N.Y, National 
Guardsmen. Tn the Qualification Match at 100 and 300yds., 5 shots 
each, and in the Champion Murksman’s Badge at200 and 50yds. The 
top records stood ont of the large entry list: 

Qualification Match. 
300 Total 100 300 Total 
24 49 JIB Roy.,.-.--., 19 28 41 
p4 48 W EB Lane . BO ai Al 
23 48 G EH Constable. .-20 pas di 
z vf W LO Straiton, 22 19 41 
ai. 46 § N Merrit 19 | R1 40 
24 45 L & Leffer 19 21 40 
era 48 BH Jarvis 19 21 40 
=| 43° G Clark, Jril... a0) 20 40 
2 43 VD Black, ...21 19 40 
20 44 (A Jones,...... 23 17 40 
Ro 42 

Ghampion Marksman’s Badge. 
200 500 Total R00 500 Toial 

HT Lockwood, .21 24 45 TA Bartley 21 41 
Underwood, Jr. 22 RE 44 WP Pickett 19 22) 4 
J MeNevit....... 20 23 43 JB Dewson 21 1 40 
F Schulken,..... 20) 28 43 C Le Bontillier. 21 19 40 
J Kerr. ....,,---.19 24 43 J Shepherd, ...19 21 a0 
P Warrelly....... Ww 28 Az 

BOSTON, Sept, 28.—At Walnut Hill this afternoon members of the - 
Bos\on Préss Rifle Association sathered for the annual contest. There 
was a large number of newspaper men present and the besb ot feel- 
ing prevailed. Ati o'clock My. Charles P. Tower, the executive offi- 
cer, called the company to order and stated that beforé commencing 
‘the teain contest a volley would be firedin respect to the memory of 
the late George C. Dupee. who during life took a great interest in te 
association, Whevolley having been fired the téam shooting took 
place with the following result: 
NEUE oe) ote ed ett oie) 4a 19) Transeript.........2-.... 
Post .. 178 Ailvertiser.. 

sth - Par hee, Sa ee 
mmalech were 200yds., off 

éach kind, The ores forthe winning téam of gold; for the second 
team of silver; for the third team of bronze, and for the team mak- 
ing the lowest score, leather. 
An individual match at 200yds. followed, the leading scores being; 

JN Post, Globe ..,.... fhaad44—32 CB Danforth, Herald. 4448434 —26 
Charles H Orr, Globe .-4553331—31 W H Hathaway, Post. .43843344—25 
J @ Smith, Advertiser. 545553431 TW Kaulikelly, Star __.4233454—25 
A Keach, Advertiser. 44444542) L Hammond, Trans*pt.3334838424 
FW Scott, Post........ di4dd44_—29 TK Carmichael, Ady. 3353433—24 
R Luce, Globe.--_....,, Babodd44 29 TS Buckley, Stun, .._..2844434—28 
VL Seche, Advertiser 455344424 J Gomez, Herald..., .4432334—2 
AP Kelly, Globe, ...., 445544329 ITP Curran, Globe. ....3434324—23 
SJ Byrne, Herald...., 2484544—24 I A Grozier. Globe... ..44433238—23 
AO Gillam, Post,...... 543444428 W alexander, Trans*pt 3345233—23 
H A Newman, Post HK Bushnel, Herald. 244844225 
T D Parker, Herald AT Waite, Herald. 

FH Cahill, Post, ...._.2542343—21 
WH Jordan, Ady'r....4832840—19 
$§ Miles, Advertiser, .0300344—14 

453444 98 
"323449593 

EH Stearns, Glohe,...... J A Fynes, Hersid,..-- 02320482—i2 
W A Walker, Herald... 234544427 JD Daly, Hérald. .... 303240012 
HM Wyatt, Star.......3445344—27 HT, Waskell. Star...... oo0a00R0— 5 
G H Morgan, Herald, . 4445352—27 

BOSTON, Sept. 3. This was a ramarkaply fine day for shooting 
and was taken advantage of bye Very largé nuoiber of the lovers of 
the spore, Contrary to the past fow shoots, some very fine scores 
were made. There was scarcely ahy wind, and the friendly clouds 
hid the sunfrom view. The noted performaices of the day were 14 
consecutive bullseye shots into a alin. circle, by Mr. Rabbeth, and a 
clean score of 10 consecutive tens, a feat which is seldom accom: 
plished, especially in matches. 

JB Fellows,....... bbo—48 O M Jewell... —, ....4855556455—48 
aierrille oil ae oo—t? FJ Bates...._, 4». b455555445—A7 
J QMurch,,.-.,. jio45447 A Duffer............. 45b4854b54 46 
EB Burleigh... .. bioS4554—15 OF Wdwards. ........45db444445—13 
S Mariner... .....,..5458444554 43 C Weston (niil),-.... 44445345442 
JA Cobb......,,---- 554444342 1 O Barker, ......... 454555443342 

Sharpshooters’ Match. 
HA Borel .. reac eit ee 1010 8 6 810 8-81 
J Prys._- Y 910 10-77 
7B Bellows. 868) % 77% 
FW Nye...... 5 6 7 6-6 

BA Haston .- 5 6 8 672 
S Mariner......-.-, 6 5 2 T—62 

EY) Babbetit v2. eee ee 10 10 10—100 
A Duffer...... 10.10 10— 98 
Salem Wilder. . f 910 %— 

12 Edwards... «aye 910 91010 0 8 9 9— D8 
WiaWeston)., 2.02 2es:ee2iitdac.ite 71009 9 6 8 BIO Y B= at 

i UNEQUAL HANDICAPS —Eiilor Farest cad Stream! 1 would 
dike to call your attention to a fact and ask an opinion, Would 1 be 
the right thing for any association Claiming to be ‘national,” to show 
# “fair field and no favor” in ile games or competitions. I fancy 
Wane tenty, lo be “certainly.” Now the fact. Ths Natioual Rifle Agso- 
Clation in its fall matches, showed Yayor to the rifies that the New 
York troops are armed with, by allowing a possible total of 26 points in 
five shots at the 5 yards 

VY W Hames 

Ne 
Cresdmoor target in the midrange contin- | 
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a ee: 

uous match, these figures could not be reached by armed members | There will ba no restrictions whatever in the make-up of teams, and 
of the National Guard trom other States, five bulls eyes for them was | all the competitions, both team and single, will be open to all comers. 
a total of but 2h poimts, but the N. ¥. Rifle, or the arm adopted b 
State of New York, could count 26, perhaps it was the desire of this 
“National’’ Association to keep as many prizes to ‘our boys") as they 
could; if so their success was ample. —-GUARDSMAN, 

WORCESTER, Mass,, Spt. 28.—The Worcester Rifle Association 
met ai Pine Grove Range to-day. Tt was the final meeting in the first 
series of prize matches. There was a large attendance. The interest 
ig onthe increase. The prizes won are tobe paid Thursday next, 
when the second series begins. There was a squad present of 
Worcester Light Infantry, Company CG, Second Regiment, Mass,, V. M, 
The following are the records for the last of the first series, distance 
Y0yds,, off-hand, which is followed bya list of the winners, and 
other scores which have been male: 

Massachusetts eee ta 120, 
1 HY Farrar. ___ it it 810 712 10 12 10—101 

Stedman Glark...,.... ..0..2..., AR 7117112 8 9 9 912—101 
Ue VaOLAG Ite cht patho aedte tet - 101211 71210 910 9 10—100 
AT Rice... _-- -§201012 9 8111110 S— 47 
CO Dusenberry... 79 69 9 910 911 %t 86 
V W Hames. .... pares 2 tl % 8 7 410 910 784 
8B Winchester...,---...,,-0..,---- 5.2% 8 8 910 7 i411 11— 79 

Creedimoor Target—Possible 50, 
EA Bartlett... ..... HonHono—45° J Williams,,.... ..-4344554555—44 
GC A Atlen. .. Sood A IL Riee....- ie 5444d4td—42 
Vy W Kame 455s44eo5—t5 6 CD Rames-.- PApsash —ae 
8. Olark.._. b4d4oaenb—44 AF Hatch... .. O4bd34 44343 

Military —Possible 50. 
WA Hateh........,. 4313501533335 CA Wagner...,..,,48240833244—29 
WS Lineoln..;... .. 443323404431 W Ho Haynes 2IBOAB a= 22 

Massachusetts Target Match. 
Fuller (ist prize),..103 102 105—310 Winchester 4th).,.104 98 St—300 
Morse, Jr. (2d)....102 104 100—306 Read (Sth)......... O97 98 102207 
Clarle (8d), .-.. »..-201 700 1003802 Rice (Gth)......,.,100 99 47—296 

Remaining Acores, 
OD Hames.......,104 96 #4—294 Parrar.... ....... 99 7 101—279 
Arnold. ..... -.. 95 96 84285 Wesson....,,....... BR 92 87-267 

Batatescterd 01 100 §2—283 

Creedmoor Target Match. 
Rice (ist prize).... 46 46 45—187 Bartlett (4th)......44 da’ 45—138 
Fuller (2d)......... 46 49 45-135 VW Hames (sth),. 48 4¢ 45—[82 
Allen (8)..,......+ 45 44 45-134 CD Eames (6th). 42 42° 44—128 

Remaining Scores. 
Olark,.....-....... 41 42 44-127 Aomold............ 39 44 40—123 
Murphy.....,.-.. 41 44-125 Wesson - --. 41 42 40—123 
Winchester....... 42 48-126 Howell... - 40 39 39—118 
Johnston. .....-... 41 4j—i25 Warrar,... . 23 40 33-11 
Hateh.oe on . 89 45-123 Tlateh.-.-.,,,.-.. +85 8% 34-106 

THE FORT LEAVENWORTH COMPETITION.—The great Army 
competition in the Division of the Missouri came to a conclusion on 
we eth inst,, and the team of twelve with their scores are given be- 
ow: 
1. Lieut, J. M, F: Partello, Fifth Infantry. _-......-.-.- Bat83 in) 

. Seret. Osborne, Biehth Cavalry......,. ne 
. Sergh, James, Wighth Cavalry,..... 
Capt. Ellis, Thirteenth Infantry ....__. pe 

5. Private Weagrait, Nourteenth Infantry ........-.22-..0.5.2.5-2- 
6. Lieut. Merriam, Wourth Infantry....................4. Be 
%@. Corp, Gordon, Ninth Infantry --...... + 284 

Setet. Bentley, Seventeenth Infantry 
. Private Presion, Fourth Cavalry, 
Corp. Posdick, Eleventh Infantr: 

. Private Nihil, Fifth Cavalry,... 
. Seret. Eberle, Nineteenth Infantry. ... 2.3... 5... ys eee cesta es 
Lieut. Partello is the winner of the gold medal in this contest, which 

is an exceédingly handgome one, and was made at the United States 
Mint in Philadelphia. He also won the gold medal on the 24th of 
August lastin the Army competition at St. Paul Minu., and bids fair 
to carry off the one which is to he shot for in October of this year at 
FPorh Leavenworth, Kan. General Sheridan presented the trophy in 
person, and Mrs, Sheridan sdvanced from among the spectators wheré 
she was sitting and gracefully pinned it to the licutenant’s coat, 
The preliminary contest began on September 12 and ended on the 

evening of the 27th inst., and the total points niade by the first twelve 
marksmen are as follows: 
1. Lieut, Partello, Fifth Infantry...............0.... Le eee 
2. Private Weagrafl, Fourteenth infanth ao < 
3. Private Elwell, Seventeenth Infantry. ... be, 
4, Capt, Rogers, Thirteenth Infantry... 
5, Capt, Elis, Thirteenth Infantry 
6. Sergt. Osborne, Highth Cavalry... 
7, Seret, Gudworth, Twentieth Infan 

9, Sergt. James, Wighth Cavalry, ........2-... cece eee ee 1,013 
10. Corp, Fosdick, Hleventh Infantry................... .. 1,011 
11. Seret. Hberle, Nineteenth Infantry Ps .. 1,010 
12. Lieut. Buck, Thirteenth Infantry...............-. Be ee 1,4 

NDW ORLHANS, Sept. 24.—To-day there was another shaot for the 
Hilltrophy atthe West End, The 500yds, range not yet being com- 
pleted, two series of 200yds. were made, Weiss, of the Louisiana 
Wield Artillery, claims that the badness of his first two shots was due 
to a mifunderstending with the marker, 

Coutinental Guards, 
First Series. Second Seriés, 

MeQuinthy..... ...-...-- 2688444 2 08448 28-19-44 
Howe-_- 844448825 5444564 4-80-55 
Knight 44433 4 5-25 834434 4-25 50 
Gérteigy Pr sth et S433 444-26 43543 3 5—27—88 
Franklin .....0-.-...,2;.. 4885544 28 434443 4-28 56-258 

Louisiana Field Artillery. 
Whitney.....---..... --+ aa 4449 5-26 48333 3 2-21-47 
Montgomery 44485354 288 3844545 4-29 57 
Fortier. _.- 238544526 84924 45-25-51 
Bercogeay , a2a8334-2 #4444 442748 
WHRISSE SPS Sl bee 00443 338-17 49444 38 §3—28—42 

Wieeorstor. Artillery. 
Bradford... _-:--+----:: 544084828 348344 3-24-47 
Charlton 2384422 2-19 424043 4-24-43 
Wilkins B83h083d-21 223324 4 R041 
Manion. 4443444 27 $4439 4 4-25-52 
Arms... 454444 4-29 423444 4 4-25—54—287 

ALBANY, Sept. 29.—The competition at Rensselaerwyck haying 
heen suspended during the past month were resumed with the sev- 
enth competition inthe Capt. Jobn Daly match and % special match 
at 200yds. off-hand. The day and weather conditions were fine, and 
the recess did not seem to effect the men, as they readily found the 
bullseye and keptit without any serious breaks, The first and sec- 
ond places in the Daly match having been captured in the previous 
competitions. a percentage of the entrance money is pail to compet- 
jtors makiny first end second seores, The third and fourth places 
still remain and considerable skillis exhibited by the marksmen to 
get third and fourth places, However, the scores are first class, and 
sofar mio Score undér 47 out of the fifty has been able to get a place. 
Yesterday was no exception to the rule, the leading score being a 
string of ten bullseyes. The scores were as follows: 

Captain John Daly Mateh—500 Yards. 
W. T. Reinick, Bal. S.......-.... Aid 5566 5 5 5 6 5 4 5-50 
JamesI, Miles. 8M... --4,,..,4% £4 4545 5 4 5 5-49 
Wim, &, Witeh, R.C........... ~-G5 455 65 35 6 4 5-48 
MEP ete) y=) ya here erees More Gr + 45555455 6 5 4-46 

-R, Spelman, Jr,, Bal, 8. ---- 6 5455 5 46 5 6 447 
J. EL. Wood. 5. M...... 4 £45 4245 5 4 & 5-4? 
A. Donnor, Bal. 4 6546 45 4 4 4+ 444 
John L, Boheock, R. M.,_,-...- 28 58 85 4 4 8 4-3 

* Alowanee lo miliary rifles, 
The 500 yards off hand match followed. There were not so many 

enfries as in the previous mutch, as few of tle marksmen care to try 
their skill in an off tind match afthat distance. The leading scores 
were very z00d, though none of the competitors escaped an outer, 
The scores were as follows : 

500 Yards Of Hand Match, 
James I. Miles, Bal. §.-..,..--... 45 25 5 5 4-20 
Wm. 6. Fitch, Bal. §., . “e 5 6 41 5 8 o-20 
Andrew Donnor, RK, } 42 38 24 5 4 4 F—2) 
Wr. T. Reinick, Bal. 8 § 423 4 3 4-8 

* Allowance to military rifles, 

THE TRAP. 

THE MASSACHUSHTTS STATE GLASS BALL ASSOCIATION 
will hold a grand fall tournament at the Grounds of the Malden Gin 
Club, Wellington, on Saturday, Oct. 7. There will be ten matches, 
seven of then individual dontests, one two-man and one three-man 
team competitions, and a novelty match, in which latter one bird and 
one ball will be thrown up at the Sabie time (fiye pairs), The indi- 
vidual matches are at balls or birds, five of hem at seven “Singles,” 
and two at five pairs, and the team contests are ab seven single balls 
(in the two-man team match), aud birds (in the three-man mateh), 

fhe | There wiil be close shooting in all the events; 

ee SS 

urses will be divided 
into 40, 80,20 and 10 per cent, ; all ties will be decided at three birds 
or balls, ses 519 in double shooting, when it will be at two pairs. and 
the first match will be called at 10 ‘AL M, promptly, There willbe no 
postponement. The committee of arangements for the tournament 
is us follows! H. H. Francis, Randolph; Frank T. Noble, Boston; Al- 
bert Keating, Quincy; John Buftum, Boston, G.J, Rugg, Worcester; 
L. Arnold, Marlboro and T, H. Hall, Fall River. 

LONG ISLAND SHGOTHRS,—tPhe first of & series of pigeon shool- 
ing matches between the Purnan Island Club, of Brooklyn, and the 
Glenmore Club, of Bast New York, took place on the afternoon of 
Sept. tt the former's ground, on Newtown Creek, with the follow- 
ing result: 

Furman Island. Glenmore. 
Hi Oarriek............- FETE Tea 9 Geo Forbell._,.-..-.. Ono? 
J Evans AM1Ii— 9 § Livingston.. .1111110001—7 
© Curtis. 011111/010— 7H Bookman, 11111014018 
H Hedeman. OMII0N— 7 EB Sehiellien N117111010—7 
J Dierking.. .. O1110111— § TK Powell. 21100111110—8 
John Gotler., -.,1171101010— 7 P Sontter._..........,1010001100— 
W Lockwood. . Mntin10— oJ Freeland.,,..-..... 0110011100—5 
WD Morgen ..._.,.. 1101000011 — 5 ~J Ochs... .... -1001100010—4 
EB 1Baker, .. _---11111100117— § Joho Miller... . dion) 
AJ Metealf....,,.... 1011wI—10 

Total... eT) 

TFL Mailison.,-.-.-.. 1111101011—8 

Previous io this contest the score stood; two matehes in 
favor of Sinith, one for Hoffman, and one for Simonds, A second 
prize, consisting of a subscription to Pores? anp Strmam, and 4 third 
prize, & case Of loading implements, were offered, The conditions; 
Ten clay pigeons, 15yds. rise, club rules: 
AL CS WAIMORTE Tooele clas ses atch wie ticle cle 0 Cid Cs Hs Ss Sel Pa Sy 
H DeWitt Smith.. 902172126 
Martin Floffman 00121 21 0-6 
Fred G Moors.... 11001 0 0-5 
C H Sinronds 101001 04 
Were Val, o2coe se 8: te a 10010 0 1d 
William Watlaee. .2. oe, eee eee eat 001 0.0 0 1-8 
Wilmerding won the cup, Smith the second prize. and Hoffman 

third, The cup now reverts to Smith. he haying won it twice (the 
greater number of times) 
THE FALL RIVER GUN CLUB held its thirteenth match for 

silyer eup to-day (Sept. 11) and resulted in W.H. Sheldon, winning 
the cup for the third time, The following scores were made. 

ls. Clay Pigeons. 
Sheldon..:.4,0+.+--,--- Lit 11110 10110 11111—17 
Valentiue . MeROaE 01111 10100 1jili—16 
CAT ASESDIN TE Jenree. 2. booy O1100 10140 01000 31001— 9 
Buffinton.....--.....---- 01100 11100 10011 w. —8 
The club badge was then contested for with the following results, 

Twenty balls, eighteen yards rise: 
Sheldon... —4itit 01001 10111 41191 —17 
Valentine ....-. 14111 10111 11001 = 11110—16 
Buffinton..--... ~O1N1T 11412 11001 11110—16 
“Jackson”. , ..01041 01110 01110 10111 —18 
Sept. 28.—The fourteenth competition for silver cup resulted in a 

victory for W. ff. Sheldon for the fourth time, andif Mr, Sheldon 
suceeeds in wilining once more, if becomes his property. The fol- 
lowing were the scores; 

Clay Pigeons. 
Bheldom.-...-0.2..44- -- 11111 11001 11011—17 
Valentine..............-- 01111 10011 111-14 
‘Juckson"’. dit 10100 1104—13 
Hall 1011 11010 0uuI—12 

#—2) balls; 18yds. rise. 
Hal lee see aie at fae Pebasoe coastal i uel yleeee Widii 11110 11014 7O1I—i6 
RGIS EBON Me Ce et chk eee ctice i cain? eae W111 01170 O10) 1111115 
Valentine. 11011 41001 10100 UNINI—i1 
Woot, -- 00000 61700 G00T0 111d1— & 
Sheldon... O1111 11131 ow. —9 

T. 8. H, 

VICKSBURG, Miss., Sept, 27.—Our elnb, “The Vicksburg Gun Club,” 
desires it to be known, by publication in the far-reaching Forusy any 
Sorram, that its members can show a far score at the trap, and 1 
therefore append the score of the jast shoot of the season, Con- 
ditions. 59 clay’ balls, 14yds. rise : 
Geo W Baokout.. 1111190101141101111900011911111111011111.1101111 11145 

. 10111100010011119941019911101194119711111111101141 42 
~ 10941091119101101111110011911111919011991101111111 — 42 
| 144941101011191919110191910019190011111111111. 100042, 
~ 00910110071110111000111101941199911101010111 10001184 
1010110711411410011411019111011111010191 1119111101 —40 

AG fillman 
W 1 Polk, 
D Searles. 
Geo Dorsey 
B Myles. . 0100101201001 01 100911119111 107.111 1000110010011 — a8 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

THES TWO COUNTRIES. 

There is a land of tears and bitter wailing— 
A land most like that drear one Dante knew, 

Where wan-faced Niohes, with dark robes trailing, 
In sad procession move, braw-bound with rue, 

Iti$ a land peopled by witless mortals— 
Compared with them the Virgins fiye were wise— 

And it is writ above its gloomy portals; 
“We Did Not Think it Paid to Advertise.” 

There is a land that flows with milk and honey— 
Not the condensed nor yet the sorgimm strains— 

Hach dweller beavs a gripsack fat with money, 
Bonds, coupons, stocks. and various other gains. 

Happy are these os, at high tide, the clamiet; 
No tear doth drown the laughter in their eyes; 

Wor better Inck they'd not denote one damlet; 
The pastry’s theirs—They Learned to Advertise, 

—Hathovo’ (Pa.) Public Spirit. 

Unto Pawtucket a, poet is born, He is not-as yet the peer of the 
sweet singer of Michigan in the musical How of his numbers, nor are 
his verses marked by the weird, strange fancies that haunt the melan- 
choly songs of the Badger warbler. But there is a quaint rustic 
beauty anid alee Bery. about them that at once appeals to the waste 
basket. Now when he gets through deseribing the “Old Grist Mill? 
and passes on to the miller; 

And the miller, with bis gray locks, Joe Brown, 
Aud his face so calm and mild, 

With his rustic team, the heifer and cart? 
Tremember him, though Twas but a child. 

Off have we stood on those rocks, Joe Brown, 
In summer and fished for hornpont; 

T liave memories of those bygone days 
Which time can never blot out, 

That‘s so. Time never blots outthe caphe of a hornpout. One 
cannot but admire the Cautious mannerin which the post, while he 
chronicles the fact that heand Joe Brown ‘fished’ for bornpout, 
avoids placing himself on record as to whether they caught any. The 
presumption is that they did—not.— Burlington, Hawkeye, 

A Dog's Pinrurry.—A curious amd interesting exhibition of canine 
fidelity came under our observation on the day after Thanksgiving. 
On Gurtis street, hotWeen Washington and Madison, at six o’clock ob 
the morning above mentioned, there was to be seen a dog of notover- 
refined breed, watching by the dead body of qnother dog, with all the 
appearances of mystified grief andundespairing affection, The sum 
yiver would lie on his dead friend, with the evident hope of warming 
himn back to Consciousness; would snuggle alternately at citer side 
of the Garcass, and, failing to get a respone to his caresses, would 
heck the frozen body with the tenderness of a coy to hor new-born 
calf. Passers-by were threatened by the faithful senticel, and other 
dogs were especially under the han of his digpleasure. At times he 
would sit or crouch ata little distance from his dead, watching the 
rigid, motionless remains with every atlitude and gesture of silent, 
woe-befoue solicitude. Tl was in vain that the residents of the neigh- 
borhood endeavored to draw him away with (he offer of food and 
warmth, Coaxing aud threatening were equally useless. At length 
tivo boys, whom the watcher evidently knew, suceeeded in tying a 
ropé around bis neck and drawing him away, the picture of reluctant 
acquiescence. Until the corner was turned, and he disappeared from 
our sight, he would, at intervals of a lew steps, tug at fhe rope and 
166K bacic in subdued but persistent concern, There aré many mstan~- 
ces related in the books of such fidelity to a human friend or master 
after death, bub wedo not romember reading of any such exhibition 
over the body of a canine companion.— Prairie Muypmer. 

Remember if you wish to buy a fine gun und save money, go lo G 
L. RIPZMANN, $48 Broadway, New York,.—4dv, 
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Pachting and Canoeing. 

SCHOONERS OF THE DAY. 

ONTINUING the review of the eee 2 types of schooners from 
/ page 116 we come to the consideration of individital peculiarities 

of shoal and wide, deep and wide, and deep and jarrow models. An 
importiunt thing in dealing with any such subjectis nol to overlool 
the fuct that we judge everything only by comparison, and that what 
may seem one thing when compared to a certain standard will 
appear the reverse when referred to some other, It is altogether too 
common to condemn some vessel as being yery narrow simply be- 
cause the critic happens to be brought up to something wider. Again 
this ov that vessel is characterized as a deep one with only flat floored 
bouts in mind, whereas she may really be quite shoal in proportion to 
solne ober type. A birdseye view of the whole field of design 
always affords the safest opportunity for drawing sound conclusions 
and to enable the reader to follow these remarks understandingly 
we produced in our issue of Sept, 7 the tear sections of Halcyon, 
Montauk and Miranda, these three covering all principles of design 
from one extreme to the other. Vessels may differ more or less 
from them, but all can be referred to one of these three grand 
divisions. Anything falling between fhese examples will partake of 
the qualities of the inclosing types, following one type to a greater or 
less decree as she is more or less allied thereto in likeness. Thus a 
boat still flatter and wider than Haleyon would exhibit the qualities 
of that) schooner to an extrerae, while a yacht whose design les half 
way between Halcyon and Montaul, ov Montauk and Miranda, would 
represent a compromise between the two. . 
There is another caution which should be ever present when com- 

paring different yachts, Too much stress by far is laid upon figures 
and much deception is the consequence, Form should he uppermost 
in the mind, figures are but faint representatives and cannot take 
the piave of form. We hear for example that A has 14ft, of beam 1 
his yacht, and B 15, then jump to the conclusion that B is one foot 
better off, has that much more room to floor, berths and deck with a 
corresponding increase of power and sail. This may be the case, but 
very seldom is. In spite of his extra beam B may for all practical 
purposes have the narrower boatof the two. A trifle more flare to 
topsides may represent the ditference between 14 and 1dfb., yet the 
apparently beamier boat may have a sharperangle of deadrise and 
possibly not the depth of the other and therefore possess less beam 
below, narrower floor and berths and even less power and displace- 
ment as illustrated in sketch No. 1, reversing, in fact, the story told 
by figures alone without a consideration of form, Practically the 
beam of a boat cannot be estimated by the maximum measurement; 
athwardship, but rather by the average throughout, and this not only 
in reference to the midship section but also to fore and aftshape, A 
long-sided, broad-sterned boat of 14fb. offers really more available 
beam than a 15ft, bulge in the center, narrow quarters and fine ends. 
Exactly the same applies to depth, ‘The hold of one as usually 

measured from underside ofdeck to top of keel amidships may be 
greater thani another, yet owing to dead mse of floors, clean run 
and rise forward to the stepping line the useful depth may be less 
than in another, carrying a lower bilge along for a greater distance 
fore and aft. With regard to length much the same ean be said. A 
rocker hoitom, cut upforward and with clipper stem, raking post and 
Jong fantail, will represent in figures a greater length, but practi- 
cally may be shorter than a boat with the length more evenly distvi- 
buted throughout, but marking lesson a tape line or by some clumsy 
averaging process as ‘‘mean length.” The importance of the fore- 
going cannobbe overrated if we are to have clear conceptions in 
naval design, and we lay sume stress upon this, as it is all too com- 
mon, even among critics of some pretention, todecide summarily on 
the strength of figures only, regardless of form and the deceptive 
nature of the figures accepted in proof of an ides orfancy, 
A great deal, for example, has been said of late concerning boats, 

both deep and beamy, a style supposed to be exemplified in Montauk 
and her kind. Conclusions of a doubtful nature are curtly arrived 
at in this wise. Montauk is a deep boat and has 25,8ft. beam on 
94,75ft. load line, about three and three-quarter beams to the length. 
She is, therefore, both wide and deep, 4nd her success stands proof 
of the corvectuess of a neéw-fangled theory, Now figures might lead 
to such an assertion, but raw figures in this case tell only half the 
story, and tell it wrong at that. A due amount of attention bestowed 
upon Montauk's form shows that no such problem has been solved in 
her at all, bearing in mind what has just gone before. 

This will appear plainer by reference to the annexed cut, No, 2. 
Both sections A and 8 will, by figures appear like in beam and depth, 
yet A only possesses in reality great beam and depth, while B has 
what we iniy term a fictitiously great beam, her practical beam being 
what she averages from rail to garboard. ‘Chis is quite moderate in 
the sketeh compared to that of A and illustrates how little depend- 
ence or meaning can be placed infigures. Though alike for A and B 
they fail altogether to convey the actual relation between the **work- 

beams" of the two sections. 
Hxactly the same deception is practised by the figures indicating 

depth. Sy them both sections are the same, yet the average of A far 

exceeds that of B. Wow little mere figures convey in this respect 
may be gathered froma third sketch, Thus, by figures, we should 
talce B to be the deeper boat of the two, and much would be written 
and wise theories be drawn from vhe performance of the very deep 
boat 8, while A would be hel up as an example of the opposite type, 
when in trath the contrary represents the real state of affairs, A 
being, in spite of figures, the deeper for practical purposes and from 
the standpoint of a naval architect, because that section will average 
more depth than the other. When an honest comparison is to be 
instituted between boats, and a theory is to be derived therefrom, 
something more than figures must be taken into account, and that 
something is form. Leaye that out of the question and the theory 
is a skeleton without vitais, and a structure built upon quicksand, 
By turning to the illustrations in our issue of September 7, we have 

an actual application of the above before us. The sshooner Haleyon 
{s, in fact as well as figures, a model of great beam, Her width is 
not fictitious; itis carried downina plumb side, a low, short bi 
and rather flat floor. Her section approaches that of a rectangle, 
and possesses for that reason the features imparted to ib by its ex- 
treme dimensions. On the other hand, the section of the Montauk 

does not fulfil the same demands in as great a degree on account of 
her flaring side, slow bilge and hollow floor; and in her ease 
extreme dimensions would lead us into a more serious error 
in consequence, as those dimensions would imply a cireum- 
seribed rectangle from which the Montauk has departed to 
a greater extent than the Halycon; while Montauk's great beam 
measures only the width of her deck, that of Halycon measures more 
nearly the boat. In the first case the figure is fictitious altogether, in 
the second it is more in accord with fact, Halycon, with 79.3fb. load 
line, has 23.5ft. beam, a proportion represented by 3.37. Montauk, 
with 94.75ft. load line, has 25,3it. beam, or in the proportion of 3,74; 
apparently only a trifle less beam than the very wide example, Haly- 
con. If now we average their widths to get at a more definite result, 
a much greater divergence will become apparent. This average we 
obtain by adding the beams at variois depths and dividing by their 
number, In Halycon we find the average to be 17fb. lin., and in Mon- 
tauk 16ft. 8in., or actually less than in Halycon, without even con- 
sidering the difference in length of the yachts. But Halyconis 79.3ft. 
long; the proportion between that, and her mean beam is4.85. Montauk 
is 04,75ft, long, and the proportion between that and her mean beam 
is 5.69. Turning these into decimals, we have for Haleyon, 10.218, 
and for Montauk 0.176. That is to say, the mean beam of Halcyon is 
about one-quarter greater than that of her big sister. In obher 
words, a Halcyon of the same length as the Montauk would haye 
about 20ft, 10in, beam, whereas Montauk has but 16ft. Sin. This, then, 
shows the true relation between the ‘working-beams” of the two 
boats. It has been said that Montauk is a very beamy boat. We have 
shown this to be a deception played by figures, As a matter of fact, 
compared to the beamy American schooner, the Montauk is a boat of 
small Deam, 

Let us now turn to depth. Montauk has been called a deep 
schooner, Whether she really is or not the following will tell. Hal- 
eyon has 7.Gft. deck to rabbet on 79.8ft, length, a proportion of 0.096. 
Montauk has 10ft, hold on 94,75 ft. load line, a proportion of 1,105 or 
only one-eleventh more. Not a very great deal, remembering the 
extremely shoal type of which Halcyon isa representative. But 
this is only a comparison of figures, What relation have their 
average depths, the depths of the boats viewed as bodies rather than 
the mere tape-line dimensions taken at an extreme and exceptional 
point in the hully How do their mean depths compare? Proceeding 
as before, measuring the depths amidship at a number of points 
athwartships, and dividing by that number for a mean, we find Hal- 
cyon to have an average of 6,166ft., and Montauk just sft, Referred 
to length Haleyon’s mean depth is expressed by the decimal 0.078, 
and that of Montank by 0.084. In body the latter proves to be only 
one-thirteenth deeper. Whether such atrifling distinction justifies 
calling one a shoal and the other a deep boat by contrast the reader 
can answer for himself. 
Summarizing the foregoing, we conclude that as opposed to the 

orthodox flat, wide American type, Montauk must be deemed a 
narcower boat with small increase in depth in point of fact, whatever 
deception bare figures may present in contradiction. 

‘The real position of vessels of her kind in the analysis of type can 
be clearly assigned by following a similar train of thoughts, with the 
antipodes of Halcyon asa basis. For this purpose we haye selected 
the well-known British schooner Miranda, the tamous Harvey flyer, 
who has awed all schooners off the course in British waters and 
piven cutters a lively bout to windward upon many an occasion. 
The diagram on page 116 shows that her beam, though consider- 
ably less than that of Montauk, will average much better and reduce 
the diiference exhibited by figures taken at the extreme points, be- 
cause she carries her beam well up and down, while the American 
eraftis all tiare. Thus compared to length we found the ratio of 
Montauk’s extreme beam to be 0.267, while that of the British vessel is 
18.8 diyided by 92.5, or 0.203, indicatin, eer eutly: one-quarter less. 
This difference becomes materially reduced, however, when form is 
allowed the infiuence if should haye in our conclusions. The ratio of 
Montauk’s mean beam ascertained above is 0.176. For Miranda we 
find it by the same method 0,142, the lowest width being taken 3ft. np 
from bottom of keel. The difference between these is 0.033, or be- 
tween one-lifth and one-sixth less beam than Montauk instead of one- 
quarter as derived from the bald figures, or, to putitin a plainer 
way, while figures lead us to suppose a difference of 0.24 in the beams 
of the two yachts, the average of their bodies shows only 0.19. We 
are aware that this has been obtained only from a consideration of 
midship sectious and not from the whole bodies, so that the result 
might need modification according as one yacht is fuller fore and aft 
than the other, but we can accepfthemidship sections as general 
indices of type to ayoid further complication which would on the 
whole not affect these deductions. Stated in ageneral way then, © 
although figures indicate Miranda’s beam to bea quarter less in 
proportion to length than Montauk’s, it is in reality only a fifth less. 

ith regard to depth, the ratio for Montauk is 0.105 and for Miranda 
(by Lloyds) 12.6ft. diyided by 92.5, or 0.136, so far as figures go. But 
by the plan of averaging, the proportions are for Montauk 0.084 and 
for Miranda (mean depth 9.83) 0.106. Now by extreme figures tha 
difference in depth appears ag 0.031 (0,186 less 0 105); that is, Miranda 
had relatively 0.295 more depth than the American schooner, But 
by & comparison of mean depths the difference is 0.106 less 0.084 or 
0.022, which bears to Montauk’s mean the relation expressed by the 
decimal 0.262, In other words mean depth reduces the excess of 
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Miranda from 0.295 to 0,262, a little over one-fourth more than Mon- 
tauk, We need not look far foran explanation hereto, The reduation 
arises from the hollow floor of the Miranda which naturally makes 
her average Uepth rather less than when gauged by a tape line at the 
center only, Montauk's floor being nearer a stra ght line does not 
reduce her mean depth to the sams extent, In spite of this modifi- 
cation the tudan depth of Miranda is so much in excess of that of 
Montaulk, (100 to 1), that the latter cannot by any means be called a 
deep yesse), Sutnining up this second chapter in our analysis, we 
Tind that ss opposed to the modern British schooner, Montauk is a} 
wider but shoaler boat, The above leads then to this final deduction, 
compared to the flat, beany type illustrated by Halcyon the Montaul 
is n&rrower but deeper, Compared to the really narrower, deep type, 
illustrated by Miranda, the Montank is wider but shoaler, 

In general, therefore, tha Montauk’s model, viewed as a body, lies 
half way between the extremes. Whatshe sayeson beam over the 
orthodox American style, she has added to her depth. What she 
saves in depth over the modern British style, she has added to hep 
beam, The Montauk is therefore a representative of the ‘medium 
type,” possessing moderate depth and moderate beam. Sheis nota 
vessel both deep and broad, and cammot properly be aveepted as 
évidence that such 4 combination is possible with good results and 
consistent with speed. 
Such & combination cannot he successful, It is in direct opposi- 

tion to expericnee and navalscience. By the jugglery of barren fig- 
tres a fast vessel may seem tobe both deep and broad, In point of 
volume she cannot be without dropping to the level of a gas-tank in 
her performance. 
Asa very fine example ofthe “medium type,” we this week offer 

géneral plans of the Montauk drawn to scale, which, with the fol- 
lowing description will be of interest. in view of theincreasing favor 
with which such « material modification upon the old order of things 
is tiow being received by the public. Future experience will no doubt 
lead to still fither changes to meat wants not quite accomplished 
inthe Montauk, anc the directions in which beneficial changes are to 
be sought, we will point out upon another occasion. 
‘the Mobtaul was modeled by “Phil.” Elsworth, of Bayonne, 

N. d., upon ideas found to work well on a smaller scale, as in the 
sloops Hlephant and Manila, What we find most commendable in 
those beats is their perfect fairness and the unity pervading all por- 
tions of their hulls, Bach part belongs to the rest, and there is a 
notable absences of alnipt twists or turns, bulges or swells, The eye 
resting pol such hulls con detect no special spot as the beginning 
or end of anything, for curves and yolumes melt with an impercep- 
tible change one into the other in such 2 soft way that starting at the 
cnbtwater instinctively the eye sweeps the whole broadside ata glance, 
not stopping till it rums off af fhe ccunter, conyincing the mind that 
the form miish be grasped as a whole or hot at all. One mizht look 
and look yet neyer grow weary at such “eye sweetness” as possessed 
by one of these Elsworth models, Thereis about them an enchant- 
ing voluptoousness of form which appeals with a “look at me again” 
au arlist's eye finds irresistible. Apart altogether from the matter of 
dimensions, type, or rip, the very fairness of a boat from his hands 
insures an advantage of no little account in contributing to the de- 
cision of a race, and much of the snecess of his boats we attribute 
to that in particular more than to any virtues inherent in the type 
adopted. Nimeyachts outof ten are abortions for want of fairness 
as a whole, and no matter how excellent thalr general features may 
be, without fairness of body throughout they cannot hope to make a 
match with another craft perfect in that respect however inferior in 
regard to type. Painness tivst, the rest afterward, and fairness the 
Elsworth boats have to such a marked degree that the merits other 
boats may possess are completely overshadowed just for lack of 
equality in this one and all important particular, 

Clothe large displacementand power in a fair form of limited siin 
and you have at oucea combination hard to beat under ordinary cir- 
cumstances, Only when driven at a high rate, or when mm a 
sea Would the question of mould and type crop to the surface. 
Simple as this requisite for speed in moderate weather may seem, it 
can be found only in yery few schooners in our fleet, And whén it 
comes to pile-driying in a duster. well, the Elsworth yacht, if not to 
our liking in type, has at least as good and probably better lines with 
larger displacements than most her fast sisters this side of the Atlan- 
tic. If she is not over close-winded, if her beam and fine ends try 
ker sorely at a game of pitch and toss, and her light draft and board 
chop her off to leeward with every lurch, if her huge sticks do 
threaten to open horsides, or £0 over forward for want of proper 
staying, she is in allthis no worse than any of the rest, but better 
provided with stonter rigging and backstays, Wnelish fashion. She 
issharp asa knife with inpderate hollow about the load line, but 
tove down below. Above ber lines are nearly straight, and there is 
next to no roundish ilare s0 Common in the orthodox productions. 
Her midships is peculiar, something after the fashion of the old 
America, with topsides more flaring. The bilge is swept with a very 
long railius; in fact, itis all a long, slow bilge from rail to some 
distance below the line of foatation, then straitish about 
the lower futtocks, with just the faimtest hollow on the Hoors, 
which disappears quickly as she rounds up fore and aft. The 
forabody below watertine is a series of triangles, the dead rise 
steadily increasing, and the round and flare of the bilge amidships, 
diminishing rapidly asit rises, to melt away completely in the rail, 
Aft the Hoors lift gradually on the stepping line, but preserve the 
sams angle of rise well up in the run where the angle is quickened 
to meet the drawing in of the quarters. The whole sideis bold, and 
nowhere has useful bull been sacrificed to fanciful notions about 
“lines? From the nature.of her sections we judge Montauk to be a 
perfect specimen of waye-line areas, and that her wetted surface is 
amininnin is guaranteed by her general conformation. In sheer 
she is as handsome as such a boatean be made, Th does not appear 
in relief qs quick as Shown ou the accompanying plan, or objection 
might justly be made. But it is well known to nayal drafismen that 
rather more than acceptable mnst be struck in ona flat projection 
to produce just the effech désiredin relief. It is no easy matter to 
giye just the proper sheer, and when we say that nearly all our 
schooners ave hideous in this respect, it is no more than aiy person 
of taste Is prepared to acknowledge. The Montauk is a pleasing: ex 
teption, and among a score of yachts at anchor off Staten Island she 
stands ot as the finished work of an artist among the commonplace 
trash about her, ‘he cutwater is of the pilot-boat variety and dic- 
tated, we imagine, by a study of Scott Russell's section-line precepts 
or @ mind of like faney, new to preyailing notions, perhaps, but 
withal in full accord and harmony with the design, and for that rea- 
sou handsome. 

Aft, the blight of length measurement—and possibly the ghost of 
“mean length still hovering lonesomely in one metropolitan club— 
would seem to haye exercised its evil influence in the production of a 
“docked tail’ discontinuation. The beauty of carrying out the lines 
to their natural termination ina light, dainty fantail endmg in the 
graceful archboard seen in the cutter, the room on deck thereby 
gained—this has all been cut short and sacrificed tu tha nongense of 
Measurement committees who haye decreed that a couple of feet of 
such finish are as goou as oué footin the body, snd must pay avcord- 
ingly. Some day such creeds will be thrown overboard among intel- 
ligent persons and then we will have less sudden endings to pretty 
yachts than the bob tail mixture now affeeted, a cross—and, im ub- 
skilled hands, a most ungainly one, too—bebween tio pure breeds, the 
eulter and George Steers immortal chpper. But how to weather on 
length rule Solons was the task Phil Elsivorth had to face, and with 
thatin mind, it would be difficult to solve more acceptably the riddle 
how to cut a host short without making her gstumpy. It was a fortn- 
nate thing for Montauk’s owner that the eye responsible for her 
fashioning had likewise the charge of her building from mould loft 
up. Seldom il is that a design is laid down corretily. Then making 
the moulds acids to the error, and by the time the frames are up aud 
kuocked inte the plumb, shored and braced, len to one the deviation 
trom the original intentions isto he measured by a good many inches, 
and the vossellaunched is ‘about’ as like the design as a counterfeit 
is like agennine coin. ‘To secure the modelers individuality in the 
eompleted structure, he should bé on hand to skipper the job from 
first fo last, for what esvapes his eye ought not ty be worth while 
Tussing about. So it was that Montauk, conceived in Ysairness, was 
Taunched in fairness, with the double guarantee of the designor's 
faultless eye aud the drauchting talent of Mr. Jolin G, Prague's 
architectural office, the original model haying been laid down on 
paper and faired over again by curve and batten with the utmost 
vigilance and care. 

And now that we vome torig our ardor dampens. There was a 
Ffallay, a big one, in the way, and so—all for the galley, most im- 
portant factor in the design—the centerboard had to go att, whether 
1b ought to or uo, for the galley it had to be Just so Wig, it had to fit 
in just there, if could not be shifted, it could pot shrink, there ib was 
to be and so the insignificant weatherly attachment slink aff. Webave 
never seen that galley, When we do it will he with respect and awe, 
A galley that cin bounee a board clear into the after cabin and drive 
The mainmast into the run is the kind of a galley that has our admi- 
ation. The diameter of that nourishing imstitutian having been 
irtevocably determined after due consultation with the stars, there 
Was nothing else left but toshoye the board afiand the mainiast 
wilhit. So ifcame to pass that Montauk suffers from a hopelessly 
ugly, old-fashioned aud fault: Tie for whieh, upon some critical 
occasion, she will haye topay dearly. Allforthat galley. The fore- 
“mast is too far aft, the drift between the two spars too vreat und the 
gib'sn abonmmable bag with which to clip things so wondrously fhe 
83\We know Miranda van do, Not that we blame those responsible | 
for the eut of her sails. Giyen the spars and their position snd the 
Tig is oot as ugly as it might be, though lacking in style and smart- 
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ness, Butthe single jib—well, itis childish. A remmant of the little 
sailboat, of the toy we see in the shop window, a reminder that 
once we all were young and suiled in little boats, and they had single 
jibs, and in our youthful minds were ali byt perfection. 
The Darwinian theory propounds oevasionsl relapses in man. May 

not this jib of Montank he a revival of the little sloop of yore? Not 
only is the jit inefficient. but the sailor views with creat disfavor this 
hanging of the whole rig to bowsprit enil aud babstay. A forestay 
and double head sail would haye made things more seamanlike, 
more mechanival, snugger and faster, A discussion of the merits of 
double head sail is fortunately uo longer necessary. Tnnumerable 
practical tests and experiences luwe justified our crusade against 
such a lubber's contrivance as Montaik sports, and not a single m- 
stance is on record where double head sail, when properly applied, 
has been found less speedy or less weatherly than the aneient up- 
fiver arrangement originally intended for sttimp howsprits only, hut 
since then adhered to in spite of changed proportions and enlarged 
demands with pertinacity only equalled by its absurdity, The posi- 
tion of the spars muy be exeuséd; that palluy did it, The cntof the 
sails may be passed hy, for to some extent it is a matter of taste 
whether gaits should peak smartly and alike or whether the sails 
should look like bags thrown ai;the ship snd accidently eanght. There 
are also current « ereat variety of unstable theories about the 
“draft of sails, all alike meaningless, but exercising miuich influence 
with the “talent” upon the eut and sit. 

Possibly some of Montauk’s ingainliness in ris—to our eyes at 
least—is to be ascribed to some deeply hidden mystery in draft.” 
But a single jib and no forestay on so large a vessel is without the 
pale of ought but our severest condemnation. It is without one good 
reason. Its supposed superiority—we cannot imagine in what respect 
—ismythieal, Itistheidle gossip we hear passed from mouth to 
mouth until mere repetition gives it a yeneering of sense, We hope 
Montauk will shift to a more sailorlike arrangement before she 
pitches the sticks over her bows, or before she meets 2, genuine wind- 
Jammer of her own tonnage, though with the company she finds this 
side of the Atlantic eyen her present unhappy rig seems good enough 
to keep her to the fore. Should she ever be tried high the truth of 
these remarks might receive an unwelcome illustration. < 

In build and fittings Montauk is a long way ahead of usual Ameri- 
can practice, espe‘ially with regard to lower rigging, iron work and 
miscellaneous outfit, most of which bears something like reasonable 
Peeper Us between strength and strain. Waterial and fastenings of 
ull would hardly rate her high at Lloyds, but few American yachts 

could class atall, Throughout this schooner one thing ig noticeable, 
She has been turned out upon definite preconesiyed detail plans, and 
bot little has been left to the happy-zo-lucky shiftlessuess still so 
characteristic of yacht work in Ameriea. When built she was fin- 
ished, and hotching and doctoring have had no place in ber log. 

BOATS THAT WILL NOT SINK. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
My reason for asking you to publish what follows is that T amin 

receipt of letters from readers of your paper requesting me to statis 
why the nonpareil sharpie will notsink. IT will briefiy say, that on 
carefully and praélically testing the matter. I find that the above 
named 43ft. sharpie will wasily Hoat 4.88716 pounds of stone when she 
is filled with water. and that this is aveomplished entirely by the 
buoyancy of the wood of which she is built, without assistance of 
confined air or any kind of float. The ballast required tor this boat 
is less than one ton, and nobody can sink her without adding other 
weight, when she is in cruising trim. THomas CLAPHAM. 
Rostyy, L, I 

NEW SCHOONER.—Mr. A. Cary Smith has finished the design for 
Vice-Com. Henry §. Hovey, ®, Y. C., and the schooner is now being 
laid down at Poillon's,in Brooklyn. Oyer all, 10)ft.; on the line, Nott. 5 
beam, 22ft. tin.; draught, 12ft.; least freeboard, 3fi.6in, Blayen tons 
lead on keel, The latter will ba 15in. sided and 1fin. motilded, nearly 
as wide on the hottomas on top. Tn many respects this new schooner 
is an advance upon oll ideas. Sheisto be a seagoing Gruiser, and har 
moderate beam and good depth will insure ease and snug rig. The 
maéin-mast is to be well forward, right over the centre of buoyancy, 
and in head rig she will resemble Norma. Deck plank will he laid 
straight fore and att, and main saloon is located amidships, affording 
hetter arrangement down below, Wrames will be Sin, sided and Sin. 
moulded at keel, and 5x6 at head. Their heels will be boxed into the 
keel, the floors being of wrought iron, secured tu keel and futtocks 
by through holts, a much Spent On plan to crooks and spikes, Walls 
of Sin. oakcand plank of yellow puis in long léngths. Composition 
fastenings and treenail work, The floor-beams will be heayy uni 
haye fore and aft stringer over the ends and iron tie-posts at the 
bulk-heads between decks and trom floor to keel. 

TEASER—BROTHERS.—A match between these two vats was 
Suiléd in the harbor Sept. 28in a fresh northeaster. he Brothers, 
Win. Murphy, of Communipaw, owner, is 18ft. din. long, and tho 
Teaser, Jas. A. Relyea, of Jersey City, owuer, is 18ft. long, receiving 
an allowance of twenty seconds over the fifteen mile course from 
off Communipaw, passing between Elis’ and Bedloo’s Islands, to and 
around Fort Lafayetteand return. Stakes $250 a side. Brooklyn Ys 
B. rules, Tile svas last of the ebb. Both yachts had reefs turned in. 
Brothers got off firsthut shortly after split hér tiller fying into the 
wind, her competitor taking the lead. Brovhers fished the stick 
and went again tothe fore when near the turn, ond kept her lead in 
the exciting windward work home, winning in 2b, 25m,, Teaser, 2in. 
dis, later by corrected tine, i 
Ira Smith tooled the winner and Teaser was skippered by ber owner, 

OHAIN OUT.—Three times the depth of water for ordinary wea- 
ther fs a fair scopé; five times in strong winds, avd the longer the 
better in heavy weather. Chaina should sbhvays be marked, go that 
the amount of chain out can be toldin the dark, Copper wire rings 
sround the links is a go0d way. 

The latter is anxious for another trial. | 

ALBANY Y, 

Editor Forest and Stren: 

The ninth ahnual regatta of Albany Y. C, was sailed Sept. 27 on the 
club course from the eity to Pard ook light andretnen, a dishnice 
of tourfteen mil The prizes were asohd silyer cup presented by 
Com, Wm, W, Grey, Bey Vice-Com, Jas. W. Rootiey, a setof siz- 
nal lights, @ pair of maring glisses, and an ensign and a0 anchor aud 
eable presented by tle club. Hollowing the advice so often given in 
ago columns, this year the regatta conunitties decided to start the 
boats from one gun, Thisisan imnovation for these waters, but it 
has been found to work so satisfactorily to all concerned tinut it is 
safe to predict its continuance in future regattas. As you will se2 & 
the jnclosed list, eighteen boats were entered aud’ all started bub 
three. The interest of elu members ood ile public was centered 
mainly In the first and second classes. In the second class on ac- 
count of the number of busts entered, which had each its admirers 
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and pavtisaus, but chietly in the first class, where the Jocal rivalry be- 
iween Albuny and Troy hes for years been very intense. 
Tha sum shone brightly, the wind blew a nice topsail breeze from 

the north, and the yachts danced mervily over the line as ihe Fun Wis 
fired at 10:25 to start the second and third class bouts, and ten minutes 
later the first class boats started. The hoats crossed pretty evenly, 
and, with topsails set.amd spinatcers drawing finely, thay sped away 
before the wind. The Artiut Dodger and Coquetie rounded the stale 
bout first, followed closely by the Cynthia and Breeze, who became 
entangled with the smaller boats, while the Sans Sonci, which reauhed 
the stake boat later, was énabled to round it nod hend for home about 
twelve minutes before Wer rivals, The Cynthia flnally gotclear of the 
ether boats and started for the finish apparently a hopeless distunes 
in the rear, but long before lume was redched she had overhauled 
the leading boats, and erossed the live a winner by fitty-fye seconds 
comected tine, The Artful Dodser, in tha second Class. finished 
Imin, 17sec. ahead of the Albani, but was beaten by her on corrected 
time by lmin, 13sec. 
The steam-yacht Carrie Ward accompanied the feet, carrying the 

judges, time-keepers, and friends of the members. The judges were, 
W, Stone Smith, of Tyoy, aud TW, A. Glassford, of Albany. 
Summary is appenderl: 

PIRST GLASS SLOOPS, 
Length, 

Mahbelle, F. O. Alsop, Troy, N. ¥..-..,0...5......0 
Oynthia, B, Guardenier, A.V. 2 __. i 
Sans Souci, §. 5. ¥. O,, Lausingbureh 2 
Mary Alice, J. A, Fleet, ATbany.......0....2.._.; bs 

SECOND CLASS. 

Breeze, sloop, A. ATbers, A.W) Gio. seca csese cs 
Artful Dodger. sloop, H. Riley, A. ¥. C.. 
Coquette, sloop, Bubcock & Grey, A, Y. C. 
Albany sloop, J. D. Brooks, A, YC 
Anne bell, cat, W. Melius, A. ¥. © 
Nina, eat, A, Dinsard, A. ¥.0_..,, 4 
Spray, sloop, C, Canklin, Gatskill.,,..2.....- 
Bessie, cat, Clem Ponda, Lansingbureh .- 
Coral, cai, Kirkkarap & B., Albany.....-. 

Ist prize. 
2d prize. 

2d. prize. 

ist prize, 

THIRD CLASS CATS, 
Gypsy, sloop, Jas. Van Hagen, Lansingbuvel...17 6 
Dart, W. 1. Weidman, Albany. . 2 RON 
C W. Blanchard, George DuBois, Albany,......14 7 
Carve, J. B.Smith, Albany,,.,.... abttal ese toes 
Addie, sloop, GC. O. Jonés, Troy... .. 2. 

A, Aupers, Secretary, 

ist prize, 

Rd prize, 
ALN Ss 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA YAGH'! SQUADRON.—The threeton 
mateh was sailed Saturday, september 24, in lizhtsoutherly breeze in 
Halifax Harbor, Start was made al 2;27.P. M.,and the yachts went 
over in the followimg order: Mariquita, yawl, W. Wallace: Miranda, 
sloop, R, J, Wills; Velenar, cutter, i. C. Siumichrast; and Maseot, 
sloop, H, M. Wylde. Mariquita led io Dartmouth ferry buoy, but on 
the beat to Port Clarence mark fell back into phird plice. Miranda, 
which had the lead fora short time, had to yield it to VYelenar, the 
latter working out to windward in true entter fashion, and coming in 
aneasy winner. The tinish was; Velenar, 4:41:55; Miranda, 445145: 
Mariquita, 4:50:35, Velenar allowed Miranda 24s., and Marignita 2m 
5s., winning by #m, 2hs, off Miranda, which secured sceond prize by 
2m. 18s, from Mariquita, 

bulkheads of black walnut and ush., Puremast Salt. jong: main- 
mish dofh, long, bin. diameter ah partners, gin. at head. Sheaves 
in masthead for halliavds. Raving foresail with 10ft. ehab, work 
ing foressil with 6ff. club, also wsed As racing mainsail, Steps 
fitted with brass collars, extra step for working wilh ove 1 only. 
Awning. oil skin tent for ertising; lirass rowloeks: forepealk 4ft. fin, 
wide, 6£t. long, 2ft. high, Lockers in stern, Gear as nevessary. 

PANCY—CRUISER.—A match between these two eats was sailed 
Oct, 2 over a straightaway course from Larchmont horbor through 
Tell Gate te the Seawanhaka Basin on Staten Tsland. Cruiser is 
owned by Mr, A. B. Alley, undis 20fb. 10in, long. while Paney has 
often figuril in these columns asthe property of Mr. P. Grant, af 
Boston. Sheis 206. lin. long, and has a-record of uearly farty wis to 
her credit. Two matches have already been sailed th ison, vach 
boat winning once, anc this last passage was to be the sail off for thie 
Season, the prize beitig a #100 cup. Cruiser made t ‘un tn 6:36:05 
Haney tn B:li28. Corrected times, 0:46:40, and 6384:52, the Cruiser, 
therefore, winning by 2m, 125. Distaneo about 20 miles. 

SAN FRANCISCO YAGHTING.—The 
iba, Mider Lhe augpices of the 8. W.Y, 

‘from 18 to 3ift, Winners as 
prize, Captain Sennett, sailed by Mr. Ferguson: second, Faugh-a- 
hallagh; third, John Kendall. Class No, 2—First prize, Lark; seoond, 
Con O'Connor of Lake Mervitt; third, Squibob. (1 No. 3—First 
prize, Carrie; second, Fleetwing; third, Blackbirtl; fourth, Sadie, 
Class No. d—First prize, Fawn; secoud, Seventy-six of Goat Island. 
Qlass No. 5—Virst prize, Thetic: second, Flirt, The prizes ranged 
from a silyer pitcher down to a yarieby of smull urticles, 

second anunal mosquite re- 
(., Was sniled Sept. 23, open 
follows: Class No. 1—First 

IN PROSPECT.—The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. proposes & 
series of threé matches towards the close of the month, Te is_ probe 
able that the cutters Valkyr, Oriva aud Bedouin, and stoops Gracie 
and Manny willlake part. auditis hoped that ihe imported cutter 
Maggie way be induced to make the passage from Boston to meet 
the Vixen upon the occasion, One mateh will be aver the New York 

 Y. C, course, one twenty miles to witilward or to leeward aud return 
oulside the Hoole, and the third over some triangular course at sea, 

TORONTO CANOE CLUB.—A paddling rane took place Friday 
last over a one mile course belween the mew Jambo, ist. hy 24in,, 
just built for Mr. M, l, Johnston hy Richard Jenicins, of Toranta, and 

r. 6. L. Micks’s Shooter, 14t. by 24in. Jumbe won. ef course, and 
Mr. Johaston retains the Paddliay challenge cup, An attempt was 
male on Saturilay to race the sailing canoes for the Toronto chal- 
lenge cup. Six started. aid Mr. Tyson's Isahal took the lead, but the 
race coull not be finished, Mr. Tyson's Isabel will hold the eup till 
ext season. 

MAHOGANY STAIN—for a dark mahogany boil tozether 4 gallon 
of water, halé a ponnd of muadder aml (wo ounces of lozwood, When 
the mould is dry, after washing over with the hot liquid. go over 
asain with «solution of two dructons of pearlashin a quart oF water. 
Wor lighh mahogany color wash with diluted nitrous acid, sud when 
dry use the following: Dragon’s blood, four onnees; soda, one onnee; 
spirits of wine. three pints. Apply when well dissolyed. 

ALBANY YACHT CLUB.—The annual match of the club was 
Sailed Sept. 27. over a thirteen mile course, Winners as follows: 
Wirst Class—First prize. Cynthia, Albany; second, Saus Soucie, Lans- 
jingburg. Secoud elass—Virsh pr Albuny: sevoud prize, Artint 
Dodger, Albany, Third class—Virst prize. Gypsoy, rows second 
prize, Abhi, Troy. 

PROPOSED MATCH.—Dr.J. C. Barron is ansxiols to mateh his 
sloop Wave agzainsh some flyer before the season closes, and Mr. 
Tranklin Beams propores to moet him with’ the Elephant for a $250 
cup, ten tailes to windward and belurn, Atlantie YC. rules to zoy- 
ern, We hope something may come of this. 

Messrs. Win, Read & Sons, 13 Waneuil Hall Square, Boston, Mass., 
are constantly receiving lirge inyoices of W. & ©. Seott & Son's 
Hammerless and Hammer Guns. Every gun is warranted in shooting 
and sent on trialif desired. See advertisement elsewhere, —dede, 

Seo I. G. Koenig's advertisement of target rifle. —Adv, 
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Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc, 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing mk for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Always ready for use, A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
Writing, 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Send for Price-List. 
Our Goops arp Soup wy Fins Cuass Deanmrs 

FSTERBROOW'S a 
rom persons residing in cities in which the dealers ne of dur goods will not be filled at any price, 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY. 

SIXTY CENTS EACH. 

Leading: Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 18f.. -. 
For Sale by all Stationers ze 

THE =*TTRBROOK STEEL PEN CO.n ag 
Works, Qamden, N. 2 _26 Ioho Sta New Vers = 

Fisherman Attention! ENNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
For Canada and the United States. 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, ©. G. 8S, 
Office—No. 210 St. James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA. 
Annnal Subscription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents. 

T wish to call your attention to my hand-made all 

Lancewood 

Combination Rod ombination hods, 
seven pieces, making two distinct rods for bait 

ole Trout, $10. Bass, #12. 
FRED, D. DIVINE, 152 Genesee st.. Utica, N. Y. 

Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPATRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

| Ga CASES AND COVERS, GAME BAGS, 
J Shooting Suits, Cartridge Boxes, Belts and 

Bags, &e., at CHARLES L. RITZMANN’S, #43 
Broadway, New York City. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869,] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improyed machinery, and the paper 
§ subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable ot withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten nee They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. 
makes, aud warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

if desired. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 
SHOT SHELLS. 

RECGAPPERS. 
bills 
int y ii] ih I 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING, 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS,’ BENCH CLOSHRS, Btc., Etc, 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New Yorr Acents; WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paomric Coast Acents: CHAS. SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California. 
Nuw Orn.ians AG 3: A. BALDWIN & CO. 
Nw ENenanp Acunrs ror SHOT Suprus: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass, 

cS. EE. WiLL IW Som, 

iii 
O, 

AL HME 

MANUFACTURING JEWELER, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y.. 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

CHAS. J. GODFREY, 
7 Warren St., New York. | 

DISGORGE KNIVES. 

‘THHLS CIRWIAWHS LSE FAL FO MOV 

“AYSAHMAUYAAA AVS YdOSd 
 MBOA LOL FYING S.19]FUe 91] OF Papps OTE 4WaTMeATtOD ISOUL AL), 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND. } TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881, 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

We ojfer them as equal, if not superior, fo any other — 

: the “MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

y\.) in the world, as many barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy, con- 

LO : yerience, durability and safety, is nobexcelled, Send for Mustrated Catalogue 
describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition, 

MASS. ARMS, COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

The Parker Gun. 

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. : “= 

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: “At Melbourne they had an excellent 

opportunity of testing their power beside those of eyery exhibitor in the world, and they came off con- 

querors over every other maker, Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation 

| tor this class of goods has for many yéars been above all others.” 

They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the seyerest test, and haye 

| won'tnore laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field or at the trap. At Coney 

Island last year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 

| “forest and Stream’ Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue, 

Show Rooms: 
97 CHAMBERS ST., W. ¥- PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., | 

| Manufacturers of 

| 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

reater facilities for manufacturing our goods 
est award and silver medal at the Massachu- 

Send for catalogue. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and 
to meet the increasing demand, We have received the hi 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Bair for our superior goods. 

IMPORTER OF 

GIS, RIES, REVOIVEIS, 
&c., &e: 

THE HOLLIS GUN. 

T. EFZollis & Sons, Makers. 
bar locks, rebounding hammers, large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, through 

No. 308.—Laminated barrels, top snap action, 
pistol grip, engraved, checkered grip and fore end, 

No. 402,—Damascus barrels, top snap action 

fore end, pistol grip, engraved, checkered grip and fore end, 

No, 410,—Fine Damascus barrels, top snap action, ; 

large head strikers, Deeley & Edges’ patent fore end, pistol grip, 

Talso have full lines of goods of the following makers: 

loaders. All kinds of ammunition and sportsmen’s sundries, 

10 and 12-gauge, $33.50. 

W. & C. Scott & Son, B. 

bar locks, rebounding hammers, pereussion fen 
horn butt plate and left barrel choke-bored, 10 and 12 gauge, 546,00, f 

fine steel bat rebounding three pin bridle locks, percussion 
eheckered grip and fore ee Oe fancy hammers, 

SS 

——— 

lumps, patent fore end, high, well filed rib 

ce, large head strikers, extension rib, double bolt, through lumps, Deeley & Hdges’ patent 

fence double bolt, extension rib, triplex wedge (or bite in extension rib) 

horn butt plate, engraved, left barrel choke-bored, 10 and 12-gauge, $60.00. 
d . + 

ames & Co., T. Bland & Son, GC. G. Bonehill and 8. Buekley & Co, Hnglish and Relgian Touzzle- 

Goods sent ©, 0, D., privilege to examine on receipt of $5 to coyer express charges. 
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Hor Sale. 

HH FINEST ASSORTMENT OF W. & C. 
Scott & Son’s breech-loaders, from the ‘‘Pre- 

mier”’ to the lowest grades, in 10, ig. 1fand 20-bores. 
Will sell at lower figures than any other house. 
Calland conyinee yourself. C. L, RITZMANN, $42 
Broadway, New York City. 

Re SALE. — THOROUGHBRED YELLOW 
Duckwing game fowls, bred for show purposes. 

Also excellent pit birds. JNO, C. NORRIS, Chest- 
nut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. sept21.at 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR B. L. GUN,— 
A thoroughly broken setter dog, four years 

old, out of one-eyed Sancho. Addréss J, T.8., No, 
45 Marshall st., Newark, N. J. oetd it 

Importer’s Special Sale by Auction, 
_—or- 

English Breech-Loading Shotguns. 
By BARKER & CO,, Auctioners. 

47 and 49 Liberty street, 

Ou Friday and Saturday, Ost, 6 aud 7, 
Commencing at 2 o’clock each day. 

We have made the sale of Guns a specialty each 
fall during the past six years, haying sold many 

thousand under guarantee. 

Cuns can be examined before the sale. 

GEORGE I. BANKS, Auctiotiesr. 

BARKER & CO. 

QECOND HAND FOX GUN, $35; PARKER, $40; 
kK) Colts, $37.50; Allen, $25, and others. O. L. 
RITZMANN, 948 Broadway, N. ¥. City, sept2sitf 

HALSTED’S ACME INCUBATOR, CAPACITY 
150 eges, for sale cheap, or will exchange for 

ool repeating rifle. Address W. B. SEARLS, 
aterson, New Jersey. octs,1t, 

Live Geese Decoys For Sale: 
Seven live geese, taised on Long Island from 

wild geese, Haye been used as decoys and shot 
over. Sold only on account of owner not being 
able to use them. Address D., 118 John st., New 
York City, : oct5.4t 

@ Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 

_ able. Made to order in a vari- 
ety of styles, and war- 

% ranted the genuiue arti- 
cle, Send for price list. 
MARTIN S, HUTCH- 

O. Box 368. Braproxp & P. 
AntTHONY, Boston, H, C. Squmes, N. Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents, 

INGS, Dover, N. H. 

NO RUBBERS NEEDED. 

TITTLES’ LEATHER LIFE, 
Softens the hardest leather and makes your boots 

waterproof, adding one-third to their wearing 
capacity. No sportsman should be without it, 
Price $3 per dozen 4-o0z, bottles, sent 0. O. D, to any 
address. Liberal discount to the trade. The above 
is fully endorsed by Forest AND STREAM, 

. L, BROWN, Sote AcEnt, 
125 Federal street, Boston, Mass. 

The Hunting Sight. 
LXYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 
Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect. Send for 
een containing full description. Ad- 

. ‘WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn. 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 

TAXIDHRMIST 
No. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥, 

[Established 1830.] Pet Animals Stuffed. 

TUSK" Ts OO OD EF? 
ty 

ah 

This Rifle sent to any 

liable to get out of order, 

=e a aT ae 

1 if address on receipt of $8.00, by post office money order or in registered letter. 
A capital rifle for target practice and killing small game, also for shooting cats, dogs, rats, &c. Not 

Shoots very accurate,barre! being of steel and well rifled, with fine walnut 
pistol grip stock, and Remington Action. Latest improved rifle in the market. Will shoot a .22-caliber 
or the Flobert Noiseless Cartridges, Warranted to give satisfaction. Cartridges for above rifle $2 per 
1,000, or 25cts. per 100. Lowest retail prices given to customers for Smith & Wesson’s, Remington and 
Colt's Reyolvers, Rifles, and a great variety of Sporting Goods. Remington’s Single Breech-Loading 
Shofgun for $10.00. Get my prices for goods before purchasing else where. 

E. G. KOENIG, 875 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. 
SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING OO. 

Corona, Queens Oo., N. Y, EARL LEE, Manager, 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. — 
Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Screws required. 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

ships, Ghanshess Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
Farm and Out Buildings of every style. Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
cost, within the means of all. Warm in winter—cool in summer—yentilation perfect, 

¥or further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

The Golt Glub Gun. 

It should be remembered that while we are the chief distributors of the regular Colt 
Guns, we are sole agents in New York for the Colt Club Guns. The marvelous performance 

of these guns in pigeon and glass ball trap shooting is so well known that no word of com- 

mendation is necessary. Every genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate with the 
words ‘The Club Gun” around a cirele, within which appears the rampant colt beautifully 

embossed. We are also agents for the new Harrington & Richardson Hammerless Guns, 

which at about half the cost surpass all imported hammerless guns. Address 

P.O, Box 1114 H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York. 

Pittsfield, Mass. 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8. | 
Sold everywhere by the Trade, | 

who wish to learn 
TO YOUNG MEN Steam Engineering, 
send your name with 10¢c.in stamps to F. KEPPY, | 
Engineer, Bridgeport, Conn. | 

Cuts Free, A CANOE TRIP 
—OR A— 

LARK ON THE WATER. 
(From the Detroit Free Press.) 

Over 100 pages, profusely illustrated with cuts 
and maps. Sent on receipt of ten three-cent post- 
age stamps. 

BRENTANO'S, Union Square, N. Y. 

i 2 JEs 

PITTSBURGH FIRE ARMS CO. 
Would call attention to their new double 

Hammerless Breech-Loading Gun. 
This new gun is made under the Anson & Deely patent with automatic safety bolt, so constructed that the triggers are effectively bolted whenever the lever is moved to open or 

_ close the gun, thus preventing any possibility of accidental or premature discharge. 

The breech action is top lever, double bolt. with Westley Richards’ extension rib, making the strongest possible breech fastening. The barrelsare of fine Damascus, choke-bored on 
the most approved system for close, hard shooting. The stocks are English walnut, with pistol grip and horn butt plate. The fore ends are made with the Deely & Edge patent snap 
fastening. The frame and guard handsomely engraved and case hardened. The proportion and symmetry of the gun is perfect. 

In placing this hammerless gun on the market, we shall deal direct with sportsmen, and no trade discount or deviation in prices will be made UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. 
The quality of material and finish is equal to any other gun in the market selling for $200. 

PRICHS: 
12, i4 and 16 Bores, - - $135 00 10 Bores, - - - - - = = - $140 00 

PLEASH NOTH.—This gun has no outside lock to weaken the stock and frame as is the case with nearly all other hammerléss guns. 

We will send one of these guns to any responsible party, giving privilege of two days for examination and trial on receipt of $5, as a guarantee for express charges. 

Enclose stamp for new 48-page illustrated catalogue, containing descriptions and prices of all new and useful improvements in guns, rifles, revolvers, implements, &c. 

PITTSBURGH FIRE ARMS Coa, 
Pittsbureh, Pa. 
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WILLITA SONS. 
DEALERS IN FINE GUNS. 13 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 

AGENTS FOR 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON. 

used none other than the SCOTT GUN, and won 

with it the championship of the World. 

Wone genuine unless bearing the full address, 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON, 

Furnished by us to Capt. Bogardus who for years has 

Description.—Top snap, double bolt, extension rib, pistol stock, rebounding locks, snap fore stock, large solid strikers, low hammers when cocked, horn butt plate, Damascus 
barrels, choke bored, 20-bores, 5} to 6lbs.: 16-bores, 64 to 7lbs.; 12-bores, 7 to 9lbs.; 10-bores, 8 to 111bs. 

To meet a want for a really fine, good breech-loader at a medium cost, Messrs. Scott & Son have now put this ¢un into the market at aboye price (a great reduction from the figure 
such quality has hitherto been offered at), and the demand thus far shows that it is thoroughly appreciated, 

Every Gun Warranted in Shooting and Sent on Trial. 
Scott's Hammerless, with Crystal Apertures and Block Safety Attachmemt, All Sizes, Constantly in Stock. 

If to be sent ©. O. D. on trial, inclose in every case $3.00 as a deposit for expressage in case gun is not taken, which, if too much, we will return the difference. I you send 
‘whole amount with order, we will include at no charge, a waterproof gun case; and if gun does not suit on receipt, you can exchange, or we will return your money on refurn of gun, 
less expressage. Hence there is no risk in inclosing whole amount. 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR GUN CIRCULARS AND SECOND-HAND LIST. 

THE PIEPER SIDE SNAP. 

This Gun is made by the same manufacturer and on the same system as the now celebrated Diana, advertised in these columns during the past four weeks. (Orders for the Diana's 

have come in so rapidly that the factory cannot keep pace with them). One reason they give so much satisfaction is that by this system every gun shoots to center, and shoots just where 

you hold it, Dealers are asked continuaily for a good, cheap gun, one that they can recommend, The Pieper Side Snap is the only gun that will fillthe bill. Barrels are fine twist, locks 
are sLeel, rebounding and good quality, stock is oiled, finest walnut, pistol grip, butt’plate rubber, patent fore end, ; / 4 e 

War Ovr Customers SAy AnouT THEM,—“‘It is the best cheap gun I ever saw,”—Thos. Golcher, Philadelphia. ‘They sell beyond my ex ectations.”—W. H. Colvert, Beloit, Wis, 

“Byery gun sold has given the best satisfaction.”—D. T. Seeley, Bradford, Pa, ‘(Have sold the twelve received; send twelve more at once.”—E. T, Allen, San Francisco. “I have always 

been oppused to selling cheap guns that haven’t given satisfaction, but the Pieper Side Snap suits me.”—F. P. Taylor, Chicago. Numerous others of the same purport. 

Samples sent without solicitation have resulted in large orders, Jn fact there is no other gun in the market that can compare with it. 

“ : No. 586. 12-gauge, fine twist barrels, 84 to 9lbs., - 2 - = - é $30 00 
Price List + No. 586. 10-gauge, “ * * 9 to 9ilbs,, _- - - - : 30 00 

No. 587. 12-gauge. Damascus barrels, double bolt, 84 to 91bs. = - - = 35 00 

The “American” Side Snap. 
reinf k th and joint lump are one solid piece of case-hardened iron, fine twist barrel, case-hardened mountings, rebounding locks, oiled walnut stock and fore end. These 

guns pgnade Oy C. 8 Shattuck, Aatheld, Mass., and are choke-bored by the “Shattuck Process,” which gives the most remarkable results. 

Price, 12-gauge, 80 and 82in. Barrels, $14.00. 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, New York, 
Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. 

We sell at, Wholesale only. If your local dealer does not have the above goods in stock, get him to order them for you, 



SENDFOR CIRCULAR)OF THE 

EON: COMPAN ICLAY-PIGE 
a) 9) MESS MINEST CINCINNATI: é 

[Extract from Forms? avp Srream, July 7, 
1881, p, 444.) 

* ‘This flight so nearly resembles the 
actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

» * 

# all sportsmen to test its merits. a 

QOWID KNIVES, SPRING BACK KNIVES, 
AD Stilettos, Sportmen’s Knives, Razors, Scissors, 
and cutlery of every description at CHARLES L. 
RITZMANN"S, 143 Broadway, New York City. 

Wanted, 

Interesting to Gunners. 
The ‘Oriole Gunning Club have completed their 

huilding, and eyerything is now in readiness for 
fall shooting. Ducks and Geese. Three more 
members are wanted to muke their number ten 
inall, The stand is within fifteen miles of Boston, 
and completely stocked. Any one desiring to know 
the full particulars can call or address L. G. W., 
53 Lincoln st,, Boston, Mass, sept14 st 

ARTIES DESIRING A GOOD DAY'S SPORT 
duck-shoooting on the Chésapeake can he ac- 

commodated by applyiny, to Capt. Burroughs, care 
Hancock & Crowell, Ninth and Master, Philadel- 
pais. who has a fine scow, with two cabins and 
hearths for four; also double and single sink boxes. 
Willhire for one or more days. octs tt 

IVE FOXES WANTED.—ADDRESS BOX 178, 
4 Montclair, N. J. oth 2t 

ANTED.—BOARD IN THE VICINITY OF 
fair quail shooting in N, EK. Address box 120, 

Ashfield, Mass, ects it 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Ny 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings « Spevialty, 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large doys, The 

Velvet for Pets. 

Send 50¢ for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle 

In the Stud, 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials ab Pairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa,, 1852. Don 

is the only pointer who has won first at a 

Field Trialin this country. He is a vigorous, 

healthy doe, and his breeding is of the best. 
He willserve a limited number of approved 
hitthes, Fee, 50, Address 

R. 1. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

BLACK PRINCE. 
Prize spaniel Black Prince (Benedict-Madcap) at 

the stud, Winner of five prizes, 1882. Pure black, 
no white. Fee $25: approyed bitches $20. Tuorther 
particulars and pedigree trom A. C. W_, box 1433, 
New York. octa.4t 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
‘Rory O*More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
ies of the purest strains, Full pédigrees. we ¥ 
ALLENDER, Albany, N.Y, 

Scotland Kennel. 
COLLIES. 

Champion Tweed Il,, lmp. Scotch Collie, 
Winner of 26 Prizes in the field and on the beneh 

in England, Scotland, Wales and America. 

FRE, $25.00. 
Sire among others of Jos Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London. 
Jiine 16, 1882. 

BITCHES, 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Gowrie, 

Lilac, E. K. 0.8, B. 10,745, and Meg, ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 
For apoE: list, &c., address THOS. H. TERRY, 

FP, O. Box 2017, N. Y. july20,t2 

CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD. 

ist, 1 Club Is 3 ist, N.¥., 

GRAINGER: Not Penal NY Sree 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

Mw the Stud. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, aud many other good ones. Dash IIL. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Llewellin's celebrated Dash U., for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35. Address A. M, TUCKHR, 
street, Charlestown, Mags, 

Main 

Ghee Hennel, 

Imperial Kennels. 
Dogs thoroughly broken and prepared for field 

trials. Broken dogs always on hand for sale. 
Reference, Forest Anp StRram. H. CLAY GLO 
VER & C, GROVER, Tom’s River, N. J. sept2i,4t 

OR SALE,— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setier dogs. Dora Il., bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
and now in wheip to Dash III. Gloucester, bred by 
D, C. Sanborn of Michigan, under the name of Leo. 
out of Sanborn’s field trial bitch Nellie, by champion 
Lester, Address 150 Devonshire street, Room 74, 
Boston, Mass. Sept tL 

OR SALE.—A PATR OF GORDON SETTERS, 
dog and biteh, two years old, dog imported, 

well broken, and as good field dogs as any gentle- 
man has got, ora good pair to breed from. Also 
prize-winner Pete, in Boston bench show, out of 
imported biteh by Orgill’s Rush, one year old. A 
‘ood field dog and very staunch, Several others aw 5 
or sale cheap. ISAAC W. EMMONS, Richmond 

Kennel, New Dorp, Staten Island, N. VY. septz8,2b 

PPHE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB OFFERS 
for sale the following pups: 

Four lemon and white dogs, $50 ath, By Sensa- 
tion out of Bellona (Bow-Beulah), winner second 
prize in Class 31 at N. Y. show, 1882. These pups 
were whelped Aug. 20. ; 
Oné lemon and white dog, one black and while 

ticked dog, 385each; three lemon and white bitches, 
one black and white bitch, $35 each, By Sensation 
out of Queen May (Columbus Kennel Ulib’s Native- 
champion Fan}, winner third prize in Class 21, N.Y, 
show, 1850, Whelped July 20. 
Two lemon and white bitches, $25 each. Gy Bor- 

stall Kennel’s Don (Sensation-Psyche IT.) out of W, 
K. ©. Maida. 
One lemon and white ticked bitch, whelped May 

7, $50. By Sensation out of N. ¥, Gun) Clib’s Dell, 
Qne liver and white bitch, whelped June 19, $51), 

By Sensation out of Luke White's champion Grace. 
Address, Secretary W.K. C,, 54 William street, 

New York, sept7 tf 

OR SALE.—A LIVER AND WHITE SETTER 
dog, 814 years old, broken on purtridge, quail 

and woodcock, Sold for want of time to use him. 
Address box 907, Springfield, Mass. oetd,1t 

Woes SALE.—IRISH RED SETTER DOG NIMROD, 
winner of first prize in open Irish dog class, 

also special for best. Irish setter in all the open 
classes, New York, 1882. Nimrod is by Elcho ex 
Lorna, For full particulars address CLYDH Du 
VERNET HUNT, ““Elmsholme,"* Wesptiersdid Ye 

: ects 1 

OR SALE.—DILLEY POINTER, dam Pleet, 
(ist N. Y.) by champion Ranger, trained by 

field trial trainer on ruffed grouse and woodcoeck; 
fine retriever, Also No. 12 Seotti gun. Reason for 
selling—no time to use. Lock Box 21, Potsdam, 
es oct5 1b 

OR SALE.—MY ENGLISH SETTER DOG DON, 
three years old, well broken and a good re- 

triever. Wor ther information address W. H, 
LOMBARD, Brimfield, Mass. octd.1t 

AOR SALE.—FIVE FOXHOUND PUPS, THREE 
/ dogs and two bitches, two months old. Golor 

black, white and tan. From the well known 
“Teopard Pack" of Delaware (o., Pa. This strain 
is noted for its staunchness and fine nose, and has 
furnished many winners at bench shows. Price $10 
each. Address W. W. TWADDELL, 3960 Market 
street, Philadelphia. octa, it 

FOR SALE, 
Six dachshund pups (Badger breed), out of im- 

Peni Bergine, sired by Zanka from the kennel of 
tio Friedrich in Germany. Address K. MASCHIOR, 

octet 329 Market street, Harrisburg, Pa. 

ERKLEY — RODMAN’S. DASH — COLBURN’S 
Dash.—Thres choice setter pups, of above stock, 

five weeks old, with extended pedigree, for sale. Ad- 
dress Y, Z., 163d street, Station R, N.Y. octd,2t 

OR SALE.—A FINE ENGLISH SETTER 
bitch pup, 12 mos. old, by champion Thunder, 

% Laverack, 4g Llewellin: price $30. THRO: 
YER, 318 Wighth st,, Jersey City, N. J. octs1t 

vy 

Pure Black Cocker Pups For Sale. 
Thave three biteh yu pies, four months old, of 

imported and selected black cocker spaniel stock, 
not over twenty-three pounds when grown, yer 
fine and choice. Price $15 each. B.C, PRANKLIN, 
Box 41, Ann Arbor, Mich. oct, it , 

OR SALE.—FOUR SETTER PUPS, FOUR 
months old, Pedigree includes Dr. Aten’s 

Laveracks, Rodman’s Dash and Pentz’s imported 
Nellie. Two dogs, black, white and tan: price $10 
each; two bitches, black and white ticked; price $6 
ench. Also one fine breeding bitch, four years old, 
black and white ticked. Will be seld low astam 
soon to move. H, L. MILES,Sag Harbor, L. T,,N.¥ 

octo,1t 
SS 

Imported Black Spaniel 

“BEAU.” 

Send stanyp for stud fee, pedigrees, prize winnings, 
prices uf young stock out of imported prize-win- 
ning bitches, &e,, &e. All inquiries cheerfully 

answered. RIVERSIDE COOKER SPANIEL KEN- 
NEL, Lock Box 33, Claremont, N. H.  sapt2i tr 

Ghe Kennel, Dhe Hennel, 

The Blue Star iene 
—OR THE— 

Cocker Spaniel Kennel. 
Of M, P, McKoon, Franklin, Delaware Co,, N. Y, 
Lkeep only Cockers of the finest strains. I sell 

only young stock, I guarantee satisfaction and 
safe delivery to every customer. These beautiful 
and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruled 
gronse and woodcock shooting and retrieving, My 
elegant stud dogs of the following cnlors, viz: 
Liver with white ruffle in bosom, even liver and 
white, and beautiful black with white rufie in 
bosom, ave now open ior service; fee $15; usual 
conditions. Correspondents enclusing stamp will 
vet printed pedigrees, circviars, testimonials, etc. 
Photos of my stock, 25c. each, sept7,tf 

Richmond County Training Kennel. 
Dogs carefully trained for all purposes, Live 

quail keptin stock. Gentleness and iindness are 
Iny methods. Terms reasonable. ISAAC W. 
EMMONS, Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 

nie June22.if Ba 

FREE. 
5 pictures of noled dogs, specimen pedigrees, and 

recipe for cure of mange in dogs or scratelies in 

horses, free for ten centsin stamps. Spike collar 
and book, #2. 100 printed envelopes, post paid, The. 

BE, & GC, VON GULIN, 
aug lO, tr Delaware City, Del, 

OR RED TRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS; DENISON, Hartford. Conn “apLlaytt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H. B, RICHMOND, Lakeville, Stas: Sept22,tt 

Qe COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROBT WALKER 
Franklin, Del, Co., N. Y. July21,tf 

ORTRAITS OF HASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

s6nt post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five vor $1. 
FORHST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 89 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec29, tf 

field purposes. COLIN CAMERON. Brickeryille 
1 Bee HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 

Pa. unel5,tf 

for sale, Best of Reference. D. F. WILBUR, 
SS ENG DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
= 
Lakeville, Mass, jumel5,t£ 

“Mignon” Kennel, 
Hor service, black spaniel Gloss by Bub ex Jenny. 

Stud fee'$10. Three choice cocker ‘spaniel puppies 
for sale, whelped April 13, by Bobb IT, ex Mignon. 
RKUGENE POWERS, Cortland, N. ¥, septl44t 

OR SALE.—MASTIFE PUPPIES (MPORPED 
in utero) by Taurus IT. (EK. K.C. 8. B. 9389), ex 

Dinah TT, Extended pedigree on both sides furn- 
ished, Address GW. MOORE, No. 6 Engine 
House, Pittshurgh, Pa, septld4t 

EAGLE HOUND PUPPIES FOR SALE, FROM 
prize-winning imported stock. Address Box 

178, Montclair, N, .J. sept21i3t 

MS oe AVERY HANDSOME, STAUNCH, 
finely bred retrieving pointer, hiutited last sea- 

s0n, 17 months old, write to G. H. BURNHAM, 
Rasttord, Conn. Sepz8at 

OR SALE VERY CHHAP.--HIGH BRED 
pointer pups, from prize winning stock, War- 

ranted first-class. Must sell. W. J. PERCIVAL, 
Palo, Mich, Sept2s,2t 

OR SALE CHEAP—A FEW CHOICE BEAGLE 
. hounds. four months old, Spread of ears, 14in. 

Must be sold at a sacrifice to close out kennel. 
M. M. NISSLEY, Elizabethtown, Laneaster Co., Pa. 

septes,3t 

OR SALE LOW TO REDUCE STOCK,—FOUR 
fine, highly-bred brood bitches, three setters 

and one black pointer, one field broken, the rest 
partly broken. Also setter and black pointer pups 
from best bench show and field trial blood. Also 
heagle pups due Oct, 8, by Flute (sire of winners of 
firsh and second at New York,) ex Musie IL, (Flute- 
Victress). Address Box 120, Ashfield, Mass, 

septs 2 

FOR SALE. 

Having decided to give up breeding, © hereby 
offer to sportsmen the balance of my jwell-known 
kennel at very low prices. Aldershot, $150; Lucid, 
$300; Polka, $100; St, Patti, $300; St. Patti TT., $40, 
for particulars address, enclosing stamp, B, A. 
HERZBERG, 1404 Pacific street, Brooklyn. Dogs 
can be seen after 4 o’cloek P. M. octs,2t 

OR SALE,—SIX BULL PUPS BY HERO ex 
' Gipsy, four months old. Gipsy is also the dam 

of Thundrer, 2nd N. Y. and ist Boston. Price $10 
each, R. & W, LIVINGSTON, 16 West Thirty-sixth 
street. New York. oets,1t 

Black Spaniels, 
Having a larger number of stud dogs than we 

can use to advantage, we offer to breeders a chance 
to purchase at a reasonable price, You can uhoose 
which you like of our four hest dogs, two of which 
are to be sold. Terms vash, but for Bob TT. will 
take a good double-barreled B.L. gun. The first 
three being well known will not he sent on ap- 
proval; they are in the best of health, 
CHAMPION BENEDICT, sire of Black Prince 

and Madge. ‘Two services reserved, 159, 
DASH, Ist Cleveland, 1888, A coming champion, 

100. 
BOB II1,, sire of Doctor, Nerd and Bene. B75. 
BRAHMIN, 26lbs, has néver been exhibited. A 

sure winner. $100. 
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, 

Hornollsville, N, ¥, 

OR SALE.—THOROUGHBRED GORDON SET- 
ferpup. Price $15, Address WILSHY OWEN, 

Prince's Bey, Staten telant N.Y, ects 1 

FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 
—OF THE— 

HASTERN FIELD TRIALS, 
—~T0 BE RUN AT— 

High Point, North Carolina. 

Commencing November 17, 1889, 
“OPEN TO THE WORLD.” 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY.—Open to 
all puppies whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1881, Wirst 
prize $250, second $150, third $100, Nominations 
closed for this stake July 1, 1882. Forfeit $5; $10 
additional to fill. 

ALL AGED STAKE.—Open to all setters or 
Pointers. First prize ‘8260, second $150, third $100. 
Forfeit $10; $15 additional to fill. Nominations 
close Noy. 1, 1882, 

MEMBERS’ STAKE.—Open to members of the 
elub only, each entry to be owned three months 
previous to vlosing of stake, and handled by the 
member making the nomination, Prize, a piece of 
eetsh yalne $100, the prize to be known as the 
astern Wield Trial Cup of 1882, Entrance, $10, 

payable at the time of making nomination. Stake 
closes Noy. 1, 1882. 

Pres, J. Orro Doyya@r, Esq. 
Vice-Pres, JAmms H. GoopsEnt and Henry F. Aven, 

Railroad passes for logs will be issued to all ap- 
plicants running dogs at the trials. Adams Express 
Co. will forward and return dogs attending trials 
at half rates. All communications must be ad- 
dressed fo 

WASHINGTON A. COSTER, 
Flatbush, L. T., N. ¥. 

Treasurer and Secretary, 

Fleas! [leas! Worms! Worns ! 
Sieadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This ey cae is guaranteed to loll fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned, It ig put w 
in patent boxes with sliding pep er box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, 50 cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with tne 
directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail, 
Both the above are recommended by the “ Forvust 

and Stream and Rod and Gun.” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 ¥uLToN STRuEt, - New Yorx. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLAND? Strenq, = New Youre. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, MAss. 
a 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY, 

EMPEROR FRED. 
A new pair just ont. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP 0’ Day, 

Quail shooting in Tennessee,_DASH TIT, and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are photographie reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. ecuted by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance, Size 10xl4inches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, $1.00 each, 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANR, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J, PALMER O'NEILL, 68 Viftth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box a1, 

Chicago, Tl. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 
tf 

PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
wo giaatenes gC and other pedigree dogs of any 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-RE BUYERS,” 
Price 10 cents, post free, Giyes addresses of prin 

cipal English breeders, Y 

Discontinuation 
—OF— 

“THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,” 
—OR— 

THE COOKER SPANIEL KENNEL, - 
FRANKLIN, N. Y,, 

Ags a Public Kennel. 

Health und increasing private business compels 
thatonand after November ist, i882, the above 
kennel will be closed as @ public kennel, Present 
kennel stock must be reduced, and afler the above 
date a private kenuel of four or five choice speci- 
mens of this breed will only be kept. Private 
breeders, public breeding keunels and sportsmen 
will find this a chance uarely offered to secure extra, 
grand. cocker bitches with best of pedigrees, both 
roken, and grown and unbroken, at prices below , 

actual value. Correspondents enclosing stamp wil 
get printed pedigrees and prices of efock offered 
asperabove, Address M. P. McKOON, Proprietor 
Franklin, N. Y. angdl,ti 

Of SALE.—FIVE THOROUGHBRED IRISH 
seliler pups, ten weeks old. Inquire of CAPT. 

G, W. DICKINSON, Saybrook, Conn, septal st 
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DOGSKIN LEATHER JACKETS Hue age ereaee tel oe ak 
"BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT.” 

A 

Mise Mis we V4 ys 

thet, d 

See 
iS ill) 1 salle 

Dogskin Leather Jackets, windproof, flan- 

nel-lined, pliable, durable, indespensible! We 

are importers and manufacturers, and can 

supply the very best leather jacket or vest 

that is made. 

Last season we sold uearly one thousand 

jackets at retail alone. This season we have 

manufactured very largely to supply the trade. 

Send for samples of material and special cir- 

cular, with rule for self-measure. These 

leather jackets and vests are supplied in either 

black or tan colors, To all who are exposed 

to the iuelemenecy of the weather, to sports- 

men, drivers, brakemen and professional men, 

they are highly to be recommended! 

The “BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT.” which 
is shown in our ilnstration, is the standard 

suit for sportsmen in America. It is made 

froni waterproofed dock, and is practically 

indestructible, 

Special circulars descriptive of this suit, 

with samples, can be had by any one who 

sends address. 

G. W, SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 
32 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

THE 

Attomatie Trombone Field Whistle 
No strings or pockets, 

Tone changeable, All 
brass, full mekeled. Send 
for illustrated circular. 
Sold by dealers in sports- 
men's goods, or sent post 
paid for $1.00. Address 

FRANK G, FARNHAM, 

Inventor and Man’f. 

Write Minis, Pa, 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON 

603 GOMMERCGE ST,, PHILA. 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 8'ft, long, Ash Butt, Batha- 

bara second and fio tips. 
Bach 

Wo, 800. Plain Brass Ferrules.................5 30 
No. 801, Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt... 9 00 
No, 802, As 801, Nickel Platied__- 10 50 
Bass Bait Rods. 1016ft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

second and two tips. 
No Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
PIO CRO, eres = Nay Isat rlo ES sono 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MOUNTINGS 
FREE BY MATL, 

350, 

‘rhie Eo Gur 

We call attention to this heautiful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for. We are getting 
out some heayy 10-gauge guns, 10]bs. and over, 
suitable for heavy 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for very Jong range. 

AMERICAN ARMS CO,, 
103 Milk Street, Boston, 

Best, Simple t and Most Complete 
POCKET RE-CAPPER, DE-CAPPHR, LOADER, 

EXTRACTOR, ETC., IN THE MARKET, 

Price, Postpaid, $1.00. 

iand 12 Gauges, Send stiriyp for circular to 

Cc. L. MORSE & CO., 
Manufacturers of Eclipse Loader, Hamden, Conn. 

TRADE SUPPLIED BY 
SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, New York, 

eS ee ES ee 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For Yets. | send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and best paper cartridge groover yet invented. 
EDMOND REDMOND, , 

Rochester, N, Y- 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 
G 2 

Nove,—In those made under the improved patent since July, 1652, the mut “FY ig dons away with, 

and the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 

made, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

Itis made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable, 
2d, Its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or 

been used all day. 

one that has 

3d, The ease with which it can be adjusted to fil the barrels, loose or tight. 
4th, ‘The price, which is no more (han that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 

Vor sale by Guo Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., Lowell, Mass. 

country. Connecting direct Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit; 
Point, James Riyer, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Yan Slyck’s, ete., etc. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday at 4 P, M. 

Fall information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York, 

JEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, 

Leave New York from station C. R. BR, of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. j 
For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M, 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:30, 12 P. M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11;15 A. M.; 

1:30, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A, M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:80, 

5:30, 7:00. 12 P.M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M. ; 5:20, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
_ Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261, 
401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway. and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. , 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine, The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land. The buckboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Enstis. end buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted. Terms reasonable. Eyerything in 
readiness, 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—ToO THH— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and return......-......... $10.00 
“South Arm (Richardsor Lakes) and 

12 
be 
tS 

NRE MAU TARBA APA Sac oabeootnt 13 7 
Indian Rock and return via Andover 14,00 

uf Rangeley Lake and return-,--___.. 12.50 
‘© Phillips Jere 10.00 
‘* Tndian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return via Phillips)......., 15.25 
* Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

GOVEM oa atilese bb Molen rae aan ee 14, 
‘‘ Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House)....... Rice dt aaolelsh, - 15,00 
** Works of the Kennebec and return, 13.00 

Dead River and return..,.....---- *. 18.00 
‘* Grand Falls, N. B., and return...... 
“ St. Andrews, N. B., and return...., 15.00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Spordine: and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 

Tickets for sale at all eee ticket offices, and 
at 280 WASHINGTON STRERT, | BOSTON 
andat DEPOT, HAYMARKET 8@., ir a 

Send for list of excursions. 
D. J, FLANDERS, 

Gen, Pass, and Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE, 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers run 
daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

ville, through the finest scenery in America. 

QO. W, SMITH, H. W. FULLER, 
Gen’]l Manager. Gen’l Pass, Agt, 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N.J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J, 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

Boarders Wanted. 
Entertainment furnished for those desiring recre- 

ation. Hunting and fishing guests met at station. 
Conveyance for use of guests at reasonable rates. 
Particulars and reference pee apeiuaeon JOHN 
TODD, Mountain Farm, oodbourne, Sullivan 
County. N. ¥. 

Hausert &, Pan, late Com, of Pats, Story B. Lapp. 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cages, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

(AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard 
on-Rangeley .akes. It treats of ‘‘camp life,’’ tn- 
doors and olit is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25 cents. By 
mail, Bosveaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A. J, FA’ : 
amaica Plain, Mas 

72 WEEK. #12 A DAY AT HOME EASILY 
made. Costly Outfit :e8 Address TRUE 

CO, Augusta, Maine 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. RB. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1, 
Ra GRAYLING season opens June i and ends 

ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of bis skill to his friends 
or “elub"” ati home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery . 

of the North Woods and Lakes is yery beautiful. 
The air is res dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those sufféring with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections, 
New hotels with all modern improyements are 

heing erected and will be ready for the season of 
1B82, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones. which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all, ) 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

wis completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, ete., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
einnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP WXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner's risk, 

Itis our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘at home” 
on this route, For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Wolders and further information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
o 

EUROPEAN PLAN} 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L, L 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast, The best ground in the vieinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special | 
attention giyen by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Refers by permission to J, B, Shep- 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Win. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N. ¥, 

Virginia Midland R. RB. 
‘The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York ati0 P. M. and 340 P.M, Wash- 

ington, D, C., 710A. M. and 10 P, M. Wor infornia- 
tion address N. McDANIEL, 602 Penn ave,, Wash 
ington, D. 0, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, providing for every expense eh role, 
constantly formed. 

Send for “American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
particulars, f 

CHIEF OFFICE; 

207 Broadway, New York 

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasons, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leaves Quebee every 

Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land, 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

eV & ALDE 
GENERAL AGENTS, 

New York, 207 Rroadway, N. Y. 
Boston, Mass., 15 State street. 
Enlladetphis, a. N, EH, Cor, Broad and Chestow 
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FOREST AND STREAM. be bats | ahd 

THER LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

SPRATYT’S PATENT GENUINE 

NONE ARE Os SSS INN 

STAMPED, 

‘Packed In Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

atliscellancous. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

z MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A. W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

768 Broadwav. New York: 

84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 
; 17 South Fifth St., St, Louis, 

Katon’s Rust Preventor. 
_ Kor GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 
MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 
trade su 
‘(hicago, Ill. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonuia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

‘Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

“quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

“ment of Song and Faney Birds, also all kinds of rare 

‘Animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro.. 
56 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK, 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beayers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, etc. 

SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS C!*'RAL, 

Depot; 85 Fourth Ayerue, New York. 

[MIOLLER'S wi2icn 
GOD-LIVER Ol|_ 

Debility, } 
Scrofula, 
Rheumatism 

or Consumption, 
issnperiortoanyinde- QSS 
licacy of taste and smell, 

Medicinal virtues and purity. 

London, Buropean and New 

York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

VW.H Schietfelin & Co. Fee a2") NewYork 

FLORIDA 
FOR 

TOURISTS, INVALIDS AND SETTLERS, 
‘Wontaining Practical Information Regarding Cli- 

Mate, Soil and Productions; Cities, Towns and 
People; Scenery and Resorts; the Culture 

of the Orange and other Tropical Fruits: 

Farming and Gardening; Sports; 

Routes of Travel, d&c., &e. 

By GEORGE M. BARBOUR, 

With Map and numerous Ulnstrations. 12mo, New 
edition, red cloth, flexible. Price, $1.50. 

This work has beén indorsed by the Governor of 
Florida and Commissioners of Immigration, and is 

doubtedly the most comprehensive and authentic 
book on Florida that has been published. 

_ Wor sale by all booksellers, or sent by mail, post 
did on receipt of price. 

D, APPLETON & CO.,, Publishers, 
1, 3 and 5 Bond st., New York. 

WILD RIOR. * 
esville, Wis. 

66 
0. , Portlan? Maine 

PER BUSHEL. 
VALENTINE, 

A WEEE IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 

lied dy K. E. HATON, 53 State street, | 

NMieat “EFibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

FRANCIS O. 
18 South: William Street, 

WHSTERN .G2 T>-h, HI 

AGENTS, 

de LUZE & 

TTNIDGH & €0., 

Sportsmen's Gootls. 

Please see that Hivery Cake is Stamped “SPRATT'’S PATHNT” and 

WHOLESALE 

Co.., 
NEW YORK. 

CiteicAnti. O. 
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WONE ARE 

ATAMPEE, 

To be had in smaller quantities ef 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

«Sportsmen's Goods. 

FISHING 

Fishing Pants. 

| Rubber M 

f Goodyear’s 

Glove 

503 

SPECIALTY. 

i r i: 
mn 

iil \ 
Hs | il i 

COMPRISING 

PANTS, 

_ HODGMAN & C0, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Rubber Fishing Outfits, 

- New York. 

FISHING BOOTS, 

AND COMPLETE 

GOODYEAR’S 
5 fe Company 
AND 

India Rubber 

M°f’g Co., 
& 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 
AND 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
ESTABLES:tED 15358. Send for Catalogue. 

205 BROADWAY, COR, FULTON ST. 

Rubber Outfits Complete tor 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. 

142 Fulton St. New York. 

MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Himblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to order. 

if you want a first-class work at price to suit you, and save a anv . commission, come direct to the 
state. 

EUTERBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass. 
and $65 outfit frees. Address H, HALLETT | manufacturers and yok ye own barrels and action in the roug 

| Kay’s Chip 
—OR-— 

EXPANSIVE SHOT CONCENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case. 

In our latest device for concentrating shol, we 
have substituted a special wire for expansion 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub 
fect to atmospheric changes), Our new Chip can 

e@ used to advantage in cylinder and modified 
choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable. 
By the use of this Chip you avoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore guns, 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gun. 

100 in box, sent to any address by U. S. mail, 
postage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 
heavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100, 
anand all orders to A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, 

ile A mm 
e = 7 aiiasiut | 
° >, bh At 

ee : BROWN'S PATENT! 
lime ——— =e, === CUN CLEANER,|| 
i THE BEST | 
eS Cleaner and Oiler |; 
x <= For Breech-loading Arms { 

Dire es ae. {n market. { 
i a For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
ile and full directions sent free of postage. | 

oS Address TT. YARDLEY BROWN Patentee, | | 
is WINCHESTER, FREDERICK CO, Va. | 
| = 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 
FOREAT WESTERN Sea GUN VIOPKS, 8 
=) Pittshi-gh) 
e-| = las 
rol be 

o 2 Porbaan | 
> "nTOs, ft rE . - 

ai tlea, Shot Cana ee Tada ea Bite, Seinus, suc 4 
Fishing Tackle Razars, te sent © 0 1). for examine’ + © 

Address @REAT WESTERN GU WORKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(EsTABLISHED 18386). 

First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

N.E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

| Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Rtc., Ete. 

(ee-Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
| Also ‘| Krider's ’’ Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties, 

Taxidermy in all its branches, 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
crated, a thorough and complete guide book .o 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebagr ‘upsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes «ud the hea 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, unted 
paper, 820 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate suryeys, Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain. Mass. 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Dlustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, st 
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lukes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages, 
3) wlustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
Iuminated covers. Price, by mail, post-paid, 50 
cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plam, 
Mass. 

30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec- 

tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appli- 
ances TO MEN suffering from Nervous Debil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles. Also 
for Rheumatism, Liver anii Kidiey Troubles, 
and many other diseases. Speedy cures guar- 
anteed. ustrated pamphlets free. Address 

VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich. 

Partner Wanted 
With from $1,000 to $4,000, in printing business, 

established 1873. Business not local, and could be 

moved if necessary. Partner must be. energetic. 

but not necessarily a practical printer. A rare 

chance for the right man. Address SPORTSMEN’S 

PRINTERS, P. O. Box 22, Delaware City, Del. 

PER bAY AT HOME. SAM 
do to $20 pies worth $5 free, Address 

TNSON & OO. Portland, Malie 



FOREST AND SIREAM. 

aunmunition, ete, 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. _ 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mustrated Paniphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GuypowbErR Mimis, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont's Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
«| eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ib. canisters, 

Dupont'’s Hagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 
fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
p enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 1 Ib. and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 634 and 1214 lb. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore,—Specially adapted for 

‘Choke Bore’ Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing, Made of two sizes, saan No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in (44 1b, kegs and 1 Ib, 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for belie shooting. 
Packed in 1 Ib, canisters and 6% Ib. oes 
Dupont's Rifle Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting.’’—F¥¢. 

and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the FFg. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 44 lb., 1 lb. and 5 Ib, 
anisters, 614, 1214 and 25 lb, kegs, Fg. coarse, FFFg. 

fine. 
Dupont's Sporting, Mining, Surpprxne and Blusting: 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Oannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal ubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. S, Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactnred to order of any required 

rain or preof, 
Agencies in aii the cities aud principal towns 
hroughout the United States, Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fe, or FF eg, for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Biasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W,J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wauted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

J2AMASCUS STEEL, 

PRICK, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

Sportsmen's Gonts. 

H.L. Leonard's Split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

. No. 1 shows waterproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875). No. 2shows split ferrules (patented 
September 3, 1878), No. 3 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as it appears on the rod, 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
Fine Fishing 

No. 7 Warren Street, 

Tackle. 

- IN ew Y ork. 
SEND FOR NEW 70-PAGE CATALOGUE. 

entrances into game hag. 

besides the game pockets. 

worn over or under a common coat, Weighs but fifteen 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail il to you for $2.00. 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unegnalled in Convenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THIS 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. 

i 

“A” und ‘'B" show 

This coat has seven pockets 

Ttis dead grass color; can he 

Cannon in the world. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Paper Shot Shel's, Breech-Loading Cannon, &. 
Our Shells ecannoti be excelled b 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST, 

any inthe country. Our \ 

DOG TRAINING; 
ays 

T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

FOR SALE ‘AT THIS OFFICE. PRICE #10), 

VICTORIA 

Pale Sherry. 
An extremely delicate Wine, Neither Very Dry 

or Sweet. 

85 50 PereGallon. 

$15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 
AGENT AND IMVORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. 

50 Broad Street, New York. 

ys) WERK. $12 A DAY AT HOME EASILY 
g ( Dnata: Costly Outfit e« Address TRUE 
& CO, Augusta, Maine 

REMINGTON’S 
Military, Sporting, and Hunting Repeating. Rifles 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Jack Lamps, Fishing Lamps, Canp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 
ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe. 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 

Muminating Purposes, 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 

LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, ete, 

Send stamp for Illustrated Price 

List. Name Forest anp STREAM. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

65 Fulton street N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. 
ernment in the Navy and Frontier Service. 
Grain Standard Government Cartridges, 

Adopted by the U.S. Goy-~ 
10 Shots, .45 Cal., 70 

Prices; Carbines, $22; 
Frontier Rifles, $22 Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to 
the Trade Only. 

The Best Gun made for 
DURABILITY 
SaaS 

SHOOTING OUALITIES. 

~ G60 to 6200 

Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 283 Broadway, N. Y. P. 0. Box 3,994 

THE BAKER Guns. 
OUR DOUBLE GUN, 

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES. 

This gun is ight and compact, from 9 to 10 lbs. weight. 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, 
We oau now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 92in, bbls, 10-gange donble-harre) guna, 104 to 12lba,, withont extra charge,, Made espeolally for heavy shooting, We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of theus eum 

Anumunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Ca 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder.’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square can 
ters of one pound only, 

Hazard's ‘* American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In i Ib. canisters and 
614 lb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up: 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Inland 5 Ib. caniste 
and 614 and 1214 lb. Xegs, Burns slowly and yi 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with 
penetration, Wor field, forest or water shooti 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceal 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. = 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 
FFFG, FYG and ‘‘Sea Shooting’ FG in kegs: 

25, 1216 and 644 Ibs. and cans of 5lhs. FFG is 
packed in 1 and 14 Th, canisters. Bums strong an 
joist, The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands ft 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting * F'Gis' 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powd 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POY 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT 0 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUF. 
TURED TO ORDER. ‘ 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Con 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whal 
sale at our offiec. . 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORK. 

BOOKS! © BOOKS! — BOOKS! 
Old or new or in serial or pamphlet form, bound 

in artistic and substantial manner at trade pi 

Call and examine styles; satisfaction guarante 

City or country bindings collected and delive 

free of charge. 
JOHN BEACHAM, 

7 Barclay street, New York City 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gum 
SIMPLE and 
DURAB. 

Rebounding Lock, 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. 

heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp: 
circular, C, S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, 
field, Mass. 

REMINGTON 
Breech-Loading, Double-Barreled 

UN SS 
Regular price, ...: $40; Our price ..... oe 

Ib am ieennt 45: “ 

e “ mee ite 
Other grades ‘ proportionately, *- 

Single Barreled, ditto............_... 

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & 
P. O. Box 2002.] 77 Chambers St., N, 

5UBH 
WILD RI CE. Orders bouged 
rice shipped direct from flelds. thus insuring f 
seed certain to grow, R. VALENTINE, Janesvill 
Wis. 

’ 

), % 
va PER 

OUR NEW MODEI 
THREE BARREL 

GUN. 
fle.R 

ia The rifle is perfectly accural 
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Rivce AND TRAP SHOoTTNG. 
OCreedmoor—Oct. Prograniune, 
Match Deductions. 
Col. Bodine’s Report, 
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From the Thames to the Wolf 
Rock in the Orion with an 
Amatuer Crew. 

The Fables about the Gleam. 
Don Quixote Abroad, 
San Francisco Y. C, 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

permanently enlarged to 

tion price remains the same as before, 

NOUWITHSTANDING THAT THE FoRRS? AND STREAM hans 

twenty-vight pages, the sub- 

The ammunition and 
, and with an unreliable 

AON Was under way- 

a 
‘ 

orking team were futile. 
uel is worth careful consideration, for it containy the 

sions of one who has won distinction as a long-range 
who has had opportunities to appreciate all the 

ties through which the last team pussed, and to most 
ly see What a preat taskisbefore us in the match of 1888. 
oes not take a very buoyant view of that contest, and 
certainly is little at present to indicate anything but a 
tion of the defeat of 1882. 

Nich of the reporé of the team captain is taken up with 

fons of bad management. The unpleasant incident 
dy before the match is reyived in what seems to us 

lircly unnecessary fashion. 
mg light the entirely experimental character of the 
lg on the American side. 

Neliminary practice was anything more than 4. series of 

Of ammunition, rifles, sights, positions, etc., on the 

‘the members of the American team, and then over 

E captain came in withadditional doses of advice, until 

Wolldor that any Sort of a score whatever was made. 
atter of coaching a military team receives a curious 

TK at the pen of Col. Bodine. 
‘that coaching a military team is a delusion, and then 
sthat he merely ‘‘went through the motions” of conch- 
odwink the public into the belief that some sort of 

THE TEAM CAPTAIN'S REPORT. 

nothey column we give the views of Col. Bodine upon 
date International Match, As captain of the de- 

tion, and in some respects his conclusions are well 

Ned. He coincides with the views held in the Porrsr 

WREAM, that the defext was one of arms rather than of 

the rifle were not properly 

urm all attempts to make a 
The report of the statuesque 

The report brings out in 

Tt does not appear that all 

He gives it as his con- 

This is certainly refreshing 
sAllthat has been said on this point of team drill, and 

olonel himself, Because British teams do not enjoy 
tein Of team drill is no reason that the Americun team 

| 

could not employ it to advantage, No team among the 
number of small-hore squids defeated by the Americans in 
past years have shown any conception of what benefits could 

be gained from effective team work. Of course that was in 

smitll-bore long-runge work, but the report of Col, 

Bodine does not clearly point out wherein military 

shooting’ differs so much from the’ other styles of 
shooline that the team system cannot be transferred. 

With guns shooting in some sort of uniform style, mutual 
help can be extended from one member of « team to another. 

The records of the teanr then become valuable as guides for 
future shooting: but with men changing their powder 

charges from day to day, it is no wonder that Col. Bodine 
jumped to the erroneous couclusion that coaching was a 

useless endeavor. No doub! the couching attempted for the 

recent American team was effort throwu away. But itis 
Nonsense tO suppose for a moment that @ military team may 

not be so accustomed to shoot together, that from the first 

shot to the last each may serve asa help to the others, 

The report hits a poiut of consequence when it advocates 

the appointive rather than competitive style of selection. It 
is easy for a committee to make up a feam from among the 
best known shots of the country, and such a team would in 

all probability be a stronger working body than the hap- 

hazard group gathered by an all-comer’s contest. 

The Colonel lays special stress on the necessity of imme- 

diate steps for the organization of the team for next year, and 

of the need of hard work in the getting up of rifles for the 

match. He speaks of postponement, but that is out of the 

question, nor will it be thought wise, as he suggests, for us to 
go to the British armorers to secure weapons for 1883, If 
our National Ritle Association directors wish to really en- 
courage rifle practice and the promotion of good shooting in 

America, they can find a few experts who are able to make 
the special gun needed for the match of next year. To 

secure the weapon will require the expenditure of money, 

however, butif there is a further dependence upon the 

voluntary efforts of the well-known armorers, it is not at all 
unlikely that next spring will see the same chapter of ex- 

périmenting, groping, miscalculation and ultimate defeat. 

THe FOREST AND STREAM ANGLERS’ TOURNAMENT will be 

held in the Central Park, Oct. 19. See notices on pages 202 and 

209. «A cordial invitation is eetended to every reader of this 

journal to be present us a participant or spectator, 

NON-RESIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY. 

AHE correspondence published in this journal between 

the two New Jersey game protective societies has 

directed public attention to these organizations and, their 

methods of work. The peculiarity of these methods con- 

sists in the discrimination enforced against non-resident 

sportsmen, The authority for such discrimination is de- 

rived from special legislation, which, like all legislation of 

the kind, may be odious to those whom it does not directly 

benefit. Without calling into question the acknowledged 

good motives of the gentlemen who organized these societies, 
or the results which may have been attained, we apprehend 

that the legislation under which they act is a legitimate 
subject of examination, for approval or criticism. 

The regulation imposing a taux upon the guns of non- 

residents in New Jersey is not found among the statutes 
of the State; it is one of the by-laws of a society. The act 

of the Senate and General Assembly of the Stute of New 
Jersey incorporating the West Jersey Game Protective 

Society provides that it shall be unlawful for non-residents 
to hunt within certain counties ‘without complying with 
the by-lews of this game protective society,” and penal- 
ties ure prescribed for non-compliance. This is certainly a 
most extravrdinary cuactment, for, first, the by-laws of 

any society can, in the very nature of fhings, govern no- 

body except the members of that organization, nor, 
secondly, can there rightly be any penalty for the infringe- 
ment of those by-laws, save such penalty as may be pro- 

vided and enforced by the society itself. But this act 
not only declares non-members of the West Jersey G. P, 8, 
subject to the regulations of that society, but it further pro- 

vides that certain individuals, who may not obey the rules of 
a society of which they are not members, shall for such dis- 
obedience be fined, or by the machinery of the State 
dragged to jail. Such unusual powers haying been granted 
it, the society adopts this hy-law for the government of 
those who are not its members: 

“Any person or persons, non-residents of this State, wish- 

ing to kill, destroy, hunt, or tuke, at any time, amy game as 
provided for in the seventh section of the ‘Act incorporating 
this society,’ shall first become members of this society, by 

payment of the membership fee to the secretary, receiving 
a certificate of membership, signed by the president and 
secretary and sealed with the corporate seal of said society.” 

By this pevnliar combination of State-and-society legisla- 
tion the system for the West Jersey G. P. 8.’s imposition of a 
tax upon the non-resident is complete. The latter pays his 
license fee and shoots unmolested, or else he does not pay, 
and is in consequence fined or thrown into jail. Putting 

aside altogether any consideration of the constitutionality 
of all this, there can be no question as to its legality. 

With regard to the arrests of non-residents by the New 
Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society, however, the case 
appears to be different; their arrests, so far as we understand 

them, are not eyen legal, much less, then, constitutional. 

This society is organized under a general act, similar in its 

non-resident provisions to the act of incorporation of the 

West Jersey society; it declares it unlawful for non-residents 
to shoot in the State of New Jersey ‘without complying 

with the by-laws of the game protective societies,” etc. If, 
now, the New Jersey G. F, P. 8. had adopted a by-law like 

that of the West Jersey G. P: 8., or a similar one, prescrib- 
ing that non-residents desiring to hunt in that State should 
first become members of the society and pay a fee, then, 

clearly, the tax system would be complete in this case also, 

and non-residents not complying with this by-law might 

legally be arrested. But, as a matter of fact, the by-laws of 
the West Jersey G. P. 5. nowhere contain any such rule, 
No obligation whatever is placed upon the non-resident 

sportsman to take out a certificate of membership before he 

shoots; whether or not he shall do so is with him purely vol- 
untary, Weare at a loss to see, then, how their arrests of 
non-residents, simply for the atrocious crime of dwelling 

without the limits of the State of New Jersey, can be other- 

wise than illegal, harsh, and oppressive. If it can be shown 

that they are not so illegal, certainly the officers of the society 

owe it to themselves not less than to the public to make this 

clear. ‘ 
We have said that the New Jersey non-resident discrimi. 

nations are odious to those who are not benefited by them. 

The disfavor with which a law may be regarded is not of 

necessity any proof that the law itself is inherently wrong. 

One very general objection, however, namely, that of un- 

constitutionality, strenuously urged against this New Jer- 

sey system, is worthy of consideration, If these laws are 

unconstitutional they cannot and ought notto be defended, 

The doctrine that “‘they muy be unconstitutional, but they 

protect the game, and so they are all right” is not good doc- 

trine; on the contrary they are all wrong. The end cannot 

justify the means. No one holds in higher estimation than 

we do the importance of legal game protection, but of un- 

measurably more account we hold it to maintain the consti- 

tutional right of the humblest citizen. Game is one thing, 

justice another. Better that the deer and the quail and the 

grouse should be exterminated than that men should be sub- 

jected to the indignity and wrong of illegal arrests. 

We do not propose to diseuss the merits or demerits of 

these New Jersey laws. We advert to them only because it 

is desirable that they should be discussed and determined in 

the proper manner, and an opportunity to do this appears 

now to have arisen. If us # result of the Welsh case it shall 

appear that non-resident members of the New Jersey G, F. 

P. §., who are not also members of the West Jersey G. P, 

§., have,on the territory of the latter, only the rights accorded 

to all other non-residents, then the New Jersey G. F. P. 8, 
canenforce its claims in behalf of its members only by tak- 
ing the case up to a higher court and obtaining a decision 
that all these non-resident discriminations are unconstitu- 
tional, 

It will be purely optional, of course, with the contesting 

parties to take this case up or to drop it, but it will be a 

pity, now that this opportunity is presented, not to improve 

it. Whatever be the final decision, the interests of legiti- 

mate game protection will in no wise suffer. There wil] 

still be left abundant constitutional methods of enforcing 
the game laws; whenever there are not, the game had bet- 
ter be allowed to perish, 

Eastern Frenp TrrAus.—At a meeting of the Hastern 

Field Trials Club, eld at Delmonico’s on Tuesday evening, 

October 10, the following gentlemen were selected to act as 
judges at the coming trials at High Point: Col. James 

Gordon, Lochinvar, Miss.; Mr. J, J. Snellenburg, New 
Brighton, Pa,, and Mr, Joseph H, Dew, Cohuubia, Tenn. 

The club decided that no owner nor handler who hus worked 

any dogs within « radius of cight miles of High Point shall 
be allowed to compete at the trials on penalty of being 

debarred, 
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THE ANGLERS' TOURNAMENT, 

NavEe before has there been so much enthusiasm over a 
+ casting tournament as now oxistsin regard to the coming 
First Annual Formsr anp Srrmam Anglers’ Tournament. 

Tnguiries pour in regarding if, and many prizes have been 

given by gentlemen who take interest in angling as 4 fine 

art, Should the weather be fing on the 19th, there will be 

adarge altendance of ladies and gentlemen to witness the 

contdsts. From the number of persons who have already 

mentioned their intention of entering the different classes, it 

is a question if the programme can bo carried out in one 

day, Theruleswhich the Committee of Arrangements have 
formulated, aud which we again publish in another column, 

are such as in theit judgment seen best and fair for all. 
An objection las boen raised that the rules do not contain 

ucluuse requiring the line to be recovered after casting. 
This clause, which has been imserted in the rules of other 

tournaments, was considered unnecessary, for the reason 
that the recovering is not of tise, and therefore the rule 
was intentionally left out. Ti was said that one who made a 

long cast could certainly get iis line behind himif he wished, 

and that with the use of automatic reels if was impossible 

for judzes to determine jwhether he did so fairly or not. 
The prizu list, as published bulow, represents a value of 

over seven hundred and eighty dollars ($780.00), not one 

article of which is valued atu fraction beyond its retail 

price. The Poruyr AND Syrwam prize is a solid coin silver 

flower, fruit, or punch bowl, with gold lining, It is of 

hammered silyer with’ appropriate ornaments and inscrip- 

tion. This, it will be sacu, is placed in the class arranged 
for those who have never cast before in public, the class 

which the tournament is especially designed to encourage, 

and it will prove 9 mos! acceptable trophy to an amateur, 

The contusts in fly casting will be judged by a standard 
including distance, delicacy and accuracy. The committee 

have substituted the word ‘‘delicacy” for that of ‘style,’ as 

some persons have construed the lutter Lo mean the grace of 

the caster, In bhesu contests ‘delicacy’ will be censtrued 

to mean ouly the manner in which the line and flies fall 
upon the water. 

The first contest will be called exactly at 11 A, M, Thurs- 

day, October 19, and the others will follow in as quick sie- 

Gession asposiibleand it is hoped to conclude the tournament 

in one day if possible. The following order will he observed: 

1. Thetwo lighf-rod contests. 
2. The Nichols contest. 

3. Fly casting—Class A. 
4, Light bass casting. 

. Ply casting—Class B. 

Heavy bass casting, 

. Balmon casting. 
8. Fly custing—Class C. 

Tie Prize Lisi. 

Light Hod Contests. 

CLass A.—Opén to all; entrance fee $3. This prize is to be cast 
for wit 1 rods of 644 Ounces in weight or less, made with ferules and 

reel bands, aud of two or more pleces, rods to be not longer than 

ten nor shorter than nine feat; six to nine feet laaders with two flies. 

A split bamboo Catskill” rod, reel and line, given by Wim. 

~ So 

Mills & Son, 7 Warren street, New York....,.............. $5000 
Members South Side Sportsman's Club, cash.,_.._-.,, 25 0) 

One year's subscription to Forest aNb STREAM,..........3 00. - 4 00 

Cxuass B,—Evtrance fee $3. To be cast for with full mounted rods 

of fwo or more pieces, with raetal reel bands, weighing not more 
than 454 ounces; leaders to be six to nine feet with two flies. 

$25 00 

offers a three-piece fy rod, duplicate joint and three tips, 

444 ounces weight, or similar rod with metal reel plate 

one ounce heavier, if winner prefers; yalue,,,.-... is 4 ee 30. 00 

One year's subseription to Forest AND STREAM........-.---_.. 400 

The B, #. Nichols Contest, 

Opentoall, Each contestant to use the simeé rod, reel and line 

which will be furnished. (Rod 10ff, long and weighing about 6'4oz.) 

Bach competitor will be allowed three minutes practice with the rod 

before gasting. ‘The svale of pvints in this class will be: distance, ac- 

vuracy and delicacy, thirty-three eath, The line must be retrieved 
after each east, All the prizas are doualied by B. F. Nichols, manu- 

facturer, 153 Milk street, Boston, and all in grooved wood cases, 
1. Split bamboo salmon rod, 1646ft., 27/402. with two tips, Ger- 

man silver mountings, ($12.00). Also one split bamboo 

trout rod, 10fb., Tjoz., German silver mountings, value 
$20.10, Totals 22 [ede rerio Liebe tide) eee 300 00 

2%. Split bamboo troul rod, 11ft., $44oz., German silver mount- 

ings, fiwo tips, $20.00. Also one similay rod, ivft., 7iqoz.. 

ee SAS Sor Ee Peto peas Poke 4) 00 
8. Split bimboo Ay rod, lift. 8440z,, two tips, German silver 

Mountings, ......... 20 00 

Single-Honded Fly Casting. 

Crass A,—Open to those who have never cast mm any tournament 

or who have no public record of casting sixty feet. Entrance fee 
three dollars. The winner to haye choice of the following prizes and 
tha other contestants to choose from the remainder in their respeu- 
tlve orders of merib: 

ForEsT AND STREAM offers & hammered coin silver gold-lined 
Dow eWANWee le hile On eee Ee Lemon. Bre Lee 

James Ramsbottom, Baldwin's, L. L, a split-bamboo fly rod 

wilh reel, reel case, and water-proof Silk line........,,,,,. 38 00 
Wakeman Holberton, 6 Fulton street, card of copy of Stand- 

ard Trout Flies, colored by hand, in frame....,,.,....,.-- 

One year’s subscription to Forest anp Stream, Pea ae 400 

Crass B,—Open to all who haye never won 4 first prize at this or any 

other similar contest, Entrauce fee $3. Tho winners to have choice 

of the following prizes in the order of theiv awards: 

“Gane Fishes of the United States,’ plates by 8 A. Kil- 
bourn, and text by G. Brown Goode, presented by Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York.........-._. ree Bee Ode. $50 00 

Split bamboo fly red, presented by Mr. Fred Malleson, 130) First 

Bilbo, Hronkipns Ny oY O08 dein tee ue ne eee eee 25 00 
One portable “Siranahan’’ cduvas buat, seat and oars eom- 

plete, presented by Frank Holmes, Chagrin Falls,O_..., 20.00 
Copy of “Fyashe and Fishing, by Dame Juliana Berners 

(American edition): - — ¢ 0c deep eee ees eee eens eanene Lie 4 50 

One year’s subscription to Fores? AND STREAM......,,,..--.. £00 

[Oon, 12, 1882. 

Cass C (ghampion class).—Open to all, Entrance fee, $3. 
BK. G. Blackford, Fulton Market, New York, cash.-..,,,,-.---- 

Revolver, 52 dal,, presented by Messrs. J. P. Lovell & Sons, 
Boston, Mags.....---- 66) --s0ys sos pee ote eee VAIO not given 

One year’s Subscription to Fonnsr ANn StREAM.......,,.- 400 
“Book of the Black Bass,’ by Dr. J. A. Henshall, presented 

by Robert Clarke & Co., publishers, Cincinnati, 0). . 

Salmon Casting. 
Open to all, Entrance fee, $3. 

A finely finished, German silver mounted, hexagonal split- 

bamboo sultion rod, presented by Convoy & Bigsutt, 65 

Fulton street, New Work, ,...---..y2:+-- |:---: 

One year's subscription to FORESY AND Aven. —- 

Striped Bass Casting. 
Crass A.—Open to all, wider the rules applying to heavy bass cast- 

ing, Hntrance fee $3. 
Split bamboo “Newport” bass vod, with agate tip and rubber 

handle, donated by Fred. Malleson, 146 First shrect, Brook- 

“The American Anglers’ Book,” by Thad. Norris, presente 

325 1M) 

HK) 

by Portar & Coates, Philadelphia.......-......,,-.....,. 4 00 
One year’s subscription to Forest AND STRHAM.....-.......... 4 00 

“Ganoo aod Camera,” by Thomas Sudgwick Steele, Hartford, 

Conn, from the author....,,..... 1 50 

Crass B,—Open to all persons, poder the rules applying to light 
hass casting. Entrance fee 33. 

“Remington” sewing-machine, with four drawers, hemmer, 

ete., coluplete, presented hy Martin RB. Brown, New York. 35 00) 

Qne year's subscription to Foresp AND STREAM... .--....055-5 400 

‘Paddle and Portage,’ by Thomas Sedgwick Steele, Hartford. 

a0 Conn, from the author, 6 0.0 eke ee eee 1 

GHORGH R. PHELAN. 

O note the death of a contributor to the Forest anp 

STREAM, is but to discharge an obligation which is owed to 

its readers. This would bethe coldest and most perfunctory of 

all performances of duty. did it not also carry with it the 

privilege ol adding a word of tribute to the memory of the 

departed. Itis with the sincerest sorrow that we announce 
the death of George R. Phelan, the author of the series of 

“Great Swamp” sketches published in this journal, under the 
fanciful nom de plume of A. Mile.” 

We have before this referred to the many peculiarly pleasant 

friendships which it has been our privilege to form with cor- 

respondents of Forest AND STREAM. Not least among them 
did we value that of George R. Phelan, For his untimely 
death we feel that grief which least readily expresses itself 
in printed words and sentences. 

Few persons outside of this office can appreciate from what 
a diversity of men and variety of circumstances come the lét- 

ters and sketches published from week to week in this journal, 
The stories of ‘The Great Swamp” were sent to us from the 
sick room of an inyalid; they were written—so their author 

told us—to while away the weary hours, and that in their 

composition the pain which was racking the worn frame might 

be for the moment forgotten. Mr. Fhelan’s personal letters 

stamped their author as a singularly gifted man, and they 

had about them an undefinable charm which at once won the 

heart. Inthem were the strangely intermingled hope and 
despair of a man prostrated with an incurable disease, and 
running through them all was a vein of cheerfulness that told 
how brave was the heart engaged in the unequal conflict. 

We cannot forbear to quote this pathetic ending of one of 
these letters written a few days before his death: 

*...,The trifles sent haye been written daring the most distressing 

tough and pain. __Tsend whatT have on hand. Iam ieally too ill 
to write at all, and both Secretary of Inferior and Surgeon General 

(private officials of my own) have forbidden further attempts. 
“Thus ends a sportsman’s life. One by one all haye dropped, and 

after descending from the gun to the Waber, T haye to drop fiat from 
a nerveless grasp. Good night.” 

From the Memnhis Appeal of Sept. 2H, we take the follow- 

ing notice; 

After a brave struggle of many years with consumption, the enemy 
which never fails to conquer, and after much suffering ani long 
hovering between hope and despair, George R, Phelan died at his 

residence, in this city, on Sunday morning lash. His death was not 
nnexpected, as nothing but his on will and resolute determination 
haye kept lim alive forthe past three montis. ‘lhe deceased was 
bora at Tuscaloosa, Ala., und was about thirty-tive yeursofage. Ie 

descended from the first-families of the South. His father was the 

late James Phelan, of this city. a senator in the Confederate Con- 
gress, and his mother was & Miss Moore,a member of one of the 

oldest, most talented und highly respectable families of Alabama, 

Tris impossible to giye a correct analysis of the genius and character 

of thisman, He had grand aspirations, and his life, from his boy- 

hood up to six months ago, when he telurned home to dis, is full of 
adventure and romance. Of Irish descent on his father’s side, his 

young brave heart deeply sympathized With the wrongs of Ireland, 

and when a boy he stole away to Ireland and was prominent in or- 

ganizing the Fenian movement. He crossed the ocean twice before 

he reached his majority, and in the hope of restoring his shattered 

health he exiled himself amid the wilds of Texas, Mexico and Colo- 
rado, George R. Phelan was composed of the smif of which heroes 

are nade. He was the very incarnation of perseverance, With iron 

resolution, he set his aim before him, and uo difficulty could dis- 
courage him. His life was almost a continuoys living tragedy in 
its ferce fight with disease. Nothing but his strong will kept alive 
the weak and emaciated Ld He had the qualities of a com- 
mander, and would have been preat’ in perilous times, for 
what would have been to other men depression, would have 
been to him inspiration. He was fearless and agrressive, 
and a strong man as the leader of any cause is mind 
was brilliant, his fancy was fervid, he was eloquent and 
forcible as a speaker, and as a writer he had hut few superiors. The 
artistic delineation of his nomenclature; his arrangement of words; 
his construction of sentences, the darting fiercéness with which he 
shot his satire, ridicule and arguments in his communications to the 
public always attracted attention, He had great fertility of imagin- 
ation, and With a natural talent for study he never knew the cruel 
necessity of forsaking his favorite pursuits to earn a livelihood. 
Moved by a restless desire to know everything, he had ample leisure 
to explore any branch of human inquiry which might allue him. 
His mind was enriched by foreign travels, and to other rare gifts was 
udded a wonderful memory, which tuade his mind a yast treasure 
house in which were stored rare gems, original ideas, other men's 
thouglits, and the bric-a-brac of the literature of other nations. Had 
hes been blessed with perfect health he would have easily placed his 
name inthe pantheon of fame, The constant gnawing of disease 
often made him irascible, but he bore his extradrdinary sufferings 
with more than usual fortitude. Itiss melancholy thing to see one 
so gifted hive a life so brief. He was an accomplished lawyer, and 
but for the loss of his health he would hays been eminent in his pro- 
fession. We knew him well andloyed him with the tenderness of a 
father, and deeply sympathize with the wife and children whom he 
loved so tenderly. 

| Che Sportsman Gowist. . 

“NUTMEGGERS” ON THE OTTAWA. 
N Monday, Sept. 18, 1 party of four males might have 
been seen boarding a northward bound frain near the 

western boundary of Connecticut. They were middle- 
aged men, dressed throughout in coarse, heavy clothing, 
bjue flanne] shirts, ete. Mach carried a rifle and knapsack 
and numerous small packayes, from which peeped hatchets, 
hunting-kniyes, etc. Their parting with friends at the 
railruad station would have led one to believe that they 
were entering, upon un expedition of several weeks’ dura- 
tion. ‘They were, in fact, business men from Connecticut, 
just starting out on a hunting and sporting trip ap througit 
northern Onlario by way of the Ottawa River and its tribu- 
taries, They seemed to be bent on haying a capital time. 
Being one of the party and also a reader of the Forrsr AND 
Strum, | knew that you would like to have me report their 
trip for your columns, and have wecided that J would do so 
without that fact heine known to the others, for 1 knew 
just What troubls the war correspondents reporting General 
Wolseley’s campaign in Beypt had experienced, and 1 
didn’t propose to be hlufied off in the way they were. Gon- 
sider me, then, as a special reporter on this expedition for 
the Forrst AND StREAM; and you may depend upon it that 
I shall send you each week a straizhtforward, truthful ac- 
count of this expedition, without fear or favor of any man. 

Connecticut, like most of the seaboard States, being of 
late years principally adapted to the production of barn 
swallows aud malaria, my comrades are in the habit of tak- 
ing about 4 month's vacation every fall for health and pleas- 
ure—far away from business cares and civilization’s require- 
ments—one year to the pine forests of Northern Michigan, 
another to the attractive mountains and lakes of Maine, or 
to the gamy forests of Ontario, One of the munrber has, in 
his experience, captured and slain seyenteen bears, three — 
moose, fifty-two deer, six caribou and innumerable otter, 
beaver and smaller auimals, ‘The route marked out for this 
trip was yih Albany, Montreal and Ottawa .o the terminus 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, which, at this date. has — 
heen pushed up into the wilderness 350 miles beyond Mon- 
treal. This route was changed somewhat by crossing the 
St, Lawrence River at Brockville. 
Weduesday morning found us at Renfrew, an intermediate 

station near the Mattawaska Riyer. Here we chartered a 
three-seated wagon, and with John Scott as driver and guide, 
we headed toward Ferguson Luke, twenty-five miles west. 
where we propose haying a few days’ sport with deer before 
continuing our journey up the Ottawa. Six hours of pretty 
rough traveling brought us in sight of the lake which lies at 
the foot of Mount St. Patrick. Here within a stone’s throw 
of the shore a wanderer from the Emerald Isle, Patrick 
Hanrahan by name, has established a residence, and in order : 
to introduce him aud his quaint originality, I will quote an 
account of our party’s lirst introduction to him when, on a ; 
similar trip last September, we had driven up as we haye to- 
day. His whole-souled, generous.and hospitable nature re- 
yolted at the idea of our ‘‘camping out’ while he had agood 
log cabin and barn to share with us: 

“Faith,” he says, “‘It's not often I see the likes of yees 
out in this haythen wiltherness, and (barrin the ould woman) 
yees are welcome to any and ivery blamed thing I have. 1 
ave a deer hound, the likes of which yee'll uot find betwixt 

this and ould Ireland, and if I jist whisper in his ear, he’ll 
put 4 deer into this lake for yees in the smaller half o* thirty 
minutes, Now do yees vo straight into the cabin and put 
yer guns across the deer horns up out of the children’s way, 
aud before yee. ken say Jack Robinson, the ould woman *Il 
bave yees 4 smokin’ dinaer an’ a cup o’ bilin’ tay, Noyee't 
not aither, goin’ to tint out, an’ cook yee’r own fodder, not 
while me name's Pat Hanrahan. Here, bye, run, run as 
fast as iver yer legs kin carry yees, and pive the gintlemen’s 
harses some hay, and none 0’ yer scrimpin’, now mind ye, 
give ’em the full o’ the manger; and, Johnny, run now, run 
ye divil ye, and tell yer mother to put the tay kittle a bilin’, 
there’s a gintlemen here from the states of Ameriky, coome 
all the way to see ould Patsy Hanrahan. Well, well, well, 
Till be blamed if ever I thought such a thing could happen. 
Ah, byes, byes, coom in, coom in, and run, Tommy, ye 
hooger, and give Bosy 4 pan o’ sour milk, und whisper in 
his ear, and tel] him we'll be after givin’ him a sniff atu 
deer as soon as the gintlemin pick their teeth. Ti! hi! hip, 
faith an this is a big day for Patsy Hanrahan. And here's 
me ould mother, five and ninety years since the day she was 
born, an’ she’s able to lick the best of em now, an’ here's” 
me wife and the mother of me ten children, an’ she can 
shake her feet this minnit as illigantly ag any o’ yer byes and 
gearlsin yer big city. Coom now Mary, spake to the gintle: 
min, and make them feel like they were in their own Cabin, 
an’ barrin yees have no objections, I'll be afther laulin’ up 
to a cup o’ tay wid ye. ; 

“How does we be afther getting a docther here, is it? 
Well, well, well, Mary, do yees hear that now? Faith an‘ 
nivera bloody docther—Paddy, now run away with yees, 
an’ don’t be lookin’ at the gintlemin like they was a bear i 
the oat lot. AsT was sayit’, niver a docther put his wicked 
hed inal Patsy Manrahan’s door, Wehaye heayen’s pure 
air, an’ that’s all we ask for, Faith, an’ I will take another 
cup. Yees brought tay the likes of which I niyer saw be 
fore, Bears, isit? Ah, in the winther ye should see them, 
an’ ye should sce the one that took me ould sow one night” 
last winter, an’ ye could hear the sides of her rippin’ like ye 
Were teavin’ boards offa barn. Now away wid ye, ye you 
ryskil, or yer tin toes “IL he fro ted before ye have yer per 
tees dug. An’ now, gintlemin, if yee're done, the dog is 
waitin’ for ye at the door, an’ now mind! <A. segar, is it 
Faith, Mary. an’ would ye haye one? It’s for the like o° ye 
and the chilthern that thim are pleasure to. It’s the black 
plug for me ivery time, and when I see the black, sthrong 
smoke curlin’ up from it, thin is whin [ get pleasure, bul 
bein’ as ye offered it, I’! jake one just the same to remember 
ye by. + 

**Aq isit in yeer county. ye haye apples? Faith, an’ 
might haveivery blamed deer in Ontario an’ welcome, 
yeed only say we might raise apples here. Ah| dear, dear 
dear, it’sa fine dhrink the juice o’ that same apple makes 
aw shorter wud it muke many a long winther’s evening 
whin we sit in this ould cabin wid ice four feel thick op 
yanther lake, and all we can listen to is the wind, and thé 
wolves « racin’ a deer over the top o° the mountain. And 
now, Bosey, the gintlemin je ready for ye, and bezone wid 
ye. And now mind, do ye zo wid Seott an? watch the run 
Way above the clearm’, and do ye two take thut birch canoe 
and, and, km yeswim? An’ now do yesteer straight f 
the tall pine on the other shore, and thin paddle as fast as 
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iyir ye kin go to the first five acres above an’ as soon as ye 
get in the rushes wid yer canoe, wid yer left car yell hear 
the doz coming round the mountain, an’ mind do ye look 
straight across the lake, an’ abont three acres aboye the pint, 
yo'll see the deer comin’ in the wather, Now mind what I 
tell ye, if ye don’t bring home that deer, itll not he the 
dog's fault, and if it’s a buck, and ye wound him, don't ye 
come to close quarters wid him, or he'll put his fut through 
yer birch canoe and ye'r a goner,” 
And thus we werethen weleomed, introduced and regularly 

installed as members of the Hanrahan family, and started 
on our first hunt in less time than it takes to give the above 
yerbatim report, And from this you can imagine some- 
what the unture of onr reception in the old low Gabin on this 
Wednesday afternoon ufter a year’s separation. Patsy was 
enthusiastic and hilarious in the extreme, and the next fifteen 
minutes’ flow of lancuare would fill a volume. 

All this time while Patsy was ‘‘delivering himself” Mrs. 
TW. was quietly preparmg the ‘‘cup o’ bilin’ tay” for us. 
Some of our party haye jaw-breaking but magnificent 
niumes, so I have given them the more familiar ones of 
Brady, Dorsey, Miner and Rerdell, and the dog—why cer- 
tainly we have a dog; brought him all the way from Con- 
necticut, but I have forgotton to mention him—we call him 
Rock. He is one of the finest looking members of the party. 
After doing justice to the “bilin® tay” and the necessary 
accompaniments we found that we had some two hours 
time before sunset. Time, we thourht, for a little prelimi- 
nary skirmish with deer. Our host provided canous, and 
we crossed the lake, Scott, Miner and Rerdell to the south- 
érn end, Brady and Dorsey Lo the northern. Bb. G. A. 

[20 BE CONTINUED, | 

BELOW QUEBEC. 
FOURTH PAPER. 

T is only a short ron from the mouth of the 8&t. Johns 
River to tlie Parroquet, as the distance does not exceed. 
eight miles, This island lies at the westernmost extremity 
of a long chain, which once unquestionably formed, in con- 
nection with near-by Anticosti, the southern shores of the 
main coast line, as shown by the separate frazments forming 
the group of the Mingan Islands, which resemble a lone 
strip of coast as they wre ouly separated from each other hy 
narrow saps of the sea. 

Byen within the memory of the old settlers on the near-by 
north shore they once teeuied with a great variety of same, 
which has now been almost exterminiuted In consequence of 
incessant raids made upon it by Woth whites and the Mon- 
tagnais Indians, which tribe has made Mingan and the main 
Jand for years past their annnal summer quarters. Hence 
they organize their hunting excursions for seals and sea 
birils of yarions kinds which once bred in great numbers 
upon the islands. Notwithstanding, however, these rayages 
which bave resulted in the extermination of game, and thus 
deprived in 4 measure those fairy gems of one of their chief 
charms, they sre still in many respects well worth visiting. 
In a brief excursion of ten days we managed to call on this 
present occasion on Parroquet, Mingan and Birch islands, 
which are separated by narrow straits and resemble each 
other in their general formation though they differ in many 
minor details. 

Parroquet Island is still fhe chosen annual breeding ground 
of thonsands of puflins, 4 small colony of pannets (Sid 
Jassanc) the herring gulland the spotted sandpiper (Aviitis 
macuiortis) the young of which latter were barely able to 
fly at the time of my arrival. There were also quite a 
number of seals sporting about the rocks af the base of the 
fort-like vertically rising cliffs, by which Parroquet is dis- 
tinguished from all the rest. Among these animals we 
noticed a very large species called by the settlers the horse- 
head seal. It differs both in size and aspect from the 
harbor, hooded and Ways’ seals, all of which are equally 
well or better known to them, The harbor seal is the 
smullest species of the three, and breeds im the well sheltered 
coves along the shores of many rivers, where it raises one 
or two young. The Hays’ and hooded seals are not indizen- 
ous to these parts, but arrive in March in countless numbers 
upon the driftice, which is carried into the basin of the 
fult by the northern currents running through the straits of 
Bolle Isle. 

The heayy detonetions from the large Westley Richards 
express rifle, which is Mr, Blind’s favorite arm, advise me 
soon after our landing at Parroquet, that he was paying his 
regards without delay to same of the horseheads, oné or more 
ot which I wished much to obtain, for the sake of their 
skins and skeletons. But the aim is uncertain, the round 
heads of the seals are only visible at intervals, they bob up 
and down in the uneasy swell of the sea, and rarely afford a 
good mark for an gcecurate shot My own efforts, seconded 
by Sharps hammerless, old reliable ritle, prove alike futile, 
and the skipping balls plow up the water in front and 
beyondsthe glistening round heads of the seals without doing 
any damage, To malce up for lost time the shotrun is now 
culled into requisition, and with its aid we soon obtain a 
sufficient number of puffins, murres and gannets to select a 
few good specimens for preservation, Although it is the 
heginuing of August when these birds ought to bein full 
moult, they are still inas good plumage asin the spring, 
and we notice éyen no pin feathers when we skin them, 
Heavy shot is needed to penetrate them thick coats, and 
they will often manage to get away with quite a number of 
No. 6 pellets in their bodies, 
We pass the larger portion of the day upon Parroquet, 

but as there is no anchorage for the Gusher, and ag the sun 
is getting low, we return aboard after our hasty call and 
square away for Mingan Island, which is only a couple of 
miles fo the eastward, As there is an excellent bit of land- 
locked harbor on its west end of sufficient depth to float u 
boat, andas carrying facilities are also very superior, we 
prepare to remain there a few days, There is on Mingan 
Island a total absence of all mosquitoes and black flies, aud 
an abundance of good water and driftwood along the beach, 
although not a single tree or shrub srows upon its bleak 
and exposed surface. To the northwest it'rises in bold re 
lief, tomaiug ‘distinctly murked terrace with an ancient 
ridge of cliffs overtopping it, which shows the. outlines of its 
former beach line as ecleurly as when the primeval waves 
dashed against it. Many isolated and curiously carved out, 
rocks bear additional testimony to the wnwritten history of 
its remote past anc the mannerin which they were then 
acted upon and undermined by the action of surf and frost. 

The surface soil of Mingan Island consists of decomposed 
limestone, lightly covered with rotten vegetable mould, 
Upon this flo: rishesto a thickness of a fout or more, a soft, 
yielding yegetable growth, composed of gray and green 

herdias and hike shrubby plants, 

colored flowers, hides every inch of the cold, bare rock, 
The stems and foliage of the tender murselings of this 

inhospitable revion are deeply imbedded into the warm 
folds of the mosses, and then blae, yellow and purple hlos- 
soms are plowing like so many bright stars upou the sombre 
background of the dark ercen sward. 

The noon of this floral honeymoon is, howeyer, fast wan- 
ing, Aliliough we notice still « fair number of blooming 
species, consisting, in the beginning of August, chiefly of 
bine hells, white yellow-eyed dryas, sloncerops, andromedas, 
calmias, wild roses, and bright, yellow, shinbby potentillas, 
They oll bloom here and there, almost side by side, as ihe 
dry soil is varied frequently by many little boxy patches 
which are never dry, 
Wherever the rocks themselves are exposed to yiew, as is 

the case near the seashore, they reveal an abundance of fine 
fossils, belonging, evidently, fo the Lower Silurian, and if 
anyone who desires to make collections of thém were to 
come here properly provided with leayy hammers, powder 
and fuse, he could gather quickly a great aniount of beauti- 

On the northwest corner of Mingan 
Island, which is covered chiefly with the debris broken off 
ful fossil remains. 

by frost from the near-by cliffs, we saw immense secuma- 
lations of alurost perfectly preserved large orthoceratites of 
elegant patterns, piled up here and there in confused array 
like a8 many small, loose sticks of square-cut firewood, 
Some of these were several feet in length, all hollow and 
literally studded on their inside with rosettes of transparent, 
calcite crystals. 

Derbyshire, lie here and there fully exposed wpon the sur- 
face, where they have been apparently tossed and broken 
up by waves and action of frost. Notwithstanding our en- 
tire want of much needed tools, we yet gathered here in a 
few hours a sufficient number of fine specimens to fill a laree 
box—a mere fraction of what could havebcen done with a 
better outtit. 
Mingan Island, called by the natives Bald Island, is, as 

stated above, deyoid of all arborescent veyelation, hence its 
name. For tLis reason ifs teniperature is both day and 
bight several degrees lower than that of any of the near-by 
islands, and not a note of a single mosquito is ever heard to 
interrupt the pleasant cool sicstas we take stretched out at 
full length upon its velvety turf. 

Tt would be difficult to explain this local absence of all 
higher vegetation when the nature of the soil is the same, 
ad when the surrounding water shows no appreciable yari- 
ation of temperature, here are also, on sccount of its 
absence of trees, barely any land birds to be seen. A few 
Savannah sparrows were the only species 1 noticed in the 
secuery along the shores. 

mated owing to the presence of large flocks of the red- 
bucked sandpiper (Tinga alpina) and a few marbled god- 
wits and curlews, which just now commence to migrate and 
make their appearauce on this coast. The eider duek is also 
oveasionally seen, They breed here. Their young are now 
full grown, and a handful or so of the soft down indicates 
here and there the site of their old nests. The red-backed 
Sandpipers have just now arrived from the North and are 
still very tame. A few charves of coarse shot fired into the 
midst of the densely packed flocks soon supplied the larder, 
which had been previously added to by a reat number of 
fine lobsters captured by Fred Beatty at low tide under- 
neath the boulders which line the beach. Ot the many spots 
where, during the sweltering heat of mid-summer, a cool re- 
treat might be enjoyed, Mingan Islund would certainly take 
the palm. In point of bracing, invigorating air it surpasses 
all the rest of the many health resorts along the whole length 
of this coast from Quebec to the Straits of Belle Isle, and 
although the nights are cool enough to render a double 
blanket comfortable, excessive changes of temperature dur- 
ing July and August are never experienced, and the temper- 
ature of day and night yaries only afew degrees, It is a 
Sanitary paradise tor all afflicted with dyspepsia, and our 
appetites increased greatly under the stimulus of the cool 
oxygenated sir, which seems to infuse fresh energies into 
every fibre of the body. 
With the help of botanizing, hunting, fishing, and collect- 

ing, our time passes rapidly among these islands, where we 
haye all the luxuries of tent life, nnmarred by the many in- 
conveniences which so oiten attend the same when prepara- 
tions are insufficient to insure the full enjoyment of bodily 
comforts, 

There are, no doubt, many campers who prefer what is 
termed *‘roughimg*’ in the harshest sense of the word, who cou 
tent themselves with a blanket and a teakettle for an outfit, 
ant find their recreation in the personal attendance to the 
laborious details of camp life. We differ from these views, 
and prefer to increase our appetite and health by help of 
more legitimate means, There is no necd to leave our back 
yard if the cutting and splitting of wood, the cooking and 
washing of dishes is our chief object—all of these exercises 
miy be performed equally jell at home, where, however, we 
cannot attend to guu, fishrod, and collecting-hox in our 
premises, I prefer, if necded, fo get up an appetite by a 
long tramp along the shores, through fields, woods, and 
swamps, and to sit down after my return to a plain but 
well-cooked supper, in preference to the crude messes which 
form so often the Dill of fare in tents. We have not always 
been bedded on roses, and remember well the tine when a 
couple of old tin cans made up our entire outfit of cooking 
utensils on a journey of several hundred miles, in a small 
open boat, along the eastern shores of Florida. But this is 
no reasun why we should have enjoyed these privations and 
look in regretful mood upon ont present improyements, The 
sweets of life are ever few compared with its drawbacks, 
and J, for my part, subscribe to the epicurean platform, and 
prefer the camp where all my personal wants ave supplied to 
the one where the reyerse obtains, This was the case here in 
its fullest sense, and the days seemed thus to shorten into 
hours which flew past only too quickly, perhaps never to 
return. 
We spent 4 couple of weeks on this excursion wmong the 

islands, and taking advantage of a fine breeze from the 
northeast ran back safely into the St, Johns River to pre- 
pare for our return to Gaspé in the Kate, whieh had Leen 
ordered to call for the party, There were, fortunately, a 
few days to spare, and’ these were devoted to trout fishing, 
which had been temporarily suspended, and is here still in 
its prime. The mouth of the river fairly swarms with 

Large detached fragments of calcite, with 
perfectly formed crystals of larger size than those from 

At low tide in particular, which 
exposes Many mud flats, the tableau is, however, more ani- 

lichens and mosses, which are closely interlaced by a net 
work of trailing branches of dwarf birchus, willows, shep- 

Wherever .thege are not 
monopolizing all light and heat aud encroach upon the less 
favored species, a thick, soft carpet of crowberries, cran- 
berries and worthleberries, dotted with innumerable bright- 

them. They run ont and in from the sea in its ebb and 
flood tide, and prefer over and above all just now the fly 
to the most tempfing bait. The sea trout attains occasion- 
ally to aweight of seven pounds, The ayerage is about 
from two to three pounds, and fish of such a size afford wood 
enough sport for a few days, at least. Any large salmon tly 
is preferable to the small regulation patterns of trout flies, 
and rigged ont with such, backed by double salmon leadors, 
there is no danger cf going back with empty creel. The 
yery perfection of sport is attained when fish ascend the 
river en nutsse, and When we get in the yery center of a great 
shoal with a good man in alight canoe, Hundreds of beau- 
liful large-sized trout, may then be seen splashing all around 
the boat, all eager to rise to the trailing fly, which often 
searcely touches the water before a five-pounder is hooked, 
In the latter end of three consecutive Hood tides, or about 
seven hours all told, three rods took four hundred and fifty 
pounds of sea trout, All of them were as gamy, and if uny- 
thing more vigorous than the most lively brook trout, To 
the novice this was indeed a great achievement, which, how- 
ever, the ycteran anglers, in recollection of their forty-pound 
salmons, viewed as mere child's play. 

While waiting still thus agreeably occupied for the ar- 
tival of the Kate, and varying our sport with an expcri- 
mental codfishing trip, which netted aton anda half of 
flesh gross weight, an easterly wind favored among other ar- 
rivals, that of a fine sloop-rigged yacht direct from Natash- 
quan. This vessel was purchased a couple of months azo 
by Messrs. Hope Vere and Morrice, both of whom were 
fresh from Cambridge University, and had started to wind up 
their commencement exercises by an initiation into the mys- 
leries of sulmon-fishing. They landed at Quebee in early 
June and made inquiries about a steamer which they might 
engage for i passage to their leased stream. But no less 
than the modest price of $800 was asked of them by the 
owners of the coasting steamer Otter, which makes regular 
semi-monthly trips along the north shore from Quebec and 
extends by schedule her journcys within about 150 miles of 
the Natashquan River. In plain words, an extortion price 
of $800 was asked to carry a small party of four menu to and 
fro at a distance of only 150 miles in a yessel, whose run- 
ning expenses, judging from her looks and size, ought 
never to exceed filty dollars per day. To avoid this im- 
position the stranger sportsmen purchased and manned a 
new and well fitted ont sloop in which they took a sail 
600 miles below Quebec to fet the value of their invest- 
ment. They report a catch of 365 fish, averaging about 14 
pounds, and succeeded in making in less than six weeks the 
best score of any thus far ascertained, 
By calling on their way back for a day or two at the St. 

Johns River, we had the pleasure of meeting them, Their 
past excursion is only an initiation into a projected tour 
round the world, Including a tiger hunt in Bengal, upon 
which they naturally look as the culmination of their pros- 
pective adventures. Though still novices in such wild sport 
they are yet in virtue of their athletic frames admirably 
equipped and will no doubt acquit themselves handsomely 
in any face to face encounter with their feracious prey. 

There was of course a little stag party given in honor of 
their unexpected visit, and the bill of fare on this occasion 
might well be calculated to create some surprise in the mind 
of any one who Jabors under the illusion that seal oil and 
codfish is the staple article of Qaily diet on the lower St. 
Lawrence. Weremember among the various items of our 
spread fresh roast mutton, codfish tongues, a rice pudding: 
plus eg4s, canned fruitsand jams, and last though not, least a 
large dish of delicious fresh wild strawberries, the first of the 
season, backed fora dessert by some fine cucumbers and 
cauliflowers, The latter dishes came from the hotbed of 
Mr. Conway, the ngent at St. Johns, who succeeds to raise 
under glass as fine garden, vegetables as are sold in the New 
York markets. All these luxuries, some of which had been 
imported from long distances, were properly diluted with a 
few bottles of dry Verzensay, the only survivors of a once 
numerous tribe, Coifee with Havanassuitably finished this 
memorable repast, to which I have only adyérted on account 
of its noyelty and completenessin such an out of the way 
place. Wemet our friends once more on the River St. 
Lawrence, where they were in the unpleasant environment 
ot a thick fog, witha strong gale dead ahead and no Jnrhor 
under their lee. By the opportune kindness of Capt. Wake- 
ham, the commander of the foveroment steamer La Cana- 
dienne, they were, however, promptly relieved from their 
embarrassing position and towed imto the beautiful and 
secure harbor formed by the land-locked bay of the seven 
islands. 

Thave made occasional mention of this vessel, which, in 
connection with two more (the Druid and Napoleon), is em- 
ployed in the interest of the fisheries slong the coast of the 
Gulf of St, Lawrence as far as the Straits of Belle Isle, the 
terminus of the jurisdiction of the Dominion. But not only 
is it the mission of the Canadienne to report upon the yari- 
ous matters connected with statistics of fisheries, but she is 
also a sort of an armed floating commissioned police force, 
to maintain order and the authority of the government in 
these remote parts. To accomplish all of these tasks «lfi- 
ciently there are but few idle daysfor her during the sum- 
mer beyond those needed to lay in a fresh supply of coal, 
This enables her fo move rapidly from station to station, to 
make pertinent inquirics, and adjust the various diiliculties 
which arise from time to time, where large bodies of reck- 
less men, are controlled by only a few responsible agents. 
She even brings, wherever and whencyer needed, medical 
and surgical relief to the distressed settlers, as her com- 
mander, Capt. Wakeham, is the only efficient professional 
physician capable to administer the same. 

Tt costs the city of Bulfalo, N. Y., annually a trifle of over 
$250,000 to maintain law and order ina community of about 
170,000 people scattered over abont fiye square miles; tmt 
here 1 4m assured that an annual appropriation of a little 
over 325,000 isall required to patrol and #uard the social 
welfare along a coast line of over one thousand miles, not 
counting the yarious enumerated duties devolving all upon 
one single man. Since I had, for a few days, the good for- 
tune to exchange the prospective narrow berth on board of 
the Kate for the commodious, tidy cabin of the La Cana- 
dienne, I was thus able to wain a fairinsight into the man- 
ner in which her complicated task is so efficiently and 
economically accomplished. My only regret was this, that 
there was 80 very little delay at ay of the various stations uli 
which we called, and that we rarely madé any stops excedrd- 
ing two hours. I ain thus not well qualified to speak au- 
thorititatively upon the resources and features of the Mag- 
pie, Sheldrake and Moisie rivers, at which all told we hardly 
remainud half a day. At the latter 1 saw yery comprehen- 
sive but now abandned works for the reduction of iron ore, 
Lam assured that their erection involved an expenditure of 
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over half a million dollars, but none of the sanguine expecta- 
tions “ntertained by the shareholders were ever realized, The 
transportation of fucl from great distances, the shipment of 
the reduced ore to Quebee, whichis the nearest central de- 
pot of cominunication, and also the want of sufficient quan- 
tilies of workable raw material, presented so many sbum- 
bling blocks, and led to the complete abandonment of an en- 
terprise of which so much had heen expected, but from 
which virtually nothing but unpaid debts were reglized, 
The ove itself turns ip at various points along the shore 

of the gulf in form of & black magnetic iron-sand, commi- 
nuled into its present fine-ground state in the course of long 
ages. It has probably never been correctly determined how 
deep the superficial layers extend which fringe the shora, 
close to the water’s edge; but it was leftte the happy illusions 
of the stockholders that they were inexhaustible, Lf any of 
them had only taken the pains to visit some of (he sreat iron 
ore deposits in the mouftains of North Carolina, where there 
are Innumerabls deposits awaiting development, and lic un 
uséd because they ure not near enough to any trunk line of 
quick communication, they would have probably thousht 
twice before engaging lapdlazard in «a scheme which was 
scientifically and financially unsound to its yery bottom. 

Lealled at Seyen Islands just in time to witness the de- 
partir of 4 large number of Montagnais Indians, men, wo- 
min, and children, for their winter hunting-grounds. They 
presented 4 spectacle of the most abject human misery anil 
squalid, ragged appearnnce imaginable. The great forest 
fires of lash year bad destroyed the game in thei regular 
bunting and trapping crounds, and, as a consequence, they 
eame back half starved and without furs, At the agency of 
the Hudson's Bay Company, at Seven Islands, the usual ad- 
vance of provisions and clothing las been withheld this 
eummer on account of the unreliability on the part of the 
Tndians to eyer fulfill any given promise to pay debts, und 
some of these families, consisting of half a dozen or more 
members, leave now for a six months’ sojourn in the far, icy 
wilderness, with nothing more than a barrel of flour and 
some ammunition. How they will manage to survive is im- 
possibleto say. It is fair to assume that more than one half 
must perish, as the bare necessities to maintain life are lack- 
ing. 

IN THE OLD VIRGINIA LOWLAND. 

wast a pichire comes back to my mind of an old an- 
eestral Virginia plantation as I sit on the porch of ye 

ancient place called Tower Hill—an old home, the typical 
Old Dominion dwelling in the ante bellum days, when a 
rich Virginian counted his broad acres by the thousands, 
his sable seryitors by the hundreds, his horse¢s by the score, 
aud he lived his life like baron of the good old age of 
Squire Allworthy and Squire Western, though with more 
refinement and style than the sixteenth century possessed. 

A. biz plantation was the Tower Hill. The house, like 
most planters’ mansions, was of that order of architecture 
brought from Holland by the Dutch, with steep gable roofs 
and small dormer windows, A wide, spacidus lawn of 
twenty acres surrounds the dwelling. 

Inite time the plantation comprised a goodly settlement; 
a blacksmith and wheelwright shop stand side by side; a 
weaving-house, cotfon-gin, clothroom, spinning-room and 
stillhouse, while baci of all the servants’ quarter rune. 
Nent lov-cabins they were, with garden in front. The 
stables, out-louses, cotton-barns, machinery-rooms were 
seattercd about in independent irregularity, Most of these 
siruetures are mouldering down now, and a few lie prone 
upon the ground, showing only too plainly that the ancient 
repime, with all of its splendid faults and noble virtues, is 
gone forever, i 

The typical Virginian of those days was a thorough 
sportsman, After his morning ride around the place he had 
nothiny to do, and his horses, degs and eun in bright 
weather and his library in foul constituted his employment 
and pleasure. 

Tlere, in Sussex county, was the finest hunting probably 
in all the Middle States, for the county is not only udapted 
for the propagation of game, bat was very thinly settled, the 
few estates being of immense area, chichy devoted to the 
production of cotton, Then, again, the landowners strin- 
ently enforced the game law. The slaves, of course, were 
forbidden 16 curry or possess any firearm, aud confined 
their hunting operations to the legitimate darkey #ame—the 
7eoon, the rabbit and the “possum, The poorer class of 
whites could not afford fo keep dogs, and so the whole pre- 
serves were for the pleasure and sport of a very few rich 
landowners. 

Deer were the chief in the list and were so plentiful that a 
dozen were frequently killed in a day by a sinall purty of 
three or four. It was not ihen the uncertain sport it is now, 
for at. that time, the land being under cultivation and in- 
closed with what is knowh as the Virginia snake-tence, the 
deer avoided them, so that in the driyes the sportymuan al- 
wiys knew exactly where to stand, 

The fields teemed with birds. In the winter time there 
wert al this place frequently dozens of partridges, in lauge 
coops, that were kept in high condition and turned Joose in 
tle spring—thus the supply was always kept up. The bunt- 
ing was splendid—at that period the canebrakes and impas- 
sible morasses were Cleared, and the birds had not an im- 
penctrable fastness to fly to when flushed. Big bags were 
the order of the day. Even with their Joe Manton muzale- 
loaders, tifty birds toa gun was no uncommon resull of a 
day's hunt. 

And the fox-hunting was something to thrill our hearts 
now to think of them. They were grand affairs, these 
vutherings of the neighboring gentry, called “meets,” and 
were to the master what the corn-shucking jubilee was to 
the sleve. As many as one hundred and fifty hounds, the 
property of the planters for filty miles around, were often 
in full Gry after a single fox. Imagine, if you can, the ec- 
static music from such an orchestra as that. [f there are any 
sweeter, more tuneful notes in this terrestrial sphere of ours, 
human ears Liye neyer heard them. 

The grand sweep of the grounds and the picturesque 
mansion are all that remain of the old plantation; the busy 
hum of life, the sound of the blacksmith’s hammer, the 
whirr of the spinning-wheel are no longer heard—while the 
old mammy, that autocrat who queened it over all, has dis- 
appeared —cyen the master and mistress acknowledged her 
sway—tor lad she not raised them from puling infancy to 
Insty ian and maidenhood—and on her sympnthctic bosom 
had not their tired childish huads ever found a resting-place! 
Ah, ine! the vision of that aged but erect figure, clad in 
bright calico, with a gaudy banduna handkerchief covering 
her grizzled head, rises before me now; then the stately 
butler, with his Chesterfieldizn manners; the proud coach- 

man, the envy of the field-hands; the fat cack, no wnim- 
portant personage, I can assure you; the likely maid ser- 
vants, and the whole tribe of pickaninnies—have all gone 
and vanished in the dim past. 

An nir of Sabbath-like stillness broods over the quaint old 
place, a half a dozen hounds lie stretehed ont under the 
shade of the trees, 4 couple of setters are snapping at the 
flies on the porch, three or four horses graze contentedly on 
the lawn, while a tame fawn is gamboling on the green. 

Throughout these mutations the love of sport lias suryived 
ali changes, ll vicissitudes. The stable where cight hunters 
fattened in the stall, oow hasone, which is used both as a rid- 
ing horse for the ladics md to follow the hounds with, 

The splendid gamekeepers have “one the way of all the 
rest, und a deer a weekis about the ayerage in September, 
Where there were a dozen just after the war, there is one 
now, aud the ubiquitous darkey is the cise. They never 
work until forced by hunger, and live always in cabins in 
the woods. Each African is the possessor of an old army 
musket and tywo or three mongrels, who will chase anything 
from a squirrel to an antlered buck. Itisa common thing 
to pass in one hunt a dozen negroes with their canes of curs 
scouring the woods and old fields for deer—or meat, as they 
call it—and a cordon of them watching for the same to pass. 
Their werpons are loaded with all kinds of shot, mostly 
squirrel shot, and they pepper every deer in the section, and 
the consequence js, that one rarely kills » buck ora doe 
without finding a pound or so of small shot in the carcass. 

They shoot anything, even-a wild turkey hen sifting on 
her nest, 

The formation of a darkey’s stomach is as different from 
that of a white man’s as a Congo African's head is from the 
skull of the Anglo-Saxon. The lowest class of negroes have 
no desire for fixed meals. They cat when they are hungry, 
and will often get up at 2 o’clock in the morming and scoop 
clean the hominy pot, ; 
No white man ¢an go to work without breskfast. Such 

an attempt will surely result in afvininess or nausea, but the 
colored inan and brother can labor on for hours without eat- 
ing. Ihave often heard one say in the harvest field; 
“Hum! Ise gettin hongray., 1 haint caten nuthin sence 

yestidday.” 
Then they have neither imagination nor anticipation, for 

they go to sleep the minute they are at rest. Where game 
is plenty they subsist entirely on that, and in many of their 
cabins there has not been a dust of meal for two weeks. 

The only species of bird that is safe [rom them is the part- 
ridge, and as there is rarely 1 deep snow im this section of 
the State where they can track them, Bob White walks the 
field in full security against their ancient, brass-mounted, 
Straight-stock, hard-triggered musket, that throws three 
ounces of shot and makes 4 report Jike a six-pounder, 

I have never in my life seen the parfridges so numerous 
as they are in and around here this year, and there will he 
fine sport this fall, 

There are bul few sportsmen in this section, young Georse 
Blow being the foreniost. Over fiffy pair of antlers deca- 
rate the porch, the result of his sun, 

On the side of the barnare spread out and umled up sixty- 
three fox skins, all of which he caught in one year. 

Te his eschewed hunting now, and presented the pick of 
his trained pack of hounds, six im number and probably the 
finest-drilled dogs in America, to Mr, Harry Ferguson, of 
the Baltimore I’, H. Club, CHASSEUR, 
Sussex County, Virginia. 

THE WOLVES OF BYWYA, 

I] WAS much pleased with an article by ‘A. Mule,” en- 
titled, “A Swamp Episode,” in your issne of August 17, 

as it carried me back to my life in that glorious hunting 
land many years ago, Ihave hunted through the counties 
of Winston, Lowndes, Oktibbeha and Chickasaw, 1 once 
had thrve months of hunting life in Oktibbeha with three the 
best. friends God ever gave to man, which forms the brightest 
period of all my life to look back upon. It seemed to me 
that the syn never shone upon such a stretch of hunting 
territory as lay between Mayhew prairie, south of Stark- 
ville, and the center of Chickasaw county. The two great 
swamps, Trimeane and Bywya, meet in the northern por- 
tion of Oktibbeha, and together make a stretch of forty 
miles of continuous swamp averaging-from one-half to two 
miles wide. ‘hese same dear friends—two of them long 
since dead, with the one still living in Texas—were lypes of 
that generous and manly growth which seems to prevail 
amone the better educated Christin families of the South, 

IT speak of the far-hack ante-bellum days, and presume 
that the same holds good still. I neyev knew their like for 
downright unselfishness, generous imprlse and kindly 
nature, They were young, bul fullol strength and self 
réliince, and no labor was too great which gave me any 
gvatification. 

~ T would like to tell you of one Tittle incident of a hunt 
which continued through fourteen days with these same 
three friends, and which was an exciting experience to me. 
There were in the South two kinds of wolves, {le black and 
the pray, or tawny, and it is well known that they have 
great antipathy to the dog more than lo any other animal, 
and will take hus track whenever they gross it and follow it, 
and if a number of them can gather in time, woe be to that 
purp, for he must either find shelter at once or be very feet 
of foot, 
We had established our cmp jlist ab the janction of these 

two steal swamps—Trimcane and Bywya—and were hay- 
ing very exciling drives hy day and fire hunting by night. 
Deer were much plenticr than birds or squirrels are in our 
Northern woods, 1 counted from thirty to fifty a day. 
Two of us had been out on a fire hunt until about midnight, 
Jeavine the others in camp, and when we relumed, as we 
rode into camp, we noticed that one of the hounds had 
broken his tether and was gone. We were some twelve or 
fourteen miles from any plantation, ard we knew he had 
taken our track and was probably then threee or four mules 
from camp, Calvin, our oldest boy, very quietly remarked, 
“Now, look out for fun; the wolyes will bring him into 
cimp on the duuble quick, or they haye got to be pretty 
sharp if they cate him.” We began blowing our horns to 
vive the hound our direction, In about ten minutes, and 
while we were listening, a wolf far up the swamp gave a 
long, mournful howl, and was answered by one a mile off in 
another direction. oon oné gave a sharper, quicker note; 
and was answered by a number in (ifferent parts of the 
swamp. ‘They seemed to be all gathering in the direction 
of the first wolf. Then « long, querulous note and the 
whole pack broke into full cry, and it seemed that a hun- 
dred of them were on the poor dog’s track and rushing him 
dow the swamp toward us, Such clamor and noise from 
such infernal throats I had never listened to. 

Stirring up the fire and snatching up our guns we stepped 
to the bank of the slough—for we were camped just in the 
edge of the cane—and waited the finish of this race for life. 
Pity for the poor dog was uppermost and we fairly raged 
with a desire to get a shot at the wolves. If his strength 
and speed held out—and they were coming like a lurricane 
—he would reach us before they gatherud on him. But we 
could not forget— : 

“Their long, low gallop that can tire, 
The hound’s deep hate, the hunters’ fire,” 

And we trembled for the poor dog. On they came, a hun- 
dred black throats in full ery. We cocked our guns and 
strained our eyes to pierce the darkness and gloom of the 
swamp beyond, Then suddenly, as they cume nearer and 
nearer with a rush, pell-mell and hubbub most devilish, doz 
and wolves piled into the slongh before us and Calvin on top 
of them. We dare not fire, lest we should kill the sencrons 
fellow as he stamped and struck with clubbed gun’ in what 
seemed such an unequal contest. The poor dog had but 
barely made it and his life was saved; but we did not kill 
asingle wolf We could hear them ail around us in the cane 
whimpering for the rest of the night, but were not disturbed 
and did not fear them, H. B. &. 
Marita, ©., Oct, ay 1882, 

UP IN THE ROCKIES. 

HOUGH I promised to send you sketchings of my 
rambles in Colorado as anything occurred worth noting 

in the line of field sports, [have up to the past few days 
not attempted to do more in bunting and fishine, than to 
wear away the summer months by rambling about the banks 
of the beautiful and historie stream, the Rio Gaande, whose 
bright waters swept along one side of this quiet little village, 
Occasionally I have amused niyself with the rod and fly, 
whipping the rapid shining current for those gamy little para- 
gons, the speckled trout, whose number seems ty be countless 
in all the mountain streams, especially in that of the Rio 
Grande. Thave had no feld companion, except an occa- 
sional stranger, who might chance to halt here for a few 
days on his way wp the iver to the so-called Wagonwheel 
Gap, and sometimes aboye to Antelope Park; the gap being 
thirty miles aboye here and Antelope Park aloutthirty miles 
above that, all on the Rio Grande River, and it being under- 
stood that the higher up on the river the better the fishing. 
All tourists and parties coming out_here, to have a full bene- 
fit, strike at once for the head waters, some stopping for a 
few days al this point, but the larger portion going directly 
on, This is, so far as my experience goes, mostly a matter 
of fancy. I found at «ll times sport enough here, until in- 
deed 1t ceased almost io be sport, because of success being so 
common and so easy acquired that really to meit grew stale, 
and rather impressed the idea of cruelty instead of sport, 
levitimately speaking. Atany rate | always caught all and 
more than [ had any use for unless [ should condeseend to 
hecome a potter and express them to Denver and sell them, 
at which place they are alwaysin brisk demand at remuner- 
ative prices and great numbers wre sent there by the pot 
fishermen during the summer, expressed by the Denver & 
Rio Grande Railroad from this point. 

Thus the summer months haye been spent in this quiet 
little villace of the foothills of the great Rockies, the climate 
of which is the most delightful for a summer residence tat 
could be desired. At length my expected pirty of friends 
arrived about the latter days of August. The company 
consisted of the following gentlemen: Col. Tom Steel, Sr., 
Tom Steel, Jv. and Frank Cook, of Little Rock, Avk., and K. 
McDonald, of Kansas City, Mo. They came to spend Sep- 
tember at least in the sports of rod and gun, and accordingly, 
as soon as full preparations were completed, the above four 
and myself started for Wagouwheel Gap. The road was 
fine, partly rail, the rest buckboard, We arrived the sume 
day, Aug, 26, ati that paradise for sportsmen, especially those 
of Waltonian procliyitics, Peck’s Hotel, one mile below the 
famous Hot Springs. Wespent the following day trouting. 
Peck, the joyial and accommodating landlord, who keeps a 
sood, clean, neat house and excellent fare, and full teams of 
horses, wagons, burros, ete., readily outfitted the party with 
wagons and sent us up four miles above the gap, where he 
said the yery best fishing was, and so we found it to be, 
Taking Innch with us we spent the day casting the fly on 
those bright waters with success. On returning to Peck’s 
our sacks were emptied and the fish counted, They num- 
bered 207, and weighed 104 pounds, seyeral weighing 
separate 24, 3, 84 and 4 pounds. One weighed 54 pounds, 
and was what the small boys call a whopper. ’ 

The fish were turned over to Peck, and the next morning, 
August 28 we commenced to outfit for the mountains, 
whiclr we found to be, ‘‘sure ¢nough,” real mountains. Our 
entive kit, consisting of cooking utensils, tent, bed and bed- 
ing, togethar with provisions, gun, etc,, were packed in 
pacl: saddles, on five little burros, while cach of us was yell 
mounted on good, gentle horses, all except Cook, whose 
horse was a burro. We left Peck’s Hotel at 8 A, M., traveled 
up: the river five or six miles, leaving the yalley or rather 
the river al mouth of Bellows Creek, thal reaches the riyer 
through a terrific canyon, with solid rock walls three thous- 
and feet high. Mere the mountains set in on all sides. Above 
and to the north of the canyon a half mile a little old buffalo 
trail was perceptible, and along this we commenced to climb 
the ifimense mountain before us, The 3,000 fect we must 
ascend along thit trail, which was not more than one foot 
wide, between rough ledges of rock and along the margins 
of yawning precipices, McDonald leads the way, Col. 
Steel next, then the five little faithful burros, each yithout 
bridles or halters, and under a pack as large as himself, and 
weighing 200 pounds, and close at their heels tramps Tom 
Bim, the burro handler and our guide, whose Mexican lingo 
seems to be as perfectly understood by these little donkiés iis 
one Mexican understands another; they never refuse impheit 
oberlienée, Cook and Steel, Jr., and myself creeping wong 
in the rear, our horses pufling and blowing like small steam 
engines, Looking away up at the ascending train and at 
McDonald, reminds one of Napolean ascending the Alps; 
his horse with terrible effort struggles up an ascent whose 
angle is not much less than forty-five degrees. / 

At last we reach the summit of Bellow’s Mountain and 
pause while our stock ‘‘blow’’ and take a little rest, Soon, 
however, we are ready to proceed again along that little 
trail that now leads obliquely down the side of a steep, sharp 
ore, from the bottom of which we again ascend as be- 
fore, Then 1euching the summit of at least another thous- 
and feet, and turning west along its crest and travelin 
about three miles oyer the most terrible rourh rocks an 
through a denst forest of spruce timber, suddenly we de- 
bouch into broad, beautiful parks, covered with beautiful 
and luxuriant grass and dwarf willow. We camp on the 
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in o! the pak near a small pond of elear water. Loole 
at my watch 1 found that it was four o'clock, and that 
henrs had been spent on the trip. Our tent being 

ily pitched, a rousing five made of seasoned spruce logs, 
ye panlook of sm enjoyable supper of broiled hacon, bread 
dcoitee, By this time it was becoming dark, and snow 
menced falling, which continued wtinfervals all night, 
he morning of Ancust 29 opened dark, A dense fog or 

qither cloud enveloped the entire mountain on which we 
dre camped, the altitude of which was over 11,000 feet 
ve su level. On the mountain lay a snow four or five 

Anéhes iu depth. A Jiltle inspection in early morning de 
yolopad tlie fact that within forty yards of our eanyp were 
two voou sized bear beds, which the bears had probably left 
flit evenine before unobserved by us, as we approached the 
place. ‘This fact naturally enough produced at once an ex- 
fament in eamp. A burried breakfast was swallowed and 

fil hinds sallied forth to the woods, each man vaver to kill 
i Wear to begin with. ' 

valso started on the bear hunt, but as my gun was a 
welve-bore, I reconsidered the case, and as I also concluded 

Tcould not remember haying lost any bear, returned 
camp willie to decline the honor fo more enthusiastic 
pAteurs, In lass than three-fourths of an hour I heard the 
ack of a rifle and directly another, and pretty soon 
other, then a yelland awhoop. Very soon three of the 

Party arrived in camp reporting a deat bear, and the last 
Wie shot had lilled a tine deer. 
‘By twelve o'clock the clouds had cleared, the snow had 

Ty nearly all gone and the bear and deer had been packed 
Ocamp. All went out inthe evening. Nothing more was 

ied, bul a number of ducer reported seen; 80th, MeDonald 
io had killed the bear, killed a deer, and Col. Steel two 
er; dist and 1st September, three more deer killed, and 
killed tio fine deer, audas we now had all the game that 

We could pack in with conchided to go into Peck’s, our 
WMidyuarters, and rest 9 few days and return, S80 leaving 
piv tent and beds, blankets, etc., all packed on an impro- 

vised hivh bench or scaffold, brought up the five burros, 
loaded them with all the ment they eould carry and bal- 

te hnne his up on poles,and took the back track to Wagon- 
heel Gap. when atier a terrible ziezae, byeal-neck, 
eklegs rile we arrived all safe at Peck’s, where we rested 
ictly for three days, The further arrangement was to return 
the oth September, which we did, and the result of which 

Will be detailed in my next. R. TT; 
Dh Norn, Colonida, Sept. i882, 

Blatuyal History. 

BIRD MIGRATION IN THE MISSISSIPPI 
VALLEY. 

COMPILAD WROM THE NOTES OF MR. 0. WIDMANN BY 

W. W-. COOKE, ‘ 

PART 1. 

4) Hiylowiohia mustetina—W ood Thrush.—8, §. common; 
2, F not Hunierous, the van only has arrived; 4, 24, still 
ce aiid not yet in song; 4, 26, more numerous: 5, 2, not 

if full nombers and soug seldom heard; 5, 4, numerous and 
im sony. 
(8a) Hylociehia fuseescans—W ilson’s Thrush.—T. Y., 5, 3, 
BE. two migratiny; 5, 9, two migrating; 5, 18, L, 

23) Hiylooiehla usindutt seoainsont and A, atieie.—T. V. 
common; 4, 21, F., one seen; 4, 26, more numerous: 

47, hore conspicuous and singing; &, 2, in many places, 
ssmall numbers; 5, 3, very uumerons, especially var. 

bininsont, nosy fit height of sedson, that is, 48 numerous 28 
by ever will be; 5, 0, migratin@ individuals seen; 5, 9, toy 
4, miny every day; 8, 23, still numerous; 5, 24 and 25, 
merous; 5, 24 and 27, only a few; 5, 29, stilla few; the 
fb left before ti, 1. 

14) Aiflueichtix wnalasee pulliisi—lermit Thrush,—T. V. 
Geulinly common: 4, 4, W.; 4, 6, more seen: 4, 7, one 
en; 4, 9 to 4, 14, a few more met with; 4, 18, no increase 
id not conspicuous; 4, 22, x party of four in a pasture; 

i 
Livithe migvetonéi—Robin.—R,, but- mostly §. 8... a 

stay in mild winters; 2, 25, P., two males; 3, 4, great 
Miya! of flocks and firsi song; 3, 4, was the day of robins, 

Mey Were secn and heard everywhere; 3. 20, heard every- 
7G, but still no migrating flocks; 4, 2, large niisrating 

t vokis are here; 4, 3, secm to be restléss, flying to and fro in 
Mb directions; 4, 4 still numerous in flocks; 4, 7, mostly 

ne; 4, 15, a new migtating flock of twenty-five; 4, 22, 
bratine Hocks again seen; 5, 2, sits on ewes, male sings 
pring and evening; no more flocks; 5, 12. fledged young 
 dawii, 

(it) Minus polygloitus—Mockingbird.—A few stay in 
id winters (1877-8 and 1+81-2). The great numbers 
ive in March and April, yery irregular, Onee seen 

=) 10, but muy have heen an escaped cage bird; 4,7, F., 
Hire males and females, one male in song; 4, 17, found 
ildine, 4, 48, a little more numerous, but still scarce: 

4, ranks fill wp, females arrived, males are noisy; 5, 2, 
all arrived, (he earliest comers are building. 
4) Gileoscoptes coralinensis—Cathird.—S8, 8. yery com- 
aE Oe, ¥ not numerous, the yan only has arrived; 4, 
till searce and not yet in sone; 4, 26, more numerous 

singing; 4, 27, males singly, sinving, no females: 5, 2, 
ut one-half of 8. 8. are here, singing often, but not ex- 
is Ha 4, full numbers and flock of migrating individnals; 
, Det epee 

7) Hieporhynchus rufyus—Brown Thrasher.—s. 8. yery 
imo. 3, 18, F. one bird silent on gvound at old stand; 
, two seen, first sony; 3, 2, a little more numerous, but 

Mie migrating; 4, 2, mo merense, not ten per cent, yet ar- 
ed; 4, 3, N. N.; 4, 6, wild with song and seen in pairs; 

4, the most conspicuous songsters, hundreds populate the 
Bardens, parks, ete.; not uncommon to hear three to six at 

. 

an sing in such an earnest way, and with such an energy, 
ik it makes one think they must sing for a certain purpose 
id not for mere pastime; 4, 15, building; 4, 22, besides our 

. Which haye nests (first set of eos to-day), tlocks of 
atin@ individuals aye met with in rier patches, hedge 
tte, ; 5, 2, on exes, no flocks, a dilizent songster. 

Siilia sialis—Oommon Bluebird.—R. Great numbers 
ay all winter. Chey became gradually more and more 
inerous during February, and are now in full force since 
® Which day may be set down as the first day of warb- 
2 Wluchirds. They were seen and heard continually all 

ind every were; 8, 19, full numbered, pairs are found 
albthe places which they frequented in former years, no 

They now keep pretty quiet and silent except in early morn- 
ing; 5, 2, feed young in nest. PraliPis- 

(14) Poheptile cerulee—Blue-eray Guateateher.—8. 8, 
4,4, I.; 4, 6, more seen; 4, 7, two seen; 4, 8 and 9, seen at 
different places, and pluces where they do nof breed; 4, 9 to 
16, 4 few met with; 4, 21, males in full numbers and yuite 
noisy; 5, 2, buildime, no migrating individuals. 

(12) Regulus entendula—Ruby-Crowned Kinglet.—T. Y. 
3, 28, I., from then to 4, 2, increasing in numbers every day; 
4, 3, singing; 4, 4, everywhere—heard song at ten different 
places; 4, 7, N. N.; 4, 9, moré and moré numerous, not in 
flocks, hut everywhere—in grdens, on trees, yy roadsides 
and in woods, Their song is now munch more beautiful than 
that heard in March, 4, 21, about same numbers since first 
part of month; 4, 22, noisy and conspicuous; 4, 27, decrease; 
5, 2, a few only left at certain stands; 5, 4, one bird), 5, 5, 
migrating individuals; 5, 9, L. 

(9) Regulus satrapd.—Golden-Crowned Kinglet.—T, V. 
8, 16, F. one seen; 8, 18, one; 38, 28, one; 3, 31. L. 

Lophophanes bicolor—Tufted Titmouse—R, Equally nu- 
merous in winter and summer, but ‘‘peto’-ing in excitement 
since 2, 29; 5, 2, have eggs, males are still moisy. 

Parus «tricapillus—Black-Capped Chickadee.—R. 3, 7, 
goes in pairs and full of music; 5, 2, have eggs, but the 
males stil] keep singing. 

Sitta. carolinensia=-W hite-Bellied Nuthatch.—R. + Seldom 
seen, as it is very retired. 

Sttte can«densis,—Red-Bellied Nuthatch.—T. VY. Tregular; 
no record for ’82; for°79, 4, 24, #.; 5, 10, L.; and for ’81, 
d, 2, F., 5, 6; L. 

(9) Certhia framilianis rufa—Brown Crezper.-T, VY. almost 
W. 5. 3, 16, F., one seen; from 3, 20, to 4, 2, fourseen; 4, 7, 
L., two seen. 

Thryothorus ludovicianus—Carolina Wren.—R. 3, 7, its 
loud whistle heard yery often; 8, 15, carrying building ma- 
terials; 5, 2, young in nest, males as noisy as ever. 

(11) Lhryomanes hewicki—Bewick's Wren.—8. 8. 3, 20, 
F,, one singing atold stand; 4, 2, full numbered at old stands; 
5, 2, rather stingy with its little song. 

(17) Drogiedytés cedon.—House Wren,—8, §. 4,7, F., one 
male; 4, 9 to 16, afew met with; 4, 18, a little more numer- 
ous but still scarce; 4, 20, twelve males; 4, 21, not one-half 
of full numbers; 4, 22, heard to-day everywhere; 4, 24, 
ranks fill up, females arrived, males are noisy; 4, 28, N. N. 
eyerywhere; 6, 2, building. 

14) Anorthura troglodytes hyemalis— Winter Wren,—T. V. 
4,4, F.; again 4, 5. 

(28) Tebnrutodytes patustris—Long-Billed Marsh Wren.— 
. 3. 4, 27 F., one male, singing, in migration. 
(28) Cistothorus stellia7s—Short-Billed Marsh Wren.—8. 8. 

4, 27, F., one male, singing, in migration. 
(17) Mniotilta varta—Black-and-White Creepers. 8, 47 

F., one male in woods where it breeds; 4, 22, one more 
male seen; 4, 24, more numerous; 5, 2, male and female 
seen every day. 

(25) Protonotenm witrea—Prothonotary Warbler,—s. 8. 
Rare; 4, 24, F., one male, migrating; 6, 2, N. N. at its 
breeding places. 

(27) Helminthothemus veruieorus—W orm-Bating Warbler. 
—$. 5. 4, 26, F,, and few. 

(22) LHelminthophaga pinus—Blue-Winged Yellow Wat- 
bler.—S. 8. 4. 20, F., five males at old stands; 4, 21, males 
in full numbers. and quite noisy; 4, 22, migrating individu- 
als everywhere, in gardens and orchards in city; 5, 2, N. N, 
at its breeding places. 

(28) LHelminthophaya chrysoptere—Blue Golden-Winged 
Warbler.—T. VY. 4, 27, F., male, singing, in migration; 5, 
2, mules only; 5, 4, first female; 5, 9, male and female seen; 
5,16, L. 

(28) Lehninthophaga rugicapilla— ashville Warbler.—T. VY. 
4,27, F., male, singing, in migration; 5, 2, males only; 4, 
4, several scen and heard; 5,14, two seen; 5, 16, L. 

(29) Helmuinthophuge celitte—Orange-Orowned Warbler, — 
T. VY. Irregular; 4, 28, F., one male. 

(26) Helninthophage peregrinie—Tennessee Warbler,.—T. 
Y. Regular and abundant; 4, 25, F., one male in song; 4, 
2, in many places, but small numbers only; 5, 4, everywhere 
and numerous, singing continually; 5, 5, migrating indi- 
viduals; 5, 8, same, larger numbers; 5, 9 to 13, many seen,, 
although the bulk left 5, 8 and 9; 5, 16, L. (as was sup- 
posed), but on 5, 24 and 25 they suddenly became again 
numerous; 5, 26 and 27, only a few; 5, 29, heard and seen 
in different places; before 6, 1, all gone. 

(22) Parwla Amerteant—Blue Yellow-Backed Warbler.— 
6. 5. 4, 20,F., one male at oll stand; 4, 21, males in full 
numbers and quite noisy; 5, 2, noisy at stands, 

(23) Dendreca esttva—Golden Warbler.—s. 8. 4, 21, ¥., 
two males in full song; 4, 22, the bulk of this species, the 
males at least, have arrived; the song is continually heard, 
and is to-day omnipresent, 6, 2, N. N. excited, mating. 

(—) Dendrwen ce ylescens—Black-Throated Blue Warbler. 
—T. VY. Neyer seen in spring and but onee in fall. 

(8) Dendreeu coronata—YVellow-Rumped Warbler, T, Y. 
3, 15, F., one male and one female; 4, 2, the female has re- 
mained at same place, but no other individuals found; 4, 4, 
general arrival, more males than females; heard song at 
miny places; 4, 7, N. N.; 4, 9, seen aud heard in many 
places, but most numerous along banks of creeks; 4, 21, 
about same numbers since first of month; 4, 22, noisy and 
conspicuous; 4, 24, extremely numerous; 5, 2, same num- 
bers at sate places; 5, 8, many young birds and females; 
bulk left 5, 8 and 9; 5, 10, two seen; 5, 14, L. 

(83) Dendreea maculos¢a—Black-and_-¥ ellow Warbler.—T. 
VY. 6,38, F., one male migrating; 5,4, several males in sone; 
4, 9 to 13, several ma'es and feniales; 5, 16 to 18, numerous; 
5, 24, females seen; 5, 29, two females; all left before 6, 1. 

(83) Dendrece eeruler—Ceralean Warhler—s. 8. 4, 21, 
F., four males in full song; {, 2, noisy at stands, 

(33) Dendrece pennsyWunica—Chestnut-Sided Warbler, — 
T. V. 5, 3, F., one male migrating; 5, 4, seyeral males in 
song; 5, 5, migrating individuals; 6, 9, male and female 
seen; 5, 16, 18, 23, single birds and pairs. 

(38) Dendreca vastanta—Bay Breasted Warbler.—T. V. 
One male, 5, 16, 

(31) Dendrecn strialit—Black-PollWarbler.—T. V, Abund- 
ant; 5, 1, F., one male; 6, 4, all at once N. N,; 5,4, migrat- 
ing individuals; 5, 8, same, large numbers; 5, 9 to 13, male 
and female; bulk left 5, 8 and 4; sinvle birdy and pair seen 
every day to 5, 28; 6, 24 and 25, again numerous; 5, 26 and 
27, only s few; 5,29, male and ieimale seen and leard in 
several places; 6, 1, L, 

(—) Deulrwet Wackburnie—Blackburniun Warhler.—T, 
Y. Trremular; noly once seen 5, 4, 1880, 

(—) Dendrwendominica—V elow-Throated Warbler,—T.V, 
Neyer seen in spring and but once in fall, 

(31) Dendpeca viens—Black-Throated Green Warbler.— 
ting individuals observed, allare 8. S.; 4,8, first egg. | 'T. V. Irreznlar; 4, 1, P.; one male; 5, 16 males seen. 

(24) Denlpecd piniis—Pine-Creeping Warller.—-§. 8.Rare: 
4, 22, F., in song, 

(15) Dendrwet piilmapvin—Red-Poll Warbler.—T. VY. 
Abundant; 4,5, F.; 4, 6, more seen; 4, 9, very few seen; 
may be more numerous, but they keep secluded, much more 
so thin those which come later in the season; 4, 22, seen 
again; 3, 2, numerous now, everywhere seen anil heard; 5, 
4, still numerous almost anywhere, 6,5, bulk left; 5, 8, con- 
siderable decrease; 5, 12, male seen; 6, 15, L, 

(40) Dendreca divcaler—Prairie Warbler.—8, S. Loeal; 4, 
22, F., found at stind. 

(22) Sturus aurivapillus—Goldon-Crowned Thrush,—s.8. 
Common; 4, 20, F., three males; 4, 21, males in full num- 
bers and quite noisy; 5, 2, full numbers at stands, noisy. 

(29) Siveus nenivus—Short-Billed Water Thrush.—T, Y. 
4, 28; FL; 5, 2, numerous, migrating; 5, 4, still numerous al- 
most anywhere; 5, 10, 14, many seen; 5, 1S, L. 

(17) Sturus motgeitia—Large-Billed Water Thrash,—8, 
8. Local; 4,7, F.; owe male at old stand in wood along 
creek. May haye been there several days slveady. It was 
much excited, singing incessantly duting my stay (7 to 9 
A. M.), restless, changing station often within its chosen 
district, mounting high branches of trees, etc. This showed 
its mate had not arrived, 4, 9 to 14, a few met with; 4, 25, 
three males and one female, somewhat more numerous and 
noisy; 4, 21, males in full numbers and quite noisy; 5, 2, noisy 
at stands, full numbers: 5, 4, singing continually till 9 A. M, 

(88) Oporornis agiliz—Oonnecticut Warbler,—T, V. 4, 16, 
F,; seen again 5, 24, 25, 26, 29. 

(28) Operernis formosa—Kentucky Warbler.—S. 8, Abund- 
ant, 4, 27, F., singing at old stand; 5, 2, noisy at stand; full 
numbers, 

(36) Geothlypis philadelphia—Mourning Warbler.—s. 8, 
5, 19, P.; seen again 5, 20, 25, 26. 

(20) Geothlypis trichas—Maryland Yellow Throat.—8. §, 
Common, 4, 18, F,, one male; 4, 20, four males, somewhat 
more noisy and numerous; 4+, 21, not one-fourth of full 
numbers; 4, 22, more numerous;4, 24, ranks fill up, females 
arrived, males are noisy; 5,2, noisy at stands, full numbers; 
5, 4, exceedingly N. N,, probably migrating individuals 
among them. 

(26) Literia virens—Y ellow-Breasted Chat,—s, 8, Common, 
4, 25, F., several at old stands; 4, 26, N. N.;5, 2, noisy ai 
stands, full numbers, 

(26) Mylodisctes auitratus—Hooded FPlycatching Warb- 
ler.—S. 8. 4, 25, F., one male singing at old stand; 5, 2, 
noisy ot stands, full numbers; 5, 4, full numbers and sing- 
ing all the morning, 

(84) Mylodioctes pusillus—Wilson’s Green, Black-Capped, 
Flycatching Warbler.—T. V. Abundant; 5, 4, F., males, 
singing, migrating; 5, 5, migrants; 5, 9 to male aud 
female seen évery day, also on 5, 24 to 25; L. very soon after, 

(34) Myiodivetes cunadensis—Canadian Plycatching Warb- 
ler.—T, VY. Rapid transit, same as JL pusillus, 

(23) Setophaga ruticilla—Redstart—S, 8, Common; 4, 21, 
F., three males in full song; 4, 24, more numerous; 4, 27, 
females arrived and male jubilant: 5, 2, noisy at stands, 
full numbers. [fo BE CONTINUED. | 

SPRING BIRDS OF QUEBEC. 
N R. JOHN NEILSON, the well-known Canadian orni- 
Ji _ thologist, has recently contribuetd to the Quebee 
Morning Chroniele his observations ou the migration of 
birds during the spring of 1882. Ilis notes cover a period 
extending from March 1 to July, and we take pleasure in 
introducing them through the columns of Forms Ano 
SrRweAM to a wider circle of readers interested in ornith- 
ology than they would reach in the journal where they firet 
appeared, The observer says: 

Hxcept sparrow birds, ever the first (song) harbingers of 
spring, such as ‘‘Wilson’s snowhbird, or nun,” the ‘sony spar- 
row,” and a few others, many species made defanlt till 
rather lalein the season, This was particularly the case 
with respect to that beautiful and useful family, the ‘warb- 
lers,” wile of fly catchers proper, a few only have been de- 
tected, ‘The fact, howeyer, that fromthe end of April, the 
field of my personal observation was not extended to much 
beyond the immediate environs of my residence here, may, 
in a great measure, account for this; as it does for the very 
limited arrivals recorded in the following 

SPRING LIS, 
March 1,—Commion crow, on spring migration; several 

passed the winter here and at St. Poy. 
April 1,—Canada goose. 3¢l, song sparrow. Wilson's 

snowbird or nun, oth, robin, few haye remained to breed 
in this locality at this time, 16th, golden-eye duck, shot 
confluence of ‘Tourili” the only open rapid from settle- 
ments on the St. Anne, to ‘‘Peche a Markham.” This duck 
ig abundant during winter on the lower St, Lawrence, and 
occasional here. 16th, woodeock. reported some days 
earlier, Rusty grackle, of late becoming more abundant on 
spring and autumn passage. Great northern shrikes several 
on upper At. Anne, in company with the no less sanguinary 
hawk-owl,\foilowing yast bards of white wins, and red 
crossbills,\ sine finch, redpoll, svosbeak, ete. Winter wren, 
near “‘Peche a Markham,” St. Anne River, 20th, grass 
finch, 21st, black duck, discharge of ‘Luke Sergent.” 24th, 
snow goose, yearly becoming more zegular on spring pas- 
sage, Redtail hawk, gyr faleon C. sacer), This falcon, 
formerly rare, may now he noted as regular (one to tive 
specimens (ach seisou) on spring migration, and occasional 
as a summer visitor here. 1 have frequeitly observed it, in 
June, and on two succeeding days in mid-July, apparently 
foraging over fields at Valcartier. A. gentlenian resident at 
Pine Lake, Matawin, writes to say that the gyr falcon is 
faily common in that locality, and thet the birds them- 
selyes, under his observation, gave the strongest possible 
reason for believing that they Breed at, or near, Pine Lake. 
The same observer also sends curious and interesting aotes 
touching the habits of \his )eautiful hawk and others, too 
long for the present list, Herring gall, 29th.—W hite-throat 
sparrow, Peabody-bird, sweet pinkey, ete. White-crown 
spatrow,—A spring yisilor sometimes abundant. 1 have not 
observed it as a summer resident, or during autumn; but Mr 
W. U. G. has remarked a pair duiing somnmer near Sillery. 
Tt has a sweet, wild song, eitirely ditferent from that of the 
white-throat sparrow. American bluchird (Siu statis), 
principally on springy und wulumn passage itis said, breeds 
largely at Lake Si. John, where in September, and till late 
in October, I have mel it occupying a large extent of country. 
Bummer (880, this elegant birdattempted to build at Quebec, 
Bt, Poye and other places, with poor success apparently; 
since the yenture has not, to my Knowledge, been repeated. 
Golden-wing wood:pecker—Though really a yood-pecker, 
its habits in many respects are quile different from others of 
the tribe, 

May 1.—Golden-crested wren, as far as my experience 
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goes, ever abundant, Pewee or phebe, rare this season. 
2d.) Fox sparrow} on pussage north, amongst sparrows the 
most bul pat songster. / White-bellied swallow.! 8d.) Tree 
sparrow,/spring and autumn on pussuge. 6th, 1Chipping 
sparrow] for rapidity of reproduction it has no equal in our 
Fiuunay four broods to i is the result of this season’s op- 
eration, (Hermit thrush+the sweetness of its melody has won 
for it, amongst our American cousins, the appellation of 
Swamp angel. The wood thrush only—a rare summer resi- 
dent here—is its equal as a vocalist, 7th, Yellow-bellied 
woodpecker, rather rare in this district, now breeding in Cap 
Rouge woods. Pigeon hawk (#. ¢o/wndurius) common spring: 
ani fall, frequently found breeding here, Sth, Broud. 
winged hawk (2, pennsylvantous) adult in full plumage shot, 
presented in aid gollection Sillery Convent. Last year, July 
14, on ““Dornald” property, I discovered the nest of this 
species, Tt contained two young, probably eizht to ten days 
old; the female and one young shot and presented to above 
institution, while the remaining young was captured alive, 
‘nd presented as an addition fo the “Spencer Grange” 
‘wiary. Want of space forbids a minute description of the 
nest, 10th. Yellow bird, or Canadian voldfinch. 11th. 
Solitary tattler, nestles about Beayer meadow, far from the 
hvunts of man; probably two or more broods, as I haye late 
iu August, observed the female anxious for her young, no 
doubt, secreted near by. Belted kingfisher. 20th. Yellow- 
Tiinped warbler; rire this season, sometimes very abundant. 
Breeding far North, it returns late in autumn and is fre- 
quently caught in heayy snow storms, when it resorts to va- 
rious grass seed for food. 28. Scarlet tanager; very 
tave. At Pont Rouge, a pair probably Ureeding— 
kindly reported by my esteemed confrere, “Alex. §., Bsq, 
Whippoorwill, now yery rare, Within the limits of our 
province [ have never detected this pleasing nocturnal, so 
fatoiliar during my sojourn in Manitoba, is presence this 
summer up to July 16, has been reported, from Grand Anse, 
St. Maurice, Pine Lake, and at Cap Sante, Perezrine fal- 
con (7? dutum) occasional; has been taken in the neighor- 
hoo of Quebec, One specimen only noticud here the pres- 
cut stason; several have been observed at Pine Lake, where 
it, was seen fo capture a golden-eye duck while on the wing. 
Another friend states his conviction, thai this famous hawk 
breeds in the St. Muurice district, The matter deserves at- 
tention, and will reeeiye it. 25th. Golden-crowned thrush, 
or ‘‘oven bird,” iis nest is oven-shaped, hence its name; like 
the grouse, if you approach the nest, if will fcien lameness 
ora broken wing to draw the intruders from its treasures— 
abundint. 25th. Yellow red-poll warbler, not common in 
this district; not detected breuding here. 27th, Black and 
wliite creeper, common; Wilson's thrush, yery common, and 
Swainson's,” the latter not sufliciently identified, equally 
¢ommon. [Summer yellow bird, rather’ fond of city life, if 
these pests, fhe town sparrow, would leave it in peace. 
Chestnut-sided warbler, rezularand commonly breed close to 
my residence and generally about woodlands, environs of 
epee] Maryland yellow-thront, has a pleasing warble, is 
fond of building about scrubby pastures, Savannah spiurrow, 
labits Jike grass finch, | Black-throated green warbler, com- 
mon, bub yenerilly seeking its insect prey on spruce or 
balsam; is difficult to detect. (Bay-brensted warbler, gener- 
ally rather rare, but more abundant the present season than 
oyer before noticed, 3ist, Redstart, common, breed here, 
is probably more terrestrial than any other warbler, 

June 1,—Ruby-crowned wren, very rare the present season, 
one specimen only detected, while at other seasons this pretty 
little wren fairly invades a large section of country. 2d. 
Black-poll warbler, not common; I think it breeds here. 
3d, Green black-cupped flycatcher, rare, bit as its haunt is 
low lushes, itis probably more abuudant than we suppose, 
T have not detected it later than Jane, nor haye I found any 
signs of its building about here. 5th, Canada flycutcher, 
rather common and very regular. Ruby-throated humming 
bird, common resident; well known. Like the bird itself, 
the nest is the perfection; such as I have found were abyays 
pliiced far from the busy haunts of men, about ten feet from 
the sround, curved over by vergidss or snow; once at Reviere 
aux Vin Lakes, about eight miles from any habitation, 6th, 
Black wud yellow or magnolia warbler, not common; some- 
times Trequents low scrub; offen the tops of evergreens; I 
have not found if breeding here, but probably it does, or at 
Jeast at no great distance north. 7th, King bird, valuable 
isa fumnyard protector; neither crow, hawk or even eagle 
dare approach the vicinity of its nest. Red-cyed vireo, never 
arrives till the forest tree leaves have attained at least halt 
their normal size; everywhere abundant; a pleasing, untir- 
ing songster; certainly two broods and perhaps three. 15. 
Cedar bid. Yeurly decreasing in number, After fruit sea- 
800 if becomes & graceful and expert fly-cateher, This bird 
isan exception; 1 feeds its young, 1 believe, entirely on 
fruit—principally on theshadherry. Great-erested fiy-catcher 
(M, erinitus)\—A very rare summer visitor; four or five speci- 
mens only observed (this district) by me. The subject of 
present note was detected at ‘Spencer Grange,” by the pro- 
prietor, J. M, LeM., Hsq.. author of ‘Les Oiseaux du Can- 
ada,” besides other literary productions of which Quebee 
muy wellbe proud. 47th, Indigo bird, known to the French- 
Canadians.as Voiseau de Montreal, Up to last season two 
or more pairs rewularly built about ‘‘Dornald,” the present 
season two or three—evidently strugelers—haye appeared 
This benutiful and charming songster has been noted abund- 
anton the route from Berthier to Pine Lake; also, at the 
latter place, a pair of Baltimore orioles. sth. Catbird. 
Rure in the enyirons of Quebec; found breeding in the 
Gomin Woods, near the Jewish Cemetery; common west 
of Three Rivers, 24th, Warbling vireo, Not common, nor 
have Tever, beyond a doubt, found its nest; bul being a 
simmer resident it no doubt builds here. While in the 
Northeastern States it seldom (see Samuels) frequents deep 
fovesty, heve woodlands are its favorite habilat, Asa sylvan 
yoenlist this vireo has no superior, 

July l4.—Blackburnian Warbler,—Amonp the many boaut- 
iful warblers thet annually visit us, this unquestionably is 
ihe tninst beautiful, Its habits are similar to those of the 
bay-breasted warbler, seeking ifs insect aud larval food, by 
aclively ferreting im and owt the thickest of thick balsam 
und spruce clumps, At such time, it is extremely unsus- 
picious, and may be leisurely examined from arm’s length. 
The subject of this notice (a pair) appearing much Jater in 
the season thin usual, led me to suppose that the nest might 
not be far, but my search was vain, and my pretty friends 
stiortly after took flight to some locality outside the cirenit 
of my interviewing, Speaking of this bird, Mr, Cauper (see 
Siinuels 13th N. 1, p. 369) notes it as “very abundant here 
last spring.” No doubt correct, but personally durmg many 
yuar's of observation I haye certainly not met a dozen specimens 
—probably less. 29th—Bonapurte’s Gull (L. benaparter),— 
From date till mid-September, common, genvrally flying over 
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orswinving about the channel of St. Lawrence, where they— 
apparently independent of shore life—yery gracefully pick 
up surface matter or insects, Au extremely pretty little gull, 
very tame. Neck, head and bill black; upper parts pale 
blue; under parts and tail pure white; outer primaries tip- 
ped black; feet reddish oranye, 

For reasons before stated the above will be found but a 
mneagre list when compared with the real number of migra- 
tory land and other birds that as transitory or summer 
residents visit the picturesque environs of Quebec, Birds 
of different families necessarily require and seok different, 
conditions of country to suit their various habits—highlands, 
lowlands, heavy timber, evergreen or deciduous, scrubby 
pasture, meadow land, or grain-ield, marsh or waterside; 
each claims, by reason of the food or other wants supplied, 
a certain number of feathered denizens. To secure these, 
eyen #1 tolerably full spring list, it behooves the field observer 
to be up and doing. The circuit for research is extensive 
and springtide short. The eye, thu ear, not to speak of the 
vast amount of patient endurance (mosquitoes and black 
fies) required, will he brought into play; but the discovery of 
even one rare bird will always be deemed more than ample 
compensation for the fatigues of the day. To read a book 
is fo learn and profit by what the author knows and teaches; 
but if we wish to add our mite, let it be ever-so small, to the 
common stock of knowledgt, we can do no better than to 
seck at the fountain-heid, open the book of Nature, and 
from it, while we enjoy the beauty and harmony that on all 
sides smround us, we glean such matter as may suit our 
aptitude or taste; we willlearn that which is no less precious 
—more trnly to love its author. 

SECOND BREEDING OF QUAIL. 

Oscaroosa, Ta., Sept. 19, 1882. 
Eititor Korest ind Stream: 

Thardly think it necessary that I should make any reply 
to the article of ‘‘Ches A. Peake” in issue of Sepromber 
14, Dut 1 would like to try to vindicate my esteemed friend 
“Bob White.” J will confess [ felt slightly indignant on 
reading that article, Any wonder? 

Sportsmen of the ‘great Northwest,” mark what he says: 
“T never knew of the third, nor even the second brood, nor 
do I believe in such nonsense.” 

T wis not indignant that *‘Ches A. Peake” should doubt 
my statement. Oh no! hut only that he should doubt the 
good qualities of the lowa quail. 

If “Ches A. Peake” should state that the soil of North 
Carolina produces quail spontaneously, Lmight (?) think he 
was misinformed, but how else they come there in such 
numbers, except by second or third brood I know not. 
When I think of the disadvantages under which ‘C, A. P.” 
must labor, I readily forgive him, Probably he has never 
had a hunt on the broad ‘‘flut prairies’ of the Northwest, 
and because he has neyer “seen with his own eyés” he can- 
not believe, waich is sometimes a good fault. Seriously, 
“Ches A, Peake,” has it never occurred to you that lowa is 
several miles from North Carolina? That climatic conditions 
may hive something to do witlthat which you know noth- 
ingof? Or that ‘Bob White” of lowa is only another ex- 
ample of the productiveness of the ‘great Northwest?” 

1 will further state for your benefit that I not only flushed 
those quails, but 1 shot two of them (not for meat but for 
curiosity), and actnally held the ‘impossible’? monstrosity 
in my hand, Unfortunately I did not think to ‘put it in 
a vlass case with the ‘hoopsnake’” (sorry for the compari- 
son) and send it to the ‘‘Smithsoman,” where all doubting 
skeptics might examine it at leisure. 

I wish to bring forward one authority. In ‘‘Game Birds 
of the U, 8,” Thomas Alexander says: ‘A little later,” 
(after the first brood takes wing) “‘the mother’ (quail) ‘‘ve- 
legates the care of the rising family to ber liege lord, andl 
sets about the pleasant duty of getting a second brood ready 
for the sportsman, sometimes, il is said, even a third.” 

J. B. 8, is still “to the front” on this question. He sel- 
dom makes a statement as ‘fa fact” until his senses have 
convinced him of it, then he is seldom driven from the stand 
of firm conyiction, Now, resting iton the basis of indis- 
putable evidence, I ‘‘submit the cuse,” J. BH. 8. 

In regard to quail, would say thatin November, ’75, in the 
lower part of Delaware, I saw qnail so young that they 
could barely fly afew yards. I. N. De Haven, 

[We know from personal observation that at least in one 
instance quail have raised a secoud brood, for we carefully 
watched from day to day the very interesting performances 
of this happy family, and know that there could Le no mis- 
take. We, too, haye many times seen broods in November 
which wetaee young that they could not fly, aud we be- 
lieve with oti correspondent that quail frequently, if not 
usually, rear two broods in a season]. 

Brempiye Qvsrm tm CoxriseMen’.—Rockland, Me., 
October 3,—I saw in the lust Foresr anp Srrmamin urticle 
on breeding quail in confinement, and I was glad to hear 
from the writer, and I wish that we could hear from more 
onthe subject. IT have now two quail chickens which were 
hatched the 17th of September, The quail began to sit on 
six evgs on the 22d of August; tame of incubation twenty- 
six days. Only three were hatched, and one of the chicks 
got into a hole in the brush in such a way that he died; the 
other two are very smart. The cock did not sit on the egos 
at all, but when it was about timefor the eges to hatch, he 
nestled down beside hismate, and has been very attentive ever 
since. J am satistied now that the quail that] hatched under 
a hen last year died for want of » proper mother, as 1 gaye 
them tle same food that I feed these with. I hope to get 
them through the winter, I hope the correspondent who 
inqitired through you if quail could be bred in confinement, 
will be encouraged to try it, and. 1 should like to hear from 
the gentleman who had the quailsitting at the time he wrote. 
Tteed my chicks on boiled eggs chopped fine and mixed 
with bread or oatmeal (raw), a few small earth worms cut 
into small pieces. I dug into some ant hills «nd got some 
eggs, ants and dirt, altogether a waterpailful, and they seem 
to enjoy eating these fhe best of anything, but they only get 
them us a desserl.—JAMES Wren. 

A Cvntous Mrmacu,—Cleveland, O.—I send you a sketch 
of two rayeus as Scen by a party-of us one forenoon, the re- 
sull of mirage on one of the border deserts of the ‘‘Great 
Basin” in 1856. All ‘exclaimed, ‘What are those Baptist 
ministers doing here?” Gen, Marcy, in his “Army Life on 
the Border,” page 143, describing the mirage of the Western 
plains, says; “A raven, for instance, would present the ap- 
pearance of a man walling erect.”—W, E. Srreipye, 

jOon. 12, 1988, 

Game Baq and Guy. : 

Oprn SpAsons.—See table 
tn issue of July 20. 

Of open sedsons for gaine and Hah 

HOLD WELL AHEAD, 

T, 

O* he comes with whirring pinions 

Darting swiftly toward the blind, 
Would you tall him as he erosses? 

“Tis no child's play, you will find. 

IL. 

Now. my friend, when you salute him, 

Throw your barrels well ahead 
(That’s the only way to bag him), 

Otherwise you waste your lead, 

And will see him still whizz onward 

When you had him (in your mind), 

ita 

Mark, my boy, that single feather, 

Gently sailing down the wind, 

4 Just a “souvenir” he's left you, 

Showing that you shot behind. DI0g, 

A RED*LETTER DAY. 

PU XEN or twelve yearsayo Twas living in Philadelphia, B 
and as business would admit when the shooting seg 

came in it was my custom to visit friends in Delaware fo 
day or so shooting on woodcock, and later on try the cam 
backs and redheads, Looking back now on the s9 
chunks of tomfort in the field and in the blind taken th 
days, [feel a pang of regret that I cannot now repeat the 
Following Mr. Barnard’s well-trained setters and heaving 
Geo. Barnard’s cry of “mark cock” as one or more Jongh 
rose and flew into the open where Iwas generally placed 
while Henry Barnard being on the opposite side of the coy 
George hetween working sometimes a cocker or a sétt 
while one or more of our canine friends would bed 
their work at the edges. And then after the day’s shot 
was over we would assemble around the table—a ti 
amply provided with good things at the hands of 
Polly. Our conversation would usually be of the eyents 
the day, dwelling clearly on all the good shots, particulal 
the difficult and scicntitic ones, leaving the scratches 
poor work to cure for itself. And with what pride Iw 
return to town if Leonld take with me five or six brace Ot 
birds and not be particular cither as to keeping the pitif 
out o- sight, for was it not something to brag about bh 
strangers on the train and look a yerilable Nimrod fi 
“hlasé” sportsman? and how satisfactory to hear some OF 
say: : 

“That's a fine bunch of birds; takes a good sholto 
any sort of a showing on those birds.” 

Some oue else might say: ] 
“Well, where did you come crost them birds? Ii" 

all yourself?” 
**Yes; that is not quite all.” 
“Buy ’em?” 
“No, sir; what do you suppose Vd take my sun “long 

and then buy the birds. Scarcely, my friend.” 
“Well, [ have seen some of the city fellers come dowt 

my part of the country and blaze "round for a week or# 
then hire some of the country boys to shoot a baz full 
birds for ‘em to make a blow over in the city.” : 

“Yes, I have heard of such thiogs, but would scarcely Wi 
licye & Sportsman capable of it; oh, no, not all, of course no 

Tt was Wednesday, late in October, albouk six P. 
came through the hall door of my boarding: place feel 
tired from the day’s business and wishing at that momeill 
could take a run down the country [or a day or so, but 
mess was so brisk wilh the company with which I was 
ployed I hardly dared to ask for a short leave of absel 
even. 
Twas met by my very amicable landlady who handed me 

telegram. ‘Mr. Dick,” the boy said, ‘you was not at i 
lower office so he brought this here, knowing you wouldg 
it as quick as any way.” It read: 

“Come down to-morrow, Flight birds coming in; made good 
this morning; old place reserved; will meet you. George BAnys 

Now what wasTtodo, 1 conld not possibly see my 
until fen o’clock next day to isk permission, besides, eval 
Idid askhim he might grumble, not being a sportsman, iil 
there were shells to load, : 

Ah, ho, ho! brilliant idea, Iwould take my tea and 
once board a horse car and go to the residence of thé mil 
ger, who was a sportsmen, but whose infirmilies preyeHl 
him taking the field. Iknow, too, if any man in this y 
was fond of looking at and eating woodcock it was wf 
same general manager, - 

Three-quarters of an hour later [was ushered into Wi 
manager's comfortable library. 

‘Come in, Dick, what’s the trouble, why your facelul 
as long and graye as if something weighty was on 
mind, Any wrong withthe joint trafic? Beens 
this scnson? Wine weather this mellow October; 0 
this foot of mine would hear mie out for half aday, I w 
certainly try it and inyite you togo with me.” A. 
opening, truly, I handed hin my telegram; a smile, th 
hearty laugh, f 

“Mr. F—,” said I, “I cannot see Mu, Reese in fim 
make arrangements to go, \yill you, sir, please fix it foy ml 
Ewish to go yery much.” ia 

“Now, Richard, [ can fix it, but youmust do a litem 
ness for me in Baltimore before you come home, and b 
and bring mea brace or so of nice birds; here ise 
segar for you, now be off, bul find Eenry dowu-stairs 
tell him lo go to Mr, Reese to-night and say that Lam 
you to-morrow, Ifere is a letter to pass you over they 
ferent roads.” 

So much for baying a gentlenian sportsman for mana 
and ont of the old school, too, thought I. [d never Mil 
gone on this trip if Yd had the ayerage run of humauily 
eal wilh, A) 
T hurried hume, inspected my undersrip breech-loadel 

and loaded a hundred and fifty shells before going to bed: 
gotmy traps together for the start. 4 

Nine o’¢lock next morning T was comfertably sented 
train on the P, W. & B. R. R., happy with the prospé 
two days’sport. Arriving on time at the station, 1 10m 
George and Henry there. 

“Halloa, Dick, glad to see yon, old chap.” 
“Tlow’s the birds, George?” said I. eS 
“Birds? lord, man, they are thick, You will just we 
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itself out on them, haven’t seen a bigger flight for years, 
lis good, and I calculate they will stay vnolil they’re 

me nut.” 
on any ducks, Henry? How is Floss’s lame leg; 
She is fit for work?” 

, yes, She do; she'll go on one leg if you'd show her 
‘and look as if you meant lusiness.” 

Good siough! goud enough,” said T, delivhted with the 
spect of shooting over this admirable doz ‘We will get 
jup if we don’t touch a feather. How’s all the folks?” 
Well; and expecting you. Kate, Molly and Miss Cochran 
hey will bring us our lunch at one o'clock to-morrow, 
will have 4 sort of 4 picnic and then drive home.” 

Charming! Now see here, boys, Tmust take a few brace 
avk fo the city or 1 will be cashiered, have my shoulder- 
pa tipped off and bugled out of camp.” f then explained 

received my-permission to get away. 
‘iow are you, Mr. Barnard,” and ‘Aunt Polly, how are 

» "Come in, come in,” “ILolloa, Floss, and here is 
ek (tle cocker) and Duke, also Ginger, all to greet me.” 

i wageine of tails and short barks. exclamations from 
dks and greetings from the girls, who by this time had 

fis we moved towiurd the porch, After making a lit- 
et Tsat down-with the family to a late dinner, 
some readers all this introductory to a shoot may seem 
ious, bul to my mind the ‘‘uow I got there,” the wel- 

_ the good folks and genera] notes on same, help im- 
4ely to make up the pleasnrss of a shoot, 

Pinrsday morning, shortly before sunrise, we were on 
i Way to the covers, Mloss, Ginger and Nick iv high 

We worked pretty thoroughly all the good and in- 
£ covers, and at twelve o’clock could show but seyen- 

oclke to the three guns, We bad our lunch and én- 
1 the society of the lawies, but there was disappointment 

our faces and in our hearts. I had killed only four birds, 
balk of the flight George had found must have left, 

fiver, | lad one more day, and remembering how erratic 
longbills are, and a few more might come in now that 

bib were reported north of us, [ took courage. 
Hiddling George's horse, a. beautiful saddle animal, like a 

@ of light steel springs under you, accompanied by 
we rode some eight miles distant to the duck blind 

ul Some things in order, look over the stools, and if 
seemed to he a sliost of a chance to take a shot at the 
on Saturday morning. _ 

+suy old Mr. Abron, who lives near the water, He 
ed a few that morning—balf a dozen teal and three 
s, ad thought it highly probable we might get a 

shots. We turned home, riding across the country, and 
weve not handy and the fences not too stiff we took 
pretty much as they came. A fine country for fox 

fing, Many a fime have I heard the imusic of 
founds and a dozen or so of wus in the 
following, wild with excitement, Is there any 

hat can compare to the cry of a well-trained pack of 
#, eight or ten Couples say, runnine even toxether on 
ent and far enough away from the listener to meliow 

sound? 1 like to have the wind blowing just cnough to 
be delightful music sound faint, fainter, almost lost; 

as the wind carries it back to tlie ear, th will Come with 
@force amd melody, thrilling the listener through and 

And again when the old red is running in the 
pin sight of the pack, every dog mute, putting in 

sl work, then too the best horses are to the fore; all is 
rand suppressed excitement; the old 1ed’s brush is 

lig; his tongue hangs out; the pack assume the shupe 
pyery clongated VY; now we see the best ones in the pack; 

on they fo. the distance between fox and dogs decreas- 
surely and certainly; neater and nearer; a fence is 
ied, and the old red with spent strength mukes ove 
to mount, falls back, turns and faces his relentless 

muers; they are on him; snap, snap; smothered crows; 
buiased heap of dogs and yery little fox, until the hunter 

kes the brush holds the dead fox up and whacks his 

experience in shooting, a&a rule I have found that 
make reckoning and feel sure of haying plenty of 

shooting, Tam usually disappointed. Time and expe- 
has not tansht me better. Iam as enthusiastic now 
at tlie start out, and only realize after the disappoint 
hit it might have been better for my feelings if I had 
eso singuine. Going to the field next merning feel- 

would not haye sport, Iwas disappointed in the 

eh 

ht . 

Now, Dick,” said George, “you take the outside on the 
Til go to the right with Ginger, and you work Floss. 
ill work Nick right down between us. We will just 

this big place for all it’s worth.” ‘This was said as we 
Miinbled out the wagon and getting fixed. A walk of 200 
eh—“Hi'e on, Nick.” The cocker instantly bounded away 

mediately gave tongue. Bane, bang, went Henry’s 
ts “Mark cock!’ Well, I should smile; yes, griu; then 
I, The air was fullof them—big, strong fellows; not 

cock, unworthy of a sportsman’s notice. *‘*Gefunden,” 
flight there is here. 

sthere remark, brethren, [ was kept pretty busy on 
dé. The first bird I killed came whistling through the 

accompanied by seven or eight more. I will al- 
stemember that particular cock, andhow I threw up 
fim, covered him, and at the crack he collapsed in mid- 
leld for another and*missed, shoved in a couple more 
fes, birds getting np all around by this time, in front, 

1@ side, ont of the brush, through the treetops. The ex- 
EOL was intense, One noble bird whistled within two 

Or thy heal, coming in from my back, I believe T ac- 
doaged. The next moment I had him down. Istood 

Mi thers and killed seven. A cool, old hand would have 
Wed the number, loss lay charged the whole time and 

A ihis introductory scrimmage was over she [etched my 
Bin style. 

iieult, hut mostly fair sbots. Wenry had the worst 
eto work, but gaye a good account of himselt, working 
“throuch the cover, We cast thé setters off in theopen, 
ithin a hundred yards or so of the trees, and had some 

iehificent sport, in not only shooting but. in watching the 
‘point and Wack, sometimes both pointing, This work 
dus thirteen birds, I started with, if I remember, 

Y cartridges—they were now gone, and I had killed 
twe. To the three guns we bareed seventy-four 

ein about two hours and a half work. After mutual 
HWatulitions we decided to return home, replenish with 
Munition and try the other cover towards evening, This 

Mid, Mr, Barnard making one of the party; had most ex. 
Ut sport, bagging thirty-seven more, making in one day’s 

O four guns part of ihe time, one hundred and eleven 
My. Barnard said it was the largest bunch of fight 

ee 

We keptivight on killing every few yards,” 

hirds he ever knew to come in there, or, in fact, anywhere 
in that part of the country, 

T have had good wondcouk shooting singe, but never saw 
so many birds together at one time. 1 understand, though, 
tht in the vicinity of Charleston, 8. C., woodcock are yery 
abundint at the proper season, T have heard of a crack shot 
there, handling ” Westley Richards 12-hore, killing a hun- 
dred in a morning's shoot, and of hig killing straight thinty- 
six cock. Well, gentlemen sportsmen aud friends, that is 
shooting—if ‘tis so, Since I have really known better, T 
haye not shot for the bag; butin shooting flizht birds, of 
course it is generally held even now fo get all you ean, 

) though I very much doubt if thisis tight, and I would nol 
want to seta bad example to the young sportsman by killing 
amy of the varieties of our game birds for the sake of the 
bag, The practice is unworthy of a sportsman “and gentle- 
man, and partakes very little of Christian charity, - 

Being asked for my opinion as to the proper loads for 
breech-loaders, best adapted to 10, 12and 16-bores for dif- 
ferent game, I can only say that it is quite impossible to 
make any set rnle—a rule that will he a guide for all gauges. 
Tables are sometimes useful; the cricerion to go by-is ex- 
periment, and only by this can you find the best orthe pro- 
portionate charge fora sun. For woodcock shooting the 
pr should be a 12—28—6% to Tbs;, test pattern say 150 of 
loz, No, 8, buteven; 22 to 8 drams good powder, No. 8 
grain; loz. No. 10 or 11 shot, Heavy guns are used, of 
course, Some gentlemen use a 16-hore and find ereat pleag- 
are therein, but the 12-bore T think isthe goldenmean. The 
woodcock dies easily, a slight shock such as in a gnail 
would not be noticesble, will often kill these delicate and 
beautiful game birds. A qnick-burning powderis necessiry, 
as most of the work, and in some places all, is snap shoot- 
ing, often not seeing the bird but aiming where he in your 
judgment ought to be. Under snech circumstances a ood 
retrieveris absolutely necessary. I sent fwenty brace of 
birds to the city, and followed from Baltimore.” L picked 
out five brace after getting home, and sent them to Mr, F., 
and did nof lost bis friendship either, Oh! no. I don’t 
forget the box of sewars he sent me, and how we chaps en- 
joyed them at the office. 

CAMP COOKING. 

‘Ohas friend Dr, Baton’s experience in cooking without « 
cump stove is probably very like that of many others, 

who, haying never been thrown long enouch upon their 
own resources in the wilderness, are apt to neglect the old 
adage that “necessity is the mother of invention,” and to 
apply it in prenaring a savory meal without the appliances 
of amodern kitchen, or the skill of Blot in their manipu- 
Jation. 

While not making any claims to heing a maitre de cuisine, 
i, has always been my custom 10 prepare some little morsel 
after my own fashion while in camp, eyen when supplied 
with avegular cook, few of whom ever pay attention to the 
niceties of Seasoning or browning to a turn, which adds so 
much to the enjoyment and relish of an epicure. 
Camp stoves, a8 a rule, are a nuisance save whén used 

inside the tent for the double purpose of warmth and cook- 
ing during cold, damp weather. For myself, T would not 
have the hest one made, if compelled to “tote if? around on 
my fishing and hunting trips. When a man goes to the 
woods to hunt or fish, if an experienced hand, who enjoys 
it because the very opposite of the city, he don’t want to 
take his pisno, Saratoga trunk, and spring bed, that are 
all necessary at home, Ie goes there to enjoy and study 
nature in her own domain, with only natural swToundings, 
where, “‘he gat! ers knowledge from every leaf finds instruc: 
tive sermons in stones, secrets in bubbling brooks, and poct- 
ical lessons of wisdom in everything, 

Being one who relishes all good things to eat, especially 
all game birds and fishes, let me sugvest to the Doctor and 
his friends, the way in which they may secure with a little 
care or effort, a meal which, when seasoned with the appetite 
of aday’s pleasure in the wilderness, would prove most wel- 
come to a hungry palate, If you will take an ‘‘old stawer’s” 
advise, carry along just as few cooking traps as possible, 
unless for a long stay with plenty of help and little change 
of camp. I go long trips every year, often alone, and never 
carried a camp stove in my life; and all my kit for cooking 
you can putin a good haversack, I generally liye pretty 
well, too, for I have a decided failing that way. 

First of all, you cannot cook without plenty of coals and 
hot ashes. A fire of good hard wood that has burned 
seyeral hours, or better still, all night, is the best. 

If ducks are the game and not too large, pluck them, clean 
and draw them and cut off heads and feet. Broil a piece of 
salt pork by sticking it on a forked stick (birch if to be had) 
and put it inside the birds, then rub a little salt onthe outside, 
grease a piece of paper wilh butter, lard or the fat from the 
pork, and wrap the greased side next the flesh. Then en- 
velope in at least three thicknesses of wet paper or large 
green leayes. Now makea hole near the center of your bed 
of coals, digit out with a good stick as deep as you can, size 
etc., depending upon number of birds to be cooked, Then 
push in a Sood thick layer of live coals and cover slightly 
with hot ashes. Lay in your game seyeral inches apart, 
after having secured their wrappings with twine or strips of 
bark,,and cover them with a thin layer of ashes, then rake 
on a good bed of hot coals at least six inches thick on the 
top and sides, and on top of this throw a few light sticks of 
wood to burn and keep the air fiom cooling off the bed below, 
and leaye it to hake about forty-five minutes to one hour, 
while you get the rest ready. If you haye potatocs to bake, 
eut the ends off slivhtly and put them in abed the sameway, 
only use more ashes and not so thick a layer cf conls, and 
place where they can be raked out before the ducks are done 
or they will be burned toa crisp; about thirty or ihirty-tive 
minutes for medium sized potatoes and sood coals. Fish of 
good size, especially bass, are very fine cooked in this way, 
the only clifference, do not dress in any way except to wash 
them oif clean, and wrap them in three or four layers of 
wet paper or leaves, the buttered or greased paper being 
omitted as being only intended for game whose flesh comes 
in contact with paper aud would otherwise sticktoit, When 
the fish are done run a knife along the back and the skin 
with the scales will peal off, taking the offal alone with it, 
leaving the fiesh white and beautiful, A little butter and 
salt while smoking hot, anda delicious dish is the result. 
Corn on the cob may be cooked thesame way by removing 
one outer husk, stripping off the silk und breaking off the silk 
end about anineh, Then twist down the husk tightly over 
the broken end, When all is ready your coffee will be 
needed, and the water sliould be all realy boiling hot, A 
few minutes before ready to serve up put into a clean coffer 
pot a tablespoonful of ground coffee tor every cup wanted, 

c 

‘one for the pot,” and set it near the fire to get thoroughly 
warm. Then seq that your water is boiling a gallop, when it 
is, pour in the number of cups wanted into the pol, cover over 
tight and set where it will keep hot butnot boil, for tiftecn 
minutes, wien you will have acup of coliee thal will do you 
good. Tf gymeis large split i! down the buck and make two 
parcels in wrapping for the fire. Small game, such as wood- 
cock or snipe, pluck, but do not: draw, as such birds have po 
ctops, or enfrails to speak of. The trail can be removed after 
they are Gouked by those who do not like if, bur it adds 
greatly to the gamy flayor to let itremain while cooking either 
this way or any other, 

T haye heard persons say if was a good way to put birds in, 
thesameas fish, undressed, but anyone who has tried it and got 
a whiff of Iurnt feathers will not be apt to try it second 
time. The meat will not cook properly unless plucked and 
diuwn and the smell of burnt feathers would drive a hungry 
horse away from his oats, much sooner a hungry sportsman 
from his supper, Let me remind the Doctor that this way 
of cooking requires time and that perfect success depends 
grtatly upon plenty of good live coals and a warm bed of 
ashes, ‘To insure the best results you must haye a eood bed 
of live coals under as well as on top. 

In my next Iwill describe another method more speedy 
and requiring less fire—two desirable features when one is 
hungry and wood scarce—hul to my taste will produce 
equally good results. Carr, Dorsan Finn. 

Cuateaso, Il. 

NOTES FROM SANDUSKY BAY. 
J ATIVE ducks are not found in as larze nurnbers ag 

i usual this seison at the marshes at whe lead of San- 
dusky Bay, The law is off Sept, 1, but the Ottawa, for- 
merly Hone's Point, Club, do not commence shooting until 
the 15th. Ten members were present ai the opening this 
year, 

As there are one ov two studs that are yery much better 
than others, we cast lots for choice of positions, This pre- 
vents any scrambling for the best pluces aud liability of 
several goinu to the same point, : 

The shooting is done at daybreak, and for two or three 
hours after, and the bag consists almost wholly of bluewing 
teal, alfhougl there are a, few mallard, pintail and green- 
wings. 

The shooters are all back to the club house by ten or eleven 
o'clock, 

Best bass were fifty-one, twenty-eight, sixteen, etc, 
We were out again on the morning of the 16th, and scarcely 

fired a gum, which shows how casily the ducks are ‘whip- 
ped out? at this season. 

Since the 15th, shooting hag been very poor, although one 
member got into a mallard hole and killed forty or fifty 
mallards in one day. 
We often wonder if the ‘‘coots,” that the Mastern euiners 

work so hard to get, with boats strung alone the beach in 
the surf, are the same as ow mud-hens, that are a nuisanee 
and an abomination, covering our marshes by the acre, 
swimming ahead of our boats in droyes, and only flying 
when closely pressed. They lie just out of gunshot, or 
even closer, and decay ducks—to our disgust—their wreat 
numbers making them mort attractive than our painted 
symbols, If these are coots, must say you are hard up for 
shooting. tis a problem with us how to get rid of them, 
Lthink we should offer a yaluable prize to the man who 
kills the greatest number of mud-hens during the fall on our 
marshes, for the reson that they are great caters, andy, ust, 
of course, Jessen the duck feed, 

Everything is backoward this season, and we do not ex- 
pect the ‘theavy weather” duck until later than usual, ul- 
though pintail and widgeon will soon be in. M. HW, Anim. 

QUAIL INTRODUCED INTO VERMONT. 

“BOB WHITES” AND ‘‘MIGRATORY,” 

yu will perhaps remember that I wrote you in the 
sping of the present year, giving you the result of our 

effort to plant the American quail (Bol White) in this 
State. Iam happy to say thet that experiment was crowned 
with great success. We procured from Texas twelye dozen 
birds, abont one hundred and thirty-five of which we suc- 
ceeded in turning down in ¢ood health on the fifteenth day 
of April. They appeared fo have mated between the fif- 
teenth of May and the first of June and yery generally to 
have nested and hatched their young. Thirtcen nests were 
broken up by mowing machines and other causes, which was 
about twenty per cent. of the whole number ol possible nests; 
this was a heavy loss and quite discouraged us. These dis- 
turbed birds, however, mace other nests, or else some birds 
raised two broods, for we find now, at this Jate date, somu 
broads not yet able to fly. 

T haye heen out twice and killed in all sixteen well grown 
and strong birds. I know that it was earlier jhan the laws 
allow in States where there is a law, but there is no law on 
quail in this State and these birds are ours, so the judge and 

are a law unto ourselves, so far as quail are concerned. 
We brought them here simply to see whether we could get 
them to breed 60 as to give us one season’s shooting, intend- 
ing to lay in another breeding stock next season, if this one 
proved successful. We shall try, however, to carry some of 
this stock over winter by feeding and care, Quail asad to 
be moderately plentiful in some portions of this State, so at 
least the oldest inhabitants tell us, and there is no reason to 
doubt it, but ou the contrary, every reason to believe it; 
but in-those days smell grains were more conunonly raised 
thin now and food was more plenty. Now food will have 
to be supplied for them and I sce voreason why, with plenty 
of food, they cannot withstand the titers of a Vermont 
winter as well as ever they could. We shall try it at ay 
rate, buf shall provide for a fresh importation all the same. 

I think that there is some reson to believe that quail are 
working their way into this State againin a natural man- 
nér, Some three or four years ugo there was a small covey 
raised In the town of Manchester abont forty miles south of 
this town. During the carly winter of 188182 there wus a 
large covey in the adjoiming town of Sunderland, but 
Whether they wintt'ed or not [am not informed. Some 
tliree years ago there was aquail shot in Granyille, N, ¥., 
some twenlytive miles southwest of Rutland—all this 
points to anortloward movement of the birds for some yeas 
prior to our plant of this year. 

There have been quail seen and they are known to have 
nested jd bred in several places in the State this season, 
There is good reason lo believe that they have been seen or 
heard at least in Pervisbargh, fifly miles north of this, aud 
this at a time so nearly following the liberation of our quail, 
is to seem to preclude the possibility of their being astray 
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from our flocks. Nests huve bevn found, and young hirds | Dra\ying os pood a bead ag he could by the gray light Gf iit) "Tur New Brass Sex, Aproap,—Philadelphia, Pa. 
sten in Luicester, twenty miles from here to the northward. 

‘One of three things is certain, either the birds were at 
these differen! points by natural means;or our birds ware 
«reat. rovers (and 1 do not undurstund that the native bird is 
a. roamer.) Or—and here comes the point of greatest! Mter- 
esi—the migratory quail have come back tous. Lilo net 
like ty speak yery positively or even hopefully about this! 
last point, but there are certainly some indications thal such 
is the vase. ~ 
A farmer who took great interest in the migrations, and 

on whose land they bred in creat numbers, When they were 
turned out some years since, assetts positively that le 
flushed a bevy of at leust fifty birds in his stubble field on 
the 25th of this month, that they rose to a good height in 
Whe air, and flew sway ever the woods to the south, that he 
watched them at least a quarter of un hour, Now this is 
just what the migratery should do, and just the season for 
them Lo do it, and it is not like Bob White to do any such 
thing. Purthermore, Bob Whites do uot flock wt this xea- 
son so thal fifty Wirds aun be flushud together, There were 
no Bol Whites raised, so far us is known, on this or adja- 
eent farms, If they had been native birds they would 
almost certainly bave returned to that same stabble, bat 
there are no birds there, so that Lam well ine¢lined to he- 
lieve that the migratorics have been here lls season, but it 
is not vertam. Woodeock are fairly alnacdant this season— 
that is for this county, where they ave always searee, I 
Jolled uine fine birds yesterduy afternoon. Rufted grouse 
very scarce here and everywhere else, Aas Tihink, ~* 

The judge has a fine lot of rainbow trout growing. I 
have uot seen them, but they are said to be all that they 
should be, VERDE Monte. 

Reurtany, Vt. September, 1882. 

THE VERMONT DEER. 

~ OME time since you asked me to write you the result of 
+) our cfforts to restock the mountains of this State with 
deer. It is, perhaps. too early yet to speak with certainty 
as to the success or failure of the experiment. So far as we 
are now ible to judge, however, we have ne reason to be 
dissitisied with the result. The deer, some fifteen in 
number, were turned loose in the spring of 1877, T th’nk. 
They were all park deer, aud some of them very tame, their 
ftameness, in fact, was a sonrce of infinite trouble to ns, and 
some expense a8 well, for instead of seeking at once the 
fustnesses of the forests as they were expected todo, they 
sought instead the gardens and grain fields of the furmers, 
from which it was almost impossible to drive them, ‘They 
would tun just fust enough and far enough to discourave 
the farmers’ dogs, and in sn hour i back in the garden, 
Blank cartridges had no terrors for them, and horns, gongs 
and the like seemed to be rather an invitation than an 
alarm, Many around bill for damages we had to pay the 
ring the first two years. Now, however, the native wild- 
ness of the aniral seems toa have returned toil, and werarcly 
see or hear of them wear the liditution of men, Some of 
{he original stuck have probably died from natural canses, 
and it is possible that some have been killed, although we 
have no reason to believe that such is the case, We wre 
assured that they bred and multiplied after the manner of 
their kind. Every season we have seen or heard of fawns 
following their dams, heir tracks are also seen by the 
lumbermen every winter, and it 1s ni infrequently the case 
that they come about the places where the lumber hunters 
feed their horses, to pick up the refuse hay and grain. So 
that on the whole, we have no occasion to regret haying 
made the plant. They are protected by law until 1885, an 
we shall make timely provision for an extension of the pro- 
tection for along Lerms of years, Not one of the parties 
engaged in the enterprise ever expects to shoot a deer in 
Vermont, that pleasure is to belong to another generation 
who shall come after us, YERDE MONTE. 
Rerianp, Vt., September, 1882. 

THE McCLOUD RIVER PANTHER. 

hal fe? got the panther,” Mr. Barbour called out to us 
when he came dotyn to the river hank this morning, 

where we were hauling the seine for salmon. 
The panther referred to had made himself very much dis- 

liked in our neighborliood the last two or three weeks. He 
had come down to Mr, Barbour’s house every two or three 
nights, and had stolen several pigs almost from his very 
dvor. Itis estimated that he and his mate have killed up- 
wards of twenty pigs and hogs this season. He seemed to 
havea regular beat for his nightly foragings, His custom 
wis to go to Mr, Barbour’s house, and from there to follow 
up the river trail to the Trout Ponds, where he would skir- 
mish around for something to eat, and where, a few nights 
ago, hu cyen tore open a cage containing a beautiful pet 
gray squirrel, which he killed and ate, From the ‘Trout 
Ponds his track usnilly went directly up the high mountain 
behind the house, on the flanks or summit of which he proh- 
ably spent his days, like other cats, sleeping. 

The panthers lately have become very bold and numerous 
here, and besides hovs, they hive killed calyes, colts, and 
even full-grown cattle and horses. The consequence is, that 
our whole neighborhood has had a lively feeling toward 
panthers in general, and patticilarly foward this one refer 
ved to by Mr, Barbour when he called to us this morning as 
we were drinwing in ihe acing, 
Where did you kill the panther?” we inquired, 
“Just behind the house,” Mr, Barbour answered, 
Upon heating this, 1 told Mr, Barbour 1 would like to go 

up with him when he went for the animal, and see the scene 
of the conflict, So takingan Indian with us to pack the 
crealive- down to the house, we started off. On our way 
n>, Mr, Barbour said that the panther came to the house 
about two o'clock that morning and pounced on a pig, as 
usual, almost under his window, Seizing his rifle and a 
torch, and calling his son, they started in pursuit, They 
did not have to so far, for they found the panther in a tree 
hardly a stone's throw from the door. Their approach 
frightened him out of the tree, and he jumped and ran for 
another tree a few roils off, 
came up, and was treed by the dog again about twenty rods 
further, This time Mr. Barbour concluded hot ta come up 
avaiu to him with «light, and so they built 4 fire whee 
they were ond waited till daybreak. When it was light 
enouzh to see a litile, the hunters lett their fire and went to 
the tree where the panther was. His great, tawoy, but 
graceful form voulil be plainly seen about forty feet up the 
tree. Mr. Burbour did not like to shoot by so dim a light, 
hut the panther begin to “churn” the limb he was on with 
his immense paws, nud to lush his tail, and i, was evident 
that if was now pr never, for he was Abont to kpring, 

He left this one again as they |- 

varly morning, Mr. Barbour aimed and fired al the panther's 
‘ye. Ti was a aost successful shat Tie ball entercd lis 
eye and passed through his Wend and neck, and with hardly 
‘A struvele the crentere fell to the groumd—dead. 
_ When Mr Barbour and 1 reached thy spot, the panther 
lay where lie lad fallen, and looked like a large cat usleep. 
We lifted the body on the Tndian’s back and took it to the 
house and dressed it. We found nearly a whole pig in the 
ereature’s stomach, His skin measured cizht fect and a hall 
when stretched, Since his capture, we lave had roast 
panther, boiled panther, panther Steaks and patither crv- 
quettes. The meal is white, dey and clean, tasting soiie- 
thing like partridge meat, bitef dcvarser gain, Onpr house 
cats eat of their great dousin with much relish, but the 
human members Of the household ate only enough to satisfy 
their curiosity. Such is the fore» of prejudice, for the meat 
was as clean and Gelicale as any yenison or beef: and wlldlly 
free from any unpleasant tashe Li: 
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MaArsackserrs Novus —Taunton, Mass., October 9.— 
One plorious month of autumn bas quickly passed, and 
October, the best month in the yearin New England, is here, 
This is one of the nionths that the true sportsman has wuited 
for, and as lhe passes into the woods, where the leaves are 
falling from the trees, the ruffed ereuse spriiys up with a 
roar like muttering of thunder, and hie nist liave a steady 
hand and 1 eool head to bring Mis gratid Battie bird to bag. 
Thave been out in the woods iicarly every day for the past 
month, but my bags of gaine have been few and far between. 
The leaves ave been too thick to have good sport with the 
noble grouse, and owing to thy dry weather in August, but 
few woodcock are ta be found. The prospect for quail 
shooting is good; have started young quail nearly every day, 
a large number of whieh were nol more then half grown. 
flow anyone can shoot quail that can hardly fly, and call it 
sport, is what I can’t see into, This lust spring I found a 
4 quail’s nest with eges just lain, at Cape Cod, May 27, ah 
my brother found a quul’s nest with exes here July 27. 
Any person can see hy this that quail must haye at least two 
broods in 4 season, Gray squirrels are more abundant thin 
for years past, Quite a number of black ducks have heen 
shot in ponds near here. While onf with my gun one day 
last week a little incident ovcurred, which I should like to 
relate, I was passing through some fields, when a meadow 
lark flew off of 4 fence in the ficld and ulighted near a piece 
of land that had just been plowed, LIhadshot away all of 
my large charges, and had in my gun at the time a shell 
loaded with dust shot, I determined that I would creep 
toward the lark and sce if 1 could get. near enough to shoot 
him. I crept forward on my hands and knees, until J 
thought [ was near enough to shoot,and then rose up, ex- 
peeting to see the lark, but to my surprise the lark was not 
insight. Stepping quickly forward to one of the furrows 1 
looked down to the end, and there beheld Mr, Lark, run- 
ning as hardas he could, De saw me, dnd knowing well 
(lial he was oul of gunshot he slarted up with a nod of his 
head, a5 much as to say, ‘L was too cunning for you that 
time, old fellow.’—CanstEr, 

Tenyesske Norks,—Quail are, as I have written, very 
abundant, though the weeds are too rank for the dogs to 
work, and almust impassable toman. Notwithstanding this 
statement, a restaurateur has “‘Quail on toast only 25 cents.” 
It is a disgrace to our State Legislature that tue laws passed 
to protect game are net cnforced, Hundreds of uegroes 
armed with muskets, and worthless shotguns, overrun the 
entire country, killing scarcely any, but wounding thousands 
of birds, rabbits and other game, One in a hundred of these 
fellows may know how to shoot, though certainly uot more, 
and ns a small size porker, or 1 few innocent barnyard fowls 
areas acceptable to their palates as game, they content 
themselves with breaking up the sport of genuine sportsmen, 
injure the game, and rely upon the domestic animals enu- 
merated to fill their bags with, Now that we are to have 
Charles Reed, of Suratoga, domiciliated in our midst, T 
expect to see a tremendous boomin “fox hunting.” He is 
so partial to stecple chasing and across country work as 
sport, the taste must have sprung from his fondness for the 
chase. If so, he has purchased a farm in just the kest fox 
hunting portion of Tennessee, and with such neighbors as 
Col. W, H, Johnson, Bill Shute, Tom Chadwell and Marsh 
Pinkard, iL will rot be long before a rattling pack of hounds, 
and a fw trained fencers, will form part of the new estab- 
lishment at ‘‘Fairview.” That the native knights of the 
pigskin will receive him with opens arms it is useless to re- 
peat, and they will cotton to him all the closer, when ‘they 
sce he is no faney chap bul a ‘Nimrod’ of the old school. 
While the gentlemen aboved named are highly refined and 
edu: ated, when they mount their noble coursers to the mel- 
odious sound of the hunter's horn, no Jar-de-dar business 
will piss atcong them, This is a glorious country, but we 
want some new elements introduced, and the high-toned 
breeder of thoroughbred horses, and thorough sportsmen is 
that element, so let it come.—J, D, H. 

Grorera,— Columbus. Oct. 2.—Being an ardent sportsman, 
(and a successful one), 1 can’t resist this opportunity wf 
writing something about game, If kill turkeys, ducks, 
geese, snipe, quail and some few woodeuck, I baye never 
seen a year in this locality but that { could kill largely of 
the above-named game (except geese). Tere the winters are 
never too cold to bar you a day’s hnnt, Duck and turkey 
hunting are in my estimation the refinements ofsport, On 
ducking days f leave Columbus ut dawn in a batieau with 
old Reuben to paddle. I travel thirty miles before 4 P, 
M., shoot for an hour at Jenyhill Pond, take steamboat at 10 
o'clock P. ML, sleep wellin good berth, and at 2P, M. am 
showing my luck to madam, who counts on an average 
about twenty-tive ducks, with an oceasional turkey gobbler 
and afew geese. Besides 1 aim within forty-eight hours’ 
travel of bear. deer, ducks, and geese, without number,— 
G. B. Y. 

DeLnawaRH Rarn.—Wilmington, Del., Oct. 5.—1 will 
tell you What some of our crack shots (not professionals) 
have done with the ruil birds. Sept, 26—On the tide, B, 
T, Walton killed 244; EK. Hewes, 219; Wm. Jones, 210; G 
Churchman, 209; C, B. Richardson, 164; H. Gause, 135; 
A. & Wilson, 110; making 1,291 birds for seven boats, 
Bept. 27-—H. T. Walton, 282; B. Lewes, 201, and broke his 
wun: MW, Gause, 247; G. Churchman, 230; A, §. Richardson, 
2238; A. G. Wilson, 137; G. MeClellen, 103; making 1,423 
lirds for seven hoats. That is hard to beat. Would like 
{o hear Jrom some obheys up the river.—JR, 

we bagged sixteen cock, six groyse, and avothe: five cock ae 

Oct. 7, 1882.—The most interesting current discussion of 
which { have any knowledze—inti. esting to “shooting? 7 
men, L mein—is that oue which, for the past sik weelta, 
lias absorbed the attention of every really well-posterl lover 7 
of the shotetio In England, on the improved or ‘perfect 
Dries shells (ind boring of chanibers) of the Messrs, Synoch, 
Birmingham, The objective point is the reduction of fhe” 
considerable “shotlder” between ahamber atid barrel; ond 
this, it seems, Is dfected In & mated mater by tsilig (he 
so:Calied “perfect” shell (6nly one-fourth as thick as tha 
Paper shell) in barrels, either new or “ished,” titted for 
iis shell; the “shoulder,” in these barrels, belie redured 
to about .005 of an inch: This new shell is only .027tn. 
thick, while the paper case is .027in, thick. Th oes withe 
out saying that, if this newtangled thing holds oil as tell 
as Ht lap slatted, il will prove the most important thing, 1 
sportsmen, that has been brought out in ten years. Tlie 
subject is vast and keenly interesting, and [T am estonished 
to have fo say that, so far, T have seen nol a word in refers 
ence toit in any American paper, Who does nol dislike 
that annoying “shoulder” ?7—YW, Mok, Hearn, 

Pennsvuvanra,—Allecheny City, Oct, ‘7, 1882,—L have 
just been on an extensive hunting tour throveh (he yarisug 
counties in Weeterh Pennsylvania, TH Tudiann andl West 
mireland, counties game asa general {ling is scarce, yer 
scare’; Tlie squirrel hunter las absolt.tely no use for his gui 
whatever, the frosts haying killed all the ints. Pheasants 
are present, bul in yery limited numbers, Quail are some 
what more plentiful, and-rabbits are found in ahundanees 
In Mercer county, north from Pitishurg, game is very 
plentiful, with, I believe, the single exception of grey 
squirrels, For those who wish to enjoy a deer or bear hut 
in this State, I would recommend Bullivan county As being 
the best place for it. It is readily accessible from Williams 
port by stage, Brook tront fishing is also excelleut im thig 
vicinity in seastn, To those who visit the town of Mercer 
in Mercer county, [would recommend Whistler's Tlotel 
being tlie most desituble slépping place for sportsmen; the 
hospitality of the host and the kindness and generosity af 
the people in general are uuexcelled. Within s radins of 
two miles from town you can have royal sport, —O. A. ff. 

Hunting ts Tuxis.—The following extract is from a book 
published in 1738: ‘The Arahs and gentry of the kingdunt 
of Tunis who delight in field sports (lo not spring the gan 
with dogs, but shading themselves with & piece of canvas: 
stretched upon two reeds into the shape of » door, walk 
through the several brakes and avenues where they expect 
to findit. The ¢anyus is usually spotted, or pamted va 
the figure of a leopard; and a litle betow the top there i§ 
one or more holes for the fowler to look through and observe 
what passes before him. It is remakalble that the partridse 
and other gregarious birds will, upon the approach of thé 
canvas, covey togethur, though (levy wore betore at some 
distance from each other, The woodcock, quail, and sueh 
birds ns do not commonly feed in floeks, will, upon thé 
sight of the same, stand still ond look astonished. This 
gives the sportsmun im opporiunity of coming very neal 
them, and then, resting the canvass upon the ground, and 
directing the muzzle of his piece through one of the holes 
knocks down sometimes a whole covey at a tine,” 

VrrMont Nores.—Highgate, Vt , Oct. 4—Largenumbers 
of gvay squirrels have been killed during the past month 
here, in Northern Vermont, around our cornu fitlds, orchard 
and outbuildings. This has led many to believe that o 
whole country is swarming with this game, hut the truth i 
there are no nuts in the woos jhis season, and this li 
caused the squirrels to come out to the “cultivated dist 
in search of food, Ruifed srouse shooting hus been, so fa 
fair. The Missisquoi Gun Club report black duck shootin, 
good overtheir grounds, but snipe shooting poor, owing 1 
the high water, that has completely flooded fhe marshes, 
Very few woodcock, so far, have been bagged hy the mem 
bers of this club. Fall duek and wld geese are now com 
ingin, and they will remain with us until the bay treezes 
up, Mr, Leach, President, and M1, Beatly, member of the 
club, have made some good bags of wood-(luck and blue 
winged tcal,_STansrEan. 

Mrynusora.—Duck shooting is in full vigor around the 
twin cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis, and Pickerel Lake 
Pig’s Bye, the pass on the Minnesota at Wan Ness’s pl: 
Sugar island, at the sloughs over in West Sf, Paut, in fact 
every piece of water within walking and driving reach of 
cither city, had more than its due allowance of shoolers. In 
fact, such places as Yau Ness’s, Pig’s Hye and Sugar Island, 
well known to fanie, were overcrowded, and on such a 
as yesterday there were more gunners than dncks. Never 
theless “the frequent gun” was heard on every side and 
every fowl] of the duck tribe was fired at, whether witht 
range or not. The amount of ammunition wasted on out 
of range ducks is marvelous, equaled only by the marvelous 
number of ducks reported killed and never retrieved.—Sf 
Paul Press. 

Mrssourt,—Jackson, Gct. 3.—The quail law in this State 
will soon he out (on the 15th inst,), and owr sportsmen are 
anxiously wailing for that time to come. Quail promise to 
be plentiful, and we are expecting some fine sport. For 
the past few weeks we have had #a0d puactice, shooting 
doves, which are alsonumerous, They come in from the 
fields, Jaie in the evening, to roost in the fruit and shade 
trees in or near town; anil the rapid discharge of the brevels 
loaders is heard almost every evening, Aquirrels have beet 
very scarce in this yieinity, but we look for therm tu come 
in s00n. Some ol the boys are talking of 4 trip to the 
Swamps on a deer and turkey hunt about the 10th or 15th 
inst., andaf they go, will have a grand time. We also look 
for some good duck shooting later in the season.—H. 

New Hawrsnine Game.—Claremont, N, H., Oct. 6. 
The grouse with us are scarce, and the woudcock—the fight 
hirds—have not yet appeared. I have hven out a few times 
aud have bagged in all, oyer Elcho, forty-tive birds, thirt) 
six cock, nine grouse, my best day's score heing eight cock 
three grouse, then six cock, obe grouse, then three grouse, 
two cock, Of course nol Much, bul jusl enough to keep 
reen that love of sport with dog and gun we haye. Me 

Foutler, President of Mussachusetts Fish and Game Pro- 
tective Association, has been visiting me lor a weelk past, 
1 was sick on my back two days, which rather alfected y 
fun, but [ got out with him for a couple of days, One day 

four grouse.—Mont? Cary, 



- i 

Oor, 12, 1882.] 

Trxas Gane Grounps.—Indianila, Oct. 1 —The weather 
is still -very warm, and the ducks, et¢., are slow in cdmiile 
this way. Ihave killed a few blue and green winged teal 
aud afew pintail ducks, and my first jacksuipe on the 24th 
ult. In the surrounding Gountry quail and pinnated grouse 
are very plenty, especi.lly the former, which have been shot 
at very little, andas the summer rains haye been plentiful, 
they haye splendid coyer and will give fine shooting all win- 
ter; but those wishing to bag them must have u good dog 
aiid hold straight, or they will “get left.’ Any one havine 
the means and wishing fine quail shooting, let them coile 
out here now, and they can have all tliey want all along the 
line of railroad (Gulf, Wester Texas & Pacific) and any- 
where along the bay shore or river bottom, with pleasant 
weather up lo Jannary, just edolenough to tramyp, and, with 
afew exceptional sformy days, all winter—no snow or ice— 
and asprinkle of all kinds of wame.-—G, A. 

Tows.—Ridgeway, Oct. 3.—Ohicken shooting: las been 
going on for six wecks, and we have been disappointed at 
resulls. We thought before the season opened that we were 
going to haye better sport than for the last four or five 

- years, but we bave had no better, if as good, I don’t think 
i is from any scarcity of birds, but from au increase in the 
amount of corn gtown, and more particularly from our hav- 
Ing had six weeks hot weather with hardly any rain, there- 
by holding the birds in the corn until yery late in the even- 
ing, I think we have plenty of quail this season, and snipe 
and duck are beginning to come round. -I am glad to be 
able to tell you that I Haye never seen the game laws betlor 
Ohseryed round here than they have béen this season,— 
Currpo, 

Snien my New Jurssy.—Tom’s River, N, J., Oct. §— 
Snipe shooting has begun here, On Friday, 6th inst., there 
were a good many birds. I moved at least seventy-five on 
one spot of aboul six acres; was working two puppies, so 
(lid not make much of a bag. On Saturday L found about 
twenty birds.—H, C. Grover, 

Camp Sire Hlickeyings. 

“That reminds me,” 

NUS isa good wing shot, inveterite wag and an un- 
J merciful practical joker. One mornine before he had 

passed the town limits ob his daily hunt, he was overtaken 
by an old farmer in his rockiway returning to his home, 
three miles in the country, after taking the pirls to school. 
Eyer on flie alert for a lilt, the clatter of the vehicle cansed 
Giis +0 1ook back for the chance, and be chuckled when. he 
recognized the single occupant of that roptiy conveyance 
bound for the yery ground selected for that day’s hunt, 
So confident was he of a cordial ‘ect in“ that he stopped 
and waited for the old man to come up, when, to his utter 
dumbfoundment, tle driver merely bowed as he droye on, 
Aware that the old fallow was a little hard o° hearing, Gus 
yelled, “Lem me ride?” ‘Hey?’ as the old man’s head 
popped out of the rockaway. As the anchor dragved Gus 
threw up a hand ag 4 signal fo land and take in 4 passenver, 
while he moved up with an unwonted axility, repeating, 
“Tem me ride?’ Sailing on the captain of the craft in- 
formed Gis in most unctuous tones, ‘I'm only goin’ two or 
three hundred yards down the road,” : 

Trudging on to the top of a hill beyond the tirst milestone, 
Gus espied the rockaway in front of the toll gate keeper’s 
smith; whichis nearly two miles from town, and determined 
to climb in and ride the last mile and a quarter; he quick- 
ened his gait and cams almost alongside, when the brakes 
were loosed and the old gentleman again jogged on. At the 
next turnin the roa a glimpse was caught of that velicle 
disappearing up the avenues. I don’t think that Gus ever 
was a model Sunday school scholar, for he was always fluent 
‘as an unioue orator, and he spread himself in a soliloquy on 
that oceasion which blued the cir¢umambient to » shade 
that it would be & gnn-harrel colores’s delight.to r.produce. 

Late in the afternoon, londed with pame, os was 4 matler 
of course, the fagged out sportsman had lighted Ins pipe and 
was taking arest on the top rail of a worm fence before 
entering on the home streteh—that most unpleasant, ex- 
hausting part of a pedestriau’s day's sport. Being in sight 
of (hatayenue he was relieving himsel! of a lalf mental, 
half muttered supplement to his morning soliloquy, which 
2 realization thatiat that time of day ninety-nine of every 
hundred vehicles were leaying town had little tendency to 
franguilize. There is yet “‘baulmin Gilead,” thought Gus, 
when he heard a vebicle coming his way. Imagine his dis- 
gust when he discovered that same old rarmer in an open 
hugwy, leisurely driving a mild-eyed, milu-m-nnered cow, 
Formal salutations were exchanged, ut apparently no balm 
for Gus in that turnout, Just before reaching the pike the 
cow remembered that she had forgotten something and must 
go back, and to Gus’s no little delight scorned all the gentle- 
man’s reinonstrances, Springing from his bugey he rushed 
down the road after her, yellimy to Gus, *fHead that cow! 
head that.cow!” Gus didn’t move except to entourage the 
rebellious brute, and when the accothmotlating (?) farmer 
came puffing abreast that unteoling fellow, without deigning 
him a glance, Gus consoled him with “Oh, she's only goin’ 
‘two or three hundred yards down the road.” Last seen 
of the old man he was ‘‘clipping it” across the fields with 
little prospect of getting ahead of that. cow before she 
reached the nearest house, iearly two miles from where 
Gus continued to sit, complacently smoking, so long as the 
cloud of dust gave eyidence that ihe cow was still on the 
move. J B 
Sienry Honnow, Ky. 

Every one who has shot du¢ks on the Gunpowder Bridge 
knows old man $., one of the best shots and best claimers 
that ever fired a gun from. that very popular shooting place. 
The old man has avery heavy muzzle-loading gun, No, ? 
bore, that kicks ike a mule. When he fires it he always 
throws himself forward so as to meet the recoil, and uot be 

kicked over backwards. One day when the old man wae 
Towing home, he saw a largé bunch of ducks fying toward 
him, He stood up iv his boat and prepared himself for a 
shot, expecting to knock two or three ducks out of the 
boneh, Te gotsight on them, pulled the trigfer and threw 
himself forward to meet hea recoil, but the old fun missed 
fire, and Daddy §. went licels oyer head into the river, gun 
and all, The old man isnear eighty, but has recently taken 
unto himself a buxom wile of eighivcn; and suys he “Taint 
going to shoot mo more on that bridge; there is tog many 
gol dammed claimers shoots there for him,” — 
Bavensgne, Ooh, 9) 148%, 
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i uaa iver Hishina. & diver Hishing 
Opmy Sasons.— Sve tudle aj’ aper seasons for game api fish 

in issueoy Suly 20. 

‘There is, I think, a love of novelty in allanglers, We prefer to fizh 
new waters when we can, and itis sometimes pleasauter to explore, 

even Without success, than to take fishin familiar places, New and 

fihe scenery is alvays worth finding.—W. @. Prion. 

THE ANGLERS' TOURNAMENT. 

AY ] & republish the directions for réiching the grounds 
ind the tules goyerning the toummament, The first 

anni! Forms: axp Srreaw Anglers’ Vonrnametit will be 
held at Wirlem Meré, Central Park, New York city, on 
Thursday, Oct. 19. The only postputement will be on ac- 
count of rain, when if will fake place thie first fair day fol- 
lowing. The grounds can be reached from the City Tall in 
forty-five minutes, either by the Sixth or Ninth ayenue éle- 
vated roads, or by the the Third avenue line, In the case 
of the two former the visitor willleave the road at One Eun- 
dred and Sixteenth street, and a fwelye-minute walk will 
bring tim to the spot Should he go by Third ayenue, then 
the nearest station ig One Hundred and Sixth street, which 
leads directly into the park 3 few yards south of the luke. 

Ruies ror Fry syp Bass Casrrya, 

- SINGLEAIANDED CONTESTS. 

1. No rod shall exceed eleven feet six inches in length, 
and it shall be used with a single hand, 

2. Any style of reel or line will be allowed, but a leader, 
or casting line of single gut, of not less than eight feet in 
length, to which three flies, one stretcher and fwo droppers, 
shall he attached, 

3. No allowance of distance shall be made for difference 
in length of rods. ‘ 

4, Persons entering these contests shall draw lots to deter- 
mine the order in which they will cast, and will be ready 
to cast when called by the judges, 

5, Hach contestant will be allowed five minntes to cast 
for distance and will then stand aside until called in his turn 
to cast for delicucy and accuracy, when he will be allowed 
five minutes for this purpose, 

6. The distance shill be measured by a line with marked 
buoys stretched on the water, said line to he measured and 
verified by the judges at least ouee ench day of the casting, 
A mark shall he made on the ground from which the buoy 
line shall he measured and the caster may sland with his 
toes touching this mark but may not advance beyond it, 
Should he step hack of it, unless dirceted so to do by the 
judges, the loss in distance shall be his. 

G. The stretcher fly must remain at the end of the casting 
liné in all casts, The others are nol deemed so important. 
A contestant may claim time for repairs, which shall be al- 
lowed by the jndges, Or the judges may order the next on 
the list to cast while repairs are made, in their discretion, 

SALMON FLY CASTING. 

1, The foregoing ries shall govern, except that the rods 
shall not exceed twenty feetin length, and may he used 
with both hands, and that only one fly will bu required. 

HEAVY BASS CASTING, 

Rods shall not exceed ten feet in length, any reel may be 
used, hut the line shall be of linen not Jess than twelve 
threads, The casts shal] be made with sinkers, weighing 
twound ahalf ouuces. (These will be furnished by the 
committee). The casts shall be made in lane formed by 
the buoy line and a line parallel to it, and distant twenty 
fewt, Wach contestant will be allowed five custs. Tis casts 
within the lintsshall be measured, added, and divided by 
five and the result shall constitute his score. 

LIGHT BASS CASTING. 

The above rules shall govern except that the sinker shall 
be one ounce, and there shall be no restriction as to lines. 

COMMITTHE OF ARRANGEMEN'TS, 
Francis Eypicors, President Richmond (Jo. N. ¥, Gamé and Fish 

Protective Assoviation, Chairman, 
JAmus BENKARD, President South Side Sportsman's Club of Long 

SR etan M. Brackerr, Vice-President Massachusetts Fish and 
Game Protective Society, Boston. 
Eueenn G. BLAckrorp, N. Y. Fish Conimissioner. 
8. M. Buaroxrorn, Squibnocket, Club, New York, 
Marrin B. Brown, Wawayanda Club, New York. 
Henny Ff. Crossy, Willowemoe, Club, New York. 
Dr. A. Ferpur, New York. 
Jamnms Geppes, Onandaga Fishing Club, Syracuse, 
Dr. J. A, Henssatt, Author of “The Boole of the Black Bass,”’ 

Cynthiana, Ky. 
Freep Mvrrer, Fishery Editor Porvst anp Stream, New York, 

" lant PUPRED M, MAvER, Stevens Instituvion of Vechnology, Hoho- 

“BANE Puinwirs, Secretary American Wish Cultural Association, 

ae oe SronEN, Willowemoc Club, New York. 
James L. Votnoron, President Pasque Island Olnb, 

MINNOW-CASTING FOR BLACK BASS. 

A T the coming Formsr anp SrRuAM Anglers’ Tourna- 
ment it has been suggested that a contest in casting 

the minnow, as for black bass, should be arranged. The 
committee has considered the question, and, owing to the 
length of the programme and the apparent lack of interest 
in such a contest, haye decided not tu attempt it this year, 
We asked Dr. [lenshall to give os his views of what the 
rules governing such 4 contest should be. He has kindly 
furnished them, and we publish them below, The Doctor 
may be tight in saying thal the number of black bass cast- 
ers throughont the country exceeds those who fish for striped 
bass, but we would except the Atlantic coast from this esti- 
mate, Again, the black bass fishers of the East scldom cast 
jhe milvow, and it is doubtful if there would he three en- 
tries insuch a class; but by publishing the proposed rules it 
will call attention fo fhe subject, and perhaps such a contest 
may be arringed another year, 

DE, HENSHALL'S PROPOSED RULES. 

CrnvHIANA, Icy., Sept. 27. 
As there is fo be a contest for “‘bait-castmg for striped 

bass,” there is no reason why there should be none for 
“bail-casting for Dlwek bass.” There are one hundred bail- 
fishers for black bass to one of striped bass wnglers in the 
country. 

1 offer the following suggestions for rules for such a ¢on- 
Tot: 

1, No allowance for length or weight of rovk, but they 
shall be not lessthya elirht feet in length and vot legs than 
agyen puoces in welght, 

2, In casting, the vod is to be tsed with one hand. 
3. Only multiplying recla to be allowed, clicks or drags 

not permitted, as the rendering of the linc, in casting, must 
be controled by the thumb alone. 

4. Lines shall be of not less caliber than No. 5, braided 
silk or linen, No. 1 grass line, or corresponding sizes of other 
waterial. 

4, The weight of artificial bait and sinker nol to exceed 
one and one-half ounces, and the same buit and sinker to be 
used by each contestant, 

There might be prizes offered for both distance and ac- 
euraey. The casts for uceuracy to beat twenty yards dis- 
tance. 

The foregoing rules will be better understood in regard te 
their limitations, when I say that with a five-ounece stiff 
rod of five feet in length, T can cast a minnow nearly 
twice the distance, than with the ordinary nine-feet, cight- 
ounce rod, especially by using an extremely small line, as 4 
single thread of sewing silk. TIt-is therefore proper to limit 
them to practical and ordinary tackle, Lis also important 
that the same bait and sinker shall be used by each contest- 
aut, as the heavier the bait, the further it can be cast, 

J. A, HmNSHALL. 

CAMPS ON THE WAY. 

I.—TROUTING ON THUNDER RIVER. 
~“Wouldst thou rest 

_Anhile from turmoil and the feuds of men 
These old and friendly solitudes inyite 

Thy visit.” — Bryant. 

d Rae since | went trout-tishing with grandpap Farring- 
ton on 4 tiny stream one sunny afternoon away up in 

the White Mountains, I have wanted to be with the trout 
again, That was a matter of a dozen years avo at the least, 
and yet [have never forgotten the savage jerk a halfpound 
fellow gaye iny Tine on that occasion. Grandpap and I 
fished with worms. Ido not know that he had ever seen an 
artificial fly in his life; most certainly Lhad not. Dropping 
my worm in the holes at random after the fashion of niuy 
chub fishing in boyhood days, I happened to Tet it fall at the 
edge of a bit of overhanging rock, and likey a bolt from 
a cross-bow that half-pounder struck it. The surprise was 
mutual, but-I am bound to confess that the fish r covered 
before [ did. and as a consequence he had all the fun to 
himself, Although L failed to hook him, | haye uever for- 
cotten him; and 4s each fishing season has come round since 
then, the memory of the lusty fellow hos come beckoning 
me to the streams held by others of his tribe. 

Nine annual summer pilgrimages | made to the Michigan 
Anu Sable and was content with the sport the grayling gave. 
Beginning wah a tamarac pole and a grasshopper bait, 1 ad- 
vanced by easy stages in the art of fishing on the open 
waters of that stream and its tributary, Big Creek, until 
finally accoutred with a decent fly-rod anda beok well 
stocked with the best flies, I came to imagine myself a fairly 
good flydisherman, if nota little more than fairly good with 
the srayling, But the graylingof the Au Sable cannot last 
always. Had fishermen contented themselves with killing no 
moré than enough to supply their own camp tables, grayling 
fishing would still be in its prime in that stream. But the 
average fisherman is seldom satisfied with enough for 
camp use. He must forsootl send fish home to friends, and 
so the unlucky grayling have been killed by the thousand 
and shipped to distant parts to become stale on the road, 

And so last year when my quondam fishing friend, Dr. 
Walter, of Marietta, Ohio, met meat the ‘Works” of Big 
Creek for a two weeks’ fish, we found the fishing somewhat 
tedious; and this year I vesolved to renew my acquaintance 
with the tribe to which the fellow belonged who bit so siy- 
ayely at my hook that sunny afternoon away up in the 
White Mountains. 
very oue, I suppose, who purposes trying new waters, 

experiences more or less difliculty in getting satisfactory in- 
formation concerning the same. I know such has been the 
case with me, and I write this and the one or two articles 
which may fo)low more for the purpose of telling what liltle 
T learned about the fishing localities I was in the past season 
than for any other purpose. Having made up my mini as 
to the kind of fish I would seek, I looked to Wisconsin or 
the Upper Michigan peninsula as the place to go. Of course 
T examined the ‘Sportsman's Gazeltecr” and the back vol- 
umes of Forms AnD SrReAM, and of course I got informa- 
tion, But I did more; I studied the map—especially of 
Wiscensin—and wrote letters to men whom | knew and 
whom I did not know—to lawyers, dectors, preachers, post 
masters, lumbermen and station agents. Enclosing to euch 
astamped enyelope and alist of questions, which, if an- 
swered, would give the information 1 was after, it would 
scem that L ought to have laid in such a fund of knowledge 
concerning Northern Wisconsin at least, where by far the 
larger number of my correspondents lived, as to have been 
atno loss whatever concerning the location of its many 
trout streams, But alas, my burean failed me! Out of the 
lot I got but three answers that had information in them 
and were serviceable to me, The others went to the waste 
basket, and while I am thankful to the writers, on general 
principles, I do not think I will ever again open a corres- 
pondence on so extensive a scale with a view of learning 
where fish do bite. The outcome of it all was Thunder 
River was selected as the first objective point. This stream 
has no place on any of the maps that I] have seen, but if wus 
enough to know that I had to go to Peshtigo, near the north 
shore of Green Bay, and then “wagon out “about filty miles.” 

On the morning of the 18th of July we reached Peshtigo, 
the seat of a, once thriving lumber trade and famous for hay- 
ing been twice swept away by fire. The we, as above. com- 
prehends George, Edward, Oscar, and myself My three 
companions were youbge men and in uo stnse sporisinen, 
George was en old camper—had been with me on a half 
dozen extended trips, and was a good camp cook and camp 
“tender.” He had a nose for berries, and would walk fur- 
ther for raspberry or ‘‘huckle’ than uny other person] ever 
knew; but he neithér fished nor shot. Neither of the other 
two had ever been in the woods before, and both were out 
this time on account of bad health. Unexpectediy we met 
with trouble at the very outset, Usually it isno hard mat- 
ter lo find teamsters during the summer sedson in any lum- 
ber town, ready for an undertaking of the kind we were in, 
but, for some vesson, no one hankered after the job that day. 
Boniface, iis (tue, was quite willing to send us to Lake 
Nolk-e-bay, where he assured us of plenty of bass and pick 
ere] fishing, and that, when we tired of that, some one who 
lived at the lake would, fora consideration, hitch up and 
take ys te Thunder. The road to Nok-e-bay, ye said, was 
quite good, else he would pot be able fo send us even there 
ty hid Naht wagon, Accardjag ta biz play it weld have 
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cost u8 well on to forty dollars to go to"Thunder River and 
teturn, and judging, from his occupation. that he was pre- 
sumably intevested in our being sufficiently pleased with our 
trip as to speak well of it, and perhaps return another year, 
Tam unable to undersiand how he could #0 cooly suggest 
the fleecing. The Nok-e-bay suggestion was disposed of in 
short order, when our landlord sent his hired man out in 
town to learn whether or not he could borrow @ wagon suit- 
able to carry us and our camp stuff; Ina if seemed that the 
man who kept wagons to loan was out of town that day, 
and so the hired man returned as he went. 

The situation began to look desperate, No one conld say 
when a wagon could be had, and the only livery mun of the 
town, so far asl saw, being from home, his driver was 
‘Mighty sure” that he would not let a team go to Thunder 
if he were at home; and at any vate for not less than fitleen 
dollars a trip, And then we began thinking about, other 
fishing grounds and to inquire the time of the arrival of the 
next north-bound train, and while getting this information a 
young man driving a wellted and stont team of horses 
stopped at the pump for water. At ayeniure I accosted 
him, and to my delight he sai¢: ‘Certainly; will carry you 
out for ten dollars, and when your stay is out feteh you 
batk for a like sum,” He conld not go until the morrow; 
but in a little while we had our “outfit” on his wagon and 
he hauled us out toa good camping grountl, where we set 
up our tent and went to housekeeping. . 

The next morning Charley Armstrone, for thal was the 
young man’s name, came after us according to promise, and 
at once we set out for Thunder River. It would be need- 
less fo cumber the pages of the Forest AND STREAM with 4 
description of the country through which we passed, It is 
enough to say that about half the way (as I now remember 
il) was through hardwood timber, and over the worst roads 
to be roads at all I certainly ever saw The team walked 
fast. and with stumps, roofs, mud holes and corduroy I 
never had such a shaking up in all my life before. Where 
the pines grew the sandy soil insured us dry roads and 
reasonably smooth. 
Ahout tiventy-live miles ont we came to the ‘Armstrong 

farm,” a clearing in the heart of the lumber region. Soon 
after passing this we crossed Beaver Creek, a very pretty 
stream, ind one which I have no doubt is a fair trout 
stream, The cook at the farm boasted in our presence of 
the fine string he had caught in Beaver Creek the day be- 
fore, the first information we had of our nearness to 4 trout 
stream, but when I mentioned the circumstance to Charley 
he said the cook was an ‘“‘ayyful liar,” and then said some- 
thing about the fish being ‘“‘for the farm.” On our return I 
met the schoolmaster at the “farm,” and he told me that 
he had good trout fishing in Beaver Creek, 

At the setting of the sun we climbed a high ridge, from 
which we could see far to the west, through the thinly scattered 
pine trees, the cloud-reflecting surface of Thunder Lake, and 
beyond, in the hazy distance, a mound shaped hill which 
our driver said was Blue Mountain of the white men and 
Win-cha-win-ching of theved. The scene was one of great 
beauty. A rain clond which had just passed over, and but for 
our rubbers would have given us a vood wetting, lnmg: like 
a black pall in the east, while the crimson sun shone over 
the west of Win-cha-win-ching, and lighted up hilltop and 
treetop with “colors dipped in heaven.” Tt was not yet 
dark when we reached our camping groimd, which was on 
the north shore of Thunder Lake, fifty feet or more down 
the surface of the water. 

Thunder Lake, which in the Indian tongue was Ah-me-ke 
Sok-i-e-gan, in its greater length is about a mile long and lies 
south-southeast by north-northwest. It 1s perhaps three- 
quarters of a mile wideand issurrounded with low hills, thinly 
covered with pine timber. lt isfed by a little stream which takes 
its rise in 4 spring acouple of miles to the west, and which 
stream widens into two small lakes ereit enters Thunder. 
The outlet is from the north side not far from the inlet, and 
it runs a mile northward, discharging into Thunder Rivér a 
mile or so aboye its entrance into the Peshtigo River. Our 
camp was pitched in the angle formed by the lake and its 
outlet_on the east side; and about fifty yards from us, down 
‘near the stream, was the cabin of old Frank, a crack-brained 
old fellow who has lived the life of a hermit here for nine 
years, 

We had heard of old Frank while at Peshtigo, and bad 
been given to understand that it would be well for us to 
honor his whims, for he knew where the best fishing grounds 
were, and without his help we might lose valuable time 
hunting them for ourselves. On two or three subjects old 
Wrank was a decided crank, but_on all others he appeared to 
be straight as a gun barrel, He thinks he is the lawfully 
elected President of the United States, but has been deprived 
of his office through the machinations of bad men, He was 
elected in 1876, and has been patiently awaiting a summons 
from Washington to come and assume the reins of govern- 
ment ever since, That summons will come at any rate by 
the fourth of next March, or else war will set in between 
the Democrats and the Republicans, and the people will go 
to cutting each other's throats. Old Hrank is overcome by 
a ‘‘power.” A ‘‘power’ has revealed all these things to 
him. He was born one hundred years toa day after Wash- 
ton, and he was elected one hundred yearsto a year after 
Washington, or to use his familiar speech, ‘‘George did his 
ereat work.” Old Frank imagines that the hill on the west 
side of the outlet of the luke contains a gold mine, and for 
iiwo years he has been digging for the precious metal. That 
fold is in solid ingots and belongs to the people of the 
United States. He has dug a vreat Hole in the hill’s top and 
has sunk a shaft abou! thirty fect duep in the hottom of that 
hole, which is curbed with wood. Every bucket of sand 
drawn up that shaft occasioned him a journey up and down 
it. The old man is as gentle as a child, and, strange as it 
may seem, talks very little upon his crank themes. He is 
“God’s man and can afford to wail,” he says, and it never 
scems to enter his head that anyone could be so foolish as 
not to believe as he does. ‘Twice a week he carefully shaves 
himself and twice a day he carefully combs his long, thin 
hair, and thus keeps himself in a presentable condition, 
should Secretary Fyclinghuysen or even President Arthur 
unexpectedly call upon him to go up to Washington and 
take control of public affairs. But if after all it should hap- 
pen that itis T who am the crank, 1 nevertheless feel sure 
that the Secretary or President, whichever if is that govs 
obutto Thunder Lake, would do well not to enter old Frank’s 
cabin, The country air out there is delightfnl, but the 
ancient smells that come forth from the open door of that 
old cabin would néyer remind one of ‘‘Araby the blest’ I 
Am sire. 

Win-cha-yin-ching is an egg-shaped hill, the longer axis 
of which lies east and west, with the *‘little end" to the east. 

Tt is. perhaps, three or four miles Jong and two anda half 
or three wide at the widest part. Tt rises gradually from the 
plain, save on the south side, where there are said to be pre- 
cipitous cliffs, but at no point does it exceed one hundred 
feet above the level of the surrounding region. It is covered 
with a dense growth of lheayy timber, with impenetrable 
thickets of an undergrowth beneath, and it is the home, 
says old Frank, of great numbers of bear, deer, and wolves. 
Two streams, which take their tise, the one west of the hill 
and flowing along the northern side, and the other south- 
west and flowing along the southern side, meet east of it 
and form the Thunder River. From thence down to the 
Peshtizo River is three miles or more as the crow flies, avd 
in these two streams and for two miles below their union is 
where the trout are fonnd, 

High up in the northeast quarter of ihe hill, surrounded 
ly dense groves of giant trees, is a little Jake of Jimpid 
water. I[lither came the deer, judging from their tracks, in 
creat numbers, to feed on the water-lilies, and about tlie sub- 

merged logs bass were lurking in numbers truly astonishing, 
[ threw a spoon from the shore and caught four Insty fellows 
as fast as Leould draw it in, which were returned to their 
home as soon as sufficiently admired. Old rank assured 
us that immense trout live in this lake, also—trout weighing 
three and four pounds; but they are never canght before 
October, and from thence on through the winter, In Thun- 
der Lake the larger fall and winter trout are also taken, but 
in no other lakes than these two thereabout, 

Fishing in Thunder Riyer is no realization of an artist’s 
dream. ‘The fisherman therein cannot lounge under the 
shadow ol the trees upon beds of soft grasses and sommer 
flowers. He miy hear the singing of birds, and especially 
that sweet singer of the thickets, the hermit thrush; he may 
perhaps hear the whistle of 4 startled deer now and then, 
but as he journeys down tie winding Thunder, he will soon 
Jearn that it is all he can do to preserve his Christian intex- 
rity. The brush is literally in clouds, the ground is spongy 
and full of holes, and by the time one fishes the ‘likely 
spots” that lie wilhin tle length of a half mile of the Ah- 
me-ke-Se-be-Wer-shen,* if le has not ripped out some fearful 
imprecations, he 14 a wonderfully eyen-tempered man, like 
myself. But then the fisherman can get trout, and 1 am in- 
clined to think as richly-colored fellows us swim in water. 
The Thunder River trout are yery highly colored, more so, 
1 think, than the trout of any other stream that I after- 
wards fished. They were new to me, and IT seldom took one 
of my hook that I did not turn it over and over and study 
and admire its wonderful combinations of blue, yermilion, 
salmon and other colors, shades and tints. And the Thun- 
der River trout are by no means scarce and are of good 
size, In looking over my journal, I find the following fie- 
ures indicating the numbers tiiken at different times, to wit, 
16, 25, 23, 9, 24,12. The largest I took was fourteen inches 
in length and weighed twenty ounces; the next was thiy- 
teen inches long, and I got several a foot in length and a 
good many ten inches long. 

“Wor nine years.” said old Wrank, ‘‘people haye been 
coming to Thunder and fishine, and the fish are aboutas 
plenty this year as they were at first. Idon’t know where 
they come from, They must come from some place, for 
they will be pretty well caught out by the time people «nit 
coming this year,” 
Idonot know how true all this may be. IT apprehend 

there will be an end to trout fishing in the Thunder River in 
duetime, but the stream would scem to belong to a region 
that is peculiarly favorable to the growth of trout, The 
tributaries of the Oconto, Peshtigo and Menominee, all of 
which discharge their waters into Green Bay, are many of 
them trout streams and some of them famous for the fum- 
bers and size of their fish, The ‘“Menominee range.” as is 
called that region of highlands rich iu iron ores, through 
which the celebrated Brulé River runs, abounds in trout 
atreams. : 

The Brule has been the objective point for many tront 
fishermen for many summers, aud a Chicago lawyer wrote a 
book about it, but Iwas assured by trappers, ‘‘land look- 
ers’' and others, that all through the range there were other 
streams abounding in trout, The entire region has heen 
lately opened up to fishermen by rail and a new line of road 
running some Cistance west of the Northwestern Railway is 
in process of construction. and the probability is, that in a 
few years more the Green Bay streams will be depopulated. 
This new line of road will pass within twenty miles of the 
Thunder and crosses Beaver Creek at the Armstrong farm. 
It heads up for the “range,” and when it is opened [ appre- 
hend there will be a grand rush from Milwaukee, its point 
of departure, for the new sireams it will make accessible. 

D. D, Banna. 

* Chippewa for Little Thunder River.—Oup Franx. 

WITH HACKLES AND GENTLES. 
FOURTH PAPER. 

“The south wind, like sighs from @ fair maiden's breast, 
Just ripples the water that else were at rest: 

The cloud, like a frown from that fair maid, scarce seen, 

Just shadows the surface that else were serene; 

While honey-drops, type of the lovely girl's tear 

Just stain the fair streamlet that else were so clear. 

HE south wind, as forthe hnntsman So for the angler, is the 
typical wind, is the destred wind for sport, but barring 

the east and northeast Duster any wind, other things being 
favorable, may blow, and the patient and painstaking 
angler may bring to creel worthy fish. I liaye lished with 
the baneful northeast blowing half a sale, but it came on 
when the day had been “'set apart’ for an outing, and I 
must either try my luck or mope, It was where “hackles” 
or any other fly had not been used for at lest a eceneration, 
and indifferent bottom fishing was the only alternative, 

Ty wasmy wont fo keep a “worm preserve” in good con- 
dition for immediate nse, and the well-scoured ‘‘brandlings” 
and “gentles!’ well repaid the care taken of them im luring 
goodly perch and occasional bass tomy hook. 1 freely con- 
fess that I do not like to Kill tront save with the fy! It 
secms the only proper way to take those cleanly, aristovratic 
fish, and certainly none other is so perfectly satisfactory, 
either to contemplate or to practice. Dost not agree with me, 
my | rother of the angle? 

‘Tn plying our dear craft” we meet, at every step of the 
way, new experiences, and with every fish brought to creel 
we lay up in the memory somé pleasant thing to serve us 
when fish and fishing are not at hand. 

The mind of man from childhood to age, is the recep: 
tacle of many and yavied etchings, pleasant to recall and 
/indestructible while memory holds its sway, and. the. sports- 
man has such a glorious stock of these in store, that he ought 

to be envied by those who see nothing to be enjoyed ont of 
the daily routine of their dull lives. This is ‘no day for fish- 
ing, and these thoughts come to me as I sit with & quaint 
copy of an “Angler's Songz Book” in my band, and through 
smoke-wreaths watch the leaden sky and the steady down- 
pour. The wind is sonth, to be sure, but the rain is wet and 
all the earth is sodden! Tad we no leisure to wait for a 
good fishing day, IL could not so calmly sit under this 
“frown” of nature on our anticipated sport; but there are 
times when @ rainy day, to the angler, is a godsend—to he 
enjoyed, and not to bescowled upon ailcath a ‘'cursing-wap.” 
On such a day, if his tackle be not in order, he can read 
Walton and other masters in the “‘eentle art,” review the 
past and forecast the future, and be the better prepared to 
go afield when the “shadows flue away.” 
After such a season with tackle and books and retrospect, 
if a sympathetic and congenial fricnd chances to ‘drop in,” 
and his smoke wreath cozmingles with your own, how fast 
the dull day wears away. 

We are just like brother and brother, 

And this is our toast, 

The true anglers’ boast— 

Success 2nd good will to each other.” 

But there are times when a rainy day is a dire one for any 
angler to accept graciously and every gentle influence fails to 
soothe, Everyone who has long used the red can recall 
such, and some, it may be, have lefi scars behind them that 
quiet musing unyeils,; One, even now, ‘looms up” before 
me out of the Jony ago and brings with it a chill, as a ghost 
iniy be supposed to bring with it from its pent charnel- 
house. On that day, lon anticipated, the east wind blew 
as if bent upon marring every chance of success, and I fished 
with bravado as if to spite the elements. Fished? I made 
ensts and changed positions, but my creel swayed on my hip 
with cvery blast, too empty to defy the wind. Like the 
apostolic fishermen I ‘toiled’ and ‘caught nothing.” I 
fished hecaus* I had Jeft town on that special day to fish, 
and high noon passed before the buftetings of the fateful 
wind made me surrender, This one day was sandwiched 
hetween two perfeet fishing days—a “stroke” of ‘'fisher- 
man’s luck” far worse than a “wet jacket,” 

The literature of angling is so rich, both in prose and 
poctry, that al tastes may be sulted, and no seeker need fail 
to find though he runs ‘‘viot.” Of yore men wrote from the 
heart, wrote as they builded castles and cathedrals—for all 
time; and ‘tis a rare joy in this matter of fact age to ‘un- 
earth” an old book on ficld sports and see the honest zest. and 
hearty loye that sat behind the quill, All honor to the 
worthies who wrote of field and flood, who sang, in sweet 
measure, as they strolled a-field! 

‘\ Here's a bumper to rod and to spear! 
A bumper to those, who, where'er the rill flows, 

Are spearing and angling aiong! 

 Here’s a cheer for the charms of the stream, 

A cheer for a glorious burst; 

And who would not. cheer, when the bold throw the spear, 

For the fearless ana always the first. 

‘t Here's a sigh for the anglers afar, 

A welcame to those that are here: 

A health te the whole, who, in spitif and soul, 

Ate friends to the rod and the spear !"* 

As gold to the miser, sois the sight of running water to 
the angler—it thrills him to the heart’s core, and his eye 
peers into the deeps for a lurking fish with a greed and a 
hope that must be felt to be understood. Sad indeed it is to 
see so many ‘‘likely” waters utterly bereft of worthy fish! 
Alacis! the miser hath usurped the angler, and the fouled 
streams croon a requiem for the fish that are fled! 

O. W. R. 

SECOND PRESBYTERIAN FISHING CLUB. 

T HE log of the twelfth annual cruise of the Second 
Presbyterian Fishing Club of Philadelphia, on the 

schooner Samuel Applegit, is just hefore us in a 
neat and humorously illustrated pamphlet of ninety- 
six pages. The large chart of the cruise shows a most 
remarkable formation of the country about Chesapeake 
and Delaware bays which materially differs from the charts 
of the U. 8. Coast Survey, and shows what inferior work is 
done by the Government engineers. The latter corps seem 
to have entirely neglected the resemiblance of different head 
lands to the profiles of the members of the Second Presby- 
terians, and consequently the government maps do not show 
any similarity to Smith’s pose in the peninsular terminating 
ab Cape Charles, nor do the names of places at all compare 
with those of the new chart now presented. The log, as 
kept by Myr, Clifford P, Allen, and illustrated by Mr, Her- 
bert 5, Packard, shows that due reard for the solemnity of 
fishing was obseryed and all levity banished from the 
schooner, Yel they were not happy. Some eyil-disposed 
person had posted handhills purporting to be signed by the 
Chief of Police of Kensington, offering a reward of $500 for 
the apprehension of the ‘‘outlaws who stole the schooner ‘S. 
Applegit,’ now said to be in the neighborhood of Norfolk,” 
thereby causing these "truly good men to be looked upon 
with suspicion, An advertisement was also inserted in the 
Norfolk Landmark warning people not to trust the mern- 
en of the 2d P. F, C,, andin consequence they were sore 
at heart. 
We have given the by-laws of the club in former years, 

and only note a new clause which says: ‘‘No member shall 
receive credit on his score for the biggest fish yet, when he 
‘all but got hima on Loard but lost him;’ neither shal] He in- 
sist that the weight of his fish is seven ponuds when it is 
evidently ciglt ounces.” The trip of the elub covered the 
first two weeks of July, and twenty-two members partici- 
pated in the pricf, which became intense when it-was dis- 
covered that there wus nota single onion on board, Among 
the edibles was a snapping turtle, and after the cook ha 
decapitated the reptile the following lecture on anatomy 
was deivered hy Dr. Minich: 

“Gentlemen! If you will give me your atlention T will en- 
deavor to explain the construction and uses of the ‘subject, 
which my assistant, Mr. Simon, has so ably prepared and 
which now lies before you. The specimen is the head of the 
Gyinnopsus spinijeoas, or in plain English, the snapper; you 
will percciye that the head is divided into two parts—an in- 
side and an ontside. The outside is composed of bono cov- 
ered ith skin or cuticle, The skin on his cheek, you will 
observe, is very thin and appears ulmostas hard as the bone 
which it coyes—as hard in fact, as the check of the average 
member ofthis club. The inside you will find largely deco- 
rated with brain, muscle, neryes and sinews. Here we have 
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eye, or organ of vision, with all its delicate appendages; 
ifferafrom fhe organ which our brother Mousley ope- 
es upon, in not haying a handle, Connected with it 

at arly thowgh we find this thread-like substance which is 
soptic nerve. This nerve is connected af the other end 
th the soapper's caudal appendaye, commonly known as 
tail. Thisacts on the snaipper's eye like the rndder on 

a ship, if it is flopped over to one side the eye naturally 
turns to the opposite. This nerye is subject fo yarious dis- 

Qs, prominent amons which may be enumerated cross- 
e, strabismus, and cock-eye. ‘Thelatter is cansed by the 

nerve becoming entangle in the spinal column, or ver- 
bie, and the only reniedy in such cases is to take out the 
‘khone and disentangle the nerye. The yerfebrie can be 

ft together again with Spaulding’s glue. In man such a 
fisense may be hoth » blessing andaecnrse. If he looks al 

eity girl and secs double it may be looked atin the light 
Ba biessiie. Should he, however, reach out towlean Junch 

mtér, and find that his eyes deceive him, he is more than 
ely fo deem it the reverse. In that best friend of roan, the 

mule, the optic nerve ig connected directly with the hind 
so thatthe moment he secs anything from the rear he 

Tifts his fut.’ 
| Wé regret that our space forhids publishing the Doctor's 
earned lecture in its entirety, but enough has been given to 
stiow that the club deyote some time to intellectnal enjoy- 

ni as well as the mere animal one of etching bluefish. 

RAINBOW OR CALIFORNIA TROUT. 

O any one familiar with the fish lays of the Siate of 
New York it must be evident that something is wrong, 

inée the rainbow and other western tront, as alleged, have 
2 » . i. . < 
heen introduced into some of our native trout streams and 

oS, 
he season for brook trout opens on April 15 and Closes 

ptember 1, The season for the rainbows and other trout 
418 September 1 and closes May 15. Now it Jooks as if 

ie foreigners must be kept out of the trout streams or it 
Will have a fendeney to make onr present Jaws a dead letter, 

e rainbows and other western trout do not commence 
Paving in or waters (as far as heard from) until the lat- 

part of April, and are not through by June 1, 
mn many parts of the State our native brook trout begin 
Wuing the latter part of September and in most streams 

finish in November, 
Now what isto be done? You can't regulate it so that a 
lifornia trout will not take your fly in the spring when he 
mid not, of the fisherman would not, nor in the fall can 

iu prevent the brook trout from doing the same after it is 
lawinl to so take him. 
Dropping the fish so taken out of season. back into fhe 

‘Biream don’t fill the hill, even if every person were so dis- 
poser to return them. I ave no way out of it if they are still 

it into trout streams, but to have the open sersons mada 
the santé for both, or allthe year round, and abandon all at- 
tempts.at protection, 
And then » word about the salmon trout, Cristinomen nitin- 
ajesh; 1 think the open season for them should close Sep- 
tember 1, They have been caught in the Jakes 6f Western 
Noy York during September in greater numbers than dur- 

any month of the year, and they are then full of spawn 
li is almost ripe, J. AwNry, JR. 
EDONIA, New York, 

JAQUARIA AT Inpustrian Exursrrrons.—Philadelphia, 
Jet, 3,—The interesting account in your paper of week he- 
Ore last headed ‘Fine Display in Aquaria” at the Cinein- 

Exhibition, calls tomind a matter which has not yet 
published, In your city there is a flourishing institute 
sh holds an interesting exhibition every season. There 

iso a high-toned institution in this city that don’t hayean 
exhibition every year, in fact, the last one they had was 

e eight years ago, the last previous one was sixteen years 
fore. At the time of their last exhibition the fish com- 

mers of this State desired to makea display in aquaria, 
owing methods of artificial fish-hatching, etc., and secured 

ice therefor. One genfleman at much trouble sei-ured a 
Moe lotof glazed tanks for the display. When the time ar- 
tived to make arrangements for the water, it hecame neces- 

to obtain the signature of the president of the institute, 
Hit ustute individual at once squelched this feature of the 
hibition, declaring that it was boy's play, without a soli- 

‘Acicntilic feature. The scientific gentlemen connected 
th the exhibition felt much scandalized, and one of the 
ofssora remarked that their president owed his position 
his money rather than his brains. In this connection 1 
‘Teminded of the Centennial display, but dafwedum re 

6 dolorett.—A QUARIUS. 

() 

if 

aa Near New Yorr—Oceanic, N. J., Oct 2— 
Inlynite,in a late issue of Foresr anp Srream, wants 

etow where to gel a day’s fishing near New York, 
Stiped bass, L suppose, is what he is after. Nov, let me 

Ty and inform him where I have had good success from 
tober to November 15. Take Centrai Railroad of New 
seyto Bergen Point Station, Walk down to Burne’s 

he will find boat, Fish from the first of the flood to 
Water at 1,500 t0 2,500 feet west of thedraw. Fish 
rom the abutments about 100 feet; cast in 20 feet from 
riers of the abutments, Should shedders be too hich- 
in price, Jef him use for bait some small oysters—sny 
{—which haye been salted over night, tu addition, 
use shrimp and a bunch or so of soft clams. Use 

ngsinker. I have taken fine messes of bass during this 
. Wishing has been fine in Shrewsbury River this sum- 

’ We haye taken the largest kingtish that has been taken 
wears. My neighbor Vantine and myself took to-day, 

Winn, 

B on Buack Bass?—West Point, King William 
Vu.—Onu the 21st of September, there came such a 
4510 wash avway five mill dams inthis county, thus 
loose a great number of mil pond chub. No doubt 

of the small fry reached the Mattapony River, but a 
iny large ones were captured und delighted the 

lpaf the epicure, ‘Three gentlemen in the neighborhood 
hg William Courthouse bought over fifty pounds of 

ighing from five to ten pounds a piece. Experienced 
€or those who observe closely, do not consider the 

» Or mill pond chub, as identical with the black bass, 
ay there is a striking similarity, and yet well defined 

difference, And then the chub grows so much 
Sometimes tuming the scale at fourteen pounds.— 

as 

fine hass and two werltish in three hours! fishing,— | 
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A Srep iy tae Ricur Direcrioy,—Altona, Clinton Co,, 
N. Y., Oct. 7.—I notice with pleasure that four of the most 
persistent, violators of the game Jaws in this part of the 
country have just been arrested for illegal fishing at Chazy 
Lake, Clinton tonnty, N. Y. These men have nearly ex- 
terminated the trout in Chazy Lake with their gillnets and 
nightlines, and have Jately turned their attention to the 
Chateaugay Lake, which lies about six miles from Chazy 
Lake. Notlong ago these lakes were teeming with trout, 
and deve and grouse were plenty on the hills surrounding 
them, making quite a sportsman's paradise. Ttis a piky thal 
afew lazy, lawless scamps should be allowed to slaughter 
the game and fish during the close season, by the sule of 
which they searcely manage to eke out a miserahile existence. 
They catch hundreds of pounds of trout off their spawning 
to use as bait for their mink-traps, and “crust-lnnt? the 
deer merely for their hides. T hone, now that the zood work 
has begun, that it will he followed wp wntil these pests haye 
been driven off, The hotel-keepers on the lakes should take 
a lively interest in the prosecution of these fellows,— 
GROUSE. 

PLANTS FOR CARP FOOD,—Nashyille, Tenn—Dr. A, 
Gallenger is now engaged in hotanical researches in this State, 
and tells me that he has for some time past given attention to 
those species of aquatic plants, so common in our southern 
States, with a view to ascertaining the character, and of deter- 
mining which would be most likely to furnish the much de- 
sired food for German carp, He thinks there are a number 
of these plants now growing in many Southern ponds and 
Streams which are particularly adapted to the carp as food, 
and in this his opinion is almost confirmed by the appearance 
of certain aquatic plants, not indigenous to the country, but 
imported from Asia by some mysterious manner. One of 
these varieties was lately discoyerrd by a botanist in Massa- 
chusetts. The Doctor isa thorough master of the science of 
botany, and no doubt will solve the question of carp food be- 
fore long. The carp placed by Col G. F. Akers, when State 
Fish Conunissioner, in the ponds upon the Capitel grounds, 
have grown amazingly from all accounts. Those given to 
Captain Frank W. Green have multiplied beyond conception, 
and grown to a great size, He has somanyin his pond that 
he is now advertising them forsale, Next year a great many 
ponds will be built and stocked with either carp or our native 
varieties, the supers harvest of this year placing our farmers 
in 4 better condition to fnprove their homes than they have 
been in many years,—J. D. H, 

Che Ziennel. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

January #10, and 11, 1883.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 
Show, Meriden, Conn. Joslua Shute, Secretary, 193 Hobart street, 
Meriden Conn, , 

April 3, 4, & and 6, 1858. Wester Pennsylvania Poultry Society's 
Firth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa, Entries for the Bench 
Show Derby, for Mnoglish setters whelped on or after March 1, 1882, 
close December 1, 1882, Chas, Lincoln, Superititendent. IT. R. Stay- 
ton, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Noyember 17--Mastern Field Trials Club Field Trials on Quail, near 
High Point, N.C. Entries forthe Derby close July 1, For the All- 
Aged and Members’ Stake, November 1, FN. Hall, P. 0. Box 884, 
New York, Secretary, 
December 4—National American Kennel Clab Piel Trials on Qnail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn. D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn,, Secretary. 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Club Field Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La. Entries close December li. J. K, Renaud, Setretary, New 
Orleans, La. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1, 

TrNveRseE Novms.—Nashville, Oct. 6—As soon as we 
haye a rainfall a number of gentlemen from Nashville will 
away to their favorite fishing grounds to enjoy the fine sport 
and the luxuries of camp life during October, the most de- 
livhtful month of the twelve in this latitude, Ed. Horn has 
been having some remarkably fine sport angling in the Gum- 
berland River, The other day he procured a bucket of live 
minnows, and from five until seven o’clock A. M. he erceled 
eight handsome bass, weighing from one-half to one pound 
and a, half cach. This is all the more remarkable as the fish 
were caught from the wharf, which is in the very center of 
the city. A day or tivo later the same gentleman took a 
fine siting of bassand drum from the river at the same 
place, but this time with dead miniows and common earth 
worms. This change in the supply of river fish is one of 
the most striking evidences of the advantages gained by 
protective laws.—J. D. H. 

Sishculture, 

‘COONING NEAR NEW YORK. 

HB other evening a party of eight, five bipeds and three 
quadrupeds, rendevouzed at a spot eight miles from 

Jersoy City, and a mile and o balf west of the Hudson River. 
The bipeds were Charley, Hugh, Jim and George, residents 
of Jersey, and Doc, a tenderfoot from New York. The quad- 
rupeds were Jack and Shot, hounds, and Bess, a brindle hitch 
“of the bull-terrier persuasion,” in fact the very one that “V, 
H, C." brought into notice in some recent communications to 
this journal, The hounds were old and experienced ‘eoon- 
dogs, and the bitch was brought along to see the fun, and if 
we had luck to take her part in scrimmages, We started for 
the woods at half past nine, and a walk of a mile brought us 
to Palisade avenne, Here the dogs were cast olf, but 
found nothing. Walking up the road with Jauterns car- 
vied low we presently found the track of a large ‘coon, cross- 
ing the roatl and making for an adjoining cornfield to the 
west. The dogs bronght up refused the scent, the road being 
covered with & coating of dry dust aninch or more in thick- 
ness, The hounds were then cast off in the standing corn and 
Jeft to follow their noses, while we, with careful steps and 
searching eyes, scanned the ground for ‘soon sign—and we 
found it. Eyery low and wet place was fairly covered with 
tracks as if a party of twenty or more had been frolicking all 
over the field. Presently the hounds opened, and Hugh ex- 
claimed ‘‘They’ve got him treed!” and after a minute’s pause 
added, ‘No, that isn’t a ‘coon up a tree, it must be something 
else.” 
Hurrying up, we found Jack and Shot over on each side of a 

stone wall that was thickly overgrown with wild grape vines 
and briars. The hounds were fairly crazy and trying to get 
into the wall. Bess was held in arms, crying in the most 
piteous tones to be released and struggling with all her might. 
A low growl came trom the wall, and Hugh sung out again, 
“Ves, boys, it’s a coon after all, but in all my life I never saw 
one take to stone wall before.” The stones remoyed and 
Jack’s nose went down into thehole. Outit cameinan in- 
stant with something attached and Bess jumping from the 
arms thatheld her, in an instant became one with the strug- 
gling animals. A. brief fignt settled the matter, and our first 
‘coon was found to bean opossum. This was about half past 
eleven, and the rising moon now began to throw out more 
light on our proceedings. Everyone was hapyy except Bess, 
‘ahie wanted more ‘possum, and slipping from hand she made 

THE FISH QUESTION IN VERMONT. 

THE following letter to the Rutland Herald und Globe gives 
a Tair account of the question which is now agitating 

anglers inthe Green Mountain State: 
t appears to he generally understood that au effort will be 

mace during the coming session of our Legislature to have the 
“Odious Fish and Game Law” repealed, and a just and sensible 
law enacted in its place. I believe this moye 1s a good one, as 
any man who really knows anything about the matter, 
knows that under the present law the trout in the waters of 
this State have steadily decreased. 
Our present law was enacted, avowedly, for the Reade ae of 

protecting the fish with the view of increasing them. We 
were told that this law would have “the effect of increasing 
the supply of fish”—how, na one has told, or no one can tell, 
but that was the clam, Now, what after a trial of eight 
years is the result? In this section—and I am informed it is so 
all over the State—the trout have steadily decreased; and 
why? For the very best of reasons, viz: This law has thrown 
all of the free fishing exactly on to the places where the supply 
comes from—namely, the mountain streams. No spawn de- 
ougieefs in streams in the open country where the soil is broken 
vy cultivation, roads, etc., ever hatches out, as the fine sedi- 
ment which settles on the eges is sure death to every egy, as 
avery fishculturist will testify, Therefore the SUPPLY must 
come from the mountain streams where the soil is little 
broken, and so comparatively little fine sediment is ever de- 
posited on the eggs; besides the mountain streams are more 
rapid, and what little fine sediment is depositedis quickly 
washed off aiter high water occurs, 
We might just as well expect to raise a large supply of 

poultry by killing the little “chicks” soon after they are 
atched, as to by law throw all the free fishing directly on to 

the hatehing grounds, and thus encourage a larger amount 
of fishing exactly where if does the most harm, i. e., cut off 
the supply—what folly! We have been told by men who pre- 
tended to be very wise on the subject, ‘If you will only stop 
fishing a little while the streams will soon be full of trout.” 
Ido not wish to appear egotistical about this matter, but 

let us say there is not a word of truth in this statement. It 
has taken years and years of fishing, fair and foul, lines, nets, 
spears, snares, ebc., to deplete the streams and it would in a 
natural way take years and years to replenish them. 

Fisheulturists, men whe have spent years in studying up 
this matter, say that doubtless not over one trout egg in a 
thousand deposited in a natural way is ever hatched out and 
produces mature fish. Thus you see the process of re-stock- 
ing is extremely slow. Wecan't wait for such slow work, if 
it can be done more quickly, and it can be, with but little 
trouble and expense. From 85 to 95 per cent. of trout spawn 
can be, and is, every yéar artificially hatched. If any reader 
will figure the difference in percentage between the two 
methods, and then say he thinks the streams will best re-stock 
themselves, I would like to see that man. I think Vermont 
cannot afford not to have a “State hatching house” and every 
ear put the trout into its streams, and let the people take 

Phere: out under proper restrictions sas to-time and imple- 
tents. Hor we all know that the artificial propagation of 
fish is no longer an experiment inyolyed in any doubt, The 
results obtained in other States where they have “hatching 
houses” —establishes the fact so firmly that no one can pos- 
sibly doubt the feasibility of re-stocking owr streams with 
trout artificially at small expense compared with the hene- 
iicial results that would be attained. ‘ 

This State isnow able to reap the benefit of the outlay and 
experience of other States. The great benefit of having 
plenty ot trout in our streams of course no one can question. 
Pleasure and protit are not often combined, buf in this Case 
they are, and I believe if the question of a “State Hatthing 
Honse” is properly presented to our lezislators they will make 
a fair nppropriation for it, repeal the presentlaw and enact 
a just oneinits place. But if the Legislatinre does not see fit 
tomake an appropriation for a ‘Hatching House” it cer 
tainly, by all means, ought to repealthe present law, which 
every oné knows prevents private entel'prise from restocking 
the streams; for, of course, no man would, at his own ex- 
pense, pub fish into a stream and then when he went to catch 
a tew for his breakfast, he Hable to be arrested as a criminal 
and pay a heavy fine and cost, or be “‘jailed.’ for faking the 
vely fish out of a stream that he himself putin. \ 4 
The story is too long to tellin one letter. I only write this 

tocall attention to the subject as if is understood some 
of us intend to make an effort to have whatever is done be 
anitprovement on our present system, All persons who tee! 
au especial interest in the subject of restocking the streams 
of our State with trout are invited to correspond with the 
writer, giving their opinions and knowledge of the working 
and effects of our present law, that this matter may he 
plainly _and fairly presented to our Legislature for their con- 
sideration during the coming session. CG. F, Orvis, 
Mancrnstar, Vt., Sent, 25, 1652, 

one jump and closed her jaws partly on possum and partly 
on Hugh sfist. Half an hour later the hounds again gave 
tongue, this time in the woods, The tree was reached, and 
found to be a small, one not more than twenty feet in hight. 
His 'coonship was descried high up, but a few shakes brought 
him down, andas she lifout proyed to be a cat. A few rab- 
bits, a fox and a few more cats were started, and as the night 
drew on it, seemed as if our ’cooning was to be a failure. 
About two o’clock the dogs again bezan to talk, and this time 
they appeared to bein earnest. We found the tree to be a 
large one inthe midst of a swampy wood, A fire heaped 
high with brush was quickly kindled, and Hugh, putting on 
his climbing irons, wassoon among the branches. Charley 
followed him up, and the ‘coon, this time a real one, was seen 
lying out on one of the upper limbs. Hugh descended, and 
Charley being of lighter build went higher and shook him out. 
A thud, and in an instant fourstruggling animals were united, 
Jack had him by the nose, Shot by the stern, and Bess closed 
her powerful terrier jaws upon his loinin a grip that relaxed 
not until poor cubby had given up the ghost, and even then 
had to be choked off, much to her grief and indignation. 

The dogs again commenced to range, butit was some time 
bafore they announced a tree, Careful search revealed noth- 
ing. The critter, whether ‘coon, possum or cat, had escuped 
before we arrived. Thetrack was now homeward and at 
tour o'clock we reached Kelly's hostalry at Fairview. Some 
liquid refreshinent, and an hows nap prepared us for an 
early train, which brought us hack to the city in time for 
breaktast. A few funny things occurred during the hunt. 
After Hugh's fingers had got mixed with Bess's teeth he in- 
sisted that she should be kept on chain, “He wasn't going 
‘cooning along with such a dog that didn’t know when the 
coon was dead.” Hugh had crammed the ‘possurer into his 
overcoat pocket but the powerful scent was asad temptation, 
and Doc, had his hands full in keeping Bess out of mischief, 
Later when we reached the cat tree, the chain was removed 
and the bitch held by the collar until the game came ta earth. 
When the cat jumped hounds and men took alter her, tut 
Bess didih care for cat (plenty of ther at home), butiinade a, 
jump tor Hugh's coat and held to it with a pretty tight grip, 
and Hugh hardly knew whether to keep On the run dragging 
the dog behind him or to shed his coat and leave Bess master 
of the situation and the ‘possum, 

This ‘coon hunt brought back the memories of twenty years 
ago, When the writer devoted twu or three nights a week, 
during the season, to the running of ‘coons in the rich bottom 
lands bordering the Genesse River, In those days, in Sep- 
teniber, as soon as "coon sign became plenty in the vern, the 
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sport was inaugurated, and the nightly harvest was nsually 
satisfactory, Werarely worked the saime fields two nights in 
succession, but with stretch of several miles of food ‘toon 
grouuthad plenty of opportunity to ake 200d bugs, Start- 
In Ws soon 4s it was dark, we were eenerally tlirough by one 
'cloals, when the fire by the last ‘eoon tree onabled us ta pre- 
pare a little priinitive vetresiament. Roasting ears, potatoes, 
a few bullheads trom the river and « piece of ‘coon meat wera 
hastily Gooked and eaten with gusto, and added relish from 
some neigh boriue melon-pateh, 

'The above bas been written to show that Bergen county“has 
a fow ‘woons and opossums to spare, tht they can bo gotten 
withont much trouble, and that a night’s sporti can be had 
in the immediate vicinity of the eity. The morning mail 
drought me a note trom a frieud, in which he stated that a 
few days ago, in company with threo others, they shoti sixty- 
one ducks, teal, widzeon, etc,, without bouts or devoys, atid 
within five milesof New York City EHall, 
A wordto “V. H.C. :" Iam prepared to admit, in reference 

bo the color of bull-tetriers, that white sometimes has its ac- 
yantages, ¢ @., when dog and ‘coon are badly mixed on a 
fark night it is easier to tell them apart; and secondly, when 
the doz has flews, itis easiar to sae them. BRINDLE. 

RETRIEVING AND STYLE, 

Hiditov Morest anid Stream + 
fn discussing the qualities of our field dops agreat deal is 

usally said about “pace” and ‘tose, but not much about 
“style” OF hunting, Now “style.” as regards the way in 
which a dog carries his head, isto my mindof as touch im- 
portance as the quality of his nose, 4s unless be does so in 
good fom le will certainly potter or flush more than he 
ought to do, howevar well he may haye been trained. Style 
of hunting is an innate quality that can be imprayed or in- 
jured by good orhad mahavement. 
Hating on the Mage is generally supposed to be gond 

for style, as ifthe head is carried too low, the nose gets ent 
hy the grass. Trailing (following the foot scent) is about the 
worst habit a setter or pointer can get Inie: and retrieving 
wounded game is the surest way of encouraging it. No one 
will, Lpresume, confound if with rouding, which, when well 
done, is the finest of work. Retrievers ought to trail their 
yume, eoin training them, one of the chief points to be at- 
tended to is to encourage them to do so, and they are only at 
lirst hunted npon wounded game. Several years azo, before 
Thad had the experience in American hunting that I have 
since had, I suggested in the yalunble columns of Forust 
AND STREAM, that 1 would be better to uses separate dog far 
retrieving instead of allowing one’s setturs and pointers to do 
so, bubthe ides was then eyidently considered absurd, be- 
exunse the point of it was not understood. Sportsmen who 
only keep one dog, must, of course, have them to retrieve: but 
where several are kept [ am certain if would Le found adyan- 
tageous to have the retrieving left to a regular trained re- 
triever; suarcely any game would theu be lost, either from 
lanti or water, the huntines dogs would not be distressed in 
hot weather by having to look for and earry if in; nor in very 
cold weather by gething wet; they would also behave better 
in a general way, as Yetrieving is the cause of much unstead- 
ness, 4 fact that is proved at every field trial. These advan- 
tages would be gained, in addition tothe preservation of fine 
style. C. BE. MeMoxpo. 
SHApWwHLL, Va., Ot. 7. 

FOX HUNTING IN TENNESSEE. 

URING the past two weeks “Reynard” has heen per= 
I mitted to tale but little rest by our mumerous fox hynt- 
ers all over the State. The moon has shone forth with 
unusual splender and brightness, and the temperature all 
that nana he desired, cool enough for both man and horse, 
yet not cuough so to reqhire heavy top coats and other en- 
cumbergnees at times necessary for comfort. 
The last chase took place a few nights ago, mecting as did 

the twenty or thirty enthusiasts at ‘Spont Spring,” about 
two miles from the city. Splendidly mounted was Gach and 
every one, and the dogs neyerin better form or keener for 
the race, the only item needed to make wp the tableau was 
the wilyfox. Green Morrow's poultry farm being in the 
vicinity, it was sate to colenlate upon finding one of the forr- 
legred lovers of the dainty fowls somewhere thereabouts, and 
in that conjecture the master of the hunt was about right, 
as was shown by the eagerness of the hounds to be slipped 
from their leashes at the sound of the sharp, shrill voice of 
Dandy, who had been sent out to reconnoitre in the vicinity 
of where we were all asseinbled quafting our juleps and en- 
joying the lovely seenes around us. 
The first dog to open was old Harkaway, he to be instantly 

seconded by Lover, Rattler and Duncan, broke away, 
coupled as they were, and had the elfect ta make the others 
of the pack very restless; in fact, so muth so that, 
eottrary to custom, they were let go before game was certain 
tohave been unearthed, Like lightning they dashed up the 
sidesof thé precipitous hills surrounding the spring, and before 
the horsemen conld pet ont into the open country the entire 
pacle was in full ery and voing a pace that nothing short of a 
thoroughbred im good trainmg could have kept up with, 
Col, Geo. Akers led the bunt on his reliable blavk maré 
Fanny, closely followed by Charley Hollister and Major Hd, 
Saunders, from Nashyille. 
Mash Pinkard, Hermann Burkholz, Billy Raggio and 

George Holmes were more considerate upon their horses, and 
took the Vanghn pike at a trot, keeping within hearing of the 
dogsall the while; thus the chase went on tor a few minutes, 
but alter this the entire phase of the sport changed. ‘The 
fox turned towards the Bs and at a tremendous speed 
came down through a field of stubble, and took the tence a 
few yards in front of George Holmes, frightening his horse 
and causing him to heave and pitch so furiously as to land 
his rider in a bunch of briars and siving him such a shaking 
and scratching as to put him hors de combat for the remnin- 
der of the night. Hermann burkholz applied the spurs to his 
charger, and in an instant had cleared the stone wall at one 
side of the road and was soonin withthe pack; Marsh Pink- 
ard’s Biloxi refused to leap, and came near shipping his cargo, 
but being a tirst class rider, that was not to be dote. Billy 
Raprio, a son of poetical Ttaly, was too prudent toe attempt 
the leap, but active enough to dismount ata, weak place in 
the wall and knock olf rock enongh to allow his nag and 
Marsh's te get yer without further trouble. 
By this time the hounds with Hermann close ab thei heels, 

were a mile or more away, and the remainder of the boys 
would haye been rather lovely if the Colonel had not come up 
wi thattime, Hewass pictureindeed. Don Quixote, after 
out of his tosh perilous tilts, never looked more forlorn, or 
had fared worse than did our pallant Virinian. Hat gone, 
coat rebi asunder, one leg of his trousers had been voblilessly 
tern away by some intruding vine, face searred, ont of 
brewth wand asia as a oest of disturbed hornets, This was 
about the plight he wasin. ‘The old mare had dumped him 
ina ditch, and while scrambling through the undergrowth 
briars and plowed ground, the balanee of the misfortunes 
had befallen him; neyor was there a man ib 'Vennessee so ex- 
asperated, writhing with pain, ridiculous to look wt anid wt- 
terly disgusted with lis Melk; le, like “Richard,” was willing 
to give his kinsdoni for a horse, mule or any conveyance that 
would enable him to prosecute the chase. Billy Rageio, like 
the good Samaritan, was on hand, offered his mount ta the 
gallant sonot Mars, aud again, like Richard, he was himself 
again, 
AW herg are they Foner said he, i 
“YT dunno,” replied Marsh, “and guesd you don't.care much," 
“| catch that vagabond of afoxil be stays in Davidson 

county,” continned the Colonel, ‘or I'll never take another drop 
of Lincoln after this one,” at the same time feeling for his flask, 
Haney his expression when ho discovered that the useful ticker 
wis gone, ‘There was1o use grumbling, however, and off he 
started at the top of his horse’s speed, and Marsh after him. 
Fortunately there were no fences of importance around the field 
they were in; hence all went well until they reached the Gallatin 
pike, where they again came within hearing of the hounds, 
This save new life and enthusiasm to the Colonel, and off he 
started again, thongh not destined ta go far, because of a terrible 
cropper he got in attempting to crossa gully, into which his 
horse fel, rolling oyer on him and bruising him badly. This 
ellectnally closed the sport for Lim, though the hounds went on, 
still followed yy Hermanu, whose horse neyer faltered at an 
obstacle, or apparently tired, until the fox, gee by 
fatigue, yielded ap his life at the first toll house, into which he 
sought refuge, but found deuth, and that not. by his pursuers, as 
he ran upon a huge mastif— belonging to the gate Ireaper, and 
which finished him with one shake. 

Charley Hollister received seyere contusions ahout the head, 
and the Nashville taan had his arm broken, by their respective 
tumbles. Colonel Akers sent for “Sandy Carter” to wait upon 
him, and by a mass of restoratives, applied scientifically by this 
aged caterer to fast boys, the bruises were soon healed, Marsh 
Pinkard noderwent a similar treatment, though nob wounded, 
and is now doing better. Charley Hollister arfd the Ken- 
tuckian are able to be about, and have been taken repeat- 
edly, the one for Arabi Pasha and the other for Admiral 
Nicholson of Egyptian notoriety. A telephonic consmunication 
was received trom Billy Raggio, at Gallatin, where ha had wan- 
dered after giving wp his horse. He reported being footsore and 
financially einbarrassed, Finds were of once telegraphed, and 
When he gets into town all tha members of the famous chase 
will have reported. 
The hounds have, like chickens, come home to roost, and every 

possible attention paid to them. They will be ready a great deal 
soauer to take the field than any of their followers; bub as soon 
as heads, arms and faces get well, the boys will go out aot 

THE RED IRISH SETTER GARRYOWEN. 

M® HILLIARD’S protest against Mr. Giltrap's champion 
}) red irish setter Garryowen appears to have raised quite 
a breeze in the [English journals, As some of Garryowen’s 
descendants in this conntry have mace their mark upon the 
show bench, we append the following from the Stock Keeper, 
which will give our readers the gist of the matter: We have 
received some additional correspondence relating to the set- 
ter Garryowen, and as there are some curious and novel state- 
ments made by one or two of the writers, it may be well to 
briefly review the history of the dog. He was originally 
called Shot, and was bred by Mr, H. 8. Moore, of Dublin, who 
sent him to a first-rate trainer; but the dog did not show any 
unusnal intelligence, which was accounted for at the time by 
the low condition the dog wasin. He was subsequently pur- 
chased by Mr. J. J. Giltrap, hispresent owner. When in the 
possession of the breeder the dog’s nose and eyes were of a 
“fesh-color,” but when seen by Mr. Moore be ‘liad great dif- 
ficulty in identifying the dog from what he considered an al- 
teration in his appearance.” Mr, Giltrap ‘‘admiits he has a 
fleshy nose, and I never heard of # dog haying any other sort 
ofnose, Asto the color of it, [deny that it was ever black, It 
isa dark liyer-color, and very much darker (as well as his coat) 
than when bought hia of Mr. Moore, He was then a miserable- 
looking creature, fallof worms, not 4 pick on him, withsunken 
ayes, a staring coat. and no feathering.” In this wretched state 
Mr, Giltrap purchased the dog, believing he was a good speci- 
men ot an Irish setter. The transformation is attributed “in 
‘addition toimprovement by age, good care, a clean kennel, 
Wholesome food, combined with regularity of feedine, 2 con- 
stant supply of pure water, and plenty of exercise,” And 
every one knows what an alteration can be made in the ap- 
pearance of poor, il-conditioned dogs when woll looked after, 
properly fed and exercised. We are not in a position to say 
whether the dog's nose and eyes have or have not changed in 
color since he has been in the possessionof his present owner; 
but it will probably be something new to most people to know 
that the color of the eye of adog can be changed at the will 
of the owner any more than this can be done with the human 
eye. A clearness and a brightness can undoubtedly be ob- 
tained either in & man ora aioe when they are in 4 healthy 
condition, but that the natural color of the eye can be changed. 
we do not believe. 

This dog, a5 well as Mr, Hilliard's Comet, were exhibited at 
the Alexandra Palace Show; both owners were present, and 
Mr. Hilliard ss well acquainted with the alteration in the 
dog's appearance us later on, but instead of lodging a protest 
then, when the matter could have been thoroughly investi- 
gated, Mr. Hilliard waited until the Belfast aud Bristol Shows 
when Garryoweu's owner was absent and not able to defend 
himself except by calling in two vets. 

but now comes a still more serious charge against Mr. 
Hilliard, inasmuch as Mr. Giltrap accuses him of exhibitin: 
dogs that had previously wou three or more prizes, an 
should therefore haye competed in eed i classes instead 
of in open classes, both at Belfast and Portadown. At the 
latter show his dog Palmerston was disqualified for this very 
cause. If this is so, itis a very serious charge, and by no 
means udds to the reputation of Mr. Hilliard; for one could 
hardly think it puss'ble for an exhibitor not to be aware of 
the number of prizes his dog had previously won, Stillitis 
possible Mr. Hilliard nay be able to satisfactorily explain 
this matter, : ‘ 

Tt appears to us that, finding his dog beaten, Mr. Hilliard 
hecame annoyed, and not making sufficient allowance for the 
improvement to Garryowen's appearance, somewhat hastily 
came to the conclusion that the dog’s nose had in some way 
been tampered with, aud hence the many long and personal 
letters which have appeared on this unpleasant subject. 

THE COLLIE AS A SPORTSMAN’S Doc. 

ees has been much complaint among eporeaien and game- 
keopors in reference to the hardness of the mouth of the 

retriever, Ihaye yery much plcdsitte, through your widely-read 
paper, to offer a remedy for this long and grievous complaint. 
Ihave boen experimenting on the collie as to his capabilities as a 
sportsman’s dog, I find him capablein every way, and a superior 
worker to the retriever, with a beautiful soft mouth, ‘lo sports- 
men and gamekeepers I would recommend the collie, rough- 
coated (black and tan), asa suporior dog in every way to the 
retriever, and by adopting the collie instead of the retriever thay 
will have nomore grinmbling about hard months, The collie 
retrieves splendidly on both land and water, I had very little 
difficulty in training collie to his new calling, Ido not think it 
cost me inore than half of the time that 1 would have required 
when training avretriever, The collie’s usefulness to sportsmen 
is of much value. Iconsider Lain conferring a great boon to 
sportsmen and garmeleepers in offering them this experience of 
the collie through your Valuable paper. A GAMEKEEPER, 

A correspondent toryvards the following cutting, which ap- 
peawed in the Huntly xpress on this subject; 
Lwould haye given my experience, us a gamelkeeper, of 

what I think of the collie as a sportsman’s doe in your last 
week's paper, but I Maye been very busy, and had not had 
time to write. [beg to state that [have the collie working 
instead of the retriever, and [would not now give ‘‘collie” 
for twenty reWitvers. Th is a pleasure fo see *‘wollie” at hig 
work, and the careful manner in which he collects the game; 
he is as strong jn the head 4s the retriever, and imych softer 
inthe mouth, “Collie” 1s a doggis that one oan train to any- 
thing within the brute beasts’ power, ''Vollie” ig born a-trua 
fomipanion to man; Lhaye therefore great pleasure la recom 

‘| appetite antl general health is good. Ans. Cleanse thoroughly ; 

— 

fOer, 12, 1882 

tending him to my brother gamekeepers to work instead of 
the retriever. Iyould recommend gamekeepers 10 wet the 
thorouehbred south long-haired collie, T got my eolie trom 
Haddington (off Champion—Hiehlander). In the North tha 
breed of the collie is spoiled by fhe mixing of the breed with 
every mongrel wp and down the country. Robbie Burns 
tives the true idea of a Seotch collie ia his tale of the “Twa 
Dogs.” In reference to Luath, the ploushinan’s collie, Robbie 
says: 

His houest, sonsie, baws't face (or lang face) 

Aye gat him friends in illa place, 
Tis breast was white, his towsie back 

Weel clad in coat o' glossy binek, 

His gawele (or bushy) tail, wit upward curl, 

Hung oer his htirdies wi' a swirl, 

This is certainly the description of no mongrel cur, but a pie- 
ture of a dollic of the best and purest Scoteh breed. Tle re 
trieyer isa mongrel, with breeds of the foxhound, Gordon 
‘setter, collie, Newfoundland, Labrador, and other mongrel 
breeds in him, The best way to train a collie is to nse the 
Same method as when training a retriever, with fhe exesption 
of doing ayyay with the whip, and using kindnass and Goax- 
ing instead. “Collie” cannot stand the whip; this is the 
reason why some of the shepherds’ collies are so much cowed 
—with using too much of the rofl, Thope thatthose who haye 
well-bred collies in their possession will see phattheir breed ig 
carefully cultivated, and get these mongrels cleared ovt of: 
the country. In closing, | would recommend every game- 
Eee +g work the collie instead of the retriever.—Line Sfoek 
Journal, 

COCKER JUDGING AT CLEVELAND AND TO- 
RONTO. 

Etlitor Forest and Stream: 
At the Cleyeland Bench Show (1882) Mr, Kirk, in judging 

cockers, declared that he would award vo honors to animals that 
failed to score 7A points of his scale. Several cockers which in: 
the Wast would pass for good specimens were on exhibition, OF 
these Idol was deemed the best, but she obtained but 6244 points, 
the ofhers less, and consequently no prizes or honors were 
awarded. Now Lhave carefully read Wo, Kirk’s standard an 
scale of points and confess that I can find little fanlt with it asi 
appears on paper, and my conclusions were that Mr. K. had 
established an ideal scale inder which no cocker, either black o 
liver und_white, at present existing conld secure a yery hig! 
mark; that Mr. K. desired to create, as it wore, a new animal 
rather than to compare the merits of those now bred and in nse, 
Asstuming such to be the ease, I was greatly surprised on reading” 
the report of the late Toronto show (FOREST AND STREAM Sepi 
21), Mr, K. again judging the cockers, to find that fom prizés— 
first, seeond, he and c—were awarded. The only inferences that 
I can draw from this are that Mr. Kirk at thatshow judged b 
some other standard, or that he lowered his limit law below 7 ) 
points, or that. Canadian eockers are much better than ours. 
can hardly believe the latter to be the case, and therefore fool 
impelled to ask Mr. Kirk whether he has one rola for the Proy- 
inces and another for the States. GREENHORN, 
New Yor, Septeniber, 1882. 

TRANSPORTATION OF DOGS TO HIGH POINT 

OME misunderstanding having occurred in relation to 
\) the free transportation of doss that wore being talcell 
South preparatory to the Hastern Wield rials, Mr. Leach 
explained the matter to the different railroad managers, and 
has received the following from the Pennsylvania Railroad 
Company, He presumes that the other roads will adopt the 
same couse when they understaml that the dogs must @0 
some fime previous to the trials insteacl of waiting antil them 
The letter is as follows: 

Peunsylvania Railroad Company, Passenzer Department 
Office of the Hastern Passenger Agent, 349 Broadway, 
New York, Oct, 4, 1882. 

Gage. Lmacn, Esq., care Messrs. H. K. & FP. B. Thurber 
ot 

Duar Srk—Referring to the matter of transportation of dog 
to take part in the trials of the Hastern Field Trial Chiba 
High Point, N. C.. our baggage masters have been instruct 
to pass such dogs, accompanied by an sditendant, as may be 
offered, on presentation of a card siznued by your secretary, 
Mr. Coster. ‘Trusting that this arrangement will be satisface 
tory I am, Yours truly, 

SamvEc Carpmnrer, DB. P. A, 

PRINCE ROYAL AND PRINCESS.—Incredible as it map 
appear, wehaye ascertained beyond all question that the 
Uaveracks Prince Royal and Princess were killed at Aldridge! 
after they had failed to realize the resaryos set upon them, 
course, an owner can do what he likes with his own, but ibis 
not a sportsmanlike action or one that savors of humanity t 
kill animals of note that have won our ¢lassic prizes at, slio 
simply because they fail to realize a large amount of mone 
There were several present who would have given £60 for 
Prince Royal, and such a pri¢e always insures a dog heii 
taken caréof. A good home’ could have been procured fal 
hnhn, therefore, without any dificulty,—Kennel Gusette, 

THE ORGILL KENNEL-—We are sorry to learn that 
Edmund Orgill has decided to sive up the breeding of pointeall 
except such as he may require for hisownnse. Mr. Orgill 
has been the most successful breeder of fine pointers in this 
country, Starting only a few years ago with Steele's Ms 
and Guide's Lilly for the foundation, he has built upa ken 
whose reputation is world-wide, and it seems a pity ti 
it should be broken wp. He will retam Rush and Ruefor 
use in the field, and dispose of the others. We trust that thay 
will fall into the hands of gentlinen qualified to appreciate 
their worth. 

HARDY’S DIANA RECOVERED.—Boston, Mass., Oct, 
After an absences of eighteen months I was able to trace a 
recover my old bitch Diana, dam of Clair, Clairine and Polk 
The case was tried this mornings, and [ recovered her, but was 
unable to fix the theft on the party in whose possession slie 
was found.—Hpwarp E, Harpy. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT, 

W. G. F., Greenfield, N. H.—Gau an4lltan Gordon setter be pile 
blood? Ihave one whose parents were both black aud lun and adil 
to be full blood, but out of alitter trom thom three were blac 
tan and two alltan, The one T have is nearly as dark a liver 
as an Irish setter, with white flecks on the brewst. Ans. It is 

puppy. - 
A.C. f., Clinton.—L have a mustiff bitch whois troubled wit 

small rosy spat on topof her head atthe base of the ear, 
apparently heal up and then break out ali raw and bloady. Ther 
no matterinitand the dog is quite free from any himors, 

soap and water, removing all scabs, etc., then duston some Dp 
dered iodoform. Repeat in three days, and again if necessary, 
ALR, F., Meacham Lake, N. ¥.—My old hound was taken abo 
ten days uo; firstloss of usa of hind Iegs, after tie or theese : 
ont of the fore lees became affected. He eats well and bis eye 
bright. [gaye hima three Schenk’s pills yesterday, The only ré 
J can give for if is that he bas baen fied since last Deceluber with 
little chance for exereisé, a5 he puts tor the wouls evers time 
him out. He gets ahout to-day better than any lime befory; wi 
him run at Naree now. Wealso have two collie pups about one 
old, both of which haye large jumps under their néeks, T thou 
first it was jn enlargement of the glands and would go sway, 
ub no signe gf Ib-yet; docs not appear to hurt thom when handle 
Uuless pressed pery hard, Ans. Paralysis ig probably the cause 
the loss of power end may be the peaulyor old age, or it way bo wt 

pel , 

i 
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yon suggest, the result of wantof proper exercise. Rub the lWnvbs 
night anil momMing with volatile liniment und gee bo daily exercise. 
2, lf the enlarged glands do not disappear after using diily for tivo 
woeks todide Of potassiiin ointment, show them to your family phy- 
sician, perhaps he will remove thom for you. 
JW. P,, North Middletown, Ky.—My poter doe has been sick about 

two weels{ fie coughs and gazes williont throwing wp agyihive: it is 
MMiGh worse when taking oxercise, otherwise he seems very well: is 
fad with sdrapsirom the tuble; isin very food Goudition bul not fab, 
Te is four years old anil weiehs abont fifty pounds: has never buen 
sick to my knowledge before, Please prescribe. Ans. Your dog 
lind ehronie bronchitis, for which a cough mudicina containing fwe or 
thee svhins of iodide potuss., given twice a day, would unidoubl- 
bdly he of benefit, 

L, B A. Oneida, Nu. ¥,—My honnd, si months off, is broke out 
with & fite red rash that keeps him scratching pil the time; his hair 
is vey thin. Lhavye been giviog him sulphur and washing him with 
earbulic soap, wiich helps, hutdoes nel gure hint Please prescribe. 
Ans. Wash the animal thovoughly wih strong seft soap suds, ising 
Warn water, then wpply the following, rubbing it well in: Sublimed 
sil plu one dram, balsam of Pern one dram, lard two vunees. 
Apply this for three snecessive days. on the fourth day repeat, the 
warm bath, Repeal this tredtientat the end of a week if o cure is 
tint eeckad. 

_. R.. New York, My setter dog, aged # years 4 months, has been 
Ailing some lite; hy seldom finishes a ureal withont throwing part 
ofitip; he is very thin indeed: His eyos run: Wis nose is hots for 
three months er move tie dias Wee losing: his hair profusely. I do 
not thine he bas worms. Aus. ff it were not for the age of the dog 
should think distemper might be tha trouble, Your account of the 
symptoins is not explici, elough, We should know the kimd of food 
given, characher when yomibed. digested or nob, and general appear- 
aAneg, resiiariiy of bowels and character of dischalges, aniount of 
exércise taken, condition of skin aod coat. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

/ NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Itminel notes are inssrtad in tuis coloom free of charge. To insure 
Publication of nofes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par 
ficulars of eet mn invels 
1, Colo 
2, Breed. 
a. Bex, 
4, Ago, or 

(, Name and residence of 
bayer ar sellor, 

7. Sire, wilh his sire and dam. 
8. Ovoer of sire, 

4. Date of birth, of breading or 9 Dat, with her sire and dam, 
of death. : 10, Qyner of dam. 

Allnames must he pleinly writben, Communication on one side of 
paper only, and sizued with writer's name, 

NAMBS CLAIMED. 
QS" See instructions mat lend of His column. 
Chunee, By Ma, W.' Cleaver. Breoklyn, N. ¥., for 

setter doz, whelped April 1, 1882, by Mr. W-. Hunter's 
owner's Nell. 
kong Bal, By Mr. A, W. Witch, Cleveland, 0.. for liver and white 

pointer (los, wlelped April 8, 1882, by Beaufom, (Bow--Benlah) out of 
annie Tarner (Renusation— Queen I.) 

Litth Dott By Mr A.W, dliteh. Cleveland. 0., for pointer bitch, 
gl Aug. Ul, By Lewis's Rush (Dake—Nell) ot af owuer's Nellis. 

Teko, By Mr. W. F) Owens, Bereen Point, N.J., for lemon pointer 
Lees whelped May 9. 188% by Sensation ott of Dell T. (Duke— 
meen). 
Bridgeport, By Mr. George C. Sterling, New York, for black, 

aS) aed tan Buglish setter dog puppy by Dashing Monarel out of 
aamette. . 
Nelly. By Mv. 1. W. White, Yankron, Dakdta, fr Hnglish setter 

bitch, whelped Dec. 18.1577, by Dash (Pride of the Bordér—Doera) ont 
of Nellie (Gen, Beal's imported ‘Trap —Counnovdore Ammon's Nettie). 
Kenza Frank. Gy Me. BH, W. White, Yankton, Dakota, for Gordon 

setter doz, whelped Mareh 5, 1880, by Kuno Isit (Doane’s ‘eij;— 
Thompson's Bessie) out of Lock (Doaue’s Tom—Pottler's Pansy): 

Kitty. By Mr, H. W. White, Yaukton, Dakota, for Gordon setter 
hiteh, wheiped Sept 7, ISK1, by Doane’s Tom (Dash—Fly) ont of La- 
cille |(Marble’s Grouse—loltler's Pansy), 
Feather. By Mr. A. Duane, Bergen Point, N. J., for liver aud white 

pointer doz, whelpid May 1, 1842, by Sensation out of Del] U1. (Duke— 
fleen). 

BRED, 

(G2= See instructions af head of fils cola 
ily—Pilot, Mir. Ricuard orpin, das (Philadelphia, Pa.) setter 

hiteh Ity to Mr. Samuel G, Dixon's Gordon setter doy Pilot (Grouse— 
Maud), Sept, 27. . 

Mr, Robert C. Gormell's (New Yor) white and tan 

Owner, 

red anid while 
Gippo out of 

Pixie—Tartar. : 
fox-terrier bitch Pixie (Gamester—Fvefer) to Mr. J. Coleman Dray- 
ton's Tartar (Jester 1.—Thyra), Get. a. 
Finnie Turner—Beautort. Mr. G. IL. Nixon’s (Leesburg, Va.) liver 

aud white pointer bitch Minnie Taher (Seusatinn—Queen I) to his 
Beaufort (Bow—Beulah). 
Gipsy Girl—Rousseau, The Fairmount Kennels (Hyde Park, 

Mass.) St. Beraned biteh Gipsy Girlto their Rousseal, Oct, 1. 
Grefehken—Marko TL The Wairmonat Kenpel's (Myile Park, Mass.) 

Bt. Bernard biteh Gretchen to their Maria IT, Oet, 5 
Rose—Kquieherbocker, Mr Dred. Smith's (Jersey City, N. J.) liver 

aud swhife pomter bitch Rose (Duke—Queen) to Mr, Geo. L. Wilm’s 
Knickerbocker (Glenmur'k—Girl), Oct. 3. s 

WHELBES. 
ES". See instructions at heded of this calwnin. 
Rove. The Westminster Kennel Cjub’s lemon and white pointer 

bitch Rose (Snapshot—Gypsie), Oct. 4, vine (six dogs), by thei chan- 
pion Sensation. 

itleen. Tire Borstall Kennels (Morristown, N. J.) liver and white 
pointer bif¢h Wileen (Sensation—Daisy), Oct. 5, vine (iyo dogs), by 
their Ral) {Rush —Romp). 
Regia, Mr, Rodney Benson's (New York) recently imported Bt, 

Bernard bitch Regia, Oat. 6, twelve (six dogs), by Mr. W. Smilh’s 
(Shetiield, Eng.) Rollo, i. K. 0. 8. B, 11,04); one biteb since dead_ 

SALES. 
ihe See imstructions at head of this colunin. ; 
King Hol. Liver and white pointer dor, whelped April 3, 1882, ly 

Beaufort (Bow—Beulah) ontof Mannie Tirner (Sensation—Queen LL), 
Mr. Re Nixon, Leesturg, Va., to Mr. A, W. Hitch, Gleyeland, 

Nhio, 
Bridgeport. Black, white and tan Pugh 

ing Monsreh—Vaniiette), by Mr, J. C, Higsins, 
to Mr. George C. Sterlmp, New York. ; 

" Bub and Jenni. Black spaniels, dor anit bitch, by champion 
Brush out of chanipion Rhea. by Mr, RK. M. Lindsay, Seranion, Pa., 
to the Hornell Spaniel Ghib, Hornellsville, N.Y. 
Kiara and Meg. Black spaniel bitches by Bub (Brnsh—Rjea) ont 

of Jenny (Brush—Rliea). by Mv, R. M. Lindsay, Scranton, Pa., to the 
Hornéll Spaniel Club, Hornelisville, N.Y. 

Jish setter dog puppy (Dagh- 
Delaware City, Del, 

answers to Correspondents. 
W. A. B. wishes to learn of a good deer country in Ohio. 

W.H B.—Deer are said io be plentiful fa Sussex County, Va. 

D.U. P., New York.—We shall shortly publish the desired deserip- 
tion. 
H, J. B., Pittsburgh, Pa, -We komy of no book on ferret manage- 

ment, 
J. F. B., Bangor, We.—The seini-hammerless guns named ave per- 

fectly reliable so far as we know, 
kisne, Brooklyn.—You cau besh determine the proper charge for 

your reyolyer by exnctimenting with ib. 

Coysrant Reaper, New Yorit.—\ ould « 10-+hove 514 or cae pun, 
choke bored, 32-Ineb barrels, be a better shoater (aan if i had 3)-ineb 
harrels? Ans. No. 

FP. GC. B., Boston.—The advertiser of bird calls was Mr. Geo, W. ld- 
wards, North Andover, Mass., but he has goue out of the business, 
being absent from home. 

T, M. P., New York,—I have a young setter bitch that retrieves, 
but bites her birds badly. Can you tell me bow to brealr her of iby 
Ans. Read ‘Draining ys, breaking.” 
Dorsat Fos, Chicago.—For iaformation about Florida shooting re- 

sors you should consult bavk files of this jourual Read Bavbours 
book ou Florida, published by the Appletous, of this elly. 

¥. M, H., Tiffin, 0.—Whal gaane can be found near Graimerd, Minn,, 
from October 16 to November is: 1 would like ta spend month in 
thatJooulity this fall, Ans, Ell, Weer and Lear, wildfowl, grouse, 
bli. 

R., La Porte, Ind,—Can yon or any of tis renders of Forms» snp 
BORDA give me bie pease of Dr. Wm. larvie's imported Dick anid 
Nellie, Also of Black Neil, fiaparted by thé Marshalls, vf Viretniag 
Aus, Dr, Jarvis's Diek was from a pair of Red trish setters Imported 
by Mi. Goadyyin, of Guston, Muss, He was nndoubvedly sellbred, 
albhough nothing is known pf his pedigree, Nellie was @ while setter 

bitch, with orange markings on head tad hody. Het eyes aid Hose 
were block, She was presented by Or, Jarvis to a ceutlemian st 
Monkers; N.Y. Nothing is kiewn of her péedigyve, Will some of our 
readers supply Hie information about Black Nell? 

event! “brands” of sets forsdle by partias who adye 
conrad 

Ans. 
synopsis of the article. 

GHorGis, Columbus, Ga.—1, How de eockers work their same? 
2, Are these breods of dogs trained to tree birds, ranning trail silently 
and giving tongue when treed! #. What could ove go trained be pur- 
vhased for? IT want one to tree turkeys. Ans. 1, Cockers sre 
generally trained to work within gunshot, Mony of them give tonne 
or whiniper on beail, Others give tongue only when the bird flushes, 
While some work silently, Wo kiow of none for sale such as you de- 
seribé, nor 14 we know the price of dowell-trained cocker. A 

Osio1io, New York.—A consin and myself, both just coming of age, 
Will inherit fortune sf $50,000, and dtsire to #0 to Texas and invest 
ii stack raising, We have bal no praciesl experience, but haya 
Leen “studying up" for the last three or tom years. Would you or 
nay WW your redilers kimdhy advise is iow fo uileriake if, what our 
requirements would be, ete., and Lshould consider it a great tayor. 
T was exceedingly interssied in Maj. H. W. Merrill's remarks on 
Texas. Ans. Weshould aclvise * 

Yes. Mach reference is followed by a 

5 
“Osiplio’ to make a trip to the 

fle conntoy, where le may, by personal inuspection,.learn the merits 
oF the different sections anid gain a knowledge of what will be re- 
quired. 

See the advertisement of the Scott Wammerless Gun, for sale hy 
Win. Read & Sens, Boston, Mass. This firm earries a large stock of 
fhe best sporting equipments.— Addu, 

Zifle and Crap Shooting. 

COL, BODINE’S REPORT. 

At the regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the National 
i Rifle Association held on the 8d instant, the feature was an ex- 
tended repork frem Col. Bodie of his work as Captain of the Ameri- 
can Team of 1842. Hehvs been chosen captaip of the team for 1883, 
oud will visit Wimbledon next July in thal capacity. He says of the 
late inated: 

To the President and Board of Directors of the Nutional Rifle Assoe- 
ciation of Amerie: 

GeyTLemEN; Tlaving been houored in being elected to the respon- 
aible post of Captain ef the American Rifle Team which represented 
the National Guam] of the Un Stabes in the late International 
Military Rifle mateh with a representalive Brilish Team from the 
Volunteers, [ beg to transmit to you my heartfelt thanks for your 
hearty eo-operation and liberal support, and also the thanks of my 
team for your bounteous provision for their comfort while engaged 
in the competitions, and on days of match, and for your earnest en- 
deavor to promote the efficiency of the team, 
Although tuusuccessful in our efforts to obtain the victory, I feel 

that my men deserved Success hy their indomitable plick, and steru 
resolve Lo win if possible. 
The late contest has given is a measure of the prowess of our op- 

punents, aod the efficiency of their arms. 
lam entirely assured that this defeat will inure to our future suc- 

efss. Our National Guardsmen will spare no effort to reverse the re- 
sult of the late contest, 

Linust respectfully present herewith a report of the late Interna- 
tional Mateb, unter proper headings, of sueh matters as seem to me 
Dnporbant: 

CONDITIONS OF MATCH, ANU ITS CONSEQUENT REQUIREMHN®S, 
The conditions of the late International Military Rifle Mateh, be- 

tween the National (auard of the United States and the Volunteers of 
Great Britain, were of a charvat er to require a team of twelve men, 
representing different States, who were fot only expert at the well- 
known military ranges, but who bad 4 very considerable proficiency 
atthe longer raues. it was found-easy to fill the first condition, 
but difficult, [may say impossible, to secure the last, for reasous 
well known to the board, i will require much laborious and pains- 
taking effort, aud the necessary encouragement of our Staite ar Na- 
tional Governments, and of patriotic individuals, together with tha 
Sarhest support of the NatioualRille Association, to secure any re- 
spectable number of men from yhich to pick our teams, if such teams 
are to be placed on an equal footing with British organizations. 

We have in our National Guard 4 spirit of emulation and a willing- 
ness lo expend time and money in individual effort, which wnder 
jwesent discou ins circu steuees, is mest Commendable. 
The only ober condition whieh J will notices woder this head will be 

the atts which were lo be used in the late match. 
lf become apparent to those at all fuiniliar with the matter thatwe 

vould require a uisy and effective arm, which would conform to all 
of the requirements of hoth short and long range work, while it must 
needs come within the rules for military rifles. And that it must be 
noi what our Ordnaice Boards and State governments declared to 
be a. proper service arm, but if must conform most sirictly to the 
service rules of Lhe British Empire. We were obliged to disvard 
vertain appliances with which we lac become expert. and ga back to 
obsolei Torms which were known ta be inferior, 
The tasl of prodticiug tiie arin at short uolive was undertaken by 

lwo of our prominent ginmakers, and as much accomplished, as 
under known diffigullies coull be cxpeeleds both produced puns of 
Inerit, dud bhough they were defective in some niibor parblcolars, 
nolicesbly in adaptabiimot ammunition, yet,with such~noutfication us 
their us¢ in Lhis match has suggested, [ reel warranted in saving that 
they will prove satisfactory. ip would extend this article too much 
to explait. wha) Imay think necessary to improve the arm, 

MEVHOD. Ol SELEVLION OF YHAM AND ITS OFFICERS, 

Twill only alli te to this subject very briefiy. although I believe it 
of the uimost inportance. 
The mode of selection of team by cornipetition has only one adyan- 

lage in mateles of an international character, . 
This supposvd 10 afford the uieais of most readily securing a rep- 

resentative team, Aside from itis if has womeritsand has been dis- 
carded in Great Britain for a number of years, Onrown experience 
in this method of sulection has proved ifs defects when applied to 
former teams, . 

Twill not atieinpt to suggest amethod which would meet all the 
ditiiculties, but will only say that ifthe proper representation can be 
sveured, the appointinent system would result in good in many diree- 
fions, It would secure a more thoroug \ Subordinabion to its officers, 
and the best und most efficient men for tie team, Thé appointment 
system would result in good in many directions, and this should 
commence with the appomtment of the captain and his adjutant. I 
am fully convinced thabthe captain should be entirely relieved of 
the most uuplessaut duty of selecting ony portion of tha shooting 
tiwelye. His work should commenva after his adjutant and the team 
had been selected, after which he should haye supreme control, with 
power to displace any member, for what to him night appear sufii- 
eicat cause, in favor of one of the reserve. Meshould also have the 
power of dismissal in cases of subardination ar neglect of discipline, 

BELEGTION OF ARMS TO Bu Usb IN MATCH. 

1 cannot help expressing my regret that it could not have been 
found feasible to sodlier appoinl tie committee, of which | liad the 
honor of being a member, for the recommendation and selection of 
arms to be nse in this mateh- 

J am aL prepared to say thatit would havefacilllatee the earlier 
production Of the arms, ifis certain that fhe committee was ap- 
painted tue Lite. anit thatthe production of the arm was so delayed 
thatthe sompetitors wlio shot for pluces on team were eilher obliged 
to use old and Obsolete aims or shoot with new gus, whith they had 
meyer sean before, ant even of these oly afew were available at this 
time. The new uns Were coutiny in for some time after the team 
had been delected. And as thé old guns were considered fuferior, it 
was thought expedient 10 allow Inembers to nse the new guns outside 
of resular competitions. 3 
But I most eroplebieally, in ail Gases, Charged exch man in such 

¢ases to '“bLold lis grip on te old gun, And when I discovered that 
he was nob dhing wall with the new one litimediately sep hin back 
to lis old one. - 
Téomnd thal with one exeeption that the Bocnailts brought for- 

ward for the mutch were chambered for the short slell. TI caused 
these to ba rechambered for a louger shell. in order to take the il 
ebargé wu! seal the bulleb 6-10 of an inch. This was done with good 
rasults, 
The vesuit.of allel these Wiala an experiiments lefb in the lands 

Of the shooting fiolve, 9 Remington, 2 Sbarps and] Hotchkiss, 

METHODS EMPLOYED IN EFFORTS TO SECURD THE GREATEST HericAcy or 
THAM) 

Afper (he sdlevtion of thefourteen men, gnd on my sivetion as cap- 
thin, we Commenced the regular system of prac ics with a view 
finprove in shooting and Familiarize pur menu with their pew guna 

| lad me to arrai 
iscipline: tl 

en him befor the tewm. They disposed of tlie cas 
4 Way which was satistactory to themselves. 
Thad Intender to shoot thé men ii three squads of four men cach, 

and shoot then around, but 1 iimally concluded that thig method 
would be defective, as with the crud sights entailed ly conditions 
being obliged to discard the windgange. fhe men were ne yrily 
thrown alinost entiwely on bheir own jurees, the effective assist. 
ance being the cuntion afforded by lonc-range coaches as to sudden 
chitiges of wind. Their various opinions in regurd to chanees of 
light on their elevations were in minst eases so different from those 
entertained by longrange experts that they were tefl to themselves in 
tliis matter. 
_ it iwas evidently to be a mateh to be contested on the individ 
judgment of each man, except so faras his comrade could help biin 
mageneral way. An(LT venture to predict that only when our men 
havi acquired sufficient expenence to each stand on his awn bottom 
atallof the ranges willour teams hacome the equals of the Britis. 
Aud Lrepeat here whatT have said im public, that this is nota thing 
to be uequired ina month ops year. With the windgauge mueb can 
be cone with new inen, but nol as much as when using the fue or- 
thoptic sights ou the smallbore, : 

Tenjoined careful and systematic loading, and resammended to 
my teani fo use such form and waterials as 7 knew to be best by lone 
expericnve and careful experiment, and at last my wivice assumed 
the form of an arder. 

I, tagether with my adjutant, were indefatigable ineur efforts to 
provide powder, bullets, shells, lubricants dnd wadding, and this was 
xecomplished under great difficulties, a5 scarcely anything was 
forthcoming, except toward the closing days of the practice. — 
Teaused to be prepared foreach ian & tivble of fhe value of one- 

bundredbh of an inch, or one point, for each of (he six ranges, calon- 
lated in accordance with the distance between sights, so that cach 
wad might know the exact value of the point at ail the ranges, for 
either elevation or wind allowanée, providing eath with a copy for 
ready reference. so that feel, inches or points became interchdanen- 
able, As relating to gun or target, ] enjoined the strictest attention 
ab (he firiug potats, the men being in squads of two, to tle miost,care 
fuland uniform treatment of their rifles, the constant watehing of 
conditions, aud the proper @ntering of these conditions, and their 
scores cach day on the score hooks provide 

T caused 10 be kept by tin adjutant a correct aid tuinute record of 
cach man’s elevation at all ranges, together with corresponding 
records of weather conditions, 

The men belore commencing the opening at each range were 
cautioned to verify each other's sights, These records proved of 
€reiwt use lo 15, although their efficiency was sameyhat impaired by 
the changes made in ammunition and guns, 
My greatest effort was in the direction of procuring the sreatest 

efficiency in work on the targets, and consequently my discipline of 
the men was most strict al the fring points. 

Aside trom this I didnot feel ifinecnmbent on tic to enjoin silence 
nnder the awnings, nor did T think itnevessary to place my mer in 
line, and at shoulder arms, fo please the fastidious notions of ihose 
ce constituted critics, whose pretensions far outstrip their know- 
eee, 
The only difficulties in the way of prompt attention to orders crew 

out of the greattime required in the preparation of aminunitiau for 
use each day, and the greafi want of proper loading tools for each 
man. My ins'ructions to my adjutant were to handle the men with 
forbearance! anc discretion, as most conducive to obtaining bust 

Eis and my own constant care was to secure their greatest 
t and promote their greatest efficiency, T heard na eon 

plaints, and know of no vause for any. 

AMMUNITION—WHAT WAS USED, AND WHAT SHOULD BE USED, 
MILITARY MATCH. 

My experience in this mateh has satisfied me thal the ammunition 
to be used in military matches should be earefully loaded, if possilile, 
puder the eye of the captain, by experts who are skillful in the wor, 
ani that no man, after becoming a menmbarof a team, should be 
perntitted to fire around of ammunition loaded by himself, 
The uncertatuty of what gnns would be adopled tor use in this 

match, and their late procurement by member's of (e4m, and the 
failure of the companies to supply what was neessary, either iu a 
fixed shape, or the materials for loading the same, entailed upon. us 
wil of the uncertaimties incident ty this state of things. 
Lwas obliged to allow each member to load his own ammunition, 

but I charged him to make no useless or hazardous experiments. 1 
gave him such directions as I knew to be best by long expericuce, 
and so far as possible provided him with wadding iniported by mysclt 
some years since, and the Same as used by the British team. I pro- 
cured the bestlubricants obtainable, and also procured materials and 
had lubricant made, Isupplied my team with tools and implenients 
to facilitate their loading, 1 found, however, 4 most reprebensitle 
dispoettion to depart froin my instructions, which ean Onky be piae- 
tially excused by the prompting motive. Mach man was execediiply 
anxious to secure any advantages aver bis fellows in their str 
to obtain ao plave on the shooting twelve. I found in one instance, 
which will serve as an example, that six or eight of the men bad 
taken the recommendation of a member of known experiences, and 
had been using fora week the Composition known as the Bracket 
powder Me preparation of nitro-glycerine aud some other substance), 
placing from tour ro eight grains in bottom of shell, under the black 
powder, in order as they celared to clean their cuns. 

This was destructive of even shooting, and further if vitiated all 
previous records of elevations. I learned of this by accident, and 
stopped it ab oce, and by severe vensure oiused them to adept the 
system ab all times recommended by tayself, 

We found a radical defect in tlie shell for uew puns; they were toc 
long and too large; they require. reducing ofier 6aeh discharge, 
and the tools for doing this were defective, causing the bullet to be 
semed crookei, Latlast observed one small tool, and this bad to 
serve for all the men;] sent the remainder to a gumeamith, but he 
could notimprove them, This wank of lools kept the men up as lare 
as midnightreloading thely auimunition, andoften delayed work in 
fhe morning, the shells being too long necessitated the usins of Loo. 
much powder or else the filling up with too much widding. The 
experiinants made with these shells at the factories were fallacius, 
as Pee ae of Jubrieant used has been discarded long ago by all 
experts. 

he patebing of bullet was defective for dirty shooting on account 
of beiup so thin aud delicate that the powder crust it mot fully satn- 
rated with moisture by breathing in barrel would scrape it off, ov if 
bullet was allowed 10 remaipi n barrel Tura few seconds before Airing 
the paper would become saturated and pulpy i . 
would 

IN A 

MORALE OF TEAM, AND I'S BAPHO! ON THE DISCIPLINE OF TEAM. 
At no time, even when the outlook was most discouraging, did any 

of the members of the team show any demoralzation; on the con- 
trary, they one and all showed a cheerful alacrity and a grim deter- 
mination to “shoot for all they were worth.’ Lam proud to say this 
for ther, as the comments of fle press wera most discouraging—the 
reporters vicing with each other in landation of our opponents, 
which we thought to be quits proper, a5 we admired their sill cum 
selves, bul suraly ih was tot necessary to deprecate and decry the 
earnest offorts of olin team, when they were fighting an up-hill battle 
ee insuperable difficulties, aud this for the honor of our National 
Guard. 

= 

COMPARISON OF ARMS USED BY TAGH TEAM, 
The arms used by the Hritish Team were undoubtedly superior to 

ours in marty partigulars, They are the product of the keenest 
rivalry between several prominent British makers, backed by capital 
aad scientific taleut stimulated by the expectation thit such arm as 
may prove best will be the one adopted to replace the present service 
arins—the Snyder and the Hen)yDariini—uecither of which are popu- 
lap with the soldiers or officers. 

Onur guns were extemporized ia haste for the ocedsion, end it 
world be almost & mirach fat so short a vobiee our makers lad 
Succeeder in producing a frou lilly equad to the British arn, 

Bub our maicers are second lonene in the world, and, given the 
tire and (he necessary inducemeuts, no one can doubt thea aldlity 
to produce a military, as they bive a sportipy or long-rénge arm, 
which will be superior ro any in the world. 
Tha preseut gun used iu the team 1 feel assured will, with come 

slight changts. whieh I hayes indivated, prove aqial to tie British; 
fhinay prove superior, 

POSTTIONS IN FLRING, 

T wish to carnestiy recommend the following pusilias miving: 
At 200vds., the left hand should he placed in the military position, 

Auclif ib is shoved out wr extended rather farther on phe barrel than 
is required tp this position, 1hwill be found au advantage, The right 
shomilder should be thrown ack and the body rest sqndvety on Uorh 
fett, which should be about ffterm jiches apart, and ina natal 
and unconstrained position, 

Tu the prone position the hand should grasp the tarrel in front of 
Action, the body and lega should lie obliquely to the lefo, and the 



214 FOREST AND STREAM. 

Heht shoulder should be somewhat withdrawn, ag in this 
position the recoil is much less severe than when taken s uarely on 
the shoulder. Wor the long ranges there can be no doubt hub the 
back position is incomparably the best, for, axceph that the sight 
may not be quite so clear, all obher considerations point to this 
Position as the proper One for the skirmish line or for the long range 
expert. 

nd now that the wind gauge has been adopted and issued to the 
British troops, we shall again return to its use in all matches and 
consequently wed the V sight, whieh will facilitate (he seuing more 
easily m the back position, 

MIVITARY SHOOTING, COMPARED WITH SMALL RORE, OR WHAT HAS BREW 
HITHER CLASSED Ab LONG RANGE WORK. 

Tthink that L may safely say that agood self-reliant military shot 
ean soon become a good long range OF small bore shot. But the re- 
verse of this is not 50 apparent. 
The acquirement of a steady profidianey as a military shot entalls 

80 Many radical conditions that the small bare expert will find much 
éxperisnee needed before he can take up the military arni with the 
comparative certainty with which he uses bis fayorite weapon. 

Henee the difficulty of reerniting the ranks of our quilitary marks: 
men from our long range experts, 

T will not (leny that long range practice will yndonbtedly be acon- 
siderable help in promoting the eMciency of the inilitary mau, as he 
will bu sharper to detect changes Of light snd slight Huchiations of 
wind, the effects of which are more easily appreciated on the fine 
gun. 
My experience is thatthe long range expert, if pnrely such, can 

fot be an efficient coach. Nordo (think that coaching a military 
team, with its present sights, can be dene qwith any marked success, 
T satisticd myself of this in the last match, and only went through the 
motions to satisfy the public and prevent strictures from the press. 
The leader of the British team toldme on several occasions that he 

deemed it impossibla to coavh a military team, and that he only 
cautioned his men occasionally as to Padical changis. This was all 
any couches could do, andif more was attempted it only confused 
the men. 
The last man in a squad can be of assistance in putting the Jeading 

muin of the siiceeeding squad on the targeb, and where two shootin 
squads, they will soon becotae used to each other's methods and 
Sighting, and can be of much mutual ussigtance, Men should be 
equadded, with a view to their most harnionious action, md this in- 
volves several considerations, 

‘Long range, small bore work ts of incaleulable advantage in bring- 
ing out and developing the capacity of the arm, and directing atten- 
tion to all matters of improvement in military arms. And all such 
improvement has heen worked ont and determined selély by small 
bore work, with fine orthoptic, Vernier sights, 

it ig exceedingly interesting to traee the history of small bore 
shooting, from the first suecessful experiments of an English officer, 
General Jaoobs, in India, down to Whitworth, Righy and Metford, 
and more recently by our own great makers since 1870; and to notice 
how steadily the improvements in the purely military gun hus kept 
pace with the small bore. Aud in this connection, I will repeat what 
Thavesvid before your honorable Board on previous occasions, that 
Jong ‘ange, Sinall bore shooting is the corner-stone of all shooting, Tt 
shonld never be allowed to languish, as when an interest in this ne- 
quirement veases all shootine will depreciate, 

WHAT OUR EXPERIENCE IN THIS MATOH INDICATES, AND WHAT OUR NE- 
CESSITIES ANQUIRE IN THE COMING MATCH, 

Our experienaé in this match has demonstrated two things beyond 
a(loubb. One is that our present gun is defeetive in some important 
Particulars, and the other that our best military shots need much 
more experience at the long ranges, The matter at this time need- 
ing most prompt attention is that of procuring an arm, either by 
sonte modifications of the present one, or a new one, which, from 
eoreful experiments aud comparison, with fine sizhts, will show itself 
eqnal at least to the English gun, und now that we have their guns, 
this comparison can be aele meade. If our makers cannot produce 
such 4 gun at short notice, then ft becomes a question as to whether 
it iiay not be expedient to procure guns from abroad to use until 
such time as our makers can produce an arm which will be equal bo 
the British, Vhis, lacknowledge, would be humiliating, but better 
so than to attempt to repeat our Jast costly experiinent, and subject 
our tea ond its officers,and through them the Nationul Guard , to 
defeat as & foregone conclusion, 
The arm must be procured at once, or ith the least possible tlelay, 

and placed in the hands of competent ten, and work commenaued at 
once and cartied through the winter at Creedmoor and other eon- 
yanient ranges where suitable soelter and fire can be afforded. When 
you consider that the match comes off in the middle of July, you will 
See that, as outdoor practice commentes about the 25th of April to 
Ist of May, there would be only at best about six weeks for practice 
in thy spring before sailing. The team must be selected, or ab least 
put in shape for selection, this fall, or we will be in no condition. 
The above matters should be ¢avefully considered, and if what is 

suggested is impracticable, then itis well to disduss the only alter- 
native, which would be the opening of negotiations with the British 
Association loolong to the: postponement of this match for one year, 
Tthink thata frank and fau statement being made as to what nay 
prove to be insurmountable difficnities to sending a team next year 
would receive courteous attention, 

Ifthis was dons and the public given to understand the matter 
fully, 1am of the opinion that it would not lose interest in the Taatch, 
as the constant practice for this purpose woul! keep up the publie 
interest. 
And if this could be accomplished, Ihave no, doubt but that by 

July, 1884, we would be fully able to place ourselves on an equal 
footing with our opponents. You ara, however, to judge of this 
matter, and in your iollective capacity arrive at a proper eonclusion. 
I make this suggestion with « full knowledge of the yery grave im- 

portance of the subject in an international point of view, and with a 
feeling that our pledge for a return match next year must he ful- 
filled, unless Great Britain freely accéedes to our request. 

Js it wise under any circ\imstances to ask this concession? Tf wa 
can procure proper guns, either through alterations in the Reming- 
ton now oul or can procure other guns ab short uotice, we cun do 
much earnest work this fall and winter, and Ihave no doubt aitive 
ata fair proficiency hetore sailing next year; but I repeat again that 
ibinainly depends on our being able to procuré the guns; and of the 
tvo dilemmas, viz., going abroad to procure the guus or asking them 
to defer the mateh fora year, T mushsay 1 much prefer the last, us 
half the eclat of witting would be lost if we had toga to them for 
guns. I earnestly hope that ueither will be uecessary, but it would 
not be wise to slut our eyes to what may become inevitable, 

Tf the match must be shot next year, then our duty is plain. Shut 
out all speculations as tn chances and by hard work goin to win. If 
we spare no effort, then if defeated again, it will bring no disgrace, 
cut oulyintensify our determination, 
Inany event, itisabsolutely necessary to proceed at once to appoint 

a committee for procurement of funs,another forthe procurement of 
necessary funds; and if the appointment of the officers of the coming 
team was made utonce it would ensure promptuess and despalich in 
pany. matters ofimportance, as there is an absolute necessity that 
much experimental work should be done at once in order to be able 
to decide on the arm to be used. 

Tf this is left to the factOries, [fear that we shall be in the same 
shape next year as in this, and T hope we shall not have a recurrence 
of this experience. 

OBSERVATIONS ON CONDITIONS OF WEATHER AND ITS EFFECTS ON DAYS OF 
MATCH, 

The weather conditions on days of match were of such an unusiial 
character as torender wsoless all experience had by my team onany 
previous days of practice since the assemblage of the team for eumn- 
Petitions, tn feed it was such au experionee as is rarely jet with hy 
tie oldest hahitues of Creedmoor. If the days of the match had been 
of the general characthirs of our pratice days, we would hdaye been 
bedlen; yet T feel warranted in saying we Should have reduved the 
lead of the British Team at least 10! points, The conditions, although 
not conducive to highsemes for cur opponents. yet were such as 
favored them as regards winds mos prevalent at Wimbledou, The 
‘greater experience also enabled them to combat its difficulties with 
greater success than couli be expected from my team. 
On Thursday, September 14, the first day of the match, the wind 

ware strongand gusty, the dial marking V.to VIL The lighh was 
bright and sky clear, 
; The barometric, thermometrie and observations of wind as ful- 
OWS ¢ 

Wind railes 
Time Barometer, Temperature, per bour. 
10 A. M, q 92 6 
it FN 30 Bi) § 
hd 29.05 SI 5 
1PM 29.9 86 9 
2 uf RO.88 £2 9 
a By 2.82 72 18 
a a" 20.81 vt dW 

RYUBULT OF SHOOTING. 
Americans. British 

URINE anes weaoles tha .s cases Fac; See Na 331 B10 
OM) yards. ....... - i a7 
60) yars..- .... Bed 

Totals 2,022.21.) 182555 ee Be 1,04 1 {048 {08 
the second day of the match, the wind had 

shiffed to the opposite quarter, and instead of the rear fishtail of the 
first day, blew a gale of fifteen or twenty miles an hour from the 
northwest 10 to 11 o'clock; day fair, with dark masses of clouds flit- 
Ung across the sky, producing sudden changes Of light, one of the 
most perplexing of the many changes which riflemen haya to en- 
counter, the wind gradually slackening atthe last range. 
Tn bringing this report fo a close, [ean only add that, so far as 

your honorable body is concerned, if securing a match with the Brit- 
ish Volunteers was your only object, then you have been snecessful; 
butif the efficienoy of the National Guard as against the volunteers 
of Great Britain was to be the test, then this match is worthless, as 
the arms used are much too costly and in some respects wholly unfit 
for rough inilitary usage; they are in every sense longrange small: 
hoves, except in sights, On the side of the British these tine guns 
were used by longrange experts of ten ov twenty year's’ expericnee, T 
lave tasted one of thasa cuns sines the match, and they are equally 
fine. IT can pronounce ic equal to onr fine loufrunge guns for ac- 
coracy, d 
Had this match been with service guns, and at Military, digtanees 

—say up to t00yds.—the chanees of or winning would have heéh 
most favorable, and such a match would lave determined the com- 
parative merits of the guns in practical use In both eountries, as well 
as the skill of each in their use. But the past mateh has only proved 
that the British, having, by an expenditure of time and money, pro- 
duced & long-range gun for a special Purpose, have also educated a 
class of men to use them in matches which are of much of the same 
character as other small bore contests, the meu being aera ety 
in each, while our weakness is the result of a total neglect oF all of 
the essentials nevessary to a contest of this special charaeter, But 
such a match ofa purely military character cond not he arranged, 
and consequently you had no choice. 

It was a match in which the British was to Nave carte blanche as 
to conilitions or no match at all, Under these diraumstances, I think 
it was wise to have the match, and it is onr duty to see to it that no 
exertion is spared to supply our deticienciés both as to funs and the 
experience to use them at long-range, as itis evident that all future 
matches will now be determined at the longer distances, 
Thavethought if Unnecessary to report scores in detail.or to remark 

on individual efforts, for thé reason thal all such mutters having 
been reported most fully in the daily papers, would seem to render 
this of no interest, This report could not be properly closed withoar 
a hoarty revognitien of the services of seyeral gentlemen, aud also 
of my adjutant, Chas. FL Robbins. I can only say of him that my 
intimate acquaintance with the man and my a! previation of hig ex- 
ecutive abilities has been fully sustained by Iisseryieus in the late 
mnntch, He has devoted the last six weeks entirely to thig task, and 
has been amo t able, painstaking and efficient officer. 

I wish to tenderthe thanks of myself and team to Messrs, Rath- 
bone, De Forest and Dudley, for their earnest endeavor to promote 
the elficieney of the team, Their task, whieh proved a most perplex- 
ing one, was continued at my request, with a hope to bring some- 
thingfont of it at last. butdit proved a hopeless task to attempt to coach 
a military team, on any plan applicable to former long range corl- 
terts. Had the wind gauge been allowed they could have made their 
experience available, 

i beg bo apologize for this lengthy and somewhat discursive report. 
Tfelt thit the dry statistics properly pertaining to a paper of this 
churacter would be of little interest to your honorable Hedy or to the 
public, Joux Bopiye, 
BROOKLYN, Oct, 2, 1882. 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

CREEDMOOR—OCTOBER PROGRAMME. 

LEVENTH and 14th.—The Qualification” Match of i882.—Open 
4 to members N.C. 5, N.Y. and N, R. A., the former being in 

uniform (jacket, cap and belt) may eount scoves made as partially 
qualifying them to shoot for the N, ¥, State Marksman’s Badge, pro- 
vided that they use the State Remington rifl4, 100 and 800y as. + stand- 
ug ai 100, knecling at 300yids. Five shots at each distance with any 
military ville, Hntries, fifty vents each. Re-entries permilted ut 
the discretion of the executive officer, but only the highest scare to 
count. To the wompetitors in each competition making the five 
highest wegregate scores, sixty per cent. of the entrance money will 
he equally divided, 

11th and 14th.—The ‘Champion Markyman's paoee Match of 1882, 
Open to allmembers of the N. G. SN. ¥,and N. RB, A, the latter, 
however, Mot being eligible towin the principal prize, Distarces 
2) aud oldyvds., five shots at each distance. Weapon, the Reming- 
ton rifle, N.Y. Stute model. Position standing at 200yds,; any, wit 
head to the target, at 500yds. Entrance fee, fifty cents—competitors 
allowed re-entries in each competition at the discretion of the execu- 
tive officer, but only the highest score tocount Members af the N, 
G8. N. ¥, in uniform (jacket, cap and belt) may count their scores 
male in this match as qualifying for the N, Y. State marksman'’s 
badge," provided that, if ordered, they have attended (or do once 
through the season attend) general practice, and provided they haye 
previously qualified in the “Second Class’ (100 and 300yds, See 
“Qualification Mateh,"*) 

First Prize,—A gold champion marksman’s badge of 1882, offered 
by Brig. Gen, Alfred C, Barnes, general inspector of rifle practice, 5. 
N.Y. ‘The badge to become the property of fhe conipetilor who, ab 
the close of the Season of 1882, shall haye won if the greatest number 
of times. Incase of atie, the highest aggregate score of all the 
competitions participated in up to that time to decide, Winners of 
former champion marksman’s badges to be handicapped five poms 
ab each competition. Ten other prizes (silver medals) presi ved by 
the N. R.A, to the ten highest competitors in order of merit, ‘he 
Same mau can ouly win one medal during the season. 
1th, 14th, and 2ist.—'‘Army and Navy Journal Revolver” Match.— 

Open to members of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps and National 
Guard or Militia. Weapon, any#Army or Navy revolver with triegen 
pull of dlbs. or over Regular service emmunition ta be used, Re« 
volver to be brought unloaded to the firing point. Three entries al- 
lowed on each day thatmatch is shot; six shots ab each entry. En- 
trance fee, 50¢; five entries taken together in ono Tams, $2. Re- 
eulries allowed, Position, stunding; oly one hand, without rest, to 
be used in firing, Distance, s5yds. at the Tramp" turget. 

1st. Prize.—A flue Webley double-barreled breech-loading shotgun, 
choke bored and with rebounding locks. Value, $200. Presen hy 
Col, Wm, C. Church on hehalf of the Aymyond Navy Journal. The 
£un to be shot for monthly, and to became the property of the com- 
peétitor, whose five best s¢ores made previous to the close of the sea- 
son of 1853, shall bave average the highest. Also 20 per cent, of the 
entrance money to maker of the hizhest single scole al, each compe- 
tition, 2d, 8d and dth prizes, each, 10 per cent, of the entrance 
money. The divisions of the entrance money to be awarded at each 
competition. The executive officer will establish such rules to govern 
the shooting as may he considered necessary for safety. 

18th, 2ist, 25th and 2hth,—‘International Military Practice Mateh.” 
—Atranged with a view to affording practice to those interasted in 
the British-American mateh at Wimblédon in 1883, Open to all com- 
ers, Distance, 600, 800, 100 and 1,000yds, Seven shots ateach. Any 
tnilitary breech-loading rifle, wind-gauge poxmitied, and other 
conditions, except uniform. as ininternational match of 1888. En- 
trance fee, $i. Piizes ab this and at the 2d, 3d and 4th competitions, 
o0 per cent. of the entrance money: 20 per cent. to the first, 15 per 
cent, to the next, 10 per cent, to the next, and 5 par cent. to the next 
at each competition. ; ,, 

18th and 28th.—The t‘Rapidity"’ Mateh,—To be shot at Creedmoor 
twice each month until prizeis finally wou (unless otherwise specified). 
Open to all comers, 200yds., any rille with open sights, maguzine 
Runs to be used as single loaders, Competitors must take to the 
firme point not excesding twenty cartridges. Mntries, 60 cents each; 
thres re enbries alowed. At the sound of bugle or other signal eaoh 
competitor opens fire at bis own target, and continues loading and 
firing until the second signal (sixty seconils after first). A dediction 
of b poiuts will be imposed for ist—Hach shot fired before the first 
signal. #d—Wor cach shot fired after the second signal. 3d—lor 
each shot signaled on the targebin excess of twenty, riggers will 
be tested at the firing point. Prize.—An elegant gold medal, pre- 
sented by Mr. Pierre Lorillard, dr. To be won thret times (not 
necessarily conseeitive) before becoming personal property of win- 
ner, Halt the entrance fees in each match will be divided equally 
among the three highest competitors at each competition, 

(8th and 2th, —The ‘Carton’ Mateh.—Open to all comers. 200- 
yds., any position. Any rifle, military’s to fire five shots, anv’s four 
shots, IFourineh Cartons only to count, Hniries, 50 ¢ents each. 
Not more than six re-eutries permitted on oneday. Ab the end af 
four matches the vompetitor having made the greatest number of 
cartons in all competitions to be awarded 20 par cent. of the total 
entrance fees received; the next greatest niunber 16 per cent., ancl 
the nextSpercenh. At each competition the first man to receive 
10 per cent,, the next 8 per cent., the next 4 per cent., the next 5 per 
cent., the next 4 per cent,, and the sixth and Jast-2 per cent. of the 
total entrance fees, 

NEW YORK, Oct. 4—The Sa pasa Rifle Club held its prize shoot- 
ing at 200 yrids,, in Jones’ Wood, to-day. Cash prizes of S250. The 
leading scores were: Ring Tareet—k. oltzmann, A, H. Anderson, G, 
Joiner, 71; H. Ochl, D. Miller, Durrler, Stéimbach, 70; 1 Wibsen, C. E, 
Overbaugh, G. Schlicht, 69; 1. Vogel. C. Rein, if: C, Zortler, Tsanc 
Garrison, Gli; J, Luft 65, Blumenberp, W. Seppenfeldt, S, Zimmerman, 
tié} J. Scbute, Zavini, 6%. Bullseyes’ premiums—tst, D, Miller; 2d, OC. 
Rein! 8d Dorrler; 4th, Zimmerman: Sth Breitenbach; Ist bull. Gh. 

[Oer, 12, 1882. 

Rein; last, H, Hibsen. Pool Target—ist prize, D. Miller. ‘Target af 
Honor—a. H. Anderson, G. Jomer, (5 tings; 1. Holamarin 4, J. 
Schuetz 63, Ch, Rein 62. W. Balz 60, W, Seppanfeldt, J, Garrison, 59; 
G, Zimmerman 57, B, Morphe 65, A. Bibsen 49, J, Lutt, H, Hackmetnn, 
G. Messerschinidt, 48; H. Sindlinver 4, L. Vogel 42, H, Wraggre a5, Hs 
Guenther 27, John Maher, Tebrich, Hitzel, H, Bendheim, 33; 8. Wais- 
semmuller, H, Dreher, 40; G. Muller 28. 
BOSTON, MASS., Oct. /.—There was a large attendance of riflemen 

at Walnut Hill to-day. A strong wind prevailed, blowing from 7 toS 
o'clock. Appended are the leading seores ap the 200yds. fired over. 

Creedinoor Match. 
A Differ (mil). os...) eyed aT A RNY gk SS ee ke. an a 
JB Fellows, . iT ampee eee maa i 
Winger, Te a Sa ee 46 KR Reed 
J Baxter, 
W Williains 
W Fisher, Se PL tas 44 JC Atkins.... cee 

¥y Medal Mateh—Ocreedmor Large 
lf Richardson, ... R Angon.. 7 Yas sedate 4) 
RF Baton,-...., WW.GGaiiieale-o: eee ea 47 
AF Wvanels, oo... J Merrill, . -, a bet ae 45 
J @ Barker. GUCRGOME rete aay heya erae! 45 
OM Jewell. 0 2.2 8 ed? 

. Rest Mateh—Mass, Target. 
PRC ye ek ee TT ea Oi SA Sturgis; ii .t. is ecet te seae ty 

: 1 -..45 WC Conp..-- Nh ots 
© B Bdwards 1 A Dul¥er (mil), 
CH Best.,.,.. ey AF {4 Browhell (mil)... 

Sharpshooters’ Match—Mass. Targét. iy 
JW Frye SOM Re AS Orel eon Oe nae it 
Fd Nye... BES TEeCAC Hinton seb Je wea, sera pie 7a 
JB Wellows....... is 
The following are prize winners im the méatehes which recently 

closed at Walnut Hill: Creedmoor mateh—lirst class: EB. F, Richard- 
son, O. M. Jewell, J, B. Fellows. W, Charles, R, Davis, W, Gardner. 
TN. Prye. Second class! 8. Movrner, I’. Wallace, W. VWisher. J. 
Borden, A. B. Archer, J. A, Cobb, G. H, Russell, ©. Weston. Deci- 
mal mateh ; 0.7, Richardson, 0, M. Jusvell, W. Charles, FP. J, Rob- 
bert, R. Davis, W. Gardner, ‘Three hundred yard mateh—W, Charles, 
J.B, Fellows, R. Davis, J. N. Erye, B. VW. Richardson, W, Gardner. 
Rest match—E, fF, Richardson, J, B. Pellows, J. F. Brow, W. Fisher, 
C. &. Berry, Salem Wilder, G, W. Whitcomb, &. Sunnders, 

MASSAGHUSETTS SPATE SFLOOT.—In accordance with orders 
from the offices of the Adjntant-General, a State rifle competilion, con- 
sisting of a company team mateh, an officers’ match snd soldiers’ 
mutch, will be held at thé State camp ground, South Tramingham, 
on Oct. 17. The only arms authorize ara the breech4oading ville in 
use by the militia. No piece will be wiped during the competition. 
Sights will be such only as were issued with the rifles; they may be 
blaukenud sith smoke, but no filling or oftier alteration will be per- 
mitted. The mifimum trigger-puil will be six pounds, and each 
iecewill be tested before firing, No two competitors will be al- 
owed to fire with the same rifle, Ten shots will be tired by each 
offider and man in the respective competitions at 200yds, No sight- 
ing shots, Position standme; firing from the right shoulder, without 
arhificial rest. Ammunition will be issued at the firing points, mod. 
placed in charge of the register keeper, who will ste that each man, 
upon taking position to fire, is properly supplied. The use by a corm- 
petitor of any other than the ammunition provided by the State, ur 
In any Way tampering with that issued, is prohibited. 

WORCESTER, MASS., OCT. h.—The fall series of matches unde 
the auspices of the Woreester Rifle Association, _ ff 
The wind was from 9 to 12 o’eloalk by the dial, while the light was 

vary unfavorabla. The following matches have been arrange to take 
place between now and January 1888 
Mateh A—Creedmoor targeb} (stance, 24) yards; position, standing; 

rounds, ten (10); rifle,any within the riiles; entries unlimited at 1h cents 
each to members; prizes to he won on thé aggregate of each eoupal- 
itor’s best tive scores, to count in the order made; rifle with 
military oF open sights to be shot without cleaning dure eqeb score; 
military rifles allowed 7 points, and other rifles With open sights, 5 
oints, ou the aggregate of fiye scores. Prizes: First, 12 per ceut of 
otalenbry fee; second,10 percent; third, 8 per cent;fourth, 7 per vent; 

fifth, 6 per cent! sixth 5 per cent. 
Mateh B—Massaclusetts target. conditions and prizes sare as 

match A, except military rifles are allowed 20 points and other rifles 
with opén sights 15 points on the aggregate of five scores. 
Match D—Ring target, distance, 200 yards, sty position or rest; 

rifle ony Within the rles; entries unlimited at 15 cents tach to mem- 
bers. Prizes to be won on the aggregate of each conmetitor’s best 
three scores, which must be made ou three different match days, only 
one peas being counted the saine day, Prizes same as in matches 
A an 1 

At to-ay’s meeting réeords were made ag follinys: 
Mass, Target—Possible 120, 

M. Gilbert........... aller ya oer ae Wii Fit Od 9 1) OY 
HA. T. Farrar... ‘te cee, W170 10 10 12 6 10 17 10 30—18 
Stedman Clark. o $1210 911 9 F711 10 10—th 
A; DL Ried... voecsctess 2, 2 OI BR 9 1d 10 10 12 10 10-07 

Creedmoor Target—Possilile a. 
Stedman Olark,.--.--,,...-2. 0.02. 022.5 S+tAd 4d da 5 4 2h 
VW. Eames, B54a444 4 45 4 Gl 
T. Henry 44483849 39 4 0-8 

—Fossible 120, 
H. T. Farrar 2 42:32 12: 1111 12 9 10 st —=112 
M. G. Fisher hres i669 7 81) 8 911 10— oF 
A, L. Rice cis 222-5811 FY 812 6 DIP Y 7— O00 

GARDNER, Mass., Och. 5—At tha last meeting of the Gardner 
Rifle Glub the members tried their skill at 20yds, 4f-hand, inch 
ring and Creedmoor target pees ge The score was as follews; 

Y C R. A Rk. . ohals. 
GF Ellsworth........._..__ 100 dy i447 1b OH 
A Mathews .. 9 46 ti 49 1 He 
GRFratt.... 45 7 844 163 Hf? 
SL Walker,,....... certs 1 Tt 4 ae Wig ft 
B Williams... - abs beeeiizies + 76 4h i da 16a BS 
W_G Vovelamd:,,-.:e.4)..45.. bt 48 Se 135 BY 
C Merrift....., 7 45 of 44a it = 
O Sumner. O85 da af dl Hz 88 
BRINTON, The October A eats at the Brinton Range 

last with the Marksman’s Day, Atil A. M. was opened on Tuesday 1 
shot the match for the State prize for military teams, offered by the 
Commanderdin-Chief on belialf of the State. It was open to teams 
of twelve from any regiment, battalion or battery of the Natlonal 
Guard of the State, to appear in their corps uniform; 20 ed 600yds., 
five rounds, with the State arm. Entrance fee $1 perman. he first 
prize, a silk flag, to be held one year, and to be won three blivesdor 
ownership. Tt was held by the team of the Ninth Reeiment, who 
have won it twice, in 1379 und 1881, On Tuesday, also, was shot Me: 
mitch for the Sterling Badge, open to ay member of the §. G, §. 
N. J.; 200 and pes any milicary vila, five rounds. Entrance fee 
fifty cents. The badge must be won three times, It was won in 1878 
and 1870 by Capt. T, W. Griffith, and in i880 by Col. J. M. Dart, and 
in 1881 by Co). G. BE. P, Howard. On Tuesday, also, was awarded the 
McClellan Gold Badge, which goes to the marksman making the hizh- 
est score in the military team match for State prize, the Apert 
N. G, Match, or the match for the Sterling Badge. This badge was 
held by Capt. Griffith, who also won it in 1879, 
At3 o'clock P, M. was shot the Directors’ Match. for directors and. 

honorary directors of the Scate Rifle Association, distance 200yds., 
weapon any rifle. The prize is the Directors’ gold badge, won in 1BKU 
by Dr. J, M-. Dart. 
On Thursdays, October 5, 12, 19 and 26 will he shot the mitch tor 

the Champion Marksman’s badge of 1882, open to all New Jersey" 
Guardsmen, distance 200 and 500yds,, five rounds, sny mihtary rifts, 
On the same dytes will he shot tha Spacig| Militury Match open to alf, 
distances 200, 500 and G00yds., Zrize a gold badge, Next Saturday, 
and on Octoher 14, 21 and 28, will be shot the Militury Rifle Match, 
open to all New Jarsey Guardsmen ind inembers of the State Ritle 
Association, distance 200ydz., teu rounds, any wilitsry rife, three 
rizes, The Military Match, distance 200yds, fen rounds, any ritle, 

four prizes, will ba shot next Saturday and on October 14, 21 and 28, 

THE TRAP. 
PROVIDENCE, R, I,, Oct, 9—Enclosed tind scores of the sixth 

shoot for the badge of the Narragansett Gun Clb, held on thei 
grounds, Oct. 5, 1852, The trap threwlow snd swift, and as there 
Was & poor light, the scores wore much below the sencral average, 
WG Crandall... jut Peevey wit tere 3e ONL 110ft Ii Githi—t 
POEL GS woe eres Bee a EO eo » 11110 DTI 0O1p 11911 —14 
WIE Waterinany is i)isitesutets obscure OTL10 OOM 11121 11th 14 
JB Valentine _- u0pl W111 10100 d17i9—138 
EW Tinker. ..., 1OO11 11110 10110 11700-—18 
G T Anthony, Q0110 HOLL 00101 O1001— § 
GJ Cranslall,. OOO1N LOI 10002 Olo— & 
OF Baldwin * H0101 00101, O10Gi— 7 
L Beunett......,..- O1LO00 O1001 1O000— 6 
GT Crandall, OOO1T 10000 11000— 4 
HL Palmer, ,.; : Oo1nd 01100 ONDvO— 5 
JO Dyer, 2...-. ebeee cee ee ee WOOL ON000 OOLO0 OOHU— 1 

Ties on 14, 5 balls each. 
W G Orardall........ ..-lJWi—s GW Cary.............,,..1i0—4 
WA Waterman . 10D 
G.W, Cary wins badge for first time. The eluah have had donated 



Oor. 19, 1883. 

8 fine silver cup to be shot for at fifteen clay pigeous winner to hold 
it three Successive slioots to become his personal property. The first 
Shout tao place to-day after the badge shoob. The following was 

@result, 

JB Valentine. ..c....cc.e eee eas -., 101 Titi 111-14 
WG Crandall... _110 Titi $ 11101—12 
Geo T Anthony... 10110 O11 Ji1—12 
Geo W Carey... 01011 «11201 M1112 
BH Prath.., 2.22. “ AW (itd 0011111 
PU Baker... ,,, Wi OWT = TW0—11 
C TF Baldwin. iti 0011 010-11 
EW Tinker __ 0101 01001 11141—10 
G .) Crandall. AM 11001 111K00— 9 
GT Orandall, 1011] 01000 01110— 8 
DL Benuett ___ Wid 11001 poneh— 7 
HL Palmer... ON 1wHO wICl— 6 
JO Dyers... WeEag see esat byes oes OeOO COOL: Wee — 

7. 1G. Valentine wins the cup ior the first time. IBV. 

LONG ISLAND,— Poster's Meadows, Oct. 2.—Pigeons, 28yds, rise, 
80yds, boundary, Lung Isiand Club rules: 
Waseen ny. Peis Roemer ek Pe U2 de 2) 21 tf) ele 
Oppermann. ... we OY rat Pt at i oh ii 
Sceliwvalenher, “ihe T DG det T dat tet )=1 
Shockey __.-- Pte Ver fea a ae t= i0 
Stein... 21... . De Det a ae de oT) Deedee 
Haliersbach. _.__ au ehat 2° 0) 11 a fh de, h=—9 
Weiler... , O1AO2oOtiaiviiidrd 
Stadler, AtiAaoortLoOtroLoOO Ls 
Haar... 010nf 0411021112218 
Schruidt. _, OrLdOAPTHLTAionoi ts 
BGreg 6 ewe eee ono od HF toOnov OD 1 

Tieson 12 won by Jose; on 10 by Shern, 

NASHVILLE, Oct. 4, 1882,—Andj: Meads sbot a. match at, glass 
balls to-day for $100, he to break 8 balls out of 100,50 to be thrown 
singly in any direction, and 60 double balls, The following are the 
scores. 40 single balls, Mole’s traps, 2lyds. rise; 
Meadus .....0: eo VEDA SV000 9900010910919 9.109191. 10— 4 
Double balls, 18y(1s. rise: 

Meads, .....)... JAOLOTT TAA TATA IA OTA TAO — 4G 
Before leaving the grounds the following match was made Sor p10, 

to be shot in four wueks from to-day: Andy Meadus agrees to break 
125 glass balls out of 200, 100 single balls thrown at five angles, and 
100 double, traps ten yards apart. The distance at single balls 2iyds.. 
and doubles ifyds. Ibis safe to predict that Meadus will win, be- 
cause he is cértainly 4 wonderful shot. 

ons, Stadler. 

If you wanta tine gun buy 4 scott Hammoertess of Wm. Read & 
Sons, Bosten.—4 dy, 

Hachting and Canoving. 
FROM THE THAMES TO THE WOLF ROCK IN 

THE ORION WITH AN AMATEUR CREW. 

lie affords us greab pleasure to publish the following cruise in the 
British Channel 25 an exanipla of yachting at sea, which cannot 

- fail te be of great inturest to the growing fraternity of cruisers in this 
tount'y who haye learnt to discover something deeper in the sport 
than drifting in smooth water. [tis fromthe pen of R. T. MaMul- 
len, of Greenhithe, Wngland, well kuown to our readers and througi- 
oul the yachting worlit as the author of such weléome little volumes 
as “Orion,” *Down Channel,? “Cruisein the Proeyon," and others 
The log is as follows: r ‘ 
“Not caring to fit out the Orion (nineteen tons) and do precisely as T 

had done so many limes before, T sounded two young friends, Horace 
Dehnarand William Todd, the owners of lltle sailing craft and used 
to roughing it, to astertiin if they were willing ta accompany me on 
a short cruise down Qhanuel as saflors before the mast, without any 
Prolessional assistance whatev As they jumped atthe proposal 
aad entirely approved my plans, Lforthwith set to work and fitted 
ont tie vessel, with the assistance of tay ship-keeper, 1 
ated Goastenam, and tio boysirom the training ship Arethusa, Be- 
yond this, for heayy lifts, hauling ont of dock, 6te,, [had extra help 
trot the same source, as my friends were nol able to join nntil we 
were prepared for sen. 
Although my titentions were not avowed until the volunteer crew 

tirned up, which left me free to go forward orto retreat if from any 
sufficient cause Idesired it, haying undertaken the work T deter 
qijied to persevere with it to the end, and succeeded in having every- 
thing prepared for the reception at the time appointed, , 

Tt was understood that all tlosé harbors, such as Ramszate, Dover 
and the like, would pe avoided jis niuch as possible during tle five 
or six weeks allotted te the ernise, and that stoppages for needful 
rest and recreation would be passed at Such anchorages as are used 
by pilot cutters now, and were used by the reyenue entters of for- 
mer days. 

Water and fuel, and all but perishable stores sufficient for the en- 
tite cruise, were taken ou board at Greenhithe. Thus. with an ample 
supply of tinned meats and bread, hard and soft, there was no fear 
of falling short of wholesome foorl if compelled 16 keep off the land 
longer than there was reason to anticipate. 
wy %.—We sailed from Greenhithe, Kent, with a strong wind from 

the southward, and were compelled to anchor in the Lower Hope, in 
consequence of 2 plate-glass side ligut im the hoob-hatch hein & acci- 
dentally stashed of Gravesend. As fhe means of repairing such 
aecideuts have always been included in the Orion's stores, we turned 
gluziers for the noner, and, after coming io an anchor for the hight, 
repaired the damave. 
July §8.—Under way at? A.M. with ove reef down, wind §. W., and 

ran tothe North Foreland; and, after a smart turn to windward 
anchored off Dealatd P.M. Weather dull; barometer, 29.65, i 

July, 9, Sooday.—Spent a pleasant day atanchor. Weather stroug 
and squally with ratler much swell. 

July 10.—Windl lawl and squiilly from 5. W., aud very cold. Had 
a heavy beatlo windward round the South Foreland ta Doyer, dur 
ing which the jib outhinl was carried away, necessitating a run be- 
fore the sea for repairs; also a heavy sea was shipped, which, conse- 
quent upon the terrific lurch, cased some damage to the crockery 
and glass below. Being anxious to receive and post letters ut Dover 
Wwe anchored in the bay for the night, and rode ty a large scope of 
chain and the “cable buffer.” Weather cloudy and strong; sea very 
rough; barometer 29.5, 

shily 11,—Turned down to Dymchureh (Dungeness Rosd), andagain 
anchured for the night with a large scope of chaili and the cable 
bulfér Weather rainy and strong with much swell. 

July 12,—Got under way late in the day; but, tle wind failing and 
flying round to all parts of the compass, with the appearance of 2 
stoma, anchored again in a good berth off Lydd, Weather dark and 
cloudy, with 4 cross swell from S. W_ and from east. 
July 13.—Wind W, 5. W.. fresh and flue, but with falling barome- 

ter, Vive miles south of Dungeness, carried away inuer iron block 
of starboard bowsprit shroud. Repaired from stores and proceeded. 

July 14,—After a rough and wet night turhbing to windward ou the 
south coast, we desired to anchor in Selses road (about tour miles 
south of Bognor), inthe hope of being able to procure a food break- 
fast; but, the wind hefng violent and the sea too heavy, thrashed ou 
to iyde, I. of W., and anchored there at2 P.M. We remained inside 
the island for six days, ¢hichyin Lyinineton River, being hand-sore 
and tired from handling so much web Canyas aod ropes that were 
rendered iarsh and uitractable Wy frequent saturation, 

Jwly 20.—Sailed from Lymington River at 11:80 A, M., bound to 
Cherbouw? (Normandy); wind W_ 8. W., strony and fine. On a 
strong flood tide we stood over toward Yarmouth, passing through a 
feet of weather-bound vessels; and, being desirous to give my young 
frieids a food vitw of that picturesque little town, | stood on close- 
hauled foo near the shore before putting the Orion about, and, when 
actually in stays, took the soft mud just above the pier, With the 
assistance of three men from a schooner at anchor close by, and my 
own kedge and hawser, we gob aif in less than an hour, and pro- 
veeded to best down against a head sea to the Needles. which 
we cloared at 2337 P. M., and headed 5S. 5, W. for Cherbourg, 
with the patent log overboard, I suppose there is nota yachts- 
inan ora sailor of experience living who cannot perceive the very 
trompery nature of tits little annoyance, which those who close shave 
the land in inland waters for their amusement are liable to every dag, 
and think of no more account than sna taking the gionnd 
for the many purposes that small craft habitually do Yet, for some 
reason dilficult to fathom, seeing that the yessel is under 20 tons rep- 
ister, is exclusively my Own privute property, and was uninsured, I 
have received & request to attend at the offive of the Recdiver of 
Wreck, aud il pp aform which would be applicable to the stranding 
of the steamship Mosel at the Lizard Point. While engaged in haul- 
ing off, & boat fram Yarmouth, with three men in her, came along- 
sie gud wanted to board, hat I pereioptorily forbade, for reasons 
thateveryoue will understand. Then the coastguard boat, with an 
officer In charge, arrived, and the latter 1 cordially received, being in 
reality no sthanger, But when he exhibited a portentous great scroll 
with much priating on it, which [ was too busy to examine, and 
wanted me tedill ina mass of particulars, such as would he applicable 
to theaboye mentioned stranding at the Lizard, 1 told him that he 
Could see exacily How the matter stood, and that, as the yacht was 
Tine and uninsured, I must decline to sign anytiting I did wot under 
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ORION—Double Reefed Mainsail, Second Jib and Storm Mizzen. 

TRACK CHART 
VoyvacE Our, 

stant; in fact, fhatitwas absurd, and that taking notice of such 
silly little mishaps, of daily occurrence, would destroy all contidence 
in the correctuess of the official returus. Had 1 been insured the case 
would have been different; but even then, as the utmost I had to 
complain of was the chafing of a Manilla hawser, ifi would have been 
ridiculous. I have been insured only four times, and neyer made a 
elaim—once on 4 voyage to Ireland, twice on yoyages to Scotland, 
and last year, chiétly m consequence of the enormous incresse of 
steam traffic, on a feneral cruise in the channel. J offered to insure 
upon this crnise also, aud for the same reason, but, owing to my an- 
nounced determination to sail with an amateur erew, was refused, 
Thus the premium was sayed, and I became responsible only to my- 
self. 

July 21,5 A, M.—When by account twenty miles from the Nor 
mandy coast, we noticed a strong scent from the hayfields. Wind S. 
W., light and fine. 8:30, Barfleur and Cape Levi lighthouses were 
respectively eleven miles distant by cross bearings, when tha wind 
fell calm, and we were drifted eastward to the meridian of the 
former, During the afternoon, with a strong breeze from S W., 
which severely tried the vowsprit, we beat into Cherbourg hy the 
eastern intrance, and, having anchored off the town at 5:30, hastened 
to furl the canyas betore a heavy downpour set in for the night. 
July 25,—Went ou @ slipway inthe outer harbor and cleaned the 

copper. For this job I hired men by agreement, who so scamped the 
work that the following morning we completed it ourselyes, and at 
high water returned te our previous anchorage in the roads, 

uly 28.— Wind &. W., lightand fine. With # large spread of can- 
vas we sailed for the Cornish coast, and for a long while had just 
cause to apprehend being drifted into fhe Race of Alderney, or the 
Swinge, for which the pretty sceuery the calm clear atmosphere en- 
abled ns to enjoy offered very inadequate compensation. But, a 
fresh breeze, springing up, with & long swellfrom the §. W., we got 
clear away, andap2 PL M., by evoss bearings of the western point of 
Alderney and the Casquets, were thirty-two miles W. N. W. of Cher- 
Vourg. Until 10:20 the night was superb and moonlight, when a 
dense fog came on, which, with a short interval about midnight, con- 
tinned until 2:30 P. M. vf the following day, The foe was so wetting, 
that halyards, tacks, and sheets had to be eased during the night. 
July 29, 6,30 P, M.—The wind haying headed us off the course, 

with a stroug adverse tide, we bore up for the Start Point, and an- 
chored north of the lighthouse at eight, The sails being heavy with 
moisture, and having been hard set for turning to windward, took us 
on hour and a hall to stow—I mean to furl in a mater that anyoue 
miglt see and criticise, From the severity of the tacking, the bolt- 
ropes of the jih and topsail “urackled” like burning firewood while 
being forced into the bags—a sure indication that more than ordi- 
nary energy would be required to get the “bunt tyer™ on the majn- 
sail when ifs turn arrived, and that thosewho hal no spare fingzer- 
nails to turn baci: would bea step in advance of those who had. If 
asked how many hamisa yacht of a given tonnage should carry, I 
should reply by, another question—whatis the weight and quality of 
her canvas? For it isin reefing, handling, and furling canvas of 
high quality, more than in anchor work, that deficiency of manual 
power becomes conspicuous. The canvas of an 1&-ton schooner, be- 
side which T was lying in Dover harbor when on # single-handed 
evnise in the Procyon, 7-ton lugger, wag quite flimsy compared to the 
lugver’s inainsail of No. § double; while the latter, which has often 
punished my hands, is light in comparison with the lower ssils of the 
Orion, whose maitsail and forasail are of No. 2, and working jibs of 
No. 3 double—a substance of canvas that for my work has inperfant 
advantages. which Iwould notsacrifice to any obber consideration 
whatever. These delails are nechssary to account for the time and 
labor expended in their manipulation, often hinted at in ny cruises 
without Satie clearly explained. Night calm andl moonlight. 
July 30, Sunday.—llad a glorious duy at anchor. Dried sails, and 

landed at fhe lighthonse for a stroll. Wind west, fresh anil fine. 
Night extremely grand. , 
Juiy 31.—Under way 7:40 with a hebt air E,, and hove to with fore- 

sailto windward, During breakfast (rove round the Start Point aba 
safe distance, 9/30. wind west, a. nice breeze; sel large topsail aud 
commenced turning to windward, Views of the coast charming, and 
nngurpassable in Great Britain. Bight miles west of the Start spoke 
a torpedo boat, with séven hands, under canvas for Brazil, which, 
hy master’s request, lreported at Walmouth, Although the sun was 
shining when the wind freshened, the air, as on previols days, be- 
came su exceedingly chilly as to require thick clothing. a5 P. MW. 
passed south of the Mddystona te view the new lighthouse. Sea 
choppy. § P, M., tacked off Looe, Cornwall; wind N. W. by W,, 
fresh, During the night passed close to several fishing boats, some 
without lehts, their position being unuounced to us by the seu gulls 
that Were uttering their cries incessantly around them. 
Aug. 1.—# A. M., weather thick and Tainy, Hoye to in Veryan 

Bay, south of the Dodmau Head, to gat supper aud wait for daylight 
to enter Falmouth, & A, M., anchored of the town; moming tine 

OF THE CRUISE. 

and sunny after the rain. 
sailed again, with a strong wind, W. N. W., for the Lizard, where, 
before anchoring at.7 P.M, in Perran Vose Cove, we bevame en- 
veloped in & dense for, which caused some vessels to put back, while 
others, the wind being Volent and with a fast rising sea, shortened 

Noon, landed for provisions, and at 2:30 

canvas and hoyeto. The night, however, became fine, and from our 
anchorage. where there was a tolerable swell, we could view with per- 
fect equanmnity the ‘outward-bounders" taking a “header into the 
race. 
Aug. 2.—Wind W. N. W., strong nnd fine. Housed topmast, and 

with one reef earing down. bubreef not tied up, made sail for the 
Land’s End. 10:45 A. M., dived into the race, heading S. W. by W. 
The sea was most troublesome for au hour, burying the Lowsprit and 
inyading the deck frequently, so that a fine barque with fullsajl seemed 
to giveus the “go-by” completely. Tacked about noon. aud then 
stood N. by W. in a bigger sea, but of so mueh better quality that if 
let our bowsprit alone, when we turned the tables so completely upon 
our late antagonist that her identity was lost umidsta fleet to lee- 
ward Itwas fine sailing, the weather at that time being beautitully 
tlear, though cold enough for Octoher, 3 P, M. passed to windward 
of the Rannel Stone buoy—carryving a bell with numerous clappers, 
which strike without reference to time or harmony—the rock itself 
being occasionally visiblé in the trough of the sea. The Longships 
and the land beyond were also yel'y plaio when we tacked and stood 
oit for the Wolf Rock Lighthouse, round which we sailed, but at a re- 
spectful distance, on account of the race of tide and heayy sea. The 
voices of its cecupants, who appeared in the gallery and at the win- 
dows, first on one side and then on the other, and with whom we 
exchanged frequent salutations, were drowned by the noise of the 
elements. To windward of the lighthouse we pitched into some tide 
rollers that would have played sad hayoe with the head-gear had itnot 
been yery powerful, In the first of these tremendous “scenis,” one 
of the weather saa alee Was Carried away, and there was cyidence 
afterwards that everything that could moye throughout the vessel was 
more or less displaced, 4.30 P.M., waived adieu, and commenced 
the run back to the Lizard, against tide, and dead before the wind 
and sea—the most objectionable point of sailing in a fore-and-aft 
rigged vessel. 6P. M,, the sky became overcast, and, in spite of a 
high barometer, the weather set in so wet and miserably cold that at 
$:4o we were exceedingly glad io bring up at the anchorage we bad 
leftin the morning. Hxveptionally tired and hungry, the terrible job 
we had with the saturated canvas and hard, wet ropes, happily fol- 
lowed by a good dinner off hot loin of mutton and potatoes at 11 P, 
M., are incidents that never pass entirely out of recollection, Upon 
an occasion like this the general clewr-up is undoubtedly rather try- 
ing; but in Sper alchorage, where there is Lo certiinty that at any 
hour you will not be called wpon hastily to make sail and stand out 
to sea, whatever work) below might by lazy peuple be left to the 
morrow, on deck order mustbe thorough aud complebe. Anchorage 
at sea night after night, especially upon an iron-hound coast, is 
fraught with nothing but danger where these conditions are not 
recognized and sbrictly observed, The Lizard coast is very interest- 
ing and enjoyable in fine weather; but in clouds and darkness, when 
there is reason to be anxious, its beauty vanishes in a moment. 

Aug, 3.—Dried sails, ete. Crew landed for a ramble to Kynance 
Cove and other interesting spots, while [ found abundant occopation 
on board, Wind N,N. B.,a moderate breeze. Night fue and clear, 
wibh a gentle swell from the eastward. 
Aug. 4.—Wind fresh from N,N. After the usual wash down, in 

which all hands participated, and which was only once omitted owm, 
to tha rough sea rendermg it Unpracticable, we sailed at, 0, am 
shortly afterward hove to with foresail to windward, heading slowly 
on the course while getting breakiast aud attending to such duties 
below as, ifattended toin the order of daily custom, would have de- 
ferred the tine of sailing for two hours, and have lost ns eight miles, 
Gut for the low temperature, the day was niost delightful. All the 
headlands and bays of this much-inlented coast were clearly distin- 
guishable in the distance, and the sea, in color u compromise between 
a dark sapphire and a dark emerald, was sparkling acd clear as crys- 
tal, 4 BOR M., passed north of the Eddystane in a strony breeze, 
the foam in our wake lookingas white as fresh fallen snow. 8:15, 
alfer a magnificent simset, which charmed us with its effeerupou the 
rtneged shore, the wind having almost died away, we luted up into 
Lanaconbe Bay, near the Start Point, and anchored for the night in 
seven fathoms low waler; a spot which, if possible, was move elarm- 
ing than any anchorape that preceded, Night moonlisht, starlight, 
ualm aud clear, with an agreeable scent of cornfields off the laud. 
Auiyone unaccnstomed to anchorages in the immediate vicinity of 
high land can hardly fail bo be wlarmed atits apparent usarness after 
dark, when the seuse of perspective, by which distance is estimated 
hy daylight, no longer exists. Thus. the darker the night, the more 
complele is the iusion of the cliffs andthe hills behind them bein, 
ered into one lofty perpendicilar, which Gyershadows the vessel 
by its black reflection in the sea, advancing almost to her side, and 
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seems to leave nof a fathom of space to swing. much less to get under 
way, without finding oneself ashore. Renders may nob understand our 
anthusissm in rdigned to these day-and-night views that so voustantly 
enguze qur uftention and challenge our admiration, They will per- 
haps think we might notice a view and dismi but itis in veality 
Gu ehivfest sud almost) sole recreation on deck m time woe 
without whith o voluntary ¢ruise at seaqwould seem far too tume us 
an mnisenent to compensate for the actual labor, expense and con- 
stint watchfulness it entails, MPollowed asa pastime, ibis nob anlike 
the pleasore hitmen nature has invariably tuund mm successtulby teaili- 
ering roses off thorus; for, however amiable the seu may ajiptar to 
ns ints quiet moments, or, aven better, when contemphuting its 
fvan(teur from the fireside at home, itis a mighty power and a rough 
playmate; and even steain, the yachisman’s craze of the day, will 
never render bany thing else. 7 
Ave. 5,—Sailed from Linivombe Bay at S:80 witha niee Dbreexc, 

NN. W., and when round the Start Poin hauled the toresail to 
winihward, wot alowed ie Onion to seal hersel€te Dartmouth, wheve 
We anvhoved in the Range, antlrowed wp tothe town in the boat for 
letters and provisions, Later rebuimed to the Start, and anchored 
About A mile north of the lighthouse, in five fathoms low water, The 
Wuather looking cloudy ind threatening, we rode with a lurge seape 
tnd the cable bilan, At night the sity cleared and became magnill- 
cently tine. Generally the boat is timed in at night, ready for seq; 
Dut ceeasionally, as in this instance, when determined to ride if pas- 
siblo astrop is passed round her, and, with one af the dui! tuckles, 
kepb touily for varlous uses, tie strain is relieved from the tlayits 
ond thrown wpon the standing part of the Tunner, My davils are 
Abath the main vigetug, for erewler convenience in baudling the boat, 
whichis never carried in the davits woler way 
Aug. li, Stinday.—The first really hot summer day of the cimise. 

Drow borning til night, alos anid ashore, ib wae a day of unalloyod 
enjoyient—such ss, in wy opium, convurred in by my martes, 
woul! be impossible in harbor The bouquet, that is néver absent 
from my table at seu, though unfortunttely tanking with porighable 
Stopes, Was replenished with a grand collection of wild towers, m 
whith ferns, honeysuckle and omvye diisias wure MOst Couspicnous. 

Aug. 7.—Sailei at ; Wind Leith, weather fina antlwarm, 3 P. 
M., four miles G, 8. &. of Torquay, wider large canvas, ley a course 
for Pobtland; wind §&, W., veering gradwally to N. W. 6:30, hove to 
for an hour, with both liexdsads aback and mainsbeet pinned in, lo 
keep her from traveling off the course anil to pr Wve tia gravy for 
its prope use, during dinner, Night fine; moonlight in early morn 
ing. 

Aug. §.—3 A.M), Portland Gill N. i, by Nv; tacked in a shifting 
Tidad wind, und later weatherad the Skambles Lightship. G:a0 hove 
to of Lilyarth, Dorset, fora comfortabls breaktast, aml then best 
np to toSt. Alban’s Bead. &P.M,, anchorerLin Alum Buy, f. of W.; 
wind 8. W.. treshand fine. While lying bere we observed the wnfor- 
tunaie steamship Mosel, which stranded next day at the Lizard, 

rf 

Aug. U.—Under way ars); wind E,. fresh and tine. Passed out 
at the Needles and heatwp outside the island, standing inshore when 
there was ony place i! special interest to olserve. suah as Blatk 
Gang. St. Catherines ani Ventner. 6, P, M., made the Looe Chan- 
telwhen the tide tired. #P, M., wind W. N, W., light; anchored 
off Selsea in four fathoms low water. 

. h—Winl BE, N. h,, 2 moderate hyeews and miserably cold. 
a1, under wey; 8, bove to off Boguor, 6 2. M., anchored Tor the 

night ol Brighton, and landed to post letters and procure supplies. 
Aug. 1.—Wind &, N, G., veering to S. EB). fresh and fine. tij45, got 

under way, wud, chiefly In regard to the pleasant agricultural and 
homely VieWs on shore, hada miggnificent furn to windward pash 
Newhaven mod Seaford, and pound the grand cliffs of Beachy Head 
aguivst the bite, Thiwe we eucounterad & troly easterly wind in 
every sense, avcompaniod hy i short seu, averaging twenty-one to 
Lie minute, which preatly impeded onr progress. (On the Cornish 
antl trish coasts finave met than average five and even four to the 
Tinuts, oh qwuay properly be deseribed ag a “long sea). d:46, 
tacked off Mastheantic, and, after vounding the Royal Sovereign 
shoals, stoud in toward Biistings, where the ses was too rough to 
auchor as desired; so we continued uoder way, and al 4 P.M hoye 
tool Phirleigh, with the foresnil te windward, which allowed one 
hand te turd in comfortably below. Night tine and starlight, a heavy 

8:40, passed Dungeness. 1 P. 
shoved of Diver, aud landed for letters. 6:30, the weather M. 

looking tom stormy for Dover Ruads, we sailed again, and beat 
aainst tide yound the lofty cliffs of the South: Moreland, intending to 
anchor for the nielit of Upper Deal. We had partaken of an excel- 
lent tiot dinuer bulowin (urn, between 3:30 and 10 P.L, when the 
wind suddénly left us hopelessly beealmed and drifting ab the south- 
ern entrance of tha Gullstream, At this tinte thé horizon was blaele 
al! round, with frequent ilashes of iehtning and thunder rambling in 
the distunce. Being very anzious about a eroup of bright lights, one 
of then the three triangular lights of a Trinity wreek steamer, I 
orilerad the anchor to be cleared, and that especial attention should 

i edto the clain beliny, tO guard against amy Intech if anu 
ney shoul? arise. This precaution was furhunithe, for, not- 
inuing & light air sprang up, which hell out a promise of 

escape, Th ston beeame evident that the spring tide, which runs with 
g#reat violence in that part of the Downs, was sweepmg us rapidly 
into danger, Apirh from this alarming complication, ian anchorage 
in Dovs-t Bay Were deemed unadyisable on account of the threaten- 
iny appAarance of the weather, certainly this was a case of “out of 
the trving pan into the fire’ At 130, when the sound of a rush of 
tide wpon some obstruction wis plainly audible, and evidently very 
near, we lel vo the anchov, *‘all standing,” and did not attempt to 
eheck her woitil the thirty-fathoms shackle passed out of the hawse 
pipe, and then pail out ten re for extra security. Though close 
Ww Lhe livhts, the horizon w dark that, even with the binoculars, 
we Could nob distinguish @ vestige of anything beside, so had to wait 
for duylight to ascertain how the case veally stood. While stowing 
the eanyas, several steamers bore down upon us with the three 
lizhts, and then suddenly sheered away forthe Gull Lightship, When 
onrenate descended trom aloft, after unlacing the topsail, he re- 
marked that the light immediately astern of uj had an wousual ap- 
pearauce, and that he could not belp thinking it must be on the mast 
ofasunken ship As we were viding easily, with o good scope of 
chain, and it was useless to sit up spéculating wpen these matters, 
we turned in atl nd soon forget all about it. 
Ang. 19, Snday.—aAt five o'clock, feeling more anxious about the 

weather than anything else, T turned out, aud -saw, 28 surmised, 
thot our osur neighbor was the mast ofa large ship with thve wire 
shrouds on aside, and vattlings entire, which adcounted for the 
great rush of water we heard overnight; that the Trinity steamer 
was ubuut two cables east of the wreck. and that three Whistable 
smacks, with diving vearon buard, were also in attendance, An 
ominous swell from the south, with a squall vise in that quarter, 
and thuuderrumbling i the southwest, warned me that no time 
shouli be lost im extricating ourselves from so awkward a position, 
Though tle Orion was swune down, or uway from the wreck, at this 
hour, we were still within the influence of its eddy; so that while the 
eliain was being hove in she swung towards it again and again, until 
she bedaame wind-ode with a strony breeze from the southward, and 
had the sunken ship under her lee, This was our position, when, 
the beadlsails and mizen haying been previously prepared for hoist- 
ing and the anchor hove short, the latter was broken out of the 
ground by a violent gust of wind, which also cast the yacht’s head to 
the eastward, aud threatened to (ill her broadside on ta the wreok. 
Transferring my assistauce where most needed, we worked hard to 
got the anchor in sight before it was likely to foul any obstruction, 
and at the same @ hoisted the jib. wider which she forged ahead 
and onh of the most alarming predicament, save one, that has come 
under my experience. ‘Che crucial point had not yet avrived, but the 
bruntot the work, which had been exceptionally severe, was over, 
when fom men from que ofthe smacks pulled alongside, to suggest 
that we were already foul of wreckage, and to offer assistance. But 
\hey returned without many words being wasted on efther side; and, 
us the wind was just. then threatening a gale, in ten minutes more 
they were fully employed in looking atter thelr own affairs. Under 
head sails and mizen, we ran against tide to the North Foreland, 
(luring the sreatest violence of the wind outstripping the smatks, 
which were in full retreat to Ramsgate; and about moon, baying an- 
chored In the Gore Channel, near Reenlvers, where the wind was off 
the land, hud a quiel and pleasan! time for the remainder of the day, 

Aug. 14.—With all plain sail, including the jilj-headed topsail, sailed 
from the Gore Channel at 6:80 A, M,, and arrived at Greenhithe 12:3), 
Wind S$. W.,a moderate breezeto strong. The Orion was docked 
fam tide—the first night in harbor since quitting C Spe ee on the 
28th of July—and by the evening of the 16th ste was stripped. 
To save misapprehension on to or three points, perhaps you will 

allow me to make a lew observalions more, Thatidid nob distrust 
the spirited qualities of my frieulsis proved by the fuct that when 
insurance on Gurrent terms for first-class yachts was only in one 
quarher declined of their aecount, 1 assured the risk without further 
inquiry, ord the shghtest degree modifying my plans, Besides the 
Vessel and gear, which alone would have been covered by the msur- 
ace, there were among my personal effects many things I should 
havi been much erieved ty lose, Including a yery powerful micro- 
scope with lenses by well-‘cown names. Thus the expenses, of 
course. andthe entire risk, together with every respinsibility for 
suuces= oF failure, were ming. But if everything bad been theirs, 
they could 10 have shown move consideration forthe own than 
they did for mine, nor have worked 1ore assiduously and anxiously 
to Emard against failure, That the experiment succeeded beyond 
iny highest expectations was due to the Fact that my crew proved to 

ims 

he as biinly as they were gentlemanly; ond that, m spite of the hard 
work, they. as well as I, can Jowk back with nothing but pleasauc 
recoteelions tothe adventure, is dite to their appreciation of why 
miienifiesut scenery thal our coast presents to those who kiiow wher 
to find it; also that bebween tlie intervals of nearly coustanl employ- 
ment al. auchor thie time was chielly spentin littl exeursions to the 
Shere, whore weeds, birds, rocks wid Caverns, éte., abounded, Upon 
one rook we visited in the boat the birds were so (ate thiit f auf 
fered us to lie quietly alongside and reinark their peculluritius-—pven 
i lnilicrous lithe farce, amounting fo a bloodless quarrel, being cu- 
actal lt our presence. Our skerchers and edricaturists would hive 
been delighted with this. 

Surprise has been expressed by those who know oothivg of tlie ja- 
hor required to keep a yacht ina complete stute of eficieney and 
cleanliness that we found no time boread the newspapers, I will ax- 
plain this by apractiont tilustration, iastancing the eruise of the pre- 
vious year, which happened fo be nearly ayer the same vourse. “he 
Iw? selinen employed ou tliat oceasivn, who were good average 
Specimens audot food repute in their town, complainert fo my ship 
ceeper that they wore “dviven like slaves,” Well, here are the sta- 
tistics for last year, aud for this, to which Powill only add that of tiny 
ertisy round Great Britain in 1863, honeh upwards OF byenty others. 
Hol less 1ustruetive, could be furnished if required. 
The cruise coniplained of lasted seventy-bwo Jays, and the gvo- 

graphical mileage was 830, or an average Of 11.5 per diem, The wighls 
ab sex under ey were four, Tights anchored al seu twelye, and 
nights in harbor tity-six, 
Upon this ocvasion (182) wilh my two young amateurs. who ware 

light welghts of the respective apes of 2) and 28, fhe cruise lasted 
thirty-cight days, and the geographies) mileage was 1050, or at aver- 

The mights wt sea under War were flye, wiglits anchored 
Cen, tid nichts in harbor Fourbeen. 

cruise lasted ninety-eight days 
tiiluage wus 2040, or an average of 26.9, 
wily and at anchor were 
Of Which thirty were pas 
of the Firth of Olyile. 

B more assistance to fhe amateurs than to the professioouls, 
jcuid the difference between trained and untrained bands 

be talken into consideration, but that more was accomplished in half 
thetime, All the same, there never was an ovcasion thateould have 
given rise to the absurd complaint, Woon the ea were tlred aud 1 
was not, or when their hours were long and inne were not longur, 
hivine, in addition to my share of the active seumanship, to conduct 
a dificult navigation which T have never ventured to leays to Chance, 
Moreover, if L were not habituated to take my fullshare ol the heavy 
work, how. by any possibility, could I upon a certain oceasion bave 
Iningaged it ploney The difference lies sunply inthe estimate of work 
by a volunteer and hy a paid hand, 

In domestic matters, except the cooking—in wich it is a recog- 
nized axiom that diiference of opmion spails the broth—sach one 
innnuged for himself, as if le wure ab sea alone, 

ik Grajse, which may not inappropriately be described as ‘fun 
in earnest,” had an alVantage tu we suciety Of edteabed den in- 
stead, as nob unfrequently met with inmy experiauce, of manu who 
could neither read nor write, und, who, asa rule, T lave tound in- 
finitely more impracticable than those who can. Im saying this, L 
4m not wniindful that there is no rile without exceplicus—and pet- 
haps distinguished exceptions too!” 

SAN FRANCISCO Y. C. 

iets the auspices of this club the recent public ‘mosquito 
race” proved & great success. There were twenty starters in 

all, diyided iuto six classes, for Whitehall boats. plinigers or cat 
bouts, fishermen, slaops and yawls. Thu race was sailéd Sept. 23, 
over a course from a Ime bobween Mission Roek und Long Bridge to 
a stikeboit moored midway between Mission street Whur! and Goat 
island, thence around staksboatin mid-channel to leeward of Mis- 
sion Rock, and then to starting line. Mr Gutte’s schooner Clispw 
and Viee-Com, McDonough's schooner Aggie were kindly tendered 
as stikeboats for the oécasion. The séa was simootli and the wind 
moderate—just the day for the small fry. There was great rivalry 
among the Whitehalls, und also among the Italian fishermen tn their 
peculiar and seaworthy eratt, These boats are somewhat on the 
whaleboat principle, with resemblance to the well-lmown Block 
[sland boats of this coust, ‘Chey are Hush decked, though, being used 
in the off-shore fisheries on the Pacific omtside the Golden Gate, 
Most of tham retain the high-psaked and picturesque lateen sail of 
the Mediterranean, One of then was patriot enough to hoist a huge 
Italian flag, and, after coming in first, planked down some glittering 
“eagles” as achallenge to any one wishing to try him again, The 
Ttalian fishermen are considered expert sailormen, and their boats 
ate often met with a long distunee oulsidle, making comlurtuble 
weather of if under circumstances which bother much larger (vading 
vessels. A steam tug took the judges over the course, and a wumber 

and the geogripnieal 
The nights at sea under 

fwenty-eieht, aad nights in harbor seventy, 
sed iu the more or less exposed anchorages 

of steamers had full loads of excursionists aboard, while crowds | 
turned out along shore to witness the racing, which is said to have 
excited more interest than the club matches of large yachts, There 
was also mueh instruction to be gained from the sailing, assuch a 
yariety of boats have seldom been brought together. 
The revenue cutter Kush sent her Jong boat with six haods aud the 

Triton Rowing Club entered a yawlrigged gig, the latter hauling out 
after coming hear capsizing, The Lake Merritt sloop Shadow with 
her low freeboard could not carry on and gave up. The sharpie 
Daisy dil fairly well al running, but, as might have been expecta, 
she was of no account to windward. ‘he local papers say that, con- 
trary to expectation, she showed no speed computed to the yachts. 
Young Frank Stone, sim of Wim, Stone, the Duililer, went sroudd 
in the flat bottom plunger Squibob, and landed third prize. The 
Lark, winner in second class, is the work of an amyteur builder, a 
musician. Cora,in Same class, was sailed by four youngsters, all 
under twelve years of age. The race was in every way successtnl, 
and proved so popular that we look for atc inoreased feet i small 
yachts in the harbor, Lt would be wellif seme oft our clubs on the 
Aliantic seaboard exerted theniselyes in behalf of public races open 
to fishermen and working boats. All the New Your Whitehall boats 
were beaten by craft of local build, the Seunett being the handiwork 
of Dan O'Connell, of the North Beach. We append the summary; 

First coass (Whitehalls). 
1, Captain Sennett. 
2, Faugh a’ Ballah. 
3, Thomas Kendall, f 
The other boats inthe fleet of Whitehalls donsistel of the Dread- 

naught, Pride of the Gay, Tom Crowley. Queen of the Bay, Rough 
and Ready, Prank Elson, Walk Along Jolin, Unknown and Stand-by, 

SECOND ULASS, 
Langth, Actual. Carveated, 
FY. IN. H. M.S, H.M, 8, 

Tatrices SFP os aah tenty cit: 14819 J 27 34 
Con, O'Connor i 1 4t 57 1 27 G7 
Squibhow......-- 220 1 63 30 1 38 30 
Cora ..., 4 24 2b 205 25 
Chiquita 20 2 a 00 247 00 
Rooster . 17 6 2 58 10 2°37 10 
Triton 18 6 withdrawn. 

THIRD ULASS. 
CALTIOR ety miter: ios os seine te pee ad 1 23 25 442 25 
Fleetwing,....., RL bbe 1 28 05 1 13.05. 
Blackbird spe 127 35 1 15 20 
Saddie .____ a 220 6 4 at 15 1 22 45 
Dmilie Ethel- 228 4 1 2) 27 1 27 42 
Skipper... 216 1 57 80 1 44 v0 
LOTT aad bre ane tee 5 . 86 2 20-30) 2 10 806 
Siadow= 2). .222.1 a ee eae withdrawn. 

FOUPTH O1LAS6. 
Fawn £ 125 45 119 00 

1 33.22 1 2152 
Daisy B 1 43 58 1 85 40 

roo 

VOILE HIH Sales Egat a ete tulel-lslncieteel trial setae ieh 38 6 2 OF 40 2. 00 10 
Un bean nc casas Ee ES eee 23 2.09 35 2 07 53. 

SIXTH CLASS (EISHERMEN). 
ShamrGelty. esse 2s) esterase ned os 24 3 | 29 30 1 15 45 
Three Brothers, : T 26 25 121 WW 
John of Procida’, 134.25 L 22 28 
Bottle: Meyer. ---.., ,-------- 1 dd 20 1°22. 85. 

Lees AE Ny Sh 6 SBS Sh Se Okay 35 6 1 09 2h 1 07 55 
BLDG hy = be penne prereset ene lereongbeta EL 1 18 12 in i 

ROVAL NOVA SCOTIA Y. C.—The closmg matches of the season 
were sailed Saturday, Sept. 30, in a tine easterly breeze. Course, 
from Lumber Yard to Dartmouth Perry bnoy, thence to Fort Clar- 
enee fag boat, thenve to Point Pleasant buoy, hawk to Dartmouth 
buey and pass between Lumber Yard and George's Island to the 
starting liue. Daphne's owner wnfortunately met with an accident, 
Mariqnita did nob show up, und the cutter Valauar was short-hanied, 
so all three forfeited entrance fev. Both races were for that reason 
inerged into one, giving two prizes, the Vieer-Commodore’s Cup, and 
the squadron prize, Phantom and Miranda sailing for both, and Gi- 
Kaze for the squadron ee only, the cup being the gift of her owner. 
The starters included the cwlter Oi-Kaze, ii tons, Vide-Com. W_ A, 
Channeey: sloop Phanton,4 tons, I. Stairs, and sloop Miranda, 3 
tons, R. 1. Willis. All got away at 2:20 to asingle gon under lower 
sailonly, ‘The cutter took the lead and won sasily, with Phantom 

keeond fhroughont the race, O14 Kaac bore away around Furt @lar- 
enee mark at 2055 Phantom at $:0:10, and Miranda at 3:83:40, the 
latter making an extra board to weather, Checked shects took them 
around Point Pleasant buoy in thy same order, and the fh ish was 
male by the outter at 67720; Phantom, 3:56:30, and Miranda, 4:05:25. 
Oi-Kave took syiedron prive by 4m., alter applying allowance for 
tonuaga, the warp wore to Phantoiw by Vm, 65s,, the latter being also 
bie winner of the Rew-Commodore's Cup in a previous race, ‘Phe 
lleet then hoisted winning lags for the season, Oi-Kaze showiug three 
for five starts, bvo firsts and One second: Phantom showing five for 
fis many starts, two firsts, two seuonds, wad & third: Miranda fiew 
one Tor fhree stants a second, ond cutter Velelar tour for We same 
numiljer of starts, three being firsts, and Oneaseeond, Some private 
inatches are still in prospeet, Veleanar, Mr. F, OG. Siunichrast. Lavine 
challenged Miranda with Mariquits as a probable third, and Lily 

| will likely want a separate match with the cutter as well, Others 
are in pospeel, bub will probably have to lie over till oext season. 
NEW YORK GANOE OLITK—After several postponements on ae- 

Colt oF bul ayeathen the Glub hold its fall regatta Saturilay last. 
Unforimintely thete was toe little wintl forthe sailing: Taateh, bowel 
the paddlers Found the water as they waste it. The sailing race 
Was open fo seniors anil juniors. Course. trom club house on Staten 
tala around Rubbing Reet buoy gud teme, about two and a halt 
wiles, A, OC. A, fesoyerein force. Entries free, one prize, the 
start was made af $8 in ligittuirs trom southwest. This gave 2 
bun wind both ways, but ibihe marie the wind died away and lett 
the vacers nearly badalaed, toa Wedith, Ma. Win, Whitlocl, being 
the ouly ea@upe to finish under sail, the rest paddling in leisurely, 
Tine, Th. 20s. The Heabincluded the Crieket, Vay Green; the Lurna 
Doon, Mr. Oudin; the Theresa, Mr. Van Rensselaer. Second class. 
the Sheila, Mr. Holfinun; and Foam, Mr. Collins. Also in fist class, 
the bot, C, B. Vaux; Tramp, Mr. Gudin, ond the winner. Inthe tirst 
paddling rice the course was abouk q mile, Won by Larir, 0. B. 
Vaux, beating Wanderer, C. K. Monroe, by four lengths, Time, 5m, 
fs. Second race, for juniors, class two canoes. Course three-quar- 
ters of 4 mile. Won by the Lark, W. Van Henusse’atr, fn Gin. nesting 
the Wandurer, G. V. R.Schnyler,and the foam, T, B, Collins. Fourth 
race, juniors gud seniors, third class canoes, brought out Coquette, 
i. A, [Hoftman, Jr; Psyche, @. K. Monroe; Lorna Doon, W. Van 
Reusselaer, Wraith, W. Whitlock; and Freak, U. P. Ondin. Psyehe 
Won in seniors in tim, B0s., course nearly a mile: Coquetle, second. 
Wraith won fm juniors. Fifth racé was open to tandems, same 
course, Vaux and Sehuyler in the Lark led from the start, win- 
ling by two longths im bo, 8ls., beating the Coquette. At the 
close Mr, C. B. Vaiix gave gaye an exhibition of tricks and difficult 
necomplishments in His canoe, showing wonder!il command of bal- 
auee and agility, 
LONG GANOL CRUISE.—Oapt, §. Db. Kendall, of St, Johnsbury, 

Vit., aud Dr, C. A, Neide, of Sehuylerville, N. ¥., left Lake George on 
the 19th of Anueust, went through the upper part of Lake Chumplain 
to Whitelall, and then followad the Norvoaern Canal to Troy, thea via 
Erie Canal as far as Belle Isla, where they were stopped by a break. 
They made a portage to Onondaga Lale, and then down tne Seneca 
and Oswego rivers to Oswego; from there they followed the lake 
coast to Little Sodus; here the equinoctial was encountered, and 
they Téemained three days. The weather uot improving they took 
the train to Weedsporf and thence to Buffalo. Mr . Kendall's wife 
has joined hiui here, and will accompany him on the rest of the voy- 
age. They will leave to-znorrow for Olen, where they will strike the 
Allegany River, thende they go to Pittsburgh, then via Ohio River to 
Cincinniti, where they will be the guests of the Canoe Chib at that 
place for about a week, Judge Longworth. of the Supreme Court, 
is commodore of iis club, and they expect a great time, Whey will 
then continue down that stream to Cairo, std thence down the 
Mississippi River to New Orleans, thim carry to Lake Vonchartruin, 
then via Gulf coast to Moria, avound the Capas to Lake Worth, near 
Jupiter Inlet. Llere they will meet Commodore N, 4. Bishop, of the 
Lake George Canoe Clib, who has his winter residence here, Com- 
inodore Bishop has attained wide celebrity for his famous voyage in 
his paper canoe, Messrs. Kendall and Neide will return to New vork 
city via Atlantic ¢oash some time during next August.—Suffdly Siwis- 
day Dintes, Cet. 1. 

NEW TAVEN Y¥. C.—The fallmateh was sailed Sept. 27. Bleven 
Klara out of twenty-live entries, ‘Che wind blew ugly from south- 
east (luring early parl of the race, and many were disabled. Course 
ten miles fo Qharlss Island ad return, Mystery’s rizgzing gave way, 
und her steering fear went to pieces. Maritina fplit mainsail. 
Plover had a sail over, anil took tlie cup in ¢ G. Happy Thought 
wou silver pitcher in class ©, and Stranger a ine gluss in lass D, 
subjech lo protest asto ler tating os a ¢abin ov open sloop, Way- 
ward ruceive:t asilver castor tor best time oyerthe course, and Happy 
Thonshts panwant for hestwortected time, Judges, W. J. Mills, A. 
W. Minor and C,H, Gail, 

BAST RIVER Y, C.—Owing tovefnsal of the Conway to take prize 
inelass Bon prolast, agaist Whsie May for nob haying member 
aboard and Alice for haying sailed Wroug course, ib was ducidedl to 
re-sail Sunday last. Course froin Bedloe’s Island through Narrows, 
aronnd buoy inloweebvy and return, Only the Conway, 20ft, din., 
James Conway, and the Alive, 271t. din., Thomas White, started at 
12:17:50, in light southwest wind. Alice won the race, no time bein 
taken, the sloop T. 5. Gage, Mv. Sullivan, Pavonia Y, C., acting 4s 
judges’ bout forthe day. 

VELENAR-MIRANDA—A match between these two yachts of the 
N.S. Y.8. was sailed in Halifax harbor Ovh.4, crew limited Lo two 
hands, over the three-ton cours of fle club. Velenar was not in 
form, probably foul bottom, and gave up at the Darimouth Perry 
buoy, Mirinila winning handsomely in moderate breeze from north 
4m s.nooth water. 

BEDOUIN.—Mr, Archibald Rogers's new cutter is sailing well and 
proves a erand séwboat, Her ironwork is giving some trouble. Dur- 
jng some vf the vecent heavy weather she bad the Sound all te her- 
solf. If is hoped she will appear iu the proposed Seawanhake races, 
though she van hardly be in good fighting trim by that time, 
BOUND SOUTH.—sloop Gulnare, Hudson River Y. (., will sail in 

a week or tendaysfor the gulf coash of Mlovida, where herowner. 
Dr, J. B. Tenney, has pnrchasged ai oranges plantation. WW there are 
other yachts bound south soon, fie Gulnare would like company. 
There is good Iiinbiug of the inside vou. 

SWAWANHAKA Y. C.—The proposed rages have been fixed for 
the following datos: Tutsday, Oot, 21, New York ¥. 0. course; 
Thursday, Oct, 26, yenty miles to windward and back outside the 
Hook; third race, course and date to be decided by the sailing com- 
mittee, 

SWLNPSTAKHS.— nities for the Columbia Y. ©. sweepstakes 
close to-day. (pen to yauvlts 27 lo 28ft, long, over Columbia Y¥, C, 
triangular course, Entrance $25 each. They should be made to Mr 
Luke Welsh, Coluinbia Y. C, house, foot Mighty-sixta street, North 
River. 

THE POCATIONTAS.—The Sum has interviewed some of the owners 
of tins sloop, who report that she wis fully paid for, and that & regu- 
lay contravt existe between them and the builder, in spite of the 
latter's deyiul in a recent letber published in this journal, , 
ANNASONA,—Diseusted with the ypathy of the New York ¥, G. in 

bringing about a change to fair terme dn the America Cup challenge 
conditions, Mr. Hedderyick has conchided to Sell his famous forty 
and give up fhe idea of paying us a visit. 

BANGER. —Mr, 8. L. Blooil has sold this schooner, 68ft. tin. over 
all. ta Mr. John A, Norris, of New York, She is now receiving an 
overhaul at Wurmm's yard, South Brooklyn, and will probably eruise 
{o the southward this winter. 

PACIFIC Y¥. C.—Mr. Hyile Bowie, schoonor Nellio, hag refused to 
accep! second prize in the match of the Pacifie Y, ©. sailed Sept. 9, 
chiiming the race Me owing to the starting gun not being heard on 

= 

board several ry : 

WAY WARD.—This sloop, owned hy Mr. lowler, of St. Johns, has 
heen get off the rocks off Gerrish Island, after stripping and cutting 
away mast. She has been towed into Porismouth, N, H., for the 
winter, : 

SINGLE-HANDER.—Mr. A..Cavy Smith has under way plans for a 
single-hander, Lift, water-line, Gigft. beam, 2ft, draft, with 90D1bs, on 
keel, and water-tight bulkheads inthe ends to make hernon-sinkahle. 
WASHINGTON VILLAG® Y¥. 0.—A new club house, to cost $1,000, 

isnow being erected for this club. The house is being built ona 
scow, Which miy be moved as found convenient. 

DO CUTTERS ROLLi—From the Herald: All this time before the 
wind the cutter Oviva sailed os stuady asa rock, while itwas feartul 
to behold the yiolent roving of the schooners. 

VAYYV.—This is the name of Mr, Weleh’s new cutter, 39ft, on deck 
now wellacvanced, She has au iron keel of six and o half tons, and 
will bea launched in 4 few days for trial, 

RESIGNED, —Wea learn thet Mr, A, Cary Smith, so long measurer 
of (he New York ¥, (!, has resigned his offices owing to pressure of 
his bysiness us yacht designer, 

DIED,—The report comes from San Francisca that Daniel Cook, 
ownero the schuouer Vidal Waye, isdead, 
MON LAUK.—A Tetter from Mr, Prague in reference to Montauk’s 

‘pars was received too lata for this issué 

‘See Shelton’s monthly issue to sportsmen in another volumin,—4Adu, 
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PATENT FOLDING 

Calvas Fish Baskel 
EACH, $1.50, $1.75, $2.25. 
SIZE, A B, Gc | 
CAPACITY, 9, 12, 20 Ibs. £ 

PRICE INCLUDING STRAP. : 

French Willow Trout Baskets, § Send for Price-List. 

ra 

NOS. aor Lo; we \ 
EHACH:; - 80 90 1.00 1,20 150 2,00 

\ Bs cl Our Goons ARE Soup sy First Cass DBALERS 

NWI STEER 
FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEAL- PENS 

ERS IN FISHING TACKLE. 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY, = 
Orders received from persons pe eine in cities in Which 

dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any 
price. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing nk for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Always ready for use, A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their’ individuality in 
writing. 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 

180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Leading Rumbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 1b. 

For Sale by all Stationers 
THE =STTRBROOK STEEL PEN CO. 

Works, Camden, N. J. 26 Inhn Sta Mow Bark 

phe Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. TUT 8 John St., necr Broadway, W. ¥. 
2 MANUFACTURING JEWELER, “@ 

Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

NEW OFF-HAND 3TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

, ‘WHE 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 

AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 

For Hunting and. Tserget Practice at all ranges, 

the “*MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy. con- 

vel ience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Illustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

Special designs furnished on applica- . 

tion free of charge. 

Any of the Following Books Sent on Receipt of Price 
—BY— 

FE NICHOLS g rete) FOREST ANB STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

B. e of aa Bore Guns, pecan er eS EE Ste eae a ob | Dog, eee Deed pistes es, by Vero 
i Complete American Trapper, Gibson........... 50 | Shay, with fac-simile colored plates.., - 12 50 
BOS TON = MASS. 5 Coues' Field Ornitholo Voces, MR yh RI Pay 250 Dogs of Great Britain, America and other &. 2 

Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals..................45 3 00 | GOCMIAS tee renee dete dee sabe ees a - 250 
Manufacturers of Crack Shoei 1 25) Dogs, Points for Judging....................... 50 

Cypress, J., Jr.’s, Works, 2 vo 5 00 | Dogs, Richardson............. paper, 30c.: cloth 60 
7 MpadiShOty eon eisen tatiece: 1 25 | Farrar’s Guide te Moosehead Lake ._.... 50 
HEXAGONAL S Dog Breaking, Hutchinson... 875 | Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

) Dog, The; ie Mayhew and Hutehinson..... 3 00 = ties hd aie a he carmen tse dae pe 450. 
DOSS aU veel ows crates aie te Peete ye ea and 75 | Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region, 50 

REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. Dogs, M anagement of, Mayhew, i6mo.......... F te } pisbines Hower A Uae ne Shank cdRANAb eR sh Ss 50 
re obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods | Dog, The; Idstone. ....... 1... cece ee eee eee eee W5 ishing Tourist, Hallock. ........ ............. 2 00 

to Be eho etaaie demand. We have received the highest award and silyer medal at the Massachu ; Dogs and their Doings, Morris....,............: 1 %5:) Fly Fishing and Worm Fishing ‘ees - 50 7 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Send for catalogue. | Frank Forester’s American Gameinits Seasen 7 50 

1882. = == MW REMINGTO 
. 

10-Gauge. 

Sibs. 9ibs. 

DRT TL Sac 

Sea Soe 
Seu 

NEW NMODEL DOU 
The latest and best gun yet produced. They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 

hey are made with the popular top action and double bolt. All have Rebounding Locks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 

Extension Rib. Each gun is thoroughly tested at the factory. All these guns are made with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. Tn 

Eero Hh 118-2. 
10 and 12-gauge, 30in,, 8 to 91bs. 

Plain Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, - - - - - - - - - - $45 00 
Belected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, - - - - - - - - “ - - 55 00 
elected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, - = - - - - - = 65 00 

glish Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Dam«scus Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - - - - - - - 75 0O 

English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, Superior Rubber Butt and Tip, - - - - “ 85 00 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE TO ORDER. 

‘Ask your dealer to send for sample. Send for Ulustrated Catalogue. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 
. 0, BOX 2987. 281 and 283 Broadway, New York Citv. 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 
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~ FORALLSKIN' 
REMEDY sycyag DISEASES 

TETTER. ITCH, SORES, PIMPLES, 

Pe 
THE GREAT ~~ CURE FOR 

[ICHING PILES 
Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching, 

worse at night; seems.as if pin-worms were 
trawling about the parts affected. As a 
leasant, economical and positive cure, 

BWAYNE'S OINTMENT is superior to any article 
In the market, Sold by druggists, or send 
0 cts. in 3-ct. Stamps. 8 Boxes, $1.25. Ad- 
dress, Dr. Swayne & Son, Phila,, Pa, 

The Gun and its Development 
By W. W. GREENEK. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE 

Price $7.50. 

{Extract from Forest anp STREAM, July 7, 
1881, p. 444,] 

* This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting, We commend 

all sportsmen totestits merits. * * * 
eT 

FILE BINDERS, 

Size to suit Forest AnD STREAM, 

= i 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE 

Price, %1.25. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869,] 

STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

UNITED 

Monthly Issue. To Sportsmen. 
Place this advertisement in your scrap book for future reference. Results originating from e: 

ence of fifty-five years of both the Gun und Rifle. Bndorsed by all sportsmen who have used them 
and the trade generally. - 

THIS CUT 
Inadequately descrives my 

SHOOTING SUIT 
of drab duck, made with Jinen thread, 

GAME POCKET 
full size of skirt, with net exten- 
sion, ventilating bottom, with 

outside and inside en- 
tranees thereto. 

Six other large and two 
small pockets. 

Four pockets in pants. CONCENTRATOR 

GRO ANDER dcn..raacteecs esa ie ‘64.00 | 
} VEST... $2.00 { 

‘ $2.00 

Sent free on receipt of price. 
Money refunded if not suited. 
For fuller information enclose 
stamp and mention this paper. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

410 Seventh st., Washington City. 
ALSO POR SALE BY 

A. 5AKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 
JOS, POLOCK, St. Louis, Mo. 

AND 

COMBINATION SIGHT TO BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

1881 EDITION 

Hurlingham and London 

GUN CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES 

SHHLTON’S 

AUXILIARY OR INSERTED RIFLE 

for sale at this office Price twenty-five cents, 

) Peis POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA “GELEY LAKES REGION, ineluding aul 

the lakes, ponds and riyers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticul 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, ete. ; 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

With Interchangeable Muzzles, Commanding Cylinder, Medium and Full Choke-Bore. 

Also, with the Shelton Auxiliary Rifles, discounting any Magazine or Repeating Rifle made in rapidity of shooting. 

The Art of Photography 
Completes without a Teacher. 

S From $5.00 up; send 10¢, for Cireu- 
lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST HERZOG, 86 John St., N.Y 
Manuf'r of Photo. Instruments. 

SHELTON’S 

CARTRIDGE GROOVING MACHINE 
For reducing recoil and giving better penetration) 

and destruction of shot, STONEHENGE ON THE DOG. 

Shelton’s Challenge Gun. Price 63.60. 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co 

SHELTON’S) | 
COMBINATION | | 
SIGHT. *~ 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard. 
on-Rangeley -akes. It treats of ‘camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25 cents. Lb 
mail, posbpaid: 30 cents, CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mas 

fia 
MANUFACTURED BY 

THE SHELTON AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
§ subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND LOADERS. 

Fs D | 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 
SHOT SHELLS, RECAPPERS 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING. 

“THE RICH SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BENCH CLOSERS, Ete., Ete. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY. BY RETAIL. 
New Yorn Acznts} WALLAUE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York, 
Pacrria Coast Acents; CHAS SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California. 
New OrLeans Acents: A. BALDWIN & CO, 
New EncLAnp AGENTS FoR SHoT SHetis: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

STODDARD’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
‘Standard’ Brands, ..-.-.5+-t+---srrer-+-- $126.21 

Revised Edition. {National Brand.yosst.s).¢ocx ssssta.cees 4148.40 t 

PRICE, $1.00. ‘Challenge’ Brant, . .....).0-..eecerenetes 167.40 

¥or sale by the Torest and Stream Pub. Co. “Paragon” Brand,..,.,,..------ Renee sectaa 

a iuted, 

Pas DESIRING A GOOD DAY'S SPORT 
dueck-shoooting on the Chesapeake can be ac- 

epmmodated by applying to Gent Burroughs, care 
Hancock & Crowell, Ninth and Master, Philadel- 
phia, who has a fine scow, with two cabins and 
erths for four; also double and single sink boxes. 

Will hire for one or more days. oct5,4t 

IVE FOXES WANTED.—ADDRESS BOX 178, 
|4 Montclair, N. J. octh,2t 

ANTED. — HEAVY SINGLE-BARREL B. L. 
gun, either new or second hand, about 16]bs., 

4 or 5-gauge, 4ft. barrel, Address E, O. LADD, 
1321 Washington st., Boston, Mass. oct12,1b 

“Tolley” guns haye engraved on the rib; 

FP. O, Box 715, New Haven, Conn, 

Hasert B. Parse, late Com. of Pats. Story B, Lapp. 

PAINE & LADD, 
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cages, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
Poultry and Game, 

280 & 200 WASHINGTON MARKRET, 

New, York, 

Consignments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION, 

We accept consignments. Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous week, 

J, & W, TOLLEY'S NEW HAMMERLESS GUN “THE PERFECTION? 
With Safety Bolt across the front of the Hammers, working either automatically or independently, as desired. 

“7. & W. TOLLEY, WAK ERS, ST, WARY’S SQUARE, BIRMINGHAM” 

NO AGENTS. 

IMPORT DIRECT FROM 

PIONEER WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND 
And also No. 1 Conduit St., Regent St., W., London. 

For the above sums the guns described can be placed on the ears in New York, all paid, in eight weeks 
order reaching us, A comparison of these prices with those charged in the gun stores for really fine English 

of first-class quality, will result in your ordering direct from the manufactory. 
It has come to our knowledge that common guns are Db 

Send Stamp for Circular and Price List, 

Fisherman Attention! 

I wish fo call your attention to my hand-made § 

Lancewood 

Combination Rods, 
seyen pieces, making two distinct rods for 

or fly. 
Trout, $10. Bass, $12. 

FRED, D. DIVINE, 132 Genesee st., Utica, N 
Send stamp for descriptive list. 

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO, 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 7 
TAXIDEHRMIS® 

No, 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥. 

[Established 1830.] Pet Animals St fee 

TERMS: 

A Draft in fll with thé 

order. 

One minute from Regent Circus, 

eing sold in the States bearing ourname. As we make only fine guns, genuine 
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The Colt Club Gun. | AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 
Co., N. Y. | Gorona, Queens HARL LEE, Manager 

ft should be remembered that while we ure the chief distributors of the regular Cult | 
Guns, we are sole agents in New York for the, olt Club Guns, The marvelous performance | 
of these guns in pigeon and glass ball trap shooting is so well known that no word of com- 

mendation is necessary. Every genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate with the 
words ‘The Club Gun” around a circle, within which appears the rampant colt beautifully 

embossed, We are also agents for the new Harrington & Richardson Hammerless Guns, 

which at about half the cost surpass all imported hammerless guns. Address 

P. 0, Box Hid H & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York, 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. 
Two persons can put it up in one hour, No Nails or Screws required. 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, #5 extra. 
This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
Farm and Out Buildings of fee style. Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
cost, within the means of all. Warm in winter—cool in summer—ventilation perfect. 

For further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

W. D. CHAPMAN & SON, 
- MANUFACTURERS OF TROLLING BAITS, 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

The Parker Gun. 

“SOL 30 
FISHING TACKLE OF ALL KINDS. 

80 PATTERNS OF BAITS MADE. 

THERESA, N.Y. 

150 kinds 

BRANCH FACTORY: 

eae . ; BROCKVILLE, Ont. 
Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. : JFUaT Ss Fao © Fs? 
THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: ‘At Melbourne they had an excellent 

opportunity of testing their power beside those. of every exhibitor in the world, and they came oft con- 
erors over every other maker. Their nese award comes to them from a country whose reputation 

or this class of goods has for many years been aboye all others.” 
They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the seyerest test, and have 

won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field orat the trap. At Coney 
Island last year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 
‘Forest and Stream” Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue. 

Show Rooms: PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 

ENNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN The Hunting Sight. 

= Ss 

This Rifle sent to any address on receipt of $8.00, by post office money order or in registered letter. 
A capital rifle for target practice and killing small game, also for shooting cats, dogs, rats, &c. Not 

For Canada and the United States, liable to get out of order. Shoots very accurate,barrel being of steel and well rifled, with fine walnut 
pistol grip stock, and Remington Action. Latest improved rifle in the market. Will shoot a .22-caliber 

Published monthly by GUN SIGHT wath Dee NO Elags seni res\ War ented to give SP eERE HOD CEN OR PE for have Hee, $2 nee 
3 ts Vai Ph + 1 ‘ Wha ledies FE ‘ 2 f } , or 25ets. per 100. Lowest retail prices given to customers for Smith esson’s, Remington and 

HENRY G. VENNOR. F. G. &.) ee ese DOTS pee ae ae peed A Golt’s Revolvers, Rifles, and a reat variety of Sporting Goods, Remington's Single Breech-Loading 
Office—No. 210 St. James Street, woes HEED EEN SSL RO ae Shotgun for $10.00. Get my prices for goods before purchasing else yhere, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 
Annual Subscription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents. 

| 

Clearance Sale---Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

WILLIAM LYMAN, E. G. KOENIG, 875 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. 
Middlefield, Conn. SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

In order to reduce our stock as much as possible before removing to our new wareroomes, we offer for sale our entire stock of Guns, 

Rifles, Revolvers, Shooting Suits, Leggins, Hunting Boots and Shoes, Paper and Metal Shells, Rim and Central Fire Rifle and Pistol 

Gartridges. Glass Balls and Glass Ball Traps, Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Traps and Clay Pigeons, as well as a full line of Fishing Tackle in 

eyery variety, including Split Bamboo Rods by the best makers, Fine Reels, Oiled Silk Tapered Lines, Hooks in every variety, &c., all at 

Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 
This stock of Guns is the largest and finest in this country, and embraces : 

52 Westley Richards Hammerless Guns. 

14 Westley Richards guns with hammers. 

5 W. W. Greener Hammerless Guns. 
22 W. W. Greener guns with hammers. 

28 W. & C. Seutt & Son’s (5 Premier Quality). 

4 James Purdey’s, in cases, with implements 
complete. 

1 J. D. Dougal, 12-gauge, 3lin., 541bs, 

4 B. M, Reilly & Co. , 

1 Chas. Lancaster hammerless, single-barrel, 
8-gauge. 

{' Williams & Powell (with hammers). 

5 P. Webley & Sons. 

1 I. Hollis & Son, very fine, 12-gauge, 30in., 
8klbs, 

28 J, P. Clabrough & Bro, 

35 C. G, Bonehill. 
150 cheaper grades, English make, marked 

Wm. Moore, Wm, Arden, and ranging in 
price from $21.00 to $45.00. 

) Double breech-loading guns, one barrel 
io-pauge shot and one barrel .50 caliber 
rifle. 

Also the following American made guns. 

55 Parker Bros. (some with the new top lever.) 

13 Colt. 
9 B. Remington & Scns. 

2% Nichols & Lefévre, one 10-gauge, 30in., and 
one 10-gauge, 32in., 941bs. 

1 Baker three-barreled gun, 10-gauge, shot 
barrels, 44 caliber rifle. 

1 Harrington & Richardson hammerless, 12- 
gauge, Silbs. 

45 Single breech-loading guns, made by Stey- 
eus, Rupertus, Remington, Forehand & 
Wadsworth and American Arms Co,’s 
seni-hammerless. 

Tw 
155 Single and double muzzle-loading 

some very fine, 
guns, 

Also the following rifles. 

34 Winchester repeating rifles, .38, 44, .45 and 
-50 express, 

9 Marlin repeating rifles, 40 and 45 Govern- 
ment. 

8 E, Remington & Son’s magazine rifles, 
using .45 caliber Government cartridges. 

1 Hotchkiss repeating rifle, using .45 caliber | 
Government cartridge. 

3 Evans’ repeating rifles, .44 caliber. 

4 E. Remington & Son’s long-range Creed- 
moor rifles, Hepburn model. 

1 Sharps’ long-range Creedmoor rifle, Borch- 
ardt patent. 

4 E. Remington & Son’s mid-range rifles, .40 
caliber. 

9 BE. Remington & Son's sporting and hunt- | 
ing rifles, heavy model, 

8 E. Remington & Son’s target and gallery 
rifles, light model. 

HOW TO ORDER THESE GOODS. 

Ballard hunting, sporting and target rifles. 
Stevens gallery and sporting vifles, .22 and 
-82 caliber. 

2 Pheenix rifles, .44 caliber, one rim fire and 
one central fire. 
Flobert or saloon ritles, some very fine, 
with set trigger's. 

Also Breech and Muzzlv-Loading Inplements 

in every variety. Gun and Rifle Cases 

and Covers, Metal and Paper Shells, 

Wads, Hunting Coats, Vests, Pants, Leg- 

gins, Hats, Caps, Smith & Wesson, Colts, 

and all other styles of Revolvers. Hol- 

sters, Belts, Gallery Turgets, Hunting 
Knives, Kennel Goods, Boxing Gloves, 

Tndian Clubs, Dumb Bells, Quoits, Billies, 

Chamois Gun Covers, Game Bags, Duck 

and Turkey Calls, Pocket Flasks, Tents, 

Camp Axes, Waterbury Watches, Ham- 
"mocks, Lawn Tennis Guods, &c. &c., allat 

~t 

enty Per Cent. Reduction. 

Send stamp for our catalogue and price list, select such goods as you want, deduct twenty per cent., add fifty cents fo cover cost of boxing, and send New York Exchange or 
Post Office money order. If the goods are not satisfactory, we will on return of them to us in good condition, without delay, refund the money less express charges. In sending for 

} catalogue please state the kind of goods you desire to purchase, as we have three catalogues. No. 1 is devoted to breech and muzzle-loading guns, rifles, revolvers, ammunition, &c, 

No. 2 is devoted exclusively to Westley Richards hammerless guns. Wo. 3 is devoted to fishing tackle. We advise all fo order as soon as possible before te assortments are broken. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
| | 68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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The vily Hammerless showilg position of lidmmers at a glance. 

smoke and dirt entering the lock. 

1876—PHILADELPHIA, MEDAJ, AND DIPLOMA, i1878—PARIS, SILVER MEDAL, 

1I8S79—SYDNEY, FIRST. AND HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR MANUFACTURE. 

MELBOURNE, SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL AND FIRST ORDER OF MERIT. 

GOGSWELL AND Harrison, 142 New Bond Street and Strand, Londou.—After careful con- 
sideration of the merits or otherwise of the various systems of Hammerless Guns now 
hefore the sporting public, our opinion, formed sixteen months since, remains unchanged, 
that the principle of your top lever gun with the safety tumbler-block has many ad- 
yantages over any other gun we know of at present; we consider with the extreme safety 
secured, together with the souud principle on which the gun is formed, will make it a 
general favorite in the future, As far as we are personally concerned we like the prin- 
ciple so much that we have adopted the system.” 

1881— 

Capratn BoGarpus.—‘‘As evidence of the durability of your guns, I have shot one gun over 
50,000 times. I used your triplex action in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennel, 
winning both times: also in my match with Captain Shelley, at which time I scored 84, 
the highest score on record; and in the international match with Anbrey Coventry, Esq., 
for £1,000, which I won, killing 70 out of 100—all 30 yards rise.” | 

Tue Field says:—‘‘The match will be handed down as one of the most exciting contests ever 
witnessed.” 

“GREAT PIGEON Matcu,—Captain Bogardus, in his recent match with Mr. Rimmel, of Bng- 
land, used his new W. & C. Scott & Son’s **Block Safety” Hammerless, and 
killed 99 out of 100—30 yards rise.”—Forest and Stream, New York. 

C. M, Starx,—*The Scott Hammerless is the very best shooting gun I ever owned or have 
seen shot both for closeness and penetration.” 

LATEST VICTORY FOR THE Scott HAMMERLESS,—Match between Mr, Chas. " Mucalaster, of 
Philadelphia, and Mr. EB. C. Murphy, N. Y., for $1,000 aside. : 

13 FANEULL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 
SON Ss, 

AGENTS FOR 

W. & C. Scott & Son’s 
AST 

The only Hammerless having fixed firing pins, thus preventing 

In others the aperture through breech to lock is open, the hammer and striker being one piece. 

CE) Absolute Safety! 
Patent Block Safety Lock. 

Cit — my, ‘S:: 
[ius 

I 
=~ pa Cito This gun is always safe from any accidental dis- 

i ie i IMMINDHA-- charge, In opening the gun for loading, the block 
(ils Cc 6 safety A, interposes between hammer B and 

stvikerE, which is only removed when the trigger 
is pulled. The drawing is intended to show the 

¥ aa hammer as accidentally aischarged, other than 
by the trigger and caught by the block safety. - 

Lonvon Field, Novy, 1st, 1879.—‘‘The principle accords with our ideas of what is wanted to 
make the hammerless gun safe,” 

Land and Water, Nov. 10th, 1879.—‘'The great improvement lies in the New Tumbler Safety 
Block; this being worked by the triggers only, supposing the bammer from any cause 
should fall, without the trigger being pulled, the projection on the hammer 
falls into the Safety Biock, and so prevents anexplosion. The gun is on the favorite 
top lever action, and the cocking arrangement is exceedingly simple and smooth-working.” 

Rey. W. J. Rarwsrorp, Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2d, 1879.—“I have used many guns, by many 
makers, and certainly your New Premier Hammerless is the hardest hitter I have put to 
my shoulder.” 

Capt. BoGARDUS says:—“No gun can excel mine in shooting. The Block Safety is perfect.” 

Great INTERNATIONAL PrGEON SHOOTING, Monaco, Feb. 18, 1882.—Grand Prix du Casino, 
80 competitors, comprising the best shots in the world. Sig. Guidicini (the most noted 
shot in Italy), won the 8,000 frs. prize with a pigeon gun by W. & C. Scott & Son. 

We call attention to a few of their leading hammer guns, yiz: their New Trap Gun; their 

é 

Star quality gun with Prize Compebsating Lump; their New Triplex Lever Grip Pigeon 
Club Gun. Superior quality in hammers and hammerless. Their highest quality is 
marked “The Premier Quality” between name and address, No guns are genuine unless 
marked in full W. & C. Scott & Son. 

TEE PIEPER SIDE SNAP. 

Coustantly receiving fresh invoices of these guns of all sizes, 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR CIRCULARS OF DIFFERENT MAKES. 

This Gun is made by the same manufacturer and on the same sistem as the now celebrated Dinu, advertised in ‘hese columns during the past four weeks, (Orders for the Diana's 
have come in so rapidly that the factory cannot keep pace with them), One reason they give so much sutisfaction is that by this system every gun shoots to Panters and shoots just where, 
you hold it. Dealers are asked continually for a good, cheap gun, one that they can recotamend. The Pieper Side Snap is the only gun that will fill the bill. Barrels are fins twist, looks 

are steel, rebounding and good quality, Stock is oiled, finest walnut, pistol grip, butt plate rubber, patent fore end. : Wy . 5 
War Our Customprs Say AnouT THEM.—‘“‘It is the best cheap gun I ever saw.”—Thos. Golcher, Philadelphia, ‘They sell beyond my se eS ee . H Colvert, Beloit, Wis. 

‘Hyery gun sold has given the best satisfaction,”—D. T, Seeley, Bradtord, Pa. ‘Have sold the twelve received; send twelve more at once.”—E. T. Allen, San Francisco. “I have always 

heen opposed to selling cheap guns that hayen’t given satisfaction, but the Pieper Side Snap suits me.”—F. P. Taylor, Chicago, Numerous others of the same purport. 
Samples sent without solicitation have resulted in large orders. Jn fact there is no other gun in the market that can compare with it. 

s : he ok No. 586. 12-gauge, fine twist barrels, 8} to Jlbs., - = ~ - - 2: $30 OU 

Price da of, No, 586. 10-gauge, “© ‘ “QtoDilbs, — - = - : 30 00 
: “ No. 87. 12-gauge, Damascus barrels, double bolt, 5} to Ylbs. - - - - 35 00 

The “American” Side Snap. 
The reinfore breech and joint Jump are one solid piece of case-hardened iron, fine twist barrel, case-hardened mountings, rebounding locks, viled walnut stock and fore end. These 

zuns are made by C, S. Shattuck, Hatfield, Mass., and are choke-bored by the ‘Shattuck Process,” which gives the most remarkable results, 

Price, 12-gauge, 30 and 32in. Barrels, $14.00. 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, New York, 
Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. 

We sell at Wholesale only. If your local dealer does not have the above goods in stock, get him to order them for you, 
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A CANOE TRIP 
—OR An 

LARK ON THE WATER. 
(From the Detroit Frea Prags.) 

Over 100 pages, profusely illustrated with euts 
sand maps. mt on receipt of ten three-cent post- 
Bee staraps, 

BRENTANO’S, Onion Square, N. Y. 

Gov Sule, 
Live Geese Decoys For Sale. 

Seven live geese, raised on Long Islend froin 
wild geese. Have been ‘used as decoys and shot 
over. Sold only on account of owner not being 
able to use them, Address D., 118 John st., New 
York City. ootdAt 

MATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS ATTENTION.— 
: For sale, 2 beautiful Mahogany Am. Opt. Co.'s 
4axdin. Camera, nearly new, fol ing bed, rack and 
pinion movement, swing back and shifting front, 
complete, together with attachment for taking 
stereoscopic pictures, double dry-plate holder, 
tripod and neat maple carrying case. Price $15. 
To be seen at this office, ecti2 it 

OR SALE.—A RUSHTON “STELLA MARIS” 
canoe, used only 3 months. Double-bladed pail- 

dle, lateen sails (never used), rudder, foot-steering 
gear, ratchets, painter, &c., all complete. Sole cause 
of sale—ill-health of owner, Address for terms, &c.. 
“Stella Maris,” cara Forest and Stream. oct12,1t 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE, —A SHARPS 
long-range rifle, practically new, for sale, or 

will be exchanged for a sailing cunoe. Address 
RIFLE, Box 209, Wilimantic, Conn. octl?.26 

R SALE.—A TOL! EY HAMMERLESS DBL, 
gun, 12-bore, Tiglbs., 30in. Damascus barrels, 

suneror finish; cost six months azo #200. been shot 
150 times. No reasonable offer refused. Address 
“W,' Box 1016, N. ¥. City. ochizit 

TOR. SALE.—A BLACK BEAR FROM LAKE 
Okeechobee, Florida, about T5tbs, weight, 

seven months old, very docile, Further particulars 
inquire at FR, SPEEL, Manufacturer of Fishing 
Tackle and Sportsman's Depol, 4 North Second 
street, Philadelphia, Pa, octi2,.1t 

OR SALE.—FIRST QUALITY GREENER 
hammerless gun, as good as new and asplendid 

shooting gun. Lest quality leather case and im- 
lements for cleaning and loading shells; 12-bore, 

Syalbs. modified choke; cost $300, price $250. To 
be seen at 30 Broad street, N.Y. room No, L. oct12,2t 

ENT FOR SALE.—AN EXTRA GRADE ‘A’! 

tthe and metal rings for using without pales. 
Poles and pins completé ready for use. 

Te Cost $25; price R20. 
ran klin, N.Y. och? It 

IG BARGAIN.—BRAN NEW E. JAMES & CO, 
best B.L. gon, English make, all improvements, 

fine Damascus barrels and handsomely engraved, 
12-bore, 3Vin., T34lhs. Price 960. Address GUN, 
Bloomfield, N. J. octl2 1t 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
For Sale. -Four or fiye islands containing up- 

wards of four hundred and fifty acres, situated 
what is called the Back Bay of Currituck Sound, 
all within three hundred yards of the main island, 
having over fiye miles water front, with boats and 
decoys, also one portable house suitable for six 
or eight persons, with mattresses, cooking utensils 
and stove, cutlery and crockery, wher? there is 
plenty of swan, geese, canvas backs, ted heads, 
sprig tails, ball pates and widgeons, black and all 
other kinds of fresh water ducks. It is the best 
suipe ground in the vicinity. I have started over 
two hundred in two hours within a half mile of 
my house on the main island the first of December: 
they are there all winter, and ducks from October 
to April. The best sporting ground in the United 
States; a grand place fora clubor a hotel. Price 
$2,000, I will be at the Mansion House, Norfolk, 
Va., on Monday, the 20th day of November uext, 
and show parties the grounds at Currituck Sound, 
Tf not disposed of ut that time ft will be sold to the 
highest bidder, For further particulars address 
a ARKERSON, No. 12 Park st., Cambridgeport, 

ASS. 
P, 5.—Conveniént to storés and steamboats. 

oetl2.4t 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N, ¥,, 

Phe alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and ada dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets. 

fend We for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle 

Ou the Stud. 

BLACK PRINCE. 
Prize spaniel Black Prince (Benedici-Madvap) at 

the stud, Winner of five prizes, 1882. Pure black, 
no white. Wee $25; approved bitches $20, Further 
Penis and pedigree from A.('. W., box 1483, 
New York. oct5, At 

O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters. charoapion 
Rory O!More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Frieid 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lad, 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohiv, ies, 

HOR SALE,—Thoroughbred red Trish setter pup- 
jes of the purest strdins. Full pedigrees. W_ N- 
JALLENDER, Albany, N.Y, 

Rory 

Dene aE 

anu the Stud. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, aud many othér good ones, Dash IL. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself | 
to be ak goo a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Liewellin’s celebrated Dash IL, for whieh he paid 
$1650. Will serye a Iimited number of approved 
bitehes at 335, 
sireet, Charlestown, Mass. 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials afi Fairmont, Minn; also 

Bench Show winuer of second at Atlanta, Ga., 

1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., i882. Don 

is the only pointer wlio has won first at a 

Field Trial in this country, He is a yigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 

He will serve a limited number of approved 

bitches. Fee, $59, Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

: CHAMPION 

Wirehaired Fox-Terrier Tyke 
IN THE STUD, 

1st, English Kennel Climb show, 1881; Ist, N. Y., 
Westminster Kennel Olub, 1882; and many other 
rizes in England. Fee §28 Address JOHN &, I. 
RAINGER, No. 1 Pearl st.. N.Y. jume2it 

Imperial Kennels. 
Dogs eT UE hy brok n anil prepared tor field 

trials. Broken dogs always on hand for sale. 
Reference, Forest anp Stream. H. CLAY GLO 
VER & ©. GROVER, Tom's River, N. J. sept21.tt 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL ‘THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs. Dora TL, bred hy 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
and now in whelp to Dash I, Gloucester, bred by 
D. GC. Sanborn of Michigan, under the name of Leo, 
out of Sanborn’s field trial bitch Nellie, by champion 
Lester. Address 150 Devonshire street, Room 74, 
Boston. Mass. sept2i tt 

HE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB OFFERS 
for sale the following pups: 

Fourlemon and white dogs, $50 each. By Sensa- 
fon out of Bellona (Bow-Beulah), winner second 
prize in Class $1 at N. Y. show, 1882, These pups 
were whelped Aug, 20, Z 
One lemon and white dog, one black and while 

ticked dog, $35 each; three lemon and white bitches, 
one black and white bitch, $35 each. By Sensation 
out of Queen May (Columbus Kennel Clib’s Natiye- 
champion Fan}, winner third prize in Class 21. N.Y. 
show, 1880, Whelped July 20. 
Two lemon and white bitches, $25 each. By Bor- 

stall _Kennel’s Don (Sensation-Psyche IL.) out of W. 
K. C. Maida. z 
One lemon and white ticked bitch, whelped May 

7, $50. By Sensation out of N, ¥. Gun Glub’s Dell, 
One liver and white bitch, whelped June 19, $50, 

By Sensation out of Luke White's champion Grace, 
Address, Secretary W. K. C., 54 William street. 

New York. septy, tf 

FOR SALE. 
Six dachshund pups (Badger breed), oat of im- 

ported Berginé, sired by Zanka from the kennel of 
Otto Friedrich in Germany. Address R. MASCHER, 
329 Market streat. Harrishurg, Pa. bets 2h 

ERKLEY— RODMAN’S DASH — COLBURN’S 
AD Dash.—Three choice setter pups, of aboye stock, 
five weeks old, with extended pedigres, for sale, Ac 
dress Y. Z., 104d street, Station R, N.Y.  octs,2t 

FOR SALE. 

4 litter of pug puppies, five bitches and one dog, 
by Mrs. Pue’s champion George ex my champion 
May. Partiwulars etc., address A. H, MOORE, 1711 
Spring Garden street, Philadelphia, Pa.  (etiz zt 

OR SALE.—ONE OR A BRACH OF SETTER 
dogs, one setter birch and oue pointer dog, all 

ood, staunch, well broken and thoroughbred, 
Wood retrievers from land aid water. Address 
HORACE SMITH, 18 Park Row, N. Y- Hotl?.26 

Gordon Kennels. 
Six months* puppies, by Dr. Aten's Glen and Duke 

of Locust Valley; also awell broken dog and two 
brood bitches. BREVORT. P. 0.. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Det ;21 

POINTERS, 
Desiring to reduce my kennel, I offer some splen- 

did dogs of the choicest strains, both broken and 
unbroken, EDMUND ORGILIL, 1096 Dean street, 
Brooklyn, N.Y, oct 2.2 

HOCK FIELD DOW FOR SALE.—THRER 
/ years old, ved Irish and Gordon, Will show 

him on any game; good retriever, both land and 
water. Price SH), O. F. KENT, Monticello, N, ¥. 

OR SALE.—A CHOICE LITTER OF IRISH 
setter puppirs, by Ruby (Elcho-Rose) out of 

Ning If. (ked Hugh-Nina). Address GEO. G, 
OREAMER, Hamilton, Mass. septid, tt 

kK. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, ete., etc., to 
any destination, Kennel Clubs, Sporigmen and 
others, anrguine to import dogs from Kurope, 
should have their stock consigned to him, Infor- 
mation furnishad in regard to the hest methods of 
importing, shipping, ste, 

Address A. M. TUCKER, RP Main j 

Pea 
The Blue Star Kennel 

—OR THE— 

Cocker Spaniel Kennel. 
Of M, P, McKoon, Franklin, Delaware Co,, N. Y, 

Lkeep only Cockers of the finest strains. [ sell 
only young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and 
sate délivery to every customer. These beautiful 
and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed 
grouse and woodcock shooting and retrieving, My 
elegant stud dogs of the following colors, viz: 
Liver with white ruffle in bosom, even liver and 
white, and beantifml black with white ruffle in 
bosom, are now open for service; fee $15; usual 
conditions. Correspondents enclosing stamp will 
eh printed pedigrees, circulars, testimonials, etc, 

Bho [os OF my stock, 2h, seach. septy lif 

Richmond County Training Kennel. 
Dogs carefully (rained for all purposes. Live 

quail keptin stock. Gentleness and kindness are 
my methods. Terms ressonable, ISAAC W. 
EMMONS, Proprister, Mew Dorp, Staten Island. 
Na, junez2, tf 

OR RED TRISH SETTERS AND COUKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

GHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn Vaptls, tt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pvinters and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guarantee]. Atl- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND. Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,t: 

ORTRAITS OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUR. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec29,t£ 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickerville 

Pa ynelb, te 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale, Best of Reference. D. F, WILBUR, 

Takeville, Mass, junels,tf 

NV ARK.—FOR A VERY HANDSOME, STAUNCH, 
P| finely bred retrieving pointer, hunted last sea- 
son, 17 months old, write to G AH. BURNHAM, 
Eastford. Conn, sep28 st 

FOR SALE, 

Having devidad to give up breeding, IT hereby 
offer to sportsmen the bilance of my well-known 
kennel at very low prices. Aldershot, $150; Lucid, 
$300; Polka, $100; St. Patti, $300; St. Patti IT.. $00, 
For particulars address, enclosing stamp, EH. A, 
HERZBERG, 1464 Pacific street, Brooklyn. Dogs 
ean be seen after 4 o'clock P. M. obs, 2b 

WOR SALE.—SIX BULL PUPS BY HERO ex 
Gipsy, four months old, Gipsy is also the dam 

of Thunirer, 2nd N, Y, and ist Boston, Price #10 
each. RK. & W. LIVINGSTON, 16 West Thirly-sixth 
street, New York, octa,1t 

Black Spaniels. 
Having a larger nuinber of stud dogs than we 

can use to advantage, we offer to breeders a chance 
to purchase at a reasonable price. Yon can choose 
which you like of our four best dogs, two of whic 
are to be sold. Terms cash, but for Bob II. will 

=e 

;} greatly facilitates its use, 

take a food double-barreled B, L. gun. The first 
three being well known will not be sent on an- 
provyal; they aré in the best of health. 
CHAMPION BENEDICT, sire of Black Prince 

and Madge. Two servicesreserved, $150. 
apne Ist Cleveland, 1882. A coming champion. 

BOB IT\., sive of Doctor, Nero aud Bene, $75. 
BRAHMIN, 2tlbs, has never been exhibited. 

sure winner, $100, 
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUE, 

Hornellsville, N. Y. 

= 

For Sale Cheap. 
CLAIR (Dash 10. ex Diana), black and white, 244 

years old, vhe and special N, Y,, 1882; vhe Boston, 
1882; well broken by MeMurdo, 
YOUNG BELTON (Rock ex Vixen I1.), black, 

white and tan, three yeurs old, vine N, Y.. 1881, well 
broken, first-class quail dog, 
GLENWOOI (Glenmark ex Girl), 

white pointer, second af N, ¥., 1882, 
very fast and good nose. 
TULU (Blue Monarch ex Blue Queen), black and 

white bitch puppy, nine months old, yard broken 
and has been worked some on Chickens, 
Reasons for selling—I have no use for them, 

Address GEO. H. TOUSEY. 
ochl2.at. Burlington, Iowa. 

lemon and 
well broken, 

BD TRISH SETTER RITCH, 3446 YHARS OLD, 
fionimported stock, to exchangé for pair of 

beagle hounds or single one if worth it. Hounds 
must he guaranteed first-class rabbit dogs ih every 
respect, Address av once, W. L. COLSON, No. 18 
Chester Park, Boston, Mass. oetl2 1 

JETTERS AND BEAGLES FOR SALE,—TINE 
\ setier bitch, two yeurs olf, broken; dog pups, 
two months old; also Enghsh heagle hounds, dogs 
and pups. BEVERLY KENNELS, Box 17. Beverly, 
WN, J. oetl2,11 

FOR SALE. 

LADY LAVERACK, lemon helton, wou third prize 
Now York Bench Show; whelped June 19, 1879, hy 
champion Thunder ex Peeress. This bitch is a 
good oue, pure Laverach, and was broken by E, &. 
Wanmuker, 
LADY RAPID, (mported) Gordon setter bitch, 

by Old Reuben 6x Rosa, winner at the following 
bench shows: New York, St. Louis and Pittsburg; 
whelped May, 1875. Invaluable for a brood bitch, 
RUBY, champion pointer bitch, own sister boy 

champion Rose (brett by Mr. Oneill, New York) by 
Flake ex Lilly, whelped April, 1876. Very hand- 
some, & splendid. breeding: biteh, unbroken, a win- 
ner on show bench, hard to heat, finporled, bred to 
ehampion Doualit. 
PRINCE CHARLES, ved Irish setter puppy, by 

vhampion Berkley ex champion Duck, whelped 
June 19, 1881, promises to make u splendid fieliL 
dog: durkcred. Wor particulars and price, address 
A,H. MOORS, 1711 Spring Garden street, Philadel- 
phi, Pa. oeti2,2b 

OR SALE,—A OROICE BRAGE OF LEMON 
and white pointer pups (males), that were 

selected from a dine litter of eight. Age four 
months; price $20 each. A. MeDONALD, Rock- 
land, Me. ect sit 

Ghe Herel, 

FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 
—OF THE— 

EASTERN BELO TRIALS, 
TO BE RUN AT 

High Point, North Carolina, 

Commencing November 17, 1882. 
“OPEN TO THE WORLD.” 

RASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY,—Open to 
all puppies whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1881, Birst 
prize $250, second $150, third -$100. Nominations 
closed for this stake July 1, 1882. Forfeit $5; $10 
additional to fill, 

ALL AGED STAKE.—Open to all setters or 
winters. Wirst prize $250, second $150, third $100. 
orfelt S10: $15 ailditional to fill. Nominations 

eluse Noy. 1, 1882, 

MEMBERS’ STAKE.—Open to members of the 
club only. each entry to be owned three months 
previous fo closing of stake, and handled by the 
member making the nomination. Prize, a piece of 
plute, value $100, the prize ta be known as the 
Master Field Trial Cyp of 1882. Entrance $10, 
payable at the time of making nomination, Stake 
closes Noy, 1, 1882. 

Pres. J, Ovroe Donnen, Haq. 
Vice-Pres, JAMES H. GoovsEuL and Henry I. Aven, 

Railroad passes for dogs will be issued to all ap- 
plicants running dogs at the firials. Adams Bxpress 
Co. will forward and return dogs attending als 
at half rates. All communications must Ke ad- 
dressed to * 

WASHINGTON A, COSTER, 
Flatbush, L. 1., N. ¥. 

‘Treasurer and Secretary. 

fleas! leas! Worms! Worn! 
teadman's Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill Heas on dogs 
any other avimals or money returned. Itis put w 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top. which 

Simple and efficacious. 

Price, 1 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 
Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, witty tne 

directions for mise. 

Price, 50 cents per Box Wy Mail 
Both the above are recommended by the * Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Guu,” 

CONKBOY & BISSETT, 

65 FOLTON STREET, - - NEw York. 

HENEY C. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, - New York, 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M, TRAGY, 

HMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out, 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O' DAY, 

Quail shooting in Tennessee,—DASH TIT. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Praivie chicken shooting in Minneso.a. 

THUNDER, 

These pictures ave photographic reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings ip 
appearance, Size 10x14 inches. Beqiititul piobuires 
to frame, 

Price, $1.00 each, 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O’NRIL, 68 Vifth A yenne 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO,, Lock Box 4#5!, 

Chicago, Il. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RB. h. 
TWYFORD BHRKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
Exports champion and ofher pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS." 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prin 

cipal English breeders. 

Discontinuation 
OF 

“THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,” 
—OR 

THE OOOKER SPANIEL KENNEL, 
FRANKLIN, N. Y,, 

As # Public Kennel, 

Healti aud increasing priyate business compels 
thaton and sfter November Ist, 1882, the above 
kennel willhe closed asa public kennel, Present 
kennel stock must he reduced, and after the above 
date a priyate kennel of four or fiye choice speci 
mens of this bree will only be kept. Private 
breedérs, public breeding kennels and sportsmen 
will find this a chancé rarely offered to secure extra 
grand cocker bitches with best of pedigrees, both 
firoken, and grown and unbroken, at prices below: 
actnal value. Correspondents enclosing stamp wil 
fet printed pedigrees and prices of stock offered 
as perabove Address M. P, McKOON, Proprietor 
Franklin, N. Y. aug3l ti 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, 4diress with stamp, ROB'T WALKER 
Franklin, Del, Co,, N. ¥. July21,te 



vi FOREST AND STREAM. 

Hpartsmen’s Goods. | Hplartsmen’s Goors, Hotels and Boutes tor Sportsmen. | Hotels and Resorts for Sportemers. 

5" be _ hiladelphia Fishing Tackle} QLD DOMINION LINE. | aE f 

DOGSKIN LEATHER JACKETS fohee SAD DOMINTON LINE. THE FISHING LINE, 
AND | est waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the TAKE THE 

“BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT." 

Dogskin Leather Jackets, windproot, fian- 

yel-lined, pliable, durable, mdespensible! We 

ave importers and manufacturers, and can 

> tpply the very best leather jacket or ves 

{iat is mace, 

Last season we sold nearly one thousand 

Jwkets at retail alone. This seusou we have 
ijanufactured very largely to supply the trade, 

) nd for samples of minaterial and special eir- 

ear, with roje for self-measure. These 

{other jackets and vests are supplied in either 

b tek or tan colers. To all who are exposed 

ithe inclemenay of the weather, to spurts- 

| :en, drivers, brakemen and professional men, 
t >y are highly to be recomnmended! 

The “BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT,” which 

i shown in our illustration, is the standard 

suit for sportsmen in America. Ib is made 

1 jm waterproofed dock, and is practically 

} ilestructible. 

‘pecial circulars descriptive of this suit, 
ih samples, ean be had by any one who 

ids adelress. 

u. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 
32 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

THE 

Aitomatic 
BS No strings or pockets. 

Tone changeable, All 
brass, full nickeled, Send 
for illustrated circular, 
Sold by dealers. in sports- 
men’s goods, or sent past 
paid for $1.00. Addres 

FRANK G. FARNHAM, 

Inventor und Maw f. 

Warrre Minis, Pa. 

Trombone Field Whistle, 

limax Gun Cl 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON 

303 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description, 

70R SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, etc. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 84h. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 
Hach. 

No. 800. Plain Brass Perrules...,,,...... ,,... 86 0) 
No. 801, Banded and Milled Ferrules. Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrayped Butt... 9 00 
No, 802. As 801, Nickel Plated. ___ .10 #) 
Bass Bail Rods. 10¥eft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

: second and two tips, 
No 350, Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cane Wrapped Butt. Metal Reel 
Socket. Shei siege epee nak U0 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MOUNTINGS 
FRER BY MAIL. 

The Fox Gun 

We call attention to this beautiful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for. We are getting 

| oun some heavy 10-gauge guns, 1Nlbs. and over, 
suitable for heavy 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for very long range. 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
103 Milk Street, Boston, 

Best, Simplest and Most Complete 
POCKET RE-CAPPER, DE-CAPPER, LOADER, 

EXTRACTOR, ETC... IN THE MARKHT, 
Price, Postpaid, #1.00. 

i and 12 Gauges. Seud stamp for civenlar to 

Cc. L. MORSE & CO,, 
Manufacturers of Eclipse Loader, Hamden, Conn. 

TRADE SUPPLIED BY + - 
SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, New York. 
a 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For yocts. | send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

anil hest paper cartridge groover yet invented. 
EDMOND REDMOND, 

Kocheater, N. Y- 

eaner. 

Nore.—In those made under the improved patent since July, 1882, the hut “FH? is done away with, 

aud the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

the Climax Cleaner 16 the sporting !raternity, we think we can substantiate the elaio 

invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

Itis made in three joints, like a common cleaning no eae therefore is portahls, 

offering 4 
made, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever 

ad. Its 
been vised all day, 

rfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun t at has been shot once, or one that has 

8d, The eage with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight, 
4th. The price, which is no more ihan that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DEXGRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 

For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., Lowell, Mass. 

‘country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb’s Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Club 
Grounds, Van Slyek's, ete., ete. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from: Nortolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday. Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thuré 
day at 3 P, M. 

Fall information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street. New York. 

NEY YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
Ih BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, 

Leave New York from station C. R. R. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 

For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 
9:39, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:30. 7:00, 12 P.M. 
On Sunday at 645 A. M.. 5:40, 12 P. M. 

For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M.; 
at 8: 
10, 4 

1:80, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday 45° A, WL 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11315. A,M.; 4:00, 4:30, 

5:30, 7:00. 12 P.M. On Sunday 845 A.M 30, 4 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trams, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 23), 261, 

401, $44, 957, 1,828 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will eall for and cheek 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine. The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land, Vhe buckboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class Orde. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teains in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted, Terms reasonable. Eyerything in 
readiness, 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine: 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD, 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—ToO THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now oun sale at the following rates; 

Boston to Andover und return, -...----2...2.: $10.00 
“South Arm (Richardsor Lakes) and 

7219) 14 Bee oO Ae OR Ee eae SCOR ana 
‘\ Middle Dam and return, .,. 
** Upper Dam ue er one 
“Upton Y 
‘* Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
Via Phgipg se bas - ema ntee Oe 13 75 

Indian Rock and return via Andover 14.00 
‘Rangeley Lake and retuyn. .....,. 12.50 
“Phill Ee N RGA 10.00 
‘“ Tndian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return via Phillips)........ 16.25 
Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

dpver ®t 5s Ds ya es aie cehieaee 4.00 
Moosebead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House).,..,..-.... AEs ceee 5.00 
* Forks of the Kennebee and return. 13.00 
‘Dead River and return,......, ... 13,00 
“Grand Falls, N. B., and return 18.00 
* St. Andrews, N, B., and return. 16, 5 00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Proyinces. 

‘Nickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 
at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | poston 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET 89Q,, { “a 

Send for list of excursions. 
D, J. FLANDERS, 

Gen. Pass. and Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 

Through solid traine with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

yille, through the finest scenery in America. 

CG. W. SMITH, #H. W. FULLER, 
Gen] Manager. Gen’! Pass. Agt. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N. J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delig tful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Propristor, 
Barnegat, N, J, 

To Sportsmen. 
The undersigned having sold her Perey au 

Van Slyck’s Landing, together with all her rights 
and title to the marshes in Currituck Sound, North 
Carolina, desires to notify her friends and sports- 
men generally that in future the house formerly 
occupied by her will nof be opened for the recep- 
tion of guests, having become the winter residence 
of the members of the Kitty Hawk Cluh, the pur- 
chasers of the property. She takes this opporti- 
nity to express her thanks to her friends who have 
enjoyed the shooting over her grounds, now closed 
to the public, for their kind peachine extending 
over many years. ©. B. NYE, Oct, 2, 1882. 
Van Slyck's Landing, Currituck Co., N. C. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
Yor Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-sho¢ing. etc. They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 

.. able. Made to order in a vari- 
ety of styles, and war- 

#, ranted the genuiwe arti- 
Y ele, Send for price list. 
MARTIN 8. HUTCH- 

P, 0. Box 368, Braprouxp & N. 4. 
AnHony, Boston, H. C. Squtres. N. ¥. City. Prin- 
cipal Agents, 

INGS, Dover, 

Grand Rapids and Indiana RK, R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, iF 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 

eats GRAYLING seasen opens June 1 and ends 
Noy. 1, 
BLACK BASS, PIKE. PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in_ the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘‘club"’ at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU, The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful, 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The exbeusion from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negan- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner’s risk. 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘at home” 
on this route, For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPHAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L, I, 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the ma rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all yarieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L,I. Refers by permission to J. B. She 
herd, 801 Broadway, and Wm, Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N. ¥- 

Virginia Midland R., R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars direct without change, 
Leave New York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P. M. Wash- 

ington, D. C., 710 A. M. and 10 P.M. For informa- 
tion address N. MeDANTIEL, 601 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D.C. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, providing for every expense én route, 
constantly formed. 

Send for “American Tourist Gazette” giying full 
particulars. 

CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 

Puring summer seasous, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leayes Quebec éyery 

Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land, 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

LEVEE & ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS, 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Buston, Mass., 1h State Street. 
Philadelphia, Pa, N. E, Cor. Broad and Cheamu 

streets. 



: FOREST AND STREAM, — = —: 

THE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FHHDING. - 

a  SPRATYT’S PATENT 
SPRATIS Hz NMieat “E“ibrine” Wegetable 

oe DOG CAKES. 
ie WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). : 

Please see that Hivery Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATHN'D” and a X. RTAMPEE, 

7 WHOLESALE AGENTS, 
cked in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

* ae FRANCIS oO. de LUZE & COo., To be had in smalier quantities ef 

NONE ARE 

BTAMPED, 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 
18 South William Street W YORK , SEND FOR CIRCULAR. Ppl hii fenick shin ; BE Ve aS Trade Generally. 

F WESTERN AGENTS_E, KITTRIDGE & €O., Cincinnati. 0. 

ins eae 

Alisvellancons. - Sportsmew's Goods. | Sportsmen's Goole, 
THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES iaay’s Ghip 

HODGMAN & CO., EXPANSIVE SHOn’ GONCHRIRATOR, 
2 With Perforated Case. 

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Laney | 5, our intest devies f St RES 
our latesh device for concentrating shot, we 

DT owe © orix, have substituted a special wire for eepansion, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF pane we pormienly sed Buckram (which was sub 

ject to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 
n= 3 uU BS EE: a= « be used to advantage in cylinder and modified 

choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incompe le 

= 4 ' t ‘i 

j 1 By the use of this Chip you ay id all slugging or 
| | mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore guns. 

] Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gin. 

COMPRISING 100 in box, sent to any address by U.S. mail, 
* , dostage paid upon receipt of 75 cents, Buck aud 

Light Weight Shooting sackets. Reavy drop-shot vartridges $3.50 per 100, 
) # Address all orders to A. B, KAY & CO,, Newark, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, N, J. 
RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 

MANUINACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A, W. COLLENDER CO, 
WAREROOMS ; 

768 Broadway. New York: 
$4 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

1? South Fitth St., St. Louis, 

' = — 

Baton’s Rust Preventor. RUE DERE ainee Roots) |i: 
\ ¥ GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU Santa ic cit Nea? iar PE i peor “el ERY an ~GIC STRU- 

HS. 

MW Cas siodaly aianied for Balt Weatensnoouing: And Complete Rubber Outfits. es ===) Cl) ma | 
Er ee a Rubber Sheoting Jacket SESTABLISHED 1838] . Send for Catalogue. o5 N CLEANER, 
Hicago. 1, Cannot b mt by mail, Ee Cleaner and Oiler 
a Manufac’ ur d solely by | as \ For ee Arms 

/ GEO, B. a pce ee pete he eile Avene, y | en For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush eres GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING C0., | |) GeMGueie sour ay S Address T. WADLEY BROWN,  Patentee, 
Fa] WINCUMSTER, WREDRRICK CO. VA. 

——AND— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove M’t’g Co. w > b] 

$03 & 505 BROADWAY, 
St. Nicholas Hotel Blocks, 

AND 
205 BROADWAY, Cor. FULTON ST. 

\\ NEW YORK CITY, 

\\RUBBER OUTFITS [ 
\ COMPLETE FOR 

Hunting and Fishing. | 
Trouting Pants and Leg- 

gins a Specialty, 

All Guaranteed Thor- 

f 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
vi find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

tters, Where they constantly can find a full assort- 

‘of Bong and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rave 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

jeu poses. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
A 65 CHATHAN 5T., NEW YORE. 

Ul (Established 1847.) 

_ WE WILL BUY 
ive Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beayers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. § 
2 GREAT WESTERNS GUN WORKS, & 

rely 
reieal-| 

YPHIN 
As P'OTORIAL GATALORUES FREE, 
g Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, Anjuuimnition, Selnes, News 

Fishing Tackle Razors Ae sent O 1 for camming & 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(EsranbisHep 1846). 

First Premium at World's Fair al New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. | 

Wild Turkeys, ete, Sa KO oughly Waterproof, : SSS 

=. an : FRONT VIEW. RUBBER GOODS INSIDE VIEW. 
SCHOPE’s BIRD SHELLS CORAL, —_or— 5 Hattock Hunvinc Coar.—_The game SS 

Deror: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. a ite Sere Sire Every Description. pocket. tees the entire length Oe coat, en ae 
a LE Le eer ae Six pockets outside and game _ we gem _ with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 

= mae pockets inside, Send for Illustrated Catalogue. game hag, | OHN KRIDER, 

| OLLER’S one 
N, E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, 

WECIAN GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 

O H+ N D | E N N O N Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

. y Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Ete., Ele. 

COD-LIVER Ol|_ 
ie TOR be Beare Bass ore jee # lies, veel: to ese 

' ener) Also ‘ Krider’s ” Celebrated Center Ename 
re n) 142 ft ulton Ss i New Y ork, Split and Ghied Bamboo Rods. 

Debility, 
‘ofuln, 

| Ava tisk Eisntt 
| jor Consumption, 

Jj) litaey of taste und smell, 
Medirinal yirties and purity. 
| London, European and New 

}) York pliysicians pronounce it the 
(Purest und best Sold by Drnggists. 

WH Nehietfelin & Go<( Hesse tee 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 
r with thirty changes of 

positions. Parlor, Li- 
brary, Invalid Chair, 
Child's Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
beauty, lightness, 
strength, simplicity and 
comfort. Hverythin 
to an exact science. 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 
Taxidermy in all tts branches. 

Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit. - ’ 
—MANUFACTURER OF— Repairing of all kinds. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
M EB D A | S | trated, a thorough and complete guide book te 

9 the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebago, Cupsaptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut aes ae ae head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 

Badges and Hmblems gin, and Dead rivers; iluminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 iNustrations and a ree Hi 
mide mostly from accurate surveys. Price, pos 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J. PARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

Ch 
Hi 
ot) 

M jl Hc 
Soe iit 

i 

uu 

) New York! 

Meee eee. LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 

a . Vi Wilderness Wustrated. The only complete and 
compreheusive guide beolk to Northern Maine and 

ecla eS! nos en ree the head waters of the Kennebec, Penohbseat, Sr. 
Johu’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 

: lukes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages, 
UPON APPLICATION, 3) illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 

luminated covers, Price, by mail, post-paid, 60 
cents, CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, ° oe 

at ac Py fe BEDE Mass. 
y attended to. Goo . P, P - 

shipped C. 0. D. Sen Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 20 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
stamp for Illustrated 

| 

READING POSITION. See TSO. to order. We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec- 
tro-Voltaic Belts anid other Electric Appli- 
gnees TO MEN suffering from Nervous Debil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles. Alsa 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kiduey Troubles, 
and many other diseases. Speedy cures guar- 
anteed. Tllustrated pamphlets free, Address 

VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich. 

Partner Wanted 
With from $1,000 to $4,000, in printing business, 

established 1873. Business not local, and could be 

moyed if nevessary. Partmer must be energetic, 

but not necessarily a practidal printer, A rare 

chance for the right man. Address SPORTSMEN’S 

PRIN'TERS, P. 0. Box 22, Delaware City, Del. 

ISTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING GO, 
loadway, New York, 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Froe. 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. 

D RICE. *:. vatextixe, 

A WERK IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 
and $4 outfit free. Address H. HALLETT 
. Portland Maine. bs 

J oa Tf you want a first-class work at price to suit you, and saye agent's commission, come direct to the kK ‘ *PER BAY AT HOME, 5AM 

| Pant cards, with name, for 10 cents. Mer- enentabera and picle syour own barrels and action in the rough state. ape) to $20 ples worth $6 trae. Address 

win & Go., 470 Adelphi st., Brooklyn, N. Y. ©. H. EUTERBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Maas. SON & CO, Portland, Maine 



cvirnanition, rte, 

ORANGE SPORTING 

Orange Lightning. 
Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifte. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
#end postal card for Olustrated Paniphiet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder, Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Ritle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s Guyrpowper Mirus, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years, Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. | (ee 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness anc 
el eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing, Packed in 1 Ib, canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (course) to 3 

fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
f enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
b all, pigeon, duck and other shooling, with either 
muzae or breach loaders. Packed in 1 tb. and 5 Ih. 
canisters and 644 and 1214 Ih. kegs. 
Dupoent’s Choke Bore,—Speéciully adapted for 

“Choke Bore’? Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Buras slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both «a goad penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 lb, kegs and 1 1b, 
eanisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 614 Ih. kegs. t 
Dupont's Rifle Fg. ‘Sea-Shooting.’’—Tlr. 

and FRg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the fg, and Fig, for general use, burning 
irons and moist. Packed in 44 1b., 1 1b, and 5 Ib, 
anisters, 644, 1244 and 25 Ib. kegs, lp, coarse, FF Mg. 
fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sarppoye and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and. 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or preof. 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 

‘hroughout the United States, Represented by 

FE, L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N.Y. 

N. B.—Use none hut DUPONT’S Fe. or Fg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Uriental Powder Milis, 
BOSTON, MASS, 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar aut PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST, 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W, J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass, 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

FOREST AND SIrREAM, 

Sportemen’s Gooils, 

H.L.Leonard’s Split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

Aiunmunttion, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF : 

Gunpowder 
Hazard's ft Dlectric Powder.” 

3 Nos, 1 (ne) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in pointof™ 
A strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
3 ters of one pound only, : 

No.1 shows waterproof ctp in ferrule Mo ANd October 26. 1875). No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented Hazard’s ‘* American Sporting.” 
September 3, 1878). No, 3 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as if appears on the rod, Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 1b. canisters and ~ 

614 Ib. kegs, A fine grain, Auics and clean, for up-— 
SOLE AGENTS land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns. 7 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting,” 

Fine Eishing Tacicic. 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Ind and 5 tb. canisters 
and 614 and 1214 lb, kegs. Burns slowly and very 

ta ml MN - - yy No. 7 Warren Street, New York. 
BEND POR NEW 70-PAGH CATALOGUE, 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 

penetration. Wor field, forest or water shohtnea 
ranks any other brand anit is equally serviceable 

Uneqguailed in Convenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for cilenlar to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 

Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.” 
PEG, FG ant “Sea Shooting? WG in kegs of | 

THISte 

7 sou Skeleton Coat and Game Bag, 

25, 1244 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5lbs. WEFIMG is also 
Packed in 1 and 14 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
nudist, The FFPG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘Sea Shooting ” IG isthe 
standard /ijle Powder of the Country, : 

Superivr Mining and Blasting Powter, 
GOVERNMENT GANNON and MUSKET POW. 

DER; also, SPROIAL GRADES WOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQU. IRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUPAG 
TURED YO ORDER. : 
The aboye can be had of dealers, or of the Come 

pany’s Agents, in evel'y prominent city or whole 
sale at our offier. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE. 

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! 
Old or new or in serial or pamphlet form, bound 

in artistic nnd substantial manner ab trade price, 
Call and examine styles; satisfaction guaranteed, — 

City or country bindings collected and delivered 
free of charge. 

JOHN BEACHAM, 
7 Barclay sireet, New York City, 

“A' and “BY show 

entrances into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

hesides the game povkets. 1 is (sail grass color; can be 

worn over or under a common coat. Weighs but. fifteen 

ounces; is unequalled for warm Weather shooting, Send 

breast measure und we will nail jf to you for $2.00, 

ESTABLISHED 1869.] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
‘LOWELL, MASS, 

Our paper shob shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
s subjected to a process that reuders the sholls waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired, They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and ont, We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and — 
ce 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 
A ate : Rebounding Lock, 

BRASS CAF EXTRACTORS | Choke-Bore Barrels 
AND For close, hard shooting excels all others. Ix 

SHOT SHELLS. heayy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp fo 
——EEE——————— RECAPPERS. civenlar, C. 5, SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, 

field, Mass. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS WOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING. 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BENCH CLOSERS, Ete., Hte. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
Nuw Yorr Agents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paciric Coast Agents: CHAS, SONNTAG & CO.,, San Franciseo, California. 
New Onneans Agents; A. BALDWIN & CO. a 
New Eyauand AGunits ror Sxor Sartis: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass, 

. VICTORIA 

PALE SHERRY. |Jitk 
An extremely delicate Wine. 

or Sweet. 

#5 50 Per Gallon. 

#15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMPORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, etc, 

50 Broad Street, New York, 

Fisherman Attention! 

Twish to call your attention to my hand-made all” 

Lancewood : 

Combination Rods, — 
ee pieces, making fwo distinct rods for batt 

or ily, 
Trout, #10, Bass, K12. : 

FRED, D. DIVINE, 182 Genesee st., Ulica, N ‘es 
Send stamp for descriptive list, 

REPATRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Lamps, Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS,| + 
otc. Kor Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe. 

ing, Driving at Night, and General 
Tiluminating Purposes, 

DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 
LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, etc. 

Neither Very Dry x 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

: CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2,8,4,5,6,?and 8, Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle” 

and Col, Hawker's Ducking. ‘ 

W. STITT, 61 Cedar St., N. Y., Agent for Us Ss 

Send stamp for Mlustrated Price 
List. Name Forest anp Srream, 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

65 Fulton street N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

We WEEK. 912 A DAY AT HOME HASILY 
made. Costly Outfii ee Address TRUE 

CO. Augusta, Maine 

nh. Ue 

The Remington Breech-Loading Gun. 
Simple, Safe, Effective, 

; 

i 

NONE BETTER. 

Price $10. © 
Reference—The Wrrnuss, 

———— Gan Warranted. 

Dacarbonized Steel Barrel, 28, 29 and 82 inches; Weight, 614lbs., Bor : 
o0 Gauge. No. 2 Model, Uses Brass or Paper Shells. Genter tire. Mae 

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & CO., 77 Chambers St, N.Y. : 
Every 

ss ee 

rie BAER Guns. 

PRICH, PEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 
J@AMASCUS STEEL, . ~ - 

Wo cau now furnish extreme wide heavy breech $2in, bbls. 10-gauge double-barrel guns, 10+4 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

- §60 to $200 This gun is ight and compact, from 9 to 10 Ibs. weight. “he rifle is perfectly accurate. 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. ¥ 
to Lalbs., without extra charge.j Mado esvecially for heavy shooting, We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these gunse 



“Trrus, $4.4 Year, 10 Crs, a Copy. 
Srx Monrus, $2. NEW YORK, OCTOBER 19, 1882. : VOL, XIX.—No. 12, 

Nos. 39 & 40 Park Row, New Yorr, 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
“Tar Forest anp Stream is the recognized medmm of entertain- 

name will be published except with writer's consent. 

are not responsible fur the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Many hegin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

e cOples for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

ile to the Worest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

le obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

On sule by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

don, England, Subseription agents for Great Britain—Messrs, 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
Advertisements of an approved character only inserted. Inside 

3 nonpareil type, 25 cents per line, Special rates for three, six 

dtivelye months. Reading notices 50 cents per line. Hight words 

“Adavess all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co, 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Oun Reapers toil confer « favor by sending us the names 

if such of their friends as wre not noiw among the subseribers 

jf tz Foresy ann Srrwam, but wlio would presumably be 

tiosted The the paper. 

THE ANGLERY TOURNAMENT. 

TLE tournament will bein progress at Harlem Mere, in 
* central Park (weather permitting), this morning, after 

his issue Of Former ann Srrmaw is in the mails. We an- 
itipite one of the most interesting contests that has yet 

N place in the annals of angling, and believe that this 

Will he the beginning of a series of tournaments which will 
fract much attention to the elegant art of fly-casting and 

Serve as an educator of our youthful Waltons, someof whom, 

Want of proper teaching, are falling into the heretical 

e arrangements for a successful tournament are most 
ete. The judges in the different classes have been se- 

separate contest. Score-books have been printed which 
din the vules, the prize-lists, and also ruled blanks for 

, is well as the number of his award. 

e feature, new to angling tournaments, which may 

some explanation, is the different ‘‘scales of points,” 

tor the different contests in fly-casting, This is the 
if of different opinions held by individual members of 
ominittee, on the value of these points. Some of the 

on one plan, in which the distance cast was the only 

Sto be taken into account, A few contended that a fly- 

ty should cast delicately and accurately in order to 
7 the best results, and therefore these points should 

‘Weight in the decisions. The majority, not wishing to 
their point by simple reason of being a majority, 

dio make one contest for distance alone, and to give 
mi yulues to the delicate and acenrate points in the 

Wing scale of points: Length, the distance cast; deli- 
and accuracy, 26 each; thus; If a man cast 65 feet 

and is awarded 20 in delicacy and only 10 in accuracy, his 

Distance, 
actual cast; delicacy and accuracy, 10 cach; here if a man 

cast as above his score would be, distance, 65; delicacy, 3; 

accuracy, 5; equaling 7%. In. class C the distance alone 

While admitting that delicacy and accuracy are 

most important points in angling, we must confess that we 

were with the majority against considering them in an 

score is 65+20+10—95. In class B the scale is; 

counts, 

angling contest, and will give our reasons, 

There are many other things which go to make a success: 
ful angler beside casting a long line and easting it delicately 

These are selection of flics, knowledge of 

the habits of fish, caution and a hundred things which can- 

not he taken into account in a tournament, As for the point 

and accurately, 

of aceurary, we hold it of little or no value in actual fishing. 

A cast within four feet of a rise will be seen by a trout as 

well as if placed in the center of the ring which he made. 

for it by no means follows that he is lying under that point 
when the next cast is made. As forthe point of delicacy, 

our yiews, which, as we have said, are held by the majority 

of the Committee, some of whom are familiar with fly-castine 

tournaments, are that it should haye no place in a contest, 

After this assertion, which seems radical to those who have 

not devoted time to the consideration of angling tourna- 
ments, it may be well to give the reasons for this opinion 

also. i . 

Jn all contests in fly-casting the main interest centers in 
Jength of cast. The spectators are interested in it, and those 
who are not present inquire on this point only. A. fly- 
easter’s record is one of distance alone, and it is « point 

upon which there can be no two opinions, as there easily 

may be upon the comparative “delicacy” of two casis. It 

is the record that the winner will he most proud of, and the 

one that will go farthest in the estimation of other anglers 

reading of the tournament. The delicacy of his casts, on 

the contrary, cannot be recorded; this is like the art of the 

actor, only apparent to those present, and but to 4 

portion even of these, We believe that a man cannot make 

a long cast and splash his flies down heayily on the water; 

the force is lost when the flies fall, and they must, there- 

fore, necessarily fall delicately, Besides, a man who is 

enough master of his rod to make it cast seventy feet, has 

sufficient knowledge of it to cast sixty feet with delicacy. 
Tt is true that when 4 man casts seventy feet with a single- 

handed rod that his ine touches the water before the flies 

do, but it is in that part of the water that he bas fished 

before and has exhausted. When an angler begins ucar 

shore or at the edge of a spring hole, and takes all the trout 

possible at a twenty or thirty foot cast, he then begins to 

get out more line, and pays no attention to the spots where 

he has cast before. Ele reaches out, out, out, and in some 

cases the mun who can cast the furthest makes the best creel, 

The Committee of Arrangements have had a platform six 

feet and « hall square built out thirty feet into the lake, and 
awalk four feet wide leading toit. This platform was 
originally intended to be two feet above the water, but the 
hass-casfers, some of whom cast by sweeping the red under, 

wished it to be three feet high, and it was made so. This 

arrangement gives a choice of casting in three directions, 

along the shore to the right or left, and out into the lake, 
as the direction of the wind may make it advisable. The 

Superintendent of the Park, Mr. Jones, lias kindly offered 

to send over seats for ladies, members of the press, and 

elderly gentlemen, : 

A few more prizes have been offered and placed in the 

prize list, Mr. F. D. Divine, Utiea, has given a rod, which 

is put in Class C, single-handed fly-casting. Mr. G. M. Skin- 

ner, Wlayton, N. Y., has given a dozen assorted spoon baits 

and a photo of a forty-pound maskinonge, which goes in 

the salmon contest. Mr. F, J. Kaldenberg has offered an 

elegant meerschaum and amber ‘cigar-holder, with caryed 

trout upon it, which has gone to the class in light bass-cast- 
ing. An additional contest has been arranged for actual 

inembers of the press, in which the entrance is compliment- 
ary. The first prize is ‘“Dhe American Angler’s Book,” by 

Thad. Norris; second prize, a McKinnon pen (these prizes 

go to the two contestants who cast the longest lines); third 

prize, bunch of twenty-five cigars, to go to the handsomest 

caster; fourth prize, a pipe of meerschaum, to go to the 

ugliest caster; filth prize, a string of fish, which the list says 

is “beyond price,” and is to go fo the poorest caster. 

At the present contest there will be a better gathering of 

anglers than has heretofore been collected in America, and 

from {his mecting will come suggestions which will be of 

ereat value to fulure ones The present tournament is the 

first of an annual series which Forms, AND Stream has 
begun, assisted by some of the most proniinent members of 

the brotherhood of anglers, and the interest which it haa 

‘wakened has surprised the originators of the enterprise, 

for it was conceived outside this office, and while the depart 

ment editor of this paper, who naturally would lave been 

consulted in the matter, wis in the Adirondacks, and first 

knew of it on his return. To the wisdom of the execllent 

committee of arrangements is due the success which prom: 

ises to attend the first Anglers’ Tournament eyer held in 

America, which was really what it was intended to be, and 

not a’mere side show or after thought to other contests, 

RUPRRED GROUSE, 

We. are assured by many of our correspondents, and also 
by many friends with whom we have conversed, that 

the ruffed grouse is not entirely exterminated, and that the 
prospect is bright for a fair amount of sport the present 

season for the loyers of this “‘king of game birds.” Our in: 

formation is not from isolated or limited sections, but covers 

a wide area of the country inhabited by them, and almost 
uniformly gives us welcome newsof full broods, of well- 
grown birds, and in many instances we were assured that 
theyare quite plenty, much more so than they haye been for 

thepast few years. We have given much space to tha 

question of the cause for the scarcity of the grouse, and so 
far as words are concerned, it has been very ably discussed 

by our many correspondents, but none of them, to ourmind, 

have explained the true cause of their disappearance, 

“Byrne” very plausibly advances a new idea in our issue of 
Aug. 24, and atiributes their scarcity to the chicken cholera, 

introduced to this country by foreign fowls. That his 

theory is true or false, we may never know, as in matters 

of this kind it is almost impossible to obtain facts that are 

incontrovertible, 

We have carefully and persistently studied the habits of 
these royal birds for nearly forty years, and with extreme 

sorrow have noted their gradual decrease. We haye several 

times within this period observed that, following a season 

when they had been unusually plenty, we have found their 
haunts comparatively deserted, and that they would then 

gradually increase until in a few years they would again be 

plenty, and perhaps remain so fora year or two, aud then 

again unaccountably disappear. When we first noticed 
this, we were loath to belieye that our beautiful friends had 

winged their last flight, but, with vague ideas of a migration 

to more favored retreats, where, perhaps, an ample supply 

of their favorite food could be found, we irustingly awaited 

their return. But as the seasons rolled by and we failed to 

find more than the natural increase of the birds which had 
remained, and learned that in widely separated districts in 

every direction the same lamentable state of affairs existed, 
we were sorrowingly forced to admit that our conclusions 

were wrong, and that, unless in the happy hunting grounds, 

never again should we “through woodland wild or tangled 

copse” behold the flashing forms of the glorious birds we 

loved so well. It is with increasing sorrow that we have 

seen each recurring period of scarcity more disastrous than 

the preceding, and cach season of comparative abundance 

less plentiful than before, and we greatly fear that. the time 

is not far distant when these noble birds will become ex- 

tinct. j 
That the pursuit of them with dog and sun, in proper 

season, would eyer exterminate them, we cannot believe. 

We havé seen too many of their successful tlicks, and wit- 

nessed too many of their triumphant escapes from the best of 

dogs and the best of guns to believe anything of the kind, 
There are also in nearly all localities frequented hy them, 

many places where, owing 4o the inaccessible nature of 

their chosen retreats, they are practically secure from the 

most daring hunter, and in most sections these places will 

always preserve a stock amply sufficient to furnish the next 

season’s supply, to say nothing of the many survivors who 

ceraftily escape the hunter's wiles, eyen upon the most favor- 

ing stounds. With snaring the case is entirely different; 
and the man who thoroushly understands their habits, in a 

short time will entirely exterminate them from any locality, 

So long as this practice was confined to the country boys, 

who rarely succeeded in capturing enough to serionsly di- 
minish their numbers, no one could find any fault; but 

when the market hunter, with a consummate skill, born of 

his needs and opportunities, commenced his merciless war 
of extermination against the helpless innocents, it was high 

time that all lovers of fhese beautiful birds should band to- 
gether for their protection; and it is a stigma upon the nume 
of the many sportsmen’s game protective associations 
throughout the land that this pernicious practice is slill 

ullowed, 
True, some of the States have a law upon their statute 
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hooks prohibiting this practice, but it is a dend letter, as 

there ig generally a loophole whieh allows the owner of 
land to suare iu proper season, upon his own grounds, snd 
often this privilege is delegated by the easy-voing landowner 

to the very ones that the Jaw intended to proscribe, 

We ave well aware that unimals and birds of prey form no 
inconsiderable factor in solving the question of the destruc- 

tion of our game birds, but fhat they are responsible for a 

tithe of the sum total, we do nof believe. 

The attacks of the partridgetly—Olfersin amerieana— in 

sonic seasons are very destructive; but it is only occasionally 

that this pest mukes its appearance in numjers sufficient to 

do great damage, 

Notwithstanding the formidable array of obstacles in the 
pathway of Bopuse wudellus, we greatly rejoice that his 

brave heart and coo! head so often enable him to outwit his 

miny entmies, and that he still lives the pride of the forest. 
Ni is well that itis so, and that during these glorious Octo- 

her days many im overworked brain and many a weary 

heart will gain renewed vigor and happiness while rambling 

over the forest-crowned hills and through the beautiful yal- 

lays where our gallant bird delights to dwell. 

Che Sportsman Gourist, 
—— 

“NUTMEGGERS” ON THE OTTAWA. 

SECOND PAPER. 

(ek home camp is now (Sept. 27) located on Lake 
Trayere, Pittewawa River, Ontario, thirty miles back 

from the Ottawa River, Could you but fly over this section 
of country as the crow flies from little Mattawaska to the 
Ottawa, it would be a mystery of mysteries to you how we 
ever got here; hut the little tell-tale blisters adorning each, 
toe and heel unrayels the whole thing, But never mind the 
blisters, we are here snug as can be in an old lumberman’s log 
cabin, thirty miles from the last settler. Ourcabin is already 
adorned with strings of black duck, wood duck, teal, pert- 
ridge, and black bass, awaiting ourall-increasing, wll-deyour- 
ing appetites. 

By the way, speaking of black bass, you néver saw such 
sport a8 we have withihem. All the frouble is, we haven't 
any hooks and lines strong enough to hold them. With our 
lines doubled, we are able to land some beauties. We 
ciught one day before yesterday fully three feet long, but 
could net land him, and had to let him break away, taking 
}with him one of our largest trolling spoons. Since that 
little circumstance we tale the precaution to station a man 
in the stern of the boat with a rifle, and he puts a ball 
through the big ones before an attemptis made to land them. 
We captured one very successfully in that way this morn- 
ing, ‘They always come out of water and take a look at our 
crew just before reaching the boat, They seem displeased 
at the appearance of some member of the party, and always 
vo below with a fright, taking line and everything with 
them, We think the trouble lies with Dorsey, He has not 
been shaved since his departure for the Nutmeg State, and 
he certainly does look somewhat startling. We think of 
making a forced shave on him some night, or else not allow 
him in the fishing hoat, 

We have just taken our dinner of black bass, duek, part- 
ridge, cranberry and blueberry sauce, baked beans, biscuit 
and tea, all prepared with our little folding tin oven, bean 
kettle, pail, and frying pan, Cooking utensils are not plenty, 
but we venture to assert that no dinner at, Delmonico’s was 
ever taken with better relish. The amount of food we eat 
is wondertul, and not one of the party feel any ill effects 
from it, We believe that the worst case of dyspepsia can 
be cured or permanently benefited by the juaicious inter- 
mingling of the necessary hardships, deprivations, pleasures 
and Jabors of # camp located in a healthy wilderness like this. 
A person situated as we are to-day, one thousand miles from 
home and friends and thirty miles from the nearest settler, 
must feel that he is to rely principally upon his own exer- 
tions, and that he must hunt and fish or starve. Most sub- 
jects will at least try the former first, though I could name 
an occasional one who would almost cheerfully choose the 
latter were he obliged to decide hetween the two. 1am not 
preaching to that kind of aman, He is past help. The 
only thing left for him to do is to marry rich and die young; 
but the active, go-ahead man, who, by reason of dyspepsia 
and its attendant ills, has lost his usnal energy and ambition, 
and is almost incapacitated for business and comfort—l 
believe this to he just the place for him, I helieve it will do 
what medicine and years of care and restrictive diet will not 
do. There are hardships connected with it which, when they 
are past, are invariably looked back to with pleasure. A man 
feels 2 certain pride in knowing that he has been placed en- 
tirely upon his own resources, and that hevhad the strength 
and the will to overcome and conquer, I believe in going 
back so far from civilization that only its absolute necessities 
can be carried. Make the comforts as you go along. ‘Too 
muy seek to regain health and lost encrgies at fashionable 
watering places, where every luxury can be supplied ani 
eyery whim gratified. Look at the Canadian Jumberman; 
he neyer hada sick day in his life, and he owns a stomach 
that will digest am iron wedge if you only sandwich it hbe- 
tween two slices of fat pork. 

IT know from experience that a slice of plain bread, with- 
out. butter, meat or sauce of any kind, tastes better in the 
woods than a broiled spring chicken atthe hest hotel in New 
York city, My theory is that itis not entirely the woods 
that brings this excellent appetite, hut the hardships and 
exertion of vetting into the woods, establishing your camp, 
with no stock of cooked provisions ahead, and not knowing 
where the next meal is to come from. Body and mind are 
both brought toa point where, if you haye been reared in 
luxury and indulyence, they were perhaps never brought 
before. By the time you have got your camp prepared, 
bunks boughed down, éte,, youare gelling hungry. You 
cannol step in to the Astor House restaurant and order a 
lunch, and you have nothing but plain bread and bntter in 
the cabin, You feel alittle sbove that, so you shoulder your 
rifle and «6 ont, expecting to knock over a deer or bear in a 
few minutes; bot you don’t find them, and come back 
empty handed. You must have something, and so start out 
avin, After tramping around five or six hours, not fudiny 
so much 4s 1 crow, you are ready to lie down and die, but 
you finally come into camp with a chip squirrel and a part- 
ridge. By this time yon are so hungry and faint you can 
hardly wait to have them dressed. hen cooked they are 
eaten with such a relish as your fine dinners for the last six 
months haye nol heen, and so is every meal after that while 
in camp. I don’t believe « dyspeptic would le benefited in 
camp were lie io drive in with his horse and earriage each 
day, But place him taventy-five miles back, where fish and 
game abonnd, with but one day’s rations ahead, and he will 
certainly eat, laugh and grow fat. But ‘old on, hold on,” 
I think | bear two or three indiyiduals remark, ‘what kind 
of a side show is this? We thought you were reporting for 
ihe party at Trayere Lake, and we are not ready to buy our 
tickets for a course of lectures yet.’ ‘True, true, but we are 
all apt to wander from the text, T haye known a minister 
to preach a sermon on the subject of love, and before he was 
through half, the congregation were mad enough to kick him 
out of doors. 
At this writing Miner is over on the north bank of the 

Pittewawa following up the trail of a moose. Rerdell is at 
the Little Mattawaska looking for deer, Brady and Dorsey 
dressing fish and duck, keeping camp and preparing supper. 
lay the way, I see that I have unceremoniously jumped from 
our camp at old Patsy Hanrahan’s, or Ferguson Lake Gyhich 
I described last week), to our present camp, leaving ont the 
connecting link, so 1 hasten to weld if in while the fire is 
hot. You will remember that our party were just starting 
out on a still hunt for deer. You will also remember that 1 
was under Brady’s coat-collar, aud unluckily Brady hung 
is coat on the ground in froui of the cabin as he started 

BASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

A*® {he time approaches for the holding of the Bustern 
*. Pield Trials, the indications that the meeting will 

proye a ereat success are daily multiplying. The Derby, 

from all that we can learn, will be the most interesting event 

of the kind that we haye ever seen. <A large number of the 

entries are sie to start, and the friendly contest for the 
honors of victory will be gallantly fought, and well worth 

gomg along way to see. Many of the crack field dogs, 

from all parts of the country, are already located in the 

South, and hard at work preparing for the Trials. 
The All-Aged Stake, judging from the number of applica- 

tions for entry blanks, will also prove an eminent suc- 

cess, and we shall undoubtedly be called upon to chronicle 

some of the best work that has éver been seen at a public 

ivial, There appears to be considerable enthnsiasm among 

the members of the association with regard to the Members’ 

Sinke. Aswe have often urged, this should be the most 

imporlant cyent of the mecting, at least to the members of 

the agsociution, and everyone who can possibly attend should 

enter and run lis dog. There is nothing more conducive to 
the suceess of such au association tin the hearty sod ac- 

tive co-operation of its individual members in support of the 

objeets for which if was formed. We hope to see a large 

number of starters in this stake, and trust that every mem- 

ber who lis a “oud doe will come forward and conclusively 

show that he deems the honors of victory worth striving for. 

The following is a complete list of thejudges: Col. James 

Gordon, Pontotoc, Miss.; Mr. J. J. Snellenburg, New 
Brighton, Pa.; Mi, Joseph H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn., and 
Mr. John M. Kinney, Staunton, Va. All of them are prac- 

tical sportsmen of many years experience, and are eminently 

qualified to fill the position, The running will, as has been 
customary at previous méetings of the club, be held under 

three judges. Should, however, the starters prove as num- 

crous as is expected, another set of judges will be appointed 

for one of the other stakes, and both can then be run at the 

saine time, 

The trials will commence promptly on Wriday morning, 

Noy. 17, wilh the Members’ Stake, and the All-Aged will 

upon conclusion of this at once follow. The entries close 
Noy. 1. 

The Scaboard Air Line Railroad will transport dogs to and 
fromi the Eastern Wield Trials free upon presentation of pass 

from the Seeretary, Mr. W. AY Caster, 

Tuk MypvRANen OF CArp.—Many are the stories of the 

hardiliaod of the carp aud its powers of retaining life under 

adverse circumstances. We add the following: About 
twoweeks ago aman who was driving glong a country 

road about eight miles from Newburg, on the Hudson River, 

sww something flopping in a mud-puddle, not over three feet 

in circumference, by the road-side, He stopped and picked 

it ont of the water and found i) to be a stranwe fish, which 

he threw into the bottoin of the wagon and drove leisurely 

to Newbure. On arriving at his destination he saw that the 

fish still Hived, and he placed it in water and called in all the 

local fishermen to decide what manner of fish the stranger 

might be. The fishermen nniled in expressing themselyes 

to the elfect that they hoped to be blessed if they knew what 

to call if, and some one sugwestet that it be sent to Mr, 

Blacktowdl, of the New York Fish Conmiission, for identifi- 

cution, When Mr, Blackford received it ina small bait, 

kettle he pronounced if to be a fine specimen of the leather- 
bucked carp. On examining his books he found that Jast 

November Mr. Lewis Beach, inember of Congress, had re- 
ceived frown Prof, Baird a number of small carp, which had 

been distributed to persons owning ponds in the neighbor 

hood of the place where this one was found. This fish must 

have heen carried ouf of some prescrye by the late flood, 

and found # resting place in the puddle by the roud-side at, 

the subsidence of the waters. Mr. Blackford af once placed 

the carp, which weighed three pounds, in one of lis aquaria 
in Fulton Market, where it is now disporting itself in the 

happicst way. Hrom a weight of aertamly not more than 

iyo ounces in last November—in ten months—this carp has 

srown tayo pounds fourteen ounces. land luggage is all over. 

out, but the whole party came baek two hours later with 
long faces and no deer, Brady and Dorsey brought a str 
of partridge and duck. Miner shot at atine buck but lost 
him; Rerdell ditto. They claim to haye started seyeral 
others, but I was not there myself and T am not going to 
helieve ary fish and bear storius on this trip except what 
comes within the focus of my own vision, The evening was 
principally spent in listening to the quaint, fiumy and origi 
nal sayings of Patsy, a relation of lis life experience, ete 
Fe felt in 4 hilarious mood, and we had a first-class evening's 
entertainment with an appreciative and attentive audience, 
There being a large number of wolves about the mountain 
this fall, we found that they had ruined our sport, by driy— 
ing all the deer to the eastern shore of the lake, where we 
dare not put out our dog for fear of losing him, and the 
underbrush is so close that we cannot siil-hunt with an 
Success. 
We heard wolves racing a deer around the mountfin if 

the night. There is something exhilarating and exerting 1H 
listening to the baying of hounds on trail of a deer, but 
when wolves take the place of hounds the result inakes if 
seem terrible, Patsy says that a large pack of them ean 
yelling down the mountain the night before, and just as tie 
poor deer was entering the lake and probable safety they 
caught him, and in an instant almost the howling, yelling 
pack had torn him in shreds, Weput ont the doe on tl 
west side next morning but found uo deer. The Jake not 
being a great fish Jake, we decided to tarry no longer 
“Ah,” says Patsy, “I knew that wud be the nixt thing if yé@ 
didn’t bring ina deer the first pop. Ye Americans must 
sniff the dinner a bilin’ afore ye have yer brekfas'’ down: 
Ah, hyes, if I only had poor Bosey here, ye wudn't be talking 
about ‘away up the Ottawa’ and thim places. Ye wudn'i 
be afther lavin’ ould Patsy so soon. [’d put ye in a deey 
afore ye could burn that stump of a seyvaar in yer teeth, bub 
it’s no use; poor Bosey’s gone, he’s gone; coume now, 
two gintlemen that hunted wid him last year, an’ Pl let ye 
see his grave, an’ maybe the other two wudn't dislike to lake 
alukatit, Ah, the bloody porcupines (an’ I'd Tike to know 
what they were made for, anyhow; faith, an’ 1 think "twasa 
mistake,) that dhrove his yillinous quills where they worked 
into Bosey’s vitals, Id like to be pluckin’ the eyes of hi 
wid that fork this minnit.” We lad now walked to a new 
made grave which Patsy reyerently uncovered by removin, 
aboard, ‘Ye must excuse me, gintlemen, but it makes 
feel bad in spite of ne, In the many years Dye lived i 
that ould cabin, me an’ me ould woman hey brot up a family 
of ten childer, an’ we niver had a death amongst us, an’ J) 
don’t know how to bear one, an’ still T used to kick an 
thrash the deyil out o’ that doz whin he was wid me, but Tf 
take ivery blamed kick back to mesilf now.” 
To cut matters short, we left Patsy's cabin and hospital 

ily that afternoon, drove to Renfrew and ticketed up the 
road, traveled nearly all night, and Mriday hoou brought us 
to Bissvtt’s Creck on the Ottawa River. Some half a doz 
settlers have established homes here, We stayed over nigh 
expecting to find a team in the morning to lake our flom 
canoe and heavy luggage, anda guide to guide us back 
the cabin we aré now in at Trayere Lake. We failed to 4 
either; so we took two days’ rations and our sleeping hays am) 
rifles and started. Thirty miles seemed like 1 long trum 
through the woods and swamps, and we expected to make a 
two days’ journey of it; but we found an old lumberman’s 
portage road which was quite passable most of the way. Aa 
noon and 5 P. M. we stopped, nilta fire and made te 
No one voted to make a halt for the night, so we trudg 
along, and at 7:80 we hove in sight of Travere Lake. Here 
was a dilemma; our camp was on the opposite shore and 
our birch canoe thirty miles back: but a few rods down ft 
shore of the lake we found a little fent belonging to son 
lumbermen, who are just establishing a camp 4 few mil 
further on up the Little Mattawaska, We raised il, and} 
soon had 4 rousing camp fire and # steaming supper. 
We were tired and footsore, I assure you, but we slap 

nevertheless until daylight. Sunday morning was usheretl 
in by Miner rousing us to heara pack of wolves on a slope 
of the mountain to the left. Just then Brady discoyereda 
deer swimming up the lake toward our camp, I wish you 
could have witnessed the vapidily with which our mea 
sprang from their bunks, formed in Jine and prepared fo 
action, Guns were unlimbered, cartridges driven honi 
and before a raw recruit could haye drawn on one slockingg 
Brady and Dorsey went charging down through the brug) 
and fallen timber, with underclothing and rifles in position, 
colors flying and one breeches leg at half mast, Miner anil 
Rerdell, hatless, coatless and shovless, made a gallant stant 
in the deep mud on the right flank of the enemy, “Twa 
just at dawn, 

“When cannons hoomed froin shore fo shore, 
Aud sniall ams made a rattle, 

Since war began Pm sure no man 
Wer saw 80 strange a battle.” 

Well, after all, the deer turned ont to be an otter, and [ig 
wasn’t the worst turn out, either, for it luried out that 
lost him, but you must remember that it was Sundiy mo: 
ing, When we made the charge we supposed that we ache 
ally needed him, but we found that we could get alo 
without him until Monday, and go let him #o, or at any % 
he went, We knocked over partridge enough for a #008 
Sunday dinner, and took a Sunday afternoon stroll 
viewed the country aboutus. We Found bear tracks 
plenty all about us, and occasionally a moose track, bul 
deer (we had been told that we would find none on this si 
of the Piitewawa). We find black duck nearly as large 
weese in préat numbers all around the lake. e. | 
~ T doubt whether L shall be able to get this letter out Ge 
week, but Tehalliry, ‘This is just the season when lnmber 
camps are being established away up the river, and we 
liable to meet lumbermen going up or down the river 
going down I may be able to send mail out. Two bitin 
Joads of men went wp yesterday, all soaked through ull 
through. They had been three days reaching Travere La 
and had four or five days’ boating ahead of (hem hefore tl 
would reach their camp, The Pittewawa.is very rapid, 4 
in many places the men have to jump into the water up W 
their waists or shouldérs, shoving fhe boat ahead of them) 
roping it oyer the rapids. All their luggage, consisting # 
trunks, cooking utensils, and sometimes harrels of pork 
flour, must be carried around. Portages on ihe Pitlewd) 
vary from ten rods to half a mile. A Canadian lumber 
will take # barrel of pork on his back, with what they cal 
“tump line” across his forehead, and carry it through | 
brush and over the rocks of a quarterznile portage witha 
grunt. This operation must be vepéated again and aga 
until batteau (which of itself weighs about 1,200 pounls 

The next quarter-mile perliiy 
‘ 
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must be journeyed over by the men widing waist-deep in 
the cold water; they do not pretend to keep dry. All they 
eat is bread and fat pork. Such is lite to a Canadian lim- 
berman, Their everyday life, gach fall and spring, reminds 
one of the sad record of Lieutenant De Long's retreat over 
the ice floes from the lost steamer Jeannetite. B. G. A. 

BELOW QUEBEC, 
FIFTH PAPER. 

\ J ITH the advent of the summer the heayy fogs which 
prevail iu early spring on the Gulf of St, Lawrence 

yield to the warming rays of the sun, and retrest towards 
the Bay of Fundy, which has on evil repntation on 
that account. July aud August are Jiere generally marked 
by a prolonged spell of as fine weather as ever blessed the 
shores of liappier climes, andl the present season has been 
exceptionally fayorable, 

Qur run back to Gaspé in the Canadienne was in the midst 
of these Areti¢ doldrums and not marked by any accidents, 
which fre common enough in late fall, Upon our arrival 
we had the pieasuts of avain meéting wath that senuine 
sportsman, J. U, Gregory, Esq., of the Marine Departmént 
of Quebec, whose graphic sketches of Labrador and late 
journey to Florida, rank among the most interesting eontri- 
butions to the columus of Fornst AND StrRmAm. Lis stay 
at Gaspé was unfortunately limited and he left again next 
day in the government steamer Druid, to make collec- 
tious of yarious materials pertaining to the fishing industries 
for the forthcoming international fishery exhibition at 
London. Neither was it our own luck to take a long rest, 
and my baggage is not landed but merely transférred to the 
next one, 4 schooner, which is just on the point of leaving 
for Anticosti Island. 

As iny time is gétling very short, | can only count upon 
inakine a passing visit, ind an exploration will be out of the 
question, To accomplish such the traveler will do well to 
éigace all of his needed help and boat ot Gaypé, as Anti- 
costiisuow 4 deserted wilderness, where nobody can be 
hired qnd nothing can be purchased. Bagyage and men cin, 
however, be easily shipped by any of the vessels trading or 
calling there, among which is the mail schoner Kate, which 
Jands her mails by contract twice each month at the South- 
‘west Point, her first stopping place. The blue outlines of 
ifhat headland arein fullsi¢ht of Ship Elead, the northern cape 
‘of Gaspé Bay, and a fustsailer can easily make her trip from 
lund to land in half a day. Although I have in former years 
wcalled at Anticosti several times, L have, beyond its shores, 
‘seen really but little of it, since beyond these a dense belt of 
‘sernbby spruce forms an almost impenetrable barrier to the 
interior, which but few, if any, of the settlers on Anticosti 
have ever explored. The only authentic knowledge we now 
possess concerning the rocks along the coast and their natu- 
val products we owe to the exploration of Richardson, the 
Government Geologist, who made a geological survey of 
jit abont twenty years ago, which has been published in the 
fovernment reports, His work has heen so well done that 
‘the future explorer is not likely to add much; but the sports- 
man is sure to find heve still, for many years ta come, an ex- 
cellent field for his ayocations, particularly on account of 
the preat numbers of seatvout which frequent nearly all of 
ithe rivers of the island, During spring and fall the shores 
are also alive with thousands of migratory birds, including: 
wild geese, numerous seaducks, curlew, plover, ete., which 
for a few weeks afford 200d sport. 
Among the larger land animads, fhe black bear is still more 

common bere than elsewhere along the whole range of the 
coast line of the Dominion, and a chance shot at Bruin is by 
no mens the least attractive item of the praspects of the 
sportsman, And yet there is hardly any place which bears 
i more eéyil reputation than Anticosti Island. It is a vast 
graveyard, and hundreds of ill-fated toilets of the sea have 
lost their lives here, by slowly freezing and starving to death 
eyen atter they actually landed upon this frozen waste. 
How many have perished here miserably is manifest from 

the large number of gray, weatherbeaten boards along the 
beach, upon which saw in roughly ent letters the date of 
the disaster and the names of the unfortunate victims who, 
far from their native home, found an untimely graye upon 
these hleak shores. But a better day is dawning, and the 
possibilities for repetition of these fearful occurrences are 
steadily lessening. No longer cin weeks 0! months roll by 
as of yore before relief is quickly on hand, and ihe tidings 
ot any ship’s cvew in distress now fly on the wings of light- 
ning to where human help can hasten to the rescue. 

This great improvement is accomplished .by means of a 
submarine cable, which was completed several years ago, 
and now unites Anticosti with the telegraphic line along the 
mainland. The news of any wreck can thereby be known 
at Quechee almost a5 soon as a ship has struck the reef, and 
life and property are less exposed to destruction. This cuble 
is also largely employed in the service of the Weather Bureau 

_of the Dominion, since Anticosti Wy its n¢eani¢ position 
forms an important station for metvorological observations, 
and ven the seal fishermen of New Foundland are benefited 
by it, as they can obtain telegraphic information concerning 
the arriyal of seals in early spring, when all communication 
_by vessels is blocked on account of the ice, which drifts in 
preat masses in March through the Straits of Belle Isle imlo 
“fhe Gulf of St. Lawrence. : 

The management of the telegraphic reports is committed 
‘tothe keepers of the lighthouses, who baye been duly in- 
structed and charged with tlie additional duty of operators. 
‘There are now, | believe, four of these izhthouses on the 
southern shores of Anticosti, along which ts the main chan- 
nel for vessels hound in anc ont of the Gulf. As they are 
‘buta short distance from each other, nothing can happen 
along this shore which is not quickly known and reported. 
The cable itself terminates at the Southwest Point light- 
house, which has heen made the central station, 

The whole island is af present owned by a stock company, 
which has purchased this so far ratlier unprofitable piece of 
real estate from the Government of the Dominion, In order 
fo improve affairs, a number of colonists were induced to 
settle here through the representations of what is known as 
the Anticosti Colonization Company, bul the anticipations 
of ¢ither parties have not heen realized. Li was thought that 
the great abundance of fish on the coast, along with the pro: 
ductive soil, which was reported to cover the island, would 
insure success of the project, and several hundred people, 
chiefly trom New Foundlgnd, Ianded Here and formed set- 
tlements at Boelish Bay anud Fox River, at the eastern and 
western extremities. The complete failure of their venture 
is due to the same causea which are at the bottom of miany 
otber enterprises, where means from the heginning are in- 
fidequate to the undertaking, and where the colonists them- 

selyes are also too shiftless to make good their footing, The 
neweomers were not agriculturists but fishermen, and in- 
different, ones withal, who depended entirely upon fish, 
Whicl sometimes failed to putin an appearance. For several 
years past they have been in destitute cireumstances and 
threatened by starvation, as they had neglected to raise for 
their subsistence even such vegetables as potatoes, cabbages, 
and turnips, which flourish excellently in the rich soil of the 
island, and realize never failing good craps; 

But two months of poor fishing are hardly sufficient to 
provide for the remaining part of the year, and there were 
thus continual sufferings and consequent appeals for govern 
ment relief, which looms upto most of the settlers along 
these shores as thé last but never-failing sheet anchor. The 
government, however, seems to Lhaye grown weary of sowing 
without ever reaping, and has taken steps at last to mend 
toaliers Dy a wholesale removal of these unprofitable colo- 
nists. TI learn that in October the last remnant of the popu- 
Jation of Anticostiis to he transferred to Quebee snd beyond, 
where they may eet alone without the aid of public charity. 
The settlements of English and Fox Bay will thus soon cease 
foesist save by name, and empty houses only will attest the 
existence of their former tenants. 

Anticosti Island viewed from seaward appears like an 
enormous sleeping whale, coyered with a dark green skim of 
low spruce trees. It is nearly surrounded by shallow fring- 
ing rects, and has no harbors where vessels can lay safely 
in any gale, excepting Gamache Bay, named after old Peter 
Gamache, who was for a long time the only settler on Anti- 
costi. Its formation is of timestone, which overlies a thick 
stratum of goft gray shale, There are no primitive rocks on 
or below its surfacc, excepting many boulders of various 
sizes which are scattered along the beach. It has a coast 
lensth of near 300 miles, and averages thirty-five miles in 
its widest part. Since Anticosti is surrounded by water, 
the temperature of its summers and winters is not marked 
by the same exirémes which characterize the climate of 
Quebec, where in midwinter the thermometer often falls 
to 30 deg, below zero. Mere it rises scarcely above 72 deg. 
in July, and seldom records less than zero in January. 
Foes are frequent in spring and early summer, but lessen 
wilh the advent of fall, September is counted to he the 
finest month, Oats, barley, rye, potatoes, cabbage, turnips 
and cloyer grow aud mature here as well as anywhere, and 
thriffy bushandinen could realize abundant crops, as the 
soil im itself is rich and warm, being composed of wealhered 
limerock covered by a layer of several inches in thickness of 
rotten mold, 
Bven domestic animals can be acclimated, and ati llis 

Bay cows winter without difficulty, where they are fed 
upon the excellent hay which is harvested there in great 
quantities by Capt. Sutter, a hardy and intelligent settler 
from the Orkney Islands. It is eurious, however, that at 
Southwest Point again, which is ouly sixty miles east of 
Bilis Bay, cattle rarely survive the winter. Expernnenuts 
have not yet been made wilh other domesticated animals, 
such ag sheep, goats, etc,, probably on account of want of 
pasture and the abundance of bears. The climate seems 
wll suited to chickens, secse, dogs, cats and mice; the Nor- 
way rat, however, has never obtained 4 permanent footing, 
although it has been carried there time and again through 
the accidental mtervention of vessels. Of the sea animals 
the seal is one of the most important. They arrive here 
often by thousands in early spring upon the drift ice, and 
are hunted with best success along the east endof the island. 
But few are seen further west. The walrus af no remote 
date also frequented these shores, a8 evidenced hy its tusks, 
which are found occasionally along the beach or in the little 
bogs near it. Among other Jand animals of consequence to 
the trapper ure the various species of foxes, including the 
black cross, silver gray and white one, mink, marten, otter, 
tlie furs of which command a high price on account of their 
special excellence, The Canada goose, eidev duck, dusky 
duck and many seafowl breed on the inland ponds and 
alone the cliffs. Although they are heayilydecimated by the 
incessant raids made upon them, their ranks are always 
recruited again from the coming and going Hocks of migra- 
tory birds, which breed somewhere north. I sty here, pur- 
posely, somewhere, as there are good reasons to helteve that 
the still unexplored interior of the Labrador peninsula is 
now oue of their principal breeding grounds after they have 
been driven away from their ancient haunts further sonth, 

The lighthouse-keeper at Heath Pomt, which forms the 
eastern cape of Anticosti, tells me that during October im- 
mense swarms of migratory water-towl collect for a few 
days near the lighthouse, in the shallow ponds, where food 
is abundantly obtained from the suceulent shoots of fresh- 
water plants, and Iwould recommend this spot, which I 
visited at the wrong time of the year, to any one as the best 
upon the island for late fall shooting. 

A. large chapter could be written pon the fresh and salt 
water fish about and on Anticosti Island, as it. lies in the 
center of the great fish pond of the gulf, and jas long borne 
a high reputation by the sea trout alone, which ascend its 
rivers in enormous quantities. Mia. Henderson, an English 
sportsman, who fished last year on the Jupiter River, told 
me that he was unable to take any more salmon After the 
sea trout reached its pools, They would rise to the fy by 
the dozen, and frustrate all competition by sheer force of 
numbers. He affirmed that he could count three separate 
ticrs of them, one hove the other, and oyer six hundred 
pounds were taken by him in one singleday. Their average 
weight is then from three te four pounds. Neither have I 
any doubts concerning the yeracily of these statements, ex- 
traordinary as they seem, as I have since louded down a 
strone mab with as many trout as he could carry in less 
than one hour of fishing, on a stream hardly half the size of 
the Jupiter, Tt may be mentioned here that this river is the 
only one which is leased, and a special permit from its 
lessee is needed to enjoy its privileges. : 

The first point we touch on this present occasion is Ellis 
Bay, where we call for a few hours. Capt, Sufter, to whom 
we haye adverted, owns here a farnt which lie profitably 
works with the aid of another man. There are seyeral sub- 
stantial looking buildings about the grounds, including the 
confortable and clean looking dwelling house of the captain, 
who has lived here over thirty years and has stecessfully 
demonstrated the possibility to eke out a comfortable exist- 
ence while other settlers haye been almost starving. Near 
his house is the grave of redoubtable old Gamache. who in 
appearance is said to have resembled # pirate rather than a 
peaccable settler, as he never wis known to be about with- 
out a formidable crusty old Jooking set ofarms. He is dead 
and gone to his long last rest, bul the bay on which he lived 
for so many years such an adventurous, lite will always he 
remembered by his name. Capt. Sutter has some fine cuttle 
0n his farm, on which he has also introduced a great novelty 

nine wiles she snared him beyond hopes ot release, 

in shape of a pitent reaper and mower. I saw here us fine 
4 field of tall red cloyer 4s we might encounter in the most 
productive part of our Middle States, Notwithstanding the 
absence of the honey bee, which is asserted to be an indis- 
pensable avent in the fertilization of the elover, it blossoms 
here profusely and produces weil matured seed. 1 leave it 
to others to solve this problem, as there is not «single horney 
hee upon the whole island of Anticosti, and although the 
flowers of the clover ficld in question diffused their power- 
fnl aroms fora long distance, but few insects, save some 
moths, were attracted by it. 

IN THE VIRGINIA LOWLANDS. 

SECOND PAPER, 

NCE upon f time, as the story-books have it, thete 
dwelt on this place, which isin Sussex county, on the 

banks of theriver that bears their name, a powerful tribe of 
Indians called the Nottoways. In the low grounds, a short 
distance from the honse, was their town, as is eyineed by 
the numerous remains of their weapons and household wares. 
The ollier day George Bloro, when plowing on the site, 
felt the coulter of the plow strike something hard, and upon 
unearthing if he found a stone vessel about the sige of a soup 
turven—gay, about sixteen inches lons by twelye wide. It 
Was a species of granite, dark in color and pertectly sym- 
metrical in its form, It probably belonged to a chief, and 
must have heen a valuable article. Anyone who examines 
it is lost in wonder at the immense labor it must have cost 
to have hollowed it out, when the implements ussd were 
stone itself, 

imagination can run viot over this curious and artistic 
piece ot wotkmanship. If must have been either conquered 
by force of arms from the Powhatans or Delawares, who 
lived in the higher regions of Virginia, for this section for a 
hundred miles aronnd is entirely destitute of rock, stone or 
pebble—or, perchance, it was a sift to some mighty warlike 
sachem by a warrior fromthe Blue Ridge or Alleghunies, 
who loved and bought his daughter, the star-eyed fawn of 
the Nottoway, with ponies and other rich gifts, this stone 
vessel among them. 

Indian arrow-heads are found by the hundred, As T said 
before, there is no stone in this region, and the problem is, 
where did they get the flint? 
Another marvel that we cannot fathom is how they could 

kill the deer that furnished their bowsirings, cords, thongs, 
leather, ete., with such rude weapons as they used. That 
they did it we know; but how? . 

Tsend by this maila half a dozen arrow-heads found in 
the village. They were turned up by the plow. 

To have gotten close enough to have killed a buck with 
such arrows as they used would have brought the deer with- 
in twenty feet of them, and then they must have had time 
to fit their arrows fo the bow and pull. 

Isuppose they must have caught the fawus and domesti- 
cated them, for, surely, with their impotent and rude wea- 
pons, airy animal could take care of himself against a rough 
cedar bow, a lopsided arrow, and a stone tomahawk, 

There lived near here, not many years ago, a young fellow 
whose whole soul panteth after the deer, as a young hart 
pantcth after the running brook, Tt was his recreation, his 
delight and his business, and being withal in independent 
circumstances, he followed the chase as Nimrod did betore 
hina, at all times and in aliweathers. He was physically a 
splendid specimen of manhood, heing six fect three in his - 
stockings, as straight as an arrow, with square shoulders, 
and strength and agility that suvoved of the prize ring. 

The chase was fora lon# time his goddess af whose shrine 
he worshipped, but fate played him one of her tricks when 
she led him in the presence of a woman, 'Diew vous garde.” 
A beautiful city belle, with eyes like stars, as fair as the 
Shunamite, as sweet a flower as ever mun tricd to gather. 
She was staying with a friend « few miles away, in a great 
stately place on the Nottoway River, 

Henceforth the chase palled upon him, and Miss Phyllis 
was the queen and empress of his soul, and transfer- 
ring his allegiance from Diuna he threw himself with all 
the ardor of his naturein the worship of Venus. But woman, 
according to that old chronicler Sir Pepys, unites all the 
sweetness of the dove, with the wisdom of the serpent and 
cunning of the fox. andin yain did our Philip pursue her. 
She lured him on with brivht smiles, and then with her fem- 

Again, 
and yet again he courted her, only to receive a declination 
with thanks, 
He grew desperate, sullen, morose and mad by turns, even 

the sound of the bunting horn and the baying of the hounds 
lost all of its melody to him, wnd he moved about not caring 
for anything. 

One day he and his younger brother went swimming in 
the river, the latter carrying jis gun along. While they 
were disporting in the water the lover saw a solitary hound 
running up and down the banks of the streain. Heturned to 
his brother with the remark: 

“Willie, I woultn’t be surprised if there isn’) a deer some- 
where shout here, Jack Marshall's pack are running now, 
and that dog is on the trail, You had better get your gun 
ready.” 
The words were hardly out of his month before a big six- 

pronged buck witha hide as yellow asa buttcraup junmped 
from the coyerl into the stream. 

Tt needed no cry of warning to send the younger planging 
in frantic haste to the benk where his gun rested against # 
tree. In the meantime the buck was in the middle of the 
current gallantly swimming down, with the solitary dog 
keeping on the bank making the welkin ring with bis bark. 

The younger brother, seizing his gun, emptied both barrels 
into the deer’s head, which was the only part above water, 
The loads struck fair, but a buck’s head is almost as hard as 
a stone, and eyen though the distance from the shooter to 
the animal was not over twenty yards, ihe shof did not kill 
but only stunned him, the body sankand Philip, seeing this, 
hastily slipped on his pants, and jumped into the water to 
stcure, as he thought, the carcass, As the head came above 
the surfuee be seized it and towed it to the sand bar, and then 
halloed to his brother to go to the house and get a knife so 
as to cul the animal's Vhroat and bleed him. Jumping on 
a horse the younger put. out at full speed clad in the costume 
of a Comanche Indian, only he had no Preech clout, around 
his waist nor plumes in his hair. He galloped like mad 
through brush aud through brake until he reached the garden 
patch, about a half a mile, and then shouted to a servant to 
bring hima knife, Receiying it he put back as fast as he 
could, 

Before his return a great change had taken place, the buck 
haying recovered from the shock; and rendered savage from 
pain turned on his pursner and tried to drive his prongs in 
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him, but Philip seizing his horns preyented this, and twist- 
ing the deer's neck around and tried to break it. Backward 
and forward over the sand bar they tneged, toiled and strng- 
gled in mortal combat. Just af this time, the whole pack of 
hounds reached the bank in (ull ery aud witloul a moment's 
hesitation plunged in, The buck seeing this doubled him- 
sell up like & eat, and giving & mighty bound shook himself 
free from the himter and rushed to the waters and swam for 
his life down the river, with the dogs and his pursuer close 
behind, while Willie kept even pace on the bank yelling with 
all bis might, with a whole Lribe of house and darkeys’ dogs, 
all barking and velping, added their noise to raise the yolome 
of sound that swelled upward in one infernal uproar. 
Now as fate or chance willedt it, the noise reached every 

ear in farmer Brown's family where Miss Phyllis was staying, 
and the whole crowd divining there wus a hot chase, pushed 
down the viver to witness it, Miss Phyllis accompanying 
them, They took their pesitio) on a sand bank and waited 
for the denouement, 

The Nottoway River is probably the must crovoked in the 
world; being as full of turus and elhows 8 a Virginia snake 
fence, and a sudden angle hid everything from sight. The 
first one to put in an appearance was Willie who, scratched 
with briers, barefooted, bareheaded and unclad, rushed in 
suddenly, screaming like a fiend and waying «hunting knife 
wildly in the air, The ladies shrieked and covered their 
faces with their hands, and the younger brother tummiagr a 
hack summersault vanished in «flash in the dark recesses 
of the forest, where he remained nute, with allo* his passion 
for the chase suddenly quenched. What he thought Heaven 
knows, for he stole silently home and never went deer hunt: 
ing again, 

The eldest was made of sterner gtutk; as the deer struck 
the sand bank and saw the crowd collected there he turned 
suddenly at bay; one sweep of lis powerful horns cleared 
the pack of hounds, and then he mished on his human foe, 
who awaited him unarmed and undiunted. A confused 
milee followed, with man, buckdeer and dogs all inter- 
mingled. A second time the deer shook hiniself free, One 
dog crawled away with broken ribs, iyo were lamed, while 
Philip had @ long but shallow vash on his neck, cul, either 
by the antlers or by the forefoot of the buck. by which he 
could not tell, but the blood spurted trom the wound and 
covered his body with the ensanguined flow. 
The last round was fought right in the presence of the 

ladies. Under any other cirenmstonce Philip woud, like 
his brother, have beaten an instantaneous retreat, but his 
blood was up now and all the deyilin him aroused. Agsin 
the combatants closed, and this time Phil got the buck fairly 
by the horns, and then ensued a fine stragele of muscle 
against muscle, of human strength against brute strength, as 
Was ever witnessed in the old Coliseum in it$ palmiest days. 
And the ladies forgot to scream or shriek as they witnessed 
in breathless silence the gladiator fort with swelling 
sinews brought out in full play, and the eye flashive with 
Whe excitement ot battle. Hyen the dogs stood back, The 
contest was long, bul never fora moment dovbtfnl, for the 
buck could not use his horns. Twist, juip and sprmy as he 
may, the iron hands held their hold, until at last in his 
frantic struggles one of his antlers was torn off, and he sank 
panting and dying at the feet of his victor 

Miss Phyllis watched this combat with kindlivg cheek and 
gleaming eye, She came from a nation of warriors and her 
blood must haye thrilled at the sight of her discarded lover 
With a torso, though red with the ensanguined-stream, yet 
combined the Hercules with the Apollo. What her thoughts 
were who can tell—and, by the way, who can attempt to 
follow the thoughts, the caprices, the sndden changes in any 
women’s heart? I only know that Philip, emboldened by 
her gracious manner, proposed to her one sweet summer 
night, He was secepted, and she, the irresistible Phyllis, a 
veritable dear, became a caplivein sa full and sweet sur- 
render. CITARSEUR, 

Aatuyal History, 
BIRD MIGRATION IN THE MISSISSIPPI 

VALLEY. 
COMPILED FROM THE NOTES OF MR. 0. 

W. W. GOOKE, 
PAR 1f.—CONCLUDED, 

(27) Vineosyloia oldvacedt—Red-Eyed Vireo,—S, 8, comnion; 
4,20 F., afew; 5, 2, graduually more noisy. 

(19) Minensylaia gilva—W arbling Virco.—3S.8. common; 4,17, 
F., one male in full song (this may have been here for some 
time); 4, 18, three males, at stamds, in song; 4, 22, has at 
once become N. N.; 5, 2, begins to build, 

(22) Landeirco jlavifrous—Yellow-Throated Vireo,—S8. $. 
common; 4, 20, F., one inale at old stand; 6, 2, N. N.at stands. 

(29) Laviniveo solitarius—Solitary Vireo.—F. VY.) 4, 28, F., 
one seén; 5, 10, two seen, which were also the last. 

(28) Vireo novehoriensis—W hite-Byed Vireo.—8. §. com- 
mou; 4, 21, F., one male th full song; 4, 22, more humer- 
ous; 4, 24, ranks fill up, females arrived, males are noisy; 
5, 2, noisy at stands, 

(27) Vireo belti—Bell’s Vireo, —S. 5. common; 4, 26, F.. and 
tew; 5, 2, inereasing bul slowly. 
(2 Lantus tudovieiinus—Lorgerhead Shrike —R, come: 

mon; 4, 15, carrying building materials, 
(—) Ampelis cedrorum—Cedar Bird, RK. seldom seen; one 

flock 4, 29. 
(9) Prague subis—Purple Martin,—s. 8..common; 3, 16, F., 

three birds seen; 3, 18, three morescen at other places. These 
mirtins are §. 4., visiting their boxes al once on arriving. 
4, 2, have become somowhat more numerons; 4, 3, singing; 
4,6, carrying straw io box; 4,9, old birds scum to he all 
hack now, Tut they do not yet build in ¢arnest; 4, 24, more 
numerous and noisy; 5, 2, old birds in fallnumbers, birds of 
last year yet to come; 5, 4, birds ef last year arrived to-day, 
and cansed great commotion ‘mong old pairs; they are as 
noisy and jubilant as possible, : 

(17) Hirunde wythrogastra—Barn Swillow.—s. §. conr- 
mon; 4, 7, F.; 4, 9 t0 16, afew met with; 4, 21, more nue 
merous. ; 

(9) Thehyetnetie bixolmy—White-Bellied Swallow.—s, 8. 3, 
16, F., & purty of ten seen hunting overa lake. These are 
transient individuals. 5, 2, in migratory flocks yesterday 
and to-day. , 

(16) Stelgidopteryn: serripenns—Rouch-Winged Swallow.— 
8. S-local. 4, 6, F., six at old stands; 5, 2, first swallow 
which has eggs. 

(25) Ootile ripayia—Bink Swallow,—s, 5. local. 4, 24, 
F., small flock; 5, 2, not in full numbers, in cool days not 
about holes, 

WIDMANN BY 

(23) Pynenga rubyo—Soarlet Tanaver.—S. S., abundant. 
4,21, F., one male, silent; 4, 26, males only, but more au- 
merous; 5, 2, heard wind seen rarely. Dense foliage this sea- 
son makes it, dificult to find them. : 

82) Pyrangn istit¢—Suinmer Red Bird.— 8. 8. whund- 
ant, 5, 2, 1. 

(—) Carpodicus purputeis—Purple Finch,—W. $, abund- 
ant (except during winter 79-80). Seen all the time from 
2, 6 to 3, 6; 8, 19, same numbers, but the males are vetting 
rich purple on head, neck and rump; 4, 2, still very numer- 
ous, generally on elms, sometimes singing beautifully; 4, 3, 
to 9, same, males getting purple all over. Their song is often 
heard, but they keep almost as quiet as in March. 4, 19, 
party of seven females; 4, 20, twoin wood; 4, 29, L. 

(—) Astragatinus tristis—Thistle Bird,—R., common, A 
small party met with, 8, 3; 4, 2, seen ih small companius, 
often with tle purple finches on same trees, but not seen or 
heard much; they keep pretty quiet, comparatively. 4, 8, 
singing: 4, 6, more mumeérous and noisy, quite yellow; 4, 7, 
N.N.; 4, 9, they range now among our most conspicuous 
und noisy birds, in full summer dress; 4, 18, to-day the 
noisiest and most conspicuous birds; 4, 21, two large flocks 
(oo noisy; 4, 22, another large flock; very numerous now; 
4, 24, extremely numerous; 4, 26, decreased; 5, 1, « flock 
on ground; 5, 4, 0 flock of ot least a hundred alone River 
des pares: d 

(14) Pussercutus sandwichensis  sanannad—Savannal, Spar 
row.—T. VV. 4, 4, F.; again 4. 5, both at old stands, where 
I find them every year. They do not breed there, but trun- 
sient birds seem to like the place; 4.9 to 16, has remained 
at stands; 4, 22, increase; 4, 27, more conspicuous and 
singing; 5, 2, still with ns at same places, N. N.; 5, 4, on 
fences along roadside singing; 5, 8, dousiderable decrease; 
balk left, and L., 5, 10. 

(9) Poeretts griinénens—Buy-Winged BGunting.—s, &. a 
bird which is never nnmerous in this vicinity, met with 
twice across the river; in Ulinois 8, 16 and 4, 1, 

(29) Coturmtentus puxsserinus—Ylow-Winged Sparrow.— 
5.5. 4, 28, F.; 5, 4, migrating party in a meadow, 

(12) Chendestes grammiea—Lark Finch—s. §,, common; 
3, 28 F.; 4, 2, not numerous vel; 4, 20, four pairs, some- 
whal more numerous and noisy; 4. 21, has considerably in- 
ervased and is now scen in pairs at old stimds; 5, 2, N,N. at 
stands. 

(24) Zonwtrichia leucophrys—W hite-Crowned Sparrow.— 
W..S. but mostly 'T. V.; 4, 22, F.; 4, 27, more conspicuous 
and singing; 4, 2, approaching height of season, heard and 
seen offen; 5, 4, decided increase, heard everywhere along 
roads, borders of woods, etc., height, of season; 6, 4, bulk 
left last night, migrating individuals to-day; 4, 14, still pres- 
ent, but not numerous; small flocks untal 5, 17, L, 

(J) Zonotrichia aliicotiis—W lite-Throated Sparrow.—W. 
8. bul mostly T. VV, EHus become much more numerous 
since 3,1, Only small’ parties or single individuals were 
seen in February, but now flocks of 12 to 18 of all srades of 
coloration are met with, and their song is often heard; 8, 19, 
same; 8, 20. lurge flocks: 4, 2 to 9, same numbers at same 
stiilions, #¢., places to which they return regularly every 
year, and where they will stay till May. They do not now 
keep exclusively on the ground, but are often found high up 
in trees feeding. They are not conspicuous, keeping quict 
and singing but little, 4, 17, still plentiful ai old places; 
4, 22, flocks have increased to double their former size, and 
more highly-colored males among them; 4, 24, extremely 
numerous; +, 26, decreased by the large flocks leaying; 5, 2, 
small flocks, all birds of the last year, are left; compara- 
tively few, but still very numerous at certain stands, which 
are the same as in Mareh and April; 5, 4, still numerous, 
but no increase; 5, 5, migrating individuals; 5, 8, consider- 
ble decrease; 5, 14, still present, bulnot numerous; 5, 17, L. 

Spizelli montant¢—Tree Sparrow.—W. 8., common; 3, 6, 
still here; 3, 19, have left. 

(8) Spizelle domestice—Chipping Sparrow.—s. §., almost 
R.; 8, 15, F., one singing; 3, 18, two singing; 8, 20, numer- 
‘ous, more than & dozen males singing; 4, 2, full numbered, 
bul no migrating flocks met with; 4, 6, first selof eggs; 
4, 9, one of our most industrions songsters, 

Spizella pullidu—Olay Sparrow.—T. V., once met with; 
4, 29, 1881. } 

(2) Spizellu pusillu—Field Sparrow.—s. 8., almost R.; 
2.25, F,; 3, 1, first song; after 3, 3, more numerous and 
song heard at many old stands; 3, 11, migrating flock; 3, 19, 
increasing; 8, 20, full numbers and full song; 4, 2, several 
migrating flocks; 4, 9, one of our most industrious songsters; 
5, 2, N, N. on eggs. 
Tune hyomulis—Snow Bind.—W, 8. comtnon; after 3, 1, 

they uo longer kept silent on ground, but mount trees and 
sing all day; 8, 19, same; 8, 20, large flocks: 4, 2, more 
numerous, flocks of two to fonr dozens met wilb since 
3, 28; 4, 3, suddenly almost all haye left us; 4, 5 to 9, are 
searee, lut a few can always be met with, partly on ground 
partly up in trees, feeding there in company wilh peahody 
bird, purple finch, yellow rump, ruby crown, thistle bird, 
ete; such fvees sometnaes swarm with a dozen different 
species; 4, 16, a few birds with a migrating flock of flickers 
and robins; 4, 19, one; 4, 20. saw lave among tock of fifty 
thistle birds in woos; 5, 29, one!! 7 

(3) Melospizn fasehta—Song Sparrow.—T. Y., common; 
3. 1, F., singing; 3, 7, very numerous and conspicuous; 
3,19 to 4, 2, same; 4, 8, beginning to leave; 4, A, L. 

(5) Meluspiz palustris—Swamp Sparrows.—T. V.. 3, 3, 
tivo seen among song sparrows: 3, 16, very numerous; 4, 2 
to 5, 4, same numbers, but bulk left soon after; 5, 11, L, 

(22) Mélospizi Wneolni—Lincoln’s Sparrow.—T. V., 4, 20, F., 
three seen; 5, 2, height of season: bulk left 5, 4 and 9: 5, 8, 
still more decrease; Single birds to 6, 23, L. i 

(6) Passerellic tacd¢—Box Sparrow.—T. Y., almost W. §.; 
3, 4, F,, singing; 3, 7, everywhere amour compound flocks 
of the Mringillide, at nol more than three or four at a time; 
3, 20, only a few seen; 4, 3, nearly all have left ns quite sud. 
denly; 4, 4, L. } ne 

(2) Pipite enythrophthalwus—Towhee Bunting. —2, 25, , 
one malo; 3, 2, first song and first femule; 3, 7, gene ‘ally, 
heard at old stands: 3, 19, full numbered, but no migrating 
flocks; all 8.8.4, 2, 8. 8., all present and flocks of a dozen; 
4, 6, males fighting like roosters; 5, 2, N. N., on CEES. 

(—) Girrdinalis cirgintanis—Cardinal Grosbeak,—R, com 
mon, heard on every warm day, but very noisy, 3,3: 9, 2, 
W_N. male and female offen heard’. 

(28) Zamelodiu ludonivina—Rose-Breasied Grosheak.—n. 
§. common; 4, 21, F., one male in full song; 4, 22, male 
and female seen often, heard song; 4, 26, very noisy and 
conspicuous, females have arrived; 5, 2, N. N., excited and 
conspicuous, | ‘ 

(25) Passoning yyanva—Lodigo Bird,—S, 3. common; 4, 
24, F., small flock of males; 4, 25, still scarce and not yet in 
sone; 4, 26, males only, but more numerous: 4, 27, males my 

seen singly and beard to sing, hut no females; 5, 2, male 
and females in separate flocks, not excited yet, but song 
often heard, males numerous, females few; 5, 4, males every- 
where, females in flocks; 5, 6, N,N. excited, — ‘ 

(26) ASpiza _americana—Black-Throated Bunting.—s. 8, 
common; 4, 25, I"., the vanguard; 4, 27, males seen singly 
and heard singing, but no females: 5, 2, males not in full : 
numbers, singing, bul often seen flying in search of some- 
thing, much like cowhbirds; 5, 4, NN. N. and one of the most 
conspicuous birds, i 

(82) Dehtehonyx onyzivorus—Bobolink.—T, VY. not abun- 
dant and rapid transit; 5, 2, F., van only; 5, 4, males, sing- : 
jing on wing; 5, 5, large flock of singing bobolinks go north 
at 6A, M.; 5, 11, seen; 5, 18, L. ; ; 

(5) Molothvus ater—Cowhird,—s, 8. common; 8, 3, 2 few — 
observed; 3, 19, still scarce; 4, 2, hardly numerous: 4, 3, 
suddenly N. N.; 4, 8, females numerous, now conspicuous: 7 
three generally seen in hot pursuit; 5, 2, everywhere male : 
and female, 

(—) Xanthocephalus ieterocephahis—yY Now-Headed Black- 
bird,—§, 8, net common; seen 5, 11. 

(1) Ageleus phaniceus—Red-Winged Blackbird —s8. §. 
small flocks seen going north as early as 2, 20, alsoa few at 
old haunts hefore 8, 2, but great arrival and large flocks — 
going north at sunrise 3, 3, also in evening 3, 3, and morning 
and evening 3, 4; 4,2, vreat numbers present, but few . 
females: 4, 17, males and femnles in Separate flocks; 4, 18, 
the noisiest and most conspicuons birds to-day; 4, 26, 
females still increase in numbers; 5, 2, mating and noisy, 

(—) Stumella magni—Meadow Lark.—R. common. 34, 
7, very noisy and conspicuous during warm days; 5, 2. regu- 
larly heard at stands, 

(24) Jeferus spurius—Orchard Oriole. $8. 8. common; 4, 
22, F., old males have arrived and are heard singing; 4, 26, 
still quiet, old males only; 4, 27, females arrived and males 
jubilant; 5, 2, not excited, singing, but not in full numbers; 
5,4, begins to he N. N. 

(24) Teterus gatbulu—Baltimore Oriole. —4, 22, F.; old 
males only, singing; 4, 26, very conspicuous and noisy, 
females arrived; 5, 2, excited and mating. 
(—) Acolecophagus ferrugineus—Rusty Grackle—W. 8, : 

before 3, 1, flocks; 4, 2, small numbers everywhere, from 
then gradually decreasing; 4, 16, scarce, 

(1) Quisealiis purpurens @necus—Bronzed Grackle—sS, 8. 
the first flocks passed north 2, 20, and » few were at old 
stands before 3, 2. but the large flocks in countless numbeis 
passed north the morning and evening of 3, 3 and 4; the 8. 
S. now go in pairs, noisy and conspicuous; 4, 9, mating but ; 
still going to the common sleeping place on Arsenal Island; 
5, 2, mating and noisy, have almost ecased using the island 
is a night resort since yesterday, a few only go to-dayy 4, 4, 
new flocks, seen to-night, go to island, 

(—) Conons frugirerus—Crow.—R. 
winter, when about fifty thousand spend the night on 
Arsenal Island, opposite the southern part of this city. 3, 
f, lhuve deereased very much in numbers; 3, 15, carrying 
building materials; 3, 19, mostly gone; 4, 2, not one per 
cont. left to spend the night on the island, 

(—) Uyenaeittd evistain—R., 8, 7, not yet very noisy; 8, 19, 
same; 5, 2, flock of thirty go north ai 6 A. M. followed by 
smaller flocks. “ 

(—) Bremophila alpestris—Shore Latk.—R,, abundant. 3, 
7, very noisy and conspicuous during warm days; 4, 2, _ 
regularly heard at stands, i 

(20) Tyrannus carolinensis.—King Bird.—5. 8. common; 
4,18, F., one male; 4, 21, two more birds, a male and a 
female; 4, 22, begins to be conspi- uous. both male and female; 
4, 24, more numerous; 4, 26, N. N., 5, 1, migrating flock. 

(23) Matarchus crinitus—Great Crested Flycatcher—s, 8. 
common; 4, 21, F., one, silent; 4, 24, more numerous; 4, 
26, N. N.; 5, 2, conspicuous. : 

(5) Sdyornis fuseus—Phoebe.—S, 5, common; 3, 3, F., two 
males; 3, 6, first female; 3, 15, currying building materials; 
8, 19, full force, but no migrating flocks, all 8. 8.; 4, 14, 
first set of fresh eggs; 5, 2, feed young in nest. 

(41) Contopus boreul’s—Olive-Bided Flycatcher.—T. Y.; 
5, 24 and 25, seen. 

(30) Contopus viréns—W ood Pewee.—S. 8. common; 4, 29, 
F.; 5, 2, not numerous yet; 5, 4, pretty often seard to-day. 

(36) Bmpidona flavtoentiis—Y llow-Bellied Flycatcher,— 
TT. V.; 5, 10, seen. : 

(28) Hmpidonay wucadieusx—Acadian Flycatcher.—8, 4., 
abundant in forest; 4, 27, F., silent at old stands; 5, 2, not 
yet in full numbers, 

(4) Bipidonan pusillus trudti—Traill's Plycatcher,—s, 
§. common; 5,4, F., seen and heard at old stands. 

(33) Anpidonae mininns—Least Wycatcher. —T. V., not 
common; 5, 8, F., two or three migrating; again 5, 5; from 
5, 11, to 28 seen every day; 5, 29, L, q , : 

(33) Drechilus calubris—Ruby-Throated Humming Bird.— 

most numerous in 

§. 8. common; 5, 3, F,, one male. 
(18) Cheturie pelasgica—Chimney Swilt.—S. 8. common; 

4, 14, F., one; 4, 18, five at one time, chasing; 4, 19, becom- 
ine more numerous; 4, 20, flocks vo north in evening; 4, 22, 
air full of them even during rain; 4, 24, by dozens m air, 
especially in evening, , : 

(2) Crprinetjus covtferus—Whippoorwill—s. 8. very 
common. No record for 1882, 

(35) Chordeites popette—Night Lawk,—s. 8. commun; 0, 
5, F., at 6 P. M.; 5, 8, more go north this evening, 

(—) Pieus pubescens—Downy Woodpecker.—R. 
(—) Picts villosus—Hairy Woodpecker.—R. 
(13) Sphyrapious wortus—Yellow-Bellied Woodpecker.— 

T. Y. 3, 29, F., again 8, 31 and 4, 5; 4, 9, same birds af 
same places; 5, 4, females migrating. 

(24) Centurus caroliius—Red-Bellied Woodpecker.—8, 8. 
almost R., this year very late; 4, 22, F., one male; 5, 4, 
‘females migrating. , 

(—) Hylotomius piteaius—Pileated Woodpecker,—Rh., one 
scen 2, 6. 

(11) Melanerpes erythrocephutus—Roil-Headed Woodpeck- 
ev.—b. S. but very irregular; in 7778 many were seen all 
winter; 3, 20, F., two at old stunds; 4, 2, only three seen so: 
far; 4, 9, stillsearee; 4, 22, this bird so scarce before is to- 
day met with at every step singly and in small parties. 
Many are seen on wing fying to ard fro; 4, 26, N. N. 

(4) Colaples imuratix—Golden-Winged Woodpecker. —R. ; 
but mostly 8. §., generally moving with therobins; 3, 2, F., 
3, 4and 6, more numerous among robins; 3, 19, seen eyery- 
where; 4,2, N. N., mating, also in migrating Hocks; 4, 9, 
belongs at preseut to our most noisy birds; 4, 15 and 22, mi- 
erating flocks seen, +~ 
~ (10) Cenyly uleyon—Kingfisher.—S, 5, 3, 18, F., one male. 

(34) Coveyzus arnericunus—Y ellow-Billed Cuckoo,—§. 3. 
5, 4, ., heard often. ] 

(—) Coeeyzus erytivraplithalmux—Black-Billed Ouckoo.—3. 
§. no record for 188%. 4, 24, F., 1880 and 5, 6, F., 1881. 
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THE MASSASAUGA’S BITE. 

Biditoy Moyest and Strewne: 
In your issue of Oct. 5 1 read with intense interest an able 

article by “Wessmul,” entitled “The Massasauga’s Bite.” 
May 1, who am of the laity, be allowed a few lines to zive 
my theory, not necessarily as opposed to ‘Nessmuk,” but 
whut Lhave observed in quite lenvthy travels in different 
countries. If is this: The bite of a venomous serpent is 
fatal only when the larger veins are struck where the cira- 
lation is large and tapid—in all other cases, one asa rule re- 
covers. 

Tt will be noticed in ‘‘Nessmuk’s” article that two of the 
three who died were bitten, the oue in an artery in the neck, 
the other in the wrist, where all the veins are gathered into 
asmnall focus; of the third who died he does not state where 
the bite was, but only that the yictim was bitten twice. AJL 
others recovered, In support of iny theory, I would state 
that it is a well-established fact that the hogs in our Western 
States destroy and devour rattlesnakes; it has also Ween ob- 
seryed that the hog presents that part of his neck that is 
near the shoulder to the atiack and lunge of the reptile, it 
being commonly supposed that the bristles on that part of 
the hog’s body prevent the snake from being able to bite 
into the skin; and while thus entangled the hog scizes his 
enemy below the head and crushes him, 

This generally accepted belief of the attack and defense 
is substantially true; but itis also true that the hog is quite 
often bitten on ihe yery part that he presents to the snake, 
and which nature has covered with a large accumulation of 
fat, and which has for that reason a languid circulation. 
The hog, struck on this part of the body, seems to feel little 
effect from the bite, the sebaceous follicles seeming to neu- 
tralize the poison; whereas, if he he struck in a vein, he 
dies, as human beings di¢ under like circumstances. 
The remedies noted by “‘Nessmuk” seem admirable, snd 

the practical common-sense advice given is invaluable to 
travelers and sportsmen. The Jact, nevertheless, remains 
that if a person is struck in ~ yein by a poisonous snake, he 
will, in my opinion, die. It is simply a question of where 
the bite is that decides the question of life and death, it be- 
ing always supposed that proper remedies arc applied and 
that the bite is inflicted by a virile, yeromous snake. 

Foust. 
Boston, Mass, Oct, 10, 1882, 

Ay AvpDaActous Gosnawne (Astur wtrieapiilis)—On the 
morning of Oct. 3, 1882, [saw a red poll warbler in an un- 
usually dark plumage, ind, wishing to procure it for a speci- 
men, went to my office and loaded a small .22-cal rifle with 
alight charge of dust shot. Onleaying the building I heard 
a hen cry out in distress from behind a pile of stones in the 

_ bushes near by. Guided by the sound I soon veached the 
spot, and found a goshawk perched upon an old hen, not 
more thin ten feet distant. -Aimine at his breast, 1 fired, 
but with no other effect, apparently, than of arousing: his 
indignation and wrath, for he immediately arose and dove 
at my head with great fury, 1 struck him on the wing with 
the barrel of the rifle, and loosened one of his tail feathers, 
but did not sueceed in knocking him down as I anticipated, 
Meanwhile ihe ben was making off, Perceiving her, and 
determined not to lose his dinner, the bold liawk left me 
and gaye chase to her, She rushed into the bushes, which 
were so thick that the hawk could not Ay between them. 
Not to be bafiled by this move, he closed his wings and 
followed ber upon the ground, in a succession of long 
and rapid hops, and quickly overtook her and pounced upon 
her back. The hen was a large and strong one, and ran, 
éarrying the hawk, for nearly a hundred feet before tum- 
bling over. I soon reached the scene and struck at the 
hawk with the empty gun. He dodged the blow by drop- 
ping on his back, and then flew up info 4 tree overhéad, 
but was gone before J could get cartridge. ‘The poor hen 
was so frightenvd that she hid under a catnip plant near the 
door of my office, and remained there till driven anay, five 
hours later.—C. Hart Merriam, M. D. (Locust Groye, 
New York), 

Caprure or A Smarxk.—Pramingham, Mass,, Oct, 15.— 
On the 12th inst,, being at Olark’s Island, Plymouth, Mass., 
I witnessed the capture of a large shark; of the species 
called by the fishermen mackerel shark (Lana pwnolute. 
Mitchell), he fish was first seen at some distance from 
shore, as the observer was about entering the island harbor 
ina small boat, and as the tide was nearly out, he concluded 
to maake an attempt to drive him on shore, Strange to say, 
the shark seemed “agreeable,” and allowed himself to he 
guided in the required direction by occasional taps with au 
eel spear, und would sometimes seem to desire tu take refuge 
under the boat, nearly capsizing il, but never making much 
effort to gain deep water. Attracted by the fracas several 
more boats came to assist, and finally penned him up in 
water so shoal he could not go under, ‘The shark then began 
to realize his position, und dashed continually back and 
forth, making the water fly furiously, Half an hour of this, 
headed off in every direction, exhausted him sufficiently to 
allow of a rope being passed over his tail, and he was soon 
dragged on shore and despatched. His length was about 
seven and a half fect, and his weit (estimated) little short 
of 400 pounds. (The hody of this species is immensely thicl 
compared with its jeusth) The fishermen proposed to cut 
him up for lobster bait, Nothing whatever was found in the 
stomach, and from his slugvishness, when firs overhawed, 
it seems likely he was “under the weather” im some way. 
The specimen of this variety from which Storer (Report on 
‘Mass. Fishes, 1839) drew up his description, was taken not far 
from this sime place. Nouneof the fishermun Ltalked with 
had ever seen a shark of this size in the neighborhood before. 
—F, 0. Browns. 

THE AMM@RIGAN TAxIpDERMISTS —At 4 Ineeting of the So- 
ciety of American Taxidermists, recently held in Washinp- 
ton, if was détermined that the third annual exhibilion 
should be beld at Armory Hall, in Cental Park, New York, 
‘ind that tt should open Dee. 4 and close Dee. 16. A board. 
of exhibition commissioners was elevted, consisting of the 
following gentlemen: Jacob IT. Sthder, Presidenv; Prof, G. 
Brown Goode, Vice-President; Dr, Joseph B, Wolder, Secre- 
tary; Andrew Carnegie, Treasurer; Prof. A, §. Bickmore, 
Rohert_ Colgate, James C. Benrd, Dr. Wendell Prime and 
Prof. Henry A. Ward. ‘The exhibition will presumably be 
one of great interest, 

Massacuusnrrs Brrp Nores.—The tew summer birds 
that remain here now are the brown thrush (Aamporhynchus 
wufus), cathird (Mirus ctvralinensis), towhee hunting (Pipila 

_ erythroplinalmas), purple grackle (Quisculile purpurets), 

rusty grackle (Srelcophagus forpuqéineus), Dluebird (Sicha 
sinlis), Cherry-bird (Ampehs cedrorum), song sparrow (Melos- 
piet Jaseiate), chipping sparrow (Spizelt demestien), and nu- 
merous warblors. ‘Uhe biras that remain here all winter are 
red-tailed hawk (Buteu bersalis), great horned owl (Bubo viv- 
giniinus), crow (Cereus americanus), pluejay (Gyaaura eris- 
tate), gollen-winged woodpecker (Coluptes auratus), robin 
(Durdus migratorrus), Wack-capped chickadce (Purus atré- 
copillus), hatry woodpecker (Piva villasus), goldtinch (Astra- 
gilinus iristia), vatfed grouse (Bonisit wmbellis), and quail 
(Ortyx virginidnus),—loun C, CAHOON, 

Tri Western Surin mw New Hyevanp.—Taunton, 
Mass., October 9, 1882.—While out with my gun September 
121 liad the good fortie to shoot a white-ramped logger- 
head shrike (Lantus luduvicianus evuubitoretdes). Tt was sit- 
ting on a teleyruph wire, and us I approached it flew uown 
and alichted on a small apple-tree, when I shot it. Its crop 
contiined small bones and bugs. ‘This is, so fur, the second 
oue that has ever been taken in New England.—J. GC, Ca- 
HOON. 

Gane Bag and Gun. 

OpeyN Snasons,—Ste thle of open seasons for game wad. tish 
in issue of July 20. 

DO QUAIL HAVE A SECOND BROOD? 

7 OT Jong since a writer in the Torusr Anp Srmmaar toole 
the position that quail (we call them partridye,) do not 

have, at any time, a second brood, If 1 understand him, 
he meant his language toimpart that they neat but onee 
during the year. Of course it is difficult for any one to 
prove to the contrary, and it would be equally dificult to 
prove that all the female birds lay at all, Inismuch as these 
birds are not domesticated, no one has authority to make 
any usserlion as to the question, and all are obliged to draw 
conclusions from such facts as are known. 
Now we all know that in this latitude the nesting season 

is the month of May and early June, for during this season 
the nests are often found when the small grain is reaped, 
Tt often occurs, too, that in some cases the nests haye no egus 
in them, andin others thal they lave evidently been de- 
stroyed by ‘‘varmints” hefore hatching, It may be safely 
fissumed, T think, that all the females, following » law of 
nature, deposit their eves during the time indicated in this 
paragraph, and unless disturbed, incubate and hatch out 
abrood, All donot hatel on the same day, or during the 
same week oy mouth even, for if they did all the young 
would be fully grown at the same time. We know that 
such i$ not the case, All sportsmen who have gone into the 
field on the 15th of October, have seen that uearly one-half 
of the coveys started are not fully grown, and ocasionally 
one is found which cainot eyen fly. 

On the 22i) day of October, 1880, Teceel and I went to 
“the Gulf” in Chatham, ona bird hunt, expecting to meet 
some friends from Washington City, who had promised to 
joi us, but were prevented from doing so by a railroad ac- 
cident and the state of the weather. We hunted some low 
lunds on Deep River on the morning after our arrival, and 
all the birds we found were fully grown. In the afternoon 
we chose a different locality, and shortly after leaving the 
house our dog; Mark, gave sivns of a ‘‘tuint in the air,” and 
soon came toa dead halt. We approached, walked on, but 
no birds fley. He kept his position, and upon order sprang 
forward, and nothing rising, he looked the very personifica- 
tion of meanness, as he say running in the grass near his 
nose several little birds not larger ihan wrens. These must 
have hatched during the month. Tt is certain that the eggs 
were not laid in May or June, and it is equally certain that 
they must haye been early in September, when some of 
the young birds were so far advanced as to need no maternal 
guidance oraid. The hen may have raised one brood and 
then started another, or she may have lost the first one, 
It is hardly probable she did not get ‘in season” until late in 
August. Prom the facts given, and others within my 
knowledge, IT think I am warranted in concluding that if 
birds do not raise a second brood (I think they sometimes 
do) they will lay the second time, if the first nest is de- 
ayvoyed. Chickens raise more than one brood, and the 
cases arc rare when all grown hens do not commence laying 
in early spring. Tf not allowed to ‘‘set,” and plenty of food 
is given or obtained, hens will commence laying awain after 
the lapse of a few weeks. Why may it not be so with quail? 
If is but reasonable to suppose it should be sa, 

In some parts of this State the prospect for good sport 
with ‘Bob White” is excellent, Those of us who are given 
to an indulgence in tk, are looking forward somewhat pleas- 
antly to the time when we ean visit our friends who. live on 
the Pee Dee near Stanback’s aud Dumas’s Fe ry, and make 
the fields resonant with the sharp reports of our light breech- 
loaders, while Martin, Bickett and 'Teceel are striving for 
the belt. We hope to haye plenty of dogs which haye 
breath and speed and staunchness, albeit they occasionall 
break shot and engage in 4 lively but bootless race to cate 
an old cock 4s he whirrs off for a place of safety, Tf we 
had some of the blue bloods, trained to absolute obedienge, 
we could, doubtless, bag more birds; but we manage always 
to get a fair share of them, and the hard walking gives us 
such appetites that we enjoy the sume, whether fried or 
broiled, and put on no wry faces, even if the coffeeis rather 
weak, or is wanting in the frasrance of Mocha or that in- 
describable avlicle called in trade “Old Government Jaya.” 

T hope to be able to Jet you hear from me occasionally. 
After the election is over and my voice ceases to sound in 
hebalf of what I regard the interests of the country—for I 
sometimes take the ‘‘stump'"—I may sharpen my pen and 
scribble a little for the amusement of that portion of my 
fallow cuiziéns who, in the field gnd around the camp fire, 
lay aside all ‘caves of State,” and acknowledge the brother- 
hood of ul men who ave fond of the “rod and gun, the forest 
and stream.” There all strite in regard to taxation, consti- 
tutional limilations, currency, commerce, ‘a free ballot and o 
fair count” (whatever that means) is hushed, and the ‘‘shot- 
gin policy” prevails. If any quarrel does spring up, it 
originates ina failure upon the part of some too vazerspurts- 
man toacknowledge a "‘fuir count’ of game which he has 
bagged, and the oumber of misses scored avninst him. The 
only ‘‘commerce” regarded is. that which pertains to shot 
and shelland their accompaniments, and the only “currency” 
the smoking interests, which pass into the mouth and soon 
get below “‘par.” Asio ‘‘constitutionsl limitations,’ Covley’s 
ireatiseis unknown, und the capacity Tor a long tramp is 
used as un agreeable slibstitute. Wats. 

GOSSIP ABOUT QUAIL, 

&6 PUNIATA” has no particular text to discourse upon, 
e? anil no peculiar subject to investigate, but Forest 

AND BrRBAM isso much like the other good book, that texts 
are too numerous to stick to one, and each one is so suggest- 
ive of othvrs, that itis impossible to withstand the tempta- 
tion to gossip, and since you have, like Oliver, boldly “asked 
for more,” T prefer to overlook the implied ‘treacle and 
sulphur” in the compliment, an‘l so génd some notes pre- 
pared in June, 
Wow, as Mr. “‘Ches. A. Peake” saysinauswer to “J. E.8.,” 

“IT profess to Know aquail when I gecit.? I am not one 
of the Jator broods myself, ag 1 was a loyer of the quail in 
my youth, huye grown fonder of them as age comes on 
apace, and so have for many years mace some careful watch- 
ing over them ond their hahits. I haye neyer been conymerd 
that iiwo broods are raised in one season, but that very lute 
hatched ones are found unfit to shoot November 1, hag been 
my experience every season. The hatching of early and 
late birds is discnssed in June note before mentioned. But 
before getting so far, I would like to answer the correspond- 
ent who asked why pairs of praitie chickens were abundant 
before and during hatching: time, then seemed to disappear 
fora time, reappearing with their young well feathered. 
Speaking to your ‘Sancho Panga,” who is the worthy des- 
cendant of noble sires, who loved the horses well but their 
hounds better, and is something of a scientist, he explained 
the philosophy of my statement of fact, that the old len and 
chickens gave out no scent and it was a mere accident if 
found. Thus ‘in old birds while nesting and brooding the 
secretions are very inactive and give out little seent, The 
glauds of the feet give out the greater scent, and are not 
developed in young ones until uearly matire. In mammals 
the milk secretion absorbs the scent,” and so does and fawn 
fire protected from otherwise inevitable destruction while 
helpless T haye been surprised to see di gs with fine noses 
unable to locate the quite young scattered quail, when broods 
were occasionally found; so it is, I presume, with chickens. 

T have not noticed any remarks upon the oeeasional south- 
ern migration of our own quail. Im 1858 or ’59, while re- 
siding in the coal region for some weeks, ( drove frequently 
through an uno¢céupied yalley, well wooded, and upon eyery 
trip would see droves of 20t0 200 quail, evidently moving 
southward, and while at my desk observed small and large 
crowds fly from a hilltop across the same valley to the foot 
of the mountain opposite. The hilltop and sides had been 
denuded of timber by mine operators, and of brush by the 
coats of operatives, otherwise the birds would foot it, as 
they do further up among the timber. The migratory at- 
tempts to fly across the Susquchanna below Harrishure re- 
sult in frequent failuves to reach the south shore. During 
the winter of 1866-67 our quail were entirely destroyed, and 
none exeupt some wanilering “bachelors,” in spring time, I 
suppose in search of males, were scen or heard until 1874. 
In November of that year, while hunting rabbits, I found 
three bevies upon my farm, when there were none during 
summer and fall—eightcen, twenty and twenty-five to thirty 
in the several lots, I may haye had as joyful surprises in my 
life, but none more so, as 1 had two old Bizmark pups, sged 
8} months, and there was my opportunity. For knowing 
they were migrating birds and would not remain, I soon had 
the puppies among them, and then | had another enjoyment 
—to see them stiffen out and back, and behaye as Biz’s pro- 
geny should do, and do in any case where they have seen a 
show of training, Bul, without a pedigree and no money ° 
to be made out of the strain, kennelmen and professional 
trainers very wisely never handled, bred and selected the 
best, generation after generation. Like many another good 
strain, it will soon be among ‘‘The Dogs I Have Had.” The 
one Layerack J haye, with the ‘‘blood of all Howards” in his 
yeins, did not show, up wind, the least interest in a bevy of 
full-fiedged quail which old Blarche was pointing down wind; 
yet he is a typical beauty—black and white and ticked, but 
a great disappointment; an accident of an otherwise well- 
regulated family. But dogs are not the subject. Atter 
shooting the two first birds which rose, and comparing tbem 
with two or three shot afterward, I was satisfied that Thad 
the parent birds. The idea struck me that, the leaders gone, 
thé migration would be stopped, So | went in search of an- 
other beyy, and got the old birds and two youn 
ones, I had to go some distance for the third an 
largest Jot, and found it at dusk, and then 
missed with both barrels. Next day could not, and 
never did find it again, but the two firsl bevies remained, 
and were fed through the winter. I found other birds and 
did the same, I haye always tried to drop the first birds 
which rise im covyeys, and general y find them to be the 
parent birds. When successful it localizes the young ones, 
as I find that very early hatch’ngs, which I could find in 
August and September, disappear almost the opening of 
the season, the late ones never. The spring of 1881 was an 
exceptional one for breeding: abundance in July, August 
and Beptember, and scarcity in the shooting season. The 
winter of ’80 and ‘81 was very destructive to quail, but as 
s00n as spring opened, by a compensation of nature, I pre- 
sume, the survivors nested, and by the second week of June 
the young birds were numerous und able to fly. We had no 
rain afler that time until late fall. In August the birds 
were strong and appered full brown, But braoks, ponds 
and riyulets were waterless, no weeds had grown, there was 
no grass in the fields, thickets of blackberry and brush had 
lost their leaves, or retained only a few sbriveled ones, there 
Was no shelter or water. The huwks were as tierce as usual, 
the quail left, and by October 15 yery few were found, and 
these were too young to be shot, 

dune 20 to July 4 is the usual time tor quail to hatch 
out, bat in 1881 T tailed to learn of a single nest of eggs be- 
ing found in haying or grain harvest, Young birds were 
plenty. During other years the mowing machines have re- 
vealed the destroyed nests. The winter of 79 and ’80 was 
(pen, Breeding birds were plenty, and no doubt fat, but 
there were no young Virds until July, and several nests 
were found in harvest and some were deserted. Tn 1880 the 
mower uncovered six ucsis in my fields—120 eges. The 
effort to restore cover, and bring back the nesting birds, 
failed, Since then I have a standing reward to the mowers 
if they vaise the cutter bars, saye the grass and shelter the 
nest when they sce a bird vise. No half dollar has been 
claimed, because no nests were found, or else they were de- 
stroyed., JUNIATA, 

TrHosreson'ron, Pa., Oct. 9, 1882, 

(Poss ig the name adopted by Upthegrove & MeLellan, of Val- 
paraiso, Ind., for one style of their celebrated Shooting Suits. By 
persistent advertisime and wood work thew suits have become 
national in reputation and haye many friends in all parts of this 
continent,—Adyu, 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

SPORT IN NEW MEXxIco. 
FIRST PAPER. 

R ATHER more than a yearago lsent you a few nutes 
& upon trout-fishing in New Mexico, that you honored 

with a place in your columns, and [believe you afterwards 
expressed a wish that T would contribute a sevond edition. 
Per foree of circumstances I have been obliged to postpone 
writing, ror the yery simple reason that I hud nothing to 
write about, as I have aheady told you sport is uot 16 be 
had in the immediate vicinity of Santa Fe, and having 
business 10 attend to, my journeys in pursuit thereof are 
limited. However I will rive you the best | have. 

IT suppose most of your readers remember from their 
ancient mythology a zentleman of the name of Tantalus, 
who, having excited the ire of the gods, was doomed to 
sulfer everlisting thirst, although a good long drink was 
placed under his very nose, Int as soon ag he stretched forth 
his hand to refresh himself, the cooling beverage (a purely 
temperance drink) reveded just beyond his reach. This was 
what might be called carrying prohibitim a little {oo far, 
Well, this poor thirsty soul’s doom seems to form the model 
after which that of the average sportsman is moulded. But, 
seriously, Ou i moment's reflection, ony cannot help being: 
struck with the similarity on areduced seale, An experi- 
ence like the following may better convey my meaning: 
Quoth Jones, “Tf you want food trout-fishing go to the 
West; you can’t go wrong." Robinson accordingly packs 
up his traps and starts say for Kansas; arrived in Kansas, 
males inquiries. “Oh, you ought to go to New Mexico 
if you want good fishing” Accordingly Robinson arrives 
in this Territory, say in the northern part; ke isthen told he 
should vo further south; then he goes too near Old Mexico, 
but at list landsin Santa Fe. On inquiry heis told, ‘'Oh, yes, 
plenty of good fishing on the Pecos twenty miles from here.” 
Arrives on Pecos, is then told the best fishing is ten miles 
dhove this place, On reaching the spot at last, he finds he 
hus spent all the time at his disposal, and so is obliged to 
pack up his traps again and go back Hast without having 
wet saline, This is only a slight exaggerated fancy picture 
of the wous of # sportsman in search of fun, und I hive no 
doubt many of your readers have met with similar luck. 
This seeming destiny of the followers of either rod or fun 
has so frequently been impressed upon me that Lean scarcely 
reirain alluding to it, 

The southern part of the Territory (N, B., I am in the 
north) affords zood quail shooting, but around Santa Fe they 
ure very few aud far between, like plums in a school-hoy’s 
puddine. There cartainly is a large number of prairie doves 
that afford good fun, for their flight is very swift and often 
remarkably snipe-like and erratic, During my oveasional 
rambles I have taken care to note the spots where quail lave 
been seen, so.as to try for therm after Seplember 1. On the 
opening of thisseason, therefore, T induced a friend to accom- 
puny me in starch of them with intent to kill, as by putting 
pieces together T felt pretty confident of going to the right 
spot. On the way out, about twelve miles from town, we 
espied a covey running across the road just in front of the 
miles, so we alighted at once, slipped cartridges into our 
guns, and went as fast as we could straight up a small hill 
by the side of the road, round which the birds had disap- 
peared, The running powers of the Californin quail are 
second only to that of aman ahead of a bear. Just as we 
reached the sommit on one side they had been equally as 
expeditious on the other, consequently we met, and up they 
all went on our left, and I got in bota barrels and picked up 
abrace. My friend was standing in such a position that he 
could not get ina shol. We followed them up, but could 
tind no further trace, We next beat some marsh ground for 
duck anu snipe, but without success, and then went to my 
pel ground, and soon found two coveys, but the young ones 
being scarcely large enough to shoot, we spared them for 
future sport, and turned our aftention to doves and rabbits, 
Our bag consisted of seyen quail, four rabbits, and about 
fifieen doves, Nothing very big, but not bad for this sec- 
tion. 

Last June 1 was invited to make one of a party to go on 
to the Pecos, and went. A good ambulance with four mules 
was to convey us to the scene of operations about forty miles 
off, or about the first twenty miles the road is very tedi- 
ous, nothing but pinon-covered plain and heaps of dust, but 
on nearing the celebrated Apache Caton that has been the 
source of so much trouble and expense to the A. T. and §, 
F, Railroad, we found ourselves in a decidedly more pictur- 
esque neighborhood, A fey miles further on we pass the 
spot where the Apache Caton fight took place during the 
civil war, and the house where the noted desperado, Ike 
Stockton, ‘ran’ a dance hall, and subsequently stood off a 
sheriff's posse, But that grand old manu Time, and four 
strong mules, will do wonders, when working in harmony, 
so at Jast we reached our destination, Before reaching the 
ranch where we proposed stopping for the night, and about 
ong mile from it, T alighted from the conveyance with one 
of my companions to try for a few fish for supper, L wield- 
ing the rod, he the net, Time 4:30 P.M, Quickly putting 
my tackle together, and mounting a cast with red hackle, 
yellow cowdung and a, black gnat with peacock herl body, 
Il was soon at work, The fish rose well and by the time I 
reached the rendezvous, at 6 o’clock, | had taken just two 
dozen, mostly small fish, a very good eyening’s work con- 
sidering I fished from the bank, 

An excellent supper cousisting of wild turkey, fresh trout, 
wilh usual ranch ct ceteras of milk, butter and egos, was done 
ample justice to, During the course of the meal one gentle- 
man, after devouring at the least computation ten of the fish, 
remrked on being pressed fo take another (the last), that he 
never ate trout, because “they disagree with me,” 

Next the inevitable pipe followed and all hands settled 
dowu to swapping fish lies. Why is it that fishing and tall 
lying are usually supposed to be inseparable? I noticed a 
shori time time ago ina Western paper the remark that it 
was strange, St. Peter being a noted fisherman, could not 
atand Ananias stretching the point 4 little about the church 
collections, 
Now we are on the subject of fish yarns, [cannot refrain 

from giving you aspeciinen from Ireland, When fishing in 
Connemara, in the west of Ireland, some few years ago, [ 
came upon as fine a specimen of a cold-blooded fish liar us 
the world ever produccd—a certain first-prize taker at any 
international piscatorial exhibition, THe was a typical Trish 
peasant, and river-keeper to the lord of the manor, Wut 
withal an excellent fisherman. One evening he imparted 
the following in such 4 serious mannel, that lo throw any 
doubt upon his veracity would give great offence: 

“T had received orders from the master,” he said in his 
rich brogue, “‘to kill a salinon for the house, and had tried 
for u long time without moying a fish, when on throwing 

my tail fly onto the opposite bank to draw it gently into the 
water to try and coax up a fish in that way, a 12-pounder 
took my drop fly with a rush, but I was terrified to see my 
tail fy fast onthe bank. Twas not long left in doubt, hovw- 
eyer, as Lo (le cause of its remaining there, for 1 found [ 
had securely hooked a fine lively hare and salmon at onu 
throw, First one and then the other would prove the 
stronger, the hare irying to make off across country, and 
the salmon naturally making for the deepest pools. The 
fight, a.ter lasting for about u quarter of an hour, during 
which all [ had to do was to give line, the combatants had 
removed the battlefield from a rather steep bank, fo % shal 
low, pebbly ford a litle below. Tsaw the salmon turn up 
exhausted und the hare go straight away, dragging: the fish 
with him out onto dry Jand. I then luncded the hare, after a 
short struggle, and went on my way rejoicing.” There! 
How’s that? 

The following morning I, being the only fisherman of the 
party, set off betimes and fished about two miles of Wenuti- 
ful water, and on returning in the evening found my bag io 
consist of fiye dozen trout, averaging one-quarter pound, I 
had returned a large number of small ones during the day, 
bul was not fortunate enongl to geton terms with a big 
one, in fact, large fish in the upper waters are not numer- 
ous. 

The hext day we determined to move down stream some 
ten or twelye miles, The weather during the night had 
undergone « miirked echinge, the river lad risen con- 
siderably and the wind was cold, so L had some misgivings 
of my success. The banks were very much overhung with 
bushes, so the only way to fish was to wade down the middle 
of théstream, which [did. AN wy best endeavors met 
wilh but little suecess, as after whipping for about two 
hours, and trying all the flies [ could think of, my ercel was 
as empty as the day I boueht it, and worse, il was getting 
late, viz., four o'clock. Hovweyer, knowing fish to bein a 
stream, Lam not easily diseouraged at failure at the first 
attempt, and so persevered, trying the deeps, shallows and 
ripples in turn, hoping to find where the trout were feeding. 
At last, after 4 most unexciting time, Twas cheered by see- 
ing a fish dashatmy tail fly, as it passed him on a swift 
stretch of water, but he missed it. It was evidently a good 
fish, I saw enough of him for that, so Least again and nailed 
him. He gave mea good fight in the swift water, but after 
a few minutes’ play I had the net under him; weight one- 
half pound, With the next throw I wasfasi to another, and 
landing him, found him the exact counterpart of No, 1, I 
then took several smaller ones of aboutone-quarter puundeach, 
after which ssme slow fishing ensued. On working my 
way through some bushes to get to the river again, I found 
myself in front of a fine deep hole of a trouty appearance. 
T soou took sevtrel nice trout, but one old fellow, out of 
pure cussedness or will, kept rising in a tantalizing man- 
ner every now and then tight in the middle of a sub- 
merged bush. In yain 1 tried to coax him ont of it, but he 
knew too much for that, so al last, as it was petting dark, 1 
risked a throw right over him. He took it without the least 
hesitation, and by tightening the line on striking, he came 
clear of the bush by some piece of poodluck, Of course he 
tried to make back for the bush to break my tackle, but on 
giving him the butt he rushed up stream, tlien down, then 
across, as only an agitated trout can do, In the end, though, 
lie had to suceumb; his weir ht was onéand one-half pounds. 
1 then had to reel wp and go home. My hasket consisted of 
seventeen fish Of a very good size. This, considering tlie un- 
favorable start and inclement weather, was satisfactory. 
sport, 
e The next evening saw me back in Santa Fe after having 
had a most enjoyable trip, , WESTWARD Ho. 

GAME IN THE ROCKIES. 

ete is essentially a big game country—a vast country 
peopled with noble game, Duing the first two or three 

years in the life of a new mining camp therifle and six- 
shooter reign supreme; then, gradually, the shotgun comes 
upon the field, ‘This region has hardly yet emerged from 
the domination of the rifle, and to the lover of this stern 
weapon this is a paradise, Bear, elk, deer, mountain lion 
(American cougar), and wolverine are abundant. J may say 
that amore my many ncquaintances among veteran moun- 
{uincers L rarely meet one who has lost any bear—hence they 
rarely hunt him, although, of course, many are being killed. 
There are several yarielies, inchidling fle yenuine prizzly, 
the cinnamon, bald-face, silver-tip, and black—all save the 
latter exceedingly pugnucious, always ready fora fight, and 
standing up marvelously under a rain of lead, even a heart- 
shot seldom bringing him immeiiately down. In hunting 
them many men are annuully killed, 

Bear may now he found in any direction, und even in the 
immediate vicinity of town, and they are frequently met on 
the trails, but their favorite haunts are inthe berry patches 
and along the margin of the salmon streams, Till and deer, 
during the warm months, mostly ascend higher up among 
the lofty peaks of the Saw Tooth Range, but as this moun- 
tain chain is now glittering white under a blanket of freshly 
fallen snow, they are journeying down, and an ordinary 
hunter can get deer without difficulty in any of the side 
caiions 2 milé or more from town, In fact, there is no 
novelty én killing them; if is reduced to a simple matter of 
meat. Elk, which baye not the dread of snow that deer 
feel, have not yet come down in s0 great numbers, although 
a few days since I saw a band of about thirty come majestic- 
ally over a low diyide directly upon me, I waited wntil 
they were close up and then varned my six-shooter loose, 
simply to see them plinge away, Not haying any use for 
the carcass, I did not try to kill, Wolverine and mountain 
lion are plenty, but more shy und more seldom seen. 

Trout fishing is superb) in the Wood River and its tribulta- 
ries—in truth, the same may be said of all the Roelky Movn- 
tain streams, Comingin from Litile Smoky a few nights 
since, my pony bolted, and his trembling and labored breath- 
ing told me of his intense excitement. I struck him with 
spurs, and he cautiously adyanced along the trail, where, at 
length, directly in the trail, Hivough the dark, | made out a 
huge black form slowly advancing from me and not more 
(han six to ten yards on my front. J agai strick my pony 
on the flanks, and reined him off upon the side hill alveast 
of the brute and as near as possible. Reassuring the horse 
by words, [ halted and rapidly emptied a Colt,-D. A,, calibre 
.45, six, at the black mass, which immediately plinged into a 
clump of willows u few yards ayay, trom whenee I could 
plainly hear the snapping of the bear’s jaws, and being a 
good snap shot with a pistol, T have no doubt that his chops 
were bloody. Tt is almost needless to add, I did not dis- 
mount or look further. Jonny H. Borys. 
Hawey (Wood River), Idaho, Sept. 20, 

[Oor. 19, issz. 

CAMP COOKERY. 

PART U1, 

N my last I endeayored to describe how to cook game, 
fish and vegetables at the camp fire, without any cook 

ing utensils whatever, and J can assure the reader that a 
yery little experience will enable him to prepare a savory 
meal with no other help than the natural products and 
growth of the forests. 

Of course the mode described in my first letter requires a 
good hig bed of coals and lime, both of which are quite a 
disadvantage to the hungry sportsman, who pulls into 4 
pleasant camp vround hnugry and tired, and who has not 
only his fire to build and his camp to arrange before dark- 
nes sects in, but fuel may be scarce, and he must content 
himself witha small fire, or else a cold lunch is inevitable. 
Particularly is this the case when hunting on the plains, 
where a few dried bitfalo chips are often ali the fuel ayail- 
able for cooking o» camp fire. 
By the following plan—whieli, by the way. is a favorite 

one with me, on account of time sayed—you may prepare 
an excellent meal, with yery little fuel and at compusratively 
short notice, as well as without the sid of any utensils, save 
something to make your coffee in, 

On going into camp, start your fire the first thing and 
regulate the size of it ly the fuel at command, for a smail 
fire, which soon burns down to Goals, will help you to your 
supper sooner than a hig one, the latter being rather a dis- 
idvantage than otherwise, save as a means to warm by. 
While your tire burns and crackles, and lights wp the deep: 
ening shadows of the forest, stir around and eet supper as 
quick as you can, beginning by cleaning your trout or ether 
fish, slicing thin a nice piece of salt pork for cach fish, and 
husk your corn, cutting off about an inch of the silk end and 
the stalk end closeup tothe kernels. Nosy cot 9 half dozen 
birch sticks about three feet Jong and trom one-half to an 
inch in diameter and forked at tire smull end. Sharpen both 
points of the forks long and sharp; take a trout and lay a 
piece of salt pork just slong the inside where you sht it 
open, and run )oth tines of the forked stick clear through 
the pork and fish, letting a ting go through between the 
ribs, close lo the backbone and on opposite sides of the sume, 
Tam thus explicit about the manner of sticking, lecwuse it 
is highly exasperating toa hungry man, just as the fish and 
savory, nicely browned pork is about t be withdrawn from 
(he fire and eaten, to havi it take a tumble into the coals 
und ashes by the tender, cooked meat giving way. This 
muy be avoided by carefully sticking il on the bireh fork in 
the mahner deseribed, 
When the fish are on the rods, lay down on the very edge 

of the coulsa good stone or low, so that the birch toasting- 
forks, being laid across it, fhe Gish may rest from six to ten 
inches above the coals, Stick the other end in the ground 
or undtra stone or log lying baek of the first one, but be 
sure its secure before you leave itto roast, Plact all your 
fish in this manuer. and while the pork fat hisses and splat- 
ters and runs down the sides, and out through the gills, the 
trout curls and twists about as if the heat almost brought 
back some of its former graceful turns and motions, While 
they are browning nicely, you cut as many more sticks as 
you have cars of corn to cook, but not forked ones this 
lime, but straight, and sharpened to a jong taper pot, 
Take your knife and ream out a holein the end of the cob 
about the size of the thickest part of your sharp stick, and 
placing the butt end on the ground between your feet, push 
the ears home solid on the stick, and place them across a 
stone or log over the fire as you did the fish. Haying got 
the things Cooking, get your water on to boil for the coffee, 
but don’t put any coffee in it until later on, as described in 
my former letter, You can now watch the things over the 
fire, and tun them over, or taking them off for 2 moment, 
rake up some more coals under where they hang, being 
careful nof to put fresh fuel near the food, or it will smoke 
or perhaps setit on tire. It is better to turn them several 
times before any part is sufficiently done, as they cook more 
easily and brown more nicely. 

Tf your fire has been small, and you think it will need more 
coals to finish with, throw on some fresh fnel on the lee side 
of your fire, and as it furns to coals rake them over under 
your tish so as lo avoid smoke and flame, both of which are 
ruinous in cooking. I have cooked trout in this way over 
i few little pieces of dried cedar with only a few minute's 
time, and thought [never ate a more delicious morsel, so 
hot and toothsome, crisp and brown, it was. The taste still 
lingers on my toLgue at the recollection of it, aud 1 ean re- 
call no better way to cook a trout, to be eaten imstintly, 
than this, If instead of fish you haye ducks or other game, 
you may have a jilet decunard by cutling them im strips and 
impaling with the piece of pork in the same way. If your 
fish are too large to cook whole in this way, you may split 
them down the back and cook in manner already described, 
or take one large one, geta clean slab and make halfa 
dozen hardwood pins or nails about an inch long, making 
the points sharp, and have good sized heads on them. 
Now, cut three or four narrow strips of salt pork, lay them 
evosswise the fish, which has been scored across and split 
almost through lengthwise from the inside, and nail the 
pork strips and fish to the slab; then place two stones at 
the edge of the fire and lay the slal) across so that your fish 
will come over a nice bed of Jive coals. While your snp- 
per is cooking yon may make such airangements of your 
vamp as you can, and at the meantime not neglect the 
viands over the fire. A few roast potatoes and your coffee, 
with the hot morsels of nicely browned trout, will, with 
an appetite whettcd by a days sport, afford you a supper 
that the gods might enjoy, Then, too, friend Doctor, 

; 
comes the happy thought (hat there are no dishes fo wash 
or pots to lean before you may light your pipe or cigar and 
throw yourself on your blanket and enjoy that rare siesta 
which comes only after such a meal 
Another way Ihave is totakea tin cup and plate, with 

some ground coftce, crackers or bread and 4 little salt_ in 
your big, This, witha good hunk of salt pork, is all that 
is needed for several days away from a regular camp, and 
can be all carried in an army haversack, either on foot or 
thrown in the bottom of your canoe, When hungry, or 
night comes on, asmall fire and a few moments’ time will 
give you a good meal, provided you hive caught some trout 
or other fish not too large for thepan, Fry apiece of salt 
pork on your tin plate, and when nearly. done lay in your 
fish, which has been cleaned, scored and rolled in a few 
crumbs of the bread or crickers. Turn and brown them 
nicely, make your cullee in your tin cup, aud 1 good enough 
supper for auybody 4s ready ina few moments. When 
through, scour off your tin plare in the white sand of the shore, 
rinse out your cup, and you haye done all your dish washing, 
and are ready for the next meal, which may be miles away. 

' 
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Mor, 19, 1882.] 

Of course it is jolly enough to go with a patty and to 
_ have a cook, with al] the utensils, and establish # tesular 
cimp, cilher with tent or low exbin, especially if a long stay 
is desired, T enjoy it myself orcasionally, but, in this way, 
one cannot roam as free ag a bird from lake fo lake, across 
portives, penetrating into the wildest anil most romantic of 
nature's sdenes, us | love to do, camping: when night's 

*shadows begin to fall: here to-night, and miles avyay, per- 
haps, the next, To me this is (he way to enjoy the grandeur 
and majesty of nature, and 

* To one who in the love of nature holds 

Comrmunaion with her visible forms, 

Shé speaks a Various language,” 

Which is companiun, friend, instructor to the lover of the 
srand ind beautiful, 
And now, friend Doctor, if my few sugwestions and 

experience shall enable you Lo prepare at some future time a 
repast that shall be both pleasing to your pulite and accept- 
able to your digestive organs, [ shall feel amply rewarded 
by the thought that T haye udded one atom of comfort tou 
© hrother of the angle,” ind intensified the pleasures of tie 
Forest anb Siren, Carr, ‘ Dorsan Pry,” 

OUR JERSEY LETTER. 
Ree ithe fitst time in my life Tam able to apprecivte the 

feclings of Dr. Tanner when he seated himself at the 
fable to end his long fast. Lhave just opened a package 
which 1 tind contains forty back numbers of the Forms 
AND StREAM, of which Lam now to take my fill, Cireum- 
stances beyond my control haye deprived me of my weekly 
rations for these long months, anu a forty woeks’ fast gives 
me au Appetite like a—wull, like a man, for mentally as well 
us physically I hold with Byvon; 

“Man is a carnivorous production, 

And must lave meals, * = * * 
He cannoh live, like woodeocks, upon suction, 

But, like the shark oud tiger, must have prey, * 

And that word “ywoodcocks” suvgests that T must attend to 
business before pleasure, and that this huge bundle of the 
best sporting paper in the world was sent to remind me that: 
rou wanted to know about vame and the game laws in New 
evsey. Dirst, then, to keep you and your friends out of 

the clutches of the game-constable, let me give you an al- 
ftract of the latest, revision of our legislative enactments 
upon the subject. None but a Jerseyman could ever flush 
the exact fruth out of the cover of words in which our levis- 
litiors conceal it, but [ youch for the following, giving 
simply tle open seasons and penalties; 

Ruffed grouse—Noy. 1 to Dec, 80, inclusive, $15.00. 
Qunil—Noy. 1 to Dee, 30, inclusive, $15.00. 
Rabbit—Noy. 1 to Dec. 30, inclusive, $15.00. 
Woodeock—July 2 to July 81, inclusive, and Oct. 1 to 

Dee, 15, inclusive, 714.00. 
Plover—Aug, 1 to Dee, 31, inclusive, $10.00. 
Reed birds—Ang. 26 to Noy, 30, inchusive, $5.00. 
Rail hirds—Sept. 1 to Noy. 30, inclusive, $5.00. 
Wood ducks—Sept. 1 te Dec, 31, inclusive, $5,00, 
Synirrels—Sept, 1 to Jan, 1, inclusive, $5.00. 
Marsh hen—Aug. 26 to Nov. 30, inclusive, $5.00, 
Decr—No shootiny until Noy. 1, 1884, then and afterward 

ouly in November, #50,00, 
Now as to the wisdom of these laws, please don’t ask me. 

Why woodcock should be killed on July 2 and not on July 1, 
or why rabbits should be lawful on Dec. 80 aud not on 
Dec. 81, are mysteries the solution of which is known only 
to the O’Farrels, O*Rourkes, Von Stceinheims and Von 
Boekbeers whom Jersey City, Hoboken and Newark send 
to fill our legislative halls, Their tutal ignorance of the Bng- 
Tish language and the game question may explain the 
Hinnders, but the above is what the Inwyers say the law 
means when translated into our native tongue. 

As to the game here and in prospect. There wereno wood- 
cock in July worth speaking of, and of course none have 
come back yet. <A good frost and a cold storm may bring: 
them, aud fortunately their breeding grounds are wet enough 
for them, for once. Down Jersey they have had a brief 
season wud a short harvest in rail and reed birds, and along: 
fhe sait bottoms of Ocean ind Aflantic counties quite an un- 
usual fight of Hnglish snipe is reported. By the way, 
another thing past finding out is the striking of this bird from 
Tlie Game list, and the withdrawal of all protection from it. 

«But so itis, aid the qélsonté ave lawful prey for the pot- 
hunter the year round, 

Squirrels, gray, ave in season and in plenty, but the en- 
tire failure of the nut aud acorn crop in Middle Jersey has 
sent the bush tails to the ground, and makes » search for 
tem as near fruitless as posible. But a day in the woods 
just now is not a day wasted, though the game bag may be 
brought home empty, The forests and fichls have tired of 
Waiting for Jack Frost to come and act us milliner and dress- 
muiler und have goue to work in true economy to male over 
theiy summer robes for autumn wear, no machine and sten- 
e1l work of the storm and frost this tall producing*a melan- 
tholy monotony of ‘naked woods and meadows brown and 
sere,” but nature's very prettiest and brightest work, all 
hand painted, no two alike, und we seo the copious summer 
Showers and the goldeu sunshine which have made the year 
phenomensl, embroidering with deepest tints their— 

* Mellow richness on the clustered trees, 

And, from a beaker full of richest dyes, 

Pouring new glory on the autumn woods." 

The thoughtful hunter is reminded that whether the frost 
shall ceme or not, we, like tle leaves. shall full on time, and 
that a beautiful close cin only come tou well spent life, 

But about the game. Mother Bob White sings ler cradle 
soug from every thicket, and baby ecttontails seamper along 
every wood path in the twilight. The number of quail 
killed here last fall was minimum, and the number of flocks 
this fall promises better shooling than we have had for years. 
Everybody is buying a hound, for the prospect for rabbit 
shooting, too, is the beal, even the big freshets hiving done 
but little damage, But, see here, 1 must dive into that 
ackagze now, so good-hy. A. 
Ooroner 16, 

Montana Brg GAmn,—Privates advices from northwost- 
ern Montuna report large game abundant on the slope of the 
Rocky Mountains this year. The white hunters, half-breeds 
and Sioux have fairly run the buifalo out of the Milk River 
‘omintry, and ealy in Keptember they were coming up 
throuh the Bear's Paw Mountains toward the Sweet Grass 

Wills by thousands, The head of the herd was then within 
a diy's ride of the Marias River. Deer sna antelope are 
abundant. Sharptail grouse ive very plenty. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

HOUNDING vs. STILL HUNTING. 

Hewes read the articles by ‘'G, R, B.,” “Gap Lock,” 
— Forty-four” and others on Uounding vs. Still Hunt- 

ing, I wish to state my views in regard to the matter. I do 
not agree with ‘Worty Pour” in regard to the use of dogs, 
[think he is mistaken ih thinking that dogs or hounds drive 
awuy the deer, and in the gase that he refers to, the deer had 
probably changed ineir ground owing to the approaching 
storm, which took place on the next day. Deer, when 
driven by hounds, do return to the ssme gronnd again (if 
not killed), and I have known of their returning the same 
night, Leonsider hunting with hounds or a hound (for I 
do not believe in using @ pack) the best way fo hunt deer, 
that is, the best way for the deer; hunting with other dogs 
orhalf breeds the next best, and still hunting the worst for 
the deer and the best way for the hunter to obtain venison 
amd exterminate the game. A deer does not care very much 
for a good hound—that ig, a pood, steady barking, medium 
rinning dog—only just cnough to keep ont of his way; but 
in case a cur or hilt breed is used, dows which are usually 
poor barkers or fast runners, ov both, it may then be quite 
another matter, A, deer is very much afraid of a still-run- 
ning dog, because he loas not know where it is, or how near 
to him if may be, and therefore he keeps on running until 
he has put an immense distance Welween himself and the 
supposed diner, 

11 is very much the same with still hunting; the deer are 
frightened away by the continued following of 2 danger of 
which they haye no warning until itis upon them, Of 
course, if the deer is killed at first sight, there ig no more 
following, neither is there any more deer, only more veni- 
son, “Oop Lock” only starts @ deer twice, and then takes 
anew track, Why? Becanse the chances are so much 
better to come up with and kill a new deer. The other is 
pretfy well frightened already, and if overtaken a third 
time, if not killed, may leave the country altogether, L 
know of one forest in this vicinity in which the deer have 
heen nearly exterminated by still hunting, There is another 
section of country here where hounds have been used prin- 
cipally, aud deer there are still quite plenty. Deer take to 
water ahead of the honnd, and half to three-quarters of the 
time that ig ihe end of the hunt, and the deer lives, not to 
fight again, but to be hunted again another day. I do not 
agree with ‘‘Forty-Four’ in saying that three-quarters of 
the deer killed before hounds are killed by strangers, 
but I will allow that only one-quarter are killed by the 
parties whose hounds start the game, and also that 
another quarter are killed by members of strange parties, 
but L miuimtain that fully one-half of all deer started by 
hounds escape the hunter altogether, regard to their 
being killed when driven to water, we have now alaw in 
this State (Massachusetts) forbidding if, Quantities of deer 
haye formerly been slaughtered in that way, Iam not at 
all acquainted with the kind of dogs referred to by ‘‘Forty- 
Pour” as lounds that remain wherever they happen to be 
when the hunt is over, and then have to be hunted up by 
tlicir owner. I never have been troubled in that way. My 
hoonds—and I have owned quite a number—haye always 
returned when the hunt is oyer, genvrally coming to me in 
the woods, but always returning home before morning. 
To me the hound’s voice is yery musical, and I haye often 

stopped to listen and enjoy the musie of their yoices when 
there was no possible chance of their coming in my direc- 
tion with any ame; but perhaps the voices of the breed of 
hounds that don’t come ome may not be as musical, or it 
is barely possible that “Forty-Four” has not a musical ear. 
He certainly has not for the music of the hounds. Of course 
it must be aggravating to a still-hunter to hear a hound in 
full ery running throuch a piece of forest and driving away 
a deer (perhaps to safety) which, had it not been for the 
hound, he might have crept in upon an hour or so later, and 
killed. That is just what the matter is, that and the fact 
that you cannot kill more than half as many deer wilh a 
hound as you can if you are a good stil-hunter, L consider 
killing one thing and Immting auother, If a man goes into 
the woods principally to Iill, why still-husiting deer is just 
the thing for him, or, as “‘Cap Lock” does, he might even 
practice on his sheep; butif hé wishes to have a good hunt, 
Idon’t see how he can have it without his dog, and if be 
starls any game, whether it is killed or uot, he has had his 
hunt just the same. Bul as regards hunting sheep—well, I 
never tried it, and besidvs we don’t keep that kind of a dog. 
Tam yery happy to say that agree with both ‘‘Forty- 

Four” and “Cap Luck” on one point, and that is the use of 
the rifle. JT have both rite and shotgun, and would gladly 
use the former on deer, but cannot do so in this section, as 
it is against hunters’ law, for the reasou that owing to the 
great number of hunters in the woods during the deer ses- 
son, and the much e@reater range of the rifle, and the lability 
of u rifle ball to he turned from its course by a limb or any 
Obstacle, it is considered too dangerous to Numan life to use 
one, But T cannot see after all why there is any more sport 
in the act, or why it is any more manly, or why Th reqnires 
any more skill, to drop a standing deer in his fracks with a 
rifle ball thin it does to bring one down on the full run 
before a hound with buckshot. Do the still-hunting rifle- 
men refuse many standing shois? We donot get them, as 
we seldom see deer standing within cighteen or twenty rods, 
which is too far for buckshot to go with any chance of hit- 
ting a target of thal size, 

One thing more in regard to hounds driving off all the 
deer, Ti does not drive out other deer when a deer is driven 
by dogs through a sectien of forest. Only the deer that 
find themselves followed by a doe run out, the others 
muining, and I have seen diferent deer driven repeatedly 
from jhe same ground or section during the day. 
Why, deer will allow a good hound—one that barks while 

working up w track—to work all about in their vicinity 
upon their track, and even pass around them, coming quite 
newt, aud not vet up out of their bed votil convinced that 
jhe dom is coming straight for them, and then they will 
circle once or twice before running off, Buax snot, 

I notice that much lias been written in reference to rn- 
ning deer with hounds, aud thanks to your kindntss, | haye 
heretofore been allowed space in your columns to oearesS 
my opivion somewhat on the subject, I had prepared my 
last and rather lengthy asetioent against |oundingy deer 
when I chanced to notice in your issue of September 14 a 
solution of the whole matter, contained in a suort communi- 
cation by ‘Cap Lock,” wherein he so nearly drove the nail 
which I was aiming at, that I concluded 1o burn my manu- 
script und heartily endorse every word in his communica- 
tion, 

The effect ov result of hounding deer is evident and con- 
elusive withoul argument. But conflicting opinions will 

‘ever remain as jo the sport, That which is sport for one 
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may not be so considered by anotlier, Now we know that 
every man has's perfect right to express his opinions, and it 
is tight that he should. My opinion is decidedly against 
hounding deer. Thaye Ininfed deer more or less for the last 
fifty years, but liave never even fired & charee of buckshot 
atone. I will stop hunting when I become too super- 
imouated to shovt deer with a single ball. Tf I had a fat 
steer, [would as soon put ons pack of hounds, run bim 
three or four hours, and shoot hint down with buckshot as 1 
woulda deer. J should suppose that it would add to the 
flavor of the beef about as if does to the yenison, and the 
sport would be all the same, of course. ANTLER, 
Piney PAu, Tenn, 

DEER-FLOATING IN MINNESOTA. 

T was years ago. I had notas yet used the “new-fangled 
idta” in shape of a gun, ‘which breaks in a moment 

and is mendéd in lalf the time,” but I had used the breech- 
loading rifle, snd liked it far better than the old style. 

The time set for the “enterprise” was on a quict night, in 
the dark of the moon and away deep in the wilderness, 
where the deer were reported to visit 4 small lake in order 
to crop the pond lilies and floating moss, and drive that well- 
known terror, the deer fly, away, where they might bathe in 
the cool witers and be safe from barm of any kind. 
A young friend of mine, whose uame was Charley P., 

planned the whole affair, and said he would “paddle me 
up alongside a real wild deer’ if 1 could killit. After the 
sun had cust his golden rays aver hill and dale, and the last 
lingering ray was gone, a cheary‘hello!” caused me fo lay 
uside my papor and look up, thereby catching the fizure of 
my friend, 

‘Are youready?” said lie, and on my replying in the 
affirmative, he started off at a rapid pace for the lake, your 
bumble servant bringing up the rear. I carried a small 74- 
lbs, Allen muzale-loading, double-barrel shotgun of about 
16-gange, loaded with six buckshot in each barrel, Charley 
carried the ‘‘jack" and hoat fixtures, and accompanied hy 
his old ‘deer dog” we jogged along. At last the hank of 
the iake was reached, and whatshould I find for a hoat but 
an old “‘dug-out,” made by an Indian who had lived here 
but a year or two before, but had now gone to live at Leech 
Lake, Cass county, leaving his canoe behind. 

Ttook a careful Jook at the old trunk and concluded it 
would be a mercy if weall three boarded her, that we did 
not get a good ducking before the night was over, and go 
home with fisherman’s Iuck—a wet jacket, At last all was 
in readiness, the Jamp in the “headlight” lighted, the dog 
stowed just in front of the paddler, and with a grand 
serenade of ten thousand gnats and mosquitoes we launched 
our frail bark on the bosoin of the stilly lake. LT say stilly, 
for not a sound broke jhe stillness; not a gust of wind 
stirred the leaves which hung in silent mourning; a mid- 
night darkness bad settled o’er all, Were you ever there? 
If so, you know my feelings and participate iu the erandest 
of all sporting excitements. JT sat down in the bow, my 
gun being at full cock, and the light shining on its rib mak- 
ing itas light as day. The boat “1ottles” and qi ivers with 
the load and seems decidedly ‘‘cranky,” but my friend is « 
good, sieady hand at the paddle, and I sit perfectly ‘‘asy” 
and squarely in the center, We are now fairly out. The 
glaring reflector throws a bright light all along the shore, 
making objects as plain as day. The noiseless paddle is 
doing its work, and the dog lies crouched, quiyering in his 
narrow berth; the canoe glides along on the glassy water 
like Macgregor’s, and— 

They oared the broad Lomond, so still and serene, 

And deep in her bosom, how awful the scene} 

The occasional splash of some large fish, or the plaintive 
note of some wild bird frightened by the fitful glare of the 
jack lights; the stillness almost like the grave; the hundreds 
of weird looking objects—Indians, decr, bear, and eyen 
ghosts—the phosphorescent light of some decaying old tree 
in which | pictured a wild deer glaring at me, and my gun 
is quickly raised, but lowered again; the scraping of a rush 
on the bottom of the canoe causes me to start convulsively 
and grasp my trusty weapon; my heart beals violently and 
Tam unable to quiet it; [think everything, Am I nervous? 
We round a pvint and head the boat fora little bay, The 
stillness is fearful, oppressive, I look down into the clear 
lake and watch the mouster fishes lying so still and near, 
and yet so far, 
A snort ahead! Now the stamping of feet in the water is 

heard. 1 strain my eyes and feel the lock of my gun, but I 
see nothing, The canoe glides closer to the stumping feet, 
and I make out an object that looks very much like Hamlet’s 
ghost, only this has four legs, and its eyes liké balls of fire 
glare straight into my face, but he sees me not! The canoe 
is within twenty yards, and Charley swings the stern to the 
left, im order to take the recoil lenwtlwise, and I raise the 
weapon to my face. The light pleams along its bvight bar- 
rels and I place the tip sight on the deer, just behind its 
shoulder, The beat comes to a halt, my nervousness leayes me; 
1 press the trigger, A blinding flash and a thundering report 
ring out on the still night air and echoes from hill to hilland 
back again. The doz whines and is told to ‘‘go!”; he is 
overboard in an instant and is on the bank. A joyful bark 
announces ‘‘eame!l”’ We paddle quickly to shore and take 
the light and go up the bank, and there he liesin all his glory, 
Man fas conquered; inquisitiveness hasruined him. A niee 
yearling and some of the finest jerked yenison you ever 
tasted repaid us for our trouble. As Lwritc my mind goes 
back and it seems as though I could taste that same venison, 
and in fact feel as [felt that meniorable night, deer-floating. 

DELL. 

Vernocrrms or Prsron Baun And SounD,—Light House, 
Saybrook Point, Conn., Oct. 6.—A. boating party had en- 
camped forthe night on the shore, say a quarter of a mile 
from the light house. In the morning they were amusing 
themselves bby practicing: with a pistol. During the time 
they were shooting (it heing low tide) 1 went into the water 
ou the flats near the light house to take up a basket of oys 
ters from a bed 1 had planted there, carrying with ine a yury 
heayy and thickly-woven willow basket. As J was bending 
down, picking up the oysters from tle water with one hand, 
the basket hanging on the other arm, [ heard a aye of the 
pistol, then tie “ping” br singing of the ball (and the 
thought flashed through my mind, “That ball is going a 
long distance”), then the ‘spat’ of the ball into the basket 
close beside my ear, the force of if so far spent that it did 
hot £0 throtigh the basket, but remained sticking in the side 
efit. Thus it will be seen that heard the report of the 
pistol, the “ping” of the ball, and had time fo think: before 
the ball reached me. The ball is conieal, half an ineh long, 
and five-sixteenths of an iuch in diameter.—Ricwarp 1 
Tyguam, 
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TENNESSEE GAME NOTES. 
FTER my regal repast of bass, I got intoethe phaeton 

L with my friend Marsh Pinkard, and away we drove 
across the suspension bridge to the White's Creek pike, and 
on it to the charming country lane which leads down to the 
creek proper. I wish I had words to express the lovely and 
elevating influences the beautiful scenery produced upon 
me. Thu fat sleek, caitle and horses grazing upon emerald 
clad pastures, or resting Icisurely under the shade of majes- 
tic oaks ind sycamores, fields of golden-hued corn, adorned 
with their rich orange-colored fruit (the pumpkin), birds 
singing, Bob White calling, doves flying, and the domestic 
gallopavo Hitting around in the undersrowth, trees alive with 
chattering squirrels, each und avery one yvieine for the 
supremacy of cheerfulness dnd contentment. The country 
church bells were summening the deyont to their holy walks 
to worship and return thanks to Aim who gaye us-all this 
world’s goods besides the grand assurances for the hereafter, 
Dear little children, on ponies, in char-a-banes, anid on foot, 
dressed in their gayest Sunday attire, were skipping gayly 
along, inspired by, if unaware of, their delightful surround- 
ings, 

Soon we reached the ereok, and after crossing the first 
ford came into a more densely wooded portion of our drive, 
and where game began to be more abundant. Among the 
bluffs which at intervals occur along the meandering creck, 
innumerable foxes have their holes, and once started, the ad- 
jacent country offers the finest opportunities for rare sport 
anywhere to be found. The cornfields swarm with doves, 
fieldlarks, and occasionally wild turkeys. Squirrels by the 
hundreds congregate in the yicinity of the same places to 
feast on the bountiful corn harvest, while rabbits and quail 
are scared up from every thicket of briay patch met with. 
‘Possums are numerous, but they are scarcely worthy the 
name of game, and aré seldom seen in the daytime 

Col. Akers says that he owned a dog not long ago which 
had the novel way of running his tail down into a “possum’s 
hole, and when the animal canght holu of it he would pull 
him out, This is a new departure in"possum hunting, which 
I will not swear to, unless I sce in the Pores, ayp StRHAM 
a similar experience from other game contributors to its 
columns, : 

On our way home we passed the house in which the noto- 
ions Frank James lived for two years, Now that be is in 
custody there are many who lived in the neighborhood of 
where he liyed who have vivid recollections of him, Jesse 
James, and Dick Little. He was clever enough, however, 
to escape detection, and now laughs at the apparent stu- 
pidity of the citizens and the utter worthlessness of the de- 
tectiyes who were after him. og sh 

PENNSYLVANIA GAME,—Notwithstanding the early part of 
the rail shooting season proved por, take it all in alla number 
of birds have been killed. We have hed no extraordinary 
ruc of big scores at any of the grounds, but since the Hight 
of birds came on, which was later than last year, sood steady: 
shooting has been had, and I doubt if any one will complain 
if he counts the number of rail he has bouted during the 
season. The overflowed meadows on the Delaware and 
Schuylkill still afford attraction for the plover. In some 
places the corn is under waler. There havé been more blne- 
winged teal shot on the Delaware this summer than for 
many years, Snipe are now being shot on our malshes, 
but there isso much open and uncovered feeding ground 
for them that they are wild and will not allow approach, 
Reports reach me that quail will be very plentiful this sea- 
son in the Cumberland yalley, Pa. specially in tlie 
county of Franklin, near McConnellsburg, I am told they 
are numerous. Wild turkeys likewise haye bred well during 
the pust summer in the same section, but on the more ele- 
yated portions, and two or three large droves have already 
been seen at the foot of McConnellshurg Mountain, A young 
Mr, Stinger, of the last mentioned place, is the most snecess- 
ful turkey hunter of this sectian, Tast year seldom going out: 
without killing one or more, and on one occasion four. No 
doubt he would be pleased to shaw any sportsman who has 
proper credentials where the wild turkeys live, for he is not 
a professionul, Tam told just now the ruffed grouse lairly 
throng the lower hillsides there, attracted thither hy the 
wild grapes which are now ripe. The early appearance of 

*~ snowy or Avetic owls in upper Pennsylvania, where three 
or.four have lately been killed, would indicate we are to 
have a severe winter this year. It may be best not to 
attach loo much importance lo their coming to us so soon 
this season, when last yeay but few, ifany, were shot; but lam 
always inclined to argue that the appearance of a more than 
usual quantity of iceloying birds and fowl would indicate in- 
tense cold weather on the approach in the far north, When 
brant appear, be on the lookout*for the )lack-breasted varicty 
among the flocks, then, indeed, we shall have biting frost 
and closed water courses. An carly migration from tha 
north of all the goose and duck tribe would also point that 
way, but lam no prophet. I hope for an open winter for 
the quails’ sake.—Homo (Philadelphia. Oct. 14). 

THe Fupse or tan Mcp-Hexy.—Chicago, Oct. 13, '82. 
—It seems that seyeral of your correspondents have been 
carrying on a wordy war against the defenceless mud-hen, 
1 therefore feel myself obliged to come to the front and de- 
fend this bird, ‘‘B, H. P.” especially berates them, saying 
that they are worthless for the tabl-, L know many people 
who prefer them to ducks as being sweeter and entirely 
destitute of the oily taste of ducks, I have eaten them my- 
self, and althongh I do not think them quite as good 4s 
ducks, still they are first-rate when rightly prepared, 1 
never before heard of anyone getting sick from eating mud- 
hen. Another correspondent claims that they are not gamy. 
L see little difference between approaching them and doing 
the same with ducks, One is as hard as the other, Ineyer 
got nearer than sixty yarils toa flock. It is also very handy 
to always have them to shoot during the middle of the day 
while waiting for ducks. If what ‘‘B. H. P.” and others 
say is trie, the mud-hen here is different from others.— 
BLup Wuna. 

UAIL BHooTinG WaANTED.—Kingston, Ontario, Oct. 10, 
—Will any of your correspondents kindly imform me 
through the medium of your journal, where self and friend 
could get some really good quail shooting in November? It 
wowd be necessary that we should be able to engage the 
serylces of a native sportsman with one or 4& brace of good 
dogs, as neither of us own setters or pointers broken to quail, 
The man to show us {he ground and hunt lis dogs. Please 
state what such a man and lis dogs could be hired for per 
diem, and give full directions by what route to get to the 
place, and where we could be boarded and for how much, 
while there,—QuAIn, ’ 

[Ocr. 19, 1882. 

Coot Shoo. ny New BxaLaxp.—New York, Oct 12.— 
Tn the last Dumber of Formsr ann Stream “MM, H. Able” 
asks if the ‘“‘coots” which the Eastern gunners work go hard 
to gel are the same as the mud-hens of the Western States, 
One day's shooting in line would convince our friend that: 
he was not shooting mud liens, but that, bic, sturdy svaducks, 
that were worthy of his lead, were carrying off ounces of 
fis No, 4s, just for ballast. The dueks which are called 
coots along the coast consist of three or four species. The 
male surfducks are called skunkhead coots, and their wives 
and children gray coots. The yelyet scoter is known as the 
white-wingtd coot, and the American scoter is the butter- 
billed coot. The eiders, also, are dragged into the “genus 
coot.”’ In no sort of shooting do hunters ever ect aronsed 
to so high a pitch of excitement as while sunning for these 
same seadueks. The birds are always ubundant and are con- 
stantly on the moye from one feeding-eround to another, 
The fresh ocean breezes key the hunters up to the last degree 
of manly vigor, and as the light boats ride the long swells as 
gracefully as a swallow floats through the nir, the boom and 
roar of the surf among the rocks on the shore inspires the 
gunners with the freedom of the sea itself, The boats are 
swingivg on their long anchor-lines twenty rods apart; the 
ducks are flying swiftly through between the boats, and 
every moment the heavy ten-hores are ringmg out loud and 
clear, and the puffs of thick smoke are borne rapidly away 
on the breeze, Here a whitewing, the leader of thu tock, 
stung with the No. 4s, halis and falters and plunges head- 
long into the wayes; there» skunkhead, proud in his speed, 
wilts suddenly high in the air—down, down, down he comes, 
tid the spray flies in every direction as he surecs heavily 
into the water, while afew feathers float back on the breeze, 
Men are shouting, ten-hores booming; wings are whistling, 
feathers flying; coots ure splashing, hounding, diving—while 
the rush and the roar of the breakers in the rocks keep time 
to the riding of the boats.—Mark Weer. [Additional local 
names for ‘‘coots” along the New England shore are—for the 
velvet duck, ‘bell tong” coot, and for the black scoter “cop- 
per-nose.” We quite agree with wat our correspondent 
suys—coot shonting in line is most exhilarating and exciting 
sport. | 

Game Prorrerroy ny Micurqan,—East Saginaw. Oct. 
11.—Hititoy Forest wnd Stream: 1 ave excellent reports of 
the work of our Game Warden, C. W. Higby, as you doubt- 
less remember, The State Association hired him to act as 
missionary to the heathens that regard no law relative to our 
game, and in the past three weeks he has organized sixteen 
game protective clubs, and prosecuted two different parties 
for haying red-coatud decry hides in their possession, In oné 
of these prosecutions the defendants were conyicted and in 
default of payment of fine were locked up. We have no 
sympathy for them, as they were killing the deer merely for 
their hides. We are confident that the proper way to enforce 
the game laws isto educate the people to their usefulness 
and the forming of clubs in the small villages of the 
State is rapidily doing this, My. Higby says, and his labors 
prove it, that he can form three to five clubs a week in the 
northern part of the State, All we now lackis money to 
keep the men in fhe field. Game is fairly plentifnl this 
autumn, deer plenty, ruffed grouse are reported scarce in 
this section, The few birds shot seem to be old cocks: But 
quail—our colin—are in millions everywhere, the fields and 
stubbles are alive with them, and the shortening of the 
season from Oct. 1 to Noy. 1, will help keep them plentiful. 
—Wn. B. Menrstion, Secretary Michigan Sportsmen’s Asso- 
ciation. 

Massacnusetrrs.—Plymouth, Oct. 14.—The change of 
weather the past week caused a vreat flight of coots along 
cur shore. Qn the 12th and 18th, although the sea was yery 
rough, many boats were in Jine at Brant Rock and Mano- 
met Point, just north and south of Plymouth, and obtained 
from ten to twenty-tive per boat. I notice the inquiry of 
your correspondent at Sandusky as to the identity of the 
coot of the seaboard with the coot of inland waters. I 
would say for his benefit that his coot or mud-hen, Mulioa 
mnencand, is the only coot proper, the so-called coots of the 
coust comprising three species of sew ducks, the velvet 
(Meliunetta velvctinna), the surf (Pelfonett perspiecillata), and 
the seoter ( Gdemta unericuna), called by gunners respecti Ulis 
whitewing, skunkhead and coppernose eoots—F. CO, 
Browne. 

Squrrrens ty Iuiryors.—Charluston, Oct., 1882.—Hunt- 
ing has been very poor here during the last four weeks, on 
accouull of the dry and hot weather. John Cartright has made 
the largest bugs thal I haye heard of lately: On the 24th 
ult., twelve sqnirrels; 29th, nine squirels, and on the 6th 
inst, wine squirrels. Carltight says thah the squirrels are 
fifty per cent. Jess than last year, quail twenty-five per cent, 
less. —Fox SQUIRREL, 

Soursprn Grovey.—Our correspondent ‘‘ Wells” tells us 
that one of the grouse killed on a yecent hunt, described in 
previous issue, weished one and three-quarter pounds; a 
young one weighed oné pound, An examinavion of the 
craw showed that they were feeding upon whut are called 
gooseherries. 

New Yors.—Hammondville, Oct. 14,—Ruffed grouse 
are more plenty in this section than for some years, and one 
may secure a fair bag without very hard work.—M. H. T, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

A New York man, desiring (o commit suicide, shot at limsell four 
times without hivting, He will probably be given a position on the 
American Kiile Team in fhe hextinternational shooting mateh,—Vo;- 
ristown Herald, 

“Tam speniting $oU0 in a sporting outfit, aud am buying all iny 
things of the Worms@ AND Swreaw qdyertisers.”’ So writes am luc 
ana correspondent, under date of Sept. 18, This only shows that 7 
ays to advertise inthe right place, aud that the Porusr any STRDAM 

is that place, 
Tuu Razor-Back Hoc.—To th. traveler through Texas one of the 

strangest and most peculiar features of landscapuis the raz t-hack 
hog. He is of Swiss cottage style of architeuture, His physical out- 
line is angular to a degree unknown outside of a text-book on the, 
science of geometry, The country razor-back prowls around in the 
woods and lives on acorns, pecanuuts, and roots; when he can spare 
time, he climbs under his owner’s fence and assists in harvesting the 
corn crop, Tn this respect he is neighborly to a fault, and. when his 
duty to the owner's crop will allow, he will readily turn in and assist 
the neighbors, eve working at night rather than see lis crop spoil 
for want of atlention. Crossing the razor-back with blue-blooded 
stodk makes but little improvement. The only effective way to im- 
rove him isto cross him witha railroad tram. He then becomes an 

imported Berkshire or Poland-china hog, and it he does not knock 
the train off the tack, the railroad company pays for him at the rate 
of $1 a pound, for which they are allowed the mournful privilege of 
shoveling the remains off the track, The ham of the razor-back is 
more juicy than the hind leg of an iron five-dog, but not quite so fat 
48 4 pine knot,—Hychange, 

Sea and River Hishing. | 

Oppn Seasons.—&« table of open seasons for game ane Jish 
in issue of Suly 20, 

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER. 
FRESH WATER. 

Lake trout, Cristivomer namey- Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti- 
uslt, zostethinm, 

Siscowet, Cristivomer siscowet, Yellow perch, Perce: fluviatilis. 
Grayling, Thymatins tricolor and | Striped bass (Rockfish), Roceus 

T. montanus. lineatus, 
Blue - backed White bass, Roceus chrysops. 

OYUASsa. , Rock bass, Ambloplites, 2 species, 
Land-locked salmon, var. sebayo, | War-mouth, Cheencbrytius gulo- 
Black bass, Micropterus, two spe-| sus. 

cies. Crappie (Strawberry bass, etc.). 
| Pomoxrys nicramaculatus. 
Bachelor, Pomowys anuvularis. 
Chub, Semotitus bullaris. 

* SALT WATER. 
Sea bass, Centropristes atraritis. | “Sea trout,’ Cynoseyon carolinen- 
Striped bass, Roceus linectus. sis, 
White perch, Morone americans. | Sheepshead, Archosurgus preba- 
Scup or porgie, Stenofonius ar- tocephalus, 

gyrops. | Kingfish or Barb, Menticérrus ne- 
Tautog orblackfish,7autogaonitis ; bulosus. 
Bluefish or taylor, Pomatomus 

saltatria. 
Weakfish or squetague, Cyos- 
eyo reqalis. 

trout, Salvetinius 

Maskinonge. Bsow nobilior. ; 
Pike (N. Y. pickerel), Esox luctus. | 
Pickerel, Bson retioulatus. 

Spanish mackerel, Cybium meccu- 
latune, 

Drum, Pogonias chromis. 
Lafayette, Liostomus obliquus. 

Smelt, Osmerus tiordaa, | Red bass, ete., Scicenons ocellatus. 

[28> This table is general. For special laws in the several 
States see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20, 

An ingenious Spaniard says that “rivers and the inhabitants of the 
watery element were made for wise men to contemplate, and fools to 
pass by without consideration,* ~ And though I will not rank myself 
with the number of the first, yet five ine leave to free myself from 

the last, by offering to you a short contemplation, first of rivers and 

then of fish, concerning which I doubt not but to give you many ob- 

servations that will appear very considerable. Iam sure they have 
appeared so lo me, and made many an hour pass away more pleas- 

antly, as Thaye sat quietly on a flowery bank by a calm river ‘and 

contemplated what I shall now relate to you—Eaak Walton, 

THE FISHERNIAN’S WISH. 

ENOW ‘tis no use wishing, 
But if Thad my wish, 

1 would not be a-fishing, 

But I would be a fish. 

Wor when you think you've caught her, 

And all but touch ler nose, 

A splutter in the water, 
A plunge and off she goes 

To live at “rack and manger” 

Upon the deep sea-ground, 

Without the slightest danger, 

Or dread of being drowned, 

Whereas, some pror old sinner 

Like me, who leaves the shore, 

And strives to get a dinner 

From ocean’s finny store, 

Suppose he simply doubles 
Across thé bows; oh, dear! 

He splutiers and he bubbles, 

He feels so jolly queer! 

He gasps, and clings, and clutches 

At nothing in the dark, 

And everything he touches 
He's ste must be a sharlr} 

Before, m my opinion, 

They blessed such chaps as me 

And put in our dominion 

The fishes of the sea. 

Foreseeing what we wanted, 

And where our mission fails, 

They really should haye granted 
A set of fins and seales. 

So that we conld have followed 

Our silly subject things, 

And caught, aud killed, and swallowed 

Them up like-red/ kings, Rian PiseerMan. 

GALVESTON, Tesas, 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
‘oh the 15th of August I started with my family for 

/ Maine, arriving in Mt, Vernon on the I6th. I spent 
the next teow days fishing, boating, riding and in forests 
and fields, and gained in health daily. On the 28th my 
companion of lust year, Simon, with his private team, 
started for the ponts. The weather was favorable. The 
scenery was not loss beautiful because we had seen it be- 
fore. We had a gay chat and Simon cracked his best jokes, 
We spent the first night at a farmer’s in Kingsfield. At 
noon next day we arrived at the Smith Parm. I need not 
say we were hungry. Old Mount Bigelow, Saddleback, 
Ajraham, Kennebago and others iu sight seemed to give us 
a heartier welcome through the clear air than ever belore. 
We put our horse in the stable, then partook of a hearty 
dinner; after which our fackle and guns were placed on the 
two-horse buckboard jyagon, and driver Racklii¥ started 
with us for Tim Pond, ‘Phe law still protected the ruffed 
frouse; and as J was not yet very strong, 1 rode nearly the 
Whole distance, and from the condition of the road and the 
careful reining of the driver, it was « refreshing vide of 
nearly three hours to the new cabim of peeled spruce logs 
that Edgar had prepared for us. We sought to entice trout 
that evening, but had not great success, After tea we had 
a merry hour or two with old friends from several States, 
Next day was hot, not a cloud or ripple, and all was 
rizht for large strings, and large strings we all caught. 

Friday the driver started quite carly with us for Seven 
Ponds. When we had gone a mile or tyyo up went a flock 
of partridges and we knocked down seven. Further on we 
found more grouse; some we gol and some we missed, Soon 
after one o’elock we teached our cabin, put in order for us 
by Supt. Lambert, Here was our good home for one week. 
We had treuting to our heart's content, principally on Big 
Tsland and L. ponds, During the time we yisited Rocky 
Pond and vieyeu the dam and other work by beayers. 
One day we took the trailfrom Big Island to Little Nor- 
west Pond, then a sLort trail to Big Norwest Pond. Arriv- 
ing on its shore we were met by Mr. Haines, of the firm of 
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“Haines & Crosby. Me took us to their cabin and enter- 
tained us liberally forthe night, I did not take my tackle, 
but Mr. Crosby kindly caught us a fine string. We shot 

partridges in the yicinity; and so time sped quickly as we 
fished, himted and rambled and feasted on the view of 
Waiter and mountains till a week bad fed, andwe reluctantly 
started on onrreturn, Various excursions ure executed by 
the robust sportsman to Beaver Pond, Alder Sivenm Pond, 
etc. ‘The trouting has been all we could wish, though much 
of the weather has been warm, bright and calm. Guides 
and drivers told us there were many broods of grouse to be 
seen early in. July, butwhen September came but a moderate 
number could be found, Tf ‘chicken cholera” tock them, 
4s your correspondent suggests. why did we not see the 
feathers of the dead? 

Duriny the season a large number of guests have visited 
these resorts, Many, like myself, for the double purpose 
of sport and regaining health, More grateful persons I 
neyer siw thyn those who came in part to be cured of hay 
fever, They all soon found relief and wished the world to 
‘snow it. 

The largest number who registered at the Seven Ponds in 
one week was forty-tive, at Tim Pond fifty-six, Several 
were there for the fourth, fifth, and sixth time. C. W. 
Smith, Hsq., of Worcester, was there, taking with him tour- 
teen friends us his guests. Senator Hoar was in the party. 
They spent much time sight-seeing and ascending Mount 
Bigelow, and I, on my teturn, imitated their bold example, 
Jn five weeks from the tine T reached Maine T was not more 
weary than others of my age, The 14th of September we were 
back to Mt. Vernon. I was seven pounds heavier and so 
much -stronger J could tramp in the woods all day and cat 
three or more square meals, Others gained as much, Some 
invalid sportsmen haye the rightidea. 
Durmg the year mnch labor and money has been ex- 

pended on boats, roads and cazins. Smith is to continue 
the good work diwing autumn and spring. Another class 
of Sportsmen are there now with their rifles for deer, caribou 
and moose. I had good sport at Mt. Vernon. Tt is a pretty 
country village, with numerous ponds in and around it. I 
gauehi pickerel, white perch and black bass from them in 
fair numbers. The villuge has a hotel, Now I am home 
again and ready for lard work, as 1 have not been for more 
flian a year. J, W, 7, 
Naw Grerary, et, 10, 1882. 

LIGHT OR HEAVY RODS, 

FON 4 recent article in the New York Journal of Commerce, 
Mr. W. C. Prime writes of light and heayy rods, and 

from his article we extract the following: The question, 
which is constantly put is, ‘What should be the weight of 
atiy rod?” This is a fruitful subject of discussion, and 
mich has been written on it. The coutroversy has been 
between “light rods’ and “héayy rods.” I frankly 
confess I cannoi take either side of the dispute, because | do 
not know at what weight the distinction begins, and fthere- 
fore do not kuow exactly the difference buitween a light and 
aheayy rod, Since the middle of May last I think there 
have not been more than two or perhaps three days (Sundays 
always excepted) on which [ have not taken more or less fish 
With the fly, sometimes casting only a half hour of the day, 
sometimes spending the whole day on the water, I Lave 
used during this time various rods, according to circumstances, 
weighing all along from five ounces up to twelve. suppose 
the arbitrary distinction between light and heavy comes 
somewhere alons in the list. of six or seven rods which [have 
used, and which Lordinarily use. 

For the angler who 2oes a fishing ouce year for n week 
or two, and doves not wish bul one rod, TL fancy the best 
advice is to buy and use a seven or cight ounce rod, But if 
he have opportuaity, let him try lighter and heavier, and then 
Adopt and use just what suits him best. It is absurd to be 
dogmatic in such matters. You can catch minnows with bean 
poles if you know how, and you can kill five-pound trout 
With  five-ounce rod if you know how. 
Loyers of very light rods love them very much, THere is 

great satisfaction in using them, and, in slillful hands, fhey 
will do heavy work. The theory of angling is thal the rod 
ig only a stiffening of the line, up to the hand, ena bling you 
to manage it; and the reel is a means both of bringing the 
fish in and of allowing the line to run free and prevent a 
sudden strain of the fish on the hook. The same gentle 
regsure may be applied with a heayy as with a light rod, it 
he reel is properly used, The bend of the rodis the applica- 

tion of a spring which keeps the line “taut” and liolds the 
hook in its place gently without such force as to tear it out, 

Light rods will not stand steady and constant angling from 
day to day. If one expects to take large and strong fish on 
eich successive day of fishing, he needs eithera fairly heavy 
working rod, or tio or three light rods. This is specially true 
in wet weather. Three days’ fishing wd talking black hags, 
in rain, will ruin 4 six or seven ounce rod, unless it be care- 
fully straightened by hanging itfrom the tip with aw eight on 
‘the butt or in some other way, aud allowed to dry while the 
fibre recovers posilion. , 

In brief, the proper weight for a red depends on what 
you want to do withit, A few days ago I was casting for 
trout where ii wis necessary to get out an occasional vast 
against the wind. [ was using a fiye-ounce Norrisrod, and it 

orked delightfully till the wind became so strone: that it 
became useless in my lands. Perhaps a better angler could 
jaye put his iydown accurately against the wale with that rod. 
Tcould not, and so T went ashore and got a seven and « half- 
buncd rod, wherewith I conld and did accomplish what was 
desired, 

Fora new Weginner it is advisable to purchase a rod 
cighing eight or nine ounces, and Ict him learn to cast with 

{, He will be sure to smash it, That cannot be avoided. 
Therefore, it is a waste of money to start him with an expen- 
sive rod. One who has learned to cast witha nine-ounce will 
asily use afive orsix ounce afterwards, while on the contrary, 
ersons accustomed to very light rous, find difficulty and 
alizue in nsing heavier ones. It scems to me that every 
one who goes 2 fishing frequently, or from year to year in 
Various waters, should have two rods, one not over seven 
ounces, and one iotless than nine in weight. : 

There is no mistake about the great delight of using a very 
limht tod in some weather, Of a still day, on a lake, with 
dight rod, light line, gossamer Icader and the smallest gnats, 
One may enjoy sunshine, air and skillfall angling to his heart’s 
content, Gut if one be fishing vrapid river, und las struck 
Atwh-pound trentin the rush of the stream with a five 
or six ounce red, he will, if he loves his little rod, wish he 
Wid left if ut home that morning, 
_ For steady se no one need think of buying a cheap rod. 

ith rods as with guns, you may, by buying four or five 
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cheap ones, hit on one which is foodand lasting, But if you 
wish a usesul, trustworthy article, vo to a first-class maker 
and pay a first-class price. Some men object to paying a 
lawyer, 2 doctor, 1 mechanic¢, an engineer, or any one, a high 
price for his reputation, This is nonsense. The sensible 
man knows that the reputation entitles the high charge, and 
puarantees the purchaser or employer. T count eleven trout 
aud bass rods in my rod case or hanging in the cabin, These 
haye cost variously from $25 to $65 each, and the higher 
priced rods have done ten times the work of the cheaper. 
[helieve that the ordinary cost of a first-class trout rod, by 
a maker of reputition, now-d-daysistrom $25 to $40. accord- 
ing to quality, extra pieces and finish. 

CAMPS ON THE WAY. 

iL—AT THE PICTURED ROCKS. 

* Bul in vain, for Pau-Pulk-Keewis, 

Once again in human figure, 

Pull in sight ran on before Lim, 

Sped away in gust and whirlyind, 

On the shores of Gitche Gumee, 

Westward by the Big-Sea-Water, 

Came unto the rocky headlands, 

To the Pictured Roeks of sandstone, 

Looking over lake and landscape.'—Lopysfellaw, 

( N our return to Peshtigo, the voice of business called 
George home, while Ed., Oscar and I kept on our 

journey. For many o season T had thought of a visit to the 
upper peninsula of the Badger State, and now T had in my 
pocket a ticket calling for oue “‘first-class passaze* over the 
“T)., M, & M. Railroad,” which, opened to the traveling 
public not yet a twelvemonth, ran from Marquette on Lake 
Superior to St, Ignace at the Straits, a distance of 120 1 Les, 
passing through the region of all others 1 most desired to see, 

At Marquette we stopped over a couple of days fo let the 
boys see the sights, to get supplies, and see the raiload 
officials and get stop-over privileges. The sights were seen, 
IT suppose, the supplies bought, I know, and after an inter 
view with Mr. Thomas McKeown, Gen. Superintendent, 
and Mr. Frank Milligan, Gen, Passenger Agent, our tickets 
were indorsed in such a manner as to allow us to stop off 
wherever we desiretl, These railroad officials not only re- 
sponded to our wishes in this -particular, but they saye us 
valuable information concerning the country we were to 
pass through, aud Iwas afterwards Jed to think that the 
friendship and kindnesses received at the hands of others 
ifter that was in some measure due to their good words. 
On the 8d of August we left Marquette for Munising: sta- 

tion, forty-two miles distant. Au Train was one of the 
places at which we had intended stopping, but a further in- 
quiry had Jed us to believe that while that place would give 
good deer huuting on the Au Train Lake a short distance 
from the.station, and also splendid bass fishing, yet for trout 
we would have a tramp through the woods of an uncertain 
distance; and so 18 we were not caring for deer or bass just 
then, we concluded to pass the plice by, 

The Detroit, Mackinaw 4nd Marquette Railroad runs 
through a region that was peculiarly interestine to me. 
Leaving Marquette the track hugs the Marquette Bay shore 
for several miles, when it takes a straight cut for the lake at 
Au Train, and thence on to Munising Station, which is 
four miles from Munising Bay, the site of old Munising, 
which is the place where we were to embark for a sail to the 
Pictured Rocks. For ten or fifteen miles after leaving 
the blue waters of Marquette Bay, a series of narrow and 
parallel ridges, from thirty to forty feet in width, with al- 
ternuting depressions between of a like width, resembling 
ancient and dry candls, was & Gonspicuous feature of the 
landscape. As our tram sped eastward these ridges and 
canis became wider, the one higher and the other tleeper; 
antl althouvit ancient pine trees were growing here and there 
amid the thickets of jack pines, thus testifying in some de- 
pree to the great length of time sinee the ridges haye been 
cast up, still ii was ¢vident that at some period more or less 
remote the lake had done this work. The curious feature of 
the matter was the symmetrical system of canals and ridges 
lett by what must have been the great lake's subsidence or a 
grand continental upheaval, or both, 

After going’ beyond the canals and ridges the road enters 
i densely wooded region, and in some places a peculiarly 
slony one. At one point in particular fhe éarth was strewn 
with broken and unworn stones, from the size of a camp- 
kettle toa tent, aud so thickly strewn were they as to sus- 
gest an Almighty hand sowing them wroadcast. What 
great cataclysm rent the ‘everlasting hills” asunder and 
hurled the stony fragments broadcast oyer this part of the 
éarth man may not know, hut it cannot he otherwise than that 
ihe concentrated powers of nature have at some time in the 
past Wurst forth and sown the plain with a hail of broken 
rock. 
Amid these stones, and over and even on them, was grow- 

ing a forest of large and small trees, and to an inhabitant of 
the alluvial lands of the Mississippi Valley it was curious 
indeed to see how the trees had sprouted from the thick, 
damp, mossy covering of rocks, and as they had grown in 
size had sent their roots outward and duwnward and were 
now firmly planted in the curth below. 

At Munising Station we bad to await the return of a 
teamster from old Munising, who set out for that place im- 
mediately on our arrival, and we did not reach the latter 
shore until about lalf-past three o’clock, Old Munising 
was once the scat of fourishing iron furnaces, but the work 
has long been suspended, and the few inhabitants of the 
place look to the fisheries principally for their support. 
Fifteen or twenty houses, all of which still belong to the 
iron company, built at random without reference to the 
North Star, but generally facing the winding roud, house 
the good people who make up that town. A quarter of a 
mile or perhaps more from the village of the white people 
is another Munising, the Munising of « band of Ojibwa or 
Obippewa Indians, and the village contains about fifteen 
wretched hark-coyered cabins, which house about seventy 
redskins. I tooka strollon my return trip through this 
Village; and while their cabins to an outsider appeared to be 
altogether insufticient to afford a comfortable shelter to the 
inmates, yel the most distinctively Indian uspect of the 
place was the undisturbed condition of the smaller timber 
aud underbrush that grew in the town. There were no 
strects, no alleys, nothing Wut winding [footpaths leading 
through the brush from cabin to cabin; and while every 
villager could hear every other-yillager’s dog barl: or rooster 
crow, not one could stand in his own doorway and see an- 
other's house, ‘The village was in ambush, 

Tn the wagon that carried us oyer rode Mr. W. J. Palmer, 
a genial North Carolinian who has wandered up to Miese’ 

high latitudes and is doing service as some sort of genvral 
agent or chief clerk of a lumber company, with his head- 
quarters in old Munising, Mr. P. at once entered into the 
spirit of our little enterprise, and, characteristic of him. not 
only wuye ns valuuble information, but set about planning 
ways and means (o help us on our jonrmney. In accerdance 
with a snggustion of his, we determined to take a boat at once 
and sail down to Miner’sCreck, six miles eastof Munising, then 
dismiss our boatman and sywait the arrival of Mr, P. him- 
self, who, with « party of friends, would make the tour of 
the Rocks the following week. 

While at Marquette we bad heard a grest deal aboul the 
dangers attending: the navigation ot Lake Superior in the 
vicinity of the Piefured Rocks, and quite a number of per 
sous had advisud us to go ina boat sailed by an Indian, for 
the reason that Indian sailors were far less reckless than 
their white brethren, and accidents consequently less apt to 
happen to them. An accident had happened to a sailing 
party & Sunday or to before we reached Marquette, in 
in which a Detroit youu# man had been drowned, and with 
that calamity fresh in our minds we felt doubly anxious as 
to the character of our captain; and so, when Mr, Palmer 
suggested Captain Jim Wish-ka-toge, who was the owner of 
& good oat, as a proper person fo carry us to Miner’s Creek, 
we gladly accepted his suggestion, notwithstanding he 
threw out certain hints indicating on his part a total lack of 
confidence in Indians in general, 

Jn due time Captain Kish-ka-tog was found, when Mr, 
Palmer told him we wanted to go to Miner’s Creek, and 
asked him if he could take us, Jim, who was of short 
make and rather ‘hencldeseed,” was looking meditatively 
at an adjacent hilltup during the Captain’s discourse, and 
Without lowering lis eyes he drawled out in answer to his 
question, ina tone decidedly African, ‘“Yata-a-s,” in which 
he sounded the @ a8 in hate, 

“Well, how much will you charge then?” asked Mr. P. 
‘Pour dollar,” in the same soft yoice, and the eyes still 

fastened upon the hilltop, 
“Why, Jim, that’s too much, isn’t it?” 
*No-0-0!”" 
Then Mr, P,’s look of surprise gave way to one of digmust, 

while Ed., who never failed to keep a prudent lookout at 
the purse-string, fairly snorted his dissent from the opinion 
of his red brother, 

My. Palmer had told us before we met the navigator that 
two dollars a day for man and hoxt was the price commonly 
paid by strangers, and, with this knowledge at hand, T gave 
the rascal to understand that [ wanted a private chat with 
him, and so we stepped fo one side. “See here,” said T, 
“there are but three of us aud we have a light load, and we 
want you to take us to Miner's Creek, which will not take 
you, at the outside, over half aday, and we will pay you 
a diy’s wages—two dollars—if you will take us.” 

“Yara-a-s,” said the soft yoice, while the eyes were once 
more fixed on the erest of the neighboring hill, 

“Well, youl take us to-night for that, will you?” 
“Va-a-i-s, 
“Well, gu and get your bont at once,” and away he went, 

And Twouder yet whether he would not have gone the 
same, had Isaid one dollar instead of tao, 

In # short time Jim rower up tothe dock, and after we 
lad bonght a three-pound whiteiish, icely cleaned, for ten 
cents, we went aboard the eraft and gaye the stern to the 
town, 
he time consumed rowing down the creek was nearly 

four hours, for the wind was contrary, bul. there was much 
to occupy our attention on the way, A mile below the vil- 
lange quite a cluster of old and dilapidated houses stood upon 
the Jake shore, andl we Jearned that there was a mineral 
spring there, and that once wpon a time a man with-“spec- 
ulation in his eye”? had thought to found and build up a 
summer resort here, and }o that end had built these houses, 
But guests did not come, and his enterprise fell through. A 
party of ladies and gentlemen from Chicago had taken pos- 
session and pitched their tents in the lawn about the old 
houses, and were having & merry lime of it, 
A mile or so further om we passed the Indian graveyard, 

on a sandy ridge near the water’s edge, and from our places 
could see the little white flags waving at the newly made 
graves, Jim would not or could not explain the meaning 
of the flags, which is evidently a survival of savagery, 
Longfellow alludes to this Chippewa custom in the lines; 

“Flags on graves aud great war captains 

Grasping both the earth and heayen.’* 

After rounting Sand Point, which was half way to our 
destination, the white cliffs—the outlines so to speak of that 
wonderful range of samdstone—the Pictured Rocks cameinto 
view, Stretched along the shore as far down as the inequali- 
ties of the shore line would admit of ns seemg, rose from out 
the water the rocky wall of Potsdam sandstone, At our 
request the boat was rowed in close to the wall, and a good 
view was thus afforded us. The first of the scries of charm- 
ing and oftentimes startling views wasa huge buttressed 
wall, that rose sheer fiom the water's edge about eighty feet 
high, and which at a distance challenged the belicf that it 
was the remains of a Cyclopenn structure ofa long past age, 
Suceceding this came along line of rocky wall, the top of 
which was covered by a growth of orchard-shaped trees, 
which at irregular intervals sent trailing down the wall side 
long vine-like branches; and ata distance of half a mile 
away the illusion was perfect that there stood a part of a 
great wall, to attest the site of a great city that has long 
since fallen and disappeared from the earth. This city-wall 
like structure extends a mile or more, and is succeeded by a 
series of cliffs rising perpendicular a hundred feet aboye the 
water, In these clits, niches, recesses and narrow shelves 
often appear at varying heights, where grasses, flowers, and 
@yen shrubs find root, hold and live, Attheir bases at un- 
equal depths through the clear, blueish colored water, may 
be seen huge blocks of sandstone, which have fallen from 
above and lie in confused heaps on the bottom of the lake, 
Along the water line great holes, caverns, grottoes, and 
arched ways, have been cut in the walls by the ever restless 
waiters, and when a “‘sea is on,” the deep boom of the waves 
as they beat into the cavernous depths sound like Old Ocean’s 
roar, The next and last object of interest before reaching 
Miner's Creek, is Castle Rock, a sharp headland a hundred 
feet hith, which has been rounded, cut and caryed until at 
the proper distance it presents a striking resemblance to a 
medieval custle with its towers, hastions and battlements. 

At Miner's Creek there isa gup im the “rock-tvibbed bills, * 
where the land drops down to an liitude of twenty or thirly 
feet above the lake’s level, This gap is trianguiarin its 
general outline, cach of its three sides being a little more than 
a mile in length. Along the lakeside extends as pretty a 
heach of white sand as one ever sayy, On the west side 
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Miner's Creek meanders, backed by a cliff, rugged and im- 
passable in some places and easily scaled in others. The re- 
maining side is bounded by a rock wall of wren} height and 
which cannot be climbed hy deer except in the gorges worn 
by tiny streams of water. At the anele furthest from the 
lake and Where Miner's Creek comes in, the two ranges of 
hills are prolonged inland from one and a hulf to fwo miles, 
and lying in the valley between is a lake a half milé oy more 
long and nearly as wide, and at the angle where the two ranges 
meet, Miner's Creek makes « Jeap over the cliff, and falls 
about sixty fect, The lowland comprised in the trianzle, 
and alsoin the prolongation of the two hill ranges inland, 
was once a part of the lake. The evidences are indubitable 
thatat some period in the past the moss-covered cliffs (hat 
bound this lowland, were cut and curved into their present 
shapes and outlines, when the waters of Lake Supeérior had 
a level of not less than fifty feet higher than the level now, 
and perhups # hundred, We made our camp not far from 
the lake shore and where the sounding of the waves could 
ever be heard, The triangular tract of land [have described 
wast maudeup of white sand, which had quite an nuheyen 
surface and once had borne a fair growth of mereliantable 
pine, which however, had beon Jumbered off, It it was still 
covered with jack pine, thickly in some places and thinly in 
others. 

As soon us we were landed Captain Jim left us for his 
liome. T had been told that there was splendid trout fishing 
in the pool at the foot of the falls, but no one had thought it 
necessary to tell me how to reach the falls, and now, when 
Tasked Jim, he said there was a trail leading to the place, 
The liar! What a time I did have finding the falls! 1 set 
out early the next morning, anil, taking the trail, I followed 
if till it ended in the creel a mile or more from camp, and, 
though [listened for the sound of falling water, no other 
sound came to me but that of the waves of the great lake 
dashing against the sandstone cliffs. After a search in vain 
for a trai! leading up the stream, I undertook to make my 
wily up through the brush, but after a half-hour’s effort try- 
ing to force a way through a cedar swamp I changed my 
mind, and concluded to cross over and go down stream in 
search of the falls. No one had told me more than that 
there were falls, and for aught 7 knew a mate to the one a 
couple of hundred yards from the mouth might be at no 
great distance above, Wadiny, scrambling through brush, 
and crawling through cedur thickets, another hour or s0 
failed to bring to light any falls, and so I left the creek and 
ascended to the plain, thinking to relurn, But as I came 
to the trail, as good luck would have it, some white men 
and two Indians wert passing, and while Iwas very much 
surprised at the apparition, I have no donbt they were still 
more so, for now T come to think of it I must hwye cut 
qnite a comical figure after my adventures in the brush 
thickets during the morning, After an exchange of civili- 
lies the stereotyped inquiry came, ‘‘What luck?” Where- 
upon [ not only said none, but told them of my unsuceesstul 
search for the fall, and the upshot of the mattcr was they 
were on their way to the place 1 could not find, and to my 
offer to accompany them they assented, Their Indians, 
after 4 short seurch, found a boat into which the three gen- 
tlemen, who were Chicagoans, and myself entered, and by 
dif of a good deal of paddling by all, and some wading and 
palling and pushing by myself, we finally made our way up 
the creek and oul jute the lake, and running vhrough that 
we came to the inlet, where we left the boat, and one of the 
gentlemen, who carried a gun, and the other two and my- 
self, went on up stream afoot in search of that fall. 

While forcing our way up the creek, I got out several 
times to help the boat oyer shallow places, and one of these 
times I handed the rod I carried that day, a plain Ocono- 
mowoc mounted with a No. 3 Kentucky reel, to one of the 
gentlemen to hold, and noticing the reel forthe first time, ind, 
no doubt, sirnck with my unkempt appearance as I emerged 
from the brush a short hour hefore, he was Icad to say to 
iis companion in a tone not intended for my ear, but 
nevertheless loud enough to receive it all the same, “Why, 
he has a Kentucky reel!’ And no doubt he queried within 
himself, ‘How in this world did that gray-muzzled, pot- 
bellied old cutter eyer come by that reel anyhow?” 

Well, we found the fall, and a beantiful one it was, with 
a ronnd deep pool at the base of the cliff, and being a little 
piqued at what Timayined to be the insinuation when the 
reel was looked at and which T altogether justified, I neyer- 
theless ‘took in the situation” at the pool, gat the course of 
the sun and selected my position accordingly and began tish- 
ing af the same time my companions did. At any other 
fime L should liaye deferred fishing until the beauties of the 
fall were takenin, but this day Tfished, and for forty minutes 
the sport wie excellent. I took seyenteen trout during the 
time, some of which ran wp to fourteen ounces, and though I 
didn’t count the fish my comrades got, J thonght I was get- 
fing as many as both. And when in our return T inquired 
the number they had tuuken and was answered, ‘TI haye not 
counted, ut T think both of us haye about half as many as 
you,” Leould not help but think, ‘How are yon, old pot- 
belly!® Ah! but the heart of man is desperately nicked. 
Those gentlemen kindly let me be of their party and thus 
helped me to that which T had not been able to help myself, 
and when my outlandish appearance excited their curiosity, 
and justly so, as Iwas ready to own, I wis, nevertheless, 
tnough piqued to be glad when they said [ had twice as 
many lish as they two, But I have repented me. 

D, D, Banna, 

COLORADO TROUT STREAMS. 

DENVER, Col., O@t. 4, 1882, 
[have just come back from a hasly, cight-day run to 

Middle Park, ‘Took my wife and anicce along. Latterhad 
never seen mountains within speaking distance hefore, and 
fo sity thal there wasvue young Jady wild with delight is 
putting it very mild, It was worth the journey alone to 
wilness her enjoyment, Bul aside from that we had such 
rand, glorious days, aud beautiful nights; such delicions, 
bracing, crisp air; and the greal slopes were so beautiful in 
gorgeous autumn dvess, that the trip was 4 perpetiial delixht. 
And then 1 had two framments of days troutiny, the first, 
except one day, in four ydars, 

The firs) was part of an afternoon with Barney Day, a 
typical fronticrsman at whose cabin we were fucsts, and the 
place Grand Wiver where it courses through his meadow in 
the western edge of the Park. He had wading boots, but T 
had nof, sohe mounted mé on Blusher, his fishing bronea, 
and I made my first cast fron) horseback. We caught only 
ten trout, bat they weighed fourteen pounds, the largest 
threw and a halt, taken by Barney; then two of two pounds 
euch; the olbers about «pound a piece. No small ones were 
to be sven anil the visible larga ones were nol numerous, 

Water clear as the air and cold as just melted ice, My horse 
stood like a rock in any kind of water and atany depth T saw 
fit to pul him, 

The next day we fished up ihe river, 9s [ had to move 
homeward, both on horseback, and Barney with his Four- 
year-old bay behind hins, We got only six fish, bul (hey were 
beauties of about two pounds euch, We wasted a good 
deal of time trying to luke some three ov four pounders out 
of a deep swirling pool, but they viewed all our tricks and 
devices with disdain, and only one of the smallest came oul ta 
my rod, They would not take afly of any kind. Tittle fall 
grasshoppers were the best lure, and helgramite néxt—the 
latter found under yocks af the edge of the water. 
Two days later we went to Grand Lake expecting to have 

aday’s sport there, but daylight jrought a driving snow 
storm, and as all prospect. for out-door enjoyment was there- 
by cutoff, anda sense of duty was constantly calling me 
home, we very reluctantly started im that direction. They 
were still having good success on the lake with Hies—hblack 
gnut and hackles—and the fish were larger than those cauehi 
inthe summer. A Mr, Rov, of your city, was devoting his 
days to the sport tid doing grandly, Three days after our 
return we received from hini (supposedly) by express a box 
of beauties packed in grays, indiciting: that as soon as the 
storm was oyer the fish took hold with new vim—a common 
Tule in the autumn, 

Elk, deer, etc., are abundant in the park, and beyond. 
Hunters say more so than years ago when the Indians roamed 
over the country, ‘ b, 

IN FLORIDA WITH DR. HENSHALL. 

AM in transit back tomy old home in Texas, on my way 
[ from Florida, where I left Dr, Henshall and the rest of 
the party, Have stopped here a few days to rest, and there- 
fore will only write a few rambling lines, as I am rambling 
myself, and just off the Rambler, Capt, Strobhar's schooner, 
Tt is unnecessary that I go into detail regarding my sojourn 
in Florida, so far as the St. Johos and Indijn rivers are con- 
cerned, as that has been so amply done by others gone hefore 
me. 

Doctor Henshall, his wife, and myself, with the Captain, 
went on board of our boat at Titusville, and went down In- 
dian River and eruised around that country nearly a month, 
and returned, and still none of the party we had waited for 
had come except Mr. Mayor and wife, and he was obliged to 
return, which left us to fill our party as best we could. We 
then succeeded in getting Messrs. Norton and Ward, of 
Bristol, Conn., to go with us. This made our party up to 
four, besides the Captain, who is a whole team himself, and 
we then concluded to go on and nmiake the best of it. After 
having made satisfactory arrangements with Captain Strob- 
har, and laid in stores of provisions, we set sail again down 
Indian River Sound, stopping in all the most important 
fresh-water streams that flow into the sound from the west 
side, and tue various inlets, ereeks, or “cuts,” coves, bays, 
ete,, on the east, or ocean, side, where we fished, hunted, 
and enjoyed ourselves to our hearts’ content. Besides our 
ample stores, we had all the tropical fruits we wanted, with- 
out cost—the finest oranges, bananas, lemons, limes, pine- 
apples, cte., yam potatoes, tomatoes, fish and oysters “un- 
til you couldn’t rest,” 

T went to that country to angle for black bass, and to be 
with Dr, Henshall of black bass fame, and to obtain of lim 
such information or what there was in the bass #hat I had 
not yet learned, and I believe that I fully succeeded in the 
whole thing. For I found the Doctor, and found the black 
bass in any desired abundance and size, and as black as bass 
could be. My reasons for not going the whole trip were 
that I only had about three months to spare, and two months 
were already gone, and knowing it would take three or four 
months more to complete the cruise, 1 gave up the trip in 
despair, a circumstance that pained me more than anything 
that ever befel me, On my return I stopped a few weeks m 
Olarke county, Ala,, to rest and shoot turkeys, but there I 
had the fortune to slip off a log as I was crossing a creck, 
and falling with my left breast across the log, broke three 
of my ribs just over the heart. It was sometime before I 
could regain the action of the thorax so as to breathe, but T 
went on, determined to get, my “gobbler,” and did so, but the 
injury soon became too sore and painful to do much hunt- 
ing, and hence! only killed nine, though fine ones, and I 
remained in that country until I came ] eve to vest awhile. I 
am. better now, but still unable to hang over a table and 
write long ata time, 
Now for the black bass of Florida and my little rod. 

There is no use in telling you where to find the bass in 
Florida, only that you gothere and fish for them in any of 
the fresh-water slreamsand lakes that you find. If you go 
to Indian River and ask for bass they will tell you, “Oh, 
yes, thousands of them—some forty to fifiy pounds,” etc., 
when tliere is not a bass in Indiau River. And there is 
where 50 many of your readers are confused by the reports 
of ‘‘bass’ in Plorida weighing twenty-fye to forty pounds. 
What they call ‘ass’ in Indian River is the redfish or 
channel bass, well known everywhere, and is a salt-water 
fish, whereas the black bass (Mroptenus sulmoides or Micrap- 
frus “dolly inule,” is strictly a fresh-water fish, and should 
never be confounded with so common and degraded a fish 
as the redfish. The natives there call the black bass “trout” 
(when they (lon’t see the Doctor standing around in hearing); 
but I believe they will come to it after a century ortwo, 
When we wanted redfish, creyaille, sheepshead, sailors’ 
choice, snappers, sargeant fish, sharks, crabs, oysters and 
other disreputable fish, we repaired to the east or ocean side 
of Indian River, and fished the inlets al flood orslack tide, 
when we sould take them iu *‘world without end.” 

Just get you a lot of “fiddlers,” anchor or tie your dingé 
over or near adeep place, and drop them a ling, that’s all, 
They will attend to the rest. I cut the foot-stalk of a pal- 
metio, trio. off the sharp wdees, and use for a rod, hitch on 
a stvong colton or any kind of line, hook, sinker and crab, 
fiddler, throw in and pull, or hold and le) them pull. Bome- 
times one sort will bite, then another, until your flexors are 
worn out, When your boat gets too Tull, stop and throw 
them out and start afresh, until you sicken and quit, We 
always threw back all except what we wanted to eat as soon 
as taken off the hook. Ilwould not allow sueh fish the 
pleasure of tufcing al my nice bass rod, for [ only had one, 
and no serub fish could ever strain its joints with my con- 
sént, ‘The others seemed to enjoy the salt-water fishing, but 
T didn’t, and [ ulways disliked it when it came our turn to 
go over to thy ogean side of the river, but when we were 19 
20 to the Sebastiun, Blbon Greek, Turkey Creek, Santa Lucie, 
ete., then T was in my own pickle, 

When once up one of those strvams, there I wanted to re- 
main always. Never wanttoleaye The tall cabbage palm, 

bending its mop-like head in the breeze; the wide-spreading 
live oak, wilh limbs draped in clustering vines and the eter- 
nal air plant; the tall and small bronze and Veuctian ferns 
in countless variely from twoto fifteen feet high, wound 
and bound in vestures of eyery shade an’ hue of tropical 
shrubs, vines and weeds, all iangled and warped im endless 
ind chaotic confusion; then the dark, cloar, amber water, 
Howing, like oil, by you, as you row along up the silent, 
streum where painfnl siilmess reigns, seldom broken, save 
by the mnstle of the fall vashes on either hand, as « monster 
saurian, haying heard you, comes gliding through them to 
the river; or some big bass mukes the amber finid boil near 
youas he ‘‘goes for” an innocent shiner or a lackless bream; 
or by the piercing scream of the bald eagle as he sails by, 
hinting some poor, industrious osprey to rob him of his earn- 
ings, Now look down as you glide along and see the Iily- 
pads, the few fallen cabbage low:, with thei heantiful fringe 
of rich, glossy and emerald mosses and curlvines and cel 
erass—beauliful, fairy home of the fishes, where lurk the 
fostive bass and fickle bream, who dream away their lazy 
lives iu freedom, plenty and undisturbed repose—undig- 
turbed save when perchance the villaimous troll or quiver- 
ing spoon invades their realms and attracts them from their 
lovely abodes, and hurls them into the upper world, and 
perbaps into the fry-pan. 

As Ward and I were trolling up one of these streams one 
afternoon, the scenery becamé too imposing. I drew in my 
line and spinner, and told Ward to put down the oars and 
Jet us give our eyes a feast. Wie agreed, and we stopped, 
To look up and around wus simply grand, romantic, en- 
chanting—then to look down through the clear water and 
see the great bass, from two to seven pounds, within three 
feet of the boat, scarcely moving when you prod them with 
an oar; then the countless number of copper-nose and blue 
bream, sunfish, ef 7 omne genus. 1 tell you the sight fairly 
made our eyes hang out on our cheeks. Wad it mot been 
that my heart beat more rapidly from the lively interest I 
wis taking, together with *‘ Ward’s’’ talking to me, I 
would haye thought myself in dreamland or the “‘ happy 
hunting grounds,” and this spol my paradise. 

As it was now near sundown, | took the oars and told 
Ward to troll and I would row back to camp, Lasked him 
what he thought of the scenery, He said: “ [tis beyond 
the language of man to describe,” ctce. I then took the oars, 
turned the boat, and struck down the stream at a lively 
rate, 

Had not gone fifty yards, when We ran oyer-a school of 
enormous pass. 1 told Ward, as quickly as I could, to drop 
his spoon over, which’ he did, and as the quivering lure 
passed over them, with not over six feet of ne out, a seyven- 
pound bass wus struck and soon landed in the boat. 1 kept 
rapidly on down to camp, Ward took many more tine 
ones, but threw them all back, not even taking time to 
weigh them, only saving what we could eat. 4 did not 
chance to go np that siream again. It came on to rain that 
night, and the stream got on a ‘big spree,” and we left as 
saon as the storm was over; but T want to visit that place 
once more, that’s all, I will not tell eyeryboily where it is, 
unless they ask me or go with me there; but that is nothing, 
one place there is as good as another, and ‘better too,” with 
one exception. There is 4 certain bend, in a certain creek 
that bad no name, but from the success [ had there I dupbed 
it ‘‘Jordan’s Creek ;” and as that circumstance will close this 
tule, you will be patient and hear it. 

Tt was on February 8 last. All the rest of the party 
had gone to Hunt deer in the piney woods, Twas yery 
anxious to see how hig a bass I-conld take, and to try the 
strength and efficacy of my little eight-ounce rod. The 
Doctor had given mea bran new braided silk line, that he 
said no bass could break ‘‘if properly handled.” I thought 
by this iime I could do the handling, as I had got about all 
the lessons out of the Doctor that were in him, and to put 
all his sense and mine too into one head without bursting it, 
was afeat few could accomplish. I had all the time been 
using medium size minuows or small perch, and could take 
all the bass I wanted up to five pounds, but the Captain kept 
{elling me to use the half-grown bream and even the prown 
ones if I wanted 1o catch the big bags, so Il concluded to act 
upon his plan onee, IL went up ‘*Jordan’s Creck ” some 
two miles, and came toa beantiful bend in ib, and a nice 
place to cast from, The water near the banks on either 
side was fringed with huge bonnets or lily-pads, and the 
water was 15 to 20 feet deep and about 75 feet wide—an 
enchanting spot—a spot fit for an angler to die in, 
Having tied my little Stranahan canvas boat to a snag 

on the shady side of the stream just below a line of bonnets, 
1 took my minnow hook and some venison for pait, and 
soon liad a. dozen half-grown bream in the bucket. Next 
rigged my little delicate ash and Jancewood red, reeled on 
my new blue silk line, a small ringed sinker, then a good 
sproat hook on double gul. I then ‘clipped off the dorsal 
spines of a bream, three inches wide, running the hook in the 
mouth and out at the nostril, and dropped the bait overboard 
while l reel up for a cast, bution reeling up I found that a 
linge bass had taken the bream the moment it went over, 
and was vugeing at the line. Lt let him have line as he de- 
sired until there Was no reason in it, then by a ood solid 
wrist movement hooked the ‘‘boy.” Oh, “you bet,” he was a 
“daisy.” Thad left my landing net tn camp, aud benws bad 
greater delay iu gelting these monsters in, but us 71 got them 
tuckered well, I would reel them in and take them by the 
under lip and Tift them in the boat, Tfany one could haye 
heen near and beheld me working these fellows, it would 
have been worth all the ‘Barnum shows’ on earth. Tt toolk 
4 half hour to the fish, 1 had taken scven, six of them black 
bass and one dogiish or “‘srindle,” andl was giving out. 1 
rag nearly dead, Ibegan about two o’elock P.M. 1 bad 

not moved, nor did ] hayeto wail three minutes for a new 
bile after landing one, before the next began to “‘recite.” 

The second fish I failed to hook, although 1 yanked him 
several times as hard as I could, yet he would ¢et up wilhin 
two feet of the top and swim across the river jo frout of me, 
and “‘chaw” on my perch, with one eye on me, the other on 
the sun, to seé what Twas trying to do with him. IT would 
jetk and he chaw, \imtil at lust he felt the steel a little, when 
he arose leisurely fo the top an] cast hook, bait and all from 
his mouth, and with supreme diszust swam away. ‘‘Dog- 
on-you sir,” T said, “1! put on something that will fix you 
big-moutled fellows,” and [pnt on a No. 7 “burbless” hook 
and fixed on a perch, same us before, after which I neyer 
failed to hook one or land him when hooked. When I had 
taken seven in all Lwas broken down. My poor little rod 
was worried ta death. My flexors and éxtensors were 
nearly done, the aun was setting low down the sky, my 
last ye minnow was gone. Thad a fow dead and stiff ones 
left. Thought T would male ona more cast and then qnit, 
L took one Jarge perch or bream, oyer half grown, dead and 
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stiff. I hooked him on without trimming, aud made a cast 
some sixty feet down stream, and as the bait sank I reeled 
slowly in, Not long ere I felt, with emphasis, the familiar 
“tag,” and placed my thumb on the coil to feel his weight. 
Found him to be a ‘‘rouser.”’ 

I began to reel wim im slowly to get him nesr me before 
hooking him, as Twas afraid to hook him with fifty feet 
of line ont, when seventy-five was all I had on. J. sue- 
ceeded in getling him within fifteen feet of me when he 
hegan to pass me and swim slowly up stream, pulling 
heayily on the line. T watched his cvery movement with 
the vigilance of u hawk, and Jet him have line stingily 
until some forty feet off, when he arose to within a foot of 
the surface and swam lone, across me, the sun shining on 
his great picd sides revealed the form of the largest bass T 
thought I ever saw, and he ‘‘chawing” my poor dead bream 
villainously, I now watched him closely, his huge month 
ou the bream and turn to swim slowly trom me. I knew 
now was my time, and with a twist of the wrist I struck 
him with all the foreée that I thought the slender “‘lance- 
wood” \yould benr. I felt that the steel had gune fairly 
home in the left corner of his capacious jaw. His first 
tactics were to turn and swim slowly baek toward the deep- 
est water yd stop, I feared iis to be ominous; I pulled 
on him to start, him again, when, for the first time, he 
discovered anything wroug, and now he began to attend 
to business with energy and enthusiasm. Wis rushes 
now were long, strong snd furious. Sometimes at 
the bottom, then out of the water, shaking his head like s, 
mad bull. He would now swim into the sunny places as 
though to show off his proportions, then stand on end and 
shake his head; but the little ‘*barbless” held him fast. Tle 
now made fora cluster of bonnets and an old brush tup, 
“That won't do,” 1 nearly cried. Ithought rod, line and 
fish, all were gone. J pressed the coil until my thumb blis- 
tered. I took both hands to the little rod, which had now 
assumed shape of the figure 6, and just as I thought all was 
gone and my biggest bass lost that IT had fone near 2,000 
milés to catch, I felt himstop! Ithen slipyed my hand to 
the crank, and, as tenderly as possible, I began to recover 
some of the line. I soon had him turned head toward me, 
and having taken in half of the line, he made for the bot- 
tom and under the boat, I plunged an oar down abead of 
him and turned him toward the middle of the stream. I 
now found that his strength, as well as my own, was fast 
failing, and in a few minutes more I lad my thumb in hig 
mouth and laid him in the bout beside his companions. I 
took out my pocket scales and applied them. ‘They draw 
eight ind a half pounds, but that did nol satisfy him; so I 
justcalled it nineandletit go. Twas now completely played 
out, and returned to camp to show my catch to the others. 

Tn going down Imet Ward in the dingey. He said that 
lie had had the same kind of luck, and while talking to him 
Tsaw him land « six-pounder. We then returned to camp), 
The Doctor and all were pleased with my luck. he follow- 
ing are their respective weights, in the order of taking, and 
they were black bass—Jferopierus dolfmiew (Henshall)—and 
not redfish. T weighed them all but the bigvest one, which 
T could not weizh, but called it 9 straight. Here is the or- 
devin which they were taken—7, 6, 54, 5,5, 7, 9 lbs. After 
this fight was over, I looked at the little rod with affection- 
ate admiration. It isthe “coming bass rod,” and if it can 
be improved, I can’t see how. My reel is perfection itself: 
My boat is a cloth boat, Lf would want no better, We 
caught thousands; but that evening's catch, the whole thing 
considered, was the best I ever experienced I could write 
you a bushel of these yarns, and all be true; but T will not 
encroach further upon your space, C. L. Jonpax, 
PELASATCHIE, Miss. 

Tennessen Norrs.—Nashville, Oct, 10.—At every Sun- 
day market there isa sale of river fish at the wharf, aud 
sometimes the displayisremarkably good, Yesterday morn- 
ing I strolled down there just as day was dawning, and 
found at least one linndred colored men, women and chil- 
tlren already assembled, besidesa few of the Caucasian race 
The fishermen, to he number of a dozen, had their fish in 
cars and were selling them as fast as they could deliver 
them, The system of ‘‘gucss: weights” was used, and in 
consequence the buyer had to pay for the seller's ‘‘cuess,” 
which myariably went one way. This mode of dealing out 
the brain fond caused if to bring not less than fifteen cents 
per pound, and nota mill too much, for handsomer speci- 
mens of drum, perch, bass, channel cat_and buffalo were 
never taken from any stream. The reflection of the early 
sun upon their beautiful scaly sides brouglt out as dazzling 
colors as would a crystal prism, and of their freshness and 
health the wrigeling bodies of the unsuspecting and inno- 
cent creatures give ample assurance. One of the fishermen, 
recognizing me in the crowd, presented me with a three- 
pound bass, which my good old cook, Aunt Harriet, broiled 
equal to one of Boyer’s best efforts, and sent in smoking hot 
by faithful little Sallie. Perhaps some disbeliever m the 
ichthyophagist diet may question the deliciousness of the 
morsel, but no oneelse. 1 lave eaten of almost every vari- 
ety of food fish known in Europe and America, and if there 
is any one of them much better than an American black 
bass, fresh, and properly broiled, and dressed with a-sprig: of 
parsley, salt, pepper and rich Jerscy butter, then I do not 
remember it,—J. D. H. 

Position oF THE REEL.—I was interested in the descrip- 
tion of his first fishing witha light red and réel, by Mr. U. L. 
Jordan, in your paper of Oct. 5. Asa new convert to this 
style of fishing he is quite enthusiastic, and there is no danger 
of his going back to his old ways ‘“ “fo *mancipation,” as he 
expresses if, The reel behind the hand bothered him though, 
and he changed it after the line burned his fingers. He says, 
“I don't see the sense of a reel behind the hand, or where 
the idea ever came from.” ft did not occur to him, that this 
Was andther thing for him to learn, and that the burning of 
his fingers was due to improper bandling. For his benefit 
T will say that this posit.on for the rec] is the result of the 
observation of anglers for along time, that areel in front 
of the hand adds to the apparent weight of the rod, and 
one behind the hand tends to balance it. Jf Mx. Jordan 
will restore his reel to the old place and learn to use it there, 
he will never so back to the obsolete custom of placing it 
infront. That was another custom ‘'’fo ‘mancipation, — 
FLORIDIAN, 

Practica PRorecrion or TRour.—A Maine paper says 
that through the efforts of Fish Commissioner Stanley and 
the Oquossoc Angling Association, men are now hired to 
guard certain poitts where the trout gather in large numbers 
ob the spawning beds. From these places, unless guarded, 

trout might be slaughtered in large numbers by unprincipled 
fishermen, 

7 ' 
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Hisnine in NEw York Bay.—Bergen Point, N. J., Oct. 
13,—I read the statement of my old friend G. TH. Wild in 
regard to the fishing here, and 1 can state that the striped 
bass are quite plentiful as yet. Last week a large number 
were caught, and my friend Dr, Payn, who is fond of the 
sport, was very successful, A large stringof tine fish re- 
paid him for a few hours’ fishing—one weighing six pounds. 
Besides the fishiue, ducks je sought after, and our sports- 
Tien are enjoying themselves an the Newark Bay and sall 
meadows,—NEBLUIK. 

Camp Hire Hlicheyings. 
——— Os 

“That reminds me.” 

A MINISTER of the gospel, au excellent shot, admirer 
of a fast trotter, lover of a good dog, and unreservedly 

appreciative of a wood joke, tells the following wood one on 
himself, in a vastly move Iumorous style than any of his ad- 
Mmirevs have ever repeated it. 

Promise of better pay induced him to take charge of a 
new flock in strange pastures, It was not Jone after his 
establishment before his sporting proclivities cropped out. 
Belonging to the fold was « wealthy, intellizent and highly- 
accomplished furmer, who could comprehend the cansist- 
ency of genuine sportsmanship with gentility and eyen 
Christianity, and the pastor cheerfully accepted in invitation 
to share a day's shooling over a well-broken brace of pointers. 

As they proceeded to the fields the host courteously in- 
quired of his guest what should be the agreement as to their 
shooting, Always ready to run a joke on 4 friend, and 
imagining himself able to wipe the farmer's eye at will, the 
opportunity appeared too good to be passed unimproved; so 
the parson suggested a miss-and-out rum, and that each 
should mark and carry game for the other, ‘‘Nul? ced.” 
Asa matter of course the guest wus expected to “wade 

in” when the first bevy was found. Bang! banc! on the 
rise, but not a feather to the parson’s second byrrel, The 
farmer gathered and pocketed the single bird, and with a 
matter-of-course air which “cast no shadows of coming 
events before,” proceeded to take his turn. 
The performances of the dogs were as harmonious as the 

machinery of 9 perfect ). 1, the cover unexceptionable, and 
the farmer proceeded to grass every shot so heautifully that 
the shepherd soon discovered that there was little of the eye- 
wiping lesson to be taught that lamb, and that his best be- 
havior would be necessary to escape carrying a lion’s share 
of the game. Bevy alter bevy was found, and every shot 
was such an easy one that the hunt was becoming a little 
monotonous and tiresome to the preacher at lmeh-+time; hut 
“hope sprang eternal,” and there was still a supposed chance 
forredemption. ‘Alas! the uncertainty of Human daleula- 
tions,” etc., even though the calculator be one of the elect. 

As the sun crept closer and closer to lis western couch, 
hope that a bird could be flushed which wanted to escupe 
that preacher’s pockets grew fainter and fainter, Lill it fick- 
ered out when that exasperating lamb began adding hares to 
his shepherd's load with a nonchalant assurance that at the 
close of a day’s sport ‘‘l generally shoot a few rabbits, to be 
fed to the dogs.” Warly in the day he entered the ficlds in 
an exuberance of delight which bubbled over in anticipa- 
tion of the jolly laugh at supper, when he should have 
demonstrated to an unsuspecting rustic the capabilitics of a 
good shotgun in expert hands, At sunset he trudged wea 
rily under a eartload of game, thoroughly crushed in spint 
and pride, maintaining a cheerful air, though, as an old mud- 
sill happily expressed it, ‘completely ‘knored’ of sucking 
eggs.” 
as ever a hint of the joke was dropped by the farmer; but, 

whicn reaction followed, it was ‘“‘too good to keep,’ and 
when told on himself he was met on every hand witli the 
gratifying (?) assurance, ‘‘T could have told you that would 
be your fate,” J. T. B. 
Sieepy Honnow. Ky., 1882. 

ln conversation with an oid Northwoodsman lately, the 
writer was amused by the following true story of a green 
darkey sailor's ingenuity to escape rebuke and punishment 
for his poor management of the helm during part of a night 
on the Upper Mississipp1 in a river lioat, 

The captain of the craft, had ordered the darkey, nvmed 
Sam, to take close notice of a particular bright star, and to 
steer his course by that star until he received other orders; 
then hie went below. 
Sum assented, and for awhile all went well, but soon sleep 

overcame his eyelids, and he slepi the sleep of the just, never 
letting go his hold on the helm. Some irregularity in the 
movements of the craft attracting the notice of the captain, 
he started to come on deck again, but Sum heard hin, and 
at once taking in the situation ata glance of his now wide- 
awake eyes, he yelled down the companionway, ‘Say, 
boss, come np yere an’ pick out anoder star for dis child, 
We is done gone past de first one right smart, sure.” ‘ 

SAWBONES, 

Answers ta Correspondents. 
Supscriger, New York,—We do not know of a purely bred Scotch 

terrier for sile, , 
H. D.—Your plan might work, and if it did, would be terribly kill- 

ing. we should think. 

J. G. W., Coxsackie. N. Y.—Manton’s “Taxidermy Without a 
Teacher” will probably answer your purpose. Price, 50 cents. 

G. H. B., Watertown, N. Y.—The second yolume of the N. A. Kk. 
©. Stud Book is not published yel, We cannot say when it will be, 

Loxasn, Castleton, Vi.—i. Does this yolume inelude the sum and 
substance of ‘The Movérn Breach-Loader,” by the same author,or not? 
%. Is there any one standard work which deals thoroughly with cump- 
ing out, cooking, ete.? Ans. 1. Yes, practically. 2. “Wrinkles; or, 
Hints to Sportsmen and Travelers upon Dress, Equipment, Arma- 
ment, and Camp Lite,” price $2.40; ur “How to Camp Out,” price 
$1; also, “Gana, Cookery,’ price 50 eents—may he what you want, 

. B,, New York.—l, My gun, & new ¢ighty dollar 12-cauge Pailer, 
right barre] modified, left full choke, leads at the breech And muzzle 
after firing forly or fifty times, what is the cause of it? 2. Please 
give a receipt for taking the lead out of barrel, 3, Will mercurial 
ointment take it out? 4, Please give your method for cleaning inside 
of gun barrel after aday’sshooting. 6, What would be the proper 
charge of powder and shot for trap suooting, ete? 6. Give directions 
for loading paper and brass shells. 7, My gun gives a pattern of 204 
pellets with right and 256 with left barrel, one and one-eighth onnes 
standard shot being used; distance, 40 yds. ; target 24in. Ts the pattern 
ood? §. Whatis the best shot to use, chilled or soft? Ans. 1, ‘This 
a vommoen complaint about choke-bore guns, although powder 

residuum is perhaps as often to blame as lead, 2, Use serateh brush 
and oil, 3. Yes. 4. Use benzine or alcohol with flannel rays, then diy 
and oilslightly, Look after the gun twice a week for tivo weeks and 
if it begins to rust attend to it. Thenyou can putaway. Sand 6. You 
dont give weight of run. 7. You don’t give size of shot. 8. Chilled 
shotis highly thought of by many, hub by somu iy thought toa wear 
out the choke very fast, 

Hishculture. 

THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

PROCEEDINGS ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING. 

MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF THE SWORDFISH. 

BY G, BROWN GOODE. 
| CONCLUDED. | 

THE CAPTURE OF THH SWORDIISH IY THE MEDITERRANEAN. 

6errHE following table gives the Humber of fishermen, and 
_ boats engaged in the swordfish flshery on the Sicilian 

and Calabrian coasts: 
1. The harpoon fishery. 

: Calabria, Sicily. 
Large boats (or feluche)...,,.,..,.. 6 52 
Small boats (lontri).... 2.2... 2. 2h 
Small boats (barche).......... é 
HUSHEPRIOT Wd, eGo te bres 

2, The gillnet fishery 
Boats of three tons burden - sc-oul 50 
Vishermen 50 400 

Ou the coasts of 

“The following table shows the averaze annual catch in 
Sicily and Calabria: 

1, The harpoon fishery. 
, Biloprams, 

On the Calabrian @Gast. 0.2.2). 25... cee eee 60,000 
On-the Sicilian coasts .4: is... e cern ee denens et 40,000 

: 2. The gilinet fishery. 
On the Calabrian coast..... nies flee fee bbe ote 25,000 
Qn the Sicilian coast... - (22.22.0002. l eee sees. 15,000 

“The products of the fishery are consumed principally in 
Sicily andon the mainland of Ttaly. A partion, however, is 
preseryed.in salt or oil, and sometimes exported. The flesh 
al’ the swordfish is excellent when fresh, and is not so liable 
to become soft when canned as that of the tunny or horse- 
mackerel. Tt theretove always commands a lish price, 

“Tt has been claimed that, in order to prevent a decline in 
the fishery, hookfishing should be prohibited from the middle 
of January to the first of April, and that, a fine should be im- 
posed on those who capture the young fish. It has been sus 
gested, also, that no nets should be allowed to be set in the 
Straits of Messina within 200 meters from the shore, 
“The vesult of the experiments in artificial hatehing of 

swordfish in certam inelosuves and marshes in the vicinity of 
fl Faro appears to be somewhat uncertain: but, at all events, 
they may open the way for more practical and successful 
operations in the future,” 

RECORD OF A GLOUCESTER SCHOONER FOR THE SEASON OF IS78, 

As an example of the manner in which a season of sword- 
fishing is passed, and of the yield of a very successful period 
of work, a record is here given of the trips of the schooner 
Northern Hagle, of Gloucester, Capt. George H. Martin. 

TRIPS OF NORTHERN BEAGLE, CAP, GHORGE H, MARTIN, 
Length 

No. of of trip. Price, 
trips. Date of start, Days. No. of fish taken, Where sold. Cents, 
1 dune. ..... i) 16 (5,000 Lbs.) Boston,... 8 
2 June 19 vi 22 (6,600 Ths, ) D * 4he 
4 June 30,..,. 14 12 (8,700 lbs, ) alg 
4 July 13,.... 11 20 (5,800 Lbs.) en 
5 July 27... 18 47 (9,000 Vhs, 5 4 
i August 15,, 15 26 (6,500 lbs.) 3 
va Sept. 1...:: 16 16 (5,600 Lbs.) (2) 
8 Sept, 20... 14 14 (4,500 Ibs, ) (3) 

163 (46,700 Lbs.) 
RESULTS OF TRIPS BY OTH VHSSELS, 

Capt. Benjamin Ashby went swordfishing in the schooner 
N, H, Dudley two successive years, in 1859 and 1860, In July 
and August, 185i), he took 108 fish; the next year 85. 
The schooner Yankee Bird, of New Bedford, boarded in 

Proyincetown Harbor, August, 1870, had already thet sea- 
son taken 60 fish, 

Mr, Harllreached Portland in the progress of the fishery 
census investigation, July 29, 1880. On this day, he writes. ds 
to 40 fish were brought in, and on the Ist of August 200 more 
were landed, 60 by one yessel. 

STATISTICS OF CAPTURE. 

Tt is at present only possible to give estimated statistics of 
capture, though a year hence, when the returns of the fishery 
census, at present in progress, shall have been tabulated, 
much more accurate figures will be attainable. Putting the 
number of vessels reoularly employed in swordfishing at 
forty, estimatine their annual catch at eighty fish each, 
which is only halt the quantity taken by the Northern Nagle, 
as shown in the preeeding paragraph, the agereyate number 
of fish taken wonld he 3,200, 
Competent authorities estimate that each vessel in the 

mackerel fleet captures and brings in an average quantity of 
eight barrels of pickled fish, or perhaps eightdfish each. “The 
number of vesselsin the mackerel fleet is at least four hun— 
dred, Allowing four fish to each, there is an agerevate of 
1,000 fish, Estimating one for each vessel in the halibiut feet 
yearly, we add fifty more in the aggregate. 

Mr. Harll judged that in 1875, as for several years previous, 
2,000 swordfish had been brought into Portland, Me. Allow- 
ing 1,000 of these to the rerular swordfishermen and the 
mackerel vessels, we have a remainder of 1.000 taken by the 
o¢easional fishermen of Portland already spoken of, and to be 
added to the aggregate, which now amounts to 5,90, 
Add 150 more for the coasters, séabass fishermen, and 

pound-tending vessels of southern Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island, and Connecticut, and the sunt is 6,000. 
The iverage weight of a swordfish dréssed is estimated by 

several persons, Captain Ashby, Mr, Watll, Mr, Thompson, 
and others, to be 800 pounds, and that thisis not far from the 
truth may be seen by referring hack to the records of the 
Northern Hagle, If theaverage weight is assumed tobe 240 
pounds, the agerepate weight of a year’s catch of sywordtish 
amounts to 1,500,000 pounds, valned at 545,000, the average 
price being estimated at three cents per pound. 
To estimate the number pfmen employed is almost impos- 

sible, since the season contiuues only four months, and many 
are employed for a much shorter period, The crews of the 
forty vessels number from 160 to 200; the nuniber of men 
employed for shorter periods it seems scarcely necessary to 
estimate. 

In 1874 the annual catch for the United States was estimated 
by Mr, E. G. Blackford at 2,000 fish, weighing 1,000,000 pounds. 

SWORDAISH AS AN ARTICLE Ol FOOD. 
“The small swordfish is very pood mei,” remarked Josse- 

lyn, in writing of the fishes of New England in the sevan- 
teenth esntury., Since Josselyn prebably never saw a yonne 
swordfish, unless at some time he had yisited the Mediter 
ranean, this fair bo suppuse that lis information was derived 
from some Tialian writer. 

Itis, however, u fact that the Mesh of the swordfish, though 
somewhat oily, is a very acceptable article of food, Its tax- 
tuveis coarse; the thick, fleshy, niuscular layers cause if bo 
resemble that of the hahbut in consistency. Its favor is by 
many considered fine, aud is uot unhke that of the hluéfish. 
Tis color is gray. ‘The rasat of the young fish is highly prized 
on the Mediterranean, and is said to ba perfectly white, com- 
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pact, and of delicate flavor.(42) Swordfish are usually cut w 
into steaks, thick slices neross the body, and may be broile 
or boiled. 

Considerable quantities of swordfish are annually salted in 
barrels in Portland, Gloucester, Bostun, New Bedford, snd 
New London. Swordfish pickled in brine is in considerable 
demand in certain sections of the country, and particularly in 
the Lower Connecticut Valley, where & barrel may be fouud 
in. alinost every grocery store. By many persons it is con- 
sidered much more palatable than salted mackerel, 

MARKETS. 
Mr, Thompson remarks; “Preyious to 1862 the market for 

fresh tish was Lmited to New Bedford, Full River, Provi- 
dence, and the adjoining towns, and a large proportion of the 
fish then taken was salted and shipped to the West Indies 
and the Southern States. This wus especially the dase with 
those taken about Noman’s Lind and Martha's Vineyard, 
Now nearly all are consumed fresh, aud the average price is 
somewhat higher than formerly,” i: 

The Gloucester Tulegraph of September, 1840, contained the 
following item, which shows that swordfish were eaten in 
Boston at least thirby years ago, and highly astuemed: 

“A swordfish weighing abont 250 pounds was caught near 
our capeon Tuesday. Ttwastaken to Boston and retailed 
out from Quincey Market, by Messrs. Covill, af 124) cents per 
pound, The sword, measuring from the to eye the tip, is 37 
imvhes in length, (45) 
Mr. Join H, Thompson writes: *“At present the great buble 

of the cateh is sold fresh. Most of the tish are brought te this 
port. and a few are carried to New London, Until within a 
reny tes years nearly all were disposed of in this vicinity, 
About 1864 a few were sent to Boston ou trial, and the con- 
sumption of swordfish in that vicinity has since rapidly in- 
creased. Still, the principal market for fresh swordtish may: 
be said to lie hetween New London and the eastern end of 
Massachusetts. Providence, Kh. 1., consumes a large quan- 
tity.” 

Mr. Harll writes: ‘‘About 2,000 swordfish, averaging in 
wWeisht 500 pounds dressed, have been landed yearly im Port- 
land for several years. Most of! them are sent to Boston 
fresh, and the remainder are cut up and salted here,” 

Mr. Eugene G. Blackford informs me that the swordfish 
are not much esteemed in New York market, and that in 
1474 not more than 2,000 pounds in the aggregate were con- 
sumed, 

PRICES, 

Regarding the price of fresh fish at New Bedford, My, 
Thomson remarks; “‘When the fish arrives here itis eagerly 
soucht at 20cents a pound, retail, In 1873. within forty-eight 
hours of the arrival of the first one, fifty-two were brought in, 
bringing the general retail price down to and 10 cents. At 
this price, clear of boue, they are usually retailed throughout 
the season. The wholesale price is about 12 cents forthe first 
eatch, falling rapidly to 2 ors cents. This is for ‘clean fish’, 
without head, tail, and vistera, Fish from George's Bank are 
sometimes brought here from Boston, They then retail at 1d 
and 20 cents,” 

According to the record of the Northern Eagle, the price 
in June, 1578, ranged from 2 to 446 cents, in July from 3 to 5 
cents, aud in August from 2hy te 

Tn July, 187, Mr. Baril tound the price in Portland, Me., + 
cents, but the arrival of 200 fish on August 1 brought the 
price down ta lig cents. He estimates the uyerage wholesale 
price at 2 cents, 

In New London, according to Captain Ashby, the prive has 
varied within his recollection from 4 to 8 cents, the latter high 
price being paid in L577. 
According to Captain Martin, the price of salt swordfish in 

Gloucester is always about the same as that of No. 3 macke- 
vel. In July, 1575, there being no mackerel in the market, 
they were valued at $7 4 harrel. 

42. The flesh, which is much esteemed by the better chisses wh Pal- 
érma, is dressed in almost os many modes as that of the tunny and 
fetelies a higher pee, During our sojourn there it was as two to 
one, The fiber is invitingly white, and the round segments look, as 
they lie in rows along the stall, like so many fillets of veal, Tour to 
sixfelt isthe usualrian of those takeu off the Tringsrian coast and 
displayed in the fish markets of Sicily,—Badhant, 

43. A swordtish weighing over 700 pounds was one of the sensations 
at Faneuil Hall Market last week,—-(ligucestey Tefegroeph, Avast 18, 
1870, 

ENDURANCE OF CARP. 

~| INGE our editorial note on this subject was in type the 
i.) following letter to Fish Commissioner Blackford was re- 
ceived. It relates to the same fish, antl we publish 1 us part 
of the same singular story: 

Mippie Hore, N. Y., Oct. 12. 
Mr. Bugene G. Blackford: 
Thinking some additional facts in regard to the warp sent 

you last week by Mr, Hurr, of Newburg, would be interest- 
ing, [ have taken the liberty of writing, The pond situated 
at Creek Hill Cemetery was emptied in February, 1881, by 
the giving way of the dam, and remained dry until the fol- 
lowing June, when I re-built the dam and allowed it to Hill. 
[tis fed by springs and is not connected with any other pond 
or body of water. I have mentioned these facts to show you 
that there was no possibility of there being any fish in the 
ond at the time it was stocked with carp, or that they could 

navel potin since. On the oth of November last I received a 
can of carp from Commissioner Baird, There were twenty- 
steven of them, the largest not more than two inches long. 
They were placed in the pond and not seen again until April, 
when, as near as I could judge of their size by looking at 
them in the water, they were abou four inches long. Dur- 
ing the recent freshet the bank of the pond gaye way and let 
out all the water, so, of course, we lost our fish, The one 
sent you was picked up about ten rods below the break in 
our pond, and no doubt came from there. Yesterday one of 
iny men caught another of about the same size of yours. 
There are two more of about the same size ina small pool 
below the pond, that can be easily caught and will be put back 
in the pond as s00n as the bank is repaired. 

Wu. B, WEsTERYEL?. 

CARP IN TENNESSEE.—Nashyille, October 12, '8?.—Col. 
Goodsell has just finished a carp pond at his farm, ten miles 
from this city, and intends stocking it with that varioty of 
fish. It cover over One-half acre, and varies in depth trom 
‘three to ten feet, At one end of the pond he has left a large 
space of qjarsh, in which grows luxuviantly a species of wild 
rice, and where, he thinks, by flooding if, the fish will go to 
spawn, Ifthe plants growing there should proye to be suited 
to the carp as food, a great discovery will have been made, 
Thesnpply of water in this pond comes from two or three 
springs hich were uncovered during the process of building: 
the temperature of it is not too low, and doubtless the fish 
willthrive init. The same gentleman has two other pons 
(supplied with water from a, very cold spriny), in which he 
has placed a large number of native game fish, He says thay 
have grown eviormously within the last few months. The 
other day a bass weighing full a pound jumped into a canoe 
that was floating on tie pond, which he says was in splendid 
condition, Young Mr, Gray told ma yesterday a most fabu- 
lous story of the growth of some carp which he placed in a 
pond one year azo, One of these, weighing a pound when 
placed in is pond, has grown to be a monster, aud he thinks 
he would weigh not lessthan ten pounds, while the smaller 
ones lave veached fvom twelve to fourteen inches in length 
and would average two pounds apiece. He has fed them 
regularly since he got them, and as the last winber was ex- 
ceedingly mild, I believe his statement not exaggerated, 

Captain Frank: W. Green has been the most successful grower 
about here, his ten i pair haying multiplied until he 
has now thousands of them forsale. His pond is very small, 
but he is untiring in his care of the fish, feeds them regularly, 
and now his reward has heen won. The mujority of the fry 
shipped to this State by the U. 8. Fish Commission have been 
lost through negligence and want of common sense treat- 
ment.—dJ, D. H, 

DBATH OF CARL LINDENBERG.—I{t, is with regret that 
we read in the Fischeret Zeitiny that Mr, Carl Lindenberg. of 
Berlin, is dead, Mr, Lindenberg was one of those few Jaree- 
hearted dealers in fish who take an active interést in fish- 
culture, and the fine display at Berlin was increased by lis 
liberal exhibit; of live tish in aquaria, which obtained the 
second prize of honor given by the Emperor, He labored 
hard, until he finally obtained the remoyal of obsolete re- 
strictions ou internal commerce, and Germany was allowed 
to obtain good sea fish at cheap rates. He was but thirty- 
nine years old, and his loss will be severely felt, 

CARP IN NORTH CAROLINA,.—A correspondent writes 
us that Mr. 8. G. Worth, Superintendent of Fisheries of Norta 
Carolina, has nearly finished a set of carp ponds near Raleigh 
for increasing the supply to the builders of tish ponds in North 
Carolina, The verdict from all sources regarding the carp is 
es in its favor, both as regards rapid growth and 
avor, 

Che Zennel. 
FIXTURES, 

BHNCGH SHOWS. 

January 9, 10. and 11, 1883.,—Meriden Poultry Association Bech 
Show, Meriden, Gonn, Joshua Shute, Secretary, 194 Hobart street, 
Meriden Conn. 

April 3, 4,5 and 6, 18538. Western Pennsylvania Poultry Societys 
Fifth Annyal Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Wniries for the Bench 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after Mareh 1, 1882, 
close December 1, 1882, Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. I. R. Stay- 
ton, Secretary, Allezheny City. Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
November 17--Eastern Field Trials Club Field Trials on Quatl, near 

High Point, N.C, Entries for the Derby close July 1, For the All 
Aved aid Members’ Stake, November 1, Washington A, Coster. 
Flatbush, N. Y- 
December 4—National American Kennel Club Field Trials ou Qnail, 

Grand Junction, Venn, D, Bryson, Memphis, Tehn., Secretary. 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Qlib Field Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La, Entries close December 11. J. K. Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1, 

ROVINGS BY HAL HUNTER. 

\ J HAT is nicer than an October morning for a ride through 
‘the country! Nothing, we thought, as we started Irom 

Hast Orange for a twenty-three mile drive to Morris Plains, 
“Rox Farm,” as it is familiarly known to New Jersey sportsmen, 
was our destination, with the pleasure ahead of seeing the canine 
fayorites, and a run with our own that were summering at the 
farm. Wesped along, enjoying the morning air and leautiful 
eountry, tatil we came to Milburn, where we rested our -team 
and ‘took in” a yery substautial morning meal, Three-cuarters 
of an hour spent, bub both horsey and man were fresher, and along 
we go while it iscool. Chatham is passed; Madison next, and 
at this pratty little place the good people are astir. Ibis a good 
road from Madison to Morristown, aud we quickly find ourselyes 
mnong the beautiful residences of this handsomest of suburban 
townships, Slower through here, please, that we may eujoy the 
lawns and homes of many sporting gentlemen, Dogs are every- 
where to be seen, promment among whith are the little silky 
terrier. Truly this may be called “the land of Skyes,” for they 
abound, and they are all nica ones, too. Setters also are ver 
plentiful. Pointers we saw few of. The setters bespeak their 
family at once, and one notices the Raymond and Morford strains 
are the choice with gentlemen who keep them for work. Weare 
nearing Morris Plains. The great asylum, with its new coat of 
aint, forms a grand background for the plains; and there, just 
ae the track a bit, we sée the cottage of Fox Farm, the prop- 
erty of Charles H, Raymond. 1t contains about seventy acres of 
good land, and is provided with an unusually large amount of 
outbuildings. Tt bas been Mr. F.’s konnels farm for inany years. 
Tt is now leased by Mr. J. D. Panot, who uses it for a boarding 
kennel, dairy for his little herd of Alderneys, and his home, 'T'o0 
much cannot be said in praise of Mr. P.’s cleanliness in the care 
of his kennel, of bis judgment in cases of sickness, nor of bis lib- 
erality to bis dogs. His belief seems to be that his dogs do as 
well in good flesh as in a half-starved condition, and with the aid 
of mush and Alderney milk he carries oub his idea to a nicety, 
The barns are admirably adapted for his kennel, and well filled, 
each dog haying an abundance of room, many occupying box 
stalls, They aré all liberated once a day and given the freedom 
of field and wood. 
But tothe dogs. First we tind in the public stud the old 

thoroughbred Brough (Prideof the Boriler-Fairy), who though 
at present out of condition, has the blood nevertheless. Brough 
is of the first litter whelped after Mr. Raymond imported the 
grand old bruce, and is of the somewhat questioned color, the 
liver and white; but from what we learn of him his color does 
not hurt his hunting any, as he is every inchatield dog. He 
should make a grand cross on either Layerack or native 
hitches, especially of a light build. : 

Next we are shown the old favorite and brother to Brough, 
Guy Mannering. Guy is all rightin color tor the friends on 
the no liyer side of the question. He is looking well and 
healthy, and will, we trust, last formany a day yet, Heis 
still good in the tield, but of course has lost the fire and dash 
of his youth. He enjoys the best that Vox Warm affords, as does 
his kennel companion and brother, Rhoderick Dhu, who is 
looking better, if anything, than Guy. We had the pleasure 
of Rhod’s company for a stroll, and tu see the old dog go in 
his quiet Laverack way is a pleasure indeed. Mr. P, tells us 
he is a superior dog on partridge, and the old fellow took us 
in the mountain to two places where the birds had been. 
Rhod. and Guy are in the private stud, and have proven them- 
selves to be two good ones. Their Bo ppies are very unitorm 
in size and style, They are all field dogs, though we would 
like a little more speed than many of the youngsters possess, 
We would not fancy either for heayy bitches or those of a 
slow turn, except for the blood, which no one can deny is 
worth seeking after even atthe expense of alittle speed. 
Rhod, is the lighter and the one for the heayy eliss, while 
Guy is a grand old dog for light wiry bitches, Itseems a pity 
they are not brought move to the frontasstud dogs hefore it 
istoolate, With Brough, Guy and Rhod, Nox Farm has a 
grand showing of the Layerack blood. Mv, Panot won't hear 
anyone say that the Laveracks lack: “bottom,” but acknowl 
edges that—as our idea, and always has been—the crossing of 
the Layerack blood into the native bitches make the more 
nearly perfect dog. 
We are next shown the well-known orange and white dog 

Max Harkaway. Max, if we remember right, isa son of 
Quimby’s Nellie; lis sire is Guy Mannering, one of the Jersey 
favorites. Max we thought to be looking hetter than when 
we saw him last, and he seemed yery happy in a large box 
stall by himself. We were told he improved every year at 
his work, and he impresses one as being a ventleman’s dog, 
We text noticed 

Rhod, or Guy, oub of Mina, the bitch Mr. Bebew lost. Cons 
is u fine size, but of too eurly a coat to suit our eye. He has 
not been broken and is consequently nntried, bun his sisters, 
Pope’s Loui and Bebee’s Blue Belle, are said by Mr, P. to be 
ood ones in the field. Itis a pity to haye Cona, left untried, 
eis in the prime of health and condition, 

r. Bebee’s Cona, & black and white by- 

We next noticed the young native dog Doud, the prope 
of B. A. Spooner, of New York, by pean Jersey aes 
field trial winner Daisey, Heisa good looker and will be 
banal this season. His breeding entitles him to field 
ability, 
We are next shown the coming star dog of the farm, Mr, 

Raymond's youngster Punch, by Brandy, ason of Pride of 
the Border, ex the famous little bitch Lemonade. Brandy 
and Lemoniwde mixed in this style cannot help making Punch. 
Punch is said to be the best stuyer for a five months old 
puppy Fox Parm has ever produced, and points nicely also. 
He is orange and white, and although not quite right in the 
joints, is fast, through Mr, Panot’s attention, getting over it, 
He reminds us of his mother, There is.also a pointer, liver and 
white, whose name and pedigree we do not recall. 
We are next to notice the bitches. First we notice the Laye- 

vack bitch Magnet, who is boarding at the farm. She has 
tronble with her eyes and shows her age, but will still make 
brood bitch. Sheis, we think, the property of Mr, Westeott, 
of Philadelphia, and was bred by Mr. Layerack, being by 
Bailey's Victory out of Blue Daisy, and is about six or seven 
years old; but there are shill hopes of getting a litter from 
her, which is greatly to be desired, 

Cecile we are shown next, She isa sister of the famous 
Paul, who died so suddenly, and if anything of his kind 
should be highly prized. The brother was by Morford’s Don 
out of Mairy. The blood is of the winniny kind. Here we 
have the native and Liyerack cross again, and had Paul lived, 
he would have shown what the cross will make for our dogs. 
Cecile is amice biteh, one that pleases the eye, attracting at- 
tention at once. She is the property of Mr. Rayniond. 
Next comes the grandly-bred one, Ploy, also Mr. Raymond's. 

Sheis by Lincoln out of Fairy, and should make a grand brood 
bitch. We remember her at our first visit to Robbins Island, 
‘She did not do herself credit there, but we were informed 
could do so with ease. She is an orange and white, of fme 
size, possibly a little heavy, if anything. We would fancy a 
cross for her with Mr, Goodsell’s Plantagenet, 
Next we call upon Blue Belle, Mr. Bebee’s little winner, She 

is a sister to Cona, before mentioned, and Loni. She and Loui 
haye been kennel companions witil lately, when Mr, Pope 
took Loui and her brother, by Thnader, home for a while, 
Blue Belle is & yery-pretty bitch, indeed, fine disposition and 
Bey to handle, and witnts only work to be a star field per- 
former. 
Next we tind Girl, a sprightly bitch and granddaughter of 

old Pride. She is of the disputed color, but looks to be 
speedy, and possibly a little headstrong. 

‘There are two young things to be handled this fall. First, 
and probably one of the best young hitches of the present 
season is the black, white and tan native setter bitch Duchess 
Diamond, the property of Mr. Fred, H. Wetmore, of Orange, 
N.J._Sheisa sister to the young dog Doud. being by cham- 
pion Jersey Duke out of Spooner’s Daisy. She is a very nice 
little bitch, and will be broken for a gentleman's hunter, She 
is yery fast and level, fine nose and yery pleasant in minding. 
Weshall expect to hear from her again. Both Mr. Panot and 
Mr, W, think well of the Duchess, 
Then we find a nice little bitch, the 

Raymond, She is called Miss Cynthia Waters. She is 
by Rhod out of Whirlwind, Her dam we saw once at 
Fox Farm, and she was a fast one. Cyn, as shé is éalled, - 
promises well, but we think will Jack dash, though it is 
difficult to tell as yet. She is a handsome little thing, es- 
pecially har head. We think she fayors her sire in build. 
Next we look at Mr, Spooner's orange and white bitch Zoe, 

by Morford's Dou out of Mereilliot’s Petand litter sister to 
the late champion Grace. She is a fine, large bitch, « true 
and natural hunter, and for the age and flesh that are on her 
she possesses a power of speed, She has been summering at 
Vox Farm and was looking finely, She has been bred twice 
in succession to Warwick, but both litters were lost, She 
will now be bred to a Laverack of her own color, 
Lastly we are shown the famous little bitch Lemonade, the 

property of Mr, Raymond and dam of many good ones, She 
is looking and ed finely, and will receive her share of 
attention this fall, She is am orange and white, of good size, 
and & gréat pet with her owner, Lemonade’s puppies should 
be mauch sought after by sportsmen, for she is never bred but 
to raise hunters, After the dogs were looked over we took 
Zoe, Duchess, Cyn, Dond, and old Rhod inyited himself, and 
were OF for a tranip to the top of Whatnong, Twas a lovely 
day in the woods, and the dogs enjoyed it with us. Going up 
we inet Mr. Raymond and a friend with Lemonade, Cecile, 
Mloy and Punch, and after a few words of greeting pushed 
ou, The orange and white are the color for the field, as we 
realized as Mr, R., friend and quartette left us. On down the 
bill, on to the top, where we enjoyed a view of the Passaic 
valley, then home toa sumptuous dinner, such as only Mrs, 
Panot can serve to hungry trampers, One more look on the 
dogs all round, we jump into our buggy, and with a promise 
to come soon again start on our lovely drive home, sorry that 
a day of so complete rest should end so soon, 

mroperty of Mr, 

HAL Hunter, 

DENVER BENCH SHOW. 

DENVER, Colo,, Oct, 7, 1552, 

The first anoual bench show tinder the auspices of the Colo- 
tado Industrial Association, took place at Denver on the 5th 
and Gthinst. The different classes called forth many blooded 
animals from all yer of the State,and a guodly number 
where represented, and compared very creditably with the 
Eastern show in point of quality of dogs. 
Too much eredit cannot be bestowed upon the manager, 

Mr. Meek, for his untiriug interest to make this the first 
annual bench show asuccess, and, judging from the comments 
of visitors upon the management of the kennels and classifica- 
tion of dogs, it was certain to make him feel amply repaid for 
his ardent labors, 

The kennels, Sfty in nwuber, where constructed in the open 
air. in the form of an ''L.) They were large, clean, and as neat, 
as could be in point of architecture, and nothing was left un- 
done for the comfort and convenience of the dogs exhibited, 
and in conclusion if can safely be said it was a success, and 
every lover of the brute creation was satisfied with its success 
and the judginy of the different classes. Following is 4 lst of 
the awards: ) 

Class 1.—Miss Van Vleet, best Newfoundiand, 35.100, 
Class 2.—Stuart Taylor, best English mast, $7.00, 
Class 3,—Mr. Haclmey, best greyhound, 55.00. 
Class +.—J. Winfield, best sveyhound bitch, 34,00, 
Class 5.—Win, Dingle, best Llewellyn, $2.00, 
Class §.—C, B, Wolff, best Gordon bitch, 33.00, 
Class 7,—C. W, Feiekert, best red Trish bitch, $2.00. _ 
Class §,—Clifton Bell, best French poodle, silver necklace. 
Class 9.—Mrs, Rogers, best French poodle bitch, silyerneck- 

lace, 
Class 10,—Ed, McClintock, best Scotch terrier, $3.00. 
Class 11.—Mrs, Wan. Evans, best Maltese terrier, £2.00, 
Class 13.—J. Martin, best bulldog, 35.00. 
Class 13,—Stuart Taylor, best bull bitch, $3.00, 
Class 14,—Mrs. D. M. Pomeroy, best Hnglsh pug, silver weck- 

lace. . 
Class 15. Mas. D. M. Pomeroy, best Scotch terrier, $2.00, 
Yass 16,—Ed. McCarthy, Jr, best Mexican, fancy. branalet. 

y . Om 

‘PHILADELPHIA BENCH SHOW,—Therée is some talk 
amonup thu sportsmen of Philadelphia of holding a bench show 
in that city some time next winter or Spring. ‘We trust that 
more than talk will come of it, as Philadelphia has demon- 
strated that she can havea first-class show, and we cannofi 
have too many of these. 
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EDWARD ODELL’S LIVER AND WHITE TICKED POINTER DOG “Bow.” 

BOW. 

UR illustration this week is of the liver and white ticked 
pointer doz Bow, owned by My. Edward Odell, of New 

Orleans, La, Bow was whelped Sept., 1874. He was bred hy 
Mr. 8. Price, Bow, North Devon, Eng., and is by Price’s cham~ 
pion Bang out of Dayey’s Luna. He was brought to this 
country early in 1878 by Mr. T. H. Scott, of Kilvington, Thirsk, 
Eng., who exhibited him at the bench show held in St. Lonis 
soon after his arrival, where he won third, although in very 
bad form and afflicted with surfeit contracted on shipboard. 
He was purchased by the St. Lonis Kennel Club, who brought 
him out in grand form at the New York show a few weeks 
Jater, when he won first and the special prize for the best 
ointer in the show, The following is a list of his winnings 

in Eneland: In 1877, second Agricultural Hall, first Exeter, 
second Tavistock, and third «at Bristol. He has won in this 
country on the bench: Third St. Lonis, 1878; first and special 
for the best pointer, also, with Sleaford, the special for the 
best brace at_ New York, 1878; champion prize at St. Paul, 
1879; first and spocial for the best pointer at Detroit, 1879; 
champion prize and special for the best pointer, also, with 
Faust, the special for the best brace at Boston, 187). His 
field trial winnings are: Divided second with Nellie in the 
all-aged stakes, and, with Faust, winning third in the brace 
stakes at the National American Kennel Club's field trials 
at Patoka, Il., 1879. Bow is a, very good-looking animal, 
powerfully built, with plenty of bong and muscle. He is a 
capital field dog, possessed of « good nose, and has lots of 
hunting sense; he is also quite fast and very stylish on game. 
As astook dog he has proved a success, many of his descend- 
ants turning ont grandly, both on the bench and in the field, 
Although eight years old, he looks scarcely more than half 
that, and appears to he good for several yours to come, The 
cut ia from a: photograph, and is a yery good likeness. 

THE HAUNTING HOUNDS. 

“My hounds are bred owt of the Spartan kind, 
fo flew'd, sosanded; and theiv heads are hung 

With ears that sweep away the morning dew, 

Slow in pursuit, bul match'd it month like bells, 

Hach under each A cry more tuneable 

Was never hallo’ to, nov cheer’d with horn.” 

—Midsuminer Nights? Drewit. 

ES! The haunting hounds, ‘hey do, and will ever, 
haunt me, like the sweet dreams of youth—now so far 

ayyay in the past—iike the sweets and lollipops of life, dis- 
solving on the palate of experience, and leayine their essence 
with memory to hold, in sanctuary. for us to retreat to when 
the cares, the ills and disappointments of life press upon too 
surely, tis blissful to be haunted with pleasant memories, 
and one such [I shall dwell upon, ‘by your leave, sweet 
sits!” It heing apropos to the season and in accord with the 
*searlep,” | will make no apology, and “hark! forward!” 
The westering sun was casting long shadows when | was 

set down in the yery purlieu of « huntsman’s paradise—the 
kennel of a breeder of beagle hounds. If was the goal of a 
Jong day’s wearisome journey by rail, and a foud lover, 
posting to the welcome of his syeetheart, could not; have felt 
more impatience than Ito be within hail of the music of the 
hounds, In vain, for a time, did my host, the brecder, inyite 
meé within doors—dust, weariness, and eyery carnal need had 
been forgotten at the sight and sound of the well-ordered 
kennels, and [T begged to ‘run rioi” and glance at all ere I 
accepted the hospitality of within doors and its refreshment, 
Whatis more beautiful, than a well-bred dog? possibly a 

“lovely woman," yet the chances are the steadfast faith that 
enhances the beauty of the do may he lacking in her, and 
beauty without faith is as a flower without suont. Well, here 
Iwas in canine “clover,” with so much to seé and admire 
and felt that Tactually stood “at gaze,” beset on every hand 
with “champion” dogs, beautifnl brood bitches, und playful 
puppies, There was Lucy's litter of ten whelps, so evenly 
miarked, so well developed and sozportive that they beggar 
description anddely comparison, To see thei in their gam- 
hols was likelookiupg through a kaleidoscope, every moment 
wrought a change in combination of color or feature, 

_ Then astride or two away was Mugie’s comfortable litter of 
fiye, splendid specimens of English basket beayles they were, 
too! This bread was the favorite one of ‘Good Queen Bess,” 
and her kennels were celebrated for specimens of diminutive 
size, and for peculiarly musical yoices. Music, I trow, must 
have some of theit blood in Ler—her size and tongue both 
Warrant the assertion, for a wiore fertile biteh and a 
more musicalit were hard to find. One of her puppies was of 
peculiar beauty, as to markings and points, and like the best 
and loveliest of earthly things (the finsh to die) hasgone the way 
of all the living—a sacred and blessed memory fo the writer. 
Peace to him and to all Tike him forevermore. ' } 
Look yonder! There are seven puppies of noble Ringwood's 

“get,” and with them a pair so perfectly alike cach other, 
that they ought (and will) always to “‘atnt in couplus,” High- 
erowned, broad-chusted, beautifully marked and mottled, 
they de credit to their sire and their dam as well. On the 
bench and in the field they willyct make (heir “uur,” if life 
ant promise fail not. 2 

Tt were yain to enumerate the various excellenties of the 
tearly three score of puppies that I then and there beheld, 

e gravity of Ringwood, Gold, King and Flute, full of ‘hiue 
blood” and’ celebrated the world over, showed itselfin wmusing 
contrast with the playfl abandonment of their progeny, and 
the tender care of the bruod bitches for their tatty whelps 
“wade a picture I shall never forzet, and which I love to re- 
“call think, in thess after days, of those now scattered Ly 

pllppies, and of the pride of their new masters in their pos- 
session, I wonder what possibilities their lives may develop. 
In the still watches of the night I seem to hear the music of 
them tongues as, on those memorable nizhts, I did hear the 
“tnneable” cry of the old hounds im that far-away kennel of 
my friend. 
Again I fancy myself there, in that beautiful country, 

now made more glorious by the gorgeous hues of autumn, 
and, in faney, I see the well drawn pack strain in the leashes 
6re the word be given to ‘‘find™ the swift-footed hare as it 
leaves its ‘form and rustles through the fallen leaves. My 
face flushes, my heart quickly beats, and my books vanish 
away, as [seem to follow their “lead” and listen to the music 
of their cry—the incomparable music of stanch beagles in the 
field. Our yoices ave harsh in comparison, but Wwe shout 
cheer on cheer, and as oft as we do so— 

“The hounds shall muké thé welkin answer them, 

And fefeh shrill echoes from the hallow earth.!! 

O, W. R. 

FOOD FOR PUPPIES. 

4 NES correspondent, *‘O. W. R.,” is sufficiently explicit as 
to the manner in which he fed his puppy, to enable me 

to point out just where,in my opinion, he took a wrong 
course, Hestarted with a fixed helief that his puppy was ‘'a 
very delicate piece of handiwork,” and this inevitably led 
him to too great on anxiety concerning the health of the 
puppy, as well as to a constant watchfulness to discern the 
slightest irresularity. This is bad, for the reason that such 
an owner is quick to notice the slightest symptoms of any- 
thing outside of the regular habits of his puppy, is quick to 
magnify the consequences of the symptonis, and is driven, by 
his anxiety to do something for lis pet, to resort to dosing, 
and dosing pretity surely means death. ; 

“0. W.R.” fed his six-weeks-old puppy on “boiled cow's 
milk, on broth, on puddings (corn and oatmeal)" ete. The 
effect of boiled cow's mill upon the bowels is well known, 
and is directly opposite what I consider a beneficial habit in 
the puppy. Do not boil the milk, or even heat it beyond a 
point sufficient to take off the chill, Omit the broth entirely, 
if by the word a meat brothis meant. Coolk corn and oat- 
meal mush thoroughly, boil, mash and mix into the mush a 
few potatoes, Stir mush and milk well together. If this is 
not done the puppy will form a habit of drinking the milk 
and ignoring the mush. 

Give the puppy daily all the thick sour milk he will eat, 
This last I consider very important, Do not stuff him with 
mush and then offer him the sour milk, but mix the two, or 
batter still, give him the thick milk alone before his regular 
breakfast. Worms will appear long enough for the longest 
Latin name that scientific minds can invent, but there is no 
oucasion to worry, and above all things do not give any 

£3, 
There will he days when the puppy will eat: little, or perhaps 

decline to eat at all, Man is said to be the only atiwiat which 
does not know enough to refrain from eating when sick, ever 
the hog being his superior in that respect. At such times, do 
not tempt the puppy with meat. Let him alone; he will come 
hack to his mush when he ought to eat anything. My opinion 
is against the feeding: of meat to puppies. 
Beagles are not particularly hard to rear. 
But all that I have said, and much more, every bit of which 

is law and gospel, has been laid before your readers in the 
article of *‘Shadow” on ‘‘Rearving Puppies,” and is told over 
to them week after week in your ‘Answers to Correspond- 
ents.” 
How a man ean read the article referred to, and the an- 

swers which from time to time SCS to questions upon this 
yery subject in your columns, and then have any doubts as to 
the proper way in which to let his puppy grow up, passes my 
comprehension. 

To “O. W. R.” or anybody else asking the questions which 
he asks I would say, read the article on ‘Rearing Puppies” 
wbove referred tu, and fighting a little shy of that portion 
which speaks of occasional meals of boiled meat, sufficiently 
so to make them very occasional, follow the rest of the letter, 
Thave practically demonstrated the truth of its every asser- 
tion. Nar. Hows. 

BLACE GREYHOUNDS.—Mr. H, W. Huntington, of 
Brooklyn, N, Y., has purchased of Mr, L, 0. F, Lotz, of Chi- 
cago, his celebrated pair of greyhounds, Donbleshot and Do- 
rothée. These, with the hlack bitch Clio, also owned by Mr. 
Huntington, make a leash that we do not believe can be sur- 
passed in this country, Mr. Huntington informs us that his 
kennel will in future be known as “‘The Master McGrath Ken- 
nels.,’ Doubleshot is a erandson of this celebrated dog, and 
the only one of the bloodin this country, and judging from 
what we have heard of his performances in the field, he re- 
flects no discredit upon his illustrious ancestor. We under- 
stand that Mr. Huntington gaye a long price for these dogs, 
and we trust that he will h#ve full opportunity to indulge in 
his favorite sport of voursing, Tn this connection we would 
suggest that lovers of this sport form a Coursing Club, and 
procure from the West a supply of jack rabbits and stock the 
eastern end of Long Island, This plan, if feasible, would 
uiford an unlimited amount of healtlifiil recreation tor the 
lovers of this old-time sport. 

OTTAWA BENCH SHOW,—There will bea bench show 
at Ottawa, Canada, probably in March next, although the 
time has not been detinitely decided. It is the intention of 
the management to give a model show, and they will offer 
about 54,000 in prizes. No effort will be spared to muke it 
the eyent of the year, 

TO COCKER BREEDERS. 

UNIVERSITY OF MicHIGAN, Oct. 10, 1882. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Since you published my series of articles on ‘The Dog,” and 
especially my strictures on the lamentable condition of the 
cocker spaniel, [have been addressed personally by thirteen dif- 
ferent parties, all of whom are breeders and lovers of the cocker 
spaniel, asking me to establish or oranize anew cocker club. 
In answer to these persons, who have expressed their dissatisfac- 
tion with the present status of the A. C, 8. Assoviation, and who 
ale readers and patrons of the WoREST anp Srrpam, I will state 
that steps haye been taken to issue a circular to all cocker breed- 
ers and lovers of this little dog in his purity, inthe United States 
and the Canadas, for the purpose of getting together all or as 
many of such who are willing to lay aside all scifish considera- 
tions and unite to form a cocker ovganization for the preserya- 
tion and elevation of the old-time cocker spaniel, 
Whatever interest centers to-day in the welfare of the cocker 

originates from what we know and hayeread of the many good 
qualities of the old type of this valuable and faithful companion 
of the sportsman. 

If any one will take the trouble to investigate from books, 
steel engravings and paintings by the best artists of the times, 
what constituted the old type of cocker, he will be abundantly 
satisfied thatsuch type of cocker is quite a different dog from 
those attempted to be brought to the front now by selfish and 
interested partisans. Ido nof include all the members of the 
A. OS. A,, or even perhaps a majority of such members, but I 
refer to certain leaders and selfish propagandists, who haye, 
rather by foree than persuasion, given bent and direction to the 
errors surrounding it, which if continued will injure and éventu- 
ally destroy all that is good in the old-time socker. 

n organization is called for which shall give to this litte, 
active friend of the sportsman that which rightfully belongs to 
him uncontaminated by baser matter, and Ias the uucompro- 
inising friend of the true cocker have been called upon by these 
thirteen lovers and breeders of this dog to take such steps as will 
insure his defense and protection from all false triends or enemies 
in distuise. 

Tn accepting this task I wish to say most: explicitly that I will 
act in all things for the best interests of the cocker spaniel, and 
will do my utmost to restore him to his primitive quality and 
usefulness, having no friends to reward or enemies to punish. 

As soon as the circular is prepared for publication I will send 
it for distribution to all friends of the cocker both in the United 
States and the Canadas, and shall expect from therm such assist 
ance antl co-operation as their letters to me abundantly promise. 

Tvezret that absence from my home during the past three 
mouths has delayed on my part a more prompé and willing re- 
sponse to those who desire justice to be done fo the beautiful and 
intelligent little cocker. i. OC. PRANKLIN. 

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS.—Memphis, Qet. 12, 188%,— 
Editor Forest and Stream: The field trials of the N, A. Kennel 
Club, «t Grand Junction, Tenn., commencing December 4, no 
doubt will have the largest number of entries in both stakes 
of any previous trials either in America or Europe. Many of 
the yery best dogs of the country are already coming South to 
@0 in training for these trials. The club has secured about 
twice as much ground as they had last year, had it liberally 
planted with buckwheat, peas and sorzhum, especially to feed 
the birds with, All who were there last year know that there 
were plenty of birds left tor another trial without any being 
hatched, They haye been rigidly protected, have hatched 
and raised weil, and will ba ample for all purposes, and both 
stakes can be run entirely through if we have good weather 
before the end of the week. TI know of several new contest- 
ants who will make their debut this year, and if the veterans 
don’t keep both eyes wide open, some of these “green ones” 
will get first money.—D. Bryson, Secretary N. A, K. C. 

BLUE BORDER.—Mr. Thomas F, Ryan, of New York, has 
pet ohoead of Mr. John BE. Long, of Detroit, Mich,. the blue - 
elton English setter dog Bolus, to take the place of Prince 

Taxis, who died last June. Bolus is a great-grandson of Pride 
of the Border, and Mr, Ryan has very appropriately, both as 
regards color and breeding, changed his name to Blie Border, 
He is a magnificent animal, and will, when fully developed, 
be heard from again. 5 

EASTERN FIELD TRIAL ENTRY BLANKS.—Those in 
want of entry blanks for the Members’ or All-Aged stakes of 
the Eastern Field Trials, also the rules and regiilations, can 
Pens them at this office, or by addressing the secretary, 

r. Washington A. Coster, Flatbush, N. Y. 

OFF FOR THE SOUTH,.—Mr. Wim. Tallman, of Worcester, 
Mass,, passed through this city yesterday with a string of 
nineteen dogs on his way to Rock Hill, S. C., where he will 
locate and prepare his dogs for the trials. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
Kennel notes are inserted in this colunm free of charge, 

publicution of notes, correspondents MUS'T GIVE the follo 
ees of each antnwl: 

. Color, 

To imisure 
wing par- 

§. Name and residence of owner. 
2, Breed, buyer or seller. 
5. Sex, 7, Sive. with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of si 
&. Date of birth, of breeding or 4. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death, 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames must he plainly written. Cotimunication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 
NAMES CLAIMED, 

Dar Sea nustructions at head of this culunin. 
Juno I, By Mr. Samuel Clark, Kennebunk, Me,, for red Trish 

setter bitch, whelped Joly 26, 1882, by Guy IT. (Grouse— Juno) ont of 
June Ll, (Knock— Diana). 

Silent Partrer. By Dr. A, M. MeCollom, New York, for lemon and 
white pointer dog, whelped Aug. 80, 1882, by Tally Ho (Snapshot— 
Hf) oul of his Gertrude (Snapshot—tlr), 

Burchhalter, By Miss Carrie h, Taft, Dedham, Mass,, for red Irish 
seliter dog, whelped May 7, 188%, by Jack (Hlcho—Meg) out of Jill 
(Eleho—Meez), r ; 

Rig. By Mr. 0 Daly, Bergen Point, N.J., for black setter biteh, 
whelped July 2 (Chanee—Topsy). 
Belyrade. By Mr. J, H. Winslow, Baltimore, Mu., for black spauiei 

biteh, whelped Aug. 8, 1582, by Success (Bachelor-—Salus) oun of Bon- 
fonti (Ned—Dutsy), P 

Belmont. By My, J. B, Winslow, Baltimore, Mil., for blacl spaniel 
dog, SpStEe Jiily 30, 1882, by Success (Bachelor—Salus) out of Rhea 
1. (Bub—Jeuny). 

oll, By Mr. C. 8, Gilehrist, Charlestown, Mass, , for black aud tan 
Gordon setter dog, whelped July 13, 1882, by his imported Rex out of 
Mr, §. A. Coleman's Flora (Tom— Chloe), 

Lorle, By Dr. M. H. Turhér, Hommoudville, N, ¥,. fer liver and 
white pointer hitch, whelped April 17, 1852, by Ned (Sensation—Queen) 
oul of Pan (Prinee—Plirt). 

Miefor. Hy Mr. Rrank ©. Phillips, Milford, Mass., for liver and 
white cocker spaniel dog, whelped July 11, I8h2, by Colonel Stubhs 
(Captain—Flirt) out of Fly (Snipe—Princess), 

Chip. Gy Mv. Frank C. Phillips, Milford, Wass., for orange and 
white Gockér spaniel bitch, whelpei July 12, 1882, by Colonel Stubbs 
(Captain—Flirt) ont of Pet (Grip—Plirt), 

NAMES CHANGED. 
[> See instructions af head of this columnar, 
Bolus to Blue Border. By Mv. Thomas FP. Ryan, New Yorks, for 

blue belton English setter doz, whelped May 7, 1881, by Blue Dick 
(Bine Dash —Jolly May) out of Belmore (Lord Downe'’s Duke—Relle). 

BRED, 
RE See fustructions ut head af this colunen.. 
Sudy—Count Beyedigo, My, T. Donoghue’s (Lit Salle, U1.) imported 

Trish \ater-epaniel bitch Judy | Drake—Duck) ty his Count Bendigo 
(Bob—Bridget), Ang. 21, . 
Lork—Tweed If. Mr, Geo. H, Whitehead's (Trenton, N, J.) tawny 
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red Scotch collie biteh Lark (Rex—Jennie Nettles) to Mr, Thos, 1H. 
Terry's champion Tweed I., Oct. 10, 
——Row. Mr J. B.C, Luoas's (St. Louis, Mo.) imported liver 

and white pointer biteh ——to Mr, Edwarnl Odell’s champion Bow, 
Sept. Y. 
Greichen—Rotle. Mr, 2. A, Smart's (Bainbridge. a.) blue belton 

English setter bitch Gretchen (Mau Leodl of Dare—Brenda) to the 
Limestoue Kennel'’s Rolla (Lofty—Maud Muller), Aug. 10, 4 
Jeaste—Tuweed (7. Mr. Win. Tt. Hill's black and wlute collie bitch 

Jessie to Mx, Thos. H. Terry's charupion Tweed IT., Aug. 18, 
Mevoie—Tiveed TT Mr, Chamberluin’s black, tan and white collie 
i Mageis (Neil—Jess) to Mr, ‘Thos, H. Terry's champion Tweed 

», Sept, 10, 
Minnie—Tweed LW Ma, C. Flemming, Jr’s eollié biteh Mimie to 

Mr, Thos. H, Tarry’s champion Tweed I1,, Oe, 5, 

WiHLPs, 

(Sr See tustruntions itt head of this colon, 
Little Pet. My. WT. Mereilion's (New York) imported pug biteh 

Tithe Pet, Get, 9. five (three does) by his fmported Tees 
Funny. Mr. EK. F. Mereillists (New York) imported pug bitch 

Taony, Sept. 80, four by his imported Rex, ‘ 
Lue. Mr, Ry TD, Vandevort's (Pittsburgh. Pa.) liver and white 

pointer biteh Luelk (Luer of Hdeén MWall—Ready Money), Oet, 2. four 
(two dors) by his Don (Bang—TPeg). 

Duisy Starlight. Ma. Wi. W. Durgin’s (Bangor, Me.) English setter 
liiteb Daisy Starlight, Oct. 8, nine (eight dogs) by Dashing Dan (Lofty 
-Mand Moller). 
Grace, Mr A. W. Pearsall’s red Trish setter bitch Grace (Hill— 

Donna). Sept. 10, five (two dos) by Scout (Plinket-—Oarrie). 
Novi O' More. The Rory O'Slore Kennel’s (Albany, N, Y.) rod 

trish setter bitch Nora: 0’ More (Berkley—Tilley), Sepp. 24, eleven by 
their champion Rory O' Move. vy 

Quail JZ, The Rory O'More Kennel's (Albany, N. Y-) red Trish 
setter bitch Quail Ti. (Red Gauntlet—Quail I1.), Oct, 0, ten hy their 
champion Rory O'More, y ’ ; 

Duisy. Mr. WJ. Perdival's (Palo, Mich.) beagle hitch Daisy (Rat- 
tler—Baker's Fan), Sept. 80, two (one dog) by his Dandy (Rattler— 
Sill). 

Trinket. My, Wm, Tallman's (Worcester, Muss.) Buglish setter biteh 
Trinket (Dashing Monaret—Pairy IT), Oct, 11, four (fwo dygs) by 
Dashing Rover (Dash Tl.—Norna); one dog and two bitches since 
dead, 

SALES, 

t= See instructions at head of this column. 
Durkness. Black, with white on bresst, cocker spaniel bitch, 

whelped May 4. 1880 (Wildair—Little Ruttercup), by Mr, M. P, Me- 
Feoon, Franklin, N. Y.. to Mr. W. §. Thomas, Birmingham, Conn, 

ithe Manedie, Liver and white ticked cocker spaniel bitch, 
Whelpad Joly 28, 1881 (Brag—Feather), by the Riverside Cocker Span- 
ie) Kennel, Gliremont, N. H., to Mr, C. C. Baldwin, Boston, Mass, 

Little Nig. Black cocker spaniél bitch, whelped July 23, 1881 (Brag 
—Feathar). by the Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel Club, Ciaremont, 
W.H,, to Mr: 4, A. Groves. Saxonville, Mass. 

Brag, Block cocker spaniel dow, whelped May 1880 (Wildair— 
Little Buttercup), by the Riverside Cocker Spaniel Club, Claremont, 
Taont, N. H., to Mr. G. W. Sehenk, Burliugton, Ta, 

Block Prince. Wack spaniel dog. whelpedl July. 1881 (champion 
Beneodiet—Madeap), by the Cornell Spaniel Club, Hormellsville, N. ¥., 
to Mtr A, CO, Wilmending, Whitestone, Ll. 1 
Bounce. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped June 12, 1§81 

(Leader—Fan), by Me. A.C. Krueger, Jr,, Wrightsville, Pa., to Mr, 
Chas. A. Males, Central Falla. R, b 
Jerry Snowflake whelps. Pointers, whelped July 11, 1882, by Ma, 

Wr: W. J. Percival, Palo, Mich. a bitch to Mn, Prank Willaid of the 
same place; a dog to Mr. Win, Bishop, Stilob, Mich.; & dog and bileh 
to Mr. C. B. Macken, Wellsville, N, ¥- 

Doulleshot. Black and white greyhound dog, dlayrs. old (Riot 
Act—Suntlower), by Mr. L..0. F. Lotz, Chicago, T., todtr. H, W. Hunt- 
ington, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Rolus. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped May 7, 1881, by 
Blue Diek (Blue Dash—Jolly May) out of Belmore (Lord Downe’s 
Duke—Relle, 8, Kk. 0.S, B, 6,008), by Mr. John E. Long, Detroit, Mich., 
to Mr. Thomas Ff. Ryan, New York, 

PRESENTATIONS. 
(= See instructions at head of this colin, 
Suncess—Bonfonli whelpe. Solid liver spaniel dogs, whelped Aug. 

8, 1882, by Mr. J. H. Winslow, Baltimore, Md.: one to Mr. Harry 
Devries and ove to Mr. Heury Bach, Jr., both of the game city. 

Lorle. Liver and white pointer biteh. whelped April 17, 1882 (Ned-— 
Pan), by Mr. Chas. H, Foote, Crown Point, N. ¥,,to Dr. M. A. Turner, 
Hammondyille, N.Y, 

DEATHS, 
et See instructions ot head of this coluinn. 
Rev—Nanniy whelps. Four pug puppies, whelped Sept, 30, 1882, 

owned by Mv. B. F: Mereilliot, New York, 

“Tn the lexicon of youth there igs no such qword as fail,’ nor can 
the Esterbrook S:eel Pen Co, fail to suit the wishes of writers in 
the great variety that they provide of thefr steel pens,—Adv, 

Rifle and Crap Shoating. 

MATCH DEDUCTIONS. 

Editor Forest anid Stream: : 
After reading your **Why and Wherefore,” on the defeat of the 

American Team, and having some ideas of my own in regard to the 
match; algo, being somewhat expert with the rifle, T venture to ad- 
vauce u few ideas dilating somewhat on certain puints from those 
Already expressed in regard to the rifle, There is no question in iny 
rind that if the rifles with which the team were armed were hell 
on the Inillseye at 200yds., the result would be bullseyes or close ds. 
But just look at the magpies and onters and misses on the American 
side at thisranye. This, surely, was not the work of the guns them- 
selves or of bad ammunition—vconsaquently the men were atfault. 
Also, remember that this is thé range in which the captain of he 
tam stated to the reporters be could not assist or help them to any 
improvement. Could the American Team have cleaned their guns 
after each shot, there [sno question but thatthe scores would have 
been closer, ati the result, possibly, have heen diferent. Conceding 
this, we assuime that the rifles were perfectly constructed and their 
capabilities for fine shooting correct. You shrike the keynote, how- 
ever, when you say: "But the twelve were definitely selected only a 
few days before the mateh,” One reason why the men shot less ac 
curately tha before the selection of the teani was from the fact 
that it had been impressed upon them over and over again that they 
must defer everything to the voach, and my opinion is that in some 
respects the Ainerican Team was actually “coached” to defeat, and 
if thea scores made do not imply this, I am no judge of! what ihe 
scores do indicate. F 

Iu conversation with one of the Hnelish team, Tremarked, “Why 
is it that you had ne one (to coach your men on the strength of the 
wind in the match? He replied, My mate and I have shot together 
so often that we know for a left wind be takes just tan inches more 
than T do fora zero shot, Tf 1 shoot first and take two feet for a left 
wind, be tales two feet ten inches for the same; that is all we want 
tolmnow, Queiuan watches the flags while the other shoots; thatis 
all the coaching werequire, and you fellows utterly befog and breale 
ip amin who attempts to shoot om the opinion of any one not actu- 
ally angaged in the contest.” 

Tsee you make no mention of the gain twish in the rifling with 
which each Mettord barrel is cut. There may or may not be an ad- 
yantage in this, and it is still a question among the best of gun- 
makers, but to look al the steady work made by this Bnglish eam 
it would seem to imply the former, Ib actually is a serious thing to 
American rifles to shoot seven shots without cleaning. T helieye, 
also, thal the British marksmen used a. powder of which the combus- 
tion was a freat deal quicker, and from that fact it developed almost 
its entire foree fside the rifle barrel, giving less chance for a de- 
composition of the gas and consequent dropping of the sediment ta 
the bottom side of the grooves in the barrel, I venture to predict 
that even with the rifles used by the late team, if the ammunition 
was properly fitted tind tested, a vast improvement in the scores of 
the marksmen, aiid it may be that even totals of such a high charac- 
fer as would win the match gould be shown. SMALLBORE, 
OGroRER 7, 

Rditer Marest anc Stream: 
1 have read mich that has heen written in explanation and in eriti- 

cism of the late International rifle maich, but nowhere, so faras I 
have seen, have the glaring absurdilies of some of the conditions 
overning thal match been fully shown wp. These contests were to 
4a test of both riflemen and rides, If both countries were satisfied 

With the service Beene which each had adépled, invreased skill in 
the Use of the arms heing the only object sought, then the inateh 
should haye baen fourht with the service rifle and vartridge adopted 
by such coualty.and no yiriations in any particular should have 
been allowed, [fimprovementiia the shootiag qualities of military 

arms Was also to be desired, then the utmost liberty in bore, cart- 
ridge and sights compatible with the requirements of military service 
shoul haye been permitted, The rijles adopted are absurd in either 
case, Cartridges and sights are permitted which are totally unfit for 
miililary service. Imagine a soldier in skirmish line with a detach— 
able vernlerand paper-covered rear sight, pencil and eraser in hand, 
and with cartridges the exposed grooves of the bullets of which are 
filled with a soft and danby wax. All these wumilitary things are 
sermitted while practical lateral moving rewrsight 8 prohibited, 
Vhen the English permitted the slide of fine rear sight to he turned 
upside down and lines bo be ent on it for allowance of wind, they 
conceded the whole qnestion, If any sort. of a wind gauze was to be 
permitted, then the one most practical and best adapted to the re- 
res at of military service should certainly not have been ruled 
out, 
The form of sights proposed hy Sir H. Hulford, a cut of which ap- 

peared in Formsr ann SrrmaM some weeks ago, mighthaye proved ade 
cided iniprovement over present forms; certainly there wasno reason 
for prohibiting their uge, as they are well ealennted to withstand the 
rough usage of actual services. [fa better form, our men could have 
adopted them, if inferior we could have let them alone and thereby 
have gained « point in our favor. Between the stupidity of both N, 
R, As, there is little to choose and I fear liltle to be hoped for in the 
way of improyement noless something cau be done to get them ont 
of their respective ruts. If il is permitted to improve rites and am- 
munition, why not sightsas well, Much has been said of the necessity 
of team practice and pyutnalaid, bul how can the American team 
system under which American riflamen Lave won so many honors be 
made available when the sigats avesuch that no fellow ean tell just 
where they are aimed, With any military ifles in use to-day L beheye 
the American team system would prove but a (lelusion and snare 10 
any team attempting to shoot upon that plan. Improve the form 
and set the rear sight as near the eye as possible and something 
might le gained by such asystem, PEABODY MARTINA, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

ALBANY, N.Y.—The tifth annual fall meeting atthe Reusselaerwyek 
range drew a good vomupuny of spectators and contestants on Thurs- 
day morning last. Besides the local riflemen there were present 
representatives from Adams, Pittsfield and Spriugfield, Mass,, Flud- 
son, Coxsackie, Catskill and Troy. The day was all that could he 
wished for by the riflemen. The air was cool and bracing, a gentle 
breeze was Dieta While the sky was overcast with.gray clouds 
during the whole o the day. The meadow had lost none of its bright 
green, and the wooded hills around the range were gorgeous in their 
many hues of autumn foliage. The riflemen seemed to feel all the 
intivences that Surrounded them, and spent a pleasant day before 
the butts. The arrangements were all perfect, and at wine o'clock, 
precisely, the flags were lowered, and an instant afterward the first 
shot of the fall meeting was fired and the bullet sped on its way and 
made a white spot on the freshly painted hlack bullseye. From that 
time, with the exception of the noon hour, the reports of the rifics 
at the firme points were heard without intermission. The fivat mateh 
was the Directors’ match, at 200yds., open only to the directors of the 
association. There were seven entries in this match and if was won 
by Charles H, Gaus as follows: ' ~ 

Chas H Gaus, Bal... 454454531 Wm ff Viteh, Bal 8, ...1554444—30 
Wm T Miles, HepS,.... 454445440 WimJ Reinick, Bal S ..f4sh54d—30 
Leonard Geiger, BS. ..5444544—30 Samuel B Ward, Bal §.4493451—29 

Atii o'clock the short range 200y@s. military match was walled. 
There were seventeen entries in this match. and the scores were very 
food, the eight highest men having thirby points and over, 

dames T Miles, § M...-. 545445532 Win J Reinick, R M___.4444554—30 
Chas Ii Gaus, 5 M,..... 5644545—32 Charles Keller, RM. ...4444554—30 
BR Spelman, Jr, 8 M, 445944531 Wm E iteh,§ M,....- 4544454— 30 
Andrew Donner, R M..544554—31 © Wdw'd Wendell, S MW .4454444—27 
Wim T Miles, S M....., .4545454—81 A G Judson, Spe M_...4548245—27 

At2o'elock the short range team match was called, ‘Dhe targets 
had been freshly painted for this match, and considerable interest 
was manifested, Two local teams were entered aud the Adama 
(Mass.) Rifle Club had sent over a team to make il interesting and 
win first place if they could, There was not much choice in teams, 
as they were all cotnposed of first-class men, anda close contest was 
looked for, and the spectators were uot disappointed. The Adams 
men shot evenly and well, winning the first place, with two points to 

Adams Rifle Clb. 
spare, as follows: 

4 4 65-35 
d 5 5-82 
5 4 5-30 
4 5 4—3U—125 

- wa 
W DB Witch, Bal, §..........-.-... PASE ei 644 56 6 5 5-83 
RUE Wauss Bale Gra eae eee a rene ne. 6 44 5 4 5 5-32 
PEM Ios, alps .+ happy eoeeec ome tt ante 48 6 4 5 4 6—30 
JG Newbury, R.G.......:. SG rhe apy bid 444 4 4 4 4-28-1233 

Third Division Rifle Association, 

6 5 4 5-38 
5 5 4 4-32 
445 4-30 

An examination of the score cards and pool tickets show that 1,250 
shots were fired during the day, and not a disputed shot came up for 
decision, showing that the marking was first class. 
The secoud day of the meeting at Rensselaerwyck was well 

attended, Six matehes were shot and completed. The Third Divi- 
sion mateh was shotin the morning, and the Teuth Battalion team 
wou, with u good score, The Sixteenth Separate Company, of Cats- 
kill, was the only competitor from out of the city. hey did very 
well, but showed considerable nervousness, a5 if was the first com- 
petition they had shot in. They had the material for a first-class 
team, and wilh more practice in competitions will overcome the 
nervousness und prove a formidable team, The scores in all the 
matches were good, the skill and nerve of the riflemen holding up to 
the last, Hyerything durimg the meeting has been condueted fairly, 
and the competitors speale in the highest terms of the arrangements. 
The details of the second day matches are given below: 

Mid-Range Mateh—600;ds. 

nig CHI ha § fie se Pecado m Sm 55 he e303 15 6 6 6 5 5 & 4 5—dG 
L Geiger, RS_- op) 9 2.0) & 56 6 5 19 
Peter Smith, RC...., (4555 5 6 > & 548 
WT Miles. 5 C.,.- 55566 G6 446 5 648 
IG Newbury. RC 145545 5 4 6 5 dat 
Win 1 Fitch, RC. $5 mast of bat heb a Slag 
OF Gaus, Bal 5. peel SD Bob 2 G8 6 ob) Jh—d5 
M Murphy, Bal §...--.... ---....--.24- &2 5 > 45°85 4 443 

Record Mateh—200yds. 

Wm 1 Bitch, 0-2... ¢e8.- oe0pitieee 1211 § 12 10 1012 10 11 WW—106 
Wim 'T Miles +, » $11 842 41 12 10 11 11 11—106 
Chas H Gans- vl 7% 11 11 10 10 12 12 12 12—104 
JI Miles,,,.7-- «9 O11 il 912 9 110 11-101 
BR Spelman, Tr. 2 <r e-- r= 81012 911 81012 9 10— 99 
L Geiger. i st i112 811 7 -8 110 A 95 
A Donner 121) TI Sit 8 oF -R— ioe 
NE MeuMphYvae ice eles ees 940 912 9 8 9410 5 10- 88 

Short-Ran: gfe Continuous Mateh—2iiyds. 

BR Spelman,,.... 45655555554) C HE Wendell,..... 444 R 854444418 
Wii 2 itah,,....-. 64555555549 S Phillips, ...-.. . bod hbdd 43 
Charles H Gaus... §455555555—40 ved Gobel. _._-, WHA Ghd 4.2 
RA Whipple .....- 555545505549 JH Wonil.... 414444554 41 
J 1 Miles... .. 594554555548 (A Spelcer, Ip id43dadt 4 
JG Newbury 5455554555—18 Budd —d0 Win D Taylor 
A B Crandell 445555 —AT J Zimuinerimn A44h434445— 10 
Charles Keller, .,.*15455445455—47 H Vedder. .... ve PLB EASY 
Wim T Miles....... 445544645515 GD Boughton..;, "1454244443510 
AT, Cooley. . A5dds45445—45 OE Ruth, __, 433 445444—39 
L Geiger... ddbolodnst—45 CE Bloodgood, 313933445—80 
WT Reineck ..... ASIGSHHHH—d5 Peter Smith,..... ddddsd444i—3s 
Ancdraw Donner. . 7144445014515 H Powers... 444434134 37 
H Batchelder ... .716554045354—45 W_ Ward... -- dB43443 14—87 
8 BWard,.....,.. ‘444556445—d4 A Munson _, -_. *[4sdiia2dt—a7 
RE Dean » A6ddt5Sdad, P Muldoon . BAR2HS4dd 35, 
W E Milbank. ..... dhi445544d4—18 BA Chase,,., ....,"128435445338—35 

*+Allowance fo military riffe, 

Mid-Range Military Mateh—s00 Yards. 

H Bateheler,, 5155555995549 A Wonner.........- Debden 55—41 
O Keller. ... b4pasbsd55—t) J Smith, ._..._, py boa —A0 
Win Mile: 645554555518 1G Zimmerman... .3354343544—39 
J A Wood,, f25556545 416 BR Spelman, Jr... .5459255435—39 

41514 54455—44 
Boab 15 — 18 
(BAGS 12 

CB Wendell. - 
Wim 2 Fitch, - 
§ 0 Phillipa... 

CT Blopdgood..., ..3343354553—48 
OA Spencer_.___.. _.38: 
J 1, Babeowk. 

‘TMWtilas My : W J Reineok. \ .bos844526d 37 
GD Boughton, .....-48445384n45—ti 1 A CWase,.,..._.. , 8220324324 —25 

Third Division N, G. §. N. ¥Y. Mateh—#00 and 5l0yds- 
Tenth Battalion Tuam—Albany, 

200yds  S00yds. _ 200yds. ANyds. 
W T Miles 454422 fbddd4—23—45 0 Miles. 554482 445841941 

OAGKB—21 54585—22- 48 Reineck,..4h35—20 224t4—16—AG 
43%p5—91 445538—21—42 Babeoek 428317 Aaht3—18—35 

Teti4d—19 S4b44—v2—] Donner, ..adoa—21  82284—14—4o 

TRUS SALA SESE OK Sedat ge pon ddb ALES OO An sos abot cy SS be BE oe 15 
Sixteenth Separate Company—Catsldll. 

20Dyds. 500yds, eO0yds. — sildyda, 
Tolley, ,,.. 3545422 45034—19—38 Spencer. ,48443—18 (avd4—T4—aAS 
Boughton j64a3—18 44343 —18—3h Bloodgood4423316 22244—14—280 
Hunter. ...44443—1) 25244 -17—36 Soper....,.A43824-16 3244918 —29 
Philip, .,.. W5ddd—22 (8224 1138 Slik... 484d 17 WOU — 2-19. 

Short Range Team Mateh—s00 Yards. 
Co, D, Tenth Battallion Team. Pheenis Team, 

CH Gaus, Bal§....... . eet B RSpelman, Jr, Bal 8, 4444454—28 
James I Miles, Bal §. 4 L (ieiger, RS... ...,,5835d5d—28 
JG Newbury, RO .. 3454428 WT Miles, Hep-§...... Ai43434 26 
RJ Williams, Bal S.., 4402455 24 M Murphy, Bal S....... BLHadR—A 

Wo} i hes Ses ARAM SSAA Boe aA 10n ED Ot pj. oa pee tes ms wee 
WORCESTER, Mass., Oct, 14.—Atthe weekly meeting of the Rifle 

Assoviation, to-day, the weather was rather onpleasant for outdoor 
enjoyinent, The day’s work igtold by the following svore; 

Tassachusctts Tarsel—2uily Us, 
Da, Wears ket 28 seen: 5 oe 10m 10 94110 9 16-08 
Stedman Clark... __ apts & 4 Neb 1211 i S11 942 7 12 T—97 
AS BATIET case nen e ia eacune henna. 0 6 $21 5 9 910 1-92 
Awels SISIC Gi Nea attain eet ta coeedsae- mht B40 B Hdl ti 10 12 10 1b—87 

Creedmoor Target 
et, MN: yo scc--2,<eecers reerseeeee co ob a td 4 Br 4 oe ba 
J. Norman...... . 56 dd 6 6 4d bd G eH 
Stedman Clark. 7 h444446 4 4 5 a3 
A, L, Rive... setascreeeee-S Gadd add 6 G 4 +P 
G, H, Perkins a444744 5 4 FR 
Vrank Wi S. d5 8444 56 4 4+ 4-41 
PACS (risa ua oelsetale 64443 8 4 4 £ 4 a 

miner Rest, 
Stedman Clark, --11 10 12 10 12 17 I 10 12 10—108 
Dr. Arnold... ... @ 7101070 § 4 Y 8 11— 92 
To Wier pliyesa vee, Slew Ss tyay oS 6 Bll G10 4 812 es 
The Woreester Sportsmen’s Club, at a meeting io the evening, ile- 

eidéd that, instead of the annual hint ond bird supper, they would 
mectattheir grounds and haye a gwlass ball and pigeon shoot. The 
Josing side are to pay forthe dinner, to be liad near their range. Whe 
Marlhoerough and Westborongh Ohlibs ave to lie iyited, and # rieht 
good tite is expeuted, 
GARDNER, Mass., Oct. 10.—At the last meeting al Hackmatack 

range, the gouditions were 2yds. ol hand, with inch ring and Creed- 
moor target combined. The score ta the story; 

nie ‘ R . 
GE Wisworth........-.--..05 hb 7 ups 7 18 4 
IH Knowlton ROY ay aM 4h 1B 
A Mathews . 8h 46 so i vt 
IN Dodge. , RO 45 90 45 170 WM) 
I Newton . He db vt 4s 163} 
BB  Hiltipiiint se ess fh 2 44 (2 44 154 989 
B Williams, , dd 7 Av W600 O87 
GC Merritt... +t W 44 144, 88 
W OG Tovelanc 38 vit) da Het Ri 

MICHIGAN STATE TEAM. —The members of {lle Michigan Rifle 
Team recently visiting Creedmoor arrived homein good shipe, well 
suligied that they were as good marksmen as any of the prize win- 
ners, NBDE they were unfortnnate in many respects. The report at 
home on the doings of the team at Creedmoor is interesting, as show- 
ing the odds against which fhe team struggled, and bow hear they 
came to overcoming them all. The report says; 
“Judge Webster, as captain of the tenin, was of course required to 

coach each individual member, aud no one deeming i) necessary (a 
coach him he stepped to a firing point, and through a. mistulke in ale- 
vation which anyone egaching him would haye noticed, shot past 
the 200yd. target, scoring 0. Tveu with these unfortitnste odds 
against him, by scoring five hullseyes and four fours, hu made di out 
ofa possible 50. " 

Tn the Hilton Trophy match. in which sone wonderful individual 
shooting was done, Michigan was in all faimess the winner, a fact 
generally conceded by those who were present during the contest, 
The Pennsylvania team closed with a score of 0S6, the Michigan hoys 
being credited with but 984. How very unjustly the latter were 
given a second place will appear from several facts, in SunDOTy of 
which any amount of reliable testimony can be adduced. Tt is eus- 
tomuary foreach contestant to have what is called a warning shot 
before firing at the target, for the purpose of warming the barrel aud 
giving itan equal temperature throughout, ‘This is generally taken 
by firing a cartridge into the ground, but one of the Pennsylvania 
men took his position al the firing point, deliberately almed 
ab the target and fired, making a miss. He at once claimed 
that; this was his warming jshof, and the scorer, being netahly 
rejudiced in behalf of that team, acted in accordance wit 

this claim, and at the next shot the contestant made three, 
which was scored instead of the 0, to which he was alone entitled. 
Again one of their shots suruck the ground so thatull the witnesses 
saw the dirt fly, but the ball ricochetted and struck the target, 
scoring a three where Oshoulil really have been scored. Again, one 
of the Michigan team scored a 8, plainly dénting the target, bui the 
scorer declared a miss, and if was so recorded. Tad a eorreet judg 
ment been rendered in any one of those iustanees, Michigan would 
haye secured the trophy, and even had ther, been tie to euler a 
rotest Uhere is no question that Michican, not Penosylvania, would 
ave been the winner. As if was, the interoational contest, had 

crowded everything else over, both the Inter-Stute and Hilton trophy 
matches had to be shot that day, it was alisolutely necessary tint 

| the Michigan men should gét away that evening, so that the thne and 
expense of making « protest could! not be gtyun. 
The shooting of Judge Webster iu the Hilton trophy mateh ig said 

by old riflememen at Creedmoor to be the best byer wade with a 
inilitary rifle, either in this country or England, anil a review of it 
will see how difficult it woulll be to improve it, Af 200yils. he seared 
43 out of a possible 45; at 500yds. he marie seven straight bullseyes, 
all possible: at GO0yds, he made four bullseyes and threo fours, #2 ab 
a possible 36, matebe a total in the matel of 10) out of a possible Hib; 
certainly a remarkable seoré, especially when itis remembered (hat 
he had t6 coach the team, and, by shooling fst, in determine the 
elevation for the balance, the light, the wind and al) other intivences 
having to be considered. His judgment proved equal to the mmer- 
gengy, however, and he “got on to” the bullseye right from the 
Soa rt. 

Biven with all the advantages taken hy the Pennsylvania team and 
allowed by the searer, Michigan would have been the winner had 
Root, of Kalamazoo, done anything like the slooting expected of 
him. At 60ilyds. the score shows that he only made tontof a pos- 
sible 85, and just when the boyswere jubilant in the anticipation of 
winning, them dependance went all to pieces. Ryot was pub last 
because of his snpposed nerve and coolness, but he wasn’t the man 
for the emergency. Had he even scored two more there would have 
beena tie aid a good chance of winning, but he strung out the 
ciphers and lost the trophy, 
bome of our men are wanted in the national team, snd whether 

they go there or notitisasure thing that in thea saxt interStute 
contest Michigan will not only win, bubsee that sheis notleft after 
doing the best shooting, * 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 7—The anmual fall day of the Mussa- 
chusotts Stute Glass Ball Association was observed on the grounds of 
the Malden Gun’ Club at Wellington to-luy. ‘the attendance was 
fully equal to any similar day, and the interest was somewhat im 
ereased over the last mech. Yhere were eleven events, the winners 
of which are Beene Tn the first event, at wrap No. 1, H.W, Hager 
of Marlboro, G. J. Ruge of Wereester and D, J, Tlowe of Westhore 
divided first prize; W. 5S. Perry of Worcester took the second; G, A. 
Sampson of Ayer the third, and H. A, Francis of Randolpl the fotrth. 
the second event at the same trap showed W. &. Perry and £.'T. 
Noble as first prize winners, while J, Clark of Lynn trale secand, fol- 
lowed by 1’. Howard of Stoughton and '?. J. Beaudry of Marlboro as 
third and fourth prize winners. The third event was atwo-man team 
match. H, W. Bager of Marlboro and ty. B. Clark of Westboro were 
the winners Of the first prize; T. T, Beandry and G, J. Ruge were 
second; A. TH. Jones and i. T. Noble of Malden and DJ, Carson ani 
J, B, Valentine divided third honors, and A. heating and G A. Worn 
fourth. ‘'Yhea fourth event was taken by W. 8, Parry first, Ty 
Howard and J. B. Valentine seeond, W. W. Rager and J, Clark 
third, and &. T. Smith and FP. Loring fourth, ‘The fifth event 
wast five pal of duubles, aid W. 5, Perry and L. A. Parker, of 
Ayer led oif with tirsi prize, while J. B. Valentine, T. Howard 
and F. T, Noble followed with sevond, third and fourth, ‘Phe 
sixlh event was ably contastad, the first prize being secured by BE, T. 
Smith, of Worcester, and W. M. Sheldonsof Providence, G. B. Olark, 
of Westboro, and J. 8. Sawyer, of Cambridge, walking away with 
second, U. Wilbur, of Brockton, andJ. B. Valentine, of Providence, 
dividing third, and W. 8. Perry taking fourth, The seventh éyent 
was a thrée-nian team match, tyelye leas contesting, the winners 
being Messrs, Bheldou, Valentine anil Crandall, of the Narragan- 
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setts. Eager, Clark and Berry, of the Marlboros, Fielding Smith and 
Qlark, of the Maldens, and Francis Wi'bur and Howard, of the Ran- 
dolphs, won in the order vamed. In the eighth event, first prize was 
won aud tiviled hy T. Howard and J. B. Valentine, second by S&S. D 
Green, of Providence, and TJ. Beandry. third by A. A. Jones, and 
fonpth by Messes. W. Fl. Allen aod GH Leaeh, of Brockton. Inthe 
ninth event, J.B. Valentine was number one, while Messrs. Boyd and 
Sheldon fixed second position, Noble and Fieldine divided third 
prize and 1. J. Carson Feoured the rémainder, At the close of the 
repulsr matches lwo consolation hiafehes were shot olf as follows: 
No. 1—T. J, Beaudry and L. J. Carson divided first... Mo Dean and 
L, Cook second. and A.C. Adams third prizes, No, 2.—W, W. Law. 
J. M1. Whitman and W, Henry secured the prizes in the order named. 
WELLINGTON, Mass,, Oct. 14.—A pleasant party of gentlemen, 

members oF the Raymond Clob, met atthe ehobhonse at Wellingtou 
to-iay, Aid bad a moest delighiful shoot, The day was not us flue a 
pie as Cobld be wished, and a place beside the stove was quite de- 
sirable wftershooting a fesy birds, Mr: D. Kirkwood, secretary of the 
ehih, las just perfected a new glass-ball trap, which was used for the 
first time, and which throws a low ball yery swiftly thirty-fhye or 
forly yards, The folléwing are the scores made at tywouty birds, tif 
teen yards: 
D Rivkwood...,..... . A Dalferin_._..... Get aiatats BB ASD 
JW Witherell. _ -i2 FO Bennett. . ml 
JS Sawyer... 12 8 J Philbrick. 1 
5.0 Brown, 3 fhe Tait yi Sea eee AREER EE 10 

in the glass i mate en balls, eighteen yards—the following 
Scores Were male: 
SOMO): FNa U0) c) de eer oe a BE SSE WH EES yu cde bo vt ets as ceate ee b 
J PP Witherell... + S-Rurallyoods hh ete 4 
UPON FITC Th ee ae eee 7 
A tournament jill be held by the club on Wednesday next, opening 
at f o'clock, the conilitios af which are: 1 
Three single seven birds’ sweeps, entry $1, and three Single seyen 

binds* sweeps. eht'y 60 vents. from trap No. 1) six single seveu-ball 
sweeps, cotry Si vents, and continnons 25 cents’ sweep shooting fron 
trap No. 2; five pair doubie-hird mateh, from tap Ne. 3, eutry 1. 
Prizes in a matches, 40, 25, 20 and 15 per cent, of entries. The gun 
toateh will also he open to members of any clubs, The prizes in this 
mitch are as follows: Wirst, breeeh-loader, top-snap, value, $85; 
secon, telescope, vale, OLS; third, square leather sun case, $12: 
fourth, Povehand & Wadsworth seli-cocking pistol, $10.50; filth, sud 
U_M. C. best shells ond 100 wads, value, $8: sixth, leatber bound 
shogling coat, value, 36.50; seventh, one 25-pound’ kes powder, 
$u.b0: eighth. two bags shor, 74.50. Entries, 40 cents to members of 
the Raymond club and M4 entry to all others. Couditions of Shoot- 
ing posted in Thé club house. ‘The new ball trap will be used, which 
throws ao low, quick ball. 

This willie one of the greatest shoteun contests held since the 
passage of the lasy prohibiting the killing of pigeous. and a laree 
number of cnirics his already been received trom the leading old- 
fois trap shooters. 

NEW YORK GUN CLUB.—The following matches will be shot at 
the clab grounds, Bargén Point. on dates given: 
October 14, a? weclock P. M.—Seeond mateh for the October Prize, 

Should it oeeur thatthe winner of the first mateh should be absent 
from this wiatel, the executive commibtes shall have power to post- 
pone tie shooting of, provided that the absentee can give euod res- 
sons for his absence, 

October 31. ab2 P. M.—Second match for the 1982 Aatummn Cup. 
Oetober 25, uh 2 o’eloeis?, M.—Cup. or money, $75. Seven birds; 

Handicap vise, Butey $8, Re-aniries allowed as far as tite will ad— 
mit up to 4 o'clock, bub only one score to be allowed in shooting ties, 
‘Ties atone birel; 20 per cent. of entries to second. 
Woyember 4, at 2 o'clock P, M.—Third competition for the 1882 Au- 

tunm Cup. , 
November 11, ib? oeclock P, M.—The November Prize, value $50. 

Seauie conditions a5 the October Erize. 
November 18, at 2 o'clock P. M.—Fourth competition for the i882 

Autinin Cup. 
Novyentber 22 aiid. 23.—Bhe 1852 Autunm Meeting. Programmes will 

be issued in (lis time, 
November 26, at 2 o'clock P. M.—Seconud competition for the No- 

yertber Priae. 
Thauksriving Day, at 110 ¢lock.—Prige, value S50, ov money, Laams 

of tonrcach:no man to shoct on more than one team: seven birds 
each; Wyds. rise. KEatry $10 each team. Ties at one bird per man, 
Competitors to We drawn by lot. 
Deveniber 2, at 2 o'¢lock EF. M,—Fitth competition for the 14882 An- 

tomn Cup. 
December Y, ab 2 o'clock P. Mj—The December Prize, value $50), 

Same conditions as forthe Oetoher te 
December 16, al 2 o'vlueck P. M.—Sieth competition for the 1882 Au- 

tunin Cup. 
December 23, at 2 o'clock P. M.—Secon(l competition for the De- 

cenber Prize. t 
December 80, at 12 o%elocle A.—The “Old Year" Trophy, a china 

Punchbowl, with glisses; value $100. Seven birds. Hntrance $3; 
handiexp rise. Reéentri¢s allowed so far as time will adinit up to 4 
o'clock PA, bot only ons score to be allowed in shooting ties. Ties 
atone bird: 20 per cent, of entries to second, It is hoped that this 
may be made fhe oceasion of a general reunion of the cluh inembers, 
Lunch will be providett at the clabhouse at 1 o'clocler, 

Tn allthe above matches entries willbe received up to 4 o'clock P, 
MW. on each day. 

WALNUT HILL PALL MEETING.—The Massachusetts Rifle Asso- 
ciation will hold its fall meeting at Walnut Hill Oct. 20 and 21, The 
ftollowiug is the progranme of the matches; 

All comers re-entry mateh—200 yards; decimal target: rounds 7: three scores to win; entries unlimited, entry foe, 40 eonts to run 
through both days. Prizes, ophies, 12in number, of the fotal value 
of 70 per cent, of bite eutive entry fees apportioned as follows: 10, 9, 8, 
7, 6, 5, 6, 5, 4,4, 4, 3, per cent. 
Limited re-entry mach—e200 yards; Creedmoor target; open toa all 

except pérso 5 who have made full match scores of seven shots, or 
Tpwird. Other conditions sametas No. 1. 

. isifors’ match—200 yards; Creedmoor target; open to all, except 
members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association and non-members 
who Lave maze full match scores of seven shots or upward. Other 
coudiions same as No, |, 

Single sdore decimal mateh—Open to all: decimal target; rounds, 
if: one entry only; eutry fee, F1- prizes as in match No, 1; to be sho 
Friday. 

Single score Creedmoor tmatch—Open ta.same competitorsas No. 2: 
Oreethupor target: other conditions same as No, 4, 
Repetition of No, £ on Saturday. 
Repetition of No. 5 on Saturday 
There should be a liberalshowing of Creedmoor men at this 

meeting. They will ha sure of a cordial ereeting from the Walnut 
Hill shooters and probably a good defeat. 

BOSTON, (ict, 1L—There was no record kept of the shooting at 
Walnut Wil range to-day, as the \yeather was so stormy (hal uo rez- 
‘ular strings were shot. 

A SEW RIVLE.—The Winehester Repeuting Arms Company are 
now inaking a 32 calibre repeating rile, but on the same Plan as 
their model of 1k78. Ti is considerably lighter than the model of 
1878. ond is especially designed for small fame at short range, The 
length of barrel is twenty-four inehes. The cartridge is center fire 
tail contains twenty grains of powderand coe hundred aud fifteen of 
lead, One of Mesé rifles is now being used in Conlin’s gallery, and 
food scores have been made with ip. 

THE TRAP. 

ALGONQUIN V8. JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS.—The return match 
hetweeu thesé clubs at glass balis took place at the grounds of ihe 
latter club at Marion, N. J.,.o0 the loth inst., anni asain resnited in & 
victory for the Jersey Oily Heights. The match was ten mien cach 
elob. twenty balls each, thrown froma, rotary trap. Owing, some- 
what, boa hich wind, bit more, perhaps, to its being the first trial 
of (he Almonquins at a rotary trap. small scores were wade, aome of 
their best shooters failing ta catch ou” or fe, the hang of ths “un- 
certain thing.’ When about half the score was shot out the spring 
broke and the clay pigeon trap was sabstitued for the remainder of 
the miteh, and this seemed to bother the Indians full a5 much, as 
also some of the réliables of the Jerseys. The refreshments. node 
the superintendence of C, Reumpeler, were ample and well served. 
Young Al. i. managed the trap, “eld South Paw? being away with 
amember of the club on their annual camp at Lake Hopatcony, A. 
very 6njoyalle time was had, and the Algonquins say they are not 
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the Midways Says in his reply, ‘We want @ good fime, and may the 
best men wine’ “We hope. and hoping, belieye,’’—Jaconsrarr. 

ROCKFORD (ILL) GUN GOLUB, Oct. a, 1882.—Clay pigeons, thrown 
hy hand, iSyds, rise, 
LT EV eS Pane Pee es Seniesa RS RAS O1100 11001 O01 10010—~ 9 
Ellison. OOO1T (11141 17001 00010—10 
Thurstm. 10110, O0111 (1011 ONT 1—12. 
Austin . 01000 00012 21117 10111—12 
Hutebin WHO 11050 117000 11111--13 
Babcock, , ( Titi1 11141 O11t0—16 
Sears. 10010 T11H 11140—16 
Buke W111 11011 01101—17 
Atkinson Tui 11017 11141—19 

The large sales of W, & C. Seott & Sons’ $86 gun are unpre- 
cedented. Send for cirenlar to Wm, Read & Son, Boston, Mass. — 7», 

Hachting ayd Canoeing. 

MONTAUK’S SPARS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

T have read with much interest your argument in last week's issue, 
proving the schooner Montank to bea narrow vessel. The same 
argument, if appiied to tase of Maggie and Vixen, proves Maggie 
the Jarger vessel. It also proves conclusively, as I have always 
affirmed, that the Msworth yessels are of less cubieal contents in 
proportion to their diniensio: than all others, notwithstanding 
arguinent by interested “‘stientifie’ yacht designers, Regarding rie 
of Montauk. the spars were placed in that vessel by her designer 
in common sense and practical manner, no attention being paid to 
s0-Called sclentific totions or Mnglish ideas. The science involved 
jn placing mainmast well forward to obtain large area of mainsail 
(an idea copied originally by the English from Uspt Robert iish), is 
in my opinion the veriest humbug. The fact of mainmast being well 
forward necessitates foremast being placed near forefoot or foresail 
islost. Consequently, if foremast near forefoot eases a schooner in 
ai seaway, or makes her more weatherly according to your scientific 
theory, 1 want none of it. Mr. Philip Elsworth, who undoubtedly 
stunds at the head of yacht designers in this country, by reason of 
his wnvarying success, in his new design of schooner for Mr. L. A, 
Fish, A. Y. (., las placed spars sill further aft than in Montauk: it 
is needless tosay that speed is expected in this vessel. As to your 
bug-bear aud reputed wind-jammer, the English schooner Miranda, 
“distance lends enchantment to the view.’ Were she to make her 
Appearance in these waters, in iny opmion she would be distanced 
like the Maggie by one of our good second rate but not scientific 
vessels. . Jorn G. Pragun. 
{Whether mainmast be placed well forward or the fovesail made 

large, the widerlying idea isin both cases the same, the object being 
10 make the scliooner’s rig ida ae 48 16ar as possible bo that of the 
sloop or eutter, In Elsworth’s plan the foresail is considered the 
principal driving sail, and the mainsail is reduced accordingly, Fore- 
suiland headsail may be regarded as the rig of a sloop, with the 
mainsail held to he of secondary importance. Carried out to its full, 
this plan ends in the yavwl or ketch, ip which the foresail has gradn- 
ally grown and the mainsail of the schooner shrink, until the rie has 
beeome essentially a cutter, The other plan—that of stepping main- 
mast well forwari—seeks pretly much the same object. thomzh in a 
different way, ‘The foresajlis reduced until it becomes a mere strip, 
and thea schooner’s mainsail takes the place of the sloop’s inainsail 
as neatly as practicable, asin Seabella and Miranda. Experieoce in 
the British feet has yery conclusively proved the advantage of such 
4 rig over the old fashion of Stepping the spars inaschooner. The 
Elsworth plan, on the other hand, is still something of an open ques- 
tion. Tn the Montank’s case the test has uot been crucial enough to 
draw inferences. She has met nothing of her tonnage really first or 
even second class. Of the two methods, we consider the weisht of 
the spars better disposed after the English style, which. by the way, 
was nut copied from Bob Fish, but originated in Scotch waters long 
before Capt. Fish's uame had ever been heard of in foreign coun- 
tries. | 

THE FABLES ABOUT THE GLEAM. 

PAGE last number of the London JMeld to hand, lays Mr. ¥, Gower, 
. of the Providence eatboat Gleam, over the editorial Inée pnd ud 

ministers to that romancing person such a castigation that it will not 
be necessary for him to apply for admission to yacht matches abroad 
next year, We haye seen fit to deal in plain words with the impasi- 
tion practiced upon the American public through the foolish corres- 
poudence in the newspapers of Providence, which, if now appears, 
was almost a tissue of fabrication from firstto last, We have noth- 
ing to do here with Mr, Gower personally, Our object in exposing 
his highly colored bombast in the Providence Press and Providence 
Star has been with a plain purpose in view and as a duty we owed to 
that section of the public whose interests we represent) Untrothful 
fables Coneerning the doings of any boat only serve to becloud the 
horizon and abseure the trne light experience should throw upon the 
question of model andrig. Mr, Gower did his best to create false 
impressions at home, and we have stripped his wild fights of faney 
of their intuence by holding them up im these columns for just what 
they were worth. That Mr. Gower should find it possible toa palm off 
a web of tergiversation and such clumsy misrepresentions upon the 
Providence Siar, Spirit of the Times, andl Providence Press, is per- 
haps notto be wondered at. Thosé journals lay no claim to being 
technically informed upon yachting affairs. But it remains to be 
feen woether they are sufficiently under Mr. Gowers control to pre- 
vent the retraction or correction they owe to the public. With the 
quotation below from the London Meld we dismiss Mr, Gowers case 

| as too petty and. unsavory forfurther considerationin these columns. 
The Pyeld says; FH 

In the resume there is the following statement: ‘Mr, Prescott, 
Westear, a gentlenian greatly interested in boating, had ordered a 
boat to he built on the Gleam’s lines, as nearly as they could he ascer- 
tained, excepting only that he would not adopt the centerhoard.” 
Weare in a position tu assert that there is not a word of truth in this 
statement. Mr. Prescott Westcar nover in any way referred to the 
Gleam when be ordered the Moeking Bird to he built, and her de- 
signer neyer thought of the Gleam in making the design, In fact, 
Mocking Bird is a deep-hodied, heavy displacement boat compared 
with Gleam, of the Itchen Perry type, but without the deep keel, as 
she was originally intended to have a ceuterboard. The first heard 
of the Gleam in connection with the Mocking Bird was when her 
owner, Mi, F. Gower, wrote to Mr, Kemp asking him if he vould 
arrange a match with Mr. Prescot Westear. The Mocking Bird at 
the time was nearly ready for launching, and it had just been 
rlecided to do away with the centerboard, as sueh are not allowed in 
the matches on the Norfolk Board, for which waters Movking Bird 
was intended. The resume goes on to show, by the aid of a few “il's,” 
that the Gleam wou the mateh by “several minutes” as will be 
gathered from the following quotation; ‘The match was to be to 
windward, butwhen the day arrived Mr. Westcar named two courses, 
either of which, as the wind then was, would giye the boats a fair or 
free wind at least four-fifths of the whole distance. Mi, Gower de- 
clned both these unequal contests, antl. not wishing to leaye his 
leat at the Momeut, tntrusted an English friend with the dnty of 
meeting Mr, Westear and negotiating, That friend, either from oun 
error io judgment or an over confidénce in the abilities of the Glean. 
to sail a leeward race with a boat twenty per cent, longer than her- 
self, agreed tosail over one of thea yery courses already mentioned 
and declined, Accordingly the race was sailed over a twenty-two 
mile course, of which eighteen miles was free or fair wind, In an 
extended and détailed report of therace by the London eld, the 
statement is made that the Gleam’s pilot made a mistake in one of 
the turning buoys, turned the wrong one, and had to go hack to the 
right one, thus losing several minutes, The Mocking Bird gave no 
allowance for her twenty per cent. greater length, and came in 
winner. A figuring of the ordmary time allowance would have given 
her tle victory by forty-four sevonds, andif the time lost by the 
pilot were to be counted ont. the Gleam would have won by several 
Thinutes ou ordinary time allowance,” 
The best answer to this sa rountin Piece of perversion about the 

pilot ud turning the wrong buoy is to quate what was actually said 
in the Mel repart of the mateh; 
‘The Mocking Bird head reaching but not hanging to windward 

quite like Gleam, fetched the buoy without another board, and gyled dishearteied, but will practice on a rolary, and tlie dereay. City 
Heights will hear from them al some future time. Col, Ad, Ware, 
that, veteran sportsinan of Western memories, acted as referce on 
the ceeasion, ere Gol. Ad, is, there will the boys be julian, and 
iPall are aul happy it will be qaeir own fault. c 
The retura mabeh between the Midway Gun Clab and the Jersey 

City Heights will take place at Mattawan, on the grounds of the 
former Club ou Lhe 85th inst,, 25 men each club, 7 pigeons cach man, 
Mattawan (or Hurlingham rules. nearly) to goyern. Trains leave 
Pemisylvania Railvoail, Jersey City, 9 A, M, and 12 M, Match to 
eomudel¢e ab ll sharp. im order ty get through in time. From the 
Tepiiation of the bwo clas and the closeness of the last mateh, an 
“exeihing contest 1s expectel. We understand the Midways haye 
picod if their eye, amd will do their level best, Av the secretary of 

over all right and gotout spinuaker, The Gleamn had to male on- 
other bitch on starboard tack, and stood too far; in running baclc to 
@ybeshe missed the buoy altopether, losing two or three minutes, 
4nd not rounding the buoy at all, The Mocking Bird won hy 
12min. d5sec."’ x 
We may state thatthe Gleam made the “short hitch” referred to, 

not because she conld not weather the buoy as the Mocling Bird had 
done Agee weathered the buoy all right), but béecavise she could not be 
ybed without some risk, and was stayed to starboard tack instead, 
Vhile doing tlis she was varrjed away so far by the tide that she 

would now haye bad to gybe to port tack to pass the buoy in the 
right way (it had to be lett on starboard lund), and not domg this,, 
she left the buoy on the wrong hand, that is, nob rounding it at all, 

7 

| Stance. 

We understood at the time thal Mr. Gower thonght his pilot, J, Dia- 
per, mistook the Lepe buoy for some other buoy: but such a story is 
about as ridiculous as saying 9 city policeman mistook St. Paul's Cs- 
thecal for'some other church, All we can say in reference to this 
extraovdinary piece of misrepresentation is, that itis the custom of 
POE US HEH to take a beating 2ood-tamperedly, say as little about it 
in the way of explanation as possible, snd make no attempts to be- 
little the prowess of a successful adversary, . AMost of the 
English yacht clubs jhaye a rule which excludes centerboard 
boats from competition. It would serve no good purpose to now dis- 
cuss the desirability of continuing this rule: but, at least, if is not 
likely to be abolished at the dictation of the owner of a Rhode Island 
cathowt; and it is unlikely that any one will care abont making a 
mate wt all with suck boats if their owners cannot take a heating in 
a better spirit than the owner of Gleam has, 

THE AMERICA CUP. 

Ww have not only duly pointed out why the present conditions 
of the Challenge Cup are unfair and uusportsmaniike. but we 

haye from time to time quoted foreign journals in suyport of cur de- 
mani for amodification, The hesitation of the New York ¥. C. has 
induced thé owner of a forty-ton cutter we had expected this season 
(o sell his vessel, A famous schooner is now awailing action on the 
part of fhe club. Are wetolose this chanee for an international 
mnatch, too Thereis not a yachting journal which does not aeraé 
with us on the necessity of revising the conditions whieh thea most 
ordinary common Sense would require to be exactly equal to both 
sides. The New York Y. ©. not long ago found certan conditions in 
the deed of gift as it stood uncongeénial to its views. No time was lost 
inreturnmg the cup and bringing Mr, Seluyler to doctor, the deed 
“to carry ont the intentions of the original donors 
more thoronghly.”* Now the intention of the original donors was to 
promote, not to prevent, international matches. We have shown by 
quotations from the Loiden Kicld, Bell's Life, Yachting Gazefte and 
by the action of foreign yacht owners, that the deed in its present 
shape deters them from recoguizing the cup as an international 
trophy, The circulars issued to yacht clubs abroad hy the secretary 
of tha N. Y. Y. C. have not even received the dignity of reeognition. 
We know they were received wilh open derision in at least one tn- 

We have published correspondence from well-:nown 
yachtsmen abroad in whith exception was taken to certain unfair 
stipulations. 
We do not believe that in face of allthis the New York Y. GC, will 

long refuse to take action in accort with the feelings of fair dealing 
by which we know the elub to be actuated, Grantiug for the moment 
thatthe deed asitis may really be claimeiL tolerably fair after a 
good deal of straining and volimninous explanation, it would certainly 
be far inore aréeditable to the club and fo American yachtsmmen gener- 
ally that the stipulations of the challenge should be placed beyond 
even the semblance of partiality so that the present suspicions attach- 
ing to the trust vonld have no grounds for existing, The New York 
Y. C. did not hesitate to haye the conditions very matérially modified, 
it did not even stop at ostracising clubs its equal and even superior 
in some respects, when ifs owh convenience wis ab stake. Why 
then should the club any longer refuse to give five minutes of its 
time towards securing terms acceptable to the rest of the yachting 
world, without in the least sacrificing the holders’ rights? ‘Such 
action would be far better evidence of the club's desire “to carry out 
the intentions of the orivinal donors’ than the past efforts to relieve 
itself of duties knowingly assumed when the trust was accepted. The 
elib is well awire that foreign yachts will not and cannot be ex- 
pected to chalienge as the conditions uow stand. Yet the elub pro- 
fesses to be anxious and ready to eel any visitor from abroad. 
There is no consistency in its atts and prefessivis. We trust the 
winter will find the conditions of challenge for the Anierica Cup put 
into shape equitable to both sides, so that another season may nat 
ass ly without 4 trial heftyeep our yachts and others from abroad, 
‘© that end our efforts will continue 16 be directed. 

DON QUiXOTE ABROAD. 

Swe had supposed, the buncombe which Mr, 1. Gower, owner of 
the catboat Gleam, cansed to be published in the Providence 

Star and Press, tarns out ta be toa great extent devoid of truth, 
When Mr. Gower returns to Englund next season he will probably 
find all the regattas closed to himself and his boat. He may be uii- 
able to appreciate the cause, but others will not find it difficult to 
assign @ proper enough reason. We quote fromthe Londou Yurht- 
ing Gazette: 

“A very extraordinary letter appears in the Providence Star about 
the American centerboard hoal Gleam, The whole matter is too 
utterly absurd to treat seriously; we, however, give prominence to a 
Jetler on the subject from 2 correspondent.” 

To the Ddilor of the Yuechting Gazette; : 
fin—I| have before me the Providence Sunday Star of Sept, 4, and 

find that about twoanda half columns of its space haye Leen fle- 
voted fo the Rhode Island buat Gleam, IL certainly was astounded 
to réad such sensational headings as *‘Rlode Ishind's Famous Cathoat 
Oreates 2 Panic in Engiand,” “A Resume of Her Splendid Record in 
the British Waters,’ hut was taken more aback in recard to some of 
the extraordinary and unfounded statements further on. Without 
doubt Mr. Gower lad a substantial grievance iInvespect to the col- 
lapse of a match proposed inthe volumns of a contemporary by 
“Feard,"’ This gentleman, I believe, wished to pose as a representa- 
tive yachtsman—withont the slightest substantial claim so to do— 
aud the only eraft he had an opportuniiy to borrow to meep the 
Gleam was an Ttehen ferryboat (ten years old), leaky, and rough out 
side, while perhaps, too, the sinews of war were wanting. The Belie 
Lurette aud Weasel business is purely Utopian, while itis worse than 
folly tw say that centerboard racing is a feature in Nngland, T am 
quite cerfain that Mr, Westear had yo idea of mateling his boat 
against the Gleam when he gaye the order to build, and the midship 
section of the two boats is, 1 know, as unlike as well can be. Myr. 
Gower gave a prize at Cowes for self-glorifieation, and bad a miscel- 
laneous fleet opposed; and I believe the weather was very light and 
fluky, yet perhaps a better racing day than om the opening of the 
Southampton Regatta, Ibelieve there were a number of boats that 
beat the Gleam all to pieees on Southampton water, aud perhaps a 
few replies may be elicited by the publication of this piece of bun- 
combe in the Star from those who were there. Yours, étc., 
HaMBLE (Southampton), Sept. 20, 1482. &. Bue. 

THE AMERICA CUP ABROAD, 

NLY a Immatic would think of competing. ~Lowdon Satyiday 
Review. 

No lnglish yacht owner would be soft, enough to challenge.—Lon- 
don Field. 
The conditions are 100 to 1 in favor of the Americun,—Rell's Life. 
Tadignation was felt at their absurdly one-sided character.—Satur- 

day Review. 
Vormsr AND Stream has hit the right nailon the head.—Yeeéhkting 

Gazette, 
And so on throughout the yachting and sporting press. Enough, 

we should suppose, to influence even the New York ¥, @. tu the 
instant return of the obnoxious deed of trust to Mr. Schuyler with 
the intimation that as he has been Icind enough to altey the cbuditions 
to suit the eusy-going conyenience of (he club atthe expense of old 
and reputable Canadian organizations, a tew more changes rescuing 
tha cup from a laughing stock abroad and investing it wilh a truly 
international character would be equally acceptable to the present 
trustees, As a close corporatiun the New York Y, GC, may brave 
adverse publie opinion till doomsday Wf iso chooses. As tristees of 
a cup offered fo all countries (bar one most likely to prove a trouble- 
some adversapy, and therefore black-listed) the wisdom of standing 
sponsor to a challenge described inferentially us a piece of lunacy by 
the (Satioday Review may very properly be questioned. especially 
if the nature of the challenge condilions reflects upon all American 
yachismen instead of only npou those directly responsible for their 
promuleation. 

NEW CRUISER.—Mr. Waton's little cutter, building by W. P, 
Stephens. at West Brighton, §.1., is advancing well. She is now 
linked up, and fhough but 21ft. on load line, shows the room of a 

hotel juside. There willbe standing room in the cabin, a forecustle 
und closets betsyeen bulkheads Stephens has made a yery fair job 
of the boat, as ber model was laid down full size on his mould loft 
Hoor and faired up with great care, In point of build, the utter is 
an éxample, She is framed lightly, with steamed timbers and 2 
sawed tinther every third frame. Cappermfastened throughout, all 
nails clivched on inside, She will probably he rigged as a yaw! for 
sinegle-hand cruising. This type of lout, deep and of fair beam, Aush 
deck and metal Icee), is fast fmding favor among the sailor element: 

CLUB SIGNALS FOR CANODS.—An excellent plan has hesn 
adopted by the New York Canoe Club, Inplace of the msual distin- 
euishing burgee, a colored device is displayed near the peak of the 
sail. This club has chosen a red ball or disk, about din, diameter, 
stitched to the sail, makigg a distinguishing mark easily caught by 
the aye aud remembered, Other clubs are likely to follow with blue 
disks, crosses, ele, The N, ¥. 0. C.is abont to close a very activg 
s6460n, during which pisny members and camoss hyve been added, 
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SINGLE HAND YACHTS. 

eee is a peculiar charm in the indefinable feeling of undivided 
responsibility to which the single hand cruiser becomes a willing 

slave as he roams oyer the high seas in bis wee barkie, free from 
care, far from the harassing annoyances of this world’s artificial life, 
his own master, in Close relations with a boon companion, his ever 
ready, trusty little ship. Though friends be left behind in dusty cities, 
he finds a fresh and congenial substitute in the intimate acquaintance 
of his boat, for soon he learns to invest his floating home with a per- 
sonality, causing the boats character to appeal to his appreciation as 
though being endowed with actual life. He discovers the brave, 
sturdy qualities his ship may possess and approvingly recounts them 
over and over to himself. e finds she is not perfect and seeks to 
correct her wealmesses and caprices. He handles her tenderly and 
with care. She becomes the apple of hiseye. There are no ‘'guests”’ 
forever asking to be pa ashore, wanting to catch an impossible train 
or boat, nuisances who no sooner board the yacht than their selfish 
thoughts are concentrated upon the best method of fetching up 
where they came from. There are no croakers, no nervous lubbers 
chafing at a few hours’ calm, fretting about getting somewhere in the 
least possible time, as though the yacht were a tiresome prison and the 
Sea and its ever changing attractions tasteless for heroes of the bar- 
room, billiard cue, or for dandy knights of the carpet. There are no side 
shows under way, no.cards down below, no boisterous skylarkin 
under the lee of the mainsail, no store clothes to mar the ideal o 
amateur life at sea. nothing to interfere with the devotion to the 
cause and the realization of the dream fancy has benape depicted 
to the longing tar through dreary months of waiting. is ship, his 
world—the rest of the world his convenience. 
There is no better school for the sailor than the tiny single hander, 

Not only does it introduce the amateur to all sorts of work he would 
escape in larger vessels, and many a practical lesson which might 
never be learnt but for the demands of cruising alone, but life in 
these small yachts develops in man or lad an innate love for blue 
water, a spirit of restless adventure, a longing for ‘“‘going foreign,” 
which distinguishes the real sailor from the sham article, best de- 
scribed as the ‘‘excursionist."" The quarters may be cramped, but 
the very necessity of making small room go far affords as an offset 
great pleasure in seeking by cunning deyices and economical plan- 
ning to circumyent limited space. Serving up three mealsa day in 
courses is certainly impossible, but what may be missing in seductive 
variety an honest appetite derived from sea air and hard work will 
more than make good. Itis an old and true saying that appetite is 
the best sauce, and many a time have we had occasion to verify, this 
adage. Perched up on the weather quarter, peering into the dark 
ness for a landfall after a heavy day’s bouting with the sea, the inner 
min ready to chew rope or old shoes in satisfaction of a ten or 
twelve hours’ fast, how grateful then even such a modest, common- 
place article as a biscuit or even forecastle hardtack, spiced with a 
lump of cheese, washed down with a hasty pull at the flask. Not for 
the finest feast a Delmonico factory or an epicure’s larder affords 
would we exchange the grateful sensations of such a moment, 
supreme with satistaction, unknown to aught but those who have 
earned their appetite by serious toil. And then when the mark you 
have laid your course for all day at last looms vhrough the dark, wet 
night, and the successful close of your work and care for the day is 
announced by the racing of the chain oe the hawsepipe, 
and the final clink as the turns fall about the bits for a full due—such 
welcome niusic from the rattling links sends a thrill of victory to the 
heart of the weary mariner, to which the trumpeting of a brass band 
ushore 1s perfectly insipid. And the cosy feeling of snugness as you 
find your pet riding quietly under a lee after the rude buffeting of the 
day, as you push back the slide, light the pretty little cabin lamp be- 
low, and start the kettle sizzing for a feast at leisure upon the best 
your ample, well-selected stores afford, topping off with the ae A 
pipe, all that makes up a combination of bliss unapproached, muc 
less equaled, by anything else we have ever experienced in the pur- 
suit of enjoyment. 

The mind plans and the body executes. You set yourself a task, 
and in its accomplishment above all difficulties lies your reward. It 
is play, yet itis work. It is pastime, yet itis a school of instruction, 
It is theory and practice in the same instant. It is recreation but 
also health, It may at times seem like coarse, vulgar work, down- 
right labor, yet its influences are broadening and refining. It may 
strike the casual observer as a waste of time. Those who have 
tried it know better. Even from the sordid standpoint of the money 
rubber, the time is capital well invested with heavy interest in vigor, 
oldness, circumspection and the habit of looking before you leap. 
The single hand cruiser has his annoyances, his disappointments 

without doubt, but the endless opportunities for solid, rational enjoy- 
ment, study, observation, ‘experiment, and the unlimited range for 

self improvement in body and mental. capacity, coupled with a dash 
of romance and the spice of adventure, so far outweigh adverse con- 
siderations, that we need not hesitate in counseling the beginner, no 
matter what his wealth, tostart in at the bottom of the ladder, to 
ship as skipper, crew and cook aboard the right kind of single-hand 
yacht to become a yacht sailor and more than a mere yacht owner, 
We publish herewith plans for a small cruiser designed by W. P. 

Stephens, of West Brighton, Statan Island, and next week will pro- 
duce the sail plan, and enter into detailed consideration of form and 
rig most suitable for the purpose intended. The illustrations will 
readily explain themselves. The yacht is 14ft. load line, 1%ft. on 
deck 5ft. beam, 3ft. 3in. draft, 2ft. 2in. least freeboard, displacement, 
approximate, 144 10ns, iron on keel 750lbs., iron inside, 8501bs., area 
of plain sail 250 sq. ft., length of cabin 6ft. 6m., depth 3ft. 10in. 
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LONG LAKERS AND FEATHERWEIGHT CANOES. 

Baitoy Forest ced Stream: 

ii your issue of Sept. 28 appears an article signed ‘Gus Syphert,” 
mowhich J am pretty sharply taken to task on the question of boats 
and Ganges, ete, 
The firs count is that I compare, very unfavorably, the “Long 

Lakers’ with the Rushton canoes. 
Second—tl offer to paddle 4 ten-pound Rushton canoe oyera twenty- 

inile route (most of it unknown to me) for a wager, 
Third—Tt is adinitted tis is not a challenge, hut is “a good desl to 

Drag and bluster aboul Rushton's canoes, ind what ‘Nessmule thinks 
he can doin one of them. Tt is also infended as a fing at onr Adiron- 
flack boats of the Long Lalce model.” 
Fourth—G, Syphevt gets off his base badly. ‘Eto knows *J. R., dr. 

very well, Hae known lim for years * * %* %* Imows that 
he inakes no pretensions as a boatman: is puysically unfil to row for 
any distance, ete,’ Thatis the sum of it. And then Gus thinks it 
Wight wot be amiss to step in and take his place, because forthe last 
thirteen years he has handled the Loug Lake boats and ought to 
know what they can be made to do, ete, Then, haying lost his head 
altogether, he proposes to race over the course beforenamed, 1 ina 
ten oy twalve-pound eight-foot Rushton canoe, he in a sixty-pound 
Long Lake double-ender_ * * * and beat me through hy 
forty-eight hours tio the Forge House, He gets euthusiastic. ‘He 
will make a mateh with any other man, not a professional, for a six 
days’ race, he in a Loug Laker, but built at Booneville, the other man 
in a ¢anoe built by Rushton“ He wantsit understood he is not a 
adsl ag as he understands it, thatis, aman who makes it bis 
asiness to row for money, ‘But the whole drifiof ‘Nussmut’s' 

tomimunication is so loudly in praise of certain canoes as being the 
ne plus wire of a hoat to sit in that one is inclined ty think the Adin 
ontlack boat a flat-bottomed scaw,” 
Ah, Gus! you never wrote that. You may have lent pour signa- 

ture: but you know hetter, To begin at the beginning, 
First—T dost and neyerdid compare the light cedar canoe with 

the Long Lakerowhoat, Such a canoe would bé ef no more valle to 
a North Woods guide than a bread-tray, And a Ol or '70 Th, Long Laker 
would beas useless to nie as a stone-boat. You might as sensibly 
eomipare a Pouny Bridge cathoat to & seagoing yaeht, Mach bas its 
uses; each is good in its place, There is simply no comparison in 
question, 
Second—My offer to paddle a long ernise, for «a waezer, was neither 

aimed at"J. R. dr. nor “Gus Sypbert: baf it was defor the 
benefit of inany friends and eriti¢s who predicted dis rwhen T 
first went.to the North Woods for a eru in the isdb, “Nessmuk’ 
Twolk ‘extra hazardous” policies on my life, and repeated it when 1 
webt again inthe 161b. Nipper, The Nipper was, and is, probably, 
the lightest clinker-builf cedar canoe aver inade ani used as a single 
crufgér, of her dimensious—but not fast. Hach of these canoes 
had 4 cartying capacity beyond ny expectations, and I planned a still 
lighter one, to weigh about10 bs., and of only 24-inch beam, with § 
Ft length. Sueh a canoe is, of course. experimental, T have my own 
doubts about her staying gitalities. She would be limber as a hand- 
box, and might double up liken gin overshoe. Rnsliton Says, in aa 
Swerto an order for such a cance: “Lean make il as light as you 
please: but twill not warrant ib for an hour. It may co to pieees like 
anegeshell’? Other first-elass builders say the same in effect, 
My boating tind canoging friends are more than sceptical. hey 

want to know when T propose to start. They ave ready to insure me 
ti the extra-hazardonus list, ete. And it was to steady their nervea 
that] made the offerof a wager, Which still holds good—-uot tora 
race, butifor 4 long, leisurely cruise.in a lighter and more fragile 
canoe than any mun has ever builtor paddled, Such a canoe—if shu 
could carry the canoceist and live, which is by no means certain — 
would be necessarily slow. She would go, undér easy pad@le, abouh 
three miles an hour, Any attempt to Lvrry her would resull in wal- 
lowing and “snaking.” Slie would he oo racer: but she utight be a 
very pleasant companion for an amateur eripse through a region like 
the Adirondacks, A working guide-hoaf is one thing; a amateur 
Ganoe is a different affair alyogether, 

“J. R., dr, sinbhed his toe against a little canoo at Third Lake, 
turned ib np, and read the name on it.  Nesshiuds” He at once pro- 
ceeded to lecture, ailvise and instruct me on going in a boat where L 

As J tad oyer fifty years’ 

aR 

could stretch my legs, sit at ease, ete, ene 
experience in ships, brigs, schooners, sloops, sail boats, row boasts, — 
dug-outs and canoes behind me; and as 1 had pasdidled the vance 
against which he stubbed bis toe 550 miles in the summer of 1880 
Without serious mishap, [felfitright toa pif ip my hands in sel- 
defense, Ienee my article of August 19th, whieh drew Forth the 
grandiloquent challenge of GS. - 
As to the propositions distinctly noted above, * Gus Sypliert © is 

not fool enough to accept either. although they are all the proposi- 
tions Lhave made. He cannot afford to spend * a month or nore” 
ona leisurely cruise of less than 200 miles, where the speed would 
be from six to eight miles pur diay, and over a course that, has nothin 
new fo lim. Nor is he likely to Jay «wager against ‘What Nessmuk 
thinks he can doin 4 light canoe.” His so-called challenge is idle; it 
is more; if is ridiculous and one-sided. ’ 
He knows—no man better—that, other things boing equal. a narrow 

i4ff. boat has all the advantage over a little eggshell of 8 or 10f, in 
length, and that oars can and onghtto beat the single-aded paddle 
tonr to three, while the single blade beats the dewble blade just about 
4s badly—the double blade being the slowest, as also the most: pleas- 
ant mode of oaring the water, 
He kmows the route perfeetly which he proposes to ga over, while a 

stranger wonld be eertam to get fogged every day on the intricate 
and often dim and drowned out channels, outlets, inlets, carries and 
landings, i 

This point alone would make it a dead sure thing for G.5,, though 
lis opponent might he able to outrow or ontpaddle him five to four, 
And yet, with thrilling gallantry, he offers on these conditions, a six- 
flays’ race to “ Nessmiik or any other man.” 

Gus, 1 think you recollect me well. J believe you were at fhe 
Forge House one fine morning in July, °80, when L stripped for a race 
from the boat louse to “Bullhead Rock.” about 200 rods. My 
opponent, with the single blade, took a narrow Long Laker, double- 
enéler, 1 paddled a 10-foot 18-pound canoe, You will bear me witness 
that, although beaten from the start. ] paddled through lke aiman 
and took my defeat cheerfully, The single blade beat me nearly 
forty reds, aud you conld haye beaten the single blade as bad, or 
worse, with oars, At the canoe regatta. Lake George, in the symaner 
bf "80, there was a Kanuek guide who, with the single blade, could 
beat any double blade on the lake four to three, and oars conld beat 
him nearly as much. In view of such facts it is putting it mildly to 
say that your challenge savors alittle of bombast. You are a ius- 
ouar, skilled oarsmanh and guide, You may not be a professional, 
but you are accounted a crack oarsman in Brown's Tract. You so 
account yourself, sud a boat race is nothing new to you. j 

If you are spoiling for arace you can well afford to challenge for it 
on equalterms, As bowfagainsi boat. oars against oars, canoe against 
canoe, paddle against paddle, and over a neutral course equally well- 
Jmown to both contestants, rl Ah 
Insuch a race the Long-Laker out to be well lo the front. She is the 

fastest model of aninland working bout I have secn, und J found that 
the Northwoods guides weredisposed to mika speed a sine gud non 
imahoat. They ought to know what they want. [always gave her 
the credit of being speedy, but think her cranky, und tiresome to ride 
in. Lueyer compared her toascow. She is probably the best guice 

Exact 
—— a 

boat ever adopted by the Adirondack guides, But she would be bet- 
ber were her siding of white cedar instead of pine, and if her rihs were 

j of light, elastic red elm, placed one and one-half inch spart, iostead 
of spruce knees £ ugh apart to allow shimsy boat keel hetween, 
by which the sidicg ts likely ie hiv slivered. 
Lhke a lapstrenk, clinker-built ¢édar boat. The Lone Lalre builders 

told nie their boats were lapstreak. So they ure, but they ave not 
clinkers. When the lap is worked off to a smooth skin, the boat is 
much weakened, To test this fairly, take a strip three-sixteentha 
cedar or pine, Gin, wide antl 10ft. long. Balance it on the center, and 
try ifs strength by carefully bending toa given point. Then rip it 
lenglhwise, lapifan inch, and fasten precisely asin boat building, 
Test it-as before, and you have gained 20 to 25 per cent. in strenztl. 
Now work the projecting edges of the lap down toa smooth skin of 
uniform thielsiass, and test the strength once more, You will tind it 
weaker than at the first trial, 
One Loue Lake builder told me that the projecting edges of the 

clinker stréak resisted the water and slowed the bout, The theory is 
correct, Ibis not practivally proven, however. There may be a dif- 
ference of & minute in a mile. 1 can wait a minute. I go to the 
hlessed woods to rest and recreate—not to race orrun, Lhayea 
sonsihle letter trom “J. R,, Jr." He says: 

“Bit, really, T must give fn heat wheh yon talk of getting me to row 
youor any other man over the course you name. In fact, Tain no 
food af that business. Thuye got to the time of life when itis a great 
deal nicer to Jet some one else do the rowing, and physically I am not 
able for it,’* ete. 
He seems to infer that there is some element of racing in my propo- 

to meet hin between Paul Smith's and the Forge House, for a cruise 
aronnd hy the Tupper’s, Beaver, Twitchell Lake, ete., the ernise to 
uover a month or more, Ashe would go in on the eastern and 1 ou 
the western side of the woods, 1 cold not expect him to come be- 
yond Kelloge’s, on Long Lake—perhaps Mother Johnson's would be 
about fair: but we will say Kellogg's. This would give wernise of 
less than 200 miles, with thirty-one days or more in whieh to do it. 
Does that look like raving? About six miles daily, Ishould Buy he 
might doit yet—say, next simmer, Kerry, of Raquette Lake, can 
make hin a boat, with a light pair of oars, fo weigh about 3 lbs. ; 
other builders of Long-Lakers can do the same. 
Rushton can make him acedar boat still lighter, seated for one. 

He will find ik pleasant, going over such a route independently, pad- 
dling his own Ganoe. stopping when, where and how he pleases; lay- 
ing off, maybe, for days together in some delightful nook, talking no 
note of time, and letting the hours go and come unnoted. 
Once for all, Ido not discount or decry the Long-Lakers, the build- 

ers thereof, or the Northern wilderness. The boats are speedy and 
200d for the nses to which they are put. So long as speed is the 
pee factor in a guide boat they are not likely to be snperseded. 
Sut they can, and probably will, be improved. The builders are. so 

Some of them are guides, and good ones. And the Adirondack region 
| is the best I have ever found for a summer cruise hy boat or canoe. 
This also very healthy, but will necessarily become Tess so if dams 
und drowned lands are allowed to increase, IT have said this before. 
But it is the tirsh duty of one who writes for the public ta speak the 
truth as he sees it, also te give both sides of éyery question, though 
he pinches his own corns (hereby. 
Such writers as Murray and the author of “Camp Lore” have done 

sums bad worl: for the North Woods. The gentleman who is writing 
“Adirondack Suryey Notes’ does infinitely better, He may not in- 
dive an army to go there for pleasure aud eome ont disgusted, and 
forever after go somewhere else, hub you can tie to What he says. As 
for myself, L expect to £6 there again in avery light canoe, of about 
twelve potinds, Tirustto bein better condition physically than on 
my Insternise. Ido not goto fish, hunt, or race, I van find as good 
fishing and hunting nearer home, and about three knots an hour fs 
as fast as I vare to go through this world. Nor for health, Itisjust 
as healthy on the high lands heréabout. Igo because I have an un- 
quenchable fondness for cruising over strange watersin a wilderness 
land, in a light canoe, and alone. J wellloveto fish and bunt a litde, 
just enough for my needs, but the main inducements are a love of 
nature, canoeing, and the free forest life, and in my roatwings I trust, 
next summer, to meet 'G. S7 ed. R, Jr, and many others, of 
whom I retain most pleasant remembrance. Nrssmck, 
Weoetssoro. Pa., Oct. d= 

THE CUP WOW BY THE AMERICA.—That there lias been con- 
siderable improvement of late maybe proved in the most absolute 
miner, not by attempting to compare old and new yachts, or b 
quoting the dict, necessarily friendly and partial, of English nauti- 
cal erities, but by reference tothe action of our only rivals in yacht 
building. The Americany ave fond of yaunting the superiority of 
their yessels to ours; but what Americans suy need uot always be 
taken seriously by any means, perhaps is sometimes hardly meant to 
be taken seriously, What Americans do, on the other hand, always 
deseryes attention; and what has been done with regard to the 
Aanerica, cup shows how well vonvinced Americans are that our 
yachts have now hecome deci(ledly superior to theirs, It has beeu 
made a challenge cup, lof to be removed from New York, and such 
conditions are laid down for matches to be sailed for it as must deter 
any English yacht owner, uot a lunatic, from thinking of competing: 
When these conditions appeared, some little time ago, a slight indig- 
nation may haye been felt by yacbtsmen at their absurdly one-sided 
character; but, asa matter of fact, they are the best possible com- 
pliment thal Americans can pay to Englishmen. They show that, 
in the opinion of those besl) able fo judge, America cannot produce 
seagoing vessels to race on even terms against ours: anil that the 
type of our latest racing yachts, due, no doubt, in part, to the Jul- 
lanav, is decicedly superio to the American type. Ib must be 1e- 
membered thatthe conditions under which a famous English yacht 
sitiled in her races with the American craft have been the subjéct of 
mlich seyere comment in the United States; and it was to be expected, 
therefore, that the American Club would, if they thought itsafe, issue 
Gven conditions. They have not done so, thereby admitting the su- 
periority of Gur present racing potas fo theirs; and, as the type of 
our vessels has been considerably changed of late, it seems abun- 
dautly clear that there has been improvement, No reason, however, 
exists for supposing that final perfection has been reached, or that 
no further improyement is possible. On the contrary, there is every 
reason to believe that, in due course of time, even better vessels than 
those which sailed this yaar will be planned by the highly skilled 
men who now deyote their attention to yacht building —Sdlurday 

| Revieto. 

TORONTO CANOE CLUB,—The combined paddling and Sallie 
race took place Saturday. Oct. 7, over a triangular conrse of one anc 
a half miles, twice over, first round wuder paddle, second under sail, 
The start was off the yacht club house. Vive canoes vame to the 
line, the commodore in Boreas, Mr. Kerr in Mabel, Mr, Coleman in 
Elma, Mr. Mason in Fairy, and Mr, Nicholson in Sadie N. Breeze 
fresh and waterlumpy. Sadie N, curried away her mast, and the 
substitnte rig, hastily obtained, discounted her chances materially. 
Mr. Coleman took the loud under paddle, but lost to Mr. Nicholson 
by mistaking the turning mark, When sail was made on the second 
round the commodore made up, took the lead and won with plenty 
fo spare, taking club challenge cup anda camp bed presented as 4 
prize by Ma, J. A, Mason. 
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sition. A minute's reflection will set thatinference aside, I proposed | 

far as L have known them, manly, hard-working. skilled mechanics. | 

Orders received from persons residing in tities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be 

CRUISE OF THE ORION.—The ernise o 
from Thames to Wolf Rovk and home, published in ovr Iasi issue, 
hay been read with great interest, The loge brings outin strong re 
lief the manly character of the sport as pursued tn Great Britain, 
and the eifeminate substitute of Sound drifting we are told in some 
quarters to consider all that Americans ought to aspire to. Webave, 
however, gréater faith inthe future of the sport. and know that 
éritising of the real sort, involving outside work, ig appreciated by 4 
very numerous class here quite as much agin England, and that’ as 
fast a8 the lsisureis at our disposal, eruising at sea will be indulged 
in by preference, This to puddle dritting what the oil panrting is to 
the chromo, or what the eantents of the tomato can are to the label, 
Eyen now a dozen yachts soto sea where 9. few years ago but one 
ventured along the coast, The wretched qualities of our buttertly 
models and fittings were a damper upon ardor for the ocean. but the 
defects and deiicienoies of the old fleet are rapidly being superceded 
by abler and more trustworthy erat. aud with safe yessels a wider 
rangé of possible enjoyment opens to the more venturesome, which 
they are not proving slow to turn toe account. One day's experience 
at sea, one day's log ontside, is worth a week's dawdling in narrow 
waters. Mp. R. T. McMullen, the anthor of the Orion's cruise, in en- 
dlorsing the course this journal has taken looking to the eicourage- 
ment of saflor yachtsinen, has kindly offered to answer any demands 
which may be made upou his ripe experience asa yachtsman of the 
séagomg stripe. 

SAFE SAIL AND ROW BOATS.—We have received a handsome 
set of photos from F, Joiner, hoat milder, of Glen's Falls, N. Y., 
showing his latest models for a combination row aiid sail boat which 
cannot sink and shall show good qualities inder sai) with reasonable 
speed under oars, Joiner's ideas seems to secure an excellent com- 
hination, for his boal) will evidently not. crab to leeward under canvas 
nor Can she bea hard puller under ash breeze if form counts for 
anything. 

fF the 19-on yawl Orion 

A CUTTER CLUB—We hear that prohably three small single-hand 
yachts will be built by Slephens this winter, on lines similar to those 
published this week, and that a new 5-tonner is also in prospect. Tb 
has also been proposed to organize a special elub im the interest of 
small yachts of this class. The model of the lines published can be 
seen ut Mr. Stephens’ shops, West Brighton, §, 1., and is Certain to be 
found very taking in type and appearance. 

MIRANDA.—There is a faint hope, should the New York Y. C. take 
achion to redeem themselyes from the charre of seeking to prevent 
biternational races and offer fair terms to challengers for the Amet- 
ica Cup, thal we may find the Miranda, schooner, making her num- 
ber in onr waters next year. She started in 20 races this season, won 
14 firsts and 11 rig prizes, the value of which foots up $7,380, 

NEW SCHOONER.—Work jyill be commenced by Poillons, of 
Brooklyn, on 4 new schooner for Mr. Latham A. Fish, of the Agnes, 
A. Y.C. ‘The ntw vessel is to be a cross batween Comet snd Montaule 
in type, we hear, Over all, 91ft, bin, ; water Jine, Sift, 6in,; beam 23Ft. ; 
hold, Sft.; draft, without board, (iff, Yin, Joiner work and fittngs 
from designs by Mr. John G. Prague, 

NEW CRUISHR.—The tendency to narrow hoats for cruising 
receives snother illustration in the eruisiug entler now building by 
A. Payne & Son, Southampton, from designs by Dixon Kemp, 
Length on load line, G1Ft.; beam, 12ft bin.; dranght, 10ft, bin.; dis- 
placement, G0 tons; lear on keel, 12 tons, Named Beluga, 

DAUNTLESS. —Time of passage to Cowes hy Myr. Colts scliooner 
was J4 days, H hours. Sheis already pretty well known in English 
Waters 45a fast down-wind flyer, thongh to windward a seore of 
british schooners conld weather on her without trouble, 

SANTA CECTLIA.—This British steamer, hired for a season's ernis- 
ing, by Mr, Chas. G. Franklyn, of this city, has returned to Wnglish 
waters after four months’ cruising along the Bastern coast and St. 
Lawrence Bay, She arrrived at Cowes Septermber 27. 

WRECKED.—In running home from a fishing trip last Sunday, the 
sloop Carrie Taylor, of Jersey City, ran ashoré on Sandy Hook spit 
amd Soon broke up in the surf, the crew of six barely escaping by 
making for the beach through the undertow, 

HAULING OUT.—Wait for an easterly blow and high water; 
beach at top notch and haul clear of all danger, shore up well, strip 
and protect the hull from the weather. Wor detailed directions see 
Forms Any Stream, Vol. 17, 

NIEW YACHT,—Poillons ave building at their yard a new yacht 
for Mr, Morris Ketchum, Jr., fo be cutter rigged. In model she will 
Helike the Dlephant, but with the counter run ont (in, Elsworth: 
furnished the block. 

VALLIANT.—This 5-ton cutter has returned to her old nioorings, off 
West Brighton, 8. I., after a whole scason’s extensive cruising in the 
Gresereaies and about the coast as far down as Charleston and 
savannah. 

WHAT THEY SAY OF IT. 

PorRwsT AND SPREAM, New York city, This splendid standard pub- 
lication ou all matters pertiining to sporting matters, has become so 
popular, and succeeded to so tntich patronage, that it has been 
obliged to largely increase its size und capavily to furnish its readers 
What it cousiders valuable and serviceable. ‘the paper is handsomely 
printed, filled with interesting matter and indicates by its fresh, live 
Barren that it is edited with special intelligence anid singular 
ability, We heartily commend it to sportsmen who are fond of ad- 
ventiire in field and Hood. The prosperity of our old frieud, Forest 
AND Srtmam, vee Rop anp Gun, 1s a matter of special pleasure to us, 
and the Plonters’ Journal wishes the charming paper a splendid and 
successtul career.—Planters’ Journal, Picksburg, Miss. 

London gamins have discovered a new mode of amusement. They 
attach fire-crackers to the legs of pigeons, and fynite them as they 
let the birds go. 

“Oyster hetting™ is hecmuiig fashionable in Prenc 
company repairs ona bright morning to the oys bed, : 
Grealores are opening themselves to the sun, Hach chooses his 
oyster and puts a napoleon between the shells, aud the fortunate 
gambler Whose oyster first closes wpon the coin nets the whole pool. 
—Hvening Post. 

THH VisioyARy Rosry,—A happy robin was one day chanting a 
requiem over the deceased summer In the forest. Having finished, 
ibsaid; “And now T'll away to the balmy land, where all the year the 
magnolias are full of humming-birds, where—* In response to the 
bang of a guninasmall boy’s hand, the robin concluded not te go 
south, and two days after if was sold for a quail on a railroad lunch- 
counter for a dollar. Moral—Don’t sing too lond nutil yon are out of 
the woods,—R. K. M., i. Puck, 

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER. HOLDER, contain- 

ing ink for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Always ready for use. A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
writing. 

MABIN, TODD & EAKD, 
j 140 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
| Send for Price-List. 
Our Goons arm Soun sy Iiysr CuAss Diraumrs 

PSTERBROOK’S * res 

Leading Numbers 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers, 

THE “STEREROOK STEEL PEN CO, 
Wosks, Camden, N. J. . 26 Joha St. New Verte 

‘DLOYMALOAT B[V 107 
SQVaL GHL OL OLNNOOSIG TVHAsSIT 
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DOGSKIN LEATHER JACKETS. 
A SPLHN DID GARMENT. 

Our Own Pattern and Selection of Skins a Specialty. 

Impervious to wind and water. 
waterproof and windproof. 
hye 

Soft and pliable as a kid glove, 

TOTALLY UNLIKE ANY 

Lined with flonnel. 

OTHER IN THE 

Not shrunk orinjured by water. 
We have furnished many of these to Chesapeake, Curritucic, and other clubs, and they are in great demand t i ing jack 3 

te and breast pockets, double breasted and finely stitehed. Brown Grass Colors, y a fare bes eae A Bon Dhak aa tac aL a Re ee sleet 

MARKET. 

A complete protection to sportsmen, or any one exposed to cold or wet. Entirely 
They 

Our own pattern, and very different from the common leather jackets of poorer quality leather, which latter becomes 
stiff after wetting. Por sleighing and driving they are much used, These finest skins allow a free use of the arms in shooting and driving, being more pliable than the ordinary quality. 

A Quality, of the finest and softest skin, - $18 00 B Quality, not as soft, - - - $15 00 

("We take the entire product of the Manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be obtained elsewhere in this country..4) 

Other makes as are commonly in the market we have, and can furnish at less prices, as $10.00 and $12.00, ete., but they are not as pliable skins nor as nicely made. 

Send measurement around chest. Will be sent by mail prepaid, on receipt of price. 

t=These inust not be confounded with the many Leather Jackets advertised and sold. We willat any time send on approval, and if not found superior to others and entirely satisfactory, they can be 
returned at our expen ind money refunded. During the past fall and winter we had difficulty in filling our orders, and itis advisable to order before cold weather. For ordinary use of driving and walking 
in cold weather, worn under the overcoat, they make a handsome garment, and are much used, We have lately-received the finest skins we haye imported for years. 

WM. READ & SONS, No. 13 Faneuil Hall Square, Boston, Mass. 
CUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT OUT AND PRESERVE IT FOR REFERENCE. 

Sor Sale. 

Live Geese Decoys For Sale. 
Seven live geese, raised on Long Island from 

wild geese, Have been used as decoys and shob 
over, Sold only on account of owner not being 
able to use them. Address D., 118 John st., New 
York City. octe.4t 

EXCHANGE. —A SHARPS 
ly new, for sale, or 

Address 

POR 
lop 

will be e 

SALE OR 
ze rifle, practical 

changed for a sailing canoe. 
RIFLE, Box 209, Wilimantic, Corn. octl2,2t 

{OR SALE.—FIRST QUALITY GREENER 
hammerless gun, as good as new and asplendid 

shooting gui. best qtiality leather case 
plements for cleaning and louding shells; 
eAgibs, molified choke; cost $800, price $250, 

and im- 
12-bore, 

fo 
be seen at 30 Broad street, N.Y. room No. 1. octi2,2t | 

i eae FOR SALE.—AN EXTRA GRADE “A” 
A tent, §xi2ft., mildewprooted and waterproofed, 
opens at either end, metal doorway fastenings, 
pockets on each inside end, flagstaff sockets, ridge 
ropé and metal rings for using without poles. 
Poles and pins complete realy for use. Nearly 
new and just as good as the day it left the 
manutactory. Cost ; price $20. Address M. P. 
McKOON, Franklin, N. ¥. octl2,1t 

IG BARGAIN.—BRAN NEW E. JAMES & CO, 
best I gun, English male, allimprovements, 

fine Dam. is barrels and handsomely engraved, 
12-bore, 3vin., W4lbs, Priee $60, Address GUN, 
Bloomfield, N. J, octi2,1t 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
For Sale, -Four or five islands containing up- 

wards of four hundred and tifty acres, situated in 
whatis called the Back Bay of Currituck Sound, 
all within three hundred yards of the main island, 
having over five miles water front, with boats and 
decoys, also one portable house suitable for six 

ht persons, with mattresses, cooking utensils 
and stove, cutlery and crockery, where there is 
plenty of swan, geese, canvas backs, red heads, 
sprig tails, ball pates and widgeons, black and all 
other kinds of fresh water ducks, It is the best 
snipe ground in the vicinity. I have started over 
two hundred in two hours within a half mile of 
my house on the main island the first of December; 
they are there all winter, and ducks from October 
to April. The best sporting ground in the United 
States; a grand place tora ¢lub or a hotel, Price 
$2,000 cash. I will be at the Mansion House, Norfolk, 
Va., on Monday, the 20th day of November next, 
and show parties the grounds at Currituck Sound. 
If not disposed of at that time it will be sold to the 
highest bidder. Wor further particulars address 
A, ARKERSON, No, 12 Park st., Cambridgeport, 
Mass. 

P, §.—Convenient to stores and steamboats, 
octi2.4t 

Duck Shooting. Duck Shooting. 
“SUSQUEHANNA FLATS.” 

Woodcock and Quail shooting In season contigu- 
ous to the celebrated perel-fishing grounds at 
Betterton, 
For sale with immediate possession, one of the 

best locations for canvas-back and redhead shoot- 
ing in the State of Maryland, The property com- 
prises an extensive and well-builb brick mansion, 
replete with every comfort and convenience. 
Heaters and gas in every room and well furnished 
throughout. On the shore is a néw_ house for 
steward’s residence and club room with boat houses 
underneath. Yacht, skiffs, batteuux, two sink boxes 
fone double, one single), about 850 decoys, and 
everything necessary for sportsmen’s outfit, Con- 
nected is a faim of 150 acres, in the highest state 
of cultivation, farmer’s house, large barn, ice 
house, and all necessary out-buildings The farm 
is well stocked with choice cattle and new labor- 
saving implements. 

Will sell the whole just as it stands, or will re- 
serve cattle and implements, Address HAMILTON 
DISSTON, Front and Laurel, Phila,, Pa. ocfl9,tf 

NOR SALE—ONE-HALF MILLION BROOK 
p trout eges, taken mostly from wild fish. We 
will sell as cheap as any reliable firm. Address 
EDDY & MOSHIBR, Randolph, Catt. Co., ee 

octl9, 

FOR SALE. 
A thoroughly broken pointer bitch, Blix II. Price 

$50. Address JOS, K. BRAMBLE, Hast New 
Market, Dorchester Co., Md. ochld1t 

Wanted 
Pers DESIRING A GOOD DAY'S SPORT 

duck-shoooting on the Chesapeake can be ac- 
commodated by applying to Capt. Burroughs, care 
Hancock & Crowell, Ninth anti Master, Philadel- 
pia, who has @ fine scow, with two cabins and 
yerths for four; also double and single sink boxes, 

‘Will hire for one or more days. octs,4b 

The Hunting Sight. 
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect. Send for 
circular containing full description. Ad- 
dress, . 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn, 

"The F’*ox Gum 

We call attention to this beautiful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for, We are getting 
out some heavy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs. cra, over, 
suitable for heavy 
: Duck and Deer Shooting: 
in the West and South, bored for very Jong range. 

AMERICAN ARMS CO,, 
103 Milk Street, Boston. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a yari- 

ety of styles, aud war- 
a= ranted the genuiue arti- 

Pe oe " r’ cle, Send for price list. 
r " MARTIN 8. HUTCH- 

INGS, Dover, N. H, P. O. Box 368. Branpruxp & 
AntHony. Boston, H. C. Sgurres, N. Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

ENNOR’S WEATHER BULLETIN 
For Canada and the United States, 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G.. VENNOR, F. G. 8S. 
Office—No. 210 St. James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 

Annual Subscription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents. 

ERAS POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA“NGELEY LAKES REGION, including aul 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.; 
eloth bound, Price, pepe pale. by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher, 

) From $6.00 up; send 10c, for Cireu- 
Jar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST HERZOG, 36 John St., N. ¥* 
Manufr of Phote. Instruments. 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDEKNESS.—SECOND 
C edition now ready, ‘This story describes the 
.rip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-kangeley .akes. It treats of ‘camp life,’ in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25 cents. by 
mail, postpaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mac 

Haveert BE. Pare, late Com, of Pats. Srory B. Lapp. 

PAINE & LADD, 
Rolicitors of Patents and Attorneys in Patent Cases, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
Poultry and Game, 

289 & 200 WASHINGTON MARKET, 

New York, 

Consiguments of all kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. 

We accept consignments, Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous week. 

SEED forsale, $2 per 
WILD RICE bushel. CHAS. G 
CHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario. 

| practical information on guns and gunning. 

Cc. EE. WiLEcinNnsonm, 

Gy) 

Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND 

PRICES REDUCED. 

TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the “MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

“the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, ag maity barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy. con- 

venience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Mustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

Standard Works. 
FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES, 

An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first 
twelye volumes of the Forest AND Srream. 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, $1.50. 

SHOOTING, 
By James DaAuzren Doucain. Contains: 

Its chapters treat of the Barrel, the Stock, 
Locks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech-Loaders, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, 
Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and Partridge Shooting. The chapter on ‘‘The: 
Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field sports ever published. Elegantly 
_rinted on fine paper, 380 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $3. 

SHORE BIRDS, 
J. Haunts and Habits, IJ. Range and Migrations. II]. A Morning Without the Birds.. 

IV. Nomenclature. Y. Localities. WI. Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers 
from the Forrst anp SrREAM. Pamphlet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. 
Training vs. Breaking. By §. T. Hammonp, Kennel Editor of Fornsr anp STREAM. 

Pronounced by those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the 
best work on the subject ever written. 100 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $1. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

389 Park Row, New York.. 

Its Appliances, Practice and Purpose. 
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- fhe Parker Gun. [AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

\\ Corona, Queens Co., N, Y, EARL LEE, Manager 

Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 

NS SEES ee aR Ee ' ne s G ¥Y 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. a4 i HOOTING BOX 7 B oy By . 
“fer eae er ea a eet ONS ae COR BRCE Sones oe ena tay an setae Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Screws required, 

opportunity of testing their power beside thos of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off con- * . 
querors over every other maker, Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
or this class of goods has for many year's been above all others," This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam-~- 
They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and have | ships, Churches, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and Chib Houses; also Summer Cottages, 

won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field or at the trap. At Coney | Farm and Out Buildings of every style. Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 
Island last year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the | cost, within the means of all, Warm in winter—cool in summer—ventilation perfect. 
“Worest and Streem” Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue. For further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

Show Rooms: .wnurssr,x.x. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

SUST LOOK: The Parker Trap Gun. 

This Rifle sent to any address on receipt of $8.00, by post office money order or in registered letter. 
A capital rifle for target practice and killing small game, also for shooting cats, dogs, rats, &c. Not 
liable to get out of order. Shoots very accurate,barrel being of steel and well rifled, with fine walnut 
pistol grip stock, and Remington Action, Latest improved rifle in the market. Will shoot a .22-caliber 
or the Flobert Noiseless Cartridges. Warranted to give satisfaction. Cartridges for above rifle $2 per 
1,000, or 25cts. per 100. Lowest retail prices given to customers for Smith & Wesson’s, Remington and 
Colt’s Revolvers, Rifles, and a great variety of Sporting Goods. Remington’s Single Breech-Loading 
Shotgun for $10.00. Get my prices for goods before purchasing else where. We are now prepared to supply the Parker **Trap Gun,” for which we are sole 

x agents, These guns have top lever, extension rib, rebounding locks, large strikers and pistol 
EK. G. KOENIG, 875 Broad Street, Newark, N. od. grip, They are simply superb. The Parker Trap Gun should not be confounded with the 

: rs, " ° regular Parker top lever guns, which, although excellent guns, do not approach the Trap for 
SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. close, hard shooting. Every genuine Parker Trap Gun has the rubber butt plate with a 

flying pigeon beautifully embossed upon it, as shown in the above cut. 4 
e have a small remnant of Webley’s heayy ducking guns, mostly 10-bore, of various 

qualities, at about half price, Address 

P. 0, Box 1114, H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York. 

DOG TRAINING; 
= y= 

T., HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. PRICE $1,00, 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
—MANUPACTURERS OF— 

Paper Shot Shells, Bresch-Loading Cannow, &¢. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by anyin the country. Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 
Cannon in the world, 

SEND FOR PRIOE LIST. 

| STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 

‘x’ Ea E; 

PIPESBURGH FIRE ARMS CO. | 
Would eall attention to their new double re 

Hammerless Breech-Loading Gun. 
This new gun is made under the Anson & Deely patent with automatic safety bolt, so constructed that the triggers are effectiyely bolted whenever the lever is moved to open or 

close the gun, thus preventing ay possibility of accidental or premature discharge. 

The breech action is top lever, double bolt, with Westley Richards’ extension rib, making the strongest possible breech fastening, The barrelsare of fine Damascus, choke-bored on 
the most approyed system for close, hard shooting. The stocks are English walnut, with pistol grip and horn butt plate. The fore ends are made with the Deely & Edge patent snap 
fastening. The frame and guard handsomely engraved and case hardened. The proportion and symmetry of the gun is perfect, 

In placing this hammerless gun on the market, we shall deal direct with sportsmen, and no trade discount or deyiation in prices will be made UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, 
The quality of material and finish is equal to any other gun in the market selling for $200, 

PRICHS: 
12, 14 and 16 Bores, - = - - - $135 00 10 Bores, - - - - - . = = $140 00 

PLEASE NOTE,—This gun has no outside lock to weaken the stock and frame as is the case with nearly all other hammerless puns. 

"We will cend one of these guis to any responsible party, giving privilege of two days for examination and trial on receipt of $5, as 2 guarantee for express charges. 

Enclose stamp for new 48-page illustrated catalogue, containing descriptions and prices of all new and useful improvements in guus, rifles, revolvers, implements, &e. 

PITTSBURGH FIRE ARMS CO. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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ILLIAM READ & SONS. 
DEALERS IN FINE GUNS, 13 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 

AGHNTS FOR 

.& C.sCOTyT & SON. 

with it the championship of the World. 

None genuine unless bearing the full address, 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON, —— : 
: = Ae = : . Soke } T SS SS 

heir ew un. : NTS 

$85.00 With Latest Improvements, 
Furnished by us to Capt. Bogardus who for years has 

used none other than the SCOTT GUN, and won 

Description.—Top snap, double bolt, extension rib, pistol stock, rebounding lock’, snap fore stock, large solid strikers, low hammers when cocked, horn butt plate, Damascus 
barrels, choke bored. 20-bores, 54 to 6lbs.; 16-bores, 64 to 7lbs.; 12-bores, 7 to 91bs,; 10-bores, 8 to 111bs, 

To meet a want for a really fine, good breechoader at a medium cost, Messrs. Scott & Son have now put this gun into the market at above price (a great reduction from the figure 
such quality has hitherto been offered at), and the demand thus far shows that it is thoroughly appreciated. 

Every Gun Warranted in Shooting and Sent on Trial. 
Scott's Hammerless, with Crystal Apertures and Block Safety Attachmemt, All. Sizes, Constantly in Stock. 

If to be sent C. O. D. on trial, inclose in every case $3.00 as a deposit for expressage in case gun is not taken, which, if too much, we will return the difference. If you send 
Whole amount with order, we will include at no charge, a waterproof gun case; and if gun does not suit on receipt, you can exchange, or we will return your money on return of gun, 
less expressage. Hence there is no risk in inclosing whole amount. 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR GUN CIRCULARS AND SHCOND-HAND LIST. 

Tee PIEPER SIDE SNAPFP. 

This Gun is made by the same manufacturer and on the same system as the now celebrated Dian, advertised in these columns during the past four weeks. (Orders for the Diana’s 
have come in so rapidly that the factory cannot keep pace with them). One reason they give so much satisfaction is that by this system every gun shoots to center, and shoots just where 

you hold it. Dealers are asked continually for a good, cheap gun, one that they can recommend, The Pieper Side Snap is the only gun that will fill the bill, Barrels are fine twist, locks 
are steel, rebounding and good quality, stock is oiled, finest walnut, pistol grip, butt plate rubber, patent fore end. ao 

Waar Our Cusromprs Say Anour THem.—‘‘It is the best cheap gun I ever saw.”—Thos. Goleher, Philadelphia. ‘“They sell beyond my expectations.”—W. H. Colvert, Beloit, Wis. 
“Every gun sold has given the best satistaction.”—D. T, Seeley, Bradford, Pa, ‘Have sold the twelve received; send twelve more at once.”—K. 'T. Allen, San Francisco. “I have always 
been opposed to selling cheap guns that hayen’t given satisfaction, but the Pieper Side Snap suits me.”—F, P. Taylor, Chicago. Numerous others of the same purport, 

Samples sent without solicitation have resulted in large orders. Jn fact there is no other gun in the market that can compare with it. 

vane Se No. 586. 12-mauge, fine twist barrels, 8} to 9bs., - - - - - - 30 00 
P EnGee Lust : No. 586. 10-guuge, ‘* 3 9to9dlbs., - = 3 - : = a 30 00 

No. 587, 12-gauge, Damascus barrels, double bolt, 83 to Ylbs. 5 Ta “2 ~ 35 00 

The “American” Side Snap. 
“e one solid piece of case-hardened iron, fine twist barrel, case-hardened mountings, rebounding locks, oiled walnut stock and fore end. These 

puns are made by C. 8. Shattuck, Hatfield, Mass., and are choke-bored by the “Shattuck Process,” which gives the most remarkable results. : 

Price, 12-gauge, 30 and 82in. Barrels, $14.00. 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, New York, 
Agents, Importers and J obbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. 

We sell at Wholesale only. If your local dealer does not have the above goods in stock, get him to order them for you, 

The reinfore breech and joint lump a1 
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N. M. MUZ2Y, 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, IIL. 

Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 
MUSAZY & CO. in 1852.—Having iiciveased my facil- 
ities for the Dusmess Of reaming out gun hurrets, I 
hes to offer my services lo those owning guns of 
unsatistactory shooting qualities. My systum is 
peculiarly my own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
fuarantes my eylinder boring to shooli more even 
than by the old choking system, in every mstance. 
T invite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Chins can be séut, and will be de- 
liverad by @xpress. 

CLAY Pit 
NOQSIV4 NEST<CINCINNATILO 

[Extrach from Foros ann Srream, duly 7, 
1b81, p. ddd.) 

* # ® ‘This (light so neatly resembles the 

actual motion of hinds that the Cluy Pigeons afford 
excellent practice for wig shooting. We commend 

all sportamen to test its merits, m * * 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price $3.50. 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co 

On the Stud. 

BLACK PRINCE. 
Prize spaniel Black Vrinee (Benedict-Madeap) at 

the stud. Winner of five prizes, 1882, Pure black. 
nowhite. Pee $25; approved bitches $20, Further 
artieulars aml pedigree from A, CG. W., hox 1488, 

New York, octyl 

Rory O’More Kennel 
; IN THH STUD. 
The thoroughbred ted Trish sethers, champion 

Rory 0’ More, champiou Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of flist prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughibred red lrish setter pup- 
Be of the puresi strains, Full, pedigrees. W. N, 
JALLENDDR, Albany, N.Y. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Tield trial aid bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollax and 
Bessie, and many other goo(lones. Dash TLL. since 
his importation to this country has shawn himself 
to he as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Llewellin’s celebrated Dash IL, for which he paid 
$1650, Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches al #ab, Adress A, M. TUCKER, 85 Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

IN THEE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Wairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 

is the only pointer who has won first ata 
Field Trial in this country. He is a vigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 

He will serve a limited muuiber of approved 
bitches. Fee, $60, Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, East End, Pittsburzh, Pa. 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 31 Prizes in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scotlaud, Wales and America. 

FEE, $40.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Malls, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
eollie trials eld al, Alexandra Palave, London, 
June 15, 1852. 

BITCHES. 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrie, 
Lilac, EB. K. C. 8, B, 10,745, and Meg, 1st prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. A 
Yor catalogue, &c., addvess THOS, H. TERRY, 

P. O. Box 2017, N, Y. oet19, tf 

ALONE. 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y., 

Stand alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings « Specialty, 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velveli for Pets. 
Send 50e for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle 

Ghe eirnel, ; 

GOR SALE—TPOUR MALE AND TWO FEMALE 
red Irish setter pups, sie weeks old, by Ned 

Eleho (champion Elctio imported Stella); dam 
Bridget O'More; 24 at Boston 1882 (champion Rory 

| O'More-Lotta), Prices reasonable. All stock deé- 
livered free in U. §. A., Canada and Provinces. 
MAJOR LOVEJOY, Bethel, Me. OCbLD 2b 

Ghe Rewnel. The Hewned. Ghe Hennel, 
OR SALE.— SEVERAL, THOROUGHERED 

wellirained sether dogs, Dora T,., bred by 
Luther Adams out of old Dova, by chanipion Roel, 
nod now in whelp to Dash U1, Gloneester, hres by. 
D.C. Sanborn of Michigan, under the name of Leo, 
out of Sanborn’s field trial biteh Nellie, by champiou 
Lester. Atidress 150 Devonshire street, Room 74, 
Boston, Mass. septal tf 

Choice Gordon Bitch. 
For sale. the fine black and tan Gordon setter 

hitch Daisey, two years old. winner of seeond prize 
N. Y¥., 1881; sire Th. Aten’s Glen, witmer of ist prize 
brace stakes Hastern Pield trials 1879, dam fannie, 
champion Grouse ex Hope, Daisey been hunted 
some on grouse and quail; good nose, Sstanueh and 
a good retriever, Will make a slasher with this 
stason’s work. Price $55 cash. Address W. 1. 
PIERCE, Peekskill, N. ¥, achLa it. 

EE WESTMINSTER KENNED CLUB OFFERS 
for sale the following pupsi : 

Fourlemon and while dogs, #50 each, By Sensa- 
tion out of Bellona (Bow-Beulih), winnel second 
prize in @lass 31 af N.Y. show, 1882. ‘These pups 
were whelped Aug. 20, , 
One leauon and white Con ane black and white 

ticked flop, $25 each; thres lomon atid white bitches, 
one blak and white bitch, $45 each. By Sensation 
out of Qaeen May (Columbus Kenvel Club's Native- 
cthaunpion Wau), winner third peive in Class 21, NY, 
show, [880" Whelped July 20, 
Tio lemon and white bitehos, $25 each, By Bor- 

stall Kennel’s Don (Sensation-Psyche 11.) out of W, 
K, C. Maida, 
One lemon und white tieked biteh, whelped Alay 

%, $50, Ry Sensation outof N. Y.Gun Club’s Dell, 
One liver and white bitch, whelped June 19, $40, 

By- Sensation out of Luke White's champion Grace, 
Address, Seerttary W. K. 0., 54 William street, 

New York, seply, tt 

FOR SALE. 

A litter of pug puppies, five bitches and one dog, 
by Mrs.-Phe’s champion Georze ex my chanipion 
May, Particulars ete., address A. A, MOORE, 171i 
Spring Garden street, Philadelphia, Pa.  ecti2,26 

POR SALE. ONE OR A BRACE OF SETTER 
dogs, one setter birch and oue pointer dog, all 

good, staunch, well broken and thoroughbred, 
Good retrievers from land ati water. Address 
HORAGH SMITH, 18 Park Row, N.Y. octl2.26 

Gordon Kennels, 
Six months’ puppies, by Dr. Aten’s Glen and Duke 

of Locust Valley; also uwell hroken dog and two 
brood bitches. BREVORT, P. 0., Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

ell, 26 

POINTERS. 
Desiring to reduce ny kennel, T offer some §plen- 

did dogs of thie choieest strains, both broken and 
tmbroken, EDMUND ORGILE, 1096 Dean street, 
Brooklyn, N, Y. och? 

\HOICE TIELD DOG FOR SALH,—TURER 
years old, red Irish and Gordon, Will show 

hit on any game; good retriever, hobh laud and 
water. Prive $50. C.F, KEN. Monticello, N.Y. 

iy OR SALE.—ONE ENGLISH BEAGLE BITCH, 
well broke on rabbils; one dog, ond year old, 

nol broken, spread of ears 18 inches, ot of the 
above bileh by G. W. Pownall’s doe Victor, For 
Pareles wldress OSCAR GREEN, Perth Amboy, 

-J, octlott 

+ = 

Setter Dog Cheap. 
For sale, a strongly built, good-looking ved and 

white setter dog, al years old, pedigree unknown, 
has been broken on grouse and quail, will retrieve 
to hand from anywhere, companionable and obedi- 
ent. Is the best duck retriever I ever saw, will dive 
for eripples, loves the water and has wonderful 
endurance, Price $35 cash. Address W. [. PIERCE, 
Peekskill, N. ¥. - eetgit 

OR SALE.—CHOICE YOUNG LEMON AND 
. White pointer dog, been hunted few times and 

slows fine promise. Also a very bright young 
setter dog. Price if sold soon, $20 each, Lock 
Gox 247, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. oct), 2b 

POR SALE.—ONE ULL BLOOD BNGLISH 
. mastiff dog, two years old, imported and prize 

dog, weight 130Ibs. “Two imported Mnglish pugs, 
mile and female, Prize stock; yety fine. Address 
R. J. MeNALLY, tit Upper St. Urbain st.. Montreal, 
Canada, oct 92 

B OR SALH.—MIST, GORDON BITCH, 244 YRS, 
 (Grant-Nell), Will show on game, Also two 

hiteh puppies, five months, onl of Mist by Ray 
(Gordon-Dreain}, Also two red Irish hiteh puppies, 
six weeks, out of Grace (Hill-Donna) ly Scout 
yun eet Carrie): Priceslow, A, W, PEARSALL, 
tuntington, L, 1. ocklo 1 

\ORDON SETTER DOGS AND BITCHES FOR 
sale at yery low figures to discontinne kennel. 

ull pedigree and field trial on birds giyen. For 
particulars and price address J. W., Annapolis, Md. 

octld,26 

POR SALE.—BLACK AND WHITE SETTER 
pups (four dogs and three hitches), by Dash ILL. 

out of Juno (Lelaps-Belle), BE, H, HARTSHORN, 
71 Blackstone street, Boston. ovtlolt 

Champion Stock For Sale. 
NELLIE, black and tan Gordon bred by Dr. Aten 

out of Border Lillie by Glen, Coleman's Dash ex 
Mullin's Belle. Price $50. 
GEM, black, white and tan, whelped April 25, 

1881, out of Nellie by ampyr tert Dan. Has never 
been handled but is likely to make “good dog; 
yery handsome. Price $24. 
As a breeding bitch Nellie is zood. and it affords 

u chance to gel fine stock for a little money, as 1 
am done breeding and have no use for her. Migtt 
exchange fora gun. Address J. BL. MOCKRIDGR, 
Mendham, Morris Gv., N. J., or inquire W. F. 
QUIMBY, 141 lm st., Newark, N. J. octl,1t 

Imported Black Spaniel 

' “BEAU.” 

Send stamp for stud fee, pedigree, prize winnings, 

prices vf young stock out of impgricd prizesvin- 

ning Witches, &e., &e, All inguisies cheerfully 
answered. RIVERSIDE COCKER SPANIEL KEN- 
NBL, Lock Bos 33, Claremont, N. H, sept2i, tf 

The Blue Star Kennel 
-OR THE— 

Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
Of M, P, MoKoon, Franklin, Delaware Co., N. ¥. 

| keep only Cockers of the finest slrains, (sell 
only young slouk, T guaranties satisfachion and 
Kafe delivery to every customer. These beautiful 
And infelhgen( dogs cannot he beaten for ruffed 
prouse anil woodeoek shooting and retrieving, Mj 
elegant stud does o£ the following eplors, viz: 
Liver with white ruflle in bosom, even liver and 
white, and beautiful black with white rule in 
bosom, are now epen for service; fee #1; ustal 
conditious, Correspondonts enelising stamp will 
bel printed pedigrees, circulars, testinsonials, ete. 
Photos of my stoek, 25e. each. sepl7,tf 

Richmond County Training Kennel, 
Dogs carefully trained for all parpuses. Live 

quail keptin stocks, Gentleness and kindness are 
my methods, Terms ressonable. ISAAC W. 
EMMONS, Proprietor, New Dorp, Staten Island, 
NOY. june?2,t£ 

Bi OR RED IRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
jels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~aptlb,tt 

OR, SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BREED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, alko dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction euaranteed. Ad- 
dréss H, B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,tf 

JORTRAITS OF HASTERN FIELD TRIAT. WIN 
ners OF 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 dents each, or the fiye for $1, 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,, 3 and 40 Park 
Row. N. ¥ Dee2z.tl 

PEAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
fleld purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickervile 

Pa. unel5, tf 

WPORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
J for sale. Best of Reference. D. F. WILBUR, 

Takeoyville, Mass. junet5,t£ 

FOR SALE. 

Haying decided to give tip breeding, I hereby 
offer to sportsmen the balance of my well-known 
kennel at very low prices, Aldershot, $150; Lucid, 
$300; Polka, $100; Sb. Patti, $800; St. Patti 1f., B60. 
For particulars address, eiclosmg stamp, HW. A. 

as 

HERZBERG, 144 Pacifie street, Brooklyn. Dogs 
can be seen after 4 o’cluck P. M. oeti tf 

For Sale Cheap. 
CLATR (Dash IW. ex Diana), black and white, 24 

Year's old, yhe and special N. Y., 1882; vhe Boston, 
1482; well broken by McMurdo. 
YOUNG BELTON (Rock ex Vixen IL), black, 

white and tan, three years old, yhe N. ¥., 1581, well 
broken, first-class quail dog. . 
QUENWOOD (Glimmark ex Girl, lemou ani 

white pointer, second at N, Y., 1882, well broken, 
very fast and good nose. A 
TULU (Blue Mouarch ex Blue Queen), black and 

White bitch puppy, nine months old, yard broken 
and has been worked some on chickens. 
Reasons for selling—l have no use for them. 

Address GHO. H. TOUSEY, 
Octl2, 3b, Burlington, Towa, 

FOR SALE. 

LADY LAVERACK, lemon belton, won third prize 
New York Bench Show: whelped June 19, 1874, by 
champion Thunder ex Peeress. This bitch is a 
good one, pure Layerack, and was broken by 4, 8. 
Wanmaker. 
LADY RAPID, (imported) Gordon setter bitch, 

by Old Reubén ex Rosa, winner at the following 
bench shows: New York, St, Louis and Pittsburg; 
whelped May, 1875, Invaluable for a brood bite. 
RUBY, champion pointer bitch, own sister to 

champion Rose (bred by Mr. Orgill, New York) by 
Hiake ex Lally, whelped April, 1876. Very hand- 
some, a splendid breeding bitch, unbroken, a win- 
ner on show bench, hard to beat, imported, bred to 
charnpion Donald. 4 

Por particulars aud price, address A, H. MOORE, 
1711 Spring Garden st., Philadelphia, Pa. oct12,26 

OR SALE.—A CHOICK BRACE Ol LEMON 
and white pointer pups (males), that were 

selected from a fine litter of eight, Ape four 
months; price $20 each, A, McDONALD. Rock- 
land, Me. ochi2it 

Rough St. Bernard. 
A genuine pure bred imported bitch pup, six 

months old. for sale. This breed is the comin 
fashion, one dog haying been sold atlast New Youk 
dog show for $2,500. For reasons which will he 
given this bitch must be sold at once, and the first 
offer of $50 gets her. Her dam is now in New 
York, and has just whelped twelve pups, four 
of which have already been soli for bor, JAS. 
WATSON, eare of this office. ocllg 1b 

giving ai exhibiting. JAS. MORTIMER, 4 Morvis 
street, N.Y. City. 

Black Spaniels. 
Having a larger number of stud dogs than we 

can use to advantage, we offer fo breeders a chance 
to purchase at a reasonable price. You can choose 
which you like of our four best dogs, two of which 
ave to be sold, Terms cash, The first three being 
well known will not be sent on approval; they 
are in the best of health, 
GHAMPION BENEDICT, sire of Black Prince 

and Madge. Two services reserved. $150, 
DASH, Ist Cleveland, 1542, A coming champion, 

BLOOD, 
8 BUB, by Brush ex Rhea. B60. 
BRAHMUN, 26lbs, has never heen exhibited. A 

sure winner. $100, 4 
HORNELL SPANIEL GLUE, 

Hornelisyilla, N. ¥, 

0G WANTED,—IN EXCHANGE FOR GUN, 
lemon and white pointer orred setter, pedizrae, 

and must be well broken on malls woodcoek and 
partridge, Trial requited. W. BF, QUIMBY, 141 
hn street, Newark, N, J. ochlh,1t 

FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 
—OFr THE— 

EASTERN FIELD ‘TRIALS, 
—TO BH RUN AtT- 

High Point, North Carolina. 

Commencing November 17, 1889, 
“OPEN TO THE WORLD.” 

RASTERN FILLD TRIALS DERBY.—Open to 
all puppies whelped on oy after Jan. 1, ISS Mirst 
prize $250, second $150, third #100. Nominations 
closed for this stake July 1, 1888. Worfeit $5; $10 
additional to fl, 

ALL AGED STAKE.—Open to all setters or 
pointers. First prize $250, secon $150, third $100. 
Morfeit, #10; $15 widitional to fill. Nominations 
clnse Noy, 1, 1882. 

MEMBERS" nS ltl dee lo members of the 
elub only, cach epiry to be owned three months 
preyious to closing of stake, and handled by the 
member making the womination, Prize, a piece of 
plate, value $100, the prize to ba known as the 
Mastern Field Trial Cup of 188%, Entrance s10, 
payable at the time of making noniination, Stake 
closes Noy. 1, (482, 

Pres, J. Orro Donner, Esa. 
Vice-Pres. James H. Goopspun and Henry VF. Arey. 

Railroad passes for dogs will be issued ta all ap- 
plicants running doys at the trials. Adams xpress 
Co. will forward and return dogs attending trials 
at half rates. All communiciions must be ad- 
dressed to 

WASHINGTON A. COSTER, 
Platbush, L. I., N. ¥. 

Treasurer and Secretary. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned. [tis put u 
in patent hoxes with sliding pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates its use. Sinte and efficacious. 

Price, 30 centis by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs, 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Pu_up in boxes containing ten powders, with tue 
directions for use, 

Price, 60 cents per Box by Mail. 
Both the above are recommended by the ‘ Forest 

and Stream and Rad and Gun. 

CONKOY & BISSETT, 

65 FULTON Street, - - New York. 

HENRY ©. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREBT, - New York, 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass, 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M, TRAGY, 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out, 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O° DAY, 

Quail shooting in Tennessee,—DASH Til. and 
COUNTESS MAY, 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota, 

THUNDER, 

These pictures are photographic reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arta 
type Process, hey will not fade like ordinary 
pholographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance. Size 1Usitinches, Beautiful pictures 
to frame, 

Price, #1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANS, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J, PALMER O'NEILL, G8 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J, M. TRACY & GO., Lock Box 351, 

Chicago, TL. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

‘PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€. 
Serpors ehampion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS,” 

Price 10 cents, post free, Gives addresses of prin- 
cipal English breeders. 

Discontinuation 
—or— 

“THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,” 

THE QOOKER SPANIEL KENNEL, 
FRANKLIN, N. ¥., 

As a Public Kennel. 

Health and increasing private business compels 
that on and after Noyember ist, 1882, the above 
kennel will be closed asa public kennel. Present 
kennel stock must be reduced, antl after the ahoye 
date x private keunel of four or five choice speci- 
mens of this breed will only be kept. Private 
bretders, public breeding kennels and sportsmen 
will find this a chance rarely offered fo secure extra 
rrand couker bitches with best of pedigrees, hoth 
peer aud grown and unbroken, wt prices below 
achual value. Correspondents enclosing stamp wil 
get printed pedigrees and prices of stock offernd 
as per above, Address M. P. McKOON, Proprietor 
Franklin, N. Y. augalti 

ULEOUT COCKER SPANTEL KENNELS.—FOR 
Qockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches 

and puppies, address with stamp, ROBT WALKER 
Franilin, Del, Co,, N.Y. July21,t£ 



FOREST AND STREAM, Vi 

Sportsmen's Goods, Sportsmen's Gols, Lotels vind Boutes tov Sportsmen, Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen, 

THE BEST *hiladelphia Fishing Tackle] QLD DOMINION LINE. |“ Hy) 
DOGSKIN LEATHER JACKETS HOUSE. aie Steamers of, this Line reach some ofthe THE FISHING LINE. 

AND country.  Gonnecting direct for Chincoteague, 

“BOSTOY SHOOTING SUTT." 

Me 
mm 

Sittin 4 yaar 

Dogskin Leather Jackets, windproof, flan- 

nel-lined, pliable, durable, indespensible! We 

are importers and manufacturers, and can 

supply the very best leather jacket or yest 

that is made, 
Last season we sold nearly one thousand 

jackets at retail alone. This season we haye 

manufactured yery largely te supply the trade. 

Send for samples of material and special cir- 
ewlar, with rule for seli-measure, These 

leather jackets and yests are supplied in either 
black or tan colors. To all who are exposed 

to the inclemency of the weather, to sports- 
men, drivers, brakemen and professional men, 

they are highly to be recommended! 

The “BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT,” which 
is shown in our illustration, is the standard 

suit for sportsmen in America. It is made 

from waterproofed duck, aud is practically 

indestructible, 
Special circulars descriptive of this suit, 

with samples, can be had by any one who 

sends address. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 
32 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

803 COMMERCE ST,, PHILA. 

Tackle of Manufacturers of Fine Wishing 

Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Celebrated Bethubara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 8)6fb. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 
Bach. 

Wo. 800, Plain Brass Ferrules................., $6 00 
No. 801. Banded and Milled Ferries, Metal 
I Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt... 9 00 
No. 802. As 801, Nickel Plated, .., 10 50 
Bass Bail Rods, (tert, long, Ash butt, Bethabara 

second and two tips. 
Janded and Milled Brass Mountings, 
Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
Sockets... J.0......- Orne debt. 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MOUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL, 

Wo 350, 

I 

Best, Simplest and Most Complete 
POCKET BE-CAPPIR, DE-CAPPHR, LOADER, 

BXTRACTOR, ETC., IN THE MARKET, : 
Price, Postpaid, &1,00. 

10 and 12 Gauges. Send stiimp for circular to 

Cc. L. MORSE & CO., 
Manufacturers of Eelipse Loader, Hamden, Conn. 

a) TRADE SUPPLIED BY 
SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, New York, 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For 75cts, [ sen prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and hest paper cartridge groover yel. invented, 
EDMOND REDMOND, 

Rochester, N. ¥. 

WALLACHS 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS, PRICE $1.00, 

Tor sale by the Voresh and Stream Pub. Co 

Any of the Following Books Sent on Receipt of Price 
—RBY— 

PUBLISHING COMPANY. FOREST AND STREAM 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener, .:....,. 2... ceases ha 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. . . 150 
Coues’ Field Ornithology............ . 250 
Coues’ Fur Gearing Animals. 8 00 
Brace Hoty i seo oe -o--+ eee 11 
Cypress, J., Jr.'s, Works, 2 vols , 5) 
Deda HhOk, co.cc e eee eee ee rth 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson age 

ms0n, 

8 76 
Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and fhite 300 
Dogs, by Stables.....--- 61. .--- eee eee (i) 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 1imo. 7 
Dog, The; Idstone........,----.....-- . 15 
Dogs and their Doings, Morris 1% 

Dog, The Mustrated Book of the, hy Vero 
Shaw, with fac-simile colored plates,..... 12 80 

Dogs of Great) Britain, America and ” 
Coeniries 5 25: 2tay =. 

Dogs, Points for Judging 
Dogs, Richardson.... 

| Farrar’s Guide te Mo 
Farrar's Guide to Ric 

| Fly Fishing and Worm Fis 

Climax Gun Cle aner. 
G 

Novre.—In those made under the improved patent since July, 1882, the nut ‘‘” is done away with, 
and the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand, 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
mule, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

Itis made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
2d. 

been nsed a 
8d 

Tts peitect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, of one that has 
ay. 

d, The ease with which it can he adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight, 
4th, - Lhe price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 

IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 

For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Club 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, ete., ele. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Nortolk. 
Norfolk steamers Sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs- 
day at 8 P.M. 
Ful information given at office, 107 Greenwich 

street, New York. 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
BOUND BROOK ROUTH 

YOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C. R, KR. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 
For oe een Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A, M.3 1:80, 4;00, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M,, 5:30, 12 P.M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11715. A. M,; 

1:30, 4:30, 5:80, 7:00 P, M. On Sunday at §:45 A. M, 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:80, 

5:30. 7:00, 12 P. M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M.; 5:80, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEWPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to A 
Connection is made at Jersey City statidh to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City, 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 289, 201, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, aud Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will call for and check 

haggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND TITE SEVEN PONDS. 
‘The best (rout fishing in Maine. The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
Jand. The buckboard road has been repaired and 
improyed, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted. Terms reasonable. Everything im 
readiness, A 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—TO THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and rebwn..........-..... BL0.00 
* South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

nici by ith 4p py tae es ETE 
Middle Dam and return. ....,., ... 12.00 

‘Upper Dam Wy TA tend onde 13.)0 
“Upton So, peathedale: 11,00 
‘| Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
VAR) PAIS sesh oh olde sek ole to alo 13 75 

Indian Roekand return via Andover 14.00 
bb Bane. Lake and return. ....... 12.50 
‘© Phillips ve). Saver ss 10.00 
“Indian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return via Phillips). ......- 15.25 
‘ Bemis Stream anf return, via An- 

ils) (ete AR AAR BARES 4 oe) ober 
“ Moosehead Lake and return (Mt, 

Kineo House), -...--.... A ASS par 15.00 
‘© Works of the Kennebec and return. 13,00 
‘* Dead River and return......,--.---- 18.00 
‘“ Grand Falls, N. B., and retiurn...... 18.00 
*« St. Andrews, N. B., and return,.... 15.00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces, 

Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 
at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | poston 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET 8Q., § oH 
Send for list of excursions. 

D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Pass. and Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE, 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

yillé, through the finest scenery in America, 

0. W. SMUT, HL W. FULLER, 
Gen’l Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agt. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N, J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Wishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful Salling erounds, with the 
choivest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J, 

To Sportsmen. 
The undersigned having sold her property ar 

Van slyaiis Landing, together with all her rights 
and title to the marshes in Currituck Sound, North 
Carolina, desires to notify her ffiends and sports- 
men generally that in future the house formerly 
oesupied by her will not be opened for the recep- 
tion of guests, having become the winter residence 
of themembers of the Kitty Hawk Club, the pur- 
chasers of the property. She takes this opportu- 
nity to Se peree her thanks to her friends who haye 
enjoyed the shooting over her grounds, now closed 
to the public, for their kind Pees extending 
over many years. C.B. NYE. Oct. 2, 1882. 
Van Slyck’s Landing, Currituck Co., N. C. 

Cupsogue House. 
On Center Moriches Beach, Long Island, in the 

midst of Mnglish Snipe and Ducking Grounds. Open 
throughout the season for accommodation of 
sportsmen. W. E. PETTY, Proprietor. 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
TAXIDERMIST 

No. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥. 

[Established 1830,] Pet Animals Stuffed. 

Grand Rapids and Indiana KR. Kh. 
THH ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OW THT 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 

and the Michigan North Woods are unsirpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance und great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. { 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1, 

Reet GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
ov. i. 

BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 
LONGE, also abound in large muimbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory, The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “elub” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAK® YOUR TAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful, 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will he ready for the season of 
1882, as well as matiy extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
he extension from Petoskey to Mackinae City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ine at St. Ienace for Muar(uette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, ete., forming 1be most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points, 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guus and Vishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner's risk. 

This our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For ‘time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A, B. LEET, Gen’l Pass'r Agent, 
Grand Rapids. Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
n*) 

EUROPEAN PLAN| 
MESSENGER, Proprietor, 

Wild Fowl! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. 1 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the feta rig of trained wild geese decoys an 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for hay Supe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1, Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
herd, 801 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N. ¥. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route Lo 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullinan Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York at 10 P, M. and 3:40 P.M, Wash 

ington, D. C., 7:10 A.M. and 10 P.M. Wor informa, - 
tion address N, MeDANIML, (01 Penn aye., Wash 
ington, D, C. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under persona] con- 
duction, providing for every expense en route, 
constantly formed. 

Send for ‘American Tourist Gazette” giviue full 
particulars. 

CHIEF OFFICE; 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 

During summer seasons, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leayes Quebec every 
Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCHAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

EVE ce ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N.Y. 
Boston, Mass,, 15 State street, 

sietladelphia, Pa, N, E. Cor. Broad and Chesmu 
ects, ’ 



FOREST AND STREAM, ili 

THE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FREDING 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
Mieat “E™ibrine” Vecetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Please see that Hvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATI°S PATHNT” amd a XX. 
i , WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

| Packed in Cases of 1 12 pounds each. 

nat FRANCIS 0. de LUZE & CO., To be Had in smalier quantities of 
G nd th i 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 18 South William Strect, NEW YORK. arte} 2 E ORE OUTS 

GENUIN 
re v: a“ 

Of RSSINN 
NONE ARE 

BTAMPED, eeeurae. 

Trade Generally. 

___—Bliseelaneous, Sportemen’s Goods. Sportsmeti’s Goods, 
THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLE ; > = HODGMAN & (0, =a7"= ote ; EXPANSIVE SHOT GONOENTRATOR, 

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, - New York. With Perforated Case. 
In our latest device for concentrating shot, we ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF have substituted a special wire for ey ® e where we formerly used Bucktam (which was sub Rubb er Fishin Outfits ect to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 

9 é@ used to advantage in cylinder and modified 
choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 

COMPRISING _ | penetration they are incomparable. 
F | S | | N G P A N ae S By the use of this Chip you ayoid all slugging or 

5 mashing of the shot, as"in the chHoke-bore guns. 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the FISHING BOOTS, | "sient ge 7 ay in por sent to Bry, SO Gnas by U.S. mail, 

. ostage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and BLANKETS, B eavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100. 

Licht, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, |——H_#————_ 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

Hf, W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS : 

768 Broadway. New York: 

84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 
17 South Fifth St., St. Louis. 

i - : = 

Haton’s Rust Preventor. 
Address all orders to A. B, KAY & CO., Newark, 

AND COMPLETE < lig ; 

For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- R U B B E R S P O R T | N G O U T F | T S | ae 

| d 7 ESTABLISHED 1838. Send for Catalogue, | Fis é lise Cleaner afd Oiter 
; | es a 2 For tee loadin Arms 

9 ee | ea For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush | 

ie GOODYEAR’S COMMU) | |e ges sicecsicns ene cee of postage. 
| ind Dea, ers and Fanciers Rubber Me C f q i EE A 

“i ompan 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- g pa y ; iy 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- AND s CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOP LE, “ 
ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare Goodyear’s India Rubber PF GREAT WESTERN Steet GUN, WORKS, & 
animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Sh teh . >> rittsln=ehy 

ess. ime ae : Baik ha see ; : al e ; Ze PICTORIAL GATALOGUS FREE. tag? 
Chas. Reiche & Bro. 9 Broadway, St, Nicholas Hotel Block Skibe sociew ase ne tah Tero tae alte ue gS 
i 55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE, j AND Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WURKS 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(EsTABLISHED 1836). 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

fi 

(Established 1847,) 

WE WILL BUY 
| Give Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, ete. 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST. 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. #& 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINGS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 
Deport: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. 

OLLER'S within 
GOD-LIVER Ol|_ 

PUREST | 

= 
= 

JOHN KRIDER. 
N. HE. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
O H N D | E N N O N Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

= 5 Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Ete., Ete. 

(2"Salmon, Bass and sth es pe to oe 
Also * Krider’s** Celebrated Center Ename: 142 Fulton St. New York. Split and Glued Bamboo Rods 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

_ Debility, 
Scrofula, 
_Kheumarism Chis 

inal 
iM 

ox Consumption, bs i Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
is superior to any in de- te BRST f Wii i —MANUFACTURER OF— E o -Répaizings of all Hinds. 
cacy of taste and smell, = : =e =) 
Medicinal virtues and purity. —— I ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
| @London, European and New M E D A S trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 
York physicians pronounce it the d the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage, DCupsuptic, 

Parmachnee ane Compecticnk eee ath fe ead 
waters of the Connecticu’ agalloway, Androscog- 

Badges and Emblems gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
taade mostly from accurate surveys. Price eee 

ARRAR, OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. paid, by mail, 80 cents, CHARLES A, J. F 
amaica Plain, Mass. 

purestand best. SoldbyDruggists. 

H.Schieffelin & 00.( fey aves) NewYork, 

Thurber’s Reliable 
CANNED GOODS 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Ilustrated. The only complete and 

Special Designs Sent Free] srvsiesseraetkssaee state 8 
Jolin’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numeroug 

—FOR THE— lakes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages. 
4 UPON APPLICATION. 3) tlustrations and large map, ‘Tinted paper, i 

. 1 i overs. ce, by mau, st-paid, i Hunter and the Angler, couts, CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
— Oh Mass. 

RAVELER BY LAND OR SEA, Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 

hburber’s Reliable Canned Goods will be found f to order. We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s. Elec- 
i the article required. They are packed in tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appli- 
dy and convenient packages, and are ready for 
ita moment's notice. Can be served hot or 

+ The following will be found specially adapted 
the requirements of the sportsman; 

THURBER’S BONED TURKEY, 
ic ROAST  * 

BONED CHICKEN, 
ROAST a: 

ances TO MEN suffering from Nervous Debil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles. Also 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Troubles, 
and many other diseases. Speedy cures guar- 
anteed, ustrated pamphlets free. Address 

VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich. 

Partner Wanted 
With from $1,000 to $4,000, in printing business, 

established 1873.. Business not local, and could be 

moved if necessary. Partner must be energetic, 

but not necessarily a practical printer. <A rare 

chance for the right man. Address SPORTSMEN'S 

PRINTERS, P. O, Box 22, Delaware City, Del. 

hy 
be 
| 

“ 

Tongue, Beef, Turkey, Chicken, Duck and 
me. Also a full assortment of Canned Vege- 

and Fruits: packed where grown and while 
and delicious, Sold by all first-class grocers 

[dealers in Reliable Food Products. 

A WEEK IN YOUR OWN TOWN. ‘TERMS If you want a first-class work at price to suit you, and save agent’s commission, come direct to the ht *) PER DAY AT HOME. SAM 
06 and $5 outfit free, Address ETT ifaxeturers and pick your own barrels and action in the rough state. oO ples worth $% free. Addres@ 
60, Portiang “Maine Teese ee eer ane Tey HUTERBROULK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass, NSON & CO. Portland, Maing 



Ammunition, ete. 

. 

FOREST AND SLrREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

ORANGE: SporiNG/ HL. Leonard’s split Bamboo Rods 
POWDER, 

Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Bend postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sof grains of powder. Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Oo., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR;POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GunpowpER Mirus, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness an 
¢} eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ib. canisters, 

Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 
fine); burns slowly, strong and yery clean; great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 

m e or breach loaders, Packed in 1 Ib, and 5 lb, 
canisters and 614 and 1214 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore,—Specially adapted for 

“Ghoke Bore*' Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a goed penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 644 1b. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

elean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 Ib. canisters and 644 Ib. Kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘“Sea-Shooting,.”’—FFg. 

and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the F¥Fg. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist, Packed in % Ib.,1 Ib. and 6 Ib. 
anisters, 614, 1214 and 25 1b, kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg. 
fine. 
Dupont's Sporting, Mining, Sarerine and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket. 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, ‘ubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or preof. 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

‘hroughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

WN. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Faleon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE W. 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price lst sent on application. 

W.J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass, 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

THE BABRER Guns. 

DAMASCUS STEEL, - = - - 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 32in, bbls. 10-gauge double barrel guns, 1014 to 12lbs., without extra charge, 
Made especially for heavy shooting, We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns, 

September 3, 1878). 

No. 7 Warren Street, 3 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - -~ - 

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES, 

No, 1 shows waterproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875), No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
No. 3 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
Eine Fishing Tackle. 

New York. 
SEND FOR NEW 70-PAGE CATALOGUE, 

Holabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unequalled in Convenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THIS 4 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. 

it entrances into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

“A” and “B" show 

besides the game pockets. It is dead grass color; can be 

worn oyer orunder a common coat, Weighs but fifteen 

ounces; is mnequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2.00. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869.) 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
s subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and canal, of withstanding large 

mes, if desired. They also charges of powder without bursting, and are reloada’ le from four to ten t i 

keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 

makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND andes 

BRASS HI CAP EXTRACTORS 

M AND 
SHOT SHELLS. e | = aa veri, 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
OCKE' ADING S$ FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS. FOR RELOADING, 

ae a AIT RIC SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BENCH CLOSERS, Etc., Etc. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New York Agents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 

Pacrric Coast AGENTS: CHAS SONNTAG & CO,, San Francisco, California, 

New OrLeans Acenrs: A. BALDWIN & CO. 
WNuw ENGLAND AGENTS FoR SHOT Suunis: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Paper Shot Shel's, Breech-Loading Cann, &¢. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any in the country. _ Our 

Jannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 

y; in the world, | Cannon in the w nS AND FOR PRICE LIST. 

FERGUSON’S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Fishing Lamps, Camp Lamps, 
BOAT LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, 

. ete. For Night Hunting, Fishing, 

Spearing Fish, Camping, Canoe. 
ing, Driving at Night, and General 

Tluminating- Purposes. 
DASH LANTERNS, POLICE 

LANTERNS, DARK LANTERNS, 
POCKET LANTERNS, etc. . 

VICTORIA 

PALE SHERRY. |? 
An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 

or Sweet, 

$5 50 Per Gallon. 

#15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMPORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. 

50 Broad Street, New York. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Price 

List. Name Forest AnD STREAM. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

65 Fulton street N. Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

WEEK. $12 A DAY AT HOME EASILY 
$72 made. Costly Outfit ee Address TRUER 
& CO, Augusta, Maine 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

p45 

$60 to $200 

PRICE,: $75 TO $250. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10Ibs, weight, The rifte is perfectly accur 

L. ©, SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. 

Auvmunition, ety. 

The Hazard Powder (0, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (ne) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s *f American Sporting,’’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb, caniste: 
614 Ib, kegs. A fine eying and clean, for 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted toshot-g 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. i (fine) to5 oes Ini and _5 Ib, ca 
and 614 and 1214 Ib. Segs. Burns slowly and 
clean, shooting remuckably close and with g 
penetration. Yor field, forest or water shoot 
ranks any other brand and it is equally servi 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard's ‘Kentucky Rifle.” 
FFFG, FFG and “Sea Shooting” FG in ki 

25, 1244 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 6b lbs. FFFG 
packed in 1 and 4 lb. canisters. Burns stron; 
moist. The F and FFG are fayorite brands 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting *’ FG 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country. 5 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powe 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPO) 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MA 
TURED TO ORDER. f 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the @ 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORK, 

Special Notice. Books for the Holida 
_Iam prepared to offer the public a choice col 

tion |imported and American editions) of the we 
of following celebrated authors: Shaks 
Moore, Byron, Burns, Cooper, Bulwer, Thac! 
Matyas De Quincy, Hawthorne, Dickens, &c. 
in plain and ornamental binding, at prices ¥ 
defy competition. My Bindery being one 0 
largest in America, I ani enabled to compete 
cessfully in ie for binding serials of all di 
tions, as well as rebinding old volumes—no ch 
being made for collection or delivery. 
Every description of Children's Gift Books 

be on hand ae the holidays at yO 
JOHN BEACHAM, 7 Barclay street, New You 

Breech-Loading shot Gut | 
SIMPLE * 

Ow 
Rebounding Lock, 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others, 

heavy guns for St Send sta 
circular. C. S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, 
field, Mass. 

— 

We call attention to this beautiful gun, d 
yery low prices they are selling for. We are 
out some heavy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs. an 
suitable for heavy 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
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actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeous 2 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We co 
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THE ANGLERS’ TOURNAMENT. 

NHE tournament has passed into the history of angling 
~ contests as the best one ever seen. It exceeded the ex- 

‘pectations of its most sanguine friends in the wide-spread 
interest taken in it by the brotherhood of the angle, and il 
culminated in the formation of a society, which will be 

ere. The tournament can be improved upon in many 

pects. We have learned some things which will be re- 
mbered and willbe of use another year. Among these 
the fact that the contests for delicacy and accuracy need 

Hol take place from the platform and delay the next contest, 
iii idea that did not occur to any one until the second day; 

ked, is the jealously of rival makers of rods, some of 
mn regard these contests as merely places to test rival 

Sinstead of the merits of men. 
nfuture the tournaments will be put on still higher ground 

the proposition of the National Rod and Reel Associa- 

n, to buy most of their prizes and to discourage special 
es, is carried out, and there seems to be every assurance 

it it will be fulfilled. The Association may consider it 
to accept « limited number of prizes, if freely offered, 

he practice of soliciting them is not a good one, in the 
of an association which can ayoid it. 

é thing needs to be accomplished. Some lake in Cen- 
Park should be set apart for the people to practice fly- 
ing on, and the new organization can obtain this privi- 

There are many gentlemen who have expressed a de- 

0 use the park for this purpose, and the only objection 
lat i hook might encounter a lady’s dress when the line 

ecovered, or a boy be hooked in the ear, as happened 

Mr, Ramshottom was casting. This objection could 
ércome hy the erection of a permanent stand of hand- 
design out in the lake, where seyeral persons might 
ice at the same time. On such a stand a new rod 

d he tried and selected, a matter that involves some dif- 

lty to the city dweller at present. 
mong tle surprises at the tournament, and there were 

al, Hone was greater than to see the slightly-built My. 

Hawes lift eighty-two feet of line with a rod weighing only 

four and a half ounces,and recover it nntil it stoed at un angle 

of thirty degrees behind him, without its ever falling 

to the water in the back cast, and this was done with a 

most charming rhythm, That alone was worth going miles 
to see, and was a lesson to many an angler of twice the age 

of Mr. Hawes. We do not hesitate to pronounce it the 
finest handling of a rod that we have ever seen, and we 
thought that we had beheld all that could be done by the 
masters of the art. To our mind there was not much deli- 
cate casting done, although others differed from our stand- 
ard, Wewould not calla cast a delicate one where the 

line touched the water before the flies fell. We have seen 
casts made in which the line made an upward curve and 

the flies were the first to break the surface of the water, but 

in speaking of this to some good anglers, we find that they 

do not seem to attach the importance to it that we do, 
The casting in the champion class was also a surprise 

where s0 many men beat the record, and here we must say 

that the old records of the New York State Sportsman’s 

Association are not strictly reliable, some of them being ac- 
knowledged to be distances guessed at. The casting of Mr. 
Leonard, who threw ninety feet with a recovered line, and 

only fell a foot short of Mr. Prichard’s rolling cast, was also 
astonishing, for no one supposed that. all previous records 

were to be beaten, or that Mr. Leonard would out-cast Mr. 

Hawes on the third day. Those who missed seeing the 
tournament can form little idea of the interest and enthusi- 

asm which these contests awakened, an interest that bids 
fair to be kept up for years to come and to grow until fly- 

casting will be considered part of the education of every 

boy who evinces a fondness for the rod which cheers but 

never castigates, 

CHANGING THE CONDITIONS. 

TE committee in whose care the conduct of the inter- 

national match has been cvmmitted, so far as the 

American interests are concerned, haye been casting about 

to find an easy road to victory. They have opened their 

campaign by begging some changes in the match conditions, 

and certainly the proposed amendments are in the right di- 

rection, only it is a trifle unfortunate that instead of coming 

in their place when the conditions of the original match 
were under discussion early in the year, they should come 

up now as privileges begged for by the beaten team. The 

conditions of the match were absurd from the start, and 

were so made because the marksmen at Wimbledon had 
gained great skill in the use of that nondescript arm known 
as the M, B. L. on the English programmes. These mili- 

tary breech-loaders were in small ‘degree military, but in 
this year, 1882, they were antiquated. The clumsy front 

sight was insisted upon simply because it had heen feund 

on the earlier military rifles, and the stiff, ungainly hind 
sight was likewise retained because the English riflemen felt 

sure that no set of marksmen could gef as much out of the 

contrivance as they could, It is ridiculous to permit a gol- 
dier to arrange his rear sight for elevation and preyent him 

fixing it at the same time for windage. The old plan of 
pushing off the sight bar by a sort of rule of thumb is im- 
perfection itself, but every rifleman now knows that, un- 

less the allowance for wind is made at the same time, 
the shooting becomes the wildest sort of chance. The ar- 
rangements for governing wind allowance on a military 

rifle have been so simplified by American ingenuity that it 
will not do for the objection to be urged that the arm is 

made too complex. Good marksmanship is not a matter to 

be picked up in an hour’s time, There must be brains in 

the shooter if he is to do the work demanded by our present 

tifle matches, and the soldier of to-day must use his head 
fully as much as his strong right arm. 

Though the British Council may object to any changes of 

conditions now that the double match arranged last winter 
is but half fished, and insist upon the second part of the 

contest under the same rules agreed upon for the first, there 

can be no dispute as to the propriety of the recognition of 

modern rifie-shooting such as the changes in sights imply. 
Touching the third point urged about allowimg the 

National Guard of the United States to be packed for the 

match, this is a clear, unmistakable confession of weakness 

on the part of the Americans, and may be more. Jt may 

mean that a nice little club of gentlemen, who have thus far 
thought it not worth their while to act as citizen soldiers, 

will add their names to some company roster, or be added as 
ornamental members to some staff, and then, when the con- 

ditions of selection appear next spring, these same gentle- 

men will be the members of the team ready fora jaunt 

abroad, Of course they will necessarily be good shooters, 

and there is plenty of workein the programme as laid out 

above. The proposed change will, we doubt not, add 

sirength to the coming American team, and we do not know 

that any such pretity little scheme as the foregoing is on foot; 
still the confession of weakness should be enough to throw 

out this condition. The National Guard of the United 
States can furnish a good representative team, and that is 
what is needed. Let the rank and file of the Guard be care- 
fully looked over without any preconceived determination 
that the team must be made up from this or that organiza- 
tion, and then when the men are chosen let them be made 

into a compact working t:1m with real, honest coaching, 

not a few statuesque ‘‘motions to satisfy the public,” and 

there will be no reason to fear the result of an encounter 

with the British shots, Such a course will be honest and 
fair to the working bona fide members of the National 

Guard. It will reflect American fair play and not the 
politician’s trickiness to get around a reasonable restriction. 

A year in the National Guard is not a severe rule, but a 
perfectly just one, and we do not believe that the committee 

fairly represents our Guardsmen when they give the im- 

pression that a dozen shots equal to the task of meeting the 
Englishmen cannot be secured from the men now on the 

rolls in almost eyery State of the Union. 

The proposal to go to English armories to purchase rifles 
to place in the hands of the American team fitly follows the 

proposition fo pack the Guard to get a team. We can name 
a dozen private gunsmiths fully equal to the task of dupli- 
cating the English rifles and improying on toem, while the 
committee must be very much out in their reasoning if 

they think that our great American armories, whose work is 
seen in every army of the world to-day, are not able tO fur- 

nish a weapon which will fill the conditions which the 

British haye laid upon us in this unmilitary ‘‘military 
match,” 

COLLIES. 

i be the Kennel department will be found an interesting 
report of the sheep dog trials of the Northwestern Counties 

Association, Hugland, with a full description of the work of 

the dogs. Wewould suggest to the lover of the collie in 

this country that an association be formed under the name 

of the American Collie Club, for the purpose of holding 

trials and improving the breed of this intelligent and useful 

animal, Not least among the benefits resulting from the 

work of such an association would be the wide-spread 
knowledge gained by the public as to the virtues and intelli- 

gence of their favorites, and this would win for them their 
rightful place—now usurped by the worthless cur—in the 

heart and by the fireside of the farmer, 

Tt is perhaps reedless to say that Forms AND SrRuAM 

will willingly lend its aid for the furtherance of the objects 
of such an association, believing that much of good may be 

accomplished by bringing more prominently to public notice 
the many good qualities of the gallant collie, 

Mr. Hugh Dalziel, in his “Br tish Dogs,” says; “There is 
no dov that excels the collie m good looks, high intelli. 

gence, and unsweryeable loyalty to Lismaster; anu to these 

qualities does he owe his high position as a general favorite 

with the public, while his many practical excellencies ren- 

der him indi pensable to the shepherd.” Idstone, in his 
admirable work on the dog, says of him: '‘To my mind he 

is one of the most perfect animals extant.” Stonehenge 
also speaks very highly of theirintelligence. ‘‘Only those,” 
he says, ‘‘who have seen one or more of the public sheep 
dog trials, or have privately seen these animals af their 

usual work, can realize the amount of intelligence displayed 
by them,” 

Innumerable anecdotes of their wonderful sagacity and 
intelligence have from time to time appeared in print, and, 
although many of these tales are almost incredible, we have 

invariably found that none were so ready to avow their he- 

lief in their truthfulness as those who know the collie best. 

As the assistant of the shepherd and herder he stands with- 

outarival. Asthe servant of the farmer, a protector of 

his property, and a companion for his children, he is the 
peer of any of his kind. As a retriever for the 

sportsman we believe him to be singularly well adapted. 
As the pet of the parlor, his great beauty and 
affectionate disposition, combined with his almost hu- 

man intelligence, eminently qualify him for the place, In 

the British Islands the collie has long been an especial fa- 
vorite among nearly all classes, and we are pleased to no- 
tice that within the past few years he has rapidly gained 
in public favor in this country, We trust that the day is 

not far distant that will see him installed in his proper 
place among the firstof canine fayorites throughout the land. 
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THE PArERs ON ‘Bird Migration inthe Mississippi Valley,” 

the last of whieh appeared in last week's issue, haye proved 

of great interest to ornithologists. The observations of Mx, 

Widmann haye been conducted with great care, and the in- 
telligent way in which these notes have been inade and col- 
lected reflects great credit on the two gentlemen by whom 

the paper was prepared, It is to be regretted that the list 
includes only the Passwres, for we should have been glad to 

seé a similar series of observations carried out for all our 
birds. It is to be hoped that the plan adopted by Mr, Wid- 

minn, or something similar toit, may be adopted by other 
collectors, and that through such efforts an intelligent com- 
prehension of the phenomena of migration may ere Jong be 

had. Tt is discouragin® 10 think of (the vast amount of 
enerey that is wasted by the il-directed and unintelligent, 
though sincere and earnest, efforts of observers in all fields 

of science, "he present observations are far in adyance of 
most of those made by collectors, and we are glad to know 

that they are to be continued. We are glad to learn 

that Mr, Cooke purposes next season to conduct a similar 
series of observations. He desires that any and all persons 
residing in the valley of the Mississippi who are willing to 

keep notes of the movements and doings of birds, communi- 

cate with him at once by postal card. Tis address at pres- 
ent is Jefferson, Wisconsin, We haye now in hand another 

s ries of notes on the same subject from the pen of Mr. 

Cooke, which we shall shortly lay hefore our readers. 
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Woopcock are now making their appearance in New 
England, 

THE AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS. 

RIDAY last being Varhishing day at the Academy, the 
press wus allowed a private view from #2 until 5 o'clock, 

after the contributors had put the final touches to their 

works. 

Weare not able to ascertain exactly why this special au- 

tumn exhibition of paintings is held, but it seems probable 

that the rejection of so many works of merit last year’, on 
account of want ol! space, had « good deal to do with this fall 

showing, The idea, we believe, is to haye an exhibition, in 

the autumn , of work done by the artists during the summer, 
so that the regular spring exhibition will simply be of fall 
and ywanter work. 

The present display of pictures shows that the artists have 

been busy during the summer, and that they haye donea 

great deal of work, much of which is very creditable. 
There are several works that are quite remarkable, the 

most impressive of which, we think, is ‘Planting Rape in 

Normandy.” This occupies the place of honor on the large 

south wall, The picture represents a number of men and 

women working on a hillside, the men ploughing, the women 

bending over and planting the seed. The whole effect of 
this picture is rematkable. The figures are yery strongly 
painted, the atmosphere is very fine, and the light 

on the horses giyes a very realistic appearance to the 

whole. To the left of this is a picture of two children blow- 
ing bubbles, by Doop, which we think is much below his or- 

dinary work. 
On the north wall is a very ambitious picture by James 

Powell Hey—‘'The Virgin Mary and Mary Magdalene at the 
Tomb of Our Saviour.” This picture comes very near to be- 
ing 4 masterpiece. No, 580 is a pretty picture of “Deer in the 

Adirondacks,” by A. F. Tait, No. 371 is ‘Maternal Solicitude,” 

also by Tait. This picture is very good, with the exception of 

the St. Bernard dog, which is very badly drawn. No. 330, 
“Among the Weeds,” by J. G. Buren, is a picture 
of a very pretty girl, admirably painted, No. 527, 

"Clearing Up,” by De Haas, is a very vigorous seascape. 

“Disappointment” (882), by Charles Sprague Pierce, repre- 
sents a woman in the last century, Thetexture of the silk and 
lace is extremely well brought out. ‘‘An Accident? (844), by 

M, J. Shaw, shows # serving maid who has just broken a vase, 
The interior is excellent, and the expression of fear and regret 
on the face of the girl is admirable. Wordsworth Thompson's 
“The Belated Travelers” (835) represents two way.arers in the 
costume of the Revolution, stopping ata queer old country 
tavern, The leader of the party is being met by the inn 

keeper, who wears & white peruke, and on the narrow 

verandah are seated tw or three trappers, who regard the 
travelers with an air of suspicion. The figures are extremely 

lifelike and the whole picture remarkably well painted. 
“The Fox Family” (328) is by I, Sellmayer. This picture 
represents a vixen surrounded by four or fiye cubs near their 

holeina wood. The fur is extremely realistic, and the ex- 
pression on the face of one of the little ones, whose attention 

is attracted to a squirvel on the limb aboye him, is very life- 

like and amusing. The only criticism to be made on the 

picture is the drawing of the hind leg of one of the cubs, which 
is faulty. ‘Preparing for a Shave” (390), by EB. L. Henry, is a 

small canvas, wonderfully paintel, after the style of 

Meissonier. ‘‘Widowhood” (1), by Constant Meyer, is a fine 

subject, but is not well treated, the figure being poorly 
drawn. ‘The Duet" (397), by J. G. Brown, represents an old 

man instructing & boy ou a violin, The subject is well 
treated in the artist’s usual happy style. ‘A Future Poet” 
(846), by Douglas Volk, represents the young aspirant il a 

hay loft with 4 pile of books and some flowers on a box 
before him, On his face is a yery peculiar expression, 

which is conjectured to he the outward and visible 
sign of the true poetic fire which smolders in his breast. 

“On the Thames, near Grayesend, England,” (8387) is 
a cauvas treated in Arthur Quartley’s best manner, 
“My Old Hunting Ground,” by A. F. Tait, represents a scene 
in the Adirondacks. The artist and a companion, seated in a 
canoe, are aiming from behind some rouks at deer on the oppo- 
siteside of the poud, The aliwospheric effect is very good, the 

‘ 

( 

i 

in his studio. 

is cold, On the west wall of the North Gallery hangs Blash- 
field's “Modern Rebeceu”—an Arabian woman in a street 

handing a horseman a cup of water. 

of the hot Eastern atmosphere are remarkably well shown, 

among many excellent works. 

N 
very kindly placed at our disposal by Mr. Geo. A. Roches- 
ter, ang is just establishing a limber camp a few miles be- 
oud us. 

Fights, being a log-cabin 20x80, with good tight troughed 
timber roof, with smoke hole in center, and fireplace under- 
neath, 6ft.x8. 
so far as convenience is concerned, is admirable, and calcu- 
lated to delieht the heart of any young housekeeper. 

[Oor. 26, 1882. 

figures are lifelike, and we expect every moment to hear the 

report of the gun. Portrait of the late William B. Astor 
(after death) (247) is avery carefully painted miniature by 
Carl L. Brandt. “Grandmother” (223), by P. T. Ryder, is a 
apital picture of an old woman sitting by a stove. ‘‘All's 
Well that Mnds Well” (266) represents a frog sitting: on the 
dge of an overturned bucket, about to spring at 4 grasshop- 

perimpaled upon a fish-hook. The picture, although unpre- 

tentious, is very true to nature as well as amusing. 

Milkmaid” (185), by Leon Moran, isa young girl wandering 

through the fields. 

‘The 

The figure is very well drawn, and the 
ffect is very pleasing. ‘The Studio” (19%), by Perey Moran, 
epresents his brother Leon painting the last named picture 

The drawing is very good, but the whole effect 

The peculiar light effects 

he horses are yery well painted, and the tigure of the black 
one which the rider is leading shows the pure Arabian blood. 
“Dar's no Place like Home” (179), by Alfred Kapps, is a scene 

in a Southern cabin, Supperis just over, and the old aunty 
is about to Clear off the table, while her husband has just 

aken down his banjo to have a little music after the hard 

day’s work, The whole effect of the picture is very warm 

and pleasing to the eye. 
by Georgine Campbell, isa charming picture; the twilight 

atmosphere is exceedingly well rendered, 
Clarence Boyd, is an attempt at a very difficult subject. and a 

failure. 
sey, is a fine subject, but the effect of the picture is marred 

by the coloring, which is yery untrue to nature. 

“Sunset on Lake Conway” (176), 

“Ophelia” (132), by 

An “English Roadside Scene” (157), by G. J, W. Crop- 

In the corridor, ‘Mexican Cattlemen” (117), by William 

Hahn, shows us two vaqueros ti'eated in a very lifelike way. 
The cattle are excellently painted, and the atmospheric effects 

extremely good. 
is capitally painted; one could almost imagine the real fish to 
be hanging before him. Mr. N. N.’s team, ‘‘Harry and Sheila” 

(91), by Carl J. Becker, shows us a neat little team of trotters. 

“Smoked Bloater” (93), by Milne Ramsey, 

‘In the Rye Field” (57), by Carl Otto, is a fine example of the 
Munich school; the sunlight glinting through the standing rye 
produces a very charming effect. ‘Begging at the Monastery” 
14), by C. Milender, is another example of the Munich school. 
The figures are all capitally painted, but the beggars, with the 

exception of the old man who is at the door, all seem yery 

cheerful, 

We have noted only a few of the more striking pictures 
We think, on the whole, that 

t is a good idea to inaugurate this autumn exhibition, 
and certainly the nuniber of good works here represented 

ought to be very gratifying to those who haye promoted it, 
Ofcourse the standard of work is not up to that of the spring 
exhibitions, but still we hope that the results will be suf- 

ficiently enconraging to indnce the management to make the 

fall exhibition a permanent thing, 

Che Sportsman Convist. 
+: 

*“NUTMEGGERS” ON THE OTTAWA. 

THIRD PAPER, 

ONDAY, the 25th, we left our tent on the north shore, 
_ and crossed the lake to our present camp, in a boat 

Ouv camp is 2 very comfortable one for these coul 

The internal arrangement of our new home, 

The 
vellar, kitchen, dining-room, pantry, library, parlor and all 
the sleeping rooms are on the first Hoor, all of uniform size, 
20x30. An open fire in every room, and eyery room so 
closely connected that the creaking and slamming of doors 
is an utter impossibility. Our first duty upon arriving was 
to arrange and hough down our bunks, chink up the cabin, 
start a fire, bnild table and seats, arrange our china. closet, 
make customary remarks about previous tenants, etc,, etc, 
Our party use sleeping bags, and are very favorably im- 
pressed with their superiority over blankets. They are 
especially valuable to ‘‘kickers” in a vold night, Ours are 
made seven feet long by two feet six inches wide, with six 
pounds of batting quilted in between the cotton lining and 
flannel covering. Duties about camp are performed alter- 
nately by the different members of the party. Each con- 
siders himself a first-class cook, though Miner, by reason of 
his longer experience in camp life, is called upon to gel up 
all the swell dinners. Arrangements were made to have a 
team follow us with canoe and supplies, but, unluckily, the 
roal was too much for the wagon, and it broke down twenty 
miles back, and supplies came through without the canoe, 
so we are obliged to use the boat which isa little ‘‘logy” for 
fast traveling. : 

On Tuesday our party came near being financially and 
physically wrecked. A little spark full of incendiary inten- 
tions found a resting place in the soft cotton of Brady's 
sleeping bag, made « total wreck of it, and set fire to the 
cabin. Luckily it was extinguished before the remaming 
bedding, provisions, or the “safe deposit vaults” were 
reached, Now the Joss of a sleeping bag does nof seem 
upon the face of it to be such a heayy financial embarass- 
ment, but that a person of Brady's constitution and herye 
ought to bear up under it, but he seemed to take the matter 
quite fo heart, and somewhat resented jocular remurks and 
queries about which corner he proposed to stand up and 
sleep in for the next week or two, and carried about quite » 
suicidal expression until bedtime, when Dorsey proposed to 
share his bag with him. Now a two-foot-six pag is a very 
confortable fit for one man, but it required considerable 
outside pressure to force in m second one; nevertheless the 
feat was accomplished, not without remonstrances and mur- 
muniugs from the occupants, but they soon fonnd that there 
was no room for argument, and scarcely room for alternate 
respiration, and the right of secession without the aid of 

Jumber camp. 

covered 4 little crystal spring-water lake, teemin 
speckled trowt, and Rerdell discoyered his little min 
closed and teeming with what the Indinus call ‘‘seccawk,? 
and we all discovered six million cubic feet of atmospheré 
about camp seemingly just as teeming with ‘‘seecawk” 
the trap was, 
and fired two rifle balls in quick suecession through thy 

time before any of the party dared attempt to extricate him 
(not Brady but the seecawk) from the trap, althou 
seemed, to use an expression, “dead as a door nail,” 
are sinaller than the black bear bub larger than we core 1 
handle in Jarge numbers, and they are a wicked creature {f 
meet face to face. 
New England to a certain extent, aid are inich feared ant 
avoided by the bon ton, 
s-K-u-n-k, 

Wednesday night. 
our partridges and fish, but we prefér to let tlem steal 
their hearts’ content, rather than trap any more “‘seecawhk# 
We were advised that unless our doe was accustomed te 
the habits of moose, we would certainly lose him—so, as lig 
awas quite a valuable dog, we left him at Pembroke. expeet 
ing to find Indian puides with dogs, 

munibers, as evidenced by the numerous tracks, but on 
count of the thick growth of underbrush and dense foliage 
we are unable to still-hunt with any degree of success, 

guides with dogs, would convert this locality into a spor 

some of the small lakes or ponds just over the ridge back of 

tame that we could almost sprinkle salt on their tails and 

lent flayor grow all about the lake in enormous quanti 
This, of course, brings bears about here at this season of ti 
year in great numbers. 
have had no difficulty in capturing some. 

from camp. Cranberries we have always found to bea 

outside powers was in this case, as in that little attempt of 
1861, demonstrated to be a failure. The “‘union” being 
necessity, it was effected and preserved on succeedin 
nights until a relief party brought blankets from the distan| 

On Thursday, Miner, while on a tour of exploration, dig 

trap 

Brady walked cautiously down to the tray 

“seecawk's” head and “‘ran for dear life.” Tt was a long 

h hi 
rh riven 

The same animals roam the forests of 

The natives spell him there 
This is shorter and we think just as correct. 

Mink are plenty about here. Rerdell trapped a fine om 
They march boldly into camp and 

i d Failing in this, Wi 
find ourselyes in rather a bad predicament for capturil 
large game. Moose, bear, aud deer ure all about us in gre 

A house on the ‘shore of this lake, having 1 few good 

man’s paradise almost. 
The lake abounds with black hass and salmon trout, and 

the Little Mattawaska, which empties into it about one milk 
from our camp, is full of speckled trout of large size, asd 

camp. Byery maraliy cove and small lake has its comp 
ment of black duck, The woods furnish ruffed grouse, 30 

knock them off the trees with a stick. When out watching 
for deer, and not wishing to fire a gun, we tried chasing th 
grouse around with sticks, hut having neslected to bing 
salt, we, of course, did not set them, Blueberries of ex 

Had we brought traps, we woull 

We discovered a cranberry swamp ouly a short distand 

valuable acquisition to camp life, and we always make 
culations when taking in our supply of sugar, for sweetel 
a cranberry swamp, partridge with cranber'y-sauce Wi 
dish which, like a popular drama, will bear repeating 
draw a full house every time, with frequent and hetr} 
encore. ; 

Fishing about here, as we said before, is excellent, incom 
parable. Weare told that a little Yrenchman from some 
the lower settlements came up here last fall, caught a 
salted fourteen barrels of speckled trout and black 
The distance from 4 settlement and the difficulty in get 
teams through, of course, is 4 serious drawback to this lo 
tion for parties who contemplate camping with ladies; 
for gentlemen Who are not particularly out of health 
think it all the better for being entirely isolated from ¢i 
lization. We would not come again, and we would not 
yise others to, without an Indian guide, with dogs and Db 
traps. It is somewhat aggravating to feel and know t 
you are in the midst of as good a game country for 
moose and deer, as the continent of North America aff 
and still lack the two articles necessary to capture ther 
Four weeks later in the season, still hunting could be su 
cessfully carried on here without dogs; but then the weath 
is too severe for pleasure parties, and none but the practitlll 
hunier and trapper would think of camping. Speaking @ 
still hunting, we are told that one hunter, Haskins by nam 
who is known all over Ontario as the champion deer-sl 
shot seyenty-four deer last winter in this section insi 
ten days. This seems like a ernel, cruel slaughter, 
certainly was, but lo those who have visited this 
northern wilderness, extendimg on the north to Hudson Bay 
and beyond, and to the Pacific coast on the West, the ide 
of exterminating the game eyen by such fearful slaught 
as quoted aboye seems utterly impossible for ages to © 

Giaada has within the past three years thrown off | 
lethargic slcep, and awakened toarealizing sense of | 
magnitude of her dominions, and to the importance 
advantage of railroad enterprise. More miles of vaily 
are under construction to-day than would lhaye 
embraced in the fond imaginative dream of a Cana 
Gould or Vanderbilt five years ago. Since the confedera 
or union of the Proyinces, the ‘Dominion of Canada 
braces more territory than the whole of the United 8 
and yet her four millions of population are almost Ww. 
settled on a strip of land say 100 miles in width along. 
southern boundary, thus leaving the great north and we 
an unbroken wilderness, dotted here and there by an 
sional squatter, settler or trapper. Of course the mar 
the lumberman ure visible, for go where you will om 
tarth, you are pretty sure to find that the lumberman | 
been there before you. Should Cunuda take a start, wil 
she is now making a mighty effort to do, and increase Ht 
population by immigration equal to the United States, w 
is a highly extravagant supposition, the game of ni 
will still have this great nerthern wildermess to gradu 
withdraw to, the whole northern part being of loos 
a character for settlers to enevoach upon. The 
Pacific road (of which we will speak more fully here 
will, when complete, open up and bring into market a 
ferritory in Canada's southywest—a large proportion of it 
excellent Jand, We saw newly cleared land along 
Canada Pacific, bearing outs equal to the best eulti 
and most fertile lands of New England. But to retain 
camp, I will pass vapidly over the remainder of our 
af’ Travere Lake, onu day's sport heme about a yepé 
of another, One day Brady came near having & 
private interview with a huar. He was watehing fo 
in > lamarag swamp, when «a hear approached w 
about twenty-tive fect of him, bub le was nearly hid | 
view by the thick underbrush. "The beir’s smelling 
Yatus served him a yood turn, ind a loud snort and tn 
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ate stampede on bis part, and an uprising of the ‘‘back hair” 
Ou the part of Braidly, was the only result. of the encounter, 

Our leisure hours were spent principally in fishing, shooting 
black duck, partridge, ctc., and jn little yoyages of explora 
tion up and down the viver. Anda great deal of pleasure 
Was experienced gach evening as we gathered sround our 
cheerfol camp fire, snd compared notes o velafed to cach 
other the encounters, discoveries, smd successful feats of the 
day, What mirth and enjoyment, jokes, anecdotes and 
comparisons; what solid comfort and perfect relaxation 
from business cares and perplexities & rousing camp fire 
will bring forth. And then, while in this happy state, as 
thouglits of dear ones al home creep in, how tenderly kind 
nets gd words are cherished, and how lightly the bitter 
ones are passed over. A min cannot spend many evenings 
in the wilderness in conrpany with a party of morul social 
friends aljout x glowing camp fire, and still hate his “‘mother- 
indaw."” And then as conversation wanes and the fire 
flickers, each retires to his bunk with naught but pleasant 
recollections, gud the waves on the beach sing his lullaby, 
How the re uperative powers of sound refreshing slecp seem 
to build up and strengthen a man until he can almost feel 
the hardening and svowth of additional flesh and muscle, 
And thon, in the morning, what keen appetites avait the 
breakfast signal, aud how the plainest of food disappenrs, is 
Telished, and perfectly digested. If perfect peace of mind 
and contentment could be put up and sold by the dose, I 
believe it would soon run out the sale of pepsine. 

Twill not dwell upon the breaking up of campor the long 
march to the settlement, but will immediately transfer the 
seune tothe village of Mattawa, amushroom village, evidently 
built, somewhat after the style of the Trishman’s axe handles, 
which he had split out by lightning in a thunder shower. It 
is situated at the junction of the Mattawa and Ottawa 
rivers, about 400 a rs aboye Montreal, A trading post or 
fort, asit is called, 0: the Hudson Bay Fur Company, is 
located here for the purpose of trading and exchanging 
goods with the Indinns for furs and skins. Here, on Tues- 
day, October 4. the advance guard of our p/irty, consisting 
of Rerdell and Dorsey, might have been seen negotiating 
with . big Indian (Jawboue by name) to guide and assisi in 
paddling us up the river about seventy-five miles to Lake 
Temichtemuug. Brady and Mier were to join the party on 
Wednesday, when arrangements were to be completed for 
an carly sturt Tharday morning, but at this time they were 
down the river aboul thirty-tive miles at Bissetts Creek. 
Speaking of Bissetts Creck, reminds me that a settler on the 
northern shore of the river killed two large moose while we 
were there, and we had a chanee to test the quality of some 
broiling pieces. b. GA. 
Orrawa River Drarricr, Outario, Oct, 3. 

BELOW QUEBEC. 
SIXTH PAPER. 

T is sixty miles from Gamache Bay, or Ellis Bay, as itis 
oftener’called, to the Southwest Point lighthouse, which 

lias for many long years not only served os a guiding beacon 
to many a ship, when dark fous shroud land and water. but 
also as a haven ofrest and Christian charity to scores ot unfor- 
tunate nearly starved aod frozen sailors, whom the merciless 
waves haye move than once wrecked within sight of it, Mr. 
Pope, the keeper of the lighthouse, is perhaps better and 
more generally Known than any other person along the whole 
eoast line, ag he has resided here for near a generation and has 
raised a large and promising family, which, in point of in- 
telligence and culture, isin truth phenomenal, But not only 
is the distressed mariner sure of a kindly welcome, but the 
straggling naturalist, sportsman and tourist arealike cared for. 
The government geologist, Mr, Richardson, expresses in his 
report his obligations to Mr. Pope forgnuch valuable in- 
formation, which, at least on this islaid, could not haye 
heen well obtained from any other source, ay Mr. Pope him- 
self is by no means # novice in geological science and is 
familiar with the position and contents of the rocks on his 
island. There are many features bout his model home which 
admirably illusrate what « home edu¢ation may accomplish 
if backed hy the proper solicitude on the part of the parents 
about the improvement of their children. 

Three of his daughters are full grown, and haye, beyond 
an oceasional visit to their ncurest neighbors, or asphyxinted 
Gaspé, never been a mile from the barren rock upon which 
their round house is perched, Yet they are in all respects 
us refined anc cultivated as any young ladies who have had 
all the advantages our best educational systems cun bestow. 
Their only instruction has been by means of a governess, 
who for a short term of four years taught to them only the 
elements of writing, reading and arillmetie, And yet there 
stands a piano, which is not allowed to crumble away un- 
"heard; a bookcase, containing a small but carefully selected 
ibrary, and indicating by the titles of the works {he tastes 
nd bent of their minds. The table is fairly littered with 

the better sort of curvent literature, while a telegraphic in- 
strument clicks upon another, all disposed in the little con- 
caye room, which serves for the threefold purpose of siudy, 
sitling-room and post-office, Tbe oldest daughter is not 
only a yalued contributor to several of our magazines, 
through some of her graphic skefelies concerning the na- 
fural resources, vegetation und mode of life on the islands; 
but her services are also highly valned by the ceutral weather 
office al Toronto, to which she telegraphs daily the details 
colnected witi the chauges of the weather upon this ex- 
posed cape. By her careful attention und complete mastery 
of the principles as well as the manipulation of tite tele- 
graph, she has been advanced to the post of chief official of 
the Anticosti telegraphic section, as no one else here is com- 
petent to correct any disturbances which may interrupt com- 
munication. How to evolve all of these various practical 
accomplishments out of the wilderness behind and the waate 
of waters beyond is 2 conundrum the solution of which 

- concerns those psychologists who base their views of mental 
superiority upon the theory of transmitted intelligence. The 
precept and guidance of a refined and intelligent mother 
may perhaps haye been of more substantial service to her 
daughters, growing up in this desert like female Caspar 
Hausers, than the most rigid and systematic school training 
could have wrought. ; 

There are almost as many instructive novelties about the 
premises of the lighthouse as inside of itto interest the casunl 
Visilor. Two lwge and beautiful jet black Newfoundland 
dogs are the puardians and team of the family, while a tame, 
though still very mischievous, young raven keeps the feath- 
ered occupants of the neiguboring poultry yard in perpetual 

alarm. ‘Vhis bird seems to be possessed of almost human 
cunning; knows every inmate of fhe house, never loses an 
“opportunity to pilfer anything which suits its fancy, when- 
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ever any of the windows of the room are open fora moment, 
aiidis a careful loarder of his ill-gotten plunder, whether 
edtable or ornamental, The boat. Taide place is a tong 
rifle shot froin the tower, bit the moment, £ landed, this bird 
of il] omen was promptly on hand, inspecting like a vigilant 
custom louse officer every item of my variously assorted 
baggage aud appropriating expeditiously lorits personal use, 
among the rest, my fresh eges, which had been the olyjects of 
my special solicitude. 
If nothing else had claimed the time at my disposal, I 

could have contented myself for weeks, instead of days, at 
the lighthouse, The roar of the surf breaking into milky 
sheets of foaming water against its rocky base sounds like 
sweet music in the cozy room of ity upper story, from which 
We cin suryey complaccutly the wild play of the great roll- 
ing white-crested breakers, as they vainly hurl themselves 
in their maddened fury against the frowning, stubborn cliffs. 
But there are ouly a few more days to spare, aud the time 
is rapidly drawing near when the vesse] I expect from 
Gaspé wall cail to take me off, and beyond all of these inter- 
esting sights. 
A yisit to the Jupiter had formed above all a most im- 

portint part of my original programme, and to carry it out, 
a@ man and boat were ongaged at the lighthouse to row me 
up to the mouth of this river, which is about eight miles to 
the westward of the Southwest Pomt. But my preparations 
were inadequate, as two men wilh a good catio’ are needed 
to ascend it, and I stood therefore on the shores of the Jupi- 
ter, making cast after cast wilhout eyen getliny u single 
tise. Tt almost seems incredible to come from such a long 
distance to the best trout stream on this coast, and to leaye 
it again jyithoul hooking # solitary fish, They had migrated 
up stream to its pools, where they assemble in dense pucks 
to spawn. Here I could have caught hundreds of them 
with the shreds of my shirt, asa substitule for flies, as has 
been done by the natives on more than one occasion. The 
mouth of the river is, however, an excellent collecting field 
for fossils, which abound in the loose debris at the foot of 
the cliffs on the east side There-was also a great number 
of black guillemots breeding among the rocks, and the red- 
throated divers were exceedingly abundant. ‘The white- 
bellied swallow is justnow, Aug, 20, prepiring to migrate, and 
collect each morning in great flocks uear my camp, which 
fronts therivershore. These species, along with an occasional 
wild goose, constilutejust now the greater number of the birds 
to be seen, A little later the aspect will change, when the 
migratory swarms will arrive to rest. here a few days before 
they venture to resume thei southern journey. 

it requires fortunately but little time to choose a site for a 
camp and leave if again when game and fish becomes scarce, 
and as neither were abundant we made a quick shift for our 
next projected point, a small river about twenty miles east 
of the Jupiter, where we had been assured of fair prospects 
in the line of tishing. 

The sea is a8 Smooth as glass and we arrive in @ few hours 
at the mouth of Riviere du Berg, as this creek, which is not 
laid down on the map, is called by the natives. The spot 
looks promising and wild enough to suit any one’s fancy, 
though, perhaps, not that of the luckless captain whose ship 
lies stranded on the reef within a few miles from my tent. 
The wreck is a large black steamer which ran ashore here 
last November, and though exposed all this long time to the 
fury of the wintry gales, has defied all assaults of the hungry 
sea, which bas been unable to dislodge this adventitious 
tock of iron, She lies here still as upright as when she 
stranded on that unfortunate November night, and, whatever 
damage her bottom has suffered, no effects of it are visible 
above the water-line. There is at, preseut a wrecking crew 
from Halifax on board of her under the superintendence of 
Mr, Howell, an experienced and competent engineer, and 
busy men are swarming about her sides and decks like a lot 
of wasps when some damage is inflicted upon their nest 
Which calls oul the whole force to repair it; only that the 
nest is magnified into the great iron leviathan which had to 
come such a Jong way from across the sea to rest in this 
rough bed from the fatigues of her journey. Ter name is 
the Lartington, of London, and the contractors who have 
undertaken to get her off, are sanguine of success, although 
a stiff southwester may blast their hopes ina single night 
and upset thei calculations. Iam indirectly in o round- 
about way indebted to her for several days of splendid fish- 
ing, as I probably would have never thought of any such 
thing as Riviere du Berg if this steamer had not stranded 
near its mouth to become jie fem an objective paint for 
vessels coming and going, among the rest the schooner upon 
which I depend to vet off the island, and which in virtue of 
her contract must call here with supplies at least twice a 
month. « 

This ereek for once fairly swarmed with trout when 1 ar- 
rived, but they unfortunately disappeared again in a few 
days for parts unknown to my great regret, no less then that 
of the wrecking crew, who found our large messes of fat sea, 
trout sent fo them, an agreeable change from their rough 
bill of fare, To retrieve ry bad Tuck J determined to fol- 
low up the fish to the nearest pool, which T learned was 
ahout eight miles up -the river, as in this way I could also 
obtain a glimpse of the interior, which is utterly inaccessible, 
unless the explorer avails himself of the water courses, 
whivh are the natural highways cuf out by the force of their 
swiftly running waters, The scenery of Anticosti along the 
sé: Shore is monoiouous 1 the extreme, us the island appears 
like a long, gently rounded-off mass of land, covered with a 
uniform growth of low spruce trees, but only a few miles in- 
land matters change surprisingly quick. In place of an 
impenetrable growth of stunted sernb which I had expected 
to bar our prosress, I found my surroundings of an entirely 
different nature, after T had advanced a milé or more inland 
by following the bed of the river, — 

In the plaice of anticipated low matted pine scrub there 
are stern tocky walls rising up vertically to nearly double 
the height of those forming the famous gorge of the Niagara, 
and preatly surpagsimg them by their wild, romantic aspect, 
At every turn of the river, of which there are many, high 
rounded off buttresses vary with the uniform walls, remind- 
ing us by theiragpect of the pictures ‘which portray the 
castellated towers of the fur West. And at.the lowest depth 
of the sorge runs the ice cold swift stream, bordered here 
and there by white gravel beaches, which are just now 
glowing with & variezated carpet of delicately fringed 
asters, blue and white lobalias, golden rods, pitcher plants, 
false arnica and lady slippers, all raising their tender blos- 
soms to light, and gallantly maintaining the strugele for the 
existence agninst the crushing ayencies of # cold, unchari- 
table climate, in which the glimpses of sunshine are few anc 
far between. 

I had started upon this present excursion on a frugal 
brealtfast of 4 salt mackerel and a few hard biscuits, as the 

larder was running low, but the senses were too occupied 
with the pleasing novelty of the continually shifting pano- 
rama to heed the silent protest of the stomacl, which bas 
no susceptibility for any ollier poetry save that of nutrition. 
As long, however, as the trout pool was still in the distance, 
the cravings were unsatisfied, ag its prospective charms, 
graphically described to me by an adventurous engineer of 
the Lartington, were afterall my final goal. But it was 
long past noon before the sight of a bald eagle, soaring high 
over the wooded cliffs, indicated the proximity of this 
crawded fish pond, In the course of many years it has 
lven iny good fortune to visit no few streanis, where I haye 
filled my creel ina little while, and satisfied all pardonable 
cravings for « hig string, but then 1 had to work hard for it 
under eyen the best circumstances, while here dense packs 
of great hungry sta trout were so closely massed together in 
4 small basin, that the time needed to unhook them was in 
excess of that if took to catch them. The very first cast 
With three flies tied to ile leader promptly yielded three 
large trout, the management of which was relegated to my 
attendant, who, though he had lived on the island several 
years, had never yet thought it worth while to explore the 
pool of this stream, In order to ease his worle, two of the 
flies were promptly cut off, and yet the remaining one, 4» 
Jock Scot tied to a double leader, never allowed him a 
moment of rest, aS it no sooner touched the water than 
there wis a run for it by 4 dozen or more of hungry fish. 
Never have we enjoyed one single hour of fishing as much 
as on this present occasion, as we Jef, the spot in the very 
height of the sport. The pool itself, along with the sur- 
roundings. constituted 4 picture of surprising natural beauty, 
Fancy dark-gray vertical cliffs, surrounding it hke a lefty 
rocky #mphitheatre, the canter of which, instead of the 
arena, was occupied by deep emerald water, so still that it 
secmed to he frozen, ‘The bottom of the pool was one solid 
dark mass of great sea trout, which probably had never 
been disturbed, 

Here also occurred what all along I both wished anu 
dreaded, to wit, the hooking of a salmon, which caused no 
small troulile to secure it, as my rod hardly weighed six 
ounces, and gait and landing uet were wanting. 1 had 
noticed six or eight fair-sized salmon while making a general 
inspection of the thick, black mags of sea trout on the hot- 
tom of the pool, but although one cr another of them now 
aud again made a dash to compete with the swarma of the 
trout for the fatal feathery prize, they failed in their efforts, 
and quietly sank down again into the depths of their crystal 
home. 

At last fhere was 4 great splash, followed quickly by large, 
widening circles, and the next moment the singing of my 
little reel admonished me to pay close attention aud cunning 
if I had any hope to see my big prize safely landed. Three 
times it made most desperate efforts to free itself from its 
feathery moustache by flinging itself bodily ont of the 
water (0 a height of over six feet, but for once nothing 
yielded, and the little braided line could not have stoo 
better the strain if it had been made of steel wire. I have 
heard. of many instances where the salmon angler spent 
hours hefore the fish was sufficiently exhausted to be netted; 
but in this present case hardly a quarter of an hour passed 
when I succeeded in coaxing this salmoninto shallow water. 
No sooner was this accomplished than my Frenchman, who 
had already watched with intense interest the progress of 
the fame, pounced upon it like a hawk upon the turtle 
dove, and, clutching it with a vise-like grip, threw it high 
on the beach beyond all reach of possible escape. 

He solved for me at least, thereby, the conundrum so often 
proposed, and yet so difficult to answer, what constitutes 
happiness. My own feclings came, for the time being, as 
near its realization us is possible in this troublesome world, 
and nofhing was lacking to it when the silvery prize foun 
dered upon the dry grayel. Ii was the first salmon in my 
own experience which eyer rose to a fly not designed for 
him, He was a small one after all, of only about sixteen 
pounds’ weight, wut compensated for this defect by gallantly 
maintaining to the last his fight agaiust misfortune. De 
filled my cup of happiness, and also to overflowing the coarse 
sack, which had been taken along as the next handy substi- 
tute for a fish basket, and into this he was squeezed, amid a 
hecatom) of stiffened trout. The latter were here of extra- 
ovdinary beauty, of deep golden brown color with the 
brightest of scarlet specks. Their belly was red andon each 
side of it a broad dusky band extended from the gills to the 
ventral fins. They were, without exception, the most hand- 
some sca trout I saw anywhere, and their rose-colored flesh 
equaled, in joint of firruness and flavor, that of the salmon. 
Neither was a pound of it wasted, us the crew of the Lar- 
tington utilized eyery eatable scrap. But the labor of carry- 
ing on our backs such a great load of them along the rough, 
rock-strewn bed of the stream was no child’s play, and taxed 
to the ulmost the endurance of my powerfully-built man, 
Before the sun disappeared behind the cliffs flanking Me 
deep gorge, which was already darkening before the ad- 
yancihg shadows of the night, lcappcd my good luck by bag- 
ging two fine ptarmigans, which are raré at Anticosti, and 
were the first and Jast I saw there, 

The arrival of the long expected schooner raised at last, 
the very next morning after my salmon adventure, the in- 
voluntary blockade which had so long detained me, some- 
what against my will, on this island, and relieved me of all 
anxiety 1 had entertained on account of her long absenae, as 
she was overdue. 

I haye endeavored in these hasty sketches upon the aspects 
of nature along the shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to 
dwell! chiefly upon those only which are the most striking to 
the visitor and are peeuliar to these parts. Ihave also pur- 
posely avoided entering into the discussion of any details 
connected with the fisheries, the only industry aliomg this 
cogst, as time and space were lacking to do it full justice, 
The condition of the people engaged iu it demands 4 more 
careful attention on part of the Dominion government than 
it has thus far seen fit to bestow, unless it prefers to continue 
to respond gratuitously to their calls for aid and relief, which 
could be permanently and more efficiently atforded by equi- 
table adjustment of the relations between them and their 
employérs, who have monopolized their services and hold 
them in a state of bondage not better than that of the Rus- 
sium serf, 
Much more remains to be said concerning the details of 

outfit which is needed to make a trip to the lower Gulf as 
pleasant as circumstances admit, but the individual yiews of 
sportsmen differ so widcly on the questions that all suggestions 
are eratuitous, since the majority will follow their own beut, 
dictated to by the experiences of more comprehensive nature 
than my own have been. I can only mention what has been 
of best service inmy own case and let the reader take the 
benefit, As far as arms are concerned I founds light breech 
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loading rifle of .38-calitre the best tool as it comes; time and 
ugnin into requisiton where sculs are abundant. There is 
during summer Wut little feathered game on the gulf and 
double-barreled shotgnne are therefore an almost needless en- 
cumbranee, Ihave therefore always used a single barrel 
hreech-loader, as many of them are excellent shooting guns 
and carry shot as far as can be reasonably expected. Tt 1s ad- 
visable to take along a couple of pounds of good powder and 
& corresponding quantity of fine shot, as both are unobtainable 
below Quebec. Tf it be desiruble to make collections it is 
filso necessary to add some tools and preservatives for skin- 
ning and prepating of the specimens. Rubber goods of all 
description inchiding blankets, boots, bigs, are indispensable, 
is the weuther is not always fine, and rainy days are not un- 
common. The outfit for fishing itself can hardly be too 
comprehensive, Ibis easily ¢arried and will last moreover 
for several years. For large-sized trout,salmon flies are pre- 
ferable, notably the Jock Seot, silver doctor and golden 
phensont. 

Provisions of all kinds aré best secured al Montreal or 8t. 
Jolins, where they are ef good quality and variety. The 
tourist can best reach the lower St, Lawrence by going by 
way of St, Johns, N. B., and thence by the Intercolonial 
road to Campbellton, Here 4 steamer runs to Gaspé twice 
each month, md comnects with a mail schooner which runs 
to severnl points along the north shore, If the Quebec route 
is chosen, there are two lines of communication open, The 
first is by the Intercolonial Railroad as far as Campbellton, 
and beyond by the same transportation as above mentioned; 
the second is by the coasting steamer Otter, which makes 
semi-monthly trips from Quebec to many good points along 
the shores of the Gull, wheveyer thore is freight and passen- 
gers to land or take on board, Mingan is the terminus of 
her journey, 

All help, canoes and rough camping outfit can be gol at 
Gaspé, and should be secured af that point, as there is a 
wiltlerness beyond it, All strer;ms of the north shore, where 
there is any good salmon fishing, are now leased, ani special 
permits from the lessees are needed if any one desires to 
indulge in this kind of sport, Trout, however, may be 
taken without any permit as far as the tide runs. The 
smaller trout streams are free to all comers, and some of 
them, like those in Anticosti, yield better sport than the 
majority of the largerivers, The highest benefits of a jour- 
hey fo the Jower St, Lawrence accrues, however, from its 
pure and invigorating air, the effects of which, in case of 
nll digestive derangements, are unsurpassed. No other stretch 
of coast line in summer time equals it i this respect, and 
the day is net far distant when the great surging crowd of 
the languid, spoilt devotees of fashion will invade these still 
primitive and romantic solitudes, and reduce them to the 
level of fhe many faded, insipid seaside resorts which form 
an almost Wnbroken net from Virginia to Maine. L. 

SPORT IN NEW MEXICO. 
SECOND PAPER. 

N u former letter T gave youin short my views on the rela- 
tive efficiency of large vx. small flies for trout fishing 

in streams, I can now offer you additional evidence in cor- 
roberation of those statements. A gentleman who has 
fished the trout streams of the West for upwards of twenty 
years, and so is no novice at the sport, only repeated the 
warnings I had had from so many other fishermen in this 
country, viz,, your tlics are too small. However, I induced 
him to try some of them, which he did, and pronounced his 
sport to be improved at least fifty per cent., not only in 
nilinbers, bat also in the true sport of landing heavy fish on 
delicate tackle, I tied him a dozen or so of flies, with which 
he has canght about 600 trout, saying that he has never 
equaled the take in any preyious season, Formy tail flies luse 
number 11 Limerick hooks on the finest trout, gut obtainable, 
ind the drop flies on number 13, or even smaller. My theory 
of fishing is that by suiting the strength of your tackle to the 
size of trout you expect to catch, as good sport may he had 
with half-pounders as with two or three pounders. How 
often has my heart been brought nearly into my mouth by 
the first rush of a lusty pounder on « number 13 hook; and 
ths care and caution used to bring him to net has worked 
meup to a pitch of excitement unequaled in any sport. 
How diiferently we regard the same fish on a large hook, 
coarse, strong salmon gut, and 4 two-handed rod.’ Instead 
of admiring his proportions and pluck after a long tussle, 
he is yanked out by mere strength, and ignominiously 
counted among the small ones, Sport in its true meaning ig 
the more enjoyable the more difficult it is to be successful, 
and the more the skill and knowledge of its seeker are called 
into requisition. 

The Santa River, so called from courtesy, is really noth- 
ing but «small creek, that losts itself entirely in the sand 
just below the city, had heard, though, that a few small 
figh were to be had in the upper waters, so I détermined to 
teSt the accuracy of the assertion, So, one fine afternoon, I 
set oul, with a companion, to try my lick; but I found the 
stream ulmost unfishalle on account of the scarcity of water 
and extreme brivhtmess thereof. By selecting the smallest 
fliesand finest gut | managed to land about one dozen, two 
or three sealing one-half pound, much to my astonishment, 
The Santa Fe Waterworks Company have erected a damon 
this creek, which, with a little judicious stocking, would 
prove a glorious place for supplying the whole river with 
trout, aud would afford excellent sport in lime to come. By 
gelling power to preserve the stream for a few years and 
strictly enforcing the existing laws as to illegal fishing, many 
i pleasint evening might be spent near Santa Fe, without 
having to go go far for a bil of fishing, 

I now come to my last expedition, thus far, this scason— 
destination again the Pecos River; purpose, capture of frout 
and hunting the wily deer, or eventually fighting off a bear. 
For as we had lost no bears, we coneluded not to hunt 
them. ‘Traveling this lime vver the same road in a buck- 
board, myself and co-angler left Santa We about 1 P. M., 
and reached the old town of Pecos at nightfall, where, biy- 
ing secured good quarters, we put up tor the night, but hur- 
wed on, the firs! thing in the morning, to reach our first point 
of attack on the trout. Five miles of even rough hilly road 
ie BOON traversed with strong mules and a buckhoard, so at 
about nine we had made camp and were Pusily engaged in 
preparations for wading the stream, The first thing to be 
dove was to soften up the wading boots—so, filling them 
with stones, they were placed in the riyer to soak; next, the 
rods were put together and casts of flies attached, and those 
iso pluced so as to get a good soaking (¢. ¢., the line, and 
nol (he red); then pants diseardud for knickerbocktrs and 
slockings. By this time the boots are soft enough to get 
into, 80 they are put on, and then away we start, ready for 
any fiah that may turn np, 

i —_— 
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Tt seenis strange that the wind should have such an infln- 
ence upon the success of fishermen, bul that it is so cannot 
be denied; and that this fact was observed yearsagois shown 
by the following verses, long known among the people of 
England, They runsomething like this: 

‘When the wind is in the north 

No fisherman will rally forth, 

When the wind is in the east 

ti blows no good ta man or beast, 

When the wind is in the west 

Fishing then is at its best, 

But when the wind is in the south 

Tt blows the bait into the fish’s month," 

Sitnply denoting that 1 warm wind is good and acold one 
bad for fishing. On the particiar morning in question the 
wind was cold for the time of year, and no flies on the water, 
abad omen, And after fishing carefully and steadily for 
some time without so much as getting a rise, | was bevin- 
ning to think of the advisability of devoting that day to 
hunting, when walking along the bank near g long still pool 
Theard a splash, and on looking round saw the tell-tale rings 
on the otherwise placid surface of the water, denoting that 
something had disturbed it, but whether it was a fish or no 
1 could not tell; so L sat on the bank, a watcher, and soon 
saw tio or three little fellows, rising without any apparent 
object close to the waters edge in the neighborhood of where 
I first heard the splash. Fully making up my mind that 
these were not the oncs that had attracted my attention, | 
began carelessly casting over them for amusement, but keep- 
ingmy eye fitmly fixed on an old log lying across the 
Stream a short way below, where I expected my old friend 
to hang out, and sure enough, after about ten minutes wait- 
ing I suw the uom.stakable signs of a good fish feeding, and 
richt against the logs as suspected, forthe bestfishinvariably 
look out the most inaccessible places to live in, My first 
cast Tight bang up against the tres “fetched” him, for up he 
came and lazily sucked in my tail fly, whenT struck sharply, 
led him up stream gently, and slipped the net under him 
before he knew whether he had a hornet or hook in his 
mouth, He weighed tlree-quarters of a pound honest. He 
did not make much of a fight, but I kept well out of sight 
and handled him so as not to scare him. I then caught 
about half a dozen, foul Looking some, they came so short, 
By one o’clock I had only caught twelye, and only one goud 
fish, During the aftgrnoon and eyening [ supplemented 
this with another dozen, besides a fewsmall ones I returned. 
My companion had caught one dozen as his day’s work, 
which, considering it was his first attempt, I call a remark- 
able good take, throwing the state of the weather and water 
into account. 

The next morning broke with a more promising aspect in 
spite of a light frost, as the sun was shining brightly, and 
the river had fallen considerably duriug the night, 80 after 
a good breakfast of trout we buckled on onr urmor once 
more, with the intent to fishup stream toward the ranch I 
stopped at on my last visit, some six miles above our present 
camp, and let the buekboard pick us up on the road and take 
us the remaining portion of the journey, Sport was indif- 
ferent until two P. M., when I happened to spy some light- 
colored flies that the trout seemed to be faking, On hunt- 
ing through my book I found some green gnats that I had 
tried just a few Vays before starting, and soon caught 4 nice 
lot of fish, but very Small, so I returned nearly all of them, 
feeling confident of filling my basket with good ones yet. 
But I was doumed to disappointment. For some reason or 
other the large fish remained anchored at the hottom, and in 
leaving off I fonnd myself with the insignificant total of 
three dozen, very few touching the half pound mark on my 
spring balance, Thus only began my troubles, for through 
some misunderstanding the buckboard failed to put in an 
appearance, so there was nothing Jeft bnt to set off to tramp 
five miles to the ranch. If any of your readers have 
tramped fiye good square miles in the dark over a yery 
rough road, in places even dangerous, in the dark, with wet 
shoes and legs, after standing in the water for upwards of 
nine hours, they will remember it; so there is no need to 
say how pleased I was to see a hospitable light in the ranch 
window, being assured of a hearty weleome. I was not 
long in getting rid of my wet things and a good substantial 
supper, and showed equal expedition in climbing between 
the shects, 
L wil] give you the dressing of my pattern of green nat, 

as I found it a goodone to kill and not difficult to tie. Hook 
number 18, body green silk, finished with a few turns of white 
hackle tinged with black near the hock. A couple of hairs 
from 4 mallard’s wine’ feather would be an improvement on 
the above as a tail, 
While seated at breakfast on the following morning the 

missing buckboard with companion arrived, Tt seemed it 
got dark before a, start could he made, and the yond is nota 
good one to trayel over at night, so he concluded to stay 
where he was for the night. 
We were soon busy discussing the programme for the 

day, and at length decided to start off on & hunt and ex- 
plore the upper waters of the Pecos. Having ho pack ani- 
mals we determined to make the best of 4 camp out without 
blankets, only carrying some provisions with us in our fish- 
ing creels. After about un hour's walk we came to a spot 
where the river forks, so taking the left-hand branch and 
striking out onto the mountain side, we soon fell iu with a 
well-worn trail, generally supposed to be the old Apache 
voute to Taos. We continued on the trail for about five 
milts through the most beautifal timber pasture and pictur- 
esque scenery without, however, secing anything to shoot 
at. About noon we discovered a small log hut that we 
found to be occupied by two young fellows who had 
located a ranch. They evidently showed good judgment in 
their selection of the quality and quantity of the grass, if 
abundanee of timber and water counts for anything, We were 
most kindly received, as is invariably the case oul West, and 
were given all the infornintion as to the best lovality for 
fame, etc. We. therefore concluded to stay there the night 
and hunt round the ranch in the eyening, We visited 
several licks and walked carefully over a good many moun- 
tuin sides, but sww ouly one deer, that got out of the way 
before a shot could he gotin, There were plenty of fresh 
tracks round, but we were not fortunate enough in coming 
upon the deer, 

To the evening, in the course of our chat after supper, our 
host mentioned a singular circumstance that I think deserves 
noticing. Being one day in search of some cattle that had 
strayed away he came upon the vemaiiis of a ‘inountain 
Jion” and bear lying side by side, There was no mistaking 
the identity, 1s portions of the skin was still stickiny to the 
skeletons, He brought uwuy the claws with him as a proof, 

His theory is that they must have killed each other. Tf this 
is so it is remarkable and interesting as showing the extra- 
ordinary power and strength a mountain lion must possess 
to be able to cope with a full-grown bear on even terms. 
Bears and lions are by no means uncommon in this section, 

In the morning we concluded to hunt back to our old 
quarters and resume fishing, as in order to successfully 
hunt deer a better knowledge of the country is essential than 
we were possessed of. On the road we again eame across 
a, deer, but in this instance also we were unable to get a 
shot, for although he was but a few feet from us at starting, 
the underbrush was so thick that we could not afterward 
catch a glimpse of him, 
On arriving at the ranch we found a Jetter necessitating 

our presence in Santa Fe the next eyening, so we determined 
to set to work and catch a good basket of fish to take into 
town with us. I used my same cast of flies, yiz,, red haclele, 
green gnat and black gnat; time, 1 P. M. In tie rst swim 
below the house, 1 caught four fish in about is mauy min- 
utes, only keeping two, however, ‘They rose fast and well, 
so in the first hour I had taken eight and returned about 
tiyelye small ones. I was then standing above my knees in 
water at the head of a shallow dam, when my ‘“pard” came 
up. limmediately inyited him to enter the water by my 
side and fish down together. By the time we reached the 
end of the dam, we had taken upward of two (lozen fish out 
of it by four o’clock. The next two hours were oceupied 
in fishing the next mile of river, and when we reeled up, 
our united take amounted to upward of sixdozen, not vount- 
ing the numerons small ones returned, The nixt evening 
saw us hack in Santa Fe, nothing having occurred to mar 
the pleasure of the trip. 
Tam quite startled at the Jength of my letter, but the 

pleasure of re-killing game or fish is so great, that one rung 
on without the slightest thought of the psin caused thereby 
to other people. In conclusion, 1 may sa, that if anyone 
wishes good trout fishing he can have it here—such as 1 
have described—but if shooting, he should seek some more 
favored spot. Wrerwarp Ho! 

dlatuyal History. 
CHARACTER OF OUR NATIVE SNAKES. 
TT\HERE has been so much interesting discussion in re- 

cent numbers of Forust AND STREAM, upon our naA- 
tive snakes, that a statement of what is fact and what is 
fiction in regard to them may uot be amiss, and may be of 
use in estimating the credibility of the suake stories which 
will doubtless appear in the future as they havein the past. 
Perhaps none of the common animals of our woods and 
fields is more imperfectly known, and at the same time 
more persecuted and misrepresented than the snake, There 
are many interesting features in the natural history of ser- 
pents, but the general dislike felt toward. them is a great 
obstacle in the way of arriving at a knowledge of their hab- 
its, People either come down on them with a heavy heel, 
or shun them altogether, supposing all snakes to be more or 
less dangerous. ‘There is little excuse for this, as all the 
serpents of northeastern United States, with but two ex- 
ceptions, are perfectly harmless. The two yeuomous spe- 
cies—the rattlesnake and the copperhead—haye moyable 
poison fangs in the upper jaw, instead of the ordinary solid 
teeth of the harmless snakes, which have both jaws fully 
toothed. 

Tt is surprising with what credulity the most absurd 
snake stories are receiyed, This is due to ignorance of their 
habits Viewed with the practical eye of the interested 
observer, they are very ordinary animals after all. Many 
persons are ate with stories of milk snakes (that mili 
cows), and of hoofsnakes (that with tail in mouth, pro- 
rress hoop fashion) and other “ old wives’ fables,” equally 
absurd. Such yarns, when weighed, are always found 
wanting. They are fabricated by persons whose love of 
the marvellous preponderates over their regard for that 
quality which, the poct says, when crushed to earth, will 
rise again. 
The power of fascination which has been ascribed to ser- 

pents is a fallacy which has given way before the inquiry of 
the naturalist. Many accounts of this power as accorded to 
these animals have been recorded, but are always traceable 
to other causes; for instance, the frantic actions of the dis- 
tressed mother bird, when the insidious reptile is too near 
the nestlings, huve doubtless often been the grounds of 
charging the serpent with mesmerism, There are actual 
accounts of fluttering birds finally being seized by snakes, 
but they had been proniouay bitten, and the poison was 
merely doing its work. Toads are sometimes seen to crawl 
in a half stupefied manner before snakes, ‘Their confusion* 
is due to natural terror rather than the mesmerism in the 
eyes of the snake. There is, indeed, a paralyzation front 
fear, which is of itself sutticient to explain instances of this 
kind. 

The popular belief that snakes swallow their young is 
now believed to be supported by the facts, This is not a 
literal swallowing on the part of the parent, however. The 
young when surprised merély seek a temporary refuge in 
the gullet ofthe mother, from which they emerge when the 
danger is past. This singular habit is recorded of several 
species of our snakes, and is probably common to all, 

Serpents liye solely upon animal food, which is. swallowed 
intact. They frequently succeed in swallowing animals of 
greater diameter thun their own necks, This process is 
accomplished by the aid of recurved teeth and expansive 
jaws, the bones of the mouth being united by elastic liga- 
ments, The teeth of snakes are not formed for crushing or 
tearing, but are rather a seri¢s of small hooks, which pre- 
vent the escape of prey which has once been seized. The 
reptile advances the teeth of one portion of its loosely con- 
structed jaws, and having secured a firm hold hitches the 
others forward and thus gradually works himself over his 
victim. The process really resembles this a8 much as swal- 
lowing. As the Westerner says in regard to his dram, ‘He 
gets himself outside of it.”” The writer once teased a water 
snake to make it disgorge its dinner, the presence of whiclt 
was very apparent from its distended stomach, The lump 
was finally thrown out in the shape of a freg, which gave 
signs of life, It soon recovered itsclf and hopped off to the 
water, apparently not much the worse for being swallowed 
alive. Frogs and toads, owing to their passiveness, are not 
much injured by-the swallowing process, and sometimes 
pass into the snuke before the breuth is out of their bodies. — 

The rattlesnake and copperhead are now almost banished 
from the cultiyated portions of the country. The former 
is neither an active nor aggressive animal, and if not mo- 
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Tested or cut of From ere flifles under cover and gives 
the right of way, 1 once killed a large rattlesnake which 
Thy companion, who preceded me along a mountain path, 
had unwittingly stepped oyer, the snake making no moye- 
tment whatever, Persous coming upon them suildenly are 
not infrequently bitten by them, but their habit is to give 
timely warning of their presence hy rattling angrily. I 

The use of the rattle is a mooted point in natural history. 
Tt is said to be simply nature’s warning against 2 dangerous 
aiimal, tlie ‘‘snake-in-bhe-grass’ ‘ery that the wise will heed, 
“Mnigidus, O pueri fugite hine lalet anguis in herba” Virgil 
says, Certain itis that men and beasts mstinectively shecr 
off when this alarm is sounded, One very probable use of 
the ruttics Is te call the sexes together. Some naturalists 
explain it all according to the theory of natural selection, 
The rattles are added at integular intervals, and ave fre- 
quently lost, They can afford no index toa snake's age, 
The copperhead is a much more vicious serpent, and strikes 
whenever its retreats are invaded, ; 

The real use of the fangs to all venomous serpents is that 
of procuring food, not defense. Snakes of this class are, as 
a tule, sluggish, having none of the agility of the non-yeno- 
mous species. Without this means of obtaining food, they 
would be but ill adapted to the strugele for existence, These 
fangs lie flat, when not in use, but are provided with erectile 
museles which throw them forward whet the serpent 
becomes excited, The coutraction of the poison glands, 
which lie beneath the fangs, forces the yeaom through the 
canal of the latter into the wound, Let no one think that 
by depriving it of its wenpons, the deadly serpent may be 
converted into a harmless pet. Behind them lie tiny germ- 
inal fangs which soon replace the lost ones, and the dormant 
faculty of destruction springs into new life. 

The food of our native snakes consists of mice, frogs, liz- 
ards, young rabbits and young birds, the smaller species 
sometimes feeding on beetles and other insvcts. The water 
snakes are excellent swimmurs and fishers, The serpent; in 
common with other reptiles of temperate regions, hibernates 
inthe winter. Itsskin isshed at intervals, depending on 
the condition of the animal. In casting, the old skin breaks 
first on the head, and is peeled backward until entirely 
thrown off. When found thus, it is, of course, inside out. 

Reully we have nothing to [var from creatures as helpless 
as the common non-venomous snakes. So faras danger of 
yenom is concerned, they can all be handled with impunity. 
The writer has been bitten repeatedly by water snakes and 
garter snakes, with less inconvenience resulting than from 
the scratch of a kitten. 

The indiscriminate :laughter of snakes is 4 practice which 
should be disconraged, for many of the inoccuous species 
ave useful destroyers of yermin. : 

* Wor nought so vile that on the earth doth live, 
But to the earth some special good doth give.” 

C. H. Towxsenp. 

COTTONMOUTH and WATER MOCCASIN 
Fiditor Horest nd Stream. 

Tn your issue of Aug, 24, in reply to a question from a 
Georgia correspondent, you say ‘‘the water moccasin and 
the coltonmouth, we think, are the same snake, as we haye 
found both names applied to the Apetstrodan piscivoria in 
the South.” Ido not avree with you that these snakes are 
the same. In my boyhood days | was very well acquainted 
with the water moccasin in North Carolina, avhere he was 
a yery common denizen of the ereeks and branches. There 
were two kinds there, both, if I recollect aright, marked 
exactly alike, except that one was long, slim and tapering 
to 2 fine point, while the other was more keayily built and 
inclined to he stumpy at the caudal extremity. This latter 
was 4 venomous rascal, and the former was harmless except 
as to frogs and minnows. Nowthe cottonmouth, which 
Ineversaw in North Garolina, and don’t believe exists there, 
isavery different suake. He is a rusty, blackish, dirty 
looking fellow, very much of the color of swamp muck, 
He has some markings, but these canno! be perceived with- 
out close inspection. His habits also are quite different from 
those of his North Carolina cousins. The latter lives almost 
éntitely in ronning water, while the cottonmouth avoids 
that sort of water. Ie prefers, and according to my obser- 
yation, slicks exchisively to pools or ponds, and the dirtier 
tind more stinking these are, the more are they to his liking, 
Thongh I hiye seen hundreds of them in Texas, I have 
neyer yet seen one in running water. You will find them 
abont the littl: stagnant, grassy pools along the water 
courses, bit dever in the water Gouises themselves, More- 
over, the water moceasin is nearly all the time in water; he 
is strictly a water snake; while the cottonmouth is rarely 
seen in the water, but always very close to it. If you attack 
the water moccasin on land, he speeds to the water as quick 
ashe can; if you attack the cottonmouth in water, he gets 
fo the land as quick ashe can. Though always about water 
he is not really 4 water snake. 

The water moccasins, both the venomous and {he harm- 
Jess, are lively, aciiye snakes, and seem to he imbued with 
a wood deal of intelligeuce. The cottontmouth is a slucgish, 
slow-moving villain, and secoms to We an infernal fool, to 
boot, MMe does not regard a min with uny more respect 
than he (oes a beast, and stumds in no Awe of harm what- 
ever. When he sees’ you approaching he will hardly put 
himsel to the trouble of coiling up as other venomous snakes 
do, to give you a warm reception, but usually lifts his head 
high up, his. hady stretehed out at length, and opens his 
Mouth at you just as wide as ever he can pop it. He will 
‘stay In this position, with head ercet und mouth popped 
wile open, » long time, When you begin to stone him, he 
will strike veuomously at avery stone that comes, He will 
Staind squire in his tracks and take allthat you can give him. 
You cannot make him yield an inch; he will die right there, 
I do not Iny this to the eredit of his natural bravery, Snt 
tather to his thick-headed, dense, impenetrable stupidity. 
He is so great a dunce that he does not know what you uaré 
doing when you are killing him, and does not séem_to care 
arow of pins for il either, OF all helpless, irrecleemuable 
fools, I think he cau ‘‘take the cake.” He gets the name 
coltonmouth trom his singular habit of popping his mouth 
open at you, and keeping it open, whenever you approach 
him. lis month, also, when held open, is quite white as 
compared with the vest of his body, so that some one said 

—thatdt looks asif it had been lined with lint cotton. He is 
sertiinly a very different snuke from the North Carolina 
Water moccasin. I question if they have any relationship 
with one auother, We also lave in Texas the poisonous 
water mocoasin of that State, but he is somewhat darker 
than the North Carolinian. We also have a harmless water 
moccasin here, bit he does not at all look like his N.C. 
ousin, if they be cousins, NA, Ts 

_ Ep Paso, Texas. 

“BYRNE” ON THE MUD-HEN. 

IS very pretty, cleanly, nicely behaved, tame, coufid- 
ing, greutly and yery wrongly abused, little water 

fowl, is not near so bad as some would make him. The bird 
known everywhere West as ‘‘mucd-hen” is properly the coot, 
Buiies americana, of the subfamily Getlinu/e, ot the family 
Rallide, while the mud-hen proper is the clapper rail, 
Fallus virginiunus, his entire family of birds are edible, 
some of them the most delicious of birds, The coot or mis- 
called mud-hen, powle @eaw (water-hen) of the Louisiana 
creoles, and generally of the extreme South, is perhaps the 
least palatable of the whole family, he flesh of the old 
birds is yery coarse and dark, but without any bad flavor, 
while that of the young birds, nicely broiled, will pass muster 
anywhere, 4nd has done so thousands of times, when the 
partakers of it were served with it as teal duck. These are 
facts, and give a true test of the edibility of anything. This 
bird, (mud-hen) if you will haye il so, is so far as [ haye ob- 
served, entirely a vegetable fecder, feeding principally on fresh 
water algse, mosses, weeds, and other aquatic plants and reeds, 
In prooi that it is quite strictly a vegetable feeder, is the fact 
thatit is furnished with a yery large and yery muscular 
gizzard. I haye opened and examined a large number of 
their gizzards and have neyer found any animal matter in 
them at all, except an empty snail shell inone. Many assert 
that they feed ravenously on fish. Ido not believe this, and 
vive the facts as T have found them, and feel confident that 
those who have, as they supposed, seen the coot eating fish, 
were mistuken, and mistook for it the “‘pied-billed grebe,” 
“dabchick,” ‘‘dipper,” “diedapper,” “water witch," (Padi 
lymbus pordiceps Less.) a somewhat similar looking, smaller 
bird, generally numerous in the same waters with the coof. 
It is also known by the euphonious title of “hell-diver” on the 
Illinois River, Til. 

This little bird is a rayenons eater of small fish, and is I 
think as edible as most of the ducks if properly prepared, 
What birds are not if youngandin good condition? Byrne 
wouldsay none except those that feed exclusively on carrion, 
and I willnot except young, fat, tenderhawks, owls, and her- 
ons (Ardeide), But I might be willing to excep! after trial the 
Steganopodes, the pelicans, cormoranis, et cetra, for these may 
be young, but are never fat. With them, wind, simple air, 
takes the entire place of fatin other birds. I could give a 
good many curious and interesting facts about persons par- 
taking of many different birds not generally used as food with 
great relish, and pronouncing them''yery good,” “delicious,” 
when they supposed they were eating some bird well-known 
as 4 fine game bird. BYRNE. 
Crockerr’s Buurr, Arkansas Co., Ark., Sept. 30. 

THE BREEDING OF QUAIL. 
Hiditor Forest and Stream: 

In reference to quail breeding 4 second time I have this to 
offer: I was shooting in Jackson county, Iowa, about two 
weeks ago, and while drawing a lield my two dogs pointed; 
a friend and myself advanced and flushed one bird, which 
T killed. Upon the report of the gun another rose, which I 
covered, and was about to shoot, when my friend cried, 
“Halt!” and I dropped the gun. [inquired the cause, and 
he showed me, running among the rag-weeds, a full covey 
of young quail, so young, indeed, that they could not fly. 
In the same field another covey was found which were not 
quarter grown. About a half mile from same place anothar 
covey was flushed, which appeared to be made up of two 
hatchings, as some were fully as large as the old ones, while 
others were not over half grown, These coveys were all 
found on the same day, Tuesday, Oct. 3, 1882, I do not 
know whether these young birds were the first or second 
hatching, but I do know that I saw them on the day men- 
tioned and that they were bona fide “Bob Whites.” Ocvo. 
Jonystown, Pa., Oct. 17, 

“J. H. 8.” is right, quail olten rear a second brood, and 
the pecularity in regard to it is, that after the eges are laid, 
the male bird sits on the nest and hatches the brood alone. 
Your correspondent, “James Wright,” has already been 
informed through your columns,that Thad eight egys hatched 
out of fen, All the birds are strong and liyely, and full 
feathered oul except the heads, they are far more gentle 
than young chickens, and fight with each other for the 
possession of the flies that my little five year old girl feeds them 
trom her hand. Mr. Wright's manner of feeding is good, 
but let him also add a peck of sweepings from the hay mow 
occasionally, tor in it are nearly all the small seed that quail 
feed on, and beside it furnishes them with the amusement 
that they like—seratching, I also feed ants’ eges for dessert, 
hut they are imported dry ones and not so good, I don’t 
think there is the least doubt about the ability of anyone to 
raise quail in confinement, plenty of room, air, yaricty of 
food, and above all, perfect cleus liness, being the reqnire- 
ments. Lam unable to make ont where “Wright” hatched 
his birds, indoors or out, as he speaks of “‘brush,”” Woulil 
like to know where he got his old birds and how he arranged 
the place of the confinement. My hirds still ocenpy my 
conseryatory to the exelusion of my plants, nnd while I 
hesitate what to do, I feur that some day Jack Frost will 
decide the matter in fayor of the quail. Winirs, 
WINFIELD, N, J. 

BREEDING QUAIL my ConFriNemENT.—The reply a few 
weeks since through the Fores, anp BrreEAM to my in- 
uiry about breeding quail in confinement, cave me but 

little encouragement to try any such exneriment, as I had 
in comtemplation in that direction, I had about concluded 
to abandon any such project, when fortunately a few days 
afterward, Taccidentully overheard a conversation between 
a gentleman from Williamsburg and one or two others, in 
which he detailed the successful hatching of two settings of 
quaileges under two small bantam hens, oue producing 
tight quails, and the other six. The one with eight was 
kept in yuite a large coop where she could get up ona roost, 
and the result was # loss of all the brood but one, which was 
put with the hen which had six, which was kept in n smaller 
coop without a roost. These latter were at the time of the 
conversation six weeks old and getting along nicely. The 
information thus obtained, with the subsequent articles in 
the Forest AnD Svreamon the sume subject, gave me fresh 
couraee, and I at once set about building accommodations 
for two pair of quail, and haye just completed them, And 
al T now lack to begin my experiment is the quail. 1 should 
very much like to get those that have heen bred in confine- 
ment if possible, aa 1 think they would be much more eaxil 
domesticated. The Williamsburg gentleman, aboye referre 
to, also rélated quite an interesting experience where the 
quail herself was engayed in hatching. During the process 
of incubation, baying niigsed the female quail forseyeral duys, 

he began uc investigation and found her lying dead beside 
the nest and the male bird performing her duties, This he 
continned to do until the eggs were hatched and one quail 
produced, Having asked the gentleman whether he had 
given Forms? AND SrrREaAm what 1] have detailed, and re- 
ceiving a negative reply, I Uiought I would do it for him, 
believing that it would be of interest to its readers. Twould 
like to get the address of Mr. Willis, whose article on the 
above subject from some other paper was published in 
Forums? ann SrrpaM a few weeks ago.—R. P. W. 

House WREN A Nest Ropper.—Le Roy, N. Y., Sept. 
25, 1882,—In one of your late issues a correspondent asks if 
any one has observed the house wren robbing the nests of 
other birds. My observations show that he is rather in- 
clined that way, ‘For several years the bird houses in my 
garden were appropriated first by the bluebirds, who built 
their nests and laid their eggs in peace. At about this stave 
the wrens arriyed from thé South, and after some sharp bat- 
tles, drove off the bluebirds, carried away their exes and 
broke up theiy nests, building their own in the bird houses. 
Perhaps this proves nothing, as they undoubtedly wished 
the houses for their own use; but in addition they removed 
the eggs from the nests of one or two pairs of chipping spar- 
rows, and, if I am not mistaken, took one or two rolins’ 
eggs. These eggs they carried off into the fields back of 
the house and dropped, their only apparent motive being 
the destruction of the eggs or the driving away of the other 
birds. It was very amusing’ to place the cat on the tree 
with the wrens’ nest and see the wrens attack her,—F. M. 0. 

Is Ir Sommerutye Locat?—Longilsland City, N. Y., Sept. 
22,—I would like you to explain the reason of the north- 
ward flight of, swallows during the month of August and 
the early part of September. During the past few years I 
have noticed that, during those months, large flocks of swal- 
lows came from the south every evening, all flying directly 
northward, Some evenings there are thousands of them, 
and they keep coming up until it is quite dark. I have 
never seen them flying southward in such numbers, and can- 
not account for the reason of their northward flight.— 
SWALLOW. 

Game Bag and Gan. 
ee 

Open SmaAsons.— See table of open seasons for game ani. fish 
tn tsaue of July 20. Z 

IT 1S OCTOBER! 

‘Wwe frosty nights succeed the sunny days, 

And hunters range the gleaming forests over, 
And round the mountains hangs a purple haze, 

Tt is October. 

When anglers lay their rods and baskets by, 

Pack leaders, reels and flies with faces sober, 

And lock them up, with many a wistful sigh, 
It is October. 

When pariridges steal softly from the woads 
At eve, to seek their food amid the cloyer, 

And in the sunny glades the woodcock broods, 

Tt is October, 

When timid does put on their coats of blue, 

And antlered bucks forsake the thicket caver, 

To roam, with listening ears, the forests through, 

Tt is October. 

When forests burn in crimson, gold aud dun, 

And hounds with mellow throats track woodlands over, 
When round the lakes is heard the booming gun, 

Tt is Oci ober. PENnopscor. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

N the 10th and i1th of this month, many migratory 
birds began to move southward daring the murky and 

easterly weather that occurred on those dates. The flights 
have been gradualand continued ever since. Your corre 
spoudent has distinctly heard the notes of the rail bird as it 
passed over head during the night, and there is no doubt 
that on the dates | haye mentioned, a portion of the rail left 
our marshes, although some may remain until we have 
cooler weather, which will in all probability follow the 
present fogey season. At Barnegat, N. J., and all along 
the New Jersey coast, duck shooting has opened, and ducks 
are reported as having appeared there in fair numbers, 
though not in such great quantities as would be seen if the 
weather was colder. All the varieties are tame now and 
stool readily, as the young among them do uot yet know 
the deceptiye decoy as well as they will in November. 
Brant have not shown themselves either in Tuckerton or 
Barnegat bays, and are not expected tillnext month. From 
all accounts, quail will be fairly plentiful in Pennsylvania 
this fall. Running birds have been seen thismonthin many 
of our small towns. At Brighton, N, J., one covey was 
observed on the move within the town limits last week. 
Years ago when quail were more numerous than now, it 
was very common to have shooting al running coveys, or at 
running coveys that were pushed until they would lie to the 
dogs on the borders of Philadelphia (the svason opened 
earlier then); and within at least twelve years your curre- 
spondent has had quite good sport for an hour or two, 
when he found it rather difficult to steer clear of the houses 
in shooting. Woodcock are beginning to drop in through- 
out our near counties from the north. The flight will be 
gradual, and las not been large. We need a little cool 
weathur before they will be well on the move, Our riyer- 
imen expect a renewed yisit of the snow-geese, or white 
brant, to our bay this fall. For the past three or four years 
tu.esc fowl have appeared every spring and autunin in the 
same section hélow Bombay llook. Very few have been 
killed, and yet they are superior to the Canada goose, or 
brant, on the table. The burned meadows on the bay shore 
seems to aitract them, and every year their work can be 
plainly seen where the grass has been pulled up by the roots. 
The rail shooting this year at Port Penn (Sim Lord’s)seems 
to have come allin a bunch, During the carly part of the 
season few birds were killed, but during the storm tide of 
September tremendous scores were made. If takes plenty 
of water to get on the high prounds in this section, but it 
pays to wait for it. Homo, 
Prinapeceuia, Oct. 21, 

Although the demand for W. & C. Seott & Son's us is enormous, 
Win, Read & Son; of Boston, are prepared to fill all orders,—Adv, 
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BEHAVIOR OF RUFFED GROUSE. 

Eiiiter Movest ind Stream, ° 
A few days since whilv strolling through a swale at the 

edge of second growth timber, I stopped beside a soft maple 
tree with offshoots growing at the base in a bushy manner. 
At the moment I stopped walking a ruffed grouse arose from 
the other side of the bush, distant. not over eight feet from 
meand probably about six, and flew straight away. A 
secoud later another srose, and another and another, until 
eight had so arisen and quickly placed a safe distance 
between themselyes and 9n imaginary foe. 

So sudden and noisy and confusing was it all, that, had I 
been possessed of a gun, I belieye I should haye neglected 
to use it. There was even 4 thumping set up inside me, and 
I felt dazed, as though I had suddenly dropped down beside 
a threshing machine. Why did these birds allow so near 
approach? If T had not stopped walking would they have 
allowed me to pass entirely by them? It seéms that a 
mental calenlation must have been made as to the probabil- 
ities of danger, and a conclusion reached that the visitor was 
not bent upon mischief, and that no notice need be taken of 
him othur than to watch closely as a measure of prudence, 
The other altemative is that the partridge is a fool and does 
not know when it isin danger, or what its own mind may 
he. There is perhaps intermediate ground for this explan- 
ation, that the partridge’s instinct leads it to hide always 
and to take to wing only as a last and sole resort, believing 
that the greatest danger lies in taking to wing. 
However, the pretty and tempting sight, as they flew 

across an open space to shelter beyond, led me to a determi- 
nition to procure a gun and return as s60n as possible and 
seek to secure some of them, Some ten days passed before 
an afternoon placed itseff at my service, and 1 then sought 
the same spot, causing the first bird to arise very near the 
original locality and at 2 distanee of some fifty feet from 
me. I approuched the place whence she hud flown, a 
tangled clump, yery cautiously, and got within some five 
paces of same, ITthen paused, doing thy best to detect a 
bird before it should leave on that exceedingly rapid and 
loudly heating wing that so flustrates the inexperienced 
marksman. The swale grew high and was intermingled 
with flowering and seed-bearing plants and shrubs, as well 
as bushes, so that my cffort was fruitless. Summoning 
great determination to do immediate slaughter, I adyancec 
one or two paces, when whit siiceeeded whir, the clattering 
of wings upon the twigs and leayes heing answered by a 
double roar from the battery, and all excitement, I peered 
about through the blae smoke that so calmly floated in the 
still air, in the vain effort to detect wounded or dead victims. 
There were none. ‘The engagement had ceased, and abio- 
lute quiet reigned upon the field of action. The partridges 
—seven of the original eizht—had sought all points of the 
compass, und the question presented itself, What next was 
to be done? 

Now, I had always understood from yarious hunters of 
the town, wise or otherwise, and had supposed it to be true, 
thal a bevy of such birds, beine fushed and scattered from 
a given place, would return to the same locality and re-as- 
scinhie as i family again, As these were evidently of the 
same brood aud had held to this locality for ten days to my 
knowledge, it seemetl to mé very reasonable that the rule, if 
trud, should now operate to my great adyantige and the 
better enable me to keep a rash promise made of wild part- 
ridges for » Sunday dinner, It will be seen right here that 
I was « veritable ‘‘pot-hunter,” and for which I cannot now 
atop to apologize. I wus after partridges ‘‘to eat,” of course. 
T had the alternative of seeking them among the grass and 
bushes, thereby securing moru “wing shots” and firing again 
into a blank and gimeless void, or quietly awaiting the 
prospective return, and ‘taking them off” as they came in 
on tell-tale wing and all unconscious of my presence, The 
more thought given this plan the more it grew in favor. It 
seemed like a strategic move in military affairs. The 
ane were to be surprised—the greatest of all desired 
results, 

I took my station, located beneath a screening bush, at 
2:30 P_ M,, making « note of the time that 1 might observe 
how long each bird was in réturning. An hour passed, as 1 
thught probable would be the case, and no birds, The day 
Was # pleasant one and I felt quite content. Another hour 
and the momentary expectation of inflying partridge caused 
me to be prepared, hammers at cock and gun in ready 
position, ears open and eyes peering in every direction. 
After still further time 1 grew tired of my conveniences for 
comfort and hethought me of rolling in a piece of Jog that 
lay near fur a more convenient seat. While so doing I 
mnight, if [ would, have heard a whir of wings but a sbort 
distiace 10 my left, but would not listen or pay it attention, 
Thsd covered that particular spot with my eyes and a large 
left ca more attentively than any other locality about me, 
as il was more open and exposed, and it could not be that a 
partridge had flown in there and escaped iny knowledge. I 
therefore discharyed all evidence on the subject and sat me 
on my newly arranged seat in renewed expectancy, 

It began ere long to grow darkish, and their coming could 
not be delayed much longer, us, of course, all such fow! go 
“Lo roost’’ early. T knew that tact, and had thought, allow- 
ing for extremes of timidity and shyness, that darkness at 
least, or the approach of it, would bring to my net the coveted 
plunder without chance of failure. wis now somewhat 
uiscommoued by the arrival of musquitoes in large numbers, 
but the interest in the bunt could not now be allowed to fag, 
and T took favorable and observant positions, and dealt with 
the mosquitocs as quietly and gently as possible. My wrath 
now at the indulgence of those blood-thirsty pests, allowing 
them to getin bites quite frequently beforegiving them any at- 
tention, and then quictly shoving them oif instead of bring- 
ing a trip hammer blow down upon them, knows no appeas- 
ing, and will wreak itself with dire effect another time, 

Tho dark shades continued to settle about me, and no birds 
flew in or few up to perches in the low timber aronnd; there 
was silence everywhere and silence ouly, with the exception 
of the voices of a pair of red squirrels that repeated to each 
other a peeping call from nearly opposite directions, 

Anxiety came creeping over me; the pot-pie dinner was 
resting upon a yery boastful and unreliable man’s promises; 
the plan that was ‘‘best laid” wus fast failing, and was likely 
to lose an advocate and supporter forever. 

Four hours had I remained as a statue, or a soldicr on 
guard, in cramped positions and amid other discomforts, 
and had seen no sign, But in the next half hour preceding 
absolute darkness, a light, a great light, came to me like a 
flash, and I felt creeping through my veins or tingling through 
my nervous system, the peculiar sensation that comes to all 
raw youths when sold, and when realizing that he, particu- 
larly he himself,isan egregious—fellow. Another red squirrel 

had chimed in his peep with the ones mentioned, and as they 
thickened and came from all about me, 1 knew they could 
no longer remain squirrels, and that they were, well, I 
think it needless to say just what. Tt was an out of the way 
place for squirrels anyway, snd almost anyone else than the 
Tellow that was there would haye known and appreciated 
the fact long before. 

There seemed to be peepers fifty, thirty, twenty feet 
from mé, and selecting the nearest, who seemed also to 
have a companion I sought in the almost} total darkness 
to creep up to them and make out their outline in the 
grass and weeds, and so secure a last chance. But I could 
not see although I could hear them so distinctly and with 4 
final determination to tike & ‘wing shot” again, I boldly 
advanced upon them to cause them {o arise and tuke flight, 
when lo, no more would they arise. A charge here and 
there in desperate exgerness failed to necomplish the de- 
sired purpose, and quite filled with disgust at the incom- 
prehensible behavior of some animals, and partly, also, be- 
cause I could no longer see where my gun mizh” be point- 
ing, provided I wanted to point it, I left the field and hied 
me home, 
Now, instead of going by the acrial route, for which they 

are so well adapted and equipped, will a partridge “ go 
afoot” preferably, and sneak along through the grass like a 
barnyard fowl? Tnstead of going to roost in accordance 
with supposed instinct, willthey pass the whole night hid- 
den in the weeds and skulking about? It seemeth to me 
so. Still, 1 do not assume to say that 1 know much of 
anything of the ways of partridge. A friend has claimed 
that they are incalculable and unknowable, and Lam dis- 
posed to allow that affirmation to stand, Possibly a per- 
son may run directly anent them, so as fo raise them with 
is foot, and then again he may not, and the ways other- 
wise will be too numici‘tus to mention. J, Quay, 

[They will go afoot, and your friend is right, ] 

WILD RICE IN ENGLAND. 
ws many questions are asked by our correspondents about 
WK the culture of the wild rice, and so much interest is ex- 
pressed in the subject, that we take great pleasure in laying 
before ow readers a letter from a gentleman, who is con- 
ducting experiments in South Wales with a view to aecli- 
matizing this valuable plant in Great Britain, The letter is 
addressed to Mr, Charles Gilchrist, of Port Hope, Ontario, 
whose interest in the introduction of this plant to waters 
where it is not indigenous is very great. A yast number of 
essays have been made to crow the Zizania aquatica in lakes, 
rivers and ponds all over the country, and while some of 
these athempts buve failed, many have been crowned with 
succeay. Therg is no question as to the value of the plant 
asatood for fowl, and no doubt about its growing any- 
where in our Middle and Western States where the soil is 
right, and the seed is properly sown. 

The letter from England is as follows: 

i BuicusycHan, LLANGHyTHEN, N. 5. O., Soura WALES. 

My Deay Siy—T fancy you must haye been rather surprised at my 

long silence about the success of the wild rice, but the fact is, all our 

experiments last year, 1881, were a failure; 1 gaye it to several friends, 

but none seeded excepting in one instance, two or three very small 

weak seeds being the result. The seeds you kindly sent me by post 
Jast fall, and the bushel subsequently sent, 1 again divided. The 
first seed sent by post, began to sprout in February, in the house, and 

Tsowed some of itin small tubs which I placed out of doors, and 

some in pansinthe house, The later sent, or at least what I kept 
myself of it, I sowed thickly in a pond, but it has not done any 

good. That put out of doors, in tubs, has much of it blossomed, 

but there does not appear to be any chance of seed forming, 

Lither itis too cold, or the winds we have had have blown the flow- 
érs off. Tam gladto say, with what T have in the house, in a cool 

room, 1 am silececding quite beyond my expectations. Some of the 
plants hive grown quilé five feet high, and, to my intense delight, 

tovo or three days ago I diseovered that seeds were forming ol sev- 

eral of them in quite an unexpected way. I looked for the seed at 

the lower part of the truss of flowers, whereas, I find they all form 
atthe point, 1 expect to gather from fifty to one hwidred seeds. 

They fall most quickly, I find, dnd Ihave been obliged to put some- 
thing under to catch them. In one of the ponds in which I sowed a 
lot of seed, both last year and this, there is no sign of anything, and 

Tmuch fear tiie rata and water-hens haye taken the seed. The for- 
mer are terrible nuisances, and if hy any chance they can getat the 

pans and tubs they will go right wider water forit. I sowed some 

of the seeds you sent me in the spring of 1881, in another pond, but 

none came up, so I did not put any thers this year; however, to my 

astonishment, about six weeks ago I noticed five or six plants show- 

ing above the water and looking well and healthy, Alas! in one 
week's time they were all nipped off either by rats oy water-héens. T 

was down at the pond this afternoon, and there are now about 

twenty plants up, but I fear it. is much too late for them 

to do any good; in fact, never were two summers more against the 
experiments—wet, cold and stormy, and scarcely any sim. A friend 

to whom I gave some in Berkshire suceceded very little better with 
the first seed I gave him thai myself, his gardener getting only two 
or three weak seeds. Iagain sent him some of the last seeds, and 

when I paid him a visit on the Tath of July his gardener had « num- 

ber of strong and healthy plants growing in a pot ina well-sheltered 
pond, and one or twowere then showing for flower. T have not 
heard the result, but ain in great hopes te have #satisfactory account 

in a day ar two. I must say 1 am now(as We get a little more 

acquainted with the habits of the plant) very sanguine as to accli- 
matizing it with your kind assistance. Am determined to persevere. 
Tthink one mistake I have madé in the pond is the sowing itin deep 
water, and go there is not sufficient heat vo make it yegetate early 

enough. Now, if you would kindly send me, as you did before, byery 

fall a little saad by post, I will not leave a stone unturned in the way 
of experiments. The seed comes really cheaper that way, and Isup- 
pose from being # shorter time on the road no doubt yegetates 

soouer. T fear 1 am rather late for this year's seed, but hope not, 

and look forward anxiously for some, 4s perhaps next suinmer may 

bea hotone, Of course I will pay all postage, 

T beg to remam, yours faithfully, 
Jouy Puce VAcHan Pryse. 

Gann Serzunn,—We learn that Mr. Wm. P. Dodge, one 
of the game protectors of the State of New York, recently 
seized two boxes containing fifty-four ruffed grouse (N. Y, 
“partridge") near Camden. The birds had been snared, and 
were consigned totwo dealers in New York city. Mr. 
Dodge has been quite active in the performance of his duties. 
A short time ago he had three men arrested in Herkimer 
county, one for shooting woodcock before the season opened, 
anotheror killing deer last February, and a third for kill- 
ing deer in July. There is need of more such men who will 
do their duty fearlessly and make the poaching rascals 
afraid to follow their nefarious business. 

HUNTERS’ LUCK.”* 
Now, westlin winds and slaughtering guns, 
Bring autumn's pleasant weather,” 

Cane Burns, but one-half of this, Virginia’s—lund of 
kK lovely autumns—most beautiful season, has past and no 
“westlin wind” nor impatient frost baye been felt, He who 
paints the autumn Jandscape has mixed his colors from the 
rays of the spring’s sun in the colorless water-filled arterics 
of the trees and flowers, and his pictures are more evanes- 
cent than those traced by human hand. Yet the latter has 
never found the Divine art of making the picture grow even 
more loyely as it fades and disapp:ars, 
What a grand specimen of these pictures, by nature's 

artist, a friend and myself beheld the other evening! The 
foliage, untouched hy winds or frost, still ching in full pro- 
fusion on the forest trees. Wesal upon horseback on the 
summit of one of our highest mountains, which we had 
ascended on our-way to the wild valley that lay below for a ; 
“deer drive.” Thesun was swinging low westward, leay- 5 
ing the spurs of the surrounding mountains bright golden- 
tipped, sel in sombre background of the gorges’ shadows 
beneath, Way yonder east on the gradually rising, but 
towering heights, was the untouched, verdant balsam forest, 
the deer's delightful home, up through which, here and — 
there, grew high the oak and maple, with their inimitable 
habiliments, in front the kingly black pine looking down 
from its eternal throne of FOCKS in majesty over its myriads 
of fantastically uniformed, diminutive subjects. The 
“Laurel fork,” whose lazy, clear waters, m shrinking 
modesty, were almost hid by the variegated foliage of the 
beech, the hemleck and the laurel twining loyingly over its 
banks, See yonder in the west that water mirror which 
has the sun’s angle in our faces, and but for which it would 
be far beyond sight! 

It is not to be wondered at that the Indian, whose birth : 
and home was amid these places, should be famous tor his 
wild and thrilling “‘whoop.” 
wild nature. 

“Graeme,” said my comrade, with 3 comical fwist in his 
saddle, ‘‘we are frowing too romantic to have a real deur 
out of these fancy woods to-morrow, they are too much 
creatures of imagination now to leave scent; big hunts make 
a flunk often.” , 

“Very good, what if we don't, Does not this pay you 
for your ride? or are you after scalps and venison?” 

‘What do you speak to me in this way for?” said he, “Pm 
no more of a savage than you, but if would keep the boys 
from poking fun at usif we could take some yenison and 
a pair of deer horns back with us.” a : 

“It’s the truth, Will,” said I, ‘‘when we are high up and ~ 
expéct much, we seem oftenest fo be disappointed, but 1 
imagine this has nothing to do with luck, it is simply be- 
cause we fall lower from high hopes than when we «are care- 
less and expect less.” ’ 
We speut the night, or part of it, by invitation, with our 

old farmer friend, who had three sons dwelling round him 
in the mountains, and long before the break of day we weve 
aroused by the horn of one of the boys, which brought forth 
two like lusty responses from the ‘doubles” of the mountsyin 
high up, accompaniel by the far off voices of the ‘pack.” 
As the sun crept thro’ one of the lowest gaps the stands 
were filled. 

This ig the least attractive part of the hunt. Perfect quict 
must be kept, and a sharp lookout. A. seat must be made 
of some old, rough wooden chunk laid at the foot of a tree, 
and then your seat has no springy back. Still this bas its : 

7 

It is the stirring response to 

charms. Solitude brings reaction; and the undefinuble yet 
pleasant poetic gloom of autumn steals over yon. Thoughts, 
acts, and images shoot with lightning speed through your 
mind. As the spirits are light, these thoughts are of boy- 
hood and youth—the tinkling ripplets of the stream suggest 
the melody of some old song, still e:hoing in Atleen’s en- 
chanting yoice—itself, in turn, the prolitic source of a thou- 
sand bright fancies. Again, we think of manly faces, manly” 
forms, friendships of bygone days; then a quick review of 
some injury; finally, as you weury, you grow in thoughtsto 
mature manhood. The day is then lengthening; you experi- 
ence a little sense of hunger—time tLe deer was coming, and 
every sound is transformed into the imagined baying of the 
hounds—you half drowse, and af the rayen’s distant weird 
croak you seize the wun, Now, a little disgusted, you feel 
that you would not dislike to have dinner—the rustic seat 
grows hard; your horse stamps and grows restless; some 
herdsman away in the distance is calling his cattle or sheep 
in the range right onthe run, Finally, you despair, and just 
then (for I was not exempt from these fancivs) I heard the 
hounds in full tilt, and every ridge gave back the echo of 
their eager cry. I seized my gun, and the click of the locks 
demonstrited how confident I was of ashot; but this was 
the day of “‘hunter’s luck.” The deer ran as none had been 
known to run, and, swiftas the wind, it few aeross the val- 
ley, over the mountain, where to follow on horseback was 
impossible, and all was gone, Pootmen follow with aim 
only to reclaim the hounds, and weary, disappointed, and 
trifie “blue,” 1 mount my horse and start for home with our 
equally disappointed host. ‘! 
Why does this trifle annoy us? Why reflect that a day 

has been lost from the stern demands of business life? Ih 
has passed and nothing done. Suppose a client has heen to 
the Office on important business? What if we are thought 
to bein a trifling business by the sturdy former we pass? 
We must have a decent respect for his solid opinion, | 
should be at home to-morrow. We reach our lodging and 
there enjoy a palatable supper. 
A change came over the spirit, of my dreams. ‘‘Well, 

Graeme,” said my cheerful host, “you lost a shob at that 
deer, my boy tells me, hy that noisy fellow calling bis cat- 
tle. We'll get one tomorrow, my word for if, The day 
will be splendid.” My spirits were perfectly restored, 
and the pleasures of hope, the hunter's friend, turned my 
philosophy into these thoughts: “I have worked inces- 
santly for a long year; the days of this hunt will never be 
charged ‘Lost,’ ‘tic allim a litetime; 1 am harming no one, 
am only losing the days, and the way Pll work when Ire 
turn will more than compensate for them, Then think of the 
splendid run to-morrow, how my horse will dash after deer and 
hounds; think of how the decr will run to points of land 
and water he has never seen, but which I haye leaned bi 
will make for; unbroken sleep and sport the next day be- 
yond wnticipation, and the prophecy of ‘mine host’ ful- 
filled.” GRAEME: 
Sournwest Vircinta, Oct. 16. 

Any person sending their address to H, R, Pooler, Serena, La Salle 
Co,, HL, will recelye in refurn free a fine colored lithograph repre- 
senting pinnuted grouse shooling on the prairies, also a catalogu 

of cartridge holders, belts, vests, &e.—Adu, 
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CALIFORNIA NOTES. 
\ FE hear a great deal now about gameand shooting, and 

the signs ure plentiful that the present fall will be 
one of great abundance as toe deer and birds. Some suows 
inthe mountains have driven down the deer toward the 
foot-hills, and -many have been seen snd a number killed. 
A dairyman residing in Squaw Valley, near Truckee, killed 
seyen deer near there one day lust week, = 

The Sutter Fuymer reports that E. M, Thomas, BW. D. 
Rickets and Wm. Thomas returned froma bunt in the 
Coast Range last Saturdoy. They killed thirteen deer and 
two small brown bears. 

T give some other extracts, bearing on tue abundance of 
deer, from the local papers, just to hear oul my statement 
that they are plenty, Thns the Calaveras C/onivle says: 

"Rd. Zumyalt, of this place, saw six deer Thursday 
Morning last while out Inmting about A mile from town. 
The late storm probably droye the animals down from the 
mountying,” 
And the Nevada, 7ranseript has the following: 
“Deer are beginning to come down from the upper coun- 

try in search of warmer regious to spend the winter in. 
Beveral have been killed recently in Pleasant Valley, a few 
miles east of this city. August Rapp got two there the 
olher afternoon,” 
Much move to the same purpose might be quoted, 
The State Sportsmen’s Association haye recently appeared 

as prosceutors in two trials of one F. D. Ross for killing a 
Spotted fawn in Marin county, such killing being by the 
statute illesal at any time, The jury in both trials dis- 
Agreed, but it is said that the cases will be brouglt up agsin, 
and & strong effort made by the prosecution to secure a ver- 
dict. However, the offender has been punished, though not 
by the law, for the California Gun Club, to which he be- 
longed, passed upon the case, found him guilty and expelled 
him, Of course action such as this is far more effective 
than nny decision of the courts could he, for the disgrace of 
such an expulsion cannot fail to ‘ouch a man more deeply 
than any fine that might be imposed would, The action of 
the California Gun Club cannot be too highly praised, und 
shows that sportsmen on this coast are thoroughly in earnest 
in their attempts to protect the game, <A San Francisco 
paper voices the wiiversalsentiment among sportsmen when 
if says: 
“he club is deserving of all praise for this action. Tt 

will haye a wholesome elfect all over the country, as show- 
ing our gentlemen poachers that, though they may escape 
legal punishment of their offenses, there is still a moral re- 
sponsibility, among their peers, to be faced which they can- 
not escape. It is chiefly in this way that our sporting clubs 
are going"to be beneficial in future. Let the example be 
followed throughout the State, and the gentleman poacher 
will soon cease ty exist. The sentiment created by such ac- 
tion in our clubs, from which there is no escape and no ap- 
peal, is worth 4 score of legal tribunals, governed by techni- 
calities, influenced by personal considerations, and deaf to 
the claims of ‘all Ga 

Tt is tno early yef io say much about the quail and duck 
shooting, though in Nevada, up among the mountains, the 
latter is good, Reports of slaughter from Battle Mountain, 
Ney., come to us here, and it is said that a party of four at 
the sink of the Humboldt killed 652 ducks in thirty hours. 
Thope that the story 18 not true, but I fear itis, Will 
Write again later. Now, 
SACRAMENTO, Oct, 16. 

HOUNDING vs. STILL HUNTING. 

\ JHILE this Important subject is being discussed 
} through the columns of your paper, | beg leaye to 

add my own experience and obseryations of nearly forty 
years, Twas born and reared in a little settlement in the 
heart of the Adirondack wilderness. It being a good lo- 
tality for deer, they were phin's plenty. They would come 
into the fields of grain, and seemed imclined to buddle 
about the clearings rather than be frightened away by the 
settlers, 

Before I was allowed to shoulder a ritle, in tending my 
traps set for mink, around the borders of the woods, I 
would tind many teacks of deer in the fresh snows of No- 
vember, 2nd would offen follow them a short distance, 
and see them stand, looking at me as if they knew I had 
no gun, QO! howl longed to arrive at that age when 1 
should he pronounced old enough to handle the ritle. That 
age at length arrived, and since that time I have not 
missed hunting more or less during the month of Novem- 
ber. Although I, in common with other good hunters who 
lived in the place, hunted most of the time during Noyem- 
ber and December, as the law then allowed, and a great 
Miny deer were killed within four miles of the settlement, 
and six or more hunters were constantly on the ground, 
yet deer did not seem to diminish or leaye the neighbor- 
hood. They were often plentier at the close of the scason 
than in the early fall, for they would come down trom the 
high lands to winter. The law was against hounding deer, 
and the settlers, especially the hunting portion, took goud 
care to have the law faithfully executed in some way. 
By and by, people Secame too indolent ta travel the deer's 

native haunts, and try to match their skill against the 
cunning wiles of the wary game. They began to think 
that they must hunt in 4 more sportsman-like (1) way, that 
is, to sit in 4 boat on some Jake or pond, and let the hounds 
drive the frightened deer into the water, to which nature 
has taught him to flee to avoid his canine enemy, and when 
in the water, being deprived of all means of escape, he is 
attacked by the sportsman (!) in his boat, and often shot in 
the lead while the guide holds lim by the tail. At all 
events the shooter has him as effectually as if in a trap; he 
ean murder him in any way he pleases. 

But [have digressed, 
Finally one of thos2 sportsmen moyed into the place, and 

with five or six hounds hunted constantly until the 16th of 
November, and the consequence was that when there came 
agood tracking snow, no deer's tracks were to be found 
within three miles of the clearings, and when once started 
they would seldom stop until they went into water. I have 
alwitys found the deer plenty about this place just in pro- 
portion to the amount they had been hunted with dogs. I 
know that hounding deer will cause them to leave their 
grounds. They haye an instinctive fear of the canine 
species. Who, with any knowledge of the habits of deer, 
Will say that a packof wolves coming into Hicir range, will 
not cause them to quickly vacate their accustomed feeding 
rounds for other quarters not infested with their most 

dreaded enemy. And it is the same when their grounds are 
infested with dogs. 1 firmly believe that still hunting does 
not drive deer from theit aceustomed liawnts. They seem 

greater than man’s, 
previously driven by dogs, or lead far away, hut play about 
from hill to hill, depending on their quick ear, keen eye, and 
sensitive nose for safety, 
that these protectors are very effectual. 

when 2 loud snort and the heavy 
meé that he had become aware of my presence. 
jumped upon a log hy me and saw a little hill about a hun- 
dred yards away, which I knew he would lave to go over, 
Tn an instint he was at the top and halted a moment to look 
back, He was so covered with trees and bushes that I 
could see only asmall spot the size of one’s hand. 
instant IT brought my rifle onto this spot and pulled 
the trigger, and the dark spot quickly vanished, TI 
went to where the deer stood and was delighted to find hair 
on the snow which had been cut off by the bullet, 
lowed him a short distance and found him stretched upon 
the ground, one of the most noble specimens of its kind 1 
ever saw, 
experienced. 
snow wilh moccasins, wet and cold feet, were all forgotten. 
T felt more than rewarded as I viewed his noble form and 
wide spreading antlers, which I cut off and preserved, and 
shall be happy to show them to any of the readers of PorEstT 
AND SvREAM who may favor me with a call. 

and Del Norte. 
and visited the ‘‘city” of Bazwache, 
went up the Rio Grande |wenty-seven miles to Wagon 
Whecl Gap, catching afew trout und killing a few sandhill 
cranes. 
Gap. 
wis dammed for bathing, and got out with ualacrity. 
remaining at the Gap for afew days, we pushed on to 
Antelope Park, killing on the way some geese, grouse and 
ptarmigan. 
and pack for Baker's Park. Without egotism I can say I 
have been in every State, and with one or two exceptions, 
every Territory im this United States, haye thoroughly tried 
the roads of the John Brown Tract and Sonth Woods, and 
T think I know something about bad roads, and T am will- 
ing to be placed on record, that the worst road I eyer did 
see is over the Cunningham Pass, oyer the main range. By 
referring to my diary, I find some twenty-seven of us built 
a bridge oyer the Rio Grande before reaching Antelope Park. 
While at work on the bridge, our most successful hunting 
afternoon netted us one goose and seyeu grouse, with two 
ptarmigan, 
sportsmen, notably Bill Crandall of Detroit, John Gunther 
of Dayton, Tom 
Jonathan Paxon of I never knew where, all good campers 
out and caterers. I should like to meet them again, 
to live sufficiently long to again try a hunt in Colorado and 
Montana, and to kill sufficient only for necessity.—M, U, 
SKRAT. 

—_. . 
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to have no Intuition that thelr speed and endurance 1s much 
They will seldom take to water, unless 

And I know from experience 

Thave often, on a poor hunting day, followed the same 
deer from morning till night, and never have found myself 
at night more than two miles from where I started lim. 

I well remember two instances. One was an ald buck, 
making an enormous track, and I determined to make a des- 
perate effort to secure him, 
There was only about an inch of snow covering the ground 
aud the leayes were frozen so that it was very noisy under 

Tstarted early in the morning. 

foot. I started him miany times during the day, following 
him through swamps with the water and snow both a foot 
deep, but his ears and eyes were too much for me. 
nol even gel a glimpse of his recoding tail until about sun- 
down, when he crossed a creck, waded down it a short dis- 
tance, and went out on the opposite bank and began feed- 
ing. 

T did 

This was my last chance, and I advanced slowly ond 
with the greatest caution. 1 had not gone far on the track 

crash of his bounds told 
T quickly 

Inan 

1 fol- 

O, the thrill of pleasure and satisfaction I then 
An all day’s tramp, wading through the 

Another instance: I followed » young buck all day, and 
just at night gota shot and killed him within one hondred 
yards of where I had started him in the morning. 
endorse the opinion of “Cap Lock” and «‘Forty-four,” and 
agree with “D, R. B.” that if the hound is used at all the 
hunter should watch on the runway and catch the deer on 
the jump. But do vot, for Heaven’s sake, murder him in 
the water. 
and then knock.him in the head when he is struggling for 
his liberty. F 

T fully 

Why, I would as soon set & steel trap for a deer 

I do not see much difference between the two. 
Lewis Gounry, N. ¥,, Oct. 16. Muserr, 

Oyer THE Rangr,—Wilmington, Del., Oct. 13.—Your 
issue of the 12th inst , containing a communication from 
“Rh. T..” of Del Norte, Col., has to me peculiar interest, 1 
should mueh like to make the sequaintance of “‘R, T.,” and 
from him learn more of the present Del Norte, and partic- 
ularly of a 6ft. 2in, auctionecr, whom I formerly called 
Uncle Frank, He called several times daily at our camp on 
the north or east side of the Rio Grande, by which means we 
became quite well acquainted. Perhaps “'R. T.? can place 
him, when I say his language was not always fit for ears 
polite, but was expressive withal. 
alluded to brings forcibly to my mind an experience, cover- 
ing, among others, his section in 1874, Being then in 
Denver, Col., and desiring an extended Imnting and fishing 
trip, we outfitted April 14, and started to Baker's Park, 

The commounication 

We crossed the Sangro de Christo range oyer the Moscow 
ass, into St. Louis Valley, thence west of Old Baldy, left 
‘ort Garland to our left, and eventually arrived at Loma 

For a side issue several of us started north 
From Del Norte we 

“R, TD.” says there are hot springs at Wagon Wheel 
[can corroborate that, as 1 tried the pool where it 

After 

Here we were compelled to leave our wagons 

With me on this trip weré some excellent 

alker of Prince Edwards Island, und 

I trust 

How Tarr Do Ip ry Inano.—In the Wood River (Idaho) 
Times of September 21, appears an account of the killing of 
a black bear by a mother and daughter which well exem- 
plifies the courage and selfreliance of the women of the 
mountains, Itis as foluws: “‘Lustweel Mrs, Marston, dur- 
ing the abscence of her husband, was doing the week’s 
family washing in the back kitchen of their home, near Ga- 
lena, when she heard & great noise among the pigs in the 
yard, Opening the door she saw a large black bear irying 
to walls off with oneof the pigs. The other pigs had climbed 
out of the pen and seattered in every direction, and two 
large dogs that had been out on several besr-hunts stood at 
a sift distance, pertectly cowed. Mrs. Marston rushed for 
the boiler of scalding water, which she empticd wpon the 
head of the bear while it was trying to retain hold npon the 
pig. er daughter attacked the bear with an ax and the 
two dogs came to their support. Mrs. Marston does not 
knew how it occurred, but in five minutes the bei was 
dead, with a dozen deep fashes from the #x in its head and 
shoulders, its hide nearly peeled off by the scalding water, 
both of its eyes scalded and closed, and the dogs hanging 
tait, That night the old man was asked if he would have 
pork chop or hear steak, and couldn't make it out until the 
affair was described, Te row says he will match his wife 
and daughter against all ns henr-killers.~ 
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Ducks Av MaNAnAwKEN Bay,—New York, Oct. 21, 
1882.—On the 16th inst, a double-reef breeze from the north- 
east brought the ducks down Manahawken Bay in nuter- 
ous flocks, and haying secured a good point on the lea side 
of Thoroughfare Island, we prepared to give them a fitting 
reception, We had enjoyed a good night’s rest, and eaten a 
good brealfast on board the Ark, which was moored in a 
neighboring creek to be used as our home during the week, 
and we telt confident of giving a good account of ourselyes 
should the ducks come within range of our ten-bores. Had 
the wind been more easterly, it would haye suited us better, 
but after all, when we had to stop shooting on account of 
the high tide early in the afternoon, we had bagged over 
thirty good fat ducks, besides loons, cormorants, and coots. 
The coming season, or rather the present one, promises to 
he Mi rood, as plenty of birds ure on the wing, passing 
up and down the bay (trading, the local gunners call it) to 
the feeding grounds. Black ducks, especially, are very nu- 
merous and stool well, The recent very high tides have 
overflowed the méadows, forming numerous ponds, which 
ave much frequented by the ducks, Plover, yellowlegs, and 
snipe are also abundant, and we secureail a fair share. Only 
two flocks of geese were seen during our stay, but more will 
be coming as the season adyances, ‘I'he winds and tides are 
an important factor in duck-shooting in Maraltawken Bay, 
as in other places, und thrice happy 1s the man who finds 
both favorable one day out of three, bit that oue day of 
good shooting will fully satisty any spoitsman, and a fair 
shot is pretty sure jo secure enough game to supply his own 
table and that of many of his friends, Frank Oliphant aud 
Dell Crammer haye one of the best ducking outfits in the 
bay, and the proximity of their floating home ycleped the 
Ark, to the ducking grounds, is 4 great advantage. On the 
mainland, quail and rabbits are yery plenty, so good shoot- 
ing will be in order after November 1.—J. H. M. L, 

Game Protection my Wromrec.—The circular pritted 
below explains itself. It is in keeping with other ood 
work in the sime direction in this yonug but growing Terri- 
tory, and we trust that some material results may follow 
the innny promises that have been mude about the protection 
of game in Wyoming. We believe that such results will 
follow, The cirenlar is as follows: . 

CHEYUNNE, Wyo., Oct. 3, 1882. 

Dear Sir-—An association has been formed und incorporated under 

the name of the Wyoming Game Protective Association, whose objeat 

is the protection of wild fame throughout our Territory by enforcing 

our laws affecting the same, You are earnestly invited to sid us by 

lending your name to the roll of members, An early answer is re- 

quested, Respectfully, 

M. C, BARK WELL, Secretary and Treasurer, 

P, O, Cheyenne, Wyo, 

J. H. Lovd, Thomas Sturgis, M. C: Barkwell. Moreton Frewen, 

Harry Oelvichs, Board of Trustees. 

Extract rrom THa By-Laws: Every candidate for membership 
must be proposed and seconded by two members xf the association, 
which application must be forwarded to the Sagretary at least ten 
days before any meeting of the Board of Trustees, and must be ae- 
companied by the entrance tee and first year’s dues. ‘The entrance lee 
to this association shall be $5; and the annual dues $5; payable in 
fudvance, 

New Yors.—Fire Island, L. L., Oct. 19.—Several flocks 
of geese passed here Oet. 1, and also four brant. There are 
a great many coots in the bay. Mallards are coming on I 
hear. They are yery seldom seen here, I saw yesterday 
(18tli inst.) some black ducks and also a number of broad- 
bills, the first I have noticed this season, Sheldrakes have 
been here since Sept. 10. Prospects are good for plenty of 
duck shooting in the bay this fall, At Bay Shore, L. 1., 
the nearest station to the bay, good accommodation can be 
had, and men can be hired with boats and decoys.—B. 

Horneciusvittn, N. Y., Oct. 28.—Squirrels, black and 
gray, have been very plentiful here this fall, Thousands 
have been killed within a few miles of the city, bnt nearly 
all have how migrated or been killed. Ruffed grouse ate 
very scarce, Several fine specimens of the snowy owl haye 
been shot, and fhatis said to foretell a cold winter. My 
brother shot a crane whose wines spread seven feet eight 
inches, and my son, eleven years old, shot a hawk or buzzard 
that weighed nine and a quarter pounds, Silver and Cone- 
sus lakes are suid to be alive with ducks,—J, Ors ’eLLoWs.. 

Daxora.Crow Creek Agency, Oct. 19.—Ducks, gecse, 
and cranes are very plenty at Red Lake. Mallards, red- 
head,.a few canyas-backs, and a number of other varicties, 
are there in abundance. -I have had some splendid shooting 
there, though at present the birds are a little wild, as most of 
the ducks living there were bred on the lake. There is a 
new flight coming in soon, and if any of the friends of the , 
Forest AND STREAM Wish to get some good shooting, ict 
them take the Iowa and Dakota Division of the C, M, & St. 
Paul R. R. to Chamberlain, D. T. From there it is only six 
miles to Red Lake. Thereisa good hotel at Chamberlain 
and pleuty of livery teams at the stables. I think 1 can 
guarantee good shooting to any person that can shoot. I 
find that my canoe works to a charm. The center of the 
Jake is filled with large weeds and it makes a good blind. 
There are two or three large points that put out into the 
lake, and there is good shore shooting from them, Every 
morning and evening there is a large flight of geese, brant, 
and cranes out of the lake to the neighboring corn and grain 
fields, —Lowur Bruise, 

Camp. Cooxery.—A reader of Formsr AND STREAM asks 
for information on plain cooking without the usual store 
furniture. Fish and birds require a covering to keep the 
coals from charring them; paper around the fish will do, to 
be dipped in water, then placed in coals. Clay may be used 
for the birds; these may be baked with feathers on and un- 
drawn, if so desired, the feathers coming off with the clay. 
Glay may be found under g#rayel on lake shores, also under 
muck inswamps. Corn is roasted in the husk, Corn cake 
is simply meal, water and salt placed one inch thick onan 
iron plate before the fire at augle of 45 deg., turned as” it 
browns, then wrapped in wet cloth when hot and laid hy 
for a couple of hours to soften by the steam. Miner's bread 
is composed of flour, water and salt, wrapped around a 
stick, turned as il browns until all done. awker’s udvice 
for tough birds, such as gulls, fishy ducks, and all birds, if 
lime will ot permit the natural ripening, is burying in 
earth ten to twenty hours.—R. Hf. D, (Canandaigua, N. Y.) 

‘Ross! ia the name adopted by Upthegroyve & McLellan, of Val- 
paraiso, Ind,, for one style of thelr celebrated Shooting Suita, By 
persistent advertising and good work their suits haye become 
national in reputation and bave many friends imall parts of this 
continent.—Adr, 
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Tutrnors.—Charleston, Oct. 18—About 11 A. M., 18th 
inst,, William Jeffries, John Mitchell, Richard Curd and 
Walter Kennedy started out for an afternoon's shooting. 
They were eight miles northeast of heré, on the prairie, It 
was nearly clear all the afternoon, ind the wind was blow- 
ing a gale from the northwest, When the hunters returned 
home at night they counted out seventeen prairie chickens, 
eight qnail and eight blue-wing teal. That was a large bag 
for this locality, considering the scarcity of fame.—Fox 
SQUIRREL. 

ConnEcticut.—New Haven, Oct, 19.—Quail and ruffed 
rouse are said fo be quite plenty over toward Clinton and 
Westbrook. One of the passengers on the Shore Line road 
brings twenty-five or thirty birds to this city every morning, 
Mr. Frank E. Long shot quite a number of English snipe in 
the vicinity of the South Cove, Essex, on Saturday last, 
Ducks are still abundant off Branford, and there will be a 
line Saturday, Oct, 21, Coots are still plenty, and the old 
squaws may soon be expected. 

OLp Breecn LoaApmyg Rorue.—A recent number of 
Blackwool’s Magazine gives an account of a curious rifle 
used in Ferguson’s (Brifish) corps during the revolutionary 
war. ‘The inventor did some good shooting in the presence 
of the King, tired six shots in the space of one minute, 
“poured water into the pan and muzzle of the piece so as to 
wet the powder, and then in the space of half a minute fired 
her ns well as eyer without removing the ball.” 

Nova Scorra.—New Glasgow, N. §., Oct. 16.—Moose 
fre very scarce this yeir; several parties have been out, but 
only one cow has been killed so far. Bears are plentiful, 
Can you icll us what kind of dogs are used in the States for 
bear hunting? There are some ecaribon out on the barrens, 
but are seldom hunted. Ployer have come and gone. Ducks 
are here, and brant and geese coming.—J. H. C- 

New Jersey,—Weehawken, Oct. 21—The shooting has 
heen better on the Hackensack meadows during the past 
few weeks than for years, A well known sportsman recently 
killed and bagged in one day sixty-one ducks, mainly blue- 
winged teal, The rail shooling has been very fair. 

Mtsstsstprr.—Sardis, Oct. 16.—Birds and squirrels quite 
lentiful hereabouts, with a good sprinkle of deer and bear 

in the Mississippi River bottom, Fishing (with net) is any- 
thing but good, Tworked hard for some of the finny fel- 
lows last week, but nary a bite did L get.—Davy, 

GrorGtA.—Macon, Oct. 16.—Our supply of quail is very 
fine, and from all reporis they are much more plentiful than 
Jast year, Turkeys are plentiful in some sections, and we 
are now having a few ducks on our market.—I, H. J. 

Soutm CAno~mya.—Rock Iill,—Quail are very wbundant 
here, and a little later fhe shooting will be tine.—B. 

Ropnr, Frorma, can hear of some No. 12 Roper shells 
by writing to this office. 

Camp Sire H lickerings. 

. “That reminds me.‘ 

HE conversation had somehow drifted to the dogs, and 
after the small dogs had had their day, the large ones 

Were given a show and each one who had ever seen asizeable 
dog trotted him out, and displayed his gigantic proportions 
to the utter confusion of all who had preceded him. After 
the figures had risen from a good size to rather an extraya- 
gant height, and a huge fellow of nearly two hundred 
pounds had been produced, utterly silencing all competition, 
Cud was asked how heavy a dog he had everseen. This, of 
course, put him upon his metal, and as there was much at 
stake, he assumed an air appropriate to the importance of 
the occasion, and clearing his throat he remarked that he 
had once secn a very large dog, in fact a perfect monster, 
but that it was so long ago that he had forgotten his exact 
avoirdupois, but that his owner, in response to an inquiry, 
once sent his weight ina letter, and the postage was over 
seven dollars. =~ 

A country editor from Nova Scotia was lately doing the 
States and was much struck with the ‘‘cheek” of the inhab- 
itants. One day on the train, near Boston, an American 
came into the car, looked around, and seeing a vacant seat 
by our friend stepped up and, finding it not engaged, seated 
himself. ‘Here now,” thought our editor, ‘is another of 
them confounded inquisitive Yankees; however, I'll fix 
him.” Barely had the American touched the seat before he 
began: . 

“What is your name?” » 
“§——,” replied the Nova Scotian, telling the truth, 
“Where are you from?” continued the Yankee. 
*““Btoke-on-Trent, in England," lied the Bluenose. 
‘What are you doing out here?” 
‘Shooting. Iam now on my way down to Nova Scotia 

moose hunting, and then go to Cape Breton for duck shoot 

“What make of a gun do you use?” went on the inquisi- 
tive one wilh new interest. 
Now, our editorial friend had never fired a gun in his life, 

but he had heard some of the gun club boys learnedly dis- 
cussing the different makers. “‘Any way,” he thought, ‘not 
likely this sucker would know a fun from a horse-pistol,” 
so, with the air of a professional, he returned: 

“I ain using a hammerless Parker at present, one of our 
best London makers,” 

“Indeed,” said the Yankee with an innocent smile, ‘choke 
or modified ?” 

“T generally use her full choked, but she screws up or 
down to any gauge." 

After a few seconds’ silence the Bluenose continued: 
“These hammerless guns are so handy there is no trouble 

cocking them, Whenever you shove in the ramrod back go 
the hammers and she is ready for action, What, you are 
not going, are you?” 

“Yes,” said the American, rising, “this is my station; 1 
hope you will haye a pleasant trip, though the hotels in the 
Provinces won't add much to it. Iam glad | haye met you. 
By your accent I would take you foran American. Good- 
bye, and good luck to you. My card; oh, yes! I am Mr. 
Parker, of the gun works, Meriden, 

Sea and River Sishing. 
Opmn SEASONS.— See table of open seasons for game and fish 

un issue af July 20. 

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER. 
FRESH WATER. 

Lake trout, Cristivomer namay- | Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti- 
cus, | 2zostethrum, 

Siscowet, Cristivomer siscowet, | Yellow perch, Perea fluviatilis. 
Grayling, Thymallis tricolor and | Striped bass (Rocktish), Rocous 

T. montanus. _ _lineatus. 
Blue-backed trout, Salvelinawsa | White bass, Roccus chrysops- 

opwesse, Rock bass, Ambloplites, 2 species, 
Land-locked salmon, var. sebago, War-mouth, Chanchrytthis gulo- 
Black bass, Mieropterus, two spe- 

cies. 
Maskinouge, Hsox nobilios, 
Pike (N. Y. pickerel), Bsva: lucius, 
Pickerel, Esox reticulatus, 

sus, 
| Crappie (Strawberry bass, ete,). 

Pomexys nicromaculats. 
Bachelor, Pomoxys winularis, 
Chub, Semotilus bullaris, 

SALT WATER. é 
Sea bass, Centropristes atrarius. | “Seatrout,”' Cynoscyon carolinen- 
Striped bass, Roccus lineatus. sis, 
White perch, Moroneamericann, | Sheepshead, Archosargus proba- 
Scup or porgie, Stenolomus ar- tocephahis, 

gurops. Kingfish or Barb, Menticirrus ne- 
‘Tautog orblackfish, Taulogaonitis|  bulosus. 
Bluefish or taylor, Pomatomus | Spanish mackerel, Cybium macu- 
saltatriz, tatim, 

Weakfish or squetague,,Cynos- r Drum, Pagonids chromis, 
cyon, reqalis. | Lafayette, Liostomus obliquus. 

Sinelt, Osmerus nordax, Red bass, ete., Scitenovs acellatus. 

(s§~ This table is genera], For special laws in the several 
States sce table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20, 

What tho long-roll is 10 the soldier the reel-click is to the angler. 

Tv is the call to battle and stirs the blood like the sound of a trumpet. 

* * * The moment, however, the fish feels the sting of the hook 
he shoots off with a rush, cunsing, by his rapid movement, thal whiz 
and whir-r which, to the angler, is the most thrilling music that ever 

falls upon his ear, The deliberate cliek, click, which succeeds the 

strike is the measured prelude to the grand chorus which follows 

when the astonished fish onters pon his mad career. * * * There 

is but one sound in nature, animate or inanimate, which at all re- 

sembles the whir of w reel in full play—the rattling trill of a king- 
fisher when on the wing. Ti isa singular coincidence that the mnsic 

of the best angler known to ornithology finds its most perfect 

counterpart in that which man finds indispensable to his successful 

pursuit of a pastime that constitutes 7ts life-long vocation. They are 
in great numbers on the Gaseapedia, and more than once my reel 

and this feathered angler have joined in a duett, to my great amuse- 

ment and delight. They were ijn as perfect accord asif brought into 

coneert piteh by fie hand of the same master,—George Dawson, 

“Pleasures of Angling.” 

THE ANGLERS’ TOURNAMENT. 
r pe First Annual Forrest AnD Stream Anglers’ Tourna- 

ment opened at Harlem Mere, Central Park, New 
York city, on Thursday, the 19th, at 11 A.M. The place 
selected was on the eastern side of the Mere, on Fifth aye- 
nue, near 110th strect. Here there was a large open space, 
with graveled walk, next the water, and » substantial plat. 
form had been built thirty feet out into the water, giving an 
opportunity to cast in three directions, according to the 
wind. This platform was originally intended to be two feet 
aboye the water, but by request of the buss casters, some of 
whom cast with the point of the rod below the feet, or “‘un- 
derhanced,” 1t was placed at an elevation of three feet, The 
day opened in a lowery, clouded manner, but there were 
many persons present, and a“few ladies graced the scene, 
Mr, Jones, Superintendent of the Park, had kindly provided 
sents for 200 persons, who could have a fine view of the 
eastine. From the south to the north side of the lake, close 
to the east shore, a line was stretched, to which buoys were 
attached five feet apart, each alternate one in order from the 
stand being marked with the uumber of feet distant from 
the platform. In a boat outside the line the judges and 
referee were paddled about when the contests were going on, 
enabling them to keep abreast of each cast and thus cor- 
rectly estimate its length. When the turn came for casting 
for accuracy and delicacy, which followed the casting for 
distance, a single buoy of six inches diameter, anchored forty 
feet to the south of the stand, was made the object of aim, 

This buoy was nicely made and presented by Mr. B. F. 
Nichols, and it was so evenly balanced that only a ring 
stowed above the surface, Lhe first thing on the pro- 
gramme was the light rod contest, which had been pro- 
posed by makers of lixht rods to show what they could do. 
‘The result was a surprise, as no one thought that over sixty- 
five feet would be cast with them. .Mr. Hawes, a workman in 
Mr. Leonard's rod factory, cast eighty-two feet with a tour 
and a half ounce rod, é is a pupil of Mr. H. L. Leonard, 
who did not cast at allin the tournament, on account of 
illness. The latter is probably the handsomest fly caster in 
America with either single-handed or salmon rod, The 
retrieving of ie. Hawes elicited warm commendation. On 
his back cast the flies were up in the air at an angle of thirty 
degrees. The following are the scores: 

LIGHT ROD CONTES'S, 
Judges: James Benkard, Prof. A. M, Mayer; G, W. Van Siclen, 

referee. 
Class A.—Open to all. To be east for with rods of 544 ounces in 

weight or less, made with fernles and reel bands, and of two or more 

pieces; rods to be not longer than ten nor shorter than nine feet; 

six to nine feet leaders with two flies. 
Scale of Points—Distance, actual cast; accuracy ani delicacy, 

twenty-five each, 
Winners to have choice of prizes in the order of their awards. 

i, A split bamboo “Catskill” rod, reel and line, given by Wm, 
Mills & Son, 7 Warren street, New York.._...... Pabsstisas $50 00 

28, Members Sonth Side Sportsman’s Club, cx#h 25 00 

4, One year's subscription to Forest anp STRHAM,........-... 40 
Length Weight Dis- 
ofRod. of Rod, tance. Deli- Accu-_ Total 
Ft.In, Ozs, Ft. cacy. Tac. . Points. 

H, W. Hawes.........-.: 10 0 5 82 12 3 4 
R. C, Leonard,,.......... 91134 5i4 3 20 20 118 
Reuben Wood... ........ 9 6 514 70 17 15 102 
George §, Hier.......-.. 10 44g ae 67 15 15 nv 
H, Prichard,....,.-:-, -,9 7% 36 67 9 20 96 
EB. S. Osgood...-. ......5 a6 544 58 10 18 &6 
James Annin, Jr..c...:.. 10 44 «44% 64 9 10 83 

GLAss B.—To be cast with ful] mounted rods of two or more pieces, 

with metal reel bands, weighing not more than four and one-half 

ounces; leaders to be six fo nine feet, with two flies. Judges and 

scale of points as above. 
1, Members’ South Side Sportsman's Club, eash,,.......-......p25 00 

2, William Mitchell, rod maker, 26 Vandam street, New York, 
offers a three-piece fly red, duplicate joint and three tips, 
four and a quarter ounces weight, or similar rod with metal 

reel plate one ounce heavier, if winner prefers, value....... 80 00 

#. One year's subscription to FOREST AND STREAM. .:-..:1-.----+4) 4 0) 

nae of Weightof Dis- 
ie Hats ber Deli- , Accu- eee 
Mt. 28. A cacy, tracy, Points. 

H.W. Havwes..-. .10 6 73 10 pre 112 
GS. Hier =~. 10 4 66 20 18 104 
James Annin, Jr..10 60 1d 20 fd 
B. Mills, ,, 2... 010 th (0 g 16 rr 
Mr, Annin cast yery prettily but failed in distance, 

- B. F, NICHOLS’ CONTEST. 
(Single-Handed Fly Rods.) 

Judges: James Geddes, Dr. A. Ferber, IMr&ncis Endicot, referee, 
Scale of Points. —-Distanee, delicacy and accuracy, thirty-three ench, 

Open toall. Tach contestant to use the same rod, reel and line, 
which will be furnished. (Rod 10ft. long and weighing Glgoz.) 

Hach competitor will be allowed three minutes practice with the rod 
before casting. The scale of points in this class will be distance, ac- 

euracy and delicacy, thirty-three each, The line must be retrieved 

after each cast. Two flies to be usedon leader. The casts for ac- 
curacy shall be at a distance of forty feet, Accuracy and delicacy 

shall be judged perfect when the stretcher-fly sirikes in the Hout at 

every cast (after reaching it) without splashing and before the hody 
of the line strikes the water. All the prizes are donated by B. F. 

Nichols, manufacturer, 153 Mili street, Boston, and all in grooved 

wood casts. i 
{. Split bamboo salmon rod, 1614ft., 27402. wilh two tips, Ger- 

man silver mountings, ($42.00). Also one split kamboo 

trout rod, 10ff., Ti4oz., German silyer mountings, value 

SOnHOL MParalaey Veen setae eer ee ee vires OR 00 

2. Split bamboo troubrod, 1ift., 84oz., German silyer mount- 

ings, two tips, $20.00. Also one similar rod, 1Wft., 7140z., 

» DAVAO lesb Suhel Dork cep rics BS ES eRe CE ton Se ABS 40 00 
8, Split hanvboo My rod, 11f%,, $460z,, tivo tips, German silver 

CFA Saree Be 55.6 55 BO Salad aoe ee a ropes 20 00 

Allow- 
Distance ance for Deli- Aceu- Total 

cast. cast. cauy. ues points. 
iy We Hawes) 3... saac es::22 val 32 30 2 90 
Reuben Wood..,....:..-..- 28 30 3) 88 
InaAV pods fas peewee seep ee H 28 80 30 Be 
James Annin, Jr,............. 2 a2 30) 30 82 
R,C. Leonard........ areata 33 28 20 al 
Gaga meray een ae eaner 2 25 Ba 80 
Wi Gioihertons sas is. seetyqise 20 8a ao 78 
Dr. M. E, Elmtndorf.....,.... 19 25 28 2 

Here again Mr. Hawes was a winner with a cast of only 
71 fect against the 67 by the veteran champion, Reuben 
Wood, Both these gentlemen, it will be seen by the terms 
of the contest. were using a rod they had never se-n before, 
Tra Wood followed with 64 feet and James Annin led such 
casters as W, Holberton, Geo, 8. Hier and Dr. Elnendorf. 
Mr R. C. Leonard made the longest cast, 74 feet, but failed 
in delicacy and accuracy. By the time.this contest was 
called the rain began to fall heavily and rubber coats and 
tnbrellas were out in great numbers, Still many not pro- 
vided with these articles stayed, and even some ladies re- 
mained on the seats until the close of this contest, which 
ended the sport forthe day, 

Pripay, Ooropmr 20. 

This day opened fair with the wind from the northeast, 
and the buoy lines were shifted to the south, Baflling winds 
were in order all day, Still wood casting was done, and 
previous records beaten, The committee were asked to bar 
out the winners of yesterday _rom the amateur contest, but 
did not see their way to doit under the rules. This kept 
out many gentlemen who felt that they could not compete 
with professional rod-makers like Hawes, R. C. Leonard and 
Culhane. The error was in the rules, which were strictly 
adhered to, and as the nen named had never cast before in 
public the result was unforeseen. The first contest to-day 
was— 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING.—CLASS A, 
Judges, James Benkard, Barnet Phillips. W. Holberton, referee. 

Scale of points asin light-rod contests. Open to those who have 

never castin any tournament or who have no public record of cast- 
ing sixty feet, with rods of seven ounces or over. The winner to 
have choice of the following prizes and the other contestants to 

ehoose from the remainder in their respective orders of merit: 

|. Forest anp Stream offers a solid hammered coin silver 

gold-lined flower, fruit or punch bowl, value.,.......2. _, $125 00 

2. Members of the South Side Sportsman’s Glub offer cash,,.. 60 00 
8. James Ramsbottom, Baldwin's, L. I.,a split-bamboo fly ‘ 

rod with reel, reel case, and water-proof silk line....___.., 35 00 
4. Wakeman Holberton, 65 Fulton street, card of copy of 

Standard Trout Flies, colored by hand, in frame......_. Fe LOE OA 

6. One year’s subscription to Forest AnD STREAM.....,.,,.... 4 00 
Length Weight Dis- 
of Rod, of Rod. tance. Deli Accu- Total 
Fi.In Ozs. Ft, nee racy. Points 

W.H. Hawes....--...-. ii 6 934 81 a 25 131 
M. Gulhane.... .,,..- 16 86104 C1 200118 
R. CG. Leonard..,..... ii 6 10 85 12 200 + «LIT 
J. Ramsbottom, ....-. il 0 8 63 23 23 109 
M. H. Elmendort...-..- ll 6 ree 5G 22 22 100 
Ed. Eggart........ ..... 4 8 60 20 18 98 
Hy P, Wells..-.1 5... 256 10 2 8 50 15 18 83 

STRIPED BASS CASTING, 

(New York Bay Style.) 

Judges: Charles H. Murray, Francis Endicott. Barnet Phillips, 
Referee. 

Casts to be made with one-ounce sinkers, in a lane twenty feet wide, 
and each contestant to have five casts. His casts within the lane 

only to count. The distances to be added together and divided by 
five; the result to constitute his score. 

1, ‘Remington sewing-machine, with four drawers, hemmer, 

ete., complete, presented by Martin B. Brown, New 

SEICNE as One Se cahickaag Poe Petal ov ap COTA es seen aU hea noha 22 BERT OLL 

2. One year’s subscription to ForEST AND STREAM.,...-....4.. 4 00 

4. * Paddle and Portage,” by Thomas Sedgwick Steele, Hart- 

ford, Conn,. from the author, .,..........-..-. Peet as 4 50 
r ist 2d 8d 4th 5th Av 

cast, cast. cast. cast. cast. erage, 
John EB, Williamson, A in ge ot 83:3. 
Edward vom Hofe.,..... aco 45 85 of ad ) eT 

The casting here was poor. Mr. Williamson has a, rec- 
ord at the Coney Island tournament of 168 feet 6 inches. 

STRIPED BASS CASTING, 

(Sea-Coast Style.) 

Judges: William A. Woodhull, S. M. Blatchford, James L. Vallot-- 
ton, referee. 

Opento all. Tobe cast with 24g ounce sinkers. Winners to haye 

choice of prizes, in the order of their awards. Lane and score as in 
light bass-casting. 
1, Split bamboo “Newport” bass rod, with agate tip and 

rubber handle, donated hy Pred Malleson, 13) Firststreet, 
Brooklyn,....-------- ceed Ee. wae wit cS. 22yspest- de este: BAG. 

2, “The American Anglers’ Book,’ by Thad Norris, presented 
by Porter & Coates, Philadelphla............. Pear Tees!) 

4. One year's subscription to FoRrst AND STRMAM.....,--.--,, 4 00 



Den, 26, 1882.7 FOREST AND STREAM. 

4. “Canoe and Cyniera,” by Thomas Sedgwick Steele. Hart- 
ford, Gonn,, from the anthor............ --..¢-2--. eee “ 1 50 

f. Meerschaum and amber cigar holder (carved brook tout), 
in ease, donated by PF. J. Kaldenberg, 125 Fulton street, 

CAMPS ON THE WAY. 
Ili,—s1T1L. AT THE PIOTURED ROCKS, 

“Soubhward sailed the seagulls o'er him, 
ING Mork ets igs eet ane ta etek, £ 15 00 

‘ aN. a oer Wt = Southward sailed the ship that bore him, 

penein F Score (of Casts, Feat. tine _AstBr: Till at Drontheiin haven landed 
elu. ist 2d 3d ith «= Sth =~ tal. age, Olaf and his crew again.” —Longrfellow, 

a Fr aves 5 3 185.0163 — 4180 ey a 254 1-5 ATE landed M C 1 
2.1. Williamson..7 6 —  — 460 185 161 495 91 7 landed at Miner's Creek he eveni jhe i PVONTHIWAY fo se stl 1B Wat Wee ae tee Saget ae: W areas uiie a om fhe evening of the 3d of 
Mer Ge ea eta sh, eh fe ape fet Bade” eo a Y August, and intended leiving on the 7th, but a storm 
JoMcGuirk,, 7 G6 — & — & = a8 e735 | Sciting in from the north, we were unable tovet away until 
Che atornatee 80) = 3a ee ia 7 the 11th, During that time ample opportunity was afforded 
M, Culhne-..,.... 7 6 gy — — = Mm 8 y ¥ to acquaint ourselves with our svrroundings, and there was 

not an hour’stime that hung heavily over us, 
Almost dally we visited the lake and the falls, now that 

the way was known and 9 boat was at hand to enable us to 
do so. Had Miner's Creek Falls been favorably located, long 
ere this the place would have been celebrated by the his- 
torinn, the poet, and the painter; but, outside of any line of 
travel, and bard to reach even by the trained woodsman, the 
iey waters of the creek pour in fleecy whiteness over the 
rim of the ancient lake shore in the heart of the *'continuous 
woods,” where ho sound is heard saye its ‘own dashings.” 

The sand-stone cliffs that Wall in the bit of lowland which 
in some remote period of the past formed a little bay to the 
ereat Jake; and which was deseribed in some degree in the 
last one of these papers, meet in an acute angle at the place 
of the cataract, and although the creek has cut a deep chan- 
nel forty or fifty feet below the hilllops in the rocks above, 
yet the walls at the side of the falls rise all of eighty feet 
above the dlebris, and the leap of the water is all of fifty fect. 
My companions thought it not less than sixty, One 
peculiarity of this fall is that the rim where the water pours 
over is crescent-shaped with the bow outward. This rim is 
5 continuation of a huge columnafed buttress that enlarges 

Many good casts outside the lines were made but the rule 
of casting ina lane, to sceure ucenracy, was new and both- 
ered the contustants. Myr. Roosevelt’s casting was much ad- 
mired for his coolness, as well as his record. 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING:—CGLASS TB. 

Judges: Wrancis Endicott, Henry FP. Crosby; Jas. Geddes, referee. 

Seale of Points.—Distanes, actual cast; accuracy and delicacy tien 

each, 

Open to all who have neyor won a first prize ab this or any 

other similar contest. The winners to have choice vf the following 

prizes in the order of their awards: 
1. “Game Fishes of the United States, plates by $8, A. Ixil- 

bourn, and text by GQ. Brown Goode, presented by Charles 

Scribner’s Sons, New York. ... 2... 2.06.22. pee ene ey seen neeeeee $50 00 
®. Split bamrhoo Hy rod, presented by Mr. Fred Malieson, 135. 

First street, Brodklyi, Wo ot. . aaa chops eee a2 ea: 4 he re OO 
8. One portable *Shranahan” canvas boat, seat and oars com- 

plete, presented by Frank Holmes, Chagrin Falls, 0... ..-. 

4, Copy af ‘\Fysshe and Fishing,’ by Dame Juliana Berners 
(American edition). ......... ecb Deke eter) te Pee 

6, One year’s subscription fo Fores? AND Stream, ..-....2.... 
Length Weight Dis- midway the descent down to its broad base. The falling 
oe Hatt Oar tauce, Deti- Aceu- Total | water striking the rock below the point where its enlarge- 

ee a ee a cf es niles cae Points ment begins, breaks into a snow white foam, and, running 
Ds B. Mis, ens) Al 6 i0 77 9 i 4 | down the swelling coluum in sudsy streams into the broad 
M, Culhane.... . “6 10 70 9 B ” | pool below, presenis a picture of unparalleled beauty. A 
a EEN ate $4 ys thin veil of mist ever rises, vanishing amid the leaty 
GA. Bryan) 40 8 Aa ry 7 7) | branches of the hemlocks and maples that crown the walls 

above, while against the left bank of the pool and quite a 
way up the hill of debris that rises hack of if a strong ¢ur- 
rent of air sets in from the descending stream which perpet- 
ually blows thitheryard a cloud of frosty mist which 
nourishes the rankest growth of moss Lever saw. This air 
current and its clond of mist haye no dependence upon the 
eurrents of air that play in the tree tops above the cliffs, for 
every day that I was there I found it fiercely blowing as at 
my first visit, no matter from what quarter the winds above 
were coming, The pool al the foot. of the fall was wide 

SALMON CASTING. 

Judges; C, F, Vearing, James Benkard; Lb, W. Winchester, referee, 

Scale of Poials.—As in single-han led fly-casting, Class B. Open to 

all, Winners may clloose prizes, 
1, A finely finished, German silyer mounted, hexagonal split 

bamboo salmon rod, presented by Conroy & Bissett, 65 

alton street, New York.... 2... .0...c0. ese ceenvececsy cues 
2. One dozen patent Muted spoon baits (assorted sizes), with 

large pluto. of 40lh, muskallonge. presented by G. M. 
Shaner Marne We she Oe Re, oe eE ICU ch fal ek 10 00 | And deep, and it was there that I caught seventeen hand- 

3. One year’s subscription to Woresr AND Stream..,........... 400 | Some trout on my first visit. . 
ie Lengthof — Dis- With the green trees all around, with tharocky walls and z ag a f 3 Ba ee: 

Rod. tance. Deli Acen-_ Total | moss-covyered hillsides, with the pouring, leaping, foam- 
; Wi, Ph. eacy. racy, Points. | ing water, with the mist cloud and the frost cloud, and 

A. W. Hawwes---- 116 ti { 122 5d 1 nlsatt oii ‘| , Reuben Wood 405 10 9 j2i | above all, the everlasting solitude, which here seems to he 
H. Prichard... 107 7 i 128 | personified, the Minei’s Creek Falls are more to be admired 
J, Ramsbottom a B fj 105) than the Minnehaha, All that is needed to make the great 

traveling public think so is to start the fashion. 
Another waterfall he who traverses Miner’s Lake never 

fails to hear; bul in its noise it proclaims that it is at best 
afeble straum, and the voyager will be apt to pass it by, 
One evening, while fishing in the lake, our boat had floated 
well over to the east side, when on looking: up there stood 
a two-pronged buck gazing at us with a curiosity peculiar 
tol that animal, Hd. reached me the rifle, and 1 at once 
fired, when my too curiously inclined friend fell as ‘‘flat as 
a flounder.” But before [had time to indulge in that little 
pratulatory boasting which is sometimes indulged in on such 
occasions, he sprang to his feet and sped off in the bushes. 
Of course we rowed a shore, beyond drops of blood here 
and there on the leaves, nothing more was ever seen of the 
little buck. 

At the spot where he was standing, a small stream entered 
the lake, und it flowed over such a white, sandy bottom, 
and its waters were so cool, that I determined to follow it 
back to its fall over the old Jake shore, It was too late that. 
day, but the next Oscar and I made the trip, and although 

SATURDAY, Ootorur 21. 

The day was fine With varying winds from off shore to 
behind the casters, who faced the sowh. The only remain- 
ing centest was the : 

AINGLB-HANDEN FLY-CASTING—CLASS C. (CHAMPION CLASS.) 

Judges; Francis Endicott, W. C. Harris. Fred, Mather, referee. 
Seale of Points—Distance alone fo count. Opento all. Winners 

‘to have choice of prizes. 
1. B, G. Blackford, Pulton Market, New York, cash............ 

2. A Bethabara Hy—rod, presented by Fred, D. Divine, 7) State 
Strobe Ueledse a Y pe eaeet ie hse. dup tes shan fhetabeder et. tee tess 

3. Revolver, .82-calibre, presented by Messrs, J. P, Lovell & 

FROME BOSCIA ole so wistc ice nls wie tess one ote teleferasspspefe)-|a eon ene 

4, One year's subscription to VormsT AND ATRHAM, -... ..,..-. 

5. “Book of the Blick Bass," by Dr. J. A. Henshall, presente 
by Robert Clarke & Co., publishers. Cincinnati, 0 
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pene ore oe ve uagueeet we found it a difficult one to make by reason of the brush, 
Ozs feet. | the swamps and the logs, we were, nevertheless, amply re- 
ah fy paid for our trouble. The stream isa mere brook, but it 
£ a5 ha3a fall of about sixty feet, and the surroundings are such 
#54 oe) as to give to the fall a distinction peculiar to itself. As one 
1078 “| approaches the place, the perpendicular walls of rock rising 

on éithor hand to a height of not Jess than one hundred feet, 
with immense blocks of stone lying at their bases, claim at- 
tention. As the valley, throuch which the little stream be- 
low the fall narrows, it is finally well choked up by these 
broken blocks, and one does not see the cascade for rocks 
and trees, until be has fairly climbed the former and looked 
over. The scene then brought to view is wild and pictur- 
esque. Imagine a great dome one hundred feet in diameter, 
with a roof sixty feet from the floor in the center, descend- 
ing on all sides to the walls, and the floor ascending on all 
sides to the walls; now, cut this dome in two halves from 
top to bottom, and one of them wili represent the scene of 
this cascade. It was ull of fifty feet from the little pool 
that received the falling stream, back to the walls which up- 
held the great roof of rock, capped with soil and trees; and 
an amphitheater was thus formed of grand proportions. 
Standing belween the wall and the pooland looking upward, 
the stream, 2s it pours oyer the rocky edge, appears to come 
from a hole in the sky. A 

At the foot of the debris which makes the rising floor of 
the amphitheater a spring of cool water bu bl‘s up, and 
along the outer line of the opening grew beds, thick with 
the greenest and most. feathery ferns 1 ever saw. Standing 
back of the fall, under the vaulted roof, and looking out Lo- 
ward the evening sun, the stream of water sparkling and 
flashing in the sunlight as if broke into ten thousand drop: 
in midair, the waving ferns at nry feet, the two lines of high 
rock wall running off in a widening angle, and the rampant 
trees growing among the huge rocks in the yalley between, 
the scene presented was wild and romantie in the extreme, 
As I stood there on that August afternoon and looked out, 
and sasy all these things and more too, and as my compan- 
ions and I talked of the wildness and beauty, and solitude 
of the scene, we wondered whether the plice had ever been 
visited before. In the dust and sand that has accumulated 
all over the door of the amphitheater not a print of a foot, 
human or beast, was to be seen, and as the tracks we made 
were deep and plain, and beyond the reach of rain, it 
acemed to us that many a year would come and go ere our 
footprints would be obliterated, and so we reasoned that the 
men who row up the lake for the trout that are to be had at 

Mr. Prichard, of the Washington Gun Club of Brooklyn, 
here made his remarkable cast of ninety-one feet in his 
peculiar rolling (hrow, his has been variously called a 
‘walter gast,”’ an ‘“‘underhanded cast,” anda ‘“‘hoop-snake 
east.” The line lies on the water at perhaps sixty fect, and 
by reeling off more line it is sent out with a rolling motion 
until the flics leap out beyond. There are various opinions 
on the merits of this mode, which is nuw here, but is said to 
‘be used in England, Some contend that. it is impossible to 
take a fish in this manner on account of the commotion in 
the water near the caster, The other contestants retrieved 
their lines and cast in the usual manner, and made many 
goo casts. Only once did Mr, Prichard go beyond eighty- 
five feet, but as this contest was for distance alone he was 
wwarded the first prize. : 

Prov. J. L. Barroor.—tin our list of Fish Commissioners 
we noted the fact no appointment had been made in Utah in 
the place of Prof. L. Barfoot in April last. The London 
Gardeners’ Monthly and Horticulturist, referring to the death 
of Prof. Barfoot ofthe Museum of Natural ‘History, Balt 
Lake City, says: “He was bornat Warwick Castle, Eugland, 
in 1816, & lineal decendant of Robert Bruce, and at the time 
of his death heir tothe earldom of Crawford. He embraced 
‘Mormonism in London in 1856, and in 1865 immigrated to 
Balt Lake City, where he resided until he died.” Upward 
of half a dozem persons imagine themselves to be Warl of 
‘Crawford, but the House of Lords has decided whom it will 
recognize under that title. A. Mormou peer would hive had 
all the charm of novelty at Westminster, whure as-yet there 
is nol even 2 Jew. 

Bre Buack Bass.—On the 18th a black bass was caught 
on the St, Clair flats, Michigan, by Mr. B, B. Barney, which 
weighed seven und three-quarter pounds. Judge EH. D. 
Potter, of Ohio, the well-known fishculturist, saw it and 
pronounced ita stuall-moyth, The fish is now allye and is 
for sale. Here isa chance forsome one who his a large 
Aquarium to obtain a monster, Should this fish die it should 
be scut to the Smithsonian Institution that its figure may be 
preserved in plaster, : 
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the large falls, never visit this little gem, and perhaps we 
are the first of white men to stand face to tace with it. But 
after we had gathered a handful of ferns each and taken 
our last look and clambered over the rocks that lay near the 
entrance and gone down into the great thickets that spring 
up ont of the moist yalley, I found where someone, years 
before, had chopped off a log, and, though | could not guess 
the motive that led to the chopping, I nevertheless knew 
from the print of the ax that it had not been done by an 
Indian, One skilled in the use of an ax had done the work, 
and that man, whoever he was, had at least seen the little 
falls, or which, if T had my way, would become known 4s 
Fern Falls. 

On the western side of the lake could be heard from out 
the thick woods and far up the hillside the gurgle and rush 
of water over a rocky bed; and one day, being curious to 
see where the fountain came from, I climbed the hill to ils 
very top, and on a level with the highest of the pictured 
rocks, a large spring of icy cold, clear and sweet water 
burst forth and went leaping and bounding down the steep 
hillside, to find, after a shot race rest, in the bosom of the 
great lake, which stood af a level two hundred feet at least 
below the rent which brought the spring to light and air, 
And as we slaked our thirst at the fountain, and rolled 
stones down the hillside, we questioned one anothar as to 
where that larger fountain could be, which sent this water 
up to this high level; but no answer was given. 

Miner's Lake (and I call it that for want of a better 
name) is but little oyera balf mile long, and somewhat less 
in width. Around the outer edges the waters are shallow 
and lily pads und coarse grasses grow in luxuriance. In 
the central paris it appears to be deep. Countless pike 
swim in these waters. As one enters the lake where the 
water is somewhat shallow, it is qnite common to see the 
pike lying amidst the thickets formed by the lilies and 
grasses, Watching for such unwary yellow perch as may 
happen to be cruising by, or for such thoughtless frogs as 
trust themselves too far from home, The trout supply fall- 
ing short by reason of adverse weather, we were driven to 
fish for pike for the pot, and Oscar and J, in half an hour, 
one evening, with a spoon made at Grand Rapids and 
which persistently refused to revolve, hooked nine within 
thirty minutes, six of which we landed. These, with great 
uniformity, ran 24 and 25 inches in length, and were in 
good condition. 

Below the falls und down to the lake is trout fishing, and 
from the outlet down to the month of the creek trout are 
also to be found. The stream both above and below the 
lake i3 bordered with brush and trees, and logs and brush 
often formed a net work above the creck. Fishing in 
Miner’s Creek was laborious work whether above or below 
the lake, but it was nevertheless delightful, for the trout 
were wary and gamy. They were much lighter colored 
than their Thunder River congeners, aud if required more 
patience and skill to take them, My associates found them 
so difficult to catch that thetrout fishing was left fo me alto 
gether while at that.place, ant I must say that I seldom 
took over fifteen or twenty atu fishing, but those fifteen or 
twenty, Tunniag from six ounces to fifteen (one a full pond) 
gaye me so much to do, that J shallalways remember among 
my most valued fishing experiences the trout of Miner's 
Creek. And there was a fair game supply accessible. 
Whortleberries fairly covered the ground, and pigeons and 
grouse came down from the hills to eat them, and the boys 
vot many a bird for the pot. Foxes abounded in great 
nun.bers, but we paid no attention to them. Deer also , 
were abundunt, and while we did hot hunt for them particu- 
larly, inasmuch us the ‘fifteenth’ had not yet_cume, never 
theless we always carried puns with us and would haye 
been ‘mighty glad” to have knocked over a good one, I 
got a shot in that way but without a fatal result, ss hereto- 
tore stated. 

Finally a storm set in from the north which lasted three 
days, and then trout fishing ceased. The little lake, hemmed 
in as it was by bigo hills covered by tall trees, was not 
affected by the wind which blew with so much violence out- 
side, and so one night L determined to try my hand fire- 
uunting. Jhad vever had any success in that wily, but as 
our larder was rnuning somewhat low and we did not know 
how long we might be wind-bound, | cetermined to haye a 
deer il fortune fuyored, and so, when nigbt came, I set forth 
alone, and ut about ten o'clock J entered the lake and began 
my weary round. For two hours | paddled slowly and 
silently around the shores, listening to the ‘‘yoices of the 
night,” and once hearing the unmistakable stamp of a deer, 
which was soon followed by a snort and the sound of run- 
niug through brush. 

At about midnight a black cloud like the segment of a 
great circular plane appeared in the northern sky, and lest 
there might be a coming storm Lat once left the lonesome 
lake and headed for liome. But I had not gone far when a 
glance at the ominous cloud told me it was not 2 cloud after 
all, for the stars shone through it with mid-summer luster, 
Just then a ray of light like a knife blade shot up from the 
eastern end of the circle und I knew it was the aurora 
borealis, Following this ray a fan-like cluster of long ones 
appeared at the western end, after which the entire rim of 
the great plane became luminous with yellow light. Grad- 
wally this faded away, when long lancelike opiuline 
ays trembled far up toward the zenith, after which they 
turned to a rose hue, and then trembling faded away, Tho 
phenomenon was beautiful in the extreme, and il was a late 
nour before I withdrew and went to bed. While looking at 
the shifting, trembling lines ol light shooting zenithward 1 
could not help but think of that line of Bryant's, in tha 
Apes” I believe, when he speaks of one— 

“Who unwinds the eterial dances of the sky.” 

Of the date of August 7, I find this entry in my journal; 
“Cloudy this morning when we vot up, Pretly soon a breeze 
came on from the north, and it not only biew the smoke into 
our eyes, but into our vietuals. And although the little 
spurt of rain is over, aud the wind has lessened, and the san 
is casting: a sickly light through a rift in the clouds, old Su- 
perior is custing up mire «nd dirt with considerable vim. » 
Mow I do wish a big blow would come on from the north, 
provided it did not last more than an hour or so—just long 
enough to send the great waves thumping and thundering on 
our beach and against the great rocks on_ either hand of us.” 

Well, lL had my wish, but without the proviso. The storm 
came, but it was no one hour's affair—for three or four days 
the wind blew a gale from the north, and the greut lake 
foamed like a sea, and I saw the wayes beat against the 
rotks and heard the hollow boom as they flung themselves 
into {le holes and caverns alveady caved Gut of the yielaing 
sandstone. And the storm brought another set of campers 
jo our Tittle hayen, 4 schoolmaster and four college boys, 
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who were driyen in, and found a camping ground at the 
further end of the beach from us. As soon as we discovered 
ther preseace I made a yisit.to them, and the entente condiala 
was established, visits were interchange, and the habits of 
civilized life were at once established in this place by our 
borrowing their lantern and loaning them one of our frying- 
pans. J 

The storm haying abated, Mr, Palmer and his party, on 
their way to Beaver Like, stopped Jong enough to tell us 
that the Indian engaged to come tor us, had at the last 
moment fone a hunting and so we bad no boatmen, Our 
neizhbors at the other end of the beach pulled up stakes and 
left, sailing farther down the shore, and for atime the out- 
look to us was rather discouraging. Butat the last moment 
a party of young men from Marquette wro were in Mr, P.'s 
company concluded, to stop over night at our place to try 
for a deer on the lake, and a noble young fellow proposed 
to take his boat and carry two of us back to Munising in 
seurch of a boatman, which he did, and Captain Jim Kish- 
ka-tog was in due time found and once more had usin 
charge, 

It was with feelings of regret that we left our camp at 
Miner’s Creek, but so soon as before a good breeze we 
began to sail slong the base of the rocks eastward of our old 
camp, all thonght of the past fuded away. It is six miles 
from Miner's Creek to Mosquito Inlet, and between the two 
points the beauty and grandeur of the pictured rocks culmi- 
nales. No written description can tonyey any adequate 
idea of the view they present. Nor will a view at any con- 
siderab.e distance give one a knowledge of what they are. 
AsI saw the steamers passing at two or three miles distance, 
while at our camp on the creek, I could imagine the sight- 
seers Atter peering at the far away rocks turning aside in 
disgust and declaring that another idol was broken. Of 
these rocks it cannot be said. 

“Tis distance lends énchantment to the view,” 

and hence I coneludethem to he worthy of rreat praise. ‘To 
be seen at their best, one must sail along close to their base. 
The Pictured Rocks are made up of a loose, fraile sandstone, 
which in some places is regularly stratified and lies in thick 
beds and at others it is laminated, the layers being from a 
half to an inch in thickness, Between the strata and often 
between the laminated plates, is a strip of a hard or chesty 
like rock, which enables them to withstand more weathering 
than they otherwise would. Sometimes the lines of lamin- 
ation are parallel with the lake's surface and at others they 
lie at varying angles, thas showing, | suppose, that at some 
time past the rocks have been subjected togreat pressure; or 
that there has been a gradual elevation, Itis the color of 
the rock which gives the name of Pictured Rocks. Tn some 
places it is a reddish or burnt color, caused IT suppose by an 
oxide of iron, in others it is a soft, creamy white, again itis a 
very dark brown, shading off into a black; then it wears a 
bluish tinge; next comes a yellow; and soon, It is the 
combinations of all the colors which these rocks show, that 
makes them worthy of being called the Pictud Rocks. 

At tue Grand Portal the boldest and most beautiful view 
is presented. Were the cliffs rise two hundred feet high, 
and into their sides the waters and floating ice have worn 
caverns into which small steamers could float and turn. 
One was 2 dome-like cavern two hundred feet in diameter, 
with a ceiling one hundred feet high, And then think of a 
perpendicular wall of rock an eighth of a mile lone and two 
hundred feet high, as true as if made with plimmet and 
rule, covered with trees! On the summit of this wall and of 
the other great cliffs and walls hereahout, and in the clet'ts 
ind holes below the summits, innumerable gulls haye their 
nesta and are ever circling und screaming high ‘in air, It is 
here where the wicked Pan-pul-keewis in *‘Hiswatha” 

** * climbed the rocky headlands, 

Looking o'ur the Gitchee Gumee 
Perched himself upon that summit. 
* * * * cd # 

Stretched upon his back he lay there: 

Far below him plashed the waters, 

Plushed and washed the dreamy waters; 

Far above him swam the heavens, 

Swam the dizzy, dreamy heavens; 

Round him hoyered, fluttered, rustled 

Hiawatha’s mountain chickens.” 

And although the rascal killed them by ‘‘tens and twen- 
ties,” he seems to have left them in plenty, for we saw them 
flying in and out and round and round by scores. 

It was well on toward noon of Friday that we landed at 
the mouth of Beaver Creek, four miles east of Mosquito 
Inlet. Ova high shore in the edge of a thick woods we 
pitched our tent and scught at once for Beaver Lake, less 
than half a mile back from our camp ground, The bottom 
of this lake is a white sand, and its waters, which were very 
clear, abound in pike and bass, the latter of which display 
remarkably gamy qualities. Af this camp, at which Mr. 
Palmer and his party were also established, we hunted and 
fished, but beyond eight grouse which Ed, shot on Satur- 
day, scarcely moving from his tracks, we met with no 
specially goodluck, I didnot try Beaver Creek for trout, 
but Charley Tomett, a wandering Switzer who has taken up |’ 
his abode in the Upper Peninsula, and who had come down 
with Mr. P.’s party, assured me that there were many trout 
in the creek, but hard to get at on account of Jogs and brush. 

Saturday the wind blew fiercely in shore, and the wayes 
rau high all day and far into the night. Sunday morning, 
ho yeyer, there w sa calm, and we determined to sail back 
to Munising if possible. The night before a party had heen 
made upto ‘shine a deer” on the lake, and of that party 
was a Louisville clergyman, 4 most intelligent man, wit) 
whom I spent an hour or two fishing quite pleasantly. He 
hid never bagged a decr, and was quite anxious to get “just 
one,” and $0 it was arranged that he should shoot. It was a 
lute hour ere the party returned, so late that the next morn- 
ing whin the goo doctor gaye us a circumstantial account 
of how he shot and killed his first deer, and how the boat 
came straightway home afterwards, Ed. and Oscar both 
maint jned (in the good doctor's absence, of course) that they 

‘hi, looked at thei respective time pieces when the party 
cine in, and that. it was all of twoo’clock im the morning, 
and that therefore, these two young scapegriices reasoned, 
the preicher shot a deer on Sunday. Of course I did not 
bélieye the boys, and if the doctor sees this, [want him to 
know thal T huye never ceased to maintain that his was a 
Saturday nivht’s deer, for he gave usa quarter of it before 
we left, and, of course, 1 ouwht to know! 
Sunday Biogas we bid good-bye to our Beaver Lake 

friznda and set sail for Munising. We were about sixteen 
tolles from the place, and for ten miles or more we had a 
delightful gail, Kish-ka-tog kept his boat close in to the 

foot of the rocks, and we enjoyed to the utmost the splendid 
views that were presented, not infrequently mding into the 
caverns and under the arched ways in the rocks, and once 
going ashore, where we climbed to the summit of the 
“chapel” and explored its dry grottoes and dark’ recesses. 
When about six miles from our destination the wind 

shifted and we were driven to the oars, when, “‘tell it not 
in Gath,” but Jim refused lo touch a paddle because it was 
Sunday, The Switzer had taken passage with us, and at 
thie turn in our nffairs he tool hold, and so we were able to 
man fonr oars in spite of the pions Indian, and by sundown, 
in an exceedingly bad humor, we landed in Munising in 
time to es¢ape a drenching rain. BANTA, 

FPrRayeetny, Ind, 

SUNDAY IN CAMP. 
AY 7 had spent our vacation in a pleasant and agreeable 

manner, trout and grayling fishing. Webhad tramped 
many miles to and fro, and spent daysin the dense forest 
beside the ereeks and streams after trout, returning cyery 
night to camp. We had strengthened eyery muscle and 
toned up a bundle of neryes that threatened at one time an 
attack of physical prostration, and had grown brown as 
berries under the August sun. Saturday night found us in 
camp, the fish cleaned and prepared for Sunday morning, 
and we half dozing as the candle lightened up the darkness 
surrounding our tent. Nine o'clock saw us in bed, but our 
sleepiness passed away, and wespent an hour perusing ‘The 
Adirondacks,” sent to us just before leaving home by a gen- 
tleman whose name is well Known iu the angling world, 
At last we dropped into a dreamy sleep, from which we were 
aroused by the sharp elhow of our better half digging into 
our ribs and the hulf sleepy, ‘Come, H., put ont that light,” 
To hear was to obey, and we slept the peaceful sleep of inno- 
cence, 

Patl-pit-pat, pat-pat-pat, then a shower of something, and 
the voice of our youngster piped up, ‘“‘Say, pap, it rains,” 
and we were wide awake. The little clock on our tent pole 
pointed to 7:45, and we had thus slept ten hours. Such a 
luxury we had not enjoyed fora year. Blessed sleep, what 
a power to rejuvenate and build up the overtuxed and 
wearied body, Nowhere in the big city could we thus re- 
main in such perfect quiet and ¢njoy such rest, 

Tt was but a moment's work to dress and plunge into a 
large bowl of cold water to remove the traces of sluep from 
our eyes and to prepare for breakfast. But whuta morning! 
A fog thick encugh to cut with a knife—such an one as we 
had never seen up in Michigan in all our fishing trips. The 
fall maples were fairly soaking with the dampness. The 
rustle of the leaves deluged you and wetted to the skin, but 
the sun was struggling to get through the fog, and puffs of 
light breeze came up once in a while. A silence and calm- 
ness betokening a Sabbath of rest hrooded over everything, 
Though on almost the highest point of land in this section 
of the peninsula, yet this infant city was “‘a sleepy hollow,” 
as truly so as ever Old Rip ever found in the mountains of 
lis lon# sleep. Breakfast was o deliberate affair. Late 
numbers of the Forest AND S?rEeaw lay around the tent, 
and while partaking of the delicious fish, I read the cxpe- 
rienve of Old Knots in the Kingfisher’s Camp and other in- 
teresting articles from this journal. No hurry to-day; no 
fishing, no hunting, The rods were in their slings, hanging 
in the rear of the tent, and we intended spending Sunday 
as the angler should who loyes to contemplate the heauties 
of all things around him. He finds something to adore and 
reverence in the moss-covered wood path; the delicate 
fronds of different species of ferns; the soft-tinted hues of 
the few forest flowers attract him; while all around rear up 
the lofty maples and giant hemlocks, the rustling and rip- 
pling of whose leaves seem to strike new chords in nature’s 
grand symphony, and all join in a grand hymn of praise. 

Breakfast over, we take the hammock and stretch it to 
the trees in the forest. The sun is well up in the sky, and 
is shining in his strength, gathering to himself the heavy 
fogs of the early morning. Aji! glorious above all days, 
this last Sunday in Angust, seemingly the best Sunday in a 
damp summer. Taking with us a book we aresoon stretched 
in blissful content, and gently swinging in the hammock, 
are absorbed in the interesting pages. - Snatches of sacred 
music come from the tent as the good wife mukes some 
changes in her apparel, and comes out with another ham- 
mock that is soon filled with her somewhat stately form. 
What a feeling of content comes over the senses as we thus 
let this Jovely day pass away in a quiet rest. : 

Soon we are aroused with, ‘Say pa, if you will go to the 
spring for some water L willmake some lemonade!” Tak- 
ing the bucket, I am soon beside the cold, clear waters, 
quaffing them again and again. It is astonishing how much 
water. one drinks when beside these Michigan streams. We 
sil on the log a moment und there comes stealing through 
the woods the sound of a well-known sacred song. IJn an 
instant we catch the words: 

‘Had Ta thousand hearts to give, 

Lord, they should all be Thine." 

What a solace, what comfort woman finds in a devout, 
earnest religious trust. - 
Memory crowds back to another scene, when deep afilic- 

tion fell on this same family, and this same voice, now ring- 
ing through these woodlani) cloisterg, was dumb in her sor- 
row, and stood faltering and suppliant, seeing no ray of hope 
in the gloom. Butasublime faith triumphed, and to-day, 
while sitting beside this spring, the voice comes strong and 
clear in that much-loved hymna— 

“Oh! that beautiful home in my visions and dreams, 
Its bright jasper walls I can see, 

Till I fancy but dimly a veil intervenes 

Between that fair uity and ma," 

The sorrow had passed away; joy came in the morning; 
but ‘where the treasure is there is the heart also," The 
anticipation of spending Sabbaths more glorious than these 
with the loved little onc, voices these songs und turns them 
into hymns of praise. 
No cloistered temples or hallowed fane—no Norman 

arches in grand old cathedrals, haye rung out tones from a 
fine old organ, the Greyorian chunts, with « whit more feel- 
ing of sublime worship than have these groves of springing 
maples rustled their leaves in accompanying musi¢ to these 
songs of loftiest cheer. And so our Sanday passes in quiet 
contemplation or in simple song. 

Since we came here fishing a new cabinet organ came to 
the neighborhood, anc While at supper on Bunday evening, 
a puite aud cordial invitation came to our tent for us to 
spend the evening at the house and give them some music. 
We found a copy of Gospel Hymns in the house, anil sit- 

ting down we spent two very pleasant hours with thefamily, | 

= 
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and soon had all of them singing these simple yet touching’ 
melcdies. Turning to an old and well remembered tone, 
“Manoah,” we sang the verses forming the doxology, and 
with the thanks of these friends for the evening spent so 
plcasantly, we went to ommtent and to rest. Not a fear, not 
a regret, no headache to remind us of a Sunday’s spree, but 
i peaceful, calm, quiet Sunday in camp, 
The next day Camp Leonard was broken up, The 

twelve year old boy hauled down his stars and stripes and 
put them away for another year, he says, but whether they 
float another summer in New Mexico up in {he mountain 
ranges, or Hast in Canadian provinces, or in the Rockies, 
orshall again spread to the breeze up near the grayling 
streams of Northern Michigan, we shall always remember 
our pleasant Sundays in camp at Summit City. Noxmay. 
Cureaco, Hl. 

THE NATIONAL ROD AND REEL AS- 
SOCIATION, 

T the close of the forest AND Srream Anolers’ Tour- 
nament, on Friday, the 20th inst., the members of the 

Committee of Arrangements und a few gentlemen who had 
signified a wish to be present met at dinner at the Windsor 
Hotel. Alter dinner the chairmin of the committee fo1- 
mally stated, what all knew hefore, that there was fi rapidly 
growing sentiment among the anglers who had visited the 
tournament, and many whose business prevnted their being 
there, that an association should be formed to continue the 
good work so happily inaugurated by Forest AnD STREAM. 
The opinion of al] was that an annual meeting should be 
held, and that much good outside work could bedone toward 
educating the youthful anglers now coming on the stage, not 
only in properly casting the fly, but also in observing, and 
aiding in the formation of laws to increase and presurve our 
hest fishes. 

Mr. &. G, Blackford expressed himself as heartily in fayor 
of an associition to encourage fishing with the rod and reel, 
and it occurred to him that it might be well to consider 
whether ‘‘The Nation! Rod and Reel Association” would not 
he a good name forit. Mr, Geddes thought it a good one— 
if lett ont protection of fish from the title, and it was much 
better to do tifings than to imply a promise in the name of 
the society that the protection of fish was the main object, 
and then do but little toward it. Mr. Mather approved the 
name and moved ifs acceptance, and the young society was 
christened. 

The next move was naturally toward a permanent organi- 
gation, and Mr. Francis Endicott, President of the Rich- 
mond County (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective Association, 
was unanimously elucted president, Mr. 8. M. Blatchtord, 
of the Squibnocket Club, was then asked to draft an an- 
nouncemenf of the objects sought to be accomplished by the 
organization, und offered tl:e following: 
The objects of the Rod and Reel Association of the United States 

shall be— - 
First—The preservation of game fish by tvery possible means for 

those whose delight itis to take them by rod and reel. 

Secondly—The holding Of an unnual Tournament to wultiyate and 

compare excellence in the use of rod and reel. 
Thirdly—The cultivation of that fraternal feeling which always 6x 

ists among the lovers of our gentle sport. - 

Mr, L, W. Winchester, President of the Restizouche 
Salmon Club, was then chosen Treasurer and Mer. Pred 
Mather Seeretury; theinitiation fee and annual dues were 
fixed at $38.01. Messrs. Bndicott, Blackford and Muther 
were appointed to draft a constitution and bye-liws to be 
submitted for approyal at the next mecting, Which will beat 
the call of the President, and with # vote of thanks 10 the 
proprietor of the Windsor for the use of the parlor, the meet- 
ing adjourned, 

Since that mectiny the enthusiasm among anglers iy per- 
fectly astonishing, and they are all asking why this associa- 
tion was neyer thought of before. Many of the first men in 
the land have written to the members of the committee to 
know how soon they can join, The low fee will bringin a 
Vhonsand members before the new year, and the proposition 
of Mr. Geddes, that instead of asking for prizes (he associa- 
tion should buy them, will be perfectly practicable. All 
agree that the status of amateur and professional fly-casters 
should be strictly defined, and classes made for each, so that 
it will be impossible for 4 man to enter in the first class and 
sweep all through unless he should be one who only handles 
the rod for sport and not in the way of business. 
We predict the most glorious future for the néw associa- 

tion which has been born of the first Anglers’ Tonrnament 
ever held on this continent, which was conducted without 
objectionable surroundings, and which brought together a 
class of men who neyer before assembled at such a contest. 
The membership will include prominent men from mest all 
States in the Union, and bids fair to be comeapowerfor good 
in the land and one which it will be a pleasure for anglers to 
join. 

RANGELEY TROUT AND SALMON. 
HAVE just returned from Rangeley Lakes, where Lhave 
been engaged since October 1, in taking eggs of the 

Rangeley trout for the purpose’ of hatching and restocking 
the waters. The fishing during September was very poor, 
and many anglers thought, with good reason, that tbe fish- 
jng was about played out. The cause was probably owing 
to the warm season. After October 1 the fish began to 
come into the streams and outl ‘ts, and were very plenty, 

I give you items from my diary of my catch in Ranyeley 
streams, not taking into account any of less than two 
pounds, of which we took quite a large number; also, the 
acore of Kennebao stream, where, as the fish run smaller, 
[give you the whole number; | 

Oct. 1.—3 femalts, one of 7, one of 6, and one of 24 
pounda. 

Oct, 1,—3 males, one of 7, one of 6, and one of 4 pounds. 
Oct, 2.—6 females, one of 7, one of 6, two of 4, and two 

of 3 pounds, 
Oct, 2.—4 males, one of 7, one of 6, one of 5, and one of 

4 pounds. 
Oct, 4.—Went up Kennebago stream to spawning ground. 

Caught with fly, in two hours, 60 fish, from onué to 5+ 
pounds each; found but few ripe fish; they took the tly 
readily, the spawning females aswell as the rest; fourtitths 
of them were males, Sofew of them were rine that I did 
not try to caich more, 

Oct. 4—4 males, one of 9, one of 5, and twe of 4 pounds, 
Oct. 4—0 females, one of 74, one of 6, one of 5 and six of 

4 pounds, . ‘ 
Oct. 6.—Went up Kennebago; stopped over night. 
Oct. 6.—Canghl, yesterday and to-day, 125 trout, average 
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of 6 and fifteen of ounds each, Largest, three of 7, two 
pe > J found but few 4 pounds each. They were mostly males. 
Tipe fish. ' 4 

Ott. 7,—14 females, one of $4, one of 74, two of 7, three 
of 4, five of 3, and two of 24 pounds each, 

Oct, 7.—3 males, one of 84, one of 8 and one of 4 pounds. 
Oct. 8.—12 females, one of 84, one of 8, two of 6, four of 

dant four of 3 pounds cach. r 
Oct. 9.—Went wp Kennehbago stream; stopped over night, 
Oct. 10,—Caught 200 trout, average 24 pounds each, 

Largest number males, Came hack to Rangeley in atternoon, 
Canght 4 females first, ayerage 4 pounds. 

‘Oct. 11.—2 females, one of 8 and one of 4 pounds. One 
salinon, 6 pounds, turned back in stream unharmed, 

Oct. 12.—7 females, one af 8, two of 7, two of 5 anid two 
of 4. 1 male, 24 pounds, Filled boxes with oges to-day, 
with exception of those reserved for landlocked salmon. 
Jam yery happy to say that the salmon pnt in an appear- 

ance in the Rangeley stream this fall in considerable num-, 
bers, and forthe first time. Some of them were very large. 
Tsaw five of them im a pool which I estimated would run 
from four to ten pounds each, Over forty were taken last 
June in the Rangeley Lake alone, of from fiyo and a halt to 
four and half potinds each, They have also been taken in 
the lakes below. ‘Tor the short time that has elapsed since 
they were introduced and the small number of eggs, the 
success has been renyarkable. 

The first young fry were planted there in 1874, 2,000; 
75, 6,000; 76, 8,000; '77, 18,000; from these plants the fish 
that have been taken sprang, The fish of which I give you 
the weights are the true hook trout (Salme fontinilia), The 
size is not. remarkable for those waters, Three-quarters of 
the fish which 1 took in the Rangeley strcanis were females, 
Why it was so I cannot tell, unless tle males, coming in 
earlier than the females, as they always do, were canelit: hy 
the ancler at the bar and outlet. The last fish that came 
info the straum were females with hardly an exception, 

The expense of the work is paid by contributing sports- 
men, and is obtgined by subscription hooks, which are kept 
open at the different hotels and club houses for that purpose. 
Ample funds were raised this year to take the eges, pay a 
min for taking tare of them through the winter, and also 
ts erect another and larger hatehing house for another sea- 
son, Tad the house been finished this year 1 could have 
filled it easily with eggs. Ihave no doubt that the fishing 
at Rangeley can be brought up to where it was in the palmi- 
ést days by following up the work now begun. The appear- 
fince of the salmon confirm it, | predict that in a few years 
the salmon fish ng at Rangeley will be the best ever known 
in Maine, and her big salmon will be as famous as her trout. 
And here [ wish to thank every person who contributed to 
the Rangeley hatching fund, and may they all live lo land 
a ten-pounder from the fry that will be introduced there 
next spring. Henry 0, Srantey, Com’r of Fisheries, 

Drerignp, Me., Oct. 15. 

Brack Bass.—I saw in Fores: anp Brream of Oct. 5 
that a gentleman wanted to get black bass to take fo Europe, 
_wouldreferhim to Mr, Maurice Decker, of Lake Hopatcong, 
WN. J... Mv. Déeker’s address is Wood Port, Morris Co., N. 
J. He is a veteran fisheyman, and the bass are plenty and he 
can get him all he would want of every kind.—H, (. 

The New Haven Register says: Gurr Keeler, of Kidgetield, 
Conn., who ¢laims to be the oldest ‘piscator’ in the State, 
crush a 84 pound bassin Umpawatie Lake the other day. Mr, 
Burr's taste for angling began when he was a boy—more 
than 70 years aro, 

Wall fish hook a fish hook?—Hin? Muvdle. Will dish tackle 
fish tackle?—Chinago Wapld_ 

Sishculture. 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION. 

A MEETING of tha State Commissioners of Fisheries was 
_ held at the office of Commissioner Kk. B. Ragsevelt, No. 

i Chambers street, Mr, Roosevelt occupy ne thechair. Gom- 
thissioners Eugene G. Blackford and R. U. Sherman were 
present, A resolution was passed to the effect that hereafter 
no fish or spawn should be sold from the State hatchery with- 
out the gonsent of two of the commissioners, The State Super- 
intendent of Visheries was granted a leave of absence in order 
that he might visit Florida during the winter, Mr. Roosevelt 
said that little was known of the habits of striped bass and 
bluefish after they had left Northern waters, and thought 
something of practical value could be learned as regards their 
spawning places. Hoe also said that the superintendent could 
be spared without loss to the Statie fish interests in the winter 
season, Cormmissiongry Blackford said he did not think 
there was any basis for believing that fish found in Northern 
Waters in summer were the same as those found off the 
Florida coast in winter, but he was in favor of the superin- 
tendent studying the habits of tha Southern fish, and asked 
that & report of his investigations be presented to the com- 
mission. ; 
A discussion took place as to the hatchery at Cold Spring, 

Lone Island, which was begun last year, but not finished. Mr. 
Blackford said that for the pust four years he had made an 
effort to have a hatchery established on Long Island, and he 
thought, as $3,000 had been appropriated for the work, it 
should be completed, He thought the State Superintendent 
had showna want of inclination toward finishine it. He was 
in favor of there establishing salt-water fish preserves. ITn- 
terest, he continusd, had of Tate been taken in startling cod- 
fisheries on the Long island coast. Already large numbers of 
cad were taken for the New York market in the fall and early 
winter months on the south coast Irom Coney Islaid to the 
oink. Ovyertwentyiye fishermen were engaged in taking 
them, besides many private boats. The Comumissiondrs could 
eet codfish with very little expense, and they would increase 
very rapidly. Healso said that codfish were growing searce 
rapidly along the New Hngland coast, We thought the spawn 
of the Spanish mackerel could be obtained and the work of 
hatvhing carried on with success in the Long Island yy eale les) 
There had been expended h fixing up an old buil g fon a 
hatchery at Cold Spring $173, and a few hatching troughs had 
been prepared, This is all that had been done. — 
Commissioner Sherman wasin fayor of continuing the worls 

at Cold Spring, but thought that it should go on in a miod- 
erate manner, He considered it an experiment as yet, The 
time was soon comin, he said, wheu the spawn of striped 
bass would be obtained in quantity, and this fish would be- 
come one of the most intportant in the markets, as ib will live 
in both salt and fresh water, He thought special attention 
should be given to it. The spawn could be taken from the Po- 

_tomac and other Southern waters. In his opinion, the hatch- 
ory, in time, would be of tha greatest importance in raising 
stripad bass. The fresh water ponds could be utilized for 
brook trout and landlocked salmon. The Commissioners then 
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decided to complete the work, and Mr. Sherman offered the 
following resolution, which was carried: 

Resolved, That Mr, Blackford be appointed # sub-commit- 
tee to complete the hatehery on Long Island, and to hatch 
sich fish spawn as he may obtain from the State hatchery or 
United States Commissidn, and to build such salt water 
ponds as he may think advisable for the hatehing of salt 
water fish. That the expenditures for such purposes be 
limited to $1,000 until the further order of ths board, and 
the resolution on this subject heretofore adopted be mod- 
ified to that extent. 

Tt was also decided by the board that special appropriations 
should be asked of the Legislature, $1,000 to be expended in 
the rebuilding of the old hatchery house at Caledonia, and $5,- 
000 to be deyoted to the work at Cold Spring. Commissioner 
Sherman swid that either Mr, Folger or Mr, Cleveland, if 
elected to the Governorship, would be favorable to fishery ap- 
propriations. He also called attention to the fact that no shad 
spawn had heen placed in the Hudson River for two years, as 
whatever appropriation was nade had come too late for the 
work, In the Caledonia hatchery, hesaid, the salmon trout 
were doing remarkably well. Over 800,000 spawn had been 
taken fromm then, and they were growing very large. This 
Was 4 matter of special interest, because scon the supply of 
spawn trom Canada would be withdrawn, and the superinten- 
dent would haye to depend upon his own fish, Commissioner 
Blackford said he had received a hundred applications for carp 
and they would be distributed by the United States Commis- 
sion next week. The interest in their culture, he said, was in- 
ereasing rapidly, After authorizing the secretary to commn- 
ni¢ate with the United States Commission as fo State exhibits 
of fish at the London exhibition to ba held in 1883, the board 
adjourned, 

A NEW HATCHER. 

give below a cut and deseriptionof the McDonald E 
W hatcher a8 described in his specitication, etc., in the; 
United States Patent office, 
Marshall MeDonald, of Washington, District of Columbia, as- 

signor to himself and Stephen C. Brown, of same place. 
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR HATCHING TISH, 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 263,033, 
dated Sept. 5, 1882, Application filed June 12, 1882. (No model.) 
To all whom it may concern; 
Be it Imown that J, Marshall McDonald, of Washington city, 

District of Columbia, have invented a new and Improved 
Method of and Apparatus for Hatching Fish; and [do hereby 
declare that the following is # full, clear, and exact description 
of the same, reference being had to the accompaning drawings, 
forming part of this specification, in which— 

—- 

Figure 1 is a side elevation, partly insection, of my improved 
hatching jar and collector as connected foruse, Fig, 2is a 
side elevation of a modification of the collector. 
The object of my invention is to provide a method of and 

apparatus for hatching fish, automatically agitating the eggs, 
eliminating the small fry as soon as hatched, and separating 
the bad eggs and old shells, and thereby avoiding the contam- 
ination of the sound ones, _ 
To these ends my invention consists im the improved method 

of separating the bad eggs, and also the small fry when 
hatched, fromthe eges remaining in the jar, which consists in 
agitating the eggs by a forced circulation of waterin a closed 
chamberwwhich ig entirely filled with water, and taking off the 
discharge water from said jar, and with it the bad eggs, (or 
small fry, as the case may be,) at a point central with respact 
to the body of the chamber, in contradistinction to taking off 
the bad ezvs at the surface by overflow from an open jar. 

In the drawings, X represents a supply-pipe containing 
ie under pressure and of a temperature between 4) deg, an 
80 deg, 
A is the hatching-jar and B thereeeiver or collector, which 

together constitute a complete automati¢e apparatus, bub of 
which there may bea multiple series, according tothe require 
ments of production. Both tha hatching jar and the collector 
have two glass tubes, A’ B’ and A* B*, Of these tubes, A’ of 
the hatchin» jar connects by a rubber tube, a, with the water 
supply, and extends tonearly the bottom ot the jar, being held 
firmly in a tubular sleeve, b, of the cover C of tha jar, sc as tio 
Maintain the central position of the tube in said jar, Phis tube 
A’ may, however, beudjusted vertically inits sleeve to bring its 
lower end closer to or farther from the bottom ofthe jar. The 
reason for this is as follows: ‘Che central position of the tube 
causes the inflow of water to spread symmetrically over the 
bottom of the jar and cause uniform agitation and circula- 
tion of the eggs, as shown by the long arrows. By adjusting 
the tube down close to the bottom of the jar the stream of 
water is somewhat retarded or diverted in flow, but in- 
creased in vigor of circulation, causing it to be spread out in 
a thin active sheet, which produces an active circulation and 
agitation of the egesin the direction shown by the long ar- 
tows. By raisiny the tuhe the flow is increased; but the 
water, instead of beiiy spread by immediate contuct with 
the bottom of the jar, is diffased through the capacity of the 
jar, Making a less active circulation and agitation of eggs, B 
these very simple and sone adjustments, 1b will be seen, 
am enabled to defnitely rezulate and control the agitation of 
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eges and flow of water according to the necessities of the 
‘cause. This tube A*is rendered water-tight in the sleeve b by 
small stufling-hoxes ¢ e at the top and bottom, which by fric- 
tional contact hold the tube A to its adjustments sainst the 
pressure of the water. Tha other tube, B’, of the hatching jar 
is the outlet tube for the water, the small fry and the bad exgs, 
when it is required to remove the latter, This tube is arranged 
in # short sleeve, 6’, in the cover of tha jar, which is also pro- 
vided with a stuffine box to render if tight, but which permits 
this tube to be deflected, as shown in dotted lines. tor the par- 
pose hereinafter described. In constructing the sleeve b’ so a8 
to permit this deflection of the tube, said sleeve and also the 
removable thimble of the stuffing-box sre made of a larger di- 
ameter than the tube B*, and the packing in the stidling-box is 
in the nature of a round rubber ring contlned betwoen the said 
thimble and sleeve, and large enough to act as a fulemiun for 
the tube B’ when it is to by deflected. 

The cover tothe jar Ais held down upon the jur by mens 
of ascrew ring, d, upon a gum pfasket, ¢, so as to form a per- 
fectly tight closed jar. The receiving jar B ig provided with a 
similar tight coyor, aud has similar tube connections for its 
tubes A¥ B?, oneof which tubes, B’, is connected tothe tube B’ 
of jar A by a rubber pipe, 7, and the other of which A? is the 
discharge-pipe, and opens into any suitable receiver for the 
waste water, Over the lower end of fhe discharze-inbe A" 
is a large fillevine-bag, g, distended over a cage, fhe object 
of which is to seeure a diseharge trom this closed jur com- 
mensurate with the inflow without creating a violent suc- 
tion through the filter, which would injure the young and 
delicate fish. . 
The jars ave preferably of glass, so as bo permit the opera- 

tion to be inspected withont opening the jar or affecting the 
flow of water, They are also preferably ol! a cylindrical 
shape, with rounded or oval internal ends. in practicet ey 
are filled about three fourths tall of cees that have been im- 
preguated or yitalized with the milt of the male, and the 
tubes are then adjusted to about the position shown. The 
constant flow of water under pressure into and out of the 
closed jar novy gives the required movement to the eggs, and 
when the fish is freed from its shell it very soon is caught in 
the current of water passing uptuhe B’, and is thereby trans- 
ferred to the collector or rceeviver B, where if reniains, 
while the water passes out through the strainer g. As 
the eggs are agitated by the current in A tho bad eggs and 
the shells, by reason of their less specific gravity, accumulate 
trom time to time on the top of the strata of sound ees, which 
bad eges, by reason of their opacity, I have represented by a 
few heavy circles at the top. Nov, to get rid of them the tibe 
f is disconnected from B* and tube B’ is deflected tillits end 
is in thair yicinity, as shown in dotted lines, when the induc- 
tion of water draws off these oges, which are thrown away. 
After the jar has been purged of these eges, pipe f is again 
conected to BY’ and the fish are allowed to pass oyer auto- 
matically again. 

‘the Gishenlburist in pracwee has 10 deal with two ¢lasses of 
eges: first, those which have a greater specific prayity than 
the medium in which they are deposited, and which therefore 
descend to and remain at the bottom, unless kept in suspension 
by the action of the water, The second classiol eggs are spe- 
elfically lighter than the water in which they are deposited, 
and tend to the surface, and remuin there nnless disturbed by 
the agitation of the water by winds or waves, when they are 
diffused through and held in suspension in thé surface stratum. 
These eggs all belong to salt-watet species of fish—such as the 
cod or mackerel—are yery delicate in structure, dvift with 
the current, and up tothe present time no methods or appa- 
ratus of hatthing have heen devised that could handle them 
on a large scale. Indeed, it is only in the last three years that 
the attention of the Fish Commission has been directed to the 
expedicney and necessity of resorting to artificial methods in 
order to maintain the supply of these fish. 

Fisheulturists have heretofore been chietiy interested in the 
artiticial propagation of species that spawn iu fresh water, all 
of which have heavy eges, and the methods and apparatus 
have been devised solely with relerence to this class of eges.: 
My automatic fish-hatching jar proposes to handle both classes 
of eggs, and with a precision and perfection of results not 
attaimable by any existing apparatus. In the case of heayy 
eges—such as the shad and the white fish— for which the jar, 
as illustrated in the drawings, is arranged, the ceitraltmbe 
serves as A Supply tube, introducing a current of waterto the 
bottom: of the vessel under pressure. This buoys up and filters 
throngh the mass of eggs that fills three-fourths of the entire 
interior capacity of the jar, communicating to the whole a 
slow boiling motion, and envelopiny each egg in a film of fresh 
water constantly renewed, The deadeges, beinga little lighter 
than the live ones, by degrees work to the surface and ader 
the outlet-tube, which by being set al a proper distance, de- 
termined by experience, will in the course of twentytour hours 
remove every dead egg, loaving only a compach mass of clean, 
live eges whe the period of hatching approaches, Theimpor- 
tance of this is appreciated when we consider that a single 
dead egg will develop funguswhich may involvein its meshes 
and ‘lesivoy many other healthy live exes during the period 
of incnbation. When the hatching begins connection is 
established with the collector, to which the young fish as they 
break the shell and swim up in the water, are transferred by 
the current of water, and in which they are collected and 
retained without injury until ready for shi pping, 
The advantages of the apparatus are as toilows: 
First, the almost complete automutic performance; redue- 

ing attendance, and therefore the cost of praduction, to a 
minimum, 

Second, the complete separation of the dead eggs from the 
living and the perfect cirvulation of water secure the hatch- 
ing of avery healthy impregnate ee, and necessarily yields 
a. much larger percentage of production than any apparatus 
iow in use. 

Third, the collector enables us to collect in convenient con- 
dition for shipping ahd retain without injury all the fish that 
ave hatched, . ‘ 

Fourth, the getting rid of the dead decomposing egps and 
largely of the shells leaves the young fry clean and in the best 
condition for shipping—a cleanliness and therefore safety in 
transportation not possible to secure with existing apparatus 
svithout @ degree of assiduous and caretul attention which 
adds vastly to the work of the hatching room. 

Fifth, the use of close vessels for hatchers and collectors 
worked full of water under o head enables me to nse the 
apparatus aboard cars or on vessels—a Yrusulh not attainable 
with oxisting apparatus, and which vastly increases the pos- 
sibilities of fisheulture. 

In hatching buoyant egys the direction of current is re- 
versed, the water entering at the topand passing out at the 
bottem—in other words, the direction of the current is re- 
yersed, while in other respects the wanipulation is the same. 

As shown in the drawings, each hatching-jaris connected 
with a separate collecting-jar, which is also closed. I may, 
however, as a modification of my invention, have a common 
wolleetor for a number of hatching-jurs and fur laboratory use 
where the jars are stationary or notin transit. This common 
collector may bean opsn jar or aquarium, as shown in Fig, 2, 
in which B* ig gneof the tubes trom the ha.ching-jars, and 
A*a siphon discharge-pipe with filter for carrying off the 
waste water, which siphon has its outer end closed by a body 
of water in another vessel. 
Tam aware of the patents to Chase 

Wilmot, July 18, 1876, and I do not oh 
therein, 
My invention is distinctive with respach to processes de- 

scribed in the foragoing, and especially the Wilmot process, 
in that be uses an open vesse! and separates the bad. egas. 
which are of less specific vravity, by overflow fram an open 
vessel. LItake advantage of thea same principle of separating 

August 16, 1681, and 
nim anything shown 
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the bad from the good eges through their different specific 
erayities. i 
respects; Thetoroed circilation ina closed vessel, and dis- 
charging the water from the vesselata point more or less 
econtral to ¢aid chamber or below the surface of (he water 
enable me ta secure the following iinportant results: First, 
Lam enwhled to effect the separation at ony point in the jar 
without change in the water circulation, and thus can treat a 
very small quantity ul exesin the jaras well asif the jar 
ware tillad noawrly to the top, as is neaossary in Wilmot’s in- 
yeubioa; secondly, Layoid all slopping over ot the water in 
the jar and avo-d waste of ears, Lluis permittines my process 
to be condurted on cars durins transportation; thirdly, by 
taking off the discharving water in the fopeed circulation at 
nh point more or less central to the jar, Lavoid the spattering 
of the water and damage to the small fry involved in the fall 
froin an overflowing vessel; and fourthly, this niodeof carry- 
ing off the water draws the eps and small try inte its current 
with a gentle but positive suction whose influenwe is distrib- 
ated throighoul the jar, while a suitace overflow has no effect 
in eliminating the bad ees until thoy get upon the immediate 
surface, 

Having thus doseribed my invention, whut I claim as new is— 
1, The improved process of automatically separating. the 

bad e2es and small fry from fish eges during incubation, 
which onsists in agitating them in a closed chamber filled 
full of water by means of a forced cireulation of the same, 
amd drawing off the discharge water slong with the bad eggs 
ovsmall fry at a point below the surface of the water, or 
mare or less central with respect tu the jer, as deseribed. 

2. A fish-batching jar composed of closed elass yessel A, 2 
detachable cover, und the inlet and outlet tnbes A’ B’, one 
being adjustable in vertical direction and the other being de- 
flowtibls, as shown aud deseribed, 

>. A collector for the smul fry, consisting of a jar or vessel 
having an inlet-tube and an outlet-iube, with an enlarged or 
cage (bor On its inner end inimiersed in said jar or vessel, as 
and for the purpose described. 

1, The combination of the elosed hatehing-jar A, having 
tubes A? B? for aw forued sirenlation, aud the collector B, hay- 
ing conneetine-tubes BY wud 7, aud ardischarzetiube, A*, with 
a cage filter, as shown and deserihed. 

The above specificution of my invention signed by me in 
the presence of two subscribing witnesses. 

MARSHALL McDONALD, 
Witinesses—Epw. W. Byra, CHas, A. Perrier. 

BLACK BASS POR ENGLAND.—Mr. W. 'T. Silk. the 
English fisheulturist, who came to this country three greeks 
aso to procnre black bass for the stocking of the preserves of 
the Marquis olf Exvter, sailed on Saturday the 21st, on the 
stenmor Baltic, after successfully accomplishing the object of 
his visit. Before leaving le said: sl have suecevded in secur- 
ing WOO black hasas from Groenyood Lake to carry back with 
me tastock White Water Lake, belonging to the Marquis of 
Bxeter, and the various reservoirs around London, The fish 
all come from Greenwood Lake, As at this season of the year 
they resort to deep water it was impossible to net them, so I 
had to resort tohook wn¢l line, with which almost all of the 
fish were caught. In seize they ranse from two inches in 
Isneth up to two pounds in weight, and 1 have secured a lot of 
Tiinnows to feed the large fish with on their passage across. | 

La} : (=) ' 

They will oecupy the four tanks whichT brought with me, 
and you ywillsoon hear that the black bass is as plentiful in 
England as our sparrows are now with you.” 

Answers to 
ers) 
Larrespondents. 

W.5. a1, Gloucester C, H., Vt.—Write to the Wssex County Hunt, 
box 187, Montelair, N, J. 

D. W_C., Boston, Muss.—Pollux is by Dash I, out of Hardy ’s 
Digna. Ses Formst AND Srream of Aus. 34 for fol description, 

E.8. J., N. ¥.—Csn you name mea pune within one or tivo Lours 
of New York where thera is goad rabbit. quail, or partridge shoot- 
ing. ant which would not ba oeverrai by hunters’ Ans. We know of 
ny place that fulfils these conditions. 

8. E, ff. New York.—Can you inform me of a good shooting ground 
for rabbits within three or four hours’ ride of New York city’ Ans 
We are informed that there is good rabbit shooting near Lakeville, 
near Sayville, L. 1. Lake Long Island R-R, Your note was over- 
looker. 

J.D. B., New York.—Can T shoot ducks at Barnegat and Forked 
River only on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Vridays, or does the 
three-lay law cover Mosquito Cove anly, Also if there is any quail 
shooting there? Ans. Covers Mosquito Cove only. No quail shool- 
ingg to speak of, 

J. L. 4., N. ¥.—Willyou pleage inform _me what kind of shooting 
there is at the end of next month in the Hackensack meadows near 
Carlstadt or Secaucus, Ans, If the weather remains warm duoks 
may be fonnd on the Hackensack River and «ajoining mearlows. 
Also snipe, if the weather errs open, But no man bul one who 
Ichows the ground thoroughly willfind the shooting satisfactory, as 
there are nore shoolers than birds, as arule, Near Carlstadt, quail 
and woodcock may also be found. 

J.D, J., Long Prairie, Minn,—Please give me a name for the bird to 
which the enelosed head and bill belongs. T shot this about eight 
miles north of here yesterday. It weighed about eight or nine pounds 
looked soinething like a goose, neck ash color, like héad, back an 
wings dark brown or slate, like Canada goose, beak white with black 
blotches or large spots on it, belly white. legs yellow, Was all alone 
when Ishotit. Ans. The bird is the white-fronted goose (Anger «lt 
bifrons), sometimes, but incorrectly, called prairie brant. 

Brrter Roor Biun, Missoula, W. T.—1. Lam about to order a 12- 
gauge, Ub., 82in, barrel, choke-bore pistol Brip. din. shell, double bar- 
rel B. L gun for duck and goose shooting. What do you think of it? 
Would it be suitable? 2. How do Yank as gunmakers? 8. Is it 
nol rather & strange thing for snipe fo winter in this climate? Ihave 
seen them frequently in January when there was two feet of snow. 
4, Would 5drams powder, Ugoz. shot, be a suitable load for above 
mentioned gun? Ans. 1, We would prefer 101b., 39in. barrels. 2. High. 
8. Snipe will often remain by warm, open springs all through the 
winter. 4, The charge would be too heayy, You must experiment 
with the gun. Begin with 8 drams of powder and an ounce of shot, 
and target the gun until you get satisfactory results. If you want to 
shoot heavy charges you had hetter get a heavy gun, perhaps a 
No. 10, 

A, B, B., Washington, D. C.—Please publish field triaJs and bench 
show wintings of Warwick, Belle and Kirby; also if Warwiek and 
Belle were considered in any way fine in the field, What do you 
think a bite (blue belton) is worth by Warwick ond Belley Shehas a 
fins head, body and Jegs in every respect, Anes Warwick wou hé, at 
St. Louis in 1878, he. in imported elass and second in native class at 
Baltimore 1878, vbe. at Philadelphia 1879, and yc. at New York 1851, 
His field trial winnings are: Divided second with Grouse Dale in the 
Pennsylyaiia State Trials. All-Aged Stake, at Grand Junction 1881. 
Belle has won he. four times on the benvh, viz., Baltimore 1877, St. 
Louis 1678, Baltimore 1878 in both the imported and native class. 
Kirby won ¢, in the chaniniDD class at Baltimore 1878. Neither she 
nor Belle has any record. Both are said to be capital fielders. It 
would be impossible to say what the biteh from Warwickand Belle is 
worth. 

Dayy, Sardis, Miss.—T attended Mr, W. W. Cole's circus, menagerie, 
chu., at Memphis, Tenu., last week, ond T saw a gentleman claiming 
fo be A, H. Bogardus, therenowned shot of America, and I believe 
he elaims the championship of the world. With him were his two 
sons, the older of whom didsome very good shooting with rifle ata 
Slationary target at 4 distance of fifteen or twenty fest, and the Cap- 
taiu's little son, aged about eight or ten years, also did Bomeé fine 
shooting with his little popgun rifle. The Caplain himself did not do 
as Well as T expected. Shooting at six single balls he broke all of 
them, It when it came ta shooting at double balls, the renowned 
fentleman missed his second double, making his bow and retiring 
after the second double. Now, what lwant to know is, wasthe gen- 
tlerman the the and original Gapt. A, 4, Boxardus, or some one sail: 
ing under false colors? What has become of Dr: Caryer? Ans. The 
individual whom you saw was probably the Simon pure Capt, Bogar. 
dus, He is traveling with a clroug somewhere in the Southwest, 
Caryer has just reached this country from Europe, and is soon, wa 
helieve fo return, 

My process is, however, distinct in the following |- 

‘Grand Jonetion, Tern, 

Che Kennel, 
FIXTURES, 

BNNCH SHOWS. 
January 9, 10, anid 17, 1883— Meriden Poulfry Assovialtion Banuh 

Show, Meriden! Conn, Toshua Shute, Secretury, 108 Hobart street, 
Merilen Conn, 

Apvil 3,4, 8 and 6, 18h, Western Pennsylyania. Poullry Society’: 
Fifth Annual Beneh Showy, Pitlshurgh, Us. Enbries for thea Hench 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after Marth 1, i882, 
(loge December 1, 1852, Chas: Lincoln, Superintendent. TR. Stay- 
fou, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pas - 

FIELD PRIALS. 
November 17-—Eastern Field Trials Glub Wield Trials on Quau, near 

High Pomt, N. (, Entries forthe Derby close July 1, For the All- 
Avett anil Members’ Stake, Noventber 1. Washington A. Coster, 
Watbush, N, Y. 
Devember 4—National American Kennel Club Wield ‘frials on Quail, 

D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn,, Secretary. 
Demunher 11—New Ovlewns Gun Club Wield Trials ou Quail, Opelou- 

845, La. Intries close Decomber ti. J. K Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La, Intries for the Cinb Cup elose December 1, 

RAB. 
LITTLE mound in the garden, 
Aside from the box-bordered walk, 

Tells in such langue as flowers 

And only flowers can talk— 

(No need of other inscription, : 

No need of memorial slab.) 

Tells that, all still and silent, 

Underneath Ties our little Rab, 

And yet in fancy T see hin, 

Alert, overflowing with life, 

Now racing acvoss the grass-plot 

With the children in playful strife; 

Then, with head drooping saucily sideways, 

On his haunches, with heaving breast, 
Awaiting the further onset, i 

Whilé the children stop to rest. 

Kab, with his coan so silly, 

Seal brown set off by white, 

With his tong, soft ears, and his questioning eyes, 
Aglow with an inner light; 

Shall we see lin no more forever, 

Will he comeé no more at our cull, 

He, the delight of the household, 
. The merriest, maddest of all? 

Ah, Rab! we will miss you sadly, 

As we look at the spot where your name, 

Wrought of the ash's red berries, 
Glows as if written in flame, 

And the flowers will bloom and wither, 
For many and many a day, 

On the little grave where the children 

Have tenderly laid you away. R. 8, Cnton. 

[Rab was # fayorife pet, acocker spaniel, Mis owner, the writer 
of these touching lines, was for many years the private seeretary of 

Daniel Webster.—Bp, | | 

FIELD TRIAL NOTES. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

As the time for the annual field trials of N. A, K. Club 
draws nearer it may be of interest to some of your readers to 
imow who are preparing for it and what dozs they hays, 
therefore I send you 4 list of those near here. 

Bi. J. Wallace, Bartlett, Tenn., has Gath for the Derby and 
Startle for the All-Aged Stakes, both Llewellin setters. 

Chas. Tucker, Stanton, Tenn., has Clipper and Stanton, 
both Gladstone—Frost, which will probably be the youngest 
sturters in the Derby. 
Major J. W. Murnan, Keeling, Tenn., has Brage and 

Gazelle, both by Prince, and said to be promising. He may 
also run Mand W., and if he doas ste will be a dangerous 
competitor. 
W. A. Ellison, Atoka, Tenn,, has Nellie E. for the Derby, 
Sgn Nellie k., and probably Donno J, for the All-Aged 
Stakes. 

Geo, W. Winford, Germantown, Tenn., thinks he has the 
Derby winner in Pride of Memphis (Wm. Bowle’s), but Dr. 
A. F. McKinney, Forest -Hill, Tenn,, intends to fight him to 
the ‘last ditch” for first money with his Kate B, (Count 
Noble—Peep O'Day), and then try the old ones for the honors 
in the All-Aged Stakes. : 

H. M. Short, Middleton, Tenn., has quite a string, several 
already known to the publie. He will have three or four in 
each stake, and if there is anything in numbers he ought to 
be about the last ordered out of tha race. Pink B., Carrie J., 
Milwaukee, Richard Il. and Dash will contend for the Derby 
honors, and the two first probably for the All-Avéd Stakes, 
backed up by Frank H., Victor, Don, Peep O’Duy and Sue. 

J, M. Arent, Hickory Valley, Tenn.. has one or two for 
each stake. J, H, Mask, of the same place, has one good one 
for the All-Aged Stakes. With the exception of Mr, Short 
all the above-named live near here, I know of quite a num- 
ber of persens from the North, East aud West who will be 
near Grand Junction soon with their dogs; of these I will 
write another time. 

Birds at Grand Junction will be ample for a large entry, 
andif the trials are not a success it will not be for want of 
‘birds. No one will be allowed to shoot there, and those who 
desire to stop near there will be furnished with information 
regarding good places by writing to ma, 

D, Bryson, Secretary N. A. EK. C. 
Mempuis, Teun. 

THE ESSEX COUNTY HUNT. 

HE meet of the Hssex roupty Hunt, last Saturday, was 
at Montclair, N, J., at 3:30 P.M. About twenty ladies 

and gentlemen participated the affair being one of the most 
enjoyable in the annals of the hunt. The drag was laid in a 
northerly direction, oyer a_rather stiff country, which was 
very Pe oN traversed by all without mishap, The “hagman” 
was dumped about four miles from the start, and when the 
pack struck the scent they at once opened with a burst of 
melody that caused each rider to more firmly grasp the reins, 
as their impatient steeds plunged madly forward in the most 
exciting chase, After making the circuit of a house, Rey- 
nard broke away across the open*into full yiew, and at his 
best speed made straight for Little Falls, with the pack in full 
cry, straining every nerve to make his closer acquaintance. 
Gaining the towpath of the canal, he followed it a short dis- 
tance, but tindwns that this was altozether too slow for him, 
he artfully doubled and sought safety by plunging into the 
riyer and crossing to an island; but he little knew the temper 
of his foes, jor the eager hounds, with flying leaps from, the 
bank, were soou breasting the rapid current, Reaching the 
island, no delay was made to shake the water trom their drip- 
ping coats, but, with a grand chorus of “heavenly music,” they 
raced their victim round and round the island, finally rnnning 
into him in the open, in full view of the admiring crowd who 
had gathered upon the bank. Mr, Howard, the huntsman, 
wadad across and brought back the mutilated remains, which 
were distributed as follows; The brush to Mr George Hacker; 
the mask fo Master Wilmerdeen, and the pads to Mr, Mc- 
Cready, Master Harry Page, and Mr, Bull, Essex, 

“ a a 

fOcr 26, 1882 

NORTHWESTERN COUNTIES SHEEP DOG ~ 
TRIALS, 

President—Mr, TH. @. Howard. Secrétary—Mr. C.D. Mare, Jndges 
~For the best worker, Mr. J. Howell atid Mr, John Rige: for the 
hest looking, Mr. W, A, G. Jamies and Mr. W, D, Inman, 

; ( WN Thursday, Sept. 28, the annual collic trials in connec- 
tion with this association were held in a portion of Giey- 

stoke Park, near Penrith, The weather proved, on the whole 
tnsuaily favorable, though in early morning rain threatened 
anda pleruing wind blew, As hoon approached jhe sun 
shown out brightly, and all minor surroundings became tavor- 
able, There wasa large and fashionable attendance upon the’ 
sround, doubtless the most numerous since the inauguration 
of these trials. The prizes offered are valuable—£12 first and 
£5 second in the champion class; £7, £4, and a third prize of 
£2 in the open All-Aged stake; £5, £3 and £1 in the loval one; 
with an extra stake of £5 and #2, and a ppaei cup value £4 
for the handsomest dog on the field, which had worked to the 
satisfaction of the judges, With such good money prizes as 
these, itis no wonder the entries numbered toreye almost 
moré than can be satisfactorily gotten through in one day, 
especially where, as in the present instance, the course was a 
difficult one. Unfortunately, the competition is contined to a 
district—an extelsive one, cortainly—inchiding Cumberland, 
Westmorland, Lancashire, and a portion of Yorkshire, But 
with such manifest advantages as this association passesses, 
we should like tosee at least one yaluable stake open to 
general competition. Possibly another year arrangements for 
thismay be made, Capt. Best, of Llangollen, hon, secret 
to the Welsh Trials Assoviation, was upon the ground, and, 
we believe, was well pleased with his visit north, which was 
solely undertaken to have some conversation with the com- 
nittee as to future improvements in and extension of such 
trials geuerally, The result of the interview may induce the 
Welsh shepherds to visit the north of England another year. 
Thearvangements for the trials appeared to he very com- 

plete, though there is one little thing againsb them—tho diffi- 
culty of access to the places where they are usually held. On 
the present oceasion we were ai Greystoke Park, some three 
miles from Blencowe Statiou. Part of the distance was taken 
in a wagonette or other conyeyance, the remainder, of about 
a mile, through the park on foot. In returning, on the con- 
clusion of the trials, there was quite a scarcity of conyey- 
ances; and many of the visitors, atter standing about, the 
field the whole day, did not quite relish the three-milo walk 
to therailway. Had the weather been wot, this would haye 
proved a great inconvenience; as it was fine, and the moon 
about full, those of the less active stamp were compelled to 
be satisfied with their grumble, while the remainder, perhaps, 
enjoyed the walk, In other respects Greystoke Park is ad- 
mirably adapted for compotitions of fihis kind. he different 
stakes were capitally formulated, though some of the inter 
ested ones complained of the abolition of the puppy stake, 
which in previous years proved one of the most intaresting 
events; but there was always some dissatisfaction expressed 
as to the stated ages of the dogs. and perhaps the executive 
acted wisely in striking out a stake which there were grounds 
for believing might lead to disagreement. And it would be 
sure to do this unless some rule for the registration of puppies 
at their birth could be made, Although we are all so honest, 
still there are some human beings who aremigitily suspicious, 
and no one can correctly tell from observation to a month or 
two the ageof any doz which has lived, say, ten months on 
this earth. The sheep used on this oceasion were pure Herd- 
wicks and capital specimens of the breed, They answered 
their purpose well, and were quite wild enough for anything; 
moreover, they were the most uniform and eyen lot of sheep 
we ever saw at any meeting—7, e., they afforded fewer, what 
may be called, lucky trials than usual, One of the 
drawbacks to such contests as we are writing about is a 
certain amount of good fortune which may be obtained by 
one dog an easier trio of sheep to drive than another. How- 
ever, with these Herdwieks the element luck was reduced to 
#minimum. The spectators were arranged upon the side of 
a hill, at the foot of which was a gully studded with trees. 
On the other side of the latter lay the course, semi-circular in 
shape, the houndaries defined by eight flags, outside which 
the sheep were to be driven. Toward the end of the course 
in front of the last flag a lot of hurdles were erected, exbend- 
ing from the wall to some distance up the field. In these 
hurdles or railings was a gap about two yards wide, and 
through it the sheep had to go, while some eighty or a hun- 
dred yards further on stood the pen in which the flock had to 
be “housed.” The opening to this pen wag but two feet wide, 
and with great difficulty only could‘ the sheep be driven 
therein. At the commencement, the shepherd worked his 
dog from the foot of the hill where stood the spectators, the 
ravine and the trees being between the man and his collie. 
However, the wind was blowing in a contrary direction, and 
the dog could not hear orders, so after a couple of trials from 
that oe had proven unsatisfactory, the shepherd was lo- 
cated about the center of the course, over the ravine, some 
four hundred yards from where the sheep were liberated. 
The course was undulating, so much so, that at times the 
collie would be quite out of sight of his worker. This made 
a difficulty, And again at the fifth flag there was a consider- 
able decline or hollow, which had an attraction for the sheep, 
as leading directly to a corner in the field where some time or 
other might have stood a sheep fold, That pomt proved most 
fatal to the ultimate success of some of the com ehitors, es- 
penially asthe remainder of the fags round which the little 
ocks where to be driven lay quite outside this tempting and 

easy declivity. After the trials which went for naught, 
as we have stated, the proceedings commenced with the 
Local Stakes, open to any pees within ten miles of Grey- 
stoke, Ben was directed to his sheep, which he viewed soon 
after leaving their pen; he went round them on the high 
ground, bringing them the wrong side of the first Hag, and 
also of the second one. Here he could not manage to work 
atall, and, after dallying a considerable time, was called up. 
Toss, a white and black smoothish-coated dog, was a little time 
before he found his sheep; when he did so, he went up ta them 
a bit roughly, and brought them inside the fla; bout the 
center of the course one of the sheep bolted rizht down the 
field, and the doz, not being able to get the three together 
again, was called up. Meg, a pretty little black and white 
bitch, was worked by a shepherd of considerable character. 
The sheep were duly found and nicely driven for some dis- 
tance, Then Meg managed to get to the wrongside of them; 
they took back to where they had been released trom, an 
Were never afterwards recovered, so Meg was called up. Fan, 
directly she was let go, beyan to bark and was with difficulty 
sent round her sheep, which took up the hill, away froni the 
course, Here they were soon lost, and poor Fan came back 
without success, The Southwaite dog, the last in the stake, 
had little to-do to go in and win, but he actually worked worse 
than any which had preceded him, He took a low course to 
his sheep, but all the persuasion of the shepherd could not 
make him go round them, so, as ha showed no pretens: to 
excellence, he was called up. The judges very proper re- 
fused to award any prizes in this class, as no merit had been 
shown by any of thé competitors, Thera was not a murmur 
at this decision, though there was grumbling at the time oc- 
enpied in giving each animal in this stake a full trial. 

Aged Stake (open to the district of the association), 
Mite went quickly to her sheep, but unfortunately got on the 
wrong side, which caused them to go right over the hill, when 
the bitch came back to her owner. She was, however, sent 
for them a long way back, and succeeded in gettme well be- 
hind her sheep, and now showed some knowledge of driving, 
but, finally, gaing once more on the wrong side, the sheep 
went back to the pen and Mite was recalled, This wasa pong. 
and tedious trial, Nell, alittle black bitch, with white frill, 
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went quickly alone to her sheep, and pot very well to the 
Tight side of them, She then, keeping ata niece distance, 
drove them gquietky ontside the first Aas, then on the right | 
side of soma otlers till past the judges. ere, coming dowo 
the hill, the sheep were kept well together, but brought inside | 
the next lot ot Hags. The hurdles were passed on the high 
side, but very cleverly the bitch took them back, through the 
gaip, and so onto the pen. Mere the sheep were very stupid. 

t, althoueh Well would not “lie down," the trio were penned 
safely in fiffeen minntes, Young Mat was next released, and 
went quickly to the far side of his sheep on the low ground, 
driving them very quickly yell outside all the flags to past 
the judges. Here, as nsnal, the sheep would come inside the 
boundary, and then ran down the hill to the wall side, and 
there hyddled up in the corner formed of the junction of tha 
railings with the wall. Mat was now sentover the latter and 
50 Succeeded in getting behind the sheep. One oF them turnetl 
stupid and faced the doz, but Mat, sotiling goo naturedly, 
just backed, The sheep would not stir until with a_deal of 
persuasion, they began backing up hill, fuciney the dog, but 
Eradually approaching the opsning, through which they had 
to be driven, New Mat showed someof the bsst form we ; 
Byer saw at 6 trial, barking and bounding toward his Hock, 
whieh steadily continied thei course of backing, 2 
actually went soto the opening, but even here they stuck for 
atime, and when persuaded throurh went pretty cheerfully 
to the pen, where, after some little work, they were sately en- 
sconced. Time, nineteen ymd a half minutes. 

Puck, another black and white bitch, got the sheep well 

took them back the richt course tor @ time; then they made 
cover the hill, and when next Puck sppeared she had lost two 
-oflier sheep, The ently work of this bitch was good. Mat is 
alittle hard-haired dog, to lookat almost as mucha terrierasa, 
sheep doz, but heisa variety we haye seen douuusially well. 
He worked carefully wild lot ofsheep, driving ata mca dis 
tance behind them, rather slowly though, Thoearly fags ywure | 

yen the judges, | tdken on the outside, but at the fatal place 
the sheep became alinost wimanageable, and half way down 
the hill the dog el quite at 4 loss, Here much time 
was oceupicd, thnately most of the flags ware rounded, 
but the sheep syere not taken through the opening in the 
hurdles, neither syere they penned. John, a ergy colored dog, 
vather of the stamp of the last, found bis sheep, but instead of 
taking them rownd the flags broughtthem to the judges, or 

nearly to them, When steadied and sent away again, they 
weretaken insidethe flags, and, halig drivensomowhatrouchly 
the dog wasecalled up, Noxt came the yellow and white dag 
Rob, not a bad looking collis by any means, and perhaps 
: entered for the beauty prize. Certainly he was no worker, 
for althouch he yndoubtedly saw his sheep he would uot go 
pit them, and appeared to ys to put his nose to the ground 

‘as thouch in quest of a hare or rabbit; of course he was no 
cae, Lady, « brown and white bitch, went well to ber sheep, 
‘and when behind them waited patiently for orders, On the 
word being siven she, keeping a respeottnl distance, drave 
her flock along and outside four or five flazs. When down 
the hill jie sheep turned and wenb baok a bit but ware ulti- 
thately mode to return on the outside of the flags; at the 

They | 

enguch rownd the tirst tam, then inside the hext ones: but she ' 
‘side and driving them outside four flags. 

lowmost flags Lady could do nothing, and failed to 
make further progress, although half the course was 
worked in very good form. Topay, a little brown bitch 
showed considerable sense; too much, perhaps, for instead of 
driving the sheep as directed, just brought them straight to 
her worker, Belle made a capital commencement, losing no 
time in getting round her sheep, which she drove quickly 
some distauces ontside four Hags, then inside the fifth, bat ont- 
side the remainder, taking a capital course to the hurdles, the 
sheep not being allowed to get too low, and so into the corner, 
Then the gap was safely passed and to the pen, Here the 
sheep were unusually troublesome; at first one entered, then 
came Gut again, then a couple ware within the hurdles, but only 
toy a second or two. Finally, after showing capital worl here 
as in driving, the sheep were penned in sixteen and a half min- 
utes, Mr, Bracken’s nameless animal (the committees should not 
allow entries soto ba made), a black and fan in color, went 
quickly to his sheep antl drove them round a couple of the flags. 
hen the Hoel: would have its own way, bolted up the hill, but was 

after some little delay brought back, ani so on outside three other 
Hass; again the sheep broke away and were to be brought back, 
a feat safely accomplished. ‘The remaining flags were rounded, 
and sotothe hurdles, Missing the cap the first time of trying, 
at the second attempt they were driven through, then ta the 
pen. Here the shesp were “housed” quickly. Whole time, twentiy- 
two and a half minutes, Beauty, a good-looking, smooth- 
coated black and tan biteh, showed praat pace, and at the outset 
eonsiderable docility in goime round her sheep onthe low 

At the fifth, the 
sheep broke away a§ usual, but in due course were brought 
back, then missing the lower flags, were taken through the 
openines in the hurdles to the pen, Here som: capital work 
was done, an the feat accomplished in fifteen minutes. Al 
though this bitch workedk well and sseured yuickly, she did 
hot show any rape work. Meg, next in turn, had 
worked previously in the local class and done badly, he 
now showed considerably improved form, Iindine har shesp 
she, in answer to the voice af her shepherd. droye thent qui- 
vtly and patiently o: tside the early Mags, crossed ths dificult 
descent without seattering her sheep, antl praperly around all 
the flags bat tha lower one. The gap was sately passed, and 
so on tothe pan, Now the shepherd caused considerable 
ammisement by dofting his coat, which hs held in his lett band, | 
and, spreading out, ised if to prevent the sheep bolting in 
thatdireotion, Maz worked yery patiently ant sazaciously, 
crouching and eresping as the word was giyen. A tronble- 
some lat af shaap wera in the end driven into the inclosura in 
savanteen minutas, over five of wltich ware occopied im pen- 
nines. The awards of the judzes ware: Mr. J, S. Pattinson’s 
Nell, first; Mv. Mascrop'’s Ball 9, S3cond; Mr, J. Aikrigp’s 
Young Mat, third; J, Bragcken’s namalass, reserve. 
Champion Stakas, for previous winuers of a first prize of £4, 

or upwards,—in this class the judges did not alow 30 much 
tims in the comimencernent of the work, and any dbs that 
began badly was at once ordered np. Wan,a red bitch, saw 

Went around her sheep yery quiekly, (urnine the firsh fas 
on the outside, At the second tle sheep went away from 
their would-ba guardians, and, becoming squandered, the first 
champign bitch wae os led up, Jack likewise commenced 

well, though his sheep ¢szoe on the low sideof the second flag, 
but he cleverly tookthem back again, Jack now did a little 
barking, and then got his trio under good etommand, driving 
them very nicely round all the flags, but he had oceupied top 
tTauch time in doing this as he approached the hurdles, so the 
flac went up against him. Bess, an active black and tan 
biteh, kmew where the sheep were, and galloped well round 
them, and at a great pace hutried them along the outside of 
the earliertlags, taking a course rather too near the top of 
the hill. At the third flag the sheep had a notion of trying 
the lower round, and came inside the boundary. Then they 
were driven the right course until the lower fags were 
reached, and this part of the course was omitted. Next the 
flock was taken through the opening in the hurdles and to the 
pen. Here the bitch proved herself an aclept at this sort of 
work,and after considerable trouble, the task was unm fate 
accompli in sixteen minutes, She missed foing outsifle three 
‘of the eight flags. Mat tool a very circuitous course to reach 
his sheep, but when they hove in sight were “surrounded” in 
correct fashion, Sothey were driven pgst the first flag then in- 
sidethe next ones: and, perhaps thinking thoy had done wrong, 
the sheep went off bodily, and Mat, not being able to get on 
friendly terms with them azain, was put out of court, Rob, 
a big, strong, brown-brindled dog, came with a great reputa- 
tion, which ‘he sustained guite as wellas he was able to do: 
under the circumstances. Reaching, then getting on the right. 
side of the sheep, he drove them faultlessly round to the 
fourth flar, which they tool on the inside, next properly out- 
side the others all but the lower one, which most other com- 
patiters had omitted. In tunmning dotyn the bill, Harding, 
who was working his dog, fell; but the animal took no notice 
of the Aceident to his master, but, allon duty, drove his sheep 
through the gap in the hurdles and to the pan, All this wor 
had been done quickly, occupying but eight minutes. Now 
came the most troublesoms portion of the business, for the 
sheep were not safely penned until twelve minutes more had 
elapsed—tiwenty minutesinall, Ji wasthe stupidity of the 
sheep, aud notany lack of skillin either dow orshepherd which 
caused somuch time to be lost here, Rap, a brown and 
wiite dow, seven years old, met his sheep as they emerged 
from the pen with their heads im the right direction, Going 
around them they were driven outside the tirst two 
flags, but inside the next one: then down the hill over 
the proper course, rounding the boundary correctly and 
in good form. The hurdles, too, were quickly negotiated, . 
and even gt the pen the sheep gave little trouble, 
for they were pot inside in eight minutes from the 
commenceinent, Very quick time, which the judas must 
have considered in a medsure die to the easiest lot of sheep 
which had been let loosa that day. Rake was a little slow in 
getting to thesheep, but when there went carefully by them 
and drove with patience and skill round tho earlier flags; 
then the sheep showed am inclination to go Gyer the hill, an 
on being turned reached right down to where tha judges 
Stood. Here they (the sheep) became separated, and the dog 
was walled op, Wy, arepeated winner, although she was un- 
successful at the Alexandra Palace trials, had now «A turn, 
Sheisatan aad Wack bitch, inclined to be smaotli-costed, 
nice-looking, and q “gnod one to boot,” She was very care: 
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ful and a little slow in going to the sheep; when behind them 
she waited patiently for orders. and subsequently drove 
staidly and soberly, going neither too fast nor too: slow, 
Passing the middle of the course the sheep want rather on the 
high ground, but were still kept well in hand. After brinc- 
ing them back the sheep came just on the inner circle of two 
flags, but the others were rounded all right. Reaching the 
hurdles the sheep ran by their side andvonnd the upper end 
of them, butwere driven back and down through the gap 
therein, and then safely to the pen. Hero but two minutes 
were occupied in housing a fairly wild and wneasy lot of 
sheep. Time, thirteen miiutes in all, Mr, R. Huel’s Fly 
worked very saguciously, and her sheep were sufficiently 
wild to enable her to show many good gnalities, She tas 
awarded first prize, second going to Mr, Udale's Rap, while 
Mr. Uardine’s Rob hut the reserye number, 
The lust stake on the vard drew fourtecn entries, and, as it 

was purely a local one, being confined to the district included 
inthe Kendal, Kirby, Lonsdale, and eastwards of Westmor- 
land. The course was somewhat shortened and made much 
easier, The lower flags were removed, ahd the competitors 
were lot required to bring the sheep through the opening in 
the hurdles, Moreover, they were each restricted to seve 
minntesin which to perform their allotted task. The prizes, 
five guineas and tio guineas respectively, were given by Mr. 
B. BH. Wakefield, The first. animal called out was Meg, belong- 
ing to Mr, Iryme, Forest Hall, and which had been worked in 
two previous stakes. Now she went ayay well lo her sheep, 
dyjviny them round the flags all right, and the now casy 
Gourse was soon gone over abd the pen reached, Here more 
than the allotted time sas spent before they were Housed, 
and Me. Martindale’s Watch was let go before that feat was 
accomplished. This dog drove well, thoush slowly, and, not 
penning at all, was out of the hint. Mat, belonging to Mr. A. 
Krigg, only contrived to send the sheep round the first lay in 
the time allowed, so he was ealled up. Mr, Huck’s Rap 
worked his sheep wall nutil approaching tha spot where the 
julzes were stationed, Here the trio rushed down the hill, 
and hefore they could be got well toyether again the stipu- 
lated tithe had gone. Mr, P. J. Wilson's Fair, a nice looking 
black wid tan bitch, went.along way roimd her sheep, and 
slowly drove them outside the flass toward the center 
of the course, Then the sheep holted, but. Mr, Wilson, 
wlio worked his own dog, though the fla was against him, 
got his flock tothe pen. Here considérable amusement was 
caused by his vain and long-continued efforts to pen. which 
resulted in the loss of one of the sheep. In the meantima 
Well (Mr. Pattinson’s)—the sane that won the open stakes— 
was at work, and sent her sheep along capitally, the usual 
flags being rounded on the proper side, Then in coming down 
the hillthe sheep were unruly, and disturbing s rabbit, which 
Nell speadity killed, reuched wildly away, Botore they 
could be gathered again the time had flown, so Mr, T, Udall’s 
Lady was tried, Ste quickly found her sheep, and, talking 
the right courre, preyented them breaking away, so the pen 
was reached in good time, Here, for a wonder, the little 
fiock was not unruly, and almost immediately entered the 
inclosure. Mr. Martindale's Mite showed capital form, and 
until she lost her Shea at the pen, looted like Wining or 
coming second. Peace, Mr, Garlick’s, Kirby Lonsdale, a very 
handsome black and tan dog, has a capital idea of driving; 
but, although he took the sheep outside the whole of the 
flags, failed to pen them within the time. The prizes were 
thns awarded: Wirst, Mr, Udall’s Lady; seeond, Mr. Irving's 
Me: reserye number, Mr, Garlick’s Peace, 
When the last trial was tun the siin had set, and 4 chilly air 

prevailed; so no time was lost im mustoring tle competitors, 
in order that Lady Bective’s cup for the handsomest collie on 
the ground should be awarded. Only three dogs eotppeted 
which had worked satisfactorily. here was, as the saying 
is, ‘but one in it;* and Peace. the dog which had run last, was 
awarded the coveted honor, Then Lord Bective and Mr, 
Louerige read oul the list of awards, at the same time dis- 
ivibuting the prize cards, Hearty cheers followed for My, GH. 
C. Howard, who had so graciously set a portion of his park 
at the disposal of the committee, and to the local and general 
management of the trials, 
Asa genuine testof the working nierrits of collius, these 

trials proved the most satisfactory we ever attended, This 
was uudoubtedly because the judges in niaking their awards 
did not abide altoyether by the tire test, Th was not the dog 
which actually penned in the quickest time, irrespsctive of 
the form he showed, which attained the premier position. 
Actual work was the test so long asit was performed within, 
fairly reasonably limits. We have at times advocated this 
course, and are pleased that now, when adopted, it proved so 
satisfactory. The awards of the judges throuchout were 
made without a mistake, and even the unsuccessful eom- 
petitors, did not grumble, That a cousiderable amount of luck 
is required to win one of the stakes, there is proot enough in 
the yaried performances of some of the animals which com- 
peted more than once. Very much depends upon the nature 
of the sheep; but when the judges are not hampered by hay- 
ing to award the prize to that dog which performs his work 
in the quickest time, the amount of luck required is consid- 
erbly reduced, and therefore actual merit more likely to 
obtain its due recognition —Londen Meld. fi 

POX HUNTING IN GEORGIA.—Macon, Ga., Ovt, 16, 1882, 
—Hditor Forest and Stream: © have just read “J. D. H's” 
article on fox hunting in Tennessee, and enjoyed his “bout” 
very much. | sent you an extract some months ago from our 
daily Ste oad heve. giving you some idea of Manuel Hunt's pack 
of hounds, Capt. Ham Ridley, who lives in an adjoining 
county, has by far the finest and most celebrated hounds in 
Middle Georgia, He has bred a cross between an Irish doz 
and Maryland hounds, and for speed and staying qualities 
they are hard to beat, During the last season he canght 
between forty and fifty foxes, mostly red. and rarely ever 
runs a gray over ten minutes, and’ a red thirty to six 
minutes, according to the start’. This pack caught five suc- 
cessive gray foxes, and did not run either of them over five 
minutes after jumping, Capt. Ridley has invited me to visit 
him soon and as I hope tu do so, will report suecess.—I. H. J. 

BASTERN FIELD TRIALS.—The Associated Railways of 
Virginia and the Carolinas. have issued instructions to their 
agents to transport free over their lines all dogs for the trials 
when accompanied by an attendant. Those who wish to 
avail themsclves of this privilege should address Mr, W. A. 
Coster, Flatbush, N. Y., who will furnish necessary papers. 
The Belleyue Hotel, High Point, Mr. J, L. Waldrop, proprietor, 
will be headquarters duriug the trials, We haye received 
several letters from the vicinity of High Point, and all agree 
that birdsare plenty. The entiies for the Members’ and All- 
Aveil Stakes are coming in freely, and the indications are that 
they will be nearly, if not quite, double those of any previous 
year. All who intend running their dogs should bear in mind 
that the entries close vext Weduesday, November 1, 

HARRY MALCOLM ,—It gives us great pleasure to notice 
that Marry Malcolm, who is well known to our readers, has 
heen appointed agent, ab Baltimore, of the Star Tnion line, 
We congratulate Ma, Malcolm upon his promotion, and trust 
that his new duties will not prevent our readers from occa- 
sionally perusing articles from lis able pen. 

OOURSING,—The match between the celebrated grey- 
hounds Snowdight and Waterford, which was to have taken 
place at Newmarket, Nne., on Oct. 14, did not come olf, 
aterford having paid forfeit, 
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FOREST AND STREAM. | 

ST, BERNARD CLUB BENCH SHOW,—We have received 
the prize list of the St. Bernard Cluh’s (English) Beneh Show, 
to be held on November, 2 and3, Thera are twenty-two 
classes, with over $90() in cash prizes. There will also wn- 
doubtedly baa large and valuable list of Cae offered by 
the gentlemen who are interdsted in this noble breed of dogs. 
The Rey. J Cumming Macdona will act as judge. We 
wish the club all suecess in its laudablerelforts to maintain 
the purity and improve the quality of this magnificent animal, 

A PACK OF BEAGLHS.—Port Henry, N. ¥., Oat, 17— 
Game birds herein the north are very scarce, but foxes and 
rabbits plenty, So after the advicesgiven in PoREST anp 
SteHAM, that vonsiderable sport could be had after the 
beagles, I consulted your advertising columns and made 4, 
strike for some, succeeding finally in getting a little pack of 
ten togéther, and with them Ihave had a the words of the 
small bay) ‘more fun than. cireus,” and want to thank you 

a 

for the suggestion.—W. C. W. 

SCENES AT SHEEP DOG TRIALS.—We give our readers 
this week « capital illustration of some of the scenes witnessed 
ot collie triuls, The cutis reproduced for us from the London 
Graphic by the Rockwood Photo Engraving Oo., 15 City Hall 
Square, and is wn excellent picea of work, 

LARRY AND GUSSIE,—Mr. Win. H. Pierce, of Peekskill, 
N. Y¥., has sold his brace of red Irish setters, Larry and Gus- 
sie, to Dr. J. W. 8S. Arnold, of New York. Both dre capital 
fielders, and we congratulate the Doctor upon the possession 
of 30 food a pair of animals. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserbed in this column free of charge. 

publication of notes. correspondents MUST GIVES the 
ticulars of eaoh apineetly 
1, Color, 
2, Bread. 

. To msilre 
ollowing par- 

i, Name ind residence uf owner, 
buyer or seller, 

a Bex, 7, Sive, with his sire aud dam. 
4, Ave, ar . Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or §. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10, Owner of dam, 
Allnames tust be plainly written, OCommunivation on one side of 

paper puly, and signed with writer's name, 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Sir Linincelot, By Mr, Wm, Wade, Pittsburgh, Pa., for mastif’ dog, 
whelped Sept. 8, 1882, by Taurus Il. (E. BE, C,S. BL 9,389) out of his 
recently imported Dinah If. 
Rory B. By Mr, Albert Wylly, Savannah, Ga., for red Irish setter 

dog, whelped March, 1381, by champion Rory O'Moré out of Norah 
O'More, 
. Monte, By Dr, BW. 0. Frankhn, Ann Arbor, Mich,, for black cocker 
spaniel dog, whelped July 6, 1882, by imported Montague (Baron— 
Queen) out of his imported Leda. 

BRED, 

fe See instructions at head of this coluniae 
Jester—Onward. Mo, W. C. Witherbée's (Port Henry, N. Y_) black. 

white and tan beagle biteh Jester (frant-—Venus) to his Onward 
(Wrank—Blue Belle), Oct. 12. 

Fire Fly—Onword. Mr. W, C. Witherboe's (Port Henry, W. Y¥.) 
black, white ond tan hedgle biteh Wire My (frank—Venns) to his 
Onward (Frank—Blne Belle), Oct. 15. : 
May Druid—Dashing Berwyn, Myr. J. A. Rockwood’s (West Med- 

ford, Mass.) black, white and tan Bnglish setter bitch May Druid 
(Druni—Nillson) to Daslnug Berwyu (Dash T!,—Countess Bear), Sept. 
wile 

WHILPS. 

E2= See iustructions at head of this column, 
Judy. Mr. Wm. R. Will's (Albany, N.Y.) imported Dandie Din- 

inont bitch Judy, Oct. 14, four (two dogs), by imported Waltz. 
Nellie, Mr. Wm. R. Hill's (Albany, N. Yjimported collie bitch 

Nellie. Oct, 15, six (all bitches) by Mr, Thos, H. Terry’s champion 
Tweed IL, a 

Woep. Mr. Win. R, Hills (Albany, N.Y.) fox ferrier bitch Wasp, 
Oct, 1& eight (five dogs) by imported Peligrine Pickle, 

SALES. 

ge See instructions at head of this column, 
Bang—Jean vhelps. Pointers, whelped July 10, 1842, by Mr, Geo, 

&. Poynur, Dayton, Ta,, a liver and white dog'to Mr, EB, By Downing, 
Wilmiugton, Del.; a liver and white dog and bite to Mr. ALA, Root, 
Lyons, [4,; tivo lemon and syhite dogs to Mr. W. B: Stafford, Elmore, 
Miin,; a lemou and white dog to Mr, W. P. McCrear y, Cedar Rapids, 
In. a lemon and white dog to Mr, H. M. Breckenridge, Natrona, Pa.: 
a demon and white dog ta Mr. Ed. Aiken, Atalissa, Ta. ' 
Dorothée. Black Bhesbound hitch, whelped Sept 15, 187) (Roi dn 

Combat—Sciatica), by My. L, 0. ¥. Lotz. Chicago, Dl, to Me. H.W, 
Huntington, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Druwii—Gessle uhetp, Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped 

Feb, 14, 1881, by Druid out of Gessie (Dash TIT.—Modjeska), by Mv, J. 
A, Rockwood, West Medford, Mass., to Mr A, A, Whittemore of 
same place. ] 

Jean, Lemon aud white pointer bitch (Glenmark—Girl), by My, 
Geo. BE. Poyneer, Dayton, Ta., to Mr. John J, Olirt, Burlington. tn, 
Liuly Bang. Lemon and white pointer biteh (Bang—Jean), by Mr. 

Geo, E. Poyneer, Dayton, Ta., fo Mr. W. P_ Stone, Atalissa, Ia, 
Rip, Chesapeake Bay bitch (Gowrie—Fan), by Mr, Geo. B. Poyneer, 

Dayton, Ia, to Mr. H. 5. Payson, Boston, Mass. 
Bruce. fale veil Scotch collie, whelped September, 1881, by 

ehaurpion Tweed TI. out of Elsie. by Mr. Robert Mackey, Youngs- 
town, O,, fo Mr. Thos, H. Terry, New York. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
t2Fr> See instructions at head of this column. 
Bang—Jean whelps, Pointer bitches, whelped July 10, 1882, by Mr. 

Geo. BH. Poyneer, Dayton, Ia , one (liver and white) to Mr. W. B. Staf- 
rare Elmore, Ia., one (lemon and white) t Dr. H, Daly, Pittsburgh, 

a. 
Bertie Jardin, Orange and white setter bitch, whelpad July 12, 

1881 (Leicester—Cropk), by Major G. R. Watkins, U. 8. N,, Brooklyn, 
N. ¥.. to Mr. Geo, T. Leach, New York, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

SusseriwerR, Bay City, Mich,—See answer to B. D. this week, 

W. J. H., Hartford, Gonn.—We ahowa judge Hon vee deseription 
eee your dog hasmange. Wash fhe sores with dilute sulphurougs 
acid. 

FE, A. D,, Melrose, Mass.—You do not give a description of sym 
toms sufficient for us to fort an opinion of the case. Write again 
giving full purtienlars and ve will prescribe. 

G. M,, Sayannah.—t, Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson on the dog, 
treats of their diseases and management. Price $3. We can send 
it. Consult instruction af heud of Kennel Notes, 

BG. D., Annapolis, Md.—lor canker in the ear use of bromo chloral- 
Tum and lsudanum equal parts, diluted with six times their bull of 
water, Fill the sar and pently knead the base fora short time and 
repeal in 24 hours. ‘Two or three applications should effect a eure, 
unless of long standing, 

J. H. BL, Hloveraville, N, ¥,—Your dog nndoubtedly had an epilep- 
tice fit. The dose of saltwas wrong, Donot give him exercise after 
eating, intil his food is digested. Youu do not state his age, but if 
young he my onterow it. We would advise two grains of bromide 
of potassium in a pill twice a day for two or three weelcs, 

L, Vay D,, Littleton —To kjllthe lice on your dog, tie up in a piewe 
of muslin two onnees of quassia wood chips and suspend them for 
twohoursin a pail of water, occasionally stirring it. Use this to 
wash the ces With plenty of sian, rinsing of with clear water. For 
the lump on his throat, with asmall brush paint if with tincture of 
Joding; repeat ina day or two. 

C.'T, R., Ausable orks, N. ¥.—My vocker spaniel puppy, 10 montis 
old, hay decayed teeth, the ends of nearly all of them sli hily de- 
cayed and of a yellowish color, In teaching him tricks I have fed 
him a great ob baker's cookies asa reward. These contain some 
sweetening, but T did not think ¢nough todamage his teeth, Can you 
give me the reason for this decay and suggest a remedy? Ans, Ttis 
very probable that the coukies aré the cause of the trouble. Take 
one grain of chloride of zine to one once of water. Apply with a 
stiff tooth brush twice a day, 

¥., Foxburg, Pa.—l. Will you wivise me what remady to apply to 
a setter dog whose ayes appear to be rising, or more properly the 
sidn covering is falling over the eyeball, leaving in lower part of eye 
a fleshy part exposed. Th has been growing worse snd worge foro 
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long time, until now Nery little of the eye properappears, & Ihave 
a setter bitch in season that I havo had to ep shut up between two 
and three weeks. Js it not longer than usual, pel is there any 
remedy? Aus, 1. Bathe frequently with warm water to which 2 
little vinegar and Jaudanum have heen added, We fear that this case 
is of so long standing that an ee will have ta be performed, 
and would advise youty consult your areas ysician, 2. ‘This is not. 
An unusual length of time. We know of nothing to shorten the length 
of tha season, exceph perhaps ulowdief with an occasional small 
dose of salts or other cooling medicine. 

Persons wanting beautiful large watch (logs are referred to adyer- 
tisement of Charles I". Kelly,—4du, 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

ONE VIEW ON THE MATCH REPORT, 
Editor Forest aad Strenm: 
After a, Gareful reading of Col, Bodiné'’s reaportin your last issue 

Tfindit so different from whot would naturally be expected tram 
the result of the whole match that T am constrained to say a few 
words about it, and having been on the grounds prior to, and at the 
time of the match,also having had some experience in rifle shoat- 
ing. Tecan speak from actnal knowledge. 

{ appears that the Colonel's ideas in regard 10 the selection of a, 
team have undergone a radical change. As heretofore our leams 
haye heen selected by actual competitions at Creedmoor, and invari- 
able suecess has attended such selections. Tis statement thut “the 
mode of selections of teams by competition has only one advalhige 
in matches of an international character’ is open to question, but 
whatever that advantage is it tas been with us, If the Colonel 
Wishes to import the British idea of appointing places on the team, I 
predict a miserable failure, from the fact that there are not perhaps 
one-tenth of the number of prominent stots in this country that 
there are in Great Britain that would be eligible for a place on the 
team from which to make the ee Ae Theidea is not Ameri- 
can at all; fora hody of men who cotiupose a team, if they wish to 
foster the esprif du curps and have RET ORY 4amouz its members, 
*pwill be found necessary that they shoyld have the appointing 
power us to their own officers, The Colonel's idea of a teat would 
imply that he wanted a machine made to his order and titted up with 
iutomatons, with certain motions and methods decided upon betore- 
hand by himself. ‘ z 

Botil must be remembered in this connection that a, team of ritle- 
men are composed of flesh and blood and are unreliable in a eertyin 
measure, and need more careful management and nursing than any 
machine with patent steering ey ae yet manufactured, and it 
would seem to require a captain wilh a genial and happy manner, 
one that can sloop to the position and take an interest in each indi- 
yidual member of the team, and not one to stand ona dignified ped- 
estal with a manner which miniily, says: “If vot want to know any- 
thing, come to meé through my adjudant.” : 

Tt nay safely he predicted that a team made up on this latter prin- 
ciple will not “sail on to victory,’ but toignominious defeab, No in- 
tellizent Taarksman, knowing all the circumstances, would contribute 
the time and money necessary to go over tothe other side and take 
part inan internal ional match if he was to be subject to the whims, 
vaprice and spite of an Buppived vaptain, 

Ts the Colonel sure ulso he made no mistake in attempting to en- 
force his own make of ammunition on the team? How could he ex- 
pect them to accept his advice in this regard when he had nevershot 
the guns over the ranges, and never experimented with each identical 
gun to know whether it would give a better result, with his amonu- 
nilfiou than with that of the man who was shooling the rifle cach 
day. 

| When we find thatthe men were compelled to nye Colonel Bodine’s 
ammunition, perhaps it will Les ans some of the misses and outers 
aud inners made by members of the team at the 200yds. range. 

Colonel Bodine, in spenking of the experiments made at the fae- 
tory with the ammnnition as furnished with the rifles. uses some 
very strong language. Lt would be interesting if we uovld have ac- 
cess to the records vherein the caplain of the American team bad 
racticed with his own Inbricants and bullets and atnmunition; to 

Rave proof that his methods are much better than those employed 
at the factory. : a 
“Guns extemporized in hasie,? ete,, ate., we find with the Rewing- 

ton gun there were extensive experiments at the factory, and the 
aminunition adapted to Tt to such a degree that very fine shooting 
was the invariable result when used according to directions, 
Colouel Bodine, finding himself so hadly whipped at the 20yds. 

range by the English team, it would seem from his report, desires to 
enfore the adoption of what is known or called the ‘picture posi- 
tion” for off-hand shootingat range. [vis ouly necuesary for any rifle- 
man to tale his rifle and hold *4with the left arm fully extended” to 
detect after a short practice a quivering nd trembling of ths 
extended and strained muséles, which precludes thu possibility of 
holding with that positive firmness and solidity which van be done 
with the elbow drawn close in against the side or body, and still com- 
ly with the rnles of fhe National Rifle Association for position at 

Podyas. Any one can widerstand that a greater and more lenzthened 
strain upon the neryes and muscles brought into service produces 
extonded and greater vibration or trembling of the article atrempted 
to be heldsteady, . 
A proof of all this is the comparison of the s¢ores of the lwo teanis 

at the 200yds. range, the Muglishmen holding in ene position, that is, 
the elbow drawn close to the body or across the chest, and the 
Amerieuns in the “picture position,” with the lefe arm extended 
nearly the whole length of the barrel. 
Colonel Bodine says: “In the proné position the hand showld grasp 

the barrel in front of the action.” 
Now, as the barrel of a rifle dows not extend in the rear of the ac- 

tion, it would seem that his advice in this direction is superfluous, 
He says: “Nor do I think that coaching the military team: with the 

present sight can be done with any imarled su¢dess;’ be only went 
through the motions “to satisfy ihe public and prevent strictures 
from the press," : 
The Colonel's idea abont coaching, especially as adapted to the 

mnjlitary team are undoubtedly, in his own mind, yery valuable, but 
I would venture to predict that if auy member of the team wanted 
to shoot at fala h and make a bullseye, he wonld much prefer the 
advice of a brother member who had just fired at tho same range 
than any extended or scientific knowledge that the Colonel could 
offer, ‘The duties of 4 voach on any team should he confined ex- 
clusively to detecting any change in the direction or fovee of the 
wind, and the variations of light and shade occasioned by clouds 
assing over the range. The former can be done by watching the 

Bees, which should be posted at coavenient distances upon the 
range; anything further than this should not be allowed. As to 
“holding,” or “pulling,” or fixing the ammunition or arrangement 
of the sight, on these points, advice from any one not persoudlly en- 
gaged in the shooting, would be entirely out of place. It is nob only 
useless, but a positive injury to the man shooting. 

Tr will be very interesting forthose gentlemen who expended their 
time and money i ig” for the late American team to learn, in *‘coae:! 
through Colonel Bodine's report, that they were there merely as pup- 
pets, “to satisfy the public and prevent strictures from the press, 
The remarks of Colonel Bodine us to the efficiency of the English 

guns, aud bis comparison of our guns with theirs, are quite to the 
point, Howcan ourmakers get out a guin that will be perfect in all 
the necessary requirements without the advice and experience of 
men that actually go outand test the whole subject in the open air 
and at the extreme lon ranges? - 
The results of experiments conducted with rifles and ammunition 

at oeeta. range are not acriterion or sure fest for accuracy at 
1,006yds. 
As to the allowance on guns, If the mateh, as the Colonel says 

had been up to 600yds., and the N, R. A. could have arranged the 
conditions as favorably for the N. Y. State National Guard rite as 
they arranged itin the continuous match at Creedmoor at the fall 
meeting, they could have allowed points enough in fayor of that 
weapon, undoubtedly, to haye won the match, 
Had the National Rifle Association encouraged the style of shoot- 

ing to which this team was confined as much as they have fostered 
the shooting of the .f0-cal Remington at Creedmoor, the result 
ee ecrtainly haye been 4s predicted by Colonel Bodine. 

It ls true that the English rifemen came here with fixed smmuni- 
tlon; they were uot bothered in any way in reloading, as cur meu 
were; still the fact remains that no factory in this country his ever 
roduced ammunition that will shoot with accuracy, even in the 
onz-range match rifle. which is cleaned out afler each shot. Bach 
rifle has peculiarities of ifs own; it nist be arranged for in its am- 
munition. Wesurely think the poiot well taken on the amnuinition 
as being defective, seeing it was all Bodine’s, The Brifish service 
has adopted a certain style of ammunition, and the mannufagtorrs 
have adopted the rifle to shoot that ammunition; henge the reason 
for ae fine shooting of this: prepared ammunition is quite ap- 

Arent, 
aa tifeman who should get a series oF had shots from ammumi- 
tion that was made by any one bul himself, would at onve blame the 
ammuimition as the reason of his bad shooting, thus losing confidence 
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in the whole stock of amnmnition, and losing interest algo in the | 4 
natch. 
The Colonel lays 

discipline the members. Letme ask, does this kind of work makes 
wilseyes? Farfrom it} each member has a friend in his brother- 

shooters, aud in some cases the chords of friendship aré too strong 
to be savered in the peremptory manner indicated by the late cap- 
tain, Let the captain and adjutant of the team treat each member 
us their equal, and ADpracs each member in @ reasonable and 
sensibla way. Neither should he have power to disqualify a member 
for the mere @xpression of an opinion that there was “tog much 
wind to-lay to make full score,’ or words to that effect. Nat G. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE MATCH OF 1893.—The Special Committee of the Board of 
Directors of the National Rifle Acsovistion charged with the manage- 
ment for American riflemen of fhe match of 1488, met ou Toesday 
Just and “decided on askiag some important concessions from the 
British board, Colonel Bodine said that the conditions of the match 
of 1882had been dictated entirely by the visiting team, and treat in 
lace of holding to them an effert should be made for better terms 
‘or the Americins. The potots asked were the use of the wind 

fuae¢e, Lhe use of a barley-corn sight, thin at the hore, iu place of the 
prosent form. and finally arnle which should permit of men on the 
team who had joined the Nutional Guard not later than Jauniry 1 
ext. <A letter making these raquests was ordered to be sent) by the 
secretary. It was also proposed to purchase a dozen English nities 
to baplaved i the hunds of the coming American team, 

LUTZOW RIFLE CLUE.—New York, Oct, 15, 18$2.—The first 
annual prize shoot of the Lutzow Rifle Cluh was contested for at 
Steinbrenner's, Guttenbery, N, J. Conditions; 10 shots per man, 
ring targets; possible 250; distance, 200y;ds, B. Zettler 215, V- Stein- 
back 202, Chas. Weegmann 196, Capt. L, Zucker 18), A. Ringler 176, 
H, Berger 175, H. Maciocia 170, F, Meier 161, G Berinus 144, L. Zltz- 
mann 148, BH. Uhner 145, F. Wiederer 130, 11. Hauser 124. J, Hartmann 
116, ©, Gunther 112. 

NEW YORK, Oct. 17.—The match between the Lutzow Chib of 
New York. aud ihe Celluloil Club of Newark, N. J., has been 
decided im favor of the Lutzow team. This is the third match. It 
was won once by the Celluloid team and twive by the Lulzow team, 
The conditions were as follows; Creedmocr target, 10 shots per man; 
possiule a0; ten men onaside, Luizow team, Capt. Zucker, 441; 
Celluloid team, Cat. MeVoy. 437. 
BOSTON, Oct, 21.—The riflemes have been busy at Walnut Hill 

range during the past two days with fhe matches of the fall meet- 
ing of (he Mussachusitts Rifle Association. The weather conditions 
on both days were favorable, sida good attendance was shown. The 
shooting was entirely at 20Uyds,, but at various targets. The scores 
Biood: Decimal Match. 
Conditions—Rounds, 7; 3 scores to wing entries unlimited; to mn 

through both days. Prises—Trophies, 12 in number of the total 
value of 70 per cent. of the entire entry fees. 
GEiisworth 02 $8 G1-188 A Duffer,......68 s7 68-178 
Te Rieharnson ..5b (4 ji—1 AC Adams....58 a | Sh171 
HG Bixby .....60 (il (i152 JN Frye, ....,.a0 55 52—160 
OM Jewell. (61 it D178 AW Moore,...68 63  fi—ib7 
GA Hinde. po 69 dei’ N WiArnold....51 64 hl—1ht 
BJ Cram .....59 67 GU—-1G J Baxter,,,,.42 51 51—1b4 

Limived Re-entry Match, 
Creedmoor target; open to all except persons who haye made full 

malivh scores of Seven shots or upward, 
C.A Hinds... 853. 84 86-102 F Wallace, .... 31.082 BR 05 
A Mathews...3¢4 s+ d4—1w2 W Wisher... -. 800 82 BB Ne 
J 6 Tellows....28 33 35-100 KE WMoore..,., a] a2 al Yd 
A Dulfer h 330 #8 OW) SOR Davis ..,.... 31 «|.300CBI— "2 
DP Holde 33 aa B2— 98 CC Poste a1 30 AI— 92 
TNabrye))., |. 32 3B 82— 97 # Burleigh... ,40 at RA— YO 

Visitors’ Match. 
Creedmoor target; open to all, except members of the Massachu- 

setts Ride Association and non-members who have made Full match 
scores ef seven shots or upward, 
AJ Greene, ...32 38 88-7? SO Noyes....... B10 BL B18 
AW Webb..,...82 33 82-97 JE irving,,,...41 31 31—93 
CA Hinds. ....32 338 s1—9 IGAmith,......28 31 80—HA 
F Wallace...,.., 310 82 16 VL Leche 268 20 «29-87 
A Keach........, 82. 3815 FF Tiewis,. 2¢ 0 6©630)0— R086 
H Sprague.___-- 32 200 81-93 NL Coon... 25 (BO 82. 

Single Score Decimal Match, 
Open to all; decimal turget; rounds, 10; ong entry only, 

Hit Bixbyecss. easeeyteeedeyesteneeeed JU 8 8 9H % 610 8-88 
F FE Ellsworth. 10 61010 7 810 6 4 B79 
NW Arnohl, -t@ 09 6 7 810 8 9 5 BT 
LA Parvrare_ 910 t 9 4 2 6 5 8 b—60 

Sine le Score Creedmoor Match. 
WN Wry. ses. tee: bo¢444 5 54h 
DP Holtten: sit seen eye et 5% 8@ 46 44 4 & +43 

WORGESTER, Mass., Oct, 2).—The fall series of matches, under 
the auspices of the Woreestér Rifle Association, were continued to- 
day, ‘ne attendaoce was good. The wind was light from 12 o’alock 
by the dial, Vhe frowt of the targets were somewhat obseureid by 
thie settling of the ritlasmoke, The following are the scores, maite 
afi-hund, stance 20) yards: 

Massachusetts Target, 
M Gregory....-.. ari: a Wea —.-. 911 1 14 1010 4240 41 Y—1 
@A Allon .. --110 9 911 10 10 10 10 12401 
G H Cutting, 212 91071 9 9 9 1012 10—101 
Stedman Cla 101011 724i tO 910 B— HS 
AL Ritolc.lin / 611101011 9 9 810 11— 95 
HT Warrar.,--_. AW Bi 812 7 91011 7H 
A-WilliaMs,.......----.)------s--e PIL BB 8 Yi 7 12— Bo 

! Creedimour Target. 
M Gregory, ...-.----eees eee FH 4 td 4 ob G44 
BP Henry.:.)c.5.2.. —..#¢644¢45 45 5 £44 
My Weassonss- fsa.) 558.5 seo 4 B25 5 GF 4d 4b 5-19 
SB Winchester_-_.... whos td ¢ dd ta db 5B 
ACH Onitings 0 ...-.-.,--+2----8!-> o 444 654 445 4 4-42 
GCHAR EN, Pe) ee ee ers as 444 44 5 4-11 
NEW ORLEANS, Oct. 14.—The sixth contest for fue Hill trophy 

took place this afternoon, and was won by the Continental Guards 
for the third tine, and the cup becomes their property. There was 
a yery annoying wind at about i o'clock, which bothered the marks- 
men cousicderably. The Washington Artillery team improyed yery 
tanch, but they failed t reach the Continentals. Duilley Selph came 
Lo the front yesterday, leading the score by ove polot, It is grality- 
ing to sce this fue rifleman once more interesting himself in these 
confasts, and it is certain that in a short time le will regain his mag- 
nificant shopting qualities and take his Reston in the front rank of 
riflemen, Owing to the irregular attendance of the Louisiana Field 
teani, (hein shooting is a little off, but this will not be forlong. The 
Continental team deserves crédit for them achievements with the 
Trifle, and they wall bé Gongratulated on their splendid victory, ‘The 
score was as follows: 

Continental Guards—Team No, 1 
S0y ds, Ally ds, 

JK Kaight.. 2.4 4844-27 856445453057 
Geo Howe. $4834 43-2 444545 5-31-66 
L Gerteis, Jr. 44543 32-26 £45624 5—40—5b 
M PD Shupper B444384 25 FHSS 45 5 30-55 
Ay Frankiin.-.. .-- -.- HAdsstat MB 8AR58d 4 VPs2 70 

Louisiana Field Artitiery, 
Beresgeay..-..---. 0 +5444 43-8 Dob44 55 98_H1 
Weiss: i... 444 3333-26 4554405 5-32-55 
Montgomery, 4242832219 832444 6-5 
Wortier ......,,---. ... .b 84 44 4 4-2 0028842 14-43 
Sallean,,...... .-----,--8084488—20 4 (494 3 0-—16—86-—240 

Washington Artillery. ' 
200yds- HvVOyds, 

Dudley Selyh...........6544444- 80 644555 4—32-G2 
Wm Arms)...-.....+--.. 22445542 444368 4-27-31 
M Manion ___-._. pa H4id244-22 05456 45 4—27—1) 
HM Bradford ... 448244425 2889052 56 3-22-47 
GW Charlton............ 44492434 83824 24 4-22 46—252 

Continental Team—WNo, 2. 
200yds. Sl0yds, 

Thos McQnithey,....-d544444-28 44425 5 8-27-65 
Cupt Perry . Ads 42 4 52h 144588 4 -26—51 
G_ifusson... 824233 4-5 22522 3 4—20—41 
“Doolittle”. Zeob000-0W 4646433 5—80—40 
Jongualle.. .. 20084234 0802002— 7-21-2218 

1tis s4id that a friend of rifle shooting intends to vffer a very hand- 
some prize fou Competition umong the chiferent teams, The shoot for 
the Hepburn rifle will probably be ain individual shoot instead of a 
team Contest, . 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.—The Rod and Gun Club will hold its annual 

fall mesting at itsrange, Oclober 30 and 81, for which they offer the 
following programme; - ; 
Continiious mateh—Open toallcomers. Any rifie within the rules, 

_ Gonditions—1. Nittaber of shots té score 7; 2. The aggregate of three 

Hee co feee Sis ontriue Golfmdien the lst of prizes tet x follows: ance fee, Ril; (a) ited. 6 list 0: y 8 as fo b 
Sol, $25, S12, $3, 87, 80, 65, $5, $6, $5, 85, $4, $1, 85, 83, 89 
Bullkeye target 

it stress on his desire to be able to thoroughly ' 

b, 3, $2, $l. 
(Musshchusetts})—Ten tickets ‘for $1; bullseyes,. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
eee 

255 

2's only to eolnt, to be paid 25 cents; fs will be paid for the most 
bullseyes made during the tournament, and $2 fer the second best, 
Team mateh (Massachusetts target)—Ai 2180 P. M, ov the fitst da; 

of the tournament; open to teams of five men from any rifle associ- 
ation; score, 7 shots; entrance fee, $5. Prizes: First, 50 per cent, of 
entrance money; second, 8) per cent. of entrance money, 

TROY, N. Y¥., Oct. 17.—At the regular monthly practice of Trojan 
Rifle Club to-day, the following scores were made: KR, Bovee 10x, 
Geo. Pollock 178, Geo, W. Gemmill 180, Frank Ritehie 166, J. P. Wight 
180, I. 5. Nickerson 188, W. D. Taylor 14, Chas. Babcock 165. 

THE TRAP, 

ALGONQUINS vs. WASHINGTON HEIGHTS.—A friendly match 
at glass balls between the aboye clubs was shot on Thursday, Octo- 
ber 19, at the spacious grounds of the latter clubat Inwood-on-the- 
Hudson, The mateh was eight men cach club, twenty-five balls 
éach, thrown from a rotary trap, and resulted in a victory for the 
Algonquins. The match was gamely contested throughout in the 
mist of a heavy rain, and some fine scores were mde, Jt wasa 
matter of regret with all present that, owing to the drenching rain, 
the match ended with the sixteenth ball, as otherwise the afternoon's 
sport promised to be one of rare pleasure to all. A brief cessation 
of the rain at the elose of tha day gaye opportunity for a lively 
“sweepstake,’’ in which all hands joined. Adjournment to the 
Washington Heizhis headquarters—Sand's Hotel—was next ordered, 
and here a surprise awaited the Algonquins in the form of a bounte- 
ous collation allin readinéss. To have heard the yelp of delight sent 
up by a certain chief of the Algonquin tribe, as he east his hungry eye 
on the tempting yiands was simply soul stirring, and roused the dor- 
mant enthusiasm Of his “braves” for vigorous onslaught, Delighted 
appreciation gleamed from every red man’s eye, and amid the 
smacling of lnngry palatesand seueral jubilee an aged “Sachem” 
was heard toamurmur “Long live tle fountain head,’ ‘So say we 
all of us,” whooped every “brave,” thus 

“The feast went on, anil flow of soul 
Did all hearts warm; and gladness beamed 
From every eye.’ 

That other as pleasant reunions are somewhere in the near future, 
and that long life and prosperity may always attend the Washington 
Heights Gun Club is the wish of every t1me-hearted Aleonqnin, 

PROVIDENCE, R. 1, Oct. 19.—Narragansett Gun Club, seventh 
contest for club medal, 20 balls per mun, 
W G Crandall 2 09117171741131170111411 1-18 
W_H Sheldon AOL111111111111111101—i8 
§ D Greene. Jr, 21077101 1T111011111011 1-16 
EPratt..2-- Bes i -0000701111110111101 1-18 
CH Perking, Jr OL112101001111100101 i—12 
J B Valentine ~0100110101111010101 118 
EW Tinker...,.- -0011101011111001001 0-1 
TL Bennett..4....:. 11100000101 011110100—9 
O A Baker... .. -TTLOINDTOOTONDNNON00I1 00-7 
G W Cary... 11017100011 withdrew — 5 
QF Baldwin : POLO1TODNDN00NHTHV01100—4 
GJ Crandall. ...........2--- 1oO701190000 withdrew ~4 
ies om 18, 5 balls: W. H. Sheldon4d, W. G. Crandall 3. 
‘The following js the sscond contest for the solid silver cup, clay 
Iweons: 

y 3 Valentine. .117411111711111—-15 
G J Orendall.. .111411111111101—14 
O A Perkins Jr.11111011111111114 
5 D Green, Jx_.011101111111111—-13 
WG Crandall: .W00111111111111—18 - TWITTL011010100— 4 
EW Tinker, .. .111101010111111—12 010101 100010000,— 6 
J.B, Valentine wins the cup for the second time, Cup to be won 

three successive times to become personal property. Fora fine gold 
locket donated by one of the members for second prize in this shoot, 
G. J, Crandall and CG. A. Perkins, Jr., having tied on 14, shot off ab 
three clay pigeons each, scoring; G. J. Crandall 2, C. A, Perkins,{Jyr., 1. 

FALL RIVER, Mass., Oct. 12.—The Fitteenth and final competition 
for the silver cup given by the Fall River Gun Club took place this 
aftermoon. aml was won hy W. H, Sheldon, by the following score: 

W Hf Sheldon. .111011111111010—12 
GW Cary......100111111110101—11 
DF Baldwin. ..111011101051011—it 

110111101011100—i0 

alls. Clay pijeons. 
Sheldon,,..-.. 645). oe - -----,---11100) 01117 14il t1i11—1i7 
MOMCHBON"! 2) been Sheu ene Pass cree ..-AR101 10141 1111 11011—16 
Valentine... . 00 14914 1011 = 1010014 
Hall...,.... ---11141 00101 1OOLT = 10141—15 
Neens 1011 OODLi M011 11100—14 
The number of times won by the yarious members, ana the win- 

ning scores aye 4s follows; 
Sheldon, 6 times, 15. 18, 17, 17, 17; Valentine, 3 times, 17,19, 17; Ruf- 

finton, 3 times, 1, 18, 17; Hall, twiee, 17, 18; “Jackson” once, 18; 
Crandall, once, 20. 
The match for club hadge resulted ws follows; 20 @lass balls. 18yds 

rise. Holden trap; 
“Jackson'" 11111 01111 11d iwti—18 
Halll, AW 11071 Jild1 010 1-17 
Valentine... 001 ddd T1010 11100—16 
Negus, -- nit .., 1121 11100 Wilt = OWOI—15 
Blieldow....- - ‘Encephale withdlrayyn. 

FIRST GERMAN GUN CLUB OT NEW YORK.—New Dorp, §. L 
Sept, 20, 1882.—Tho regular quarterly shooting of the above-named 
club took place on Sept, 20, 1882, ai New Dorp, 8.1. The score was 
as follows, 2lyds, rise: hs 
ef otteriy. 920 2s ae Wit1iiti—9 «= Glaceum-__-.._-- 11111 11111—10 

- O11 101000— 5 
PF iJemmer........5. 2.3 1111101001—7_ OC Brown...... . -1199111110— 9 
L Maisch. .......411117011—9 ¥ Boekelmann__ _.0010111110— 6 
H Zahn... -., 11011111108 F Oppermann, ......11011111— 9 
Dr Hndson..........+ 1111 101011—# 
The first prize, a gold medal, was won by Glaceum with 10 out of 10, 
a dis following score was made for the second prize, consisting 
of $15; i 
OUP a hic yeh sf itdeenf-b adele WI—2  Brown,,..-. 2.0.4... ses. ee 1i—3 
MEQ yet eae sae oo O10—1 Oppermann ...-.-...--....,, i—a 
Oppermann and Brown being tied they shot off with 8 birds each 

with the following result; 
Byitwntes.) sae iilas yi afte. a. O11—2  Opperniann.,.......)022.2-2: 11—2 
The ownership of thr second prige not being determinéd yet, it 

was at last détermined bythe store below: 
C Browm...--.....,2....,...11—-2 FP Oppermann... 22... 

Mr, L. Maiseh shot ab 25yds.—F. P. 

NASHVILLA, Tenn., Oct. 16—Andy Meaders shot a match at elass 
balls to-day for $100 a side, he wegorinp to break 185 ont of 200, 100 
single balls thrown at angles and 100 double balls, Whe following is 
the scores: 

Double Ralls. 
41 10.14 11: 10.10.11 00 14.10 12.10. 10.97 90.19 11 11 1010-10 10.11 10 14 
i WAMU WINALL IDA i ATA AL WTA 

Single Balls. 

1 

pore - 1 

Tidditiiiiiiiio iiitidti1it 
119411171911 1111 1141112194111 

Saran Se =e Oe as mee He enue et 
Meaders was not feeling well at the outset of the shoot, or lie would 

have certainly won the wager. [He at once male another mateh with 
F. Maskey to break 185 balls out of 200, to be thrown as the above 
were, in two weelts from date, : 

ROCKFORD, ILL, GUN CLUE.—Oct. 17, 1582.—Twenty glass balls, 
iSyds, rise: 
Sears: Ysiaar-s.do 00: talents 1O1tTATAAADTtTTAPIIOI 1 18 
SHAW nh, gage bdeae bs pen ak TVILIPVLAWW11117121111—19 
AW Keeney. jc. sees O8101101T1F01T0111107 1-18 
HM Kedneys ee T1101147111711111211 0118 
Thurston -_.- -.1111004010110111100012 
Balicock.,......., 1t<o et ra coal Oot al 1 of ad 

Pachting and Ganacing. 
WHAT WAS HIS. ANSWER? 

Rditor Forest and Stree; 
Your description of tle schooser Montank gave me a Clearer idea of | 

that yacht than Thad obtainud frou allprevious literature concerning 
her." In your last paper, IT see that Mr. John G. Pragues peaks rather 
disdainfully of ‘science.’ A scrap i picked up in the street the 
other day has some reference to the subject, Ii ran as follows: 
‘Two wise men met one day in the slreet. Said the first to the 

second: ‘Do you believe jn science in yacht building?” Said the 
secoud: “Science be blowed.'’ Said the first’‘onca more: Then per- 
haps you can tell me how tha schooner il—t—k, upou her lwunohing, 
eame ifin, below ler intended ling amidships und isin. at the how, 
and how her ballast grew from 40 tons intended to he 68 toms before 
she filled away for (rial? Seems to me 14 tons of lead means #1500 
out of somebody's pocket,” - 
Here the scrap was torn off, and whether the second wise man had 

any reply to offer I cannot say. JONAH. 

A SWEEPING CUTTER VICTORY. 

WE first of the fall matches sniled under Seawanhaka Corinthian 
colors last Tuesday, has demonstratad, in the grand sailing of the 

new ciittier Bedouin, the utter futility of hoping to equal the weatherly 
qualities of a, crack entter with a Hght draft centerboard vessel in 
any sort of sailing involving real work. The race has also brought 
home the absurdity of depending woon nothing belter than the Gracie 
aud her kind for the defense of the America @up. Had a hit of 
English bunting floated from the peak of the Bedouin instead of 
the Stars and Stripes, what would haye bevome of the cup we 
cherish s0 much and striye so hard to keep by one sided regulations? 
Physically the cupis still in our possession, morally ib was lost to 
the British cutter last Tuesday. he Gracie is the fastest yacht of 
her length or tonnage on a reach in America, and that by yery long 
odds, as @very one knows, Yet on her best point of sailing, jhe 
Bedonin held the crack sloop clear out to the lightship. the differ- 
ence being only a matter of seconds. When it came to windward 
work, what little there was of it in this match, or ¢ven ona close 
haul, the cutter twisted ouf from Gracie in 4 truly astonishing man- 
ner, setting out in bold relief the yast superiority of the deep draft 
ship to the chromos of the flat and shoal order, snd mating the far- 
famed Gracie un object for compassion, and wilh her the whole class 
she represents, 
There was a slashing whole-sail breeze from N. WN. EB. for the bige 

ones, und but a tritiing sea, except the chop on the bar, but even that 
was meré play to the weather cutters sail in often enough bout the 
British coast. The course had so much reaching in ib that it was 
greatly in favor of the Gricie, and we confess to being astonished at 
the way Bedouin (2ft. shorter on Ioadline) held such a redoubtable 
down-wind skimmer. Had there been more turning of more sea, the 
discomfiture of the sloops would have been even inore striking. As 
it was. however, many a devout believer in the old faith had his ten- 
ets knocked higher than 9 kite, and discovered that ‘“cytters cin 
sail,’ and mighty fast atthat. ‘The perforiiance of Lhe Wanita, one 
of Eisworth’s models, was very disappointing under the rather try- 
ing circumstances. Notwithstanding that Oriya and Vallryy engaged 
in a series of Inffing matches on the way oul. the sloop was a yely 
badly beaten boat. Something should be allowed for ber smaller 
tonnage, of course, butitis plam that she has me businbss with cit- 
ters unless in smooth water and suminer winds. For dowarightwork 
it takes something more than flarmg sides and towering spars. 
The win to-day (Weduesday) is off shore, being fresh from 

W. N. W., 20d & smooth sea is in store for the sloops. Perhaps they 
may give a better account of themselves. A detailed log of the 
vee Fina will appear in our next issue. Snimmary of first match, 
Oct. 24; 

FIRST GLASS, 
Elapsed, Corrected. 

Tons. H, M. 8. H, Mf. 8. 
Gracia, Wlint & Barle............,.,.-.. 67,95 248 48 3 58 45 
Bedouin, Aveh. Rogers.,.,.,..-------+--.. 5,00 3 an 00 3 37 26 

SHCOND CLASS. 
Oriva, Com. C. 8, Lee 28,48 407 18 407 1h 
Valkyr, A, J. Cassatt 408 29 4 04 O06 
Fanita, Geo. Gould 420 37 414 30 RR. 
Bedouin js a culter on English lines, by John Harney, and was 

sailed by un English slp BSE and crew, Capt. Petrick tooling his 
charee in faultiess style al] (ivough, Gracie is a well-known Ameér- 
ican sloop, of the orthodox order, Oriya is a cittar, approximately 
built to English lines, and, as usuil, was sailed by her owner in 
gallant andfearless manner. Valkyr is a compromise vutter, with 
a few inclies off the keel tured into a small cenferboard. Built fram 
désigus of A. Cary Smith, of New York, Fanita is the fastost sloop 
of her size in America, Shea was built from a model by Philip Hls- 
worth. The Bedouin mukes the fastest time on record over ihe 
course from the Narrows around the spit and lightship and remirn 
to buoy 15, She algo heats. by along mece, all reeords over the 
New York ¥, G, course, which is the same, but starts a mile above 
the Narrows. 

Gracie got. in trouble els her steering gear, but the resulli was 
not materially affectet thereby. bhough she would not Have been 
heaten by se gteat a margin, 

CRUISING YACHTS. 
(Fron Londow Field, Oct, 7.) 

¢6 TAREQUENT discussions hive taken placé in Our columns on tye 
relative length, breadth and depth in yachts; and, notahly in 

the spring of 1880, the arguments and facts advanced iu favor of 
length and depth for comfort in a sea way, seemed quite conclusive. 
The discussion in that year arose out of a paper Mi. Kemp vead at 
the Institution of Naval Architects, on the “Stability of Yachts.” 
The paper not only treated of the subject of stability, but sought to 
show that a low ceuterof gravity, brought about by alow stowage 
of weizht. or a heavy Jead keel, was nob incompatinie with ease ina 
disturbed sex, providing that the ceuter of buoyancy had a low sibu- 
ation also. This, of course. Méans that there must be great depth 
of body compared with breadth of body; and longth must be great 
in proportion to breadth aswell. Jn the discussion which tollowed 
this paper, Mr, Kemp thus summed up the casa for the long, nar 
row, and deep yachts: *“The easy performance of a vessel in a sea, 
is mainly governed by her length in velation to the length of the 
waves which she encounters, and ly her depth under water, hefeht 
above water, and weight relative to the height of the waves and 
theiy volume, and to the stowage of the yessel’s weights in a fore 
and aft direction. 

This obvious that a vessel could be made so long ond deep that 
Atlantic waves of ordinary leng{h and height, which are brought 
into existenve by whatis known asa strong wind—waves of 15)ft. 
length, crest to erest, and ahout 10ft. in height, trough to erest— 
would be powerless to sensibly move her vertically or horizontally. 
In fact, a vessel could he built so long and deep that she would form 
a kind of flonting breakwater-—the wave breaking over her, but 
powerless to mové her. This condition can be readily reahzed by 
reflecting on the absolute stiliness of a big Atlantic liner when lying 
ing comparatively sheltered anchorage like Spithead im a strong 
wind traveling at the rate of twenty-five miles an hour; while the 
wave disturbance is quite sufficient to cause a vessel of, say 100 fons 
to pitch and *scénd a rollin a lively fashion, whether she he lying at 
anchor or underway. 
We can now illustrate the value of length, breadth and depihin 4 

vessel of any given number of nominal tons. A vessel G3ft. long anid 
20ft, broad would measure 100 tons, and her underwater depth would 
hbeabout l0ft,, and the total weight of the yachb would be about 100 
tons, A yacht of such proportions was common thirty years azo, 
but at the present time a yacht of 100 tons would be about s5ft, lou 
and 16ft, Sin, broad, with an underwater depth of about 14ft., an 
displacement of 140 tons, The diferent manner twosuch vessels would 
perform in the Short steep channel sea such as would be met with 
Anywhere round our coast in a shrong wind would be most marked. 
The short, broud, aud comparatively shallow vessel would fall into 
every trough, and lift oyev every crest, while her vertical motion 
would be probably equal toa one-half the heightof the wayes—and 
ft should be remembered that this vertical motion is the most potent 
causeof sea sickness. The longer vessel, ou the other hand, would 
avoid many of the wave hollows and never have her head thrown up 
by a wave crest’ with the suddenness, nor to the extent, which the 
shorter vessel would; and her increased weight would very seusihly 
dinnmish the power of the wave to cause vertical motion, [tf might 
at first he supposed that the longer, narrower, und deeper yaeht 
would be & much wetter vessel, but this would be by no means the 
case providing sis was of proper stiffness, so that she did not wal- 
low in the sea, 

OF course it will he said that the longer yachtis the Letter sea 
boat, because she is a much larger veesel. There is not the smallest 
doubt about this; but it is well to point out that adding to the 
‘breadth of the short yacht, and taking oway from her depth, would 
not have made her a better sea boals whereas, by laking away from 
her breadth and adding to her depth, her esse and general seaworthi- 
ness would be inureased, The longer yacht would, no (loubt, cost 
atleast 30 per cent. more to Iniild; and it will be necessary to show 
the adyautages of length and depth, taling o bulk shoidurd, A 
Toten vessel of 100 tons displacement would be probably Tht. long, 
laft. broad, with an under-water depth of i2ft.; in other words, she 
would be 10ft. longer, Sft. narrower, and 2ft docpey than the short 
yacht previously referred to, There would not be much difference 
in the cost of producing either; and so far as seagoing qualities are 
con¢erned, the longer, uarrower and (leeper-bodied yacht would have 
a superiority. Tn the matter of necommodation, too, she would have 
fin aiulvantages as, although thea bad cabins woul] te aft. Gin. nar 
rower, they could be 4ft, longer, or tive additional berthk (one on 
each side) could be had, Whois, so faras our expericnge has at pres- 
ent carried us, (here appears to be a pretty general arreemeont, Judg- 
ing by results, that yachts from 414 toSts beamsare the bost to huiid, 
whether we estimate them by an ecouomical standard of Gost, a bulls 
Standard, or by the empirical rule which has so largely favored ex- 
peliinents being made by increasing the lénelh and depth and dimin- 
ishing the breadth, 
With the question of type, the more difficult subject of a tonnage 

Paling is inseparably connected; and, while we have steadfastly com- 
mancded the long, narrow, and deep type for ali purposes, where 
depth need not be restricted for physical reasons, we have advocated 
fhe trial of a rating which would be less hard on the shorter and 
broader type. Hut while doing this we have not lost sight of the 
dangers that would probably Bocorp Any. the introduction of a depth 
rule, and they have been made so patent that it is unlikely that an 
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agitation will ever be opened again in favor of Lx Bx D. So far 
as present opinion goes on the subject; there is a growing feelin 
that a rating ought to be based on either sail power or sail spread, 
and the objection to such a rating at present consists of the bare 
statement that these things oughtnot to be rated; but it is just as 
easy to say that length or breadth ought not to be rated. Thereis not 
the smallest doubt that the one aim of the Hes a to put the largest 
quantity of lead outside a yacht has grown to be an eyil; and it is 
useless to attempt to modify the evil by urging that it may be pos- 
sible to build a satisfactory vessel which has only a moderate quan- 
tity of lead outside, in the face of the absolute certainty that one 
with the whole of her lead outside, other things being equal, will be 
the most satisfactory vessel for racing, and beat the other as often 
as they meet.” 

The above, taken from the London Field, is of interest as indicat- 
ing the growing preference abroad for narrow cruisers as well as 
racers. We haye, however, quoted the article quite as much as 
proof of the best sort, because unintentional, of the soundness of 
measurement by bulk, which we have insisted upon as the only 
logieal basis of competition. In trying to drawa rational compari- 
son between the performance, speed, accommodation, etc., of two 
yachts, the writer in the Field, for the moment left free from artifi- 
cial restraint imposed by existing racing rules, falls back by intui- 
tion upon bulk as the basis for his conclusions. We have italicised 
the passage referred to in the quotation from the Wield. We find the 
writer aiming to give an impartial verdict mpon the qualities of the 
two yachts of different form, ‘While conceding in the first part of 
his essay the broad fact that a large boat has an advantage over a 
small one in her behavior which may not be due to form, but td size, 
the writer finds himself obliged to narrow down his comparison to 
two boats of different type, but of like bulks, regardless of differ- 
ences in dimensions. This he does in ths following words: 

“Tt willbe necessary to show tie advantages of length and depth 
taking a bulk standard.” That is to say, for conclusions having real 
mesning—for conclusions the correctness of which extraneous, ir- 
relevant or conceded avantages of mere size of itself, shall not mar 
so as to nislead, the #ield deems ib right that-no notice should be 
taken of any differences in shape, though the two shapes should 
equal each other in bulk. In fact, in the comparison the difference 
in shape is really on trial, not any difference in size, Both 
subjects in the contest are permitted to assume what shape they 
wish, and therefore such dimensigns as may be necessary, but one 
must not out-top the other in bulk or size, as that would at once ren- 
der the comparison unfair to the smaller one, the form of the larger 
boat getting credit for what is really only due to excess in bigness. 
No person will question the soundness of the Field's logic in this 

ease, The whole question in point is too plain and simple to admit 
ofdispute. Itis this: ‘Which form will give the best results?’ It 
is not *‘which size, large or small, is best.” Everyone knows the an- 
swer to the latter query. The Mield is seeking a solution of the first. 
Manifestly a truthful end can only be obtained by barring what is 
due to size, or what amounts to the same thing, by starting the com- 
parison on equal bulks, out of varying form. That is just what the 
Field concedes in the words ‘it is necessary to take a bulk stand- 
ard,’ 
On our part we now take up this admission of our contemporary as 

the text of a further argument. We will carry out the thing to the 
end as applied to sailing races. The Meld wants to reach truthful 
auswers between two different forms as to their speed, seaworthi- 
ness, efficiency, etc,, and starts on a basis of bulk. 
Now, sailing matches are instituted for exactly the same pur- 
ose. Wedo not race yachts to learn what we already know, that 

in winds strong enough to develop qualities. size has an innate ad- 
vantage, The object is to test the forms of the boats, devoid of the 
interferenee or the prejudicial favors due to difference in size or 
bulk. Tne object being the same, we are justified in utilizing all 
the logic and infiuence of the Field's article, as so much solid proof 
of the most natural kind, coming from one of the best and most 
generally recognized authorities on subjects of this sort. 

For an unbiased, honest_ expression upon the yalue of form, the 

Field acknowledges “bulk” to offer the only logical beginnmg 
when free from the artificial conventionalities of existing measure- 
ment rules. . 

As we seek precisely the same answer in racing tio yessels, it fol- 
lows that the same kind of conclusions are only to be draw from 
the same kind of a basis, and Mr, Dixon Kemp, to whom we believe 
the article quoted is to be attributed, concedes unreservedly the 
equity of bulk measurement. 
As to the advisability of applying that system in practice it is an- 

other chapter of the subject which need not here be opened. The 
first thing to be done in any reformis to elear the principles involved 
from misapprehension that they may be comprehended by the pub- 
lic, Then it will be time enough to enter upon the practical aspects 
of the question and the best methods of securing simplicity without 
vitiating equity. 
For the present we congratulate ourselves upon having such 

excellent authority as Mr. Kemp falling back upon bulk in his search 
for an equitable basis of comparison, ~y 

SINGLE HAND YACHTS: 
[CoNTINUED. ] 

I yachts adapted to a special purpose certain predominating con- 
siderations govern the design, and to them all others must be con- 

sidered subordinate. In judging of a design or in fixing upon a 
selection, these chief objectives must be keptin view. In the plans 
published last week certain peculiarities were aimed at in connection 
with the general requirements expected of all varieties of boats. The 
single hand yacht isto bein main a floating home. Sheisto be a 
small edition in mostrespects of a large yacht, so that the same sort 
of sport and concomitant benefits may be enjoyed, though ona 
smaller seale and at a tithe of the expense. Such boats must be 
cheap, small, infact as small asit is possible to make them answer 
theintended purpose. They must be safe, absolutely so, not only 
probably so, They must be under easy control, possess permanent 
accommodations, be fit to face bad weather and as able as their 
limited size permits. In these wsthetic days they must be handsome 
and smartlooking, too, with a finish attractive to the eye. 
The size is regulated toa great extent, perhaps altogether, by the 

tapeline dimensions of the proposed occupant and the mark at which 
he brings down the scales—for a heavy weight a large boat, fora 
light weight a smaller one; but in each individual case the smallest 
suitable to the person, The underlying idea with the lonely voyager 
is to get the most out of the least boat. It is always possible that he 
may be able to sail a much larger yacht; but that is just what he 
doés not want, for that means more expense to start with—more for 
keep, more work, and more draft; to say nothing of the ever-present 
insidious temptation ‘‘to take a friend along.’’ Now, nothing can be 
more heretical and schismatic to the true orthodox and respectable 
faith of the single-hander than the division of the pleasures of his 
eruise with same barbarian of another school, not in full sympathy 
and a devout followerof the same creed. The greatest independence, 
the gratifieation of self, and accountability to no one, constitute the 
main attractions of a cruise all alone. To divide with an intruder is 
to become a passenger and a slave to the inclinations of others— 
afflictions impregnated with bitter gallif,in addition, the ‘friend”’ 
chews up your smooth, white decks with hobnail boots, innocently 
shipped for the oceasion, spills grease about the boat, litters up the 
cockpit, and rams the yawl's head against your beauty’s glistening 
side till she has the appearance of suffering from small-pox, keeping 
your teeth on edge in expectation of the next piece of savagery to 
which the boat is to become a victim. 
When the single-handér wants a friend and companion, the only 

satisfactory method is to take him along in a boat of his own, and 
thus obtain gregarious conviviality in squadron and not in one con- 
fined cabin. Moreover he has a right to expect as much, for if the 
friend be really aloyer of yachting and not an ‘‘excursionist’ im- 
bued with a passing impulse, the bane of true yachtsmen, the friend 
can so easily acquire his own little boat that, it is nothing less than 
imposing upon good nature to break in upon the single-hander’s 
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charmed circle where only berthing for one has been contemplated. 
At all events this is the interpretation the devotee of sailing alone 
puts upon the sport as he follows it, For all that no one, not even 
the most inveterate admirer of small boat sailing, will deny the 
pleasures of cruising in larger craft with company aboard, but they 
say men differ in their tastes, and yaechtsmen are human, ‘Give 
unto Ozsar what is Caesar’s,”’ and give to the single-hander his soli- 
tary seclusion aboard hig own ship or he is not quite happy. His 
boat must be for him and he for his boat. Nothing less than that 
will do. Those unwilling to subscribe to his doctrine have no busi- 
ness building a single-hander, but should go in for tonnage enough to 
lug along Tom, Dick, and Harry and build of cast iron to meet the 
inroads from a promiscuous horde, with hob nails, store clothes, 
fastidious steele 8 and particular trains to catch. Perhaps sailing 
alone is a little selfish, but that makes it all the more enticing this side 
of the millenium 
The plans published last week are for the smallest practicable size 

weshould commend, They will serve for larger boats just as well by 
altering the scale, The three best sizeson those lines we judge to 
be 14, 16 and 18ft. load line. Beyond 18ft, we would not venture if 
long and distant voyaging is he followed. The smallest boat for lads 
and young men say not over 125lbs. weight, the medium size for 
skippers running up to 140 or 1501bs., and the 18ft. length for heavy 
weights or for those willing to stand the first cost,do the work en- 
tailed, and put up with the greater draft. The cost_of building, hull, 
spars, lower sails, joiner work, gear, pump, anchor, chain, tanks, 
etc., as shown in the cuts willrun, say $350, $400 and $450, the prices 
varying, of course, with material and finish. 

Fitting out will cost something more, as much or as little as you 
choose. Spare anchor and 44in whale line, collapsable dingey or light 
6ft. punt, marlin spike, a few ordinary tocls, rope yarn, watch- 
tackle, life belt, anchor light, side lights, a cabin lamp, fog horn, 
cooking stove and belongings, as well as what you wish in crockery 
and linen, a blanket, canvas bucket, clock, barometer, binoculars, 
compass, lead and line, charts and parallel ruler, a funnel to fill the 
tank, canvas shoes, old clothes, oilskins, serubbing gear, ensizn and 
burgee, these, with a few minor articles experience will. suggest, 
make up a very complete inventory, They may be procured one by 
one after going into commission, and though all contribute to the 
interests of a cruise in detail, many may be dispensed with as not ab- 
solutely necessary. Ingailsa spinaker will be found a great aid in 
long runs, and if mide of light drilling ought to stow very compact, 
A topsail is of less importance. 
The spare anchor should weigh about 25 Ibs., have plenty of spread 

to the flukes and long shank, and may be stowed below, to be broken 
out only when riding to a sea or likely to drive ashore, the whale 
line bemg bent to the ring by passing two turns around the ring, 
then taking two half-hiteches around the standing part and seizing 
off the end. The dingey or puntis a yery necessary adjunct to a voy- 
age. Perhaps the best plan is to build something after the Berthon 
peieras but lighter and smaller than anything in the market. These 
oats may be deseribed as follows: The keel, stem and posbform a 

central back-bone. At the head of post and stem is a hinge similar 
to that of a buggy top, adapted to taking the ends of rail or gunwale 
battens, and a pair spaced between the rail and keel. This fore and 
ait frame corresponding to the shape of the rind of half a water- 
melon at the cuts when sliced up, falls together upon the keel for 
stowage, assuming the form of an elongated (J, having the length 
of the boat, 6ft., with the ends turned up the heizht of stem and a 
about2ft, In this condition the frame is a bundle only Sin. thick 
and lin. wide. - It can be stowed on deck close alongside the hatch, 
the ends of the boat reaching around the ends of the hatch, out of 
the way and no obstruction at all. The canvas covering should of 
course be stripped and stowed apart in one of the cockpit lockers. 
To launeh, break out the frame, partially spread it, pull the canvas 
over, then finish spreading, looping the canvas to small buttons in- 
side the gunwale strip. The whole is keptin shape by a thwartship 
rib, which is stepped into a metal socket in the keel by means of a 
small pin, then slewed square across, the fore and aft strips fitting 
into jogs or steps cut in the rib on purpose. 
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The thyart is next shipped in wake of the rib, and with oars and 
rowlocks at hand the boatis dumped overboard well clear of the 
ship’s side and made fast astern, The canvas should be 10oz. duek, 
though even 80z. will do, properly repared by some reliable water'- 
proofing process. A dingey of this kind is extremely buoyant, sightly 
and very serviceable, though care must be taken in beaching to avoid 
sharp-edged stones. We much prefer such a tender to anything in 
the punt line. Another contrivance is a light oak frame, flat bot- 
tom, with scow ends and square sides, which collapse upon the 
bottom, making a package two or three inches thick and as long and 
broad as the stow, which may be lashed on top of the yacht's cabin 
or hatch, Ordinary yawls or punts cannot be taken over the rail 
and must be towed in all weather, a great drag and hard jerk on a 
small yacht in a seaway, besides the danger of their coming on board 
of their own account and raising smash with the quarters. We 
suggest the “‘bolsa”’ as worth experimenting with, being capable of 
serving as a tender and the best life boat for an emergency. It con- 
sists of two long rubber cylinders inflated by a small hand bellows 
and kept apart, catamaran fashion. by light braces and hoops sup- 
porting a number of slats between the hulls for footing. They can 
é stowed in very small space and will stand rough usare: cannot 

capsize or fill, and are right side up either way, being much like the 
life rafts found on ocean steamers in principle. Some additional 
arrangement to keep the feet and a load dry can easily be devised, 
For tools, the amateur must follow his own bent, and what he can- 

not himself acconiplish, must be left to the regular boat carpenter. | 
A few attempts will master the more common tools, and every good 
sailor srould become familiar with all kinds of odd jobbing about his 
boat, Glass, jack-knife, coarse and fine sand-paper are required for 
Seraping and smoothing up spars; ertton and putty for caulking and 
Siopping as deck seams open; a small hatchet is always a useful 
article; broad chisel. wood rasp,ironfile, small hammer, smalland large 
gimlet, serew driver, assorted lot of nails and screws, brass eyes, 
some annealed copper wire, bit of leather and canvas and spare 
sisterhooks, thimbles, kleet ortwo and an extra block with swabs, 
spare line, sailtwine and wax for seizing rope ends, a tarpaulin to 
work on, large and small marlin spikes with good points, a small pot 
of slush and a ball of marlin, and you have quite a complete assort- 
ment ready forany work you are likely to becalléd upon to execute. 
A cigar box or hyo and a few brackets will accommodate them. 
Black paint and varnish in a pound tia should be taken along so that 
when yery thinly applied with an oiled rag the luster of the yacht’s 
sides may be preserved in that high state of gloss which is one of the 
many characteristics of the well kept vessel, Pummice stone for the 
decks is an excellent article in conjunction with elbow grease for 
maining them im man-of-war whiteness. 

Of life belts one or two should always be on board. Circular rub- 
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ber belts kept inflated are handy as cushions in the cockpit, in the 
yaw! boat, or as es below. Tor style they should receive a light 
coat of blue paintand varnish with the yacht's name, tennage and 
port in gold leaf letters, her burgee being depicted in the center. 

his is very much en régle in yachting high life. A very good idea 
has recently been put in practice by a Brooklyn maker, consisting of 
a neat fitting vest with a thin lining of buoyant material, so padded | 
as not to interfere with the free working of the arms or body, and not 
in the least clumsy. The amateur tar who cannot swim ought not 
to exist, but as long a3 he does, such a garment will give him and his 
friends a feeling of confidence at alltimes agreeable, but the same 
garmentisto be highly recommended to all, in view of the liability 
to being knocked or jumped overboard in very small craft, which are 
necessarily quickin theiy motions. The greatest danger, however, 
is when clad in heayy oil skins, and a lining to the coat or jacket 
about the chest would remove all danger in the quite possible event 
of falling overboard, Lifépreservers are proverbially out of reach 
when most wanted, but a precautionary appliance as described would 
prevent even the most careless from coming to grief. 
Concerning lights, the single-hander should adopt special devices 

to secure his peaceful slumbers at anchor and comfort down below. 
Yor riding light eschew all cheap tin sodder substitutes and invest at 
once in @ first-class pattern of brass, with the casing riveted or 
stamped from single pices to obviate melting and falling apart. The 
wire preventers should be roye through holes at top and bottom, and 
the horizontal binder should be twisted about the others or fastened 
insome way without recourse to soddering. The lens, or globe, 
should be of extra stout glass, and ample means supolied for the 
escape of heat and smoke without any fear of extinguishing the light 
by up and down drafts. Whale oil 1s ont of question in these days, 
kerosene has a bad odor and is not over reliable. The best fluid to 
burn is genuine “mineral sperm,” obtained from the Downer Oil 
Company, corner of Burling slip and Pearl street, New York. This 
oil is the cleanest to use, is practically non-explosive, and has dis- 
placed all others on first-class steamship lines, with the approyal of 
the government and insurance companies. It cannot be bought at 
country stores, which is rather a recommendation than otherwise. 
In cost it is only a trifle higher than the astral oil of domestic 
economy. Seetoitthatthereisa thumb screw to the burner for 
raising the wick, or the bottom has to be removed and the wick 
pricked pp with a knife, during which operation the light is invari- 
ably blown out at the expense of time, matches and strong Wuglish. 
Special burners are reared for this wick. but they can be had at 

any navigation store, { burners in the yacht should take the same 
wick and like oil for simplicity’s sake. Keep the oilin a regular as- 
tral can and stow in a cockpit locker. Keep all lights in the same 
place and do all the filling and trimming outside the cabin. Much 

objection is raised against the use of mineral oils, on account of their 
strong odor, but, in our experience, without good reason. We haye 
known the contents of a gallon ean spilled over the cabin cushions 
and collected in the bilge, whence it was pumped, for several days} 
but the odor was trifling, and no discomfort ensued in close quarters 
—Tft. long and 6ft. wide, with less than 4ft, depth. In the same cabin 
three meals a day were cooked over a kerosene “hot-blast” stove; 
without objectionable accompaniments. With ‘mineral sperm,” we 
believe, the accommodations of the smallest yacht can be kept per- 
fectly sweet without trouble. For cabin lamp, Portev’s Sons, in Pearl 
street, near Fulton, furnish a neat little article, known in the trade 
as ‘'stateroom” lamp. which costs but a trifle and is neat anid emits a 
Clear, strong light. A bell should be hung over the glass chimney, or 
the heat will dry up the wood above. 

Side lights aré not very effective when hung with the smell spread 
a little yacht affords, but it is rather comforting to know they are in 
place with the chance of their being seen by an approaching stranger 
you may have failed to observe yourself, A brass pai’ cfn be pro- 
cured for $8, and tin side lights for half thatsum. It is economy td 
invest in brass and lenses if the lights are to he useful in fact, and as 
the single-hand voyager cannot have a forecastle lookout, and may 
himself be tired or blinded with the flying dust, he should not euf 
things too fine on vital points in the ontfit. Save a few dollars in 
some other direction, but see to it that your working appliances are 
really fit for work, and not only for play or to luli you into a false 
sense of security. Powerful lights, reliable lights, may be the means 
of obviating an unwelcome crisis sensible seamen do not care ta 
take, The same applies to the fog horn. Penny whistles are below 
standard; procure the U. 8. regulation article, price $6, and make 
yourself heard on the high seas. 

[To BE CONTINUED. | 

ACTEA.—This Boston schooner, Mr, David Sears and friends, 
reached the French coast the latter part of September, after having 
visited the Channel ports. She was at Bordeaux and left about Oct. 
1 for the Portugese coast preparatory to an extensive cruise in the 
Mediterranean, 

CRUISE IN A SHARPIE.—A Frenchman has been bold enough 
to sail a 86ft, sharpie acros; the Channel from Boulogne to Dover, 
and, by dodging bad weather along the English ¢oast, into Sou thamp- 
ton waters, He reports the boat satisfactory, but not close winded 
In asea. No rough weather was encountered, so the experience, 
though nominally ‘‘at sea,” is without any special lesson. The same 
course has been done by canoes and half-decked yachts of less ton- 
nage. 

Best Quality Braided Fishing Lines. 
The Cotton Lines are all 84 feet long, two connected, if so wanted. 
The Linen Lines are all 150 feet long, two connected, if so wanted. . 
The Silk lines are all 75 feet long. four connected, if so wanted, 
Braided“Long Staple Cotton, five sizes (all same price) 25 cents each, 
Braided Irish Linen (reel line), six sizes, (all same price), 60 cents each. 
Braided Irish Linen (hand line), six sizes (all same price), 75 cents each. 
Braided Tsatless Silk, either raw, boiled or oiled, per 75 feet, No. 1, $1.25; No. 2, $1; No. 3, 68 cents; No, 4,°58 cents; No, 5, 50 cents. 

r Enamel Waterproof Braided Silk Fly Lines, No sf = 
te e ‘ “ “e ins 0. 4 oe a! 

No. 5, 

Polished Tapered. Braided Fly Lines, - - = = 

te ce ‘13 ts te i 

ALE LINES STAVDARD 

Length of Lines 60ft. 75ft. 90ft, 105ft, 120ft. 
- * a = $1.00 1,25 1,50 1.75 2.00 

~ - - - 85 1.05 1.25 1,50 1.70 
- - - ea oO 85. 1.00 1.20 1,35 

- No, 1, 10 cents per yard; No. 2, 9 cents; No, 3, 8 cents; No, 4, 7 cents. 

SIZES AWD FULL LENGTH. 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

ABE hs & IMME Ritz, 
48 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

@ 
Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etec, 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing ink for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket, Alwaysready for use. A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
writing, : 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

FO SUE Sed | Secor avar Price Dist 
2.50 5.00 H _ ae 510 4.20 Our Goops aRE Soup sy First Crass DEALers 

1.70 5.40 
Z) Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 

For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 
Snow-shoeing, etc, They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a vari- 
. ety of styles, and war- 

af ranted the genuiue carli- 
BES : csmseee cle. Send for price list, 

; MARTIN S. HUTCH- 
INGS, Dover, N. H. P. O, Box 868, Brapruxp & 
AnTHOoNY, Boston, H. C. Squirms, N. Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

1882. 

12-Gauge. 

Sibs. 

REMINGTON’S 

ae 

1882. 

10-Gauge. 

Slbs. 

NEW MODEL DOUBLE GUN. 
The latest and best gun yet produced. 

They are made with the popular top action and double bolt. 

They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 

All haye Rebounding Locks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 

‘Extension Rib. Hach gun is thoroughly tested at the factory. All these gums are nade with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. In 

beauty of finish, quality of material, and accuracy of workmanship, even distribution and penetration, they are unexcelled. 

PUP Ie. als TL. 
10 and 12-gauge, 50in,, 8 to Ibs. 

Plain Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, - - - - = = > - - $45 00 
Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, = - - . ‘ . - 5 - = - 65 00 
Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - - - = - 65 00 
English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Dam-scus Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - ty - “ - - - 75 00 

| English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, Superior Rubber Butt and Tip, - = > - > 85 00 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE TO ORDER. 

Ask your dealer to send for sample. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 
>, O. BOX 2987, 281 and 283 Broadway, New York Citv. 

DISCOUNT TO THH TRADE. 
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ENNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
Yor Canada and the United States. 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOK, F. G. 8S. 
Offige—No. 210 St. James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 

Annual Subscription $1.00, Single copies 10 cents, 

The Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher, 

S From $6.00 up; send 10c, for Circu- 
: lar end Catalogue, to 

AUGUST NERZOG, 36 John St., N.Y 
Manuf'r of Phote. Instrumente. 

N. M. MU2Z2ZY ? 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, Ill. 

Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY: and 
MUZZY & CO. in 1852.—Having increased my facil- 
ities for the business of reaming out gun barrels, I 
beg to offer my services to those owning guns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
guarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instance, 
I invite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can he sent, and will be de- 
liyered by express. 

The Hunting Sight. ¢ 
oe LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 
Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect. 
ar containing full description. 
ress, 

Send for 
Ad- 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn, 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
Poultry and Game, 

289 & 200 WASHINGTON MARKET, 

New York. 

Consignments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. 

We accept consignments. Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of praviois’ weer. 

WILD RICE. *2 “Vatestixe; 
Janesville, Wis. 

‘Standard” brand.. 
“National? . a 
“Challenge” ** 
“Paragon” ae 

& W. TOLLEY’ 
WITH HAMMERS OUT OF THE LINE OF SIGHT. 

NO AGENTS. ‘IMPORT 

Pioneer Works, Birmingham. Eng.. and also No. 1 Conduit St., Regent 
ONE MINUTE FROM REGENT CIRCUS. 

—_, 
[Oex. 26, 1882. 

§ BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUNS 
i 

__ For the sums named the guns can be placed on the cars in New 
York all paid in eight weeks from order reaching us. A comparison of 
these prices, with those charged in the gun stores for really fine 
English guns of first-rate quality will result in your ordering direct 
from the manufactory. 

DIRECT FROM 

> oes 167.40 
--. 198,10 

St ,W , London. 

STEEL 
PENS PSTERBROGK’S 

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 181. 
ror Saie by all Stationem. 

THE ="TTRBROOK STEEL PEN CO-.. 
Wirks, Camden, Nf 26 thn St. Yer Fors 

Rj) Elegant cards, with name, for 10 cents, Mer- 
OU win & Co.. 470 Adelphi st., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

awantert. 

ARTIES DESIRING A GOOD DAY’S SPORT 
duck-shoooting on the Chesapeake can be ac- 

commodated by applying to ray . Burroughs, care 
Hancock & Crowell, Ninth and Master, Philadel- 
pain, who has a fine scow, with two cabins and 
berths for four; also double and single sink boxes. 
Willhire for one or more days. oct54t 

Again Victorious at the late 

uerors oyer every other maker. 

The Parker Gun. 

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 
THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: 

opportunity of testing their power beside those of every exhibitor in th 
Their highest award comes to them 

Exposition at 
Ee * 

“At Melbourne they had an excellent 
world, and they came off con- 

form a country whose reputation 
‘or this class of goods has for many years been above all others."’ 
They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and have 

won niore laurels thun any other gun when brought in competition in the field or at the trap. At Coney 
Tsland last year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 
“Forest and Streem”™ Badge for the best average over ncarly 200 competitors. 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. Show Rooms: 
97 CHAMBERS ST., N. ¥. 

Send for Catalogue. 

W. D. CHAPMAN & SON, 
MANUFACTURHRS OF TROLLING BAITS, 

150 kinds 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 

FISHING TACKLE OF ALL KINDS. 
‘SOILg 30 

20 PATTERNS OF BAITS MADE. 
BRANCH FACTORY: 

BROCKVILLE, Ont. 

The Parker Trap Gun. 

THERESA, N. Y. 

We are now prepared to supply the Parker **frap Gun,” for which we are sole 
avents. hese guns have top lever, extension rib, rebounding locks, large strikers and 

i The Parker Trap Gun should not be confounded wit 
which, although excellent guns, do not approach the Trap for 

grip. They are simply superb. 
regular Parker top leyer guns, 
close, hard shocting. Every genuine Parker 

as shown in the above cut, 
é have a small remnant of Webley’s heavy ducking guns, mostly 10-hore, 

flying ae beautifully embossed upon ity 

qualities, at about half price. Address 

P.O. Box 1114. 

istol 
the 

Trap Gun has the rubber butt plate with a 

of various 

H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York. 

Cc. B. WILEXINSON, 
b8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y.-J] 

MANUFACTURING JEWELER, | 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND 

PRICES REDUCED. 

» TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

[rsa Isy 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

. the ‘*‘MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as maity barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy. con- 

yerience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Tlustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

‘We are obliged to haye more room in our factory and Speer facilities for manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increase demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

Standard Works. 
FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. — 

An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first 
twelve volumes of the Formst AND STREAM. 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, $1.50. 

SHOOTING. | 
Its Appliances, Practice and Purpose. By James Dauztsn Doveart. Contains 

ractical information on guns and gunning, Its chapters treat of the Barrel, the Stock, — 
Boake Triggers, Recoil, Breech-Loaders, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, 
Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and Partridge Shooting. The chapter on “The — 
Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field sports ever published. Hlegantly 
rinted on fine paper, 380 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $3. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
I, Haunts and Habits. IJ. Range and Migrations. IIL A Morning Without the Birds. 

IV, Nomenclature. Y, Localities. VI. Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers 
from the Forest AND STREAM. Pamphlet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. | 
‘Training vs. Breaking. By 8. 'T. Hammonp, Kennel Editor of Forusr anp Srrwam. 

Pronounced by those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the — 
best work on the subject ever written. 100 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $1. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Park Row, New York. 
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9 FORALLSKIN' 
REMEDY syrqag DISEASES 

TETTER.ITCH, SORES. PIMPLES. 

THE GREAT CU 

ITCHING PILES 
Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching, 

worse at night; seems as if pin-worms were 
crawling about the parts affected. As a 
leasant, economic and positive cure, 
WAYNE’S OINTMENT is superior to any article 

in the market. Sold by druggists, or send 
50 cts, in 3-ct. Stamps. 3 Boxes, $1.25, Ad- 
dress, Dr. Swayne & Son, Phila., Pa, 

_ EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
TAXIDHRMIST 

Wo. 55 Carmine Street, N. ¥. 

[Established 1830.] Pet Animals Stuffed, 

Shek Sac ty 
Tnadequately describes my 

SHOOTING SUIT 
of drab duck, made with linen thread. 

GAME POCKET 
full size of skirt, with net exten- 
sion, ventilating bottom, with 

outside and inside en- 
trances thereto. 

Six other large and two 
small pockets. 

Four pockets in pants. 

{COAT 
{| VEST 

Sent free on receipt of price, 
Money vefunded if not suited. 
For fuller information enclose 

= stamp and mention this paper. 

GEO, C. HENNING, 

410 Seventh st., Washington City. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 
A, SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 
JOS. POLOCK, St. Louis, Mo. 

| Eee POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
{ SON-RA“GELEY LAKES REGION, including all 
the lakes, poads and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc. ; 
cloth bound, Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

The Gun and its Development 
By W. W. GREENER, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH' 

Price ®7.50. 

rust Hs © © ¥ES_2% 

This Rifle sent to any address on receipt of $8.00, by post office money order or in registered letter, 
A eapital rifle for target practice and killimg small game, also for shooting cats, dogs, rats, &c. Not 
liable to get out of order, Shoots very accurate,barrel being of steel and well rifled, with fine walnut 
pistol np stock, and Remington Action. Latest improved rifle in the market. Will shoot a .22-caliber 
or the Flobert Noiseless Cartridges. Warranted to give satisfaction. Cartridges for above rifle $2-per 
1,000, or 25cts. per 100. Lowest retail prices given to customers for Smith & Wesson'’s, Remington and 
Colt’s Revolvers, Rifles; and a great variety of Sporting Goods. Remington’s Single Breech-Loading 
Shotgun for $10.00. .Get my prices for goods before purchasing else where. 

E. G. KOENIG, 875 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. 
SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

Corona, Queens Co., N. Y. EARL LEE, Manager 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. 

Two persons can put it up in one hour, No Nails or Screws required, 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This i pda manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

ships, Chure 
Farm and Out Buildings of every style. 
cost, within the means of all. Warm in winter—cool 

es, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Boating, Boat and C 
Suitable for all sections of country and climates, at moderate 

Jub Houses; also Summer Cottages, 

in summer—yentilation perfect. 
For further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

_ 800 Sold in Advance of Publication. 

SECOND EDITION NOW READY. 

‘Training ws. Breaking 
By 8. T, Hammond (‘‘Shadow”), Kennel Editor of Forrest anp STREAM. 

Plain, practical, tested by thirty years’ experience, humane, rational, efficient. 

Endorsed by those who haye read it as the best book on the subject ever written. 

To the ten chapters of ‘“Training vs. Breaking,” the author has added two sketches: 

The One-Eyed Grouse of Maple Run, 

My Old -Dog Trim. 
The whole forming a book of 100 pages. Printed on fine paper; handsomely bound in 

cloth. Sent-postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 
39 PARK ROW NEW YORK. 

Clearance Sale---Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 
In order to reduce our stock as much as possible before removing to our new warerooms, we offer for sale our entire stock of Guus, 

Rifles, Revolvers, Shooting Suits, Leggins, Hunting Boots and Shoes, Paper and Metal Shells, Rim and Central Fire Rifle and Pistol 

Glass Balls 

every variety, including 

Cartridges. and Glass Ball Traps, Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Traps and Clay Pigeons, as well as a full line of Fishing Tackle in 

Split Bamboo Rods by the best makers, Fine Reels, Oiled Silk Tapered Lines, Hooks in every variety, &e., all at 

Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 
This stock of Guns is the largest and finest in this country, and embraces: 

52 Westley Richards Hammerless Guns, 

14 Westley Richards guns with hammers. 

5 W. W. Greener Hammerless Guns. 
22 W. W. Greener guns with hammers. 
28 W. & C. Scott & Son’s (5 Premier Quality). 

4 James Purdey’s, in cases, with implements 
complete, : 

1 J. D. Dougall, 12-gauge, 3lin,, §41bs. 

4 E. M. Reilly & Co, 

1 Chas. Lancaster hammerless, single-barrel, 
8-gauge, 

9 Williams & Powell (with hammers). 

5 P. Webley & Sons. 
11. Hollis & Son, very fine, 12-gauge, 30in., 

8$lbs. 
28 J. P. Clabrough & Bro. 

35 C, G, Bonebill. 
150 cheaper grades, English make, marked 

Wm, Moore, Wm. Arden, and ranging in 
price from $21.00 to 345,00. 

5 Double breech-loading guns, one barrel 
12-gauge shot and one barrel .50 caliber 
Trifle. 

Also the following American made guns. 

do Parker Bros. (some with the new top lever.) 

13 Colt. 

9 EK. Remington & Sens. 

2 Nichols & Lefevre, one 10-gauge, 30in,, and 
one 10-gauge, 32in., 9$lbs. 

1 Baker three-barreled gun, 10-gauge, shot 
barrels, .44 caliber rifle. 

1 Harrington & Richardson hammerless, 12- 
gauge, Silbs. 

45 Single breech-loading guns, made by Stey- 
eus, Rupertus, Remington, Forehand & 
Wadsworth and American Arms Co,’s 
semi-hammerless, 

155 Single and double muzzle-loading guns, 
some very fine, 

Also the following rifles, 

34 Winchester repeating rifles, .38, .44, .45 and 
.50 express, 

9 Marlin repeating rifles, 40 and .45 Govern- | 
ment. 

3 E. Hemington & Son’s magazine rifles, 
using .45 caliber Government cartridges. 

1 Hotchkiss repeating rifle, using .45 caliber 
Government cartridge, 

3 Evans’ repeating rifles, .44 caliber. 

4B, Remington & Son’s long-range Creed- 
moor rifles, Hepburn model. 

1 Sharps’ long-range Creedmoor rifle, Borch- 
ardt patent. 

5 BE. Remington & Son’s mid-range rifles, 40 
caliber. 

9 E, Remington & Son's sporting and hunt- 
ing rifles, heavy model. 

8 E. Remington & Son’s target and gallery 
rifles, light model. , 

7 Ballard hunting, sporting and target rifles. 

7 Stevens gallery and sporting rifles, .22 and 
82 caliber. 

2 Phoenix rifles, .44 caliber, one rim fire and 
one central fire, 

29 Flobert or saloon rifles, some very fine, 
with set triggers. 

Also Breech and Muzzlu-Loading Implements 

in every variety. Gun and Rifle Cases 
and Covers, Metal and Paper Shells, 

Wads, Hunting Coats, Vests, Pants, Leg- 

gins, Hats, Caps, Smith & Wesson, Colts, 

and all other styles of Revolvers. Hol- 

sters, Belts, Gallery Targets, Hunting 
Knives, Kennel Goods, Boxing Gloves, 

Indian Clubs, Dumb Bells, Quoits, Billies, 

Chamois Gun Covers, Game Bags, Duck 

and Turkey Calls, Pocket Flasks, Tents, 

Camp Axes, Waterbury Watches, Ham- 

- mocks, Lawn Tennis Goods, &c. &c., allat 

Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

HOW TO ORDER THESE GOODS. 
Send stamp for our catalogue and price list, select such poods as-you want, deduct twenty per cent., add fifty cents to cover cost of boxing, and send New York Exchange or 

Post Office money order. 
catalogue please state the kind of goods you desire to purchase, as we haye three catalogues. 

No. 2 is devoted exclusively to Westley Richards hammerless guns. No. 3 is devoted to fishing tackle. 

Tf the goods are not satisfactory, we will on return of them to us in good condition, without delay, refund the money less express charges, In sending for 

No. 1 is devoted to breech and muzzle-loading guns, rifles, revolvers, ammuuition, &c. 

We advise all to order as soon as possible before tie assortments are broken. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

@ 
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WILLIAM READ & SONS, 

KILBURY, 

BLOCK SAFETY HAMMERLESS, With Crystal Apertares, 

The only) Hammerless showing position of hammers ata glance. The only Hammerless having fixed firing pins, thus preventing 

smoke and dirt entering the lock, In others the aperture through breech to lock is open, the hammer and striker being one piece. 

1876—PHILADELPHIA, MEDAI, AND DIPLOMA. 1878—PARIS, SILVER MEDAL. 

1877—SYDNEY, FIRST, AND HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR MANUFACTURE. 1881— 

MELBOURNE, SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL AND FIRST ORDER OF MERIT, 

CoGSWELL AND Harrison, 142 New Bond Street and Strand, London.—“‘After careful con- 
sideration of the merits or otherwise of the various systems of Hammerless Guns now 
before the sporting public, our opinion, formed sixteen months since. remains unchanged, 
that the principle of your top leyer gun with the safety tumbler-block has many ad- 
yantages over any other gun we know of at present; we consider with the extreme safety 
secured, together with the sound principle on which the gun is formed, will make it a 
general favorite in the future. As far as we are personally concerned we like the prin- 
ciple so much that we have adopted the system.” 

Caprain BocGarpus,—“‘As evidence of the durability of your guns, I haye shot one gun over 
50,000 times. I used your triplex-action in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennel, 
winning both times; also in my match with Captain Shelley, at which time I scored 84, 
the highest score on record; and in the international match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., 
for £1,000, which I won, killing 70 out of 100—all 30 yards rise.” 

THE Field says:—‘'The match will be handed down as one of the most exciting contests eyer 
witnessed.” 

“GREAT PIGEON faa shad ee Bogardus, in hisrecent match with Mr, Rimmel, of Eng- 
land, used his new W. & C. Scott & Son’s “Block Safety”? Hammerless, and 
killed 99 out of 100—30 yards rise,”—Forest and Stream, New York. 

C, M. Srarx.—''The Scott Hammerless is the very best shooting gun I ever owned or have 
seen shot both for closeness and penetration.” 

Larest VicroRY FOR THE Scorr HaMMERLESS.—Match between Mr. 
Philadelphia, and Mr, E. C. Murphy, N. Y., for $1,000 aside. 

Constantly receiving fresh invoices of these guns of all sizes. 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR CIRCULARS OF DIFFERENT MAKES. 

THE TWG 

Chas. Mucalaster, of 

13 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 
AGENTS FOR 

W. & C. Scott & Son’s 

Absolute Safety! 
Patent Block Safety Lock. 

i >» mT I ) 
At iii a ind = This gun is always safe from any accidental dis- 

SUNS charge. In opening the gun for loading, the block 
Le safety A, interposes between hammer B and 

striker E, which is only removed when the trigger 
— is pulled. The drawing is intended to show the 

1 hammer as accidentally discharged, other than 
by the trigger and caught .by the block safety. 

Lonbon Field, Noy. 1st, 1879.—“The principle accords with our ideas of what is wanted to 
make the hammerless gun safe.” 

Land and Water, Noy. 10th, 1879.—‘‘The great improvement lies in the New Tumbler Safety 
Block; this being worked by the triggers only, supposing the hammer from any cause 
should fall, without the trigger being pulled, the projection on the hammer 
falls into the Safety Block, and so prevents anexplosion. The gun is on the favorite 
top lever action, and the cocking arrangement is exceedingly simple and smooth-working.” 

Rey. W. J. Ratysrorp, Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2d, 1879,—"I have used many guns, by many 
POE SE ES, in certainly your New Premier Hammerless is the hardest hitter I have put to 
my shoulder, : 

Cart, BoGarpus says:—“No gun can excel mine in shooting. The Block Safety is perfect,” 
Great INTERNATIONAL PigEoN SHOOTING, Monaco, Feb. 18, 1882.—Grand Prix du Casino, 

80 competitors, comprising the best shots in the world. Sig. Guidicini (the most noted 
shot in Italy), won the 8,000 frs. prize with a pigeon gun by W. & C. Scott & Son. 

We call attention to a few of their leading hammer guns, viz: their New Trap Gun; their 
Star quality gun with Prize Compensating Lump; their New Triplex Lever Grip Pigeon 
Club Gun. Superior quality in hammers and hammerless. Their highest quality is 
marked ‘‘The Premier Quality” between name and address. No guns are genuine unless 
marked in full W. & C. Scott & Son. 

I 

mi 
mm 

BEST GUNS IN THE WORLD. 

Harrington & Richardson Hammerless . 
a hi st achie ari enterprise. The vor uship is equal to the finest London Premier guns, and the fitting is closer, every part being made by machinery to a gauge. For close 

hard wishing eae ge ear Sc at oh es Able d to caparted hammerless guns costing twice the money. They are made on the Anson & Deeley patent, and the work is inspected 
Mr. Deeley. The rubber butt plate is of the most exquisite design, and all the lines are in the finest taste, Size—12-gauge, 7¢ to 5i4lbs. 

Ne. 1, Laminated steel barrels, outline engraving........ 0.0.2.0... 20 cece eee eee n eee eee eeeee $100 00 
2, Damascus barrels, good scroll engraving, selected stocks 150. 00 

LOE — 

The Daly Gun 

No. 3, Same as No. 2, but:finer in all points. <3 22212-2221. ee eee ee eee cee tee eceeeycenceeeapeeeeesenes B20) 00 
4, Premier quality, every part made with the most scrupulous care, and most exquisite finish, $00 00 

Has been in the market for ten years, and has the largest sale of any strictly first-class gun in the country. Hundreds have been in the hands of professional hunters for years, and are as sound to-day as 
when they were bought. 
repairs, 

C. R. 

@ as No. 42, with Purdy double bolt and horn butt plate 
re Sante as No. 53, with 3 pir locks and engraved mountings and ornamental rubber butt 

Sam No. 55, inated steel or Damascus barrels, fine engraving and chequering, first-class workmanship F 
100 spegene Quality,’ "The most anerbiy finished gun in the marie eee part of the finest quality and most elegant workmanship, and equal in every respect to the finest London Guns, 

ton, manufacturer of auxilHary rifie barrels, New Haven, Ct., has shot one over 20,000 times in showing his invention, and it is sound as a dollar and hasn't had one cent of 
Tere is asample onal :— Jefferson, Texas, Aug. 19, 1882, “The Charles Daly Gun I bought in 1880 is the most perfect gun I ever saw. A microscope cannot detect the slightest flaw in the fitting. 

I have shot it 2,000 times and the action is as strong and tight as when received, The gun is a beauty and the admiration of all my friends,—Wm, T, Warr. 

No. 42, Scott Action, Damascus barrels, bar apn t locks, pistol grip, patent fore and extension rib Wand 12g. $80 00 
nee. Wandi2zg. 9000 

ih Sa Rees Ante Sh 2 aa 10, 12, 16 and 20g, 100 00 
t-class wor 10and 12g. 130 00 

Wandizg. 200 00 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, N. Y. 
Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. 



1 

Lor Sule. 

Live Geese Decoys For Sale. 
Seven live feese raised on Long Island from 

wild geese. Have been used as decoys and shot 
over. Sold only on account of owner not being 
able to usé them, Address D., 118 Jobn st., New 
York City. oct5. 4k 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
For Sale.-Four or fiye islands containing np: 

wards of four lundred and fifty acres, situated in 
what is called the Buck Bay of Gurrituck Sound, 
all within three hundred yards of the main island, 
huving over five miles water front, with boats und 
decoys, also one portable house suitable for six 
or eight persons, with mattresses, cooking utensils 
and stove, cutlery and ¢rockery, where there is 
plenty of swan, geese, canvas backs, red heads 
sprig tails, ball pates and widgeons, black and 
other kinds of fresh water ducks. It is the best 
snipe ground in the vicinity. L haye started over 
two hundred in two hours withina half mile of 
my house on the main island the first of December; 
they are there all winter, and ducks from October 
to April. The best sporting ground in the United 
States; a grand place for a club or a hotel, Price 
$2,000 cash. I will be at the Mansion Honse, Norfolk, 
Va., on Monday, the 20th day of Noyember next, 
and show parties the grounds at Ourrituck Sound, 
If not disposed of at that time it will be sold to the 
highest bidder. For further particulars address 

, ARKERSON, No. 12 Park st., Ganibridgeport, 

P. §$.—Convenient to stores and steamboats. 
octi24t 

Duck Shooting. Duck Shooting. 
“SUSQUEHANNA FLATS.” 

=> 

Woodcock and Quail shooting in season contigu- 
ous to the celebrated perch-fishing grounds at 
Betterton. 

For sale with immediate possession, one of the 
best locations for canvas-back and redhead shoot- 
ing in the State of Maryland, The property eoin- 
prises an extensive and well-built brick mansion, 
replete with every comfort and convenience. 
Heaters and gas in every room and well furnished 
throughout. On the shore is a new house for 
steward’s residence and club room with boat houses 
underneath, Yacht, skiffs, batteaux. two sink boxes 
(one double, one single), about 350 decoys, and 
everything necessary for sportsmen's outfit. Con-- 
nected is a farm of 150 acres, in the highest state 
of cultivation, farmer’s house, large barn, ice 
house, and all necessary out-buildings, The farm 
is well stocked with choice cattle and new labor- 
saving implements. = 

Will sell the whole just as it stands, or will re- 
serve cattle and implements, Address HAMILTON 
DISSTON, Front and Laurel, Phila., Pa. oct26.2t 

OR SALE\ONE-HALF MILLION BROOK 
trout. CEE taken mostly from wild fish. We 

will sell as c' Pan as any reliable firm. Address 
EDDY & MOSHIER, Randolph, Catt. Co., ta ‘ 

oct), 4 

OR SALE OR CHARTER —A COMPLETE 
outfit for gunning on the Chesapeake Bay, con- 

sisting of steam yacht, double sink box and 5% 
decoys. Everything in ood order and ready to use. 
For terms apply to G. W. BARNES, Hayre de 
Grace, Md, oct26,16 

INE HAMMERLESS GUNS—WILL EXCHANGE 
for second hand guns with hammers. Addréss 

CANTON GUN WORKS, Canton, Ml. oct26,4t 

G OR SALE.—A BUFFALO OVERCOAT, BEST 
ality, full size, beaver collar and trimmings; 

but little sed and as food asnew. Price $20. Ad- 
dress BUFFALO, Care of Forest and Sees . 

Oeh26 26 

FOR SALE. 
Live pigeons for trap shooting at all times. 

WERTSNER & CO,, 18) West Pratt street, Balti- 
more, Md, oct, 16 

Canvas-Back Shooting Outfit, 
Now at Havre de Grace, Md., comprising Steam 
Yacht, 45ft, Jong, 2ft. draft; Small Boats, Single 
and Double Sink Boxes, and 400 Decoys; all in corm- 
plete working order. Address P. 0. Box 3466, N.Y. 

oct26,1t 

Hn the Sturt. 

BLACK PRINCE. 
Prize spaniel Black Prince (Benedict-Madcap) at 

the stud. Winner of five prizes, 1882. Pure black. 
no white. Fee $25; approved bitches $20. Further 

riigulars and pedigree from A. (‘. W., box 1483, 
ew York, octa dt 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 

$1650, Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35. Address A. M, TUCKER, 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

IN THE STUD. 

Poiuter Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Hield Trials at Wairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Gu., 

1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 

is the only pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trial in this country. He is a vigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breediug is of the best, 
He will serve a limited number of approved 

bitches. Fee, $50, Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, Bast End, Pittsburgh, Pa, 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

T Hn the Mus Ghe Kennel. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882, 

POR SALH.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
pies of the purest strains, ull pedigrees. W. 8 ; 
CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIE, 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 31 Prizes in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales and America. 

FEE, $40.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special ne at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
Jime 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 5 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrie, 
Lilac, E. K. C. §. B. 10,745, and Meg, Ist prize open 
class, Boston. 1882. 
For catalogue, &c,., address THOS, H. TERRY, 

P, O, Box 2017, N. Y. octl9, tf 

ENGLISH PUGS. 
Sid pug Napoloen, pure Morrison and prize 

winner, Stud ase ap Willoughby. Fee 
$12. Address A, W. LU 'Y, No. & Second street, 
N. Y. City, N.B,—Pug puppies for sale. oct?6,1t 

Medford Fancy Goods Co 
96 DUANE STREBT, N, ¥Y., 

aed wlone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets, 

Send 50e for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle 

Ghe Hennel. 

POR SALE.— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs. Dora IL., bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
and now in whelp to Dash III, Gloucester, bred by 
D. C. Sanborn of Michigan, under the namie of Leo, 
out of Sanborn’s field trial bitch Nellie, by champion 
Lester. Address 150 Devonshire street, Room 74, 
Boston, Mass. sept2i,tt 

HE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB OFFERS 

One lemon and white dog, one black and white 
ticked dog, $35 each; three lemon and white bitches, 
one black and white bitch, $35 each. By Sensation 
out of Queen May (Columbus Kennel Club’s Natiye- 
champion Fan}, winner third prize in Class 21, N.Y. 
show, 1850. Whelped July 20. 
Two lemon and white bitches, $25 each. By Bor- 

stall Kennel's Don (Sensation-Psyche II.) out of W. 
<. CG. Maida. 
One lemon and white tickei bitch, whelped May 

7, $30. By Sensation out of N. Y. Gin Club’s Dell. 
One liver and white bitch, whelped June 19, $50, 

By Sensation ont of Luke White’s champion Grace. 
Address, Secretary W.K. C., 54 William street, 

New York. septy tt 

1HOICH FIELD DOG FOR SALM.--THREE 
/ years old, red trish and Gordon. Will show 

hint on any game; good retriever, both land and 
water. Price #50. C, FP, KENT, Monlicello, N.Y. 

OR SALE.—CHOICE YOUNG LEMON AND 
white poimter dog, heen hunted few times and 

shows fine promise. Also a yery bright young 
setter dog. Price if sold soon, $20 each. Louk 
Box 287, Suspension Bridge, N.Y octl),26 

Ro SALE.—ONE FULL BLOOD ENGLISH 
ID" mastiif dog, two years old, imported and prize 
dog, weight 120lbs. ‘Two imported English pugs, 
male and female. Prize stock; very fine, Address 
R. J. MeNALLY, 1/4 Upper St. Urbain st., Montreal, 
Canada, octl),2t 

ORDON SETTER DOGS AND BITCHES FOR 
sale at very low times! to discontinue kennel 

¥ull pedigree and field trial on birds given. Wor 
particulars and priceaddress J. W., Snes, Ma. 

ochl 26 

VOR SALB.—FOUR MALE AND TWO FEMALE 
red Irish setter pups, six weeks old, hy Ned 

Eicho (champion Elcho imported Stella), dam 
Bridget O*More; 2d at Boston 1852 (champion Rory 
O’More-Lotta). Prices reasonable. All stock de- 
livered free in U. 8. A,, Canada and Provinces, 
MAJOR LOVEJOY, Bethel, Me. octl),2t 

OR SALE.—TWO VERY FINE ENGLISH 
setter pups (dog and bitch), three months ald, 

These pups ought to make good ones, aa they con- 
tain the blood of the champions Dash IIl., Druid 
Leicester and Rake, Price reasonable. GEORGE 
LAICK, North Tarrytown, N. Y. OCL26,26 

dog Tramp, by Moore’s champion 
(i. K. 8. B, Vol. 4, 

Price #150. 
street, Byooklyn, N. ¥. oct26,1t 

(i la FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST- 
class blood will be sold low to reduce stock; 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25lbs., A No. 1 
retrieyer fromland or water. Price $25. ROBT. 
WALKRER, Franklin, Del, Co,, N.Y. 

ORDON SETTER PUPPIES, OUT OF CHAM- 
ion Mona ay Dash; $15 each at six weelss. 
0, New Brighton, Staten Island,N.¥. | 

oct?6,3b 
Box 

The Heuvel, 

The Blue Star Kennel 
—OR THE— : 

Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
Of M, P. MoKoon, Franklin, Delaware Oo,, N, Y. 

T keep only Cockers of the finest strains. I sell 
only young stock, I giiarantee satisfaction and 
safe delivery toevery customer. These beautiful 
and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed 
grouse and woodcock shooting and retrieving, My 
elegant stud dogs of the following colors, yiz: 
Liyer with white ruffle in bosom, even liver and 
white, and beautiful black with white ruffle in 
bosom, are now open for service; fee $15; usual 
conditions, Correspondents enclusing stamp will 
Bet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimonials, ete, 

‘hotos of my stock, 25c. each. sept7,tt 

R RED IRISH SETTERS AND COOKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS, DENISON, Hartford, Conn Teptls,tt 

ORTRAITS OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted na T, will be 

sent an for 25 cents each, or the five for $1, 
FOREST D STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec29,tf 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickeryille 

PA, unel5,tf 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale. Best of Reference. D. F. WILBUR, 

Lakeville, Mass, : junels,tt 

FOR SALE. 

can be seen after 4 o'clock P. M. oct5,tf 

For Sale Cheap. 
CLAIR (Dash II. ex Diana\, black and white, 24 

years old, vhc and special N. Y., 1882; yhe Boston, 
7882; well broken by McMurdo. 
YOUNG BELTON (Rock ex Vixen I1.), black, 

white and tan, three years old, yhe N, Y., 1881, well 
broken, first-class ees) dog. . 
GLENWOOD (Glenmark ex Girl), lemon and 

white pointer, second at N. Y., 1882, well broken, 
very fast and good nose. 

U (Blue Monarch ex Blue Queen), black and 
white bitch puppy, nine months old, yard broken 
and has been worked some on chickens. 
Reasons for selling—I have no use for them. 

Address GEO, H. TOUSEY, 
octl2,3t. Burlington, Iowa. 

Ve TERRIERS TOR SALE.—TWO 
of the smallest and best specimens ever 

brought to this country. Winners at most of the 
principal shows in England, These dogs are from 
the celebrated kennel of Mr, Foster, of Bradford, 
England, and cannot be beaten anywhere; weight 
dibs. Also the champion bulldog Blister, winner 
of ist prize, Pittsburgh, Pa., Ist London, (Ontario 
ist Lowel!, Mass., Ist Boston, champion class and 
special at Pittsburg, Pa, Reason for selling—owner 
giving up exhibiting. JAS. MORTIMER, 3 Morris 
Bienes x Y. City. octl9,2t 

Black Spaniels. 
Haying a larger number of stud dogs than we 

can use fo advantage, we offer to breeders a chance 
ta purchase at a reasonable price. Yon can choose 
which you like of our four best dogs, two of which 
are to he gold. Terms cash. The first threa being 
well known will not be sent on approval; they 
are in the hest of health. 
CHAMPION BENEDICT, sire of Black Prince 

anil Madge. Two services reserved, $150. r 
DASH, Ist Cleveland, 1882, A coming champion. 
100, 
BUB, by Brush ex Rhea, B60. ... 
BRAHMIN, 26lbs, has never been exhihited. A 

sure winner. $100. 
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, 

Hornellsville, N, ¥-. 

y OR SALE.—LOUI, ORANGE AND WHITE 
English setter bitch, 314 years old, by champion 

Rhoderick Dhu (Pride of thie Border-Fuiry,) out of 
Mina (Leicester-Dart); price $125, Also a brace of 
orange and white setter puppies, dog and bitch, 
now six months old, by champion ‘Thunder out of 
Loui; price $65 for brace. HENRY PAPE, 275 
Park avenue, Hoboken, N, J- oct26,26 

Leonberg Dogs. 
For sole, five Leonherg puppies, from Mareo and 

Mina, directly imported from Essig’s kennel, Ger- 
many; one dog, price $75; four bitches Sraved) $50 
euch; nearly five months old, CHARLUS F, 
KELLEY, Towanda, Pa. Ocl26,2t 

High Class Beagle Hounds. 

aud Scotch Collie shepherd dogs and English 
Ferrets. Address W. H, TODD, Vermillion, Erie 
Co., Ohio, ocket, te 

Imperial Kennels. 
Dogs thoroughly broken and prepared for field 

trials, Broken dogs always ou hand for sale, 
Reference, Forest and StReEAM. H. CLAY GLO- 
VER & C. GROVER, Tom’s River, N. J. oct2btf 

OR SALE.—MY RED IRISH SETTER BITCH 
Flora (Queen Bess-Rory O’More); is thoroughly 

broken on all kinds of game, staunch, fast and a 
fine retriever from land and water, AddresseGHO. 
POGUE, Grafton, Mass. oct26 it 

FOR SALE. 

unds. Owner has no use for them. Frice only 
20 each, Address D, A, GOODWIN, JR., New- 
uryport, Mass, oct26,16 

FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 
—OF THE— 

HASTERN FTELH ‘TRIALS, 
High Point, North Carolina, 

Comuetciny November 17, 1269 
“OPEN TO THE WORLD.” 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY.—Open to 
all puppies whelped on or after Wan. 1, 1881. First 
prize $250, sécond $150, third’ $100. Nominations 
closed for this stake July 1, 1882. Torfeit $5; $10 
additional to fill. ° t ; 

ALL AGED STAKE.—Open to. all: setters or 
ointers. First prize $250, second $150, third $100, 
Forfeit $10; $15 additional to fill. Nominations 
close Nov. 1, 1882, 

MEMBERS’ STAKE,—Open to members of the 
club only, each entry to be owned three months 
previous to closing of stake, and handled by the 
inember making the nomination, Prize, a piece of 
late, value $100, the prize to be known as the 
stern Field Trial Cup of 1882. Entrance $10, 

payable at the time of making nomination. Stake 
closes Noy. 1, 1882, 

Pres. J. Orro Donner, Esq. 
Vice-Pres. James H. Goonsev.i and Hexry F. ATEN. 

Railroad passes for dogs will be issued to all ap- 
pueals running dogs at the trials. Adams Express 

‘oO, Will forward and return dogs attendin; als 
at half rates. 
dressed to 

WASHINGTON A. COSTER, 
Flatbush, 1. 1., N. ¥. 

Treasurer and Secretary. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGs. 

Tins powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on doge 
any other animals or money returned. Itis put w 
in patent boxes with sliding pep er box top, whic 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficactous, 

Price, 50 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

All communications must ad- 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs, 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with the 
directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail. 
Both the above are recommended by the “ Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun.” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 WouLTON STREET, . - New York, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, - New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. : 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O’ DAY, 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH TIL. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

These pictures are phCiOE apie reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy, Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are oqual to steel engravings in 
appearance, Size 10xid inches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, $1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NBIL, 68 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box 35}, 

Chicago, Dl. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed, Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS." 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of pmn- 

cipal English breeders. 

Discontinuation 
—Or— ; 

“THH BLUE STAR KENNEL,” 
—OR— 7 

THE OOOKER SPANIEL KENNEL, 
FRANKLIN, N. ¥., 

As a Public Kennel. 

Health und increasing private business compels 
that on and after November Ist, 1882, the above 
kennel will be closed asa public kennel. Present 
kennel stock must be reduced, and after the above 
date a private kennel of four or fiye choice speci- 
mens of this breed will only be kept. Private 
breeders, puts breeding Kennels and sportsmen 
will find this a chance rarely offéred to secure extra 

and cocker bitches with best of pedigrees, both 
roken, and grown and wrbroken, at: prices below 

actual yalue. Correspondents enclosing stamp wil 
get printed pedigrees and prices of stock offered 
as per above. Address M, P, McKOON, Proprietor 
Fr ny, az augsi,li 

THUNDER. 

ILL EXCHANGE FINE, SMALL-SIZE, UN- 
broken black setter bitch, avout one year old, 

fine blood, for single breech-loader, Stevens’ or 
Forehand & Wadsworth make. Bitch all right avery 
way. Address N. ELMORE, Granby, Ct. octritt 



vi FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Goods. Sportsmen's Gootls, Hotels and Routes for Sportsinen, | Hotels wud Resorts for Sportamen. 

THE BEST hiladelphia Fishing Tackle} OLD DOMINION LINE... (nip FISHING LINE.” 
DOGSKIN LEATHER JACKETS HOUSE. an te cada te th 8 sHING NE. 

AND country. onnecting direct for Chincoteague, a 

“BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT.” 

Dogskin Leather Jackets, windproof, flan- 

nel-lined, pliable, durable, indespensible! We 

are importers and manufacturers, and can 

supply the yery best leather jacket or vest 

that is made, 

Last season we sold nearly one thousand 

jackets at retail alone, This sexuson we have 

manufactured very largely to supply the trace. 
Send for samples of material and special cir- 
cular, with rule for self-measure. These 

leather jackets and yests are supplied in either 
black or tan colors. To all who are exposed 

to the inclemency of the weather, to sports- 
men, drivers, brakemen and professional men, 

they are highly to be recommended! 
The “BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT,” which 

is shown in our illustration, is the standard 

suit for sportsmen in America. It is made 

from waterproofed dack, and is practically 

indestructible, 

Special circulars descriptive Of this suit, 

with samples, can be had by any one who 

sends address. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 
32 to 44 North Street, Boston, 

& 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERGE ST,, PHILA. 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, etc, 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bags, 
three joint, St¢ft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips, 

No. 800. Plain Brass Ferrules,................. $6 
No, 801, Banded and Milled Werrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt,... 9 00 
No, 802, As 801, Nitkel Plated,........ 2.0.1. 10 50 
Bass Bait Rods, 104sft, long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

second and two tips. 
No 350, Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
Backates anctdesew tee see eee 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND. ROD MOUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL. 
I TT 

Best, Simplest and Most Complete 
POCKET RE-CAPPER, DE-CAPPER, LOADER, 

EXTRACTOR, ETC., IN THE MARKET. 
Price, Postpaid, #1.00. 

10 and 12 Gauges. Send stimp for circular to 

c. L. MORSE & CO., 
Manufacturers of Kelipse Loader, Hamden, Conn. 

TRADE SUPPLIED BY 
SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, New York. 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER, 
For 7hets. send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and best paper cartridge grooyer yet invented, 
EDMOND REDMOND, 

Rochester, N. ¥. 

NAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
/ edition now ready. This story deseribes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard. 
on-Rangeley .akes. It treats of ‘camp life,” in- 

doors and out is amusing, iustructiye and interest- 
; 24 pages, 12 illustrations, Price 25 cents. By 

stpaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A, J, FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mas 

Any of the Following Books Sent on Receipt of Price 
—BY— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener........, .... ae a (x) 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson... oe 
Coues’ Field Ornithology....-... 0... 60... 40-- 
Cones’ Fur Bearing Animals. . 
Grants Shots i rs Laker nan ee eae Tees aes | 
Cypress, J., Jr.'s, Works, 2 vols.._...-..-..,..++ Hy 
LS 4111) ae ie Ae He ae aE 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson..............-..... fi 
Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..... 800 
ayo PC ea ee Hoes 7 | 

. Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 1imo.......... 75 
Dog, ales fdbtOnee ts. tess Settee neha =e 5) 
Dogs and their Doings, Morris......:....:.-.-.: 175 

| Dog, The Ilustrated Book of the, by Vero 
“Shaw, with fac-simile colored plates...... 12 bt 

| Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
COPRITIGR TR vole nt obheceece aster ee sairey we 

Dogs, Points for Judging.....-..........00.0. oe 5 
Dogs, Richardson..........-.+ aper, 80c.: cloth 
Farrar’s Guide te Moosehead Lake 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

60 
50 

Fishin; 
Fly Fishing and Worm Fishing 
Frank Forester’s American Game inits Season.. 7 51 

Climax Gu n Cle 
G 
ONG 

aner. 

b 
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section of Rod and Cleaner, shown in position within a gun barrel. 

A 

Nore.—In those made under *ke improved patent since July, 1882, the nut ‘F" is done away with, 
nd the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by siply turning the rod by the hand. 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever Inyented, by the following reasons, viz: 

2d. Its f 
been used all day. 

8d, 

Itis made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
erfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun th at has been shot once, or one that has 

The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight, 
dth, The price, which is no more than that of a comnjon cleaning rod, 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS 
CALIBRE OF GUN. 

AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION, c 

For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit; 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, etc., ete. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers snil Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs 
day at3 P.M. 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
UND BROOK ROUTE 

ND_ PHILADELPHIA, 
- COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 
Leave New York from station C, R. R, of N. J., 

foot of Liberty street. : 
For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:80, 11;16.A. M,; 1:80, 4:00, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at §:45 A, ML, 5:30, 12 P, M. q 

For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 115A, M3 
1;80, 4:80, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A, M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:80, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:80, 7:00, 12 P.M, On Sunday 8:45 A.M. ; 5:30, 12 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from Now York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tiokets for sale at foot o Liberty Streef, 289, 261, 

401, O44, 957, 1,828 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos, 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell's Whart, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine, The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land. The buekboard road has been repaired and 
improyed, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smuth’s 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry Sig see ye and baggage from farm to ponds, 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted, Terms reasonable. Everything im 
readiness. 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Hustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD, 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—ro THE— 

IN MAINE, 
Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and return,..............- $10.00 
** South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and ' 

Petits wet Men rea ee ee 12.00 
Middle Dam and return. ....2.. ... 12.00 
“Upper Dam Ve Opec yaad 13.00 
* Upton A adsbae sha 11,00 
‘© Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (ndian Rock) 
via Ebtlips: .- 2. sy errs eee gin. Fat 13 75 

Indian Rock and return via Andover 14.00 
Wy aeatie elev, Lake and return. ....... 12.50 
‘© Phillips af toaen eS 10.00 
‘© Tndian Rock and return, (via, An- 

dover, return via Phillips)........ 15.25 
* Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

GOVaIs ~ 2005, See Se aecae na 00. 
‘© Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House)............ B04. bot 5.00 
‘* Forks of the Kennebec and retuim, 13.00 
‘© Dead River and return... ........4.5 3.00 
“Grand Falls, N, B., and return...... 18.00 
* St. Andrews, N. B., and return..... 15.00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 
Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 

at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | pogpon 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET SQ.; ( z 
Send for list of excursions. 

D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen, Pass, and Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 
yille, through the finest scenery in America, 

Cc. W. SMITH, #H. W. FULLER, 
Gen’] Manager, Gen'l Pass. Agt. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA. AND THE SOUTH, 

Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P, M. Wash 

ington, D, C., 7:10 A, M. and 10 P.M, For informa- 
tion address N. McDANIEL, 601 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D, C, 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N. J. 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. S. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

To Sportsmen. 
The undersigned haying sold her rpstiete 8 at 

Van Slyck’s Landing, together with all her rights 
and title to the marshes in Currituck Sound, North 
Carolina, desires to notify her friends and sports- 
men generally that in future the house formerly 
occupied by her will not be opened for the recep- 
tion of guests, having become the winter residence 
of themembers of the Kitty Hawk Club, the pur- 
chasers of the property. She takes this opportu- 
nity to Nit oa her thanks fo her friends who haye 
enjoyed the shooting over her grounds, now closed 
to the public, for 
over Many years, 
Van Slyck's Landing, Currituck Co., N.C. 

i Sl a a A 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price $3.50. 

For sale by Forest aud Stream Publishing Co, 

their kind Pirenae. extending 
0. B. NYE. Oct, 2, 1882, H 

Grand Rapids and Indiana KR. BE. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND ‘THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained, __ 4 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
these waters, . 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1, 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 

Noy, 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sporisman 
can teadily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scene 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pie. dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

ay Fever and Asthmatic Affections, 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, ele., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
einnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner's risk. 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘at home’? 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 

ahd the 
only in 

Cards, Folders and further information, address 
A, B, LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 

Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
Bo 

PLAN} ; 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMENS 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. 1, 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc,, 
with the eee rig of trained wild geese eo on 
the coast. é best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L,I. Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
herd, 861 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N, ¥-. 

BELLE VUE HOTEL, 
High Point, N. C. 

First-class in all its appointments. Accommoda- 
tions for one hundred guests. Elevation 1000 feet 
aboye the sea, Dry climate, pure atmosphere. 
Quail shooting in vicinity exceptionally fine. 
Gentlemen attending the Eastern Field Trial can 

obtain ample and comfortable accommodation at 
reasonable rates. Applications by mail or letter 
for rooms will receive prompt attention. 

I. L. MALDROP, Proprietor, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
aud winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 

Special excursion F entgeec under personal con- 
duction, providing for every expense en route, 
constantly formed, 

Send for ‘American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
particulars. 

CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 

During summer seasonz, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leaves Quebec every 
Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
For information, passage, &c., apply to 

EVE: ce ALDE 
GENERAL AGENTS, =~ 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. ¥. 
Buston, Mass., 15 State street. 
Philadelphia, Fa, N. E, Cor, Broad and Chestny 



FOREST AND STREAM. iil 
THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

bea SPRATT’S PATENT — 

NONE ARE OS SSB 1NN 

STAMPED. 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Mliscellaneays. 

FUE COLLENDER BILLIARD ane 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

&, W, COLLENDER CO. 
: WAREROOMS: 

768 broadway, New York: 
84 and 86. State street, Chicago; 

17 Sonth Fifth St.. St. Louis, 

Katon’s Rust Preventor. 
Wor GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
Yor sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy HK, E, KA‘TON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, I. Cannot be sent by mail, 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO, B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

ment of Song and Wancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 
animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
565 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE. 

(Bstablished 1847.) 

: WE WILL BUY 
Liye Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, ete. 

SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 

Depor: & Fourth Avenue, New York, 

[ViOLLER's 
GOD-LIVER 0! 

General 
Debility, 

Scrofula, 
Rheumatisn 

or Consumption, : 
is superior toanyinde- ¥ 
licacy of taste and smell, 
medicinal yirtues and purity. 
®TLondon, Huropean and New 

York physicians pronounce it the 

purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

W.H.Sehieffelin & Co.( ston canata ) NewYork 

Thurber’s Reliable 
CANNED GOODS 

* _roR THRE 

Hunter aud the Angler, 
, oR 

TRAVELER BY LAND OR SEA. 

NOR- 
WECIAN 

L 

PORES! 

Thurber’s Reliable Canned Goods will be found 
just the article required. They are packed in 
andy and convenient packages, and are ready for 

use at amonient’s notice. Can be served hot or 
cold, The following will be found specially adapted 
to the requirements of the sportsman: 

THURBER’S BONED TURKEY, 
oP ROAST i 

BONED CHICKEN, 
ROAST tF 
LUNCH HAM, 

WHOLE BONELESS COOKED HAYS, 
ay LUNCH TONGUE, 

ROLLED OX TONGURB, 
POTTED MEATS, 

Ham, Tongue, Beef. Turkey, Chicken, Duek and 
Game. <Also a full assortment of Canned Vege- 
fables and Nruits packed where grown and while 
fresh and delicious. Sold by all first-class grocers 
and dealers in Reliable Food Products. 

4 

66 A WEEK IN YOUR OWN TOWN. TERMS 
and $5 outfit free, Address H, HALLETT 

_ ~©0. Portlan? Maine, 

_ 

46 

| 

Dieat “E"™ibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED -PATENT). 

Please see that Every Cake is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATHNT)” and a xX. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS 0. de LUZE & 
18 South William Street, 

Cco., 
NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's Gootls. 

NONE ARE 

a oma? ) 
RTAMPEG, 

To be had In smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

| Sportsmen's Gaotls. 

HODGMAN & CO0., 
1425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

New Sori, 
AR¥ OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

Honing aud Fishing Outs 
Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 
RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 

RUBSER FISHING BOOTS, 
Etubber Biankets, * 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
TESTA BLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

GOODYEAR’S 

| Rubber M'f’g Company i 
i 

sn LC 
ti 1o) © : 4 

AND 

\ Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

503 & 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 
Sopa 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST, 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

ore 

RRO LETS 
TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 

SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 
i AND GUARANTEED, 

Bi 
q % Rubber Goods of Every Description, 

Send for Iustrated Catalogue. 

142 Fulton St. New York. 
i it | ih j | 

Mini if \ iain MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to order. 

If you want a first-class work at price to suit you, and save agent’s commission, come direct to the 
manufacturers and pick your own barrels and action in the rough state. 

‘Cc. H. EU TERBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mage, 

Eaay’s Ghip 
—OR— 

EXPANSIVE SHOT OONOENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case. 

In our latest device for concentrating shot, we 
haye substituted a special wire for expansion. 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub 
ject to atmospheric changes), Our new Chip can 
be used to advantage in cylinder and modified 
choke-bores. Wor distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable. 
By the use of this Chip you avoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore gims, 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of the 
wire after leaving the gun. 

100 in box, sent to any address by U. 8. mail, 
ostage paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 
eavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100, 
yes all orders to A. B, KAY & CO., Newark, 

n. | 

j 

THE BRST 

Cleaner and Oiler 
“ For Breech-Joading Arms 

in markel. ' 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

and full directions sent free of postage, 
Address veto = DLEY BROWN, _Patentes. 

4 Send for circular. 

‘In ordering, give calibre of gol 
ER, FREDERICK CO., VA. | 

-CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 4 
< 
i Z GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS, & 

3 = Le Pittsbareh, 4 

2 ants => 
Gitties, Shot Ouus) Revolvers; Aumunttien, Scines, rif 4 

Fishing Tackle Razors &e sent © O ND. for examina, © 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WURKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition, 

) ak Sap = » 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N.&, Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS. 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Vlies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hoolss, 
Ete., Ete. 

(Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order, 
Also “ Krider’s ’ Celebrated Center Hnamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties, 

Taxidermy in all its branches, 
Spratt'’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage Jupsuptic. 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aud the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gi, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 820 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents, CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain. Mass. 

OOSHHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Dlustrated. The only complete and 

compréhensive guide beok to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, Sr. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lakes and ponds connected with them. 256 pager, 
3) illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
luminated_ covers. Price, by mau, post-paid. 50 
cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. 

30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec- 

tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appli- 
ances TO MEN suffering from Nervous Debil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles. Also 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Troubles, 
and many other diseases, Speedy cures guar- 
anteed. ustrated pamphlets free. Address 

VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich, 

Sportsmen Take Notice. 
Von Culin’s Spike Collar with instruction book, 

$2, post paid. Liberal discount to the trade. Ken- 
nel Collars, 50cts.; 25 pictures of noted dogs (all 

different), 50cts., 5 for 10cts.; Worm Powder, 50cts.; 

Mange Cure, y1.00; Flea Powder, 50cts.; Canker 

Cure, $1.00. BH. & C. YON CULIN, 
Pedigree Printers, “Delaware City, Del. 

PER DAY AT HOME BAM 4 

BD to 2 ples worth #8 free. dregs 
STINSON & CO. Portland, Maine 



FOREST AND SIrREAM, 

—— a 

Ammunition, ete. Sportsm’s Goods. Sporteman’s Goods, 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 
Orange Rifte. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for Mustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULARSPOWDER IN USE! 

Dorgyt’s Guypowprr Miuus, established in 1802, 
haye maintained their great reputation for seyenty- 
eight years. Manufacture the following célebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont's Diamend Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cl eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
jug. Packed in 1 Ib. canisters. 

Dupont's Eagle Ducking.—Nos, | (coarse) to 3 
fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
p enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 

all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzze or breach loaders. Packed in 1]b, and 5 Ib, 
canisters and 614 and 1244 Ih. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 

~ moist; does not cake or hurn on the barrels, gives 
both a goed penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No.7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib, kegs and 1 lb. 
canisters 
Dopont's Eagie Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for ja shooting, 
Packed in 1 Ib. canisters and 614 Ib, kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘Sea-Shooting.’’—Ileg. 

and FFFg. The Fr. for long-range rifle Ene 
ng. the Fig. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 44 Ib.,1 Ib. and 5 Ib. 
anisters, 644, 1244 and 25 Ib. kegs. Fg. coarse, FF¥g. 

fine, 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sarerive and Blasting 

Vowders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 

hroughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L, KNEELAND, 87 Beaver -St., N. Y. 

WN. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Griental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl! Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Bliasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

J CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2,8,4,5,6,7and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

and Col, Hawker’s Ducking, 

W. STITT, G1 Cedar St., N. ¥., Agent for U. 8. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

C.G, GUNTHER’S SONS, | Jack Lames, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 

Gent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars aud, Gloves, Ge 

Blur Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 
Dressing & Monnting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds aud Animals Stuffed, 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

With Silvered Locomotive Retiectors. 

For Night Hunting and Fishing, 

Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 

ete,, these lamps have no equal. 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 
Head Jack for either top or front of 

head. Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 
_Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lanterns, etc. 

“BULLSEYD” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Price List, 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

N. M. MUZZY, 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, ||}, 
~ Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 
MUZZY & CO. in 1852.—Having increased my facil 
ities for the business of reaming out gun barrels, T 
beg to offer my services to those owning guns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
guarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instance, 
1 imvite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
livered by express. 

H.L.Leonard’s Split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. : 

No, i shows waterproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875). No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
September 3, 1878). No. 3 shows split ferrule whipped with silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SO. 
Fine Fishing Tackle. 

No. 7 Warren Street, = New York. 
SEND FOR NEW 70-PAGE CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THIS 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unequalled in Convenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

“A and “B" show 

Aniuunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Havzard’s ‘* Electric Powder.”” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 Ib. canisters and 
614 lb. kegs. A fine grain, iat and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard’s-*‘ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 Soe JIn 1 and 5 1b, canisters 
and 6144 and 1214 lb. Xegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with” great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “ Kentucky Rifle.” 
FERG, FFG anid ‘Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 

25, 1244 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5lbs. I'FFG is also 
packed in 1 and 44 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘Sea Shooting *’ FG isthe 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY UIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC. 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The aboye can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole: 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE, 

ral . i . ‘ 

Special Notice. Books for the Holidays, 
_lLam prepared to offer the public a choice collec- 
lion imported and American editions) of the works 
of following celebrated authors: Shakspeare, 
Moore, Byron, Burns, Cooper, Bulwer, Thackeray, 
Maryatt, De Quincy, Hawthorne, Dickens, &c., «c., 
in plain and ornamental binding, at prices which 
defy competition. My Bindery being one of the 
largest in America, lam enabled to compete suc- 
cessfully in price for binding serials of all deserip- 
tions, as well as rebinding old yolumes—no charge 
heing made for collection or delivery. 
Every description of Children’s Gift Books will 
eon hand during the holidays at wholesale prices, 
JOHN BEACHAM, 7 Barclay street, New York. 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra 

heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp for 
ays Ly C. S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat- 
eld, Mass, 

entrances into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets. It is dead grass color; can be 

Weighs but fifteen 

The "ox Gum 
worn over or under a common coat. Ne 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2.00. 

Cannon in the world, 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

MANUFACTURERS or— 

Paper Shot Shel’s, Breech-Loading Camu. &. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any in the country._ 

Cannon isan entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST, 

Our 

VICTORIA 

PALE SHERRY. 
An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 

or Sweet. 

$5 50 Per Gallon, 

#15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMPORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. 

50 Broad Street, New York. 

96) WEEK. (2 A DAY AT HOME EASILY 
$ 7 2 made. Costly Outfir ee Address TKUH 
& CO. Aurusia, Maine 

= 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W.J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Froe. 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. 
Te 

We call attention to this beaunful and the 
very low prices they are selling for. We are getting 
out some heavy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs, al over, 
suitable for heavy 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for yery long range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
103 Milk Street, Boston. 

“Dog Training,” 
BY Ss. T. HAMMOND. 

A. WILLIAMS & CO,, 

281 Washington st., Boston, Mass. 

who wish to learn 
TO YOUNG MEN Steam Enginesrines 
send your name with 10c. in stamps to F. KEPPY, 
Wngineer, Bridgeport, Conn. 

gun, 

THE BABRENHR Guns. 

DAMASOUS STEEL, - - = = 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 32in, bbls. 10-gau; 
Made especially for heavy shooting. 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - - - 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES, 

$45 
$60 to F200 

NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

GUN. 

This gun is light and compact, from to 10lbs. weight. ‘The rifle is perfectly accurate, 

double barrel guns, 1044 to 12lbs., without extra charge, 
We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns, ‘ 

* 

L. C, SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. Y, 
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NOVEWBER SHOOTING. 

PNG eee conyentional ahd proverlai “frosty 
mornings” are golden days in the sportsman’s calen- 

dar, but-there is little of this distinctive character about the 

opening of the month in the year of grace eighteen hundred 
and eighty-two, The weather of the past few weeks has 

been exceptional in its mildness, and the newly ushered in 

November is not frosty but muggy. The advent of Novem- 

ber marks few changes in the sportsman’s calendar. The 
open game seasons in the great majority of instances remain 

unalteted; most of them began in September or October, 

and few will close before mid-winter or early spring. 
Among the few important changes to be noted are the open- 
ings, on the first day of the month, of the quail seasons in 

the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, New Jersey, 
New York and Michigan. A large number of very young 
broods have been observed in various parts of the country 
during the past few weeks. This was naturally to have 

been expected, when the effect of the unusual warm 

weather which has prevailed is taken into consideration. 
Many of those sportsmen who contend against the theory 
that quai] eyer rear a second brood, will doubtless, this sea- 
son, have an opportunity to add to their fuud of ornitho- 
logical lore. 

The weather has also materially affected the woodcock 
shooting. The migration has been delayed, and the birds 
haye remained scattered on their fecding grounds in the 

inaccessible swamps, in the mountain tops, and in olher 

accustomed fall haunts. There has been no ‘‘coid snap” to 

start them on their southern journey. When the frost does 
come a large flight may be expected, and those gunners who 
may be so fortunate as to be in the line of this flight will be 

sure fo have some rare sport. The migration will bea 

rapid one, ‘The birds will not linger on the way, as is their 
custom when they start earlier in the season. 

It is a favorite belief with many woodcock shooters that 
the autumual migration is dependent upon the moon's 
phases. The birds, they claim, fly south ‘‘on the full of the 
moon.” It would be difficult to reconcile the correctness of 
this theory with the facts of the last month, for we then had 
the full moon, but not the usual flight, Possibly the truth of 

the matter is this: that the birds, flying by night, move when 

the nights are cold and clear, and such conditions are most 
apt to occur, it has been claimed, when the moon is full. 

Ruffed crouse shooting opened in New Jersey on the first 
of the month, and the season in Delaware will begin on the 

lath, The deer season in Massachusetts and Minnesota 

opened on the first, and on the same date it closed in Cali- 

fornia; it will close in Wyoming on the 15th and in Ohio on 

the 20th, The wildfow1 season opened on the first in Mary- 
land and West Virginia. Grouse shooting in Colo:ado 

closed on the first, andin Wyoming the same season will 
close on the 15th, 

A MATTER OF OPINION. 

FPAUE discussion as to the excellence of the flesh of the 

mut-hen, or coot, which seems to be agitating some 

of our correspendents, appears to us quite profitless. Ona 

matter of this kind only opinions are to be had, and what 
may suit the palate of one individual, perhaps appears to 

another yery unpleasant. There is no standard. as to what 

is or is not good to eat, and while grasshopper bread appears 

to the Pah Ute a choice delicacy, it does not appear prob- 
able that it will eyer win its way to public favor along 

the Atlantic seaboard. Like one or two of our corre- 
spondents, we haye seen mud-hens seryed as teal in the 
West, and accepted by the euters as genuine, und it may 

perhaps be questioned whether most people could tell the 

difference between the two. It has been our fortune to 

ext coots in most of the States and Territories between the 
Atlantic and Pacific, and we confess that we have always 

| relished them, and regarded them as quite equai in excel- 
lence to most sp2cies of our ducks. They are very near 

relatives of the rail, certainly among the most delicious of 
our feathered game, and their food consists chiefly of the 
tender shoots of grasses and water plants, together with the 
seeds of the latter, In autumn, along the Atlantic coast, 

they feed toa great extent, and in company with rail and 

many species of ducks, on the seeds of the wild rice (Ziza- 
nia aquatica). There does not, therefore, appear to he any 

inherent reason why the flesh of this bird should have a 
disagreeable taste, or should be, as has been suggested by 

oue correspondent, dangerous for human food; nor do we 

believe that under ordinary circumstances it is so. 

Asour correspondent, ‘‘Byrne,” remarked in a recent issue, 

there is another bird—in fact there are two or three of 
them—the small grebes, sometimes called divers, which, 

especially when at rest on the water, closely resemble, to a 

superficial observer, the coot, having the same partially 

webbed toes, and being similar in general shape. These 

erebes are extremely fishy.in taste, and are by universal con- 

sent condemned as utterly worthless for human food. They 
are so tough that along the New England shore it is said 

that if you are going to cook one, you should place in the 
body an iron wedge, then conk until you can run a forkinto 

the wedge. When this can be done your bird is ready for 
the table. It is not unlikely that in some of the cases re- 
ported by our correspondents, these grebes may have been 

eaten under the impression that they were coots. This is 

perhaps overmuch ov a subject of no very great importance, 

bat it seems only fair that the much-abused mud-hen should 
have a word said in its favor. The explanation of the term 

eoot, which, in New England, is improperly applied to the 

black sea ducks of the genus Gideniia, has been given in these 
columns many times, both editorially and by a number of our 

contributors. This mixing up of two utterly different birds 
under a common name is only nnother example of the lament- 
able confusion which is constantly arising from the use of 

local names among men who shoot and fish. It has taken a 

long time to drive out of use the terms partridge and pheas 
ant, and to substilute for them in different sections of the 

country the name ruffed grouse, and even now the work is 

only half done. Still the partial success which has attended 
these efforts should stimulate us to others in the same direc- 

tion. 

Dear or Dr. Hownrn.—Doctor Benjamin ©. Howell, 

one of the Fish Commissioners of New Jersey, ati his’ resi- 

dence, at Gloucester, N. J., October 10. Dr, Howell was 

in the seventy-fourth year of his age and has been active in 
the cause of fishculture for many years, He was 4 cultured 
gentleman, esteemed by all who knew him, and his loss will 
be felt by a large cirele as well as by his co-laborers in fish- 
culture. Dr. Howell was the owner of the great shad fishery 

at Howell’s Cove. which has been in the possession of his 

family since the establis!imeut of the fishery in the early 
settlement of the country. Notices of the enormous seine 
in use there haye several times appearcd in our columns, 

HXPRESS RIFLES AND EXPRESS BALLS. 

COMMUNICATION from a Montana hunter which 
we give below shows very clearly that the writer 

misconceiyes the object of the express bullet, and as this is 
only one of a number of casesin which we have heard the 

same or similar objections made io this form of projectile, 

it may be worth while to allude more fully to the subject. 
The object looked for from the use of the express ball we 

conceive to be shock and not penetration. It is believed 

that the deadly effect of a ball which is, to ail intents and 
purposes, explosive when it strikes a bone, is much greater 

than that of a solid ball which merely pierces or breaks, 
And it is self-evident that a hall which is so made that it 

will fly to pieces or flatten out on meeting with a resisting 

substance cannot give penetration. For this very reason 

we haye heard old hunters condemn the use of the express 

ball on dangerous game, asserting that they want something 

that will penetrate as deeply as possible. Our own experi- 

ence with express balls has been somewhat limited. We 

haye witnessed their effects on the Creedmoor range, of 

course, but have never used them fo any great extent in our 

hunting. During the past summer, however, while in 

the Rocky Mountains, we tried them on antelope, and found. 
them deadly, but not more so than a solid ball equally well 

aimed. A buck antelope struck in the shoulder or just 

behind it with an express ball rarely ran more than fifty 

yards, but we could not see that death or disabling ensued 

mort quickly with one than the other. More definite results 

might have been attained had we purposely wounded the 
game in places where a shot is not so speedily fatal, but 

that would have been so cruel that it was not to be thought 
of. 

On the other hand it must be remembered that the express 
balls are, after years of trial, regarded by hunters in India and 

Africa as a most fatul style of projectile. Their use in this 

country is comparatively of recent date, and although 
quite a good deal has been written on the subject, the prac- 

tical experimenting has been confined to the hands of a very . 
few individuals. ‘‘An Old Hunter” may rest assured, how- 
eyer, that the fact that he does not obtain penetration with 
express balls is not at all remarkable, but is just exactly 
what was to be expected, 

The letter referred to is as follows: 

Bozeman, Montana Ter., Oct. 7, 1882, 

When express rifles came in vogue, it was claimed by the manu- 

facturers that they far excelled the common breevh-ioaders in regard 

to killing power. Some manufacturers, like the Winchester Repeat- 

ing Arms Company, are manufacturing now express rifles, .50 cal, 

T ordered one of these from the factory, and gave ita good trialou 

large game. The rifle itself is very good, and a yery accurate shooter, 

but as far as the killing power of the express bullet is concerned, I 

don't see in what respects it is any better or as good as a solid ball, 

The cartridge as manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms 
Company contains ninty-five grains of powder and three hundred 

grains of lead, At commonhunting distances (from fifty to one hun- 
dred and fifty yards) the bullet flies to pieces, at longer distances the 

ball only flattens out. For instance, I recently shot at a black- 
tailed deer at twenty-five yards, the bullet struck about the center of 

the shoulder blade and went into fragments. which were distributed 

through the whole shoulder (this shot killed the deer.) Shot at four 

elk from 150 to 250 yards, the bullets didn't fly to pieces, but merely 

flattened out, and gaye very poor penetrati~n; as soon as a bullet 

struck a bone, it stopped after breaking the bone or part of it, where 

a solid bullet would have passed clear through, One elk had five 

express bullets in him, and lived over a day, when I finished him and 

examined his wounds and found that all the bullets were flattened 

out, and didn’t penetrate far enough, Ishot at an elk at forty yards 

distance, the bullet broke the shoulder blade, and the fragments 

didnot pass any further and failed to kill the elk; another shot killed 
him. On my last hunt I used a Winchester Repeating rifie ,44 calibre, 
model ‘66, forty grains powder and two hundred grains lead, and a 

Winchester Express, .50 calibre, ninety-five grains powder and three 

hundred prains lead. The Winchester .44 calibre gives the best pene- 

tration, as I killed two antelopes at one shot with it, the bullet pass- 

ing clear through them, while with an Express I never shot clear 

through a deer or an antelope or an elk yet, although | killed a good 

many with it. I; for my part, prefer a solid bail for large game. 

Penetration is everything, especially where a hunter has to take all 

kinds of shots to secure ame. The Winchester express bullet gives 

yery poor penetration, and for that reason the gun don’t find many 

admirers among hunters in this part of the country. I am trying to 

shoot solid bullets out of my express rifle now, 4nd hope to secure 

large game with less shooting. 

Some hunters use Sharps rifles. .40, .44 and .45 calibre, with express 
charges and express bullets, but they generally use more powder (115 

to120 grains) anda longer bullet than the Winchester express, and 
report good results. Most hunters, however, use solid balls in pref- 

erence to the express balls. * 

The large game is decreasing fast In Montana and Wyoming. 
Where about rour or five years ago Isaw from two hundred to three 

hundred elk in a single band, I found now not more than from 

twelve to fifteen elk. in a band, and other game in proportion, 

Easter Nimrods should be aware of this, and those desiring to kill 
large game should not wai’ too long to take a trip to America’s hest 

hunting grounds. An Op HunTar, 
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THE SPORTSMAN. 

BY A, WOOD COCKE, F. 8, 

HE overgrown featherless bird called by our scientists by 
~ asmany names as there ure of them—''the sporting man” 

—COiseaw sans plume, Homo bomburdd, FH, sclopeto, H, morti- 
Jen, ete., ete, but commonly known as the sportsman, is, 

though a constant resident in most parts of the civilized 
world, partly migratory. Heis oftenest seen in the latter 
part of summer and throughout the autumm and early winter, 

and also when snipe and wild ducks abound—during the first 

half of spring. Whenever is found anything which he calls 
“game,” whether biped or quadruped, there he is sure to be 

in the seasons named. ‘lo all such he is exceedingly destruc- 
tive, especially when accompanied by his four-footed com- 

panion—the dog—who plays the part to him of the pilot-fish 
to the shark, and leads him to his prey, Our family is the 

special ohject of his pursuit in the last half of summer aid in 
the fall, though strange as it may seem, in spring and éarly 
summer, he would no more think of harming one of us than 

ona OF his own o ispring. He practices the same strange for- 
bearance toward almost all those birds and beasts which he 

entitles game, except our cousins, the snipe, and all the water- 

fowl. If it were not for this, it would seem that he Spares us 
und the others which he so favors during the breeding season, 

nob from muy real love tor us, but for his own selfish ends, as 

his vongener, the farming man, does his Hocks, herds, and 

poultry. Butif this be the reason, why is it that he does not 
likewise with the snipe, ducks and geese, whose breeding 

season is also the spring? Truly he is a stranze fowl, exhibit- 
ing il some jays the utmost foresight and ingenuity, in 

opliers the traits directly opposite. Against the hawks, owls, 

and foxes he bears the greatest animosity, begrudging them 
the least portion of game, though they destroy not a tithe of 
the number thati he takes, 

Tf deprived of all weapons but those with which nature has 

supplied him, he would be almost harmless, for he eannot 

fly, and his legs, though ridiculously long, cannot impart to 
his awkward body a degree of speed which is anything but 

contemptible to the meanest of us feathered ones, Nor has 
he the talons of the hawk nor the fangs of the fox, nor the 
fox's cunning and stealth. 

Buta certain engine which he carries makes him extremely 

dangerous when he has become expert in the use of it, It is 
a tube, or offener nowadays, a double tube, of iron, which at 
his will ejects a volume of fire and smoke and pellets of lead, 
which pierce feathers and flesh more easily than our bills do 

the softest mold. Those individuals, and they are many, who 
have become proficient in the use of this, are terribly dest#uc- 
tive, and by all means to be ayoided by our kind, 

The sportsman measures from four and one-half feet to up- 

ward of six feet in length, and the extent of his pinionless 
wings, which terminate in five fleshy claws, is usually the 

same as his length, The head, when exposed by the removal 
of its false covering, is so various as not, to be easily described, 
is clothed with hair on the crown, the color varying in indi- 

viduals—in some itis flaxen, in others a fiery red, brown of 

various shades, and black, and in old specimens prizzly and 
white. The eyes differ in color almost as much as the hair. 
The hinder and lower part of the cheeks and the chin are eoy- 

ered with a coarser hair, which appears to be shed at will, in 
color nearly like that of the crown, The forehead and upper 

part of the cheeks are naked and, with the beak, yary from 
exposure to the weathar and quantity and quality of internal 
irrigation, from light flesh-color to brown and scarlet. In 

very bibulous specimens the heak is extremely brilliant, seem- 
ing to glow as with fire held within it. The whole body, 

wings, and upper part of the legs are covered with a fibrous 

texture, removable at pleasure, usually of a russet or dead- 

leaf color, The lower part of the legs and the feet are en- 

cased in dull black skin, which he frequently coats with 
grease, probably the more easily to make~ his way through 
the sedges and brush, 

His female differs from him so entirely in appearance and 

habits that she would hardly be thought by the ordinary ob- 
server to belong to the sume species. She is seldom seen by 
any of us, and but little would be known of her had uot some 
facts been obtained by a distinguished member of our family 
who passed some months of captivity in the home of a pair of 
these enormous birds, 

Her head, at times decorated with the gaudiest plumaze, is 
always covered on its upper part with a luxuriant zrowth of 
hair, as various in color as the male's, but longer, finer and 
softer. Her whole face is naked and that and the beak are of 
a soli flesh color, She has invisible legs, and her delicate fect 
ure encased in a finer covering than those of her make, The 
colors of the body and its wide elongation toward the feet 
are s0 various that it isimpossible to describethem, She rarely 

exhibits towards the lesser birds and beasts anything of tiie 
predatory nature and cruelty of the male, buthim she attacks 
at times with her terrible tonzue in the most marciless man- 
ner, especially on the occasions of his going out to prey upon 
our kind. It is a comfort to know that he lives in more abject 
fear of her than any of us do of him, and that she makes his 
life and that of his doz more misarable than he does our own. 

Such is the eyen-handed justice of Nature,” yet she is as 

inconsistent as be, for notwithstanding her opposition to his 
sport” as he calls it, she exults as much in his success as he 
does himsulf, aud feads with quite as much zst on the little 
birds which he brings home. 

Altogether the genus, whose numbers seem to be rapidly and 
alarmingly increasing, is one well worth the study of bhe spec. 

ulative Cocke, but always, be iti remembered, at a sale dis- 

tance, say one hundred yards, 

H, hidgloveii was one thought to be identical with the 
abowe, but is now generally regarded as 2 distinct Species 
When he has passed through the moult which brings him to 

his nearest resemblance to A. sclopeto, he bears an exaggerated 
likeness to his congener, 

His drass is more elegant and brighter in color, and bulyes 

with « multitude of pouches filled more with food and flasks 
an game, and he has a boastful bearing, but is far less 

\ a te ei 
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dangerous to other birds than to himself and companions, for 
his leaden pellets seem to go in any direction but the one he 
Wishes them to, and he sometimes blows his own head or hand 

off. His dog is not at all under his control, but ranges far and 
wide in advance of him, giving the objects of his master’s pur- 
suit what would be most ample and timely warning if it was 
at all needed, 

With a specimen of H, kidgloveii a cock, or grouse, or quail 
may have raré sort, leading him by short flights through 
the worst bogs and thickets. Let him but get a glimpse of you 
flying on before him and directly comes the thunder of the gun, 

as the deadly engine is named, and the whistling of the lead 

to the right, or left, or overhead, shortly followed by a volley 
of curses directed by turns against yourself, the dog, the gun, 

and the bushes almost as loud and quite as dangerous as the 
discharge of the iron tube. 

Tf you have the presence of mind to fly not too far, itis yery 

amusing to watch this sportsman searching the ground for a 

feather, the further to assure himself that he has, as he says, 
“certainly hit this time,” and then to fly up almost from under 
his feet, and, casting a backward glance, behold his surprise 
and chagrin, 

interesting only in his being supremely ridiculous. 
But for the sport he affords us he would be 

Che Sportsman Cauvist. 

A LEAF FROM A VAGABOND’S DIARY. 

«¢ PREAUTIPOD! beauliful! and beyond that, beautiful!” 
the immortal Humboldt is said to Haye exclnimed, 

when for the first time he gazed upou the tropical beauty of 
Central America, and I, 4 humble admirer of that ereat hero, 
echoed his sentiments again and agsin, and, reclinine ona 
bed of wild oats, 1 drank in the glories of my queen of moun- 
tain strenms. 
the storm-swept sides of McWilson, pouring over inoumer- 
able ledges, foaming, tearing thro’ rocky canons, creeping 
dreamily thro’ sunlit valleys, 

Rising twenty miles to the northward, on 

“With here and there a lustry trout, 
And here and there a grayling,” 

until if joins fifteen miles below, its sister, the Rio Dolores. 
This, my Minnehaha, runs a hundred feet, below me, sparkling 
in the rays of the setting run, Before me, across the valley, 
rises an amphitheatre of foliage, green willow, golden 
aspen, brown spruce, relieved here and there by bold masses 
of gray rock. Above, an almost cloudless blue sky; « hawk 
80 motionless that it might be a fixture. 
open glade, in which I am resting, is waist deep in grass and 
wild oats, surrounded on three sides by oak serub, Before 
me, the ground slopes, spruce elad, to the valley. 

The little park, or 

Jan one wonder the Indian was loath to leave this hunt- 
er's paradise? Put yourself in his place, and what would 
you do? L ask myself. 
grip on the stock of my rifle, 

The answer comes in an involuntary 
Yes, my red brother, 7 am 

not ashamed to own I can feel for you~ for are we not both 
vagabonds? I know the delights of those deep, frothy pools, 
from which we have both enticed the shining trout. ‘lo me 
also is known the mysteries of those green swamips, where 
the beayer swarm at night. My knife, with yours, has 
drank the blood of many a noble buck. Tave we not both 
lain in wait for the lordly elk? Those towering rocks haye 
echoed our shonts of pride, as the grim she bear gave her 
death shiver. And when nobler game was scarce, have we 
not both brought the brown grouse whirling to the earth? 
Alas! brother mine. the days of these slories are nambered. 
The axe is already at the root of the tree, The hum of 
threshing machine and say will arise from the valley below. 
The pale-faced tenderfout is already killing deer in July and 
‘using giant powder in our favorite pools. Verily, brother 
mine, ’tis time you and I. and the other vagahonds, were 
seeking happier hunting grounds in the land of the Great 
Father. 

Ah! ashot away to my right! My reverie is broken; I 
spring to my feet and stari down toward camp. Half a 
dozen steps and Lam crouching in the crass, for [ hear that 
unmistakable thud—thud—thud—a deer coming at full 
jump and straight toward me, One moment and then— 
there she is—u barren doe by her size and condition. As T 
rise to my fect she swerves, hesitates one second—one fatal 
second—and then, as my shot rings out, with a magnificent 
bound, she disappears in the brush. Alay for her! that 
bound, grand asit was, has a tell-tale tremor in it; the tail 
is lutched conyulsively, my shot has told. Carefully pick- 
ing up the trail, I follow it down hill, through oak serub 
and groves of aspen; tree, brush and eround, red with lite 
blood, Across an open glade, where the tracks are closer 
together; down into the rocky gulch, up the opposite bank 
with stiggering gait; see, she stumbled there! T shall find 
her soon. Ah, here she is, prostrate between two rocks, 
Knife in hand. I stoop for the coup de grace, Slowly the 
comely head turns toward me, the large black eyes, swiim- 
ming in moisture, look me full in the face with a glance of 
dying wonder. Gently I turn awuy the reproachful eyes, 
while I drive the steel to the hilt. ‘What a spooney,” I 
think T hear some desperado, with his hair parted in the 
middle, excliim. My bad friend, I can't help it, you see; 
Jam a yagabond, and, consequently, romantic. For nearly 
a decade my lif: has been passed on the frontier, I have 
hunted, and been Inunted by, many kinds of game, biped 
and quatruped, but—*‘can the Ethiopian change his skin or 
the leopard his spots?” Romantic 1 shall remain, and a pair 
of dark eyes swimming in tears, whether they are in a wo- 
man’s head or a dver’s, will always excite my sympathy, 

Anh! that reminds me of one pair of eyes 1 shall neyer for- 
get. It was years ago, back on the plains, we raided a nest 
of horse thieves one night. There were three men and two 
women in the dug-out, when we burst in the door, There 
was a short, sharp struggle, a woman’s scream, and sud- 
denly I found a pair of arms around my neck, a face, far too 
beautiful to be in such a nest, devouring me like one fasein- 
ated; her large black eyes wild with terror, her bosom pal- 
pitating with short, quick breaths, pressed so close to me 
that the child she was nursing was held up between us. The 
trembling lips could hardly frame the prayer I was power- 
less to grant; “Oh spare them, sparethem,” And then, 
when the men, closely guarded, were led from the room, 
and that béauutiful form sunk to the ground, I would have 
given several years of my life not to have been there, 

But there, I can’t stop talking any longer, my dog is hung 
up and dressed. The yalley is already in yloom, The sky 
has faded from blue to gray, here and there twinkles a sil- 

very star, a fow fleecy clouds in the west are still tinged 
with the glories of the dying day, fhe sound of the ax comes 
faintly from the direction of the camp, the small birds ave 
clirping their last good night, a belated woodpecker speeds 
hy on switt wing. Toe! too! comesffom a dead spruce; yes, 
my friend, if is too Jate to be lingering along this way, 
sweet as the woods are at dusk, fragrant with resinous 
spruce and balsam and aromatic weeds. 

Ten minutes’ tramp through waist-deep grass brings moe 
within view of camp, and shows me once more that scene, 
dear to the heart of every true brother of the rod and gun, 
to every member of the great fraternity of yagabonds. The 
bright fire, the white tent under the giant pines, the car- 
cases of fat deer, the figures of men and dogs, and the piles 
of “impedimenta” scattered around the firein picturesque con- 
fusion, the background of green willow gently waying in 
the night winds, 

“How dear to my heart are the scenes of my childhood,” 

says a good old sony; but dearer to me is (he flickering 
camp fire, the frying pan, and the coffee pot. As Iwalk 
into the firelight, the dozs open on me full-mouthed, until 
they quickly recognize afmend; and I am just in time, for 
that prince of good fellows, Joseph Meredith, has jnsl lifted 
the lid of the bake-oven and permitted a whiff of the most, 
del cious frayrance to escape trom the chowiler of trout and 
onions—worthy dish to set before a king. A king, did I 
say? ‘Dake away that banble’—a hungry hunter, 1 meant 
—and six hungry liunters were soon seated Wefore a bill of 
fare New York itself need not be ashamed of—lom of veni- 
son and baked potatoes; trout chowder; fried venison, wilh 
chili colorado; hot biscuit; tea and coffee. Add to the above 
“hungry sauce,” and (he billis complete. [unger isa gaod 
sauce, taken in small doses. I haye taken it in somewhat 
large doses, so much so that a rattlesnake stew was declared 
excellent, a prairie owl nof to be despised; but I was finally 
choked off with a crow, although offered under the name of 
“blackbird.” 

But the best of appetites won’t last foreyer, Supper is 
over, plates and cups, knives and forks washed and laid 
aside, beds made down, boots pulled off, pipes lit—and now 
comes that one hour between supper and sleep—hour sacred 
to yarns, to fish stories, and other truths. What scenes and 
incidents—‘*‘moving accidents by field and flood’—that hour 
recalls; back through ten years ef stormy lite—parched 
with thirst on a waterless divide, suowbeund above timber 
line, treed by a wounded bear, all night waist-deepin a 
swamp, with twenty red devils waiting for daylight and 
your seal; a wild night ‘‘off the banks,” with a broken pro- 
peller; a mocnlight ride through the lime groves of Santa 
Barbara; north, south, east, and west—yes, and back to the 
brooks of dear old Kent, where we caught our first trout; 
and the rolling downs of Surrey, where we grassed our first 
birc. Heigho!—happy days, when ‘“‘gold, and Greek, and 
love were all unknown to us.” Bul the yarns are over, pipes 
are ont—one by one heads disappear under the blankets. 
Overhead the full moon sails elorious, in the midst of myriad 
stars, From behind the willows comes the silvery tinkle of 
fhe streams, singing a song of peace And quietness, and 
hearing away on its pure bosom the restless brain of the 
yagabond to the care of “nature’s sweet restorer, balmy 
sleep.” A. B, B. 
Donores County, Colorado, 

RAMBLES THROUGH NEWFOUNDLAND. 

PART ¥ 

EFORE returning to the capital from the revions de- 
scribed in my la>t paper, I induced a local sportsman 

acquainted wilh the coust to accompany me down to the 
bottom of Placentia Bay, where 1 intended spending the 
remainder of March. In Newfonndlani it is not nnusual to 
find March the most boisterous month in the year, and of 
all the twelve it is the most danverous for coast shipping; 
for at this time there appear arounil the coast vast hodies of 
ice, formed during the winter in the Arctic regions, and cur- 
ried down into the bays by the prevailing southern cutrents, 
Down atthe bottom of Placentia Bay is a s.nall isthmus 
about three miles wide, separating: the waters of the latter 
bay from those of Trinity Bay upon the opposite side, and 
along this isthmus isthe great thoroughfare of the deer 
passing from the peninsula of Avalon to the northern regions 
of the island and back again, The extremities of both the 
bays touching: upon the isthmus is almost a sileut wilder- 
ness, hut those who yisit there neyer fil to see large herds 
of deer passing up and down by steady marches. Some- 
times parties from other setilements in the island, I had 
learned, had fitted ont during the winter, coms to the 
isthmus, and as the herds were passing wpand duwn, slaugh- 
tered them in great number, burying the carcuses in the 
snow till navigation opened to take them to the island 6f St. 
Pierre or to St. John’s. 

Crossing, therefore, over from the shore of St. Mary’s to 
that of Placentia Bay, our course lay down along the edge of 
the bay, past the settlements where the fishermen live. 
Here was civilization in its primitive state, Now we met a 
large settlement nestling im some large sea uook between (he 
hills, again a small cluster of cottages, and often passed some 
solitary house built down by the tront of the open sua, 

Oue afternoon in the midst of « storm, when blinding 
snow-drifts blew outward from the bleak country, my guide 
asked me to turnfrom the rough mountain path by which 
we were journeying along, down to Angel's Cove, a roman- 
tic chasm down between the cliffs, at the edge of the bay. 
He told me many curious sturies of this lonely place, for 
like nearly all the inhabitants I met there lie could neither 
read nor write, belieyed in ghosts and unscen interfering 
powers. Twenty years before he told me that Angdl’s Cove 
was known bya different name; that then it was called 
Devil's Cove, and that the fisherman sailing past its black 
rocks in the gloaming shuddered and crossed himself, for 
lights moved across the strand and flickered among the rocks, 
while wild rushing sounds were heard up among the green 
woods that skirted the turbulent torrent that poured its 
waters down from the mountain. 
And to prove the malignancy of the spirits of this lonely 

place he told me that less than twenty years before the 
owner of the only cottage in the cove left, with his wife ynd 
two children, for the nearest settlement, where the priest had 
vome, as was his Custom once in the year, lu sy mass, hear 
the people’s confessions, and give them the sacraments, for the 
purpose of “doing their Easter duty” and having the children 
christened, The husband, turning from the mountain path 
oy the way toshoot some mountain partvidge which here 
are found in swarms, was delayed an hour or two, but on re- 
turning’ to the wooded path where he had agreed to join his 
wife, found her black in the face, and dead, and the two 
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babes, by some nnknown hand, strangled by her side. These 
deaths were attributed to the evil spirits of Devil’s Cove, and 
however much theyinay have been guilty, the main fact of the 
death of the mother and the babes while the father was absent 
upon the hills, 1 subsequently learned was correct; but I in- 
cline to the belief that the babes were frozen to death after 
the mother had fallen a prey to the fatigue of the journey, 
for she carried the ty children slung upon her back in the 
fashion of the Indian women of this continent, 1! was also 
a fact that the Lrish priest who visited these regions once 4 
yenr, with bell, book and candle, came down to the cova 
after the occurence, exorcised the evil spirits, and changed 
the name from Devil's io Angel’s Cove, But thourh he 
read as the candle burnt, the belief was as strong as ever 
at the jime of my visit that the eyil spirits inhabited the 
wood, and I know that to this time few of the inhabitants 
would venture to ross the bridge alone in the noon-day, 

Tn this dismal yet romautic region there is nota road to 
_ be seen, and the traveler goes by the narrow path which 
leads across the plains, down the hills und across the 
valleys. Through each cove runs a brook, and in the spring 
and autumn these are so swollen by the rains as to bed an- 
gerousto ford. Yet some of them are to this day without 
brideew, and many a poor trayeler trying to cross them has 
been .borne away by the angry flood down to the sea and 
drowned Neither will you find for a score of miles along 
such a coast as this a schoolmaster or a schoolmisiress, but 
the people are plunged in ignorance and superstition, 

In crossing the bridge of which I haye spoken, my 
uide, as he looked neryously over his shoulder into the 
dark woods, for it was drawing late, told me the story. L 
wondered little, for the river in rushing through the rocky 
walls gave forth « noise like the sound of many demons, and 
the hurricane, sweeping in gusts oyer the bills, sang dismally 
and weirdly through the trees. Then he Jed me down by 
a steep path through the firs and spruces out to where I saw 
the water, and partly sheltered by the trees « house appeared, 
the only one in the cove, or for miles on either hand. ‘The 
people received us with the most genuine hospitality, and 
surrendered to us the very best the house afforded. It is so 
all around the coast. 1 care not who the stranger may he, 
on his entry into a house the kettle is at once put on, and if 
it be in the winter season he is made to go behind the stove 
and shift his shoes and stockings, As long as he chooses to 
stay he is made welcome, and | have never Known of a case 
where money has heen accepted as a recompense. The place 
is so dismal and so lonely that the poor creatures are 
delighted at the sight of a strange face, and if the traveler 
van tell harrowing stories during the evening by the hearth, 
and has news of wars being fought or threatened revolu- 
tions, he is surrounded, eager eyes and mouths drinking in 
all he has to tell. 

They pressed us to remain a weck, but we consented only 
to stay two or threedays at the furthest, and this not till we 
had been promised some good shooting down around the 
rocks. 

During the eyening a violent storm, accompanied with a 
blinding snow-drift, blew off the land, moving the huge 
hody of ice, which had come into the bay, before it. The 
house shuddered to the storm, and the breakers roared dis- 
mally up and down the coast. As J snti by the flushed stove 
talking to the head of the family, »n old man beaten with 
the hard storms of nearly seventy winters, | was overcome 
with melancholy as he told ne how bard he felt it to be shut 
np in this desolate place all his life. Ile was too infirm 
then to visit his neighbors living in the other coves, but 
stil he thought of (he time when Le was a boy driving a 
lime eart, at dawhing, info Dublin, He made yerses, too, 
after his own rude fashion, and alter the rest had retired— 
for he would not say them before them, as they “langhed’”’ 
at him, he said—he repeated them to me. They were singu- 
larly apt, recited as the storm howled, 

And after I had commended these rude verses, I shook 
the dear old man’s hand and retired, sinking below my 
shoulders in the feathers which are taken from the sea birds. 

At the dawn L was awakened by one of the sons, for there 
were three, who asked me if Tl would like to go and get a shot 
at some ducks. I was delighted, sprang ont of bed, and 
dressed. The dawn had now just hegun to break, and the 
morning was bitter cold, Piloted by my guide, I fumbled 
my way downamong the black rocks that skirted the water, It 
was ‘‘low tide” he told me, and we could take shelter for 
fully an hour before the tide came in again, behind any of 
them, Sometimes in clambering over these rocks ] would 
slide upon the slippery ooze, and before I had gone far I am 
sure I must have had a score of bruises upon my body. 
Then my guide, who before had skipped along the rocks 
nimbly as a goat, slackened his pice, andasked me to excuse 
hon, fhat he had forgotten that ‘‘in the cities there is not 
this kind of traveling.” But we eventually reached the 
‘«stages” or the buildings where in summier himself and his 
brothers landed, split and salted their cod; and here we 
waited fill it became bright enough to sec around us. He 
kept his eyes fixed upon a land-locked basin in from the 
stages, and after be had gazed there for some time said, 
ie Swiles.” 

Now, by the word swiles I knew he meant seals, and that 
there must be some in the basin; jut before I had long to 
reason, he whispered ‘‘ Load for swiles,” which 1 did, not 
using cartridge, but ramming home nearly six fingers, part 
of which was a heayy dose of scal shot. Then we crept 
around by the shelter of the rocks, till we got within gun- 
shot ; when looking through the crevices we saw five or six 
round black heads hobbing up and down without making 
any splash or commotion, They were swimming leisurely 
over to the yery rock where we were, and I was trembling 
with impatience to fire, But my companion grasped my arm 
and whispered, ‘‘ Let ‘em come, and bnnch up.” So under 
this restraint T lay watching the black heads drawing neurer 
and nearer, Now they would sink from sight, and I would 
feel vexed, and say, ‘‘ Are they not gone?” but not a word 
could I get out of Davy. He simply kept a firm clutch 
upon my arm. 

“Now,” he said in my ear, “‘get ready and wait till I take 
aim.” Then I saw the whole bunch of heads together and 
also saw Dayy's gun go up. Quick as lightning mine went 
up too, and Lfired right into the bunch. Davy’s gun had 
one off simultaneously with mine. Three heads with some 
pedy attached lay floating motionless as the resulf of our 
shots; the vest had disappeared and we did not get a sight 
of them again, The dogs jamped out and half pushed, half 
towed the game ashore, which proved to be three fine ani- 
mils. My conpanion informed me that these came off the 
ice floe “yery likely,’ and were different from the seals 
found in the bay. Twas of adifferent opinion, and am 
still, rezardiug them as the Phocalitores or shore seal, and. 
nob the Ph. greentandica or haxp seal, which the hunterstind 
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upon the ice floe during the spring, Leaving our seals lo be 
attended to afterwards we crossed the point to look for a 
flock of “‘gambirds.” A. good deal of tramping among the 
slippery rocks showed us a piir extremely shy of the lind, 
but eventually coming near enough, We took onc a-piece, 
which our dogs fetched, though their going out was now 
risky, as a strong in-hreeze had sprung up and the sea was 
heayy. On the way back to the house from the rocks for 
breakfast 1 saw the other brothers engaged with the horse 
and a sort of cart upon the strand, Duriee the winter, 
Whenever the wind blows off the lind, immense quantities 
of kelp orsea weed are cust upon the beach by the nuder 
tow, Among this kelp is found the dulce which you see for 
sale in the little grocery stores, glistening with the sea salt. 
But the Newfoundlanders save none of the dulee, I saw 
these two brothers now with manure forks loading the kelp 
into a crate, or ‘‘kish” as they call it, and then drawing this 
up beyond the reach of the tide, where it was thrown juto a 
huge pile. They told me they needed three or four hundred 
loads of this, that after being piled it rotted, and that they 
invariably used it to manure their potato and yuretable 
fields atid their meadows. The manure it mukes is very 
strong, ind L subsequently ascertained that it impoverishes 
erass fields where it is used a few years in succeseion, lewy- 
ing nothing behind it but u svowth of moss. 

Then the breeze grew inte half a gale, raising a heavy sea 
upon the land, and sweeping the banks of kelp away. As 
the storm invressed Davy told me they were woing out upon 
the cliff to watch a vessel which had heen caught in the 
ice for many days, and had been drifted with the currents 
in the bay and out again, working nearer the shore each 
day. If the wind continued to blow iu as it now did they 
said she would bedriven against the rocks and wrecked, I 
went with them, we taking our guns tind the dogs up through 
the woods, Sheltered by the hills, it was not very cold, 
and we found several coveys of both willow grouse and 
ptarmigan sunning themselyes in sheltered spots, The dogs 
showed us each covey, but they were ‘‘wild’—in the local 
language—and would not allow us near enough for ground 
shooting. I did not mind this so much, Wut strange, none of 
mny companions would dream of firing on the wing, and 
Tegarded ine as a marvel when I, every now and again, 
knocked down a bird or two out of the flock. I think I 
comd not have shot less than a dozen, though for all the 
others they had but one, which one of them shot sitting 
upon a bank of snow. 
When we got out of the woods we were confrouted by a 

fierce gale, whose cold pierced one to the very heart, I 
find this is the case generally in Newfoundland. In a 
strong brecze upon the coast, when the mercury is not down 
to zero, Thaye found the cold move piercing than I have 
ever felt it in Canada, with the mercury ten degrees below 
zero and a strong breeze blowing. This is owiug, I should 
suppose, to the larger quantity of moisture in the air adja- 
cent fo the sea, But, in theface of the ‘breeze, we made 
our way ont over the bleak marshes and headlands three or 
four miles, and from the ‘Naked Man,” a bold, bald peak, 
overlooking the bay, we saw the vessel, a brigantine, not 
more than half a mile off the Jand, and heme driven toward 
the rocks through the loose ice rapidly, 

Meanwhile the tide was sctring strongly uortloward, that 
is running into the bay, and though the veasel was three or 
four miles further from the coast than the point at which we 
stood, the covemen concluded she would strike nenr about 
the point on the top of which we were standing. 1 shud- 
dered, as I saw the vessel borne along toward the grinding 
rocks, for the fate of the luckless crew, but my compimions 
were of the opinion that the crew was not in the ship; that 
if they were they would hoist sail and try to keep out from 
the shore. And then they told me that shipwreck and 
drowning was not arare sight to them; that the winter 
before two vessels had heen wrecked upon the point stretch- 
ing out Vefore us; that of one of these crews eyery man was 
drowned, the crew of the other, excepting one man, escap- 
ing, Were there a urew in the ship now drifting onwards, 
they told me there was little chance of their safety; and 
now their anxiety was that she would strike in such a posi- 
tion that some of the cargo might be saved. But the vessel 
dragged along, and, ta disappoint the expectations of all, 
éleared the point and swung inward where the wind could 
not press her so closely toward the land, and where the 
capes did not run out so far. Tired of our watching and 
benumbed with cold we returned to the cove, and in the 
evening started around the wild cliffs for the noxf settle 
ment, Patrick’s Cove. We found the inhabitants of this 
settlement eayer with expectation of the striking of the 
prize; but still slie skimmed along by the cliffs and jut- 
tine rocks past this settlement too, and onward in the 
hay. 
AG 1 was bound in the shore to the hottom of the hay 1 

followed the party in. About midnight, between Patrick’s 
and Ship’s coves, we Jay behind the rocks, I shivering and 
my dogs whining; for the wind had inereased in violence, 
and was now pressing the yvesse) sheer in upon the land. 
Tn the clear moonlight when the storm clouds passed we 
could see the ship plainly, and to our astonishment she now 
showed some of her smaller canyas. When last we had 
seen her she flouted along evidently without anybody on 
board, for her poles were bare, We ¢rept out ou the rocks, 
the tide being ont, ss she was pushed in, and though there 
was much heavy ive in patches along the shore, the waves 
roared against the rocks, and threw their foam high np the 
cliffs. i 
The vessel was now distinctly in our yiew, and was being 

rapidly swept toward the ledge, But only for a minute, 
for a towering wave arose, caught the luckless vessel and 
swept her as if would a bubble of its own making, against 
4 sharp edge of one of the reefs, How it came about, and 
with such suddenness, I fail to understand; Int simultane- 
ously with the crash against the rocks her spars snapped off 
like stems of glass, and she parted amidships, ‘Then a num- 
ber of white objects ran out of the broken part into the hoil- 
ing séa; like unto a flock of sheep running oub of & pen; 
anlin another minute only the debris uf the proud vessel 
could Iseé. The fishermen had, meanwhile, rut ont upon 
the rocks as far as possible, in the hope of being able to s- 
sist those on board, while | was obliged to feel my way 
along, for the rocks were cozy, and deep pools of land- 
locked sea lay on eyery hand. How my hearth wus wruog 
as T heard a wild ery come over tle noise of the storm when 
the shipstruck, and how anxiously did 1 loek among the white 
waves, amid the pieces of the ship, for a boat bearing the 
hapless crew. But the fishermen told me no hoat could live 
in that sea; that were she made of iron she would be 
pounded into jelly. The fishermen had coils of rope with 
them, as is their wont when out ‘‘wrecking,” und it would 
ferrify the heart of one umaccustomed to sec the seas into 

which they will phinge, one end of the line fastened around 
their waist, the other in the hands of those on shore. 

And now their preparation and their bravery came into 
needtul use, for among the floating pieces two forms were 
seen struggling, though the waves beat over their heads, 
but they wert being carried around the point instead of cdriv- 
ine into the nooks, And though it was most piercing cold, 
and in the face of death itself, one of the fishermen fastened 
the line about him and plunged down into the roaring 
waves, J saw 2 heavy sea come toward him, but putting 
his hands together he dived throngh it, and it passeL harm: 
lessly on. In the space of a mihnufe he bad reached the 
piece of plank tipon which the two seamen were, qd when 
he had ot lis arms upon if, those on shore drew ib with its 
freight of life safely through the boiling waters to the land, 
The two sailors whom he rescued were benumbed and ap- 
parently lifeless, and it was with difieulty tat the arms of 
one of then could be got from round the plank, The cthey 
soon recovered, and a good drink of prantly trom ny fagk 
brought his activities hilly back. The other must have 
swallowed much water, we thourht, for he appeared stupi- 
fied ; but after he had been rolled and diseorged fully a quart 
of sea witer le showed returning consciousness, The 
brandy, too, helped him, after whith we listesed hack over 
the rocks with the two rescued men to the nearest cottage, 
aboul two tiles distant. He who plunged into the surf, mny 
guide and myself, with the two sailors, returned only, leay- 
ing behind us the rest, who with boat hooks and other con- 
trivances Were saving a number of yalnable articles from 
the wreck as they were driven against the rocks. From the 
sailors we learnt that the vessel had been laden with flour, 
leather, butter, tallow, cte,, avid from this intelligence I 
knew that what seemed like sheep running through the 
broken part. of the ship was the flour, About four days 
previous the whole crew had deserted the ship and struck 
ont upon the ice for the land, but the party had become 
separated, seven in one division and three in another, The 
latter on newring the land found no hope of setting ashore, 
and after wandering up and down for two days returned to 
the ship, ‘Two of these, as I haye shown, were saved, the 
other was beaten todeathamong the wreckuge. The other 
party, [subsequently leamt, arviyed at Placeutia, after two 
of the number had succumbed to hunger and cold, lying 
down und dying upon the ice, 

That. night, or rather morning, when we reached the 
Ship's Cove, a blinding snowstorm was piping ouf the val- 
ley, and Iwas so weary that 1 fell asleep before I was well 
settled ina rnde but comfortable arm chair before a roaring 
fire in the open hearth. A hot meal of fried venizon and 
rich home-cake was seryed us soon, and then we retired, T 
siceping till midday. When farose I found that several 
feet of snow had fallen, and was told ft could travel no fur- 
ther without “rackets,” the racket being a very clumsy 
snowshoe which the fishermen make themselves, [set out, 
haying purchased an old pair ef these shoes, and with my 
euide made my way around by the slate cliffs. now through 
clumips of evergreen forest, now down deep gorges, avain 
over bleak heighis, or across an angry torrent, at the risk of 
being carried away by its turbulent flood, f will noi re- 
count the incidents of that weary way through hitter winds, 
and often blinding snowdrifts, the desolate places where we 
found fishermen dwelling, and the privations and often the 
suiferings to which the inhabitants are doomed. 

The previous stason’s codfishery had been a failure, and 
ihe inhabitants at many points were reduced to sore distress, 
We had heard of many tamilies who for numbers of weeks 
had not had anything to eat but herring, being heyond the 
reach of the assistaice the government sometimes renders 
in the way of meal aud molasses. In nearly all the setfle- 
ments wé traveled through we saw here and there a piece of 
“Tndian meal road,” a name given to roads made for meal 
and molasses furnished by the government {o the hungry, 
In one little cove, where we stayed over fora day to shoot 
ducks, we found every family except one reduced to the 
vitmost want. A few barrels of Indian meal and molasses 
had been hauled from the next settlement on dogs, and the 
magistrate from the latter place was husy with a gallon meas- 
ure doling oul the “relief” in small quantities to the hungry 
claimants. 

During the morning I had shot adozen or fifteen large 
sea divers, ind these with a well-filled bag of rock ptarmigan 
which I had shot. along the way, I offered to the magistrate 
to distribute to tle suffering creatures. So poor were they 
that they lad not evyeu powder und shot to kill the ducks so 
numerous around their homes. The magistrate then in- 
formed me that he believed the worst was past. The ice 
which had come into the bay was “northern” or “heavy 
jee,” as distinguished from the bay ice, and it, from reports 
heard, was laden with a large body of seals. That evening 
before I lett those miserable people If saw them with exulta- 
tion push out their pants, armed with galls, bound for the 
floe in search of the seals, The relief from this quarter 
would he two-fold. The flippers would serve us food, and 
fs soon as the traders near by heard that the people had 
seal pelts to sell they would be industrious in bringing 
provisions thither. I should haye remained here for a few 
days, ay the shooting was excellent, and to join in the seal 
catehine expeditions, buf that the poverty of the place for- 
bade it, and Twas also assured by the mawistrate that T 
would have all the sport I ugeded in this way further down 
the bay. 

A. trader in a small covered boat, in which were two 
others and himself, who had been out the coast Tor pro- 
visions tor the people further down, invited me to take 
passage with him as faras Piper's Hole, This saved some 
days’ weary tramping, though the bay was rough, and the 
spray Hew incessantly over our craft, encusing her com- 
pletely in ice. A day’srun brought us down tu the bay's 
bottom, near Piper's Hole, a picturesque little settlement 
nestling among stern hills green in their dress of fir the sea- 
sonround. Afseveral points sea arms im inland, and as 
dwellers are rare along their shores, sta birds flock to the 
quiet retreut (hey afford in thousands during the entire sca 
gon, They build their nests and bring out their broods 
alcug the shingly beaches during the summer, and when the 
winter storms prevail they fish in quiet in the stilll waters 
for herring, and the many kinds of shellfish clinging to the 
racks. 

We put up at a homely inn, yet a large cstablishment for 
such # place, and one of the proprietors agreed to spend 
a week wilh me fishing and shooting through the sea arms 
deséribed, and then to xccompany myself and iny guide to 
the choicest camping ground to await the deer herds as they 
crossed the isthmus separating Ayalon from the rest of the 
iskmad, ‘This it will be remambered was my objective point 
on starting. 

The next morning on rising | wondered at the prepara- 
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tions being made about me, Groups‘of men were here and 
there carrying suils, musts, oars, ctc., to a number of sinall 
bovis lying on the beach, and some were busy preparing 
patts, that is a0 tnstrument with as bul wooden liande and 
an ivon spike, efe,, at the end. Others carried guns down 
fo their boats. The women anf children had turned out, 
too, and were assisting the male inhabitants, all their faces 
beaming with extreme joyfulness. 

As T wondered at this commotion, my landlord informed 
me¢ thal our proposed expeditions were “up” for the present, 
that the ice had pushed in the bay and was covered with 
‘swilus,” and that all hands were turning ont to dill some. 
We kindly offered me a place in the boat with himself and 
his brother, Tt musi not be (honght that what T im now to 
describe is. the reoular séal fishery for which Newfoundland 
is famous. The retular fishery is carried on by stenmers 
and lurge vessels oul in the ocean, to the north of the island, 
in widi-extending floes, but frequently 4 nortion of this 
large seaL-bearing floe beeomes detached and drifts inte the 
bays, bearing its seal freight alone. Such a detached body 
had now cole into the Plagentia Bay, 
Though 4 strong breeze now blew landward we launched 

without danger out through the surf, fot dhe ice hody on the 
outside afforded a shelter, 1 carried my gun, which qwas 
capable of throwing heavy shot, aud my companions pro- 
vided me with a gail, We also took some provisions, 
blankels, hauling ropes, flaw poles and other thing's needful, 
And then with loud theering some of the little boats hoisted 
sail, and wo soon followed suit, beating, oul to the edge of 
the ice tioa, 

On reaching the ice it was the nim of each boat to get as 
fay into the body of the floe as possible; and we entered 
through a wide seam that led on to three or four lakes, ex- 
tending nearly a mile oui into the thick jam. When we 
came to a heayy “pau” barring us from another lake, we 
used our joint strength in pulling the boat upon the sane 
ond maning it across, In the outside of these ‘‘ice-ponds"' 
we found swarm of cider duck, sud among these | plied 
my shot, They left the luke in the most peélpless fashion, 
some of them flying shoreward, others simply becoming 
stupefied, and perehing a short distance out upon the ice, 
After they liad left the pond { pursued them upon the ige, 
thinking they would rise and tly, but they actually allowed 
me to go up and strike them with my gun, This of course 
was not sport, oT had no heart for it; Dut cverywhere 
dround me I saw a seal hunter with his gafl, dealing a blow 
to one of the helpless birds. ‘‘We never waste shot on 
these fellers,”’ they had told me when I began firing at them 
in the lake; ‘We'll get’em wid the gaff bumby.” I pro- 
tested that the gail was a barbarous way; but my companion 
truthfully observed that I killed them for the sport, they. 
killed them [o eat. 
Some of the crew had now pushed out a mile beyond upon 

the ice, and Jooking wilh my glass I could see a number of 
dark objects moving slowly about the field. Some of these 
Were in groups on a large pan, others were scattered about 
singly ; and 1 saw two or three others far larger than any 
of the rest, each of these alone, 1 informed my hosts of 
awhat I saw, and after a jrood deal of fixing, leveling, study- 
ing and sweeping, I succecded in getting one of them also 
to see these things through the glass. We had no doubt that 
they were seals, and taking our flag-pole, two gafks and iy 
Hun, we set oul lo where we suw them. We now could see 
some of the other crews busy at work striking, then 

_ “ skulping” upon the spot. 
The ice was heavy, so that you might bring an elephant, 

bearing a garrisoned tower, all over the bay. Yet, some- 
times a heavy swell would heave under, pass along with a 
sound as if some giant, powerful beyond limit, were breath- 
ing. Then the great mass would crack, evack, ancl some- 
times a wide seam, ten fect across, would open, closing again 
as the swell went past. ‘Sometimes the unwary seal-hunoter 
traveling hecdlessly upon the occun ice, when the ‘under- 
tow’ is heavy, muy siep from one edge of the opening rent 
towards the other, just as the breach is opening, miss his 
step and fallin. ‘Then before he can get out of the water 
the rent will sometimes close and crush him—crush him as it 
sometimes crushes the stvonzest ships getting into a like rent, 
We found our way out slow cnough, as huge mounds of 

ice, resembling hills, had been formed by the foe grinding 
outside against the cliffs, and sometimes yon came upon th 
deep green hole, where, getting down, the chance of getting 
up agatn was slight indeed, 1 bad the ordinary heayy win- 
ter boots on, bul the vest had “skin boots,’ that is, the seal 
skin untanned made into a sort of moccasin with a leg 
coming up to tie knee. With these the fisherman would 
pass over the most ‘glassy’ places without slipping, while 
i made my way ‘long only with the greatest dilliculty, For 
the first time my dogs found themselves upon an ocean 1ee- 
pack, and whined and seemed timorous, and insitad of 
questing over the field as they would upon the land, fol- 
lowed at my heels timorously. An hours tramp through the 
piercing wind, which, however, by the exercise of rapid 
walking upon the rough ice, brought us in the midst of the 
seals, where we found two other crews busily at work. 

VACATION. 

HERE is a great diversity of opinion in regard to the 
subject of vacation as to when is the best and most en- 

joyable season for those who have two weeks at their dis- 
posal and who ure obliged by force of circumstances lo take 
it all at once. With those who follow the crowd to the 
fashionable hotels and ‘fit, as it were,” from barutogu to 
the seaside, wear their West clothes, and come back at the 
expiration of their two weeks, having had an ‘immense 
and chawming time,” being obliged neverthtless thereafler 
to economize on cigars and lunch to strike an average, we 
haye nothine to do. Gut to those who havea genuine al- 
fection for Forusr AnD Surwam, with a forloight’s relaxa- 
tion of business cares each year, we woulil say, wait uolil 
the latter part of September or the first of October, If 
your veneral health is good you can work through the hot 
weulher in July, August and middle of September with- 
out much discomfort, and when weary and exhausted after 
a scorching day, you may board any ont of the numerous 
boats, and after a trip down the bay, return to the city ve- 
freshed, There ave so many pleasant afternoon and even- 
ing excursions at the command of the New Yorker during 
the summer months, that life in the city during hot weather 
is not the burden it used to be. Leaying in July or August, 
the chances uve thal on reaching your destinatiou, you will 
find the weather there nearly a8 warm as that you haye left, 
and be compelled to keep shady during the middle of the 
day, for expose fo lhe dun is just as uncomfortable and 
dangerous in the country as it is anywhere else So you 
fret and fume und perspire your time away until you return 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
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lo find the thermometer still among the nineties, T find 
that [can work through the hot weather better than idle 
through it; you do not feel it so mtieh if your mind is em- 
ployed. Septemberis drawing towards its close, the days 
vary, now hol, now cool, awakening the migrating instinct. 
A Clear, cool, bright day arrives, u promise what autumn has 
in store, it is a positive pleasure to breathe the air, and you 
lone for the woods, another scorcher and they are forgot- 
ten—so if continues until, the equinoctial past, you find a 
light llanket a necessity if you wish to sleép comfortably. 
Now you beyin to realize that there is a something in the 
bracing air that tells you the time has arrived. ‘ 

The hotels (if you must go to a hotel) are not crowded, 
as the thin-blooded guests have left ere this, and you find 
forest and streamand lake in perfection. You may leave at 
sunrise, tramp until sunset, and enjoy every breath you 
draw. Youmay float on the clear water, catéh pickerel or 
perch, or lazily loll and enjoy the enchanting and ever 
changing views, A sharp October frost sets the woods in a 
blaze of glory. Faint at first, it gradually brightens until 
the culmination surpasses your powers of description, 
Your hounds will find deer on (he mountains, and the 
clear, thin air will throb with their resounding bay. ‘The 
pariridye is waiting for you, and the squirrels are at work 
culting off the chestnut burrs, and making the woods alive 
with their chatter, Thisis the time for a yacation. After 
hwo weeks of such life (and how quickly they pass) you re- 
lurn, improved in body and mind, with no more hot 
weather 16 steul your required appetite away, or plague yon 
with sleepless nights. Dicx., 
New York, Oct, 24, 1882. 

alatiyal History. 

THE PINE GROSBEAK. 

Pinicola enucleutor, Vieill. 

BY DR, ELLIOTT COUES. 

ITE earliest account of the pine bullfinch to which I can 
refer the reader who may be anxious to start eyen with 

the history of the bird is that given by the great naturalist 
Hdwards, who figured it on two plates, in his famous ‘‘Nat- 
ural History of Birds,” 1751. ‘The species is said, however, 
to be included in the Fauna Suecica of the illustrious Swede, 
published.at Stockholm in 1746, and again in 1761. These 

two quotations are the basis of “‘Zoata enueleator L.,” 1758, 
and in the twelfth edition of the Systema Naturie, 1766, 
reference is made to a paper ip the Transactions of the 
Swedish Academy, 1757, p. 139. 
Very shortly afterward, in 1760, Brisson published an 

original and independent description of the same bird, under 
the name of the ‘‘Gros-bec de Canada’ —*‘hadbitant i Cun- 
adi,” he pays, “unde misse sunt ad D. Aubry, qui D. de 
Rewumur dono dedit.” Thus the American bird came in for 
notice almost as soonas the European, Brisson gave a recog- 
nizable figure of the male, as well as one of his usual elab- 
orile descriptions of both sexes. We called it in Latin Coeco- 
thraustes canadensis—a name revived in later times for use 
by those who attempted or made believe distinguish the 
American from the European bird, 
Another early synonym is fond in the Dur-bee of the 

Count tle Buffon—a term which became the usual French 
book-name of the bird, as pine vrosbeak or pine bulltinch 
did the Eaglish one, Among the more prominent later 
synonyms may be noted Lewin flamingo of Spairmann, Pini- 
colt rubra of Vieillot, and Lowia psittacea of Pallas. As will 
be seen from a glance at any full list of synonyms, various 
other names have been imposed; but they arise either from 
ihe assignment of the species to different genera, or from 
unsuccessful attempts to subdivide it into two or more, 
Brehm haying no fewer than jive of these nominations, none 
of which are worth serious attention, No points in the 
synonymatic history of the species appear to require discus- 
sion, as the list of names is perfectly plain, although quite 
extensive, ’ 
Though it is not my intention to treat the pine bullfinch 

at any length in its character of an Old World bird, a few 
words respecting its general distribution in Europe and Asia 
will not be entirely out of place. What I have to say is 
miinly derived from Dresser’s elaborate article upon this 
subject. ‘This,” as he says, ‘one of the most strikingly 
beautiful of the Arctic birds, inhabits the high northern 
portions of both the Old and New World, only migrating 
southward when driven down by the rigors of the Arctic 
winter. It has occurred in Great Britain, but must be 
luoked on as one of the rarest of the stragglers that occa- 
sionally yisil our shores.” The British authors are nearly 
unanimous in attesting its extreme rarity in the United 
Kingdom; but various authentic instances of its occurrence 
iheré, among some open to grave doubt, are recorded _by 
Tarting and Dresser. It is common in Scandinavia, breeding 
in the high north and wandering southward in winter. 
According to Deyland and Gerbe, it is a rare and casual 
visitor in France, several authentic instances of its occur- 
rence in thal country being recorded, though Dresser finds 
none from §pain or Pormegal, and only doubtful ones from 
Itnly. It is said never to stragele so far south as the Black 
Sea. To the eastward it extends across the continent of 
Asia, and has been found as farsouth as the Amoor country. 
In the Himalayas itis said to be replaced by the Pinicola 
subhemachalunt, 

So little has been learned of the nidification of (he bird in 
America, (iat fox this portion of my narratiye I turn plso 
to the work just mentioned, glad to transeribe so reliable 
and interesting an aceount: 

“The mode of nidification of this bird was unknown until 
discovered 1n 1855 by the latu Mr. Wolley; and the particu 
lars were first publishad by Mr. Wewitson in the tollowing 
year (Hees of Brit. Birds, 2 ed. i,, p, 210,* pl. liii.*), Quot- 
ing Mr, Wolley, Mr. Hewilson says: "As the days grew 
Ait T eagerly listened to the beautiful clear music of the 
bird in more than one locality; and one snowy morning I 
saw a hen watching me so very unconcerncdly from a tree, 
that I elimbed up to try to catch her in my hand. Tt was 
not till [nearly ionched her that slie flew off, as thoweh she 
thought I was carrying the joke too far, bit in a way that 
convinced me she had no nest. I had mide arrangements 
for working another part of the country: but 1 left a trusty 
Lap in strict charge to yisit a spot in inland where I had 
ascertained that in previous years the bird had bred. On 
my return to that neighborliood at the end of summer, I 
watched day after day for the arrival of my faithful Lap. 
The nights were already becoming dark, when one evening 
I saw the well-known figure in a boat approuching our 
sirand, Thad scarcely shouted welcome before his wallet 
was in my hand and my English friends and myself were 
in triumphal procession to the howse. First made its up- 
pearance a grim woll’s head; then ¢ame forth some reindeer 
fadflies; next there was extracted an unknown nest, then a 
skinned pine grosbeak; and at lash were carcfully unwrapped 
from a little case the wishedfor exvs, and there they lay 
in all their fresh-discoyered beauty before us. At midsuni- 
mer a nest was found with four fuily fledged young about 
a hundred yards from the spof where the former nest had 
been. Itis nowin the British Mascum, TExternally it is 
made of remarkably open work of twigs and roots, generally 
in yery long nicces. In the center of the plattorm there is 
an inner bedding of barkless tibrous roots, with a liltle of 
the hair-like lichen which grows so abnnduntly on the trees 
in the Lapland forests,’ 

“J am indebted to Prof. Newton for the loan of a copy of 
the late Mr, Wolley’s notes on ihe breeding of ihis speéies, 
from which I extract the following description of the first 
nest obtained by him: “The nest was found by Piety, the trust- 
worthy Lap, in company with Mikel Sadio. It was on the 
evening of the Second Heluntai (i. ¢., 27th of May) that they 
went to Kotta Melo, alittleabove Yli-Kyvi, on the sume side of 
theriver. The place was a little kind of dell where there 
were groups of small spruces. Piety lirst saw the bird fly 
up from the ground with some sticks or nest-lining in its, 
mouth. It remained quite quict and still, and they were 
sume time before they found the nest, apparently com- 
pleted, but still withont eggs, and placed about two fathoms 
from the ground in a young spruce three fathoms high. 
The branches near the nest, which was not quite touching 
the bole, were thin, short and open. Several days after- 
wards the nest contained one cyg, at the next visit there 
were two, and several days later there were four, The nest 
and eggs were now taken, and it was found that theeggs 
were slightly sat upon. But first the old bird was snared, 
horse-hair nooses being fixed into the bole of the tree so as to 
stand outoverthe nest. . . . The Sadio lad says that he saw 
at least ten old nests thereabouts, and Piety says that he 
has also seen nests in similar sitvations, but never anywhere 
else; @. ¢., there is always some fayorite corner where they 
are placed year after year. At midsummer the lad found 
another nest, about a hundred yards off, containing four 
young birds scarcely ready to fly. He took it, and it is now 
in my possession, ‘The nest which contained the evs was 
pulled to pieces by the children in his house at Sadio, The 
one before me is made externally of an extremely ight net- 
work of thin trailing twigs laced into each other. One of 
these twigs completely encircles the nest and goes half way 
round it again, appearing to be about twenty-eight ine es in 
length. ‘This network of twigs is suddenly changed into a 
compact bedding of fine bare roots mixed with a few sprigs 
of hair-lichens, which form together almost a separate nest 
inside the outer network.” : 
_Aceording to Mr. Wolley’s notes, further cited by Ma, 
Dresser, the nests are nearly always made in spruce trees 
about twelve feet from the ground. Others than that just 
described differed in being lined with fine grasses and tee- 
hair; one was made entirely of fine trailing branches or ron- 
ners, chiefly of Linniwborealis, The usual number of eges 
appears to be four, Several clutches described by Dresser, 
all from Muonioniska ‘‘are pile blue, with the jaintest 
vreenish tinge, rather darker m shade than those of the com- 
mon bullfinch, and are spotted and blotched with faint pur- 
plish underlying shell-markings and dark brown surface- 
spots. In size they average about Lj; by 4{ inch.” 

The nest and eggs of the pine bullfinch in America seem 
to hive beea first noted by the same author, to whom my 
readers are s0 much indebted already, The nest was in a 
tree and contained six eggs, It was discovered at Musquash, 
New Brunswick, July 6, 1863, by Mr. Dresser’s brother Ar- 
thur, who saw both the parents, and described them so par- 
ticularly that no doubt remains yespecting their identitica- 
tion. They resembled those from Lapland, but were a little 
smaller, measuring only #4 by 47 inch; the markings less 
and the spots duller. According to Dr. Brewer, no positively 
identified eges of this bird from America, were known to 
exist in collections in 1874; but a nest found at Calais, 
Maine, by Mr. Boardman, was identified with little doubt, 
though the parent was not seen. This was placed inan al- 
der bush in 2 wel meadow, ahout fonr feet fromthe ground, 
and contained two eggs “not distinguishable from those of 
the European enucledtor.” Tt is somewhat a matter of sur- 
prise that the investigations conducied by several natu- 
ralists of late years in Alaska have not produced the desired 
specimens, as the bird is yery common in that country; 
where it undoubtedly breeds, 

lt has fallen withm my own experience to find pine gros. 
beaks at home for the summer, and citch a glimpse of their 
bearing during the most interesting period of {their lives. 
This happened to me many years ago, when I paid a flying 
yisit to Labrador. I saw birds of this kind on several occa- 
sions; oncé I happened upon 2 pair which | was sure had a 
nest near by, because they actedso demurely. They werein a 
litile thivket that grew io a sheltered place where the wind 
did not blow strong enough to disconcert the insects in the 
least, and so, though I plunged in several times, each time T 
beat aqnicker retreat, vanquished and disheartened; ib was 
simply impossible to search fora nest in that maelstrom of 
mosquitoes, So, alter watching the pair at my leisure from 
2 vantage pround where the wind blew fresh, ] secured them 
both with my sun, and was glad to leave the spot. The 
birds displayed no fear at all, nor did they even seem dis- 
conoertent by my staring; very likely, neither of them had 
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ever seen a creature of the kind before; certainly they had 
“not learned how “mighty unsartin” a white man is, or they 
would have left efore I did, As I watched them the mother 
bird often spoke a single word to her mate in u low, soft,’ 
réassuring tone, which reminded me of the note of the fox 
sparrow; and again the pair chirrupped comfortably to each 
other, as if they had had their dowbts of me, but were entirely 
véeassured, Ji wis a pity to kill them, after all this; but 
indeed T ueeded allthe specimens I eould get during that 
unlucky cruise, to make any sort of u Show for my time 
and money. Nor were these two the only hirds of the kind 
that L destroyed the same summer, IJ found them at various 
oinis along the coast; so that the country must be a regu- 
arsummer resort for large numbers, which find in the thicl 
patches of fir, ping and juniper a congenial home, 

It was rather Inte in the season when my slight acquaint- 
giice with these grosbeaks bevan and ended, so that 1 never 
heard their song, Atleast 1judwed they had passed the tune- 
ful season for ihat year, though they are said to-sing during 
nearly the whole summer, Thus Audubon pictures the scene 
of their musical triumphs, and pays a heartfelf tribute to 
the power to please their strains possess, ‘The pine gros- 
beak is a charming songster,” he says: “Well do T remem- 
her how delighted [ fel, while lying on the moss-clad rocks 
of Newloundland, near St. George's Bay, I listened to its 
continuous lay, so late as the middle of August, particularly 
about sunset. 7 was reminded of the pleasure I had form- 
erly enjoyed on the banks of the elear Mohawk, under 
nearly similar cirenmstances, when lending the attentive 
ear to the mellow notes of another grosbeak. But, reader, 
at Newfoundland I was still farther removed from my 
beloved family; the scenery was thrice wilder ond more 
magnificent. The stupendous dark granite rocks, fronting 
to the north, as if bidding detiance to the wintry tempests, 
brought a chillness to my heart, as I thought.of the hardships 
endured by those intrepid travellers who, for the advanee- 
ment of science, had braved the horrors of a polar winter. 
The plowing tints of the western sky, and the brightening 
stara twinkling over the waters of the great Gulf, rivettec 
me to the spot, sud the longer I gazed, the more I wished to 
remain; but darkness was suddenly produced by the ad- 
yunce of a mass of damp fog, the bird ceased its song, 
and all around seemed transformed into chaos. Silently I 
froped my way to the beach, and soon reached the Ripley.” 

As a piece of pure ‘‘buncombe,” this passage from the 
freat author will compare favorably with anything in_ his 
work; L should not be ashamed of if myself, if 1 had to 
“wiite up” the song ofa bird I had forgotten all about, 
or perhaps never heard. His experience with dry fogs being 
doubtless extensive, it was well to state that the mist in which 
he groped, after he had unfastened the rivets of color, was 
damp. The same article, however, continues with a contribu- 
tion from his friend Thomas McCulloch, of Pictou, Nova 
Scotia, which L transcribe as giving the best picture I have 
found drawn of the pine grosbeak as a captive. 

“Last wWinfer the snow was exceedingly deep, and the 
storms 80 frequent and yiolent that many birds must haye 
perished in consequence of the scarcity of food. The pine 
grosheaks being driven from the woods, collected about the 
barns in great numbers, and eyen im the streets of Picton 
they frequently alighted in search of food. A pair of these 
birds, which had heen recently taken, were brought me by a 
friend, ut they were in such 4 poor emaciated condition, 
that I almost despaired of being able to preserve them alive. 
Being anxious, however, to note for you the changes of their 
plumage, I determined to make the attempt, but notwith- 
standing all my care, they dicd a few days after they came 
into my possession, Shortly after, I received a male in 
splendid plumage, but so emacialed that he seemed little else 
than a massof feathers. By more cautions feeding, however, 
he soou resained his flesh, and became so tame as to eat from 
my hand without the least appearance of fear. To reconcile 
him gradually to confinement, he was permitted to Hy about 
my bedroom, and upon rising in the morning the first thing 
I did was to give him a small quantity of seed; but three 
Thornings in succession I happened to lie rather later than 
usual, and each morning | was aroused by the bird flutter- 
ing upon my shoulder and calling for his usual allowance, 
The third morning [ allowed lim to flutter about me for 
some time before showing any symptom of being awake, 
Wut he vo sooner observed that his object was effected than 
he returned to the window and waited patiently till L arose. 
-As the spring approached he nsed to whistle occasionally in 
the morning, and his notes, like those of his relative, the 
rose-breasted prosheak, were excecdingly rich and full. 
About the time, however, when the species began to remove 
to the north, his former familiarity entirely disappeared. 
Duting the day be never rested a moment, but continued to 
tun from one side of the window to the other seeking a way 
of escape, and frequently during the night, when the moon- 
light would fall upon the window, I was awakened by him 
dashing against the glass: The desire of liberty seemed at 
last fo absorb every other feeling, and during four days I 
could not detect the least diminution in the quantity of his 
food, while af the same time he filled the house with a piti- 
ous, wailing cry which no parson could hear without feel- 
ing for the poor captive. Unable to regist bis appeals I gave 
him his release, but when this was attained he seemed very 
careless of availing himself of it. WWaying perched upon the 
top of a tree in front of the house he arranged his feathers 
and looked about him for a short time. He then alighted 
by the door, and I was at last obliged to drive him away, 
lest some accident should befall him,” 

Various writers spealc of a curious disease to which pine 
prosbeaks are subject, supposed by some to be occasioned 
by continual perching on the resinous boughs of coniferous 
trees, It consists in hard irrecular exerescencés which form 
upon the tarsi and toes. Mr. McCullochaddsto the account 
already quoted, the following observations on this score: 
“Trregilarly shaped whitish masses ave formed upon the legs 
and feet; to the eye these lumps appear not unlike pieces of 
lime; but when broken, the interior presents a congeries of 
minute cells, as regularly and beautifully formed as those of 
a honeycomb. Sometimes, though rarely, 1 have seen the 
whole of the legs and fect covered with this substance, and 
when the crust was broken, the bone was bare, and the 
sinews seemed almost altogether to have lost the power of 
moving the feet, An acquaintance of mine kept one of these 
birds during the summer months. It became quite tame, but 
ati last it lost the power of its legs and died.” A lady who 
deems to haye had some experience with caged pine giosbeaks 
also informed Audubon that they were liable to cramps, and 
died of sores about the eyes and base of the upper mandible, 
Several males she had in confinement were fond of bathing, 
used to sing during the night, fed on all sorts of berries and 

other fruits in summer, and on seeds of various kind in 
winter, Inastate of nature, this food seems to be much 
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more yaried than some have supposed, consisting of buds, 
fruits and seeds of almost any kind. They also take gravel 
into the gizzard to facilitate the trituration of the harder 
substances they eat, and often descend to the ground to pick 
ij up. They move cither on the ground orin trees, by hopping 
with both feet together, in the usual passerine fashion, 
Under all ordinary circumstances, even when not breeding, 
their tameness is a remarkable trait; they scarcely seem to 
think of diner from any source, and sometimes even fly in 
its face. They are less decidedly gregarious than many others 
of the Loxians; still, many pairs may resort to the same tract 
to breed, and during their winter wanderings they are usually 
obseryed in each other's company, often also associating 
with crossbills, redpoll linnets and other boreal Pringillines, 

These, beautiful grosheaks, as may be surmised from what 
has preceded, are distributed in summer throughout the 
wooded districts of British, and what used to be Russian, 
America, where they lead quiet and secluded lives in the 
recesses of unbounded coniferous forests. From such 
favored penctralia, whore they are scarcely molested during 
the period of the season of reproduction, many of the birds 
are inclined to move southward in the fall, while others are 
content to endure the rigors of a boreal winter as far north 
al least as Hudson Bay, The extent of their wanderings in 
the United States becomes a matter of the same interest that 
attaches to the nomadic lives of the Bohemian waxwings, 
crossbills, redpolls, snow-buntings and the like, allof which 
scour our country in restless flocks during the off season of 
the year, searching for their precarious means of subsistence, 
We haye no accounts of the summer residence of pine gros- 
beaks in the United States cast of the Mississippi; excepting 
in Northern New England and New York, and the region 
of the great lakes, all along which stretches of the pine 
woods which the birds love invite them to a congenial sum- 
mer home. But, doubtless, when we know mote than we 
do now of the whole bird life of our great mountain ranges 
in the West, we shall find the pine grosbeaks allalong them 
at certain elevations, as alpine but no longer boreal denizens 
of the higher reaches of pine-clad mountains, We already 
know of their breeding us far south as the Rocky Mountains 
of Colorado, as they doubtless also doin the Sierras Nevadas 
of California, 
We have a number of records of the irregular appearance 

of the bird on the eastern side of the continent, as tar south 
as Philadelphia and Washington, which seems to be about 
the limit of migration. Dys, Coues and Prentiss speak of 
itas ‘fan exceedingly rare and probably only accidental 
visitant in severe winters,” in the District of Columbia. The 
parallel of 39 deg. north, may be given as roughly indicut- 
ing an extreme of its range, unless in the most exceptional 
instances. In Pennsylyania, according ta Mr. Gentry, the 
pine grosheak only oecasionaliy occurs during the winter, 
reaching such latitude about the beginning of December, and 
inhabiting dense pine woods, which it forsakes in the spring 
to leaye traces of its presence in the damage done to the 
buds of fruit trees before it takes its leave. The same 
author, noted forthe attention he has paid to the food of 
our birds, presents 4 winter bill of fare which includes a 
variety of insects, besides the seeds of pines, firs, birches and 
junipers, to which is added in the spring the buds of 
maples, the tender young cones of pines, and anew set of 
bugs. In Southern New England, writes Mr. Merriam, the 
pine grosbeak is an irregular winter visitant in Connecticut, 
though Messrs. Coe and Sage, of Portland, Conn., informed 
the writer that the bird was to be found there every 
winter, from the latter part of November to the middle or 
March. Further north than this, itis scarcely necessary to 
trace the bird’s history in winter; for it directly becomes a 
regular winter yisitant, if not resident, though ite move- 
ments still depend more or less upon the vicissitudes of the 
weather. One of the records, howeyer, may be here tran- 
scribed, as showing in what multitudes these rovers some- 
times make their appearance. 

“Tn the winter of 1825, and for several following seasons,” 
writes Dr. Brewer, ‘‘these birds were exceeding abundant 
in the vicinity of Boston, [Mass.]. They appeared early in 
December, and remained until quite late in March, feedin 
chiefly on the berries of the red cedar, [Juniperus virginian ush 
They were so unsuspecting and familiar that if, was often 
possible to capture them alive in butterfly nets, and to knock 
them down with poles. Large numbers were destroyed and 
brought to market, and many were taken alive and 
cared, They were tume, but unhappy in confinement, utter- 
ing mournful cries as the warm weather approached. In 
the winter of 1869-70 they again made their appearance in 
extraordinary Dumbers, in a iew localities on the sea coast 
of Massachusetts, where they did considerable damage to the 
fruit buds of the apples and pear.” 

The Ohioan and Tilinoisean authorities concur in accredit- 
ing the pine grosbeaks to their respective States, but only in 
the usnal character of winter visitants, and in the northerly 
parts alone. Jt may be remembered that Dr. Cabanis 
records from Illinois a specimen upon which the name 
Pinicola canadensis was originally based. It is quoted in Pro- 
fessor Snuw’s list as a rare winter yvisitant in Kansas, as far 
south as Leavenworth, Turning westward now, we directly 
find that the greater part of the country is ill adapted to the re- 
quirements of this bird, und that consequently it is. contined to 
mountainous regions, where its much-loved conifers flourish. 

J can present uo record asa youcher for its appearance 
even casually in New Mexico or Arizona, but it is common, 
and it breeds, in more elevated regions enyironing the 
busin of the Colorado River, The bird finds its most 
southerly extension, and likewise the most southerly breed- 
ing range, in the Rocky Mountains. I lately had the pleas- 
ure of first publishing some notes, furnished by Mr, 'T. M. 
Tyippe, which substantiate these statements, although the 
latest formal biography of the American bird makes no 
allusion fo the important information furnished through my 
valued correspondent, Mr, Trippe’s observations, made at 
Idaho Springs, in Colorado, are to: the following effect: 
The pine grosbeak is irregularly distributed in that part of 
the mountains, where it was observed throughout the sum- 
mer and fall months in the woods near timber line, It does 
not descend much below such elevation, not having been seen 
under 9,500 feet, even in the depth of winter, though strag- 
glers probably reach eyen the foothills. Its food is chiefly 
the sceds of the pine, birch and alder, but the birds occasion- 
ally descend to the ground to pick up other kinds, and prob- 
ably insects ag well. lihasa yery pleasing song, clear, sweet 
ies flowing, lilxe that of the purple finch, “‘L cannot say at 
what season it breeds, but am inclined to think that it must 
be very early, as young birds are fully feathered and haye 
left their parents in June, before the snow has disappeared 
from the woods.” 

Mr, Nelson hus given ug the record of the oceurrence of 
pine grosbeaks in abundance in June and July at Fort 
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Bridger, Utah. For California, our principal authority, as 
would be supposed, is Dr, J.G. Cooper. According to this 
writer, “this beautiul bird is not uncommon near the sum- 
mifs of the Sierra Nevada, lat. 89 dez., in September, and 
doubtless breed there, as 1 obtained to fine specimens in 
the young plumage. They were feeding on spruce 
seeds when 4 first siw them, and still linvered about, after 
two had been shot, as if waiting for their comrades. Soon 
descending to some shrubby alders to eat their seeds, then to 
the ground, where they hopped about for some time, uttering 
a low chirping note, and allowing us to go within a few feet 
of them.” Jn a later communication, made to the California 
Academy of Sciences, Dr, Cooper thus alludes again to the 
same birds; ‘‘A specimen which 1 shot in August, 1870, 
near the suminit of the Pacific Railroad pass, over the Sierra 
Nevada, was of a fine aiige-red color, bul beginning to 
moult, This plumage, which is not described by Baird, is 
stated by Nuttall fo be the most adult condition of the, 
species, the curmine-red characterizing yotuger Wirds. It 
may, however, be a fading change, like the yellow scen in 
caged birds of some other red species.” 1 may add that 
Dr, Cooper’s surmise is undoubtedly correct. In any event 
the carmine-red is certainly the normul perfect plumage, 
other shades of red indicuting decay, decline, fading of the 
plumage, or other ill condition. 

THE BREEDING OF QUAIL, 

W reading the issue of October 12 of your valuable journal, 
I was impressed with the controversy abont the quail 

breeding twice a year. This fact is so universally acknow- 
ledged by sportsmen as well as ornithologists, that ‘J. LE. 
5.,” could have left the truthfulness of this statement for 
their endorsement, The surprise is that 7 doubting: Thomas 
should hail from the Old North State, the natural home of 
the quail, and a place cmiuently titted for obseryution of the 
habits of this wonderful little game bird, Years ago, while 
at Chappel Hill, [ often enjoyed a day's sport smony them, 
and my memory now carries me back 16 the many shots L 
made into coveys compossed OF two different broods. But 
to disabuse any one who ay entertain a diferent opinion, 
I will mention two notable incidents which came wider my 
observation this suason, On the prairie part of my tarm, £ 
was having some millet mowed, when the driver called to 
me, ‘Here isa covey of birds and I believe L have killed 
the hen.” In making au examination the cock bird only 
could bé found. This brood, in charge of the old cock, was 
seen for several days during the hauling of the hay. Several 
weeks elapsed before L went to this field again, and [ then 
saw two old birds, a cock and a hen, With two diffrent 
sized broods in the same coyey, In the timber part of the 
tract, where Thad a new ground contuining ten acres of 
land, one of my hands found a hen bird sitting on twenty- 
two eges just under the end of a log in the same row he was 
plowing, The quail few off the nest and the mule struck 
the bird with her fore foot. The, boy told me of this cir 
cumstance, and after waiting a day or so and fearing that 
the bird might be injured, L went with the boy to the nest, 
but the bird had hatched, In looising after this brood I 
found them in churge of the old cock, and I concluded that 
the hen bird was killed, Two or three weeks later 1 came 
across the old cock with his brood, and with them an old 
hen with a younger set ail in the same covey. Lownbes, 
Ciay Crey, Miss., Oct. 18, 1882. 

Theré is no doubt but that the quail hatch and raise a 
second brood in tayorable seasons, as stated by “J. H. 8.," 
of lowa. During the past few weeks quite a nuniber of 
broods have been seen in this locality that were hardly able 
to fly, and others but half grown, while ull the broods 
that were hatched in the early part of the son are now 
full grown and strong of wing. A few days age two gen- 
tlemen were walking through a woods pasture, and when ~ 
passing a clump of small bushes and woods a female quail 
flew out and acted as though she had « brood of young in 
the cover; the men parted the brush sod looked in, when 
they saw a nest full of ems, upon which Lhe quail had been 
sitting. Many of these second broods contain from twenty 
to thirty young birds. Kt. E, STEPHENS. 
Neweorr, Ind., Oct, 23, 1582, 

Toe Ware Burrato.—Upper Marias River, Montana, 
Oct, 12, '82,—Hditer Korest aut Stream: I fear your corres- 
pondent, ‘EI. §.,"" who has an article in your issue of 
Ang, 31, on “White Buffalo,” has been 1isinformed as to 
the manner in which the Indians regard the albino buffalo. 
Among the several tribes of the Blackfoot uation, the Gros 
Veutres, Crows and Sioux, the tanned robes of white bullalo 
have always been regarded as the most valuable present that 
could be given to the sun during the ceremony of the medi- 
cine lodge, The Blackfoot nation at least has always killed 
the white buffalo whenever the opportunity occurred, and 
many legends ure extant of the wonderful speed of these 
albinos. If “‘H, §,’ will take the trouble to question some of 
the old men of the Crow tribe he will tind that bis statement 
is decidedly erroncous, Many legends of the Blackteet, 
which | believe to be at least suveral centuries old, speak of 
the white buffalo, So long ago as that there were few, or 
any, cattle on this side of thé Mississippi, so l can hardly 
believe that the white buffalo is not an albino. Please let 
“Pistol Grip,” of Butte, understand iliai I did not write of 
killing a poor doc antelope and a tew ducks im a day asa 
boast. I intended it to be understood that [ think it better 
to kill game for home use out of season than to slaughter 
aud waste hundreds of ducks and other game just because 
they are in season and a person has a right toshoot them, 1 
do not need to cross way over to Butte, Mr. Pistol Qrip, to 
find game. At present the buffalo (plenty of them) are not 
thirty miles away, aud on the headwaters of this creek, some 
fifty or sixty miles distant, we have as much mountain game 
as you do, Come over and I will take you huttalo hunting. 
AP-PEH-KUN-NY, 

Notice.—James Purdey & Sons, of 287 and 289 (late 3144) Oxtord 
street, London, gun mannfacturers by speci! appolutnent to Her 
Majesty the Queen, H.R. 1!. the Prince of Wales, and the mosh 
unted shots of Europe, give nolics thal on January ist, ibe}, they 
will moye to the new and large manufactory they are now building, 
and that after that date their address will be Andley House, South 
Audley street, London, Tey take this opportunity to inform 
American sportsmen that they have patented & new rebounding 
hammerlegs gun, whieh, after the most careful practical trials and 
severe tests, bhey confidently recommend ua Gy tar the bese and oltly 
perfect haminerless gun made, [ts advantages are strength, sim- 

licity, safety and freedom from mistires. Jaries Purdey & Sons 
Wil only muke one quality of guns for the United States, viz.: the 
best. Guns take about five months to make, and cun ordered 
direct from the maers, or turough the agencies of Schuyler & 
Duane, 189 Broadway, New York. and Joseph C. Grubb & Go., 12 
Market street, Philadelphia, N. B.—Messys. Purdey & Sons are pre- 
ared ta sell the right or grant a license (subject to certain condi- 

fons) for the sole manufacture of this gun in the United States,— 
yy 
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Gane Bag and Gun. 

_ Open Swasons.— See tadle of open seasons for game and tish 
an weve af July 20, 

THE MOOSE CALLERS. 

Ww springy gait and hopeful brenst, 
Two men and a boy start for the wesb; 

With gun in hand and pacic on back, 

And flour and pork stowed in a sack; 

To call up moose ot break of day 
From silent barrens far away. 

With coaxing notes and lovesiok tones, 
Thrills the bull to his marrow hones. 

Tn lesky tent and dripping dress. 

Two men sit with a boy, and bless 

The rain that falls, the wind that blows, 
And try tu dry their souking clothes. 

The fire fizzles and will not bun, 
In vain they squirm and twist and turn, 

Trying to dodge the smoke that fies 

With blinding fury in their eyes, 

With bated breath at break of morn, 

Two men and a boy, with a horn, 

Call for a moose, gallant and gay, 

“Come ts me, darling, come, I pray.” 

For maiden moose, though shy and coy, 

Always woo first, too-vey-loo-nay. 

“Come and see what a loving cow 

Ts making this infernal roy." 

With haggard mien and downeast eye, 

Two men and a bo; sadly fry 

The salted poi'k and) batter raised 

Sy “Royal” powder, :0 much praised, 
Slim fare have they for kuife and fork, 

‘Their calce is dough, their venison, pork— 
The bull a courting never eime, 

Suspecting nv doubt “their little game,” 

With footsore tread and fallen crest, 

Two men and a Loy came from the west, 

Their flour is spent, their pork all fried, 
Tu call a moose their best they tried; 

With birchen horn they called too way, 
“QO, come, ny dear, do come, my boy.” 

“Not for Joséph,” he said, and fed, 
‘Not with that sort of cow I wed." 

GUNNING FOR GROUSE. 

BY PAUL PASTNOR, 

HE days have come when (he modern Nimrod cannot 
be keptin town, His eyes fall upon his gun in its 

chamois case, stretched royally between the antlers of its 
first and noblest victim, and fhe conviction bursts upon him 
that he ought to go afield. Upon careful reflection and 
balancing of p/'as and cons, he makes up his mind that, as he 
hus but a few days tospare, he will go grouse shooting. He is 
not in condition to undergo the hardships and fatigues of an- 
other deer hunt, and if is getting too cold ta camp in the 
mountains, What he needs, and what he therefore desires, 
is a judicious admisture of civilized comfort and invigorating 
field sport. Grouse shooting is just the thing. It may he 
enjoyed within easy cach of the amenities of life, It does 
not demand undne exposure or over exertion. And, above 
all, itis sport that tmes the quality of a man’s physical 
energy. ‘There is something fine about it, itis a gentleman’s 
sport. Almost any coarse-giained sort of a fellow can paddle 
out to a deer struggling in the water, with the dog clinving 
to its haunches, and pour a couple of barrels of murderous 
yuckshot into the poor animal's head; but to stand alert, 
alive, behind a staunch setter; and arrest the swift mottled 
cock, as he springs like an arrow from his covert—this is 
something which requires a finer organization. It is very 
seldom that your deliberate deer-slayer isa good shot upon 
the wing. He can snip) off the head of a ‘‘pa’tridge” with 
his rifle at twenty rods, perliaps, but he is willing to acknowl- 
edge that the mysteres of aerial shooting pass his ken. 

Grouse shooting is essentially an aristocratic spurt. It 
exists, in ils ideal perfection, in England. but we have it in 
its practical perfection here in America. There has grown 
to be too much artificiality about the sportin England, The 
prouse themselves are fairly bred to the gun there. They 
fire too tame, They haye lost the magnificent gaminess of 
the natural bird. But here we combine the fair, manly, 
almost chivalric method of the English sportsman with the 
best natural condition of the game, Consequently there can 
be no finer sport in the world than gunning for grouse, in 
the fall of the year, on our highlands and mountains. The 
autumn season itself is delightful. To merely be afield with 
one’s dof and gun in so bracing an atmosphere, under go 
superb a sky, in the midst of such glorious scenery as our 
autumn hills and valleys afford, is enough to fill the heart of 
the true Nimrod—who, by necessity, must be also a lover of 
nature—with the purest enjoyment. Add to tlus the ro- 
mance of the sport which he is pursuing, its almost intoxi- 
cating exhilaration, the satisfaction which grows with a 
growing bay, nnd ceases with a full one; the pleasure 
of feeling the ‘“‘insidious approaches” of a mighty 
appetite; the sense of gaining muscular vigor and activity 
with each step—and who can wonder at the sportsman's 
true love for gun and dog, and his delight when the keen 
autumn air tells him that the leaves are falling and that the 
coyers are in prime condition for his purpose? 

Let us, then, take the season at its height, and Away to 
some quite mountain hamlet in New Hngland—wherever 
you chovse—privided it be not too plentcously infested with 
tue mizhty local “hunter” and his dos of anonymous origin. 
Let us suppose that we are safely domiciled, with Nimrod 
and his setler, at 4 neat village inn among the New Hamp- 
shire hills, What an immense relict it is to sally out on the 
porch—“‘yerandy” in the patods of mine host—without a 
care or & single dumand upon one’s time, and tilt back against 
the wall, and smoke an after supper cigar with the best of 
friends. What an invigoration, to drink in the mountain 
air, aod sniff, on the danp o.or-gathermg wings of the breeze 
that comes after the stars, the bewitching savor of pine 
coverts and bani of decaying tern, !avi rite hiding places of 
the wary grouse} Dreams loo pleasant to be fixed In memory 
visit the cuuch of the expectant sportsmun, as he retires for 
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gentle personality which includes the reader, and shall be 
esignated irrespectively as ‘‘we” and ‘‘I” are engaged with 

equal dili ence in oiling and putting into shape his heloyed 
breech-loader. 

“Brealcfast is ready, when you are!” cries mine host, a 
jovial and familiar and withula good fellow, with a heart 
too big to run in the little filagreed moulds of conventional 
formality. All men are ‘‘boys” to hin, and he dees not 
resent being thought the most youthful of them all, We 
follow him down to the pleasant little dining room; with its 
well polished windows just brightened by the morning sun, 
and enjoy a foreluste of the delights to come in the shape of 
some delicious bits of broiled grouse. While we are eating, 
our host gives us an account of the slaughtur of the innocents. 

“Yesterday” (quoth he) ‘‘Ham Ma’sh come up from the 
lower road with that dark ¢urly span'l of his’n (you'll prob- 
ably want to borrer it before you sit done) and his old army 
musket, tllin a stew to git me fo hitch up and go along with 
him to Bryan’s Holler, where he had heern there was a bie 
flock of young pa'tridge. I wan't p’tic’larly driven yestcr- 
day, so 1 hitehed wp and took my okt double-barréled muzzle 
louder, and we diove down to the Holler. It wan't five 
minutus before that little span’! of his'’n had the hull flock— 
I should thitk there was as many as twenty of ?em—up in 
a clump of pines on the side of the ravine. Me and Ham 
crep'up wilh our guns all ready to shoot, and pretty quick 
we seen the pa’tridges in the tices, lookin’ down at the dog, 
and turnin’ their heads this way and that, you know, like a 
tui key lookin’ for a grasshopper. Ham’s old musket belchud 
oul, and down tumbled one of ‘em, an old enck, drummin’ 
with his wings in the leayes so’t you could ha’ heard it half 
atnile ff. ‘Take the lower ones first,’ says Iam, with the 
stopper of his powder horn in his mouth, ‘andwe'll get 'em 
all,” 1 brought down two with my two barrels, and by that 
time Ham wus ready to fire again, and he fetehvd unother. 
The dog kept a barkin' all the time, and the pa’tridges on 
the upper limbs never stirred a peg, but just krpt bobbiw their 
heads and peekin’ around to see where the others had pone 
tu. In less than fifteen minutes we had twelve of 'em 
scattered over the ground, and might have got more if we'd 
he’n & mindjo. Birt twelve was enouzh for once, so we left 
the rest for anothcr time, and come away. But if that 
uin’t pretty tall shootin’ now’ I'd like to know what is!” 
We exchanged horritied elances with Nimrod, but said 

nothing. The broiled grouse, however, did not taste quite 
so delicious after we knew how it was obtained. Weed 
the dogs spalingly, smoked our cigars ou the poich, and 
then went up stairs for our guns and trappings. How glad 
Don and Rob were to see us accoutred for the field. How 
they raced together up and down the road, neck and neck, 
their eyes glistening and every muscle a-thrill with life, 
But a stern “To heel” brought them submissively in, for 
they knew, as well as we, that they must not waste their 
strength in fool’sh play when a day’s work was before them. 
Through the keen, bracing air of the early morning we 
tramped along the hillside with our dogs, greeting the 
habitant with a cheery ‘Good morning,” and his wife and 
daughter with a gallant doff of our double-visored caps. 1 
doubt not we—or our habiliments—made quite a sensation 
in that section, The people came out by families to see us 
go by, and the awful admiration and deference with which 
our occasional calls for a drink of water were received 
would have satisfied the advance couriers of a circus, 
We had gone about three miles when we came to A cross- 

ing of the roads. The old guide post, after half a century’s 
hesitation, had finally decided with such emphasis to lean 
toward the west that it had fallen down the bank upon its 
face, and there itlay in peaceful slumber like a dvunken 
rambler with his two arms spread abroad, 
A native urchin was sitting under the shade of « big oak 

tree by the wayside, engaged in the enviable and profitable 
employment of picking bramble prickles from his bare feet. 
Him, in default of a gnide-hoard, we consulted as io the 
going of the ways. 

“Where does this road lead to, bub?” 
“T dunno,” (Mouth and eyes wide open—a clear cise of 

fascination. ) 
“Well, can you tell us where this one goes?” 
“T dunno.” 
‘Where do you live anyway?” 
Uf dun—”’ 

His stupidity was past comprehension. We chose the 
westward road, superstitiously following the crazy prefer- 
ence of the fallen guide-board, and presently were led 10 
thank our stars for so doing. The road led us into the 
depth of a grand old wood, On either hand branched out 
the logging roads, which led far back up the mountains on 
either side of the yalley, These roads were fringed on 
either side with tangles of bush, and brake, and fern, glori- 
ous coyerts for tbe game of which we were in search, Nor 
was it long before our busy setters, Rob and Don, began to 
show signs of birds. 
We were creeping stealthily along one of these tangled 

woodways, side by side, with our guns cocked and fingers 
on the trigger. Snddenly Don’s tail, which had heen vi- 
brating eagerly from side to side, stiffened, and he came to 
a dead hait by the side of the road, his body curved into the 
shape of a half moon, with head and forcquarters turned 
toward the coverts. “Birds!” said Nimrod in a tremnlous 
whisper, Bob, who had been ranging wide, just then came 
in sight, quartering for the covert, but he too stopped before 
he reached it, and fell into fae same statuesque attitude on 
the opposite side. It was a pretty picture indeed, to see the 
two noble dogs frozen into attitudes of the most intense 
excitement and warning, their fore paws slightly raised, 
their tails stiffened out in a line with their backs, their eyes 
glistening and fixed, their jaws slightly wrinkled and drip. 
ping with saliva. dwe, in our russet trappings, each 
with our left foot adyanced and gun hanging balanced and 
slightly raised, crouching forward, ready to let loose the 
batteries of fame and death at the first signal, must have 
made no untittmg accompaniment to the picture. Every 
moment we expected to hear the wild whir of wings an- 
nouncing the flight of the hidden birds; hut, haviny heen 
so long unmolested, they were inclined to keep their covert, 
even under tue very noses of the dogs, till a sharp, ““Hie 
on!” from Nimrod sent Don creeping mto the brakes, and 
then, with a bewildering rush and thunder of wings the 
covey rose, notsimultaneously, but rapidly one after another, 
80 that the.e was continuous beating and drumming of 
wines, startling our nerves aod bewildering our aim, As 
the first birds rose, our eunas came quickly to our shoulders, 
and we fired almost simultaneously. WNimrod’s bird turned. 
over and over in the sir, and came down with 9 dull thud 
on the edge of the heath; mine swerved quickly, and let fall 

the night, and yet, when the trusty landlord comes at 6 | a little pulf of feathers, thal told it was hit, but not severely, 
o'clock to wake us up, Nimrod is loading shells, and that | Just then the third grouse rose, and with a quick snap shot, 
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almost before it had reached the level of my aim, I mowed 
it down, and it fell among the ferns, beating a wild reveille 
in its death strugeles. Stariled and confused, the birds now 
rose from every part of the covert. Nimrod's second barrel 
was 18 destructive as his first, but, in the nervous haste of 
reloading, I lost selfpossession for the moment, and my two 
next shots were wild, All this while the dows were lying 
on *‘charge,” just where they had stood when the birds rose. 
Their staunchness was a silent reproof to my own excite- 
ment, and a glance at my faithful setter restored my com- 
mund of nerve, so that the next bird, and the last that rose, 
fell tomy gun. 

Ti was not a bad beginning of the aay’s sport, and as Don 
and Rob retrieved our birds we loaded them and ourselves 
with conuratulations and compliments. As we proceeded 
the road kept getting narrower and narrower, and the bushes 
encroached upon it more and more, until we found il incon- 
venient to wall abreast. Nimrod accordingly proposed 
that we should separate, each taking a dow, and meet again 
at the expiration of two hours in the main road. 1 accord- 
ingly took Don, and making my way hack to tle road, chose 
another of the wood-ways to be my own )ine of operations, 
while Nimrod and Rob continued to follow the one we had 
first entered, I had not gone far before I heard the sharp 
crack of Nimrod’s gun ont to the left, followed by a faint 
halloo to “look out,” which I obcyed none too soon, throw- 
ing mysell’ into the position of ready just 4s a swift gray 
form came whizzing down one of the glades on my left, 
and rose up sharply as it saw me to pass over the tops of the 
trees and avoid ny aim. Bunt the maneuyer was executed 
a litle too late. Iwas on the qué vive, and the instant the 
bird mounted I covered it with the muzzle of my gun and 
fired. Tt is well known to sportsmen that an ‘‘oncoming” 
shot is the most difficult of all; judge, then, of my surprise 
and gratification when the swift-moving srouse “towered” 
for an instant with a spasmodic quiver of ils wings, and 
then fall like a lump of lead almost into the jaws of be- 
wildered Don, who had never *‘had any experience in that 
line of shooting hefore;” as the whimsical surprise in his 
brown eye informed mi as distinctly as though he had heen 
able tospeuk, ‘I’ve got it,” | yellad with stentoiiin excite- 
ment to Nimrod. Ie might have heard me though he were 
amileaway, ‘All vight,” came the distant reply, and then 
the silence of the woods closed in about us asuin like the 
waters of a luke displaced for a moment py the thrust of a 
child’s finger. What a solemn and impressive thing is the 
silence of the woods! There is the silence of the broad 
fields, of the lonely mountain peak, of the pathless waters, 
ot the deserted louse, but there is a spell inthe silence of the 
forest that is grander and deeper and more heart-searching 
than them all. Where the vision is hemmed in and the 
stnse of isolation and self-presence predominutes, a man’s 
personality stands out before his inward eye with a large- 
ness and vividness that is starJing. The little Inman rela- 
tionships which, like atoms of ether, go to make an aimos- 
phere between the soul and God, are all dissipated, and the 
being, the selfhood, stands exposed to the direct influences 
which come to it from the higher life, from the very presence 
of God in, and around, and above the soul. 

But while Tam pointing a moral, Don is pointing a bird. 
Quick as a flush the spiritual side of nature soes under, and 
the animal side comes up, There is but one intent and 
purpose in my mind at the present moment, and that is to 
bag the cowering game, “Hie on, Don!” The bird flushes, 
flies straight fora few paces, but, just at the same instant 
that my finger presses the trigger, swerves sharply aside, 
and escapes the leaden hail, I watch the swift gray form, 
as it skims with outstretched wings down the glade, and 
suddenly, to my delight, see it sink gracefully down into a 
hit of thick covert, just on the limit of vision. ‘Aha! said 
Tto Don, ‘we shall have a chance to try prince grouse again 
at his little game.” Hastily sliping in » fresh shell, and 
warning Don to work ‘‘steady,”’ Tmnde my way as swiltly 
and silently as possible in the direction of the cdyert. As I 
drew near the edge of it, and grasped my fun more firmly, 
and strung up my nerves fo the highest tension of readiness, 
T heard a tantalizing “‘cluck! cluck!’ and the pattering of 
quick little steps in the dead leaves. Don, who had come 
duly to a point at the first intimation of game, now crawled 
uneasily forward, with his belly trailing the sround, as if 
anxious to keep within scent of the bird. I knew that such 
a maneuver would unsteady him, and so hastened forward 
myself, | etermined if the bird would not flush, to shoot it 
asitran. I got a glimpse of it through the twigs and foli- 
age as it scurried away, and, depending rather upon sense 
than sight, fired at the place where I conjectured it was, 
and was well pleased to hear it beating the ground with its 
wings, sure sien that it had received a mortal wound, Dou 
plunged into the covert and brought it forth in triumph. 
It was a heavy cock, and added materially to the weizht of 
iny game bag, as [ consigned it to the already plethoric net. 
Suddenly Iuoticed that the gloom of the forest had deep- 
ened; that there was a strange hush and intense broordin 
stillness in the air; and as 1 stood still to listen and marye 
at the change, I beard, of a sudden, a distant mutierme 
sound, Which satisfied my curiosity in an instant, and set 
me to retracing my steps toward the main road at a lively 
pace, I had scarcely reached it when Nimrod came striving 
into sight further down, When he saw me he came pwing- 
ing up the road, bowed forward withthe weirht of his came 
bag liks a man carrying a pack, 
“We have got to legit!” he remarked, laconically, as he 

swept into line with me, caught my stride, and led the home- 
ward way by half a length in advanee. I sLull never forget 
that sturdy race with the storm. There was not a house in 
sight anywhere, or shelter of any kind, and we had the usual 
antipathy of the well-equipped sportsman to getting our- 
selves and our gins wet. We were determined to reach the 
first house if it was a possible thing, Back of us, as we 
craned around our nécks og¢asionally to look, we saw the 
great lazily moving banks of inky clouds, with their fleecy 
edges snd vans, mounting up the sky. Away to the south- 
west was a veil of parallel strands, like a great spider’s web, 
stretched from Heayen to earth; and we knew that it was 
the swaying curtain of the rain, Out of it came a fresh, 
damp breeze, that freshined every moment, and warned us 
that the couriers of the shower were close at hand. We 
could hear them tramping away off over the valley, and ihe 
sound urged us to even greater speed, Presently tho dusky 
landscape began to flash into vivid pictures here and there, 
as the forked index of the lightning poinird hither and 
thither. A few large drops were falling, ‘Well, we might 
as well get under a tree, L suppose,” said Nimrod, in a tone 
of dolorvus resignation, But just then we rounded w bend 
in the road, and saw, on our left, a rude Joe harn in a clear- 
ing. It was well nigh overgrown with a tangle of bushes 
and wild grass, and had easily escaped our notice when 
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fone in the opposite direction. But now we made for it 
right gladly, and had just time to pry open the little door 
and squeeze in against a solid mass of lay, when with a 
rush and 9 roar the unreasonable thunderstorm broke upon 
us, In our cosy nist we were sate and dry, and we exulted 
at the roaring of the wind ijn the trees, and the crashing of 
thunder, aud the mighty undertone of the rain. For full 
twenty minutes the storm raged, with intervals of compara- 
tive quiet, when it gathered strength for a fresh onslaught; 
Wut by and by the thund¢relaps rolled farther and farther 
away, the wind subsided, and the ruin fell more and more 
gently, till at length 2 stopped as suddenly as a child stops 
crying, and the sun burst \hrough the dripping tree tops like 
a smile through tear-wet lashes. We gathered up our guns 
an(l game, pushed ours¢lves out of our nests in the hay, and 
picked our way carefully along the narrow path to the road 
again, ‘Phen, with the invigoration of the clarified air and 
a keen appetite, we set out on # swinging lope for the tavern, 
aud presently were toasting our damp shins at a good 
hickory fire, oud relating our idyentures to a wide-mouthed 
audience, ‘Wal, them dogs of yourn be good for some- 
thing,” said Ham Marsh, carressing his ‘‘span’l’—‘but I'd 
rather hey miue,” 

A DAY’S SHOOTING IN FLORIDA. 
667TH Invalid” was in St. Augustine, Pla., enjoying 

with his wife and friend, the dofee far nente of that 
quaint and pretty old town, JTis first and only shooting ex- 
cursion there took place shortly after his arrival, and on his 
return he deseribed itin these words: 

Our guide was the Jack of all trades of the entire connty. 
Tis name was Fredericks, abd the populace called him 
“Rox” for short, While strolling any she throveh the nar- 
row streets you would see him perched in mid-air, hanging 
on by his upper Jasnes, painting a sign for an serial fancied 
shopkeeper, Avain he would be tearing on a young colt 
beyond tht city walls, breaking the restive three year old, 
Then you would mvet him rushing into one of the old coquina 
walled houses to cholke a dose of physic down the throut of 
sone poor sullrer, His favorite prescription was a delight- 
ful and bracing mixture which he compounded trom h's 
stock of paints and oils, Many a tough old ‘tmanhawkin” 
an? Plorila “eragker had he pulled through with that 
sume “tonic.” 

Well, oac bright lovely morning, just at the dawn of day, 
Rex appeared att the hotel door in a ‘jumper,’ as be called 
it. Tt proved to be # two-wheeled abomination, and if was 
well named, for at would jump everlastingly. The only way 
you saved your tongue and teeth from entive destructiin 
dnd Jows whils riding init, was to ram the one half way 
down your throat and close the others so tightly tog sther 
that your entite inouth fell hke a yise, and you quite ex- 
petitnel all the horeors of Jovicjaw. A fair loo cing setter 
belonwing to “the old veteran’ —as the newspapers delizht to 
call him—Carroll Livingston, was coiled np in the cart, 
My friend Page and 1, accoutred as we were with long 

boots and gis and traps, plunged ite the vile yehicle and 
dashed off. O€ course, as in all such cases with me, my good 
wile had filled the curt with all sorts of bundles aud bags 
She crammed in the medicine chest anda big luoch basket 
and some enticing looking bottles, and wraps, waterproofs, 
rugs, a unibrella, and great Scott! a camp chair, which I 
siippose she thought I would recline on and gayly shoot the 
birds as they confidingly soared to their fate in a constant 
streel about thirty yards off. Ah, the faithful tender spose 
mial What good and careful watch she keeps over my 
racked lungs, and how anxious will she be till I greet her 
again at dusk, 

Packed full as we were, and with only one seat holding 
two in the cart, big Page had to find 9 bed of thorns among 
the fraps behind. Hyery jolt of the wheels would send his 
heels wp in the aiy, he would makeadash with his hands 
for the bacl: of our seat,when down would come his heels 
again with a ‘‘devil’s tattoo,” enough fo smash the floor 
boards intwain. Thus we rode through the streets of oli 
Augustine, and out of the city gates into the magnoliu 
groves heyoud at the gray dawn of day. ‘Phe mocking- 
birds were warbling their clear, pure notes as we 
bumped along, and the air was thick and dtowsy with the 
scent of orange blossoms, We went on through the mag- 
nolios, a grand old grove, with the trees arching overhead 
so that the blue sky above was almost shut out. The heayy 
dew drops sparkled and glistened on the leayes, and a cool 
breeze was swaying the limbs to and fro, shedding the 
drops to the ground, so that we seemed to be passing through 
a showerof silvery light. Beyondagain, in the open, we 
came to the sivinual, an immense low swainp, where we 
expected to fiud that glorious bird for sport, the English 
snipe, and live our blood stirred at the sound of his “scape, 
scape,” as he winged his quick fight. 

Just at the border of the “mash” I saw a big wing glisten 
in the grass, about sixty yards off, and, hoping for big game, 
IT cunningly and sellishly said to Rex, in an off-hand way, 
“Pull up here and lll just put my guo together, as we may 
put up sometiing,” jumped out, stuck in a couple of 
cartri(lges, and erept alone the edge of the sedge. The dog 
hung back and did not scem to care to do her work. I stole 
forward, and judging I wus about the right distance from 
where I hud scen the wing flatter, I threw a lump of clay 
ahead, and rose up all ready to catch the bird on the wing, 
My blood was up and Lwas eager for the fray. At once 
there rose an immensy black object that appeared to fill up 
the whole sky as Lighted, Slowly and awkwardly the crea- 
ture took flight, and I had all 1 could do to preyent myself 
from blaziny into it. : - 

Great shricks of disgusting laughter assailed my ears, and 
slowly and sadly, ‘halting with reluctant feet,” T turned 
back to meet tha jibes and ridicule of those two yulgar and 
heartless ruffians. “‘Why didn’t you pot him?” shrieked 
Page; and ‘You're a prize buzzard stalker!” yelled Rex, 
Ajas, too true. Thad advanced with deadly intent and with 
a beating, hopeful heart, using all my sporting slall to bag 
“the scavenger uf the South,” Great Scott! will I ever hear 
the last.of fhat buzzard? 
We went ot and hunted the savannah and got about tya 

dozen birds. Thesun had climbed high in the clear sky 
by this time, und as our throats were parched and we were 
as lunery os only hunters can be, we made for the cart. As 
We went we skiried a rising ground coyered with scrub 
palmettocs at the edge of some woods, Wan suddenly drew 
up stiit ind among the low scrubs, and Page said (o me, 
“Inyalid, you go On and take that point. You've been 
missing all morning, see nowif you can't kill this time.” 
(Pave is really a good fellow, take him all round, but le is 
‘one of the many who preface in a sort of hang-dog munner 
some of theirspeeches by saying, ‘I'm 4 plain, outspoken 
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person, you know—"and then immediately blurt out 
something which hurts your feelings in the cruelest way.) 
Tadvanced quietly, admiring the good bitch the while ‘as 
she stood Jikea rock, with her body rigid and her head 
drawn a litfle to oneside. Just as I reached her she sud- 
denly made a big spring, gave two quick frightened yelps 
and “‘lit out" ona bee line for the woods as hard as she 
could tear, and was soon lost to sight, A peculiar pungent 
and aromatic odor floated in the air, and I looked at Rex 
dumbfounded with surprise. Not a bird got up, Rex 
turned off one side with yery quick steps and quickly re- 
marked, ‘We had better make iracks; it’s & moccasin!” 
Cheerful intelligence truly, for the moccasin is a deadly 
puisonous snake, so Page and I left, looking like n puir of 
full checked “‘high-steppers’ as we lifted our feet full high 
over the palmettoes, with 4 pleasant feeling crawling in cold 
shivers up our legs, and playing along our back bones that 
every moment we would be struck withthe venom of the 
reptile. Ugh! 

ex told us later that the dogs often point these snakes, 
their odor being yery like a quail’s. The brute had evi- 
dently struck at Fan who must have heon out of range, but 
the very life was frightened ont cf her. 
Wereached the cart, which was drawn up in a cool shady 

spot near some water, and TL immediately went to the stream 
and pulled one of the bottles out, which had heen put there 
to cool, and took several long and deep draughts from it, 

“Look here, Invalid,” called Page, “how many of those 
‘swallows’ make a summer?” 
“When the ‘swallows’ homeward fly,’ Rex addad, 
“Tm taking an antidote for a snake bite.” sai | 1, 
“But you weren't struck.” 
“Well, I might haye heen, and if will cure the fright any- 

way. 
“You'll see snakes—plunty of them; heo; snakes, too—if 

you don’t take your long throat away from that bottle.” 
“He will drown himself inside with it, anyway,” said Rex, 
We sat down in the cool nook. and spread our feast over 

the grass. Rex dealt out the finids, ancl Page landed us a 
big pile of sandwiches. They were mighty tough chewing | 
thought, and Rey, who could bolt anything, seemed in 
difficulty, too. Wemanaged to grind up two ench, and 
slow, laborious work it was. I looked at Page, who had 
kept so quiet I fancied he might have noisclessly suifucatud 
over one of them. He seemed all right, howeyer, aud was 
munching away with composure gud satisfaction. 

“You fellows are Se grumbling—never satisfied. 
Why ¢an't you be contented and take things, even tough 
sandwiches, as they come?” hesaid. I noticed asly twinkle 
in his off eye, and | knew some(ling was up. Just then a 
bit of white meat dropped from the sandwich in his hand, 
It fell to the ground, and, by the great horn spnon, it was— 
chicken! Yes, young, tender, and juicy chicken! My 
Wife, with her own hands, had made a few big sandwiches 
of “spring broilers” forme. Ihad forgotten all about them, 
and had been breaking my teeth and dislocating my jaws 
on the black, tough, Jeathery abominations of the hotel's 
making, while Page was reguling himself on what should 
have been my dainty, toothsome ones. The brate bad 
finished all bit one, and I crammed that whole, into his 
mouth, while he was shaking with laughter at my rage; but 
Thad the slight satisfaction of seeing him almost choke us 
he splattered and shook, He srew red in the face, but he 
could not stop laughing, and finally, when he got the whole 
thing anchored down into his rapacious and capacious 
stomach, he took such a long pull out of one of the bottles 
tliat if made us lonely watching him, as the spirit surgled 
with an enticing wash down his throat. 

The setter wandered back. to us just then looking 
thorougly ashamed of herself, with her “flac” drawn down 
at more than half-mast. We gave herafew biscuits, washed 
her feet in the stream, and, recruited and refreshed, we put 
the flea-bitten, home-bred mare to the cart and started off 
for ‘‘pastures new” with high hopes to pursue the sport, 
Fan ranged at her ‘‘own swect will,” and as we reached 

the center of a large, dry, open space, while quarteriny the 
ground swiltly, drew up to a fine point. We flushed a bevy 
of about twenty quail, and by each of us taking the birds in 
our line at the first fight and “marking down,” we got 
seventeen of them. The bitch worked finely here, though 
she would “break shot.” She was yery fast, with a keen, 
true scent, and staunch and firm on 2 point, so it was half 
the sport to me to watch her work 
We soon started homeward, as it was getling late, and I 

had promised the good wife to house my “‘iron constitution” 
hefore dark. As we neared the town after a long drive, 
with ‘a heavy sea on” in the **jumper,” Rex, pointing to a bit 
of water ahead, told Page to alight, as there was always a 
duck or more to be found there. Page went on, and ag he 
neared the pond threw up his hand as a signal that he 
sighted game. Stooping well down, cautiously and slowly 
he stole on, almost on all fours. The grass, about three 
feet high along the margin of the water, hid him from the 
doomed birds. On he crept, and we held our breaths now, 
for he was within range, and well we knew his deadly aim, 
Suddenly he arose, brought his gun as quick as lightning’ to 
his shoulder, gave one quick glance along the rib, and took 
i snap shot at—what? By George! at a little chimp of 
native oyster shells! He let drive into the mud and shells, and 
for one instant the heavens were full of dirt, bits of hardened 
lime and smoke, while the din of the report rang on the air! 
He turned with a sad face and retraced his steps to the 

cart—and we exploded. I yelled and shouted myself hoarse 
at him, for the buzzard and chicken sandwiches incidents 
were now avenged? Rex gave out mighty war whoops, 
Fan barked unceasingly, even the mare took sides with us 
and neighed responsively. Page said never 4 word, but he 
will regret all the rest of his life mistaking a dark dirty 
mess of Florida oyster shells for black ducks. 
We feasted that night on the spoils of the hunt, and we 

poured libations deep and strong to the day, but there was 
one at the banquet who hore a sad ajranda meek mien. A 
deep gloom was 1n his eyes, and melancholy marked him for 
her own, and if was neither Rex nor I. J. It. 

New Yorr.—Medina, Orleans Co., Oct. 25.—Wild geese 
haye appeared in quite large numbers on the shores of Lake 
Ontario, feeding on stubble and wheat fields, but 1 have not 
heard of any being killed, Ducks are not reported Plenty 
Plover haye been searce this fall, but a friend reports kill- 
ing twenty-five one day when he way drilling in wheat, 
Black and gray squirrel hunting has been good. I have 
good authority for reporting strings of ten to tyyenty, and 
one especially large bag of thirty, bul the writer must say 
he has nol had so good luck, Woodcock and partridge 
shooting has not been, on the whole, first class—at Icast, that 
1s the experience of—Sau Nipper, 
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THE NEW JERSEY NON-RESIDENT LAWS 
Liditoy Forest and Stream: 
Ihave paid some attention (0 the New Jersey game laws 

affecting non-residents of that Stute, and have arrived at 
conclusions respecting them which | beg leave to submit, I 
have no personal interest in the questions involved, but 
heing a lawyer, I have found them interesting in their legal 
and constitutional aspects My conclusions are as follows: 

1. The actsin question do not authorize any society to 
exact a license fee exceeding (he wnmuil dues of resident 
members for the priyileze of shooting in New Jersey.. The 
provision in the charicr of tha West Jersey Society is, in 
effect, that non-residents of the State shooting in certain 
cowities must comply with the by-laws of this society 
Now, what sort of by-laws are meant? I think, obviously, 
by-laws intended to protect fame, and restraining the mem 
bers equally with non-residents. The idea of the Legislature 
seems to have been that such regulations as the members 
saw fit to impose upon themselyes for the good of gama, 
shonll apply eqnally to all non-residents shooting in the 
counties affeuted, Such regulations might, for example, be 
made, forbidding the shovting of prairie chickens or exotic 
game, such as migratory quail or English pheasants during 
f term of years; or forbidding spring snipe shooting. or 
hmiting the number of game birds or animals to be killed 
by wmanina day. To by-laws of this gencral nature non- 
residents were required to conform. But there was not to 
be one law for the member und another for the non-resident 
although the State would enforce the law avainst the latter 
and not against the former. No discrimination between 
members and non-residents is permitted tothe society, either 
by express terms or by implication, If the society can mike 
the privilege of shooting move burdensome to the non- 
resident than to thy member, it can practically exclude the 
former entirely, No such power is given to it. 

2. What has been said of the West Jersey Society applies 
equally to all socicties organized under the general law, 
which has, ney rtheless, some curious leatures of its own. 
No society organized under it has any sp'cial or peculiar 
field of operations assigned to it, The New Jersey Society 
claims ‘‘protection” ovir the whole Stute, and there is noth- 
ingin the statute which foriids or conflicts with such a 
clin. Noris there any limit to the number of societies 
that may be organized, From this it would follow that any 
non-resident desiring to shoot in New Jersey must comply 
with the by-laws of all the game. protective societies “orsan- 
ized or to be organized,” A few men in Cape May county 
may, if is supposen, get up a society and finé a non-resident 
$00 for shooting a partridge in Sussex without joining their 
society. Moreover, no piovision is made in the statute for 
giving the non-resi(len| uotice as to how many or what by- 
lows he must obey, THe muy be required to conform to any 
number of them, no matter how onvrous, iconsistent or 
absurd they may be, and no matter it ne eyer heard, or 
might haye heard, of them, Can the Legislature haye in- 
tended any such thing? Can such un act have any force or 
validily? 

8. The root of the matter is that this sort of legislation is 
all unconstitulional. The courts have repeatedly Seld, and 
it ig well settled, that t!e legisluliye power of the State, 
vested by the Constitution in the LevisJature, cannot be 
delegated by it to any other body. Thus in Barto ys. Him- 
rod, 68 N. Y. Reports p. 488, it was decided that an act, 
which, by its terms, wis to become a law only after its ap 
proval by a majority yote of the people of the State, was 
unconstitutional and void, whether approyed or not by 
populir vote. Decisions toa like effect have been made, 
and are the recognized law, in New Jersey. To my mind it - 
ig too plain for argument that the legislation now under 
consideration is a mere bald attempt to delegate legislative 
power, but with certain gross and extraordinary features of 
unconstitutionality. For the power is atlempted to be 
fiven, not to the people of the State, nor of any part thereof, 
nor toany local authorities, but to certain undefined and irre 
sponsible societies, not representing the people in any sense, 
and not subject fo any direct supervision or postal! The 
courts of New Jersey cannot hold such legislation constitu- 
tional without swallowing alive scyeral of their previous 
decisions, 

4. But an adequate discussion of these points is hard] y to 
be expected in the Welsh case. It is stated that the New 
Jersey Society has assumed the defense of that case and has 
intrusted it to their own counsel. That he will defend the 
case in a way which, if suecessful, will knock the bottom 
out of the whole system of levying tribute on non-residents, 
is not very probable. The court may possibly go beyord 
the argument of counsel, and, on its own motion, decide the 
constitutional and other questions involved. But this, also, 
is unlikely, because the judges generally have enough to do 
in deciding the questions argued by counsel, without dig- 
fing any other questions out of the cases that come before 
them. There is some danger that the courl, by assuming 
aud passing without question the constitutionality of the 
legislation under consideration, may unconsciously create a 
quasi precedent in its fayor. ‘The ultimute settlement of the 
mutter is, however, in my judgment, as certain as the de 
cision of a legal question, involying the application of old 
principles to new circumstances, can ever be. Perbaps an 
action for assault aud battery or false impiisonment, brought 
by some one who has beenarrested and fined, or imprisoned, 
would raise the question in as neat away as any. Such an 
action might probably be brought in an United States Court, 
though I do not think there would he any advantage in 
choosing that forum, Pron. 
New York, Och. 13,1682. 

Fiditer Koveal wind Streams: 
In looking over the file of back wumbers alluded to in 

my last, see that you have been fuyvored with pros and 
cons of the game protective soviety question, with especial 
reference to the West Jersey Sociely and their recent activi- 
ties. Perhaps you are tired of the subject, and perhaps you 
have room! for a little more light on it from another stund- 
point. To-day 1 haye with mea friend, a gentleman who 
loves to shoot, and who hus tor ifteen yews lived at Glasg- 
boro, in the yery center of the West Jersey jurisdiction, 
Let me give youhis opinion on the “local society,” He 
says 

“The W. J. G. P. 8. may be a good institution, but if so 
ti has heen sadly misrepresented and entirely misunder- 
stood, With us if is looked upon as organized ond man 
red solely for the gentlemen sportsmen (?) of Philadelphia 
whom we denominate pot-hunters. Among our farmers we 
have many who shoot for the loye of shooting, who protect, 
or would protect, the game, and who ‘are in no sense illib- 
eral in their views. And yet Ido not know of one such 
farmer with whom the society is not an object of dislike 
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and diszust, If the society has spent thousands of dollars 
in supplying game birds, we have not heard of them in our 
section. If they have made any effort toward enforcing 
the law against trapping birds or shooting out of season it 
has not been in our section, On the contrary, it hinders 
the enforcement of the law by pretending to do what it 
does not do, and what others wonld do were it not for the 
pretensions of the society. 

“To-day the woods of Gloucester county are full of bird 
traps ond ‘snoocs,’ and around Glassboro a regular fusilade 
of guns and the continued yelping of hounds fells how the 
tabbils are suffering, The farmers say that the law is directly 
against them, and in favor of those who make a business of 
shooling. To the Philadelphian who shoots every month of 
the year jhe fee of five dollars is nothing, To the market 
Inunter who makes this his calling and sells his gume the 
fecis a mere bagatelle. But the farmer, who feeds and pro- 
tects the game, feels it an imposition that he cannot inyite 
his relative or friend from seross the river for a day's shoot- 
ing on his own land, without the payment of this unjust tax, 
or running the risk of having bis friends arrested, In an- 
other way, indirectly, the society works against instead of 
for game protection, Many land holders would forbid and 
prevent promiscuous shoating’ by enforcing’ the trespuss act 
and ¢laiming their rights, But with a society ‘license’ in 
his pocket the pot-hnnter waxes bold and impudent. He 
defiantly waves his paper under the nose of the farmer, and 
insists upon his right to shoot anywhere in the five counties. 
Of course it is mere brag, or else he has been imposed apon 
by those who sold him the privilege, but he gains his point 
if, as in mnny cuses, the farmer gels tired of being cursed 
and threatened and gives up his game to destruction. 

“Asam, we consider the churler of this society, if not un- 
constitutional, at least opposed to the best and most 
thoroughly established principles of tegislation. It is local 
option m its most dangerous form, The Jaw makes certain 
wets upon the part of certain persons criminal and punish- 
able, provided the said persons haye not complied with the 
by-laws of the society, Now, the society is composed of 
just whoever pays the membership fee, most of them, of 
course, non-residents of the State, and so far as the State is 
concerned, perfectly irresponsible. This: body of irrespon- 
sible persons tllen has the power of enacting a criminal 
code, subjecting persons to imprisonment and fine. No, sir, 
down in West Jersey we do not consider the W, J. G. P, A. 
a West Jersey, ov even a New Jersey, institution; we do nob 
think it a Denefit of the State, the citizens, the gume, nor any- 
thing else but the ‘sports’ and market lnnters across the 
river." 

Now, my [riend may be right or wrong in his own 
opinions, but L kniw he sreaks for the ‘tion he comes 
from, and o may be of interest to your veaders to know that 
the odious ‘‘non-residlent” clause is not in favor with a large 
class of Jerseymen, Game protection we need, but we do 
not get it byany law or churter now on our statute books, A, 
Mippresex County, N_.L, Och 27, 1882. 

Kilitay Hopest wn Styeaies: 

As there uve appeared in your paper not lone since some 
articles in reference to the manner in which the West Jersey 
Game Protective Society las been conducted and the man- 
her in which the finds of the society hive been spent, we, 
the majority of the committee appointed to investigate the 
bovks of ihe secretary, dssistant secretary, and lreqsurer, 
do make the following report : a 

That we have youched said uccounts and find them to be 
eorrect in every particular. 

The following is an itemized aceount of the financial 
tringactions of the society: 
Balance on hand September 21, 1881... ..-2--.4.cseceuevsecees $ 251 26 
Total amount received from September 21, 1881, to Sepbam- 

DG eee shale ERA Ss SEER egg bee ON $1,869. 26 
Amount expended, salary of Secretary and Assistant, $280 00 

of salary of detective officer . .,.,.. 680 00 
as PUlnting: o:v--t.esen-+-p ines Ti? 65 
‘i Stationery 0.2. ss qetete Ode 

distributimg birds_- 106 05 
4 Committes on Laws......,, ---.... AT 25 
e extra policing, -.-...,--.--..... 0445 148 00 

-———$1,358 38 

Balance on hand September 31, 1882....-,,,........-... $585 88 

We regret that Mr. Charles Dougherty, our fellow-com- 
mittesman, through absence from the city, was not able to 
respond to the notifications of meetings held, 

Very respecifully, 
Gro, EMiny, 
Cuas, A. Brace, 

OoroBeEn, 25, 1882. 

OUR PHILADELPHIA LETTER, 

UT few Philadelphia sportsmen have gone out for quail 
in our Stale as yet, preferring to wait until November 

1, when the opening season begins in the neighboring States 
of New Jersoy and Delaware, The State law of Delaware, 
Tequiring non-residents to pay a license for shooting, seems 
to work well, ‘There is no complaint on the part of out- 
siders, who willingly pay the yearly fee, recognizing it as a 
State law, while the farmers of Delaware, whose lands had 
been so lone overrun by the chicken shooting and fence- 
breaking hordes from the city of Philadelphia, now feel a 
diminution of visifing ‘gunners, and are more apt to al- 
low thé privilege of shooting over their grounds to those 
thal, come, espiciaily if they ask permission, Woodeork 
are being killed in goodly numbers throughout Pennsyl. 
vania, the tight haying come on since the cool chunge otf 
weather took pluce. During a lite trip to Connecticut 
your correspondent learned thut quail were comparatively 
abundant this season all through the State. Hyerywhere 
from our own Pennsylvania the same story reaches us, and 
we all hope for an open winter, thatthe birds may gain, 

While at Middletown, Conn., Dr. Morgan, of that place, 
showed me his new pointer Zip, a dog weighing perbaps 
sixty-five pounds, und a perfect Spanish one tolook at. It 
is seldom we now see a pointer which holds so firmly in ap- 
pearance to the Spanish blood from which it sprung on one 
side or the other, as Dr, Morgan’s. Here we ean notice the 
clett nostrils, shor, muzzle and round head of the Castilian 
animal, while the body is a perfect representation of the old 
cuts of this hreed, so little met with nowadays. 

While at New London, Gonn,, 1 liad a few bons’ amnse- 
ment fishing for small mackerel inthe Thames River, near its 
mouth. Thetish were small, weighing a quarter of a pound, 
but the river is full of them, and the autumn run is now on, 
Witha light rod and tackle und any white bait that will at- 
tract the attention of the fish (a piece of rag kept in motion 
will do), hundreds may he taken. Such scliools make their 

appearance eyery year about this time in the Thames River, 
and disappear about Nov. 1 or a little later. 

The present fresh weather has moved more wild fowl to 
our New Jersey bays, A few brant have arrived. There is 
aie a flock now using the flats in Tuckerton Bay, opposite 
ackertown and West Creek, but they are out of harm’s 

way, unless a battery or sink box could be put there, and 
this 1s not in order in these waters 

Snipe are so little sought for in our immediate neighbor- 
hood at this time of the year, owing to the fact that the 
season for upland game is open, I have heard of none being 
Killed, but could almost warrant a good day if some of the 
grounds bordering the New Jersey creeks were visited, 
especially now that many of the banks have been down and 
excellent feeding places have buen created by the oycrilow 
of water, 

Battery or sink box shooting bepins next week at the Sus- 
quehanna, Bush and Gunpowder rivers, Redheads and 
blackheads are already feeding on the flats in numbers, but 
few canyas-backs have come on, Scoreswill be large at 
first, but it does not take long to educate the fowl, and 
they soon know the difference between a flock of stools and 
a lunch of their own kin, and then it takes more powder. 

; Homo, 

OUR NEW JERSEY LETTER. 
Wee printer's mistake in making my last say ‘‘breeding” 

instead of “feeding” ground may haye impressed the 
whole subject of woodcock shooting on my mind and seni me 
out to investigate. Ii so I thank the printer for a half holi- 
day, 1 long tramp, some good sport and an excellent dinner. 

Tn this section (about ten miles south of New Brunswick. 
in Middlesex county) we get our fall woodeock shooting in 
the ‘‘timber swamp,” the low-lying parts of what was once 
heayy timber, Twenty or thirty years ago the yaluable 
trees were sent to market, but here and there the ‘‘snags’ or 
sum trees stand, ‘‘like sentinels” of course, while underneath 
the sprouts and saplings, the alders and rosebushes, the cat- 
briars and swamp grasses, strugele for an existence and 
against the progress of theinyader, We ride out through the 
wood-carter’s roads to the most distant point and hunt to- 
ward home. Onr dog is Milo, He isso old that he cannot 
hear the loudest command nor the shrillest whistle. He 
would pay no attention if he could. He has followed this 
business in |he swamps longer than you have, sir, and he 
wants none of your instruction, Remember that to-day 
you tire not taking the dog with you, bul you are going with 
the dog. 4 
Now we are inthe swamp; yonder isa group of two or 

three old “snags,” beneath them you see the ereen leaves of 
i pin-oak or two, and the tops of some alders. Below all 
fhis there winds a little run, a little path of water filled with 
#reen moss, and that, says our guide, is alikely spot. Milo 
knows it, and the tinkle of his bell bids you adien as he disap- 
pears under thebriars. You may see lim again in five minutes 
or youmay not, You take the old roads and rabhit-paths and 
try to keep within sound of that bell. When it stops you 
willstop. You can force your way toward the point where 
you last heard it and there, as staunch assteel, you will find 
the old dog, and there you will find a bird. But if you can- 
not get through the thicket, or it you consider your posi- 
tion fayorable for a shot, stand stilla minute or two, and a 
linkle of the bell and a whir of wings brings your gun to 
the shoulder and the pin-oak leaves and feathers on the air tell 
the result, Stand still, Milo will bring your bird. Now 
in he goes again and on you go—i/iér—there comes another 
down the open. You could have hit him with your hat, but 
you wheel, shoot and miss him with your gun. That is not 
strange, for the leaves still hang on the trees, and at this 
time of year their color is trying to the eyes. Do you say 
that Milo ‘‘flushes” his birds? Thatis exactly it, and that 
is his business about half the time, He is as true as truth in 
the open field or when without his bell, but when that is on 
his neck he knows his duty is to put up the bird if you do 
not come when he stops, Yesterday he went into a ent 
swamp, impenetrable to us, found a bird, and flushed it four 
successive times, bringing it at last within our range, Now 
please do not say that this is contrary to all rules of shooting 
and training. Rememberif it is wrong we cannot tell the 
dog so, for he is deaf; and if it is wrong it iy successful, for 
Milo has brought more woodcock to his master’s hand than 
any dog now living in New Jersey, to the best of our knowl- 
edge and belief, Thatis enough about woodcock for this 
time; I want to say something else. 

Speaking about rabbits. One day this summer the sexton 
of a church down in Monmouth county, asked me to take 
a walk in the old graveyard. He showed me right in the 
slope of one of the sodded mounds which cover the graves, 
a round hole, about the size of a quart bowl. In this cavity 
were fiye young rabbits, the smallest I ever saw. The 
kittens were blind, not larger than the common mouse, and 
do you know that when I saw them cuddled so cozily in their 
strangely selected bed, I wished that another Burns might 
see these ‘‘wee, sleekit, cow’rin’, tim’rous” beasts, and draw 
the proper lesson from this new union of the ‘‘cradle and 
the grave.” Postponing the pt aud taking up the 
practical, [am glad to say the little beasts were not hurt by 
the uncovering of their nursery nor frightened away by the 
liandling of curious visitors; but before this letteris printed 
will no doubt know what ‘‘open season”’ means. 
And in that same connection one of my neighbors has 

been training a young hound this fall, He caught a half 
prown rabbit and kept it in a barrel. Every leisure day he 
would tie the rabbit's hind legs together and let it go, then 
put the pup on the track, Of course he had no trouble in 
securing his drag when school was out, That was allright, 
but T have another neighbor whose old hound does not need 
training. Skip got wind of this rabbit in the barrel busi- 
and upset the concern, Since then the pup has had avaca- 
tion. 

While we are on this black basssubject, [notice tuat some 
of the folks in New England are down on this game fish, 
because they say, when pul in a pond it cleans ont all other 
fish and then clears out down stream, A few years azo 
Commissioner Anderson sent some young bass, which were 
used for stocking the pond at Milford, in Mercer county, I 
have never heard of any of these fish being taken at Milford, 
but this summer several two-pounders have been canght in 
the pond at Hightstown, which is on the same stream and 
iwomiles below. A, 
Mippimsnx County, N. J., October 27, 1882. 

Wavs Bormep ry_Tambow.—Mercersburg, Pa., Oct. 23. 
—Ii “F. B.,” New York, will boil his wads in tallow he can 
shoot all day and his gun will not lead, nor powder crust, 
Hae a single wipe after shooting will show a bright barrel. 
=D . | party have made annual trips to this section for some time. 

HOUNDING vs. STILL HUNTING. 

Jackson, Mich,, Oct, 22. 
Editor Forest wnd Stream: 

The northern part of our State, as you well know, is 
stocked with an abundant supply of deer, enough to satisfy 
an unlimited number of “‘true sportsmen” with 4 month’s 
good hunting for years to come, But we find that the 
market unter is rapidJy accomplishing his work, and we, 
the members of the game protective socicties and the Iusi- 
ness mén,of the State, who enjoy a little sport. with the gun 
occasionally, have racked owr brains for the best means for 
remedying the evil, We studied the matter curefully and 
finally, after some trouble, had a law passed prohihiting the 
shipping of them out of the State. ; 

This last act was not passed from any selfish motive. We 
are glad fo welcome sportsmen from other States to our 
hunting ground, It was simply an act of self-preservation, 
and the doing of it was arrived at only after incontroyert- 
ible facts and figures proved it a necessity, In the first 
place, where a great hue and cry was raised against dhe 
hounds, by the market hunters, we looked into the matter. 
Figures came pouring in that made things look as though 
an edict must be passed avainst the poor brutes, Some one, 
generally a market hunter, would say, *‘Such a party of 
hunters leff the woods last Week with thirty-five de;’ 
another, and you could make up your mind that he was 
hunting for the filthy Iuere there was in it, would speak of 
“another party of those infernal hound hunters that »went 
down on the train last night with twenty deer,” ete, Now 
the truth about the matter would be this: the party that 
went down with thirty-five deer was probably composed of 
seven or eigh{ or more Persons, and they harl been in thie 
woods about three weeks, which meant about lwo deer a 
week for each man in an outfit of very successful hound 
hunters, and, furthermore, these same hound hunters were 
business men and farmers from the southern part of the 
State, industrious citizens who pay heavy taxes for the sup- 
port of the State. Who wants to deprive them of a little 
sport every fall when they haven’) the time or opportunity 
to learn to still hunt the deer successfully, and who has 2 
better vight to hunt as he pleases, so lone as he docs if in 
season and in a manner that will not exterminate the same? 

On the other hand, how does the market hunter work it? 
Does he hunt with hounds? Oh, no, he wouldn’t do such u 
thing, he wouldn’t do anything so ungportsmanlike, he 
would rather sneak around where the deer congrezate in the 
morming, and see if he couldn't get two in range of each 
other so us to save ammunition. Butyeally, without joking, 
a market hunter considers it yery poor work indeed, if lie 
does not ayerage one deer a day, mo! for a week or two, but 
right through the whole season, and 1 can give names, if 
necessary, where one man, in several different cases. has 
killed over 160 deer in the open season of ninety days. 
Now let no one think [ am opposed to still Wunting, 1 pre- 

fer it myself, for I am still young and strong and can follow 
a pair of antlers as far as anybody, but for pily’s sake don’t 
try to bar of those who are not so fortunate, from this 
most exciting sport. There are several old gentlemen in 
this city, my father among the vest, who wouldn't sleep 
well all winter if they couldt kill a deer or two every fall, 
and even “Antler” may see the time when his limbs ane still 
and his eyes dim, when he will welcome the faithful honnd 
and will find the buckshot and ten-bore good though for 
him, W. M. 

THe Nutmeecers’ Deer Snoorrmc.—Montreal, Quebec, 
Oct. 22.—Editer Forest anid Stream; Lam surprised that you, 
who take such high ground in favor of the preservation of 
game and the strict observance of all laws having that end 
in view, should publish an account of the doings of a paity 
of law-breakers, even though the adventures of these heroes 
may be, and doubtless are, purely imaginary; the fact of 
your <oing so, even though no offense against the vame 
laws has actually been coinmitted (except in the author's 
mind), cannot but have a demoralizing effect, The case | 
now refer to is that of ‘“B. G. A,” in his papers In yours of 
12th aud 19th inst., styled “‘Nutmeggers on the Ottawa.” 
This writer professes to have been engaged, with his party, 
hunting deer in Ontario during the close season in that proy- 
ince (Dec. 15 to Oct, 1.) I contend that itis a grave offense 
to describe the unsportsmanlike act of hunting game chiving 
the close season. ‘The pence of writing accounts of feats 
performed in direct and open violation of the law is becom- 
ing quite too common, and should be frowned down by all 
good citizens and sportsmen, Quite recently a prominent 
member of the Sherbrooke Game Protective Club published 
in a local paper a graphic description of his exploits killing 
moose in the Lake Megantic District during the close season, 
preatly to the disgust of all true sportsmen who saw the 
article. Last year a book was published here, entitled 
“Three Months Among the Moose, by a Military Chaplain,” 
deseribing the authors exploits slanghlering moose, the 
most noble game in our forests, during the close season. 
All these writers, if they are guilty of the breaches of the 
law they profess to have committed, should at least have the 
decency to abstain from publicly proclaiming their crimes. 
1 trust you will call attention (o this matter in the columns 
of your widely circulated and nighly influential jourmal—H, 

“SwIVELLER” Vtsrrs O1p Scmyes,—Phila., Oct. 27— 
I have just had a call from a valued correspondent of 
ForREst AND STREAM, whose articles Thad often read with 
pleasure, but on whose face I had not hefore looked—"Dick 
Swiveller” (W. 1. ©.), formerly of New York aud Philadel- 
phia, but lately of South Carolina, Por many years—evyer 
since his connection with the U. $, Ordnance Department 
in 1861-5—Mr. CG, has applied himself to the sludy of guns 
with an enthusiasm nol offen seen, and if now creates Tittle 
surprise to learn, as I haye just done, that leis ataut to 
form a connection with one of the most influential gun 
establishments in the North. ‘This will be good neve to his 
friends and will increase many-fold his already very lirze 
circle of acquaintances, as he has that keen sense and mug- 
nificent grip on business affairs that will enable him to coy- 
mand success in any establishment, May he prosper greatly 
and return to our next bi-centenuial.— W. M. H. 

Muskorsa.—Toronto, Ont., Oct. 26.—Messrs. McKee and 
Beatty, ot Pittsburgh, the latter the art correspondent of the 
N. Y. Graphic; Dr. Hlliott, of New York aud Mr. J, Ma- 
thews, of Toronto, are camped on Trading Lake, Muskoka. 
During the past week they have “bagged” ten deer, one 
bear, and numbers of duck and partridge. They report the 
sport and weather all that could he desired. oof the 
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Lowenn (Mass.) Srortsmpy,—The country surroundin 
Lowell was in the early history of the town, considered goo 
hunting ground, and in spite of the work-a-day life peculiar 
to 2 manufacturing city there were not wanting men fully 
appreciating the opportunity presented. Some of the older 
sportsmen of to-day recall the name of Governor Buttrick, 

athaniel and William Jones, Jefferson Nickless, Jake 
Lakin, James Calef, Isaiah Leighton, Abijah Cutter, William 
N. Owen, Dayid Ockington and « host of others, whose ad- 
ventures were wont to be discussed around the winter fire, 
and are still the subject of entertaining anecdote. Many of 
them huve passed on to the “happy hunting ground,” but 
others still vemain and eyon now take an active interest in 
the explorts of others. Theve are probably in the neighbor- 
hood of 300 men in Lowell who might dislike to haye the 
word Sportsman” follow their names in the directory, but 
who revertheless enjoy an outing fora day or more, taking 
rod or gun, with a gusto which would entitle them to the 
term. Asa rule they are men actively enzaged in business, 
to whom occasional outdoor recreation is a necessity, and 
which sends them back to their exacting duties better pre- 
pared for the weur and tear of business life. They are men 
engaged in tirade, in manufacturing and various professional 
callings. Some of them prefer the contemplative pastime of 
angling, some the more aclive and exhilarating sport of secur- 
ing feathered oy furred trophies with the rifie or shotgun, 
while olbers are equally at home in either occupation. How- 
ever brusque these men may at times appear when harassed 
with business, they ail haye a genial side which becomes ap- 
parent the moment they start on a vacation excursion, The 
writer has iu mind a man of whom it has been said in homely 
phrase—‘‘You can’t fouch him with a ten-foot pole,” who 
is the veriest boy when he gets away with his rod or pun, 
and he is sure to bear home with his game a modicum of his 
boyishness. There is an orgavization bearing the euphoni- 
ous title of the “‘Wild Goose Club,” composed partly, at least, 
of Lowell gentlemen, who oywn a tract of land in the vicinity 
of the Rangeley lakes, who annually visit those waters in 

the birds, 
ful, and the prospect for ducks and geese seems good, al- 
though, owing to the warm weather, few wildfowl have 

bers than usual within easy distance of the town. 
pigeons have begun to come in small flocks —Wru. 

Our season for quail opened on the 15th. 
birds not even half grown as yet. 
later, say by Noy. 10.—F, 

of publication with Fords, 
an 

TENNESSEE.—Sayannah, Oct. 25,—The prospect for sport 
is fair, although June rains have somewhat diminished the 
number of quail. Was out, for first time this season, one 
afternoon last week, and bagged nine, shooting over a 
puppy. No frost as yet to kill the weeds, and the weather 
bemg hot and dry, renders it difficult for the dogs to find 

Beech, oak, and hickory mast unusually plenti- 

come inyet. Deer and turkeys are reported in larger num- 
Wild 

New Yor«.—Bay Shore, L, I., Oct. 25.—Broadbill and 
coots still continue to come in the bay in large numbers, and 
the prospects for shooting were never better. 
good many widgeon in the buy toward Layville and 
Patchogue, but I have seen none here yet.—B. 

There are a 

VirertA Quam.—Amelia C0, H., Va., Oct. 19, 1882.— 
The majority of 

Sport will be first-class 

“THe Strnt Hunter,” by T, 8. Van Dyke, is in course 
oward & Hulbert, of New York, 

will be out on or before Dec. 1. 

Sea and River SHishing. 
OPEN SEAsons. —ASee tible of epen seasons for game and fish. 

m tssue of Suly 20, 

FISH IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER. 
FRESH WATER, 

Grayling, Thymallus tricolor and | Striped bass (Roelkfish), Roceiws 
T. montanus. lineatus. 

Black bass, Micropterys, two spe-| White bass, Roecus chiyjsops. 
cies. : Rock bass, Ambloplites, 2 species. 

Maskinonge, Eso nobilior. War-mouth, Cheenchryttus gutlo- 
Pike (N. Y. pickerel), Msox [ucius. Sus. 
Pickerel, Esox reticulatus, Crappie (Strawberry bass, ete), 
Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti- Pomoxys nicromaculatys, 
zostethium. Bachelor, Pomowys anrnularis. 

Yellow perch, Perea flwviatilis. Chub, Semotilus bullaris. 

SALT WATER. 
Striped bass, Roccus lineatius. Smelt, Osmerus*orddx. 
White perch, Moronedmericana. | “Seatront,) Cynoscyon carolinen- 
Tautog or blacktfish, Tautoga onitis | sis. 
Bluefish or taylor, Pomatomus | Drum, Pogonis chromis. 

saltatriv. Red hass, ete.. Scicenons ncellatus. 

(24 This table is general. Tor special laws in the several States 
seé table of Open Seasons in jssue of July 20. 

quest of fish and game. Faint murmurings of the good 
times badal that encanipment come from that distant locality, 
but as they go for the express purpose of unbending no one 
ever dared uceuse them of going on a “bender.” The ma- 
jority of Lowell sportsmen, however, do not find it necessary 
or convenient to go 80 far for sport and the smaller game, 
though the exact loeslity of their hunting ground is somc- 
thing not necessary to make public, Years ago—twenty or 
more—the Nimrods-of the day would go over into Dracut 
and return with a bag well filled with woodeock, Now one 
can hive the sume opportunity to hunt provided the owner 
of the land does not interfer, but the chanees for securing 
game are greatly diminished; and the same is true of most 
kinds of same, though forsome reason foxes ure more plen- 
tif than they were ten or fifteen years ago. Still good 
mnarksmen and those Acquainted with the habits of game are 
rewarded with 4 fair allowance of same on their incursions. 
The more successful of the lnimtlers are specialists, who not 
only study the habits and learn the haunts of certain species 
of birds or animals, but have dogs trained for hunting that 
game exclusively. One niember of the gun club rarely shoots 
anything but rabbits, and has two beagle dogs with a sharp 
scent for the game. Another has a preference for woodcock 
or partridge, and he has a pointer which thoroughly under- 
stands his masters preference, Others still have hounds and 
ignore everything but foxes, though neither would probably 
refuse an occasional shot at anything which might challenge 
it, Jt is believed that the magnanimity of the true sports- 
man pervades every Lowell gunner. Ifa fox gains his hole 
in a fair run not,one of them but would scorn to dig him 
out. They would not take a fish unless with a hook, nor 
resort to deceptive tricks fo entrap game. With most of the 
Lowell sportsmen an annual trip tio the seashore in the autumn 
is something yarely omitted. Here they find ployer and 
other marsh birds, waterfowl, etc.—Lowell Datly Courier. 

TIyprana.—Fairland, Oct. 24, ’82.—Our quail season 
opened on the 15th inst,, and many sportsmen, I am told, 
have ayailed themselves. of the open season to have a bout 
with the birds. ut most of them haye heen disap- 
pointed, I imagine, the birds being, for the most part, en- 
tirely too small to shoot. Out of three full broods | myself 
put up in the last few days, three were entirely too small, 
two of them only chirpers, no larger than a full-grown 
Passer domesticus, while the third covey may be full-grown 
by the first week in November. Not a solitary quail haye I 
seen since the open seasou—except in charge of yonng 
chicks—large enough to afford sport te a real sportsman. 
What a commentary is this on the wisdom of our Jast Legis- 
lature, or rather the influence that caused them to change 
the open season from Noy. 1 to Oct. 15. A much wiser 
course, in my opinion, would have been to prohibit the 
shooting of quail for at least two seasons, to give our fayor- 
ite little game bird a chance to recover from the late hard 
winters. The last winter was very mild, and a great gain 
was made, [ think; but it will require several mild winters 
and a general observance of the game laws to make the 
shooting us good asif Wasin the autumnot ‘77. Hares and 
squirrels are reported abundant, the former, in fact, a nui- 
sance on many farms.—C. W, W. 

Ganveston Norns.—Galveston, Tex., Oct. 25,—With 
our first noviher wildfow] have arrived in great numbers. 
The honk of the wild goose is how «» familiar sound. 
Already the sportsmen reyel in their anticipated sport. The 
market hunters are at work, One of our largest dealers has 
received one consignment of four hundred pairs, while the 
lesser lights are quite busy disposing of large numbers, 
With the exception of the canyas-hack and redhead LT have 
scen all of the duck family that make our bay their home 
during the winter, These will Abound in another month,— 
Nemo. 

Nuw Yorx.—Wayne County, Oct, 28.—The quail season 
has opened with more birds thanlever saw. Itis no an- 
usual thing, with a brace of good dogs, to find as many as 
two hundred birdsaday, The summer haying been wet 
we have avery rank growth of weeds and grass, which 
makes the walking very fatiguing. The shooting will not 
be good before the first of December, We have had buf one 
light. frost. —Swar Snort. 

Sunmivan Counry.—Monticello, N. Y., Oct. 26.—Rab- 
bits and squirrels very plenty, with a fair number of ruffed 
grouse and woodcock, Good rabbit hounds and bird dogs 
with guides can be had at reasonable rates. 
enclosing stamp I will give-any desired information.—CrAs. 
F, Kuyt, t ; 

To sportsmen 

* * * Not thatatrue angler ever passes the line which tikes 

him into the land of ailment and decrepitude. It is the glory of the 
art that its disciples never grow old, The inuscles may relax and 

the beloved rod hecome a burden, but the fire of enthusiasm kindled 
in youth is never extinguished.—George Dawson, “ Pleastires of 

Angling.” i 

WITH HACKLES AND GENTLES, 

FIFTH PAPER. 

“Gentle stranger,’ have you seen 

An angler pass this wey— 

A blue-eyed lad, of graceful mien, 

Attired in drab array? 

A creel upon his back he hore, 

His boots gemm'd o’er with dew; 

And on his head a cap he wore,— 
He had a rod quite new.” 

F how many readers of the Forest Anp Strem might 
the above be the description when they first essayed to 

ply the “gentle art!” 
Buoyant with health and hope, untrammeled with the cares 

of life, and rejoicing, like bird and bee, in the fragrant air of 
a spring morning—toity and more years ago we had aspring; 
then it was not a warm, a mirkky transitional period only, but 
a yery enjoyable and evident fact! We, you and I, “gentle 
stranger, "were wont to go afield like the ‘‘blue-eyed lad’ of the 
quaint old song. It is sweet to recall those days, to look 
back upon them from the stormy, thorny pathway of 
maturer years and to marvel af the zest and innocent 
leasnre which walked, hand in hand, with us through 
ee lane and daisy-dappled meadow. The frosts of years 
cannot nip and sear these memories, and the dreams that 
came to us, as we quietly angled, aredear to usstill, although 
alas! very few of them have been realized. 

Once upon a time—it scems like yesterday, although it 
was very mal moons agone—lI planned a‘ ‘fishing day,” and 
till it had dawned and ended, my anticipation run riot and 
every hour was counted. 

In one of my rambles I had found a brook in which I had 
surely seen a few trout of respectable size and, with due respect 
to the game laws, had waited only for the ‘‘close season” 1o 
end ere I tried to bring them to creel. In those days I had 
not learned the awful dullness of waiting, nor the full mean- 
ing of Milton’s line, ‘‘They also serve who only stood and 
wiit,” which the passing years have taught me, If ever u 
fisherman’s outfit was overlooked and in perfect order, my 
own was then and, like the arms of a yidetle, everything 
was in readiness for the very moment when I should start 
for the untried water, In these prosy days it seems strange 
that so much enthusiasm can be beaten and squeezed out of 
one as the time flies and the ‘‘crow’s-fect,” (race one’s visage! 
I would not have believed it then—! have to, now, however! 
Nathless, almost within reach, I keep my reds, my creel, 
my lines and fly book, as of yore, and if they are used less 
frequently they are suggestive, and often Jead mea long way 
into the past, through green fields and hy ‘‘still waters.” 
There is nothing lost and much gained in keeping one’s 
fayorite rod, gun, dog collar, or riding whip, here anid there, 
pendant from the book shelves, oyer the fire place, or ina 
cosy corner! Don’t agree with me ‘‘gentle stranger?” 
The day at length came, and proved auspicious as to 

weather, and off I started for the “beck.”” I had to cross a 
river, full of ignoble fish, and haying done this, to walk a 
long way through field and wood to the ‘‘deeps,” where I 
had seen the trout dart at my erst-while incautious approach. 
Ah, how my heart bounded and my spirit leaped within me 
as I caught the gleam of water running through the secluded 
meadow. I halted and nervously arranged my tackle, and 
by the time my ‘‘leader” was fully ready for a “cast,” T 
was on the yery tip-toe of excitement. Cautiously, quietly, 
J made my virgin cast, and soon my fly—an old-fashioned 

| palmer-hackle of the smallest size—talls like a leaf on the 
t : 

/ 

water, and floats like a leaf down its mimic tide, I waited 
and grew anxious lest the beating of my heart should alarm 
the fish, it seemed to-throb so hard and so loud. Not a rise 
as yet. J walked slowly down stream fora little, seeing 
nothing but my tempting fly, oblivious to all save my quest. 
Ah, how many flies haye I watched since then on the Jess 
qnich stream af Time—ev? bonw? 

At length the Fates were kind to my youthful zeal and 
hopes, and a “rise” conyineed me that the stream was not 
desolate as to fish—a rise and to my fly. I struck, not, I 
trow, as would haye the competitors at the late tournament 
in Central Park, but, aiabile dietu! T hooked the fish, which 
seemed to le a heavy, as it proved to bea lusty, one, I 
tried to practice the theory of fly-fishing that I had heen so 
long reading and thinking ubout. In some degree did, T 
doubt not, but | smile at this far-off day, as I think of my 
anxiety und efforts to land the fish, Byentually I did suc- 
cessfully do so, instantly broke his neck—‘‘always kill your 
fish a8 soon as caugh\’—and in my delirht kissed the pretty 
lifeless little trout lying so like a jewel in my trembling 
hand, My seales gaye its weight as half a pound, and 1 
reverently wrapped the trophy in leaves and laid him in my 
eveel, which began to feel heayy- Again I cast, hoping to 
get, at any rate, amate to make upa brace, although I 
longed to show my fish to the loving sceptics af, home, and 
was chafing to taunt them with ‘I knew there were trout 
there.” 

Another rise, but I was too nervous and lost the fish. 
Again I deftly (at least [thought so) throw the fly and re- 
solve to be calmer. I think of Holton’s words to his béloved 
scholar and try to imagine him by my side, when I was 
startled by amad rush pt my fly which disappéared! I 
struck and felt life at the end of my leader—it seemed a 
“heavy weight” and evidently bound fora ‘‘steeple chase’ 
right across country. ‘The pluiwes of that fish were, to me, 
past all conceplion, and I gave np hope of landing him more 
than once! My *'good lnck”’—which has since oftimes de- 
serted me—more than my skill “came to the fore’ andsaved 
the playful fellow for me, and Thad the coveted brace of 
well conditioned trout. The last was a trifle less heavy than 
the other, but in better flesh and stronger. J fied another 
fly and east in a larger pool, but my effort was not rewarded. 
Retvacing my way fo the first casiiug place 1 met with 
hetter success, and two brace and a half soou reposed beside 
the tirst notable brace in my ereel. 

EF length he svew hungry ’—and so did J. I was quite 
satislied, too, with my cateh, and so wended my way homie- 
ward in a imood which all anglers will recall, whose memo- 
ries of youth are not wholly drugged and forgotten, To 
such [will not try totell how proudly 1 bere my trophies 
home, Imagination and retrospection may do-it far better 
than my poor pen. In conclusion, however, 1 must add 
that alter this fitst taste of fly-fishing— 

a cE ca Te “to cast @& fly-line well 

Beeame my chiefest wish; 

Istrove each sportsman Lo excel 

And cheat the nimble fish. 

Now trout ani grayling [ might kill, 

Tf gloomy was the day, 

And salmon also at mry will 
Became an easier prey, 

“Now flies and.palimers IT would dress, 
Aquatic insects, Too, 

And all their various seasons guess— 
Their uses well I knew, 

So now, the perfect angler, 

With rod, and line, and hook, 

_ ITsheen each noisy wraigler 

To fish the murmuring brook." 

Without the assurance expressed in this last verse I must 
confess I still love to “fish the murmuring brook,” though 
that first brook of blessed memory is far away and never 
moe may be fished by me. O. W. R. 

CAMPS ON THE WAY. 

TV—TROUTING ON THE TRIBUTARIES OF THA MANISTIQUE. 

‘On pass the hours ; the camp fire bright 
Steeps the near leayes in bronzing light, 

And shifting, plays o'er the figures laid 

Tn the generous glow, on the grassy shade, 
—Firontenae. 

HE morning after our return from the Pictured Rocks, 
wve made the varliest start possible for Munising Sta- 

tion, but the earliest there would have been wretchedly late 
at any other place, 1n the first place that pious friend, Cap- 
tain Jim, was a cause of detention, The night before, after 
dumping our camp stuit on the beach, he hac unceremoni- 
ously seized the oars, Sunday as it was, and rowed away 
Without his wages, rather than assist us with our stufi up a 
steep bank. When the morning came, it came without the 
Captain, and we had half a mind fo ‘‘save the money for 
him” ourselves. Oscar and I, however, swallowing our in- 
dination, made the tour of the wigwams and at last found 
the particular one that housed the Captain, wha was at the 
moment lounging around his mother’s cooking stove. We 
did not pay the nayigator just then, but told him that if he 
wanted his money he had better come to our camp for it. 
and then we threaded the trails that led through the thick 
brush and out of this village of Chippewas back to our 
own lodge. 

Tn the next place, the fact of our hefug short of supplies, 
was a source of delay. Munising boasts but one store, and 
the proprietor theveof has a way of not opening his store of 
i morning until be is ‘completely and altogether” ready— 
no matter what may be the hurry of a customer; and that 
particular morning the store was not opened as soon as we 
would have lad if. 

However, we felt no ill will toward the tardy merchant, 
for the longer we hung around the store door wailing for the 
clicking of his rusty lock, the longer we had Captain Jim 
hanging around, wailing for his “two dollars per day, 
Sundays included.” 

At last our supplies were bought and Jim was paid off, 
aud Frenchy had our chests and boxes piled wpon his liltle 
wagon, und ovr tees were turned toward the railroad. 
Oscar drove the cob a roundabout way, while Frenchy and 
T tool a short ¢ut over the hill, with Kd, following in the 
distance, aid we met the little team on the high ground 
above the little old town, Our carfman was a good Indian 
hater, and Tmust confess that it did me good to hear his 
maledictions on the whole tribe; for Jim, who was esteemed 
as one of the best of all the Munising Indians, had so :per- 
sistently shirked -all labor during the days we had him in 
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our employ, tnd ft the last moment, under a piovs pretense, 
had refused ontvight to spell with us in rowing against a 
stilt head wind, that all our sympathy for the red race had 
melted into thin air. Bnt the talk was not altogether of the 
Indians. Frenchy rambled on at 9 sreat rate, and, among 
other things, told mo how he had found in his wagon a 
pocketbook whieh 4 passenger had dropped, and that it con- 
tained $100 in money anda $50 cheek. ‘I had a telegram 
sent as soon ast found it,” said he, ‘and the answer was 
for me to take out five dollavs and send the book on by the 
next train.’ And tor want of something better to say, for I 
Was ot inuch interested in the pocketbook story, I said: 

“And you sent it to him, did you?" 
"“O yes, yes; uo himdred dollar do no wood. T alwiys send 

little sum. But if it be five thousand dollur, or three thous- 
and—yes, if it be two thousand, I put it in my pocket and 
say nothing, And when the mn come and ask me, I say 
‘No, no; 1 just lanl people, J don’ look!” And he laughed 
a loud laugh at what he eyidently considered his own 
amazing cuteness, while J felt for my pocktbook, which had 
railroad tickets in it sufficient to carry me home and about 
ten dollars in movey, and I knew that it was safe. 

In due time we boarded (he train, and a run of six miles 
brought us to ‘Perry's Camp No, 1,” where we stopped off 
and set up onr tent in the edge of 4 potato field. Mr. Bris- 
scl, the accommodating agent at Munising Station, wrote 
me a létler of inttoduction to “the gentleman who had the 
cap in charge,” and ashe handed it to me, be said that 
hehad “wrillen itin French ond given the translation in 
English, for he did not know which the gentleman could 
read.” No sooner ditl I see ‘the gentluman” than] knew 
Mr, Brissut had mistaken his man, for old Mike McCorrow 
wis lish from the crown of his head to tlé sole of his foot. 
He got the Jetler, however, and as he treated us right roy- 
ally all the time we were with him, T sive the agent all the 
credit. 

Perry's Camp No, 1 is built on level land bearing « heavy 
growth of timber, much of which is, or has been, white pine 
of immense size. 1 measured a great many stumps that 
wore five feet two inches in diameter, 

After we had cleared away the brush and pitched our 
tent, asked Mite (who was so biisy entertaining o, trio of 
women who had stopped off the train that morming to in- 
spect the condition of the camps prior to their occupancy 
by a gang of lumbermen ina few days, that he could not 
visit us) whether there were any trout in the neizhbor- 
hood. 

“Plenty of them, if you can get them to b-o-1-1-e,’’ said le; 
and then he gave minute directions how to find a creek 
three-quarters of a mile distant, and left me to find my way 
as I best could. ; 

L went the same afternoon to the stream, which [ found 
io besmall and sluggish and ynnins through a natural 
meudow; and rigging wp a cast, I essayed in vain for a rise. 
Disappointed, | returned to camp, where 1 met Mile, who 
expressed great surprise at my failure. THe said he “knew 
they were hard to get to b-o--t-e by one who didn’t under- 
sland them, but he had never known one to fail altogether 
before.” And then ha examined my rod, which he con- 
(lemned, and next he gave a contemptuous look at my flies, 
which he said were ‘‘nseless,” and then he overhauled my 
assortment of Limerick and Sproat hooks and found fault 
with them, “This,” said he, “is all the tackle I haye,” 
and le exhibited the hroken-off end of a mountain-ash pole, 
around which he had wound a short, heavy cotton line, to 
which was tied a side bent Carlisle hook, No. 3-0, and above 
a alarge flattened bullet had been rolled around the 
The, 

The next two days were cloudy, drizzly and cold, and as 
the Indians had said the deer were “‘starting south,” T 
watched the crossing places alone the ruilroad tor 4 chance 
shot, None of the white hunters agreed with the red that 
the deer were then traveling, buf all said that when such 
wis the case the railroad was a first-class bunting ground, 
inasmuch as the deer never failed to play and feed up and 
flown the (rack for some time before crossing. T failed to 
get a shot, but T learned from their tracks that one never 
failed io walk up or down the side of the road from one 
hundred yards to a quarter of a mile before crossing, and 
from the further faet that by far the greater number of 
tracks ecume in from the north and crossed to the south, I 
wis induced to believe that the Indians were right and the 
white men wrong as to the time when the deer began their 
southern march, 

Between the D. M. and M. road and Lake Superior is a 
yast and densely timbered region, which I was told sup- 
ported countless numbers of deer, and which will for 4 long 
time to come afford 4 good range for the deer hunter, 

Old Mike had made a ‘‘salt Tick’ not far from where we 
were encamped, and had constructed a very ingenious com- 
fortable blind within thirly yards of it, and the second morn- 
ing, by his permission, I went to it at an early hour with 
my shotgun to watch fordeer. By an oversight I was wilh- 
out suitable buckshot on the trip, but the charges of B shot 
which T had with me! thought heavy enough to kill at a 
distance of thirty yards, Daylight came that morning with- 
out the sound of a deer liaving been heard, but no sooner 
was it broad light than I saw a “big buck" approuching 
furtively in the distunce. He came within sixty yards, or 
perhaps less, and lifting his homs high in the uir looked 
steadily toward the salted spot for some time, When lie Look 
a few steps and again elevating his nose stood broadside to 
me, while | sat as still as a post, wishing he would come 
closer und anithematizing myself for not having brought 
my Ballard along.* Mad some one come alone just then nud 
kicked me out of the blind I would have gone to my tent 
without a word of complaint. As it was 1 sneaked in und 
did not mention what I had sven for hours, 

I think that buck had something to do with niy return Lo 
the rod, for that afternoon 1 went with old Mike to the 
creek. I have seen some odd fishermenin my time,and 1 think 
Crazy Jake, who fished for bullheads atthe outlet of St, 
Hellen’s Lake in the Southern Michigan Peninsula, was the 
oddest of them ail, He could jerk a nibbling ext with more 
desperation and swear rawer ouths the 1avanwhile, than any 
one J ever did sce. Next to Crazy Jake comes ol! Mike. 
Mile fished with a short stout line tied toa stu newly cut 
pole, and whenhe got a '"b-o-i-L-6” he jerked agit he expected 
to snake out apanther, Occasionally his unlucky trout woald 
let zo of the hook sfter leaying the water, and in such casas 
it tlew through the air like a stone from boy's sling. Once 
or twice he whacked his fish with such violence against a 
sapling ay to disembowel it. But he was more judicious in 
his swearing than Crazy Jake. It was the trout that were 
too smart 10 get hooked that) he leyeled his maledictions at, 
and pot the ones he caught. The stream we were fishing in 
and which was a tvibutary of the Manistique, was a small. 

one, and ab cur fishing ground it ran throngh an old beaver 
meadow, and was fringed at intervals with “‘black alders.’’ 
In no place was the water oyer four feet in depth, and sel- 
dom Was it oyer two. In the holes at these depths, trout 
could be seen literally by the hundreds (and I write this ad- 
visedly) ranging from fingerlings to ten inches in length; 
and at such places as there were mud bottoms, the mud was 
riddled With the prints made hy the young trout in hiding 
themselves therein. 

The first thing old Mike did afier le had rigged up his 
barbarous pole was to prance around in the water above the 
holes and muddy the stream. Then he cast in and the tront 
bit greedily. After catching a few he cut off the ventral fin 
of a six-inch trout and fished with that, not forgetting to 
keep the waters muddy the meanwhile. My cast was u 
single fly, but T soon saw that a fly was worse than useless, 
sure Gnough, in that kind of fishing, and so T put on a split 
shot and a fin bait and ‘*waded im.” I think we fished an 
hour, possibly an hour and a half, when we ceased muddying 
the waters and went home, old Mike with thirty-six trout 
and I with thirty-three. And that was the last time old 
Mike and J fished together. 
Very soon after we had set up our tent at Perry’s Camp, 

the Switzer who had sailed with us the day we left the 
Pictured Rocks and had camped and broken bread with us at 
Munising, passed down the road and stopped at Jerome- 
ville, the first station, which was a mile below. Charley was 
a kind soul, and no doubt gave us a good name, for the 
evening of the same duy he went down, Ed. Stevens, with 
whom he put up in Jeromeville for a day or two, came to 
our camp and advised us to go down to his place and stop, 
which we did, and much tothe bettermg of our condition. 
There we found a good camp ground and good water, and 
we were within a stone's throw of the stream in which old 
Mike and Thad fished. 

The mouth ot the Manistique River, which discharges 
into Lake Michigan, lies south of our camp about thirty 
miles, and the general conrse of the main branch of that 
river upward is fo the northoest, Its numerous tributaries 
rise in the belt of high land that bounds the southern shore 
of Lake Superior from Grand Island to the great sand hills, 
forty miles to the eastward, and these tributaries, after 
gathering fle waters that well up from the springs 1m that 
high land, flow southeasterly and at right angles to the main 
stream, down a gentle slope mainly parallel to, and at vary- 
ing distances from each other. At Munising Siation the 
raitoad track going east cufers the region drained by the 
Manistique, and making along curve to thesoutheast, which 
carrics if six miles further east aud to Perry’s Camp No. 1, 
it then runs on a section line apparently as straight as it 
could be vyn by engineers and be built by skilled workmen, 
a distance of thirty-six miles, which carries il beyond the 
Manistique and its tributaries and into a region drained by 
the Taquamenou. Within the limits of that thirty-six miles 
the railroad crosses twelve streams, little and hig, belonging 
to the Manistique system, and of these I know that three con- 
tuin brook trout, and f have the authority of old Mike, who 
avas a luborer on the roud, and says he speaks from personal 
knowled#e, that three others also of the number likewise 
contain these beautiful fish. 

Jeromeyille contained one house—the station-house, which 
wis set on the north side of the track and within six feet of 
it, and was occupied by Hdward Stevens and family, con- 
sisting of his wife and two little girls, with whom boarded 
Joe and Jim, his comrades of the section gang, Out of the 
green woods on the south side of the road we hacked a place 
in which we set up our tent, and materially added to the 
population of the place as long as we remained, 

One trout stream, 1s already stated, was at our tent door. 
This was @ small stream which after a rm of about twelve 
miles was swallowed up by # larger one. This larger one 
was crossed by the railroad a little over two miles cast of 
our camp, and Jess than a half mile east of thal another was 
crossed, and these two, after a run of about twenty miles to 
the southeast at varying distances from 4 half 10 two miles 
from each other, united and formed what is termed, on the 
elaborate Map of the Northern Peninsula, published Ixy the 
Detroit, Mackinaw and Marquette Railroad Company, the 
“WN. Brauch.’ I fished in these streams near the railroad 
crossing and found plenty of trout, and of good size, Both 
streams are loo deep to wade, and both are badly obstructed 
by brush and down trees, and the trout are consequently 
hard to get at; but when TI did get one I nearly always got a 
good one. J took no fingerlings, but found them running 
from a quarter of a pound up to fourteen ounces by actual 
weight. very day that I visited these streams I found if 
necessary to coax a good deal, but after I left for home 
Oscar and Ed, caught fifteen ‘“big ones,” out of one hole in- 
side of thirty minutes one afternoon, which was certainly 
goo cnough, Now, these fwo streams run for twenty 
miles southward before they unite, and 1 know of no reason 
why they should not abound in trout all the way down to 
their junction, and for that matter, down to the main 
stream, which is twelve or fifteen miles further. 

On Saturday afiernoon of the 19th of August, I thought 
to take my last fish, and to thatend set out to that part of 
the stream on which we were camped, where old Mike and 
I had canght sixty-nine in less than two hours a few days 
before. ahaa fishing below the point fo which he said 
the fishing «rounds extended, and by the time T reached that, 
point I had fifteen handsome fish, Looking up stream, I 
saw ata distance of about forty rods, a deer feeding in the 
meadow, and dropping my fishing tackle, 1 took up myrife, 
which J had brought long, and availing myself of a clump 
of brush and a favorable wind, advanced ta within eighty 
yards, wheo I got a fair but quick shot, and my deer, afte, 
a run of fifty yards, fell dead in the edge of the brush, shot 
throug the heart. 

The circumstance brought great joy and much self-gratu- 
lution to the shooter, and put an end to further fishing on 
that duy, and also delayed his start for home until the fol- 
lowing Tuesday, for the yenison had to be jerked, which 
took some time. Sunday, Mr, Gunton, who was connected 
with the lumbering interest at Perry’s Camp (tor the camp 
hands hud come), called at our tent, and in a conversation 
with him, he said that a tramp two and a half miles south- 
ward would take ..s to the northwest branch of the Manis- 
tique, the best stream of all for trout, 

Monday morning, notwithstanding the drizzling’ con- 
dition of the weather, Oscar and I set out for that best 
stream, atid a smoothly cut logging road carried us a mile 
on the way. A quarter of a mile through a heayy growth 
ot timber brought us to a tamarac swamp. It war fhree- 
quarters through this, but, fortunately, the water was no- 
where over shoe top deep, and there was no bad bottom, 
Then we entered a cedar swamp a quarter of a mile in width, 
through which we Houndered, after which we struck a nar- 

row ridge, hearing pine timber of first-rate quality, and pass- 
ing over that, we entered a beaver meadow, through which 
ran the northwest branch. 
We saw a great many thick patches of What is termed in 

that northern region *‘black alders,” but certainly nowhere. 
did the black alders grow so thickly or tall as along the 
northwest branch. Noone can imugine how difficulf it is 
to crawl through these alders with rod and line who has 
never tried it. They grow to the yery margin of thestream, 
and frequently overhang itso as to effectually prevent the 
casting of a fly. But, notwithstanding the black alders, we 
found the fishing superb, We took thirty-one, twenty-one 
to my hook and ten to Osear’s, inside of eighty rods of 
stream, and I do not think there was one that would have 
weighed less than six ounces, atid at least ten of the entire 
number would have weighed thirteen and fourteen, (In the 
stomuch of one of the largest we found, when dressing: it, 
afull grown mole undigested.) One place, by way of ex- 
periment, I managed to work a fly through the bushes and 
into the water, and J counted eight rises to that fly in suc- 
cession, but by reason of the brush I was unable to hook the 
rascals, and they took care not to hook themselves. Mr. 
Gunton told me that I would find a better disposition on the 
part of the fish on that stream to take the fly than in any of 
{hie others, and so 1 did, The day was cloudy and drizzly, 
conditions favorable to the trout biting, and it may have 
been that had we gone to the streams on the railroad that 
day we would have met with the same degree of Tuck, Ed, 
and Oscar, as stated above, did take fifteen in half an hour 
in one of those creeks, but it was with bait. Be this as if 
may, trout can be had in the tributaries of the Manistique 
by any one who has the patience to crawl through the brush 
for them, and in numbers that ought to satisfy any reason- 
able fisherman. 

But while I say this, T beg leave to add that the halfpound 
fellow that struck my hook the day Grandpap Farrington 
and I went fishing away up in fhe White Mountains, had 
more yini and spirit than any trout I caught in Thunder 
River, Miner's Creek, or any of the Manistique tributaries. 
And I wish to further say that I did not find any fishing 
that afforded anything like the sport that fishing for gray- 
lings did in ihe hn Sable or Big Creek, in the years wl en 
grayling fishing was inits prime, But these streams were 
clear of brush, and the fly fisherman had an open field, 
which makes all the difference in the world. 
And yet I never regretted the fulfilment of my time more 

than I did on this trip, My explorations in the Manistique 
region had heen contined to the near vicinily of the railroad, 
and as I glanced at the map, l was impressed with the 
belief that to the southeast, at an accessible distance, was a 
region abounding in princely fish. Tt would be difficult to 
get into that region, no doubt, but then a determined couple 
coul gel into if, and allthe more enjoyable would be the 
sport when once in there. Wither of the two streams in 
which I fished lying east of our camp and ihe northwest 
branch lying to the south, were large enough to carry a 
boat, but the drifts and other obstructions would inake boat- 
ing a labor altogether too great. Other means of convey- 
ance would haye to be resorted to, but such means could be 
had and these promising waters reached. 

Then again down the railroad toward the straits, a distance 
of about forty miles, the Tequamenon takes its rise and, 
flowing eastward and then northeastward, finally discharges 
into the Tequamevion Bay, Hallock, in his ‘'Gazetteer,* 
gives that as a trout stream, bul says it is difficult to ascend, 
And in » comparatively late number of Forms? AND STREAM 
IT think I saw the statement repeated of the Tequamenon 
being a trout stream, But Mr. McKeown, the general man- 
ager of the new railroad, told me that he had sailed the 
upper half of that river and there were no trout to be found 
in its waters; but mascalonge of large size abounded—mas- 
ealonze weighing twenty-five pounds. His report was 
afterwards confirmed by a surveyor, whomT met on the 
train as [ was on my way here, as to both trout and masca- 
longe, and heshowed me an awkward hand that had at 
some former time got into the mouth of one of these last- 
named and savage fish and had heen seratched and grooved 
to such an extent as to leaye marks that would last a life- 
time, 

The time had now come when, the dog days being over, it 
was to be expected that clients would be getting restless, if 
ever, and so t had to go home. Our camp life, taken as a 
whole, had been very pleasant. Excepting two or three 
nights on Thunder River, insects had given us no trouble 
whatever. In the long run the weather had been favorable, 
The gale on Lake Superior had brought us no discomfort, 
except that of delay, and a terrific thunderstorm one night, 
while we were camped at Perry’s, kept us awake the matter 
of a couple of hours and no more. 

For the last time we noted the long twilight that charac- 
terizes that high latitude, and which neyer ceased to be a 
wonder to us ; and for the last time we sat around the camp 
fire, and watched the flames as they waved and curled above 
the burning wood. And as we talked over the events of 
the five weeks since we had left home, a feeling of regret 
came oyer us, that the time for our separation had, come. 
The boys had made the journey for the sake of health, and 
so beneficial had the rough life been to them that they had 
resolved upon 4 longer stay in the woods. Somehovy, I was 
loth to leave them, but after I had given them a great deal 
of gooil advice. and bidden them good-bye the next morn- 
ing, I reflected that after all their education in the mysteries 
of vamp life was by this time fairly good; that they had heen 
taught to set a tent, to bakea slap-jack, to broil a fish, to tie a 
hook, to mend a rod and to catch a trout, Andso I set my 
face steadfastly homeward, and was glad when | got there. 
And now, having written in brief oyer the svenes of that 
journey, | go in memory back to the tributaries of the 
Tanistique, and in imagination I look down the long and 
winding ‘‘branches” about which so little seems to be 
known, and I resolye that another year, life being spared, 
will find me not only inyading the solitude of the mighty 
woods, throngh which they run, and fairly rioting in the 
capture of some of the tront with which I }wlieye their 
waters to be filled, but, also, sailing down the tranquil 
Teqnamenon in pursuit of the s’vage muscalonge that 
swim beneath its floods. D, D, Banta. 
Fraveuin, Ind., Oct. 24, 1852. 

Brack Bass Fisamye cy Vrrersta.—Leesbury, Va., Oct. 
93.—Last Suturday Judge Murray, Major Murray and my- 
self caught, on Goose Oreek, twenty-five bass weighing: 232 
pounds; two largest 34 and 24 pounds, One with artificial 
minnow; rest with live minnow, Could have caught more 
but bait gaye oul. Several catches of twenty or more have 
been made on the same creek.—W. 
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BLACK BASS IN LAKE GEORGE. 
rPXHE New York State luws retain the distinction between 

the two species of black bass, now. wu are plad togay, 
almost obsolete. They call the small-mouth the “black. 
bass, and the bis-mouth the “Oswego” buss, A. short 
timeago a man was arrested for takin@ black bass from 
Luke George and set up the defonce that they were “Oswego 
hass. “That expert angler, Mr. A, N. Qheny, of Glen's Malls, 
heing appealed to to settle the subject, wrote as follows: 

There is perhaps no fish inhabiting the waters of the 
United States that has been inflicted with such a multitude 

-of names, both common and Sstientifig, us the black bass, 
Where scientist were at variinee, it is not strange that the 
Jaymon should also become mixed upon this same subject, 
so that to-day, singular as it nfiay appear, the black bass 
is spoken of in various portions’ of the country as perch, 
chub, trout, black perch, marsh bass, river bass, Osweso 
bass, black bass, green bass, white bass, spotted bass, slough 
bass, cle., tte. A few yesrs ago the Smithsonian Institute, 
speaking throngh Prof, Gill, straightened this vexed question 
ina meistre, by stying of the black huss; ‘“There sve Iut 
two vivrictios, the smallanouthed black bass, andthe largu- 
mouthed black ass.” The former perhaps, most generally 
called the “true black bass,” and latter fhe ‘‘Oswero bas.” 

Prof, Gill’s letter was written for amd to the scientific 
world, so that if remained for Dr, James A, Henshall of 
Kentucky tp treat the black bass not only scientifically, but 
from ihe standpoint of fm experienced angler, Le having 
fished nearly all sections of the United States for thisfayorite 
fish, in a volume entitled “Tlie Book of the Black Bags,’’ 
This work is the result of years of patiant research and 
thorough investigation in (le North, South and West, the 
patticular halitat of our dusky friend. Dy, Henshall is now 
fhe recognized authority upon the fish of which he treats, as 
he has sifted and pruned the writings of dead and gone 
naturalists, and has liad the assistance of the best known 
living ones, and such aid as could We rendered by the Smith- 

= sonian Tnstifute, {he fountain head of the U.S. Fish Com- 
mission and the hishest court in matters ichthyological, 

For years 1 strugwled to get the bass question clear in my 
own mind; anglers differed, writers differed and the fish 
differed, eo that T was one of the many who were etopiue in 
the dark, when T thought [was comparatively in the light. 
You ask whet kind of bass are found in Lake George, and [ 
answer, backed by ihe authority IT have quoted, small- 
weuthed black bass, and these alone, The large-mouth, 
sometimes called Oswego bass, is not to be found in Lake 
George, Schroon Lake, Eifner Lake, Long Pond, the Hud- 
Son or Sucandaga Rivers, if Lean judge from (he examina- 
tion, of hundreds of specimens, and the examination was 
niade with this object in view. The bass in the Hudson and 
Bucandaga rivers came oviginglly thom Hitner Lake, in Sara. 
toga county. The Schruon Lake bass came from the same 
source. Lake George always contained bass, or, at least, 
ihe memory of man runneth not to thecontrary. Glen Lake 
was stocked with bass from Lake George. 

The great difference found in the bassin the waters named 
is in the coloration; there is na structural difference. Tt is 
so well known that food, bottom and water affcet the color 
of fish, that a moment’s thought will account for this marked 
difference in external colorations. Sould anyone, however, 
doubt, let him take two bass alive and put them in a fish 
ear, and in a short time they will become of the same hue, 
Although our suthorilies upon fish nomenclature do not 
now recognize such a fish as thle Oswego bass, this title was 
used to designate the large-moutlicad bass, so that it was a 
misnomer to have applied it, at any time, to the bass in Lake 
George, They have been tuo long known by a name thai 
did not belong to them, and it is time they nssumed their 
ancient name—black bass, smallanouthed variety—and let 
“Oswego,” as applied to bass, be relegated into the ‘‘no- 
Where,” 

CANOEING ON THE MATAPEDIA, 
4 A Li. aboard,” and the yoice of Gonductor Kane came 

i in muiiled sounds Ihrough the dense fog that cnvel- 
oped the station and surroundings of River du Loup at 6 
P.M. of September 9 witha drizzling rain, not af alla 
pleasant prospect for the Doctor and J, who were bound for 
the Matapedia River to have a few days’ fishing, 

“Dine weather by morning,” says the Doctor in reply to 
my question, “how long was this kind of washing rome to 
Jast,”’ and the Doctor's words proved pretty near the truth, 

Doctor Armstrong and self had with us all the necessary 
Yiver so well kmown to the readers of Forus'r AnD STREAM, 
caiop and other fixings fora week's fishing on that delightful 

Casopsacal 3:15 A, M,, and we soon had our baggage on 
the platform of that station. Here we were to take canoe, 
and avs we had a few hours to wait the arrival of our birchen 
bark, we ietired into the station and were soon wrapped in 
our blankets and slumber, 4:30 A. M, saw our canoe put- 
fine in its appearance round the bend of the viver im charge 
of Blais, and soon our traps were snugly stowed away. 
The Doctor takes the paddle and Ifthe pole, and witha 
Wave of his hand and bon veyugetrom Blais we were in the 
current, moving down stream rapidly. 

This wus my first attemptat canoeing, and I began to 
hive some misgivings as to the safety of this mode of trans- 
ort when I saw the rapids that we were rapidly approaching. 

The tiver was very lugh with the recent rains, and blind 
vocks were now aol then introducing: themselves to our 
‘enaftt, some of which I Lhought would rip the bottom off her, 

“Steady,” roars the Doc., “and mind your pole,” and 
with the speed of an express trata we shotin among the 
white-capped waves, whizzing past boulders, (drenched with 
Water, and we were through the first rapids, 

Came to anchor and connienced fishing. but with poor 
Ruecess; hoisted our anchor and proceeded. We are Now 
coming to the Devil's Elbow, but the name of this was 
worse than iis appearance. We shot through nicely, 
Tried fishing again; same success, Proceeded to Metallic 
Proolc; here we had good nck. After a spell, up anchor 
and away, 

The current now loses its usual strength, and we can 
handle the paddle. Leisurely we move along, faking in the 
bevatics of the hanks that haye now donned their autumnal 
colors. What a panovamal, Nature is lavish here wilh hor 
#oloring, tilt upon tint of the brightest hues so thoroughly 
shown to advantage by the dark gr cn pines, and—T heard 
‘the Doctor shout, ‘Mind the pole!” Now tossed to ong 
side of the rapid, now the other, jus: roing to climb over a 
Tmige rock, but miraculously missing it, we whizz along, 
eyery Wave seeming to swamp us; but our little craft shools 

fo a ealin Little nook, whose surface is ouly disturbed by 
© vipple of our canoe. Wehave run tlie [Hellsgate of the 
topedia, or us it is better known, the Assametqughan 
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Falls, the most dangerous of the many on that river, and 
mone especially as it was then swollen bigh with heavy 
rains, We, however, lost our double-barreled gun runnine 
this last rapid; when the canoe struck u blind rack and gaye 
4. cant around, the gun, which was lying with its muzzle 
projecting over the thoyarts, dropped out. The Doctor says 
it’s not lost, a8 we know where it is. 

Previous to this we shot a number of sheldrake, which are 
very destructive to salmon fry, and we brought home some 
specimens with us, but now we get no more. 
Commenced fishing, which was very indifferent. 

drawing to close we started for MeKinnon’s Brook, 

time, accompanied by black flies. 
tent by the cubic foot and stayed there, they came to spend 
the eyening, What a blistering we oti; we smoked them out 
iffer awhile, und ourselves, too. 

Tried fishing by torch light, but no use. 
Our camp fire attracted 

they came up to see us, 

af Us Tunning the river in its present state. 
We were aroused from our slumbers at 5 A, M, by the 

whistling of apassing train. Soon had our rods ready, butthe 
morning was cold and fogry, and we did not have much 
success. We returned to camp and had our breakfast, 

The fog now bexins to lift and the mountains come into 
view; old Sol puts in his appearance and soon the surround- 
ings are changed, every leaf glistening in the mornin sun, 
the ery of the kingfisher heralding the advance of morning. 
On the wa 

weather cold, but half a dozen blankets kept us pretty snug. 
Next morning forwarded our fish to various points where 

they were expected, in all forty-seven pounds, and sturted 
on our last day's canoting, and with better fishing as we 
proceeded; soon came to Matapedia without any mishap, 
and as this was the last of onr water route we transferred 
our canoe and camp fixines to the west-bound train, and 
with them thirly-two pounds of speckled beauties to M. W. 
Crean. River du Loup, for distribution among our friends 
in that vicinily, our first lot having been sent to Bi. Johns, 
N. B. The Doctor and I part here; good bye, Doc, and 
the train takes me west satisfied, Ci i. 
QuraEc, October 24, 1882. 

THE ANGLERS’ TOURNAMENT. 
Liditor Forest and Stream: : 

Tn the last issue of your pleasing and instructive journal 
Twas much satueenved 
ment; it was graphic aud honest, 

future success of our annual tournaments, 

nicest skill of the ‘gentle art.” 
my duty to correct a slight inaccuracy which occurs in 
your account of fhe contest. Youn say 1 only once threw 
my flies over eighty-five feet. The fact is I cast ninety feet 
just before IT made the ninety-one, 

The accounts published imsome of ihe papers intimate 
that Tcomd not throw overhand. That is 4 mistake, T 
think I can cast overlinnd justas well as any other way, 
hut T prefer my method, firstiy, because I can cist with less 
than half the labor, and do more fishing ina half a mile 
than L could do in three miles by the oyerhand throw; see- 
ondly, because I can make a greater reach with more accu- 
racy than by the overhand method; thirdly, because I 
woul not consider my flies and leaders cither ornamental 
or useful to the frees along a wooded stream, Some of 
these gentlemen also think that by my method T would 
frighten all the fish. Ah, that would he very bad indeed. 
And to think that in forty-five years’ experience J should 
not have suspected that my method was frightening the 
poor liftle fishes. Perhaps that was the reason why T have 
received so many invitations to join fishing parties, They 
knew Iwonld frighten the fish, and then they would the 
more casily catch them, As you know if one should sei 
frightened (say while crossing Broadway) by one horse he 
will be almost.sure to run under the feet of another, so my 
friends wanted me along to frighten the fishes from my own 
line so that they would rush upon their's, filling their bas- 
kets rapidly. ow, alterthe publication of this exposé, 1 
shall expect invitations to all the private ponds, that I may 
serve fa make the success of my friends complete. 
New Yors, Oct, 40, 1882. . PRICHARD. 

Lance Bass my trum DeLaAwAre,—Belvedere, N. J., 
Oct. 20.—On the 81st day of August, fishing at the foot of 
Foul Rift, on the Delaware River, I took with a small 
jointed rod and line » black bass weighing six pounds 
eleven ounces; léngth, twenty-three inches; circumference, 
fifteen and a half inches; width, six anda halfinches. The 
fish was out of water nine hours before being weighed. This 
is said to be the largest buss ever taken with rod and Jine in 
the Delaware, Bass, I helieve, weighing seven and seven 
and a quarter pounds haye been taken in some of the ponds 
and Jakes of this State, but not inthe Delaware. During 
the first week in August I took four bass, weighing seyen- 
teen pounds, from the same river. Bass fishing in the 
Delaware lias not heen good in this seetion, although some 
rood strings have been made. ‘lhe wrifer has taken about 
60 since the tsi of July, many of them weighing from one 

pound to five and a half pounds.—L. EH. 

DEATH oF CoroxeL Hovr,—Col. Thomiis J. Hoyt, of this 
city, died at the Victoria Hotel, Oct. 24 last. He was a gen- 
tlemin of large liberality, fine physique, of the highast in- 
tegrity, superior business atlainments, and exceedingly 
genial in his social relations. Fis death is greatly deplored 
hy & host of lus friends, and hy none more so than by his 
brethren of the rod and reel, who have met him for very 
many years in the Adirondacks, at Bartlett's. ‘There only 
remains fo us the recollection of his pleasant ways and joy- 
ous Companionship.” His family and immediate yssociztes 
have owr deepest sympathy.—k. N. 

Lmnssurc, Va., Oct, 28, 1882.—Dr, Mlzey, Rev. Dr, 
Davis, My, Hickman, and the aire ciught thirty bass 
one day this week on Goose Greek.—T. W. 

Kyeniug 
We 

SOON came in yiew of the quiet little brook and had our 
éanoe ashore, pub up our tent, and supper in a very short 

They just came into the 

the attention of two tishermen 
who were lingering over their last pool for the evening, and 

We were delighted fo meet them— 
R. Bowes and J. A, Talbot—two well known characters on 
this river; they speut quite a while chatting and deploring 
the heighth of the river. After smiling all round they left us 
with their guide, F. Lepage, who was somewhat surprised 

again, fishing every pool until we cume to 
Mill Stream Bridge, anchored under it and caught a first- 
class lot of fish; nothing over two pounds, and an weeasional 
grilse; proceeded to Mill Sir@am Station and camped; 

in an article on the anglers’ tourna- 
Tthink that to such 

notices, jnstags much as to good casting, will depend ihe 
Pair play is 

very essential to excite honorable emulation in every kind 
of contest, but it is especially required in developing the 

hus feeling, I think it 

ishculture. a 

ESCAPED GARP.—Some weeks ago, while driving along 
the banks of White’s Creek, my attention was attracted to a 
large shoal of fish in one of the many deep pools into which 
thy stream resolves itself during the fall months, I was satis- 
fied they were neither bass nor perch, and naturally asked 
what they were. No one seamed to know, though the query 
gaye rise to aninvestization, which resulted in determining 
them genuine German carp. Ouve this fach was assured, I 
had but to think a few moments to find a reason for their be- 
ing there, which was, during the heavy floods with which the 
Cumberland Riyer was visited lash winter, a number of earp 
onds were inundated, and the little fellows, and no few 
arge ones, made their escape, and being, no doubt, bewil- 
dered by the yastness of their new quarters, and chased by 
game fish, sought refuge in their present home, a tributary of 
the main stream, Thousands of these doubtless perished and 
were destroyed, though the ones which succeeded in reaching 
the upper waters of the creek were saved, and trom them 
sprang the innumerable quantities now seen there, For years 
White’s Creek has been depopulated of its finny denizens, save 
the unaccounted for myriads of minnows, hence thera was no 
enemy to molest them during procuration and hutvhing, As 
carp do not take the hook readily, and seining, trapping, and 
like modes of fishing have been stopped, the question arises in 
my mind whether the inerease of these fish will not be suf- 
ficient to stock the entire waters of the State contizuous to 
the Cumberland River. Bverything seems to favor such a re- 
sult, as there are hundreds of small streams emptying into it 
which, like White’s Creek, become a series of pools or holes 
during the summer and fall, and where the spawning, hatich- 
ing and first growth can be finished before the young fry ara 
exposed to any serious danger. Ifsuch be the case, the ap- 
parent calamity of the carp’s escape may prove of endless 
value to the community at large. When the newly appointed 
fish commissioner for Middle Tennessee reads the above in the 
ForgEsT AND STREAM, if he will call upon me, or send me a per- 
mitto seine the ereck, [ will take the trouble of yerily ing what 
Thave heard and believe, by going out to the place and catch- 
ing some of the suspected fish. "The question is of! too much 
interest to pass unestablished, and I hope in » short while to 
be empowered to get at the facts, or what would be still more 
in accordance with the subject's importance, the commissioner 
should seine the creek himself and make a formal report of his 
findings.—J, D, H, (Nashville, Oct. 22). 

THE GOURAMI IN INDIA.—It is announced in the Bom- 
bay Gazette that a fish association in the Madras Presidency 
has just accomplished the task of trausporting some gourami 
from Madras, One hundred of the fry were despatched in 
earthenware and tin yessels, and completed the journey with- 
out any apparent damage, haying been kept cool and fed wpon 
the larvae of mosquitoes and other insects, Very shortly after 
their arrival at Bombay they were taken to the banks of the 
Vehar reseryoir, where they are intended to become the pro- 
Zenitors of a newrace, This large piece of water has now 
been in existence as a lake for about eighteen years, and it is 
regarded by the learned in pisciculture as an atimirable home 
for the gourami, as thera is no reason to believe that it con- 
tains pike or other creatures endowed with predatory habits. 
On the other hand, the new fish are expected to prove of 
benefit to the reservoir by clarifying the water in which they 
are to live and multiply. The experiment, if successful, may 
lead to a great extension of pisciculture throughout the Presi- 
dency and the whole peninsula, 

FISHCULTURE IN ENGLAND.—We learn that a miove- 
ment is onfoot to form an association in England similar, 
perhaps, to our own Fisheuliural Association, or to the Fisch- 
erei Vereinin Germany. Themen who have taken hold of it 
are Mr, W. Q. Chambers, a gentleman long known for his in- 
terest inthe subject, and Mr. R. B. Marston, editor of the 
Fishing Gazette, A public meeting will soon be called, and if 
the fisheulturists take hold of it with a will, there is no reason 
why the government should not be induced to do something 
in a practical way to supply the people with fish food. We 
hope and belieye that the formation of this association in 
England is the beginning of a great work which will end in 
making fishenlture a national institution in England, as it 
should haye been years ago. 

QUINNAT SALMON IN GHRMANY.—We learn through 
the Mischeret Zeitung that Mo, Schuster, paebripign of the cele- 
brated fish farm at Freiburg, in Baden, has received the large 
silver tredal of the Société d'Acclimatation of Paris, for his suc- 
cess in keeping and growing the Oncorhynchus quinnatin confine 
ment until the fourth year, and until the development of their 
spawn. Mr. Schuster is one of the most enthusiastic and suc- 
cesstul of German fishculturists. 

CARPCULTURE IN MISSOURIL—Mr. George Eckardt 
has been employed by the Missouri Fish Commission to con- 
struct carp ponds near St. Louis, They will he after the 
model of his father’s famous ponds in Germahy, where young 
oes Eckardt has spent many yearsin carpeulture on a large 
scale, 

Answers ta Caorresyandents. 
New Rocurnin,—Your fishis the “ing,” and is not uncommon on 

the coast, 

FF. 4., Boston.—Go fo Chiltonville, just below Plymouth, for quail, 
grouse and ducks. - 

J. P,, West 'Tisbury.—To what cross do the black spaniels owe their 
color? Ais, Black is a legitimate color, as much so us liver. 

T., Frederick City, Md.—The iiverage pattern for both guns, under 
conditions mentioned, is 200 pellets; some of them go as high as 240. 

A. A, M.—Will a thoroughbred setier bitch, eleven months old, not 
even yard broken, pay for handling it properly trained? Ans. It de- 
pends upon the natural ability of the dog, Many prefer to leave their 
training until they ave mature, 

Periey Dox, N. H.—1. Can you tell me of any books on the insects 
and bugs of New England or New Hampshire? 2. Tf you oan, where 
to be purchased. and at what prict. Ans. 1. “Packard's Guide to the 
een of Insects” will be of use to you. 2 We can fulnish i; price 
$5. 

AnBANY, N. Y.—l. Whichis.the most used in the manufacture of 
split bamboo rods, the white or volored cane? 2. What cement is 
used in cementing the strips together? 3. Howis fish glue iprerared 
foruse? 4, Give dimensions of ferules for three-piece, 18ft, long, 
salmon rod? 5. Whatnumber of the Fores, ano Stream was tle 
description of the O¢omowae bass rod published? Ans, 1, Malacca 
cane ds used and if always has the marks of ornatnental burning on 
it. 2%. Common white bone glue, the varnish keeps It perfect, 
although each manufacturer has his own preparation which he keeps 
secret. 4. Fish glue is prepared by boiling fish skins; it is Gone néar 
the layee sea fisheries, especially ab Gloucester, Mass, 4, They yar 
in decinials. find a rod thal suits you and get ferules of thatsize. f. 
Tn issne of February 11, 1875, and a further notice in April 11, 1878, 
DN 

We callutention to the notice of the new “Atlantic House,’ at Oalc 

Fill, Florida, published in this issue of the Pores, anp Srrpax. 

This house supplies a great deficiency. heretofore existing in PMurida, 

viz.; x place where tourists can enjoy sll the advantages of a really 

first-class Hotel, in a section of country where game and fish remain 

comparatively intact. The proprietoy has spared no pains, partic- 

ulatly in the matter of good heds ond exvellent cuisine, to afford 

lis guests a comfortable home’.—Ady, 
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FIXTURES, 

RANCH SHOWS. 

Janugry 9,10, and 11, 1882.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 
Show, Meriden, Gonn, Joshua Shute, Secretary, 108 Hobart street, 
Meriden Com. ; 

April i, 4,6 and 6, 1583, Western Pennsylyanin Poullay Society's 
Fifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Entries for the Hench 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after March 1, 1882, 
close December 1, JK34. Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent, I, R. Stay- 
tou, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Noveuber 17-—-Eastern Field ‘Trials Club Field Trials on Quail, near 

High Point, N.C, Entries for the Derby close July i, Mor the All- 
Aved and Members’ Stake, November 1. Washigton A. Coster, 
Watbush, N.Y. 
December 4—National American Kennel Club Flelii Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn. PD, Bryson, Mémphis, Tenn., Secretary. 
Docember 1l—New Orleans Gun Club Field Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

sis, La, Wntries close December 11. J..K, Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, Lia. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1, 

THE MUSIC OF THE HOUNDS. 

Heavens! what melodious strains! 
How beat our hearts 

Big with tumultuous joy! the loaded gales 
Breathe harmony.” —Someruille’s “Chase,” 

TPE maple leaves are blushing, 

And the oak u marvel is; 

The withered leaves are evushing 

‘Noath the linre's fleet foot, 1 wis, 
The yellow of the birchan tree 

Reflects the westering sun, 

And the squirrel, in the hiekery. 
Seums fullof foed and fun, 

The sumac faints its pennon, 

Where the golden-ted hath died, 

And the aster'’s eyo is bent on 

The gentian's purple pride; 

The scream of the jay, like clarion, 

Rings boldly on the air, 

Like a fierce, freabooting baron, 

Raiding the monks at prayer. 

Now is the time, ff éver, 

For the wood-land-vays to sound 

With the musie of the claver 

Ani keen-seanted beagle hound. 
The jay hath shrieked defiance, 

The hare hath left his ‘‘form*''— 
Een the young may learn reliance 

When the scent of “puss” lies *warra,** 

O, what tumult “mid the bracken, 

©, what musie in the air, 

See them quarter and then slacken, 

And, in full ery, follow fair. 

Like a knot of jewels rampant, 

See the pack, through copse and plain, 

Over gem-lilke leaves triumphant, 

Gearing to the coup-de-main. 

0, what music meets the ear, 

When the beagle giveth tongue; 

Silver trumpet not more clear, 

Sweater never beauty sung. 

Hark! all natura seems to listen, 

And the leatlets hush their fall, 

As their lithe farms, chasing, glisten, 

As their yoices, echoing, call. 

Oct. 17. 1882. oO. W. R. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

Editar Fovest and Stream: 

As the time for the annual field trials of the B. F. T. C. 
draws near it may be of interest to some of your readers to 
know something of the prospects for birds down in this coun- 
try. 
T am situated im Halifax county, 

miles from High Point, close to the mond & Danville 
Railroad, just ons hundred miles below the former place. In 
regard to the birds, I fmd a great many broods entirely too 
small to shoot or to work young dogs on, some that cannot 
fiy at all,a great many more than im any former year since 
my shooting in Virginia. The weather is, and has been, yery 
warm, about like August, since my coming South, and I haye 
had Wut little fit weather to work dogs, and I suppose my 
brother sportsmen have found it the same, I have with me 
some promising youngsters if I ever have weather so they can 
work to advantage, : 
As I came through Richmond [ had some talk with Mr. 

Stokes and Mr. Taylor, one of our judges of the R, I, Trials 
of 1851. They are at present having some of their young ones 
put into good shape to compete inthe field trials at High 
Point this fall. They expact to show what Virginia has in 
the dog line, and I expect some of our boys had better bring 
some good ones or they will be apt to go home without haying 
the winners of the Derby, as they know how to make goo 
field dogs down here, I have had some talk with parties that 
are acquainted with the-grounds at High Point, on which the 
field trials are to be held, and they say there always has 
been a great quantity of birds there, and they think there will 
be no doubt but what there isa great many there this year. 
There is quite a heavy undergrowth this year, and it makes it 
& hard task for dogs to find the birds. But I think it a much 
better idea than haying the trials held on Robin's Island, for 
it shows the finding qualities of the dogs to have open grounds 
to work over, 

I ORs we may have a large turnout from the sportsmen of 
the West, and hayesome of those fine dozs we read so much 
about take part, as they haye never come to the front with 

Va,, some seventy-five 
Rich 

many of them yet in the Hastern Field Trials,” 
I think the club makes a mistake in haying their entry close 

on November lin the All-Aged Stakes. 
We have been haying some very heavy rains, which will be 

an advantage, if it would come cold, but this morning is like 
a beautiful spring morning with avery hotsun, Ishall be on 
hand at High Point to see what I haya in my lot that can hold 
their own among the cracks of the country. 

EB. I. MARTIN. 

JUDGES FOR THE N, A. K, C, FIELD TRIALS.—Mem- 
pais, Tenn., Och, 27, 1882.—The following gentlemen have 

indly consented to act as judges of N. A. K. Club Field 
Trials at. Grand Junction, Tenn., commencing with the Free 
For All Stake, Monday, Dee. 4, 1882: Dr. Rawlings Young, 
Corinth, Miss.; Mr. B, F. Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mr. W. H. 
Key, Florence, Ala.--D, Bryson. 

“Boss” is the name adopted by Upthegrove & McLellan, of Val- 
paraiso, Ind., for one style of their celebrated Shooting Suits. By 
persistent advertising and good work their suite haye become 
nasgeiae ie ri titation and have many friends in all parts of this 
fontinent,— Ady, - he 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS ENTRIES. 

ipae following entries for the Hastern Field Trials have 
heen received. The list includes only those received u 

to Monday night, We shall undoubtedly be able to publis 
the remainder next week. 

MEMBERS’ STAKE, 
1, Besse. J, Otto Donner, New York.—Orange and white 

English setter bitch, 3!¢ years (Ranger 1.-Mallard’s Belle), 
2, Buokattrw. W. A. Coster, Flatbush, N, ¥.—Orange 

and white Mnelish setter dom, 3 years (Druid-Heller's Ruby). 
8. DtawaA Uf, Charles Heath, Newark, N, J.—Black and 

white English setter bitch, 3 years (Dash IL.-Diana). 
4, Cotytiss, George T. Leach, New York.—Red Irish 

setter bitch, $14 years (Count Bosco-My Duchess). 
5, Broek, George 'T, Leach, New York,—Red Trish setter 

dog, 544 years (Count Bosco-My Duchess), 
(. PEG. Dr. N, Rowe, Chicago, Il.—Blue belton Enetish 

setter bitch, 8 years (Leicester-Dart). 
7% Marcntonuss Pre, Dr. N. Rowe, Chicago, Il—Black, 

white and tan Huglish setter biteh (Drnid-Pee), 
8. Bitty Purr, J, Herron Crossman,—Liver and white 

English setter dog, 4 years (Rob Roy-Jessie). 

ALL-AGED STAKE. 
1, Pontux. Edward W. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—Black and 

white English setter dow, 2!y years (Dash [M-Hardy’s Diana). 
2. Busse. J. Otto Donner, New York,—Orunge aud white 

English setter bitch, 319 years (Ranger I1.-Mallard's Belle). 
3. LALLA Rooks, Luke W. White, Bridgeport, Conn,— 

Lemon and white poinie: bitch, 11 months (Sensation’s Son- 
White’s Grace), 

4. MAIDA. Dr. §, Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Black and 
white English setter bitch, 4 years (Dick-Clio). 

5. Provoke Hau, Di S. Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N, Y,— 
Orange and white English setter dog, 5 years (St. Elino- 
Maida). 

6G. Diana TI, Charles Heath, Newark, N. J.—Black and 
white English setter bitch, 5 years (Dash IIT.-Diana), 

7. Brock. Geo. T. Leach, New York,—Red Irish setter 
hitch, 444 years (Count Bosco-My- Duchess). 

4. Countess. Geo. T, Leach, New York.—Red Irish setter 
bitch, 54¢ years (Count Bosco-My Duchess). 

9. Doo B. Robert Betty, New York.—Lemon and white 
Rnetish setter dog (Jersey Duke-Topsy). 

10. BUCKALLEW, W. A. Coster, Matbush, N. ¥.—Orange and 
white English setter dog, 5 years (Druid-Heller’s Ruby). 

ll. BRAvo. Geo. N. Appold, Baltimore, Md.—Lemon and 
white pointer dog, 2!4 years (Bragge-Kate), 

12, Besste, Luther Adams, Boston, Mass,—Black and white 
English setter bitch, 214 years (Dash IT.-Countess II.) 

1s. SHApow. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass,—Black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, 2i¢ peor (Lincoln-Daisy Dean). 

Doy Pepro. Dr. Henry Il, Aten, Brooklyn, N. Y.— 
Orange and white Nnglish setter dog, 244 years (Ranger II.- 
White's Daisy). 

15, Breno iil, Adolph Nelson, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Red Irish 
setter dog, 4 years (Elecho-Rose). 

16, GuApsome, J. W. Foster, Leesburg, Va.—Blue belton 
English setter dog months (Gladstone-Leila). 

17, MonaRon. 
ticked pointer dog, 4 years (Ranger-Queen), 

18. SENSATION, JR. J. Otto Donner, New York.—Leinon and 
white pointer dog, 22 months (Sensation-Daisy), 

1) Lorna, Dr. Wm, Jarvis, Claremont, N. H.--Red Irish 
setter bitch, 444 years (Hlcho-Rose). 

GUN-SHY DOGS. 

Ae npon a delicate subject like thiscomes with better 
grace from those who haye seen some experience, and 

have also made a study of the varying dispositions of dogs, 
Tn any pack of hounds this variety may be observed in all its 
numerous shades, Eyery huntsman worth his salt knows the 
temper of eyery hound in a pack of sixty couples, just as every 
good shepherd knows the habits of every ewe in his now very 
valuable breeding flock, The habits and dispositions of all 
our domestic animals are as surely hereditary as are their 
constibutions and symmetrical proportions, 
Some hounds will resent the whip, or the threat of it, and 

will fight it out with the whipper-in, even to the last extrem- 
ity; others will fly for their lives, construing the punishment 
into an nndeseryed and cruel outrage, and taking the matter 
to heart 50 seriously as to carry a drooping stern throughout 
all the day, and possibly longer, Do we not constantly see 
these counterparts in mankind? One feels mortally offended 
and injured at a hint, an allusion, a double entendre; while 
another, with a skinlike a rhinoceros, will then and there 
forgive everything if the ill-bred conyersationalist will but 
pass the bottle, 

Pointers are just as yariable in temperament, and in their 
degres of holdness (or the want of it), as foxhounds or other 
highly-bred animals, A gun-shy pointer is constitutionally 
nervous, He was bornso. Probably the whole litter were 
more or less so, but they will yary much. Enowing one of 
the parents to be rather nervous, the breeder should coax or 
call all the puppies ont of the kennel, and then cause alarm 
by starnping the foot, shouting, or firing a gun, Those pup- 
pies that scamper back to kennel with the greatest stampede 
of alarm will make the most nervous dogs in the field; while 
those that run last or least, or stop soonest, gazing cross-eyed 
with an inquisitive, penetrating stare, will make the boldest 
and hest dogs of that particular litter. 
Neryousness ina pointer is not an unmixed evil. It leads to 

caution and carefulness, and many other good things. He 
always drops shot. He scorns to run a hare, He never puts 
birds up, except, perhaps, when quite unavoidable by reason of 
a down-wind approach. Eyeu then, though he is not in fault, 
his sense of shame is as plainly shown and keenly felt as that of 
a gentlaman who spills a glass of clarot on the ball dress of a 
duchess. The bold and daring dog is inclined to rush into all 
the above excesses of exuberance from which the timid dog 
is free, and the principal partot the education of the resolute 
dog is the adoption toward him of a stern, determined, re- 
straining manner, which must be black enough to check the 
rashness of running in and such other deeds of too much dash, 

Such are the bold dogs whom « certain class of sportsmen 
commonly and dishonestly excuse hy s: Nees a he used to 
dyop shot, but I have not taken the trouble to keep him to ity” 
or he will say, “Well, I have been out lately without a re- 
trieyer, so it is aswell that he cam help me to catch a wounded 
hare, ay, old fellow?” The dog is quite beyond the control of 
such aman, of whom there are many. He is too fast for par- 
tridge shooting, but could be ynanaged with the help of the 
hard work of the moors, 
Haying shown the difference in the manners of pointers, I am 

now in a position to treat with the manazement of the gnu- 
shy doz. Everything must be endearment and love, and at 
present never let him see nor hear a gun, Sins of commission, 
as committed by the daring dog, aye met by severity; while 
sins of omission, as committed by the nervous, are met by en- 
couragement and coaxing. 
He is not the dog to do wrong, but you must not chide him 

if he docs, I should love to see him rush into the house with 
dirty feet, and dash out with a leg of mutton in his mouth, 
That is the form of the bold dog. “When the timid dog doses 
it, pull out your Gib. twelve-bore. He won't wink his eye 
when you fire, The bold doz, it underfed, would become 4 
daylight thief, Ihave known one to charge throuzh 4 tivst- 
floor window with his booty, and come to grief with a crash 
on landing in 4 eucutober frame. The nervous dog would die 
of starvation rather than take a mutton chop from the hand 
of the severe-mannered blusterer or the CAR TAORs rowdy, 
He'll never sniff round the house for swag. © hehayes more 

‘harm them, Have 

E. Hamilton, New York,—Liver and white: 

like the oyer-polite bore who, standing like a soldier to salute, 
persistently repeats unealled-for apologies for his presence. 
Make the gun-shy dog your eyery-day companion, Let him 

accompany you in walking, viding and driving, He will soon 
get into the dog-cart himself when you are gomg for a drive, 
et the children play with him, he could not be provoked to 

im indoors, that is the place to teach a 
dog obedience and manners, and give him nerye. Of course 
he must learn the sportin the field, but when he has nerve 
and understands your conversation, he is educated, His field 
prowess is an instinet—an inherited hahit—aided by a highly 
sensitive organization, He requires no breaking. If at first 
introduction to the house hé appears shy, do not notice him, 
Even let him remain “timidly crouching under the sideboard 
of the next room ayylile, if he isvery full of fear. Your kind- 
ness will bring him courage, and the day will come when you 
will exult to see him put his leet on your shoulders. When 
the shooting season comes round, the bold dog must run after 
the dog-cart, but the neryous dog should ride part of the way. 
Use no collar and chain as you shoulder your gun to take the 
field, Do you think he will run away from the tan who is 
all the world to him? Neyer, neyer! 
He has a strong objection to your gun, but his objection to 

leaying yon is yastly sivonger. To him your endearing com- 
panionslup 1s an overpowering habit of life that could not so 
lightly be givenup. Heis altuched to you as firmly as by an 
iron girder. He may be frightened when you shoot, and may 
rum back five yards; but if he ever leaves you [shall not 
think much of your diplomacy. He does not now think him- 
self a Cain, with “every man’s hand against him.” When he 
ran away trom amignorant stranger, there was no motive in 
staying. Now the motive is rey eas eet and though he will 
not yet join im the sport, he will crouch at your heel. Go 
alone, mind, or half his thoughts will be on the stranger. 
Yon wonld thus lose half your influence. Do not ask him to 
range, do not notice him at all. Even endearment intensifies 
his fear, as it would that of a child who had cut his finger and 
was frightened at the blood. Do not throw a dead bird 
toward him, he may think you are ‘eaving ‘arf a brick at- 
im,” but leave a bird on the ground and walk in such 
direction as will bring him across it. Instiict now asserts her 
all-powerful sway, He knows that is his natural game, and 
his eS piclae is unbounded. Before the dayis out he will 
baelk the other dog and take an interesh in thetall of the birds. 
Never ask him to range, he will slide off stealthily himself, 
Your work is done; your victory complete. You now have 
one of the best pointers in England.—Farmer Extensive in 
Stoohk Keeper, 

MEMORY IN DOGS. 

WN an artivle upon this subject in the Kennel Gazelle, “Per 
. plexity” writes as follows; 
“Many years ago I had two bullterriers relegated to my eare 

by afriend, and, a5 Thad them for six months constantly with 
me, and used them to hunt for all sorts of vermin, Thad every 
opportunity to judge of their qualities, They were both bred 
from fighting stock, one the son of a battle winner of note, 
but they were yery food-tempored, the best of the tayo, as it 
turned out in a subsequent tight between them, being stupidly 
50, as he would let other and smaller dogs take liberties with 
him. The most marked deficiency that I perceived in them 
both, however, was want of memory, and the ease with which 
they could lose themselyes, One walked to the post with moa 
one afternoon on a road he had been twenty times before, and. 
T returned after the evening had closed in, when it was jot- 
ting solnewhat dark, An hour or two atter I had been home 
T missed the dog, and the thought struck me that he had never 
come back, although [recollected that [had seen him half a 
thile from my house, and that he crossed the road, in company 
with a terrier, toa corn stack, through a gateway. Accord- 
ingly I walked ta this point, and there I found him shivering 
in the cold. He had not had the sense to find his way home. — 
Thad several opportunities of the same sort to convince me 
that both this dog and his companion had such short memo- 
ries as to be totally incapable of finding their way over the 
shortest distances. I haye remarked something similar to 
this in greyhounds, and J have certainly seen more stray erey- 
hounds about, temporarily lost by their oynars, than almost 
any dog ican call to mind. Retrievers, though notable for 
their sagacity, are not unfrequently lost, and setters and 
spaniels, although so fall of intelligence, are not, according to 
my experience, the best judges of distances and places, s0 as 
to make them remarkable for an eye to country. 

*T am inclined to believe that the breeds more capable than 
others to find their way from point to point are those that ara 
the most remarkable in hunting a foot scent, and I place two 
breeds intinitely before all others for that particular quality, 
namely, foxhounds and fos-terriers. Collies have very re- 
tentive memories and extraordinary sense, but they would 
not take a line of country with so much certainty or quick- 
ness as a foxhound. Tt may be called a quality to exceed 
memory and to be something akin to the powers possessed by 
the carrier pigeon, but it is a remarkable development in # 
foxhound to find his way to his kennel from immense dis- 
tances. The well-known fact of hounds purchased at Tatiter- 
sall’s and sent by water to Scotland finding their way to the 
south again in an extraordinary short space of time can hardly 
be accounted for, as it was something beyond memory, but 
those who haye been accustomed to hounds will always assert 
that it is next fo impossible fo lose themin any conntry over 
which they have ever traveled before. Ican bear im mind a 
ack of foxhounds being sold, and they came by road a three 
ays’ journey, at twenty-five miles aday. About a fortnight 

after they had arrived at their new homaa bitch slippedaway 
whils at exercise in the afternoon, and a letter received from 
the late owner showed that she had reached her old kennel 
during the same night, as she was al the gate atsix the next 
morning, This showed memory, as, considering the time in 
which she covered the seventy-tive miles, she could not have 
hesitated at all in finding her way over the road she had 
traveled a fortnight before, 
‘“Fox-terriers—and I have noticed ib more among wire- 

haired ones—are extraordinary in their capacity to find their 
way over long distances, and I believe it would be impossible 
to lose ons over avy reac it had traveled before, There are 
signs, however, that there is as much method about them as 
memory, and some of their performances in journeys trom 
place to place are peo bab aba I know of one case where 
a fox-terrier was tied up so that she should not follow her 
master and mistress, as they were leaving home for a few 
days. They left ina carriage with a pair of horses and first) 
of all drove 10 miles to a farm of theirs, where the horses 
were fed, and ufter a stay of an hour the next proceeding was! 
to ¢all on @ friend living about three miles from the farm, and 
then they drove 18 miles to the house they were visiting. 
Four hours after they had left the bitch got loose, and was 
nowhere to be found, and during the afternoon she tured u 
at the farm, hunted about the passages of the house and © 
aranee the rooms, ran into the stable, and then went straight 1 
away to the house of the friend, where she went through the 
sams process of hunting before getting on the road for the ~ 
eighteen miles, which she covered in such good time as to 
complete her journey almost as soon as the carriage convey- 
ing hey friends. Now, the commencement of this perform- 
ance was possibly prompted by memory. as she had more 
than onee followed the carriage to the farm, but her course 
to the friend’s house, and then over the 18 miles must be ac- 
counted to her nose and hunting properties, as she had never 
been on the road before. 

“Another case of a fox-terrier bitch was one that had been 
brought from a long distance. to 4 country house, and shortly 
after she arrived she had puppies. She was with these whelps 
for about six weeks, and then she was given away to a person 

——————— 
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living at a distance, as the crow flies about ten miles, but it 
was near the mouth of an estuary, and the most get-at-able 
way was by a steamboat down the estuary. In this way the 
bitch was sent with a collar and chain on, and her new owner 
came off inarowing boat to meet her. Somehow or other 
she got out during the night, as the next morning she was 
back to her puppies, The way this little bitch got back no 
one Knows, as. unless she swam across the estuary, which 
was about a mile, she would have had to have gone eight or 
ten miles to the head of the estuary, and then a detour of 
three miles to get back to her destination. 1 haye remarked 
that pointers will find their way back to their homes better 
than setters, ani I haye known some¥of the former very clever 
in their memories of a road once traversed; moreover, I have 
noticed that when a pointer has been ranging wide, and lost 
sisht of his owner for a minute, le has seemed to throw his 
head ont something like a pigeon before taking line for home, 
and but for a timely witist e he would have gone straisht otf 
in the right direction, Some people will say all this is not 
mnemory, but what is it, lask? Will some loyerof the dog 
explain?” 
his ig a very interesting subject, and one that nearly all 

writers upon canine mattors haye giyen much attention, but 
we have never seen in any article upon the subject a satisfac- 
tory explanation of this wonderful power. No one who has 
witnessed the display of this remarkable gift, but will agree 
that its workings far outrank the scope of memory. Nor can 
we for an instant believe that the sense of sight plays an im- 
portant partin accomplishing the result attained. We once 
receiyed setter dos, less than one yeatold, from a place 
thirty miles distant. HeGame by rail, arriving at the depot 
about ning o'clock on a very durk and rainy evening. He was 
then taken in a tarriage and completely covered with the 
blankets and driven seven miles fo onrhome. He was fed 
aud chained in the kitchen and left for the night. At a few 
minutes past midnight he made so much noise that we got up 
and coaxed and petted him awhile until he became quiet and 
again left him, Nothing miore was heard from him during the 
might, but this was easily accounted for in the morning, as he 
Was missing, having slipped his collar and leftthrough a 
window, After searching for him an hour or two without 
siccess, we went fo the nearest office and telegraphed his 
owner, and were greatly surprised to receive from him areply 
stating that the dog was there. Woe afterward learned that 
he ariived at his home between fiye and six o'clock in the 
morning, fresh as a daisy. He must have traveled at least 
thirty miles in the darknessin, at the most, about five hours 
time. This dog had neyer been a mile away from his home 
before, and it has ever since been the deepest mystery td us 
how he found the way. We may never fathom thosecretjot the 
wonderful and mysterious power that guided his footsteps, 
nor understand the nature of the subtle sense that shaped his 
course, but with ‘“Perplexity’ would very much like to have 
some one explain, 

MURDER MOST FOUL. 

NY URDBERED because he would not sell for more than $250! 
uh ‘& Such, we read, was the fate of poor Prince Royal, a 
Laverack setter, owned and offered at a public sale by RP. 
Dewellin, “What av inhuman wretch! was the indignant 
remark of a friend, a lover of dogs, to whom | mentioned the 
circumstance, in which opinion I most heartily jomed. 1 neyer 
heard of any atrocity committed upon our dumb pets among 
people calling themselves civilized which las so stirred my 
blood; and the more we look into the matter, the more aboi- 
inable does itappear. This person, moving in good society, 
pretending to be 2 gentleman, and having aimple means, inter- 
esis himself to such an extent in dogs as to aspire to haye his 
name attached to a breed of setters, 
He finds himself at last with a surplus, and decides ty offer 

some of them at public sale, on which he places large reserve 
prices, wo hundred and fifty dollars is bid by several ditfer- 
ént gentlemen for a singlé animal, but the amount not satisty- 
ing Mr, Llewellin, he orders the poor, unoffending dor and his 
inate to he killed. Vhat the dog was a prime good one, and 
in full health and strength, is amply proved by the high price 
offered at the sale. Then, why should the poor fellow—‘‘man’s 
inost faithful friend”—be consigned to such an early and igno- 
minous death? Simply to show Mr. Liewellin’s lofty scorn of 
such atrifieas S250. é seems to have had no triends to 
whom he might havea made a present of poor Prince. Well, 
the tate friends such aman has the better it shows for hu- 
taanity. 
We have all of us often heard of many yulgar and dispust- 

ing displays of wealth, particularly by the nouveaisa riches, 
but who ever heard of such a heartless as wellas most sicken- 
ing display as this? When I think of old canine pets, many of 
which we all of us keep many years after their usefulness is 
past, simply forthe affection we have for them, it seems al- 
most impossible that there should be any human being so 
miserably destitute of a heart as this R. P. Liewellin’ has 
shows Mimseli tobe, What a pity that the strong ann of the 
Jaw could not reach such a case as this! Inotice in some of 
the papers a great deal of discussion about the breed of setters 
bearing hisname, With this] haye nothing to do; but, asa 
faithtul friend of a good dog, I feel Lam but voicing the sen- 
timents of many when I say I wish to record my protest 
against such wanton cruelty, and to stamp ag infamous the 
person who committed it. G. 
Danyiuus, P, Q., Canada, Ort. 25, 1882. 

TENNESSEE FOX HUNTING.—I met Col. Johnson this 
morning, and from him learned that last night he had the 
most beantiful fox chase he ever took part in in his life, His 
dogs were in splendid trim, and as svon as they reached Mrs. 
Ellis’s farm, 2 fox was started, and for two hours the hounds 
Tun himasneyer dogs run a fox before. The wily fellow 
had not an instant to lose, but occasionally a briar patch or 
a thicket would check the pace for a few minutes, then he 
would have to take the open, through woods and grass, and 
once he took to a cornfield, and as the pack came toward him, 
driving the fox at lightning speed, their music was like the 
singing of millions of birds, Once he tried to evade his pur- 
suers by taking to the top of a stoné wall, though Nick and 
Sandy were equal to the strategic move, and never left the 
traila second. So hotly did they chase the fox, that he passed 
close to where the Colonel was seated on his horse. After all 
their magnificent work, the dogs were doomed to lose the 
game, as ‘he made one desperate spurt, jumped a five-barred 
gate, and instantly took a hole. J do wish for the sake of the 
Jovers of fox hunting that I could convey to them the earnest 
sportsmanlike manner in which the enthusiastic Colonel 
eee the above, and they would enjoy it all the more,— 

A CARD TO HANDLERS, FROM EH, F. T, CLUB,—The 
resolution passed by the Hastern F. T. Club, debarring any 
owner, or handler, from competing and forfeiting all en- 
trance maneys, stakes, ate., wuo work or shoot with dogs 
within a radiis of eight miles of High Point, on the grounds 
selected and posted by the elub, on which the Trials will be 
run, is nimed at none, but intended as a common good for all, 
free from any animus, being solely passed toachasa warning, 
and to preyent owners or handlers, going down, from shoot- 
ing off the birds or taking any undite advantage before coming 
in actual competition in the Trials, whether intentional or 
premeditated —W. A. Cosrmr, Treas, and Sec, 

MARCUS.—Mr. Thos. H. Terry, of New York, has pur- 
chased of Mr. A. 3. Apgarthe champion collie dog Marcus. 
Mr. Terry has now the best collection of collies in this country, 
and is making arr ments to establish an extensive kennel 
on Long Island for the breeding of these useful animals. 

BIRMINGHAM DOG SHOW BOYCOTTED,—srim: Some 
months avo there was a diseussion in your columns on the ac- 
tion of the Kennel Club in boycotting independent dox shows, 
and if was then stated that the Kennel Club had no intention 
of boycotting the Birminghani show. 1 wish now to call the 
attention of your readers to the fact that the Birininghara 
show is to bt henceforth exeluded from the Kennel Chib Stud 
Book, andit has been determined not to admit into yolime 
ten of the Kennel Clith Stud Book, to be published at the end 
of this year, a record of the prises won hy dogs at Birming- 
bam, This may be astartling announcement, but, incredible 
as if may appear, itis true, and ij is information that should 
be communicated at once to all intending exhibitors at the 
forth¢oming Birminghatn show, for no record will be pub- 
lished, except in the newspapers, ofthe prizes gained by the 
dogs so exhibited. The Kennel Club Stud Book purports to 
he # complete record of doe shows, but it appears from the 
circular sent out with the form of entry for days to be entered 
in the Kennel Club Stud Book, volume ten, that Birmingham, 
the oldest, and, as Many think, the preniier dog show in the 
United Kmedom, is intentionally left ont of the list of shows 
whuse prize witners are to be entered free of charge, No 
doubt many exhibitors will comfort themselves with the 
assurance that they will be able to have the mformation in- 
serted in the forthcoming book on payment, but an ap- 
plication to the Secretary will dispel this illusion. 
Hiverybody conecluted, from the correspondence m your 
columns in the summer, that the Kennel Club were afraid to 
attack such a powerful and well-established instilmtion as the 
National Doe Showy at Birmingham; but what they dured not 
openly do then, they are now doing soeretly, by refusing to 
insert a record of the Birmingham prize w-oneérs im the forth- 
eomming vol, 10 of their Bitud Boole, They have not had the 
candor to adlvertise this fact openly in your columus and the 
advertisement of vol. 9, published m your last weelk’s issue, 
may lead people to believe that, as Biemingham was included 
in the 1881 Stud Book, it isto he included in thatof 1ss2. ‘The 
contrary is, however, the case, and the fact Gaunot ba too 
widely known. Before the establishment of the Kennel Club 
Stud Book, the sporting newspapers were accepted.as the 
recoriis of important shows; but since tke Stud Book has 
come to be regarded by dog breeders as the authovitative 
record of important shows, the omission from it of Birming- 
ham will seriously damage the reputation and prestige ofthe 
National Dog Show, diminish the comparative value of its 
prizes, aud curtail the number of entries, Ido not, however, 
suppose that the Birmingham committee will sit down quietly 
under ‘threatened annihilation,” but it will be necessary for 
them to take steps f9 meet this action of the Kennel Clnb, a 
recently established private body, who, while professedly acting 
for the interests of tle public, are really advanding their own 
ends to the serious loss of the public. and attempting to min 
the best dog show in the country.—Beta in London Field, 

GARRYOWEN AND VISCOUNT PALMERSTON.—At a 
meeting of the English Kennel Club Committee, held on Tues- 
day, Oct. 5, as reportedin the Kennel Gazette, Mr. Giltrap 
brought before the committee the action of Mr. Hilliard in 
entering his dog, Viscount Palmerston, in open classes in 
Belfast and Portadown shows contrary to the rules of those 
shows, and also the conduct of Ma, Hilliard in reiterating in 
the press statements respecting the color of the nose of Mr. 
Giltrap’s setter Garryowen, atter the decision of two yeteri- 
nary surgeons, and requested that the Kennel Club would 
deal with the matter under Rule 9, K. C, Code, The com- 
mittee requested Mr, Hilliard! to furnish them with an expla- 
nation of the charge. A committee meeting was held on 
Saturday, October 7, Present—The Rev, W, J. Mellor, the 
Rey, G. Lovell, Mr. P. ©. Reid, and Captain Lindou, A letter 
was read from Mr, Hilliard in answer to a request from the 
committee for an explanation of the charges brought against 
him by Mr. Giltrap. The conimittee cunsidered that Mr, 
Hilliard was guilty of culpable negligence in breaking both 
the regulations of Belfast and Portadown shows and Ruie 14 
of the Kennel Club Code, and they reconimended lim to be 
more cautious in makiny entries for future shows. With re- 
spect to the matter of the color of the nose of Garryowen, thu 
committes considered that the nose had not been tampered 
with, and that the conduct of Mr, Hilliard in writing to the 
press in the absence of any positive evidence, and in the face 
of the decision of two veterinary surgeons, not only deserved 
the greatest censure, but brought him vey near to the penal- 
ties of Rule 9. They turther suggest that Mr. Hilliard should, 
aaan honorable man, return to the Belfast Committee, for 
the benelit of the second prize winner, the money wrongfully 
awarded to Mr. Hilliamd’s Viscount Pabnerston, 

WHISTLING DOGS vs. DOVES.—Unele James was a 
veteran fancier and kepta large lot of tikes, in fact, any- 
thing in the fancy line of pets, if they were very rare, Uncle 
James would buy, even at long prices. A mutual friend met 
# party who bad recently returned from Japan with various 
kinds of curios; among the lot were a pair of whistling doves. 
The owner was sent to Uncle James’ tomakeasale, The 
party was one of the sort that talk thick, and Uncle James 
was a wee bit hard o' hearing: “I was sent to ask youif you 
Wanted to buy a pair of whistling doves.” ‘Whistling dogs!” 
replied the veteran; “I've owned and seen all kinds, but that 
beats my time. Where did they comefvom?* “Japan, sir.” 
“No, I don’t want them; the ones | have make noise enongh 
by barking and yelping, and if [hada pair of whistlers they 
would dvive me into the lnnatic asylum.*—Lorerro, 
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KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO GORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserted in this column frea of phates To insure 

publication of notes, correspondénts MUST GIV 5 the following par- 
ticulars of each aminetle 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed. buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Ape, or 8. Owner of sive. 
§. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10. Owner of dain. 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
(23 See Distructions at head of this column, 
Fur, Fin and feather. By Dr, H. G. Piffard, New Yorls, for liver 

and white cocker spaniel dog and two bitches, whelped Oct, 4, 1882, 
by Nimrod (Snip—Juliette) out of his Idol (Captain—Flora), 
Beauty. By Mr. A. Birt, Ogdensburr, N. Y., for liver and white 

cocker spaniel biteh, whelped July 12, 1882, hy Col. Stubbs (Captain 
—Hirt) oub of Pet (Grip—Tlirt), 

Psyche. By Dr. B.C. Franklin, Ann Arbor, Mich,, for black cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped July 6, Ths, ly imported Moninene (Baron— 
Queen) out of his imported Leda. ‘ 
Diphwe. By Vr. Win, H, Moller, New York, for black, white and 

tan beagle biteh Uppy NE Mr. H, W. Hunt's Deacon out of Midget, 
Mae. By Mv. W. A, R, Dn Bois, Weslfield, N. WI., for white fox- 

terrier doz, whelped Oct, 17, 1882 (Prince—Venus). 
Royal Charke, By Mr. J.P. Birk. Toronto, Can., for black, white 

and tan cocker spaniel U6, whelpad Sept. 11, 1882, by Bonnia Charlie 
out of Bonnie Kate. 
Royal Floya, By No, J, PB, Kirk, Toronto, Can., for black, white 

and lan cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Sept, 1, 1882, by Gonnie Caartie 
out of Bonnic Kate. 
King Kafiir, By Mr. J. 1, Kirk, Toronto, Cun., for black spaniel 

dog, whelped Sept. 2, 1552, by Toronto Beva out.of Negress IT, 
se Lronder. BY Mr. J. ¥. Kinlc, Torento, Can. for sable callie 

bitch by Rex out of Jeannie Nettles. 
BRED. 

f= See instructions ttt head of this column. 
Becky—Dush 1. Mr, John Hunter's (New York) black and white 

setter bitch Becky to Mr. A. M. Tucker's ra oe ash ITT., Oot. 14. 
——WNupoleon. Myr. © Ormsby's pug bileh —— to Mr. A. W, 

Tuey’s (New York) Napoleon (‘Tom Sharpless—Pippin), Oct. 26. 

Julia—Bow. Dr. J. &. .Jones’s (Jackson, La.) orange and white 
pointer bitch Julia to champion Boy, et, 23, 
funny Bow. Mr. N. W, Ware's (West Point, Miss.) liver and 

white pointer bitch Waddell’s Fanny to champion Bow, Wut, 26. 
Kesiwick—Bow. Mr. J, B.C. Liess's (St. Louis, Mo.) imported liver 

and white pointer bitch Keswick (faust—Paith) to champion Bow, 
Sept. 29. 

WILELPS. 
fee" See fnetructions ot head of this column, 

Beauty. Mr. W. J. Rushforth's (Yonker’s, N.Y.) liver and white 
ticked cookerspaniel bitch Beauty (imported Rater—Walker's Daisy}, 
Oct, 20, six (hwo dogs), by Prime's Joe(imported Ned—Bates’s Jenny); 
one dog and two bitches sinee dead, 

Queen. Mr. J. C, Waller's (Tangpahea, La.) orange and 
white pointer bitech Queen, Oct. 12, four, by Mr, Edward Odell’s 
champion Gow, 
Florence. Mr. Winehester Johnson's (Boston, Mass.) liver eocker 

spaniel hitch Wlorence (Saip—Cuto), Och, , seven (our (logs), by Mr 
J.P, Barnari’s imported black covker spaniel Phil (Beau—iittle): 
All black, with white ou chesh and feet. 

Venus, Mr. W. H.R. Da Bois’s (Westfield, N. J.) imported fox- 
terrier bitch Venus, Oct. 17, three (two dogs), by Mr. J. W. Meck's 
Prinue. 

SALES. 

2 See instructions at head af this colmnin, 

lash, Liver and white ticked catker spaniel dog, whelped Aug. 
6, 1851 (Col, Stubhs—Fanny Wern), by Mx. &. L. Hitt, Deli, N. ¥., to 
Mr. Georve Thompson, Idlowiid, N.Y. 
Lofty. Liver cocker spaniel bitch, whelped May 7, 187) (Sunips— 

Flora), by @. B. Cunings & Son, South Aeworth, N.H., to Mer WP, 
Willey, Salon Walls, N. H. 
Mareus. Black andowhite imported collie dag, whelped Noy., 1876 

(BE. Kk, OG, 8. B. 7,626), by Mr. A. 38, Apgar, New York. to Mr. Thos. Ii. 
Terry of same city, 
Bouni—Reno whelps. Liver and white pointers, whelped May 3, 

1882, by Mar, Geo. H. Poynuecer, Dayton, Is,. a dog to Mr. H, I. Young, 
Boston, Mass., Mr. C. RB. Squire, Troy, N. ¥., auc Mr, W. 8. Rutler, 
Westot, Mo.; « biteh to Mr, W. P. Stone, Atalissa, Ia,. ir. W. B. 
Sketch, Jackson, Mian., and Mr, Lowell S$. Miner, St. Lonis, Mich, 
Montague—Leda whelps.—Black coekev spaniel bitches, whelped 

Jiily 8, 1882, by Dr i. OC. Franklin, Ann Arbor, Mich’, ona to Mr. # 
i punts Indianapolis, Ind.. and one to Mrs, A, i. Martin, Deuver, 

OL 

PRESENTATIONS, 
ee" See instructions at head af this cole. 

Borie Charhie—Bonnie Kate helps, A pair of blaek, white and 
tan woeker spaniels, whelped Sept, 11, 1882. by My. .f I. Kirk, Toran- 
to, Oan., to Mr. J, MeMillan of the same place. 
Toronto Beau—Negress LE whelp, Solid liver spaniel dog, whelped 

Sept. 2, 1852, by Mr. J, BF, bark, Voronute, Can,, to Mi, A.A. Francis, 
Rochester, N.Y. 

DEATHS. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

D. A. W., Boston, Mass.—l have a fine bred setter dog, 14 months 
old, that 1 have lately purchased that is gun-shy, Is there anything 
Tcando to overcome this fright? Ans, Read “Training vs. Break- 
qng,*? 

G, 1. A., Cleveland, O,—!, Please inform me how to kill fleas on a 
setter pup, 2 ments old, and the method used in training to drop to 
shot and wing. Ans. 1. See answer tol. Van D. last week, Read 
“Training ys, Breuling” for instruction in training dog. 

G. A. W., Chester Depot, Vt,—i, I havea black Laverack setter 
hitch, 344 years old, Woulfl there be any objection to having her 
lined with a white and liyer colored setter? ®. Please lane some 
book, and the price of if, that would give me necessary intormation 
in regard to minsagement and rearing puppies. Aus, 1 No, if you 
have 10 objection to the colors 2, “Lhe Management and Diseases of 
the Dog, by Woodroffe Hill, Price $2. We can farnish if. 

R. W. 'T.—FPor the past 4 or fi weeks my pointer, now about 2 years 
old, has been discharging considerable matter Prom his eyes and 
oceasionslly seems a little weak in the small of the back, otherwise 
he seams bo be perfectly well, and ents all he can get. Can you tell 
me what ails him and how tshall treat the disease? Ans, If the eyes 
are luflamed dust inte them twice a week some powdered calomel. 
To snap ittf a camel's hair brush is on easy way of applying it. 
Use twice daily the following eye wash; Borax, 10 grains: rose 
water, 2ouuces. Keep the eye free from matter, Tor the weulness 
in the buck a pill containing 1 grain of nus vomiva given after his 
dinver would be of service, 

Persons wanting beautiful large watch dogs aye referred to adver- 
tisement of Charlos FP. Kelly.— Adv. 

Any person sending their alivess to R. H, Pooler, Serena, La Salle 

Co,, U1,, will receive in return free a fine colored lithograph repre- 

senting pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies, also a eafalogua 

of cartridge holders, belts, vests, &e.—Ade, 

Rifle and Cray Shooting. 

RAPIDITY SHOOTING, 

NE of the most Interesting matvhes of the past season at Creed- 
moor was that for the gold medal presented by My. Pietve Lonil- 

lard, It was intended to develop the art of rapid and accurate shoot- 
ink and from the scores sown ib has brougt ou} some very remark 
ablaresults. The conditions were very simple. If was made open 
to all comers, 200yds,, any rifle with open sigats, magazine guns to be 
used as singla loaders. Competitors to take to the firing point not 
exueeding twenty cartridges. Entries, 50 cents suehy re-entries al- 
lewed to the extent that time will permit. Atsound of the bugle each 
competitor opens fire at his own tarect, and continues loading and 
firing until the bugle again sounds (sixty seconds after first signal), 
A deduction of five points will be imposed for Ist, each shot fired he- 
fore the first signal; 2d, for each shot fired after the second sigoal; 
ad, for each shot signaled on his target in excess of twenty. ‘Triggers 
tested at the firing point. 
The need of just such a gun as would naturally win insuch a match 

is one of the recognized (lemands of modern army work. The real 
worth of a breech-loader incréases in proportion asitcan be loaded 
and fired with readiness, Ii the breech mechanism is so complicated, 
or the motions of loading so many and intricate that time ts lost in 
petting a charge into a weapon, it loses much of its value aud ap- 
proaches nearer the old muzzle-loader, To rush to the orher extrenie, 
aud male the work of the rifle entirely that of a repeater, employing 
the magazine at all times, is uot desirable, The best weapon is one 
whieh is capabla of use as 1 singl6-Joadar, either with or without the 
filled magazine, ald which ean by the siinplest melhod be tuned nto 
arepeater. Such anarm appears lo have heen found in the sneeess- 
ful Weapon of the late Rapidity Match. 
The Hotchkiss magazine rifle, dace in the match, swept evelything 

before ib, and has fivén us some very satisfactory data by which to 
judge of the doings of otfier weapons under similar conditions. 
ft has made a record for this minute firidg, and shown what can be 
done, ascore of (2 in a possible 100 means a quality of shooting 
which would make any national gnardsman the recipient of the 
marksman’s medal, and when this is done under the stress of the 
niosk rapid firing, if shows the more strongly how Well adapted the 
armis f0 this oftentimes most valuable style of shooting, Having a 
broad open breevh the cartridge is merely dropped into it, and the 
one simple motion of bringing up the breech-lever closes the action, 
and covks the piece ready for firing. There is no concession of a 
visible hammer to that notion of amateur soldiers and marksmen 
that a hammer is 1 matter of safety. whereas, in fact, all the etatistivs 
aveilable go to show thafi a properly made haummerless viile is fair 
moré reliable and safe than oue of the old style weapons. 

'The match has only served to warrant the excellent opinion held 
of the Hotchkiss Magazine rifle by qualified judges in the army ser- 
vice, In the choice of a new weapon for the use of the regular army 
made a fey years weo, the Hotchkiss wasthe only one chosen, and 
in (he recent decision of the Magazine Gon Board, the Horchkiss 
aEeain Appears, and will be issued for usein comparison with other 
rifles into the hands of the most actively engaged troops on the frou- 
ties, These same weapons were eligible in the Rapidity Mateb, but 
none of them held place with the Hotehtiss, The scores of the com- 
petitors below sbow what was accomplished under mateh conditions, 
but the weapon has been fired as much as thirty-two times in a min- 
utoasasingleloader, Judged by allthe requisites which the best 
militury opinion of to-day fix fora soldier's weapon, this rifle holds 
its own with fhe best and leads the lme. If Was crowded out many 
former favorites, and bids fair to beeome the standard weapon of 
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FOREST AND STREAM, 

the United States Army which is to-day the best provided army in 
the world. The scores of the Rapidity Mateh stond: 

No, shots 
Date. Name. Rifle, Fired. Score, 

July &—Brouyet Capt S, A. Day, 
‘poy Ist Lieut, 5th Art... Springfield, 2.22... agecg lt Bae 
Ta Gon, GW. Wingate.... ut Be Saree Ba) SR A BR 
— Pred Alder._...- 1... Remington ....,_- We ats! 44 236 

SE VV EI 2 as fs 5- pee RATIO ese ee tote pe 22 
EE AW. A leering.) ew ie ROMUMETOM. oles cledes Ja 21 
nate ES GW, MSO fet wh wee Le peepee des 15 
July 2I—R. VT. Waren see ciees 

Wis dVe Dil... 
Capt. 6..A. Day. UE 
T. J. Dolan... 

red. Alder a 
t. J.C, Mallery. 

Remington, 
Springfield, 

FP, W. Leavitt... Stevens .... iM) 25 
J, 5. Shepherd, .,...,.,Peabody Mart; q 22 
Th. Ty Ltwis ees.) 22222: Ballard 10 
jeut. Geo, I, Mbeo at) 

M. W. Bull....... 32 48 
ROD ATAre een 2 45 
Capt, S. A, Day, U:5,4.Lee.....+ Al 
T, J, Dolan...i... y 30 
Capt. J. CG. Mallery. 27 

Avge. S—R.) 0. Hare: -:. bac. 54 
Capt. 8, A. Day, U.S.A, Lee....., 52 
Lieut. Geo. BE, Albee, . Wotebkis df 
MW. Bulls oe a 15 
TO DOM | pecs ese A, % 

Sep, 27—Lient, Geo. YW. Albee. . ¢ 62 
M. W. Bull ..--.. : iy 47 
Capt.5. A, Day, U.S.A, Leb-..-- | --2-e ses 45 
'T. J. Dolan, ....... . Remington, Keene, 2 at 

Oct. 18—Lient. Geo. BE. . Hotchkiss. ......- y 60 
Jobn Smith Sharp Bor x 12 ay 
W. R. Horton. ,......,, Hotchitiss..,.. 1 15 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

AN INFANT PRODIGY.—Boston, Och, 20, 1888.—Mr. John A. 
Lowell, the well-lmown art dealer of this city, has hven spending the 
past tivo months in Enropean travel and visiting the studios of the 
Old Worl. Myr. Lowell being a true sportsman, found time to visit 
many of the gun clubs and shooting grounds of England, and ina 
recent letter to your correspondent, deseribes his visit {o one of the 
Numerous sportsmen’s resorts near London us follows: ‘Yesterday 
being Saturday, I visited with a gentleman the South London Shoot- 
ing and Cricket Grounds, where I saw hundreds of erichketers—T 
should say at least ive hundred—and quite the majority of them had 
proper unolforms on, and the sight was very inspiring, and I longed to 
get uta bat and have a good old-fashioned game, The proprictor of 
tiese priv its grouads at“N inkead” isnaned Brown; everybody calls 
him “Governor,” he is sevenly years of age, and he is still on of the 
best shots in Bngland, and the whole family, from the Governor 
down to the prodigy Oharlie Brown, bis grandson, are aruce of shoot- 
ers, Iwas treated to a special exhibition of shooting both by the 
Governor and this little boy. He is not much more than a baby yet, 
less than eight years of age, and yet his shooting is beyond descrip 
tion almost. Fancy a little hoy before yon, very slight and shm even 
Yor an eight year older, and then fancy what sort of 9 fun he must 
use. With doubleand single barrel can orvifle he is just as expert, 
The gim weighs about four pounds, 28-bore,usesa dram and a half 
of powderand three-eighths ofan ounce of shot. And yet with thatliit'e 
owder aud so few shot he breaks glas; balls with the best menof the 

day. He rarely missed balls thrown at him or from him, and not 
one yesterday that was thrown bounding along the lawn as you 
would throw a baseball; ha was seen to smash it. His greatest feat 
wasat the Aquarium here, when he was shooting an engazement, 
He broke eighty-nine out of nineéty-one glass balls one evening, I 
thiuk the last day of the engagement, It fs an old trick of many of 
the famous shots to hit pennies thrown into the air with either 
the rife or shotgun. Buttosee such a little midget accomplish all 
these was truly wonderful. The Governor performed the feat of 
shooting penniés, andin fact, anythiug you muy throw up, with a 
Snider military gun, which shootsa cartridge larger than our Spring- 
flald mmsket. Troly, heis aremarkable man, Iwas askad to try my 
hand at shooting at a glass ball hanging by a string on an iron target 
With the Snidey musket, sighted for 00yds., and 1 found T hadnt 
lost all | knew, for after getting the range I broke ten in succession, 
notso very bad, butnothiag compared with the work of the Browns,” 

MUNCHAUSEN AT PRACTICE.—Middlefield, N, ¥.—Hditor Forest 
ind Stream: have of late been practicing some with the revolver, 
but very little time to devote to shooting. use a .22 cal., seven 
shot Smith & Wesson, As wspecimenfor youto judge hy, I give 
the result of the best day’s work I can recollect, My first attempt 
Was 20 a nine-inch circle thrown in the air by a companion ut a dis- 
tance of twenty-five feet. Out of seven consecutive shots. I struck 
the circla Hye times, The next distance wus 100’ ft. at a six-inch 
cirele; five consecutive shots fired all struck inside the circle. A tyyo- 
ounce vial was then suspended by a string two feet long, and set 
swinging across the range, ten ‘paces distant and breken with the 
seventh shot, A common teacup was placed on Lhe target stand at 
ten paces (80 Feet) at the back of the’shooter, and a mirror held before 
him. The cup was broken with the first shel by holding the weapon 
over the shoulder. At flve pacesta ball was split on a knife bladé and 
atack dviyen with four shets, Of vourse the shooting was all done 
without a rest. Lwrite the above to you for the purpose of ascertain- 
ing if this is any more than average shooling, or isiftas good as the 
shooting ordinarily done by amateurs, AMERICUS, 

BOSTON, Oct, 28.—The riflemen who assembled at Walnut Hill 
range to day were favored with excellent weather for shooting. In 
the forenoon the wind indicated 3 o'clock, but “in the afternoon it 
shifted to 6 o'clock, Some brilliant scores were made during the day. 
Appended are the bast records: 

Creadmoor Mateh. 
OM Jewell, ........- 4555550554 48 R Read,......-..00. BA46844445—42 
JS Bennett... .. .645db0t54—47 C Weston (mil-),..,.4884554454—1 
GE Wentworth. .._.i454545445—45 CJ Arthur--_.- ALS 5 — 40 
A Johnson,.....,. + He454455—44 WF Lewis,,...-. . Basa y454 85 
J A Carter... 1)... 5oddtddd55—dd4 WK Thomas,-...,,, 5442245333 —35 
BS James AD SMA4b— AA White (mil.). . ,.8452205340—28 
W G Howe S44—4 J Dunn (rmil.),, _ 448 0538340—2 
J A Cobb . Sb 8 AF Tally (nil.).....2880228540—95 

Sharpshootérs’ Match, 
98 8 7 9 010 6—83 
8 610 8 910 9 779 

A 7 : 5 610 8 4 710 87 
IB AN atonss 5. fib es: ka eseteyenict 77 BRT 7 66 BS 7H 

Decimal Match, 

[ee Le Ee RS oe a 10 9 6 610 8 6 4 i0 10-56 
CTY OOUL OT ©: scanutget saaibee =e - 1010 5 B10 % 91010 9—84 
AAO AGG IS rhs ott P ee een cele 17.79 8 9 8 7 910 10—84 
W AH Hopkins. .8 810 7 8 810 8 & 10—88 
OD IC, ee age eves aeeeas! ..-8 8 81010 9 630 6 S—83 
pe 7-1 2) Ea ee eee : 1010 7 5 8 6 G 940 10—82 

Rest Match, 

J B Wellows,.....----- eevee eevee ---10 1010 10 10101010 4 10—90 
1s PCH aha) 2 See yl ae 1 01010 1010 91010 9—97 
GA WMudson,,.-., seeeeey el 10 910 9 91010 9 10O—96 
Salerm Wilder. .- seco) 910 B 910 DANII 9-94 
William Souther, ,:-..-.. 22-2 s.y cee eee 110 9 7 9 9 WW 10 10 10—94 
OUP ASpy. ee Ly yp Passe itis ies ees edz lice uw 9 9 9 010 91010 S—98 
W coup... . 7 7109 9 9 1 710 B—85 
HM Dowling (mil),. » 0 0 0 8 0 B28 08 O11 
HJ Pinkhum (mil).. 0.8) 0, 0 OO. Sein p= 

MASSACHUSETTS MILITIA RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS,—The annual 
shoot ol this body took place ou the Framingham anges, Friday, 
the 27th, and was well attended. The early portion of the day was a 
fait one for shooting, with a good light und the wind quite strong but 
moderately steady al one o'clock, Later the light improved, lint the 
wind became very puffy and vacillating and occasioned considerable 
trouble, notwithstanding which the scores were remarkable for mili- 
tary rifles, Col. I. F. Kingsbury, of the Governor's staf’, was execu- 
hive officer, with Col, W. A. Bancroft, Milth Regiment, as assistant, 
aud Gol. 4, C. Wellington, First Regiment, and Capt, . N. Brown, 
Kirst Brigwie, performed the duties of the statistical department. 
The rules for the meeting were simple. providing for the off-hand 
shooting with the Springfield rifie,no wiping out and no sighting 
shots, The prizes offered were as follows: Wor company teams— 
First prize, asilver cup, valued at $300, presented by the Providence 
Tool Company in 1875, to become the property of the company whose 
team shall tnake the highest score eavh year in Chive annual compe- 
titions. ‘Tluis prize hus been won as follows: In 1875, by Company 
O, First Regiment (now C, Fifth Regiment) Infantry; in 1876, hy Com- 
pany A, Kitst Corps of Cadets; ih 1877 by Company A, Vitth Regi- 
mont Infantry; in 1878, by Company D, Virst Corps Cadets; in 1879, 

by Company A, Sixth Regiment Infantry; in 1880, by Company D, 
dirst Regiment ‘Infantry; in 1881, by Company A, sixth Teetnent 
Infantry, The list of competitions included a company tear match, 
ab Officers’ mutch and an enlisted men’s mateh, The scores ran as 
follows, ten shots per man heing fired on the team matches, and five 
shots on the individual contests. a 

Co, A, Second Uatets,,......., 185 
Oo, G, Second Infantry a 
Co, D, Virst Infantry. .. 
Co, A, Sixth Infantry 
Co, F, Sixth Infantry 

Co. F, First Infantry ......-... 156 
Co. B, Fifth Infantry... et 
Co. G, Sixth Infantry __- move 
Co, O, First Infantry . -. 128 
Co. G, First Infantry. , eelety 

Co, B, First Infantry... 2469 Go, Ki, Sixth Infantiy 2272108 
Co. D, Fifth Infantry.. ..-,,,, 160 Co, D, Ninth Tnfantr'y,,........ 15 

Officers’ Match, 

Capt J B Osborn, Virst Brigade, wt 6 4 5 DO88 
Maj AC Hodges, Wirst Infantry... 44 6 5—22 
Capt f N Brown, First Brigade. .. eg ee ees) 
Capt Rockwell, D, First Infantiry.,,.....-.,, - mt hb & dp 
Maj Parsons, Sixth Infantry ..-.- “Et 4 4 G21 
Maj T R Mathews, First nfantry,.....-- od 6 4 4-98 
Capt C.J Foye. H, Bighth Infantry -8 8 + 4 5—21 
Lieut Beaudry. I, Sixth Tnfantiry_._...--. 0 8 4 5 4-21 
Lieut WW Kelléth, Virst Infantry, ....... . wet 4 5 5 B81 
Capt F W Reynoliis, First Brigade, ,...:-.......--4. 05 4344 5-20 

Enlisted Men’s Mateh. 

i R Boll, Second Infantry Apert woe: 
MW Bull, G, Second Infantry 44 65 5 523 
BR Howard, A, Sixth lnfantiy id & 5 5—23 
G@ B Worthen, G, 8) $545 53 
W.G Ashley, 'F, ‘Pirst Infantry ’.2)),0 0... fb a 4 w93 
1B Parker, D, First Cadots.,.--....00..05 1d § 4 5—22 
CE Parker, D; First Cadets........2.<.:.: 25 eb 5p 
88 Bumstead, G, Second Infantry 4h 4 4 5-28 
TK Blair, D, First Infantry......,..,.--.. 445 5 492 
HE Summerman, B, Fifth Infantry..... Oo eh 5s a3 
A Bdgerly, G, Sixth Infantry G4 5 5 3-22 
P HM Brooks, G, Second Infantry 44 4 4 5-21 
C Lindsay, A, Sixth Infantry 444 4 5-2] 
EB Dudley. B, Second Cadets 445 5 4-9) 
CL Smith, K, First Infantry, :... 02.2204...) 2-5 $45 4 4-21 
TW Dausereau, F, Sixth Infantry. --- 44 5 4 4-21 
D Ogilvie, A, Sixth Infantry.......... 46 4 49] 
AD Gardner, A. Second Cadets 4 4 4 4-21 
T B Wilson, G, Second Infantry. 3.4 4 4-381 
ASK Olark, B. Fifth Infantry 3.9 5b 4-21 
W Ivving, F, First Infantry . 4 5 5 42 
CC Wemyss, D, First Infante: fi 4 3 4-41 

ALBANY, Out, 19,—The inutches at Renssela¢iwyek to-day 
attracted all the off-hand shooters. The Weather was all that could 
have been desired, and the marksmen were in good Spirits. The first 
match was the third competition in the Sharpshooters* Match, 
whith was shot on a Massachusetts target, at 200yds, The competi- 
tion was won by C. H, Dennison. Scores were made as follows: 

C Hf Dennison... *35 211 211 8 41210 10 10-116 
Charles H Gans 1012 10 44 9 10 44 12 10 12-107 
James I Miles, . 101112 ¥ 8 11 10 10 11 10—100 
BO Andrews Wi0 $1012 8wil 7 9— 97 
L Geiger., ... 6101011 9 9 81249 10 —97 

‘Allowance, 

At the conclusion of the Sharpshooters’ Match, the eighth compe- 
tition in the Maynard Match was called. Messrs, Geiger, Miles, and 
Titch, double winners, were present, determined to carry off the 
prize and end the competition; but as the double winners were handi- 
sappell two points, there was a chance for some of the ofhers to get 
‘leading score. The opening shots were good, and there was a pros- 
pect fora close nateh Miles caught a couple of inners early iu his 
score. Henry and Geiger caught outers, and in the seventh shot 
Geiger got credit fora miss on account of the bullet slipping down 
the barrel from the cartrifge case and ruining his eui-barrel. Capt. 
Titeh only dropped out of the center ring, and closed with 45, win- 
ning the match and closing out the compctition. Beores were made 
as follows: 

Maynard Match—i00yds. Off-hand, 
Win B Fiteh.........--2..5 Fae Wa ie 556435544 545. 3248 
CH Gaus..-.,.< 44582665 45—4 
James T Miles,-,..--- 53864445 5 412-49 49 
BG Andrews. . gt Tye: © 458356442 4—29 
Leonard Geiger. ....... 2. eee ee eee 55264408 4 8—y5—s9_ 93 

* Handicap, 

NEW ORLEANS, La.—There is much interest felt in shooting 
matters here, especially in connection with some yery live militia 
organizations. At the recent meeting of the Louisiana Military Rifle 
Association there was tall of many matches, 

Capt, Fortier, who originated the idea of an international match 
between American and French teams, to be contested atthe next 
celebration of the French fete of the 14th of July, said that he had 
done all he could to make ita success. He had Gonsulted Viscount 
Paul d'Abzac, the French Consul General, and Mr, J, Gentile, the 
president of the French Committee of Thirty, who are both enthusi- 
astie over the matter, Upon Capt, Fortier’s suggestion ih was ugread 
that Gen, Glynn! as major general of the militia, should be requested 
to address a letter to the French government upon the subject, and 
thet Gen, Beauregard, as adjutant general of the State, should for- 
ward the communication with his endorsement. 
Major Arms presented the followmg communication: 

jAzoo, Mich., Oct, 10, i882, 
Wim. Arms, New Orleans, La,—Dear Sir—As, no doubt, there will 

bea great many yisitors from Michigan to your city at next Mardi 
Gras, and probably the Kalamazoo Light Guards will participate in 
the festivities, aceordingly I write this to see if a rifle match heiween 
a Michigan military team of six, eight or ten men, with a team of 
same number from Louisiana, would be feasible at that time. We 
have along winter coming on and our opportimities for practice will 
he very limited, besides in shooting over the suow the gir is so rari- 
fled as to require very high elevations. Howeyer, if this proposition 
suits, will try and getup the team, as the idea meets with much 
favor. Weare armed with the “Sharps-Borchard” like yourselves, 
so the match would be the men, not the guns. Hoping to hear from 
you, [remain yours, very respectfully, ¥ Bb. 0, Boss. 
Upos motion of Mr. Vontaine the communication was received, 

and Major Arms constituted a committee of one to answer it, stating 
that the Kalamazoo team can have a match, 

Dr, W. BH. Schuppert presented the following: 

. NEW ORLEANS, Oct, 20, 1882, 
To the Louisiana Military Associatiou.—Gentlemen—As the Hill 

trophy has been disposed of, and us my interest in the perfection of 
rifle shooting MUON our military is increased by the almost certainty 
of some of our marksmen being able to win a place on fhe American 
team next year if practice is continued, 1 have the honor to offer a 
handsome prize—a, silver military oup—to be shot for by your teams 
under your own rules, commencing the contest on Sunday, the 22d 
inst., or as soou after as your honorable body decides upon. 

Joux C. Mayer. 
The offer was accepted, and upon motion of Mr. Fontaine it was 
peed to immediately form teams and commence the shoot for the 

Meyer trophy. Captain Pierce promised ateam of eight men from 
the Continentals, and Mr, Kerr and Capt, Fort’er teams of the same 
number from the Washington Artillery and Lousiana Field Artillery 
respectively. 

bere will be amatch every alternate Sunday, commencing the 
29th Oct., both the Meyer cup and the Hepburn gun being shot for 
onthe same Sundays, and the intervening Sundays reserved for 
practice; the scores by the men in the team shooting ure to be 
counted in the Individual match for the pun, provided the fact is 
made known before the shooting commences, The Moyer cup is to 
he shot for at 200 and 500yds,, 10 Shots at each range, The Hepburn 
gu to be shot for, 10 shots at 200yds. only, individual shooting, and 
no previous practice. Kach trophy to be won three times before 
being claimed by the winner, : i. 

It was also agreed that previous practice is ta be limited to 
three shots at S0yds., and any one wanting more will be charged 
Scents ashol, Shooting af 200yds. must be bullseye shooting at 
béentsa shot. The entrance fee to the Hepburn gun shoot will be 
60 cents extra for cach competition, one score each Sunday aud no 
re-vntrance. 

LEAVENWORTH, Kan., Oct. 27.—The army rifle contest at Kort 
Leavenworth closed to-day, thé Atlantic division taking the first 
medal. The medals were presented to the winners to-day by Gen, 
Sheva on the parade ground, before all the troopsin the gar- 
vison, 

WASHINGTON, Oct, 40.—Thé matches of the Columbia Rifle Asso- 
cintion, shot oyer their range at Benning’s the past season, haye 
been well Contested and haye deyeloped first-class skill at all the dis- 
tances. ‘he most popular of all the matches was the Season Military 
match, 20yds,, off-hand, ordinary service rifle, 7 shots, a special 
rize for the highest aggregate of ten scores, ‘The camp field flass 

Tonated by My. J. H. Steward, of London, Bng., optician to the as- 

{Nov. 2, 1882. 

sociation. has been awarded ta Mr. W, L. Cash. 
the five highest scores for this prize: 
W.L Cash.,..... te peels » 83° 83" 38 32 82 32 32 

The following are 

32 32 32-825 
JS Miller... .. 05 -. 382 a) 32 48 82 81 81 31 81 M1315 
PJ Laurituen....,. . 53 82 32 81 31 81 31 81 Bf 80-319 
W_3B Jolinstone.- 88 32 81 41 81 31 81 30 30 30—310 
PMPollaras yi eee | Bl 31 Sf 31 dL S81 S81 31 81 30—309 

THE TRAP, 

MIDWAY vs. JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS. 

PAE return match between these clubs took place, as advertised, 
at the grounds of the former club, Matawan, N_J_, on the 25th 

ult, and proved, us was expected, a very interesting and exciting 
affair, Ttresuited, as the accompanying store will show, in @ victory 
for the Milways. But in neither scoréis there much ocvasion for 
brugeing—l8 and 115 ont of 175 birds killed is not very extra shoot- 
ing: but they were not only goad birds, but a strong wind direct from 
the score across the trans lended materially to veduce the tally, asin 
several instances hard-hit birds were carried away, to drop dead just 
oot of bounds. The J. C. H. labored under great disadvantage. 
Upon the opening of the match Captain Heritage was much cha- 
grined to discover that ten of his best and most. reliable shots on the 
team had failed to putin an appearance, and he was obliged to fill 
Up with what material he had, several of these members never hay- 
ing shotin a match before and but a few times at pigeons at all, It 
is fo be regretted that some members of the J. C. H., and good shots 
at home, have the interest of the club so little at heart that they are 
nowilling to spend 4 day ora dollar when they conld do both without 
detriment to their business or tamilies. Some of the absent ones. we 
Icnow, Were unavoidably detained by business, 
Well, the boys had a good time, Were handsomely entertainad by 

the Midways, were fairly worsted: but they do not despair. There 
willbe oné more match, and the J.C. H, hope to be able to tella 
fliffevent story, The following is the score—25 men each eclitb, 7 
birds each, 25 yards rise, both hurrels: 

Midway, J, C. Heights. 
ERY Gri tees eg ret brah 111101—6 Heritage, Jrv......--, 111111—¥ 
Applegate ....0..6044 O111017—5 =» Towynsend. - ATI 6 
Dunlap...- ... )..-.1101001—4 Demarest. ~-11000)1—4 
Lawherson, J-...,..1 11100L1—5 Palmer,, 101101 1—6 
Van Brockle........ 1111111—7—27 Outwat 1111 —7—29 
Dishrow.. 1011010—4 Toffey J -0100001—2 
Trvins- 1T11—6, Wheeler. .... 1111010—5 
Vunde 1011100—. BOrKEry. /. isu: 8.-22 1110001—4 
Warne 1101110—5 Payue, B....._,,.-.,111 1100-6 
Riddle..., . . ALON —5—24 -Yerrington ........, 00111 11—b—21 
Davis, .s¢.2.i22-2 + + 10111116 Cannon, ....... oe DIDI —6 
Gerin, se... OLTN—5 Lewis... .. . 00060011 
Johnson ADOT —4 Payne, yy eo oe yee -111101—6 
Cartis..... ». 0011010—8 Felthuse......,.-.. O1011—5 
Buelklin = 1110101528 Baker... ......6.1.- 1DDLMI—3—21 
VT ded Dey oe 1100100—3 Bird... eee ys» OLOLOI—4 
Bedle. ,- 0011110—4 Newhold, H.......-- 171100—£ 
‘Thompson 110011 —4 Tams ely, Se acne HOOILIO—3 
Byaret....... 2 00104 MidMeberger........ 1100100—3 
Conover - ,--1111101—6—91 Wood ..,..,..... . 1101001417 
Lawb rsoy, 8- ~. O001100—2 Burdelh........,_-...1101111—6 
G White .... .. 1111-7 Gollins...,.--.-...,. 0171110—5 
Terhune. . » DLO 1—6 Vou Lengerke Jv.. 1010111—5 
Oaimpbell. --.----001101I—4 Hedden.,..... pees W111111—7 
Witite,....--.,,,.-..0101110—-41—28 Heritagea AL. -.._. .0111010—4—27 

Total. ..3..c. eee ne bet aL Resta ta: + dS 

tast tac members of the club hada Sante food time, anil were Dob 
The record of th 

Ralls, Clay pigeons, 
PWHSTIBGLTY ii tilde scenic cet 111001111111—10 Wait —8—18 
ET Smith... . 11001T111— 8 11111111—7—16 
TW CAYLEY yy frou, «a eU eS 1011111411114 11011111—7—18 
pS AL vey oe ote tentee as O1L00T11010— 7 (11000011—38—10 
OCG Hrughton........ » ALOOOLIIIL0— & 11011011—6—14 
DC Snmmer..,... ve. 811100011011 — 7 01710110512 
G MeAleer _,_.--- --101010111110— 8 Miu —7—15 
AF’ Hateh,,,,----.-.....,...QU1100101100— 4 11001011510 

Total winning sidé............--._, Ea eee Cote yoy Codd 

GJ Ruy LLL — 7 11111111—8—15 
OOOL001TOLI0— § 

-« 110111111—11 
10i1/111—7_12 
11011111—7—18 

LR Hudson, ...:....-.- eee 1U0D1TOI0T1I— 7 10001100—38—10 
J @ Goodell _,.-----+--++:.-: 600001111110— Gi 41001114 —7—18 
CRB Clatiin,....-........., OUM01111100— 7 01011111—-6—i8 
Stedman Clark......-......5 O10100111100— 6 10004114541 
HT Farrar.,,......,..-.....001011101001— 6 O1100010—3— 9 

Total losing sid@........ Sieh evar $ Sith Pe be = se ie le 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct, 28.—At the regular shoot of the Malden 
Gim Chib, at Wellington, this afternoon, the first event was the 
shooting off for the championship badge by the contestant who was not 
resent at the shoot of last week, which resilted in his capturing it 
by a seore of If out of a possible 20, and A, H, Jones takes the badge. 
The other events were taken as follows: 

First event, 6 clay Pigeon s—J. Hopkins and F, Goring diviiled first, 
Hi. Dean second and D. H. Moore third. 
Second event, > birds—D, H. Moore first, J. Hopkins and A. W, 

Adanis divided second, and M. F. Symes third. 
Third event, 5 birds". Loring aud D. WH. Moore divided Mest, A. W. 

Adams and H, Dean divided second, and J. Hopkins third. 
fourth event, at balls, was taken by Messrs. I, Loving, D. H, 

Moore and H, Dean, in order. . 
fifth eyent, five halls—Messrs, Moore and Hopkins divided first, 

Loring second and Dean third. 4 
Sixth event, five balls—J, Hopkins first, W, Loring seéond, and 

Messrs, Dean and Moore divided third, : 
Seventh event, novelty was won by Hopkins first, Moore secoad, 

and Dean third. 

POREST CITY GUN CLUB.—Rooxroenp, Tl, Oct. 26, 1632.—Gluss 
balls, rotary trap, 18yds. vise, 
T}lison, :.: +. 11101 01017 00010 11010 10111 41011—14 
GYPZOLY 2: sta ~ 4-7 = LOO TLOOU T1101 11900 01004 10101—17 
C, Hollenbeck. - -lettd 1011 W11d1 07110 11101 111417—35 

«11101 11101 11011 11410 11001 11011—238 Thurston,,,. ... 
BK, Hollenback. . 00110 01001 11117 11110 11101 01110—20 
Taylor.- 2 ~.. AITO 1O10L 11111 11111 1 Wwii—e6 

FOREST CITY GUN CLUB,—Rockford, Ms., Oct. 17.—Glass balis, 
iéyds. rise, wap throwing the balls very swift; 
MeDermatds ic. ..-+ boo TM WIE ON00 11111 11011 1111025 
Hollonbeok. 21) 00 es22., 11110 11010 14119 DO1OL 11110 10100—19 
QPegOry... seecee eens eee OLO00 O1000 10101 OLI01 O00 OL011—12 
Thurston . 11110 00101 00111 70710 00001 11111748 
Taylor...--— 1101 111 10111 OLA 11110 1040124 
YOUNG BOGARDUS.—Selma, Ala,, Och, 18—TRugene Bogardus, 

son of) Capt. W, ll. Bogardus, champion shot of the world, who, with 
his father aud younger broliher, has beau traveling with Cole’s Cir- 
éus, Hiving exhibitions of fancy shooting during the past summer, 
fellom the rewr ear of the circus train soon afber leaying Talladeg: 
on Wednesday morning, and sustained terrible injuries, which wil 
more than likely result in bis death at the age of seventeen, The 
accident occurred at 12 o'clock, and, once being known, the train 
was quickly stopped and backed # mile to Where the unfortunate 
youns inan layin a miserable condition, The train reached here at 
four o'clock this morniug, and immediately on its arrival medical 
aid was secured aud young Bogardus removed to the St. James Hotel 
where his wounds were attended to as wellas lis weak and critical 
state would permit, From all accounts and circumstances it seems 
that he, with a companion, was standing on the steps of the car when 
4 sudden lureli caused him ly lose his hold und be precipitated to 
the ground, is injuries are all on the right side or his head, no 
other portion of his body having receiyed eyenaserateh, Both jaw- 
bones are broken in several places, every tooth is ont, his nose 1s 
broken in, and his eye is fearfully bruised and swollen, He is 
suffering from concussion of the brain, and up toa late hour last 
night bud not once vefained consciousness. The physicians pro- 
nhouneebis case hopeless. 

Brown's Bronthial Froches, as a rae for Coughs and 
Throat Troubles; “Great service in subduing Hoarseness.’’—Rev, 
Paniel Wise, Neto York, *"Greath: jin the 
throal*—S, § Curry, Teacher 
dispensable to ang, haviig used them through all 
lite. "—Rev, C..9. Vedder, Charleston, S. C—ddu. 

relieve any uneasiness 
ratory in Bostow University. “Tn- 

my AN 
_ 
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Hachting and Canoeing. 

A RUN AT SEA IN THE YAWL WHITE CAP, 50 
TONS. 

T the outset of our two weeks’ cruise, it was planned to get as 
much yari¢ty and novelty as possible out of it, aud A straivht 

run across Cape Cod Hay to Mt, Desert Rock from Sulem Bay seemed 
a fitting opening of the voyage. On this colirse, the firs land we 
sight after leaving Cape Annis Monhegan Island, off Penobstot Bay, 
which wa leaye from sixteen to twenty miles to the soutiward, being 
about one hiindred and five nautical miles from the Cape, and the 
next, Matinious Rock Lights, some twenty milos further to 
the eastward, which ane the only marks sightedantil we reach Mt, 
Desert Rock, some twenty miles south of Mt, Desert Island, in tha 
open ocean, snd about one hundred and eighty-tive miles from ovr 
point of departure. We had bent our erbisinS miszen mate of as 
heavy canvas as the mainsail and foresail, and: conclude to carry the 
Mnizzen topmist, because, though haying s total length of twenty- 
three feet, it is made of hollow seamless ster] tubing, and welghs but 
sixty-five pounds. Itmay be remarked by the way that it is oF abont 
three times the strength of any wooden topmast of double toe diame- 
ter, und also of greater elasticity af friend Col, 1.8, Hesseltine 
of Boston, had been experimenting in amatuer photograghy, aud 
having a large samara, trranged to photograph the yawl, In ship- 
ping the last.of om’ party on board, and preparing for this we oceu- 
pied the inorning of Angust12 until about ten o’plovk, Ab last the 
moorings were dropped, the jib aud forsail run up, and we stood 
hack and forth past the shore, until tue Colonel signaled that he had 
completed his task. , 
We tien turned our prow to the eastward, with fayoring breeze, 

and were off for the voyage. Olr waleles marked half past ten. 
With a moderate breeze we possed Baker's Island, Magnolia and 
Bastern Point in succession, under all sail, and reached Cape Aun 
liglits at 2 quarter past12M. Here l gave the course for Mb. Desers 
Kock to Mr. Kennison, the sailing master, and we headed to the east- 
wird and left the land behind, ‘ 
There is a pleasure in pullting out into the open sta with a staunch 

and well appotuted craft, that no shore sailing can ever supply. We 
feel that wa cannot dash into some sheitering bayen at the firs 
brush of sea and wint we meet. We feel that every spurand shroud, 
and bolt, and rope and sail must Koll against any possible Strain or 
contingency, And that pleasure perynded our Company this day (to 
the atmost as we began to drop Cape Anu below the horizon. ‘The 
Sky was qu’te overcast, and there was a peculiar chop to the sea, 
wuder the moderate brecgs, which our experience of Boston Bay tells 
us Means atossing up between ending in stoym or t'aiy weather. All 
Seems uncertain, and in that vague sense of expectition and tile pré- 
pirition reqaired inanticipstion of a change in tae surrounding 
‘conditions of the voyage lies the romantic chatm and the altractive 
excilemeént of cruising atsea. Aboard the White Cwp the prospedts 
of a chane for the worse gave us no vause for fear. Ifsuch a well 
found, well built yacht as ours was not capable of lraying the 
dangers of the deep no more could be asked of wood and iron fash- 
foned by skilled and experienced hands, Well we knew that in her 
the iron work was planned tinder close supervision, and no charge of 
lack of strength could hold against it. With rigging sample for its 
duty, and sails for the worst of weather, with storm trysail of the 
stoutest canyas in the sail room below for serious emergencies, wo 
feel prepared to cross old ocean himself withont trepidation, 
Perhaps 4 word conterning the crew is not out of place. We carry 

only two hands, a Sailing master and a steward, The crew would 
have heen far too smallfor the yacht while she was virved asa 
schooner, but I find them all required while sailing asayawl. The 
economy of the latter rig lies in the facility of handling the mainsail 
for all purposes, stowing, reefing or shortening sail, the whole suil 
heing inboard and all the time you wish at your command while the 
yacht keeps along on her course wnder headsail and mizzen. 

Onr course hod been taken from the chart as N. EK, by E. 34, £., 
with Cape Ann as the point of departure. Our speed was nine knots 
through the water with the wind othe starboard quarter. At this 
rite we shonld see the fash of Monhegan light low down on the 
northern horizon at midnight, As ¢vening approached the first duty 
was to tell off the watches, Mx. Kennison took one seaman in lis 
and Tl the s¢cond for the other watch. My wateh at night fell from 
twelve imi four A. M., which was to my liking, as [ enjoy this 
noctum~al duty better than any other. All the afternoon we ran 
along finely with a gradually freshening breeze and rising sea, The 
elouds lowered in the sky with the sun strug, ling to break through 
Secasionally without much success, First the jibtopsail came in, 
followed soon by the jib, the wind hanling further after so as to 
barely fill the foresail, The sea gave the yacht a heavy roll, checked 
only by the wafftopsail, t . 

Atdast, about five P. M., it begun to whistle ominously through the 
rigging, and the topsail was clewed down and stowed, This had no 
sooner been done than she rolled to her senppers on either side, while 
driving along with undiminished speed. The sea now presented an 
imposing appearance, The rollers curled up afterus in great seeth- 
ing masses, until we could see the green light throngh beneath their 
caps of soupy foum. Kath one looked as if maslly benb upon oyer- 
whelming our little vessel with an avalanche of waters over the shern, 
Af every roll the foresail slats all the wind ont of it, and threashes 
across the deck to windward with irresistible force, Steering was 
then no longer hoy’s play, and Mr. Kennison and myselfrelieved each 
other every half hour. We didnot wish terun directly before the 
wind, for that would carry us too far to the northward, and we can- 
not allow her to broach too, because the great seas behind would 
sweep our decks. Fortunately forus we have the yawlrig to favor us 
Had the White Cap heen a sloop ora cutter, no power ar quickness 
at the wheel conld have held her on her course and kept her from 
broaching to. Even as 4 schooner it would liave been quite a diffi- 
tult task unless the mainsail were lowered. But ow rig, as we long 
ago Irarned, enabled us to carry a moreeyen helm, and prevent the 
yacht's broaching to by skill and quickness al) the wheel. 
The action of the yacht pleased us very much, On top of the 

heavy rollers a smart cross chop was running, caused by the tide 
over the Fishing Rips we were crossing, As the yachtrashed down- 
ward into the hollow of each great, sea, it looked’as though she were 
Roig to scoop water over the rail forward; instead, however, she 
rose to thea sea as quick asi}duck and 48 dry as possible. Supper 
Was set out as usual. and all but two of our party were proof against 
the inducements—old ocean offered to “east up their accounts.” 
The roll was sufficient to require dishes to be held from sliding first 
to windward gnd then te leeward, in spite of all table racks. 
After supper it louked inove threatening. Heayy black elouds had 

rollad up from the westward and ohseured thé whole sky. We gave 
up the last. hope of a fine night, and housed the maintopmast, This 

sed hervolling wonderfully, and ao one ean doubt the yalue of 
housing topinasis after such yn experience ag ours, One-half the 
pee the yessel was prevented by taking the weight of the topmast 
off her. 

As darkness settled down upon the séa, we coneluded we were in 
for anugly night. A haze obscured the horizon all around, Light- 
ning flashed at intervals away in the northwest, Nothing but white 
foam vould be seen over the sea, anil we discussed the advisability of 
taking in our mainsail. WPinally we concluded thatwe could easily 
do that at any time, and so preferred to hold on as long as possible. 
There is something weird and uncanny in the aspect of sea and sky 

omsuch a nightas this. A strange light, coming from no one quite 
Ihows where, enables us to see objects indistinctly, Ryevy blacie 
‘and threatemmg cloud overhead Jooks more black uid threatening 
by several times. Every pursuing roller seems to rear its whibe crest 
higher snd adyvance-with an increased rush. The whistling of ihe 
wind through the rigging grew loniler sud piped at-times in a 
{cious shriek, The lights of distant vessels appeared and disap- 

‘peared in & strange, phantom-like Way, and often their courses eould 
not be made out with certainty. a 
Of course remained on deck during Mr, Kenuison’s wate to én- 
oy the exhilarating experience, About midnight wa commenced to 
eep a sharp lookout for Monkegan Light. but it, was hazy and we 

‘tould see nothing, The sky then lighted np a little, and the wind and 
sen dropped, but it was still a pretiy rough night, About half-past 
twelve we suddénly saw the fiash of Monkegan, bearing N,N. W., 
way down on the horizon, the haze having lifted for a few moments, 
Ttimed the flash by my watch and made certain of the identity, The 
Salisfaction this afforded can only be understood by a navigator ac- 
‘eustomed to traversing the high seas. We verilied hy the hearing our 
dead reckoning, that we had rum 108 nautical miles in the twelve 
hours, and Wal we wére not two miles out of oor course. We knew 
there was no danger from rocks or shoals, and that the {win liehts 
of Matinicus would soon be deseried ahead. Tnow reliever Mr. Keu- 
nison and took charge of the deck. 
Tn about an hour, with the sea and wind moderating all the time, 

ddiscovered a trail of light to the northward, through the haze, 
which the night-glass resolved mto Matinicus, just where we expected 
to ip Ghe if up. We passed th slowly, wud the firat faint light 
of dawn began to spread over sky and sea. Sddenly the wind 
Treshened, and without warnitie two seas, coming apparently from 
considerably more sbeum boau the oles, stinek us on the starboard 

ev quarter, wd deluged the docks with water aid foum, Meeting 
his yacht with the wheel, sie held steady on her esurse, audT kept a 
ol lookout for more seas of tle same sort, but one came, | have 
eculated offen, and in vain, on tué cause of only two such waves, 
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seemingly half as large again as all otlers around them, As day- 
light gained in the east we were ouce more dashing along ar nine 
knots for Mt. Desert; Rock, aud by half-past four o'clock were abreast, 
but prevented by the have from seeing it, 1 called Mr. Kennison tor 
his watch. and tumed in, only to bea vaused out at half-past six A.M., 
to pilot the yacht into Lunt's Harbor, (a snug haven on the north sida 
of Long Island, at the entranes to Blue Hill Bay and Southwest 
Harhor) through a fog that obscured every thing but the immediate 
shores of the island, 

Ati saven A, M. we dropped anchor, having run a little oyer 190 
niles since noon the (lay before. After breakfast, ihe fog having 
litted. we hove up, and ihn about an hour found ourselves in South- 
west Harbor among « feet of fishermen, who had run in to ayoid the 
had weather outside, and were waiting fow it to moderate before 
yebturing out. After this and other successful trials of my new rig 
Thave determined to adopt it permanently, and believe that if is 
superior for average speed, comfort and handiness to any other in 
us¢, Some slight modifications in details may receive attention, but 
Tam satisfied that the yawwlis pre-eminently fhe cruiser's rig. It is 
needless to add that we ware all charmed with our ttle voyage at 
sea, and that in the future the White Cap hopes to follow up sea 
crulsing more extensively. Davin Haun Kies, 

Bostren, Mass. 

FOUR FOR THE CUTTERS, TWO FOR THE 
SLOOPS. 

ie season has certainly been the most important in the annals 
of Amerivan yachting. It has witnessed the rise of the entter 

trom obscurity to the Beene of suecess, and in the extraordinary 
performance of the Bedouin, in the recent Seawanhaka races, a 
gefcite aud bright future for cutters in these waters has been ss- 
sured. 

Tt is quite true, that out of three matehes, the prize went twice to 
the opposing sloop Gracie, and, prima facie, our reasoning may nob 
seem to be correct. Ttis the business of a crific, bowever, to reach 
his conelusions by more than & mere scanning of the finish. That, as 
all wel lknow, may be influenced by a variety of extraneous causes 
having no relation to the merits of the yachts themselves, <Acc- 
dents, slants, improper management, tides. ete., may snatch in an 
unfortunate moment well deserved laurels from one, and hestow 
them apon a subject entitled thereto in law, bat not mpon achial 
merit. We propose, therefore, to ¢xamine conscientiously the import 
of the three races held under the auspices of the Seawanhaka Cor- 
inthian ¥. C,, an organization which, it is almost needless to say, has 
aesumed first rank in New York waters, so far As enterprise and in- 
telligent management are Concerned, and in the solieftude the club 
“i ue exhibited for the furtherance of the meriforions side of 

& sport, 
'Dhe races, of course, resolved themselves into a battle of type, the 

contest between sloop and cutter having assumed dimensions over- 
shadowing all ofher issues, So powerful his the inflnence of the 
éutter in the community become at the present day, that it is diffioult 
to realize that the whole question of type in its modern aspect is only 
three years old, and that on the side of the cutter the contest has 
heen waged by a single journal, pitted against all hands, with such 
marked success, that a move which, at its outset, was ridiculed 
as a crazy chimera of Worrsr ANp Stream, has, at thi day, assumed 
proportions of deep international interest, and set going crowds of 
scribes. to some of whom this ight of Forgs? axp Srreau has heen 
a godsend as the means of obtaining a livelihood. It has come to 
this, The poor, despised cutter, Kicked and enffed by the press, 
laughed at by the yerdants whose claims to yachting experience were 
of the meanest description, the cutter, we were told, any American 
sloop could sail round as though at anchor, the entter which “was all 
wrong’ in hull and rig, at this early day has developed into the 
pivotal point of yachting interests on this continent. ‘hat pivot has 
swung in her favor in the recent races with such unquestioned force 
that henceforth the cutter requires no leading striugs, no more cod- 
dling on the part of Forus? AND Stream, the progenitor of the type 
in America, Hereafter the cutter’s case can rest on her merits, for 
those merits have now been proven sufficient to insure her popularity 
in these Waters and among men who, afew years ago, thought any- 
one taking her part seriously demented. On the influence of 
Bedouin's brilliant performance we propose to say more upou 
another occasion. We will now turn to the races. 
To estimate the performance of Gracie ys, Bedouin, one very im- 

portant fact should not be lost sight of, Without thatin mind a com- 
parison would be without value. Ti is this, Ou the one side we have 
a sloop, picked oul for her speed by the provess of natural selection 
from alarger fleet of similar vessels. Further, this sloop, the Gracie, 
has had years of time and thousands, even teus of thonsands of dol- 
lars spent upon her in bringing her by a system of gradual tentative 
pee aes to her present high state of perfection. She is one out 
ot hnndreds, an exception tothe rule, On the other hand, by what 
sort of a cutter has she been opposed in the Bedouin? By the best 
yessel out of a fleet? By a vessel upon which large sums haye been 
+pent in processes of relinement? by a vessel in the very best shute 
af preparation? By a yessel tooled by a, crew and shaken down in 
their bertls, and steered by an old hand qu these waters? Nota 
hibefit; nothiug ofthe kind, The Gracie was opposed by a hap-hazard 
tundom cutter, a boat which, for aughh any one knows, may be a 
slow shipdh a feet of her own breéd, a new and untried production, 
without a doilir spent for improv ments, her best timestill unknown, 
her gear stiff and raw, her pails half stretched, her craw new to one 

another, her skipper an amateur hand taking probably his first trick 
at the helm aboard a large eutter in a match, the American con- 
tingent green as grass at cutter rig and fitlings—thatis the kind of a 
cutter which met and conquered the crack sloop of America. 

Quite true trat some claim one or at most tio other sloops in Atu- 
elica the least trifle betler than the Gracie ndersome circumstances, 
but this is by no means admitted, asa glance over the records in other 
journals will show, andif Gracie must really yield the palm to others. 
ibis by very narrow margin, 4s likely to go in herfavor as against 
her, and the rank of being our second best cannot be denied upon 
any prétences, To beat the second sloopin America, with all im the 
latter's favor, and to beat her wilh an untried cutter and raw erow. 
isglory enough for the day. anc settles once for all the superior speed 
of the genuine cutter. Given equal vhaneces, and the representative 
of new ideas wouldihrash a Gracie hand over fist, three matches 
out of four. This is the import of the recent Seawanhaka races, for 
ijn every one of the three matches Bedouin would have scored by 
several minutes bul for extrancous causes, which gave her DRSCOEEe 
what she cannot take by intrinsic merit of sailing. The wind, the 
sea, the course, one and all could not have been made to order by 
Gracie herself to suit) the sloop any better. There was a lop the first 
day, quite hollow on the bar, bufif blew only a topsail breeze for 
Bedouin, and the sea would not have prevented ten-lonners from 
making excellant weather, Smooth-water tars have described this 
(lay as rough and stormy because ugly looking overhead, and old 
Prob, at Washington lost his reckoning and had \arning signals 
hoisted, when there was nothing to give warning of. The weathor 
was moderate, That is the proper deseription. If it was not the 
hest for sloops, it certainly was no better for cutters, Tf itwas too 
much for (iracie’s topsail at times, it was nottoo much for the Bado- 
uin, and the sloop shortened sail for the very good reason that beam 
cannot carry on as long as lead, in spite of the existing prejudices of 
verdants to the contrary. For carrying sail lead won the day in so 
marked a manner in these races that we trust the last has been 
hear about the value of beam on that score. 
The second and third day, howeyer, both wind and sea were the 

most favorable the shoal drafts could have picked in a season. 
They were like the mild balmy days in the first week in July, fair, 
with a pretty little breeze blowing off shore. days which must haye 
sent a glow of hopeful expectation to the buttertly yachts in the fleet 
after their round defeat at the real business of tlieiv first meet. Ai 
three days there was a vast amount of reaching, of sliding dawn 
wind and little honest work at turning. Now on a reach Gracie is 
incomparably tho best ever floated with a single stick in our waters, 
and we confess, high as our expectations ran, the way in which 
Bedouin managed to hold fleet Gracie down wind appeared jo us 
most astonishing. In their present trun, Gracie gaye evidence of 
being abouh2m, or 24m. fasterona 20 mile slide than her oppon- 
ent with the advantage of tricing wp Ler board. Bot when Bedouin’s 
best trim shall have been got and she 13 smarter with her sails, even 
this difference may disappear. As ibis, the raw cutter proved her 
self able to hold Gracie down wind better than any other sloop in 
America, enough for the begining of her career and auguring an 
enviable record in the future, But the oubter exhibited incontestible 
superiority in wll the windward work there was. The very first day's 
race stamped her as the most weatherly yacht of her classin Amerjva, 
and she sustained that reputation In the subsequent trials though the 
rize went to the sloop through a slant the second fight, and through 
ad handling in the third, ; ‘ 
In rounding the lightship during the first of the matches Gracie 

steered wide asa snap in the steering-box caught the skippers ear, 
and before venturing to bring his vessel by the wind it was necessary 
to ascertain what damage had been done. This proved immaterial, 
oue of the arms of the gear haying cracked, and if the damage got 
uo more serious, nothing would interfere with putting the sloop 
through to the finish at her best. Nothing further RaPpened and the 
accident had no other influence upon the vesult than letting the cur. 
ter tale the lead by a neal squeeze around the outer mark, No soayer 
had both hawed on the wind than Bedouin commenced to show 
Gracie a clean pair of heels in to the Hook, the sloop finding more 
Wind than she wanted in Spite of her beam and clewing down top- 
sailand lowering outer jib in conrequence, From the Hook in to 
the Spit it was a beam wind nearly, and from the Spit home a nose- 
ender. At last Bedouin found the game she wanted, and turned away 
from the sloop i a inammer to call forth the admiration of the sped 
tators aboard the committes steamer, At this business the cutter 
souked out {vom the sloop no less than 10m,, though the distance was 
scarce eight miles, winning as she liked and proving the fallacy of 
hoping to equal her to windward in a breeze with a yacht of the old 
school persuasion, no matier how good her reputation. 

The second day’s race, 30 miles to leeward and return in a smooth 
s8a, and moderate breeze, was mucha repetition, so far as [t devel- 
oped the qualities of fhe yachts, Down wind to the leeward may 
Gracie outran the cutter between 2 and 3 minutes, though Bedoum 
was! steered rather wild and went clear to the southward 6f her 
course by tnisfake. But for this the run down would have heen veay 
an even hing, No sooner had they lutfed arolind and got sheets fat 
than the cutter soaked up on the sloop in such style that as they 
crossed on opposite tacks it was for some time a question of doubt. 
a4 Lo who would weather, when, Bedouin being on yne port) tucic, sha 
was obliged to giye way to the other, On this one lee the cutter’ had 
regained the 2m, 40s, lostin the run out. Surely this was astonish. 
ug. But Bedouin was evidently not being satled for all sho was 
worth, Her professional Betpper was af thé stick but she was 
sailed arap full, For all this itlooked as though ghs would be ag 
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easy winner and dispose of her adversary by 0 or 7 minntes, when in 
au Unlucky moment, the wind being uncertain, the cutter went off to 
the southwaww!, le wing Gracie ta tack inte the Long Island shore. The 
sloop found & jolly good streak and went along with her lea mgein; 
smoking, while the cutter was hnating for more of the needful oul a 
sea, aud so if Came to pass that by sheer food luck Gracie landed 
the prize which af one time appeared to he within the other's grasp, 
an apt illustration of the old saving, “There is trany a slip,” ete. 
Saturlay saw them oat it again in light weather and some sea, 

The course was triunzular with vary lithe beating, The first angle 
was reénchod by Bedouin in the lead, though she started fifth hort, 
2m. 27s. later than Gracie, This entire amount she made wp in the 
few short and lony legsnecessary, for the third time giving evidence 
that she conld twist away from Gracte like the merest play. Tt was 
then a streteh on the wind with Bedouin doing best until she at- 
tempted to seta jib lopsail, The hands on the bowspri¢ bungled, 
and ullowing Lhe bunt ofthe sail to Rut away trom them while snap- 
ping an the hooks, made a wratehed back sail of it for a long time, 
wlowing Gracie to slip by to windward like « steamboat and feteh 
the secon angle, marked by the lightship, with a tead of dm, ond bs. 
This was bad business, nt the fault of the green American hands 
and not of the enttey. Tt wasa tree tun it to the first mark again, 
ab which the eutter held her Gwo, dding vastly better running than 
any other sloop im America by comparison with the Gracie. Then 
the second ronnd conmenced. This was inuch 4 repetition of the 
first, the sluop coming home in 8m, 38s, less time than the cutter, and 
landing the purse by 2m. 15s, afber allowances applicd, 
Sumniing ip, we staniL stand fase to these facts. Those who judge 

superiicially by the award of the prises will assume Grace & small 
trifle the hetter boat under the circumstances, Those who tale all 
things into due consideration willaward the pali to Bedouin without 
the feast compunection, Korour park we have no hesitation in pro- 
elaiming ouv belief that the culter Bedouin has proyen herself the 
fastest Single-sticker in Aierica, blow high or blow low, and we are 
prepared to answer for this Opinion by Ner record veaxt season. 

This broad faet hus, af all events, been settled. Practivally the 
cutter has demonstrated herself, even under the most adverse sur- 
roundines explained io the foregoing, equal in speed to the best 
of our sloop The margin belween them is nominal af most. This 
ends the eroat battle of type, for with equal speed conceded in our 
own weather fd waters, the cutter will be eranted a place in the fleet, 
since uo mformud persons have ever questioned her superiority to 
the sloop on the counts of preator safety, landiness, and accomino- 
dation, With the introduction of large displacement. lead ballast 
ani first-elass build) and equipment, the suppose greater first cost 
of the entter disuppears, Her excess in draft hos been proven in 
wactics much of a bughbear, for though the choice of raising the 
oad is ai undoubted advantage in the sloop in exeeptional cases, 
the latter, in her normal condition, with at least half her board 
down, draws more water than the enttar, to suy wothing of the rapid 
displucement of the board by the keel altogether now going on even 
aynong sloops, 
_TIn regard te the lessons to be drawn by yacht builders Irom 
Bedouin's partonuiance we will have more to say some other time, 
Inthe smaller clags the sloop Wanita was badly oursalled fhe first 
day, when 1 blew a good lower sail breege for her tonnage, and in 
the other ovo races Oriva, a cutter of second rank in speed among 
eutlers, disposed of her upon each oceasion, though by small mar- 
zins only. This is, however, a radical yietory, remembering that 
Fanila is the sinarlest sloop of her Siae ever producer! in America. 

ig was mosh palpably inferior to the double headsail and 
low holst of the cutter's. and itis not likely many more yachts will 
bs sparred attar the aucient dogmas that sloop represents, She was 
the ‘wettest’ boat in the fleet, and spite of all her flare and beam 
dove into it up wo her stioulders and picked up green water by the 
hogshead whieh déhiged her foré ond aft. Little remains to be said 
of fhe delual racing after the foregoing explanations. 

Pirst Rave, Oct. 4 —Qourse from the Narrows around Buoy No. 10 
on Southwest Spit, then out around lightship and ¥feturn same course, 
finishing ab Buoy 15, off the West Bank, Sailing committee, Messrs, 
Louis F. Bayard, Prancis O. De Luze, Walter Lb. Suydam, Alex. H. 
Stevens ancl Nelson White, aboard the steamer Bartram. Wind 
fresh WN.N, L., backing to N. by EB. and moderating toward latter 
pat es trace, Tide strong ell, nioderate sea, with chop on Sandy 
took Gar, 

WIRST OLASS. 
Elapsed, Cor. 
H, MR, H. M. §, 

Graci#, Sloop, Flint & Earle, 67.95 tons coy 3 5348 353 49 
Bedouin, catter, Aveh. Rogers, 05 tons ,, 4 387 09 8 3h 26 

Bfart, Spit. Lightship. Spir Finish. 
W. of, 8. H. MW. &. He Mee OH it 8 

Giaeie .,.......,,.10 32 18 11 12 38 12 00 15 1 05 20 2 26 OL 
Bedouin ......,,.1028 0 isd i20130 20d R21 17 

SECOND CLASS. 
Elapsed, Cor. 
H. ot. 5. H. M. 5, 

Oriva, culter. C, 8. Lee, 28.48 tous .,. 407 15 
Valkyr, cutter, A. J. Cassatt, 22.54 tons eee 404 06 
Faomta, sloop, Geo. Gould, 23,00 toms.,........, 4 2d? 414 30 

Start. Spit. Lightship, Spit. Winish. 
H, M, 8. H. M.S. HYM.S HMA. +8. 

QOriva _....,....... 10 83 08 11 16 15 1213 22 11) 45 4015 
Vilkyr, - i VIO 8 IR di de 1213.10 4 ©=61 22-50 4141 
Fanita......,,,...108108 1119555 12.1229 1pd410 21 45 
Secand Race. Oct, 26—Course, 20 miles to leeward and return, out- 

side Sandy Nook. Start from. Booey 6, Sea smooth, wind light, tide 
ebb. Committee as asove, Wind vyacillating during latter half of 
race, westerly all day, 

FIRST GLASS. 
Start. Turd. Vinish, Elapsed Cor. 
H. M.S. HLM. 8. HM. 5S. BHM. 3, AM 8 

Ciracie.,. veel 64 64 12 4600 od bt 53 4 51 59 459 69 
Bedouin, 105305 1260385 49505 51200 4 1008 

SECOND CLASS. 
Oriv®.............: 5854 WS137 did ds SRO 522 00 

105500 128723 48610 64110 5 3625 
W500 Wbkds dd BATH G2 15 

FIRST CLASS-—-FIRST ROUND. 

Start. Buoy, Lightship. Home. 
H, M, 8, H, M. 5, H. M. 5, H.W. 5, 

Gracie -.-., 10 46 4 di 29 40 1 63 28 12 47 28 
Bedouin....,,,.--.,---10 43 12 11 29 36 Ij 55 34 12 50 38 

SECOND ROUND. 
Gracie ,...-...-.......12 47 28 125 2 4+ 20 4 06 19 
Bedouin, .. -L iO 38 13315 2 11 50 812 16 
The elapsed timé of Gracie is 4:20:25, of Bedouin 4:24:03, Gor- 

tected time of Gracie 4:23:25, and of Bedouin 4:22:40. 

SECOND OLASS—FIRST ROUND, 
Atart. Bnoy. Lightship. Home, 
H, M, 5. H. M, B. H. M. 3, H, ML 8. 

OUTH sas he -, Veen ee 10 4h 34 11 3) 30 11 57 a5 12.53 26 
Vallevr, 10 46.88 ii 34 15 12 04 50 
Fanita....f2..005)68- 0d? 24 11 33 00 11 5) 17 1 00 48 

BEGOND ROUND. 

Dyivacc.« $-- 232545 50-2 1 AS 2h 1 43 00 2 20 65 3 26 10 
Fanita,.......,.,.-.-, 1 00 44 1 45 30 272227 2.29 14 

Elapsed time of Oviva 4:30:45, of Fanita 4:41:50, Corrected time of 
rf 45, of Fauita 4:40:00, Valkyr did not finish, but withdrew, 

her sails being old and baggy and uo club topsail aboard. She was 
nob in condition to race in light weather. The summary of prizes 
won foots up four for the eutters and two for the sloops. ‘The cutber 
Valkyr has a small centerboard 11ft, long with a drop of Sft., the 
board going through the lead keel, 

Orive 

NEW GULTERS TO BE BUILT, —Lawley & Son of South Boston, 
report a lively demand for deep crafts, mostly of moderate tonnage, 
They will have their hands fill all winter building cutters, besides a, 
large amount of other work, A vash fleetof keel yachts from 10 to 40 
tons was turned out in the Wast last year, but this winter we look for 
shill livelier times. To fact many builders will have to turn work 
away from their doors through sheer incapacity to keep pace with 
the demand. With the popularization of safe and able cutters, 
yachting in America appears to haye opened a fresh chapter with 
redoubled vigor, 

HALF AND HAL#.—Poillons have launched the new cutter-rigged 
yacht for Mr, Morris Ketchum, Jr. In hull she is a duplicate of the 
senterbourd sloop Blephant, with a longer counter. In rig w thor- 
oughhred. Load line, 8aft Cin.; extreme beam ucross deck, Litt; 
depth, bFt.; draft, 12ft.; ballast, k tons inside lead. Likely to be fast 
in smooth water and moderate winds, butnot in asea orfresh breeze, 
judzing by Fanifa’s recent races, 

SINGLE HAND YACHTS. 
[comriyveD,] 

Rea lights may be made more trushivorthy hy introdueing an | 
ordiiary lamp cliimuey tside the globe, thereby obyiating the 

chance of blowing out; but care must be taken to refilate the draft 
Sullahly, or the chimney may quickly turn black with soob from the 
flame. A watch tackle cousisting of a regular luff purchase, having 
two double blocks, is often handy on hoaril for heavy henying, sucli 
as breaking oul the anchor, for a masthead purchase, for stretching 
uew lines and fora preventer shroud or stay, Tron blocks tale up 
lewst voor ond ave less liable to give tronble than wooden shells. 
The iron blocks gonerally should have tliat cheeks vather than open 
frame work, os the latter are wpt to foul with the gear, In seléching 
them hive especial regard to the hookovhich should be stout and lareer 
at the turn than elsewhere to prevent straightening out. This1s the 
weal spot in most smull blocks. Also prefér as large a center pin as 
ean be found, These plus should be lookod after oceasionally, for if 
soth, they wear away quickly, and breakage is certain to oecur when 
leash expeoted or wanted, ‘the ayeruge pair of sisterbooks used 
about the rigging suffer from the sume complaint, nearly all the 
tales tipering rapidly from eye to end on account of each pair 
being spht from oue piece of round bar iron and “upsetting” the 
iron, that fs, thickening itn by end blows, requiring move labor 
than manhfactarers are willing bo bestow upon such work. Sister- 
hooks ought wever to he used ou any parl of the standing rigging, 
nor where heavy strains are applied, but large solid hooks shouldbe 
chosen und effectively moused with wire to prevent drawing. Shackles 
are always better than either the foregoing. Their pins should be 
turned home with a marlin spike through tye hole in the head as 
hard a3 possible, and, if necessary, a lock pin driven through the 
projecting suraw ond, ofhemyise keep an eye on them to detect un- 
serewing before ip ig Loo late a1] the shackle pin drops our. 

The cooking gear is much a matter of personal fancy. Those who 
aré very faslidious in their alimentary tastes or experienced and 
quick at concocting sayory dishes may indulge in a regular oil stove, 
with frying pan, ketlle, oven and stew pot. The knight of the galley 
many, with such provisions, provide a regular restaurant menu, with 
soups, entrees and eourses accortine to his heart's desire, The 
stove showld be of east rou, not of sheet iron or tin. and il must also 
have completely Glosad oil well. The shore article has only & per- 
forated disk for the top of the reservoir, but will not serve at sea, 
owing Lo the danger of the oil slepping over, A small yalye ina 
raised seat or neck in the closed hottom permits any gases generated 
by heat to escape, but with mineral sperm there is nigalutely no 
danger from that source. There is in the market a “hot blast’ iron 
sfove of suttable kind which ean be obtained for $3.50, and two or 
thivee dollars more will purchase all the necessary fittings, Wnameled 
ware is, of coursé, better thao tin, as the latter rusts very quickly, 
Fresh provisions and meats from shore can be mastered with the 
above appliance, and it is only a question of inclination and knowl 
edge with the cook how extensive a meal he ehooses to prepare. 
Beefsteat, chops, bacon, liam, fish, oysters or clams, potatoes may 
be fried or broiled, und stews, Loast, coffee and tea offer no difieulty- 
Boiling water Gan be hid in three iwinutes, and soups and yeretables 
preserved in tins heated iu a minute or two more, Of thesé there is 
an endless variety to be had, ani their selection is a matter of taste. 
Supplemented with tomatoes. pickled beets, salads, and fruit accord- 
ing to season, and the banquet wound up with pastry and syyeets 
ad tib, and it can readily be seen that the solitary yoyager need not 
fare ill, Tf new to the business a few lessons before starting im the 
staples, sucno 8S ham, egys, coffee and potatoes will help the beginne * 
amazingly. and to his surprise he will soon discover himself quite 
equal to supplying his actual wants from the stove. 

nder any circumstances our experience in small yachts has been 
the Jegs fuss made over the preparation of a meal the better, Almost 
évery port you put into boasts of reasonable Lotel accommodations, 
Andan oceasional raid ashore for standard forage will assist in mak- 
ing plain grob aboard for a day or two at atime go a long ways 
toward fully satisfying all wants. We much prefer, especially in 
sinall boats, tolimit our ambition in the culinary line to a small al 
eohol stove of sufficient power and the production of Lot water. 
With canned goods, prepared ‘chips,’ and relishes in the way of 
sardines, pickles, potted delivactes, fruit and bread from ashore, 
only hob water is necessary to give life to a spread of kingly variety, 
and far in adyance of whalis al the command of the greatanass of 
humanity ashore. Tt takes but afew minutes to prepare such are- 
past; there are no greasy pots or pans to scour, no exasperating in- 
teryal of twenty minutes hanging overa hot stove in the confined 
cabin air, and fewer chances Of mishaps as the climax of Bridget’s 
act [§ approached. Moreover, there ave no dishes to breale out, 
Wash and stow, forwith a combination tool, containing knife, fork 
and spoon, the original repositories of the good things are attacked 
direct without demanding the intermediate \ransfer to the multi- 
tudinons devices of an intricate civilization ashore. Mot water is 
taised, a portion poured off into the coffee-pol; soup, having a sub- 
stuntial neat basis and ingredients, is warmed up, or eggs boiled, 
cold meat sliced up with the pocket-knife, bréad broken out of the 
box as you have need, some warm vegetubles added os a second 
course, and the feast rounded off with relishes, dessert and fruit as 
required, 
The lamp is put out, empty tins tossed overboard, the combina- 

tion tool pissed into the pocket and finis—a jolly square weal at the 
least expense in time and trouble, and a pipe smoked to the stem 
while your cooking stove enthusiast has barely got his mixtures pre- 
pared upon a complicated scientific basis, with his ¢ vbin Jitlered with 
pots, puns and fragile crockery all causing anxiety and an ardent 
wish tor a half dozen pair of handsat every roll to # steimer’s swell, 
and every time the little bark takes a heasler into the swell tumbling 
in. If plates and dishes are instruments which cannot be altogether 
dispensed with, we should recommend those made of comprossed 
wood pulp oryeneer, ‘They cost less than a cent a piece, and can be 
thrown into the sea after the meal, thereby saying the annoyance of 
washing up dishes ata cost no greater than the breakage lo be ex- 
pected among a supply ofe ina. A mugor two and robber drinking 
vessel take the place of tumblers and glasses. In his grub as in his 
ship the chief problem the single-hand tar must gvapple with is how 
to get the mast out of the least, and we think his task can be solved 
most readily by recourse to the aleohol lamp, 
Some patent affairs have been devised from time to time to su 
lant the alcohol stove, buh never with much success, MeGregor iu 
ismemorable single hand yoyage dowo the British Channel and 

across to France, tells us about & “Russian lamp,” in which the fame 
bursts forth with great vigor for a while and then subsides, but the 
efforts ade by members of the New York Canoé Club to reach sat- 
isfactory results with the contrivance have one and all miserably 
failed, The lamp is @ bit too much of fireworks energy, 4nd cunnot 
be relied upon for definite effect, Its burst of fame is short-lived, 
erratic and not under control, always going off at the wrong mo- 
ment. 
A few words of caution willnot come amiss while upon this sub- 

ject. The lamp should be strong and of brass; a special place to hold 
it while in opération must be provided, and the tins containing foo 
should be the smallest procurable, to avoid any waste. All articles 
should he Gf the vel'y best brands and procured only from grocers 
above suspicion, eveu if their prices seem high, Before heating, 
punch or cut 4n opening in the top of the can, or an explosion may 
plaster your cabin with bean soup in adisagreeable fashion, and scald 
the doctor besides. A can-ppener is as essential to the single-hand 
cruiser 8s 4 corkscrew to the ‘longshore sporting character, For rel- 
ishes and side dishes pick out articles which will keep for afew days 
wilhout spoiling, Laxatives, such as syrup, prunes, apple-sauce, end 
frnit, should be freely partaken of, especially when starting out, The 
natural tendency is to preserve emiply cans and bottles for some fu- 
ture use. That use seldom turus up, and the ship soon becomes a trap 
full of yattling bottles and obstruutions, Toss everything overboard 
you have nv definite purpose foratonce, In mild weather preparin 
the meal can be done in the cockpil, if a slide is providers to haul ow 
asatable. Never deposit anything on the deck onlside, and never 
leave anything standing up whiel is lable to fall over and spill. 

Tee is a necessary item in the supply, and for its aceommoda- 
tion 4 drawer under the cockpili is shown in tlie plans, This should 
be lined with zinc and a piece of flannel or blanket used to enclose 
theice. Inthis way a small five to ten pound lump will keep an 
astonishing length of time, ‘The drawer hauls out into the cabia for 
convenience, bubmay be reached through a handhole with cover in 
the bottom of the cockpit while underway. rye! 
With alittle method, we have found it quite possible to live in 

this style.at less than fifty cents 4 day or four dollars a week, oil, 
wick and tobaceo tucluded, Another dollar covers newspapers, 
aint, ete, forthe yacht, and writing materials, and a sixth dollar 
oops you in seagoing fogs. Show us the suminer resort, ths board- 

ing house or hash factory where equally good living can be obtained 
at such nominal eost, wilh salt breezes, oxone-laden, cool nights, 
sound sleep, rivenous appetite, hardy muscle and brawn, a liver 
withoul bilé, clear consefence, aud where Pee with all the world | 
rejpns serene und Paradise, we opine, would have to take a back seat, 

There is a word to he said about Such a common article as water. 
Fill up the tank whenever opportunity offers. Do not wait till the 
well rung dey, of you may he Jeftin the lurch some day in a broiling 
sun, with ‘hwater, water everywhere and not a drop to drink,’ unless 
thitt good luel which seldgm deserts the lone tar afloat should un- 
earth from below 4 long forgotten Bass or its plébian substitute in 
lager. 7 

‘or berthing have @ cushion made stutfed with deer's hair or arti- 
figial material which will not rot. Cover the cushion, not with reps 

| or carpet, but with blue or brown leather made for such purpose, 
much like that to be found on varriage seats. Such covering soaks 
no water, nor does it mildew or become musty, Ima small boal 
things will get damp occasionally, and leather cushions can be dried 
with a swab or towelin an instant. If filled with deér’s hair they 
possess great buoyancy and may serye ashfe préservers, ‘he blan- 
ket should be of good quality so that it will not partwith its fuzz 
or wool, A nicke J dle Ansonia clock is a useful and ornamental 
article, and if you choose to follow up the weather, a circular ansroid 
hurometer may be procured to match ata cost of $6. The hand lead 
need not weigh over five or six pounds, with six to ten faihome of cot- 
ton line attached. The simplest way of marking is to tun an over- 
haod knot in the line for each Fathom up to five, then begin on the 
second series of knots, Charts ought to include general plates of the 
ground likely to be gone over, and detail harbor charts, at least for 
all ports difficult to enter, The rest may be navigated hy & povern- 
ment. book known as “Sailing Directions,” or by extracts therefrom 
published by private enterprise, 10 be had from navigation stoves in 
New York anc Boston. Take notice of fhe variations of the compass 
marked on the charts, and when the bearings of a prominent object 
can be taken therefrom compare with the bearings by your own com- 
pass. Itis vot likely to differ in an ordinary yacht unless the ballast 
Should exereise some influence upon the needle. The difference 
found is denominated *deviation,”’ and when steering a course cor- 
rection or allowance must be made if the error vf the needle is of 
practical moment. 
On this subject the amateur had best consult an elementary work 

on navigation, We can recommend the book of H. W. Rosser, te be 
had fora dollar or two from Van Nostrand, 27 Murray street, N. Y., 
or from Williams, 278 Washington street. Boston, Also note the line 
wilhin which the soundings are given in feet. Buy only the yery 
latest editions corrected by the Hydrographic Office in Washingion 
to date. Forthe Sound aud Wastern coast, an excellent volume has 
been published by the government containing charts and explicit 
sailing directions, which can be purchased for $4. 
_ A voll of charts is notoriously rebellious and evinces a dislike for 
inspection, the sheets curling up in obstreperous fashion, The sinzle- 
hand sailor has seldom more than one hand to spare ata, time, and ta 
facjlitate an examination of the chart the following plan will be 
found yery advisable, Cut the large charts up into lengths of say 
two feet and insert them in a tight frame covered with glass. In thig 
shape the chart is protected from the weather aud can be set up on — 
the floor of the cockpit to be serntinized ato glance, Beforestarting 
oif on @ cruise take asmall paint brush and with blue water color 
trace a line about an eighth of an inch wide around the shoals, rocks 
and fathom curve, 50 that the ¢ye muy take in the lay ef the bottom 
and dangers at a casualinspaction, The lights and beacons may be 
brought into prominence by red and umber in the sameway. With 
the frame before you, it needs only a hand Jantern held close to the 
glass at night to give your inquiry an auswer which could not other- 
wise bé got without leaving the helm and diying down below. The 
hand or deck lantern should have a canyas cover to shade the light 
from the 6yes and only to he lifted as wanted, 
A really serviceable compass israther an expensive item in the 

outfit, A poor or unreliable compass is worse than none at all, and 
in small boats the ordinary ‘dry carl’ foating in air cannot be 
depended pon, as the vibrations of the boat set it pelt 3 around 
rapidly or hold it in afalse balance. Wet cards, which float in spirits 
or glycerine, are perfectly true anil reliable, bul they cannot be got 
under $20, or, with binnacle and light uttached, under $3), Baker's 
ecard is by far the best, and superior to Ritchie’s in the way the card 
is marked and hung, although the latter arein very general use and 
not to be despised. A variety of handsome brags binnaclés for small 
yachts are kept in stock in stores abroad, but we know of nothing in 
America bul the customary “boat compass,’ which serves the pur- 
ose very well, however. They can be hadof T. 6, & J. D. Negus, 
Water streel, néar Burling slip. Some arrangement in the way of 
scréw sockets shonld be adopted so that the case may be secured in 
a dead fore and aft line in the cockpit, Tt matters not if the binnaele 
be placed one side of the tmwidship line of the yacht, so that a line 
through the center of the card and the “lubber's point’ marked 
inside on the meval case be truly parallel to the keel, 

[fo BE CONTINUED. | 

CONCERNING YAWLS, 

Editoy Forest and Stream 

After haying given the yawl rig a thorough trial on my yacht of 
fifty tons, [have arrived at the following: ~ 

T find that the yacht will suil closer to the wind than any schooner 
can, éspectally in 4 sea, and thal she carries her mizzenmast as well 
asany otherspar, For sailing in ordinary weather a 16ft. gait on 
the mizgzenmast is used, The Bermuda niizzen does not setas well as 
One with a gall, hy the wind, and it requires a longer spar, which is a 
disadvantage, to be of the same area, The mizzen is not only held in 
place by two shrouds on a site, but is held forward by a vertical stay 
attached to a 14in. eyebolt, Sin. forward of foot of mast, going down 
throngh everything. This stay islike the forward one of a catbout’s 
mast, and as the mizzenmast is got ont with a 6m. curve or praen 
forward, the stay has a powerful hold on ft, I also hava a forywar 
preventer and an after one for mizzenmast, the latter hauling out to 
end of bumpkin. 
By these means lamable to seenre the mizzenmast more firm) 

than any other spar, and have it carry all the sail ] can crowd on. It 
is 88ft. from deck. For light summer weather an arrangement with 
fopmast to mizzen will give a yawl more sail than can be got ona cut- 
ter. As a seuboat she is mvomparably superior to the latter im ease 
of handling sails, She is also superior to a schooner as a seu hoat 
because the absence of the foremast rendérs her more bouyant for- 
ward as well as handier canvas. ORUISER, 

A. C. A. CANOES AT LAKE GEORGE, 1882. 
These following is from a series of letters published in the Toronto 

Mail, by Mr, Robert Tyson, of the Toronto Canve Club; 
T will endeavor to give some idea of the yarious classes of canoes 

at the Lake George meeting, their number, description and rig, what 
types are most in fayor, etc. Twill try hard not to be too weari- 
someély statistical in doing this, 

THE SHADOW MODEL. 

First in order comes the well-known aud well-tried Shadow, of 
which there were at least twelve or fourteen representatives, in 
wood, Wiye or six of these ure fram New York, all lapstreak. Iwill 
take the New York Dot asa typical boat, She is 14ft. 4in. long, Sin. 
beam at water line, “tumbling home’ to perhaps 28in.at the gun- 
wale, The decking and opén doekpit are of the usual dimensions, 
Bhe carries no centerboard, but has a rockered keel, either two or 
four inches at its greatest depth. Her racing rig is two balance lug- 
safls, the mainsail seventy odd feet, andthe mizzen about twenty 
feet. For cruising she would carry a total area of probably sixty 
feetinall, Her lines are een primarily for safling. but with @ 
yiew also to easy paddling, Mr, James Everson, of W iliamsburg, 
New York State, is the Dol’s builder, It was he who built the original 
Shadow for its desizner, Mr. Alden, and the Dot was his second one, 
Mr, Whitlock’s Wrath is the only Shadow [ know of which carries « 
centerboard,” 
Then there are four or five Racine Shadows, all of 28in. beam. 

The method of construction of the Racine Company has been often 
dascribad, Some of the owners of these Shadows tell me that they 
would rather haye them from two to four inches more beam, 50 as 
to be better for sailing, or two inches less, so as to make better pad- 
dliers. They are too much of a compromise between a sailing and a 
paddling canoe, 

THE PRINCESS. 

The Princess model, designed by Commodore Longworth, should 
next be mentioned as a tried and successful sailing rival to the 
Shadow. Three of this model were with the Cincinnati men, and 
one or favo with other canoeists. The Princess has a fatter and 
longer tloor than the Shadow, with the widest part a little forward of 
midships, Her lines aré somewhat fuller, She has more sheer, and 
is generally shaped with a yiew to good sailing powers, while nol so 
much so as to prevent the free use of the paddle. Her dimensions 
are: Length, 14ft,; beam, 8lin. just above the water ling, and 8iin. 
on deck; i0in. deep at bow, 1814. at stern, and iin. to crown of 
deck at midships—all outside measurements, The cockpit is 20in, 
wide forward, and 16 aft, The “dagger” centerboard used by the 
Cincinnati Canoe Clubis very simple, and has some good points. 
The teunic and centerbourd are curved. The eurve ig down« 
ward from forward to aft, #0 that when the board is down the part of 
ft in the water is well aft Of the trunk, enabling the trunk to be placed 
further forward than tt obherwise would be, The curyed board is 
litted out and in like an ordinary straight *‘slip-keel."’ It is not con~ 
venieut to work avery cris board by this arrangement, and the 
board will not rise up if it strikes an obstacle, One orto of the 
New York canoes are fitted with this centerboard. I don’t know who 
originated it, 

MR. TREDWEN'S *'PHARL."’ 
The largest of the saline canoes are those of the Pearl type, which 

this year was represented for the first time atan A. C, A. meeting. 
There were thres—Mr, Wm. Whitlock's Ripple, from New_York, 
fifteen feet long by thirty-one inches beam; aud Boreas and Isabel, 
of Toronto, exch fourteen foot long by thirty-thresinches beam, The 
Pearls are the only canoes that varry “sailing flaps, which are cons 



ivances lo enable the skipper to. Bet well out to windward while 
sitting low dows. Their centerboards and tackle are very complete 
find efficient. They lave been véry successful as racers in England 
and in local club races on this continent, In New York revently Mr: 
Oulin’s new Pearl, the Tramp, wou the challenge cup of the New 
York Oance Club from the hitherto invineiblé Dot, manned by 
Comodore Vaux, one of the most expert and daring sailors in fhe A, 
CQ. A, ‘The owners of the Toronto Pearls find them most comfortable 
erbisers, and splendid boats to windwar(l. Like some other sailing 
canves, they can comforlably curry passengers besides the skipper, 
so (hat he can tale out his wife or sweetheart for o sail when he 
wants to—and she also. “he only bnilders in Navth Ameftica who 
have turned out Pearis are W, P. Stephens, of New York; John Clin- 
dinning, Toronto: and H, Aykroyd, Toronto, 

THE NAUTILUS. 

The old Nantilus model, distinguished by ite great sheer and good 
all-round qualities, was well represented. Five or six were present, 
including the famous paper canoe Maria Theresa, 1th, by Y8in,, in 
which N. H. Bishop paddled and rowed from Troy, N, Y,, along the 
Atlantic coast Lo Plorida—one of the longest and most adventurous 
canoe voygzes on record, the story of which is toost pleasantly told 
in “The Voyure of the Paper Canoe Mr. Bishop scandalized some 
of the orthodox eanoeists by using oars on this long trip, but he lias 
now returned to his first love, and uses only the paddle, Thad the 
pleasure of seeing the sailboat Mayeta, which he used from Quebee 
to Troy, in the first part of the voyage, wid also the “sneakbox," in 
Which Mv. Bishop trayeled from Pittsburgh down the Ohie and Mis- 
sissippi and along the Gulf of Mexica to Florida, It isa queer-look- 
ing. vamy erafe, ift, beam by only 12ft. long. Mr. Bishop is a veri- 
tible traveling geographer. and has a collection of S00 uharts and 
ae in an upper room of bis pretty house on the shore of Lake 
eorze. 
Allthe Nantilus canoes at the meet were of the oldertype, Mr, 

Baden Powell's more recent sailing models, with heayy centerboard, 
were not represented. 

’ A NEW ENGLAND CANOE, 

Qaptain Kendall, a tall, stalwart New Englander from St. Johns- 
bury, Vermont, had a canoe on the island which deserves notice as 
at efficient sailing cruiser of alight and simple type. He built her 
iimself, She is smooth outside and weighs 6 pounds. Dimensions, 
ft, long, aft, beam, Jin, deep at ginwale amidships, 12in. at crown 
of deck amidships, 15in. deep forward, 13in. aft, cockpit 22in, wide. 
He carries no ballast nor centerboard, depends on beam for stability 
under sail, uses Jeehoards, has a simple balance lug maiusail of 47f¢. 
ares, with 20ft. sprit mizzen, and, alas! uses oars Instead of paddle, 
The canoe is much like two or thres that haye been buill by Harry 
Hodson, of Toronto. but is larger and has uotso much flare from 
the bilge as Mr. Hodson’s. er dimensions bar her from the 
A.C. A. races. j 
Next come the lighter canoes, designed primarily for paddling, A 

noteworthy feature is the introduction since last year of a new model, 

TH “STELLA MARIS,” 

by Mr. J. H. Rushton, of Canton, N. Y., which has became so popu- 
lar that atleast half a dozen canoes of this model were at the meet- 
ing, and I heard of others which were not present. This little “star 

_ of the sea” well deserves her Papal ry. She is designed especially 
for paddling, but is fitted with two small lateen sails, and can sail 
well on occasion, She is very fast under paddle, andis a remark- 

ably handsome Jittle craft. Wer dimensions are:—Length, 14ft,; 
beam, 2in,; depth from gunwale to garboard sirealk amidships, 

 834in,; curve of deck timbers, 3in.; keel, gin.; depth af bow, with 
keel, 16in.; depth at stern, 1434m. She is fitted witha locking-n 
“airangement by which the cockpit can be completely coyered with 
hatches, and securely fastened, thus protecting the conoeist's stores 
from pilferers if he has to leave his canoe in a strange place. The 
Stella Maris is well suited for cruising on rivers and small lakes, and 
will stand a great deal of rough weather for such a little craft. The 
first canoe of this type was built especially for the Rev, C, EB. Wood- 
man, of New York, ' 
_ Canoeists genet ally owe a debt of gratitude to Mv. Rushton for 
the practical way in which he has worked up and developed several 
of the most useful and popular types of caroes, especially when, as 
he says, “there is very little money in it.’ There is so much fitting 
ahd special work about decked canoes that they are not nearly so 
Profitable to mild as the open rowboats. 

THE ROB ROYS. 

Perhaps no canoe is so well known by name as the ‘Rob Roy,” 
immortalized by J, Macgregor, of tvansatlanti¢ fame, and there is a 
They tendency im the popular mind to consider all (ecked canoes as 
“Rob Roys.'' What the name really means is a light canoe built al- 
Most entirely for paddling, with very little sheer. Approximate di- 
“Mensions, 18 or 14ff. long, 26in. beam, and $ or Sin. deep, W. P. 
Stephens, of New York, bas built some excellent Rob Roys for New 
York canoeists, and Mr, Rushton makes a boat of this type well 
Jmown to canoeists as“The American Traveling Canoe.’ The Ra- 
cine Company's “St. Paul” is another variety of the Rob Roy type. 
From fourteen to sixteen or more Rob Roys were at Lorna Island, 
_Ineluding four St. Pauls. 

OTHER TYPES OF CANOES. 

Canoes buili of canvas, stretched over wooden ribs and battens, 
ave & cheap and serviceable craft. and they were well represented at 
the meet by ten or a dozen specimens of various builds, from Shadow 
to Rob Roy, / 

Finally, there is the open Peterboro’ canoe, s0 familiar to the 
Canadian eye; four or fiye of these were present, 

In addition to the foregoing, there were probably a score at least 
of canoes varying from the foregoing types, or which I had not an 
opportunity of classifying, ‘The total will thus be 75 ov 80 A. GO. A. 
cauoes gathered ab the island camp, and this agrees with Secretary 
Neide's estimate. 

Cartridge Groover, TSuts., BE. Redmend, Rochester, N, ¥—aAdw. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

WHAT PUTTY GAN DO—A gentleman who built a schooner last 
spring was pestered witha plethora of critics, each of whom knew 
just how the schoonor should have been built, and felt himsel! at lib- 
erty to air his views: The owner gota pailtul of putty and kept it in 
the mould-loft. Eyery time one of those wiseacres of the so-called 
“practéal’ Kind came plone with vyliable suggestions he was at 
ones referred tio the putty, told to help himself, and give shape to his 
ideas and show titem to the company present, Thereupon erilies be- 
Game yery scavee indeed, 

AMERICA CUP,—Now thot Bedouin's sailing has shown our pres- 
ent sloops unable to hold the America Cup against an Ai cutter like 
Atnasonn, it becomes allthe more important to offer even terms to 
foreigners for tliat trophy or accept their charge of intentional 
sharp practice, and allow the cup to remain, as at present, a butt of 
broad ridicule among foreign yachtsmen, A correspondent writing 
om Liverpool says the cup is a regular laughing-stock on the 
Mersey, 

NEW YORK YACHT CLUB.—At the lust meeting resolutions were 
passed appointing a committee to report upon the desirability of 
rocuring headquarters and anchorage in near-by waters, The club 
as long been in need of a house, and it has been something of a 

wonder that action had not been taken long ago. 

STEERED BY HER OWNER,—dditor Irores! wad Streanc: In your 
Account of Tuesday's race of the 8. Y. C. you state that the Bedonin 
was sailed throughout by her sailing-master, Captain Petiick. This 
needs correction, in justice to her owner, Mr. Rogers, a true Corinth- 
ian, who had charge of the helm all day, and never let go the stick 
till the home mark was passed.,_SEAWANHAKA, 

BIG ONES.—The extraordinary suceess of the noble cutter Bedouin 
has induced others to cross the Rubicon. Two big ships like her will 
be builtin New York this winter and a 15 or 20 ton clipper in Boston. 
Others remain to be heard from. Tt would not surprise us to see 
more than 4 seore of fine ships of the cutter persuasion luid down for 
an early Jaunch in spring. 

NOT A HORSE MARINE.—Skipper Baker, of the Gracie, was ac- 
eused by a horse marine, reporting for the World, of lowering his jib 
and then easing mainsheet to keep that sloop on her course in the 
recent Seawanhaka matches. We are asked to say that Baker is not 
such au idiot, and did nothing of the kind. The yarn seemsto be a 
pure fabrivation. 

REAL YACHTING.—The 15-(on cutter Sonata started July 2 from 
Brightlingsea, suiled to Tiverness in flye days, through Caledonia 
Canal, then down the west evast of Great Britain, and to home 
port in thirty days—distance 1,402 miles, aud not a penny paid for 
pilolage. Sonnta is S8f6. load line, 10,4ft. beam, and 6.3ft. drat. 

LIVONIA.—This schooner known to both European and American 
Waters while the property of Mr. Ashbury, was sold at auction re- 
cently to satisfy a mortgage of the present owner. Few bidders 
were at the sale and the fine schooner was knocked down for $15,000 
to a well-lmown British yachtsman, 

SAFE SAILING BOATS.—We are requested to state that I. Joiner, 
of Glen's Falls, N. ¥., will send photos of his specialties deseribed in 
these columns by mail upon receipt of $1. 

DAUNTLESS.—Mr, Colt's schooner recently left Bordeaux, France. 
for a cruise in the Mediterranean. All on board reported well and 
enjoying the sea cruising ainazingly, 

CHROMOS NO LONGER WANTED.—A prominent yard in the 
East writes us that the present demand is entirely for keels, with all 
or nearly all ballast outside. 

FISHCULTURE IN SCOTLAND. 

] E make the following oxtracts from the Dundee Adver- 
tiser of Oct. 6. No doubt, the Fishery described is a 

large and a fine one, but we doubt the statement that it is the 
finest in the world. Our cousins of the British Islands'do not 
seem to be up in all the modern appliances of fishculture, and 
those familiar with the subject will be apt to regard hatching 
on glass grilles as a little behind the age, as well as the gravel 
on which the eggs are afterward placed, The article says: 
Howietown Fishery, the property of Sir James Ramsay 

Gibson Maitland, is situated about four miles south from 
Stirling. The ponds have been laid out on ground beside the 
burn of Sauchie, from which the water supply is obtained. 
Their construction was begun in 1874, and the idea of their 
formation was first suggested in 1873 in course of a difference 
about some trout originating between Sir James Maitland 
and the late Mr. Prank Buckland, 

Fishculture, under the fostering care of Sir James Maitland, 
has made wonderiul progress within the last ten yenrs, and 
nothing proves this more conclusively than a contrast of the 
old-fashioned hatching grounds and processes at Stormontfield 
with the improyed methods adopted at Howietoun. Hatching 
the ova in wooden boxes was the plan pursued at Stormont- 
field, buti hatching on tubular glass grilles is an immense nn- 
proyement on this system, and at this moment the new and 
spacious hatching houses at Howietown are capable of incu- 
bating, and do incubate, from eight to ten million ova per an- 
num. The proprietor is now in a position to steck all the rivers 

in Scotland successfully and with certainty, because what is 
done at Howietoun is done to a large extent by nature, and 
no better pattern than nature gives has yet been discoyered or 
ever will be, 
_, Phe uew system is mich more expensiye than the old, but 
itis much more satisfactory, and the opinion of Sir James is 
thatif the fisheries of Scotland are to be improyed, the work 
must be done on a commercial scale. This is the object ha 
hashad in yiew in spending many thousands of pounds at 
Howietoun, and if he can prove that his work is likely to he- 
come & commercial success, as everything at present promises 
it will be, he will haye accomplished a great deal for Scotland. 
His transactions are already ona scale of great magnitude, 
and the demand for youny trout is taxing the supply. To pive 
amiden of the size of the fishery at Howietoun, it may be 
noted that the enclosed grounds are eleven acres in extent; 
that three horses a week are killed to provide food for the 
trout, and this in addition to large quantities of clams im- 
ported from Newhaven, 
Approaching the Fishery from the main road, the first places 

to which the visitor is taken are the hatching houses. Great 
expense has been lavished on these. They are supplied with 
water gathered from springs in the neighborhood. ‘The stone- 
work of the largest house, which has cost over £3,000, is strong 
sloping and substantial, and the floors are of asphalte, Inthis 
house there sre 180 tanks, each 7 feet 6 inches long, and each 
capable of containing twenty thousand ova, During the year 
as many as from eight to ten million of trout ova, weighing 
one ton, are incubated here. All eggs are eyed on plass 
grilles, expericuce having shown, as we have elsewhere stated, 
that the strongest embryos and the healthiest fry are 
obtained by this method. So sopn as the embryo is sufficiently 
formed the practice is too lay the ova down in graye) reeds 
contiguous to small streams falling into the rivers or lochs to 
be stocked. A sall wnimpreenated eges are removed before 
being despatched from the Fishery,no loss occursfrom byssus, 
and all the expense and trouble of artificial hatching are 
ayoided, 

Aiter inspecting the hatching houses the visitor returns to 
the main road, and a short distance down crosses the Sanchie 
Burn, which at this point is tapped, and feeds the ponds with 
the water necessary for breeding purposes. Here the inspec- 
tion of the ponds proper begins, and the first thing that 
strikes the yisitor is a little water-wheel, which, by an in- 
genious arrangement, keeps constantly in motion a series of 
levers, attached to the outer ends of which are perforated 
boxes containing prepared food for the young fry, The 
motion imparted to the boxes shakes out the foad, and it is 
curious to watch the thousands of tiny fishes swarming about 
pid devouring the food as it is shaken from the moving 
boxes. 
Onv space forbids quoting more than the following on the 

Salcelinus fontinalis, the article further says: ‘lhe first of 
the ponds contains thousands of fry of our Lochleyen trout, 
and a handful taken out with a net shows them to bein prime 
condition—fat, plump, and healthy, and stronger looking and 
more lively than their companions in the next pond, the 
young of the American brook trout, which, howeyer, are fine 
fish, and promise to become a specialty of Howietoun. The 
Fontinalis, also known as charr, come from New Hampshire. 

j Anglers will be sorry to learn that they are not good risers, 
as they generally feed at the bottom on the water flea (Daph- 
nict putes). 

Their general introduction into this conntry was at one time 
regarded as very improbable owing to the expense of transit; 
but at Howietoun they have been carefully reared, until now 
any number of ova, fry, and young fish can be supplied from 
the parent stock. They are specially adapted for reservoirs, 
where animalcule have to be cleared out, and it was humor- 
ously suggested by one of our party that instead of spending 
thousands of pounds in filtering operations at Monikie and 
Crombie, the Dundee Water Commissioners should spend a 
few pounds in stocking the ponds at these places with Fonti- 
nalis, thereby obviating the necessity of having a filter at all. 
When the meat is thrown in among these youngsters the 

peculiarity of their “rising” is at once obseryable. They come 
from the bottom straight up with a rush, as if they were 
arrows shot from a bow, seize the bait, and descend again 
with lightning-like rapidity, In angline for the Fontinalis 
with fly there would be no necessity for the angler to strike. 
The fish, if it was in a taking mood, would hook itself, and 
allthe angler would have to do would be to cast’ the lure 
within seizing distance. They come up to feed, but not with 
nearly the same rush and avidity as the Loch Leveners, Sey- 
eral were taken out with the net, anda brief examination be- 
fore their return to the water showed that they were of fine 
shape, and beautifully colored and spotted. One peculiarity 
is their teeth, which are small, and of mesh-like formation, 
something like the mouth of the whale, 

Something every sportsman should have is one of the dogskin 
leather jackets advertised by Wm, Read & Sons, Boston, Mass. See 
advertisement in another column.—<Adv. 

FINE HAND-MADE REELS. 
: All these reels are made with best quality screws, 

A rat Of reel MWA, eee ee cee eee y---- SO YARDS, 25. 
‘olished brass, crank handle, with stop.............. 60 

; Fr "balance “ no 6 eee — 
Sh PP OReC DOS WICN le. SAVED iiey ged tiniest 0 
* hard rubber, crank handle, with click.,,,... — 
oe te (Abbey patliern) “oy... = 
te : 8 “second quality, 
PRRIMEDY GOETOME Sotal SD date alot hota eter tAd Saabl BR eletsie chat. |cholefobs = 

Polished Wass, crank ladle, with dra | Munrreryind. 
sf “balances ‘* aK Ares! et sh 
i) “ i “extra quality, (if with 

_ drag an extra charge)... 2.6.5.4. yenhn ts ife-a . 
Polished G. silver, balance handle, extra quality, (if 

| With drag an extra charge)... eee 

is 

so that they can be taken apart if necessary. 
‘tither clicks or drags added, or be nickeled at 50 cents for each addition. 

Any of these reels may have 

2 
Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

YARDS, 30 Yarps, 40 Yarns, fi) Yarps, 80, YARDS, 100 Yarps, 150 Yarns, ; ing mk for several days’ writing, Can be carried in 
65 70 15 85 Bi) — — the pocket. Always ready for use. A Tuxury to 
15 — acl) 1,00 1,15 — — persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
05 1,00 1.10 1.20 — _ —_ writing, 
— _— 225 2.50 2.78 — _— MABIEN, TODD £& BARD, J 
= = 6.00 4.00 9,00 10,00 11,60 180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Send for Priee-List. 
_ — 4,00 4.50 5.00 — — Ovrk Goobs Arm Soup sy Firsr Ciass Derarers 

1.30 1,40 1.50 1,60 1.80 — — 
1.70 1.80 1.90 2.00 &25 2,50 = ; i 

ne f 4 Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 2.25 — 2.40 2,60 2.75 8.25 4,00 a, 5 ; 
Zs For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

4.50 — 5.00 5 1,60 725 9,00 Snow-shoeing, ete, They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 

— = - —_ 11,00 12.00. 14,00 Made to order ii 2 vari- 

4. complete line of common reels always in stock. Also full assoriment of Extra Quality Cultyhunk and Salmon Reels. 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY. 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

ABBEY cw& IMBAIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

Brass or Paper Shells; center tire, Byery gua warranted, 

* 

ingle-Barrel Shot-Gun, Only $10.00. 
Thisis the cheapest and best gun in the market, steel barrels, 28 of 32in. long, 16-gauge, Anierican walnut stock, fine finish throughout. Weight 6lalbs., 

E, G. KOENIG, S875 Broad Street, Newark, N, J, 

_ able, 
= ety of styles, and war- 

» ranted the speriale urtin 
cle. Send tor price lish, 
MARTIN §S. HUTCH- 

P. O. Box 368. Brapfuxp & 
GC, Squires, N. ¥, City, Prin- 

INGS, Dover, N. H. 
AnrHony, Boston, H. 
cipal Agents. 

The Hunting Sight. & 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION i 

GUN SIGHT : 

Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect. Send for 
circular containing full description. Ad- 

ares) ULM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn, 

) ess POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA“IGELEY LAKES RHGION, Including all 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
14s well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, ete,; 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A, J, FARRAR. Jamaica Plgin, Mass. 
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DOGSKIN LEATHER JACKETS. 
ont SPLENDID GARMENT. 

Our Own Pattern and Selection of Skins a Specialty. 

Impervious to wind and water. 
waterproof and windproof. We haye furnishe 
have side and breast pockets, double breasted and finely stitched. Brown Grass Colors. 

For sleighing and driving they are much used. 

A Quality, of the finest and softest skin, - 

stiff after wetting. 

Soft and reals as a kid glove. 

TOTALLY UNLIKE ANY 

Lined with flonnel. 

$18 00 

OTHER IN THE MARKET. 

B ) Not shrunk or injured by water. 
many of these to Chesapeake, Currituck, and other clubs, and they are in great demand, not only for shooting, but a driving jacket worn under the coat. They 

1 Ml Our own pattern, and very different from the common leather jackets of poorer quality leather, which latter becomes 
These finest skins allow a free use of the arms in shooting and driving, being more pliable than the ordinary quality. 

A complete protection to sportsmen, or any one exposed to cold or wet. Entirely 

B Quality, not as soft, - - - $15 00 

(as"We take the entire product of the Manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, and this make cannot be obtained elsewhere in this country. 2) 
Other makes as are commonly in the market we haye, and can furnish at less prices, as $10,00 and $12.00, etc., but they are not as pliable skins nor as nicely made. 

Send measurement around chest, Will be sent by mail prepaid, on receipt of price, 
Ee-These must not be confounded with the many Leather Jackets advertised and sold. 

returned at ow expense and money refunded, During the past fall and winter we had difficulty in filling our orders, and itis advisable to order before cold weather. 
in cold weather, worn under the overcoat, they make a handsome garment, and are much used, We have lately received the finest skins we have imported for years, 

We will at any time send on approval, and if not found su erior to others and entirely satisfactory, they can be 
For ordinary use of driving and walking 

OAUTION,—Ouwr firm name, Wa, Reap & Sons, Boston, is stenciled in side right pocket of each of our best jackets, 
Send amount and we will send by mail, or have your local dealer order one for you. 

WM. READ & SONS, No. 13 Faneuil Hall Square, Boston, Mass. 
CUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT OUT AND PRESERVE IT FOR REFERENCE. 

NOTICE. 

OF 287 & 289 (late 314:) OXFORD ST., LONDON, 
Gun manufacturers, by special appointments to Her Majesty the Queen, H. R, H., the Prince of Wales, and the most noted shots of Europe, give notice that on January Ist, 1883, they 

~will remove to the new and large manufactory they are now building, and that after that date their address will be 7 

Audley House, South Audley Street, Londoz. 
They take this opportunity to inform American sportsmen that they have patented A NEW REBOUNDING HAMMERLESS GUN. which, after the most careful practical 

trials and seyere tests, they confidently reccommend as by far 

HAMMERLESS 
Its advantages are STRENGTH, SIMPLICITY, SAFETY AND FREEDOM FROM MISFIRES. JAMES PURDEY & SO 

ud States, viz.: 
York, and JOS. C. GBUBB & CO., 712 Market street, Philadelphia. 

N. B.—Messrs, Purdey & Sons are prepared to sell the rights, or grant a license (subject to certain conditions) for the sole manufacture of this gun in the United States, 

ONLY PEREEC 

~ GUN MADE. 
NS will only make one quality of gun for the United 

i! | 

HE BEST, Guns take about five months to make, and can be ordered direct from the makers, or through the agencies of SOHUYLER & DUANE. 180 Broadway, New 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
‘Poultry and Game, 

289 & 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, 

New York. 

Consignments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. 

Weaccept consignments. Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous week. 

“AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
© edition now ready. This story describes the 
trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to ‘the Richard- 
on-Rangeley .akes. Ib treats of *‘ camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25cents. By 
mail, postpaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A, J, FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mae 

Lhaye a pocitive remedy for the above disease; by its use 
thousands of cases.of the worst kind and of jong standing 
hive beencured., Indecd, so strong is my faith InIts efficacy, 
that I willsend TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VAL- 
UABLE TREATISE on this disease, to any sufferer. Give Ex- 
press & P, O, address. DR, T. A. SLOCUM, 181 Pearl St., N. ¥. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES, 

Price #2.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

The Gun and its Development 
By W. W. GREENER, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH 

Price #7.50. 

WILD RICE, *% Wacexrive: 
Janesville, Wis. 

ENWOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
For Canada and the United States, 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. S. 
Office—No, 210 St, James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, | 
Annual Subseription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents, 

lhe Art of Photography 
Complete without a Teacher. 

Trom $5.00 wp; sen 10c, for Circu- 
lar and Catalogue, to 

AUGUST HERZOG, 36 John St., N. ¥- 
Manuf’r of Phote. Instruments, 

STEEs 

PGR 

leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161: 
For Sate by all Stationer: 

THE =STTRERGOK STEEL PEN CO. 
Works, Camden, ™ 7 TR Inhe Sh, More Yok 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 
¢ with thirty changes of 

i) positions. Parlor, Li- 
brary, Invalid Chair, 
Child’s Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
beauty, lightness, 
strength, simplicity and 
comfort. Hverythin 
to an exact science, 
Orders by mail prompt- 
ly attended to, Good 
shippped C. O, D. Seni 
stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Forrs 
AND ST 

a 

READING POSITION. REAM, WILSON 
ADJUSTABLE CHATR MANUFACTURING CO 
661 Broadway, New York. 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
TAXIDHRMIST 

No. 55 Carmine Street, N, Y. 

[Established 1830.) Pet Animals Stuffed. 

Cc. EB. WiILEINSOoON, 

(UUM ® John St., near Broadway, N.Y. J 
2S WANUFACTURING. JEWELER, ~* 

Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY, 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

eS 

The Maynard 
NEW OFRF-HAND 

PRICES REDUCED. 

tion free of charge. 

Rifles and Shot Guns, 
p TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 7 

For Hunting ond Terget Practice at all ranges, 

the “MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

“the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle : 

in the world, as maity barrels can be used on one stock; and for accuracy. con- 

venience, durability and safety, is notexcelled. Send for Ilustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachinent for using rim and centre-fire ammunition, 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. : 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manyfacturing our goods 
to meet the increasing demand: We-have received the highest award and silver nedal at the Massachu 
setts Charitable Mechanies’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Send for catalusug, 
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J. PALMER OWNEIL & 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

"y 

: AGENTS IN THE UNITED °STATES FOR THE 

Richards 
Manufactured by WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO., Londen, England. (Established 1820.) 

INVENTORS AND SOLE OWNERS OF THE ANSON & DEELEY HAMMERLESS LOCK WITH AUTOMATIC SAFETY BOLT, - 
Making the Safest, Simplest and Most Durable Breech-Loading Gun to-day in Use. 

Westley 

SAFEST, because the triggers are effectually bolted whenever the lever 
other gun, MOST DURABLE, because the four parts are yery strong, 

Showing any evidence of wear. 

“The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun excels any gun thatI haye ever used.’\—Gzorcr W. Brown, 
eautville, Pa. ; " 

“The action is simply perfect; there is no possibility of accidental discharge."'—E. J. CARPENTER, 
ncinnati, O. 

‘The Hammerless Wesiley Richards works to a charm, 
RLES J. CLARKE, Winnows Point Shooting Club, 

“The little seven-pound Westley Richards Hammerless Gun, purchased from you last summer, has 
m entire sati-faction. For hard shooting. easy manipulation, and perfect safety. it cannot be 
lied. Tused hut three drams of powder and one ounce of shot throughout the entire season, killin 

iy birds as clean in September as first of October.*\—ALEx. RnyNoups, JR., Kittaning, Pa. a 

“The Westley Richatds Hammerless Gun I obtained from you has been the admiration of all my 
lends, I consider it much the best hammerless gun, and recommend all sportsmen who ean afford the 

Uxury of a perfect gun to buy a Westley Richards Hammerless.”—Patrick Henry, Clarksville, Tenn, 

: We haye just received a large invoice of these matchless weaponstin 
WMport to special order without extra charge. Our stock of 
hammers. 

and brings the ducks right out of the sky,"— 

Parker Trap Gun. 

_ We are now prepared to supply the Parker “Trap Gun,’ for which we are sole 
is. These guns have top lever, extension rib, rebounding locks, large strikers and pistol 

| They are simply superb. The Parker Trap Gun should not be confounded with the 
ilar Parker top lever guns, which, although excellent guns, do not approach the Trap for 
€, hard shooting, Eyery genuine Parker Trap Gun has the rubber butt plate with a 
ey ygcon beautifully embossed upon it, as shown in the above cuti, 

|, We hve a smallremnant of Webley’s heavy ducking guns, mostly 10-bore, of various 
Wilities, at about half price. Address 

H. & D, FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869.] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELEI, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machiner ibjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of wit 
€es of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four 
their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them 

ES, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

‘0, Box 1114, 

, and the paper 
standing large 

to ten times, if desired, They algo 
as equal, if not superior, to any other 

a) ROSEWOOD 
LOADERS, 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 
“SHOT specs. a 

RECAPPERS. 

n Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles, 
CkHT RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE, PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING. 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS,” BENCH CLOSERS, Ete., Ete, 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New York Acanrs: WALLACE & SONS. No. 89 Chambers street, New York. Pacirrc Coast Acents: CHAS. SONNTAG & CO,, San Francisco, California, 
New Orteans Acenrs: A. BALDWIN & GO, 
New ENGLAND AGrNTs ror Suor SHELLS: JOHN P. LOVELL « SON, Boston, Mass. 

DOG TRAINING; 

1, HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, PRICE $1.00, 

is moyed to open or close the gun, SIMPLEST, because the Jock contains fewer pieces (only 
and the swivel and bridle—the weakest parts in the ordinary lock—is entirely dispensed with. 

The Anson & Deeley hammerless lock bas been subjected tu the severest test, having been fired EIGHTY THOUSAND times in a wear and tear trial withont el 
The Anson & Deeley action is made in its perfection by Westley Richards & Co, 

From every quarter unsolicited come testimonials of the excellence of these guns. We quote a few extracts: 

Hammerless Gun. 

four) thant any- 

‘uning, and without 

“J find perfect ease in manipulating the gun, and absolute safety secured from accidental discharge 
| by the automatic safery bolt, which never fails to go to safety when the lever is moved to open or close 
| the gun, You know how prejudiced I have been against hammerless guns, Well, 1 am thoroughly 
subdued, and I unhesitatingly say itis ‘the gun of the future.’"—I. R. Srayron, Secretary Allegheny 
County Sportsmen's Association. 

“T feelas if T ought to let you know how the 10-bore, 91élbs., 30in. Westley Richards Hammerless: 
works. At the target with four and a quarter drams of Orange Lightning powder No. 6. and one and a 
quarter ounces No. 8 shot, I can get over 400 pellets in a 30-inch circle, 40 measured yards, every time, 
with beautiful distribution and wonderful penetration. With the same charge of powder and one and 

| & quarter ounces No. 5, it is sure death to ducks at tifty yards every time. made two successive shots 
at single mallards sitting on the water at 76 and 83 yards, and kilied both times, and this with the above 
light load in paper shells. A mallard flying at 50 yards drops as if struck by lightning. Let me thank 
you for having furnished me what I have so long ben looking for, i.e.,agun that suited me in every 
way. I’ve got it now and money cannot buy it.”—F. W. Corrs, Lincoln, 111. 

all grades and gauges, including the smaller bores, 14, 16 and 2°-gauge, and can fill all orders promptly, or will 
ine Goods.is without exception the largest in this country. 

ew catalogue now ready containing illustrations and prices of all new and useful implements, 
Constantly on hand, bargains in fine second-hand guns with 

AMERICAN PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING CO.: 

Corona, Queens Oo., N. Y. EARL LEE, Manager 

SHOOTING BOX 7 BY 9 FEET, WEIGHING 500 LBS. 

Two persons can put it up in one hour. No Nails or Screws required, 

Price $60. With two Cots and Table, $5 extra. 
This Company manufacture, for portable and permanent use, Depots for Railroads, Sheds for Steam- 

ships, Chusahen, Hotels, Dwellings, Schools, Posing: Boat and Club Houses; also Summer Cottages, 
Farm and Out Buildings of every style. Suitable for a I sections of country and climates, at moderate 
cost, within the means of all. Warn in winter—cool in sammer—ventilation perfect. 

For further particulars see illustrated circular, or apply to the office of the Company, 

= 31 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y. 

he Parker Gun. T 

Again Victorious at the late Exposition at 
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. : : 

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: “At Melbourne they had an excellent, 
opportunity of testing their power beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came oft con 
nerors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country are reputation, 
or this class of goods has for many years been above all others,” ’ 
They haye been in the hants of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and have. 

won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the field or at the trap. At Coney Island last reat, at the New York State Convention, the P. won the Pierce Diamond Badge and the 
“Forest and Strezm” Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors, Send for Catalogue. 

Show Rooms: PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn. 7 CHAMBERS ST., N. ¥. 
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WILLIAM READ & SONS. 
DEALERS IN FINE GUNS, 13 FANEUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 

AGENTS FOR 

—  W.& C. SCOTT & SON. 

“[Nov: 2, 1882. 

i 
A NPR eee Tee 

with ft the championship of the World. 

None genuine unless bearing the full address, 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON, 
Their New Gun. 

$85.00 With Latest Improvemerts. 
Furnished by us to Capt. Bogardus who for years has 

used none other than the SCOTT GUN, and won 

Description.—Top snap, double bolt, extension rib, pistol stock, rebounding Jocks, snap fore stock, large solid strikers, low hammers when cocked, horn butt plate, Damascus 
barrels, choke bored. 20-bores, 54 to 6lbs.; 16-hores, 64 to Tbs, ; 12-bores, 7 to 91bs.; 10-bores, 8 to filbs. 

To meet 2 want for a really fine, good breech-loader at a medium cost, Messrs. Scott & Son have now put this gun into the market at above price (a great reduction from the figure 
such quality has hitherto been offered at), and the demand thus far shows that it is thoroughly appreciated. 

Every Gun Warranted in Shooting and Sent on Trial. 
Scott's Hammerless, with Crystal Apertures and Block Safety Attachmemt, All Sizes, Constantly in Stock. 

If to be sent C. O, D. on trial, inclose in every case $8.00 as a deposit for expressage in case gun is not taken, which, if too much, we will return the difference, If you send 
whole amount with order, we will include at no charge, a waterproof sun case; and if gun does not suit on receipt, you can exchange, or we will return your money on return of gun, 
less expressage. Hence there is no risk in inclosing whole amount. 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR GUN CIRCULARS AND SECOND-HAND LIST. 

THE TWO BEST GUNS IN THE WORLD. 

SS ———_ 

Harrington & Richardson Hammerless 
Is the highest achievement of American gun enterprise. The workmanship is equal to the finest London Premier guus, and the fitting is closer, every part being made by machinery to a gauge. For close 
hard shooting nothing in the world can excel them, In every respect equal to imported hammerless guns costing twice the money. ‘They are made on the Anson & Dceley patent, and the work is inspected 
Mr, Deeley, The rubber butt plate is of the most exquisite design, and all the lines are in the finest taste. Size—12-gauge, 714 to 844lbs, A - 

} ¢. 1, Laminated steel barrels, outline engraving. ....... . 6.35... 2002000 cee ci cece scactetteceserer $100 00 | No. 38, Same as No. 2. but finer in all points, --. 2.0.00. 2.2... 220. eee sete Agate Seger en 200 
2, Damascus barrels, good scroll fueraioe aeleciad stocker Bt. e 8: Tea A Ve 150 00 4, Premier quality, every part made with the most scrupulous eare, and most exquisite finish, 300 00. 

The Daly Gun 
Has been in the market for ten years, and has the largest sale of any strictly first-class gun in the country. Hundreds have been in the hands of professional hunters for years, and are as sound to-day as 

they were bought. C, Rk. Shelvon, manufacturer of auxilliary rifle barrels, New Haven, Ct., has shot one over 20,000 times in showing his invention, and it is sound as a dollar and hasn’t had one cent of 
erica eres a Senate testimonial:—Jefferson, Texas, Aug. 19, 1682, “The Charles Daly Gun I bought in 1880 is the most perfect gun I ever saw, A microscope cannot detect the slightest flaw in the fitting, 

Peds thedl. di2 dep 10 and 12g. $80 00 
ss -....--l0andi2g. 90 00 

10, 12,16 and 20g, 100 00 

T have shot it 2,000 times and the action is as strong and tight as when received, The gun is a beauty and the admiration of all my friends,—Wwm. T. Wane. 

Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. 



No suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
The One Price Clothier, 

410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 
A. SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 
JOS. POLOCK, St, Louis, Mo, 

Best, Simplest and Most Complete 
POCKET RE-CAPPER. DE-CAPPER, LOADER, 

EXTRACTOR, ETC., IN THE MARKRIT, 
Price, Postpaid, #1.00. 

10 and 12 Gauges. Send stump for circular to 

C; L, MORSE & CO., 
Manufacturers of Eclipse Loader, Hamden, Conn. 

TRADE SUPPLIED BY 
SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, New York. 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For 7écts. I send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and hest paper cartridge groover yeb vented. 
EDMOND REDMOND, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

RAMSAY MACNAUGHTAN, 
Commission Merchant, 

3 HOWARD ST.,.N. Y. 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICK LIst, 

LAY PIGE 
: LICOWSKY. 
CLAY PIGEON) COMPANY |: 
N235:)VINEST-CINCINNATI.O) 

FOREST AnD STREAM, July 7%, 
1881, p. 444.] 

* * * This fight so nearly resembles the 
actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 
all sportsmen to testits merits. * * #* 

aU eitent. 

ANTED,—LIVE WILD RABBITS. UH, W. 
HUNTINGTON, 77 Division avenue, Brook- 

lyn, N. ¥. noy2,1t 

Sov Sale, 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
For Sale. -Four or five islands containing u 

wards of four hundred and fifty acres, situated: in 
what is called the Back Bay of Currituek Sound, 
all within three hundred yards of the main island 
having over five miles water front, with boats and 
decoys, also one portable house suitable for six 
or eight persons, with mattresses, cooking utensils 
and stove, cutlery and crockery, where there is 
plenty of swan, geese, canvas hacks, red heads, 
sprig tails, ball pates and widgeons, black and all 
other kinds of fresh water ducks. It is the best 
snipe ground in the vicinity. 1 haye started over 
two hundred in two hours within a half mile of 
my house on the main island the first of December; 
they are there all winter, and ducks from October 
to April. The best sporting ground in the United 
States; a grand place fora club or a hotel. Price 
$2,000 cash. I will be at the Mansion House, Norfolk, 
Va., on Monday, the 20th day of November next, 
and show parties the grounds at Currituck Sound. 
Tf not disposed of at that time it will be sold to the 
highest bidder. For further particulars address 
oe ARKERSON, No. 12 Park st., Cambridgeport, 

Ass. 
P, 5,— Convenient to stores and steamboats. 

oetl24 
a 

{INE HAMMERLESS GUNS—WILL EXCHANGE 
for second land guns with hammers. Address 

GANTON GUN WORKS, Canton, Tl. oct26,4t 

R SALE.—A BUFFAIO OVERCOAT, BEST 
ality, full size, beayer collar and) trimmings; 

but little used and as good as new. Price $40. Ad- 
UFFALO, Care of Yorest and’ Stream. 

yet 

FOREST AND 

h Sov Sule. 

Duck Shooting. 
“SUSQUEHANNA FLATS.” 

Woodcouk and Quail shooting in season cvontizu- 
ous to the celebrated perch-lishing grounds at 
Betterton. 
For sale with immediate possession, one of the 

best loeations for canvas-hack and redhead shoot- 
ing in the State of Maryland. The property com- 
prises an extensive and well-built brick mansion, 
replete with every comfort and convenience. 
Heaters and gas in every room and well furnished 
throughout. On the shore is a new house for 
steward's residence and club room with boat houses 
underneath, Yacht, skiffs, batteaux, two sink hoxes 
fone double, one single), about $50 decays, and 
everything necessary for sportsmen’s outfit. Con- 
nected is a farm of 150 nores, in the highest state 
of cultivation, farmer's house, large barn, ice 
house, and all necessary out-bnildings. The farm 
1s well stocked with choice Gatile and new labor- 
saving implements. 

Will sell the whole just as it stands, or_wiil re- 
serve cattle and implements. A(ldress HAMILTON 
DISSTON, Front and Laarel. Phila,. Pa. oct26.2t 

AOR SALE,—ONE-HALF MILLION BROOK 
"trout eges, taken mostly from wild fish. We 

willsell us cheap as any relinble firm. Address 
EDDY & MOSHER, Randotph, Catt. Co., N. a 

acti dt 

\UN FOR SALE.—A FIRST GLASS W. & C. 
J Scott & Sou gun, Cost when new, $150, Cheap 

for cash, Address I’, EH, HALL, 18 Lafayette street, 
Hartford, Conn, nove, tt 

7ACHT CHEAP.—A YAWL RIGGED CABIN 
yacht, able sea boat, with berth for four men, 

and completely furnished. Built last winter in best 
manner, size 25.6x10x8.f. Can he tried the next 
three weeks Price $1.000, Address HENRY A. 
DOLGA, 465 Fifth avenue, Brooklyn, noy2,1t 

ALONE. 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y,, 

pias alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Spetialty, 

The Calfskin Collar for Setlers. The Invincible 
for Mastitfs and large dogs, The 

Velvet for Pets. 
Send 50¢ for sample of Perfect Vit Dog Muzzle 

Iu the Stud, 

O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O’More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Trend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

Rory 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
pies of the purest strains. Full pedigrees. W, N. 
OALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

SOOTLAND KENNEL COLLIERS, 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 31 Prizes in the fleld and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales and America. 

FEE, $40.00, 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES, 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Gowrin, 
Lilac, B. K. C. 8. B. 10,745, and Meg, ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882, 
For catalogue, &c,, address THOS. H. TERRY, 

P, O, Box 2017, N. Y. octl9, tf 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approved bitches only, imported 

black and white greyhound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882. Fee | H.W, HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
ayenue, Brooklyn, N. ¥. nove,tf 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sive of 

the field trial wiuners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones, Dash III. since 
his importation to this county has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his Hlustrious brother. 
Llewellin’s celebrated Dash II,, for which he pai 
$1650. Will serye a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35. Address A, M. TUCKER, Bs Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of firsf in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 

Bench Show winter of second at Atlanta, Ga., 

1881, and. first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 

is the only pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trialin this country. He is a yigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the besb. 
He will serye a limited number of approved 
bitcbes. Fee, $50. Address 

R. 1, VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Duck Shooting, F 

‘and now in whelp to Dash TIL. 

STREAM 

Ghe Henne. Ghe Kennel, 

OR RED ORISH SETTERS AND COOKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable bload address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~aprls,tf 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dréss H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass, Sept22,tf 

ORTRAITS OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO._, 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Decz9, tf 

BHAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON. Pee ee 

Pa. uneld,t 

G@PORTING DOGS TRAINED, ROARDED AND 
for sale, Best of Reference, Db. F. WILBUR, 

Thakeville, Mass. junel5,tf 

FOR SALE. 

Having decided to give up breeding, I hereby 
offer to sportsmen the balance of my well-known 
kennel at very low prices, Aldershot, $150; Lucid, 
$300; Polka, $100; St, Patti, $300; St. Pabti IL. $60, 
For particnlars address, enclosing stamp, EH. 
HERZBERG, 14H Pacific street, Brooklyn, Dogs 
ean be sevn after o'clock P. M. octi tf 

re 

POR SALE.—LOUI, ORANGE AND WHITE 
Wnglish setter bitch, $44 years old, by champion 

Rhodéritk Dhu (Pode of the Border-Fairy,) out of 
Mina (Lei¢ester-Dart); price $125. Also a brace of 
orauge and white setier puppies, dog and bitch, 
now six months old, by champion Thunder owt of 
Low; price $64 for brace. HENRY PAPE, 275 io 

Park avenue, Hoboken, N, J, Oct2§, 26 

Leonberg Dogs. 
For sole, fiye Leonberg puppies, {rom Marco and 

Mina, directly imported from Essig’s kennel, Ger- 
many; one dog, price $75; four bitches (payed) $50 
each; nearly five months old. GHARLES F, 
KELLEY, Towanda, Pa. oct26,2t 

Imperial Kennels. 
Dogs hereaeny, broken and prepared for field 

trials, Broken dogs always on hand for sale, 
Reference, Forest Anp StREaM. H. CLAY GLO- 
VER & C. GROVER, Tom’s Riyer, N. J. oct2titt 

OR SALM.—ONE FULL BLOOD ENGLISH 
. mastiff dog, two years old, imported and prize 

dog, weight 130Ibs, Two imported English pugs, 
male and female. Prize stock; very fine. Address 
R. J. MeNALLY, 1/4 Upper St. Urbain st., Montreal, 
Canada, nova, 1t 

hee SALE,—A FINE BRACE (DOG AND BITCH) 
of black pointer pups, choice of litter by my 

champion black pointer Pete, Jr., outof Campbell’s 
Roxie, 3 months old. They are a nice clean pair 
and will be sold low, For particulars and price ad- 
dress EK. C. ALDEN, Dedham, Mass. NOV2,2 

Fok SALE.—SKYE TERRIER BITCH, TWO 
years old, one of a na imported this season 

for breeding purposes, The dog was stolen upon 
arrival, consequently the bitch isfor sale. Price 
$40. Address P. O. box 172, Moncton, New Bruns- 

nov2.1t 

(OR SALE.—A BLACK, WHITE AND TAN SHT- 
_ ter dog, 246 years old, very staunch mdeed, 

minds well, good watch dog,very \sind with children; 
sold for no fault, have two dogs. Price $40. H.W. 
EAGER, Marlboro, Mass. nove, lt 

Fo SALE,—A FIRST CLASS ENGLISH SET- 
ter bitch, thoroughly broken on all game, will 

be sold cheap as owner has no nse for her, Ad- 
dress box 60, Mount Kiseo, N. ¥. nov2,1t 

——— Se 

OR SALE.—FOUR COLLIB PUPS FROM IM- 
orted Favnie. Wor particulars address J 1. 

FALCONER, Brockton, Mass. noyl.2h 

| Bi tee STOCK.—FOR SALE OR EX- 
A’ change, three pointer pups for sefter, full ped- 
igree asked and given, T, F, NORTON, Lawrence 
Station, Queens County, I. 1., N. Y- nove, 3b 

{OR SALE CHEAP.—TITOROUGHBRED TRISH 
__ setter pups, can’the beat. inquire of GW. 

DICKINSON, Saybrook, Conn. nova, at 

OR SALE.—ENGLISH POINTER BITCH GLA- 
rissa (Sensation ex Daisy) color, Jemon and 

white, 4 years old, Well broken. Also three liver 
anil white puppies 4 months old. Pointer bilch, 
lemon and white, 2 years old, sire Sefton (Snapshot 
ex Gipsy), dam Clarissa. One cocker spaniel 11¢ 
years old, liver and white. E. L. HALL, Mariboro, 
Ulster County, N. ¥. Nov2,2t 

OR SALE.—SHVERAL * THOROUGHBRED 
welltrained setter dogs, Dora If., bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
Gloucester, bred liy 

D. C, Sanborn of Michigan, under the name of Leo, 
out of Sanborn’s field trial bitch Nellie, by champion 
Lester. Address 150 Devonshire street, Room 71, 
Boston, Mass. sept2i,tf 

Gee FIELD DOG FOR SALE,—THREE 
years old, red Trish and Gordon, Will show 

himon any game; good retriever, both land and 
waler. Price $50, ©, F. KENT, Monticello. N. Y. 

4 OR SALE.—TWO VERY FINE ENGLISH 
setter pups (dog and bitch), three months old. 

These pups ought to make good ones, as they con- 
fain the blood Of the champions Dash TII,, Druid, 
Leicester and Rake. Price reasonable, GEORGI 
LAICK, North Tarrytown, N. Y. 0e126,2t 

| eee sae FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FTRST- 
class blood will be sold low to reduce stock; 

also one well-broken eocker bitch, 25ibs., A No, 1 
retriever from land or water. Price $25, ROBT, 
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co., N, Y. 

ORDON SETTER PUPPIES, OUT OF CHAM- 
pion Mona by Dash; $15 each at six weeks, 

| ox 230, New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y, 
octl6,8t 

DOG BREAKING 
BY HOLARIRD. 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY, 

Price 25 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

amd price, which must be low. 

FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 
—Or THE— 

EASTERN FIELD ‘TRIALS, 
—TO BE RUN AT— 

High Point, North Carolina, 

Commencing November 17, 1889, 
‘OPEN TO THE WORLD.” 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DHRBY.—Open to 
all puppies whetped on or after Jan. 1, 1881, First 
prize $250, sevond $150, third $100. Nominations 
closed for this stake July 1, 1882. Forfeit $5; $10 
additional to fill. 

ALL AGIHD STAKE.—Open to all setters or 
pointers. Wirst prize $250, second $150, third $100. 
Forfeit $10; $15 additional to fill. Nominations 
close Nov, 1, 1882, 

MEMBHRS’ STAKE,.—Open to members of the 
club only, each entry to be owned three months 
previous to closing of stake, and handled by the 
member making the nomination. Prize, a piece of 
plate, value $100, the prize to be known as the 
Eastern Field Trial’Cup of 1882. Entrance $10, 
payable alt the time of making nomination, Stake 
closes Noy, 1, 1882. 

Pres. J, Orro Doxner, Esq. 
Vice-Pres, James H. GoopsELL and Henry F. Aten, 
Railroad passes for dogs will be issued to all ap- 

plicants running dogs at the trials. AdamsExpress 
Co. will forward and return dogs attending trials 
ut half rates. All communications must be ad- 
dressed to 

WASHINGTON A. COSTER, 
Flatbush, L, I,, N. ¥. 

Treasurer and Secretary. 

Fleas! fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS, 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned. It is put w 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, }0 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs, 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with tue 
directions for use, 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail 

Both the above are recommended by the “ Forest 
and Stream and Rod and Gun,” 

CONKOY & BISSETT, 

65 ¥ULTON STREET, - = New York. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, - New Yore. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, MAss. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M, TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out, 

GLADSTONE and PEEP 0’ DAY, 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH IIT. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesuta. 

THUNDER, 

These pictures are photographic repioductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engrayings in 
appearance, Size l0Oxl4inches, Beautiful pictures 
to frame, 

Price, $1.00 each, 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANR, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J, PALMER O’NBIL, 68 Tifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box 3h, 

Chieago, Tl. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

irae Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 

Price 10 cents, post free, Gives addresses of prin- 
cipal English breeders. 

OR SALH—THRER SETTER PUPS FOUR 
months old. Pedigree includes Dr, Aten's 

Layeratks, Rodman's Dash, and Pentz's imported 
Nellie, 1 dog $10, 2 bitches $6 each. They are first 
class, but sold Jow as I am soon to move. E. L. 
MILES, Sag Harbor, L.T., N. ¥- noy2,1t 

OR SALE,—A SETTER DOG, WITH PEDI- 
gree, broken, Address C, M, PRATT, West- 

brook, Ct. noy2,2t 

OR SALE,_RED AND WHITE SETTER DOG 
5 years old, broken, #40. Red setter pup 6 

months old, $20. MH. TOPPING, Summit, N. J e 
ThOV~, 

AA ANTED.—THOROUGHLY BROKEN BIRD 
Y flog, light weight, Gordon setter preferred. 

Give color, weight, measurements, age, pedigree 
F. O. D., box 495, 

noye, It. 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
We haye a few choice black spaniels to dispose of, 

including Dash; Ist Cleveland, 1882; brother to the 
celebrated Kaffirand Zulu, Can win in champion 
tlass, Also Brahmin, wader 28lbs, a sure Winner. 
Price $100 each, A few ehoice hitches and puppies 
forsale. HORNELLSPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsyille, 

Winsted, Conn. 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen. 
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Sportsmen's Gootls, Hotels and Routes far Sportsmen. 

THE BEST 

McAdoo House DOGSKIN LEATHER JACKETS)“ Girnmssnono, xc. [at 
“BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT." 

pel 
| iti 

em |, 

Jhes ue ws aa 

Netter he 

Sct te Sa 

Dogskin Leather Jackets, windproot, Mlan- 

nel-lined, pliable, durable, indespensible! We 

are importers and manufacturers, and can 

supply the very best leather jacket or vest 

that; is made, 

Last season we sold nearly ohne thousand 

jackets at retail alone. This seusonu we lave 

manufactured very largely to supply the trade. 

Send for samples of material and special cir- 

cular, with vuole for self-measure. These 

leather jackets and vests are supplied in either 
blaels or tan colers. To all who are exposed 

to the inclemency of the weather, to sports- 

men, drivers, brakemen and professional men, 

they are highly to be recommended! 

The “BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT,” which 
is shown in our illustration, is the standard 

suit for sportsmen in America. It is made 

from waterproofed duck, and is practically 

indestructible, 
Special circulars descriptive 

with samples, can be had by any one who 

sends adilress, 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Gak Hall, 
32 to 44 North Street, Boston. 

of this suit, 

Headquarters for Sportsmen. 
Shooting commences November and ends April Ist. 

Qnail in abundance. 

W. D. McADOO, Proprietor. 

TLANTIC. HOUSE, OAK HILL, PLORIDA. 
& Overlooking Mosquito Lagoon, and two miles 

from the head of Indian River. Entirely new and 
stvictly first-class. Unexcelled fishing and shoot- 
ing. For further information address H, J. 
WAULEKNER, Oak Hill, Volusia Co., Fla. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

niladelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE. 

A. B, SHIPLEY & SON, 

5608 COMMERGE ST., PHILA. 

Manofactorers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Mivery Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING. 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete, 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, Sift. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips, 
Each. 

No. 800. Plain Brass Ferrules..,---.---...,---- $6 00 
No. 801. Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt.... 9 00 
No. 802. As 801, Nickel Plated...... Se ace 6 wy 
Bass Bait Rods. 10/s6fh, long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

second and tio tips. 
Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 
Gane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
BockotsPaer oye: Sle) Cae ae es oe 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MOUN'TINGS 
FREE BY MAIL. 

SEED for sale. 
WILD RICE bushel. otis. Git 
OHRIST, Fishery Inspeetor, Port Hope, Ontario. 

No 350. 

Any of the Following Books Sent on Receipt of Price 
py 

COMPANY. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 

@Ghoke Bore Guns, Greener......... 0... ........ $3 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson -150 
Coues’ Field Ornithology ..... 
‘Coues’ Fur Bearing Animal 
Crack Shot. 
Cypress, J., J0. 
Dead Shot: -. 
Dog Breaking» Hutchinson ie 
Dog, The: Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 

s, Works, 2 vols 

wo et ore ose 

Dogs, by Stables.........-. bagi. Se 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo,, Ti 
Dog, The; Idstone,,,,,..... ue 125 
Dogs and their Doings, Morris 1 75 

35 | Dogs, Points for Judging. . 

| Dog, The Illustrated Book of the, by Vero 
| Shaw, with fac-simile colored plates...... 12 & 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
| COSTER) WL ly. MEER ee eee wert 2 

Dogs, Richardson.,....-.... f er, 80c.; cloth 66 
5, Farrar's Guide to Moosehead Lake.....-....... ot 
Pome Guide to Richardson and Rangeley e 

AE 2 SAE RAAB Bees b sas oOcudi Stee a 
' Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. 5 
Fishing, Bottom or Float... 2.222... .....0..08e pl 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock... 205 
Fly Fishing and Worm Fishing........ 5 
rank FYorester’s American Game 

Nors.—In those made under tis improved patent since July, 1682, the nut “EF” is done away with, 
nd the rubbers are enlarged or reluced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

offering tha Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

Itis made in three joinis, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
2d. Ite 

heen used all day. 
ee adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that has 

8. The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
4th. The price, which is no more than that of s common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

PESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 
Yor sale by Gur Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
Connecting direct for giinco tena 

Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Ci 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck's, ete,, etc. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk, 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs 
day at 3 P. M. 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street. Wew York. 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leaye New York from station C. R.R. of NJ, 
foot of Liberty street. 
For see acy ste Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:80, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P.M, 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:30, 12’P. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 115A, M.; 

1:30, 4:30, 5:80, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 
Vor Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P, M. On Sunday 8:45 A,M,; 5:30, 12 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from Ncw York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Brie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn, 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and cheel 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishingin Maine. The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land, The buckboard road has been’ repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasnre. Round trip 
excursion tickets will he sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, 2nd buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted, ‘Terms reasonable, Everything in 
readiness. 
Address KENNEDY SMITH. Eustis, Maine, 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD, 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—TO THE— 

IN MAINE, 
Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and return,.......-....... $10.00 
** South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

Terie one | es 12.00 
‘© Middle Dam and return. ....... ... 12,00 
2}: Upper Dam A a erate 9 Ae her 13.00 
Upton ey hk 11,00 
‘© Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
via Phillips............ P Pestdecsle 13 75 

Indian Rockand return via Andover 14.00 
‘| Rangeley Lake and return. ...._.. 12.50 
‘Phillips eg 0.01 
‘Indian Rock and return, (yia An- 

dover, return via Phillips)........ 15.25 
“Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

WOvEY Fis eat eatee ssa t skp oe 4.00 
‘Moosehead Lake and return (Mb, 

Kineo House)........... 

Grand Falls, N. B., 
St. Andrews, N, B., 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 

Tickets for sale at all oe at ticket offices, and 
at 280 WASHINGTON STREET, | BOSTON. 
and al DEPOT, HAYMARKRHT &Q,, ’ 
Send for ist of excursions. 

D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen, Pass. and Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE, 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers rm 
daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 
ville, through the finest scenery in America, 

CG, W. SMITH, H. W. FULLER, 

Gen'] Manager, Gen’l Pass. Agt. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars dlivect without change. 
Leave New York af 10 P. M, and 3:40 P, M, Wash 

ington, D. C., 7:10 A, M. and10P. M. For informa. 
tion address N, McDANIEL, 601 Penn aye,, Wash 
ington, D. C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N. J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

ddress J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
. Barnegat, N. J. 

To Sportsmen. 
The undersigned having sold her property at 

Van Slyck's Landing, together with all her rights 
and title to the marshes in Currituck Sound, North 
Carolina, desires to notify her friends and sports- 
men generally that in future the house formerly 
occupied by her willnot be opened for the recep- 
tion of guests, having become the winter residence 
of the members of the Kitty Hawk Club, the pur- 
chasers of the property. She takes this opportu- 
nity to express her thanks to her friends who have 
enjoyed the shooting over her grounds, now closed 
to the public, for their kind pateeneee extendin 
over many years. C.B. NYE. Oct. 2, 188%. 
Van Slyck’s Landing, Currituck Co., N. C. 

READ, SPORTSMEN. 
First class accommodations for 6 or 8 sportsmen. 

Quail, deer, and duck abundant. Team and guide 

free, $3.50 per day. *E.,” box 14, Nottoway C. H., 

Va. 

Hotels wn Resorts for Phortsnten, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
- TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Worthern Michigan, = - 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are misurpassed, tf 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept, 1. 

pane GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
oy. 1, 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club’’ at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful, 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Feyer and Asthmatic Affectious. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo. 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinae City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nes, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
citnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. + 

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and . 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. é 
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 

owner's risk. 
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” 

on this route. For Tourists’ Guide # handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B, LEET, Gen’l Pass‘r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. | 

s i 

Bromfield House, Boston. . 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’'S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. |. 

By a practical gunner and an old aye Hae 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on — 
the coast, The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, ahd satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Refers by permission to J. B. Shop- 
Sees Broadway, and Wim. Dutcher, $20 Broad- 
way, N, ¥. 

BELLE VUE HOTEL, 
High Point N. C. 

First-class in allits appointments. Accommoda- 
tions for one hundred guests, Blevation 1000 feet 
above the sea, Dry climate, pure atinosphere, 
Quail shooting in vicinity exceptionally fine. 
Gentlemen attending the Hastern Field Tnal can 

obtain ample and comfortable accommodation at 
reasonable rates. Applications by mail or letter 
for rooms will receiye prom attention, 

I. L, MALDROP, Proprietor. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and exeursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada. 

Special excursion parties, under personal con- 
duction, providing ior every expense en route, 
constantly formed. 

Send for ‘American Tourist Gazette” giving full 
particulars. 

CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 
During summer seasons, May to December, one 

of the elegant mail steamers leaves Quebec every 
Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land, 
For information, passage, &c., apply to ' 

EVES ce AL DED 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Buston, Mass., 15 State street, 
Foiledelpala, Va. N. B. Gor, Broad and Chestnu 

- 

- —ss — | 
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STA PEO, 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

| &#£. W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

768 broadway. New York‘ 

$4 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fifth St., St, Louis, 

f 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
Poultry and Game, 

289 & 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, 

New York. 

Pousiuments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. 

Wi accept consignments. Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of preyious week. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers. 
“will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

“quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 
ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 

“Wimals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 
purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
65 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Liye Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, ete. 

| SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 

Depot; 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. 

AAYPOLLER'S witisn 
GOD-LIVER Oly _ 

FOR 

“Wl General a E 
Debility, } ! 

Serofula, PUREST 
Rikecumatism Ss 

jjor Consumption, 
is superior to any in de- 

licscy of taste and smell, 
modicinal yirtues and purity. 
@Lonlon, European and New 
York physiclans pronounce if the 

Fi purest and best. Soid by Drngpists. 

HW. H.Schietfelin & 80.( eo cagats 

Thurber's Reliable — 
ANNED GOODS 

—FrorR THE— 

Hunter and the Angier, 
oR 

RAVELER BY LAND OR SEA, 

ei . Ke 

int, 
So 

NewYork 

_ Thurber’s Reliable Canned Goods will be found 
just the article required. They are packed in 
handy aud convenient packages, and are ready for 

mse al amoment’s notice. Can be served hot or 
. The following will be found specially adapted 

iu the requirements of the sportsman: 

“THURBER’S BONED TURKEY, 
te ROAST a 
- BONED CHICKEN, 

ROAST te 
LUNCH ITAM, 

WHOLE BONELESS COOKED HAWS, 
LUNCH TONGUE, 
ROLLED OX TONGUE, 

. POTTED MEATS, 
Harn, Tongue, Beef, Turkey, Chicken, Duck and 
dime, Also a full assortment of Uanned Vege- 
les and Fruits packed where grown and while 

and nelicious, Sold by all first-class grocers 
dealers In Reliable Food Products. 

rt 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

THE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FPEREDING. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
Rhieat “EF ibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Please see that Hvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATTI'S PATRBNT” and a ee 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS O. 
18 South William Street, 

de LUZE & Cco., 
NEW YORI. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

GENIE: 

NONE ARF 

TAMPER 

To be had in smaller quantities @f 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Goats. 

FISHING 

Fishing Pants. 

HODGMAN & C0., 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, = - 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Rubber Fishing Outfits, 

New York. 

COMPRISING 

PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
ESTABLIS:(/ED 1538. Send for Catalogue, 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., 
——AND—— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove Wt’¢ Co., 

AND 

NEW YORK 

FRONT VIEW. 

HatLtock Huxtne Coar— 
Six pockeis outside and game 
pockets inside. 

§03 & 505 BROADWAY, 
St. Nicholas Hotel Blocks, 

205 BROADWAY, Cor. 

RUBBER OUTFITS 
COMPLETH FOR 

Hunting and Fishing, 
Trouting Pants and Leg- 

gins a Specialty, 

All Guaranteed Thor- 

oughly Waterproof. 

RUBBER GOODS 
—or— 

Iivery Description. 

FULTON ST. 

CITY. 

SS 

SSS SS = 

INSIDE VIEW. 
HanLock Hontinc Coar.—The game 

pocket extends the entire length of coat, 
with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. game bag. 

INI iw JOHN J. LENNON, 
142 Fulton Sireet, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

~ Snecial Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

Tf you vant a first-class work at price to suit you, and saye agent’s commission, come direct to the 
manufacturers and pick your own barrels and action in the rough stale. 

c. H. EUTERBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mass. 

D aD Tek C I O i: S Over One Hundred Millions sold in 1881, 

cuvatza vor voy, OLGA RETTES. 
Fragrant Vanity Fair, Three Kings and New Vanity Fai. 

PEERLEss Tonacco Works, WM. 8. KIMBALL & CQ, Rochester N, Y. 

Esay’s Ghip 
—OR— 

EXPANSIVE SHOT CONOENTRATOR, 
With Perforated Case. 

In our latest deyice for concentrating shot, we 
have substituted a special wire for expansion. 
where we formerly used Buckram (which was sub 
ject to atmospheric changes). Our new Chip can 
.be used to advantage in cylinder and modified 
choke-bores. For distribution, concentration and 
penetration they are incomparable, 
By the use of this Chip you avoid all slugging or 

mashing of the shot, as in the choke-bore puns. 
Our device balls the shot by the expansion of ths 
wire after leaying the gun. 

100 in box, sent to any address by U. S. mail, 
posteee paid upon receipt of 75 cents. Buck and 
eavy drop-shot cartridges $3.50 per 100. 

seenatess all orders to A. B. KAY & GO., Newark, 

‘ig = 
3 - 2 co | 
5 ne AMINED | 2 
a 
ee BROWN'S PAI ENT, 
oars H rR | ie \==3 GUN CLEANER. 

o THR HRST 

es Cleaner and Oiler , 
a! : Mee” For Bresen-Inading Army | 

my in market, Ht 
: For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush. 
We and full directions sent free of postage. | 
© Address T, YARDLEY BROWN,  Patentee.! 

\2 — WINCHESTER, FUEDERICK CO. VA. | 

STEEL 
PERS STERBROOK 

leading umbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, Wg. 

For Sate by all Stationens 
THE -®TTRBROOK STEEL PEN OO. 

Wimks, Camden MW 1 “B Vahe St Ware Se 

CHEAP GUNS for THY PEOPLE, 5 
Z GREAT WESTERN GUI WORE, :. 
m4 x Pitrelnrede 4 

x” cae a 
7 P'CTORMAL GaTALOTNTS Ep 
Gites, Shot Cue ke Pet Si n, Baines rat A 

Fishing Vachle Razars pr: C0 1) fer exantings! 2 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT. 
(EstTanLisHEep 1836), 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

SS 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N.E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Ply Hooks, 
Etc., Ete, 

(S"salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also ‘ Krider's’? Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, ; 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds, 

‘WICHARDSON* AND RANGELHY LAKES ILLUB- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage, riley 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes and the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, linted 
paper, 320 Rages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
at by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J, FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mass. 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Mlustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide beok to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerova 
lakes and ponds connected with them, 256 pager, 
3) ilustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
Iuminated covers. Price, Brae post-paid, 50 
cents. CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. 

Sportsmen Take Notice. 
Von Culin’s Spike Collar with instruction book, 

$2, post paid. Liberal discount to the trade. Ken- 
nél Collars, 50cts.; 25 pictures of noted dogs (all 

different), 50cts., 6 for 10cts.; Worm Powder, 50cts.; 

Mange Cure, 41.00; Flea Powder, 50cts.; Canker 

Cure, $1,00. E. & C. VON CULIN, 

_ Pedigree Printers, ~ Delaware City, Del. 
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Ammunition, ete. Sportamaw’s Gooils, | Sportsnnn’s Gonils. « 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Pewder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. ¥. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder, 
THE MOST POPULAR;POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GuypowperR Miiis, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for sayenty- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont'’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
ce! eanliness; adapted for elass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ih. canisters, 
Dupont's Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean: great 
P enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 

all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 1 lb. and 6 Ib, 
Wanisters and oA und 124% Ib. kegs. 
Dupont's Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“(Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not calcé or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good pera tie and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No, 7 and No, 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib, kegs and 1 1b, 
canisters 
Dupont’s EHagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting, 
Packed in 1 lb. canisters and 614 Ih. kegs, 
Dupont'’s Rifle Fg. ‘Sea-Shooting."’—FF¢g. 

and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the F¥g. and FFFg, for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in % lb.,i lb. and 5 Ib, 
Fes 634, 1244 and 25 1b, kegs. Pg. coarse, FFF ¢g. 
ne. 
Di 

T 
pont’s Sporting, Mining, Surppine and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions, Special 
Grades for Export, Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof, _ 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

shroughout the United States. Represented by 

F, L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPON"S Fe, or FF g. for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar aru PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W,.J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the fiesh, 

C.G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Gaut’s Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

Far Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds aud Animals Stutfed. 

[84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors, 

For Night Hunting and Fishing, 

Camping, Canoging, Driving at Night, 

etec., these lamps haye no equal, 
My UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 

Head Jack for either top or front of 

head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 
== Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lanterns, etc. 

“BULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS, 
Send stamp for Tlustrated Price List, 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

N. M. MUZZY, 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, III. 

Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 
MUZAY & CO. in 1852.—Having increased my facil- 
ities for the business of reaming out gun barrels, I 
beg to offer my services to those owning guns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
guarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more eyen 
than by the old choking system, in every instance. 
I invite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
When desired, Guns can be sent, and will be de 
livered by express. 

H.L.Leonard’s split Bamboo Rods 
WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND SPLIT FERRULES. 

_ No, 1 shows waterproof cup in ferrule (patented October 26, 1875). No. 2 shows split ferrules (patented 
September 3, 1878). No. 3 shows split ferrule whipped wilh silk as it appears on the rod. 

SOLE AGENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS & SOQ. 
Eine Fishing Tackle. 

No. 7 Warren Street, New York. 
SEND FOR NEW 70-PAGH CATALOGUE, 

entrances Into game bag. This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets. 

worn over or under a common coat, Weighs but fifteen 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Sand 

breast measure and we will mall it to you for $2.00. 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unequalled in Convenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for cireular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THIStE 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. A” and “B" show 

Ttis dead grass color; can be 

VICTORIA 
PALE SHERRY. 

An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 
or Sweet. 

%5 50 Per Gallon. 

#15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMVORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. 

50 Broad Street, New York. 

EARNHAMS 

Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
No Strings or pockets. Tone 

changeable, All brass, nickeled, 
with moulded rubber holder, 
hands and fingers free, for $1.00, 
pos eg: One whistle with 
older and three pairs, assorted 

sizes, my Lever Fasteners, 
adapted to sportsmen’s gloves. 
Illustrated circular free. Ad- 

= dress FRANK GUNN FARN- 
HAM, Inventor and Manufac- 

turer, White Mills, Pa, 

oN 

Anununition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard's ‘Electric Powder.” ’ 

Nos, 1 (@ne) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in pointof 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s * American Sporting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Th. canisters and 

64 Ib. kegs. A fine preity fide and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. i (fine)to 5 fener e Ini and 5 Ib. canisters 
and 614 and 1244 1b, Xegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shootizs remarkably close and with great 
penetration. ‘Por field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.” 
FFFG, FFG and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 

25, 18 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 6 lbs. TIFIG is also 
packed in 1 and 44 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The FFEFG and FVG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the **Sea Shooting ” Cis the 
standard Hijle Powder of the Country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW: 

DER; also, SPHCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC 
TURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, er of tha Com: 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city cr whole 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE. 

‘ ‘ ‘ 
Special Notice. Books for the Holidays. 
_Lam prepared to offer the public a choice coilec- 

tion imported and American editions) of the works 
of following celebrated authors: Shakspeure, 
Moore, Byron, Burns, Cooper, Bulwer. Thackeray, 
Maryatt, De Quincy, Hawthorne, Dickens, &c., *c¢., 
in plain and ornamental binding, at prices which 
defy competition. My Bindery being one of the 
largest in America, Lam enabled to compete sue- 
eessfully in price for binding serials of all descrip- 
tions, as well as rebinding old yolumes—no charge 
being made for colleetion or delivery. 
Every description of Children’s Gift Books will 
¢on hand during the holidays atwholesale prices, 
JOHN BEACHAM, 7 Barclay sireet, New York, | 

‘HE NEW AMERICAN 

| Breech-Loading phot Gun. 
SsIMPLS 
DURA 

and 
BLE, § 

Rebounding Lock. 

Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. 

heavy guns for ducks as 
circular. C. 8, SHAT’ 
field, Mass, 

ext 
cialty, Send stamp for 

CK, Manufacturer, Hat- 

JOSEPH GILLOTTS| 
STEEL PENS 

| So. By ALL DEALERS Throusiour fue WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-I878. 

WM. ESTER & CO., 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do'mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c. 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORK. 

inks = 
bata Stas 

Deearbonized Steel Barre), 28, 29 and 82 inches; Weight, 6J4lbs,, Bore No, 
Uses Brass or Paper Shells. r 

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & C0., 77 Chambers St., N. ¥. 
20 Gauge. No. 2 Model. 

The Remington Breech-Loa 

Center tire 

ding Gun. 
Simple, Safe, Effective, 

NONE BETTER, 

Price $10. 
Reference—The Witness. 

Gun Warranted. 

Every 

THE BAKER GuNsS. 

DAMASOUS STEEL, = - = - 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 82in. bbls, 10-gauge double barrel guns, i0}g to 12Ibs,, without extra charge, ae r 
he © Rees 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - - - $46 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
-—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

$60 to $200 

Made especially for héayy shooting. We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10lbs, weight. The rifie Is perfectly accurate. 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. Y. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. compare later work with his own, and rejoice as he sees tic 
Tae Forest anp Srepam is the recogmzed medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen, 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous tommunications will not be re- 

garded, No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Hditors are not responsible for the yiews of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be sbtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

@anadas, On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

‘Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington. 185 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Advertisements of an approyed character only inserted, Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months, Reading notices 50 cents per line. Wight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch, Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 
Address all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co, 

Nos, 39 anp 40 Park Row. New York Crry, 
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THE KENNEL. 
An Eastern Coursing Club, 
Florida Dog Transportation, 

EDrroRtAL, 
Rifle Practice in 1882. 

THE SPORTSMAN 'TouRIS#. | 
Nutmegeers on the Ottawa. | The Mastiff ‘‘Gurth,”’ 
Bits of Florida Experience. | Hthies of Fox Hunting. 

NATURAL History. The Mastiff. 
Bird Migration in the Mississippi 
Valley. 

Pine Grosbeaks in Confinement. 
Game Bac AnD Gun. 
A Moose Monologue. 
Sport on the Arkansaw Prairies. 
Ontario Deer Shooting. 
Shooting over Cockers, 
Deer Hunt on the Yellow Medi- 
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Camp Fire FLIcKERINGS, 
Sta AND River FisHine, 
The Fish of Central Lake. 

Kennel Management. 
Kennel Notes. 

RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING, 
Range and Gallery. 
The Trap. 
Matches and Meetings. 

YACHTING AND CANOEING. 
What we Condemn, 
Straightened Out, 
Sharpies at Sea. 
An Improvised Cabin. 
Quite the Contrary. 
Bedouit's Accommodations. 

Bass Fishing in Florida, Who Sailed Bedouin. 
FIsHCULTUBE. Bedouin only a Cruiser. 
The New York Fish Commission Bedouin in Light Breezes. 

Bedouin to Windward. 
What Bedouin Teaches. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Benjamin P. Howell. 
‘HE KENNEL. 
Tetanus in the Dog. 

Our Reapers will confer a favor by sending us the names 

of such of their friends as are not now among the subscribers 
of the Formsy AND S?REAM, but who would preswmably be 

interested in the paper. 

RIFLE PRACTICE LN 1882. 

V ITH the many matches to be shot on Thanksgiving 
Day the rifle shooting and target practice season of 

1882 will practically close. It has been a comparatively 

active season, and the year ends with a much more general 

knowledge on the subject. Tt has not been a year of unin- 

terrupted successes, and it will be remembered as the lime 

when an American internationaltcam suffered its first de- 
feat before the butts, That defeat, in all its bearings, has 

been thoroughly discussed in these columns, and, so far as 

possible, the blame has been placed where it rightly belouged. 
That there was a blunder somewhere was evident in the la- 
mentably weak showing made by the home team. It was an 

ignoble defeat; but it has a value in showing us how one- 
sided our practice has been. and wherein we are as deficient 

in shooting knowledge as we were a decade ago. If Ameri- 
can prestige on the range is to be sustained, it must be by 
all-round marksmanship. The work of riflemen abroad 

must be studied, imitated and improved upon. The match 

showed us, in the strongest way, that our rifle-makers had 

neglected entirely to inform themselves of what was doing 
in Great Britainin the making up of long-range military 
rifles. The American team was put in the match with 

weapons which must haye raised a quiet laugh of contempt 
on the part of (he Britishers, and meantime those members 

of the National Guard who gave their effort as competitors 
found themselves handicapped by this failure of the so-called 
managers of the match, 

Apart from this lapse, a glance over the work of the 
Hundreds of marks- 

men have found in the effort of the shooting match a most 

enjoyable out-door sport. This view of target practice has 

not heen as general as it should be, and it is a fact worthy 

of note that when a man has ofee tasted the pleasures of 
keen competition before the butts—has found that every 
personal efforttoward a better physical condition has yielded 

a result in more bullseyes—he rarely giyes up shooting en- 

tirely, Business may crowd out the chance of much prac- 

scores well memorized, the ex-marksman is always ready to 

difficulties of shooting overcome and work nearer and 

nearer perfection accomplished. ‘The purely amateur char- 

acter of rifle practice has been well sustained during the 

year. This is as it should be. While there is rivalry, keen 

competition, and an uncertainty of result, there is not that 

element of chance which inyites the poolbox and the het- 

ting gentleman, Prizes, with the discrimination they afford, 
may be necessary to bring out the best effort in range shoot- 

ing, and this is now a pretty generally acknowledged fact: 

but, fortunately, the spirit of gain stops there. Itis to the 

credit of American rifle shooting that the record is the great 
thing aimed at, and that it is the rarest thing in the world 

to hear any discussion of what such and such a winning 

place nay bring in spoils. How best: to make a good seore 
is more thought of than what such a score will bring in cash 

or kind. 
The season has shown in a shooting way both the strength 

aud weakness of the National Guard of the country. Where 
a rational, not overdone, system of rifle practice has been 

put in force, it has yielded good fruit in a general spread o| 
the ability to handle a rifle. Without martinets in charge, 

itis possible to get a vast deal of real work out of these volun- 
teer bodies, but pushed eyer so little beyond a certain yoint 

and a spirit of opposition is roused which renders the whole 

system a failure. This is particularly true of the rifle-shoot- 
ing part of a militia man’s duty, He may be coaxed to 

do agreat deal of work at a conveniently located ;nd prop- 
erly conducted range, but a system of harsh orders forcing 

the men to present themselves before the butts at ineonye- 

nient times results in a little wild shooting, a disregard of 

any instruction and an entire loss of that healthy co-opera- 

tion and desire for good work, which alone can bring out 

the best resulls before the target. 

The records show, too, that a great majority of the States 

haye as yet no National Guard, or if any organization does 

exist, it isa non-shooting one; and therefore a non useful 

one, for a soldier who caunot shoot is a useless anomaly. 
Tt is not desirable that the National Guard, which was in- 
tended to be truly national, should become unduly devel- 
oped in yarious sections. The military spirit should be 
kept alivein every part of the country and a general knowl 

edge of arms is one of the best guarantees of a continued 

peace. Not until a general organization throughout the 

country of a well-armed militia shall permit the stirring up 
of a spirit of rivalry, will the best results in marksmanship 

be secured. Thenit will come without any harsh orders, or 

rather in spifeof them. Sectional pride of the most healthy 

sort may then be appealed to, aud for the mere honor of win- 

ning many will enter the lists, give time and effort to their 

preparatory drill and practice and create a fund of ex- 
perience from which arm makers and arm users may draw 
freely, 
_ In the regular army the past year has witnessed the 

bringing together of the best marksmen of the various 
divisions, and the spirit of emulation and rivalry has worked 

out most excellent results. The army of to-day, viewed 
from a shooter’s standpoint, is completely transformed from 

the army of a dozen years ago. Civilians have taught the 
military men how to shoot, and a proper regard to the fit- 

ness of things and popular sentiment on the matter have im- 

pelled officers and men on until now it is doubtful whether 
for the ranges covered by the weapons in their hands, our 

regulars are not the equals in ability to shoot of any army in 

the world. Upon the whole, then, the year 1882 has been a 

healthy one ina shooting sense. We have had a salutary 
knock down; have learned that there are points in rifle 

shooting where we are weak; have held our own in those 

styles of shooting which we haye cultivated, and generally 
by the extension of ritle shooting have opened the way for 

more general and better work in the future. 

Exection Day was improved by the duck shooters, who 

made the most of the holiday, and came home at night more 
or Jess well pleased with the count, The day was a fair one as 
far as its weather conditions went, but the fowl were shy. 
Those who went out Monday fourd better shooting. That day 
is usually regarded as afayorable one for duck-shooting, since 

the birds not hiving been disturbed on the Sabbath, do not 

fly so wild. 

Toran Asstrypncn.—Look not upon the fly when it is 
delicately cast upon the water. Such is the rule of prac- 
tice of a New York business man, who refrained from at- 

tending the angler’s tournament because he feared an acute 
attack of the ‘angling fever,” something which his business 
interests he thought would not allow, 

New Jersey's New Commisstoner.—Goy. Ludlow, of 

New Jerscy, has appointed Richard 8. Jenkins, Esq., of 
Camden, to succeed the late Dr. B, P. Howell, as member 

of the Board of Commissioners of Fisheries of that State, 
This is an exceptionally good appointment, and cannot fail to 

sive satisfaction both in and out of the State. My, Jenkins 
is Prosecutor of the Pleas of Camden county, and has been 

‘or many years a Jeader of the county bar, and though he 
has not heretofore given especial attention to the fishing 

interests of the State, he is well known as a gentleman of 

cultureand scientific attainments, and he will not fail to 

heartily- co-operate with his colleagues, Messrs. Anderson 

and Morford, in furthering the very important fishing in- 

terests of New Jersey. Our only objections to Mr. Jenkins 

as Fish Commissioner are that he adheres to the damnable 

heresy that a hoiled shad is better than a planked shad, and 
that he is half inclined to believe that a wealfish can be 

properly cooked in the sun on the lid of a champagne bas- 
ket! When his associates have cured him of these wretched 

heresies, he will prove a valuable acquisition to the army of 

quiet, unselfish but persistent men who are devoting them- 
selves to thecultnure, propagation and protection of fish, 

and whose work will be appreciated and enjoyed for many 

years after they haye passed away. 

A Tramp ror PLEASURE AND Stupy,—The third annual 

‘Summer Tramp,’ under the personal direction of Prof. 

Dayid 8. Jordan, of the Indiana University, will leave New 

York about the tenth of June next. It will be largely com- 

posed of students of the University, and the party will be 
limited to thirty, about one-half of which will be ladies. 
They will go through Scotland, Norway, Germany, Italy, 

Switzerland, France, and back by way of Enyland, reaching 
home early in September, ‘The irip will not be expensive, 

and will afford a fine chance for those who like to see those 
countries at their leisure to join the party and do some of 

the most interesting parts of the old world on foot. Infor- 

mation can be obtained from Prof. Jordan at the University 
at Bloomington, Indiana, 

A “Gamn” Doa.—Punning is said to be a form of mental 
disease. The latest victim of the punster’s insanity is the 

owner of a magnificent setter dog. The other day he was 
out shooting with his punning friend; and dilating upon 

the merits of a yalued dog, he insisted that there was no 

gamier animal in the world—‘‘He's game, every inch of 

him.” Whereupon the friend, remarking that he was after 

“oame," blazed away, and lodged the greater part of a 

charge of No, 10's in the dog’s hide, The dog did not wait 
to be put into the game bag, but disappeared in the direc- 

tion of home; and at last accounts the sportsman and the - 

horrible punster were locked in a death struggle in the 
snow. 

InconaRurtres.—There 1s n0 written confession of faith, 

nor stringent rules of conduct to which a man must sub- 
scribe before he may be admitted to the fraternity of those 

who delight in rod and gun and the wonderful out-of-door 
world to which they lead. It follows that there are numer- 

ous and amusing incongruilies in the commonly accepted 

tenets of the sportsman’s creed. He who scorns to shoot a 
quail on the ground does not hesitate to pick off the grouse 
from the limb where it has ‘‘treed;” while another, who 

holds up his hands and turns up his eyes in righteous horror 

at the grouse-treer’s practices, does not scrupleio blaze away 

into a flock of wildfow] at rest on the water. 

Fox Hunting is no new thing in this vicinity, but having 

been recently reyived as na popular pastime at some of the 

fashionable summer resorts, the sport is attracting public 

attention. There has been a great deal of more or less 
nonsensical correspondence in the daily papers about the 

alleged crueliy of the practice. An exception to this intem- 
perate style of writing appeared the other day in the 

Herald, and it is altogether so sensible that we have trans- 

ferred it to our columns, 

As suown by the entries published in our Kennel col- 
ums, there is promise of a yery large meeting’ at the East- 

ern Field Trials mecting in North Carolina next week. The 

quality of the dogs entered is such as should insure a fine 

exhibition of running. Reports are to tl e effect that birds 

are abundant on the grounds, and that itis to be hoped that 
there may be no annoying lack of game when’the dogs are 
down 
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“NUTMEGGERS" ON THE OTTAWA. 
FOURTH PAPER. 

N INER and Brady came up from Bissett’s Creek, and 
i joined the rest of onr party at the settlement or vil- 
lnge of Mattawa, Wednesday afternoon, Ortober 4, We 
took our baggage Lo the hotel, were assigned rooms and took 
dinner, After so long & sojowm in a lox cabin we hardly 
knew how to appeir at a Nolel dinner table, bul we soon 
discovered thal it wasa very plain log hotel, and that the 
dinner was plainer still, being composed of bread, hash and 
tea, This was little plainer than our Jast luxurions din- 
neisin eump had prepared us for, but the fifty or sixty, 
lumbermen who sat down with us seemed to think it all 
riglit, so we joined in, concluding that ‘while in Rome we 
had better do as Romans do. — 

Aller this sumptuous repast, we went out to view the 
town. The village of Mattawa must be seen, stayed in, 
dined in and slept in to be apprecinted. No description can 
do it justice, Lt is the roughest and most rocky place for a 
village to grow that the most active mind can fActure; we 
should as soon think of planting choice flower seeds in a keg’ 
of nails, as of starting and expecting lio see a village tnriye 
here, But here itis for all that, and a tremendously busy 
place too, with three ov four hundred lumbermen arriyin 
and departing daily at this season of the year. Stores, 
hotels and liquor shops transact the business of the place, and 
there are some yery sinart, active business men in, it. The 
streets are perfectly impassable, except ina narrow roadbed 
where the rocks and stones have been moved to one side. 
Tn some portions of the village plank walks have been built; 
no attempt was made to prepare the ground, but the walks 
are laid over and ubove the rocks and depressions in the 
ground’s surface, 

Pigs, dogs, geese and drunken Indians roan the streets 
with all their native freedom and privileges. 

Mattawa being at the junction of the Mattawa and On- 
tario rivers, the only settlement in this section, and the 
present terminus of the Canada Pacific road (though con- 
struction trains fre now run neurly out to Lake Nippissing), 
it naturally becomes the general headquarters for Jumber- 
men, and they arrive in hundreds every day at this season 
of the year, They stop over night nt the hotels, leaving the 
following morning in canoes for the lumber camps located 
away up the Ottawa and its tributaries. This being the iast 
chance to spend money until they come down the river in 
the spring, they use it freely until the last penny is gone, 
and then get trusted if they can. The Mattawa merchants 
do a large trade with them in clothing, moccasins, tobacco, 
etc, It is surprising to find such immense stocks of goods 
away back here in the wilderness assome of thestores carry. 
Until the advent of the railroad this year all goods have had 
to be canoed up the river, at great trouble and expense, 
Mattawa must bea perfect paradise to sume people, for 

they need never feel it necessary to dodge around a corner 
to avoid meeting the sheriff or tax collector. The pce is 
not incorporated asa town, borongh, village or anything 
else. It is merely a gathering of seitlers and Indians; con- 
sequently there are no faxes, no town officers, no laws, no 
on« to attend to affairs concerning the public, no one to sce 
that roads and bridges are kept passable, and every man is 
at liberty to say and do what he pleases, We shall never 
again hear a man boasting of the ‘freedom and liberty” of 
the United States without wishing to suggest that le in- 
clude the village of Mattawa. 

I said that the lumbermen ‘put up” at the hotels over 
night, but they never think of undressing or going to bed. 
The whole lower floor of our hotel was given wp to them, 
Blankets were spread down, and the ten stretched out in 
rows, side by side, thirty or forty in a room. As we passed 
through to our rooms that night we had to walk over their 
prostrate forms, A good share of them Were hooting and 
yelling; some swearing in French, some in mixed French, 
Indiaw and English, and some in pure United States; some 
kneeling in prayer, others chanting and ‘counting their 
beads,” others chinking and throwing’ hoots and bottles 
about the room, The confusion of tongues at the Tower of 
Babel happened somewhat previous to our time, but after 
spenting one night at 2 Mattawa hotel, we Gan realize und 
pretty thoroughly understand about what kind of a bubbub 
they had at the ‘Old Tower.” 

We visted the Hudson Bay fort or trading post (located 
on a point of land on the north shore of the Mattawa River), 
Where we made the acquaintance of Mr. Rankin, the gen- 
eral superintendent of all the forts in Ontario and Ottawa 
River district, Mr. Rankin’s whole life since his boyhood 
days lias been spent among the Indians at the different 
posts throughout Ontario and the great Northwest. He is a 
gentleman of culture and vefinement, notwithstanding hig 
long severance from civilization, He very courteously 
showed us all about the premises, pointing out many valu- 
able and interestiog relics and curiosities, We noticed one 
piir of moose horns with twenty-three points, five fect 
apread, and weighing over seventy-five pounds, 

fi -was also our good fortune 16 meéet, furthers down the 
river, Mr. Cotter, the superintendent of all the trading posts 
about Hudson Buy, and the novih. Weis » Scotchman by 
birth, and twenty-seven years ago, while in his ‘‘teens,”’ he 
came over from London, in one of the Mudson's Bay Com- 
pany's vessels. The first four years he wes stationed at a 
post in the northern part of the bay mong the Hsquimaux. 
The last twenty-three years he hug been stationed at Moose 
Pactory (the name of the trading’ post at the mouth of the 
Moose River, in the lowér part of the bay.) When we met 
him he was just making a visit fo Montreal on business for 
the company, Four Indians took him in # canoe from 
Moose Factory up the Abbittibee River to the height of lund 
dividing Hudson's Bay Factory from Ontario, hére a half 
mile carry took them across inte the Ottawa, A rapil rub 
of four days down the Ottawa brought him to Mattawan, 
We held a long and interesting conversation with him, 
during which we learned anany valuable facts about the 
conntry, the Hudson's Bay ur Company, and other sub- 
jects of interest, 1 wis so interested in his conversation 
and intelligent statements about the Hudson's Bay Company 
that lam tempted to give a brief history of the company 
and its workings, as obtained trom Mr, Cotter, Mi. Runkin, 
and others whoin it was our good fortune to meet. 

Tt may appear somewhat sintistical for these columns, 
but I give jt with the hope that it may serye to refresh the 
memory of those who are well informed, and that if may be 
of inlerest. and lead to further study by those who Have 
neyer given jhe subjecl any uttenti@ or thought. It is the 
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oldest ind richest corporation in the world, but the field of 
its operations is so fur remoyed from civilization, that com- 
paratively little is known or thought about it by the masses. 
‘The minute details are the interesting part of this subject, 
but of course these columns will not admit of giving them, 
but should it ever be your good forfuneto meet Mr, Cot- 
ter, or Mr, Rankin, I can assure you of a long, interesting 
and instructive conversation, which cannot help but awaken 
i desive Lo sometime visit, and see tor one’s own sell the 
active field of operations, 

The company was organized and chartered in 1671, un- 
der the reign of King Charles 1f,, Prince Rupert holding a 
controlling interest in the company, It being Itiown at 
this time that the country about Hudson’s Bay was rich ih 
fur-bearing animals, Prince Rupert, by reason of his con- 
nection with the king, was able to obtain a pretty strong 
charter, giving the conipany the exclusive and only right 
for two hundred years, to all the land then or to be diseoy- 
ered, within the entrance of Hudson's Bay. They went in, 
established posts, and opened up trade with the Bsqui- 
mux and Indians. Their efforts were very successful and 
immensely profitable. They kept gradually establishing 
new posts further inland, and through the great northwest 
territory, until they claimed, audheld by their charter, all 
the iand whose waters drained towards and into Hudson’s 
Bay. This whole territory waa then known as Rupert’s 
Land, The expense of keeping up these trading posts. so 
far north of civilization, has always been enormous, but the 
receipts of furs and skins has been so large as to fully war- 
rant all outlays, and undoubtedly it stands to-day by far 
the richest company in the known world, as it is the oldest. 
London has always been their leadquarters. | was un- 

able to learn the original or present capital stock of the 
company. The par value ofits shares is £17, and they are 
now selling at 38. it would be next to impossible to ob- 
tain anything like a correct estimate of the actual wealth of 
the company to-day. At the time of the confederation or 
union of the proyinces, the Dominion government bought 
ont the charter and rights of the Hudson Bay Company for 
the sum of fifteen hundved thousand dollars, the company 
reserving ten acres about every one of their trading posts, 
certain specitied plots here and there, and one-twentieth of 
all the land remaining throughout the whole North, The 
most valualle land about the city of Winnipeg was held by 
the company. A vessel is annually sent out trom London 
loaded with provisions, guns, ammunition, traps, and all 
kinds of supplies and materials for trading with the Indi- 
ans. She enters the bay sometime during June or July, the 
ouly month in the year when the ice will admit of a yessel 
passing through. She brings the only mail received during 
the summer months, After unloading ler cargo she returns 
to London loaded with furs and skins. Only two other 
mails are received during the year. These are carried up 
the Ottawa River and down on the other side by Indians on 
snow shoes. A second vessel is sent around to Yan Couyer’s 
Island, where all furs from the different trading posts in 
British Columbia and the whole Pacific slope are gathered 
and shipped by this yessel direct to London. 

Furs for all stations in the Ottawa River district and the 
lower provinces are forwarded to Montreal for shipment. 
After the stock is all received at the warehouses in London, 
the furs are sorted, baled, and numbered according to qual- 
ity, species, and grade. The whole stock is then disposed 
of at an auction sale, this sale being attended by all the large 
fur dealers of the world. 

The Jews from Leipsic figure largely and buy in eno 
mous quantities, The sale usually lasts about three days, 
and is of such magnitude that the price of furs for the com- 
ing year thronghout the world is governed by it. Ma. Cot- 
ter says that in all lis twenty-seven years’ experience, he 
has never had any serious trouble with the Indians, although 
he rather prefers the Esyuimaux to deal with, 

All Indians about fle Ottawa River district where we haye 
yistted are Algonquins, but aboul Hudson's Bay they are 
called the Swampy Crees. When a young Indian starts in 
the hunting and trapping business, tlhe company always 
trusts him with an outtit of gun, amunition, traps, and all 
necessary acconfrements, The guns furnished are of Ene- 
ligh make; smooth bore, carrying a Jarge ball, and caleul- 
ated more especially for use at short range, 

The huntiug tips taken by the Indians usually last from 
two to three months, when they return to the station from 
which they procured their outfit and dispose of their furs 
upon the best teyms they can make. The company, having 
the entire monopoly, | suspect that the poor Indian must be 
coutent with pretty small prices, and must accept pretty 
high prices for the goods he receives in exchange. After 
the bargain is made, the first business of course is to pay 
up tor the outfit, after which they receive the balance due 
thom in goods, or else a credit from which to draw their 
fiture supplies, uo ready money being required to do busi- 
ness at Hudson’s Bay, The Indian who has made a suc- 
cessful luint and a good bargain, can draw provisions enough 
and clothing enough so as to be able to spend a season of 
luxurious indolence. The lazy or unsuccessful ones must 
keep on luuting, or fall back upon their rich relations, for 
lusuries beyond fish, moose ind bear meal, or. walrus blub- 
ber, or if he happens to have no rich relations at a cou- 
venient distance, his wife doubtless cuts down expenses by 
pressing over and retrimming her last year’s hat and liying 
imreserved seals at the opera. Oh, yes, there are lots of 
ways in which the faithful and devoted wife of a poor 
Indian can reduce expenses and keep up outside appeur- 
ances with the neiehbors, and allow her dear husband to 
sitide about the wigwain with majestic indolence und a fll 
stomach. 

The compuny have always been yery strict to see that 
every promise made an Indian is honorably, faithfully and 
certainly fulfilled, in cousequence of which, although they 
ai times ¢stablish and allow insignificant prices for their 
furs, the Indiaus are their firm friends, and never cause 
trouble or serious disturbance. Thus pointing out to the 
United States government that the red man is human, after 
all, and possesses buti ihe white man’s sensibilities, feelings 
and resentinents, and that broken promises mul solemn 
treities means bloodshed and a standing army of indian 
fighters, while a strict fulfillment ued a little exercise of the 
golden rule, under similar circumetances, means “Pence on 
earth, good will towards men,” quite as much in the Indian 
wigwam as in (he white man’s sanctury, 

Ih, Cotter says that he believes large game and fw-bear- 
ing ahitals to he just as plenty atthe present time through 
the northern part of Ontario as about Hudson’s Bay. A 
great many furs are brought in to the company’s ‘Blation af 
Mattawa, und the stores about the yillage areyetting in the 
way of buying them of the Indians. The proprietor of one 
little store told me that he took in over sevén hundred 

beaver skins last winter. But to return to our party at 
Mattuwa. The Indian (Jawbone by name) whom we were 
about engaging as guide being indisposed, Dorsey and 
Rendell took a canoe and paddled up the river about three 
miles, to an Indian cabin, where they engaved Jawhoac’s 
brother Alexion to start up the river with us carly the 
nextmorning. Inhonor of the engagement he went im- 
mediately down to the village and got beastly drunk, 
We spent the remainder of the afternoon in looking about 

the place, watching the departure of canoes up the viyer, 
éte, The last thing we heard upon retiring, was, that our 
‘noble red man’ had ‘been pitched out of A store into the 
street, Where helay as inanimate as wu Wag of meal, ut he ~ 
presented himself to us next morning somewhul improved, 
yet we dare not risk him, so we employed another! ndian 
(Joe), but we finally concluded ta iake Alexion along also, 
us he had the reputation of being a good fuide, as soon us 
we could get him out of the reach of liquor, 

Upon computing the days necessary to make the proposed 
trip up the river, it was found that two of our party bad 
business at home, which would require their attention before 
the return trip could be made, so with feclings of rezret that 
the old adaye “business before pleasure,” could not be re- 
versed, they bade good bye to the comrades, and started 
homeward, iniending to spend a few days in visiting placus 
of intererest on the line, but itis iay purpose in {his letter 
to follow only the fortunes of the party up the river, A 
supply of four and necessary provisions haying been pro: — 
cured, a start was made in two canoes at 9:30), 

Those who have never faken a canoe yoyaye with a 
drunken Indian as propeller and pilot cannot thoroughly ap- 
preciate our situation, and had wwe not been tqught by former 
experience something about handling a canoe, this would — 
have been a risky voyage, As itwaswe proceeded until noon — 
without serious mishap, and by this time Alex lad worked — 
off the effects of whisky, until he seemed more like hime 
self again. 

After dimer we worked throneh and around a succession 
of falls and rapids about a mile in length. At the upper 
falls we found a fleet of Jumbermen’s boats and canoss 
anchored to the rocks. The men were busily unloading 
and portaging around. One batteaux was manned by six 
{een men, and, the captain said, had on board ten tons of — 
pork, flour und provisions. All this, of course, had to be 
carried around, The boat was then hauled over the falls 
by topes. Above here we found smooth sailing for quite 4 
distance, but another obstacle, worse than falls and rapids, 
here presented itself, Ovir Indians had in some way prow 
cured whisky of the lumbermen we passed, and were rap- 
idly becoming intoxicated again. We were completely dis- 
pusted with them and would have been glad to haye sold 
out all our “right and title’ to them fora half pint of pea-— 
nuts. We helda consultation, at which it was decided that 
we must give up our trip to Lake Temichtemung, as the 
tiyer was too large, rocky and dangerous to attempt going 
up with drunken guides, and we knew it would be impossi- | 
ble to keep them sober, as we should be liable to meet lim- 
bermen and other Indians all the way up, so we decided to 
strike into a small river a few miles beyond and go to Men- | 
win Lake. We had heard mueh about its fine trout fishing, 
excellent hunting, and grand and picturesque scenery. We ~ 
manuged to get most of our suppliesinto one canoe and both { 
Indians into the other. We then told them we proposed to 
‘paddle our own canoe for Menwin Lake,” and we should 
politely advise and urge them to “yo Lo thunder,” ‘the lot. 
tom of theriver,” or “anywhere else they saw fit” (such lan- 

d fuage, perhaps, is not necessary, and may seem out of place 
in these colymns, bul at the time it was made use of if 
seemed quite necessary and just as appropriate as a prayer 
atafuneral), Im the mean time we informed them where 
they could find us if they surviyed this “drunk” and became 
sober enough to paddle on after us. ‘ 
A few miles beyond we overtook a Norwesian lumber 

man with a drunken Indian in his canse. Ths Indian would 
not keep still and kept upsetting the boat. They were in 
shallow water, so that there was no danver; but the hember- 
man became fearfully excited, and threatened to shoot him, 
Af the next upset he dvew hig revolver and would have gar 
ried out his threat hadi not heen prevented by two other 
lumbermen., We paddled on until, just at night, we came 
in sight of the moutn of the river we were to go up (the 
river has no name us we could learn), ‘The witers of this 
river fall into the Ottawa over a precipice about one hin 
dred fect in height, The northern or eastern park of the 
Ottawa from (he Mattiwa up is very precipitous. 
A short distance above the falls a Canadian Mreneliman 

has built a log house and smiull sawmill, Neither the - 
Frenchman, his wife, nor the six men working for him could 
speak a word of English, nor we a word of French; but 
while they were trying to make oul what we winled, we 
drank a pan of milk which happened to be conveniently 
near. Westopped over night with them, ‘The evening’s 
enterlainmont consisted of pantomimes seted im three die 
ferent languages, The acting was very tine aid brousht 
gc but the audience were too stupid to uoderstand all 
of it, Westarted again early ju the morning, after hiriug: 
our landlord (o hanl us across 1 mule ida half cary, 
where we put into the river and went op again. At 9:80 
we were surprised (1 came neartelling a falsehood hy saying 
pleased) lo see our two “noble red men” pul in an appear 
ance, Instead of being full of whisky now, they were full 
of penitence, so we received them back like “prodigal sons,” 
We passed through two or three smull Jakes, Upon the 
shores Of one of them Joe pointed out where he killed and 
dressed off threélarge moose only « short time before, 

Upon halting for dinner we found that we had left. on the 
lower carry a bag containing flour, butter and crackers, 
bot ufter taking an inventory of what remained, we con 
eluded not to go buck for if, but to push ou for Menwit 
Lake, and send the Indians back next day. ‘The river 
above here is very rapid, and for along distances the Indiv 
ans waded along shore and drawed the canoes. Aloe 
about three hours more of carrying, paddling and wading, 
we arrived at the foot of Menwin Lake. lt is yery bean 
tiful, and totwly unlike any lake we eyersaw before. Ih 
takes upon itself the form of a deyil fish, with narrow 
points of lind running far out into the luke, and narrow 
arms of the lake extending far in among the dark recesses 
of the mountains, The shores rise abruptly, and, in some 
places, dark, towering cliifs, hundreds of feet above, ul 
most overhang the water, The scenery that unfolds itself 
to view, as we pass point after point, is prand in the ax» 
treme. We never saw anything equal to il, acd we were 
so wrapped in wonder that it wasu lone time before we 
discovered that onr lazy Indians had iuken adyautuge of 
the situation, and were moving the canoes alone ut only a 
anail’s pace. The shadows on the water and 9 glanve wp- 



ard told us that we must hasten, or dark night would 
overtake us before we could reach the camp our Indians 

_ said we woald find nearthe upper end of the sas anu 

“4 

OrrawA Rrver, Ontario, Oct. 6, 1882. 

BITS OF FLORIDA EXPERIENCE. 

THIRD PAPER, 

("28 hunting is growing pocrer exch year in Florida, 
iis must naturally ensue where there is no game law, 

_ There has never been a game law there with the exception 
_ of one year, and then the natives made such conyplamt that 

meat, that the Solon. at Tallahassee made haste to repeal it, 
$0 it was ssid, I don’t think the obseryation of the law has 
harmed the feclines of any native or caused any scarcity o! 
venison in the cabin. 1 Suppose if is true that the cow boys 
of the more southern counties rely greatly on yenison for 
fresh meat, and the observation of the law might have com- 

 pelled then to consume more salt pork and fish, but that 
would not have been great hardship, If the statute makers 
thought it was they might have excepted two or three coun- 
ties dowi in the fag end of the State, where nothing grows 
excepting wild cattle, game and cow boys. 

| Deer and turkeys are shot in almost any month of thy 
year, the former certainly are every mouth, and the latter 
woul be if they could be found diring nesting season, but 
then they retive into impassable swamps. Doss will find 
deer at any time. Turkeys are of not so much importance 
‘to the native. I know of one hunter in Orange county who 
is in the woods four-fifths of the time. He hunts with dogs 
and kills more deer than any ofler man in the county, He 
1s not such a wonderful shot, and wounds more than he 

"kills, buf being out all the time, and knowing all about the 
deer, he kills great numbers. He spoils the unting for any 
one else. Such as he are ruining the sport in Florida. | 
saw him coming in from atwo days’ trip last winter with 
four deer. He said he got seventeen shots. He and all na- 
lives believe implicitly in the moon business, that der and 
fish feed four tinies in twenty-four hours, viz., ‘‘moon up, 
moon dotvn, and south moon above and below,” as they ex- 
press it. Deer in that State are considerably smaller than at 
the North, as are quaitand gray squirrels. The rutting sea- 
son begins in November. Ihave found bucks so tired after 
their all night's run that they had dropped down in the open 
pine woods within five minutes’ walk of my house. 

__ In September the black-jack acorns are ripe and begin to 
fall from the trees. Then the decr leave the hamaks at nielit 
and résort to the pine woods, in which, singly or in greater 

~ numbers, black-jacks are found, and -wander all night in 
search for agorns, returning at daybreak to thy deeper soli- 
judes.of the hamaks. At such times, in the dark of the 
moon, i had sport fire hunting, Some years elapsed after | 
went io that State before I learned to enjoy it. I kuew of 
neizhbors going out with fire-pan and ‘‘light-wooil” knots 

and tramping half the night through; but I could see no 
sportinit, 1 didn’t fan y carrying uv gun, fire-pan, hatchet, 
and lighi’d knots, wandering around in the darkness anu 
stumbling over logs and running the risk of stirring up some 
ritiler, But, in some way, my atfention was calied to the 
Boudren lamp, aad I procured one, The only way I could 
use it was on my shoulder. I put three pieces of wood to- 
gether in form of a winwllass handle, the longest arm down 
my left breast and passing through a loop in a lcather belt, 
the next longest arm resting onmy shoulder, and a short up- 
right supporting, in a socket, the lamp; a small strap passing 
over the long arm, right shoulder, and under left arm, kept 
the apparatus in position. By turning the face of the lamp 
to the left of front a certain distance, it shone just where I 
himed whenmy gun cameup. I well remember the first 
night | used the lam». 1 had never shot a deer by firelight, 
though [had been out with those who had, and had been 
told how it was done. I took the lamp, adjusted it on my 
shoulder, and jokingly told my wife I was goiigfor venison, 
T was nearer vight than [ dreamed, for in three-quirters of 
an hour I had a fine doe on the kitchen porch, I found her 
feeding, and walking up until I “parted” her eyes, I droye 
eight buckshot out of the load of twelve through her chest 
at about. forty yards, She was dead when | reached her. I 
shol a Parker, 12-32-84, the finest shooter of all sizes of shot 
Tever handled, and which would put ight out ot twelve 
buckshot into a two-foot square at fifly yards every load 
with either barrel. If American guns were onlv as thor- 
oughly vested at the factory as English, what a fine thing it 
would be; but until they are, American makers cannot hope 
to cempote with relivble English in dealing with sportsmen 
who value their lives. All guns should have such stamps as 
would be a suaranty of safety to the purchaser. 

After I had indulsed some time in fire hunting, I grew to 
be very fond of it. There was somethmg fascinating in 
roaming the silent woods with only trees and stars for com- 
pany. I enjoyed the pleasant yoices of the night, excepting 
when on divers times a pair of huge owls opened their un 
earthly racket above my bead very unexpectedly, It was 
nol the cotinmon ‘Hoo, hoo-hoo, hoo-hoo-a-h,” but a series 
of demoniac and blood-curdling laughs and eat calls which 
caused chills to chase up and down my baek, and my hair 

to rise for a brief season. 
One night, when the wind was right, I had perched my- 

self in a leaning pblavk oal neara bay from which deer 
mightily emerged, coming trom the fat wouds beyond out on 
to the pine hills, The moon was nearly full, A. lirht 
breeze came from the flat woods. The sky was perfectly 
clear, und the night was jusf comfortable. had sat there 
watching for dee, straining my ears for the slizhtest sound, 
fortwo hours, Iheard foxes bark, the odoriferous per- 
fume of a skunk permeated the chambers of my nostrils, the 
upiqhiious mosquito heeded not the oil and carbolic acid 
with which | had anointed me the frogs croaked in the bay, 
and a *possuim wandered past in search for supper. 

As the dew fell and the shadews from the pines length- 
tned, an owl, with stealthy flight, came and perched ona 
pine above and in front of me. Another took position on 4 
tree to my left. I could see the onein front turning his 
head and endeayoring to make out what there was in the. 
oak that never had been there before. He stepped along on 
the lumb, reached down as far as he could, cocked his head 
this way and that, but he couldn’t make it out. Then he 
asked lis partner what his opinion was, and he got it 
straight. She abused me im the most shameless manner. 

_ She scolded and cat-called, and hooted and gave vent to her 
feelings most abominably, Then she flew over to her old 
Man and they gave me a duettin same key, fortissimo, and 
when they had exhausted their repertoire, which took some 
time, and scared all the deer out of the neigkborhood, they 

il prevented them from providing themselves with fresh’ 
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flew off some distance and da-capoed, Idescended and re 
puired to my welcome couch sans deer. 

There were a few old bucks in the neighborhood that had 
been fire-hunted until they knew all about it, You might 
catch the gleam of theiy eyes once and ‘then they bade you 
good night with a succession of snorts that were |udicrous 
and tantalizing, Occasionally they would stop after a few 
bounds nna give you their é¢yes, but if you followed they 
stopped no more, 

i went oul on¢ nivht, taking my woolen and rubber black- 
ets, for the deer varied their hours for leaving the hamats, 
and I thought I would camp with them one night, taking a 
round at intervals, I deposited my blankets at the foot of 
i leaning oak, whose branches protected from the dew, and 
hunted untill half past eleven o’elock, Nota shine. T laid 
down, put out my lamp, covered myself and was soon 
asleep, During my sleep I turned over, and was awakened 
by aloud snort; Iwas wide awake enough instantly, but 
the blanket was over my head, tle lamp out and the night 
pitch dark, | knew I could not gets shot at the old buck, 
so [laid quietly, Soon I moved tt litt e; snort, snort, snort 
again, with a bound or fwo. 1 could see the old fellow as 
plainly as though it had been daylizhf, standing there gaz- 
ing with mingled lear, cousternation and curiosity at that 
vundlé on the ground. I threw off the blanket suddenly, 
and sat up. If ever a deer was astonished, I suspect it was 
tliat one, and the way he b.cw his trampet aud left there 
was funny enough, 

Suppose we take a fire hunt some night and Jearn some- 
thing of it by expericnce, We will wait until the moon 
tises; about eleven o’clock, as that gives the deer time to 
feeu along through the flat woods und get out on the pine 
hills by nine, At eight wo get out the aun, lamp and gart- 
ridgesand get ready. I discarded the Boudren lamp and got 
a Ferguson, which is much lighter, weighing but a pound, 
and Lit ox a mixture of kerosene and lard ofl, which is far 
better tha é kurosene, whieh is liable to go out if one 
sturnbles. 
We don our Wie, put shells in our vest pockets, where we 

gan handle them quickly, ee that our knife is sharp, thal 
our match box is well filled, and leaving the house, pass 
through the orange grove, and thence into the woods. It is a 
calm, star-lit night; there is just a breath of air from the east, 
30 we ae quite a detour to get to the proper place to hunt 
up wind. 

As We gowe must choose some objrct to aim at until we get 
the lamp in position to shine just where we want it when fle 
sun comes up. We keep our course by the north star or 
Pleiades, and passine through a picce of open pine woods 
reach a bay w: ich we skirl until a road is crossed, when we 
turn square east and pay strict attention to busigess. Dver 
feed here and if is about time tiey were somewhere around. 
As we walk slowly aleng avoiding muking a noise and kecp- 
ing the light turning from side to side so as to cover as reat 
space as possible. Suddenly a coyey of quail spring from 
under our very teet and whir away iuto the darknes, Our 
hearts go pil-a-pat for a moment and a chilly sepsation per- 
yades us, so folally unexpectedly does ithuppen. Vheair is 
damp and chill from the flat. woods aud bays, aad laden 
with the odor of the fragrant deer tongue. A steamer puifs 
on the distant St. Jolius and some belated travelers chatting 
pass on a nvighboring road. A couple of sparks on the 
vround at a little distance attract attcntion and you walk 
up to find a *pessum sitting gazing curiously at the light, 
grinning with wide open mouth, He is knocked on the 
head with wlight-wood knot and left, probably to crawl off 
ina few moments. An occasional bird frightened from its 
retreat on the ground flutters aimlessly away upward, Or 
it may be that a ’eoon out foraging sees the light on the 
horder of a bay and paces away with a squealing whine that 
is laughable. 

But, hold! There are eyes near the ground. Don't 
you see? There, under that oak. There are more and 
more. Oanit be deer? Of course not, for you observe the 
eyes shine white and are too far apart. You see also the 
horns, don’t you? Tey are cows, lying down. and at our 
approach Yise, gaze wonderingly and hasten away. <A 
cow's horns can generally be seeu ss soon as the eyes. 
4 We come now to a scrub where I haye frequently fouud 
eer. 
Look sharp now 4s we pass a thicket of turkey oak. 
There! Didn’t | seem a gleam yonder as of a live coal, a 

single spark? 
No! 1 was mistaken; the imagination sometimes plays 

pranks at such times. But, yes! 1 do see it. It’s a deer, 
Yonder! Look! Now it moves a few steps as if suspicious. 
Now it is stationary again. It resembles a single live coal 
glowing amid the darkness, and is about a hundred yards 
distant, 

Your gun is cocked at once, and keeping your lizht steadily 
fixed on that coal, yeu walk stealthily, steadily, straight 
toward it. Twenty paces are covered. The coal clougates 
into a bar of light. A few more paces and the bar divides, 
and two coals appear close together. At from forty to fifty 
paces the coals are just far enough apart to coyer a deer’s 
eyes, There stands the deer with glowing orbs gazing 
straight at you, and there is not a second to lose, for he will 
be off in a moment; but don’t he hasty, Draw your gun 
swittly but iirmly to your shoulder, coyer the eyes, dropa 
little so as to see the eyes plainly, and pull. 

The report reyerberates through the woods; the smoke hangs 
in a cloud, and you listen with all your ears, slipping afresh 
cartridge mm. Wo sound, The light is turned a moment to 
sev if eyes can be found in the vicinity, and then you walk 
up to where the deer sicod. What is that light object 
ponder Can il be; it is, as sure as guns, a deur. Therd he 
ies, a fine buck strefched out, with his head thrown back 
and eyes glazed already. 

Do you feel a bit proud, and do you wonder what the folks 
will say in the morning when you suggest that broiled yeni- 
son would be about the thing? 

Sometimes the deer is wounded, and goes off on two lees 
and two stumps, as did a buck I slob one morning just 
before day-break. But I got between him and the lamak, 
and waiting until light [ went back, jumped him from his 
cover in the edge of a pond and grassed him, 

Thavye shot them and had them go away without sign, 
when | was sure I struck them, and next mornin: find them 
not faraway dead. Occasionally on a long stroll a person 
gets lost, but that is no hardship where the weather is nct 
severe and lizht wood is plentiful. It rather adds to the 
sport to camp impromptu in the midst of game, 8, 

Any person sending their address to R. H, Pooler, Serena, La Salle 

Co,; Ill, will receive in return free a fine colored lithograph repre- 

senting pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies, also a catalogue 
of cartridge holders, belts, vests, &e.—dv. 

Mlatuyal History. 

BIRD MIGRATION IN THE MISSISSIPPI 
VALLEY. 

FROM OBSERVATIONS COLLATED BY W. W- 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The following notes on the birds of the Mississippi Valley 
were sent me by different observers in answer to 4 letter 
asking them to send a list of winter residents and date of 
first arrival of migrants last spring. These notes are from 
twelve stations, all in the Mississippi Valley. As many 
more promised to contribute, but utter sending a little found 
they could not spare the time necessary and stopped, while 
the notes of one more observer, Mr. Widmann, have already 
heen published in Foresr aNp SrrReam, 

It was not expected that much would be done the first 
year; in fact, the number of notes received is greater than 1 
looked for. Still the work has not been withont value, and 
I think cach observer is better prepared by this summer's 
work to give a fuller record next spring. 

Idid not commence the work carly enough last spring. 
The birds were already on the move before the rucords were 
commenced. I should like tohaye n xt year’s work com- 
menced now, and trace the hirds into their winter quarters, 
keep wateh of them while there, and note the first signs of 
migration next spring, In this work a great deal can be 
dons by oue person, as will be seen ly Mr, Widmiann’s 
notes, which I consider the perfection of “spring notes.” 
How much more could be accomplished, ana how much 
more valuable the records would be, if we could have, all 
over this great Valley of the Interior, a half hundred or 
more ornithologists continually watching the moycments of 
our birds, 

I should like te hear by postal from anyone in the Missis- 
sippi valley who is willing to aid in the work this winter 
and next spring. Even if they have not time io be on the 
lwokout for the rarer birds, yet all can note the movements 
of our common birds, the study of whose dojngs will surye 
as a foundation for more intelligent study of the other 
species. : 

In tabulating the notes, I have piven each station a num- 
ber, as follows: Station No, 1. (1)isat Fayetteville, Ark., 
and the observer Prof. I. L Harvey; (2) is Kansas City, 
Mo., Geo, E, Stilwell; (8) is Manhattan, Kan., G. P. 
Blachly; (4) is Liter, Morgan ¢o., Ill., Dr. 8. Griffin; (5) is 
Petersburg, U)., . A. Hamilton; (6) is Carthage, I, W. 
$. Baker; (7) is Vesta, Neb., H. A. Kline; (8) is Grinnell, 
Ta., L. Jones; (9) is Ames, Ta,, Prof. F. B, L. Beal; (10) is 
Ravine, Wis,, Dr, P. R. Hoy; (11) is Miineapolis, Minn., 
J. Roberts; (12) is White Earth, Becker co,, Minn,, W. W. 
Qooke. The following abbreviations have been used: R., 
resident; W. R., winter resident; WV. 8., winter sojourner; 
N. N., numerous and noisy. Where a date aloneis siven it 
meaus the first time the bird was obseryed at that station: 
thus wood thrush (2) 3, 15, means that Mr. Stillwell saw the 
wood thrush fir the first time Mareh 18. 

Hioping that this our atteu-pt to enlarge our knowledge of 
the interesting subject of migration will find favor in the 
cyes of brother o:nithologist:, 1 remain yours respeetfully, 

W. W. Coons. 

cookm, 

Jnrrerson, Wis., Oct. 15, 1882. 

Hylacichta mustelina— Woot Thrush,—(2) 3, 13; (8) 5, 1; 
(9) 5, 18; (11) 4, 7; (22) 5, 21. 

Hylociehia fuscescens— Wilson's Thrush,—(12) 5, 20, 
LHylocichta aticia—Gray-Cheeked Thrush.—(12) 5, 19. 
Hylociechla ustulate swatnsoni-—Olive-Backed Thrush,—(12) 

5, 19. 
Eyloeichia unalasee patlasi—Bermit Thrush,—(4) 5, 14; 

(12) 6, 21, 
AMerule migratoria—Robin.—(1) W. R. ia open winters; 

(2) 8, 1; (8) K., 2, 28, move plentiful and singing cheerfully; 
(4) 2, 1-6, nesting 4, 23; nearly full feathered 5, 7; (5) 2, 20; 
(6) 8, 10; (7) 3, 18, becoming plentiful; (4) 3, 1; (9) 3, 16, a 
few nearly every winter; (10) 2, 13; (11) 4, 1, buiding 3, 9; 
(12) 4, 2, eves 5, 22. 
ek us polygwttus—Movking Bird.—(#) 2, 28, nesting §, 4; 

(4) 4, 27. 
"Girteascopite carolinensis—Catbird,—(2) 4, 26; (8) 5, 4, nest- 

ing; (4) 4, 27; (6) 4, 25; (9) 5, 6; (12) 5, 11, eves 6, 10, 
Harporhynchus rufus—Brown Thiasher.—(1) 3, 17; (2) 8, 

15; (8) 4, 7: (4) 3, 27, nearly full feathered 5, 7; (5) 8, 28; 
(6) 4, 4; (9) 4, 19; (10) 4, 19; (11) 4, ~6; (12) 4, 16, ewes 5, 29. 

Stalin sittix—Bluchivd.—(1) W. R.; (2) W. R., Hoeks from 
the South 8, 24; (8) R., by 2, 28 has bucome more plentiful 
and singmy cheerinlly; 3, 3, common and preparing to pair; 
(4) 2, 1-6, nearly full fevthered 5, 7; (6) 2, 20; (6) 8, 28; (7) 
8, 18, becoming plentiful; (8) 3, 1; (Y) 8, 9, a few; (10) 2, 14; 
(11) 8, 31, building 5, 1; (12 5, 13, 

Sielie mevicana—Californian Bluebird,—(8) 5, 4, nestine. 
Polioptite. cerulea—Bluegray Guatuatcher.—(2) 4, 81; (8) 

4,12; (6) 4, 7. 
Fieguadis calenituia—Ruby-Crowned Winvlet.—(3) 4, 19; (4) 

8, 21, N. N. 4, 18; (11) 4,8: (12) 5, 5, 1887, 
Liegulus satrape—G olden-Crowned Kinglet.—(9) 4, 29. ° 
Lophophanus vicaler—Tutted Titmouse.—{s) 8, 16, saw a 

pain; (4) W. R. 
Pupus atvicupllis—Black-Capped Chickadee.—Res'dent 

at all stations; (8) young : 
Parus iuiidsonieus—Hudsonian Chickadee.—(0) W. R. 

rate. 
oitta eorolinensis—W hite-Bellied Nuthatch,—Resident at 

all stations; (9) nearly gone 4, 20, 
Sitte ectireoensis—Ked-Bellied Nuthateh,—(4) W. R,; (11) 

K., not common in winter; (12) have never seen the bird in 
winter, but have good autuority for saying that a few re- 
main, 

Certhia famultinis rufa—Brown Creeper.—(2) W, B ; (3) 
seen 3, 1h; (4) 4, 13; W. R. nearly gone 4, 20; (11) remains 
in mil! winters 4, 1, 1881; (12) 4, 20, 1881. 

Thryothorus ludovicanus—Carolina Wren.—(8) 5, 26. 
Troglodytes wedon—Honse Wren,—(2) 8, #5; (8) 4,17; . * 

4, 15; (8) 4, 30; (9) 5, 4; (12) 5, 11. 
Ti aglodytes aedon purknanni—Western TWouse Wren.— 

(2) 3, 25. 
4 Anorthura troglodytes hyemalis—Winter Wren,—(4) 3, 31; 

2) 5, 11. 
A eee palushis—Long-Billed Marsh Wren,—(8) 5, 26; 

(12) 5, 14. 
Anthus luloviedwnus—Amerioan Titlark.—(8) 8, 8; (4 

‘ Neovorys Spraguet—Sprazue’s Titlark.—(2\ 8, 20. 
Mniotilte varia—Black and White Creepur.—3) 4, 21; (6) & 

4, 24; (9) 5, 21; (11) 5, 11; (12) 5, 3, 1881, 

= 
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Protonoturta citrea—P rothonotary W arbler,—(8) 5, 5, nest 5, 
eggs 6, 9. 

Helminthophaga mufiepilla—N as) ville Warbler,—(12) 6, 88. 
Helminthophaga pereyrina—Tennessee Wavbler,—{12) 5, 22. 
Helintnthophaga eclata— Orange-Crowned Warbler.—(3) 

4, 27, abundant 6, 1; (12) 5, 14. 
Dendreca. wstica—Summer Yellow Bird.—(8) 4, 22; (9) 

5, 5; (11) 5, 9; (12) 5, 14; N.N., 5, 17, eves 6. 9, 
Setophaga ruticilla—Redstart.—(8) 4, 27; (9) 5, 10; (11) 5. 

11; (12) 6, 23; N. N. 4, 27, 
Dendreca werulescens—Black-Throated Blue Warhker.— 

12) 5, 16, 1851, 
Dindraca coranitta—Yeallow-Rump Warbler. —(8) 4, 17; 

(6) 4, 26 to 5, 3; (11) 4, 45 (12) 4, 17. 
Pindrace blackburntia—Blackburnian Warbler.—(i1) 5, 

§; (12) 5, 24. 

Dindreca stridta—Black-Poll Warbler.—(11) 5, 8: (12) 5, 
24. 

Dendrica pennsylwantea—Ckestnut-Sided Warbler.—{6) 4, 
26 to 5, 3; (11) 5, 11; 5, 24, 
Dendroca matculosa—Black and Yellow Warbler.—(12) 5, 

9, 1881, 
Dendreca palmarum—Red-Poll Warbler.— (6) 4, 26 to5, 

2: (11) 6, 4; (12) 5, 3. 
Shurus auricapitlus—Golden-Crowned Thrush,—(11) 5, 6; 

(12) 5, 18. ‘ 
Sturus motacilla—Large-Billed Water Thrush,—(3) 4, 21, 

again 4, 24. 
Siurus qevius—Small-Billed Water Thrush.—(12) 5, 20. 
Oporernts formosxsa—Kentucky Warhler.—(3) 5, 4. 
Ceathiypis tclis—Maryland Yellow Throat.—(3) 5, 1; 

(12) 5, 28. 
Irtepin virens—Yellow- Breasted Chat.—(3)nesting 5, 22, 

full 5, 3; (4) 5, 17. 
Mi ad pusillus—Black-Capped Yellow Warbler.—(i1) 

5, 7; (12) 5, 14, 
—=Vireosyloia olivacea—Rod-Byed Vireo.—(12) 5, 24. 

Vircosylvia giloa—W arbling Vireo.—(8) 4, 27. 
Linivives flavifrons—Y¥ ellow-Throated Vireo,—(a) 5, 4; (12) 

4, 80, 

Vireo noveboracensis—W hite-Eyed Vireo.—(3) 5, 6; (12) 5, 
24, 

Vinee belli—Bell’s Vireo,—(8) 5, 2. 
Lanive bovealis—Great Northern Shrike.—(1) W, R. 

searce; (3) W. 8.; (9) W. R.; (10) W. F.; (11) found in mild 
winters, 4, 2; (12) W. R. in thick wooded swamps, First 
seen on prairie, 4, 21. 

Lantus ludevicianus—Logeger-Headed Shrike,—(2) W.R.; 
(6) 3, 26, N. N. 4, d 

Ampells garrnius—Northern Waxwing.—(3) W. §.; (4) 
W. 8. rather rare; (9) The Bohemian visits this locality in 
abundance about once in five or six years. The last time in 
peo (10) W. R. abuudunt; (41) W. R.; (12) W. RB. seen 2, 
14, 

Ampélis cedrovum—Cedar Waxwing.—{3) W. R., collected 
in flocks and moved north Feb. 21-24; (3) 5, 26; (4) W. B., 
flocks came the first week in February; (9) W.. R., one flock 
“80-81 on authority of a taxidermist of Boone; (11) 2, 7; (12) 
5, 24. 

Progne subis—Purple Martin.—(1) 8, 4; (2) 8, 6; (3) 8, 17; 
4) 3,9, N.N., 3, 15; (5) 3; 30; (6) 4, 2; (9) 4, 8; (40) 4, 26; 
(12) 4, 19. 

Petrochelidon hingfrons—Clifl Swallow .—{3) nesting 5, 26; 
(9) 4, 20; (12) 4, 26, 
Hivunde eryitrogastra—Barn Swallow (4) 4, 20; (10)4, 17; 

(12) have not seen one during thiee year's residence, 
Tachycineta bieoloy—W hite-Bellied Swallow.—{3) 5, 6; (4) 

_ f, 8; (11) 4, 29, 
' Catile riparia—Bunk Swaliow.—(2) 8, 24; (9) 5, 20; (12) 
4, 26. 

Stelgidoptenya serripiinris—Roush-Winged Swallow.—(i1) 
aarit: 

Pyranga rubro—Searlet: Tanager,—(2) 4, 10; (8).5, 5; (4) 
4, 24; (12) 5, 21, 1881 almost rare, 

{TO BE CONCLUDED, | 

PINE GROSBEAKS IN CONFINEMENT. 
Rilitor Forest and Stream: 
The extremely interesting biography of the pine grosheuk (Pini- 

cola emtieleator) which appears in your issue of Nov. 2, calls to mind 
nu delightful article on this species in captivity, which you published, 
1 thihk, during the winter of 1880. My tile of Porest anp Srimam i8 
incomplete, so that I cannot give the exact date. Can you not repub- 
lish that sketch and thus confer a favor on un ORWITHOLOGIST. 

Boston, Mass., Noy 4., 1882, 

The sketch alluded to was published in our issue of March 
18, 1880, and was as follows: 

Yesterday T saw three of these beautiful birds industriously 
picking up their dinner in a patch of weeds. They were 
qitite fame, and | drove within twenty feet of them, and 
paused quite a while to observe and admire them, as they’ 
sre old friends of mine. Four years ago they were quite 
plenty in this vicinity, and a large flock of them came regu- 
larly every morning to feast upon some frozen apples that 
hung on a tree within ten feet of my window, They were 
very tame, and sang so sweetly that [ determined to capture 
some of them if possible. Fixing a slipnoose upon the end 
of a fishpole [succeeded in roping ina pair of them; the 
male was 4 young one, and the female I judged to he two or 
three years old. There was an old male in the flock, gor- 
geous with his beautifull scarlet plumage, that I tried very 
hard to captare; but he was too wary for me. I got the 
noose oyer his head several times, but he would twist out of 
it with scarcely an effort, and never moye from his perch 
nor cease his cheerful song, We always appeared glad to 
see iné, and to be quite interested in my ¢xperiments; he 
would nod and wink at me inthe most knowing manner in 
the world, but, in spite of my best efforts, he preseryed his 
liberty, and after afew days I saw him no more. 
The pair that [had captured I placed in a large breeding 

enge that was about three feet square. They did not appear 
to beat all alarmed, but took kindly to their new home and 
at once commenceil eating, and in less than an hour they 
were twittering and singing, huppy and contented. For 
many weeks they appeared to thoroughly enjoy themselves, 
and became so tame that when lel them out in the 
room they would fearlessly alight upon my head or shoulder 
and feed from my hand, I never saw such beautiful feath- 
ared pets; they kept almost a constant song from an early 
dawn until every one in the house had retired for the night, 
Their song was not loud, but very sweet and musical, 
We were all very happy in their companionship until, 

alas! one fatal day, inspired by my evil genius, I brought 
home a newly made kinybird’s nest and carefully placed it 
in one corner of their cage, and all of us gathered around to 
see what they would do, The male did not pay much 

attention fo il, bul after a cursory glance settled down 
on his perch and resumed his song. The female 
from the first appeared to be very much interested ; 
her eyes glistened, and her head kept hobbing and turn- 
ing. and 28 soon as the nest was in place she hopped up 
and perched upon its edge and critically examined every 
portion of it. She appeared yery much pleased, and with 
a Jow expressive chirp alighted wpon the perch, and with 
many knowing nods and smirks and pretty little ruffling 
of her feathers, she sidled wp to her companion, all the 
while talking and crooning in her most silyery accents, and 
throwing her wing over him lovinly nestled close to his 
side, and in dulect tones, with drooping head was sweetly 
Taurmuring the ‘old, old story,” when he—the heartless 
brute—iwkwardly backed out from her loving embrace, 
and nonchalantly walking over to the feed dish commenced 
eating. With a plaintiye chirp she followed him up 
ardently pressed her suit, but; when she approached him he 
would retreat, and after several trials with no better result, 
he look refuge in one corner behind the bath dish. Then, 
with a despairing lance at the loved nest overhead, with 
exch particular feather standing on end, and with a harsh, 
discordunt croak that plainly said r-r-r-evenge, she went for 
him tooth and nail, and whacked and banged him round 
until, fearing for his life, I interfered and made her desist. 
No sooner did { take my hand from the cage than this in- 
carnale fury pitched into him again, and L jas obliged to 
separate them. ; 

After a week of solitary confinement, during which 
neither of them uttered a single note of song, I returned 
him to the cage with her. No sooner had J shut the door 
than, with dilated eyes and open mouth, this virago went 
for him again and knocked him clear across the cage. I 
picked up a lifile stick and struck her two or three times 
and made her leave him. He had been very meek and for- 
bearing up to this time, not making the least.show of re- 
sistunce; but no sooner did he see the effect of my punish- 
ment upon her than he boldly asserted hig manhood and 
bravely sailed in and gave hers thrashing that completely 
subdued her, 

There was no quarreling after this. She sulked and moped 
in her corner, refusing food and drink, and a few days after 
we found her dead, a victim of blighted affection. After 
she was gone a change came over the male; he uttered no 
sound suve a mournful chirp, and appeared to miss his com- 
panion sadly. He gradually pined away, and in less than 
two weeks we “laid him gently by her side.” JT do not pro- 
pose to adorn my simple tale with a moral, but cannot for- 
bear expressing the Lope, dear reader, that neither your end 
nor mine may he like this. SHADOW. 
SPRINGETELD, Mass., Jan. 15. 

Breeding Quai, cy Coxnrememen.—Boiling Springs, 
Pa., Nov. 3.—! have read the articles in yoar paper in re- 
gard to breeding quail in confinement, and | would like to 
tell you what we are doing in this part of the world toward 
it. Mr. Jacob Spath had a cock and two hen birds confined 
inatroom about ten feet square, and raised from twenty- 
four eggs four birds that are now as tame as chickens. 
He believes that the reason he did not raise more was that 
both hens vecupied the same nest and were often fighting 
cach other, He-fed them nothing but screenings, Next 
year he intends to raise them on a larger scale; he is going 
to raise their nests off of the ground, asin gonfinement thé 
birds fly up. I think this will demonstrate that quail can 
be breu in confinement.—Ep. SrAyMan. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
+ 

OrEn SHAsonS.—See tidle of open. seasons for game and Tish 
tn issue of July 20, 

A MOOSE MONOLOGUE. 
S T take great pleasure in reading hunting and fishin 

/X excursions in the Foresr anp STREAM, tind the ol 
proverb is that example is better than precept, I now put in 
my paddle, since it is not fair to sit in the bow and shoot 
all the time (no genuine practical hunter use oars). 

About ten years ago J was lumbering in the forest of Nova 
Scotia in company with John Harlow and Wm, H. Mayo on 
Bear River, which empties into Digby Basin, on the oppo- 
site side of Bay of Fundy from St, Johns, N. B. Bear 
River village is about four miles up the river. They have 
a custom house there, also a custom heuse officer, with a 
head clerk, and a clerk’s devil, or, as they cull him, “tide 
waiter.” The principal business of these three for a week 
after I arrived with my canyas canoe was to find out what 
the duty on that craft would be. But finally, after sending 
to Col, Yeats, in Digby, some ten miles away, they came 
to the conclusion it would only be two dollars and fifty 
cents, as I had Jived there as iw neighbor five years. 

The height of my ambition had always been a moose hunt 
in September. The method of calling moose is as follows; 
Find au open, dry bog back in the forest some fifteen miles 
from any settlers. Make a horn of birch bark similar to an 
old-fashion tin dinner horn, and then just at dark sit down 
in the middle of the hog (it wants two hunters to be success- 
ful), then take your bark horn and imitate the noise made 
by 2 cow moose, and if there is a moose within hearing of 
the horn he will come out on the bog. The first full moon 
in September is the best and only time in the year to hunt 
with the horn. By listening to the advice of John Harlow 
T missed two falls, by being too late, There was always 
“some business to do this week; bul next week we will go,” 
was his cry. I had determined not to he late on this occa- 
sion, so Lsaid, ‘John, are you ready to go moose hunting 
with me next Monday.” 

“No, Hi, 1 cannot go Monday, butif you will wait until 
Wednesday I will go then, I have some work to do on 
Copland’s house; shall get it done by Wednesday.” 

“Now, John Harlow, that was just the way last year, and 
you know how we tramped around in them wet bogs with 
cloudy sky; wind blowed all night, and we did not get any 
moose meal, You cannot play that; on me this year. If 
you can’t so Monday, I will try Obediah Parker,” 
“How are you, Obediah, what are you doing down under 

this old sawmill? Hallo, Thomas Sparr, you here, too? I 
Suppose you are learning the millwright’s trade with Obediah? 
I say. Lam going after » moose Munday, and Harlow cannot 
go, and I want one of you to go,” 

“Well, Hiram, we both want to go, bul Franklin Rice 
would not let us icave this mill all tore to pieces; anyhow, 
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if the water should rise in the river it would take the dam 
awiy, 80 we cannot go.” 
“Tom Sparr. do you know where John Ties is? IT am 

going to try him; 1 guess he will go.” 
“Hiram, if Teould not get anybody but Iles, i would 

stay at home,” ; 
“T want you to understand I am going Monday if T live 

and have to go alone, and withont any gun, uxe or knife; 
yes, sit,” 

“Good merning, Mr. Les; how is it, 
with the moose fever this fall?” 

“Wal, yes; I should like to call wp another moose about 
like the one Jim Morehouse and I got last fall,” 

“Mar, Hes, I come over to see if you would #0 with me 
next Monday, lam going back to the old moose pround by 
ihe way of Unele Joe Clark's,” 

“Where is Harlow that he don’t go?” 
“Oh, he cannot go until Wednesday, and I told him I 

would not put it off one day longer.” 
“Wal, Mr, Mayo, I can’t go Monday, but T will go Tues- 

day. Old Uncle Billy Harris wanted me to go with him 
next week. Hesays if he could kill one more moose, he 
would be satisfied; you know old ’*Squire Billy Harris, he 
is about seyenty.” ' 

“Yes, I know him, but I never went with pa crowd and 
got any game yet; so 1 will go home and take my choveboy, 
Bill, about fifteen years old, to carry the axe, and we will 
go on our own hook, Yes, sir.” 
“Mary, I haye been the rounds, trying to get somebody 

to go moose hunting with me Monilay, and everybody is 
busy; so I am going to take little Bill llus to carry an axe, 
and go alone, ull, where is my light axe? I want you to 
go over to Hardén Chute's store and get me one and a half 
pounds of powder and a box of waterproof caps, while 1 
take old Sweepstakes apart and clean her, Come, come; if 
Tam going to paddle this cat oe, just part your hair on the 
other side or keep that tobacco on the other side of your 
mouth, because it steers hard when you are over on one side; 
so keep still, and we shall find game a little further up the 
stream. Patience is everything, especially when you get 
into a place that is so lonesome it makes you think it was 
the Jast place ever made on earth; then is the time en old 
hunter keeps bis eyes and ears open for large game, 

“Bill, Bill! Hullo, Bill! Come, it istdaylight. Get up 
and put on the teakettle. I want to get out to Joe Clark’s 
by seven o'clock, and we have got to pack a week’s grub, A 
hunk of pork, four loayes of bread, a little tea tied up in o 
red flannel hag, corned beef, salt tied up ina rag, brown 
sugar in & tomalo can, mustard-box full of butter, blacking- 
box full of angle-worms, frying-pan, a three-quart pail, belb 
and sheath knife, two tin dippers, two army blankets, one 
axe and gun. ‘‘And we started up the river on foot by Frank- 
Rice’s Mill to the road that leads to Olark’s. This was Bill’s 
first moose hunt, and we felt guy that morning, especially 
Bill. We passed Clark’s about eight o’clock inthe morning, 
Uncle Jo came out and says: ‘‘Good morning. 1 suppose 
you are going for # moose?” and Bill spoke up and said 
that was the calculétion, which made Uncle Joe laugh out- 
right, and then wished us good luck anda big moose. Then 
we took the Maitland road, which is an old voad that was 
cut by the Government years ago to Maitland, a back setile- 
ment of the south shore of Nova Scotia, We followed this 
road until we struck the west branch of the South Still- 
water, then followed up the stream to three sniall lakes, 
which we found when surveying and named Faith, Hope 
and Charity, for the greatest of these is Charity. 
We found an open meadow near ihe stream where the 

high water had killed the growth and everything was dry 
stubs, limbs and dry underbrush. Ltold Bill I guessed we 
would call here to-night; so we went in onto the high land, 
Imuilt a fire, made tea, toasted some bread on a long stick 
and ate supper. Bill said that was as good a supper as he 
wanted. J comprehended his talk thoroughly, because I 
had heen in the woods before. I will give a person an 
appetite to travel in the woods all day, like a goai, and they 
will eat anything, “Now, Bill, while I am making a moose 
horn, you gather some dry wood, for we must go out on the 
bog in about an hour, ancl when we come back in the moin- 
ing we shall want breakfast without much work, I cess 
it is going to be a ood night for calling; the wind is going 
down with the sun,and there will be a heayy frost to-night. 
Bill, you fill that pail full of water to carry ont on the boy, 
while I cut a little spruce free to stick up for us to sit under, 
so when the moose comes, he will see the bush and will net 
see us. Come, it is time we was out there; you take the two 
blankets and water, I will take the tree, and rifle, and horn. 
Now. Bill, I want you to keep under them blankets aud not 
make one mite of noise if a moose comes. Now, I will try 
the horn: Wough! wough! w-o-u-y-h. Hight o'clock and 
not a seund from any (jarter; [ will try again; Wough/ 
wough! wough! No moose here, Bill. 

“T eness we are not far enough back in the forest. New- 
vll’s Bog isa good place. There! did you hear that, what 
was it? It was a dry limb eracked, there it is again; itis a 
young moose; he is shy; he will not come out in sight, 1 
can always tell those young felllows. He will keep within 
hearing all night, Now, [ will try the horn again: Wough/ 
wough! weugh! wough! There, there is one coming. 

“Hoo! hoo! hooah! That is an owl; they are the bigest 
nuisance I know of when a fellow is calling moose, We 
might as well get under the blankets as to try any more; 
that devilish ow! will keep up his noise as long as we use 
the hora. Hoo! hoo! hooak! There he is again; I am going 
to take a nap. Good night, Bill, if a bear takes you im tha 
night while [am asleep, you sing out.” 

“You bet I will; say, is there bears around here?” { 
“Yes, any amount of them, John Iles and I killed an old 

buster not jive miles from here.” 
“Do you suppose yey will come after us to-night?” 
“Oh, shut up your hash-trap, I was almost asleep then; 

you go to sleep, 1 will look out for all the bears, as tong 
as I have old Sweepstakes by my side. 

“It is ten o’clock; I must have a nap. Come Bill, turn out 
and let us go in on the high land and get breakfast. I haye 
been up more than an how cruising around the head of the 
bog looking for game. I found that moose track that broke 
the dry limbs last night. He was about a three-year-old. 
After we get through breakfast and the sun takes the dew 
off the grass we will go over to the head of the east »ranch, 
called ihe Mississippi. I know of a big meadow there and 
we will take things éasy, catch some trout, and get all ready 
for fun to-night. Bill, where is that blacking box of angle 
wormns; Lam going to try for some trout. Oh what a big 
one, did you see that? Give me another worm, There, 
that is some, lad, he is as much as fourteen inches long. 
Tow many of them can you get away with atone méal, 
Bill?” 

are you troubled 
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“About three, T guess.” 
J “Allright, here is another one, Isuppose some of them 
Boston fellows with their split bumboo $80 fish pole would 

Jaugh at us catching trout with an alder pole six feet lonz 
with worms forhait. But TI tell you, Bill, them city chaps 
are splendid fishermen while they are tipped back in their 
chairs smoking a segar in the club house. If they can get 
any more fins, feathers or fur, especially if the fur is moose 
fur, they have got to stop on 4 bog all night, and don’t you 
forget it. How many trout lave we got?” 

‘7 haye dressed seven and there are four more. ” 
“Allright, and here comes another one, Bill, build a fire 

right here, and we will have a frying pan of them speckled 
beauties for dinner, I wish | cuuld holler loud enongh to 
make my brother Hod liear, I would fell him Iwas eating 
trout, He liyesin Lynn, Mass, We is an awful lad with a 
fish pole. Ihave known himto wade all day and fish and 
not get a bite, go home all tuckered out and dream of big 
pickerel, and pull out the next day, gritty as a chaw of to- 
bacco rolled in the sand, for another wade around the same 
lake, My pluck don't hang on under such circumstanees. 
Come, Bill, there is two more for you to eat and you are 
done. Allright, pack them up; we shall find use for them. 
Llike cold trout. Now we will go over to the meadow. It 
is most four o'clock. By the time we get tea it will be time 
to call. I uess we will have better luck than we did last 
night. 
Same, Bill, hurry up and get that tin pail full of water 

and I will cut a bush; now, step in my track. Here is a 
vood place; I will stick the bush in thisknoll, The wind is 
all died down, and it is one of the nights made on purpose 
for culling moosé Now, Bill, if you hear anything don’t 
sing out loud the way you did last night. Wowgh! woush! 
mough! Now listen: Hoo! heo! haehooah! There is another 

devilish owl. They say everything is made for the best; I 
should like to Know what they are good for. | tried to eat 
one once with little Jim Muse, when we were over om 
Tusket River exploring, and he was a little the tonghest eat- 
ing I ever experienced. Wal, here is a try again, This 
horn does not exactly suit me: Wonyh! wough! wough! Now 
listen: Hoo! fico! hoohooia! J -will kill every owl I see 
after tis. No moose to-night, Bill. There is a little air 
drawing to the west, and that is bad; a moose s00s to lee- 
ward if he had to travel forty miles 4nd swim across the 
Atlantic Ocean. [have had that game played on me more 
than once. I guess we will go into the woods on that 
spruce knoll and build up a fire and havea regular old- 
fashioned smoke. I gness we will so over to the Northeast 
Stilhyater tomorrow night. 1 am going to sleep and not 
pet up to-morrow morning until the sun has taken all the 
dew off the grass.” 

“Come, Mr. Mayo, ain’ you going to get up? Breakfast 
is ready.” My gracious, it is seven o'clock; I don’t wonder 
I slept sound, if is the first nap I have had since I left Bear 
River Bridge, with both eyes shut, Bill, what have you got 
for breakfast? 

“Pilot bread, tea, 
soap.” 

“I shouldn’t think by the looks of your face you had soap 
for breakfast,” : 

“Thaven’t been to breakfast yet.” 
“T thought you had, Bill; I saw you chewing some- 

thing.” 
‘That was tobacco.” 
~"You do beat the devil; a boy fifteen years old and your 

hash-trap full of tobacco before breakfast. Well, Bill, I am 
peing where there is moose tracks before I settle down to 
call another night. We will go back to the Mississippi and 
follow the Maitland road east, then strike for the old burnt 
land. J can see the Stillwater.” 

“Are you going to catch some more trout?” 
“‘T suess not; we shall not wantany heavier load to carry. 
“Just look here, Bill. Who has been along here in the 

grass? I will bet it is John Tes and old Squire Billy Har- 
ris, Des told me old Mr. Harris wanted him to go with 
him. It looks as though six or cighfimen had gone up the 

+ meadow. Lam getting all wet with the dew on the bushes 
and grass. I guess we had better stop here and wait about 
an hour until the sun dries the grass, Hark! hark! What 
is that noise? Listen. It sounds like some one getting into 
a boat with oars. Iwill bet itis old man Harris and his 
crew that made the tracks we saw up theaneadow. Let us 
go down to that little cove and look across to the landing 
place and see who it can be. Now, Bill, stepin my tracks 
and we will go easy. Justlook. There is Tes, old man 
Harris, Bill Henshaw, and five or six more. Just wait a 
minute until | untie my moose horn from my belt, and I 
will make Iles think there is a moose out here sure. Bugh! 
bugh! bugh! Just look. Tles has grabbed his gun and is 
getting out of the hoat, Bugh! bugh! bugh! He has taken 
off his shoes and is making motions to the rest of his crew 
to keep still and not get out of the boat. See him creep 
along on the rocks snug down tothe water, I guess it 
won't do to lethim come any further; he might shoot one 
of us; so 1 will sing out at him. ‘Don’t you shoot this 
way, youold seed you. Ha! ha! ha! ha! JT thought you 
was an old moose hunter, John. I did not suppose a green- 
horn like me could fool an old moose caller. Hullo, boys. 
How do you do, Mr. Harris? Where are you all going?” 

‘Weare bound home, Wewas up tothe head of this 
Jong meadow last night, but did not get anything.” 

“What are you going home for? 1 think to-night will be 
a good night.” 

“Oh, wal, old Mr. Harris wants to go, so we must go tu 
please him,” 

‘John, suppose you stop with Bill and me, and let them 
take the boat and go.” 

“Now, Mr. Mayo, I want to tell you what a time we had 
last night, We weni to the upper end of that meadow and 
all sat down uuder a big hacknsatack tree and I commenced 
calling but got no answer, and the rest began to get their 
blankets over them, and I took my gun and climbed up 
most to the top, anc I could see all over the meadow, and I 
had not set there more than fifteen minutes before I saw a 
moose come out of the woods away up on the right-hand 
side of fhe meadow, and he was coming right straight for 
us (now don't you know if you had been with me we would 
got that moose) and then I heard old man Harris commence 
tosnore in his sleep, and then I dropped one of my shoes 
downto signal them to stop their noise, and if struck old 
man Harris right on his nose, and he yelled out as loud a4 
he could baw], and away went the moose. And then I got 
down, and the old man's nose bled like a butcher,” 

“T euess it was not avery high tree.” 
“Oh, yes, I was up as much as thirty feel.” 
“Now, les, 1 always thought you would lie, and now L 

know you will. Any man that would tell me that one of 
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those shoes could fall thirty, feet and strike a man on the 
nose when he was flat on his back anil not have his head 
broke, is alittle too thin entirely.” 

‘Wal, you can believe it or not, it isa fact.” 
“Tes, 1 am bound to have a moose before [ leave these 

woods.” 
“We can get one just as well as not if we only think so 

and meam business.” 
“So Tsay, and [should like to go over to that big bog where 

Morehouse and T got that big moose.” 
“Now, don’t you know, I believe we can go up to the 

upper end of the meadow where I saw that moose last 
night and call him back," 

“It it no use to try that moose, he is more than ten miles 
off before fhis time, but we might get another one." 

“Mayo, let us try it anyway.” 
“AN right.” 
“Now, don’t you know, Mr. Mayo, if you had been with 

Ine we might have got that moose just as well as not,” 
“Tt is going to bea nice night to call, nota cloud in the 

sky and the wind is all dying out. Now, Iles, you do the 
calling to-night, and if you get an answer just cull me, and 
I will get old Sweepstakes out and down his house. Tes, I 
don’t have any faith in this place.” 

“Now, dont you know Lam going to have an answer the 
first time I try this horn.” 

‘Here, here, Bill! put out that match, you must not 
smoke while we are out here on the bog.” 
“Why not?” 
‘‘Becwuse & moose would smell it fonr miles to windward 

and forty to leeward,” 
“Mayo, Mayo, come wake up.” 
“Ts there 2 moose coming?” 
“No, I think we had better go into that burnt land and 

build a fire, Bill’s most froze.” 
“T have had quite a nap, it is almost two o’clock, you see 

all around that side is burnt and 4 thick hedge of green 
ulder skirts the meadow. We can go just behind those 
alders, and if we hear anything on the meadow we cap creep 
through the alders and not be seen. Oh, this is a nice place 
to build a lire; plenty of old burnt wood to start a fire with. 
What is that noise? Just look. John is sound asleep 
and snoring, Bill, roll him over five or six times and make 
him stop that noise, Wal, wal, I declare Bill is cone to 
sleep too. I guess they watched for the moose all night. 
Probably he thought he would shoot the moose while T was 
asleep, but I am Yather inclined to think Sweepstakes would 
speak if « moose should come out on the bog. 

The sun is just coming up in sight; it is a splendid morn- 
iny. If they will sleep now without snoring, [ will sit here 
by this liltle fire and listen for game. There is something: 
very fascinating in the grand old forest, especially when you 
know there is large game in the vicinity, and you haye old 
Sweepstakes by your side. There, [hear some kind of a 
noise on the meadow and peuk through the alders. What 
in the world is that? there is something in the brook coming: 
down this way. lcannot see the animal, but whatever it 
is, if is ¢atching hold of the bushes, and slapping them down 
into the water. It must be a bear wading down the brook, 
driving the trout down where the water 18 very shallow, so 
he can catch them, I will run ont and sit in the tall grass, 
and when he gets close to me I will let old Sweepstakes 
speak to him. Now, Mr. Bruin, come on; I am all ready 
to receive you with a hearty welcome. Here he comes 
around the turn in the brook; down goes that alder bush 
slap into the water on this side; down goes them hardhocks 
on the other side, What a splashing noise this still morning. 
O, my, it is not a bear but two otters driving the fish down 
this way. What scooting and scampering, I have got to 
fire at them on the jump; so here she goes, Both otters 
wert to the bottom, and I could see them seootiny under 
water faster than I could get through the tall srass and 
brush up the brook, the way they came, 

“Say, Mayo, what did you fire at?” . 
“T heard the greatest splashing in the brook up the meadow 

you ever beard, and thought it was a bear, but it was two 
otters.” ; 
‘Why didn’t you kill them?” 
"OQ my, they was on the jump so I could not get ubead on 

them, That is the first time I ever saw otters on a spree like 
that. They were bound for a fish dinner, if there were any 
in the brook.” : i 

“T declare Iles and Bill are asleepagain. All right as long 
asthey don’t snore. I wish I could get another crack at them 
otters, There, I hear something in the water down by that 
old lower dam. Iwill creep down there, Iwill bet itis 
another otter, J see him now; it isa muskrat. I can draw 
a fine bead on you.” 

“What, did you fire at another otter?” 
‘No, it was a muskrat, Bill, bring me one of them long 

burnt polesfrom that burnt land, so I can fish him out. 
Now, William, you get a kettle of water and make some tua, 
and we will have breakfast.” 

“Mayo, that isa nies muskygt skin. What are you going 
to do with the hindquarters of that muskrat?” ‘ 

“Tam going to eat it, 
what, eat a rat? 
“Yes, sit; a muskrat is just as nice as can be, After Troast 

this you taste it and see.’’ 
“No, sir; you don’t get any of that stuf down my neck.” 
“Tles, (his is nice eating, There,*T have ate both them hind- 

quarters, except (hat piece here; try that, Bill.” 
«No, | thank you.” 
“Here, just taste it, you don't know how good it is.” 
“No, siz, it would make me throw up my brenkfast.” 
“You are as dainty # set of hunters as ever I got acquainted 

with; cannot eat a nice piece of muskrat, well cooked, with 
bulter, salf and pepper on it, I wish you had been with my 
chum and mein Wisconsin. We lived three days on porcu- 
pine without avything with it; not a mite of salt nor a dish 
to cookitin, I guess if you could have had a piece:of this 
rat thea you would have eaten it without finding fault,” 

‘Mayo, how is it? T hear you and Bill met a moose last 
fall most out to Clark’s,” 

“Don’t mention it. That did almost kill me, Bill, I was 
oing home from Mack und Welsh Camp. When I started 
thought T would take George Mayo’s litile shotgun, think- 

ing I should not see any game, only partridge. When we 
got about a mile from Clark’s I saw some lure animal com- 
ing into the rord about twenty rods ahead of us; IT thought 
first it was a horse, Bill was in his shirl sleeves and had on 
ared shirt, Istopped, and Bill came behind me, and says: 
“What is that in the road? ” 

“T said, “That isa five-year-old moose, Bill, get right he- 
hind me, and look over my shoulder, and don’t move one 
mite, nor wink, nor breathe, but stand just as atill asa 
stump,’ and I commenced saying; ‘Oh, dear! oh, dear! if I 

had only taken the rifle! Oh, dear! Bill, have you got a bullel.?” 
‘No.’ ‘Oh, dear! have you vot u small knife that [can getinto 
this gun? Oh, dear! 1 wish T had anironramrod, Oh, 
dear! L wish L could see « stone that would go intothis. Oh, 
dear! see him coming right up to us—he is not more than 
fun rods fiom us, Dont be frightened, Bill. Keep still! 
keep still! Oh, deav! If I had only taken theritic. Ob, 
dear! if Thad some course shot! There! he sees us. Just 
look, I never hid such a nice chance to kill x moose in 
my life. Oh, dear, oh! There he goes off on the walk. Just 
look. Jecould shoot him a dozen times with the rifle.’ I tell 
you what it is, Des, that hurt mebad. I don’t believe L 
shall ever gef over that, if I live to be a handred years old. 
! never want to get catched in that situation again. I should 
rather ask a wonmn to be my wife and have her say, ‘No,’ 
right ont lond, Yes, sit—upon my word and honor, 1 would. 
How far is it over there? Abont three miles, Ji is only 
nine o'clock. Let us go over there and get all ready before 
dark, You might aswell throw this horn away; mine is 
the best one, and we only want one. This is a hard place to 
travelio, Illus, Can’t we get there without som through 
this skunk-spruce bog?” 

“No, this ts the nearest way to go there,” 
“Oh thunder, les, if you hadn’t held onto that limb as 

you did if would have killed me. Tt switched back and 
took me right across the eyes. Here is a brook; suppose 
we stop here aud get dinner?” 

“All vight, I will get dinner to-day if you two will wait 
upon me, 

“Yes we will.” 
“Bill, you get some woud and start a fire, Iles, you get out 

that three-quart pail, rinse it @ul and fill it full of clean 
water.” 

“And what are you going to do?” 
* “Me, fam going to get dinner. What haye you got there, 

es?" 
“Tt is white loaf sugar Now, don't you know, Mr. 

Mayo, that is just the best stuff to carvy in the woods with 
you and cat when you are traveling to keep you trom being 
faintund hungry?” 

“What diave you got in that other bag?” 
“That is brown sugar,” 
“Wal, Iles, you are a brick with a gilt edge; two kinds of 

sugar, two kinds of cake, butter and doughnuts out here in 
the woods, [ don't wonder yeu weigh 250 pounds, especially 
if you do not work any better for other folks than you did 
for me when [took the leather for a pair of boots to your 
shop, and it took you six weeks to make one pair. Oh, yes, 
thatis all right, L forgot thatwas a part of a cobbler’s trade, 

“Come, it won't do for us to lay here and smoke too long, 
for we might not hit that bog, and haveto hunt for it, so let 
us be moving. After about two hour's trayel we came to a 
large bow; it was ary and we would sinkinto the moss about 
six inches, 

“Hes, let’s go over to that large rock where those trees are, 
a regular island in the middle of the bog.” 

All right." 
“Now, Iles, you call, as you have got nothing but an old 

shotgun, and if a moose shows himself in this box, down 
comes his house.” 

“Mayo. how much does that old rifle, or Sweepstakes, as 
you call it, weigh?” 

“It weighs just fifteen pounds. Come,iTes, get that moose- 
horn out and sound the joyful noise, because there is to be 
a moose jubilee here tonight, The sun is set, and not o 
cloud in the sky.” 

“Allright, Mayo, here she goes. I amgoing to call and 
get. an answer the iirst time. Now don’t you know it is 
just such a night as it was when Jim Morehouse and 1 
killed that big moose? Now don’t you know that is just 
the same old shotgun that [ shot him with?” 

“Don't call too loud the first time, Hes. Wough! wrought. 
ge he Now listen. Oh, Bill, stop that coughing.” 

“TL could not helpit; I got a piece of tobacco down my 
throat.” 

“Here, stick your head under that blanket there.” 
“Mayo, how long has it been since I called?” 
“Just twenty minutes; try it again: Wough! wough! 

o-0-i-g-h! wongh-wong! bisnouse, Iles, we should get 
smswer before this,” 

“Tisten; I heard something. 
Yes; there, did you hear that?” 
rVes,”? 
“Bugh! bugh! bugh! Yes, six, that is the old fellow him- 

self; he is way over on that hardwood ridge at the other 
side of this bog. There, he has stopped to listen. Hold 
on, Les, don’t call yet; wait twenty minutes sure; now, try 
him again, [les, and call loud, just as thouvl there was not 
a moose within forty miles of us: Wough/ wough! w-o-u-y-l! 
wough! wough! There, listen, he is knocking down an old 
dry tree. Here it fall, Holy Moses what a noise! There 
he is coming on again, Hear his horns strike the trees. 
Ties, just look at bill, he trembles worse that the wood- 
chuek when old Dime had him by the back of the neck. 
You need not be frightened Bill, old Sweepstakes will stop 
him. My soul, what a noise! I should think the whole 
woods was coming down. He is coming like a war horse. 
There he is; what a pair of horns! my, what a buster he is! 
Keep down Bill, and keep still as long as heis coming 
straight for us, Iles, isn’t he a beauty; thosé shanks belong 
to me, Les.” ‘ 

“Now, don’t you know that is counting your chickens be 
fore they are hatched?” 

So, fles, just as soon as I fire you stand right up and let 
him have it. [He never will get off the hog atter I fire; but 
the safest way is just as good as any, There, he is near 
enough, and [am going to let Sweepstakes speak to him.” 
Bane! 

“[ don’t see him, Mayo, where hus le gone?” 
‘There he is, don’t you sce him, Iles, out there to the lett 

about ten rods; he has turned tail to us and stands still. 
Bang! there he is yet, standing there; load soon as you can; 
hurry up there, he is down; you need not hurry any more, 
he is our meat, sure. Here, Bill, keep away from that 
moose, or you will get Iniocked over.” 
‘Why, isn't he dead?” 
‘We don't know that yet; 1 guess L will cut his throat and 

the blood out of him, Tles, thatsmoose knocks the spots off 
of that one you and Morehouse killed, don’t it? Now, don’t 
you know it?” 

“Just about the same, only this one’s horns spread a little 
wider,” 

‘Now, boys, let’s eo on to thal knoil right there and build 
up a big fire, nnd roast that moose’s shin bones and suck the 
marrow out. Itis the first thing old moose hunters do after 
the moose is dressed. Come, turn out. it is all daylight; we 
will try a moosesteak and then pack up our duds for home, 

” 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Only think, Iles, we have got fifteen miles to lug them 
horns through the brush. I would not do it for them, Iles, 
you may have tuem if you will carry them out.” 

“Ail vight, Tl takethem, Bill, we will take the mufile 
or nose, and what steak we can carry and start.” 
We got to Courad Milliner’s at seven o'clock in the eyen- 

ing, and hired Bill Henshaw to \ike his horse and hanl us 
five miles home to Bear River Bridge, and little Bill Tles got 
enough moose hunting to last hima whole year. John Tes 
carried the horns about half way out and sold them to Mr. 
Mack ina logging camp for a barrel of flour, and that was 
fhe last moose ever shot by _ Hiram P, Mayo, 

SPORT ON THE “ARKANSAW” PRAIRIES. 

N Y companion is a, disalled Confederate soldier, but 
curiously a staunch *‘black Republican,” though uof 

a‘Yank,” He went into the confederare army when a 
mere hoy of sixteen, fouwht bravely, was shot through tlie 
right arm near the shoulder, which has always been w little 
tender butof good use to him, John has bagged many ‘bah’ 
and huek in the Mississippi swamps, but now his good right 
arm is ‘‘in Ashe,” but he makes a yaluable companion for 
i lazy man’s hunt on the prairic. 

With my team and ambulance we started for the praivie 
only ahalf a tile away. ‘The weather for the past week 
has been allthat one coulcL ask, perhaps a shade too wirm in 
{he early afternoon, but clear and bright, with cool, brace 
ing niwhts, A fine rnin w week avo, placed water in a few of 
the more permanent little ponds on the prairie, and broigzht 
down from the north s smiijll fight of mallards, green wing 
teal, wood ducks, bitterns, jack snipe and golden plover. (John 
is from Louisiana and calls these last papabottes.) The 
morning is bright, the air cool, and from horses up to setter 
pup we all feel that this sorld was not made in yair. 

The grass on these pruiries this fall is a thick mat ahoat 
two feet high, with the seed sicms of the grasses five to six 
feethigh. In this grass «a dog is nearly useless, for you 
can’t see him trom the wagon but a short distance, therefore 
chickens and quails are hani to find, so we keep our dog 
near at hand, The surface of these prairies is very smooth, 
ind one can drive pleasantly anywhere. 
We winted ducks; we were tired of chickens, squirrels 

and quail, so we drove to the first little pond, When within 
8 hundred yurds of if I told John to hold the dog and drive 
the team on one side of it, and I would slip np to the other 
side and wy fora shot. I sneaked up through the grass, 
rose up, and sasy six fine mallards oo the further side of the 
water, too far, I thought, for an effective shot, but I pulled 
the trigger very hard and banged away, They all rose, but 
one soon weakened and tumbled in the grass. We both 
marked her down carefully, but she had flown about twenty 
rods, and as one spot on the prairie is very like another, we 
had a tedious time finding her—my pup don’t like dueks 
unless they are cooked. This was one of the heaviest mal- 
lard hens I ever saw, and as fat-as butter. We next flushed 
a large covey of quail. They flew into the brush, where I 
missed four shots straight—after shooting awhilv in the open 
T miss in the brush, and vice verse. 

We drove to another little pond and pursued the same 
tactics. The grass isso high shout these ponds that we 
could not see if there was any game in them when standing 
on the wagon seat, if afew rods away. I walked right in 
until Lcould sve the water, where [| saw eight mallards 
feeding as unconcernedly as if there was not a deadly pot- 
hunter within a mile of them, [ waited until two drakes 
came into line and fired, and then wilted another as they 
arose. Then got into the wagon, drove into the water, and 
picked them up. This is just too too awfully nice for duck 
shooting. 

These little ponds all have firm bottoms and little or no 
mud. One can drive his team through them as well as any- 
where else, therefore shoot and retrieve his ducks from the 
wavon all day without getting in mud or water. The three 
jast ducks were all drakes (as Pat would say), two young 
ones and an old one also very fat. These little prairie ponds 
are all full to repletion with “tadpoles” or ‘‘polywogs” (the 
young of toads), and young craytish, with their margins 
vovered with weeds and grass loaded down with seeds, a 
perfect paradise for ducks, in which they fatten in fiyo or 
three days. 

John had marked down the remnant of the last bunch of 
ducks in 9 ‘‘puddle” or pond a half a mile away, We 
started for*them, and tried them the same as before, but 
they Hushed from the noise of the wagon, and again I was 
forced to strain my gun by an oxtra long shot, but I drew 
about four feet ahead of the leading drake and tangled him 
all np, aid down he came, . : 

T have the notion that 1 can killa duck as far with my 
old rickety, cheap, nine-pound Bonebill twelve-bore as any 
ten or twelve of decent weight, but | am not one of those 
blursted fools who say that they can kill a duck every time 
75 to 85 yards, One may sometimes kill them ag far as 
that, but it is really cruel to pepper away at cucks beyond 
a reasonable limit; 40 yards with No. 6 shot in the fall of 
the year, for river or *‘shoal water ducks” is, 1 think, the 
hmit of 4 reasonable distance. One should shoot to Kill, 
and not to wound, and lose th: meat, Luckily for the 
ducks the tyro shooting at passing ducks at long range aims 
(lirectly at the ducks or other birds, and the shot passes 
harmlessly clean behind them, while the experienced 
ducker would hit but probably only wound, [will illastrate. 
The evening of this same day as 1 and John were driving 
in from the prailie we saw a bunch of five teal settle in a 
pound; we wanted just one more duck for the Major. so we 
started for them on the same plan described, thinking that 
these might be mallards in the pond, There was but little 
coyer on the side that John drove the team on, and they 
flushed wild from the wagon, as they crossed in front of 
me a long long way off. Ifiredin the way of experiment. 
T held about eight feet ahead ard five fect over the leading 
duck and killed the hindmost and lower duck dead in the 
air. John was wstonished, so was I, so were two passing 
tedamsters, John declares it was fully 100 yards, T would 
know how far it was if I bad measured it. 

The duck was hit with two shot, one through the head, 
fhe other in the body, both fatal, If 1 had shot at thuse 
ducks | would have missed them, and that reminds me: All 
the reporters of the field trials on chickens this fall, except 
one, used this expression: ‘The bird was flushed and shot 
ot by Jones, and missed.” Now if Jones lad shot af the 
bird he would surely have hit it (2) The exceptional man 
wrote: ‘Jones fired and missed.’’ And 1 have been miss- 
ing the line of my hunt. Well. we got ducks enough ex- 
cept the one for the Major, and such juity, fat young mal- 
lards (we gave all the tough old drakes to our neighbors). 
During the day I “shot wf but missed” several jack snipe 

(Wilson’s snipe). They were the strong old cocks of the 
first fight, with a line of flight very like a corkserew. 
_We had a heavy rain last night, which gave us aheayy 

Hight of dneks and more water, There is “protracted ravet- 
in’’ in town, the chickens are ‘‘all eat up,” fresh ment 
Tust be had for the preachers, aid John and I are detailed 
to furnish if, so we mush be off in the early morning. How 
we make the ducks, chickens and snipe suffer Iwill relate 
in another chapter, ByYeNB, 
Cnroorerr's Buurr, Ark., Oct. 29, 

ONTARIO DEER SHOOTING. 
Hilitor Hoveat und Stream: 
With interest and pleasure Tread the protest of “H." in last 

number of Formsr ayn SrReam against ‘ Nutmegzers” 
lhuntingin Ontario previous to October 1, interest such as the 
victim tikes in the hangman’s adjustment of the knot,and with 
pleasure that an opportunity is offered to rise and explain; 
but in order 70 explain I must confess breaking the laws in 
another instance, which led our party astray this time. One 
year ago | visited this section in-compuny with a party of 
Indies and gentlemen. We were then una pleasure, and 
not on « hunting four, but we gentlemen of the party con- 
cluded to step off at Renfrew for A three days’ hnnt, leay- 
ing our wives at the hotel. This was about September 23d, 
Our landlord and our guide both informed us thaf the law 
Was off September 15, They seemed to le very positive 
about tl, so we made no further inquiries. We had our 
Innit and brought a deer back to the hotel and dressed him 
off before a number of townspeople. We were unconscious 
of having commited an ynlawful act, and no one enlislt- 
enced us. Thisis nothbecause we had heard the adage, ‘where 
ignorance is bliss ‘tis folly to he wise,” for [believe in game- 
laws as stronely as ‘*H.” does. 
We were only two days earlicr this year, supposing the 

laws fo be the same, in fact our guide ssid they were. We 
now find that we transgressed in both instances, but ile 
people about that section sevin to understitnd that the law is 
off the 15th, 

Of course law does not recognize ignorance as a shield for 
crime. (And I consider it a crime to break a sporting law 
ag much as any other.) ‘H.” bas rendered & just verdict, 
but 1 lave no doubt be will gencrously send in a recom- 
mendation for mercy hefore sentence is pronounced. 

In this connection Twill say that in my judgment the 
Northern Ontario laws gepuits the sportsman tourist of a 
great deal of pleasure and do not protect the deer, merely 
reserving them all for the wholesale slaughter made by the 
practical hunter when cold weather arrives. 

October 1 is too Jate in the season for a partly to enter the 
Ontario woods for pleasure. The law should give pleasure 
parties the right to kill deer sufficient for chimp usc com- 
mencing with September 15, and in the far north September 
1 would not be too early. The only tire when deer can be 
successfully hunted is after the fulling of the leaves and 
through the cold weather, when none but the regular hunter 
thinks of visiting the woods. The Jaw us laid down to-day 
practically says to all of us whe seek health and recreation 
during the beautifuland unequalled Septemberdays: “‘Gen- 
tlemen, yon seem out of health, and we welcome you to the 
pure, invigorating air of these mountains and forests; breathe 
it without stintand enjoy it to your heart’s content, but 
you must bring your own provisions, We have plenty of 
deer, Dut they are all engaged, and we are pledged toreserye 
them for our hunters. The slaughter will commence with 
the advent of cold weather. If you must have venison, we 
advise yon to go home and buy it later by the car load at 
five cents per pound. It will be infinitely cheaper for you 
than to beat about the bush at this season of the year. 
Were it not reserved you would find it like lnoking for a 
needle in a hay-mow to discover a deer in this dense foliage.” 

The Jaw fixes no limit to the slaughter and shipment of 
deer throughout the season when the poor deer are almost 
as much at the mercy of an experienced hunter as sheep in 
a slaughter pen. I know of hunters who kill their twenty- 
five and thirty deer 4 weck, It seems like sending a man to 
jail for stealing one hat on Monday and to Congress for 
stealing 500 on Wednesday, B. G. A. 
Coynecticur, Noy. 6 1882, 

SHOOTING OVER COCKERS. 
A DAY WITH ANGLO-SAXON, 

DECENTLY lL was fayored with a letter from a sports- 
man (?) living in one of your Eastern cities, asking if 

I could supply him with a ‘‘pure bred or pure blood cocker 
spaniel, trained to hunt ruffed grouse or other game birds, 
and by yelping causing them to light on trees, holding them 
there and thereby enabling them (lo be shot.” I replied that 
none of my dogs were so highly educated as that, and he 
would have to look els¢where thau my kennel to fill that 
order, 
A dear old friend of mine, John W. Kelly, of Wood- 

stock, Ont,, undertook to train one or fyyo young cockers 
for me, and I have just returned from a visit to his cosy 
home, having been invited to come and see what progress 
the youngsters were making. He is an oll Deyonshire man, 
and [I am doing him the seanlest justice in saying that » 
keener, more thorough-going and experienced all-round 
sportsmanneyer handled a 12-bore. ; 

li was a picture to see him leaving the kennels in the morn- 
ing, with his team of lovely cockers frantic with joy at the 
sight of the pun, and dressed in his old shooting togs that 
had seen many a day’s bard service, Hemipht have stepped 
out of one of the plates in that rare old work ‘“Daniel’s 
Rural Sports.” ffow carefully he saw that the cockers 
were comfortably deposited in the wagon behind us, aud 
how well they knew the trent in store for them, ; 
We had a pleasant drive of nine or ten miles behind a pair 

of spanking ponies before we could arrive atany place worth 
trying for game, but old Anglo-Saxon knew eyery foot of 
country surrounding, having shot, over it every season for 
taventy-five years. The great progress of farming and drain- 
age has naturally thinned out the game. — . 
“We might get 4 pheasant or two here,” says Kelly, point- 

iny to a likely looking clump of bush near a side or conces- 
sion road. ‘“Tommiy, you hold on to Jet and Judy, and we 
will take old Tip nnd sce if we can’t start something. ‘Tip 
‘ll find it if there’s anything there, Now, then, Tip! Tip!) 
Come to heel, siv! Steady,” for Tip is now in 4 too eager 
frame of mind for proper business. ‘‘He will haye the wire 
edce worn off before lunch. You hold along that ridge to 
the fence by the pines and keep a sharp lookout.” Presently 
Tip’s musical yoice begins to whimper, and in a few 
moments he bursts out into full tongue, Whirr!! ‘‘Mark!* 
Bang! Bang! Tommy has Ins hands full trying to hold 
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Jet and Judy and Jook after his ponies, too, as the young 
ones are fairly mad to hear the fun coing on and not haye a 
hindin, Ile who has not experienced the electric thrill 
that speeds through his neryes as the noble grouse whirrs 
through the Octoher woods, while with flashing eyes and 
muscles braced he throws his breech-loader to his shoulder, 
and rapid as thought follows their swiftly disappearing 
Wings for an instant erehe pulls the trigger, to be gladdene 
by the sight'of the flying feathers and the long, slanting 
tumble of his victim, has yet to experience a sensation worth 
all the nostrums and ¢lixirs civilization has invented for re- 
invigorating jaded humanity. But to shoot tlie regal grouse 
out of a tree! Faugh! 
“How many did you get?” ered Tommy, as we returned 

after an unsuccessful search for the two that got away 
scatheless. ‘Only one, but he’s a daisy,” ‘'l wish you would 
take Jet and Juay. I can’t keep them in the wagon, and 
they will strangle themselves trying to vet after you.” “They'll 
gat plenty to do by and by.” 
We drove about a mile further along a beantiful country 

road, through a landscape decidedly English in character, 
with the additional beauties of the gorgeous colorius of the 
lard wood foliage that is never seen in the old Jand, and 
which the hand of Birket Foster could so well depict, to 
some likely cover for woodcock, 

All the cockers were now thrown off, and I set myself to 
watch with interest how Kelly had succeeded in training the 
young ones, Anvl it was marvelous to see how thoroughly 
he controlled them eyen in their exuberant eayermess, wit 
the ‘‘wire edge” on, ‘hey were never allowed to range out 
of gungijot, and if was a pretty and sportsmanlike sight to 
see them work to hand, the busiest little creatures in the 
world for the time being, their feathering tails carried low 
and beating about 500 strokes a minute. They put up two 
or three cock and we had a lively time bagging them, On 
the edge of the wood we scattered a bevy of quail, and had 
some délightful sport till lunch lime picking them up singly. 
A. great regret of Kelly's is that, so far, Jet hunts perfectly 
mute, ‘‘Man, if she'd only give tongue I wouldn't take 
$200 for her.” 'To me her silence was an additional attrac- 
tion, for] can’t bear a noisy babbling spaniel, A little 
whimper to let you know the scent is hot is all 1 want. 
By this time both dogs and mim needed water Wadly, and 

we struck tor Innch, haying divided which with thé dear 
1 ttle dogs, we, withont delay, resumed our pleasant labor. 
“You get round to that corner by the fence. They'll fly 
jike bullets for the big wood, Looksharp,” I wasinvariably 
stationed just at the right corner for sport, and Kelly and the 
dogs drove all the game my way, Not having much prac- 
tice, I missed many birds that I ought to have bagged, and 
wanted to change places with him sometimes, buf as long 
as he was round the dogs would not work for me. Eyre sun- 
down of amost charming day, the cockers had done an honest 
day’s work, and I felt proud of their achievements. ‘With 
a little more experience, and Til give them every chance 
for the next month, you can take your dogs anywhere, and 
shoot any kind of game oyer them,” 

“Halloo, Jet! ware chase!” Jet was making leas after a 
hare as we plodded back in the gray dusk She obediently, 
though just 2 little reluctantly, came to heel and I petted 
my favorite all the way home, combing the beastly cockle 
burrs out of hey beautiful silky cars. 

“She's vuid as she’s bonnie,” 
Toronto, Canada, Oct, 2. 

SIMCOR. 

DEER HUNT ON THE YELLOW MEDICINE 

HE Yellow Medicine is a creck that runs into the Mis- 
souri just above what is called the great bend of the 

Missoun. Westarted on Monday, the 26th of January, a 
party of five, with u sled und pair of horses with three led 
horses in tow, a box of hard bread, a sidé of bacon, coffee 
and sugar, a large pan of baked beans, the necessary lank- 
ets and buffalo robes, and an Indian tepec for shelter First, 
and foremost of the party was Mr, D. W. Spaulding, ¢lerk 
of the district and county courts of Lyman county, D. T., 
the most expert deer hunter of the ‘Territory; then came 
Mr. Herbert, host of the hotel at Brule City; Mr. William 
R. Ervin, the famous rifle shot of the Missouri; David 
Forbes, 4man who can forge a piece of iron equal to the 
next, and lastly your Inmble servant. 
We started carly in the morning, with the thermometer at 

15 deg. below zero, which might seem rather cold weather 
for a sportsman to start out in for s sporting tour and a 
drive of fifty-five miles on the Missouri River. We drove a 
few miles on the ice and found the sleighing a perfect fail- 
ure, as the snow was covered with sand, blown off the in- 
numerable sand bars, After dragzing the sled oyer five or 
six miles of sand, we at Jast found sleighing that we could 
vide, and we pushed along ata good gait; but when we 
arrived at Beaver Creek, about eight miles from the Yellow 
Medicine, where we were to leave the ice and go over the 
bluffs, we concluded to camp for the night at a wood-chop- 
ers’ Camp, as our horses were very lired. We got privi- 
ege to cook our rations and make our coffee in the log 
house. We took our tepee and spread it across some poles 
resting oh the edge of the hay-stack, sprend our blankets: 
and buffalo robes on some hay and so nade our camp. 

The next morning we rose at daybreak, rot a breakfast of 
fried bacon, hard bread and coffee, and started for the bintis. 
A bitter cold morning it was, the wind blowing in one’s 
teeth a young blizzard. [suppose the people of the coast 
would have little idea what it is to get up a gumbo Whaif of 
the Missouri River. Imagine climbing up the roof of Trinity 
chureh with a pair of horses and sleigh, aud haye that roof 
from 100 fo 200 feet in height, and you might form some 
idea of it. After gutting on top we had # ride of about six 
miles to the plateau. 

Twill tell you something of our manner of dressing to 
stand the extreme cold of this country. Ihave a sealskin 
cup with car-pads, then I have a buffalo coat with a huge 
beaver collar and cuffs; on my nether extremities I have 
beaver legpins, finished up with beaver moccasins, and out- 
side of them I wear Aretie oyershoes, With that rig I have 
ridden twenty-live miles with the thermometer thirty-five 
degrecs below zero. We descended the cliffs into the Yel- 
low Medicine bottom, and found an icehouse or root cellar 
in the old military camp at the old Red Cloud agency, The 
building was dug into the side of a hill, and was made of 
hewn logs, and covered. Tt was quite large enough to take 
iu our horses and ourselyes, and made » fine camp for a 
party of | unters in the winter, 
We did not start out to hunt that day as il was too cold, 

but next morning we started on horseback for a day’s hunt, 
After riding about four miles up the creck, we separated 
company and I rode my horse into the timber, and hitched 
him, and took a left hand fork of the creek for my ground, 
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After walking about a mile up the creek 1 found plenty of 
traces of deer where they had trod down the snow, and. laid 
down, and soon I struck « fresh trai] of three, and followed 
them through rayince and over gumbo blufis, till T was tired 
ont, but I did not come up with them. I came back down 
the creek, and returned to camp without secing decr, The 
rest of the party came in, and with tlie exception of Spauld- 
ing and Stout, none of us had seen deer, They had started 
a band of four, but did not get a shot—a poor show for veni- 
son. We prepared our supper, lit our pipes, Isid beside of 
our camp fire and told hunting stories till bed time, and then 
turned iu, Harly in the morning we started out, T tad by 
this time made up my mind that deer hunting in this 
country was rather different from deer haunting of Lottisiana 
and Maine, ITlind had the idea up to this time, that the 
deur were hunted in the timber, whereas they are found in 
the dry time in the ravines amoug the hills in the grass. 
This time I kept company with Mr. Stout, Atter we pot a 
few miles up the creek, we again parted company, and Mr. 
Atout anc myself went still further up the creck. T never 
saw so many signs of deer in my life. At one place in pi 
ticular, where there was a depression in the }yottom about 
filty feet across, the snow was completely trampled down, 
and in the center was a small place, where they had a lick. 
We passed over places in the grass and brush where it looked 
as though a drove of horses nad passed over the ground, 

At last we struck a trailof cight deer, and followed them 
to the hills, when Mr. Stont took off his overcoat and 
strapped it fo his saddle. IT asked him if hewas going to 
walk, aud to my surprise he said no, he was going to vide 
and follow them. J had had a little experience of 4 deer 
trail the day before, and the idea of a horse following sich 
a trail was 4 surprise to me, However, I followed snil, 
and we took ourlariat ropes in ow harids, and started up a 
gumbo hill with # piteh steeper than one to one; and when 
you take into consideration that these hills are Gut with in- 
numerable gullies from one to twenty feet deep, with per- 
pendicular sides, aud from one to fifty feet wide, you will 
see {hat riding a horse across such a country is not easy. I 
don't think there are any other animals except deer, moun- 
tain sheep ov Indian ponies that could perform such w feat. 
Ido not think there is 4 horse in the world that bas the en- 
durance of an Indian pony, These little animals are turned 
out onthe prairie fo shift for themselyes. A barn they 
never sec. The only feed that ihey get beside the prairic 
grass is the inside bark of the cottonwood tree, and, strange 
fo say, they will grow fat on that. On such feed and treat- 
ment the pony can be ridden miles and miles, day after day, 
and go through placcs that a man would lool: twice at be- 
fore he would venture. I passed around the sides of gumbo 
knobs where the snow crust was hard, and the only way to 
prevent slipping dowo from fifty to one hundred feet was 
by sticking my heels into the crust, and yet my pony went 
with perfect ease, 
We went back into the hills about a mile, and as we were 

riding along a divide, Mr. Stout happened to turn his head, 
and, across the ravine on the opposite side of the next divide 
he saw one band of eight deer (whitetails) on the jump. 
He called my attention to this, and, I must say, 1 never saw 
a. finer sight than those eight deer on the dead run, They 
were out of range of our 44 Winchesters, so we started on 
the trail. We followed them more than ten miles before 
we Came up with them again, but they were up and away 
before we could get near enough to them. We were just 
1ising up out of 2 gully in a ravine abou fifteen leet deep 
that we were riding up to get place to get out of, and 
they discovered us, and away they went again, so, as it was 
near night, we started for camp. Shortly after we were 
riding on top of a divide we saw Spaulding and Forbes, 
both without any deer, Ithought again that our show for 
venison for supper was no better than the night before. We 
caught up to them at the sleigh, which we had taken up 
about four miles in the morning. Here we found a note 
from Ervin, that he had killed a white-tailed buck. My 
heart felt good (as the Indians say) at the news. Then 
Forties said that Spaulding had killed four deer—one buck 
and three dors—and left them in the prairie, 
We drove into camp, and led our ponies, and that night 

we made a quarter of venison look ‘‘sick,” and the bacon 
was at a discount, I cantellyou. The next morning our 
other quarter went the way of the first, and we started with 
the sleigh after Apaulding’s deer. Mr, Eryin was obliged 
to retura home that day (Friday), and I Jet him baye iny 
pony. He left us on top of the hills on the prairie, and we 
went to the scene of the previous day's work, and (hure laid 
the carcases of the four deer. From where Mr. Spaulding 
stood to where the deer started from was about 75 yards; 
he shot the four deer, and the furthest one away from where 
they started wag less than 100 yards, and be ran 15 or 20 
yards before he fell, Besides the four deer that he killed, 
hé shot a doe, and she yolled down the hill, and then vot 
up, when he gave her another shot. She again rolled down 
the hill on the other side, and he, thinking her dead, paid 
attention only to the buck, and shot him, so that he shot and 
killed four deer, and put two shot through a fifth one, He 
stopped to take entrails out of the four, supposing that the 
fifth was in the other ravine, and to his surprise she had got 
away down the creek, and he lost the trail among obier 
tracks, 

While we were viewing the cates and Mr, Spaulding 
was showing me the ground and the way he shot them, Mr. 
Ervin came back and told me that he had killed two mo-e 
bucks, and wanted us to go and sce where they were as he 
wanted to keep on his way home, I fot on my pony, and 
he kept on with me on foot. We went abont three-quarters 
of a mile, and J saw across the raving where we were two 
fine large white tail bucks. I got off my pony to take up 
the trail of the vest of the band, when My. Stout Game rid- 
jngup. He had just started a band and got two shots ati 
them, and missed both, I left them and tool tip the trail 
and followed if ill nearly night on foot, but did not come 
up with the deer, but found where they had laid down once, 
Late in the afternoon J found where some one had tuken up 
my trail with 4 horse, and a more disvusted man you never 
saw than was myself at that time, 

After following them all day over hill and dale, through 
ravines, snow ernst, and snow drifts, and often through 
snow to my waist, to think that some one else bad taken m 
trail, Itarned around like a whipped cur and started for 
camp, twelve miles away. Soon affcr starting my knee gave 
out, and I would walk a short distance, then sit down and 
vest in the snaw, T fraycled till after dark, and if eyer man 
looked for gumbo, 1 was that man, At last [found gumbo, 
and aplenty of it. I had taken to a ravine by this time, 
mond it was so cut up with gullics that I had to tale to the 
bottom of the inpin gully, lL traveled for two miles or more 
where the water had cnt through the gumbo in some places 
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twenty feet deep, the sides\of which were as perpendicular 
as the sides of a heuse. = 

. = 
At last T struck a creek, “and thin 

comp, but soon found out that it was not right, 

haying sot wet with snow, JI am too old an hunter to be 
stopped by such Aamall thing as that, Itook off nry vest, 
tools out the lining, and placed i hetween two of the logs, 
and alter tring two or three shotsinto it I succeeded in 
blowing it 1nfo a flame, and soon had a ood roaring fire go- 
ing. I stayed beside the fire until daylight, when 1 found 
that Iwas about three miles trom camp, T_sot up and 
started for the place. I dragged along at a slow rate, and 
when I fell in sight I found the sleigh sone. 

T went i and found a coffee-potsitting there full of coffce, 
some hard bread, venison, matches and a cup. The fire 
was not out, I kicked the embers together, set on the 
coffee-pot, and pretty soon in stalked Mr. Spaulding, who 
bad been ont since daylight looking for me, 1 drank three 
cups of coffee, aie two bard bread, got on Spaulding's pony, 
he walking up the creek to whore the sleigh was, After 
felling there we hitched up the horses and started by the 
way of the hills for home, which we reached just after 
dark. So ended our week’s hunt, TI think if [ ever should 
stiri Again on such a hunt Tshould keep my horse. I think, 
on the whole, that we had quite a successful hunt, seeing 
that neither of us had hunted the creek hefore, and the 
country was new to us, Lower Brune, 

A TRIP THROUGH NORTH CAROLINA. 

} ENRY and myself felt that wemust make a new de- 
partie. 

Virginia during the last ten years, that we wanted change 
ofscene, Wehad shot squirrelsin the Southwest, turkeys 
inthe Alleghunies, partridgesin the valley, old hares and 
Tobins in the Piedmont, sora and railin the lowlands, black- 
birds and reed birds ou the Jamies, shufflers and mallard on 
the Potomac, deer in the pinelands, eanyvas-back and red- 
head on the Chesapeake, brant, black duck, snipe and 
curlew off the Virginia Capes, wild pigeons in the mast 
forest of Balu Mountains, pheasants in the highlands, wood- 
cock on the Rappahannock bottoms; we had killed bull- 
bats, ved-headed woodpeckers, and ticld larks in every 
county in the Old Dominion, and dropped our discharged 
shells in almost every precinct, 

Ti was time to think of cruising in new sens, und then 
again the sdarcity of game in our own Stafe is alarming to 
the true sportsman. ‘The interest faken in the full enforce- 
ment of the laws for the protection and prescryation of 
game has died entirely out, from the fact that there is no 
law to enforce, The last Legislature, haying run mad on 
politics and the election of State officers, had no time, they 
said, for any such trifles. So pot-hunters and scrub-shooters 
haye played the old scratch with «ll kind of fur and feather, 
and where to shioot this fall and winter has become a serious 
problem, 

If is no use to goto Cobb’s Island for brandt and duck 
shooting. It isa thing of the past, and, to be candid, the 
cause and elect can briefly be told. The time was when 
royal sport could be had over the decoys, and a half a hun- 
dred brandt and black dock wis a common bag for one 
tide, hut good duck shooting, T fear, is forever gone at the 
Cobb's. Jtis now a famous oyster and clam station, and 
there are hundreds of men and scores of sloops and schooners 
that make the island their rendezvous; and every man of 
them has guns, nnd desiring 10 vary their menu with fresh 
meat, they kill the ducks in eyery conceivable way, and, of 
course, illegally, Their easiest and most practiced method 
is to shoot the ducks in the night time, and this unquestion- 
ably drives them off from their feeding grounds, never to 
return, Hvery year it grows worse, until these vandal clam- 
pickers and ‘“‘oyster-snipes” have destroyed the finest, shoot- 
ing ou the Atluitic coast. 

T have been regularly to Cobb’s Island for three winters, 
and with the most unsatisfactory results. Ihave frequent 
ly had to wait a whole week before I could go out shooting, 
for time, tide and sunshine have all to harmonize—if either 
of the three is wanting, it is no use setting the decoys. 
Then the weary waiting on the bleak island, that is but a yar- 
renaand bank in the winter time, with nothing to read, noth- 
ine to talk about, nothing to do bntto meditate upon the sins 
of & misspent life; it is fearfully demoralizing, and ene gets 
in the habit of a house dog, and yawus and sleeps in fitful 
shimber day and night, 

Then every time you go out hunting, the guide charges 
you three dollars and takes half of your ducks, T haye 
enough of dick shooting thera—ifi simply don’t pay—and 
after losing two or three weeks, and getting a few brant 
that cost me Welween five and ten dollars apiece, 1 have 
come to the conclusion to try my luck elsewhere, I hate to 
bid adieu to Cobb’s Island, but in all truth it is time. 
money and temper utterly wasted; itissad, but yet a frozen 
fact. 

Hearinpy that there was fine shooting in Western North 
Carolina, a party of us determined to make a trip there, 
chiefly to shoot quail, But what point should we aim for ? 
Neither Henry, Ned or myself had ever been in the State be- 
fore, or rather, they had not, and my experience of North 
Carolina was a short visit, itis true, butso crowded with 
incident, that it will bea vivid memory as long: as life lasts. 
Tt happened thus: 

The seene was at Appomattox Court House; the time, a 
gloomy April morning in the sping of ’65, Lee had sent in 
his flay of fruce, and the news flew from lip to li» that the 
army of Northern Virginia was about to surrender. Surren- 
der? A laugh of scorn and derision came from many who 
deemed out battulions invincible, whether combatted singly 
by overwhelming numbers, unlimited resources, starvation 
and wounds and death, or opposed by all, Surrender the 
mand old army of Northern Virginia, that incomparable 
body of infantry, as Swinton called them? It was as false 
ashell. Yet the whispers grew louder, and cheeks that 
never blanched before death, prew white to the lips now, and 
soon the news grew into 4 certainty. Many individual cay- 
alrymen determined to break out of the surround and strike 
for Johnston's army in North Carolina. Sixteen in one 
squad charged through the line, and twelve, horsemen and 
steeds, went dow; four escaped more or less wounded, and 
two Lorces gave out, and left but two cavalrymen, Jack R. 
and myself as reinforeements. We were both young boys, 
in 4% strange country, withouf a ration, both with flegh 
wounds, and riding the sorriest specters of horses ever seen, 

“Tf we can ¢heai the buzzards,” said Jack, dviving his 

ssi 
A king that T had struck 

the main one Tlooked at my compass forthe direction of 
Twas 

completely worn out by this time, and I found a. nice pile 
of drift wooil and concluded to stay there the rest of the 
night. Thad used up my matches that were good, the rest 

We had hunted and shot so much over 

spur between the ‘ribs of; his skeleton steed, ‘‘we will ’make 
the trip, sure.” bet 
We reached Johnston after afew days’ steady riding, and 

the General told us to go back to Virginia, sive ourselves 
up, and return to our homes. We turned on the back track 
amd simed for Tarboro, & beautiful lithle town in North 
Carolin, nestling cosily on the banks of the Roanoke River. 
When within a few miles of the place, what a sight met our 
eyes! A whole division wagon train that had left Peters- 
burg before the evacuation, Hlled and jammed with supplies, 
had iried in vain to reach Lee, and finding him environed 
by Sheridan’s troopers, turned the caravan’s head toward 
Johnston, and had traversed a good deal of the way, when 
they learned that the bottom had fallen out of the whole 
thing. Nor was this all. Two sis-gun batteries and a regi- 
ment of infantry guarded the train, The guns were brand 
new and had never been fired. They were beautiful rifle 
pieces, fresh from the English foundries, that had run the 
blockade by way of Nassau. The caissons were bright and 
clean as new paint could make them, ancl the runs gleamed 
like gold. 

A sad council of war by old comrades, that lad come to- 
gether by chance, was held in the recesses of the North 
Carolina piny woods. ‘There was no oflicer higher than 
the Major, a young Virgmian named Slaughter, wko com- 
manded the provision train. 

The discussion was brief, for there was only one side 10 
be argued. Lee hadsurrendered; Johnston was about to lay 
down his arms; Kirby Smith and Dick Taylor had an army 
in Louisiana, nearly a thousand miles away, so all chance of 
reaching him was futile; President Davis and his Cabinet 
were fugitives, and the Confederate government dissolved; 
there was but one course to follow, and that was for every 
man to disperse to his home, 
A few hot-blooded, scatter-brained soldiers urged that 

guerilla warfare should be inaugurated; but such a prepo- 
sition was voted down by all the veterans present, who knew 
what a guerilla warfare really meant. 
Notime was lost. The meeting broke wp, each man se- 

lected a mule or a horse, and mounting, rode away in twos 
and threes. Old comrades looked with lingering glances 
into each other's eyes, and their hands met in firm, warm, 
cordial pressure for the last time, and turning their faces— 

“Some toward the setting sun haye gone, 

And some to the setting moon’’— 

they disappeared in the tortuous road, never to meet 
again in this world, In au hour the scene so fullof a 
bustling life was almost deserted. There in the road stood 
the twelve guns with the appurtenances all complete and the 
chests filed with ammunition. They were the property of 
any who chose to cliim them, Any enterprising farmer 
who chose had only to jump on a mule and bear away with 
him to his country home the finest rifled guns in the world, 
and he could celebrate the Fourth of July, Christmas, or 
his mother-in-law’s birthday, or his tin wedding, as he 
minded to, in fine style. And then what splendid adornments 
to his grounds would be twelve brass and steel cannons 
envircling hig mansion, and pointing their grim muzzles to 
every point of the compass. Ahme! I have often wished 
Thad yanked two of those guns away quictly; nobody 
would haye missed them and they would have been like 
Mrs. Toodles's door-plate, 1 handy thing to have about the 
house. 

But more than that; there inthe pine woods was a train 
of wagons a mile long, and over acouple of hundred mules, 
left, like the guns, for somebody to help themselves, Owing 
to a false report the officers thought that Sheridan’s cavalry 
were but a few miles off, but the half a dozen scouts who 
remained all day by the wagons found out that there was 
was not a blue coat within twenty miles. 

A few of us built our fires and remained over night with 
the train, looting the wagons and drinking some blockade 
whisky, the meanest 1 ever swallowed, The next morning 
we debated whether we should spike the guns and burn the 
wagons, buf as the country people bezan to arrive we told 
them to help themselves, and then loading one of the ficld 
pieces under direction of an old artilleryman who had been 
transferred to the cavalry, we touched ber off. The sound 
echoed and re-echoed through the vast pine forest and then 
died away in the far distance. Mounting our horses we 
struck for Virginia. 

I claim that our small body of a half a dozen scouts were 
the final executors of the effects of the Confederacy, and we 
fired the last gun and last salute of the war, 
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At the St Claire, in Richmond, we met Mr. Mercer 
Slaughter, the genial ticket agent of the Danyille Railroad. 
We confided our intention of seeking some hunting ground 
in North Carolina, for the reason that sportsmen were over- 
crowding the Old Dominion, 
“Why don’t you goto Weelern North Carolina?” he asked, 

“T hear that partridges abound ont that section, Take a 
ticket to Gastonia, about two hundred and fifty miles from 
here, on the Richmond and Danville Railroad, and you will 
strike the finest game preserves in the country,” 

“Allright,” we said, “‘and we will start to-morrow night.” 
The train leaves the depot at 11:35 P, M. and reaches 

Danville, Va., at seven the next morning, We gota splendid 
breakfast here at the depot, such a rare thing in this section 
that the event ought to be chronicled, for during the space of 
ten days we neyer ate another palatable meal at a public 
house, and how we lived and suffered and fed on cold victuals 
and greasy food will be told further on. North Carolinians 
don’t seem to know how to keep a hotel, or if they do, they 
take particular pains to hide that accomplishment from 
strangers, 

After an all day travel through an inexpressibly dreary 
looking country we arrived atGastonia, a little yillage in its 
infaney and dirt, in Lincoln county. We got out and looked 
around, and the scene appeard so uninviting that Henry 
positively refused to stop. 

“Pll die of the blues if lremain here” hesaid, ‘‘Ifeel them 
creeping over me now.” 
Upon inquiry we found that twenty-one miles away was 4 

town of some cight lwndred inhabitants, called Lincolnton, 
which we could reach by @ narrow-guage railroad that left 
late inthe eyening, Transferring our traps, we were soon 
bumping along at the lively rate of twenty miles an hour and 
just after dusk reached the depot. 
An ancient Jersey wagou drawn by a steed that had been 
ouns onee in the memory of man, was to be our conveyance, 

Piling on Ou traps, we started for town, a mile distant, a 
durkey going in front and lighting the way wilh a lantern. 
The old horse fell down eleven times between the depot and 
the hotel by actual count, Arriving at Lincolnton hotel, the 
only hostelry in the place, we got some cold bread and 
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indigestion dreamed that a darkey had caught ue in a 
hollow tree and we were changed inte a *posaum and the son 
of Africa was heaping rocks upon us, 

The next morning we looked aronod us gud strolled up 
and down the streets and alleys, Tincolnton is an antique 
village of the old Dutch type, and reminds one of the 
Wonkly, mildewed cathedral towns that tourists stumble 
feross sometimes in Bngland. Tt stretches out a mile or 
more on each side of the road, Bach house is a distinctive 
mark in itself, and its individuality is marked, Wide 
spreading trees at irrerular intervals border each sidewalk 
and furnish grateful shade when the Lincolntonian smokes 
and dozes the sleepy, languid, sensuous honrs of the day 
away. After dinner eyerythine and everybody slumbors. 
The burghers tilt baek their cane-hottom chairs, and, resting 
against the gnarled trunks, sink into drenmland, their 
pipes, dropped from neryeless hands, lie smoking or char- 
ring on the sward beneath, The house dogs lic at length in 
the sunshine, their fore paws covering their face to keep 
away the buazing blue-bottle flies. The yillage cows in the 
land of Nod chew their cud in contented silence. The very 
town hows, lying in their wallows, are sound asleep and in 
swinish forgatfulness dream. The very crows, winging 
their way over the village, seem to breathe the slumbrous air 
and would drop on the limbs of the nearest syeamore tree 
and rest content until the low sun warned them it was time 
to go to roost, 

“Oh, if LT only had a farm here,” siohed Ned. 
“You wouldn't live in such a spot: six weeks unless you 

had a client to pick or a jury to spout to,” responded Henry 
impatiently. 

Then we all took drinks and waited and rested for an 
hour, 

“Come along, gentlemen,” responded Charley Cobb, ‘‘we 
will never get any birds if we remain here.” 
We moyed on, and passing through a stall field the dogs 

scattered, and suddenly the unusual sight was presented of 
three separate dogs standing at a separate point in full sight 
of each other. A hurried consultation ensued, and disposi- 
tions were made to attack. Wearing that the dors might not 
stand staunch if jhey heurd the guns, we determined to strike 
them, as Napoleon did the Russians at Borodino—all at 
once. Ned took one flock, Reid the sevond, and Charley 
Cobb and myself the third, With guns on the cock we ad- 
vanced like skirmishers feeling for the enemy's position, 
The dogs stond cach fast, but trembling with suppressed 
excitement. Just as Charley and myself closed in on them 
there came the noise of tyo tremendous reports that sounded 
like the firing of mortars. Then thetwo barrels of Reid’s 
guns went off and our flock rose. Charley killed his brace 
of birds handsomely. LT missed the tirst bird and eot the 
other. Marking the covey where they lit, we turned to re- 
jou our friends, Reid was close by with one bird. We 
could not see Ned until close up to him, and then found 
him sitfins on the ground, with his gun beside him, rubbing 
his shoulder, 

“Whot is the matter, Ned?! we cried ina breath, 
“Nothing, except this cursed gun brought in a eross 

action and filed a cross bill. I haye enongh of it. T don't 
want io shoot a gun that knocks the breath ouf of my body 
every time I pull the trigger.” 

“Tt isn’t the gun’s fault,” we said, ‘itis the large load 
vou putin it, Reduce the charge and an infant could shoot 
ate 

- 

Ve loaded up ane for the space of an hour the sound of 
rapid firing was heard on every side, The coverts and the 
fields were full of birds, and the dogs were standing all the 
time, It was hot work, though, with the sun burning up 
the earth. The mereury was somewhere up in the bhun- 
dreds. Two of the dogs, being setters, were completely 
played out, and stretched themselves in a branch near by, 
and panted and fusped as if their breath was near gone. 
We counted our came. Charley had cighteen, we came 
next wilh twelve, Henry had eight, Ned had a handful of 
feathers that he claimed te have knocked out of his bird, 
and had crippled a hare that had somehow gotten away. 
We went into camp until evening broneht a cooler atmos- 

phere. Selecting « shady spot in a grove of irces we 
stretched ourselves on the green award, and lighting our 
cigars enjoyed the burning of that weed that Raleigh de- 
seribes as ood for “ye mind as ye body.” 

For svycral hours we loitered in this charming spot, 
Afur off the clear outlines of the mountains marked the ya- 
rious chains that zlz-zaec¢ed through.the State, and a small 
creek rippled near, making a rhythmatic murmur that 
lulled one’s senses to a perfect repose, 

Ned grew poetical, “It was such # spot as this that Ten- 
pyson must have composed his ‘Brook.’ It would stir the 
aoul of a savage. Yes, here is the spol.” 

“T'm done with town atter this,” he continued, ‘I will 
buy a small place and build my cot and live amid heautifi 
nature, and leave the world and ite cities, with all of ils 
snares and pitfalls, behind me,” 

“A sort of ‘Vicar of Wakelicld,’ eh, Ned?” we put it. 
“No,” he responded, ‘‘not exactly that, but 1 mean to 

lead the life of a Virginia farmer, How happy it must be 
to have your cows, churn your own butter, raise your own 
mutton, have your own horses, plant your grain, rise your 
fruif# and vegetables’ Oh, it’s the happiest life in the 
world!" 

Henry Reid gronted, or rather he gave a disdamful sniff, 
“Oh, that’s yery pretty in theory,” he said, “mt I have 
trielit, Iknow; Ihave been there, The cows dry up, you 
have to buy your own butler half of the time, your sheep 
are bound to die of the scab or some such disease, tle 
howses are always ailing and penerally kick the bucket, your 
grain is ruined hy the drought, ihe bugs destroy the young 
vegetables, und the catbirds eat up all the fruit, and you have 
a never-ending fight against all creation. Farming! Not any 
in mine, if you please.”’ 

“That's because you did not take naturally to an agri- 
cultuist’s life,” respouded Ned. “Ido. I admire the pro- 
Tessiou that numbered among its yotaries a Washington, 1 
Jeterson, a Madison. No, the man who don’t love the 
country is without a soul; lie is fit for stratagems, treasons 
and spoils," 

“Well, old inan, answered Henty, “haye your own way 
about i!, but come on, the rest ave ready,” 

The dogs as well as thir masters, vefveshed hy their 
hour's rest, sprung to their work with a yim, anc in a few 
Tainuies we were all scatlered in zhw woads and brush, 

Suddenly we heuwd Ned's voice in excited tones ery, 
“Come here, hoys, come here!” We hurried to the spot. 

“There,” said Ned, pointing to 1 brush of bias io the 
yotlom of a dry ditch, “there js the strangest animal 1 ever 
Baw, 
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hones for supper, and retired to rest, and in the azonies of | “What was it like?” we inquired, s j 

“It was as large as a dog almost and sbuut the color of 
one, He jumped down there betote T evuld shoot, and he 
is In there now, you bet,” _ ; 
= ‘lt must be a "coon," said Charley, ‘or a ‘possum,” 1 haz- 
arded, ‘‘or a groundhog,” cried Henry, who said as he got: 
to the bottom of the ohasm, “Vl tind out ina minute.” 
We hen over the brink eayerly and watched him as he 
threw away the pine brush, All at once the animal, with a 
bina jumped aside, undin a second gave us a dose of his 
quality, 

Oh, my countrymen! Byil was the day and cursed the 
hour when we stirred up that P. G. Shades of the an- 
cient city of Coloyne, with its seventynine distiel 
stenches! what atetid odor. All bad smells tWat etitered 
our nose since boyhood, conecutrated and condetised into 
one foul funk, conld not match in a stitking offensiveness 
the scent of that foul Mustela piitennre The first sensation 
is on¢of deadly nausea, followed hy a blindness and dizzi- 
ness that lasts for some minutes. Then comes an utter, ab- 
horrent disgust of everything, everybody, with the whole 
globe thrown in, 

livery one of us caught it, and we all struck, by instinet, 
for an open field, where the smell could have frée space to 
diffuse, and not he cramped or smothered by the bushes or 
woss. 

After alia hour spent in profanity, there was another 
council of war. This time there was mutiny in the ranks, 
and each one wanted to do a different thing. Menry desired 
to kill himself, but was persuaded not; Charley wanted to strip 
and lie in the creek all night; Ned longed to blow his brains 
out, while the darkey, who was the only one untouched, 
stood a hundred yards off, with his nosé in his hand, and 
halloed to us to take off our garments and bury them under 
the water, and wait until he returned fiom the village with 
a full supply of clothes, both inner and outer, for us. 

His advice was sound—in fact, it was the only thing we 
could do. The darkey went off like & shot, and we pro- 
ceeded to follow instruction. Down in the deepest pools 
we buried onr apparel, by placing rocks on them, only taking 
from the pockets our watches and money, which were at- 
fected strongly by the all-powerful perfume. 
There we stood, « quartette of miserable-looking wretches 

—an antique group without the Greck pose, 
Menry Reid would have his joke, Ned’s figure caught 

his eye, crouched at the foot of a gigantic tree. 

“Tsay, Ned,” he commenced, ‘how sweet, fair and fresh 
is tlie country.” 

“Curse the country!” srowled that individual, 
“Tow Areadianly delicate,’ went on Tienry. “See the 

brawling streamlet that dances so brightly; it hides our 
clothes, “tis true, but then it sparkles like a digmond.” 

“Contound the river!” snapped Ned. 
Then an ulter silence fell upon the crowd, anil not wutil 

the boy appeared did we utter s word. We donned our 
raiment, and, upon the adyice of Charley, placed our 
wittches and money from the old suits in keeping of the 
darkey, Yct even with this precaution there was a certain 
indefinite siekly smell in the air that seemed to eling to our 
persons, 

Just as we were about to start for the village Ned inquired 
how long the clothes would have to soak before the smell 
was Out. 

“About six months,” was the reply. 
“Great Scott!” he moaned. ‘‘l borrowed that suit from 

Frank Brackett, and it cost sixty dollars if it cost a cent, 
and [ will have to pay for it. I’m done for!” 

“Never mind, Ned,” we said, consolingly; ‘‘you will 
have better hick next time.’’ 

“Next time will never come for this individual,” he said, 
savagely; ‘Il am going to leave to-morrow,” 

“What!” said Tenry, ‘“‘leave this beautiful Arcadian |* 
country that you were in loye with?” 

“T never want to see the country again,” he replied. 
“What! give up your dream of a farmer’s life?” 
“T would rather crack rocks on an avenue in the city than 

farm the finest freehold in the State,” 
“Surely, Mr, Burke,” spoke up Charley Cobb, ‘‘you are 

not foing to give up the fine shooting for such an accident?” 
“You may designate it as an accident,” he replied, ‘but I 

call it a fearful calamity. Beside, I haye not had any fine 
shooling. My shoulder is black and blue, the skin is worn 
oif my heel, aad I am solame I cannot walk; and those 
confounded birds fly so fast that before I can get aim at. 
them they are out of sight, Then, again, I have no desire 
to mevt another infernal cat.” ; 

“These are very rare in this section,” said Charley Cobb, 
“tf is the firsf | hayeseen for several years around here, and 
T am hunting over these grounds all of the time.” 

“It would be just niy luck to stir up one on every hunt,” 
answered the lawyer. “‘No, I haye had enough, with 
plenty left over, lain going home to-morrow, and I neyer 
want to lay my eyes on the country again as long as I live,” 

We marched sadly back to town, and at the nearest drug 
store Ned ought a bottle of cologne with which he 
drenched himself, and thus overcame by one odor the scent 
of another, The next day he returned home, accompanied 
hy Reid, who was summoned back to his bank by a tele- 
ram, 

: A few days’ hunt around Lincolnton in company with 
Charley Colb convinced me of the great abundance of par- 
tridges (quail) in Western North Carolina, The birds abound, 
and in such quantities as 1 never saw in Virginia. There 
are bul few sportsmen in the whole section, and the quail 
haye nothing fo prevent {heir eM eliat A noticeable 
fact this season 1s the scarcity of hawks. J did not see but 
one the whole time 1 was shooting. Now what | call a pro- 
fusion of game is this: The coyevs are numerous and rarely 
counting under fifty birds, and they can be found on every 
hand. To give an instance, Mr. N. F. Cobb, Charley’s 
brother, who is an enthusiastic and accomplished sports- 
man, t¢lls me that he often finds as many as twenty coveys 
in one day’s hunt, Speaking by the card, from my own ob- 
servation, | found more game in Western North Carolina 
fan | eyer did in the most favored localities of Virginia, 
Prem Charlotte, North Carolina, clear to the great French 
Broad, is a vegion that will giye the most exacting hunts- 
mana perfect satisfaction, Thosedesiving intorm«tion may 
write to Charles Cobb, Lincolnton, WN. C., who will cheer- 
fully give them all necessary points, 

There is one serious drawback to sportsmen going to North 
Carolina on the Virginia Midland «nd Richmond & Danville 
route, and that isthe enormons charge for carrying dogs, 
The Chesapeake and Ohio road makes no chargé on dogs. 

, To parties visiting North Carolina I would adyise them 
lo go from Washington to Richmond by the Alexandria and 
Fredericksburg Railroad, then to North Cavolina hy any 

route that is the cheapest, thus ayoiding the heayy tax that 
the Virginia Midland lays upon the dogs, The Richmond 
and Danville is the shortest and quickest route. 

I ¢annot conscientiously adyise any brother sj ortsmen to 
go to the only hotel in Lincolnton, unless, indeed, he has 
the dyspopsia and cannot eat, or has a stomach like an 
ostrich and ean fill Wy on slop and wittles, There ore 
several private families in and around the town whete toiir- 
ists and sportsmen cas get board at a moderate piice, and 
Mr, Cob) can, I presume, chgave quarters for, then, 

Well, I have had my say; and like Captain atic Bunsby, 
‘what T says 1 stands'to.” I can only repeat; if you waht 
splendid partridge shooting on renl game preserves, where # 
nile céyeys out of ten Have never been shot at, go to West- 
ern North Carolina, take your own dogs and ammunition 
and liqnids; get in with the people, avoid hotels as you 
would a leper house, obtain boar at some private house 
where there is a cheurful host, pretty daughters and accom- 
modating son to show the bearings, and you will have as 
much sport during the months of November and December 
as your ardent soul could wish. 

. have written a long letter, but like Gratanio, [can ex- 
claim, ‘‘Beshrew my soul, but what I tellist is the truth.” 

CHASSHUR. 
VIRGINIA, October, 1882. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

PER quail shooting season opened in Delawaxe and New 
Jersey Noy, 1, and many of ottr sportsmen of the 

Quaker City are away at the present writing, Birds are 
plentiful in both Maryland and Delaware, but in some lo- 
calities I hear there are a number of small birds “in the 
large coveys.” ‘This would indicate a second hatching, 
which has very likely been the case during the past breed- 
ing scason, as if was an exceptionably good one, 

The deer in New Jersey have been protected hy law for 
the past two or three years, and no shooting of them las 
heen allowed, consequently they have increased in consider- 
able measure. Mr. Geo. Vannato, of Barnegat, N. J., who 
is one of the most persistent deer hunters of his State, tells 
iue in the section where he has been in the habit of hunting 
before the passage of the prohibitory law the deer hava he- 
come very humerous, He hewails the haying to wait 
another year before he can go into ‘the drive” again, as it 
is not until November, 1583, that the open season begins, 

Brant and geese are now appearing in greater numbers on. 
the New Jersey coast, and good shooting will be had when 
favorable winds prevail. Just now the brant are having a 
quiet time and pleasant weather, with no blustery winds to 
keep them on the move, 
Duck shooting has been goofl in the Barnegat and Tuck- 

erton bays, which takes in the waters from Barnewat to 
Little Ege Harbor inlets. Your correspondent has not 
heard of the result of opening day at Havre de Grace, Gun- 
powder and Bush rivers, bué from the reports that reached 
Philadelphia of the number of blackheads and redheads 
that haye aleady taken wp their quarters on their noted 
feeding gronnils, the fun must haye been great. Canvas- 
backs have not arrived there to any great extent, the 
weather having been too pleasant. 
My Massachusetts friend, who gaye me information re- 

garding the deer on Cape Cod, also tells me that af Wood's 
Holl, opposite Martha’s Vineyard, there are now great 
bodies of brant. Would not this show that there remain 
yet many fowl to come southward and stop in our bays as 
autumn and winter progresses? 

Rufted grouse in the Lehigh Valley, Pa., region have not 
came down from the high tablelands yet. There is plenty 
of feed still on these elevated grounds, and it will not be un- 
til cooler weather that they will be found at the foot of the 
hills. Homo. 
PHILADELPHIA, Noy, 3. 

MaAssAcnuserrs,—Harwich, Oct, 28.—Have been down 
on the Cape here for a short time, and although T haye not 
made any large bags of birds, I haye lad some fine sport. 
One morning this week I shot, with a light sincle-barrel 
breech-loading shotgun, cight snipe on « small meadow 
near here, and the next morning two, Have shot quite a 
number of quail and ruffed grouse and a few stray black 
duck. Quail are quite plentiful, and some very good bags 
have been made, Many black ducks haye been shot in the 
ponds. The largest number Killed with one barrel was nine, 
A number of ecots and sheldrakes have been shot the past 
week, but not so many as would have been had if not been 
for the rough weather, Blue-wing teal haye becn taken in 
small bunches, but nof as many as usual, A few winter 
yellow-levs are on the marshes yet. The number of yellow- 
legs and wooddueks taken here for the past two months bas 
been very small compared with that of cther seasons, Since 
wriling the aboye, your correspondent. has been told of two 
persons that shot, in Brewster, one day this week, forty-four 
quail.— CyrestEr 

A Sipp Hoynt,—(linton, Mass., Oct. 28.—The Clinton 
Sportsman’s Club held their first annual field day on Thars- 
day. G. W. Goss and G. A. Simpson as captains, cagh 
chose an equal number of men and started in pursuit of 
game, The side that scored the smallest number of points 
to furnish a game supper tor the elub at the Clinton House 
last night. They were nllowed to start at midnight Wed- 
nesday and meet at the Clinton House hall at 9 A. M., Fr- 
diy, with the game, They all met as per agreement with 
an amount of game that was creditable to the club. Tt fell 
to Goss’s side to furnish the supper, as they were beaten by 
five points, he scoring 1,595 to 1,600 for Sampson, Each 
side started in twos and threes, and some went singly. The 
supper was seryed at the Clinton House at 9 o’vlock last. 
eyening. Game counted as follows; ‘Coon, 73; gray rab- 
bit, 25; duck, 25; partridge, 24; owl, 19: crow, 15; quarl, 15; 
woodcock, 15; gray squirrel, 15; red squirrel, 5; blue jay, 5. 
The game anc vermin killed were: 2 *uoons. 3 owls, 1 duck, 
8 crows, 27 ruffed greuse, 4 woodcock, 21 quail, 28 blue. 
jays, 8 rabbits, 74 gray squirrels, 79 red squirrels. 

New Yorr.—Oswego, Octobe: 30.—lour members of the. 
Ontario Shooting and Fishing Club, N. A. Wright, 0, 5. 
OstarLoat, P. OL Wright and Q, A. Tanner, have just re- 
turned from a two duys’ trip to the club’s preserve, at Little 
Sandy. They report wild celery growing im abundance, 
and tine ducks in large flocks, and 1 have no reason to dig- 
believe them, for they are all sportsmen of the highest order. 
One very convincing argumentis that they brought home 
with them 82 fine plump stall fed beauties, such as ved- 
heuds, bluchills and butter-balls, ‘There haye been but yery 
few woodcock, snipe and ruifed grouse killed in this county 
this 8eason.— VETERAN. 
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Noy. 9, 1882,] FOREST AND STREAM. 

Mrenrgan.—Fite Lake, Noy. 7.—Deer ave quite plenty in 
ethis vicinity; over fifty have been IdlleG this fall, within 
ten miles of town, The larsest buck eyer killed in this vi- 
cinily was shot within one mile of town, weighing 268 
pounds dressed. He had six prongs on his horns; he was a 
noble buck. The controversy in your columns in regard to 
the custom of bounding vs. still hunting is interesting to 
read, but I don’t think will make many converts on either 
side. Igiveyoujan example of hounding. Two weeksago 
a party went from herea few miles out, taking four dogs. 
Deer were plenty when they went, and had been all fall. 
These parties were gone ten days and got seven, six does 
and one buck. Last week they tried it again, and came 
back, with one small fawn and one dog, reporting no deer to 
be found, Isaw a ‘'moss-back”’ from that section of the 
country, who said that to of the dogs that he knew of 
sloppad, sudden-lke and were there yet; and 1 don’t know 
as [ blame him fer stopping them, I received a letter from 
Game Warden Higby, just before the law expived, telling 
me he would be here, IT had written to him inregard to 
coming. Ihad twosure cases of violation of game law, 
knew where the birds were, but he did nof appear, One of 
the cases is particululy aggravated, namely that of J. A. 
Olark. He has hunted and fished here for seven years. in and 
out of season, last year killing seven hefore the law expired, 
andthis year three, He is ‘well fixed” for this world’s goods, 
put prefers to hunt or fish lor the murket. He sold yenison 
openly on our streets the last week in September. A slight 
flurry of snow fell here Noyember2, Plenty of partridge, but 
noducks; song birds all sone,—W. E. M. 

Some Guy Barrens Conary Samen.—Philadelphia, Pa., 
Oct. 29.—To my great regret, I find that my friend ‘Dick 
Swiveller” thinks that there is ‘‘no such thine” as ““Damas- 
cus steel” and “laminated steel,” as steel is ‘utterly unfit for 
shotgun barrels, as not combining lightness with strength ;” 
“highly dangerous to use in any climate,” etc,; “‘the fine 
iron and the mild steel,” when forged, gives us, in theresult- 
jug “tubes,” iron. “The laminated steal figure in barrels can- 
not be as safe as Damascus; * * * like the latter, the steel 
is reduced to fine iron,” ete, Now, these statements are in- 
correct. Jwish no discussion with my esteemed friend, 
The subject of “steel” and its manifold conditions is grard 
‘nd limitless, But let me say: Possibly about one-half of 
the metal in a pair of first-class “laminated stécl” or ‘“Dam- 
ascus steel” barrels is steel. We may call the whole ‘‘cun 
iron” yery properly; but the proportion of steel which went 
in comes ont stcel—veryimild steel, of course, but not iron,” 
hy along shot. Steclas used (in its various forms) in fle 
finest weapous, big and litle, which the world can show, 
does combine ‘iehtiness with strength.” Lt rnles the world, 
Barrels of the material known as “laminated steel” are not 
“fine iron,” Wut, ¢. ¢.. half ivon and half steel. They are 
quite as safe as “Damaseus.”—W. McK. Heati, 

PENNSYLVANIA Norrs.—Allezheny, Oct. 29.—A heavy 
frost made its appearance here last Tuesday, bringing with 
it flocks of ducks to the water’ outside of the city limits, 
and several bags of no mean proportion have been made by 
hunters. The farmers in the rural districts, a few miles 
from the city, complain that the hawks and owls are present 
tliis year in large quantities and are causing fearful destruc- 
tion to game. Bas fishing in Chartier’s Creek is splendid 
this yeir. I was paddling in its waters in a Rob Roy 
canoe, some time since, and the bass almost jumped into the 
boat. Rabbits are present this season in legions, and will 
serve admirably to resort to in case one fails to secure other 
game, A number of loyal sportsmen, who have been “‘put- 
fing in their time” at Kankakee during the last few days, 
claim that game there is very plenty, and they substantiated 
their claim by dealing out ducks with alayish hand. Clay 
pigcon matches are becoming quite frequent, and the frag- 
ments of red clay on Herr’s Island and the Exposition 
grounds prove, without a doubt, that Pittsburgh aud 
Allegheny possess sportsmen who need not be ashamed of 
themselyes.—C. A. R. 

Suconp Broops or QvArn.—Fort Apache, Arizona, 
Ovt, 26.—The articles in your issues of Sept, 14 and Oct. 12, 
“on second hreeding of quail,” induces me to write of some 
of my own experience in Indian Territory and the State of 
Texas. Let me first state 1 have been a devoted lover of 
“Bob White” for many years, have watched his habits 
closely, mid many times have known a pair to raise two 
beyies in one season, Twice in the Teiritory, that is, two 
consecutive seasons, [ watched tio nests in the first, and 
one during the second season, In both cases—I should say 
the three cases—there was a second brond by the same pair 
of quail, Five years’ experience there conyinced me that in 
almost every, if not every, case the mother bird lays 4 second 
nest of eps. In Texas it is well known that tywo broods 
are hatched each season, and some think three are, often. 
My experience in Texas was very extensive, in the north, 
southwestern and western parts. I always had fine dogs, 
both pointers and setters, and ‘‘Bob White" bas for years 
been my favorite game, and many of them have fallen to 
my gun,—G@. W. 8. 

SeurarEL Riu ve,—Allegheny, Pa,—One of your corres- 
pondents, some time ago, inquired for information in regard 
to arifle that would besuitable for hunting in general, and for 
shooting gray squirrels in particular. I have been experiment- 
ing with a .22 caliber first, and then with a .32 caliber, both 
Remington rifies, and I find that I prefer the ,82 caliber far 
aboye the ,22, for although the .22 c. will pick a squirrel 
from a tree In a yery neat manner, the .32 c. will do the 
same with better execution, make « cleaner shot, and as it 
carries a Jarger ball and more powder, its force is a certain 
per cent, Sreater and its trajectory correspondingly less in 
un equal ratio, though while this change takes place there 
seems t3 be apparently no perceptible difference in the 
Mutilati of the game, while at the same time you have a 
rifle that will kill much larger game, if need be, at longer 
range.—C, A. R. 

Oxto.—Delta, October 30.—Ruffed crouse ave very scaree 
in this section. Have been out several times and failed to 
find any except afew old birds, Cannot account for it un- 
Jess it was the cold, wet weather we had last spring. Quail 
are quite plentiful, aud we expect some glorions pert ina 
lew days, as soon.us weather eels u little cooler—H, HH, Q. 

PrEynsviyANrA —Berwick, October 30.—Game is on the 
inerease here, Grouse are more plenty than for the last 
four seasons past. Quail are quite plenty all over, where 
there has not been any for several years, Rabbit, plenty, 
and I look for spovh after N overnber 1.—SUBSORIBER. 

Coynerericu't,—Plymouth, Noy. 6,—Game has been and 
is now qnife plenty avound here this fall. There are gray 
squitrela, rabbits, foxes aud "coous, Quail haye heen more 
numerous than fora number of years, but partridge and wood- 
coek are not very plenty; the latter were quite plenty im the 
early part of the summer, butafter the law was off I could 
not find one there or any where else, Ducks are very plenty 
on Litehfield Pond. Men that have lived near the pond for 
yeurs say they never have seen so many in all the time they 
have lived there as they haye seen this year. We have had 
qnite good sport killing gray squirrels; some dais we goli 
fifteen and neyer less than ten, and one day we shot an 
albino squirrel. He was all white with the exception of a 
light gray streuk down the back about one inch wide, just 
back of the head, which narrowed down to a point at the 
root of the tail; he bad pink cyes,—F. C. B, 

_ Mrpnanp Park, N. J., Noy. 8.—Rabbits plentiful, Got 
jnio several large bevies of quail and brought some to gun, 

Camp Sire Hlickeyings. 

“That reminds me,” 

( NE hot day in June we were cutching haddock in 
Anoplis Basin about a mile off the Digby, Nova Scotia, 

shore. Chet, after taking a turn of his line around his hand, 
had lain down in the bottom of the boat with his hat over 
his face as 4 protection from the noon-day heat of the sun, and 
wis fast asleep, George had hooked a big skate and by a 
good deal of give and take managed to get him alongside 
without waking Chet, We pulled in Chet’s line and fastening 
his hook firmly through the skate’s tail, then let him go. 
Quickly laying down and feigning sleep we waited develop- 
ments. We had not long to wait, when Mr. Skate rin the line 
outand it brought wp on Chet’s hand over the gunwale, the 
trouble began, Hefirstsung out “‘Let go,” and began kicking 
some wmaginary enemy, but when he got belt upright with 
his eyes fairly open and realized the situation, helet out line 
with a “Jerusalem crickets! Great Ciresar! I'ye got him this 
time! Get up here, boys, lve got a bundred peund halibut 
hooked. Heavens, how he pulls, Why don’tyoutellows keep 
awake and tend toyourfishing, yousleepy lubbers? See what 
Lect by keeping wide awake and on the watch, When I go 
fishing [ fish, I don’t spend half my iime snoring. Come, 
wake up and give a hand here.” 

After a long fight, Chet thonght his fish was about tuekered 
and nearly to the surface, he yelled “Stand by with the gaff, 
boys; clear away between the main and forward seats; put 
both gafis into him,steady,novw, and we will show the natives 
at Bear River the biggest halibut ever caught in” Chet 
had rym on thus far in his excitement when the skate hove in 
sight tail foremost. Ihad commenced the second stanza of 
the Comanche war whoop and George was rolling in the 
hottom of the boat, when Chet, with the very devil boiling 
from his eyes, dropped liis line and darted for the boathook; 
but divining his intentions, [ was too quick for him, and 
forcing him back over the decking forward, George and L 
held him until the figlt melted out of his eyes and he owned 
up sold. 

liver after if we wanted Chet to come down we only liad to 
say, ‘Clit, let’s put both gaffs into him,” H. L. M. 

Did any of you around the ‘‘Camp Fire” ever see white 
woodcock? Oh, yes, I have. I sawa pair of yery fine 
ones onee, perfectly white, and thisis how it occurred. 
Phil. L., as genial soul as ever lived, years ago had charge 
of the messengers in the office of the old American Express 
before the big tire, Phil. was a bachelor, fond of horses, 
dogs and birds, particularly the latter, Canary birds from 
the Black Forest of Germany, mocking birds and redbirds 
from the sunny South, none but the purest and rarest speci- 
mens, were allowed to oceupy the beautiful cages that 
graced his bachelor quarters. Occasionally some cage, 
carefully wrapped up and marked with the mysterious 
“D—, H. a. c. P. L.” would be found among the out-bound 
“yun” of some messenger and consigned to some far-away 
agent, to be retuned in due time labeled ‘‘Keep from cold,” 
“Please feed and water.” These came to be known among 
the boys as ‘‘Phil.’s pets” and were always well cared for, 
so that when one arrived Phil. generally had quite a crowd 
of lookers on about the office when the wrappings were 
carefully removed from the latest «nd rarest specimen, 
While all passed judgment upon size, plumage, color and 
markings, and probable musical or other good qualities. 
One day one of the boys on the Dubuque night run asked 

Phil. how he would like a pair of white wuodeuck, adding 
that the agent out at Blanktown had a pair of beautiful 
ones that he thought he could secure for him if Phil. would 
like them to add to his collection, and would supply a cage. 
Phil, was delighted, but almost doubted the truthfulness of 
James, because in all his expetience in the woods he had 
never heard of such a rarity, though he had heard of white 
deer, and even white quail snd white blackbirds, but pure 
white woodeock, and two of them! That settled it, When 
the run went out that evening theve \yas a good cage bear- 
ing the mysterious ciphers ‘‘D, H, a. ¢. P. L.,” and tagged 
for the agent at Blanktown. When it came back, a day or 
so after, the usual curious crowd_of messengers aud office 
clerks gathered about while Phil. carefully untied the 
strings which held the paper with which the cage was 
ypsebed to protect the birds trom the cold, ard there, 
curled up in a warm nest of soft moss, lay, sure cnough, a 
pair of real whitewood cocks!—beer faucets. The roar 
that followed the discovery is often echoed to this day 
wheneyer some of the old hands have retold the story. But 
don’t you tell who sent you this, Dorsat Fin. 

We were sitting around the fire just before turuing in, 
and relating experiences, telling stories, etc., when Chant, 
one of the party, said, ‘One of the greatest stories 1 ever 
heard was told me by a hunter I was talking with one day. 
An old man wanted his son to become a crack shot, and got 
aviflefor him, But the boy.was afraid to shoot it, so the 
old man got him au air rifle that carried about a B shet. 
The boy practiced on shooting frogs, buf could never kil 
any. Ove day he saw an old toe sitting on a lop, and he 
took fair aim and fired. The frog slightly turned his head, 
but uo more. The boy shot several times with the same 
results, Winally he causit the frog with red flannel and a 
hook and found all the shot inside of him. Come to find 
out, the fro saw the shot coming, thought they were flies, 
and swallowed them all.” Ogron10. 

Any one peyine ture. forsale would do wall to write |o Ramsey 
Macnaughton, § Howard streat, N, Y, Séo advartisament.—<iilv. 
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Sea and River ishing. 

OPEN Spasons.—See table of open seasans for game ified fish 
an tsane uf Fruly 20. 

FISH IN SEASON [IN NOVEMBER. 

FRESH WATER, 
Grayling, Thyniallys tricolor and | Striped bass (Rockfish), Roceus 

T. miontanus. lineatus. 
Black hass, Mieropterus, two spe- | White bass, Roceus chrysops. 

cies. Rock hass, Amnbloplites, 2 species, 
Maskinonge, Esox nobitior. War-amonth, Chensbryttus gulo- 
Pike (N. ¥. pickereli, Hsave luctus, sus. 
Pickerel, Esoa: reticulatus. Crappie (Strawberry bass, ete,). 
Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) St-| Pomoays nicromaculatus. 
ostethium. | Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis, 
Yellow perch, Perca fluviatilis, Chub, Semotilis bullaris, 

SALT WATER. 

Striped bass, Roceus lineatus. Smelt, Osmerius mordax, 
White perch, Moyone americana. | Sea trout,’ Cynoscyon carulinen- 
Tautog orblackfish, Tautogaonitis| sis, 
Bluefish or taylor, Ponatomus | Drum, Pogonlas chromis. 
saltatria. | Red bass, etc., Scienons ocellatus. 

~ This table is general. For special laws in the several States 
see table of Open Seasons in jssue of July 20, 

Aud first, I shall tell yon what some have observed, and I have 
found to be a real truth, that the very sitting by the river's side is 

not only fhe quietest and fittest place for contemplation. but will in- 
vite an angler to it. and this seems to be maintained by the learned 

Pet. Du. Moulin, who, in his discourse on the fulfillmg of prophe- 

cies, observes that when God intended to veyeal any future events or 

high notions to his prophets he then carried them either to the deserts 

or the seashore, that haying so separated them from amidst the ess 

of people aud business, and the cares of the world, he might settle 

their mind in 4 quiet repose, and there make them fit for revelation. 

IZAAK WALTON, 

CARP AND TENCH--ON THE TABLE. 

H, those were jolly days of old, ™ 
When feudal earl and baron bold, 

And princely guest of high degree, 

Vassal and serf and henchman free, 

Assembled at the chieftain's call 

To banquet in baronial hall. 

The toesin sound from battlement 

O’er hill and dale and wood was sent, 

The banner‘d turret called to arms, 

The castle bell rang out alarms, 

That all should gather at the board 

Eve they should brandish ¢pear and sword. 

The liyeried servitors would place 
The boar-head slaughter’d in the chase, 

Set venison-haunch on silver plate, 

Bring great sirloin in pomp of state, 

Bear flagons of the frothy ale, 

Bring creamy mead-bowls to regale, 

Bring blood-red juices of the vine, 

The ripe, the old, the rosy wine; 
But ehief of all, on mighty dish, 

Was plac’d the carp, the prince of fish 

Right well did dainty churchmen know 

Torear fat beeves, rare fruits to grow. 

To breed in convent moat and trench 

The bulky earp, the luscious tench, 
To fill their ponds with pike and dace, 

And all the wealth of finny race. 

At matin hour, at vesper chime, 
And at the mid-day feasting time, 

How pleasant at the festive board, 

Where capons smok'd and wine was pour’d 

The brown-baked dish of carp to share, 

The epicure’s delicious fare. 

Good trenchermen, I ween, were they, 

Ready to gormandize or pray, 

To patter prayer, or tell the bead, 

Or riot in luxurious feed. 
A stahvart race, those monks of old 

Of wondrous bulk, of mighty mold. 

When sumptuous board was duly spread, 

The portly abbot at its head, 

Boasting for guest the mired priest, 

Or learned prelate at the feast, 

Would grandly bid, in accents sharp 

The serving-men bring in the carp. 

Ah, hooded monk and céwléd friar, 

Carousing by the blazing fire, 

And feeding on all yiands rare, 

A delicate, delicious fare, 

Draining the cup of brimming ale, 

Your thirsty palates to regale, 

How grand your state in priestly stall, 

Tn peasant's hnt or noble’s hail! ¢ 

Aly, little of such joys remain 

For you, in England’s modérn reign! 
Isaac McLennan. 

EBaditoy Forest and Stream: 
Since reading in your issue (of Aug, 3d, I think) of the 

loads of “herrings” which could be dipped up in pails, 
baskets, etc., at the head of Central Lake, I haye wondered 
if ‘Kingfisher’ would put in an appearance on the tenth of 
November, prepared with a dipper, and desirous of laying 
in his winter’s stock of American sardines. I should have 
thought little of the matter, had not the writer expressed a, 
desire that the multitudivous migration of these fish should 
be explained by scientific men. 

The facts are that the thing is overstated, I heard that 
old herring story years ago, but my observation hag failed 
to confirm it. Ihave known the place for some years, and 
it has not been possible within my knowledge for anyone to 
dip up these fish without some carefully contrived appli- 
ances, and even then no one has been able to take them in 
large numbers, though I haye seen several persons try it, 
T think about half a barre] was the largest quantity taken 
by anyone within my Inowledge. 

The migration of these fish is analogous to that of the 
“hluebacks” in the Rangeley Lakes in Maine, at least they 
moved up the streams about this time of year when I was 
there, in 1857, and the same thing takes place with a similar 
fish in Sguam Lake, N. H., and probably in most of the 
other northern lakes of any size. 

The want of time has preyentéd me from altempting to 
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identify these fish, Tcnn probably send you specimens if 
deshred, What our friend ‘*Kingfisher” will see if he is here 
on orabont the tenth of November, will be a scattering 
shoal of tish moving up stream, and Ne must always re- 
menihoer that itis but seldom that. anyone is found in the 
rival districts, (or for thit matter, in cities) whose methods 
of observation are sulliciently acenrate to be trusted by 
scientific men, even sefting aside a, very general propensity 
to cxageerate, whon speaking of the doings or habits of fish 
and came, 

Lhaye no doubt that these “herrings” are common to all 
the lakes of the Intermediate Chain, as wells Toreh Like, 
and probably also Grand Traverse Bay, but it has huppened 
that they were more likely to be observed at this point than 
any other, 

OrainaAL Lake, Mich., Ort, 27, 1839. 

BASS FISHING IN FLORIDA. 

( N several occasions | have referred to bass fishing in 
/ Florida, and shallallode to it avain for the benefit, of 

those who are disposed to indulge inthe eapturé of large and 
gimy lish, Tha bass referred 16 is the Seenops octilatus, 
Known as the redfish in the Soutlvest, channel bass of 
Florida, und red dium on the Jersey coast. They are good 
biters, full of pluck, and worthy of the notice of those who 
wish tocnxage in the cupiure of a fish characterized by 
Streneth, pluck and persistent felt: like oiany olla fame 
fish there is no sulking, My memory my fail me, but my 
impression is, that tor shrength and a “Jong pull, a sirons 
pullaud » pull altogether," they about equal my ob! Priends, 
the striped hassof the North, Oneadvantave alending the 
ehiiouel boss fishing at the poiuts towhieh | shill refer, is 
tht they are all dares, are plentifal, nnd ever ready to 
appropriates piece of mullel or the hall of a hard-back chad. 
Chumunioy and shedder crabs are not necessary. 

Upreparad a tall supply of tackle for the eaplare of bass 
and tarpon, and was supplied with @ heayy bass rod and wu 
nine-foot, heavy bethabara wood rod. 1 had my basket 
picked, «od was ready to start, when | indulged m an at- 
tack of dengue, or breakbone teyer, and, as 4 consequence, 
ae fhe best fishing during the first three weeks of Septem- 
oot. 

On Wednesday, September 27, 1 proseeded to Mayport, 
imd foul a strong rorthenst vale blowing, causing very 
hich lide, and a tits) current of four miles per hour, pré- 
venting the use of red and reel, and | was forced to use a 
hynd-hne, On Thursday |anehored neay Mile Point, and 
soon linded eleven bass, averaging thitty pounds. They 
were biting freely, and the last ove hooked weighe! forty 
pounds. Between his struggles to escape and the rapidity 
of the current, the anchor kepnrated, and I was forced to 
cease fishing for the day. While fishine for bags T hooked 
A tarpon about six feet in length. De indulecd in a few 
frantic rushes, amd in 4 janp cleared the water six or seven 
fect, and when he struck his nitive Gement, the snood, 
consisting of a 72-thrend. cable latd cotton line, had been 
out by his seissor jaws. Sootafter [hooked one of wboutthe 
same-size, anilin bri ging him to gaff, the lioole tore out, 
and cnjoyed the privilege of saving him depart, 

On Fridny morning T could only seeure five small mullet 
for bait, but preceeded to my usual fixliing pomt. I had in 
my basket a rig for tarpon, consisting of three short and 
three ony links of piano wire. To cach short link [ had 
soldered three 3.0 Virginia hooks. My boatman soliaited 
the priviiere of “trying fora tarpon,” On a hoard | had 
wound 700 feet of line for the purpose of playing the racers, 
He baited the hooks yyith the hulf of alarve sea trout, and 
With w lire float allowed the bait to drift thirty yards as- 
torn, Tinstructed him to unwind the line and lave it nicely 
coiled onthe battem of the boat ready for the first rash, if 
he secured a bite, Ee nevlected to carry out my instruc- 
tions; a tarpon sutazed the beit and the ball opened. The 
boatman braced himsclf and held on to the board; aud thefish 
snubbed and jumped, and between thetiwo they panted 4 new 
72 thread cotton cable laid line. The hooks '\No 6750. 3.0 
filé point extra strong Virginia hooks,” supplied me by 
Shipley & Son, of Philadelphia, and the piano wire snovil 
sloou the test. T used my five mullets, captured five bass 
iyeraging 23 dbs,, and departed for Lome, he smallest of 
the sixtven fish weighed ibs., and 1 may remark that it was 
the smallest one 1 have thus far exptured at Mayport. L 
referred to the No. 6750, 3.0 hook aud 1 have no hesitation 
in stating that they are the best tempered and strongest hook 
l hove ever used, and ure worthy of the notice ot (hose who 
indulge in the cuplure of largetish, 

Our bass fishinw lasts about iwo months, but is best from 
the Ist Lo the 20th of September. If our Northern fisher- 
nen would visit the lovality referred to, they would he sur- 
{cited with sport. Inthe surf at Pelican Island they can 
hook Jarwer fish than at Mile Point, and at the mouth of 
Pablo Creek small bass, ranging from five to fifteen pounds, 
Ai the jetties, on thie lust of theebh, sluck water, and young 
flood, by using shrimp for bait, fishermen can capture, with 
rod and reel, from fifty io one Hondred sheephead, ranging 
frou one-half to two pounds, 
From New York. hy New York and Savannah stermers 

wd 8. F. & W. Railway, this city can be reached tm about 
forty-tour hours. Excursiun ticket, $43.50; fare from Jack- 
so vill: to Mayport and revarn, $1.50; board at Burroughs’ 
Hotel, trom $10 ta $12 per week; boatman und boat, $2 10 
$2.50 per day—arercente expense of a three wueks’ outing, 
Juss thin $100, 1 the parties were disposed to he econormi- 
cal, board gould he obtainel at a@ private house for $5 or 36 
per week; boat hire, 50 cents per day; fishermen could 
cateh they own crabs, purchase mullets for 1) cents per 
string, and slirimp at 10. cents per quart, for bait. ‘The cast 
for the tip, if persons paddled their own canoe, would be 
less than $70. . 

Al Mayport and Pilot. Town there is a daily mail, and at 
ihe latter s telegraph station; steimboit daily to this city; 
hualth of the locwity excellent; bathing superior on the 
beach; nights covl; heat of the day not oppressive; insect 
pests but seldom annoying; and last though not least the 
fishine ig excellent, Jf fishermen were not disposed to in- 
dulve in the services of a fisherman, they could hire one 
named McMullen fora day, and ask him to take them to 
the shell bank near Mile Pond, and to the one opposite the old 
light house. While anchored the piscators could take bear- 
ings on the shore and ai any time find (he ‘drops. 
Jagnsonvitng, Va.) Oct, 3f. AL FRESCO, 

Large VrroryrA Baiss.—Leesbure, Va., Nov, 1.—The 
bass fxbhing here is extraordinary. Tye just seen o bass 
causht by Mr. Thomus Bdwards, weighing six pounds and 
two ounces, twenty-two inches long, 4nd sixteen inches in 

girth, The measurements are mine, and the fish was 
weighed hy Dr. Edwards. Strings of twenty-five, thirty, 
thirty-four, thirty-six, ete., have been brought in by differ 
ent pirtices this weels, oue string of twenty-three estimated 
fo weigh seventy pounds. I don’t want to get into any 
difficulty, but sign my name in fall.—THomas WiumAmson, 

LAr Ontario Bass Fisuine,—Medina, Orleans County, 
N. Y., Nov. 3,.—Quite a mine of wealth and pleasure his 
been discovered the past summer, in Lake Ontario, ten 
miles north of this place. There is a sand bar located about 
three quarters of a mile out in the lake, on which the water 
is six or cight fuct deep, Somcone conceived the idea of 
going Out there to fish for bass. Happy thought. It 
proved to be # success, and many fish have bien cauyvht, 
Lately they Lave been taking mostly maskinonee, Several 
large pickerel have also been caught by trolling, A party 
went down from here a short time ago, and brought home 
oy 7 100 pounds of tish, others have buen when the like was 
rough and had puor luck, tt would not. be surprising if 
there are other har's along on the lake that) might be devel- 
oped into good fishing wrounds next season,—Sau Niven. 

Fiorma Bass,—Lawtey, Florida, Oct. 25.—The state- 
ments IT make ean be verified by writing to the paities 
whose sddresses are given in connection with this letter, 
who are the tn that caught the fish in question, Col, V, 
J. Shipmaw and Walter Todd, of this place, and I, Ship- 
man were fishing in tha Grass Lakes, distant some 
thirty miles. These lakes are perhaps as well stocked with 
fish as any waters in Florida, The Colonel hired a man 
with his boal to take him out alone, with the idea of mak- 
ing the bigoest catch. He canght a good many bass weieh- 
ine from three to six pounds, and finally an cight-pounder. 
That was enough for the Colonel, They pulled ashore, 
when, fish in hand, he marched up to camp, But his 
father, 1. Shipman, had caught a bass that weighed twelve 
pounds, and ofher partics there caught some equally as 
heayy,— Isic. 

Hisheulture. 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION. 

oat? annual report of the New York Fish Commission for 
1881 is just. before ns, Tt opens with a sketch of fisheul- 

ture by the secretury of the board, General Sherman, and 
foes on with a sketch of the State hatchery at Caledonia, 
with which our veaders ara familiar. Concerning that pro- 
lific tront stream. on which the hatchery is located, the report. 
SaySs 
Six miles above the point where Caledonia Creek enters 

the Allen stream the water in midsummer often wholly (lis- 
app -arsfrom its rocky bed. Tt is supposed it falls into the 
eayerns in the reck, and after an nuderground passare of 
several miles reappears in the springs which are the apparent 
sontree of Caledonia Creck, and traversing that stream to its 
mouth, are restoved to Allen's Creek. ‘The waterin ibs under- 
ground passae is kept at alow temperature and receives an 
additional impregnation of lime, with which it is found al- 
wiys largely charged. The theory of the underground pas- 
sage is strengthened bythe fact that when the water is low- 

if the point where 1b disappears, the springs at the head ot 
‘donia Creek discharge with nearly the same freedom as 

Seasons of wet, 
The Coledonia purchase inclides about six acres of land 

and water, and is quite sufficient in extent for all the neces- 
Say purposes of the commission, The water immediately 
above the hatching ponds has a slight fall, or rapid, to which 
an additional elevation is given by a timber dam, This gives 
through the artificial ponds and throuzh the hatchery build- 
ings a discharge copious and free. During the last year it was 
found necessary to rebuild the artificial ponds, the timber 
lining of the old ones having became mich decayed, and 
some changes in form and size being desirable. The work 
was done mostly by the resular employes of the hatchery at 
times when interior work was not necessary, The whole cost 
of material and labor was about eight hundred dollars. 
The commissioners have made some conparisons in the 

weight of diffurent kinds of fish raised in the State hatchery, 
whicn they record asa matter of interest. At three years 
old, the largest salinon t/out attains a weight of one pound 
eizht ounces. Brook trout of the sama age weigh one-half 
pound. California trout, one pound. Hybrids from the male 
brook trout and the female salmon trout, one pound. No 
doubt in wild waters the weight would be much greater. 

“The commissioners are inclined ta doubt, fron the facts 
brought out in their correspondence, whether much benefit 
has résulied from attempting to stock small streams in popu- 
lous neizhborhoads, eventhough they may have heen formerly 
good trout waters, This class of streams may have been 
Suitable titty years ago, when the population was sparse aud 
the existence of large forests at the head preyented the rupid 
evaporation which now occu!s in consequence of the destruc- 
tion of thelivetimber, The changes consequent to the clearing 
up of the new country have not only greatly decreased the 
volume of the spring streains, but have changed the tempera- 
ture o the walters, sothatthey are no loner vapable of sustain- 
inw fish like the trout kind, that must have pure cold 
water or they languish and die, The same changes have 
diminishel the supply of the animal food which isnecessary to 
thei healthy development. ( 

The commissioners have noticed that the best results of 
stocking haye occurred where the waters, whether of 
lakes or running streams, have been of greatest extent. 
This *s proved in the case of Otsezo, Cayuira, Vanandaiguaand 
Hemlock lakes, and the waters of the Fulton chain im the 
northern wilderness, Nowhere has the deposit ot trout fry 
been attended with such marked success as in the waters in 
and bordering that great Lorest, Tliese possess allthe elements 
necessary to the perfect development of lsh life. In these 
extensive bodies, fed from puve and never failing springs, and 
supplied with all the forms of anima] life best adapted for 
fish flood, the growth of the trout proceeds with thrice the 
rapidity of the same species in tle smaller waters of the 
settled country, end allthe p ocesses of nature in connection 
with their development aud inereasé proceed in a correspond- 
ing ratio. aa ' . 

In rezard to the stocying of Bisby Lake, inthe Adirondacks, 
the following is taken trom the report of the Bisby Club: 

*In the summer of 1879 a large cousiznment of the try of 
the land-locited salmon from the State hatching house at 
Caledonia, en route to Bisby Park, had reached as far as the 
head of Woodhull Lake, where our trail commences. The 
day was one of the hottest of the sumimer: the fish had been 
nearly twenty-four hours on the journey; the stock of ice 
with which they had been refreshed on the way had given 
out and no more could be procu)ed, Night came on; « mile 
an la quarter oyerland remained of the journey and the fish 
were dying by hundreds, No springs were near, und the 
water of the lake at the shore was of too high a temperature 
to revive or saye them; s0, as a Jast resort, they were con- 
yeyed to deep water and committed to their native alement. 
No more was thought about them; the probabilites being that 
allhad perished. But shortly after the disappearance of the 

ice last spring several fish were caught near the shores of a 
Species unknown to the resident fishermen. A specimen was 
brought to Bisby Lodge, where it was at once identified as a 
tue Jand-locked salmon. Jt had all the markings of the 
Salmo salar, or saltwater salmon, and weighed nearly a 
pound, They showed themselves azain in the fall; this tima 
in the Woodhull stream below the lake, to which they had 
found egress through the open gates at the dam. They had 
probably been on their semi-annual rm and were striving to 
return to the lake when canght just at the mouth of the oatcs. 
Several attempts have been made to plant the land-locked 
salmon in the waters of this State, but this is the first that 
has shown prothise of success. It establishes beyond question 
the fact that the waters of our Northern wilderness are con- 
genial to this fish,” 

Inthe winter of 1852 the elub had reports of the takine of a 
number of these fish throuyh the ice on Woodhull, Speci- 
mens, each eighteen inches in length, were sent to one of the 
commissioners, Two, fresh caught and preseryed on ice, 
were forwarded to Mr, B. G, Blickford’s annual éxhibition 
held in Fulton market. They are thus spoken of in a letter 
from the secretary of the club, Mr. H, H. Thompson, to one 
of the commissioners: 

“As soon as Myr. Blackford got sizht of me he hastened to 
say that a box had been delivered that, morning with a card 
he rould hardly make out but he thought he conld show me 
some fish from Bisby. And sure enough there were spread 
ona silver dish two of the handsomesi fish I ever saw, and 
which attracted a great deal of attention. For outline, color- 
ing, and plump firmness of flesh there was nothing in his ex- 
hibition to rival them. There was a four-year specimen 
of the same species from Caledonia, but it was nowhere in 
comparison, being pot-bellied and light on the under side, 
Ours were clad in dark, glistening stecl from head to tail; top 
of head as black as ink, anda touch of beautiful bronze on 
the cheeks. Blacklord had neyer seen such handsome land- 
locked salmon, I don't know what other lakes might pro- 
duce, but Weedhull takes the palm up to this time, “The food 
must suit them, and the color of the water and soil puts on # 
dress that is perfectly lovely.” ; 
These are the fish that were thrown into the broad lake to 

save their lives, if possible. It is worthy of consideration 
whether the mode of deposit had not something to do with 
the suecess of the Se eae The young of the brout 
family are usually deposited in small, still tributary waters 
in order that they may find suitable food and shelter and be 
exempt from the accidents to which they would be lable in 
larger waters. These seem to have found all the requisite 
food in the open water of the lake, and itis quite probable 
that they had exemption there from predatory enemies that 
might have been encountered in the streams. 
There are other lakes in this wilderness that are still better 

adapted to landlocked salmon than Woodhull: but their sue- 
cess in this water makes it certain that they may be made an 
incalculable addition to the native supply of these waters. 
Concerning the identity of the smelt and the frost fish of 

the Adirondacks the report corrects an error which originated 
in our pages vy the fact that a true smelt was sent from Ver- 
‘nont to the office of Pores? AnD StREAM for identification at 
the same time that an inquiry came concerning the “frost 
fish” of the Adirondacks, and the letters were unaccountably 
mixed, and we answered the man who sent the frost fish that 
it wasasmelt, The fact is, that while both belong to the 
Salnonide, the ‘irost fish,” Prosopium quacrilaterale, ia w 
fish that grows to the weight of a pound or more, and is 
closely related to the white fish of the lakes, Speakiug of the 
frost fish, the report says: 

Give any of the old guides or fishermen of the Moose River 
chain his choice between a trout and a frost fish, and the 
chances are nine out of ten that he will choose the frost fish. 
Something of this preference may be due to the fact that the 
frost fish comes but once a year, while the trout “ye haye 
always with you.” 
The frost fish take their nume from their habit of rumiing 

from deep water in the frosty months of the anti to cast 
their spawn. This is the only season they are never caught or 
seen by the fishermen, They are taken usually in pens or 
wickets, formed by building a sort of close pickot fence across 
the stream where they run at points a fow fect apart. In ihe 
lower fence is a gate ofthe same style of conslruction, This 
is opened at night, which is the only time the fish run, and 
closed as morning approaches. ‘The enter in gréat num- 
bers They cannot get aboye the upper wicket, and as it is 
contrary to their instincts to run down till their spawi is cast, 
they become securely imprisoned. They ave taken out of the 
pens in scoop nets. Many are slightly salted an] kept for 
wiuter use by the guides and local fishemmen; aud whether 
fresh or salted are a toothsome morsel, 
Much of the correspondence of the commission is in velation 

to the German carp, about which inquities come daily, 
Many anplications, also, are made for the fish, which the 
commissioners are unable to supply, as they have no facilities 
for raising them, and entertain doubts whstherit is a good 
policy for them to cultivate carp for distribution, as the fish 
are not suited to our native waters, 
Ons of the commissioners, howsver—Mr. Blackford, who 

from his relations with the United States Commission and 
his business connections ad a dealer in Fulton market, has 
opportunities for procuring supplies occasionally for distribn- 
tion—has given this fish without cost to the State, a dissemin- 
ation which will probably test its value for the latitude of 
New York. 

‘COwo hundred and thirty ‘aaa of the leather species have 
been received from the United States Comniission. An ae- 
count of the distribution of these will be found in tlic ap- 
endix, 

t The few kept at the hatchery are in 4 pond with some other 
miscellaneons stock. ‘The Caledonia waters are too cold 
for carp, and in order to give thsm a fair trial, ponds would 
need tobe constructed quite different from those in use for 
other fish. 
inthe matter of fishways, in which the State is very de- 

ficient, we note that the commissioners have approved of the 
style known as the McDonald sare he which, as they soy, 
has been approved by the best pisciculturists. ; 
Regarding the proposed hatchery at Cold Springs, Long 

Island, they say: ; 
A committee, consisting of the new commissioner, Mr, 

Blackford, and Mr, Roosevelt, was appointed to exaimino the 
spring streams on Long Island with reference to the selec- 
tion of the best site. With the assistance of Mr. red Mather, 
a thorough examination was made in the years 1880 and 1581, 
The report of Mr. Mather was submitted to the full howd and 
the site recommended by him was chosen, My. Mather's re- 
ort will be found in the appendix. This report has been pub- 
ished in our pages. ; 
The site selected is at Cold Spring, on the north side of the 

island, thirty miles distant from Brooklyn, and haying con- 
yenient communications by both land and water with other 
portions of the island, This site has the especial quality of 
good and abundant water. Tt is near to tha seashore, but suf- 
fic‘ently elevated to be beyond reach of the tides and ocean 
swells. Theland belongs to Mr. John D, Jones, of a family 
long resident on Long Island and widely Known there and in 
the adjacent great cities. It was forme ly occupied for a 
woolen mill, but haying been abandoned for that purpose, was 
unoccupied at the time ofits selection by the commissioners. 
The old mili is still standing and was found capable, with 
moderate changes and renovations, of conversioninto a hatch- 
ing-house of sufficient siza and reasonable convenicnce, 
ie liberal lease of this property was given to the State, 

frée of rent, by Mr, Jones, tor the period of ten years, for the — 
purpose of the commission, and tle commissioners take this 
appropriate opportunity to tender to Mr, Jones their earnest 
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aclnowledements tor his generous: act, and to express to him 
the hope that through his liherality trout may become as 
apap on Long Island as they were in the days of his boy- 
ood. 
Tn conclusion the commissioners say: It is not the office of 

the New York Commission to enter upon scientific inyestiga- 
tious in embryology and other principles lying at the found- 
ation of animal lite. Their alloted work is to raise and dis- 
tibute fish ty stock the depleted waters of the State; and 
when they report what they haye done to this end, their 
mission as editors is ended. 

To the United States Commission are wisely left the great 
probleims in jish science. frem_the solving off which we are 
to lookfor greater light to guidé owvork. That commission, 
with its loarned head, its corps of eminent scientists, aud its 
libeyal government support, is adequate to this work, and 
will doubtless perform it in a manner which shall not only 
preatly wssish State effort, but do honor to it in the brond field 
of science. 

Tables of the sales.of fish in Fulton Market and a list of the 
fish Commissions of the different States complete the report. 
Tb is illustvated with badly executed plates of fish which mar 
an othorwise gooT report. - The only good and yaluahle plates 
which this commission ever published were those of Prof. 
Lintner on the insects of Caledonia Cveck, in the report for 
1S78. 

BENJAMIN P. HOWELL. 

€ Wthe morning of the ith of October, benjamin Paschall 
— ewell, Ml. D., one of the Commissioners of Fisheries for 

the Stateot New davsey, died st his late residence in Waod- 
bury, in the seventy-lourth yearotiisase. Dr. Hoyell was 
born Noveniber 26, 1408, in Gloucester epunty, N. J. 

his father, Colonel Joshua Ladd Howell, commanded a reri- 
ment of Jersuy troops during the lust wat with Great 
Britain, and died shovtly atter tho declaration of perce. His 
mothar, formaty Anna Blackwood, of Haddonfield, N. J., was 
a stepdaughter of Col, Joseph Muis of revolutionary fame, 
Atan early age Dr. Howell commenced his stndies at the 

academy in Wovodimry. Later he s udied at Rutgers College, 
then took up the study of medicme onder his eldost brother, 
Dr. Samuel L, Howell, professor of anatomy at Princeton 
Colleve, and finally completed his medical training atthe 
University of Pennsylvania in 1831. After which, for a year 
and during the prevalence of the cholera in the Philadelphia 
Alms House, he was resident physician in thatinstitution, and 
as such discharged his duties with great siill and courage. 

After practicing his profession for ten yearsin Philadelphia, 
he removed to his home in New Jersey, and while continuing 
to practice, he soon became identified with the fishing imter- 
ests of the Statice, Both on the Delayare and in the Logisla- 
tures of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, almost single-handed, 
for many years, he tombatted the encroachments of the shad 
pilliet fishermen, who, although payime no taxes to the State, 
looked upon its rivers as public domain, and claimed the right 
to fish in aL are of their waters, at all hours and in allsea- 
sons. regarcéluss alike of the law, ot the proprietary and ri- 
palian rights of those interested in shore fisheries, and of the 
sauctity of the Sabbath, While the shore fishermen were 
couipelled by law to csase operations between set of sun on 
Saturdays and twelve o'clock Sunday nights, to stop fishing 
for shad on the 15th of June, and were subjected to the taxa- 
tion of their ishing grounds and tackle. 

For many years, also, he successfully opposed certain manu- 
factuiiny combinations in their ciforts before the Legislatures 
of Ponnsylyania snd New Jersey to obtain the right te con- 
struct a dani acvoss the Delawareapove Trenton, atthe head 
of tide, well knowing the fishing interests of both States 
would suffer thereby, : 

Hi is, therefore, not going too far to say that mainly to his 
constant vigilance and the legislative enactments which he 
fathered, are due the present prosperous conditions of the 
shad-fishins interests of these States, 

Tn 1570 his sevvices to the State were acknowledged in his 
being appointed the first Comunissioner of Fisheries for New 
Jersey (in compaiy with Dr, Slack, of Bloomsbury,) by Gov- 
ernor Randolph, wader the act of that year creating the com- 
mission, and he continued to hold his commission uninter- 
ruptedly 1) bo the time of his death. 

n Dr, Howell the State has losi amefiicient and untiring 
officer, unobtrasive and retiring toa fat, and one whose in- 
tegrity has never been questioned, An able, accomplished 
and benevolent physician, 

Wis large circle of friends mourn {le Joss of a thorough 
gentleman of the old school—a type fast disappsariny—whose 
courteous bearin& was ever noticeable and admired, while 
his family, wise srief is the greatest, mourn for the head, of 
which they were justly proud. 

RAPID GROWTH OF TROUT IN CQLORADO. 

Daxvar, Colorado, Oct. 20, 1552, 
Rititor Harest tid Siveainu: 

Idrove dowa to-dayto the State fish hatchery, and there 
learned some facts which are so astonishing to me that [take 
the liberty of dropping you « note, in the belicf that they may 
interest some of your readers. The enterprise of artiticially 
hatching trout, jo maintain in some measure tlie stock in our 
ihonbtain siveams, wus sturied about one year ago, under an 
appropriation of 35,000 from the State Treasury, to last two 
years. A site was secured eight and a half iniles down the 
Platte frou: Denver, where some springs break ont along the 
foot of alow bluff bordering the river bottom, The lirst ship- 
ment of 150,000 tront eges was received from New England 
Des, 28, 1881. A second like shipment came two weeks later, 
Mr, Bozart, who was placed in charge and has so remained 
ever siuce, says the hatching was very spac:dy, and reached 
ninety-nine and eight-tenths per cent, of the eggs; 255,000 of 
the try were distribated in various streams of the State, and 
the romainder are mt the hatehery, hers has been scarcely 
any loss. Thay oceiipy a ditch whout three hyndred feet long 
wad trom one to four leet wide, into which » dozen.or more 
springs flow directly, and the outlet of which would probably 
iilathreeinch pipe. ‘These fish, now from nine tu nine and a 
half moaths old, ave fromseven to ten inches long, and there 
are many among thew of bulf a pound- weight each, They 
areinalkine epuwning beds, and will doubtless deposit: some 
eges this fall, Is not this a rapid growth and speedy aervacity 
for trout? Ti scems so to me, and Mr. Bogart says he will chal- 
lenge the world to beat ti, He thinks no State ever before 
male such a success of its dirst atlempt in fisheusture. 

Ttis true these fish have been well cared for and well fed. 
They suffered for aout one month from over-crowding before 
the distribution was completed, when there were over 1f)),000 
in the space now accupied by the 15,0G0. Ithinl the latter are 
too much crowded how. The more open water is literally 
filed with them, and as a sivenser walis along the bank they 
fainly make it boil, They are fed twice acayon beef liver 
and lunes chopped up with a hatchet, Mr, Bogart says any 
of them will eattroin hishand, A. few thousand of the Osli- 
fornia rainbow trout were hatehed, but they did not prove so 
satisfactory. Nearly all were distributed to tlace or four Jo- 
calities, and the largest lob was lest cutivoly in wansit, Thoir 
growth has not been as rapid as thetof the New England 
trout, and Mr. G. says they ave not so goud a dish- that we do 
not want them, f a 
Looked at ina pecuniary licht, this trout experinmnt fures 

about as follows; 33,000) appropriated: tal sdéres of tand se 
cuted, with all needorl springs and water supply, worti: Bald; 
improvements worth 52,000, with capacity for hall a million 
fish at a brood; 15,000 fish ou Nand that would bing in the 
Denyer market: before New Yeur's Day $8,000, 285,000 fish 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

placed in the streams of the State, and enough money yet 
on hand for this winter's hatch and to carry the concern 
along until next Jume. Pretty good. Or figure it this way: 
If the entire hatch could haye been preserved and cared for as 
the 15,000 have been, there could haye been cleaned up from 
the investment in one year $60,000, Tt looks profitable. We 
haye been hearing for two or three months past that troutiings 
liberated in mountain streams in May and June last were 
being caught. 
There are afew carpin a pond at the hatchery, but they 

donot grow yery rapidly. Mr. Bogart says the water of this 
country is too good for them; that the trout is as easily raised 
and ininitely better, and where they will not live the black 
a is the next best, He goes Hast soon tora supply of the 
atter. 
The temperature of the springs at the hatchery is 54 deg, 

The head of water is three and a half feet. In the ditch where 
the trout bow are the 1émperature has sometimes gont up to 
56 dep. I didn’t mean to string ont so much. ane =e 

yy. AN. . 

GREENWOOD LAKE—The Greenwood Lake Association 
has issued a circular to the lovers of piscatorial spor” on Green- 
wood Lake, which reads as “follows: This favorite fishing lo- 
eality has very heayy drafts made on it every season, and our 
desire is that its reputation may not only continue, but be 
yastly enhanced, The Greenwood Lake Association assumes 
the responsibility, and will endeavor to preserye the reputa- 
tion of the Lake for its fine fishing. This can only be done by 
liberal reinforcements to its scaly army of occupation. A 
moment's reflection should conyincge any thoughtful person 
that the constant warfare waged by the visitors to the lake, 
is a depleting process which must result in exterminiation un- 
less guarded against, The association, therefore, desires to 
supplement the natural increase of the surviving fish by arti- 
ficial means, thus also adding new and desirable varieties of 
gamy and toothsome sorts, and thereby improving this field 
of piscatorial sport. but this involves expense, aud we ap- 
peal to you to lend a helping hand, believing you will reap a 
satisfactory remuneration with rod, line and hook during the 
succeeding seasons. Wight gentlemen have generously given 
ten dollars each, for this object, as the beginning of a purse 
to meet tha necessary outlay. Please respond promptly to 
this (own earnest appeal to your angling generosity), to—P. 
M, MinuspauGH, Treasurer of Fish Fund, 51 Front street, 
New York.” 

The Kennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

January 1, 10, aud 11, 1898.—Meriden Poultry Association Bencli 
Show, Mériden, Conn. Tosiiua Shute, Secretary, 183 Hobart sireet, 
Meriden Conn. 
April3, 4,5 and 6, 4883. Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society's 

Fifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Entries for the Pench 
Show Derby, for English sefters: whelped on or atler March 1, if82, 
close December 1, 1882. Chas. Lincoln, Superiutendent, IT. R. Siay- 
ton, Secretary, Alleghen: y City, Pa. 

BILD TRIALS. 

November 17-—Wastern Field Trials Club Field Trisis on Quail, near 
High Point, N.C. Eniries forthe Derby close. July 1. Wor the All- 
Aved and Members’ Stake, November 1. Washington A. Coster, 
Flatbush, N. Y. A 
December 4—National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn, D. Bryson, eel Tenn,, Seerétary, 
Deceraber 1i—New Orleans Gun Cli Field Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La, Entries close December 11, J, K, Renaud, Secretary, New 
Oxleans, La. Entries for the Club Guy close December 1. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY. 

The following is a complete list of the entries in the Derby, 
with a full description of cach dog and the pedigres, so far as 
we have been able to obtuin them, All were whelped in 1Ss1; 

1. Brzzora. Jd. S- Molntosh, Pittsburg, Pa,—Red Irish set- 
ter bitch, July § (Biz-I"lora). 

2, Lorya Doon, Spencer M. Nash, New York.—Orange 
belton English setter bitch, June 4 (Royal-Madge). 

3. Mottin T. Henry Pape, Hoboken, N. J.—Orange and 
white Enelish setter bitch, Sept. (Thunder-Loni). 

4, ConoxEL Nozwie, Chas. Antoine, New York, black, 
een tan English setter dog, July 15.—(Count Noble- 
Nellie). 

5. Pepsin, Prof, H. J, Rice, Brooklyn, New York.—Blue 
Belton HEnglish setter bitch, Sept, 14 (Count Noser-Maple). 

(. TsABpLEA IT. Wm. H. Thayer, Bristol, R. I.—Blue, gray 
and tan English setter bitch, May 31. (Schuyler-tsabella). 

7, Hosa. Edward E. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—Black; white 
and tan English setter bitch, ‘April 6 (Dvake-Countess May). 

8. Roy. Edward E, Hardy, Boston, Mass.—White, with 
black head, Bnglish setter doz, June 9 (Pindee-Flora), 

9, Sir Joun. J. Otto Donner, New _York,—Orange and 
Rare English setter dog, January (Ranger I1.-Malard’s 

elle). 
10, DAsHinc Bette, J. Otte Donner, New York.—White, 

ier ticked, Hnglish setter bitch, March 23 (Decimal Dash- 
jessie). : 
ll. Mare, J, Otto Donner, New York,—White and orauge 

English setter doz, September. (Paris-Fairy Belle). 
12. Prince ALgER?, A, H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa,.—Lemon 

and white Hnglish sutter dog, April 25, (Leicester-Rose). 
13. Muc, -Charles J. Stewart, Jamaica, N. Y.—Red Irish 

setter bitch, July. (Chiel-Beesey.) 
14. PREDERICA. Francis P, Magoun, New York.—Black, 
ae sae tan English setter bitch, April 22, (Decimal Dash- 

essie). 
15. Countiss May I, Luther Adams, Boston, Mass.—Black 

ate white Hnglish setter bitch, April 12, (Drake-Countess 
ay). 
1G. Pemsrya. Sidney Dillon Ripley, New York.—Bblue 

belton English setter bitch, April (Pembroke-Royal Gilt), 
17. CHEestzr. Major George R. Watkins, Brooklyn, N. Y-. 
aes and white English setter dog; July 12 (Leivester- 
rook). ; 
18. CapramnDorserr. Major George R. Watkins, Brooklyn, 
a omer ae belton English setter dog, July 12 (leicester- 
rook). 
14, Bertie JARDEN, Major George R. Watkins, Brooklyn, 

W. ¥.—Orange and white Mnglish setter bitch, July 12 (Lei- 
cester-Crook), : 

20. Garver, Thomas Stodd, Catasauqua, Pa.—Red Tish 
setter dog, April (Hlehy I1.—Dell). 4, 

21, Nanam. Thomas Stodd, Catasauqua, Pa;:—Red Trish 
setter bitch, April (Hlcho I.-Dell). : 
22: Doe. George F. Gildersleve, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Biack 
and tan setiter dog, July 27 (Glen-Gipsy). 

23. Prince Prpeiy. Win. Tallman, Worcester, Mass — 
oper and white English setter dog, August (King: Peppin- 
hi .) 
a Sr. Eumo lV, Dr. S. Meet Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥,—Black, 

waite and tan Enelish setter dog, April 20 (St. Hlnip-Ulio).. 
v5. Tape Payne, Dr. 8. Wleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥.— 
ete English setter biteh, August 3) (Enmparof Fred- 

unida). 
5, MARQUIS DE Cognze, Dr. §. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. 

Y¥.—Black, white and tan English setter dog, July 6 (Euperor 
Fred-Lizzie Lee). ; ; A 

27, GREAT Paconic. Dr. §, Fleet’ Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥.— 
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Black, white and tan Dnglish setter dog, June 17 (Hmperor 
Wrad-Fascination). 

28, Marpa JI, Dr. 8. Flect Spzir, Brooklyn, N. ¥.—Orange 
and white Hoglish setter bitch, August 22 (St, Elmo-Majida.) 

29. CARMsLe TRAMP.—Dr. 8. Fleet Sprir, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 
—HLiver aud white Hnglish sotter doz May 24 (Carlisle Bill- 
Carlisle Nell). 

80. Spencer. Dir. 8. Meet Speir, Brooklyn, MN, Y.—Orange 
wand white English setter dog, July 12 (Leicester-Craok), 

81, Lerorstar Crook.—Dr, Henry F, Aten, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 
—Orange and white English setter dog, July 12 (Leicester- 
Crook.) 

42, DAsaine MAscorre.—Chas, P. Stoikes, Richmond, Va,— 
Black, white and ten Mnelish sotter bch, Augnet f (Dr, Syn- 
tax—Neilson’s Rose). 

38, DasHine Tag. Chas, P, Stokes, Richmond, Va,.—Black, 
white and tan English setter dog, August § (Dr. Syntax—Neil- 
son’s Rose). 

34, Qubpw Prrren. James H, (Goodsell, New York.— 
Lemon and white English setter bitch, December 24 (“hun- 
der—Fetrel). 

55. BELTHUS, Jamies H. Goodsell, New York.—Blue beltou 
English setter doz, March 17 (Rock-Mer), 

36, CARLISLE Sting. James H. Goodsell, New York.— 
Liver and white English setter dog, May 24 (Carlisle Bill-Oar- 
lisIe Nell). 

5%. Sauny. W. A. Coster, Flatbush, N, ¥Y.—Lemon helton 
Buglish setter bitch, Sept. 10 (Belton-Blonde). 

35. Byron, Wm. Mahone, Jr,, Peterburg, Va.—Red Trish 
setter dog, Aug, 11 (D*Jonce—Jane), 

49, Tipton, Conestoga Kennel, Lancaster, Pa.—Red Trish 
satter dog, April (Don-Clytie), 

40, Rene WinD’emM, Conestoga Mennel, Lancaster, Pa,— 
Black, white and tan English setter dog, May 29 (Count Wind! 
em-Norna). 

41, Canapran Brauty, Conestoca Keunel, Lancaster, Pa,— 
Liver, white and tan English setter bitch, Julys (ParisDawn). 

42, Banpy D. Wdward A, Spouner, New York.—Ovrange 
and white English setter doz, Noy, 24 (Dimmmy—Nelb. 

45. Becky D. Edward A. Spooner, New Youk,—Orange 
and white English setter bitch, April 26 (Dumimy-Nell), 

44. Besstp Il. Richard Pancoast, New York,—EHneglish set- 
ter bitch, March 22 (Decimal Dash-Bessie). 

45, Bop Aten, H. EH. Hamilton, New York.—Black and tan 
setter dog, March 31 (Glen-May). 

46, Guexcso, Dr. Wm. Jarvis, Caremont, N. H,—Red 
Trish setter dog, June 1 |Eicho-Noreen). 

47. Zp. ‘Thormas Paton, New York,--Orange and white 
setter bitch, February. 

POINTHRS, 

48. Sensation, Jr. J. Otto Douncr, New Yorlk.—Lemon 
and white dog, Pebruary (Sensation-Daisy), 

49. Anpuss. H. Clay, Glover, Toms River, N. J—Lemon 
and white biten, April 27 (Dan-Psychu). 

50. Donner, John G. Heckscher, New VYork,—hivyer aud 
white dog, April 27 (Dan-Psychoe), 

di, LALLA Rooks. Luke W. White, Bridgeport, Conn.— 
Lemon and white bitch, December (Scensation’s Son-Grace}. 

52. Trex. George W. Post, Brooklyn, N. Y.—liver and 
white dog, May (Bob-Dido). 

53. Corker. Westminster Kennel Club, New York,— 
Lemon and white dog. May 22 iSensalion-Polly), 

it. JAcK. John B. Marston, New York,—Liver and white 
dog, September 10 (Joe-Ian). 

bb. Jitn. John B. Marston, New York,—Liver and white 
bitch, September 10 (Joe-Fan). 

56. BaryL. H. Hall, Mariborough, Wass.—Lemon and white 
bitch, July (Glen-Clair). 

57. Mipsienr. E.S. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N. C.—Bilack 
doz, June 13 (Chipps- Nettie). 

ds. Darkness. 4.8. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N. C—Biack 
bitch, June 13 (Chipps-Nettie). ‘ 

50. WaLtz. B.S. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N. C.—Lemon and 
white bitch, May 15 (Bob-Gleam). 

60. Snrron, <A. E. Godeffroy, Guymard, N. Y.—Liver and 
white dog, May 12 (Croxteth-Vinnie). . 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

FE following entries for the Hastern Hield Trials haye 
been received in addition to those published lastweek: 

MEMBERS’ STAKE, 

8. Broty Furi, J. Herron Crossman, New York,—Liver 
aa white English setter dog, 4 years (Rok Roy-Waddington’s 
ranihy)- 
eh ‘rox, George VW. Post, Brooklyn, 

white pointer dog, 19 months (Bol)-Dido). 
U0). DasHine Rovur. DT. F. Taylor, Richmond, Va.—Black, 

white sgadtan Wuorlish setter doe, 3 years (Dash IL-Norna), 
11, Day, Chas, P. Stokes, Richmond, Va.—Black, white 

and tan English setter dog, 3 years. (Pedigree woknown). 
12. Poantagrnnr. dates H. Goodsell, New York.--Lemon 

belton Wnglish setter dog, July 16, 1580) (Dashing Monarch- 
Petrel). 

13. Daisy Laverack, das. H. Goodsell, New York.— 
Lemon ani white Snelish setter bitch, Jule 19, 187 (Thunder- 
Peeress). 

Lt. DaswinG Moyaren, John C. Higgins, Delaware City, 
Del.—Black, while and tan Hnelish setter dog, August 25, 
i875 (Dash I1,-Countess Mol), Pat 

15. Dotuy. J. H. L. Grainger, New York.—Lemon and 
white pointer bitch, age and pedigree unEnowa, 

ALL-AGED STAKE. 

2). Doar. Major George KR. Watkins, Brooklyn, N. Y.-- 
Orange and white s.tter dog, 4 years (lLoyal Duke-Bessie). 
o. Provcer, TD. BF, Paylor, Riehmord, Va.--Blaék, white 

arid fan Enlish setter bitch, 2 yoars (Grack-Diana), 
22, Lownon. H. Bailey Harrison, Tilsonburg, Ont.—Bblue 

belton Hagiish setter doz, 44 year's (Paris-Lill). 
Yu. Don. Wiiott Smith, New York,—Lemon and 

pomter dog, 3 years (Seasation-Psyche), 
24, Jian. Jliolt Smith, New York,—Lemon and 

pointer dog, 3 years (Rusl-Homp). ' 
zn. ©. Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J.—Red Trish 

N. Y,—Liyer and 

white 

white 

CHIEF, setter 
dog, 3 years (Berlciey-Duck), 

46, PLantaGpxnr. Jas. H. Goodsell, New Yors,—Le mon 
neue English setter dog, 24g years (Dashing Monareh-Pe- 
trel). 

27. Daisy LAvERAcK, Jas, H, Goodsell, New York.—Lemon 
and white English setter bitch, 3.¢ years: (‘Thunder-Peeress). 

28. Racker Jas. H, Goodsell, New York.—Black, white 
and fan Hnelish septer dog, Sept. 26, 1875 (Rettler-loeda). 

29, LinéoLtw it John C, Higgins, Detaware Cily, Del.— 
ec and white English setter doz, August 28, 127) (Lineoin- 

elirel). 
60, DasHinG Royur. T. F. Taylor, Richmond, Va.—Black, 

white and tan Bnelish setter dos, 3 yours (Dash 1L-Norna.) 
$1, Croxpura, A, ©. Godeflroy, Guymard, N, ¥,—Liver 

and white pointer doy, 448 years (Young Bang-Jane), 
82. Horeman. Wim, Vallmen, Worcester, Mass.—Black, 

patted nae tan English setter dog, 2 years (Dashing Monarch- 
Fairy I1,). 
58. Suurit, T, M, Aldrich, Providence, R. I.—Black BEng- 

lish setter bitch, 3 years (liim-Sinnt), 
a4, Rausich. A, H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa,—Red Irish 

setter dog, 4 years (Hlcho-Rose). 
3a, Luna May, A, H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa,—Leiion 

belton English setter bitch, 4 years (Pais-Peul). 
36. LaDy Durrerin. Jolin G. Heeksher, New York. Lemon 

wud white pointer bitch, 4) yeurs (Duke-lan). 
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THE MASTIFF “ GURTH." 

WITH REMARKS ON POINTERS AND SETTERS, 

Edttor Forest and Stream, 
T haya the pleasure of enclosing photograph of my mastiff 

dog Gurth, Winner of first prize in champion class at bench 
show of Westminster Kennal Club, New York, April, 1882. 

Tha picture does not do him: justice, as it tuils to convey a 
true idea of his grand proportions and majestic appearance, 
His head looks too small. The swelling on the neuk is the 
mark left by a severe blow or kick he teceived from a horse 
some months ago, in the side of the head, and which it was 
necessary to lance, and which will probably never leave him. 
When I return to New York ! hope to secire the skillful pen- 
cil of an artist, and haye my fayorite’s portrait handsomely 
exacted, ‘ 

T am glad you have so courteously expressed a wil- 
lingness to publish Gurth’s pictwre and dimensions, Iam ao 
eroeat lover of all good dogs, sporting and non-sporting, and 
possess the finest specimens of the several breeds f most fancy, 
with the exception of the pointer, and for years my efforts to 
obtain one that pleases my cye (foo critical, I fear) have been 
a veun, My friends say I should have my dogs ‘made to or- 
der!” 
Your interestine and instructive paper has contained many 

pictures of setters and pointers, aur, in fact, nearly all breeds 
of sporting dogs, but I have notas yet found the faithful 
mastiff, or St. Bernard, or Newfoundland, admitted to your 
gallery. Perhaps their masters have not knocked for en- 
trance there, Andso Yl make bold to say a word or two: in 
fayor of the larger dogs, those trne and tr#d guardians, both 
of life and property, our intelligent companions in our walks, 
and who are ornaments to our homes. Why should not they 
find representation und championship in your colwmms? Let 
us cultivate and fry to improve these larger breads, just as 
useful in their way as the trusty followers of the zun, 
Tam 4 staunch advocate of the bench show, and belieye, 

nay, Limnow, that we owe to the public exhibitions of dogs, 
and the award of prizes, the vast improvement made in the 
diferent breeds in the last twenty years, especially in the 
larger classes. Why, J remember that at our first bench show 
in San Francisco, Cal, where I have been living for the past 
eleven years, two of the judges who seryed with me on 
the commiltee of awards, did not know the difference be- 
tween St, Bernards and Newfouudlands, or Ulmer dogs (mis- 
called Siberians) and bloodhounds, and yet one of these two 
good fellows was considered a prand judge of the canine race, 
because he owned several monerels. 

There is one mistake I think we do make, however, now- 
adays with our own setlers and pointers. We breed too 
much for speed in the fisld and not enough for substance and 
bone. I quite agree with one of the correspondents in your 
paper, who said he didn’t want quite so much “speed, but 
more muscle.” At the last bench show of the Westminster 
Kennel Chih, in New York, [saw setters and pointers which 
captured prizes, so ill-shapen in my eyes, that T-would not 
care to own them, Theirinasters had been apparently satis- 
fied to know that they had ‘‘blue” blood in thoir veins, and 
felt assured that this was sufficient to warrant their wearing 
the laurels of victory ata bench show. entirely irvespective 
of their stability or titmessfor the field. Tt seamed to me 
they were willing to deteriorate their breed in order to win a 
few paltry prizes. And these dogs I refer to were not even 
handsome to crities| and exacting eyes. They were too lean- 
headed, too sharp-muzzled, too narrow-chested, and not even 
deep-chested enough, Thoy lacked muscle, and consequently 
endurance. But they were “beautifully feathered,” and hail 
coats, as ona lady present expressed it, ‘‘as soft and lovely as 
her satin frock,” One noted dog, a winner of first prize in 
the champion class, was feathered on his forelegs to the ex- 
tent of seven inches, and on his tail I measured it (eight 
inches from the root) nine inches, long and very wayy, almost 
curly, indeed. Straight and silky, [have always been led to 
believe this feathering on the flag should be, and not too 
much of it. The ears of seyeral of these so-called “splendid 
specimens of the setter” told uudeniably of spaniel blood some- 
where, aud yet I saw their owners or keepersin the midst 
of admiring groups (principally ladies, J must confess) pull 
out this wayy feathering to show its great lencth, for their 
delectation. If did not look sportsmantlike, to say the least, 
or evince 2. knowledge of what a setter should be. 

But never mind. Silence! silence! Those dogs are said to 
ba Layeracks or Liewellyns, and you must be pleased with 
them! I wentto that bench show (being also an exhibitor 
there and prize winner in the non-sporting classes) purposely 
to purchase a setter and pointer, symmetrical in all points 
and pleasing to my eye, dogs of grand form and style, dogs 
whose loins and sterns were equal to their heads. I cama 
away surprised and disappointed, except in one or two in- 
stances, and in those the dogs were “not forsale.” Tam 
speaking now more particwarly of the English (imported) and 
native Envlish setters, Ifound the same defects existing at 
the bench show of the Crystal Palace in London, England, in 
1881. At both shows they looked too fragile and too much 
inbred, and there was only the one conclusion to arrive at, 
that the breeders had sacrificed too much to get a fashionable 
strain, Many of the pointers had the same appearance als, 
but not to the same extent. 

Another great fault [found with hoth English and Irish 
setters, and most of the pointers, was excessive length of tail, 
so much soasto sive the dog an unstylish and unsymmetri- 
cal look, when he was otherwise handsome and up to the 
standard; and some of these caudal appendages curled over 
the backs to an unsightly degree, giving to the avimals a 
truly mongrel appearance, Others were crooked, but away 
to one side, or carried in a limp, limber sort of a way entirely 
at variance with what we look for in a well-formed setter, 
Many of the pointers had heads even as narrow across the 
ears as Were those of the setters, while we know that the 
head of a well-bred and well-made pointer should be wider 
there than the setter’s; aod their tails, too, were of excessive 
length, not tapering toward the point like a wasp’s sting, as 
they should, butin several instances curling at the tip and 
carried hizh over thé hack. One famous dog, winner of many 
prizes. whose name is « household word, hada tail more like 
a foxhound’s than a pointer’s; and m vain I souzht for the 
occipital protuberance that should eloquently “speak for 
itself,” And yet this dog is the fashion! 
Where is the remedy torthese defects? Can we not approach 

it nearer by move judicious breading and crossing, yiz.; select 
a doz with perfect head and shoulders, and cross him with a 
bitch whose loins and stern are faultless, thus paying Jess at- 
tention to sires simply because they are the fashion, 
The picture of the pointer Drake in Stonhenve is my beau- 

ideal of what a well-made stylish pomter should be, and tha 
picture of Rover in the same book js just what an Irish setter 
should be to my vission. I cannot say so much forthe picture 
of the Exglish setter Countess there, for as she is represented, 
she conveys to me the abr esslop. of an unstylish bivch, with 
an ill shaped muzzle and the earsofaspaniel. Yet Stonshenge 
tells us she was ‘the most perfect thing heeyersaw!" Perhaps 
the artist is to blame. While on this subject, have yon not 
noticed how few good and trne pictures we fudof noted dogs 
in books already published? I think those in Vero Shaw's 
“Book on the Dog” the hast. For instance, seé the pisture of 
Daisy on page 237, ‘Dove of Great Britain and America,” 
What an ill-shapen animal, with a neck like a,diick and a tail 
almost as lonw# as the body. And the picture of Colburn’s 
Dash, page 482, same beok, with levs like a giraffe and feat 
like a mountain lion! See again page 80, of Idstone. He 
speaks of Blanche, the setber there represented, (or vather 
inisrepresentad) as worthy to be ‘‘the original of a race of 
setters!” Now in that picture, Blanche looks more like a 
snongre! Newfoundland than anything else we can compare 
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MR. STUART TAYLOR'S MASTIFF DOG “GURTH.” 

her to! Let us hope and pray that the next work upon dogs} When the 
will be free from istortions such as those T have ennmerated. | may be given with 

patient is able to walk. a short exercise each day 
benefit. The fresh air acts as a tonic, new 

But, pardon me, lam wearying your patience, and must ar-| scenery diverts the 1nind, and exercise encourages fhe natural 
rest my wandering pen. My excuse for this lone 

to see him ‘‘faultily faultless,” but not ‘splendidly well!” - 
Permit} me, before I arrest my pen, to give you the measure- 

ments of Gurth (named after the sywineherd in ‘‘Iyanhoe,” 
you will recollect, who did such deeds of “derring-do"), and 
to express the hope 
this breed or the St. Bernard will follow my example. Ihave 
sought all over Europe and this country for a grand specimen 
of the mastiffo- St. Bernard, one that will correspond with 
my ideas of size and symmetry; butas noble or majestic a 
representative as Gurth I haye failed to find, 

DIMONSIONS, ETC. 
Gurth is four years old. Heis by Bruno, out of Bona, both 

imported and both grand specimens of the English mastiff; 
he weighs to-day 179!¢ Ibs., aud is not fat, simply in zood, 
hard condition: 
Height at shoulder. ...........0.4.2.. i+, Close to 34 inches 
Height from loins to ground,.,-. eee ela. oaeq tf 
fe vedamay em olen Wh mec ORSE ates esrb bad rick be caret 21 
Sp burihiray ih of stele kame Bd of BAM Re AE wh bw epee ne 
Girth oPGhestisic: ores sey ees suse Ae re 43 ib 
Girth of loin. ....--.-.-.,-1--,.,-between 34}y and 3) " 
Girth ot hind legs round stifle joint tases Cee & 
Girth of muzzle in front of eyes . 1bts 
Length of head from occiput to tip of nose,.-.., 18 y 
srth of arm, --.-. ee ond ke eee 15 is 
Girth of forearm 3 inches below slbow...... . re 
RSH CAST UE. oe lente s\-foetceisteetsteebtets sche eee fe ae 
Girth of body from shoulders round brisket.....,. dtitg * 
Length from nose.to tip of tail,.,.-.--...-..-..--- Tim * 
Lengthior pantie 7 56 Wer ky tteciip ee opie qeinetin Zig 
He is an excellent water dog, gentile, affectionate, and brave. 

Compare his measurements with those of the famous mastiff 
Wallace, in Vero Shaw's bnok, and you will be able to form 
some idea of his yast proportions, Stuart TAyLor. 
CrevENNE, Wyomiog, Oct. 12, 

CHOREA. 

BY PROF, J. WOODROFFE HILL, F. R. GC. y. 8. 

HORGA, or St, Vitus’ dance, is a purely nervous affection 
/ and is the result, generally, of an irritable and impaired 

eondition of the nervous system. Ti may bs general or local, 
The limbs are frequently first observed affected: ultimatel 
the hody, face, and jaws may be involved, the latter exhibit- 
ing tetanic symptoms. 

SYMPTOMS, 
Chorea is denoted by a peeuliar snatching or twitching of 

the part affected, If the brain is involved, the head is in con- 
tinual spasmodic, tremulous motion, and may best be described 
as a fac-simile of an aged paisied person, It has been known, 
in human practice, to arise from aye athy and imitation. I 
am not aware of anyinstante in which a dog hasso contracted 
it. 

TREATMENT. 
With regard to medicinal agents, the one most applicable to 

this affection is undoubtedly strychnia or nux yomica. do 
not recollect a single case of chorea, taken in its early stages, 
in which I have failed to eect a cure with this arus, Great 
cantion is, however, required inits administration. It shonld 
always be giyen at a stated timeand aftera meal. Thisis 
especially necessary where the doses have been gradually in- 
creased, otherwise a fatal result is likely to ensue. I eonl 
mention more than one instance in which death has occurred 
from neglecting this caution. In each the patient had bean 
under a long course of strychnia, and the dose had been in- 
creased to more than treble the original quantity; by some 
mischance the drug was omitted fora day, and when next 
given it produced conyulsions and death, The dose of strych- 
nia, 1-20 to 1-10 of a grain; the nuxvomica, from 1 to 2 grains, 
Tf is best, however, to commence below either of the minimums 
mentioned, and after the first three days gradually increase it. 
It should be given twice daily, in the form of a pill. If there 
is any difficulty in administering it, the liquor strychnia may 
be substitated, which contains half a grain to the drachm 
and may be proportionately divided, 

Local remedies in chorea are sometimes beneficial. I have 
found setons exceedingly valuable. It the convulsive moye- 
meuts are confined to the hind parts, the seton should be in- 
serted across the loins; if general, at the back of the head and 
loins, Counter-irritatioa along the spinais also serviceable, 
Though in principle the hot bath, from its relaxing ten- 

SoBe may appear wrong, it is, nevertheless, in chorea, occa- 
slonally attended with considerable benefit, It esrtainly 
affords relief in those oases where the conyulsive movements 
are excessive, and so far I haye found no after évil from its 
use, ‘The less the patient is disturbed the better. Partioular 
attention should be paid tothe bed being dry and the bowels 
regular. two great essentials in Persie affestions. When 
abatement of the twitchings with returning strength is ob- 
served, 1 fayorable issue may be expected; but the medicine 
should not be discontinued so long as any nervous affection 
yemains, and it should be gradually, not suddenly, suspended. 

My and rambling | habits and functions of the animal, 
letter must be my enthusiastic loye for the dog and my desire | oil isadvisable 

: Tinet, ferri and cod-liver 
c alter discontinuing the strychnia, until recovery 
is complete. The diet throughout must be nourishiig and di- 
gospels, and forcibly administered if bhe patient refusos to 

eit. 
Constipation is generally present in chorea, and is best re- 

that others who possess fine specimens of | lieved with enemas, 
Occasionally rheumatism becomes associated with chorea, 

and then the heart is frequently complicated. In such ease 
a cure is hopeless, but under judicious treatment and careful 
nursing the rheumatic and chorea symptoms may be consider- 
ably modified, and the animw’s life theraby prolonged. 

AN EASTERN COURSING CLUB. 

Ux TIL within a few years coursing has been tous almost 
an unknown recreation, but now California has taken the 

| initiatory steps, and made this most enjoyable sport both 
attractive and beneficial. Clubs of gentlemen have baen 
formed throuzhout the far West, and before many years shall 
have passed the English greyhound will hold as lich a place 

| in the estimation of every true sportsman as either the pointer 
or setter. It is doubtful which, in all England, has the great- 
est number of admirers, the turf or the coursing meeting, and 
a cursory glance at the coursing calender will surprise even 
the most enthusiastic at the number of meetings held through- 
owt all Eneland, and the quality and number of dozs run. 
With Master McGrath at the head of a long list of noted win- 
hers, who was held at « price in the thousands of pounds 
(sterling), we find that £1,700 was paid for Princess Dagmar 
at Aldridge’s auction sale held in Decamber last, and this will 
ive tous some idea of the valua placed on noted winners. 
he yast amount of capital represented by those dogs, proves 

beyond qnestion their yalue, and the pleasure of yitnessing 
a meeting far exceeds a running race with horses, where, in 
the first, we ever see fair play and actual merit, while in the 
latter we too often feel convinced that the best horse did not 
win. From the moment the dogs are slippad till tho race is 
won and lost they are absolutely free agents, for the winner 
must win of himself, and not from coaching and manenver- 
ing, as we too often see displayed in sports commonly known 
as ‘gentlemanly trials,” 
To-day we haye nothing appresehia 2 # toursing cinb in 

the East, while we haye all the facilities for forming ons. To 
those who live in this immediate vicinity, I would say that 
there are ample broad plains in and around New York, New 
Jersey and Long Island where a meeting could be arranged 
and run successfully, and I hope the many lovers and owners 
of greyhounds yill not allow their dogs to ba idle, but come 
together in friendly conference, and show they are not lack- 
ing either in spirit ov enterprise, A clance at the entries an 
our dog shows will convinces them that we have many really 
good dugs, and every year the nunotber increases, while the 
quality is Resi: wnat The expense attending the rear- 
ing and preparing the greyhound for the race is ho more nor 
even so much as that period either for the pointer or setter 
for a field trial, and to those gentlemen who take their daily 
drive or rideon the road I would say no better com- 
panion could be given than their dog, who, uh the 
same time, would derive material benefit from his 
ron. f sincerely trust that those gentlemen in tha 
Kast who either own or admire the groyhound will take 
the matter of forming gn WHastern coursing club into 
consideration, and not letit rest dormant. Conising is by no 
means essentially a gentlemanly sporb, but one in which the 
fair sex takes as great and lively an interest in the contest as 
their gentlemen friends, and atthe great meetings in England, 
from the “Waterloo” down, the number of ladies present 
bears a favorable contrast to the gentlemen. If some owners 
would like to have a friendly meet during the present fall, I 
will guarantes them full compensation for whatever trouble 
they may be subjected to, and once haying demonstrated the 
fascination of this sport, | am sure they will not be slow in 
embracing it, and thereby appreciate the great enjoyment 
which it affords, : : 
Rabbits are plentiful enough here, but if desired, the jack- 

rabbit of the West could be imported at a very small expense 
and planted in such localities as are best adapted for breed- 
ing, and at the same tims suitable for coursing. To the sports- 
man who has neyer witnessed a rabbit or hare pursued by omr 
fleet-footed, graceful and agile friends, I would modest iy as- 
sert that he cannot fully appreciate what enjoyment and ex- 
citement isin store for him, and when once fairly iniifiated 
into its pleasure will wonder why so etre 4 sporb has 
so long remained thoroughly unknown ty us, have made 
repeated effurts to bring some few owners together tu distuss 
this subject, but the apathy displayed hy them has tended 
rather to dampen my ardor than toadd vin to my efforts. Still 
feeling confident cf final suceess, T onee mute ajpeul to all 
lovers and owners of the grayhound to turn this subject ever 
in their minds, and if my efforts are fruitful is of good ye- 
sults I shall feel not only satisfied but pleased to mow I have 
ddéed my mite to the great struggle to bring additional a 

pleasure to every adnurer of the dog. H, W, Huntincron, 
Broosuyn, Noy. 3, 1883, 



—_ a 

Noy. 9, 1882.] 

FLORIDA DOG TRANSPORTATION. 

iditar Forest dined Streayn: ; 
Jack Frosh will soon change the face of Nature in the 

North and West, and way sportsmen will hie to Merida, 
With sportsmen lhe transportation acd durd of dogs are 
porbant considerations, aud I résolved upon arranging for 

the canitics; I communicated with the managers of our rail- 
réads, 4nd in compliange with my suggestions ne have 
Miade satisfietory arrangements regarding sporting dogs: 
Lam authorized to state that “sportsmen’s dogs,” if accom- 

panied by owners, will be transported trom Charleston, 8, C., 
or Sayannih, Ga,, to Jacksonville, Fla., ‘at one-fourth pass- 
enger rates,” and will be cared for by baggage masters. I 
may also state that conductors and bageuge masters on these 
linus are prohibited from accepting any fee or compensation 
from any passenger for any service rendered. 
Thave arranged with the manager of the 8. I’, & W. Rail- 

way to transport “sporting dogs’ from Jacksonville to any 
point on the nes of the compa free of charge. Applica- 
tion for permit to be made to Capt. Haines, at office of com- 
pany, in Astor Building, in this city. 

Th compliance with my eta the general manager of the 
Jacksonyille, Pensacola & Mobile Railway will, upon appli- 
tation to Mi. Ames, general freight and passenger agent, hy 
sportsmen who contemplate yisiting Middle Florida during 
the approaching game seuson, haye their dogs transporte 
iter of charge. 
Tam instrueted by Mr. Maxwell, the superintendent of the 

Transit & Tropical and the Jacksonville & Fernandina rail- 
Toads, to state that his roads will extend like privileges to 
sportsmen, 

I interviewed the passenger agent of the De Bary line of 
‘steatners plying on the St. Johus River,and he authorized 

ihe to tate that sportsmen’s dogs would be transported free of 
charge on the boats of this line, and I feel assured that a like 
privilege will be granted on other lines. 
The other day Capt. Hendry, of Fort Meyers, informed me 

-that the dredge of the Ochechobee Drainage Company will 
teach Lake Ochechohee by Noy. 1. The cut from the lake to 
the head of the Calloosahatchee River will betwenty-two feet 
wide, atid will furnish boat navigation from Kissimime city, 
on Lake Tohopekalegee, to the Gulf of Mexico. The manager 
of the South Florida Railway authorized me to state that his 
company Would transport boats not weighing over 500 pounds 
from Sanford to Kissimmee city for $1 per 100 pounds. 

The conipletion of the railroad to Kissimmee city, and the 
eanal from Ochechobee to the Calloosahatchee River opens up 
ond of the most interesting boat trips in the United States, 
The limate is all the most exacting can ask, and the fishing, 
shooting and hunting are A 1, AL Fresco. 

JACKSONVILLE, Fla,, Ovb. 80, 1882. 

THE MASTIFF- 

MAH niustitis undoubtedly one of the oldest breeds of dogs 
extant, and for centuries has been regurded as the es- 

pecial guardian of his master’s property, Of late years this 
noble animal has heen sbeadily winning his way, both in this 
tountry and abroad, in public fayor, both as s wateb dog and 
asa companion, and itis by no meansa rare oucurrence to 
find him the trusted companion and faithful frienl of the 
“fairest and brightest im the land,” as well as the beloved 
playmate andidolized pet of childhoods happy days. _ 
Mv, Hugh Dalziel, in “British Dogs,” says of him; ‘In gen- 

eval appearance the mastiff is nobleand dignified; hisstrength 
isshown in his immense boue, large, square and well-tcnit 

' fame, white the majesty of his carriage, his noble head, and 
the magnanimous expression of his countenance hespeak con- 
sciousuess of power governed by a noble and courageous na- 
ture.” Vero Shaw, in the illustrated ‘Book of the Doz,” 
describes the mastiff as follows: 

“The following detailed description and valuation of the 
geveral fate ed ints or characteristics of this breed will 
he found in accordance with the opinions of the majority, if 
not all, of the most prominent breeders, exhibitors and own- 
érs of inastiffs. 
General Appearanes, Size and Symmetry.—In this we have 

to consider the special duties of the mastift in the present day. 
He is no longer a savage, kept to bait ‘‘the bnil, the bear, 
2nd the lion,” as history (somewhat doubtful in its accuracy 
as "sg the last-named animal) informs us he was; nor the mere 
drudze of the butcher, fo keep his wild and doomed cattle in 
the shambles, and fight for him when required; nor even the 
mere chained slave—the ban-dog of the country house—ywhose 
bay, however welcome to those who approached near home, 
must have had au awful sameness in it to the poor brnte who, 
night atter night, month by month, and year after year, lis- 
tened to the echoes of his Gwn dismal. howl us he bayed the 
moon, or hoarsely barked warning and defiance to all who 
BEppoachess with predatory aim. 

ow, although theraare still enough and to spare of the 
ban-log sort, who are by their owners called mastitts, and 
muy no doubt lay claim to possession of a fair portion of mas- 
tiff blood, they are impure, and suffer so from the cruelty of 
elose confinement that they lose eyen the characteristics of 
the breed, which a kinder and more judicious treatment 
would deyelsp, both in physical proportion and dignity of 
manner, and which are essential features of a mastiff of the 
present day, 

The mastiff always has been the special guard of man’s per- 
son and property, aud the qualities demanded to fill that po- 
sition of trust are: size, to impress with fear; the symmetry 
of well Trop SHEET parts evidencing a combination of 
Strength and activity; disposition watehiul and keen, but 
confident in itsown strength; dignified and calm, saye the 
warning bark, which fills every echo within its reach vith its 
full tones, so unlike the yelping of the noisy cur. 
As he is now also more used asa companion and personal 

guard than atany time in his history, his general appearance 
becomes tore dnportant, for nothing looks worse than a poor 
shambling, weal loimed, cow-hocked dog. Vherefore he must 
have size to give him a commanding appearance, a well-knit, 

; ‘compact frame, which gives symmetry, and the psrtect con- 
dition shown is the firm flesh, clean and bright coat, while the 

" slipetior feedinz, grooming, and general care bestowed upon 
iim now adds greatly to his beauty, and all cormbined make 
him the useful guard and ornament he is. 4 

| The head is, inthe mastiff, even more than in most other 
dogs, a most prominent feature; and a dog with a bad head 
isat once condemned, The head is decidedly large, even in 
proportion to the immense carcase, although it does not now 

" present the great contrast to the body to bé seen in old prints, 
Mhodern breeders having improved the dog in body from w 
‘gaunt and wolflike to a sqare-built, massive animal, ‘The 
ead should he broad across the skull; the brow shonid be 

flat and not abrupt; the eyebrows rather prominent; the 
tuzzle should be 4 medium length, cul off square, broad 
rather than daep; the lips should be full, but not so hanging 
asin the bloodhound; and the teeth, which should be white 
and strong, ought to meet as level as possible. Many good 
Beare are slightly undershot, which is however a decided 
blemish. While on this point we may refer to some remarks 
‘once made by ths Rey. G. F. Hodson, after he had judged 
this breed at the Alexandra Palace. On that occasion, Mr. 
‘Hodson, who hail most properly turned out of the ring all 
the cow-hocked and undershot specimens, vemirked that he 
“Gvas convinced Suod mastifis were ta be bad without these 
‘defects, and he was determined not to be a party to the 
warding of prizes to doxs so malformed. Subsequent eyents 
aye proved the soundness of this decision, ’ 
_ The eye should be & medium size; it is generally a light 
brown or hazel. A geo. sunken eye is objectionable, and if 

ne havy is shown, it creates 2 suspicion of bloodhound cross, 
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The ears should be small, smooth, thin and pendent; and if 
black, as the mask should also be, itadds to the dog’s beauty. 
The teck should ke strong, muscula, and of fair length, 

and haying no dewlap cn tha throat, 
The Chest, Back and Loin.—The chest should be deep and 

tidderately Wide, bit not so much so in proportion as his 
edigener the bulldog, or it ig apt to throw the elbows out. 
The back should he very strong, broad, and with strong 
mus¢les rinning along eac ; side of the spiric—those should he 
especially sd connecting the hack ritbsayith the hinddnarters. 
The Icin is thereby broadened and strengthened; and this 
most desirable point is 4/80 gained by haying the rilis well set 
back, Sonie strainsshow a tendensy toa tucked-uy fant, 
which # one of the worst faults a mastif! cari possess, Both 
chest and loins should measure well, the latter not quite a 
third less than the former, and about equal to the dog's height 
at shoulder. 

Legs and Feet.—Strong and straight legs are an absolute 
necessity, and it is a point in which many excellent dogs taal. 
The fore lees are not so often crooked as the hind legs, but 
may good puppies five way al the ankle, and have to be 
destroyed. Thereforé, the greatest care has to be taken in 
rearing this breed, and no mastiff should eyer be chained if 
it is desired to exhibit him, Cow-hocks are also common, 
and & preab i faa and this state is always accompanicd 
with more or less wasting of the muswles of the hams, which 
gives a thin, almost wedge-like appearance to the hind quar- 
fers. Some judges, we believe several members of the Mas- 
tiff? Club imclided, consider dew-elaws no disqualitication; 
they are, however, unsightly appendages, which should not 
he encouraged, 
The Contour.—The recognized colors ave brindle and fawn, 

an the latter at present holds the highest place in popular 
favor, When the fawn is bright, and the mask a decided 
black, with an entire freedom from white, the effect is very 
pleasing. Some of the fawns runinto red, which is not’ de 
sirable, and suéh as are of that color are generally coarse in 
coat. e brindles are of yarious shades. ’ 
The coat shold be fine, short, and eyen, except along the 

shoulder, back, and tail, where it is stronger and longer, 
The tail should be of greatlength, strong at the root, and 

gradually lessening, but not tapered as a pomter’s is.” 
We give this week a likeness of the celebrated mastill, 

Gurth, from a sketeh by Mr. J. M, Tracy from a photograph, 
His measurements will be found inthe letter of his owner, 
Mr. Stuart Taylor, 

ETHICS OF FOX HUNTING. 

(rom the New York Herald.] 

T AM tempted t0 trespass upon your space in the interust of 
fox hunting in the hope that I maybe able to put the mat- 

ter ina more fayorable light than it seems to be viewed hy 
some of your correspondents. As the letters which haye ap- 
seared in the Herald in the past few weeks were brought out 
by the threatened action of the Newport Society tor the Pro- 
tection of Animals, | may bezin by saying that [ donot defend 
the manner in which the fox is used at these Newport lLunts. 
Onthe contrary, I have persistently condemned it to the Humt 
Comuittee, purely, however, for sporting reasons, The hunt 
here is a drag hunt and the fox is turned down at the end of 
the drags, with the nistaken idea that it gives 4 color of real 
fox hunting te the chase. As fo the cruaity of it—the fox 
ronsatew hundred yards and is then instantly killed by the 
hounds, as a rat is killed by a terrier, a weasel, 4 hedgehog or 
a skunk by the farziex’s dog, or arabbit by the fox himself, 
with neither more nor loss pain or cruelty. 

If itis maintained that no animal should be killed im this 
way for man’s pleasure we must frown equally upon all 
shoctme and fishing unless the game is absolutely desired for 
food, which is not even pretended by the great majority of 
those who shoot or fish for amusement. Vo those who deny 
the nicht of man to kill any animal for his pleasure no argu- 
Ment can be used to justify one kind of hunting, shooting or 
fishing rather than another; but if it’ is granted that such 
killing is permissible at all there is ho sport in which, as Mr, 
King vary well put it, so few animals are killed in proportion 
to the nazher of sportsmen, In shooting, scores of birds fall 
to ench o1m while scores of huntsmet are satisied with one 
fox. Taking fox hunting in its regular legitimate form TI 
doubt whether it is crnel to the fox in any way outside of the 
conditions of life in which ha was created, The fox is essen- 
tially an animal of proy; hishand is against every one and 
every one’s hand against him. He spends most of the time in 
which he is not asleep hunting and killing inoffensive rabbits 
aad chickens, and he has been endowed with qualities which 
make him peculiarly attractive as an object of the chase, 
His speed, his extrenia cunning, and ingenuity almost alin to 
reason make him so close a match for all the sportsmanlike 
means of hunting him that the contest is a fair and exciting 
one. 

Lbelieve that the idea of the fox being in mortal terror 
while being hunted is an entirely erroneous one. He is obey- 
ing the instincts of his nature for the preservation of his life, 
which he defends by wiles and ingenuity, and finally by fight- 
jingif he is cornered, and is probably no more unhappy or 
alarmed thanis any wild animal constantly on the alert for 
surrounding dangers, Pursuing or being pursued are the natu- 
ral conditions of his existeace. A young fox that has not had 
the experience of being hunted is often no doubt much bewil- 
dered and falls an easy prey to his pursuers, and that is the 
ease with the yo foxes used as a finish to a drag hunt; but 
an old fox that has been hunted several times is by no means 
in a state of fear, but is as cool-headed an old customer as if is 
possibletoimagine, Allfox hunters know that a fox will some- 
times 1un nearly all day, passing numbers of earths that are 
well known to him, and will take refuze only when he has had 
ag much ashe wants. An old fox runs just as fast as the 
hounds press him and no faster; when he has succeeded in 
throwing them temporarily off his track by some ingenious 
stratagem, he sits down upon a hich, open place where he can 
keep his eye about him, rests himself and plans new means of 
oubwithing his isdustrious bub comparatively stupid pursuers, 
and in the great majority of cases finally eludes tiem entirely. 
In the tox Runting portions of Pennsylvania, where the sport 
is carried on in the regular way, some of the packs hunt three 
days a week, and kill not more than half a dozen fomes in a 
season, because, the earths being all open, the fox can take 
refuge when he pleases. In Bnglish hunting the hounds kill 
about one ont of three, regularly hunted, since to enable the 
meets to be held Inte in the day the earths of « given region 
axe lig eas the night before, and of that chance of safety the 
tox is deprived. 

A long acquaiitiance with fox hunting leas me to believe 
that the pains and terrors of the fox are much exaggerated 
by those who know bat little of the matter, and that his sut- 
fering is in no degree out of proportion to the suitering from 
fiphting and being pursued of anyanimal inits wild sondition, 
It is the natural state of such animals, 
As to the eruelty to horses, which is one of the alleed ob- 

jections; a crus] man is cruel everywhere; he will rive a“ 
orse to death or work him when he is lame or use him for a 

purpose for whieh he is not fitted; but there is no move cmielby 
in riding 2 horse fitted for the purpose acrosscountry than on 
the toad. Hotates his chances of accident with the rider. 
He is not any more lighle than he would be from Eicks and 
bites were lo turned out in a pasture with # dozen of Nis tel- 
lows, and he is nob suchas chickcn-learted Greature as to 
tiind a few knocks and scratches any more than his master. 
he rider who forcésa tired horse beyond his powers jusbly 
runs q great risk himsolf, for there is 0 more dangerous fall 
than that which 9 used up horse gives his rider by rolling on 
fop of him. As for the danger 'to the participants, hhe 
amooth, quist life of the present time is the better for the in- 

troduction of pursuits which train the mind to chances of 
danger and aGeustom persons to face some risk without 
losing their heads, People who sercam and faint when there 
is an alarm instead of doing something to help themselves and 
others are Gommion enough to male one wish that everybody 
could be subjected to some training which would overcome 
such defects, and all the sports involving dangers which can 
be more or less avoided by the coolness or Knowledge of the 
individual are good for such training, 

Vhe dangers ef hunting are, moreover, exaggerated by those 
unfamiliar with the subjeet. With 150 packs of hounds hunt- 
ing in Hngland, followed by thousands of persons, the fatal 
accidents ravely number oue or two a year and the serious in- 
juries dre not niany—much fewer than those resulting fram 
carrisee accidents. The average person who thiiks riding 
across country yery dangerous steps without hesitation into 
the first livery stable cartiage or hack, with strange horses, 
a Stay driver and probably old, rotten harness, 5, thing 
which, I sonfess, I do with some misgivings. 

There is no sport which educates the eye and the judginent 
of possibilities so well ss cross country viding. Coolness, narye, 
deeision are all essential, and in a civilized comm unity thers 
are few opportunities for the cultivation of these qualities. 
One great adyqntage of hunting over most sports is tha ab- 
senve of the element of competition, which introduces bad 
feeling, jealousies and dishonesty. There is little or nothing of 
tiis in the hunting field. A man goes whero he likes, stops at 
home whep le likes, follows the run to the end or leaves it 
when he is tired, and this treedom adapts it especially to those 
who wish fo take some partin the sport without overdoing 
it. In games such as polo, baseball, cricket or lawn tennis one 
maust play ont whole games Ur matches if they are once entered 
upon, aud keepin a certain training for the purpose, and what 
is intended for an qmusement becomes frequently a tax upon 
time and strength, which puts it out of the power of many who 
would like to keep Bp such pames to do so. . 

There is snother iniportant phase of the question which 
should not be Gyerlooked, Among our social questions flere 
is not one which seenis to me of more importance than that of 
making and keeping country life attractive to the young men 
who are constantly tempted to the cities because they think 
the country dull, Encouragement of country sports, amon 
which fox hunting stands pre-eminent, is most desirable in this 
respect, and to those who have been striving to do what is pos- 
sibie to Zoster outdoor sports it is most discouraging to find an 
opposition to then: based upon what I cannot help leeling is a 
misplaced sentimentality. The lives of many foxes is a small 
considerution te pay for the advantages accruing from a cul 
tivation of country tastes. American travelers never tire of 
admiring Huplish country life aud of lamenting that our so- 
ciety young men and women are the lanzuic denizens of cities 
instead of ruddy country people, and still forget that it is the 
sports which they condenm that make possible Hnelish eoun- 
try life as they admireit. There has been a healthy reaction 
in this country lately in favor of outdoor amusements and im- 
proved hewth. Tt is not not now fashionable for our girls to 
be afraid of a mouse. to scream when agunis fired or to in- 
dulge in those little frights which used to be considered lady- 
like and eleguut, andthe increasing taste for ontdoor sports 
has had much to do With it. Huddy cheeks, 200d appetites, 
the ability to walk, ride and drive are not bad things in a 
Woman or aman, ora flimsy basisto build a suecessful hte 
upon. 

fa this connection it may not be ont of pluce to make a com- 
ment upon the action of the soieties for the prevention of 
cruelty to animals, No one can appreciate more highly than 
Ido the yaluo of the labors of thase societies in atieb matters 
as improving the methods of transportation of animals, in es- 
tablishing watering troughs, and in educating the people to be 
humane; but there is great danger of going beyond the proper 
point and becoming arbitrary and oppressive, as invery many 
cases the societies or their agents have been. ‘To use all means 
to persuade people to be humane is one thing; to invoke the 
aid of harsh lows in carrying out what are sometimes fanatical 
opinions is quite another. While we have been slowly im- 
proving in the direction of permitting liberty of action to in- 
dividuals where it does uot interfere with the comfort of 
others, and abrogating those oppressive blue laws which used 
to encumber our statute books, we have permitted these so- 
cieties to assume powers which savor more of the Calyinistic 
days of Connecticut than of modern freedom. Laws which 
punisias erimes acts about which there is a wide and honest 
differences of opinion are always dangerous; they should be 
passed and executed with great caution, and shonld be nar- 
rowly watched by a people jealous of its liberties. Such laws, 
made with pure motives, frequently become in the hands of 
fanaties powerful engines of oppression, as have religions 
laws throughout the history of the world. An example of this 
danger is the action of the societies for the prevention of 
cruelty to animals in Dagland, which has so restricted the 
ractice of vivisection as to hamper most seriously the physio- 
ogical investigations which have so advanced medical science, 
In this country only the increasing watchfulness of the medi- 
eal profession has warded off the sume unfortunate vesult. 

Farritan Rocers. 

TETANUS IN THE DOG. 

AY \7 HILE on a visit to Suffolk in August last, I was re- 
quested to examine a favorite pointer dog, the owhsr 

of which thought he was paralyzed, and expressed a wish to 
haye him destroyed if his recovery was hopeless. 

On examining the animal, to my surprise [ found him suf- 
fering, not from paralysis, but from fetanus, He was] ine 
down on his rizht side, the two front and the right hight hind 
legs being straight out and rigid as bars of iron, The niuscles 
ot his neck were guite rigid, and his jaws were partially 
locked, froth issuing from his mouth, and his eyes fixed and 
staring, pulse, taken at the femoral artery, about 108 and wiry. 
The lexi or upper hind les was drawn close up to the belly, 
and, on asking if he had injured that leg in any way, T was 
told that he hud bees very lame on it for several dwys, and 
a de a to have hurt it when jumping through an iron 

urdale, 

T examined the limb, and founda swelline at the point of 
the patella, or stifle-joint, yery hot and painful, and the dog 
moaned feebly on its being touched. On account of the swell 
ingT could not diasnose any fracture or dislocation. T told 
the owner it was a very bad case, aimost hopeless, as tetanus 
had, in my opinion, ariséu trom the injary to the bone but 
expressed a wish to trean it, and he willingly consented. If 
had the swollen limb well fomented, and encased in flannel 
bandages kept moist with warm water, to which | added 
some opli tinct.; and by inserting a small funnel between his 
teeth, manwsed to give him adose consisting of ol nici, 1 og. ; 
tineh. aconite, 6 minims; thesame quantity of aconite to be 
giyen at noon and night. 

1 called to see Lim the Hext morning, and was surprised to 
and him sitting up, a more natural expression about his 
diyes, and evidently recogniziny those about him, The swell 
eng on the stifie was not so paintul, and the limb a little more 
ifexed. Therigidity of the muscles stili continued, but his 
bowels had acted, and he evidently velished the liquid 
nourishment ii the shape of buel-tea and yam milk, which 
wits furved through his still closed jaws. 1 gave him tinet, 
aconite four minings, and lal'h tustiaetions for the dosa to be 
repeaved three timeés daily, and the tomentations to the stifte 
continued; also enjoining porfech quietudg and contingmernt 
in a partially darkened room. 

‘oye days after | again called, the dogivas evidently much 
better; he could use his tees, with the exception of luis injured 
one, conld lap a Jittle milk, the jaws nob being so firmly 
Joeked, bit the nmuseles of his neck were still rigid. As the 
treatment liad been etticacigus 9 fav, Presolyed bo conbinus 
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it, giving the medicine twice daily instead of thrice, On see- 
ing him two duys after, | found the swelling in th@stifie 
nearly subsided, ihe log touching the ground, although not 
much weight was put onit, The rigipity of tha muselas was 
considerably less, the ja\s more apart; the doz was able to 
take a hltle selid food, antlin a fair way towards recovery, 1 
eft a stimulating linament for the lez, and ordered the medi- 
ine to be continued as before. 1 did not see the dog again, as 

Thad to go back to town, but a week after I lieard hoe was 
very much better, tie laineness nearly gone, though still a lit- 
tle stiff in the neck. lt wrote and ordered the medicine to be 
given once daily, adyising a little exercise, 

Last week I had the pleasuve of hearing the dog had per- 
feetly recovered and was doing good work among the turnips. 
I belicye tetanus is very rare inthedog, I had only previ- 
ously sean two Gases. occurring in fox-hounds frum severe 
bites, both of which hal proved fatal. With few exceptions 
it ismivariably fatalin horses and cattle, and I thought the 
favorable termination ef the present case rather uncommon. 
—Herbert Cooper tn Live Stoeh Jowmal. 

COCKER SPAN USLS,—Editor Forest and Strean; 1 inelose 
circular which has basa pretty generally sent to the cocker 
fraternity throuzhout the United States and the Canadas. I 
have over forty bona fide names of those who have already 
subscribed for the proposed organization, with many obhers 
to hear from, I hope when the association gets well under 
way, that some compromise will be made with the A. C. 8, C. 
aur by utitine our forces we shail ba able to take a grand 
stand in the interest of the ‘old time cocker” of which an old 
esteemed cocker hreeder thus writes: “{ shall be very glad to 
jom a coeker club whose aim is to restore to us the pld-fash- 
ioned covker—smatl in size—a bright, active, merry little 
worker and in beauty tnsurpussed, I think breeders have 
let the Euglisit idea of larger dogs run away with them, and 
we are now hearing of improved cockers of large size. will 
join your club with pleasure, pay my fee and help.” Several 
other letters | have received, all anxious to restore the olden 
cocker, which is und shall be the true and only aim of the 
new organization, so faras my influence goes, I cannot but 
think we shall be able to do good work in the interest of the 
old time coeker and itmally restore him in all his pristine 
beauty and usefulness to those who have learned to appreci- 
ate him tor those excellent qualities that attach to him {rom 
the past. Will you lavor the cansa by a publication of the 
within cirenlar and the above lobter, so that all couker 
breeders and admirers may know the true mteut of our con- 
templated organization which is evennow an assured fact.—B, 
C, franklin, “Senex.” Vollowing is the circular: ‘Cireular 
to cocker breeders and admirers in the United States and 
Canadas—The pyresent unsatitactory status of the cocker 
spaniel, and the frequent and repeated complaints so often 
publicly and privately expressed at the discordantstandard of 
the A. C. 8. Club, haye ereated in the minds of cocker breed- 
ers antl admirers general dissatisfaction. Indeed, the true 
type of the cocker has been so interwoven with other strains 
of the spaniel, that an entirely different race from the ‘old 
time cocker’ has sprung up and this offspring is faust dissipat- 
ing the qualities and attributes of what was the pure cocker. 
To restore all that was beantitul and useful in the ‘old tims 
cocker, andtoe ouce more crown him with the Jaurels of his 
former Held ond hunting qualities, and not from any personal 
advantages, a large number of cocker lovers have urged me 
to perform a daty that | hope to see placed in other more 
capable bands as soon as the clerical and orzanizing labors 
have been fully and fairly finished. Over one hundred names of 
dissatisfied friends of the cocker have written in ne measured 
terms at what they believe to be an attempt to ostracise the 
cocker from the spaniel family. While al! desire that the 
urity of the cocker shall be preserved, none reflect in the 
east upon the friends of the diferent strains of the spaniel 
family, who are perfecting the several varieties, hence there 
can be no disazresinent with those who are breeding to a dis- 
tinct type, Much has been done to elevate the type of the 
field spaniel in this countimy and England, and his superior 
quality to-day whtests tne careful and skillful attentions of his 
friends; would that I could say astauch of the cocker. The 

_ elevation of the tre cocker, unmixed with other varieties of 
the spaniel, and his restoration to his primitive condition, 
where so much of interest and pleasure surrounded him, is the 
sole object of those I here represent. As ah earnest admirer 
of this blight, injelligent and active little friend of the sports- 
man, | solicit your infiuence for the formation of a club whose 
solé aim and purpose shall be, Jayine aside all selfish consider- 
ations, to form an organization for the generation and per- 
fect.on of the olden cavker, The objects of the association 
having been set forth, hope you are willing to become a. mern- 
ber thereof and prove your admiration und friendship for the 
cocker by selecting tle names of six cocker friends as a com- 
mittee, to whom shell be intrusted the organization of said 
association, Please subserie your name if you approve and 
forward c.reular to me with the six names chosen,—W, C, 
FRANKLIN, ‘Senvx,' Ann Arbor, Wich.” ‘ 

COCEHR SPANIEL IMPORTATION,—By the State line 
steamer State of Georgia, Dr. Niven has just imported a very 
important addition to his celebrated kennel of black cocker 
spaniels, in the shape of two bitches, Lass of Breda, whelped 
March, 1531, by Brush If, (Brush—Lawson’s Nellis) out of Nel- 
lie, a. bitch already imported by Dr, Niven, whose arrival we 
chronicled at the timw Tb is enough to say Of the Lass of 
Breda that Dr, N, himsvlf selected her and considers her the 
best specimen of black cocker he hasever seen, Sheis lone 
and low, with 4 splendid head «and well-leathered ears, and 
has what s9 mamy of our cockers lack, a good long neck, and 
does nob trespass too much on the spaniel lor her build, Her 
weight is twerty-tour pounds. The other bitch, Dinah, is by 
Spring by Beyerlac. and a full sister to beau. She is a hand- 
some little biteh, with a pood bead and ears, rather short of 
body, but otherwise she is very good and ought to breed 
well with Dr. N.’s Prank, Her coat is perfect, Her weight 
is twenty pounds, iyass of Breda is in whelp to Don, re 
ewntly imported by the Hornell Spaniel Club, There was 
also on the same vessel a natty little Inish terrier bitch 
belonging to the Doctor that will no doubt make a valuable 
brood bitch. Her name is Atluen, bred by Mr. BE. Despad. 
She is by Jock out of Kitty (Captain-Belle), Belle is by Tory, 
brother to champion Sport, outiof Gyp, who is own sister to the 
celebrated champion Banshee, and we shali contidently look 
for some witiners among her progeny, 

COMET.—The Dominion Kennel Club of Canada have just 
imported the celebrated Layerack dog Comet (K, C.S, B,, 10,- 
130) from the kennelof My, 1, B, Bowers of Liverpool, Enzland, 
This is the dog which Mr. Llewellin protested as not being a 
pore Laveracs, bub was not sustained by the ccmmititee of 
the Kennel Club. Cometis a grandson of Pride of the Border 
and we congratiwlate the Canadian breeders upon the acquisi- 
tion of so valuable an animal, He is a blue belton with evenly 
marked head and blue ticked all over; his head is nearly 
perfect, he las good sloping shoulders and a fair chest; he is 
well ribbed back, and has a fair loin and quarters, with good 
legs and leet. He had a rough passage and is in wretched 
condition, but his coat and feather are abundant and we hope 
to see him in vood condition at the coming shows where he will 
rove a great atibraction, as he has been very successful on the 
hench in England, ; 

FLEETVOOT KENNEL,—Mr. Chas, 1. Hitt of Deihi, N. ¥., 
informs 18 that he has established at that place @ kennel for 
the breeding: of worker spaniels, which will be known as the 
Pleetfoot Kennel. e 

sem 
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NO, DOGS ALLOWED ON THE CARS.—It happened the 
other day on the D, & H. ©. Railway, The train had just left 
Albany, and the conductor was making his first) round, when 
he observed a small white dog, with a bushy tail and bright 
black eyes, sitting cosily on the seat 
handsome that it made his heart roll over like a lopsided 
pumpkin, But duty is duty, and he remarked, in his ‘nost 
depreecatory manner; ‘'T am very sorry, madam, but it’s 
against the rules to have dogs in the passenger ears.” ‘Oh! 
my, is that sol” and she turned up two lovely brown eyes at 
him beseechingly. ‘What in the world will L do! tf cawt 
throw him away; he’s a birthday present trom my aunt.” 
“By no means, miss. Welllpuli him in the baggage car, and 
he’ll be just as happy as a robinin spring.” “What, put my 
nice dog in a baggage car?’ “Pm awtul sorry, I do assure 
you, but therules of this company are as inflexible as the 
aws of tae Medes and them other fellows, you know. He 
shall have my overcoat to lie on and the brakeman shall give 
him grub and water every time he opens his mouth.” ‘TI just 
think it’s awful mean, soi do: and I know somebody will steal 
it, so they will,” and she showed a half notion to cry that 
nearly broke the conductor's heart, but he was firm, and sang 
out to the brakeman, who was pluying a solo on the stoye: 
“Here, Andy, take this dog over into the baggage car, and 
tell Dudley to take just the best kind of care of him.” The 
young lady pouted, but the brakeman reached over and 
picked the dog up as tenderly as though it was a two weeks’ 
old baby, but as he did so a strange expression came over his 
face, and he said hastily to the conductor: ‘Here, you just 
hold him a minute till I put this poker away,” an‘ he trotted 
out at the car door and held on to the brake wheel, shaking 
like a man with the ague. The conductor no sooner had his 
hands on the dog than he looled around fora hole to fail 
through, ‘*Wh-wh-why, this is a worsted dog,” ‘‘Yes, sir,” 
suid the little miss, demurely. “Didn't you know taat?? 
“No, [m most awful sorry to say that I didn’t know that;” 
and he laid the Christmas dog down on the owner's lap and 
Went out on the platform, where he stood half an hour in the 
cold trying to think of a hymn tune to suit the worst sold 
man we ever sawon the D. & H, C. Co.'s road,—Cincinnalt 
Commercial, 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Kennol notes are inserted ih this Goltime free of charge, To insure 
pudlication of notes, correspondents MUSL GLVE the following par- 
liculars of earch aninial; 
1, Volor. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Bread. _ buyer or seller, 
8, Bex, Y. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4. Age, or §, Owner of sire. 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or @ Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10. Owner of dam. 
All names inust be plainly written, Communication on one side of 

paper ouly, and signed wilh writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

FS — Sée-instructions at hectd of this colann, 

Biddy O More. By Dr, J. S. Reed, Buskirk’s Bridge, N. Y., for ved 
Irish setter bitch, whelped August, 1481, by champion Rory O'More 

ut of Pearl, 
Sheff, By Mr, John A. Hoffar, Washington, D, C., for black and 

white ticked English setter dog, whelped June, 1881, by Franke (Prank 
—Sis IL) ont of Victoria ( Warwick—sHelle), 
fick, By Mr. C, B. Macken, Wellsville, N. ¥.. for lemon and 

white pointer dog, whelped July 13, 1982, by Jerry (Sensatiou—Belle) 
out of Suowfake (Glenmark—Girl). 
Neplhie By Mr. Frauk Holman, Brooklyn, N. Y¥., for red Trish 

setter dog, whelped Sept, 11, 1882, by Scout (Plunket—Carvie) out of 
Pearsall’s Grace (Hill—Donna). : 

Psyche. By Dr. Wi. C. Franklin, Ann Arbor, Mich., for black cooker 
spiiniel biteh, whelped July 6, 1882,hy imported Montague (Baron— 
Queen) out of his imported Leda, 

Drake Tf, By Mr. W, &, Callender, Brooklyn, N. Y., for black and 
white English setter dog, whelped November, 1881, by Adams's Draka 
out of Beauty (Carlowitz—Rose). 

Nella Bluegrass, By Mr, Sanford R, Crook. Somerville, Mass., for 
black anil white English.setter bitch, 3mos, old, by champion Dash 
Tf. out of Juno. 7 
Blucher. By Mr, Wm. Loefier, Preston, Minn., for fallow red 

dachshund dog puppy by Bergman ont of Grétenon. 
Cardline, Wal@ine I, Rose tick Gretehen fl, By Ma, Wm. 

Loeiier, Preston, Minn.. for fallow red dacbshond biteh puppies by 
Bergman oul of Gretchen. 
Wildman, Bruno, Caro, Pineh and Taeckel. By Mr, Wm. Loeifier, 

Preston, Minn,, for one black and tan anid four Fallow red dachs- 
hund dog puppies by Faust out of Wlora. 

‘temptation. By Mr, Geo. L. V. Tyler. West Newton, Mass,, for 
black and white ticked pointer bitch, waelpad June 25, 1882, by Pogg’s 
Don (Strong's Pete—Slocum’s Kate) ont of Maud 8, (champion Pete, 
Jr.—Slocum's Kate). ‘ 
Blackberry. By Mr. Geo. L. V, Tyler, West Newton, Mass.. for 

black pointer bitch, wheiped June 25, 1882, by Pogs’s Don (Sivoug’s 
Pete—Slotum’s Kate) out of Maud §, (champion Pete, Jr.—Slocum’s 
Kate). 
Priority or Nawe.—diter Motest and Stream: 1 see in Porusr 

Anp Stream of Noy.2 that Dr. GW, G, Piffard, of New York, claims 
the name Of Peather for cocker spaniel pup. I wish to notify the 
Doctor that I have a cocker of thab aime that has won quite anum- 
ber of prizes at our best shows, aud, to suye coufusion In the future, 
would asl the Doctor to claim soine other name, and oblige ph 
prietor of the Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, Claremont, N. 

BRED. 
(Se See instructions at head of this ealenen 

Friskey—Frils, Capt. John Rowell's (steamship Strathmere) pug 
bitch Friskey to Mr. A, W. Lucy’s (New York) Fritz, Oct. 25. 

Belle—Snapshot, Jr Me, Bdmund Orgill’s (Brooklyn, 4. Y.) lemon 
und white pointer bitch Belle (Plake—Lilly) to his Snapshot, Jr. 
(Suapsliot—Ruby) Nov. 4. ad ; 
Flora—Hlcho. Mr. Join 8. McIntosh’s (Pittsburgh, Pa., imported 

ved Trish sétter biteh Flora (fop—Lill IL) to Dr. Wim. Jarvis’s Meho, 
Oct, 25, 
Daiay—Horret, Mr. 'T. Donoghue's (La Salle, Til.) orange and 

white Huglish setter bilch Daisy (Storm—Bell) to My, rank Kelley's 
Hornet (Count Noble—Spark), Vct. 31. i 
Dianra—Dash HT, Me, F. Sumners (Milton, Mass,) English setter 

hitch Diana (Leicester—Doll) to Mr. A, M. Tucker's champion Dashi 
i T. 
Blle—Dask 1. Mr. L, D. Rammey’s (Buffalo, N, ¥.) English set- 

ter bitch Belle (Carlowitz—True) to Mr. A. M. Tucker's champion 
Dash I. 
Dae WILELPS, 
=> See instructions af head of this colunu. 

Judy. Mr, 't, Donoghue’s “Lia Salle, Ti.) imported Irish water- 
spuniel bitch Judy (Drake—Duck), Oet, 21, nine (four dogs), by nis 
Count Bendigo ( Bob—Bridget). ee 
Gretehen, Mr. B, H- Smart's (Bainbridge, Ga.) blue belton setter 

biteh Greleben (Mac Leod of Dare—Breuda), Oct. 13, eight (five dogs). 
by Rolla (Lofty—Maud Muller). 

SALES, 

[32> See insiructions at head. af this cohen. 

Jerry—Sprouflake whelp, Lemon and white pointer bitch, wheiped 
July 18, 1882, by My, C. B, Macken, Wellsville, N, ¥,, to Mr. G. 1, 
Raraum of same place. . 
Neptune. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Sept. 11, 1452, by Scout— 

(Plunket—Carrie) ont of Grace (Hill—Donna), oy Mr. A. W. Pearsall, 
Huntington, L, L., to Mr, Krank Holman, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Roil—Clairine whelos, English setter dogs, whelped July 5, 1882, 

by Roll (Dash I1,—Countess Ada) out of Clairine ( Dash If,—Diana), 
by Mr. Ped. H, Hoe, Tarrytown, N. Y., two to Mr. Fred, E. Lewis of 
game plate, one to Mr. Wm. B. Brown, New York, and one to Mr. R. 
M. Hoe, Jr., New York, 
Congnest—Well ivhelps. Cocker spaniels, whelped jtuly 5, 1832, by. 

Mr. Fred. H. Hoe, Tarrytown. N, ¥., one liver and while dog and one 
liver pied doz to Mr. Robert Hoe, New York, and one liver anil white 
ticked bitch to My. A. 8. Burlingham, Mount Vernon, N. Y¥_ 

Belle, Lemon and whito pointer bitch, 6yrs. (Plake—Lilly), by Mr. 
fdmund Orgill, Bioklyn, N, ¥., to Mr, L, ©. Clark, New York. 
Rook. Lemon aud white pointer dug, 14mo0s, (Kush—Swayne'sy 

Nam) by ies Kdinund Orgill, Brooklyn, N, ¥,, to Mr. i. ©. Clatk, 
ew York. 
Rush—Nowwhelp. Lemonend white pointer 

22, 1882, by Mr, Edmund Orgill, Brooldyn, N, Y. 
Boston, Mass. 

(log, whelped Sept, 
, to Mr, Brewster, 

beside a youn lady so | x 

ouw—Rowie whelo, Liver and white pointer dog, whelped aoe 
ree by ue @. C, Petit, Qalyeston. Texas, to Mr, Byward Odell, Ne 

rleans, Lit, f , 
Maud’ 8, Black pointer bifeli, whelped Msreh 31, 1880 (Aldent 

, champion Pebe, Jr.-Siceum’s Kole), py Mr, Geo. L. V. Tyler, Wes! 
yewton, Muss., to Mar. 1. O. Alden. Deditam, Mass, 
Ten plation. Black and white tele pauper bitch, whelped Ju 

25, 1882 (Don—Manuil 3.). by Mr, Gey, L. V. Tyler, West Newton, Mass. 
to Mr. Win. 3, Collagar of the same place. 
Biucher. Pallow ted dachshund dog puppy (Bergman—tretchen, 

hy my Wnt, Loeiiier, Preston. Miimn,, to Mr. George Popperl, Milwaw 
kee, Wis. 

Black and tan dachshund Jog puppy (Unser-Fritz—Wal. 
. Win, Loefiler, Prestiu., Minn), to Mr. George Popper 

ee, Wis. 

Docskin LeéAtHeR JACKE1S are inported by GW. Simmons & Son, 
Oak Hall, who has created a lore trade in this class of goods, Read 
their advertisement in another column and note what they say abot 
prices, Onk Hall can never be approached hy competition. Whew 
ey ee TeaGy, ee your shooting frip call aud examine the stock ab 
a dl,—Adv, 

Rifle and Crap Shoating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Oct. 21.—The Rod and Gun Rilie Club's 
fourth annual tourdiment at the West Springfield range opene 
October 30 and closed to-day, The weather was nearly perfect ani 
the attendance yery good, The shooting was remarkably fine, L. H, 
Mayott, Geo. . WUsworth, and 11. G. Bixby cach scored 80 out of 
possible 84, beating al previous records on the range. The shooting 
in the Continuous natch was af & Massachusetts barget, 200 yards o 
hand, 7 shots to seore, 3 highest scores to count for prize, In th 
bullseye mateh the fivsh prize, $5, was won by W. Charles, with 
score of 37, and the second prize, 52, was taken by H, K. Cooley wh 
scored 26, W. Charies male 10 consecutive Imllseyes. The lead= 
ing scores ii the Continuous mateh stood: 

Kilsworth.10 11 12 11 1212 12—“0 H Bisby,.11 12 12 12 11 1 1i— 
1211 12 10 12 12 10-79 10 12 12 11:10 11 11-7 
f2 12 41 10 10 42 11—75 11 11 12 11 10 10 12-77 

Motels S24 wie tats 22m pop se. ee aed 
W Charles.12 11 11 11 14 11 11—78 10 11-79 

1) 42 11 11 11 11 11—77 LU 10-76 
10 12 12 10 10-11 1277 1 11 11-76 

TOGA +s says es ace tsaes sees MobaT’ <!, ney heten tte ss ae 
OJewell., 41 14 11 72-10 {2 11-78 H Cooley 10 121211 10 12-77 

10 11 1h i 12 11 10—77 128 10 212 12 179 
121111 12 911 WT 12 9142 10 9 42 117% 

SLOMAN 5 fe sunss beste erie coe 231 

Bumpstead.11 10 11 12 12 10 12—78 
11 11 41 11 12 10 10—% 
Wigig 91210 §—4 

Tothl.....-.- 228 «Total... eel te eee 22tF 
OB Hull, li 12 14 du 11 10 12—97 12 8 it 12 1—76 

11 1012 11 12 10—75 
di 11 10 12 42 9—73 

J.D Marks.11 11 
; 12:10 
4) 

MOTH ny eae ev te gece 46655) BRB ha} Oe eta) es ry 
Wiipple,,.10 10 17 10 10 12 15—75 ~Wilson,..,.10 12 11 12 12 11 

11 9 12 12°40 1) 9—7a 10 10 IL 10 10 12:1 
1111 10106 9 10 10—71 iit 7 101 

inhale 95, corde eet . B19 SAL eee eee eae saves 

Crandail,..12 911 101210 0-74 Van Bluck.12 941211 9 11 1—74 
§ 1) 11 12 10 1—7 911 9111210 9 

12 & % 1010 72 10-74 10 7 B YW 9 

WGTRD =: Sey tees - Seen Total.-.... eee elas mee epee 

RBDVeani12 § ¥ 101012 9-70 Williams..11 1010 841 6 ait 
8 i118 7 11 11 WT li 911 9 Bw fi 
) fot 12 10 49 1168 SB) 05 Geer ae 

ED iy Stee soe). a ad iit~ Oras MOTE “30 otal gots tae Pisc.22) SHRM 

POT bots sco eect esate! isos mm -jfteo kd OAS ey EO ape 
42 9 6 9 10 9 10—bh 
1 Ne Cie oe 

Total oe Cees ee See ee 199 

WORCESTER, Mass., Noy, 3.—iM the weekly meet at the vrifigy 
range yesterlay the attendances Was good; there was a bright sun 
with the wind a9 o'clock. Thesecre which follows tells the'story, 

aedinoor Target. 
John Normin.....,, 5B 55416 T Henry........... 55 oe 
Johnson... wi... par 445513 J W Murphy........ 8454444554 —42) 
AL Ricu,,.,...... 855465445443 C Dusenbury,...__- 44444444 
B Glawky) ---./0-.,. 855 H4—ts 

Massachyactts Target. 
AG Adams. 10 10 TT Wie 40 40 12 9 10-1085 
J N Morse Tf 10 10 (9 Tf 43 8 17 42 p49 
CA Allen 9 $ 1 12 1 10 10 10 % 2-4 
6 Dusenbury, is le oe TO Saeco ah iS 
JW Murphay Oe Fe ee SOY fH “Dee RE 

Ring Target Rest. 

§ Clark....... .. 12 if 1 47,10 10 10 12 9 111007 
The Sportsman's Club have their annual bird shoot next week, to 

be followed by their annual supper. The captains of the two sides 
ure Willian S: Perry and Alba H, vughton. Mb. A. B. B. Kinney, a 
Toember of the club, who bas yécently returned from an extended 
hunt in the far Weat, bas place af (he disposal of the club a portion” 
of tse game he brought home wich kin. 
The Worcester Rilla Association have elected the following officers: - 

.T. Farrar, President; Jobu N. Morse, Jy., Vice-President; Sted- 
man Clark, Secretary and Treasyier, The officers, with Dr. W. Av 
Knight, ave the Excentive Committee. « 

GARDNER, Mass.. Nov. 1.—Ab phe last meeting of the Gardner 
Rite Ciub, at Huckmatack Range as of the niembers made the 

1 following record, the distance being 200 fede off hand, using the 
inch Mig and Creedmoor be corubined : i 

Ae Len 7 

G, F, Tlisworth.....---, tek, te vi i 
Chester Hinds. SAS 
A, Mathews... 
KE. H, Knowlton. . 
W. C, Loveland 
S. BE, Hildveth.. 
A. Thorne... 

J 8 Bennett ACobhb. ..........4db3544 
" > 

QM Jewell __ © Weston (mul, }.._- 4 - 
A Duffer., .. UB Idwards,,,, .. 445394345! 
J Merril... C A Jackson,...,...+bb4. 
J Borden... J Austia....i.. 
A Johnson... -....4 wd foo sie ds le 
EBurleigh .., --...5 FW PMowle (mil)... 5345 
W Fisher,....... --. 

Decimal Match, : 

chy CAAOMORES us #0 Shey PRUE Es Pray ai 7 o1b 910 & 610 
OM Jewell. -9 0 910 9 7101010 
W C Coup. ‘edd $109 710 8 BB 
A A Oars die: 28 vcaesys beim ea creo 1089 8 98 p4g ub 
A Duifer .5 77 6 8 87 8 
JN Frye 9G Flo 7 9 OT 
FJ Nye- Pee pes SS LONG FLoeS 

Rest Match. 
A Duffer.__ dy ees ae” ase a ney ga 
OB Bdwards Fisrepeeyeeeesy 01010 110 910 7 
HG BA toh t ge ose DO Ad Oe Get 

Wietory STateh, 
oP RCHAMAEGN. | AOS AGeh 5, 
TL. .-.-.. 4 h4455. 
AA TTT ae fees. de or ib, Freed. 
JERR Cn sh es ee Gee Gee eee oti ere to 44 65 



Nov, 9, 1882.) 

ROXBURY CITY GUARD, Boston.—The annital fall rifle matches 
the Roxbury City Guard, Compan. 

‘the range of the Massachusetts Rifle Assacialion, 
B Asis usual with all the rifle meets of this company, there was tv 

y large attendance of company members, hot active and hon- 
+ aS well us friends. Wor shooting purposes the day could. 
haye bean bettered, the wind blowing very gently, while the 

was saticfactory. Seven matches were shoi. The conditions 
{each and the leading scores made are appended! 

Match No, t 
‘Twe hundred yards; rounds five; open to all mewhers; first prize, 
ver medal, and other prizes. 
vate Bennett 13444 —19 Abs -17 
t, Rockwell 5 S343 —16 
vate Brownell, 354215 

| Ptivate Lithgow / 1S422—15 
Orp. Penrose .. 

Corp. Libbey ._.-,,.- ... 

Falnut Hill Nev, 

Cant, Hersey 
Private Coes... 
Private Andrew 
Private Loker. . 
Surg. Emery 5 ya ea ae at 

Mateh No, 2. 
Two hundred yards; rounds fly@; apen to all members who score 
@5S than 16 in match No. 1; first prize, silver medal, and other prizes. 
Private Loker....... ...88444—s8 Rergt. Orme... 0.0... 82583—16 

ate Jenkin 2.0. S442 —17 Private Andrews,...-., §2342—16 
4443217 

Match No, 4; 
_ ‘two hundred yards; rounds five; open fo all inembers who score 
785s then 18in match No. 2; four prize - 
Private Caswell..,......, 4544320 Private Scoti........ ff 
orp. Shepard...._-..: 24453448 Private Paine ...,- .... . 4352317 
, 

Match No, 4. 

ae nee, 200 and biliyds. Rounds, 5, at each distance, 
ul members who score 16 ormore in imateh No, 1, 
Md other prizes, 

.» 4338417 

Open to 
Pirst prize, medal, 

ROWS. S00 vets. 
eee wociiall: 535-0004 boc 854 5 + Ri 2 2 2 2 B—N—ee 
Private Bennett. 442 3 47 0 2 3 3 4-12-20 
Private Libhy, . +65 3 2 3-17 6 3 0 0 3—11—86 
Private Brownell, .. 4434 £79 420 0 0-726 
Phivate Coes ¥, 420 2 14 0 Of 3 aA 21 
BeMyate Pentose.....¢--....-- 433 43-19 200 0 0— 2-21 

Match No. 4. 

‘two hundred yards; rounds.5. Open to all fine and honorary 
members anid invited guests, 

--..bddtd—21 
4d — 2) 
Add35—20 

.. 3444 —20 
Tiatch No, 6. 

Wive hundred yards. Shirmishet’s match. Open to all members, 
Rownds. j—1 in advance and 3 in vetreat. Thirty seconds allowed 
for vach shot. Riffe, Springfield, Any posilion. Competitors will 
Drovide their own ammunition for re-entries. Wirst prize. meda! and 
‘obher prizes, 

Trivate Lithgow... 
(up Max. ..... 
Private Barrett. -- 

- 2-2 B34 —19, 
-. 4435418 
»  B2845 17 

Capt Gueth 

tn Aflvance. Retreat, 
Menivate, Benna@lh. 2-22-2221 uce-rmoite 22 27 5 GG) Oo US 
apt Rockwell ......... : ene & Teel | Ft 
Private Grownell......... M0 S5 hy 192 
Corp Shepard --.-,-_-...- sre oem Ore a Nig ce 
Phivate Libby.....----.10. -- Se ieee ar a 

Mateb No. 7, - 

Two hundred yards.Ro unds, 7, Opontoall members, Comypeti- 
tors will provide their own aminunition for re-enteios, Several 

(apt Rockwell...... . 645453430 Capt Max.,...-...... 424454528 
Lient Garduer _.......4444445—29 Pervate Loker ... 2... M411334— 37 
Private Bennott.......- abyddg 28 Private Peniose -__,. 344448525 
Private Brownell 

ALBANY, Oct. 8—The match al Reusselaerwyelk, yeslerday atter- 
noon, was at the extreme shorl-vange distanve, Such s match only 
has charms for the experts, and those who usually shoot at the 
suore distances stand aloof and look on with feelings very much akin 

looking at drawing numbers ii alottery, Sill the men whu do 
PlGot a2 d0yds. alwaysivy to muke wood scores. Yesterday atter- 
noon, (hough the weather was cold and the wind strong from the 
Wye-o'elock quarter, the competitors entered imto the match 
with spirit, and 1) was evident that the adverse conditions were 
being successfully combatied. Tht mateh was a fine shol one with 
the best three scores madeto cout, Ib was quite exciting to watch 
The varying fortunes of the rifler-en, for atthe end of each string 
Prone and then anothev wonld be sf the head. However, the first 
place went to James T, 
Scores were as follows: 

q Short-Ra~ ge Match—200 yds. 

Liles, with 7/0 ont of the possible 75, The 

James T Miles, May 8. .-.--...__ - Te 

— ee 

pee Ce ST le tT RET A 

tot 
I Win EB Witet, Bal S... .---- - 

1 

a & Rspellman Jr Bal 5. 

Chas. H Gaus. May S-......... 

ye ie ay a re te pe 

a 

BIE GOWZEN S35 pee yc — nes bene tse s—20 7-60 
5—20 Mm cs oe SR RS Ore Or Ore OT Or or a a ea 

HUNTINGTON, L, I., Oct. 27.—Pitle match on Bay Viow range, be- 
tween two aiateur shots, Conditions: Piftytive shots, off-hand, 
yds. Wind blowing very heavy eross the range. Riflemen using 

two and one-half to three points wind: . 
Wim MacBrien ....... Me eaten ose 48 €4464 4 5 4-41 

5a5 4 5 4 5 § 5 54s 
29 p>4 PH a 4 4—sy 
125 4:23 4 7 472 re 
4a644 3 4 4 4 4-4 

q ht 4 4 3 —20— 256 

Will Wildwood......\)---..-.--4 3 4455 5 4 4 4-42 
44565 6 445 2 4-48 
54444 45 4 4 5-33 
8 Ah Sb bt Bod FS 
da4gad 455 4 4e 49 
bn ee Oa F122 

—WILLIAM TEuRston. 

NEWARK, WN. J.—The associated rifle clubs will hold.a meeting al 
the headquarters of the Plymouth Rifle Club, 191 Market streeh this 
éyening. Arrangements will be perfected for the iinrst touroament 
on the 2Ctl inst. 

THE TRAP. 

LYNN, Mass., Out. 31,—There were not_many members pres 
the practice shoot of fhe Lynn Central Club. A large part 
‘regular shooters areaway in the woods and down on tie Cape, 
dhe attendance ai present is small. Next Tuesday being election day 
the regular shoot will not take place. There will he-a shoot Tuesday, 
November 14, and it is hoped there willbe enough members present: 
tomake it interesting. ‘here will be a good programme out for 
Whanksgiving, which will give plenty of amusement, The following 
scores were the result of the last shoot at clay seen eg Webster, 
46; Morrill, 16; Colcord, 15; Fuller, 15; Carleton, 12. 

FORDSL CITY GUN CLUB, Rocktord, Il, Novy. 
trap, isyds. rise. 

2, i882,—Rotary 

Mollenbeck 11111 «10001 01141418 
Bilison., 11101 00011 41011—738 
‘Thurston Lo 01190 i1u—i4 
Welch... ... 01700 11101 3111013 
‘Taylor .--- 01190 01100 141111—15 
Mediar, ... 11010 Olid 41110—14 

_ NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Andy Meaders won his match with I, 
Maskey, in which he was to break 185 gliss halls out of 200, 100 
single the other double halls, lhe following are the scores: One hun- 
dred single bulls, thrown at Hive aigles from a Mole trap, 2lyds. rise, 
were broken withouta miss, The double balls weretiivown from two 
Mole traps., iSyds. rise, He scored 1: total 191.—J. D, A. 

_WEDLINGIGN, Mass., Nov. 3—Tew shooters practiced ab the 
Raymond grounds, Wellington, to-day, the twenty-bird sweep being 
thé only one completed. Mi, J. lL. Sawyer and b, C. Bernard took 
the honors in the order mentioned. A #reat tournament, when valu- 
Able prizes will be shot for, will occur Thanksgiying Day, 

maf” 
2 
23 | 

- FOREST AND STREAM. © 
BRIDGEPORT, Conn, Oct, 30, 1882—A mateh between the Win- 

D, ist Infantry. took place abt} sted and Bridgeport Gun Clibs was shot at the Trotting Park, Oct. 25, 
each man fo shoot ah tweuty-tive clay pigeons, 15 yards rise. The 
day was clear with a Nigh northwest wind, Lhe scores in te match 
were ts followe: 

Winsted Club. ; ; 
JK Camip-----------,--.- ee MOLD OLD O11 T01 10011—19) 
BOTAN UP ROO. Win ocideeieb| Heh tacilee (W100 1101) OO111 11101 11110—i5 
GW Benedict ...,.. 
VA Blakeslee. ..,, 

oe ey ee AWM) 11117 11104 WI 1i101—22 
eta! SOL L0 1OVT) 10010 00111 O1111—16 

LOL 11001 O0001 LOIN 14101 -15 
sii i wap tetas ONNd1 14011 11140 11111 1171020 

T1111 10000 01174 01100 11711—-19 
01111 01001 10011 OOF LO 1000-418 
H101 GOLOL 00100 10111 10011—13 
11001 12100 19110 01060 00100—13 

OL1L0 10200 F111 W110 0011117 

J Wurguson . 
HL Roberts .... 
JA Smith... 
A 1 Moor 
A Roberts ... 

Total, --.:. = tons $36 tis = doce Scouiod- he = ==) HH, : -, 185 

Bridgeport Club. 
ACT URW soo yeep saveee-ct -2- Jets, veublon DALTH TOU TOV de, 
H Nichols... .....0.. Aaa: O1L11 11711 10114 10001 41111—20 
DT smith. an _..---- OU 1141 10101 file 7o10i—19 
ATC B UE wt itt fined a ee ~ ee.) DLOD0 11011 00101 11101 1101117 
HA Longden........... 10171 10104 1001L 11011 11010417 
W Jenoings. __ -AMOTL P1741 VOL 11101 11701—20 
J While... . AVLOL O1111 11111 10101 10170—19 
O Beers. ... O01 T1417 11411 10110 10111—21 
© Graether. — 30114 71001 01017 14011 11111—20 
G Simmons , OVOP 11701 11011 10101 11011—17 
GLink..... . O1751 11000 OL0IL 0121 U1IOI—16 

Total... sss “nets os 
After the regular mateh was sbolta sweepstakes for three p 

was contested. Virst prize. set of reloading and cleaning tcols; 
second prize, silver cup; third prize, re-and-de-capper and erimpcr, 
Bach man shot at clay pigeons, af 20 yards, Vhe following are 

thes s¢ores: 
A.D, Laws 7, A. W. Adams 5, Geo. Simmons 7, J. AH, Camp 7, B. A. 

Lonpden 4, V. A Blakeslee 7, Chas, Beeis w, J, Ferguson 5, Geo. 
Kerr 4, J. A, Smith4, Chas. Graether 8, John White 5, G. W. Bene- 
dict 7, R. Hubbard 4, D.C. Peck 4, D, E, Smith 4, J. F, Peck 4, Geo. 
Link 6. TL. L. Robetis8, Ed. Rowe 7, A, B, Moore 5, A. Roberts 6, Win. 
Jennings 7, H, Nichols 7, D, Seat 6. 

In shooting off the ties each man went back five yards and shot at 
five pigeons; if they lied again to go back three yards and shootat 
three pigeons, then if tied 10 shootniissand ont. Wm. Jennings 
won first, A, Roberts second, John White third. SPORT. 

Cartridge Groover, 75cts,, H, Redmond, Rochester, N. Y—Adv. 

Hachting and Canoving. 

AN IMPROVISED CABIN. 

Editor Foresl wid Stream? 
Thave noticed with +reat pleasure your endeavors in the direction 

of smal! cruisers, and while I may not agree with you in details, still 
Tain so thoroughly with you on the muiy issue, thatT am desirous of 
contributing tay taite toward the furtherance of so laudable an 
object. Mv friend Mr, Stephens has, I see, designed a “single- 
hander,” which I do not doubt will prove a fund of enjoyment to 
some fortunate chap, bub we are not all of usable to discard old 
hoats, thoneh they :nay be obsolete in style, and build new and jm- 
proved ones, and to such wifortunales 1 propose to address a few 
remarks. 
Thera may be somewhere a couple of boys. or a single solitary 

boy possessed of a sixteen or seventeen foot boat, wao, filled with the 
desive of emulating Magregor or Robinson Crusoe, would dare the 
dangers of the vasty deep, could he buf afford to metamorphose his 
open boat into a cruiser. but he can’t; pocket money existsin only 
limited «juantities, and tie Munning expenses of his pet craft eat up 

F 

Kw J = 

the greater part of bat. Nobody seems to have much regard for 
that boy. Iwill take him under my protection; I was that kind of a 
boy myself once, and Tve a fellow-feeling for him, besides I think 
thatkind of a boy generally manages to get as Wear a hundred cents 
on the dollar in the way offun, as is given tous mortals to get, and 
he desetyes encouragement, 

T will suppose my young friend to be possessed of an open boat 
about sixteen feetlong, and six wide (more or less) with a cockpit 
about nine feet long and five wide. The shape is immaterial, but the 
combing is, hope, high This crafvin smooth wateris perhaps all 
that can ba desired, but for going straight ahead through anything 
and everything, and for sleeping in at night sheis susceptible of inm- 
provenient, 5 

In the first place, I will take if for granted that the rig, whateyer 
it may be has been tried and found satisfactory, and so spare the tyro 
a lecture on my beloved yaw! vig. ¥? 4 
The nine-foot cockpil is considerably larger than is demauded by 

the exigencies of “small boat eruising,’ and we will eurtail its 
dimensions, and af the sane tline improye the weatherly quatities of 
ourcraft by consivucting two hatches, which together shall be five 
feetlong, These must be as light as possible, yen strong enourh to 
armit one to set or stand on therm; one-quarter jneh cedar with one 
meh by seven-eigths inch oak carlines will about fill the bill, Around 
the inside of the washboard close to the top edge an oal: batten half 
an inch thick must be fastened, notehed to receive the ends of the 
carlines so that the weight will come on them and not on the ontside 
planks of the hatches. "The forward hatch should be lashed in place 
so that a sea will not be able to wash it away, the after one will 
probably not needit, The joint between the two hatehes should be 
closed by a batten tacked to the after edge of the forward hatch. 
The after edge of the after hatch should haye a combing an inch 
or so high to prevent the water from washing aft aud dripping into 
the sleeping apartments, and should Also haye three ov four round- 
head brass screws projecting a little from it, and two of the same in 
the edges on the side. 

So much for the carpenter; now for the sailmaker. The nonde- 
script figure accompanying this dissertation is the plan from which 
he must work, and he must construct of pretty stout canvas a 
“cabin,” whose dimensions shall be as follows for @ 9x5 cockpit. 
From A to B, oft. (the width of the Spelt Uto Dthe same; A to 
Cand BtoD 4tt.; Cto EB, CtoG, Dto BH, D to F, Btol, and A to J, 
all2ft.: E toK and Ff to L, 5ft. 9in.; on the edze A B work eyelets bo 
correspond with screws in afterhatch, and do the same on edges 
BLand AK, At CG Dtackin a piece of hickory 5ft. long, 2in. wide 
and half anineh thick, putit in “flat ways,” that is, as it would 
flont if in the water, in the middle put a, stout brass screw-eye. To 
fit, buften the edge L_ B A*K to atfterhatch, fasten a line fo the 
serew-eye in CD, and heul if out to hoom if a sloop, to driver masz if 
a yawl; the points «and (7, F and H will fall together, and should 
come just to the deck. Now, with a stick, prop up the afferhatch 
wotil the sides of the “house” set smooth, slacking or taulening ihe 
afterline as mey be necessary, until itis all square and even, then 
eut two oak or hickory supports, to be secured at one end to the 
inside of the washboard, just long enough to reach to the hatch, 

295 

when if is realy up; these when not in use will lie down along- 
side the washboard and be out of sight and oul of the way, 
At the point where Lhave placed a*putaloop or ring: when it 

rains pass a line from this ring (o the boom above and lanl taut, 
your root will have “pitch” enough to shed rain perfectly. 

'To set the “house,” prop up the hatch first, buitou on the canyas, 
and then go on deck, and haul out vour afterline and the thing is 
done. xcept in stormy weather the corners 2 G and ¥ H will not 
require fastening, and one corner will probably he triced up most 
of the time for ventilation 

In 4 house just such asthavye described, T have lived for days 
with a friend and my dog, eating, sleeping, cooking, smoking, read- 
ing, ete., finding it wind, water and cold proof in rough, blusteriug 
nights, and “striking the whole thing, folding if up, rolling it 
around its stick and putting ifunder hatches in five minutes, and 
thus converting my little seventeen-foot Petre! into a regular eruiser. 
In fair weather the afterhatch may lie on the olher, giving more 
room, ahd airing things below, but both hatehes should he covered 
with light canvas or drilling, and thoroughly painted, the canvas 
coming well down all around to prevent water from dashing in at 
crevices, aid an extra wide flap should cover the hattom and joint 
hetween the two hatches. We used a small kerosene stove, bub it 
Was not perfectly satistactory, and though they have been greatly 
improved since that time, I feel sure there must hé some beter sub- 
stitute, If oneis used itshould be envlosed in a neat box with a 
ringed front and top, whieh will preserve jhe stove from damage 
and eapsize, Win BROOKS. 
AAN FrRanciseo, Cal, 

SHARPIES AT SEA, 

Editor Forest and Stream: > 

We, your readers, take it for fvanted that you wish to do justice 
nd ah no ina(ter in what direction your personal syiipathies muy 
ea 
Ta your issue of Oct. 5 you name “details of a 8hft, sharpie" as fol- 

lows: Over ll, s6fh. lin.; heam, 6ft, 8in. on bottom, Il, on top, ete, 
1 wonld ask if it be any wonder that yachismen and others some- 

times question fhe stability of these boats when a man of science 
conunits himself to the publication of such dimensions’ 
You give the 80ft- sharpie a side flare of but 9in. for both sides 

when there shonli be, say, loin. for each side, and you name a beam 
of 7ft. when it should be 9£b. 

In Forest AND Struam, of Oct. 26, you speak sarcastically of a, 
certain Frenchman who has been bold enough to cross the Channel 
in a 36ft. sharpie (her length was about 40ff.), and add that “as ne 
rough weather was encountered, so the experience, though nomin- 
ally at sea, is without any special lesson.” You are quite correct in 
this statement. Thave seen many a day on the Enelish Channel 
when 2 canoe could ea. ily cross. . 
About the middle of last August my two little boys and myself 

tonkatwo weeks’ trip down to Cape Cod in a40fb. Sharpie. “Her 
draft of water is 14in, She has a centerboard 15ft, in length. Her 
rig is the “Roslyn yawl,” and although we found plenty of rough 
water “ab sea,” away outside Montaulr, Block Island and the Vine- 
yard, Lean say absolutely thatin the course of a pretty long yacht- 
ing pxperience I never yet have seen any boat perform better in 
heavy weather outside than did this 40ft. sharpie, On that rough 
day wien the papers told of disaster and wreck off Long Island and 
New Jersey we made ow’ ran from Mock Island to Plymouth, Mass,, 
with half a gale blowing fiom seaward. We made «a direct course, 
anf, what is very remarkable, something the desperately deep 
gentleman will scoff at, is that during this ron—some fifty or sixty 
miles—we let our tiller swing perfectly free, never once touching it, 
but guiding our boat entirely by the trim of her sail. Is there no 
jesson as to handiness in this? Ts there a cutter yacht afloat that 
eould do the same thing? Ifyou know of any man who so thinks I 
hereby offer to sail him, and lis cutter, 4 match. twenty miles at sea, 
with no rudder or steering gear of any kind on) ither boat. s 

Ju ashort time two Nonpareil sharpies are to start for Florida, 
One of them, st least, sails the outside course, Tuomas CrapHAn, 

Rostyy, L. I. . 

[The dimensions we gave \rere those of a sharpis in actual use for 
several years. | 

BEDOUIN’S BEAUTY. 

ROT & critic or rep ler, nor even an ultra nationalist or devotee of 
LX antiquity, wh views have been recorled, but freely acknowl- 
edges the superiorstyle, beauty and shipshapy appeurance of the cut- 
ter compared to the sloop. This concession lias bean forced through 
the zradual wearing away of prejudice in face of the (ruth, A ew 
years ago the eutter was held up as ugly and ungainly in hull and in 
rig. Time works wonders, and as these sturdy ships grow upon us 
still furtherfamiliarity will remove the last Yestives of unfounded 
prejudice yet remainilig againt their grand accommodations and per- 
fect adaptability fo our waters. | Bedouin’s ligitt weather victories 
in stove for us next season will give the good cause of honest boats 
a. big lift, though practically the ease has already been settled in 
ner fayor by events still so fresh in yachting history. 

BEDOUIN TO WINDWARD, 

N the main the Heralds report of the three momorable matches 
was fairin spirit, though naturally colored b,- prejudices even 

Honest persons may be excused from displaying under circtimstances 
80 trying to national pride and long-treasured faith. Concerning 
Bedouin’s hreeze-splittmg propensities, we quote fron the Herald as 
follows: “The cutter was by this time a quarter of a mile fo wind- 
ward, and all hands knew that the Gracie could Go nothing with her, 

, .-. The Bedouin stood well to the westward on the starboard 
tack, beating Gracie like breaking sticks, . . . . She had gone ont to 
windward in a manner that was astounding Lo the friends of the 
sloop, and the race was practically over. ,, . . By two o’ciock Bed- 
ouip had the Graci, a mile and a half away on her lee qnarter, .. , 
etiaba uin’s performance places her among those at the top of the 

BEDOUIN’S ACCOMMODATIONS. 

NYBODY can make bind assertions. One can assert the cutter 
has most room and her cabins are cool, Nhe other can denounes 

her as confined and sweltering, We make no dssertiens here, but 
are content to rely upon every person's own judgment, Let him in- 
spect the sloop Gracie on deck and below, then lep him go and do 
likewise aboard the cutter Bedouin, Next summer let them hang up 
thermometers in both vessels. We courtsuch an investigation, for 
knowing both styles and certain that truth will prevail, we fear not 
the conclusions sure to be reached. 

WHO SAILED BEDOUIN, 

WN the first of the reeent Seaivanhaka matches the Bedouin was 
steered by her owner throughout, In the second and third races 

Skipper Petrick was atthe stick. The second race was lost after 
Bedouin had the prize well in hand by following the counsel of her 
pilot who advised going off shore fora two-knot current and wind, 
neither Of which were found, The third race was lost after Bedouin 
had roundly beaten Gracie trough the lubberly contingent of native 
hands. With Petrick at the helm there was 10 one tu look atter the 
raw material. 

BEDOUIN IN LIGHT BREEZES, 

ROM the trials of this cutter in scrub brushes with sloops down 
tle hay, in light winds, notably with tho Wanny, we judge the 

cutter to be amarvel. Under sich conditions, with her short rig, 
she ran an Fanny's lee and weathered on her in such a way 
which was fruly a caution. But she will be heard from at this g4me 
next summer, 

BEDOUIN ONLY A CRUISER. 

Ww have it upon the bes authority that Bedouin was contracted 
for and designed for a eruisinge yacht aud that her spars were 

cut down ten feet from proper vacing dimensions. In spite of the 
light weather this cruising cutter outsailed one of the fastest racing 
conttivances in Aneriea. 

NEW SLOO?.—New ideas have net got as fay ag South Brooklyn 
yet. Gormah & Wallin are building a shoal sloop for Mr, Chester of 
ptiten Island. Water dine 82ft., over all 35ft,, bean 18ft. 3 in., depth 
4 ft, din, These are very antique proportions. 

CAROLIN®.—Schconer Caroline, recently ashore on the Mastern 
coast, is nob to confounded with the well-crown Osgroline of the 
Hastern Yacht Chab. 

LAID OVER.—Continuation of article on single hand yachts will 
appear next week, 
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VAYU. 

OW that it is gradually percolating the whole sailing and yacht 
building community that depth and displacement are not in 

themselves a hindrance to speed, but that speed depends upon form 
and area of skin, the principal and really the only ground upon 
which the construction of wide, flat and dangerous boats might be 
excused has been removed altogether. With the evidence of recent 
races in support of aclearer understanding of the problem of suc- 
cessful design, we look for a rapid inerease in the fleet of safe, able 
boats having draft and displacement enough to make them some- 
thing more than toys. With their introduction will follow, of course, 
more extended cruising, leading to greater experience, assisting in 
the conversion of the raw material into sailors and adding materially 
to the benefits, physical and mental, to be derived from following 
up the sport. In short, the habilitation of the cutter in the American 
yacht fleet is a great stride ahead in raising a sport from purposeless 
juvenile play to the dignity of a manly pastime, in the pursuit of 
which student and athlete may find honor, food for thought and re- 
fleetion, as well as the opportunity to develop character and the 
stamina of manhood of the highest order, 

In the East where the working yachtsman has thrived to a far 
greater extent than about New York, it is not surprising to finda 
preference for boats of the cutter style manifesting itself in a general 
moye for more depth and displacement and the substitution of the 
keel for the centerboard. In partthis may be accounted for by the 
proximity of the denizens of higher latitudes to the sea, but much of 
their love for deap water yachting springs from a hardier mind 
which seeks satisfaction in adventures accompanied with daring and 
dash, from which more sensual and luxurious people naturally 
shrink. But the imelinations of yachtsmen inthe Hast are founded 
upon something more tangible as well, forthey have witnessed many 
competitive trials between deep vessels and skimming dishes, and of 
late the former have been perfected to such a degree that often they 
snatched the laurels from their less worthy but fleet adversaries. 
Probably the most marked exhibition of the speed deep boats 

and the cutter rig are capable of last season, was the triple victory 
won by the cutters Kelpie, Mavis, and Beetle, in the Beverley open 
matches, sailed August 2, in which these three headed their elass— 
in fact, a fair, square race, beating handsomely keel and centerboard 
sloops of greatlocal reputation. These boats range about 30ft. load- 
line, with one-third of that for beam, and represent a very handy 
size for a couple of quarter-deck amateurs and one hand before the 
mast. As cruisers their sturdy qualities, large accommodations, and 
the ample room afforded by a flush deck, were certain to recommend 
them to yachtsmen in the Nast. But it was long sn pposed that such 
boats could never lay pretensions to speed, and as all Americans love 
4 race now and then, the prospects of the cutter did not seem over- 
bright. A few trials, however, drove away all doubis, and to-day 
cutters bidfair to come in for a large share of public patronage. 
The boats we have mentioned belong to the category known as 

“Itchen boats,’ from the place of them origin, They are beamy 
cutters, and it was quite natural that eufters with some beam should 
appeal most readily to the tastes of a community accustomed to 
zreat beam from boyhood up. The construction of Itchen boats is a 
ong way in advance of the regulation sloop, since they prove in 
their moderation that beam does not include all the virtues, but that 
depth, draft and displacement play their share in making roomy, 
fast and able boats. We are glad to learn from yacht builders in the 
Bast that a large demand for more such boats has sprung up and 
next season promises to see flush-deeked cutters so common in 
Eastern waters as to excite no further comment. Whether British 
experience will be followed and beam decreased gradually, as actual 
trial demonstrates the gain in snug rigs and the greater reliability 
for all round work the narrow cutters possess, is a matter which 
remains to be seen, aud depends very much upon the pressure 
exercised by measurenient rules enforced, 

Tf yachtsmen were perfectly free to extend in all three directions 
as they liked, paying only for the size they made use of, length 
might be received with more favor, but if a tax is putin that direc- 
tion and size allowed to go freaim some other, the process of devel- 
opment will of course be slow, and we may have to look to the 
cruisers, not influenced in their choice by any rule, for the cue to 
the best model in the future. But that great beam is much of a de- 
lusion for any Dugpose the Boston cutters have already proven. It 
would be hard to find a thirty-foot sloop in Boston with the room on 
deck or below Kelpie and her kind can boast of, and it would cer- 
tainly be quite impossible to discover any New York centerboard 
sloop with much more than half the stowage room, thougl: necessi- 
tating larger sails to drive them. For all that is contained in the 
hackneyed expression ‘‘ comfortable boat,’ no man would hesitate 
between an Itchen cutter with her de th, high side and as much 
beam as there is use for, anda shoal, dangerous New York trap, 
with her stifling and cramped cabin confined to the short length of 
her house, and the extravagant rig, which is a necessary evii to 
make a beamy boat go. 
As an example of the tendencies in the East we produce this week 

the lines of the latest additien to the seagoing fleet in the shape of 
the new cutter Vayu, recently launched and found to give great sat- 
isfaction upon trial. This yacht was constructed for Rear Commo- 
dore Charles A, Welsh, Boston Y. C., formerly of the Valhallasloop, 
by the well known City Point builders, Geo. Lawley & Son, who like- 
wise furnished the model, we believe. While resembling the Itchen 
boats in general, the new craft has features of¢her own rather an 
improvement upon her prototype across the pond, The sheer plan 
shows her to be bold in conception and in the round up forward and 
raking post 4 commendable departure from old seliool lore, Her 
topsides show none of the homely flare or hip of the sloop which so 
retards headway in rough water, while the sharp lines forward with 
the tolerably fine run are certain to assist ease and dryness and close 
wiudedness in a sea. 
The overhang adds much to jaunty appearance and deck room 

abatt the mainsheet. Itis one of those luxuries seldom to be found 
in our fleet, owing to the imperative necessity of docking under the 
silly length rules of the day. It is within boundsto say that no bene- 
fit to speed is derived from the last four feet of this overhang, yet 
the mean length and one-third overhang crudities still in vopué in 
many clubs would tax these last four feet as ae to alump in the 
body a couple of feet in length. Had Mr. Welsh intended racing 
under such absurd rules he could not have indulged in the beauty or 
utility the long overhang offers, but would have felt obliged te saw 
his boat off short and ugly after the Elsworth fashion, Luckily 
no measurement tyros blighted the good looks of Vayu in this res- 
pect, and the Lawleys were able to display themselves without hind- 
rance in a cutter’s nobby fantail. The iron keel, though no longer 
anything new in the East, is a pattern for many in New York, for 
Vayu is thereby made uncapsizable, able in a sea and minus the 
nuisance of a centerboard casing just where it is not wanted, and 
under most circumstances will draw less water by several feet than 
if built with a fin. 

The Vayu is 31ft. on loadline, 89ft. over all, 10ft. extreme beam, 6ft. 
Sin. depth of hold, and 7ft, draught of water. Her «eel is so much 
rockered that should she ground a change in trim will float her free. 
Least height of freeboard is 2ft. 1lin. to covering board. Displace- 
ment 14.8 tons, of which 54g tons is represented by ballast, 64g tons 
thereof being in the shape ofan iron shoe on the bottom of a broad 
keel, the remaining 2 tons stowing inside for the purpose of trim- 
ming. She is very strongly built in Lawley’s best style. The keel is 
of well seasoned white oak, 16in. wide on top and J4in. on the bot- 
tom, the iron shoe below having also a slight taper downward and 
fore and aft. Frames spaced 12in. between centers, every third sta- 
tion being shown inthe accompanying plans, They are double, with 
exception of seven in the ends, in. sided and din. moulded at keel, 
tapering to 2}¢in, at head, of white oak. Plank, 14gin. Michigan yel- 
low pine, 4in. wide, the topsides being worked in one length fore and 
aft. Oak beam shelf, 4x4in., the clamps being in a single length and 
through-riveted to the frames. Decks of white pine 144xi84in 
wide. 

‘he accommodations are extremely liberal. The deck is of course 
flush, no house or cockpit interfering with free passage, There is a 
skylight over the saloon amidships and a mahogany companion 
over the main hatch, also a small hatch to forecastle and large: bulls- 
eye to after cabin, ‘The forecastleis 12ft. long, withstanding height; 
main saloon, 8ft. Gin. long, with 6ft. head room, bulkheaded off at 
both ends with sliding doors of neat panelframe. The stateroom aft 
is very cosy, having a doubl2 berth on starboard side and handsome 
bureau and lockers with mirrors on port hand, also improved pro- 
visions for washing andaw.c. A 12-ft. forecastle and a statercom 
with double berth and conveniences on 31ft. load line reads much 
like a fairy tale to the average sloop owner about New York, accus- 
tomed as he is to a little kennel forward, into which he would hardly 
ask his crew to double up, and a main cabin with 434 or 5ft. head- 
room split up into narrow sections by the centerboard. Though he 
has 12ft. beam or more, he gets only half the accommodations to be 
found in a cutter 2fb, less beam. Vayu carries 1,345 sq.ft. in lower 
sails and topsail, Mast, 80ft. above deck, 84in. diameter a¥ partners; 
housing topmast 24ft. long; bowsprit, outboard, 16ft.; boom, aift. 
6in.; gait, 23ft. fin.; hoist of mainsail, 20f6, 

Tt is to yachts like Vayu we look for popularizing the arts of sail- 
ing and navigating. Economical in build and possessed of safety, 
they likewize comprise all that yachts of large tonnage can boast of, 
and are capable of taking care of themselves at all times, affording 
a thorough participation in all the attractions of the sport at a frac- 
tion of the cost spent.upon large vessels, which add only to expense, 
eare, and cumbrous inutility, without offering more good to their 
owners except for distant yoyages, 
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QUITE THE CONTRARY. 

eon the excellent beginning the Herald made at understanding 
the cutter’s good points, Gracie’s bull luck in taking the prizes 

in second and third race rather disvomfited our estimable contem- 
orary, and it quickly sought to straddle the fence again in the fol- 
owing mildly put Summary: ‘It is conceded on all handsthat the 
advocates of the cutter type of boats are not asfully satisfied as they 
would like to be of their superiority over the beamy and lighter 
draught American sloop.” We will endeavor to infuse more confi- 
dence ina journal seeking the truth to the best of its abilities. 
Given the crack Sele dhe the country in her own weather, with years 
of time and tens of thousands spent upon her in bringing her wi to 
erfection, put her in charge ofa skipper and crew accustomed to 

Tiede waters; pet also a random, untried cutter, possibly quite a 
slow vessel of her style, let her be rough and raw, ballast hove in 
any fashion, her trim unknown, her hold full of cruising rubbish; 
put aboard a crew perfectly green and strange to one another, a 
foreign skipper not familiar with our waters, an amateur at the 
stick one day, and cap the climax by cutting down her zac spars 
ten feet. Let these two sail three matches, the sloop being beaten, 
as the Herald has aptly described it, “like breaking sticks,” Jet the 
cruising cutter repeat this three times in succession, and pray what 
influence can it have upon reasonable persons that the sloop by shee: 
force of luck and fluke most patent landed the purse upon two oe- 
casions? And, pray, ifa cutter picked hap-hazard, without regard 
to her rating among other cutters, and sailing under short rig and 
the disadvantages enumerated aboye, can beat one of the crack 

sloops of the country, why should thea Herald suppose the “advo- 
cates of the cutter type” in the least disconcerted? 
We regard the recent races as a perfect revelation to the old 

school, represented in our sloops, and are quite content, even highly 
pleased, with the result, and willing to stake our reputation upon 
the future, which we predict will place the cruiser Bedouin at the 
head of the fleet, the fastest single sticker in American waters, That 
is what we concede, and not an iota short of that. Let the Herald 
watch coming eyents. 

WHAT WE CONDEMN. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 7 
There may be a great deal in science, but I think you are not right 

in condemning practical experience as you do. _A READER. 
[We do not condemn practical experience nor practical men, and 

never have done so, What we do condemn is the fraudulent assump- 
tion of men styling themselves ‘practical,’ with their claims resting 
upon nothing else than sublime impudence and a whole lot of dog- 
matic quackery built upon abysmal ignorance. Wes denounce as 
fraudulent the elaim to ‘‘practical experience” when the test of facts 
shows it to be palpable charlatanry. We denounce the very pre- 
valent impression among certain classes that ignorauce of under- 
lying principles and “practical” knowledge are one and the same 
thine: The complacency with which the unsophisticated are roped 
in with the current stuff about light displacement, light draft und 
beam for speed and other good qualities in yachts, we will continue to 
denounce as the arrant humbug itis, Recent events haye shown up~ 
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the hollowness of the pretensions of a cluss to a “practical” under- 
standing of the very simplest rudiments of the subject they swagger- 
ingly profess to be masfars of. Our correspondent had better read 
With attention the article “What Bedouin Teaches,” and answer him- 
self whether we ave not justified in holding up to scorn ag an imposi- 
tio the bare-Laced elap-trap palned off upon the public so long as 
“practical experténes” in tae modeling of our shoal-bodied fleet. 
We have great regard for science or theory. We have still more for 
genic “practical experiance,’ but most of all do we prefer a com- 
ination of the two, Por the empty claim to practice experience 
where noe really exists we hayé the cotlempt properly bestowed 
upon any swindle, | 

= \ Elay no great store upon the criticism of technical subjects by 
men not fil for the task by special waining, as unprofessional 

eople reason only o posterior’, after the accomplisliment of certain 
acts, and nota priori, by induction, But the Herald has generally 
exhibited a spirit so honest and fair-minded in reviewing yachting mat- 
ters, that we will undertake to: set it right concerning the recent 
Seawarhaka races, Ina summary of those events which appeared 
in the Herald last Monday, certain very important informtiaon does 
not ae to have been in its possession, or its conclusions would 
haye been more decidedly in favorof the cutter. In the main we 
find no faulf with the review, hut there are certain half-digested 
passages, likely to create wrong impressions, in the article, and {hese 
We will now take up for eorreelion. 
Ths Heruld says; “The Gracie did yery well with the big cutter 

Bedouin, and itis likely thatin breaking ticks theformerwon the 
race, What Captain Rogers meant by letting the Gracie get away 
from him is oue of those things that cannot be satisfactorily an- 
swereth.”* 

This is the secret of the second race. Bedouin had given the best 
evidences of being the wining boat, but an error of judgment lost 
lier the race, That certainly is no proof against the speed of the 
entter. Thé firstmateh she won out 4nd out, on the merits of the 
boats, as the effect of the breakage to Gracie's steering gear had 
beeu greatly overrated aud used to explain away her defeat without 
goodfrounds. We quote again from the Herald; 
“The last race was oyer a ceurse from buoy No. 5, thence to the 

Whistliie buoy, Gedney's Channel, thence to Sandy Hook lightship 
und back, going over the course liwice, It was a cutter course, the 
wind being ahead to Whistling buoy, and on the first_round, 
after leaving the buoy, the lightship could just be fetched. The sea 
was short and the tide ebb, giving the yachts thal kind of water 
which would show to most disadyantage the weak points of the wide 
boats. It did make them bob a good deal, but not enough to cause 
them to dig the sea up with their bowsprits, as the cutters did. Truth 
compels the remark that, though the cutters held on well, t.ey were 
very wel, and the walter line on the jib and forestuysail must have 
been four feet up from the howsprit. On the first beat off the cutters 
gained a little. In the windward work on the second round the 
Gracie laid the Bedouin ont, and the Fanita gained u trifle on the 
Otiva, Before this time the Vallyr had given up, it being evident 
that she was notin Ler usualform. It was subsequently ascertained 
that Valkyr's centerboard was so badly bent it could net be hauled 
up, Some time before (he races the Valkyr touched on the rocks and 
bent the board. Repairs ware made, but the strain was too much for 
it, and (he yachts chances were gone at once, The Gracie won hand- 
somely.and the Orivya,in her class, by fifteen Reconds. It was a 
‘euttery' day, too, all through, and, strunge to say, where the cut- 
ter's did the best was before the wind,” 

In the first place the third match was not over a ‘cutter course, * 
ag there were ouly twelve miles of windward work out of twenty-nine. 
The sloops did not dig the sea up with their bowsprits, for the reason 
that those sticks are carried up With the sheer of the boat, while those 
responsible for the cutter know cnongh fo jnmp thé bowsprit Cown by 
the hobstay and add to the footof the jib. Dipping bowsprits should 
not be confounded with sloshing water tore and att the decks. ee 
dry boats may dip their bowsprits and wet the foot of their jibs muc 
sooner than some other boats which are much *‘wetter.. Besides 
taking a little over the bows occasionaly is not near as disagreeable as 
sending aft a, blinding spray, as the sloops do. The Gracie did not 
Jay Bedouin out at sl, The latter had in the short six miles to 
windward lo the first mark weathered 2m. 23s. on Gracie a remark- 
ible piece of busimess, ond had things her own way until the jibtop- 
sail got across her forefoot and was toyed in thatposition for near fit- 
teen minutes. This, and this only, enabled Gracie to go by towindward, 
‘he race was lost by this mishap; before that the chances were 
greatly in the cutter’s favor. That is very different from the Herald's 
way of putting it. Valksyr’s bent board isa striking illustration of 
the serious objection to such a contrivance. With a keel she prov- 
ably would not have got the rosk aboard and had no trouble in the 
raée, ‘Theve isa great dealof humbug in the claim that center- 
hoards draw less water than keels. Vallkyr’s accident is a case in 
aint, 
The Herald further says: 
“The sloop Gracie has been taken as the standard in this bvief re- 

view, bul it is known that sha is much behind her form of last year. 
She was beaten by the Fanny every time they eame together this 
ear. It may be said that there are cutters In England that can 
peat the cutters we have here. Whether this isso or not, thé mate- 
rials at hand must be first dealt with.” 
We do not quite see the logic of this. On one hand we take the 

best, or one of the bess, sloops in the country, in perfect racing 
trim, and on the other possibly slow cutter, and how can sucha 
match be atair test of type? But there is one thing the Herald is 
probably uot aware of. The Gracie is a racing contrivance; the 
Bedouin is a cruiser, deliberately planned and built as such, with her 
vig cut down 10ft. from racing dimensions. Suppose Gracie had sailed 
with a reef down, what would the Herald have had to say about ity 
Yet that is precisely the relative condition the cutter Bedouin was in, 
wibli her critising rig to match the sloop’s big racing canvas. As for 
the Panny. she would haye been out of the hunt in the sea of the 
first ani third days. There certainly are faster cutters than Bedouin 
in Knglind. Weshould say Vanduara or Samocna&or their likes, on 
the schla of Bedoni's tonnage, would show ten minutes faster over 
a forty-mile course. The speed of thuse narrow racing’ cutters is 
Well known compared to beamy boats, and any person in England 
woulu 1s soon thinltof flying as of matching a four to four anda 

STRAIGHTENED OUT, 

half! beam eruiser with a five to five and a half beam racer. Hence’ 
we may safely conclude that a racing cutter hy Haryey could beat 
his bwh ernising yachts Casily enough. It took nothing but.a raw 
cruiser like Bedouin, only half in trim and condition, to take the 
starch out of one of our fastest sloops. What, then, would a reall: 
fast rachig cutter do with Gracie? That is the fair way of putting it, 

The Herald proceeds as follows: 
“These races were gotten up to decide the question of sloops versus 

culters; but the result is not satisfactory and the solution of the vex- 
atious problein is as far off as ever, Yachtsmen had heen told that 
the narrow, deep boats were dry in a sea way, and they,had been told 
that dead to windward they could beat anything that came against 
them. Grdcie beat Bedouin over four minutes to windward on the 
last race, and Fanita gained some seconds on Oriva, a boat nearly 
six feet longer on the water line, and this dead to windward in the 
open sea, Had the wind been much stronger, so that the yachts had 
heen forced to reef, the cutters doubtless would have won, becanse 
their rig is better for that sortof work. Butwhat the yachting public 
want is the best type of buat for the weather that is usually had in 
ihe American yachting season,” 
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The races certainly were unsatisfaatory inasmuch as twice the 
prize went to the wrong boat on fiuke. Gracie cannot beat Bedouin 
to wind Ward a single secoud. The four minutes the Herald credits 
the sloop with were made while the cutter was foul of her jibtopsail, 
and pushing a mountain of ses before her with the sail across her 
stem, A scow ought to beat a cutter with such a handicap, and the 
surprise is that Gracie did 1ot make il ten instead of four minutes, 
Oriya is a good yacht in every way, hub she is not a fastcutter, much 
less a racing cutter. Her owner does not believe in beanty cutters for 

eed, but chose his dimensions for cruising. Tf Faniba, the fastest 
sloop of her class in Amerion, does manage to outsail Oriva, it proves 
only the relation of those two individual yachts, butcannot be offered 
as a solution of the question of type, 
Would the Herald ucknowledge it a fair defeat if a slow sloop 

were beaten by some crack English racer? Would the dofeat mean 
nnything? What we wantin America is certuinly the best hoat in 
the most likely weather, and by the time another year has rolled 
around, our word for it, the Herald will find Bedouin has outtepped 
everything in the fleet. She isa horsein light winds. and therefore 
the fastest for our waters, She is also cooler in her cabins in sum- 
mer, and with about twice the accommodation and room of Gracie; 
therefore just the sort of hoat we most wantin America. 
We object to the Herald's way of taking stock of the cutter-sloop 

matches, It begins where the cutter victories left off, and of course 
the record gees. against her, Take in Madge, Maggie in Boston, 
Aileen and Verve on the lakes, and remember how Bedouin lost two 
oul of three, and the record shows such a preponderance in favor of 
the cutter that it will tuke yeurs to wipe it out, As to the Seawan- 
haka rule of medsurement, we belieye measuring spars in place of 
the sails the most satisfactory method of arriving at the sane end, 
and obviating frequent remeasurement with streteh of sails, ete. 
We must congratulate the Herald upon the discovery that form 

and not displacement is the cause of resistance, That is what we 
have been reiterating 4 thousand times these last four years, only to 
be met with ridicule from donkeys, who neyer learn anything until 
cYamrmed into their craniums by just such events as the Seawanhaka 
races. 
With these corrections, the Herald's review may be read with in- 

terest and advantage. In well-meant fairness it is much above the 
average newspaper compesition, though colored by local prejudices, 
probably to suit the warket, 

WHAT BEDOUIN TEACHES. 

pe Seawanhake Corinthian matches have established that, what- 
ever minor considerations or features were involved, this broad 

fact cannot be disputed. Practically the cutter Hedouin, peste the 
hoavy odds she was sailing under as 4 new dnd untried vessel with a 
eriiser’s rig, her relative speed campared to culters ef standard repu- 
tation abroad still completely in doubt, must be conceded at least as 
fast and weatherly as the very pick among our fleet of sloops. This 
Jeads to the following chapter, completely exposing the fallacies so 
long current among yacht builders and owners in this country: 
That fast boats must suil over the water, because the deeper you go 

down the more resistance youfind, But Bedouin goes down 1ilstt. 
against the 6ft. of her opponent. 
That the centerboard is a speedier and more weatherly contrivance 

than the keel. But Bedouin had avery deep keel and was as fast 
and as weatherly as the centerboard Gracie. 
That ourside ballast is a hinderance and makes boats “logy "’ But 

Bedouin had thirty-five tons of lead on her keel and she was as lively 
as her opponent without an onuce below the garbosrds. 
That light displavement can be more readily moved through the 

water than a héavy weight,and that displacement is therefore the 
chief factor of resistance. But Bedouin, displacing nearly one bun- 
dred tons, was driven us fast as the Gracie, displacing sixty, and this 
Was accomplished with niuch less area of sail. 
That beam is necessary te carry sail and yachts standing upto their 

canvas must needs be more weatherly—thut is, drive less to leeward 
—than yachts hecling to agreater angle, But in the breeze of the 
first day's racing Bedouin carried topsail when Gracie was crowded 
under lower gail only, and Bedouin held a closer wind and droye to 
leeward less than the sloop, 
That two jibs are less etfective than “all the sail in one.” But.even 

Qracie, owned and sailed by Americans as a representative Ameri¢an 
sloop, knew better than to fall back upon her single jib eyew in the 
light weatber of the second and third'day's racing, nor would any- 
ons be rash enough to counsel beuding one big jib to the cutter, 
That narrow boats were wetter than beamy sloops. But Bedouin 

was as dry as adeacon in the werst sea she met, the must any critic 
has brought against her being an occasional dipping of the bowsptit, 
4 harmless diversion due to the manner in which that spar is shipped 
in a cutter without the steeye to he found in the sloop. 
That cutters were “gyraters''in a sea and the sloop was steady, 

yet the sloops in these races went through more anties than the cut- 
ters, and the latter, With their lead concentrated in a lump about the 
middle, prepared for light weather. By a spreading fore and alt 
of their lend, even easier motion and drier decks could be secured. 
But Oriva's owner having got her light weather trim to a pound did 
not wish to disturty his yessel's insides for this particular oceasion, 
That eutters rolled sailing free; those who saw Bedouin down wind 

now know better, 
That thin keels are faster than wide keels. But Bedouin has a 

keel so wide that it is to allintents and purposes a part of the hull 
and hardly to be viewed as an exterior appendage in relation to 
shape, and that wide keel did not prevent Bedouin from displaying 
speed of the very highest order, 
That lofty, narrow sails made up a more efficient sail plan than 

sails of low hoistand long head. ButtheBedouin differed in this respect 
from the Gracie, and no one has ventured to criticise the cut of hear 
sails as pene in light or in heavy winds. 

That long gaits swung off more than short gaffs. But the seb of 
Bedouin’s mainsail throughout these races proves just the contrary, 
That mainsails loose on the foot could not be stretched as flat as 

those laced to a boom, But Bedouin hail not as much as a stop 
around the boon and the flatness of mainsail was in no wise inferior 
to that of the Gracie, 
That cotton canvas was very- much better material than hemp. 

Be Bedouin’s canvas satisfied all hands without a thread of cotton 
about it. 
That square-headed topsails, and big square-headed topsiils at 

that, could not be carried as close to the wind as our cringle-head- 
ers. But since Madge turned away from our sloops with her whack- 
ing big square-header we have learned to know our mistuke, and 
Bedouin need not be cited, 
That long topmast to house was 4 senseless English complication. 

But we all now sport sykticlders and drop them us ocvasion offers, 
Bedouin enforces the value of such an arrangément and gives the 
quietus to broonisticks spiked up aloft, 
That cutters are not fil for family purposes. But Bedouin had 

ladies on board during her races, and they enjoyed the sport with as 
much relish as any of the crew, and not a drop of salt water on their 
dresses, when the slodps were being drenched fore and aft with 
showers of spray. ‘ 
And finally, that the theories, notions, gossip and heresay falscly 

dubbad with such swaggering pretensions ‘practical knowledge,"" 
upon which our American yacht fleet has been built, are humbug and 
inane twaddle without an iota of truth or commonsense in their com- 
position, but diametrically opposed to facts and the truths to be 

gleaned from experience, Consider the foregoing, keap in mind the 
recent races, aid who will dispute the inexorable logic of the 
evidence adduced through the cutlier’s performance in the Seayyan- 
haka matches? 
That is what the Bedouin teaches, 

Answers ta Correspondents. 
———-+ 

Osonio, New York.—A letter for you at this olfice, 

J. 5.. Moth Haven, 8, ¥.—See answer to “Cocker,” 

J.T, M. Sutton, Wass.—See anewer to CG. A. P. this week. 

0. A. b., Worvester, Mass— Your dog has cholrea. See article on 
thit disease this week. , 

J.C. C., Swansea, Mass,—Apply warm fomentutions to the eye 
frequently, and if it does not improve consult your family physician, 

» 2. How 
young can they be huntedy 8, Are they suitable for fox hunting? 
4, Are pups difficnly to train without sn old doz to run with themy 
5. Do blavk spaniels make good retrievers? Ans, 1. "rom 9 to 18 
months. 2%, They can he worked a little when 6 months old. 3. They 
ave too slow if the foxes haye been hunted much, 4. No, but it is 
better to take them out at first with an old dog, 5. We could not 
answer for them as a whole: some of tham are good. 

T, 8. B.—1, At what age do beagles get their growth? 

Cocker, Brooklyn, N. ¥.—i. Weshould judge from your déserip- 
tion that your dog has mange. Try the following, well »ubbed in 
once or iwice # flay, for three or four days: Sublimed sulphur, 
idram; balsam of Peru,1 dram; lard, 2 ounces; repeat in a week, 
2, Nhe quassia wood wash will not injure the eyes, 3, Castile or 
sulphur soap will not fade the cont. 4, Your dog should not be used 
for stock purposes until Mato years old. 4. “The Management 
and cs of the Dog,” by Woodroffe Hill. We can furnish it: 
price $2. 

A, B., Ogdensburg, N. ¥.—A cocker spaniel, three months old, 
for some reason, cannot keep her food down. I feed her on nothin, 
but bread and oat meal aud mill, with occasionally some mashe 
potato mixed in for change, Last week treated en for worms, 
thinking that might be the trouble. First treatment brought away 
one tapeworm twenty inches long and one round, wiry eustomer 
about six inches. Still continued to vomit, Treated fer second 
time, and got away two more round fellows same size as Others. 
Used Steadnian’s Areca Nut. Tf she still continues to-vomit, can I 
safely treat her again so soon for more worms, or is there some 
other reason? §Shé is lively, eyes are clear, and she seems in perfect 
health and eats with relish, but can't keep it down. Will not touch 
sour milk, evenif starved to if: Ams Feed often with a small quan- 
tity of milk to which has been added a little lime water, increasing 
the latter iwntil the food is retained, You can safely repeat the areca 
nut, which will be necessary unless all fhe tapeworm was expelled. 
Should she pass any more of it, carefully examine it to see it you 
er find the head, as unless this is brought away ib will again trouble 
er. 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT, 

A Divrercnos,—Dr, Hawks, an elhquent and popular New York di- 
vine, once asked the vestrymen of the church te increase his salary, 
because of his Increased family expenses, ‘Don't trouble yourself,” 
said the vestryman, “the Lord has said Me wiil care for the young 
ravens when they cry.’ “I know that,” said the clergyman, but 
nothing is said about the youny Hawks’’.—New York Fotir. 

A Boston NicHo,—At the anglers’ tournament in New York, recent- 
ly, it was shown that Mr. Prichard can casita fly farther than any 
young manin America. If Mr. Prichard will agree to cast all the 
flies into the middle of the Atlantic, he can hear something to his ad- 
vantage by calling around at the beginning of dog-days next sum- 
mer.—Boston Transeript. 

Deserving of Confidence. Vhereis no article which so richly 
deseryes the entire confidence of the community as Brown's Bron- 
cHrTAL Troones, Those sulfering from Asthmatic and Bronchial 
Diseases, Coughs and Colds, should try them. Price 25 centr. 

Hunviwe os Fraxyce.—Hunting is just now the great 
fashion in France, and the costume of those who follow the 
hounds varies according to the particuiar hunt, 'lhuns, the 
colors of the Duc d’Aumale being blue and gold, the gentle- 
mén who follow the Chantily hounds wear a blue cloth 
coat with gold buttons, and collar and Japels of bluc velvet; 
the waistcoat und cap are also blue, and the breeches white. 
At Bonnelles, where the Duchess of Uzes reigns supreme, 
the uniform is a red coat with light blue lapels, covered 
with gold and silver braid, which is also to be seen on the 
bine breeches and waistcoat, The black cap is omamented 
With the same gold and silyer braid. 

Gamp ty ScorLasp,—The season in the deer forests of 
Scotland is now pretty well over. Mr, Wiians of Baltimore 
has slaughtered nearly two hundred stags in the yast tract 
of combined forests for which he pays nearly $75,000 a year. 
The deer have been in much better condition than for the 
last two seasons, but there bas been no impievement in the 
grouse, and on many moors the bag has heen contemptible. 
On one shooting, for which a rent of many bundreds was 
paid, each bird that was killed cost the tenant something 
over thirly shillings sterling. 

Tob SeuELETON or 4 Man Founp 1s A Brar TRaP.— 
Boston, Nov. 1.—Last spring a Frenchman named Good- 
enough left Greenville for the woods at the head of Moose- 
head Lake, in Maine. Nothing was subscquently heard of 
him until last week, a skeleton, supposed to be that of the 
missing man, was discovered with both hands caught in a 
bear trap, Te had evidently in some way gol his hands 
caught in the jaws of the trap, and being unable to remove 
them, and no assistance being near, died of starvation. 

FISHING KRODS. 
Stained and Varnished, Raised, Capped Ferrules, Nickel-Plated Mountings, Lancewood Second Joint 

and Tips, Wound Butts, 

THREE-PIECE FLY, THREE-PLIECE LIGHT BASS, 

PENs—- 
Pencils, Holders, Cases, Hic. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

No. 83,735. Full mounted, Trout, ove tip. at 5 No. 87544, Full mountetl, solid butl, one tip....,..... +. 02.22. ¢eeeee ees #8 25 | ing inl for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
BE,B25, — ‘t i Bape be eee Ny tr 4 00 svg. ve hollow butt, two tips. .....,-....., ---,_-- 4 60] the Roe aTasys ready aor naps a poeta to 

ae . = persons who care to preserve their individuality in FOUR-PIECE FLY. FOUR-PIECH LIGHT BASS. P iting. ie 
No. 48,225. Full mounted, Trout, solid butt, one tip............. 8 25 No, 41544. Full motinted, solid butt, one tip.......,.. . 8 50 MABIE, TOBD & BARD, 

48925, * a hollow butt, tivo tips, - 42244 “4 a hollow butt, two tips... - 425 _ 180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
POUR-PIECE BAIT TROUT. e THREUE-PIECE HEAVY BASS. beeon for eat Biber. Ghceatettaee 

No. 41414. Full mounted, solid butt, one tip,.......c.:-2.0eeee00; 0202 8 2B No, 45134, Full mounted, solid butt, one tip......... 0... pa Ceili cick Talk ces a Caen TR Ra al ts 
d2k4. te a hollow butt, two tips.......-.-.,,.... ee 4 (0 45264. A uN hollow butt, two tips...-...--..-...--....,... 4 50 

THREE-PIECE LIGHT BAIT 'TROUT, THREE-PIECE HEAVY BASS. “, “ 

No. 87734. Wyll mounted, solid butt, one tip. .-........._...___....... 8 2 No, 36314. Will monnted, solid butt, one tip : Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
Sita. tS * hollow butt, two tips... 00.0.0. ...... veeeee 4:00 B64, bs a hollow butt, two tips -...,.. oH ny te coe 400 

Any of above Rods, with Full Metal Reel Plates, at '75c. extra. Extra Tip for any of these Rods, 7c, extra. 

TO THE DEALERS BISCOUNT 

Orders reeeiyed from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price, 

ONLY. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

For_ Hunting, Fishing. Canoeing, 
Snow-shoeing, ete. They ar 
easy te the feet and very dur- 
able, Matie to order ii & yari- 

E ; ety of styles, aud war- 
= * ranted the genuiue arti- 
Q sbsees xh cle. Sond for prive list, 

~ MARTIN 8. HUTCH 
INGS, Dover, N. H. P. 0. Box 868. Braproxp & 
AnrHoyy. Boston, H, C, Sgumus, N. ¥, City, Prin- 
cipal Agents, 
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J. PALMER O'NEIL & CO.,, 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED “STATES FOR THE 

estley Richards Hammerless Gun. 
Manutactured by WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO., London, England. (Established 1820.) 

INVENTORS AND SOLE OWNERS OF THE ANSON & DEELEY HAMMERLESS LOCK WITH AUTOMATIC SAFETY BOLT. 

Making the Satest, Simplest and Most Durable Breech-Loading Gun to-day in Use. 
SAFEST, hecamce the triggers are effectually bolted whenever the lever is moved to open or close the gun. SIMPLEST, because the loci: contains fewer pieces 

other gun. MOST DURABLE, because the four parts are very strong, and the swivel and bridle—the weakest parts in the ordinary lock—is entirely dispensed with, 

The Anson & Deeley hammerless Inck has been subjected tu the severest test, having been fired EIGHTY THOUSAND times in a wear 
showing any evidence of wear. The Anson & Deeley action is made in its perfection by Westley Richards & Co. 

(only four) than any 

and tear trial without cleaning, and without 

From every quarter unsolicited come testimonials of the excellence of these guns. We quote a few extracts: 
“The Westley Richards Hammeriess Gun excels any gun that I have ever used."—Gzorce W. Brown, 

Connéautville, Pa. 

“The action is simply perfect; there is no possibility of accidental discharge.”—H, J. CanrENnTER, 
Cincinnad, O. ’ 

“The Hammerless Wesiley Richards works to a charm, and brings the ducks right out of the sky.”— 
Unantes J, CLarke, Winnows Point Shooting Club. j 

“The littie seven-pound Westley Richards Hammerless Gun, purchased from you last summer, has 
given entire satifaction, For 
excelled. I used but three drams of powder and one ounce of shot throughout the entire season, killing 
my birds as clean in September as first of October.*\—Anmx, Reynoups. Jr., Kittaning, Pa. 

“The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun I obtained from you has been the admiration of all my 
friends. I consider it much the best hammerless guu, and recommend all sportsmen who can afford the 
luxury of « perfect gun to buy a Westley Richards Hammerless.”'—Parrick Henry, Clarkesville, Tenn. 

We have just received a large invoice of these matchless weapons in all grades and gauges, including the smaller bores, 14, 16 and 2 -gauge, and can fill all orders 
import to special order without extra charge. 

hard sheoting, easy manipulation, and perfect safety.it cannot be | 

“I find perfect ease in manipating the gun, and absolute safety secured from accidental discharee 
by the automatic safety bolt, which never fails to go to safety wlien the lever is moved to open or close 
tae gun. You know how prejudiced | have been against hammerless guns. Well, 1 am thoroughly 
subdued, and I unhesitatingly say itis ‘the gun of the future.*”—I. R, Stayton, Secretary Allegheny 
Couity Sportsmen’s Association, 

“T feel as if I ought to let you know how the 10-bore, 91élbs., 30iny Westley Richard Eb 6 
works, At the target with four and a quarter drams of Orange Lightning owas No. ti, ae peeeae ‘ 
quarter ounces No. 8 shot, I can get over 400 pellets in a 30-inch circle, 40 maasured yards, every time 
with beautiful distribution and wonderful penetration, With the same eharge of powder ‘and one and 
a quarter ounces No. 5, it is sure death to ducks at fifty yards every time. I made two successive shots 
ai single mallards sitting on the water at 76 and $3 yards, and killad both times, and this with the above 
light load in paper shells. A mallard flying at 50 yards drops as if struck by lightning. Let me thank 
you for having furnished me what I have so long ben looking for, i. 6., 4 gti thai suited me in every 
way. I’ve got it now and money cannot buy it.”—F. W. Corrre, dadeoins itl 

promptly, or will 
Our stock of Fine Guods is without exception the largest in this country. Constantly on hand, burgains in fine second-hand guns with 

hammers. New catalogue now ready containing illustrations and prices of wil new and useful! implements. 

12-Gauge. 

Sis. 

1882. 

10-Gauge. 

9ibs. 

Sita MOE 
Se STS SS EN 

MODEL DOUBLE GUN. 
The latest and best gun yet produced. They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 

They are made with the popular top action and double bolt. 

Extension Rib. Hach gun is thoroughly tested at the factory, 

All have Rebounding Lecks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 

All these guns are made with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. In 
+ 

beanty of finish, quality of material, and accuracy of workimanship, even distribution and penetration, they are unexcelled. 

PHICH Lisa. 
10 and 12-gauge, 30in,, 8 to 91bs. 

Plain Walnut Sicck, Checkered Grip and Fore Eind, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, 
Belected Walnut Steck, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, 

Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Foie End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, 
English Walnut § ock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Dam scus Steel Barrels, Engraved, as 

English Walnul. Steck, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, Superior Rubber Butt and Tip, - 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE TO ORDER. 

Ask your dealer to send for sample. Send for Wlustrated Catalogue. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 
Pp. 0, BOX 2987. 281 and 283 Broadway, New York Citv. 

DISCOUNT TO THH TRADE. 
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THE GREAT SINGLE BREECH-LOADER. 

66 
TEE FLELe,” i090 and 12-Gaugse. 

This gun, which from its wonderful adaptation to all kinds of fleld shooting, we baye named “The Field,” leaves nothing 
to be desired in the way of a single breech-loader. Itisreally the only single Wreech-loader worth haying. It has Scott top lever, 
pistol grip, rebounding lock, and patent fore end, and is heautifully finished. For strength, convenience, penetration, and in 

A REuAste REMEDY CAN RESIST 
FOR ALL iE SOOTHING 

DISEASES OF THE AND HEALING . 
SKIN, PoWEn OF imituuons, Address 

Such as TETTERS, SWAYNES 
PimpLes, Sones, ; 

BLoTcHes, OINTMENT. 
/ Rasn, ON ACCOUNT OF AL> 

LAYING THE INTENSE 
BYCHING AND INBURING 

Bweer REPose, iT 18 
KNOWN BY MANY AS 

THe Great Cure 
FOR ITCHING PILES."* 

Dr. SwAvne & Son, 

ERvSIFELAB, 
RINGWORM, 
BAaRserst 

IvcH, 
REDNESS oF 

PHILA, 

pees pruaaists, 

ENVOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
For Canada and the United States. Standard” brand 

Mieke aah uot if ses f 10-bores extra... .$10,80 

fact for all practical purposes, it is just as good as the best double-barrel gun. We have sold the bulk of ali the single breech-loading 
nus used in this country for the past four years. The reason is that the to leyer action aS combined with other features in the 
“Wield” gun is the only correct one, and other single guns are successfully sold only as they resemble ours. Persons with ordinary 
prudence will not hesitate long as to which to choose, particularly as the “‘Tield” gun costs but a trifle any way, and no more than tne 

BvGsHO.S¢ 

SSS 

* For the sums named the guns can be placed on the cars in New 
Published monthly by wanes ec i ee eee ene ee all paid in ett a from ad peneane: us. SOO UO 

ere = eataers PChBllenpe ss Re ee Gan eds pa ecidawae dee need fy pe sea Ta) wpa : ese prices, wi ose charged in the gun stores for really e 
MENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. S.| “Paragon” « 198.10 English guns of first-rate quality will result in your ordering direct 

Ofice—No. 210 St. James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA. 

Annual Subscription $1,00. Single copies 10 ceuts. 

Map of the Adirondacks. 

TERMS: A dvafti n full with the order. from the manufactory. 

x NO AGENTS. IMPORT DIRECT FROM 

Pioneer Works, Birmingham, Eng... and also No. 1 Conduit St., Regent St ,W , London. 
ONE MINUTE FROM REGENT CIRCUS. 4 

REMI nN GT OW Wo. &. 
eee 

Revised Hdition. = 

PRICE, $1.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

The Hunting Sight 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

“altes a Sporting Rifle perfect, Send for 
Sirculeey containing full description. Ad- 

~| WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn. 

{ig 

i 
uses Brass or Paper Shells; center fire, 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

eas POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA“GHLEY LAKES REGION, including all 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticul 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.} 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price $2.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 

3B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASSB., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS 
- i 

REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 
We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 

to meet the increasing demand, We have received the highest award and silver redal at the Massachu 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN, 

—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Paver Shot Shel's, Breech-Loading Camm. &t. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled b: E z 3 any in the country. Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 
Cannon in the world. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns, 
NEW OFF-HAND TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881, 

PRICES REDUCED. : 
= 

sg 

| | 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TiP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the “MAYNARD”! more completely supplies 

the wants of Huuters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

iu the world, as matty barrels can be used on one stock; and for accuracy. con- 

yerience, durabiltty and safety, is not excelled, Send for Ilustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and eentre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

Croup, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS. 
: JOHNSON’S ANODYNE LINIMENT ‘will posi- 

tively prevent these terrible diseases, and will cure nine 
cases out of ten. Informatioti that will save many lives, 
sent free by mail, Don't delay a moment, Prevention is 
better than cure, LS. JOHNSON & Co., Boston, Mass, 

Singies-Harrel GSGhoteGun, Only Gi10.00. 
This is the cheapest and best gun in the market, steel barrels, 28 or 32in. long, 16-gauge, American walnut stock, fine finish throughout, Weight 6)<¢lbs., 

Eyery gun warranted, 

EE. G. KOENIG, 875 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. 

8 John St., near Broadway, WN. Y. 

MANUFACTURING JEWELER 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY, 

W. D. CHAPMAN & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS OF TROLLING BAITS, 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN 
2 3 2, 
H 2 4 

co if > 

rt 

FISHING TACKLE OF ALL KINDS. 
80 PATTERNS OF BAITS MADE. 

THERESA, N.Y. 
HRANCH FACTORY? 

BROCKVILLE, Ont. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869. 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
§ subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside aud out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 
SHOT SHELLS. 

RECAPPERS., 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POOKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BENCH CLOSERS, Htc,, Etc, 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New York Agents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paciri¢ Coast Acents; CHAS. SONNTAG & CO,, San Francisco, California. 
New OrtHans Agents: A. BALDWIN & CO. 
New Ene@uanp AGunts ror SHor Suetis: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass, 
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WILLIAM READ & SONS, 
13 FANKUIL HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 

AGENTS FOR 

W. & C. Scott & Son’s 

AILBURN SO 

BLOCK SAFETY HAMMERLESS, With Crystal Apertares. 

The only Hanimerless showing position of hammers ata glance. The only Hammerless having fixed firing pins, thus preventing 

smoke and dirt entering the lock, 

187/—PHILADELPHIA, MEDAT, AND DIPLOMA. 1878—PARIS, SILVER MEDAL, 

187M—SYDNEY, FIRST, AND HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR MANUFACTURE, 1881— 

MELBOURNE, SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL AND FIRST ORDER OF MERIT. 

CogswELL AND Harrison, 142 New Bond Street and Strand, London—‘After careful con- 
sideration of the merits or otherwise of the various systems of Hammerless Guns now 
before the sporting public, our opinion, formed sixteen months since, remains unchanged, 
that the principle of your top lever gun with the safety tumbler-block has many ad- 
yantages over any other gun we know of ati present: we consider with the extreme safety 
secured, together with the sound principle on which the gun is formed, will make it u 
general favorite in the future. As far as we are personally concerned we like the prin- 
ciple so much that we have adopted the system,” 

Captatn BoGarpus.—‘‘As evidence of the durability of your guns, I have shot one gun over 
50,000 times, I used your triplex action in my two recent matches with Mr. Peunel, 
winning both times; also in my match with Captain Shelley, at which time I scored $4, 
the highest score on record; and in the international match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., 
for £1,000, which I won, killing 70. ont of 100—all 30 yards rise.” 

THE Field says:—The match will be handed down as one of the most exciting contests ever 
witnessed.” 

“Great Picron MAtca.—Captain Bogardus, in his recent match with Mr, Rimmel, of Eng- 
Jand, used his new W. & C. Scott & Son’s **Rloeck Safety” Hammerless, and 
killed 99 out of 100—30 yards rise,"—Jrorest and Stream, New York. 

C. M, Stark.—‘‘The Scott Hammerless is the yery best shooting gun I ever owned or haye 
seen shot both for closeness and penetration.” 

Latesr VicrorY FOR THE Scorr HaMMERLESS.—Match between Mr, Chas. 
Philadelphia, and Mr. KE, C. Murphy, N, Y,, for $1,000 a side, 

Constantly receiving fresh invoices of these guns of all sizes, 

SEND STAMP FOR OUR CIRCULARS OF DIFFERENT MAKES. 

Muealaster, of 

fn others the aperture through breech to lock is open, the hammer and striker being one piece. 

Absolute Safety ! 
Patent Block Safety lock. 

This gun is always safe from any accidental dis- 
charge. In opening the gun for loading, the block 
safety A, interposes between hammer B and 
stviker HB, which is only removed when the trigger 
is pulled. The drawing is intended to show the 
hammer as accidentally aischarged, other than 

by the trigger and caught by the block safety. 

Lonpon Field, Noy, 1st, 1879.—‘The principle accords with our ideas of what is wanted to 
make the hammerless gun safe.” 

Land and Water, Noy. 10th, 1879.—'The great improvement lies in the New Tumbler Safety 
Block; this being worked by the triggers only, supposing the hammer from any cause 
should fall, without the trigger being pulied, the projection on the hammer 
falls inte the Safety Ebloelk, and so prevents an explosion. The gun is on the fayorite 
top lever action, and the cocking arrangement is exceedingly simple and smooth-working.” 

Rey. W. J. Rarnsrorp, Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2d, 1879,—“I have used many guns, by many 
makers, and certainly your New Premier Hammerless is the hardest hitter I have put to 
my shoulder,” 

Capt, BoGARBUS says:—‘“No gun can excel mine in shooting. The Block Safety is perfect.” 

Great INTERNATIONAL Pigkon SHOOTING. Monaco, Feb. 18, 1582,—Grand Prix du Casino, 
80 competitors, comprising the best shots in the world. Sig. Guidicini (the most noted 
shot in Italy), won the 8,000 frs, prize with a pigeon gun by W. & C, Scott & Son. 

We call attention to a few of their leading hammer guns, yiz: their New Trap Gun; their 
Star quality gun with Prize Compensating Lump; their New Triplex Lever Grip Pigeon 
Club Gun. Superior quality in hammers ‘and hammerless. Their highest quality is 
marked ‘‘The Premier Quality” between name and address. No guns are genuine unless 
marked in full W. & C. Scott & Son. 

omen er 

THE TWO BEST 

Harrington & Richard 
Is the highest achievement of American gun enterprise. The workmanship is equal to the finest London Premier guns, and the fitting is closer, every part being made by m 

GUNS IN THE WORLD. 

son Hammerless 
achinery to a gauge. For close 

hard shooting nothing in the world can excel them. In every respect equal to imported hammerless guns costing twice the motley. They are made on the Anson & Deeley patent, aud the work is inspected 
Mr. Deeley, ‘The rubber butt plate is of the most exquisite design, and all the linés are in the finest taste. 

6, 1, Laminated steel barrels, ontline engraving . $100 00 | 
2, Damascus barrels, good scroll engraving, selected stocks. . 150 00 

Size—12-gauge, 744 to 8i4lbs. 

No. 200 00 

Has been in the market for ten years, and has the largest sale of any strictly first-class gun in the country. 
when they were bought. C. R. Shelton, manufacturer of auxilliary rifle barrels, New Have 
repairs. Tere is asample testimonial:—Jefferson, Texas, Aug. 19, 1882, ‘The Charles Daly 

Hundreds have been in the hands of professional hunters for years, and are as sound to-day as 
n, Ct., has shot one over 20,000 times in showing his inyention, and it is sound asa dollar and hasn’t had one cent of 

: Gun I bought in 1880 is the most perfect 
Thave shot it 2,000 times and the action is as strong and tight as when received. The gun is a beauty and the admiration of all my friends.—Wx, T. 

nleversaw. A microscope cannot detect the shghtest flaw in the fitting. 
Ware. 

No. 42, Scott Action, Damascus barrels, bar rebounding locks, pistol gri atent fore and @XtENSION TID... 60... ccc ce cece cl ete mene seer rele cence write eens Siticcase © tooo sisces veeeess Wand 12g, $80 00 
53, Same as No. 42, with Purdy double bolt and horn butt plate..... a ane, TRE Re ul see a Shel) oe ota te ,, 10andi2g. 90 00 
55, Same as No. 53, with 3 pin locks and engraved mountings and ornamental rubber butt... --.....-,------- pee nee ree ee ee een eee ben dono Stn ssoeseCh sos 10, 12, 16 and 20g. 100 00 
60, Same style as No. 55, fine laminated steel or Damascus barrels, fine engraving and chequ 2, first-el; ship i eee i ictictaPastasldloms veh oat afd ol ofifs Sate srs ek ... 1l0and12¢. 1380 00 
100 “Diamond Quality.’’—The most superbly finished gun in the market, every part of the finest quality and most elegant workmanship, und equalin every respect to the finest London Guns, 

JOand12¢. 200 00 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, N. Y. 
Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. 

. 
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No suit like this, Send for description to 

GHO. C, HENNING, 
The One Price Clothier, 

410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY, 

ALSO FOR SALH BY 
A. SAKS & CO,, Richmond, Va, 

JOS. POLOOK, St. Louis, Mo. 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For Zécts. 1 send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and best paper cartridge groover yet myented. 
EDMOND REDMOND, > 

Rochester, N. Y. 

(Extract from Formst anp STREAM, July 7, 
1881, p, 444] 

* This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting, We commend 

all sportsmen to testits merits, * * +* 

¥ * 

RAMSAY MACNAUGHTAN, 
aoe A 

Commission Merchant, 
8 HOWARD ST., N. Y. 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST, 

$ Katon’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS, Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale ai all principal gun steres, Western 

trade Bo dy H. EH. EATON, 63 State street, 
Chicago, Iil, Cannot be sent by mai. 

Manufactured Solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

"The ox Gun 

We call attention to this beautiful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for. We are getting 
out some heayy 10-gauge guus, 10Ibs. and over, 
suitable for heavy 
F Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for very Jong range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO,, 
103 Milk Street, Goston. 

(AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-Hangeley .akes. It treats of ‘camp life,” in 
doors and out is amusing, iustructrve and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 iNustrations. Price 2 cents, Ly 
mail, postpaid, 30 cents, CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mae 

Wanted. 
SECOND-HAND BLATR TOUROGRAPH (IN 
first-class order complese to work plates 

6x8. Price Low. Address Box 503, Millbury, ee 
novy9, 

Sov Sale. 

{INE HAMIERURSS GUNS WILL EXCHANGE 
Or secon amy ins W a)nmers. BSS 

OANTON GUN WORKS, Canton, II, oct26,4t 

‘ 

FOREST AND STREAM 

Sov Sale, Ghe Kennel. 

OR SALE—ONE-HALF MILLION BROOK 
trout eggs, taken mostly from wild fish. 

will sell as cheap as any reliable firm, Address 
EDDY & MOS: IR, Randolph, Catt. Co., rien mn 

oct s,4 

OR SALE,—AN ENTIRELY NEW NO. 12 
Scott hammerless gun, has never been used, 

| complete, in sole leather case. Cost $225; will be 
sold low. Address G, F., 119 North Sixth street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. nove, 1t 

OR SALT.—A FINE THREE-BARREL BAKER | 
* gun, #150 grade, Used but little. Address I. 

0, ARRISON, Pataskala, O., for persia 
noyi,2 

OR SALE—A FINE DOUBLE-BARRELED 
Bnelish rifle, made hy Lang, of London, for 

large game. Tt has false breeches, so iti can be 
used as & muzzle-loader if desired, and all other 
appointments belonging to a first-class rifle. 
eost £55 in London. Present price $140. Gun has 
not been used, Can bé sten at SQUIRBS, No. 1 
Cortlandt st., City. noyil,at 

UNNING.—CHATHAM, MASS.—ONE GENT 
can be accommodated for the branting season 

of 1883, which is seyen weeks from the 10th of 
March. A good house and all the paraphernalia 
for gunning; live decoys and boats. Price $125 for 
the season. Inquire of I, G, CURTIS, Post. Office 
Box 1234, Boston Post Office. novA,2b 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, WN, ¥., 

shat alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets, 

Send 50e for sample of Perfeet Tit Dog Muzzle 

OS ST RE 

an the Stud. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, : 

The thoroughbred ved Irish sétters, champion 
Rory 0’More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleyeland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred ved Trish setter pup- 
V. N. ies of the purest strains. Tull pedigrees. 

CALLENDER, Albany, N.Y. 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 31 Prizes in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales and America. 

FEE, $40.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Gowrie, 
Lilac, B. K. C. §, B. 10,745, and Meg, ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 
For catalogue, &c., address THOS. H. TERRY, 

P, 0. Box 2017, N. Y. octl,tf 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approved bitches only, imported 

black and white greyhound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882, Fee #40, H. W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N, Y¥. nove, tf 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash IE. since 
his importation to this country has shewn himself 
to be as good a2 sire as his illustrious brother. 
Llewellin's celebrated Dash IL, for which he paid 
$1050. Will serye a limited number of approved 
bitches at #3). Address A. M. TUCKER, iB Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass, 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in Ali-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minh; also 
Bench Show winter of second at Atlanta, Ga,, 
1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 

isthe only pointer who has won first ata 
Field Trial in this country, He is a vigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 

He will serve alimited number of approved 
bitches, Fee, $50. Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, Hash End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Ghe Hennel, 

Hinperted Black Spaniel — 

“BEAU.” 

Send stamp for stud fee, pedigree, prize winnings, 

prices of young stock oul of imported prize-win- 
ning bitches, &c,, &e. All inquivies cheerfully 
answered. RIVERSIDE COCKER SPANIEL KEN- 
NEL, Lock Box 33, Claremont, N. H. sept21,tf 

Ly OR RED TRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford. Conn “aptis,te 

POR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers sand setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H. B, RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass, Sept22,tf 

ORTRAITS OF EASTERN WIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed On fine tinted paper, will be 

sént post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five tor $1. 
FORHST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Deer, t& 

BAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes, COLTN CAMERON, Brickerville 

Pa. une, tt 

{PORTING DOGS ‘TRAINED, BOARDED ANT 
\3 for sale. Best of Reference, D, F, WILBUR, 
Lakeville, Mass, junel6,tf 

imperial Kennels. 
Dos thoroughly broken and prepared for Held 

trials. Broken dogs always on hand for sale. 
Reference, Woresr And Stream. H, CLAY GLO- 
VER & C. GROVER, Tour's River, N. J, oet2 htt 

OR SALE,—A FINE BRACE (DOG AND BITCH) 
of black poiuler pups, choice of litter by my 

champion black pointer Pete, Jr., outof Camphbell’s 
Roxie, 3 months old. Vhey are a nicé clean pair 
and will he sold low. For particulars and price ad- 
(ress E. C. ALDEN, Dedham, Mass. ney2, 2b 

\HAMPION STOCK.—FOR SALE OR EX- 
/ change, three pointer pups for setter, full ped- 

igree asked and given. T. F, NORTON, Lawrence 
Station, Queens County, L.1.,N. ¥. nove, st 

By OR SALE CHEAP.—THOROUGHBRED TRISH 
setter pups, can’t be beat. inquire of G. W-. 

DICKINSON, Saybrook, Conn, nov2,at, 

{OR SALE.—ENGLISH POINTER BITCH CLA- 
rissa (Sensation ex Daisy) color, lemon and 

white, 4 years old, well broken. Also three liver 
and white puppies 4 months old. Pointer bitch, 
lemon and while, 2 years old, sire Sefton (Snapshol 
ex Gipsy), dam Clarissa. One cocker spaniel 114 
years old, liver and white, @. L. HALL, Marlboro, 
Ulster County, N. Y. Nlov2, 2t 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
welltrained setter dogs. Dora IL, bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by ¢hampion Rock, 
and now in whelp to Dash III, Gloucester, bred by 
D. C. Sanborn of Michigan, under the name of Leo, 
out of Sanborn’s field trial bitch Nellie. by champion 
Lester. Address 150 Devonshire street, Room 74, 
Boston, Mass. Septal tf 

\HOICE FIELD DOG FOR SALE.—THREE 
/ years old, red Irish and Gordon. Will show 

him on any game; good retriever, both land and 
water, Price $50. C, F, KENT, Monticello, N.Y, 

Caer FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST- 
class blood will be sold low to reduce stock; 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25ibs., A No, 1 
retriever from land or water. Price $25. ROBT. 
WALKER, Franklin, Del, Co., N. ¥. 

1ORDON SETTER PUPPIES, OUT OF CHAM- 
3 pion Mona by Dash; $15 each at six weeks, 

lox 230, New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y. 
© oct26,3t 

POXHOUND, — VERY HANDSOME THOR- 
oughly trained dog, 214 years old, first-class on 

foxes or deer, and a kind, good-natured, reliable 
dog. Price $25. Lock Box 237, Suspension Bridge, 
ais nov9,1t 

DOG LOST. 
A large black, white and tam colored dog, answer- 

ing to the name of Don. Left my place about 
three weeks since. Whoever willreturn said dog, 
or give information where he can bé found, shell 
be Satisfactorily rewarded. 
noy9,lt  W. G, HARDING, Stamford, Conn. 

OR SALE.—FOUR LIVER AND WHITE SET- 

208 Water street, New York City, or 518 Gates 
avenue, Brooklyn. novi,2t 

IMPORTED PRIZE-WINNING 

Beau ex Imported Feather 

Stock for sale cheap, to make room for young 

stock. Address at once for price, pedigree, &c., 

Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
noy9,tt Lock Box 83, Claremont, N. H, 

OR SALE.—LIVER AND WHIYE POINTER 
dog Ned (Sensation-Queen), three years old, 

broken has been hunted this fall on chicken, Also 
lemon and white pointer pup Frank (Ned-Fan), six 
months old. Will exchange one for a well-bred and 
well-broken cocker, C. H. FOOTE, Crown a 

y nov9,1t 

FOR SALE. 

Imported Manchester terrier Wallace, first prize 

New York Beuech Show, 188%. Also imported wire- 

hawed fox-terrier Tip. Apply to 

CHARLES MORGAN, 

Bordentown, N, J. nov9,at 

ILL EXCHANGE FINE, SMALL-SIZH, UN- 
broken blacl setter bitch, about one year old, 

fine blood, for single breech-loader, Stevens’ or 
Forehand & Wadsworth make, Bilch all right every 
way. Address N, ELMORE, Granby, Ct. oct2GiF 

High Class Beagle Hounds. 
Pups and grown dogs. Bestin America for pur- 

ity and rabbit-hunting. Strains of the noted cham- 
pious Rattler, Lee, Spottia and Daisy. Virst prize 
at great Cleveland dog show. Prices mode'ate. 
I also breed Yorkshire, Seoich and Bull terriers 
and Scotch Collie shepherd dogs and English 
Eerrets. Address W. H, TODD, Vermillion, Erie 
Co., Ohio. octeG,te 

- Ghe Hennel. 

FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 
—OF THE— 

HASTERN FEL TRIALS, 
—TO BE RUN AT— 

High Point, North Carolina. 

Commencing November 17, 1882. 
“OPEN TO THE WORLD.” 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY.—Open to 
all puppies whelped on orafter Jan. 1, 1881. First 
prize $250, second $150, third $100. Nominations 
closed for this stake July 1, 188%, Forfeit $5; $10 
additiomal to fill. 

ALL AGED STAKE.—Open to all setters or 
ointers, First prize $250, second $150, third $100, 
orfeit $10: $15 additional to fill. Nominations 

cluse Noy. 1, 1882, 

MEMBERS’ STAKE,—Open to members of the 
club only, each entry to be owned three months 
preyious to closing of stake, and handled by the 
member making the nomination, Prize, a piece of 
plate, value $100, the prize to be known as the 
Eastern Field Trial Cup of 1882. Entrance $10, 
payable at the time of making nomination, Stake 
dloses Noy. 1, 1882. 

Pres, J. Orra Donner, Esq. 
Vico-Pres. James A. Goopstnn and Henry I’. Arsen. 

Railroad passes for dogs will be issued to all ap- 
licants running dogs at the trials. Adams Express 
Xo. will forward and return dogs attending trials 

at half rates. All communications must be ad- 
dressed to 

WASHINGTON A. COSTER, 
Fiatbush, b. LL, N. ¥. 

Treasurer and Secretary. 

Fleas! Hleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on doga 
any other animals or money returned, Itis pul u 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficactous, 

Price, 50 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Pu upin boxes contaming ten powders, witt) tua 
directions for use, 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail 
Both the ahove are recommended by the ‘' Forest 

and Stream and Rod 4nd Gun,” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 YuLTON STREET, - ~ New Yorr, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CoRTLANDT STREET, - New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

&80 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. . 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O’ DAY. 

Quail shooting in Tennéssee.—DASH IIL and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER, 

These pictures are photographic reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy, Executed by the Arto 
type Process.’ They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel Supravings in 
appearaneé. Size 10xld4inches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, #1.00 each, 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NEILL, 68 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CQ., Lock Box 351, 
Chicago, TL. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 
*PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS," 

Price 10 cents, post free, Gives addresses of prin: 
cipal English breeders, 

B OR SALE.—A SETTER DOG, WITH PEDL 
gree, broken. Address C. M. PRATT, West- 

brook, Ct. novz2t 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
We haye a few choice black spaniels to dispose of, 

including Dash; ist Cleveland, 1882; brother to the 
celebrated Kaffir and Zulu, Can wim in champion 
class. Also Bralimin, under 28lbs, a sure winner, 
Price $100 each. A few choice bitches and puppies 
ok eal HORNELLSPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsville, 

WANT TO EXCHANGE MY LLEWELLIN 
setter or my lemon and while pointer fora 

good double B. L. gun. Both dogs broken, J, L. 
SCOTT, Watsessing, N. J. noy,2t 

J. 
Stevens’ Pocket Shotgun, .44 cal. 

OTIS FELLOWS, HORNELLSVILLE, N, Y., 
wants to exvhange a fine cocker pup ree a 

nov, 

OR SALE.—A FEW VERY CHOICE BLACK 
JD cocker puppies, sired by imported Prince out 
of Topsy, she by champion Bob III. ont of Dr. 
Niven's celebrated bitch Black Bess. This stock 
has no si perior in the world. Price low. 2 
LEWIS, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. nov9,3t 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Goods. Sportsnen’s Goods, 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins, and imported direct from Norway. 
Eyery jacket is marked “G. W. Simmons & 

Son, Importers and Manufacturers.” 
We offer this yéar the handsomest lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we have ever been able to 
collect. Each of the jackets has been made 
to order, and nothing equal to them can be 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skins and make up the Jackets in 
work-room! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than any other house 
can afford to! 

NOTE OUR PRICES and compare foods 
with others advertised as the same or similar, 

A No. 1 Quality, 412. 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and offer no second syrade. 
We'claim for these jackets that they are: 

ist, Windproof. 

2d, Waterproof. 

3d, Soft and Pliable. 

4th, Flannel-lined. 

Sth, Never StilYening. 

6th, J 30 per cent. less than others. 
| Ask for the same or similar goods, 

7th, The Best Made. 

We warrant every jacket, and will send on 
approval for examination on receipt of meas- 
ure, 

In addition to this superior Jine of Imported 
Dogskin Jackets, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets, These imitations of the 
imported jacketsare flannel lined, and hardly 
to be distinguished from the imported. They 
are made in our own workrooms, and every 
one is warranted in every particular. The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars. 
Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 

amounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods 
in the country. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 32 
North street, Boston, Mass,, Importers of 
Leather Jackets, mannfacturers of the cele- 
brated “Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St. Louis, 

Hotels anil Routes for Sportsmen. | Hotels and Resorts for Spovtsnren. 

*hiladelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE. 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 

Manufacturers of Fine Wishing Tackle of 
Every Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 844fl. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 
Mach 

No. 800. Plain Brass Ferrules.................. $6 
No. 801. Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Gane Wrapped Butt,... 9 00 
No. 802, As 801, Nickel] Plated......... 0 ...... 10 50 

; Bass Bait Rods, 1046ft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 
second and two tips. 

No 350, Banded and Milled Brass Mountings. 
Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Ree 
Socket 

| PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL. 

Appletons’ Hand-Book of Winter Resorts, 
With Maps and Tllus- 

Edition for the present season re- 

i2mo, Paper, Sects. 

For Tourists and Invalids. 

trations. 
vised lo date, now ready, 

For sale by all booksellers; or sent by mail, post- 

paid, on receipt of price. 

D. APPLELON & CO., Publishers, 

1, 8.&5 Bond street, New York, 

“Dog Training,” 
BY Ss. T. HAMMOND. 

FOR SALE BY 

A. WILLIAMS & CO.,, 

281 Washington st., Boston, Mass. 

Any of the Following Books Sent on Receipt of Price 
—B y— 

- FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Camp Life in the Woods and Tricks of Trap- 
---- $1 00 

00 , - 
Coues' Field Ornithology. 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Anim 
Crack Shot 
Cypress, J. 
Dead Shot 
Dog Breaking, chins 
Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhey 
Dogs, by Stables, 
Dogs, Managemen 
Dog, The; Idstone.. 
Dogs and their Doings, 

| Dog, The Illustrated Book of the, by Vero 
Shaw, with fac-simile colored plates,.,... 12 U4 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Dn eat eerpeas oa 

, Points for Judgin 
Deck, Richardson cate : 
Yarrar’s Guide te Moosehead Lalre,.. 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and 

’ oth 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 
G 

Note.—In those made undar tis improyed patent since July, 1882, the nut “F” is done away with, 
nd the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand, 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that it is the most practical gun cleaner eyer inyented, by the following reasons, viz: 

It is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
2d. Its pertect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that has 

ay. been used a 
he ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 

4th. The price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod, 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESURIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 
For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. | “THE FISHING LINE.” 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country, Connecting direct for Chine eee: 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, ity 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, etc., etc. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk, 
Norfolk steamers snil Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del,, Monday and Thurs 
day ata P.M. 
- Fall mformation given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York, 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, 

Leave New York from station C.R. R. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 
Yor Philadelphig, Ninth and Green Streets, at 7:45, 

200, 12 P. yw) tly Fe, 230, 4:00, 43 
A. M., 5:30, 12 P.M, 

On Sunday at 8:45 A. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:80, 7:00, 12 P.M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M, ; 5:20, 12 P. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to test eer 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to an 

from Brooklyn and Erie dencl Jersey City, 
Tickets for gale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261, 

401, $44, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
A. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. | wat 

TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R, R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisherles, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, uf 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 4 
The TROUT season begins May i and ends Sept. 1. 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 

Nov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSUA- 

LONGH, also abound in large numbers in the many 
Jakes and lakelets of this Terrilory, The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly 2 

d T 
a1 points, 

YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The séenery 
of the North Woods and Lakes is yery beautiful, 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. Tha climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions ty the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample aceommo- 
dations for all. X 

e extension from Petoskey to Mackinac (City 
completed and opened for business July 3d, 

The best trout fishingin Maine. The mountain and | 2nd daily trains are now running through, connect- 
Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 

; nee 
fe RO ee eee re pia Bi cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, improved, new cabins built, and everything 

ing at St. Ignace for Marquétte, L*Anse, Negau- 
ete., forming the most direct route from Cin- 

first-class order. Good accommodations to all those | Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
seeking rest, recreation and pleasure, 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith 
Farm, in Eustis, and buckboard teams in waiting to 
carry passengers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted. Terms Teasonable. Everything in 
readiness. 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD, 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—TO THE— 

IN MAINE, 
Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and retium......... 0.0.2.2 $10.00 
* South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

return,.,.,... Behe, Seog ees 12.00 
«Middle Dam and return, ....... ... 12.00 
“Upper Dam ET ecb aaa 13.00 
So Upton ey, = a ge ee Oey 11.00 
“Mountain View House or Ranglet - 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
Wit, BOIS eh. cite os shies tne oh anes 18 75 

Indian Rockand return via Andover 14,00 
‘ Rangeley Lake and return, ....,,. 12,50 
i Philips Se haeaeet 10.00 
** Tndian Rock and return, (via An- 

dover, return via Phillips)....._.. 15,26 
“ Bemis Stream and return, via An- 

oe Ro booces ast Saucon dnl 14.00 
‘\ Moosehead Lake and return (Mt. 

Kineo House)......... vadguiye iesed LOOM). 
‘“* Forks of the Kennebec and return. 13,00 
** Dead River and return,............. 18,00 
“* Grand Falls, N. B.,and return...... 18.00 
“St. Andrews, N. B., and return,.... 15.00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces. 

Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 
at, 280 WASHINGTON STREET, } BOSTON 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET 8qQ,, § ’ 
Send for list of excursions, 

D, J. FLANDERS 
Gen, Pass. and Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE, 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 
yille, through the finest scenery in America, 

OC. W. SMITH, H. W. FULLER, 
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Pass, Agt. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 
Pullman Palace Cars direct without change, 
Leave New York at 10 P, M. and 3:40 P. M. Wash 

ington, D. C., 7:10 A. M. and i0 P. M. For informa. 
tion address N. McDANIEL, 601 Penn aye:, Wash 
ington, D.C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEACH, OPP. BARNEGAT, N. J, 

OPEN THE YEAR KOUND. 

The finest Bate: best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
hoicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J, 

McAdoo House, 
GREENSBORO, N. C. 

Headquarters for Sportsmen. 

Round trip Southwestern Points. 
Ss During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists ond 
Sportsmen. ‘ 

Dogs, Guns and Wishing Tackle Cariied Free at 
owner's risk. 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
= 

BES 

EUROPEAN PLAN] 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’: 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, 1. J. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman, Hi: 
always on hand the besf of boats, latteries, etc, 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay pul shooting Of all yariclies. Special 
attention given by himselli to guests,and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission to J. B. Shep 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad: 
way, N.Y. 

BELLE VUE HOTEL, 
High Poini, N. C. 

First-class in allits appointments, Accommoda- 
tions for one hundred guests, Elevation 1000 feet 
above the sea. Dry climate. pure afinosphere. 
Quail shcoting in vicinity exceptionally fine. 
Gentlemen attending the Eastem Vield Trials can 

obtain ample and comfortable accommodation at 
reasonable rates. Applications by mai) or letter 
for rooms will receive prompt attention. 

J. L. WALDROP, Proprietor. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
Including Wlorida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indivs, &c. 

Send for ‘American Tourist Gazelle” giving full 
particulars. 

CHIEF OFFICE; 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MATL STEAMSHIP: 

During summer seasons, May to Dec: mer, sail- 
ing from Quebec to Liverpool every Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days Fram Land to Land, 
From December to May, the mail steamers will 
rform a weekly service hefween BOSTON and 

Shooting commences November and ends April ist. PIVERPOOL. 
Quail in abundance, 

W. D. McADOO, Proprietor. 

pNP E Ee HOUSE, OAK HILL, FLORIDA, 
Overlooking Mosquito Lagoon, and tivo miles 

from the head of Indian Riyer. Entirely new and 
strictly first-class, Unexcelled fishing and shoot- 
yp For further information address H, J, 
FAULENER, Oak Hill, Volusia Co., Fla. 

Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 
Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct. 

EVE ce ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS, 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Buston, Mass., 15 State srreet, : 
Philadelphia, Pe. NW. EB, Cor. Broad and Chestnut 



THE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

=SPRATT’S PATENT 

STAMPED. 

Packed In Cases of 112 pounds each. 

; SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

= 

Miscellaneous. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

8. W. COLLENDER CO, 
WAREROOMS: 

68 broadwav. New York: 

S84 and 86 State mtreet, Chicago; 
17 South Fifth St.. St. Louis. 

"KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
oultry and Game, 

289 & 200 WASHINGTON MARKET, 

: New York, 

Jousiguments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION, 

We accept consignments. Allow market prica day 
of arrival, and send ehecks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous week, 

ird Dealers and Fanciers 
find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

larters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 
¢ of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds vf rare 

umals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 
urposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
ive Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Ghickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, etc. 

] SCHOPF’S BIRD SHELLS C'RAL, 

Deror: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. 

COD-LIVER Seal 

PUREST 
o 

Debility, } 
Scrofula, 
Rheumatism 

Ticacy of taste and smell, 
)}| Medicinal virtues and purity. 
Fy @London, European and New 
{ Work physicians pronounce it the 

Purest and best, Sold by Drngyists. 

ANILSchictTetin & Go. tasers) NewYork 

| —FOR THE— 
-. 
¥ Hunter and the Angler; 

BAT: 

RAVELER BY LAND OR SEA. 

Ist the article required. 
indy and convenient packages, and are ready for 

‘amoment's notice. Can be served hot or 
ld, The following will be found specially adapted 
Uthe requirements of the sportsman: 

THURBER'S ey TURKEY, 
HA 

BONED CHICKEN, 
ROAST i 
LUNCH HAM, 

WHOLE BONELESS COOKED HAYS, 
LUNCH TONGUE, 
ROLLED OX TONGUE, 

- Ls POTTED MEATS, 
aun Panene, Beef, Turkey, Chicken, Duck and 

so a full assortmext of VUanned Vege- 
and Fruits packed where wo and while 
and delicious. Sold by all first-class grocers 

dealers in Reliable Food Products, 

They are packed in 

———_—_<$<—————— a a ey 
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Mieat “E*ibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Please see that Hyery Cake is Stamped “SPRATI’S PATHNT” ana iy Be 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS O. 
18 South William Strect, 

de LUZE & CO., 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

SS 

' Wnbber Shooting Jacket. 

Nv iT —— 

- me 
It mu ae GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’f’s Company 
Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g: Co., 

503 & 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST, 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Rubber Goods of Every Description, 

Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. 

NEW YORK. 

NONE ANE 

ATAMPSC_ 

To be had In smaller quantities ef 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Gootls. 

HODGMAN & C0., 
m425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

Wow Yori, 
ARS OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

RUBBER 

Hinting and Fishin Cos, 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers; 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Etubber Blankets, * 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
TESTABLISHED 1838.] 8end for Catalogue, 
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Tf you want a first-class work at price to snit you, and save 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton Street, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

~ Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

ent’s commission, come direct to the 
manufacturers and pick your own barrels and action in the rough state. 

wu. A. KEUTERBROUK, 27 Dock Square, Boston, Mase. 

PEERLESS TonAcco Works. 

Bae] DE LICIOUS Over One Hundred Millions sold in 1681. 

Bimuoriten, CIGARETTES. 

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Three Kings and New Vanity Fair. 

WM. 8, KIMBALL & CO. Rochester N. Y. 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(EsTABLISHED 1836). 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition, 

Vig 

JOHN KRIDER. 
N.E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, 

GUNS. RIFLES, PISTOLS. 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Ete., Ete. 

{2s"Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also “‘ Krider’s ” Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit, 

Repairing of all kinds. 

a \ = | 
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ee P BROWN'S PATENT: 
res ees a SP) CUN CLEANER. 

y, ‘iin THK BAST 
ES ab ™) Cleaner arid Oiler 
eS \_ For Rreech-loaditg Arma 
eae ~ u m market. | 
‘£4 For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
Is and full directions sent free of postage. 
io Address TT. VLaDLEW BROWN, Putentee, 
(8 — WINCHESTER, FREDERICK cb, VA. 

STEEL 
PENS FSTERBROO 

Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO,, 
Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York, 

-CHIAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 3 
$ GREAT WESTERN Sake GUN ViONrs, & 

— eS eit 

ei 

J —~ 
POATOS-AL GTALOMUES FREE, ww Z 

Animunition, Seines. 1.8 
ot 2 0 D for examinat’ = © 

Address Gy pA WEST? KN GUs wukkS 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price $2.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book vo 

+he Rangeley Lake region, Kennebagr ‘up=uptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes .u the hea 
ulers of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 

sit and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid. by mail, 50. cents, CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, 
‘amaica Plain. Mass. 

OOSEHEAD LAKE ANU THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness lustrated. The only complete ard 

comprehensive guide beok to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot. -t, 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numero\ B 
lukes and ponds connected with them, 25b puage+, 
8) illustrations and large map. Tinted paper. is- 
luminated covers. Price, by mau, po-t-paid, 50 
gent. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plam, 

acs, 

Sportsmen Take Notice. 
Von Culin’s Spike Collar with instruction book, 

$2, post paid. Liberal discount to the trade. Ken- 
nel Collars, 50cts.; 25 pictures of noted dogs (all 

different), 50cts., 5 for 10cts.; Worm Powder, 50cts, ; 

Mange Oure, «1,00; Flea Powder, 50cts.; Canker 

Cure, $1.00. E. & C. VON CULIN, 
Pedigree Printers, Delaware City, Del. 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
Revised Edition. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

For sale by the Porest and Stream Pub, Co, 



FOREST AND SIrREAM. 

Annunition, ett, Sportsman's Goods, Sportemin’s Goods, 

ORANGE SPORTING mn 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder, 
THE MOST POPULARZPOWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GuypowpEr Mrous, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont's Diamond Grain.—Nos, 1 (voarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
c] eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Jb. caniste 
Dupont's Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 

fine): burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
P enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 

all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzzle or breach loaders, Packed in 1 1b, and 5 1b, 
canisters and 634 and 1244 Ib, kegs. 
se ea Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

‘Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting, Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a goed penetration and 4 close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and Pi eon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 an Ro. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 1b. kegs and 1 lb. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A pur strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 644 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Ritte Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting.’’—I'Fg. 

and pa The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the I'Fg. and FFIFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 14 Jb,,1 Ib. and 5 Ib. 
anisters, 614, 1244 and 25 Ib. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg. 

fine. 
Dupont's Sporting, Mining, Setppme and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions, Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 5. Government Standard, 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof, 
Agencies in aii the eities and -principal towns 

hroughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

N, B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fe. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 

ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Bliasting Pow dcr 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

* CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos, 2,4,4,5, 1.79048. Superior Rifle, Enfleld Rifle 

Pn Gel. Taker’: Ducking. 

WLSTIT®, 61 Cedar St. N. ¥,, Agent for U, 8. 

THEE BA HREHF Gun sS. 

DAMASCUS BTEHL, - - - = 

We can now furhish extrame wide heavy breech 82in, bbls. 10-gange double barrel guns, 1044 to 12lbs., without extra charge. 
e especially for heavy shooting, 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - 

SEAL SKIN. 
Buy of the Manufacturers. SEALSKIN COATS 

AND SACQUES, COLLARS, CAPS, GLOVES, 
RUGS AND ROBES. Largest assortment, perfect 

fitting. Goad goods at low prices. 

HENRY SIEDE. 

The 14th St. Furrier, 
14 WEST 14TH STREET, N, Y. 

Established over 80 Years. 

N. M. MUZ2ZY 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, III, 

Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 
MUZZY & CO. in 1852,—Having increased my facil- 
ities for the bnsimess of reaming out gun barrels, I 
beg to offer my services to those owning suns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
guarantee my cylinder boring fo shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every imstance, 
I invite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
livered by express. 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT, 
New York, Oct. 19, 20 and #1, 155%, 

The Leonard Rod Won Every Wirst Prize 
When in competition. For distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet, 

A Leonard 44 ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 

of rods of any weight, 
The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 

possible score for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS, 

No. 7 Warren Street, He INew York. 
SEND 8-CENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

Hollabird Shooting & Fishing Suits 
Unequalled in Convenience Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 
THIS’ 

is our Skeleton Coat and Game Bag. 

C,6, GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Cent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

Far Robes aud Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts. 

Birds and Animals Stuffed. 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

“A’ and “B’ show 

entrances into game bag. ‘This coat has seven pockets 

besides the game pockets. It is dead grass color; can be 

worn oyer or under 2 common coat. Weighs but fifteen 

ounces; is unequalled for warm weather shooting. Send 

breast measure and we will mail it to you for $2.00. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Paper Shot Shel's, Breech-Loading Cau, 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any in the country. Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 
ijn the world. 

ade tat 9 SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

VICTORIA f LARNHAM'S 

PALE SHERRY. Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
No Strings or pockets. Tone 

ehangeable, All brass, nickeled, 
with moulded rubber holder, 
hands and fingers free, for $1.00, 

An extremely delicate Wine, Neither Very Dry 
or Sweet. 

lon, ostpaid, One whistle with 
$5.50 Per sy ont Folder and three pairs, assorted 
#15 00 Per Dozen, Sizes, my Lever Fasteners, 

adapted to sportsmen’s gloyés, 
; Dlustrated circular free. Ad- 

= Zp, dress PRANK GUNN FARN- 
=e?" FAM, Tnventor and Manufae- 

turer, White Mills, Pa. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IM PORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. 

50 Broad Street, New York. 

OUR DOUBLE: GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

> 
$60 to $200 

We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns 

Auenunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUNACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point ot 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ** American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 Ib, canisters and 
614 lb, kegs, A fine grain, ec and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard's ‘Duck Shooting.”’ 

Nos. i (fine) to. 5 ccoteey Iniand 5 1b, canisters 
and 644 and 1214 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For fleld, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, : 

Hazard’s (‘Kentucky Rifle.” 
YFFG, FFG and “Sea Shooting’? FG in kegs of 

25, 1246 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5lbs. FFG is also 
packed in 1 and 14 Jb. canisters, Burns strong and 
moist, The FF¥G and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘Sea Shooting ”’ FGis the 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country. : 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC 
TURED TO ORDER. 7 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in eyery prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORK. 

Special Notice, Books for the Holidays, 
_l am prepared to offer the public a choice collec- 

tion imported and American editions) of the WOrks@ 
of following celebrated authors: Shakspeare, 
Moore, Byron, Burns, Cooper, Bulwer, Thackeray, | 
Maryatt, De Quincy, Hawt hore, Dickens, &c., &e., 
in plain and ornamental binding, at prices which 
defy competition. My Bindery being one of the 
largest in America, Iain enabled to compete suc. 
cessfully in ase for binding serials of all deserip- . 
tions, as well as rebinding old yolumes—no charge 
being made for collection or delivery. 
Every description of Children's Gift Books will 
eon hand durin rg. the holidays at wholesale prices. 
JOHN BEACHAM, 7 Barclay street, New York. 

| SPORTSMENS TENTS. — 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists an 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings, Fane 
Tents for families made to order. Awnings of al 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, etc ; also Yacht an 
Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all kinds made 
to order. All work done in best manner and ab 
yerylow figures. Send for illustrated circular. 
Address 8. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 38 South sty 
Cor. Old Slip, N. ¥. City, : 

JOSEPH CILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

So. By ALL DEALERS THaoushour HEM ORLD| 
' GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSTTION-1878. 

WM. ESTER & CO., 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do'mans, Sacques, Silk Garments 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c. 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORK. 

OUR NEW MODE 
THREE BARREL 

This gun is light and conipact, from 9 to 10lbs, weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 1 

L. CG. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. Y, 
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THE CHANGE OF CONDITIONS. 

Vy 7 NOFFICIAL advices from Great Britain bring thenews 
that the Council of the National Rifle Associon have 

acted upon the requests sent from the Directors of our own 
Rifle Association, and that two out of the three points asked 

for haye been granted. These concessions permit the 
American team to be made up of members of the National 

Guard who may become such before the. first of January 
next. Itis also agreed to permit the use in the match of 

wind gauges on the rifles similar to those in use on many of 
the weapons now in the hands of the guardsmen here, but 

ou the other hand the cablegram informs us that the re- 

quest for a modified form of the frout sight, tapering it up 
in finer proportions than the comparatively clumsy fore 
sight now in use, has been denied. 
We are not informed upon what grounds these conclu- 

sions were reached by the British Asoociation, and it is of 
comparatively small moment. Another week will bring the 
official notification of what modifications are to be made in 

the conditions of the match of 1882, and American marksmen 
may know precisely how to practice and what restrictions 

they will be placed under when they go abroad to meet the 

Wimbledon champions on their own common, The match 

of the last season did not reflect as fully as it showld, in its 

conditions, the present state of military rifle shooting, It 

was admirable as an exhibition of what may be done at ex- 

treme ranges with a nominal military rifle, but while this 
rifle showed marked departures from a weapon which could 

fairly be called fit for general use in the hands of troops, yet 
jn other particulars 1 contained very antiquated points, 
Two of these were indicated in the application made by the 

American directors for a modification of the conditions. 

For some time pust areadily controlled wind gauge has been 
2 fixture on the best models of American military rities, It 
has been shown to be a practical device, [ft answers its pur- 
pose in the hands ef properly trained troops, and with it 

the National Guardsmen, of this State at least, have been 
able to get better work out of a confesscdly inferior arm. 
It was no new-fangled contrivance, then, which was asked 

for by the American competitors, but one which only an 
oyersifht left out of the original conditions, it properly 
should have found its place in 3 match which was supposed 
io represent the best and latest endeavors in military rifle 
practice, Eyually with this was the modification of the 

Chicago Yachting. 
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

fore sight to make it better adapted to its object as a point 

of sght. It is nonsense to suppose that the present form 

of fore sight is by any means as well adapted for catching a 

quick and ready sight as the new form permitted by the 

military authorities here, and which, by its merits, must 

come generally into use. 

So far, then, the change in the conditions isin the right 

direction. The rifles do not cease to be really military 

vifles, but they are made much more effectual, as the records 

of the matches will show. It is to be regretted that the 
British Association did not see its way clear to an entire 

change of the conditions of the match as proposed by the 

American Board, still as far as they go the changes ought 

to make the American team much stronger for the match of 

1883. It was the general complaint that the home team 
was much weaker in the last match, because of the lack of 
their accustomed wind gauge. There may have been some 
truth in this. It cerfainly had the effect of making the 
men lose confidence in their own work, and with wind 

gauges it would haye been possible to have shown how 
wretchedly bad were the rifles underthe ammunition used. 
With wind gauges it will at once become possible to keep 
records and cstablish a team system, and Col, Bouine may 

now make his coaching a real help to the men and not have 

_| it, as he has confessed it was in their late defeat, merely a 

set of motions intended to mislead the public and keep 

down the yery proper protests which would haye come from 

the press. While it may be toa certain extent true that 
inilitary shooting is a matter of personal endeavor, yet with 
tried weapons, shooting known charges, it will be entirely 

possible for a team to establish a system of mutual help, 
which in a match will be worth many points in the agere- 
gate. They can surely. keep the story of what each rifle 

will do under certain conditions of wind, light, muvisture, 

ete., and yery soon it will become possible to arrive at some 

general conclusions. We confess that we despair of seeing 
arenewal of the serics of American victories before the 
butts until the Americen team system is re-established in 

reality and not as a farce, With the number of men in 
Great Britain who give so much time to local, county and 
general rifle meetings as to become in a measure semi-pro- 

fessionals, there will always be a body of marksmen strong 

in an individual contest, and such their team matches really 

are. Accustomed to shool against each other, and always 

striving for their personal advancement, there has been no 

cultivation of purely team shooting. Here it is yet possible 

to get squads of men who, under proper leadership, pull 
together, and other conditions of rifles, position, etc., being 

equal, they must win. 

Touching the concession of later additions to the National 
Guard taking places on the team, it was a pure confession 

of inferiority on the part of the American managers. It was 
an insult to the National Guard asa whole, and if the Guard 

is to be crammed to make up a team, there is a scandal 

brewing which even a victory will not wipe out. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS, 

HE Eastern Field Trials, which commence to-morrow at 
High Point, N, C., bid fair to prove the most important 

and interesting trials that have yet been held in this country. 
The meeting commences with the Members’ Stake for which 
there are fifteen entries, and we shall look for a yery interest- 

ing coniest. Allof the dogs entered are good ones, and 
the winner may be well proud of his victory, We are greatly 

pleased tosee the members of the association take the inter- 

est they do in the object for which the club was formed. As 
we have repeatedly stated, the Members’ Stake sould be 

made the most important event of the meeting, and we have 
no doubt that the interest manifested this year, and the 
prominence which this stake holds may give an impetus to the 
matter which will soon-accomplish the desired result, The 

Derby closed with lhe goodly number of sixty entries, and, 

judging from what we hear of the performances of the dogs, 
and the well-known earnestness and enthusiasm of their 
owners, there will be a larger proportion of starters than has 

ever been seen in any similar event, and we feel well assured 

that it will prove to be the most interesting and well con- 
tested trial of youngsters that has yet taken place, Forty- 

seyen of the number are setters, and among them are 
representatives of a large proportion of the best blocd in the 

world. Many of them are doing grand work, and the 
hearts of their owners are filled with high hope of antici- 
pated victory. The pointers number only thirteen, Although 

this ig an ominous number their owners arc confident that 
the merit of their favorites will secure for them immunity 
from the decrees of fate. The All Aged Stakes has the 

unprecedented number of thirty-six entries. A glance at 

the list gives assurance that the struggle for supremacy will 

be hofly contested, and worth going a long distance to see, 

Those who are so fortunate as to be there, will undoubtedly 
witness better work than has yet been seen at any trial in 

this country. Birds are reported unusually plenty, and they 
have been strictly protected on the grounds set apart for the 

trials. Our only fear is that, owing to the mild weather, 

the weeds are too rank, and will prove a serious obstacle to 

the successful running of the trials. With so many starters - 

it will be allimportant that the conditions for rapid work 
should be favorable, in order that the trials may not be pro- 

longed beyond proper limits. We trust that our fears may 
prove unfounded, and that we may have one or two heavy 
frosts in that vicinity before the trials commence. 

How to LiperaAtEe QuAtLt.—From the number of in- 

quiries received by us for live quail we judge that the efforts 
to restore depleted game grounds will be prosecuted with 

vigor. We give a hint about putting out the birds, It is 
the plan pursued by the Westfield, New Jersey, Game So- 
ciety, and has worked well. The birds are put into cardboard © 

boxes, a pair in each box, and taken at night to the desig- 
nated place. Here the boxes are put down on the ground 

in the dark, being open at one end. Seme food is spread 
about them and they are left. The birds remain quietly in 
the boxes all night. In the morning they come out, there is 

nothing to frighten them, and they begin to feed. At night 
they come back to the boxes for shelter, In this way they 

become accustomed to the locality and remain there. The 

plan is worth trying. 

Dogs anp Insanrry.—In the course of the examination 

of an alleged lunaticin this city last week, one fact adyanced 

as evidence of unsound mind was that he had paid fifty 
dollars for a dog. Now, provided the dog was a tolerably 

good one, there was nothing irrational about this; it should 

rather be accepted as an evidence of the buyer's sanity, Tf 

he can show that in addition to the dog he bought a fine 
gun and a set of fishing tackle, and used them, he may have 
no fear of incarceration in a lunatic asylum, If some of 

the hard-working business men of the day would invest a - 
little money in such outfits, and deyote some of their time 

to field sports, they would cheat the insane asylums out of 
much reyenue. Mens swna in corpore sano—a sound mind in 

a sound body. 

SouTHERN SHooTmyg GRouNDS.—The season is approach- 
ing when scores of Northern sportsmen will be seeking shoot- 

ing grounds at the South; and wearein constant receipt of in- 

quiries as to the most desirable localities. The frequent 

changes which a given district may undergo with respect to 
its game supply renders the latest and fullest information 

on these points of the utmost importance. We shall be 
much pleased to have such particulars sent to us for publi- 

cation, Itshould be remembered that the more specific 

the details of localities, routes, accommodations, etc., the 

more useful such adyice will be, 

A Gospan or RELAXATION,—At a complimentary dinner 
in this city last week Herbert Spencer took occasion to 
speak of the push and drive which had impressed him as 

characteristic of life in this country. fe urged the neces- 

sity of accepting a new ideal of the proper conduct of life, 

in which relaxation and leisure should haye their merited 

importance, While we Americans are not wont to pay 

much attention to the idle criticisms of ourselyes and our 

ways, which are offered by the average visitor from abroad, 

we cannot afford to be indifferent to the observations of so 
profound a thinker as Herbert Spencer. His gospel of re- 
laxation is well worthy of our heed. 

Misery Loves Company, It was doubtless on that 
principle that a crippled Arkansas gunner, the other day, 
fired into a mass of ducks, bringing down fifty, of which 
fifteen were recoyered and thirty-five cripples allewed to 
escape. If there is any consolation to be fowhd in such 
maiming we sincerely trust that our Arkausas friend may 
haye had the full benefit of it. When satiated with the 
sport of duck-crippling he might emigrate to India, where 
he would win distinction as a Thug. 

A Deer Counrry.—Maj. H. W. Merrill, who has just 
returned home from an extended Western tour, reports tle 
deer yery plenty in Schooleraft and Mackinac countiesin the 
upper Peninsula of Michigan, on the line of thenew Detroit, 
Mackinac & Marquette Railroad. This country is a natural 
faine preserve, and will probably furnish excellent. still- 

hunting for many years lo come, 
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ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOZES. 

XI.—MEACHAM LAKH, 

Bone the eehoes of the Angling Tournament had be- 
D fun to vibrate with sufficient vigor to bring in letters 
npon the subject, the rattle of elevated railroads and the 

thunder of the trucks and wagons was left behind, and with 
8 ticket inmy pocket for Malone, Franklin county, N. Y., the 
best point from which to strike into the northern part of 
the Adirondacks, I started for the woods again, Pictures 
of Arctic cold, deep snows, snow sljoes, and an almost 

Siberian winter were drawn by parting friends, hut there 

was, on the other side, 4 chance to find the ‘‘frostfish” 

spawning; und so with heayy clothing the high temperature 

of the railway car was gndured, knowing that the time of 
suffering would be short. Nesr Albany the foliage was 
bright, and visions of Adirondack lakes framed in red, 

scarlet and old-gold came up as the car wheels clicked in 
unison with the rhythm of that charming little waltz song, 

“When the Leaves Begin to Turn,” which ran on for miles 
until it became too dark too sce whether the leaves were 
turning or not. Supper at Plattsburg and a change of cars 

at Rouse’s Point for a Western bound train, were the only 

breaks until Malone was reached, near midnight. In the 

morning a look from the window showed that the leaves 
had not only turned, but fallen, in this northern portion of 

the State, and that the lakes would be trimmed with brown 

and dark green, instead of the gorgeous colors mentioned, 

proving that the last of Octobsr found the trees prepared fo 

scud under bare poles through the gales of winter. 
A team from Muloae over a good road reached Meacham 

Lake, a distance of twenty-five miles, in a little less than 

imur hours and stopped at the cosy hotel of Mr, A. R, Fuller. 

The lake is one of the most beautiful sheets of water in the 
wilderness and Fuller's buildings are the only ones upon it. 
They are mostly new and are finished inside with linden or 
basswood, and are the perfection of neatness. All the room 

he has is engaged bythe same persons for certain dates for 
seasons to come, and it is seldom that he can accommodate 

others. This makes it a most select place, and as there is no 

bur and no liquor sold it is naturally a quiet one. The lake 
issome two and a half miles long by half as wide, and the 

fishiag and shooting is second to none, the Jaws being strictly 
observed here. Brook and lake trout are artifically propa- 
gated by Mr. Fuller at his own expense, and turned out in 

great numbers not only for the benefit of his guests but also 

for the good of those who may fish in the waters, only part 
of which are under his control. The last report of the New 

York Fish Commission contains the following note from Mr, 
James Geddes, of Syracuse, to the board: ‘During my 

ram les this summer in he woods, I for the first time visited 

Meacham Lake, where I found, much to my surprise, a fish- 

hatchery managed at the sole cxpense of Mr. A, R. Fuller, 
who keeps a small hotel at this lake. For several years Mr, 
Fuller bas hatched and piaced in Meacham, which are public 
waters,several hundred thousands of young fish—brook trout, 

lake trout, and a cross of the two, many of which I took 

with the fy. Now what I wish to say is this; Why shoud 
rot the fish commissioners foster and assist In such undertak- 

ings to encourage others in the woods to goand do likewise? 
A few hundred dollars of the yast sum annually appropriated 

would, in my opinion, dou vast amount of good.” 

Mr. Fuller's hatching boxes are simple ones, placed in a 
ravine and merely covered with boards, without a house, 

although he eontemplates building one for his own comfort, 

They are now full of eggs, and I saw some of the finest 

brook trout I ever beheld, which were being confined until 

ripe, when their eggs will be taken and the fish then re. 
leased in the lake, I accompanied the proprietor to Clear 

Pond, a half mile from Meacham, and saw him take a dozen 

trout from the spawning beds, none of which would weigh 

Jess than three pounds. Brook trout of five pounds weight 
have many times been tulsen from these waters, and there is 
no doubt ot the fact that they produce larger trout than any 

in the Adirondacks or elsewhere in the State. I sawa 
female hybrid taken from the beds which would weigh 
nearly five pounds. Its colors were those of its father, the 

Jake trout, but ifs shape and habits were those of the brook 

trout. The fish was taken off to the hatching boxes, and I 
did not have the chance to examine the yomer to see which 
parent it resembled in the character"of this bone which 
separates the genus Cristivomer from that of Salvelinus. 

Clear Pond has no visible inlet nor outlet, and the trout 

spawn neur the shores among the sediment, which they 

sweep away until they come to gravel, a foot below; but it 

is doubtful if any hatch here, as a few weeks later the sedi- 

ment covers the beds again. It did not contain many trout 

until Mr, Fuller stocked ita few years ago, but there must 

be plenty of food here or they would never grow to such a 
great size. The ‘‘frostfish’” abounds here, and is called 

“whitefish”; and this reminds me that ‘‘shad” was on the 
bill of fare for supper at Platisburg, and proved to be the 
whitefish, Coregonus, of Lake Champlain. The species of 

catfish called “bullhead,” ‘‘bullpout,” etc., A. catus, is 

found here in great numbers also, as are sunfish and several 
small cyprinoids. In Meacham eels are quite plentiful and 

suckers abound. The latter play upon the surface at this 

time ofthe year, and can be shot very easily. 
Many deer are killed about here, and a hunt is arranged 

every duy now by some New York gentlemen, whose suc- 
cess ig varying, like all hunts; but about this I will write 
again. The survey party is still below at Raquette, and 
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will not be here before December, if then, and 20 we are 

widely separated. Mr. Colvin has been here In former 
years and left his monuments to mark his primary, and 

perhaps other, triangulations which afford us such a perfect 
knowledge of this mountainous region, 
A friend has sent & note saying that as the ‘Adirondacks 

of Murray” haye been done in these sketches, it might be 

well to give a view of them through other spectacles. I 

thought that T had been doing this, but will sit down and 
think it over, and if the snow keeps off and the spectacles 

don't get broken, perhaps it 1aay be done. It is just glori- 
ous here now; better than in summer, with its insect tor- 

ments. But city people are all on the homestretch as soon 
as September comes, and so miss the best time of the year 

to be in the woods for everything except trout, F. M. 

Travian Fish Frenps.—The Italian laborers employed 

in the construction of the new railroad on the west shore 

of the Hudson River, are making fearful hayoc among the 
fish in the vicinity of theircamps. They have been carry- 
ing on their destructive practices for many months, and it 

ig now about time for them to stop, or to be sinpped by the 

officials of the railroad. Owing to the gross carelessness of 
those in charge of the work of blasting, these Italians are 
allowed to help themselyes to dynamite cartridges, with 

which, every Sunday, they repair to the trout streams and 

bass lakes and murder the fish by scores and hundreds. 

These Italians know no better; but the railroad people ought 

to; and they are the responsible parties, 

“AL Fresco."—We had a pleasant call last Saturday 
from '‘A] Fresco,” our well-known Florida correspondent, 

who was on 4 flying trip to these Jatitudes. He reported 

the usual rosy aspect of Florida things in general and fish- 
ing in particular. Indian River Inlet is the place to go. 
The fish are very plenty, so plenty in fact, thal it was hinted 

a three-tined pitchfork might not be am altogether useless im- 
plement, > 

Che Sportsman Cauvrist. 

MENDON MERE. 

4] eae Mountain slopes to the level plain 
In dark green mantle of cypress leaves 

The grain is garnered in bounteous sheaves; 

The latter summer bas come again. 

Ripe fruit is hamging from orchard trees 

In globes of crimson, or gold and red. 

The tiger-lily, with drooping head, 

Resigns her soul to the robber bees. 

Sad autumn flowers, in blue and gold, 

Are flecking the fading river banks, ' 
And strange wild vines in their tangled ranks, 

Wayein the breeze as they did of old. 

I watch by the river, as long ago 

I watched by the waters of Mendon Mere. 

What sights and sounds do I see and hear, 

As the river goes by with endless flow? 

A long succession of mountain spurs, = 
Roundly abutting upon the stream, 
An eagle drifting, with savage scream, 

Above the ridges of pines and firs. 

A fish hawk guarding the glassy pools, 
A pert Kingfisher with grating cry, 
A heron lazily flapping by, 

And trout and minnows in swarming schools. J 

And now, as of old, the woods ara rife 

With mystic murmur of sylvan sounds, 
For over the hill are eager hounds, 

And a red deer running to win his life. 

J oe i 

Ah, little Lreck of hounds or deer, 

Or care for a shot at buck or doe. 

My hair is gray and my pulse is slaw— 

Alas for the days of Mendon Mere. Nessarur. 

ANGLING IN GERMAN WATERS. 

Mes ordinary incidents uf a trouting trip, especially those 
connected directly with the catching of the fish, are so 

very similar all the world over, that in attempting to keep 
my promise and give you an account of my experiences on 
the streams in this vicinity, I meet at the outset an obstacle 
which to me seems formidable, and this obstacle is the diffi- 
culty [shall have in trying to ayoid more or less repetition 
of the old, old story, with which all readers of sporting lit- 
erature must be very familiar, and many of them, as I am, 
most heartily tired, so tired that the most skillfully worked 
and thrilling descriptions of the vagaries of the ‘‘speckled 
beauty,” his “rushes” and ‘‘sulks” and demands upon the 
power, strength and skill of rod and angler, fail ntterly to 
(raw. Isit satiety, advancing age, or the knowledge gained 
by having myself been one of the actors in such little dramas, 
with free access to ‘‘behind the scenes” that has thus killed 
my sensations? ‘ 

Perhaps the second reason is the strongest, for I find that 
many other golden illusions have faded; for example, I no 
longer strive to let ‘The rays of the morning sun, as they 
give the first kiss,” etc., “‘find me,” eto., ‘‘by the banks of 
purling brooks.” ‘With Fred Mather, I believe that there is 
a good deal more fun in a morning nap, and the general 
average of the day's ae is best maintained by the in- 
crease of luck with which the approach of sunset is generally 
accompanied, while with morning fivhing, as noon ap- 
proaches, the slacking up of sport causes increasing fatigne 
to make itself more manifest. 

After ‘‘mature deliberation” as to the ways aid means I 
shouldemploy in the eudeayor to keep my promise, I have 
resolved to steer as widely as possible from the breakers 

among which I have already drifted, and confine myself ag 
closely as I could to a channel, which, whether a good one — 
or not, should have, at least, the merit of novelty, and to 
base my letter upon the points in which a trout fishing trip : 
in Germany differs from one in our own country—that 
blessed country to which the thoughts of the wandering 
tourist so longingly reyert, when seated at the table @’héte — 
and filling up on its mysterious combinations, the memory ; 
of oysters, raw and stvamed, real roast turkey, and un. 
cooked celery, present themselves so strongly and so vividly 
that the slight remaining desire for the never ending jilet — 
and potage or conswiné is reduced to very slight dimensions, 
Please excuse this apostrophy, which, even if patriotic, is, T 
confess, somewhat irrelevant. I'll return to my subject, 
trusting that in so doing I may succeed in interesting two 
classes at least of your readers, those who haye and those 
who have not gone through the same experience; the first by 
reviving in their minds some pleasant reminiscences, and 
giving voufirmation to some of the yarns they have spun; 
to those of class secoud with whom they have, to use an ex- 
pression common to sailors, “swapped lies” and to the 
second by imparting some new facts. All of the rest of 
your readers are'very welcome to skip the columns devoted 
to this letter. 

During this month I have passed several very pleasant 
afternoons trout fishing, and while I have neither caught 
any extraordinary numbers nor any very large fish, I have 
had lots of fun, and learned a great deal about how other 
people do it, 

The brooks that I have fished have had to me one great — 
novelty, for although here and there a bit of cultivated ping 
woods, through which they passed, has, to a sliclit extent, 
recalled similar bits in our own wilderness, yet the general 
course has been through cultivated fields and yineyards, — 
with the agricultural peasants busily engaged in their ordi- 
nary pursuits, through thickly settled hamlets and villages, — 
from which groups gathered and followed me alone the 
stream, manifesting great interest in my success and wonder 
at my mode of fishing, for to them the little rod, fine line 
and cast of flies were novelties, and that tront could really 
be thus taken a revelation. Grave men in blue blouses, 
each with a porcelain pipe in full blast, deserted the allure- 
ments of the gasturrthschayten (inns), where they were wont 
to doze comfortably over immense mugs of beer, Stolid, 
solid and bareheaded women, whose short skirts revealed im- 
mnense connecting links with the heavy wooden sabots which — 
encased their feet, ceased their toil with hoes, and plows, 
and wheelvarrows and solemnly jomed the procession, 
which was further increased by crowds of smull boys in clogs, 
little girls in ditto, each bearing in ner arms a child some- 
times nearly as large as herself; soldier or two and a privst, 
for no group in Hurope is complrte without representatives 
of both professions, came also, and with my ‘‘guard” and 
his assistant as my personal staff T wasby no means a ‘lone 
fisherman.” 

It would have been a very pleasant afternoon's stroll, if 
for no other purpose than to enjoy the scenery and delight- 
ful mountain air, which, after months of confinement to the 
conyentionalities of cities, was most refreshing, No paint- 
ing, among the many I have tired myself staring at in the 
yurious peas of Europe, conveyid to me more real 
pleasure than the ever changing panorama of the brooks, 
now winding through pine forests derse in shadow, then 
out in the sunlight through meadows and fields carpeted 
with acres of brilliant-poppies and larkspur, with daisies 
and clover to remind one of home, then through quaint — 
Geiman hamlets and under stone bridges, the high arches 
and extent of which indicated that the ‘‘purline brook’ 
could and did sometimes become a river whose force was to 
be respected. 

The path down the stream was smooth a4 a country foot- 
path, and nota snag or alder, mosquito or black fly to de- 
tract from the pleasure. 
But there was another purpose, and on each occasion I 

caught all I wished of good-sized trout. Nomnumber so 
great onany day as to cause the sport to pall, norso few that + 
isappointmen, took the plave of pleasure, just the happy 

medium which served to keep up a gentle excitement. of 
a ‘hole” yielded nore than a couple of fish, but it was yery 
seldom that any place which “ought tc hold a trout” failed 
to cou.e up to my expectations, The fish were of a very 
satisfactory average size, ranging fiom four ounces to four- — 
teen, and I could not perceive that they were at all inferior — 
in game to the trout of our own mountains. 

‘The firs: step toward a fishing trip here 1s elsewhere is to 
find out wherg to go, and the second how to get there. 
Then comes here the third, which is the most difficult of all, 
for itis to get the neerssary invitation or permission to 
make use of the knowledge; forin Germany every bucket- 
ful of fresh water, every inch of stream, and every liyin 
creature of any value in it, is priyale property. Eat 
stream has, according to its length, a greater or less num- 
ber of owners. When inits course it runs through landed 
estates, it is the property of the landlord, the portions tun- 
ning through villages are generally owned by them, and 
become a source of revenue either by being leased annually 
to the highest bidder, or by tax upon such anglers as obtain 
from the Burgomaster a license to fish there. The fishings, 
or sections, are gencrally of six kilos each (a kilo is three- 
fifths of a mile) and the rental yaries from twenly to a hun- 
dred marks per annum (equal to from four to twenty 
dollars). 

The owner or lessee of a section generally employs (and I 
believe he is compelled by luw so tw do) a ‘‘guard” or 
keeper, whose duty is to preyent poaching, kevp the stream 
in order, and to accompany fishermen to see that all fish 
which are less than twenty centimetres (eight inches) in 
length are returned tio the brook. It is customary for these 
guards, who like most every one else in Germany wear a 
regulation uniform, to act also as assistants lo a fisherman, — 
eurry and clean the fish, disentangle caught hooks, and 
make himself useful generally. The laws require that cach 
kilo shall be re-stocked every spring with one hundred — 
young trout, which can be procured at either of several 
breeding establishments, of which I hayo visited two, and 
“some day’ will tell you of them, one at Heidelberg and 
one at Baden-Baden. “The keeper’s work is not a sinccure, 
for the high price of the bach foreilen in the market makes 
agreat temptation to poachers. His home is generally close 
to his field of duty, and as his revenue depends greatly upon 
the fees he receives fiom fishing tourists, it becomes his 
interest to do allin his power to put such putrons in good 
humor by keeping up the stock. 

Hombourg-les-Baths is a most charming summer resort; if : 
is situated upon a spur of the Taunus Mountains, and from : 
this circumstance derives one of its many mimes, Homburg- 
yonu-der-Héhe, or ‘‘on the hill,” perhaps the most useful 
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fname of all of fhem; for a letter so directed from elsewhere, 
duns less tisk of Soing to some other of the several Ham- and 
Hom- burgs and bourgs than by any of the others, Nature 
has done a great deal for the place, in the way of healthy 
and picturesque location, with pine forests bounding the 
horizon in several directions; a cool, bracing climate, and 
an sssoviment of health-restoring springs ample enough to 
meet all demands, Art and business enterprise has com- 
pleted Nature's unfinished work, and the medicinal waters 
made palatable by the surroundings. Broad and well- 
ahaded prominarles, beautiful gardens, artistic rock work, 
grotiocs and fouvitains, palm gardens and swan ponds, 
within all directions pleasant wood paths leading off to cosy 
retreats amid the pines, form some of the attractions, which 
every morning from seven to nine amuse theimmense throng 
of people who aro ill, and people who think they are, and 
people whom the doctors assure that they are, and who 
gaeer at the springs or brunnen to indulge in the regniation 
raughts; and the springs are so varied in their medicinal 

qualitios, that they meet all emergencies, Atthe Hlisen- 
brunoen the fat man drinks himself lean; and three lundred 
yards away at the Stablbrunnen or Steel spring, “rich” in 
iron, the debilitated aud lean man seeks strength and fat. 
‘Phat word “‘rich” I quote is one in such common use by 
the doctors, that it has grown into the vernacular, and one 
day, when after heavy vains I was donbtful as to the condi 
tion of an angling stream I wished to visit, the German guard 
whom I consulted told me, ‘Don’t go to morrow, the brook 
will be too ‘nich’ in mud;” and this man's stock of English 
was very Inmited. 
Up and down the long prometade the crowd marches, all 

busily engaged in (ligesting; for therules are; On an empty 
stomach sip very slowly the “mount preseribed, from three 
fo six onneces, then fifteen minutes promenade, then another 
five minutes of sipping, and so on for an hour or more, and 
all of the time a fine band is giving us choice selections of 
the most fashionable music. 
By 9 A. M. the springs sre cesetted, the crowd has melted 

away and its integers, in wrappers and slippers, are attack- 
ing the matntinal coffee and eges to mect again at 8 P. M., in 
the beautifnl grounds of the Mumgarten, tolisten azain to sweet 
Tausic, to stroll again up and down, and circle as listlessly 
as did the white whale at the Aquarium, to drink eau-suere 
and enjoy each other’s costumes. And in the evening the 
simeé thing over agiin, divevsified by perhaps a re-union or 
dance in the splendidly fitted up halls, whose origin is due 
to the gambling business, of which this was once a center, 
and to which theoretically only the payers of the Kur-tax 
are admitiud, thus assaring 9 tolerably select party, but 
practically open to eyery one, for no oné is called upon to 
show his ov her kurtickel or abonnement, and this is well 
known to the couriers, and yalets, and ‘femmes? of Frankk- 
fort, but forty minutes away, and practically the re-unionis 
very much mixed, But Lam sgain off thetrack. [For 
further particulars see Baedeken, | 

Ten miles north of the city the Weilbach (Weil Brook), 
which is by far the best stocked stream to which I had 
access, winds its way throuct™the valley of the name, and, 
like every thing and body in Germany, does a great deal of 
work, its particular duty being to irrigate the vineyards and 
farms, and lo turn the funny old-fashioned wheels of many 
mills.in the villages through which it flows. Among these 
fortunately there are no saw mills, the natural enemy of 
trout streams. Its source is near the Heldtberg, and after 
thirty miles it disuharges into the Calin, a tribntary of the 
Rhine, 
Two sections of thisstream are leased by the proprictor of 

thd Royal Victoria Hotel, who in them finds a source both 
of pleasure and profit, as well as a means of affording 
pleasure to his guests. Two other sections are owned by 
eee emcee of Dorfweil and Schmitten, and these four T 
shed. 
On iny arrival at Wombourg I naturally drifted into ac- 

quiintance with the piscatorially inclined sojourners, and 
one day, comparing tackle with some of them, it was unani- 
mously carried that my little split bamboo; or as the English 
termad it “glued rod,” would come into good play insettling a 
questioa—the qnestion being, would or would not the 
Tatinus trout appreciate the allurements of the fly. A cor- 
respondent of the London /ivid had in its columns asserted 
most dogmatically that they would not, and had endeavored 
to prove by most illogicul reasoning that German trout 
cared only for 2 dict of worms. Against this we had the 
positive evidence of a young English gentleman, that in the 
Weilbach he had caught quite a number with the fly, but 
there were doubting Thomases, of whom, bowever, I was 
not one, for in five minutes’ conversation I knew that he 
iknew how, aud had done it,and moreover, he gaye me 4 
well-used castof three tiny gnats with which he had done 
it, aud I owe to their use and theadvice he gave me much 
of my subsequent success. The doubters hai tried flies and 
failed utterly. This, or rather the failing part, J could 
readily believe, for therods and gear shown me were most 
eminently adapted for cuuner fishing, One murderous con- 
trivance in particular attracted my attention, it was nothing 
more nor less than asmall gang of five hooks on gut, the 
lower hook being triple; [ think it was called “Glark’s 
fackle.” A two inch trout could hardly rush by this con- 
trivance, and when baited with several worms, woven in 
and out, in a fashion 'm glad tosay L didn’t learn, it was 
sure death to anything that came near it. 

Another arrangement was a phantom minnow, which was 
attached to a short, strong line, it to along, strong pole, and 
it firmly grasped by a lusty young English parson, who 
otherwise proved to be avery jolly companion. [Note.— 
The “otherwise” is intended to connect with the method of 
fishing and not with the professiou.] His kit did most execl- 
lent service, One day when the brook was high and ‘‘tich 
in mud,” and with a current like a mill race, my flies 
skipped harmlessly over the muddy surface, until at last I 
fitted out a regular Adirondack cast of «red hackle, searlet 
ibis, and split ibis, the latter, I believe, invented by Perry, 
who has 4 camp on Third Lake, Fulton Chain, at least so he 
told mewhen he sold it to me, al large hooks, and with 
these [ made up somevhat, securing in two hours about a 
dozen fair sized Bish—four to twelve ounees—during which 
period the worms of our companion drowned themselyes in 
disgust at their non-suecess, while (the Parson was kept 
fairly busy, and yanked out twice as many fish as the other 
two of the party collectively. Fishing for breakfast, with 
no reserve stock, at the spring high water and. rain, I should 
vote tie spinning minnow ao success, but for sport there 
Was more in ten minutes with my light rod than in a many 
hours with his heayy one. 
My lirst trip was on a bright sunny day, and I enjoyed 

the companionship of a very jolly Irish gentleman, brother 
of Col. Nolan, mémber of Parliament, who, being a great 
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pedestrian, lind, onfoot, roamed over much of the ronie, 
and was so well up in the lerendary lore of the conntry that 
he beguiled the time with bits of the same, ns we passed by 
old ruined castles and yillas of Ruman aud Rhenish origin, 
and the two hours’ drive scemed yery short; but that a trout 
stream lay at the further end of the route, 1 could have wil- 
lingly prolonged it to twice the time. 

The road ran straighf north, cutting a line through the 
dense-pine forests, until it crossed the summit, {hen wound 
down into the beautiful Weil Valley, through fields and 
farms, on all of which a foree of women and childrén were 
laboring, and many of those we met or overtook on the 
road were laden like so many beasts of burthen, Like the 
Africans, in Germany the woman of the middle and lower 
classes is the laborer of the family, and like the African 
woman she ‘totes’ he bundles; andl I should fancy that to 
a person seeing it for the first time, the loads they carry 
would produce astonishment, but they don't seem to mind it. 
Buropeans generally, and I thinkthe Teutons particularly, 

are very economical people, and amone the things which 
we waste and they save is ewer. ‘To calla man 4n “idle 
dog” here could hardly be considered as using insulting Jan- 
guave, for except among the upper classes of canines there 
seems to be no such animal here, Big dows and little dogs all 
work, and they, with the women and cows, perform a 
large portion of the hauling, which in other countries is 
done by horses. On the road we encountered some yery 
curious combination teams, such as two cows, a woman 
and a cow, lwo dogs, one dog and a woman, all dragging 
farm produce; very seldom was there a man in the purty, 
and when there was one, his load cousisted of a big pipe 
and perhaps a dinner basket. Not ones did I see 4 man 
give 2 particlé of assistance to the team, 

Our turnout presented a striking contrast, a handsome 
drag, two gaily caparisoned horses, a driver in gorgeous livery 
—tnat of the hotel—ancd in the rear, with folded arnis, sat, 
arrayed in a costume somewhat Tyrolean, viz., short green 
colt with staghorn butions, & hunting horn, bell-crowned 
hat, gun—old fashioned pin fire—resting across breast, and 
held by a strap, thigh boots, and holding a dachshund in 
leash, a functionary whomin my verdancy I felt sure was 
a chasseur, and T wondered whether it was the eustom to ro 
shooting and fishing at the same time, and what we were to 
shoot. Subsequent developments destroyed all ilusiogs. 
Tuking it altomether, our entire outfit was deciderlly the 

most stunning one that I ever had an opportunity to partici- 
pate in en route to a troul stream. Remembrances of legs, 
lumber wagons and buckhboards fitted through my mind, 
and J wondered what would Dan Rudes or Hiram think, to 
see me coming in to Piseeo Lakein such x stunning style, As 
Nolan pithily rem-rked, as we toole posséssion of the affair, 
“Tsay, oll boy, this is very swell,” and when the next day 
I paid my share of the acerued bill, I was by its magnituile, 
if aught else were lacking, fully satisfied as to the grandeur 
of the preceding day. 
At3 P.M. we reached the stream at the head of the see- 

tion we were to fish; and as Nelan had been there before, 
he very courteously gave me the selection, and I elected fo 
start there and fish down, he driving to the foot of the fish- 
ing to fish up, the brook’s conrse being nearly parallel with, 
and in proximity to, a well-traveled high road. The 
chasseu) stayed with me, and, after divesting himself of 
the hunting symbols of gun, dog and hat, substituted there- 
for aftish basket, measuring-stick and fell, iat, also a box of 
worms and small bottle of a foul-smelling liquid, with which 
Iwas to anoint the worms, which he felt very confident I 
would be compelled fo resort to eventually, 
My first east, three little gnats, brought me a very pretty 

trout, and [ don’t remember reading in your columns a de- 
scription by any ‘true sportsman” of incidents attendant 
upon the capture of a trout at all resembling these which 
were then experienced by me, I didn’t play that fish, nor 
did he me; the whole attair might haye occupied four sec- 
onds, [don’t believe it did though; but on that assumption 
T'll divide it up; second 1, cast; 2, strike hy treut; 3, ditto by 
me; 4, troutin hand. If ever a trout was hurried up by a 
tyro more than this one by me, T hayen’t read of it, Highly 
unsportsmanlike I confess, but remember it was my first 
for two years, and I had been so discouraged, or rather had 
heard so many discouraging stories in regard to my pros- 
pects with fhes, that [ was probably abeut as surprised 
when the trout struck us he was when did. When in my 
hand there did occur an incident. My metamorphosed v/ii/s- 
ser polteny advanced and sayed me the trouble of unhool- 
ing lum, 1 wasted the ‘thank you” though, for I had mis- 
undersiood his motions, Grayely placing the ‘fish and his 
measuring rod side by side, he solemnly pointed to a space 
of about fi quarter inch, between the end of the tailand a 
broad red mark on his stick, sternly ejaculated “Alein” 
(little). and gently deposited him in the brook, Then T began 
to realize what he was there for, Accustomed to our legal 
standard of six inches, I was at firstrather chagrined at the 
loss of a Seven and three-quarter inch tish, for the brook didn’t 
luok as though it would-be very apt to improve on him; but 
after a half hour’s brisk work, during whivh several fish 
over nine inches in length, and one a three-quarter pounder 
(I weighed him with a spring balance, and he actually went 
eleven and one-half ounces) had been taken, I became quite 
contented to have the Jitthe oves put back, and ean’t help 
wishing thal ou own home standard was the same, 

About midway of the stream I met Nolan working up and 
found that up to that time (about 6 P. M.), my Hies had 
badly beaten his worms. We passed each other, and when 
the fishing was over (7 P. M), [found that he had gained 
on me considerably, for very singniarly—at least so it 
seemed to me—as the day waned, the trout became much 
less eager for the fly, and more so fot the worm, and, by 
the way, this happening on another occasion, I record if as 
a possible peculiarity of German trouf, Our score for the 
four hours’ fishing was, total, 78, of which 47 were above 8 
inches in length, and kept. OF these 47 the flies took 29, the 
wotms 18; the largest caught by worms ldoz.; by flies 
li4joz.; total weight of the 47 about 10 pounds. 
My other trips weve more or less repetitions of this my 

first, except that this was the most successful, the Weilbach 
being the best brook, and the day the most suitable, On all 
the fly beat the worm. 

1 made other trips to other brooks owned by the villages 
of Dorfweil and Sehmitten, obtitining permil from the burgo- 
master, who collected from me on my finish a tux of one 
miurk (24 eeiits) each for every fish I retained. 

The trout in every way resemble ont own cultivated brook 
trout, and were quite asgamy, I do uot think that they 
were as well flavored, although the salmon of the Rhine 
are, to my taste, far superior to those of our Western coast. 

Pragco, 
Homsourc-Les-BaAtys, Prussia, Aug. 28, 1882. 

RAMBLES THROUGH NEWFOUNDLAND. 

PART SIX, 

A 5 far us the eye could see the floe seemed acrawl; and 
& tpona number of cakes or ‘*pans’ was seen a cluster 
of halts dozen sunning themstlves and sucking the ice, 
Those separated and tried to waddle off on the hunter com- 
ter Soming near, but before they got far fell from a blow of 
the hesvy “gaff” ‘The hunter strides wp to the seal, deals 
ita blow upon fe head, then draws his knife, opens the 
blubber of the animal down the abdomen and at the back, 
and in an incredibly short space of time strips it of its deep 
eoating of fut. To the fat or blubber are left attached the 
akin and Hippers, the circase being leftupon theice. After 
the hunter kills and “‘skulps” a number in this manner he 
draws the '‘pelts” together upon a pan, and rears above the 
pile a little flay hearing his name, After he has killed 
enough for a day's hauling, he strings four or five pelts to a 
rope, which rope he puts over his shoulder, and trudges off 
to land, orto his boat, as the case may be. Twas glad to 
Tend a hand killing, and learnt fairly, too, how to take off 
the pelts; bat when it came to the hauling rope, I preferred 
being “‘excused,’’ After | had killed and taken the blubber 
off five or six, 1 extended my rambles out the ice, for L saw 
with my glass that there were some larger than others, 

The greater hody of seals upon the ice I ascertained were 
harps—Phoca granlandica—though I came upon a patch of 
What is known as the square fHipper—Ph. barbata. The 
larger ones which Thad noticed, and of which I saw four or 
five, were ‘“doghoods” or the hooded pseal—Stemmatopus 
eristatus, Now, the doghood is the terror of all ereenhorns 
upon the ice, and many a veteran hunter will sive the mon- 
ster a wicle berth, I hac not heard about its yicious temper, 
su E readily started off, when one of my eompanions remarked 
that if L “eouldl kill you” it would be something worth 
doing, ‘ 

So L strode boldly off, too full of my enterprise to hear 
the quiet titter which followed me. As I approaebed the 
animal he saw me, and rousing himself began to waddle 
off. I approached within about twenty paces, when I 
paused to survey him before I fired. He was as large nearly 
as a0 ox, dud carried about bis head a large hood, which he 
seemed to have the power ef raising and throwing back 
or of drawing completely over his head. The nearer [ ap- 
proached, I had observed, the more did the hood close down, 
and now cocking my gun to berin the action, I found it 
inipossible to get an exposed part of lis head. T fired, how- 
ever, bang into the hooil, a heavy charge of seul shot, but T 
found it had as much effect as if T had fired a charge of 
peas. I gave him another charge at fifteen pacus distant, 
aud this time in the loins, but neither did this affect the 
monster; so I continued to fire till Thad put six shots into 
him, Not even this seemed to have any eifect; on the con- 
trary, if only seemed to kindle the ire of the unwieldly 
brute, forturning suddeuly he faced me, drawing himsclf 
up in the order of battle. Ithen gaye him another dose of 
shot in the lecth, but it was lost in the hood, when I con- 
tladed that I had to capture him in some other fashion. 

So Tlaid my gun upon the ice, and seized nyv gaff, strid- 
ing oul for the assault; but that was pre ly's state 
of feelium too; for he advanced at a tee = oward 
me. Istood, scared at the monster's a? could 
hot summon courage to assault bim; but, Pauly Was 
he it occured to me thal | might assault hir it behind, 
which {did; but IT might have pounded till the day of 
judgment and yet not have harmed him, In trying to 
strike him ttpon the head [ventured somewhat too far, and 
before L recognized my folly I was disarmed, Hoody holding 
my galk in his month. 

Then Tveloaded my gun aed fired four more rounds into him, 
but still the brute held fast to my gaff, and I was obliged to ~ 
retrace my steps, utterly nt a loss how to account for having 
left it behind. I found no young seals anywhere upon ihe 
floe, though many of the females were large with young, 
and would evidently whelp inafew days. On my return I 
came to a small lake, and found that it was swarming with 
seals, which frightened by the hunters had gone in there. Not 
less than fifty round blackheads might be seen at once pop- 
ping above the water, andugain sinking below it. 

IT tound four or five of the fishermen at a rendezyous, 
where there were several pilex of pelts ready to start with 
another ‘tow’ for the edge of the ice, They had killed all 
the senls within a pretty wide area, and remarked that they 
would “wot last many days." Then one of them saw me 
without my gait, and asked where it was. I told him [ lost 
it in a hole coming in, wd that [had a narrow escape from 
being drowned. ‘From being eaten, perhaps, you mean,” 
lie sai With a wicked leer; and Lfound they all knew [ was 
telling wlie, And then they began quizzing me in their 
own uncouth way, asking me how L liked ‘killin’ dog- 
hoods,” and how long he stood me “tantalizin of him.’’ 
Then they told me that ‘ta doghood baint no fool;” snd that 
“he knowed 4 greenhorn.’’ I bore the chafling as sweetly 
as Lwas able, ind then tied two pelts to a rope and started 
away with Lhe vest forthe boat, which we lad left on the 
edge of the ice, When we reached it with our tows the 
full number of pelts aboard was thirty-two. Ench pelt was 
worth on the averuge £1 or $4, so that it will be seen a valu- 
able chuy’s work had already been done. Some young lads 
who lind come out in some of the ofher boats had prepared 
dinner by boiling the kettles on the ice, and frying a number 
of scils’ flippers on large paus brought out for the purpose, 
and thourh, from the carelessness in preparation, there was 
a strong iluvoref seal oil on the meat; I never remember 
haying made » more d@elightfal meal. 
With the towing of another loud each of pelts from the 

glauchter sround the day’s programme was ended, as all the 
seals within near range had been killed. LTapprised the 
party of our boat of the lake Thad seen, which gave them 
ureal delight, and after dinner was ended we vepaued 
thither with our three guns, Then taking up our shelter 
behind some iae pinnaeles we opened fire on every head as 
it appeared. My companions liad flint muskets, und these 
somelimes “burnt prime” or “hung fire,” and where they 
did go promptly off in three cases put of four the seal went 
down at the flash inthe pan und escaped, Even with my 
un T missed a number of shots, the head dipping at the 
flash, This wits especially the case when either myself oy 
the gum was seen before firing, 

The mongrel dogs worked admirably, ponncing upon 
every seal we killed and draging him to the edge of the ice, 
when encof the men stood ready with a boat-hook and 
pulled the carcase up, lifting out the dozas well. L could 
not sity low many seuls we killed in the lake, but we Janded 
between twenty and thirty, took off the pelts, piled and 
flazged them. ‘These it was the intention to let stand dur- 
ing the night, and taking the remaining loads from the first 
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Saari we stv “ted for our hoat, and thence for the 
shore. 

That night the .idl moon made it almost ns light as day 
upon the ice, and as the wind had shifted aad begun to pipe 
faintly out from the land, it would soon drive the ice off to- 
ward the other side of the hay, so my hosts put their boat 
out after the moon had risen and sailed to the edge of the 
ice, and hauled their pelts by the side of the lake, nearly 
three miles distant, on board. They returned about the 
dawn, rowing shoreward in the teeth of the strons off-wind 
now blowing, surprising their neighbors with nbont $120 
worth of seals further than the handsome catch landed the 
day before. The breeze ufter this grew into a gale and 
pushed the ice out the bay, so that the one day mentioned 
was the extent of the ‘‘spurt,” and for many « family living 
along the shores this day brought a richer recompense than a 
summer's toiling for cod and herring. Fancy, as is the case 
in & majority of instances, one skiff upon which a lurge 
family, and sometimes two, depends for support, taking in 
the season but forty quintals of codfish!—the quintal with 
the oi! fetching on the ayerage about £1. Tt may be thought 
that this, with the seal catch, is considerable, but five und 
six stasons may pass and aseal not visit the bay. The 
visitation 18 indeed the rare exception instead of the rule, 

The next day my host said to me; ‘Now, then, 1 shall 
give you a week fishing or shooting, whichever you will, 
iround the arms and nooks, ind after that 1 will take you 
to the deer shooting grounds.’’ So the next morning the 
three of us set out in « sniajl boat before a shoving breeze 
down to an arm which ran infrom the bottom of the bay 
several miles. By the time we reached our stopping place 
if was snuwing fast, and the wind brought gusts of snow- 
drifts from the hills down hissing in the seething waters. 
and in the offing a couple of little boats were at anchor also, 
Allalong this reach we saw smull boats out hauling their nets; 
Twas told that in this way did the seven or eight families 

who lived along the shores of the arm spend their winter; 
that they could not catch cod enough in summer to support 
them, and had to brave the storms and the cold of winter 
wretchedly clad, 1 now saw a boat looking in the distance 
like a picee of ice from the spray beating continually over 
and freezing upon her. We ran up to her and found an old 
man and his son, 0 lad of about thirteen, on board, ‘Fish 
is scarce, | suppose,” said I, ‘They baint plenty, sir,” the 
old man said, looking in the bottom of the boat, where half 
a dozen cod lay as the result of the day’s fishing. The boy 
was, like his father, poorly clad, and stood doubled up and 
shivering as he ‘‘sawed" his limbs. They beat their arms 
around their bodies continually to keep themselves warm, 
and again turned to their lines, now hauling them in and 
fresh baiting, then casting out again, and every half hour 
or so, L was told, ‘‘hauling up,” shifting their ground, and 
anchoring ina new spot, <A trader lived among the rocks 
and bought the cod as it was caught, allowing about six 
shillings per hundred weight forit green, About twenty- 
five such fish as we kad seen in the boat would make a hun- 
dred weight.;°  , 
Close by the shore, as we ran along, our little sails reefed 

fo keep ns from being upset by the squalls which pitched 
down uponus fromthe cliffs and hills, je came upon two or 
three punts houling herring nets. We luffed up beside one 
of these and found two me on board, also miserably clad, 
and bearing the look of suffering and privation, This had 
licen their second time out to the net during the day, and 
from this haul they had got about a fourth of a barrel. 
The herring were getting poor then, as the spring advance, 
1 was informed, and the trader had refused to take any 
more, So that they were catching these now while it lasted 
to eat; and the skipper of our boat told me that these 
wretched fish, with the government meal, was all the poor 
sufferers along here had to eat; and that some of them, before 
the government relief came, had been living on the herring 
alone. 
We landed at the trader’s rooms, and found a couple of 

skiifs there, their owners having just taken their few fish to 
the scales and got them weighed. They received, 1 ob- 
served, neither cash nor foods for their fish, asthey had during 
the stormy days that they could not get out, run accounts. 
They brought the heads and sounds of the fish home to eat. 
Then we mét the trader, a short, little hide-bound man, with 
red whiskers aud comfortable in a heavy pilot cloth reefer, a 
scal skineap and knee boots. He told us that times were 
yery bad down in these parts, but promised to make us as 
comfortable as he could. He kept the tavern, the boarding 
house and the store of the region. There was none other 
within a dozen miles. 
On our way up I saw «man going by driving a pair of 

dogs, which were drawing 1 load of wood cut among the 
hills, to his Jitilé cottage down by the rocks, I learned that 
there was no horse in these parts, save that owned by the 
trader, The dogs hauled patiently along, the man assisting 
them with a hauling rope over his shoulder. “IT have seen 
the blood come through the canvas jumpers of some of 
these poor devils,” said the trader to me, ‘‘alter a long and 
heayy haul. But they are so used to this hardship that 
they do not mind itnow.” It reminded me of the Irishman 
getling uscd to his hanging, ; : 

The trader was one,ot the few shots and sportsmen of the 
neizhborhohd; and he informed me that few of the people 
about here had guns to shoot the game so abundant in the 
sea before their doors, or a short distance inland; and that 
most of those who had muskets had no powder and shot. 
He expected 4 party of two or three others ii a few days, 
when he was going out 1o have ‘the last whack at the deer 
for the winter.” ‘This is my place,” he said, pointing to the 
cosy liltle house standing in the middle of a grove of eyer- 
preens. Standing out from the house was a liltle store, in 
which were a vuniber of careases of deer, and skins pur- 
chased from the owners of guns and traps. The provisions, 
clothing, ete., he informed me, he kept down by the stages 
where the fishermen landed, so he need not lave any ‘truck- 
ing up here.” His wife, a little woman with healthful look- 
ing cheeks, bright, good-natured eyes and a cherry yoice 
bade us welcome to what the house had, ‘‘such as it is,” 
apologizing for a score of little things which we did not 
notice, Her house was at once cosy and tidy, and the fine 
large stove with flushed cheeks olfered a grateful change 
from the biting March wind, and the blinding drifts. We 
had yenisonand sugarcured ham, and some delicious cod- 
fish, 4 meal that might delight 1 king. In the winter the 
grain of the cod seems to get short and brittle; and the fish 
is fatter and richer, very much, than in the summer. 
“My daughter,” said our hostess after dinner, with a 

look of modest pride,and I did not think it strange. For my- 
self — 

‘1 wondered how so fair a Hower 

Could grow and flourish there,” 

[Nov. 16, 1882, 

The girl was not alone handsome as an opening rose bud, 
hut accomplished and modest as well; and while the storm 
whistled thal, ¢vening, she payed to me very prettily some 
touching and beautiful pieces on the harmoninm and chatted 
on books and places; showed me her drawing books with 
rude, yel. here and there sweet, sketches of the wild hills and 
the woods, and the turbulent sea sentinelled by the grim 
rocks. She read and spoke French fently, and I leamed 
she had spent two yenrs wl sehool in St. Pitrte. She hoped, 
and so did her inother, thal her father would some day 
remove to Placentia or to St. John’s, but it seemed to me 
that the love of gain was stronger with the trader than 
sympathy for the aspirations of his daughter, He edneated 
her, but in this he only did her an unkindness, Better he 
had left her as she was; for she would not then be yearning 
for a life, pictured in her education, which she could never 
have among these lonely rocks. 

The trader then proposed that we should take the morning 
for duck up the arm beyond where any cottages were, and that 
in the afternoon we might take a run out among the hills for 
willow grouse. So accordingly an hour before dawn we put 
outin our boat, four in number, ‘and into the arm about tive 
miles, hauling up our boat and taking shelter behind it. The 
dawning broke ont clearly by the time we were prepared, 
and the trader predicted successful morning’s shooting. 
Peering with my glass through the growing lizht I saw 
several Hocks of ducks switiming ghoreward, and we could 
hear them singing as they came. It was bitter cold, and [ 
was incessantly engaged beating my feet and hands; and 
every movement I made the others informed me would be 
likely te alarm the ducks, Seores of birds were now in 
among the little nooks, and the tide being low they had ex- 
cellent fishing in the shallow water. When they went 
down I could see them gouging their bills against the rocks 
to disengage the shellfish clinging thereto. I was anxious 
to tire at once, but the trader kept on saying, ‘‘Bide a bit, 
wail till more come.” After several flocks had swam in they 
begun diving irregularly, and we uow waited and waited 
till we could get forty or fifty in a bunch, Slaughter, not 
sport, is the aim of the coast dwellers, When they go out 
it is for meat, not for sport. Just as we had made up our 
minds that we might as well five now as to wait longer, the 
birds suddenly took an alarm, put their necks erect and 
swam off from the land, some rising and beating the water 
into foam. We wereat a loss to account for this, and 1 
reproached the trader for not allowing us to fire before, 
We turned to the bank overlooking the nooks, and what 

was our surprise to see a herd of fiye deer passing along, 
and one, « fine slag, looking down upon the rocks. Quick 
a4 lightning J had my shot charge out and bullets in; then, 
raising my gun, I fired first one barre! and then the other 
into the buck, It was pretty work, I must confess, and had 
come so suddenly that 1 was enraptured ont of my senses. 
The animal gaye a bound and fell prone down the bank stone 
dead. Ile had been only wbout forty yards distant, and had 
received my two bullets. Indeed, lie had eve get a dose of 
seal shot in the face from the trader’s guu simultaneously 
with my last barrel. The rest of the herd flew at a mad 
pace through the firs and spruces, and our mongrel water- 
dogs set off in pursuit, barking in most ill-bred fashion. 
We disembarked and quartered our buck, which was a fine 

fellow, and fat, and placed the quarters and the head, which 
had a majestic pair of antlers, into our boat, and pushed 
off. At my request, they moyea down the shore to get 
some wing shooting at the divers and sea pigeons, The 
trader informed me thut it was not uncommon to find herds 
of deer along the bunks here; that he had seen them scores 
of times before; that this was a temporary rendezvous for 
them in passing, there being good shelter and feeding 
among the hills. Besides this, no human being lived here 
and seldom resorted here, save now and again to shoot al 
tbe flocks as they passed up and down, 
We had not sailed very far—and I pulled an oar to’ keep 

up auimal heat—when we saw several flocks of birds on the 
wing, They flew shyly of us, however, and in the space of 
an hour’s paddling I got but two or three shots. iis we 
moved into the bottom of the reach 1 noticed that the sea- 
pigeon became more numerous, a8 also several yarieties of 
gull. The place was aswarm with herring, and these latter 
birds were haying a porfect carnival, dipping incessantly 
and dragging up the wriggling fishes out of the water. We 
let the boat remain stationary here, and I began a fusilade 
arainst the gulls, Before we began to pick them up there 
was a white patch round about us of their corpses. About 
sixteen lay there, aud the trader picked them all up, for he 
said, “the poor devils”—the fishermen—“would he glad to 
gel them.” 

{ had also shot 4 couple of pairs of the pigeons—pretty 
little birds with yellow legs. Thisisthe black guillemot— 
Uria grjlle—and it weighs about two pounds, It is the 
easiest of the birds upon the coast to ‘‘work upon,” though 
itis very quick, and often dives at the flash. The fishermen 
with their Hint muskets swear dismally sometimes, as shot 
after shot reveals nothing but the heels of the pigeon dis- 
appearing down into the green sea. Frequently this 
series of calanity is witributed to some one having ‘stepped 
over” the musket of the unlucky sportsman, The very day 
of which I am writing, in my haste in the racks, | stepped 
over the gun of one of the party as it lay down, wlien I was 
requested to step back agaia, which I did. They told ane 
solemnly: ‘You neyer kill anything oul of a gun that any- 
one has stepped oyer.” ‘There is another miraculous feature 
in connection wilh these muskets which is also worthy of 
notice. 1 remember a few days before 1 reached the trader, 
haying been out ghooting grouse, when one of my compan- 
jous, alter kuocking down two birds standing on a hum- 
mock, ran up to mé saying: ‘Look at that; do you see the 
blood in the pan?” I really did see blood there, and he 
assured me that was “a sign of rail good look altogether.” 
He said the blood comes niysteriously on the pan; that it 
does not get there from the birds, Several others likewise 
showed inc the same occurrence, but being u skeptic I came 
away unbelieving in & mysterious agency. ’ 

Along the shore in the bottom of the reach were scores of 
pigeons, and while two of our party rowed quietly along, 
myself and the other took up our place in the bow. There 
were generally two or three biids in a cluster, I taking that 
on the right with my first barrel, and the one nearest with 
my second. My companion blazed blankly always al the 
left. bird out of bis bell-myazzle musket. 1 think he killed 
only one; and after each melancholy bang out of the huge 
piece, and the bank of suffocating smokc—the result of lis 
course und yile powder—-had blown a little away, I could 
hear him curse in his sad way. The powder was most vile 
that the man fired, It bestank the air and bestenched his 
pun, and half of the loatlisome stuff seemed to cling down 
in themuzzle and about the pan, The musketeer himself 

on the ground and some on the trees; but as the wind 

was as black asa powder monkey; and the funniest sight 
that a man could look npon was to see him and to hear niin 
after his gun had “burnt prime.” This ‘‘she” would do 
every other shot or so--fiz-z-% you could hear, and then a_ 
dismal oath; and sometimes you would see him pull upon 4 
a pair of pigeons, see the pan go off, fizz-z-z, ynd about four” 
seconds after see the main charge go off, Tt seemed to take 
that powder as long sometimes fo ignite as if it were pow-— 
dered anthracite cual, Th was amusing after cach flash in 
the pan, too, to see him how he kept the gun to his eye; and 
he justified ihis practice by telling me, ‘You can nuvyer— 
tell when she will go off," . 

T lent (he poor fellow my gun aswe neared a pair of birdy 
pushing lazily ahead of our boat, and he presented, fired 
and iaissed. The shot fell half way between the boat and 
the birds, “'She’s too soft ou the trigger,’ he said; for he 
had been used to pulling about fifteen pounds pressure on 
the dreadful musket. He tried again and was successful; 
and then with 4 satisfied twinkle in his eye took up his own 
direful piece again I did all my firing at the birds sfter 
he had desisted, as they rose, and I nevd not tell the sports-— 
man what a “dead thing’ 4 bird flying straight away from 
you is when within easy range, 1 belicve I missed but. two 
or three shots out of about twenty-five. We returned early 
in the afternoon to the cozy cottage of the trader as few 
sportsmen on this continent might return ufter a few hour's 
shooting, with a fine buck, a few divers, between twenty 
and thirty pigeons and two huge bundles of gulls, 

This being sufficient sport and luck for one day, we 
deferred our proposed afternoon ramble on “rackets” for 
plarmigan and willow grouse, and instead proposed that 
we should set out in the morning on our deer expedition, as: 
the trader and the others concluded that the ‘‘passing sea- 
son’ was at its highest now, else the few straylings would 
not haye heen seen down at the water’s edge. So the trader 
decided not to wait for the others who wereto join him, and~ 
Ithonghtit better to go with the trader than to’ put my- 
self under the guidance of my late host ont the bay. An _ 
elaborate preparation was made by the good housewife and— 
her pretty daughter. They packed bacon and sweet cakes, 
and biscuijls and cheese, and butter in the general kit, and 
warm home-knit socks, anda pair of heavy blankets, while 
the trader himself did not forget some of his best St. Peter’s 
schnapps, indispensable in these parts in the outdoor biting 
cold. With the morrow's dawn, ¢ach one comlortabiy 
loaded, we were prepared to set out for a tilt in the silentest 
part of the neighborhood, aboul a mile from the deer’s 
thorenghfare. This bad been built some years before by 
the trader, and had been repaired about a fortnight before 
my arrival by two fishermen for the trader, preparatory to— 
the shooting season. : 
And though a gloomy wind blew out of the east, and 

bore a hissing snow upon its wings, we set out. The vast 
wind is an object of peculiar awe to some of the fishermen, 
and itis no wonder. Of all the winds that come ont of 
Heaven it is the most diemsl. When it begins to sing it 
weird song upon the hills, and blow chillingly down upon 
the waters, the fishes flee from the shores and lake refuge i 
the deep sea till the blastis over. No fisherman will put 
ont his boat for cod when the wind is ‘easterly.’ The 
goes a tradition, too, that on the day Christ was crucified 
the wind blew from the east, that ever since when it come 
from thafi quarter it presages stormy things, Hxperts in 
insanity (cll us that seventy-five per cent. of suicides hap 
pen when the wind comes from the east, and we know that 
Lord Beaconsfield battled nobly with death till the east wind 
began to whistle, and then his soul took wings upon thé 
weird blast. And as we went through the woods in the 
gloomy morning I noticed that the tops of the larch trees, 
called juniper by my companions, all inclined to the Hast. 
I remarked the fact, and was informed that it was so all 
over the island, and of some thoustinds of these trees, Lurie 
america, Which | saw, there were nol a dozen which did- 
not clistinctly incline their heads to the Wast, And then 
the fishermen told me that when the hunter gets astray in 
the woods, if it be foggy and he cannot see the sun, he in 
yariably follows the indications of these trees, The deseo 
of this bending I do not know, though it seems probable 
that it is in some way caused by the sun’s influence on the 
tree in the carly morning. I learned, too, that some of th 
Micmac Indians, found upon the island after Cabot’s dis- 
coyery, worshipped thesun, and regarded the larch ay a 
intelligent tree, saying il paid homage to their God, the 
rising sun, This is the same tree called tamarack and hack- 
matack respectively, through Canada, Larch is too sho 
and convenient 4 name to give it. 
Though our way lay through the wood, which grew 

closely—nor was there any path— the storm howled through 
ihe trees, and pEcDrapae gusts of snow drift came down 
In the midst of the wood the trader Jaid his hand upon m 
shoulder and said, as he pointed to w large birch, “Do the 
trees where you come from bear fruit like that?” and loo 
ing, Lsaw squatupon its limbs seventeen willow grouse, 
looking perfectly stupid with their squatty attitudes an 
ruffled festhers, Then the trader “prepared,” and the oth 
two unslung their muskets. Then began the most murder 
ous onslaught the sportsman can conceive of. I urged that 
we put the flock up, but they told me, ‘Nonsense, man, if 
ou keep quiet we'll get ’em all.’ Then J agreed, an 
snocked one down with each barrel, the trader knockin 
two down with his long muzzle, One of the muskets got 
off, and did a single murder, but the other had got wet about 
the pan, and ‘she hung fire and be d—d to her” in the 
plirase of her owner, J had never seen anything like this” 
before. The birds sat upon tho tree as if nothing wer 
poing on, dropping off one by one. When the tree wat 
about cleaned off, only three birds remaining, the poor fel 
low with the unodorous powder and the villainous musk 
had got ready, after having clipped his flint with the bac 
of his jacknite, presented, and with a most Jaborions effort 
fot his piece off. We fired seven fingers every time, the ex- 
plosion making a melancholy sound of wondrous magni 
tude, The bird rose from the limb with its under work 
knuecked completely away. 8plinters from the birch Jimb, 
too, flew in the woods. As this bird dragged itself away 
dic, the remaining two seemed suddenly to awaken, an 
took flight, but L altered the arrangements of one of the 
before it had disappeared in the trees. 
We buried all the birds save four in the snow, stickin 

{ayo or three saplings in the snowbank beside them, As w 
considered it probable that we might kills good many mor 
before reaching our rendezyeus, one of the party blazed thi 
trees as we went along, that the game might be found on 
our refurn, J 
We came up with several other flocks on the way, so 

colder, as always happens, they becume wilder, and < gi 

— 
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in only about a dozen birds additional. On the fork of a 
large dead tree, called a “‘rampike* by my companiens, we 
saw a huge snowy owl. The bird is called m Newfound- 
Jand the “white owl.” Itis the Nyetea nives. Tt had upon 
the limb, in its claws, a grouse, which it had begun to rend, 
when | gave vt one of my barrels. Strange to say, the great 
stupid thing did not fall, though T knew T. must have riddled 
it; but, rising, it flew with its prey in its cluws, lighting 
upon dt bank of snow. I ran up to within twenty paces, 
and gave it another charge, which did not kill the bird, 

» however, but only prevented its fight. 4 
“You might fire at one of these fellows for a week,” said 

my companions, ‘and not kill him.” When we went up 
we found the snow stained with hlood and the owl clinging 
stil] to its prey, and when one of ns approached it with our 
hand it would open and snap its beak that you might hear 
the noise made a gunshot away. It was only with great 
difficulty I took the grouse out of the bird’s claws, and then 
T beat the head of the huge thing against « tree, as 1 wanted 
to get its skin, But*l could not kill vi this way and was 
obliged to tiea piece of small cord with all my strength 
around its neck. Ib then suffocated in about five minutes. 
We had to cross several morasses and tracts covered with 

heath in summer, and oyer these the wind whistled, biting 
fiercely, and the drifts blew blindingly. ‘The trader led the 
way through the fearful storm and the rest blindly followed. 
It was with a feeling next to rapture that I entered a dense 
patch of forest where the pines and the firs grew tall and 
afforded shelter, and in its very midst we stopped by the 
side of a cozy looking tilt. J. BH. Conus. 
Torowro, Canada. 

AMERICAN HIGH-PRESSURE, 
[From an after-dinner speech, by Herbert Spencer,] 

Tt seems to me that in one respect Americans have dis 
verged too widely fron) savages. I do not mvan to say that 
they are in general unduly civilized. Throughout large 
parts of the population, even in long-settled regions, there 
is no excess of those virtues needed for the maintenance of 
special harmony. Hispecially out in the West, men’s dealings 
do not yet betray too much of the ‘‘sweetness and Tight,” 
which we are told distinguish the cultured man from the 
barbarian. Nevertheless, there is a sense in which my agser- 
tion is true. Youknow that. the primitive man lacks power 
of application. Spurred by hunger, by danger, by revenge, 
he can exert himself energetically for a time; but his energy 
is spasmodic. Monotonous daily toil is impossible to him. 
Tt is otherwise with the more developed man, The stern 
discipline of social life has gradually increased the aptitude 
for persistent industry, until among us, and still more among 
you, work has become with many a passion. This contrast 
of nature has another aspect. ‘The savage thinks ouly of 
present satisfactions, and leaves future satisfactions uncared 
for. Contrariwise, the American, eayerly pursuing a future 
good, ulmost ignores what good the passing day offers him; 
and when the future good is gained, he neglects that while 
Striving for some still remoter good. 

What I have seen and heard during my stay among you 
has forced on me the belief that this slow change from hab- 
itual inertness to persistent activity has reached an extreme 
from which there must hegin a counter change—a reaction. 
Bverywhere Lhave been struck with the number of faces 
Which toldin strong lin«s of the burdensthat had tobe borne, I 
haye beenstruck, too, with the large proportion of gray-haired 

“men, and inquiries have brought out the fact that with you 
the hair commonly begins to turn some ten years earlier than 
with us. Moreover, in every cireie 1 haye met men who had 
themselves sufferedsfrom nervovs collapse due to stress 
of business, or named friends who had either killed theim- 
selves by overwork, or had heen permanently incapacitated, 
or had wasted Jong periods in endeuyors to recover health, 

1 do but echo the opinion of all the observant persons | 
have spoken to, that immense injury is being done by this 
high-pressure life—the yhysique is being undermined. That 
subtle thinker and poet whom you have lately had to mourn, 
Emerson, says, in his essuy on the gentleman, that the first 
réquisite is that he shall be a good animal, The requisite 
is a general one—it extends to the man, to the father, to the 
citizen. We hear a great deal about “the yile body,” and 
Many are encouragted by the phrase to transgress the law of 
health, But nature quiety surpasses those who treat thus 
disrespeetfully one of her liighest products, and leaves the 
world to be peopled by the descendants of those who are 
not §o foolish, 
Beyond these immediate mischiefs there are remoter mis- 

chiefs. Exelusivé devotion to work has the result that 
amusements cease to please; and, when relaxation becomes 
imperative, life becomes dreary from lack of its sole interest 
—the interest in business, The remark current in England 
that, when the American travels, his aim is todo the ‘great- 
est amount of sight-seeing in the shortest time, 1 find 
current here also. It is recognized that the satisfaction of 
getting on devours nearly all other satisfactions. When 
Tecently at Niagara, which wave us a whole week's pleasure, 
flearn:d from the landlord of the hotel that most Americans 
-come.one day and go away the next. Old Froissart, who 
said of the English of his day that ‘they take their pieas- 
ures sadly after their fashion,” would doubtless, if he lived 
now, say of the Americans that they take their pleasures 
hurriedly after their fashion. In large measure with us, 
and slill more with you, there is not that abandonment to 
the moment which is requisite for full enjoyment; and this 
abandonment is prevented by the eyer-present sense of 
multitudinous responsibilities. So that, beyond the serious 
physical mischief caused by overwork, there is the further 
mischief that it destroys what yalue there would otherwise 
be in the leisure part of life, 

Nor do the evily end here, There is the injury to posteri- 
fy. Damaged constitutions reappear in children, and entail 
on them far more of ill than great fortunes yield them of 
good. When life lias been duly rationalized by science, it 
will be seen that among a man’s dutics care of the body is 
imperative, not only out of rezard for personal welfare, but 
also out of regard for decendants. His constitution will be 
cousidered as an entuiled estate, which he onght to pass on 
uninjured, if not improved, to those who follow; and it will 
be held that millions bequeathed hy him will not compen- 
‘sate for feeble health and decreased ability to enjoy life, 
‘Once more, there is the injury to fellow citizens, taking the 
Shape of undue. leneaael of competitors. [ hear that a 
great trader among you deliberately endeavored to crush 
ut every one whose business competed with his own; and 
manifestly the man who, making himself a slave to accn- 

wlation, absorbs an inordinate Share of the trade or profes- 
‘sion he is engaged in, makes life harder for all others en- 
gaged in if, and excludes from it many who might other- 
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wise gain competencies. Thus, besides the egoistic motive, 
there are two altruistic motives which should deter from 
this excess in work, 

The truth is, there needs a revised ideal of life. Look hack 
through the past, or look abroad through the present, and 
we find that the ideal of life is variably, and. depends on so- 
cial conditions. very one mows that to be a successful 
warrior was the‘highest aim among alljancient peoples of note, 
as il is still among many barbarous peoples. When we re- 
member that in the Norseman’s heiyen the time was to be 
passed in daily battles, with magical healing of wounds, we 
see how deepiy rooted may become the conception that 
fighting is man’s proper business, and that industry is fit 
only for slaves and people of low degree. That is to say, 
when the chronic struggles of races necessitate perpetual 
wars, there is evolved an ideal of life adapted to the réquire- 
ments, We have changed all that in modern civilized soci- 
eties, especially in England and still more in America. 
With the decline of militant activity, and the growth of indus- 
trial activity, the occupations once disgraceful have become 
honorable. The duty to work has taken the place of the 
duty to fight; and im the one case, as in the other, the 
ideal of lite has become so well established that scarcely 
any dream of questioning it. Practical business has been 
substituted for war as the pnrpese of existence. 

Isthis modern idea to survive throughout the future? I 
think wot, While all other things undergo continuous 
change, it is impossible that ideals should remain fixed. 
The ancient ideal was appropriate to the ages of conquest 
by man over mun, and spread of the strongest races. The 
modern ideal is appropriate to ages in which conquest of 
the varth and subjection of the powers of nature to human 
us¢ is the predominant need. But hereafter, when both 
these ends have in the main been achieved, the ideal formed 
will probably differ considerably from the present one, 
May we not foresee the nature of the differeuce? I think we 
may. Some twenty years ago a good friend of mine und a 
e001 friend of yours, too, though you never saw him, Jobn 
Stuart Mil delivered at St. Andrew's au inaugural address 
on the occasion of his appointment to the Lord Restorship. 
Tt contained much to be admired, 49 did all he wrote, There 
rau through it, however, the tacit assumption that life is for 
learning and working. I felt at the tine that should haye 
liked to talke up the opposite thesis, Ishould haye liked to 
contend that life is not for learning, nor is life for working, 
but learning and working are for life, The primary use of 
knowledge is for such guidance of conduct, under all cir- 
cumstances, as shall make living complete. All other uses 
of knowledge are secondary. If scarcely needs -saying that 
the primary use of work is that of supplying the mate 
rials and aids to living completely, and that any other uses 
of work are Secondary. But in men’s conceptions the 
secondary has in great measure usurped the place of the 
primary, The apostle of culture as it is commonly con- 
ceived, Ma. Matthew Arnold, makes little or no reference to 
the fact that the first use of knowledge is the right ordering 
of all actions; and Mr, Carlyle, who isa good exponent of 
current ideas about work, insists on its virtues for quite 
other reasons than that it achieves sustentation, - 
We may trace everywhere in lmman affairs a tendency to 

transform the means into the end. All see that the miser 
dovs this when, making the accumulation of money lis sole 
satisfaction, he torgets that money is of value only to pur- 
chase satisfactions. But it is less commonly seen that the 
like is true of the work by which the money is accumulated; 
that industry. too. bodily or mental, is but a means, and 
that it is as irrational to pursue it to the exclusion of that 
complete living it subserves, as it is for the miser to accu- 
mulate money and make no use of it, Hereafter, when this 
age of active material progress has yielded mankind its 
benefits, there will, 1 think, come a better adjustment of 
labor and enjoyment, Among reasons for thinking this, 
there is the reason for the process of evolution thronghout 
the organic world at large brings an increasing surplus of 
enérgies that are not: absorbed in fulfilling matertal needs, 
and points to 9, still larger surplus for humanity of the 
future. And there are other reasons, which I must pass 
over. In brief, I may say that we haye had somewhat too 
much of the ‘‘gospel of work.” It is time to preach the 
gospel of relaxation. 

This is a very unconventional after-dinner speech, Es- 
pecially it will be thought strange that in returning thanks 
T should deliver something yery much like a homily, But 
I have thought 1 could not better conyey my thanks than by 
the expression of a syinpathy which issues ina fear, If, as 
I gather, this intemperance in work affects more especially 
the Anglo-American part oi the population—if there results 
an undermin‘ng of the physique, not only in adults, but also 
in the young, who, asI learn from the daily journals, are 
also being injured by overwork—if the ultimate consequence 
should be a dwindling away of those among you who are 
the inheritors of free institutions and best adapted to them; 
then there will come # further difficulty in the working out 
of that great future which lies before the American nation. 
To my anxiety on this account you must please ascribe the 
unusual character of my remarks. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENTS.—V. 

BEING EXTRACTS FROM AN HDTTOR'S CORRMSPONDENOH. 

* * = TLhaye hunted oyer twenty years of my life as a 
profession, in the wilds of Northern Maine, J hunted alone 
and camped alone many years; haye followed hinting lines 
sixty-five miles long with traps all the way, which took al 
the week days—l did not hunt Sundays—through the suason, 
Ihave killed seventy-three black bears, between fifty and 
sixty moose and several hundred Canada lynx, beside cari- 
bou, red deer, otter, fishes, fox, mink, martin and other 
game. I trapped forty-nine lynx in one scason. 

I haye caught tons of brook treut, both summer and 
winter, from nine pounds down. Tam familiar with all the 
northern countics of Maine bordering on the Canada line. 
The mountains, brooks, rivers and ponds are well-known tio 
me. [have sold much value of living and dead animals and 
specimens of natural history to Professor Agassiz for the 
Camabridge Musewm. 

An Annrversary.—November 11,—By the way, this is 
asort of anniversary day with me. Just twenty-five years 
ago to-day I shot a plossy, shortlegged black bear, the meat 
of which weighed five hundred pounds. And always on 
the tenth of November I take an extra nip, and go back (“in 
ny mind’s eye, ee to that bark camp on the rattling, 
tushing Becond Fork. Ah, culpa mea! Do we grow old, 
as it were? When shall] see such another?—Nessmur, 

Blatuyal History, | 

A RUFFED GROUSE SKETCH. 

WHAT A NATURALIST SAW. 

SAM and T had been hunting ruffed grouse every day for 
kK awecek, and Sunday had finally brought us to a halt ta 
rest for the week ahead. It was a glorious Sabbath in a lit- 
tle quaint village in Wagner county, Pa. We sat on the 
stone slab at the kitchen door of the old farm house, and 
smoked our pipes in contentment, watching the yellow 
‘leaves as they laviny zig-zagged down to the ground fron 
the limbs of the half bare maples, and the saniiopa bulter- 
flies slowly flitting from one decayed apple to another under 
the trees in the orchard close by, The old blue doye on the 
caves of the barn cooed occasionally in a auuint, Sunday 
way as he basked in the November sunshine, and the hens 
were hulf asleep in the holes where they had been dusting 
themselves an hour before, in front of the barn door, Belle 
and Carrie were curled up in the grass near us, dreaming of 
grouse that never flushed wild; and everything was still. 
The sound of the church bell down in the village seomed far 
away, and mellowed as though in harmony with the celor 
of the beech and maple woods through which its vibrations 
reached us, 

“Sam!” said I, ‘‘Those grouse down by the rock cut will 
be in the frost grapes this morning, and I’m going down 
across the lot to see if can get near them. Don’t let the 
dogs follow ma,” 
The dry leaves, afoot deep, along the feace by the erape- 

vines seemed to rustle louder than they ever did before, as I 
cautiously climbed over the rails, but no grouse was neat 
to be frightened, and although expecting the sudden dash 
and whir every moment, [ got near to the further side of 
the little patch of yines without starting a bird, and sitting 
down in the leaves with my back against a mossy boulder, 
Tefilled my pipe and waited, Ina few minutes there was a 
pattering of very light footsteps in the leaves back of me, 
Nearer and nearer they came, stopping for a second and 
then proceeding again, coming my way all of the while. 
Suddenly surprised ‘“‘peet” on the right caused me to 
slowly turn my eyes in that direction, and there, within six 
feet, was a splendid male grouse, with cresf erect and tail 
half spread, looking curiously at me. I kept stiller than 
half a mouse, and the old fellow satisfied himself that [ was 
harmless, He camea few steps nearer, clacking allof the 
While, and mounting 4 stone, spread his tail to its fullest ox- 
tent, and with crest and tail erest, with ruff displayed, and 
with wings drooping to his feet, he turned fwo or three 
times around, like a turkey gobbler. Then composing 
himself again he took another good look und walked around 
in front, 

At that moment another grouse, x younger one, had come 
around the rock by which I was sitting, and he too went 
through the same performance, but not in such fine style. 
Both birds then walked on a way, watching me all of the 
while, and soon four more grouse came in sight. They 
walked within three rods, but paid me no attention, and 
busied themselyes picking up fallen frost grapes. Suddenly 
there was arnsh overhead and a grouse alighted in the vines 
just above me und commenced picking at a bunch of grapes, 
his smooth plumage with the dark markings on the sides 
seeming more beautiful than anything I had eyerseen, Ouce 
ina while he looked down at me over his shoulder, erected 
his crest and gave an interested ‘“‘peet, pect,” and then 
went on picking grapes again, 

In a short time eleven grouse were in sight, moving about 
as gracefully as could be, putting their little feet lightly 
down on the dead leaves, and all engaged in hunting for 
food. One ol them flew up to the one already in the vines, 
and then nearly all followed, and commenced picking the 
grapes that hung in scattered clusters. 

All of this while 1 had remained perfectly quict, but my 
position was fast becoming uncomfortable. An edge of 
rock was boring into the middle of my back; another sharp 
piece had doneits level best to penetrate the back of my 
head, and a jagged stump had worked just as far into my 
leg as it could possibly get withont amputating the lec, and 
I had to moye, The grouse all seemed alarmed at me. 
They sat straight and motionless among the vines, but nove 
flew. For several minutes they remained in this position, 
and kuowing that I was discovered [ arose, expecting fo see 
all dart off at once. This they did not do, however, but 
started slowly one at a time, and sailed off only a fow rods 
into the woods. 
How different the scene the next day, when with fast 

ranging sellers we found them down in the ravine and seni 
bounding into the ferns, with feathers flying, three or four 
of the proudest of the fiock, Mark Wausr. 

BREEDING QUAIL IN CONFINEMENT. 

Editor Horest and Stream: 
A number of communications haye appeared in your 

recent issues on the breeding of quail in confinement which, 
while containing many yaluable suggestions as to their 
eare, have in no case given cxact information as to the age 
to which they were reared. In my experience, out of a 
considerable number of attempts, only three broods reaclicd 
the age of from five to six weeks, and of these three, two of 
our common quail, Ortya wiryinianus, and one of the valley 
quail, Lophortyx californianus, none survived the period 
stated, though up to that time all bad apparently been in the 
best condition and had received all altention, In a number 
of cases, which I haye personally investigated, where these 
birds were said to have been ‘‘raised,” T have found that 
they were put out intentionally whena few weeks old, or the 
boxes were 80 arranged that the young birds could escape 
into the fields when they were strong cnough to scramble 
over a low bourd, 
My experience with the ruffed grouse has been much the 

same as with quail. The diffieulty of raising birds belong- 
ing to this family is very great, and it would be interesting 
to know if any of your correspondents have succeeded in 
carrying them safely to maturity under conditions of domes- 
lication, Arthur Erwiy Brown. 
ZoonogicaL Gannun, Philadelphia, Nov. 12, 1882; 

Bditor Forest wut Strean: 
Several of us were seated about the stove at the hotel at 

Hayt's Corners, New York, a short time since, talking over 
the day’s quail shooting and the subject of quail in general, 
Adam Sheridan, the proprietor of the hote!, said that he 
tried to breed quail in confinement for some time without 
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success, but finally found the secret of the difliculty. Most} 
of his young quail died within the first ten or twelve days 
after being hatched, and after losing a great many, he de- 
cided to hunt for the cause. No lesions were found that 
would indicate the reason for their dying, but he found in 
the crops of the young birds the remains of a few insects, 
and no other food at all. He then began feeding the little 
fellows on flies, and found that they ate them with avidily, 

The catching of the number of flies necessary became a 
very serious matter, and as Sheridun noticed that the quail 
could catch them themselves when they had the opportunity, 
he placed a beef's head in the coop, ‘The little quail would 
stand around the head and pick olf the flies as fast’ as they 
alighted on it, and were so experi at the business that,they 
seldom missed one. In nine or ten days after hatching, the 
birds would eat other food, but previous to that age no other 
food was used, and the conclusion was naturally arrived ut 
that the canse of death in early life was starvation, and the 
supposition was confirmed by the fact that the quail fed 
with insects at first all did well and grew to be as strong 
and sturdy as wild birds. 

_ itis a well-known fact that the young of several of the gal- 
linaceous birds depend almost entirely wpon insect food, 
and the secret of the successful raising of quail will no 
doubt be found to rest on this to a great extent. 

P Mark Wesv, 
New Yorr, November 13. 

BIRD MIGRATION IN THE MISSISSIPPI 
VALLEY. 

FROM OBSERVATIONS COLLATED BY W. W. COOKE. 

[Continued from page 244.] 

Hesperiphona vespertinui—Byening Grosbeak,—(10) W. R. 
formerly common; (11) W. R., all winter on island, 6, 16 
L.; (12) W. R. not common. , 

Pinicola enucleator—Pine Grosbeak,—(10) W. R. com- 
mon; (11) W. R.; (12) W. R., usually: ’79780, abundant, 
*81-’82 not one. 

Carpodacus purpwrens—Purple Finch,—(8) 4, 6, seen 4, 7; 
(11) in mild winters, 4, 3; (12) 4, 19. 

Loxia curvirostra aneritana—American Grossbill.—(1) 
Sometimes seen in winter in small numbers; (12) W. R., not 
common. 

Lovin leucoptera—W hite-Winged Crossbill.—(12) W. R., 
not common. ’ 
Hgiothus linaria—Common Redpol!l.—(2) W. R., col- 

5 lected into flocks and moved North February 21-24; (4) W. 

~y 

5, 9; (12) 5, 14, 188), 

R.; (9) W. R.; (11) W. B.; (12) 4 12, probably came 
sooner. 

Astragalinus tristiz—American Goldfinch.—(3) R. ; (4) W. 
R.; (6) 4, 10; (11) in mild winters; (12) 5, 23. B 

Chrysomitris pinus—Pine Goldtinch._(9) 5, 10; (10) W. 
R.,. common; (11) in mild winters; (12) W. R., irregular. 

Plectrophanes nivaliz—Snow Bunting.—W. 8. in severest 
winters; (10) W. R,, abundant; (11) W. R., abundant, be- 
gan to sing 8, 14; 3, 25, keep up a constant warble; 8, 27 
and 28, rapidly leaving; 4, 8, last! 

Centrophanes lapponiews—Lapland Longspur.—(3) W. 8., 
rare this winter; (9) W. 8. in severest winters; (10) W. R., 
regularly; (11) W. R.; (12) W. R., not common; sean 3, 18. 

Pusseroulus sandwichensis savanna—Sayannal Sparrow.— 
(3) 8, 31; (7) 3, 18, abundant. 

Poecetes jramineis—Grass Finch,—(8) 4, 19; (4) 8, 24; (11) 
4, 20, nest without ezes 4, 29; (12) 5, 4. 

pris urnieulus pitsserinua—Yellow-Winged Sparrow.—(2) 
8, 10 ; , 10. 

Melospiza lincolni—Lincoln’s Finch—(3) 4, 24, abundant |, 

Melospiza fasciata—Song Sparrow.—(3) 4, 
(11) 4, &; (12) 4, 16; N. N. 4, 17, egos 6, 4. 

Melospiza palustris—Swamp Sparrow.—(12) 
vhondestes grammica—Lark Finch.—(3) 4, 

eges 5, 25; (4) 4, 80, very abundant; (6) 4, 15; 
5, 9; (12) 5, 15, 

Zonotrichia querula—Harris's Sparrow.—i8) W. $., abun- 
dant 3, 18, still present in great numbers 5, 8, but left soon 
after; (12) 5, 18. 

Zonotrichia leucophrys—Wy hite-Crow ned Sparrow,—(4) 4, 7; 
WN. N. 4, 80, still present and unusually numerous 5, 3; (9) 

12; (4) 3, 20; 

4, 13. 
1, full set of 
(9) 5, 10; (11) 

Zonotrichia wbieollis—W hite-Throated Sparrow.—(8) 4, 25; 
(6) 4, 18; they seem to me to sing: ‘I have got plenty to eat, 
but no che-eze;”’ (9) 4, 29; (11) £ 26; (12) 4 7, 

Spizella montuna—Tréee Sparrow.—(3) W. 8.; (4) W. &., 
(9) W. 8., nearly gone 4, 20; (16) W. 8. common; (11) W, 8. 
usually, 4, 1; (12) never stay over winter 8, 25, N,N. 4 
11, 4, 22, nearly all gone. 

Spizella domestica—Chippinge Sparrow.—(2) 3, 1 
ing 5, 7; (4) 8, 24; (6) 4, 6: (9) 4, 4; (11) 5, 3; (12 

4, 

); (3) nest- 

) 9, 
Spizella pusitla—Field Bparrow.—{3) 8, 2; (4) 4, 2 

3, 
1; (6) 4, 

16; (12) 4, 17. 
Junco hyemalis—Black Snowhird.—(2) W. R.; (8) W. §., 

a flock scen 2, 27; (4) W. R.; (5) W. R.; (6) W. RR. common; 
(8) W. R.; (9) W. R., nearly one 4,20; (10) W. R. com- 
mon; (11) W. R. in mild winters; (12) 2, 2, a single speci- 
men seen, probably it had stayed over winter, 4, 4 flocks, 
11 N. N., 4, 18 preparing to leave, 4, 22 nearly all gone. 

Passerella itaca—Fox Sparrow.—(3) 3, 17; (4) 2, 1-6; (5) 
8, 5; (11) 4, 8; (12) 4, 14. 

Pipilo erythrophthaltmus—Chewink.—(1) about 2, 5; (2) 3, 
16; (8) seen Dec. 15, 1881, and Jan, 5, 1882, by D, B. Lantz, 
nesting 5, 15; (4) 3, 18; (5) 2, 380; (6) 4, 7; (8) 4, 29; (9) 6, 3; 
(12) &, 20 

Pipilo maculatus—Arctic Towhee.—(8) 4, 19, abundant 5, 1, 
Curdinalis vinginianus—Cardinal Grosbeak,—(1) R., com- 

mon; (2) R,; (8) R., hatching 5, 1; (4, 5, 6) R. 
Zamelodia ludovieianu—Rose-Breasted Grosbeak.—(4) 3, 

12: (6) 4, 26 to 5, 3; (9) 5, 4; (11) 5, 9; (12) 5, 18. 
Lumelodia melunocephala—Black-Headed Grosbeak.—{3) 5, 
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Gutraca cerwlea—Bine Grosbeak.—(s) 5, 26. 
| Passerina eyanea—Indig® Bunting, —(2) 4, 15; (8) 5, 6; (4) 4, 
25: (6) 4, 26 to 5, 8; (9) 5, 10; (12) does not oceur, 

Dolichonye oryztecorus—Bobolink.—(3) 5, 6; (4) 3, 4; (12) 

Molotlvus ater.—Cowhird.—(1) abont 2, 5; (2) 8, 17; (4 
3, 10, N. N., 3.29; (6)4, 4; (9) 5, 4; (12) 5, 6, eggs, 6, 8 

Xanthocephalus tcterocephalus—Y ellow-lteaded Blackbird, 
—(3 ) 4, 1, seen by T. V. Lyon; (11) 5, 2; (12) 4, 27. 
Ageeus pheniceus—Red-Winged Blackbird. (1) about 2, 

5; (2) 3, 17; (8) 8, 1, seen 5, 26 nesting; (5) 2, 26; (6) 8, 26, 
N. N., 4,1, young 5, 5; (8) all winter; ’81, 82 not usual; (9) 
W. R., 3, 22; (10) 3, 1; (11) 4, 1; (12) 4, 8, eges, 6, 1. 

Sturnella magna—Meadow Lark,—(1) W. R. in open 
winters; (2) 8, 17; (8) R., abundant, 8, 31, young 5, 22; (4) 2, 

. 

1,6; (6) W. BR. N. N., 4, 1, songis interpreted; “Laziness will 
Kill you;” (7) are here 3, 7, still arriving 8, 11; (9) 2, 3, 9; 
(10) 2, 14; (11) 4, 1; (12) 4, 3. 

Sturnella negleeta—W estera Meadow Lark.—(8) R. - 
™ Leterwa spuriis—Orchard Oriole.—(2) 4, 17; (8) 5, 2; 4) 
4, 25; (9) 8, 9; (10) 5, 1; (12) 5, 29, the most northerly record 
in Minnesota, 5, 80, two more seen. 
~ Lclerus yuldula,—Baltimore Oriole.—(2) 4, 20; (8) 5, 1; (4) 
4, 25; (6) 4, 26 to 5, 8; (9)5, 9; (10); 5, 8; (11) 5, 9; (12) 5, 4 

_ Sevlecophagus ferrugineus—Rusty Blackbird,—(8) 3, 21; 
(6) 8, 22; (12) large flocks in fall, none in spring. 

Stalecophagus cywnocephalus—Brewer’s Blackbird—(12) 4, 8. 
» Quisculus purpurens—Purplu Grackle.—(2) 8, 24; (8) 8, 24; 
nesting 5, 15; (6) 8, 22; (9) afew 8, 4; (10) 4, 5; (11) 8, $1 to 
4,1 seen building nest on side of house in elbow of a stove 
pipe; (12) 4, 15, 4, 27 altogether too N, N., 5, 10 building. 

Jor DUR corat carnivorus—Raven—(12) R, in the pine tim: 
ber a few miles north. 
™ Corvus frugivorus—Orow,—(1) W. R.,(2) W. B., (8) B., nest 
4, 10, young 4; 15; (4) W. R., 4, 13 nest with 6 eggs; (5) W. B., 
(6) W. R., common, (8) W. R.; (9) W, B.; (11) 8, 18, numer- 
pus 1; (12) Dee. 10, *81, Jan, 5, ’82, flocks 8, 8, ’82, N. N. 
,o 

» Cyanooitta eristala—Blue Jay.—(2) W. R. from the south, 
8, 25; (3) R.; (4) W. R., nearly full feathered 5, 7; (6) W. R.; 
(8) W. R., (9); W. R., (10) R.; (11) R,, nest 4, 26; 2) R. 

Porisoreus canadensis—Canada Jay.—(10) W. R., not com- 
mon; (2) R., bréeds. 
y Aremophila alpestris—Shore Lark.—(1) W. R.;(3) W. 8., 
rare this winter, flocks arrived the first week in Feb. ; (9) W. 
R.; (10) W. R., common; (11) in mild winters; 2, 11, F., 
nest d ews 4, 12; (12) 2, 14 numerous and song somewhat 
louder 3, 22, 3, 81 first that came have paired, 4, 3 nearly all 
have passed on, 

t Tyrannus carolinensis—Kingbird.—(2) 5, 1; (8) 4, 25; (8) 4, 
30; (9) 4, 29; (12).5, 17, 

(4) 4, 29; (6) 5, 14; (9) 5, 10. 
\ Stayornis fuscus—Pewee,—(1) 8, 15; (2) 3, 18; (8) 8, 22 and 
again 3, 24, 3 evan 4, 21: (4) 8, 19; (5) 8, 22; 48) 8, 1; (9) 3, 
20; (10) 8, 28; (11) 4; 9; (22) 4,19. 
™~ Conlopus virens—W 06d Pewee.—(3) 6, 5, seen; (9) 6, 3. 

Lnupidenae flicwentris—¥ Mow-bellied Flycatcher.—(2) 4, 
26 P=] 

(12) 5, 16, 
Hmpiionaie mintinus—Least Ply cateher.—(2) 4, 81; (4) 4, 
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Trachilus colubpis—Huumming Bird.—(8) 5, 22; (4) 5, 7; (12) 
5, 18, exes 6, 20 
~ Chetura pelasgica—Chimney Swift.—(2) 3, 8; (8) 4, 25; (4) 
4, 26; (9) 4, 27; (11) 5, 8; (12).5, 19. 
4 Caprimulgus vociferus—W hippoorwill.—(8) 4, 27; (4) 4, 26; 

(8) 4. 80; (10) 4, 27; (12) 5, 25. 
 Phalenoptilus nuttala—Poorwill.—(8) 4, 22. 
Chordetles popetue—Nighthawk.—(4) 5, 1; (6) 4, 26 to 5, 2; 
) 5, 27; (11) 5, 4; 12)5, 12, 
Picus willosus—Hairy Woodpecker.—Kesident at all sta- 

tions, 
Pivus pibescens—Downy Woodpecker.—Resident at all 

stations; (3) nesting 5, 15. ‘ 
Picoides avetiews—Black-hacked Three-toed Woodpecker. 

—(10) W. BR; (11) W. R., only a straggler; (12) 5, 21, 1881. 
Breeds, 

Splyrapicus vanius-—Yellow-Bellied Woodpecker.—(4) 4, 
8; (6) 6, 14; (10) 4, 5; (12) 5, 24 
» Hylotomus piteutis—Pilvated Woodpecker,—(3) R. ; (4) W. 
Re; (9) W. R.; (11) BR. ; (12) R. 

Centurus earolinus—Red-Bellied Woodpecker.—(3) R. ; (4) 
W. &,; (9) W. R., nearly gone 4, 20. 
. Melinenpes eryihrocephalis—Red-Weaded Woodpecker.— 
(8) 5, 15; (4) W. BR. in cold winters; (5) W. R.; (6) W. R.; 
(9) 5, 9; (11) seen 3, 10, probably wintered in low grounds, 
apuin 4, 16; (12) 5, 26. 

Colaptes wunatus—Yellow-Shafted Wlicker.—(1) W, R, in 
open winters; (2) W. R.; (4) W.: in cold winters; (5) W. R.; 
(6) W. R., N. N. 4, 1; (9) W. R.; (10) 3, 2%; (11)4, 2; 2) 
4, 7, N,N. 4, 11. ’ 

. Colapies aunitus mevicanus—Red-Shatted Plicker.—(3) R., 
scen 3, 24; (9) W. BR, fs 
. Ceryle aleyon—Wingfisher.—(3) 3, 16; (4) 4, 1; (6) 4, 28; 
(9) 4, 7; (10) 4, 5; (11) 4, 16; (12) 4, 17. 

Coceyzus amenicanus—Yellow-Billed Cuckoo,.—(2) 4, 27; 
(3).5, 8; (6) 4, 26-5, 2. 

(12) 5, 30, 

mnen shot about ten miles from here, 
then taken in tl ese parts in twelve yeas. 
» Ame americanus —Loug-Eared Owl.— 4 and 9) W, R. 
. Asie aeoipitrinus—BShori-Eared Owl.—(4 und 9) W. R. 

5, 3; (10) a few remain in winter. 

W...R., vfare. 

mon; (11) R., hot common 

- §=6Seops aste—Sereech Owl.—R., at all stations; (8) fledged 
5, 22; (10) afew remain in winter; (11) not common; (12) 
rather common. 
 Bubo virginianis—Great Horned Ow!.—R,, at all stations; 
(4) young 4, 27. 

Uhua einerea—Great Gray Owl—(10) W. R., not com- 
mon; (11) W. R., occasionally. 
~ Nyctea scandiaca—Snowy Owl,—(3) W. 8. taken Jan, 30, 
*82; (9) a few rcimain nearly every winter; (10) W. R., com- 
mon on prairies; (41) W. i., not common. 

Surnia funerea—Hawk OwLl—(i0 and 11) W. R., not 
common, 

Hsulon cobumbarius—Pigeon Hawk.—(12) 4, 12. 
Tinnunculus sparvervus—Sparrow-Hawk,—(8) 4, 7; (4) 2, 

1-6; (7) 3, 8; (11) 4, 1; (12) 4, 2. 

Blanoiles Jorficdtus—Swallow-Dailed Kite,—(8) 5, 11; 42) 
usually a few seen, in 6) all summer, in “$2 none seen, in 
780 seen at Red Lake, Minu., which becomes, [ believe, the 
most northern record of its observance, 

Crews hudsoniivs—Marsh Hawk.—(3) R.; (12).4, 2. 
Accipiier fuscus—Sharp-Shinned Hawk.—(12) 4, 5, 

_ Buteo borealis—Rea-Tailed Hawk.—(8, 4, 5, 8, 9) R.; (4) 
shot one in nest 8, 18; (10) occasionally stays with us in 
winter; (11) in mild winters a few sometimes’ stay; (12) seen 
for the first time 4, 1, and the mext day, during a tyenty- 
mile ride, over two hundred seen, 

Buteo harlani—Harlan’s Hawk.—(4) there were several 
black hawks in this vicinity last winter besides the rough- 
legged, which is quile conmon here, and I was fortunate 

» Ahjarehus crinitus—Great Crested Fly ecatcher.—(8) 4, 29;- 

Einpidonax pusillus trailliPrall’s Fly catcher.—{3) 5, 24; 

Coecyzuserythrophtiulimus—Black- Billud Guelkoo.—(2) 4, 30; 

Alico mnericanus—Baru Owl.—{4) 4, 21, a beautiful speci- 
Tt is the third speci- 

 Stria nebuiosa— Barred Owl,—(2, 3, 6, 8) Ru; (4) R., young 

Nyetale tengmalmi richardseni—Richardson’s Owl,—({10) 

Nyetale aeadico—Saw-Whet Owl.—(10) W. R., not com- 
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enough to get one. It answers the description of Harlan’s 
as given by Coues, and no other. 

Archibutco lagopus sancti johannis—Rough-Legeed Hawk, 
—(4) W. R.; (12) W- R. 

Aguila ehrysteus canudensis—Golden Eagle.—(11) piob- 
ably resident; (12) seen in ’81. 

Hallivetus leucocophalus—Bald Bagie.—(8) R., seen 2, 27; 
(7) 3, 4; 10) W. R., not numerous; (11) R.; (12) could 
anything be more appropriate than the emblem of our 
country building its nest on the shore of Lake Itasca. Visit-_ 
ing the lake May 19, 1881, [ fonnd it nesting hich up in the 
dead top of an enormous pine near the lake; 4, 2, ’82, three 
were seen. 

\y Cathartes aura—Turkey Buzzard.) W. R.; (8) R.; (4) 
8, 16; (8) W. R.; (9) 4 27; (12) 4, 2. , - 

Eetopistes migrutoria—Wild Pigeon.—(6) 3, 12; (41) 4, 35" 
(12) seen 5, 18, but probably not first. : 

Zenaidura earolinensis—Mourning Doye.—(1) 3, 15; (8) R. 
nesting 4, 17; (5) 2, 27; (6) 4, 17; (8) 3, 29; (9) 4, 8; (Aly 4, 
29; (12) 5, 4. 
Pie i gallopavo americana—Wnd Turkey.—(8) R. ; (6) 

Canuce cunudensis—Spruce Partridgze.—(10) W. R.; (11) : 
R.; (12) R., not common, 

b= Bonase umbellus—Rutied Grouse.—Resident at all stations. 
* Pediccetes phasianellus cohumbidnus—Sharp-Tailed Grouse. 
—(9, 10, 11, 12) R. 
» Cupidonta eupido—Prairie Men.—Resident at, all stations. 

Oriye virgintuna—Quail._1 to 10) R.; (11) R. not com- 
mon; (12) does not occur. The Minnesota Indians haye no 
name for the bird. It came to the southern part of the State 
after the white man did, and the Indians had left that part 
of the State and gone north before it arrived. ] 

Ardea erodias—Great Blue Heron.-—(3) nesting 6, 31; (4) 
8, 28; (12) 4, 14. 

Butovides virescens— Green Heron.—(8) 4, 21, - 
Nyctiurdea grisea nevia—Squaw k.—(3) 6, 1, seen. 
Gotaurus lentiginosus—American Bittern,—(6) 4, 1; (4) 8, 

20; (11) 5, 6; (12) 5, 8. 
Ardetia cailis—Least Bittern,—(4) 8, 28; (12) 5, 12, full- 

fledged young 6, 21. 3 
eee ial dominteus—Golden Ployer.—(4) 8, 29; (10) 5, 

; (12) 5, 3. 
> Oxyechus wociferus—Killdeer,—(3) 2, 28; (4) 2, 1-6; (6) 4, ; 
18; (7) 3, 7; (8) 3, 18; (9) 3, 17; (10) 8, 8; (12) 4, 3. 

Phitohela. minor—W oodcock.—(1) W. R. in open winters; 
(10) 4, 16; (12) seen 6, 1, not first; is quite uncommon; not 
more than three or fou seen in a season. 
~ Gallinago media wilsoni—Wilson’s Snipe.—(1) W. R. i 
open winters; (8) 3, 18; (9) 4, 19; (10) 4, 5; (11) 4, 8; (12) 4,8. 
~ Macrorhampus griseu;,—Red-Breasted Snipe,—(4) 5, 4; (9). 
4, 27, 
™ Actodvomas inaewlata—Jack Snipe.—(4) 3, 26, numerous — 
4, 20; (9) 5, 8; (12)-5, 22, 1881. ' : 

Actodromas minutilléa—Least Sandpiper.—(12) 5, 21. : 
~ Lotanus melanoleucus—Greater Yellow-Legs.—(4) 4, 20; (9) 
5, 2; (11) 4, 29; (12) 4, 3, : 
~ Totunus flavipes—Lesser Yellow-Legs.—{4) 5, 5; (9) 5, 1. 
Rhyacophilus solkitartus—Solitary Sandpiper,—(4) 4, 5. 
Symphemia semipalmata—W illet.—(6) 3, 23. 
Burtramia longicwuda—Upland Plover.—(8) 4, 4; (4) 4, i 
Tiryngites rufescens—Buit-Breasted Sandpiper,—(8) 5, 11, 
Porzana corolina—Carolina Rail—(3) 5, 26; (6) 4, 7; (11) 

5, 2; (12) 5, 4. 
Porzana jameicensis—Black Rail.—(3) 5, 26. 
Fulica americana—Coot.—(4) 8, 24; (12)5, 8. WN. B. 

When this specics feeds in the fall on the ripe wild rice, i 
becomes very good eating. 
.. Grus americana—W hooping Crane,—(3) 4, 12; (8) 2, 1 to” 
6; going south 3, 9. 5 
=Grus canadensis—Brown Crane.—(9) 8, 25; (12) 3, 81. : 

Olor buceinalor—Swan.—(8) 8, 18. 
Chen hyperboreus—Suow Goose.—(3) visits us during the 

wiuter; captured one 3, 4, saw flock 3, 24; (7) 3, 8. 
Anser albifrous gambei—W hite-Pronted Goose.—(3) W. 8. 
Bernicla canadénsis—Wild Goose.—(8) both this and 

yar. Hutchins! stay here during the winter; (9) 2, 5; large 
flocks came 3, 2; (12) 4, 2. 
~ Bernicla brenta—Drant.—(1) 3, (8) W. S.; (9) 2, 5% 
large flocks 3, 2. ; : 

Anas. boseas—Mallard,—(1) W, R, in open winters; (2) W.- 
Ri; (12), 4, 2: 

Dajita acuta—Pintail.—(2) W. R. 
WNeition carolinensis—Green-W inged Teal —(7) very now 

ful, 3, 5. 
Querquedula discors—Blue- Winged Teal.— (2) a large flock. 

of 500 stayed at alake near here for three days, June 1-3) 
(3) 5, 26; (6) 4, 7. 
~Aiu sponsa—W ood Duck.—(9) 3, 20. 
Athyie amerieand.—Redhead.—(a) 8, 16. 
Clangula glauctum wneriedni=-Golden. Bye.—(10) W. Bi, ; 

(11) formerly W. R. 
Clangula abeola—Buftle Head.—(10) W. R. 
Hurelda glacialis—Old Wife.—(10) W. R. : 
Melunctta velvetina—VY elvet Scoter.—(10) W. R.; (11) twice 

seen in winter. . 
Mergus merganser wmnericanus—Bull-Breasted Merganser, 

—(10) W. R. : 
Mergus serrator—Red-Breasted Mergunser.—(10) W. R. 
Pelecanus erythrorhynchus—P elican.—{3) 5, 6; a large flock 

5, 81; (4) 5, 4; (22) 4, 28. 7 
Phalucrocorax dilephius—Cormorant.—(4) 3, 28, 
Larus glaucus—Glaucous Gull.—(10) W. 1. ; 
Lurus argentatus smithsonianus—Herring Gull,—(10) W.- 

qT; 

4 Lanus delawurensis—Ring-Billed Gull.—(9) probably eae 
8, 28; (12) 4, 3. : 

Larus franklini—Franklin’s Gull.—(4) 4, 21, very vare in 
these parts; (10) W. R. 
Linus phitudelphie—Bonaparte’s Gull,—(1) 4, 1. : 

. Sterna fosteri—Foster’s Gull —(8) 4, 29; (9) 5, 1, 
Hydrachetidon laviformis surinamensis— Black Tern.—/3) 

5, 20; (12) 5, 9, N. N. 5, 17, eggs 6, 16. - 
Podiceps holbolli—Red-Throated Diver.—(10) W. R. 
waa eek Pena, PORTED Diver (4) 8, 26; (10) W. R.; 
11) 4, 21; (12) 4, 8. ‘ 
' Colymbus torquatus—Loou,—(6) 4, 23; (11), 4, 21; (12) 4, 
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Harty ARRIVAL OF THE PINE GROSBEAK IN NORTHERN 
New Yorxr.—On Monday morning, Nov. 6, 1882, I saw thret 
pine grosbeaks (Pinicol enucleator) on a tree in front of n 
office, at Locust Grove, Lewis county, New York. I have 
never observed them here so early before, although I was 
told last year tliat one had been seen Oct. 29, But as noni 
were seen afterward I concluded that the observer was mis 
taken in the identity of his bird.—G. Harv Murrtam, M. .D 



. Nov, 16, 1882.] 
————— 

Tae Diveyiye Rop.—The London iimes publishes sev- 
eral letters on the working of fhe divining rod, Mr, 'P, 
Sherwood Smith, F. 8. 8,, writing from Bristol, says that 
some years ago he was carrying on mining operations in 
Somersotshire aud had a workman who professed the power 
of using the “‘iwig.” He tested him and found that the 
twig certainly turned up sharply between his hani's, while 
in his own it mads no sign, On another occasion one of Mr. 
Smith's men wus pointed out as possessed of the power, 
A number of hats were placed ina row, and under one of 
them—known only to Mr, Smith and two scientitic friends 
with him—a number of copper coins. The man was calied 
in, and by means of the twiz, identified the right hat. The 
experiment was several times repeated, and in most cases 
With success. Lieutenant Colonel Charles Cocks, in a let- 
ter syritten from Montreux, says that at Cannes and ocher 
places on the Riviera certain Italians constantly travel about 
the country for the purpose of finding concealed springs to 
supply houses in course of building. In place of the usual 
hazel twig in use iu Cornwall the Italians nse a twig of olive. 
When water is indicated the Joop gives slight jerks upward 
and eventually slowly becomes upright and turns toward 
the breast of the person operating. Colonel Cocks ives an 
instance of thie successful employment of the twig. and says 

that he himself has often tric to trade a draim as a meré 
matter of curiosity, with invariable suctess. He has no 
doubt whatever of ifs truth, Onthe other hand Mr. T. K, 
‘Taplin, of Milverton, Somersoishire, writing with reference 
io some snecessful experiments said to haye been made with 
thetwig ina field near Westbury-sub-Mendip, says that the 
field in yuestion, though generally surface dry, had abund- 
ance of water below, and he has little doubt that the spring 

said to be tapped could lave been tapped at any part of the 
field or even in the adjoining field. The men, no doubt, 
knew very well that they were practising 4 joke. The labor- 
ing men born and bred in any district, he adds, know well 
the nature of the land and where water is to be obtained. 
Capt, D. Bingham, writing from Paris, says that Abbé Para- 
melle, who died four years ugo, possessed the power of find- 
ing water, and through it conferred great benetkts iii various 
parts of the country. He wrote a book on “The Art of Dis- 
covering Springs,” in which he describes the merits of the 
divining rod. The Abbé says the rod turns spontaneously in 
the hands of certain individnals endowed with a tempera- 
ment of 4 nature to produce the effect. The moyement 

is determined by fluids which escape our perception, such as 
électricity, magnetism, etc. ‘The rod turns indifferently 
over places where there is not the least thread of water as 
over those where water is found, and, conseqnently, it can- 
not be depended upon, =~ 

Brive or THe '‘Corron-Moupint.”—Bardis, Miss,, Oct, 31, 
—In the last issue of Formsr anp Stream under the head 
of *‘Cotton-months and Water-mocassins,” N, A.T. certainly 
fives a good description of a Tennessee colton-mouth, both 
as to habits and alsiding place. Ian call to mina two in- 
stances where dozs were bitten by colton-mouth snakes, 
One of the dogs was bitten on the under jaw, and died 
within two hours or less; the other doz was bitten on the 
hiud leg, and lived about a day anddied inspasms. I have 
seen Water-mnocassins bite dogs and not affect the doz more 
than to cause a slight swelling, which always went away in 
atew hours. 
jing with him, and in his rambles through the weods from 
pond ty) pond, Gyp came upon a yery large cotton-mouth, 
and being quite an expert at shaking the insides out of 
snakes, he did not hesitate to at once give this cotton-nouth 
a general shaking up, But I suppose from the size and 
weight of this old rusty fellow, the dog could not handle 
him very well. Soon after the fight the dog showed signs 
of being sick, and as my nephew yalued him yery highly, 
because he was a distant relative of the famous guard-dog 
afi Andersonville, 8, C.. during the war, he hastened home 
to doctor him, thinking the snake had bitten him. The 
(log's body was terribly swollen for several days, and he 
finally get so sick that he could not walk. All the time he 
was well cared for and nursed, By and by the hair began 
to come of in a nirrow strip, say an inch wide, and reach- 
ing from the left side of the throat, across the back of the 
néek, down across the righf shoulder blade nearly to the 
belly, After the hair came off the flesh then rofted out 
nearly to the bone, and diu not cure upfor several months; 
anil when it did gel wellthe new hair was ef a reddish color, 
where, before, it was white. lf was ulways my belief that 
the snake was so lange and heuvy that the dog covld not 
raise it clear when shaking, and the result was that one of 
its fangs must haye scratched him from side to side, or visa 
verso. I notice you make me say: “Fishing with net is 
anything bul good,” * * * Lintended to say: ‘ishing 
with mé is anything,” ete. Don’t accuse me of fishing 
with net.—Davy. 

Mup-weNs Ear Frsa,—tincoln, Neb., Noy. 4.—TI have 
read ‘‘Byrne’s” letter in Formst Anp Srream, Oct. 26 
Tastes in the matter of diet are so varied in the human race 
that when one man asserts the mud-hen is 2 palatable bird 
there is no reason to call in question the assertion, especially 
so far as We is concerned, He may enjoy eating them, others 
donot, But when he claims that the mud-hen is strictly a 
veretable feeder, he shows that he is a shade ‘“‘off” on fhis 
subject, The mud-hen does feed Jargely on fish, and | think 
preters them to any dict it can get. My brother and L have 
watched them for hours swimming about and among our 
duck decoys in the lake adjacent to Vickshurg, as we sat 
concealed in our “blinded” skiff, and have often seen them 
emerge from a diye with wriggling minnows in their bills, 
which they gulped down in short order and with apparent 
usto. Ido not allude to the little “‘hell-diver.” The dif- 
erence between the tyo is quite marked, and any intellizent 
hunter can easily distinguish one from the other at quite a 

- distance away. So far, however, as my own gbservation 
exfends, the mud-hen is as resular a feeder upon fish, bugs 
aul worms as is. the “‘hell-diver,” nnd I doubt if there is 
much difference between the tivo as an article of diet. Hay- 
ing thoroughly tried the mud-hen, I would call for “‘hell- 
diver” if compelled to eat one or the other.—Bure H, Ponx. 

A CoRMORANT IW THe ADIRONDAVKS,—Meacham Lake, 
N. Y., Nov. 9—=A cormorant (Gruewlus dilophus Linn., 
Gray) was killed to-da 
York. Neither the guides nor myself ever suv the bird 
before and no one knew what it was totil we looked over 
DeKay’s “Birds of New York,” aud Jordan's “Manual of 
Vertebrates,” Other watertow! are plenliy here al dimes 
and Mr, Mather caught a little grebe glive In a small seh end 
will sext! Mio Central Parvk,A, RB. Wusrmr. 

’ 

” > : 

My nephew one day took his dog Gyp fish-” 

suap 1 comply. 
we could break through the ledge of ice many of te crip- 
ples were lost beyond recovery, sometimes ereeping off a 

here—” 
Whoa! Back water! Confound him, there he goes again!” 
and that duck was never seon again. 
experiences, we condluded to shoot on sisht, 

by Mr. Pred N. Collins, of New 
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A’ Couieerton om Horys Dusrrovep—The studio of 
Albert Bierstadt, the artist, was destroyed by fire last weels. 
Of his natural history collection Mr. Bierstadt snid; “The 
studio had in it not only some valuable paintings, bul, what 
were to me almost priceless, the collection tha{ I made dur- 
ing ten years in the Rocky Mountains of costumes, carvings, 
implements and paraphernalia of various tribes of Indians, 
snd many objects of a branch of natural history in which I 
had deeply interested myself. Thad made a study of the 
wild-hortied animals of this country, and had many speci- 
men heads of the deur, wapiti, mountain sheep, and goats, 
from the time their horns start (0 groyw until thiy are the 
most perfect specimens obtainable. For instance, IT had 
fourteen pairs of wapiti heads. In ihe studio also were a 
great number of valuable studies and sketches, together 
with pictures completed and incompleie, Among the curi- 
osities was a book wrilten by Indians, in their language, and 
illustrated by them, If told of their wars and the personal 
exploits of many noted braves, and Sitting Bull had written 
init a sketch of himself. If was given me by General Sher- 
min, who got it in one of his Indian raids.” 

Gane Bag and Gay, 
——_—= 

OPEN SwAsons,—<ASte tute of apen Reasons for Game cind fish 
wn wssue of July 20, 

DUCKS BELOW ZERO, 

HE classic Skunk—Chieagua is its more melodious Indian 
name, but it means just the same thiny—the sometimes 

erratic and uproarious, sometimes calm and gentle, but 
always crooked Skunk, sweeps in a ragzed curve about the 
town of Newton, in the pleasant State of lowa, Waost six 
miles on the C. R. 1, &P, road lies the station of Metz, situ- 
ated on the riyer bottoms. South twelve miles on the N. & 
M, branch is Reasnor, also uponthe bottom. Between these 
two points is a distance of perhaps twelve miles, by the way 
of the river it is probably thirty, By reason of which dis- 
pensation of proyidence and tlie railroad companies, the 
morning of the day before ‘Thankssiying, in 1881, found a 
friend and myself at our boat, wailing for il to grow light 
enough to start. Ii was very cold, ottr boat was calked by 
the fingers of the frost, and could not leak a drop. We 
shivered under our heavy coats, Parand wide the bottoms 
were a sheet of ice, for winter had ¢anght old Skunk “out 
onahigh,” though the water was now within the banks. 
Ice being on either shore, and the meager current in the 
middle looked blue-black and forbidding in the morning 
light. A cold wind whistled through the trees, and the 
whole scene was so dismal that it was wilh feelings almost 
‘of spreboting that we stepped*abosrd and shoved off, head- 
ing eastward, where a, faint pray streak told of the coming 
day. Fifteen minnics passed in silence as we sped down 
the racing current. Then u sharp whizz alin Ne our cars, 
as a solitary sp Ketail erussed from the right. We dropped 
twe empty shells in the bottom of the boat. Aart the duck 
went right on; a double miss to begin on, Now an old 
nglard starts from under the willows, but he comes down 

dead all over. Two more follow. and meet a lite fate. 
Then they start op by the hundreds, from under the ice, 
among the willows, from the dry ground. ‘Shoot! shout!” 
my companion cris, and as fast ds Lean work the top 

HalQour ducks fell on shore, and before 

hundred feet beneath a sheet of ice, where a man could not 
follow them. 
We now exchanged places, and Virgil took the how with 

both guns, it beins our agreement that but one should shoot 
ata time, we not caring to add another to the list of acei- 
dents from careless shooting in boats, 

As we rounded 4 bend, I noticed myfriend trying to catch 
a sight on a big mallard which was swimming ahead of him, 
“Trying to shoot on the water, are you, hey?” suid I, ‘See 

“No, am not, He's dived twice. Hold on! 

After seyeral such 
With few ex- 

ceptions the single ducks would diye instead of flying, It 
was most provoking, to get within thirty yards of a tine 
duck, and then, just as yom expect to see him start up to 
meet un honoruble death, see him settle down in the most 
approved hell-diyer siyle, till his eye just showed ahoye 
water line, and then dive to shof. ‘These "Slinkers,” as we 
called them, were all mullards, though I have seen redheads 
do the same thing. They were nearly all uninjured, so far 
as we could see. Sometimes we would see two or three 
skulling along the edge of the river with tlieir heads down, 
trying to escape notice till they could hide or dive. The 
day was very cold, ice formed on our ours so thick that we 
often had to stop and pound it off, dnd it struck ws that the 
birds were possibly too numb to fly, or liad their wing tips 
frozen fast, A friend alterward suggested that these were 
all crippled birds, driven in by the freeze, but some of their 
auctions and their numbers prechided that ides, with us, 
though the shooting lad been yery heavy that fall, Ve set 
it dewn to natural cussedness, Whiit say our readers? 

Meantime, imagine us gliding down the swirling current, 
between long rows of ice-laden, creakinye willows, now ruu- 
ning full before fhe wind, now rounding a bend to mect a 
row of whitecaps which dashed an icy spray iu our faces; 
now pulling straight away, now veeriug quickly to eseape a 
sunken log or projecting ice ledge. We scarcely knew our 
familiar stream in its changed appearance; somelimes: we 
ran through the woods for miles without knowing where we 
were. 
The black and angry clouds, the ice fields, the strange 

sounds in the woods, and fhe swiftly moving yislas of the 
ever changing, restless river, made tip au elfect whieh will 
not soon pass away, If was novel, if was plorious, tis 
boating with the mercury below zero, and the river narrow- 
ing slowly. Would I hive changed my uneasy sent in this 
Winter panorama to ‘uat any other gaine on foot or on 
horseback, or play any fish beside a summer pool? By no 
means. ugh fascination T have never known. 

Tt was the last day of the senson and all the ducks in the 
country were crowded alone that narrow channel; and no 
one else was there to molest, or make afraid. 
Whang! weet Virsils gun. “I got that old slinker that 

time,” said le, Sure cnougb, we could see bis red feet 
paddling: aginst (ho transparent ice as he yainly tried to 
Give, We hud learned to believe it as honotabla to shont a 
dual: diving ne one flying, 

At noon we landed, siretched our limbs, and ate our frozen 
unch, 
We had now nearly as many ducks as we thought il honor- 

able to take, I realized that if we would catch the evening 
tyain we must hasten, So cautioning Virgil not to shoot 
iny more, I took the oars, and we fiew down stream at a 
lively rate. Running thns for some time in silence, except 
an occasional “Port «# little! Straight away!” from my 
companion, | was startled by the double report of his gun, 
followed by the whistle of a flock of mallards as they passed 
up stream, Tio ducks lay stone dead upon the water. 
“Thought yon weren't going to shoot any more,” said I. 
“Well,” said hie, # little ashamed, “I couldn’t help it; the 
old gun would come up, and I had to hold her, you know.” 
We changed again before long, and I made a righteous re- 
solve not to shoot another duck, and allowed several to pass 
uusaluted. Finally an old drake came shooting along up 
the viver, “‘Lt would be a sia,” thought I, “to kill that 
duck, for we have “plenty, Shoot him? No. 'That’s not 
so easy, though. I don't know—I guess—just watch me 
drop him js le crosses!” Now, is not that an intense mo- 
ment, when the gun comes just against the shoulder and the 
duck seems glied to the end of {he barrel? Every interven- 
ing object is blotted out; you can see nothing but the duck; 
aud he falls to the crack of the gun, as if you had struck 
him dead with a concentrated eye-glance. But alas! alas! 
for ny principles, I had killed another duck! 

We now left both guns unloaded, and one taking his seat 
in the stern with the paddle, aud the other at the oars, we 
went aheadin grand style, and in due time réached our 
journey’s end, Were we pulled out our boat and locked 
her to a tre, bit Happening just then to meet a native with 
a train, we concluded a hasty bargain by which he was to 
hanl our bout over to the station for the sum of one dollar, 
the roads being, as he said, powerful bad, 

Virgil started ahead with all the ducks he could carry, 
and [followed with the rest, together with the guns and 
coats. At the station we were the wonder of all observers, 
there appearing to be a general desire to see ‘‘the two fools 
who had come all the way from Metz right in the dead of 
winter.” Wereached home in good season, having made 
the round trip in one day. ‘That night we divided up with 
several families, and the next day some of our game ap- 
peared upon tables where possibly ducks were rarely seen, 

This hunt, we thought, paid us well, not so much in the 
game as in that we felt we had surprised nature in a new 
mood—one which she had gotten up for herself and intended 
no one else should see. It was audacious in us to tempf her 
in such a mood; but in the memories of the day our audacity 
wis rewarded. Houser. 
Newton, Iowa, October 5, 1882. F 

NOVA SCOTIA MOOSE HUNTING. 

MERE is great rejoicing in the cainp of the Rod and 
Gun Olub, for behold, the grand worthy chief of the 

free and independent order of moose snarers hath fallen, 
yeu, verily old Alex, surnamed ‘‘Piper,” who twice before 
had evaded the toils of the game protectors, has at last fallen 
into a “snare,” and as a consequence thereof has been fined 
by the *Deacon” $25 and costs for setting a snare with in- 
tent to entrap the king of all our game animals, the moose. 
And richly the old boy deserves it, for according to his own 
count he has caught during his lifetime over eighty monse, 
and although he has repeatedly been had up before the war- 
dens he has always managed to evade the law and get off 
scot free until this time, so the boys take great credit to 
themselves, It was considered one of the impossible things 
to cunyict old Alex, and his conviction will strike terror 
into the hearts of all the other “‘snarers” of smaller caliber. 

Last winter was a hard one on the moose, the heavy snows 
and crust in February and March rendered them an easy 
prey to the ‘dog hunters,” and as a consequence over one 
hundred moose were killed in this and the adjoining county. 
The price of hides ran high and many moose were killed and 
left in the woods, nothmg being taken out but the hide. 
The writer, while hunting this fall, came upon three skele- 
tons which had heen left in the woods, and il was quite evi- 
dent that nothing but the hides had been taken. But so 
well did the poachers lay their plans, and so stealthy were 
they in their movements that not one conyiction followed 
for “dog hunting” this season. We are determined to stamp 
this class of unting oul, if within the hounds of possibility, 
und to that end the game protection society haye offered a 
reward of $20, besides half the fine, for information that 
will lead to convicting parties hunting with dogs, and passed 
an amendment making it lawful to destroy dogs found hunt- 
ing moose. 

I have lately returned from my usual fall trip moose hunt- 
ing, I was out nine days and had a first rate time. I was 
accompanied by the veteran hunter McQ. On the day ap- 
pointed McQ. and I droye to Sunny Brae, eighteen miles, 
then packed our stuff seven miles across the barrens to the 
forks of Bryden'’s Brook, on the west branch of the St. 
Mary’s River; there we camped, as we expected to get 
good fishing as wells hunting. The evening of the next 
day atter we got to camp was favorable for “calling,” so we 
tried that. We did not hunt much during the day, as we did 
not wish te disturb any game which might be near. About 
sunset we repaired to our calling place. On the second call 
we gol an answer, and could hear the moose quite plainly, 
but he was liwy incoming up, andallhough we waited till 
past ten o’clock he did not put in an appedrance; and as 
the night was cold and we wera getting hungry we decided 
to return to camp. The next day weinvyestigated and found 
that our moose had come vp during the night to within ten 
feet of where we had called but had got the scent, and was 
off like the wind. [t proved to be a’young bull, and they in- 
variably act thus; they are very shy and timid about coming 
fou call. If they come up boldly and they find an elder 
brother in possession of the field they are apt to get a sound 
thrashing from the oldone. Next day being Saturday we 
determined t6 ¢6 to the riyer and fish, solaking a light fly rod 
we started for the ‘Cameron pvuol,” about a mile from camp. 
Arriving there, IT got my tackle in working order and on the 
first cast houked two fine sea trout, I found the fish very 
lively; I continued fishing 111 lunch time and had landed 
about three coztn beauties and lost many fine ones for want 
ofanet. After lunch, began fishing again and got several 
more, 
Whoo Lbegan to think about reeling up and making for 

samp, F turned round to tell Mac, who was smoking quietly 
on the bunk, that Tthought it was time to go, when seme- 
thing broke the water, which, as Ldid not see i, T took by 
the noise to be a whale, and away went the line through the 
rings, and the teel keeping time at the rate of forty miles 
anhionr By this thne tt dawned upon wie that T had hola 
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of something more than T bargained for, which was no less 
than a salmon. No landings net nor gaff, alight hair line, 
antl not very much of it, asingle-pyt leader, and a‘‘salmon."” 
The pool was large and deep. so T determined to do 
my little best, The fish had broken water two or three 
times, and T made him out to be of ten or twelve pounds, 
and 9 lively one at that. Various were the means that my 
good friend McQ, suggested as to the best way to land that 
salmon, shooting him with the rifle, a spear made out of a 
pointed stick, a landing net improvised out of a hat, in fact, 
everything that he could think of, none of which nppeared 
to me to meet the requirements of {he case, so 1 determined 
to ficht it out, To make along story short, after an hour 
and a quarter of hard work, I reeled him up to the bank, 
when # tap on the head from McQ. settled the business. It 
wroved to bea fish of whont eleven pounds weight. 1 took 
him with a red hackle. This was on the 30th of October, and 
85 miles from the salt water, The best fishing on this river 
is in May and June; and T have never known a salmon taken 
with a rod there later than July 31. 

Next day it was raining and blowing a gale, and as we 
were camped on the open barren we bnd the full benefit, of 
it, Dut our tent held up bravely, and heyond a little water 
that the high wind drove through the light canvas we did 
not suffer much inconyenience. The day following, as the 
storm had not blown over, we shifted our camp into the 
heavy woods, and then we were all right. We now turned 
our attention to hunting, and by Wednesday at noon had 
killed a wild eat (lynx) and a splendid big cow moose. In 
evse. some of your readers may say, why kill» cow? I “rise 
to explain?’ On Wednesday morning early, Mac and I 
came upon a good ' yard.” We knew by the signs that there 
was “large bull or cow, and a yearling in the ‘“‘yard.” We 
were doing our level best and were coming in well to where 
we thought they would most likely be feeding, when all at 
oree we heard & loud snort and a rattle of the bull’s horns. 
This we knew at once was the signal of alarm to his family. 
How we had started them we were at a lass to conceéive, but 
started they were, sure enough. Our only chance was to 
run and try and get a shot, as they would haye to crossa 
little hoe about one hundred yards to our left. Run we did, 
and got there just in time to see the ball going out of sight 
in the alders, and a fine one he was, with splendid antlers. 
The cow was some distance behind. andas wecame up I rot 
a clear sight, and in a second a bullet was through her heart, 
She proved to be a very large, fat moose, and although I 
was much put out at losing the bull, I consoled myself with 
the thought that her meat would be much better eating than 
the other. 
We had scarcely come to where she fell when out walked 

two men who bad been ort looking for lumber, and they 
had come up directly to windward of our ‘‘yard,” not knew- 
ing that the moose were there, and their approach had been 
the cause of alarm. Words failed to express our feelings, I 
can assure vou, but it could not be helped, snd we came to 
the conclusion that that bull was not intended for us any- 
way. 
We saw one bear, bnt did not get a shot, They are very 

plentiful in these parts. Last season I killed three and 
wounded another, but still-hunting bears is difficult work. 
Té we only had a couple of good dogs trained for bears what 
elorious sport we would haye! GLonE Sten. 
New Guascow, Nov. 6, 1582, 

ON THE “AR-KAN-SAW” PRAIRIES. 

{ce my last I wrote of fine sport after mallard, teal, ete., 
on the prairie near liere. The next morning John and 

T hitched the team to the ambulance and started for another 
shoot. The prairies have onthe highest parts of them or 
“ridges” a few small round ponds, from two to five rods 
across, which seldom #o dry. Recent rains had filled these 
full, the water extending somewhat into the dense grass, 
five to eight feet high, surrounding them. Tuto these the 
hunsry ducks on their southeri migration dropped by hun- 
dveds, | might say by thousands, where they found unlim- 
ited food, both yegetahle and animal. Our plan for killing 
them was very simple und effective. John being crippled 
in his right arm, could not shoot much. We would drive 
within about twenty rods of a pond, then I would leaye the 
wagon, and while John drove on one side far enough away 
not to scaré the ducks, but to attract thei attention, Lwould 
approach of the other. 

The first pond we drove to was quite a large one and we 
had seen many bunches of ducks drop intoit. I approached 
it carefully through the grass, when just as T was about near 
enough for a big ‘pot shot” I almost stepped on some ducks 
that were gut in the grass feeding; they sprang into the 
air with o great clatter and squawking. This started the 
whole lot; with a tremendous noise the whole airaboye the 
pond was « quivering mass of ducks; they flew in every 
direction, some of them nearly in my face; and there I stood 
first pointing my gun here, and then there, trying to pick 
out the thickest place; 1 suppose I pointed the gun in a half 
dozen different directions, Atlast [let her go at random 
and killed only three with the first barrel and two with the 
other, my gun shooting too close for very effective work of 
this kind, At the next pond I killed six at the first shot on 
the walter and four as they arose. At the next pond I made 
the great slaughter of my life at a shot, namely, twelve 
mallards and a teal on the water and six mallards as they 
flew up, all killed outright. All that were able to reach the 
dense grass getting away, and so on until I thought we had 
all the dugks that we could use or give away, for the weather 
is stil] too warm to market any surplus game from here, 
John insisted that the slaughter should go on, He seemed 
fo think that so Jong as there was a duck in sight it was our 
bounden duty te killit, On counting up we found we had 
fifty-one fine fat mallards, five teal, a couple of jack snipe, 
the same of chickens, several quail anda bitlern, and were 
back to town soon after twelve noon. 

This kind of ‘sport’ would snit a great many exactly, 
but Tum forced to say that I did not enjoy it with that ex- 
quisite pleasure T would twenty-five years azo, As we drove 
home [ felt that T jwould have had more comfort and: sport 
in neatly stopping a half dozen single teal. or bluebills, as 
they came whizzing over my decoys, yet I had some very 
nice wing shots that forenoon, Here, on White River 
prairie that day, would ltwve been the chance seldom met 
with for a party of say four, with a few decoys, to have made 
i bag on mallarvl ducts such as is seldom heard of, by put- 
ling out theiv decoys in the four principal ponds, and then 
having a fifth person on a pony to gallop over the prairie, 
routing the ducks when settling in ofber places, Tt would 
be hard to guess how many could have been killed in that 
way, Such great masses of ducks are found here feeding 
on the prairie in autumn afler every cold spell north until 
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winter sets in severely; there and thea we haye both ducks 
and geese as thick as the moat ardent pot-hunter or markbt- 
hunter could desire until spring, : 

John was not satisfied with any of my “pot” shots at 
ducks. He thought I should have killed more it a shot, 
That night he dreamed the whole night through about pull- 
ing off great, scattering guns, heavily loaded with coarse 
shol, into solid masses of ducks. I shot 6’s, which John 
and. others here think too small for partridges, quail and 
squirrels, By morning he was so “worked up” that he 
concluded he must ‘do or die,” so he borrowed an old rusty 
“pot metal” sun, loaded her to his satisfaction, mounted his 
pony ‘ind started for the prairie. THe rode around carefully 
for a long time hunting for a big chance, when nding 
through the tall grass he heard direetly ahead a great chat- 
tering nnd splashing of ducks. He knew of no pond in 
that direction, but the noise was unmistakable, and showed 
that there was a great mass of ducks feading directly ahead, 
cither in the grass or ina pond. He slipped from his pony 
and cautiously sphronolen) As lie neared the pond he be- 
pas convinced that the great shot of his life was near at 
land, 

Cautiously and silently he slipped through the grass until 
hoe was 9s near as he wished; he could see the grass shaking 
and héar the ducks bragging over the fina food not ten feet 
ahead of him, while the little pond three rods in diameter 
was a solid massof mallard ducks, John had both barrels at 
full cock, and as he straightened up, the ducks alliook wing. 
Holding the gun in his left hand he shui both eyes and 
pulled both triggers at once. When the smoke cleared 
away John saw on the water —-shaped mass of dead ducks 
reaching nearly from the muzzle of his gun clear across the 
pond, kicking and splashing, he thought about fifty: Not 
being very well and not wishing to wet his fect, he mounted 
his pony and rode toa farm a mile away fora boy to wade 
in and retrieve them. When he came back they gathered 
in sixteen mallard ducks, dead, all that were able to reach 
the grass of course getting away. He is convinced now that 
if he bad shot one barrel and then changed the direction of 
his gun a little and shot the other he would haye killed many 
nore ducks; and also that heavy shot is the right thing for 
ducks. Iam confident that if oan more certainly kill a 
single duck in the fall of the year ata long shot with 6’s 
than J can with heavier shot. 
During the last fiye days the ducks haye been growing 

scarcer and wilder, so that it takes some skill to bring them 
to bag. This will be the case until old Boreas sends us 
down another ‘‘grist” from the north. We have had no 
shadow of frost here as yet, this sixth day of November. 

_ Yesterday I missed one of the great opportunities of my 
life. Land John were on the prairie driving around looking 
for ducks, chickens, ete.; ducks were very scarce, As we 
approached a pond I saw standing imil a large white bird, 
which [ supposed was a great white egret, Ardem egveite, 1 
cared nothing tor killing that bird, for I had shot hundreds 
of them, but as Thad not had a shot for some time, | jumped 
from the wagon and ‘‘sneaked” for him, When about near 
enough to shool, a little bunch of mallards jumped up to my 
Jeft; this was too tempting, so I dropped a couple of them 
right and left, Whatwas my surprise on looking around to 
gee the great white or whoopmg crane, Grus americana, 
bird [had neverbagged, go flopping away, Well, [was just 
a little bit put out, for I would rather have bagged that crane 
than a hundred mallard ducks, 

Right here Lwish to add a few words in the way of post- 
script concerning this region. This isu fine game country 
for all game that was ever found in fhe Central South, ex- 
cept buffalo. Tf gives me great pleasure to ansver all in- 
qnirics of sportsmen who enclose stamps. The only two 
direct routes by which to reach here are by oat or rail to 
Memphis, Tennessee, thence here hy White River packet, 
or from St. Louis by St, L., 1. M. &B. R. R. to Newport on 
White River, thence by White River pacl ets here. 

Last winter I thoughtlessly wrote u letter to Forest AND 
STREAM giving the great udvantages of this prairie region 
as ayery profitable stock country, and a future fruit country, 
saying that there were (lousands and tens of thousands of 
acres of the finest of growing lands that could be had at 
the U. 8, Government price of one dollar and a quarter 
an acre, and for very much less, and that the same was open 
to homesteading and timber claiming, bringing it down toa 
nominal cost, This bronght me hundreds, of letters of 
inquiry, A whole year of observatien and experience 
right here has fully confirmed the opinions formed 
last winter, and haye proven that all I said was true. For 
not only haye we here one of the fitiest game, stock and fruit 
regions with as cheap or cheaper lands than can be found 
elsewhere, but also thousands and tens of thousands of acres 
of fine, I might say choice, upland cotton lands that may 
he had equally cheap, and what is better, this past suason 
has proven that the prairies are very healthy for Northern 
stock men, and the timher—the cotton Jands—for the aceli- 
mated people of the Southern States. Well, what I was 
going to say is this, I, ‘Byrne, am nota land agent, therefore 
all inquiries about land should be addressed to ©. H. Bel- 
kuap & Co., of this place, who I belieye to be honorable 
men trying to settle up ihiscountry, All letters relating to 
shooting mutters, simply direeted ‘Byrne,’ will reach and he 
answered by mc, BYRNE, 
CROCGKETT'S Buoerr, Arkansas County, Ark., Nov. 6, 

WITH THE DUCKS. 
Or fall along the southern shore of Ontario has thus 

far been an exceptionally pleasant one, no heayy 
storm haying visited us. As a natural result the flight this 
year has-been at present writing light, Within the past ten 
days, however, several fine bags have been made, 

Tne grounds, or more strictly speaking the waters, con- 
trolled by the Ontuio Hunting and Fishing Association, a 
party of gentlemen sportsmen resident at Oswego, are lo- 
cated near the castern ¢nd of our lake, and within two hours 
ride by railirom this city, and a tclegram from ihe keepes 
will always be answered in person by one or more of the 
club instanter, Already two parties of two and three guns 
respectively have visited the ponds, returning wiih from 
forty to seventy-five birds for a day’s shooting. Our game 
is highly assorted, with butter-halls, blue and broadbill, 
redhead, gray gad black and occasionally a canyas-back 
duck, while not infrequently teal are found in fair nnm- 
bers. ‘Twenty-five miles sonth from here and accessible by 
the line of the N. Y, & W, R. #., lies Oneida Lake, st this 
seasou affording sood sport. The same ducks ate to be had 
there, and a day's time behind a good gunina well made 
blind will yield from ten to twenty birdsit the weather is 
favorable. Partridges are scarce, requiring mueh perseyer- 
fice to find them; the shooting being far behind that of las, 

year, To offset this general report however, and in proof 
of the fact that the birds are by no means extinct, 1 have 
before me the authenticated record of two hundred birds 
brought to bag by one gun since September Ist in titis 
county. 
Black and gray squirrels haye been thick, but hunters 

have killed many score and their ranks are depleted. Tho 
little gray and his cousin (?) the white rabbit may be found 
near here, the former in large quantities in certain known 
localities, , Fr. E. H 
Osweao, N. Y., Noy. 8, 1882. 

DUCKING AT SPESUTIA NARROWS, 
Eilitor Forest and. Strean: 
“Homo’s article in your issue of Noy, 2 leads one to he_ 

lieve that, box boating is carri¢d on in Bush and Gunpowder 
rivers. Should a hox boat be put out below the mouth of 
Swan Creek, on the west end of the line, some one would 
come out of Spesutia Narrows and say, ‘What yer at here?" 
T was down in the narrows from Oct, 30, and Isend you a 
few items for that week, ending Noy, 4, There were many 
redheads on the flats and some blackheads, and very few 
canyas-backs; fifteen, I think, were all that were killed. 
Wednesday, the first. day, several of the club scows were 
fined for getting their berths or positions before the hour. 
This they are perfectly able to do in order to get a good po- 
sition, but I think it a very poor principle indeed, 48 it de- 
prives the many who gun to support large families. 

The shooting for the first week on the flatsand in the 
Narrows was below the average; boxes did not average 100 
per day; whackers abont two. Shooting nver decoys from 
shore was poor on account of the calm weather, ane flying 
points did nothing, comparatively speaking. I managed to 
fet about forty head. Those killed on Tuesday and Wednts- 
day had to be eaten on the spot, as the weather was tco warm 
to ship to friends at home. Many theories have heen ad- 
vanced in the columns of the Forwst AND SPREAM regard- 
ing the holding ahead, etc., etc. Now, I have not quite ad- 
yanced to the age of three seore and ten, but I have 
had enough lessons taken and learned from that great 
great hook, experience, to enable me to say that any one 
who attempts to hold on toa duck coming down wind at 
the rate of thirty milesan hour, is going to get left, and 
the duck will be left to be shot at once more. Friday 
was a very calm day, and no better day to fully con- 
vince one of the different theories, 

Shells loaded four drams powder, one ounce 6’s. Held on 
to five coota, killed one. Shot line on water four fect in the 
tear of the part of the duck that went through the air last, 
Same load, one coot; he must «have had an erand to 
Washington, D. C., and’wanted to get there in 2:40; gun 
stationary; shot at him as he presented himself in front; 
that coot is still going. 
Now let’s see. Single coot comes rocking along, is about: 

to gay something, when his wind is cut short, Aimed two 
feet behind, kept moying the barrels along, and when lis 
broadside was in front of blind, down he went. Shot line 
on water in line of coot. Any better evidence wanted? I 
killed some seven or eight in succession in the last way. I 
don’t want to enter into any controyersy on this subject. 
I would not have said this much, but the weather is warm 
and it would not keep. G. H. W. 
Trp Bank, N, J., Noy. 1) 

NOTES FROM WORCESTER, MASS. 

HE social eyent of the year with the Worcester Sports- 
men’s Club is the annual hunt an@ same dinner which 

follows on the evening of the following day. This year the 
club has held two field days and dinners, Tt happened in 
this way, At the regular meéting of the club on the first 
Wednesday in October, the matter of the annual hunt and 
game dinner came up as usual, and if was voted bya small 
majority to hold a glass ball shoct instead, and have » grand 
dinner at Swan’s, which is near the club house. Also to 
inyite the Marlboro and Westboro eluhs to join us in the 
festivities. The day was simply perfect and the dinner 
most excellent, and those who attended had a very pleasant 
time, ul this departure of the clab from the old custom was 
by no means satisfactory to a large number of the members, 
and therefore the class ball shoot was not largely attended. 

Those members who favored the new departure. on lear n- 
ing of the disappointment that was felt by many of the 
club, were the first to move for a special mecling to make 
arrangements for an old-time hunt and dinner, The meet- 
ing was held, and it was unanimously voted to have the 
hunt, and the artangements were made ut once, Wednesday, 
November 8, being appointed as the day. A more beautl- 
ful day could not have been desired, The members were 
ordered to report with their game before nine o'clock P. M., 
at the Bay State House, at which house the count would 
close. The whole affair was conducted practically the same 
as last year, the same scale of points being used. The 
captains were Alba Houghton and Wm. 8, Perry, and it 
would have been impossible to have selected two membets 
better qualified to judge of the merits of the different shoot- 
ers, therefore the didles were very evenly matched, and 
throwing out the element of Juck, it was anyhody’s race, 
The members of the side were divided as follows: 
Oapr, Hosenton.—Messrs. H. B. Verry, J. A. Noreross, 

J. T. Boyce, A, H. Hammond, H. W. Eager, A, B. F. Kin- 
ney, E. 8. Knowles, C. R. B. Claflin, A. P. Cutting, George 
McAleer, C. F. Darling, L. W. Tolman, W. F. Rice, G. 4 
Cutting, L. R. Hudson, W.L. Shepard, W.H. Cole, C. 8. 
Holden, Stelman Clark, F. A. Hatch, N. 8, Johnson, C. 8. 
Peacoek, F. Wesson, C. ©. Houghton, Henry Colvin, Chas. 
Hartwell, Dr. H. M. Quimby, Isaac Fisk, J. B. Garland, 
G. B. Buckingham, 

Carr. Perry.—Messrs. B. Zaeder, ©. B. Pratt, J. T. Taft, 
BH. 'T. Smith, J. G. Ruge, O. A. Benoit, John Museroft, A. 8. 
Newcomb, A. F. Hatch, 0. L. Taft, D. C. Sumner, I. EB. 
Divoll, J. B. Goodell, Leyi Moore, C. A. Allen, Charles 
Barton, J. E, Browning, Charles Mann, Moses D. Gilman, 
A. L. Gilman, L. G, White, Charles H. Bowker, W. 5, 
Jourdan, H, E. Fisk, J. M. Drennan, A. W. Joslyn, A. G. 
Mann, R. R. Shepard, R. R. Haynes. 
Game was counted as follows: Partridve 25, woodcock 20, 

quail 20, English snipe 20, wild duck 50, wild goose 50, 
hawk 60, ow! 60, fox 800, ‘coon 100, vabbit 15, gray squirrel 
15, mink 100, weasel 50, wild pigeon 2(). 

The members turned ontwell, sud carly in the evening the 
crowd began to asiemble tosee the game and witness the 
conal, a goodly number of prominent citizens being present, 
Promptly at nine o'clock the count was declared closed, and 
Secretury Clark began to foot up the columns, ‘The long 
table presented a beautiful sight, the game consisting of 
partridges, woodcock, quail, rabbits, gray squirrels and one 
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fox, and the quantity was large. especially so, considering 
the lateness of the season, 

Oupt. Houghton was declared the winuer of the hunt, his 
ride sear iae 1,360 pvints to 980 for Capt. Porry. The largest 
individual bag was made by O, A, Benoit, and consisted of Six 
partridges and four woodeock; the next largest, by Capt 
Alba Houghton, of three partridges and seven woodcack, 
While the largest number of points was scored by A. P. 
Cutling, who killed a fox about 10 o'clock in the morning, 
und three partridges later in the day, scoring 875 points. 

The dicner was served at ihe Bay State House, on Thurs- 
day, Noy. 9, and was the finest that the club evet enjoyed. 
The game dishes of the manu were: Roast partridge, larded ; 
roast venison with jolly; roast wild goose, stuffed; roast 
antelope; potted quail, country style; broiled woodeock on 
toast; boiled buffalo tongue; ragout of rabbit, French style; 
stewed squirrel; wild Montana swan, with fine herbs. The 
inielope, yenison, swan, goose and buffalo tongue were 
contributions from A. B. Ff. Kinney, who had just returned 
from his Western hunting trip on the excursion car ‘Jerome 
Marble” 

The company, about forly in number, assembled in the 
Beare, and after spending about an hour yery pleasantly, 
iscussing the interesting experienees of the previous day, 

marched to the small dining-hall ahout 8:300’clock, It was 
a jolly party, and one that could do justice to the ‘empting 
repast before them. About 10 o'clock the cloth was re 
moved, the cigars lighted, and chairs turned towards the 
head of the table, where ex-Mayor Pratt presided as master 
of ceremonies. Mr. Pratt was in a happy mood, and having 
just been elected to the State Senate, that fact was made 
the subject, of many pleasant remarks by the speakers. His 
Honor, Mayor Stoddard, was the first speaker, and his re- 
inarks were most excellent, Then followed short speeches 
or stories by Sheriff Sprague, @. A. Allen, Ed. Vitus, Presi- 
dent Rugg, H. W. Hager, of Marlboro, ex-Alderman Rich- 
ardson, iS B. Lovell and others. The evening passed 
quickly and pleasantly and 12 o'clock arrived all (oo suon, 
a fi yack hour the company broke up after singing ‘‘Auld 
ang Syne,” 
Partridge shooting has been better than for several years 

ind 1 sm satisfied there are two to one as compared to. last 
year. The woodcock flight has been almost a failure, very 
few birds passing on this line, Qnuailare more plenty than 
for many years and some yery fine bags haye bean made. 
Gray squirrels also are yery abundant, The Rifle Association 

is in « flourishing condition and is just out with a new set of 
Officers as follows: H. T. Farrar, President; Job Moore, Jr, 
Vice-president; Stedman Clarke, Secretary and Treasurer. 
Thiree matches are in progress which will close Jan, 1. They 
have been making improvements at the range ond contem- 
Plate an a lil‘on of twenty-five feet to the cluly house. 
They reeeived, on their last Held day, a visit {vom Mr. Hin- 
man of the M, R. A. and also of the late International team. 

OUR GHICAGO LETTER. 
[Brom # Regular Correspondent.) 

ELIEVING that never was the Former AND Srrvaat 
more thoroughly appreciated us the representative 

Anierican sportsman's journal, oi its columns of meritorious 
feuding more eagerly perused in and about Cliicago than at 
“present, your correspondent hustens to fulfill Dig mission 

by sending on at once the doings and oyeénts of inlerest in 
the city and hunting vicinity, and trusts that at no time 
Will news be so stale as to be generally complained of, as in 
many instances where the reverse is to be expected. If a 
Chicago sportsman desires finding any live news of this 
vicinity from journals with a claim upon their attention 
from being classed as a sportsman’s organ, he is disappointed, 
only how grievously your correspondent can testify, That 
if iiaa never been thus with the Fornsr ano SyRmAm and 
heyer will be, countless readers will cheerfully testify to. 
No one desires to read the summary of a shoot, of big local 
imporiance, in wv sporting paper just exactly three weeks 
after its oceurrence, 

Ti is needless to try and tell about game, or whicther there 
is any, to those who have eyer shof in this vicinity. The 
big swamps in Indiana, where the English Lake, Crown 
Point, Mak-Saw-Ba clubs all hold forth, with their spacious 
lib houses, are known to all Western hunters to be the 
#reat waterfowl resorts; while the Kankakee Hiver, in our 
own State, on which are located the club quarters of the 
Diana, Cumberland, Sportsmen's, Forester’s and other clubs, 
fairly teem with ducks. The shooting has never been bet- 
ter, and every one that ewnsa gun is out after mallards, 
redheads or canyasbacks, while ‘rails’ and mud-hens are 
shot for diversion, 'The shooting at the Cumberland Lodge 
is pecullarly fine, and does not seem to vary day after day. 
The feeding along the Kankakee is exceptionally good, 
Which accounts for the prolonged presence of the ducks. 

Jere. Liston killed seventy-eight mallards one day, and 
then shot for an hour the next morning and brought in thir- 
ty-seven ducks, This was done at the Cumberland, Our 
two great Shots, the Kleinmans, are ensconced in some 
marsh near Lowell, on the Kankakee, and are having great 
sport. 

A ‘jovial party, consisting of Rol, Organ—who, by the way, 
has received the deserved appointment of slock agent for the 
new ‘‘Nickel Plate” railway that no one knows what ‘‘rail- 
way king” has purchased—John Wigeins, L. Petrie, M. 
Haskel and seyeral others are all at Mak-Saw-Ba, and if 
the old club house does not ring’ with merriment nights it 
will be because the cider is not tart enough to stir Rol. up 

to his jokes and tricks, 
In opposition to this party, John Gillespie, our champion 

shell loader, and a party comprising Charley Willinms, Al. 
Bell, and a lot more hunters, have been at English Lake all 
week, They sent word back of great sport with plenty of 
ducks, and ‘‘tackled” Fred Taylor for more leaded shell. 

The sportsmen, however, are all anxiously awaiting let- 
ters from the noble triumvirate of hunters now shooting wild 
turkeys, deer, buffaloes, etc., inthe land of the Cherokees. 
They are Messrs. Tydston, Chapin and Gore, and they are 
now supposed to be in Central Indian Territory, barring 
bad luck in the way of scalping. They remain away one 
month, and the Pormsr anp Steam will reach them and 
Teport, success. 

The fishing seagon is over unless a heavy frost creates ap- 
petite enough in the bass to make them bite. Fred Leland, 

our grsat ny caster and the best posted Waltonian about 
here, took a little trip to Turkey Lake, on the B. & O, road 
in Indiana last week, returning Friday, awd was thoroughly 
‘out of patience with the luck he had. Only a few black 

bass, some pickerel and a fewrock bass, 
CHICAGO, November Oo. 
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HOUNDING vs. STILL-HUNTING. 

AS to which are the most proper and destructive modes 
of hunting deer has of late been freely discussed in the 

columns of your journal, and as the open season for hound- 
{no has just closed, allow ine to drasy a comparison between 
the twe modes of hunting within u radius of my own obser- 
yation, One hundred and fifty will not cover the number 
of deer killed in Beayer River and the Jakes and ponds 
within two miled on cither side of the river by driving 
them into the water with honnds during the open seison 
just closed, Four parties haye just returned from a lunt of 
about a week, which together brought out forty-nine deer. 
haa! is only a simple of the way they have been slaugh- 
tered. 4 

To my knowledge only one deer has been killed by still 
hunters, on the same ground, during the past two months. 
Ther2 will doubtless be more deer killed during the remain- 
der of this month, should there be snow on the ground; 
but unless still hunters are more suecssful than they 
have been in previous years, if will not amount to one- 
tenth the number killed by hounding. Yours correspond- 
ent from Massachusetts, ‘Buck-Shot," says “Deer take 
to the water ahead of the hound, aud half to three-quarters 
of the time that is the end of the hunt, and the 
deer lives.” This is the very reason why so many deer 
are killed here in the Adirondacks. During the open 
months, especially October, there is hardly a lake or pond 
in the Adirondacks that does not haye its hunters watching 
for deer, so that a deer taking to water before the hound is 
almost sure to be killed; and as there is not & square mile in 
the whole Adirondack wilderness, exept it be in St. Law- 
rence county, but what deerare driven from it by hounds, 
the slaughter cannot be otherwise than immense, ‘*Buck- 
Shot” says, in regard to their being killed when driven to 
water, ‘Quantities of deer haye formerly been slaughtered 
in this way,” thus admitting that killing deer by driving 
them to water with dogs to be very destructive. 

I do not wish to depriye any one of hunting deer in the 
way he can best enjoy it. But if, has become a serious mat- 
ter of fact. If we would preserve the deer in the Adirou- 
dacks, to make it more attractive to the sportsman and 
tourist, a law must be enacted and enforced to prevent the 
killing of deer driven into water by hounds, 

The present long open season for hounding deer, while it 
benefits the sportsman hut little, will insure the speedy ex- 
termination of the deer by the pot-hunters and market-men, 

Mvuxrtt. 
ApIRONDAGKS, Noy. tj, 1882, 

PINNATED GROUSE ON MARTHA'S 
VINEYARD. 

| URING a conversation with a Massachusetts sportsman, 
: who is quite an expert shot as wellas an angler, [ was 
asked if I had ever killed a “hethen.” [ haye spelled. the 
word as he pronouneed it, Not knowing what he meant, 
hut at the syme time haying asuspicion thathe was referring 
to the heath hen, as the pinnated grouse was called on 
Martha’s Vineyard, I questioned him further, THe described 
it, and stated he had sven two or three broods last summer. 
I told him they were “prairie chickens,” This astonished 
him, as he was not aware that the bird ever existed in the 
locality he referred to. Oertainly not one known as the 
“prairie chicken” or pinnated grouse, IT verified his state- 
ments by other inquiries, and even heard of four haying 
been killed by one man who knew it was against the law; 
xn he confessed it to me, 
Now, are these birds descendants from the old stock known 

to bave inhabited Martha's Vineyard years ago, or have they 
heen bred from birds liberated in this locality of late years? 
Frank Forester speaks of the pinnated grouse having been 
plentiful on Martha’s Vineyard, and wriles of their abonnd- 
ing on Long Island, in Burlington county, N. J., and on the 
Pocons plains or barrens in Pennsylyania, I know from 
natives of Manahawken, N. J., that so late as fifteen years 
ago “grouse,” nol ruffed ones or pheasants, were killed not 
far frem that place, and a friend living now in the Lehigh 
Valley, Pa., with whom I frequently shoot—and he holds 
his gun very straighi—told me he had killed ‘‘two strange 
grouse wilh very short tails, much lighter in color than the 
pheasant of his hills, and feathered all the way down to the 
wnkles, froma brood of ten or twelve srown birds” a few 
years since, The locality where they were shot was but a 
few miles from the ‘‘barrens” spoken of by Forester. My 
friend not being an ornithologist, and never having seen a 
prairie chicken up to that time, could vot identify them, but 
toought them entirely different from anything he had ever 
shot, He now thinks they were the pinnated grouse since 
1 have shown so much interest in the matter, and have 
shown lim a specimen of the western bird to examine. 

Tt would certainly be very interesting to the readers of 
the ForEsT AND STEAM to hear from some one who can 
give a better account of these birds on Martha’s Vineyard, 
and state if they are from the old stock, or come from 
western planting, I had almost forgotten to mention that 
the “hethens” my friend told me he saw were in Tisbury, a 
county of Martha's Vineyard. Homo. 

THE MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION’S WORK. 
HE Michigan State Sportsmen’s Association has eyi- 
dently been doing a good work in its cfiorts to put a 

stop to the wanton destruction of game. A year ago its 
officers sent out a circular letter to all the prominent sports- 
men of the State, asking for pecuniary assistauce in the en- 
forcement of the dead-letter laws for the protection of game 
and fish, Tiiere was a pretty general response to the re- 
quest, and officers were employed to arrest and prosecute 
offenders, Michigam, however, is quite a large tract of 
Jand for 4 few met to patrol, but whiléit is certain that a 
yast amount of out-of-season slaughtering has been done, 
yet the protective officers succeeced in enforcing that sec- 
tion of the law that prohibits the transportation or sale of 
game out of season, and, with his market closed, the pot- 
hunter found neither pleasure nor profit in killing, and laid 
away his old muzzle-loader until he could legally use it. 

One thing is certain: Whereas quail, woodcock and 
grouse used to be common in oun restaurants late in the 
spring, and long before the open season, nothing of the 
icin cet been observable the past season, Pot-lninting tor 
profit, at least, has been stopped. The result is am incrense 
of feathered game throughout this region. I have been out 
a few times, ind find at Teast two quail where there was but 
one two years ago. . Grouse and woodcock are more numer- 
oug, but have not increased so rapidly. 

The result of the better euforcement of our same laws, is 
a well-stocked market, which, by the way, is xlready send- 

ing forward its luxuries to those of the Hast, especially 
quail and ducks. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to add that 
Michigan never runs short of ducks, They are plenty this 
fall, and in excellent condition. The market is overstocked, 
The annual influx. of hunters and hounds has not yet 

commenced, and the bucks and does are yet browsing con- 
tentedly in the deep forests of both peninsulas. ‘Che frosts 
of autumn haye but Barely reached us, and the deer-stalkerg 
and watchers by the ran-ways can believe that November 
has come and that the antlered same is listening for the bay- 
ing of the hounds, 

I should make one exception, Ed Gillman, of this city, 
and a party of four Ohio friends were on the happy hunting 
grounds at sunrise on the ist inst,, and haye since been 
sending down from ten to sixteen fine deer per day. 

Derrorr, November 11. 

TEXAS GAME NOTES. 
( UAIL are found liere in great quantities, three varieties 

being found—yviz., massena, blue or scaled and Bob 
White. The massena afford excellent sport, lying well to 
the dog, haying short flight. The blue species offer but 
poor spout, as they will not lay to a dog, long flights, and 
are running, one might say, the instant they alight, Bob 
White giyes one the same sport as in the other States. 
Turkey have commenced to come into the river bottoms 

in large flovks, 
Deer are to be found on the table lands adjacent to the 

Pecos and Rio Grande. 
Gear are numerous in the canyons, as well as panther and 

other yarmints. 
Just across the Rio Grande, the “land of God aud lib- 

erty,” is abundantly supplied with all kinds of game found 
in this region. It is not alfogether safe, however, to ventura 
on that sacred soil with « full hunting equipment without a 
passport, as there is a possibility of your outfit ®eing cap)- 
tured by the Mexican river guards and confiscated. This 
happened to a friend not. many days ago. 

Northeast of this point about twenty miles one can reach 
Devil's River and have excellent black bass fishing, especially 
between Pecan Springs and the old military post of Camp 

‘ Hudson 
This is on excecdin#ly healthy country, at an elevation of 

sixteen hundred to two thousand feet above tide water, the 
atmosphere is light and healthful, Tt is now accessible by 
rail from El Pasoand San Antonio. [ haye been invited up 
the Pecos to participate in » panther hunt. G. W. P. 
Moure oF PERCoS, Texas, November, 1882, 

A Boy's Piston of Fiery Years Aco.—The West Ches- 
ter (Pa.) Record tells this pretty story: Week before last, 
Titus Dirlington, carpenter, in tearing down a portion of . 
the farm house of Taylor Hoopes, of West Goshen township, 
Chester county, in order to anlsuce the building, came across 
a large-sized horse pistol that had been lost for fifty years. 
In 1852 Taylor Hoopes and his brother Lewis, the latter now 
deceased, purchased this pistol froma gunsmith in West 
Chester, named Hmanuel Gosher, for $2,50--cheap enough, 
considering the size and quality of the weapon. Benjamin 
Hoopes, the father of the boys, who were then about sixteen 
years of ave, did not approve of the lads having so danger- 
ons a plaything—Mr. Lloopes was a wise man-—-so the boys 
coucluded to keep ‘'Old Diamer,” as they named their mini- 
ature cannon, 48 much ont of parental eyesight as possible, 
and they hid it away in the loft of the house over the collar 
beams between partition and wall, To have it convenient 
for use, they made a little wagon, in which they placed 
“Old Diamer,” a powder-horn, and asmall bag of shot, 
To the wagon they attached a string, and thus they lowered 
and pulled up the artillery wagon, gun and ammunition 
when they wished to use them, or hurry them out of sight 
of the ‘‘ole man.” But one day the rope broke—whether 
fhe old gentleman was ‘hunting the boys too close’ we 
cannot say—and down to the bottom of the partition went 
wagon, pistol and all, with a crash that sent sadness to the 
very bottom of the hearts of Taylor and Lewis. After fish 
ing forhours day in and day out wish a pole and a hook, 
with the hope of catching the wagon and drawing it up, 
they abandoned the task and gave up their treasnres as lost, 
When the carpenters tore down the pbuilding, Taylor 
Hoopes, who is now on the shady side of life, stood by, think- 
ing of “Old Diamer.” Board after board was taken down, 
and the little ammunition wagon at las) came in sight, and 
in it lay ‘‘Old Diamer,” the powder and shot, all in the same 
good condition, with the exception of a little rust on the 
pistol, as they were the day they so suddenly went from the | 
sight of the boys half a century ugo. Mr, Hoopes rubbed 
the pistol with a little oil, loaded it with the old powder, 
and, in honor of the occasion, shot it off with a report that 
made the Goshen hills echo, 

Gamu Awooy Nwwark.—The Newark, N J., Cali, of 
Noy. 12 reports: The suburbs of Newark and Elizabeth 
present a large area of good cover for rabbits, and an occa- 
sional bevy of quails finds undisturbed existence in the thick 
undetgrowth during the summer, because their presence is 
scarcely suspected so near civilization, Such a bunch of 
birds was found by some rabbit hunters at North Elizabeth 
on Tuesday, and nine quails fell to their guns, They also 
vot nine rabbits betsyeen Frelinghuysen avenue and the 
edge of the meadosys, near Brinton Range, and heard from 
the natives iu the neighborhood that all the rabbits had been 
cleaned out on the first, Another little bunch of quails were 
exterminated in East Newark, near the Harrison Nursery, 
tight ino all being killed by two Newarkers, who also got 
three rabbits. ‘The rabbits were more ee ara hunted on 
Tuesday than on the opening day, owing to the damp lesyes 
and ground holding the scent better and enabling the dogs 
to follow the trail unerringly. A party of four Newark 
gentlemen visited the Warwick Woodlands early last week, 
and in two days’ tramp through that historic country gath- 
eréd eighteen grouse, twenty-one quails, twelve woodcock, 
and a uumber of rabbits, which they scarcely considered 
worth counting or carrying, Three other Newarkers went 
to Roselle on Phursday, and in the limits of that pretty little 
town killed eight rabbits and seyeral woodeock, The shoot- 
ing in the beautiful valley below Greensyood Lake has been 
excellent this fall, and large numbers, of quails have fallen, 
miny of them to the guns of sportsmen from this city. 
They reach this region by rail to Hewitt, and walk over the 
hills to West Milford. he tramp across coumtry is through 
splendid grouse cover, und the birds have been found quit, 
numerous this fall. The best of woodcock haunts are en- 
countered in the swales, and frequent patches of buckwheat 
stubble are met with, cach of whieh is apt to harbor a bevy 
of quails. 
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SuccessruL Decoxinc.—<A correspondent of the Detroit 
Pree Press, writing from western Minnusola, says: ‘Wild 
geese do not, as a rule, hatch their young here, Most of them 
going further north. They come in large numbers about 
the Ist of October and remain until the approach of winter. 
They are very wary, usually keeping on the wing during 
the day and only descending into the ponds 10 feed at night, 
Occasionally they will aight on the stubble of o wheat field 
in large numbers, but’ the hunter can rest assured that his 
approach will be signalet! by an old gander long before lie 
is within gunshot of them,  Isaw one farmersportsman 
who lias 4 sure thing on geese, A year tivo Jast spring he 
found a wild goose nest on top of a miekrat house, and 
secured six cges. These he plactd indera hen for ineuba- 
tion. Biddy did her work so well that six voslings were 
netted from the enterprise, hull one of them subsequently 
came fo in untimely end by heing stepped on by the farmer, 
for they are considerably tamer than a house cat, wid have 
to be kicked before they will wet out of the way. The re- 
maining five, besides being regularly plucked of 2 portion 
of their feathers for feather-bed use, and (doing other farm- 
yard duty, are used for decoys. Their owner has q birch: 
bark cnnoe that he procured from Sault Ste, Marie, and, 
proceeding -at nightlall to « large pond nuar his house, lie 
anchors his geese with a string aud an old plow-point, pulls 
his canoe into the rushes, and is ready for busmess. His 
decoys, unused to such treatment, ‘honk’ lustily, wd cull 
down the passing flocks. Soon they jre thick upon the 
water, and 4 single discharge of bis breech-loader secures a8 
miny as he desires, for to his credifas # sportsman he it 
said, he never kills more than he cin use npon bis table. 
Cranes, foo, are very plentiful, and the young ones wre 
highly prized for table use. The o'd ones are very tough, 
and the natives tell of a woman who boiled one for three 
days, und then threw it info the kennel toa hound. The 
hound died of starvation. Snipe are quite common, but no 
one shoots them, In a country where every wheat. field is 
the feeding ground of scores of grouse, and where every 
slough inod pond is the retrent of dueks and geese, snipe are 
small game.—W.”’ ; 

Frorma Quatt and Duosr.—Lawley, Bradford Connty, 
Fila., Nov. 6.—Yesterday thiee of ns started for Hiehland 
Station some four miles north, Objvet—business, quail 
hunting thrown in. Jor some season quail and jack snipe 
were scarcer than ueual, us we have before this, in going 
over the same ground, hagwed hetween fifty and sixty quail 
and jack snipe, in February, besides a fay wooecock. But 
we didu’t ssem to find the birds, although the dogs, Jucko 
and Bis, grandsons of old Bismark, workel well. The 
whole bag counted up for two gus was only fourteen quail, 
half a dozen jack snipe, some half a dozen darks, about as 
many doves, a hawk and a rabbit, also something clse, As 
we were coming home about sundown Bis van off from the 
wagon some twenty rods along a strip of palmeltos gud 
inlebew suddenly he dropped as if shot. Of course guns 
and meu tumbled out and legs carried them up lo where Bis 
Was waiting to put up the qnail, like any other good doe 
Three quail we got, The balance of the birds were marked 
down farther on down the same ru. Bis went throngh the 
shrab only a few rods wide; coming throngh from the other 
side he smelled something that did not wait to be put np, 
There was a rattle and crash of palmetto leaves and sticks 
and out jumped a deer, in too much of 4 hurry to stop and 
get acquainted, as it was getting late. But the Colonel sent 
acharve of shot after him. ~ The decr ran some twenty rods, 
when, with a leap high im air, it stopped and the dos Jacko 
had it by the throat, How is that for No. 9 shot at thirty 
yards distance?—KntcK, 

Manynanp,—Hagerstown, Noy. 7—The quail, usually so 
plentiful here during the season, have for some unaceount- 
able reason become remarkably scarce this fall, and the few 
birds shot in our immediate vicinity have been noted for 
their small size, some of them, even 80 late as Oct. 19, bemg 
but scarcely half grown, thus evidently showing a second 
or, perhaps, a third brood. Indeed, one gentleman informed 
meé on the 18th that on that date he discovered a nest contain- 
ing thirteen eggs and flushed the old bird eff the nest Tab- 
bits are very P entiful and a great many are shot. Some of 
the voughs of the town go out on Sundays, a mile or two, 
with worthless curs, and armed with clubs and stones, secure 
a great many, virtually, as the Irishman says, “‘shooting 
them with clubs.” In the mountains north and west of us 
wild turkeys and pheasants are abundant Wild pigeons are 
also plentiful ic the mountains, one party alone bringise 
thirty-six to town ia one day. Opossums and ’eoons are also 
being caught all around us. Last week a party of three ef 
our sportsmen went on a ducking expeilifion to Big Pool, a 
point on the Potomac about fifteen niles from here, and 
report ducks as being very plentiful, Hada @ne halt day’s 
sport and succeeded in gctting twenty-six ducks, including 
black mallard, wood duck and redheads. Others report 
good bags in the way of ducking, Occasionally we hear of 
a fox or two being shot, aud only this morning had one 
brought to me that was shot about ivur miles from town— 
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Comment Unnecessany.—Columbus, O., Noy. 11,— 
Messrs, Georve Marshall, Fiank Tarbox, Elton Archer and 
W. W. OUT, of Cedarville, passed through this ctly yester- 
day, returniog from a four weels’ bant at O2amaw, Michi- 
gun. They suceeded in getting fifteen deer, twe bears and 
some small game, They told how Marion Croyus, 2 young 
min from Pennsylvania, who visited their camp and in- 
tanded to remain a few days to lunt, was shot through the 
heart one night and instantly killed, They were all ont 
hunting bears, when they enme upona large dark object 
near aswatap, which thoy spposed to bea bear, They 
fired at the supposed bruin, but they were startled ane 
shocked to find they had kuled theiy fellow hunter His 
body was carried to camp, and afterward sent to his sorrow- 
ing friends, ais sad event threw «& dampsr upen their 
sport, and they returned home as narrated above. 

Lincouy, Neb., Nov. 4, 1882—Ducks and geese lave 
been slow about coming down this fall, Indoed, so few 
have, so far, come this way thatmmany have thought it prob- 
able they have given this section the ‘‘go by” in their iieht 
southward, Very few big bags have beenmate. WMathaway 
and Batum were out one day and got filhy-two, allteal, The 
next day Webster and 1 were ouf, staying all night in the 
eountry, aud after hard tramping got eleven mallards and 
fortydive teal, Both geese and ducks are fat and sweet as a 
nat this fall. I have heard of no one who has eaten one 
with « fishy taste, Last year hardly any of them which 
came this way were palatable —B, H, P, 

TrNnnssen Game Norys,—Notwithstinding the con- 
tinued warm dry weather the sportsmen around Nashville 
are out almost every day and night, trying to find fame. 
Birds are abundant, but the weeds are so rank, and the 
fields bein. as yet, ecumbered with cornslalks, very few 
have been bagged, Squirrels are plentiful, though to tramp 
after them #1 day with the mereury at seventy desroes is 
more like work than sport. The conseyvence is that fox 
and “possums ure the most hunted, The hounds can be 
heard running every night, and those who have done up the 
‘possum lusiness report the fun as immense. Clarke 
Pritchett and a few friends were out this week, and caught 
one ‘coon dnd two ‘possums. The latter were as fat as but- 
ter, though by many not considered lealthy food, as we 
haye had no killing frost. Bill Hobbs, who is the boss hunter 
of the Didelplys virginiana in this section, captured five on 
last Saturday night. ‘To-morrow night a grand hunt will 
take plage in which at least twenty couples of dows will par- 
ticipils, As "possum-hunting is a funny sport, there will be 
plenty of incidents to laugh at. Tam invited to be 1 slow 
inover in the chase, and have partialy accepted, which 
means that Twill det fhe Forusr ann Stream know what 
transpired during the eventful lmuot.—J. D. A. 

“Dinymus" Coup Now Fiyp’ Tuem.—Nov. 10.—Shoovt- 
ing on Long Island is like hanging in New York—itis nearly 
“played out.” A few days ago | went to the lower end of 
the Island where quail, a few years ago, were quite ‘‘numer- 
ous,” but after yansacking the region round about for half 
4 day we flushed the meazre remains of a covey only, and I 
left in disgust and went to a place near Smithtown, where [ 
was told that quail were as thick as when they swooped 
down on the Israelites in Egypt, but after hunting the 
country over for nearly two days we flushed only about half 
awdozen scattered birds, und gaveit up, Out ground was 
formerly one of the best for pavtridzes that I eyer hunted 
over, but 1 only got three shots, after a yery long ramble, 
two of which Ldropped as dead as a salt-herring; but the 
third was im unadulterated miss. They are so thinned out 
that even if not another one was killed there would scarcely 
be enough to raise another family, If sportsmen could only 
be induced to keep their giins in the vases this season, there 
might be some show of birds next fall, but of course they 
will not, and the only way to recruit their ranks will he to 
pass another restricting law for two orthree years, —Dipymus, 

Conyecricur.—New Hayen, Noy, 9.—Game prospects 
in this State, at least in the western part, are very Hattering. 
There arc, back from the shore, a good many quail and 
ruffed grouse which, when the weather becomes colder, 
will afford fine sport, At present, however, the leaves are 
still hangiug to the trees, imd the weather is so warm that 
iramping over the hillsis yery hard work. Along the line 
of the New York & New Haven Railroad the shooting is 
poor, for the grouse and quail have been all killed off, 
Whether by the myriads of shooters or from some other 
cause I cannot say, but in the eastern part of the Stite there 
ave said to be morebirds. We had a flight of woodeock 
last week, but they were not abundant, and small bags were 
the order of the day. Probably the next seyere frost will 
moye the birds on, and then we may have a day or two of 
good shooting, A very curious fact in regard te quail and 
ruffed grouse in the Eastern part of this State is the way in 
which they have decreased along the shore and increased in 
the interior. Lhaye heard no satisfactory explanation of 
this fact, but it is ackowledged by most old gumners.—B, 

Norra Caronma.—Belvidere, Perquimans Co., Noy. 6. 
—()uail are seemingly plentiful and full grown; have not seen 
uny ‘late coveys” this fall. Have been out once only (last 
Friday afternoon); had a young dog in training, but man- 
aged toa get ten out of eleven single shots—'‘Seen in my 
eye," the eleyenth, Expect rare sport this winter, after 
the birds resort more to stubble; they are now in cover, after 
scattering peas, Squirrels scarce; some deer and benr.—A, 
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Doc-Szemy Learner Jackets are imported by G. W. Simmons & 
Son, Oak Hall, Boston, who have created a large trade in this class 
of goods. Read the advertisement in another column und note 
what they say-about prices. Oak Hall can never be approached b 
competition. When you are ready for your shooting trip send to Oa) 
Hall, Boston,—Adu, 

Camp Sire Hlicheyings. 
“That reminds me."? 

\\/ = had sat around the fire for some time and the boys 
were speaking of fish—of very large fish—when 

George finally said: “Well now, boys, I don’t want you to 
think I’m lying, and I never did believe in telling big yarns, 
but your speaking of the big pike reminds me of a catfish 
they caught up near Des Moines last year. Yim see the 
river had got very low ani! this big yellow head climbed out 
ata low place in the hank and was chasing a two-year-old 
around the tield when they suw him, and as the farmers 
were afraid of losing their stock they clabhed together and 
killed him.” After an awe-struck silence of some time L. 
ventured to remark in a low tone: ‘How big was he, 
George?” ‘Well, by the great whale, Ud hke to know if you 
suppose any small fish could tackle a two-year-old stecr?” 
he subject was changed to snakes, and along abont eleven 

o'clock the stories grew pretty large. Sam had been sitting 
in silence, his feet propped up, bis hat puted down over his 
eyes, medilatively pulling away at his pipe. At length he 
said, without raisiug his eyes or taking his pipe from his 
mouth; **Gentlemen, I seem to be the only man here who 
has had no experience with large snakes. never Eiled a 
large snake in my iife. But,” said he, mournfully, “I did 
see something strange one day out in Tow. We were rid- 
ing along through the timber on the Boone bottoms, in a big 
lumber wagon; we had broken our wazon-tongue and put 
in a green stick in replacing it. Just as we got pretty near 
through the woods a yellow rattler came gliding through 
the grass and struck af one of the horses, bul missed him 
and struelk the wagon-tongue, We killed the snake and 
drove on, thinking nothing more of it; but if you will be- 
lieve me, gentlemen, in less than twenty minutes that 
waron-tongue began to sell and in ashort time was covered 
with dark spots. But that was not the worst of it. The 
swelling spread from the tongue to the running gear, and in 
a little while the axles were so badly swollen that we had to 
take off the wheels and apply elm-bark pouiltices to reduce 
the swelling.” 

Not 8 word was said. Each man took his hat and in 
silence left the fireside. When we returned Sam was sitting 
in the same position calmly smokingaway, WJ. Hoven. 

[Nov. 16, 1883, 

Sea and Aiver ishing. 

OprEN SEASONS.— ‘Sve thle of open seasons for game anil fish 
mm, issiie af Truly 2, 

FISH IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER. 
FRESH WATIR. 

Grayling, Thymallus tricolor and Striped bass (Rockfish), Roceus 
T, montanus. lineatus. 

Black bass, Micropterus, two spe-| White bass, Roceus chrysaps, 
cies, ie, Rock bass, Amblgplites, 2 species. 

Maskinonge, Esoxr nobilior, War-mouth, Chenebryttus gulo- 
Pike (N. ¥. pickerel), Msux luctus. STIS. 
Pickerel, sox reticulsahus, _ | Orappie (Strawberry bass, ete.), 
Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti-|  Pomowys nicromaculalies, 
ostethinm. ats Bachelor, Punorys annuluris, 
Yellow perch, Perces Muviatilis. Chuh, Semotilus biellaris. 

SALT WATER. 
Striped hass, Roceus (ineatis. Smelt, Osnievus nerdan, 
White perch, Moroneamericana, | “Sea trout,” Cyneseyon carolinen- 
Tautog or blackfish,Tautogwonitis| sis, 
Bluefish or taylor, Pometonus | Drum, Poyorias ehromis. 
saltatria. Red puss, ete., Seiceions ocellatus. 

2" This table is general, For special laws in the seyeral States 
see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 29, 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 

1. 
Dear solitary groves, where peace does dwell! 
How willingly could T forever stay 

Beneath the shade of your embracing greens, 

Listening to the harmony of warbling birds, 
Tuned with the yentle murmut of the streams. 

—Rochester, 

HAVE often had to assure my critical and ineredulous 
friends that if js by no means all of fishing to fish. The 

appreciative angler, who has inherited or acquired the true 
spirit of thé art is not alone happy while plying his voca- 
tion, but happy also in the recollection of what has been, 
and in the anticipation of what isto be. To him memory 
and hope are equally satisfying—the one luminous with 
the mellow sunshine of the recent past, and the other all 
aglow with the assured geod cheer of the near future. 
Nor is the pleasure derived from a reviesy of the incidents 

of the last outing wholly or chiefly associated with ite ma- 
terial results. ‘‘Casting” and “striking” and “killing” belong 
to the mere mechanism of the art. Its real fascination lies 
in what one sces and feels: in mountain and valley; in river 
and lake; in sunshine and shadow; in the exhilarating at- 
mosphere and delectable odors of the virgin forest; in the 
music of singing birds and in the soothing monotone of run- 
ning waters; in the hush of the night watches, and in the 
quiet and repose best fonnd im the “solitary places” where 
anglers ‘‘most do congregate,” 

Ustrikes me like the sound of a trumpet to remember my 
fights with three-pound trout, five-pound bass or thirty- 
pound salmon, but I dfind intenser cestacy when T recall the 
circumstances and surroundings of these material experi- 
ences, the transparent brovk, whose ripples were rendered 
dazzling as molten silver by the sunshine glints which fell 
upon them through the ever-waving branches of the pine, 
or birch, or hemlock which over-arched it like a benvdic- 
tion; the pellucid waters of river or lske, whose unruftled 
surface trembled as fly and leader touched its placid bosom; 
the deep pool, east into deeper shacow by the giant boulders 
néar which the lordly saliaon rests on his upward journey, 
and the thousand other ‘things of beanty” which fil the eye 
and rayish the senses while watching and waiting, and cast- 
ing for a “‘rise,” 

These are the pictures most distinctly photorraphed upon 
the memory of the appreciative angler, and which come up 
most vividly before him when he looks back upon what has 
been. 
Many picasares leave a sting behind them, Not so this 

fascinating pastime. It is as harmless as it is invigorating, 
and ag healthful as itis harmless. There are many things 
for which I am grateful, but for few things more than for 
my passion for angling and the reasonable leisure always 
youchsafed me to gratify it. 

Isay ‘‘reasonable leisure,” because the most of what time 
T have given to angling has been abstracted from the grind- 
ing pressure of a busy life. And the fact has, I am sure, 
intensified my love for the pastime. As the dawn is most 
gladly welcomed by the weary watcher who is waiting for 
the morning, so 4 holiday brings most pleasure to those whe 
have earned it by hard work or pntient service. The “‘cum- 
berer of the ground,” whose only employment is to ‘*killtime” 
and battle with ennwz, hasno holiday. He can no more ap- 
preciate the luxury of ‘‘a rest’ than can the surfeited gour- 
mand the luxury of an appetite. But with the busy man, 
held to the tread-mill of active life through eleven of the 
twelve months of the calendar year, it isnot so. His holi- 
day is lo him what the open door is to the caged bird, the 
opportunity coveted by the Psalmist, to ““Ay away and be 
at rest,” to ‘‘wander far off, and remain in the wilderness,” 
(Psalm 55, 6-7), Because most of my holidays have been 
thus wrenched from the ever whirling wheel of time, they 
have brought to me more joy than ‘‘when oi! and wine in- 
creaseth,” And as my Joye of angling has grown with my 
ears, so every recurring holiday has been more impatiently 
onged for and enjoyed. Ifallmy days had been days of 
idleness, bringing with them neither conscivus responsibility 
nor the pressure of duty, I might haye lived as unprofitably 
and passed through life as wearily as the ennwzed pet of 
fortune, whose indolence and incapacity are the only pro- 
ducts of his inherited wealth, and, worst of all, I might 
never haye known the delights of that man who finds pleas+ 
ure in the silent woods and loves to go a-fishing. 

In my immediate yicinage there are not a few beside my- 
self who are fond of the angle—quiet men of gentle habit— 
simple, wise men, as unostentatious as they are merry-hearted, 
and who earry about with them a ¢lear conseience, 2 con- 
tented mind and the elements of perpetual youth. Lt is their 
custom to often ‘‘forgather” while waiting for the return of 
“the time of the singing of the birds,” when it will be right 
to go a-fishing. Among them are men of divers profession 
—philosophers and educators, merchants and politicians, but 
not one among them all who would engage in any Service, 
however remunerative or honorable, that would debar him 
from his annuul outing, with rod and reel, for trout or sal- 
mon. These meetings are only less delightful than the fas- 
cinating pastime which constitutes the exhaustless theme of 
conversation. Hyery phase of the art is discussed, but the — 
experiences of each individual during the just closed season 
is always first in order, Some of these experiences will enter — 
into these familiar ‘Winter Talks on Suramer Pastimes,’ 
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‘STRIPED BASS CLUBS. 
WN the Atlantic coast the fish known as. “stripes bass” 
about New York und eastward, ov “rockfish” along the 

coast of New Jersey und southward, is considered the king 
of gume fishes by its yotaries, who do not even except the 
salmon when claiming royalty for their favorite. The fe- 
males of this species, Reeevs Mpedtis, ave said lo grow to the 
weight of one hundred pounds, and specimens of seventy 
pounds are offen scen inthe market. We have been una- 
ble to lvarn the extreme weight attained by a2 male fish, but 
incline ta believe tat they never exceed twenty-five pounds. 
The striped-bass ara taken all along the coast, bul the yicin- 
ity of Martha's Vineyard is the favorite ground. A famons 
bussfisher went! down on thy coast of North Carolina to 
shoot ducks, and askoil about the fishing, ‘“Wothing here 
jul rock and taylor, and only the niggers fish for them,’ he 
was told; antl not notiLhe left there did jie learn that those 
names were applied to lis favorite striped bass und bluefish, 
which he would rather have fished for than fo have shot 
fll the dueks in the conniry, 
Many of the most prominent citizens of New York and 

ollier cities wre inembers of the large bass clubs which own 
property and fish from it in the waiters nwmed. The New 
York Hepald recently gaye an aecount of them, from which 
we condense the following: 

WEST ISLAND CLUB, 
The island from which this famous bassin elub takes its 

nam is part of Seeonic Point, Newport, R. 1., and for 
twenty yeirs past has enjoyed the reputation of being the 
headquarters of one of the most conservative sporting or- 
ganizations in the country, tu size the island coyers about 
fiye acres, but the club also owns Hast Island, one of the 
West fsland clunip, whose fertility adapts it for garden 
purposes. The club, which is restricted toa membership of 
tha'ty sentlemen, is composed of many of our most promi- 
ner) citizens, among whom are Mr. Robert L. Cutting, Jr, 
Mr, John O'Brien, Mr. Philo T. Rugeles, the prince of bass 
fishermen; Mr. Willixm Sellers, of Philadelphia, and of 
Brooklyn Bridge fame; Mr, Mrank Thompson, of the Penn- 
sylyania Railroad Company; My, Charles L. iflany, Mr. 
George Pethody Wetmore, Drs. 8. Weir Mitchell and 
William Pepper, of Philadeiphia; Mr. Charles J. Osborn, 
Mr. H. W. Gay, Mr. F, ©, Latrobe, of Baltimore, and 
others of the same standing. The officers are: President, 
Mr. Gharles E. Strong; Trensurer and Secretary, Mr, 
William R. Woster, Jr. ; the executive committee being com- 
posed of Messrs. John Whipple, Pred, D. Tappen, Samucl 
W. Milbank and the president, treasurer and secretary ét! 
officia, The par stock yalue is $1,000 per share, but for 
years they have commanded 4 large premium, 

This year the fishing has been unprecedentedly poor, for 
altliough the season opens on the 15th of June and usually 
runs at even course until the middle of October, il was not 
until July ithata tish was taken, and no large fish were 
hooked until August §, when a suventeen-pound bass was 
ealfed. Tlie sport then alternated from good to Wad. On 
September 16 9 thirly-twe pound fish, which turned oul to 
hea “high hook” of the season was caplured, and on the 
19th the next largest basa, a twenty-nine pounder, in com- 
piny with several fish of hall its weight, was duly recorded. 
Suniming up the season's work ihe score shows thal 293 fish 
were landed, whose aggregate weight amounted to about 
981 pounds, Compared with the showing of the last three 
years a marked falling off is found. 

At West Island there are in all some ten or twelve railed 
stands, to which the enthusiastic fishermicn resort as ¢arly 
in the morning as possible, first haying despatched their 
bailars to ‘“ehum” the fish up. The most noted stands are 
High Rock, the Gully and Horseshoe; they are protected by 
iron railings, to which the fishermen cling for their lives 
when a heayy sea is breaking. It is a remarkably interest- 
ing sight to sce the fishermen, clad in their oiled canvas 
jackets, milking their casts, and after striking the fish con- 
centrating all their sk Il and strength to bring it to the caff, 
while all the time the waves that dash themselyes on the 
rocks at their fect completely envelope themin spray. It is 
no child’s play to handle p large sized bass successfully. It 
requires both tact and endurance added to an unusually 
large slice of patience. The fish must be watched asa cat 
does 1 mouse; every rush has to be met with quickness, and 
each attempt to check and turn wilh a steady wrist. Some- 
times the battle between the angler and ihe fish lasts many 
minutes, and it is not until the gaffer lifts the dripping 
beiuty on toits bed of seaweed that the victory for the 
sportsman is won Angling, like every other true sport, is 
made up of vague uncertainties, and oftentimes after a long 
aud persistent struggle the fish goes Lolting off to join its 
brethren in freedom, with a farewell flourish of its tail to 
the tired and ecrestfallen fisherman on the shore, 

in addition to the striped bass in the waters about West 
Tsland there are qnantities of bluctish, ranging from four to 
fifteen pouuds in weight, which when hooked by good ang- 
lers are allowed to cut the hoox off sooncr than disturb the 

_ bass with any attempt toland them. There are also black- 
fish an occasionally a sea buss, 
. Owing tothe non-appearance of meshaden in Narragansett 
Bay this yeur all the bait had to be procured ef Bugene G. 
Blackford, of Fultin Market, who twice a week shipped 
several barrels of Munhaden to the club, 

QUDTYRUNK ISLAND. 
Quttylnul: Island is the most westerly of the Hlizabeth 

Tslands, with Buzzard’s Bay on the north and Martha’s 
Vineyard Sound on the southesst, being fourteen miles fram 
New Bedford, Mass, The island is very fertle, producing 
corn, oats, rye, hay and all vegetables, busides haying fine 
pasture for cattle nnd sheep. The club opens annually about 
the ih of June and closes about the 10th to the 15th of 
October. The bass fishing for the last year or two has not 
been good, the scarcity of the fish being accounted for by 
disappearance of the menhaden, which is their natural tood. 
On this impurlant subject a member of the club giyes the 
following information, He says: “Some years ago the 
waters around here were alive with menbuden, but for the 
last two years we have been unable to obtain them for bait, 
The ‘menhaden stewmers,' as they are culled, have not left 
a ivace of these fish, And if they are permitied to continue 
their piratical forays will destroy all the food forfood fishes, 
Pounds,scines, ways, gill whd drag nosts—in fact, all the 
deyives und inyentions of man—are resorted to to capture 
fish of all kinds, which is very vexatious and anneying to 
the true sporisman,”’ 
Along the seashore al regular intervals, almost in front of 

ihe club house, the stands for the buss fishermen project out 
into the water some 100 to 150 feet, All these places have 
become famous for sport since the club was inaugurated, in 

1870. Bass Rock, ahuge round bowlder, is also resurded 
as one of the best stands on theisland. Unlike Pasque 
island, Outlylunk Club isa stag organization, and fifty is 
the limitation of its membership. Its capital of $20,000 is 
divided un into shares of $400, nnd the ceneral direction and 
superyision of fhe affairs of the club are in the hands of the 
president, subject fo such regulations as the board of di- 
rectors may from time to time make. Among the menibers 
aré Messrs. Andrew Dougherty, George N Osgood, Gvorge 
C. Chapin, William MeGrorty, William A. Woodhull, 
William R, Renwick, James Renwick, Thomas Patten, T. 
J. Hayemeyer and William Spenee. The officers are; Presi- 
dent, My, W. R. Renwick; Treasurer, Mr, W. A. Wood- 
hull; and Secretary, Mr. Thomas Patten, This year the 
island of Cuttyhunk was bought by the club, From the 
following table, which gives the list of bass taken yearly 
frofa 1870 to October 6 of this year, inclusive, if will be seen 
that there has been a great reduction m the catch of this 
season and last compared with former years: 
RECORD OF BASS TAKHN AT OUTTYHUNE CLUB SINCE ORGANIZATION, 

Number of Weight Largest 
Yeur Bass, in Pounds. Bass. 
i OL 4 A0TIG a 

Bang a {O23 BY) 
3,968 Ay 
414434 55 
6.49314 5Ot4 
5,Bb2h6 51 
8181134 fll, 
Bldg iss 
4.84154 49 
8.61914 5014 

Be 1,78416 Ad 
L800 1,795 G4 

PASQUE ISLAND. 
Pasque Island is the third in succession of the Elizabeth 

group, which lie between Buzzard’s Bay and Martha’s Vine- 
yard Sound, off the coast of Massachusetts, Ti is nearly 
square, heing about a mile and a half lone by a mile and a 
quarter broad. Jt imdicates clearly and ina most interest- 
ing degree its placial origin, being, in fact, a mass of 
“moraline” deposits, and its shores filled with huge traveled 
boulders of granite, gueiss and conglomerate, varying from 
one of at least one hundred tons in weight downward, As 
these proceed down from the shores past ages have covered 
them with huge rock weed and other submarine prasses, 
which form a refuge for all the crustacea, eels, ete.) which 
form the tidbits for the bass. 

During the summer the waters about the island are usually 
alive with minute fry of the menhaden, spearing, herring 
and bluefish, and the natural result is an abundance of all 
kinds of bottom fish, bluetish and should be of bass. But 
for some reason not positively known this lutter—king of 
game fish of the sea—has become certainly muca scarcer 
than eyer before, tis supposed by the gentlemen of the 
cluh that the steamer warfare on the menhaden has been 
a very positive and active agent in producing this result 
Certainly they have succeeded in driying the menhaden 
from our waters, and simultaneously with their diminution 
and emigration the bass have also ceased to be plentiful. 

The usual season for bass angling on Pasque Island is 
from June 15-25 to October 1-15, and the e¢.tch in good 
seasons has reached from four to five thousand pounds of 
bass, which is the only fish a record is kept of, At all 
times uny quantity of bluefish, scaup or porgies, blackfish, 
scabass, sole or founders and other sea fishes can be taken, 

The club house is a comfortable collection of buildings, 
and the organization is unique in one respect, all of the 
members hiving the privilege of taking their families, and 
the result is a degree of refinement and delightful associa- 
tion peculiar to it, The ‘highest hook” sinee the present 
orranization went into effect still rests with Mr. A. B. Dun- 
lap, who took asixty-two pound bassin September, 1869. 
Since then the nearest approach was a sixty anda halt 
pound fish caught by Mr. F. O. Herring in July, 1878, 
This year, so far, a fish weighing fifty-four pounds is the 
highest, and unless still exceeded will give the anuual prize 
for the largest fish taken during cach season to Mr. C. P, 
Casielly, of this cily. 
The club at this time numbers forty-two members, two 

having died within the year. It embraces in its list many 
of vurfirst citizens, such as Mr, Solon Humphreys, Mr. 
Oyrus W. Field, My, J. Crosby Brown, Mr.-J. L. Vallotton, 
Mr, A. Foster Higgins, Mr, Frederick Sturges, Mr. Fred- 
erick Chauncey, Mr. M. D. Carrington (of Toledo), My, EH. 
BE, Pellew, Mr. George A. Robbins, Mr. J. F. Scott, Mr, 
W. H. Phillips and others of similar. class and standing. 
The officersare: Mr. J. L. Vallotton, President; Mr, A, F. 
Higgins, Treasurer, and Mr. J. D. Barrett, Secretary. 

SQUIBNOCKET CLUB. 

The house of this well-known bassing ‘club is situated on 
the southwest point of Martha's Vineyard, and is excelled 
by none for comfort and good living. The membership is 
limited to ten ventlemen, each of whom has his own room 
fitted up according to his taste. For this year the follow- 
ing is the list of officers and members: President, Mr, Chas. 
A. Murray; Viee-President, Mr, James L, Flint; Secretary 
and Treasurer, Mr. John M. Armory; with Messrs. Charles 
i. Smith, H. C, Ward, BR. G. Dun, T, M. Davis, Elihu 
Root, 8. M. Blatchford and W. Murray, The fishing here 
this season was a great imprevement over last year’s. As 
onthe other islands the casting is done exclusively from 
stands, which consist of smaJl railed platfurms connected 
with the beach with a broad walk, all the planking being 
supported by iron rods of three inches in diameter, which 
are firmly embedded in holes drilled in the rocks. The 
platforms are located from shore at distances yarying frem 
one hundred and fifty to two hundred fect, and this season 
eleven different ones were strung along the two miles of 
beach leased by the club in localities adapted to all kinds of 
winds and weather, In connection with the small catch 
mide during the past few years, Mr. 8. M. Blatchford said 
to a Henild veporter: 

‘T feel confident that the menhaden steamers are ruining 
the fishing, Before they began to cruise up and down our 
coast enormous schools of menhaden were in the habit of 
passing between Squibnocket Point and No Man’s Land, 
an island to the southward about five miles away, Now 
we may watch from morning to night and never see 
a school. However, the average weight of the fish we 
have taken during the past few years compares very favor- 
ably with that of other clubs, the ayerage of ¢ach fish bein 
about ten pouuds in weight, ‘This season we used smal 
lobsters, it being impossible to secure menhaden bait, 
When I went down in June I took five barrels from thia 
city, but the weather being warm most of the fish spoiled, 
The lobsters, however, answer admirably, and ae we have 
never chummed st Squibnocket we de not missthe menhaden 

Daitusmueh as the other clubs do.” At Squibnocket Presi- 
dent Arthur often casts his line,and among ihe residents 
there he has the reputation of being an accomplished and skil- 
fulangler. The bassing season on these grounds rung from 
May to the end of October, and the big fish sre generally 
taken carly and late, 

The oflicial record of the bass taken from June 12 up to 
October 4 shows that the eateh amounted to 1125 pounds, 
Mr. W, Murray and Mr. William Mayhew each taking one 
fish weighing 33 pounds, these beme thu larsest hooks of 
the season, while Mr. 4, Root, on September 22, made the 
following catch of seyen fish: One14 pounds, one 11 pounds, 
one 5, one 12, one 22, one 20 and one 8. Total, 92 pounds. 

rT 

Eisnine iy A FoGg.—The author of ‘Life in Normandy” 
(a rare book now unfortunately) shows how a fog muy be a 
great boon to anglers, Te wis fishing one day in the river 
Colum with the May-fly when a thick fox came on after a 
bright morning, with the fish rising well. With the for fied 
the fish and flies. He was about to give up in despair, when 
he saw an old fellow, whom he knew to he a desperate 
poacher, watching lim, He gave him adrink, when the 
old fellow said, ‘Ll could give you a wrinkle that would 
make you stay by the river.” A lalf-crown was promised. 
“The fish aro feeding just as fast as ever below. and they 
don't require to rise to the surface. The May-tly be 3 com- 
ing Out of their cases just now as before, When the sun is 
bright them creturs is up and away in a jifley; but when 
the dayis dark, one as does come out of bis case either 
crawls up the reeds at the side, or if they doves rise up the 
stream they gets on but slowly, and the fish nabs them afore 
they reach the surface, as I will soon show you.” He there- 
upon proceeded to collect several fies, which were clustered 
round the stalks close to the ede of the water. He then 
arranged the line in this manner: First he took off the flies, 
and pul. on their place two small bait hooks, the one about 
a foot above the other, Then he took two large spht shot 
out of his own pocket andfastened them on the casting line, 
three feet above the upper Look. The hooks were baited 
by running them through the tails of a couple of the May- 
flies, and all was ready, He proceeded to the head of a 
weir where the stream was yory deep, bub there was 4 rush 
of water through two or three places where the slijice- 
boards were drawn, He cast the line across one of thesu 
small rapids, lef it siok for a minute, and then drew it gently 
toward him through the rush. No sooner had the line 
reached the rush than there was a fish hooked, The wuthor 
adds that he caught more fish by that method on that day 
than he eyer caught before or since in the same river, 

Tun Jurtsprcrroy or Long Isnanp SounD,—By acts of 
the Legislatures of New York and Connecticut the waters 
of Long Island Sound are divided batween the two States 
for the purpose of determining fishing rights and possible 
questions of jurisdiction. In the United States Court, in-a 
suit brought agvinst the Providence Steamboat Company by 
a survivor of the Narragansett steamer, a decision has been 
rendered, which, if sustained, will invalidatu that part of 
the boundry agreement entered into between the two States 
relating to the division of the Sound, The judge decides 
that Long Island Sound is a part of the Atlantic Ocean, not 
a State water, and that its navigation is nol governed by 
the proyisions of the federal act rerulating inland waters, 
Should this decision be maintained neither New York nor 
Connecticut could exercise proprietary rights in the Sound 
fisheries, , 

“SPECKLED Brauny,”’—Elegantly gotten-up angler, com- 
ing to a trout pool where freckled boy is fishing with hoop- 
pole and cotton cord: “‘Ah! Here is the haunt of the 
speckled beauty!” 

Freckled Boy: ‘Moup! Guess I’m ’s hahnsome ’s vou 
be! Nose looks julluk ripe tomarter!” 

TENNESSEE Mis Noves.—The Cumberland River is being 
thoroughly fished at present, from source to motth, but not 
by pot-fishers orseiners, The genuine ‘“‘Wallonians” have 
come t@the front and driven those pests from the clarmin 
stream, and now angle the ‘‘gallant” jack and ganiy bass 
with tackle as should be nsed.—J. D, 1. 

Lump Fis# are eaten by the Ogunquit, York county, Me., 
fishermen, who fry the fish. 

Hishculture. 

GEORGIA FISHCULTURE. 

ee following extracts from the report of J. T, Henderson, 
Commissioner of Agriculture of the State of Georgia, 

rina: fisheultural work done in that State for the years 
188182; 
The following is the full text of the Act which contains all 

the general legislatien on the subject of Fish and Fisheries in 
this State, though local Acts affecting particular streams 
and counties abound: 
An Acr fo encourage the prepagation af Fish in the waters 

af the State of Georgia, and for the protection of the same. 

Sxcrion I. Be it enacted, Thatfrom and after the passage of 
this Act, the Commissioner of Agriculture, in addition to his 
present; duties, shall haye specially in charge the propagation 
of migratory fish in the waters of this State, and is hereby au- 
thorized to employ a Superintendent of Fisheries, who, under 
the directions of the Comunissioner, shall haye charge of the 
propagation of fish, underthe provisions of this Act. _ 

SEc, ll. Beit further enacted, That the Commissioner of 
Agriculture shall proceed at once to secure the artificial propa- 
gation in the yarious rivers of this State of the principal ini- 
gratory food fish adapted to our waters and climate. _ 

Sed. IT, Beit further enacted, That the sum of five hun- 
dred dollars is hereby appropriated for the payment of all 
necessary employes, and for other necessary expenses tor car- 
rying out the provisions of this Act, which sum shall be paid 
out of the annual appropriation heretofore made, under an 
Act, approved Webruary 25, 1874, for the Depariment of Agri- 
culture, asa pait of the expense of said Department; Fro- 
vided, nothing contained in this section shall be so construed 
as to constitute (his appropriation as an additional appropria- 
tion to said Department; but the same is hereby declared to be 
a part of said appropriation, and this section is to be so con- 
strued as to direct the application of said tive hundred dollars 
of said appropriation to the purpose of the hill, 

Snec. TV. Be it further enacted, That from and after the 
passage of this Act there shall be a “closed time’ in all tho 
rivers of Georgia in which shad are caught, of forty-eight 
hours, commencing at sunrise on Saturday morning of each 
week, and ending at simrise on Morning of the next week, 
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during which ‘closed time” no shad or other migratory fish 
shall he calight by nets, wires [weirs], pounds, or any other 
means whateyer, neither shall such nets, wires [weirs], pounds 
or other apparatus be lef't set in said rivers during said “closed 
time.” Tho meshes of nets or other apparatus for catching 
said fish shall not be loss than five inches, 

Sec, V. Beit further enacted, That no shad shall be taken 
by any means whatever, except between the first day of Janu- 
ary and the twentieth day of April of each year, except for 
spawning pPLrposes, to carry out the provisions of this act. 

Sre. VI. Be itfurther enacted, That any person of persons 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be enilty of misde- 
Toeqnor, and on conviction of the same shall be punished as is 
now provided in section 4,310 of the Code of Georgia, as 
Jast revised. 

See. VIL. Repealing clause, 
Approvad February 29, 1876. 
The Act above giyen contemplated a charaeter and scope of 

work altogether beyond the possibilities of the sum of only 
five hundred dollars, which was directed to be devoted to the 
urposes of the Act. My predecessor, Hon. Thomas P, Jaies, 

in his first annual report, made after the passage of the Act, 
says: 
The Legislature, «tits last session, passed an Act directing 

that $500 of the annual appropriation to this Department be 
used to the purpose of propagating fish in our streams. Im- 
mediately after the passage of the Act correspondence was 
opened with Prof. Spencer F, Baird, U. 8. Commissioner of 
isheries, and Mr. Seth Green, Superintendent of Fisheries 

for the State of New York, in regard to supplying some of 
our rivers; butit was found that the season was too far ad- 
vanced to make eyen a bexinning, so that the effort was aban- 
doned until this tall, Correspondence was reopened last 
month, witha view to the artificial propagation of shad in 
several of our streams, but as yet no satisfactory arrange- 
ments haye been made. 
“My wish was to establish a hatching station in Georgia; and 

this Mr, Milner, the U.S. Deputy Commissioner, thinks would 
be the proper plan, but says ‘$500 is too small an amount to 
begin with.’ Hesays: ‘With the amount you haye to use, I 
aee Dothing better than to move California salmon now, or 
shad next summer, from our stations to the rivers you wish to 
supply; but says that $500 would only move 60,000 salmon to 
our streams. Ihave, therefore, decided to wait until spring, 
when the United States Commissioner proposes (if Con- 
gress makes the necessary appropriation) to hatch shad 
om the Potomac, and to charge only the cost of removing 
them, since Tam convinced that the small sum at my com; 
mand can be most profitably devoted to the introduction of 
the largest possible number of this fish into our streams. 
While I think the introduction of 60,000salmon into our moun- 
tain streams, ati a cost of $500, would eventually prove a good 
investment for our people, I have not deemed it proper to de- 
vote the whole appropriation to that purpose, especially since 
there is a prospect of accomplishing mors good by the intro- 
duction of shad at the same cost, Mr. James W. Milner, 
Deputy U.S. Commissioner of Fisheries, who has had large 
experience in artificial hatching, expresses the opinion that 
$2,500 is the least amount with whieh hatching stations could 
be established with a reasonable hope of success.” 

In the annual report which IT had the honor to submit to you 
for the year 1880), in referring to the included report of Super- 
intendent Cary, I took occasion to say; 

‘Your attention is respectfully invited to the foregoing re- 
pors of Dr. H. H. Cary, Superintendent of Fisherivs, and 
especially to that portion in which he shows the necessity for 
a reasonable appropriation to carry on this most important 
work. At no period in the history of the State have the 
people manifested so much interest in fisheulture. It is a 
uestion of yast economic importance to the people of the 
tate, and one well worthy the consideration of the General 

Assembly. The present annual appropriation is whterly in- 
adequate to accomplish results commensurate with the im- 
portance of the interests involved.” 

These extracts are given in order to show that attention has 
been repeatedly called to the insufficenvy of the sum, not 
appropriated from the Treasury, but directed, by the Act 
quoted, to be expended of the annual oY ER Sad for the 
support of this department, Notwithstanding the inadequacy 
of the means provided, the Superintendent, under my 
direstion, has been as active and successful as could be 
reasonably expected of an official working without a salary 
and with such a small fund for expenses; and quite a num- 
ber of shad and salmon fry have been released in our streams, 

CARP. 
Though the Act quoted does not make express allusion to, 

or provision for, the introduction and encouragement of the 
culture of other than migratory food-fish, a fairly liberal con- 
struction of its language will also include other fish that give 
promise of being of economical value to our citizens. In 
accordance with the spirit of the Act, therefore, W have 
directed the Superintendent to give attention to the intro- 
duction of the German carp as a pond tish promising of im- 
portant results to domestie fisheulture. I beg to refer to his 
report, herewith submitted, for details of the work and other 
matter in this connection. 

In concluding my remarks under this head it is proper to 
call your attention to the fact that, so far as I am informed, 
or can ascertain, the provisions of the Act (which have been 
fully set forth) in regard so ‘‘closed time” as contained in sec- 
tions IV. and V., have been utterly disregarded, not a single 
instance having come to my knowledge of conformity on the 
part of persons engaged in shad fishing. Nor have I learned 
of a single case In which the penal provisions of section VI, 
have been enforced or attempted. Tho law is a dead letter 
so far as these prohibitions and regulations are concorned, 
and the anomaly is presented of an Act of the Legislature re- 
uiring the inauguration of a system of artificial hatching of 

shad and other migratory fish for restocking our riyers—with- 
out an adequate appropriation for the purpose, and at the 
same time without adequate legislation for the protection of 
the fish from untimely and excessive use of the various tmheans 
used to capture them, Our people living along the courses of 
our large streams, away from the coast, are deprived of their 
natural richt to the benefit of the fish that would run up the 
very headwaters of the streams, if they were not decimated 
before getling fifty miles from the ocean by the artful and 
complete and uilawilul contrivances for capturing shad that 
are 1n use near the coast, Not only this, but citizens of dis- 
tant States send their fishing vessels and tackle to our streams, 
and ship the “catch” to distant markets, so that our State and 
people derive no benefit whatever from them. Tt islike “tak- 
ing the food out of our mouths.” IT beg to refer you to the 
following: 

REPORT OF SUPERINYENDENT OF FISHERIES. 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 

Orrice SUPERINTENDENT FISHERIES, - 
La Grange, Ga, Oct. 10, 1882. 

Hon. J. T. Henderson, Commissioner of Agriculture: . 
T herewith submit my biennial report, embracing the time 

since my last report, dated Oct. 16, 1880, a. 
While it is tobe exceedingly regretted that the limited 

means at the disposal of the dapartinent. alee taptte the ex- 
teusion of the work to the extent desired, still it is a matter of 
congratulation that steady progress has been made in the 
work, aud that fisheulture stands higher in public opinion 
than ever before iu this State, and asa means of cheap and 
abundant food aupyy. is rapidly raining favor. ; 
GerRaan Carp.—his new fish has more thau sustained the 

reputation a lee upto my last report. Up to that tims 
only about 700 had been introduced into the waters of Georgia, 
and most of these having been placed in ponds with inade- 
quate drainage, but few opportunities had been atforded to 

test their growth, The few examinations made, however, 
showed a growth of about four pounds per year, The fish 
above named wera the hatchings of 1879, the first hatchings 
east of the Rocky Mountains, The latchings of the carp 
onds at Washington for 1580, had enormonsly increaged. 

Georgia, througl the Department of Agriculture, receiyed 
and distributed over 3,700, and the members of Congress re- 
ceived and distributed about as many more, making the entire 
distribution in the State for that yéar, over 7,400, Many of 
these fish were yery small, nof more than one or two inches 
Jong, and weighing 4 fraction of an ounce, A shipment was 
reeeiyed from Washington in February, 1881; six of these 
were sent to a gentleman in Talbot county, and were released 
in lis mill-pond; the last of September one was caught and 
weighed, and it was found thatin seven months it had taken 
ona growth of five pounds. That this may nob be an excep- 
tional case, I will state tliat other cases of nearly equally rapid 
growth haye been reported to me. Of the hatchimgs of the 
carp ponds wth Washington of 1881, we failed to get the supply 
We expected, hence, a large number of applicants were disap- 
pointed. The Department of Agricultura received about 1,- 
700, and probably the members of Congress eyen a larger 
number than this, which were distributed, asin the previous 
years, over the State, and so far as reports have becn received 
they have, in every particular, sustained the high estimate 
placed upon them, It is Bpped that a very laree distribution 
will be made the present fall, as a letter from Co), McDonald, 
in charge of the distributions at Washington, states under 
date of the Sthinstant; “TI am directed by Prof. Baird to say 
to you that he can probably supply all applicants for carp 
from Georgia.” 

I have been very desirous of ascertaining the precise time 
of hatching of the carp eggsin our latitude, as mumerons in- 
qguiries have been propounded to me on that subject, Dr. 
Rudolph Hessel, a German fisheulturist, and the Superinten- 
dent of the carp ponds at Washington, stutes in the report of 
the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. Part 4, 1875—1576, 
that they hatch in from twelve to sixteen days. I was im- 
pressed that they would hatch much soonerhere. Mr. 2man- 
uel Heyser, of Madison, Ga, an enthusiastic fishculturist, a 
careful obseryer and reliable gentleman, has given me the 
benefit of a cureful experiment made during the present year, 
and as T regard this experiment as yeryimportant, | bep leave 
to detail it somewhat fully. On Priday, May 12, 1882, he had 
three scale carp taken from his pond with hook and line, two 
females and one male, weighing about three and a half ponnds 
each, On Saturday, May 13. he placed them in the bed of a 
spring branch, running through the bottom of wn old pond that 
had been dry for about fonr years, and was overgrown with 
erasses. rushes and weeds—except the little spring branch in 
the center. On the following Monday, the t5th, he had the 
breach in the dam of the old pond closed and the water prad- 
ually spread oyer the surface of the pond. On Wednesday 
following, May 17. Mr, Heyser noticed the carp were spawning 
in water and not over six inches deep, and the water was so 
cleat he could readily observe every movement of the fish. 
On Thursday the 18th, and Friday the 19th, he gathered eggs 
from where he had seen the carp spawning, deposited on 
grass, weeds, etc.; some of these eges were placed In a glass 
vase abd someina tin bucket, both filled with clear water. 
The vase he kept in his dwelling house; the bucket he placed 
on the branch of 4 tree in open air, six feet from the ground. 
Thesé remained undisturbed until Tuesday morning, May 23, 
when he found that in both, in the bucket and yase, the 
ages were hatchine. Onwakineg this discovery he went im— 
mediately to the pond from which the eggs were taken and 
with a basin could-dip up large numbers of tiny fish, That 
they were scale carp he was certain, as he kept watch of 
them for about a month. when they had attained a length of 
one anda halfinches, That the young fish were hatched in 
from five to six days there can be no mistake, as there-was no 
water where he gathered the ages until less than a week be- 
fore he saw the young fish, and it had just risen sufficiently 
deep to allow the fish to swim around in spawning, Mr, 
Heyser having no thermometer, had no means of ascertaining: 
the temperatura of the water at the time, but by reference to 
my register, 1 find the average temperature of the atinos- 
phere in the shade was on the days coyering this experiment 
(9.1 degrees, but as Madison is abont one-half degree north of 
La Grange, the temperature might he a little lower, and this 
would approximately indicate the temperature of the water 
so that we may assume with the temperature of the water a 
about 69 degrees, these eggs hatched in from five to six days. 
The carp inthis latitude usually commence spawning in 

April. I observed mine this year spawning on the 27th of 
March, 
Oaurroryra SALMON.—During the fall of last year on offer 

was received from Prof. Baird of a large quantity of eggs of 
the California salmon talken from the MeCloud River, At 
first I declined to take them, as we had no means to estab- 
lish a hatchery, but the Sonth Carolina Commission kindly 
offered to hatch them gratuitously at the hatchery at Wal- 
halla, in that State. This proposition was gladly accepted, 
and the result was we were enabled to plant 156,000 salmon 
fry in the head-waters of the Savannah River, This river 
wus selected and the whole plant made there for several 
reasons, among which was the belief of its best cele ake 
of all cur streams for this species of fish, and another that 
all experience has proyen that in restocking barren streams 
large plants are the most profitable, as the depredations are 
about the same on asmall plantas onalarge one. Like the 
shad, the salmon is an anadromous (migratory) fish, and 
passes tip the river to the spawning grounds in the fall 
months, They have a fine flavor and take onarapid growth, 
weighing often from 12 to 80Ibs, Should the temperature of 
the water of our rivers prove suitable, they will be a yaluable 
acquisition, They seem to be of easy propagation and, yery 
hardy. A recent letter from Mr. Livingstone Stone, in charge 
of the hatcheries on the Pacific slope, shows that notwith- 
standing the enormons numbers that are caught for canning 
anil other purposes, they are increasing very rapidly. It, 
doubtless, will be prudent to wait the resnlt of this planting 
jn the Sayannah before making other efforts in this direction, 

Snav.—As stated in my last report, through the aid of the 
U.S. Comniission I was enabled to plant over 1,000,000 of 
shad fry in the waters of this State, dividing them hetween 
the Qvonee, Ocmnigee and Chatfahooches rivers. These fish 
were planted in Tune, 1880, and should return to their spaywn- 
ing grounds next spring (1883). In the season of 1581 and 1582 
more or less shad fry were released in the waters of this 
State by the U, §. Fish Commission. The fish of these plant- 
igs should return in three years, respectively, from each 

anting, 
i Tn all these streams there are obstacles to_ their return, ih 
the obstructions presented by mill-dams. Wish-ways can be 
constructed over these dams without injury to the property 
of the millowners. This subject should receive the careful 
attention of the Legislature. Our main effort shonld be for 
come time direeted towards the artilicial propagation of the 
shad, ad in early time ib was found the natural inhabitant of 
the waters of te State. And T wish to emphasize the fact 
thatit is only by artificial propagation that barren waters 
can be restored, ‘ r 
But to secure these desirable results, we must do precisely 

what New York and other States have dona—establish by haw 
a proper ‘closed time” and have enaeted the necessary pro- 
tective laws, 

BROOK TROUT. 
The clear, cold stveamsin many of the upper counties of 

the Stute are well adapted to the propagation of the brook 
trout, and it is very desirable, as soon as our means will per- 
rit, to stock these streams. A few experiments have been 
made by private individuals in introducing the brook trout 

into these streams, from the opposite side of the Blue Ridge, 
with quite encouraging results, 
_itis important to impress upon the Legislature the neves- 

sity of a sufficient appropriation to establish hatcheries tor 
the migratory and other food fishes, and to establish carp 
ponds of sufficient capacity, not only to stock every pond in 
the State, but to plant them in all the principal streams, as 
the carp will do remarkably well in our sluggish rivers. 
An Sppopneian of one-third of a cent, per capita of the 

people of Georgia will enable us to make fish the cheapest 
food in the State, and will take them from the list of luxuries 
and place them in the reach of all, 

All of which is respectfully submtted. 
H, H. Cary, Superintendent, 

THE MICHIGAN COMMISSION.—The Fish Comumission- 
ersof Michigan haye appointed Mr. Oren M. Chase to be 
their superintendent in place of Mr. J. G. Portman, Mr. 
Chase is a fishenlturist of a dozen years’ experience, and is a 
yery competent man. He has been in the employ of the 
Michigan Commission for the past eight years, and was pre- 
sn with the New York Commission. His address is 

etrol 

ANENT THE ELECTION.—Hditor Forest and Stream: Tt 
may be of interest to recall the fach mentioned on page 324 of 
your seventeenth yolume, in ve the dog as personal property, 
that the only Judge of the Court of Appeals who dissented 
from the conviction of a dog thief was Chas. J. Folger, late 
candidate for the Govyernorship of New York State,—Canis 
MaAsJOR-(1rY.) = 

Che Zennel. 
———— 

FIXTURES. 

BANCGH SHOWS. 
January 9, 10, antl 1), 1883.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 

Show, Meriden, Gonn, Toshua Shute, Secretary, 198 Hobart street, 
Meriden Conn. 

April §, 4,5 and 6, 1883. Western Pennsylvania Poultry Soviety's 
Fifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa, Entries for the Lench 
Skhow Derby, for fap setters whelped on or after March 1, 1882, 
close December 1, 1852, Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent. I. R. Stay- 
ton, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. e 
November 17-—Bastern Field Trials Club Field Trials on Quail, near 

High Point, N.C. Entries forthe Derby close July 1. For the ATl- 
Aved and Members’ Stake, November 1. Washington A. Coster, 
Flatbush, N, Y. 
December 4—National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junetion, Tenn. D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary. 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Clih Mield Trials on Quail, “Opelon- 

sas, La, Entries closé December il. J.K. Renaud, Secretary, New 
Oweans, La. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1. 

N. A, K. C. DERBY ENTRIES. 

PAH following is a complete list of the entries for the 
National American Kennel Club Derby, to be run at 

Grand Junction, Tenn., upon the completion of the All-Aged 
Stakes, which commence Dee. 4, All were whelped in 1881. 

1, Kare B. Dr. A. F. McKinney, Forest Hill, Tenn,— 
Black, white and tan English setter bitch, April 18 (Count 
Noble-Peep O'Day). 

2. Carri J. Win. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn.—Black, 
white and tan English setter bitch, April 18 (Count Noble- 
Pesp O'Day), 

3, CutckasAw. D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.—Black, white 
oe oa English setter dog, April 15 (Count Noble-Peep 
Day). 
4. BuAgn, D. C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich.—Liver and white 

English setter bitch, July 14 (Count Noble-Spark). 
5, Newuim Brey, D, C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich.—Black and 

white English setter bitch, July 18 (Count Noble-Nellie). 
6. Counr Dap. D, C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich.—Black and 

white English setter dog, July 18 (Count Noble-Nellie). 
7. Gatu, Crawford & Wallace, Memphis, Tenn.—Black, 

white and tan English setter dog, April 1s (Count Noble-Peep 
(Day), 

8, Countess MAcnet. D. C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich,— 
ies and white English setter bitch, July 15 (Count Noble- 

ark), 
4. Qurrn Laverack. J. J. Snellenburg, New Brighton, 
Pa,—Black, white and tan Hnglish setter bitch, May 16 (Tory- 
Meg Merriles). 

10. Minnts Ler. M.¥. Rodgers, New Albany, Miss.—Black 
and white English setter bitch, Sept. 22 (Bismark-Nellie). 

ll. DasHING EvcHo, C, Spahr, Ridgeville, Pa.—Red Irish 
setter dog, months (Hlcho-Noreen). 

12. Royan Victor. J. M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky.—Lenon 
belton English setter dog, April 15 (Racket-Kelp), 

13. Fan CARLISLE, . C. Plumb, Niagara, Canada.—Liver 
and white ticked Hnglish setter bitch, May 24 (Bill Carlisle- 
Nell Carlisle). 

14, Newum EH. W. A, Ellison, Ortoka, Tenn.—Blue. belton 
Envlish setter bitch, June 18 (Bruce-Lit), 

1. Pink B. . B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn.—Black and 
white English setter doz, May 13 (Gladstons-Countess Key), 

1f, Prince An. A. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa.—White, 
with lemon ears, English setter dog, April 26 (Leicester-Dodge's 
Rose). 

1%. Pram Wonprr &, B. Morgan, Cantoh, 0 —Lemon 
and while English setter dog, April 2(Praine .Joe-Prairie 
Jueen). 
org ProGy Benton. Geo. P. Jones, Florence, Ala.—Black, 
white and tan English setter bitch, May 6 (Belton-Bramble). 

19, Countess A, J. M. Arant, Hickory Valley, Tenu,— 
Temon ond white English setter biteh, Aug, 10 (Dashing Lion- 
mada), 
20, Bess A. J. M, Arant, Hickory Valley, Tenn.—Lemon 

re ran English setter bitch, Aug.’10 (Dashing Lion- 
nada). 
21. Cappy, A, Branshaw, Dallas, Texas,—Black, white 

and tan Hnglish setter bitch, Aug, 30 (Rake-Phyllis), _ 
92. Gram. EB. I. Hardy, Boston, Mass,—Black, white and 

tan English setter bitch, April § (Dash ITI,-Countess TT.), 
28. Stoux. A, M, Tucker, Charlestown, Mass.—Black, 

white and tan Hnglish setter dog, July 12 (Dash I{I.-Rhoshr), 
24. Countnss May Il. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass.—Black, 
ar andtan English setter bitch, April 12 (Drake-Countess 

ay): 
ay Svzim. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass.—Black, white 

and tan English setter bitch, Sept, 7 (Rake-Roxie). 
24. GREENWwicH, L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Canada,—Black, 

white and tan Dnglish setter dog, July 3 (Paris-Dayyn). 
27, DanpuRY News. Herbert Inman, New York,—Red 

Ivish setter dog aI a Sale 7k 
98, Bizona. J. 8. Molntosh, Pittsburgh, Pa,—Red Irish set- 

ter biteh, July 6 (Biz-Flora). 
20, Criprer. Chas. Tucker, Stanton, Tenn.—Black, white 

und tan English setter dog, Nov, 22 (Gladstone-Frost), 4 
30, Stanrox. Chas. Tucker, Stanton, Tenn.—Black, whit 

and tan English setter, Nov. 22 (Gladstone-Frost). 
31, OnrvEr’s Dan, H. Kraft, New Albany, Ind.—Black 

white and tan Hugilish setter dog, Aug, 6 (Rake-Bessie Lee). 
82, ms Rake. J. H, Kraft, New Albany, Ind.—Black 

white and tan English setter dog, Aug. f (Rake-Bessie Lee). 
33, Countess Mortim, John . Lada, Martin, Tenn,— 

and lemon gee setter bitch, July 15 (Count Noble-Spark). 
#4 Hiss. E. EB. Hardy, Boston, Mags.—Black, white aud 

tan English setter bitch, April 12 (Drake-Coyntess May.) 
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35, AMERICAN Dan. Jos. H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn.—Black, 
yan and tan Hnglish setter dog, April 12 (Lincoln-Daisy 

ean, 
86. Count Trraoms, Jos, Hi, Dew, Columbia, Yenn.—Liver 

and white English setter dog, April 12 (Lincoln-Daisy Dean). 
St. PRIDE or Faintuw. Jos. UW. Dew, Columbia, Tenn.— 

rhe and white English setter dog, April 12 (Lincoln-Daisy 
ean). : 
33. Daisy Lron. T, B, Gordon, Columbia, Tenn.—Liver 

and white English setter bitch, April 12 (Lincoln-Daisy-Dean). 
39, OLD WALT. Titecomb, Columbia, Tenn,—Lemon 

and white English setter dog, April 12 (Lincoli-Daisy Dean). 
40, CYNTHIA WALKER. Charles H. Raymond, New York.— 

Black, white and tan English setter bitch, June (Guy Manner- 
ie ear eed, 

1, Rip Van Winkin, J, W, Orth, eT, Pa,—Liver 
and white Huplish setter dog, July 13 (Count Noble-Spark). 

42. Pops, J, W. Ovth, Pittsburgh, Paa—Leamon and white 
English setter dog, July 13 (Gount Noble-Spark). 

43. StartLe., Major George R. Watkins, Brooklyn, N. Y.— 
Blue helton Hnglish setter dog, July 12 (Leieester-Crook). 

44, CorsTer, Major George R. Watkins, Grocklyn, N. Y.— 
Orange and white English setter dog, July 12 (Leicester 
Crook). : 

45, Wom. A, 8, Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Bluie belton Hag- 
lish sether biteh, Aupust § (Thunder-Minerya). 

46. Reppr. Samuel Scranton, Providence, R. I.—Liver and 
white English setter dog, June 27 (Odd-Meg). 

47. Garnet, Thomas Stodd, Catasauqua, Pa.—Red Ivish 
setter dog, April 5 (Elcho I1,-Dell), 

48. NAnnig. Thomas Stodd, Catasauqua, Pa,—Red lrishset- 
ter bitch, April 5 (Elcho IT.-Dell). 

49. Mar Srar. J. J. Snellenburg, New Brighton, Pa.— 
Black and white English setter bitch, Feb, i) (Count Noble— 
May Laverack). 

50. MinwauKen. Dr, A. G. Stark, Milwautee, Wis.—Black, 
white and ten Huglish setter dog, Aug, 41 (Dashing Berwyn— 
Dolly Varden). 

51, Gu. Alex Jackson, Florence, Ala.—Black, white and 
tan Enelish setter bitch, Juma 6 (Dave B—Rose). 

52. Minneronra. W-. H. ey Florence, Ala,—Black, white 
snd tan Boglish setter bitch, May 13 (Gladstone—Conntess 
ISey). 

63, PRanK D, Ferguson, Milwaukee, Wis.—Black and 
white ticked Huglish setter doz, June 15 (Carl—Queen), 

b. Count Mayeo, Wr, Tallman, Worcester, Mass,—White 
and lemon English setter dog, Sept. (Count Noser—Maple), 

55. Trame Date. Wi. Tallman, Worcester, Mass.— White 
and lemon English setter dog, August (Grouse Dale-Lady 
'Thorne). 7 

56, Fenzcia. H. FP. Grant, Newport, Isle of Wight, Bng.— 
aie ee and tan Huglish setter bitch; May 16 (Tory-Meg 

eriles). 
ay. Tau Gurn, H, F. Grant, Newport, Isle of Wight, Eng. 

—Black, white and tan Huglish setter dog, Sept. 7 (Souter 
Johnny-La Reine). 

a8, Miss Twintcur. L. H, Smith, Strathroy, Ont.—Black 
ie pare belton English setter biteh, May 30 (Lhunder-Dwi- 

ib). 
a9, Sussex. L. A. Smith, Strathroy, Ont,—lLemon helton 

English setter dog, June 30 (Paris-Coomassie), 
G0, Mass, J. Otto Donner, New York.—White and orange 

English setter biteh, October (Paris-Nairy Belle), 
(1, Mreénox, J. Otte Donner, New York,—Blus helton Hog- 

lish seater bitch, Octaber (Paris-Fairy Belle). 
62, Pagis Bette. J, Otho Donner, New York.—Blne hel- 

ton and tan HWnelish setter bitch, October (Paris-Wairy Belle). 
G3, Vieror, J. Otte Donuar, New York.—Blue belton Eng- 

lish setter dog, June (Ranger [L-Star), 
(4, Princess Lovisn. Conestoga Eennel, Lancaster, Pa. 

Lemon and white English setter biteh, June 30 (Paris-Con- 
massie). 

(5, Canapray Beauty. Conestoga Eeunel, Lancaster, Pa. 
—tLiver, white and tan Dpelish setter bitch, July 1 (Paris- 
ae 

G6. Treroy. Conestora Kennel, Langasher, Pa.—Red Irish 
setter doz, April (Den-Clytie), 

a7. Horan Winp’ra, Conestoga Kennel, Lancaster, Pa,— 
Black and white ticked English setter dog, May 29 (Count 
Windem—Nora). - 

08. Rese. Winpd’eM, Conestoga Kennel, Lancaster, Pa,— 
Black, white and tun English setter doz, May 2) (Count 
Wind’em-Nora). 
9, Monarch Winp'my, Conestoga Kennel, Lancaster, Pa, 

—Black and white Bnelish setter dog, Juby 3 (Count Wind’em- 
Countess Moll), 

70, TRowp, W.H, Key, Florence, Ala.—Lemon and white 
Buelish setter dog. May 18 (Gladstone-Countess Key). 

Ti. GageLon, J. W. Murnan, Keeling, Tenn.—Black, white 
and tan Hnglish setter bitch, Aug. 15 (Druid Jolly May). 

72, Unwamep, J. W, Murnan, Sales meupe Hlvake and 
white Wnglish setter dog, June 16 (Druid-Magnolia), 

73. Gus Boypuv, D, C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich.—Black 
(Dashing Bondhu-Novel). and white English setter doz, May 11 

74, Prope or Mompms, William Bowles, Jr, Memphis, 
Tenn.—Blaclk, white and tan English setter dog, Oct 26 (Vic- 
tor-Nellie €.). & " 

fs, Cantisne Wac, D. C. Plumb, Niagara, Can,—Liver and 
white Hnglish setter dog, May 24 (Carlisle Bill-Carlisle Nell), 

7. RicHarp If—F, A, Tremaine, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Black, 
white and tan English setter doz, April? (King nanep 

77. Jorce. H.W. Fawcett, New Albany, Ind.—Red trish 
setter bitch, May 1 (Joo, Jr.-Susic Merriwether). . 

78. Snipe. George P. Law, Glencoe, ).—Red Irish setter 
bitch, May 1 Woe, Jr.-Susie Merriwether). 

79, Monte Crrisro, W. ©. Beringer, Pittsburgh, Pa.— 
White and black English setter doz, April 17 (Thunder-Boss), 

60. Acomn, J. Palmer O'Neil, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Black and 
white Wnglish setter dog, April 17 (Thunder-Bess}. 

81. &2. Euato IV. Dr. S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.— 
Black, white and tan English setter dog, April 2) (St, Elmoe- 
Clio). 

) POINTERS. 
2, Mipyicut. DB, §. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N, C.—Black 

pointer dog, Jane 13 fasta ettie). 
83, Darmness. E. 5. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N. C.—Black 

pointer bitch, Jume 13 (Chipps-Nettic), 
84 Mopoo, A. J. Early, New Albany, Ind,—Lemon and 

white pointer dog, April 22 (Sport-Die). 

ROBBIN’S ISLAND CLUB FIELD TRIALS. 

HESE trials will be run on Robbin's Island Noy, 27, 1882, 
under the rules of the Robbin’s Island Club, A. T. Phim- 

mer, Wsq., secretary,. The judges are Hon, Calvin E. Pratt 
and H, Db, Polhemus, Esq. 

ENTRINS FOR THE ALL-ACED STAKE, 
W. B. Kendall’s black and tan Gordon setter Montague, 

3 year's (Gypstuin-Fan), 
‘A. 7, Plummer’s black and tan Gordon setter Pred, 3 years 

Ww. B. Diekorman's liver and white English setter Craimbol, 4 
years (Rob Roy-Nellie). ‘ 4 

A. S, Swan's black and tan Gordon satier Brighton, 3 years 
(Gypsum-Map), 

L. Waterbury’s liver und white setter doz &t. Ives, 3 years 
(St, Mlmo-Maida). 
W._H, Force's black setter Doctor, 2 sik a (Sicd-Pan), 
L. A, Bullard’s ved Irish setter bitch Meg, 4yeai's (——-—), 
John MeClure’s liver colored pointer Tasso, 5 years (—-—) 
H, D. Folhenwus’s black and tan setter Bob, 2 years (—-——}. 
D, A. Lindiey’s red Irish setter Pat, 24 years —-——}, 
F. ©. Taylor's black, white and tam setter Douglas, 1% 

months (Chancellor-Fan), 
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WN. D, Putnam's red Irish setter dog Berkley II,, ? months 
(Chief-Gussie), 

§. Pleet Speir’s black and tan Gordon Romeo, 5 years (Gyp- 
suin-Daisy), ‘ 

§, Fleet Speir’s black, white and tan setter Chancellor, 3 
years (St. Elmo-Maida). 

, LOUISIANA FIELD TRIALS. 

WN a recent article upon the coming Field Trials of the New 
Orleans Guu Chib the Times-Democrat says: 

It is a matter of repret that so little interest is taken by 
sportsmen throughout the State in an enterprise which, if 
even moderately successful, is bound to be largely beueficial in 
its results to all interested in field sperts. Field trials are of 
comparative recent occurrence in America, but for years our 
English cousins haye deyoted much time and expense toward 
them. The result of such attention is attested by the fact 
that nowhere in the world can a setter or pointer dog be found 
possessing any merit that does not trace his origin to one of the 
contestants at these trials. Wast sums of money have been 
spent by the English, Irish and Scotch and Welsh breeders in 
a generous competition to produce a strain of dogs possessing 
in the highest degree the two greatest requisites of a huntin=s 
dog—scent and endurance, Bxperience has proven the utility 
of such experiments, as illustrated in such distinctive breeds 
as the Layerack, Liwellin, Gordon and Trish setters of to-day. 
A love of hunting and field sports seums inherent with us of 

the South, Hyery neighborhood boasts its local Nimrod, and 
in ante bellum days, the Southern planter rivalled the landed 
gentry ef the Old World in his devotion to dogs and the chase. 
The kennels of Europe and America were taxed to supply his 
own, and one instance can be recalled where a prominent 
sportsman, now living, spent fiye thousand dollars in organiz- 
ing and ¢arrying on one fox chase that was attended by some 
visiting sportsmen from Scotland. Such instances of extray- 
agance are well calenlated to confirm the impression of 2 great 
many hon-sportsmen that a love of field sports engenders a 
spirit of idleness and reckless extvaragance. Hunters, like 
artists, are proverbially easy-going souls, and our friend 
alluded to above isa veritable “prince of vood fellows,” An 
enthusiast of the chase—no game was too large for him, and 
when the tocsin of war sounded amid the woods of beautiful 
“Lochinvar,” he exchanged his hunting suit for an uniform of 
gray, his hounds for horses, and out of his private purse he 
armed aud equipped a gallant company of cavalry and merrily 
led them in many a mad chargé over field and ditch to the 
cannon's mouth, Recognizing the fact that the class of dogs 
now in the hands of our sportsmen are, as 9 class, of yery in- 
ferior quality and becoming more worthless with each suceod- 
ing generation, the New Orleans Gun Club, at their annnal 
meeting last spring, resolved to give a series of field trials and 
offer prizes of such value a3 would tempt owners of fine dogs 
to bring them from almost any point to contend for them, 
The benefit of such a movement to our sportsmen is almost 

incalculable. At these trials will be gathered the most famous 
dogs in the land, both of ‘blue bloods” and ‘‘natives.” The 
rules governing such meets are framed in a manner best cal 
culated to allow a dog te win on‘lis own merits. The judges 
solected for the occasion will be gentlemen of undoubted in- 
tegriby and ability, and who will be unprejudiced in favor of 
any breed or class of dogs, Consequently, those sportsmen 
who attend will haye full opportunity of comparing the dif- 
ferent breeds, systems of training and management of dops, 
Without wishing to offend the amour propre of any hunter, 
the assertion is ventured that after witnessing the perlorm- 
ance of such dogs as Peep o’ Day, Croxteth, Sensation and 
others of that class for the first time, he will find that all pre- 
conceived ideas of what constitute a perfect dor as illustrated 
by such exumoles as he had been accustomed to hunt with 
were sadly at fault. His experience would haye been the 
sume had he entered his farm hack against Ten Broack ina 
four-nule race, , 

Louisiana is prolific in resorts for snipe, and such resorts 
are particularly easy of access to the sportsmen of New Or- 
leans. Consequently nine out of ten sportsmen confine them- 
selves to snipe and duck shooting. Considerable apathy ex 
ists amony these hunters as to part taken by the New Orleans 
Gun Club in inaugurating their field trials, from the fact that 
these trials are held on quails, a class of game they neyer 
hunt, and, thersfore, they cannot see that any benefit is 
derived, Suchideas are preposterous from the fact that a 
dog broken ou quails is superior to one broken on snipe, and 
therefore a superior dog on quails quickly develops his quali- 
ticson snipe, Trialsare made on quuils because, unlike the 
snipe, they lic to cover and finding them is not attended with 
the discomtorts of hunting snipe. The same requisites neces- 
ary to the perfect quail dog, namely speed, endurance and 
scent are applicable to the snips dog ina marked degree, asit 
requires a Keener scent to ferret out these liftle denizens of 
the marshland. Mi isa slander on the pointer and setter to 
atternpt to describe the class of dogs in the hands of our lecal 
Sportsmen, ¢Xcept Im some instances, as representatives of 
their kind, as well compare the cab horse to “Maud §,” 

In the interest of true sport an appealis made to hunters 
in this and adjoining States to come forward and aid the 
gentlemen of the New Orleans Gun Club in their endeayors to 
make their field trials 4 success. <A large attendance of 
some of the most noted dogs now living, hasbeen promised. 
Quite a large sum of money is required to carry these trials 
on, aod this expense ought not to fall on the shoulder of some 
five or six individuals, but be shared by every true sportsman 
in the South. 

MEMORY IN DOGS. 

Editor Fovest and Stream: 
In looking over your syer welcome paper to-day, I was. 

struck w.th an article entitled ‘‘Memory in Dogs.” This, I 
think, does not Drepeey describe the wonderful faculty they 
possess of tracing their way home from long distances, 1 will 
five an instance in which I donot ses how memory could have 
assisted the dog in finding his way home: 
My father owned a very handsome black setter a good many 

years ago, that answered to the name of Major, My father 
and o friend started from our residence, at that time on the 
Delaware just above Philadelphia, for a shooting trip to New 
Jersey. ey first rowed in a boat: up the river some four 
miles, then wp Rancocos Creel about a mile, where they took 
the cars for Mount Holly, distant from that point “about 
twenty miles, This, at that time, involved a change of cars 
at Burlington, N. J, From Mount Holly they rode in a stage 
tthe dog riding with them) to Pemberton, about fifteen miles, 
At Pemberton they were met by their friend, who droyethem 
to his. residence at, or near, Hanover Furnace, about twenty 
miles from Pemberton, “down in the pines,” the dog riding all 
this distance; in fact, he naver touched the ground, except in 
Tiaking the different changes of conveyance. After shooting 
for a few days with hisfriend at Hanover Purnace, a trip to 
the shore for ducks was proposed, and as my father thought 
he woultl haye no use for Maje, he left him tied upin his 
friend’s barn, After remaining two or three days at the 
shore the party returned fo Hanover Furnace, where te first 
news that greeted my father was that his dog had slipped his 
collar and escaped trom the barn and disappeared, As the 
dog was 2 very Valuable one, and one that my Vather was 
yery much attached to, ha advertised his loss in the Philadoel- 
phia papers as soon as hevefurned home, The advertisement 
Was answered by a farmer living just acvoss the river from 
our residence, On crossing the river to see this person my 
dather soon found, much to his delight, the lost Maje, who, the 
taan that had him stated, was justin the act of entering the 
water, byidentiy with the intention of Bersih his journey 
by swimming the Delaware, at this point about three-yuarters 

of a mile wide, Nov the aa is, how, or by what faculty, 
did this dog find his way home, Remember, hé never touched 
the ground the whole distance except in makine the changes 
of conveyances above referred to. Just imagine yourselves, 
Messrs. Bditors, putina like fix and debarred from asking a 
single question, depending solely on your meniory or “nose,” 
Do you think you could doit? [ very much doubt it. This 
same dog uséd to do another thing that amused the family 
very much, He was accustomed to oecupy a large dog house 
ab the corner of the house in common with another setter who 
answered to the name of Pero. This dog was not quite as 
amiable, on all occasions, as Maje, and consequently when he 
first entered their common dwelling would sometimes growl 
at Maje, and reflise him an entrance. On these occasions 
Maje, after standing a few mowents in front of the honse, 
thinking up the matter T suppose, would trot off behind the 
house and commence 4 furious barking, when out would dash 
Pero to see what all the trouble wasabout. Inthe meantime 
Maje would gallop round the house the other way and rush 
into the dog house, but when Pero came back after his pros- 
pecting four, Majs, who then had possession, would always 
return Peek for eyil, making no objection to his occupying his 
share of theirmansion. Doesn’t this approach very nee to 
reason, or if not, 
these things? 
Bastox, Md, 

what is the faculty that enables them to do 
SINEROAT, 

RETRIEVING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T have read and heard so much ahout the force system in 

retrieving that I feel constrained to give you my views. I 
have taught a great many dogs to retrieve and have adopted 
a great piany different plans fo. accomplish my object, and I 
have always found in my experience that my best retrievers 
were those that [ used the least force with, and that they did 
their work with more apparent pleasure than those that L 
had been harsh with. Ihave tried all of the differont ways 
that Lever heard of to learn dogs to retrieve and have gener- 
ally found where I used the spike collar or twisted their 
nose, or used other harsh methods, that, although they would 
retrieve, it took me louser to go and show them where the 
bird was than it would to getit myself, and that they would 
neyer make, what I always like to see, cheerful retrievers, 
but when nothing but kindness was used I have found that 
they soon learned to love their work and would search for the 
dead or wounded bird in avery short time. In shooting snipe 
Lhave often found that the dog taught to retrieve by force 
would drop his bird as soon as he came to water, giving me 
no end of trouble to break him of it, while the dogsthat I haye 
taught without severity have never given me any trouble on 
this score, but invariably have brought their birds in a 
manner that afforded me much pleasure, This idea of using 
force at all times while educating your dog is all wrong and I 
hope the day is not far distant when twisting the pooranimal’s 
NOsQ or spiking him will be entirely done away with. When 
I commenced handling the blue bloods I was told thatit would 
be impossible to break them without using the spike collar, 
butas my natives had served me so well when kindly treated, 
Tpursued the same cow'se with tha blue bloods ‘and huye 
always found that [ had no oevasion to use the force system 
in learning them to retrieve or come to me when galled. Of 
course, in some parts of their education it is necessary to use 
force, especially when learning them to drop to shot or wing. 
I think that the rules of the tield trials require too much of a 
dog, as some of them aie never used in common field work, and 
in a close heat the best dog may get heat by failing to drop to 
shot or wing or failing to back, which he would readily ac if 
his handler was allowed to speak to him. Many men can 
break a dog so that he-will show off well, but only a few 
know how to prepare one for good practical field wor <, which 
after all is the only true test of a dog, and for that matter of a 

BREAKER. 

BIRMINGHAM BOYCOTTED. 

eae the Darlington show was attacked last summer 
\) through an anonymous threatening letter toits spirited 
secretary, Mr. Murchison (who certainly has the courage of 
his convictions, And is one of the ablest of its defenders), hon- 
estly ashamed of such an audacious act, pleaded, on behalf of 
the Kennel Club, that this threat was a hoax. The more 
thoughtful of your readers, who, with painful anxiety, have 
watched the working of its committee of late, were not so 
easily deceived, but felt a strong conviction, although almost 
achast at the audacity of the writer, that it was no hoax, but 
a deliberately mean and underhand subterfuge to coerce tha 
Darlington committee into complinnce with the complete code 
of the Kennel Club rules, My. Sewell, the secretary of the 
Darlington show, treated the insult with the scorn and con- 
tempt it so richly merited. It was then stated, as ‘Beta’ 
opportunely reminds your readers, “that the Ksnnel Club 
had no intention of Boycotting Birmingham,’ We now find 
that what the K. ©, dared not then openly ayow it has since 
secretly achieved, and the Birmingham Dog Show, the old- 
est, most respectable, and most prosperous dog show in exist- 
ence, is Boycotted by gentlemen in private, These gentlemen 
formed the committee at which it was decided, in the absence 
of their clear-headed chairmun, to launch & thunderbolt at 
Birmingham just on the eve of closiny its entries, as if it 
hoped to crush it with a blow that would annihilate this great 
national dog show tor ever. Poor Birminghain! it’s time for 
Burnaby and Bright to shake hands, now that she has fallen 
upon such an evil time that, alas! she should have been Boy- 
cotted by the omnipoten' ‘committee of four.” Mr, Beech 
and the band of Birmingham men at his back, who haya made 
their dog show truly ‘Nnationul,” as well as a financial sue- 
cess, will not, I assume, meekly submit to this dictation from 
“the committee of four.” The old threatis repeated, that, if 
exhibitors dare send their dogs to Birmingham, these dogs 
will not be registered in the K. C, 8. B, 
On behalf of the dogloying public outside of the EK. C., 1 

make one more appeal to you, Sir, who have done so much 
for dogs, to come to our rescue. In tlis name of fair play and 
justice, and as «1 public right, | ask you again to give the Brit- 
ish public a national stud book—call it the ‘British Stud 
Book,’ if you wil. You may yvely upon the help of our dif- 
ferent dog clubs, und the many secretaries of local dog shows 
in the country, as wel as the larger non-exhibitin: public, to 
help you with all their might. The $8 Bernard Club has 
already made an excellent start with its stud book. The first 
number of the Kennel Revie (its otiicial organ) was published 
on the first of this month. The next number, to be published 
on Noy. 2, will give the first instalment of the new 8t, Bernard 
stud book. Won can compile all together, and publish a com- 
rehensiyé and complete stud book, which, with the singn- 
arly successfil imprimatur of “Stonehenge,” ought to carry 
great weight and command u large cirewation. 
The catalogue of the St. Bernard show, to be held iu the 

Duke of Wellington’s Riding Schoolin Kensington on Wed- 
nesday next, is now being arranged by Mr, Arthur Carter, 
and will be a maryel and a masterpiece in the way of stud 
books, Itis carefully compiled, the achieves of every doz be- 
ing sem at a glance, and Mr. Wyndham Carter, the imdefati- 
able and intellectual editor of the Kennel Review, has, I be- 
ieve, offered to publish a complete list of tao dogs that have 
been exhibited at Birmingham since its tirst show, The Ken- 
nel Chroviele has published two volumes of pedizrees, All these 
stud lists, with the addition of those of other chibs, would 
form an invaluable nucleus for a really useful stud book. 
Birmingzhsin need not tear any diminution of entries from 

the silly athempt of the K, C, to Boyeott hershow, tor it isa 
well-attested fact thes those shows which have been thrert- 
ened by the K. CO, have invariably proved to be successful. 
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Darlington last summer had more entries and a better show 
than ever. The St. Bernard Club Show vext week has al- 
ready overtwo lundred and fifty entries, alter many were 
refined, Tho lkist K. CG. show at the Crystal Palace had 
only ninety-two St. Bernards to our total of two hundred and 
fitty, the grantlast show of St. Bernards ever held, not only 
wnpreesdented in numbers, but also never equalled for quali- 
ty, if Lam vorrectly informed. In the face of forcible facts 
like these, | can with diffienty bring myself to think that 
such wood old supporters of Birmingtiam Dog Show as Messrs, 
Alurley, Whitehouse, Lort, Col. Starikie, and Major, Platit, 
and other members of tha Kk, C,, can uphold their “committee 
of four’ in the suicidal course they have entered upon. In 
coulmon selt-respact, they must now eleet whether they will 
stand by Birmingham, or sink with the Kennel Club. 

J, Cumann Macpona, tt London Field. 
St. Bermurd Clib. 25, Down-street, W. 

A TOUR-LEGGED WITNESS.—Obtto V. Brandesky and a 
Wwained Newfoundland dog named Leo appeared on the stage 
in Concordia Hall last spriig. Brandesky sang hunting songs 
and, with the dog's assistance, went through a hunting panto- 
mime, Last summer he lost the doz, Yesterday a Newlound- 
land ran ip to him on Virst avenue and kissed his hand. Then 
they hugged each other, Charles Rees of First street came up 
and «laimed the dog, but Brandesky insisted that it was Led, 
and all three went to Mssex Market to have the matter set- 
tlad. Brandeslcy offered to make his ownership of the dog 
apparent, and Justive Smith told him to go ahead. Brandesky 
drew kn engraved collarfrom his pocket and whispered to 
the dog, The dog sat up and nllowed hiro to put the collar on, 
“Wiss me,” said Brandesky, und the doz spang up and kissed 
him, Brandesky, handling bis umbrella asa pun, brought it 
to a shoulder and then took alm with if. ‘Che dog crouched 
as if watehing for game. Me held out the umbrella and the 
dog jumpel over if, He ordered the dog to imitate death, ancl 
Leo lay down and bevame rigid. Brandesky pretended to 
weep and Leo sprang up and embraced him. Brandesky 
begao to danes and Leo rose on his hind legs and danced also, 
Brandesky approached the bar as he would tho footlights and 
bowed, Leo aleo stood up and bow-dtothe Court. “There 
is no necessity of further evidence of ownership,” said Justice 
Smith, lauzhing. “The Court awards the dog to Brandesky.” 
—New York Sum 

ALDERSHOT RETURNS TO ENGLAND.—Mr. J, R. Rob- 
inson of Sunderland, Mnegland, has repurchased of Mo. 1. A. 
Herzberz, Brooklyn, N. Y., the Laverack setter dog Alder- 
shot. He was sont to hin last Thnrsduy on the steamship 
State of Georgia. Mr. Robiuson, who bred Aldershot and 
sold him tu Mr, Herzhers, repurchases hin to take the place of 
his promising youns dog Glen Tilt, who died Sept. 2, 

BOG SHOW AT NEW BHDFORD.—The Southern Massa- 
chusetts Poultry Association will hold a dog show in_connec- 
tion with their forthcoming poultry show at New Bedford, 
Mass. We hope to be able to give full particulars next week. 

POINTERS AT THE EASTERN FIRLD TRIALS.—An en- 
thusiastic admirer of the pointer wishes to go on record re- 
garding the Hasbern Field Trial Derby with the guess that, 
tivo or more of his favorites will obtain a place. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Kenel ugtes are tseried in fais columa free of charge, To insure 
publi ition of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the foligwing par- 
tienlars of each animal? 
1, Color. 6. Nome and residence of owner, 
2. Breet. buyer or seller, , 
3. Sax, T, Sire, with his sire and dat, 
4. Ase, or 8, Owner of sire, 
5. Data of birth, of breading or 4. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10, Owner of dam. 
All names toust ba plainty written, Communication of one side of 

papa only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

Tr" Sea instructions at head of this colwmi, 

Chester. By Mv. B, J. Smith, New York, for liver and white pointer 
dog, ecles Atig. 21, 1882, by Vanderbilt's Don out of Faimy (Buster 
—Bildy), 
Loudoun: By Mr. G. H. Nixon, Leesburg, Va., for lemon and 

white pointer bitch, whelped April 2, 1082, by Beaufort (Bow—Beulah) 
ont of Fannie Turner (Sensation—Queen 11,) 

Neilie Black, By Mr, Jas. Lyons, Jr., Paterson, N. J., for black, 
white and tan English setfer bitch, whelped May 1, 1882, by William 
(Strong's Rock—Dayis's Fan) out of Ruby IL. (Blue Blood—Bingham's 
Lees), 

Gretchen. By Mr. Bugene Powers, Cortland, N, ¥., for hlaek, 
with while spol on chesh, cocker spaniel bitch, whelped April 13, 
1882, hy Bob IL, (Bucclouch—Nell) out of Mignon (Dart—Daisy IT.) 
Rost Bonheur, By Pleetfoot Kennel, Dethi, N. ¥., for black cocker 

spaniel bitch, whelped July 6, 1838, by Dr. E. CG. Franklin’s imported 
Montusue (Bsron—Queen) out of his imported Leda. 

Bleha ¥ By Mr. WY, Windholz, New York, for red Irish setter pup, 
whelped June 29, 1842. by Elche out of champion Noreen, both owned 
by Dr. Wm. Jarvis, Claremont, N, H. 

Chester. By Mr. Borllett J. auth, New York city, for liver and 
while puppy, whelped Aug, 27, JK, by Don (Roger—Biddy) eut of 
Fauny. 
Snipe. By Mr. Geo. R. Bassett, Pawtucket, R, 1, for white liver- 

ticlrad Qnglish setter puppy, waelped April li, 1842, by T. Mickel's Tip 
(Dash—Fanny) out of owner's Gyp (Carlo—Nellie), 

BRED, 

ee See fnstructions at head af this column, 

Nellic—Bob. Mr. A. Weaks'’s (Locust Valley, L. 1.) Gordon setter 
bitch Wellie to Mr. A. H. Moore's Bob, Och. 20. ge § 
Qusei—Eow, My, Bidward Odell’s (New Orleans, La.) pointer bitch 

Munson's Queen (Pat—Nellis) to his champion Bow, Nov, 5, i 
NetHe—Tyke. Mir. Wik. R. Hill's (Albany, N. ¥.) imported wire- 

pen fox-terrier bitth Nettle to Mr, J. . 1 Grainger’s imported 
rie, Nov. 3. 
toy —Stum Tilden. Myr. J. A. Dalltba’s (Cleveland, 0.) setter biteh 

Vioy (Rob Roy—Bianche) to Mr, GC. M, Munhall’s Sam Tilden (Dash— 
Belle), Oct, 12. A 
Ditley—Kow, Me. CG, C, Pottit's (Galveston, Texas) white pointer 

biteh Dilley (Dilley's Ranzer—Bird Royal) to Mr, B, Odell’s (New Or- 
leans, La.) Boiv. Nov, 7. 
Plora—Pedro. Mr, G, A. Colinan’s (Charlestown, Mass. 

Vlora (Tom—Oidoe) fo My, W. EL Sawyer's (Charlestown, 
dro (Tour Nellie Horton). 

Duisy B.—Donr, My, GN. Beokwith's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) liver and 
white pointer bitch Daisy B, (Bliss—Croxteth) to Mr. R. T, Vande- 
yoort's Don, Nay, 8. 

WILELPS, 

ES" See dustructions at head of this column. 

itm, Mr. George 8. Tucker's (Peterborough, N. H.) liver and 
whibs ticked cocker spaniel biteh Gem (Snip—feather), Noy, 4, seven 
(five dows), by the Riverside Kennels imported Beau, : 

Ve. Mr. LG, Watler’s (Taugipalioa, Lt.) ovaage and white pointer 
hifeh Vie, Oct. 12, four (three Woes), hy chaupion Bow. r 

Ope. We. Hathaway's (fall River, Mass.) Buelish setter biteh 
Opul (Rake—Fauoy), Nov. 4, six (fwo dogs), by Dash Til; all black 
And wilt tieked, q ; 
Gupsey—Turk. Mr, W. Wade's (Piitsburgh, Pa.) imported mastif? 

biteb Gypsy, Noy. 5, seven (tivo «logs), by Mr. W. H. Lew's (Boston 
Mass.) Turk. a 
NudtherBeow. The Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel’s Clare- 

mont, N. T,) liver und white ticked cocker spaniel biteh Feather, Oct. 
1, fone (two dogs), by imported Bean (Bob —Nelb, 
Gragie—Beau. The Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel's liver and 

white tlektd oeker spaniel bitch Gracie (imported Snip—iniported 
Autella), Oct. 20, six (live dogs), by imported Beau (Bob—Nell), 
Binvite—Bedu, ‘be Riyorside Cocker Spaniel Kennel's imported 

black spaniel Blaokic (Roli—Belle), Noy, 11, seven (five dogs), by im- 
ported Beau (Rob—Nell}, 

Gordon 
lass.) Pe- 

Frost 171—Dime. Mr, ©. A, Boxer’s (Winnipeg, Man.) lemon and 
white setter bitch Frost Tl. (Gladstone—Frost 1), seven, by awner’s 
Dime; all black, white and tan. 
Bess--Bow. Mr. P, B, Lyndo's (New Texas, La.) orange and white 

pointer hitch Bess, Noy. 6, six (one dog), by Edward Odell’s Bow. 
Mire lj, Dr, B. Wilson’s (Habana, Cubs) red Trish setter bitch 

Fire Ply (Rufus—lrennd), Noy. 6, seven (five dogs), by Dr, Arhold’s 
Larry; all ved. 

SALES. 
Ee See instructions at head of tis column. 
Rob JIL Miynon whelps. Cocke spaniels, whelped April 12, 1882, 

by Mr. Engene Powers, Cortland, N. ¥., a black Ann White dog to Mr, 
Earl Thompson, Syracuse, N. ¥.; a black dog with white star on 
breast and 4 black and white biteh to Mr. G. G. Keip, Toledo, Ohio, 
and 4 black and white dog to Mr. I, M. Dewey, New Haven, Conn. 

Cypsie Queen, Liver and white pointer biteh (/aust—Monson's 
Queen), by Mr, Bdward Knell, Moline, TL, to Mr. Edward Odell, New 
Orleans, La, 
Mr. W. Wade (Pittshurgh, Pa.) has exchanged with Mr. W. H, Lee 

his mastiff bitch puppy, importer in utero, by Taurus IT, 9,339 ex. Di- 
nalo TT, for puppy by Turk, Ist Bos. on, 1882. 

PRESENTATIONS, 

ie" See instructions at heed of this column, 

Sipio—Klea whelps, Cocker spaniels, whelped Sept, 28, 1882, hy 
Mr. Hugh EH. Willoughby, Saratoga. N, ¥., a black and white dog to 
Capt, A. R. MeNair, one to Mr. Gage, and a liver hiteh to Dr. Hodg- 
mun, all of the same place, 

DEATHS. 
Ee See instructions athead of this oalwnn. 

Bicho V, Mr. ¥. Windholz's (New York)red Irish setter Eleho V- 
(Elcho—Rose), owned by Dr. Wm. Jaryia, Claremont, N, H., May 16. 
from distemper. 
Chester. ¢ range and iyhite English setter dog, whelped Jnly 13, 

1881 (Leicester—Crook), owned by Major G. B. Watkins, Brooklyn, N, 
Y., from distemper. 

Any person sending their address to R. H. Booler, Serena, La Salle 

Go., Til., will receive in return free a fine colored lithograph repre- 
senting pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies, also a catalorue 
of cartridge holders, belts, vests, &e.—Adz. 

Atifle and Trap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON, Nov. 11.—The attendance at Walnut Hill to-day was first 
class considering the disagreeable weather in town. Barly in the 
day the fog was quite dense, but at noon it lifted, the sun shone out 
brightly and the conditions were excellent. Not a breath of wind 
lifted the lugs and the sport was fine. Mr. Lee made a clean score 
in the Victory mateh, anil Mr, Fellows made a fine score of 09 in the 
Rest match. These were not the only good scores made, as may be 
seen by the following: 

Creedmoor Match. ; 
4545547 B Burleigh.......... 4554545444 —44 35 Bennett,........ d 

O MJewell,..- Siot—47 U Weston (mil) ~ 4444544447 
JB Fellows. 554545514546 AJ Carter _... 49444553444], 
BS James.- .bobhdhddd4_45 UB Wdwards,__....8815454444—40 
JACobb .., .5045555484 45 § Wilder.,.,... 3335444443 — 87 
TT Bennett........ Mitesds—td 1S Gilmore (mil). . 430523454484 

Vietory Match. 
1 DUES 4 ee gases apidsovo—oU J N Prye.__.,, . 5445465555 47 

5asbb5—d9 AG Marsh. ..... 
papahAo45—419 JC Carter....- 

BG Harris __-._- 6414555565548 AS Sununer- 
HG Bacon,... , H6a5SS—4S FP Dwight. 
Jd @ Barker. 2.10.5. 55adsho45—48 D F Cooper 

Decimal Match. 

BHASHISHAS—AT 
- 5545455544 46 
~ A5GSS44445—45 
» 4504054454—d5 
Shd5454 43 

B Anson .. .. 
LL Hatch ..... 

JOD VOM est ARRAS eee ee ee sae 87 8 710 710 p 8 781 
J Merrill 29100 % D2 4 0 9 7 D —B1 
JM Ogden Soo oeesees oo 10 eet soy Hy 
JIN Trye-_.. 60 7 7 6 7 010 g—14 
NT Jenks, 6995 5 7 510 § 811 
F Dwight TiO OT 6H ee O gevr 

Rest Match, - 
ABBR Wier eet eee ee ee 10 10 10 10 10 10 69 10 10—99 
§ Lewis 4 .9 0 10) 9140 

0 10 10 
#10 10 10 10 10 10—97 

101010 9 i) 
0 61 

1 

L 5 Sto 9 9 10 10 10 10—97 
AT Carte: 10101010 61010 9 10 .0—p7 
() A Hudson.. 10101) 9 9101010 0 10—07 
HO Andrews .-. 91010 9101010 9 9 10—D6 
NF Jenks. .-.. -1010 910 810 9 910 9-b4 
CB Edwards ------.; .8 91010 9 91010 8 10—98 

ALBANY, N. ¥., Nav. 5, 1882.—The fine weather, yesterday after- 
noon, brought owt quite a company of marksmen to shoot in the 
Capt, John Daly match, and the eas shooters’ match, Tifteen 
competitors entered the Daly match. ‘he wind and lightYwere fine, 
and good scorés were made, The leading scores were as follows: 

Capt, John Daly Mateh—hbdyds, 

Wm Bitch; Bal §,01.0..°5 6 56 4 6 & & & & 549 
Wm 'l Mitts, 5. C _.. 6 & 6 56 6 56 4 5 6 §—49 
James I Miles, 8. C. Woe ee a be Tie Bi tere ie ety 
Chas*l Gans, Bal. 8. . 5b & b 4°65 5 BH & 5B Bea 
Ten competitors entered the sharp shooters’ match, and yery fair 

scores Were made, the leading ones being as follows: 
Sharp Shooters Match—200yds, 

Wm & Wilth, Hal. §-..:..,... 11 10 11 10 §& 10 10 11 12 12—105 
BBSpelman, Jr., Bal. 8,,.12 9 § 12 WM 8 12 10 11i—104 
Chas H Gans, Bal. 8....,.... Wo i ii 12 10 9 IY 10 11-108 
W T Miles, Hep. SP .-8 300 tact 8 10 72 10 8 10 TW 10 41 10—i00 

THE BROOKLYN AMATEUR RIFLE CLUB held their last match 
of the season at Myrtle Avenue Park, Brooklyn, gon flection day, 
November 7th. Conditions of match wert: Mntries unlimited; 200 
yards; offhand; Creedmoor targets: seven shots each score; highest 
aggregate of three scores only to count; Hes to divide, The follow- 
ing were the winning scores: 

A. H. Anderson.......- 556055454 
G. Joinmer...-.... . 159545b—S4 
G. KE. Tayntor. - Gt4555—33 

H55bD55—35—108 
5555715 —d1—1 03 
5003455—34—L01 

F, H, Holton... . .5155545—33 4555515 —: 5544555—33— 99 
J. 5S, Case.:... 455554482 5555441—32 5445155—32— 96 
F, Burns. _.....-.:.:.,. .4450544—31 454545532 6D45554—345 — 06 

WORCESTER, Mass,, Nov. 11,—The rifle club went out to Pine 
Grove Range to-day. The following score tolls the story: 

Creedmoor. 
John Norman, 45 5 4 44 5 4 & 5-45 
AL Rice... 444465 44 5 4—42 
Stedman Clark., ore 5 446444 4 4-42 
JW Murphy........2..... Sa egaT EES 46848448 4 4-40 

Massachusetts Mateh, 

JN Morse, Jr. 2.06... eee Www 9 12 7414 11 10105 
C Dusenberry, 2 81111121111 910 B—109 
JW Murphy... -11 910 1072 6 1210141 9—100 
AL Rice....., 12 910 § 811 8 91 117 
Uae 2.) svepieees: Stabe: AWWW 9 9 89 Ft Be 

Ring Target Rast Match. 
Stedman Clark,.......-.---- 00 er -...-11 11 12 10 12 18 12 11 11 12—114 

WAKEFIELD, Mass.—The second annual meeting of the Wakefield 
Amaateur Rite Assoviation will be held at the Wakefield rane Thurs- 
day, Friday and Saturday, Nov. 16,17 and 18, ‘The condilions are 
200yds, 7 rounds, open to all, re-eniries allowed, Sscores to count, 
Creedinoor Lurget, with nearly $200 in prizes. 

SYRACUSE SCHUBTZEN CLUB.—A number of prominent sports- 
men of Syracuse, N, ¥., have formed a rifle clab which they call the 
Syracuse Schuetzen Club. They hayea fine 200yds. off-hand range 
down at Onondaga Lake Beach and indulge in # shoot once a week. 
We shall hope to publish some crack scores from them before long, 

NEWARK, N, J.-Gallery shooting is yery brisk here, and a dozen 
ne clubs haye been organized for the wintar series of matches. 
The Newark Rifle Climb, woich is a federation of all the clubs, will 
hold a special meeting on Thursday evening, Noy, 16, ar the Plymouth 
Club rooms, 199 Market streat, As this will be the last meeting be- 
fore the tournament, all clubs must be represented. Clubs noe 
represented will be debarred from shooting in the tournament this 
fall, There will be seven matches in the tournament, The frst, 
probably, will jake place on the Hssex range, corner Lush and Bank 
Bireets, 

THE TRAP. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Nov, 10.—The fine weather Friday brought 
out.a few members of the Raymond Club totry conelysions at day 
birds. Some good practice was had for the forthooming tournament 
on the 24th, Some of the finest shoolers in the State have promised 
their attendance for the Champion match. The following are the 
scores: 
PU IGE, ssi ce eee com ete ae. 15 JN Waterman........,.1.. -:..10 
W B Witherell Tbs 248-8 Viton UR WATIN -urssladeneda centiicatnr 9 
Jee Snaiiee es Al ele ve ee 10 G@ Longman...........6 22. ge 
The programme for the tournament, which begins at 9 o'clock, is 

as follows: 
_Three singla seven birds* sweeps, entry $1, and three single seven 

lirds' sweeps, entry fitty cents, from ak Ash 1, 
Threa single seven ball sweeps, entry fifty cents, and eontinuious 

fifty cents’ sweep shooting from trap No, 2. 
One five pair double-hird mateh, from trap No. 3, entry $1, and 

one double-ball match from trap No, 2. Prizes in all matches, 40, 25, 
*0 and 15 per cent, of entries, i 
One two-men-team tatch, ten birds per man, entry $2 per team, 

‘Tran No, 2. 
Champion match, flity birds per man. entry $10. Prizes, 50. 30 and 

20"per vent. In gidition to this a handsome silver baie will be 
wesented to the winner of the firsh prize, by the Raymond Club, in- 
icative of the State championship at clay pigeons. To be shot five 

birds alfcrnately. This mateli must contain six entries. 

YOUNG BOGARDUS has recovered sufficient to be taken to his 
home in Minis. 

Cartridge Groover, 75ets,, H. Redmond, Rochester, N, ¥.—ddv, 

Hachting and Canoeing. 

COMPARED By BULK. 

Editor Forest and Streant: 

In the review made by you of the Jast Seawanhaka races you have 
omitted one point upon whieh you laid great stress at the time of 
the Vixen and Mogzieraces, At that time yon claimed that the rela- 
tive merits of the two boats should he ganged by their size as deter- 
mined by cubical contents. Now _the Bedouin, we are told. has a 
displacement of 102 tons, equal to 3570 cubie feet. Again her length 
as officially measured is 70.79ft. and her beam 15.48ft, Multiplying 
these tozether we obtain 192.20sq. ft. According to Dixon Kemp the 
area of the load water line in cuttersis about 0.7 of the cireemserib- 
ing parallelogram, This would give us 765.03 as the area load water 
line in the Bedouin. nee by .08 of the length of load water 
line, 7.¢, 2.12 ft., we get 1621.86 c. ft, This leaves out of account any 
flare in the sides and the counter and is therefore nécessarily less 
than the truth, 1621.86aded to 8570 gives 5191.86 ¢. ft. as the 
cubical contents of the Bedouim, The cnbical contents of the Gracie 
are given in the club lists as 4494.20 and the Bedouin would therefore 
allow the Gracie four minutestime over the club course, Deducet 
this from the amount in Bedouin’s fayor on the first day and add it to 
the amount by which the Gracie heal the Bedouin on the other days 
wheu her sterring gear was not broken, and you havea very different 
statement of the case from that made in your lash issue. Pho Vaklyr 
you claim as a full edged cutter, yet she is but one foot narrower 
than the Vixen. Sheis 18 inches Jonger on the water line and 13 
inches deeper to the rabbel of the keel amidships, and she is a center- 
board boat besides. The Vallkyr’s contents are 1875.86. The Oriva’sare 
are 2326.37. The Fanita, although shorter than the Vallkyr is broader 
and has about the same ciibicalcontents. Underthisrule the Valyr 
beat the Oriya on the first day and the Wanita beal her on the other 
two occasions. Here then we have five races forthe sloops and one 
only for the cutters, and that gained by an accident, the breaking of 
the Cracie’s steering gear, What the Bedouin really proves is. that 
4 entter Jike the Bedouin, although bigger, cannot compete with the 
Gracie, although it is claimed that the Gracie is not in her best form, 

i Fark Pay. 
{Our correspondent’s comparison is a fair one, and we take no ex- 

deption fo his reasoning, but see no cause to alter our opinion that 
Bedouin in raci -g rig and form is as fast as any sloop in America 
even on bulk measurement. Valkyr may be claimed a sloop or cutter, 
being as near half way between the two types as it is possible to make 
the cross. Oriva would nofftank as afast cutter among racing eullers, 
and. bemg beaten by the oyersparred Fanita proves nothing one way 
or the other about the speed of cutters. | 

CHICAGO YACHTING, 

Riditor Forest and Stream: 

The yachting season has ended here, and the Chicago ¥. C. has 
réason to be proud of the suceess it has achiayed eliis year, and vause 
to lookforward toa very brilliant future. The club ig one of the 
youngest in America, but has made auvancing strides in the past 
season that would satisfy any lover of yachting and yacht clubs. A 
complete organization, with officers thoroughly awake and pushing, 
caused the good results. The club has secured a fine elub house for 
their quarters, locatert on the ‘lake front,’ with 4 Gommanding yiew 
of thebasin and the lake, A flagstaff enables the club to work one 
of the most perfect systems of signals yet seen, and add usefulness 
to its beauty as yachtin: peataner iets, Three of the best schoouer 
yachts on the lakes, one being the famed Countess of lufferin, and 
a number of first, second and third-class sloops, with several small 
schooner yachts, make up a fleet that any of our Jake prats enyy. 
Among the yachts of the fleet, the Countess has stripped and is 

lying in the river néar the entraice in her regular slip. The Idler 
and Viking are also laid away, both being safe at South Chicago, 
By the way, the former vessel made a memorable cruise late this 
fall, and a glimpse at the log is promised your readers yery shortly. 
The cruise lasted for six weeks, and Mr, Fisher with his friends had 
one of the mosé enjoyable trips experienced, The yacht touched at 
Milwaukee, Sheboygan, and other ports on this lake, then cruised 
about Petoskey, Mackinaw, and into the fish-abounding bays in that 
yicinity a few days, and allowed some notable effurts in the pisea- 
torial art bo be recorded before the white wings were again unfolded 
for a further cruise down the Huron, Superior, and even Brie lakes 
was undertaken. These Incidents and joys, pleasures and sorrows, 
ond above all, notable experiences in storms and disasters, will be of 
interest to your Inahy readers about this city. The other yachts are 
ina semi-comatose state. ‘The club house has been leased to the 
Chicayo Bicycle Club until the qpening of next season, though a, 
Eoudly: corner near the fireplace has been tendered the elub by the 
icyclers. 
Itis understood here among yachtsmen that some of the Cannucks 

will bring their speedy vessels to this port next summer and try to 
wrest our honors from the club. Toronto yachts are the mast talked 
of, and will attract attention here next season. GREAT WEST. 

HAS IT COME TO THIS? 

PPE New York Times recently summed up the results of the Sea- 
wanhaka races as follows: “If was evident that fle best of our 

sloops are probably asfast as the cutters.” 
Very good. Perhaps they are af least as fast as an untried eruis- 

ing cutter of unknown speed, sailing under a short rig. But then 
that is not the question, And never was. . The way the Times puts it 
shows well the change come upon usin America, Drom a posilive 
conviution exprasssd by experts and old hands that our sloops 
could sail around cutters as though at anchor, it now appeurs that 
the boot is gttite on the other leg, and insbeacl vf proving how very 
slow culbters really ate, the Tintes mildly concludes that probably 
our bestsloops are as fast us some haphazard cruising cubter. e 
had supposed fie cutter’s speed was on trial. That seems no longer 
to be the question, for the issue has turned about completely, natil 
the crities of the day want ta know bow nearly the sloop ean lope 
to copa with a eubter! Limes, and Woresr anD Stream may be 
thanked forthis wholesoms change in fhe public estimate of cutters. 
Wenote likewise that our costemporaries have fallen back one Wl'ch, 
and while no longer venturing an issue in respect to speed, sek to 
defend their sinking cause by citing the bugbear of “great dratt,” 
andthe purelyimaginary lack Of accominudations and “stifling 
eabins’ the cutter is supposed to possess, in direct opposition to the 
truth, Time and greater knowledge will likewise knock these last 
supporting pins trom under the antiquated school of proyincial 
jdeas, The actommodations of the cutler Bedouin are nearly double 
those of the sluop Gracie, and cooler by fivedegraas or more in sum- 
mer, AB Gnyene can convince elf by trusting big enviar sansss, end 
nine times out of ten the Bedouin Aras lags water. — 

- 
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CRUISE IN A THREE-TONNER. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Having rea with eréat interest your recent articles on single hand 

yachts which ey eae very forcibly to the sympathies of myself 
and friends, fond of sailing in small yachts, | api induced to send you 
the lop of a recent eruise down tha Sound ina three tom catler, The 
articles in your journal, evidently written hy one perfectly conver 
sant with the delights of sailing in small boats, have cone into details 
so thoroughly that I will confine myself 6 a description of thecruise, 
The cutter Tealis 21, on deck, 4uft, Joad line, 72 beam,and draws 
att. bin. aft. The tonmAt houses and the bowsprit reefs, bul we 
carried single jib which was yun out to the bowsprit end with a 
traveller in culter fashion. The cabin is very counnodious for so 
smill o boat, and the numerous visitors who Caine slongsiile to the 
“inost complete little yacht they had ever seen," all panies sur- 
prise at the room in tha cockpit and below. Two eould find very 
comfortable necommodation for a long cruise in fhe caus), aod a 
third might he taken along without much inconvenience. Our outfit 
was G very complete one, including #@ll of the articles mentioned by 
you in speaking of single hand yuchts, exceptitig the frame for charts 
which would have come in yery handy at times and saved the charts, 
The riz worked satisfactorily and ii light weather was all that could 
be desired. ButifI were to ssil the yacht alone for any Jengtti of 
titno, would much prefer the yawl rig which iy experience in San 
Vrancisco has taught me to record as the most Gonyenient and safest 
of uny devised. The Teal proved herse]fa most excellent soa boat 
and went aloug dry aud easy inaseal know would have bothered 
any. former 45ft, slogp to sneh an 6xtent that beating would have been 
a fruitless and very web task. 
The good behavior of the fealwes due to her moderate beam, 

good depth and high freeboard, which gives her nearly a phymb side 
without fare, and so petmits the boal to ease into tha séa. and rice 
again through her ample buoyancy instead of hilting the sea will) a 
flat bottom. The difference between the action of a wide, Hat boat 
and u deep boat, like our cutter, lean best describe by saying that 
while the former falls ou the sea, the latter settles intoit, going 
along with greater ease and less check io her speed, and also throw- 
ingless spray. We cooked all our meals on board, and never went 
ashore for a night duriug the whole three weeks’ cruise, much pre- 
ema our cabin to any country hotel, All night a blanket was 
needed, and small as the yachtwas in dimensions her depth made 
fnll amends for the modest tonnage, and the crew of twohands 
found no reason to complain of wantof room at anytime. Her 
dratt of heft. we found no hindrance and never faye the matter any 
attention, though once we got on the mud. We should not have 
acted differently or gone anywhere else had we drawn only belf that 
amount, As the Teal is a very good type of small boat, neither as 
narrow and (deep as aracing cuiter nor as wide and nselass as an 
ordmary esthoat, but fast, cheap and very roony, well suited for 
eruising and racing, anil also a safe boat and wbléin rough water, I 
hope to furnish you with her lines and spar plan soon. Wilh a few 
minor improvements I think the Teal a very useful shyle of boat for 
oné or two hauds, as there is no shifting ballast to handle and no 
danger of capsizing. A boat like her can be built for the same sum 
as. jib and maihsall boat, and offers far greater usefulness in the 
uisuif of general yachting purposes. The yawl boat question re- 
erred to in your recent numbers is something which must be solved 

for the benefit of owners of stall yachts, My yawl was arerular 
round bottom tender, only bf long, and, of eotn’se, rather chunicy. 
She could not convenient], be taken om deck, and towing her in 
rough water was a bad job, as the log will tell. T tivinde with: you that 
re dats tollapsable like the Berthons will have to he introduced 
instead, 
Satcrpay, Avacsn 12, '§2.—The Teal, with the relator for captam 

and cook, G, H. crew, and sometimes passenger, sailed from Wost 
Brighton, §. 1, ab2;20 P. M., with moderate 8. W. wind, The day 
had been dark aid cloudy, and at this time threatened rain. Baro- 
meter 30.40. Passed under Eash River Bridge, 4:15; Hell Gate, at 
6 P. M., and came to anchor on eastwaril side of City Island at 7:30 
P.M. A storm could be seen pussing arounil to the N.E., bot did 
not touch us, and the sun set.in a beautifulred sky, Au hour sfter 
the sky was clear, betokening a pleasant day to-morraw. I said we 
came to anchor. We did not, @ Tin & line to a buoy of the marine 
railway, and before we tumed in, a seeond one, and lay to if all night. 
Astedm yacht, large schooner yaeht and several smaller ones were in 
our company, beside a mumber of smacks. Carn beet hash, potato 
Salad, Colfeaé and pie, constituted our dinner at SP, M. Distance 
made, 25 miles, 
Suapay. Ava. 13.—Got under way ob 5:30 A. M., with light Wreexe 

from s§. W. Passed Sand's Point 6.30 A.M... and af 7:45 came to 
anchor otf Peacock Point. G. went ushore (0 see his friends, the 
Dnadgeon’s, while 1 prepared the breatfast—scrambled eggs, cotfee, 
ete. We had had coffee and coffee cake from tha “Dutehinan's’) at 
West Brighton at5 A.M, tha halt hour G. H. returned from shore 
with_a pail foll of apples, potatoes und ouions. After breakfast, at 
2A. M. we gob under wiiy for Stony Brook, where H. wished to go 
ashore to réach Lake Rinesnkoma. Set topsail, The windveered to 
N. W,, and strengthencd until we took it im on arriving off the 
harbor, which we tid at 1:20. From the Point we laid a course b 
eompass EH, 5. E., Steny Brook not then in sight, but whic 
brouzht us directly to the harbor, There was considerable sea 
here aud the wimd blowing fresh on shore. The channel 
Harrow and no deep water ab low tide inside. After cruising 
aroun outside a while we gave it up, and determined ti) run on fu 
ther to the eastward and make Porc Jefferson. Arrrived of that 
harbor at 3:30, Tound thatalso diffienlt of entrance and strong ebb 
lide running out between the jetties which marl: ihe channel and 
heavy Vips on eastern wall. Anchored in smooth and deep water 
outside near the heach, while the skipper went around probing the 
bottom wiolt the boathook (in the yawl boat). Sounded all the way 
up between the jetties and found nearly the whole distance only one 
to three feet of water for one-third the distanee in from each wall, 
at this stage of the tide, which was nearly low, On return to the 
yacht, the skipper first roye new peakhalyards, which had carried 
away off Stony Brook, and then took the yacht im tow and led her 
into the harbor with the first of thetlood, By this time the wind had 
died but altogether, but once inside thers was 2 little air and we got 
Up Sail and finally, ab 7:20, gol ip to the town and anchored in three 
fathoms, among a oumber of yachts and vessels. Distance made, 
forty-five miles, 
Monpay, Ave, 14,—Did not (urn ont early, Had breakfast about 

8, and 9:30 took the yawl and went ashore. Daylight revealed to us 
a lovely little harbor, completily land-locked. with plenty of deep 
water closé to shore, without the intimation of aswell, Nameraus 
rowboats and sailing boats were out with young people of both sexes, 
their dress indicating that they were probably city people on their 
summer vacation, either on some one of the large schooner yachts 
or at the hotel on shove. Sunday eyening it was as still as a countty 
churchyard, but this moruing was noisy wilh the caulker’s hamnier 
on glore. where the whole business of the place seemed to be ship 
and boat building. Two three-masted schooners and one steamer 
were awaiting tieir turns at tie marine railway, and one yacht about 
ninety feet long was still clothed entirely mm the canvas vovering she 
had worn through last winter. Herowhner had probably been short 
on railroad stocks, and is taking his yacation on root this year. 
WE spent two hours on shore laying iu fresh supplics aud mailing 

our letters, 
Retined aboard at 12 and after lunch, or breakfast (lamb chops, 

fried potatoes, coffee and peach cake from the beforementioned Dutch- 
man's), at 1:15 gob under way with a fair ligut wind from §. E, taking 
us outofthe barber, High water, first of the ebb, 
There being 10 more harbors to the eastward On the Long Islaud 

shore and knowing from newspaper accounts that Blackrock Harhor 
was & favorite resort for the yachts from New York, we détermined 
to ake it next, The Connécticut shore gould not he seen, so we 
took our course N. N. W. by compass. Thé wild was light, mmmuing 
around to the eastward after we got ont into the Sound and we did 
not make Perfield light ti 5:30, When within #bout three miles of it 
we Saw the sloop Acolus, Mr. MeMurray, Seayanhaka Corinthian Y. 
Q., pass on to the eastward two miles ahead bul could not attract her 
attention, As we wére about entertig the harhar, we were pleasid to 
see her sen She led us into the harbor (beiag tive times our 
size) and we anchored about filty yards in hey wake, off the hotel, in 
three fathoms of water and with fathoins of chain. After supper H. 
and I went ushore to the hotel for awhile, which was lively with 
sunimer boarders. There was a géehman foing on atthe time, Then 
w went ou Woard ihe colus, where we met Mrs. MeMurray, her 
daughter Katie (@ promising ponug debutante at yachaue) Miss. 
Hewitt and four gentlemen guests. They are off on aecruise forfour 
or five weeks, After promising to meet them at Neiy Haver to-mor- 
row, we pulled to ovr yacht and tamned in. Distance bwenty-fiva 
miles, ; 
On coming aboard at Port Jelferson, I dropped the key to the cabin 

overboard, which vexed manotalithe. Fortunately the hateh had 
not been fastened. H, crept through it and took the mits off the 
bolts holding the clamp, enabling us totake ib off and open the dears, 
Tungpay, Auc. 16.—Shortly after tuvding in a disturbing swell 

rolled in from the Sound, indicating the approach of wind, Soon the 
wind came from S. W., and it blew yery fresh, and Mie swell tagsed: 
us up and down all night, disturbing me with frequent calls on deci 
to pay Out mors chain, orsome similar duty, while H, stepilike a 
young cub the night through. We were to have started at5 A, M., 
but at midnight] thoughtin would be iorelikely 5 A, M,, Wednesday. 
Slept most of thetime till? On arismg found (he wind had gove 
down considerably, 60 we got under way for New Haven inimedi- 
ately, atid saying good-bye to te Aolus party who, wl exeept the 

“to the boat about 7:30), 
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ladies, were on deck, we glided outef the harbor in smooth water. 
Once out, ran up the topsail and at last got it to set properly, the first 
time of the season. 
The wind grew lighter and lighter, and at limes was almost calm, 

andthe sun boiling hot, Off Bridgeport, and again off Stratford 
Point, passed through fleets of oyster sloops. Some of them were 
fast sailers and triin looking craft, and one had evidently been a 
yacht in her earlier days, law black hull, without sheer and straight 
stem. We were e\idently getting near to the Lome of the sharpie, 
as almost every other boat except the oystermen (and even some of 
them) were or that peculiar rig and buill. As we could not be in any 
more of a hurry than we were for lack of wind, we ran up and hailed 
the solitary individual who was ‘cook and crew and captain too,” of 
the firstone. Tie told us she was 35ft. long, did not carry u pound 
of ballast, drew six inches of water, could stand more weather than 
the oyster slo~ps, in fact he was often out with full sail when they had 
to reduce theirs. His sails and all others are Jez of muttons with a 
horizontal sprit to the clew. Exeept the Pounding, they were good 
seaboats, so this veteran said, The wind freshened and we hastened 
on towards New Haven, entering the harbor aud droppise onr hook 
between the large schooner yacht Prospero, N. ¥. ¥. C., and sloop 
Henrietta, A. ¥, C., near the first steamboat dovk, at 8:30 P, M,, in 
two fathoms of water wilh nine feet chain. The wind coutinned 
etowing stronger, blowing 8. W. up the harbor, and by the time we 
swung toit a heavy swell was rolling in. We could not leep the 
dingy clear of the yacht until we rigged a boat-boom swith the boat- 
hoole, topsail halyards, and guys fore and aft. We looked as stylish 
then as auy of the big ones, Everything made snug, we snaked out 
our store vlothes and prinked up for a stroll ashore. All ready, the 
skipper jumped into the dingy; «swell took her at the same time 
tinder ooe of the guys, which preyvehted him from doing the same, 
theeyw bis whole weight on her side, which capsized her and dumped 
all the Sunday-go-to-meeting things into the salt water. It was funny 
to see the skipper scramble aboard and survey his condition, The 
Tunashore was not to be thwarted in that way. The boatwas 
righted, baled out, and. the skipper having ne change of clothes, 
went on dripping as he was, We took a walk sround the town, had 
supper on State street pear Chapel, laid in some stores, and returned 

Turned in at 9:30. 

Woxrspay, Ave, 18.—It was raining when we turned out at 7 this 
A.M ,and no chanse for the skipper to dry his clothes; so, after 
breakfast they were hung on two lines in the cabin. By 10 it bad 
cleared off though, and by 12 we were ready for another visit 
ashore. Prospected the town pretty thoronglily- walked through 
the classic catupus of Yale, had lunch ashore, loaded ourselves up 
with stores, all we could carry, forty pounds ise, water melon, 
fruit, ffesh bread, pies and groceries, Returned at 3; found a 
Strong breeze from S$. W. blowing, and had to handle the (dlingy 
very gingerly to keep her from shipping more water than 
she could comfortably carry with our load. Slipped our good clothes 
expeditiously and got under way; sailed up the harbor prospecting 
for fresh water; ran in alongside one of the docks and filled our tank 
und then worked out. In the latter process ran aground, nol know- 
ing the waters; then sent G. out quickly with a ‘line, hauled 
desperately on it myself froin the yacht, and in one of these efforts 
pulled myself headtoremost overboard. 1 plugged a hole in the black 
mud on {he bottom anil came up with my bald head plastered over 
wilhit. Serambled aboard aud got the half dozen louts ashore to 
try the hauling thi¥ time, and she Came uasily out of the mud, We 
had intentledt inakiog a start for New London, butit was now 540 
and too late, so we found a comfortable berth, had a good apes of 
beefsteale with onions, Lyonnaise potatoes, sliced tomatoes, huckle- 
berries and colvee, and turued in, with the intention of starting at 
4A. M.uextmorning, Barometer 30,10, In the evening had a cal) 
from two local yuchtsnien curious to sce the cutter, her presence 
bemg remarked by many, 

Tounspay, Auc, 17.—Last night the skipper broke hig erystul optic, 
and that broke up the artaigements for departure temporarily. He 
had in Consequénce.to go to New York cily. Left at 6:30 and returned 
ata same day. Wind blowing fvesh fromS. W. Vollowing suit of 
some to hers outside, took in a single reef in mainsail and got under 
way. At thabmoment aecathboat capsized a hundred yards off and 
her erew of two were foundering in the water. We were hailed to 
Ate to the reseue, which we did, but a boat from the Prospero took 
he job off our hands. No one hurt, but eatboats fell below par in 
our estimiution. This was 4:30 P.M. Before we got outof the lar. 
bor had to shake out) cur ree! and « half hour atter set topsail. 
Made Thimble Islands just after sunset. and van in amwme them 

after several fishing steamers and the sloop yacht Phantom, and 
three or four others. This is a lovely anchorage, high rocky islands 
lopped with trees and surrounded by deep water, a dozen of therm, 
und the channels between them nowhere more than 100 yards wide. 
Strmmer hotels crown several of them and the bright dresses of the 
resorters on the docks, beach and in row boats enlivened the scene, 
We were sorry we had not tetehed in six hours earlier. 

After our supper (mullayatawnhy soup, poached eggs, tomatoes, pie, 

and ceffee) the captain sat on deck to have a smoke while the crew 
went ashore to inspect the country and principally the inhabitants. 
The evening was calm and still as death. The voices of the loiterers 
on shore could be heard from one island to te ot! er. One eroup sang 
songs and tempted the skipper to draw forth his flute, with which he 
made the rocks echo, Turned in at 10, 

Frinpay, Ave. 18.—Got under way af 6:30 and went ont the eb 
to the southward, the passage by which we euteved. There is: 
shorter passage to the eastward, bub it was high watec and beim un- 
certain of the location of some rocks, we would notvriskits The wind 
was fresh from north ss we van out, but a few miles eastward it fell 
light and we set fopsail, Wehayeitnow te set properly and itis. 
strong pull for us in these winds. Off Niantic Bay the wind draw 
around to N. W. 

Before starting we had only coffec.anid bread, so at Owe owed the 
sheets. put helm down and let her go easily along on her way, while 
bothofus went below and had breakfast. Passed the mouth of the Gon- 
nectient af 12:30, On one bands a large hotel with numerous beaubliful 
coltapes of latest 4 itecture surrounding if. The shore all slong is 
dotted with pretty residences amoug the trees which run down to 
the water’s edee in many cases. Passed the light vessel off New 
Louden harbor at 4 P, M., aud at 4:50 anchored off Pequot, saanong the 
sloop Jnlia, three or four large steam yachts and schooners, in tive 
fathoms, close fo Shore. As we were & nonle below the town, and 
wanteil to co ashore, we hauled down our flag and put out our ridipe 
light at $30 andl went ashore, Hauluil the dingey on the beveh and 
made fast by tha chain to an iron bar in the sea wall. The finest 
sand I ever saw, [ think, was found here, and we afterwards took 
zome aboard for scrubbing purposes. The toats at the pier were 
crowded with gigs and entters from the various yachts,and we did 
not want to intrude on theiv privileges, Wrom sliere our little eutter 
looked sraller than she ever looked; she was a gnab among bunble- 
bees. We tool the stage upto town, called at tle post office, and re- 
Geiyed the cablu door key (after some trouble in explanation) and a 
telegram from friend K., but no letters from my offies. Returned on 
foot after dark with more tresh provisions in our lunds, and fowud ik 
a touch longer walk than we expected. Uhe harbor olf the Pequot 
House looked like a festive occasion, §0 many riding lights were 
there out on the water. Walked around tite Hotel and looked im on a 
children's dancing party and envied (he rich old duffers who owoed 
the mapnificent yuchts off there. smoking on the veranda, aud their 
rich young sons making luve to the daughters, all dressed ta the bigh- 
est style of art, Barometer, 30.0. 

SaTurDAY, Ava. 19.—Tt was so cold last night wehad to donbie up 
our blankets. Got under way at A. M., anxious to get out of such 
ioifaverable comparison aswe madi with the big, brass-mounped- 
fellows around here. Tried te run up to town for ice and ol, but be 
ing ebb tide and head wind (N. W.) gaye ib bp us Wiking too much 
tine, gud made for Greenport, Ontot bbe harborwe laf] w eourse 
5. W. by W., and set Ltopsail, Off Ieht ship, lay to while 
we had breakfast, ‘he wiod freshened as we approached Plim 
Gut, and we took in tepsail, Inthe Gut meta violent tide vip all of 
a half mile wide. and the water boiling aud toaming in late waves 
aus if dashing over roeks close to the surface. But inside of the 
heacon we were ina beautiful bay, andin smeoth water and with 
a. good breeze we went skimming ulong. The schooner Norna passed 
us herve bound forthe same dertination. Until now we were never 
so fully impressed with the extent and Leanty of the water for small 
yachts in the yicinily of New York, surpassed by nove in the world 
probably, aud this particular bay we thought the most charming 
we hail yet found. We entered thea reach on which Greenport is 
situated 461P.M, On the east shore ata place culled Dinah’s Boek, 
we observed a large excursion steamer bad just landed a picnie 
party und we concluded, as it was eurly in the day, we would join the 
picnic for an hour. Ran along the shore to find snchorage, hut to 
within $0ft, of shore it was 5 fathoms deep, TWinally anchored above 
the whacf, hat lune and then went to the pienic, The exeursion 
was from Narwieh, Cont. Looked on af the dancing and then walked 
through the grove ou the blifi where there is a lovely view, and the 
resort of the lovera who bad progressed so far as tou prefer solitude; 
but out of the crowd saw but one ov two good looking persons. Ay 
4ran over to Greenport and anchored in 4 fathoms, close i, The 
New York sloop Whileaway, schooner Norna, steamer Loolraut, sloagps 
Pirate, Arrow, also Coust Survey schooner Silliman and other's aronhd 
us and steam yachts coming and poing every How anid then. 
Went ashore od spent an hour walking about the towh, There is 

4 Long Island appearance woul the place and the inhabitants, aod 
the ahsence of the appearance of business, or auterprise und chritt, 
which characterizes the towns ou the opposite side or the found, The 
main industry here seems to be the menhaden Ushery, anit at least 
a dozen steamers haye come in this afternoon and are lying ab the 
wharyes, Saw the crew unload from one w tel 140 fathome long, 
worth abont $800, and it was with difiiculty that they piled it ail an «& 
two-hotse wagon, It was to be spread out on a grass fell to dry. 
Returned aboard, with more ice and more provisious, about dary, 

Had © visit from a lady, boy and her tye daughters, {rom one of the 
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other yachts, J think aged about twelve and fifteen, who were invited 
aboard by tha skipper upon hearing them express ae at the 
“little boat.” They were interested in everything about her and the 
yoyage we had made, were plessing aud gentcel in their manners, 
and their visit wus enjoyed, Wedid not introduce ourselves. Hud 
a late supper, after they lett, and laid off and smoked and read the 
New York morning papers, whieh we had prociired on shore, played 
the flute afterward on deck a httle while, and theo turned in. 
Sowpay, Ave, 2),—Being a day of rest, we concluded to remain 

in port and take it easy. Turned out at 7, but it was 8:30 before we 
were throngh breakfast (salt mackerel fried and potatoes fried in 
egg batter 4 la Greenport, and coffee and sliaed tomatoes), Then 
sorubbed decks and eltaned up generally, and after that laid olf 
under the awning and read what was loft unread last night of the 
Herald and Sun, and wrote up the log. Tt was chilly last evening 
and cold at night, but now it was blazing bot. Ice cold lemonade 
4nd cake came in acveptably. Finally G. suggested fishing, or it 
was stiggested to him by seeing the fish jump up all armind. 
So he went ashore and procured three clams. As he had to 
steal them, the owner being absent, he was too conscientious 
to steul any more, He had hardly dropped his line over 
board before he hanled up a sea bess about tight inches 
long. That started me np, Ll caught one and he two more. 
Then the bait was gone, and he had to go ashore for some more, 
This time he brought four clams. We soon liad nine fish, and con- 
cluded we could not put nny more to goed use, so we stopped. Had 
lunoh, and at 4;30 P.M. got up suil with the intention of runumg up the 
bay and trolling for bluefish awhile, We hat been told last evening 
ashore that there was good fishing Of the kind in Shelter Island 
Sound, Wind moderate, N. W.. barometer 30.55. highest yet, Thare 
was @ délightful breese and beautiful, clear, green water tnd smooth, 
and failing to find the location of the fishing grounds, decided to run 
on to Sag Harbor. With topsail set we went skimming along through 
waters not so wide as the Thames, andsandy beaches with occasional 
wooded high lands, about twenty feet hizh only, probed anchor to 
eastward of the wharl a* Sag Harbor at 6:30, shortly before sunset, 
Snugeed up everything on deck and then prepared supper—the nine 
fish tried and six caus of greeu corn, coffee, and u good eS 
We are getting so accustomed to the limited quarters of onr little 

boat that we find all the comfort we wanton board of her, so that, 
although in port all but the three hours out of the twenty-four, 
néither of us have been ashore, 

Before we lett Greenpoit, the schooner Haze, sloop Cute, and sisy- 
eral steam yachts came into port and others departed, the Arrow 
early in themoruing. Barometer 80.65. This place (Sag Harbor) is 
the quietest plave (next to Port Jefferson) we haye been in yet—exceapt 
the church bells and the town clock there is not aasound, But few 
vessels in port, and only one sloop yacht, and she and ourselves 
showing the only lights in harbor, It is evidently pot a favorile 
resort, the channel being narrow and the waters around shoal. 
Anchored in two fathoms; moon in first quarter. 
Monpay, Ave. 21,—After breakfast took a leisurely walk ashore 

and around the town, It is quite a consideruble place, three times 
the size of Greenport aud more substantially built. Several large 
brick buildings, One a flour mill, a watchcase factory and others. 
One church of modern architecture of stone and a hal? dozen frame, 
and several large residences with extensive grounds. At 12:30 got 
under way with the intention of trying the bluefishing in Peconte 
Bay. Last night, afber we turned in, it came on to blow vary fresh 
from the north right into the harbor, and caused quite a swell at our 
auchorage, Slept uneasily ani had to fo ondeck once aud pay ont 
more chain; up to 1ifathoms. In the mornibg it shifted around to 
X. FE. and moderated, and at the tine we started it was easterly and 
light; set topsail before weighing anchor. A few miles up the straits 
at about 3 wind came out from $, W, and fresh; took in lopsail 
A dozen large fishing sloops Were ahead and followmy us, beating 4 
towards Big Peconic Gay, and thinking they were after bluefish, we 
followed pist Little Hog Neck, before we disverned that they were 
ontheir way home, Put about for Jessup’s Neck, where, we remem- 
bered, we had heen directed, In the rips we found a dozen catboats 
and sloops with fishing parties trolling, and among the number 
were recognized by the purties who visiled us Samerday evening ab 
Greenport; returned their salutation. rolled for about an hour 
without catchiug anything, or seeing any other party more snccess- 
ful and started sheets Sor Greenport again, Were attracted by the 
nuniber of sails at Prospect Point, und running into Deering’s Har- 
bor, behiod the land were surprised to find wbout thirty boats, some 
of them quite large, anchored there, As it was perfeutly land-lecice1 
dnd average depth of two fathoms, decided to spend the night there. 
Ran over to Greenport for some pressing articles and then back, aud 
after supper took a walle ashore. Were surprised to Jind such @ 
pleasant pluve here. Ibis quite a towo, but a summer town only: 
fahabited not more than three months in the year, roads well graded 
with gravel sidewalks and handsome cottages lining them, A large 
hotél is ulso on the grounds, with a pavilion down by the water's 
edge. Here we found handsomely dressed luties and gentlemen 
rolling ten pins, and the former yery skillful. At the hotel was another 
ehild’s party, and we saw the last dance—9 o'clock. One little thing, 
not more than five years old, was the most graceful dancer in the 
room. 

[TO BE CONTINUED, ] 

A CANOE WEIGHING TEN AND ONE-HALF 

POUNDS. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

As nearly all your readers are interested in anything pertaining to 
boating, and as my own nuine has bean mentioned by various cor- 
respootents in conection with light-weight canoes, 1 thought it 
might be of some imterest to 4 few of them at least to give my own 
views anid experience on the subject, both us an individual and a 
builder, 
Lhave just completed to the order of your correspondent, *‘Ness- 

muk,” what I believe to be the sinallest and lightest canoe ever made. 
dt is 9ft. long, 2£t. wide, Sin. deep amidship, and ift. af the ends, out- 
side measurement, Her keelson, siding, gunwales aud very short 
decks are white cudar, The silliig is scant d-lhin, thick, The stem 
und stern posts ure of spruce, uatural crooks. Ribs—387 in number— 
ave ved elm, ‘She is copper fastened und finished in oil and varnish, 
dad weighs just 1044 pounds, 

Will such a crait float anyone? Yes; she hus floated me—ii0 
pounds—on & draft of 4in., leaving din, clear above water. She is of 
necessity very trail, but 1 haye no doubt “Nessumk," who is » yete- 
ran of light weight, will do what he proposes, viz: make a successful 
trip through the Adirondacks in her, 
Would I advise anyone to buy such a ereft? Certainly not. 1t is 

too small, foo frail for any but a light weight enthusiast, wilo is will- 
ing to [ucor soins risk and sacritilue some points of conifort that he 
may be able to say he hag ‘dono the wilderness in the smallest, 
lightest craft that ever floated aman,’ Btili if proves the yalue of 
that system of construction which mukes it possible to build a boat 
se light. 
NE an individual T should prefer a canoe ifft long, alin, wide, 

weighing 3) pounds. With that I can carry plenty of duftie, can 
shoo, my 1U-bore with 5 dramis of powder by night or day, take a 
yearling buck in over the broadside in open water—this requires care 
and skill, but I have done it—or] can stand up and move about in 
her and ride a big sea without danger of capsize, She is also large 
enough for two persons weifhing 150 pounds tach, and three weels' 
outit, and will stand a reasonable amount of racket. 

If Thad a long distance to go and coulda’s have any dinner till £ 
got there. Ishould take the Long-laker, as I believe her to be the 
fastest rowboat in the world. The guides stick fo her because she 
pulls easy, hey are used to her, and bo them she is not cranicy, 
Adan can, T suppose, get so that he would call a racing shell stuady, 
The hardest two hours | ever sat in & boat was once upon & tine in 
the bow of w Lony-laker, flouting for deer, I expected to Gapsize it if 
Lgol a shot, and was very glad when her bow was turned toward 
carp. 
Asi builder] hava no choice. I please myself best when 1 please 

my patrons. Ee who foots the bills should have his choice—te ean 
with me, to all reasonable latitude. We build a great varieby of 
sinall craft, bubare always willing to undertake new work, aud worl 
oul the ideas and plans of olhers when they ove at allpractical. The 
best Way for a man to get oat he wants is, first, to read Former awp 
SreeaM; second, to write lo those who advertise in it—and all live 
builders do—for a catalorue. Don't forget to write plainly your 
Time and post office addvess, I always tind it difficult to olail a 
catalogue Lo those who forget bo tell ie who they are or where they 
live, and I presume other builders find the sume trouble. When 
you get the catalogues, read them; they are printed for that pur- 
pose, and in imust cases describe what the advertiser has to sell, 
Only now and then a man tells yon what his neighbor has not gat, 
ire peace it under the impression that you will think he has every- 

ing else, 
if you find in any of the catalogues what you want, order it. 

Don't be afraid of ordering ita duy ahead, A boat is all the better 
for being built a little time before using it, If you Maven’t a place 
to store it, the builder will keep if until called for, only in that case 
he may want a dmull advanve to insure him against lous if for any 
reason the boat should be letton hishands, TT youdo uot find in any 
of the catalogues a description of whit you require, write any or all 
he builders, stating plamly your oveds. When you have all de- 

sired informution, purchuse where you please, J, Hi. Russo. 
Ganon, N. Yy 
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MR. McGREGOR'S YAWL ROB ROY. 
7 

SINGLE HAND YACHTS. 

[conrnyuED, ] 

AINCE the commencement of these articles a large amount of cor- 
\ respondence has reached us, and numerous sails have been 
snade concerning small yachts from the designer of the lines recently 
published in this journal, From this and the encouraging indorsée- 
ments of many Wwe conclude that in the subject of "Single Hand 
Yachts a theme of great popular interest has been touched, fully 
justifying the trouble we have been to in drawing atiention to a 
plasea of yachting still almost entirely neglected in America, and 
really not yet understood eyen by persons who ought to know better. 
Small yachts constitute a nursery for amateur seamen, and being 
within the reach of a thousand where but oue can afford or cares to 
go beyond the sum of five hyndred dollars, it is natural that such 
widespread interest should be taken in what we have written con- 
cerning these boats, and we hope the ultimate outcome may be a 
fleet of able and complete little craft ont of which s0 much pleasure, 
health and instruction is ta be got. 

Single hand yachts and decked boats generally of moderate tonnage 
capable of distant ciuising aré nothing yery new, but in British 
waters make up a numerous Jot in every port nround the voast, Tt is 
all the more strange, therefore, that their yirtues and the possibil- 
ities they present should be hardly understood and completely under- 
rated on this side of the Atlantic. Attention has beeu absorbed by 
catboats and ballast-shifting traps instead, the safe and comfortable 
homelike little vessel having been so far overlooked that many a 
person most anxious to follow the sport, but disdaining the scant 
satisfaction a catboat affords, has considered himself Cerced to 
abundon all idea of owning a ship-shape yacht until his worldly for- 
{une had swelled to exceptional dimensions, by which time gray 
hairs were likely to make their appearance and youthful fire would 
be found quenched through years of toil and dirappomtment. * 

In nearly all the correspondence which has reached us two ideas 
or doubts seem to bs uppermost in the minds of the writers. For 
one thing they lack conlidence in the safety of two and three ton 
yachts, and for another they question their fitness for anything but 
near-by sailing and harbor use. 
As to safety fears may at once be set atrest, There is little or no 

connection belveen safely and size, [tis a common enough experiance 
to finda large vessel abandoned during the heaviest of the gale, 
which has caused her loss, by taking to the small boats, and these 
often survive the foundering of thé ship, thongh poorly devised, 
and not balf as well an epleg. to meet the fury of an ocean storm as 
a well-built and properly-equipped yacht of u faw tons burthen, to 
say nothing of their being overcrowded and in charge of men whose 
training and experience is of little account in the handling of small 
boats. Model, strength, outfit, rig, and stowage of weights are the 
laments of safety, and with these tonnage has nothing to do. There 
is many 4 yacht of two or threetous we would sooner be afloat 
in at sea than some sloops and schooners twenty times that tonnage 
we might cite. The smaller the yacht the strouger she is, or ought 
to be, in proportion to the strains she has to manage. She is built of 
fewer pieces, with fewer butts and scarphs, and of clearer material, 
and iu small work much better fitting and fastening in detail can be 
had than inatarge vessel. Moreoyer,in a yacht destined for hard 
service, spécial precautions to insure strangth by ample tying are 
easily provided in iron floor straps, clinched copper fastening ond 
stiffening with knees of perfect growth, The small yacht, if well 
built, is of vastly greater strength than the average hooker voyaging 
up and down the coast year in and year out without harm, 

In point of model, it is true enough that the cathoats and their 
kind which constitute the majority of the small fleet in America are 
sadly deficient aud positively dangerous for aught but smooth water 
sailing. Butthe dangers to which such contrivances expose their 
crews must nol he accepted as the criterion by which designs of a 
very different nature are to be judged. With two essential requi- 
sites prominent in a design, a small boat con be made parfectly safe 
in ay kind of a sea, however uncomfortable her limited dimensions 
may make her. These bo essentials ave low enough ballast to make 
a capsize a physical impossibility, dud buoyancy enough to rise clear 
of an oncoming crest of a sea. The first is wacured by the use of 
outside ballast, for the obvious reason that its leverage t6 right in- 
ereages with the dépth of its position. If enough bulliist be stowed 
low enourh, the boat way be knocked down by wind or wave time 
and again only to voine back to her normal position as soon as the 
cause of the incident bas passed, It need hardly be added that the 
boatmush be kept free lvom shippitig and retaining water, os that 
woull derange the contemplated arrangement of weight, and might 
be the cause of a serious tatastrophe. To this end yachts intended 
for work in Open water should be decked fora and aft, and what 
coulgpitis needed for conveniance should be cut off from commica- 
tion with the holiof the boat, This presents no difficulties whal- 
ever, though failure to entertain some such provision has been the 
Case Of Sending moré than one craft to the bottom, through the in- 
opportune filling of the hold and the eventual sinking through de- 
stroying (hespare buoyancy necessary to keep bhe boat afloab with 
her Pallnst and equipment. boa f 
Tn practice a mishap of the kind is prevented by building the 

coukpit water-tight, and carrying the door sill of the cabin high Ups 
about the level of the deck, with the slide se arranged that a Siugle 
moon on the part of thé crew effectually closes all aveass to the 
interior. An ER ae a has been deyised by Mr. H, W, Haton, 
whose cabin house or skylight in the new cutter mow building by 
Btephens, of Staten Island, is arranged on the plan illustrated in the 
design for a single-hand Reet recently published in these puzes. 
Entrance to the vabin is effected not by a door, as usual in smooth 
water sloops, but by means of a flay or lid on top of the skylight, 
This can be closéd in an instant, a spring button eatehing and hold- 
ing the tid down close and practically water-tight, But if the usual 
doors ore preferred, a little genius will suffiee to aceomplish much 
thesamd end, In this connection it should be remarked that so far 
as Ventilation is concemed, a square foot of hatuh overhead is worth 
as much as half adozenin a vertical bulkhead, and for comfort in 
arbor a port forward or a second lid” lifted an inch or two will 

supply all the fresh air aud draft down below that can he desired. 
Ample buoyancy to lift out clear of everything, and to give enough 
“Jife’” to the boatis obtained by high freeboard, forming « goodly 
above-water body which refuses to be Sunk, wud insists upon rising 
with the same obstinacy a buckch forced down will display, This 
ape buoyaucy is move readily secured in narrow vessels of high 

des than in bread boats, which would become Sopra with the 
sume umount of fracboard. Given then low enough weights to’ pre- 
yent 4 vapsize, and fresboard and tight decks for buoyancy, and the 

boat, no matter how small, will, like a corked bottle, “bob up 
serenely,” right side up, under the worst circumstances, 
Such # host is primarily indistructible and all other reqhisites may 

bo considered subordinate to the above. There is, of course, some- 
thing in the rig, since the yacht isnot merely to be safe, but also to 
be manageable. The rig must first of all he stout, as to spars, wire, 
rope and fittings and the iron work must be perfectly reliahla, At- 
tention to details is all that is necessary, coupled with proper pro- 
portionsin all cases. This aitall too common spectacle to gee an iron 
rod or a wire stay capable of withstanding a strain of seyoral tons 
sebuptoahook or by alanyard which would burst upon the ap- 
et of one quarter the strain, Asuo part of the rig is stronger 
han the Weakest part, so too stout wire and heavy gear alYords no 
safety ae eae accident if the hooks, shackels, seizins, splices, iron 
work and its fastenings which goto makeup the whole are in the 
least neglected, Screw eyes and bolts, slim necked hooks, threads 
liable to strip, spikes which are apt to draw and slovenly weldings 
ire the weak spots to be guarded against in fittme up, Builders are 
surprisingly negligent in these matters und it hehooves owners to 
have an éye upon the work or get a friend of mechanical atiain- 
miants to look after the job for them, or they may get lefh in some 
trying movement, 4 
As to the arrangement of sail, no special rule can be laid down to 

govern all cases. So much depends upon the kind of service the 
créw proposes to engage in, that fitness for the pirpose must be the 
guide, The following considerations have a bearing upon the daci- 
sion. A distribution of sail which might offer no trouhle to a couple 
of hands for an occasional short sail in pleasant weather in well 
known waters, might become altogether pape beable inder more 
exacting circumstances, such as a long day's work, taking the 
weather as if comes and ees your way in strange latitudes, 
What may be no more than light exercise for an hour or two becomes 
unbearable toil if continued day in ind day out, and sometimes 
twenty-four or thirty-six hours ona stretch, The sail plan suitable 
for smooth water is not fit for rough and tumble in a jump all day, 
and what may be conducive to speed and handiness under some 
girdumstances will be discovered to be the revers® under others, 
For small boats the catrig seems the simplest and easiest to man- 
age. Perhaps itis in smooth water, butinasea the weight of the 
Mastin the eyes of the boatis a very serious objection, a strain on 
the hull, and liable to #6 by the board for wantof proper staying, 
The long boom isa tripper, the ywcht will yaw violently. and steer- 
ing becomes a hardship requiring too much attention; nor can the 
rig be hove-to with the certainty and safety of others. While well 
suited for an hour’s dash sbouta harbor, the vat rig is not to be 
thought of in a regular cruiser. 
The sloop is a much better arrangement, aud for moderate worl 

fairly acceptable, though under trying conditions if falls seriously 
short of what # handy rig should ba. In fair weather all goes well, 
but when overtaken by a squalli—common enough in sumrmder—the 
boat must be luffed, the mainsail lowered to reet, while the sea 
knocks you off, the jib fills, and off you pay before you are ready. 
Or the yacht gathers sternway, your helm is then wrong, and you 
quickly drop the work in hand to get the boat once more under con- 
trol, lf you drive off under jib alone, there may nor be sea room 
enough to doit; or you run to leeward of the intended course. and 
ifin company of a crowd of trading vessels a mess is the most likaly 
end of the ill-starred proceeding—trying to reef 4 sloop underway. 
Anchoring is a lubber'’s device—takes time—cannot always be done 
and may nip you on a Jee shore before you get through. Reefiog in 
asloop is invariably put off till the last moment in consequence, and 
trouble always imminent, Still, anyone content to tale his ehanoes 
in running for shelter, or make thé best of « bad job, will lind the 
sloop a much better way of disposing his sail than the cat rig. 
For those bent upon long rons, with plenty of work im yiew for the 

day thera is a third distribution of sailin yogue which for handiness 
and Bpteyy is incomparably superior to all others, We refer of 
course to the “yawl,”' an illustration of which has been given in the 
sail draft of the design by Stephens, Itead best bea described asa 
sloop with the boom cnt off at the rudder head aud the canvas thus 
Clipped put into a small sailover the stern, known as 4 mizzan ora 
driver, as they haye it in San Francisco, where the yal has become 
agreatfayorite. This rig has been fully considered in a series of 
articles aud contributions in a previous volume of this journal, Its 
advants; are 50 ar acute that a cagual glance at the sail draft for 
the single hander will disclose its economy and adaptability to any- 
one, e yacht is always under control with jib and mizzen, so that 
mainsail may be reefed at leisure, or if stowed altogether leave you 
under reduced sail equal ti) hardening down two or three eringles 
without as much as touching 4 Imittle: again for passing through 
squalls, the mainsail can be howed and Hathened in at will without 
the need of lnffing ont, You may box about as a catboabh under 
mainsail only. You arepreparad for the worst in an instant; you 
ean reduce speed and enter strange places under jib and mizzen, 
The sails being small stow easily, hoist and trim easily, The jib is 
smaller than in the sloop owing to the stepping of the mast, and the 
yacht is not hard on her helm in gomg large. In harbor the boomin 
noships so that nothing projects over the stern to inyife carrying 
aivay. This rig is pre-eminently to the eruiser’s tasta and has heéo 
given the preference by those who have made A specialty of sailing 
by themselves us captain, cook and craw, as witness the illustration * 
of McGregor's little Rob Roy in which he male a most interasting 
yoyage from the Thames down channel, up the Seine to Paris in 1987 
and return. 4 
We have been induead to consider the safety of small boats at sea 

in satiefaction of the queries of correspondents, Ownti's of small 
achts, especially if sailing slngle-handed, though they may like to 
ow what their boats are capable of under the most Serious con- 

ditions, are not likely to be found away from tho coast without a port 
in easy reach, unless as an exceptional experiment, for the good 
reason that sleep must be had and harbor must be made for that 
purpose, Their interest in the (juestion lies rather in (he power aud 
capacity small boats possess fur cruising in roughish water, for it 
takes but a little breoxe to knock up & bubble which, bhoneH ignored 
entirely by a large yacht, would be a serious suough obstacle to 
éernising in a small boat, unless she were capable of parforming sat- 
isfactorily and to some gurnpas in what to the littla shaver is quite 
a tyoublagome kick-up. [tis within bounds to suy that while a vessel 
of some tonnage May mest a bothersome sea only ouce in & fovt- 
night, thesame weather a og adhe quite boisterous every day for the 
little two-tonner, hance tha importance we lay upon the necessity 
fora “seagoing” model, u controllable rig and a complete outfit, for 
the enjoyment of the cruise. Apart, however, from this we must 
say a great déal of nonsense is written by abdicated old relics and 
ailures in life concerning the fearful terrors and dangers of the sea, 

' 
- 
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With such people an initiating cruise or two in the reeking atmos- 
phere uf a forecastle teachos a higher premium upon sensation than 
upon veracity, ind a liberal discount of ninety per cent, upon their 
nursery yarbs will sonnd somewhere near the truth. 

As afact, following thé sea possesses ho greater danger or risk 
than Many another walkin life. Itis safe to say that a down-town 
business man crossing crowded, filthy Broadway every day takes 
larger risks and puts his life in more imminent peril than his 
brother plowing the briny deep. Ths great majority of the disasters 
to shipping arise, not from the fury of the sea ar stress of weather, 
but from reckless disregard of the covamonest precepts of prudence, 
Vessels down {o their scuppers, top heavy with deek loads, cranky 
with shifting cargoes, lealcy ald tubs, skippers neglecting “the three 
Vs," ayarice and false economy, crowd the lists of wreaked and miss- 
ing through man’s own blind stupidity, His sims and omissions are 
not rightfully charged to the elements, nor should the gamtmon of old 
Naneys deter young blood from essaying & fleld of adventure some 
old fossils seek to blatne for their own dismal failures. ‘The sea has 
its share'of dangurs, to be sure, which can only be met with impu- 
nity by a cool, experienced head, with the proper tool under foot, 
bul that those dangers are more exacting and frequent in proportion 
than in other spheres of life, an extended experience afloat has 
failed to establish in our mind. With this digression though, the 
owner of the small yacht has little to do, as his voyaging is necessa- 
rily limited to creeping from port to port along the coast, varied per- 
haps with an occasional run from one headland to another orto some 
outlaying isle at the most, 

1 [to BE coNTINTED. | 

LAKE YACHTING, 
Editoy Forest and Stream: 

The nipping frosts of the last few nights admonish us that the 
yachting season will very soon be closed, Im fact it has virtually 
closed here and at the ports on Lake Ontario, the only sailing craft 
now in commission here being the Gracie, whichis always the first 
to begin and the last to eud the work of the season, 
The Atalanta arviyed a few days ago, having had along and hard 

é6xperience in the Erie Canal, and a yery rough night on the lake on 
her way hither from Oswego. She has been laid wp for the winter 
here, and in the spring will be thoroughly overhauled and taken to 
Toronto, where it is expening & purchaser will be found for her, 
The past season was the most successful, in a yachting point of 

view, that has oceurred on the lower lakes for seyeral years past. 
While the sport lias shown a slight decline locally, it has ‘boomed’ 
briskly in Toronto and Oswego, aud the yachts whieh have done 
most to make or sustain a reputation, have beén the deap-keel cutter 
Aileen, and the light-draft centerboard sloop Cygnet, which latter 
earries a double head rig, as does also the Atalanta now. Unfortu- 
nately, in all the matters that took place the wind was very light, 
and, in some instances, changeable as well. Oswego started the ball 
witha gentle zephyr, Belleville followed with more of the same, 
and the three days: racing given at Toronto by the Royal Canadian 
and sae yacht clubs were favored with similar unsatisfactory 
weather, 
The handsome Herreshoff steam yacht Nereid, owned by Mr, Jay 

. Smith, of Utica, N. ¥., with her owner and Judge Sutton, of Utica, 
aboard, puid a yisit to our harbor last week. She was much ad- 
mired in all respects, but particularly as regards her eoil boiler and 
her light, though powerful, engine. ; 
Tt is probable that Mr, Wm. Pike (treasurer B, Q. ¥. ©.) will, durin 

the coming winter, convert his keel sloop Sylvia into a cutter, an 
replace her present iron keel and inside ballast of ivon with a four- 
ton-keel of lead. With such alteration it is quite on the cards that 
the Sylvia may astonish the natives next year. Yours truly, 

Port Tack. 
BELLEVILLE, Ont, 

A VERY GOOD EXCHANGE. 

HE owner of a now famous cutter expressed it to us in this way: 
Suppose for a moment my cutter is two, three or fonr minutes 

slower over a forty mile course than a sloop? What of it, do I not re- 
ceive in exchange fora loss of a few minutes in a six hours’ sail nearly 
double the accommodation, perfect safety and seagoing ability and 
cooLeabins in exchange? And is this exchange ot greatly to my 
advantage? ach 
The logic of the gentleman we certainly consider sound, but it is 

not even necessary thatthe exchange should be made at the trifling 
sacrifice of two or three minutes in a six hours’ sail, for the Bedouin 
has recently demonstrated that with like opportunities a cutter can 
be expected to sail quite as fast aud probably faster than the best of 
Our sloops, besides possessing all the adyazitages enumerated which 
itppeal to the cruiser’s comfort and satisfaction, 

VAYU. 

HE water lines in the halfbreadth plan of this cutter, illustrated 
last week, were taken from the builder's model, and represent 

molding size. The frames are spaced 12in. betiveen centers, every 
third one being shown in the plans, and évery alternate frame being 
steam bent instead of sawa, 

WHAT IT QOSTS TO KEHP A YACHT.—It is said that the owner 
ofayvery successful forty-tonner is so disgusted with his yacht's 
Success thathe has advertised her for sale. The year’s expenses 
amount, s0 the story goes, to £2,500. Itis difficult to believe that the 
cost of racing u forly-tonner could be so much, even for winning 
thipty prizes in one season, as I am told that the new sails, spars, 
and copper which the yacht had this season would not, or ought not 
to, have cost more than £500; ineluding the recasting of lead keel; 
the Wages of crow and extra hands £400, and the prize money £500, 
including bouuses to sailing master and pilot, This would make a 
total of £1,400. and this was the exact amount represented by the 
prizes won: 86, from a business point of view, the accounts, on my 
estimate, bilanced, As to the odd £1,100, surely the owner must 
have ineluded his own personal expenses,—London Truth. 

LOG-LINE.—A correspondent wishes to know why ‘such an old 
salt like you" marks 4 lead-line with oyerhand knots instead of in 
the regular sea-going fashion, Because experience in suiling small 
yachts has taught us to usé mols im preference to white and red rags, 
strips of leather and nothing at all for the ‘deeps’. The knots can 
be counted by thetouch at night and the rags require frequent 
renewing, while the “‘deeps” have to be guessed at which is not close 
enough worltin a small yacht. We consider our plan much the 
more advisable, and more readidy understood by casual amateurs 
using the line. 

EXTORTION.—A canoe still seems to most railroads a dangerous 
article, the transportation of which should be classed with white elo- 
phants, savages or diamondsin bulk. A gentleman haying bought a 
Racine Shadow in Buffalo, wished to ship her to Florida for the 
winter, but the charges proposed were so outrageous in proportion 
to risk anil weight that it took exhausting argument to reduce the 
demands of the railroads to something half way within reason. We 
hope some diy to see spevial rates adopted for canoes all over the 
country. By the way, Mr. T. P, Frank's canoe is the first one in 
Hulfalo. There ought to be a thriving man in that vicinity. 

CABLE-BEND,.—Another old friend is greatly troubled at our 
taking two half hitches with the end instead of only one ag per regu- 
latiou book lore for bending a cable to an anchor. Once upon atime, 
riding to # long scope with ugly breakers astern, we discovered the 
seizing around the end had chated away and the single hitch made 
with the stuall line ina fair way to dissolve and the boat in danger 
of leaving her bones on jegeed rocks. Since then we prefer to put 
confidence in lwo half hitches when bending small lines and adyise 
others to do the same. 

ROYAL CANOE CLUB—This parent organization of canoeing 
sailed seventeen races last season, the annual regatta having been 
held at Teddington, July 1, for which $125 and four goblets were 
offered in prizes, thé purses ranging from $10 to $20. 

OBITUARY.—Mr, Geo, A. Ospood died Monday last at an advaneed 
age. He was well known as ihe owner of fhe sclisniier Pleeiwing 
and latterly of the steamer Corsair. 

Oun Reapers will confer a favor by sending us the namin 
af such of their friends as are not now among the subscribers 
of the Tornsr AND Srrmam, but who would preswnadbly be 
interested in tha paper, 

NERVOUS SPORTSMEN. 
S ME of the most enthusiastic sportsmen if is our pleasure 
kK to know are but second-rate shots, Indeed, their shoot- 
ing occasionally is exeerable; tut abt the same time they are 
nevertheless accomplished sportsmen, when not considered ex- 
elusiyely in the light of game-slaughtering machines, 
The only reason why these men and himdreds like them are 

nut nearly such good shots us they ought to be, is that they 
are neryous and excitable when after game. 

In noticing this great drawback, ‘‘Marksman,” in fhe reprint 
of his excellent book, hasin many of his remarks hit off the 
state of affairs admirably. 

There are many sportstien who, do what they will, are un- 
able to ayoid a painful trepidation, palpitation, or state of 
neryousness when walking up to the dog at its point; and the 
same if a bird or covey rises suddenly without being pointed 
by the dog. 

ungovernable nervousness is a great and almost insu- 
mountable obstacle to a man eyer becoming «# proticient in 
shooting, If such a man eyer shoots well during the day, it 
will be at the moment of unconcernedness, or when he is quite 
indifferent as to the result, 
The only remedy that ean be suggested is to endeayor to 

recollect yourself, make coolness a duty, and ba less anxious 
and eager a5 to the result of your shot, Coolness and decision 
are difficult qualifivations to teach, whether verbally or by 
writing. They should both bé inherent in the sportsman, or 
he must never hope to expect to become a ‘dead shot,” 
though when perfectly free from tremor or excitement he 
may shoot as well as the besh shot inthe land. Such a man, 
however, will seldom shoot two duys alike. Over-eagerness 
leads to neryousness und confusion, which not only incur 
danger, but assuredly discomposé the young sportsman, and 
prevent his killiny at the most reasonable distances. 
A steady hand and firm but quiet nerve ave among the high- 

est and most necessary qualifications of a good shot, If pos- 
sessed by the sportsmman he is certain with perseverance and 
practice to become a dead shot. 

Successful shooting gives ease to the neryes and confidence 
to the shooter, but the fear of not hitting, and over-anxiety to 
kill, are the certain precursors to missing. 
Neryous men generally find the greatest difficulty in Eeep- 

ing themselves iree from excitement when 4 bird is coming 
directly towards them or when the dog points and they are 
certain cf a shot. 
When 4 man is tremulous or excited, whether at the noise 

or suddenness of birds springing from the ground or otherwise, 
he makes au unsteady and different aim to that which he 
would make if free from tremor and excitement, 
An excitable person cannot shoot well, or at all vyents only 

in lis calm and calculating moments, They are too hasty in 
every movement. No matter how near a birds pats up the 
glin is instantly levelled at it resardless of rahge, and yener- 
ally the bird is missed. 
Nervous men usually shoot best when by themselves, In 

presence of strangers they inyariably shoot badly, some 
through the yexation and annoyance of being considered bad 
shots, of losing the reputation, or of being beaten by inferior 
sportsmen, 

Feelings of envy and disappointment are sure to produce 
bad shooting. Some men when shooting’ become envious of 
their more successful companions; perhaps plodding, unpre- 
tending fellows, with cool and steady nerves, who seldom 
miss a fair shot, and who soon tot up a heavy bag, to the mor- 
tification of their envious and disappointed companions. 
When the neryous sportsman misses al) fair range, it is cither 
because his trigger-finger is not quick enough in obeying his 
aim, or having pot the right aim, he does not keep the gun 
moving as the bird moves long enough to insure the shot strik- 
ing where he intends. ’ 

it is impossible to attach too much importance to the cou- 
sideration of these matters; the distegard of them is fre- 
quently the cause of missing a very fair shot, for if the finger 
errs in any way, or fails to act in concert with the eye, the 
bird is inevitably missed, There must he no momentary pause 
—the flying object is rapidly moving—an imperceptible in- 
stant between the moment of true aim and thatof drawing 
the trigger causes 4 delay in the ignition of the powder, and 
so the bird flies away unhurt by reason of the shot flying be- 
low or behind it. > 
Neryousness is not a fanlt, but a failing, or rather a misfor- 

tuno, particularly in one desirous of becoming a zood shot. 
Tf a man is naturally nervous, he seldom or never shoots 

well, particularly in the company of others; but if, possessing 
the,other essential qualifications, he can pet the better of the 
failing, there is no reason why he should notin the course of 
time shoot well, Some who have attained high distinction in 
the art of shooting have been more or less nervous in their 
early performances; so with cricket, and some other games 
of skill, nervousness is a great impediment to good play, but 
as the player warms tothe game he inyproves, because the 
discomposure abates, and accordingly he plays with skill and 
precision. So with shooting: if the sportsman, possessing 
other good qualifications, finds that by practice he can over- 
come the nevyous feeling, he never need despair of becoming 
a good, or even—*THm Deap Sor,” in Land and Water. 

HAUNTING EXPENSDS IN ENGLAND.—Judging from 
the recently published lists of hounds, hunting: shows no signs 
of decaying during the season of 1852-3, Some idea of the 
Mooney spentin hunting may be gathered from the annual 
table. First on the list come the staghounds, of which there 
are in England ten packs, containing inthe aperegate 2453 
couple of hounds, and requiring the services in the field of 
nineteen professionals. Of Hnghsh foxhounds there are 141 
packs, made up of just upon 5,700 couple of hounds: there are 
109 buntsmen and kennel-huntsinen and 275 whippers-in, 
These packs give 425 meets per week, and, allowing that 
each pack Gost’ as many times £600 as it hunts 
in a week, we get a total of £255,000 as an ap- 
proximate amount needed to keep the Yuariougs estub- 
lishments going, To this large sum must be added the amonnt 
spent by those riding to hounds on the purchase, keep, and 
shoeing of their horses, and the requisite saddlery. Say that 
on an average there are not more than 100 men in each hunt: 
who follow the hounds, and that they haye but two horses a 
piece at the lowfigure of £50 each; that gives 14,400 men with 
28,500 horses, and their value £1,440,000. The keep of these 
horses amounts to a very large sum, which finds its way into 
the farmers’ and corn dealers’ pockets, Then 4s regards labor, 
‘There are at the different kennels stablemen, feeders, second 
horsemen, and stud grooms, while the followers of the hounds 
toust of vourse, keep their grooms and helpers. Hurth-stoppers 
and game-keepers have also to be provided for, so that in one 
Way or another hunting eauses a vastsuim of mouey to be eir- 
cwated every year, much of which would, were it not for 
sport, be spent abroad in more pleasant climates.—Pall Mall 
Gazette. 

TROUBLE IN INDIANA.—An Associated Press dispatch 
from Chicago, Noy. 14, reports: The Tolleston Club of this 
city, composed of many influential and wealthy men, oyus 
several thousands of acres of marsh land in Lake county, 
Indiana, ‘They procured the passage of stringent game laws, 
and so incurred the enmity of the “pot hunters” in that sac- 
tion, In retaliation, the latter secured the passaze of a Jaw 
taking it 4 misdemeanor to carry out of the State any game 
shot within its boundaries, A tew days ago a couple of 
poachers have retaliated by causing the arresh of Judge 
Knickerbocker of the Probate Court of this city and FP. A. 
Howe, President of the club, and thay haye been bound over 
for a heaving on 4 charge of illegally exporting game from 
the State. general war betwee sportsmen and market 
hunters is looked forward to, 
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Answers to Correspondents. 

Dovarent, Washington, D. 0,—Hleho did not. 

A. A. L,, Haston, Md,—We knoy of na gum decoys. 

T. M, 5., New Bedford, Mass.—We have not received the books. 

J, L: 4, New York City.See notes of New Jersey shooting iu 
Another ¢olumn, : 

J, M. A., Coos City, Oregon.—Any one of the makers named will 
give you ® food gun for the price named. 

H. D., Lindsay, Ont.—The device might answer, provided the re- 
eats of the sunlight on the glass did nol by its glitter defeat your 
plans. 

H. E.W., Newark, N. J.—Do you think 8 drams of powder in a 
Ela Ere would exert more than two-thirds the powerof $drams? 
Ans, No, 

A. W- P., Fort Plain, N, Y.—Your dog probably has chronic bron- 
chitis. Give hini three times daily two or three graing of iodide of 
potassinmn, 

T, GC, L,, Little Utica, N. Y.—Hounding deer is at all times forbid- 
den in St. Lawrenee county, The season for shooting deer will close 
December J. 

J. R. B., Montross, Pa.—Wild rice should be sown either in the 
late fall or the early spring, in the shallow water at edge of lakes; 
not in the marshy ground around the lake, 

_C. R. G., Burlington, N. J.—Yonu may purchase quail of Ledbetter, 
Shelbyville, Tenn. We presume if you order them this fall thay will 
he sent on, and not kept there duriig the winter. 

T. C. L,, Little Uitea, New York.—We understand the St. Law- 
rehce county (N. ¥,) open deer season tio be from August | to Decem- 
ber1, Huiiting deer with dogs is never lawful there, 

N., New York.—Please explain the meaning of the terms 80 ton 
Bus, di-lb, gun, §-1b. gan, or pounder. Ans, The 80-ton gun is one 
that weighs eighty tons; the other weights are those of the respec- 
tive sizes of slot fired, 

R. J. 8., Worcester, Mass, —Wants the address of « bear hunter In 
Arkansas who will guide him to good bear hunting in January, Per- 
haps R, J. 8, will find what he wants at Crockett's Bluil, where 
“Byrne’ will give him some help. 

W. 4H. §., Germantown, Pa.—If your gun seatters too much you 
may have ttre-choked closer, Perhaps you do not load it rightly, 
Try various charges of powder and shot, and by experiment see if 
you cannot make it shoot close enough, 

A Rurr Grouse, Cleveland, 0.—Wants “good partridge shooting 
within twenty or thirty miles of Cleveland, near some railroad. Or 
if [vannot find such a place, where can I find an abundauce of rab- 
bits? My work will permi tmy being away buta day or two at a time,” 

TrinmAb RirLe Crus, Trinidad, Col.—lt is usual to prescribe the 
conditions before the match is shot. You may make it ‘'class-shoot- 
ing,” in which case the highest score takes first (or if there are ties 
ou highest these are shot off for first), the next highest takes second 
(or if ties, they are shot off), the third highest takes third (or if ties, 
they aré shot off), etc, If you do not adopt this rule, then those who 
tig on the highest score shoot off for first, second, ete, 

W.F. W., Boston, Mass.—Pleage give the pedigree of Waters's 
Grouse. Ans. Waters’s Grouse is by Grouse, out of Romp, Grouse 
by F. y's Tramp out of Fay’s black and tan biteh, name unknown. 
Romp is by Horace Smith’s Grouse (Bruce-Fly) out of Cora II. 
(Horace Smith's Broce-Cora), Bruce was by Capt. Sipple’s dog, out 
of the celebrated Bonwell bitch, who was b; y y the Oarter dog, and 
out of Gildersleeye’s Tip, Cora, imported in utero, by Buff, ait of 
(en, Sargent’s Fanny. 

8. D,, Hampshire, N. Y.—In the town of Canisteo, Oct. 27, abunter 
shot.a deer as white as snow, except a little Arey about its face and 
vars; the vest of its body was allas white as snow. Is it not yery 
uncommon? The man saved the skin whole except the feet. Can it 
be mounted by a taxidermist so it willlook natural? Tf so, would it 
be of uch value? Ans. White deerare rare. See some interestin 
notes on the subject in our issues of May 11 and 25, and June 3 an 
15, 1882, A taxidermist could mount the skin, We cannot say what 
ils value would be, 4 

A ReAper, Philadelphia,—i. Will the use of No. 10 wads, with 
brass shells, in a No, 12 gun, 8 lbs, weight, a0 inch barrels, choked to 
throw 312 out of 4500 pellets of shotin a 30 inch eirele at 40 yards 
bulge or otherwise injure the barrels? 2. Are brass shells preferable 
to paper in regard to shooting qualities? 38. Are 4 drains of pow- 
der, 2% pink edge wads, and one ounce of No. 4 shot, with a card wad 
over, too heavy a charge for suchagun’Y Ans, 1. No, 9, Yes, 3, 
Such a charge 1s not unsafe; but you will probably get better results 
With less powder, Try it. 

West Lypies, Hayana.—1, Which are the best places for ceuer: 
December shooting in Florida or Texas? 2. Whieh are eat 
of conyeniencé to both plaees from Havana? 8. What game is Hke- 
ly to be found? 4, What guns and ammunitions are best fitted for 
the purpose? 6. Whatis the respective temperature in said season 
in both places? 6. What clothes are required? 7, Are suitable dogs 
to be found? 8, Any indication as to reliable and experienced 
parties to apply to for getting guides, bouts, teams if required, and 
all local assistince and information will be graatly appreciated. 
Aus, 1. Goto the Lake Kissimmee country in Wlorida, via Wlorida. 
Sonthern Railway; or to Wharton county, Yexas, where you can 
find good board at ranches for $2.50 to $4.00 per week, with saddle 
horse at 50 cents to $1.00 per day. 2. Steamshi » railroad, horse, 
iud mule. 8. Deer, turkeys, ducks, geese, eine and quail. 4, 
Double barrel shotguns, willian assortment of shot, namely, Nos, 4s to 
6s for ducks; 145 to 25s for geese and turkeys; buckshot for deer; 
88 to 10s for snipe and quail. Youmight take a bifie for deer. 
5. In the Mlorida region, about &) degrees. We do not know the 
‘Texas temperature. 6. Light und sirong shooting suit, See adyer- 
lisements. 7. If you have a good dog, takeit with you; well trained 
dogs are not numerous there, 8. You will probably have uo difficn]- 
ty in securing all needed assistance, if you announce yourself 4s 4 
sportsman, 

glew Publications. 

GuENoN oN MincH Cows.—A treatise upon the bovine species in 
general, Translated from the French by Thos. J. Hand. Instrated, 
New York: Orange, Judd & Co., 741 Broadway. 

KAte Sannornw's Sunsaine CALENDAR.—A handsomely illustrated 
wall calendar, with a selected bit of poetry for each day in the year, 
Compiled by Kate Sanborne, and published by James R, Osgood & 
Co,, Boston, or C. 'T. Dillingham, New York. 

Wy. W. Ayer & Son's Aumrican NewsPAPer AnnuAL, 1882, contains & 
earefully-prepared list of all newspapers und periodicals in the 
United Stites and Canada, arranged by States In geographical sec- 
tions, and by towns in alphabetical order, Tt gives the population 
of the United States, and of each State, Territory, county and county 
sent, the chief cities and towus, and of nearly every place in which 
a paper is published. Similar information is given concerning the 
Dominion of Canada. It also contains & carefully-prepared descrip- 
tion of every county in the United States, as well as of Gach State 
and Territory asa whole, and of each of the Canadian provinces, 
Biving valuable information concerning their mineral deposits, chief 
agricultural products, principal manufactures, nature of the surface 
and soil, location, area, etc. On page 6 is given a tabulated stata- 
ment of newspapers in each of the various sections of the country, 
iving the wumber of each issue in each State, Territory and proy- 
nea; also the number of counties and towns in which papers are 
ublished, and how many of the towus are county seats. Complete 
n all its departments, thorough in its détails, giving just bhe infor- 
mation nesded and only that—simply arranged, easily referred to, 
¢arefully compiled—itis, in fact, a model work of its Kind. Price 
$3. N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, Publishers. 

Those Complaining of Sore Throat, Hoarseness, or “taking 
cold," should usé Browy’s Brononran TrocHns. The elfect is &xtra- 
ordinary, particularly when used by singers and speakers for clear 
ing the voice —Adu, 
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CYPRUS SPONGE FISHERIES. 

HE fishsrs are Grésks from Sini, Colyminos and Ruad, in 
, the Gulf of Antioch, whence they coma allthis distance 
in tiny little boats in which no other marinsr would venture 
éven on a pleasuresail. The Government of Oyprus inipose a 
fax of £10 .:pon each ordinary boat and £50 upon boats car- 
rying a diving apparatus, and as many of the sponge-fishers 
evade this payment, which the Turks never dreamt of en- 
forcing, the Admiralty keeps a revenue cutter in Cyprus 
waters during the season, and as I was fortunate enough to be 
aequiinted with the officer communding her I obtained per- 
Mission ‘to cruise m her among the boats engaved in this 
perilous trade, Cyprus sponges are known and appreciated 
all over the world, but those of superior quality never reach 
foréign markets, from the great demand for this useful ap- 
pendage to the toilet among ths ladies of the great harems 
whose constant visits to the Turkish baths bring the sponge 
into daily requisition. 
Only those of the very finest quality are used by the Turk- 

ish and Cireassinn belles, who male the size, shape and qual- 
iby of hisir spouces as much «matter of fashion as the Par- 
isian laly does the trimming of her bonnet or ths color of her 
parasol, This quality is known as th? “apidi” or pear, and 

reloudo” or white velvet, and commands fabulous 

ully fina. Inshaps it is like a hollow pear, cafe-au- 
lait colored, soft, elastic and velvety, and soma2-idua may be 
formed of ibs value by the fact that a sponee-fisher refused £4 
in my presence for a sponge of the size of a newly-born baby’s 
head. 
he fishermen are of an almost amphibious nature, and are 

from their infaney exposed tothe hardships and priyations of 
fishers fenerally, aggravated by the circumstance that the 
islands they inhabit have not a drop of water save only such 
as is pr Lin large stone reservoirs, ana which has to be 
brought periodically fromthe other islands or the opposite 
coast in large flat-bottomed lighters, constructed for this ex- 
elusive service, and serving often in the periods of forced idle- 
nessas a home for some of the poorest fishers, who thatch 
them over and secure for themselyes ashelter from the pro- 
longéd winter rains, The real and best season of the year for 
spolwe-tishing is during the months of July, August, Septem- 
ber and October, when the rezular sea breezes are to be de- 
pended upon, as well as the litht wind off the land during the 
night. While the men and boys are thus engaged the women 
and very small children are the sole inhabitants of these bar- 
ren islands, during which time they are often attacked by 
pirates [rom the mainland, who, after shamefully ill-treating 
the women, depart, loading their boats with anything worth 
carryiny away they find in the cottages. 

Tn the golden light of morning it is something really delight- 
fulto watch the sponge-tishing Heets, their sails palpably 
white against the glorious blue horizon, skimming like so 

many birds of light and beanteous form over the gentle bil- 
lows, and sailing with the extvaordinary velocity for which 
they are so celebrated and which alone adapts them to the 
Service upon which they are employed. At this fime of the 
year we are blessed with the most delightful weather, and as 
no boisterous gusts or squalls disturb the water the sponze- 
fishers can see through it to an almost incredible depth, Sev- 
eral methols are employed by the tishers, one of which is to 
stretch large dragsfrom ons boat tothe other and so making 
a sudden sweep across them, as it were, under the water by 
sailing across each other's tracks until they consider them sui- 
ficiently entangled to admit of the divers following up their 
occupations. This modus operandi will be prohibited by the 
government next year, asit exterminates the young sponge, 
and as the commodity is fast becoming scarce, the contem- 
plated restriction is con sidered wise by all parties interested, 
even by the fishers. About one-tenth of the boats are pro- 
yided with diving-machinés, and the quantity of sponge taken 
by them far exceeds that ot the other boats. 
The most interesting, howéver, of all the methods is that of 

simple diving; and as I have watched seyeral of the parties 
thus engaged, [ will describe it. Thess little boats contain, as 
a rule, three men and four boys, and are provided with a tew 
ropes and poles, the latter serewing into one another, and 
being used in shallow waters. They dive in turns, and when 
not under water are receiving the sponves brought up or beat- 
ing and washing them. A hard and dangerous life do. these 
poor divers lead, and one which at any moment exposes them 
to instant death. Yet they are a robust and cheerful people, 
always full of mirth and frolic, singine, joking and spinning | 
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yarns. The most astonishing thing about thei is the wonderful 
lenzth of tine they can remain under water, in which they 
far surpass the pearl fishers of the “Persian Gulf, as although 
the latter can dive for three or three anda half minutes, 
these Greeks remain under water for four and even five min- 
utes, which to me, watch in hand, appsared as so many hours. 

Indeed, I had fully made up my mind that the first boy I 
was timing had been drowned long ago, and thatalthough my 
timepiece was ticking the hands had ceased to moye. As a 
rulethey avoid these loag stretches, but very often the dive is 
80 protracted, owing to falling upon a good field of sponges, 
that when the poor fellows reach the surface again they are 
utterly exhausted, and the blood gushes from their mouths, 
noses, eyes and even ears. Many cases have occurred when 
they haye overrated their powers of endurance and suc- 
cumbed to the loss of blood and exhaustion, five of such cases 
having happened during this season, besides seven men and 
boys having been killed by sharks, which were unknown in 
the Mediterranean previous to the cutting of the Suez Canal, 
but are now becoming very plentiful and dangerous. 
Some of the divers carry bags for their finds, others tie the 

sponges in bundles under water, while many simply carry 
them under their arms, On returning to the surface, they 
climb into the boat carrying their harvest with them, and as 
soon as they are seated down go the others who were in the 
boat, naked and basking in the sun, The sponge when found 

looks far different from the sponge we know, resembling in 
appearance dirty, sacky black clay, antl unless it is immedi- 
ately beaten and Washed it remains black and valueless. It 
smells most offensively, so much so that during the whole of 
the time I was among the fleet of boats I could compare it to 
nothing but 4 mass of putrid fish, 
The sponge is beaten with heayy wooden bats, water being 

continuously poured over it, after whichit is kept in nets 
hanging over the side until one of the shore-boats, which are 
engaged to run between the fleet and the land, comes along- 
side, when a boy takes it ashore and washes it with fresh 
water. Sponge is sold by weight, and in order to increase the 
natural weirht the fishers place it in casks confaiming sand, 
thus getting a quantity of it in the pores; another method is to 
dampenit. ‘he merchants, however, know all their tricks 
and haye means of discovering both the quantity of sand and 
water contained in the sponses, 

Not a few of the fishers evade payiny the license, and thay 
are very difficult to catch, as long before the reyenue cutter 
approaches them they set sail and ruu before the wind, and as 
their little craft attains an incredible speed the commander 
does not think it advisable to chase them. We canght one, 
however, though hiding behind ths caps, and found that, be- 
sides not haying a license, the owner had a heayy stock of 
sunpowder and tobaeco on board, which he evidently in- 
tended to smugele, and as the papers found on him gave the 

|names of his confe‘lerates ashore, these gentlemen were 
arrested in the evenine and large quantities of smuggled goods 
were seizad in their houses, The captain of the boat we captured 
is a jolly sort of a tar, and from him I found out that nearly all 
the sponges we buy are “doctored,” especially those nice yel- 
low ones, and that, although the ‘‘doctoring” gives them a 
good appearance, it destroys the sponges. 
“When you want to buy a sponge,” he said, ‘‘see that it is 

the color of coffee and milk mixed, and not yellow. It must 
not be trimmed, which can easily be detected by the traces of 
the scissors. It must be soft, elastic, velvety and very light, 
Squeeze it till your tinvers meet, to find outifit contains any 
sand or shells, and shake it to see if it emits powder like smoke, 
which is poisonous and hurts the skin. When you find a 
sponge with none of these ‘doctorings’ buy it; it is worth any- 
thing they may ask forit.” The most important thing, how- 
ever, I found out from this man, is that when sponges get 
sticky, or “sick,” as he called it, if they aro washed well and 
left to soak in salt water or hard well-water, they become as 
good as new.—Correspondence New York Worid. ‘ 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

The Belvoir hounds have been kept uninterruptedly by the Dukes 
of Rutland since 1750, There isa list extant of the hunters and horse 
hunting with these hounds in 1758, The horses numbered 290. The 

| original sporl with hounds in England was not with foxes. A journal 
kept by the s-cond Duke of Beaufort, in 1729, shows that his hounds 
were first harriers and then deer hounds. About 1750 certain packs 

| begun to be used exclusively for fox buntiug. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE’S 
“Highest Quality” : 

Finest Spring Stecl Hooks tied on Selected Spanish Silk Worm Gut (the Gut and Hooks our own 

make), or Best White Sik Wired Gimp. 

Piices given are per dozen. 

Wholesale Depot, 48 Maiden Lane, 

To be had of all first-class dealers in Fishing Tackle. 

New Y 

Bey, 
— 

PENsS.—== 
Penola, Wolders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

Ing ink for s¢veral days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Always ready for use. A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
writing. 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

Send for Price-List, 
Our Goops ARE Soup sy First Crass DmraLers 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

ork. 

SPROAT, FORGED O'SHAUGHNESSY, CARLISLE, ABERDEEN, AMBPRICAN TROUT AND SNECK KENDALL—ALL SAME PRICES. 
Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a vari- 

= , | 2 | i } 5.0 6.0 |. 7.0 8.0 ety of styles, aud war- Numbers, .-.- eSrhen ee pese sete bene cee nett ee erences 1a10 14g 1.0 2,0 3.0 40 5, EZ = ranted the genuine arti 

Oodeinpla wt... ccc woe pease pees eee ye A eee eee BO 60 05 yes) 90 “phi ini aote ar haut eee «cle. Send for price list. 
On danble or wiated BMG The = sas aeok: 13 ee ARN eae 70 7 | 185 | 195 | 1.00 | 1.40 | 1:30 | 2.85 | 1.50 | 1% aT Perens ete AS pape LUC el 
On treble gut loops or best wired gimp. (65 aii) “05 i) .Ba “90 ‘98 | 1.00 | 1.10 | 1.8 | INGS, Dover, N. H, P.O. Box 308. Briprunn & 

AnTHOoNY, Boston, H, ©. Seuires, N.Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

Iistablished 1853. 

F.BCOSS & BROTHER, 

Open the Season of 1882 and 1883 with an Elegant Assortmest of 

SEALSKIN DOLMANS, ULSTERS, PELISSES and SACQUES, 
IN CONNECTION WITH 

FUR-LINED GARMENTS 
Of Satin Rhadamere, de Lyon, Mervyeillenx, and the varieties of Damasse 

and Brocaded Velvet; also Pelerines, Muffs and Collars, 
Gentlemen's Furs, Sleigh Robes, &c. 

All Goods are of Our Own Importation and Manufacture, 
And made up in accordance with the well-known reputation of our house for Style, 

Fit and Quality, 

ALL GOUDS WARRANTED, WE OFFER EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES. 
No. 449 BROADWAY, 

i 

SECOND 

Forest 
OUR DOORS BELOW GRAND STREET, 

| 500 Sold in Advance of Publication, 

EDITION NOW READY.- 

raining vs. Breaking 
By 8. T. Hammond (‘‘Shadow”), Kennel Editor of Forest snp STREAM, 

Plain, practical, tested by thirty years’ experience, humane, rational, efficient. 

Endorsed by those who have read it as the best book on the subject. ever written, 

To the ten chapters of “Training ys. Breaking,” the author has added two sketches: 

The One-Hyed Grouse of Maple Run, 

My Old Dog Trim. 

The whole forming a book of 100 pages, Printed on fine paper; handsomely bound in 

cloth. Sent postpaid on regeipt of price, $1.00, 

and Stream Publishing Co. 
39 PARK ROW NEW YORK. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors. 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 

Ver Night Hunting and Vishing, 

Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 

cte,, these lamps have no equal, 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 
Head Jack for either top or front of 
head, Boat Jack, Wishing Lamp, Camp 

- Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, ett. 

“BULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Price List. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett), 

READING POSITION. h 

ADJUSTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING CO, | 2&4 
661 Broadway, New York. ‘ part weet 5, SHAT 

7 4 

with thirty changes of 
positions, Parlor, Li- 
diary, Inyalid Chair, 
Child’s Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
beuty, lightness, 
strength, simplicity ant 
comfort. fverythin 
to an exact science 

ps Orders by mail prompt- 
ayeaten og to. Good 
shippped C. 0, D. Sen} 
stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Forms 
AND S?REAM, WILSON 

Rebounding Lock, 
Choke-Bore Barrels 
Kor close, hard shooting excels 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

uns for ducks a specialty, Send stamp for 
i CK, Manufacturer, Hat- 

The Hunting Sight. 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

Makes a Sporting Ritle perfect. Send for 
circular containing full description. <Ad- 

aress) WILETAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Coun. 

SIMPLE£ and 
DURABLE. 

ARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA‘MGELEY LAKES REGION, inckading ail 

the lakes, poads and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
eres oan and Souithigese es Sie bea 
clo: ound, Price, post-paid, mail, cents, 
CHARLUS A, J, PARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

all others. E: 
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The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns! __¢- =. wwe rwsom, 
NEW ape tieGur REE EIOUET, OF Saat iii 8 Jokn St., near Broadway, N.Y. 

ZS MANUPACTURING JEWELER, ~ 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. . 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

. the ‘‘MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can be usedon one steck; and for accuracy, con- 

verience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Illustrated Catalogue 
describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition, 

ne S. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 
Ce eee eer PEE oa ESTABLISHED 1869, 

MAKE HENS LAY 2225222 | UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

are wortliless trash. He says that Sheridais 
Condition Powders are absolutely pnre and Ww Gy ~ L ra 

immensely valuable. Nothing‘on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan's Condition Powders. REE is ree Be | LO HLL, MA Ss : 
faltel pint food, Sold eyerywhere, or sent by mail for 8 letter-stamps. I. 8, Jounson & Co., Bostoy, Mass, Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved inachinery, and the paper 

§ subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 

, . keep their smooth shape. stiff, inside aud out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
: 1 I } ; } T O I . S makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

e i — —— : 
ROSEWOOD 

- PAPER AND 
LOADERS, 

FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTE 5, BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 
An Index and Summary of all the matter relating. to ornithology contained in the first AND 

RECAPPERS. 

SHO OTING, Rim Fire and tonne Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
Its Appliances, Practice and Purpose. By Jamms Dazinn Dougan. Contains | pockET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE, PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 

twelve volumes of the Forest anp SrReAM. 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, $1.50, | SHOT SHELLS. 

practical information on guns and gunning, Its chapters treat of the Barrel, the Stock, “THE RICK SHELL EXTRACTORS.’ BENCH CLOSERS, Bte., Etc, 
Locks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech-Loaders, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and Partridge Shooting. The chapter on ‘‘The New York Acents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field sports ever published. Elegantly Paciric Coast Agents: CHAS SONNTAG & CO,, San Francisco, California. 

Me teel Au Tr, 380 ldth. Price. postpaid, $5 v New Oruasns Acents; A. BALDWIN & CO. 
Tinted on line paper, Veh, CANIN TENE St DOI New ENGLAND AGENTS FoR SHOT SuEtis: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
I, Haunts and Habits, II. Range and Migrations. III. A Morning Without the Birds, 

TY, Nomenclature. Y. Localities. YI. Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers 
from the Forrst AnD SrREAM, Pamphlet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING, 
Training vs, Breaking. By 8. T. Hammonp, Kennel Editor of Forest anp Stream. 

Pronounced by those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the 
best work on the subject eyer written, 100 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $1. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,, 
39 Park Row, New York 

The Golt Club Gun. 

It should be remembered that while we are the chief distributors of the regular Colt 
CAMERON'S AQUA RI | HEPOT ; SUPPLIES FOR * | Guns, we are sole agents in New York for the Colt Club Guns. The marvelous performance 

ih 1 ay 4 7 ; of these guns in pigeon and glass ball trap shooting is so well known that no word of com- 

182 SIXTH AVE. N. Y Naturalists and Taxidermists. mendation is necessary. Every genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate with the 
8 BE et Price list sent on application. words “The Club Gun” around a circle, within which appears the rampant colt beautifully 

FRENCH AQUARTA AND OTHER NEW-DE- ; ‘ embossed. Weare also agents for the new Harrington & Richardson Hammerless Guns, 
SIGNS. Gold and Fancy Fish, Aquatic Plants, Fish W. J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, which at about half the cost surpass all imported hammerless guns, _ Address, > 

Food and eyery thing for the Aquarium. 168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. P. 0, Box 1114. H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. | Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor, | J24NURS WEATHER BULLETIN BOSTON, MASS., 
wg GUNS: CURLURY and SURGICAL INSTRU- zs Se 3 is nee SSIES Manufacturers of 

. Specially adap ‘or salt water shooting, ublished monthly by r 
For sale at all principal gitn stores. Western c - 7 G A pEor Sale at all pHngal sin stores. Westen | weENRY G, VENNOR, F. G. s,| LOXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 

Chicago, Ill. oes he Sete yee Office—No, 210 St. James Street, REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET, 
CLES ALYs We are obliged to haye more room in our factory and greater facilities for many ferturing our goods 

GEO. BG. EATON, 5670 Pavouia Avenue, © ‘ MON TREAL, CANADA. to meet the increasing demand. We have received the hi Shest award and silver n edal at the MassneUEe 
-Jersey City, N. J. | Annual Subseription $1.00. Single copies 10 ceuts. | setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Send for cataivgue. 

NOTICE. 
JAMES PURDEY & 

OF 287 & 289 (late 3143) OXFORD ST., LONDON, 
Gun manufacturers, by special appointments to Her Majesty the Queen, H. R. H., the Prince of Wales and the most noted shots of Hurope, giv tice that on January 3 nioy jest 2 _R. HH. 7 < sh , give notice that on January Ist, 1883, the: 

syill remove to the new and large manufactory they are now building, and that after that date their address will be ; * 

Audley House, South Audley Street, London. 
They take this opportunity to inform American sportsmen that they have patented A NEW REBOUNDING HAMMERLESS GUN, which, after the most careful practica 

trials and severe tests, they confidently reccommend as by far 

THE DEST AND ese LY PERFED 
HAMMERLESS = GN MADE 

Its advantages are STRENGTH, SIMPLICITY, SAFETY AND FREEDOM FROM MISFIRES. JAMES PURDEY & SONS will only mak lity of gun for the Uni States, viz: THE BEST. Guns take about five months to make, and can be ordered di i rhe o 3; g nies bE PAR & DUANG, 10) Broadway, Noe 
etn ee GBUEB & GO. 712 Market streot, Philadelpiny h ordered direct from the makers, or through the agencies of SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway, New 

‘N. B.—Messrs. Purdey & Sons are prepared to sell the rights, or grant a license (subject to certain conditions) for the sole manufacture of this gun in the United 8 tates 
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. PALMER O'NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE 

Westley Richards Hammerless Gun. 
Manufactured by WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO., London, England. (Established 1820. 

INVENTORS AND SOLE OWNERS OF THE ANSON & DEELEY HAMMERLESS LOCK WITH AUTOMATIC SAFETY BOLT. 
: ey i) —e . 4 i : 

Making the Safest, Simplest and Most Durable Breech-Loading Gun to-day in Use. 
SAFEST, because the triggers are effectually bolted whenever the lever is moved to open or close the gun. SIMPLEST, because the lock contains fewer pieces (only four) than any 

other gun. MOST DURABLE, because the four parts are very strong, and the swivel and bridle—the weakest parts in the ordinary Jock—is entirely dispensed with. 
‘The Anson & Deeley hammerless lock has been subjected tu the severest test, having been fired EIGHTY THOUSAND times in a wear and tear trial without cleaning, and without 

showing any evidence of wear. The Anson & Deeley action is made in its perfection by Westley Richards & Co. ° 
. From every Une unsolicited come testimonials of the excellence of these guns. We quote a few extracts: 

a The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun excels any gun that I have ever used,”"—Gronar W. Brown, “] find perfect ease in manipulating the gun, and absolute satety secured from accidental discharge 
vopaeenirares Ng : ; by the ise! eetely: bolt, which ei aA go to see von the lever a ia to cae or Case 

_ “The action is simply perfect; there is no possibility of accide i srer 4 é gun. ou know how prejudice ave en against hammerless guns. ell, am. oroughly 

Cincinnati, O,  - we : ani Boe actaeriial wie Cr are Ese Osan emt subdued, and I inhesitating y say ibis ‘the gun of ihe future I, R. Sray'ron, Secretary Allegheny 

4 “The Hammerless Westley Richards works to a charm, and brings the ducks right out of thesky,""— Colnty Sportsmen’ s:Assocta ton. 
CHARLES J. CLARKE, Winngws Point Shooting Club. 7 “T feel as if I ought to let you know how the 10-bore, 9}élbs., 30in. Westley Richards Hammerless 

_ “The little seyen-pound Westley Richards Hammerless Gun, purchased from you last summer, has | Works. At the target with four and a quarter drams of Orange Lightning powder No. 6, and one and a 
given entire sati-faction. For hard shooting, easy manipulation, and perfect safety. it cannot be | quarter ounces No. 8 shot, I can get over 400 pellets in a 30-inch circle, 40 measured yards, every time, 

excelled. Lused but three drams of powder and one ounce of shot throughout the entire season, killing | With beautiful distribution and wonderful penetration. With.the same charge of powder and one and 
my birds as clean in September as first of October.’\—ALEx. Reynoups, JR., Kittaning, Pa. ‘ a, quarter ounces No. 6, it is sure death to ducks at fifty yards every time. Imade two successive shots 

“The Westley Richards H arless G abtanc 3 attr | at single mallards sitting on the water at % and £3 yards, and killed both times, and this with the above 
friends e Pee ee hards Hamme rless Gun Lobtained from yon has been the admiration of all my | light load in paper shells, A mallard flying at 50 ya drops as if struck by li hining. Let me thank 

. I consider it much the best hammerless gun, and recommend all sportsmen who can afford the | you for having furnished me what I have so long been looking for, i.¢.,a gun that suited me in every 
luxury of a perfect gun to buy a Westley Richards Hammerless.''\—Parrick Henry, Clarksville, Tenn. | way. I’ve got it now and money cannot buy it.”—F. W. Corre, Lincoln, ill. . 
‘ We have just received a large invoice of these matchless weapons in all grades and gauges, including the smaller bores, 14, 16 and 2°-gauge, and can fill all orders promptly, or will 
import to special order without extra charge. Our stock of Fine Goods is without exception the largest in this country. Constantly on hand, bargains in fine second-hand guns with 
hammers. New catalogue now ready containing illustrations and prices of all new and useful implements. ; 

THE TWO BEST GUNS IN THE WORLD. 

Harrington & Richardson Hammerless 
is the highest achievement of American gun enterprise. The Workmanship is equal to the finest London Premier guns, and the fitting is closer, every part being made by machinery to a gauge, For close 

hard shooting nothin § in the world can excel them. In every respect equal to imported hammerless guns costing twice the ees hey are made on the Anson & Deeley patent, and the work is inspected 
Mr, Deeley. The rubber butt plate is of the most exquisite design, and all the lines are in the finest taste. Size—12-gauge, 714 to 84lbs. 

», 1, Laminated steel barrels, outline engvaving........ 0. .+-+-.¢0e0c-- ere eeeeett tenes - $100 00 | No. 8, Same as No. 2, but finer in all points... 20.6.6. ycceeeceeseee eee pteeecet cypress Loo bron $200 00 
2, Damascus barrels, good scroll engraving, selected stocks +». 150 00 4, Premier quality, every part made with the most serupulous care, and most exquisite finish, 800 00 

The Daly Gun 
Has been in the market for ten years, and has the largest sale of any strictly first-class gun in the country. Hundreds haye been in the hands of professional hunters for years, and are as sound to-day as 
when they were bought. C. R. Shelton, manufacturer of auxiliary rifie barrels, New Haven, Ct., has shot one over 20,000 times in showing his invention, and it is sound as a dollar and hasn’t bad one centof 
repairs, Here is asample testimonial:—Jefferson, Texas, Aug. 19, 1882, ‘The Charles Daly Gun I bought in 1880 is the most perfect gun I ever saw. A microscope cannot detect the shghtest flaw in the fitting. 
Thave shot it 2,000 times and the action is as strong and tight as when received, The gun is a beauty and the admiration of all my friends.—Wx. I’. WARE. 

No. ae Scott Action, Damascus barrels, bar rebounding locks, pistol grip, patent fore and extension Vib. 0.2.2... 6... ee eee cee eee eee eee eee erent ee ete pe ste s e teehee ees sarees 10 and 1? g. 3 i 

Same as No. 42, with Purdy double bolt and horn butt plate...-.-..../-. 212-2. s5, 02-553 
55, Same as No, 53, with 3 pin locks and engraved mountings and ormamental rubber butt......-.... 
60, Same style as No. 55, fine laminated steel or Damascus barrels, fine engraving aud chequering, fi workmanship....... 

100 “Diamond Quality.””—The most superbly finished gun in the market, every part-of the finest quality and most elegant w 

-.....,10 and 12g. 
> = .10, 12, 16 and 20g. 100 00 

wy eee DU AoRbbhd JOG se aay onNecane aaa ME es aE yey 130 00 
ip, and equal in every respect to the finest London Ney 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, N. Y. 
Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. ; 

© 



FOREST AND STREAM 

——— = Nae) 

No suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
The One Price Clothier, 

410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 
A. SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 
JOS. POLOOK, St. Louis, Mo, 

NEW CARTRIGGE GROOVER, 
For 7dets. 1 send prepaid the. quickest, simplest 

and best paper cartridge groover yet invented, 
EDMOND REDMOND, ’ 

Rochester, N.Y. 

_ > SENDFOR CIRCULAR“ OF. THE 

FLYING CLAY PIC oy 
LIGOWSKY. - 

| CLAY PIGEON COMPANY 2 
REST VINE ST SINCINNATE.O 

[Extract from Fores? avo Srream, July 7, 
181, p. 444. ] 

* * # This flight so nearly resembles the 
actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsmen to test its merits, Ft 

RAMSAY MACNAUGHTAN, 
FUR Commission Merchant, 

3 HOWARD 8T., N. ¥, 

The Fox Gir 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST. 

We call attention to this heautful gun, and the 
yéry low prices they are sellme for. We are getting 
oul some heavy 10-ganuge guns, 10lbs. and over, 
suitable for heavy 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, boréd for very Jong range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
163 Milk Street, Boston. 

( \AMP LIFE IN THE! WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

wip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-itangeley .akes. It treats of ‘‘ camp life,’’ in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustruetive and interest- 
ine: #24 pages, 12 illustrations, Price 25 cents. Ly 
mail, Hosted, 50 cents. CHARLMS A, J. FARRAR, 
famaica Plain, Wa> 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free 

. LOUNGE, in this case, $8, 
mht Sold everywhere by the Trade. 

arated, 

ANTED.—A 46INCH COLUMBIA BIC¥CLE, 
must be in perfeet condition, state lowest 

riee for cash. Address HENRY W, MILI ER, 
,8., U. 8, A., Port Maginnis, Montana Territory. 

novi6it 

ANTED.—LIVE WILD RABBITS. H. W. 
HUNTINGTON, 77 Division avenue, Brook- 

lyn, N. ¥ miov16,it 

ANTED—THEH ADDRESS OF PARTIES 
carrying & line of sporting goods and fishing 

tackle on commission, State territory. Address 
W.&J.M. AIKENHHAD, 55 Front street, Roch- 
ester, N.Y. noy16,1t 

pon ten th COT, in this case, 
1 

Sor Sale. 
OR SALE,—A FINE THREE-BARREL BAKER 

: nl, $150 grade. Used but httle. Address BR. 
0. ABRISON, ataskala, O., for particulars. 

noyG,26 

OR SALEA FINE DOUBLE-BARRELED 
English rifle, made by Lang; of London, for 

large game. It has false breeches, so it can be 
used as a milzzle-loader if desired, and all other 
appomtments belonging to a first-class rifle, It 
cost £55 in London. Present price #150, Gun has 
not been used. Can be seen at SQUIRES, No, 1 
Cortlandt st, City. nova, St 

UNNING.—CHATHAM, MASS.-ONE GENT 
can be accommodated for the brantimg season 

of 1883, which is seven weeks from. the 10th of 
March. A good house and «il the paraphernalia 
for gunning; live décoys and boats, Price $125 for 
the season, Inquire of I. G CURTIS, Post Office 
Box 1244, Boston Past Office. nova, 2t 
EE ee 

| regi ett CUTTER, GIL BLAS, 28x8lox4; lead 
keel, built by David Kirby in June 1881; price 

$1000. For further information or inspection apply 
to JOHN F. MUMM, foot of ith st., South Brook- 
lyn, novi, 1t 

OOD WEBLEY B. L. GUN, LOADING TOOLS, 
cover, shot belt and canvas bag; owner has no 

usé for it; price $35. W.W.BROWNING, (31 
Lafayette aye., Brooklyn, N. Y. novl6,1t 

FOR SALE. 

1 U.5. Military Rifle, 45 cal......., 12 $10 00 
1 Wincliester .45-60. Model” 25 00 
1 Sharps Borchardt ,40-70., . 80 00 
1 “‘Wox”’ gun, 32in Damascus Tels, 10lbs... 40 00 
Very fine gun for Ducks, &e. Full description 

of each on application with stamp. 
W. I. BISHOP, 

novi6,1t West Northfield, Mass. 

ENE HAMMERLESS GUNS—WILL EXCHANGE 
us with hammers, Address 

oct26, 4t 
for second band 

CANTON GUN WORKS, Canton, Ml, 

THE 

Medford Faney Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N, ¥,, 

Sane. wlone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Spevialty. 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setiers. The Inyincible 
for Mastiffs and large degs. The 

Velvet for Pets, 

Send 50¢ for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle 

Jn the Stud. 

O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkey, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pu 
oe of the purest strains. Fall pedigrees. We. *. 
‘ALLENDER, Albany, N, Y. 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
Champion Tweed II. 

_ Winner of 31 Prizes in the fel and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales and America, 

FEE, $40.00. 
Sire anidng others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

| stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
colle trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. - 

Chauipion Lassie, Champion Liss O’Gowrie, 
Lilac, E. EK. C.5. B. 10,745, and Meg, ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 

For catalogue, &c,, address THOS, H, TERRY, 
P. O. Box 2017, N, ¥, ovtl9, tf 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approved bitches only, imported 

bivek and white gre; hound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the eelebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two Specials, Clevéland, 
1882, Fee $40. H.W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
“avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Rory 

nov2,tt 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many‘other good ones. Dash IT. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a@ sire as his illustrious brother, 
Diewellin's celebrated Dash I., for which he paid 
$1050. Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitehes at $25. Address A, M, TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

afte Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
183], and, first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1682, Don 
is the only pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trial in this country, He is a vigorous, 
healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 
He will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches, Fee, 260. Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward ayenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Ghe Hennel, 

R RED IRISH SHTTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford. Conn ~APULsve 

4 OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken painters and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dress H, B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,if 

ORTRAITS OF EASTHRN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will ba 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five ror #1. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,, 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec29,tf 

PEAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Pa ee Mert 

PA). unels,t 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale, Best of Reference. D, F. WILBUR, 

Takeyille, Mass. Junels, tt 

Imperial Kennels. 
Dogs thoroughly broken and prepared for field 

trials. Broken dogs always on hand for sale. 
Reference, Formst ann Stream. H. CLAY GLO- 
VER & C. GROVER, Tom’s River, N. J.  oct26tf 

VHAMPION STOCK.—FOR SALE OR_ EX- 
change, three pointer pups for setter, full ped- 

igree asked and given. T. F. NORTON, Lawrence 
Station, Gueens County, L.1., N. Y. noy2, st 

OR SALE CHERAP.—THOROUGHBRED IRISH 
Setter pups, can’t be beat. inquire of G. W. 

DICKINSON, Saybrook, Conn. nov2, at 

YOR  SALE.— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
welltrained setter dogs. Dora Il, bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
and now in whelp to Dash IT. Gloucester, bred by 

. C. Sanborn of Michigan, under the name of Leo, 
out of Sanborn’s field trial bitch Nellie, by champion 
Lester, Address 150 Devonshire street, Room 74, 
Boston, Mass. septal tif 

=] 

HOICE FIELD DOG FOR jsALE.—THREN 
/ years old, red Irish and Gordon. Will show 

him on any game; good retriever, both land and 
water. Price $50. ©, I. KENT, Monticello. N. Y, 

OCKERS.—A FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST- 
elass blood will be sold low to reduce stock; 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25ibs., A No, 1 
retriever from land or water. Price $25, ROBT, 
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 

OR SALE.—FOUR LIVER AND WHITE SET- 
ter puppies, whelped July 13, 1882. Sire, St. 

Ives (St. Elmo-Maida), dam, Feathers (Shot-Taylor’s 
Tjanny). Price $25 each. Address J. H. FORSHEW, 
2U8 Water street, New York City, or 513 Gates 
avenue, Brooklyn. NOVY,26 

FOR SALE. 

Imported Manchester terrier Wallace, first priaé 
New York Bench Show, 1882. Also imported wire- 

haired fox-terrier Tip, Apply to 

CHARLES MURGAN, 

Bordentown, N. J, novd,dt 

OR SALE CHEAP.—SEVERAL VERY HAND- 
some well-bred Llewellyn setters. For price, 

pealerees etc., address SPORTSMAN, Box 164, 
‘ortsmouth, Va. novi6,2t 

ANTED TO EXCHANGE.—A PURE BRED 
Scotch Collie bitch pup, father and mofher 

imported, four months old, very intelligent and 
handsome, for a setter bitch, red trish preferred. 
Address §. §., this office. nov16,16 

= 

OR SALE._THE IMPORTED BLACK AND 
tan cocker spaniel dog Sontag. Address 

OHAS. F. KENT, Monticello, N.Y. nov16.tf 

Prize-Bred Spaniel Stock 
FOR SALE CHBEAP. 

Pups by imported Beau ex imported Blackie, 
pr, -s Bean “ 1 Feather. 

Bean ** Gracie. 
For price, pedigree, prize winnings, &c., &e., 

addrugs witht eranin the 4 

Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
novy,tf Lock Bex 33, Claremont, N. H. 

ee “i ue 

ANTED,—A BEAGLE HOUND BROKEN ON 
rabbits. Write ROSS W. NICHOLS, Platts- 

burgh, N.Y. noyi,1t 
= 

OR SALE.—FOUR GORDON SETYER BROOD 
bitches, 45 and 40 pound stock, $25 each, Three 

ut $20 each, This is first class steel, full pedigree, 
including Sinut, and Nat and Doane’s Tom stock, A 
yery handsome Gordon setter dog oyer one year 
old, Lucelle, by Doane's Toi, only $25. A Gordon 
dog, one year old, $20, TWo cocker spaniel brood 
bitches, $15 each. Two dogs,six months old, $10 
and $15 each. Full pedigreé from the best cocker 
kennels in the country. We are closing out the 
kennel business; do not miss this chance, Address 
ANCIENT CITY KENNELS, C. &. Scott, Secretary. 
cheenectady N.Y, novi6,1t a 

OR SALE.—TWO VERY HANDSOME [M- 
ported greyhounds and one imported Irish set- 

ter pup, four months old; can be seen by making 
pupelneeenbs pedigree if necessary. Address E., 
this office. nov1b,1t 

E, B, GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House aud Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 
Receives and forwards Dogs, owls, étc., ete., to 

any destination, Kennel Clubs, Sportsmen und 
others, intending to import dogs from Europe, 
should have then stock consigned to him. _Infor- 
mation furnished ip regard to the best methods of 
importing, shipping, etc, 

for Sale, 
POR SALE BELOW COST.—D. B. 8-BORE, ALL 

Jatest improvements, by B. U. Green Chesten- 
ham, Englund, Also full salmon fishing outfit by 
Farlow, Strand, London, ©. BRAMBLE, 47 MeGill 
College avenue, Montreal, P,G.,Canada, novlé,it 

OR SALE.—A PARKER GUN, NEARLY NEW, 
including 50 nickel shells, $36. Warranted A 

No. 1 shooter or sent on tial. Address 1, FERQU- 
SON, Winsted, Conn. novi6,2 

The Hennel, | 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned. It1s put u 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates its use. Sunple and efficacious, 

Price, 0 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 
Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with tue 

directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box Uy Mail, 
Both the aboye are recommended by the + Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gum." 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 FULTON STREET, - - NEw York. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, - New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

680 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J, M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP 0’ DAY. 

Quail shooting in Tennessee,—DASH TI. and 
GOUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota, 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are Photographic reproductions 
of oil paintings by Traéy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance, Size 10xi4inches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame, 

Price, #1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANH, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J, PALMER O'NEW, 68 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M, TRACY & CO., Lock Box 351, 

Chicago, Il. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, * 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIBE,” &C. 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of an; 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10.cents, post free. Gives addresses of prun- 

cipal English breeders. 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
We havea few choice black spaniels to dispose of, 

including Dash; ist Cleveland,1882; brother to the 
celebrated Kaffirand Zulu. Can win in champion 
elass. Also Brahmin, under 28lbs,a sure winner. 
Price $100 each. A few choice bitches and puppies 
forsale. HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsville, 

WANT TO EXCHANGE MY LLEWELLIN 
selter or my lemon and while pointer fora 

good double B. L, gun, Both dogs broken, J. L. 
SCOTT, Watsessing, N. J, nov9,2t 

OR SALE,—A TEW VERY CHOICE BLACK 

of Topsy, 
Niven's celebrated bitch Black Bess, This stock 
as nosuperior in the world. Price low. C. E 

LEWIS, Suspension Bridge, N. ¥. HOovV9,aL 
St BS 

‘OR SALE.—MY LIVER AND WHITE POINTER 
-dog Car], a good, staunch, reliable worker on 

woodcoek, snipe and partridge, Price reasonable 
Address A, McDONALD, forsuch a dog as he, / 

novyl@it Rockland, Me. 

Cocker Spaniel Owners. 
Owners of Cocker Spaniel bitches who desire to 

breed them, will receive pedigrees of my excep- 
tionally choice stud dogs, and circular of terms 
and instructions, by enclosing stamp to M. P. Me- 
KOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N)Y. Photos, 25 cents 
each, novi6,1t 

OR SALE.—A THOROUCHBRED WELL- 
broken cocker spaniel, and a very superior 

broken pointer, Address HORACE SMITH, 15 Park 
Row, New York. nov1é,2t 

St. Bernard Puppies. 
For sale—a grand litter of rough St Bernards, 

imported in utero. By Mr,S. W. Smith's Rollo, 
first Alexandra Palace, 1882, and many other prizes, 
Rollo is the best son of old Hector now living. 
Dam Regie, by Eigen: 10,610) out of Lord Dufferin's 
Juno, Regie and her sire are both prize winners. 
R. BENSON, P. O. Box 1,957, Néw York. nov16.3t 

OR SALE—A NO, 1 RED IRISH SETTER 
bitch, with the best of pedigree; a good brood 

biteh and first-class in the field; price $4), The 
cause of selling is am sickly and cannot hunt her. 
Apply to W. J. MORTON, Pertsmouth, Va. hi 

noyl6,16 

q OR SALE CHEAP.—A FINE ENGLISH SET- 
ter biteh, 15 months old, 74 Laverack 1g Llew- 

éllin, or exchange for a broken beagle dog. 
THEODORE MEYER, 318 Eighth st., Jersey City, 

a noviG1t z 

q OR SALE,—TWO PURE ENGLISH BEAGLE 
hound pups, bitches, Al hunting stock, out of 

Bush (Mlute-Queen) winner of first prize at New 
by Briar (Moose-Melody), 

ddress W. H. A., 27 North 
Pa. novid,1t 

York, 1852, in her class, 
Wull pedigree given. A 
28th street, Philadelphia, 

Want TO PURCHASE A THOROUGHLY 
broken Chesapeake (log, Outer breed. Address 

8..C, EDGAR, Sonth St. Louis, Mo. noyl6,it 

ro EXCHANGE—FOR A LIGHT BREECH 
loading £un, 8 brace of setter dog puppies, five 

monthe old, by Jock, Jr., outof my Vesper, (Adaims' 
Drake—Diana. H, J. PERRY, Palmer, Mass. 

nevi6,1t 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goods. Sportsmen's Gooils, 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins and imported direct from Norway. 
Every jacket is marked “G, W. Simmons & 

Son. Importers and Manufacturers.” 
We offer this year the bandsomest lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we have ever been able to 
collect, Each of the jackets has been made 
‘to order, and nothing equal to them ean be 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skins and make up the Jackets in 
work-room! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than any other house 
can afford to! 

NOTE OUR PRICES and compare goods 
with others advertised as the same ur similar, 

A No, 1 Quality, $12. 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and offer no second grttde. 
We.claim for these jackets that they are: 

Ist, Windproof. 

2d, Waterproof, 

3d, Soft and Pliable. 

4th, Flannel-lined-. 

Sth, Never stiffening. 

6th, j 80 per cent. Tess thin others, 
| Ask for the same er similur goods. 

Gth, The Best Made. 

We warrant every jacket, and will send on 
approval for examination on receipt of meas- 
ure. 

In addition to this superior line of Imported 
Dogskin Jackets, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather Our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets. These imitations of the 
imported jacketsare flannel lined, and hardly 
to be distinguished from the imported. They 
are made in our own workrooms, and every 
one is warranted in every particular. The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars, 

Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 
amounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods 
in the country. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 32 
North street, Boston, Mass., Importers of 
Leather Jackets, manofacturers of the cele- 
brated “Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St. Louis, 

*hiladelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE, 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

508 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OK BROOK FISHING, 
Hods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete, 

Celebrated Bethabara, Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 8iéft. long, Ash Butt, Batha- 

bara second and two tips. 

No, 800. Plain Brass Ferrules.,........,....--. 
No. 801, Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt.... 9 00 
No, 802. As &01, Nickel Plated...... .. ....., 10 50 
Bass Bait Rods. 1.4¢ft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabary 

second and two tips. 
No 850. Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cane Wrapped Eutt, Metal Reel 
SGCKGES: wh) eens scene pelt i, 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUN'TINGS 
FREE BY MAIL, 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G, 

BELL, Taxidermist and Natnralist, 335 Broad 

way, N. ¥. City. 

MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS. 
First class reference piven if requested, 

PET BIRDS A SPECIALTY, 

SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WARTED. 

“Dog Training,” 
BY Ss. T. HAMMOND, 

A, WILLIAMS & COQ., 

281 Washington st., Boston, Mass, 

Any oi the Following Books Sent on Reeeipt of Price 
—BEY— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Camp Life in the Woods and Tricks of Trap- 

‘oh 

Sco ore cote coe 

Coues’ Field Ornithology. ... 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals. 
Crack nD 7 
Cypress, J., 
Dead SuOb. te se. se 

TKRISARVSHSSSS beet 

Dog, The Illustrated Book of the, by Vero 
Shaw, with fac-simile colored plates..._.. 12 3 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
COcmEIESRY, tags sedgate-cneier en deette ne owss 2 50 

Dogs, Points for Judging. 
Dogs, Riehardson..........-... 
Farrar's Guide te Moosehead Ck lle rss: 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Cl} 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Regi 50 
Fishing, Bottom or Float,... te oh 
ee Tourist, Hallock... .. . 
Fly Fishing and Worm Fishing ...;...-........ 50 
Frank Forester’s Americun Game in its Season.. 2 5d 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 
G 

Norn,—In these made under (ie Improved patent since Julv, 1882, the nut “I” is done away with, 
nd the rubbers are enlarged or reluced by si2ply turning the rod by the hand, 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting traternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, Viz: 

Ti is made in three joints, like a common cleaning ron, and therefore is portable. 
2d. Its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that has 

been used all day, 
Sd. The eae with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight, 
4th. ‘le price, which is no more than that of a Gommon cleaning rod, 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION, 
For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen. Hotels and Resorts for Sportswment. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direet for Chincoteague, 
Cobb’s Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Fattyhawk Club 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, ete.. ete. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Nortolk. 
Norfolk steamers suil Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
anc Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs 
day at 3 P, M. 

Full mformation given at office, 197 Grednwich 
street, New York. 

J EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
. BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leaye New York from station C. R, R. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 
For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A. M,; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P. M, 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:30, 12'P. M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11215 A, M.; 

1:30, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A.M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:80, 11:15.A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:80, 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M. ; 5:80, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached, to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from Ni w York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is madé at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,323 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos, 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

bageage from hotel or residence to destination. 
_ 4. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 
Stearns, General Superintendent. 

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 
The best trout fishing in Maine. The mountain and 

Lake scenery is unsurpassed by any in New Eng- 
land. The buekboard road has been repaired and 
improved, new cabins built, and everything put in 
first-class order. Good accommodations to all those 
seeking rest, recréation and pleasure. Round trip 
excursion tickets will be sold at low rates to Smith’s 
Farm, in Eustis, end buckboard teams in waitmg to 
earry passelgers and baggage from farm to ponds. 
Good board, camps, blankets and boats, and guides 
if wanted, Terms reasonable, Everything in 
readiness. . 
Address KENNEDY SMITH, Hustis, Maine. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD, 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—Tto THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 
Boston to eee and return... 

i South Arm (Richards 
Febuyns tsa) bth dene ete 12.00 

Middle Dam and return 12.00 
“Upper Dam fF ¥ 13.00 
** Upton ol AOotecoeARea® abo) 
** Mountain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
via Phillips , 13% 

Indian Rock and return er 14.00 
4 Banerley Lake and return. ....... 12.50 
Phillips Lis 2 -, 10,00 
‘** Indian Rock and return, (via An- 

doyer, return via Phillips).. «. 15.25 
* Bemis Stream and return, 

dover 14.00 
‘© Moosehead Lake and 

Kineo Hi -. 15,00 
‘* Forks of the Kennebec and retur 13.00 
‘© Dead River and return,,.... 13.00 
‘ Grand Falls, N. B., and return 18.00 
S t. Andrews, N. B., and return 5.00. bs} 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces, 

Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices, and 
at 280 WASHINGTON STKEET, } BOSTON. 
and at DEPOT, HAYMAREET 8Q,, { » 
Send for list of excursions. 

D. J, FLANDERS, 
Gen. Pass. and Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE, 

Through solid traing with Pullman sleepers run 
daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 
ville, through the finest scenery in America, 

C. W. SMLTH, H. W. FULLER, 
Gen’l Manager, Gen'l Pass. Agt, 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 
Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave Ne York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P. M. Wash 

ington, D. C., 7:10 A. M.and10 P.M. For informa. 
tion addréss N. MeDANIBL, 601 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D, C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP. BARNEGAT, N.J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, end most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J, 5. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

TLANTIC HOUSE, OAK HILL, FLORIDA, 
Overlooking Mosquito Lagoon, and tivo miles 

from the head of Indian River. Entirely new and 
strictly first-class, Unexcelled fishing and shoot- 
ing. For further information address H. J, 
FAULKNER, Oak Hill, Volusia Co., Fla. 

UCK SHOOTIN'G.—GOOD DUCK SHOOTING 
can be had within two hours of New York at 

Bellport. Long Island, The advertiser has a double 
battery in which two sportsmen can lay, at the 
same time completely sueltered. A Cabin yacht 
with stove is always im attendance so that sporis- 
men need never suffer from the cold, Uxcellent 
-board can be had at Squire Galdtehwites, Ad- 
dress WILLIAM KREAMER, Bellport, Long Island. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R, BR. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND "LAKES OF 

orthern ihizan, North Michi 
THE WATHRS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, tf 
equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 

ee) GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in_ the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
ean readily send trophies of his skill to bis friends 
or ‘club’ at home, as-iee for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scene 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those sulfering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L'Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Lonisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists atid 
Sportsmen. - 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at 
owner's risk. 

Itis our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘at home” 
on this route, For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free, For Time 
Oards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

MESSENGER, Proprietor, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCEK BAY, L. L 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. "he best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay ee shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention giyen by himselt to guests, ard satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address WM, N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Refers by permission to J. B. She 
herd, 801 Broadway, and Wm, Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N, Y. 

McAdoo House, 
GREENSBORO, N. ©. 

Headquarters for Sportsmen. 
Shooting commences Noyember and ends April Ast. 

Quail in abundance, “4 

J W. D, McADOO, Proprietor, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
including Fiorida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indivs, &c. 
Send p: stage for ‘American Tourist Gazette” 

giving full particulars. 
CHIEF OFFICE; 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasous, May to December, sail- 
ing from Quebee to Liverpool every Saturday, 

SHORTEST OOLAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land, 
From December to May, the mail steamers will 

perform a weekly service bebween BOSTON and 
LIVERPOOL. 

Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 
Galway and Limetick, to Boston direct. 

EVES ch ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Buston, Mass., 15 State street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. N. E, Cor, Hroad and Chestnut 

ts. 

‘ 



FOREST AND STREAM. ili 

THH LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

GENUINE SPRATYT’S PATENT SERVING 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

NONE ARE Of SS31N0 

BTAMPED., 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS OQ. de LUZE é& CO., 
18 South William Street, NEW Yorx. 

Packed Jn Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

KENNEDY REPEATING RIFLE. 

The magazine holds fifteen .44 cal. 
Bogardus trap, 

SINGLE BREECH-LOADING RIFLES, MILITARY AND SPORTING, OF ANY CALIBRE, 
Send for Illustrated Circular and Price List. WHITNEY ARMS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn 7 : 

central fire cartridges. 479 glass balls broken with the Kennedy out of 500, thrown from a 

Miscellaneous, 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 

Poultry and Game, 
289 & 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, 

New York. 

Sportsmen's Gootls. 

HODGMAN & (0., 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, —- New York 

ART OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Rubber Fishing Outfits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color ate 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
ESTABLISED 1838, 

Consiguments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. 

We aceept consignments, Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

~ for all invoices of previous weer. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 
ment of Song and Nancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 
animals sees for Zoological Gardens and Show 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
65 CHATHAM 8T., NEW YORE. 

(Established 1847,) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, etc, 

Fishing Pants. Send for Catalogue. 

> i 
\ 

Opes A LT 
o] © }! 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

503 & 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST, 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS Ct RAL, 
Depot: 85 Fourth Avenue, New-York. 

[VOLLER'S 22% 
GOD-LIVER Ol 

PUREST | 
FOR 

General 
Debility, 

Scrofula, 
Kheumatism 

or Cousumption, 
is superior to any in dle- 
licacy of taste and smell, 
medicinal virtues and purity. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A. 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Rubber Goods of Every Description. 
@London, Buropean and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 

purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

[W.H.Sehieffelin & Co.(ie "ci canaia) NeWY ork 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

Thurber’s Reliable 
CANNED . GOODS) 

—FOR THE— 

Hunter and the Angler, 
—OR— 

TRAVELER BY LAND OR SEA. 

142 Fulton Sireet, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Thurber’s Reliable Canned Ctoods will be found 
just the article required. They are packed in 
andy and convenient packages, and are ready for 

use al amoment’s notice. nm be served hot or 
cold. The fallowing will be found specially adapted 
to the requirements of the sporlsman: 

THURBER’S BONED TURKEY, 
ay BONED CHICKEN, 
it ROAST 
i: LUNCH HAM, 
‘* WHOL BONELESS COOKED HAYS, 
& LUNCH 
i ROLLED OX TONGUE, 
& POTTED MEATS. 

Ham, Tongue, Beef, Turkey, Chicken, Duck and 
Gamo, Alsoa full’ assortment of Canned Vege- 
qables eee tres eo Pig ce rown and wale 
fresh an: Sold ass grocer 
nd dealers fe ke Holiable Sioa bra , 

a 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

, Croup, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS. 
iy a Ta doe ANODYNE "LINIMENT will posi- 
1 tively prevent these terrible diseases, and will cure nine 

: a tases out of ten. Information that will save many lives, 
' l yet freaby mail, Don't dslaya moment. Prévention is 

E erthan cure. kk Si Jounson & Co., Boston, Mass. 

Nfteat “E"ibrine” Vegetable 

Please see that Hvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATI’S PATMNT” and a xX. 

i OHN D, LENNON, : ipemetacS BILLIARD TABLES 

NONE ARE 

2 u 2) 

BTAMPEE, 

To be had In smaller quantities ef 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods° 

Trade Generally. 

Sporvtamen’s Goods, 

ae DEPOT. 
@sravrisuep 1836). 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
wie Exhibition. 

J OHN KRIDER, 
N.E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, acute Bait, Fly Hooks, 

{25"Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also Krider's” Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, 
Birds’ Eges and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties, 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog ihe poetinints. ofa ines! 

FSTERBROO “PENS 

Leading: Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161, ~ 
For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO,, 
Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St, New Yorks 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE, 
y, SREAT WESTERN GUI WORKS, 

Tittsbr-gh 
: eee 

tH Press ss P‘CTORACU, TALOTUES FRTE. ie F 
ai mia Shot Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, Seines, cae 

Fishing Tackle Hazars. 40 abnt 2 © D for examinat’-< © 

Address GREAT WEST: KN GUN wuRKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

HILL ON THE DOG, 
THE STANDARD WORE ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES, 
Price 82 00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebagr rpeariee 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lake tad the hea 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androseog- 
git, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a Jar; ge map, 
made mostly trom accurate surveys. Price. 8 
paid, by mail, 50cents. CHARLES A.J, FAR: 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Mlustrated, The only complete and 

Cone rehensive guide beok to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numeroug 
Inkes and ponds connected with them, 56 pages, 
8) illustrations and saree map. Tinted paper, it 
Juminated covers. by mai, post-paid, 50 
cents, CHARLES an J. RARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass, 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

AH, W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

468 Broadwav. New York’ 
84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fifth St., St. Louis, 

CAMBRON'S AQUARIA DEPOT, 
182 SIXTH AVE., N. Y. 

FRENCH AQUARTA AND OTHER NEW-DE- 

SIGNS, Gold and Fancy Fish, Aquatic Plants, Fish 

Food and every thing for the Aquarium. 

WHOLESALE AND REGAIL, 



FOREST AND SIREAM, 

Ammunition, ctr, 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 
Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR*POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GuspowpEr Miuxs, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
sight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont's Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to ¢ (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
c| eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Jb. canisters, 
Dupont's Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 

fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
esha pasa with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 

all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with cither 
muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 1 1b, and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 614 and 1214 lb. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

‘‘Choke Bore’’ Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will he 
found well adapted for glass-ball and Bigeon. shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, pay No. 7 and No.5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 lb: kegs and 1 Ib. 
eanisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for oe shooting. 
Packed in i Ib. canisters and 614 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Rife Fg. ‘“Sea-Shooting.’'—Ffg. 

and FFFg. The Fe. for long-range rifle shaot- 
ng, the FFg. and FI'Fg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in i Ib., 1 Ib. and 5 Ih, 
ted 614, 1244 and 25 Ib. kegs. Fg. coarse, FF Fg. 

e, 
Dupont's Sporting, Mining, Sarprive and Blastin 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Specia 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U.S, Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

hroughout the Unived States, Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

WN. B,- Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
‘BOSTON, MASS, 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Bliasting Powder 

AGENCIES at att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc, They are 
vasy to the feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a yari- 

ety of styles, and war- 
» ranted the genuiue arti- 

ele. Send for price list, 
MARTIN 8. HUTCH- 

P, 0. Box 368. Brapruxp © INGS, Dover, N. H, A 
AntHony, Boston, H. C. Squires, N. Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

Hportantan’s Goods. Sportsman's Goods. 

C.G, GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Geut's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

Far Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds aud Animals Stuffed. 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

RARIE.R. 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Ete, 

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 
AND RUGS. 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N. Y, 
Established over 30 Years. 

N. M. MU2Z2ZY 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, Ill. 
Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 

MUZZY & CO. in 1852.—Having increased my facil- 
ities for the business of reaming out gun barrels, I 
beg to offer my services tothose owning guns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities, My system is 
peculiarly my own, I leave no shoulders, and will 
fuarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instance. 
I invite special attention to my method. and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de 
liyered by express. 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct. 19, 20 and 21, 18382. 

The Leonard Rod Won Every First Prize 
For distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet. When in competition. 

A Leonard 4$ ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 
of rods of any weight. 

The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 
possible scure for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS,” 

No. 7 Warren Street, 

SEND 3-UENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

- New Y ork. 

“AUSTRIA” Skt ARTES. 
I earry in stock all the desirable styles of SKATES; 

Club Skate. 

of 

Se€licewuous us, vy Stepping 

on the skate. 

“UNION 
“AMERICAN CLUB,” 
AND GENT'S WOOD TOP, PARTS FOR REPAIRS, STRAPS, 
STYS, PuATHS, &e. 
chase their entire bill iv one place. 

Price List. 

On application will be pleased to furnish trade price lists 

FISHING 

AMMUNI!ION, POCKET CUTLERY, BLANK KEYS AND 
SPORTING GOODS GENERALLY. Orders from the TRADE 
ONLY solicited. 

TO SKATERS.—Ask your several dealers for the 
“ Austria’ Club Skate. 
enelose $4 25, giving the extreme length (in Inches) of your 
boot, und I will express you a pair. 

WILLIAM M. CORNWALL, 18 Warren st. N.Y, 

HARDWARE CO.,” 
“OMB,” 

“BARNEY & BERRY," 

“AUSTRIA,” LADIES’ 

Dealers are therefore enabled to pur- 

Send for complete Skate 

TACKLE, GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, 

If you are unable to get same, please 

Wie 

ivi 
i 

i Gannon in the world, 

VICTORIA 
PALE SHERRY. 

An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 
or Sweet, 

&5 50 Per Gallon. 

$15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMVORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. 

50 Broad Street, New York, 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF — 

Paper Shot Shel's, Breech-Loading Cann-n, & 
Our Shells cannot be éxcelled by any in the country. Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the mos’ complete Yacht 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

} 
| Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 

TARNHAM’S 

No Strings or pockets. Tone 
changeable. All brass, nickeled, 
with moulded rubber holder, 
hands and fingers free, for $1.00. 

4 postpere One whistle with 
Ao holder and three pairs, assorted 
AT sizes, my Lever Fasteners, 

i 2 == adapted to Sparisionns gloves. 
- === Illustrated circular free, Ad- 

turer, White 

dress FRANK GUNN FARN- 
ee Inventor and Manufac- 

Mills, Pa. 

$$ eee 

Ammunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (&ne) ro 6 (c@arse). Unsurpassed in pointot 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s '‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Tb. canisters and 
614 lb. kegs. A fine grain, tage and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns, 

Hazard’s ** Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 asta 28 Ini and 5 1b. canisters 
and 614 and 1244 1b. Xegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remackably close and with great 
penetration, Wor field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for m: ‘6 or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 
FFFG, FFG and ‘Sea ears aM FG in kegs of 

25, 1214 and 644 Ibs, and cans of 5lbs. FING is also 
packed in 1 and 4 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFYG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting’ FG isthe 
standard fijle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPH#CIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC- 
TURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. 4 

bs PINE STREET, NEW YORE, 
SS 

Special Notice. Books for the Holidays. 
4 Tam prepared to offer the public a choice collec- 

lion imported and American editions) of the works 
of following celebrated authors: Shakspeure, 
Moore, Byron, Burns, Cooper, Bulwer, Thackeray, 
Maryatt, De Quincey, Hawthorne, Dickens, &c., &c., 
in P ain and ornamental binding, at prices which 
defy competition. My Bindery being one of the 
largest in America, Iam enabled to compete suc- 
cessfully in Sap for binding serials of all descrip- 
tions, as well as rebinding old yolumes—no charge 
being made for collection or delivery. 
Every description of Children's Gift Books wil’ 
eon hand during the holidays at wholesale prices. 
JOHN BEACHAM, 7 Barclay street, New York. 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Cainp Meetings. Fancy 
Tents for families made to order, Awnings of all 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all kinds made 
to order, All work done.in best manner and at 
very low figures. Send for illustrated cireular. 
Address S. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 38 South sb, 
Cur. Old Slip, N. ¥. City, 

JOSEPH GILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

Soto By ALL DEALERS Tiroushaur we WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-1878.| 

WM. ESTER & CO., 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do!mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Gaps, &c, 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORK. 

THE: BABEBENR Guns. 

DAMASCUS STEEL, - - - - 
PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES, 

« 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10lbs, weight," The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech a2in, bbls. 10-gauge double barrel guns, 1014 to 12lbs,, without extra charge, 
Made especially for heavy shooting. We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns L. C, SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N.Y. 
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GAME LAW AMENDMENTS. 

T is almost time for the tinkering to begin, Simul 
tancously with the assembling of the various State 

Legislatures will be heard the agitation about the amend- 
ment and further improvement of the game laws. <A dozen 

bills, or perhaps twice that number, will be drafted and 
presented. Somme of them will contain excellent provisions, 

and others will be framed solely in the interest of the 
pockets of a few selfish individuals. A majority of those 
who are to vote on the bill know nothing of the subject of 

which it treats, and are therefore quiie incompetent to de- 

cide what shall or shall not be done—to sift the corn from 

the chaif in the heterogeneous mass of bills presented for 
their consideration. A bill, therefore, will not pass because 

it appeals to the understanding of the men who vote on it, 

but because more influence in its favor can be brought to 

bear on the voters than any other bill can command, | 
Sportsmen make up so large and influential a class of the 

community that their voice, if properly directed, cannot 

fail to carry great weight. It is, therefore, of the highest 
importance that the influence of all sportsmen of the better 
class should be concentrated so that it may be used to the 

best advantage and may carry the greatest weicht possible. 
There appear to be two courses from which to choose, that 

is we may either abstain from all interference with the 
laws as they now stand, and may labor simply to secure 
money and machinery to enforce such laws, or we may 
direct onr efforts to the securing of ashort, simple and easily 

understood new bill that will effectually cover the ground. 
Tn case the first course should be adopted it seems probable 

that an appropriation of $15,000 to $20,000 with a consider- 
able force of game wardens might be secured, and if the 
pay of snch public servants were made liberal and politics 
were not allowed to influence the appointments, we haye no 
doubt that this plan would work more good to the game 
than all the laws that have ever been passed conéerning it. 

Last simmer we had something to say on this subject, 
and our remarks then are still more pertinent now. We 
said that it is— 
Natural enough that the moyementin favor of game pro- 

tection should first take shape in the enactment of protective 
laws, which provided penalties against the killing of game at 
certain seasons when it was least fit for use. This method of 

_ protection, while it was well enough as far as it went, did not 

go far cnough, since in most instances neither machinery nor 

money were provided for the carrying out of the provisions of 

thelaw. In this respect the enactments for protection present 

a curious anomaly, differing as they do from any other sta- 

tutes passed by the Legislatures of the yarious States. The 
clamor for reasonable and proper Jaws statesmen are willing 
to yield to, bubitdoes nob appear, except in rare instances, 
that appropriations of money to enforce such laws have never 

been either asked for or granted, The fact is that those inter- 
ested in the subject have fallen into a rut, from which they 

do not seem able to extricate themselves, and so, at every ses- 

sion of the Legislatures of the different States, we hear of 

proposed alterations and amendments of the laws, which 

those who advance them apparently think, will cure all our 

present evils. * * tants a eee Se ts 4 

Now, no one will say that our game laws, as they at pres- 

ent stand in the yarious sections of our country, are at all 

what they should be, but if they were properly and sternly 

enforced, they would do a vast amount of good, instead of, as 
is now too often the case, accomplishing nothing at all, The 
laws should be short and simple so that they can be easily 

understood by all, and so that under their provisions convic- 

tions may be easy and there may be no loophole for the escape 

of the offender, A cumbersome and intricate law, full of ex- 

ceptions and special provisions, should be by aljl means 
avoided. But it isa great mistake, and we wish we could in- 
duce everyone to think so, to apply for relief in this way only. 

Why can we not next year leave the laws as they are, and de- 

yote ourselves with all our energy to securing appropriations 

and the appointment of officers to enforce those that we 
already haye? This expenditure of effort to secure changes 
in the laws is a waste; it is firing in the air, 

The efforts to secure enactments which are perfect is very 
well, but long before they have been passed the need for them 

will have ceased, for the game will all have disappeared. 
We should begin now at the right end, and make provision 

for the enforcement of such laws as we have, and then, after 
having inculeated in the public a wholesome respect for, and 

fear of, the law, it will be time enough to make efforts to im- 

prove them. Itis ashame and a disgrace that, as is now 

usually the case, the enforcement of the statutes should be 
left wholly to private individuals, societies and corporations. 

And it is not only a shame, but itis the worst possible thing 

that could happen for the general shooting and fishing publie, 

since, as we haye more than once shown, the natural result 
of such a state of things is to induce wealthy clubs and corpor- 

ations to secure the most desirable grounds, which are thus 
of course closed to the public at large. Cases of this kind are 

constantly being brought to our notice, and the rapidity with 

which this movement is now going on shows that the appreci- 
ation of the existing state of things is widespread. The mat- 

ter is one which touches so nearly every one who at all 

depends upon shooting or angling for his amusement and 

recreation, that it is difficult to account for the apathy that 
appears to exist among sportsmen in regard to it. We can 

understand why the club member, who can go in September 

to his marsh on the lakes and later in the season to the points 
and uplands of the Southern States for his shooting, should be 

eareless in the mutter, but how the man whose occupations 

only permit him to take an oceasional day or two in the 
country near his home, ean view with equanimity the gradual 

disappearance of game we do not exactly see. Of course 

this is a matter that interests sportsmen, and them alone. If 

the prospect is a satisfactory one to them, no doubt it is 
equally so to the rest of the community, but it certainly 
seems a pity that the result, which is inevitable unless some 
earnest action is taken, should come to pass. Things grow 
worse each year, game is less abundant and harder to find. 

Jn the meantime, we cunnot urge too strongly upon those 

who have already put their hands to the plow, who haye 
actively interested themselyes in seeing that the laws are 
enforced, the necessity of not looking back, of not ceasing 

from the labor of love which they haye undertaken, For the 

present our hopes rest on them, and each man should do his 
best. But next fall and winter, when the Legislatures meet, 

let us all try to do something which will really tell, and no 
longer fire into the air, 

The shrewder and more far-seeing sportsmen are dis- 
couraged at the prospect which they behold in # future that 

isnot very distant. The clubs which purchase or lease 
lands, do so simply because they know that when they ab- 
solutely control a region they can absolutely protect it. If 

only thirty men shoot oyer a country where there is room 

for one hundred, it is clear that with anything like moder- 

ation in shooting, the thirty will have birds for all time, 

The best shooting grounds everywhere are being thus se- 

cured, and the public grounds are therefore continually be- 

coming more coutracied. Tt certainly appears to be time for 
the men who do not and are not likely to belong to clubs to 

do what they can ta make the State take somo efficient 

meastires for the protection of the game to which every cil- 
izen has now aright. 

Laws are well enough as far as they go, but by themselves 

they amount to nothing, Of what avail would the statutes 

against criminals be, were there no officers to hunt them 

down and bring them to the bar of justice? 

The second course is even more radical than the above, 

and therefore presents, to our mind, less chances for success. 

Briefly, itis this: Substitute for the present cumbersome 

statutes a short, simple Jaw which shall cover the whole 

ground, with no exceptions for certain counties, certain 

waters, or certain hotels. Let spring shooting be abolished, 

jacking, or fire hunting, forbidden, the hunting of deer with 
dogs carefnlly restricted, a uniform and shor t open season 

adapted to the special demands of cach Stute for quail, 
ruffed grouse, and woodcock; let penalties be made severe; 
a clause be embodied in the Dill providing for the appoint- 
ment of wardens who are not to serve in the counties from 
le pay of suc!? appointed, or in which they reside. Let 

which they are men be liberal and so that they may do their 
work well. 

To accomplish anything we must have paid game wardens, 

who shall be trustworthy and efficient, just as we have tax 

gatherers, just as we have custom house oflicers, just as we 
have police officers, 

Dog Srratine.—The stealing of valuable dogs for the 
reward which is almost certain to be offered for them has 
become a regular industry in this and other large cities. 

The thieves watch the houses where dogs are owned, und 

usually find it an easy matter, in the early morning or in the 

evening when it is having its short run, to pick up the animal, 

Pet dogs, and the small toys, that can be hidden under a coat 

or in a pocket, are most likely to be the victims of such 

raids, but the larger animals du not wholly escape, and 

many an owner of a fine pointer or setter has paid a large re- 

ward to get back his well beloved field companion. The 
stolen dog is taken to the den of the thief, where it is kept 
until the notice of its loss, accompanied by the promise of a 

liberal reward, appears in the papers. It is often the case 

that no attention is paid to the first offer, and the fond 

owner, anxious and discouraged, offers another and larger 

one, He is then approched by one of the accomplices of 

the thief who gives him the desired information as to where 

he may find the lost one. Often the same dog may be stolen 

a number of times, and may thus cost his owner many times 

his inoney value. The true way to deal with rascals of this 
stipe is not to advertise « reward, in other words, to break 
up the nefarious traffic by making it unprofitable, Besides 
this it is well to put the lovers of dogs on their guard, se 
that the thieves may be unable to sell the animals which 

they have stolen, If this were done always, a short time 
would snflice to turn the attention of the dog-stealing fra- 
t.rnity from this particular branch of thieving to others 

more lucrative. Weare always glad to help owners who 

have lost their dogs to recover them, and we will do our 
part toward making stolen dogs unsaleuble by publishing 
without charge, when they are sent to us, any descriptions 
of dogs that have been lost. Such notices will serye to put 
buyers on their guard, and may yery likely preyent some of 
our readers from being yietimizvd. 

AMERICAN SPoRTSsMmN IN CANADA,—A party of Arsericaii 

gentlemen, among them one of the most distinguished phy- 
sicians of this city, recently went on a duck shooting excur: 

sion to Lake St. Francis, in Canada, Although they took 
great care to comply with all the provisions of the Zaime 

law, their presence in Canadian waters had a somewhat re; 

markable effect upon ceitain of the residents, Sundry indi: 
viduals were greatly perturbed in spirit, and the Montreal 

Witness went off at half-cock over the matter, One of the 

party, which was the innocent cause of all this pother, 

writes us a letter on the subjectin order that Canadian 
sportsmen may not be misled by the false statements of tha 
journal in question. There is perhaps little need of such 
explanation, for we know that the intemperate course of the 

Witness does not represent the sportsmen of Canada. 

“Wiytpr TAuKs on Summer Pasrmms.”’—The initials 
appended to this series of papers (the first of which was 

published last week) are familiar to most of our readers as 
those of Mr. George Dawson. There is no man better fit- 

ted lo write on this favorite topic; and we félicitate our 

angling readers upon the acquisition of these graceful con» 
fritations to the literature of the art, 

Ax Harty Press Day,—The Porrst Ann Sirrpam next 
week will go to press on Tuesday instead of Wednesday as 
usual. Advertisers are requested to send in their copy as 
éarly as possible, 
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THE TEAM CAPTAINCY. ai onre in awhile a me flock, in their investigations, | Adams were located just above. After breakfast Hathaway FPN restonati ; : si wil come hear enough to offer a shot at long range, but or-| and Lanham built blinds from willows not far away from , ioe of Col. Bodina stom ke poriyeD. ee dinarily the shooting does nut hecome serious till the return | the house, using-a parfiof the artificial decoys and dead geese captain of the team of 1888 eaves the way oléar for) trom the fields, The gevpe go back to. the country between | from their neighbors’ blind, while Bani and I had George 
really effectual work in the making up of the American | 3 and 4 o'clock in the afternoon and retuyn about dark, | take the team and drive us a mile and 9 half down the river. representatives for the battle of July next. We haye here- aeere spit ee ae nein Oe to as ae of the wea- ae we Be ae aren with brush, and driving out upon Wh, eee, ak oe er. If the day is bright and clear, the birds donot stay so | the bar unloaded it, built our blind, put. out twenty-four a aii spoken ees freely of the merits and failings of Col, long away from the Tiyéy'; on the contrary, if it be dark, | artificial decoysani awaited the flight. Three miles below Bodine, An excellent shot, he has fairly won the title of | with little wind, the y Joiter about in the fields the larger | us was a large party from Falls City, in this State; ~bove 
“Old Reliable.” As a member of 1 team he could always | part of the day, and in rainy weather occasionally do not | the house was another party from Salem, shooting from sink 
be depended upon for creditable work, and American rifle. | Come back at all. | speak now of the habits of geese that | boxes, with single individuals sandwiched in now and then 
Then Bhd modern rifle pradiice in this country. owe to bim a (PPE oe BPOw the Platte. till the river was one unbioken picket line. When the geese, 

- RSG a a Y : Last year, on account of a hitch or two, I lost an oppor- | near nine, began to come in from the fields, they seemed to great debt, He was bold enough to accept the captaincy of tunity to accompany a party of good boys who went up the| give Baum and me the ‘go by,” and as we heard the thunder- 
the team of 1882, at a time when he must haye known from| Tiver on a goose hunt and who had fine sport, but I then | ing up and down the river from the other fellows, we grew 
an examination of men and weapons that defeat waa inevi- made. up my mind that that thing wouldn't occur again. T| restive and unhappy. At last, near noon, five brant pass- 
table. He did what'le could with i abet} : began preparing for it early in March by borrowing two | ing our way, catching sight of our decoys, came in and we 

iat a ld or peeausiariarsrs imi ie ccsbeseepaalaoe a his com- | dozen first-class decoys of the Marooner Club at Vicksburg, | knocked dovwu three of them. The other two cireled around 
mand, butin executive ability he displayed a woeful de-| and bringing them up here with me a day or so later. | awhile snd coming back to look after their dead companions, 
ficiency, and in his report upoS the match he antagonized rae ae anu of my seiyal here till by affair was defin-| we “lifted” them, thus annihilating theentire flock, and some- 
the press, the public and th ag f the country, | ely settled, Twas busy ‘‘fishing” around for an invitution | wLat soothing our feelings, A litule later we secured a pair 
et 2 fake 5 oa ay ia sk i! capo of the country. | +o be one-of the party who knew the grounds and had ar- | of Canada geese, and from that time untilafter three o’¢lock 

ROMS ROD LAGE GE-O t DE NGGYCABESGS) LG whom heshould 1angemen!s for quarters during the hunt. 1 pledged myself | did not gets shot. Hailing George, we lad him driye the 
appeal for support in making up a strong team, and iv} to be faithful in chasing and bringing to bag the wounded | wagon out to us, when we loaded up our blind and traps and 
could only have been intended as a compliment, and not as | 2¢ese, ood hay Pledge apparently peaeet oy matter at my sac a mile Tasha down et iver, where we rébuilt the 
; P 0 etl or As . captain | evor: , Mr: O. BF. Foote, an intelligent farmer who lives | blind and put out decoys, having completed this work by 
vreal appointment, when the board named him as captain some sixteen miles north of Juniata, a little town on the | four o'clock, From that time till dark we had fair shooting, of the coming team, Burlington & Missouri River Railroad (in Nebraska) about | running our score up to nineteen, scyen of which were brant 
The question of the best method of selectiong a teain | one hundred miles west of Lincoln, had agreed to write Jack | and the only brant he and | killed on this hunt. On return- 

captain has always been an open one, and very diverse Lae, f Crete, Metal the geese were down in sufficient | ing Ne RE HOES A aun we nes e fue ouhets about Tn aw e Hs nein - , | numbers to warrant our coming, ¢qual to our own, but nobody enthusiastic. Supper was 
Nat HEA held on this subject. Those who hold that the) ‘The party, as originally constituted, was composed of the | awaitiag us and it did not require two invitations 10 induce 
team captains should be appointed without any special | said Jack Lanham, H, D. Hathaway, manager of the State | us tosit down to the table, it would haye maie the heart 
reference to the wishes of the team men point to Great | Journal Company; C. L. Baum, of the hardware house of | of a dyspeptic quail for him to see us demolish things. In 
Britain for examples, ‘There the team captain is decided D, & C. L. Baum; Dr. 8, F. Rouse, manager of the White-| his eagerness {0 get in his work, Jack poured the cveam, in- 

ek eee ee Nee ahs 7 A 3, 4| breast Coal Company; Mr. Kendall, Land @ommissioner of | tended for his colfee, into the sugar howl, and Baum sppro- 
BOpo AEE en ¢team under int Here such #| the State and myself, all of Lincoln, except the Crete man, priuted a two-gallon dish of stewed onions to his own use 
plan is distasteful to the shooting men, It flavors too much | who was boss of the expedition, aud began eating from it, when he was brought to conscious- 
of # mild despotism and is not democratic cnough to suit 
our American notions, All the American teams that have 
mict with success in their matches haye been under the man- 
agement chosen by the men, and the suggestion that any 
other plan was to be substituted acted as a wet blanket upon 

the enthusiasin which was growing upon the qnestion of the 

match of 1883. Now, however, when the shooting men 
come to learn that after all the team men, who muy fairly 

not well extricate himself, so retired from this hunt. His | morrow. 
place was filled by Hon, A, G, Adams, of Burlington, Iowa, Just north of the blind occupied by Baum and myself 
a young man of wondrous ayoirdupois, but an é¢nthusiastic | was a wide channel rinning around an island about two 
sportsman. This member came down to Lincoln on Monday, | miles in length, and through which flowed a little stream 
The big stories he heard about gecse on the Platte so stirred | about fitteen feet wide and Unree or four inches deep. This 

On Monday, the 16th of October, Mr, Foote wrote to | ness by other members of the party who had a fondness for 
Jack that the geese were there and rijie, but owing to some | onions as well as himself, After supper guns were cleaned, 
delays in the mail this news did not reach us till the follow- | and then in the big room, around the fire, the incidents of 
ing Saturday. Wednesday wasset as the day for startiag. | the day were recounted. There had bcen many clear misses 
In the meantime Kendall got mixed up in politics and could | during the day, but every one was going to do better on the 

be expected to have their best interests at heart, are to be 
permitted the choice of a team captain, a new and heartier 
interest in the matter may be counted upon. Such is the 

only just, the only American, and what is mara important, 

the only successful method. 

Tue Sparrows Mosr Go.—The latest Boston institution 
is an anti-Bnglish sparrow society for the repeal of all ex- 
isting laws protecting that bird, and the adoption of efficient 

means for his destruction, The ladies of the Mub are the 

prime movers in this crusade, Tf they really desire to see 
the sparrew exterminated, let them demonstrate its edible 
qualities. The Massachusetts Goyernor-elect is a great 
friend of song birds, and will be apt to give gubernatorial 
aanction to the sparrow slayers. 

Fise Prerures.—At the American Art Gallery, No, 6 

Hast Twenty-third street there are now on exhibition 
studies of striped baas and one of a red snapper. These 
picturesare by the late Mi, 8. A, Kilbourne, which is say- 
ing all that can be said in their praise. The exhibition is 
one of artists’ studics and is well worth a visit. 

FABLES FOR SPORTSMEN, 

IX.—THE CAT AND THE PUKE, 

CAT would go a-fishing, but could patch no Fish for fear 

of wetting hia feet, Seeing a Pike in the depths below 

him, takiug with ease and great pleasure all the Dace, Roach 

and Perch he desired, he called to him, saying, ‘How is it, 
Master Pike, that you can take Fish without wetting your 
feet” 

“Verily, Master Grimalkin,” answered the Pike, ‘it is the 
easiest thing in the world for me. I have no feet!" 

MORAL, 
Try Wilffow! shooting in December or watching a Runway 

n wintry weather, or wading to thy knees in a cold Bog for 
snipe, or fishing in a pouring rain, or anything which is sport 
to.some, but misery to others, and thou wilt shortly discover 
whether thou art a Cat or a Pike, 

The Sportsman Tourist. 

GOOSE HUNT ON THE RIVER PLATTE. 

HE River Platte is noted as an excellent shooting ground 
for wild #eese, especially in the fall, as they are mi- 

pratiag southward. At that season of the year it is chiefly 
a bed of sand, dotted here and there with towheads of yari- 
ous shapes and dimensions, among which the stream cuts ils 
way, in the form of thousands of rivulets, that make myri- 
ads of sandbars upon which the geese will gather sometimes 
by the acre, when undisturbed for any length of time, to 
loiter away the while between their hours of feeding, Now 
and then a large island, of many miles square, intervenes, 
but usually, in such casevs, the water of the river, during a 
low stage, runs chiefly in one channel, leaying the other 
comparatively dry. These larger islands, for the most part, 
are very fertile and settled up with farmers. The adjacent 
country, especially in the middle part of the State, is pretty 
well tnder cultivation, and the fields of corn and wheat fur- 
nish ample proyender for the geese. ‘These leave the river 
about the dawn of day and go out in quest of food, return- 
ing from nine to half-puat eleven in the foretioon to drink, 
take a rest, and chew their cud. The chances of bagging 
many of them as they go outarenot numerous. Occasion- 
ally a single-footer” will come into the decoys for company, 

his youthful ardor, there was no holding him, He cayorted 
about like a young colt ina canebrake, 
much better. 
was in store for him, 
Monday afternoon I dropped into Doc.’s office and found the 
two busily loading shells, their faces aglow with pleasurable 
anticipations. 

Rouse was not 
He was up there last yearand he knew what 

T never saw such nervous men, 

“What's the matter?” says I, ‘‘What's your hurry?” 
“Oh, we can’t wait,” replied Doc, “we are going up to- 

morrow, my young friend here has come on for this hunt, 
and don’t feel like loafing around Lincoln two or three duys. 
[am ready, and so we'll go up to-morrow.” 

The rest of us, after vainly remonstrating with these wild 
huntsmen, held a council and expressed our views. One 
said he hoped it would rain the day ufter they got there andthe 
shooting would be poor, or that Adams would stick in the 
qnicksands; another thought these men would fiighten 
away every groose within radius of ten miles, and we all 
knew they would go up there and go all over Foote’s house 
4d select the best room and softest bed init; buf we man- 
aged to curb our passions before any one-gol crippled, and 
allowed Rouse and Adams to departin peace on Tuesday 
with the two dozen decoys we had made for the oecasion. 
The next day Hathaway, Baum and I took the Denver 

train at noon, picking up Jack at Crete, and arriving at 
Hastings néar five o'clock, ate the lunchmun out of house 
and home. Mere we changed cars, and took the Kearney 
extension of the B. & M., and after a run ef thirty minutes, 
reached Juniata, Our team yas awaiting us al the depot. 
[t was a tip-tep pair of horses, driven by George Watkins, 
and we had a charming moonlight ride‘over to Foote’s, whose 
house we reached before uine o'clock, As we drove up to 
the door our two friends came out to greet and welcome us 
and help us in with our traps. ‘hey soon gave us an ac- 
count of the situation. To stiurt with, the geese were thin,” 
much ‘thinner’ than they were last year; they wore wild; 
the river was lined with lunters, native and foreign born; 
the weather hud grown warm since Foote wrote, and the 
geese had mostly tuken to parts unknown, the few that re- 
mained having learned that death lurked within the numer- 
ous blinds that loomed up from the sandbars, and usually 
gave thema wide berth. Adams and Rouse had killed only 
twelve geese during the entire day. It was not such news 
as we had hoped to receive, but it did not discourage us, 
We resolved to work harder, 

Mrs. Foote’s beds were clean and soft, the rooms were 
comfortable and we slept as soundly as hunters usually do 
under such circumstances. The drawhacks were those of 
our own ereation. Adamsand Baum spored outright and 
lustily, Jack hau a kind of exhaust or cut-off to his, Hatha- 
way’s Was a species of cluck that pave varicty to the enter- 
tainment, J was the tooth gritter of the party, but that the 
boys might have a little sleep T put a string in between the 
teeth of the upper and lower jaw, but I guess that during 
the night I must have swallowed it, for TT was aronsed by 
Doc Rouse yelling at the top of his voice. I looked over 
that way, and saw Doc sitting up in bed, The full moon 
was shining in at the window by his bed and revealed » face 
haggard and eareworn. 
“What is the matter, Doc? Are you sick?” I queried. 
“Sick! the d—l! I wish I was! Just listen at this racket. 

Who eyer heard such 4 fuss, Was that you crushing corn 
just now? I could stand the sawing you new hear going on, 
ut when 4 man goes to smashing every tooth in his head 

human flesh can’t stand it. Even the baby has been aroused 
down stiirs, Gods! listen to the noises around me! I have 
been lying here two mortal hours suffering agonies wf the 
damned,” and with that he raised his voice and in tones 
louder than a war whoop yelled, “Give us a rest!” 

Of course this settled it. Hyery one of the seyen sleepers 
up stairs, Mr, and Mrs. Foote, and every chick and child 
down stairs awoke as though an earthquake was tumbling 
toe house upsile down, Directly we heard the work of 
getting brealcfast in Progress, when all hands tumbled out 
of hed and got ready. Let us pass over the consumption of 
Mrs. Foote’s food. No human being would eredit the story 
were I to tell it, 

Mr. Foote's house is on the southern bank of the Platte, 
Ordinarily the best shooting is nearthe house. House and 

scemed to be a favorite resort of the geese, and they would 
collect there by the hundred, 
waded the riverand put them in motion, and Jater I did the 

Once during the day Baum 

same thing. They lett the place reluctantly, but when they 
got fairly started in their fight up and down the riyer ihe 
music began, After they had passed out of sight we could 
note the progress by the booming of the puns from the 
blinds as they flew overthem, Having told the boys of this 
place it was decided that Jack and Adams go down there 
and try it. Jack was to look after Adams, pilot him across 
the river and see that he did not go down in the quicksands. 
The young man feared his avoirdupois, and the quicksands 
are bad in the Platte. Sotlesetwo gentlemen went down 
in the wagon with Baum and myself the second day, carry- 
ing down some dead geese for decoys, and crossed the river, 
where Baum and 1 built our first blind, Jack carrying over 
the biggest load. But Jack is wonderful on the carry. 
That night Loyus telling the boys of the load I saw him take 
across the river, when they related what they had seen him 
do the day before. On going ont from his house he and his 
party found a Jarge blind left by other parties that needed 
repairs. Billy Foote, the old gentleman’s son, hauled out a 
loud of brush with the pony to make repuirs, a load so large 
that the pony stalled upon the sands and some of the party 
had to goto the rescue. Durirg the day it was decided to 
move the blind near half a mile down the river, and Juclk’s 
artner went off to arringe for it. While hé was absent 
ack tore down the blind, whipped a stuut cord out of his 

pocket and tied it around it, then deliberately shouldered 
the uawieldy bundle and marched off with it, Huthaway 
says—and MHathaway is a truthful man—that when he saw 
the thing going down the bar he though: it was the pony 
loaded down to the guards on both sides with brush and 
Billy on top of it. 

But Adams and Jack, especially the latter, did not meet 
with much success in the new territory, and Jack changed 
again the next day to a position where he had fair shooting, 
the reverse falling to the fate of Adams, who abandoned his 
blind, but in crossing the river at night to join, Baum and 
myself in the wagon on our return (o the house, fell in with 
quicksands, got over his depth, and went to the house afoot 
to keep from freezing, beating us in by half an hour or 
more, The wext day, both Jack and Adams moyed back. 
to blinds near the house for the two days rumaining to, us, 
George ferrying the dead geese in whut we called the dead. 
channel, ncross the river on horseback and then hauling alll 
from both their blinds up to the house, where they went 
out upon the bars to do duty again as decoys. Baum and 
I stuck to our position down the river till the last day but 
oue of the hunt, when at night, after an unsatisfactory day’s 
sport, we tied up our geese in bunches of six, fondled! them 
in the wagon, and hauled them to the house, where they 
were hung up in the corn crib, On the morning of the last 
day Baum borrowed some dead geese from other blinds and 
went into a small one vf his own, while I went into the blind 
with Jack, all near the house, During all this time Hath- 
away had stuck to his original blind and had set out so 
many dead geese that his decoy was very attractive and 
brought in the living ones. One day that cool, quiet, 
patient hunter brought to bag twenty-cight geese and a few 
ducks, the latter from Hocks that huppened to fly his way 
in passing up and down the river. One day a flock of geese 
lit in the water near our blinds (we had ihethird day erected. 
two small ones instead of the one large one) and at the 
signal by Baum he got in his first barrel as they sat. in the 
water, and I as they arose. Owing to smoke interfering I 
could not see the foek after the first discharge, but banged 
away in their direction. When the smoke cleared away 
we saw two geese ‘dead o3 4 mackerel’ and six wounded 
ones making off in every direction, two of them striking for 
the swift current near the opposite shore, where I chased 
them for nearly half a mile, once getting in water that 
came withid an inch of the top of my wading pants, Baum 
raced around oyer the bars and in the shoaler water after 
the four others. We succeeded in capturing them all, but 
returned to our blinds nearly exhausted, That same day 
four geesé came into the decoys, and at the signal Baum’s 

n cracked, and Itumbled my goose. I then drew upon 
6 next one I saw, but just as my finger bent upon the 



‘of our party had similar experiences, 
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trigger “bang” went his gun and the goose began to fall, 
though too late for me to check up. ‘Clean work,” says 
he, und upon asking lim where the other goose had gone, 
“Got two with my first barrel,” he replied. 
One diy Hathaway got six geese oul of one Hoel, one 

with each barrel when they first tame in, then te same as 
they came back, ind the same when they decoyed for the 
third time. At this juncture the resi of the flock bevan to 
Suspect something was wrone and took ther departure, 
Adams was too awfully fat to walk to dinner, and one of 
the party usually carried it to bim, On the last day of the 

_ bunt, as we were going back to our blinds from dinne”, we 
saw 9 big flook of seese set their wings and sail for Adams. 
We stopped onthe bar and watched for the result. The 
entire fock slighted among his decoys, and while we were 
all swearing the man had gone to sleep, up went the flock, 
then two pulls of smoke rolled out of the blind and down 
came five geese, one of which soon recovered and flew away, 
the others coming to hag. 

There was one day—t will not iuae it—whsn our score 
was nearly a blank, Every man in the country for miles 
inland seemed to baye concluded to go hunting. Ti was a 
cool, frosty morning: and there was thin ice on the small 
pools, Baum and I went downto our blind early, but be- 
fore we reached if.a couple of geese sitting near the appo- 
site shore attracted him and he waded over to interview 
them. As I crossed the little island abreast of our blinds I 
was confronted by three countrymen in black, with mus- 
Kets, standing in line on a sandbar as near our decoys as 
they could get for a narrow channel of water that inter- 
vened, while the black hut of a fourth stuel out of Baum’s 
blind as a prominent warning to any poose going that way. 
As T walked ont to where this individual was he remarked, 
by way of apology, that seeing a good lay out and no one 
“bout, lie concluded to occupy one of the blinds. He said 
that some geese has been dying about there, but that none 
came into the decoys. I told him if he thouzht a goose 
green enough to hover around so near where a party of men 
were on parade with loaded muskets le was very much 
mistaken, With thisremark T beysn taking up the artificial 
decoys, the wind haying set in so strong as to shake them 
up too much; besides we had some sixty dead geese set up. 

Directly the man holding the fort yacated, and joining 
his companions they started up the sandbar all abreast, 
Before they had goiten ont of speaking distauce three more 
came in sight, and [had the fask of freezing these out by 
sitting down in my blind and keeping quiet. And thus it 
was through the entire day, A drove of cattle were driven 
dowh to the bank opposite us and herded there, At one 
time cight men on horseback were charging about among 
the herd, and separating the younger ones from the rest of 
the herd. Later, two boys, Gach having 2 musket, took a 
seat on the bank near by to get the benefit of our decoys, 
not knowing that nettherof us would vet a shot while they 
sit there, so we liad to persuade them to depart, but they 
went only two hundred yards down the river and settled 
themselves again, where they remained till late in the after- 
noon. Just below us a purty sat up a target for pistol and. 
rifle practice, and hauged away there for hours. The others 

Of course one could 
not expect a big bag under suci circumstances. Baum and 
T got only six geese all day, three of which he bronght as 
the result of his side issue in the morning. Whether 
these three geese were picked up dead or wounded, or 
pilfered from the blind of some absentee, I will never 
know. That night we loaded our eese into the wagon and 
hanled them up to the house. 

The following day was our Iasi, and we made it count. 
T oveupied the blind with Lanham, and enjoyed that excel- 
Jent fellow’s company as much as I did shooting at geese, 
His enthusiasm never flassed. When a flock set their wings 
for our decoys, and he hud cautioned me to “keep close,” 
“lie low,” bic., he invariably spat-vigorously npon his hands 
before clutchmmg Iris Seott hammerless Sor the assault. 
Directly after dinner George began carrying the dead yeese 
from around the blinds to the house, taking: twenty-four on 
the horse each trip, li was after dark when he got through, 
Some of these dead geese hat served as decoys for five days, 
being left on the bars night and day, Four were missing 
from the blind of Baum and myself the morning there was 
such on outpouring of natives, and those were the only 
ones we lost during our stay. 

Our count was 313 geese, two sandhill cranes and thirty- 
one ducks, At four o'clock next morning, with Mr. Foote's 
Wagon, with sideboards on, loaded with geese as long as 
one would lay on, ind thirty or more, and our traps 
in George’s wagon, we startud for Juniata, which place we 
reached in time for the estward bound train. Here Mr. 
Adams expressed thirty-tive geese to his friends in Burling. 
ton, and we tagged a tew bunches to some of the railroad 
gentlemen, and af Crete dumped off fifty or sixty for Jack’s 
host of friends, taking the rest on to Lingoln, where they 
were hauled up-town to (he store of D, & C. L. Baum and 
given away, 

The gentlemen connected with the railroad treated us 
royally, furnishing us with eyery facility for the transporta- 
tiou of our saméand traps, and dome it cheerfully and 
Pleasantly. To the Wastern people who were at the depot 
when our cargo of geese was unloaded it was a novel sight. 
Wild geese by the wagon Joxd was something new to tliem. 

If any one wants good, clean sport, that won't wear him 
out, Jet him go up on the Platte in the fall, when the geese 
hve come down from the North, and take a bout at 
them, while he may sit in a soft seat in a comfortable blind. 
And if he goes by the way of Juniata, lel. him We gure that 
George Watkins, the prince of fellows, takes him over to 
Mr. Poote’s, where Mother Foote will treat him as though 
he were a fayorite orphan, Burr H. Pom. 
Lincoun, Nebraska, 

FRCM MOOSE TO RUPERT’S HOUSE. 

LEFT Moose Factory on the 20ih of June, at about one 
O'clock in the afternoon, in one of the hay boats. Our 

hay here has to he brought 4 distance of fifteén miles from 
the marsh. It is poor in quality and slightly salf from the 
brackish water which flows over it during high tides. The 
boat is about thirty feet Jone and of a shallow draught. 1 
hadasacompanion a entlemin who was going fo take 
charge of one of the inland posis in connection with Rupert’s 
House, We had only asquare sail. which made it impos- 
sible to do much Without # fair wind, and oars, which at the 
best was a slow means of progression. 

Arrived at Middleboro Island, at the mouth of the river, 
‘We camped there, as the tide began to comein and the wind 
Was against us, Our marquees being pitched, we prepared. 
Supper, and alter afew pipes we tured in. Although we 

had two tents we used one to sleep in and put our bageage, 
ctc., in the other, as we found it rather solitary work sleep- 
ingalone. Wedid nob do much in the way of sleeping, 
the flies being too numerous, mosquitoes, blick flies, ete, . 
For this reason we were quite ready to start when the euide 
wokeusat4A, M. After breakfast we started, and got ag 
far as Ship’s Sands, off which the yessel from the old coun- 
fry anchors, The wind being still against us. and the water 
too rough, here we had to stay the rest of the day, for had 
we started and the weather become worse we had nowlicre 
to run, for the land being so low and no harbors. In the 
fall there is very fair goose and duck shooting here. There 
are pray geese, “whaveys” or Canada geese, both white and 
the blue. At Rupert's House are found only the blue, and 
at Albany the white, it being quite un exception to see the 
two kinds. It is certain that the white mate together, and 
that the blue also keep together, althoughat times the white 
and blue mate, hut itis rare, We managed to get a shot at 
a few ducks, urinicks and stock ducks, but I spent most of 
the day wandering about looking for plants, of whicl I only 
found a few srasses and reeds. 

Here and there we came across a pole stuck in the soil 
with a lot of goose bones and the beak upon the fop tied up 
ina bunch, ‘These are the bones of the first goose an Indian 
has eaten in the spring, and they are placed Here as food for 
rabbidoes, an imaginary sort of Robin Goodfellow, who has 
fo be propitiated, and also to bring good luck. The skull 
of the hear and beayer, the fect of deer and the antlers are 
treated in the same way. The great northern diver or loon 
is a. bird of mystery; its bones are thtown into the water, 
for the Indians say that in time they come together aguin 
and become another loon, Sometimes the bones of the 
beaver are thrown in also but not always. 
When the snow lies deep the geese keep fo the rivers, as 

their food is scarce in theswamps. Occasionally in the fall 
a goose is found frozen into the ice; one was found last No- 
vember frozen in by his legs. I noticed here a nest of a 
grass-tit close up to the side of my tent. The birds did not 
seem to be frightened in the least of us but would come and 
take crumbs scattered in front of the tent door. We only 
saw a few small, three-spined sticklebacks in the small 
ereeks and no other fish at all. 

In the evening, having nothing else to do, I gave a small 
conjuring entertainment to onr Indian crew. It was most 
amusing to watch their faces, as it would be of no use to 
expect to hear them express surprise, for I cannot say that 
Teyer heard it, The true Indian conjuring consists mainly 
of yventriloquism and afew very crude tricks. When an 
Indian conjures he builds himself a tent of seven sticks 
peeled and set in ating of about four feet; he then places 
three hoops of willow round it, which are fastened to tlic 
sticks, around this is strained his tentings; he then takes his 
place in the center with his conjuring drum and drops the 
tenting—there is no roof to the tent. He then begins his 
conjuring seng and beats his drum. Presently the tent 
heging to rock backwards and forwards more and more 
furiously, At last a yoice different from the conjuror’s is 
heard talking in the tent, the drum heating the whole time, 
which is taken as a proof that the movement of the tent. is 
not caused by the conjuror but by the spirit. Thad at home 
spent much time in learning the art of magic and have had 
much amusement from it here among the natives; and hay- 
ing spare time I haye made myself pretty perfect in it. 
Some of their other tricks are more of the nature of the 
modern conjuror’s illusions, but of course they put it down 
to supernatural causes, 
We turned in and did our best to sleep in spite of the flies, 

Rose again at 4 A. M. and left the sands and got to within 
six miles of Netitiche, when the wind tnrned dead against 
us, and large quantities of ice being in front of us distant 
about half a mile, we were obliged to run back again for 
Ship’s Sands, which wereached abouts P. M. We had hardly 
camped when a heavy shower of rain came on that 
lasted for about an hour, and after this was over the flies 
came out in all their might and nearly devoured us. During: 
the night I heard a bittern booming, We got off again in 
the morning at about 5 A, M., passed Netitiche at about 10 
A. M, and got into Hannah Bay, which was full of ice, but 
by dint of shoving off the smaller pieces and dodging the 
larger ones, we got as far as Mistoquamish by 4P. M. Our 
goose hunt takes place at Spanish Bay, and as we depend 
Jargely on salt goose for winter provisions you may be sure 
a food hunt is of great interest tous. [cannot say | have 
yet acquived the taste for salt goose, not that if cooked 
properly it would be bad, but anyone wishing to see to what 
a pitch bad cooking can be brought should visit Moose and 
then he will be satisfied with the dirtiest restaurant in New 
York or London afterwards. Ai one time there was a post 
in the bay called Hannah Bay House; this was about forty 
years ago. The Indians made a raid on the plaee and mur- 
dered all the inhabitants. One man, an Indian, is still alive 
who had his brother shot in his arms by the murderers as he 
was on his way to give the alarm atl Moose. An armed 
force was sent fo capture the murderers, which they did, 
and brought them to Moose, where they were tried and the 
chief instigators of the crime executed. 

In the evening we found ourselves off Gull Islands, where 
we camped upon the stones—rather a hard bed, but as 00 
biush was tobe had, we made the best of il. Soon after 
Janding, we went to look for gull eggs, which are not bad 
outing if frosh,and are not as strong asa person wonld think, 
We managed to get about eighty in ten minutes, While on 
the look out for nests, which were mostly those of black 
headed gulls and kittawakes, we came across a bear’s trac, 
but he had evidently swam off asain. The next day we got 
to a stony point of land on whichan Hsquimanx interperter 
lies buried under a pile of stones. We camped near this. 
A very large erratic block of stone about twenty feet lone hy 
twelve high and about the same thick, evidently carried 
there by the ice, lies just behind the grave. The whole of 
the coast is covered with these blocks, but as a rule they are 
smaller than this one. During the whole of the day we were 
aniong the ice and were unable to get ashore, so we were 
obliged to do our cooking by a fire lighted on a barrel of 
sand in the boat. 

A thick haze was over everything when we rose the next 
day. Afier we started it deepened into afog assoon as we got 
among the ice cakes, and with care we managed not to dam- 
ape the boat, Inthe middle of the day the fog cleared and 
we puf ashore for dinner on a small stony point, Gulls had 
built on this point, butsome one had been there before usand 
taken the eggs as the nests were all empty. In the afternoon 
about five o’clock, we got clear of the ice off Caminerper- 
cashe, and agood breeze springing up, we soou flew past 
Black Bear Point and reached Rupert’s House at about 10 P, 
M., not at all sorry to haye got over the trip, only a distance 
of about one hundred and twenty miles, which we should 

have done in two days with a wood wind and no ive, instead 
ofin six. Rupert’s House is a very pretty litile posh with a, 
background of trees that show upits yellow and white houges 
will thei red roof: to advaniage. A few Thdian tents were 
pitched outside the pickets, bit the bullé of thu Indians were 
not yet in. 

After a very pleasant four days’ stay here Tstarted back 
for Moose, leaving the phice about nine o'clock im the morn 
ing, On leaving the post, am Indian was started smoking 
fora fair wind, blowing the smoke in the divection the wind 
is required to come from, this beinziccording to their ideas 
a certain way of obtaining it if fe smoker isa gbod con- 
juror. We reached Black Bear Point in time to have dinner: 
where I heard a lol of snipe but did nal cet 1 shot ut them, 
By about six o'clock in ihe evening we were off Caminer- 
pereashe where we had to camp. To get ashore we were 
oblige to wade for at least a mile throveh yond and water. 
After about four trips we managed to get all our bedding 
etc,, on the shore and fasteniny the canoe to 4 stone—for L 
left the bout at Ru 5 House, and returned in 9 half-sized 
cinoe with three Inians—we went ta work 10 make the 
camp. Juatas we were going to pitch the tent, we con- 
cluded to change tlie place, as we found that a nest of 
snakes had been before us. A family of efeht were curled 
up iu a knot, rolling about and bissing, not at alla pleasant 
sight; althongh they were not poisonous, the idea of having 
aicwin bed was not pleasant, The tent being pitched 
nearer the shore, | walked about a bit to see it there was 
anything to shoot, 1 saw bear and fox tracks, Dwi no game. 
Two of the Indians followed the bear tracks, but came 
back saying they could not see the brute. We sat smoking 
after our supper, when one of the Indians jumped up ave 
said the canoe was off. Sure enough, we could not see it, 
Presently it swung into sicht from behind a stone when oif 
went the Indians’ boots and shoes, not to mention pants, 
and away the three went through the mud, forming quite an 
instructive spectacle fo me as 1 watched their shirt-tails fow- 
ing in the breeze. They got up to it just as i was starting 
after a slight rest on a small shoal: one of them stayed in her 
all ight, ihe other two came ashore and dressed und weat to 
bed. 

At 3:30 the next day we were off pain, and saw the loom 
of ice in the distance, but not, near enough to give us any 
uneasiness, We breakfasted ona Jong, stony island near 
Shaowan, where 1 saw another garicr snake, All these 
stony islands are formed of water-worn stones of various 
materials—gneiss, limestone, and a heavy black rock, ete., 
showing that they haye been most likely carricd into their 
position by the ice. on which 1 haye often seen large stones, 
some as large as flour barrels. We got ag far as the Huskies 
stave during the afternoon, where we had to go to shore anil 
Jand, a8 a north wind came up and prevented our “oing on. 
After waiting some hours for any sign of a change we 
pitched the tent and made up our minds to siay till the next 
day, so taking my gun i went off and shot a few plover and 
fired several times ata loon, which I dic not hit. Tn- 
less one has fired at these birds lie little knows how quick 
they are and what a dificult thing itis to kill one, 1 also 
saw a bear’s track on the sund sy the beach. The next 
morning we were off again smoue the small islands and 
shoals on our way to Hannah Bay. At a creek called 
Washowhow we camped. The walking is very bad hers, 
the land being intersected with small ditches und eveeks. Tt 
is covered with o coarse grass and a specics of ocnestrina 
called here foose grass. The reason it gets the name IT can- 
not tell, for alltihe geese Lhave examined confain mone of 
the roots in stomach or gizzard, but generally some of 
the roots of the coarse grass that grows near the swamps, 

The place where we camped was very swampy indeed, so 
much so that even with a good foot and 1 half of ent grass 
under me I got quite wet in the night. When we lei there 
was no wind, sa we had to paddle, which we did until we 
got past Netitiche, when the current caused by the tide 
helped us a4 little, and we were able to tale if a little easier, 
reaching Bhip’s Lands by about one o'clock, Here we had 
dinner ind waited forthe tide to tum; when it did we 
Went in wilh it, passing the boatthat was down laying the 
beacons for the schooners, A wind then sprung up, and 
we came in in grand style, passing the various islands and 
brought up at the launch by about five o'clock in the 
eyening, havine been four days on the return trip, which is 
not considered bad time for a half-sized canoe with three 
men, The winter route for the dows is rather shorter than 
the canoe route. T was uot sorry to wet off the trip, although 
it had been very enjoyable, but the want of compuny made 
me glad when it was over. NISTASKESIE. 
Moose Pacrory, Hudson's Bay, September, i882. 

dlatnyal History. 

CAGED PINE GROSBEAKS. 

REGRHT much that [am so frequently a little late, and 
so seldom report on time. When bears were on the 

stand 1 wrote out the ‘finishing touch” ot bis, or rather her, 
history (for a he bear is an arrant coward of no account) 
but failed to send it on in season, and consequently half its 
interest was lost. Again, when snakes had «, competitive 
examination, L was behind with my own experiences with 
a black acer, once 4 terror in New Hoeland, if tradition is 
reliable. Now there comes up an exlianstive history of the 
pine, or Arctic arosheale, the lovelicst bird L ever domesti- 
cated, and the last, for ET have since seen no bird worthy 
to take his place. 

LT wellremember the first { aver saw, It was north of 
latitude 45 degrees in Maine, in the winter of *35-6. Com- 
ing home to dinner one day, in & blizzard such ag is known 
ony jn thal climate, [ could not reach the door en account 
of snow-drifts. I went back io the wood shed, from which 
flew out tive birds Thad never before seeu, Oue dropped 
& moment in the snow on aroof afew tect from me, and 
then all disappeared, ntiering a soft sweet note to avoid 
separation in the blinding storm. 
Twenty years Llooked in yain for that bird whose form, 

color, and strange habits had heen stamped on my brain. 
At length in mid-winter, in Springtield, Mass,, | recognized 
my birds of the storm, They were feeding on seeds of the 
ash, and Lshot a pair with more satistaction than I ever 
felt under similar circumstances. Six years afterwards the 
birds again appeared in Sprinetield, a tock of a dozen or so 
feeding on the bervies of the motutein gsh, seeds of the 
black ash, aud buds of the Norway spruce. Observing 
their quiet, unsuspicions habits, I captured with noose and 
fishing rod five, Hiree males, Placing them in stlarge cage, 
Taat down to make their intimate sequaintanee. They had 
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evidently come from a region where men are not known, 
ind consequently were ignorant of human treachery and 
human inyention. [t mattered little to them that they were 
in confinement; like the little redpoll, they would drop fo- 
gether in a clump on the bottom of the cage, uttering, while 
eating, the softest, sweetest notes of recognition ever uttered 
by a bird. Then the Jeader’s note would be heard, plain as 
# human yoice, “Come, come, Ict us go,” then like the red- 
poll, they would all sturt at the same instant and in the 
same direction, 

returning to feed and pick about the cage. This was often 
repeated the first day. but soon abandoned entirely. 

In afew days my birds hegan to warble a song of soft, 
notes, louder and more constant. 
song resembled somewhat that of the purple finch, but with 
long, sweeping notes which that bird does not utter. 
to sit hours by the cage, for 1 never possessed pets I so much 
loved. They would eat from my hand, pick an apple seed 
from my lips, interspersing the same sweet music. Not so loud 
and clear as ‘wood thrush No. 2.” O, dear, [ cannot think of 
that without—well, no matter, 1 didn’t feel so bad on my 
own account, but neizhbor Phelps, of the ‘‘Homestead,* a 
man of fine musical taste and culture, found its perform- 
ance beyond his depth and was moyed to criticism, although 

Perhaps “Coronation,” printed as 
that was, bottom np, and wrong end to, would be just ag 
the point was obscure, 

difficult, 
But to return, ; 

nied them in their nalive region, 

completely drenched, eating snow and ice while so doing, 
Sitting by the cage one Sunday afternoon. the sun shining 
brightly, | had placed in it a ball of snow; the birds were 
silting on the ball, spreading wings and feathers over it with 
every token of delight. Suddenly with a scream every bird 
showed the most intense excitement, not terror, but fight 
all over, heads in one direction depressed, wings slightly 
spread, topknot overhanging the beak, and the beak wide 

Turning my head there was 4 shrike hanging to the 
The robber bird darted off and my 

The shrike had discovered the birds 

open. 
sash not a foot awny. 
pets became quiet, 
from a tree opposite the window, and the birds recognized 
their mortal eneniy at sight, showing no inclination to. re- 

My inference wus that the shrike dared not en- 
counter the old birds, a single nip of whose powerful beak 
treat, 

would eut off the neck of the shrike in an instant, 
Wishing another test of their sagacity, 1 brought to the 

cage some stuffed birds, They approached them fearlessly, 
recognizing their own kind, hut the instant a stuifed shrike 
appeared, there was the same scream, the same position of 
desperate resistance repeated. 

One of my birds consigned to friends in New York lived 
suffering latterly from those shelly 

My own lived 
about the same number of years, and at last died of plethora 

Of their southern breeding limits little 
Finding them in summer on Moosilank, midway 

in New Hampshire, and having most positive evidence that 
they come down from the spruce belt on the Green Moun- 
tains to feed on currants and cherries in the back settlements 
of Vermont, I do not hesitate to presume that they may 

six years in a cage, 
excrescences mentioned by Dr. Cougs. 

from over-kindness, 
is known, 

Reaching the side of the cage, they would 
cling for a moment to the wires, and then fall back to the 
perches, sitting for a few minntes silent and dejected, then 

As spring advanced the 

T used 

My birds delighted to wash, a luxury de- 
1 filled their bathing yes- 

sel with snow and water, in which they would wallow till 

[Noy. 28, 1882. 

nois, and everywhere South so far as 1 haye obscrvsd, this 
fish is called “gundle” and ‘'grindle.” 

Last fall I dropped a squirrel from a tall cypress on an old 
Tennessean’s back ina cypress swamp, near Little Rock, 
who was fishing for ‘‘gundle," and nearly frightened him to 
death, and he me. We had neither of us observed the other 
He was fishing in water not oyer a foot deep, and had caught 
four fine ‘‘gundle.” I asked him if he knew what he was 
catching, and if they were fif to eat. ‘Yes, sir, we call 
them gundle. They are a very fine fish, not so good as 
trout (bass), but certainly as good as cat or buffalo.” The 
old gentleman was a new-comer in Ar-kan-saw, and 1 think 
that when my gun cracked he was the worst sci1ed man I 
ever saw. He thought he had got into Avkansaw sure 
enough. Now, is this Southern mudfish, or dogfish, the 
same as those of the upper waters? I would say that the 
two fish look exactly alike, as near as one can remember, 
but we all know that the up-iver dotish is unfit to eal, or, 
rather uncookable and uneatable. And I would here re- 
matk that | think Dr. HE, Sterling, in your issue of Sept. 21, 
has got his ichthyology mixed, for on the Illinois River we 
found this dogfish the one impossible to cook tender, while 
the sheepsheud, or grunter, is so soft and mushy that it 
needs no cooking to become tender, Ts it possible, as I said 
before, that different waters, food, etc., can make such a 
difference in fishes? 1, for one, think not, and am confi- 
dent that when these fishes are brought torether and critic- 
ally and scientifically examined, they will be found to be 
specifically distinct. Dr. Sterling, T sec, sticks to this one 
name as if there could possibly be but the one species. 

Since writing the above 1 haye called on that genial 
sportsman, warrior, lawyer, judge, editor and statesman, 
Col, Boh H. Crockett. When | entered Col. Bob’s sanctum 
Tfound him with a copy of Formsr anp Stream in one 
hand, scratching his head with the other, and muttering to 
himself, ‘‘Gasper-gou; what the d——I is gasper-gou? I 
hever sw or heard of such s fish in White River. Thai 
Yankee must be off his base. There are no gasper-gous in 
White—, Good morning, Colonel, take a chair; sit down; 
what fish is this you and Mr. Robertson of Texas call 
gasper-gout I never heard anything called that name ex- 
cept, I believe, the black buffalo, and that is the poorest 
fish in our river, not fit for anyone to cat who can get any- 
thing else,” 

“Well, Col. Bob, your early education must have been 
fearfully neglerted toliye here on the banks of the White 
River nearly all your life and not know our finest fish, why 
you don't know as much as Major Lewis.” *‘Well, I declare 
Ido not,” said Bob, “The best fish in White Riyer that I 
know of I never heard called anything but drum.” ‘The 
very fish,” said I, ‘‘the drum is the gasper-gon, sheepshead, 
or grunter, or silver buffalo, or crayfish, trout, or perch, 
known everywhere along the Mississippi coast—either bank 
of the lower Mississippi—Lonisiana, and ‘Texas, as gasper- 
fou; and clsewhere, venerally in the North, as drum.” 
“Well, I declare, honey, I would never haye thought that 
the drum was the fish meant. Why certainly, it is the best 
and richest fish we have. I have caught thousands of them,” 
said Bob, 

All this shows what our common English names amount 
to; and it also shows what the prestnt condition of our 
classical names amount to. 
Now, right here an important correction of 2 misprint in 

my last article. (See ForEst anp Srrwaar of September 21, be found much further south than represented to be the 
ease. One factat least favors this opinion, the bird is almost 
an annual visitor to us, and has already arrived this first of 
November, the snow-bunting having come a fey weeks 
sooner, both preceding the cold weather as never before. 

“A many years ago" [wrote that in this section of the 
Connecticut Valley, the Northern and Southern fauna oyer- 
lapped each other remarkably, and that during the year more 
of the birds known east of the Mississippi would he found 

page 143.) The types make me say, ‘shows in August and 
September.” It should read, “From analogy | should -say 
that the gasper-gon spans in September and October,” ete., 
which seems to be correct, for fish caught here in the past 
few days seem to be full of ripe eggs, Byrewe. 

Big-Horn SkuLL IyeeppEp ry Woon,—In our issue of 

here than in any other spot in the United States. 

published under auother name. 

third of November, 1882, in Springfield, Mass. 
B, Honsrorp. 

The yery interesting article upon the pine grosbeak in 
Fortst AnD Stream of Nov. 2 réminds me that [ have seen 
these beautiful birds in myriads about. miners’ cabins, wp 
about timber line on the mountains, in the latter part of 

They come there to feed upon the 
crumbs and scraps thrown out from the table, and are very 

If the weather is pleasant they keep up 
The snow ut such gua- 

son of the year is generally from four to cight feet deep, and 
The colors of their phimage are excecd- 

I think they breed on the 
hich mountains, at or above timber line, but of that I am 

Many small birds make their nests among the 
furze that covers many of the mountain slopes at 11,000 to 

winter and early spring. 

tame and sociable, 
a constant twittering and singing, 

no earth is visible, or 
ingly varied, rich and beautiful, 

not certain. 

12,000 fect elevation, where there is frost every night. 
W. N_B: 

Duexver, Col,, Noy. 16, 1882, 

VARIOUS QUESTIONS DISCUSSED. 

66 res i" has neyer had his seience or facts queg- 
tioned before and is not going to put wp with it at 

his time of life. Jt certainly is a ‘pretty kettle of fish” that 
after « long and useful life spent in trayel and research, 
and the study of things fer@ nature in woods, rivers, seas, 
Mountains and swamps, he cannoitell one species of fish 
from another when he has often seen, handled, and eaten of 
hoth, Therefore I will reiterate that the fish known in the 
northern waters of the Mississippi Valley as the sheepshead, 
grunter, drum, and buffalo perch, or. grinter perch, rockfish 
of Georgia (from the so-called stone in its head), and known 
to fish sharps as Jiuploidonatus griuniiens, is not the tish 
known in the Southwest everywhere as the yasper-zou. Of 
this | am quite certain, and I have heretofore given my rea- 
sons for so thinking; itis, however, # closely allied species 
of the same family, and I cannot think that a different habi- 
tat and environments could make so great a difference in 
the same fish. 

We haye another case exactly in point in the fish known | i t 
| birds feeding on some pine conce. } his: 
| as to what species they were, he fired into their midst; three 

everywhere in northern waters as dogfish, bowlin, mudfish, 
lnke lawyer, and known scientifically as Armia culo, De Kay. 
Now this fish is considered everywhere North as wnofit for 
food, yet even so far South as Southern Wlinois they are 
eagerly sought for and considered a choice table fish, I 
think Prot, S$, A. Forbes, of Tlinois, when collecting in the 
waters of Southern [linois, considered the fish specitically } 
the same as that of the Ulinois River. Therein South Mh- 

J had the 
satisfaction, however, of seeing it wordfor word shortly after 

To show how things are 
getting mixed up, I will only add that the grosbeak, the 
bunting and a whippoorwill were seen and shot this first to 

Nov. 3, 1881, was siven an illustration of a head of a moun- 
tain ram imbedded in the trunk of a pine tree. The follow- 
ing extract is from a book entitled, ‘“Che Fur Hunters of the 
Far West,” wrilten by Alex. Ross, in 1824; “Out of one 
of the pines I have just mentioned, and about five feet from 
the ground, is growing up with the tree a ram’s head, with 
the horns still attached to it; and so fixed and imbedded is 
it in the tree that it must have grown up with it. Almost 
the whole ot one of the horns, and more than half of the 
head, is buried in the tree; but most of the other horn and 
part of the head protrudes out at least a foot, We examined 
both, and found the tree scarcely three feet in diameter. 
Tere we put up at an early hour, and called the place Ram’s 
Horn Encampment. Our Flathead Indians related to us a 
rather sirange story about the ram's head. Indian legend 
rélites that one of the first Flathead Indians who passed 
this way attacked a mountain ram as large and stoul.as a 
cou.mon horse; that on being wounded the fierce animal 
turned around upon his pursuer, who, taxing shelter behind 
the tree, the ram came against it with all his force, so that 
he drove his head through it; but before he could get it 
extracted again the Indian killed him and took off the body, 
lvaying the head as a momento of the acdyenture. All 
Indians reverence the cclehbrated tree, which they say, by 
the circumstance related, conferred on them the power of 
mastering and killing all animals. Hundreds, therefore, in 
passing this way, sacrifice something as a tribute to the 
ram's Lcad; and one of the Iroquois, nof to incur the ¢lis- 
pleasure of the god of hunters, hung a bit of tobacco on 
the horn to make his hunting propitious,” 

A. Lave Broop.—Troy, N. Y., Nov. 12—Yesterday TI 
met 4 man frying to sella young great horned owl (Ziube 
vingintanus). Lhe owl was as large as the average, but his 
wing wnd tail feathers were pot fully grown. When placed 
on the ground he advanced by long hops, using his wings 
for aid. The owner caught him near the city; le could not 
fly and made no resistance, | always supposed the owls 
were matured by this time. Has a second brood ever been 
recorded?—Snymork Cunnincuam. [The great horned 
owl is one of the first birds to hateh in spring, We cannot 
account for the immaturity oF the specimen above referred 
to], 

Baniy Crogseriis,—Boston, Nov. 14—A friend, while 
walking through # groye near the outskirts of Brookhne, 
some two weeks avo (Noy 4), observed a small flock of 

To satisty his curiosity 

vame tumbling to the ground, Greatly to his supprise. one 
| proved to be « white-wing and the other two red crossbills, 
| Is it not wnusual to take these birds in Massachusetts at so 
early a date?—Frep Lawis. [Lt is unusually early, but this 
yeur the pine grosbeak and snow bunting and crossbills have 
all come very carly. | 

A Now Swrer rrom Soura Amerrca.—tIn the annals 
of the N. ¥. Academy of Sciences, Vol. IL, No. 11, 1882, 
Mr, Geo, N. Lawrence describes a new species of bird of 
the family Cypselide@ from New Grenada, Heméiprocne minor 
differs from all its nearallies in its much smaller dimensions, 
and in the character of the collar which encireles the neck. 
In this species the plumage above is lustrous black; the 
upper tail coyerts are smoky blackish brown; wings, black, 
quills, with the exception of the outer three, being nar- 
rowly murgined with grayish white at their ends; the chin 
and throat are fuliginous brown; breast, ahdomen and 
under-tail coyerts are smoky brownish black; the white 
collar about the neck is narrow and well defined behind, 
but in frout it is not so well marked and widens out on the 
breast, where the feathers have their centers mottled with 
black, ‘The collar on the hind neck is one-quarter inch in 
width, onthe breast at widest part it is three-quarters of an 
inch in width. Bill, black; length, seven inches; wing, 
seven; tail, two and one-eighth. 

A. RemArtarne Conrast.—Como, Wyoming, Oct. 29, 
1852.— Thursday, the 26{h of this month, I saw a strange 
battle between two kid antelopes and an eagle. The ante- 
lopies, when first seen by myself and Mr, Carlin, were run- 
hing in Our direction, and aboye them, about one hundred 
feet, wasa large golden eacle, which made a swoop down 
at the antelopes, When {the bord did this one of the kids 
stopped, turned round and reared on its hind legs and beat 
the air with its fore feet, and the bird of prey rose high in 
air, only to make another dash, with the same result. This 
was repeated af least a dozen times, when the eagle, seem- 
ing to become tired, flew away and settled himself on a 
rock, and the antelopes trotted away to join a large band on 
anear hillside. IThaye several times seen an eagle catch a 
jack rabbit, but in twelve yeais on the plains never saw one 
try an antelope before.—W, H. Rrep. 

Hire Hlickerings. 
a 

Camp 

“That reminds me.” 

A HISTORY of the nayy during the late war, in giving 
L an account of the operations of the ironclad fleét We- 
fore Fort Sumter, contains the following paragraph: 
“While waiting to renew the attack a fire broke ont on. 
board the Nantucket which, however, was extingmshed 
after doing a slight damage.” (I quote from memory, not 
haying read the account for a number cf years.) As the 
writer of this was an eye witness, and ad one of your cor- 
respondents was a prominent actor in the incident above 
Bess Thereby give you an account ss witnessed by my- 
self; 
We were lying off Fort Sumter, just inside the bar, 

hatel.cs all fustened down and the sea washing clear over 
the deck fore and aft, only one small hatch open to get up 
through the turret, when late one afternoon I heard the ery 
of “Fire! the yecoman’s room is on fire!’ Ten feet from the 
yeoman’s room was the magazine. Under the berth deck 
were small lockers filled with eleyen and fifteen-inch shells, 
and when I got on my feet there was a sheet of flame pour- 
ing out of this store room, and not more than two feet 
separating the fire from the shells. The crew was mostly 
made up of ‘raw recruits,” and eypry sinner of them saw 
and knew the danger at once, and there was a rush for the 
small ladder leading to the turret. I started with the rest, 
but soon perceived that there was no chance for me where 
seventy or eighty men were struggling to get throuzh a 
small holetwo by fourfeet. Turning back to the fire | saw two 
or three old men-of-war’s-men at work rigging the fire hose, 
and my fright left me at once, Perhaps asa boy Lt did nof 
realize the full extent of the danger. The first thing that 
drew my attention was a dark form dancing np and down 
in the midst of the flame tryingto stamp it out, and thonghts 
of a salamander and of the *‘Hebrew children” flashed 
through my tind, 

In a few minutes the hose was connected, and a large 
stream of water soon extincuished the fire, when there 
emerged from the smoke the most forlorn looking Licuten- 
ant it has ever been my lot to behold. A. short time before 
our ship boasted of the finest pair of mutton chop whiskers 
in the fleet, the pride of our First Lieutenant. But now 
their glory had departed, the fire had singed one side com- 
pletely, while the other had been pregeryed intact, ditto the 
hair. 

Imagine, if you can, a crew of sailors ten minutes later, 
drawn up in line, trying to keep sober faces, while listening 
to a lecture from this comical looking object, on the folly 
of panics in general and fire panic in particular. 
Long life to “Pisteo,” und may his shadow never grow 

less; nolwithstanding fhat he did drill us at fire quaxters 
rather sayagely for the next fiwo or three weeks, some of us 
believed it was for our own benefit, and not to revenge the 
loss of those whiskers. Wor my part, | shall never read a 
letter from your correspondent without recalling to mind 
the picture here presented. H, A.8. 
Curtsna, Massachusetts, 

I send the following reminiscence of one of many jolly up 
river hunting trips, taken in the ‘fall of the year” by 2 few 
choice spirits, 
Scenc—on hoard yacht Lolita, at anchor in a dense fog, 

near Alvarado marshes, all hands on short allowance of 
Eastern oysters in shell, and Budweiser beer. On deak wo 
sce Sailing-naster Charley K, and high private W. A., busi- 
ly inspecting 2 lot of nondescript wooden decoys, There 
is a gleam of mischief in the eye of the gallant sailing-mas- 
ter, as the wouderful birds are overhauled, Below, in the 
cabin, the very Hon, Mr, Austin T., and Mr, Elijah F. are 
seen, deep in the mysteries of Pedro. Ten minutes Jater, 
the ‘Tfon,” and his comrade come on deck to ‘stretch their 
lees.” A beautiful specimen of the ecanyas-back mallard 
is seen, feeding in nnconsious security, a few furlongs off. 
The Hon. Austin: ‘By George, Iseea duck!" Elijah dives 
below, brings up his gun and “gives it to him.” — By-and- 
by, the fog and smoke lifting, the bird is seen, still in un- 
conscious security, o else he has smelt powder before. 
Chorus of, ““Giveit to him again ‘Lijwh, he didn't hear you,” 
‘Lijah doesn’t ‘give if to him again,” but goes hulow to take 
up the thread of Pedro, where he dropped it. W. A. 
San Francisco. California, 

We were sitling around the camp fire in the wilds of 
Avizona, One and another had contributed a song or story 
saye Jerry the guide, who had sat in silence the entire 
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time. “Oh! come, Jerry,” said John, “do give us a songz— 
areal old war-whoop—one that will awaken these monn- 
tain echoes; they seidom hear so good a yoice.” ‘Well, 
boys,” said Jerry, ‘before T sing you a song, T will have to 
five off a story, and fhen if you want me to sing afterwards, 
why I'll go ahead. Yon see, boys, 1 was away up in these 
mountains with » prospecting party ‘searching’ for gold. 
I strayed away off from the fellows one day, and losing 
the trail and night coming on, I thought to myself the best 
way for Jerry to do, was to camp. So I sat myself vight 
dowh Where I was, stretched out these pins, and, wrapping 
my blanket about me, turned in for the night. But 1 
wa'nt to sleep, at once. No, indeed, for soon there came 
such 4 howling and snapping of tecth about me, that my 
hair stood on end. There, in a cirele about me sat ag lively 
a pack of wolves as you eyer did hear on, and being without 
my gun, yowll bet, boys, [ thought my time had come. 
Wall, my mother had taught me, when only a sprout, many 
a good thing or two, and among others [ remember her 
saying, ‘Now, Jerry, my son, if you ever get into a tight 
place, just you say yer prayers and then sing a song, and 
all will be right.” 801 got right down on my knees, bul 
after I rose up I saa the yarmints gitting closer and closer, 
But I was bound to carry owt the whole programme, so 1 
cleared my pipes and at it LT went on the tune of ‘Old Hun- 
dred.’ On tinishing the first line, the wolves commenced 
to kind of shake their heads, and look at one another. At 
the end of the second, they rose up and bawled. At the 
end of the third, they tore around like mad, plowing the 
ground in all directions, while at the end of the fourth, they 
went a flying down the mountain side as if Old Nick was 
afterthem, And now, boys, if you want me ter sing, jist say 
the word,” ‘Not much,” said John, seizing his sun, ‘uot 
this evening,” PADDLE. 

Gane Bag and Gur. 

Open SEASONS, —<Aee table of open seasons for garne and. fish 
mm waus of July 20. 

SOWING WILD RICE. 

ie the beginning of April, 1881, we recerved from one of 
the parties advertising in your paper nine bushels of wild 

tice, which, although none of us had seen it before, looked 
to be good seed, and let me state right here that in relating 
our poor success, we do not in the least wish to reflect upon 
the quality of the seed nor the faiv dealings of the seller, 
but ly our partial failure to other causes. We soaked the 
seed in water for two days, and two boats spent some six 
hours each sowing if into eyery place in the lake which 
from descriptions read in your journal we considered a 
suitable spot for it. The kernels sank rapidly out of sight, 
and many long weeks lay betore us until their reappearance 
in anticipated waving fields of grain. The month of 
August came, but no waving fields of rice with it; after 
careful searching we discovered here and there a solitary 
stalk where we expected hundreds of them. These stalks 
bore fruit, but having thrown into such a place perhaps a 
peck of seed, with such poor results, how could we expect 
that a few stalks in the saine place would amount to any- 
thing? Well, this summer came, and we were almost 
afraid to ask each other about wild rice. 

One day in August last, while talking about clay pigeons 
and smoke balls and shooting prospects, onc of our crack 
shots happily surprised us by the remark that he had lately 
been liunting for wild rice again, and had found bundreds 
of stalks where a yer aro there had been scarcely ten, 
This was good news indeed, and we did not fail to verity 
his story by finding it jnst about as he had told us. Now 
please understand that there are no waving fields of it yet. 
The stalks are still rather far and few between, but it is 2 
settled fact that there grew considerable more rice this 
summer than last, and our hopes may yet be realized of 
seeing the sjwampy corners full of it, and the ducks tumb- 
ling to the inusic of our bi-piped organs. 

Should auy one desire to introduce wild rice, we wish to 
adyise him to sow it in the fall, as that is its natural seeding 
time, and as the water in most any lake or river is lower in 
that season than in the spring, you can see where you sow 
it and will not risk wasting sced in places whic. either 
freeze ont in’ winter, or are only covered by water in spring 
and not ull the year round. Dn not be afraid that it will 
fall into too deep water, we found stalks in spots 8ft, deep 
in the fall, and 11 or 12ft. deep in the spring, though we 
consider a depth of 3 tu 5ft. in the fall best. 

C. Garesr, Jn, 
WeursTER, Mase., Nov. 1882. 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 

Many men, of many mimds, 

Many birds, of many kinds, 

Many fishes in the sea, 

Meny men that don't agree, 

qe boy who straggles home tired, dirty, and hungry, 
after a day's fishing in the shallow crooked stream run- 

ning through the village, with a half dozen sunfish, a rock 
bass, and perhaps 2 small turtle, tells of his adventure for 
the day: what a nice string of fish he caught, and how 
many whopping big biles he had, aud with face all aglow, 
and in emphatic terms, says it was, ‘the best fishing he ever 
saw,” and exhibits his trophies, with a delight and satisfac- 
tion unequaled, Another, ont for a day's shooting, rambles 
along the bank of the sume stream and brings home with 
the same pleasure and expressions of delight, # couple of 
blackbirds, a chipmunk, and perhaps 4 squirrel, and in re- 
lating his day’s experience sums up by saying it was “the 
best shooting he ever saw.” In fact this experience is simply 
a reflection, or example of our own, for cach and every one 
of usknow just where we can haye “the best fishing or 
shooting we eyer saw,” and with sincerity know the sport 
we have had to bé excellent and unequalled. This all comes 
from degices of comparison, under the personal experience 
of the sportsmen, and from which be alone can judge, 
although the spovt he may have had is not a comparison to 
that of the same character to be had at other points, still the 
degree of satisfaction is the same, and the boy who has 
spent the day at the brook, catching sunfish, is equal in this 
respect fo the man who bas taken his seyen-pound trout 
from the Nepigon, j 

On thestrength of this personal ignorance the writer has 
for a number years made Northern Michigan the point of 
operations for his gunning and fishing (a number of letters 

onthis territory from him, haye in the last few years 
appearedin the columns of Forms AND SvRwAM) and he, 
with other followers of the faith, fecls as though the sport- 
ing in the wilds of the northern portion of the lower penin- 
sta of Michigan offer to those who delight iw the recreation 
and pleasnre of fishing and bunting, unequalled territory 
for such sport. Fish of nearly all kinds areutnmdant, game 
ibundant, pure air, pure water and all the essential features 
necessary to a pleasant vacation can be found in this, to my 
mind, the sportsman’s paradise, 

The visitors during the past summer found many chanpes, 
improvements for their convenience and benefit, railroads, 
boat lines, new hotels within easy reach of good fishing and 
hunting erounds. Many were the parties who ayailed them- 
sclyes of thoir advantages, and all who understood the 
proper manner of enjoyment in the wild woods snd on the 
beuntitul cold streams, will return again to the “hest fishing 
and hunting grounds they eyer saw,’ while their winter 
days and evenings will often be brightened by thoughts. of 
alovely camping plaice by the side of 4 swift ranning cold 
stream, where water could be dipped up as cold and elear as 

will rise to their memories when out of such stream they 

will, as the bright spring days appear, look up their gun, 
wlean tt, and see that it is ready for service, and Tool oyer 
their fishing tackle, while a streak of anticipated pleasure 
will run up their spinal column and catch the short hairg on 
ihe back of the head with a slight tundency to raise them 

in “the best place to fish and hunt they ever saw.” 

in Many instances fhe character of the true sportsman is 

to be how many deer van they kill instead of how many 

brother sportsmen, and with a prospect of a future ground 
for recreation and amusement, 
Association deserye commendation for their untiring efforts 
to protect the game of the State, and although not able to 
dictate and enforce a rule as to just how many deer a single 
person or 2 party shall kill, still their oversight and their 
strict statutes, which they are endeavoring to see fully un- 
forced, will go a long way to aid in protecting the game of 
the State, and enables them ina great degree to regulate the 
slaughter, and they can only leave to the partics who are 
shooting throughout their territory their own sense of pro- 
pricty and decency as to the amount of game they should 
he satisfied with; and we all who love the sport will join in 
arequest to such parties who now or may hereafter shoot 
over the district to spare useless slaughter, and not make 
the special boast of their exploits and experiences the great 
number of deer they have shot in ‘‘the best place for deer 
they ever saw.” FRANK N_ Bepre,. 

AMERICANS IN CANADIAN WATERS. 
Ettitar Forest and Stream: 

In the waters of the St. Lawrence, during the month of 
October, lnvge numbers of ducks are accustomed to assemble 
on the good feeding grounds furnished by the shoals of that 
river's frequent wide expanses, Hspecially abundant were 
the redheads and broadbills last month on the lower part. of 
Lake St. Francis, not far from the line diyidmg Ontario 
from Qucbee. 

The president of one of our oldest and most respected 
shootijs clubs, who lives near the Canadian frontier, is the 
owner of & very commodious and comfortable yacht whercon 
his many friends are used to accompany him to fish during 
the season for black bass, and to shoot in September and 
Oct ber, 

His generous hospitality included my name in the list of 
last month’s invited guests; and with three other ardent 
lovers of sport, we reached the Lake St. Francis in the early 
half of the past month. 

To shoot in the Province of Quebec requires a license, the 
fee for which is twenty dollars for each citizen of the 
United States, As respectors of law and order, each person 
was duly provided with the legal authorization, althoush 
early all the shooting was done in Ontario, where no such 
license ig required, Individually, T did not fire 2 gun in the 
lower province, 
Knowios that il-disposed persons might object to our 

cartying guns and ammunition over the line, my host took 
the precaution of going toa Canadian Custom House and 
enteling Hl bis “munitions of war,” Thus fortitied, we 
hoped for goad sport and fraternal recognition from our 
cousins over the board r. 
A few days afler coming to anchor a ‘*keeyind friend” sent 

us fhe Montreal Witness containing the following: 

AN AMERICAN VOSSEL ANCHORED IN THE DUCK GROUND—ALLEGED ILLE- 
GAL DESTRUCTION OF GAME—A WORD TO THE AUTHORITINS. 

Sportsmen who have during the last faw days visited the neighhor- 
hoad of River Besudette have been giuch disgusted at. beholding 
anchored in the stream an American steamboat whose only object 
in being there is the Slanghtering of duek, presumably for the New 
York market. Some of the residents say thaf these intruders have 
Swivel guns On board and as the ducks are still in very large flocks 
in the channel and have not yet taken to the reeds, they are able to 
kill them wholesale by these unlawful weapons, whi'# lovers of lesiti- 
mate sport are seldom able to pet within range at all. ‘hese Ameri- 
cans have constructed (ac ies far out into the lake.in which boats 
from the steamer are Cousealed. On Satirday there was rather a 
heayy swell on Lake St, Francis and it was not very comfortable 
shooting wut in the channel, but notwithstanding this seven or eizlit 
Joud reports were heard fromthe steamer and the boats around it 
every tine a flouk of ducks appeared. 

This said that-hese Americuns are not sportsmen at all, and ibis 
omy proper that the attention of the authorities should be directed 
toward them, A residént who holds sole sort of a commission in 
connection with game preservation when asked why he did not take 
some action in the matter or report it to the authorities, replied that 
he was nol sure whether those waters were in this provmee or 
Ontario. and that the game laws of Ontario were different froim ours. 
Th would, however, be too greata task for an isolated constable to 
undertake to make any arrests, buf the proper authorities should 
undoubtedly tukesomesteps to preyent (he ileal destruction of our 
game, especially by intruders. The Mish and Game Protection Society 
should investigate this matter further, 

Our shooting was from flat boats drawing less than four 
inches of water, in which we sat wpriglil, partly concealed 
by rushes, or by small branches of evergreen trees coveriug 
the sides. The boats were anchored in the lake—frequently 
amile from the shore—along the edge of which the Gana- 
dian blinds were built, 

The shooting was fair, for the country; the bags, however, 
being very smallin comparison with those we liad been ac- 
custonied to make in Currituck Sound orin Chesapeake Bay, 
and J need not assure you who have so lonz known me, that 
no yiolution of sportsmanlike propriety was committed. 

The sending of threatening anonymous letters was offset 

it could be taken from the water cooler at home, und visious 

had a “terrible time” landing a trout or grayling, and they 

up, in answer to the wave summons, as they contemplate 
and prepare for 4 rehearsal of their last summer’s experience 

Northern Michigan is now being hunted over by many 
sportsmen after deer, and T regret exceedingly to hear that 

sacrificed fo that of a butcher, as the objective point seems 

deer should they kill, in justice to themselves and their 

The Michigan Sportsman’s 

by the politeness of the habitants, who thought us theolos- 
ians oa tour of relaxation. They never spoke of us to our 
attendants except as ‘them D—D Yankees.” And yet there 
Wis not a doctor of divinity among us, You know how 
polite a Frenchman or his descendants must be, and will 
readily understand the highly flattering cstimation im which 
we were held, P 
The concealment of our boats in “caches far out into the 

lake,” is something: quite new to us. We hardly know what 
the writer means. We are equally in the dark ag to those 
“seven or eight loud reports,” from the steamer or the boats 
around, every time a flock of ducksappeared, We occasion- 
ally tried to get for preservation a loon with the help of a 
Winchester rifle. but wedid our duck shootingina legitimate 
way, from the small flat bottomed boats—our only “cachus, ” 
In iwo of these there was barely room for one man and 
his gun, In the third, two shooters could find place. Wuoere 
the concealed boat would come in, we should like to know. 

After a week or ten days a very polite resident who holds 
“some sort of commission in connéction with game preser- 
vation,” came to one of our party shooting from a single 
flat and told him he was violating the law and must cease 
firing and fall back. My friend asked what provision of 
the Jaw had been violated. “Am I using a swivel gun?” 
“No,” said the guardian, ‘Have Ta night light? ‘No,” 
“Is this a sunken punt?” ‘‘No.” “Is this a hattery?” 
“Well, yes, Iwill call it a battery, and you must siop 
shooting from it.” A polite attempt was made to explain 
what the general world understood as “a battery,” butit did 
no good, nor did we cease lo use our flats, as they contro- 
vened no Jaw, I think the guardian objected to decoys, 
but he withdrew objection to them after a few days. 
Some Canadian sportsmen were using a sunken punt in 

our near neighborhood, and I saw others go into a blind 
built to hide a boat, To the latter no one could reasonably 
take exception, Certainly we did not, nor did the ‘game 
constable” object to their sunken punt, 

I will not refer to the scurrilous anonymons letters writ- 
ten to my host, inasmuch as no gentleman could have pro- 
duced such communications, 
On one occasion a sudden spell of warm weather caused 

some ducks to spoil. These were thrown overboard, and 
were regarded as “marking our tracks with blood,” and 
showed us to be possessed of a simple love of gore, 
Knowing the very high estimation in which Canadian 

gentlemen sportsmen hold the Fores, anp Svream, I have 
written the foregoing that their minds might be disabused 
of any unjust impression conveyed by the Montreal journal 
in question, 
We violated no law, and we thought ourselves entitled to 

decent respect and consideration, even though we belonged 
to the big big D.’s (two of ’em) who live south of the Do- 
minion. Tun OLD Doctor, 
New Yors, Nov, 18, 1882. 

FROM KALAMAZOO TO KANKAKEE. 

OTICING, one morning, about fifty-five mallards lying 
th by the express office, and hearing they were the }\r0- 
duct of a week’s shooting on the Kankakee River, Indiana, 
by a friend, | immediately sought a companion for sport of 
the same order, My friend R, bemg equally enthusiastic, 
we started. Arrived at ‘Old Hoosey’s” house, aud his soud 
wife informed us that Hoosey and his son were down the 
river interviewing the ducks. A fine string of ducks was 
hanging on the side of the house, which somewhat consoled 
us for being too late lor that evening’s shooting, Soon the 
batking of our dogs admonished us of our host’s approach, 
and through the doorway came a conglomeration of men, 
dogs, ducks and guns, After a careful classification the 
result was, five men, five guns, three doys and \hinty-two 
ducks—all fine mallards, Supper over we smoked the fes- 
tive pipe and jistened to Hoosey expatiate on the merits of 
his sixteen-hore gun, which, by the way, brought down 
fifteen of the thirty-two ducks, until the big feather led in 
the room adjoining had its peculiar charms for us and we 
retired to its ampleembrace. Having huen admonished by our 
landlord that the early morning shooting was poor (and it be- 
ingavery agreeable bit of 1aforma. ion) we brvakfasted at seven 
and started for a snipe ground near by, My triend had been 
killing ducks all night, although his game bag was as empty 
as When we first arrived. 

Reaching the snipe grounds, our well broken setter soon 
found the snipe, and my luck gaye me the first bird. Alter- 
nating oursuccess, two hours’ shooting gaye ustwenty-twofine 
Wilson snipe. After dioner we stated down the river {or 
the ducks, Arriving at one of the largest of the sloughs, 
we worked our boat into the wild rice, until we could wade 
on the uncertam bottom, and hauling om hoat along, went 
about seventy-live rods from the tiver, where we cove.ed our 
boat and took to the water, depending entirely on our dogs 
to retrieve the ducks. Owing to the frequency of paities 
losing their boats in the almost maccessible marsh, | tuok 
fhe precaution to erect an oar with an empty beer bottle at- 
tached, which afterwards proved very fortunate, The fast 
setting sun started the ducks and soun the reports of the 
altillery down the river announced that fun was at hand, 
At first the ducks few rather high, but soou twotine mallards 
came along within range. My Iuck again suryed me and the 
right and left barrels of my ten-hore Coll brought them bovh 
down—the tirst blood for me, 
Hoosey had told us that atabont sundown we would not 

kuow which way to shoot, so thick and glose would they 
eonie, 1 was somewhat incredulous, but was soon made a 
firm disciple of his theory, tor they came right and left 
vight down upon us, alighting within ten rods of our boat, 
and would often have settled nearer Lad not the persuasive 
power (¢ our ten-bores loudly spoken their conclusions, As 
if was the rapid firing heated ny gun sv that a glove on my 
left haud was very comfortable, 

Darkness soon spoiled our sport and we turned our atten- 
tion to finding our boat, with a string of seventeen tine mal- 
lards and (1 regret to say) we had loft nearly as many more, 
food forthe wolves, which infesf the murshes, Knocking 
around in the mud and water nearly to the top of our hip 
buols looking for our empty beer bottle (and the one which 
Was not empty) soon convinced us of the eicucy of taking 
thatclass of supercago for the beacon light. Luckily we soon 
found the boat and pulled for the warm stove, and baked 
duck awaiting our voracious appetites, 
Two more nights and equally good success pave us fifty- 

nine large mallards; and strange to say, all the ducks killed 
were mallards, it being too early for redheads and bluebills. 
On arriving in Kalamazoowe were the “admired of all” 
with our ducks laid out on a dray, (to give them plenty of 
air) for transportation to our homes, Gro. H, Wuyans. 
Kanamazoo, Mich., Noy. 16. 
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LONG ISLAND WILDFOWL. 

ee fowl! shooting in this recion in (he month of October 
has nol been as pond as usual this year, owing, doubtless, 

to the mild weather of the fall, the birds not leaving their 
northern Labrador haunts for their soulherm migrations as 
soon as usual. So, the wildfowl! did not appear in our bays 
in Sreat numbers until November came in, 

There is a large extent of waters, their favorite feeding 
rounds, between Greonport and Montauk and Orient 
oints, the former place being some twenty-five miles dis- 

tant imd the latter about twelve miles, Ou the first approach 
of the cold weather in O¢tober, the flocks first begin to col- 
leet, and finding good leeding in the watery pastures of 
Gardiner and Peconic bays, they settle and abide there till 
the inereasing cold and the gathering ice admonishes them 
to spread their wings and départ for Vireinian and Carolina 
waters, They first begin to rather around the rocky shores 
of Montauk, and a few years since the geese and brunt, the 
black duck and widegon were there found in abundance, 
more especially ov the Great Pond at Montauk, $o, when 
the geese and hrant were plenty at Montauk, there was ox- 
cellent sport with them at Cartwrighi’s Bar on the south 
shore of Gardiner’s Island, and im Goose Pond, on that 
island, and there we haye had fine sport with them, 

But in later years, when Great Pond has been open to the 
salt tides and the fresh eriss of the ponds has been killed 
thereby, the ducks and geese ceased to frequent the plate, 
and the shooting was Sreatly diminished, 

Bht there was no decrease in the uumbers of the immumer- 
able coots, shelctrakes, old squass and Ibons. Theirfeed con- 
sists chichy of smull fish, (for sheldrake and Joon) snd 
small clums, muscles and scallops for the coot, as these are 
as plenty as evar, Those fowl are here as abundant as ever 
before. 

The most successfil mode of killing them here is by using 
small battery boats, resting almost Jeyel with the water's 
edge, If requires the use of two boats for that purpose; 
one, the low-lying battery boat, in whieh the ounner is con- 
eealed, and the other a larger row boat in which the attend- 
ant gunner rows around, keeping the fowl in motion when 
they settle upon the water, and picking up the dead and 
cripples shot down from the battery bout. 

Gut as before said, the fowl were scarce in October, and 
not until we had some cooler weather in Noyember did 
they collect in great numbers, But now they are in great 
flocks all the way from Montauk Point, to Fort Pond, and 
thence to Fire-pluce Point and still further west lo Roam 
Island, on the southeast point of Shelter Island. They are 
also to be found further west in Noyack and Peconic Days, 
for the distance of thirty or forty miles. 

Great nutnbers of the fowl have been lately killed by sail- 
ing on them. The fowl, before they have been much dis- 
turbed, will wlow a fast-sailing catboat to come down upon 
them from the windward, and will not spring from the 
water until too late, and then the gunner takes them easily 
on the wing. As they must rise then against the wind, 
they must upproach within casy distance of the fowler, The 
boats have been thus cruising for them successfully for 
the last three weeks, aid teat numbers have been killed. 
An old gunner (Capt. Bill Ross, of the yacht Nahm) has 
just dropped into my room to tell me of his late trip for 
fowl. He hadswwith him in his comfortable cralt asmall 
party of gunners, bub Bill says they went more for frolic 
and rest from worl: than for real sport, sud did not kill one- 
quarter as muny birds as skillful, earnest fowlers might 
have done, They got only about ninety fowl, chiefly coot, 
with a dozen black duck and twenty shelidvake, He says 
the fowl will continue to be yery plentiful until the cold 
weather in the middle of Decermber, and then they will dis- 
appear. 

Bill has a fine boat with lange cabin, and as be is a 
skillful nuvigator, and knows all the best places, a sunning 
party will always do well to secure bis services. Your 
correspondent **G,” has had good times with Bill, and ts ex- 
pected daily to be here for his fall cruise, 

IsAac McLELnAN. 
Greenport, L. L, November 20, 1462, 

BEAR HUNTING IN MAINE. 

HE following letter (writes Mr, George Shepard Page) 
may he of interest to your readers. The writer has fre- 

quently served as my guide at the Rangeley Lakes, As his 
story indicates, he is s man of vreat courage and endurance. 
He is yery well infoumed, having been employed in teaching 
school for several ieriis, In meeting him for the dirst time, 
one would hardly realize that a noted bear slayer was 
hidden in the courteous, intelligent person with whom he 
was conversing, Mr, Taylor has killed nearly thirty bears, 
His letter is dated Kyron, Maine, May 3, 1852; it has been 
awaiting my return from Europe. le says: 

T have had some exciting bear hunts since I sasy you. 
Last winter 1 hunted a little. Bears are very plenty. and 
quite bold. ' I lost quite a large number of cheep last spring 
and summer, killed by bears—one large sheep was killed in 
mny pasture and dragyed about twenty rods into the woods 
before she was eaten, It must have been a large bear, Tor 
he dragged ber over «log which was about three feet high, 
Two winters avo I spent twenty-nine days hunting bears, 

Tsitw six, and shot three, A. §, Young was with me part 
of the time, and part of the time I was alone. On Bald 
Pate Mountain in ‘*Andover Surplus,~ we had been follow- 
ing a large bear several days, and were going over thie 
smoother, hard, frozen snow and iee, cutting places for our 
feel with the ax, when we suddenly came to a fresh track 
of an old bear and two cubs. There was a little hight snow 
on the hard ernst. Add Young, Gen Mitchell and myself 
were tozether. We followed these tracks about twenty 
rods, when we came to their den, in a cave in the rocks, 
We, of course, thought that we were sure of all three of 
them, as Add had a Ballard viflé, Bena 44-calibre Reming- 
tou reyolyer, and I my two-barveled shotgun, one burrel 
loaded with a ball, and the olher with buckshot; but I 
changed with Ben, and took his revolver, as 1 was going 
info the mouth of the den to slart them out, while the 
others were to tuke stations around and fake them when 
they came out. Bnt they didu’t start easily, and I got pole 
and was trying to punch them out, when Ben ericd ont, 
“There comes oue above there.” Of course we all looked 
n the direction. 
The old bear came out first and her two cubs followed 

her, We fired ci¢ht shots at them, and we thought that we 
had killed the old one, but she finally came on her feet 
again and went off, leaying 1 trail of blood. We followed 
till dark, then went toa logzing camp in the valley below 
and stopped all night. The next day we drove one of the 

cubs out of another.den ona high bluff and followed him 
two days, when we decided to divide the crew. and Add 
wis 1o follow this cub while Ben and Lwent back to look 
after the old bear and the other cub, We found their trail 
and followed it to another den which they had found amoung 
a pile of huge Woulders, Itwwasa hard place, and we were 
not certain that they had stopped there till we bad cut away 
the ice sufliciently to get down and look into a cave about 
twenty feet under the that side of a large rock. I gota lon 
pole and punched in till T saw their eyes glisten, then 
knew they were there; but we couldn't drive them out, so 
we cut the ice away and 1 got down flat on my belly and 
crept in about hulf my length so as to let the Tight shine in 
over my head, and with my pole | punched her till I could 
see her eyes shine, then I took as good aim as I could and 
firod. I backed out pretty soon. I fired twice before I hit 
her. The second time | put 4 large bullet in just to the left 
of her riglt eye. Then the cub curled down behind bis 
mother so snug that TI could only just see his eyes and ears, 
and when I stopped punching him he would be entirely out 
of sight, I fired three times before I killed him. Ji was 
almost dark’ when we got them out of the den. We left 
them there that night. Next day we got help and hauled 
them down to the road and took our team and went home, 
1 have the pictures of thisbear and cub, Perhaps you would 
like to sec it? Addison 5. Young has killed two or three 
Jaticly. A very large bear was shot in Weld last week. 

STEPHEN TAYLOR. 

THE NEW YORK GAME LAW. 

Hilitor Forest and Stream: 
Dear Sir—Will you please allow the ‘Utica Fish and 

Game Projective Association” a hearing on the subject of 
game lays. Forthe past tyo sessions of the Legislature, 
important changes have been pending, withoutavail, mainly 
on account of the great diversity of opinions. Doubtless 
the subject will again be before the coming session, when 
il buhouyes tose Interested, to unife upon such changes as 
are most needful and hest calculated to attain good results. 

The Utica Fish and Game Protective Association was in- 
corporated about two years ago, to meet the wants which its 
name implies—revive the lageing interest in the game law 
—and fo enforce its provisions when its violation was the 
rule, and its enforcement only an exeuption. The results 
of ils efforts have been highly successful and gratifying, as 
far as the existing laws will permit. This association is 
an organized detective force af vyer 100 members, and they 
have employed and paid other special detectives. A like 
organization is needed in every county. As a result, we 
muiy safely say that during close season there has hardly 
been a violation, and the game was foutd undisturbed at 
the opening of the scason, as it should be. There have been, 
it is true, one or two slight violations in remote places, 
but with all our members reporting at headquarters, every 
violation has been known and watched, 

In Oneida and Ierkimer counties, woodeock and part- 
ridwe shooting opens September 1, while we regret to notice 
in other counties woodcock muy be Killed August 1. This 
allowed shooting around us, has made our efforts to pre- 
serve woodcock in August more difficult, but yet with our 
yigilance we have substantially succeeded. 

In the practical workings of this law we have gained 
much experience, and from the resulls ascertained, we are 
satisfied that this is a mos! salutary law for the whole State, 
as itis impossible to preserve partridge, when woodcock 
may be killers in August. 

There is no reason why woodcock should be killed before 
Septemberand eyery reason why they should not be killed in 
August. The reasons urged are that gunners are anxious to 
get oul sooner. That is no reason at all, else why nof an 
open season the year round? Why any law at all against it? 
Anothor assigned reason is that im certain northern parts of 
the State, “woodcock leave about September 1 and are not 
found where they were in August.” This might besome reason 
if true—butitis not trie, as everyone knows who understands 
their habits. They do not leave even Canada before the 
30th of October and frequently not till November or Decem- 
ber. They do change from summer to fall ground, but that 
they are not found in September where they were in August 
is better accounted for by the fact that ‘‘poachers’” have 
cleaned them out in advance, for the benefit of Saratoga, 
Shavou, Richtield, and like places, The reason then utterly 
fails. 
Now all true sportsmen (murket hunters and club houses 

excepted) will agree upon one proposition, viz: that game 
should he protected in (he most practical way. The ob- 
ject of this article is to lay before your readers the results of 
our most careful observalion, experience, and study upon 
this subject, viz. : 

1. That there is from year to year a marked decrease in 
both fish and ame, owing to the improvement of guns and 
tackle, the inereas¢ in the number of sportsmen and their 
dexterity. a 

9. That if we would preyent the entire extermination of 
both fish and game, within a few years, there needs to bea 
correspondingly greater protection and shorter seasons. 

3, That tle inereasing demand for choice fish and game 
| fashionable resorts has contributed to their destruction, 

by making fish and game a mere matter of traffic. The 
question arisés: What shall be done, and how shall we do 
it? To this purpose I will further relate onr experience, 
and ask the co-operation of yourself and readers, 

1. The laws as they now are, are well as far as they fo; 
but we need changes and further provisions. 

®. Thatlaws are of no ayailunoless enforced, and to enforce 
them needs an organization like our own in every county, 
by which each member pled@es himself to act on the detec- 
tive, and uphold the Jaw against violations, and tovaid, 
assist and urge on the game protectors, who have done and 
are doing a great amount of good work. 

3, All sportamen will abide the season and zcalously up- 
hold the law if assured that when the season opens the game 
will be found undisturbed, They feel confident when each 
is one of the détectives and knows what is going on. 

4, The open season for both fish and ganie should be 
shortened, especially for trout, woodcoek and partridge. 

5. Open seasons oyer the State should be uniform as far 
as possible. 

6. The open season for syoodcock and partridge should be 
the same, soas.to prevent killing of partridge under pre- 
tense of hunting woodcock in August, if we would pro- 
tect partridges which, as we haye found, have been killed 
and served up at club houses as “‘short-billed” yoodcock 
where August woodcock are allowed, 

7. To prohibit catching trout (hrough the ice-at any time 
and in anyway. 
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8, To prohibit catching aud marketing of undersize trout, 
cither dead or alive, soas to protect the fry sent out by our 
State hatcheries to stock lakes and streams. This is avery 
important necessity. ) 

9, To prevent spring duck shooting on their flight to 
breeding grounds, 

10. To prevent the netting and trap shooting of wild 
pigeons. This was a fey years ago the most plentiful, pnt 
now become the rarest game bird of this State, Their 
nutuval flights afforded the finest nnd most abundant sport, 
but are now so depleted by nets that their flights are lim- 
ited to other sections. 
Tosome of your readers the force of the above propositions 

will readily occur, to others a word of explanation will he 
proper. 
Why shorten the open seasons beyond what they used to 

he? Answer; Sportsmen have meregsed tenfold in num- 
ber amd dexterity, with improved applisnces, Game is 
growine scarce iv spite of the best protection, TU we would 
prevent total extermination we must either shorten the sea- 
sons or prohibit altogether fora time. The shortened sea- 
son is preferable. 
Why prohibit woodcock shooting in August when it used 

tobe in July? Answer: Better ask why kill woodcock at 
allin July or August, In July some of the young ¢an ‘ily, 
but others cannot; the weather is hot; birdsare soft, quickly 
decay, and are no more im season than 4 fresh-hatched 
chicken, In August they are moulting and sickly, There 
is no reason for killiug them except to enable pot-lunters to 
supply fashionable resorts. A game dealer stated lo the 
wriler, “Why do you prohibit Woodcock in this county in 
Auvust? If I could buy and sell them | might make a few 
pennies.” THe was pacified on being told that Oneida and 
Herkimer birds were all being saved, snd that he could 
make these ‘few pennies” in September just as well, with- 
out supplying sickly birds to his patrons, Besides this—and 
a greater reason as every sportsman knows—in August the 
broods of partridges frequent the same low grounds as 
woodcock, and the temptution is great, even to the consci- 
entious sportsman, s@ainst discrimination on the wing. We 
have discovered that young partridges have been killed, 
shipped, sold ard served up in August as “long and short 
billed” woodcock. Result is, that the law-abiding sports- 
mali for sake of shooting sickly woodcock in August finds 
himself robbed of parttidges in September and @ctober. 
Better to wait till September, and all have an equal chance, 
without putting temptations and excuses in the way of pot- 
hunters. Lel them wait. Weep their guns silent mean- 
while in the brush. They can wait, The season then is 
long: enough, especially as their wants tend to the desixuc- 
tion and add nothing to the preservation of game. 

Shorten the other end, also, to at least December 1. Why? 
Because after December the cold raims and snows set in. 
Sportsmen do not go out then; the brush is deserted, Then 
the partridge snarcer takes his opportunity, after sporfismen 
have left. Then they share with impunity, which they 
could not do, while sportsmen frequent the brush, without 
being caught at it. 

This ‘‘trapper” is most destructive of game; he works for 
protit, not sport; he will let the birds alone if he can’t sell 
them. Therefore, take away fhe now best month of his 
opportunity—December—if you would preserve partridges, 
It is difficult to catch these men in the act, although the 
hirds exposed for sale give an idea of its extent. They are 
readily distinguished from killed ones by their black throats. 
One man in this section snared over 500 birds im one season, 
othersin proportion. There is scarcely a bird lett for seed. 
Why stop trout fishing through the ice? Answer: It is 

nearly as destyuctive as spawn-bed fishing. The sun shining 
through a hole in the ice draws the tront around it for air 
and warmth, where they are caught in large numbers by 
men who mate it.a business, to the depletion of lakes and 
streams when the sumnier fishing comes on, Prohibit all 
trout fishing till May 1, also. 
Why stop catching small trout and marketing them? The 

reason appears above as to the State small fry. There are 
other reasons. ist. You cannot have large ones without 
first haying small ones. 2d. The small ones are easily 
caught around the spring brooks where they are spawned, 
They ave being caught insuch yast numbers as to threaten 
utter depletion, They are caught, kept alive in pens, 
and carted off to restaurants and markets, where they are 
kept alive to be served out to customers. Over 100,000 were 
caughtand taken from one stream in this section in one 
year, This destruction of small trout under six inches long 
is the hundredfold destruction of 'arger ones, As they are 
mostly for sale in markets, their sale should be prohibited, 
or else bandon the idea of stocking streams. If we would 
preserve trout, we must preserve the little ones. 

T cannot expect to go oyer the whole subject in this article, 
Tn conclusion, wllow me to hope that at the coming session 
we may be able to obtain these necessary provisions and 
changes in the law, and that sportsmen may wnite without 
diversity to obtain the object. 

If we keep steadily in mind ihe “preservation” of fish 
and game, we can do much good; but if we lose sight of 
this by granting special privileges to individuals, market 

” 

hunters, marketmen and clubs, we shall fall short of the 
sreat good we all desire. ‘Proper protection” means a 
“limited season” in limited ways, and is not found in what 
marketmen, market-humters or fashionable resorts, may call 
their ‘“‘best interests.” 

There has been much clamor by individuals for special 
privileges—that game laws should he made more accomme- 
dating—as that when we go fishing in the Adirondacks we 
may take our guns aud killa few deer, or when we go to 
kill deer in November we be allowed to catch afew trout 
on the spawning beds. Fishermen with trap nets have also 
uskud that they be allowed a couple of months to fish with 
nets, as areward for holding off fhe rest of the year, and 
the like. Now, all these may scem reasonable: but the fact 
is that privileses to one are equally for all, and can only 
result in utter destruction if tolerated, The “Armetrone 
bill,” once passed and yeloed, was mainly prepared by this 
association with ereat care and consideration, and embodies 
the provisions which are so much needed. It was framed 
to meet actual occurrences. We invite the co-operation of 
all earnest sportsmen in its behalf and support. 

Joun D. Conus, 
Vice-Pres’t Utica Fish and Game Protective Association. 

Urtua, N. ¥\, Nov. 14, 1882. 

i 

Any person sending their address to R. H. Pooler, Serena. La Sulle 
Go., IIL, will reesive in return free a fine colored Lithograph repre- 
seuting pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies, 4[s0 a catalogue 

| of cartridge holders, belts, yests, &e.—Adv, 
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“UNCLE AB.” McILRATH. 

\ E have received intelligence of the death of Ma, Abner 
©, Meliruth, of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Mellrath ov, as 

he wis snown and loved by scores of men who shallread these 
lines, “Unele Ab.,” was one of the hest known of the old suhool 
of Ohio sportsmen, ‘The local press (writes Dr, E. Sterling, 
of Cleveland) never vives more than the obituary of 4 man, 
further particulirs may now and then be printed, but minety- 
nine readers out of a hundred have forgotten the connection. 
Therefore it occurred to me that if you should insert in the 
TPorEst AND StRHAs sone of the particulars, in the extracts 
from local papers which 1 enclose, you might receive from 
those who have hunted with him some continuation of the 
story of Abner’s life. J myself witnessed that jump over 
the string (mentioned below) and I believe to-day that Abe 
in his prime could worry any anim~l in existence. There is 
a-volume it his hunting life, Genitl and kind, they say he 
never struck A man with his fist, his flipper was bad énomsh, 
and fortunate was the man who wesrie¢ved him and was 
treated in this kindly way. Some ol the stories of his ways 
and doings might be too strong (be it true) for any buta fox 
hunier’s ears, ideed, numberless stories in court and tield 
oan be told of this stalwart man who was always cheerful 
and with broad hard and open conutcnanece would say, 
‘Boys, come out fo-inorrow and wewill haye ahunt, Mother 
(his wife) has piles of dougiinuts, mince pies and turkey? 1 
write this merely to give you an idea of one of the most re- 
markable men Lever mel with. By the way, you ouzlit to 
have scen the two''Abes” embrace one another at the Weddell 
House, when President Lincoln was on his way to Wash- 
ingtonto be inungurated. On that occasion a measurement 
wis taken of the two, ut the request of the company 
prusent, They stood hack to buck, and it was discovered that 
“Abe” the president was half an inch shorter than “Ab.” the 
linoter, ; 

Born in 1812, be Game at the age of five years, with his 
father’s family, to the when wilds of Ohio, The company, 
with their household goods, were conveyed in two wagons, 
one of which was hauled in a primitive manner by a yoke 
of oxen and the other by a span of horses. After a journey 
of thirty days’ duration they reached Enelid township, 
where they settled on three hundred acres of land that the 
elder Mecllrath had purchased, A portion of this land in- 
Gluded a part of what is now used for the Lake View Ceme- 
tery, The country between this farm and the site of the 
present sreat city of Cleveland was an uncleaved forest. It 
wis amid these surroundings that young Mellrath grew 
up. 1838 lhe was married to a Buclid lady, Miss Francis 
Eliza Pier. By this union the couple had thirteen children, 
three of whom are notliving. [0 1886 Mr. Mclrath erected 
the hotel which bore his name, loeated six miles from the 
city, on Huclid avenue, and he kepti it for thirty-six years, 
ending in 1872, when ii was tom down. 

Mr, Mellrath in many respects was an extraordinary 
man, physically speaking, Hé was a giant in his build, as 
he was six feet six and a half inches in his height, and his 
average weight was about 264 pounds. Asan athlete he 
probably did not have 4 superior in the country, certainly 
not since the days of the great muscular man of Northern 
New York, Joe Call. In addition to his athletic character- 
acteristics he was a great fox hunter, and many are the 
stories told of incidents conneeted with his chase after Rey- 
nard, He was gifted with tremendous long wind, and the 
story has been told that he would freqnenily chase after a 
fox on foot and run it down! In spite of his great weieht, 
large bones, and apparently ungainly size, he was a re- 
markably quick as well as marvclously athletic man, He 
once lifled with bis hands from the ground an iron shatt 
weighing 1,700 pounds, which would be equal to lifting 
double that weight were be hamessed with straps to 
weights and allowed to lift under the best advantaze. Two 
men would hold # string two inches above his head and he 
would step back two or three steps and jump over it with- 
out fouching it, making the leap about six feet nine inches 
in height. He has been known, rather than to lead his 
horses around to the other side of his barn, to put his long 
arms under a horse and lift it up to the floor of the barn, 
which happened to be three or four feet aboye the ground. 
Another of his well known fests was lifting a horse over a 
fence and then throwing the bugey over after it. 

Some forty years ago a gang of rowdy sailors, a dozen in 
number, went out to “Ab. Mcllrath’s Tayern® on purpose 
to haye ‘a muss with him.” Uncle Ab. wasa most peace- 
ful sort of a man, aud would submit to a great deal of abuse 
before resorting to the last argument, but on this occasion 
his ire wis exceedingly excticd at the preposterous idea that 
a dozen ordinary mon could ron oyer him in his own domi- 
cile, The result was, he went among them, and in gpife of 
their all piling upon him, he took them one by one by 
the cont collar and seat of the pants and threw each some 
distance out of the doorinto the snow! The sailors there- 
upon retreated, the most disgusted of Jack Tars at being 
whipped by a solitary man. He told the writer that during 
that ‘‘scuiile,” as he called it, he did not dare double his fist 
und strike for fear of killing, He had a very good oppor- 
tunity in 1839, when he was twenty-seven years of age, of 
destiny his athletic ability, which proyed very conclusively 
that at that time he was probably the strongest man perhaps 
in the world. He met in Buffalo Charlie Freeman, who 
was then a sailor, and ‘yas Known as the American giant, he 
being about seven feet in height. These two giants had a 
wrestle to find out which was the “smartest man.” The 
Cuyaghoga giant was too much for Preeman, for he threw 

lim with ease. Three yenrs afterwards Freeman went to 
England as the champion of America and enguged ina prize 
fight with the champion of England, known as the “Tipton 
Slasher,” aud easily defeated him, These facts will give a 
food idea of “Uncle Ab’s” great muscular strength and 
activity. Like Joe Call, he literally never met with his 
match and never doubled his fist on a man for fear of killing 
him. Anyone who had cyer seen his tremendously long, 
heavy boned arms, encased in muscles of iron, with his 
sledze-hammior like fists, realized perfectly that a kick from 
him partool of the nature of a kick from a horse, and it is 
not at all surprising that Mr. Mcllrath neyer doubled his 
fist on a human being, 
During his life he had gone through some lidicrous episodes 

which will bear being fold, On one occasion, after haying 
haunted a load of barrels to town, says the Leader, he was on 
lis return, when he stopped at Doan’s tavern jo water his 
horses, A couple of conceited young bloods from the cily 
liad just got into their bugey, undas they drove by “Ab.” 
they thought it would be fun to give hima ent with their 
whip, which they did, and (ben drove off as fasias they 
could away towards the town, ‘AD.’ nat velishing that 
kind of treatment, his Quakewlike disposition yielded, na he 
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gave chase on foot after the young bucks. For « mile the 
frightened fellows managed to keep just sofar ahead of hin, 
but their horse commenced giving out, and they were over- 
taken, “Ab.” got into the buggy, took the reins and whip 
out of their hands, and drove back ta the corners, where he 
gave these foolish fellows » thorough floreing with their 
own whip, in the presence of a crowd, and then letthom ¢o. 
On another occasion, during the days of stage coaches, while 
he wus on bis way to town with aload of barrels, 2 stage 
came done and ran into his teym, and created a genayal 
smash. Hecametotown and cilled of the stage office of 
Neil, Moore & Co,’s line of stages, and demanded of the 
agent, the late Captain Startwell, compensation for dam. 
ages, The captain refused to settle, and "Ab,” became 
somewhat excited in his language. The captain finally 
ordered his man Friday, Norton by name, to ‘put that man 
owt of the office!™ Poor Norton mnocently wnderiook to 
perform the operation, and he found himself fying through 
the aiv and landing on the sidawalle on all fourst 

Several years since he gave a wrand fox hunt, in which 
many Gf his intimate friends participated, He had cap- 
tured an extremely large and vigorous fox in the wild hills 
of Buclid township, and held it in captivity for this espacial 
event, When the morning of the chase arrived, the hunters, 
all mounted on fleet-footed steeds, pnt in an appearance at 
the old hotel, eager for the anticipated sport, Reynard as 
brought ont and relvased, and away lie dashed, taking a 
straight course for the lake, with a pack of hounds baying 
at his immediate réary, and the hunters following as fast as 
their horses conld carry them, The time was December, 
and the winter king held all nature in his frigid embrace, 
The terrified fox kept fying over the frozen fields, and 
through thick woods, whilt the clattey of hoofs in his rear 
only goadéd him on in hisdash for life and liberty, Bin- 
ally the banks of oid Erie were reached. Reynurd took one 
comprehensive view of its frozen bosom, and in another was 
bounding away over the vast expanse of ice. When the 
hunters reached the bank they all pulled up with one ex- 
ception, and that was Uncle Ah, With his eye firmly lixed 
on the tapidly disappearing fox, he dished the spursinto the 
sides. of his panting steed, and to the horror of his eom- 
panions, started across the treacherous field of ice, toward 
the Canadian shore. On he fiew, on the top of the relittile 
old black’s speed, until he disappeared from the sight of his 
terrified companions, who were satisfied that they would 
never see him again. Several hours elapsed, and the party 
of horsemen waiting anxiously on the bunk had about sive 
up all hopes of Ab’s return, when a black speck made its 
Appearance away out over the lake. Nearer and nearer it 
came, until the manly figare of Unale Ab, tilled the anxious 
watchers on the shore withfeelings ofunbounded joy, He was 
still in pursuit of the fox and riding like a demon, nothing 
could stop him; the weaty fox took to the woods, but Uncle 
Ab. followed, cheering on the hounds, and in a short time 
he returned with Reynard’s lifeless hody hanging from the 
horn of his saddle, On the way home that night he told 
the boys tLe story of the perilous chase, how he lost sight of 
the land, but how. he kept bravely on, wletermined to capture 
the game or perish in the attempt. He bad cooled down 
somewhat then, and he remarked to one of the Nimrods 
nearest him, (hat he would not repeat the experience for a 
bag full of gold. P 

On another occasion he and a party of friends had plan- 
ned afishing excurtion to Wickliffe. The majority of the 
anglers droye down and left Uncle Ab. to bring the boat, 
tackle, rations, etc. 

The yacht was anchored in what is known as the dugway, 
a small stream which empties into the lake from Rast Cleve- 
land township, snd, as is common at the mouths of such 
tributaries, a lone sand bar had formed for several tods out 
into the lake, Uuele Ab, had reached this pomt all vieht 
and was sailing around this bar with a yiew of soing up the 
shore some distance to take on the necessary supplies for the 
trip, when the boat suddenly capsized. Unfortunately Unele 
Ah, could not swim, and so he clung to the upturned hoat 
with desperate energy, Suddenly the boat began to drift 
out, and visions of a watery grave rose before him, He 
turned pale, and with a voice filled with terror Galled to his 
son, who was calml} viewing the scene from the shore, 
“CGon,, if you ever expect to do anything for Ab., do it 
now.” Con, choked back a laugh, and told him to just 
lower himself down and see bow deep the water was. He 
reluctantly took the advice, and to his chagrin found that it 
was hardly waistdeep. Con, was cautioned not to say any- 
thing about it, but somehow or other the fishermen learned 
all the details of the laughable affair, and Uncle Ab. never 
heard the last of it, 

‘Artemus Ward” was a frequent visitor nt McTlrath's 
tavern. Heand Uncle Ab. were great friends and used to 
go fox hunting and fishing together, und the latter frequently 
figured in Ward's writings, Mr. McUrath died at lis resi- 
dénce in Oleveland, Noyember 16. 

SHOOTING NOTES FROM KANSAS. 

I HAVE seen some doubt cast upon the statement, in a 
California paper, that a hunter in that State had killed 

in a four hours’ hunt 4 plieasant, a partridge, a quail and a 
mallard duck, This isa variety, but I could any day, in 
jess than four hours, and on my own land, kill chickens, 
quail, ¢prigtail, butterball, teal and mallard ducks, ecese, 
jacks, American snipe, ployers, cotton-tail and juck rabbits, 
and inside of fen miles’ jump a gray wolf, coyote or deer. 
My average for 1881, for table use, was three birds per day 
for 865 days, 

Lthink the use of explosive and express (hollow-pointed) 
balls should be forbidden by lay on game, and only allowed 
on beasts of prey and reptiles, Ii a sportsman has not 
science enough with a rifle to lll an clk, decr, or other large 
game with an ordinary rifle bullet, he should not try, 
Imagine the effect on our game in ten years {vom now if 
all riflemen should use explosive balls. 
Thave lad a great amount of experience with different 

sized guns, and for my locality I find that a 42-inch barrel, 
full choked (for five shot), 11-pound, 10-gauge, breech-load- 
ing gun is superior fo any other. 1 usc three drams 
powder in summer and five in winter. I have used common 
powder in my gun for ten years and the barrels are to-day 
is beautiful inside as they were when they came from the 
factory, Lnever allow my gun to gtand over night while 
dirty, und clown by taking off the barrels, shoving in the ex 
tractoy, then put a funnel in at the breech and pour through 
the barrels one quart of boiling water. In abont a minute 
the leat of the barrels has dried them, then I dry, wipe 
them with four different rags, using a stick wiper, then oil 
wilh bes! winter strained eperm oil, Two shots from so 

brass shel) will foul # gun) as much as ten with a thick paper 
shell. 

Tn loading [ force the primer on the shell with a hickory 
punch and hanimer, putin my powder, then one No. 8 Win- 
chester wad, forced down even, then one wad of mutton 
tallow (est in a 44 calibre rifle barrel and cut the thickness 
of wads) then one No. 10 Winchester wad pressed down till 
the tallow isas thin as possible, then one ounce of No. 8 or 10 
and onevand one-quarter ounces of 4or 6 shot, and ut least one- 
half of a Winchester No. 8felt wad, The latter wad [split 
from A resular wad, but profer cardboard when I can get 
them. ! force the powder wad down with as laree a stick 
as will go into the shell, thus seating them yery even and 
level, In statin the shot wad Iuse a stick that will just 
#oin the shell, with the other end small enongh to go up 
through my tunnel from the bottom, and fit intoa knob or 
handle, A brass shell soon bulges in my gun so that a 
tunnel (or funnel) will not sci down over them only about 
haliway, Alter placing my ramrod up through the tunnel as I 
have described, | set my shell on the block and spread out, 
my split No. 8 wats, and taking my tunnel in myvight hand 
place 1f down over a wad, ius picking if up, then place 
the whole down over ny shell ag far as tte tunnel will go 
(half down), then shoye the wal home, This way of senting: 
a No. S wad with a tauinel saves crumpling if, and seats it 
as even asifithiad grown there, aod at the same time you 
ayoid cutting your tliumb as you would if yon did not 
use # funnel, and it a No. & wad is forced through the 
throat of a tunnel made for paper shells, it will be too small 
for your brass shell. 

Ido not claim tobe an expert shot, but T make  belter 
averace than most of them described in your paper. IT make 
my poorest on mallard ducks, as on the priirie we have to 
shoot at from fifty to cighty yards rise, and I have vot had 
Init one chance to shoot “on the set’ for the last twelve 
months. I average two shelly for one mallard and three 
teal for two shells. 

Quail are shot here by a luster taking each side of a 
hedge at noon, when they are resting, and as they ‘‘whir” 
styaight down the hedge we baye uo difficulty in bagging 
them with No, il) shot. 

Tn using tallow in a gun there will be no hard, dry dirt at 
the muzzle, and an ordinary rag pulled through the barrels 
by a string will clean them perfectly. 
“By proper loading, my yun makes a pattern of over 400 

Wo, § shot in a thirty-inch circle at forty yards, with brass 
shells, 
Imake my best pattern of buckshot by using fiye drams 

powder and two watls, then three No. 2 buckshot, put in 
loose, and then an My shot concentrator filled with two 
luyers of No. 4 buckshot, consistmp of three to each layer. 
Phe three No, 2 shot will just chamber in the muzzle, and 

the six Mo, 4 shot will justi chamber in two layers in an 
Bly No. 10 shot concentrator, KANSAS FARMER, 

Tota, Kansas. 

OTTAWA DEER SHOOTING. 

Editor Horest und Stream: , 
T haye read, with much pleasure, “‘B. G, A,’s” letterin your 

number of 9th inst., explaining that he had been misled by 
parties in Ontario as to the closeseason for deer in that 
Provinee. 4 , o 
Twould take this opportunity of impressing on officers of 

came protection clubs ihe necessity of paying more atten- 
fion to the dissemination ol a knowladge of the close seasons 
and of the other provisions of the game laws throughout the 
country, An experience of many years as an officer of the 
Wish and Game Protection Clu) of this Province, convinces 
ine that this most important function of such clubs is sadly 
neglected, Me 

{ cannofagree with “B. G. A.” inhis strictures on the close 
season tor deer in Ontariv. Jn fhe northern parts of that 
Province tawns are dependent on their mothers until near 
the ist of October, when the open season commences; the 
season when hounds may lie used is retiicted to the period 
commencing ist of October and ending 15th of November, 
and all hunting musi cease on the 15th of December. No 
person is at any time allowed to hunt or kill deer for the 
purpose of exporting the same out of the Province. Of 
course, in avast and unsettled territory, such as exists in 
Canada, the game laws cannot always be strictly enforced. 
Notwithstanding what ‘“B. G, A.” states, [do not helievethat 
any hunter can kill twenty-tive or thirty deer a week durin 
the lawfw season, nor Gan L agree with him that the Ist of 
October is too late to enter the woods for pleasure, as at that 
date there are no mosquitoes or flies to annoy the pleasure 
secker, J have just returned from deer hunting in the Ottawa 
district (November 18) and fond the weather most onjoy- 

EE lans “BE. G A.” willmakemany another trip (in the open 

season) and favor your readers with his experiences, told in 

the same genial and lively manner as that in which his 

present papers are written, H 

Monrraan, November 18. 

Writing on this subject, the Canadian Sportsman Says: 

“We cannot agree with his [‘B. G. A.’s”] opinion, when 

he says that the Ontario laws deplive the sporisman tourist 

of a great deal of pleasure and do not protect the deer, 

merely reserving all for the wholesale slaughter made by 

the practical hunter when cold weather arrives; and again, 

our American friend thinks ‘Oct, 1 is too late in the season 

for a party to enter fhe Ontario woods for pleasure. The 

lay should give pleastre parties the right to kill eer suf 

ficient for camp use, commencing with Sept. 15, and im the 

far North Sept. t would mot be too early. The only time 

when deer can be successfully hunted is wfter the falling of 

the leaves and through the cold weather, when none but the 

regular hunter thinks of visiting the wootls. The law as 

laid down to-day practically says to all of ns who seek 

health and vecreation during the beautiful and unequalled 

days: “Gentlemen, you seem out of health, and we welcome 

you to the pure, invigorating air of these mountains and 

Yovesta; breathe it withont stmt and enjoy it till your heart's 

content, but you must bring your own provisions. We 

have plenty of deer, but they are all engaged, and we are 
pledged to reserve them for our hunters.” ” 
“Now we desire to point out the great mistake that would 

be made by any such changes in, our game law as outlined 

by ‘B. GA.’ In the first place the weather is invariably 

too warn in Sepfiember to,admit of venison being kept fit for 

usemore than afew hours after death, unlessthe sportsmin 1s 

supplicd with ice, which 1s not very likely, so that the 

chances are that after the deer was slain 4 few bit bits would 

be taken off aud the carcase lett. During twentysdive years 

experience of the climate in this province, during which 
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time we have done a good deai of hunting in sections not | value withtime. Tt is none too soon for those who haye the 
yory remote from the Ottawa district, we can call to mind 
very few years in which the weather was suitable for huni— 
ing so evtly asthe first of September, But what surprises 
us most in the letter we are alluding to is the statement that 
the 1st of October is too Jate im the season for a party to 
enter the Ontario woods for pleasure. It would be diffientt 
for ‘B, G. A.,’ to make any of his Canguian friends believe 
sich & yarn, and it would make gunners smile to he told 
that October was too late to shoulder their guns and hie to 
the woods. 
“We regret that our Connecticut friend shonld have xd- 

vanced any such statement. Previous to it we had mentally 
pronounced him a “ood sort, but after such a declaration we 
are in doubt nhout the soundness of our judgment. We are 
alnostinclined to pronounce him s feather-hbed sportsman, 
one who demands hot water to shave with, and an umbrella 
in his kit, for fear of a little soft water. 

“The tian who pronounces October too late in the year 
to euter our forests must have been seized with ague in 
childhood’: dsys and lsd shaken all the nerve out of his 
system, Our plorious, bright October days to be thus con- 
dewmod! Why, many a time, with dog at heel, and our old 
muzzleloader in hund, we have roamed the Canadian for- 
ests, aud felt at every breath that we were inhuling a tonic 
before whose recuperative power all medicines were as 
nothing, 

“The trees, robed in (heir autumnal glory, feasted the eye 
with a thousand forms of beauty, while the bright blue sky 
overhead formed 4 fitting canopy to the heanty of nature’s 
handiwork. It is the one month in the year in which the 
true sportsmun delights; the one to which, during the year, 
he looks forward to, and to be told, when it does come, that 
it is too late in the year to enter the woods, is something 
uo fellow hereabouts can understand, 

“Arvin, while we are satisfied that “B. G. A.’ and his 
party were but on pleasure bent, we regret that the great 
majority of his countrymen who travel this way, pun in 
hund, have no such sentimentin their soul. The almighty 
dollar is with them the first consideration; and the deer of 
our norlhern woods is by them valued, not for the pleasures 
of the chase, but for the cash valuc of the yenison in the 
markel to which they ship their game. 

“The sportsmen of Ontariodelight to welcome a member 
tof the brotherhood, hail from where he may, but they have 
had such ws sickener in the gang of pot-hunters that have 
invaded our forests for the past few years that they carnustly 
desire to abate the nuisance. The latter word is almost too 
mild y term to use, The pot-hunteris the bitter enemy of 
the rue sporlyman, Hoe is invariably a selfish fellow, who 
cares for nobody’s welfare but his own, a chap that is quick 
to throw tlown a farmer's fence or open his gate, but terri- 
bly careless about putting up the one or closing the other. 
Game is with lim the one ereat consideration; and if he kill 
two deer to day he will damn his luck that it wasn’t three 
or four, He will start a camp fire, and when it has 
served his purpose, cares very little what damage it might 
cause by beingle?t burning. In fact, his presence in such 
numbers has become a nuisance that must be stamped ont, 
and we hope to seeour gun clubs take action, and at the 
coming session of the Legislature see to it thal alaw be 
pissed to remedy the evil. We doubt much if the mere en- 
forcement of # license fee would meet the case, but itis 
quite possible to stop the exportation, and by other legisla- 
tive vnactments put a stop to the present trouble. Tt such 
a step is aol soun tuken, a deer in the Ontario woods will 
ore many years be as rare a sight as a ruffed grouse on King 
street. * 

[Our correspondent “‘B. G. A." is comvelled by an un- 
avoidable interruption to postpone for a time the closing 
papers of the ‘*Nutmeggers on the Ottawa’ series. | 
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AMERICAN WILD ANIMALS IN BRONZE. 

( y Mr. Edward Kemeys's “‘S8till-Hunt,” which is now 
/ on exibition at Tiffany’s, in this city, Mr. Julian 

Tywtborne writes to the Tpidwne: 
{tis a work of which Americans haye especial reason to 

be proud, being, as it is, the production of a native-horm 
American artist, choosing for his subject a wild animal 
peculiw to our country, and treating ih ina manner which 
betrays wo indebtedness to foreign schools and methods, but 
which, none the less, indicates a vigor of conception, a truth 
of observation, and a mastery of téechniuue tbat would do 
ciedit to any school whatever, 
The figure, which is of colossal size, cast in bronze, has 

been purchased and presented to the City of New York by 
& number of gentlemen, who have thereby ayoucled a 
public-spirited liberality and an artistic appreciation which 
ire worthy of priise and imitation, It represents the female 
American puntler crouching before bersprine. The neck 
is outstretched, ihe head and eyes fixed in a terrible intent- 
ness of gaze; the hindquarters are drawn up ready to launch 
th hody forward; the fore legs are gathered far im under 
the breast, anil the right paw has just been half lifted from 
the sround with that peculiar ‘‘churning” motion character- 
istic UF cits when in the leash, as it were of aleap. The 
combination of inteuse life and latent action, with muscular 
restraint and immobility, could not be more powerfully 
porwrayed., The whole body of the great animal writhes with 
fens: contiulled strength; the next instant, it seems she must 
hurl herself forward, The ingry play of the tail enhances 
the flerce sugevstiveness of the pose; and, indeed, the entire 
composition, down to its Jeast part, says one thing; we feel 
inevitably that nothing in it could be otherwise and be right; 
and the culminating impression produced upon the specta- 
tor is forcible to the degree of being appalling. The rigid, 
stealthy stare of the beast fascinates the eye; and the longer 
we contemplate the composition the more strongly does ils 
spell hold us. The savage presence of the huge cat not only 
fills Messrs, Tiffany’s window, but makes itself fult as far up 
the square as the eye can reach it. 

ft is a pluasure to know that this superb production has 
thus assumed permanent form, and will for many years to 
come add fo thé attractiveness of our beautiful park. In 
view of the rapid destruction of our native wild animals—a 
destruction that ids fair, in the course of a few years, to 
result in extermination—it is much to be rezretted that we 
have not more examplesin bronze of Mr. Kemeys’s genius, 
At his studio in West Fifty-third street, are to be seen 
models in ely or plaster, of most of the animals in question, 
Wrought in a style not inferior to the ‘StillLHunt,” but not, 
nofurlunately, in the same imperishable material, Will none 
of our wealthy and avt-loving citizgeas grouse themselves to 
profi, by this opportunity? The studios of no European 
sculptors can afford them anything more truly artistic, more 
unique in design and mmofr7, or more certain to increase in 

discernment to do so, to recognize and encourage the pres- 
ence of genius in our own midst, instead of sving in dubious 
quest of i, to the other side of the Atlantic. 

JULIAN HAWTHORNE. 

A Sreamuoar Loap or Ducks.—As the steamer Emma 
C. Eliott was coming up the river last nizht the cabin pas- 
sengers and the crew were sturtled by a singular whistling 
sound! in the gir all above the bout. No one could acconnt 
for the noise, and the more they tried the more wnaccount- 
able if seemed, Cut, Postal went to the electrieal machine 
and turned on the light, $00 candle-power. In a moment 
the whole forgy river was flooded with light. It was scen 
that the noise proceeded from an innumerable colony of 
wild ducks on their way southward. The blinding glare 
staruled the fowls, and rising in great crowds they been 
flying straight otthelamp, For 20 minutes the boat was 
literally full of ducks. Some of them wonld hit heavily 
against the glass around the light, and fall stunned to the 
deck, Others fell into the faces of the men, and were 
knocked down with sticks and canes. In all, several hun 
dred were secured, Thirty-six were found concealed in 
different parts of the cabin this morning when the boat came 
into the wharf at Sf, Louis. Others were fonnd abont the 
boilers and in the engine room, and a great number were 
killed by the wheels. The ducks were mostly in the water 
when the boat raninto the immense flock, and when the 
electric light was turned on them they seemed to #0 crazy 
with fear, They rose in great droves and whirled around 
in the air before dashing themselyes sgainst the lamp. The 
men on the Elliott say that never on the river has there been 
so many ducks and geese as at present. Every slough and 
creek along the river hetween here and Cairo had several 
hundred ducks floating on it this morning, A great many 
of the ducks killed fell back into the water and were lost,— 
St, Louis Disputch to the Chicaga Tines. 

PmuapeLratA Nores.—The flizht of woodcock from the 
North appeared to come all at once this year. Certainly the 
bulk of them came together. This was doubtless caused by 
the sudden far northerly cold snap we have read of as hav- 
ing taken place. Springfield. Mass., Friends wrilé me there 
were no ‘‘iight birds” around there this season, although 
they were expected between October 15 and the 1st of No- 
vember. Would it not appear, then, the flight of wuorlcock 
this fall was as I haye stated? Birds are now being killed 
in Maryland and Delaware, where in summer cock reed, 
Weare now having goo quail shooting weather. Birds 
are not so plentiful in some localities where it was expected 
they would be found fairly numerous this season. Some 
that haye returned state they haye found no quail af all 
where it was known they were freely red. I imagine that 
just as soon as the food in the woods (where these birds are 
now, and for this reason hard to find) is covered with fallen 
foliage or consumed, the quail will resart to the stubbles 
more and be discovered more readily, Lf the shooter can‘) 
find coveysin the stubbles in earty morning and toward 
evening in sections where he is positive birds Wreed and 
abound, he may be sure he will fini! them in the woods, 
especially if he is making his trip during the iirst two weeks 
of November, , I am referring now to shooting in Delaware 
and Maryland, where most of our people choose their stamp- 
ing grounds, Brantare now plentiful at Barnegat and Tuck- 
erton bays. The weather thus far has been so fair but lew 
have been killed. Wait until the next easterly weather 
comes and a few will be killed.—Honro., 

Is aN ‘‘AtR Space” DAnGERovVS?—Philadelphia, Noy. 
18, 1882.— Ailitor Porest and Stren: Western correspond- 
ent lately wrote me this question: ‘Will my rifle burst 1f I 
fail lo ram the bullet quite home?” To which I answered 
“No,” Lam aware that the current opinion, in many parts 
of the world, is that if any great space exists between the 
powder and tue ball, the barrel will bulge or burst; und ihe 
late fearful explosion of the thirty-eight ton rifle on 0. M. 
$. Thunderer, some officers thought, was due to a slipping 
forward of the great projectile, But these “ursting” ideas, 
I think, are erroneons, This ‘dangerous’ doctrine [ haye 
had no fuith in since 1864, when certain arms which, ac- 
cording to ven(rable and modern books, should have bursted, 
sent their bullets out much as usual. Two friends here, 
one & gun dealer and the othera gun maker, stoutly assert 
fhat my position is ‘utterly ridiculons’—that ‘the further 
away from the powder the ball is put the severer is the 
strain on the barrel,” Buf they are m error. I claim that 
the further away the (normal) ball lies, the less is the strain 
on the barrel. do not speak of “‘wedged” or ‘‘fast” bul- 
lets, but of ordinary bullets, such as a mun can run intoa 
iifle with the ramvod in the usual manner, If the bullet be 
left in the middle of the barrel, even, the rifle will not be 
harmed.—W. McK. Thsaru. 

TENNESSEE GAME Notes.—Nashville, Noy, 11,—A very 
handsome deer, killed on the Belle Meade farm from Gen. 
Harding’s famous drove, wus presented to the ladies of the 
Mission Home to serve at their kitchen this week, These 
good ladies opened this kitchen for a few days for the pur- 
pose of raising money sullicient to pay a debt due upon their 
worthy institution, and I am glad to say that through lib- 
eral patronage and donations of dainties by the citizens, 
they were enabled to accomplish their purnose, A 1 umiber 
of quail were offered jn market this morning at twenty-five 
cents each, Squirrels and ‘possums are particularly abunoe- 
ant this fall, though the weather continues too warm to 

arrant killing them, Col, Akers’s hunting party haye 
been dela.ed in their sporting undertaking from the same 
cause. ‘Their dogs, servants and camp equipage are all 
down in Trigg county awaiting the first decided frost for the 
‘bosses’ to join them.—J. D. H. 

Texas Gam Noves.—El Paso, Texas, Nov. 10, 1882.— 
Beiween Big Springs and Pecos, on the Texas and Pacitic 
Railroad, one can have the yery finest sport at this time. 
Parties should hire a cahoose or a box car and fit thamselves 
up tor housekeeping, as no hotels can be had in this won- 
derfully interesting game country, Sand Wills, Metz, Pyute, 
Midway and other stations are guod places to stop, Partivs 
will find ‘‘a world of antelopes,” and enough ducks and 
quail to answer any demand. A hunt of a few days in this 
section will satisfy the most ambitions hunter. I saw a 
small herd of puttaloes a half mile from the read a few days 
ago, but J understand that there are very few to be found 
in allthe plains country, Near Grelton there are a few 
thickens to be found. AU kinds of game in these piris are 
in excellent condition, and the antelopes are fat as hutter.— 
Guo, W, Barks, JR, 

TENNESSED SPORTSMEN ON THE Wiye.—Capt. Thos. F. 
Perkins, Dr. Cliffe and sons, of William.on county, and 
Major Carpenter, of Nashville, fully equipped for hunting 
and fishing, left yesterday for Reelfoot Lake, wherethey will 
vo into camp for two weeks orlonser, Jim Palmer and 
Hermann Buckhbolz will start for the same famous hunting 
ie inafew days. Burt Bray and his Bowling Green 
‘lub will be off to the same place soon, and when they get 
there ducks, geese und swan will have to keep their weather 
eyes opened or he gobbled up by the expert shooters, Andy 
Meaders is organizing a party for a few days’ shooting in 
the low counties of West Tennessee. They will confine 
themselves to turkey, deer and quail shooting, Andy may 
take a runto the lake, as he handles the most of the fish 
taken from ils wators, which come to this city. The weather 
has at list turned cold and our local sportsmen will be ufter 
the large quantities of quail in our surrounding country. 
Several gentlemen from different parts of the State have 
been out deer stalking in the mountainous parts of the State 
and report excellent sport. Game plenty and in superb con- 
dition, Col, Geo, ¥. Akers has at last succeeded in collect- 
ing his pack of dogs, and will soon be off to the coaling 
grounds in Trige county, Ky. This will be the grandest 
party of the season from all that 1 can learu. They have 
had log huts constructed in the forests where they expect to 
hunt, and had them fitted up with every comfort, A num- 
ber of ladies, the Colonel informs me, will accompany their 
“lords” and prove to the natives that the Dianas of to-day 
are as braye and expert as the goddess of old was herself. 
In case an occasional bear may be found in these primitive 
regions, Col. Alcers has purchased an immense bulldog from 
“Pat Solan” with which to bring him to bay,—J, D, H. 
(Nashyille, Noy. 16, 1882). 

TExAS Fuicur SHoormye.—Galyeston, Noy. 16, 1882.— 
Our second “‘norther” has arrived, bringing with it an im- 
mense flight of wildfowl of every variety. They are now 
to be seen sitfingout in the bay in masses that closely resemble 
floating islands; they are very wary, and he who would 
float down upon them must indeed be skillful in disguising 
his skiff so as not to excite their suspicion. The reward 
would well repay one for his trouble, however, as [am con- 
fident he could fill his skiff in two shots. This style of 
shooting is not in yogne here, not even the market hunters 
practicing it. Our flight shooting, whith lasts from day- 
light uutil about nine A. M., and again inthe evening, is by 
far the most desirable and prettiest we have, and to give an 
idea how mercilessly the poor ducks are pursued, 1 will tell 
of a ilock of cleven redheads, only one of which lived to tell 
the tale of how his friends were slaughtered in trying’ to 
make the pass, My friend and self took stands a few morn- 
ings since, in a locality where ducks were known to be 
plentiful, and during the hour we shot our guns were em- 
ployed incessantly, to such an extent that upon quitting 
we lad the satisfaction of counting thirty-five sleek ducks 
at our feet, mostly redheads and bhiehills—NEmo, 

PENNSYLVANIA.— Wrightsville, Noy. 15.—Ducks on the 
Susquehanna are abundant, a foodly number of which are 
black ducks, bluebills and readheads, although the majority 
are coots, One sportsman killed eighty-eight coots in afew 
hours, which gives you an idea of their vast numbers. 
Squirrel hunting has been nothing extra around here, but 
have been reported plenty down the canal further. Rabbits 
are plenty this season, but birds are very scarce. Very few 
‘coons and "possums have been killed so far. Quite a num- 
ber of foxes have been seen, but only two or three of them 
were killed.— Razor, 

Winp Rice —From the answers to inquiries made by us 
some time ago, it appears that the sowing of wild vice has 
not been in general attended with the lioped for result. Jn 
another column a correspondent reports that the rice which 
did not do well the first year improved the second. We 
think it yery desirable to know something of the general 
suecess or want of suecess by those who haye sought by 
means of the vice to improve their ducking grounds, and 
should je pleased to hear from such parties. 

Tuey Hap GAme yor TuaAnyKserying.—tin lis Thanks- 
siviay Diy proclamat.on Goy, Long, of Massachusutts, 
siys: ‘In 1621, our harvest being gotten in, our Governor 
sent four men on fowling, so that we might, after a special 
nuinuer, rejoice together after we had gathered the fruit of 
our labor,” Thus the Pilgrim Goyernor Bradford insti- 
tuted the harvest festival of the New England Thanksgiving.’ 

Wyomme —Hlk Mountain, Noy, 11,—lHunting this sea- 
son I think fully ss good as it ever was. Mort deer than 
usual, but not so many elk, A party killed three bears a 
few days since, —J 

Sourm Caronma.—Rock Hill, Nov. 9.—Birds will be 
plenty here when it gets a little cooler, which will be soon, 
1 think,—W. T. 

PUBLiSHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Diying Decoy Co., Rochester, N. ¥.—aAdu. 

How to Kene 4 Store.—By Samuel . Terry, New York: Fowler .& 
Wells, 743 Broadway; 1882, 
THE Kennepy Ririe,—Attention is galled to the advertisement of 

the Kennedy repeating rifle, an arm which has won the unqualified 
approval of sportsmen who haye mate fhemselyes familiar with its 
merits as a field Weapon. 

Gussrnc.— Chatham, Mass.—One gent can be accommodated for 
the bvanting season of 1853, which is seven weeks from the ith of 
March, A good house ani! all the paraphernalia for gunning; live 
decoys and boats. Price $125 forthe season. Inquire of I. G, Curtis, 
Post Office Box 1234, Boston Post Office.—Adv. 

A SCREAM PROM THE AMERICAN Eachus In Dakora,—This is a report 
of a Wourth of July oration, delivered by Col, P, Donan, of the 
Fargo, D. T., drgus. Tt is reprinted by the passenger depariment of 
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway as 4 characteristic bit of 
American eloqiience, Sent frse upon application to A, Y. Carpenter, 
general passenger and freight agent, Milwaukee, Wis. 
A New Rern.—tu our advertisn& columns will be found anew reel 

valled the “Follett Reel,” made by W. & J.M. Aikenhead, of Roches- 
ter, N. ¥, We hayeseen the reel and find thatit is all that is claimed 
for il, a strons, low-price one, The principle is like the ‘Billing- 
hurst,”’ but itis struck from brassinstead of being made with wire. 
It is silent running, and for those who do not eare fora click and 
wish a low-priced winch, as they are termed in England, this one will 
fillthe bill. Ata dollar and a half thereis no need of the boys going 
without reels,—Adu. 

Tun B. ayn A. Rep Book contains an exhaustive compilation of 
election statis ies and asthe work is confined solely to the official 
rétum .it is ¢ompact and very handy for instant reference. ‘This 
special edition is intended for circulation in the State of New York, 
where, as it embraces the latest returns of elections for State officers, 
OCougressmen aid President, it must proya of no ordinary interest. 
The B, und O, Red Book for New York is intended for distribution 
throughout the Rtate, and allwho are unable to secure it through 
local ticket agents can do so by addressing C. K, Lord, G. P. A., BL & 
@., Baltimore, ov G, P. Craig, G. BP, A. 315 Broadway, N.Y, 
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Sea and River Sishing. 

OPEN SEASONS.— See table of open adasons For gamne wna fish 
uit tasne of Tuly 20. 

FISH IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER. 
FRESH WATER, 

Grayling, Thi/inalls tricolor and Striped bass (Rockfish), Roecvus 
‘T. mon tanus. linertbis, 

Black bass, Micropterus, two spe- | White buss, Roccus chrysops. " 
Ges. Rock bass, dmbloplites, 2 species, 

Maskinouge, sox nobiliar, War-mouth, Chenebryttus gulo- 
Pike (N, Y, pickerel), sox lieeius. Sua. 
Pickerel, Msu0 reticularis, Crappie (Struwherry bass, ete,), 
Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti-| Pomoays jicromaculatus, 
zostetiiiiun, Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis, 
Yellow perch, Perew fluviatilis. Chub, Sematilis bullarts. 

\ SALT WATER. : 
Striped bass, Povéus lineatus, Smelt, Osmerus morda.c, 
White perch, Moruneamericana, | ‘Sea trout," Cyposeyon carolinen- 
Tantog orblackiish, Taurogéonitis | sis, 
Bluefish ov taylor, Pomafomus | Drum, Pugonias eluroniis. 

saltatriz. Red bass, ete.. Seic@nons ocellitus. 

(=~ This tabla is general. For special Inws in the several States 
see table of Open Seasons in issue of July 20). 

Nothing is more important in the education of the young than the 
indoctrination of a love of open air exercise and the formation of an 

acquaintance with nature, Every boy, if his surroundings make it 

possible, should be given the opportunity of becoming an angler. If 

he takes to it, he will be grateful through all his life for the physical 

fuid mental iniprovement and énjoymeént which are certain to accom- 

pany him in practicing the gentle aud contemplative art—W". C. 
Prime, 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 
TT. 

When time, which steals our years away. 

Shall steal our pleasures too, 
The memory of the past will stay, 

And half our joy renew, —Moore. 

ABOU'T BASS, 
HE most highly esieemed member of our coterie deyotes 
his letsure in angling for bass. fe was born on the 

banks of the St, Lawrence, and before he had mastered his 
alphabet or shed his short-clothes be had become familiqr 
with the haunts ifnot with the Habits of this samy fish. 
Indeed, although he has passed his three score years, his 
“memory runneth not to the contrary’ when he world not 
rather fish than eat. ‘The imiplements he used were primi- 
live but ¢fective—of just the form and calibre of those we 
often now seein the hands of our juvenile Waltons—less 
ornamental than usciul, and intended not to “play” a fish 
but (o “yank” him, with the least possible cerumony, from 
his agneous element. Ibis not strange, therefore, that he 
is passionately fond of the pastime and as vager, now that 
“his hoary head is hid in snow,” as when, ‘‘in the morn and 
liquid dew of youth,” he gladly accepted the task of keep- 
ing the family table supplied with tle results of his infantile 
ahors. 
Viiere are few lsier men inthe marts oftrade to-day and no 

man, anywhere Jess likely, from habit or temperament, to 
squander either time or fortune. Henever turns the back 
of his hand to a friend nor the hack of his coat toan enemy, 
and would sooner lose the best customer on his long list 
than forego his visits to bass waters in July and October, I 
neyer knew 2 man with a more perfectly balanced double 
nature. Asa merchant he is sedate, reticent und absorbed. 
Av an angler he is cheerful, voluble and merry-hearted. 
Ten words suifice him to sell a hogshead of sugar, but he 
will talk au hour on the felicity of striking, fighting and 
killing a fiye-pound bass, I once asked him the weight of 
the largest fish he eyer caught. His response was: 
“Tam not sure that I can answer your question, I causht 

what I helieve to haye been my largest bass when we never 
thought of weighing them, In my early days, when I fished 
with a hooppole and corresponding appendages, this thing 
happened tome: A rough dock extended a few feet out 
into the river in front of my father’s farm. It was placed 
at a point in the river where the current Howed with mod- 
erate rapidity over a pebbly bottom, It wasnot merely just 
the kind of water bass take to in October, but 1s attractive 
qualities Were augmented by the moss-eovered logs which 
constituted the Vase of the rickety old dock from which I 
was wont to angle. On one memorable occasion—l could 
not have passed my tenth year—my hook was seized by the 
largest fish 1 had ever seen of the bass family. My line was 
not more than twelye feet in length, and it took my lusty 
visitor but an instant to run off with the slack and force the 
barb clean through his ponderous jaw. The result was a 
leap that made my hair stund on end, and brought me to my 
feet quicker than you could say ‘Jack Robinson.’ My first 
impulse was of course to ‘yank’ him, but I might as well 
hive tried to ‘yank’ the dock itself from its moorings, Pind- 
ing him bent on mischief, and foreseeing along fight, I fol- 
lowed his lead and managed to get on the pebbly beach 
where I hoped to be able to take him out of the net. But, 
do my best I could not manage it by any of the processes 
with which I was familiar, and finding myself dragged 
toward a slough in which I would have been incontinently 
swamped if Thad attempted to cross it, in sheer despair I 
made a hee linefor the bushes, and very unartistically but 
yery surely ran him ashore—the largest bass, by the common 
yerdict, ever known to have been caught in those waters, 
1 have since landed hundreds of large fish, scores of them 
running from seven to ten pounds, but none of them at all 
approximating the dimensions of this gamy monster. Mak- 
ing all due allowance for the exaggerations of dim distance 
and the feryid imagination of inexperienced youth, | have 
not a doubt now, and never had, that he weighed fully 
twelye pounds, avoirdupois. That was nearly fifty years 
avo,” he said, will. a sigh, “but the recollection of the inci- 
dent is as fresh in my memory as any eyent of the last twelve 
month, But more than that, I attribute fo the ecstasy 
which came to me from the capture of that fish the passion 
for angling which hus grown with my years, and from 
which I have derived more real pleasure (to parody an old 
couplet) than 

“Any modern Cesar feals 
Wilh an obsequious Senate at his heels,’” 

“7 suppose,” queried one of the party, “other fish than 
bass were abundant in those days?” 

“Oh, yes! supéerabundant, Pickerel and maskalonge 
were ‘plenty a8 blackhberrics.’ But I never tock to either, 
Pickerel were my especial boyhood abhorrence, and how 
any trac “brother of the angle’ can so munch as touch one of 
the slimy brutes is beyoud my comprehension.” 

This remark was received with cordial approval, and fresh 
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cigars all round. Not all present were veterans in the art, 
but none of them had the bad taste to call pickerel fishing 
a pastime, In commenting upon the subject, the veteran 
pur eteellence among us spoke thusly: 

“No man everfell in loye with poetry by reading doggerel, 
nor did any one ever acquire a passion for angling hy catch- 
ing pickerel. It had been my habit from youth up to idle 
way in hour now and then fishing for perch, sunfish, bull- 
pouts and Jow down trash of that sort. But I did that sim- 
ply as an incident in my summer afternoon rambles by the 
lakeshore and river side, and not because L cared a straw for or 
hankered after that kind of fishing; but ones in my ont-of- 
the wiy saunterings I fell in with a friend who was patient- 
ly whipping atrout brook. It was a real pleasure to recline 
beneath the shadow of a great rock and watch bis graceful 
“casts.” He had very few responses, but when a response 
cume, the delight he evinced as he played and lauded his 
four or eight ounce fish was fully shared by myself, and I 
soon found myself fascinated by what my friend was doing, 
The stream whichran through 1 beautiful valley, was cast 
into. deep shadow by the graccful forest trees which lined its 
borders. Not asound was heard, save afew Wird-notes or 
the rustling of the leayes as they were moved by the gentle 
summer breeze which fannedthem. The whole scence was- 
a poem, and although T have been in just such places and 
passed through just such experiences 4 thousand times; this 
first picture of the first trout stream I ever saw, comes up 
before me as distinctly and as vividly as it presented itself 
to my vision forty years ago. 

“Finding me thus interested in what he was doing, my 
friend, with the kindliness and generosity characteristic of 
the brotherhood, proffered me his rod for a cast. 1 timid}y 
accepted his offer, and tried, very awkwardly, todo as he 
bademe, You can imagine with what success, He was an 
expert; Iwasa novice. He could cast fifty feet without an 
effort. When i essayed so much line as the length of the 
rod the fly caine back upon me as if in derision. But | yery 
soon succeeded in reaching the center of the stream, when 
there came a leap and a strike which made every nerve in 
my body quiver like a thrummed harp-siring. I stood in 
motionless ecstacy for a moment, but, as I think, there 
came to me the inspiration of the born angler, for I played 
and landed that pound trout with the skill and judgment 
(my triend being witness) of a yeteran. It was the largest 
trout known to have been taken from that. stream in many 
years. That incident fixed my destiny, Until | had that 
experience fishing had no more attraction for me than any 
minor amusement with which we ‘kill time” when we fini 
ita burden, From all of which 1 merely wish to say that 
no amount of pickerel or buil pout fishing could ever have 
inspired in me or in anyoue theenvtion needful to create the 
passion for such sort of angling as fascinates while it in- 
vigorates and augments the wisdom of the wise and makes 
good men better, Such sort of angling inspires something 
more than vod and line, ‘with a worm at one end and a fool 
at the other.’ There must be rivulet and Jake, forest and 
mountain, sunshine and shadow, the music of birds, the mel- 
ody of running waters, delicate tackling, and the rise and 
strike and swirl of bass, trout or salmon. Where such 
things are combined with the love of nature inherent in the 
contemplative, mild-mannered and yentle disciples of the 
historic fathers of the art, angling becomes an irresistible 
fascination, and gives rest to the weary, vitality to the over 
wrought, cheerfulness to the despondent, ambling rhythm 
to the life that mow is, and a clearer appreciation of the 
promised felicities of the life that is to come,’ 
A quiet ripple of applause greeted this rhapsody of the 

honored mentorof the happy group, when our bass fisher 
from the St, Lawrence was asked: 

“Did you never hook a muscalonge? They are certainly 
2 gamy fish, quite deserving the attention of the most ‘fas- 
tidious angler.” 

“Oh, yes; I Lave often taken musculonge on a trawl, and 
their capture gave me 4 great deal of muscular exercise, but 
nothing else, They hook themselves, and all that is required 
of you isto drag them in, hand over hand, as rapidly as 
possible. It requires a little skill to get them in your boat 
without upsetting, but not much more than to do the same 
thing with a water-soaked log, and hauling them in is very 
nich like hauling in the same weight of deadwood against 
the current, Yes, I have caught muscalonge of ull weights, 
from fiye to thirty pounds, but I would rather take a five- 
pound bass on an eight-ounce fly-rod than a sesre of musca- 
longe at the end of u two or three hundred feet travwl.” 
“How do the quantity and weight of bass in the St. Law- 

rence now compare with forty years ago?” 
“{ do not think the quantity has materially diminished, 

but they have changed their haunts, J find very few now 
where they used to be abundant, and places where we never 
had any Juck in old times now teem with them, They are 
not nearly as plenty among the Thousand Islands as they 
used to be, and no wonder. What with steam yachts and 
fishing boats, ‘thick as autumnal leaves that strow the brooks 
in Vallombrosa,’ and netand spear and indiscriminate slaugh- 
ter, im season and out of scason, by thousands of experts 
and amateur idlers, it is a marvel that the whole species was 
nol long ago exterminated. And the weight of the fish has 
fallen off in even greater proportion at that point, The 
capture of a five-pound bass to-day is something to talk 
about; forty years ago bass of that weight uniformly made 
up one-fourth of my catch, The truth is, the fish hayen’t 
time to grow—with so many to beguile them, they are caught 
as soon as they can snap at a hook or rise toa fly. Butthere 
ave still pleasant and prolific places in the St, Lawrence—I 
will name some of them to any of you in a whisper—where 
Tnever fail to take them as abundantly and of as vrent 
weight, with my eight-ounce rod and tiny fly, as I did forty 
youre, ago with my mammoth hoop-pole and ponderous tack 
ing. 
*But you do not now confine yourself to the St. Law- 

rence in your search for bass?” was the next query, not be- 
cause we did not know, but simply to start him off on his 
favorite hobby and hear him expatiate upon the pleasant 
places to which he is beguiled during the season when it is 
right to go a-fishing, 

“By no means,” was his reply. “1 find it truein angling as 
in everything else—‘yariety’s the very spice of life.” With my 
love of the pastime has grown my love for, and apprecia- 
tion of, the grand and beautilul m nature, and I have fished 
for bass in all waters, from the unbroken wilds of Canada 
to the primitive forests of Northern Michigan, The Jakes 
where they os. abound, wherever found, are invariably 
gems of ti'qnsparent purity, and are almost as inyiling to 
the appreciative eye because of their picturesque surround- 
ings as because of what they hold for the angler. Wherever 
Ihave gone, whether to the remete North or to the far West, 1 
haye neyer failed to find what I went for, plenty fish, good 

sport, Magnificent scenery, mental repose and physical re- 
euperation. It is a pastime that gaye moral fibre to the 
apostles and sesthetic delectation to the simple wise men of 
all ages.” 
To this, of course, all present gave cheerful response, as 

will all others who live virtuous lives and like to go yee 

WITH HACKLES AND GENTLES. 

Vi. 

“When this old rod was new, 

Our fathers lived like men; 

They wrought their toil with joy, 

O'er all their native plain; 
And merrily foamed the ale, 
Which each goowife could brew, 

For all untaxed it ran 

When this old red was new.” 

“But time hath wrought sad change, 

A change the land shall rue— 
No keeper marred the sport 

When this old rod was new.”’ 

rT HER is a pathethic and, oft, pitiful side to every sport, 
pastime, or joy of this earthly pilgrimage. It were 

yain to attempt to portray this—the daily experience of 
every heart—but there are moods of the mind and occasions, 
when it thrusts itself upon ove like an intrusion and half 
unwelcome guest. Then it is that the thoughts ‘‘hark back,” 
as a huntsman would say, and begin to run riot in the by-ways 
of the past, 
“When this old rod was new,” is to the angler a very 

suggestive sentence, It may not be as old as that celebrated 
in the quaint English song, from which Ihave quoted, but 
with it may be connected associations and scenes that are 
very pleasant to recall in quiet, thoughtful hours, Joint by 
joint, as it were, we pul the rod together until its tapering 
length extends far into other days and o’ershadows, but for 
its talismanic powers, well-nigh forgotten waters, 
“When this old rod wus new” perchance, we made with it 

the first cast with our first hackle for the firet trout; it may be 
coayal with our experience as an angler, and has served us 
faithfully ever since that prime, notable essay. We were 
younger then than now, to besure, but we forget our age 
when we touch or when we behold that venerable rod, and 
if we brace our nerves to feel its lissome spring, a youthful- 
tremor is communicated to us from head to foot. Its tip 
may not be quite so jauntily prim as in its earlier days, but 
its deviation is suggestive of the trials and experiences it has 
passed bravely through. In some way, in some form or 
other, Time marks everything and eyerybody with his keen 
tooth—who, or what, so staunch, or impregnable, as to be 
unscathed ? 

There, snus in its case and dust-coyered, over those 
book-shelyes, may be seen my old rod. It has been on the 
“retired list” for some years, for, although able to do duty, 
Lhave, of late, fancied a lighter one than it is and—must I 
confessit? ong of more elaborate finish. However, I love it 
noue the less, and e’en while using my new rod, I often 
think, with pride, of its prompt and efficient action in eyery 
crisis of piscatorial ex perience. 

In days agone, when far away from any fishing waters, 
T have been wont to take it down, and without doors to give 
ita bit of sun and air, Barring honorable scars (which are 
no blemishes), it is now in condition for reasonable service 
(always provided a careful and judicious person is at the 
butt thereof), and is not wholly destitute of a smartness, a 
pretty gleam of polish, that once distinguished it and made 
dull, country eyes to open wide when if went afield with: 
me, “lang syne.” To me each scratch and spot upon it is 
a record of some eyent, of some “‘moying accident by flood 
and field,” that reminds me of the days when 

“My bounding heart from care was free, 

My cheeks with health did glow, 

My float went dancing down the Lea, 

A long time ago.” 

Not so very long time ago doth it seem when I have it in 
my band and let it lead my thoughts untrammeled with the 
present. My heart is not 4 day older than on the morning 
when I first heard the click of its reel and saw the line run 
out through itsrings. “Tis an excellent thing to keep the 
heart young when the hair and moustache grow gray and 
you cannot walk a mutter of a score of miles so easily as 
when you carried less weight than thirteen stone between 
cap and gaiters. Keep the heart young by all means! 

As a kind of consort and henorable compauion to my old 
rod I keep an old fiy book near by; they have taken many 
a journey together and ’twere a shame to part them. Turn- 
ing from the one to the other what I fail to remember by the 
rod | find recorded on the parchment of the book—dates, 
weight of fish and number, names of comrades and the 
waters fished are all here, and bring vividly to mind the 
scones of other days. 

This book never met the fate of others—a drop into the 
water at a critical moment, a souking in a down-pour, or 
the ignoble fate of being lost altogether. No, here it lies, 
in usafe and warm corner, und ready for use at a moment’s 
warning, as the ordinary tackle or outiit of a sportsman 
ever should be, 

There are times I wot of in the life of an angler when a 
glance at rod, creel or line, at gaff, fly or pocket book, is an 
inspiration, a necessity or a comfort. One or the other 
recalls to the mind less jading and perplexing times than 
the present, and he goes trom the object rested and refreshed 
with his glance backward. Like the old angler who— 

* * * * “had the fashion every year 

Of going to the brook, 

With rod in hand, and creel on back, 
To get a farewell look,” 

1 love to take, now and then, a ‘‘farewell look,” as it 
were, of a favorite line, or fly, ere I stow it away during 
the elose stason, What may happen ere I use it again? 
Indeed, I may never use it more, aud the thoughts range 
hither and yon for an angling friend dear and true enough 
to fall heir to so esteemed a treasure! 

Heighho! my pipe is out and 1 will end my reflections ov. 
the ‘old red.” Peace to thee, and may no unworthy hand 
ever clutch, no ungentle heart eyer love thee, most vener- 
able angle! Oo, W. R. 

Buack Bass ror KNeLAND,—Mr, Silk writes us that his 
trip with the bluck bass has been qnite a successful one. 
Hea promises us the particulars of it as soon as he gets an 
opportunity. 
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THE ANGLER FISH. 

( W Saturday last, while engaged on some stone work at 
2 breakwater off Tempe’s Knob. I saw a fish that 

might stick even amember of thefamed Ichthyophagous Club 
when it came to the table. Brother Phil, and I were beat- 
ing off shore. The day was good for this season, perfectly 
calm, with abright sun. At this time of the year the water 
i4 very clear. We were both looking over the boat's side 
admiring the heauties on the bottom, Suddenly Phil. eried 
oul, “A monster skate!” TC looked and snre enough there 
was a large fish on the hottom which it so resembled in color 
and general comformation that ib was difficult to distinguish 
it at first. I saw thal itwas hot «4 skate, hut what our 
fishermen call  ‘*oosefish,”’ or “bellowstish.’ Both 1 think 
are Misnormers, and that it is the aneler or devilfish, 

This fellow was in about five feet of water when we first 
saw him. He evidently had lain in the same place and po- 
sition for some time, a8 sume yery slender and Jong sea 
woeds were standing up through the semm etween one of 
his pewtoral fins and hody. The hottom was so hard and 
rocky that he could not bury himself if he wished to, still be 
was 0 like it 1h appenrance that there was no mead of con- 
cuulment. Ie syasalso provided with a fringe of imitation 
rovk weeds and mosses whieh grew clear uround lis body, 
and ou such a level as to appear to he growing from the 
sides of « partially buried stone. But more thanall the rest 
wis the lure he employed, even in our presende—he had a 
‘fishing rod” and oil, but no hook or dine; intact, he hud 
two “rods,” but something had stolen the bat from one of 
them, His “pole was seven inches Jong and ihe bait about 
two. When fishing the ‘pole’ which wis baited, and also 
happencdto be the one silugted nearest his mouth, nearly on 
the top of his head, was vaised up perpendicularly and then 
rently agitated so ne to vive the bait the appearices of a bit 
of clam waving iid swinging from side to side as it settled 
to the bottom on heing dropped overboard. This had an ex- 
credingly natural look and we both admired the genius 
whith nature displayed. Tha mouth of this fish was s fea- 
ture not to be forgotten, Jt might have been six inches 
wide from side to side, and was open some two inches, dis- 
playing several rows of rather formidable looking teeth. 
Tn other specimens I have noticed that the teeth are not 
very sharp or strong set, and are easily broken off near the 
roots. This fellow's tecth showed very plainly and eave his 
countenante a “most dinbolieul win,” ag my brother 
said, 

His eyes were set oo top of the lead about four mehes 
apurt, they were large anit were raised Dike adond’s by being 
placed ina protuberance so that the fish could see about 
him. Whether his range of vision extended upward or 
backward we could net find out, Ge noticed ihe shadew of 
our boat, and would stop fishing when it covered him; then 
we saw that the “pole wis dropped flat on iis biek, point- 
ing toward the tail These “poles? were in a line formed 
of the dorsal tia, whieh tin is well back, oichare about four 

inches apart. T noticed » thin rudimentury ou buck of the 
others. They seemed to be moved by the flexibility of the 
skin on the head, 
We wished very much to sec hin) have w bite. for he tished 

with (he inost commendalle pitienve, but at this season 
there are few fish cruising wear the shores, 
We caught a seaspider and Jet it sens dowa on dis head, 

where ii stink jush back of his ‘red’ We mast lave 

possesstxl avery phleymatio temperament or the utmost 
sony froid, for he never winked or even stirred when the 
spider crawled alone his back and fually down through the 
ereyice between one of his thick fins and hody. The vitila- 
tion caused by the spider's feet did not disturb him in the 
least, and «starfish dropped in front of him drew no more 
attention than the ofher. 
We Jet him lay till the tide went onf so that there was 

only two feet of water over him, then the temptation to 
catch him was irresistible, and we got On the sea side of him 
and with oar in hand we went for him, | gave his tail a 
prod to wake him. He waked and started ahead with a half 
turn, didn’t seem very vigorous, but Jeered howibly at the 
oar blade. We drove him into shoal water, and Phil tried 
to lift him out by the tail; ‘twas a heavy lift, and the tail 
too slippery to hold on to, By putting an oar in his mouth 
we got him out, On the land he was. helpless enough, and 
did not look near as well as while in the water. He puffed 
out his head and opened his mouth, but did apt show much 
disposition to bite anything. We noticed thut his teeth 
were very retractile like a serpent's, and were dlesigned eyi- 
dently to hold whatever it seized in spite of ils struggles to 
escape. ‘The mouth was cavernous in extent and silvery 
white within, and looked much cleaner inside than the fish 
did out. Wesaw that the opening to bis throat was closed 
very tightly, yet it possessed great capabilities in the way of 
swallowing, and took in an oar handle easily, We thought 
that when a fish approached his lure or imitation bait that 
sudden opening of this great mouth and the consequent in- 
flux of water might draw in his unfortunate prey, and at 
the same time draw him ahead, which would add to the cer- 
tainty of its capture. 

fis under parts were of a pale dutty white, some like & 
toud’s. The color of his back wss brown, with little yel- 
lowish spots of the size and shape of rye kernels, aid ont of 
water it had a.yery dirty look, His eyes were gems; the 
upils were metallic green snd resembled a toad’s eye in 
ooks as wellas in position, We cut off his ‘fishing rods,” 
and saved them. as curiosities, The bone in cach was as 
clear as glass and very slender, tapering from the size of a 
knitting needle to 2 fine point. 

Aller examining our prize we let him go again, but he 
seemed rather confused, and.did not get fur from shore in 
any of his attempts to escape, Some time after i saw him 
beached near where we put him off, ‘Two ladies who passed 
by looking for shells stopped to examine him. They were 
much interested in ol uecount of his fishing, and a fine 
setter that was with them was equally interested ins per- 
soni] examination of his body, much to the distress of his 
mistress, who feared be might be swallowed whole or 
drugeed tnder water, 
had seen this tish before, when they were cast on the 

shore of Massachusetts Bay, ia Truvo and Provincetown, 
but never saw a live one except in the present instance, 
Once while in Wellfleet, mine host at Holbrook’s told of 
catchiny one which had swallowed or hatl in its mouth 
tlveée eools, velvel, ov black dueks. Jf that were true, 
what mit be the fate of many an mnocent water witch or 
vrebe that should see the seduetive boil when under water 
himself atter fish? Murgus. 
Hast WAnHHAM, Myss., Noy. 18, 

[Phe fish was the ‘‘Angley,” or ‘‘gooselish,” ete. (Lophews 
americanus), The Ichthyopharous Club has eaten them. 

They are pledged to cat everything that comes from the 
witer, and the constitution of the club requires the officers 
to faste of all aquatic products, under penalty of banish- 
ment for the president, imprisonment for the head taster, 
and death for the naturalist. In cases of an extreme char- 
acter, aggravated by persistent refusal, the family of the 
latter are drowned, also, while in case of a merely temporary 
repugnance they are simply strangled. | 

WHO CAN EXPLAIN IT? 
SEE in your issue of November 9 that “X.,” writing 

-A. from Central Lake, Mich., ‘wonders if ‘Kingfisher’ 
would put in an Appearance on the 10th, prepared with 
& dipper and desirous of laying in his winter’s slock 
of Americin sardines,” this referring to a statement made 
hy me in Pormsr AnD StRHAM, date August 8, in reward to 
the migration of cértain of the herring family from Central 
Lake to the waters above on the 10th of November of each 
year, Friend ‘X.” has, no doubt, learned that I was not 
there with my dipper; but I haye no doubt that, had I 
been, J could ‘haye scooped out a supply, had my dipper 
been of sufficient; dimensions. He says he has ‘‘heard that 
old hunting story years ago,” etc. There’s where he has 
had the ‘‘bolge on me” all along. He has heard it so often 
(hat it inwy haye aged on him and become a trifle thread- 
bare. IT hadn't heard it; itwas fresh to me, and 1 made the 
stalement on the authority of two or three persons at Cen- 
tval Lake, whom I had, and still have, confirlence in, and I 
pit il down as given {o me, haying no desire or motive to 
“overstate” the statement, 

As Lo the “(imantitudinous quantities,” to quote my friend 
“the erihe,” of the fish that annually seek the higher 
waters, my informant may haye used a ‘“‘leetle too much 
line,” but were friend ‘*X.* an ‘honest angler,” he would 
scorn to spoil a good fish story for the matter of a herrin’ 
or two, more or less, when they are so plenty. 
Taking a bird's eye view of his article it would appear 

that he is a little over anxious to parade in the ranks of the 
scientific men, as for instance, ‘‘1 should have thought little 
of the matter had not the writer (meaning ‘Kingfisher’) ex- 
pressed a desire that the multitudinous migration of these 
fish should be explained by scientific men.” The fact is, I 
said nothing whatever about scientific men or any other 
man, Isimply asked, ‘Can any one of the readers of Formst 
AnD Strum explain it?” (see page 4, current vol,) and be- 
ing a thoroughly wrscientific sort of aman I did not care a. 
“dime” whether it was fmswered by a scientist, a natural- 
ist, or a ntural fool, ; 

As to the methods of observation of Lhe rural districters, T 
idmit they are not always ot value, but I believe they are 
usually more capable of solving a question of yooderatt 
thon we “city tellers” ive, and thatamy of us—not leaving 
out friend 'X2'—mity learn something of the humblest of 
them that will be of benefit fo usin some shape. I haye 
met some very intelligent and observant rurals in Antrim 
county, and other places for that matter, and I expect to 
find more of ‘em, and J am going to be evedulons enough to 
take stock ina good many of their ‘methods of ohserva- 
tion.” 
When aman like Jim Wadsworth, of Central Lake, says 

“These fish in question (be they American sardines, ‘her- 
tings.’ or horse mackerel, from a scientific standpoint) make 
their way up that river on the 10th day of Noyembar of 
every year,” why, that is all there is of 71, for I believe him 
(o be a keen and intelligent observer, well versed in ull the 
mysteries of the woods and the waters, and also truth- 
ful. 

Tf friend ““X." would claim they migrate on the 9th or 
Lith (would certuinly have to “allow” a little on it, for if 
his ‘methods of observation” are as careless as his method 
of reading, he is not to be trusted to make a clean 
score. 

When TI penned the query at the head of this article I was 
only curious to know the why and the wherefore of the 
mouvement occurring always on the 10th of November, and 
if the range of the fish extended below Central Lake. 
Friend ‘‘X.”’has referred us to an ‘“‘analogous movement” of 
the ‘blucbacks” (he might have added the ‘‘blue bellies” as 
well) of the Rangeley Lakes of Maine, and the meanderings 
of a similar fish in Squam Lake, N. H., ‘‘and probably in 
most of the other Northern lakes of any size,” and he “‘has 
no doubt that these ‘herrings’ are common to all the lakes 
of the Intermediate chain,” etc. He has examined it, and 
made the whole thing as clear as mud, and has certainly 
earned the thanks of Fornsr AND STREAM, and of 

KINGFISHER. 
Crornatr, O., Nov, 1882. 

HABITS OF COLORADO TROUT. 

FEW weeks since I saw a statement from a correspond- 
ent at Dumont, Col., in regard to finding spawn in 

our mountain trout at this season of the year, in which he 
expressed surprise, and inquired if it was not singular to find 
our trout full of spawn, ete , and in the same paragraph you 
invite communications ou the subject. 
Thaye made the habits of our mountain brook trout a 

study for the last seven years, and have hatched them arti- 
ficially for four years, We have two species, One is called 
(local names) the brook trout and the other lake trout, or 
salmon trout, the latter being found in lakes and streams 
running out of or into lakes. The lake trout has redilish 
Hesh, while the brook fish has white flesh, Sometimes a fish 
will be caught in lake or stream which seems tc be a cross 
between the two, At the north inlet of Grand Lake, on the 
Grand River, I have taken both species at one cast. [ found 
the red-fléshed fish in Upper Chicago Lake, 400 feet above 
timber line—say, 11,000 feet above sea level. In the lake, 
400 or 500 feet below this, | found both while and red-ileshed 
fish, The fall between the two lakes is so steep that trout 
cannot pass up from below, nor can those above go down 
alive: at least I do not think it is possible. The outlet from 
the lower lake is navigable for trout for fifteen miles to Idaho 
Springs, where its waters join Clear Creek. TI have not ob- 
served any difference in the spawning habits of these two 
fish, Both spawn in the spring and summer, 

Astoany of ournativetrout being full of spawn in October, 
I must say I consider it an optical delusion in the observer. 
The fish he saw was only about one-third full, Thespawn or 
eve of the Rocky Mountaintrout when mature, varies trom +; 
(o>, of an inch in diameter, depending upon the size and age 
of (he fish, ancl in number will average 700 to an eight-ounce 
fish, and 1 have taken 300 from a three-ounce fish. At this 
time the eggs in our native trout are about the size of the 
heads of pins, and none of them can be expressed and vivi- 
fied before the first of May. My ponds were sityated in a 

warm locality, at an elevation of about 7,000 feet, and the ice 
disappeared early in March or late in February, but [ never 
have succeeded in obtaining any eg#s before the first week 
in May, and then only from my olde} and larger fish, The 
Majority spawn along the first of June, and I have taken 
efes as late as July 6, The temperature of the water in the 
ponds from May 1 to July 15 ranged from 40 deg. Pahr. to 
70 deg,, being warmest at one o'clock P.M. The wild trout 
in the stream commenced ruining up stream in April, and [ 
believe they spawn higher up mostly in May and June. I 
have captured female trout as late as July 15 with a few 
mature eggs in them, lut the fish never had a healthful ap- 
pearance. 

The largest trout I eyer caught here weighed two and a 
half pounds, but J fed one in my ponds on beef and mush 
tntil “the” weighed five pounds, 

The Eastern brook trout, Suloetinas fontinalis, does exceed- 
ingly well in our mountain streams, growing more rapidly 
than the native trout, In March, 1880, 1 hatched 500, and 
in November of the same year some of them were six inches 
long. and now they range from nine to thirteen inches in 
length. The colors are yery brilliant wnd clearly defined, 
the fish being, if possible, more heauliful than in Massachu- 
setts. Silvelinus fonlinalis here retains tle habit of spawn- 
ing in the fall, as il does in the East, nt least all that 1 have 
observed, At Green Lake, Olear Oreck county, they spawn 
in October, and at My place I found them spawning Octo- 
ber 26 this year, It is possible that the fish may become a 
spring spawner sometime, as ile water in our mountain 
streams ts lowest in the fall, and frequently freezes solid on 
the rifles in December. 
_ As indicating the rapid growth of Salvelinus fondininlia 
in our climate, | may state that W. E. Sisty, Hsq., our 
State Fish Commissioner, reports that some hatched last 
January are now nine inches in length, BAMU. 
GonpEn, Colo., Nov. 13. ‘ 

ECHOES OF THE TOURNAMENT. 

UST before the tournament, when the contestants were 
preparing for the contest by daily practice, if was the 

custom of Mr. Harry Prichard to go to the ship yard of 
James D, Leary, foot of North Sixth street, Williamsburg, 
amd indulge ina little practice. The waters here are foul 
with all kinds of refuse, and a scum of petroleum adds 
beauty to the surface by its prismatic reflections. A fish 
straying into these waters would probably die from asphyxia 
iis soon as 2 Man would if shut up in 4 Third ayenue strect 
car, and the group of laborers looked with surprise at the 
first, appearance of Mr, Prichard with rod and line. Some 
of these men had been familiar with salmon fishing im the 
Emerald Isle, and, leaning on their spades. they opened 
their eyes in wonder at what they thought to be a mild form 
of Innatic, Atter afew casts, one of them approached the 
spot where Prichard stood, and askud, ‘An’ what’ll ye he 
catchin’ here, now?" 

“Oh, maybe a trout of two,” answered Prichard, 
“Bys,” said the mun, “it’s trouts lie’s after in the stinkin’ 

water; hould yer whist till ye’s see him hook one; it’s more 
likely a dead rat he'll eet. Sure, he’s daft intirely,” 
The casting went on for half an hour or so, the men fur- 

lively watching i while at their work, until fmally the line 
was reelid in snd the angler departed. 

The next day, ut the same hour, he appeared again, 
“Howly Moses! here he is as’in! Did ye get e'er a trout 

yesterday ?” 
“Tsay a few leap, and I thonglt I'd come back and try 

to get some of them to-day.” 
So the practice went on until the men found out what 

the object of this cisting was by reading of the tournament 
in the daily papers, They then organized a match among 
themselves, and cast with a rope weighing thirteen pounds, 
no rod nor attached weight, line to be retrieyed after every 
cast, and Prichard’s rolling cash barred, The shortest cast 
was to drive the blind horse, while the others had choice of 
horses when teaming was to be done, 

The following is the score: 

Hntries. Feet east. Entries. Feet cast. 
Mr. John Donnelly.....,,,-..... AQ Mr, Dan. Rogan.... 0.2.22: 2444. 29 
Mr. Mike McNamara, ........... 33 Mr, Monroe .... sehen Be 
Mr. Conn. ivan a6 Mr. Charmer.:2-...,.002 ccc. see 43 
Mr, Bill Cole,.,..--- : Mr. John Kerwin.......-... 2.006 a4 
Mr. Pete Ratferty PERG DOH RUGE oes totes ot 28 
Mr, Pete Kennedy 

This settled the blind horse question, but the loser, the un- 
known man who prefers to be known as “The Lobster,” saw 
his way cleat to get out of losing in the next contest by hay- 
ing points for delicacy and accuracy, and with these added, 
and a friendly judge to look with favor on his casts for these 
points, he now gets off from paying for the beer, which is 
daily cast for, although his distance is always short. 

Tt haying been claimed that in retrieving a line some ad- 
vantage could be taken by using an aulomatic reel in re- 
covering line that the judges could not see, Mr. Reuben 
Wood wishes to ssy that he will give $10 to any one who 
will show him how if can be done, 

LONG ISLAND FISHING NOTES. 

ee fishing here in Peconic Bay has not been good this 
season, that is for bluefish, weakfish, sea bass, black- 

fish and porgies. A few years since they were innumerable 
here; but the bunker steamers and yachts have scared off or 
killed off their natural food the bunker, and so diminished 
the sport; and the numerous fykes, pounds and set nels 
have so caught them up that the sport for the hand-line 
committee has been much injured. But the real place for 
fishing in this region is in the Sound, and here the fish 
aboye named are as plenty as ever, and it is easy to catch a 
half bushel of them at any time when the water is smooth 
enough to allow the launching of 9 flut-hottomed boat, 

Tsadc Molmnnan. 
Grupnrort, L. L., Nov, 20. 

LARGH BAss IN THE SUSQUEHANNA.—Meshoppen, Wyom- 
ing County, Pa,—On the 10th day of Noyember Itook, with 
a small trout rod, four small-mouth black bass weighing 
seyenteen pounds. The to largest five, and Hye pounds 
two ounces, J took from the same stream on the 11th, one 
yellow bass, sometimes called the Ofsego bass, weighing 
eleveu pounds aud one punce, on & small trout rod and a 
No. 2N, Y. trout hook, I caught, another day, tive bass, 
weighing fifteen pounds. have taken in all this fall about 
one see ec fish. Bass are plentiful in the Susque- 
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FISHERIES OF NEW YORK. 

|B have received “Census Bulletin No. 297” which 
., Sives the commercial fisheries of fhe Middle States, 

edmpiled by R. H. Barll, special agent for the sea-tisheries, 
anil M. McDonald, special agent fur the river fisheries, and 
submitted by G. Brown Goode, in yharge of the Fisheries 
Tovestigation. Prom this we extract tha following figures 
relating to the Middle States, New York and New Jersey. 

The statistics of the sea fisheries of New York tave been 
gathered from the manuscript of Mr, Fited Mather, wlio has 
Visited all the important fishing scttlements of Long Island 
in the pursiiit of his investigations. Before passing to a re- 
View of the business in New York, the report presents the 
following: interesting table concerning: the fishing: interests 
of the Middle States: : ‘ 
LS NGG st Eich Be aan aks 8A a6 AP Oa SAS AN 354 BOMB LOMAS E 16,017 
Fishing vessels,...._. 1,211 
Tonnage of vessels, rat 
Fishing boats hI 8. 

$2,500,888 
‘O77 7 

2484 100 
46,758,388 Pounds of other produets for food _......... 

Pounds of biiahedl avert products for ferti 
TENTGSER Fare, a nee Set pee ara se eeon fee 8 5 0ee eae 31105700 

Value of products in marketable condition,,.............. BS, 874,492 

The greater portion of those employed in the traffic are 
nitive born Americans, and a large majority have familias 
depending on them for suppurt. Assiiming that 12,000 are 
married, cach having an average of four persons (2 wife and 
Whee children) depending upon him, and that half of the re- 
mainder depend upon their own resources, we have about 
62,000 persons largely dependent on the fisheries for a lve- 
lihood. Thousands of others suattered along the numerous 
bays and coves are interested in the fishenes to the extent 
of supplying their own fables and occasionally those of ther 
neighbors with fish and oysters. 

The sea fisheries are more extensive than either the fresh 
Water or oyster fisheries and the products haye a renter 
valuc. The entire oyster industry, howeve7, which includes 
the enhancement in value of Southern oysters in preparation 
for the market, exceeds in yalue the séadisheries by nearly 
$1,000,000, though fewer men are enguged in the work, 
New York takes an important part in the fisheries, coming 
fourth in the list of fish-producing States with products 
valued at $4,380,065. Her menhaden fisheries are more ex- 
tensive than those of any other State, and in 1880 the value 
of the oil, scrap and compost reathed $1,114,158, being 
mere than half ofthe yield for the entire country. The 
value of the products of the oyster fisheries for the same 
period reached $1,577,050, which is ovexter than that for any 
of the other States except Maryland, Virginia and New Jersey. 
The New York fishermen securé annually lazer quantities 
of both hard and soft clams than those of any other Stale; 
i 1880 the amount realized from ihe sale of these two 
species was $517,691. In the shad fisheries she ranks third 
on the list, the catch in 1880 reaching 2,753,600 pounds. 
The fishery izteresty of the State are tus shown in detail: 

ers aid other 

PeeRSoOSOmplo fet wets tomect babi biel, bese, ake nee 7,266 
iy Eh iiiega: uTe Ey eet ates Op oe eed eR Re Ran 541 
SS ECSU foe ars elcr pasate hiss cteltt bg eee ee iccliane ses cues 5,441 
Capital dependent on the fishery infustries.........,...... $2029.586 
Pounds of sea products (including oyster meats).......-.. 825,785,578 
Value of sea products (including oysters), ..... $4,000,745 
Pounds of river products, .....2.. 2... - ‘ 
Value of river products. - S104, 960 
Pounds of lake products 41,070,000 
Value of lake products..... $14,870 
Total valid of products to the fishermen, . $4,580,506 

New Jersey produced in 1880 $3,176,589 worth of fishery 
products, taking the sixth place in the list of fish-producing 
States, 
ceeded only by those of Maryland and of Virginia, Its 
crab fisheries, from which the fishermen realize $162,612, 
are more extensive than those of any other State, while iis 
uahaug (hard clam) fisheries are second only to those of 
New York, In the menhaden fisheries it stands fifth on the 
list, the oil, scrap and compost produced in 1880 being val- 
ned at $146,286. Its river fishories are of minor importunce, 
the total yield being only 2,752,000 pounds, netting the tish- 
ermen $91,435, 

Over three-fourths of the entire catch in the United States 
is menhaden, 318,588,700 pounds baying been taken in 1880, 
The next species in importance for bulk is the oyster; and 
allowing seven pounds of meat for each bushel of shell- 
oysters, we have 23,238,100 pounds of oyster meats. Of 
the other species mentioned the following are taken in 
quantities exceeding 5,000,000 pounds: Squeteagne, 11,063,- 
500 pounds; bluefish, 6,710,800 pounds; hard clams (allow- 
ing cist t pounds of meat to the bushel), 5,933,664 pounds; 
codiish, 5,247,000 pounds; shad. 5,207,200 pounds. Four- 
teen otiier species are produced in quantities ranging from 
1,000,000 to 5,000,000 pounds each. 

The products of New York's fisheries are thus classified; 
Species. Pounds. Value. 

Bluefish. .-,.--..-...4. ese cee ets Speer a 8,000,000 67,600 
aie ts Ree ee 8 Be .. 3,580,000 7,125 
IS Tairn Siac eee Seed testers ent et oe 2,705,840 262.110 
GIBME (SOLh)s oil lige ones sW kets amconee 3,407,750 255,591 
NUDED ED odode ve caer ated? AEP PE 1,624,583 69,234 
Lobsters. ....-.... 135,000 5,062 
Menhaden ....... 288,931,200 1,414,958 
OVEtRT Ss bi Seeveyy rs 7,308,100 1,877,050 
Squeteague......... 4,000,000 20,000 
BUDIN es sa gives cei nd tat 250,000 4,750 

Shad ,.... 2,733,000 136,080 
ADEPT fa gis chert fo elol eheudier ei icie le 144,000 8,640 
BTIpOTI I sean es eaten tae «> olden nes - 69,700 28,100 
Whitefish . 114,000 56,000 
All other species 13,874,400 HBT 

(Us) ne a a ee ey tet eer we eee et S85.528,173 $4,880,565 

The outfit for this yast catch, consisting of vessels, boats, 
nets, fykes, pots, baskets, factories, etc., is valued at §2,629,- 
559. 

PrenNsytyaAnta Awerers’ Assoor\Trron,—Philadelphia, 
November 17.—Ben Butler once said that it was no lack of 
Jaws but the lack of enforeement of those already in exist- 
ence that caused many of the troubles complained of. Here 
in Pennsylvania we have fishing Jaws sufliciently strimpent 
for all practical purposes, but, a5 can easily be demonstrated, 
they are next thing to worthless, simply because a proper 
observance of them is not insisted upon by the authorities. 
This is especially the case in Eastern Penasylyania, and 
notably in regard to the Delaware, Schuylkill and Susque- 
hanna rivers and their tributaries. With a view to obviate 
this abuse, an association of anglers was organized on Wed- 
nesaiy evening last, at Lincoln Hall, Broad street and Pair 

tts oyster products, valued at $2,080,625, are ex— 

mount avenue, The avowed purpose of this association is 
to promote fishculture by the restocking of sfreams and the 
enforcement of existing laws, which are so frequently in- 
fringed. A. M. Spangler was elected President, Washing- 
ton |, Sellers Vice-President, and R. M. Hartley Secretary 

ard Treaster. A committee was appointed ta diaft a eon- 
stitution, with instructions to report at the nest mecting, 
which will be held in the same place on Saturday evening, 
November 25. Alteady a large memibeiship has been se- 
cured, quite s ednsiderable portion of which is ftom the 
counties adjacent to Philadelphia. Those desirous of join- 
ing the association are requested to attend the next meeting 
or seid their names to Malcolm Shipley, 508 Commerce 
street. Itis the purpose of the association to secure com- 
fortable headquarters, and combine some social features 
with those already named, 

Sishculture. 
CARP FAIL TO APPEAR. 

Waesstmn, Muss., Nov. 14, 1552. 
sigs Bee Baird. U; &, Commissioner of Fisheries, Washing- 

Respected Sir—It is just about a year ago that we received 
from you five cans containing one hundred young carp from 
two to four inches long, which had stood the journey from 
Washington so splendidly, and we were then already antici- 
pating the pleasure of seeing not only our ‘Big Pond” (with 
the Jong name) but through their medium all tha numerons 
pons and rivers in this vicinity stocked with this valuable 
foad fish, However, with feelings of sorrow I arn obliged to 
write you that dur enterprise tirned out a failure, as we can- 
not find a trace of our little carp; 
As instruced by you we place them into three smal! fords, 

which we cousidered especially adapted to their welfava, au: 
which besides a few small shiners contained no otlier fish. 

Barly last spring the farmer living near one pond tound 
tiwwo or three dead ones floating on the water, snd a friend 
imagined to have seen one in the grassy part of another of the 
ponds, and that is all we haye seen of them. In May and 
June [took particular pains to find them in the most promis- 
ing pond and watched for them repeatedly with patience 
aud in the best light, but failed tofindthem, Then came the 
unprecedented dry weather of last summer with searcely a 
drop of rain in this seetion from early July until September 
12, which dried up everything and also one of our carp ponds. 
The owner of it was much interested in our attempt and 
brought me a two quart pail full of little fish suchas were put 
in before it finally dried up, but they were all common brook 
shiners, and my closest questioning him and showing him 
pictures of carp only convinced me that not a carp had been 
seen in this pond sinve the ice left. 
The steward of the estate in which the third pond was lo- 

cated reported to me that, with the closest search duriny the 
simmmer, and also in the dry season, when the pond had been 
reduced to half its size, he had been unable to discover any of 
the carp. 

Atter learning all these disappointing facts, 1 went bo Mr. 
Woodard, some three miles frum here, who, I learned, had 
also received some carp with ours, and he told me the sume 
story, viz., that he had not seen any since lash winter, and 
that the drought had (vied up the brook which fed his pond 
completely, and also, almost, the pond. Ie, too, considers his 
attempt afailore, but referred me to a Mr, Davis, another 
farmer, living « few miles further, who also had some carp at 
the samme time, and whose pond, being considerably larger 
than any of ours, had kept pretty full all through the year, 
It has been, however, impossible for me ta pay him «@ visit, 
and, owing to the Jateness of the season, [ dom't think of see- 
ing Lim now, but shall do so next spring, stillhoping fo see 
some of my beloyad carp in his pond, of which I shall not fail 
to notify you. 
How to account for the lass I dont know, ‘Che cold of win- 

ter could not be the cause, as none of the pouds troze to the 
bottom, and the carp stand as cold winters iu Germany, which 
Jisnow from my own experience. I saw a turtle (and killed 
it) of the size of this page im one pond and a three-fooh water- 
snake in the other, Could these pests have cleaned them out? 
They are a nuisance impossible to ayoid. Neither have the 
earp been carried out with a flood, as we had provided ample 
and well-sereened cutlets. 
The question now Most naturally arises: “Would you have 

the kindness to favor us with another supply of carp to try 
the experiment over again, of course in a different way, and 
heeding our past experiences?’ and should be much pleased 
to receive a favorable answer. 

Tt has been our opinion that we would have had a better 
chance of snecess if we had risked them right in the “Big 
Pound,” for which they were finally intended, for, although ex- 
posed to the danger of hungry pickere!, they would have tound 
more food, more shelter, and generally better accommodations 
than in the smal] ponds. 
Ihave sent a copy of this letter to Formst AnD StREAM for 

publication, and trust that this will meet your kind approval. 
Believe me, sir, yours very truly, 

C. GURBER, JR. 

TENNESSEE FISH NOTES.—The carp placed some two’ 
years ago in the Capitol ground ponds have increased in 
number largely, and size amazingly. As it is too much the 
case, however, in this partof the country, no attention is paid 
tothese valuabletish,and small boys are angling them out by the 
scores, instead of distributing them to pond owners in the 
country. Quantities of fine fish still continue to be caught out 
of the Cumberland River. Bass weighing from two to four 
pounds, are of frequent occurrence. A larve party of sports- 
men left to-day for Reelfoot Lake, where they propose remain- 
ing aweek or more in camp. A shad was reported to me 
having been caught with the hook last week, butas I did not 
see the fish, lum ratherskeptical as to the reliability of the 
statement. It those fish were placed in thisriver at the proper 
stage of water I think they would do well; in the Ouachita 
that is the case, and the distance fromm salt water is about the 
same.—J. D. H. 

WHITEFISH CULTURE,.—Detroit, Mich., Nov. 15.—The 
whitefish work of this State has at last fairly commenced. 
We are following up the experiment which we made Jast year, 
taking the fish and keeping them in large crates and handling 
them every day until we get every egg fromthem. Last year we 
tried the experiment with twenty-six males and females, and 
only lost two, and they were injured in thenet. We kept them 
the most of the summer and still have one of them in the tank. 
We have in tho crates fish that will produce 1s 10,000,000 eggs 
now, and will py in enough to give us 40,000,000, which will 
be the largest hateh ever made under one roof. We have 
proved that the handling of whitefish does not injure therm and 
canse them to die, as many have supposed, Of course a man 
nmiust understand the business.—A. J. KnLLoce, Commissioner 
of Wisheries. i 

CARP IN MAINE.—The first German carp that haye ever 
been introduced into any waters of Piscataquis county were 
planted in Squaghnquign Pond, in Munson, Nov. 9, by G, A. 
Mathews, Esq.,of Lowell, Mass. Mv. Mathewsis an active mem- 
ber of our Game and Fish Protective Society and he, with 
sundry other gentlemen of the same city, are doing much to 
make the Monson lakes and ponds a popular resort—J. FP. 
SPRAGUE. 

SCOTLAND.—We learn that Mr. Archibald Young has been 
appointed Inspector of Salmon Fisheries ior Seotland, Mr, 
Young has had much experience in fisheulfure and the fish- 
eries and his appointment to this position isa good one. We 
ean congratulate the friends of fisheulture in Seotland on 
having the right man in the right place. 

Che Aennel, 

FIXTURES, 

BRNCH SHOWS. 
Jannery 9, 1, dnd 14, 1859.—Meriden Potiliry Asgsori#tion Bench 

Show, Meriden, Conn. Toshua Shute, Secretary, 198 Hobart street, 
Meriden Cona, 

April 3, 4,6 and 6, i886. Western Pennsylvania, Poultry Society's 
Fifth Annual Bench Show, Piltshurgh, Pa. Entries for the Bench 
Show Derby, for English seiters whelped on or atter March 1, 1882, 
elose Decetaber 1, 185%. QObas, Lincoln, Superiutendent, I. R. Stay- 
ton, Secretary, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Noyeinbér 1/—Hastern Wield ‘Trials Club Field Trials oh (nail, near 

High Point, N. OG, Entries for the Derby close July 1. For the Alb 
Aged and Members’ Stake, November 1, Washington A, Coster, 
Flatbush, N.Y, 
December 4—National American Kennel Clob Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junetion, Lenn. D. Bryson. Memphis, Tenn., Sveretary, 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Club ield Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La. Wutries close Decentber 11, J. K. Rensud, Secretary, New 
Orleans; La. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1, 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS, 

Hien Port, N. C., Nov. 18, 
TPA Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Hastern Field Trials 

Club commenced yesterday with a good attendance of 
sportsmen from all parts of the country, Much enthusiasm 
is raanitested by those interested, and should birds prove to 
be plenty cnough to run the Trials through withont dragging, 
tlie meeting will prove a great suevess. The Bellevue Hotel is 
headquarters and is filled to overflowing. The proprietor, 
Mr. Waldrop, is doing everything in his power to make his 
fuests comfortable. Many of tho land owners are lindly dis 
posed toward the visitors, and freely offer their land for then: 
vise, Some of them, however, are disposed to look with dis- 
faver upon the horde of sportsmen, and refuse to allow them 
to shoot over their grounds, There will be no difticulty on 
this score as plenty of ground has been set apart and strictly 
preserved for the rumning. Girds have not yet been found 
very plenty, 4s the weather has been warm and yery dry. 
To-day, however, we have had welcome rain, and we expect 
on Monday to find aj] the birds necessary. 
High Point is situated on the Pisdmont Air Line Railroad, 

sixty-three tiles south of Danyille, and 145 miles west of 
Raleigh, As its name implies, it is the highest point for quite 
a distance around, being one thousand fect above the sea. It 
is a yery pleasant place of about two thousand inhabitants. 
and reminds us nore of a thrifty New England village than 
any place that we have seeninthe South. The main products 
of the country in this yicinity are carn, oats and wheat. 
There is quite a large cotton mill here, which, we understand, 
is doing very wel. There are also quite a nuniber of other 
mills of different kinds here, and the town is rapidly growing, 
as the number of new houses and the snarenea price of vil- 
lage lots attest, the latter having trebled in value in the last 
three or four years. The celebrated Hoover gold mine isnear 
here, and there ave also # number of other mines in the 
vicinity where gold, silyer, and copper are found. and the 
imining industry will undoubtedly soon become of consider- 
able importance, as there wre indications of valuable deposits 
of the precious metals. The Imuber interest is also fast in- 
creasing in importance, and is destined to form no inconsider- 
able source of wealth, as there are to be found here large 
quantities of valuable timber, that finds a ready market, 

This has long been a fayorite resort for sportsmen, and a 
great many birds are killed in the vicinity every season, The 
hard winter two years ago killed off considerable numbers of 
them. but they have since increased, and this year are fairly 
plenty again. The country is not well adapted for the hold- 
ing of field trials, as there are too many scrub oaks and pine 
thickets, into which the birds at ouce pitch, making it yery 
dificult for the judges to see the dogs as they should be seen; 
but for the style of shooting usually practiced in this part of 
the country where only one or two shots are taken at a beyy, 
and they are then left for airesh one, it does not make so - 
touch difference. To our mind this style of shooting is far 
from satisfactory, as we cousider the work on scattered birds 
much more enjoyable, affording as it does a greater scope for 
those finer qualities, both natural and acquired, which pre- 
eminently belong to the pointer and setter. 
The first event upon the card was the Members’ Stake, At 

a meeting of the club on Thursday evening, Mr, Elliott Smith, 
of New York, was appointed as judge in place of Mr. Snell- 
enburg, who was detained at home by sickness. The other 
judges are Col, James Gordon, of Pontotoc, Miss., and Judge 
John M. Kinney, ot Staunton, Va. Col. Gordon needs no in- 
troduction to our readers, having very satisfactorily served as 
judge at several of our most important trials. Both Judge 
Kinney and Mr. Smith are well known tous as practical 
sportsmen well qualified for the position, 
Diana Tl. having been withdrawn the remaining dogs were 

draywo tornun «as follows: 

Pree. Dr. N. Rowe, Chicago, Ill—Blue helton English set- 
ter bitch, 8 years (Leicester-Dart), 

agetnst 
BuckaLbew. W. A. Coster, Flatbush, L, l.—Orange and 

white Hnglish setter dog, 8 years (Druid-Heller’s Ruby). 

PUANTAGANET. James H. Goodsell, New York.—Lemon 
belton Hnglish setter dog, July 16, 1880 (Dashing Monarch- 
Petrel), 

against 
DasHine Monwarow. J. C. Higgins, Delaware City, Del. 

Black, white and tan English setter dog, August 25, 1575 (Dash 
TI.-Countess Moll) 

Bzssiz, J. Otto Donner, New York.—Orange and white 
English setter bitch, 534 years (sadees I1.-Belle), 

against 
Broce, Geo. T, Leaca, New York,—Red Trish sebter dog, 

Sig years (Count Bosco-My Duchess). 

DasHinc Rover.—T. F, Taylor, Richmond, Va,—Black, 
white and tan English setter dog, 5 years (Dash J1.Norna), 

tgavinst 
Marcuronges Pec.—Dr, N. Rowe, Chicago, 1l,—Black, white 

and tan Bnelish setter bitch, years (Druid-Pez). 

Daisy LAVERACK. James H,. Goodsell, New York,—Lemon 
and white Nnglish setter bitch, June 19, 1s7) (‘Thimder-Peerese) , 

cenit: 
Trex. Geo, W. Post, Brooklyn, N. ¥Y.—Liver and white 

pointer dog, 15 months (Bob-Dido). 

Don. Chas. P. Stokes, Richmond, Va.—Black, white and 
tan setter dog, 3 years (Pedigree will he given next, week), 

against 
Dotty. J, HB, lL. Granger, New York—Lemon and white 

Pointer hitch, age unknown (Viseount-Dolly). 

Countnss. Geo. T, Leach, New York.—Red Irish setter 
biteh, 5¥¢ years (Count Bosco-MyDuchess), 

against 
Binty Fumo. J. Herron Crossman, New York.—Liyer and 

white English setter dog, 4 years (a son of Rob Roy-Wadding- 
ton’s Panny). 

Of these, Plantaganet, Dashing Monarch, Daisy Layverack 
and Tick failed to putin an appearance, fb singularly hap- 
pened thatthe dogs that were absent, were drawn to run 
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together, so that none of those remaining derived any benefit 
from their absence. 
Friday morning was all that a sportsman could wish. There 

was a slight haze, which tempered the heat of the sun, and a 
gentle breeze from the southeast. The sir was balmy and in- 
vigorating, and we were strongly reminded of a perfect New 
England September day. Owing to some delay in settling pre- 
liminaries, we did not fet sturted from the hotel until halt- 
past eight. Taking an easterly course we halted some three 
miles from town at the edge of anoakgroye, About two 
hundred people were present, The judges, reporters and 
marshals, Major Geo, R. Watkins, of roomie N. Y., and 
Dr. Win, M. Williams, of Springtield, Mass,, who kindly con- 
sented to aot, were on horseback, the others were on foot, 
We were under the guidance of Mr. A, Holton, to whom, with 
his brother, Mr: C, Holton, creat evedit is dtie for their Ikind- 
ness in offering and preserving their plantations for the use 
ofthe club, Taking down the fence we entered an old field, 
and casting off the dogs the running commenced, 

THE DOGS AND THEIR WORK. 
PEG AND Buoratew.—the first brace, Pez and Buckales- 

were cast olf in anold field at 9:40. Pog is eight years old, an 
in her younger days was a capital animal on all kinds of 
game, She is stilla good one, but has not been on quail for 
two years. She was a little Jame from the effect of a thorn in 
her foot, ani did not range equal to her usual form. She 
looks very well, notwithstanding she is the mother of half a 
hundred puppies; not very stylish, but has quite a gamy ap- 
pearance when on point. She is wider very good control, and 
appears quite intelligent. Buckalew is honiely enouzh to be 
a good one, He is faster than Pog and mmnch the widest 
ranger, He is ot good size, makes a sbylish point, and is with- 
out doubt a Eilling doy. Both dogs started off well, but quite 
a circle was taken before birds were found. Working down 
in 2 bottom, Buck challenged, and then swung wide, and 
found a nice beyy, which he pointed in good style, and held 
until Peg was brought up to back, which she did to order, but 
very indifferently. ‘The birds were flushed to order, and 
missed by Mr. Coster, both dogs droppiugnicely to wing, Or- 
dered on, Buck took afewsteps, and again pointed nicely. Peg 
refused to back, and went on ahead, and between her and 
Coster, who was walking up, the restot the bevy were flushed, 
Working on in a thicket a single bird flushed near Buck and 
Coster, aud several more got up near Dr. Rowe. Then Pog 
made a good point, which Buck backed nicely, Dr, Rowe 
flushed to order and missed, Following the birds up the hill, 
both dogs were ont of our sight fora few seconds, and when 
we got through the dense thicket they were both pointing, 
Peg a few yards in front, fat, and Buck with his head ii the 
air, The judges gave Per apoiut, and Buek a back, but we 
thought him entitled to a point as he could not see her. 
Flushing the birds to order, two rose and Mr. Rowe missed 
the first but killed the second, which Peg retrieved very well. 
Working on, Pog challenged and roaded a short distance yery. 
nicely, and half pointed, just as the bird rose a little wild, the 
Doctor missing if in good style. Moving on, two birds flushed 
near Coster, and Buck who dropped to wing, Swinging to 
the left, Pey dropped flat, and the Dr, claimed a point, but 
she soon moved on, and Hushed a single bird under the pines, 
but as the judges could not see her, she escaped the penalty, 
so faras they were concerhed, but did not escape the whip. 
Altera littl: further search for the rest o. the birds, without 
success, we returned to the starting point, where a sbort 
test, Was taken and then we tried the other side of the 
road, drawing several litely looking places blank. Finally 
Buck found a bevy of half grown birds, near a small 
stream, and pointed them in guod style, but they 
flushed wild as we came up, ahd in a few moments the specta- 
tors flushed another bevy of lurger birds, partly behind us, 
Taking the dogs round to where we could ‘cross the stream, 
or branch, as it is called here, they weve sent on, and Peg at 
once pointed nicely, and the bird was seen to run in front of 
her. In the meantime Buck was pointing down by the 
branch, Coster flushed to order and miisséd, Moving on 
Buck challenged, and rouded a short distance, but the bird 
got up wild betore he established his point, Per then dropped 
just as a bird got up close to her, and had the judges seen it, 
she would have very nearly scored w flush, Moving on Peg 
half pointed and commenced roading, when Mr, Coster, after 
asking permission of the judges, ordatad Buck to go on, but 
the birds fiushed wild before either could establish a point. 
Dr. Rowe claimed a foul and lectured Mr, Coster because 
Buck went on, but tailed to sonyince him that he was to 
blame. Moving on, Buck pointed a single bird yery nicely. 
Peg, brouglit up to back, refused and went ahead of Buck, 
and both moying on, between them they flushed the bird, The 
judges gaye buck credit for a point, and scored Peg a refusal 
to back, and gaye hoth a thush. Dr. Rowe objected to their 
decision, but the score was nob changed, A little further on 
Buck again pointed, and Pug again went by him and scored 
another flush, Swinging into the pine thicket, Pez flushed 
three or tour, and dropped to wing. Moving ou a little, 
another one got up close to her, and she again dropped. 
On a little further she challenged, but after moving forward 
she dropped to order. When the judges came up a bird 
flushed atthe edge, and Dr. Rowe claimed a point, but the 
judges did not agree with him. Working through some corn 
into weeds where birds had been marked, Pee made a capital 
point, Buck thought this a good opportunity to pay off old 
scores, and walking in ahead of her lie tnshed the bird. A 
little further on Peg fished a bird, She was hot and evi- 
dently could not smell so well asin the morning. Buek then 
flushed one that he should haye pointed, and soon atter an- 
other one got.up near himinthe sedge. A bird was marked 
down and the handlers were ordered to go and kill it, in order 
that Buck might have a chance to retwieve, Some time was 
spent looking for it, but it was finally flushed by Per and 
handsomely missed by the Doctor. Following it up, Buck 
pointed itin good style, but as the dogs were not under judg- 
meént their behayior was not noticed, The bird was flushed 
and both handlers cut loose at it, but the bird would haye 
lasted through the heat i it had not fown within reach of 
Hart Haight, who, by request, grassed it yery ueatly. Buck 
when sent to retrieve, pointed another bird, but was ordera 
on and the bird Hushed. He then spent some time looking 
for the dead bird, finally finding it and bringing it in good 
style, The judges consulted a long time, but arrived ab no 
conclusion, neauwhile Buck went into the brush and flushed 
asingle bird. The dogs were then ordered up and we went 
to Jnnech, as if was nearly one o'clock, The judpes decided 
that honors were easy, and as Peg had not backed they agreed 
to put them down again at a favorable opportunity and let 
this decide the heat. They were accordingly pnt. down to- 
ward night to the point of Gilly Flint. Buek bavked grandly, 
while Peg ey stood still, except that her head and tail were 
moving, but the judges asain consulted, and finally gave her 
the heat. Down three hours and five minutes, 
BROCK AND BESSIE.—lt was singular that the brace who yan 

the concluding heat in this stake last year should be drawn to- 
gether. They were cast olf at 1:45 in the woods, where a beyy 
had been marked, Bessie challenged, and trailed the birds w 
the hill in good style, but Brock worked ahead and flushe 
them, Working toward them, three were flushed by Mr. 
Leach, or Brock, we could not tell which, as they were close 
together. A little further on, one got np near Mr. Leach, and 
he killed it, Brock retrieving it micely. Working on, Brock 
pointed a single bird Bess didnot see him and went round 
nim, and pointed also Myr. Leach fushed it to order, and 
Killed neatly, Bessie retrieving it very well, Then we went 
down the road and crossed the creck, where both dogs made 
a beautiful point on a bevy, which was flushed to order but 
not shot at. Moving on, both again pointed the same bevy, 

which were Hushed to order, and both handlers killed in good 
style, Broek retrieved in good style, Bess not very well. 
Moying on, Broek Aaa a single bird, but adyancing down 
wind, he got too close and scored a flush, Bessie coming up, 
also flushed one. Bessie then pointed, and Brock backed, but 
she soon moved on, and swung for it. Crossing a fence, she 
struck the scent and dropped nicely, My. Donner flushed to 
order, and inissed, Workingon down the branch, Brock made 
a #rand point, which Bessie refused to back, but went around 
the dog and flushed it. Mr. Donner then flushed one, which 
he killed very neatly. Bessie, sent to retrieye, flushed another, 
and they were ordered up and the heat awarded to Brock. 
Down one and # half hours. 
DASHING ROVER AND MARCHIONESS Pre were now called 

for, Royer was on hand, but Peg was with theteams, Dr, 
Rowe understanding that we were to work back that way, 
had not sent for her, and after waiting twenty minutes she 
was declared out under the rule, and the heat was awarded ta 
Dashing Rover. 

Don AND DoLLy.—This brace was put down at 3:40, Don 
is a black, white and tan dog, of rather ordinary appearance 
until he starts off, when he shows up very well. He is sayen- 
eighths Gordon and one-eighth Ivish. He is a yery good 
moving dog, with a fair amount of speed, and has lots of hunt- 
ing sense. He has a way of jumping in the air without slack- 
ing his speed, and then turmng his head to catch sizht of his 
master, thatis yery pleasing, He makes a stylish poimt, and 
appeirs to know where to look for his birds, Taking him all 
round we consider him above the average of dogs that run at 
the trials. Dolly is a nice little pointer, very stylish and 
ganiy-looking, and is without doubt a capital woodcock doz, 
but she has not speed enough to compete with a Ayer like Don, 
Just beforethey were ordered down, Dolly made capital point to 
asingle bird, butworking a little too close, sheflushed it. When 
they were given the word, Don swimg wide, and pointed a 
heyy that had been marked down, Dol Wy backing him nicely. 
Judge Smith flushed them, and missed in as good style as we 
had so farseen. ‘The birds pitched into a brier patch, where 
Don got a good point on a single bird, which was flushed by 
the judge’s horse, when the rest of the bevy got up wild. 
Working back, over a knoll, Dolly made a grand point, which 
Don backed, but as nothing was found she scored a false point. 
Then on to where the birds went down, Dolly made a paint, 
but the bird tlashed wild; then Don made «a grand point, and 
was nicely backed by Dolly. Mr, Grainger flushed to order 
and killed, Don, ordered to retrieve, had his eye wiped by 
Dolly, who vot there first. She brought it omy fairly. <A lit- 
tle futher on Don again pointed, and Dolly, coming up, 
backed to order. ‘The bird was flushed. but not shot at. On 
a little, Don made another handsome point to four birds, which 
flushed themselves. Mr. Stokes hit both birds that he shotat, 
but only bagged the second one, which Don retrieved very 
well. ‘They were now ordered up, and the heat awarded to 
Don. Down forty-seven minutes. 
COUNTESS AND Bruty Fum7.—Countess is of medium size, 

With no great amount of speed. She was undoubtedly ‘offt,” 
as she did not show much nose, Billy Flint is undoubtedly a 
good one, but neyer haying been handled by his owner, he 
Wis not under good control, He goes at afair rate of speed, 
and is quite stylish when on game. Countess got the first 
ointina gully. Mr, Leach flushed the bird to order and 
illed it. Countess, sent to retrigve, did so, but bit the bird 

badly. Mr, Leach, when he handed the bird to Judge Smith, 
who is president of the Wood Powder Company, insinuatingly 
remarked that the Wood powder killed cleaner than anything 
that he had seen; but this well-timed compliment did not 
save Countess the penalty, although the wit of the excuse 
was fully recognized. <A Tittle further on, Billy made a capi- 
tal point, which Countess yery gracefully acknowledged. 
Buckalew and Peg were ordered up to back and it was quite 
& while before they came, but both dogs were perfectly steady. 
When the dogs came up, Buck backed in good styla, while Per 
remained quieticlose to her handler, This was a yery good per: 
formance, and keenly enjoyed by all, Mr. Crossman flushed 
the bird to order and missed it, Billy dropped to wing but 
was a trifle unsteady to shot. The other dogs were steady, 
Working through the pine thicket, Billy pointed a running 
bird, and Countess backing mee Roading too close, Billy 
flushed, and was unsteady, Both handlers missed the bird. 
Then while the judges were consulting, and the dogs were not 
under judgment, Countess went over the fence, and halt 
ointed, then she roaded, and flushed a bird that she should 
aye pointed. Nowturning back the last bevy were again 

flushed. Working toward them, Billy flushed one and soon 
another; it was late, andthe birds were running, and would 
not lie, Both pointed, but the birds ran away from them. 
and they were ordered upto go down again inthe morning, 

SATURDAY'S WORK. 

Saturday morning it was cloudy with every indication of 
rain, but we started out to finish the stake if possible, We 
had not gone far before it began to rain, and this, with slizht 
intermission, continued through the day, The dogs were put 
down at 1:30 at the place where we left off the night before. 
Billy at once made a point, and some of the spectators saw the 
bird running away from him, This was hard luck, as he 
failed to find it, and was scored a false point, Then on top of 
the hill he flushed a single bird, and a little further on scored 
a false point, They were then ordered up and the heat 
ene to Countess. Down altogether fifty-six minutes, 
This ended the first series, with the following summary: 

Kiyst Series, 
Pee beat Buckalew. 
Brock beat Bessie. 
Dashing Rover beat Marchioness Peg, by default. 
Don beat Dolly. F 
Countess beat Billy Flint. 

Second Series. 
PrG anp Brock were put down at 1:50 ou the knoll, 

where the last brace were takenup, Swinging through some 
pines, and then back to the pully, abevy was fushed which 
settled in a brier thicket and could not be found. We then 
orossed the road, and after same time, a beyy flushed near 
Mi, Leach, which were marked down, and followed, but they 
again flushed wild. Broek pointed, and then roaded a, single 
bird, but got too close, and scored a flush, A little further on, 
both challenged and backed each other; then moying: on, 
Brock again flushed, Then working along the edge of some 
brush, Broek challenged and rvaded, finally establishiny lis 
point, just as Peg, who was a little to his left, pointed. This 
wis very pretty, and much enjoyed, in spite or the rain. Two 
birds were fushed to order, but not shot at, Working back 
down the creek, Brock crossed oyer, and made a grand point 
at the edge of some corn, and held it a long time for Pez to be 
broughtuptoback, Shefinally gotthere, but wastaken round 
to get the wind, and instead of backing she took point along- 
side, This was a capital performance for Brock, whoshowed his 
steadiness under trying circumstances, Then, circling round 
through some woods into tall weeds, Judge Kinney rode into a 
larve bevy, which were followed, Mr, Leach flushed and 
killed one, which Brock retrieyed yery well. Both then 
pointed, almost simultaneously, but Brock got credit only for 
aback, Mr, Leach thentlushed a single bird, which he missed; 
then Brock dropped, just as one rose, which Mr. Leach 
killed, Peg, sent to retrieve, flushed two, Moving on, Brock 
dropped, just a second before one got up. Swinging: back, 
Per made a point, which Brock hacked nicely, . Leach 
flushed to order and missed aight and left, whila Dr, Rowe 
iilled a yery nice shot, which Peg retrioyed in capital form. 
A little further on, Brock made a beautiful point, Peg, to 
all appearance, was going past him, when Mr. Leach sang 
ont Whoa!” and sha stopped, The bird was flushed, but not 
shotat. This was very good all round, They were now or- 

dered up, and the heat awarded to Peg. Down two hours 
and twenty minutes, 

Dow anv DasninG RovyEr,—Don we haye already described. 
Rover is of good size and about the eda of Don in speed. He 
appears to be yery high strung, aud Mr, Taylor, who has not 
seen him for several months, could not coutrol him. Work- 
ing up the gully Don made a» capital point, which Rover 
backed in aes style. When Mr, Taylor came up the birds 
flushed and Rover took 4 jump or two, but ati once dropped 
to order, Following them Don pointed, and Mr. Stokes 
flushed to order, but missed. Don was a trifle unsteady, 
Taking a tun, where nothing was found, we came back, when 
Don scored a flush in some alders, Then going to lmch we 
warmed wp at a rousing fire and concluded to keep on, so the 
dogs were again put down and worked up the creek, where 
Don challenged, and then roaded awhile, and dropped flat to 
alarge beyy. Royer came round, and, going between him 
and the birds, came to a beautiful point. The birds flushed 
themiselyes, Then on in woods Don pointed, and Rover, com- 
ing wp, also pointed, but moved on and scored a flush, and 
soon repeated the performance, whereupon the judges ordered 
pe up and awarded the heat to Don. Down altogether one 
our. 
Pao and Countmss were now put down, but as the heat 

was unfinished and yery unsatisfactory, owing to the rain 
and sleeb which was falling fast, we shall defer our comments 
until next week, 

ALL-AGED STAKES. 
ich Port, Noy. 19. 

Ata meeting of the clirb, held this evening, it was voted to 
give acup valued at $100, or its equivalent in cash, at the 
option of the owner, to the best pointer. They were therefore 
dravn together and if was yvotedto rum themfirst. Mr, Blitott 
Smith who had judged in the Members’ Stake, was appointed 
to act as third judge in the setter class and final ties, provided 
that he had no entry left in, and Mx, J. Otto Donner was ap- 
pointed as third judge in the pointer class, They were drawn 
to run in the following order: 

Monarcn. H. BE. Hamilton, New York.—Liver and white 
ticked pointer dog, + years (Ranger-Queen), 

against 
Croxtretu. A. KE. Godelfroy, Guymard, N. ¥.—Liver and 

white pointer dog, 414 years (Yount Bang-Jane), 

Raz. Elliott Smith, New Vork,—Lemon and white pointer 
dog, 8 years (Rush-Romp), 

against 
Brayo, Geo, N, Appold, Baltimore, Md.—Lemon and white 

pointer dog, 21g years (Bragg-Kate). 

Lapy Durrertn, John G, Hecksher, New York.—Lemon 
and white pointer bitch, 44s years (Duke-Fan), 

against 
Lanua Rooxn, Luke W. White, Bridgeport, Conn,—Lemon 

ae white pointer bitch, 11 months (Sensation’s Son-White’s 
TAC). 
Sensation Jr,, and Don were both lame and didnot complete 

their entries. ‘ 
All of the setters except Conntess made their entries good 

and were drawn to run as follows: 
Tom. Major George R, Watkins, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Orange 

and white setter dog, 4 years (Royal Duke-Bessic), 
against 

Dow Prepro, Dr. Henry 4*, Aten, Brooklyn N, ¥.—Orange 
and white English setter dog, 2!4 years (Ranger II.-White’s 
Daisy). 
Bg. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass.—Black, white and 

tan English setter bitch, 214 eure, (Lincoln-Daisy Dean), 
against 

Liyeoun Il. John C. Higgins, Delaware City, Del,—Lenion 
aud white English setter dog, August 28, 1879 (Lincoln-Petrel). 

Lonpon, H. Bailey Harrison, Tisonburg, Ont.—Blue belton 
Haglish setter dog, 21g years (Paris-Lill), 

agains! 
Datsy LAVERACK, Jas. H, Goodsell, New York—Lemon 

and white English setter bitch, 515 years (Thunder—Peeress). 

Guapsomm, J. W. Foster, Leesburg, Va.—Blue belton 
Enplish setter dog, 19 months Sigsstage-Leuey, 

against ” 
Bussin, J. Otto Donner, New York.—Orange and white 

English sevier bitch, $14 years (Ranger I.-Mallard’s Belle . 

Lorna. Dr. Win. Jaryis, Claremont, N. H.—Red Ivish 
setter bitch, 414 years (Eleho-Rose), 

against 
Racker, James H. Goodsell, New York.—Black, white and 

tan English setter dog, Sept. 26, 1875 (Rattler-Leda), 

Cuter. Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J.—Ked Irish setter doe 
S years (Berkley-Duck), , 

against 
Dasuine Royer. T.F. Taylor, Richmond Va,—Black, white 

and tau English setter dog, 3 years (Dash [1.-Normia). 

Brock, Geo. T, Leach, New York—Red Irish setter bitch, 
31g years (Count Bosco-My Duchess). 

against 
Sur Il. ‘T. M, Aldrich, Providence, K. L—Black English 

setter biteh, 3 years (Trim-Smut). 

ForeMAN, Wr. Tallman, Worcester, Mass.—Black, white 
and tan Nnglish setter dog, 2 years (Dashing Monarch-Fairy 
Tl, 

' against 
Buoxatew. W. A. Coster, Mlatbush, N, Y.—Orange and 

white English setter dog, 3 years (Druid-Heller’s Ruby). 

Jas, H. Goodsell, New York,—Lemon }el- 
2g years (Dashing Monarch-Petrel), 

against 
Prince Hau, Dr. S. Mleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥.—Orange 

and white Wnglish setter dog, # years (St, Hlmo-Maida), 

Enecso 117, Adolph Nelson, Brooklyn, N. ¥,—Red Irish 
setter doy, 4 years (Hilcho-Rose), 

against 
Doc B. Robert Betty, New York,.—Lemon and white Hng- 

lish setter dog (Jarsey Duke-Topsy). 

Diana lt, Charles Heath, Newark, N, J,.—Black and white 
BKneglish setter bitch, 3 years Gesk. IIT.-Diana), 

agains 
Trinker, T. EF. Taylor, Richmond, Va.—Black, white and 

tan Hoglish setter bitch, 2 years (Crack-Diana), 

Mama. Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥.—Black and 
white Mnelish setter bitch, 5 eats (Dick-Clio), 

aguins 

Lexa May, A, H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa—lbemon bel- 
ton English. setter biteh, 8 years (Paris-Pearl), 

RAtveren, A, H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa.—Red Ivish set- 
ter dog, 4 years (Hlcho-Rose), 

against 
Bessip, Luther Adams, Boston, Mass —Black and white 

English setter bitch, 244 years (Dash L,-Conntegs IL), 

Pottux, Edward BE. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—Black and 
Wine Ewelish setter dog, 24g years (Dash I1T,-Hurdy’s Diana.) 
A tiye. 

PLANTAGENET, 
tou English setter dag, 
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HigH Poin, N. C,, Nov. 21, 1882. 
The heat between Peg and Countess was not concluded on 
aturday, and this morning the dops were again put, down in 
fe woods, and after being downan hour and three-quarters 
e heat was awarded to Per, The weather was cold and the 

inds were Tunning, 
Don AnD Pee now came together for the cup. The bitch 
ras uhsteady and thade some flushes, while Don worked well. 
6 heat was finally awarded to Don, who thus wins the cup. 

SUMMARY. 

First Series, 
Pez beat Buckalew. 
Brock beat Bessic, 
Dashing Rover beat Marchioness Peg, 
Don beat Dolly, 
Countess beat Billy Flint. 

Secont Series. 
Pag beat Brock. 

- Don beat Dashing Rover. 
CGonntess a bye. , 

Third Series, 
: Peg beat Countess. 
Don beat Pes. 
Don wins the sup, : 
; ALL-AGED STAKES. 

The running for the pointers in the All-Aved Stake was next 
in order. 
| CroxterH AnD MonaAnkcH were first cast off. The former 
Worked in fine style, and won the heat with ease. 

RaABw AnD Bravo were now put down. ‘This heat was 
much longer, as yery few birds were found, Rab finally 
ron, 
LALLA Rooke AWD LAvpY DUFEPERIN came next, and the 

Puppy. which is only eleyen months old, came in a winner, to 
the astonishment of most of the spectators. 

First Series, 
Groxteth beat Monarch, 
Rab heat Brave. ' 
Lalla Rookh best Lady Dutierin. 

__CROXTETH 4ND RaB were next pub down, and after more | 
than two hours” work the old dog was declared a winner, 

CROXTETH AWD LALLA RooKn now came together for the 
decisive contest, and while they were at work it became dark, 
othey were ordered up, fo 0 down again on Tuesday. 

| 
[By Telerran to Forest dnd Stream] 

| Hie Point, N. C., Noy. 21. 

This has been a good day and the running has progressed 
well, birds are plenty and we haye had sonie good work, 
“Croxteth wou the pointer prize, beating Lalla Rookh, Then 
We commenced with the setters. Following is the result: 

SUMMARY, 

_ Tom beat Don Pedro; Shadow beat Lincoln I1.; London, 
beat Daisy Layerack; Gladsome heat Donner’s Bessie: Lorna 
beat Racket; Chief beat Dashing Rover; Brock beat Smut II,, 
absent; Foroman beat Buckalew; Prince Hal beat Plantage- 
net, withdriwsn: Trinket beat Diana 17, 

_ Raleigh beat Adams’s Bessie, Eleho III. and Doc B. un- 
finished, Muartin was dissatisfied with the ruling of the 
Widges against Rocket and withdrew all his dogs. All other 
decisions have been well received. The number of heats run 

‘day has not been equalled at any previous trials and it 
aoks like a finish this week. 

CARE OF PUPPIES, 

AND A OURE POR MANGR, 

N answer to “O. W. R,” in Formsr anp STREAM, Oct. 4, ’82, 
who tells us the way he didn’t save his beagle from 

worms, fits, and death, I would say that I have been raising 
puppies—honnds, pointers, aud setters—all my life, till now 1 
am oray-heared, and never losi one, except by distemper, 

The best thing tov suckling puppies is to give the mother a 
teaspoum of flowars of sulphur every day; or, if yon have a 
Puppy audsee by his coat or appotite, or by the rattling of his 
intestines, that he is out of condition, give bim half a teaspoon 
of sulphur every day for a week or tendays. After he is 
three months old a full teaspoon is nottoomuch. Indeed, 

lowers of sulphur is the best dog physic in the world. Tt acts 
“Tike a charm on skin, bowels, and Hver, and cleanses him of 
all intestinal paragitus, I have given it in tablespoonful doses 
“with the happiest elfect. Putit in the feed always. 

For a youns puppy there is no better food than corn-bread, 
weil cooked and madw soft_and palatable with chicken soup 
or stewed-chicken gravy. Bgo-bread, well buttered, makesa 
goon breakfast; and it looks to me asif oatmeal was much 
more Siitable for puppies than for people; but J have never 
fasted it or given it to a puppy. Any milk except mother's 
Thi is always bucl for young puppies, in my opinion, and so 
isfried meat or fried miayy of every sort. To thrive well, 
they Should he fed five of six fimes a day. 
The following is a sure remedy for mange: Hqual measures 

of train of) (and ibmust be train oil) and spirits of turpentine, 
flowers of sulphur enourh to make a paste, and three or four 
fablespoontuls of fine table-salt. Wash the dog aff and apply 
this mizeive thoroughly, ‘lhree applications will cure the 
Worst case of mange any doy ever had. This I know. 

# could do nothing with distemper till 1 gentleman, who 
used to raise dogs filiy yeals ago, told me of turpith mineral, 
amd an old Scotchinan told him, Giye three grains of turpith 
thineral at a dose, and give a dose every day for three days in 
Succession, JI have never kiown it to fail, and Youatt's pre- 
Scripbious never saved the first dog for me. RALLY Wood. 
ALPEMASRLE County, Ve. 

COCKER SPANTEL IMPORTATION.,—Editor Iorest and 
“Stream: There ave seyeral errors in the pedigrees of the span- 
idls you notice as having been imported by Dr, Niven. Lass 
; of Breda is an own sister bo our dog Bonanza, shown at New 
York this year, an@is by Brush I1,, ex Lawson's (now Niven's) 

Netlie, who was by Don, ex Sail, by Rowloy’s Ben. She is a 
beauty, bul you will pardon us for saying that it is because 
she i¢ all vyer a spaniel, and not because she *‘does not trespass 
00 innéh on the spanie! for her build.” She isin whelp to our 
Tecently jaiporled Dan (not Don), which we have renamed 
orpell Dandy. Heis by Bucephadus, ont of Black Bess IT,, 

“owned by Dr, Niyen, and was bred before that smart little 
bitch was imported by the Doctor. Dinah, the other little 
bitch which came with Lady of Breda, is by Brown’s Prince, 
by Bevorlock, outot a sister to Beau. Tt wus arranged when 
Dr. Niven took the brace trom Mr, Graham that we shonld 
ave the véfisal of this bitch, as the Doctor only wanted Lady 
bf Breds, and Mr. Graham would not split the brace, This 
Mnnecessar'y to state that we glidly ayailed ourselves of the 
opportunity. Sheis longer in the barrel than you imagine, 
but, being « little high on the ies, does not show her length 
us she yrould if snore of the spaniel build. She will have the 
prefix “Hoitell” added toher name, and will be bred in due 
‘time to Hornell Dendy.—HoxneLu Branmn Chup (Hornells- 
ville, Noy, 10, 1882). 

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL ChUB.—1b is reported that 
the Philadeiphia Kennei Club will hold a bench show some- 
time during the coming winter or spring. 

COL. STUART TAYLGR’S BULL TERRIER BITCH “KITTIE.” 

KITTIE. 

Ress is a pure while bull-terrier bitch, by Billy ob of 
\ Pes, by Little Gambler, She weighs, when in condition, 

I41lbs., although at the time the photograph from which our 
illustration is made was taken, her weight was 191¢1bs. 
Kittie took the first prize in her class at the Westminster 
Bench Show of 1882. For beauty, game qualities und adfec- 
tion, it will be hard to find her superior. Her oywneris Colonel 
Stuart Taylor, Cheyenne, Wyoming, 

THE ST. BERNAND CLUB SHOW. 

[From the London Field, Nov, 14.] 

A FIRST attempt, with an entry of oyer two hundred and 
fifty, including dowble numbers. is indeed a fatterme 

result of the labors ofthe St. Bernard Club during the tew 
months in which the society has existed. Such was the im- 
pression which forced itself wpon us very forcibly as we 
wended our way towards Knightsbridge on Thursday last, 
full of hopes of witnessing the show pur excellence of the year, 
On our arrival, however, common honesty compels us to cou- 
fess that, though the two hundred and fifty doyvs were there, 
our hopes were rudely shattered. The confusion which ex- 
isted was chaotic; and how the judging was carried on at all, 
it is difficult to understand, as the space reserved for Mr. Mac- 
dona to decide upon his awards in, and which must enphemist- 
ically be called the “ring,” was.so prescribed in its dimensions, 
that any description of the dogs as they appeared before the 
judge is simply a matter of impossibility. Air, Macdona ju- 
diciously commenced operations with the litters of puppies; 
but, asfaras we could see, there was no attempt made to 
keep him free from hindrance during his lahors. and he was 
in consequence minted by a well-dressed ino as he made his 
circuit of the pens. The latter, too, were next the entrance, 
which certainly was not a good arrancement, as it is bad 
enough for young puppies to face 2 show under the most 
favorable circumstances, without haying additionul dangers 
forced upon them, 

It must not, however, be imagined that we in the slightest 
degree desire to throw cold water on the efforts of the St. 
Bernard Club, which includes a large number of the leading 
breeders among its members, The fault of the acting execu- 
tive lay in leading their yisitors to expecting too much, and 
also in depending upon their own exertions and experiences— 
the latter being in some cases not of the widest—to ensure 
success, Had a thorouchly competent manager becn secured, 
we yenture to predict that better arrangements would have 
been made, and a very great deal of grumbling would have 
ueen obviated, As it was, the moment the arrangements 
controlled by amateurs were passed, and those placed in the 
hands of professionals commenced, things mended rapidly, 
for the benching supplied by Spratt & Co, was anionant and 
the feeding and watering of the doos was all that could be 
desired. Ibis but fair to Messrs. Spratt & Co, to repeat the 
remarks of one of the most successful exhibitors to the show, 
who said to us, that he had noyer seen his dog's more comfort- 
able when away from home than upon the present occasion, 
Wext year we trust that a more successful show will be held, 
and that such arrangements will be mavle as will give the 
public who pay to see the judging a chance of finding out for 
themselves whatis going on. The secretary, the Rey, Arthur 
Carter, worked as hard as he possibly could to meet the diii- 
culties which arose, but it was then too late to stay “confusion, 
He nevertheless deserves our thanks, and those of owr readers, 
for the pains hé took to supply us with every information in 
his power, and no man in the show was, we believe, more 
ready to admit that certain thing wanted rectifying than did 
the honorable secretary himself. 
The quality of the dogs was not aboye the average. Though 

almost all the cracks, with the exception of that srand dog 
Cadwallader, were present, it is probable that they would 
have been on the benches at any London show where the 
prizes were good, and which was held about this time of the 
year. On the other hand, we saw no juventie phenomenon to 
counteract the plethora of rubbish which always must ap- 
pear when over two hundred and fifty dogs 6f one breed are 
congregated under the same roof. [Experience has taught us 
that a big show need not necessarily be a grand show, and 
the ficst exhibition held under the auspices of the St. Bernard 
Club has not proved an exception to the rule. 

Mr. Macdona’s decisions were, on the whole, well received 
by the exhibitors, and every allowance must be made wnere 
ditterences of opinion arise, as the entrance where the so- 
called juding ring was situated was so cramped thatif was 
sinply impossible for him to do either his judgment or the 
dogs before him anything like justice, The special class con- 
sisted of dogs not for competition, and in this number were 
the well-known Bayard and Boniface, together with several 
others. the property of Mr, G. de Landre Macdona, Class 1 
brought out the rough-coated champion dogs. Nothing for 
general St, Bernard character could approach Mr. Joseph 
Smith’sSave. This dog was in splendid fettle, and possesses 
the true type of head, torether with plenty of bone and sni- 
stance, niortunately, he has no dew-claws, which in the 
eyes of many—the judge himself for ohe—isa blemish, In 

fact, we believe that under Mr. Macdona this defect costs the 
doz len points, Tf so, Save must have been, in his opinion, a 
long way abead of his opponents—an opinion we do not ques- 
tion. Bonivard was not looking himself, Katerfelto’ has a 
good head, but is small and heavy in ear, while Turk, thongh 
he has plenty of bone, wants markings, andis light in eye and 
thick in ear. Rough-coated champion bitches had no entries, 
und only Dunstan appeared in the smooth-coated champion 
dogs. Heisa very fair one, as smooth-coated ones go, but 
might have been looking better, Only Amy was entered in 
the corresponding bitch class, and she was absent, so this prize 
was not awarded, 
The open class for rough-coated dogs was a very good one, 

the winner turning upin Mr. Riehard Thornton’s Leonard, a 
dog who is yery “ood in his body, feet and legs, but deficient 
inmarkings. The shade of his coloring is also too pale, and 
though his head is yood, we think there were better in the 
class, Phantom, who came next, is avery taking dog, and 
grows on acquaintance. He would be benefited by more 
white, and is, like Leonard, too yellow in his markings. He 
is a very heavily boned dog, and will, we think, grow more 
massive and square inhis head as he grows older. Hermit, 
wlio came third, is not by any means the type of dog we care 
for; his body is good, but he should be better on his legs. 
Faust, a kennel companion of Save’s, we thought, would be 
certain to gain first, He has a good St, Bernard head, with 
an excellent coat, body, legs and feet. His condition, too, 
left nothing to be desired, and we certainly are of the opinion 
that he did not meet with his desserts when he received only 
a VLC. Osyyald we do not like; his coat is like a colley’s, 
and he is bad in his fore legs and pasterns, and behind is in- 
clined to be cowhocked. ‘Trojan, an Alexandra Palace win- 
ner, wants squareness and St. Bernard character in his head. 
and his muzzle is too long: on the other hand, his body and 
bone are above the average. Rector—the biggest dog we ever 
saw—has a tremendous frame and heaps of bone. Heis, how- 
eyer, weak in his head and alittle too gaudy in his markings: 
but his legs and feet are of the best. Thorwald has a good 
shaped skull, but his eyes are too small. Why that pot dog: 
Leigh Rector came to be overlooked we cannot say, possibly 
in the crush Mr, Macdona missed him; anyhow, his head is 
superior to mostin the class, Rough bitches were marked ‘‘a 
good class” hy the judge, and here Lady Norma won well. 
She is one of the best out, if not quite perfect, and has first- 
rate coat, legs and ears, with a yery well-shaped body. 
Madam, the next in order, isa good bitch, but rather small in 
eye and pointed in nose. Bellinzonaislightin head. Diane. 
V.H.C., has a nicestyleofhead, butitis badly marked;she has. 
however, a good body and bone, but no dew-claws, Beatrice 
is another tine bitch, but head would be immensely improved 
by {a white blaze wp the poll. Bell, H.C., an Alexandra 
Palace winner, wasnot looking her best;and Lufra, V.H.C., 
who has very badly set on ears, is good in her coat and color, 
though her miuzzle is rather snipey. Mable, H.C., has no 
dew-claws. 

In smooth-coated dogs Beauchief, a clinking good one, was 
first; he is a trifle long in his loin, and perhaps too rough in 
coab, bul, taken all over, is very nearly at the top of the tree 
in smooths. Rupert, who came next, isgoodin skull, but his 
ears are yery big, aud he seems to be weak behind, Bruce 
we donot like; heis too much of a mastiffin looks. Royal- 
ist, V.H.C., should he straighter on his hind legs, and Glud- 
stone is only moderate. Inthe corresponding bitch class we 
thought that the first prize was a good thing for Irene; she, 
however, was only third to Hilda, who is a well-built and 
powerful ‘brindle, but with a very mastiff-like look in her 
head; and Silber appears somewhat narrow in her muzzle, 
Wun, V.H.C., has as much throatiness as a bloodhound, and a 
snipey muzzle. 

‘he classes for dogs between nine and eighteeen months old 
are difficult ones to manage, but there was yery little doubt 
that Alpenstock Ill. was well uhead; he is good allover, and 
his legs and feet are so good that when he grows older he is 
sure to be straight on them, and inthe first flight upon the 
bench, Valourhasno dew claws, and would be improved if 
he were a little shorter in his nuuzgle; still he is an extremely 
well-proportioned young dog, and will no doubt be heard of 
by-and-by. Monarch is nothing wonderful, and sadly wants 
markings, Moni Leo is good in body, but quite long enough in 
muzzle; and the commended Golfis a white, and not a good 
one either, so his receiving 4 card was a mystery, 
The bitches were a bad Glass, Iswara being the best, and La 

Flegere, whose head is her great feature of excellence, second. 
Clytie, who received third, is very weedy and yellow in eye, 
but there was nothing behind her worth a card, Don II, who 
wonin the smooth-cvated dogs, is yery stilty behind, with 
weak thiehs, and is just the stump of doy which a hard day’s 
work in the snow would kill, Zurque is a promising puppy, 
but twitches behind, and he isa little short in his couplings, 
wich we do not caretor, Junibois very bad in color; and 
houndy in head; his body is, however, good. Only two bitches 
appeared, and here Leila, who shows Considerable promise, 
wou pretty casily irom Moira, Jtis a matter of impossibility 
to discuss the merits of the young puppies under nine months 
old, anil we willthercfore pass on at onee to the maiden classes, 
Here in the dogs Leonard, the victor in the open dog clags, 
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had a yery easy ime of it. Sailor, who was second, is not 
straight in his near fore lee. Granby (Vhe) is a fair brindle 
and white, with 9 nice ear, but spoiled bya yellow cye. Peter, 
also Vho,, is another specimen who will ulyays be noticed as 
of the stamp required. Leila, whois already alluded to, won 
easily io the bitch eliss, with Dacia, who is light in eye, 
second, but nothing else struck us as being worth notiee, 
The prige for stud dogs was won by old Champion Barry, 

who was looking very fresh and well, ais he always did when 
upon thecirenit. In the brood hitches Ivene wos abead with 
her produce, Beamchief and Hern. Countess, however, 
pressed her hard with ler offspring, Cerdic ond Lady Norma, 
The selling class qas very bad, but some good litters of puppies 
Ware shown, the winning pen of Mr, Angell’s being cousider- 
ably above the average. ‘The following is the prize list; 
CiAmPicss,—Rough-Chated —Dogs—ist, 7. IF. Smith’s Save. Bitches 
No enfries, Smooth-Costel—Dogs—tst, RK, Thioruton’s Dunstan. 

Bitches—tst, RS. Armitage's Amy, 
Opmy Chassis, Over 1b Monrak O1p,—Rovugh-Coated—Dogs—ist, 

RK. Thoeraton's Leonard; 2d, 8. A. Wox’s Phantom; sd, T. H. Good- 
win’s The Hermit: vhe, J. F Smith's Maust, and R. Thoruton’s Os- 
wilds le, Mrs. 2, Clark's Thorwald, J. Gould’s Sultan TT, and Rector, 
And S. Sinith's Lrojan;c, Mrs, Adamsen’s Basilens, J. Angel's Chan- 
eellor, and A. Borton’s Colin. Witches—tst, J. P, Charles's Lady 
Norma; 2, ff. 7, Betterton'’s Madam; ad, Fi, Coleman's Bellingona; 
vie, Rev, A, Carter's Diane, LW. Il. Clorke’s Beatrice, and G, W, 
Palmer's Latra; he, H.W. Carter's Lady Gladys, §, H. Wox's Bella, 
sud kt. Thornton's Mabel H. Smooth-Contud—Dogs—ist, W. Well’s 
Beanuehiel; 2d, J. Russell's Rupert; di, ALT. Pranklin’s Bruce; vie; 
L.¢. ¢. %, Norris's Royalist. and J. Valentine's Gladstone; he, Miss 
W. Morris’s Benedictine Mou, Rey. EL. Stobart’s Girth, and §. Wie- 
Janu” . Bitebes—tsh, H. G. Sweet's Hilda; 2d, L. C. CG. R. 
Nor Silber; 30, T. A, Goodwin's Irene; vhe, BH. Clarke's Nun, 
Lad hans Abbess [V.; he, Mrs, Adatnisen’s Belle of Stirling, 
Between Y Avp 18 Montss (10,—Rouch-coated—Dogs—st, J. FF. 

Smith's Alpeustoele LT; 2d, 5. TW. tox's Valour, ad, Rev. W. H. Dono- 
van's Monarch; vhe, J. PF. Mackillop’s Wwanhoe aid &. Wall's Prince 
Leopold; he, A, Pand , I Charles’s Mont Leo; ¢, 8. Goddington’s 
Cosun-de-Lion, M, C. Cathe *‘rinee Rupert, Y,. Colman’s Mlonn- 
tainor, J, H, Ellis's Duke, W.G. Marshalls Courage HW. and F, Santle- 
maws Golf, Gitches—Ist, 8, Cuming’s Tswura; 2d, Rev. A. Nash's 
Lia. Wlegore@; Sd, D. W. Corden’s Clytie: be, H. G, Sweet's St. Margue- 
rile; ¢, H. L, Betterton’s Camma snd W. Wells Paustine, Smooth- 
eoated-—Dogs—isi, J. 0, Davies's Don If; 2d, 5, W. Smith's Zurgues 
od, J. G. Sto umbo. Bitehes—ist, KR. Thornton's Leila; 2d, 8. 
W. Mackey's Moira. 

wits 4 anp $ Montes Orp.—Ronugh and Smooth—Dogs-—ist, 
Miss Cirawshay’s Duk; 2d, J.-L Rutherglen’s Barrister; Sd, BR, 
Thornton’s Naboth; yhe, J, O° Reilly's Jumbo, 5, W, Soith’s Chum 
and W. B. Lulley’s Duke of Wellington: he, H.W, Carter's Sir Lan- 
oolot, Mrs. 8, Clarkes The lriar, M. Riego's Cid and. H. Rutherglen's 
Baritone, ¢, Rey. A. Carter's Hengist. Uitehes—lst, F. 1, Colman’s 
Mappiore; 2d, 1. 1, Watsem’s Bella Donna: 80, RK. Thorntons 
Pamela: vhe, W.7.. Carter's Lady Nellie, W. W. Harvey’s Lady 
Amelia and J. A. Rartherelen's Barniende; he, H. W. Carter's Lady 
Di; c. W. BG. Megome’s Bijou, 
Marp —Rough and smooth—Dogs—ist, R. Thornton's Leonaril; 

ba Field’s Sailor; vhe, Mrs. Adamson’s Granby, Mrs. A. 
Caters Peter, 3, H. Fox's Valour, W. O. Hughes-Hughes’s Grandee, 
iiev. A. Stobart’s Gurth. and A. Ward King’s Monarch LT; ke, G. H, 
Reid's Po. Bitches—ist. RK. Thornton’s Leila; 2d, T. King’s Dacia; 
lie, A, Gutt's Berois. J. I’. Mackillop’s Hilda ant Silverbell, and C. 
M. Waite’s Thora, r 1 
Stvp Docs.—Ist. S. W. Smith's Champion Barry. 
Broop Brrewes.—ist, T. H. Goodwin's Irene; 2d, Rev. A, Carter's 

Cotmtess:; vie, &. Jagger's Mirga; he,S, fi. Fox's Hella, and J. H, 
Kay's Khiva. 

LooG Onass.—ish, H. Towsley and W. VY. Carr’s Dreadnought; 
J.-F Maclallop’s Percy, and R. Thoraton’s Druid; he, J. H, 
ns Lian VII, und R. Groom's Napoleon. 

Leerers op Purprrs,—ist, J. Angell; 2d, J. K, Kaye, 3d, 8. Jagger; 
vhe, J. RB. Crosthwaite, J, Hare and Divs. J, G, '‘Muker; he, T. H. 
Goodwin, 
Foreres Ciiss,—Roughor Smooth-coated—Dogs—ist and 24, 1. 

SehumucherBaller’s Sultan LT, and MarsTt, Bitchas—No entries. 

Lies 

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS.—Memphis, Nov. 17, 1852,— 
The late heavy frosts having killed the cover, shooting is much 
better than a few weeks azo. Birds ure plentiful in this end 
of the State, aud those who ave preparing their dogs for the 
field trials will have ne excuse from now until December 4 to 
work their dogs. Mr. W.B, Statiordisat Brazil, Tenn. He 
has Countess Mollie and Frank forthe Derby and Bessie Lee 
and Phylis Il. for the freeforall, Mr. D. C. Sanborn is at 
Holly Springs, Miss. He reports birds plentiful and his dogs 
doing well. Mr, B. Waters is near Holly Springs und expects 
to be at Grand Junction with a few good ones, Any one 
wishing rules and entry blanks can have them mailed by ap- 
plying to me,—D, Bryson, Sec. N. A. K. Club. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Kannel notes are inserted im this column free of charge. To Insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the follawing par- 
ticulars of eavh aninuccd: 
1, Uolor, 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breod, buyer or seller, 
3, Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4. Age. or §. Owner of sive. 
4. Date of birth, of breeding or 0. Dam, with har sire and dam, 

of death. 10, Owner of dam, 
Ailnames must ba plainiy written, Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 
NAMES CLAIMED, 

[=> See instructions at head af this coliann. 
Smut. By Mr. J. EH. MeQueston, Powtocket, R. L, for liver and 

while ticked English pointer bitch, 10mos., by Diamond (Ponto—Fan) 
out of Topsy (Simall Shot— ), k ‘ 
Phroney Jane, By Mx. J. Satterthwaite, Jr,, Jenkintown, Pa., for 

red Inish setter bitch, whelped Feb. 17, 1482, by Berkley (Eleho—Louw 
TZ.) out of Nora (Ficho—Fire Fly), - 
Roxy, By Mr. August CU. Krueger, ., Wrightsville, Pa., for white 

and lemon beigle dog puppy, whelped Aug. 4, 1852, by Mr, Geo. Pow- 
nulls Victor ont of his Nelly. : , 
Jung. By Mr. August GC, Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., for black, 

while and tan beagle biteh puppy, whelped Aug. 4, i882, by Mr. Geo. 
Fownall'’s Victor out of his Nelly. ni h 

FRessie. By Mr. August C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., tor black, 
white und tan beagls bitch puypy, whelped Aug. 4, 1882, by Mr. 
Geo, Pownall's Victor out of bis Nelly, — 

Bell, By Mr. August C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., for black and 
tan heatle bitch puppy, whelped Sept, 18, 1882, by Mr. N. Elmore’s 
Flute out of his Bunnie, i 
Cuptuin. By Mr. i. P. Hodges. Pittsburgh. Pa., for silver-gray, 

with black spots, Garman boarhonnd dog, whelped Sepb. 17, 1881, 
from imported stock, . : t A 
Bevis. By Ma B. P.Joves, Pittsburgh, Pa, for English mastiff 

dog. fawn color, with black muzzle and ears, whelped Sept. 3, 1882, 
by Tanrus Of, (England) oul of Wade's imported Dinah I. 
Rainbow. By Mr, @. Odell, New Orleans, La., for liver and white 

pointer dog pup, whelped Aug, 16, 1552, by Bow ont of Roxie("aust— 
Jessie), bred by Mr. C, CG, Pettil, Galveston, Texas, 
Boyal Day, By Me. Geo. W. Moore, Pittsburgh, Pa., for lemon 

and white Wnglish setter doz puppy by Mx, Howard Hartley's in- 
ported Laverack dog Koyal Blu out of Dolly Day, 

Royal Doll. By Mr, Geo. W. Moore, Pittsburgh, Pa., for lemou 
and white biteh puppy by: Max, Tloward Hartley's tinported Laverael 
doz Royal Blue oi at Dolly Day. ; ‘ : 
Glendale and Bay. By Mr, J. W, Percival, Palo, Mich., for lemon 

and whipe pointer dogs (rerey  Soo0wflalke), 
BRED. 

(eer See instructions af head of tits eal. 
Belle Il, y Pept. Wor, Fred. If, Londons (Rock Hill, §. C,) 

Belle 11, (Aten’s Glen—Belle) to King Pepin (Dashing Monarch— 
Petrel) Oct. 26. “ 
Dat—Wae, Mr. A. RB, Hayward's (Rock Hill, 5. C.) Dot (mative 

Diteh) to Mr. W. Tallnian’s Mac (Pete—IMy), Nov. 6. 
Dolly Déle—orenidan. Mr, W. alliman’s (Worcester, Mass.) Dolly 

Dale (Waters's Grouse—Daigy Dale) to Foreman (Dashing Monarch— 
Fairy 11), Now.7. 

Noettle—Tyice, Mv. W. Et, Thll’s wire-haired, fox-terrier bitch Nettle 
to Mv. J. B. 1, Graingzer’s wire-haireil terrier doy Tyke. 
Kliri—Tedily, Me. A, E. Godeffroy's Wuyaierd, N. ¥.) cocker 

spuniel biteh Mlirt to owner's Teddy, 
WHELPS. 

(eae= See instructions ct head of thls colwiun, i 
Fly, My, J. Satterthwaite, dv,'s Jenkintown, Pa,) beagle bitch Py 

[Nov. 23, 1882. 

(Pat—Beanty). Oct. 16, five (three dogs). by ©. Cameron's Racket 
(Rally—Louise}. 

SALES, 
tar See instructions tt head af this column. 
Lowy, Tuna, Ressie, White and lemon beagle dog puppy ond 

Dlack, white and tan beagle bite puppies, whelped Aug. 4, 1R82, by 
Victor out of Nelly, by Mr, Geo. Pownall, Christiana, Pa,, fo August CO. 
Krueger, Wrightsville, Ps, 

Bell, Black ond ton beagle biteh puppy, whelped Sept. 18, 1882, by 
Finte out of Burnie, by Me, N. Elmore, Granby, Conn., to August C. 
Krueger, Wrightsyile. Pa. 

Pete, Jr.—Koave whelp, Black and white poinber dog pup (Pete. Jr. 
—Roxie), whelped Juuc 19, by BE. CG. Alden, Dedham, Mass., 60 Ma. 
Geo, L. V. Tyler, West Newton, Mass. 
Dandy Paisy help, Black, white and tan, by Mr. W, J. Percival, 

Palo, Miet., to Mr. FP. B. Aweet, Sheridan, Mich. 
_ Comes—Crowd whelps. Two foxhound puppies, dog and bitch, by 
imported Comas ont of Crowd (usie—Sailor), by Mr. Geo. D. Con- 
her, Hillsdale, Mich., ip Mr. W. J. Pereival, Palo, Mich. 
Monttor—Carton iwheth, A toxhound puppy. by Mr. L. M. Woodin, 

Rouhester, N. ¥., to Mr, W. J. Pereival, Palo, Mich. 
Champion Dash JIL—Opal whelps. By Mx. Nicholas Hatheway, 

Fall River, Mass., Buglish setter dog pe py, white und black tit¢ked, 
by champion Dash [IL out of Opal (Ralco—F'amny) fo My. Georee 
Delano, New Bedford, Mass.; also bitch puppy, same litter and color, 
fo Mr. Geo. Delano, New Bedford, Mass.; also Iitch puppy, same 
lifter and color, ta Rev, John Sullivan, Providencn, RK. 1.5 also bitch 
poppy, same litter and olor, to Mr, Stephen Hatheway, Freetown, 
Mass. 

DEATHS. 
he" See instructions ut head of this eahwinny, 
Gipsey—lirk whelps. My. Wim. Wade's (Pittsburg, Pa.) Gipsoy 

has lost by death one dog and two bitches of the Litter whose birt 
was nobliced in our issue of Nov. 14, 

Atifle and Grap Shaoting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE TRAM SELECTION, —Al a special meeting, to be held a week 
hence, the Koard of Directors of the N. R. A. will take up the ques. 
tion of a selection of the team to be sent abroad in June next. If js 
to be as far os may bo a competitive scheme, and there will be civen 
fn oppurtunity for all National Guardsmen to enter for places, 
There will be, however, sorte important modifications of former 
trials for places, und tle board will retain more rights of rejeciton 
of men whom they consider untif for any reason, Marksmen in any 
part of the country may rely upon if thatif they are eligible in every 
way that they will get upon the team, and tothat and practite should 
be energelically pushed, 

THE TEAM CAPTAINGY.—Ata meeting of the Executive Gom- 
miitee of the National Rifle Association held Noy. 16, the following 
letter of resiguatiow was received from Col. John Bodine: 
GunrLemEn: Mor reasons which are satistactory to myself T deent 

if expedient to most respectfully tender my resignation os Captain 
of the American Military Rifle Veam of 1888. On severing my official 
connection with the team I beg to thank you inust heartily for the 
courteous treatment received at yonr bands and for your efficient 
ba hy in my efforts to promote the efficiency of the late team as 
well as to organize a representative military beam for 1883, which it 
was to have been my honarto command. | bee you to uecept my 
eatuest thanks for the great fayor conferred in appointing me to 
the responsible position which I now reluctantly vesign, and assure 
you that! stillretain the keenest interest in the match, and will spare 
no effort to promote its success. Very respectinily yours, 

i i _ Jvoun Boptne. 
The resignation haying been received, Col. Bodine was urgently 

requested to withilraw the same, but reasons of # personal character 
compelled him to resign, and lie urged the acceptance of his resig- 
mation, A motion to that effect was adopted. 

COLONDHL BODINE'S REPORT, —The report of the operations of 

familiar implement in the hands of American citizens in their exp 
ditions after ganie on the woodlands, plains. and mountains, an 
both their rifle-makers and sportsmen have profited by manifold ex 
periences over the condition of the British people of a quarter of 
century aga. The Volunteer movement of 1859 bas created a new! 
impulse in the direction of defensive weapons, and has placed th 
ritlein patriotic hands to become as powerlul means of national pra- 
tection as was the old victorious yew bow with its cloth yard shalt 
in the nerved grasp of ow ancient archers. We believe that th 
manifesto will be read with interest and profib by all our shooting 
men and by every envhusiastic Volunteer, Webhavenot yet had Sie 
Henry Halford’s report to our own National Rifle Association, bnty 
When it appears we have no donbl that it will also contain much that 
will be for the benetit of Voluntéers and military organizers to know 
in the management of small arms,” 4 
NEWARK, N. ¥ —Atthe meeting of the Newark Rifis Association 

the American team of 1882, and his criticisms upon the work done by 
that body, is receiving much altention abroad, The Military Record 
and Volunteer News, of Glasgow, Scotland, gives space in ifs inter- 
esting columns for @ reprint of the reyorb of Colonel Bodine, and 
comments upon if, as follows: “Colonel Bodine, who ucted as captain 
of the American Rifle Team in the revent match with the team of 
Hritish Volunteers, has presented to the American National Rite 
Association an elaborate and exlaustive report on the training und 
skill of the American riflemen, aud on the comparative excellence 
of Armerican and British military small arms, The gallant Colonel 
commences his report by words of praise for the team he com- 
manded, and says they deserved success for their indomitable pluck 
and stern resolye to win if possible, and concludes that their defeat 
will insure theiv future success, to elect which the American Nation- 
al Guardsmen will spare no effort, The report throughout seems to 
us yery much of an apology to the Ameriuan people tor their team 
not winning the mateh. Ilisasimuch as insinuated that the Ameri- 
can riflemen are ableast the equals of the British under more equal 
conditions. The inequality of these conditions, we (liscover, for 
the first time, is the asserted inferiovity of the American 
military rifles, and 4 semi-denial of the British weapons being actual 
military arms. Colonel Bodine says that the rilles used by the 
British team were in facet small bore match weapons by the most 
celebrated of our gunmakers, with military breech actions, When 
we take into consideration the fact that premiums were offered the 
Amerivan i foe to produce an arm superior fo any of the much 
vaunted rifles in use in the Americanarmy, and thaf the United States 
Government influence was solicited to aid in the quest for and intro- 
duetion of such an arm, wethink the statement a confession of in- 
feriority in their ere of the most effective fire arms which we 
hardly expected froman American souree. Qur home guomakers 
may thus consider themselves honored and flattered by the admission, 
more particularly when it is known that Sir Henry Halford, the Cap- 
tain of the British team, did not interfere with the rifles his fmeu 
used, being satisfied with the military weapows with whieh 
they have been srmed for years and with which they have prac- 
tused in the contests of Wimbledon, Edinburgh, Altcar, the Wast of 
Scotland aud other important competition ranges for years past, 
There may be no doubt that the handling of their old and trusted 
vifles, instead of hunting about for something new, in dread of supe- 
rior American weapons, gave our British team contidence atleast in 
an intimate knowledge of the rifles they user, although we are sure 
they hardly expected that these same weapons should become Lhe 
theme of confession as to their marked superiority over the Amer- 
ican military arms. In regard to the mode of selection and traming 
of his team, Colonel Bodine giyas some interesting details whic 
may be useful to our own team captains in futuro contosts, and 
which are historically worthy of uolice. In their traiming, Col- 
onel Bodine says the American team ware hampered in their 
action by having to observe certgin conditions imposed by the 
ractice of the British team; but it is, at the same time, fair to state 
hat the British team, while abiding like their rivals to striebly oil 

itary conditions of firing, had to adopt, iu the mutual concessions of 
the match, some things which were purely American, There cau be 
no doubt that every care was taken on each side that the conditions 
should be equabluand fair, The Americans had to give up the use of 
a wind gauge, which is used only by British riflemen in long range op» 
scientific, but not in military, or service -hooting. Thus the Amers 
icans have been taught alesson to train themselves for accuracy a 
field marksmen In the rough-and-ready conditions of war. Colonel 
Bodine praises highly the intelligent discipline o! the British team, 
anil narrates the Strenuous efforts he made to instil discipline anc 
united action into his avo meh. To this he was so succestful as 10 
raise them for their zeal and the resolute courage they displayed in 

Tie prospect of certain defeat, bo narrow the victory to their oppon- 
ents by the smallest number of points. There is much in iae man- 
festo of the captain of the American team which may be studied 
with interes} and advantage by team loaders and shooting 
men, In fact the report constitutes in many respects 
treatise on target rile shooting, and the chapter deyoted to ammu- 
nition is instructive. We note that Colonel Gorline anticipates iat 
the American gunmakers will come to the rescue with much im- 
proved military Weapons, and that he also expecis that American 
riflemen will pay thore attention in the future than in the pase to 
nulitary long-range shooting. Wor these reasons hints are sugeested 
for a postponement of the retum match untilsucl time as these wn- 
ticipated and desiderated acquirements haye been attained, We 
should be sorry, indeed, if Anything whatever occltred to prevent 
ns seeing our Amerivan friends and cousins at Wirubledou in the 
fortheoming snnuner. We have no hesitation in confessing that we 
had Jooked forward to the lave match with some fears and misgivings 
tliat the Brifishers wight get again licked af Greedimoor, We based 
these forebodings on the assumed superiority af American small arms, 
as wellas on the historie renew of our transatlantie fricuds in rifle 
shooting The volonfeer movement in Great Britain has created a 
taste for and a skill in rifle shoeling which seetns to Have vesnited in 
a victorious position ovér our late friendly antagonists, The vase 
foreata and hunting grounds of the New World bas male the rifle a 

it was decided to commente the tournament on the Essex Range, 
corner Lush and Bank streets, onthe evening of Noy. 20, The clubs 
will shoot in the following order: Warren, Sssex, Plymouth, Cellu> 
loid, Frelinghuysen, Natueless, Domestic. The clubs will furnish 
referees and scorers as follows; Warren will furnish scorer for 
Essex and referee for Nameless; Wssex, scorer for Plymouth and 
referee for Warren; Plymouth, scorer fur Celluloid and referee for 
Essex; Qellnioid, scorer tor Vrelmghuysen auclveferes for Plymouth; 
Frelinghuysén, scorer for Nameless and refered for Celnloid; Nama 
less, scorer for Warren aud referee tor Frelinghuysen, 

‘There will be a subseri ption inateb open ab each range durmg the, 
fournatnent. Entrance fee twenty-five eeuts, money divided as fol- 
Jows: 380 per cent,, 25 per vent., 20 per cent., [per veni., 10 per cant. 
to the highest scores made on each mate, scorés made ou mateh to 
countonly. The prizes to be shot for in the tournainent will ba 
awarded at the ¢lose of the shooting searon. 

Hugh, President; J. BK The officers of the association are: J. 
Walsh, Vice-President; G, M. Townsend, Treasurer} A, C, Neumann, 
Secretary. 

GARDNER, Mass., Nov, 1o.—The following are the seores made au 
the last ragulur meeting of the Gardner Rifle Olah an Hackmatac 
Range. The Creedmoor and inth ring target combined was used. 
Distance. 200yds,, off hand. 

Ri Oe Hi CG, Totals. 
A Mathews.oi. .22..-iecss.eee Ne 46 08 ay 180 95 
GF Bliswotth--:--i-:---.,...-B7 4 uy ay isz of 
ATONE DD eo. eee mat, WG 4a 900A 
GC Goodale...........- By or] U5 43 14i 4B 
O Merritt. ... be 4d yal da 134 57 
S Sharp, ._. TL 42 fil AR 132 Ad 
B Willigmis:.:.... ee eo a 5h 4 118 «=o 

s,, Noy. it.The Rifle Association had their 
ange to-day, The wind was 9 o’élock, sun- 

The score tells the shory; 

Massachusetts Target, 

light was strong. 

JN Morse, Jr <d2 41 912 912 10 10 ff 11—ihe 
( Dusenberry 110 910 810 810 8 11i— ob 
JW Murphy. 5 ee ts .9 8101040 6 § 8 11 10— BE 

Creedmoor Target. 

AT Bice. :: :-c1.-.i.i.iae ga tcesss vwiii-4 5 t GF 4 $5 4 4 BO 
WOU MI ONES Oo lees ce eee pewrenee 445 4 5 4 4 4 gy 
JW Murphy, 544443 4 4-40 

Ring Target Rest. 

T Henry........, Do, utara WI2WIAA Nai 9-11 
Stedman Clark 121241 9H 11 12 10 10 12—110 
AVO) Wells: fot. fea bees 10 Ti 1) 4811 10 9 10 11 10-105 

ZETTLER'S GALLERY, New York, Nov. 18.—Teams composed of” 
Western Union telegraphers shot & match on Massachusetts targets, 
reduced for gallery distance, 10 shots per man, 
MeDonald. 121012 11 4 91070 6 10— 94 
Fulton... 11 1010111010 11 47 11 12—108 
Van Smith. ~ dd 81) 91140 % 9 ti 93 
Richmond. .......seressscsseeeees t141 940 10 $72 § 911-100-295! 
MEEYcrotd Ly gh eee CELE SPR Ad 101010 1210 8 91012 8-100 
(Ole) oye/2os Open neey re ew ey oot 9 9 9 4210 8 9 iv BR 
yishaitasyghenemhoksboser sock too: i01111 6 6 7 610 6 579 
(TEC eI cane sagen mug ABABA 1 812 9 910 510 4 9 BO-BHT. 
NEW JERSEY,—Brinton Range is closed for the season, but will 

be opened for parties to practice on Thanksgiving day, when a part 
from this city will engage in shooting: for prizes, ind probably squad 
from other cities will be on hand. Two tons of lead have been taken 
froin the butts af Brinton Kange, and it is not all reeoyered yet, The 
lead will be takén to Trenton aud remoulded or sold. 

LEICESTER, England, Noy. 16.—A hanqgnet was given last night to 
Sir Henry Halford, captain of thefrifle tesm which visited America, 
recently, Halford said the rifla contest bronght together hvo armies 
and mate them frieuds, He proposed the health of the National 
Guard of America, which was drunk cordially. 

THE TRAP. 

NARRAGANSETT CLUB,—Providence, BR, 1., Nov. i8—At the an- 
nual meeting of the Narraginsett Gun Club the officers for the ensu- 
ing year were elected as follows: President. HE. W. Tmker; Vice- 
Presidént, W. H, Sheldon; Seerelary and Treasurer, H. L. Palmer; 
Directors, 8. D. Greene, Jr, GQ: W. Gary, O. A. Baker. The semi-| 
annual shoot of the Narragansett Gun Club tock place to-day. Fol- 
lowing is the score. Tenth Badge shoot: 20 glass balls pér man; 
i8yds. rise; Holden trap: 
WH Sheldon, , ~11111 11110 11411 11141—19 
W G Crandall, . 1 11 14011 01011 10117 —16 
J B Valentine. »AWIT With 11400 0101115 
GW. Cary.......- -+----+45 ee - AL 00001 11101 1111115 
8 D Greene. Jr, je aast Bee 00110 1O1N1 O1101 1it1I—14 
I A Tobey..... eo. ---- M011 01001 00017 1070117 
Top LSE) ieee a ee OG abte DONG Soe be te odoe A011 00011 = O1001 10011—10 
Fi icbitisigrs evans er ereeet ti 11101 0001 OD10 10i01— 9 
E W Tinker, .... -10117 01100 10000 ohtolI— 9 
W H Waterman. cerere ee SOOT OULL0 OODOT 1K10— 7 
PH Baker____..0..---:- Me Bone ur. ee Q0101 LO00T OL000y.. 
W. H. Sheldon wins the badge, third time, 

rise, Fourth Cup shoot; 15 clay Pe oie per man; liyds. 
GW Cary... 10tiorti 
W H Sheldon, ..111101111110/11—13 
8 D Greene, Jr..101111101110111—12 
J B Valentine. .001101101101111—10 
W G Crandall. .013277101011100—10 L& Bennett. ,.,.001201001000710— 4 
O A Baker, ,..-010011111100120— 9 HW Tinker. ,..000700170100000— 4 

Ties on 13, at 18yds., 5 birds per man: 
GW Cary.......- 11014 111-5 - WH Sheldon....11101-4 1Wini—4 

H. L. Pauuer. 

SAUK CENTER, Minnesotii, Noy, 8.—The Sank Center Sporting 
Club held its lash meeting for the year to-day, at which the following 
Score was made; 
Robertson.-- .........5 AS te 0000011010000111010100100— 9 

- - 2111101000111 10111U000010—13 
aeH=s , 0110000011111111170000100—18 

—13 WA Tobey...... 010101100011110— 4 
PH Baker... -.111001101100010— § 
HL Palmer... .010010011011001— 7 
J Crandall, ..101116011001000— 7 

bp hake sy 0000011100011110110010111—13 
Thomason. ...- an Aant Jah OARAS an AAS Ae Oe 1101000111101100011010101—14 
be ce, arcetle ese .. ~ -.-01110101101110010111100 13-417 
CGVATS Syl hpt at Sebeten + : - OO11111110111107100111110- 15 
Fenton va tacts -4101140010101734111111110-49 
Dayenport wei e ethics, tee , dd100110119111119111117 1128 
The new officers clected are L. M. Cox, president; Mr, Layman, see 

retary; and Mr, Menton, treasurér, The next meeting will he heid on 
the first Tuesday in May. 

answers to Correspondents. 

W. B. B., Gambier, 9,—-Yes. 

A. J, M., Brunswick, Ga.—We shall shortly publish something on 
the subject. 

F, 5, W., Michigan.—We hayé not hoard of {ihe suecess attending 
efforts to transplant the wild celery, 

C, B, W., Troy, N, Yi—The articles on dog training are published 
in book form. See adyerlisement slsewhere, 

E. D. H., Marshall's Creek, Pa,—We do not know to whom you 
should apply for live quail for shocking purpoRes, 

For Worms my Puppies,—(ilve upon an empty stomach two grains 
of finely hardened areca nut for each pound Of weight, and follow in 
two to four hours with & dose of castor oil, 

H. AH. Z.. Norristown.—t. Osan black bass be successfully put in a 
pond 40Uft. lone by SOL. wide, stone and travel bottom, supplied 
with Spring: water; und where dan they le obtained? 2% As to food. 
whatdo they require? 3, Can the Germau food carp still be obtained 
of Mr. EB. G. Blackford, New York city! Ans. 1, be pond is smuil 
for black bass, but they may thrive to some extent, Dhep will uot, 
grow largs ig it, No one is now supplying them, unless % may be | 



Noy. 28, 1882.) 

. Livitieston Stone, Chariestown, N.H. They ¢an be had from the 
Alaware River, if you can vet someone to catch them, 2, They 

stiall fish, craytish, insects, ete. 3. Fes. 

W. #., San Wrancisco, Cal.—There ave oo oshrich farms in this coun- 
try nl present. A number of ostriches have just been imported and 
are now at the Central Pav, in this city, and ane to be taken to Cali- 

. Where an ostrich rauch will be started. 

“Norta Caroniys Giore Grounns.— 0, W. D,, Boston, wants the best 
quail and partridze shootmg in North Carolina during the month of 

sember; also the address of any party who would be willing to 
ommodate party of three, together with their dogs. Would pra- 
{range of eounity that might hold suipeand woodcock aswell 

6 quail and partridge, 

J.T. H., Harrad’s Creek, Ky.—I have a pond 0x80 feet, Th has 
prada from fourto six feet. I wish to know what kind of fish to 

Stack it with for rapid growth, I would prefer gamedish, Tt if fed 
wi anever-failing sprive. Aus. Stockipwith your best native Osh 

Ti 
py 

fhich will live in confined waters. It the temperatuve of the pond 
Woes 70h vise above seventy degrees in sammer try brook trour. The 
mond is small for bass, but you might try catp, 

U, W., Minnesota Jimetion.—lé you wish to buy a rifle you may be 
ured of fair dealing by purchasing of any one of the firme adver 

tising in tlyis qemenst We are not familiar with the “vitle* you men- 
fon. Tle illustration shows ito bea revolver with extra Stock 
Waeched, Ibis nofin any sense a suitable arm tor hunting purposes. 
you cannot afford to pay move than $4 for a rille, you had better 

invest the rooney in something, rather than throwing it away om 
Rar “hareains’ of this kind, 

§. 1. T., Yast Machias; Me—The cider duck is common sloug the 
morthenst cous of Maine, where they are called séa ducks. The 

gle in breedine atiiveis white, creamy tinted ou breast, with the 
des of head maniced with green. Under parts, trom breast, lower 
ck, wings, tail, quills and a forked pateh on crown, black, Hemuale, 
Wish or yellowish brown, mottled anil spotted with darker, A 

Tate; Randsome duck, The bill has long, elubshaped processes on 
ah side, running ip on to the forehead and a featherel interspace 
fween these two. 

H. 0). B., Hoboken, N.J.—When does the dear first erow its horns, 
What period. and how often do they get new horns? 2, Hew old 

Diay & deer set, or what is theaverage age? 8. Do they grow new 
Horns when living at an old age, ov do they stop growing Horns at a 
Gertainage? Ans. 1. The horns in the young buck start in the early 
spring following bis birth, and thus begin to grow when he is nine or 
ii months old, The horns ars renewed annually, being shed in late 

December, in January, Pebruary, ot eyen March, according to_ the 
Tplituile of the deer’s habitat. The young horn shoots im March or 
April, sarlier inthe South thanin the North. 2 A deer probably 
lives fw be from twelve to fifteen years old, but it must be remem 
Dered that tle moment the natural powers of the animal begin to fail 
iLit falls a prey to some one of its numerous enemics, A deer, there- 
fore, never hase chance to die of old age. 3. We imagine that deer 

‘eontinue to zrow new horns as lone as they live, bubit would be ex- 
Wemely difficult to say positively that this is the case, 

Pachting agd Canoeing. 

THE GRGWING CUTTER FLEET. 

" HIS winter promises to ste great activity in the building ef cut- 
tiers, and the large alivuber launched jasc season bids fair to be 

Moubled for iss. There are at present six cutters under way in 
Wew York. Concerning the first iivo information is Still withheld, 
The third im point of size will bea fitty-tonuer, about: sixty feet load 

B, With rather fiberal allowance of beati—somewhat on the plan 
Mr, Stillman’s Wenonah, The fourth is a fifteen-lonner, similar 

he imported Maggie in ¢enaral dimensions, but of the Jullanay 
Sin other respects. She will ve commenced af onee in Green- 
tT, aud hasthe looks of a goer, with a wonderful lof of raom 

Blow decks, Standing height under flush deck fore and aft, fore- 
Bile, Halley and pantry. private berth, saloon, steerage with berth 
fd closets. and Jadies’ cabin aft, with noend of iockers and stow- 
“ penerally. Common séensé is tornle in the furnishing of the 
ins, use and not display in port being kept in view. The joiner 
ik will be got ont with taste, but with veeard for ship-shape ap- 

Hearvanuce. House architechure will have no place abuard this cutter. 
Weare gladto see areburn to good sense and propriety in the niat- 

Pcabin furniture, and hope this example may be generally fol- 
ny The gorgeous extravagance and lavish oullay for luxurions 
stentation below decks is inappropriate to ihe legitimate uses to be 
epected from ayacht,2abd foo often bern of a. vulgar desira to 

Gverreach your neighbor in the display of wealth, <A little mote cash 
Dutinto build and working fittings and a little less of ihe “palatial 
own helow will place our future large yachts more nearly ona par 
in veal worth with those built abroad. 
The fifth cutterin hand is a ten-tonuer for a gentleman who pro- 

poses to cruise in Beromda waters, The sixth is a marvel, and np to 
the most advanced modern ideas. She represents the ontcome of 

John Harvey's experience in building narrow and deep boats of 
ee displacement, carrying smalltigs, Wor. Harvey has designed 

s fivé-tonner tor knocking about outside and for dishing, without 
reference to any measurement rule, American and foreign, She will 
he s7ft. on loadline, 4#ft, on deek. with 6ft. beam, and Tit. $n. depth 
Of hold. Thatis about six beams to loadline length, regular Jullanar 

oportions. Now, s well known that_Jullavar is a horse ina 
Bhyay and an excellent cruiser, remarkably able and dry. Mr. 
arvey's &xperience points indisputably to boats of such proportions 
affording the maximum attainable on the length in the way of 
eomimodations of practical availability, power and rough-water 
alities, speed under all cireumstaneces, and the smallest of rigs, and 
erefore The most economical in crew, couplod also with safety, 
He new five-tonner will olfer an excellent opportunity of putting to. 
(on a Small seale what has been found such a suecess in laryer 
sels, This cutter will have a displacement of twelve and one- 
f tons, eight of which goes for ballast, about four tons being out- 

de lead, bolted toa yery broad keel, and tapered down in contim- 
ion of the boat's body proper. 

The rig will show a hoist of about 24ft., boom abonf 3ift.. gaft 23ft., 
andl pewsprib 12ft. outboard. A comparison with this loat’ssail area 
ad that of a sloop of like length teaches an instructive lesson. The 
pa of lower sails of the cnbber ig about 950 snuare feet. The area 
fa sloop'ssails would he about 1,000 square feel or nearly double 

of the narrow deep form, his means thatif the owner and one 
nd can worl: the eutter, it would require owner and two hands to 
wk the sloop with equal ease. The expense for crew would be justi 
Who and that expense is the chief outlay in the keep of a yacht. 
small Sail area required by ansrrow boat is for this réason of 
utmost importanee. The new bostis flush deck with headroom 

¢rom s(em to sail roam down below. The forecastie will haye fine 
etommocdations for two bands, lockers, transoms, table, ete, Abutt 
His is a pantry, galley, wash room and w.c¢. between bulkheads. 
eu the main cabin with aft. floor and sofas each side, Beyond this 
matter stateroom with two berths, the floor being raised some 
atta acl as floor for a deep cockpit, baving a hatch to slide back 

6 that the interior can be closed allogether at sea or for the igh 
athe after cabin is to be used for sleeping. Between it and the 

oon there is a regular bulkhead with panel door, The sheer plan 
ré resemblance to that of the Jullanar, though with less dragto 

and a plumb cutwater. Accommodatioos are governed by 
th and depth, beam contributing only wider floor of no praciical 
in so small 8 boat, and only deceiving the mind with the impres- 
thattiore stowage has been gaiied where none has really 

én added. 
We have been asked whether we approve of such extreme dimén- 
ons for evuisiug, Most ceriainly we do, Were we have a boat 
ven with half ‘the sail of a wile shoal sloop, wilh much sreater 

Bnet to tie cabins, a high aud siry forecasile, uncapsizable, fast 
J ing sea which wolld send the sloop home for shelter, and 
ht Gosl with iron ballast and a full fit ready fov sea, about 
S00, builtin amanner buch superior to ordinary yachts of the 

ize, Suppose we lad added to beam, what would have been the 
rain and tle loss? The deptliwonuld be decreased in proportion. 
mdroom below destroyed, a house woul encumber the deck, the 

ftar cabin is Gut out by the rise of the floor, alurger rig required, a 
able boat, anda weaker structure the result, This represents 

iso much loss. The gain inélydes the saving of, perhaps, hyo tos 
pballast; the savingin money nob being enough to pay for extra 

required, and a Jess nngle of heel in inoderate winds, The 
1 Of ihe narrow cutter is Gf, 9in., and Boston keel sloops of only 

ft, toad line draw it. ihissate to say that with move beam noth- 
would be saved from the draft, since practice demonstrates the 
essity of preat drattin wile boats, The modem Hastern sloops, 

rule, draw more than cutters of any style, Finally the beamier 
hont would be the more expensive of the two to build and to keep. 
By all nieang we prefer the narrow heam, 4 

I! these extreme proportions dig up the sea more than a wider 
Dent, Wey also trow less spray and are so aonch easier on their 
Feling, that we seen good reason why more beam should be given the 
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preference except in PEER epiabion of a pleasing but delusive notion 
that more breadth ant mors accommodations are corrolary to one 
another, We will wateh the adyent of this new thoroughbred with 
preat interest, 

So much for whatisnowin band. We also Jearn that Boston is 
to import 4 forty-tanner from abroad, and that some New York 
gentlemen iow in England expechto bay a cutter of some thirty 
fons auc. sail her across. There ave several nore cutters under pre- 
limiiary consideration, as wellasa Ii0-ton yawl No tloult some of 
these schemes will mature in timetor the Spring In the Hast the 
fleet of small cuthers fron 25 to atin. will be ariely added to, so that 
allogether cutter prospects are very bright indeed, aud what is 
more, (yo or three orders may be looked for twelve months hence 
for every one of these fine ships to be launched next season, It is 
evident the cutter has found a permanent home in American waters. 

SINGLE HAND YACHTS. 

{CONTINUED.] 

Ie. week our attention was taken up wilh the safety of small 
boats. We will now examine into their ability. It is often said 

that ginall bopts baye uo business outside of sheltered waters, such 
as New York Harbor, ihé “lower bay,” Loug Island Sound, Boston 
Harbor and similar pretected strétches, and that therefore ‘'seago- 
ig” qualities onght to receive no consideration in such designs, In 
fact, the mention of such qualities in small boasts has exciled ridi- 
cule in quarters where one might reasonably lave expected some 
understanding of the question, But these who are qualified to spoil 
from experience, invariably place great intportonee ion the “sea- 
foing’ powers of asniall yacht, and for the vary good reason that 
éyen in so-called sheltered waters, the eratt of oily a couple af bongs 
finds all the sea she can take care of in weather ordinarily considered 
quite moderate when scanned fromihe decks of a forty or hundred 
tou vessel. Moreover, those experienced inthe management of Liltle 
shavers know full well thatin the shellered waters, beyond which 
fossilized verdants would r10% have tem dare, the chie? dunger anid 
discomfort to small boat sailing really lies, 

A PAIR DAY SINGLE-H4NDED- 

Squatls and pulls are more frequent and sharp, influenced by the 
hills and valleys along the shore. and their adventis often unheralded 
4nd unseen until (heir full Force is fell. With sea voom all around, 
squalls are far Isss frequent and less to be dreaded, as their coming 
is amnounced some time ahead, and precautions can be taken in 
time. Nor are there in open water obstacles to Tree manceuvring, 
such as vessels at anchor, a shoal or rocky shore close aboard, in- 
volving risk in luffing out, andl entailing the necessity of putting the 
boat broad off for room, with the chancés of catching a fresh knock- 
down flaw ght abeam in the operation. About the most trying 
business to one's nerves in a single-hander is slamming an unknown 
Weather-shore withthe wind coming down in spitefnl gusts. Mar 
sooner give us the open sea. The advice of yerdants as to the 
(angers of cruising m open waters and their aclmonition to keep near 
home, is tendered in ignorance of the conditions met with almost 
daily ina small yacht. Our counsel is 1o clear trom harbor as quick 
as possible, and put for fhe open, where you have free play and a 
chunce for your barkie without the fear of luffing her high and diy 
on the beach, or spitiing her npon some jagged rock. 

BRECEONING LOST. WAITING FOR A CLEAR UP, 

So much for the wind and now forthe sea. Ib takes but a very 
moderate summer's breeze to kick up trouble enough for atwo-ton 
cruiser, aud that trouble is wrought in shelter or confined waters 
thuch sooner than where there is along SwEeD! Vor it isnoeta high 
sea the little fellow needs fear, but a short, hollow bobbery is what 
the small cratt most dislileas and what is apt to disgugiand sale the 
skipper. Wor ey ety size of vessel theré is a corresponding sea which 
“fisher.? Beyond that, as the sea rises, it bothers the vessel much 
less providing the sweep allows it to prow longer as well. But up ta 
the point where the swells reach dignity enough to ‘fit, they are 
& nuisauce and in narrow Waters that point is reached much later 
than where the waves are uncontmed. Tn some waters the point is 
never reached, hence « blow is more likely to curtail a small yacht’s 
ability and usefullness in harbor sailing than outside. Thus upen one 
oceasions we found ibalmost inipossible io beal a three-tohner across 
the Lower Bay up to the Mook, but ouce outside the seus were 
fount so long that, thaugh higher, the yacht went along in compari- 
tiyé comfort.and dryness, . ; 
Probably miany readers haye ocessionally noticed a small boat 

Tualing better weather of ti than a large one close ahoard, and have 
altributed thista superiority of model, whereas for the small boat 
the seas had simply passed the ‘fitting’ point, which they had not 
yel reached for the larger one, and the former took less notice of the 
disturbance than the latter in gonsequence, From the very nature 
of small yacht sailing, however, the operations are, as a rule, ve- 
Bivieted to wore of less confined sliretehes of water, and they are 
likely to meet a short, steep jump nine times us often as fhe lone voll 
of the ocean; hence the power and ability to pub in work to some 
effect under such cirevimstauces should be the yery first considera- 
tion in design, next to the matter of safety. 
Asmall yacht unable Lo cope wilh the weather bo be expected half 

the tinte, is 2 useless sort of toy and gives little satisfaction, hence 
the importance we lay ypon a model possessed of Whatis rightiully 
¢alléd “seazoing™ qualities, aiid whether she eyer pares hep nose 
outside or net such qualities Should be sought in either case. That 
thay are n0t to be found in shoal heany boats such as the customary 
gathoat or jib and wainsafl, or even.small cabin Serr everyone liny 
ing experimented with them will hear witness. ® only vemerty 

| iutentions of the designer, 

Open to boats of that style isto weight ieavily wiih aearre of sand 
and human freight, and smash through everything regardless of 
consequences. Hutto the cruiser neither sandbags wer numerous 
erew offer a solution. He musi look t Iifaldesign to accomplish 
withsafely aud comfort what the others effect by risk, brute force 
and physical inconvenience. The criiser moreover pronoses to 
knock aboutall day, where the sandbageer geis his fill ania salt 
water bath in gu hour or two of rough and tumble, which comes 
nearer to punisliment or athletics than to the consummation of the 
yachtsman's dream of life afloat, 
With this clearly settled, the reader will be prepared te follow our 

selection 6f model all the better. The difficulty iu 2 bobhety is to 
make your boat go whead about her Husinéss, haldivg a eood wind 
and retraining from wild antics to no purpose, The action of shoal 
boateis to climb the seas, aud in playing vigorously at pile and toss 
they forgetto.go ahead, bringing np all standing, spilling the wind 
out ofhbar sails, and slatting things round cenerally. Thay pound 
and throw showers of spray, aud in their fierce war wilh the waves 
chop off to leaward at every bounce. Their peeuliarities are now so 
well vnderstood that they willbe coneeded unfit forthe service in 
tended, The wide and deep. or hulky, chubby buat is little better in 
her action, though saiér im other respects. 
Sheis much like «a cork, a buoy or u.football, and so full of life 

that, though lifting ¢lear of all, her weatherliness is destroyed by 
that very buoyancy and tossing, as thongh ou gimbualls amidships, 
shé @xhibits a weakness fortuming about and looking you in the 
face, uf one Moment upon her head, at the next upou herheel, OF 
course with such wild eyworling, little driving force is left to send 
the eratt ahead, and the skipper, afler wearisome efforts to keep her 
head on, turns for a lee in disgust and blames his boat lor being too 
smiall when tonnage was oot abfault at all, but bad model The 
object in the design of a small yaelt should be to correct these 
bouncy tendencies, to subdue oxhuberant lif¢ and harness her 
powers to serve (he ends she was buill,for, How this can be accom- 
plished will form our subject next weel. 

THE PAST SEASON IN GREAT BRITAIN. 
. cannot be said thatthe past yachling season has been a very 

satisfactory one; neither, on the other hand, can ib be said, as 
some assent, that it was very unsatisfactory, and we shall not per 
haps be very far wrong in saying that while we Wava seen better 
rating in different localities on former oeeasions, so also have we 
seea worse. There ave those critics who rowuidly assert that the 
present system of moessurement adopled by our clubs 35 having the 
itech of reducing the eutries ab our regattas; but with all due defer- 
ence to these gentlemen, we very miueh doubt whether this is the 
ease, for no matter what rule of measmement may be adopted. a 
number of vessels woul at once be built to sutb the rule, and some 
one or two would prove greater suecesses than the others, and as a 
matter of course these others would be detemed from entering at 
the different regattas acainst the cracks of that day. Weare much 
move inclined fo think thatthe system of fsetug crews and pilots in 
the way they ave now feed, putting the owners to so much expense, 
and the rushing from one regatta fo another of a few of the fastest 
yessels afloat, are the real reasons for paucity of entries. But, after 
all, when we come to look atthe craft that have been contending along 
our coast thislast summer, can it besaid that the season has been suea 
a bad one? We really think not, and when we find # new ninety- 
ton cutter in the field builfi to suit our present system of mensure- 
ment this year to contend against such yessels as Samcens, Vanidu- 
ara, and Arrow, there really is not in this instance much cause to 
complain, ind we may say that tle racing was fairly interesiiug and 
the palm between Sameena and Vanduara. 

Again, in the forty-tom class anew vessel was built also to suit the 
present syste of measurement, and to help with Sisubhhound, 
which has undergone some few improyements, to try and wrest ihe 
laurels from Annasona. So that in these two classes there wus really 
not such agreat laelk of vessels. und all that was required was that 
they should bays been a little more evenly matched sas itis, Annasous 
is undoubtedly the fastest of her class, As to Fife’s new ninety. 
Eryeina, she did certainly not comeup to the expectations of hér 
owner or builder, while the same thing may be said of the uew forty, 
the Silver Star. Had these two new ctafts given the old ones a little 
more trouble the vacing would have been very good midecd in these 
two elassés. 
With regard to the twenties, weave afraid that we must confess 

there was a great falling off of sport in this class, though here also 
anew twenty was built to eontend with the existing twenties, and 
which was intended to put Freda and Amethea under herlee. The 
Lenore, however, did not de this to the extent that her builder an- 
titipated, still she mors than once showed great speed, and we haye 
an idea thathad Lenore been raced as hard as Freda and Ainethea, 
and her crew therefore rapre accustomed to pacing than they were, 
the new twenty would have done better than she did. Abt the same 
fme, while admitting that four entries for the hivger class of vessels 
may he considered as 4 fairly good entry, such cannot he considered 
to be the case with twenties, which should muster much stronger 
than they haye done, for in the southit was nothing but perpetual 
Freda and Amethea, whilein the north only Lenore aud Vespa were 
added to these two. As with the twenties so with the teus, for while 
ii was Buttercup and Mahranee iu the south, it was Buttcreup and 
Verve in the north, and many there are who were not a little glad to 
find that the latter was able to get the better of the hitherto invinei- 
ble Buttercup. It gives some hope that morlerate length may yet 
havea chance. There were two new tens, the Katie and fea Star, 
but the former only put in her appearance the lather end of the 
season, when, with new gear, elc,, ete., she had to meet the Butter- 
éup all shipshape, so that it is not fair to give au opinion as to her | 
apeed; while Sea Star only contended at the Cheshire and local 
Welsh regattas, showing, however, great speed and weatherly quali- 
ties on each of these occasions. There should at the same time be 
better entries for the ten-ton class, seeing that a ten-tonneér of the 
present day is a really seaworty vessel, and can go anywhere short of 
the North Pole. 
We have now run through the cutter class in o cursory way, and 

will turn bo other rigs, With regard to the selLooners and yawls we 
haye little to say, because there has been no good racing in these 
élasses. Among the sehooners Miranda is pre-eminent, add besides 
being an unusually smarb vessel she bas a captain and crew second 
to none in our racing fleét. Miranda meét Fiona, Waterwiteh, Ans- 
tralia and Lenore on several occasions, and the cutters and yawls on 
others, when she invariably proved a marvelously fast boat and for- 
midable antagonist. The new Lenore, designed by Watson, was the 
fresh importation this year to the racing schooner class, but as with 
the new 8U-ton cutterand the new 40-ton cutter, so with the new 
schooner, she could not wrest the laurels from Miranda, which js at 
present decidedly the fastest schooner afloat. 
We now come to the yawls, which did not muster in force so tap ae 

the larger vessels are converned, the couseyuence being that Lorna, 
which came outas a fast erusier last year, had it pretty ynuch her 
own way. The enlities amony the smuller vessels were more numey- 
ous, that is to say between forty and sixty tous. Raven, Gertrude, 
Gudrun, Neptune, Arethuse, Hypatia and Coralie sailed with yaried 
success, the two former pei Ss scoring nove rims and proving thenm- 
selves faster than the otfers.-—Munt’s Yachting Mayozine, 

THREE FAST CUTTERS. 

Bditor Forest mud Streak: 

T uote that you give some credit) to Kelpie, Maris and Beetle for 
beating other boats in Boston last year, If my memory is not at 
faultthe Maris and Kelpie were builttrom designs furnished by me, 
and may be well claimed a3 home productions. Three cutters, Maris, 
Kelpie and Moya were built from the same drawings, except that rhe 
scale was cliangel and one was made slichtly wider alt, 
The keel was sided 12in. (for a hoat of 2b4éEb. water line) and ex- 

cited the wonder of & great many, while the freeboard was 2bft. 
The Beetle has lead ballast, while the others have iron, and herspted 
isin proportion, I aim glad to see that Wastin builders have reeor. 
nized the wisdom of so radical x departure trom ancient tenets. (Why 
design diYers from the orthodox ip two points, 2 very narrow ster 
and i yery widé keel. These two pois were beld tobe fallacious 
by all Hastern builders af the dime. 

While Dam writing twill be well to give the publi a, few points 
about the Berloum. he ballast was sto\ved in fhe most careful, 
manner, The tanks had not been put in uplil the lead had been put 
uuder them, and each piece was cut to fit and spread wel! fore ane 
att. There js no place where a man's finger ein he pul between the 
pieces of lend, Aid when it was allin, the joints were Lammered 
with a maul nntil they were perfectly tight. This was done to keep 
it from ever being moved by a sudden keat, A, Cary Sure, 
[im referring te Bedouin’s ballastas being improperly ‘stowed we 

wished to coitvey that ibhad not been dixtvibuted according 10 tle 
Tiwas concentrated too much amidships 

for sea work aud tended to make the calter too much of a “rocking 
horse.” No one wats to Llame in the matter. With the weight spread 
fore and aft, pitching and scending would have bvew less marked.) 

NOT SO BAD.—The skipper of the Teal and his friend object to 
Lets Ats cans of corn af ote ment, is stated in the log last weelk. ft 
shonld Have read six ears, Also dead “strains they have to undergo’? 
instead of “manage” on page sb. 
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CRUISE IN A THREE-TONNER. 

[cONCLUDED, | 

Turspay, Aucust 22.—Did not turn out until late for yachtsmen— 
7210 A.M, The weather looked threatening. cloudy and dark. and 
blowing fresh and squally from S., and as our surroundings were so 
charming, we were in no hurry to get away. When we looked out 
trom our yacht and saw the cottages by daylight in all their varied 
colors, we were still more charmed with the place. 
After breakfast, we took a leisurely walk ashore, Went up on the 

hill, te the woods and curved line of cottages—there must be a 
hundred of them—and up the observatory on the top of the hill. We 
stood—or sat, at least—100ft. directly above the water. Could see 
over the land opposite, on to the Sound, and the vessels going up 
and down and the Connecticut shore beyond; and in the opposite 
direction the town of Sag Harbor and intermediate waters, At our 
feet, as it were, the weter was dotted with snow white sails and row- 
hoats, and the bathers’ voices on the beach we could hear more dis- 
tinetly than they imagined, We spent several hours loitering around 
here and through the woods in the midst of which many of the cot- 
tages are situated. Some of them are more beautiful than most town 
residences, and few country towns have any as fine as the average. 
1 shonld judge but few cost less than $3,000 or $4,000, and a number 
10,000 and oyer, 
Returned to the yacht, had lunch, and spent the aft: rnoon cleaning 

\.rass-work, oiling up black paint outside, repairing jib sheets which 
“ave way yesterday, and relashing clew of mainsail, the stop of 
which had stranded yesterday. It blew hard and squally all day, 
but sailboats, catboats and sloops were darting past and around us 
every moment, under reefed canvas. Never saw so much sailing, 
boys and girls, young ladies and gentlemen, old ones and young ones, 
overy one. 

Wopnespay, Aug, 23,—The clock alarm startled us at 3:25 A, M., 
and we jumped up. Got under way about 40’clock, not yet daylight, 
A tmaoss-bunker steamer which came in last svening and anchored 
near us got under way a few minutes later. The wind was blowing 
light from the 8. W, Passed the lighthouse near Orient Bay at 5, 
with scarcely any wind and set topsail; tide ebb, Had breakfast at 
(, the boat taking care of herself while both were below. The oyster- 
men, to the number of ten or twelve, came out of the harbor astern 
ofus. They stood down toward the southward, while we ran along 
the beach, The sloop Annie, of Brooklyn, came aloug and overtook 
us at the beacon at* A. M. We were all of an hour getting past this 
beacon, and worked up to Muiford’s Point by 9:30; tide against us 
through Plum Gut. There were no tide rips there this morning, 
From Mulford Point, stood across W, N. W. for the Thimbles. 
Finally a breeze caine from §. W. which soon strengthened, the sky 
clouded over and growing black inthe N. 8, About 12 o'clock it 
freshened, so we took in topsail, and as it looked squaly, and as if 
the apparent impending storm was coming up from N. E., against 
the wind, deemed it prudent to get up on Connecticut shore, where 
we could find a harbor if necessary, as there are none nor any 
anchorage on the Long Island shore. Changed our course to N. W- 
und made Long Sand Shoal Light Vessel at 12:30 o'clock, with stormy 
wind and heavy sea at intervals. Wrom here stood westward in heavy 
sea and stiff breeze to the Thimbles, where we ran in at 4:20, and 
anchored, glad to get into such a safe and comfortable harbor, But 
the liftle boat behaved well; we carried whole mainsail and jib all 
through, and never had lee rail under except where for a moment a 
sea laid us over. We took but little water aboard. Two or three 
times a big sea would strike us on weather quarter and splash us a 
little. Itrained at interyals durmg the day. After we got into our 
snug berth in three fathoms and smooth water we could see the 
White combers rollin within a hundred yards of us on the south 
side of the rocky islands, This is a much safer haven in a south- 
wester than we imagined. Found there our friend Beames on the 
Amazon who hailed us, and after supper came abourd, and we 
visited him Jater in the evening; mef his wife and friend, Mr. Trip- 
kins, of Clinton, Conn. The wind just howled and it rained pitch- 
forks during the night. The Viola and several other sloops and w 
lurge tug with four canal boats had tuniniforshelter, Lost our 
boathook during the passage; the lashing not being seecnre, was 
carried off the deck by one of the seas. 

THurspAy, Ave. 24.—Did not turn out until after seven, and the 
bomboat man whom Beames sent to us had been alongside half an 
hour before. The moment I made my appearance on deck, Tripkins, 
from the Amazon, insisted on my going over and having a cocktail, 
tlie compounding of which was one of his many accomplishments. 
B. and lady were ashore, so I did not wait fo finish dressing. Before 
tiie cocktail was entirely disposed ot they returned unseen, and f 
boat a hasty retreat, The bumboat man ealled later for orders, and 
atli A.M, he returned with bread, milk, and apple-pie, each of 
which proved afterwards to surpass in excellence any of the kind 
we had ever before had. Regretted afterwards we had not taken in 

a five times larger load of them. In future, whatever ports we may 
pass, this will not he one of them, if for thig one reason. Spent the 
morning fishing from one of the rocky islands, where the water was 
four fathoms deep af arm’s length from the shore, so we required no 
rod, We caught fish so easily that we soon tired of it. They were 
not large, however, the biggest about eight inches long—porgies and 
a kind of bass. The Amazon got under way for Bridgeport at twelve, 
while we were at lunch, and shortly after we took the dingey and 
rowed up to the hotel and cottages on the large island. Some of 
them are quite handsome and all of them pretty, and the view of 
the twenty or more islands around avout and the sound was charm- 
ing. Catboats and sharpies and rowboats were constantly dartin 
about among the rocks. The reefs they had in yesterday were a 
shaken ont, as the wind had greatly moderated to a pleasant breeze 
and the day was fair. Steam yacht Louise, of New York, came in. 
She is about 60fb. long. but I would not like to haye been out- 
side in her yesterday as well as in our little cutter. 
Gotunder way at 1:20 and beat out on last of ebb tide; wind 
light from 5. W. Off Brenford Point we set topsail and as we were 
about to pass S. W. Ledge Light, the wind hauled around to N. W. 
and made us beat up New Huven harbor to the city. When within a 
mile the wind died out almost entirely, and we made the remainder 
of the distance by the flood tide and towing with the yawl boat. 
Anvhored close to Light Warf in two fathoms'at 8 P.M. Wanted to 
go ashore, but it was too late,so G. went to visit our pod naanauoe 
apvoard of the sloop Mystery, of the N. H. Y. C.; while I lay down to 
rest, being very tired, having had the tiller in hand about seven 
hours without intermission. 

Frinay, August 25.—Turned out at 7 to find a strong breeze from 
the north, After breakfast, at 8:30, went ashore and in the short 
sweep the wind hac off the shore, it made enough sea to throw spray 
on our store clothes in the dingey. Returned, well loaded down at 11., 
and a few niinutes after had a visit from another New Haven yachts- 
man who was anxious to inspect the cutter, At 12 got under way 
for the Westward as far as we could get. Wind very much moder- 
ated. Off West Haven shore, it shifted to N.W. aud came out in 
strong puffs and light alternately. Carried our topsail through it 
all to Stratford Point, where lashing of topsail halyard block aloft 
parted and we had to takeitin. It blew quite fresh at times, but we 
did not carry lee rail under more than once or twice and that only 
for a moment, 

Wind grew lighter again off Bridgeport, and we decided to run 
into Black Rock Harbor for the night. Cast anchor off hotel at 4:15 
P. M., and almost immediately had a call by a party of gentlemen 
out in a catboat, curious to see the little cutter again, had never seen 
any such in these waters, admired her very nvuch, astonished at her 
accommodations. etc. Housed the topmast and went aloft and re- 
lashed the topsail halyard block. After supper sat in the coekpit 
under the awning, smoking and playing the flute. The water was 
like a mirror and the moon shining brightly, the evening so still that 
the voices on the bathing beach and in the boats could be distinetly 
heard by us. The schooner Albatros came in at 5:30and anchored a 
half mile below us, and at i0 P. M. a sloop yacht brought up close by. 
ee. not go ashore as we preferred enjoying the beantiful evening on 
board, 

Satorpay, Aua, 26.—Other yachts gone when we turned out. Got 
muder way 6:30 A. M., wind N. E., light, Sebtopsail. Lay to off Nor- 
walk Islands, and had breakfast at 8:30. Wind freshening, took in 
topsail, and at 10 changed course toS. W. by W.for Glen Cove to 
allow G. to go ashore for Lake Ronconkoma, Barometer rising to 
80:45. Think our barometer is about .25 above standard and needs 
regulating. Sea increasing, Ol Oyster Bay in following sea the 
dingey towed badly, making severe jerks on painter, Made chain 
painter fast as preventer, Inashort time she broke loose carrying 
away heavy brass cleat and part of rail with her. Hauled by the 
wind and had some difficulty picking herup, having no boat hook, 
had to run close enough to her to catch by hand from the deck, After 
fourth attempt succeeded. Fasiened chain to main sheet traveler and 
stood on our course again. In halt an hour she broke advitt again, but 
we picked her up the first tine. his time fastened by both chain and 
rope painter,one to rudder head, andthe other to a leader on deck, She 
held, but at times would give such tremendous jerks, it is surprising 
it did not pullout her stem. Made Matinnicock Point at1P. M., and 
tan into Glen Cove. We found at anchor there the U. S. schooJship 
St, Mary’s, and schooner Holus, N. Y. Y. C. Several other schooners, 
sloops. and one stcam yacht came im later, and about 7 P.M. the 
sloop Genia anchored close aboard. 

As we passed by the St. Mary’s a boat’s crew were just returnin 
with a rescued crew and boal of some vessel which hat capsized. It 
was évidently liberty-day for some of the boys, as several of the 
ship's beats were out sailing around the harbor with ladies aboard. 
The water was smooth here, with puffs of airfrom across the hills. 
At 2:30 af.er luneh of lemonade, pie, cake and water-melon, I took 

G, ashore and bade him good-bye. Gave him atelegram to send to 

K. in New York to come up if he could get away from business., 
Returned to yacht, furled sails, setawning, scrubbed decks, cleaned: 
up geverally, and then took a walk ashore to the top of the hill. The: 
village, called Glen Cove Landing, is a miserable place. Nine-tenthsi 
of the inhabitants are colored, and the houses are deplorable. A 
large hotel stands near the water’s edge, butits appearance is not ve 
inyiting, so did not go into the grounds. There is one elegant resi-< 
dence, surrounded by expensive lag the only respectable place 
here. Visited on invitation, the large 50ft. catamaran Nightmare, 
Mr. Foster, lying at anchor, and in the eyening he called aboard the 
cutter, and we chatted and “refreshed” unial 11 P.M. The catamaran 
had an extemporized house on deck, and had been cruising since! 
May, and was to continue till October. 

Sunpay, Aug. 27.—Blew fitfully all night, sometimes very heavy 
puffs from eastward, and by 5 A. M.it began toram. Barometers 
steady. Turned out at 8:20 A M., and after breakfast lay off and 
read Friday’s papers, and when the New York steamer arrived atil 
A. M., went ashore and procured this morning’s Herald and Sun, for 
which I had to pay fifteen ec nts, extortion being second nature with: 
local dealers. Read every article in both of them and then wrote Ssey- 
eral letters. A heavy swell setin from the N. E. after dark, and the 
wind and tide held the yacht across them so that she rolled consider-, 
ably. In spite of the lashing she rolled the boom out of the croteh 
and three times Iwas obliged to go out in the rain and secure it. 
Rained incessantly all day and night, 

Monpay, Aug, 28.—Rose at 7:10 A.M. Still raining, but low on the 
N. E. horizon there was a clear streak of sky. About 8 ceased pour- 
ing, and by 11 the larger part of the sky was clear, but the wind was) 
still blowing strong and the high seas outside could distinctly be 
seen breaking on the sandy points. ‘The swell rolled us about, pieli- 
ing loose articles from on -side of the cabin to the other, When the 
sun came out, about ten, shook outthe sails and dried them, but it 
was difficult, on account of tie strength of the wind, Had torun out. 
the second anchor while I was doing it to preyent dragging. After 
that had lunch and took a walk ashore, through the Appl «by place, 
The residence unocenpied and going to deca. At 1 P. M. the wind 
had moderated considerably. By the time | had everyiling in readi- 
ness it was 2:15, when I got under way, with full sail and moderate 
N. E. wind. fora run ‘home single handed. Signal halyards got away 
from me while attempting to lower spindle and set the burger, so 
was obliged to go without aflag, as I couldn’t house the topmast 
alone to get it and too much of a climb to go after it,so unrove the 
halyards altogether. 

Passing Cow Bay observed a large fleet of schoouers, sloops, tugs 
and canal boats which had probably run in there for shelter, and 
about as many more at City Island. Had ebb tide against me, and 
there was considerable swell .utside yet from the blow of yesterday 
and this morning, At Whitestone, where the tide splits, met the 
flood coming the other way, and so I had the tide still against me, 
The wind becoming lighter, decided to run mto College Point for the 
night. Besides I was getting hungry, and could not sail the boat in 
such narrow waters and get my supper at thesame time. Passed 
inside of black buoy at College Point and found eight to six feet 
water; low water at the time. Ran on to the eastern end of Kiker’s 
Island aud anchored at 6:40 in eight feet wafer. WPurled sails, ete., 
had supper, and then lay off. Wind changed toS. here. 
9P. M,—Dead calm, full moon, cloudless sky. Climbed to the 

truck and rove off the signal halyards. Never sawso many vessels 
crowded together as there were from Fort Schuyler down lo Riker's 
Island, a great many of them being large three-masted schooners. 

Tusspay, Ava. 29.—Turned out ai 6:30. A.M. Wind light N,. tide, 
flood. Got under way at 7:35, with light N.E. wind and flood tide, 
Should have set topsail, buf feared attempting to handleit going” 
through East River. Passed through Hell Gate at 9:25, meeting the 
new Herreshoft high-speed steam yacht Orienta, First of ebh at 
11:10. Passed Hast River Bridge, with no wind and strong ebb. Had 
a narrow escape keeping clear of steamer Great Repnbhe and a 
schooner. Bad swell of steamers from every direction, At 11:30 ran 
through Buttermilk Channel, when the wind came out froms. W., 
bringing the cutter close-hanled. At 11:45 Jashed tiller on port lack, 
and Grhile Tstowed topsail she sailed herself as only a deep boat can 
do. At11:50 the wind freshened considerably. At 12:16 the cutter 
was inside Robbins’s Reef Light. with the wind south, enabling me 
to weather Constable Point. Passed the heacon at 12:30. We went 
by Sailors’ Snug Harbor at 1;20 P. M., and came to anchor in the ac- 
customed berth off Stephens’s boathouse, West Brighton, a few 
minutes later. It was 4 o'clock by the time I bad cleared up every- 
thing aboard, had lunch, and changed my clothes, and started for 
the city by ferry-boat. This ended a three weeks’ cruise of unalloyed 
pleasure and brouglit me back to business with an invigorated con- 
stitution. The memories thereof will live fresh a long time and in-! 
duce similar ventures next year. The cutter proved herself so satis- 
ee that, should I build a new boat, she will he muchon ue pee 
nes, . . 
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A SAN FRANCISCO SCHOONER,—The new yacht building for 
John, Adolph and C, A. Spreckels, was Iaunched recently at San 
Francisco In design, workmanship, finish and accomodation she 
reflects the highest credit on My. Turner, the builder. The total cost 
Will be $20,000. Experieuced yachtsmen predict she will outfoot the 
whole fieet. The uew yacht is larger than moston the bay, The 
Aggie is a trifle smaller, and the length of Dr. Merritt's Casco is 
greater, Oyer all she will measure $0ft At the water line a few 
inches over 72ft. She has 11.05 breadth of beam, Area of ballast 
line, 726l4sq, ft,; area of immersed midship section 61.59sq. ft. The 
center of buoyancy is 3.20 aft of the longitudinal center. 168 preat- 
est transverse section of the hull is 6.10ft. aftof the center of buay- 
ancy. The center of lateral resistance is 1.15ft. aft of the center of 
buoyancy. Bowsprit outboard, 20ft.; foremast, extreme length, 72f6. ; 
mainmast, TSlt.; mainboom, 5Oft.: topmasts, 22it.; foreraff, 22ft,; 
foreboom, 26Ft. bin.; Lying jibboom outside cap, 18£t, The vessel has 
aviead keel. Weighing 14,901 pounds, The area of the three lower sails 
Will bé 3,042sq. ft, The center of these sails is 0.Sft, aft of the center 
of buoyancy, and 0.85%. foryard of the center of lateral yesistance, 
She will haye a triangular-shaped, ov Bermudan mainsail. The decks 
arecedar. The cabin apartments are spacious, and will he hand- 
somely fitted in polished hardwood, 

a 

HANDICAPS A FATLURD.—To regulate the varying merits of the 
small class of boats, handicaps have been proposed, but the dislike 
which yacht owners, young or old, have to handicaps, appears likely 
to frustrate all attempts to introduce them. The Royal Portsmouth 
Corinthian Yachs Club, with an excelent meaning, have striven hard 
to make boat sailing popular by means of handicaps, and their at- 
tempt has failed im the most crushing manner. ‘This club made the 
initial mistake of making handicaps the dominant feature instead 
of a subsidiary means of providing sport; the inevitable result was 
that men wouid not build new boats for handicaps, and the owners 
of the mediocrities soon discoyered that the committee could not so 
handicap the good boats as to allow slow boats to win, The end of 
this h«s been that, although the club has a large number of resident. 
members, none of them followup their proclivities for boat) sailing 
by building, as the system of handicapping has taken away all zest 
or emulation for ownmg a fast and weatherly hoat,—London Mield. 

LLOYDS’ REGISTER.—We have receiyed the second supplement 
of the Register for this year, giving additional details of yachts and 
subscribers, Among thé American subscribers are Lloyd Phoenix 
of New York, Samuel Stanton of Newburgh, W. Tumbridge of New 
York, Ross R. Winans,of Baltimore, and the Portland Y. C., Portland, 
Me. If this volume were more generally taken in America much of 
the nonsense written in contemporaries about cutters they snow 
nothing about would disappear, Among the interesting additious 
we note the new crack three-tonner Chittywee, belonging to Lord 
Francis Cecil. Sheis 30ft, loadline, 4.76. beam and bff. depth of 
aod. A fasiand yery able fyer and one of the narroweéstcutters yet 
built. 

OCBAN CRUISING.—Schooner Ranger has left for New Orleans; 
schooner Actea, of Boston,was at St. Vicnent, Spain, a week ago, and 
schooner Intrepid is fitting out for the West Indies, 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

Put not your trust in guns nor yet in the sons of guns.—Puch's 

Proverbs, 

Mr. Beecher, says the New York Herald, told a pretty hard 
fish story” to his people at the Plymouth praren meeting 
last evening. He said that whenever his father went down 
to Guilford, Conn., to visit his wife's relatives, he used to 
think of nothing but funding a good place to eatch trout. In 
a certain pool there was a particularly large trout, and for 
seyeral years the old gentleman vainly tried to hook him, 
Finally, during one of his annual visits, he saw the old trout’s 
fins sticking out of the water in a shady spot under the bank. 
The reyerend angler bethought hit that he had heard or 
read that fish could be tickled and captured with the hand. 
He softly slipped a hand into the water under the motionless 
fish and slightly tickled its belly with his finger tips. It shot 
a little distance off, but returned almost iminediately, and 
Pére Beecher moved his hand lightly along its scales until ap- 

proaching the gills he slipped his forefinger in and jerked the 
surprised trout high and dry upon the bank. The fish weighed 
three pounds. Mr, Beecher told the story with such dramatic 
foree and so cleverly imitated the old gentleman peering into 
the pool and reaching his arm down into the water that when 
he pulled itupa rustle of excitement was noticeable in the 
meeting. Mr. Beecher’s unconscious mimicry in another part 
of his discourse led him to make a pose and a grimace which 
would have delighted one of his caricaturists. He said his 
Friday night conzregution was like a brood of callow robits 
sitting in a nest with eyes shut and mouths open waiting for 
him to drop in a worm. Mr. Beecher shut his own eyes, 

| opened his mouth to the fullest and sat for a moment with 
face upturned, looking as much like a young robin as was pos- 
sible fora gentleman of his age and full habit, 
The Albany (N. Y.) Argus gives this account of the woes of 

an unlucky pair of duck hunters: “Last Friday William G. 
Garder and Leyi Duyall, of Troy, planned a raid on the wild 
ducks that rest at Round Lake in their flights from the Arctic 
regions. Sothey took the midnight train and went to Balls- 
ton Spa, intending to walk back to the lake and amvive at the 
hour when the ducks were beginning to bestir themselves. 
They did this, but discovering no ducks they wandered into 
the camp-meeting park, Seemga squirrel and unaware of 
the posted penalties against discharging firearms in the park, 
Duvall brought it low. Superinteident Rogers shouted at 
them, and said that he would have them arrested, To avoid 
this they took the railroad track for Mechaniesyille at a lively 
pace, and when overtaken by a passenger train, which halted, 
they boarded it and were captured by Mr. Rogers. They were 
taken back to Round Lake, fined $10 each by Justice Swift 
for the discharge of firearms, which they paid, and were then 
arrested b 
warrant charging them with burglary and robbery at Hay- 
wood’s jewelry shop, in that village, the nicht before. They 
were taken to Ballston and locked up for the night, but. before 
the hour set down for their examination it was learned from 
trustworthy sources in Troy that they were reputable young 
men, and they were discharged and took the first train home 
the next morning well satisfied that they were not successtul 
duck hunters.” 

Mr. William N. Morrison, superintendent of the Tompkins 
ayenue, Bushwick and Greenpoint avenue, and South Fourth 
Street lines of horse railroads, took a vacation for two weeks, 
says the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Times, and made a cireuit of Long 
Island with a friend, behind a spirited team of horses. Fish- 
ing tackle, guns, ete., were taken along to enable the gentle- 
men to indulge in their sporting proclivities, and a royal time 
they had in yanking fish from fhe several streams, and in pop- 
ping the game with which the island abounds. While on the 
southern extremity of the island, close to the village of Bell- 
port, the gentlemen met with remarkable good luck and 
leveled many a fine specimen of the ‘wild duck creation.” 
In the heyday of their good fortune they thought of the 
friends at home, and among the number Mr, Iranklin Wood- 
ward, cashier of the railroads represented by Mr. Morrison, 
was included. Sixteen choicest ducks in the lot killed by the 
Pera WATS sportsmen were neatly boxed and expressed 
to ‘Franklin Woodward, Esq,, Brooklyn, N. Y., Compliments 
of W.N. M.” Well, it so happens that there are name synon- 
ymous to the one put on the box, and the expressman took 
the box to Mr. Franklin Woodruff, who van for mayor three 
years ago. My, Woodruff was at loss to know who sw, WN. uM,” 
Was, but concluding it was some friend who wished to dis- 
guise his identity, he opened the box and his eyes rate ab 
the sight of sixteen fat, plump ducks, Of course his family 
could not eat them all at oncé so,it is said, seyeral friends 
were invited to partake of a game supper, and around the 
festive board lips were smacked over the pame and compli- 
ments were bestowed on the “incog” friend, His health was 
dvank, and the game was disposed of and nothing but the 
wrecks of the Long Island shooting tour confronted the 
guests. Mr. Woodruff felt satisfied that the individuality of 

Deputy Sheriff Harrison, of Ballston Spa, on a ! 

the donor would be disclosed sooner or later, and accordingly 
determined to bide his time, Mr. Morrison arrived soon aiter 
and asked Mr. Woodward how he liked the ducks, when a 
derisive answer was piven, and Mr. Morrison was given to 
understand that he would be remembered inthe same way 
when he went out hunting, Ma. Morrison endeavored to con- 
yince Mr. Woodward that he had sent sixteen ducks from 
Bellport, and indeed felt greatly chagrined to think that 
they did not reach their destination, An investigation fol- 
lowed, when the mystery was solyed by the expressman, 
who said he thought they were meant for Mr. Woodruff and he 
accordingly took them to his residence. Many a good laugh 
has been had at Mr, Morrison’s expense. 

And here is another ‘‘fish story” from the Washington, 
(Del.) Every Bvening: One day two residents of Deal’s Island, 
Md., were out fishing, They had paddled and rowed in the 
hot sun all the afternoon without even getting «a nibble. 
They had just anchored to try their luck again when the 
Rey. Joshua Thomas, the famous Methodist minister, came 
paddling along in his cunoe. Now, it seemed as if one of the 
men had long been the subject of the reyerend gentleman’s 
prayers, without ayail, however. Ashe cameup he saluted 
them with: ‘‘Well, brethren, what luck?’ ‘Bad enough, 
Parson Thomas, bad enough,” replied one of tha men, The 
other called out ina joking way: ‘Now, look yer, Parson 
Thomas, you pray an’ we'll fish.” ‘Done! quickly responded 
the good man. Hetied hiscanoe toa post and went down 
on his Khees. Over went their lines. The parson poured 
forth his prayers in oarnest, not forgetting to put in a word 
for the salvation of the souls of the men. Presently, excited 
and enthusiastic, one of the men straightened himself up and 
exclaimed: “Stop right thar, Joshua Thomas; I've got a bite; 
DP) jine your congregation.” Sure enough the first fish for 
that day was a large sunperch, honestly believed to have been 
caught under the inspiration of that prayer. 

I talked with a queer old man, inthe pine woods in North 
Carolina, who bad observed the restlessness of most Northern 
people when they first eame to the South. Hesaid they always 
acted “as ef they were hung on wires, an’ somebody was 
jerkin’ on ’em;" but Southern people “know how to take 
their time, an’ plenty on it.” In reply I made the usual sage re- 
marks about differences of character as affected by climate 
and environment in general, and concluded with the opinion 
that life in the South during the time of a few generations 
would change the Yankee blood and temperament, and pro- 
duce a race of people who could ‘go slow” on occasion. 
‘Ves, yes,” said he; “that’s 80, young man, that'sso. I've 
seen ’em, It takes ’em jest about three weeks.” If you give 
the negroes time—to say nothing farther regarding these 
traits in the character of the white peaple—they, goiny on in 
their large, slow, inorganic way, will accomplish important 
results in the course of the year. Exertion seems less neces- 
sary or desirable to dwellers in Southern lands than to North- 
ern people, A distinguished American author has said that a 
man could be happy sitting in a chair, in the open air, all day, 
in Venice, and that if one wishes to work he should not stay 
there too long. Ihave never been in Venice, but I saw many 
places in the South that appeared to resemble it elosely in 
these respects.— December Atlantic. t 

—— 

Valuable and Convenient. Brown's Bronco Trocres are 
widely known as an admirable remedy for Bronchitis, Hoarseness, 
Coughs and other troubles of the Throat and Lungs. They contain 
no hurtful ingredients, but may at all times be used with safety. 
Sold oly in bores, Price 25 cents.—Adv. . 

Oun Rrapmns will confer i fiwor by sending us the names 
of such of their friends as wre noi now wmong the subseribeys 

of the Forusr AND SrREBAM, bul who would presumably be 
interested in the paper. 
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ABBEY & IMBRIB, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. Discount to the trade only. 

The Inventors and Only Manufacturers of Genuine | 
LEADERS, of which Seth Green says: “I have tried them and | 
found them to be the most perfect I have ever seen,” 

per dozen. All highest quality selected. 
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Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled ah any price. 

All bnitaltions are cither blue or green, 

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
_ A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 
ing ink for several days’ writing, Can be carried in 
the pocket, Always ready for use, A luxury to 
persons who care to preserye their individuality in 
writing. 

MABIE,TODD & BARD, 

150 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
Send for Price-List. 

Our Geovus ARE Sotp sy Virst Cudss Deaners 

The Hunting Si 6 Hunting Sight. 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 

Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect, Send for 
ned containing full description. Ad- 
ress, 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

Hstablished 1853. 

F.BOOSS & BROTHER, 
Zn 

Open the Season of 1882 and 1883 with an Elegant Assortment of 

SEALSKIN DOLMANS, ULSTERS, PELISSES and SACQUES, 
TN CONNECTION WITH 

Peo Sie Sear WE Ee STIS 
Of Satin Rhadamere, de Lyon, Merveilleux, and the varieties of Damasse 

and Brocaded Velvet; also Pelerines, Mutts and Collars, 
Gentlemen’s Furs, Sleigh Robes, &e. 

All Goods are of Our Own Importation and Manufacture, 
And made wp in accordance with the well-known reputation of our house for Style, 

Fit and Quality. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED T'O 153 MILK STREET, 

We are obliged to lave nes ay in our eaCnOTy ana 
to meet the increasing demand, We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Mass 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Mair for our superior goods. § heres 

reaten facilities for manufseturing our goods 

Send for catahogue. 

Ee OD ns AA TSE ESD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Conyenience, Style or Workmanship. 

Write for cireniar to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 

ALL GOORS WARRANTED. WE OFFER EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES. 

Wo. 449 BROADWAY, 
FOUR DOORS BELOW GRAND STRERT, 

We aré giving especial attention to Cordiwoy and Moleskin Suits, 

keep in stock a yery fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them 

up in style and finish far ahead of ay ever before in the fleld. 
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UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, | ¢iiimammmmi ® John St. near Broadsiay, N.Y. 

MANUPACTORING JEWELE 
Our paper shot shells are made with Erewt care Ras new and improved machinery, and the paper 

§ Subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 

Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out, We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
males, and warrant them in the full sense of the word, 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 
BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND ecial i i ica- SHOT SHELLS. Sp designs furnished on applica 
RECAPPERS, tion free of charge. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles, Th i (| Ri fl dd Sh iF G 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. ants AND BULLETS TOR RELOADING C aynar i Gs all 0 uns. 

“THE RICH SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BENCH CLOSERS, Bte., Rte. g age ate Fee NEW OFF-HAND TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 
NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 

Naw Yorn Acrents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paciric Coast AGENts: Dena p ON CO,, San Francisco, California, PRICES REDUCED. 
New OnLeans AGENT 
New ENGLAND AGENTS roR Sor SHents; JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

or DEH ra ef O Jt O U S Over One Hundred Millions sold in 1881, 

UNRIVALLED FOR PURITY. OL GARE T Ce HS. 

Pragvint Vunity Fair, Three Kings and New Vanity Fair, 

—— ea LL 

B “WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
4 AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 
the “MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can be usedon one steck; and for accuracy. con- 

venience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Tilustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

PEERLESS ToRacco Works, WM. 8. KIMBALL & CO. Rochester N. ¥ M A S Ss, A R M S CO Mi P A N Ne C hi Ico pee Fal Is, Miass. 
poets oh eek DRS eral Lara eri Al i Reine AE Se, 

Naturalists and Taxidermists, J 6 W, TOLLEY’S NEW HAMMERLESS GUN “THE PERFECTION,” 
With Safety Bolt across the front of the Hammers, working either automatically or independently, as desired. 

Price list sent on application, 

W, I, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, ‘Standard’? Brand) -..........0.cee0seccsees $126.21 

168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass, 

‘Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

\/ENNon's WEATHER BULLETIN 
For Canada and the United States, 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. S. 
Office—No. 210 St, James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, : p 
Annual Subseription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents, Ze ; NE ff \ ! NO AGENTS. 

EKaton’s Rust Preventor, 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 

f TERMS: 

t 10-bores @Xtra............4sbe0 02s $10.80 os A Draft in full with the 

IMPORT DIRECT FROM 

PIONEER WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. 
And also No, 1 Conduit St., Regent St., W., London, One minute from Regent Circus. 

For sale at all principal gun stores. Western For the above sums the guns described can be placed | on the cars in New York, all pas in eight weeks from 
trade supplied dy E, E. EATON, 58 State street, order reaching us. A comparison of these prices with those charged in the gun stores for really fine English guns, 
Chicago, L ih. Cannot be sent by mail. of first-class quality, will result in your ordering direct from the manufactory, 

Manufactured solely by It has come to our knowledge that common guns are being sold in the States bearing our name. As we make only fine guns, genuine 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, “Tolley”? guns have engraved on the rib; 

Jersey City, N. J. oT. 5 Ww. TOLLEY, WAKERS, ST. .WaARW’S SQUARE, BIRUWIN GAM.” 

1882, 1882. INGTON'S 

12-Gauge. 

&Slbs. 

10-Gauge. 

Sibs. 

WODEL DOU! 
The latest and best gun yet produced. They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 

They are made with the popular top action and double bolt. All have Rebounding Locks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 

Extension Rib. Each gun is thoroughly tested at the factory, All these guns are made with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. In 
beauty of finish, quality of material, and accuracy of workmanship, even distribution and penetration, they are unexcelled. 

PROS ies a. 
10 and 12-gauge, S0in., 8 to lbs, 

Plain Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, - - - - - - - - c “ $45 00 

Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, - - - - - = - - = - - 55 00 
Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - - - - - = 65 00 

English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - - = - . © = 75 00 

English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, Superior Rubber Butt and Tip, - - - - - 85 00 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE TO ORDER. 

Ask your dealer to send for sample. Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 
P, O, BOX 2987. 281 and 283 Broadway, New York Citv. 

DISCOUNT TO THEH TRADE. 
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FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC,, 
With Silvered Loenmmotive Reflectors. 

= Fer Night Hunting and Fishing, 

Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 
éte,, these lamps have no equal. 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 

Head Jack for either top or front of 
head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 

4s 3= Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, etc. 

*RULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Price List. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y, (With Conroy & Bissett). 
i 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

A REtiaste REMEDY 
FOR ALL 

DIGEASES OF THE 

SKIN, 
Sucx As TETTERS, 
Pime.es, Sores, 

POWER OF 

SWAYNES® 

OINTMENT. Peoncoeat : or F a : 
! Rasu, On accoun Ls B h L d Sh t 

EI CAVING THE INTENSE - r (eu 

cream SF) icine AHO IheURING re e C 0a ine 0 vi UG. 

BarBers' =/ GweeT REPOBE, IT 19 . 3 
TCH, fay RNOWN BY MANY AS 3 SIMP_LS and 

Reonessos ©] The Great Cure DURABLE. 
Nose FOR ITCHING P|LES."° 

Dr, SwAvne & Son, 

Rebommding Lock. 

UChoke-Bore Barrels 

For close, hard shooting excels all others, Extra 
heavy guns for ducks aspecialty, Send stamp for 
civenlar. C. S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat. 
field, Mass. 

Skunk, Red Fox, Mink, Muskrat, 
Bought for Cash at highest prices. Seud for eir- 

cular with full particulars, 
E, C. BOUGHTON, 6 Howard street, N, ¥. 

/ Fred. Sauter, 
y] NATURALIST 

—AND— 

j TAXIDERMIST 
7/4 199 WILLIAM ST., 

Near Frankfort, N. ¥. 

_ Particular Pains taken 
in mounting pet birds and 
animals. - 

mal Skins Bought aud 
Sold. 

Lanes Stock of Groups, 
Birds, Deerheads and 

Glass Cases. 
< = 

ACME CLUB SKATES. 

SS 

The best self-fastening 
skate made. Requires 
no heel plates, straps or 
key. Price per pair. $5.00, 
Nickel plated, $6.00; by 
mail, 25c. extra, Send 
for price list of Skates, 
Tricks, Noyeities, Muzi- 
cal Instruments, Boxing 

\ Gloves, Air Guns, Dumb 
" Bells, Indian Clubs and 

y Holiday Goods generally, 

R. SIMPSON, 96 FULTON ST.. NEW YORK. 

es 

TT 
P, O, Box 3207. 

The Parker Trap Gun. 

We are now prepared to supply the Parker ‘*Trap Guu,” for which we are sole 
agents. These guns have top lever, extension rib, rebounding locks, large strikers and pistol 
erip. They are simply superb, The Parker Trap Gun should not be confounded wit the 
regular Parker top lever guns, which, although excellent guns, dilfer materially from the 
Trap. BHyery genuine Parker Trap Gin has the rubber butt plate with a flying pigeon 
beautifully embossed upon it, as shown in the above cut. 

We have a small remnant of Webley’s heayy ducking guns, mostly 10-bore, of various 
qualities, at about half price, Address 1 

H. & D, FOLSOM, 15 Murray St.,-New York, 
THE 

FOLLETT PATENT 

TronteBass Reel 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 
offered to the Anglers of this 

ll) Country. 

SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 

AND PICKEREL FISHING, 

P.O, Box 1114. 

PRICH, $1.50 EACH. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
be purchased from dealers in your place, 

W. & J. Me AIKENHEAD,, 
55 Front &t., Rochester, N.Y. 

1S. 1S33. 

FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY, 
& 

The year now drawing to a close has been with. the Pormst anp Srrmam one of most 

gratifying progress. Barly in the year by an important mechanical improvement, the 

typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 

of the tenth yeur of publication, it was permanently enlarged to twenty-eight pages, There 
has been an eq ial growth in other important respects. The patronage accorded to this 
journal by the intelligentreading public has never heen more cordial than it is at the present 

time. Sustained thus heartily, the publishers are prepared to maintain in 18883 the Forest 
AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this country, at once entertaining, useful and influential, As the exponent of the 

highest types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men who 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no 

interests to serve save those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 
whatever may be. iniwical to these interests, the Forest anp Stream’s highest ambition 

will be to preserve in the future the approval won by its course in the past, Ib will persist 
in its efforts toawaken in the public mind a fuller appreciation of the importance of the 

proper protection of game in the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 

of game at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 

min whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as it is to that already very large and constantly increasing class of business and professional 

men, whose favorite relaxationfrom the routine of employment is found in brief vacation 
trips to the woods and fields and brooksides. 

The enlarged form of the Fornst and StrEAM enables its editors to present each week 

in the severa! departments a large and yaried supply of reading. In the columns of 

The Sportsman ‘Tourist 
Will be found sketches of travel and sport. Coming from many different writers, and 

widely separate parts of the country, thesesketches always haye the charm of novelty, and 

they are sure to he read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers see things through 
sportsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint. 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils nor with the monsters of African jungles, 

Quite on the contrary, it willtreatof the animal life of Jand and water in ourown country, 

the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 
presumed to take an intelligent interest, 

Game Bag and Gun. 
Tn addition to the numierous accounts of hunting and shooting excursions, necessarily 

yaried and interesting—as such accounts must need be—these columns will be found of 

special value to amateur and veteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 
ence in all matters pertuining to game and shooting. . 

Sea and River F ishing. 
The angler yillfind in the pages of the Fores? AND STREAM the best angling litersture 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together. This 
journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting having been held 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is believed that others of equal success will follow in 

other years. Meanwhile, the man who loves to go a-fishing may find in the Forrest anp 

STREAM all the year around a great deal that must be to his liking, 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of current 

achievements and progress in this important work, 

The Kennel. 
This department has won the confidence of dog owners. Its reports of field trials, bench 

shows and other events are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published. 

The recent series of papers by its editor, entitled “Training vs. Breaking,” have been pub- 

lished in book form, and haye had a very large sale. Other papers of equalimportance will 
be published from time to time, 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical nayal architect, and thoroughly familiar 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 
and canoeing that huye already won for the Fornst AND STREAM esteem and confidence, 

Tts editors aim to make the Forest anpD STREAM a medium for the interchange of infor 
imation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, 

shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contribu- 

tions are respectfully solicited. Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us 

reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 
the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns. 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forwst an Stream that they bring the paper 

and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
spirit and aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application, 

The weekly issues of the ForEsT anpD Stream form two yolumes each year, of twenty- 
six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the. files constitute a library of permanent worth. 

Highteen such volumes haye already been published. We furnish handsome file binders 
(price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers, 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $4; $2 for six months. Remit by post- 
office money order, draft or registered letter. Give name, town, county and State, Address 

Forest and stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y, 
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J. PALMER O'NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

AGENTS*IN THE UNITED STATES FOR TNE 

Westley Richards Hammerless Gun. 
Manufactured by WESTLEY RICHARDS & GO,, London, England. (Established 1820.) 

INVENTORS AND SOLE OWNERS OF THE ANSON & DEELEY HAMMERLESS LOCK WITH AUTOMATIC SAFETY BOLT. 

Making the Safest, Simplest and Most Durable Breech-Loading Gun to-day in Use. 
SAFEST, because the triggers are effectually bolted whenever the lever is moved to open or close the gun. SIMPLEST, because the lock contains fewer pieces (only four) than any 

other gun. MOST DURABLE, because the four parts are very strong, and the swivel and bridle—the weakest parts in the ordinary Jock—is entirely dispensed with. 3 
‘The Anson & Deeley hammerless lock bas been subjected tu the severest test, haying been fired EIGHTY THOUSAND times in a wear and tear trial without cleaning, and without 

showing any evidence of wear, The Anson & Deeley action is made in its perfection by Westley Richards & Co, 
From every quarter unsolicited come testimonials of the excellence of these guns. We quote a few extracts: 

“The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun excels any gun thatT have ever used.—Gzorce W. Brown, | “] find perfect ease in manipulating the gun, and absolute safety secured from aecidental discharge 

Conneautville, Pa. by the gutotrails safery bolt, which never ta to go to safety rhe the lever Bea to cnet or clone 

“The action is simply perfect; there is no possibility of accidental dis —E, J. the gun. You know how prejudiced | have been against hammeriess guns. ell, 1 am roughly 

Cincinnati, O. Ay ’ : ae Se erg ts canes subdund, and 1 unhesitatingly say itis ‘the gun of the future,""—I. R. Srayton, Secretary Allegheny 

“The Hammerless Westley Richards works to a charm, and brings the ducks right out of the sky.”— County Sportsman's Aesaciadibn: : 
Cartes J. CLARKE, Winnows Point Shooting Club. “T feel as if I ought to let you know how the 10-bore, 9'4lbs., 30in. Westley Richards Hammerless 

“The little seven-pound Westley Richards Hammerless Gun, purchased from you Jast summer, has | Works. At the target with four and a quarter drams of Orange Lightning powder No. 6, and one and a 
given entire sati-faction. For hard shooting. easy Touro utatiou: and Seiten safety. it cannot be | quarter ounces No- 8 shot, I can get over 400 pellets in a 80-inch circle, 40 measur ed yards, every time, 
excelled. Iused but three drams of powder and one ounce of shot throughout the entire season, killing } With beautiful distribution and wonderful Apes ee en With the same charge of powder and one and 
my birds as clean in September as first of October.""—AEx. Rrynoups, JR., Kittaning, Pa. a quarter ounces No. 5, it is sure death to ducks at fifty yards every time. I made to successive shots 

P ; ; : } at single mallards sitting on the water at 76 and 83 yards, and killed both times, and this with the above 
_ “The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun I obtained from you has been the admiration of all my | light load in paper shells. A mallard flying at 50 yards drops as if struck by lightning. Le me thank 

friends. I consider it much the best hammerless gun, and recommend all sportsmen who can afford the | you for having furnished me what [ haveso long been looking for, i. e., a a that suited me in every 
luxury of a perfect gun to buy a Westley Richards Hammerless,'’"—Parrick Henry, Clarksville, Tenn. way. Ive got it now and money cannot buy it.”—F. W. Cortix, Lincoln, I. : 
; We have just received a large invoice of these matchless eepons in all grades and gauges, including the smaller bores, 14, 16 and 2 -gauge, and can fill all orders promptly, or will 
import to special order without extra charge. Our stock of Fine Goods is without exception the largest in this country. Constantly on hand, bargains in fine second-hand guns with 
hammers. New catalogue now ready containing illustrations and prices of all new and useful implements. 

THE TWO BEST GUNS IN THE WORLD. 

Is the highest achieyi ment of American anterprise. The workmanship is equal to the finest London Premier guns hinery to a gauge. For close 

HATS aes not) es in the world can eel ata “In every Scenent equal to iinet ted hammerless guns costing twice the money. They are made on the Anson & Deeley patent,,.and the work is inspected 

Mr, Deeley, The rubber butt plate is of the most exquisite design, and all the lines are in the finest taste. Size—12-gauge, 734 to S!4lbs, f 

. 1, Laminated steel barrels, outline engraving........ 5-2-2256 6 sees sescec cece enerre set peeenens $100 00 | No, 3, Same as No. 2. but finer in all points. . 0... ees cence eens cee ten re etcees teen eens Le, Bova arc $200 0 

a 3, Damascus barrels. good scroll Quataping, eclectag BEOCKB i, ve died eon agi peewaeecceewnsey pte 150 00 4, Premier quality, every part made with the most scrupulous care, and most exquisite finish, 300 00 

The Daly Gun 
; R ears, and has the largest sale of any strictly first-class gun in the country. Hundreds have been in the hands of professional hunters for years, and are as sound to-day as 

ip a ihe ene pone he helton, manufacturer of auxiliary vifle ear New Haven Ct., has shot one over 20,000 times in showing his invention, and it is sound as a dollar and hasn'’t had one cent of 

repairs ere is asample testimonial:—Jefferson, Texas, Aug. 19, i882, “The Charles Daly Gun I bought in 1880 is the most perfect gun I ever saw. A microscope cannot detect the shghtest flaw in the fitting. 

Thave shot it 2,000 times and the action is as strong and tight as when received, The gunis a beauty and the admiration of all my friends,—Wx, T. Wane. 

2 8 tion. scus barrels, bar rebounding locks, pistol grip, patent fore and extension rib... ..,...- 2... e cece seen eee ec sc terre nget te eesscnne es ev eet ie verean) phos nian t0and i? zg. $80 00 

aes B3 pace i No. 43, Oe purdy double bolt and horn butt plate... .. e = a - ae RE oka Oe 4} Mab G Coe Rokeln be gesleiue.e ries od ew coe |igvple == + Oepeleer cese reas hme = «reo 79 ata 10 and 12 g. a s 

55, Same as No. 53, with 4 pin locks and engraved mountings and ornamental rubber butt... 1.0... ese eee s sete eee sec ara ess ..10, 12, 16 and 20 g. a be 

60, Same style as No. 55, fine laminated steel or Damascus barrels, fine engraving and chequering, first-class workmanship. ..-..,..+.2+-++1 sss -ses . Wand 12¢. 130 

100 **Diamond Quality.’’—The most superbly finished gun in the market, every part of the finest quality and most elegant workmanship, and’ equal ‘in every respect to the finest pet aie ae 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, N. Y. 
Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods, 
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No suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
The One Price Clothier, 

410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY, 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 
A. SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 
JOS: POLOCK, St. Louis, Mo, 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For 75cts. I send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and best paper cartridge groover yet invented, 
EDMOND REDMOND, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF: THE 

FLYING CLAY PICEQN 
LIGOWSKY 

CLAY PIGEON COMPANY 
= -N&3S VINE‘ST CINCINNATI.O . 

[Extract from Forrsr ano Stream, July 7, 
1881, p. 444.) : : 

* # ®* his flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 
all sportsmen to testits merits, * * * 

RAMSAY MACNAUGHTAN, 
FUR Commission Merchant, 

3 HOWARD ST,, N. ¥. 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST. 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS,—SECOND 
edition now ready, This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-Kangeley -akes. It treats of *‘ camp life,” in- 
doors and our is amusing, iustructiye and interest 
tne: 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25cents. Ls: 
mail, postpsid, 30 cents. CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, 
Amaica Piain, Mae 

b nth 

TO-HO, JUKE! 

$ 30|Ud 

yas) “ston snasuy paid wjir 

ONIedS DILYWOLNY 

S\NIIND NOA ‘9D 2 He YV1109 3mM%ids ‘ag ‘yy ‘19g ‘wyyng wo, *9 7p: 
Op umo mao: uni} pue at 

‘alvd 180d 

river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.; 
cloth bound. Price, Ee paial by mail, 50 centr, 
CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

Lor Sale. 
OR SALE,—A TOLLEY HAMMERLESS GUN, 
12-bore, 734lbs. Damascus barrels, choke bore, 

popetics finish Eiepae boat. No reasonable offer 
used, Address '‘W.,’’ Box 1016, N. ¥. City. 

4 noves.1t 

HOROUGHBRED YELLOW DUCKWING 
game fowls bred for show purposes; also ex- 

cellent pit (not pet) birds. JNO. CG, NORRIS, 
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia. nov2d,5t 

te SALE CHEAP.—NEW WINCHESTER 
rifle, 45-60, Shells, reloader, &e, SEYMOUR 

CUNNINGHAM, No, 28 First st., Troy, N. Y. 
mloy23,1t 

ERRETS FOR SALE.—$7.00 PER PAIR; $4.00 
for females, $3.00 for males. Send money by 

P. 0. order. CHAS. H, VAN VECHTEN, 
_ ‘¥ictor, Ontario Co., N. Y. nov23,1t 
7 

Ke SALE.—AN EXTRA FINE SCOTT BREECH- 

‘avenue, N.Y. noved,it 

Sor Sale. 
Fe SALE—A FINE MOUBLE-BARRELED 

English rifle, made by Lang, of London, for 
large game. It has false breeches, so iti can be 
used as a muzzle-loader if desired, and all other 
appointments belonging to a first-class rifle, It 
cost £55in Lodon. Present price $150. Gun has 
not been wséed. Can be séen at SQUIRES, No. 1 
Cortlandt sf., City. novyg,3t 

SINE HAMMERLESS GUNS—WILL EXCHANGR 
for second hand guns with hammers, Address 

CANTON GUN WORKS, Canton, Ill. oct26,4t 

OR SALE.—A PARKER GUN, NEARLY NEW, 
including 50 nickel shells, $36. Warranted A 

No. 1 shooter or sent on trial, Address T, FERGD- 
SON, Winste, Conn, novi6,2t 

OR SALE,—A FOX 12-BORE GUN, S4LBS., 
28in., pistol grip, extra fine English walnut 

stock, solid silver heel plate, finest engraving, 
superior Damascus barrels, $200 grade. Has been 
used butlitile. Isaclose, hard shooter. Price of 
gun with complete outfit including case, $100, 
Address Box 142, West Medford, Mass. nov23,1t 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y., 

Kec alone in the world as the only firm that 
make 
Dog Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Calf-skin Collar for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets. 

Send 50e for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzzle’ 

In the Stud, 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend, 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALH,—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
ies of the Pubes strains. Full pedigrees. W. ¥. 
'ALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

Cocker Spaniel Owners. 
Owners ef Cocker Spaniel bitches who desire to 

breed them, will recelye pedigrees of my excep- 
tionally choice stud dogs, and cireular of terms 
and instructions, by enclosing antes to M. P. Me- 
KOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N, ¥. Photos, 25 cents 
each, noyi6,1t 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 31 Prizes in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales and America, 

FEE, $40.00, 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882, 

BITCHES. 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrir, 
Lilac, E. K. G.S. B. 10,745, and Meg, 1st prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 
For catalogue, &c., address THOS. H. TERRY, 

P. O. Box 2017, N. Y. oct19,if 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approved bitches only, imported 

black and white gre;hound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882. Fea $40. H.W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
ayenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. noye,tt 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash II. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrions brother, 
Llewellin’s celebrated Dash IL., for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of approved 
‘bitches at 335. Address A. M. TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass, 

IN THE STUD, 

s 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
1881; and first at Pittsburgh, Pa,, 1882. Don 

isthe only pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trial in this country. He is a vigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 
He will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches, Fee, $50, Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

a 

IN THE STUD. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy IT. 

DASHING ROVER, by Vashi II. out of Norna. 

KING PEPIN, litter brother to Mr. Goodsell's 
Plantaganet, 

FEE, $40.00. 

To approved bitches only. Address 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Hill, 8. ©. 

; Row. N, ¥ 

The Kennel, 

OR RED TRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
jels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford. Conn apis. tf 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dress H. B, RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,tf 

ORTRAITS OF BASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post: eee tor 25. cents each, or the five ior #1. 
FOR ND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 = 40 ark 

eczp, 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes, COLIN CAMERON. Brickerville 

Pa. uneld, tf 

Cerne DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
KJ for sale, Best of. Reference, D, PF. WILBUR 
Takeville, Mass. fjinel, tf 

Imperial Kennels. 
Dogs thoroughly broken and prepared for field 

trials. Broken dogs always on hand for sale. 
Reference, Morest AnD Stream, H. CLAY GLO- 
VER & C. GROVER, Tom’s River, N. J. oct26if 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
Welltrained setter dogs. Dora II, bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by “hampion Rock. 
Gloucester, bred by D. C. Sanborn of Miehigan, 
under the name of Leo, out of Sanborn's field trial 
bifeh Nellie, by champion Lester. Address 150 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Bostan, Mass. sept21,tf 

HOICK FIELD DOG FOR SALE.—THREE 
years old, red Irish and Gordon, Will show 

him on any game; ra retriever, both land and 
water, Price $50, C.F. KENT, Monticello. N. Y. 

OCKERS.—A FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FITRST- 
class blood will be sold low to reduce stock; 

also one well-broken cocker bitth, 25ibs., A No. 1 
retriever from land or water. Price $25. ROBT, 
WALKER, Franklin, Del, Co., N.Y. ‘ 

DOG BREAKING 
BY HOLABIRD, 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 25 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

OR SALE.—THE IMPORTED BLACK AND 
tan cooker spaniel dog Sontag, Address 

CHAS. F. KENT, Monticello, N. Y. novib.tf 

Prize-Bred Spaniel Stock 
FOR SALE CHEAP. 

Pups by imported Beau ex Imported Blackie, 
brat a Beau *" Hn Feather. 

Beau ‘* Gracie. 

For price, pedigree, prize winnings, &c., &c., 
ieee with (ngs the > . bi 

Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
nov9,té Lock Box 33, Claremont, N. H. 

‘ te “ 

ANTED.—ONE OR A PAIR OF MALE BlA- 
gle hounds trained on rabbits. Address 

DANIEL COXE, Drifton P. O., Luzerne Co,, Penn, 
NOV2S,2b 

ASH IIl,-OPAL, DRUID-SWAZEY. FOR SALE. 
Llewellin setter Buppies, whelped Oct. 16, 

1882, by Cashier (Dash II. ex Opal) out of Flake 
(Druid ex Swazey). No better stock or finer field 
dogs can be found in the world. Also my Llewellin 
setter bitch Lassie Jane, whelped Dee, 5, 1880, b 
Blue Dan out of Flake; is tully broken and in 
whelp to Cashier. Full printed Rae tenes will be 
furnished. The above stock will be sold low if 
taken soon. For peeicoes and price address 
JOHN 5, SCANLON, 10 Pleasant st., Fall River, 
Mass, noy2s,3t 

S 

OR SALE.— VERY FINE HIGH BRED 
pointer bitch, from prize winners, 444 monilis, 

warranted, Price $7. W. J. PERCIVAL, Palo, 
Mich. noved, it 

OR SALH.—THE POINTER DOG DASH, WON 
the second prize at Lowell Bench Show, 1881, 

‘Further particulars address U. L T., Flaverhill, 
Mass. - noves,1t 

XCHANGE OR FOR SALE.—MY LEMON AND 
white pomter bitch Snow Flake (Glenmark ex 

Girl), prize winner, well broken and faultless, for 
a good double &. L, gun. Address GEO, W, 
KISHER, Danville, Pa. noyes,16 

OR SALE. -THREE ENGLISH SETTER PUP- 
pies, one dog and two bitches, whelped June 28. 

Orange and white and well bred. Good, strong, 
healthy whelp. Will sell cheap if applied for at 
once, a5 Lhavenoroom for them, For price and 
pedigree address. WRED, T. HALL, Bangor, 
Maine. P. O. Box 1267, nov23,16 

OR SALE CHHAP.—A FINELY BRED AND 
thoroughly broken English setter dog Good 

retri¢ver, - Enquire of T.P, PERKINS, East Lyme, 
Conn, nove, 1b 

ANTED,—A THOROUGHLY BROKEN SQhT- 
ter dog, stand, back retricve and not break 

shot. Trialmust be given. Reference furnished. 
Address., J. H. FASSITI', St. Martins, Worcester 
Co., Md. nov23,1t 

IRST CLASS DOGS.—TWO POINTER DOG 
EF puppies (>ensation 1I.-Maggie) five months, 
heavily ticked; ulso Gordon bitch Blondy (Dan- 
Juno) four years, well broken; with two puppies 

(by Rice's red Irish dog) 5}4 months. Sold for no 
fault, to close out stock. W. F. DUERR, Eagle 

Rock Kennel, Orange, New Jersey. noved,2b 

PAGLES FOR SALL.—THREE BEAGLE DOG 
pups, one bitch, out of Ply (Pet-Beauty) by U. 

Cameron’s Racket (Rally-Louise) Born Oct. 15. 
Price $8. Also one dog and one bitch pup, nine 
months old, out of Fly (Pet-Beaut: ly (Sam- 
Dolly); $10 each. J. SATTERTHWAITR, Jr., 
Jenkintown, Pa, nov23,?t 

GIOR SALE.—LIVER AND WHITE POINTDR 
dog Ned (Sensation-Queen), three years old, 

broken, has been hunted this fall on chicken, Also 
lemon and white pointer pup Prank (Ned-Fan ys Six 
months old. Will exchange one for a well-bred and 
well-broken cocker, ©. H, FUOTE, Crown Point, 
N.Y nov2d,8t 

Ghe Hennel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGs, 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned, It is put up 
in patent boxes with slidin, pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates Its use. Sine e and efficacious, 

Price, 0 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMBDY. 

Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with the 
directions for use, 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail. 
Both the above are recominended by the “ Forest 

and Stream and Kod and Gun." 

CONROY & BISSETT, 

65 FULTON STREET, - - New Yorr. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, - New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O’ DAY. 

Quall shooting in Tennessee.—DASH III. and 
COUNTESS MAY, 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER. 

These pictwres are photographic reproductlons 
of oil paintings by Tracy. ecuted by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance, Size 10xil4inches. Beautiful Me fie 
to frame. 

Price, $1.00 each, 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NEILL, 68 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & GOQ., Lock Box 351, 

Chicago, Ill. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
eet ics champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 
‘PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 

Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prip- 
cipal English breeders. 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
We have a few choice black spaniels to dispose of, 

including Dash; ist Cleveland, 1882; brother to the 
celebrated Kaffir and Zulu. Can win in champion 
class. Also Brahmin, under 28lbs, a sure winner. 
Price $100 each. A few choice bitches and puppies 
ae ae HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsyille, 

Fo SALE.—A FEW VERY CHOICE BLACK 
cocker puppies, sired by imported Prince out 

of Topsy, she by champion Bob Lil. out of Dr. 
Niyen's celebrated bitch Black Bess. This stock 
has nos perior in the world. Price low. ©, E. 
LEWIS, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. nov9, St 

OR SALE.,—A THOROUCHBRED WELL- 
broken cocker spaniel, and _a very superior 

broken pointer. Address HORACE SMITH, 13 Park 
Tow, New York. nov16,2t 

St. Bernard Puppies. 
Yor sale—a grand litter of rough St Bernards, 

imported in utero, By .§. W. Smith's Rollo, 
first Alexandra Palace, 1882, and many other prizes. 
Rollo is the best son of old Hector now living, 
Dam Regie, by Eigen 10,610) out of Lord Dufferm's 
Juno. Regie and ber sire are both prize winners. 
R. BENSON, P. 0. Box 1,957, New York. nov16,2t 

Imported Black Spaniel 

“ BEAD.” 

Send stamp for stud fee, pedigree, prize winnings, 
prices uf young stock out of imported prize-win- 
ning bitches, &e,, &c, All inquiries cheerfully 

answered. RIVERSIDE COCKER SPANIEL KEN- 
NEL, Lock Box 33, Claremont, N. H. — sept2i,tf 

High Class Beagle Hounds. 
Pups and grown dogs. Best in America for pur- 

ity and rabbit-hunting. Strains of the noted cham- 
pions Rattler, Lee, Spottis and Daisy. First prize 
at great Cleveland dog show. Prices mode‘ ate, 
1 also breed Yorkshire, Scotch and Bull terriers 
and Scotch Collie shepherd RE and English 
Ferrets, Address W. li, TODD, Vermillion, Erie 
Co., Ohio, Octs6, tf 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE. —BLANCHO 
(Sancho-Qneen) a handsome liver and white 

pointer, a good retriever and not gun-shy, one 
year old, and will make a fine dog, or willexchange 
for a English setter dog or pup with good pedigree. 
Address D, A, GOUDWIN, Jr,, Naw Dore Pore meee: 

noy23, 

To SALE AT A BARGAIN.—A THOROUGHLY 
broken staunch pointer dog, three years old 

+ 

can be seen on game. Must be sold, and can be 
bought for one-half his real value. Address GHO. 
B LORD, Leesyille, Conn. n0v23)16 

FLIRTATION CAMP; 

OR, 

Rific, Rod aud Gun in California, 

BY THEODORE 8. VAN DYKE. 

For sale at this office. Price 31,50, 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Gootls. 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins, and imported direct from Norway. 
Every jacket is marked *‘G, W. Simmons & 

‘Son. Importers and Manufacturers.” 
We offer this year the handsomest lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we have ever been able to 
collect, Each of the jackets has been made 
to order, and nothing equal to them can he 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skins and make up the Jackets in 
work-room! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than any other house 
rean afford bo! 

NOTE OUR PRICES and compare goods 
with others advertised as the same or similar, 

A No. 1 Quality, $12. 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and offer no second grade. 
We claim for these jackets that they are: 

Ist, Windproof. 

2d, Waterproof. 

3d, Soft and Pliable. 

4th, Planhel-lined. 

5th, Never Stiffening. 

6th, } 30 per cent. less than others, 
) Ask for the same or similar goods. 

jth, The Best Made. 

We warrant every jacket, and will send on 
approval for exanination on receipt of meas- 
ure. 

In addition to this superior line of Imported 
Dogskin Jackets, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets. These imitations of rhe 
imported jacketsare flannel lined, and hardly 
to be distinguished from the imported, They 
are made in our own workrooms, and every 
one is warranted in every particular, The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars. 

Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 
amounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods 
in the country. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 32 
North street, Boston, Mass., Importers of 
Leather Jackets, mannfaecturers of the cele- 
brated ‘‘Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St. Louis, 

HSportamen's Goals, 

*hiladelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE, 

A. BE. SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, etc. 

Celebrated Hethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 8{4ft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- ~ 

bara second and two tips. 

Wo 350. Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 
Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
HOCKHE Lee ee reer 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL, 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G,. 

BELL, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 335 Broad 

way, N. Y, City. 

MOsT RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS. 
Virst class reference given if requested, 

PET BIRDS A SPECIALTY. 

SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED. 

“Dog Training,” 
BY S. T. HAMMOND. 

A. WILLIAMS & CO., 

281 Washington st,, Boston, Mass. 

Any of the Following Books Sent on Reeeipt of Price 
—BY— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Camp Life in the Woods and Tricks of Trap- | 
in Qoob a ah pooHhhc EA Cane ae 1 00) 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener... 0.0... ieee ee 00 | 
Qoues’ Field Ornithology.-.-........ sc... sees 2 50 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals.............cce00 00 8 00 | 
IGFACIIS OU. oe i. nsec ee elt Abaca t a oes 14) 
Cypress, J., Jr.'s, Works, 2 vols. ..25.5....4.0-00 5 00 
DemPBhottsts str 13 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson.... . 375 | 
Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and - 800, 

. ‘ Dogs, by Stables........ 
Dogs, agement of, M. 
Dog, The; Idstone. ..._._, 
Dogs and their Doings, Morris... 

Dog, The Iustrated Book of the, by Vero 
haw, with fac-simile colored plates...... 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
5 OE SINED 53h Coplas SaaS aca EH +t ne 2 Rh 

iogs, Po ‘or Judging..........--.. The Peo ] 
Dogs, Richardson.... ......-.. paper, 80c.: cloth 60 
Farrar’s Guide te Moosehead Lake. s..0.+-=-+« ad 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangele: 

= 

Norz.—In those mede wader Pic improved patent since July, 1882, the nut ‘I’ is done away with, 
nd the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by si:ply turning the red by the hand. 

oifering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, -yizt 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
2d. Its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot onee, or one that has 

been used all day. 
The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight, 

4th. ‘Lhe price, whichis no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Priee $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION, 
Vor sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell; Mass. 

Hotels andl Routes for Sportsmen. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, city 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, etc,, etc, These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers snil Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del,, Monday and Thurs 
day at 3 P. M, 

‘all information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York, 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
UTE 

D PHILADELPHIA, 
MMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leaye New York from station C. R. R. of N, J., 
foot of piperty street. 
For Pinlade apo Ninth and Green streets, ab 7:45, 

9380, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80. 4:00, 4:30, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A, M., 5:40, 12 P. M 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M.; 

On Sunday 8:45 An a 1:80, -4280,°5:80, 7:00 P. M. ty 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11715 A, M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4 

5:80, 7:00, 12 P.M, Gn Sunday 8:45.4.M. : 5:30, 13 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie we Jersey cime 
Tickéts for sale at foot of Liberty street, 289, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos, 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell's Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

bageage from hotel or residence to destination. 
. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

—TO THE— 

Rangeley and other Fishing Resorts 
IN MAINE, 

Are now on sale at the following rates: 

Boston to Andover and return..............-- $10.00 
‘South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and 

return..,-.+.- Re de SSA Bete 
LF Middle Dam and return. 

re at et 
y Mbuntain View House or Ranglet 

Outlet and return (Indian Rock) 
via, Phill 

Indian Rock and return via Andover 14. 
43 eens Lake and return, .,..... 12.50 
** Phillips lh a Set. oh 10,00 

dover, return via Phillips) 
Bemis Stream and return, via, 

dover 
‘© Moosehead La’ 

Kineo House) 5.00 
“ Forks of the Kennebec and return, 13.00 
“Dead River and return...,..0......, 3.00 
* Grand Falls, N, B.,and return...... 18.00 
‘* St. Andrews; N. B., and-return:.... 15.00 

Also tourists’ tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure 
Resorts in Maine and the Provinces, 
Tickets for sale at.all principal ticket offices, and 

at 280 WASHINGTON STKEET, | Boston 
and at DEPOT, HAYMARKET §@Q., ’ 
Send for list of excursions. 

D. J, FLANDERS, 
Gen, Pass, and Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE, 

Through solid traine with Pullman sleepers mm 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

ville, through the finest scenery in America, 

G, W. SMLTH, H, W. FULLER, 
Gen’l Manager. Gen’l Pass. Agt, 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to. 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH, 

Pullman Palace Cars direct withovt change. 
Leave New York at 10 P. M, and 3:40 P. M. Wash 

ington. D. C., 7:10 A, M.and 40 P. M. For informa- 
tion address N, McDANIEL, 601 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D, C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEACH, OPP. BARNEGAT, N.J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

TLANTIC HOUSH, OAK HILL, FLORIDA. 
Overlooking Mosquito Lagoon, and two miles 

from the head of Indian River. Entirely new and 
strictly first-class. Unexcelled fishing and shoot- 
ing, For further information address H. J. 
FAULKNER, Oak Hill, Volusia Co.. Fla. 

un, and the We call attention to this beduntul 
very low prives they are selling for. We are getting 
our some heavy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs. au 
suitable for heavy 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for very Jong range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO,, 
163 Milk Street, Boston, 

over, 

Liotels und Resorts for Sportsmen. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 
AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if 
equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of fish 
contained, ‘ ¢ 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters, s 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1, 

Roe GRAYLING season opens Jume 1 and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club’’ at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly Sei 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scene 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly eficial to those suffering with 

Hay Feyer and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the mést direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton: 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern an: 
Southwestern Points. 

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen, " : — 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free 
owner's risk. 

~ Itis ouraim to make sportsmen feel ‘‘at home’ 
on this route, For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A, B, LEET, Gen’ Pass'r Agent 
Grand Rapids) Mien. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

GAME 

EUROPEAN PLAN} 
MESSENGER, Proprietor, 

Wild Fowl! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUS® OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, Trt, 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc,, 
wath the paraest rig of trained. wild geese decoys on 
the coast, e best ground in the yicinity of New 
York for bay BnARG shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N, E, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
aicater gs Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 220 Broad- 
way, N. ¥. 

McAdoo House, 
GREENSBORO, N. CGC. 

Headquarters for Sportsmen. 
Shooting comsnences November and ends April Ist. 

Quail in abundance. 

Ww. D. McADOO, Proprictor. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours, 

Single.and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
including Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &c, 
Send postage for “American Tourist Gazette” 

giving full particulars. 
CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasous, May to December, sail- 
ing from Quebec to Liverpool every Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From December to May, the mail, steamers will 

perform a. weekly service between BOSTON and 
LIVERPOOL, 
Bxtra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 

Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct. 

DEV ce AT DEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadw F Y. 
m1 5S., 1 Seats ceeats Peighapiis: Po we Gor Brosd and Chestaut 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

STAMPED, 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

KENNEDY REPEATING RIFLE. | 

The magazine holds fifteen .44 cal. central fire caririd 
Bogardus trap. 

: THE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

DOG 
RAeat “Eibrine” Vegetable 

CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Please see that Hvery Cuke is Stamped *“SPRATT’S PATHNT” and a X. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS 0O. 
18 South William Street, 

de LUZE & COQ., 

ges. 479 class balls broken with the Kennedy out of 500, thrown from a 

SINGLE BREECH-LOADING RIFLES, MILITARY AND SPORTING, OF ANY CALIBRE, 
Send for Illustrated Circular and Price List, 

aAiscellancons. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
: 

WHITNEY ARMS COMPANY, New Hayen, Conn, 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

NEW YORK. 

HONS ARE 

Tee rec 

RTAMPEE:. 

To be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportgnren's Govds. 

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT. 
i@@stapLisHED 1836). 

First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

2 VE: 

=) 
ae 

< 
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JOHN KRIDER, 
N. BE. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Mly Hooks, 
Etc., Etec, 

t2="Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also ‘' Krider’s ’ Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds. 
Poultry and Game, 

280 & 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, 
HODGMAN & CO., 

New York. 4425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, nif STEEL | ae : : Now Sorin, STERBROOK *rens 
‘Consignments of all kinds of Game solicited, ey ARY ONVERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. mS : RUB IS = Ee - 

_ We accept consignments. Allow market price day =m i 

ae Gimce st aerate Huntin dil ki ll p (it (( Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
: ‘ ‘ ,) For Sale by all Stationers. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers COMPRISING THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO., 
Works, Camden, N. Jd. Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBGER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, | 4 

Rubber Blankets, ‘ a @ 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. F PICTORIAL GsTALOGUES FREE, 
Piacs Tutles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, Seines, Scis, 
&STABLISG ED 1835.1 Send for Catrlorus < Fishing Tackle, Razors, &c. sent ©. O. D.for examination, 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WURKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price $2,00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co, 

26 John St., New York. 

HEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE, & 
REAT WESTERN Scene 

will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

_ ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 
animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

_ purposes, 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
65 CHATHAM ST,, NEW YORE. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Liye Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beayers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, etc. 

Rubber Sheoting Jacket, 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., 
—AND— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove M’f’: 

$03 & 505 BROADWAY, 
St. Nicholas Hotel Blocks, 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, Cor. FULTON ST. 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Co., 

SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 

Deport: 85 Wourth Avenue, New York. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
fr OLLE Fy ~_ NOR. RUBBER OUTFITS 4 trated: a faoropen and complete guide book ¢o 

y x the ngeley Lake region, Kennebage, Jupsuptic 
M WECIAN COMPLETE FOR Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aud the fied 

walters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

FOR 

General & 
Debiiity, 

gins a Specialty. 

PUREST Serofula, : All Guaranteed Thor- \ QOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Rheumatism oy Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and 

or Consumption, > =O oughly Waterproof. ae Suge ene to aes aoe and 
Seed re ean ae = e head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
fie | a ue aaa 3 BRST FRONT VIEW. RUBBER GOODS INSIDE VIEW. John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
icacy of taste and smell, s —or— Hatbtock Huntine Coat.—The game | Jakes and ponds connected with them, 256 pages, 
medicinal virtues and purity. ——- HALLocK Huntna Coar.— Every Description. pocket'extends the entire length of coat, | 3) ilustrations and large map, Tinted paper, il- 

Six pockets outside and game ee with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 
pockets inside. Send for lilustrated Catalogue. game bag. 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton Street, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

A MEDALS, 
Nz Badges and Hmblems 

i OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

TSS Je Special Designs Sent Free UPON APPLICATION, 

®London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best, Sold by Drugyists. 

AW, T.Xehioffelin & 00.(7.e and canada) NewYork 

Thurber’s Reliable 
CANNED GOODS 

—FroR THE— 

Hunter and the Angler, 
= oR= 

TRAVELER BY LAND OR SEA. 

luminated covers. Price, by mati, post-paid, 50 
vee. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 

ASS. 

CHE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

f. W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

68 Broadway. New York: 

84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 
17 South Filth St., St. Louis, 

CAMERON'S AQUARIA DEPOT, 
182 SIXTH AVE,, N. Y. 

Thurber’s Reliable Canned Goods will be found / 
just the article required. They are packed in A\\ 
handy and convenient packa: es, and are ready for \\ 
use aia moment's notice. Can be served hot or 
cold. The following will be found specially adapted 
to the requirements of the sportsman: 

THURBER'S ae TURKEY, 

Er BONED CHICKEN, 
ROAST # 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
LUNCH HAM, to Order. 

* WHOLE BONELESS COOKED HAYS, 
“ is Se ns ary ; F5 
ri LLE ST 
i Bowrnp MUATS. 4 An English Veterinary Surgeon and Chemist, FRENCH AQUARIA AND OTHER NEW-DE- 

Ham, Tongue, Beef, Turkey, Chicken, Duck and aoe eee and Callie Bowers sold Hera SIGNS. Gold and Fancy Fish, Aquatie Plants, Fish 
ede, ge lRoen sfullleG) rae OF Cantied. Vane: are worthless trash. He says that Sheridan's pee ts y 7o4 “tt 

= rr 

tables and Wruits packed where grown aud while Condition Powders are absolutely pure and | 
fresh and delicious. Sold by all first-class grocers immensely valuable- Nothing on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan's Condition Powders. Dose, 1 teasp'n- 
nd dealers in Reliable ood Products, fultol pint food. Sold everywhere, of sent by mail for $letter-stampa. I. 8. Jounson & Co,, Boston, Mass, 

Food and every thing for the Aquarium, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 



Aummutition, ctr. 

FOREST AND SrREAM, 

Sportaman’s Goods, | Sportsman's Gonds. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Miustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder, Furnished Free, 

Laflin & Rand Pewder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N, Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifie, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULARZPOWDER IN USE! 

Dupowt’s GuyrowpErR Miuzs, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years, Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder; 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain,—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unegnaled in strength, quickness and 
¢] eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ib, canisters, 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 

fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
Beas ea with a close pattern; adapted for flass- 

all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 1 Ib! and 5 Ib, 
canisters and 634 and 1244 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore’ Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting, Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good per AOD and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No, 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 lb, 
canisters 
Dupont's Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 614 lb. kegs. 
Vite Soe Rifle Fg, ‘Sea-Shooting.”—I'l'g. 

and rFg. The Mg, for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the FFg. and F¥Fg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 14 Ib.,1 Ib, and 5 1b, 
Fine) 614, 1244 and 25 Ib. kegs. Mg. coarse, FFIPg. 
ne 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sarepmve and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or preof. 
Agencies in ali the cities aud principal towns 
hroughout the United States. Represented by 

FE. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beayer St., N.Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fe, or FFe, for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Wills, 
BOSTON, MASS, 

Western Sporting, 
Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL"GRADES OF 

Blasting Powdcr 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL FOIN 
IN THE WEST. 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2,2.4,5,6,7and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield Ritle 

wud Col, Hawkers Ducking. 

W.STIDT, Gt Cedar St., N.¥., Agent for U. 8. 

HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

RRIER. 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Ete. 

ALSO A NIGE ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 

AND RUGS. 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N. Y. 
Established over 20 Years. 

J. N. COLLINS, 
Seal Saecques, Dolmans and Uls- 

ters, Gloves, Caps, Collars, 
Robes, &e., at greatly 

reduced prices. 

82 WEST 14TH STREET. 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct. 19, 20 and 21, 1882. 

‘The Leonard Rod Won EHvery First Prize 
When in competition. For distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet, 

A Leonard 44 ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 

of rods of any weight. i 
The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 

possible seore for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS, 

No. 7 Warren Street, . New York. 

SEND 2-CENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

“AUSTRIA” SKATES. 
“ I carry in stock all the desirable styles of SKATES: 

Club Skate. 

0.6, GUNTHER’S SONS, 
(reut's Seal Skin Coats, 

Caps, Collars and Gloves, 

Far Rohes:and Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds andednimals Stuffed. 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

“UNION HARDWARE CO.." “BARNEY & BERRY.” 
“AMERICAN CLUB,” “ACME,” “AUSTRIA,” LADIES* 
AND GENT’S WOOD TOP, PARTS FOR REPAIRS, STRAPS, 
KEYS, PLATES, &e. Dealers are therefore enabled to pur- 

chase their entire bill in one place. Bend for complete Skate 

Price List, 

On application will he pleased to furnish trade price lists 
of FISHING TACKLE, GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, 

AMMUNITION, POCKET CUTLERY, BLANK KEYS AND 
SPORTING GOODS GENERALLY, Orders from the TRADE 
ONLY solicited. 

TO SKATERS.—Ask your several dealers for the 
“Austria” Club Skate. If you are unable to get same, please 
enclose $4.25, giving the extreme length (in inches) of your 
hoot, and I will express you a pair, 

WILLIAM M. CORNWALL, 18 Warren st. N.Y. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS 0F— 

Paper Shot Shells, Breech-Loading Camo. kc. 
. IIs cannot he excelled by any inthe country. Our 

ke one patirely. new thing, and the most complete Yacht 
in the world. Cannon fn the WorsIND FOR PRICE LIST, 

Self-Fastening’ by Stepping 

on the skate. 

FARNHAM’S 

Trombone Field Whistle 
No Strings or pockets. Tone 

Changeable. All brass, nickeled, 
with moulded rubber holder, 
hands and fingers free, for $1.00, 
postpaia One whistle with 
older and three pairs, assorted 

sizes, my lever Fasteners, 
adapted to sportsmen’s gloves. q “Jes ©, g j 

Charles Bellows, tis A : Thustrated gireular, tree. tas 
: see nash : SSP 'g, abe. As = WZ , dress FRA ARN- AGENT AND IMVORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. | 7 2072S FAM, Inventor and Mantfac- 

50 Broad Street, New York, turer, White Mills, Pa. 

VICTORIA 

PALE SHERRY. 
Neither Very Dry 

Automatic 

An extremely delicate Wine, 
or Sweet. 

5 50 Per Gallon. 

#15 00 Per Dozen. 

THE BA HEH Gun Ss. - 

DAMASCUS STEEL, > 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 44in, bbls. 10-gauze donble barrel suns, 101, 10 Wlbs., without extwa charge. 
Male especially for heavy shooting. 

PRICKS, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

OUR; DOUBLE GUN, 
The Best Gun made for 

i PDURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES, 

£40 to $200 

We challenge the World on the shooting Qialities of these guns 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10Ibs, weight, The rifle is perfectly accural 

L. ©. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. ¥ 

Srnmnnition, ete. 
The Hazard Powder Coy 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowdet 
Hazard's ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis 
ters of one pound only, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 1). canisters an 
614 Ib, kegs. A fine grain, ee and clean, for 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shotg 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting,” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Init ani 6 Th. canis 
and 614 and 1244 lb. Xegs. Burns sloi?ly and 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with g 
penetration. Wor field, forest or water shoo! 
Tanks any other brand and it is equally servi 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazards ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.* 
FEFG, FFG and *‘Sea Shooting * IPG in I 

25, 1244 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5)bs. FPRFG 
packed in 1 and 14 Ib. eanisters. Burns strong 
moist. The FENG and MFG are favorite brands ft 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘Sea Shooting * ’'G isthe 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country. j 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powd 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET BO 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPO! 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN 
TURED TO ORDER, . a 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the { 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or 
Sale at our oftier. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE, 

Special Notice. Books for the Holi 
_Lam prepared to offer the public a choice co 

lion imported and American editions) of the 
of following celebrated authors: Shake, 
Moore, Byron, Burns, Cooper, Bulwer, Thacke 
Maryatt, De Quincy, Hawthorne, Dickens, &e 
in plain and ornamental binding, at prices wi 
defy competition. My Bindery being one off 
largest in America, am enabled to compete 
cessfully in price for binding serials of all desi 
tions, as well as rebinding old volumes—no el 
being made for collection or delivery. 
Every description of Children’s Gift Books 
e on hand during the holidays at wholesale 
JOHN BEACHAM, 7 Barelay street, New 

NII 
\\ \\ 

MX 
ANN 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. Tt 
Tents for families made to order, Awnings Gf 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yach 
Boat Sails, Flags and Banners of all kinds ma 
to order, All work done in best manner an 
very low figures. Seud for illustrated ciré 
Address $. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 30 South she 
Cor. Old Slip, N. ¥. City, / 

JOSEPH CILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

Souo By ALL DEALERS Tanouchaur ic WOR 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION—-I876, 

WM. ESTER & CO, 
IMPORTERS OF SHINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS. 
Seal Do'mans, Sacques, Silk Garments 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c, 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORK. 

CUR NEW MODE 
| 

F) 
THRE BARREL 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN. Sa 

Tens, $A VrAn. 10 Ree A Copy, | 
Srx Monrus, $2. iy NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 80, 1882. VOL. XIX.—No, 18, 

| Nos. 39 & 40 Park Row, New Yor, 

CORRHSPONDENCE, 
Wit Forest AND StruAm is the recognized medium of entertain- 

, instruction and information between American sportsmen, 

mmunications upon the subjects to which its pages are deyoted are 

fully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

led. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

Tiditors are not responsible for the yiews of correspondents, 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

lay begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

Months; to a€@lub of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

fe copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order; or draft, 

syahle tothe Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

das. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

mdon, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

amson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Advertisements of an approyed character only inserted, Inside 

§, nompareil type, 25 cents per line, Special rates for three, six 

Welvyetnonths, Reading notices 50 cents per line. Hight words 

the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Address all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

New York Ciry. 

for their neglect of this particular style of target-shooting. 

the proffer of a match, with what result the world is familiar, 

explanation of some sort, 

39 AND 40 Park Row. 

sight of military breech-loading rifles, Tn this he is correct, 
CONTENTS. 

SEA AND Riyer PisHine, 
A Trout Poisoning Case, 
Fishing Near New York. 
Angler's Tournament Echoes, 

HIsHCULTURE. 
Fisheulture in Minnesota. 
A Summary of Recent Progress 

in our Knowledge of the Cul- 
ture, Growth and Anatomy of 
the Oyster. 

| ‘Tae KENNEL, 
Eastern Field Trials, 
Kennel Management, 

RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING, 
The English Report, 
Old vs. New France, 
Range and Gallery, 
The Trap. 
Matches and Meetings. 

YACHTING AND CANOEING. 
The Canoe Kelpie. ~ 
Steel for Yacht Building, 
Canoeing on the Richelieu River 

_ times.—i, Single Hand Yachts. 
Brook Trout and Rainbow Trout Answers To CORRESPONDENTS. 

HPIPORLAL. 
Tile British View of the Match, 
Adirondack Survey Notes.—xur 

est and Stream Fables,—-x, 
in SPORTSMAN ‘TOURIST. 
veh and Paddle. 

vida Fish and Game Resorts. 
(TURAL HIStory. j 
ousé on Martha’s Vineyard. | 
ton Anti-Sparrow Crusade, | 

@ Quail Die, 
AG AND GUN. _ 

fhe Tolleston Test Case. 
Phe Land of Pine and Lareh. 

e Game in South Africa, 
2 County Deer Hunt, 

mnesota Whispers, 
ntana Big Game. 

e for the Quail. 
Jhail in Virginia. 
AND RIVER FISHING, 

h in Season in December. 
nter Talks on Summer Pas- 

permiticd the use of a shifting sight. 

contest with cross-bows in lofty contempt for all late im 
provements. 

THe IyprAna Non-Export Law.—The Indiana game 
law forbids the exportation of game killed in that State. 

The Tollestou Gun Club, composed of gentlemen who reside 
in Chicago, own a tract of land in Lake county, Indiana, 

Some of the members have been arrested under the non- 

export law, for haying carried to their homes in Llinois 
game killed on their grounds in Indiana, The case will 
shortly be tried at Valparaiso. The interests involved on 
either side are such asto render it probable that this case 

will be carried to the court of last resort. The non-export 
law was enacted as a remedy for the depletion of game by 

market-hunters who sold their game outside of the State. 

As against them the law was much needed; its working has 
been satisfactory; and it is, therefore, certainly in the inte- 
rest of Indiana sportsmen (o show the law's constitutionality, 
On the other hand, the Mlinois sportsmen naturally regard 
it as a hardship that they cannot bring home the trophies of 

their skill, shot on their own land. The result of this case 

will be awaited with interest, for the principles involved 

are of importance not only to Indiana, but also to Colorado, 
Connecticut, Dakota, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ne- 

braska, counties ia New York, North Carolina, Wisconsin 

and Wyoming, in all of which non-export game laws obtain, 
The Tolleston Gun Club case is referred to in another 

column, 

Own Reapers zill confer w furor by sending us the mames 

Such of their friends us are nol now among the subsembers 

ie Forust Axp Sormam, but who would presumedily be 
esled in the paper, 

THE BRITISH VIEW OF THE MATOH. 

1k HENRY HALFORD has made to Earl Brownlow, 
= the President of the National Rifle Association of Great 

Britain, a report upon the late International Match, and in 

Oiler column we give it entire. It is short and to the 
ot, and of course very unlike the extended report of the 
HeTican team captain. It is much easier to write the 

ry of a victory than it is to mix apology with explanation 
a defeat; so the task of Col, Halford was simpler by 

han that of Col. Bodine. He proceeds in a matter-of- 
f way to give names and dates, with the figures of the 

hi, and then draws the very safe conclusion that the 
vss Of the Britishers was due to their superior rifles and 

munition, and to the more lengthened experience of the 

To the latter due weight ought to be given; and the 

perior rifles were the natural result of the experience 
ich many years’ practice on the range had brought about, 

(fhe wretched incapacity of the American rifies to do the 

Mr imposed upon them grew out of the fact that those 

yho were using them had no way of knowing how poor 

iiéy were, No rifleman could shoot a dozen shots at Wim- 
ltdon with a match rifle, stufling if with a heavy charge of 

ily powder and without cleaning, before he would be sur- 

ded by a group of experis who would laugh him away 
im the fixing points, And yel this is precisely what the 

¢an team set out to do, and the performance upon 
Wich Gol. Bodine looked benignly, The result came in the 

ng defeat administered to the Americans, 
Ye are sorry to see a tendency towards hypercritical 

aiding of Col. Bodine’s unfortunate effort in the reporting 

He. He did indeed ¢riticise the British rifles as really 
the military grade, and seally ‘‘special” in the ordi- 

ly acceptance of that term as applied to military. Col. 
Tighily explains how a very excellent system of long- 

Hee military practice has heen fostered at Wimbledon, 
Tthat by a liberal expenditure of time and money the 
Hish #iunmalkers, aided by the British riflemen, have pro- 

i the rifle with which this match was fought, Col, 

Says thal Wimbledon shooters and armorers had 

Ciprre bor Lyvanms.—We ure in frequent receipt of 
inquiries from persons who are in search of the climate best 
suited to their particular needs. As a rule we are compelled 
to decline giving advice on the subject. Much as it would 

be a pleasure to direct such inquirers to the object of their 
search, we are not warranted in assuming the great respon- 

sibility which attaches to giving advice on the subject, A 

climate which may be life fo one consumptive will prove 
death to another, Because one man has found a marvelous 

cure in the Adirondacks, or in Minnesota, or in Florida, it 

does not follow that all other persons, though afflicted with 
alike complaint, will find there a like cure, It is more 

than folly for inyalids to go off into an untried climate with- 
out first haying obtained the advice of a competent physi- 

cian, who knows both the condition of the climate and more 
than can be learned by general hearsay of the climate to 

which he sends his invalid. Too often is it the caye that 
the departure from home is delayed until the patient is so 
prostrated that he cannot endure the rough life that he may 
be compelled to liye in the woods. Wecan cite from per- 
sonal knowledge scores of just such cases. 

QuAIL FoR Monrana,—lIi is proposed by the Montana 
Game Association to import quail into that Territory. The 
Legislature has passed a law protecting the birds for five 
years, at the end of which time it is hoped that the little 
Hastern fayorite may have become a permanent addition to 
the game supply. 

“produced a long-range gun for a special purpose,” and in 
this he is perfectly correct. There is no intimation in the 
American ecaptain’s report that he considers the British 

rifle fo haye been prepared for this match, and yet Col. Hal- 
ford, in a foot note to his report, it will be scen, first nis- 

quotes the language of Col, Bodine, and then proceeds very 

doughtily to demolish the fabric of his own creation. Col. 
Bodine did not say the rifles were gotten up ‘‘for the 
special purpose,” but in talking of Wimbledon practice 

generally, said that there was a special class of shooting at 
Wimbledon, and properly chides the American marksmen 

It was in this special line of work that the British Associa- 

tion challenged the Americans to meet them, and without 

much thought whether they were prepared for such an 
unequal contest or not, the American marksmen accepted 

There was a spirit of pluck and manliness about the accept- 

ance which has never been properly acknowledged either 

by British shooters or press, and now with a palpable mis- 
quotation and a misinterpretation it is time to pause for an 

Sir Henry Halford seconds the suggestions of the Amer- 
ican Board for the allowance of wind-gauges on the rear- 

for it would he the height of inconsistency for a match to 
be shot at Wimbledon next year with rigid, antiquated 

sights, when the army regulations on both sides the Atlantic 

As well have a 

law in Massachusetts. 

THE CONTEMPLATIVE DYNAMITER. 

FUXHIS time it happened at Belleview, a Pennsylyania 

town. The man who proposed to catch fish with 

dynamite was Adam Forsythe, and the victims of his 
dynamite angling proclivities were his own family. 
From the newspaper reports it appears that a party 

of miners, who were visiting Forsythe, proposed to go fish- 

ing. But the old-fashioned method of bob, hook and sinker 
and one fish at a time they voted altogether too slow. ‘They 
knew of « much better plan, which was to go dynamiting, 

The miners had some of the explosiye material with them 

and used it quite successfully, killing about five hundred 

pounds of fish. Some of the people liying in the neighbor- 
hood, who saw this wholesale slaughter of fish, protested 

against it and threatened to prosecute the men; but as they 

were yery poor nothing was done, These kind-hearted per- 

sons may now comfort their souls with the reflection that if 

they had persisted in their objections to the use of 
dynamite as ‘fish buit” they might haye averted the calam- 
ity which followed. For having procured a quantity 

of the explosive, Forsythe determined to try the sport 

himself. The miner Fleming, who sold him the dyna- 

mite, saw that he was perfectly ignorant of the nature of 

the explosive, and directed him to thaw it out. Forsythe 
accordingly went home, placed the dynamite in the oven to 

“thaw out,” and went off to his work, leaving his wife and 
children at supper. The dynamite “thawed,” the stove was 
blown into a million pieces, the house wrecked, the eldest 

boy “thrown a distance of twenty feet, where he was found, 

ina holein the yard. He was horribly mangled and died 

about two hours after the occurrence, Mrs. Forsythe was 

cut and gashed ina most frightful manner. She had been 

sitting close to the stove and thirty pieces of iron struck her 
in different parts of the body. She cannot possibly recover, 

Robert Forsythe, seven years old, was terribly cut about 
the head and body, while Willie, the youngest of the boys, 

escaped with slight cuts in his feet. Poor Forsythe ig al- 
most crazy about the affair, and constantly exclaims that he 

is to blame for the disaster. He attempted to commit 

suicide, but was prevented.” ‘This is, it must be confessed 
a melancholy termination of Forsythe’s first attempt in the 
contemplative pastime of dynamiting. 

High explosives are thrown around too promiscuously. 

There is something lacking in our law when an ignorant 

mun can be furnished with such a tremendous engine of 

destruction as this Forsythe carried home to put into his 
oven. For the awful calamity that followed he was less to 

blame than the mau who furnished him the infernal “fish 

bait.” The distribution of d ynamite ought to be controlled 

just as that of strychnine is restricted. There ought to be 

a law by which the man who hands over dynamite cartridges 
for ignorant men to “thaw out” in the stove at home, can 

be held responsible for the effects of that thawing. In 

short. we want in America such a law as they have in 
France, where the saleand use of dynamite aré under the 

control of the authorities. Then we should have fewer such 
ghastly fishing exploits as that of the unhappy Forsythe, 

AmatTnuR PHovroaRAPHy.—We huye received from Mr, 
Harry Babcock, of San Francisco, Cal., « number of photo- 
graphs taken by him while on a summer hunting trip in 

Northern California. That country is rich in scenery of the 

grandest description, and the views are most picturesque, 
Among the number is one of the McCloud River fish-hatch. 

ing establishment, the first photograph of it ever taken. 

Others are of Mt. Shasta and vicinity, the set being one of 

the handsomest collections of amateur photographs ever 
seen by us, aud demonstrating anew the capabilities of this 
capital addition to the camp outfit. 

‘THE GAME SEAsoNns,—In response to numerous requests 
we shall publish in our next issue the tabulated schedule of 

the open game and fish seasons printed in our issue of 

July 20. Lt will be found of value as a reference at this time 
when the close of the open seasons is approaching. Friday, 

Dec. 1, marks the expiration of several of the seasons, as 

follows: The pinnated grouse season in Illinois, Iowa, 

Kansas and Minnesota; the ruffed grouse season in Maing 

and Minnesota; the quail season in Minnesotaand Nebraska; 
the deer season in Massachusetts, Nevada, Michigan, New 

Hampshire, New York and Utah; the woodcock season in 

Maine; the wild turkey season in Nebraska. 

THANKSGIvING TURKEY Suoorre is to be prohibited by 
Thus do the degenerate children of 

the present depart from the ways of the fathers, 
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ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTH. 

XII,—THE WOODS OF OTHER PEOPLE. 
1 EAS given a sketch of the Adirondacks of Mr, 

A Murray, as he piclures it in his truthful and reliable 
book (let no wretched man attempt to pun on “reliable,” the 

word is not formed from 7¢ to iterate), Ti has been suggested 

that it would be only fair to give a picture of the region as 
sven through my own spectacles. ‘Phis would seem fair 
enough if the aforesaid Brazilian pebbles were believed to 

differ from those of other lovers of the silent woods that 

cover neurly one-fourth of the State of New York, but they 

are supposed to he achromatic and consequently convey the 

same image to the eye asdo those of ‘‘Nessmuk,” and the host 
of other good fellows who have written of the woods. 

That the pure balsam-laden sir of this eleyated land is 
good for those threatened with pulmonary troubles there is 

no doubt, but that itis the pluce to bring a hopeless con- 

sumptive there may well be doubts, The cold nights often 
pinch one whose veins are not well filled; and the comforts 

of liome are not to be found. Much as the old campaigners 
dislike to see the influx of tourists and picknickers, whom 

they regard as trespassers upon their domain, there is no 
remedy for it, Ease of access has opened up their old 

haunts and they will never be closed again, therefore their 

only refuge is to go deeper in or over to the yet unpolluted 

wilds of Northern Canada, The Adirondacks of to-day are 
far from what they were twenty years ago, and those who 

are only beginning to know them now will sigh with regret 

for the good old times of to-day, twenty years hence, This 
is the case with all human retrospect. The old times were 

the yood and the present will become ‘‘old times’ soon 

enough and will be looked back to with the same reverence 
which we nowy bestow on the past, Times change and men 
change and the days when the moose browsed along the 

Raquette and the wolf howled from the hillsides will come 
nomore, Still there is much that is delightful to such as 

“love quiet und go a-angling.” Many small Jakes afford u 
partial seclusion not attainable on the main lines of travel, 

and tempt the man whois weary of business and the ways 
of the money-changers lo rest and refresh himself, 

To persons who know nothing of the charms of a wilder- 
ness it is hard to convey a conception of its pleasures; to 

correctly foot up its delights against the sum of the disadyan- 

tages and depriyations which they magnify, and to show a 

balance in favor of the woods. First and last comes the 

sense of freedom. This is imperfeetly secured at the great 
hotels, and is found in perfection only in camp, 1 hurriedly 
note down the following curses of humanity that one is free 
from in the woods; Starched shirts, cuffs, collars, shaving, 

stiif hats, and eonventionalities generally, the fiend who 

whistles or eats peanuts on the cars, the demon who spils 
all around your boots in the street cars, bells, steam whis- 
tles and other rackets, car-splitting cabmen at railway 

stations, traveling agents and lightning-rod men, milkmen’s 
yells, duns, the sheriff, business, politics, hand-organs, heg- 
gars, stair-climbing, and the many other annoyances of life 

which are sometimes termed minor ones, but which tend to 
shorten our days. Add to these the newspaper with horri- 
ble pictures of Lydia E. Pinchman, that ‘‘noted but untitled 
woman,” and the jokes of the alleged ‘‘funny man” on those 

fresh subjects of goats, mother-inlaw, and putting up a 
stove-pipe, also frequent anecdotes “of the mule and his 
playful characteristics, and you have a few more burdens 

lifted from suffering humanity. The blackfly and an odd 

mosquito or two are, at some times of the year, the only 

thing that can be said to detract from your enjoy- 
ment of life in the woods. It is claimed that the Adiron- 
dacks are becoming hackneyed, and thal there is too much 
civilization there, This is only true of the fashionable 

youtes, and I have several times said that if one breaks away 
from these he can find lakes where there are no hotels with 

pianos and no fuil-dress dinners; places where the guides 

have not been spoiled by men of wealth, who haye giyen 
them lavish presents until they are above working for those 
who cannot, or will not, give them asum equal to a prince’s 

ransom, in addition to their monthly pay. 
The whole Adirondack region is so elevated that the lakes 

lie above the rest of the State, and il is so evenly divided 

between mountain and lake that the air is not only pure, but 

dry, and when the thermometer marks zero one cannot real- 
ize that it is so cold because the shivering which is felt in a 
damp atmosphere is absent. Probably a temperature of 

twenty above zero in New York city feels colder than when 
the mercury stands at the cypher here, To get a fair idea 
of what an eleyated source of water supply this region is, 
take a miap and note how the waters flow in every direction 

from a tirele, of which Long Lake is nearly the center. To 
the northwest, into the St. Lawrence, floy Moose River, 
Black River, the Oswegatchie, and the streams which lie as 

fur cast as the northern part of Franklin county, The Sara- 
nac, Ausable, and smaller riyers flow to the northeast into 

Lake Champlain, and so into the St. Lawrence. From the 
southern part of Hamilton county most of the waters flow 
south to the Mohawk, except the Sacandaga River, which, 

with the streams from the northern portion of the county 
and those of Warren and part of Essex counties, seek an 
outlet toward the Hudson. Such a region is always a 
healthy one, and when we add that swamps and marshes are 
comparatively scarce, it follows that the Adirondacks are 
superior usa health resort to most wooded countries. At 
the same time its restorative powers have been exaggerated 

ina manner that has sent those who were past restoration 
into the woods to die. 

Trout fishing is the chief allurement in the way of sport, 
and those who are interested in preserying the attractions 
here should try to keep the fishing up to its former standard 
by both protection and propagation. They are very carcless 

in this matter and lake little heed of those who yiolate the 
laws or who introduce fishes which may prove to be hurtful 

to the native species, The introduction of black bass into 
Raquette Lake and pike into Long Lake was an outrage on 

the trout fisher, and in my opinion the placing of the rain- 

bow, or California, trout in waters where our own beautiful 

native trout are found will be classed as cqually pernicious 

after our anglers find that they have replaced their favorite 

fish by their rapid growth, which means a great. consump- 

tion of food and acrowding of the weaker to the wall. 
This fish is in seuson at the wrong time, being a spring 

spawner, and its capture is prohibited by law between 

May 15 and September 1. Of what use then will it be to 

the angler who is only in the woods between those dates? 
The only quality 10 recommend the rainbow trout is its 
rapid growth and its gaminess, and the latter quality has not 
been fully demonstrated. J haye scen no reason why we 
should have thisfish in any waters suited to our native trout, 

and I haye steadily opposed its introduction in such waters, 
but it being a new thing it has come in with a bit of gush- 

ing enthusiasm which may cool off some day, and the fish 
instead of a blessing will prove the reverse, 
Aslcame up on the cars this last time 1 sat in the seat 

with » young man who was just sprouting his first mous- 

tache, he eyed my rod for a moment and then asked if the 
fishing was good where the rod and its owner were journey- 
ing. Te was told that the season for trout was over, but 

that perhaps some other fishes might be found, whereon he 
launched into a glowing account of lis first and only trout- 

ing experience. He was a salesman ina New York merean- 
tile house and had enjoyed a two weeks’ vacation in the 
Adirondacks. He rattled off the names of a few lakes, hotels 
and guides, and was evidently ‘‘old woodsman” himself, He 
had neyer fished before, and had the fortune to take many 
large trout every day that he fished, and wound up with, 

“T took one that weighed four pounds,” 

“Indeed!” said I, “that was a large one, did you take it 

with a fly?” 
“Q, yes, [had on a big fly, hut my float got under the boat 

and J nearly lost him.” 
“You should have kept your float away from the |wat, for 

if he should drag it under the keel your sinker might get 
fast somewhere and the fish would break ayray.” 

“The sinker did get fast on the bottom once and I thought 
the fish would get off, but I fetched him in.” 

“How heavy a sinker do you use in the Adirondack waters 
with a large fly?” 

“Abont an ounce, that is h¢ayy enough where there is no 

current.” 
“Yes,” L answered, ‘‘an ounce should be sufficient, T will 

haye to cut mine down. I have fished a little but never took 
a trout that would weigh four pounds.” 

He smiled with satisfaction to think that his trout had not 
been besten, and little suspected that he was about the 

hundredth young man who had told me of taking a four- 
pounder on his first trip to the woods, and us he left the car 
wished me ‘‘zood luck,” Leaning back in my seat I fell to 
wondering how itis thut they all doit, and why ®% four- 

pounder never falls to my lot, it must be that Idon’t put the 
right sort of sinker on my fly. F. M. 

FOREST AND STREAM FABLES. 

X,—THE FOX AS A SPORTSMAN, 

O* CE upon a time there was a Fox who was forever boast- 

ing of the great numbers of Mice and Birds which he 
caught eyery time that he took the field, aud would closely 

relate all the circumstances of the taking of each one of his 
victims. And yet he was rarely seen bringing anything home. 
One day when met with some of his brethren and bragging 

as was his wont ofhis last day’ssport, he told how he had killed 

twelve Quailin one coppice, “First,” he said, “I killed the 
Old Cock in one side of a brush heap, and then the Old Henin 
the other side. Then Five of the Young Birds among some 
wild grass where they were hiding, and seyen more along the 

edge of a Brook which they were trying to cross, for they 
could not yet fly. After I had secured another, the last of the 
brood, the Old Cock being now thoroughly frightened, under- 

took to fly over my head as I sheltered myself behind a bush, 

for the day was bitterly cold, with a foot of snow upon the 
ground, when I sprang up and caught him. On my way home 

I picked up two more of the Young Birds that had straggled 

off into some young Corn.” : 

He was about to continue his story when an Old Fox who 

had listened with an apparently careless ear now spoke up, 
saying, ‘Hold, friend Black Legs, and begin anew, for either 
thy memory or thy facts are ab fault. Thou hast already 

killed Highteen Birds instead of twelve, and the Old Cock 

twice. Then Seven of the Young Birds were too young to fly, 

though there was a foot of snow upon the ground; but for all 

that, Two had got among some Young Corn." 
“Tpon my Honor,” quoth the boastful Fox, while all his 

companions’ heads were opened wide with laughter. “Byery 

svord I haye spoken is true, but I have somehow mixed Two 

Stories.” 
; MORAL, 

If thou must lie, letithy Story have at least the Merit of 

Consistency, 

[Nov. 20 1882. 

Che Sportsman Caurist. 
BIRCH AND PADDLE 

IN NEW BRUNSWICK WATHRS-—PIRST PAPER. 

F there be anywhere a paradise set apart for the reward 
of faithful fishermen, I think the streams of Northern 

and Eastern New Brunswick must surely constitute one of 
(he most favored portions. 
Whether the remote lakes and foaming courses of the 

Squatook system hold one far from civilization during thé 
hot weeks of August, or the emerald pools and rapids of 
Green River, nearer the haunts of men, beguile one to a few 
days of careless delight, whether our eyes have feasted on 
the luxuriant banks of Tobique and the erystal depths of the 
lake which is guarded by the beetling front of Bald Moun 
tain, or have grown bewildered among the myriads of bleak 
pine skeletons which clothe the rounded hills of the Mira 
michi, whether we have cast our flies on the sunny current oF 
the Restigonche, in & very garden of the gods, walled round 
by some of the fairest peaks within the four comers of Can 
ada, or haye wielded the taper lancewood amid the roari 
music and cool breezes of the Nipisiguit, touched by 
very spray of the falls, whichever way our paddles may 
have guided us, there has been the home of salmon or trouf, 
or both, of goodiiest proportions and appetites. y 

The fisherman who goes tothe Squatooks, indeed, will 
find there no salmon, as these are shut out from all thé 
upper tributaries of the River St. John by the insurmounta 
ble barrier of the Grand Falls, but he will be amply recom 
pensed by the huge size of the ‘togue” and the abundancg 
and gaminess of the trout, while, if he Know aught of the 
poacher's art of spearing by torchlight, here he may exce 
cise his skill with clear conscience at the expense “of th 
swarming whitefish or ‘‘gizzard.” f 

All the other waters I haye named are celebrated equally 
for salmon and trout, and on one stream—the Miramichi= 
that fine game fish, the striped bass, is also abundant. To 
this Jatter river, every spring, come vast numbers of seg 
trout, and swarm up all the tributaries. 
Aboutthe first week in June thoy reach a village cal 

Indiantown, at the mouth of the Renous, twenty mi 
above Neweastle, Here, wading out waist-deep, ne 
needing to change your ground, you may all day long Wie 
reeling in alternate trout and bass, and eyen be blessed, pur 
haps, with un occasional salmon, The sea-trout go trom 
one to three pounds in well the bass up to twelve or thif 
teen. This good time af Indiantown, however, lasts on] 
few days, or a weck at the most, and then the fish are seal 
tered up the branches. 
When one is acquainted with all these various and widely 

differins resorts, it becomes difficult to make choice between 
them; each has its own peculiar advantages and disadyane 
tages, but all abound in such good things as the sportsman’ 
heart desires, Perhaps what is known as the “‘Squa' 
Trip,” taking all into consideration, is the most thoroug 
enjoyable, The Squatook Lakes are less widely known 
the other waters named, They are frequented chiefly } 
old habitués, who, haying been lured thither once, hayeneed 
ed little persuasion to go again and again. Here the 
cepted mode of conveyance is “birch and paddle,” the ea 
made by the Milicete Indians of the bark of the white hi 
tree being the perfection of small craft for speed, lighin 
noiselessnéss, and carrying capacity. 1 propose to ove 
this paper with some account of an expedition round th 
Squatooks lately accomplished by five companions-in-arme, 
bent on escape from the fury of fhe dog star and on captum 
of-trout and togue. 

THE SQUATOOKS AND LAKE TEMISCONATA, 
Temisconata is a long narrow lake just outside the bow 

daries of New Brunswick, in the Province of Quebec, 
lying parallel to the general course of the St. Lawrer 
Its outlet is the Madawaska River, almost entirely a 
Brunswick stream, which empties into the River St. J 
at Hdmundston. Midway up the Jake, on its southern si 
flows in the Toledi River, which is fed by Toledi Lake 
Squatook river and lakes, allin New Branswick, The 
tle village of Hdmundston, shiretown of Madavw: 
county, is in easy communication by rail with all parts 
Canada and the United States, Our order of proceeding” 
to take canoes at Edmundston and pole up the Madawa 
fifieen miles, thence to make a portage five miles 4 
country, on the left-hand shore, to Mud Lake, which em 
by means of Beardsley Brook into the Ranapeok River, fi 
slip down this river with its chain of placid expansio 
till we should float out upon the waters of T 
Lake. Toledi River would then receive us tumultuo 
and if we should suryive its angry rapids and 
cades, eject us forcibly at last into the rude bosom 
Temisconata, whence plain sailing hack to Hdmundst 
This makes a round trip of one hundred and odd miles, 
all, save the first fifteen, with the current. Ti is usual, 
such expeditions, to take a canoe and Indian guide for 
member of the party, a very luxurious plan, by which#® 
one has to do is to loll comfortably on green boughs 1 
middle of the canoe, while the Indian in the stern vO] 
the craft all day long, by the pole when going agai 
stream, when in still water or with the current by neath 
the paddle, But we were old canoemen, and mten 
rely npon our own skill and knowledge of woodcraft. 
laborious part of such undertakings isthe poling, an 
we would have only fifteen miles of this, or one 
journey; and as for the rapids and falls to be run, we 
no new hands at work of this sort, and eagerly, indee 
looked forward to the tension of nerve, strain of m 
and wild excitement amid the foam and spray and 
We would do then our own poling and paddling, and 
ing and tent-pitching, as well as our own fishing and $I 
ing. 
ii was on a pleasant evening in the middle of July tilt 

we found ourselves on the banks of the Madawaski, jit 
outside of Edmunston, with all our impediments abont 
‘As we were tired of civilization and eager for the wilder 
and its savage delights, we disdained to put up att 
lage inn, so we straightway pitched our tent in 
meadow beside the landing place, whence we Til 
making ovr start in the morning. To run no risk ot de! 
inferior craft we had brought two stanch canoes by ral 
us from the Indign village opposite Fredericton, wher 
may be obtained forfen or twelve dollars apiece. 
fhe camp was in order and the five “inner men” had 
appeased with clam chowder and bea, we went out 0 
bridge, an old-fashioned covered structure exactly ove 
Little Falls. The moon was at the full, and the brid3 
a massive shadow, into which sank the river sullen 
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ness, io burst wildly forth below like « flecee ot spun silver, 
A fievce roar throbbed up out of the ravine with the chilly 

_ puffs of spray, in strange contrast with the wide-spread 
silence of the peaceful night. Here we loitered til) the 
ashes In our pipes were cold, and then turned in to warm 
blankets and pleasant dreams. 

The next morning was ray aud threatening, but we made 
preparations for an enrly start. YWhile packing up we had 
visitors—luimbermen, trappers, Inclians, such as were usually 
hired for gnides. When these found we were going alone 

their forebodings were direful, They judged a swift de- 
struction was lying in wait for the rash strangers who were 
going to essay the Squatooks and the Toledi without their 
gnidance, but we were obdurate, and went, in one canoe 
Stranion and W. B,, in the other Ranolf, Sam and myself, 
The bedding, extra clothing, ele, done up in squares of 
oiled canvas and laced snugly, served us luxurious seats, 
while the eatables and other perishable material were stowed 
in fight, strong boxes, made to tit the canoes. 

The first day out is generally somewhat uneventful. and 
this was no exception, One only excitement fell to us. As 
we strugeled up) an obstinate rapid three miles aboye Hd- 
thundston, we came in view of a cosy Old farm house, 

wherein a fair lady, well known to one of our number, 
chanced to he rusticating. Having heard of our coming, 
she was on the wateh for us, and waved a dainty handker- 
chief from an upper window. Straightway the canoe which 
Stranion had in charge became unmanaygenble, and was 
Swept ignominiously to the foot of the tapid, After this 
little delay (which we were careful not fogweter to) we 
pushed on energeticully, making short stoppage for dinner, 
and reached the Portage with an hour of daylight to spare. 
This fifteen miles of poling, against such strong water 28 
Wwe had all the way, we considered a very good dity’s work. 
At the Portage un old log cabin, many day deserted, 
spated us the necessity of pitching our tent, 11 was snug, 
dry, well ventilated and abundantly uncivilized. What a 

delicious and acceptable supper Stranion concocted for us 
fhat night! He was the unquestioned head of our culinary 
department, Though weall labored with natural diligence 
Ai such seasons, his was the controlling, the originating 

] mind, Then, supper over, how prolonged and bitter the 
strife between us wayworn reyagew's and the swarming 

Liuidaes aud mosqnitocs. | These pests we might have avoided 
ritively had we delayed our expedition till the latter part of 

August, bul this our jusiness arrangements made impossi- 
ble. We built in the cabin a smouldering fire of cedar bark 
and rotten wood, which produces an acrid smoke very dis- 
tasteful to the mosquitoes. While we kept awake the baltle 
fas drawn, but when we slept our blood was, Jn the morn- 

ing each was lond in ridieule of his neighbor's face, which 
Was pufly, and swollen, and speckled with much decorative 
skill. As we carried no looking-glasses, we were spared the 
wnpleasantness of self-examination, WAIl (his was mainly 
the work of the midges or saud flies, the most grievously 

-tormunting of all winged pests. The Indiaus aptly style 
them “‘bite-um-no-see-ums’—when they call them no bad 
- names—and the ‘‘tenderfoot," on making their acquaintance 

for the first time, thinks he is being pelted with white-hot 
mye points, invisible and omuipresent, 

After deciding upon this tip we had at once written to 
Tom Lynch, a character of renown dwelling on the Mada- 
_ waska shores, engaging him to meet us at the Portage with 
a team and drag to carry us over to Mud Lake. He wus on 
_ hand soon after daybreak—much t00 carly for our tastes— 
- with his team, a yoke of half-tamed brindled steers, The 
drag was on the other shore at a convenient landing place, 
Where the apology for a road which we were about to tra- 
yerse took ifs beginning, The passage of the stream, as 
Lynch conducted it, was a picturesque undertaking. His 
ferry was clumsy bateau, in the stern of which stood a 
chum of his, whom he had brought to assist, poline the 
craft across the current; while in the bow towered his own 
stalwart figure, a huge brown patch in the back of his home- 

spun shirt, his trousers half tucked into his boots. Here he 
guided, with aropeand yehement exhortations, the swim- 
ting of the yoked stvers, which snorted hravily alongside, 
As it were a practical parody, the scene vrotesquely recalled 

one ef Arnold’s vivid pictures in ‘The Strayed Reveller?— 

‘They see the ferry ; 
On the broad clayladen, 
Lone Chorasmian stream; thereon, 
With snort and strain, 

‘wo horses, strongly swimming, tow 

The ferryboat. with woven ropes 
‘To either how, 

} Firm hamessed by the mane; a chief, 

With shout and shaken spear, 
Stands at the prow audpuides them; * * * * ¥ 
The loaded-hoat swings, groaning, 

Tn the yellow eddies; 

The gods behold them ’ 

__ We, our passage safely accomplished ond speedily in our 
puight craft, and ‘our limbs now stretehed luxuriously on a 
sloping, patch of green, watched all this with calm eyes, 

Thus, In serene impassiyeness, we impersonated the gods, 
Before starting through the woods we took means of cir- 
eumyenting the black ilics, which by this time had grown 
Well nigh unbearable, burrowing in our hair and ears and 
eyes, and swarming upon every unprotected locality, We 
inflicted on them a ernshing defeat by the potent aid of 
““slitheroo.” ‘This magic fluid consists of Stockholm tar 
‘and tallow, spiced with pennyroyal, and boiled to about the 
thickness of treacle, and the fiy that would not shun its 
fragrance would be possessed of very ill-conditioned nostrils, 
When this was thoroughly applied to our skins we were 
unmolested and defiant, bul might have plausibly enough 
aimed kinship with the generations of Ham, In sueh 
panoply marching secure we gave ear to the choice phrases, 
much more forcible than refined, which Tom Lynch would 
‘be delivered of at every rot or mud hole, As the whole 
“way consisted of ruts and mud holes, these latter oecasion- 

ly variegated with a few spruce poles thrown in fer road 
pairs, if may well be imagined what « strain was put upon 

“Tom's vooubulary, yet during the whole day—this is upon 
record—he was noi once suilty of repetition, neither did the 
“Sell of English undefiled” once threaten to run dry. His 
tomrade, a thick-set man with 2 slouched gray hat, short 
axen beard, and wonderfully stubby fingers, occasioned 

Home dispuic among us, Part held hini to be Tom’s brother, 
While others idéntified him with 2 cerlain Mo, Griftin of 
elebrity. 1 said he was Mr, @vifin mmauestionably. Bn 
ute we ‘froze to” each other, he and I, and taking our 
nnd went to visit some bear traps whieh he had set in the 
lcinity of the Portage road. He gaye me muchiof his 
wiobiography by the way, therefore L speak with authority 

on the subject. Myr, Griffin was a J. P., and skilled to keep 
the peace when all bones were broken. Ie knew also to 
try conclusions with au antagonist and then fulmine against 
him with the thunders of the lay. Nevertheless he was an 
imiable companion and a peaceful-minded man. As for the 
bear traps they had accomplished nothing arduous, so we 
rejoined the party uninjured. 

The middle of the afternoon saw us launched upon Mud 
Lake, a pond perhaps three miles in circumference, and a 
very blot upon the face of the country; weedy, stagnant, 
and swarming with leeches, It hardly exeecds two feet in 
apparent depth, but the bottom is fathomless slime, stirred 
up vilely at every dip of the paddle, Its low marshy shores, 
fringed here and there with deat] bushes and tall charred 
trunks, afforded ns but one little bit of beauty, the green anil 
living corner where Beardsley Brook flows out, Here at this 
season the sfream was very shallow; so that two of us were 
required to go beside each canoe and case her over the difficult 
places. I took the less laborious part of wading ahead, with 
the design of catching a few troul for supper. In so small a 
stream of Course the fish were small, but they were abundant 
and hungry; so after a half hour of good sport in a mild way 
Tsat down laden with my spoils, When the canoes oyer- 
took me T resigned my part to Sam, and took my place by 
thecanoe. By this time our way. had becoine less obstructed 
and we moyed on easily nnd quickly, We were descending 
a beautifil alder-fringed stretch when around the bend of 
the stream below us appeared Sam, with undignified sud- 
deness. He struggled toward us kneu-deep in the current, 
dashing up the spray magnificently before him, his eyes as 
wide as saucers and every hair on end. ‘A bear! A bear!” 
he gasped; and hurling down his rod und fish in the canoe 
he seized » heavy revolyer. Whata change now ‘‘came o'er 
the spirit of his dream!’ Jn his mouth and eyes shone 
shernest determination. We had grasped our weapons pre- 
cipitately, and halted, but Sam urged us on, leading the way, 
As thus fyll armed we pressed forward down stream, he 
told us in suppressed voice that as he angled and meditated, 
jnd there wis no sound save the hushed tumult of a little 
rapid beyond onthe securrent swish of his line, suddenly 
from the bank behind him rose the angry blatant growl which 
is the persuasive utterance of ihe she bear with cubs, At 
this he felt indignant and startled; so he gave a terrific yell, 
and hurled a rock into the bushes to signify he was not in 
‘my wise to bé trifled with, Then arose a roar, which put 
his voice to shame; the undergrowth rocked and erashed 
with the swift approach of the monster; and filled with 
pevitential misgivings he made haste to flee. How difficult 
it is to run in water knee-deep, whoever has tried knows 
well. Nevertheless Sam had attained an almost incredible 
speed, and when first he broke upon ouy yiew in 2 cloud of 
spray, we imagined a Western “‘stern-wheeler” lad at last 
invaded these solitudes. ‘When we reached the scene of the 
tragedy, the bear. or bears, had vanished. But ‘‘they glared 
through their absences,” and we were satisfied. . 

Now the stream was deeper, the necessity for wading was 
past, and we pressed on vigorously in search of 4 suitable 
camping ground. ‘The weather’had turned sullen and raw, 
and there was 4 light rain falling. At last, about dusk, we 
réached a spot that bore plain traces of a previous éncamp- 
ment. Some former tourists had cleared and levelled 9 
space for their tent, und gathered for their luxurious limbs 
a store of elastic boughs, which we found quite dry, except 
upon the surface of the pile, This wasall very satisfactory, 
but we were wet and cold, and quite tired out, and no one 
felt equal fothe task of carrying more than his own weary body 
up the slippery steep of mud before him, Being in gharge of 
our slim canteen I was called upon urgently, and finding 
only two tin cups at hand proceeded in Gach of these to mix 
a double ration. Before this could be fully explainer 
Stranion seized lhe cup nearest him and made short work of 
its contents. It held Sam‘s share as well as his own, and 
Sam wasrighteously indignant, But Stranion grisped a 
canoe, and straightway it was up the bank where we desired 
it to be, He went to work asif hisstrength were the streneth 
of ten; we caught the enthusiasm, in a moment the heights 
were stormed, and we had taken formal possession, ‘The 
tain still fell, umd only by diligent coaxing could the fire be 
persuaded to burn, ‘Lhe sand flies were more in number 
than the sands, but we laughed at them from the safe re- 
treat of our ‘‘slitheroo.”” At supper we were all merry but 
Sam; and he sat cross-legged on his blanket with an injured 
air, eyeing his plate of fried trout scornfully. He wouldn't 
look at porridve that night. Though we had made him 
fullest reparation for Stranion’s rapacity, the remembrance 
of it still rankled in his breast. We on the other hand were 
very hilarious, and when Stianion raised a modicum of por- 
ridge on his big pewter spoon, and, missing lis mouth, 
landed it in his right cheek with such impetuosity that the 
spoon, bent double, then indeed we made night hideous, and 
our conyulsive laughter upsct the candJe, and nearly the tent: 
aswell, But Sam sat-there unsympathetic and scolded us 
sharply; told us not to act like asses, rescued the overthrown 
candle, and altogether was very abusive. But the uproar, 
like everything else, finally had to subside, and we slept. 

Alas! what despair awaited us in the morning! Ranolf 
had taken charge of the bottle of “slitheroo” the niglit )e- 
fore, and had placed it against atree some distance from the 
camp for safety. At breakfast the flies came for us, so we 
went for the slitheroo; but the bottle was standing carefully 
on its head (a posture sometime affected by half-empticd 
heer-bottles!) and the precious Auid had all flowed out. We 
bent our breasts in Witterest lamentation, but of course it 
was not Ranolt’sfault. By co-operation the fiendish flies had 
done it while we slumbered. This was Ranolt’s suggestion, 
and we accepted it prateftully, i 

It would have occupied a good deal of time to concoct 
more slitheroo, and we were in a hurry to reach the good 
fishing-grounds, Soall that day we toiled on under the 
scourge of the flies, and by nightfall our faces resembled 
nothing in heaven or earth or sca, Otherwise this day’s 
journey was not difficult, though tor the last half-mile of 
its course Beardsley Brook was so oyergrown with alders 
thaf at times we were obliged to push und chop our way 
most laboriously, Here we wasted some time fishing: for 
Sam’s pipe, which had fallen overboard among the alders, 
This pipe was black, with crooked stem, very plethoric in 
build, and so heavy we all thought it. would sink when it 
fell. When the catastrophe occurred we halted till the 
water, here about two toot deep, should become clear. 
Then peering down amony the alder stems Ranolf spied the 
pipe of the yellow bottum, lvuokine blurry and distorted 
tbeguae the tuwny current, Long we grappled for it, and 
poked at it with paddles and’poles. We would cautiously 
raise ita little way on the blade of a paildle; but even as 
we began to triumph it would wriggle olf again as if actually 

alive, and settle languidly back upon the sand. We all 
knew without W. B.’s explataHiong, that its life-like move- 
ment was due to its being so little heavier thun its own bull 
of water, as well as to uneven refraction of the light through 
the moving fluid, or to some satisfactory scientific cause or 
other; and finally Sam, getting impatient, plunged in arm 
and head and shoulder, and grasped our tormentor yictori- 
ously, He came up empty-handed and sheepish, and we 
beheld a huge black tad-pole, now thoroughly aroused, 
flaunt of down stream in high dudgeon. Raunolf remarked 
that: the laws of refraction were to him obscure, and we 
continued our journey; but we overtook the bonw jide pipe 
further down stream, floating near the surface, 

The Squatook River in this part of its course is smooth 
and swift, and we glided out upon the bosom of the Bir 
Synatook Lake about noon. By six o’elock we had tray- 
ersed the length of this beautiful and solitary basin, and 
were pitching our tent near the outlet, on a soffi brown car- 
pet of pine needles. Here was a circular opening’ amid the 
towering trunks. Between the lake and our encampment 
hung a sereen of alder andwild cherry, whence a while 
beach of pebbles slanted broadly to the water. While Stran- 
ion and W. B, made preparations for supper, the rest of 1s, 
going a hundred yards or so further on, whipped the waters 
of the outlet, where we counted npon good sport, The 
shores of the lake here draw together in two grand curves, 
and at the apex flows out the Squatook River, sbout waist 
deep and a stone’s throw broad, It ripples freshly on for 
the first few rods, and then begins to dartand chiafe, and lift an 
angry yoice, Here the Indians gather to spear whitefish 
in their season, and tofurther this they had fenced across 
the outlet with 1 double row of stakes, All but the small- 
est fish are thus compelled to descend through a passage 
three feet wide or so left in mid-stream; and here the bold 
Milicete awaits them with impending spear, This fence we 
found very convenient. Letling the canoe drift against it 
we perched on top of thestakes, 1 couple of feet above water, 
and cast our flies unimpeded in every direction. Ranolt’s 
drop was asmall fly with red body and guinea-fowl wing, 
and no sooner did if touch the water than it was seizud 
fiercely. The fish, which was safely hooked, was evidently 
a prize, and Runolf struggled to the beach to Jand him more 
securely. After a brave fight, whith held our breathless 
attention, his troutship howrd to inevitable fate, and was 
gently scooped ashore, Jt was a beautiiul, bright, clean- 
shaped fish, and the camp scales registered bim two pounds, 
As for Sam and myself, such flies as we were wont to ap- 
prove for evening castiny were flouted, or only patronized by 
hungry younglings; while the red body and gray wing was 
in constant demand. Changing our ¢asts to suit the taste 
thus energetically expressed, we had brilliant sport till it 
fot too dark to -see; half-pounders, one after another, and 
three more fish that tipped the heam for a pound each. By 
this time a ruddy glare shone out over the lake from our 
catp fire up the Shore, and enticing edors were wafted to 
our nostrils from time to time, borne strangely on the cool 
night wind. fo we left the pathering gloom of the river 
and betook ourselves toeamp for tea. 
We decided to spend some days in this delighttul spot, 

and we named our establishment Hotel de Squatook Our 
tent was pitched between the prevailing winds and the fire- 
place, which occupied the open space among the pines. 
Lopping the lower branches of the surrounding tees we 
made onrselyes pegs on which to hang our tins and other 
utensils, and a. dry cedar log, which Stranion split skilfully, 
furnished us slabs for a table. Of course our commisar- 
iat was well supplied with campers’ necessaries and lux- 
uries which it would be superfluous to mention here, But 
upon trout above all we feasted, morn and noon and night; 
sometimes boiled, sometimes broiled, but more often fried 
in the fragrant yellow meal, and the delicate richness of the 
hot pink luscious flakes can only be imagined by true fizh- 
ermen, for true fishermen feast on their spoil where their 
spoils were taken, with the relish of free air, and vigor, and 
Keen appetites. ws 

Campers prate much of eixly hours, and of seeking their 
blankets with the setting of the sun, but no such doctrines 
forns. Night in the wilds is exquisite with a weird, myste- 
rious beauty, a vague immensity of solitude, such as the 
garish day can never dream of. Supper oyer we would 
stretch ourselyvs out on ihe tent floor, pillowiug our heads 
on the folded bedding, the tent curtains at the back, toward 
the lonely gloom of the forest, laced securely, and our boxes 
ranged across just inside, miking for our heads » snug rest- 
ing pluce. At our feet the widé open curtains sniffed us 
fo look out across’ the yellow fire-lit circle, through the 
trunks and hanging branches, to the still, pleaming level of 
the lake, whence at intervals would ring out, startlingly 
clear, the goblin laughter of the loon, and listening intently 
we would catch the dim, quavering, distant answer. 
With candles burning on the boxes at our heads, we some- 

timeslay reading till near midnight—Stramon with Mor- 
ris’s ‘‘Harthly Paradise,” Sam, with ‘Monsieur Lecoq,” 
Ranolf with Hugene Sue's “Wandering Jew,” W. B. with 
“A Tramp Abroad,” dud the writer immersed in the for- 
tunes of “Henry Hstnond.” Owing tothe habit common 
to Stranion and W. B. of reading aloud some striking pas- 
sage every now and then, loften found Lady Castlewood guilty 
of broadly facetious remarks, or the beautiful unserupulous 
lips of Beatrix nttering amorous and tearful yerse. Such 
Oma are startling till one gets acenstomed to 
them, 

before turning in we would doff our scanty garments, run 
down the beach, and dash. out info the cool Juke-waters, 
there to float almost motionless, till the return of stillness 
and ol the perfect reflections would leaye us seemingly sus- 
pended in the midst of a stamy sphere, And the absolute 
fullness of peace it was, to yield every limb to the soft em- 
bracing fluid, and upheld without consciourness of support, 
to sway gently with the gleaming: crystal surface, drifting 
ag it were, a disembodied spirit through the spangled ether! 
Then back to our blankets, luxuriously weary; and with 
the soughing of the pines all about us, whose couch compar- 
able with ours! CHARLES G. D. Ronmrrs, 
FREDERICTON, New Brunswick. 

[v0 BE CONTINUED. } 

Bomponnypr,—M. Bombonnel, the renowned projector of 
the Alyerian wild-beast preserve, has again come to the 
front. The Paris Migave says that he has been wild-hoar 
hunting in Burgundy, and has now started off to meet Mr. 
Martinier, director of the Moniteur da Chasse, and several 
Russian sportsmen. He goes in hot haste, haying received 
news from the steward on his Afvican domain of a grand 
old lion, with an enormous appetite, who is dining daily 
off a. horse or mule. 
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FLORIDA FISH AND GAME RESORTS. 

PYXEE following information, being up to date, will be 
found reliable, Tt. is contributed by ourcorrespondent, 

“Al Fresco,” to a handbook, ‘‘South Georgia and Plorida,” 
published by the Sayannah, Flovida and Western Railway. 
The editor Of the handbook says: ‘‘We are indebted to our 
friend, Dr. G. J. Kenworthy, of Jacksonville, “Al Fresco’ 
of Fonusy anp StReAM veputation, for the subjoined items 
respectiig sport in Florida, than whom there isno better 
qualified, either in finished skill as a sportsman or angler, 
or in that happy gift of description which Jends to his 
achievements a graceful attraction peculiarly their own. 
The mere reference of his name as the author of this article 
isa sufficient guarantee of its entire reliubilily.” He says: 

To the wing shot Florida presents unequaled attractions. 
Qnail can be found in eyery portion of the State, but for 
extia sport the punner must visit Madison, Monticello or 
Tallahassee, At the former localities good board oan be 
obtained on reasonable terms, In Tallaiassee a new hotel 
is in course of completion, and will be ready for the re- 
ception of guests at an carly day. Snipe exist around most 
of the lakes and marshes, and on the lakes ducks are found 
in countless numbers. 

Ducks, geese etc.. can be found in every bay, ‘lake, river 
and lagoon, aud owing to the climate and chotacter of the 
food they are as fat as squabs. Those who aspire to the no- 
ble sport of bagging ‘*honk honkers,” shonld visit the mouth: 
of Suwannee River, Dead Man’s Bay, west of the Suwannee, 
und James Island, In addition to geese at the pointe re- 
ferred to, the waters swarm with ducks, and the beach and 
oyster bars at many points art covered with snipe and cur- 
lew. In addition to shooting, the rivers emptying into the 
Gulf are alive with sheepshead and sea trout, channel bass 
and large-mouthed black bass. If disposed the gunner can 
leave camp, and in the hamiaks and pine woods find sood 
deer and turkey shooting. Toveach the points indicated 
sportsmen should visit Cedar Keys, and churter a sloop of 
from five to six tons at from five to six dollars per day. 
The captain provides stove, cooking untensils, bedding and 
one skiff; and the charterers will only have to furnish pro- 
visions, These hoats will comfortably accommodate a party 
offour, If extra skiffs are desired they can be built or pur- 
chused at Cedar Keys at from thirteen fo fifteen dollars, in- 
cluding row locks and one pair of oars, Persons desiring 
imformation regarding the charter of a boat or the building 
a skiffs should communicate with J. Ira Gore, Esq., Cedar 

eys, 
My friend, Col. Clinch, recently informed me that at his 

plantation on the Satilla River, very fine striped bass fishing 
can be secured during March and April. The fishing point 
is about one mile aboye his house, Parties desirous of cn- 
gaging in bass fishing would be compelled to camp out, 
The Clinch plantation can be reached by leaving the 8. F. 
& W. Railway at Folkston, hiting a team, and driving 
twenty-three miles, A supply of provisions can be obtained 
at the depot, Col, C. informed me that the bass take a 
large and #audy fly, as well as the minnow. ‘This point has 
been annually visited by a noted fiy-fisher, and we have 
reason to believe that we shall incur his displeasure by open- 
ing up a new field to the craft. 

To those who wish to indulge in fishing or shooting and 
al the same time enjoy the pleasures of a busy winter resort, 
the comforts of first-class hotels, and at the same time be 
within the reach of the telegraph and daily mails, Jackson- 
ville presents a suitable location. By taking the morning 
irain on the 8. F. & W. Railway, or the F. C, & W, R.R., 
and proceeding thirty or forty miles, sportsmen can enjoy 
eight hours of quail shooting and return in time for supper. 
Arrangements may be made for the stoppage of trains be- 
tween stations. Early in the season the river for many 
miles below the city is literully covered with ducks. By 
taking the steamer Mabel F,in the morning a number of 
hours can be devoted to ducking, and parties can return to 
the city on any of her trips, which are two hours apart. 
MeGirt’s and Pottsburgls creeks, within three miles of the 
city, furnish fine hass fishing. At Jones’ boat: yard White- 
hall boats and good oarsmen can be hired at all times. 

A fast steamer leaves the city for Mayport daily, and 
at Burroughs’s hotel fishermen can secure a good bed 
and asquare meal at one dollar anda half per day. The 
creeks and bayous in the neighborhood are stocked with 
ducks. At the jetties, two miles from Mayport, superior 
sea trout and sheepshead fishing exist. Fishermen, who 
will provide boats and bait, can be hired at $2.50 per day. 
On several occasions I have secured the services of a fisher- 
min named McMullen, and I. can recommend him as honest, 
reliable and industrious; as he fishes fora living, he is ac- 
quainted with the points where fish do most congregate, 

Sportsmen desirous of engaging in deer shooting should 
visit the head of St. Sebastian Creek (a tributary of the 
Indian River), Sanibal Island, the upper Caloosahalchie, 
the Southwest Coast south of Punta Russa, or the lower 
Kissimmee country. A railroad is in operation from 
Sanford to Kissimmee City on Lake Taliopelaliga, and by 
Dev, 1 two or more steamboats will be plying on the Kissim- 
mee River to Lake Okeechobee. Lake Istokpoga lies about 
twenty miles northwest from Lake Okeechobee, and is 
reached by Istokpoga Creck, which empties into the Kissim- 
mee River, about twenty miles north of Lake Okeechobee. 
Lake J, is about twenty miles long, and six wide, and is the 
home of tlie alligator, Sportsmen ean transport n boat from 
Sanford to Kissimmee City, and secure atow to the mouth of 
Tstokpowa Creek. The region around the lake las noi been 
visited by sportsmen, and, in consequence, offers a superior 
field for gator killing, turkey shooting and deer und bear 
hunting. Cattle owners who are in the habit of visiting the 
country around the lake haye assured me that large game 
exists in great quantity. Based upon our observations and 
experience in lakes further south, we haye reason to believe 
that ducks exist in countless numbers, and that the fishing 
must be excellent. 

At Lake Istokpoga sportsmen will find an untrodden field, 
and we fecl assured that they would be surfeited with sport. 
As a corner grocery or store does not exist within one bun- 
dred miles, a stock of food must be transported to the camp, 

South of Lake Monroe this stream passes through exten- 
sive marshes and several lakes; and friends who haye visited. 
this section informed me that snipe and ducks exist in great 
quantities, and that the water is literally alive with fish. In 
the woods and prairies adjoining the lakes fair deer and 
turkey shooting can he obtained. A through steamer leaves 
Jacksonville every Saturday for the upper Jakes. Asa boat 
ig indispensable one should he purchased im Jacksonville 
and transported on steamer’s deck. 

This river, or more properly speiking, salt water bayou, 
has, to 9 certain extent, been inaccessible in the past, 'To 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

reach it sportsmen should take steamer to the upper lakes 
and proceed to Titusville or Rock Ledge where suitable 
boats, with experiénced captains, can be chartered on reason- 
able terms. On the river flats good duck shooting will be 
found, andin the hamaks and on the high lands adjoin- 
ing the tributary streams, fair deer and turkey shooting can 
be obtained, At the mouth of the river the angler and 
hand-line fisherman can occupy their time until muscles cry 
out peceev? in the capture of blnefish, sheepshead, cavalli 
channel bags, mangrove “nappér, and many other varictics 
too numerous to mention. 
To the canoeist Florida offers unusual attractions. A 

canoe can be shipped by steamer to Savannah from Boston, 
New York, Philadelphia or Baltimore, and by 8. Florida & 
W. Railway to objective point. The canoeist can arrange 
ju Savannah for a passage in the caboose of a freight train, 
and unload his canoe and impedimenta at the crossing of the 
Suwannee River north of Live Oak, or proceed to Rowland’s 
Bluif, south of Lake Gity, and thereby ayoid rapids and 
lox booms, ‘The Suwannee River isa beantiful stream with 
high bluff banks, and the edyageur can descend it to the 
Gulf, If disposed, he can traverse the bay anil inside pas- 
sages to Cape Sable; or, if inclined to prolong his trip, he 
can uscend the Caloosahatchie River to the Falls, paddle up 
the canal in course of excayation south of Okeechobee, and 
when th» dredge boat is reached, wouk to Lake Okeechobee, 
Before the first of January itis probable that a navigable 
canal will be completed from the fallsto the lake From 
Jake Okvechobeé the Kissimmee can be ascended to Kissim- 
mee City, and at that point the canoe can be placed in a car 
and transported to Sanford, at which point the canoe can 
be launched and the noble St. Johns descended to Jackson- 
ville, Lf disposed, the canoeist can prolong his jaunt by 
sailing or paddling his canoe through the inside passage to 
Fernandina and Savannah. 

Rast of Waldo the canocist will find an interesting lake 
region, for within fifteen miles of that place forty-two lakes 
from 200 yards to 7 miles long exist. These lakes vary in 
elevation from 70 to 130 feet above tide water, The paddler 
will find the end of the Banta Fe Canal within 800 yards of 
the depot at Waldo, which willlead him into Lake Alto, and 
from Lake Alto a short canal will conduct him to Lake Santa 
Fe, a beauliful sheet of water covering about 30 square miles. 
At the easterly end of Santa Fe Lake the village of Melrose 

At this poimt a 
conveyance can be obtained to transport canoe and impedi- 

In many 
cases a portage of a few hundred feet will enable the canoe- 

The land adjoining the lakes is 

will be found, with stores and post office. 

mento a distance of ‘two miles to Five Mile Lake. 

ist to reach another lake. 
elevated, dry, and remarkably healthy. Duck, snipe, and 
plumage birds are plentiful, and every lake, creek, and pond 
is wellgupplied with bass, perch, and bream. ‘When tired of 
lake exploration, the wanderer can descend the Htoneah or 

When we consider the Black creeks to the St. Jolins River. e 
healthfulness of the State, its accessibility, its unrivaled 
climate, and its thousands of miles of placid waters, emi- 
nently adapted to canoeing, we can only express our surprise 
that so few engage in canoe trips in Flomda, 
No portion of the world presents so fine a field for the 

fisherman as tle southwest coast of Florida. Mr. E., of 
New York, captured, with the fly, within a few weeks, on 
the Homosassa River, ten distinct species of fish. Last 
spring my friend Dr, F., of New York, visited me, and 
stated that he had fished in the far West, in the tributaries 
of Lake Superior, in the Adirondacks, and in Canada, but 
no place equaled Southwest Plorida for fly-fishing. He enu- 
merated eleven distinct species of fish that he had captured 
with the artificial fly—among the number were channel bass, 
brown snapper, cavallii, ravallicr, seatrout, large-mouthed 
black bass, and skipjacks. And I will ask, where else but in 
Florida can such a number of fish be captured with the fly 
on one stream but ten miles in length? On the southwest 
coast the fish have not been educated, and they will not re- 
fuse anything in the shape of an artificial fy so long as it is 
large and gaudy, One of the best of biters and a plucky 
fivhter is the cayallii. At certain points, more especially on 
the Caloosahalchie Riyer, above the islands, they run 
very large, occasionally attaining a weight of sixteen 
pounds, 

As a winter cruising ground this coast cannot be equaled. 
The climate is all the most exacting can demand, During 
the winter rain seldom falls, storms are very infrequent, surf 
and undertow do not exist, health is beyond question, the 
coast line is shallow, duck and beach bird shooting cannot 
be equaled, and fhe fishing is superb. 

For a cruise on this coast @ boat of from five to eight tons, 
accommodatiny four to six persons, can be chartered at from 
five to seven dollars per day. The charter will inclide 
captain, boy, skiff, stove, cooking utensils and bedding, 
Provisions can be purchased on reasonable terms at Cedar 
Keys. Fora trip on this coast a sharpie from twenty-five 
to thirty feet long with a large cabin would fill the bill, A 
boat could be shipped by sailing vessel from New York to 
Jacksonville, and by train to Cedar Keys, My first trip on 
the coast from Cedar Keys to Charlotte Harbor and the head 
of the Caloosahatchie was made in a fal bottomed boat, 
twenty-one feet long and seven feet six inches beam, My 
last trip from Key West to Cedar Keys was made in a cat- 
boat sixteen feet long and six feet beam, At the passes 
(entrances to bays ind lagoons) along the entire coast 
superiour fishing will be found, “a : 
A party of two can enjoy a trip on this coast if they pro- 

vide themselves with 4 oat similar in model to a Delaware 
River batteau. She should be twenty feet long and seven 
fect wide, six inches higher in the sides than usually built; 
decked over for at least six feet forward; cabin, eight feet 
long, andclear cockpit of six feet; washboard, eight inches 
wide. Withcenterboard and cat rig, such a boat would answer 
an admirable purpose; her draft would be light, and she 
could be rowed and poled in an emergency, Instead of 
sexits, movable boxes could be covstructed and used for the 
stowage of provisions, arms, ammunition, firewood, etc, At 
night these boyes could be stored in the cockpit or on the 
cabin, and ample sleeping room would be provided. With 
acanvas tent to pass over the boom at night and fasten to 
screweyes on each side, the cockpit and cabin could be pro- 
tected fromrain and dew. Before parties indulge in a cruise 
on this coast, they should peruse “Cainp Life in Florida,” 
published by Forest and Stream Publishing Company, New 
York, [Out of priny.—Ep. F. anv 8.] 

Until yecently this portion of Florida was almost a terra 
incognita, and the first extended notice of it was published 
in the Formsy AND STRHAM and republished in “Camp Life 
in Plorida.”’ r : 
Having spent nearly two months in the region referred to, 

enjoyed the equable temperature, balmy atmosphere, retresh- 
ing breezes, and unrivaled sporting attractions, we sincerely 

i 
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trust that the adventurous tourist and sportsman may be in- 
duced to follow in our wake, 

Nearly seven years have elapsed since we navigated Clear 
Water Harbor, Tampa and Sarasota bays, coasting the main- 
land from Sarasota Pass to Gasparilla Pass, wandered among 
the islands of Charlotte Harbor, ascending the Caloosa- 
hatellie River to Fort Thompson, and suceceded in reaching 
the almost nnknown Lake Okeechobee. Often has memory 
carried us buck to the pleasant seenes of that trip, and we 
sometimes sigh for un opportunity toreyisil the many charm- 
ing spots found en yeute, aud to fight over again our battles 
with sharks, alliguiors, devil fish ef al. 

Persons desirous of visiting and camping out at Charlotte 
Harbor should have one or more batteaux, fourteen fect in 
length, built a Cedar Keys, costing, with oars, rowlocks and 
one coat of paint, about $15. A large and comfortable 
steamer leayes Cedar Keys twice weekly for Punta Rassa; 
excursion ticket, $18, Arrangements can be made for the 
transportation of the boats on the steamer’s deck, By mak- 
ing arrangements with Mr. Mitchell, store-keeper at Cedar 
Keys, a fresh supply of provisions can be obtained as often 
as necessary; freight about 40 cents per 100 pounds, Fort 
Meycrs, distant from Punta Rassa about twenty miles, 
possesses three large stores, where a supply of provisions 
can be secured. The steamer Spitfire plics between Fort 
Meyers and Punta Rassa twice weekly, and Captain Nelson 
would execute commissions, At Punta Rassa there is a 
post office and télesraph station, and although out of the 
world the wanderer can communicate with home, A good — 
point for camping would be Sanibal Island, and if an A tent 
were pitched on the beach no inconvenience would be ex- 
perienced froM insects. Deer are plentiful on the island, 
Superior oysters exist in some of the lagoons, beach birds 
cain be found in preat numbers, Jacoh Summerlin has an 
extemporized hotel near the dock, where sportsmen can 
board and obtain a good meal, At the dock they can enjo 
the best sheepsheading in the United States, and if they see 
larker game they Gan indulge in the capture of fish ranging 
from 50 to 300 pounds. If disposed to tty camp life in 
Estero Bay or at Gorden’s Pass, parties can engage » small 
sloop at Punta Rassatoremove them and their effects, 
Gorden's Pass is about twenty-eight miles south of Punta 
Rassa, and furnishes a fine field for fishing, ducking, besch 
bird shooting and bear and deer hunting. In this section 
bears are very plentiful, and if sportsmen hanker after a 
hug they may be accommodated. From Gorden’s Pass in- 
side channels can be followed to Galleran’s Bay, and from 
this hay to Cape Sable the coast line is very shallow, and 
among the islands uurivaled sport can Le obtained, In the 
fall of 81 a correspondent contributed a series of cight let- 
ters to the Amerivun Ficid, of Chicago, descriptive of the 
southwest coast of Florida, and parties who propose visiting 
this section should receive the numbers. 

Whitehall boats can be purchased on reasonable terms at 
Jones’ boat yard in Jacksonville. Batteaux will be built to 
order in Cedar Keys at about $15 cach, They canbe ordered 
through J. Ira Gore of Cedar Keys. Small sloops of four 
to six tons burthen, suitable for cruising on the Southwest 
Coast can be chartered at Cedar Keys at from 5 to 6 per 
day, At St. Augustine and Titusville suitable boats can be 
secured on reasonable terms. Parties who wish boats built 
to suit their views should communicate with Mr. Chappell, 
boat builder, Jacksonville. He built two ceruising boats 
for me, and I can recommend him and his work, If persons 
ship boats by schooner to Jacksonville they can consign 
them to the care of John Clark, Esq. 
During the winter months the climate of Florida cannot 

be equaled by any portion of the Union; rain seldom falls ' 
aud storms are very infreynent, The health of the State ts 
remarkable, the late census showing that the mortality is 
only 10.6 per thousand—less than that of any State east of 
the Rocky Mountains, The bugbear, malaria, merely exists 
in the brains of those who wish to deflect travel from 
Florida, 
During the winter months insect pests are not troublesome, 

Snakes need not be feared, for, in wl my wanderings in the 
State, I have met with but one rattler, 
To those who are seeking health and recreation, and can 

appreciate a superior winter climate, enjoy good hunting, ’ 
excellent shooting, and unsurpassed fishing, we will say, 
from actual experience, indulge in a boat cruise in the Land 
of Flowers. 

On arrival in Jacksonville, sportsmen should receive the 
statement of steamboat and railroad runners cum grano salis, 
and cousult some person who has no axe to grind, and who 
is familiay with the sporting resources of the State. By 
inquiry of Pitman of the ‘ Sportsman’s Companion,” or 
Mz. Campbell of the St. James, Mr. Foster of the 5t. Marks, 
Mr, Lee of the Duyal, or Mr. Davis of the Everett Honse, 
gentlemen will be furnished the names of those who will 
cheerfully give reliable information, and who will smooth 

the way for the uninitiated. ; 

t ; aT + 5 . 
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GROUSE ON MARTHA’S VINEYARD. 

A correspondent of Fornsr AND STREAM inquires in a 
yecent number about the pinnaled grouse on the 

iskand of Martha's Vineyard. . . 
Fifty years ago, while on a hunting and fishing tonr, I 

landed on that island, then owned by the Bowdoin family, 
and was told that the grouse were there in considerable 

numbers, but that they were protected, and that shooting 

was nut allowed except by special permission from {he 
owners, Martha's Vineyard was then mostly covered with 
thickets of brush which afforded 1 refuge forthe grouse, 
and it is ssid that these hirds had been protected there from 
early times. These “heatheocks,” as. they were called, ac- 

curred in New England and the Middle States, as far South, 

at least, as Virginia. An early work called “A. Perfect De- 

scription of Virginia,” (London, 1649) mnentions among the 

binds of that plantation “the heathcock.” In the early part 

of the century ar act was passed by the General Court of 

Massachusetis to proteet certain animals of the chase, 

among them, ‘‘the heath-hen,” which wns wrilten by the 

clorkc “leathen,” and was supposed by many to refer to the 
Indians, some of whom lingeréd within the State; and gom- 

tent was evoked on the supposed brutality of the ‘Yankees, 

which classed the red men with the beasts, and rendered it 

necessary to give them like protection from extermination. 

In still earlier times these birds were so- abundant in New 

Enpland, that the story gocs that apprentices made it an 

article of their contract with their masters, that they should 
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1 he obliged jo cul “hoath-hen” more than twice a weck— 
referring, probably, pork and beans. - 
hove herd that the lust of the stock of pinnated erouse on 

he inainiand of Massachusetts was killed about 1830, near 
Northanipton by a well-known sportsman of Boston, 

Porty years azo these grouse wereas plenty, is cheap, and 
‘as little esteemed in MWinois asin the early days of New Eng- 
Kind, Ihave bought them in Chicago af six cents each, and 
ive been invited by farmers to come ont and kill the 
“eliekens” that were destroying the wheut, ‘We will kee 
you,” they said, ‘‘free gratis us Jong as you will stay.” 
have killed grouse on ground which is now in theheart of 
‘Chicago, covered with blocks of stores; but one would haye 
to fo now 100 miiles west of the city to make a decent bag, 
and at thepresent rate of destruction of these birds in Tinois, 

—- 

have disappeared from the Prairie State. 8, C, C, 
= ee Oe he St 

“THE BOSTON ANTI-SPARROW CRUSADE 

Wasutya'ron, D, C., Nov. 24, 1882. 
Biliary Forest anit: Stream; 

_ Tbhegyoulo givethe wide publicily of Pormst ANp SirmeAar 
to the inelosed correspondence between an old Bostonian and 
Mr. Wilson Plage. These letiets ought to be read and acted 
Mpon in every part of the United States. Tt is now several 
yeers since I nnadertook the apparently thankless task of 
Jeading the move avainst the sparrows, and time has shown 
the soundness of the position 1 have maintained, Sinee the 
death of Dr. T, M. Brewer, the only person of any conse- 
‘quence whom I haye known to defend the sparrows is Mr. 
fenty Bergh, who once poured out the vials of Wis unneces- 

siry wrath in # most amusing stream of personal vilifica- 
lion. But having already once castigated that gentleman, 
aud haying mo desire io punish lim twice for the same 
offense, of which he may perhaps have already repented, I 
submil the correspondence without further remark, 

ELniorr Couns. 
The Jetler below, writes Mr, Plage, in the Boston 7pa/- 

seript, of Noy. 18, was sent me a short time since, and, 
deeply symnpathizing with the regrets of my correspondent, 
T forward it with my reply: 

_ Boston, Nov: 6, 1632.—Mr. Magy: My Dear Sir—The rapid increase 
in nitbers of the abominable English sparrows, and the consequent 
Danishment of our own sweet-singing and insect-eating birds, is a 
source of cudless sorrow to me, and I write to you to ask you to ar- 
ange some plan by which we may be relieved of our foreign pests. 
m the days of my childhood Boston Coumon anid Boston gardens 
re musical with birds, who were unceasingly usefulin destroying 

the ever increasing swarms of insects. Suddenly some wise Democrat 
“(Mayor Smith, I believe) introduced a colony of gray squirrels upon 
the Common. As there were no nut trees to provide food for the 
Animuls, they feasted upon hirds’ eggs until there were not eucugh 
“binds left to keep the insects irom making sad havoc with the trees. 
“Then some tinwise persons, who knew nothing of the habits of dif- 
‘férent kinds of birds, introduced the seed-eating foreign sparrow to 
Temedy the mischief done, Behold our trees disfigured with num- 
berless “bird houses” and swarming with sparrows, whose noisy 
quarreling Is heard from suprise to sunset. And the city fathers 
pay large sums eyery year ta men who destroy cocoons and cater- 
Pulars, tir the trees, cbc. 

_ But the misehief doss not end here, for our foreign pests haye 2x- 
fehded their habitations to the country all wbont Boston, many miles 
north, southand west, driving off our native birds, as I can testify 
by my own observation, The farmers say they are destructive to 
Beet The Spaniards haye a saying to this offect—''Beware of the 
‘deyil, the priests and the sparrows,” Hoping you will not scorn my 
Pilition, Yours Respettfully—Onp RusipEnt. 

- In reply to my correspondent, I would say that if the 
Sparrows could be destroyed by curses they would have per- 
ished long ago. The introduction of the Norway rats was 
less of a public misfortune, because they did but take the 
lace of the American black rats; they were only the sub- 

stitution of a foreign nuisance for a native one not the less 
olfensive. The louse sparrows are now the constant sub- 

/et of complaint from ajl parts of the conntry, and I be- 
jeve if any practicable method should be devised for their 
(xtermination it would be universally adopted, 

In Hurope the sparrows are as great a nuisance as they 
fire in this country; bat their numbers are kept down by 
elty gunners and trappers, who sell them mm the market. 
Th that country (hey are neither protected by the game laws, 
nor are they generally proyided with boxes, and as they moye 
in flocks, they are easily taken in considerable numbers at a 
time, 

But our case is very different from that of the inhabitants 
of Europe, The sparrowe, being indigenous in that coun- 
try, have not caused the extermination of other valuable 
and interesting species, They have not been the ciuse of 
those regrets which the lovers of nature in this country have 
§ufiererl from witnessing the banishment of their former 
Tausical friends of the feathered race fron. the garden and 
the wayside, Formerly the few bird houses that were put 
up in onr towns and yillages were occupied by wrens, blue- 
birds, marting and swallows, whose melodious notes awoke 
ustrom our sleep in the morming with glad sounds that 
made every sunrise seem an openine paradise, At the same 
dime, the two vireos and ihe linncts were vocal in the fall, 
paieaeobing élms in our pleasute grounds and our road- 
‘sides. 

Now all the bird houses have been monopolized by the 
Sparrows, The bluebirds, the wrens, swallows and niurtins 
are strangers in our land which offers them no homes, and 
the vireos haye gone into voluntary exile because they could 
not endure the présence of the sparrows. They have done 
as we should (do if our villaga was suddenly overwhelmed 
by legions of Hottentots whom we could not expel. <A few 
of our familiar birds still remain with us. ‘The robin and 
the oriole, being larger birds and different fesders, do not 
fpme info conflict with the sparrows, The same may be 
said of our little ground-lmilders, the song-sparrow and the 
vesper-bird, the latter being outside of the usurped domain. 

Allis now changed, Instead of the delightful anthem of 
Morn which came into our windows with the balmy breezes 
of June and inspired every heart with gladness, we hear the 
discordunt chirping and yawping sod chattering of lund 
teds of spatrows, without an intermingled sound that is 
amusical. If a solitary vireo still lingering in some beneficent 
elm that stands 4 little of from this pandemonium showld 
litter a few cheerful ootes, they are drowned in the liorrible 
discord of the Wnglish sparrows. As well might we listen 
to a sweet parlor singer at her harpsichord while a rattling 
Hinilstorm is heating against the windows, 
How long, O Qatiline! shall we allow these monsters to 

abuse onr pationde? Some immediate action must be com- 
menced for their universal extermination. Asa preliminary 
‘step in this truly righteous crasade, » society must be 
ormed, having its headquarters in Boston, with branches 

extending over the whole continent. Let those persons in 
this city who are iiterested in the work calla meeting forth- 
With and organize, for the work should begin this coming 
Winter. T should be rejoiced to engage actively in this en- 

hey may perhaps be found on Martha’s Vineyard after they” 
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terprisa were il not for my physical incapacity, Younger 
men and especially women fo whom we look for the initia- 
tion of all works of bencticence, must begin the work. In 
behalf of (he enterprise | offer the following hints that may 
serve a8 outlines for the constitution of the society: 

1, This association shall be called a society forthe ex- 
termination of the English sparrows and the protection of 
our native birds, 

2. The officers shall be a president, vice-presidents, a sec- 
retary and tteasurer, and directors. 

8, Persons of both sexes shall be equally eligible to the 
offices of the society. 

4. ‘The sdmigsion fee shall be #1. 
5. Meetings shall le held monthly in such placcs as may 

he designated by the secretary, until a permanent place of 
meeting has been obtained. 

6. The duty of the directors shall be to take measures for 
the immediate organization of branch societies in all parts of 
the country, and to devis¢ means that may be prudently 
used for the Hestruction of the sparrowsand for the repeal 
of all laws which have been enacted for their protection, 

Winson Fnaaa. 

DEATH OF MR. WILLIS’S QUAIL. 

Hittitoy Fores! and Stream: 
My quail are all dead but two young ones, The old ones 

died Saturday and yesterday,and 1 send ther, together with 
one of the young ones, hoping that an examination will en- 
able you to find the cause of the trouble. The birds were 
all well and growing finely until I brought the plants into the 
conseryalory, where I raised the quail. None of those that 
died were sick over twenty-four hours. The old cock bird 
was a wild one that 1 bought last fall, and the hen was of a 
brood hatched under a bantam a year ago last spring, My 
success, notwithstanding the disastrous result of my first 
experiment, encourages me to try again, Joux J, Wins. 
WESIFIHLD, New Jersey, Noyember 27. 

[Three of these birds, the old cgelk and hen ang a young 

male, were sent us for examination, and we give below a 
statement of their disease. The birds appeared to be in good 

condition, were by no means emacitted, and their crops 
and gizzards were filled with food. Death resulted from 
somé acute disvase which had but a brief course. Follow- 
ing is the result of our examination: 

No. 1. Oriyt cirginianats, adult male-——Received Noy. 27,, 

Autopsy same day. The organs of the specimen presented 
4 normal appearance, except as fo the alimentary canal, 

which was the seat of a more or less intense inflammation 
throughout its whole length, This inflammation was most 
marked throughout the small intestines, or from the end of 
the duodenum to the beginning of the colon. The mucous 

and sub-mucous tissues were deeply injected, and upon the 

serous Membrane coyering the intestine an effusion of 

lymph had taken place, and some glight adhesions had 
formed. At various points along the ileum were numerous 
small hard foscal masses which appeared to he adherent to 

the mucoug membrane. Death undoubtedly resulted from 

this inflammation, which was probably due to the ingestion 
of improper food, 
No. 2. Ortya virginianus, juv., male.—Condition pre- 

cisely the same as in thé preceding, except that the inflamma- 

tion was less acute, 

No. 8. Ortyn virgintanus, adult female.—A much smaller 

and less sturdy bird than the adult male. The inflammation 

in this specimen extended over a larger tract than in No. 1, 

the duodenum being deeply injected for its whole length, as 

well as the ileum. In cach specimen the colon was filled 

with dark foecal matter. 

In all three, death appeared to have resulted from the same 

cause, as above stated. The violent inflammation of the 

bowels which, unhappily, terminated the existence of our 

friend's pets, was, no onbt, caused by something which 

they ate from the plants, which had just been moved back 
into lis conservatory. Whether this was the fruit, or leayés, 
of some one of the plants, or some poison which had been 

used to destroy insects, we could not tell without a detailed 

examination und analysis of the partially digested food con- 
tained in the orzans, 

We are glad io he assured that My. Willis intends to con- 
tinue his efforts to rear Bob White in confinement, and hope 
for those now remaining aliye a happier fate than thal of 

their relatives. | 

THE DOINGS OF KEEP. 

OR the benefit of those who are interested in the ‘cute do- 
ings and wonderful knowledge possessed by some dogs. 

Iy3late the following of Keep, in his prime a finely propar- 
tioned and beautiful field spaniel, yaluable as an aid to 
his master among the grouse and woodeock, also as are- 
triever, bringing all birds, by whososyer shot, to his master’s 
feet. But alas! he was rewarded but too well for his many 
brilliant achievements, and at eight years of age is able with 
great difficulty to mount a chair al command, and in propor- 
tion much resembles a twenty-pound ‘coon. 

Ones, in his young and frisky days, Keep accompanied his 
master and friend C,to a neighboring pond, whither they 
went to catch piczerel through the ics. ““lip-ups” were set, 
and business began, Tyo strangers were observed at thesame 
spot near the opposite shore. They used a twig set nearly 
perpendicular in the ice with a red flag at the tip. When the 
ag was bent low it gave evidence of a hooked fish, As fast 

as the fish wore thrown out Keep was on hand to ‘thook” them 
over again, carrying them all, as fast as caught, to his master, 
Later inthe day one of the strangers saw the dog pull down 
oue of their twigs and scamper sway. Saying nothing he 
awaited results. His companion on observing the flag down 
Tran with great speed to be first to pull out the fish, but found 
nothing on the hook but a lively bait. His partisr came up 
and told his story, and they both laughed geri and the 
dog laughed too (don’t dogs sometimes laugh?). They finally 
concluded that they would haye to buy the dog or go home 
lshless, but the fish were returned to them, 
The next day was warmer, and friend C,, with the bucket 

of minnows, followed by the dog, procaeded to bait the hooks, 
The ice was covered here and there with shallow puddles 
making it dificult walking in gum boots, and friend C, sa’ 
down and the bait spread itself out likewise. Keep watched 
G, pick up the minnoyys for a few minutes, when he proceeded 

to help hintin this way; He would place his paw on a fish, 
take it up gently in hisamouth and carry it to C., who would 
return it to the bucket. Most of them were retrieved in this 
manner without being injured. Before returning from this 
trip the dog found, and brought to his master, a pockethools 
which had been lost. 
On Keep’s first’ yisit to the seaside he was sent into the 

water to retrieve a wounded gull. He swam straight for the 
gull until the bird presented its bill, when he payed out and 
swam io circles just out of reach to ayoid any further pay- 
meénts on his property. This was kept up for some minutes, 
but the bill was always inthe way. Finally he made arush 
with mouth wide open, and shut on to the gull’s head, and in 
this way tugged her to shore. His first introduction to a 
crab was very amusing to the bystanders. He was nosing 
over one, when his nose received an embrace that was aty- 
thing bub loying. He tried to claw it off, but it was no go, 
Finally, throwing up his head, the crab was tossed some ten 
feet in the air, and when he alighted Keep had his foot on 
him (he was yery careful to put it in the right place) and 
cleaned his crabship of claws in about 4 minute, and then left 
him in disgust. 
Once upon a time an acquaintunce and trader visited the 

dog’s master, and stated that a man hac offered to trade paper 
stock at eighteen cents for a horse he had, Thinking the 
above rather too high a figure for the stock, he requested his 
friend to find out what it was selling for, So the master, fol- 
lowed by the dog, started to interview a man whose son was 
in the business, ‘Che man stated that stock was selling for 
considerably less, and he had a letter from his son to that 
effect, but it had been mislaid. Master and dog returned to 
the store. The acquaintance, obserying something in the 
dog's mouth, says, “Keep, what have you?” removing a letter 
and reading, “Paper stock quoted atten.” It proved to be 
the letter from the man’sson. Itis needless to say that there 
was no trade, and that this was a very curious coincidence. 
One day Keep came into the store with a very proud look in 

his fuce and something in his mouth. He carried it for some 
twenty minutes before anyone was curious enough to find out 
what itwas. It proved to be a one dollar greenback, wet 
and dirty. The dog seems to know the value of a dollar, and 
the master well knows the worth of his dog. Thereare many 
more curious incidents that might be related of this dog, but 
Thaye already drawn this out longer than I intended, but 
there is no inflation about it if 1 do sign myself GAS, 

TRAMP DOGS IN CENTRAL PARK,—Tom Donohue, the 
night watchman in Central Park, is an old man-of-war’s gin- 
ner, Among his many duties is that of shooting the tramp 
dogs, the vagrant cats, the rats that suck eggs and kill chick- 
ens, and the sereech owls and night hawks, The killing of 
the deer by the tramp dogs last week was keenly felt by 
Superintendent Conklin, and Tom Donohue’s blood was 
roused when he heard of it. The watchman was found by a 
Sun reporter on Saturday night oiling and burnishing up his 
rifle, Im a corner of the armory cellar lay the bodies of 
threetramp dogs, two cats, and one fat screech owl. The 
dogs, although dead, were frightful enough. One especially, 
a big, lank brute, was the ideal tramp dog. Ferocity, treach- 
ery, and cunning were marked in his face, ‘Yes,” said Tom 
Donohue, “these tramp dogs infest the park at times, and 
enough trouble they give me. ‘Cute? Well, Ishould say so. 
did you eyer know anything, man or beast, that lived by its 
wits, that wasn’t ‘cute? It’s many years since I first got at 
them, At that time I carried only astout stick, One nightT 
went on my rounds, and fancied | heard the sharp yells of 
dogs attacking something, I dodged around the trees and 
bushes, and found a pack of them attacking the yak. When 
Tcame up they ran away, I continued my roun Again I 
heard the dogs. Iwent back and found they had the yak 
down, and were tearing him. One big dog attacked me, but I 
killed him with my stick. The yak was so badly torn that it 
had to be Killed, Superintendent Conklin got me this rifle, 
and many a dog have I killed since, A few summers ago we 
lost several swans, Night after night I watched, but could get 
no trace of what killedthem. One night I climbed a tree and 
stayed there two hours, when I saw a dog stealthily approach 
the border of the lake. The beast seemed to be watching 
as if to discover danger. I did not stir, and at length it gave 
a sharp bark, and half a dozen dogs came up. Fiye of them 
jumped into the water and swam toward the island where 
the swans and ducks were, One remained on shore asa guard. 
When the dogs had nearly reached the island I sighted the 

d on shore and shot him. You neyer heard such a howl- 
Ingin your like, The dogs in the water knew I hadthem. I 
shot three of them, and since then the swans have not been 

Game Bag and Gun. 

THE TOLLESTON TEST CASE. 

TESTING THE INDIANA N@N-EXPORT LAW. 

{from our Regular Chicago Correspondent, | 

No for many years Haye the local sportsmen and uit 
clubs been so violently agitated over anything as they 

are at present over the war between the Tolleston Gun Glib 
of Chicago and the natives of Tolleston, Lake county, Ind, 
Your correspondent has taken especial pains to investigate 
the causes and effect, with the future course of both sides, 
and desires that the Forrest AND Srream shall present a 
clear and impartial statement of this trouble, which seems 
to create much interest, even among outsiders, who do 
nol know the butt of a pun from the muzzle. The rash 
statements aflont on all sides and freely ventured in gun 
stores and at club houses about this matter were not to be 
taken for a moment, Your-correspondent therefore went 
dircot to fountain heads on both sides and he can say that 
the facts render the aspect of the case yery much different 
from that usually accepted. 

It has veen wniversally belicyed that the war was a. per- 
sonal one, full ef vituperation, bitterness, and with smould- 
ering hate and malice for foundation on both sides. This is 
not true. With the exception of a few ignorant pot-hunters, 
who resented interference when they tried to roam at their 
own sweet will over the grounds belonging to the club, and 
were consequently arrested and fined for trespass, the feel- 
ing on the part of the natives and club members is of a vary 
pleasant nature, while at the same time both sides are hold« 
ing out firmly for alleged rights. A great many more of the 
generally accepted statements are wrong. As the affair is 
likely to be of national importance, and in its legal bearings 
to he of interest to sportsmen everywhere, I send a rather 
full statement of the case. None of the local alleged sport- 
ing journals have had enterprise enough to publish anything 
about the trouble. 
The Tolleston Gun Club was formed in 1874 and incorpor- 

aled. Lands to the extent of sixty acres to start in with 
were selocted in Lake county, Ind., near the town of ‘Volles- 
ton on the Little Calumet Riyer, <A tidy club house was 
built and with each succeeding year improvements were 
made nnd more land leased and purchased until finally at 
the commencement of the past season the club had 2,300 
acres which they own outright. The club is composed of 
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about sixty members, most of them the best citizens of Chi- 
cayo. Among them are Judge Knickerbocker, judge of the 
Cook county court; F. A, Howe, of the Grand ‘Trimk Rail- 
way, and president of the club; L. Z, Luiter, 0. D. Pea- 
cock, J. 8. Norton, C. (, Mueller, Alex, Sample, Abner 
Price, 8. Ht. Turrill, GC. D, Partridve, G 8. Alexander and 
muiny other merchants, Board of Trade men, taiway 
officials and professional men, It is, with the exception of 
We Puckaway Clab, the “toniest” gun club of the aity, Tt 
originated in the year named froma social club, A general 
sequaintunce with the members would preclude all idea of 
anything ungentlemanly emanating from the club, They 
are honorable, just and upright men, At the same time 
when anyone is mistaken as to What constitutes strict justice 
they are apt io make mistakes unawares. 

This is about what the club did. Thuy startedin by buy- 
ing absolutely nothing from the native farmers thureabouts, 
except provisions for their house, This was the first canse of 
complaint by the Tolleston people, snd they seemed to be 
actuated by a pecuniary feeling in this, There are only 4 
few farmers living right close to the clnb grounds, probably 
not ~ dozen in all. They are inveterate pot-huntcis, and 
they tricd 10 hunt on the elub grounds, Several of them 
were arrested. This aroused the partisan feeling throughout 
the vicinity. The slob had fenced their grounds in with # 
wire fence, this was broken down by unknown parties and 
parts of if carried off. There is no doubt that the nutives 
Were imposed upon hy game keepers and eclub-house attend- 
ants when mombers of the chub were away. With the ex- 
ception of the few hot-headed pot-hunters spoken of, how- 
éyver, the farmers seemed to keep their temper admirably, 

The troubles have been brewing for about two years. 
Only ately have matters culminated, One day, about two 
montlis azo, trespass suits against the more fractious of the 
nalives were brought by the club before Judge Tuley, of 
this city, and Uhe nexl thing was for the natives to bring 
counter trespass suits avainst the club before courts of Lake 
county. These suits have been continued from term to 
term until no one rightly knows where they are ov how any 
of the cases stand. Thus matters were until last week, 
when news was received in the wity that set the boys wild. 
It wis to the effect. that the natives had caused the arrest of 
over a doztn of the members of the club for shipping dead 
same out of the State of Indiana contrary to the laws of the 
State. The daily pupers teemed with alleged accounts of 
the matter, but none were correct, The Forest AND 
Stream correspondent invaded Judge Knickerhocker's 
chambers in the Court Buildings yesterday and asked him 
to state carefully and exactly, with unpartisan features, 
briefly what the trouble now was, and the latest [vatures of 
the case, 

Said he: “Tt has been stated in the papers that the Tolles- 
ton Club had secured the passage of a yery unfair game law 
in Indiana by the Legislature, This is untrue. Indiana 
has long had 4 law prohibiting the shooting of game within 
premises not common, We owned certain property, which 
had been purchased and improved at an expense of about 
$60,000, Certain parties were in the habit of bringing lunt- 
ing clubs from yarious parts of the country to shoot on our 
premises, and under the laws of Indiana we had them ar- 
rested. There was uo difficulty with the residents of ‘Tol- 
leston, Another person with whom we had a diiference 
was uman calling himself ‘Spork.’ Tle was in the habit 
of shooting on the premises of the club und then selling: his 
game in the Chicago market. Weneyer objected to 4 man 
killing pame on our grounds, to be eaten or used by himself 
and family; it was when they shipped to market that we re- 
fused to stand it. ‘Spork’ was arrested in the usual civil 
manner, not by a special of ours, as has been said, and he 
was fined. The club has no special policemen, and all the 
arrests huye been made in a regular way, on # warrant 
sworn out and served by a proper officer. 

“As to the storics of the arrest, 1 will tell the Forrsr 
AND STREAM all about that, though I have refused to giye 
any particulars fo any paper before because | considered the 
matter too ridiculous, and that it would always be misun- 
derstood. There were no arreésis as stated. 

“About one monthago Fr, A. Howe, C. D. Peacock, J, 8. 
Norton, C, C, Mueller, Alex. Sample and Messrs. Spencer 
and Fisher were served with writs for shipping game out. of 
the State of Indiana, It seems another idea has got out 
that the natives of Tolleston, to retaliate, haye caused the 
passage of a law in the Indiana State Legislature, making it 
a finable offense to ship dead game out of the State. ‘This 
is an old law of the State, and the natives had nothing to do 
with its passage. There are afew other States that have 
this queer law, But to go back to our cases. Recognizances 
syere given, and the writs made returnable las) Wednesday. 
Tho men all appeared, and took a change of venne to Val- 
paraiso, in another county. It is our purpose to see if it is 
illegal to carry our game home with ns, and in order to at- 
tain this object we will carry the case to the Supreme Qourt 
of the United Stites, if necessary. In case the courts de- 
cide against us, we will abide by the decision, and won’t 
bring our game home. There are already two State decis- 
ions adverse to the Indiana statute, one being rendered in 
Kansas, in 1876, and the other, I think, in Wisconsin. 
There are several States, however, where the statutory en- 
actments prohibiting the shipment of game out of the state 
lave been upheld and enforced: I do not believe it is con- 
atitulional, This is about all there is of the case. In the 
meantime we £0 on in our eyen ténoved way, and the mat- 
ter is treated With disdain and ridicule; so you can ask any 
veanectable farmer about our club grounds Hf I am not 
right.” ; 

wt the other minor sporting news there is plenty, Nim- 
rods are flying around, loading shells, getting out dog per- 
mits, and studying raibyay guides. The town, in the yi- 
cinity of tle gun stores and spotismen’s resorts, s¢emed 
bare Saturday night, so many of the boys were out alter 
heavy bags. Quail shooting las commenced about this 
yieinity, and hunters cliim there are plenty of the little edi- 
ble birds flying ahout loose. The hunting now consists of 
ducks, geese, and quail. ‘ 

The boys ave wondering if any of the Michigan deer will 
come down this winter, when {he cold snaps set in, and 
kindly loaf around the Mak-Saw-Ba Club ground, [ast 
seuson three deer were killed within tyo miles of tit elub- 
house, and, as a consequence, the boys are hungry for more. 
Tt is a most unusual Wing, however, ‘Chat noble trinumyir- 
ate of Nimrods, Haskell, Wiggins, and Whitney, brought 
back 200 ducks from their late trip to English Lake, 

By the way, your valuable paper will be enabled to an- 
nonce, through the medium of u private letter to your car- 
vespondent, that the long wished {ur hotel for hunters at 
Lake Scnachwine is now finished, and was handsomely 
opened by a big “blow out” Saturday night, For some time 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

Chicago and other sportsmen haye fished and hunted at 
Lake Benaclnwine, Putnam county, Ill, It is one of the 
finest game resorts in the country, 
luke in the State. One bad feature has been the lack of 
accommodation for sportsmen, Now Robert Challoner, 
long known to gunners, has built a neat hotel. Itis styled 
(he Undereliff, is a delightfully situated and caretnlly 
arranged building, of wood, three stories high, with yerandas 
overlooking the lake. On the second and third floors are 
twenty-five large and airy sleeping apartments. Special 
care has been taken to provide for ladies and children. 
There will be hoats, decoys, fishing tackle und attendants 
for patrons, During the summer a floating bath house will 
be available, The house was opened by » party from Chi- 
cago, Peoria, Henry, Geneseo, and other points, and from 
all accounts they must have had an old-fashioned ‘house 
warming.” 
Cricaao, Nov, 4. 

THE LAND OF PINE AND LARCH. 

HAVE rambled ahout the woods and marshes some, 
keeping my eyes open in the meanwhile, aud I give 

you the result of my observations, Ducks ure not nearly so 
plentiful this fall as they were last year. We usually have 
aleayy light of tealabout the middle of September, pnt 
this year Lonly saw a few strageling flocks. During the 
first two weeks of August I flushed many woodcock, but 
they disappeared all of » sudden, 1 suppose on account of 
the excessive drouth, ‘This season is the driest we evor had, 
To-day I saw farmers plowing land that is often too wet to 
{ill in June, snd on the 10th inst, the dust on the roads 
blew in clouds everywhere. We have had but one heavy 
rain in six weeks. Wery few yellow-legs visited us this fall, 

Lhaye seen a few snipe, but haye been over no good 
ground. Ruifed grouse are more plentiful around here 
than they have been for years, My brother has been out 
five times—four afternoons and one whole day. He shoots 
over a smal] cocker. His scores were 6, 11, 4,2, 3—a pretty 
good showing, I think. 

I was the victim of an odd gunning accident on the 19th 
ult, TI savy some bluejays gathering acorns near the barn, 
ind took a sun and some dust shot cartridges and went out, 
thinking to get some practice in easy wing shooting, My 
first shot proved to be my last, for the breech unlocked, the 
base of the shell was blown fo atoms, and I was not quite 
sure whether a torpedo factory had exploded neéarme or 
some one had hit me on the ear witha can of nitro-glycerine. 
Twas partially deaf for a few minutes, but was unhurt. 

My guns were all burned in August, “80, and T purchased 
this one in July 81. Itisasingle barrel snap action, of 
what make perhaps I had better notsay, still T cannot for- 
bear quoting a few words from the circular of the firm that 
manufactures it. Here they are “in substance’: ‘The 
hammeris so arranged in connection with the locking bolt, 
that it cannotstrike the firing pin, unless the holt isin place, 
thus miking it the safest gun in use.” Now, J haveno hesi- 
fation in writing D. L. opposite that statement; {hat is 1 
view it ina ‘‘different light.” “‘Don’t tie toa vain thing,” 
says one of your correspondents, and heis right. Let every 
one “vend, mark and inwardly digest’ that little piece of 
advice, for there are many things to which sportsmen should 
not “tie.” I neither believe inthe ‘forty rod shotgun,” nor 
the “sportsman’s Arcadia,” and 1 do not believe that there 
is any man in the world who can make 4 gun that no other 
maker can equal, yet 1 suppose there are thirty different 
‘males’ advertised as ‘the best in the world.” I am not 
uncharitaple enourh to say that those who claim that a cer- 
tain make of gun excels any other wilfully mis-state. If 
my life depended on one single rifle shot, 1 would 
choose the old military Snider-Enfield, Do I helieve 
it to be the best rifle in the world? Hardly, yet it is so to 
me. for L have shot with it, ate by it, slept by it, and almost 
sworn by it, and 1 understand «all its peculiarities, That, 
in the opinion of your humble seryant is the reason there 
are so many ‘best grns”; they are endeared to their builders 

and owners through ‘‘loug association,” 
Saturday, November 18, was a cold day with a chilly 

northeast wind that appeared to penetrate to the very mar- 
vow. Agi squared away about 10 A, M, for a two hour's 
drive, the wagon rumbled over the frozen ground witha 

noise akin to thunder, The horses shook their heads and bit 

at each other, as if they enjoyed the change of temperature 
put indifferently, and Jike many liuinan beings under simi- 

lar circumstances, were determined to take it out of the 
world in seneral and the first thing they met in particular, 

Gold and cheerless as thu day was, it is to me as important a 

date as the 30th of July to the ‘‘Derryman,” or the Hegira 

to tue devout worshiper of Allah. I reached home about 
noon; | had a business engagement which necessitated a 
start about sundown, and in the meantime Tecould think of 
nothing to do. ‘There | was with a piece of “broken day” 
on my hands, just the thing Thad long been wishing for. 1 
made a charge on the ammunitiondrawer, but. all was chaos 
(the boys had been serenading # newly married couple the 
evening before), ‘What's the matter?” said mother, a 
moment later, as she caught the sound of a few ‘‘words of 
blame,” “Matter? I want to have a grouse hunt, and 
those vonfounded boys have emptied all the shells, and to 
mend the matter, ne'er a wad can I find.” ; 

How quickly a mother will try to “*pour oil on the 
troubled waters?! In about three minutes she had gone 
through the pockets of the surplus clothing of those boys, 
and ler search was rewarded by about fifteen wads. 
Wouldn't some of you laugh to see the loading those shells 
got, Over the powder i rammed a section of a newspaper, 
then put down a wad, and confined the shot with more 
newspaper. The shells. loaded, I called Frank, and taking 
my shaky twelve-hore single hreech-loader, was off for the 

woods, Hrauk isa liver and white cocker of not the purest 
breeding ; and though he wouldn't take a prize at a bench 

show, le will find birds if, they fire around, and is #@ good 

all-round doy tu boot, **He said, damme, get a good dog 

and you have a friend,’ Who perpetrated the above quota- 
tion I haye forgotten, but I endorse: the sentiment. Lhaye 
heard loug sermons about the intelligence and affection of 
the horse, 1 haye read of the Avab steed who died while 
bearing his wounded master in lis tecth away from the 
bold, bad Turkish soldiers. Now, I haye jhandled horses 
since 1 could walk. Jloye them, 1 waste money on them, 
Tam willing to concede them intelligence (not so much as 
the dog), but if they have any great amount of affection, 
they haye succeeded in concealing it from me up to date, 
and remember, I huye handled scores of them. But I never 
bestowed any affection on a dog, eyen the meanest cur, but 
it wasreturned tenfold. ; F 

L started in high spirits. Once in the woods, the chilly 

Tt, is also the largest. 

wind was felt no longer, the sun shone through the naked — 
tops of the trees, and no hetter day for hunting could be 
desired, I tramped twomiles through good cover, shooting’ 
only a chickaree, and L was ashamed to let the dog see that 
Idid that, I saw no grouse, ‘“The weatheris dry and cold,” 
I soliloquized, “and Iwill find them in the valleys of 
atreums, if L find them all,”’ and I bent my steps to the near- 
est stream. Coming to asmall glade, the dop showed un- 
mistakable sins of game about, His tail lashed back and 
forth till it almoet lost its individuality like a buzz saw, and 
the occasional whimper he gaye told as plainly as words 
could that the trail was fresh. I followed closely with gun 
cocked. Without a note of warning, an old cock burst 
from a brush heap, and rose straight up through the bare 
branches of a dead fir, One second the old twelye followed 
him on his wpward flight, till the sight was on the base of 
the neck, then he fell completely riddled. 

I slipped in a fresh cartridge, picked wp my bird and 
walked on, soliloquizing: ‘‘What a fine thing it is to be cool 
and proof against buck fever.” Just then a hare went ska 
rying by mé, and IT forgot to shoot. A still, small yoice 
seemed to. whisper “It is good to he proof against buck 
fever.” Passing on I saw three pine grosbeaks, and think- 
ing to secure one for mounting, | fired at the male with 
dust-shot, and missed. He settled and I fired again, blowing 
him all to pieces, and with a sort of wish-I-hadn’t-done-it 
feeling, | resumed my tramp. 
Hvery ineh of the groun: awakened some old memory. 

Right here Brun, Leonardand | once shot three grouse, I 
Setting two ofthem. Over in those gray birches, on the 
right, Harve Knight and I harried the grouse the day 1 
made my first wing shot at a Woodcock, and just oyer the 
brook there Esbrow Chase once wiped my eye beautifully, 
after I had fired one barrel of my httle Manton and the other 
had missed fire. But while Twas day-dreaming Frank was 
employed lo more purpose, for soon a little bark *‘brought 
me (6,” and a grouse rose and sailed away fromm under my 
nose, while 1 looked foolishly on, and agaim the still smaller 
yoice seemed to say, “QO! no, you're neyer troubled with 
buck fever.” It was a pretty chance for a shot, my blood 
was up, and I marked hitd by sound, Iheard him drop im 4 
bunch of alders near the rond. Taking nry station in the 
middle of the road, | commanded Frank to ‘‘seek him out.” 
“Qnit, quit, quit, whirracluck! que-e-c-et, que-e-e-+,” and he 
came straight for me, then swerved and attempted to cross 
infront, An instant the gun followed his fight ill he 
shoved his billoyer the muzzle, then I pulled and hedropped 
as if inferviewed by 1 thunderbolt, with his head and two 
inches of his neck1iddled—the cleancst shot 1] ever made. 
This wis glory cnough for one day, so 1 started for home, 
I never before killed two flying grouse straight, On no 
previous grouse hunt did 1 kill all my birds flying, anil I 
never felt more at ease with myself anu the world than on 
the eve after my first grouse hunt in 82: LL, I. Prower. 
Camarines, N. B.. November 17. 

LARGE GAME IN SOUTH AFRICA. 
{Extracts from a letter of a settler inthe Transyaal to a Forusr 

AND STREAM correspondent in Nova Scotia.| 

We Beck and myself, had 4 first class hunting trip this 
year. We started with twenty Kaffirs, wagon and 

pack ox, Left the wagon three days’ journey irom this 
pluce, and then walked fourdays into the fly ((setse) country, 
taking the puck ox and men to carry the beefout, Wekilled 
five giraffes, two lions, builalo gnu, koodoogs, zebra, hartheest, 
wild boar, and different kinds of antelope; in all, sixty-five 
head in ten days. We were unlucky in not seeing either 
black or white rhinoceros, although the spoor was plentiful. 
When we arrived in the game country, we made camp. 

Our mode of hunting is to take one man each and start at 
suurise in different directions. When game is found, if it 
be a troop, we fire and follow on as fast as possible, get an- 
other shot, run onagain, never looking at the dead or 
wounded until satisticd, then come back and get the dead 
und finish the wounded ones, 
One day I had four Kaffirs with me and killed three 

giraffes oul of atroop of seven, Katlirs are yery poor shots 
asarule, Out of the three giraifes killed, we found only 
one bullet which had been tired from a Kaffir's rifle, and 
that animal I had wounded previously, 

lt is very hard work hunting on foot, but with a few days’ 
exercise one gets into such condition that every muscle ap- 
pears to develop; and although tired when night comes, 
the next morning you feel fresh as possible with « rousing 
appetite. ; i ; 

Lions were swarming; the Kaflirs saw two, three or four 
almost duly. Isaw only one, and killed bim; he has a 
good skin and splendid mane; he appeared 10 be an old one 
and was very fat. He got our wind when coming on him 
and trotted away, so we van after him, knowing that he 
would stand, look back, and give us. an opportunity for a 
shot. ‘They go very lvisurely, Hestood at about 100 yards, 
and unfortunately, my man, who carried my Martini rifle, 
fired past my ear just as T pulled the trigger of my express 
rifle, I missed, and of course the Kafiirdid the same, 
However, we ranon after the lion, and he soon gave os 
another Chance. I fired and brought him on his haunches. 
When wounded they stand and roar continuously, and you 
invariably pet a good shot next time. J 1an to within about 
seventy yards and put an express hollow bullet into his ribs, 
when he fell on hisside. 1 then went close up and pul a 
Inullet through his head. 4 
Two of the Kaflirs were one day following the spoor of a 

troop of buffalo, and came upon two buffalo which had been 
quite recently killed by lions, The men followed on and 
shot a large buffalo, which began to bellow. One of the 
Kaftirs took another direction, he says by accidint, but the 
fact is he was afraid of the buffalo, However, the other— 
an old hunter—was about to give the buffilo a finishing 
shot, when a lion came bounding out, caught the buffalo by 
the nose, threw him and stood on him. The man then fired 
at the lion, but missed. The lion then went away; the 
hunter went up and cut off the buifalo’s tail, and was jook- 
ing about where to cut next when he agin say the lion ap- 

proaching; he fired at him and the lion ran off, The man 
then came fo camp for assistance, but it was too near sun- 

down to follow 4 spoor. 
Thad three men with me that day, and we followed a _ 

wounded giraffe so Jong that we lost our way. ‘The men 
were determined to find camp, so we walked for three hours 
after sundown, and by chance came near to where the but- 

falo killed by the lion lay, and to hear the lions feeding, 
fighting and roaring was well worth a long walk and asleep 
out, The men would go no further, but made half a dozen 

large fires, and we slept in the center. We had had no 
water since the forenoon and nothing to eat since before 



“sunrise. It is impossible to describe the row that the brutes 
mi namee the buffalo carcass, Ti was beyond description, 

TDi, 
Ho long as you can make a fire—and there is always plenty 

of wood—you need have no feat of lions or hyenas, The 
Jitter are strange animals, They come around your camp 
nightly, himdreds of them, howling and laughivg, which 
tow slranger is very alavming. They are fierce looking 
and come within a few yards, but are great cowards. ‘The 
wild dogs can drive them off from a carcass, although the 
dogs are much the smaller. 
Through fie carelessnesa of two of my men the pack ox 

strayed from eamp and was killed by lions, Tmade the men 
pay £8, the value of the ox, We intended to killit. upon get- 
tiny home, as it would die from the bite of the /setye fly. 
Two dogs which we took with us are dead already; they 
wert bitten nbout three weeks ago, 
Both Mt, Beck and I enjoyed the trip immensely. Te 

used an express rifle, which originally cost £55, bought by 
him for £24; Lalso used ay express weighing twelve pounds; 
“cost me £30; original price £90. It 1s too heavy for hunt- 
ing with on foot. Martini is hetter, being lighter, and costs 
‘only £5—that is, the military rifle—and I prefer it to the 
Sporting Martini, as it is much stronger and not easily dam- 
aged by a fall. Wapiniestlt 

ADIN, Lydenberg Gold Fields, South Africa, July, 1882, 
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A PIKE COUNTY DEER HUNT, 

OR the interest and benefit of our sporting brethren 
4 Syho would like to enjoy a weck’s hinting, these lines 
ay come appropriate, and I will gladly give all further in- 
ormation and advice if some of the readers of Forms? AND 

STREAM wislt to go where the writer and party spent a weel 
{ sood sport, combined with pleasure and comfort. 
Our parly consisted of five—Nic E., and his brother 

Adam, and cousin and uncle K., besides myself, all of us 
most precn in deer hunting. Leaving New York Saturday, 
Wov, 11, on the 540 P. M. train, we took the Erie to Lack- 
‘awaxen, from there the branch to Hawley, where we ex- 
pected to find Mr. Herrman Prank, who was to be captain 
of our little band. We arrived there ati1 P.M, Unable 
to lie one of the party Mr. Frank gaye us all information in 
regard to onr hint. He recommended a good and experi- 
enced guide, Ross Huff Tatton, und advised to try Pike 
county, He directed us to a comfortable and well-kept 
farmhonse (Mr. Roberts's) right in the center of our hunting 
rounds. Mr. Roberts, » clever and generous host, and his 
Son Sam, a most obliging and true hunter, made us feel at 
home as soon us we entered their house, 

Monday we started bright and early, Ross Hw taking in 
his charge the hounds and doing the driving, while Sam 
laced us on our different, runways. We started several 

deer that day, but none came to shot except oue to Unele 
K. The dogs droye afawn close to him; firing both bar 

Is he missed it, OF course be blamed his breechlonder 
{it was 4 new one and never shot out before) but if that was 
ie cause, of if he had the buck fever, we will leaye undis- 

puted, suitice it, that he was the only lucky one who saw 
Hnd fired at a deer that day, 
We made another drive and started two more deer, but 

they went to the river whore the dogs losf their scent. The 
first-day ended witha blank, but we were not discouraged, 
enjoying the exhilarating airand beautiful scenery. Tues- 
day morning found us early astir. Sam Roberis and Huif 
vere going to make a large drive, and try to run the deer to 
the brook: (Blooming Grove). Ii was an overcast and gloomy 
lay. They started several deer, but unlucky for us they 
would not take to the brook, but ran tothe Blooming Grove 
Park, Tt was getting late and beean to rain, so we struck out 
for home; on our way home we intended to make a short 

“drive about thesame place where we lad stood’ Monday, 
Mut seeing tracks of a large buck there. We were hardly 
laced when black clouds duvkened the firmament, 

the tam coming down in torrents, the wind blew and the 
“Old pine trees shook and trembled; it was blowing now a. per- 

ect hurricane, and we were drenched through and through 
dn less than no time. Of course this settled our day, and 
we arrived ut our home cola and Jooking like drowned cats, 
Our hunting thermometer fell down very near to.the freezing 

| point, ut as soon as we had our clothes changed and were 
“Bitting around the bright and cheerful wood fire we felt bet- 

1, and after eating dinner all was forgotten. We gathered 
around the blazing pine knots listening lo and telling deer 
and bear stories until it wus time to go to hed, 

_ Werlnesday we started again full of hope and ambition. 
“We had seen plenty of tvacks the day before, and the storm 
‘spoiling our last drive, we decided to try the brook onde 
more, Luck seemed to be against us, thongh the hounds 

‘started a large buck aud several other deer, but somehow the 
aes lost track, or got mixed in the hackmatueks, and all 

he deer they started would run the wrong way. Sam Rob- 
aris was coming through a ridge with the hounds, when up 
umped three deer, a buck, doe and fawn, all laying close to 
ch other, We secured the fawn and the doe, Fully 
tistied with our good luck, we gave up hunting for that 
y. After dressing and hanging the deer to some trees, 

was too far anil late to get them out of the woods, we 
Teturned home a happy and pleased party. 
| ‘Thursday mornin we were nll on the alert; we intended 
‘to drive a different direction, and the dogs soon raced a big 
doo towards our stands. They were running wp a ridge, 
Ho she was coming direct to where I stood, but as she came 
ip the hill she winded me, and turned back in the ravine, 
Honing with lightning speed past Nie H. about 200 yards, 
buthe was only armed with a shotuun, The dogs soon 

arted some deer again, and I saw afawn shoot through 
the bushes like o bullet,  Ileb go both barrels and wounded 

, bub not hard enough, as she fairly few away, in the 
ame direction as the dove, Our guide, Huff, hearing the 

Shots, started on a run to the water, where he expected she 
would so; and the dogs were dviving another buck also 
direct tu the brook. Nobody was placed on the brook but 

ountry lad, and as he saw the deer coming right for him, 
ng too eager he did not wait, but fired seventy-five yards 
fore she struck the water, where otherwise if he waited 
e would haverun within five feet of him. Huff came 

ip just in time to see our country friend shoot and the 
deer escape over the hills, This cndedour days’ hunt. The 
young fellow had to hear some strong sentiments, but it was 
Ho use erying over spilt milk. 
' Friday was a nasty, disagreeable day; it rained and 
showed, regular slush, and confined us to the house. We 

ed the fime at target practice with a rifle, while our 
és went in search of some hounds which we lost the 

prévious day. Savarday opened bright and cheerful; it hed 
Murned cold during the night. It wasagrand sight to see 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

the ae 80 changed in one night from fall colors to mid- 
winter, The old pines looked Tike blooming peach trees; 
the snow, sticking close io their branches, gave them a 
beautiful nppearance. This was to be our last day, as we 
had to take fhe 6 P. M. train in to Hawley, We concluded 
to driye once more the same hill we had driven Thursday. 
We saw i weat miny tracks, some leading for half a mile 
in the open road, bul somehow the storm must have driven 
the game from the hill, as we did not start one, We went 
on to the Hawley road, where we expected Roberts, Sr,, 
with the wagon, Here we had time to make a ghort drive 
in the forks, Wetook position on the lower fork road, 
and Jeft the hounds to #o in at the Bloomingy Grove road. 
They started a buck in the forks, and we heard the music 
of the chase going and coming, ‘The deer was playing hide 
and seck with them until the barking died away, und no 
buck came fous, We drove to Hawley, where wo arrived 
at half-past twos loft Hawley at 5:40 P, ML; arrived in New 
York about 10 o'clock, well pleased and satistied with our 
deer hunt, EP. B 
New Yorn City, 

MINNESOTA WHISPERS. 

HAs just partaken, wilh the hearty relish born of a 
framp in the dear old woods, of a genuine sportsman’s 

supper consisting in part of juicy yenison steak, “partridge” 
pic, broiled squirrels and delicious tea, Iam at peace with 
myself, and in tle mood for a chat with the brethren of the 
Forest And Srruam family. 

Té J only had time to write out* some of my huntiug ex- 
periences, I beli¢ye the result would be, that another year I 
sipnld have the company! havesxo much longed for this 
all. 
Upon the whole, the fame season in this locality has been 

remarkably good, and for some birds of game the season is 
how at its best. During October ducks were unusually 
abundant, I helieye a good shot could have averaged from 
twenty-ive to fifty per day. 1 know that often L would 
shoot as many in an hour as] could back-load in. Duck 
shooting, however, is nearly over for this fall, as the 
smaller sloughs are now frozen over. 

Partridges, as they are invariably called by the natives, 
are fairly plenty. I went into the iron-yood thicket rear 
my shanty oue afternoon last week, and killed seven in less 
thananhonr, Gray snd black squirrels are more numer- 
ous than the “oldest inhabitant” ever knew of their being 
before in this section of the State, I left my house at two 
o'clock (his afternoon, went a mile to an oak ridge, and 
killed twelve, seven grays and fiye blacks. A gentleman 
told me that in another part of the woods he counted four- 
teen in two trees. 
Imade a statement in the Fonusr anp SrReAm last fall 

concerning the weight of squirrels, which one gentleman 
called in question, so in the presence of three reliable per- 
sons 1 weighed the twelve killed to-day. They tipped the 
beam at exactly sixteen pounds and six ounces, 
Who would like a pair of the blacks mounted? Aa this is 

the open season for deer, rifles are cracking on every hillside 
and ringing in every valley. Already quite a large number 
lave been killed, though the deadliest worl: will not be done 
until there comes a good tracking snow. It seems too bad 
that the deer are being so rapidly exterminated. No atten+ 
tion is paicl tq fhe law, and in a few years 1 deer will be a 
freat rarity in Minnesota, asin New England. If I wasn’t 
a clergyman in good and regular standing I would say, con- 
found pot-hunters, 
And now I would like to give a hint, which is also an in- 

yitation to “gentlemen sportsmen” who haye means to 
gratify their love of sporting. 

J know of no locality so fayorable for elub grounds as 
this. There is almost every varicty of game, many héauti- 
ful lakes aboundins with fish, pleasant scenery, healthy ¢li- 
mate; and as the Little Falls & Dakota R. R. (a branch of 
the Northern Pacific) is now completed, one can come within 
two miles of this point by rail. I believe every man in 
town would cordially welcome a non-resident sportsman’s 
club, and render all possible assistance. 

If the right man would only come here and open 4 hotel 
(there is a good building within five rods of the lake which 
can be purchased or rented) where lovers of the rod and 
gun could be accommodated, he would be sure of a liberal 
patronage. At present there is no hotel in town, The only 
axe | have to grind in this is that I want others to haye just 
as good 4 time and chance as I have myself; and I want 
good company. J. Pranic Loox, 
Pirueaury, Minn., Noy. i. 

MONTANA BIG GAME. 

AN FEW days ago about four inches.of snow fell in this 
JX county, and all the hunters turned out for deer huat- 
ing; the “old-timer,” with his 161b. gun, white hatand licht- 
colored (ragged) clothes; the gay young tenderfoot, with 
little .44-Winchester, black fur hat, durk clothing, fancy 
knife, lerginys, ete., and large amountof bayeage. A party 
of five from lowa hunted two weeks, killed ten deer, and 
thought deer rather scarce; while three old-timers killed 
twenty-eight in twodays. The temptation was too strong; 
T went out and killed eleven in two half-days, Three were 
yery large blacktail bucks, that dressed from 210 to 265lbs. 
All the meat is sayed at this season and shipped to Bastern 
cities. Many signs of large cinnamon bear were seen, but 
only one captured; that one weighed dressed 640/bs, Black 
tail deer are very plenty here this season; probably 800 have 
heen sent to market from this locality this fall. I know 
that one party Gf two men Just year killed 600 deer on 
Powder River, 175 miles up the stream; of course, only the 
hides were saved. Deer are very thick there yet; 260 were 
killed by three men on the Cabin Creek this summer lor 
their hides. Of course this is all wrong, and regretted 
very much by hunters generally; but in this country it can- 
not be stopped at present. We bave an excellent law for 
the preservation of game, but it cannot be enforced. The 
main buffalo herd is southeast of us eighty miles; but scat- 
tering bands of ten to fifty are found in all directions, giy- 
ing sportand meat to new-comers and settlers. We meet 
occasionally a lightly built whitetail deer on the prairies 
here and in Dakota that are not the timber whitetail, nor 
the Virginia deer They run like an antelope, are very shy 
and undersized, and difierent in every respect from either 
the “Jongtail,” or hiacktail, mule, or red déér. We call it 
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range rifle question is coming up again among Western 
hunters. We have all kinds of suns here, I bought an 
old Peahody-Martini .45-70 gin last fall,army style; and can 
beat any Sharps 90 grain pun here with it for long distance, 
and bets ave treely tered fo that effect; but for penetration, 
a 40-90 would beat it. The cutis peculiar, being fourteen 
(reases with & gain twist. The cut is what we call the 
coffee mill cut, Withsuch a gun T challenge the world on 
long distance, accuracy, and penefration. We wanta gun 
that will send a bullet through a bear or buffalo, through 
hones and all, and eut a large hole—that’s the plain English 
of it. A 4) caliber is rather small, and we don't like ex- 
plosive bullets, We likea buck horn rear sight with a long 
open front sight, and » man that can’t killa prairie hen off- 
hand with this sight at 200 yards isnot much of a shot; but 

a ‘prairie deer; what do you call it? 
Antelope are now in Dands of 50 to 300, but unless a 

hunter ‘gets the drop on” aband, he does not hwnt them 
much; 600 antelopeskins were brought in by one party, the 
result of two men’s workin that line in one year, Pin- 
nated grouse are quite plenty, but seldom hunted. The long 

shooting at a target and shooting at game on the jump are 
entirely diferent things. H, 8. 
GLbNprvn, Montana Territory, Noy, 22, 1882. 

[The deer are probably Virsinia deer. We have hunted 
over all the country referred to by our correspondent, and 
haye noticed 4 great variation in the size of the Virginia 
deer; but there is no difference other than that of size. | 

CARE FOR THE QUAIL, 
Editar Forest and Streani: 

*“Now’s the day, now’s the hour” when the tender (selfish) 
feelings of every true sportsman ought to be directed toward 
preserving the scattered] remains of our once numerous 
family of quails. If would require but little trouble (that 
little ought to be a pleasure) for any person who hasa covey 
on his place to make a shelter for them before the snow 
storms come, and keep it supplied with food, and then when 
a heavy snow comesand theirfood 1s covered up, they would 
go at once forthe shelter and remain us long as they were 
supplied, 

Nearly eyery bird that. cscapes the gun could he saved 
from the one great winter eneiy, the hawk, by simply 
uriving four stakes in the ground, about two feet high and 
ten feet apart, with poles ‘cross, then covering it heavily 
with brush. 
When the ground is coyered with snow they must run 

around for food, while the hawks sit watching as anxiously 
for their dinner; so the quail has his choice between being 
gobbled up or starving todeath, A hawk can see a quail on 
the snow something less thana mile off, and if a quail appears 
in the open fields, a8 he is often forced to doto get the seeds 
from the fops of the weeds, his doom is sealed if a hawk 
sees him, and when wu Lawkonce finds a flock he stays there 
fill the supply of meat gives out. 
A great many people mean to take care of the birds, but 

the frouble is they think there may be butlittile snow and then 
there will be no need of building a protection; but a deep 
snow storm falls upon them suddenly;ihen they think of 
the birds and sally out with a stock of grain, but it’s prob- 
ably too Jate, they may starve before the food is found. 
But the great thing is a thorough protection from the hawks, 
and now is the time 40 doit. ‘Lhe protection should be open 
on ull sides. Dipynus. 

QUAIL IN VIRGINIA. 

PPE Virginia partridge (One viryintanus) is very scarce 
north of James River, from the Blue Ridge Mountains 

down to thé counties lying on Chesapeake Bay, I hear they 
are abundant sonth of James River,-in the country between 
Petersburg and Norfolk, Suffolk, in Nansemond county, 
on ihe Norfolle & Western Railroad, is a good point from 
which to radiate. Deer are plentiful also in the region 
round about Suffolk. The coy hetween Fredericks- 
burg and Richmond and between Alexandria and Lynch- 
burg is barren of birds. ‘Every yeur the coveys ure scarcer 
and smaller, and the cause ig not far to seek. The freed- 
man kills the old birds during the nesting season, and then 
in autumn the city sportsman goes out with his ten-bore 
breech-loader and slanghters them with an eye single to a 
big bag, and with no thought of the future, 2 
Every huntsman in Virginia believes that the partridge 

raisés two broods a season, if undisturbed, aad when dis- 
turbed the hen keeps on luying and hatching fill frost, try- 
ino toraise afamily. Nothing is more common in Nastern 
Virginia than to see a halt-grown brood with a brood full- 
grown under the care of jhe same cock and hen, Perhaps 
in colder latitudes, where {le season is shorter, they rear 
only one brood, 
VirGinis, November, 1882. 

Norrs prom Onro.—t have just returned from a two 
weeks’ hunting trip in this Stale. Spent a few days first 
near Deshler (on the B, & O. R. R.), hunting deer; found 
them plenty but hard to get at in the “hlack swamp’ on 
account of the thick brush ana grass; got only two in four 
days’ hunting. Went 1o St, Mary’s Reservoir for one day's 
duck shooting; bagged twenty-two, mostly mallards. Then 
stopped at Ada, Hardin connty, on main line of P, F. W. & 
C.R. B., for quail and ruffed grouse shooting. Found them 
very plenty, often “getting up” five or six “‘bevies” of quail 
on the borders of one field; made fine bags every day. Tor 
any one who enjeys quail shooting this is the place to go. 
Ag I know that Tocaiity thoroughly, I would be pleased to 
sive any information to partics wishing to go there. Noy. 
15, I shot three woodcock, and at the time there was two 
inches of snow on the ground. I have neyer found them 
solatein Ohio, Have others? 1 also got a curiosity in the 
shape of a fox squirrel, with the belly and inside of legs 
coal black.—J. W. Re etn 

Nores raom Wisconsty.—Deer are so plenty along the 
line of the Chippewa Valls & Northern Railway that a loco- 
motive recently ran into six of them, one being thrown 
some distance by the pilot. Mntanglement with the wire 
fences along the line has in several instances afforded hunt- 
ers ‘sure shots,” TH, F. Conklin shot a white swan at Rock 
Lake, Jefferson. county, which measured seven feet and four 
inches from tip to tip of its wings, was four feet eight inches 
in height, and weighed sixteen and one-half pounds. W. 
R, Smith, in Chetek, has a collection of hundreds of stone 
and copper implements, embracing cooking utensils, pipes, 
arrowheads, ete., all gathered from Indian mounds near his 
home. Willard, Jv., in Depere, has probably the finest and 
largest collection of State birds stuffed and preserved, He 
has nearly 450 specitichs and about 200 species. 

Weide? oy ManiArps.—Oloveland, O,, Nov. 12,—Shot 
seventy ducks lakt Monday, one of which, ‘a mallard drake, 
weighed over then and one-half pounds—Mextr. 
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Tae Boston Durr Gone.—Boston, Mass., Nov, 2 ] 
Owing to repeated failures to obtain an appropriation for a 
new fénce for the deer park on the Common, the Committve 
on Public Grounds haye decided to get rid of the deer, 
which have given the public much amusement since 1864, 
Councilman Eddy took two deer; Councilman Barry sent 
two to friendsin New Hampshire; two were sold and sent 
to Central Park, New York; two were bought by Lowell 
gentlemen, and three were exchanged for swans. There 
now remiin only three, and they will be disposed of as soon 
as possible. The rickety fence will come down, A small 
part of the park will be reserved for hotbeds, but most of 
the space will be thrown open to the public. It cost $300 a 
year to keep the deer. Recently three of them escaped 
owing to the rotten fenee, One of them run down Boylston 
street to the Providence depot, where he cleared a street car 
ataleap., We was killed, Another fot as far as Brookline, 
and, in gamboling on some cliffs, fell over a precipice, broke 
its legs, and was killed. The third one ran down Charles 
street to Beacon, and jumped the sea wall into the Charles 
River, He was captured and rerarned to his quarters. 

Tire ‘Ark Sracs” my Revnes.—Philadelphin, Nov, 25,-— 
In considering the statement made by me last week, that ‘‘a 
normal bullet can be fired from a rifle with safety even if it 
be many inches distant from its powder charge,” I request 
readers to remember that T am sptaking of rifles, and that 
Tam by no means discussing the effect.of things other than 
bullets—such as snow, ice, sand, snakes, rags, ete.—on fhe 
barrel of a rifled arm, TLassert, as a thing thal goes with- 
out saying, that wet sand, «4. 9., will burst a rifle nearly 
every time, My experiments are as -yet incemplete and un- 
tabulated. I dare not assert of the shotgun, us I do of the 
rifle, that an ‘‘air space” will not harmthe gun, —W, McK, H, 

Sinz Hunts.—The yaluation of game adopted by the 
Gulf Gily Gun Club, Mobile, Ala., for their annual hunt, 
held Nov. 19 and 20, was as follows: Bear 800, wildcat 150; 
deer—buck 125, doe 100; fox 100, rabbit 12, squirrel 7, 
gooso, 75; turkey—gobhler 60, hen 60; chicken hawk 20, 
owl 20, sparrow hawk 10, woodeoek 20, quail 7, wild pigeon 
10, Wilson’s snipe 5, plover 5, papabot 10, dove 4, robin 1, 
lark 1, rail 1, poule @’eau 1, king rail 2, gallinule 2; ducks— 
canyas-back 25, black mallard 20, mallard 10, chick cock 8, 
pintail 8, widgeon 8, redhead 8, teal 5, all other ducks 5, 

MAssacnusers.—VWestficld, Noy. 22.—For some reason 
woodcock have not paid us their annual visit this year, ani 
there were very few to the manor born. But to mike up 
for this loss quail and ruffed grouse are more plentiful than 
for years, Where do they come from? ‘Coon lunters are 
very suceessful this fall, that article Weing in abundance 
near by town. We are very anxious to vet hold of a good 
‘coon dog, but all we have tried so far are found wanting. — G S 

Friortps Game,—Santord, Orange County, Noy, 20.— 
The outlook for quail this season is most propitious, 1s their 
last breeding season was the most fayorable one they 
haye had for some years. One of my neighbors told me he 
had already shot 300 birds this senson. Snipe are very 
plentiful, and T get some almost every day Igo out. St 
Johns is full of ducks, and it looks as if we should have a 
good year for all kinds of game.—TRUMP, 

= 

Kentucky,—North Middletown, Nov. 18.—Partridges 
are in Bourbon county comparatively scarce, but reports 
come in from the mountain counties that partridges, ruffed 
grouse and wild turkeys ure very abundant. Will start on 
a trip to mountains about Dec. 2; when we returo shull re- 
port again.—LirTLe Sanpy. 

Canapa.—Quebec, Nov. 18..—We have had a very mild 
fall, and our birds left because they are accustomed to da 
so, for they were not driven away, a8 usual, by severe 
weather.—G. 

THE PurpEy Guns.—A valuable acquisition to a sports- 
man's outfit is one of the “new rebounding hammerless guns” 
manufactured by James Purdey & Son, 287 and 289 Oxford 
street, London, This gun takes its name from the internal 
hammers or strikers rebounding to full cock on opening the 
gun, It is provided with a very simple, but none the less 
effective, satety catch, which precludes all danger of a pre- 
mature discharge. The blow struck by the hammers is very 
owerful, thereby doing away with the possibility of a miss- 
e unless the cap is defective, The excellence of the guns 

manufactured by Messrs. Purdey & Son, both in shooting 
qualities and appearance, is so well known that it is needless 
to eulogize them here. who use their guns heartily in- 
dorse them, and during the past season they have not had one 
complaint. The sole right to manufacture their guns in this 
country is for sale, subject to certain conditions, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Important. Shelton's monthly Issue to sportsmen,—Adv, 

Any persen sending their address to R. H. Pooler, Serena, La, Salle 

Co,, Tl., will receive in return free a fine colored lithograph repre- 

senting pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies, also a catalogue 

of cartridge holders, belts, vests, &e.—Adv. 

For Quorations,—Mr, Ramsey Macnaughtan, with his usual enter- 
prise and ability, has deyised and copyrighted a price list that is 
wonderfully complete and comprehensive. It is entirely new and 
original, and besides prices on éach grade contains valuable i ene 
eal suggestions. Any one sending reasonable proof by letter or 
business ecard that they are in the fur trade can secure one from Mr. 
Macnanghtan, $ Howard street, New York.—ddv. 

Apyicn to Hunrens,—Don't look into a gun to see why it didn’t ¢o 
off; the gun was only waiting to see the white of youreye. Don’t 
blow into a gue; the man who blows into a gun has for his epitaph, 
“Fle died as the fool dicth.” Tf your comrade carries his gun with 
the muzzle penta at your pericardium, hit him in the back of the 
neck with the butt of your gun, If it breaks his neck don’t feel bad 
for he will make a better looking corpse than you would with your 
yiscsra blown into tatters, Don’t let your imagination make the top 
of your comrade’s head look like a grizzly bear and fire at him; such 
mistakes have occurred in this State four times alveady this fall; fatal 
every time. Finally, don’t go in the woods at all, for nime out of ten 
of you don’t know enough to handle a gun anyway, and your nerves 
are too sensitive to endure a runof buck fever without results fatal to 
yourselves or your companions, —Northwestern Mining Journal. 

We callthe attention of our readers to the advertisement of Pool’s 
Signal Service Barometer in another column. It combines with an 
exceilent thermometer, a storm-glass or weather indicator, of sur- 
prising accuracy, rendering it an article of great yalue to the far- 
mer, and to all others who feel aninterestin the important question, 
“What will the weather be to-morrow?’ Beware of worthless imita- 
tions. None genuine without the trade mark and signature of 
J, A, Pool on the back of each instrument. See advertisement. 
arhies sending money to J, A. Pool or the Oswego Thermometer 
Works may rely on their getting goods promptly in return, A vepre- 
sentative of the Detroit Nee Press recently visited the above works, 
and was astovished at their magnitude and completeness. No larger 
or more thoroughly organized establishment of this kind exists in 
this country or the world, About 350 persons are eI he in the 
works, and the demand for Pool’s Thermometers and Barotneters is 
constantly the a P Their popularity is well earned, for no instru 
ments are betier made or more seryiceable.—Adv, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sea and River Mishing. 

_ Opry SEAsoNs.—See tule of open seasons for game and tah 
tn wsue af newt week. 

FISH IN SEASON IN DECEMBER. 
FRESH WATER. 

Rainbow trout, Sahuo iridea. Striped bass (Rocktish), Roecus 
Black bass, Micropteris, two spe- lineatus, 
cies. White bass, Roceus cliys dps. 

Maskinouge, soa nobilior. | Roek bass, amnblonplites, 4 species. 
band a York pitkerél), Esom War-mouth, Cheenebryllus gulo- 

fuels. 
Pickerel, Log: retioulatus, 
Pike-perch (Wall-eyed pike) Sti- 
zostethium, 

Yellow perch, Perca fluviatilis. 

gus. 
Crappie (Straiberry bass. etec.), 
Pomoxys nivraneaculaties, 

Bachelor, Pomorys annularis, 
Chub, Semoltilus bitllaris. 

SALT WATHE. 
Striped bass, Rocens lineabus. Drum, Pogonins ghronis, 
White perch, Morone ameridana. | Red bass, ote., Sei@nops ocellatits, 
Smelt, Osmerus mordax, Tomeod, Microgadus tomyodus. 

t= This tableis general. For special laws in the several States 
See table of Open Seasons in issue of next week. 

But angling is not alone a health-retaining and a health-giving pas- 

time. Ttis 4 medicine to the mind as well as fo the body; and unlike 
too many pleastites Of life, it scatters no seeds from which the netile 

of remorse may grow to sting the conscience or drive sunshine from 

the heart. Like the uii¢louded friendships of youth, it leaves only 
joyous memories. Peter did not weep hevause lie took fish with oot 

or angle, but because he did what it has become & proyerh ho angler 
van do and haye “luck,” and if Uncle Toby*s hasty speech had been 

as free from guile as an aigler’s heart while plying his vocation, no 
angel's tear necil to huve fallen to blot out the record, Blessed 

pastime, whose day never ends, but whose sun casts 4 perpetual 

radiance upon the “simple wise man” who, régularly as the return of 

“the time of the singing of birds," sayeth to hinsell, “I go v-fishing,”’ 
—George Dawson, ‘Pleasures of Angling.” , 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 

IiT.—ABOUT GRAYLING. 
Hide me. ye forests. in your coolest bow'rs, 

Where flows the murmuring brook, inviting dreams, 

Where bordering hazel overhangs the streains, 
Cty, 

T so happens that no one of the local brotherhood, ex- 
cept myself, ever fished for gvayling, All have frequently 

resolyed to do so, but none of them live yet found leisure 
to put their resolve into execulion. As the next best thing, 
they require of me an annual vecital of my visits to gray- 
ling waters. [am nothing loth, of course, On tlie comtrury, 
ibis a great pleasure, only less enjoyable than the reality 
itself, My ‘‘talk” this year was on this wise: 

“A few years ago the Au Sable was the most famous and 
best stocked grayling river in Northern Michigan, When I 
became acquainted with it, the fish were very abundant, 
In an hour's casting at almost any point, usuflicient mum- 
ber could be tiuken to surfcit any reasonalle aieler for a 
day. But, unfortunately, all anglers are not reasonable. 
While making ready for a few days' sojourn on the river, 
& party came in with a barrel of fish they had taken, aud 
-which they proposed to carry home with them. They may 
hive hada thousand or more, aud to secure that ninber of 
sizable fish they had probably killed four times as many. 
With the utmost care the whole lot would doubtless be nau- 
seitingly stale before they reached thuir destination, The 
purpose of the party was well enough; for itis always 
commendable to remember the loyed ones at home; but I 
never felt that IT greatly complimented a friend by pvesent- 
ing him with a mess of stale fish; and, except under very 
favorable circumstances, all fish become stale, however 
carefully packed, that can only be eaten a week, more or 
less, after they are taken. Neither grayling, nor trout, 
nor salmon, are in full flavor if they have been so much as 
twenty-four hours out of water. Many an honest angler 
has lost vaste with his friends because the promise to the ear 
has been broken to the palate, His praises were based 
upon their flavor when freshly caught; their judgment upon 
their fayor when eaten, The original favor of salmon re- 
mains longer than that of vither trout or grayling. But 
even salmon greatly deterierate in two or three days, how- 
ever carefully packed, Whenever I bring any of my sal- 
mon catch home with me, I see to it that they are kept con- 
stantly encased in fresh ice and that they are not exposed 
to anything aboye a frigid temperature until they are 
passed over into the hands of the cook, In this way 1 have 
sometimes enabled my friends to get a fair, if not a perfect 
idea, of the exquisite salmon flavor. 

“Sinee I first visited the Au Sable it has falien off in both 
the number and weight of its fish. But it still affords good 
sport to thoae who do not engage in the pastime simply to 
see how many fish they can kill, ‘Catching to count’ is a 
species of vandalism in which no honest angler will engage. 
Those who do, whatever they may call themselves, have the 
‘low down’ spirit of the pot-hunter, although they may not 
have his dollar-and-cent cupidity. 

“I remember a great many years ago, hearing one of a 
party of four boasting that they had, in two days, taken 
twenty-two hundred trout from the waters of ‘Stony Clove,’ 
in the Catskills, and I once saw a then famous judge ‘scoop- 
ing up’ trout from the same waters with a bed-tick he had 
either bought, borrowed or stolen from one of the neighbors, 
No maryel that that once prolific stream is now compara- 
tively barren, Scores upon scores of other streams have 
been similarly depleted in this State and elsewhere, But I 
am happy to know that thisunsportsmanlike habit, of ‘catch- 
ing to count’ is now deemed ‘more honored in the breach 
than in the obseryance’—thanks to the admonitions of the 
public press and the better education of the present gener-. 
ation of anglers. 

“On my first visit to the Au Sable I took all the fish] 
wished within a mile from camp. On my recent visit it 
took me a whole afternoon, casting oyer the samo ground, 
to catch enough for supper and breakfast. Iwas told they 
were plenty us ever filiven or twenty milesdown stream, but 
I didn’t care to make the journey. I preferred to work for 
what I caught, haying long since ceased to find my highest 
pleasure in angling where neither skill nor patience is re- 
quired to fill my creel.” \ ; = 

“In what,” T was asked, “do grayling, in theit haunts and 
habits, differ from trout?” 

“Their haunts are the sare, in every material quality. 
That is, the Au Sable has every feature of a trout streain, th 
the clearness, flow and temperature of its water, aud in its 
ripples, eddies and pools. To simply look at it, any expert 
would pronounce it as promising a trout stream as he ever 
saw. hen I began to cast, ] expected arise from a trout 
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rather than from a grayling; but often us I haye fislied the 
river I haye never yet so much as seen a trout,” 
“How do you account for their absence?” was the next 

query. 
‘‘T have been frequently asked that question, but I have 

neyer been able to answer it, and the answer is all the more 
puzzling from the fact that the earlier settlers have a tradi- 
tion (and some assume to speak from personal knowledse) 
that there was once trout in the river, and that even now | 
there are both trout and grayling in other waters not tar off, | 
Tf the tradition is trnthful in regard to this river, what has’ 
become of the trout? Have the erayling destroyed them? 
Tf so, how did it happen, after having dwell togetherin unity 
since the creation, in these Jafter days tthe one has heca 
taken and the other lefr?’? I know that (rout haye dis” 
appeared from a great many streams because of the changed 
temperature or diminished supply of the water, caused by 
the artificial drainage of swamps, lhe wbsorption or diversion 
of springs and the denudation of forests, But no such 
causes hive operated hare, With isolated exceplions—few 
wud far between—the swamps and springs and forests re- 
main as they were when ‘the morning stars sang togethe 
Tf (rout ever were in the river T can conceive of no reason 
why they should not he there still, and if mm waters where the 
two fish are still found the trout are vapidly disappearing (a8 
is alleyed) the niystery is all the more inexplicable, J wish” 
some one better acquainted with grayling and grayling 

} 

waters than Lam would essay lo solve this problem, 
“So much for the haunls of the ovayling. Now a word 

about their habits. I find them im jnst such spoty as T 
wouid look for trout in the carly season—on the riffs, Mh the 
foot of rapids, under old logs anid in all kinds of shady 
places, bit net offen in deep pools. Aud they are like trout 
also in the manner in which they take fhe fly, oxcept (hat L 
thought they did not come upas far out of the water as trout 
sometimes do when they ‘tise;’ but they take tha fly as 
sharply, shoot off as rapidly and fight as gamely. They 
make a more stout resistance at the outset than trout of the 
same weicht, chiefly becanse of the great dimeusions of (heir 
dorsal fi, which giyes them a powerful lever when they 
shoot across the current, as they usually do when struck, T 
donot think, however, they have (he trout’s ‘staying? quale 
ities, but they are all game, and afford the angler quite as. 
much sport as trout in any waiters, H 

“There is one thing about the srayling especially worth 
mentionine—the peculiar thyme-like aroma they emit when 
taken, The ancient Greeks recognized this fragrant odor 
in the fish, ‘Hence ils generic name Thymallis, which is 4 
derived from Thmmallus, the Greek tevm for Hymne ? (Mal 
leck’s Gazetteer, p. 335.) 1 had neyer heard of this pecult 
arity, and for a time I fancied myself moving through a 
forest-varden of sweet smelling herbs. None of this aroma | 
is perceptible after cooking—except toa yery lively imag- 
ination. Lu pomt of favor, the grayling is the peer of the 
trout. Indeed, neither im ils Nauta, its habits, its gammy) 
quilitics orits flavor, is it at all inferior to that favorite y 
fish, {f not as handsome when landed it is even more beau 
dif in the water, In reeling one in, wilh the sun at a proper 
angle, its great dorsal Hn, with its Wlended body-hues of olive, 
brown, rose, blue, green aud pink, revel all the dazzling | 
eolors of the kaleidoscope. 1am atraid T sometimes unne 
oesstirily protracted my ‘play’ to eujoy the exquisite pichire,” 

“You sprtak,” said ond of fhe coterie, ‘of the Au Sable ag 
having the flow of an ordinary trout stream. The popular 
idea is that the whole of Michigan, except its extreme north 
ern portion, i4 practically a uniform plane, with no hight | 
hills and no motiutain brooks nor swift owing waters, such 
as wé have in our own State,” 

“Anil this popular idea isnot far wrong. There sre no 
real monntains in Michigan. Nevertheless, the topography | 
of the center of the lower peninsula is such that many of the 
streams move with considerable velocity. The current of | 
the Au Sable, for instance, Hows from one to four miles an- 
liour, and its wateris as pure and as transparent as any | 
mountain stream | ¢yer saw. But when I have said this 
lave said about all that can be said in itsfayor. It has” 
very few beautiful scenic features. Its banks are generally 
low anduninyiting. There are not, so far as 1 traversed it, 
many pleasant cainping places directly on its borders. On 
my last visitd floated several miles before found a spot where ~ 
Twas willing to pitch my tent, and when I Janded an inci 
dent occurred that made me wish myself a hundred iilus | 
away. Itwas this: A party of Jadies and gentlemen had 
just broken ae as we landed, and were awaiting thei 
wagons fo takethem to the village. While thus waitmg, 
the ladies amused themstlves in gathering wild flowers, and 
in their rambles they had encountered a huge massassaugua, 
whose glittering eyesand warning rattle had sentthem fiying y 
and screaming back to camp. Although diligent search | 
wis made for the reptile, he remained undiscovered. The 
incident was followed by the pleasant assurance from my | 
guide, that ‘althougl a good many ’saugas were round, they 
very seldom bit anyone; or, if they did, a quart of whisky,” 
swallowed at once, was a surdé cure.’ As IT hatn’t the 
whisky I didn’t hanker after the bite. My sleep in fig” 
woods, with nothing but a few hemlock boughs between 
my body and mother earth, is usually sound and re- 
freshing. Buf upon this occasion I was terribly nervous, 
and more thin once awoke with the fancy that eyery hait | 
on my head was a massassauga, and the rustling of the | 
leayes the seductive musie of their blood-curdling rattle, 
Fond as [ was of fishing, before inorming | bad resolved | 
that I wouldn’t spend another such night for al the graylin 
in the Au Sable. But ‘how use doth breeda habit iu a many 
With the dawn iny neryousness took flight, and through all 
the subsequent nights IT spent upon the river, IL ‘slept the 
sleep of unconscious innocence.’ Still, the knowledge ths 
rattlers are occasionally setn has made me less anxious than 
I might otherwise be to go after grayling, i 

“Ttis one of tLe glories of the ‘North Woods’ that they 
are infested hy no venomous reptiles; and during all the 
years I have visited salmon rivers, | have never seen nor 
heard of anything of kin to the rattlesnake family. Throw 
of some splendid trout, hass and muscalonge waters noth 
west from Ottawa which L have hesitated about yisitiny Wi 
cause of their bad reputation in this respect. Bul even this 
Will not restrain me thiongh another summer, if my health is | 
spared.” 
“When are grayling in season” I was asked, 
“The grayling is a spring spawner, and is in season any 

where trom July to mid-winter. ‘Chey are, perhaps, in f 
est life and flavor in September antl October, and thus fur 
nish sport to the angler after itis wrong to take trout or 
salmon. In Michigan there is no more delightful month in 
the whole year than October, As arule, it isan unbroke 
{ndian summer, and as, late in the month, deer aré in goo 
fish and ave almost us plenty in the woods as grayling 3 rites 

“ 
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in the water, 4 combination of the two makes the Au Sable 
Tegion a very paradise fo the sportsman. I may add, also, 
that there are litkes near by quite as well stoeked with bass 

’ a3 the river is with grayling, A region where bass, prayling 
‘and deer we all ‘in season’ at once, aud all equally abun- 

: dant, should have a potent (rawing power for all who take 
delight in the use of rod and rifle.” 

“‘Ploase take us with you the next time you go for pray- 
ling,” was the expressed wish of all preseni—not excepting 
my old friend from St. Lawrence, who had never before in- 
dicated any interest in any fish but his beloved bass, T more 
than half suspected, however, that his desire to accompany 
me had its anoving cause in my casual intimation that there 
were inyiting bass lakes in the neighborhoou of this famous 
grayling river. G. D. 

BROOK TROUT AND RAINBOW TROUT. 

FEXLE following, from the Bulletin of the United States 
Tish Commission, aré veplics by Mr. Livingston Stone, 

to questions of Herr yon Behr, concerning; 
I,—Bnroox 'Troun (Salvelinus fontinalis), and 

IT.—Canrrorsta Trout (Sula dpilen). 
1.—We always hear now that Sumo fontinalisis rather a 

Soloclinus (and there is no doubt about it), but don’t you 
have our Jrudiae fario? You use the words Salmo fontinalix 
aud brook trout as synonymous, while formerly we thought 
brook trout to be our Truths furio! 

A, Ttistruethat the New Bngland brook trout, some- 
times galled the American brook trout and commonly known 
by the pame of Saline fontinalis, is properly a Salyelinus 
(Suloelinws fontinalis), but the Trutiafario of Great Britain 
and the continent of Hurope does not exist and has never 
existed in America. The common brook trout (Sileelinus 
fontinalis) of New England and other States of the Atlantic 
as is not the common brook trout of Europe (Trutia 
Jaro), 

- My following questions are meant about Saline fontinulis 
(Audvelinus)- 
2.—How heavy do they get? 
A.—The Stlaelinus fontinalis or common. brook trout of 

the Atlantic slope varies very much in size and weight, 
Those found in high altitudes in the very small and usually 
cold viyuleis that form the headwaters of the streanis are the 
smallest, and often are of such diminutive size that they will 
not average over two or three ounces each. The larger and 
somewhat warmer brookslower down, tliat are formed by 
the confluence of these little rivulets, furnish the next larger 
size of fontindlis, and $0 on till we come to the sfreams 
emptying into the ocean or the great lakes, where we find 

. the largest of the species, 
Brook trout were thought to attain the weight of nine or 

ten potnds until the famous ten-pound trout caught by Mr, 
George Shepard Page in the Rangeley Lakes was declared to 
be Sahn oguassad.* since which time the reputed maximum 
weight of fentinalis has had to fall a little, though I still 
think if possible for fontinaldés to attain 1 weight, under the 
most favorable circumstances, of seven or cight pounds; but 
Atlantic brook trout of three or four pounds are now geit'ng 
extremely rare even in tidal streams, and in the brooks farther 
in the interior a pound or three-quarters of 2 pound is consid- 
ered a good weight for fontinalis. 
8.—Are they living in the same water with Truttajario or 

Saline tridea? 
A.—Satwetinus fontinwlis has never been found naturally liy- 

ing together with Tutte fario or Salmo iniden. Butsince the 
introduction by humanagency of jontinal’sin Great Britain, 
fontinalis has occupied the same waters with Tretta furio, 
and since the California brook trout have been brought to 
the Atlantic slope these two latter varieties (Salvehnus fonti- 
nialis et Salma tridea) have lived together in the same waters, 

4, —What time are Salno fontinalts caught by angling? 
A.—Salvelinus fontinalis can be caught by ungling in the 

latitude of New York city from about the Ist of April to 
about the Ist of October, though I believe the close season 
begins somewhat before October 1. Before about the Ist of 
April the water is usually socold thatthe trout do not feel 
much like biting, and after the ist of October the spawning 
season is so near that they do not care then much about bait 
orany food. As one goes farther north the season for ang- 
ling begins later and ends earlier. Treut are not found 
much south of the latitude of New York city, except at high 
levels. 
5.—With what fly or bait? : 
A.—Trout fishing in this country is done mostly with 

artificial flies. The different yariety of flies used are innu- 
merable. Those which are considered the most effective, 
faking the season throngh, are pevliaps the ‘‘Professor,” 
“Montreal,” “Jennie Lind,” “Coachman,” Black Gnat,” and 
“Gowdung,” When bait is used the common angle worm 
is the favorite lure for trout, but grasshoppers, various flies 
and insects, and particularly the grub worm, are used at 
different seasons and in various localities with good results. 
ee et spawn also makes a good bait whenit canbe pro- 
cured, 
6.—Do they spawn also in lakes like other Salvehnus, or 

only in riyulets like Truttw furio? What months? 
A,—Atlantic coast trout, like Trutte fart, spawn almost 

exclusively in brooks and rivulets; and manifest a strong 
impulse to ascend the streams to a considerable distance, 
When, however, they cannot do better, they will, like other 
eharrs, spawn on the shores of lakes, always seeking either 
aspriugy spot or u clean gravelly one, or both, Their 
spawning months yaily very much, probably according to 
the temperature of the water. At the Cold Spring trout 
ponds, at Charlestown, N. IL, the trout almost invariably 
hegin to spawn the second week in October, und end before 
OCbristmas, Farther north in ordinary brooks they spawn 
earlier. HWarther south they spawn somewhat later, and in 
ponds or streams which are fed by springs large cnough to 
keep the water of very even temperature through the cold 
months, the trout spawn from the 1st of November till some 
time in April. 

7.— Are they thought good for pond cullure? 
A.—In America, Sulvelinas fontinalis tales the first ranik 

as afish to be cultivated in ponds, provided the ponds arefed 
by springs or cold running water, Ponds not possessing 
these qualities are unsuitable for brook trout, 

§8.—There sccm to be different kinds of Salmo fontinalis 
in United States, for when some time ago I received a box 
of eggs, which were first cabled as lake trout, butaiterwards 
declared by you to be brook trout (Sale fontinalis), you ea- 
pecially remarked that these Silmo eras efgs were of 
a special excellent variety, and my German breeders observe 

“he assertion thal Mr, Page's large tvout was a “blue-back,’’ 8, 
oguusedt, is new tous. We would osk Mr, Stone who has so decided? 
—tip Fh, Anos, : 
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large. 

that these eggs tire so very large that they indeed had believed 
them to be lake trout eggs, 
A.—There is, properly speaking, but one kid of Sadnel- 

nus fontinalix, but they yary very much in quality, For ex- 
ample, the small fish of the small, high rivulets, though 
yery sweet and delicious when cooked, are not nearly as 
handsome and plump and tempting in looks aé the trout 
lower down, say in the Cape Cod and Long Island streams. 
Neither do they ever grow as large, neifher are their eggs as 

As to the eggs of the largest breed of brook tront 
I think 1 may venture the assertion that they are fully 
twice as large as those of the eggs of the fish of mountain 
riyulets. 

?.—Of what State and Iske were these? So I dare say 
you haye different kindsof Sd/mo fontinalis, Is this the 
ease? TL bought, for some years, eggs of Mr. Annin and of 
the Charlestown Cold Spring trout, ponds. Were these 
probably of the same kind as those you presented to me u 
short time ago? . 
A.—The @vgs5 sent to Germany, and first by mistake called 

Jake trout, were true ‘‘fontingls.” They were from Mr. 
Clarke’s ponds in Michigan. They were eggs of the same 
variety of fish (Sw/velinws fontinals) as those received from 
Mr. Annin and from the Cold Spring trout ponds ut Charles- 
town, N. T.; but Mr. Olarke’s eges were from’ exception- 
ally tine fish, 
10.—Yon observed that you had a Salmo dridea hatchiny- 

house in one of your Bastern States. Do the Salmo driden 
spawn there af the same time as in California—in the spring? 
Which months are the spawning time in 
(MeQlond River), and which in the Bastern States hatching- 
houses? 
A,—In the McCloud Riyar they spawn from about the 

middle of Januaty to the middle of May; but so varicd in 
elevation, latitude and temperature is the State of California 
that igidet, Lhave been informed, is spawning somewhere 
in the State every month in the year, 

It is unquestionably true that the spawning season of 
Salmo tridva depends on the climate, that expression being 
understood to include all climatic influences of every kind. 

Salmo triden spaywus in the MeCloud River, as has been 
mentioned, from the middle of January fo the middle of 
May, In the eastern hatching-houses the same fish spayns 
in March, April and May, 
11.—Does the Salme triden keep, in ponds, its stronmer 

appetite and greater vitality they speak so much of in Cali- 
fornia? 

Tread in the small book “Tish Hatching, Bish Catching,” 
that they are more vigorous in every way thin the Eastern 
trout, but are not as handsome, lave no carmine specks, but 
will live well in captivity and grow rapidly. 
A.—Salmo iridea retains its capacity for cating yoraciously 

when confined in ponds, and when confined seems to keepup 
its well-deserved reputation for having a hardy and vigorous 
organization, though 1 should hardly want to admit that 
tnidea possesses any greater vitality than jfontinulis. IL 
agree entirely with your quotation from ‘Wish Hatching 
and Fish Catching,” that they are more vigorous in every 
way than the Hastern trout, but are not as handsome, haye 
no carmine specks, but will live well in captivity and grow 
rapidly, except that IT should want to substitute the word 
“hardy” for ‘vigorous,’ It does not seem fo me that the 
California brook trout are more vigorous tlian the Atlantic 
brook trout, but they are undoubtedly more hardy. 
12.—Mr. Von dem Borne desires me to ask the follow- 

ing question: 
What kind of places do those four above-mentioned fishes 

select for spawning; running or still water, on plants, on 
stones, on gravelly or sandy or muddy bottom; in deep or 
shallow water? 
A.—In reply to Herr Borne’s inquiry, allow me to say 

thatSalacinus fontinalis and Salmo triden always seek clear, 
running water and a gravelly bed where they may deposit 
their eze's, 

13.—Is there only one California trout, or is the trout 
of McCloud River the frue rainbow trout, and has Cali- 
fornia another mountiin trout? 
A,.—There is but one California trout which has been in- 

troduced into the Atlantic States, and, indeed, but one that 
has been much cultivated. This is Salmo dtridea, or the 
“rainbow trout,” or the “California mountain trout,” or ‘Me 
Glond River trout,” these three names last given being syno- 
nymous. | r 1 
tridea, or ‘rainbow trout,” or California mountain trout,” or 

Whenever anyone hears anything about Salme 

“MeCloud River trout,” he may know that the same fish is 
always meant under all these different names, California 
has several other mountain trout, but they are not yet much 
generally known or much cultivated. 
14,—Which one do you intend to send us? 
A.—Consequently the California trout which Professor 

Baird intends to send to Germany is the fish (Salmo iridea) 
just mentioned. 
15.—What month does it spawn? Californian Salme 

quinndt spawns at home much earlier than our Salmo salar, 
but I might suppose that this entirely depends on the climate, 
because the California salmon which our Mr, Schuester 
raised in his tanks up to spawning time did not spawn in 
the California time, 
or very near so. 

t in our Sedme salar time (Noventber) 

A,—This question has already been answered under 10, 
which see. 

A TROUT POISONING CASE. 

| AST week » most important case, involving the owner- 
ship of trout in 4 stream, was decided in the Supreme 

Court of Livingston county, N. Y. The stream is owned 
or leased by several persons and is the celebrated Caledonia 
Creek. 

On trial the following facts were brought out: James 
Aunin, Jr., is the lessee of half a mile or more of Spring 
Greek, in the village of Caledonia, Ile derives his rights 
from a lease made by the father of the defendant. At the 
head of the stream are two mills and a dam, the gates of 
which separate the water in the mill pond from that of the 
creek, During the summer months the water im the pond 
jizensier stagnant and the weeds give forth disagreeable 
odors, 
were opened to let out the water for tle purpose of killing 
the weeds, This was accomplished, hut the water, loaded 
with vegetable impurities, lime and sulphur, mixing with 
the waters of Spring’ Creek, illed large quantities of trout 
therein and did similar damage to the trout in the ponds of 
the State hutehery house at Mumford, three-quarters of a 
inile down stream. Mr, Annin brought suit aguinst McKay 
for a thousand dollars damages, alleging in his com- 
plaint that McKay opened his cates with full knowledge as 

California 

On the 31st of August; 1880, fhe gates of the dam | 

to what the results would be. The answer is a general 
denial of the allegations in the complaint, and also denics 
that Annin had any ownership in the trout. When plaintitt 
rested, defendant's attorneys moyed for a non-suit on the 
grounds that fish in a flowing stream, never having beco in 
actuul possession, could not be subject of property, and that 
ag Annin did not own the fish he could not recover. Geo. 
W. Sill, for plaintiff, combatted this claim, and the court 
denied the motion. 
The case was tried hefore a jury, which gaye a verdict for 

My, Annin of $130 and costs. 

A’ i supplement to the account of our ‘‘bassing” clubs,” 
i given ina recent number, we print the following con- 

cerning the local fishing near New York in November and 
December, from the N.Y. Sunof Noy, 23. It is mainly cor- 
rect and bears the marks of a Philadelphian in the use of 
the word “‘dipsey.” -It says: 

The extent and number of local fishing grounds, and the 
variely of species of fish caught thereon, make the waters 
uear New York city bonanzas for the anglers, who work 
these grounds daily from the early spring, when trouting be- 
ins, till the late fall, when the striped bass run up the rivers 
and salé. estuaries, only stopping when winter covers the 
waters with an icy film, In truth, old bassers are even now 
crying fora norther to chill the’Hast and Hudson rivers, 
saying (ruihfully that the big bass won’t come up until we 
have a freezer. But itis anill wind that bodes no good, for the 
atmospheric conditions now prevailing, acting asa barrier 
to the run of bass, give to the general salt-water fisherman 
haleyou days amone the blackfish and founders. 

The sheepshead is the first of the salt-water game fish 
to leave its summer haunts on the mussel beds and sunken 
wrecks, full of barnacles, upon which it delights to feed. 
Where they goin the winter months is a much discussed 
question among angling naturalists, some of whom assert 
that “the heads” emigrate to deep water outside, wile others 
insist (hat these fish go South in the winterand come North 
again in the early summer, This theory, however, is weak- 
ened by the naive query of an old practical angler: 

‘Did you ever catch a ‘head’ in Mlorida that weighed 
more than ten or twelve pounds? You didn’t, eh! Well, 
then, do you mean to say that the big fellows, fifteen 
pounders, thai we catch in the North go down South every 
winter and grow small before they come back again?” 
The weakfish keenly feels the nip of the early frost, and 

leaves, presumably for the Gulf Stream, in the warm waters 
of which he passes the winter months, thus incidentally 
recalling the theory of an angling writer that, as fish have 
their lung's placed on the outside of their bodies, they are 
perforce more sensiliye of changes of temperature than 
other animals. The sea bass quickly follow the weaktfish, 
and are followed in turn by the kingfish and the bluetish, 
and to-day all that is left for the angler in the adjacent salt 
waters are the striped bass, Jafayettes or goodies, fall 
flounders, tomcods, bergalls or cunners, and a few straggling 
snappers or young bluefish. Of fresh-water fishes the black 
bass are still taking the lure in deep water, and the pike and 
pickerel seize with avidity the skiltering and trolling bait. 
But it is the intention in this article to deal with the salt- 
water fishes only, and of these the striped bass in the North 
and the rocktish in the South claim precedence by right of 
size and gaminess. 
Wrom the fact that female bass filled with spawn are 

caught with nets in the deep holes in the Upper Hudson 
during the winter, many anglers incline to the belief that 
striped bass spawn in fresh water, but their habits in this 
respect are not yet accurately defined, at least so far as re- 
lates to the striped bass of running waters, for we find the 
latter very plentiful in their spring runs aboye tidewater, 
especially in the rivers of Pennsylvania, where they breast 
the strong rapids to reach the spring waters of the tumbling 
tributaries of the Delaware and Susquehanna, and where 
they take a gaudy, artificial fly and afford sport hardly in- 
ferior to that of salmon fishing. Striped bass of twenty 
pounds or more have been caught in nets nearly a hundred 
miles above tidewater in the above named streams, when 
resting in pools hardly three feet decp at the foot of the 
rapids. Genio .C, Scott, in his “Wishing in American 
Waters,” says this fish spawns in both fresh and brackish 
waters, but neverin the sea, Be that as it may, anglers 
well know that the great run of big bass begins usually in 
the latter part of September and continues far into the 
month of December, the numbers and Jength of the 
migrations being dependent upon the early or late advent 
of frost. In this fall’s rush of fish there is hardly a tideway 
of our local waters which has not its biting denizens. 
_We note only the accessible grounds for aday’s fishing, 

for the enjoyment of which the fisherman needs only an 
early brealdast,, baing able to reach home again in the early 
twilight hours. First comes Long Island Sound, which is 
truly an angler’s paradise. Narrowing from Fort Schuyler, 
it divides into three contracted but deep channels, flowin 
around Riker's and North and South Brother islands, an 
then spreading out once more untilit merges into the Hast 
River with its Hell Gate, Little Hell Gate and Brown’s Kills, 
each literally strewed with rocks and ledges. At the mouth 
of the Little Gate lies the Sunken Meadow, and around this 
and through the channelways are the best trolling grounds. 
For still fishing from boats, the following localities are con- 
sidered excellent grounds: 

Jamaica Bay—The Block House wreck, Canarsie, the 
WNeversink wreck, Canarsie, Mud Channel, Rockaway, the 
railroad bridge. i 
Newark Bay—At the Lightbonse, the Central Railroad 

bridge. 
Communipaw Bay—Old Tom and the Three Brothers, the 

Sunken Marshes. 
New York Bay—South side of Governor's Island, the 

Kall von Kull, Fresh Kill Creek, the Great Salt Kills, John 
Tobin’s Point, Coney Island, the Iron Pier, the Broken 
Point. 4 
North River—The Split Rock, opposite 128d street, off 

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK. 

the Hlysian Fields, Piers 1 and 2. 
o Bast River—Pier 8 and 5. 

Harlem River—Kingsbridge, High Bridge, and MeComb’'s 
Dam. 

The blackfish of New York, or the tautog of the New 
England States, grows fo the weight of eighteen pounds, 
but fliose caught in the adjacent bays run from lait a 
pound to six pounds. ‘These tish spawn curly in June, 
and are pow in full feed, biting very freely at fid. 
dlers and clam bait, They are nof considered )yy anglers 
of a scientific turn game fish, This opinion, we think, 
is uot sound, Let the angler strike any fish, from the 
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plucky pound barb or kinefish to the three-pounder salt 
water bass, in the tremendous rush of an incoming or ont- 
going tide, in water twenty to thirty fect deep, where a 
pound dipsey or lead must of necessity be used to keep the 
tine in trim, with the bait near ihe bollom, and le must.dis- 
eard the redand trust to the hand-liner's methods—hand 
over hand, with stubbornness of muscle, Now, let him re- 
verse this method, take a light rod of seven or eight ounces, 
eight feet long, with line as light as good service will per- 
mit, and a nine-foot single-wut Jeader, and drop the half: 
ounce dipsey into the slack of the ebb or flood; and he wil 
find that a fiveponnd Dlackfish will ¢all for more of skill 
and tact than would a 200 or 300-pound shark on a canal- 
boats towline, 

There is an old saving among the fishermen of the East 
River and the Sound thet blacktish begin 1¢ run when the 
willows commence to turn green, but the fact is patent thar 
blacktish are in their best condilion when the leaves of the 
willow are yellow. Below are meutioned a few of the best 
grounds for blackfish, which aré also pood for the Yun of 
small Gish, such as lafayéttes, small sca buss, with an oc- 
cational fair-siged tomcod und a sivay snapper. The reader 
will bear in mind that all the places noted are excellent 
grounds for midsnmmer fishing, when larce sea bass, sheeps- 
head, porgies, blackfish, and others can be caughtin goodly 
numbers, particularly in Jamaica Bay on the Block House 
and Neversink wrecks, The following are the favorite 
grounds for loeal fishers: 

Jamaica Bay—Broad channel, und the grounds named 
for striped bass, 

Gravesend Bay—The Stone Pile. 
Rockaway Beach—The wreck of the Black Warrior. 
Prince’s Bay—Pleasant View and Gifford’s. 
Sandy Hook—The railroad and government piers. 
New York Bay—The Monument abréast of Sandy Hook, 

aud Fort Wadsworth in the Narrows. 
Sheepshead Bay—Near the har. 
Hlounders thay be canght as carly as March; in fact, al) 

throngh the winter, if the angler elects to stand the temper- 
ature, The month of April, however, ig the best for the 
spring fish, nnd October and Noyember tor the fall ron, 
Tere is @ bit of advice for founder wmglers: Take along in 

your hoat & pair of oyster tongs, und rake up the mud with 
them, avd the flukes will be sure to bite. th default of the 
tongs, anchor a few feet behind an oyster boat, on the beds, 
and Vyour total catch will be large, and so will be the fish. 
The best spols for flounders are in Flushing Bay and 
Jamaica Bay, although these fish bite freely in season on all 
inuddy bottoms, unlike the blacktish, which prefer the 
sandy bed ol # tideway. 
Tomceds are now in full biting trim. These tish hardly 

exceed hulf a pound in weight, aud give little sport, 
although they are considered _ good pan fish, Bergals, 
which are now feeding freely, are looked upon as a pest, 
particularly on blacktish grounds, where they are active in 
taking the lure intended for larger fish. 

For neighboring salt-water fishing such as we have 
described, the proper tackle and bails are as follows: 
Reds,—An orilinary joined natural bamboo, such as can 

be hWought for $2 to $5; its weight from ten to fourteen 
ounces, ind is cight or nide feet Jone, : 

Teels —A multiplyer brass, costing $38, and holding 300 
fovt of line, which should bea No, 9 Cuttyhunk ofthat length. 

Hook#,—The Abbey & Imbrie Sproat hook of various 
sizes; for striped bass use Nos. 2 to 3; for bluckfish, floun- 
ders, and such fish, use the 2:size. Tie the houks on double 
fut snoods, using also double gut leaders, 

Battz.—For siviped bass, the shedder crab, shrimp, sand- 
wortns and squid; for blacktish, fiddlers and skimmer clam, 
The latter bait. will be found killimg for all kinds of small 
salt-water fish, excepling the snapper or young bluefish, for 
which the spearing seems to be the most seductive lure; but 
if you have not that, kilies or mummyehugs will he found 
a food substitute, 

The list of grounds will show where the aboye named fish 
were biting freely up to last night: 

Tn the tisleways of Hell Gate—Striped bass; turn of the 
tides; squid andl aand worms. 
About the Sunken Meadow—FPlood tide; striped bass and 

blackfish; bait, shedder erabs and sand worms. 
Varians’ Creek—Panfish; tide running up; sand worms, 
Bowery Bay—Blucktish, flounders, dogfish, same tide 

and bait. 
Flushing Bay—Striped bass, panfish; same bait and tide, 
Arnold’s Point—Blaclkfish. same bait; first of flood, 
Westchester Creek—Striped bass; flood tide; shedder erab. 
College Point and West Farms Oreek—Panfish, bass; 

same bait and tides. 
Pelliam—Blacktish, 

worms, 
bass, panfish; flood tide, clams, 

Ton Tarrus,—I hove seen Jstely in the New York 
Fleriid articles on bass angling and the bass clubs, also the 
subject treated in the Forms? Ano SrReAM, From these 
irticles one might infer that the striped bass are leaving our 
toast to such un extent that there will be no sport io this 
line in the neuy future, Now, why do not some of these 
able anglers wlio haye caught their sixty-ponnders, and 
many others who are willy to try their skill on some of 
that weight or over, try the tarpum of Morida waters? 
They can he hooked to 4 certainty; the next thing is to bring 
them to vail, sand mo person who goes after them need feay 
he will not find them; they are yery plenty in some rivers 
there, DT livve seen schools of them which I should judge 
had fitLy tarpum of from To to 150 pounds, I have often 
heen fast to them, but with improper tackle to undertake 
the capture of them, IL only onee tricd to catch them, I 
then titted a strong troll line to a float, and thought I might 
lay him that way (having no bass tackle), but I lost my 

Mish atthe tirst leup from the water, breaking my line, 
should like to see a goorl-sized tarpum captured with rod 
aud revl,—A, b, D. 

New Yorr.—Medina, Orlcans County, Nov, 22.—Pickerel 
fishing at the Cove has been excellent the latter part of 
sumer wnd fall. The Cove is situated ten and one-half 
milds southeast of this place, on Oak Orchard Creck; there 
are properly three caves where the creck hus widened out 
fo small lakes or ponds. The water is quite deep, making 
an exucllent plice for pickerel and other fish to breed ana 
livein. Several parties from here hive been up there this 
fall, and have had more than usual goo luck, bringing home 
from ten to twenty fine pickerel, weighing from two aud a 
half to four pounds each, and in one or two instances even 
more. Jtis with fvclings of much pleasure and longings to 
be there that Tieai th: \cterans tell of their grand sport.— 
Sau Nivix, 
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ANGLERS' TOURNAMENT ECHOES. 
r | ‘HB casting has made an impression eae! the world of 

anglers on the British islands, and the reverherations 
from-across the water have just teached our shores. Asa 
rule they do not discredit these records, as they have former 
ones, for the character of the committee in charge and the 
number of spectators, as wellas the jealousy of the rival 
contestants, forbade the suspicion of an exagveration of the 
distances. The fact (hat our records exceed theirs bothers 
the English anglers, and before we finish this article we pro- 
pose to tell our transatlantic cousins just how and why we 
can doit, The two papers which haye given most atlontion 
to the tournament are the Fishiny Gazette anil the Field, and 
both have full and fair accounts, the latter by its American 
correspondent, Mr. Franklin Satterthwaite, The Field edi- 
torially says: 
We do not usually coucern ourselyés much with whit are called 

casting toninaments, because they are, as a rule, held under such 
conditions and circumstances as to be of little or no practical value 
or test in Actual fishing. There are many persons, however, in this 
country who tmuay be interested in the question, and therefore we 
publish ile above report, as it is common enongh to hear warm 
discussions as to the length of casts. Nob long ago we heard a 
yery angry one between two chance acqaintances, oue of whom 
averred that he had cast twenty-seven yards (which was perfectly 
true, for we saw and measured it), and another gentleman who deé- 
claved that he had east twenty-two yards on one oceasion, and he 
would be chawed into innumerable chipsif anyoue else could cust 
more; and the contention waxed high, This tournument shows, at 
least, that ft is possible to cust thirty yards with 9 single-handed rod. 
Thirty-eight yards and two feet is a yery good salmon cast; we have 
seen it cash before, however, and meusured it; butit falls far short 
of Pat Hearus’ famous feats, wherein he threw forty-two yards tor a 
wager, But tonrnament feats are not ta be put into competition 
with fishing casting; if is altogether a different thing. 
Some time ago we heard of a comm pelagon at which the ne was 

cast upon a large sheet of canvas, thus avegling one of the most 
serjous drawbacks to long casting in actual fwractice, yiz.: the tric- 
tion of the line in drawing it ont of the water, with all the weight of 
the water to weigh it down behind; the thing was absurd as a test of 
anything, Here we have a platform run out into a lake, raised Sift. 
above the lake, which practically adds quite 2ft. to the length of 
the rod. Of course, the ground behind was perfectly level, (at the 
least) and quite devoid of stvaws and tnfts of grass, or bushes of 
any sort. und no doubt the fly (if any) might touch the ground even 
with perfect safety. Then, too, in most tournament sifairs, both 
rod and ling are pleked out, and specially adapted to one another for 
long casting, mid for nothing else, All these things are notin actual 
fishing, For example, the twenty-seven yard cast we mention, was 
with the rod, line ele. being then fished with on the Old Barge 
ak Winchesier, the hank not afoot above the water, with high water 
meadow frass behind, anda rising bauk, The lewst touch of the 
frass, of course, was fatal, There are no comparisons in the two 
things. Itisno doubt a good thing to be able to make your rad do 
its best, and to make long casts when wauted; butitisone thing to 
mike @ long east, ond itis another to fishit, We have more than 
once known nen Who, to show their power of casting, more often 
than not would over-iish their cast, and then when their fish rose 
bungled him, For all these reasons, anil for the further one that we 
dislike anything like the introduction of competition into the art of 
angling, as destructive to the spirit of il, we are nol inclined to 
attach too much importance to tonruaments of this sort. 

We do not agree with the able writer in the Aved that such 
contests are of no value. As a sehool for beginners what 
can be finer? And the old angler can compare his style 
with that of others, The platform being three feet high 
might hive added a little to the length o£ the cast, but not 
tio feet tothe rod, Next year the platform willnot be over 
afoot high, andit would not lave been higher this year 
except for the benefit of the bass casters, some of whom 
‘ast underhanded, The Fishing Gazette says: 
Tt will be acknowledged by all who know anything about tly-casting 

that some of fhe casts at this tournament were simply marvellous. 
Tn the “light roc?’ coutest, for instant, Mr. H. W. Hawes made, in 
beautiful stylo, the extraordinary cast of twenty-seven yards, one 
foot, with a ten-foot split-bamboo rod weighing only four and a half 
ounces. Wor our part we should haye said that such a castwith such 
4 rod was simply an tA ice up| but the strict conditions under 
Wi ich the casting took place, the elaborate arrangements for accur- 
ate measurement, atid the jealous scrutiny of the easting hy the 
rival contestants make ib impossible that| any error was made. In- 
deed the examination ef the distances cast by other anglers in this 
contest gives the last man of the seven credit for over twenty yards, 
and that with a red of only fourand a quarter ounces! 

Mr, Silk, who was present at the toumament, tells us that the 
Measurements were made from the spot on which the competitor 
stood to the spot where his end fly fell on the water. and there can be® 
no question whatever about the strict accuracy of the measurements 
given; this independent testimony from an unprejudiced English- 
man ought to silence all challenge of the measurements, To our 
mind this wondrous casting with such feather weights as four-and- 
a-half ounce ros is by fart 6 most interesting feature in fhe fourna- 
ment, Mr. Silk says the easting lines used were of braided silk, 
waterproofed, and this confirms our Med agave that lines of this 
gescr plion are, on the whole, by far the best that can be used hy the 
v-fixher. 
Until revently we have always looked with disfavor ou the gined-up 

split cane rods, alchough we must say Gur 6xperienve of them had 
been confined to English made rods of this description. 
ut in the face of such extraordinary results obtained by their 

mens, as we haye referred to above, we confess thaf our views re- 
specting them are totally changed, and we feel certain this will be the 
ease with most lnelish fly-fishers, making full allowance for the fact 
that the cusis were made from a platform three feet above the water, 
and undoubtedly this was an immense advantage as compared with | 
casting done on aiéevel with the water, still the fact that such rods 
will send @ line out to such a distance, places their casting merits be- 
ond cavil Wemay niention that wehave recently received from 
fessrs. William Mills & Son, fishing tackle makers, of 7 WarrensLreet, 
New York, a superb hexagonal Leonard rod, made to our require- 
ments as regards weight and leagth, Itisa sti thresa-joint, ten-foot 
rod, weighing ten ounces, As a piece of workmanship it is simply 
perfection; every joint is made of six strips of cane, so beautifully 
put together that even with a magnifying glass il is impossible to see 
where the edges are joined, 
The cast mhde with a single-handed fly rod by Mr. R. C. Leonard 

covered twenty-eight yards one foot, with an eleven and half-foot 
rod, weighing ten ounces. This cast, considering that it was from an 
elevation of a yard above the waler, both in front and behind, is not, 
we think, much in advande of the twenty-three yard cast, made on 
ihe ground (and ot over water) with aten-foot rod, at our first ish- 
ing Gazetie Tournament. wt 

‘he bait casting with one ounee and two and a half ounce weights 
Was not extraordinary, and will not compare with the casts made in 
this style ab Ifendon. F ? 
An Englishman, Mr, H, Prichard, is credited with the longest cast. 

made-with asingle-handed vod ot the tournament, With a teu-foot 
four and a quarter inch rod of eight ounces, he sent his fly out Sat 
yards from the platform, His style of delivery is peculiar, as will 
eseen from the Worrst Ano Stream description of 1b ; but peculiar 

or not, it must be wonderfully effective. i. A 
Some anglers, in criticising these interesting fy and bait casting 

tournaments pretend to Jeery the inerits of Jong casts, They pay that 
aman may by practice be able to make a long cast and yet _be jveny 
poor angler, In our opinion this is a wrong view fo take of the mat- 
ter. Thay are not ang ng matches at all, and no sensible man would 
claim that a long cast is the best cast, or proves the angler who 
makes it to beva clever angler. At the same time we aly that a 
man who Gan mauagea long line delicately and well will gencrally 
be able to use a shorter one effeutively. Ou small streams a loug 
castis rarely necessary, on broad streams it is often of Immense 
value. Then again, as tests of the relative value of different styles of 
ppahine und different makes of rods, these toursaments are unques- 
tionably useful. he " 4 4 

The editor of the Mshing Guzette is on the right trail 
The reason that the Americans cast further than the English 
is not that they are better anglers, but that they have better 
tools. We have never seen an Hnghsh made split-bamboo 
rod; but from what is said of them by the Hnglish papers, 
they must be inferior ones. If the editor of the Guzette 
will go through the large fishing tackle establishments in 
America, he will find novods but what are as beautifull 
put together as those he describes. A fine rod that showed 
its joining would not be allowed to leave the shop of any 

: [Nor a 

maker with a reputation to win or to sustain, Few English- 
men care to pay the prices for rods that we do; and at the 
same time they will, as a rule, pay more forguns. Take as 
fisample of our megning an Englishman and an American, 
each fond of both shooting anil fi hing and each with w fair 
ortion of worldly goods to enable him to pratify his tastes, 
he Englishman would not hesitate to spend $400 or $500 

for a fine gun, but woul! think one-tenth that sum too 
much for a superior rod. Tha American would take the 
rod and a. $15 reel, with a $5 line, making the outfit come to 
about $75, and would then say, ‘I think a $100 will 
kill all I can find to shoot at,” Just as the English excel in 
high priced auis so do wéin fine rods, andl this is the reason 
that we can get more work from the rods, 
We do not think that the limit of casting with w single- 

handed rod has yet been reached, and we shall not he suv 
prised to see the record beaten eaeh year, until 100 feet are 
cast. We eli¢ye that long casting is the only way to test 
not only rods, butanglers. Itis just as desirable to cast, 
far, aS ibis to east delicately, and a long cast must have 
some delicacy, for its fofce ig spent. The man who can 
cast eighty feet can fith more water than he whose limit is 
sixty, Who has not seen trout rise beyond reach? 

English anglers are very thorough. Their waters haye 
been fished so long that unless a fly is deftly cast it might 
‘is well not be thrown at all, The trout become educated. 
ason some Long Island streams, and are shy. In this 
country, on the contrary. we have so many new and un. 
fished waters that the trout are green and will take any- 
thing; and this tends to make careless anglirs, Take a 
hundred anglers at random from eich country and the 
chances are that the English would have alarger proportion 
of first class ones; but they cannot equal our experts in 
casting beeuuse they have not the tools. 

RANGE oF 1He SAwrise, —Dr. John Wilkins took a saiy- 
fish (Pristis antiguerum) im his pond near Hastyille, Va, 
Jast month, which measured sixteen feet vyer saw and all. 
This is farther north on our coast than the fish has been re- 
corded hefore. . 

FISHCULTURE IN MINNESOTA, 

R, KR. O. SWEENEY, of the Minnesota Commission, has 
been interviewed by a reporter of the St. Panl and Minne- 

apolis Pioneer Press who reports that the hobby of the commis- 
sioner at present is carp, which he thinks the best breeding fish 
for the ponds and streams around St. Paul. He says that at 
present he is expecting 4 ¢arload of carp in response to the ap- 
plications of the residents of Minnesota, Dakota and Montana, 
which have been forwarded to the United States Fish Commiss- 
ioner within the past two years. How soon the car will be in 
St. Paul he does not know, but it is expected every day. Any 
official notification that has been sent to him has either been 
mislaid or lost. He will, he expects, take charge of the carp 
when they arrive and distribute them over the State, as they 
may be allotted by the United States Commissioner on the 
applications made to him. The remaining fish—if there are- 
say will be placed in the hatchery and kept there for distri- 
bution. 
Mr, Sweeney says that he received 301) carp some time ago 

from Prof. Baird, hut upon his advice had kept them in the 
hatchery for breeding purposes, There they had grown well 
and had bred well, but the commissioners did not know to 
what extent as they did not wish to disturb them in the pond, 
and to find out just what the result was would necessitate the 
drawing off of the pond or the use of nets, as the fish would 
not bite. He believes that within a short time thera will ba 
pionty ol carp at the hatchery to distribute throughowt the 
shates. 
The specifications for a hatchery will adford scientific infor- 

mation for extensive breeders. and will also show the owners 
of ponds how to manage thé beds and keep the carp well. 
The usual requirements are two or three ponds, one lower 
than the other, for the pape of drawing off the water. 
These plans will be embodied in the annnal report of the com- 
missioners. To the farmers who haye good ponds Mr, Sweeney 
says they can get along without the drawing off process hy 
feeding the fish it some especial spot on the shore each day. 
This will draw the fish there with perfect regularity, and they 
ean then be selected and drawn out witha hand net. This 
process will keep the house supplied very regularly. 

‘Will it pay to raise the carp?’ is a question often asked, 
It is believed that it will, as the rapidity of their growth 
places them much in adyance of other fish, The fish market 
to-day requires a large number of all kinds of fish, and these 
always bring from eight to ten cents per pound, and the carp 
is a very good table fish, There have been 140 carp dis- 
tributed within the past two years in Minnesota, by the com- 
mission. What'the result of this distribution is, is not known 
as yet, as no reports have been made; but itis desired Ixy Mr, 
Sweeney that those who have received fish from the State 
should report progress at once so that the facts in the matter 
can be placedin the annual report, that the ideas suzgested 
by the expermmenters may be practically tested by the com- 
tnission. 

Of other fish in the State, itcan be said that 1,500,000 have 
been distributed during the past two years. These embrace 
the brook trout, whitetish, wall-eyed pike, German carp and 
the California brook trout, Known as the rainbow trout. 
These have each good quailities and seem to be fonrishing. 
The most sutisfactory reports, however, are on the brook trout, 
which has been placed in almost all the smaller streams both 
north and south of St. Paul. The reports, however, give na 
very definite figures except that the fishing is better in every 
locality, The brook trout is the easiest raised and lives an 
propagates where no other fish will, In factitis said that any 
stream that is warm enough tor other lish is too warm for the 
brook trout, The pickerel is an enemy of the young trout, 
but the older fish can either battle with or is too quick for the 
pickerel and is therefore not disturbed. Abt Peterson, Filmore 
county, there is a ran named Hazelrud, who makes a speci- 
alty of raising trout; and he has found it quite a profitable 
business, as he lets the catching out to sportsmen, whom he 
charges $1 per pound for all they catch. The brook trout is 
worth in the St. Paul market from forty to fifty cents, _ 
The California salmon are progressing well, ib is believed, 

but the numbers raised are not known positively. The salmon 
have a way of biting when they please, and they don’t seem 
to feel like it in Minnesota streams, Some 150 of these fish 
are reported caught each season, and they are seen in large 
droves in the yarious lakes and rivers. Some of the salmon 
escaped from a hatchery in some way and have found a lodg- 
ing place in the peeaD Ds Durie the past season a few 
have been caught near Stahlman’s brewery. The whitetish, 
which is the fayprite food fish throughout the country, has 
been placed in a number of rivers and ‘is doiug well. The next 
shipment expected will be whitefish and they will be placed 
in the yraTiae Minnesota, and St. Croix rivers. White- 
fish which have loft the hatchery have been caught which 
have measured over two feet long. Besides their size they are 
ood breeders, giving 30,000 to 60,000 spawn per year. White 

Bear, Minnetonka and the lakes from Clearwater north, have 
had a very good supply of this fish, The black bass, croppies 

— 
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wall-eyed pike seem to he jncreasing in numbers. The 
pickerel at thesame time is alsa increasing and destroys large 
nimbers of other fish, Two pickerel pets were one time kept 
at the hatchery until they became three feet lone. Those fer 
lows were vory lively, and used to catch the swallows as they 
passed over the water, fairly jumping out to seize their prey, 
Inhis oloscs the interview with the commissioner, but his 
annual report will contain statistics on fish that will tairly 
dazzle and delight the people of the State. 

—_—_—_——_—__ &_.____. 

A SUMMARY OF RECENT PROGRESS [IN OUR 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE CULTURE, GROWTH 

AND ANATOMY OF THE OYSTER. 

BY JOHN A, RYDUR. 

ea engaged in the preparation of a monograph on this 
important mollusk, in which it is the purpose of the 

wriler to discuss, as exhaustively as may bo in his power, the 
oyster in its anatomical, enibrydlogical, physiological and 
economical aspects, from time to timie, in the course of the 
investigation, ney facts come to light, some of which it may 
not) be amiss to publish, so as to call the attention of those who 
may be willing fo contribute facts or materialin aid of my 
work, I shail also call attentionto whatis being done abroad; 

 asit may interesb American oystermen to know that the 
host of French, German aud Dnteh investigators are net idle, 
and that ithe many confused and even maceurate statements 
of the older observers are not always very creditable to 
science, the present generation of workers in biological inves- 
tigation are on the alert proyided with capacity, appliances 

_ and knowledee, such as was néver before known, ‘‘But,” says 
your man of business, “of what good is thiskind of knowledge? 
ama practicalman and do not need to know anything of 

the vagaries of naturalists of men of science.” Very well, 
sir, you are one ofthe sort who are reaping the benetits, ay, 
even inany of the comforts of existence which owe their heing 
to unrewarded empirical investigation into the phenomena of 
nature. Such pravtical men helong to the middie ages intel- 
lectnally, These are the persons who to-day fill the positions 
of trustees of colleges and other institutions of lésroing to the 
detriment of scientific propress in bhis country. They cunnot 
see the ulility of scientific investigation, unless it be for the im- 
Mmetiate advantage of the private or public bursary. Happily 
our government i= not so short-sizhted, and we may feela 
just pride in the efforts bow making in the direction of fish 
and shallishenlinve, and the seientiti¢ and practical results 
already attained, Nothimg is truer than the statenient that, 
the results of the tedious expanmental and unrewarded labors 
of the laboratory inyestivators enter most lareely into malins 
the practical industries of the times practicable, After fifty 
years more have elapsed this will be the case with oyster-cul- 
ture, Wemsay be certain, ‘The achievement of this resilt will 
anlean only be by scientific methods, the voices of acres of 
so-called practical men to the contrary notwithstanding, 

During the year past three different species of edible 
vysters have been investigated or @xperiménted upon, OF 
these, [may say, allhave hada fair share of attention paid 
them, aud one species has given such promising results at the 
hans of Mr. Bouchon Brandely, as to lead us to expect much 
of simiar future efforts with other species in the same direc- 
tion, Mr, Grandely worked upon the Portuguese species or 
Osirea ongulata, as itis known to systentatie writers. Till 
ive a brief abstract of his experiments carried out last sum- 
mer essentially as reported trom the Comptes Rendug, of the 

» French Academy of Sciences, in the Annals and Magazine of 
Natnral History for Octoher, 1852, He says: ‘lwenty or 
twenty-tve years ago the Portuguese oysters, indigenous to 
the Tags, did not exist on the coasisof France. A damaged 

_ yessel Pcebaneed its cargo into the Gironde, upon the old 
Banc de Richard, Here they have since so multiplied that they 
cover an extent of from twenty-five to thirty kilometers, a 
vast bed which will soon he limited only by the banks of the 

| river. 
: “Osired édais is undoubtedly hermaphrodite according 
to the showing of Lacaze-Duthiers, Coste, Davaiine, Mohius, 
Hiyten aud Hart. Ts it a self-fertilizine hermaphrodite? With 

_ respect to this, nothins hasyet been demonstrated; consider 
ing that the genital gland raroly presents the two sexes ab the 
same degree of maturity, itis probable that it does not fecun- 
date itself. 
The Portuguese oyster is, on the other hand, incontestably 

unisexual. Like the American oyster, as shown by Brooks, 
itsova and milt are expelled trom the shell. Neither ova nor 

embryos are ever found in its mantle, The young of the 
~ common oyster cannot live outside of the shell. According to 
M, Berthelot’s investigations the fluids in themantle cavity of 

0, edulis coutain albumen in a notuble aie Taskers upon which 
the youns are supposed tou be nourished. M. Brandely found 

that the Pouns of 0. edulis, whether in the form of white or 
Play spat, could not be developed in sea, water external to the 
parent: the white embryos died in three days, the gray after 
tavelye or fifteen days atter their removal fromthe parent, 
although within reach of coilectors. These facts he thinks, 
precitide the possibility of the crossing of the species. With 
Tespect to this point, however. our author made direct experi- 
thents, or attempts to hybridize the fwo species, which gaye 
only negative results. Mixtures of the ages of O, edujis with 
the milt of C.angulaia and vice versa, never resulted in fer- 
tilization, altliough the experiments were repeated at differ- 
ont times for the last two years. , 
M. Brahdely succeeded in aytificially fertilizing the egzs 

0. angulata, The vital properties of both elements were re- 
tained tor two to three hours. The embryos bezan to swim 
at Verdon in seven hours. The shell was formed on the sixth 
tothe seyenth day. The temperature of the water was 22 
der. CO. (equal to about seventy-one deg. fahr.) The aritaticial 
fecundation presented no difficulties, Pour times out of five, 
if sood spawn is used, mobile embryos will be produced. The 
Spawning takes placein O. angulalta for several weeks and 

 gtadually. ; ’ 
“An enclosure about thirty or thirty-fve feet square was 

prepared at Verdon, inta which the animated products of 
sundessive fecundations were potred, The sea water was per 
Miitied to enter this space throuyh a, bed of fine sand, and to 

"pass out inthe same way. This enabled the experimenter to 
Fetuin the artificially spawned embryos within the enclosure. 

“Attar a thovth of reiterated experienats our endeavors 
were crowned with suceuss. We hid the satisfaction of fud- 
= some brood fixed on each of the tiles placed in our experi- 

ental ‘clear.’ This is so much the more remarkwhle as until 
ast, weelr, [this ae eats to have been in July] no spat had yet 
attached riself to the numerous collectors immersed on the 
oyster beds of the Gironds, that is to say in the very center of 

“the clear.” . 
‘These experiments are of the highest interest and may be of 

“great practical value, Brees the maans resorted to in 
order ta prevent the escape and loss of the entbryos from the 
clearer poud, I can contrm M. Brandely’s statements as to 
he distinctness of the sexes in O. angulata, haying learned 
is fact from sections of the animals ot that species. My firm 

Delie? is also that QO; edulis will yot be found to bs practically 
unmsexual. Sections pt O. edulis neyer show the hermaphro- 
ite character of the reproductive organs, at least im such 
aterial as I have investigated. 
‘The following remarkable statement, taken from Gagen- 
im’s ‘Elements of Comparative Anatomy,” deserves 2 pass- 

ne notice. On page S30 be says: “Di the oysters we find an 
intermediate step toward a separation of the sexes, imasmuch 

these organs are nob active atthe same time in the same 
dividual; but the male and female organs alternately so.” 
is quotation pecay admits the unisexuality of the Buro- 

ean oyster, to which it evidently refers. Thelast part of the 
ark, however, is tounded upon the slenderest kind of eyi- 

dence; in fact, upon no evidence except a surmise, as such 
an alternate activity of the two parts is improbable; besides 
if is not possible to demonstrate such ai alternation of sexua’ 
activity mm the same individual, As everyone knows, the soft 
ports of an oyster catmot be examined without openine the 
shell, which necessarily makes the needed second observation 
to conlirm this alleged alternation of sexual activity a physi- 
cal impossibility. 
Lregard Davaine’s observations upon the histology of the 

reproductive organs as of little value, being made before the 
introduction of improved methods of investigation. His 
figures of the finer strucbaral details of these organs have ap- 
ey. been made from crushed fragments. Mven Lacaze- 

uthier’s igures of the reproductive organs do not give a 
yery correct idea of the ducts and their actual relations to 
the subjacent somewhat tubular follicles with a generally 
yertical direction to the plane of the surface, Besides, no 
anatomist, to iy knowledge, bas very definitely located the 
organs of Rojas or quasirenal apparatus of the animal, or 
indicated the apparently close relation of this paired organ 
to the openings of the genevatiye ducts. Tt istrue these struc- 
tures are yery rudimentary, but seem to be present in a 
slightly developed condition, in somewhat the same relation 
to the preat adductor as_in Pevten, ouly that they lie close 
against the mantle at either insertion of the muscle, and on its 
yentral side, Their extent is sometimes marked by brownish 
tissue in their walls. Lastly, we may note the grossly inac- 
curate and scarcely diagrammatic figures copied from T, Wil- 
liams iu Broun's Classen und Ordnungen des Thierreichs,” 
IT, Malacozoa, Plate sx, Figs. § and, introduced to show 
ie struchure of the gills, which they most signally fail to 
show. 

An important eiobry ological contribution to the lite history 
of Ostred edulis has been published during the past year by Dr. 
RR, Horst, of Utrecht, which the writer has had the pleasure of 
translating trom the Ditech original. He does not agree with 
Dr. Brook’sinterpretation of the gastrula stage of the oyster, 
and seems to think that what the latter eee as the primi- 
tive mouth of the animalmust be rezarded as the shell-cland, 
trom which the primitive shell of the larya is secreted. Tn de- 
fenseé of his position he cites the labors of Hatschek and TLan- 
kester upon other forms of bivalve embryos as confirmatory, 
Balfour throws doubt upon a similar interpretation of the 
gastrula af Anedon by Rabl. Horst also discusses the origin 
of Lhe nervous system, pointing out the mode in whith the 
supracesophageal and parietosplanchnic ganglia probably 
originate as thickenings of the epiblastorskin layer, The 
Penesis of the gills and mantle is, however, not very fully dis- 
cussed, He was umable jo pet embroys except from old oys- 
ters which contained brood inthe mantle. He was not suc- 
cessful in Eveping the young alive which had been removed 
trom the mother oyster, He does not appear to think if pos- 
siblé to impreznate the eves of this species artificially, Incon- 
clusion he states that he found that sea~anemones or actinies, 
such as are commonly found on oyster beds, destroy large 
numbers of fry, He also Tailed to tind the segmental or renal 
organs inany of his embryos. 
A different report on the possibilities of the culture of 

O. edulis yeaches 1s from England, as already noticed in these 
colimous, A Mr, Littlewood is said to have exhibited spat five 
months old bred trom attificially impregnated ees, at the 
recent Udinburgh Fisheries Exhibition. 
Meanwhile five American investigators have heen engaged 

in the investigation of the feasibility of rearing Ostrea vingini- 
ca trom its eggs. Of these, Dr. Brooks, Lieut. Francis Wins- 
low, nud Henry J. Rice, haye not yet, so far as 1 aim aware, 
peRbened anything upon what they havedone. Col. Marshall 
Donald and the writer were engaged during «a part of the 

months of duly and Angust with the investizationin the U, 
8. ish Commission Station at St. Jerome's Creek, Md. The 
most remarkable result which Colonel McDonald and myself 
obtained, with an apparatus devised by the former, was the 
apparent fixation of the fry to the sides of the lass hatching 
yessels twenty-four hours after impregnation. We found, in 
atemperature of 73t0 80 deg: Fahr.. that they would devel- 
ope a.laryat shell in this short space of time, but were sur- 
prised to findthe young apparently fixed in such numbers to 
the sides of tha vessels, ow they were attached we failed to 
Jearn —whether by means of a byssus or not could not be cer- 
tainly detwrmined., They were found fixed so firmly, however, 
that they could only be removed by force, such as scraping 
tha clean dead oyster-shells upon which they had lodyed in 
the apparatus. olding the shells upon which the fry had 
caught under a stiong stream of water frown a faucet failed. 
to dislodge them, Our conclusion was, in yiew of the fore- 
going facts, that these young reve ld had voluntarily at- 
tached themselves. It was noticed that this young fry had 
a disposition to lie npon the side, with the border of the rndi- 
mentary inantle projecting out over the border of the shell. 
Many were noticed in other positions, but Iam inclined to be- 
lieve that these were nob normal, as will appear further on. 
The projecting border of the mantle, as it appeared to the 
writer, Is probably the organ by which the adhesion of the 
embryo is effected—in fact, we will learn further on that this 
flatwise position of the fry is assumed at the time of fixation. 
Unfortunately for us, our endeavors to repeat our first success- 
ful experiment, which had given us such a remarkable resnit, 
invariably ended in taihire, although we had taken the precan- 
tion to vary again and again the character of the apparatus 
to meet what were supposed to be unfavorable and lata! con- 
ditions, Several other torms of apparatus wore used, which 
worked so unfavorably that it was deemed advisable to dis- 
continue their use, inclading the air-blast playing: upon the 
surfaee of the water in the hatching vessels, upon which I had 
Jargely built my hopes last year, 

The fixed enibryos or try alluded to above did not grow any 
during the three days which we were permitted to observe 
them, both in a contmuous current and and ina closed circu- 
lation of water. Putrescence or the development of deleteri- 
ous organisms did not, I believe, interfere with our expéri- 
ments. At all events, they remained of about the same size 
as the efes with which we started, although food was already 
perceptible in the stomach rotating under the impulse of the 
cilia which lined the gastuic eavity, They had the power to 
retract the velum and mantle, bub not wholly. The pallial 
and yelar museles were therefore developed as well as the 
adductor, which could be seen te actuate the valves. That 
these embryos were developed from the eggs put: mto our ap- 
paratus there cannot be the slightest doubt, since the sea 
water used was firsh carefully filtered throuvh «a large, deuse 
tages of cotton wool to remove impurities and small, hurtful 
organisms, anu he additional water from the open bay was 
afterward introduced, 
The deflected border of the mantle in this fry seems to me 

an important fact inits bearing upon the manner in which 
the fixation of the youug animal is accomplished. Though it 
is true there was as yet no umbo developerl upon the shells of 
these larvee such as may be seen when fhe larval shell meas- 
ures froin an eightieth to a ninetisth of an inch in diameter, 
but the hinge line was straight as if the shell at this point was 
truncated, Inthe last stage of development of the larval 
shell, which Ishall call the umbo staze, this truncation dis- 
appcars, the Erte Braj Aoniis somewhat past tha level of the 
hinge, which is sli approximately straight sand without 
teeth, contrary to the statement of Laeaze-Duthiers, tm- 
mediately following the umbo stage the larval shell is con- 
verted into the spat, the yalvesof the spat growing from the 
borders of the fry shell, Or, rather, speaking more correctly, 
the calonreous deposits which are laid down by the young de- 
veloping bivalve-project past the free edges of the yalves of 
the Ey inora and more, aid immediately thereupon exhibit 
4 prismatic arrangement of the shelly substance wholly dit- 
ferent trom that seen in the by which is laniinar, homogene- 
ous and not prismatic, The fry shell is perfectly symmetri- 

cal and very convex, upto the time when itis converted into 
that of the spat, which is af once developed in an umsymmelri- 
cal mannor, but at Orsh tends to simulate the rounded oufline 
of the fry, except at the hinge, where no lateral growth of 
shelly matter takes place. As growth of the spat goes un, 
and in fact from the very first, the hinge of the fry sliell is in- 
clined slightly upward, the fixation evidently having taken 
place at its edge, 

This I rerard as the most important step which Thaye made 
in developing the history of the shell, and it is probable that 
initwe baye the clue to the manner in which the young 
oyster becomes tixed to stationary objects. It isimportant 
to note that the whole of the lower surtace of the under valve 
of the young oyster is at first firmly attached by an organic 
cement, So firmis this substance, that the young shell can 
rarely he removed from its attachment without breaking the 
lower valve. The substance which effects this attachment is 
without doubt the organic matiix of the shell; yiz., the so- 
culled conchioline of the exfernal horny covering or perios- 
tracum, The lower valye of the spat when growing on a. flint 
surface may continue to adhere until it is nearly two inches 
across before its edge, torethor with that of the npper one, 
begins to bend upward and become free, This attachment is 
effected very early, as lhaye met with itin spaba little over 
an eizhtieth o£ inchin diameter. When itis twice this size 
it is scarcely possible to romove fhe young oyster entire from 
its abiachment without tirsh breaking loose with it a littic 
flake of the object on whichit rests. When the lower valve 
of the try shell is exarnined under the microscope it is found 
that a faint grooye runs around its border where it is con- 
tinned into that of the Spat, which is more pronounced than 
ontheupper. This would appearto indicate most conelns- 
ively the means by whieo thé final fixation is effected; yiz., 
by means of a deposit of conchioline from the mantle border 
uponwhich the animal continued to deposit layers of calcic 
carbonate. This does not, it may beremarked, dispose of the 
possible existence of a byssus, but, as already remarked, onr 
failure te find such 4, sttuetnre with special adaptations of the 
microscope, in the apparently attached try im our aquaria 
now renders its existence somewhat doubtful. 

The further development of the spat shell is interestin gf, in 
that the deposit of lime is continued mainly from the free 
borders of the valves and not from the hinge marein, where a. 
marked interruption of shell development in a lateral dire 
tion is to be noted. In fact the valves of the spat are at first 
truncated on a line with the hinge of the fry shell and as tha 
shelly deposit is continued outwards ale ara developed whith 
remind one of the lateral hinge processes in Feéfen or the 
scallop. The hinge border of the spat is at first somewhat 
bent upwards in conformity with the slightly upward incli- 
nation of the hinge end of the fry shell, Ti results also from 
this that the hinge border of the newly fixed fry is at first 
free. To sum up, we find that the try of the oyster is firsh 
permanently fixed by a pallial secretion probably conchioline, 
at the border of its valves, with the hinge end inclined up- 
wards and the free border of the valves infixed contact with 
some foreign object, That the hinge end of the spat is frea 
for some time and that the whole of the rest of the under valye 
is cemented fast with conchioline. 

Sections of the soft parts of spat from a sixteenth to a 
quarter of aninchin diameter, show that the intestine and 
stomach are arranged pretty muc asin the adult, The main 
difference being that the intestinal folds are notso pronounced 
and the liver follicles comprise the bulk of the body-mass. 
Theliver follicles, however,are relatively very few as compared 
with their vast number in the adult, showing that extensive 
developement of this organ goes on during postembryonic 
life. Noreproductive organs were indicated in this staze. 
Food was noticed in the stomach and intestines and cansisted 
mainly of tests of diatoms, aud slimy plasma of orcanic origin 
mixed with particles of dirt. , 
The pedal muscle first noticed by the distinsuished con- 

chologist, W, H. Dall, Ihave dissected ontin hardened speci- 
mens, It%s attached to the valves néar the hinges and its in- 
sertion is sometimes indicated in Ostrea, virginica by a small 
purplish scar. It peetes down obliquely into the soft parts 
just behind the palps towards what answers to the pedal po;~ 
tion of other mollusks. As one proceeds backwards. and down- 
wards 1t is lost, probably in the soft tissue of the hody-mass on ; 
the ventral side where itt probably meets its fallaw of the 
opposite side, [have never seen any evidence of it in sections, 
which I have, however, not yet prepared with that object in 
view, 

Recent investigations of green oysters haye served to con- 
firm my orginal Sparse of t1@ cause of the color, viz, 
a tincture of the blood cells cither derived from preen yercta- 
ble food or possibly by an effect of certain food upon the seere- 
tions of liver which have changed in color, The greened blood 
cells I find npon making sevtions line the heart and have accu- 
mulated in some casés in the interstices of the muscular tra- 
beculz of the ventricle, and sometimes eyen packed down he- 
hind the auriculo-ventricular valyes so as to impede their 
action, They haye apparently lost their amoeboid disposi- 
tion to a great extent. This amoebal character of the blood. 
cell of the oyster is very striking, and may continue to exhibit 
itself in the living blood-corpuscles for four hours after their 
removal from the animal. The cysts filled with green cells 
are simply points in the pallial vessels which have been dis- 
tended by these abnormal accumulations, The greenish cells 
and blood corpuscles are of about the same size, or about 
1-3,000th of an inch in diameter. They are evidently not para- 
sitie; none were ever seen to present anything like 4n appear 
ance of cOmmencing fission. 
During the past soason I have found after opening the ani- 

imal carefully, that it is easy to remove the ova and milifrom 
the female and male by stroking the generative ductstowards 
their outlet when the products can be picked up with a pipette 
or “medicine dropper” and transfersed to water free from ex- 
traneous matters of every kind, I have also found that when 
the milky mass is dropped into water the character of the 
cloud of particles produced in the water at once determines 
the sex of the individual from which the spawn has been ob- 
tained. lithe animal be a male the cloud produced upon 
stirring breaks up int wisps and streaks, which resemble the 
cirrus clouds or mare’s tails of meteorologists, If the speci- 
men be a female the spawn when dropped into the water im- 
mediately breals up inte a distinctly granular cloud. Thess 
differences are 50 marked that any person may be taught to 
recognize them in a few minutes, The new methou of re- 
moving the spawn and milt from the reproductive organs 
insures greater success in impregnation, Ninety per cent, of 
the eases may be fertilized by the new method: a result. 
scarcely possible with the usua, pe of chopping up the i 
DeOa uy organs. This method, together with the mode of 
iseriminating the saxes without the use of a microscope, puts 

us in 4 fair way to realize some part of ascheme of artilicial 
propagation. 
In conelusion, Ihave the most remarkable fact of all to 

discuss, yiz., the total atrophy or wasting away of the repro- 
ductive organs at the completion of the spawning season. 
Exatmining sections through the body-mass of spawn-spent 
oysters taken in August last, I find that the whole of the con- 
nective tissue subjacent to the mantle, and between the latter 
and the liver, has ein ayy together with all traces of the 
reproductive organs, ducts and all. Atthe first bend of the 
intestine there is still some of the connective tissue ramain- 
ing, but even here and in the mantle it has ¢hanged its char- 
acter.entirely, and become very spongy and aveolar, instead 
of solid, ani composed of large vesicular cells, such as are 
met with when the animal is in a better condition of flesh, 
In fact, it appears as if thisymesenchymal or connective tissue 
substauce had been used up and converted into reproductive 
bodics—gzenevatiye products—in the case of the spawn-spent 
and extremely emaciated individuals, In sections from indi- 
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viduals in yariotis conditions from that in whieh the ridimen- 
tary network of generative tubules has just appeared in the 
connective tissie, on up to these im Which the reproductive 
tissues are enormously developed in bulk and proportion to 
the mass of the remaining structures, there is a perfect gra- 
dation from their complete absence to their full development, 
This would appear to be very strong evidence in swpport of 
the theory that the reproductivo follicles or tubules are de- 
yoloped anew each season directly from the specialization of 
certaim strings or strands of connective tissue cells, 
Many animals manifest a periodic deyelopment of the 

glandular portions of the reproductive organs, but I know of 
no formin which there is any such presuinptive evidence 
that these organs are annually regenerated and finuly alto- 
gether aborted as stemsto be the case with the oyster. To- 
gether with the changes here described, the most remarkable 
changes in the solidity ond consistence of the animal take 
Place. Theshrinkage of a spawn-spent oyster in alcohol or a 
chromic acid solution is excessive, and will, when complete, 
reduce the animal to one-tenth of its bulk while alive. This 
shrinkage is due to abstraction of the water with which the 
Ioost, Spongy tissue of the exhausted animal is distendad. 
A so-called “fat” oyster on the other hand, will suffer no such 
excessive diminution in bulk when placed m alcohol or other 
hardening fluid, In consequence vf this variable develop- 
mont of the reproductive organs as well as that of the con- 
nective tissue of the body-mass, the amount of solid proto- 

uc material contained in the same animal at different 
times must yary between wide limits. And imasmich asthe 
nutritive and reproductive functions of animals are notori- 
ously interdependent, it follows in consequence of the enorm- 
ous fertility of the oyster that a yast amount of stored 
muterial in the shape of connective tissue must be annually 
converted into germs and annually replaced by nutritive pro- 
cesses. FPlontitide or dearth of food are also to be considered, 
but it now becomes alittle easier to understand the physio- 
lozical interdependenve of the reproductive funetion and the 
so-called fattening process. 

The widespread bolief in ‘Yat and “poor” oysters is sin 
ply # widespread delusion, if ib be maintained that fleshy 
oysters owe their rotundity to a deposit of oleaginous or fatty 
matter. Far from denying that there is absolutely no tatty 
matter in these mollusks, [do most emphatienlly deny that 
fhe winter plumpness of the animal is dus to such a cause but 
rathor to large accumulations of protoplasmic matter of a 
soft, slimy consistency, identical with the more substantial 
parts of the higher animals. VThis popular error in regard to 
thatie canse of the plumpness or leanness of the oyster, as the 
case may be, is only another illustration of the very many 
erroneous ideas of the intensaly practical multitude who decry 
scientitic iInethods, which are after all only yery rigorously 
exach common sanse methods under another name, 

GROWTH OF CARP IN THXAS.—The following Ietter to 
Prof. Bairdis fromthe Bulletin of the United States Fish 
Comiunissioners; Savoy, Texas, April 24.—My carp which you 
sent me the lth day of January last aredoing well, Sonie of 
themare cight inches long, The shortest onu that I received 
was one and a half inehes long then and is four inches long 
to-day. They grow like China pies, when fed with plenty of 
buttermilk. I feed them on the scraps from the table. They 
love good biscuit the best. They eat meat, bread, salad, or 
worms, and everything I give them. They are perfectly gen 
tle and come at the rattle of @ sheep’s bell to be fed. feed 
them as I would feed chickens, and intend to feed them every 
day. Ihave plenty of water for thousands of them, I would 
not take one hundred dollars for what you sent me. I can 
make them weigh five or six pounds this summer by feéding 
them well.Samvet JOHNSON. 

CARP IN KENTUCKY,—The transportation car of the U. 
S. Fish Commission recently arrived at Louisville with 12,400 
oung leather carp. hey were consigned to Mr. William 
iriffith, President of the Board of Kentucky Dish Commis- 

sioners, and were distributed throughout the State. 
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FIXTURES. 
BENCH SHOWS. 

March, 1883.—Dominion of Canada Kenoel Club Bench Show, at 
Ottawa, Canada, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, Detroit, Mich. 
January 7, 10, and 11, 1883.—Meriden Poultry Association Beuen 

Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute. Secretary, 193 Hobart street, 
Meriden Conn. 

April 4, 4,5 and 6, 1883. Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society’: 
Tifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Entries for the Kench 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or alter March 1, 188%, 
close December 1, 1884. Chas, Lincoln, Superiutendent, ©, B. Elbin, 
Secretary Western Pennsylyania Poul'ry Soviety, Allegheny City, Pa. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
November 29—Field Trials of the Robins’ Islund Club, at Robins* 

Island, Long Tslaad, 
Deceniher 4—National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail, 

Grand Junction, Tenn, D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary. 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Club Field Triads on Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La. Intries close December ill, J. K Renand, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La. Entries for the Club Cup close December 1. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

THE DOGS AND THEIR WORK.* 

Hicu Pornt, N. C., Noy, 26, 1882. 
re we stated last week, the heat between Peg and Cc untess 

was unfinished, and, owing to the rain and sleet, very 
unsatisfactory. On Simday an effort was made to induce the 
owners to consent to leave the matter entirely to the judges 
and to haye them designate the winner. Mr. Stokes and Mr. 
Leach expressed themselves as perfectly satisfied with this ar- 
rangement, but Dr. Rowe would not consent, and the stake 
was accordingly run out on Monday, as follows: 
PEG AnD CountTEss.—On Saturday afternoon, at the con- 

elusion of the heat between Don and Dashing Royer, which 
concluded the second series, Countess having a bye, Peg and 
Conntess were at once put down. Starting off, a bird flushed 
close to Pex, but, owine to the rain and sleet, it was hard to 
decide whether or not a dog was to blame for flushes, Work- 
ing wp the hill, a bevy was flushed hy the spectators and 
marked down in the pines, aud following them up, both dogs 
challenzed, and Countess, who was urged on by Mr. Leach, got 
too close, and scored a Hush, pointing just as the bird rose. 
She then went on and flushed another one; then Peg flushed 
one, and Countess followed snit, and Peg immediately put up 
another one, Then Peg got a good pvint, which Countess 
backed; and if was now Dr. Rowe's turn, which he improved 
by missing. Then we turned back toward the teams, and a 
nice bevy was flushed by one of the spectators aid marked 
down in the pines. Working toward them, Peg ran into and 
flushed another bevy and dropped towing. Yollowing them 
up, one flushedin front of Dr, Rowe, and Pog soon put wp 
another one,and the rest of fhem then gotup. It was now 
raitinje quite fast, and considerable sleet was falling, making 
iti very disagreeable, as well as spoiling the scent, and the 
dogs \yere ordered up and we started for the hotel, 
On Monday morning there was a heavy white frost; the 

sky was partially clouded, and there was a light, bracing breeze 
from the northwest, It was a morning to gladden the heart 
of the fox hunter, and gave promise of a splendid day for 
sport) after the frost should disappear. Leaving the hotel 
abont eight o'clock, we droye about three miles east to the 
grounds we left Saturday night. Peg and Countess were put 
down ab 845in a held of sedge to finish their heat, Consida~ 
able sronnd was beab without a tind, as owing to the frost the 
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birds had not moved; but finally in some sedge alonz a corn- 
field, both dogs ran into a larze bevy and flushed them, Fol- 
lowing them up, a single bird flushed near Leach, and he cut 
loose at it, but the bird kepton. Pez then flushed one. and 
moying on a few steps, she put up another one, when several 
more flushed. Countess now made a gallant effort, and sue- 
ceeded in getting ina yery neat flush; but Leach was evi- 
dently chagrined that she hal put up but one, while Peg had 
raised several, and he gaye her a taste of the whip. This put 
her upon her mettle, and in atrice she had two more goime, 
and a minute later she added to her score another flush. 
Leach expressed his satisfaction, and the dogs were sent on to 
find another beyy. They soon disappeared in the pines and 
sedge, and when found, both were, for a change, pointing 
a large bevy, which flushed as we came up. The 
judges gave Peg a point and Countess a back, but 
we thought that the honors should have heen equally divided, 
Working on after them, Countess challenged and commenced 
roading, but the birds were wild, and two or three flushed 
before she located them. Meantime Peg was staunchly point- 
ing, and Countess was brought up to “back, which she failed 
to do, but went ahead when Peg moved on, and roaded run- 
ning birds very nicely, but failed to locate them, Countess 
swung ahead and struck them, makine a beantifnl point 
which Peg failed to back, and went ahead, followed by 
Countess, Both dogs went by a brace of birds, which flushed 
behind them, Working on Peg half 
a single bird, but got too close and the bird got up, and’a 
minute later she repeated the performance, Leach now 
urged Countess to make an effort, and she responded by put- 
tingup a lanee beyy. This was a better flush than re yet 
shown, and Leach’s countenance was overspread with a win- 
ning smile, The judge scored a flush against Countess on the 
bevy, and the same to Pegonthe single. Dr. Rowe kicked 
against this, as the bird was partially down wind, but the 
decision stood, which was more than could be said of the dog. 
This bevy went down in posted land, and we swung back into 
the pines, when Peg fushed a bird that she should have 
pemiert She then half pointed, and commenced roading. 

eantime Countess, to the left, and ont of sight of 
the judges, dropped very prettily on point a few 
seconds before the bird vose, but of course got no 
eredit for it. Peg roaded out her bird very well, in- 
deed, but it got wp wild before she had established her point, 
The judges consulted and decided the heat in favor of Peg. 
Down one hour and thirty-five minutes ; altogether 214 hours. 
This heat was simply indescribable, and afforded avast deal 
of amusement to those who witnessed it. The quaint com- 
plaints and remarks of the handl:rs, together with the com- 
ments of the spectators, kept the crowd in a rosr most of the 
time, Col. Leach, at the close of the heat, brought down~he 
house by offering the brace for sale, stating that his price— 
four dollars and a half—althouch seemingly rathersteep, was 
none too high for Field Trial dogs of their quality. 
Dow anp Pae.—This was the deciding heat, and after a rest 

of twenty minutes, during which time parmission had been 
obtained to hunt the ground where the last beyy settled, we 
left our horses, and the dogs were cast off and worked toward 
them, Don, with his head high in the air, went straight to 
them and pinned them in grand style, Peg, working ahead, 
scored a flush, Vollowing them up, Don azain made a eapital 
oint to a portion of the bevy, and Peg was brouzht ar to 

bane which she refused to do, and went ahead, and half 
pointed, but soon moved on and earned another flush, They 
were then ordered up, and the heat awarded to Don, who 
was declared the winner of the Membars’Stake. Down, 
fifteen minutes. Dr. Rowe again took exception to 
the ruling of the judges, claiming that Per should 
receive creditfor her point as wellas penalty for her flush, 
but the judges failed to coincide with this view. This was 
the deciding feat of this interesting event, 
Don, the winner, owned by Mr. Chas, P. Stokes, of Rich- 

mond, Va,, is a black and tan doz with some white, He is 
seven-cicghths Gordon and one-eighth Irish. He is of medium 
size and well put together, fairly fast and a very ight and 
easy mover ald just the doz for a sportsman, We give a cap- 
ital likeness of him froma sketch by the well-known artist, 
Mr, J. M. Tracy. which was taken at High Point. 
Following is the summary: 

Hirst Series. 

ointed, and then readed 

Peg beat Buckalew. 
Plantagenet and Dashing Monarch failed tio appear. 
Brock beat Bessie. , 
Dashing Rover beat Marchionoss Pez who failed to appear, 
Daisy Layerack and Tick withdrawn. 
Don beat Dolly, 
Countess beat Billy Flint. 

‘ Second Serias, 
_ Peg beat Brock. 
Don beat Dashing Rover, , 
Countess a bye. ~* 

Third Series, 
Peg beat Countess. 
Don a bye. 

fourth Series. 

Don beat Por and wins cup, also the Challenge eup, 

THE ALL-AGED STAKE, 
joan the conclusion of the running for the Thnmediatel 

as) Ee, e first brace in the All-Agad Stake were Members 

| got together, and 

ordered down. As there was a special prize for the best 
pointer they were drawn to runtogether and were called first. 
Sensation Jr, and Don were both sick, and withdrawn; the 
six others were drawn to run as follows: 
Monarcs. H.W. Hamilton, New York.—Hivyer and white 

ticked pointer dom, 4 years (anger-Queen), 
cgi 

Croxtutn. A. EB. Godeffroy, Guymard, N. ¥.—Liver and 
white pointer dog, 41s years (Young Bang-Jane), 

Rag, Elttott Smith, New York.—Lemon and white pointer 
dog, 3 years (Rush-Roump), 

against 
Bravo. Geo. N. Appold, Baltimore, Md—Lemon and white 

pointer doz, 2l4 years (Brage-Kate), 

Lapy Dourrentn. John G. Hecksher, New York.—Lemon 
and white pointer bitch, +3¢ years ONES HE), 

against 
LALLA RooKH, Luke W. White, Bridevport, Conn,—lemon 

pawl wate pointer bitch, 11 months (Sensation’s Son-White's . 
Tace). 
Judge Smith having a pointer entered, Mr. J, Otto Donner 

was appointed to act as third judge while the pointers were 
running; Mr, Smith to judge the setters, and also in the final 
heats, unless his entry should remainin, Monarch and Crox- 
teth were put down at 11 o'clock in the sedge, when Don and 
Peg were takenup. Monarch is a good looking dog of fair 
speed, but seems inclined to hunt with his head rather low. 

e isnot near so stylish a dog on game as Croxteth, but is un- 
doubtedly a fair performer. He was handled by Mr. J. M. 
White, of Chester, N. C. Croxteth has appeared so often in 
public that he needs no Seseripyor He is handled by Phil. 
Thurtle. Both dogs started off well, and ranged over the field 
in good style. After a short spin they were taken back to- 
ward the pines. Crossing a guily, a single bird Hushed 
close by Croxteth and his handler, but the dog was not 
to blame. Working in among the pines, Monarch 
flushed a single bird, and af once stopped to witty 
Croxteth, down by a gully, also flushed one, Monarch 
swung into the pines, anf as he did not come to call he was 
followed and found ona staunch point. Croxteth came up, 
but did not see him and took point beyond him, Ther both 
moved on and Croxteth pointed grandly, Monarch backing 
him in good style. Thurtle flushed the bird to order aad 
killed; Croxteth, sent to retrieve, pointed another one, which : 
was flushed to order, but this unfortunately could not be 
scored in his favor, as the other dog was kept in for him to 
retrieve. He then retrieved his birdin good form. ‘This was 
all a very pretty piece of work and was greatly admired, 
Moving on Croxteth again pointed and roaded very nicely 
but the bird was down wind and he got a trifle too close an 
the bird flushed. Monarch then half pointed and slowly roaded 
his bird, meantime Croxteth swung round and made a mag- 
nificent pomt and held the bird until Monarch came up and 
half pointed, when the bird got up, They were now ordered 
tp and the heat was awarded to Croxteth. Down thirty-one 
Tainutes. ‘his was a capital heat and greatly enjoyed by all 
who witnessed it. 
Rap and Brayo.—This brace were at once put down in the 

pines and sedge. Kab is a very good-looking animal, rather 
above the medium size, a good mover, and fairly fast. He ap- 
pears to have a good nose, and did some very good work. He 
was handled by Luke White, of Bridgeport, Conn. Bravo is 
avery handsome dog, of medium size; hejis quite fast and 
moves very well, although not quite so HRs and stylish as 
Rab. He was handled by Mr. J. M. Whaite, of Chester, N- 
C. Both started well, Bravo at a rattling gait, while Kab, 
although not so fast, appeared to have agood share of hunting 
sense, and swung round the most likely places in a very know- 
ing way. Beating through the field without result, we went 
to hinch, which was near by, On the way an “ole har” was 
Started, and quite a number of the spectators, with wild yells, 
gave chase; thetrightened hare ran straight for alitiledarkey 
who was curled up under the fence, close to the teams. We 
watched the result with «absorbing interest, fully expect— 
ing that puss would pass into bis wide-open mouth for 
safety, but just as she reached him his jaws closed with a 
vicious snap, and hemade a grab for his intended victim, but 
alas, he made a muff of it, and all thatremained of his fond 
dreanis of sayory stew, wasa gray streak along the fence, 
and the impression of his Ginger nails on the butt of the fence 
vail. After lunch along turn was talcen, but no birds were’ 
found, although several bevies were known to frequent the 
lovality. Then weswung back to the pines, The beyy had 

Rab pointed them in good style. After” 
feeling for them he slowly and stealthily draw on a few yards — 
and locatetl them in a decided way that assured us that there 
could be no nustake, Brayo halt backed him anc swas dropped ~ 
by order. White flushed to order, but failed to kill. Follow- 
ing them up, Bravo challenged und dropped to order, Rab 
went on and scored 4 flush. Rab. then pointed atthe edge of 
a thicket, Brayo came wp and half backed him, but soon 
moved on, The bird was flushed to order and missed by both 
handlers. Rab then pointed false, Bravo stoppine, but nob 
backing him. Moving on, we fiushed a hevy that sethled i — 
a briar patch, where Bravo hal! pointed, and Rab backe 
until Bravo dropped, when he mayed on, bBrayo then went 
on and flushed the bird which Whaite killed , Brayo retriey= 
ing well. They were then ordered up and tha heat awarded ti 
Rab, Down altogether one hour and thirty-five minutes, 
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forty minutes. 
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Lapy Durrerty Ann LALLA Rooke were at once put down. 
Both of these dogs are well known to our readers, cuts of 
them having recently appeared in Forest AND STREAM, tha 
former July 29, 1882, and the latter August 31, 1582. Lady is 
nearly five years old and has never been hunted until within 
the past few weeks. She is very stylish and speedy, but ap- 
peared to be afraid that she would do something wrong. She 
is gamy on point, and with plenty of work will undoubtedly 
tum outa capital one. She was handled by IT. Predmore, 
Forked River, N. J. Rookh, as she is called, is an especial 
favorite of ours, and we were more than pleased with her 
erformance, §he is not yet a year old, buf so well did she 
ehave that ull united in pronouncing her a perfect prodigy, 

She was handled by Luke White, Bridgeport, Conn., who 
owas her. They were started at the edge of the pines at two 
delock, and Rookh at once challenged, but the bird got wp 
wild, before she had tine to locate if, and several more then 
rose some distanca ahead. Working on, Rookh whirled nearly 
round on a very gamy point, to a single bird, the Lady lack 
ing her in good style, White flushing the bird to order. This 
was a beautiful pice of work, Lady then pointed where birds 
had been, Rookh backing in faultless style. Then working 
down the branch, we flushed a bevy that settled in the edga 
of some woods, where Rooicsh dropped flat, and held her point 
for somé time, while Lady was ¢alled up to back, but she 
could not see her well, and was dropped by order, Predmore 
flushed the bird to order, and killed, Nookh retrieving in good 
style. They were then ordered up and the heat awurded to. 
Lalla Rookh, Down thirty-five minutes, Thisended the first 
series, 
CROXTLTH AND Rav.—This brace, the first of the second 

series, were at once ordered down, and worked in the woods, 
when a bird flushed near Rab, and soon another one got up. 
Croxtath half pointed where birds had been, and Rab Backed 
him nicely. Thenswinging back, Rab made a beautiful 
point, which Croxteth bavked in magnificent style, and they 
were held for some time while Mr, Tracy sketched them, the 
judges giving them eredit for the work, expecting that birds 
would run from the noise of the crowd, This proved to be 
the case, Then a long tramp was taken without finding birds, 
Rab finally struck a beautiful attitude, and Croxteth was 
called up to back, but before he saw him he also pointed. 
Moying on in some pines, Croxteth dropped just as a brace of 
birds were in front of him, Rab then pointed, Croxteth 
backing him. Then both roaded, but the bird had gone. 
Croxteth swung down to the brook and false pointed. Moy- 
ing on, he again pointed, buf af once moyed on and flushed a 
young bird that flew only a few yards, and soon another one 
did the same, ‘he spectators then pnt up a nice bevy, which 
were followed across a brook, where Croxteth pointed 
grandly. Rab, coming up, fiushed a bird, and soon after 
another one got up almost under Croxteth, who remained 
steady. Working out the thicket, one flushed near the dogs, 
but we could not see if they were to blame. Then swinging 
back, Rab flushed a bird in yery thick weeds, Croxteth here 
made a beantifnl crouching point to a brate of birds. White 
missing the last one, Croxteth was a little unsteady to shot, 
but at once dropped to order, Then on a knoll, Groxteth 
peer in good style, and roaded nicely, Rab backing him. 

oving on, Rab doubled on a beautiful point, Croxteth back- 
ing him, but not quite so steadily as hes ould, Rab moved a 
little and the bird got up under his nose, and he made # grab 
for it, but at once dropped to order. Croxteth then gota 
good point, Thurtle flushing the bird to order, Rab then 
pointed, and Croxteth backed. It was now Croxteth's turn, 
and he made a stylish point in some weeds, and Thurtle 
flushed and killed the bird to order, Rab retrieving it very 
nicely. The judges consulted some time, and awarded the 
heat to Croxteth, Down two hours and eleven minutes. 
This was a ratilmg good heat, and both dogs were warmly 
praised. This ended the second series. 
CroxTmrH AND LALLA Rookyu.—This heat would decide the 

pointer prize and all were eager to see the contest, expecting 
to witness an exhibition worth the seeing and they were not 
disappointed. Both started at speed and Croxteth ieee 
into a magnificent point, which Rookh backed in good style. 
Moying on Rookh ehallenged and rouded and Croxteth the 
same. It was nearly dark and they were now ordered up to 
go down in the morning. 
Tuesday morning gave papeune ofa good day. There were 

some clouds with a light, but cool, northerly breeze. Leaving 
the hotel athalf pasb eight, the dogs were put down a short 
distance east of the town and worked through some woods to 
an open field beyond, where Rookh scored firsh by making a 
grand point to a bevy that were scattered all around feeding, 
Croxteth backing her nicely, White, ordered to flush, went 
ahead of her, when both dogs turned back and Croxteth 
made an elegant point, which was instantly honored by 
Rookh. The beyy was then flushed all around them, Follow- 
ing them into the woods Rooxh pointed and Croxteth backed 
her, but nothing was found. Moving on Croxteth pointed in 
a crouching attitude that was one of themost singular that 
we have ever seen. Rookh, not. to be outdone, copied his 
pee almost exactly. This was warmly raised by all, and 

r. Tracy at once transferred the wondertul picture to his 
portfolio, and we shall reproduce it next week, with the assur- 
ance that it is no fancy sketch, but a faithiul representation 
of the dogs and their positions. Moving on Rooth flushed a 
single bird in the dry leaves. Croxteth then swung down to 
the brook and pointed, Rookh backing nicely, the bird flushing 
as we cameup. Both then challenged once or twice, but 
made nothing of it. The judges now consulted and ordered 
them up and awarded the heat to Croxteth, Down altogether 

This gave the pointer prize to Croxteth. 

THE SETTERS. 
The setters were then called for, Mr. Smith, who hail with- 

drawn Rab, resuming his duties as third judge. They were 
drawn to run in the following order: 
Tom. Major George R, Watkins, Brooklyn, N, Y.—Orange 

and white setter dog, 4 years ear Duke-Bessie), 
agains 

Don Prpro. Dr. Henry +, Aten, Brooklyn N, Y.—Orange 
baa English setter dog, 214 years (Ranger IT.-White'’s 

aisy). 
SHApow. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass.—-Black, white and 

tan English setter bitch, 214 Vien aga a enn), 
agains’ 

Linconn If, John ©. Higgins, Delaware City, Del.—Lemon 
and white English setter dog, August 28, 1879 (Lincolno-Petrel). 

Lonpon. H. Bailey Harrison, Tilsonburg, Ont.—Blue belton 
BHuglish setter dog, 214 years Gear in F 

ugains : 
Datsy LAyeRack., Jas. H. Goodsell, New York,—Lamon 

and white English setter bitch, 314 years (Thunder-Peeress). 

Guansome. J. W. Foster, Lessburg, Va.—Blue belton 
English setter dog, 19 months (Gladstone-Leila), 

against 
Bess, J. Otto Donner, New York.—Ovrange and white 

English setter bitch, Aig years (Ranger 1l.-Mallard’s Belle. 

N. H.—Red Trish Lorna, Dr. Wim. Jarvis, Claremont, 
setter biteh, 41g years pate ev)s 

agains 
Racker. James H. Goodsell, New York,—Black, white and 

tan Hnglish setter dog, Sept. 26, 1878 (Rattler-Leda). 

Omer, Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J.—Red Irish setter dag, 
8 years (Berkley-Duck), i 
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DasuinG Rover, T. i. Taylor, Richmond Va.—Black, whitie 
and tan English setter dog, 4 years (Dash IT.-Norma), 

Brock. Geo, T. Leach, New York.—Red Ivish setter bitch, 
_Slg years (Count Bosco-My- Duchess). 

against 
Suutil. T. M. Aldrich, Providence, R. I.—Black English 

setter bitch, 8 years (Trim-Smut). 

ForEMAN. Wan. Tallman, Worcester, Mass.,—Black, white 
i tan English setter dog, 2 years (Dashing Monarcb-Fairy 

: against ; 
Bockaupw. W.A. Coster, Flatbush, N. Y.—Orange and 

white Envlish setter doz, 3 years (Druid-Heller’s Ruby). 

PLAN?TAGENE?. Jas. A. Goodsell, New York—Lemon bel- 
ton English setter dog, 214 years (Dashing Monarch-Fetrel), 

against 
Patnon Han, Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N, ¥.—Orange 

and white Bnglish satiter dog, 3 years (St. Elmo-Maida). 

Excao Ill. Adolph Nelson, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Red Trish 
setter dog, + years (Hlcho-Rose), 

against 
Doc B. Robert Betty, New York.—Lemon and white Eng- 

lish setter dog (Jersey Duke-Topsy), 

Diana ll, Charles Heath, Newark, N. J.—Black and white 
English setter bitch, 3 years (Dash IIf.—Diana), 

against 
Trinket. T. F. Taylor, Richmond, Va.—Black, white and 

tan English sebter bibeh, 2 years (Crack-Diana), 

Mama. Dr. 8, Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N, ¥.—Black and 
white Hnglish setter bitch, 5 years (Dick-Clio), 

against 
Luna May, A. H. Moere, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lemon bel- 

ton English setter bitch, 6 years (Pavis-Pearl). 

Raveies, A. H, Moore, Philadelphia, Pa.—Red Irish set- 
ter dog, 4 years (Elcho-Rase), 

against 
Bessre. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass,—Black and white 

Huglish setter bitch, 2'4 years (Dash IIL. -Conntess IL), 

Pottux. Edward E. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—Black and 
bt Ne English setter dog, 244 years (Dash ITl.-~Hardy’s Diana. 

ye. 

Tom AND Don Prpro.—This brace were ordered down at 
9725. ‘Tom, handled by BE. 8S. Wanmaker, of Elmwoad, N. C., 
ran last year at Robins's Island, and although not placed, he 
won honor andfame by his wonderful speed, good nose, and 
stylish way of going,, He was eee with a badly ent foot, 
but he pamely ran a good race, although he did not exhibit the 
speed that he otherwise would. Don, handled by Mr. D. Heniion, 
of Cool Spring, N. C., is also a capital moving dog, witha 
good turn of speed, He is of good size and a yery good-lookin 
annnal, When the word was given, both started off at a 200 
gait over a Knoll, where Tom half-pointed and Don backed 
im fairly well, Nothing was found, and the dogs were worked 

oyer the fields quite a while, and nothing was done except 
that Don pointeda hare, Tom refusing te backhim. Then, 
near a branch, Tom found a nice beyy, which he pointed in 
ford style, They were in thick weeds, and Don, moving in, 
ushed them, Following them up, Tom again pointed them, 

and Don backed rather indifferently. The birds were runnin 
and Tom roaded them, but was not quite cautious enoug 
and flushed one. Don then moved on, and two got up near 
him, just as Tom made a nice point to the rest of the bevy, 
which Don then backed. Waninaker flushed to order and 
killed one with each barrel very neatly. Tom retrieved one 
nicely; Don, sent for the other, failed to findit, They were 
then ordered up andthe heat awarded to Tom. Down forty- 
eight minutes. 
SHADOW AND Linconn IL, were at once put down, and 

worked toward the bevy, which settled in some woods, 
Shadow ran last year at Grand Junction, in good form, and 
gaye promise of making a very fine performer. Although she 
was beaten in her second heat, she showed some capital work, 
and is avery nice animal. She was handled by Capt, Mc- 
Murdo, of Shadwell, Va. Lincoln Il, handled by Mr. Robert 
Brown, of Amherst Court House, Va., is avery good looking 
animal of good style and speed, and ran a very good heat, 
Working the last heyy, Lincoln pointed false in the corner of 
a stubble field. Then in the woods, Shadow made a beautiful 
crouching point. Lincoln coming up, dropped on a nice 
oint, but soon taoved on, and catching sight of Shadow, half 

ked her, and remained quiet to order. Mr. Brown, who 
was shooting for both, flushed the bird to order, but there 
was a red bush in the way, and of coursehe missed. Shadow 
then swilog round and pointed, but soon moved on and roaded 
up to her bird, whieh she lovated in grand style, Lincoln back 
ing her nicely, Brown nailed this bird in faultless style, and 
Shadow retrieved 1t in good form. This was very good work 
all round. § ow then moved on, and dropped on point 
as though shot. Lincoln, coming up, also droppeil on point, 
They were then ardered np, and the heat was awarded to 
Shadow. Dow fifteeniminutes. This was a short heat, bit 
avery good one. 
Lonpoyn AND Daisy LAVERACK were af onea put downin 

the woods. Both have been described in thesa cohimns, 
London has greatly improved since we last saw him, A few 

‘and they thought if useless to continue the heat. 

months ago he was entirely untrained and yery headstrong, 
so much so in facet, that it was thonght impossible to make 
anything of him, but his performances here were nearly 
faultless, and reflect great credit upon his handler, He is a 
yery stylish doz and hus considerable specd, he also possesses 
a good nosé andisvery staunch. We give an excellent like- 
ness Of him froma sketch by Harry Tallman. He was handled 
by Wm, Tallman, of Worcester, Mass. Daisy Laverackis a 
yory sweet little thing, and ran a good heat, although sho 
showed a lack of work. She was handled by HE. J. Martin, of 
Wihnington, Del. Casting them off, London soon pointed, but 
the bird flushed wild a long distance ahead. Daisy then 
dropped on point, but soon moved on and scored a flush, when 
she tiirned and backed London who was standing quiet. Mov- 
ing on, 4 bird was flushed by the judges, and as it flow 
over Daisy she chased it, but came back toorder. Then 
in a thicket Daisy sat down on point to a single and 
London, brought mp to back,-caught sight of her just as 
he had placed one fore foot upon a stone, when he in- 
stantly froze in as magnificont an attitude as we ever saw. 
While feasting oureyes upon the wonderful picture, we felt 
amply repaid for our long journey, and will warrant that all 
who were fortunate enough fo witness this performance will 
long retain a vivid recollection of the beautiful scene, Martin 
finshed the bird to order and killed, Daisy retrieving nicely, 
Then working on, Daisy pointed and readed, and London, 
coming up, did the same, but the birds had gone. A. little 
further on Daisy dropped on point where a lark had flushed, 
Then on some distance, she dropped on a false point, and soon 
repaated the performance. Vhen London, in elegant style, 
pointed a large bevy in some corn. Pajisy, refusing to back, 
went on and fushed them, This ended the heat, which was 
ayardel to London. Down fifty minutes, 
GLADSOME AND BHssrm were at once orderad down. Glad- 

some is a fine looking animal of good size. He is quite speedy, 
and if nothing befalls him he will be able to make it execed- 
ingly warm for anything he may mieet, as he appears to have 
a good nose, isstaunch and has good judgment. He was 
handled by Mr. W. T. Mitchell, of Liyuch’s Station, Va. Don- 
ner’s Bessie ran in the Members’ Stake, and is well known to 
our readers. She was handled by her owner. They were 
worked round the bevy to get the wind, and Glad found them, 
muking a beautiful point, Bessie coming up also pointed in 
good styie. Flushing them to order, they few back and one 
or two settled in some pines, and the rest along a brook. 
Swinging inte the pines Bessie half pointed, and roaded a 
short distance, when Glad coming up also roaded, but got too 
close and scored a flush, and was not quite steady to wing, but 
dropped to order, Then while crossing the brook, Bessie 
caught the scent of a single bird, and dropped in the water on 
point; this was very pretty. Mr. Donner flushed to order, 
and missed. Glad then half pointed, but nothing was found, 
and he scored a false point as his handler had claimed 2 
pene Moving on up the brook, Glatsome challenged 
ut moved too close, and scored a flush, he then swung 

out in the sedge, and whirled on a capital point to @ 
single bird, which was flushed to order, and Inilled by Mitehell, 
and retrieved by Glad in good form. Bessie, coming up, 
pointed on the edge of the bank, and two or three birds got 
up near her, but she held her point staunchly until ecalied 
away, when two more sot up close toher. She then moved 
on a little, and again pointed, Glad backing her, Mr, Donner, 
to order, flushed the bird, and lilled it very neatly. Bessie 
retrieving it.in good style. This was first-aluss work. Work 
ing on, Glad made a nice point just in time to escepe penalty 
for a flush, as the bird rose a second later. ‘Then over a fence 
Glad pointed in capital style, Bessie brought up to back 
failed to do so and went around him, They were then ordered 
up and the heat awarded to Gladsome. Down one hour and 
thirty-five minutes. It was now nearly noon, and we went 
to lunch at the house of Mr. D. P. White, who has extended 
many courtesies to the club, and was one of the firsé to offer 
his grounds for their use, He has a beautiful place, which is 
known asthe model farm. It isin a hich state of cultivation 
and is one of the best farms that we haye seen in the South. 
The birds appear to be aware of this, as we found more hefe 
than inany other locality, and they were larger than any 
other that we fount, reminding us of the full-fed birds of 
Long Islund and New Jersey, After hmeh we turned into a 
large stubble field sonth of the honse, and 

LoRNA AND RACKET were cast off, Lorna is avery good 
Toying animal, of fair speed and style, and appears to have m 
good nose; she has excellent judgment and works to the fun 
very nicely. She was handled by Mr, D. Hemion, of Cool 
Sprmgz, N.C. Racket isa good sized dog with a fair amount 
of speed; he ranges well and moves very nicely, Ranging 
across the field Loma made» very stylish point to a large 
bevy, Racket wis between her and the birds, but did not 
appear to mind them. Lorna then drevyw quite a distance 
with her head in thé air and located her birds in capital style, 
Racket backing her in good style. his was very well done 
by Lorna. The birds were ordered flushed, aud eaoh handler 
killed a bird and each dog vetrieved very well, Following 
the birds Racket’ challenged, but got foo closa and scored a 
flush and dropped to wing. The judges consulted und ordered 
them up and awartled the heat to Lorna. Down fourteen 
minutes, This was tathera short heat, but the judges stated 
that Lorna showed plainly that she was much the better dog 

Mr, Martin 
took exceptions to the decision an withdrew all of his dogs 
from the trials. 

Crier anp DASHING RoyEeR were then called, and aller a 
short wait for Chief they were put down in the sedge at 1:28, 
Chief has run before in the Hastern Field Trials, and Royer 
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ran in the Members’ Stake, Chief was handled by Mr. J.T, Mil- 
ler, of Montank, N.J,, and Rover by Tallman. Working through 
the sedge into some corn, Chief made a nice point which 
Rover refused to back, but as Chief drew on and again 
ointed Rover backed him very well, The birds were flushed 
© order and neatly missed by both handlers, This was good 
work for the dogs, and as birds were none too plenty the guns 
were fairly entitled to the praise they received. Moving on, 
Rover Scored a flush, while Chief pointed, but soon moved 
ou atid also flushed. Rover then flushed one in the weeds, 
and Chief, swinging into some pines, ointed nicely, Rover, 
called up, half pointed and half backed, The bird was flushed 
to.order and killed, Chief retrieving yery well. They were now 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Chief. Down four- 
teen minutes. 

Broek Anp Sau UO, were now eulled for, but Smut was 
absent, and Brock was declared the winner of the heat. We 
ware petting through the work much faster than had been 
expected, and the next brace In order not being on hand 
Raleish and Adams's Bessie were put down. Their work wi 
be found in its proper order, 

TOREMAN AND BUCKALEW were not pat down until after 
fwo other brace had run, and it was twenty-two minutes past 
three when they were cast off at the edge of some woods. 
Foreman, whose likeness we published a short time since, is a 
capital moying deg with a good turn of speed, He had done 
ny Work for more than & week, and was rank and not under 
<ood control. He did not do himself justice, as he is a eapital 
og when he settles to his work. He was handled by his 

owner, Wim. Tallman. Buckalew, whoran in the Members’ 
Stake, was handled by Theodore Predmore, of Forked River, 
N.J. Working through the woods out into a stubble field, 
Yoreman pointed, and Buck., refusing to back, went in and 
stole the point, which proved to be false, Then, through some 
woods into a cornfield, Foreman pointed and Tallman flushed 
and killed to order, Foreman, sent to retrieve, failed to find 
the bird, which was only winged and had run. Buck, then 
swung over & Enoll and pointed, Foreman backing him nicely, 
Predmore flushed the bird to order and missed; Foreman then 
pointed and Buck. backed him, but after roading a while very 
nicely, Foreman failed to tind; Buck. then made a good point 
under a treetop, from whieh the bird was flushed after some 
trouble to find it. Then turning into the woods, Buck. chal- 
lenged, but moving on, he scored a flush; Foreman then drop- 
ped on & nice point, the bird flushing when we came up; he then 
swuugwhead, and when found was on point; three birds Hushed 
ashis handler game up, and the judges coming up, several 
more got up. Then. Buck. pointed false, Foreman backing 
him nicely. A little further on Foreman dropped on & beauti- 
ful point, which Buck, refused to honor, but crowded in ahead 
and flushed the bird, Foreman soon nailed another one, Buck. 
backing him nicely. ‘Tallman fushed to order and winged 
the bird, which fell in a thicket, and Foreman, sent to retrieve, 
did not find it asit fell among a bevy which he tlushed, 
Foreman then pointed at the edge of some sprouts and Buck, 
backed bim,bnt the birds had rin and nothing was found. They 
were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Foreman. 
Down one hour and eighteon minutes. Just before the close 
of this heat Col, Leach luckily discovered that one barrel of 
Talinan’s gun was filled with mud, which would undoubtedly 
have caused a serious accident had the gun been fired while 
in this condition. ; 

SUMMARY, 

POINTERS. 

First Serves. 
Croxteth beat Monarch, 
Rab beat Brayo, i 
Talla Rookh heat Lady Dufferin. 

Seeond Series. 
Croxteth beat Rab. 
Lalla Rookh a bye. 

Third Sevies. 

Croxteth beat Lalla Rookh and wins the pointer prize. 

SETTERS. 
* First Series, 

Tom beat Don Pedro. 
Shadow beat Lincoln IT. 
London heat Daisy Layerack. 
Gladsome beat Donner’s Bessie. 
Lorna heat Racket, 
Chief beat Dashing Rover. 
Brock beat Smut 1f.—withdravn. 
Foreman beat Buckalew. 
Prince Hal beat Plantagenet—withdrawn. 
Doc, B. beat Elcho LT. 
Trinket beat Diana IT. 
Maida beat Luna May, _ 
Raleigh beat Adams’s Bessie. 
Pollux a bye. 

Tom beat Shadow, 
London beat Gladsome. 
Lorna beat Chief. 
Brock beat Foreman. 
Prince Hal beat Doc. B. 
Trinket beat Maida. 
Raieizh beat Pollux. 

Second Series. 

Third Series. 
London beat Tom. 
Lorna beat Brock. 
Trinket beat Prince Hal, 
Raleigh a bye. ‘ 

fourth Series. 
London beat Croxteth. 
Raleigh beat Lorna, 
Trinket a bye, 

Lifth Series, 
Trinket beat Raleigh. 
London a bye, 

Stauth Series. 
London beat Trinket and won first prize, 3250. 

Seventh Series. 
Gladsome beat Tom, 

Bighth Series, 

Croxteth beat Gladsome and wins second prize, $140, 
some and Lalla Rookh divide third, $100. 

Glad- 

Atamecting of the club, on Friday evening, Mr. W. A, 
Coster was appointed to act as judge in = of Judge Kin- 
ney, who was obliged toreturn home. The club then unani- 
mously yoted that Mr. W.'P. Mitchell, of Lynch’s Station, 
Va., be hereafter debarred from participation in any con- 
tests of the Hastern Field Trials Club, and the secretary was 
instructed to notify him of this action at once, Following is 
a copy of the secretary's notification: 

Hies Point, N. C., Nov. 24, 1882. 
Ata meosting of the Hastern Field Trials Club, held at 8 P. M., the 

following resolution was unanimously adopted, viz.: 
First—That W. T. Mitchell, by reason of his conduct during the run- 

ning of the All-Aged Stake, be hereafter debarred from participation 
jn any contests of the Eastern Field Trials @lub. - 
Second—That the club return to the owners Of such puppies as are 

entered for the present Derby the amount of their entries, unless 
some handler other than Mr. Mitchell y ork them through the present 

eeting. 
maine —That the substance of this resolution be communicated in 
writiiy to Mr, Mitchell aud his employers, and to the latter by tele- 

aph. 
err hurth—That this yesolution take effect immediately. 

(Signed) W. A, Cosrrr, Setretary E. F. T. Club, 

THE DERBY. 

[Special Dispatch to Forest and Stream.) 

Hicu Por, N, C., Nov. 27. 1882, 
The dogs in the Derby Stakes were drawn to ranas follows: 
DASHING Mascorre. Chas. P, Stokes, Richmond, Va.—Black, 

white and tan English setter bitch, August 6 (Dr. Syntax- 
Neilson’s Rose), 

against 
Sim Jonn. J, Otto Donner, New York.—Orange and white 

English setter dog, January (Ranger T1,-Mallard’s Belle), 

Prspix, Prof. H. J. Rice, Brooklyn, New York.—Blue 
belton English setter bitch, Sept. oe (Count Noser-Maple). 

y against 
Brron. Wm, Mahone, Jr., Petersburg, Va.—Red Irish set- 

ter dog, Aug. 11 (D'Jonce-Jane). 

DASHING THEO, Chas, P, Stokes, Richmond, Va,—Black, 
white and tan English setter dog, August 6 (Dr. Syntax- 
Neilson’s Kose), 

_ __ against. 
Lapiz Payne. Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Blue 

belton English setter bitch, Augusts0 (Emperor Fred-Wanda, 

Tio. George W. Post, Brooklyn, N. ¥.—Liver and white 
dog, May (Bok-Dido), 

against 
COLONEL NOBLE, Chas, Antoine, New York.—Black, white 

and tan English setter dog, July 18 (Count Noble-Nellie), 

Roy, Bdward E. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—White, with black 
head English setter dag, June 9 nee crs): 

cgpaninsl 
Sr. Exmo lV. Dr. S$. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Black, 

white and tan English setter dog, April 20 (St, Elmo-Clio), 

Mass.—Black, 
ruke-Countess 

Countess May Ti. Luther Adams, Boston, 
and white English setter bitch, April 12. (D 
May), 

against 
Darkness. E.8. Wannmaker, Elmwood, N. C.--Blackhitch, 

June 15 (Chipps-Nettie), 

Lorna Doonz. Spencer M. Nash, New York.—Orange bel- 
ton Bnglish setter bitch, June 4 (Royal-Madge), 

ayainst ; 
Mrc. Charles J. Stewart, Jamaica, N, Y.—Red Irish setter 

bitch, July (Chief-Beesey). 

Disa. Edward B. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—Black, white and 
tan English setter bitch, April 6 Vora kee May), 

: aguinsi , 
Serron, A, E, Godeftroy, Guymard, N. Y.—Liver and 

white dog, May 12 (Croxteth-Vinnic), 

IsABELLA Il, Wm. H. Thayer, Bristol, R. 1—Blue, gray 
and tan English setter bitch, May 51 (Schuyler-Isabella), 

against 
Lauua Rooxe, Luke W. White, Bridgeport, Conn.—Lemon 

and white bitch, December (Sensation’s Son-Grace), 

The running began Saturday morning at 9 o'clock. Birds 
were scarce and the work was slow. Following is summary 
of the running: 

First Series. 

Sir John beat Dashing Mascotite—withdrawn, 
Byron beat Pebble—withdrawn, 
Dashing Theo beat Lady Fayne. 
Tick heat Colonel Noble. 
St, Elmo IV, beat Roy. 
Darkness beat Countess May I. 
Mee beat Lorna Doone—withdrawn. 
Sefton heat Elsa. 
Lalla Rootkh beat Isabella IL 

Seeond Series, 
Byron beat Sir John. 
Tick beat St. Elmo IV. 
Durkness beat Meg. 
Lalla Rookh beat Sefton. 

. Third Series. 
Tick beat Byron. 
Darkness beat Lalla Rookh, 

Fourth Series. 

Darkness beat Tick and won first prize. 
It was then agreed by the handlers that the judges should 

be requested to award the remaining prizes without further 
ranning. Accordingly, the second prize was awarded to Tick, 
and the third was divided between Lalla Rookh and Byron, 
The prize offered by Mr. Heckscher to be awarded to the dog 
showing the best natural ability was given to Sefton. The 
trials were concluded at three o’elock. , 

Full details of the running, with pictures of the winners, 
will appear next week. ’ 

FORCE IN TRALINING.—Aditor Forest and Stream: 
“Breaker” comes down on force in retrieving and hopes the 
day is not far distant when twisting the poor animal’s nose or 
spiking him will be entirely done away with, But then he 
does not mean entirely, for later on he says, “Of course in 
some parts of their education it is necessary to use forces, 
especially when teaching them to drop to shot or wing.” I 
would like “Breaker” to inform mus what kind of force he 
applies to that partof their education, Nose-twisting is as 
ancient as itis brutal, and few trainers use it at the present 
day, ‘The old-fashioned spike collar was unnecessarily severe, 
but the late invention, which has an automatic spring to 
loosen the collar the instant the cord is slacked, and causes it 
toremain loose until pulled by the trainer, is a humane in- 
strument, and far preferable to the whip or any other appli- 
ance. The dogisnot unnecessarily punished if the tramer 
understands his business and controls his temper. ‘Breaker’ 
certainly has been fortunate in getting dogs on which no 
force was needed to teach them to come when called and to 
retrieye, If he is a professional trainer (which his letter gives 
us to understand), [will wager a very large apple that he is 
the only one in America who has been blessed with such luck. 
Let us hear from the professional trainers; it will benefit the 
sporting public to learnirom their experience. Will Breaker” 
tell us how he teaches a dog of from three to tiye years old to 
retrieve without force? Also which is easier for the man 
whose time is very precious, but who wants a broken dog 
and cannot afford to pay from $50 to $150 to have it broken— 
to spend two or three mouths teaching u young puppy to re- 
trieve in play and earnest, or to wait until the pup is ten 
months or a year old and then feach him by means of auto- 
matic spike collar in from three days to three weeks?. 
Obedience needs no punishment, but where the dog refuses to 
obey you must use—PoRcE. 

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS.—Memphis, Nov. 24, 1882.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: We went oyer a portion of our field 
trials grounds at Grand Junction last Wednesday, and found 
birds very plentiful. We did not have time to get over half 
the grounds, and did not closely hunt what we did go over. 
We found Sree pan large coveys, and think we will find as 
many more on the other part of the grounds, which we will 
draw next Thursday. We will locate the coveys and throw 
“wheat where we find them, which will enable us to find them 
without much loss of time during the trials, The trials will 
be the best ever held in America, from present indications, — 
D, Bryson, Sec’y N. A. K, Club, 

(Nov. 30, 1882. 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA POULTRY SOCIETY.— 
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 24, 1883—2diter Forest and Stream: 
At a meeting of the Executive Committee or Directors of the 
Western Pennsylyania Poultry Society, held here last night, 
the following action was taken eran x the English Bench 
Show Derby class at the coming Bench Show to be held here 
in April. The time of closing the nominations to the Derby 
was extended to February 1,and all puppies whelped on or 
since the Ist day of January, 1882, are made eligible to com- 
pete, The object of the English Bench Show Derby is to en- 
courage the exhibit of fine bred puppies and to make it an 
object for breeders to do so by giving them a double chance 
to Win, as perfecting the entry in the Derby gives the exhibitor 
the right without additional eharge to enter in the regular 
class in the show as well asin the Derby. The Derby nomi- 
nation closes, as I have stated, February the 1st, and one dol- 
larmust accompany the nomination, which amount goes into 
a common fund in additicn to ten dollars from the Society, 
which will be divided into Ist, 24, and 3d prizes in proportion 
of 50, 30 and 20 per cent. of said purse. A confirmation fee of 
$2 will be required on ot before the close of entries to regular 
classes, which will entitle the entry to compete in appropriate 
class in the show if the exhibitor should so desire and make 
the entry. From present indications the Derby will be a large 
class and the show large and interesting. Mr, Chas, Lincoln 
has been engaged as superintendent.—OBSERYVER, 

OTTAWA BENCH SHOW.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
The Dominion of Canadas, Kennel Club has fixed its show to 
take place during the last week of March next, and haye ap- 
pointed me as their superintendent. I take great pleasure in 
recommending this show to all owners and breeders of good 
dogs. The directors are of the highest class of gentlemenin 
Canada, and as all of them are taking a working interesb in 
the show, there is no doubt of it being a good one. They ex- 
tend a cordial invitation to all American breeders, and have 
also sent a special circular to England inviting the exhibitors _ 
there to send their dogs, so that the show may be madea 
representative one of the best dogs in the world, as it is open 
toall, The show will take place during the session of the 
Dominion Parliament, which will sive those wishing to dis- 
pose of good dogs a rare opportunity for the sale of them, as 

eat interest is taken in the show by many menibers, The 
arquis of Lorne and the Princess Louise will returnin time 

to be present at the show, and it is hoped that her Royal 
Highness will place on exhibition some of her favorites. The 
special prize list will be a very valuable one; the regular prize 
list will be ready before the closé of the year, The judges 
will probably be announced next week, Any information 
wished for will receive prompt attention by addressing me 
at Detroit, Mich,, until Ist of January.—CHas. Lrycoun, 

EENNEL DESTROYED BY FIRE.—Midland Park, N. J. 
Noy. 21.—Hdilor Horest and Stream: {lost yesterday, by tire, 
my entire kennel, including a litter of Reps out of my Gordon 
bitch Nellie O, (Colburn’s Duke-Nellio ., winner second prize 
W. K. C. Bench Show, 1879). It appears that the slat door of 
the Kennel was shut and locked, but the small half-door 
through which the dogs haye access was open, and the chil- 
dren must haye entered the kennel by this Apacs lighted a 
match, and accidentally set fire to the building. ‘They were 
too frightened to run in the house and give the alarm, and be- 
tore the fire was discovered it had made such headway, and 
the flames were so fierce, that nothing could be saved. The 
cries of the dogs were heart-rending, “Twice we attempted to 
reach the dogs, but the smoke and fiames drove us back, I 
never again want to see such a sisht,—H. J, CHauncry, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

For Worms in Pyprrms,—Give pon an eniply stomach two 
of finely powdered areca nub for each pound of weight, and fo! 
tio to four hours with a dose of castor oil. 

K. N.—“Cankey” is such an indefinite term, we must ask you to 
give the symptoms before we can undertake bo recommend any 
treatment, What is often’ called canker is a disease 6f the middle 
ear, 

J, T. MeM.—Dogs are liable to colic; it is duéto ee eat Alabu- 
lency, cold or indigestivle food; an unusualsrpply of bones may 
causeit, Laudanum, 10 drops, to relisve the pain, then empty the 
bowels by a dose of oil, would be the proper treatment. 

Ff. H. B., Pawtucket, R. 1—Setter dog, six months old; he eats well, 
butis troubled with worms; he seemsta be blind; cannot see after 
dark at all: sight is not very geod in day time. Is it worms that cause 
blindness? Ans. The blindness may be symptomatic; the symptoms 
caused by worms are legion; many are reflex from the irtitation In 
the intestinal canal. Santonin,1 to 2 grains, and castor oil half 
ounce, given together, make one of the best vermufuges. 

Srve, New York.—1. A Skye pup, seven months old, forthe last 
month has been troubled with running at the eyes. 2. What are the 
symptoms of dogs when first attacked by worms? Ans. Look out 
for distemper, keep the eyes free from matter, use wash of borax 5 
Saree rose water an ounce, dropped into the eye twice Goes 2 
First symploms of worms yary very much; you may haye yorilting, 
paralysis, rectal irritation, purging, inordinate appetite, enlarged 
abdomen, harsh, staring coat, emaciation and more or less febrile 
disturbance. 

W. 5. H,, Newark,—Valuable English setter is yery sick, General 
symptoms: Loss of appetite, eyes glassy and covered with matter, 

owls whenever you touch his head. I have been told he has soften- 
ing of the brain. His age is about 18 mouths. Ans. Symptoms are 
those of distemper. Keep clean and warm, feed well on milk and 
broths, and if necessary for his strength, giye alcoholic stimulants, 
Ts he recovers his brain will he hard enough; don’t fret about soften- 
ing; canine pathology has not advanced far enough to recoguize ij, 
before death, 

low in 

Diving Decoy Co,, Rochester, N. ¥.—4dv. 

Answers ta Goarrespondents, 

P.—The address is Birmingham, England, 

T. 8., Kansas City, Mo,—Brook trout haye scales, 
L. J. G., New York.—Go to Greenwood Lake for bass, or to Lake 

Hopatcong for both pickerel and bass. 

W.5, K., Princeton, N. J —lt will probably not be too cold for quail 
shooting about Charlottesville, Va., during the holidays. We cannot 
advise you of the present supply of birds there. 

5. K., Ft, Covington, N, ¥—To keep frogs alive for winternse in 
fishing, sink a box in running water which does not freeze, leaye air 
apace above water and stonesto rest on, Let plenty of water throngh 

6 box. 
J.L.M., Baltimore—1, Will you please tell me how to preserye a 

ointed bamboo fishing rod through winter to keep from brealting at 
Joints? 2. Where can I pure a book that will teach a novice in 
“euuning and fishing,’ or eitheralone? Please state price or prices. 
Aus. 1. If the rod is in a wooden case it can be laid away ing cool, 
dry place. If ina linen sack do not tie it tightly, do not stand it u) 
because it may become crooked, but lay it on a shelf, The varnis 
should preserve it. 2. Look over ourlist of books advertised. The 
“American Angler's Book,” by Thad. Norris, price $5.50, is the best 
on fishing. Wor gunning read Frank Forester’s the “Young Sports+ 
man’s Manual,’ or Bozardus’s “Field, Goyer and ''rap Shooting.” 

J.M, W., Penn Yan. N. Y.—lam constructing a fish pond, and am 
undecided in regasd to the species of fish that I can fhe most suucess- 
fully propagate. I van keep the water fresh, but it will not bein 
motion, 4s the current is ete sluggish, German carp grown 
successfully, or will some other speciesbe more profitable? We have 
in our lake (Kayuka or Crooked Lake) pickerel, bull-head sunfish, 
bass, trout, perch, eels, pike, sunfish, etc., ete, Ans, You donot 
give the summer temperature of the water; if wari then cap are 
best, You will finda series of articles.on th ‘ir culture hy Rudolph 
Hessel, Superintendent National Carp Ponds, in FOREST AND STREAM 
of April 21, 88, May 5, 12,1581. Our files contain the experience of 
many persons in Northorn as well as Southern States, Also see arti- 
cle on the growth of earp by Fred. Mather, réad before the Central 
Merge Society, and published in Forrsr anp am of Jan. 
2%, ’ 
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Atifle and Crap Sheoting. 

THE ENGLISH REPORT. 

A Riese following is the report of Colonel Sir Henry St. John Halford, 
to Har! Brownlow, President of the National Rifls Association, on 

the veeant mateh between the British and American tearm, at Creed- 
moor, 

Wistow Waco, Leicester. October 45, 1882. 
To Bdrl Brownlow, Chiiyman, National Rifle Association, Pall 

Mall East, Lew don: 
My Lord—In accordance with your iuetrnctions, in resolution of 

the Counell passed on December 7, T huye the pleasure to report that 
1 proceeded to the United States of America with a team of British 
Vohinteers as follows: Lient.-Col. Sir Henry Halford, Bart. (cap- 
fain). Lieul.-Col, Walrond,* Major Pearse, Major Humphry. Ca ytain 
Godsal, Captain Mellish,* Lieut. Heap, Sergt. Dods, Seret. Oliver, 
Corporal Bates, Corporal Caldwell, Corporal Parry, Private Boulter, 
Private Goodear, Privaté M'Vittie, aud Mr. Sinith (adjutant). These 
marked wilh an asterisk formed the reserve, ‘The team was selected 
by aout committee, with myself as chairman. 
We sated fron: Liverpool on August 296 and retehed New York. 

September 8, where we were met in & steamer by_ the President und 
officials of the National Rifle Association, United States, who through- 
out the Whole of onr visit treated us with the utmost courtesy and 
kindocss. On the range at Creedmoor every facility for practice was 
afforded ws, snd as many targets as we se ae ree were placed at our 
disposal, The 7th Regiinent. N. Gi, also kindly allowed us the free 
use of their rooms and lockers in the payillion on the ranges, wd the 
railway company stopped their trains whenever we wished, During 
the practice, 1 observed that; many of the rifles used by the American 
term did nor entirely fulfil the terms of any inilitary breechlogder, 
as understood at Wimbledon, Nearly all had a pistol grip; on some 
the foresight was adjustable for zsro, and was too slender for the rough 
usage of service; the backsizht was go wire that it was hot supported 
by the sides of the bed, which was attached to the barrel by sevew, 
Fi as to permit of its position being shifted while shooting on the 
ack. 

BF at once called the attentien of General Molineux, President of the 
National Rifle Association. United States, and of Colonel Bodine, 
Captain of the Americun team, ty these matters, and they summond 
amecting consisting of General Molineux, General Woodward (lx. 
ecutive Officer), Golonel Bodine anid Captain Robbm (Adjutant of the 
the American team), while I was fortunate enongl to have the valu- 
able assistunee of Col, Walrond and Major Eamplity. 

Tf was urged by Col. Bodine that considering +he short time before 
the muateh it would be impossible for him io get his rities altered, T 
therefore waived the objection, so far us the match in haod was con- 
eerned, but pointed oyt that the rifles as they then were would uot 
be admissible af Wimbledon nextyear. This was accepted as a sat- 
isfactury concession,” 
Fhe match was shot on the 14th and 16th of September, and re- 

Sulted in the British team being victorious by 170 points, of which 19 
were at the short ranges and 151 atthe long. A gold medal was 
provided for ¢ach man of the winning team, 4nd a bronze figure of 
“Fortuna formed the trophy of the mateb to become the absolute 
property of the Winning team, 

Atter the match, the British team were most lospitebly enter- 
famed by the ft Regiment N. G.. U.S. in their magnificent armory, 
Where the trophy was presented, and also by the 18th Regiment, 
which was paraded on Manhattan Beach for my inspection, and a 
banquet afterwards was given Lo the teams. On these two occasion 
only, and during the praciice of the matth, we appeared in uniform. 

Lativibute our sueeess partly to the superioeity of our rifles and 
ammnumition, and partly to the more laugthened experience and 
training of our men. ‘The dicipline anid general helwyior of the 
team was all that could be desired, and lwoull suggest that the 
thanks of the Council be accorded to therm for their hearty co-oper- 
ation and self-sacrifice in sustaining the honor of the Volunteers of 
Great Britain, I much regret that Major Waller was prevented, by 
tivale engagements, trom accompanying the team as Adjutant; 

Bat his indefatigable zeal in its selection and all the prebminary 
arvangements contribuled materially to our victory, 
Tor the proposed match of 1883, at Wimbledon, T would sugeest 

the following alterations; ist. That the wind-gauge on the back 
sight, which is likely to ba-adopted by ouv regular army, be per- 
milled hereafter in all M. B, L. matches at Wimbledon, 2d. That 
the qualification of military efficiency should date drom January 1 
of the year in whieh the mateh is shot, instead of full Lwelye mon this, 
as al present demanded, ‘ Syl pa 
Tn contlhision, I beg to bear testimony to the extreme kindness and 

hospitality shown us by eyery section of American society. From 
General Hancock and the officers of the United States Army duwn- 
ward, all vied with each other in niaking us welcome: and Tam cer- 
tain our visil will ever be remembered by us as one of the most pleas- 
aunt incidents of our lives. Tam,myLord, _ 

‘ Your obedient servant, 
(Signed) _ Sr. J. HAurorp, 

Lient.-Col First Leicester R, V., Captain of British Team, 

* Colonel Bodine, in his report to the Directors of the N. R. A,, U,S., 
states that the rifles used by the British team ‘twere much too costly, 
anil in some respects wholly wutit for rough military usage," and that 
“the rifles were got up for the special purpose, In these matters 
he was entirély im error; they were similar in every respect, except 
in Avenracy, to our service arm, and if made in quantity by ma- 
chinery would come to about the same prica, Some of them had 
been ih usé for six years, and Hot one of them had heen made with 
uny veference to this match, 

OLD vs. NEW FRANCE, 

HE following correspondence ought to bring a favorable response 
from the goldiers of (he French Republic. They will be assured wu 

rousing good time in addition to their defeat; 
HmApguanrers Lovistana STATH Navronan Guanp, } 

Fist MilLrrary Disrrier, \ 
New OrvEANs, Oct. 26, 1882. | 

Monsieur le Picomte Pant @ Abs, Consul General of France, New 
Orleans: 

Sir—The perfecting of the soldier in the use of the rifle, which hag 
engaged rat received the attention of the French and other European 
governments for 4 oof time past, has of late years been pursued 
with great zeal in this country. ‘ : 
The great skill acquived by amateur American riflemen in the use 

of the small bore match rifle at long vauge has led to # series of con- 
tests with British riflemen, alternately, in this country aud in Eng- 
Jand, During the present year a match, with military rifles, was 
shotin New York belaveen English and American national enards+ 
men, at distantes suited to the militury rifle, and @ return mateh has 
been fixed fornext your in England. Those contests have goné a 
#reat way in securing greater perfection in te manufacture of the 
muilitary and the march rifle, while they have, at the same lime, 
stimulated the troops to obtuin the utmost degree of sicillin their use, 

With this tatroduction, I noweome to the motive whidh actuated 
meé in communicating with you us the neprasentative of the French 
republic. Itis greatly desired by our military riflemen that a teanr 
representing the French republic should meet one ee of mem- 

_ bers of the National Guard of Lonisians, bere in New Orleans, 
Strong arguments may, perhaps, be required to bring about such A 
match and overcome Uittieulhes and obstacles of which wemay je; 
as yet. ignorant, but I feel justified in Saying Chat we can offer some 
which, bam ¢onfident, will be favorably considered by the parent 
country of the colony of Louisiana, 
=Oor desire is to have the proposed maich on the idbh of July noxt— 
tne fete of the republic—a day which 1s celebrated herd in New 
Orleans with, perhaps, greater eclat than anywhere outside the large 
cities of the ’'rench republic itself, ps 
We can and will offer our guests the hospitality of 4 city which will 

remind them at every turn of ptheir native home, 
The visit of the distinguished representatives of the Frenuh nation, 

Gen. Boulanger and his companions, to this city last year, which was 
80 pratifying to us has, I hope, left him s sofficienily pleasant revol- 
lection of our people to justify him in throwing the weight of hisin- 
fluence in favor of carrying out the object af this commninivation, 
The conditionss of such a match as propos d and the arranging of 

the preliminaries therefore will entail,in all probability. considerable 
correspondence between the proper parties; itis therefore none too 
soon ta have the initiatory steps takeu now. I feel confident of your 
active support in this matter, and beg to thankfully acknowledge 1. 
fo advance and oifer you my most distinguished consideration, 

Jouy GLYNN, JR,, 4 
Major General Commanding Louisiana State National Guard. 

AbJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFIGN, STATE oF LOVIBTANA, I 
Naw Orbmans, Oct, 26, 1882. f 

__Itis with great pleasure fhatT recommend 4 favorable consider- 
_ ation of this application, Which must resulh in great benefit to both 

nationalities, besides bringing closer together the ties which unite 
them, Respectfully, ._ &. T. BEAUREGARD, | 

Adjutant General of Louisianu, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON, Mass., Nov. 95,—The villemen who ossembled st the 
range at Walnut Hill to-day had a very unfavorable day for shooting: 
the wind blawiug from 10 to 11 o'dlosk throughout the day, Appended 
are best §coies of the day: 

Creedmoor Match, 200yds. 
W Williams, ....... S445 TA Carr... , 
EF Dwight. . Si4ho5464—15 1) Lewis (nil)... 
W J Stewar " TW Weed (nil), , 
JA Cobh, . 446oGd—43 RT Russ (mil) , 

. £44 5835445—41 
- AR dd— 40 
- AA44583 44 —10 
ddd 43—10 

© G Parks, +) tl 43°C} Weston (mil), |. dadB adds — 3 
QF Atkins...) .., 464584444542 A Brownie (iil). 449434454926 
R Reed... ee 444444445447 
WORCESTER, Mass., Noy, #8.—The interest here in rifle shooting 

continues very good, ‘To-day was au exceptionally fine one, with the 
wind moderate from h to 7 o’vlock, The following scdres wera made 
at Pine Grove Range; 

Creedmoor Matah 
John N Morse, Jr. 4 565 5 6 6 & 4 4 46 
Stedman Clark -4 45 44465 5 5 O46 
John Normun-. -45 565 5 855 56 & 8-5 
ee Rice oeeawe retells cle ene it 445454 4 4 f VD 

Massachusetts Match. 
ODBAMIES ote cee we iu enib ue eae 10 11 12 12 10 14 12 10 11 10—109 
Stedman C@lark.... .... . 9 $1042 10 11 12 12 11 12—107 
© Dusenberry.....,,.... ---1211 81011111111 9 §~102 
S Burton. ..0o.i fo... -, JI 111117 1) 812410 8 9—102 
AL Rice... Hm Fe, - 812 1012 12 01241 9 7— fh 
OTA NAlbmyete ast, Bila ps #10170 7 911 9 9 10 12— 94 

Ring Target Rest Match, 
Stedman Clarks... 0s. spade es iuy ese 11 11 10 10 12 12 11 12 10 11-110 
POS WLI STN’ py ies de'. fa): Soe» .....12 9101011 101110 9 10-108 
NEWPORT ys. ST. LOUIS RIFLE MATOCH,—St, Louis, Nov. 26.—The 

St. Louis long-range rifle team, in its match against the N ewport, R, 
1, team yesterday, stored 395. Six men had Wj shots each, at 2Wyds,, 
Creedmoor target, The weather was wef and the wind was blowing 
in gusts. The Newport team, at Newport, scored 397, 

ZETTLER'S GALLERY,—New York, Noy. 25.—Teams composed of 
the Western Union Telegraph Company, shot a match 6n Massa- 
chusett targets reduced to gallery distunce. 10 shots per man, possible 
14). Capt. Smith's team—J. B. Smith 106, C.M, Wulton 103, V. M. 
Sinith 9b, T, Cussek 8), A, Watson 9, total 483. Capt, Bunce’s team— 
B, ¥. Bunce 102, W. Richmond 97, J. Coogan 89, M. McDonald 42, M. 
Knudson 9), total 470,—M. MoDoxaxp, Secretary. 

NOUWARK, N, J., Nov. 27.—The second mate in the tonrnament 
will be shot at the Frelinghuysen Range, 180 Market street, The 
Board of Directors consider the shooting in the last match excellent, 
as the clubs haye been ontof praclice during the summer tmoiiths. 
Little shooting has been doue atshorl range. The Newark Hifle As- 
sociation ig composed of two délerates from each association, and 
all shooting is done under the rules governing the National Rifle As- 
sociation. The annual election will be held in January. The follow- 
ing scores: were made; Frelinghuysen Riile Clib—J.K, Walsh, 49; 
A. ©, Neumann, 48; ‘RK. Westerman, 48: G. D. Weigman, 47; Win, 
McLeod, 40; G. Zimmer, 46; W. F. Lynn, 45; John Rose, 43; Wm. 
Dennis, 42; 5, Shackelford, 39, Total, 453. Essex Rifle Club—L. Pahis, 
48; Wm, Watts, 43: J. Coppersmith, 48; C. Meisel, 45; Wm. Felts, 45; 
J, MeCullen, 44; J. Doon, 44; A. Weltars, 43; Wm. Dutcher, 41; ¥, 
Helms, 4. Total, 446, Plymouth Rifle Club—J. Hill, 48; O'Neil, 40; 
G, Townsend, 46; C. Townsend, 45; Brade, 44; Sommers, 44; Baldwin, 
44; Foster, dd; Brower, 42; Leibe, 39. Total, 442. Celluloid Rifle 
Clib—Whitman, 4°; Lyons, 46; S$. Simmonds, 46; Vreeland, 46; Par- 
berry, 45; Turner, 45; Babbet, 43; Pruden, 42; Coe, 41; Willet, 40, 
Total, ddi. There are now 428 members belonging to the clubs dom- 
prising the Newark Kifle Association, Of this number there are 
about thirty erack shots. The first clib was organized in 1879. 1b 
will be seen how gveatly the taste for rifle shooting has improved in 
oul city within a comparatively short period. 

THE TRAP. 

ANEW CLEVELAND CLUB.—We have within the lash month 
organized 4 club, purchased some marsh land for duck and suipe 
shooting, and laye also bought some land for our nionthly shoot at 
balis and pigeons. We had our first shoot to-day at. clay pizeons, and 
this heing our first trial good seores were not made, Below is the 
secure, (wenly-pigdops, eighteen yards rise: 
1S ECV, 8g Bibbs OOO SNe pom ast ban W110 11111 Mii 4141119 
Higner... 11111 A111 11011 11111—19 
Thompson 111it iilil 11111 11110—19 
York... 11101 11010 Tid 4110115 

411 11010 11110 IW110—15 
1 Nil 11010 OO100—14 

Bide wir fda T1010 OL000 TOLOL 1100110 
WOO = 00010 G1 O100N— 6 

11101 00011 01001I—10 
ipher 1, Thompson §; Thomp- 

out, York 3, Pord 2; York 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Noy, 24.--The annual tournament of the 
Raymond Sportsman Chib was held at their range at Wellington to- 
day. The principal event of the diy was the State championshi p 
match, which was participated in by the best of the trap shooters. 
Ma. W.-L, Perry succeeded in capturing the medal, with the score of 
49 out of » possible 50 birds, wissing his 16th bird. Appended are the 
results of the different eyents: f 

Championship Match, 
WS Perry... —, — -1400999000197000111111911111110111 14191 199111110149 
AF Gooper.......11411109411111101011910011011111111911111101011110 43 
OOM, Stark, ,..0h). (0011402010010193199 19 11171111110111101141011 11111141 
HW Eager. _..- £41441114019100141111101101911011101111101911110101—40 

First event—Seven birds. C. MM Stark and B. 'T. Sniith divided first 
money; C. Wilbur and W. L. Perry, second; A. P. Cooper, third; J, 
B. Valentine, fourth, 
Second eveni—Seven birds. Stark, first; D. Kirloyood, second ; 

Wilbur, third; J, &. Witherell, fourth, 
Third event—Perry first, Cooper second, T. 8, Hall third, H. H. 

Francis and Kirkwood fourth. 
Bifth event—Fivye pairs double birds. Wilbur and Hall frst, Perry 

second, D. W. Babson third, H, W. Ruger fourth. 
Sixth event—Seven birds. Perry and Stark first, Valentine and W. 
pe second, Smith and C. Atwell third, Kirkwood and Johnson 
fourth, 
Seventh event—Seven glass balls (Kirkwood trap). M.D. Gilman 

and ©, Woodbury first, Wilbur second, Perry third, thompson fourth, 
Kighth event—Five birds, Hager and Stark first, C. A, Holden and 

Ames secoud, Perry third, 
Ninth cyent—Wive birds. Eager and Johnson, first; Valentine, 

Witherell and Sillman, second; Sinith and Kirkwood third. ‘ 
Tenth eyent—Miss-and-out match, between Starland Wager, was 

won hy the firsinamed gentleman at the seventh bird. 

CLEVELAND GUN CLUB.—The fourth grand annual shooting 
tournament, under the auspices of the’ Cleyeland Gun Club will be 
es ON flieit club grounds ab Oak Grove House, on Ansel ayenue to- 
ay. 

| Dachting and Ganaeing, 

THE CANOE KELPIE. 
Editor Forest ane Stren e : 
Since reading ‘* Nessmuk’s” reply to Gus Sypherh, | haye often 

wished that T inight some day find myself Hoating on the same sheet 
of water with * Nessmuk’’ aforesaid, that he and Imizht leisurely 
paddle along and compare notes. I find myselfin sympathy with him 
on so many points that l seldom read one 6f his notes without think. 
ing to myself; “ Would that there were move such, Long may you 
wave, O, ‘Nessmuk’| and may your shadow neéver be less.” 
Twonder if lam the jioneer in canoeing for pleugure on the fre- 

quented waters of our land? Is there any among your readers who 
launched and paddled a danoe before the year 1869, and mada in it 
extended journays, except where the nature of the region or of his 
pursuits compelled hitn soto do? Ithink that it was in that year 
that 1 completed and Jaynehed the “Kelpie,” © canvas canoe, 
élavyen and 4 half feet overall, and three feet beam amidships. Ido 
hot know Ler weight, but I shouldered and carried her qoross many 
A portage on the New Kngland rivers, and she was well known in 
the summer and fall of 1800, on the Syuain and Winnipisankee lakes, 
She was a good seaboat, though without deck or cover, and only 
eleven inches deep, 
There wre some eraye old follows holding dignified and responsible 

positions to-day whose eyes will lighten if they read this article, 
remembering how easily the little Kelpie swung past the rocks in a 
rapid or rode the swells of the iakes. The Elena ns Professor, 
sine known in those days as */Wodgers,”’ has doubtless told iis 
‘children how he and 1, with the canoe full of dufiia, on the Winnipi- 
ssukes; gol caught in asquall and rounded the southeast point of 

Biack Gat Island with the strong swells breaking “leather white" on 
the rocks just under our lee, and justwhen he thought we were 
likely to fo tO the demmition bow-wows a steamer load of excursion- 
ists hove in sight, and he filled and lighted lis pipe im order to Appear 
the more unconcerned. 

T had no moel for that canoe, and I fashioned her after the 
similitude of a duek as nearly as possible, LThaye never yet scena 
boat thatT could drivé against a current with equal ease, and in 
shooting a rapid the slightest swing of the paddle sent her to right 
or left of the rocks at will, and I used to enjoy letting her go right at 
them nut) just upon the pointot collision and then tel ie iy by 

CHLPIE, 

STEEL FOR YACHT BUILDING. 

woe years past the nature and uses of steel for ship-building 
requirements has been studied and developed in every imapiu- 

able direction. H 
Mn. B. Martell, the Chief Surveyor of Lloyd's Registry of British 

and Poreign Shipping, has long advocated the henefit to be derived 
by the adaptation of steel plates and frames to ship and yacht 
building, aud Mr. W, Parker, the Chief Engineer of Lloyd's Registry, 
has striven inasimilar manner to prove the superiority of steel 
boilers, if constructed of properly manufactured material, Fore- 
most amoug the ship building community to adopt steel for ship 
building generally, we may draw attention to Messrs. Denny 
Brothers, of Dumbarton, whils among launch and yacht builfers, as 
joneers in this direction, should be noliced the uames of Messrs, 
arrow, of Poplar, and Messrs. Thornycroft. of Chiswick. 
tm the enrly days of the application of steel to yachts and ship 

work many failures cecurred, In some instances a plate has been 
riveted to the side of a vessel and left in perfectly sounu condition 
overnight, which in the morning was found starved and fractured, 
agif ithal been a broken sheet of glass. Plates and fraines were 
often fractured and broken by a sudden jar with a hammer or from 
the elfects of punching. In many cases of stecl work all holes were 
drilled, on aceouut of the steel then manufactured being of foo brittle 
anuture to hazard the ordinary méthad of punching them. 
Some time back special mstructions were issued trom Lloyd's 

Registry, and rules laid down concarning the methods to be observed 
and carried ont by builders in annealing steel plates and frames, 

Since this period yast strides have been matle in the manvfacture 
of inild steel for yacht and shipbuilding, with the result that the 
material now manufactured for this work would appear to reach a 
pitch of excellence not to be excelled. The cost of the best mild 
steel now stipplied is very little in excess of the price usually pata 
for the best ship iron; while the manipulation of the steal for build- 
ing purposes costs far less than would be expended in working iron 
lates. It must also be bore in mind that a reduetion in seantlings 

is allowed on steel built yessels, which. by effecting a saying in 
weight, lowers the first cost, ’ 

To arrive at a fair idea of the saving in working steel, as compared 
with iron, if would be well to notive a fewleading features of con- 
stimotion in each, 

Tf vessel is built of iron the plates which are to be attached to the 
portion of the hull whers there ts a sharp curye or other irregularity 
of form, must be plaved in a furnace and heated, in some instances 
to a white heat, to prepare them for the process of being brought to 
(he required shape. A cradle built up of angle iron which has been 
prepared, often with great trouble, to the moulded Bane required, 
is then brought into use, and on this the iron plate is beaten while 
red hot until the desired form is obtained. Where yery sharp curves 
and twists occur, the flber of the iron is often conipletely destroyed, 
as may frequently be seen in boss plates, counter plates, and knuckle 
plates of iron-built yachts and other vessels. Even if the fiber of the 
iron is not destroyed the surface of the plate is frequently blistered 
and damaged by the arin and hammering, and the smooth, even 
surface which is so particularly essential to speed is entirely spoilf. 
tn other parts of the hull, where moderate curyes are met with, the 
iron plates are bent by adjustable rolls, 

In many cases where iron is used the corner holes in the plates 
must be drilled to avoid fracture In punching, and also the end holes 
in the frames. The iron rivets used in this class of work must be 
heated at a forge as requived before they can be beaten up. Ib will 
be gathered from the above description thatin the building of an 
iron yacht, a furnace must be kept gong to heat plaves which require 
inuch hending, that cradies ave required to form and shape, which 
mhust be constructed at a great expenditw's of money and labor, that 
drilling is to some extent necessary, und that forges are required 
with attendants to heat the rivets. On the other hand, in building a 
steel boat the furnace, rolls, drilling and heating Of rivets can be en- 
tively dispensed with, and a great expense in plant and labor thus 
spared the builders, The excellent quality of the mild steel naw man- 
ufactured, is such that all the plates may be hammered to any shape 
when cold; the only fire required may be made up on a large forge, 
on which the frames must be heated for bending, 
The reason these frames must be heated, is to assist the bending 

process by rendering the thiek portion of the web of the angle iron 
more ductile than would otherwise be the case, In ¢arrying this out 
it is particularly necessary to observe the fact that the steel should- 
not be heated above blood red, and the fire should be made of coke. 
The steel rivets supplied for this work are beaten np cold, and fully 
insiwe a good watertight joint, [n addition to the bending of counter 
and knuckle plates cold when made of mild steel, rudder trunks, 
boss plates, and other plates in which a very quick and severe turn 
is required are annealed to their respective shapes in a cold condition. 
This work is all carried out withont destroying im the slightest degree 
the (we might say) enameled Outer surface of the plate. On this ac- 
count antifouling See ceeaay or paint of any kind, may he laid on 
the bottom of steel built yachts in a yery sooth and thin coat, thus 
giving the most eyen and fair surface imaginable. Aguin, iron plates 
in contact with water, particularly salt water, are liable to rapid 
corrosion and pitting, whilst the mild steel corvodes vary slowly, in 
some instances almost imperceptibly. Tliis also shows an advantage 
tobe gained in the use of steel, as the docking or hauling up for 
Cleaning and painting bottoms of yachis and other yessels uon- 
strncted of this material would be less frequent than if builbof iron, 
The highest breaking strain of the best ship iron is supposed to reach 
20 tons without fracture, whereas the steel now used will eo as high 
ag 25 tons, and above this in some cases, but the best steel should not 
do so. Another advantage to be claimed for steel is that it will stand 
a tolerably severe collision withont endangering {he vessel, ag the 
ductility of the material is so great that it will give withont fracture 
in the case of a trivial collision with an iron boat—a leak generally 
results from fracture. ‘ 
Asa final proof of the faith now pices in mild steel, we would 

concludé our present notice by stating that the screw propellers 
fitted to the swift launches, built by Mr. Thomycroft, haye blades 
made from annealed steel plates, as heing the best possible material 
to meet the many strains to which a propeller blade is subjectad,— 
Yachting Guzetle, 

WHAT IS A KNOT.—Tha length of a nautical mile is defined ag 
one-sixtieth part of that of a degree of agrea: cirele of the earth, If 
the earth were a perfect sphere of mown dimensions, the length of 
anautical mile.acvording to the aboye definition, would be a defi- 
nite and inyariable quality. Owing, however, to the earth’s com. _ 
pression, and the consequent difference in the engths of the radii of 
curvature at (different points ofits surface, much diversity has arisen 
in usage and in books of reference in assigning the lengths of a 
nautical nile, Thus it is variously given as equal to the mean length 
of a minute of latitude on the meridian; the length of a winoute of the 
meridian corresponding to the radius of curyature of the particular 
latitude, and the length of # minute of longitude on the equater; the 
latter definition being probably due to the Common use among mar- 
iners of Mereator's projection, in which the degreés of thesuucessive 
parelels of latitude are equal to those onthe equator. The office of 
he United States Coast Survey, in order to remoye uncertainty, and 

to introduce uniformity, have adopted the yalue which results rrom 
considering the nautical mile as equal to the one-sixtieth part of the 
length of a degree on the great circle of a sphere whose surface is 
equal to the surface of the earth. This yalue, computed on Clark's 
spheroid, is; One nayvical mileé—1953'248 metres—w0s027ft., a value 
mnie corresponds to the adopted length of the Admiralty knot 

OF. 

NARROW BEAM.—My, W, Gaze Tweedy, R. A.,in a lecture at the 
Plymouth Institute, Nov. 9, his subject béing “Modern Yachts," ex- 
plained how iuportant it was to have an exact knowledge of what he 
termed the scidntific elements of a yacht, in which he meluded the 
displacement, the various ‘centers’ of gravity and huoyance, etc., 
considered with rezard to their effeot upon stibility, He then discussed 
the wave-line theory, and showed how it failed to explam the facts of 
obseryation, and so became discredited, until if was Fea by 
Mr, Colin Archer afew years ogo, and had now, as the wave form 
theory, been 50 established by observation and experiment that ic 
was Smployed ly most advanced naval architects as the starting 
point aud controlling principle of thuir designs. Mp, Tweedy spoke 
of the peculiarities of the mode of measurme yachts for timpage, 
and the effect this bas had in producing long, narrow, and deep yes 
sels, Heavily ballasted hy leaden keels—a type which had proved 
itself infinitely supar itt in speed, safety, and easy motion in rough 
water to the brow and shallow type popular in America. The lee: 
turer coucluded by stating that as each 
Tacers would be builh, and that it woul 
ing on money ag to who should possess 
yacht, 

ear advanced new and faster 
be a matter largely depend- 
the most successful racing 
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AN IMPROVED OPEN BOAT, 
See treacherous nature of the ordinary open boat, especially if 

sailed with shifting ballast, has been the cause of keeping away 
from yachting hundreds of likely candidates whose inclinations 
toward the water have been offset by the dangers supposed to at- 
tend all classes of yachts, The public prints teem every year with 
the drownings of individuals Bail whole parties by the capsizing of 
the open catboats and jib and mainsails which cannot be keppright 
side up even by the most expert handlers accustomed to their turm- 
turtle propensities from youth up, These open affairs with shifting 
ballast exercise a pbaneful influence upon the prosperity of yachting 
in small boats, for besides the danger involved, they offer the least 
return for the most money. 
The present tendency toward small decked boats of yacht-like 

build and fitting isa step in the right direction, and the growing 
n that the best ends of the sportare not furthered by en- 

ging sandbag traps is a sign of the awakening conviction that 
yachting on small tonnage is capable of amuch wider seope, and 
ought to be pursued with greater zest and appreciation in America 
than heretofore bestowed upon it. We publi this week the lines 
of a small open sloop with lead on the keel designed by Mr. A. Cary 
Smith, This boat, with a hateh or hood to slide over the cockpit cance 
fashion, is a vast improvement upon the clam shell patteras. Prob- 
ably Mr. Smith would have prefarred much greater depth, but the 
owner put 4 limit upon drat for his own reasons, hence the design is 
1 compromiseia point of type,and a very good looking one of the icind, 
Phese lines will no doubt make an able and safe little boat for boxing 
wbout harbors, for which work she is principally intended, Length 
overall, 1f.; heam, 6lsfl.; draft aft, 2ft. 8n,; 9001bs. oflead bolted 
underthe Kecl. Airtight tanks enough to float the boat when filled. 

. SINGLE-HAND. YAWL.—Wallin & Gorman, South Brooklyn, have 
iu hand A job which willbe the forerunner to anew class of small 
hoat. They are to build a wholesome li:tle fellow, from the designs 
of 2momber of the Larcharont Y. C. Length on loadline, 19ft.; over 
all, 28ft, 6in.; beam, 8ft., and 8ft. tin, deep. with 3ft. din, draft; 
half ihe ballast on keel, and lead inside; yawl vig; hoist of mainsail, 
17!'t.; hoom, 19(b,; gaft, 18ft.; jib on foot, 10fb, ; mizzen, 12ft, on foot and 
ft, hoist. The boat will have a roomy cabin, furnished in thorough 
yachtlike fashion, and bright decks, Several similar eraftin prospect, 

i. 

SINGLE HAND YACHTS. 

[conTINvED.] 

T the present day so much prejudice against large displacement 
has been removed that the way to intelligent modelling seems 

much clearer and more likely to be followed than a few years ago, 
The notion hitherto prevailing among most builders and accepted 
very generally as an irrevocable law of nature that displacement is 
the measure Of resistance, led to the exclusive construction of shoal 
boats with little ballast, the deeper and abler boat being outlawed 
altogether by the force of custom until she disappeared from view 
in America, and with her the incentive to yachting on small tonnage, 
the legitimate sport being supplanted by various kinds of racing 
traps and caricatures upon nayal architecture. Since the advent of 
the foreign cutters and the evidence more recently furnished by the 
Bedouin’s sailing, even the most obstinate adherents of the old 
tenets find themselves obliged to admit that there is something very 
rotten inthe faith of yore. If Bedouin with 105 tons displacement 
can hold one of our fastest sloops of 60 tons displacement down wind 
with less area of sail, there must assuredly be a screw loose some- 
where, and displacement cannot any longer do duty as bogy against 
the introduction of safe, roomy and able yachts in defense of fanci- 
ful light draft theories. There is nothing new in the discovery the 
Bedouin has driven home so effectually among yacht builders, for 
naval science clearly demonstrated many years ago that there was 
no direct relation between displacement per se and resistance, but 
that the latter was due first, last and ali the time to form and tu area 
and quality of friction surface. 
But though hundreds of occurrences in practice in our own waters 

might be cited in eta of the deductions of such authorities as 
Rankin and Froude, their conclusions, backed by numerous delicate 
exp-riments, and almost indisputable proofs, were ‘pooh poohed” 
by ignorant louts barely whle to read and write and totally unfit to 
give an opmion on the subject worth entertaining. We have time 
and again adduced evidence which would move any intelligent or 
ob-ervant person at least to an investigation and fresh considera- 
tion, So farfrom conceding anything of the kind, those responsible 
for current opinions kept on prating in the press, dogmatizing in the 
building yards and gabbling in the club rooms about “lugging so 
so much lead,” ‘bound to be slow in light winds, because so heavy,” 
aad the stupid stock libels against any innovation upon the sanctified 
habits of onr grandfathers, so familiar to all who haye followed us 
in this fight to drive new ideas into the popularity their worth enti- 
tles them to enjoy. If obdurate to all we could write in these col- 
umns, the knights of the old faith fell like feathers before such a 
crushing demonstration of the fallacy of their creed as Bedouin fur- 
nisiied m the recent Seawanhaka races, At last the average talent 
cries, “Peceayi; we Kaye been on the wrong track, or such things 
could never bey” and so we take it the last vestige of the ludicrous 
ignorance among builders on the cause of resistance has finally dis- 
appeared in América, May the ghost of the old fancy rest in peace 
and rise no more to make a laughing stock of its adherents among 
men of intelligence, 

Large displacement, the very biggest yet essayed, is perfectly com- 
patible with the highest rate of speed when properly shaped in al] 
waters and in all weathers. Aslight displacement has no virtues of 
its own, and grewinto general use only on the strength of the im- 
aginary connection between feather weight and speed, our first 
advice to the single hand sailor is to build with all the displacement 
other circumstances will permit, Great weight means 4 deal obtained 
at very little expense ina small yacht. It means business ina sea, 
it means business in light airs. Tt steadies the boat on her course 
makes steering eusy, accomplishes work when light weight would 

be forced to retire, affords accommodation, and if rightly propor- 
tioned can be propelled with less area of sailthan a trap of great 
beam and flat as a pancake with noinsides at all and carrying no 
other ballast than the load of ignorance she represents in her dan- 
gerous fashioning. 
Our single-hand yacht, to offer the most satisfaction, must first 

have a liberal allowance of displacement. In the expressive though 
| not classic language of the boat shop, ‘‘she must have plenty of guts 
below water,”” The next aueetion arising is how to dispose of the 
amount to the best advantage. Displacement without form is no 
gain except in room, and may be a detriment in other respects, 
What form should it take to make small tonnage go the furthest in 
ministering to the needs of the cruiser? We have in our last issue 
decided the shoal, wide and also the chubby boat unfit for his pur- 
paves. The third general division of type comprises narrow deep 
oats, and to this class we willnow turn our attention, 
No precise limits or proportions are here to be laid down, nor is the 

definition of the third division restricted to extremes, bnt should be 
considered as comprising all neem Ls varying from the customary 
normal, in other words boats of less beam and greater depth than 
typical representatives embody. We propose to clip from beam and 
add to depth and length instead. A limit to this clipping will soon 
be reached in very small yachts, since a certain amount of beam is 
absolutely required to furnish floor and berth down below and other 
physical necessities while cruising. Ideas as to this amount will dif- 
fer, but whatever they be we would not counsel going an inch more 
in breadth than demanded by these considerations, The very least 
floor and the narrowest berth the skipper can fit himself to with 
reasonable peace of mind is all the liberty to be taken with a dimen- 
sion from which no go0d can be expected and which must be esti- 
mated a necessary evil to be discountenanced at the peril of loss in 
ability, weatherliness and speed. 
There is an unaccountable veneration for beam in the community, 

ag though breadth was conducive to praiseworthy characteristics, 
when, as a matter of fact, beam is detrimental to sae performance 
on every count, and is to be indorsed only on the score of wider 
decks in small boats, a trivial advantage secured at the expense of 
rig and “go” in rough water. Beam, beyond the amount for the ob- 
ject specified above is of no advantage whatever, but represents just 
s0 much bulk wasted?? Saye ib off thesides and add to depth or 
length, aud not only"do we reach better results in sailing, but the 
available stowage below is augmented ina tangible way: Beam isa sly 
deceiver leaving the mind impressed through the eye with vastness all 
round, the same vastness turning out all myth for any other object 
but aimlessly putting your foot on it. With like depth an inercase 
to beam is effected by a fuller turn from the bilge up to rail, 
and as floor and berths are below the bilge, they profit 
nothmg by the spread. All you have for your trouble is a 
larger rig, a heavier and more costly structure, and a chubby bounce 
of a boat, with alittle more deck, of no practical value in worki 
ship. With like bulk, however, as the start for the comparison, wha 
you patch on beam has to come off the depth and length. The boat 
flattens out, her cabin is no longer i paar deine and though speed can 
be retained by falling back upon a biz ng. the boat has passed into 
the type already condemned, and is- no longer fit to knock about the 
coast with satisfaction, The problem we have to solyé is one of 
economy. We are not looking for the largest boat from which the 
least service can be got, but, on the contrary, for the smallest design 
oftering the greatest capacity for useful duty. Locating bulk where 
itis not needed is, therefore, an evasion of the task. Any one can 
give beam by the mile to a plan, but thenutto crack is how to 
make out as well, or even better, without any extravagance, 
in other words how best to dispose a given size or amount of bulk. 

Should the reader turn this over in his mind, let him remember that 
a just comparison of results must be instituted upon the basis of 
equal bulks. An addition in any direction by impressing more bulk 
is a license not permissible in equity, Such a procedure would 
simply be the building of a larger boat, and no one is ey to dis- 
pe a big boat is bigger than a little boaton general principles. The 
imit to beam is, therefore, best governed by physical considerations 
of accommodation below, and every inch beyond is a wasteful dis- 
pelted of bulk which will subserve better ends elsewhere in the 

boat. 
Depth on the other hand is a virtue in every boat well worth culti- 

vating to the utmost. The objection to its free use, apart from the 
exploded delusion that itis a hindrance to speed, is founded upon 
rather more substantial reasonsin small boats than the abhorrence 
of narrow beam. Boasting no regular crews it is always advisable 
to moor in some snug bight where the water is apt to be shoal and 
deep draft and a high bilge might give trouble at lowtides, This is 
perhaps-the only serious drawback which can be urged against small 
craft of the deep typ2, butit is really exceptional, for the cases must 
be very few indeed where seme suitable shelter within reasonable 
distance cannot be found with water enough to float the yacht at all 
stages of the tide. 

In the exceptional cases it resolves itselfinto a balance between the 
sacrifice of model to unfortunate surroundings or the troubleof seek- 
ing harbor notas convenientas might be wished for tie sake of preserv 
ing intact the tool which is to administer to our pleasure. Shall the 
boat be lowered to the level of the waters or the waters selected ac- 
cording to the boat? Wefaney no good yachtsman would hesitate 
long, but would promptly decide to hoofit for miles so his boat ac- 
complish his wishes and meet his expectations when once she fills 
away. In these small yachts centerboards are out of the question in 
a cabin small enough asitis. Occasionally it is a handy thing to 
trice up at a moment’s nofice or to “cut across lots,"’ but this we 
deem fully offset in practice by the risks run in twisting, splitting and 
leaking and tending. Nor is the board at all to be compared to the 
loaded keel for general service, and its use entails a shoaler, beamier 
yacht than compatible with foregoing considerations. 
A keel is the only solution possible to our problem, and this ar- 

rangement involvés really less draft than a centerboard yacht in 
efficient sailing condition, It isthe rule for the keel to draw less . 
water when under way than the board, while the reverse is the ex- 
ception. Keels show to advantage in practice quite as often as the 
boards, and on the score of draft tifere is not much choice between 
the two. Onall other points ths keelis quite as good, and on some 
very essential ones in small boatsailing it is decidedly to be preferred, 
so that moorings should be selected secpnetuely as a centerboard is 
virtually debarred from the design now in hand. 
As to depth and length, with a given displacement, the more of the 

former, the better between decks and the better to windward. The 
more of the lattersthe longer the stowage below, the faster 
down wind and the smaller the rig, speaking always within modera- 
tion, A boat too short and deep, or top long and shoal, should be 
avoided. Of the two, the former is the lesser evil, Depth should 
always be enouzh to insure uncapsizrbility with weight on the kel. 
A hard and fast line cannot be drawn at any spacified ratio, for boats 
differing in length and depth to some extent haye been found equally 
good on an all round estimate, though each has its particular 
weather and sea, Some further remarks on model and rig will be 
taken up next week. 

Sportsmen having guns which they wish to have rebored or re- 
ae in any manner, will do well to consult the advertisement of 

H. Madison.—Adv, 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

MR. MIDDLETON’S SINGLE HAND YAWL “KATE.” 

CANGEING ON THE RICHELIEU RIVER. 

BY W, L, ALDEN, 

HE Richelien River extends from Lake Champlain at Rouse’s 
Point to the St, Lawrence at Sorel Itis about 90 miles long, and 

runs almost due north. Canoes can be sent to Rouse’s Point by rail. 
They must be carted aboul, one quarter of a mile from the station to 
the shore, A Canadian cau be had atthe Massachusetts House, who has 
carried many canoes, andisintelligent and careful, His chargeis twen- 
ty-five cents. Canoes should be lauched just-south of the steamboat 
ock, but the masts must not be slipped till the railway bridge is 

passed. Stores and supplies can be bought at Rouse’s Point, but are 
cheaper at St, Johns. 
The prevailing wind on the Richelieuis southerly, orsouth westerly. 

Six miles below Rouse’s Point is a good camping ground, on the 
southern end of gn island. There is a fine sandy beach, but just at the 
water's edge a villanous clay bottom. Milk and eggs can be had ata 
farm house near by, on the east shore of the river. 
The next good camping ground is six miles lower down, on Isle 

aux Noix, a large island with a strong fort on the northern end— 
Jand on the eastside of the island, below the fort. The garrison, 
consisting of one good-hearted Irishman, will furnish eggs, milk and 
bread. It should be remarked that below St. Johns palatable bread 
ean be had only in the villages, or at the occasional houses of Eng- 
Jish farmers. The black bread of the French habitants is unpala- 
table. ; 

St. Jobns is twelve miles below Isle aux Noix Camp, on the west 
bank, abov the bridge, where there are the remains offold earth- 
works and jeyeral large buildings formerly used as harracits, and 

situated among some beautiful oak trees. The Canadian revenue 
officer must be seen here, He lives in tle largest of the barrack 
buildings, and is one of the best of good fellows. Hvery canoeist who 
has yisited St. Johns has cause to remember with pleasure and rrati- 
tude this genial gentleman. At St, Johns the rapids begin, and ex- 
tend with frequent quiet- stretches to Chambly, nine miles further 
north, The first rapids are a little below the bridge, and when pass- 
ing the bridge the canoeist must keep a sharp lookont or he will run 
on a collection of half-burnt piles that are just under the surface. 
These rapids can be run at any season, but ordinarily the water is so 
low by the 1st of July that the other rapids cannot be run, The state 
of the water can be ascertained from the revenue officer. If the 
canoeist attempts the rapids, which are not in the least dangerous, 
the only trouble with them being the shallowness of the water, he 
Inust remember to land just before reaching the Chambly bridge. 
There is a fall at this place which may possibly be jumped, but which 
must be carefully surveyed, 
There is a canal around the rapids from St. Johus to Chambly, with 

nine locks, six of which are close together near Chambly. A pass 
must be procu'ed (price 25c.) at the canal Office (should canoeists he 
eharged?), which is not far from the railway bridge. At Chambly 
bread, milk and other supplies can be got at the grocery on the left 
bank of the canal. close by the entrances of the last three locks, 
which open oné into the other. After leaving the canal steer for a 
round fort al the foot of the rapids, where there isa fine camping 
ground and good fishing. 
There isa good camping spot at Bele@il, about six miles below 

Chambly, on the east bank. The next camping ground is on the 
Isle aux Cerfs, ten miles further down—land on the east side of this 
island. A fine counlry seat belonging to Major de Montenac is on 
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the island, and the man in charge of the place will furnish milk, 
Chambly Mountain, an extinct yoleano, a few miles this side of Isle 
aux Cerfs, is well worth yisiting. If the canoeist does not care to 
walle up the mountain he can gel a carriage at St. Hilaire, 

At St, Charles and §t. Denis, two towns below Isle aux Cerfs, a 
very fine dinner can be had at the little French inns for 26 cents. At 
St. Ours lock, about fifteen miles below Isle aux Cerfs, is a dam 
which the unwary canoeist may possibly sail over unintentionally, 
and to his great surpfise. Keep to the east side of the river in order 
to ayoid the dam, ‘Thereis a lock between the sast shore und an 
island, which enables boats to pass the dam. The island isa rood 
place to camp. Two miles below the iock is the town of St. Onrs, 
where there is a nice little inn, at which the tourist should make a 
point of dining. Below this place and Sorel, at the mouth of? the 
river, there is no good camping ground. 
From Sorel there are steamboats to Montreal. On Tue duy and 

Friday nights a steamer leaves for Chambly, making this place ot 
fonr o’elock A.M, Viom Chambly it is three-quarters of an hour li 
rail to Montreal. A carriage can be hired to take the canoeist to Sb. 
Johns, from where he can return (6 Rouse's Point by rail. Canoes 
ean he sent by canal from Sorel to any point on Lake Champlain. or 
to Albany or New York, If the canovist intends lu send his cinoe 
home through Rouse’s Point, cither by rail or canal, he mush 
first see thé American revenue officer at Rouse’s Point, or 
he may haya trouble with the custom houses. If the 
canoe is a Shadow with hatches that lock, a combination- 
lock whieh locks without a key on some particular worl will 
be found useful, The combination can be left with the revenue 
officer before entering Canada, so that he can unlock the @ noe and 
starch it on the way back. There is plenty of firewood along the 
iver; the seenery is pleasant; and the little Wrench towns below 
Chambly are so out of the way of travel, that they are as foreign as 
towns in France. J have made three cruises on the Richelieu, and 
like itso much, that Tam always ready to try it again, 

SEAWANHAKA YACHT CLUB,—At the regular meeting of the 
Seawanhaka Yacht Club, November 27, the following named gestlo- 
meén were elected: Sidney Chubb, Clarenue H. Eagle, Henry 8. 
Hovey and Maunsell Van Rensselaer. Commodore Lee's proposed 
amendment to the constitution, providing for the election of new 
inembers by a board of trustees was adopted. Mr. H. W. Haton's 
amendment tothe sailing regulations, to the effect that the rile as 
to non-extension of topsuil above fuck shall be waived in the case of 
the fourth class sloops and cutlers, was also adopted. The resigna- 
tion of Mr. A. Cary Smith, the club's measurer, was accepted, the 
secretary being instructed to draft a proper expyession of the eluli's 
appreciation of his yaluable services. 

EDITOR’S TABLE. 

THe “CENTURY” AND St, NicHoLAs,— We have veceived froin the 

Century Company, Union Square, New York, the lust bound yolumes 

of the Century aud St. Nichalus magazines. These are the leading 

publications of their kind in the world. In matter and illustrations the 

Century is unequaled,and unapproached by any of the other monthlies. 

The children of to-day find in St. Nicholas a beiter treasure than was 

ever bestowed by fairy in the days when there were fairies, 

Tan Decorator and Murnisher is a handsome monthly magazine, 

profusely illustrated, and filled with contributions from competent 

writers, It is devoted, as its litle indicates, to interior house decor- 
ation, and furnishing, and is rapidly winning public favor by its 
straightforward course and independance of illegilimate advertisers, 

By illegitimate advertisers we meun those who haying gooils to sell 

attempt to secure free puils in the reading columns of & trade paper 

instead of paying for advertisements. The Decorator and Murnisher 

has started out on a new plan; it deserves all the sucvess it is sure to 
have, 

—————————— 

Brown's Bronchial Troches for Coughs and Colds: “I have 
used them for more than a dozen years, and think them the best and 
mont convenient relief extant.—Kev. O. WM, Humphrey, Gratz, Ky. 
—<Adu. 

Spanish Silk Worm Gut. 
THE GREAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixture of rough strands, has forced us to go into the 

manufacture of ib for our own account, Our establishment in Murcia, Spain, where all the high quality gut is made is the most 
extensive and perfect factory of this article in the world. The grades named below will run at least 25 per cent, better than those of any 
other manufacturers. 

Per Thousand. 

Gomis a. ed. ieee Mob Aen ek BL OO 

Regular Ordinary...... Neieseelh ap eetia ey UD Marana 34 

Padron oe Viera tater le made eae Marana Ist 

Regular Superior, 114012 in,.,....... 400 Imperial 

Padron 2d a y fa Deteache ee DLO ' 

Padron Ist Superior, 114al2in.,..,, $7 50 

“ iall}in...... 20/00 

~ Per Thonsand. 

“i be Padron2d * 

Padron Ist ' 

Marana ist ‘* ie: 

sas reny 1200 NN ot 

“6 « severe 40 00 

{@="A full assortment of medium and fine drawn gut from 7 fo 13 inches long at market rates. 43 

English manufacturers please take notice that we can supply them from New York, Redditch or Murcia. We keep constantly on hand 

a full supply of the short and cheap sorts, such as are generally used in England, Prices on application, 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full IIne of out goods will not be filled at any price. 

ea INE RIE, 
48 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

Regular Superior, 16 inches,... 

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHI€ PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing ink for several days’ writing, Can be carried in Per Thousand. 
the pocket. Always ready for use. A luxury to 

wah $12 00 bersous who cave to preserve their individuality in 
writing. 

peta t 18 00 MABIE, TODD & BARD, 

18) BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
i tSen= 15 00 Send for Price-List. 

Rodd Our Goops arm Sotp sy Finst Chass DeAuors 

The Hunting Sight. 
LYMAN’S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT 
Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect, Send for 

- circular containing full deseription, Ad- 
firess, 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Coun. 

Established 1853. 

F.BOOSS & BROTHER, 

IN CONNECTION WITH 

FUR-LINED GARMENTS 
Of Satin Rhadamere, de Lio, Merveilleux, and the varieties of Damusse 

and Brocaded Velvet; also Pelerines, Muffs and Collars, 
Gentlemen's Furs, Sleigh Robes, &c. 

All Goods are of Our Own Importation and Manufacture, 
And made up in accordance with the well-known reputation of our house for Style, 

Fit and Quality. 
ALL GOODS WARRANTED. WE OFFER EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES. 

To. 449 BROADWAY, 
TOUR DOORS BELOW GRAND STRERT. 

Open the Season of 1882 and 1883 with an Elegant Assortment of | 

SEALSKIN DOLMANS, ULSTERS, PELISSES and SACQUES, 

B. F. NICHOLS & C@C., 

NEW 

MASS. AR 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manvfacturing our goods 
to Meet the increasing demand, We have received the highest award and silver medal At the Massachn- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Assoviation Wair for our superior goods. 

PRICES REDUCED. 

BOSTON, MASS., 
Manufacturers. of 

RODS, 
Send for catalogue. 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
OFF-HAND 9 TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881, 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 

For Huntiug and Terget Practice at all ranges, 

the ““MAWNARD”" more completely supplics 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as mauy barrels can be usedon one steck; and for acenracy. con- 

venience, durability and pufety, is nol excelled, Send for Mlustrated Catalogue 

destribing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire umimunition, 

MS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass, 



[ESTABLISHED 1869.) 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

~“ 

Our paper shot shelis are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
§ subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 

We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
males, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and’ out. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

SITOT SHELLS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE, PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS." 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL, 
WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 

CHAS SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California. 
A. BALDWIN & CO. 

New ENGLAND AGENTS For SHor SHeLLts: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

1 Oyer One Hundred Millions sold in 1881, _]DELICIOUS | 
UNRIVALLED FOR PURITY. CIGA RE © Od S . 

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Three Kings and New Vanity Fair. 

New York AGENTS: 
Pactric Coast AGENTS: 
New OrLbans AGENT, 

“Fk a) 

AND 

RECAPPERS. 

BENCH CLOSERS, Etc., Ete. 

Pzertrss Toracco Works, 

DOG TRAINING; 
—By— 

T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 

wth thirty changes of 
positions. Parlor, Li- 
biary, Invalid Chair, 
Child’s Crib, Bed oa. 
Lounge, combining 
b:suty, lightness, 
strength, simplicity ant 
comfort. Hverythin 
to an exact seience 

= irders by mail prompt- 
ly attended to. Good 
shippped C. O. D. Sen! 
stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Fores 

READING POSITION, AND STREAM. WILSON 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING CoO 
401 Broadway, New York. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, ete. They are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order iu 4 vari- 

ety of styles, aud war- 
ranted the genuiue arti- 

Y cle. Send for price list. 
r, MARTIN S, HUTCH- 

INGS, Dover, N.H, P._O, Box 368. Brapruxp & 
ANTHONY. Boston, H. C. Squires, N, Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents, 

a a a 

EFQEIRT ATION CAMP; 

OR, 

Kiifle, Rod and Gun in California, 

BY THEODORE 8. VAN DYKE 

Price $1.50, For sale at this office, 

WM.S, KIMBALL & CO, Rochester N. ¥ 

PRICE $1.09, 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application, 

W. J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 

168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G. 

BELL, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 835 Broad 

way, N. Y. City. 

MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS. 

First class reference given if requested. 

PET BIRDS AND ANIMALS A SPECIALTY. 

SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED. 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Froe 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade, 

Katon’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy EH. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, I]. Cannot bs sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

‘( 

Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

We are now prepared to supply the Parker “‘Trap Gun,” for which we are sole | 
agents. These guns have top lever, extension rib, rebounding locks, large strikers and pistol — 
grip, They are simply superb, The Parker Trap Gun should not be confounded with the 
regular Parker top lever guns, which, although excellent guns, differ materially from the 
Trap. Every genuine Parker Trap Gun has the rubber butt plate with a flying pigeon 
beautifully embossed upon it, as shown in the above cut. ‘ 

We have a small remnant of Webley’s heavy ducking guns, mostly 10-bore, of various 
qualities, at about half price. Address 

P.O. Box 1114, H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray S8t., New York. 

WHAT WILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW 
POOL’S SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 

OR STORM CLASS AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 

fl WiLbna THeELG You \ 
Tt will detect and indicate correctly any change in the weather 12 to 48 hours 

in advance. It will tell what kind of storm is approaching, and from what di- 
rection—invaluable to navigators, Farmerscan plan their work ac- 
cording to its predictions. Saves &0 times its cost in a single season. 
Has an aecurate thermometer attached, which alone is worth tho price of the 
combination. ‘his great WEATHER, INDICATOR is endorsed by the 
most eminent Physicians, Professors BEST IN THE WORLD! 
and Scientific men of the day to be the a 
The Thermometer and Bzerometer are put ina nicely fnished walnut frame, 
with silver plated trimmings, etc., making it a beautiful as well as useful orna- 
ment. ° We will send yon a sample one, delivered free, to your place, in good or- 
der, on receipt of $4, or six for G4. ents are making from $5 to $20 daily 
selling them. A ¢rral will conyince you. Orderatonce, kt Sells nt SIGHT! 
Just the thing to sell to farmexs, merchants, ete. Invaluable to everybody. 
U.S. Postage Stamps taken if in good order, but money preferred. Apents 
wanted everywhere. 8end forcircularandterms. Address all orders to 
OS WEGO THERMOMETER WORKS, (Largest establishment of the Lind in 
the World) Oswego, Oswero Co., N.Y. 

Werefer totho Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk, Firstand Second Nationnl Danks, or any Business house In 

ceiteyou Tost Ofte, County and State platnly, and remit by moneyronder, draft on Now Turk or repatered 
‘er, at our risk, 

This will make a Beautiful and ye Useful Present. 
WHAT THE PUGLIC SAY ABOUT IT. 

Tfind Pool’s Buromoter worka nd well a3 ono that coats fifty dollars. You ean rely on itevery timo, 
Cart. Cras, B. Koons, Ship Twilight," kan Franeiseo, 

Barometer received in good order, and must say that the instrument gives perfect satisfaction in every respect. 
Tt fs reas made and wonderfully cheap nt two dollars. Gro, I, Panrons, M. C.K, R. Office, Detroit, Mich, 

Burometer hua already saved moe many times ita cost, In fortelling the weather: Itiaa wonderful Gurloaity 
onEnnso™, Milwaukee, Wi, FJ. 

OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. None genuine 

a 

ISIERIMILG 
h 

au 

and works to perfection. 

BEWARE 
without our Trade Mark, and Signature of J, A. Poot, on back of Instrument, 

Al aa aa below: SAP TRADE € 
a SS . - ; 2a gs MARK, S 

7D Every instrument warranted Perfect nnd Reliable. Size, 91 Inches long, sy wide. 
we will refand ‘your Ifnobt satisfied on roceiving the instrument, return ltat once an 

money. Please stato whore you say our advertisement, _ 

NouTLCH.—$2.00 each is the regular retail price for aboye instrument, but being desirous of intro- 
ducing them and seciiring good aon we offer for a short time to deliver ‘a sample one” free to any 
address on receipt of only one dollar, or 6 for $4.00. Order at once. It’s just the thing for a Christmas 
present, 

NOTICE. 
JAMES PURDEY & SONS, 

OF 287 & 289 (late 314:) OXFORD ST., LONDON, 
_, Gun manufacturers, by special appointments to Her Majesty the Queen, H. R, H., the Prince of Wales, and the most noted shots of Europe, give notice that on January Ist, 1883, they 

will remoye to the new and large manufactory they are now building, and that after that date their address will be ; 

Audley House, South Audley Street, London. 
‘They take this opportunity to inform American sportsmen that they have patented A NEW REBOUNDING HAMMERLESS GUN, which, atter the most careful practica 

trials and severe tests, they confidently reccommend as by far 

THE DEST AND 

HAMMERLESS 

UNLY PERFECT 

GUN MADE 
= 

Its SE rN eae STRENGTH, SIMPLICITY, SAFETY AND FREEDOM FROM MISFIRES, JAMES PURDEY & SONS will only make one quality of ge for the United 
States, viz.; THE BEST . Guis take about five months to make 

* York, and JOS. C, GBUBB & CO., 712 Market street, Philadelphia, 4 
N. B.—Messrs, Purdey & Sons are prepared to sell the rights, or grant a license (subject to certain conditions) for the sole manufacture of this gun in the United States 

, and can be ordered direct from the makers, or through the agencies of SCHUYLER & DUANE, 1 roadway, New 
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Monthly Issue. To Sportsmen. 
- Place this advertisement in your scrap hook for future reference, Results mien Wh from @ 

ence of fifty-tive seins of hoth ihe Gun and Rifle. Endorsed by all sportsmen who have used t 
and the trade generally. 

a 

CONCENTRATOR 

AND 

COMBINATION SIGHT TO BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS, 

WITH FOUL PROTECTOR AND GAS CONCENTRATOR. BEST HUNTING ARM IN THE WORLD. 

SHELTON’S 

AUXILIARY OR INSERTED RIFLE 
With Interchangeable Muzzles, Commanding Cylinder, Medium and Full Choke-Bore. 

Also, with the Shelton Auxiliary Rifles, discounting any Magazine or Repeating Rifle made in rapidity of shooting, SHELTON’S 

CARTRIDGE GROOVING MACHINE. 
For reducing recoil and giving better penetration 

and destruction of shot. 

Shelton’s Challenge Gun. 

SHELTON’S 
COMBINATION 

; ‘MAN UFACTURED BY 

THE SHELTON AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
BP, @, Box 715, New Haven, Conn. Send Stamp for Circular and Price List. 

ELOMA ESE EID 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

Write for cireular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind, 
We are giving especial attention to Corduroy and Moleskin Suits 

keep in stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them 

up in style and finish far ahead of any ever before in the field. 

THE 

FOLLETT PATENT 

TroweBa 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

offered to the Anglers of this 

| Country. 

SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 

AND PICKEREL FISHING, 

PRICE, $1.50 BACH. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
We purchased from dealers in your place. 

W. & J. fl. AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front &t., Rochester, N, Y. 

FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY.-1883, 

The year now drawing to a close has been with the Forest AND StREAM one of most 

gratifying progress. Early in the year by an important mechanical improvement, the 
typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 

of the tenth year of publication, it was permanently enlarged to twenty-eight pages. There 

has been an equal growth in other important respects. The patronage accorded to this 
journal by the intelligent reading public has never been more cordial than it is at the present 

time. Sustained thus heartily, the publishers are prepared to maintain in 1883 the FoRES?T 
AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this commtry, af once entertaining, useful and influential. As ihe exponent of the 

highest types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men who 
use fhe rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no 

interests to serye save those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 
whatever may be inimical to these interests, the Forrst AND STREAM’s highest ambition 

will be to preserve in the future the approyal won by its course in the past. It will persist 
in its efforts to awaken in the public mind a fuller appreciation of the importance of the 

proper protection of game it the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 

of game at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 

man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to fayored game countries, 

as it is to that already very large and constantly increasing class of business and professional 

men, whose fayorite relaxation from the routine of employment is found in brief yacation 

trips to the woods and fields and brooksides. 

The enlarged form of the Forest and STREAM enables its editors to present each week 
in the several departments a large and yaried supply of reading. In the columns of 

The Sportsman Tourist 
Will be found sketches of trayel and sport. Coming from many different writers, and 

widely separate parts of the country, thesesketches always have the charm of novelty, and 

they are sure to be read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers see things th nove 

sportsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint, 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils nor with the monsters of African jungles. 

Quite on the contrary, it will treat of the animal life of land and water in our own country, 
the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 

presumed to take an intelligent interest, 

Game Bag and Gun. 
In addition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting excursions, necessarily 

yaried and interesting—as such accounts must need be—these columns will be found of 

special value to amateur and veteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 
ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting. 

Sea and River Fishing. 
The angler will find in the pages of the Forrest anp StrwAm the best angling literature 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together. This 

journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting having been held 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is believed that others of equal success will follow in 

other years. Meanwhile, the man who loves to go a-fisbing may find in the Forest AND 
STREAM all the year around a great deal that must be to his liking. 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of curren 

achievements and progress in this important work, 

The Kennel. 
This department has won the confidence of dog owners. Its reports of field trials, bench 

shows and other events are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 

The recent series of papers by its editor, entitled ‘‘Training vs. Breaking,” have been pub 

lished in book form, and have had a very large sale, Other papers of equal importance will 
be published from time to time, 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical naval architect, and thoroughly familiar 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 
and canoeing thatihave already won for the Forrest AnD SrREAM esteem and confidence. 

Its editors aim to make the FoREST AND STREAM a medium for the interchange of infur 

mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen, Sketches of field excursions, 

shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contribu- 

tions are respectfully solicited, Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us 

reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 
the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns. 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forpst AnD Stream that they bring the paper 

and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
spirit and aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application. 

The weekly issues of the Forrest AnD STREAM form two volumes each year, of twenty- 

six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the files constitute a library of permanent worth. 
Eighteen such volumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders 
(price $1,25) which hold twenty-six numbers. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $4; $2 for six months, 
office money order, draft or registered letter. 

Remit by post- 

Give name, town, county and State. Address 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 



J. PALMER O'NEIL & a 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

AGENTSIN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE 

other gun. MOST DURABLE, because the four parts are v 

showing any ev, 

360 FOREST AND STREAM. _ (Noy. 80, 188% 

Westley Richards Hammerless Gun. 
Manufactured by WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO., London, England. (Established 1820.) 

INVENTORS AND SOLE OWNERS OF THE ANSON & DEELEY HAMMERLESS LOCK WITH AUTOMATIC SAFETY BOLT. 
Making the Safest, Simplest and Most Durable Breech-Loading Gun to-day in Use. 
SAFEST, because the triggers are effectually bolted whenever the lever is moved to open or close the gun. SIMPLEST, because the lock contains fewer pieces (only four) than any 

ery strong, and the swivel and bridle—the weakest parts in the ordinary Jock—is entirely dispensed with. 
The Anson & Deeley hammerless lock has been subjected tu the severest test, having been fired EIGHTY THOUSAND times in a wear and tear trial without cleaning, and withont 

Conneautville, Pa. 

Cin 
“The action is simply perfect; there is no possibility of accidental discharge."’"—E, J. CARPENTER, 
cinnati, O. 

“The Hammerless Westley Richards works to a charm, and brings the ducks right out of thesky.""— 
Crantes J, Cuarke, Winnows Point Shooting Club. 

my 

n= 

import to special order without extra charge, 

_ “The little seyen-pound Westley Richards Hammerless Gun, purchased from you last summer, has 
given entire satisfaction. For hard shooting, easy manipulation, and perfect safety. it cannot be 
exceed, Iused hut three drams of powder and one ounce of shot throughout the entire season, killing 

birds as clean in September as first of October.’’—Atmx, REYNOLDS, Jr., Kittaning, Pa, 

_ The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun I obtained from you has been the admiration of all my 
friends. I consider it much the best hammerless gun, and recommend all Sportsmen who can afford the 

ury_of a perfect gun to buy a Westley Richards Hammerless.’'\—Parrick Henry, Clarksville, Tenn, 5 
We have just received.a large invoice of these matchless Weapons jn all grades and gauges, including the smaller bores, 14, 16 and 20-gauge, and can fill all orders promptly, or will 

idence of wear, The Anson & Deeley action is made in its perfection by Westley Richards & Co. 
From every quarter unsolicited come testimonials of the excellence of these cups, f , : We quote a few extracts: 

“The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun excels any gun that I have ever used.’—Georae W. Brown, “T find perfect ease in manipulating the gun, and absolute safety secured from accidental discharge 
by the automatic safery bolt, itch: never fails to go to safety when the lever is moved to open or close 
the gun, You know how prejudiced I haye been against hammerless guns. Well, 1 am thoroughly 
subdued, and I unhesitatingly say itis ‘the gun of the future.*""—I. R, Srayron, Secretary Allegheny 
County Sportsmen's Association. 

“T feel as if T ought to let you know how the 10-bore, 9}4lbs,, 30in. Westley Richards Hammerless 
works. At the target with four and a quarter drams of Orange Lightning powder No. fi, and one and a 
quarter ounces No. 8 shot, I can get over 400 pellets in a 30-inch circle, 40 measured yards, every time, 
with beautiful distribution and wonderful penetration. With the same charge of powder and one and 
a quarter ounces No, 5, it is sure death to ducks at fifty yards every time. I made two successive shots 
at single mallards sitting on the water at 76 and 83 yards, and killed both times, and this with the above 

| light load in paper shells. A mallard flying at 50 yards drops asif struck by lighting. Let me thank 
you for having furnished me what I have so long been looking for, i. e.,a gun that snited me in every 
Way. I’ve got it now and money cannot buy it.”—I’, W. Corrie, Lincoln, Il. 

Our stock of Fine Goods is without exception the largest in this country. Constantly on hand, bargains in fine second-hand guns with 
hammers. New catalogue now ready containing illustrations and prices of all new and useful implements, 

THE TWO BEST GUNS IN THE WORLD. 

hard shooting nothing in the world can excel hem. In every respect equal to imported hammerless guns costing twice the mone 
Mr. Deeley. The rubber butt plate is of the most exquisite design, and all the lines are in the finest taste. Size—12-gauge, 744 to Syabs. 

$100 00 

Te) 
T have shot it 2,000 times an 

No. 

Harrington & Richardson Hammerless 
is the highest achievement of American gun enterprise. The workmanship is equal to the finest London Premier guns, and the eae closer, évery part being made by machinery to a gauge, For close 

hey are made on the Anson & Deeley patent, and the work is inspected 

No. 3, Same as No, 2. but finer in all points..............- Meta prot lacie torind Sys eegens dr Poe cone eth $200 00 
4, Premier quality, every part made with the most scrupulous care, and most exquisite finish, 300 00 

The Daly Gun 
Has been in the market for ten years. and has the largest sale of any strictly first-class gun iu the country. Hundreds have heen in the hands of professional hunters for years, and are as sound to-day as 

irs. Here is asample testimonial:—Jefferson, Texas, Aug. 19, 

55, Same as No. 53, with 3 pin locks and engraved ante pee a and ornamental rubber butt 
60, Same style as No. 55, fine laminated steel or Damascus barrels, fine engraving and che 
in) ‘Diamond Quality.”—The most superbly finished gun in the market, every part of 

ering, first-class workipanship........ . 

5 , 3. R. Bhelton, manufacturer of auxilliary rifle barrels, New Haven, Ct., has shot one over 20,000 times in showing his inyention, and it is sound as a dollar and hasn’t had one cent of 
Be ucr ney rere Doyats/ 0. tees = dene. “The Charles Daly Cyan L bought in 1880 is the most perfect gun Tever saw, A microscope cannot detect the shghtest flaw in the fitting, 

d the action is as strong and tightas when received. The gun is a beauty and the admiration of all my friends.—Wm, T. WARE. 

42, Scott: Action, Damascus barrels, bar rebounding locks, pistol grip, patent fore and extension rib 
58, Same as No. 42, with Purdy double bolt and horn butt plate,.,..-...0... ce cece eee eee etree 

BS? 2A gr 8 ch Ae Wandi?g. $80 0 
a vee--r DDand 12 ¢. — 90 00 

. 10, 12, i6and 20g. 100 00 
Wandi2¢. 130 00 » UW f 

ane finest quality and most elegant workmanship, and equal in every respect to the finest London Guns, 
Qandi2¢. 200 00 

Sole Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 and 86 Chambers Street, N. Y. 
Agents, Importers and Jobbers of all kinds of Guns, Pistols and Gun Goods. 
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Wo suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

The One Price Clothier, 
410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY. 

ALSO TOR SALE BY 

A, SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 

JOS. POLOOK, St. Louis, Mo. 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For ‘cts. I send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and best paper cartridge groover yet invented. 
EDMOND REDMOND, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

-LIGOWSK | CLAY PIGEON COMPANY. 
N°S33:VINE ST CINCINNATI. 

jExtract, from Forms, snp Stream, July 7, 
$81, p. 444] 

* This flight so nearly resembles the 

setnal wnotion of birds thatthe Clay Pigeons afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting, We commend 
all sportsmen to testits merits. “ “ * 

RAMSAY MACNAUGHTAN, 
( | R Commission Merchant, 

8 HOWARD ST,, N. Y. 

ana LIne IN THE WILDERNESS._SECOND 

= a 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST. 

editiin now ready. This stery describes the 
trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
ou-ltangeley -akes. It weats of *‘ camp life,” in 
doors and out is amusing. tustructiye and interest- 
ing: 224 pages, 12 lustrations, Price 25 cents. By 
nail. postpaid, 80 cents, CHARLHS A, J, FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Was 
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ARRAR‘'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD. 
SON-RA™‘GELHY LAKES REGION, including au 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticuy 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, éte.: 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cen‘, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaiea Plain, Mass 

N. M. MUZ2ZY 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, III. 

Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 
MUZZY & CO. in 1852.—Having inereased iny facil- 
ities for the business of reaming out gun barrels, T 
beg to offer my services to those owning suns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own, T leave no shoulders, and will 
guarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instante, 
T invite special attention to my method, and the 
inost satisfactory testimonials) will be Purnishérl 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
liyered by express. 

AZcasding London Phys 
icinn establishes na 
Ofticcin New York 

for the Cure of 

2 ‘EPILEPTIC FiTS. | 
From Aqn,Journalof Medicina, 

Dr, Ab. ’, Ab. Meserola (ate of London), who makes agpecialty 
of Epiiepsy, has without doubt treated and cured more cases 
rhau wy other living physiclin, His success has simply been 
Hstonishiies we lava hourd of cases of over 20-years' stand- 
{ue successfully eqred by him, Te has published 2 workou 
ihis disease, which he eens with @ larga bottle of hia won- 
uurfal cure fires to any sufferer who may send thelr express 
bud P.O, Address Wo advise anyone wishing a cure to gd- 
(ress Dr, AB. MESEROLE, No. go Jahn St, New York, 

for Sale. 

OR SALE VERY LOW.—ABOUT 100 ANT- 
werp pigeons, from fhe best lofts in this country 

and Belgium; or Iwill exchange for a first-class 
breech-loading 30in., 12-bore shotgun of good make. 
Some of the above birds have vost me $20 a pair. 
J, SATTERTHW AITA, Jr., Jenkintown, Pa, ee 

novel,’ 

IVE RED FOX JUST CAUGHT. PRREFECTLY 
sound. Price $i} CHAS. F. KENT, Monti- 

cello, N. Y. noy30,1t 

HHOROUGHBRED YELLOW DUCKWING 
game fowls bred for show plrposes; also ex- 

cellent pit birds. JNO. C, NORRIS, Chestnut Hill, 
Philadelphia, noy23,56 

DOG BREAKING 
BY HOLABIRD, 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 26 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREBT, N. ¥., 

Stand. alone in the world as the only firm that 

sey Collars and Furnishings a Specialty. 

The Calfskin Collav for Setters. The Invincible 
for Mastiffs and large dogs. The 

Velvet for Pets, 
Send 50¢ for sample of Perfect Fit Dog Muzyle 

Hu the Stud. 

O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Trish setters, champion 
Rory O*More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkloy, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, i882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter -pup- 
pies of the purest strains, Full pedigrees. ~N, 
CALLENDHER, Albany, N. ¥, 

Rory 

Cocker Spaniel Owners. 
Owners of Cocker Spaniel bitches who desire to 

breed them, will receive pedigrees of my excep- 
tionally choice stud degs, and circular of terms 
and instructions, by enclosing stamp to M. P. Mc- 
KOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N, Y. Photos, 25 cents 
each, novi6,it 

Master McGrath Kennel, 
In the stud to approved bitches only, imported 

black and white greyhound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882. Fee $40. H. W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. noy2,tf 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash ITI. 
Field trial and hench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other gcod ones. Dash IIT. since 
his importation to this country Has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Llewellin's célebrated Dash IT., for which he paid 
$1650, Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35. Address A. M, TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass, 

IN THE STUD, 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga,, 

185], and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882, Don 

is the only pointer who has won first ati a 

Field Trial in this country. He is a vigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 

He will serve a limited number of approyed 
bitches. Wee, $50, Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, Hast End, Pittsburgh, Pa, 
a aaa 

IN THE STUD, , 

POREMAN, by Dashing Monarch ont of Fairy 1. 

DASHING ROVER, hy Dash Tl. out of Norna. 
KING PEPIN, litter brother to Mr, Goodsell’s 
Plantaganet, 

FEE, $40.00. 

Yo approved bitches only. Afddress 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Will, 8. 0. 
SY 

Irish Red Setter Dog Glencho, 
ELCHO ex NOREEN. 

Twill allow Gtencho to serve three or four bitches 
of good form and breeding during the present 
winter. Dr, Jarvis calls Glencho the Haedaoraeat 
Trish setter ever bred in America, He has the size 
ind head of Micho II!,, with the coat, color, chest 
and muscle of Berkly. Ihaye never seen his equal. 
He is fast, stylish, keen-scented, staunch, and one 
of the hest trained first season’s dogs T have ever 
handled. Fee $30 eash. Address W. H, PIERCH. 
Peekskill, N.Y. noyso,8t 

Hu the Stud. 

Black Cocker Stud Dog. 
HORNELL DANDY, by Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 24lbs. Tt has taken nearly two years 
to have Our order filled for a black cocker under 
28Ibs. We have Fol him at last, and he will serve 
a few outside bitches at $20 cash. HORNELL 
SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsville, N. Y. nova, te 

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club, 
(Limited), 

“COMET,” 
Rare Laverack, (10,180 I. K. C, 8. B.) in the stud. 

Seven 1st prizes, one 2d, first in Layerack Class 
af Alexandra Palace, 1881. 

Address the Secretary. Ottawa, Ont, 

Entries for D. C. K. C. Stud Book close May 1st, 
1883, 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 41 Prizes in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales and America, 

FEE, $40.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held af Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O’Gowrie, 
Lilac, HK. C. 8. B. 10,745, and Meg, 1st prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 
For catalogue, &e,, address THOS, H, TERRY.- 

P.O, Box 2017, N. Y. octi9, tf 

Ghe Hennel. 
= 

OR RED IRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS, DENISON, Hartford. Conn ~aptls,tt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction eee Ad- 
dress H, B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass, Sept22,tf 

ORTRAITS OF EASTHRN FIELD TRIAL WY 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1, 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec29.t£ 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes, COLIN CAMERON, Rrickeryille 

Pa. unels,tf 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
\) for sale. Best of Reference. D. F. WILBUR, 
Takeville, Mass. junei5,t£ 

imperial Kennels. 
Dogs thoroughly broken and prepared fur fleld 

trials, Broken dogs always on hand for sale. 
Reference, Forest Ann Stream. H. CLAY GLO- 
VER & C. GROVER, Tom’s River, N. J,  oct2itf 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs. Dora II, bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
Gloucester, bred by D, C. Sanborn of Michigan, 
under the name of Leo, out of Sanborn’s field trial 
bitch Nellie, by champion Lester, Address 150 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass. sept21,tf 

OCKERS,—A FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST- 
class blood will be sold low to reduce stock 

also,one well-broken cocker bitch, 25tbs., A No. 1 
retriever from land or water, Price $25. ROBT. 
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co.. N. ¥. 

3 

POR SALE,—THE IMPORTED BLACK AN 
tan cocker spaniel dog Sontag. Address 

CHAS, F. KENT, Monticello, N.Y, nov 16, tf 

oS 

Prize-Bred Spaniel Stock 
FOR SALE CHEAP, 

Pups by imported Beau ex imported Blackie. 
a 2 us Beau ** 49 Feather, 
sk . Beau ‘ Gracie. 

For price, pedigree, prize winnings, &c., €c., 
address with stamp the 

Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
nov9, th Lock Box 33, Claremont, N. H. 

AV ANTED.—ONE OR A PATR OF MALE BRA- 
‘Y gle hounds trained on rabbits. Address 

DANIEL COXE, Drifton P, 0., Luzerne Co., Penn, 
nove3.2b 

= 

ASH II.-OPAL, DRUID-SWAZEY. FOR SALE. 
Liewellin setter 16, 

taken soon. For particulars and price address 
JOHN 8. SCANLON, 10 Pleasant st., Fall River, 
Mass, noy23,3t; 

IRST CLASS DOGS.—TWO POINTER DOG 
uppies (Sensation JL.-Maggie) five months, 

eavily ticked; also Gordon biteh Blondy (Dan- 
Juno) four years, well broken; with two puppies 
(by Rice's red Irish dog) 544 months. Sold for no 
fault, to close out stock. W. TF. DUBRR, Eagle 
Rock Kennel, Orange. New Jersey. NO¥23,26 ‘ 

i=" 

a 

BAGLES FOR SALE.—THREE BEAGLE DOG 
pups, one bitch, out of Fly (Pet-Beauty) by C. 

ameron’s Racket (Rally-Louise) Born Oct. 15. 
Price $8. Also one dog and one bitch pup, nine 
months old, out of Ply (Pet-Beauty) Rally (Sam- 
Dolly); $10 each, J. SAT ERTHWAITE. Jr., 
Jenkintown, Pa, noved Zt 

a 

POR SALE.—LIVER AND WHITE POINTER 
dog Ned (Sensation-Queen), three years old, 

broken, has been hunted this fall on chicken. Also 
lemon and white pointer pup Frank (Ned-Fan), six 
months old, Will exchange one for a well-bred and 
well-broken cocker. C. H. FOOTE, Crown Epa 

Toved Bt 

The Heinel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned. It is put w 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious. 

Price, W cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs, 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu upin boxes containing ten powders, with tie 
directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail. 
Both the aboye are recommended by the “ Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun,*’ 

CONROY & BISSETT, 

65 ¥oLTON STREET, - - New York. 

HENRY C, SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, - New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP 0’ DAY. 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH [I. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are ENStoe ane reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance, Size 10xldinches, Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, &1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O’NEIL, 68 Fifth Ayenne 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box 351, 

Chicago, TL. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of ans 

breed, Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free, Gives addresses of prin 

cipal English breeders, 

JOR SALE.—BROKEN POINTER AND TWO 
foxhound pups. Superior hunimg stock, 

WEB. SMITH, West Peabody, Mass. noy30.1t 

POR SALE CHEAP.—SEVERAL VERY HAND- 
some well-bred Llewellyn setters. Will ex- 

change for B. L. Guns, For price, pedigree, ete., 
address SPORTSMAN, Box 164, Portsmouth, Va. 

noysi,1t 

EAGLE DOG MINGO FOR SALE AT A BAR- 
gain; good hunter, full pedigree; only $15 if 

taken at once. L, F. HERRICK, Millbury, Mass. 
noy30,1% 

OR SALE. —TOM, WHITE AND ORANGE 
English setter dog, four years old, by Royal 

Duke ex Bessie. Bessie by Valentine's Glen ex Dell, 
Dell by Waddel's Pilot ex Nellie. Trained and 
handled by E, 5. Wanmaker for fastern Field Trials 
at High Point, N. C., November, 188. Winner of 
vhe, New York, 1880, c. 1881, and yhe. 1882. For 
performances in the field see this paper's report 
of Eastern Field Trials, 1881 and 188%. Price Sfi00, 
Address GEORGIE R. WATKINS, Paymaster U. 5, 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City. noys30, tf 

JROKEN DOGS.—FIVE WELL-BROKEN AND 
well-bred setter dogs for sale, all good rangers, 

thoroughly staunch and good retneyers; also one 
large and yery handsome pointer dog, does not 
retrieve. H. CLAY GLOVER, Tom's River, N. J. 

nova,2t 

HAVE SOLD ALL MY YOUNG SETTERS EX- 
cept one black and white ticked bitch. five 

months old. Price $8. Bred for business, Smart 
and handsome. Satisfaction guaranteed. FB. 1. 
MILES, Sag Harbor, L, I., N. ¥ noyabit 

OR SALE AT A BARGAIN,—ONE BLACK, 
white and ticked English setter bitch pup, four 

months old. First-class pedigree. Address GEO. 
LAICK, North Tarrytown, N.Y. noysd,it 

OR SALE.—THREE BHAGLE DOGS OUT OF 
imported stock, Deuce and Ae a black 

and tan; Stormer, blue mottled. These dogs are 
broken and guaranteed first-class. FRANCIS 
EVANS, Independent Hill P, O., Prinwe William 
Co., Va. novay,it 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
We have a few choice black spaniels to dispose of, 

including Dash; ist Cleveland, 1882+ brother to the 
celebrated Kaffir and Zulu. Can win in champion 
elass. Price $100. Also Bub, by the celebrated 
Brush, illustrated in Stonehenge, out of Chanipion 
Rhea, Price $60. We have several brood birches 
and puppies _of exceptional pedigree for sale, 
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, Wornellsyille, N.Y. 

OR SALE. -THREE ENGLISH SETTER PUP- 
pies, one dog and two bitches whelped June 2h. 

Orange and white and well bred, Good, strong, 
healthy whelp. Will sell cheap if applind far at 
ouce, as ] have no room for them, For prics and 
pedigree address. FRED, 'T, HALL, Bangor, 
Maine. P.O, Box 1267. neys0 It 

NOR SALE.—A GORDON SETTER BITCH, 
” color black and tan. She is handsome and will 

make a good field dog; she is broken to charge and 
obey, Also three Liewellin setter pups, whelped 
September: dog and two bitches. Will besuld cheap, 
Send stamp for pedigree. H, B. VONDERSMITH 
Laneaster. Pa. novi 3b 

q 
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Sportsmen's Goods. Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins, and imported direct from Norway. 
Byery jacket is marked “G. W. Simmons & 

Son, Importers and Manufacturers,” 
We offer this year the handsomest lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we haye ever been able to 
collect, Each of the jackets has been made 
to order, and nothing equal to them can be 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skins and make up the Jackets in 
work-room! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than any other house 
can afford to! 

NOTE OUR PRICES and compare goods 
with others advertised as the same or similar. 

A No. 1 Quality, $12. 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and offer no second grade. 
We claim for these jackets that they are: 

Ist, Windproof. 

2d, Waterproof. 

Sd, Soft and Pliable. 

4th, Flannel-lined. ~ 

5th, Never Stiffening. 

6th, {30 per cent. less than others. 
|) Ask for the same or similar goods, 

th, The Best Made. 

We warrant every jacket, and will send on 
approval for examination on receipt of meas- 
ure. : 

Tn addition to this superior line of Imported 
Dogskin Jackets, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets. These imitations of the 
imported jackets are flannel-lined, and hardly 
to be distinguished from the imported. They 
are made in our own workrooms, and every 
one is warranted in every particular. The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars. 
Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 

aniounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods 
in the country. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 32 
North street, Boston, Mass., Importers of 
Leather Jackets, mannfacturers of the cele- 
brated “Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St. Lonis, 

A. B, SHIPLEY & SON, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 84ft. Jong, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. - 

No. 800. Plain Brass Ferrules..........!....... 
No. 801, Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt.... 9 00 
No. 802. As 801, Nickel Plated......... 0 ...0.. 0 50 
Bass Bait Rods, 10}¢ft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

second and two tips. 
No 350. Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cans pesnEed Butt, Metal Reel 
OUceifes 2b sune te eee eae ec 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL. 

ENNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
Wor Canada and the United States. 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. 8. 
Office—No, 210 St, James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 

Annual Subscription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents- 

“Dog Training,” 
BY 8S. T. HAMMOND. 

¥OR SALE BY 

A. WILLIAMS & CO.,_ 

281 Washington st., Boston, Mass. 

Any of the Following Books Sent on Receipt of Price 
—BY— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Camp Life in the Woods and Tricks of Trap- 
ing 2.2.4 Ee sagteborpagz 1 Chae Ee PRS owe hese, $1 00 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener. ,.,,...............- 3 00 
Coues’ Field Ornithology,....... 0... 22... 0.0. 2 50 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals.............-.¢.+.- 8B 00 
Oradie i pOt, sss ee as cote nae othe oe cre dake bene tie ats 1 25 
Cypress, J., Jr."8, Works, 2 vols..............008 5 00 
PS NODS poi cie ania me taped oie ies Species cee 12 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson,..........--:---,..+ 375 
Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchingon..... 4 00 
Dogs. hy UB DIBS 0 y. CEC cee oto dacety. cetddenmee 75 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, ifmo.......... ys) 
Dory hes Ldston ae os tis espe sree weber 1 45 
Dogs and their Doings, Morris...,,.......,..... 1%5 

Shaw, with fae-simile colored plates...... 12 50 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and ofher 

Cosniiéd rei: 5 faa tanta r. wenn bee ecinwees E 
Dogs, Points for Judging........,..--.--..:-. «- 50 
Dogs, Richardson............- paper, 30c.: cloth 68 
Farrar’s Guide te Moosehead Lake,............ 50 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Dae yet te vee gee A es -heee 2G. woo 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. 50 

| Fishing, Bottom or Float... 2... 22. ...62. ees SO 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock... ....-2:2.....cceees 20% 
Fly Fishing and Worm Fishing ......-- Patt oy 

| Frank Forester'’s American Game in its Seaseu., 7 Se 

Climax Gun Cle 
G 

aner. 

tes 

Nore.—In those made under the tapi ed patent since July, 1682, the nut “F” is done away witht, 
nd the rubbers are enlarged or reduce: by simply turning the rod by the hand, 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the elim 
made, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
2d. Its i 

been used all day. 
erfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that hus 

8d, The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
4th. ‘The price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLIOATION. 
For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., Lowell, Mass. 

j and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 

The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 
finest waterfowl] and upland shooting sections in the 
country, Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, City 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, etc., etc. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 

onday and Thurs 
day at 8 P, M. 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 
TE 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTH 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. : 

Leave New York from station C. R. BR. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 
For Plulade Pee Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80. 4:00, 4:80, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:80, 12 P. M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M.; 

1:30, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P.M. On Sunday at 8:45 A, M. 
For Trenton. 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:80, 7:00.12 P.M, On Sunday 8:45 A.M. ; 5:30, 12 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City- 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos, 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE, 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

yille, through the finest scenery in America. 

GC. W. SMITH, H. W, FULLER, 
Gen’l Manager. Gen'l Pass, Agt. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York at 10 P. M. and 4:40 P, M. Wash 

ington, D. C., 7:10 A. Mand 10 P.M. Wor informa: 
tion address N. MeDANIBL, (01 Penn aye,, Wash 
ington, D. C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH; OPP. BARNEGAT, N.J. 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds. wilh the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey, 

Address J. 8, JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

THANTIC HOUSE, OAK HILL, FLORIDA. 
Overlooking Mosquito Lagoon, and two miles 

from the head of Indian River, Entirely new and 
strictly first-class. Unexcelled fishing and shoot- 
i “Por further information address H. JJ. ing. 
FAULKNER, Oak Hill, Volusia Co., Fla. 

ESS 

We ¢all attention to this beaunful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for, We are getting 
out some heavy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs. and over, 
suitable for heavy 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for very long range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
103 Milk Street, Boston. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors. 

For Night Hunting and VTishing, 
Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 

etc_, these lamps have no equal, 
My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 

Head Jack for either top or front of 
head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 

= = Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, ete. 

“RULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Price List. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 
SIMPLE and 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Choke-Bore Barrels 3 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra 

heavy guns for ducks a speciality, Send stamp for 
circular, ©, §, SELA! CK, Manufacturer, Hat 
field, Mass, 

“OPHE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
: THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 
Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 

_ rhe GRAYLING season opens June i and ends 
Nov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneticial fo those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. i * 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, ete., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern. and 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. " - 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free 
owner's risk, 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a bandsomely 
ilustrated book of 160 pages sent free, For Tima 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B. LEE, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, h 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

ft E Ere 

EUROPEAN PLAN 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’? 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. 1. 

By a practical gunner ami an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast, The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission to J, B. Shep- 
herd, wet Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N. ¥. 

McAdoo House, 
GREENSBORO, WN. ©. 

Headquarters for Sportsmen. 
Shooting commences November and ends April 1st. 

Quail in abundance, 
W. D. McADOO, Proprietor. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
including Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &c. 
Send pustage for “American Tourist Gazette” 

giving full particulars. 
CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN. LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STHAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasons, May to December, sail- 
ing from Quebee to Liverpool eyery Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From December to May, the mail steamers will 
erform a weekly service between BOSTON and 
VERPOOL. 
Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 

Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct. ‘ 

LEVEE é& ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

Now York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Buston, Mass,, 15 State surest. Es 
Philadelphia, Pa, N, EB. Cor, Broad and Chestnut 

4 
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FOREST AND STREAM. ili 

THH LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FHEDING. 

SPRATT’S PATENT GENUINE 

NONE ARE OF &Sa1NN 

SIAMPEO, 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

“WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS 0. de LUZE & CO., 
18 South William Sireect, NEW YORK. 

Neat “Eibrine” Vegetable 

Please see that Hvery Cake is Stamped “SPRATTIYS PATENT” and a X. 

| 

NONE ARE 

2 anil 
RTAMPED. 

To be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

KENNEDY REPEATING RIFLE. 

The magazine holds fifteen .44 cal. central fire cartridges. 
Bogardus trap. 

We now have ready for delivery the .45 cal., 60grs. Kennedy 

magazine holding eleven cartridges, straight shell barrel, 28 inches. 

479 glass balls broken with the Kennedy out of 500, thrown from a 

SINGLE BREECH-LOADING RIFLES, MILITARY AND SPORTING, OF ANY CALIBRE. 

WHITNEY ARMS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn. Send for Illustrated Circular and Price List. 

Miscellaneous. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
Poultry and Game, 

289 & 290 WASHINGTON MARERT, 

New York. 

Consignments of all kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. 

We accept consignments. Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous week, 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 
ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare | 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show | 

purposes. _ 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE. 

(Established 1847.) 

“WE WILL BUY 
Live Rdtky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, etc. 

SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 

: 
Depot: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. 

MOLLER _ NOR- 
WEGIAN 

General : 
Debiiity, ¥ 

Scrotula, 
Rheumatism 

or Consumption, %S 
ig superior toanyinde- 

licacy of taste and smell, 

COD-LIVER O1j 
) ST 

medicinal virtuce and purity. 

@®London, Kuropean and New 

pais 

York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Drugeists. 

W.H.Schieffelin & Co.(72'sca dacoaa) NewYork, 

Thurber’s Reliable 
CANNED GOODS 

—FOR THE— 

Hunter and the Angler, 
or 

‘TRAVELER BY LAND OR SEA, 

Thurber’s Reliable Canned Goods will be found 
ust the article required. They are packed in 
ay and convenient packages, and are ready for 
se at a moment’s eres ‘an be served hot or 
cold. The following will be found specially adapted 
to the requirements of the sportsman; 

THURBER'S BONED TURKEY, 
f ROAST 5 
vi BONED CHICKEN, 

ROAST 
4 LUNCH HAM, 
“ WHOLE BONELESS COOKED HAWS, 

LUNCH TONGUE, 
“= ROLLED oe TONGUE, 
ne POTTED MEATS, 

Ham, Tongue, Beef, Turkey, Chicken, Duck and 
Game. Also a full assortment of Canned Vege- 
tables and Fruits packed Cres wn and while 
fresh and delicious. Sold b; -class grocers 
nd dealers in Reliable Food ayaa, 

L 

1 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

Fishing Pants, 

seo ATUNUCTUNUNE 

HODGMAN & CO. 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

Rubber Fishing Outfits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Goats, 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M'f’e Company 
Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove Mf’g Co., 

508 & 505 

Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR, FULTON ST, 

Kubber Gutfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing, 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Send for Mlustrated Catalogue. 

\ Rubber Goods of Every Description. , 

OUTFITS. 
Send for Catalogue. 

142 Fulton ah New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
N an Badges and Hmblems 

y =] OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

ONCHITIS. 
"LIN ENT will posi- 

tively prevent these terrible diseases, and will cure nins 
cases out of ten. Information that will save many lives, 

nt free by mail. Don't delay a moment, Prevention is 

Croup, ASTHMA, 
' ‘i JOHNSON’S ANODYNE 

iy BE ca ot 
better than cure. [. 5. JouNSON & Co., Boston, Mass. 

- — New York. 

Sportemews Goods. 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
/ (ESTABLISHED 1836), 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

en KRIDER, 
N.E. Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Ktc., Ete, 

(@S"Salmon, Bass and Trout Plies, Made to Order. 
Also ‘Krider's? Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Bees and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For_ Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy to the ‘eet and very dur- 
able. Made to order in a vari- 

ety of styles, and war- 
~™ ranted the genuiue arti- 

ele, Send for price list. 
MARTIN 8. HUTCH- 

O. Box 368. Branproxp & INGS, Dover, N. H., 
ANTHONY, Boston, H. é. ‘Squiras, N.Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. § 
5 7, GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS, & 

sy Soe! 

=< 
a} fe ——— 

P'eTo3, AL GATALOGUES FREE y 2 
at tilles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, Scines, Seis, 

Fishing Tackle, Ttazors, &e, sent C, 0. D. for cxamiuation, a 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WURKS | 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES, 

Price $2.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and comipleie guide book to 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebago, Cupsiuptic 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes and the Tea 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large ey 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J, FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mass, 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness lustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide beok to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
Jakes and ponds connected with them. 256 pager, 
3) illustrations and large sett Tinted paper, it 
luminated covers. eae muti, post-paid, 560 
nee CHARLES A, Ra Jamaica Plain, 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A. W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

68 Broadway. New York’ 

84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

1? South Fifth S8t., St. Eons 

CAMERON'S AQUARIA DEPOT, 
182 SIXTH AVE, N. Y, 

FRENCH AQUARIA AND OTHER NEW-DE- 

SIGNS. Gold and Fancy Fish, Aquatic Plants, Fish 

Food and every thing for the Aquarium. 

WHOLESALE ANDERETAIL. 



iv FOREST AND SIrREAM, 

as a eo 

Ammunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifts. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Mree. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULARZPOWDER IN USE! 

Dvuponr’s GunrowbrEr Mrs, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cil eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 lb. canisters. 

Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 
fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enétration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 

pall, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 
muzyvle or breach loaders. Packed in 1 1b, and 5 Ib, 
canisters and 614 and 1214 Ib. kegs. 
Duspont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
baing the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 Ib. canisters and 644 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. “Sea-Shooting.’’—_Fl'g. 

and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the FF¢g. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
treng and moist, Packed in % Ib., 1 1b. and 6 Ib, 
anisters, 614, 1244 and 25 1b. kegs, Fg. coarse, Fg. 

fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Surppmve and Blasting 

Powiers of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export, Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, ubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Goyernment Standard. 
Powder maunfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof, 
Agencies in ail the cities and principal towns 
broughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y, 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg, or FFg. for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST, 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W,J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

Sportsman's Gontls, 

HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

FPURRIER. 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Bte. 

ALSO A NICH ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 
AND RUGS, 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N, Y. 

Established over 30 Years. 

J. N. COLLINS, 
Seal Sacques, Dolmans and Uls- 

ters, Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Robes, &e., at greatly 

reduced prices. 

32 WEST 14TH STREET. 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct, 19, 20 and 21, 1882, 

The Leonard Rod Won Every First Prize 
When ibn competition. For distance it surpassed all competing Reds 15 feet. 

A Leonard 44 ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 
of rods of any weight. 

The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 
possible score for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS 

No. 7 Warren Street, E New York. 

SEND 3-CENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

“AUSTRIA” SKATES. 
I carry in stock all the desirable styles of SKATES: 

Club Skate. 

Hportantan's Goods, 

C.6, GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Geut’s Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

Fir Robes aud Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds aud Animals Stuffed. 

184 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

“UNION HARDWARE CO,,” “BARNEY & BERRY,” 
“SMERICAN CLUB,” “ACME,"* ‘AUSTRIA,’ LADIES’ 
AND GENT’S WOOD TOP, PARTS FOR REPAIRS, STRAPS, 
KEYS, PLATES, &c. Dealers are therefore enabled to pur- 

chase their entire bill in one place, Send for complete Skate 
Price List. : 

On application will be pleased to furnish trade price lists 
of FISHING TACKLE, GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, 
AMMUNITION, POCKET CUTLERY, BLANK KEYS AND 
SPORTING GOODS GENERALLY. Orders from the TRADE 
ONLY solicited, 

TO SKATERS.—Ask your several dealers for the 
“Austria” Club Skate. If you are unable to get same, please 
enclose $4 25, giving the extreme length (in Inches) of your 
boot, and I will express you a pair, 

WILLIAM M. CORNWALL, 18 Warren st. N.Y. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUBACTURERS OF— 

Paper Shot Shel's, Bretch-Loading Camm. &¢. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any in the sountry. Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 
Cannon in the world. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

Self-Fastening by Stepping 

a" 
FARNHAM’S 

| Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
No Strings or pockets. Tone 

changeable. All brass, nickeled, 
with moulded rubber holder, 
hands and fingers free, for $1.00, 
pospald One whistle with 
iolder and three pairs, assorted 

sizes; my Lever Fasteners, 
A E adapted to sportsmen’s gloves. 

== Illustrated circular free. Ad- 
Gis y, ; dress FRANK GUNN FARN- 

“~~ HAM, Inventor and Manufac- 
turer, White Mills, Pa. 

VICTORIA 

PALE SHERRY. 
An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 

or Biveeb. 

6 50 Per Gallon. 

$15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMPORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. 

50 Broad Street, New York. 

____Sanmvunition, eff, 
The Hazard Powder Co., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard's ‘‘ Hlectric Powder,’? 

Nos. 1 (fine) te 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only, 

Hazard’s “ American Sporting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In i Ib. canisters and 
614 Ib. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted toshot-guns, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting,” 

Nos. I (fine) to 5 (coarse), Iniand 5 1b, canisters 
and 634 ani 1214 Tb, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
Tanks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 

FHRFG, FFG and ‘Sea Shooting’) FG in kegs of 
25, 1246 and 614 lbs, and cans of Slbs. FEIG is also 
packed in 1 and 44 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fayorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the Sea Shooting FG is the 
standard fijle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining aud Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPHCTAL GRADES TOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC: 
TURED 10 ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE. 
SS 

Special Notice. Books for the Holidays, 
_lam prepared to offer the public a choice collec- 

tion ‘imported and American editions) of the works 
of following celebrated authors; Shakspeare, 
Moore, Byron, Burns, Cooper, Bulwer. Thackeray, 
Maryatt, De Quincy, Hawthorne, Dickens, &¢,, &¢,, 
in plain and ornamental binding, at prices which 
defy competition. My Bindery being one of the 
largest in America, Iam enabled to compate suc- 
cessfully in Price for binding serials of all descrip- 
tions, as well as rebinding old volumes—no charge 
being maxie for collection or delivery. 
Rivery description of Children’s Gift Books wil’ 
eon hand during the holidays at wholesale prices. 
JOHN BEACHAM, 7 Barclay street, New York. 

* 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. Fancy 
Tents for families made to order. Awnings of all 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, etc.; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all kinds made 
to order, All work done in best manner and at 
very low figures. Send for illustrated circular. 
Address §, HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 39 Sonth st., 
Cor. Old Slip, N, ¥. City, : 

JOSEPH GILLETTS 
STEEL PENS 

So.o By ALL DEALERS TirousHour Tae WORLD 
GOLO MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-1878.| 

L 

WM. ESTER & CO., 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do!mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c, 
4 WEST 14TH STREET, 

NEW YORK, 

THE BA HREF 

DAMASCUS STEEL, | : 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 32in. bbls. adgaupe double barrel guns, 1044 to 12lbs,, without extra charge. 
Made especially for heavy shooting, 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, . 

Guo 

OUR DOUBLE GUN, {] 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—Anp— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

$45 
$60.to $200 

We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns 

NS. 
OUR NEW MODEL 

THREE BARREL 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10lbs, weight, ‘The rifle is perfectly accurate, 

L. C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. Y, 

—— 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN. 

TerMs, $44 Year, 10 Crs. a Cory. f 
Srz Monrus, $2. NEW YORK, DECEMBER 7, 1882. | VOL. XTX,—No, 19, 

Nos, 39 & 40 Park Row, New Yore. 

CORRASPONDENCE, 
Tas Former snp Stream ts the recognized medium of entertain- 

inent, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects to whith its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not he re- 

garded, No name will-be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

inenths; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subseription agents for Great Britain—Messrs, 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Adyertisements of an approved character only inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents perline. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months. Reading notices 60 cents per line. Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch, Adyertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 
Address all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co, 

Nos, 89 anp 40 Pank Row, New Yor Cary, 

CONTENTS. 
Sra AND Rivar FIsHina, 
A Lecture on Fishes. 

Errorian, 
Tragedy in Sport. 
Barbed Wire Fences. 

THE SrorTsMAN TOURIST. 
South-Southerly, 
Impressions of Florida, 
Birch and Paddle.—a. 
A Mhinchausen Whale Story. 
Wild Rice. | Hastern Field Trials. 

NATURAL HisToryY. The National Field Trials. 
The Pine Siskin, Robbin’s Island Club’s Field 

_ _ Hoop Suakes. Trials. 
Game Bac anp Guy, Riece AND TRAP SHOOTING. 
Wing-Shooting with the Rifle. 
Issaquena—Queen of the Deer, 
Gunning along the Sacramento. 

Newport vs. St, Louis, 
Chicago Thanksgiving Matches, 
Range and Gallery. 

Ontario Deer Shooting. The Trap. 
Great Deer Hunt at Sandwich. | YAcuTine AnD CANOEING. 
Philadelphia Notes. The Steam Yacht ‘tA. Booth.” 
Is an Air Space Dangerous? Handicaps. 

* Notes from Detroit. A San Francisco Single-Hander, 
Chicago Notes. Single Hand Yachts. 
Americans in Canadian Waters. 
St. Jackson and the Dog. 
forestand Stream ScheduletA’! 

Schoolmaster Needed. 
Prefers a Mate, 
Leave it Alone, 

Sea AND RIVER FISHING, Chicago Yachting. 
Winter Talks on Summer Pas-| <A Card, 
times.—tv. Chicago Y. C. 

My First Troué, ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Our REApDERs will confer a favor by sending us the names 

of such of their friends as are not now among the subscribers 

of the Porusr anp Bream, buf who would presumably be 

interested tn the paper. 

TRAGEDY IN SPORT. 

O* course it was bound to come, sooner or later, and it 
did happen on Thanksgiving Day, when, at a matinee 

performance in Cincinnati, a variety actor, shooting at an 
apple on the head of an actress, aimed a trifle too low, and, 

with a bullet in ber forehead, the girlfell forward dead, 

It was a seuseless ‘performance at best, but there was just 
that element of chance init which made it interesting to 
many, It was the hazardous nature of the effort which 
made if tempting to the thousands who have thronged to 

see the trick done in every cily of the land. They did not 
_ admire genuine marksmanship; they had no appreciation 

of the real difficulties or real ease of the effort; they only 
knew that there was a possibility of a tragedy, and that was 
enough to insure a paying audience, The actor was doing 

the backward shot, using # bit of mirror in which to take 

his sights, and laying the barrel of the rifle backward over 
his shoulder, at the trifling distance of thirty feet, it was 
simply necessary to hold ‘dead on,” and barring accidents 
the result was a foregone one. But even with the chance 
‘of accident reduced fo one ina thousand, il was sure to 
come, The man who pulled the trigger had intelligence to 

know that, yet with this conviction that the fatal shot was 
only 4 matter of time, he went on shooting and hitting, 

until at last the shot, which he dreaded yet invited, came 
and a life was yielded up, he explanation that the barrel 
tipped ipa little, owing to the loosening of the holding 
spring, is immaterial. That is only one possible way of 
bringing about the escape of the apple and the sending of 
the bullet into the brain, 

_ ‘The slaughterer was promptly acquitted on the curious 
vround that he did not intend what he had courted, and the 
way is clear for some other similar fool to take the chances, 
take the gate money, and ultimately take the life. The 
statute book of almost eyery State in the Union has the 

_ clause which makes it a misdemeanor fo point a weapon 

either playfully or wantonly at another pergon, very 

properly not making any distinction whatever between 
loaded and empty weapons. This man, with his deadly 
stage toy, has been goins the country over breaking the law 

of every State, and yet nobody seems to haye made it his 

official business to check the law-breuker. 

The whole matter of legislation touching firearms isin a 
state of contradiction. The Constitution says that the 
right of the citizens to bear arms shall not be infringed, and 

this is very proper, but every effort of the law-maker and the 
law-enforcer should be directed against any senseless play 
with so potent a machine of mischicf as a weapon may in a 

second become. 
Tn ten years’ acquaintance with Creedmoor and other 

ranges we do not recall a single instance of a rifleman of 
prominence indulging in such an idiotic act as the pointing 
of his rifle at another person. Nowand then a half drunken 

militiaman might be seen in the act, but the man who can 

really shoot, who knows a gun well enough to use it with 

effect, knows that it is not a plaything. 
The actor who has just committed a homicide may have 

been a good shot, he may have known how deadly a pastime 

he was indulging in, but there was the ignorant mob before 

the footlights to be catered to. It was his busmess to get 

their money and he drew them to his show by coming down 

to their low appreciation of what is attractive, and ag they 

nightly demanded to sce how near he could come to enact- 

ing a tragedy before them, he met their desires all too fully 
and did indeed give them a real victim to look upon, 

Tt is manifestly idle to think of punishing the accessories 

in this case, but if the principals are to go free because there 

is no specific enactment to coyer the case, then one ought 

to be passed without delay, It is carrying realism on the 

singe too far when such an eyentas this happens. Fine 

marksmanship may be shown in a split card or a well 

grouped pasteboard target, bul if the public insist upon a 

human target, as in this case, then the cruel senseless de- 

mand should not be met. 

A New Boxter,—To arrest the bounding buck and 
bring him to the ground insensible and yet unwounded; to 

prostrate the grizzly bear by an agency against which his 

brute force is helpless; to secure a coyeted ornithological 

specimen without ruffling its feathers or staining them with 

blood; these and many like feats are made possible hy the 
newly devised bullet, the freshest fruit of German inventive 

genius. This marvelous piece of ammunition is composed 
of a brittle. substance containing within a powerful ans- 
thetic. When the bullet strikes the object uimed 

at it at once breaks and sets free the ansesthetic, which 

instantaneously produces in the victim complete in- 

sensibility, warranted to continue for twelve hours. 

The inyention is designed by its philanthropic discoy- 

erer to bring about an alleviation of the horrors of war; 

he urges that by the adoption of his device whole battalions 

and armies may be prostrated on the field of battle, whence 

they may be borne away in ambulances to prison, to return 

again, after the recapitulation, to the bosoms of their joyful 

families. But whether or not our sanguine German friend 

succeeds in rendering less bloody the frays of: nations, he 
may be assured of the gratitude of grizzly bear hunters, 

who will henceforth pursue their favorite pastime without 
risking the integrity of their own scalps. Another inven- 

tion, which we likewise owe to Germany, isan engine in 

which gunpowder is substituted for water, and the gases 

generated by its combustion supply the motive power in 

place of steam, ‘The principle upon which it works is sim- 

ilar to that of fhe steam engine. <A piston in a hollow cyl- 
inder is set in motion and driven to and fro by the ignition 
of small quantities of gunpowder, first on one side and then 

on the other. 

A Horrpay Winr.—In the advertising pages ef this 

journal will be found a very complete directory of dealers 
in sporismen’s goods. At these establishments will be 

found a thousand and one articles of beauty and worth, 

any one of which will proye a most acceptable gift to one 
with tastes for the recreations of forest and stream, J 

Game SEAsons.—We republish for convenience of refer- 
ence full list of the game and fish seusons originally printed 
in our issué of July 20. Owing to the pressure upon our 
space by the very full report of the field trials, we are com- 
pelled to defer to our next issue the supplementary table, 
“Schedule B," which giyes the exceptions, local laws, ete. 

BARBED WIRE FENCES. 

HEY are cheap, effective, and take up almost no room 

at all, but the men wio shoot do not like them, These 
ordinary barbed wire fences, which have within the past 

few years so multiplied throughout this country and es- 

pecially in the West, often cause very serious injury to 

dogs, which, coming in contact with them, when running 

at a high rate of speed, may he badly torn. The danger is 

anew and serious one, It is true that dogs soon learn the 
danger which is concealed in the almost invisible wires 

which mark the boundaries of a field, but in acquiring this 
knowledge they are likely to suffer severely. 

A correspondent yoices a sentiment, which we believe to 
be widespread, in the following letter: 

Can you give any information to me and others of your readers as 
to the liability of those who maintain these fences, for injuries in- 

flicted to man or beast by their means? Surely spring guns or pit- 
falls are net legal, even as against trespassers. I think it was settled 

long ago in England that owners of land were liable for civil dam- 
ages, and also criminally in case of serious damage tothe person. I 

cannet see why the same principle should not apply to these cruel 

wire fences. 

Ihave known of young calts being disembowled by them in the 

West; fortunately the colts and the fences belonged to the same per- 
son. Only to-day I just managed to saye my dogs from dashing upon 
one of them where destruction would have been certain at the pace 
they were going. A common moral sense and regard for the prop- 

erty of others ought to have prevented their use. Whatis the law? 
It interests everyone to know, and sportsmen especially. D, 

ltis a difficult matter to answer satisfactorily the in- 

quiries here made. We think, however, that there haye 
been no statutes passed which take cognizance of these 
barbed wire fences, nor are there, so far as we are aware, 

any decisions which at all bear upon the point. The fence 
is the actual property of the landowner; it is erected for the 

double purpose of confining his own stock and keeping off 
trespassers, Probably no one has any right to touch it, to 

lean up against it, or to get over or through it. If the land- 
holder permits individuals to cross his property it is only by 

courtesy that the privilege is granted. It may very likely be 

the case that some farmers put up these fences for the 

especial purpose of keeping off men and dogs. : 

And we are inclined to think that the law asil stands at 

present is on their side. The Hnglish decisions would cer- 
tainly seem to point to this conclusion, as any one who will 

take the trouble to look the matter up will sce. In 8 Fisher’s 

Dig. 6165 (title Wusance, I., 7(c)) this subject is treated 

very fully. “It would occupy too much space to quote at 

length what is said on this point, but the sum and substanve- 
of itis that a man may keep about what he pleases on his: 
own land unless forbidden by statute. ' 

Tt may certainly be doubted whether a man has a right to 
hang razor blades among his grape vines to protect them 

from thieves, or to balance a dynamite cartridge over the 

door of his chicken house to protect his hen roosts, yet 

those who consider that a trespasser crosses a’ fence at his 

own peril commit themselves to this view. 

Whatever the law may now be, it seems clear that these 

barbed wire fences may do a great deal of damage, and that 

their use ought to be insome way restricted. A plain wire 

fence, especially if it has a rail or pole at the top, is quite as 
efficacious in restraining the vagrant cattle as one formed of 

these dangerousand yet invisible threads bristling with spikes. 
We desire nothing more than that the rights of the farm- 

ers should be protected in all possible ways, but these 
fences are so dangerous to animals of all kinds that it seems 

that their use should be in some way modified. 

At the same time, as things are at present, the barbed 

fences will stand. Any one Gan of course begin a suit for 

damages for injuries inflicted, and haye the matter tested 

in the courts. But we think that the sportsman had better 

make up his mind to regard these barbed fences as a new 

factor which has some into the carrying on of a day's shoot- 
ing, and io protect himself against them by such means as 

he can best employ, without interfering with the rights of 

the land owner, 

Dnata or SaAmugL Reminavon.—Myr. Samuel Reming- 
ton, president of the firm of E, Remington & Sons, died 

at his residence in this city last Friday, December 1, aged 

65 years. He was the financial manager of the company, 
and for many years the European agent, in which posi- 

tion he secured for the Remingtons their Jarge foreign con- 

tracts, notably those of Egypt and Spain. He was an 

energetic worker, was possessed of liberal business views, 

and joined with his brothers in their schemes of philan- 
thropy, among which was the endowment of Syracuse 
University. Mr Remington leayes a widow, three sons 

and a daughter. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Che Sportsman Canrist, 

SOUTH-SOUTHERLY, 

LL the ovast in white is covered, 

Dark-limbed pines show burdens bear, 
Boulders growing thick with rock weed, 

Hide beneath an jey glare; 

Out beyond, the wayes are surging, 

Dark and slow they move along; 

And the sea-breeze lulled and quiet 

Waits the coming of the storm. 

See the suow-fakes light descending, 

Floating down froin leaden sky. 

Listen! o*er the waves a sound comes. 
ch-ur-luly the old squaw's ery. 

Low and mellow comes an answer 

From the flock out in the bay, 

And the swift bird hears the greeting, 

Turns and throws aloft the spray- 

Warm his feathers, cheery-hearted, 

What cares he for wintry cold? 

Gay companion always welcomed, 
Feelings all in singing toll. 

h-ar-Tuk, as snow is falling, 

Clearly sounds o'er all the bay: 
And the yoices, Hoating shoreward 
Show how little carc have they. 

—Mark Waser. 

IMPRESSIONS OF FLORIDA. 

PF sportsmen who write up their adventures for publica- 
. tion would only make a careful study of Emerson's essay 

on ‘The Superlative,” we might expecta most happy result, 
Such flaming head-lines as ‘“The Hunter’s Bonanza’ andthe 
“Sportsman's Paradise” would disappear from print, and 
yeaders would have more faith in sporting literature. The 
extravagant lines above quoted headed a recent article de- 
scribing a’ mountain resort with which I had been familiar 
from boyhood, I knew thatthe “shady pools filled with 
trout; the lofty forest teeming with deer;” and a host of 
other attractions, existed only in the imagination of the 
writer. How different is a writer who has recently unbur- 
dened himself in these columns upon the subject of Florida, 
He apostrophizes that delectable region as the “land of tin 
cans!” Let me bear witness that those simple words give 
the reader a better idea of Florida than whole yolumes he 
might read, 

With feelings akin to those which must haye animated 
the breast of Ponce de Leon, when he pushed on in search 
of the Fountain of Youth, I turned my steps toward the same 
land last winter, A recent publication informed me that it 
was like ‘fa land perpetually breathed upon by the airs of 
Avaby the blest.” It also suid that ‘une can live here more 
cheaply, can enjoy more genuine Juxuries, can obtain a 
greater income from 4 smallerinyestment, and can sooner 
secure a competency than in any other portion of North 
America,” JE this were reully true, we might expect to find 
here the center of the earth's population; but, as we do not 
find it, we may reasonably assume the falsity of the state- 
ment without troubling ourselves with proof. 

It is not ny intention to state what I saw in Plorida—I 
wish rather to tell what I did notsee. This State is hailed as 
anew Eden by tro classes of beings yery opposite in their 
natures (1 shall not consider that really sensible class who 
think Florida a nice, warm place to spend the winter, but 
who regret that they have to pay more for oranges there 
than in New York), First, then, we have the dreamers of 
this life; people who, like thermometers, become buoyant 
on a bright, warm day; people who become enraptured with 
moss-coyered forests; romantic young women, who recline 
in the warm sunshine, now and then raising their eyes to 
gaze upon the festooned arches, as the steamer slowly stems 
the sluggish current of the winding river. Florida is hap- 
pily suited to these, if they have the money to live at the 
best hotels and travel on the best steamers. 

Secondly, we find a Jarge class of Yunkee speculators who 
are enthusiastic upon ihe subject of Florida. We meet them 
abteyery turo, and find them ever ready with « scheme to 
make our fortune. Not any for us. 

If we regard scenery us & combination of natural yiews, 
containing both beauty and yariety, we might almost say 
that Floridais without scenery. Variety is greatly want- 
ing, and, indeed, most views present the monotony of a 
prairie scene. Take, for instance, the Ocklawaha River, 
The books tell us there is an ever-changing yiew, but we 
found the principal change to be that of the boat's direc- 
fien. We found uo “banks covered with flowers,” no ‘‘air 
heayy with fragrance,” and, in place of the tropical birds, 
we saw only buzzards und (worse still) water turkeys. This 
river is a curiosily worthy to be seen, but it is the most mo- 
notonous stream in the world, barring a canal. To seca 
roile of itis to see it all. 
The St. Johns River is not to be compared with Northern 

Hivers in séenery. You travel half a day, and wonder if the 
banks will ever have their low, monotonous outlines broken, 
With the exception of the width, the whole lower St. Jolins 
looks alike. To wind through the intricate turnings of the 
upper St, Johns is like navigating a canal through a New 
Jersey swamp, Were it not for the occasional clumps of 
pilmettioes one might readily imagine himself on the prairie. 
Yot the upper St. Johns offers the most interesting trip in 
the State. Talking the qucer little steamer Volusia at San- 
ford, the sportsman may enjoy something entirely novel in 
the way of traveling. Few men are so well fitted to navi- 
gate this portion of the river as the genial Captain Lund. 
The man who ¢an be cuptain, pilot and engineer, and who 
can boss the lands and keep the passengers in 4 good humor 
while the Volusia livs stuck in the mud, is a host indeed, 
From the deck of the Volusia the tourist will see the first 
large gators he has met with in Florida, Thousands of 
birds are within sight during the day. Upon arriving at Salt 
Lake, the terminus of the Volusix’s voyage, one may take a 
rowboat, and catch bass by the bushel. 1 caught one here 
weighing ten pounds, This also seems a favorite spot for 
saunians. Their ugly heads pop up by the hundred. I give 
il 45 my experience thut there is no sport in shooting alliga- 
tors. ‘They are mostly slugwish in action, and often allow 
the steamer to pass within a few feet of them, They are 
eusily kUled, notwithstanding the stories told to the con- 
(rary, 1 saw larve ones killed with a rifle of thirty-two 
caliber, 

The tourist who has vone (hus far will do well to cross over 
to fudian River, eight miles from Silt Lake by wagon, This 
region offers Tauny attractions, its Climate is not surpassed 
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in the State, its fruit is superior to any other region. One 
may pluck a ripe lemon, snd close by he will find fine oysters 
to use iton, The Indian Riyer affords a sail of ninety 
niles, with game, fish aud camping plices in abundance, 

There ave seyeral strange things which are pt to strike 
the attention of am observant Wwaveler in Florida. The 
number of Yankees who have invaded this far-off Southern 
clime, and who are engaged in puting it up, seems maryvel- 
ous. They inform you that you haye only to plant: seeds 
and watch them grow into dollars; but they are always 
willing to part with their bonanzas. In traveling through 
the country settlements one is Constantly making the mental 
inquiry, What, in the name or heaven, do these people live 
on? Save the oranges, which seem common to most homes, 
one sees positively nothing eatable. Of course there are 
some who by means of industry and money have converted 
their habitations into sometiing approaching civilization, 
As has heen pointed out by a former correspondent, Florida 
is not a paradise, but rather 9 “and of tin cans.” The 
poor man who settles there will find his small capital rapidly 
disappearing in the necessaries of life, while he is waiting 
for a revenue from his orange grove, 

Readers of thest lines may conclude that a trip to Florida 
will mot pay, but it is nol my intuntion to create such an 
impression. Many places offer sport unsurpassed ulsewhere, 
and if one mevts with weather nol warm enough to ener- 
yate, he may enjoy a pleasant trip, A day’s shooting in the 
bracing air of the North pives one a buoyancy of spirits 
which can neyer be known in Florida, Shooting quail 
under a burning sun, and over panting dogs, is not the best 
sport to be found, SYCAMORE. 
Bartmorn, Maryland. 

BIRCH AND PADDLE 

IN NEW BRUNSWICK WATERS,—SECOND PAPER. 

YNE important fact niust not remain unmentioned—a 
fact that greatly conduced to ow enjoyment of Hotel 

Squaloak—we succeeded in overreaching the flies. Among 
our odds and ends we found some lumps of pitch, aud they, 
melted down with adue proportion of butter, gavé us a 
sable compound, of which a very little was calculated to £0 
along way. ‘Thereafter we ceased to consider the flies, 

On our first morning at Hotel Squatvuok we hetook our- 
selyes immediately after breakfast to the whitefish barrier 
before mentioned, While fortune and many fine lish were 
rewarding our endeavors, Sam, sitting on the stakes, threw 
back his rod carelessly for a fresh cast, it was a slovenly 
movement, and his leader, touching the water an instant be- 
hind him, was straightway seized. The unexpected tu 
was vigorous; it came at a critical moment, and the langui 
fisherman was toppled off his uneasy perch, He tried ta 
shout—*‘Hooked him!”—presumably. We heard a choked 
yell only and a heayy splash, and presently Sam reappeared 
struggling to his feet ruefully. I was standing up on those 
same treacherous stakes engrossed in my occupation. Turn- 
ing at the noise I cauyht sight of Sam’s eccentric pe:form- 
ance, and in order to guifaw more comfortably and more 
derisively I took a step backward. was but a single step 
—alus, how eusy the first step in a wrong direction! But 
the whole dread consequence of this fate pas became at once 
apparent; Isat me down in four feet of Squatook water, 
eitectually quenched. As my heels yanished over the 
stilce-tops Sam beheld and was comforted. Moveover, he 
succceded in landing his fish, which went a good twenty- 
four ounces, 

That afternoon we went a few; hundred yards down 
sitvam, to a spot where, after rushing in white-capped 
tumult through « gloomy channel, the river broadens fan- 
like out and breaks oyer a low fallinto a pool of quiet 
waters. The poolis wide and deep, girdled with a gray 
confusion of rock. Ovyerthe black surface fleecy masses 
of froth were wheeling sullenly, creamy bubble-clusters ed- 
died awhile and vanished; while here at a dipping bough 
and there at 4 jutting trunk a flock of these light waits 
would yather and cling, How our hearts leaped at the 
sight! Behold us soon waist-deep around the margin of the 
pool, or braced on the very lip of the fall. ‘Phe surface is 
lashed in three or four places at once by the struggles of the 
speckled beautics against the slow inexorable reels, Our 
excitement is intense but silent. Its only expression is the 
teel’s measured determined click, or its thrilling swift rattle 
as the taut line cuts the water and the red bends and bends. 
A Jarge fish has taken Sam’s drop andis being reeled half- 
spent across the basin, The leader trails behind, There is 
a shining swirl beside il, a strike, and shimng by the check 
the very monarch of the pool flashes out, then darts like 
lightning down stream. Now, yallant fisherman, hold 
thine own! How glorious the strife with two such prizes 
to win! We forget our own rods, and the contest is keenly 
watched; more than once his reel is all but empty, For ten 
minutes the result is doubtful. Then, reluctantly, victory 
declares itself for the lithe rod and the skillful wrist. At 
the examination of the spoils this trout was pre-eminent, 
soing Lwo pounds cight ounces, There was bul one larger 
fish captured on the trip, and this honor fell, two days later, 
to Ranolf’s fortunate hand. There are other fishing grounds I 
know,-where # trout of two and a half pounds is not by any 
means 2 rarity. In some of the tributaries or neighbors of the 
Miramichi, as the Sevogle, Renous, or Tabusiutac, the hope 
of catching a fom-poundur may reasonably be indulged; 
though with me, of « truth, to indulge the hope of sucha 
triampl has so far been my nearest approach to the achieve- 
ment of it. Butin the Syuutook and the Toleudi the average 
of size is unustally high, and there is little of that uncer- 
tainty which is so great a drawback in the Miramichi fishing. 
The Squatvook trout are ubvays on hand, provided with 
Insty and not too fastidious appetites. Then the wildness 
and freshvess of the country, For the most part you are in 
the very forest primeval. Only here and there has the des- 
ecrating Jumberman spread his ravages before you. For 
seven days after leaving Tom Lynch and Griffin on the 
shores of Mud Lake we met no human bein save an Indian 
trapper on his rounds. The sportsman athirgt for ‘fresh 
fields and pastures new,” if he do but take with him some 
experience and a zood deal of *‘slitheroo,” will surely not 
repent of haying done the Squatook, 

During our stay at this place we made a careful suryey of 
the falls, and decided that they were in veality a more awk- 
ward obstacle than they appeared. With accurate manuge- 
ment a canoe could pass down on the extreme right; by the 
iid of half a miracle 2 passage might he achivyed on the 
left, while in the center awaited an array of rocky jaws to 
demolish our light craft with no shadow of compunction. 
However, we were confident, little guessing what the ma_ 
licions fnztes ad in store for us. 

Our last night at Hotel Squatook was yaried by a grne- 

some experience. In my sleep a haud was laid upon my 
arm, and I sat bolt upright in the dark. Groping I per- 
ceived that Sam was sitting up also, and had leaned across W. 
5,to awake me, Grasping my slioulder asif to enforce silence 
he muttered “Hark!” T heard nothing but a slow wind in 
the pines. But, presently, my flesh crept, as from up the 
lake came a long, wavering, jerrible howl, half brutal, half 
human, as of a tortured madman. I shuddered, and with a 
suppressed groan Sam said ‘“Ugh-t-h! did you cyer hear thie 
like of that? It's Cerberus broke loose, and we've got no 
cakes! 1 wonder would he eat hard-tack!” But we reached 
for our guns, and kept vigil then, without waking the 
others, for more than half an hour. But hearing nothing 
more of it we were at last reassured and went to sleep. The 
three whom we had watched over, not inviting them to share 
in the music of this sweet-voiced being, laughed at our story 
nuxt day. But before many nights had passed they were 
converted from their skepticism, 

Bidding Hotel Squatook a reluctant farewell, with all 
things snugly packed in our good canoes, weslipped through 
the whitefish barrier, sped rapidly down the chating current, 
ind almost before we couldrub Gur eyes were in the aUgTy 
sluice above the fall, Stranion’s canoe, being ahead, made 
for the casier right hand passage, we following closely. But 
a sunken treé disturbed his calewlations and checked him 
Tight in our path. There was no help for it, so Ranolf 
drove us with ull his strength for the lefi channel, down 
which we leaped wildly in breathless uncertainty. But the 
doubt was soon solved. A hirge rock was lying in wait at 
the foot of the leap, covered, luckily for our craft, with an 
oozy growth of water weeds and mossus. This we just 
failed toavoid, ‘The canoe rose upon it, paused and turned 
over, discharging us into the current. Instantly the surface 
of the pool was diversified with floating paddles, poles, tent- 
pins, tin kettles, box covers, etc., and Strinion and W, B. 
were busy capturing all these articles in an eddy below. 
We got the canoe ashore, righted her, and proceeded to dive 
for spoons. Our heayy valuables, gums and the like, were 
lashed to the canoe, and therefore got wo worse than a 
wetting, but our axe had heen left luose, and some of our 
spoons were im the iron pot which, though itself secured, 
had lost its cover and ceased to be responsible for its con- 
tents. The axc we regained, the water here not heing more 
than five or six feet deep, but at mealtimes from this out we 
dragged a maimed exisience, sharing one another's spoons, 
The meal and rice were a part of our lading, and the tobacco 
aswell. For this last we felt no uneasiness, congratulating 
ourselves that if was in a waterproof tin. We didn’t open 
it at the time, because there was enough for the day’s needs 
in the other canoe, But the meal was mush, the rice already 
commencing to swell, and many other articles in a lament- 
able condition. Henecforth we were to have no porridge, 
no fritters, only beans, beans, beans and hard biseuit to 20 
with our trout and canned dtlicacies. And this meant dinner 
{lvee times a day, instend of the pleasant sequence of break- 
fast, dinner and tea. We enibraced this opportunity to fill 
up our pipes, and were much cheered with the sight of 
Kanolf diligently endéayoring to scratch wet matches on his 
somewhat moist nether garments. 

After a brief delay spent in examining our canoe and re- 
pairing its damages, which were fortunately slight, we con- 
linued our journey down the river. An exciting day it was 
all through, leaving us well tired out at evening, ‘Taking 
care now to preserve a sate distance between the canoes, we 
slipped on swiftly between ever-varying shores. Rounding 
a sharp turn we would see before us a slope of angry water, 
with huddled waves and frequent rocks; and at fhe foot of - 
this slope, some handred: yards ahead, three or four preat 
white “ripples” foaming and roaring in the sun, Then 
season of stern restraint, strong checkings, strenuous thrust- 
ings, sudden, bold dashes and hair-breadth eyasions, a plunge 
and a cheer, and, drenched from the erest of that last ‘rip- 
ple,” we look back on the raging incline behind us, This 
sort of thing took place not once, nor twice, but many times 
through that day, and always unexpectedly. When we 
stopped to rest, or for lunch, the trout were always on hand 
to recetye us, and no one pool was like its predecessor, The 
whole day afforded us richest yariety in scenery, in adyen- 
ture, and in sport, 

Late in the afternoon we reached the second Squatook 
Lake, called Sugar Loaf Lake from the noble mountain that 
dominates it and is reflected in its deep, still waters. On 
three sides the shores of this lake rise gradually and to no 
great height, mantled with a low, second growth uf birch 
and poplar, But on the northeast towers the mountain from 
the water's edge, its base in a cedar syamp and muffled with 
dense woods, its lofty, conical summit that topples loward 
the Jake as thongh it had receiyed a violent push from be- 
hind, veiled and softened with thick bluecbemy bushes and 
low shrubbery, Close by and under, thrust up from the 
deepest luke-bottom, a high rocky islind stands a. satellite 
to the mountain, This island is entirely made up of rock- 
layers, lilted and contorted and rent in every direction, the 
strata for the most part, indeed, set square on edge, and 
cedars and birches findine root in the crevices. Here we 
pitehed our tent with difficulty; and our bones were con- 
scious of the rocky foundation even through deep piles of 
cedar boughs, 
On the morrow Sam and Ranolf, indomitable fishermen, 

devoted themselves to the degtiction of the fiiny tribes 
of the lake, while Siranion, W. B., and the writer wi- 
dertook the ascent of Sugar Loaf. We set out, armed-to 
the teeth, remembering that huars abounded in this revion. 
They gave us way, however, aud ayoided our sight, though 
heir traces were recent and numerous. Indeed, a great 
part of the ascent we accomplished with comparative ease 
by following a well-beaten beartrack, which lei up toa 
terrace or plateau ucar the summit, This tertace, it ap- 
peared, was the bears’ fruit garden, yielding a rich crop of 
luscious blueberries, for which Bruin has a marked pen- 
chant, We helpea ourselves liberally, though with some 
trepidation, and heard nothing more of it, At length, breath- 
less, torn, dripping, and oxhansted, alters three hours’ climb 
we vanquished the height, aud threw ourselyes prostrate 
onthe narrow, nuked level of the summit. Here a delicious 
wind was blowing freshly, from whigh, aswell as from the 
woudertul scene spread out below us, we drank in new life. 
No lack of oxygen up here, and our blood van redly and 
vigorously. Knowing we would be thirsty after so dilficult 
i climb, we had taken care to bring flasks of wine and 
water with us, Close round the mountain’s base were lower 
hills, with lakes and water courses, or ‘thoroushfares,” 
encircling them; and we vould trace our later days’ journey- 
ings, looking strangely unfamiliar al this height,” Giving 
our vision a wider s\yeep, On eyery side rose mounta‘ ns. 
There were visible the Liuurentian Hills, on the north bank 
of the St. Lawrenve, and in the opposite direction Bald 
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ditaih and Nietor, on the Tobique, and the double sum- 
tof Blue Mountain. To the vorthesst, far off, Squaw's 

Cap, on the Restizouche, and the Mountains of Gaspe, on 
Bay Chaleur; while in the utmost dim distance of the south- 
west, toward Katahdin, graudest of them’all, the well-sung 
mountain of Maine, 
When we vot back to camp we found Ranolf had been 

yery successful in his sport, bnt Sam hud been wastioy his 
energies ona pairof loons. He had wasted also an im- 
mense deal of powder und shot on these provoking birds, 
and there they wore uow, placidly floating, two black specks 
far ont on the bright surface, Eyen as Sam was detailing 
his futile efforts theirmockinug laugh came ringing over the 
lake, and Sam shook his fist at them, 

Next day was hard paddling, as the river between seéond 
and third and between third and fourth lakes is almost cur- 
reniless. Before reaching the upper Toledi Lake we came 
to the Horton Branch, a famous frout stream, up which we 
poled six miles to what is called the Big Jam. Here we en- 
wimped for a couple of days in the pleasantest quarters im- 
aginable, among tall elms and water ash and poplars, and 
the fishing below the Jum was all that heart could wish, 
Almost a virgin pool, its stores seemed inexhaustible. 
Ranged round the shoves at intervals, or out on the masses 

_ of flood-battered trunks and timbers, each had all he could 
do to ultend to his own ever-busy reel and gave no thought 
to his neighbors. We came to be in deadly earnest, But at 
last, grown suddenly sick of slaughter, we broke the spell 
and fied away from (he spot. A half day’s paddling brought 
ms out on upper Toledi Lake, Before reaching this 
desired hayen, however, two charming atlyentures fell to 
Siranion’s shure, We considered them charming, but 
Stranion seemed to view them in # somewhat different light. 
Tt must be remembered that the sheres of all these streams 
‘re tringed in places with dead trees that have fa!len into 
the channel from the undermining of the bunks. We were 
riding pleasantly onward with a smooth hut rapid current, 
Stranion ahead, and standing, pole in hand, in the stern of 
his canoe, while W. B. lay back luxuriously in the bow. 
Ag the exnoe shot round a sharp turn, immediately before 
it was seen one of these fallen trees completely across the 
elianucl, There was spice enough for W. B. in his recum- 
bent position to puss under it, by ducking his head, and 
Stranion resolved upon the dexterous feat of stepping over 
the obstruction and resuming his place in the canoe. So yet 
once more wus it proved thit— 

“The best laid schemes o* mice and men 

» Ganpeatta-gley,” 

- for Stranion indeed got one foot safely over, according to 
calculation, and it fook its place triumphantly in the canoe. 
But a malicions little projecting branch seized the other by 
fhe mvccasin, and held ou. The canoe wouldn’t wait, so 
Stranion stayed behind with the captive foot, and then 
dropped into the water, Bul we rescued him. The next: 
time we approached an obstruction of this kind Stranion 
profited by his experience and stooped under it, This tree 
was higher tbove the water, so the latter method was obvi- 
ously the most feasible one. But another malicious branch 
entered into the question. The branch was long, ana 
strong, and sharp, It reached down just at the critical mo- 
ment when Biranion was bending his manly shoulders be- 
neath it, seized the back of his shivt, and almost drageed 
him ont of the canoe. Failing in this, however, it ripped 
the shirt open and ploughed a long red furrow down his 
hack, A whole ocean of elycerine and arnica went to the 
healing of this wonnd, 

On the upper Toledi we found a brisk wind blowing in 
_ our favor, so with the aid of our poles we lashed the canoes 

together, with a space of five or six feet between, after the 
fashion of a catamaran. Then hoisting sail we sped right on, 
down the lake, without fear or labor. On the lower lake the 
wind failed u4, so we separated andtesumed ourpaddles. It 
Wislatein the afternoon, a golden, hazy afternoon, like those 
of Indian summer, when we drew near the ontlet, a place of 
quiet and exquisite beauty. The lake terminates in a deep 
cove lying westerly, so at this time of day the sum shone di- 
rectly down it, ‘The shores were fringed with second 
growth, of n Inxuriance we had not met with elsewhere, and 
a projecting knoll of dense firs gave strength to the picture, 
nd shut off the actual outlet from the view. <A. little fur- 
ther back, to our right, a bleak hillside studded with ‘‘ram- 
pikes” taught us to appreciate this green nook. 

Here we oyerhaulel an Indian who had been visiting his 
traps up the lake. Werecognized him as ‘Old Martin,” a 
well-known haunter of these hunting grounds, Plying his 
paddle with philosophical deliberation from the stern of the 
most seedy and dilapidated old ¢anoe we had ever dreamed 
of, he deigned us no further salutation thana grant. But 
the prospect of refreshments, when he saw we were going 
to camp here for the night, quickly developed his friendli- 
vess. We pilched our tent on some clear sward in shelter 
of the fir-tree knoll, and Martin set up his very rudimentary 
'Jean-to’’ in conyenient proximity. Round the camp fire 
that night, while a noise of hidden rapids stirred the air, 
Old Martin forgot the red man’s taciturnity. Sam was busy 
frying tobaceo, while the rest of uslounged about in the 
glow on heaps of hemlock branches, testing the results of 
his highly original culinary efforts. It will be remembered 
that when the catastrophe hefell us at the Squatook Falls 
our tobacco was nearly all in 4 certain tin box which we 
fondly imagined water-proof. When the little store in 
Siranion’s canoe wis exhausted we went to this tin box to 
replenish our pouches. Alas, the box was just so far qwater- 
proof as to admit the water and keep it, so we found a de- 
lectable mess. After enduring the lack of the comforting 
weed for two or three days we became desperate, and now 
‘Sam had undértaken to dry this mess, out of which all the 
good had been well sieeped, He squeezed it therefore, and 
rolled if tenderly, and spread it out in the frying pan over 
aiventle heat till quife dry, But oh, it was poor stuf! 
Keeping just a little to fool with till we should regain eivil- 
ization and “Myrtle Navy,” we bestowed the remainder 
on the 

*Poor Indian, whose untilored mind” 

led him fo accept it gratefully. I feel confident he threw it 
allaway with scorn in the night, He was gone next mom- 
as Probably the tobacco had something to do with it, 

mddenly Sam's proceedings were interrupted by 4 repe- 
tition of that terrible ery which had frozen our blood on the 
Squatook » few nights back, It was more remote this time, 
‘coming apparently from the shores of the upper lake. But 
the rest of the party, while Sam and [ looked af éach other 
‘Bignificuntly, leaped to their feet and drew closer to the fire. 
Old Martin grunted, “‘Upgh! Clote Seaurp's dog! Big storm 
ime-bye!” And he looked somewhat awed, but in no way 
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frightened, He said if would not come near us, It was 
lieard sometimes, in the night, as now, but no man eyer sayy 
the dog nowadays. It ranged wp and down all round 
these rezions, howling for its master, whom it would never 
find. For Clote Seanrp had been struck down in a deep 
valley north of the St. Lawrence, and a big mountain placed 
upon him so he couldn’t stir und no one could find him, 

This started old Martin in the narrative yein, and he found 
us most attentive listeners, Of Clote Scaurp, a hero some- 
what affer the fashion of Hiawatha, universally benevolent, 
and wise, and powerful, he told us many lerends; and with 
the memory of that weird voice in our ears wé were ready to 
give him fullest credence. I will repeat one of the briefest 
and most striking of these stories, making no attempt to 
reproduce the quaint language of the speaker. Through 
all the stories beasts and birds and fishes are represented as 
speaking our language with man, and holding familiar inter- 
course with him and with each other under Clote Scaurp’s 
paternal rule. I haye mentioned above the supposed fate of 
Clote Scaurp; but Martin said this was oly what his people 
(the Melicites) were wont to tell, The one thing certain 
was that Clote Scaurp disnppeared, and that earth had been 
a Sorry place for the red min ever since, An old Mohawk 
lives among the Madawaska Melicites, whose version of 
Clote Seaurp’s departure, as Martin rendered ‘it to us, is a 
wild and beautiful legend, dimly reminding one of the 
“Puising of Arthur.” "This is the drift of it: 

After a great many years, the ways of beasts and men 
grew bad, and Clote Scaurp spoke to them, and talked to 
them, till at last he was angry and yery sorry; and he could 
endure them no longer. 80 he came down to the shores of 
the great lake and there he madesa great feayt, and all the 
beasts came and feasted with him. But no men came to the 
feast, for they had grown altogether bad, and Clote Scaurp 
talked to the beasts very heavily, And after the fcast was 
done he got info a big canoe, and took his uncle, the Great 
Turtle, with him, and sailed straight out from shore over the 
hig lake into the setting sun, and the beasts looked after them 
until they could see them no longer. But Clote Scanrp was 
singing, and so was the Great Turtle, smd the beasts listened 
to them singing as they sailed away, after they could see 
them nolonger. And atlast they could not even hearthem; and 
all the beasts were silent, Then a yery strange thiag hap- 
pened, All the beasts who had always spoken our fongue 
were no morvable to understand each other, and they fed 
apart, each bis own way, and haye no more mot together in 
council, And Clote Scaurp’s dog, his hunting dog, whom 
Olote Scaurp would not take with him because his ways had 
been evil with the other heasts, goes wandering up and 
down the world searching for his master, and often he 
howls aloud in the night.* 

None of us woke next moruing till the sun was high up, 
and thedew all gone in the open places round the camp. 
The air was sweet with all sorts of wild perfumes, and alive 
with birds and butterflies. Bnt when we lad stretched our- 
selves and taken a look at the morning, wewere puzzled to 
account for a faint angry buzzing that seemed to come from 
under our blankets. We thought it wiser not to inyestivate, 
however, until breakfast was safely over, the tent struck and 
most of the packing done, Then, as we threw aside the 
blankefs, out streamed from a deep hole in the ground an 
indignant host of wild bees who had been made unwilling 
sluggards, kept from theiv morning's work by our luxurious 
slothfulness. But they seemed to bear us no serious grudge, 
being toodelithted over their recovered liberty to pay us 
the slightest heed, We left them feasting on some sugary 
remnants of our breakfast, and made no attemp! to rifle 
their little hoard of sweets, IT hope the industrions culony 
has prospered, and not heen discovered by Bruin’s inquisi- 
tive paw. . 

It was near noon by the time we were fairly afloat on the 
Toledi River now. This is a larger stream than the Squa- 
took, more violent and rapid, but less obstructed by rocks. 
The “falls” are less than half a mile from the lake, and 
many travellers ‘‘carry round” by a well-beaten trail through 
the woods rather than risk the descent. Indeed, the mighty 
plunging swells, the succession of leaps, the roar sand the 
tumult down between thoserocky walls, rendered the prospect 
by no nieans enticing when looked atin cold blood. We had 
surveyed all this the night before, and unanimously resolyed 
to carry round. But asound night’s rest, and the buoyancy 
of morning in that fresh atmosphere brought more audacious 
counsels, We were then as unanimous in the: resolution 
to “run it,” and we did. Itis no use attemping to describe 
it in detail, or tell how we didit. [only know we all yelled 
with fierce delight as we darted into the gorge, and 1 imagine 
our eyes stuek out, and our hair rose, Our muscles were like 
steel and we tingled to the finger tips, The were a few 
wild moments when eyery man did his best, without know- 
ing exactly how, forthe white surges Glashed deafeninely 
about us, and with shouts and cheers we sywept into the big 
eddy below the fall, drenched but safe. Tere was a cele- 
brated trout-hole, but the passion of travel was upot us, 
and we did not dream of staying. All the rest of the run 
downto Temisconata is like a dream. Few rocks, few 
shoals, a deep channel, and always this tearing current, 
Chutes we would huye stopped to explore in cooler 
moments, we rushed through now without « pause, and 
panted for those to come. At four in the afternoon a last 
mad rapid hurled us out into the expanse af Temisconata, 
where a heavy wind was blowing down the lake. This 
tamer our excitement, and yery quickly broutht us to our 
sober senses. We wished to cross directly, which brought 
the wind on our broadside, 1 condition of affairs sorely try- 
ing to birch bark, ‘The lake here is several miles in width, 
our canoes were deep Jaden, and there was running an ugly, 
heavy, chopping sea. This was the only serious danger we 
had yet encountered, and required all our energies, Thanks 
to Stranion and Ranolf, who were slecring the tanoesat the 
time, and on whom, therefore, all the responsibility and the 
heaviest share of the lahor devolved, tle passage was safely 
wecumplished, but, only after a severe struggle of nearly 
three hours’ duration. Then the little French village of 
Detour du Lae received a party of five well worn out men, 
From the villagers we obtained refreshments such as we 
were much in need of, fresh bread, milk and eggs, to say 
nothing of “‘hacca.” This turned out execrahle. Nut an im- 
provement on Sam's fried article. 
Leaving Detour du Lae early in the morning » puddle of 

eight miles or so over the now unruffled waters brought us 
to Madawaska River, the outlet. A broad, quiet. quick 
stream this, and we ran on all day gently and without ex- 
erlion, delaying at several noted pools long enough to land 
afew good fish, and stopping now and again to exchange 

* Governor Gordon got this story in almost the same form from 
some Indians on the Tobique River, See page 2 of “Wilderness 
Journeys.” O.G. DR, 

the news (pretty stale with us), the weather or the crops 
with some battered looking old Aaliten. These French 
Canadians are always polite, always hospitable, always 
Teady to confound one’s notions of French by an incompre- 
hensible volume of putaiy. Unless the traveler is a fluent 
talker in French and understands the Acadian modifications 
thereof, it_is wise to feign complete ignorance in self 
defense. This course will be sure to bring out some native 
who is familiar enough with English for all practical pur- 
poses. However, if you get one dubitan alone you may 
safely air your French upon him, if you so desire, 

About seyen we took tea in the old log house at Mud 
Lake portage, where we had encamped on’ the first night 
out from Edmunston. Late ss it was we were determined 
to push on and reach Hdmundston that night, About a 
quarter of A mile above the village a series of rapids com- 
mences, terminating in the ‘Little Falls” spoken of in the 
beginning of the paper. When we drew near this place it 
was between ten and eleven, the night was moonlight, but 
obscured with drifting clouds, and we had to descend the 
rapid in the gloom to within fifty yards of the falls. Jt wus 
uncomfortable work, but luckily there were no bad rocks 
on our side-the river, and the water was not too deep for us 
to use the poles to advantage. So keeping the canocs 
checked cautiously, and holding ourselves back gingerly, 
we dropped down to our old camping ground without ucci- 
dent, hauled up the craft in-a little cove, pitched tent as best 
we could in the dark, and soon were sleeping the sleep of the 
just—once more in Edmundston. 

Cranes G. D, Ropers. 
Frepertoros, New Brunswick, 

A MUNCHAUSEN WHALE STORY. 

BY EDWARD MANNING. 

"PILE ood steamer Katahdin was hound to Boston, The 
last bell had been rung, and as the gang-plank was 

hauled in and the lines cast off, the great wheels began to 
revolve, and soon she was steaming down the beautiful and 
placid Penobscot, The city of Bangor gradually passed 
from view, ind walking forward I took a camp stool, and 
seating myscl{ near the capstan on the hurricane deck I 
prepared to enjoy the picturesque and beagtiful scenery that 
extends buck from the river on either shore until it is lost 
in the gloom of the distant hills. The throb of the engine, 
combined with the balmy air, had a peculiarly quieting 
effect on the nerves, and the inclination to doze was almost 
irresistible, despite the beautiful and ever-changing views 
presented to the eye. 

While enjoying this delicious sensation and oblivious to 
all things else, [ was aroused by loud talking and laughing, 
which came from a group ef brown and hardy-looking men 
who were seated near the rail on the starboard side of the 
stexmer. They were apparently sailors, and as they spoke 
in very Jond tones 1 could not fail to hear their conversa- 
tion. One of the group was a powerfully built colored man, 
with hands and.feet of immense proportions, and us he was 
galled **Doctor™ by his ¢ompanions, I inferred that he was 
or had been a ship’s cook by profession, He had evidently 
heen telling some improbable sea story. The others were 
laughing and chaffing him about the ‘‘marine’ story he had 
told, Finally one of them, whom the others called “Chips,” 
said “if they would choke their jaw-tackle he'd tell them a 
whale story as isa whale story—and don't you forget it 
cither, Doctor.” ' 

This raised a laugh, and after a brief discussion of Ohips's 
reputation for veracity, he was told to “heave ahead.” 

‘Nearly twenty yeurs ago,” said he, ‘1 fond myself out 
to sea on a bluff-bowed old bark that was bound ona whaling 
voyage. The old hooker looked like a box under sail, and 
when she was on the wind she’d make as much leeway as an 
old mud scow. Her spars were rotten to the core, and if 
wis a mystery how they could hold themselves up. The 
mizazen topmast was in a particularly bad condition, The 
rats had eaten a big hole into it, near the heel, and when the 
rards were braced up on the port tack the wind would blow 
into if and make a ghostlike noise, 

“The captain of the old What Cheer (that was her name) 
was an awful big man, and his face was shaped like the 
stern of a Dutch man-of-war. But he was a good man, and 
treated his crew well. The only weakness he had was liie 
loye for the old bark. He was very particular with her 
decks and he kept us washing and holy-stoning them about 
half of thetime until we arrived on the whaling ground. 

“J was coming aft one day to relieve the wheel, and just 
as I was going on the quarter deck [ accidentally dropped a 
quid of tobaceo. I don’t chew much, and this quid wasn’t 
any bigger than a pea, The Captain happened to be stand- 
ing on the starboard side of the quarter deck, for’ard, when 
T dropped it, and he saw it, ; 
"What do you mean, sit! what do you mean, sir, by 

soiling my decks with such great chaws of tobacco?’ he said, 
very much excited, 

‘Tt was an accident, sir,’ I replied. ‘It is only a very 
small piece, Ill pick it up and throw it over the side, sir.’ 

** ‘No, sir; you shall not! It’s as large as a cocoanut! Go 
forard and get a shovel and broom.’ 

“T went for’ard, and after getting a shoyel and broom, he 
made me sieep this tiny chew of tobacco into the shovel, 

© ‘Carry tt carefully for’ard, sir, and when you get on the 
(gallant fork’sl, toss if as far to lu’ard as you can, sir.’ 

“He was so polite about it I thought I had better accom- 
modate him, and I went on the t’gallant fork’sl, and just as 
| tossed the shoyel the old bark gave a heayy Jureh to lu’ard, 
I let go the shovel, and it went spinning overboard. When 
I let goofit I threw up my hands and caught hold of the 
jib sheet. Tf. hadn't done this [ should have followed the 
shovel. The captain thought I threw the shoyel overboard 
intentionally, and he punished me by keeping me on deck 
my forenoon watch below for a week. 

“Well, at lasi we reached the Artic. You see, we were 
-afier fhe right-whales, and had lo go there to find them, 
We cruised for «a long time before we saw a blow, and once 
or twice the old hooker came near getting ripped in the ice, 
Tf this had happened she would have been squashed as flat 
as a pancake, ° 

“One day, about this time, fhe lookout in the ero’nest 
sang out ‘land ha!’ 

“The captain was surprised, for he didn't expect to see 
Jand hereabouts, He sent the mate uloft to see what be 
could make ont of it. He hadn’t been aloft lone when he 
bee the deck and reported the land to he a large floating 
ishind, 

“+A what, sir?’ replied the captain, astonished. 
‘A big floating island, sir!’ replied tne mate. 
‘You're crazy, sirl Who ever heard of a floating island 
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in the Artic Ocean? 
the captain. 

“T's n whale, sir!’ sang out the mate in a scared kind of 
a voice, 

“““That’s more like it, sir. 
captain,” 
Smelt him?” inguired the Doctor, 
“Yes, smelled him,” replied Chips. ‘Don’t you know 

that these old whalers can tell when a whale is around be- 
fore they can see him? Then how do they do it if they 
don't smell him? ‘The captain called the mate down from 
aloft, and the bark was steered for the hig whale. When 
we got within a quarter of a mileof him, the boats were 
lowered and we pulled toward him. I tell you he was a big 
fish! His back loomed up like a mountain, and he appeared 
to be a mile long!” 

“Fo? gwacious,” exclaimed the Doctor, 
“Didn't we feel scaréd when our boat got near him!” 

Chips continued, ‘‘l'd # given three months pay to be back 
onthe bark. Whenthe boats got near enough, the mate he 
says to the second mate, ‘Mr, Toby, pull your boat ahead, 
and throw the iron. What are you holding back for?’ Then 
the second mate hesays to the mate, ‘Mr, Blum, you pull 
ahend and throw the iron. What are you holding back 
for? Then the mate he got red in the face, and he says, 
‘give way, boys—who's afraid?’ 
“We were all afraid, and he knew it, but as he didn’t dare 

return to the bark before trying to harpoon the whale, we 
mustered up courage to pull the hoat near enough for hum 
to dart the harpoon, It struck the whale squarely in the 
hack. 

“Stern all!’ cried the mate, and I tell you we weren’t 
slow in backing the boat out of his way. The whale was so 
big if was some time before he knew anything had hit him, 
But when be did, wasn’t he mad! Hejust cathered himself 
up and started; and the way he took that boat through the 
water was awful) 

“Now, about lialf a mile ahead of the whale, there was a 
great iceberg drifting along. The whale saw it and he 
steered for it. head on, You see, he was so mad he didn’t 
stop to think, and he just ran his figurehead right into it. 
He struck it so hard that the ‘berg was knocked into little 
pieces, no bigzer than a good sized pumpkin, and it was 
nine hundred feet Nigh, and thirty-six hundred feet under 
water!” * 

“Fo” gwacious!" exclaimed the Doctor. 
‘He not only smashed the "berg, Doctor,” continued Chips, 

“but what suited us better, he smashed his own head, for 
which we felt very much obliged to him; for, 1 am certain, 
if he hadn’t killed himself, we couldn't haye killed lim, 
The bark had followed the boats, and when the captain saw 
the whale was dead, he just ran her alongside of his carcass, 
and made her fast. 

"Well, Doctor, it took four months to cut in that whale, 
and we got eight hundred tons of blubber out of him!” 

“Say, look hea now, Chips,” said the Doctor, “how many 
tons was dat bark of-yourn?” 

“Four hundred tons only,” replied Chips. 
“Den how you put eight hundred tons in her?” 
“Why, you see, Doctor, that was blubber. When the oil 

Take another look, sir,’ angrily said BYi) 

I smell him now,’ said the 

‘was tried out it shrank, and only Jeft four hundred tons.- 
That's clear enough. Don’t you see it?” 

“T 'speets you’s right, but ‘tain’t quite clar.”  - 
“Well, anyhow, itfilled the bark with oil, and we re- 

turned home and were paid off and discharged.” 
“Now, Chips, you don’t ‘spects dis nigger to believe dat 

yarn? I think you is de boss Nar of dis crowd.” 
Ring-a-ding ding, sounded « bell, and a porter came for- 

ward, singing out, ‘‘Passengers for Bucksport will land from 
the port side, aft.” 

WILD RICE. 

Editor Forest and Streani: 

In the spring of 1880 I received from Canada. five bushels 
of rice with directions for sowing. It came from one of 
your advertisers, and while he said it was not so wood a 
lime to sow it as it would be in the fall, yet he did not doubt 
that a good deal of it would come up. The rice was sown 
ip the shallow water at the head of Molechunkamunk, one 
of the Rangeley Lakes, in Maine, near my fishing camp, 
Birch Lodge, and was also sown in one of the smaller ponds 
near by. : 

So far as 1 could judge, the water and the hottom were 
hoth favorable to its growth, but none of if came up. We 
made careful search many times, but could never find any 
stalks. Thinking that the spring sowing was unfavorable, 
Thave this fall sent for, and received, ten bushels of this 
season’s growth from the same person, and Jast month it was 
sown in several places in the same waters, L shall report 
results, 1f any there are, next season. 

{ have been told that wild rice was sown in Lake Umba- 
gog, the lower of the Rangeley chain of Jakes, seyeral years 
ago, and that it now grows there toa limited extent, but 
have not becn able to verify the statement. There scems to 
be no reason why wild rice should not grow in Maine, and 
if it can be once started in the Rangeley waters it will add 
yery much to the attractiveness of tne region as furnishing 
food for ducks and wild geese, and thereby greatly improv- 
ing the fall shooting. Jt is to be hoped that others who 
have experimented with it will accept your inyitation to re- 
port. results in your columns, LAWRENCE. 

Boston, Novy. 25, 1842. 

Hunting -Acctpents.—Detroit, Mich.—The namber of 
casualties has been very large. The first ambition of the 
settler in the wilderness is to become the possessor of an old 
army musket; the second, to slay some fur-bearing animal 
and make himsclf a cap irom the skin. His favorite mode 
of hunting is to conceal himself in the thick brush beside a 
ynnway aod there await the passage of deer or turkeys. 
Enthusiastic young sportsmen who are o ' the look-out for 
pame of any description catch a glimpse of his fur eap in 
the bushes. Tney ¢reep nearer and nearer, trying to make 

out what manner of avimal itis. Soon it moves and the 
young sportsman instantly fires, If he be troubled with 
“buck-ngue,” the settler may fortunately escape, but the 
newspapers have teemed with accounts of just such killings 
forsihe past six weeks, interspersed with obituaries of the 
wentlemen who go through the thick brush dragging their 
guns by the muzzle, or sep over a log and pull their guns 
after them,— W. 

Breeprne oF Qcai,.—Crocketi's Bluff, Ark., Nov. 6.— 
Flushed a bevy of quail yesterday much (oo small to shoot, 
—BYRNE, ’ 
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Batnyal History. 

THE PINE SISKIN. 

Chirysonitris pinus. 

BY DR, ELLIOTT COUER. 

ERE we have a humble and, in fact, obscure member 
of the feathered circle, notable chiefly for the lack of 

any one of those strong points which may commend a bird 
to public notice or generalfayor. Diminutive in statute, 
of simple-streaky attire, ulbeit faced with buff or yellow, 
lisping in speech and withal oftenest mixed up with such 
more notable birds as crossbills and purple and goldfinches, 
the pine siskin is out of the question of possible notoriety. 
Nevertheless, his individuality is well marked; his history 
Is already a long if not a brilliant one, and 1 qnestion what 
one of our birds is better known to ornithologists than this 
‘poor relation” of the gaily-plumed goldfinch. 
Like many of Nis relatives of the finch family, this siskin 

is a very sociable little creature, so fond of the society of his 
fellows that the roying flocks ¢an. hardly be persuaded to 
separate even during the breeding and nesting season. 
Large numbers commonly make choice of the same piece of 
woods, or encamp for their sumiaer homes within sound of 

_~_ 

THE PINE SISKIN. 

each other's querulous chirpings, though each pair mind 
their own affairs with little heed to the general welfare, At 
all other seasons the flocks are inseparable. You will 
oftener see a dozen or & hundred of these birds together than 
find one by himself. 
They are restless to the last degree, Eyen when most as- 

siduously engaged at their repasts they are in continual mo- 
tion from one seed vessel to another, and often quit one 
feeding ground for another, howeyer eligible, as if actuated 
by a sudden incontrollable impulse. Their thin wiry yoices 
are incessantly heard is they move «bout, now in a lisping, 
querulous undertone, as if they were soliloquizing, now 
with a harsher, rattling note, as they take alarm and move 
off on swift, undulating wink to another tree or to a patch 
of dry, rustling herbage, like the tneasy gadabouts they 
surely are, Yet it is not an unpleasant sight to see a flock 
of siskins once settled comfortably in some inviting tree 
where seeds aye plentiful, and obserye with what address 
they shell out their food from its husk, how nimbly they 
creep and flutter about, what striking attitudes they momen- 
tarily assume, and how completely absorbed they become m 
the practical question before them, only stopping now and 
then to utter a drawling note or two, as it were, with their 
mouths full, and from shecr force of their loquacious habit. 
Not that they are at all unhappy, or have anything to com- 
plain of, but they never seem to forget that they are ‘‘poor 
critters” after all, as the Widow Bedott would say, 

Nevertheless, these forlorn little creatures fare bountifuily, 

THE AMURICAN GOLDTINCH. 

if not sumptuously, a great yariety of food to their liking 
being always accessible. The seeds of all the conifers where 
‘so many siskins spend their time—of the alders, birches, 
buttonwoods, and many other deciduous trees; of plantains, 
thistles, and an endless array of composite and amentaceous 
plants, furnish a plentiful and varied repast, to be had in 
turn as the fancy takes them. You may sec a flock of sis- 
kinsone moment swinging on the globular, slender-stemmed 
fruit of the buttonwood, as represented in the figure, and 
the next find them fluttering almost on the ground, ina 
patch of planteins—occasionally on the ground itself, pick- 
ing up scattered seeds that have been shaken ont of their 
dry und splitting capsules, Fire into the busy group, if 
you care to, and, ten to one, the victims of your curiosity 
will be found so fat that you will haye some trouble in 
preparing them for the caliinet, and their distensible throats 
so crammed wit!) seeds as to perceptibly set the feathers of 
the throat awry. We unconsciously associate the word 
“crop” so Closely with fowls and pigeons, that all are not 
aware how many birds have the swallow tube dilated into a 
kind of crop, which bulges to one or the other side, for the 
temporary reception and maccration of seeds hastily plucked, 
while the gizzard below may be already full. Very many 
finches possess this peculiar structure of the wsophagus, 
and this siskix is one of them, ey 

In most parts of the United States the siskin is associable 
in our minds with fally weather, leafless trees and ficlds- 
which, baving yielded up their crops, are left to the in 

[Dre. %, {ee ¢ 

roads of coarse, arrogant herbage, For the “bird, in mos 
places, is 4 winter visitor, who comes oftenest with th 
winds that bring us redpolls, crosshills and snowbirds from 
their homes in higher latitudes. But this spucivs is far 
from heing the very ‘Northern stranger” that Wilson, wha 
first described it, considered itto be. Further on ] shall 
show how numerously it breeds in many of nur States, to 
say nothing of the vast extent of Alpine’ ¢ountry in the 
West, and evenin Mexico, which it inhabits in summer. 
This strange misconception, originating with Wilson, has 
been faithfilly perpetuated to the present day. Thus, Dr, 
Brewer states in one place that it extends ifsiireyular migra- 
tions into the Central States, as far as Southern Pennsyl- 
vania, leaving it inferrible that thus it gues no farther; yet 
on the next two pages, he quotes his humble servant, and 
Audulion, too, as authorities for the presence of the bird in 
South Carolina and. Kentucky, ’ 

For the Pacific side of the continent Dr, Brewer on one 
page assigns Northern California as the southern limit, and 
on the next cites Sumichrast for the fact that the bird is a 
common resident of Mexican table-lands. Such contra¢dic- 
tions ave unworthy of their practiced author, thoagh per- 
haps inseparable from manuscript prepared for the press 
in the pecnliar manner in which these bird biographies ap- 
pear to have been wrought. The fact is, as stated by the 
wriler I here regretfully criticise, that this bird ‘‘brecda 
throughout the British Provinces, Northern Maine, New 
Hampshire, Vermont, New York, Michigan, and thence to 
Washington Terrilory, in all the evergreen forests;’ and 
that, furthermore, it also breeds in the A)pine regions of 
Oregon, California, Utah, Neyada, Idaho, Wyoming, Colo- 
rado, Arizona, and New and Old Mexico; that some indi- 
viduals may be found the year through in the places where 
they live in summer, and that others spread in winter over 
all the United States in suitable placcs, unless the extreme 
South Atlantic and Gulf States are to be excepted, 

Its moyements, howeyer, are so erratic, that no periodical 
migration at particular times, nor abundance in any given 
locality, can be safely counted upon. , At all times except- 
ing during the breeding scason, the state of the weather 
seems to have more to do with its movements than the — 
orderly advance of the seasons; and its ultimate local dis- 
tribution depends still moré upon abundance or scarcity of 
suitable food in this or that spot. The extreme northern 
dispersion of the species is probably not yet ascertained with 
precision; but we have advices of its presence in summer 
from Labrador to the Saskatchewan. 

The best account that we possess of the breeding habits 
and nesting of the pine siskin has heen furnished by Dr, C. 
Hart Merriam, in the interesting article published in 
Fores? AND StReam of July 18, 1878, to whic 
is referred, 
To the excellent figure of the bird giyen with this article 

we add an eyually characteristic portrait of the American 
goldfinch, Axtragalinus tristis, the siskin’s nearest relative 
in this country. 

HOOP SNAKES, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Iwas greatly interested in the discussion of the hoop 

snake in your columns during the past summer and fall, and 
since that discussion was begun I have had opportunities 
for gathering a few facts that may or may not be new, Let 
meé premise hy saying that jike most ‘‘wonder stories,” 
those told of the hoop snake are not wholly without foun- 
dation, ‘There is no doubt some reptile, possibly more than 

the reader 

| 

one, that has been made the subject of many slight inac-— 
acuracies, until the grand result is ‘the deadly hoop suske,. 
Last summer while strolling in the woods near White River, 
in company with a very superstitious colored man, I shot 
amedium-sized snake which he declared to be the rattlesnake’s 
pilot, and gravely informed me that my luck us a sports- 
man would he bad forthe rest of the season, a prediction 
that has not. been verified, The snake's tail hada sharp 
horny point, 
different route, they reported a similar find, and had severed 
the thorn from the tail, and had it with them, fo the great 
horror of our colored friend, who insisted on hunting alone 
for the remainder of the day, 
A few days after, on the other side of the river, 1 was 

hunting in company with a friend who hud once lived in 
Georgia, the ancestral home ef the hoop snake. He called 
my attention to a reptile which he assured me was the 
original and only genuine “hoop,” I killed him, fortunately 

On rejoining some friends who had taken a 

hitting him with only one shot just back of the head. The — 
motions of his snakeship while in the death agonies were 
such as to leave no doubf as to which he considered the 
“business end.” Repeated blows with the tail were aimed — 
at the place where the-hurt was received, I have no 
library of reference sufficient to enable me to identify the 
specimen, but his ‘descriptive list” is as follows: Specimen 
not full grown, length thirty-two inches, color on Yack blue 
black with metallic luster, on belly brownish, with darker 
spots, shading off into a rusty color toward the tail, sides 
mottled with bright red spots about the size and shape of a 
piue tree shilling, square with irregularly rounded corners, 
head subconical or heart-shaped, supposed to be character- 
istic of yenomous reptiles, tail with sharp horny spike not 
fully deyeloped forward, as the specimen was young, but 
pertectly havd and sharp at point, rows of scalus 19, g. 
175, This 1s probably the reptile hest entitled to the honors 
belonging to the name of hoop snake. Ido not vouch fo his 
taking his tail in his mouth and rolling like a hoop. That 
is a mere trifle anyhow and ought nol {o be insisted on. 

Sarmon Ror, 
Jacksonport, Ark., Noy, 20), 1882. - . 
(The specimen killed is undoubtedly Fiawnwia alacurus, 

B. and G., a southwestern species, There are several species 
of serpents in which the tail ends ina hard point.] 

Loox Our ror Taem,—Snowy owls are being shot in 
Pennsylvania, showing the approach of a cold winter, Two 
were lately killed near Scranton; one last week was taken 
toa Bethlehem taxidermist for mounting; while, in New 
York State, | hear of a number. Will not you request your 
correspon‘ients that have any come under their observation 
tomake known the facts? Perhaps other Arctic species 
have shown themselves.—Homo, [As already noted in 
these columns, crossbills, pinégrosbeaks and snow bunlings 
madé their appearance in Massachusetts soon after Nov. 1.) 

Wuitt Deprn.—The West Sullivan, Maine, Bulletin of 
Noy. 25 reports: ‘‘On Monday some of our gunners shot a 
very large deer; he was white, pink ears, and had the largest 
antlers of any deer which has been shot for years past, This 
fine specimen should have becn preserved, as this herd of 
‘white deer’ will soon be exterminated,” 
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Gane Bag ayd Gun. 

WING-SHOCOTING WITH THE RIFLE. 
ULT-quit-quit-whirr-ra-r! Tam suddenly aroused from 
my day dream nbout how neatly I picked that lagt gray 

squirrel (that is safely stowed away in my game pocket) jn 
Miehead. The noble grouse suddenly springs into the air 
and starts towurd the alders, but changing his course, wheels 
into the open road and takes his line of flight straight away. |: 

lnstinetively my thumb diaws back the hammer of my 
little .22 Ballurd, it leaps tomy shoulder, and through the 
Lyman sight 1 instantly cateh the bead, 

The top of the bead just touches the fleeing bird and I pull. 
There is 2 tiny report Jike the erack of a. whip, and—wvhat is 
the matter with me? AmTill? J feel the hot blood rush- 
ing like a tornado to my brain, my heart is pounding like a 
sledve hammer againstmy yest. I reel like a drunken man, 
for iny head whirls like a top, GanI believe my eyes? 
Yes, there he is in the road, his wings besling the tattoo of 
death full fifty yards from me. Twenty-tive years ago I 
experienced the same sensation that set my blood on fire to- 
day, low with ligthning-like rapidity I bridge over those 
long years, and how distinctly 1 recall the shooting of my 
first bird on the wing. Since thattime I have killed hun- 
dreds of flying grouse, and it is many years since I have had 
the fall of a birdaffect me as it has to-day. Shooting them 
on the wing with a shotgun Joolsed as much of an impos- 
sibility to me then as shooting them with arifle did a few 
months ago, 

Reguining my senses after seeing the pvouse in the road, 
I break obt in a tremendous yell of delight Gf that will ex- 
press it) and Jack, my companion (whois two hundred yards 
away, Watching a groyé of oaks for gray squirrels), hastens 
across the field to me and ingnires what the trouble is. I ex- 
plain what Ihave done, Jack says it wae nothing but a 
chance shotand that I never gan do it again. Then with 
some very vigorous vemarks addressed to some imaginary 
heing called Damit (also informing the aforesaid being that 
the supposition was that he had accidentally shot himself) also 
looking as though he (Jack) was very much disappointed 
that such was not the fact, he climbs over {he wall and takes 
a bee-line for the oaks again. [Nott,—Jack occasiunally 

. sls old shotgun, off-hand, when he cannot find 4 rest 
or it, , 
L have tried a few shots at various times at erows, hawks, 

ete., on fhe wing, with a rifle, but never with success until 
this season, T lind that with the Lyman rear sight I can 
see distinctly and can catch the bead and fying objectso quick 
that itis among the possibilitics fo kill some game that 
is on the wing, while for still shots it can’t be beat. (This I 
write for the good of the reader who hunts with a rifle) I 
find that I fired seven shots to begin with and missed seven 
flying bird. The eighth bullet cut feathers from a bluejay 
nearly overhead, while the tenth shot killed the ‘‘hurtlng 
rouse’ over which there haye been so many wordy battles 
ought in Forest anp Srream. ‘The outcome of it is that 
lnow have wing-shooting with a rifle on the brain, and 
although I do not expect to kill the cunning, crafty, hurt- 
ling grouse with a single bullet, I shall try him if he gives 
me any such opportunity as the one did that I got. Next 
spring Iintend to’ give the glass balls and. clay pigeous 
a round, and I expect to smash some of them anyway. 
would like yery much to hear from the readers of Fornsr 
AND SirReam who are experienced in wing-shooting with a 
rifle, and any points that are given by them may be accept- 
able fo many of your readers as well as to - 

Trox RAMRop. 
SOMERVILLE, Mass., November 25, 

ISSAQUENA—OQUEEN OF THE DEER, 
| esiekees SA arnt Se of the Deer’—could once claim 

thal, proud distinction, as Indian tradition tells us; but, 
are few and far between, The hunter's rifle 

is not so much to blame for this asthe waters from the Mis- 
sissippi River. The flood Jast spring destroyed these pretty 
animals by the thousand, and the negro wifh his old musket 
as many more. My farm was captured by the water on the 
morning of March 16. I stood upon my gallery and saw 
hundreds of deer passing througa the field making their way, 
to the levees and the few Indian mounds scattered over the 
country. Matry were shot by my tenauts, permitted by me 
because of the destituté circumstances of many of them, 
with the waters fast rising around theit humble dwellings, 
their crop prospect destroyed, and with it all hope for credit 
‘at the country stores, where they usually draw supplies 
upon mortyage liens on growing crops. Many were destined 
10 suiter for food, lence the leaiency of planters and others 
in enforcing the game laws. The frightened deer took refuge 
from the water upon logs and in yacant houses, in fact, any- 
where that afforded standing room, Two were killed stand- 
ing in my gin house on the gin stand, while the upper story 
wis oucupiel by refugee negroes, Six or eyrht were driven 
from the plantation church. Six were killed in an old out- 
house, and many were shut while standing on logs. Icould 
count up 150 deer killed here during the high water, which 
lasted two weeks. 

Of course deer are now yery scarce in these forests, but 
there are some left, Two, that oceupied a log close to my 
house, were allowed to remain, and where they stayed until 
the waters subsided. They would leave the log in the even- 
ing and swim to the foliage of young trees, where they 
would browse, thus sustaining life until the waters went 
down. Wehud muny interesting and exciling chases after 
them ir hoats, the light canoe or dugout being uscd for this 
purpose, The dugout is a boat formed from 4 tree, hollowed 
out and dressed down to ita lightest weight, furnishing a 
light, easily propelled, swift-running craft. I wasin several 
of these chises, when i, was an efisy race (0 cupture @ deer. 
Once, R. M. Smith, Jr, “the beer hunter of Tssaqnena’ 
Qvhom I will mention again soon), and your correspondent 
were goin from the Jatter’s plantation to the river, escorting 
a party of refugees and some of their effects in a large 
akiff, “We were traveling the public road # li Venice, when 
T noticed a large dot lying on 4 floating log, just in advance 
of our boat, and proposed that we cap.ure her. “Bob was 
agreeable,” so, heading’ our dugout for the pretty crea- 
ture, the race began, Seeing ns approach, she rose from ber 
reclining: position, stood erect, watching us with her large, 
mournfl eyes, until within a few feet of the Ing—one 
plunge, and she wus off—and now the race was on in earnest, 
She was making for a cane thicket to ourright. A few 
vigorous stvokes of the paddle, ancl we headed ler to open 
water; a few mort strokes, and we were alongside. IT made 

alas! now the 

a grasp at her ears, but, fortunately for me, missed; had T 
succeeded, perhaps 1 broken arm would have been the re- 
sult; but I was too excited to consider the consequences, 
As I failed to eatch her, of course she dodged and changed 
her course, This necessitated our doing the same, and gave 
her the start, but we soon caught up, and as Bob placed the 
boat alonsside I grasped the deer’s tail and held Ler, Once 
secured, we towed her to the skill, where two darkeys tied 
her and placed her in the skiff. We carried her home; but 
that nicht she was killed by o orse, Several others were 
captured, but would not survive captivity. 

Deer are now scarce, bears plentiful, and turkeys are in 
vast nitmbera, The water did not trouble the bears or the 
turkeys; both occupied trees until the waters went down; 
they are now 4s plentiful as ever. Few turkeys are killed, 
but Bruin suffers every time it pleases my friend Smith to 
so for him. Ie and several other young men haye formed 
isporting club, and are provided with bear dogs, tanta, and 
all the paraphernalia that go to make up a complete hunting 
ontfit. They are all young men and in love with the sport; 
are not hunters for market, having never sold a pound of 
meat nor a single head of game killed, They were out week 
before Jast and, as usual, added another bear skin to iheir 
store, Issaquena county affords good sport in bear hunting, 
and if anyone is inclined to try the sport, a line to R, M. 
Smith, Jr., to the aildress at foot of this letter, will secure 
his attention, Itis for sport, nof mouey, that he hunts, and 
ag he is whole-souled, hospitable and fenerous, readers of 
the Fores? anb SvReEAM would enjoy a hunt with him. 

Quail shooting is fair, Ducks are now fast filling our 
lakes and bayous, and shooting them affords fine sport and 
plenty of il. With good dogs fair bags can be made in the 
woodcock shooting, We shoot them at night, by torch- 
light, his is no shipe-hunting story, where you are left to 
hold the hag. 

Steele’s bayou and the many lakes surrounding afford fine 
black bass fishing at this season of the year. It just “can’t 
be beat.” SrEeapn’s Bayou. 
MAYERSVILLE, Miss. 

GUNNING ALONG THE SACRAMENTO. 

(ee {he severely cold winter of the DWastern 
States will soon send the sportsmen of your section 

within doors, we of the Pacifie slope are hardly in the midst 
of our best season for small game. The ducks were late in 
their coming this fall, but at last they are upon us in force, 
and I do not recollect of having known—during my twenty- 
Bait years’ residence in this State—vaterfowl more plenti- 
ful than at present writing, Throughout the great Sacra- 
mento and San Joaquin valleys are ihe great tule marshes 
ot the State, the fayorite and often secure retreat of all the 
various kinds of ducks and wild geese. snipe, plover, cur- 
lew, ete. In some places the sloughs come into close prox- 
imify to the timber on the botiomlands, where the quails 
and rabbits raise their young, so that one may often bring 
home a miscellancous bag of game. My own experience of 
a few days ago will serve to illustrate what is not an un- 
ustal experience of sportsmen in this section. Not feeling 
quite well. and believing that a few hours’ tramp in the 
company of dog and gun would set the machinery of my 
system to running a liltle more smoothly, I left my work 
at 2 P.M. and strolled out of the city in the direction of 
some sloughs that are seldom devoid of waterfowl], 

On my way I had to pass around the outskirts of a strip 
of young timber, principally sycamores, willows and cot- 
tonwoods, and in so doing surprised myself by blundering 
tight into a covey of quails, which immediately took a bee 
line into the air and settled themselves amone the topmost 
branches of the tallest sycamores. (I stopped one of the 
towerers, however, before he got there.) Failing to get the 
birds out I went on, and after emerging from. the brush 
(this was only a mile und a half trom a city of 25,000 inhab- 
itants) found another covey out in the short grass, Being 
between them and thei favorite hiding place, and knowing 
their habits quite well, [ fired a shot at onve to make them 
seatter and hide in the grass, which they did, This was 
very near the edge of a slough along the edge of which was 
a, thin fringe of high tule, or flags, which hid the water from 
wy view, and I didnot know that there were ducks there. 
But there were, and of course they took wing, but did nob 
get out of range before I brought down « couple of fine, 
plump. bluebils with my left barrel, which was loaded with 
only No. ) shot. Then I went after the quail, and before 
they got-back to the brush had bagged six of them, The 
afternoon was bright and the ducks scarce, so I went to 
another slough which is lined with springy, boggy banks, 
where I often found English snipe, and tuey were there 
then. Having a fair supply of No. 9 cartridges with me, I 
weut for the long-billed fellows, and by the time the sun 
had begun to gild with its gorgeous crimson and golden 
hues the neighboring snow-ciad summits of the Sierras, I 
found I had thirteen big, fat snipe, seven quail, two ducks 
and a cottontail, 

This was pretty good for a short afternoon's hunt, bub L 
Was not quite satistied, I believed there would be a fair 
flight of ducks in the evening from the marshes that Jay a 
few miles to the west, so I waited by one of the sloughs 
until the great oak trees cast broad and forbidding shadows 
over the plains; and then, just as I began to grow chilly 
and disappointed, the dusky fowls put in an appear- 
nce, First came the teals, skimming low above the 
ground in their swift, erratic fight, and [ had to empty a 
great many shells at the little fellows to get half a dozen of 
them. Soon the widgeon came along in big flocks, hut too 
high, and occasionally a pair of mallards for a choice place 
to feed, while above them all I could oceasionally hear the 
rushing noise made by a big body of canyas-backs, but could 
not feta chance at them, as they knew where they were 
going, and it was !o some place offer than shallow sloughs. 
It soon became too dark to see the teal which 1 knew must 
lave come within ten or fifteen yards of me, and I set out 
for town, which [reached in halféan hour, My bag counted, 
when I reached home, four mallards and seven teal, hesides 
the two other ducks, seven quails, thirteen snipes and vah- 
bit before mentioned. J thouzht that a pretty sneeessful 
fony hours’ shoot, within almost gunshot of 4 city that turns 
out every week about as many gunners ag any place of its 
size in the Union, This illustrates the variety of sport that 
is to be had in many parts of this State. bait 

T know you do not favor pigeon-slaughtering as it is often 
carried on; still, asa matter of news, I will say that there is 
abie match pending between the O'Neal Gun Olnh, of 
Stockton, Ara the Foresters of this city, The former has 
among its members several of the best shots in the State, aad 
has recently strenshtened its trap-sheoting team, by taking 
in five of the best shots of another Stockton club. The Hor 
esters, muny Of whom have hid no experience at the trap, 

are the challenged parties, and the proposed stake is $500 a 
side, the challenge being for fifteen men of the club lo shoot 
asa team. The Sacramento gentlemen fear that their Stock 
ton friends have put a job on them by witholding their 
challenge until they Had got the best shots in their county 
into their club, So they haye replied to the O'Neals that 
if they will make it a county affair they will meet them. 
Should the Stockton club agree to this, the Foresters will 
select Rontier, Chapman and perliaps Beklon and Riddle of 
the Folsom Qlub, Mack of the Ro»sevelts, and possibly one 
or two of the several ‘free lances” that are about. They 
have alyeady some ten members that are fit to shootin any 
company, butconlil hardly put forth an effective team of 
fifteen. The match, should it vome olf, will be a hot and 
interesting one, 
Eyery once in a while we meet an Nastern sportsman oul 

here, Last spring the writer had a jolly two days’ hunt 
with §, A, Tucker, of the Parker gun house, and Harry 
Comstock, representing tle Baker oun, Both are good fel- 
lows and first-class gentlemen—men who do not Ing ‘the 
shop” into their everyday intercourse with people. They are 
effeative agents, however, und did well on this coast A 
few weeks ago Comstuck dropped down upon us suddenly 
in all his manly beauty, being on his way home from Ore- 
fon on another business trip. Do you know him? Well, 
they say he looks very much like President Arthur, aid 
that probably accounts for the way people stared at him 
while here, Next spring we'll Lave them all here again— 
Tucker, and his big shoes, cigarette shooting bat, corduroy 
suit and reindeer’s frock, aid Comstock with his black coat 
and shining plug hat—to go out for a goose hunt] TRoAN’. 
SACRAMENTO, California, Nov. 26. 

ONTARIO DEER SHOOTING. 
Liditor Forest and. Stream: 
My suggestion that October 1 is Jate for pleasure parties 

to enter the Ontario woods seems, according to the Canadian 
Spertsiman, to have brought out some criticism, but for all 
siid about ‘thot water for shaving,” and ‘‘feather-bed sports: 
men,” I still affirm that September 15 is better Than October 
1 to enter the Northern woods for 4 month’s trip. Were I 
expecting to tary but two weeks, I should go about Sep- 
tember 26, but it has been my practice for a number of 
years to spend one month out of the twelve among the moun- 
tains, lakes, and streams of the North. Among other 
places, besides the Canadas, | make trips to the pine woods 
of Northern Michigan, Maine, the Adirondacks, etc. Dur- 
ing all wy experience the two most enjoyable weeks in every 
trip Laye been the last in September and the first in October, 
Flics and mosquitocs have never troubled after September 
20. Tusually Jeaye home so as to arrive well back in the 
woods about September 19 or 20, and during the last five 
years the four succeeding weeks have been so free from 
storms that camping without tents wherever night hap- 
pened to »yertalke us was not an unpleasant occurrence. 

According to the remarks of my friend across the border, 
one is led to suppose that it is an enjoyable privilege and 
heroie act to tramp through or sleep out in a cold Noyember 
or Jast of October storm; but 1 suspect that one of those 
storms would find him (as it should every sensible man at 
thaf season of the year) not-so fearless of *‘soft water” but 
what his nights would be spent under the friendly shelter of 
a good log cabin or commodious tent. It has never been, 
and I Lope never will be, my plan te hie to some back set- 
tler's honse or snug cabin and make that my home for ui 
month. Lenjoy thé varied experiences of a march through 
the wilderness to some distant point, but the most exciting 
and enjoyable trip to me is m canoeing up some strange 
river, where new and unlooked-for scenery presents itself at 
eyery turn. A tripof this kind cannot be taken with cum- 
bersome luggage, tents, ete, There are always long and 
short portages to overcome, and | have carried a canoe on 
my back too much to enjoy making three or four trips across 
a portage for extra baggage. Then there are large lakes to 
cross, and the last of October orfirst of November is hardly 
a safe time for crossing them. 

1 remember in 1878 following up the west branch of the 
Penobscot, and while on the return trip ut x point below 
Mount Katahdin we were windbound and could not cross 
Ambajejus and Pamedomcook lakes for a number of days, 
Tt would have been exceedingly rash for experienced guides * 
to have crossed. We had no guides and did not consider 
our experience equal to the undertaking. This was about 
Oct. 16. Twenty days before tuis the lakes were compar- 
itively quiet, and a bark canoe could cross them any day 
with perlect safely. The nearer the approach of winter the 
rougher the waters become, and the colder the nights the 
more blankets.must be carried. 
Lhaye no doubt but Oct. 1 is well enough for those who 

go simply for a hunt amid familiar scenes where the ‘‘lay 
of the ground” is known. Ido not go to the woods simply 
to establish myself m some permanent camp and see how 
inany deer { can kill. If there is a place in the wilderness 
that Lhuve heard and ean heir nothing about that Is the 
place Ilike to seek owt. I dearly enjoy the rod and gun, 
but were it against the law to carry either, the vivers, 
mountains and lakes would attract me to them every year 
just the same. At the proper seuson of the year a person may 
without risk push alicad into an unknown wilderness and 
camp when necessary under a hastily constructed brush 
hnt, bus late in the season he who goes ahead without 
knowing where le is tocamp it storms arise (unless he is 
inured to this kind of life by more than ordinary experi- 
ence) is violating a law of health and tempting Providence, 
“I ath glad to see my critic ‘go for” ull Americans who 
annualy yisit Ontario, as he says, “for the almighty dol- 
lar’s sake,” and I trust that his own countrymen will not be 
passed by on that subject. 

“UT's” last lelter emightens me upon the subject of the 
exportation of deer, the season for using dogs, etc. He 
foes on to say that he cannot believe that any hunter can 
kill twenty-five or thirty deers week in any part of Ontario; 
but I know positively that one hunter killed seventy-four 
deer in ten days last winter, hauled them out and seamed 
them from Renfrew station, on the Canada Pacific road. I 
took pains to see the station agent about it, und he told me 
that he waybilled sixty-tive of them in one shipment, the 
balance of them were sold out about there, Of course this 
ig an extraordinary exception, but it shows that the thing is 
possible, and, doubtless, is of more frequent oceurrence 
thin officers of game protective clubs are aware of. Now, 
Jaflirm that there should be a restrittive clause in the 
Ontario game Jaws, 80 that no one man should be slowed 
fu ship more than three, or at the most, five deer at a time 
from any slation at any season ofthe year. In conclusion, 
I will suy to “IT.,” whom J honor for his outspoken loyalty 
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tothe office he holds in the game protective association of 
Ontario, that 1 hope to continue fo visit the Ontario woods 
commencing with September 18 or 20, and if the Jaws ean- 
not and ought not to be so modified as to allow pleasure 
parties 16 eat yenison (if they are so lucky as to capture any 
in the donse foliave) before Oct. 1, then I must be content 
with partridge and black bass, for I suall try to respect the 
law; but if Tam compelled to do this, I sincerely hope that 
Tshal! not hear on the same trip of amy more sixty-five deer 
shipments. 
We ‘“‘feather-bed sportsmen” will be content fo go with- 

ont deer and pneumonia that our friend of the Canadiun 
Sportsman may have both Jater in the season. B. G, A. 
Cornecricur, Dee, 1, 1882. 

GREAT DEER HUNT AT SANDWICH. 

f | (ieee South Abington (Mass.) Sportsman's Club numbers 
among its mémbers many who have distinguished 

themselyes in hunting exploits, both in variety and in the 
manuer in which the game has been killed; but that the 
picked team sent to Sandwich this fall to sustain the repu- 
tation of the club have not eclipsed all previous perform- 
ances; I leave the reader to judge by the following tale. 

After due deliberation in which the club held several 
secret meetings, the team was selected. First on the list 
came Matt., a devoted sportsman, whose success in winning 
first prize in the powder match this summer secured him a 
place on the team. On being questioned about deer shooting 
he vonfessed ignorance, but was allowed to go provided his 
shells be loaded and examined by a committee before leav- 
ing, Next came Chris., the old reliable, in whom everyone 
felt the most confidence. He was also questioned by the 
club, and gaye several yivid deseriptions of fox huntsin 
which he had participated, but as some one else had invari- 
ably shot the tox, he was about to be rejected, when it was 
suggested that he had hetter be taken along to play high- 
low-jack with Matt. It was voted to send Ohris. Seth the 
silent was called and told his little story. He had killed 
everything from a rabbit to u polar bear, excepting, of 
course, deer. He, however, made fair promiscs, and his 
name was booked withouf further ceremony. At this point 
©. F. arose and said he had prepared @ paper ou deer shoot- 
ing, which hewould read with the club’s permission. He 
was allowed to proceed, and read a very exhaustive and care- 
fully prepared article, entitled ‘‘Deer and where to find 
them,” At the conclusion it was yoted tosend Frank. To 
this Constable Smith objected, saying that he himself had 
hud more experience in deer shooting than C, F., at the 
same time producing proofs of his statement, The club 
after deliberating a few moments decided to send both, 
Jacob the faithful was next interviewed. He informed the 
club that he had frequently paid a visit to the deer on Boston 
Common, and felt confident that he should recognize one in 
4 wild state, and should do his level best to bring home mut- 
ton. His name was put down amid cheers. 

One day about a week after the aforesaid examination an 
unusual collection of baggage on a down\ard-bound Cape 
train occasioned considerable remark from that much-abused 
elass usually called baggage smashers, and on one end of an 
jron-hound trunk Seth enlightened the uninitiated with a 
panoramic description of a deer hunt, while the rest of the 
deer sJayers formed an admiring audience. 

Upon their arrival at Sandwich they were mistaken by 
some of the citizens fora delegation sent frum Congress to in- 
quire into the workings of the ship canal company, but a few 
explanations set that matter right, and all hands repaired to 
the hotel to make arrangements for a grand hunt the next 
day. Guides and dogs were engaged, and after supper all 
turned in to dream of deep-voiced hounds and antlered 
stags. 

-revious to their departure arrangements had been made 
providing that in case a deer shonld be killed a telegram 
should announce the fact to the club. The first day no deer 
Wis started, and the party returned to the hotel with colors 
at half-mast. On the second day the men were all on their 
stations, when a deer was started, Supposing of course 
that the game was good as dead, they took one man off his 
stand and started him for the telegraph office with the mes- 
sage, ‘Killed a deer;” but now the old adage, ‘‘there's 
many a slip,’ was verified; for ihe deer took ihe opposite 
course from that which it was naturally supposed he would 
take, and passed through the line at the point just vacated 
by the messenger. Deer and dogs were not seen nor heard 
again that day. 
~The next day was a blank; so was the next; and so was 

every day the party remained. 
How they al) reached home noone knows, Excepting 

that mysterious telegram nothing was heard of them far 
two weeks. Finally one evening in came Chris,, and was 
immediately surrounded by an eager crowd of questioners; 
but all they could get ont of him was ‘‘Confonnded hard 

You say anything to him now about deer, and he 
smiles a melancholy smile that speaks louder than words, 
They wl want to try it over again, but the majority of the 
members think that the quicker and cheaper way is to buy 
one, have it mounted and set up in the elub-room; for as 
the matter now stands ccrtain members of the club will 
never seé a deer unless something of the Kind is done. 
Sours Agine'ros, Mass. SASSACTS. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

iG is very evident that our people of the gun and dog who 
expected to find quail in greatly increased numbers this 

autumn are ‘disappointed. To be sure birds have heen 
found more plentiful this season, but the gain has not been 
very marked; and should the coming winter be a severe one, 
as it bids fair to be, and should plenty of snow fall, 4s will 
most likely be the case, the quail will again need to be pro- 
lected and nursed through until another mating season, 
Boh White has not yet recovered from the blow he received 
winter before last, and it will be more necessary then that 
we should diligently watch him this winter, and have his 
wellare carefully looked after by the several game associa- 
tious of the country. 

Shooting in Delaware during the past month has been 
food, so to speak, but the birds lave been hard to find, 
feeding close to cover, into which it waa almost impossible 
to follow them, after they were put up. Out of six coyeys 
of birds found by a party of friends, who were shooting in 
Delaware, five were pointed in the woods, where plenty of 
feed seams to have kept the quail from seeking the open. 
Sportamen will be more apt to catch the birds in the 
siubbles, now that the weather has turned colder; but then 
we are having and are Hkely to have plenty of snow this‘ 

to haye for our muskets. 
ple reason that if a soldier fired his piece with one in its 
muzzle, the piece was almost certain to be ruined. 
seen at the arsenal hundreds of guns thus ruimed, or by hay- 
ing some other obstruction im the muzzle of the gun, even 
so simple a thing as an oiled rag to keep out dirt and mois- 
ture very often produces the same effect, a8 alsosnow, mud, 
etc,, and let it be remembered also that such results follow, 
whether the cartridge used be ball or blank, We don't know 
very much about airspaces asyet, though we are trying hard 
enough to find out as much as possible about them, Of one 
thing we have, however, learned, which your correspondent 
seems toignore, and that is that they are in many cases dan- 
gerous, 

| 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

December, which will “play hob” with the shooting and 
birds likewise. 

Duck shooting never was better thanitis naw, At Gun- 
powder (Bir and Little), af Bush River, and at Havre de 
Grace, canvas-backs, redheads und blackheads have heen 
plentiful, Redheads and Blackheads were more numerous 
when the season opened; canyas-backs have shown them- 
selves in greater Numbers within the past two weeks. Two 
or three of the private outfits for ducking at Havre de Grace 
and neighboring grounds have been offered for sale; two of 
them sold, I am informed. li will not be long, I trust, 
before all the non-professional “ay-outs” will be disposed 
of by their owners. Tiomo, 

IS AN AIR SPACE DANGEROUS? 

F it is ina man’s head Tshould say not very; if ina rifle, I 
should say it would be bad for the barrel, eyen though a 

correspondent says not in your Jast issue, I have recently 
seen a barrél spoiled by a bullet slipping away from the 
shell to about six (6) inches from the muzzle. I know of 
three barrels that were spoiled afterward by experiments of 
the same kind. If your Philadelphia correspondent has a 
gun that he thinks a good deal of, let him load it und fire it 
with a bullet six (6) inches from the muzzle. 
much, but he will want a new barrel. 
exptrimented could afford to spoil three barrels in three 
shots, may be your correspondent will be willing to spend 
some money to prove that an air spxee is not dangerous. 

Tt won't kick 
The gentleman who 

ForGrerrut, 

Is an sir space dangerous? Your correspondent says No! 
but like many other things in this world, it depends entirely 
upon the circumstances of the case whether cr not an air 
space be dangerous, 

Please request the writer to place a tight wad, say one or 
two sizes larger than the bore of his gun, in the muzzle of 
his shotgun and fire it off, and then giveus his opinion upon 
the subject of air spaces. 
No danger will probably result to him from such an ex- 

periment, but he can be assured that his gin will have a 
most beautiful ‘‘bulge” at the seat of the wad, or may per- 
haps be even burst at that point. 

You no doubt will remember the old tompions we used 
They were abolished for the sim- 

I have 

Please allow me to correct an erroficous statement made 
by a correspondent in your issue of November 23. A small 
air space between powder-wad and bullet is considered an 
advuntage in long range shootivg, because the bullet will 
certainly upset, no matter how much tin is used in its man- 
ufacture, but this space should be yery small, say from one- 
eighth to one-fourth of an inch. A large sir space is danger- 
ous. Powderis stronger than steel. IJ used nn air space of 
nin inches and ruined my long range rifle at the first shat, 
by bulging the barrel at the pommt at which the bullet started, 
The rifle barrel was clean at the time, and the bullet was a 
*normal” one, which could haye been rammed clear through 
the barrel without using a pressure of more than two 
pounds, <A friend of mine spoiled his long range rifle in the 
same way. I know it, as [saw the bulge in tho bore of his 
rifle barrel, and he told me how it happeued. I have heard 
of other cases which 1 believe to be uuthentic, but cannot 
youch for, as [did not examine the guns. IT have conversed 
with several riflemen who have had experience with hulred 
rifle barrels, and they all agreed that such a rifle would give 
inners, outers, und misses at one thousand yards in good 
weather. I have been experimenting over three years with 
my damaged rifle, and have succeeded in putting twenty- 
tive consecutive shots in a four-ineh circle at one hundred 
yards, making fifteen consecutive bullseyes at eight hun- 
dred yards, and thirty-seven out of a possible fifty points wt 
one thousand yards, My experience has convinecd me that 
the gun is totally unfit for target shooting at any distance 
over eight hundred yards, and not quite accurate at any dis- 
tance, : E, A. Levrorp, 

NOTES FROM DETROIT. 

fl (pererber sia G Day was a woeful event for the rab- 
bits, A week of unseasonahly cold weather had made 

the ground solid, und a light fall of suow made the hunting 
perfect, The early trains out on Thursday morning wire 
loaded with sportsmen, beagles and hounds. At vach sta- 
tion 2 lot of these were left for as much as twenty-five miles 
out, and it is safe to say that there was nota rabbit within 
that distance of the city that did not hear the hounds that 
day. The long-eared fellows are (or were) very plentiful, 
and everybody came back loaded with game and declaring 
he never had a better time in hislife. All excepting poor 
James Glenn, Jr., the trap pigeon shooter. In stepping 
over a large log, he slipped and fell jn snch a manner as to 
break a leg. 

L. H, Hascall, of Grand Rapids, came down this week 
and put in three days at the Ronge in a punt, bagging 
ninety-two ducks and twenty-three snipe. 

George Darling and Charley Abbs went to Flati Rock on 
the early train last Wednesday and returned the same night 
with 123 ducks. 

At Point Mouillee, which is at the mouth of Huron River, 
the sport has been excellent the pust week, W. C. Colburn 
secured nearly 800, J. W. Jardine gat 198 in three days, and 
William Kimball was contented with 92 to his credit. 

At the mouth of Clinton River a party of four Canadians 
located early this week with three batteries, the fourth man 
being out in a small boat fo pick up the dead and wounded. 
The killing they have done is said to haye amounted to a 
massacre, the ducks being carried across Lake St. Clair and 
shipped to Canadian cities. As the marshes upon Clinton 
River are the favorite shooting grounds of the Mt, Clemens 
sportsmen, they are in a white heat at the invasion of their 
preserves, and will ask the Legislature, which conyenes 
this week, to pase a bill prohibiting shooting from a battery. 

. 
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CHICAGO NOTES. 

[From our Regulur Chicago Correspondent. | 

A PARTY of six or cight’ of our best decr stalkers and 
-\ hunters left Sunday night for Northern Wisconsin 

atter deer, They were Messrs, James Eldredge, Fred Tay- 
lor, Wm. Haskell, John Haskell, Perry Taylor and Charles 
Gammon. ‘lhey go via the Chicago & Northwestern road 
to Peshtigo, and then via sleighs across country to Knocka- 
baw Lake, a famons feeding place for deer. It is twenty 
miles from Peshtigo, and rightin the heart of the forest. 
They will put up at the hunting camp of Hank Groves, of 
Green Bay, and with Charlie Monger expect to live at least. 
All reports from that part state that the weather is terribly 
cold, but the outfit of the boys will save them. They take 
along knit hoads, woolen shirts, heayy hunting coats, horse 
hide overcoats, heavy pants, ‘‘shoe packs’and warm stockings, 
underwear and mitts of Jamb’s wool. Their hunting equip- 
ment is of the best, and what with torch hunting, stalking 
and the hounds, if the party don’t bring baek plenty of deer 
say their names are mud.” They will also fish through 
the ice in the lake for pickerel, bass and perch. They stay 
about two weeks, 

‘The hunting season about here has nearly played out. 
There are no ducks, only a few quail, and some rabbit shoot- 
ing. Abe Kleinman returned from Lake Senachwine Sal- 
urday, where he had been for about six weeks. He aver- 
aged fifty ducks a day, Tydston, Chapin and Gore re- 
turned last week from their erand hunt in the heart of the 
Tndian Territory. Their slaughtered game has been coming 
in refrigerator cars for days. Your correspondent will send 
you soon the best practical hunting resorts in this vicinity 
ind what game can be had at each and how to reach them, 
The Forest AND STREAM is ‘‘calching on” immensely here 
lately umong our sportsmen. It is indorsed as ¢/e paper. 

Cufceaco, Dee. 1. 

“AMERICANS IN CANADIAN WATERS.” 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

With your kind permission I] would like to reply to an 
article entitled “Americans in Canadian Waters,’ which 
appeared in the Forms: AND SrRpAm of November 23, 
bearing the signature of ‘The Old Doctor". We also are 
aware of the high esteem given among Canadian sportsmen 
to this journal, I am therefore desirous of referring to what 
has been said on this subject, as in this issue there appears 
an editorial article whichis scarcely what Canadian sports- 
men and subsvribers north of 45 degrees have reason to ex- 
pect. Is the signature '‘The Old Doctor” a misnomer? If 
not, we are glad of an opportunity of showing how sincerely 
we venerate old age; hoary hairs demand our respect, but 
we find it difficult in this case to call up the proper feelings 
with which we should regard this august correspondent. 
But it is a relief to know there is at least one opening left 
for our pent-up veneration of old age to find # legitimate 
outlet, and that is that there never has come under our lim- 
ited Canadian experience a more strikingly beautiful mMlus- 
tration of that ancient lable ‘The Dogin the Manger.” He 
eries out in his injured innocence, ‘We yiolated no law.” 
Perhaps he violated no slatute of the country, but the — 
strongest rules governing good society are those unwritten, 
jt universally adopted by every one desirous of being 
recoguized as worthy to be a member of it, There is no | 
sportsman @eserving of the name who does not consider it 
as much his duty to avoid interference with the sport of 
others as to secure his own; evenif they have not thenn- — 
speakable and unparalleled privilege of being members of 
the great republic, All due allowance must be made for 
those who have been denied this noble birthright, but it is 
sad if their miserable fate cannot be alleviated by a littie 
sport, without some such fayored mortals as our American 
frievids ruining it by anchoring their yacht on the feeding 
erounds of the game, and directly in the usualline of flight, 
Asa natural consequence there was nothing left for us but 
to pack up, return to Montreal, and wait the departure of 
the steam yacht, 

Tt has been said, ‘Sundry individuals have been greatly 
perturbed in spirit.” If the word *‘sundry” inchides eyery 
sportsman who visited the grounds before the desired de- 
parture, then the expression is quite correct, but not by any 
mneans sufticiently strong, I am willmg to acknowledge 
freely and frankly that the sheoting was done in a perfectly 
lawful manner; but when it is understood that the yacht 
was anchored on the feeding grounds (of which J must be al- 
lowed to judge, having visited these grounds for years, and 
being interested in a club house in connection with them), 
thus diverting the direction of flight, our feelings and dis- 
appointment can be appreciated. Each bout was proyided 
with an attendant, whose supposed duties of picking up 
dead ducks were substituted by continued and apparently 
inientional efforts to interfere os much as possible with the 
shooting of the Canadians. Were this the first and only 
instance of such procedure it might be considered an acci- 
dental combination of circumstances, but this course haying 
been indulred in on previous occasions, prevents any such 
construction being plausible, For the item which appeared 
in the Witness I do not assume any responsibility; probably 
the writer was as ignorant of the true facts as was the 
author of the editorial remarks on ‘“The Old Doctor’s" letter, 
Tn this epistle our ‘perturbed spirits” were soothed by heing 
gratuitously informed “‘the shooting was fair for the coun- 
try.” Weare overwhelmed with gratitude that anything 
among us was found worthy of commendation from so high 
and reliable a source. What could have induced those ac- 
customed to make such infinitely superior bags in “Currituck 
Sound and Chesapeake Bay” to abandon those favorable 
spots and content themselves with such inferior sport; it is 
hard to comprehend, unless they found an “‘offset’’ in the 
gratification of spoiling what has hitherto been quite good 
énough for us. 

The polite inhabitants mistook, it seems, these sportsmen 
“for a party of theologians.” We haye known and expcri- 
enced a good deal of the native politeness of our *‘habitants” 
but scarcely credited that it could be stretched so far as to 
clothe these invaders with a cloak of theology, truly we 
shall in future deem it equal to any emergency, however 
incredible or improbable. he remarks in this part of the 
letter begin to get vague. After much deliberation and a 
“reat waste of consideration I fail to discover whether il is 
a weak attempt at sarcasm or an inflated piece of egotism. 
It it is an effort at wit it is a most lidicrous and Jamentable 
failure, 

Talking of D’s, it is not well toindnlge in initials, for these 
unfortunate letters stand for many words in the English 
language, some of them not yery desirable. _ 
We considered ourselves fortunate in haying a ‘Doctorof 

Divinity” with us, whois an American, a perfect gentleman, 

————— 
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and a capital shot, although of the last qualification he had 
on this occasion not much opportunity of showing his skill. 
We should have expected that his cloth would have pro- 
tected him from the remarks which good taste would have 
omitted, but which are but a proof of what I am saying. 
We would advise our friends of the yacht on coming north 
again to provide themselves in this respect, as it might im- 
prove their manners and tone down their intrusiveness. In 
tegard to anonymous letters, [know nothing of the existence 
of any such, but, if they have been sent and received, it is 
another cyidence that [am not alone in my indignation in 
this mutter. Ihave written but one letter on this subject, 
this one, over my own signature. In conclusion I bez to 
inform those interested that Iam the proprietor of the so- 
éalled “sunken punt,” cighteen feet of which appears aboye 
water, five feet of wilich Tenet is over three feet high, above 
water, © 
Having given you the facts of the case from a Canadian 

point of view, we leave it to your readers to decide whether 
“The Old Doctor” is ‘‘entitled to the decent respect and con- 
sideration” which he claims, RorertT BLAcKwoop. 
MONTREAL, Novy. 80, 1882. 

Krime Game For Prorir.—Detroit, Mich,, Nov. 24. 
—Hithitor Forest und Stream: It is to be presumed that your 
correspondent, Mr. Prank N. Beebe, is blissfully ignorant. 
of faets in attributing so large a proportion of the credit due 
for the protection of game in this State to the efforts of the 
“Michigan Sportsman's Association.” Tf not, why are prom- 
inent members of this association tolerated in making mer- 
chandise of deer and other game? Tf, as this gentleman 
properly defined a true sportsman to be anything but a 
butcher, why are these men who slaughter deer by the hun- 
dreds not brought to book for this flagrant infringement of 
the code? Icould mention conspicuous examples for the 
satisfaction of anyone who doubts the assertion. It is no 
part of 4 sportsman to kill game for profit, and it isa notori- 
ous fact that there are men in this State who have no higher 
idea of the magnificent preserve than that of a stamping 
and camping ground for their clique to forage over ‘for all 
the delicacies of the season,” as announced from time to 
time on their bills of fare. Hf there is any practice more in- 
defensible than this outside of the association, I should like 
toknow if. During this season one firm have displayed 
over a hundred deer at their restuurant, presumably slaugh- 
tered by a party headed by their own dexterous shots; and 
they all live in Michigan. Ttis well known they make a 
business of shooting all they can, and they don’t scruple to 
ship game outside of the State, contrary to Jaw in such cases 
made and provided. Doubtless they hold with your corres- 
pondent that Northern Michigan is the hest place for deer 
they ever saw? Conplaints are made in the local papers of 
the hordes of outsiders who come to slay game, and the 
local pot-hunters are celebrated for their rapacity, when the 
fact is patent ihat there is too much indiscriminate shooting 
allowed.—Cras. W. Richarpson. 

ST. JACKSON AND THE DOG. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 
At your request, and*for the enlightenment of would-be 

sportsmen, I send you herewith a detailed account of the ex- 
penss incurred by our old friend T. G, on his late two days’ |: 
expedition to the hills back of Stamford, Conn, I do this 
with the fond bape and confident expectation that you will 
_make such use of the same as will tend to restrain the youth 
of the land, and all others likely to be similarly afflicted, from 
a yee lavish expenditure when in pursuit of game. These 
are the 

EXPENSES: 

‘One bottle St, Jackson’s Oil for limbering up dog 
nema woodcosle,. 5 14.2 a etstns 
‘Three quail (Washington Market prices) 

MOUS as aes ote lays: .. 24 OH so Sout BA ond bbe Peed 67 BL 
Thasmuch asthey killed no birds or game of any kind, lave noth- 

ing to placé on the cther side of the aceount. 
ith regard to the use of St. Jackson's Oil for overworked 

dogs, my old friend has to say that its effect is instantaneous, 
in point of fact maivelous. On his returm home his well- 
known red setter dog Sport was badly used up, so stiff and 
otherwise generally done-up was his condition, that it awak 
ened in the breast of our old friend the keenest emotions of 
pity and sorrow. The thought suggested itself to him that 
possibly an application of St, Jackson’s Oil might do the dog 
ood, and he was confirmed in that opinion by the fact that 

fe had Said oll fn benefit from the use of something very 
like the said oil (in color) in his own case on more than one 
oceasion after a long tramp. 
saat this idea he at once proceeded to the applica- 

tion of the oil to what would be known geographically as the 
southern end or hermiapherss so to speak, of the dog, rubbing 
it in well. My old triend reaffirms his statement that its 
effect was instantaneous and marvelous, The dog sat for a 
moment on its haunches on the terrace surrounding the house. 
bearing upon his face that subdued and self-satisfied air tha: 
any keen observer must have noticed in the animal when haif 
sitting and half standing overa briar bush, Then, as our 
friend expresses it, he “lit out” over a four-foot fence in front 
of his house ‘going west” in a bee-line for Tottenville, ata 
fearful pace, earning for himself the enviable reputation of 
being the fastest dogin America, at least when under the 
influence of St. Jackson’s oil, About this there isno doubt, 
if the statement of ourold friend is to be believed, and you 
know his reputation for truth and veracity upon such sub- 
jects. Hesays that he employed a trusty person to follow the 
dog, and from the report made to him by this person he finds 
that during the night and before the effects of this one appli- 
cation had worn off it is Buscopelble of proof that the doz went 
50 far that it took him until the afternoon of the fifth day to 
getiback. In justice to the dog it should be said that had not 
Rich:nond county been an island he might have gone further. 

In making up the memorandum of expenditures I have been 
very particular, and have endeavored to give an exact detail 

of the cost of the trip. [ cannot now call to mind anything 
that has been omitted, except a small quantity of salt-hay to 
be used as litter for the dog, but I believe that was furnished 
(gratis) by an old friend from Germany, ‘‘Kvaus,” of Clifton. 

Respectfully submitted, H, T. M., Expert Accountant, 
Girrorn's, Staten Island, Noy. 22. 

Any person sending their address to R. H. Pooler, Serena, Ly Salle 

Oo., Hi,, will receive in return free # fine colored lithograph repre- 
senting piniated grouse shooting on the prairies, also a catalogue 

of cartridge holders, belts, yests, Se —Adp, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Showing the season in which it is 

fi is wplivoful: To kill, have in possession, transport or sell 
open season for each 
means than 

Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Wisconsin, Ontario, Wyoming, : 
ware, lowa, Missouri, New Brunswick, New Jersey, North Carolina, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Tennessee, 

Forest and Stream Schedule “A.” 

OPEN SEASONS—GAME AND FISH. 

General Provisions. 
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{ permitted to kill each kind of Game and Fish, in every State, Territory 
and Province, where such a season is prescribed by law. Compiled from ori } ginal authorities and published 
by the Formsr anp SpreAm, 39 Park Row, New York, July 20, 1882. 

) ‘ame birds, animals and fish, sive only in the 
given helow; to net or snare game birds or animals; to take or kill game fishes by any other 

angling; to shoot waterfowl at night, or with any other than shoulder-guns; to hunt rabbits with 
ferrets; to enter ineclosed land for shooting without consent of owner; to kill except for scientific purpose 
insectivorous or song birds at any time, or to rol) nests of wild birds (except birds of prey). 

Laws forbidding export of game obtain in Colorado, Connecticut, Dakota, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 

See 
Diseriminatious against nen-residents obtain in Dela- 

Schedule ‘‘B.” 
sr 

STATES, Ruffed Quail. | Deer. Woodcock. | Wildfowl. | Pinnated |Wild Turkey. 
Etc. Greuse. | | Grouse. | 

Alabama.|......-.. .e-s.| Sep 16-Mar 15) Oct 20-Peb 14). 0.0... .4.2.., Oct I-May Ty... ere Oct 20-May 1 
Califor’a.| Sep 15-Mar 15| Sep 15-Mar 15] duly teNoy de |. ee. kG Sep 15-Mar 15).....-.. rh Sellers oh ee ES 
Color’do.| Oct 1-Novy1 | Protected Sept i-Jan 1 
Conn..... OctiJand |WattTJam® joo... 
Dakota Aug 15-Jan 1) Aug 15-Jan 1! Oct 1Jan1 
Delaw’e..| Nov 15-Jun15, Noy 15-Jan15).........,.... 
Dist. Col..) Aug1-Feb1 | Nov i-Feb1 Aug i5-Jan 1 
Georeiavy Mri ee Mr. Apri1-Oct1 9 Apr 1-Oct 1 Apr 1-Oct 1 
Idaho. } Prot'd Sep '83| Prot’d Sep 88) Aug 1-Mar 1 |,.....,....... Sept 1-Apr 15) Aue t-Marl |,.....0..... +Ge 
[llinois...., Oct 1Jan1 | Oct 1-Jan 1 Sept 1-Jan 15) July Jani | Aug 14-May 1) Aus 15-Dec 1)| Sept 1-Jan 1 
Indiana -.| Oct 14 Dee 20) Oct 15-Dec 20) Oct i-Jan 1 | July iJan1 | Sept 1-Apr 15) Sept 1-Feb1 | Nov 1-Feb 1 
lowa...... OctiJan1i | Oct 1-Jan1 Sept i-Jan1 | July 10-Jan 1) Aug 15-May 1) Ang 15-Dec 1) Oct 1-Jan 1 
Kansas...|.........2.4., |S Ra als Iki | BP eS re ee eee Porieice Hates eee slept BLL asec gn tnt ee 
Kent’cky.| Oct1Marl | Octi-Mar1 | Sept1-Mari | Junei-Jan1 | Sept 14-May1)..............| Sept 1-Feb 1 
L’siana...) Sept 15-Apr 1) Sept 1i-Apr1| Aug i-Febd |....... 0.50552 cece eee eee Baya aor | Sept 1-Apr 1 
Maine....| Sept 1-Dec1 | Prot’d Sep ’83) Oct 1-Jan 1 Sept 1-Dec1 | SeptiMay1 | Septi-Jand |............. : 
Maryl'nd.| Aug 15-Jan1 | Nov 1-Dec 24).............. June 15-Feb 1; Nov 1-May 81|.............. Fee ewer ta et ae : 
Mass..-...| Sept 1-Jan1 | Oct 15-Jan1 | Nov1-Dec1 | Augi-Jan1 | Septi-Apridj.,............/..........---4 
Michigan | Sept i-Jani | Novidan1 | Octi-Dec1 | Augi-Jani1 | Septi-May 1 | Sept 1-Novi | Oct 1-Jan 1 
Minn ..... Sept 1-Dec1 | Sept 1-Dec1 | Noy 1-Dec 15) July 4-Nov1 | Sept 1-May 1 Sept 1-Deol |........,..-. ; 
Miss‘pi...| Oct 1-May1 | Oct 1-May 1? | Sept 16-Mar-10. keeles cee scaseacsleccsececseeaes Oct 1-May 1 
Missouri.| Oct 15-Feb1 | Oct 15Feb1 | Sept i-Jan 15 | July 1-Jan 10).............. Aug 15-Feb1 “Sept 15-Mar 1 
Montana.) Aug 15-Mar 1) Prot’d to’85 | Aug 10-Febl |.............. Au 10-Muy 15} Aug 15-Mar 1)...........42. 
Nebr’ska.| Aug 15Deb 1! Oct i-Dec1 | OctiJand |..............)2.0..2 ecu eee Ang 15-Peb 1) Oct 1-Dee 1 
Nevada..| Sept l-Apri | Sept LApri | Augi4Dec1]| Septi-Apri | Sept 1-Apri | Sept i Mar 1B ter ielchy! ae Spe 
NEES: (TOchd alan iy |S so7 aR tes |e aces atk Aue Marly Aas teAsor ay yg dae ye jaj ou cuonloues 

: Hamp.| Septi-Febi | Sept1-Febi | Sept1Dec1 | AugiFebi | AugiFebi (00.00.00... Basra yy te aera 
N.Jersey.'! Noy 1-Jan1 | Noy i-Jani | Oct 31, 1884 | July 1-Aug 1*.,..2......... Ooh pawEert) pre ae eek 
N. Mex...) Sept 1-May 1 | Sept 1-May 1 | Sept 1-May 1 |fo..3...0220.2).0...0.0.0--eeleee cosas ++...) Sept 1-May 1 
N. York.. SeptiJani | Novi-Jani | Aug l-Dec1 | Augi-Jani}+ Septi-May1 | Septi-Jan1 |..........2.. : 
NGeiaoOchirsprel si EOcthiaAprie || uel heb) aie teetin speed iin lel be et | Oct 1-Apr 1 
NEScotiay Uctesangl) || pete were iene Los Aug i-Mar1 | Augi-Apri ......... Re ile 78 eee 
DMG ee Sept 1-Jan 1 | Nov iJani | Oct 15-Nov 20) July 4Jani1  Septi-Apri Noy 1-Jan1 | Nov .-Jan 15 
Ontario... Sept 1Jan1 | Oct 1Jan1 Oct1-Dec15 | Aug 1-May 1 Aug 15-May 1) Sept i1-Jan 1 | Oct 1-Jan1 
Oregon... Augi-Apri | Sept 1-Apri | Sept 1-Feb1 |.............. Aug i-Apri | Ang d-Aprd |..-.,......-.. 
Penna..-.| Oct 1-Jan 1 Oct 15-Jan 1 | Oct 1-Dec 8. | July 4-Jan 1 | Sept 1-May 15 
Quebec..) Sept 15-Jan1},......-...... Sept 1-Feb1 | Sept i-Feb1 | Sept 1-Apr 15). 
R. Island.) Sept i-Meb1 | Oct 15-Jan1 |.............. July 1-Jan 1 | Sept 1-Mar 1 
S.C’lina..| Sep 15-Mar 15) Sept15-Mari16) Sept 1-Mar1 | Sep 15-Mar 15|.......-...... 
Tenn..... Sept 16-Mar 1| Sept 15-Mar 1) Sept 1-Mar1 | Sept 15-Mar 1|.............. 
Texas Sept 1-MarT | Septd-Mard | Aug i-Mard |... c ec. fea eel. 

iherln. seu: Augi1d-Mar15| Aug 15-Mar15) Aug 1-Dec1 |.............. Aug 15-Apr15 
Vermont,| Sept 1-Mari |.........--... Prot’d Noy ’86) Sept 1-Mar 1 | Sept 1-May 1 
Virginia... Augi-Feb1 | Nov i-Febi | Sept 1-Jan 15) July iFebi | Sept 1-May1 
Wash. T.., Aug 15-Jan 1 | Protected ANIPe Pay HR Le, . Pelle Ayes ahle| seule we Le Ms Shh sph ck) ep wa eet yo 
West Va. Septi-reb1 | Oct 15-Jan 1 | Septd-Jan 15|.............. Noy 1-Apri | Sept1-Feb1 | Sept 1-Feh1 
Wiscons. Aug 15-Jan 1} Aug 15-Jan1| Sept 15-Jan1| July 10-Jan 1).............. Aug 15-Jand ohne. 
Wyom’g.. Augis-Oct 15) Prot’d to’87 | Auy 1-Noy 15].............. Aug15-May15) J'ly15-Novdd)..........,... 

Antelope, Elk, Mountain Sheep.—Cal, 1884 (2); Col, Sept 1-Jan 1; Idaho, Aug 1-Mari; Mont, Aug 10-Web 1; Neb, Oct L 
Jan 1; Nev and Utah, Aug 1-Dee 1; New Mexico, Sept 1-May 1; Or, Sept 1-Feb 1; Wyo, Aug 1-Noy 15. Elk.—_lowa, 

Sept 1-Jan 1; Mich, prot to 1889; Minn, Noy 1-Dec 15; Ont, Oct 1-Dec 15; Pa, Oct 1-Dec 31, Wash T, Aug 1i-Jan 1, Bison.—Col, 
Sept 1-Jan1. Blye Growse,—Wash T, Aug 15-Jan1. Bujfalo,—Col, Sept 1-Jan 1; Idaho, Aug 1-Mar 1; Mont, Aug 10-Feb 1; 

Neh, Oct 1Jan 1; New Mex, Sept 1-May 1; Wyo, Aug 1-Noy 15. California Quail in Mo.—Prot to Oct 1, 1888. Caribou,— 

Me, Oct 1-Jan 1; N B, Sept 15-Jan 51; N H, Sept 1-Dec 1; N 8, Sept 15-Jan 31;.Ont, Oct 1-Dec 15; Que, Sept L-Ieb. Gurlew.— 
Col, prot; Dak, Aug 15-Jan1; Wyo, Aug 15-Apr1. Doves.—Ala, Aug 1-Apr 1; Cal, July 1-Jan 1; Col, prot; Mass, Aug 1- 
May 1; Mo, Aug 1-Feb 1; N ©, Oct 1-Apr 1; S C, Sept 15-Mar 15. 
Sept 1-May 1; Or, Aug LApr 1; Utah, Aug 15-Mar 15, Fool Hen.—Mont, Aug 1-Mar 1. 
—Miss, Sept 15-Mar 1; Mo, Ang 1-Feb 1; N Y, Oct 1-Jan 1; R I, Sept 1-Feb 1; Tenn, Sept 15Mar 1. 

Dusky Grouse —Mont, Aug 1-Mar 1. N M, 

Meadow Lark (Starling). 

Moose,— 
Me, Oct 1Jan 1; Mont, Aug 10-Feb 1; NB, Sept 15-Jan 31; NH, Sept1-Decl; NS, Sept 15-Jan31; NY, prot; Ont, 

Sept 15-Dee 15; Or, Sept 1-Feb 1; Que, prot, Sept 1, 1888, season thereafter Sept 1-Feb 1; Wyo, Aug 1-Noy 15. Mouitain Goat 
—Idaho, Aug 1-Mar1; Mont, Aug 10-Feb 1; Ney, Aug 1-Dee1; Wyo, Aug Nov 15. Plover.—Col, prot; Dak, Aug 15-Jan 1; 
DC, Sept 1- May 1, Me, Aug 1-May 1; Mo and N H, Aug 1-Feb 1; NJ, Aug1-Jan 1; Pa, July 15-Jan 1; RI, Aug 1-Apr1; Wyo, 
Aug 1i-Apri. Prairie Chicken.—See Pinnated Grouse. Ptarmigan (“White Quail”)—Mont, Aug 1-Mar 1; M, Sept 1-May 1; 
Wyo, July 15-Nov 1h. Rabbit (hare).—Del, Noy 15-Jan 15; Md, Oct 15-Jan 15; NB and NS, Oet 1-Mar1; NH, Sept LApr 1; 
NJ, NoyiJani; NY, Novl-Feb1; Ont, Sept 1-Mari; Pa, Noy 1-Jan1; Que, Nov 1-Mar1; BI, Sept 1-Feb1. Aobin.— 

NY, Oct 1-Jan 1; NC, Oct 1-Apri1; RI, Sept 1-Feb1; Va, Nov 1-Apri. Rati.—Cal, Sept 15-Mar 15; Conn, Sept 12-Jan 1; 
Del, Sept 1-July1; NH, Aug i-Feb1; N J and Pa, Sept 1-Decl. Reed Bird.—Del, Sept 1-July 1; DC, Sept 1-Feb 1; NJ, 
Aug 25-Dee 1; Pa, Sept I-Deel. Sage Grouse,—Mont, Aug 1-Mar 1; NM, Sept 1-May 1; Nev and Ore, Aug l-Apri1; Utah, 
Aug 15-Mar 15; Wyo, July 15-Nov 15. Sharp-tail Grouse.—Cal, Sept 15-Mar 15; Idaho, Aus 1-Mar 1; Minn, Sept 1-Des 1, 
Mont, Aug 1-Mar1; Neb, Aug 15-Feb 1; Nev, Sept 1-Mar15; N M, Sept 1-May 1; Ore, Aug l-Apr 1; Utah, Aug 15-Mar 15; 

Wash T, Aug 1p-Jan 1; Wis, Aug 15Jan 1; Wyo, July i5-Noy 15. Snipe.—Dak, Aug 15-Jan 1; D C, Sept 1-May1; Mich, 

Sept May 1; N Band NS§, Aug 1-Mar 1; Ont, Aug 15-Jan 1; Que, Sept -Feb1; Tenn, Sept 15-Mar 1; Wyo, Aug 15-Apr 1, 
Squirrel.—N H, N J and Pa, Sept 1-Jan 1; N Y, Aug 1-Feb 1; RI, Sept 1-Feb 1, Wiuldfow!l.—For exceptions of certain species 

in some States see Schedule “B.” Wild Pigeons generally protected on and near nesting grounds. * Woodeoch.—Second 
New Jersey season Oct 1-Dec 1f. +Dutchess, Herkimer and Oneida counties, Sept 1-Jan 1. 

-FISH.—Black Bass.—Ia, June 1-Mar 1; Me, July 1-Apr 1; Mass, July 1-Dec1; N H, June 15-Apr 80; NJ, June 1 

Noy 1; N Y¥, June iJan 1; Ont, May 16Apr 15; Pa, June 1Jan 1; Que, May 15-Apr 16; KI, July 15-Mar 1; 

Utah, prot 1884; Vt, July May 15; Va, July 1-May 1; Wis, May 1-Feb 1, Bull Trout.—Wash T., Apr LOct i, Gali- 
fornia Trout in N Y, Sept |-May 15. Gyayling.—Mich, June 1-Noy 1; N H, June i-Apr i. Jack (white) Salmon.— 

W Va; June 15-May 1. Luke Trout (salmon trout).—Cal, Apr 1-Nov 1; Mass, Apr Oct 1; N H, Apr30-Sept 30; NJ, 
Mar 1-Ocb 1; N ¥, Apr 1-Oct 1; Ont; Nov 10-Noy1; Pa, Oct 1-Jan 1; Que, Dee 1-Och 14; Vt, May 1-Sept 1; Wash, 

Apr LOct 1. Land-locked Salmon.—Me, May 1-Oct 1; Mass, Apr 1-Oct 1; NH, Apr 30-Sept 30; Vt, May 1-Sept 1; W Va, Jan 1- 
Sept 1, Longe.—Vt, May 1Sept1. Museallonge.—N H, June 1-Apr1; NY, June (Jan 1; Ont, May 15-Apr 15; Que, May 15- 
Apr 15, Piokerel.—N H, June 1-Apr 1; Ont, May 15-Apr 15; Pa, June 1Jan 1; Que, May 15-Apr15, ike.—N H, Junel-Apr 1; 
Pa, JunelJanl. Pike Pereh,—N H, July 1-May 1, Salmon.—Cal, Sept 15-Auz 1; Conn, prot to 1888; Ia, Feb 1-Nov ie, 
Me, Apr 1-Sept 15; Mass, May 1-Aug 1; N B and N§; Feb 1-Sept 15; N H, June 14 —(?); Pa, Apr 1-Augi; Wash, Apr 1-Oct 1; 
Que, Mayl-Sept 1. Salmon Trout—See Lake Trout. Smelf.—Mass, June l-Mar 15. Togue.—Me, May 1-Ocb1. Trout (Speckled 

or Brook).—Cal, Apr 1-Noy 1; Conn Apr lJuly 1; Ia, Feb Novy 1; Me, May 1-Oct 1; Mass, Apr 1-Oct 1; Mich, Mayd-Sept 1; 

Minn, Apri-Oct 1; N H, Apr 30-Sept 30; N J, Mar L-Oct 1; N M, Apr 1-Dee 1; NY, Apri-Sept 1; N C, Dee 30-Oct 15; Ont, 
May LSept 16; Pa, Apr 1-Aug 1; Que. Dec 31-Oct 1; RL, Mar1-Aug 1h; Va, Apr 1-Sept 15; Wash, Apr 1-Oct 1; W Va, June 1- 

Sept 1; Wis, Apris-Sept15. Wall-eyed Pike, June 1-Mar 1; Ia, June 1-Mar i; Vt, May 20-Apr 20, White Perch—Me, 

July 1-Apr 1; NH, July }-May 1, : -' ta ihe z 
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Sea and Ziver Hishing. 
“Subtle, Has he bit? Has lie bit! 

Fitice, And swallowed too, my Subtle, Ihave given him line and 
now he plays 7 faith, 

Sub. And shall we twitch bim? 

Fave. Throngh both the gills.*? 
= = ; # 

'Poee, Wl can strike a fine hook into him now. 

The Temple-chnreh, there have I cast my angle 
Well, pray for me. I'll abontit. 

Sub. What more gudgeons!"’ 
—Ben Jonson, The Alehenvist.”’ 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 

Tv¥.—A MEMORY, 

How beautiful this night! the balnlest sigh 
Which yernal zephyrs breathe in evening's eap 

Were discord to the speaking quietude 

That wraps this moyeless scene. —Shelley, 

HE casual presence of two or three out-of-town yeterans 
of the craft gaye a retrospective cast to the convyersa- 

tion at arecent re-union of the local brotherhood. ‘With 
one of our guests I hud tabernacled for twenty years in the 
wilderness. No man was ever more companionable or had 
more of the characteristics of true nobility. In physique 
he was robust as an athlete, but in thought and fecling he 
was as impressive as a child and os gentle as awoman, He 
was, withal, a8 moderate in his sports as he was temperate 
in his habits. In seeking his own pleasure he never forgot 
the pleasure of others, nor did he ever enyy others the 
“Juck” he sometimes failed to enjoy himsilf. Indeed, I 
have known him to slip away from a promising “spring 
hole’ which was his own by right of possession, that a less 
expert angler might fish undisturbed and be happy. He is 
some years my senior, and although still as buoyant in 
spirit as when be would “‘set the tabie in a rour” by the un- 
ceasing flow of his inimitable humor, he bears, on body and 
brow, the ear-marks of weariness, if not of decay. When I 
meet bim he always reminds me of my fancy picture of 
grand old “Kit North’—that PRD Hee ot the imimit- 
able “Noctes Ambrosinng.” Te is like him in his tastes, 
in his enthusiasm and in his irrepressible love of the gentile 
pastime which cotptituled the rarest pleasure of his youtn 
and the chief joy of his grven old age. Heislike him also 
in that he finds unalloyed delight in re-trayersiug, in imagi- 
nition, the quiet places, where in his prime and later man- 
hood, he was wont to go a-fishing. 
And unother of our guests was cast from the same mold, 

He had, for thirty years, without a single intermission, reen- 
larly yisited the North Woods, He knew every foot of that 
tangled wilderness; had fished in every accessible brook, 
viver and Jake, and liad never been known to do aught thut 
did not become in anglerand man. In all my long. asso- 
ciation with him, in town and forest, around the home- 
hearth and the camp-ire, | never but once saw him ont of 
humor, The single exception was when a conceited cockney 
—who had more of the apa of the yandal than of the 
gentle angler—happened slong where we wete in camp and 
challenged him to a day’s fishing to “count,” Allhough 
proveriially hospitable and never more happy than when 
entertaining casual guests, be made his contempt for his 
challenger so unmistakable that the fellow was glad to 
‘vamose the ranch’ at the earliest possible moment. Tf wl 
other honorable ang!eis were equally emphatic in their de- 
nunciation of this vile habit, our trout streams would not 
be so soon depleted, 

After all were comfortably seated around the open fire- 
place, and our venerable gucsts and all of us were well down 
to the middle of our first cigar, the oldest and most honored 
of the circle said: 

‘Well, this is comfortable. 'This cracklin & wood fire, this 
fragrant Hayana (only it shuuld bea pipe), and these fi iendly 
and familiar faces have knocked thirty years of time into 
oblivion and dropped me down into the cosy precincts of a 
bark shanty at the foot of Big Tupper: Some of you 
younger gentlemen were then still in your swadidling clothes, 
but you and you and you [naming three of us] were there 
or thereabouts years before and for many years therentter, 
Providence has dealt kindly with all of us, My own eluse 
hus nover been without oil, and I never took pliysic enough 
to nauscate a cat, In the beautifully expressive language 
of Scripture, my ‘lines have bee. cast in pleasant places,’ 
T never had an silment a week's fishing wouldn't cure, and 
T never envied prince, potentate or président so long as I 
could tind the time (and I always did) and had the opportu- 
tunity to make a ‘cast.’ [ think Iam and have been as 
sympathetic a9 moslmen, [‘‘licar, hear,” all around the 
circle,] 1 know I haye lost many’a night's sleep on hearing 
of the misfortune of some friend wlio deserved a betler 
fate. I know, too, that I would rather toss a dollar to a 
beggar than exchange salutations with a king, and I have 
had both experiences. Indeed, my sympathies have uni- 
formly been with ‘the under dog in the fight,}no matter 
which was the agyressor. But my heart hus always been 
stirred to ils deepest depths when I have meta good fellow 
who was so inscusible to his own happiness, so absorbed in 
his acquisition of wealth, and so inappreciative of the ex- 
ample of the holy apostles as meyer to have cultivated a 
taste for the angle. ['‘Hear, hear,” and a gentle ripple of 
apelanee | Why, what is life? and what is the prime 
object of living? In one respect ‘lite isa vapor’; but it is 
something more. [bt embodies all the elements of an active 
verb—to be, to do, to suffer (as little as possible) and to 
enjoy (all you can), That is a condensed epitome of life, as 
Tunderstand it, And what is the object of living? Simply 
to. do gond and be huppy. The one is dependent upon the 
other, They are inseparable and indivisible; and ‘what 
God has joined together let no man put asunder." I know 
that an old Scotch philosopher—and no class of philosophers 
blend more hard sense with their incomprehensible meta- 
physics—hag said that the root of all happiness lies in ‘a 
clear conscience and open bowels.’ So fur as that aphorism 
foes if is incontestably sound and profoundly sensible, But 
there isa link missing. I insist that however clear and 
cloan one may keep his conscience, and however regulavly 
the complicated machinery of his ‘fearfully and wouder- 
fully made’ system may do its office, it is impossible that he 
should ever be qualified forthe highest good or reach the 
higheat posaible pinnacle of earthly felicity, unless he has 
thé contemplative mind, the gentle spirit, the poetic taste, 
the quict habit ind the sturdy comroon sense of the man 
who Joves to goa-fishing. [‘‘Brayol” “Well put,” with 
approving smiles aud alirmative head-neds from all of ns] 

Now, you sec, 1 know what Iam talking abont, 1 was ten 
years old before I killed a trout. If my early education 
had not been neglerfed I would lave begun fishing at five, 
The loss of those fiye years have always been a source of re- 
fret tome, and 1 more than once questioned my father’s kind- 
hess because, with all his own love for, and appreciation of, 
the sport, ‘he kept his only son, myself, at home’ during 
these five years, while he himself made his weekly excnr- 
sions to the trout streams in our immediate neighborhood, 
Tam told that during those fiye lost years] was delicate, 
morose, flippant and querulous, Nv wonder. My inher- 
ited angling blood was in rebellion against the cruel restraint 
imposed ypon ime. But with a carie blonohe at ten to fish 
when and where | pleased, the whole mental and moral 
structure of my being was changed; and I became ductile, 
obedient and happy; and! haye been fairly good and very 
happy ever since, but never so happy as when I have had a 
‘lodge in some vast wilderness,’ through which course melo- 
dious trout brooks or roaring salmon rivers.” [Applause,] 
When fresh cigars were lit and the blazing fire replenished, 

our venerable friend was reminded that be had not yet told 
ns about the pleasant time he had in his bark shanty at the 
foot of Big Tupper thirty years ago. 

“Thank you for the reminder, Well, you see, no matter 
how fond one becomes of the woods in general, or how 
happy he may be wherever there are plenty fish and 
pleasant scenery, he will gct a special fondness for some 
special spot, and will never deem his outing complete with- 
out paying it a visit. J always had several such pet places, 
and Col’s Point, at the jdoot of Big Tupper, was one of 
them. I came to like the spot not alone hecause of its pleus- 
ant surroundings—although that counted for something — 
but also because, within easy distance, there were some of 
the best casting places, during the early season, to be found 
anywhere in the woods, notably the Point itself, Peter's 
Rock and Lothrop’s chopping. My acquaintance with these 
localities began nearly forty years ago, when the regular 
visitors to those waters could be ecognted upon your two 
thumbs and eight fingers. and when you could flost fifty 
miles without meeting # white man or encountering a honse. 
There are now, 1 am told, a hundred places of entertain- 
ment within the houndaries of the grand old forest where 
we used to pitch our tents without fear of molestation from 
cockney anglers or ‘Murray's fools.’ As 1 was saying, Cole’s 
Point was one of my favorite resorts. The occasion to 
which my memory drifted just now was only distin- 
quenced from muny anéther because of two or three inci- 
dents which rendered it cspecially memorable. Twas ac- 
companied hy two of the most companionable fellows I ever 
met, They were born anglers, and curried with them all 
the scholarly tastes and joyousness of spirit characteristic of 
the old masters of the art. Dull care never obtruded his ug! 
visage within the precincts of their tabernacle. Alhough 
they were masters of all the sciences, and har earned all the 
titles at the disposal of all the schools, they were as free 
from guile and ostentation as a true angler is from cruelty 
or conceit. While we were in camp the moon was at her 
full, so that the nights were as luminous as the early gloam- 
ing, anid as serene and beautiful as the placid waters of the 
great lake which stretched out illimitably before us. As we 
satin rapt erstacy outside our primitive camp looking up 
and owt upon the unclouded sky, the silvery sheen of the 
quiet waters and the mgged bluffs which loomed up in the 
clear moonlight like giant warders at the portals of the lake, 
no sound broke upon the ear save the low ripple of the tiny 
ripids just below us, and the occasional whistle of some he- 
lated wood-bird who had missed his mate, You know I 
have been a world-wide wanderer. There is not a historic 
painting, nora chronicled statue, nora noted palace, from 
the Hudson to the Bosphorus, that I haye not seen. T haye 
slept upon an Alpme glacier, have sat in wonderment and 
awe beneath the ponderous dome of St, Peters, haye leoked 
down from the belfry of St. Paul's, have traversed the 
Rhine, have bowed my bead at the entrance of the Golden 
Gate, haye wandered through the ‘garden of the gods, and 
faken in all the exquisile beauty and majestic grandeur of the 
Yosemite Valley. but my soul wis never so thiilied as dur- 
ing these never-to-he-furgotten pights of ecstacy and beauty 
al the foot of Big Tipper, when superadded to what I saw 
and felt, my two companions made the dense solitude vocal 
with ‘the concord of sweet counds,’ breathed from cornet 
and flute, played with a sweetness and harmony which 
proyed them as much the masters of those instruments as 
they were of Greck and belle-lettres and of rod and reel, 
Much that I haye seen and enjoyed is forgotten, but this 
memory of thirty yenrs avo remains gs fresh and yivid as 
any pleasurable emotion that has come to me within the past 
fortnight. Oh, no; as our respected chronicler vf the pleas- 
ures of our favorite pa. time has said, ‘it is not all of fishing 
to fish, and he who thinks so has not yet Tearned the first 
letter in the alphabet of the true angler. [Ripples of ap- 
1AUse, 

=: Did sine one ask me what sport we had? In those days 
it required more skill fo keep from ‘striking’ than to geta 
‘rise.’ Jf we only went to fish, we need not then to have 
enctraled into the heart of the forest to get what we went 

for. Burt fishing was but an incident, then as always. The 
freedom, lhe rest, the recuperation, the ten thousand delichts 
which come to mind and heart from mountain and river and 
lake and forest, infinitely more than {he mere act of taking 
fish, constituted and still constitute the chief charm of 
these summer rambles. Asmy friend here has said beforé me, 
among the multitude of blessings youchsafed me hy a kind 
Providence, I count my passion for this delightful pastime 
as chief, If nota hetter, [ am sure I have been a happier 
man, because, during all my long life, I hays found pleasure 
inthe woods and loved to go a-fishing.” [‘‘So say we, all 
of ua,” and a hearty hand-shake all round followed the re- 
hearsal of this pleasant memory, It was the preface to 
many another like recital, which hell the merry-hearted 
coterie together far into the ‘wee, sma’ hours ayont the taal,” 
and which { may make ‘‘of record” before “reeling up” 
these rambling “Talks on Summer Pastimes,”] G. D. 

Boack Bass oy fant WATER.—We have on our coast a 
silt water fish, Certrepristia atrvarins, which is called sea 
bass, black bass, ete,, in different sections. Our heading 
does not referto them but to the fresh water black bass, 
Mtropterus, which lias lived in salt water. We quote from 
the report in the London Tvking Gazette of November 18, a 
part of My, Silk's record of transportiny this fish to Hogland. 
He says; “After getting oyer the Great Bank and reaching 
cooler water, T tried the experiment of putting black bass in 
salt water. They did not seem to mind it in the least, md 
after being in for twenty-four hours, they went baok into 
fresh water as1f they ited never been subjected to any such 
experiment,” 

MY FIRST TROUT. 
{3 was many years azo—I will not say how many—only 

that Lwasa boy of thirteen. It was in Maine, too, 
that State paradisiac in the eyes of good Tzaak Walton's 
disciples, as well a2 a charming one to the lover of fine 
scenery. If I mention Lincoln county, I wonder if there 
will be any reader of Fores? AND StREAM whose memories 
will go back to some one of those beautiful streams which 
tumble into river or bay, and from whose amber pools he 
has lured many a beautiful tront, and, perhaps, single ont 
the very ‘mill brook” I have in mind hetween Sheepscot 
and Damariscotla rivers. 

Those were schoolboy days, and with two or three com- 
panions, I was accustomed to trudge a three mile walk in 
the summer and autumn months to the academy. I say 
trudge, buf not because it was wearisome, for lively hoys 
we were, and could enter without a thought of being tired 
into whatever play was going on during the hour, or half 
hour, we arrived before school, but simply because we 
walked and rarely had the favor of a vide. It was not a 
dreary road either—sufliciently up hill and down—mostly 
through the woods. And what does a country boy like 
better than the woods? What sights are more beautiful to 
him than the shady yistas, and what sounds more inspiring 
and homelike than the twittering of birds, chattering of 
squirrels, drumming of partridges and babbling of brooks? 
Sometimes his most delightful holiday isqwhen he receives 
cute blanche for a tramp in the woods, and witha knife im 
one pocket for the spruce gum, and 4 piece of twine and a 
fish hook in another for a chub, or possible trout, he is off 
following the rough track of some winter road, or tracing 
the course of an unexplored brooks. 

It was in one of these morning walks to school that I 
dallied at the mill brook and caught that firsttront, It hap- 
pened that particular morning that my companions wére 
detained, and Iwas alone. When the brook was reached I 
knew that Ll was early and had time to bait the chubs a 
little, But how should it be done? I had not breught 
along the twiue and fish hook, nor had Tany bait, without 
trespassing upon my dinner of buttered biscuit, aud as to 
the latter, knowing notling then of good Izauk’s devices, I 
doubt whether it would ever have occurred to meto commit 
the trespass. The tape string of my dinner bug suggested a 
line and a bent pin provided the hook, while for ait I 
turned over the stones till 1 found a worm, which chanced 
to be one of the great white ones witl black leads which 
farmers so commonly find in their potato hills. With this 
primitive apparatus I was speedily enjoying myself, prone 
on the plunks of the bridge, trying to jerk out the chubs, 
which found the tempting morsel too large for their mouths. 
Suddenly the crowd of chnbs darted away in every direc- 
tion, and jn their place was one large fish cight or ten 
inches long. It was apparition lke, so suddenly was he 
there. Wouid he take the bait? I was in a tremor of hepe 
and expectation. No; he was away, after a moment of 
poising in the water, as suddenly as he had come, and [ 
was left in disappointment fo try to toll back my chubs. 
But no; again, Before the chubs could gather, the appari- 
tion had returned, seized the bait, und with a vigor of arth 
suflicient fora greater feat was shot ont, I know not how, 
far upon the roadside. It wasa case of “reflex action” 
which would have delighted Dr. Carpenter. 

That wus my first tront. I had uever seen one before, 
butas I hastily got my hands upon it and saw its golden 
sides and vermilion spots, Ineeded no one to tell ma what 
it was. And the tiiumph, the exultation of that moment T 
need not describe, The feeling has nut been surpassed any 
time these later years when a far laryver trout has taken my 
fly and made my rod buckle and thrill through a protvacted 
play in larger waters, It was triumph enough for once, 
and forthwith IThastened on snd begged of the farmer's 
wife at the first house to keep it for me till 1 returned after 
school, when I had the pleasure of bearing my trophy home 
and with it two more of the same sort and size caught with 
the same tape string aud pin hook. Mona tigror. 

A LECTURE ON FISHES. 

At the American Museum of Natural History, in New 
York sity, there are weekly lectures on subjects of 

interest to students in zoulogy. Last Saturday Prof, Albert 
8. Bickmore spoke upon_the physiological construction, 
habits and peculiarities of fishes, and we give the following 
resume of his rémurks: 

' “One of the essential characteristics of fishes,” s4id the 
Professor, ‘‘is that (hey are tail animals.” A fish propels 
itself through the water by a lateral movement of its ver- 
tebre. Large and strong muscles run long each side of a 
fish’s backbone, and it is the contraction and relaxation of 
these muscles that moves the tail from right to left and 
enables the fish toswim. These muscles, which extend 
along the vertebrae, constitute the principal part of the meat. 
of an ordinary fish, ‘The varieties of fish are so numerous 
that it has been fonnd very difficult to thoreughly classily 
them, There sre so many of the characteristics of different 
fishes that intertwine and clash with one another that in 
some respects no satisfactory classification of fishes has yet 
been arrived at, Prof. Agassiz proposed a classification of 
fishes according to their scales, but unfortunately somebody 
caught a fish near the Canary Islands that had (wo kinds of 
scales—one kind on the back and another kind on the under- 
side. The word palewichthyes is used to describe a class of 
ancient fishes, to which the sharks and the rays belong. 

Whe Professor exhibited specimens of sharks, sharks’ 
jaws, and sharks’ teeth, and caused magnified pictures of 
various kinds of sharks and other fishesto be reflected 
on the screeu. Ee illustrated and described the hammer- 
head, thrashing, and basking sharks, and the common 
shark or dogfish, An interior view of the head of a fish 
was given on the seyveen, showing the great profusion of 
nerves which give toa fish’s nose an extraordinary sensitive- 
ness of feeling. ‘‘A fish can feel his way with his nos¢ as 
well as a blind mau can with*his iingers,” remarked the 
lecturer, The simplest form of vertebrate was iliustrated in 
afish about the shape and size of the blade of a penknife, 
Such fishes, Prof, Bickisore explained, were found in the 
sand ou the shores of Noth Carolina and along the Mediter- 
Tanean Sea, By means of the magnified picture exhibited, 
the muscles, nerves, aud internal organs of these tiny fish 
could be discerned. It wus seen that they possessed 4 
mouth and a heart with a complete systen of pulsation. 

Sharks, as a rule, haye round hodies, while rays ave 
sharks with the bodies flattened or compressed. ~ Peinting 
with lis stick to a large illustration of a shark on the 
sercen, the Professor clesired his auditors to note thaf the 
mouth was away duwn undermesth the head instead oF at 
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he antrior of the head as in most. fishes, The iost marked 
ehuricteristie of sharks is their voracily, They wil eat 

‘any! hing that comes in their way, and their jaws are pro- 
ided with numerons sete of tecth, so that as soon as one set 

‘fire tori out or rendered worthless nother sef takes their 
place. The lecturer held up to view the jaws of a good: 
‘Sized shark, and explained that the teeth were set in a tough 
but very durable cartilage, The teeth of most sharks will 
come out very easily. he size to whieh sharks grow ean 
he judged by their teeth, Tu the jaws exhibited by Profes- 
sor Bickinore the teeth were about as Jarge as # man's 
thumb noil, but the Professor showed a large tooth which 
he said wust have belonved toa shark thirty ov fifty fect 
long. The tooth was aboul six inches long, and was found 
in # phosphate bed in South Carolina, The tecih of some 
sharks, particularly the man-eaters, are sharp and pointed 
like spikes, while the t¢eth of auotiier clash of sharks are 
‘seh into the jaws flat, like paying stones. In a spare hour 
on board ship w sailor will take as much satisfaction in 
Sharpening s shark hook ns a barber does in strapping a 
vazor, After a shark is captured and hauled aboard the 
vessels the sailors out if up into a8 many small picees oa 
‘possible before throwing it overboard. Sharks are as tena- 
Gions of lifeas cats, and itis necessary to eut them all to 
pieces mm orden fo kill them, On one occasion some sailors 
eiucht a2 ood-sized shark, and after getting it. on deal, (is- 
jtched it, asthey thought. They cut out one entire sid 
f its Mouth wud threw the maneled carcase hack into the 

waiter. A. little while afterward they caught the same 
shirk, upparently as full of life and mischief as ever. 

The shape and peculiarities of the thrashing shark were 
‘shown and deseribed, his dish las a tough and ugly loak- 
ing tail longer than the body, with which if thrashes and 
disables its enemies, It is « formidable and relentless ad- 
versiry of the whale, and hunts the levisihan of the deep 
In company with the swordfish, ‘‘These fish travel in packs 
like wolves,” said the Professor. When a whale is attacked 
the swordfish ¢o down vnder it, and by pricking and cut- 
ting i in the belly Wey toree the monster to rise to the sur- 
face of the water. Ther the thrashing sharks raise their 
fails and lash the whale across the back, The swordtish 
and the sharks kecp wp their combined assaults wntil their 
haummoth Wnt, a8 against them, powerless adversary is dead. 
The only part of a whsle that is eaten by the thrashing 
sharks is the tongue, Tt is not Known that the swordfish 
pant any part of a whale. They appear to join with the 
‘thrashing sharks iu assaulting whales only ont of pure 
Wiciousness. ‘With allof their yoracity,” the lecturer said, 
“the sharks we entitled 10 the credit of aAring for one in 

‘other, Young: sharks are watched and protected by the 
older ones.” Prof. Bickmore next took up the rays or 
skites, and pointed out the principal characteristiqs of 
Those fishes, Some rays, he said, were regular electric bat- 
derics Which could produce ewirents of electricity from their 
bony of sufficient power to knock a man down. 

One of the most curious varieties of fish is the lunefish, 
which can live cither in or out of water, and which fre- 
qnently Geps wpen the shove in search of food in the form 
of veptiles or small animals. This fish has both gills and 
tangs—wlien in the water it breathes with its gills and when 
out of water it breathes with its lungs. It is provided with 
four anterior limbs, wich aid itin its movements on shore. 
“At present this variety of fish is found only in Australia, A 
few specimens of sturgeon were illustrated and brielly de- 
sévibed, and the lecturer called attention to the fact that the 
polypterus of the Nile and the garpike of North America 
bulonsed 10 the same class of fishes. The garpike, he said, 
kacl descended withont a break from similar fishes which 
were abundant during the most aucient times, The presence 
Of fishes like the garpikein the water to-day, if is claimed, 
completely overiuins the theory of a total annihilation of 
animiete objects on the earth at any period. Either there 
must have been a pair of garpikes in Noah's ark, or, accord- 
ing to science, there was no Noah's ark 

TOURNAMENT ECHOES. ANGLERS?’ 

A CORRESPONDENT of the London Hishing Gazette, 
1 writes in that journal as follows: 

Sin Surely the metho of casting a fly, described at page £33 of 
the Mii Gazetta, os used by Mr. Aawés, is simply that taught, in 
erliips slightly diferent words, by many Waglish writers, notably 
hunt (Seaten, by the bye), and by MY. Trancis. in his5s, book onange- 

ling. Ibis certainly the method [have always used, learnt from these 
books. The slight wrist turn is what they recommend to prevent 
ayhipping off the iy; but they eallit ziving a long narrow horseshoa 
or pear-shaped sweep, and the not allowing the rod to go haek more 

| than about tiirty degrees is simply to prevent vatehing your fly in 
the grass behind. This plan of casting is especially suite to a atift 

American cane vod, and I notice that most Han:pshire fishers who 
use whit T call whippy Eugliah rods, do not throw their fly in this 
way, bub more or less roll out their line tn the way ascribed to Mr. 
Prichard ij the American contest. Allowing the line to extend itself 
boils filllength behind is, T think, the main point to be attended to 
in the former plan of vasting, which ventura to call the proper one, 
but whith cannot, 1 think, be eyér used in perfection with a whippy 
rod, Ise an excessively stiff American rod, 10 feet 9 inches, and in 
casting, the linais sent straight out tillit is nearly over the spot 
whera I wish it to fall, and then the last yard or so of the collar falls 
Bently on the water, followed by the fly, for I will not pretend to say 
ihe fly falls first, for I don’t believe such a thing eyer happens, ex- 
pepe where it is blown out by a strong wind, as in blow-Jine fishing. 
Ttis a pity thatin the Amorican contest Lhe standing place was raised 
‘above the water—for this, of course, exaggerates at least, 1 should 
thinls, four or fiveyards. Afcer all these trials are rather unsatis- 
factory, and cannot, I think, serve any useful purpose. The least 
Alteration in the strength and direction of the wind and the «amount 
ofmoishwe held by the line are contimally varying quantities. 

New Yorn, Dec. 14,—Jiliter Forest and Strawn; Taview 
of the fact that the elevation of the platform from which 
the castine was done has been commented on across the wa- 
ter and given us a reason for the loug casts made. 1 hope 
that (he Wext casting match will take place on the level of 
the water, or, at most, an elevation of six inches. For one, 
T do not at all agree with the editor of the London F¥ezd, 
quoted in Forrsr Ay» Stream of November 380, that an 
tlayation of three feet practically added two feet to the 
lenvil: of te red. 1 do not think it gave any advantage at 
all, for ceriainly a man could not cast.as fartrom a house- 
fop ss he can from the leve) of the water, The elevation 
does not add to the length of the rocl because it gives 10 
more power to the rod. If the rod is made loner iv has 
more spring power, up to a certain point, and that point 
may be said to have its limit where its added weight be- 
¢gomes too great for human musele. It is barely possible 
That.an elevation of three feet might have added six inches 
to the cast, but if it had heen ten feet high it would have 
‘taken three or more feet from the length of t, This can be 
demonstiated by letiing # mun cast trom an clovation of 
sixty feet, when hin flics will drop at his feet, To avoid nll 

never thought of haying one before. 
land should connect himself with it, for only by a large 
society can anything he done in the way of promoting the 
objects for which the association was formed. 

whose Whose delight it is to ta 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

future discussion on this point, next year let us have two 
latforms, one for the bass easting nud a low one for the 
y-tishers. Hartem Mere. 

Brooriyn, Dee. 1.—Hiaiter Forest and Stream: Tn vegard 
to Mr. Wood's challenge to anyone to show him how any 
person may derive on advantage in retrieving a Line ab a 
toutnament by the use of the automatic reel, L wish to say: 
When the rules reqnire a line to be retrieved afler each cast, 
and a min has had a fortunate puff of wind which has sent 
his line ont farther than he can recoyer it and get it behind 
him for another cast, he can then take up twenty feet of if 
in a wink, while the line isin the air, if he uses one of those 
reels, This he cat do and no man can sce il unless he stands 
beside him and keeps his eye onthe reel, Therefore the 
committee did well to sbolish the mle requiring the line to 
be retrieved, which was useless, old fovy remnlation at best, 
or they would have been obliged to bar the use of the auto- 
matic reel. 
‘Woad offers to anyone who shows how an advantage can 
be secured in this way, but haying shown him how it is, 
will suggest that he may apply the money to some churi- 
table object whieh his kindly heart may select. 

T do not carve to claim the ten dollars which My, 

Citor Rwy, 

NATIONAL ROD AND REEL ASSOCI- 
ATION. 

fl bares young association hastaken a strong hold upon the 
angling fraternity, and anglers are asking why they 

Eyery angler in the 

Phe time is ripe for such a society, and in years to come 
it will be the boast of many an angler that he was one of 
the original members. The constitution will be a simple 
one, and all meniberships sent in now will date from tlhe 
new year. 
when his fees were due, 

This rule was made so that no one could forget 

The gentleinen composing the committee of arrangements 
at the late Anglers' Tournament have issued the foilowing 
circular: 
The undersigned would respecttully call your attention to the fact 

that at the close of fhelate WoresT snp StRmam Auglors’ Tournament, 
held a this city, a peymanentassotiation with the aboye title was 
formed, 

We believe that by ineans of a national oy ganization a powerful in- 
fluence can be exerted in all matters which sifeeb ow common inter- 
ésts us auglers. 
The objects of the association are: 

gare fish by avery possible means for 
. re them with rod and reel. 

Second -The cultivation of that fraternal feeling which always ex- 

Wirst—The preservation of 

ists among the lovers of our gentle sport, 
Third—The holding of fn annual tournament to compare excel- 

lence in the use of rod and reel, 
You are cordially inyitel to join. 
The membership feé has heen fixed ai $4 pur annum. Life mem- 

bership $25, 
Commuvications may ha addressed to the secretary, 

Respectfully yours, 
Francis Ennicory, 

Preasi(lent Richmond Co, (N. ¥.) 
Protective Association, Chairman. 

. JAMES BENEKAND, _ { 
President South Side Sportsmen's Chib of Long Island. 

Water M. BRAckeETT, 
Vice-President Massachusetts Fish and Game Proteu- 

tive Society, Boston, 
Eueexe G. BLAcKrorn, N. Y¥. Fish Commissioner. 
5. M, Boatoxrorp, Squibnocket Chib, New York, 
Martin B. Grown, Watvayanda Club, New York. 
Henry F. Crosby, Willowemoc Club, New York. 
Dr. A. Ferner, New York, 
James Grppes, Onondaga Fishing Club, Syracuse. 
Dr. J. A- HENSHALL, 

Author of “The Baokof the Black Bass,’ Cynthiana, 

Game and Tish 

Ky. 
FrReD, MATHER, 

Fishery Editor Fores: anp Swream, New York, 
Pror. ALFRED M. Miyer, 

q Stevens Institube of Technology, Hoboken, N, J. 
Barner PHILLIPS, 

SCS American Vishoultnral Association, New 
rowke, 

James L. VALLOTTON, 
President Pasque Island Club, New York. 

Gro. W. VAN Sicnex, Willowemoe Olnh, New Yor, 

Committee of Arrangements of Anglers* Tournament, 

There willbe a meeting of the association on Thursday, 
December 14, at the Astor House, New York city, at 4 P. 
M., to adopt s constilotion and by-lvws, and to transact 
such other busindss as may be brought before the meeting, 

(Bigned) 
Francis Exprconr, President, 
Frep, Maren, Secretury, 89 Park Row, 
Looks W. Wrscuester, Treasurer, 

Camp Benkakp.— The Adjutant Geweral of the Army 
has received from Lieutenant General Sheridan a highly 
interesting report of the explorations made by him of parts 
of the Terrgorics of Wyoming, Idaho and Montana during 
August and September of the present year. He was ac- 
companied on this trip by General Sacket, Inspector Gen- 
eral of fhe Army, several officers of his staff, General Anson 
Stage, Mr. R. W. Bishop and John McCullough, the actor. 
Generai Sheridan describes his trip minutely. He left 
headquarters in Chicago on the ist of August and pro- 
ereded by way of Fort ‘Washakie to the open country, ‘The 
command marched up the Wind River, anc taking the south 
fork of that 1iver discovered a ney pass, which had hitherto 
heen used only by Indians, snd which was named Lincoln 
Pass, ufter the ‘Secretary of War. General Sheridan says 
this is by far the best pass he has ever seen over the conti- 
nental divide. Next they found themselyvsin the valley of 
the Gros Ventre River; where they went into camp, which 
they named Camp Benkard, in honor of Mr, James Ben- 
kard, the president of the South Side Sportsman’s Club of 
Long Island, The general goes on to describe his trip 
with great detail, and gives many interesting incidents of 
the marches through the valley of the Snake River, and 
thenee onward to the Yellowstone, 

Toe Loxpon Frsaprrmes Exupprrion,—The work of 
potbering material for one of the most complete exhibits of 
shery products ever made is now going on. Prolessor G. 

Brown Goode, who had charge of the American exhibit at 
Berlin in 1880, will have the care of our displuy at London, 
This ig a funrantee of care in the selection sud arrangement 
of the display. ‘The great collection of the Smithsonian In- 
stitution and of the National Museum will he sent, together 
with much new material illustrating our fisheries and their 
products, A depot for a stowage of articles sent. from, or 
near New York, lias been established Dy Mv. B. G, Black- 
ford at Fulton Market, where be will receive all urticles and 
attend to their shipment, Those who intend exhibiting 
should apply for space sven, 
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Some. Larner Frsa.—Last week there were on the slabs 
of Mr, BE. G. Blackford, Fulton Market, New York, three 
fish of large size, One of them was a tautog (blackfish of 
New York, which came from Cape Cod, and weighed thir- 
teen pounds, We believe that sixteen pounds is rhe largest 
specimen of this fish on record, A mnskinonje of thir y- 
four pounds attracted much attention, although much short 
of the weights that this fish has attained, A ‘‘whiltefish" 
(Coregenus) from the lakes, which weighed thirteen pounds, 
was the largest one we ever saw, and we do not recall the 
capture of a larger one, 

THe Ecos or Evns.—Those who are interested in the 
manner in which eels reproduce their young may now look 
for their eggs, which will be found in two long oynries on 
each side of the fish, and can veadily be seen with a magnify- 
ing glass of low power. The eels are now going to the sea to 
breed, and their ‘fall run” will soon be over. Great oum- 
bers are being taken bout New York. The question whether 
all eels must go to the sea to breed is still un open one. That 
those near salt water do so is an established fuct. 

Saumow in MASSACHUSETTS.—Three fine salmon, weigh- 
ing from seven to hine pounds, were received by Mr, Black- 
ford lately. They were taken in fykes near North Truro, 
Mass., outside of Cape Cod. This is an unusual time of 
year to take salmon and shows that some of them are not so 
far at sea now as is gencraliy supposed, The probability is 
that thest tish were bred in either the Connecticut, the Mer- 
rimae, or the Penobscot riyer, and haye not journeyed far 
trom their homes, 

Sishenlture, 

PLANTS FOR CARP PONDS. 

FP young carp fish, three ov four inchesin length, be placed 
in a lake or brook in Murch, in September following they 

will be grown tothe length of from ten to fourteen inches 
and will weigh sometimes from one to one and a half pounds, 
It requires three yearsto bring a trout up to one pound, 
Such is the wonderful srowth of this new food-fish now beine 
introduced into our lakes and brooks for propagation. These 
fish subsist mainly upon vegetable food, but will not retuse a 
worm orinsect when opportunity offers. ‘They grow in any 
kind of water,” but we must beware of waters tinged too 
strongly with turpentines or products of coal distillation. 
Thsy grow faster with good, natural and abundant food, in 
nice, pure water. Too much fesding injures the water by 
the souring of the remaining surplus. The natural food of 
this fish is tha products of various water plants, some of which 
I will now proceed to deseribe: 

1, The Great Caladium eseadentiim.—This plant crows luxu- 
viantly in water twelve inches deep. or on the banks hard by. 
Tv bas esculent roots, filled with farinaceous and amylaceous 
matter, and is in some places used as human food, hence the 
specific name. The plantis well suited to lakes; also as fish 
shelteras well astood, Planted in the margin of the lake, 
six to twelve inches deep in water, it will throw up continu- 
ously, three to four feet above the surface, immensely large 
leaves, sometimes two or three fect wide and three or four 
feat long, giving the shores or banks quite a sub-tropical ap- 
pearance in the size and splendor of its foliage. 

2, Nympheea odorata.—This charming water plant grows in 
from a few inches of water to four feet deep, and yields an 
abundance of farinaceous matter in its stems, leaves and 
roots. [See Case’s ‘‘Botanical Index,” page 98.) It grows 
luxuriantly in water, and its leaves, one foot broad, lie flat 
upon the water, affording shade to the finny tribes beneath. 
Its curling stems muke a safe lodgment for the eges of the 
carp, and its pure white flowers which dot the lake over, fill- 
ing the yalley with fragrance ripen seeds which are full of 
nutrition. 

a, Nuphear advenaCalhoun, of the Southern Stock Journal, 
is mistaken as to the species (Luteum) of our Nuphar. The 
yellow flowers of this species have the odor of brandy, and 
leaves both floating and erect. hisis the American species. 
The Luteum isthe Buropean, and the seed contain a large 
quantity of farinaceous matter, and some species are used for 
food in other countries. When planted in a lake or aquarium 
it makes a more vigorous growth than any other variety of 
Aquatie plant, consequently it contributs more toward puri- 
fying the water by the large amount of oxygen sipplied it, 
and Garhon absorbed from it, whichis so important to pure 
water and healthy animal life in confinement. [See Case’s 
“Botanical Index,” page 3.) Wefear that its rapid growth 
renders it too wacontrollable in small ponds, but such luxuri- 
viance of development well suits it to large lakes, where the 
amateur will experience much pleasure in watching its btri- 
umphant progress Over the waters. 

4. Nelumbeum luteum,—There is a strange grandeur and an 
exquisite beauty about this plant which excite the admiration 
of all romantic lovers of flowers, asweet loveliness about them 
which create a desire to possess and cultivate some of them. 
All water lilies are lovely. but this oneis gorgeous. The 
flowers are a light canary color, varying from white to pink, 
and often five inches in diameter, and exquisitely fragrant. 
The secd receptacle, like the flowers standing out of the 
water, is a flat, circular surface, and constitutes the base of 
an inyerted cone, which is perforated with holes for the 
accommodation of the nuts, These are the water chinque- 
pins, “The root contains a large percentage of mucilaginonus 
and farinaceous matter, and is said to be one of the best 
known native yegetables for food.” [See Botanital Index, 
age 77.) “The tubers are farinaceous and edible.” [See 

Eray's Manual of Botany, page 56.] We are apprehensive, 
also, that the plant would not suit small lakes on account of 
its rapid growth. It might fillthem up with roots; but give 
it the great lakes of Texas, and we vouch for its success and 
it® sublime developments in yielding food and shelter. 

5. Nasturtium officinalis, or Cress.—This isa favorite fish 
salad for the table of the cyprine. They devour it greedily. 
“They are particularly fond of water cresses and other juicy 
plants.” [See Dr. Hessel in American Agriculturist where he 
teaches us that carp fish can hear.] Plant the cress hard by 
the edge of the lake, and it will send its limbs far oub in the 
water. 

6. Zizania dguatied, or Water Rice—This grass produces 
many slender, lincar seeds, which are farinaceous and well 
suited to water. When alonein flourishes. 1% prowsin shal- 
low water, which is always found around well constructed 
ponds, ‘The luxuriant water oat should be planted in eyery 
pond devoted to carp culture. These plants yield great quan- 
tities of seed, of which the fish are extrayagantly fond.” [See 
Calhoun, in the Southern Stock Journal, Vol. 6, No. 21, in 
which he calls it Zinania uguutice, or Water Oat), which 
slows, at least, that he was striking at the: same thing. 

%. Typhe latafolia, or Water Mace.—This is a grand marsh 
or aquatic herb with nerved, linear, sissile leaves: The flowers 
and rrnit are elevated on a dense cylindrical spike, terminating: 
the stem, at least six feet above the roots, but sometimes ten 
feet, It will grow in water perhaps six feet deep. Its small 
nutlets fall into its native water and germinate in the mud ati 
the bottom. All seeds during the process of germination are 
sweet and nutritious. Ib giyés a peculiar aspeot to lakes that, 
is both rare and pleasant, The adornment of our artificial 
lakes should recerve some attention. When we visit some af 
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our natural Jakes we find them almost filled and surrounded 
with strange and beautiful forms of yegetable life, which ac- 
companiments render these places a great deal more attractive, 
The yery wildness which these curious children of nature 
are capable of superadding to a pure and placid lake sur- 
rounded by ewhoing shores and reverberating hills, mingle with 
the charms and pleasures of such places und sweeten and bal- 
Jow such impressions of the beautiful and picturesque wpon 
those seeking the innocent enjoyments of life. Weshouldadd 
these native ornaments and rare water plants to our conveni- 
ent lakes and nisle them the most delightful of the home 
scenes and associations. 

§. Panerutium rotatum.—In the evening and morning, and 
when the clouds are over the sun, this plant unfolds its snow- 
white imperial flowers, all arrayed in royal robes, and bear- 
ing & white, delicate crown about two feet above the water 
ermarsh. Ibis well styled “wild crown imperial,” 

9, Sonruras cernns.—This is rather a delicate plant anioug 
the aquatic plants. It waves a small white plume, which 
bends gracefully to the side opposite to the wind, and presents 
aoe a military appearance among thé lake plants for a little 
ellow. 
10. Sagittaria hastata.—The foliage of this plant has a 

yery rich appearance. he leaves, as the name indicates, 
are in the form of arrow or spear heads, but ona large sealo, 
and are quite peculiar in their surface markings, Grows two 
fect high, 

11, Sarraoenia purpurea, or Plava.—The leaves of this 
plant are pitcher shaped and are usually half filled with 
water, The flower is a large nodding, something between 
the form of a side-sad@le and a Dutch pillion ; an indescribable 
curiosity to the uninitiated. 

12. Jris lacustris—This has sword-shaped and grass-like 
leayes, and large showy flowers of all therainhow colors— 
hence the name. 

ti, Pontederia cordate,—Tis is astrong water plant, and 
grows in shallow water. Through its collection of heart- 
shaped leayes it throws up occasionally a stem or scape, ter- 
minated by a beautiful spike of yiolet-blue flowers. The 
heart-shaped leaves and pretty flowers do not stand far aboye 
the water's surface, 

id, Acorus calamus—Calamus Flag.—its creeping roots, 
which are pungent and aromatic, send up sword-iike Jeayes 
and stems. A valuable addition to lake plants on account 
of its usefulness as a domestic medicine, anda pleasant and 
“aromatic carminative. 
Tam perfectly familiar with all the above plants and have 

transplanted them to my own fish lakes, and kuow well that 
they are useful as described in the forezoing article. 

PF. T.. Yoartm. 
PALESTINE, Texas, 

CARP IN MISSOURI—The Commissioners of Wisheries of 
Missouri have undertaken the cultnre of varp on a large seale 

They baye been for in Forest Park, in the city of St. Louis, 
tunate in securing the services of Mr. George Bekardt, Jr, 
who came to this country more than a year ovo, and he will 
lay out the ponds and superintend the work, Mr, Eckardt's 
long experience in Germany, where his father has one of the 
most extensive carp faruisin the world, makes hin peculiarly 
fitted to attend to this brauch of fisheultiire, and the Commis 
sioners of Missouri have done a wise thtug in availing them 
selves of his experience. 

CARP DISTRIBUTION.—The United Slates Fish Coim- 
mission has sent a lot of young carp to Mr. B.G, Blackford 
of the New York Fish Commission, for distribution in this and 
the adjoining States, The fish-distributing car of the United 
States Fish Commission has been distributing 
Minnesota. Some 1,000 young fish are carried at one time. 
The loss of fish is small, hardly worth counting, being less than 
one fish to the thousand, 
German carp. 

Che Ziennel. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
March, 1883.—Dominion of Canada Kennel Club Bench Show, at 

Ottawa, Canada. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, Detroit, Mich! 
January 9,10, and 11, 1883.—Meriden Poultry Association Benen 

Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, 193 Hobart street, 
Meriden Conn. . 

April 3, 4,5 and 6, 1883, Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society’: 
Fifth Annual Bench Show, taal es Pa. Entries for the Kench 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after March 1, 1882, 
close December 1, 1882. Ohas. Linvaln, Superintendent, C. B. Elbin, 
Secretary Western Pennsylvania Poultry Sociaty, Allegheny City, Pa. 
December 14-16, 1892.—First Bench Show of Dogs, Southern Massa. 

chusatts Poultry Association, New Bedford. Wm. Pann Shepard, 
Secretary, Fall River, Mass. 

FIELD TRIALS, - 
December 11—New Orleans Gun Club Field Trials on Quail, Opelou- 

sas, La. Entries close December iL. J. EK. Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La, Entries for the Club Cup close December 1. 

es 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

E give herewith the: continuation of the report from our 
last issue, completing the record of the Hastern Tield 

Trials. 
ALL-AGED STAKES. 

PLANTAGENDT AND Prince HAL.—Plantagenet having been 
withdrawn, the heat was given to Prince Hal 

Eco HI, anp Doe B. were at once put down, hit nothing 
was done, except thut Doc filshed a single bird, and at whe 
expiration of eighteen minutes they were taken up for the 
night. Elcho If is w capital moving dow, with considerable 
speed, but he did not get down to his work in anything like 
good form. Doc is also a good woving dog, although not go 
fast as Hicho. This day was capital in all respects. The 
weather was delightinl, birds were plenty, and miore heats 
were decided than has ever been done before at a wial in One 
day. Most of the work was done on the model farm, and the 
birds were plenty enough for wall purposes, 
Wednesday morning there was « light frost; the alr was 

bracing, but not very cool; there was a slizht breege trom the 
east, and every indication of a beautifulday. We left the 
hotel about half-past eight. Owing to mistaken direotions, 
Blcho iil. and Doc B. were not on hand, and Maida and Luna 
May were put down instead, At the tinish of their heat the 
other brace was cast off at 9:53, in a field of sedge, and 
worked down a brook. Then heating out a large field of 
weeds, Doc swung toward us and challenged, aud the specta- 
tors flushed a bevy behind him, which were marked down in 
the thicket where London made his mMmaghiticent back. Wol- 
lowing them up, Hicho flushed two in rapid succession, Doc 
doing the same a minute later, hen Wicho again Aushed, 
and, working out in the open, he flushed another one. Then 
Doe pointed, but uot yery staunch, and Elcho backed hin in- 
differently. Miller, to order, pw up the bird, which he 
missed. Then working on in the weeds, Hlcho scored another 
flush, and they were ordered up and the heat was awarded to 
Doe B, Down altogether forty-nine minutes, 

Diana I], ano TRINKET were put down at 2:23 on Tuesday 
atternoon at the finish of the heat between Raleigh and Bes- 
sie. Both showed fair speed, but not encnen style, Trinket 
is a little thing, butshe displayed remarkable good funting 
qualities, and with a year two more of experience, will un- 

carp through 

Milingis is tobe fully stocked with 
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doubtly make a hard one to beat. They were.cast off in some 
weeds, which were drawn blank. Then moving on in some 
pines, & bird wis flushed, but it was so thick that we could 
nob sea whether by the dogs or handlers. Trinket then 
Paired nicely, roading up to her bird in good form, Diana 
acking her indifferently, Mitchell flushed fhe bird to order, 

Put had noshell in hisgun, Trinket then fushed a single bird, 
asshe went wp a bank. Then Diana thished yery nicely, Trin- 
ket hacking her in good form. While trying to put up the 
bird Trinket was a little unsteady, but dropped to order, the 
point proved ta be a hare. ‘Then moving .on, Trinket 
pointed false in the stubble, and then challenged in some corn, 
and Mitchell fusher a single bird, when a at bevy ose be- 
tween Trinket and the judges. Following them up, Diana 
scored a fish, when several more gobup wild. Moving on, 
Triuket made a capital point. Mitchell flushed the bird to 
order, but missed it. Meantime, Diana pointed, hut when 
the judves got thére the bird had gone. She soon pointed 
xein, Trinket backing her nicely, but no bird was found and 
she scored 4 false point. They were ordered up and the heat, 
Was awarded to Trinket, Dowwa forty-fiye minutes, 

Mama Ann Lona MAy were put down at §:45 on Wed- 
nesday morning, just erst of the village. Maida appeared to 
be in her usual good.form. Luna May ran at Robin’s Island 
two years ago. Sheis very graceful in her movements And a 
merry worker, Maida challenged neara ditch and roaded 
ont in grand style a large bevy, which she located nicely. 
Haight walked toward her when they flushed ahead of her 
and scttled in some woods, where Luna struck them first and 
drepped on point. Maida, brought up to back, did not see 
her, but tuade a very graceful point a fey yards to her right, 
This was yery pretty. Wantiaker, ordered to flush, did so, 
and inissed, when the vest of the beyy got up, Working to- 
ward them, Maida challenged, but moved on to order, and 
scoved a flush, She then pointed very nicely, Luna, brought 
up to hack, failed to do so, but stood near Haight and looked 
at her, The bird was flushed to order, and killed by Haight. 
Moving on, Maida struck a bexutiful attitude, justas a bird 
fished in frontofler, She soon raninto another one, and 
Luna followed suit. Then we beat throngh some woods into 
a sedge field, where Maida challenged and then made a false 
point, which was handsomely backed by Luna. Moving on, 
imuia dropped yery prettily to a large bevy, which was 
finshed by her handler coming up. Crossing a brook, several 
birds were flushed by the handlers and dogs, who were elose 
together. Swinging back, Luna scored a flush, and dropped 
to wih, biif soon inoyedt on, when séveral more got up wild. 
She then pointed false. Maida then made one of her stylish 
points on 2 single bird, which vas flushed to order Init not 
shot at. They were then ordered up und the heat awarded to 
Maida. Down one hour aud three minutes, 

Rabkign AND ADAM'S Bwssre.—This heat was run on 
Tuesday aftermocn, Both are fleld trial wivners, and much 
interest Was nianifested as to Lhe result. Raleigh has im- 
proved since we saw him, aud rana very good race. Bessie 
has still the yeity way of going thal pleased all who saw her 
last yeur, She has a wonderful hose, and is rather inclined to 
dwell on old sévnt, Thisis often of preat udyaentage in every 
day work, especially when birds are scarce, but at a field trial 
it is often the case thet dogs like Bessie are beaten by animals 
who have a less sensitive nose. Ralaigh was handled by Mr, 
E. 5, Waiuaker, and Bessie by Cuptain MeMurdo. “They 
Were pul dowu it a corn feldandswung round 4 knoll, when 
Bessie pointed a liare. Raleigh swung out and challenged 
hut moved a little when the Captain whistled for Bessie, an 
the bird was flushed, but for this he was not to blame, Work- 
lng in, Raleivli made a point, and Bessie coming up also 
pointed, bunt scou moved on, and catelin’ alent of hit, backed 
In ood style, Nothing wastfound, and Raleigh scored u false 
eats A. littie further on Raleigh pointed a bevy, Bessie 
jacking him nicely. Wanmaker flushed to order, anil killed 
two at one shot, Ralcigh retrieying one of them well, 
and Bessie the other, which was only winged, in first 
class style. A few yards further Raleigh pointed a hare, Bessie 
backing himn very finely. Bessie;then pointed and Raleigh 
backed. Moving on, Bessie swung into a thicket, and pointed 
in capital style, Raleigh backing her, but nothing was found, 
aud she scored a false point, although a bird was flushed close 
by soon ufter by the spectators, Then both got a good ppint 
on a beyy, which: flushed as the judges came up. Both dogs 
then moyed on and again pointed, but'soon went on. Bessie 
then pointed false, Raleigh backing her nicely While the 
judges were consulting both dogs swung out and pointed the 
birds, Bessie locating them in good style a few seconds before 
Raleigh, but before this was done, the judges had awarded 
the heat to Raleigh. Down thirty-eight: minutes, 
Pollux having « bye, this finished the first series. 

ing is the sumimary: 
Follow- 

First Series, 
Tom beat Don Pedro. 
Shadow beat Lincoln IL. 
London beat Daisy Laverack. 
Gladsome beat Donner’s Bessie. 
Lorna beat Ragkett, 
Chief beat Dashing Rover. 
Brock beat Smut IT. (withdrawn). 
Foreman beat Buckalew. 
Prince Hal beat Plantagenet (withdrawn), 
Doc B beat Eleho HI. 
Trinket beat Diana I, 
Maida beat Luna May. 
Raleigh beat Adam's Bessie. 
Pollix a bye. 

Seoond series, 

Yom Anb Shapow.—Vhis brace was put down at 10:34 on 
Wednesday, in an old field, Tom was still suffering trom his 
sore foot, but gamely started off af a clipping pace, hey 
were swuuog round to wet the wind of some birds that had been 
marked down, when Shadow caught a little scent and drop- 
ped ol point, but soon moved on. Tom then ran into and 
finshed one, and Shadow dropped ou her launches just as 
another one vob up in front of her. She then took a tew 
steps and potted in wood style, Tom backing nicely. Shadow 
soon moved a little and seored another flush. She was more 
cautious now, and soon pointed another one very nicely, and 
Tom cametyp and took point alongside her, The bird was 
flushed to order by Wananinker and killed, Tom retrieving: it. 
Moving on, Tom went 4 little too fast and put upa bird; he 
then pointed iu capital stylu, Shadow dvopping as soon as she 
saw him, Wanamaker fished the birds to order and killed 
one, When 4 large beyy rose partly behind Tom. Sliadow ve- 
tieved the bird very well. This was a very good piece of 
work for Tom, as the birds were dowu wind, 6 moved on 
and again pointed, hut the birds had run, and he soon moved 
on and swine for them, when Shadow dropped on point and 
Tom stopped to orderand at once pointed, No bird was found, 
however, and we moved on, but the point was good, for when 
the spectators came up a bird was flushed near the place. A 
little further on Tom made a yery gamy point to a single bird, 
which Wanamaker flushed to ordér,; but did not shoot at, 
They were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to 
Tom, Down twenty-five minutes. ' 
LONDON AND GLADSOME were &t once east off ina field of 

weedy sedge, Beating through this London swung inta some 
pines and pomfed a sidvle bird, which flushed as Glad came 
op, but it was 80 thick that we could not see it either were to 
hiams, Clad then pointe l, and London backed hin in geod 
style, Mitchell to order iiushed aud winged the bird, which 
Glad tailed to Oud; then burning buck, to find birds that had 
been missed, Glad pointed iv a thicket, and soona bird flushed 
near him, but wa could not see either him or London and 
tould not -tell which was to blame. Moying on Glad chal- 
Jenged, but working too close he scored a flush and dr 
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to wing. Then moving on he pointed false. We then nade 
vite a circle without finding birds, oroeg a bevy which wag 
ushed by the spectators. but they setiled in posted Jand and 

we turned back, when hoth dogs pointed in some thiek weeds, 
but the bevy flushed wild as we came ip. Following them in 
some woods London made a tate point, which Glad backed 
in good style. Tallman flushed the bird two order and killed if, 
London, sent to retrieve, ran into anabher bird, which got up; 
he then brought his bird, but not in hisusual goodstyle, ‘Then 
Glad made # good polit, and London, sy up to back, 
caught the scent befors he saw him and whirled halt round on 4 
magnificent point just ahead of him, but the birds had run and 
bot dogs roaded a short distance, and then swung out for 
them, when Glad at speed ran into and finshed one, which 
Mitchell killed. This was wrong, as it made Glad unsteady, 
and he went on and retrieved if without orders, Glad shortly 
alter pointed nicely, but nothing was found und he soon 
moyed on, Then London whirled and made one of his stiyl- 
ish points just as a bird was flushed by Mitchell close to him, 
but he stood stauuch, und Tallman, to order, put wp another 
one in front of him. This was yery goat Then London 
again got a beautilul point, Glad half backing and half point- 
ing. Tallman, to order, flushed the bird, which was not shot 
at. Glad then made a point, but was not quite rigid. Mitchell 
flushed and killed the bird, which Glad retrieved. While the 
judges were consulting London swung out a short distance 
and pointed, but he did not need this, as the judges ordered 
them up and awarded him the heat. Down one hour and 
twenty-six minutes, ‘This was avery interesting heat, and 
Gladsome, had he been steady, would haya stood a fair chance 
of winning it, as he showed some grand work. His handler, 
Mr. Mitchell, found fault with the decision 4nd made some 
remarks in the heat of the moment that he afterward apolo- 
gized for, and the matter was overlooked. Wo then went to 
lunch, which was spread in the yard at the Model Farm. 
Lorna AnD Carer.—After lunch this brace was put down in 

the stubble south of the house, and worked through into a 
cornfield, where a single bird was flushed by the judges; and 
while waiting for the dogs to come back and find the rest of 
the bevy, which was supposed to be there, the spectators 
flushed a bevy a short distance in the rear, which went into a 
thicket: then a large bevy got up in front of us. Following 
the first bevy, Chief found first and pointed nicely a single 
bird, which was flushed to order, London backing him in 
good style. Chief then challenged, but got too close and 
scored a flush; he then made a good point; Miller, to order, 
flushing the bird, which he killed, and Chief retrieved it yery 
well. Lorna now took her turn and pointed one, but Hemion 
faile to bring it to bag. Lorna then flushed one, and soon 
after another Zotwp close to her. She then pointed very 
stylishly, and Chief refused to back und went on and stole 
the point, Miller flushed the wird to order wud missed it, 
when Chief took two or three jumps after it, but ab once 
dropped to order. The judges then compared notes, and 
awarded the heat to Lorna. Down forty mmuates, 

BRocK AND WormEMAN.—The result of this heat was quite a 
suprise, as Foreman is known to be one of the best perform- 
ers at the meeting, but he had nob been worked foratew days, 
aud was yery rank, and not under good coniro!, while Brock, 
although this was the first term that he had been shotover by 
his handler, did some first-class work and made no mistakes. 
They were put down in the sedge near « cornfield, and Fore- 
Tian swung wide, while Brock went straight to the large 
bevy, that we had flushed, und pointed them in pood style, 
aud Foreman backed him nicely, Bonnell fished and missed 
with both barrels, aud Tallman winged one, which Foreman 
retrieved very well, Following after them, Foreman took 
long sewing along the fence, while Brock went straight to 
them, and got a good point. Moreman, broughtup to back, 
did not see him, aud also pointed. Asthe handlers came up, 
a single bird flushed near the dogs, but both remamed stannc 
and Bonnell, to order, flushed a bird in front of them, and 
winged with the second barrel, Broek retrieving itvary Gare- 
fully. He then swung round on the side hill, aud again 
pointed a single bird, which flushed as his handler came up, 
They were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to - 
Brock. Down seventeen minutes, 
Prince Hat and Doo B. were then put down in a tield of 

sedge. Halis of good size, and although not a fast dog, he 
moves yery well and showed excellent Held qualities. Wor e 
along the side of a knoll, a bird got up by the judges, an 
soon aiter the dogs flushed one with Doc a tiifie the nearest. 
Hal dropped to but Doc kept on, We then beat out 
some stubble, when Doe fiushed a single bird, We then took 
quite a turn without finding birds; finally both struck scent 
at about the same time and ointed, Both then roaded up 
to the bavy and again pointed, Halin capital style, while Doe 
was unsteady, and after afew seconds he blinked his birds, 
and the heat was awarded to Prince Hal, Down forty-five 
minutes. - 
TRINKET AND Maipa.—This heat was another surprise, to 

us at least, for we had seen Maida both in public and private 
do such capital work, that we felt sure that she would win, 
but Trinket let out a link and fairly earned the victory. 
They were put down at the edge of some woods, and worked 
toward the bevy that was found by Hal and Doo B, Swing- 
ing round the corner of the woods, Maida madé one of her 
graceful points, and Trinket backed hur in capital style, but 
nothing was found, and Maida scored 4 false poitit. They 
were worked along a ditch, where Trinket challenged, but 
the birds got up wild before she could locate them, Pollow- 
ing them across the road, quite an exuitement wis created 
by a heifer, a black one, which took a sudden fancy to Dr. 
Rowe, and with head and tail up she went for lam at full 
speed It is benbaps needless to say that the Doctor Blenped 
aside from the path, butin doing so helunded m a ditch flat 
on his back, which was considorably burt. It was feared 
that he was seriously Injured, and he was assisted to the house, 
but he soon recovered, The heifer, foiled in her attempt Hpor 
jum, went for us, but of course we stood firm and escaped all 
harm. We then followed the birds into some woods, when 
Maida challenged, but the bird was flushed by the handlers 
before she had located it. She then swing wide, and made 
a beautiful point to 4 single bird, which flushed as we came 
up. Meantime Trinket gob a point, but was a trifle unsteady 
when the bird was flushed. We then turned back, and on & 
bare piece of ground Trinket made a capital point to a single 
bird, aud Maida backed her grandly. his was a yery good 
piece of work. We then crossed the road, and Trinket poimted 
& harein good form, After consultation the judges awarded 
the heat to Trinket. Down twenty-three minntes. 
RALEIGH AND POLLUX were ol Quee pub down on stubble 

which was drawnblank, Then beating through a cornfield 
into some tall weeds, Raleigh put up a brace of birds and 
dropped to wing. When we came up the rest of the bevy 
flushed. Meantime Pollux, who was a short distance below, 
half pointed, aud then roadedin grand style quite a distance, 
and was joined by Ruleigh who ulso roaded, but the birds 
flushed wild along distance ahead of them. Pollux then 
went over a fence, and dropped on point to a Single bird, rhat 
fushed itself before the judges came up, and he got no credit, 
but they saw the flush that he made soon after, Raleigh 
soon after swung round and pointed toward us, and Pollux 
was called up to back, When Waumuakev with commendable 
fairness told the Captain that the dog was facing us, bat he 
could not see Raleigh, and sent Pollus dowu wine sight on ta 
him, and the birds flushed just as he caught sight of Raleigh, 
and backed, both dogs dropped to wing nidely. Working 
down wipd, Pollux wheeled round and made a capital point 
facing us, Capt. McMurdo flushed the bird fo order and 
missedit, Raleigh then pointed where a bird had just been 
flushed, while Pollux ran into one, and was then called up to 
back, and did so in good style. We then worked through 
some pines, and crossing a fence Raleigh put up a bevy, which 

‘ 
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CROXTETH ON POINT, BACKED BY LALLA ROOKH. 

“Moying on Croxteth pointed in a crouching attitude that was one of the most singular that we have ever seen. Rookh, not to be outdone, copied his position almost exactly. This 
was warmly praised by all, and Mr. Tracy at once transferred the wonderful picture to his portfolio, and we shall produce it next week, with the assuranse that itisno fancy sketch, but 

a faithful representation of the dogs and their positions.”—FoRFST AND STREAM, Nov. 80, page 353. 
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MR. GEORGE W. POST’S LIVER AND WHITE DOG “TICK.” 

\ Winner of Second Prize in the E. F. T. C. Derby. 
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: MR. J, W. FOSTER’S BLACK, WHITE AND TAN DOG “GLADSOME.” - 

re Divided Third Prize with Lalla Rogkh in B, F. T, C. All-Aged Stakes, ; 
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we followad, and he got a point, but soon moved on and 
roaded up armunine bird and lozaterd it nicely; Pollux backed 
him, Watnmaker finshe to order and killed, and Pollux was 
ordered to retrieve, but he refused, and the heat was awarded 
to Raleigh. Down an hour and seven minutes, This ended 
the seconll sérias. Following is the summary: 
Tom baat Shadow, 
London beat Gladsome. 
Lora beat Chief, 
Brock heat Foreman, 
Prince Hal beat Doe B. 
Trinket beat Maida. 
Raleigh beat Pollux. 

Third Series. 

Tom AnD Lonpon,—This heat was the commencement of 
thea third series and we expected to see some good work, 
especially from this brace, both of whom had shown up 
grandly in theiv previons heats. !t was nearly fiye o'clock 
when theywere put down, and the birds wera running to 
roost, which madeit impossible to pive them a fair trial, aa 
With few oxceptions, birds will not lie to the dor at this tima 
fday. They were cast off in thick woods, where London got 
ao close fo a bird and if flushed. Tom was more fortunate, for 

he sot a point to asinele, which Wanmaker flushed. Then Toni 
pointed, Londen backing him nicely, but no bird was found. 
Tom soon again poiitud false, and a moment later both 
pointed where birds evidently had been, but they had gone. 
Wea then boat up the road that led toward home, without re- 
sult except that Tom scored a flush on a single bird, They 
were then taken up for the night. 
Thursday morning the weather was delightful, with a fresh 

breezatrom the southeast. Leaving the hotel af half past 
eight we drove to the ground where the Members’ Stake was 
bogie, and cast off the dozs in a field of sedge and pines at a 
flew minntes past nine, Tom's nose was dry and hot, and 
althouch he was better of his lameness he still was suifering, 
but pluckily Kept going, although it was evident that he could 
hot smell them, London soon found anice bevy, which he 
pointed in elegant style. Tom coming up behind him also 
pose although the judges gave him credit for only a back. 
allman to order flushed a fair bevy and winged one, which 

London retrieved very carefully, He then went on a few 
rods and awain pointed a running bird, which he roaded cut 
in peribal style, nnally establishing bis point with his head in 
the air and every hair on him showing that he meant business. 
Ton, who had backed him while roading, cama up and 
went yound him and the bird, bat could smell nothing 
Tallman to order flushed the bird just in front of his 
flog. This was a very good piece of work. Tom 
seemed to realize thab be could not smell them 
tor he made a false point, London bicking him, and it seemed 
tous that hoe pointed thinking that there might be » bird 
there and not because he got any scent, Then working into 
some woods, London madé another stylish point, which Tom 
backed inelegant styic. Tallman flushed to order four birds, 
but did not shoot. Tom then challenged, and two birds 
flushed hear him, and he ReAPuE towing. Some thought that 
London flushed these birds, but he was at least twenty feet 
beyond him, and the birds got up within a few feet of Tom, 
one of them Pp tly behind him and ona between him and the 
spectato!s, London then pointed under a fallen tree top, and 
Tor, coming up on the other side, siso pointed in capital style. 
Wanmaker in going to his doz flushed the bird. London then 
swung tor another tree top, and again pointed, Tullman flush- 
ing tho bird fo order, Wethen tined back toa pine knoll, 
where Tom flushed a single bird and at once poiuted, but the 
judges did not ses the bird, and scored hima false point in- 
stead of aflush. Jondon then finshed a bird just as the judzes 
announced himthe winner of the heat Down altogether 
an hour an) two minutes. 
Lorna AND Brock were at once put down, and worked 

throuch a cornfield into some sedge, where Brock challenzed 
and Loma made a axpital point to a nice bevy, Brock backing 
her ingoodstyle. Thebirds were Hushed to order by Hemion, 
who missed them, Following them over a fence, we left tho 
horses, and when we found the dovzs, thay were both pointing 
close together, with Lorna a half lencth ahead. This was 
yory pretty, and both were scored a point. We then swung 
back toward the horses, and Brock got a good point, which 
Lorna half backed, Bonnell fiushed to order and killed a 
bird, which Lorna retrieyed fairly well. <A little further on, 
Brock scored a flush, and then Lorma, down by a gully, ran 
into a bavy, and two or three got up when she stopped, 
Brock then cams up and flushed the rest of them. This was 
bad work, as the dogs had the wind, and both should have 
pointed. Working toward them, two or three flushed wild 
ahead of Brock, but wa did not think himtoblame. Wethen 
made quite a cirela withont result, but finally both dogs 
ointed a bavy. which were flushed an‘ marked down. Work- 

ing toward them, Lorna pointed, and Brock comin up, also 
pointed, of backed, we could not see him well enough 
to fetarmins which, but «as the bird got up close to 
Broek, the judges dividerl the honors equally. Lorna 
took a few steps and azain pointed a single bird, which 
Hemion flushed to order and killed. Lorna, ordsred to retrieve, 
ran inte a bird which got up, she then retrieved ber bird in 
good form, After consulting, the judges awarded the heat to 
Lorna. Down filty-lour minutes. 
Princr HAn Anp TRIVKET were now ordered down, and 

Trinkst soon got a point on a single bird, which flushed as her 
handler came up, Then working throuzh tha pines, we evossed 
the read into.a stubble which, with some weeds, was drawn 
blank. We then tarnid south down a run, when Trinket 
made a nice point, which Hal backed insplendidstyle. Trinket 
then ecommencad roading, with Hal backing nicely, but aSshe 
did not find them quite so soon as we thoaght she ought, he 
swung ont and located them in erand style, Whaite flushed 
to o-derand killed, and Halretrieved very well, although it 
tool himsonetune to Qndthe bird. Trinket then half ponies, 
Tal refusins to back, for which we thourht he should not be 
penalized as Trinket was not rivid. Trinket soon moved on, 
and the susetutors coming wp, flashed a hird close by. The 
judzeas consulted ate awarded the heat to Trinket, Down 
orty-four minutes. This finished the third series, as Raleigh 
had abye, Following is the summary: 
London baat Tom. ; 
Lorna beat Brook. 
Trinket beat Prince Hal, 
Raleigh a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

Loypon AnD Croxtrra.—As we approached the end each 
successive heat was watehed with absorbing interest. Thero 
were now but five left n, four setters and one pointer; each 
had wou three heats, and conclusively shown hy their per- 
formances that in no event could the honors of yictory, b 
any acvident or freak of forbune, be unworthily bestowed. 
Many good ones had dropped ont, but there wore none left in 
the race who were undaserviny this appellation. Croxteth, 
who bad gallantly won the pointer prize, was now to com- 

ete with the setters who had woo an equal miniber of heats, 
oth he and the handsoms London had completely won the 

hearts of all, and wa many times heard the wish expressed 
that the honors of tirst place could be equally divided between 
them, Afher lunch we went down the road to the creek, and 
oasting af the dozs, worked over the knoll, where Countess 
and Billy Klint finished their heat, Gaining the top of the 
Imoll, they beat a cornfield, and as they came into the sede 
beyond Croxtsth dropped to a nics bevy, which was flushed, 
te order, justin front of him. He wasin tall grass, and Lon- 
don could nor see him, and had no opportynity to back. This 
was a.grand send off for Croxteth, as the birds were dowa 
wimi from him, Fellewiny the birds, which ssbtlod in the 
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woods, London found them first, and pointed in faultless style. 
Croxteth was brought up to back, but refused, and moved 
up to London, when he took a step or hwo anda bird flushed 
close fo them, and then the rest got up. Crossing a sully 
after them, Croxteth pointed a single bird, London backing 
hia nicely. Thurtle, to order, flushed the bird, which he 
killed, Croxteth was wisteady to shot, but at once dropped 
to order. He then retrieved the bird yery well, Wethenswune 
round, and erossing the roxd moyed on up a branch, and 
worked over a great deal of ground withont result, Finally, 
as we were climbing a steep bank covered with heayy timber, 
London challenged at the top, and dropped on point a few 
seconds before a large beyy rose just in front of him. They 
were down wind, and this was a very creditable perform- 
ance. Following them up, Croxteth pointed under a fallen 
tree top, aud London backed him, but nothing was found and 
the point was scored as false. At the next tree top there was 
ahird, and Croxteth made one of his grand points, which 
London instantly honored in his best style, and Thurtle went 
in and flushed the bird, This was a picture worth going a 
lone distance to ses, Then hoth, some little distance apart, 
pointed, and Thurile, to ordey, flushed four birds in front of 
Croxtath, when the rast got up wild. Then both pointed 
where some of the birds had flushed. <A little further on Lon- 
don pointed «sinele bird, Croxteth came up and half backed 
him, when London moved astepor twoand Croxteth went 
up to him, and the bird fnushed close to them, The judges 
consulted and ayarded the heat te Londen. Down one hour 
und fifty-cizht minutes. 
LorvA AND RAtLErGu.—This brace was at once put down, 

and had gone buts short distance when, at nearly the same 
instant, they struck the scent of a large bevy and pointed itin 
good style. The birds were flushed to order and marked 
down in some woads, where we followed them. Raleigh got 
a little scent, and stopped to order and half pointed, As we 
came up a bird was flushed some little distance from him, and 
his handler claimed a point, but the judges disallowed it, 
Moving on a few steps, he again pointed, but nothing was 
found, Then, workins up a gully, he made a capital point to 
a brace of birds. which Wanmaker flushed to order, winging 
one of them, which Raleich failed to find,as it ran among 
Other birds. Lorna then got a point, bul as Raleigh came up 
and also pointed, she inoved a step, and catching sight of him, 
backed him nicely. They then roaded a few steps, when Lorna 
made a grand point, which Raleigh instantly honored in capi- 
tinl style. Hemion fiushed the bird to order and missed, This 
Was a very pretty piece of work, We thentook alone tramp, 
without finding birds, and as it was getting late, the dogs 
wore ordered up forthe night, and we returned to the hotel. 
On Friday morning they were again put down close to the 

village, where a large bevy was found, which finshed wild 
heyoud the dogs and tlew toward the yillare, Swingins round 
aftor them boch doss got & point, from which the birds were 
flushed to order. Loima then pointed a-single bird, and 
Raleigh backed her nicely. Raleigh then went on to some 
thick weeds and got a gvod point on a bird that Lorna was 
roading. Wanmeaker flushed the bird to order, but did not 
shoot. Releigh soon nailed another one very nicely, which 
after some little time was flushed by his handler, ‘lhe 
judzes then consulted and awarded the heat to Raleigh. 
Down altogether two hours and eleven minutes. Trinzet 
haying a bye this eonwluded the fourth series. Following is 
the summary: 

Fourth Series. 
London beat Groxteth, 
Raleigh beat Lorna. 
Trinket a bye, 

Fifth Series, 

RALEIGH AND TRINKE? were at once put down on the same 
Wirds, Trinket scored first with a gamy point, from which a 
sinzle bird was fiushed to order, Raleigh next made a nice 
point but nothine was found and it was scored false, Trinket 
then got ina {Insh, and shortly after she made a cast up a hill 
and pointed a bird, Raleigh backing her in good style. 
Raleigh then made a vamy point on what proyed to be some 
chickens, Wethen turned back and worked along a ditch, 
when Trinket ran into some birds and flushed them, but this 
was down wind and she was not to blame. She then swung 
up the hill and dropped on point very nicely to a brace of 
birds, which flushed a few seconds later. The judges then 
ordered up the dos and awarded the heat to Trinket. Down 
twenty-five minutes. This conchided the fifth series, London 
having a bye. Following is the summary, 

Fifth Series. 
Trinket beat Raleigh. 
London a bye, 

Stoth Series, 
Lonpon ano ‘Tnike?.—This was the deciding heat for first 

place. London was looked upon by nearly all as a sure win- 
ner, for he had steadily a in the quality of his work 
all through. ‘Trinket, on the other hand, had not, in her pre- 
vious heat, done so wall as she had’ bean doing, and as she 
showed siens of coming in season, it was evident that her 
chances to win were not very bright, They were cast off in 
the sedge, and worked toward a ditch that was bordered hy 
thick weeds, When London cume to the ditch he crossed ib, 
end with the wind on his quarter, he raced up the opposite 
sids quite a distaaes, and catching the scent from a large 
bevy, swaag his head in their direction, and with shortened 
stride, located them, and striking a beautiful attitude, with 
one fore foot raised, he made one of the grandest points of 
the meeting, which he held staunchly until we came up, 
Trinket crossed the ditch, and catching sight of him, backed 
a short tie, and then turned into the weeds and 
commonced roading. Tallman flushed the birds to order, 
and they settled in a garden atthe head of the ditch, Fol- 
lowmg them np, both dozs ware east off, but London winded 
them lirst, and hall! pointed, he than drew a short distance, 
andagain pomted in superb style, Trinket backi him 
very nicely, Atteradmirine the beantiful FiceER awhile, 
the birds were finshed by Tallman, who killed one, which 
Trinket retrieved. Woe thon followed the birds into some 
woods, where Trinket flushed one going down wind,- and | %! 
jumped for it, but at onea droppedto order. A little further 
on, she put up another ons and was again unsteady. The 
judges then ordered them up and awarded the heat to London, 
Sonos himas the winner of first prize, Down, fi'teen 
minutes. wing to the condition of Trimzet, Mr. ‘Mitchell 
properly withdrew her from further competition. This ended 
the sixth series. The following is the summary: 
a beat Trinket and wins first prize, 
As Daisy Laverack had been withdrawn this left only Glad- 

some, Tom and Croxteth to compate for second place, and 
they were run in the order named. 
GLApsome Awp Tom.—This brace was ordered down in the 

woods among the scattered birds, where the last heat was fin- 
ished, Both dogs are too fast when among scattered birds, 
and these birds had lain for some time within hearing of the 
noise of the crowd. aud when the dogs raced over the dr) 
leaves four were fushed in quick sicecession, three by Gla 
and one by Tom. We then crossed the road and workad 
east through some sedge, whan Glad half pointed, and Tom 
backed him, but vothing was found. 
cenurse toward Model Farm, Glad made « cast along some 
woods gud challenged, bat soon moved on and several birds 
flushed justin front of him, He then took afew steps and 
the vest of the beyy got up betwveen him and the aoe aee 
who had taken ashort cut. Following up the birds Glad made 
a false point, and Tom soon followed suit, but a little distance 
further on he madea mee point to s.single bird, which was 
flushed to order, He thes fusned a bird and started afterit but 
turned back toorder Taksing a short rest; the dogs were 

Then shapins out 

again cast off, when Tom again flushed, and Glad made a 
capital point, Tom was called upto back, bat it was some 
time before he got there, and the bird was flushed to order. 
Tom, coming round, made a yery Sty ae ony but it proved 
to be false. Glad then got a point, but moyel on and scored 
a. flush, and soon after he put up.anothér cno. This was get- 
ting rather tedious, and Tom, thinking it time something was 
done, picked up a bird that had been killed a day or two 
bedore, and brought itin, Wethen turned back, and Glad 
got 4 capital point to a single bird, which Mitchell flushed to 
order, Glad was a trifle unsteady to wing. We then crossed 
the ereek to a pea patch, just north of the house, where Tom, 
down wind, ran into three birds, which he took after at his 
hest speed, but he soon came back and the rest of the bevy 
flushed before him, and he again chased, which put him out 
of the race, andthe heat was awarded to Gladsome. Down 
two hours and fiye minutes. We then went to lunch. 
GLADSOME AND CROXTETH.—Second money now lay be 

tween these two, and they were put down in the stubble north. 
of the house, and worked toward the birds that were flushed 
by Tom, Croxteth jumped into a diteh, anda bird flushed 
from the opposite bank, but he did not bear it, and when he 
clambered out of the ditch he eri but the judges did not 
see the bird, and only scored him a false point. Gilad also 
scored the same, as he also pointed at the same place. After 
looking some time in vain for tha vest of the birds, we turmed 
north. Glad was the first to tind, and he. pointed nicely, 
Croxteth ee him in good style. ‘The birds, three in num- 
ber, were flushed to order. Croxteth found the next one, but 
Aushed it, Glad then got a nice point on asingle bird, Crox- 
teth backing him nicely and Mitchel finshed the bird to 
order, Croxteth then made a grand point, which Glad hon- 
ored,-but there was no bird thers, and Croxteth soon moyed 
on. We then turned south, and Mitchell walked into a large 
bevy, which was followed. Glad found them first, and 
pointed a single bird, which Croxteth flushed as he 
crowded ahead of him to get the scent. Glad then 
flushed one, and soon after he pointed false, and 
Croxteth backed him. Moying on, a bird was flushed 
near the dogs, but it was so thiel: that we could not see which 
was to blame, Gladsome then scored another false point, 
which Oroxteth backed in grand style. Moving on, Glad ran 
into a bird, and a step or two further on he flushed another. 
Then turning into some weeds he pointed ons, and Croxteth 
backed him. Then Croxteth inadé a grand point to a single 
bird, which flushed wild as his handler came up, Glad thon 
pointed, and Croxteth backed him. ‘lhe bird was flushed to 
order, but not shot at. Croxteth then pointed and Glad 
backed him, Croxteth was a trifle unsteady to wing, but 
dropped to order. While we were standing here the resti of the 
bevy got up just below-us. Following them up, Croxteth 
ointed where they gotup, and roaded out some birds that 
ita not fly, in grand style. ‘Two of them flushed close by him, 
but he moved on a few steps und looated another one, which 
Thurtle flushed to order and Killed. Justas we moved on 
several more got up all around us. Following them Glad 
finshed one, and a few steps further on another one. He then 
ointed, and as Croxteth came up he moved and both roaded 

in canta style for some distance, but the bird had undoulit- 
edly flushed wild, as it svasnot found. Wethen turned back 
through some pines, where first Glad and then Croxteth scored 
false points. Thendown by abranch, Croxteth challenged, but 
the bird Got up beforehe had locatedit. Hethenswung into the 
pinesand pointed in crand style, Glad backing him, butnothing 
wasfound. Glad then made a handsome point to a hare, 
which Croxteth backed, Glad then made a cast to the bani 
of the creek, where he pointed a small bevy very nicely, and 
Croxteth bucked him in good style. Mitchell flushed to order 
and missed. Glad then swung round inte a path and point2d 
false. Croxteth then made a high-headed point to a bevy, 
and Glad came up and also pointed, Thurtle fushed to order 
and killed yery neatly. Both dogs were steady, Then we 
turned into the thick pines where a. bird was flushed near the 
dogs, but, we could not see which wasto blame, Croxteth 
then made a grand point to a single, which ‘Uhurtle flushed to 
order and Croxteth dropped to wing. Working out tothe 
edge of the woods both dogs were found on point, and each 
handler claimed the point, but as no bird was found neither 
insisted upon the justice of his claim, We then swung round 
by an old mili where 'Thurtle and his doe flushed a bird. Just 
then the spectators flushed a beyy, which was followed, and 
Glad scored 4 flush in thick weeds, and soon another one got 
up close to him, and he was unsteady. The judges then con- 
sulted and awarded the heat to Croxteth and announced him 
as winner of second prize. Down nearly three hours. This 
finished the eighth series. Wollowingis the summary: 

Croxteth beat Gladsome and wins secontl prize. 
Quite a discussion now arose as to which dogs were eligible 

to compete with Gladsome for third prize. Croxteth had 
beaten only the pointers Monarch, Rab and Lalla Rookh, but. 
under the rule, which some oi those present did not compre- 
hend, the withdrawal of Trinket could not deprive the dogs 
beaten by her from competing for third place if in the opinion 
of the judges they hada chance to win, Trinket had beaten 
Diana I1., Maida, Prince Hal, and Raleigh, but after the mat- 
ter was settled the judges decided that none of them Was se 
rood as Lalla Rookh, and she and Gladsome were called up to 
decide which should have third place, but instead of running 
they announced that they had agreod to divide and the judges 
thereupon announced that Gladsome and Lalla Rookh were 
equal winners of third prize. This brought the All-Aged 
Stake toa cenclusion. Following is the summary; 

POINTERS, 
First Series. 

Croxteth beat Monarch, 
Rab beat Bravo. 
Lalla Rookh beat Lady Dufferin. 

Second Series. 
Croxteth heat Rab. 
Lalla Rookh a bye, 

Third Series. 

caret beati Lalla Rookh and wins the pointer eup, value 

SETTERS. 

First Series. 
Tom beat Don Pedro. 
Shadow beat Lincoln II. 
London beat Daisy Layerack. 
Gladsome heat Donner’s Bessie. 
Lorna beat Racket. 
Chief beat Dashing Rover. 
Broek beat Smut 1.—withdrawn. 
Foreman beat Buckalew. 
Prince Hal beat Plantayenet—withdrawn, 
Doe B, beat Mlcho TL, 
Trinket beat Diana IT. 
Maida beat Luna May. 
Raleigh beat Adams’s Bessie. 
Pollux a bye. 

Tom beat Shadow, 
Loudon beat Gladsome, 
Lorna beat Chief. 
Brock beat Foreman. 
Prince Hal beat Doc B. 
Trinket beat Maida. 
Raleigh beat Pollux. 

Third Series 
London beat Tom, 
Lorna beat Broek, 
Trinket beat Prince Hal. 
Raleigh a bys, 

‘ 

Second Series, 
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Fourth Saries, 

London heat Croxteth, 
Lorna beat Raleigh, 
‘Trinket a bye, 

Eufth Series. 

‘Trinket heat Raleigh. 
London a bye. 

Sixth Series. 

London beat Trinket and wins first prize, $250, 

Seventh Series, 
Gladsome beat Tom, 
Croxteth a bye. 4 

Righth Series, 

Croxteth beat Gladsome and wins sasond prize, $150. Glad- 
some and Lalla Rookh divide third, $100, 

THE DERBY, 

On Baturday, the 25th, the running for the Derby ¢com- 
“menced, Bipteen of the sixty nominations filled and they 
were drawn to run as follows: 
DasHring MAscorte, Chas, P. Stokes, Richmond, Va.—Black, 

white and tan English setter bitch, August 6 (Dr, Syntax 
Neilson’s Rose), 

: against 
Loy Sim Joun. J. Otto Donner, New ‘York,—Orange and white 

Hnglish setter dog, January (Ranger Tl,-Mallard’s Belle). 

Peesiy, Prof. H, J. Rite, Brooklyn, New Work.—Blue 
helton Nnglisl setter bitch, Sept. . (Count Noser-Maple), 

egauinst 
Byron, Wm, Mahons, Jr., Petersburg, Va.—Red Irish set- 

ter dog, Aug. 11 (D’Jonce-Jane). | 

DaSHING THEO, Chas. P. Stokes, Richmond, Va,—Black, 
white and tan English sether dog, August 6 (Dr. Syntax- 
Neilson’s Rose), 

against 
Lapin Payne. Dr. 8) Fleet Spsir, Brooklyn, N. Y¥.—Blue 

belion English setter bitch, August 30 (Emperor Wred-Wanda. 

Tick. George W. Post, Brooklyn, N, Y.—lLivyerand white 
dog, May (Bob-Dido), 

against 
CoLonpEn Nogiy, Chas. Antoine, New York,--Black, white 

and tan Wnglish setter doz. July 18 (Count Noble-Nellie). 

Roy. Hdward E. Hardy, Boston, Mass.—White, with black 
head English setter dog, June pane trons), 

against 
Sn. EnaoTV, Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N, ¥,—Black, 

white and tan English setter doz, April 20 (St. Elino-Clio). 

Countess Mav TI. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass,—Black, 
aa gyene Hnzlish setter bitch, Aprili2, (Drake-Coumtess 

ai 
res against 
Dareyess. E, 5, Wanmatker, Elmwood, N. C,-Black bitch, 

June 18 (Chipps-Nettie). 

Lorna Doone, Spencer M. Nash, New York.—Orange hel- 
tou English setter biteh, June re uteyed Madee); 

agains’ 
Mre. Charles J. Stewart, Jamaica, N. ¥.—Red Irish setter 

hitch, July (Chiet-Beesey). 

Huss, Hdward BE, Hardy, Boston, Mass.—Black, white and 
tan English setter bitch, April 6 Uitake-Gositas May), 

cuypcinst 
Sermon, A. BE, Godettroy, Guymard, N, Y¥.—Liver and 

white dog, May 12 (Croxteth-Vinnic), 

IsaBELLA IT, Win. H. Thayer, Bristol, R. I.—Blue, gray 
and tan Bnglish setter bitch, May a (Schuyler-Isabella), 

CHELLIS: 
LALLA Roose. Luke W. White, Bridgeport, Conn,—Lemon 

and white bitch, Deceniber (Seusation’s Son-Grace). 

This was 4 grand showing for the numberof entries and a 
larger proportion than generally come to the post. Tyo of 
these, Dashing Mascotte and Dashing Theo,, owing to the ex- 
pulsion of their handler, Mr. Mitchell, did not run. Pebble 
aud Lady layne were withdrawn, and Lorna Doone failed 
fo appear, ‘This left only thirteen in, Both Sir John and 
Byron won their heats without running, and 

Tick AND CoLoNEL Nor.e were the frst brace down, Tick 
is g wiry-looking dog, without much style, but he has consid- 
erable speed and a good nose, and has had a great deal of 
work. Hewas handled by John Bunnell, of Forked River, 
WN, J. Colonel Noble is a splendid-looking animal, with quite a 
tuin of speed. Ne alsoranges well, and with moe experience 
will undoubtedly turn out a good one. He was handled by 
J.T, Miller, of Montvale, N, J, They weré ordered down just 
east. of the village, and the fleld, as well asthe woods, was 
drawn blank, and after a long and fatiguing tramp, during 
which no birds were found, we reached the Model Farm, 
where Bunnell walked into a bevy, and before he realized 
that he was at a field trial he let them have it and killed one, 
which, by order of the judges, he went and picked up. Yol- 
lowing them up, Noble made a capital point, which was well 
backed by Vick; but no bird was found, and the point was 
scored as false, Tick then pointed a single bird, which flushed 
when the judges came up They were then ordered up, aud 
the heat was awarded te Tick, Down two hours and twenty- 
five minutes, 
Roy anp Sr. Enmo TV, were the next brace, Both dogs 

move very well and show consideraljle speed and range and 
abe ate stylish. They are very evenly matched in these 
qualities, snd the heat was well contested. Roy was handled 
by H. G. Corbett, of Shadwell, Va., and St. Blmo by E. H. 

aight. They were put down in # weedy field where some 
birds had been marked, Both started off at a good gait. 
Roy, going down wind, flushed a bird and at once eles ta 
wing and remain¢ed steady, No more birds were found and 
we turned south. Roy half pointed in some tall grass near a 
ditch, but nothing was .ound. We then drew the large 
Bae field south of the house, but finding nothing went to 
lunch, 
Starting out after lioch thoy were again cast off, and the 

next brace (Countess May Il. and Darkness), were also turned 
down, to assistin finding birds, Darkness half pointed, and 
May backed her superbly at a distance of seventy-tive yards, 
Meantime St. Elmo found the bevy and pointed them and 
Roy backed him, both doing their work in a yery stylish 
manner. Haight flushed the birds to order and killed one, 
both dogs behaving very well, The other brace were then 
taken up, and Roy and §$t, Elmo were worked toward the 
birds, which had settled in some woods, Roy was the first 
to find, when he male a good point, which was well backed 
by St, Eimo, Corbett flushed the birds to order, and scored a 
miss and both dogs dropped to shot. St. Hlmo then ran into 
4 bird and ae to wing, Therest of the Dev aks got 
up, all aroun us. We followed them, and St, Elmo half 
area and then imoved a little, and the bird flushed and 

Hight killedit. Moving on a little further, St. Elmo made 
4 grand point to a single, which was flushed to order. They 
were then ordarea np and the heat was awarded to St, Elmo 
TY. Doyn one hour. 

CountEss May [, Ann Darknyss,—This brace had beew 
fewn a shorh tue during the lash heat, bub were nob under 

q J my 

judgment. May isa vary pratty animal, She has not much 
EpeeH and is over eautious, but she will outgrow th’s, and 
should her speed increase, she will make a capital a eae ne 
Darkness is a fair looking animal or good size. Sho is quite 
fast and ranges well, has a good nose and is very stylish 
when on game, They were put down in some pines, and May 
soon pointed very nicely and Darkness backed her, Capt. 
McMurdo, to order, flushed a large bevy and missed them, 
May dropping to shot, and Darkness remaining steady. 
Darkness then half poiuted and was feeling the air, when a 
bird flew out of a tres over her. This was a yeny, good per- 
formance, and showed that she hada good nose. May backed 
her nicely, and both were steady to wing. Darkness then 
roaded out a bird very nicely, and located itin capital stvle. 
Wanmaker flushed it to order and missel. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Darkness. Down 
fitteen minutes. Lorna Doone not being present, the beat 
was given to Meg. 
Eusa AND SEFTON.—This brace were at once put down, 

Elsa, who was handled by Capt. McMurdo, isa nice moving 
little animal with good style and first-class nose. She is net 
so fast us Sefton, who gets over the ground at a great rate. 
He is alarge doz and not yet developed. His style on game 
is yery similur t6 thut of his sire, Croxteth. MWe moves very 
well, and if he goes all right will undoubtedly be heard from 
again, He was handled by Philip Thurtle, Hlsa started off 
with a point where birds had been flushed. She then pointed 
a single bird, which flushed wild. Sefton then made a cast 
‘ahead and made a capital point to a bird which Thurtle 
flushed to order and missed. Both were steady io wing and 
shot, Working on in the pines several birds started from the 
trees and the dogs were ordsred out into the open, where the 
spectators flushed a bevy, which were followed, bit were not 
tound. The judges then consulted and ordered thea dogs up 
and awarded the heat to Sefton. Down one hour, 
TsABBLLA If, AND LALLA ROOK were then callled for. 

Isabella who was handled by W, Thayer, of Bristol, RK. I., is 
very much like her damin looks and movements. She has 
not much style, as she hunts with her head low, but sho is un- 
doubtedly a very killing doy, among the woodcock and grouse. 
Lalla Rookh we have described as she ran in the Al-Aged 
Stake, Isabella had the best of it. at the start, as she got a 
good point, and Rookh went ahead and scored a finsh, [sabella 
soon had another one fast, and Rookh backed her to order. 
Both were steady when the birds were flushed. They were then 
taken out in the open when both pointed in the sedge, and the 
birds were flushed to order. A little further on Roolh dropped on 
a nice point, and was handsomely backed by Isabella. The 
bird was flushed to order, and both were steady. Moving on, 
Tsubella struck a trail apd roaded some distance, and Rookh 
was called off the trail and brought wp to her, bufnething was | 
found and Rookh went back, and taking the scent went 
sttaight to the bevy, and pointed them in capital style. They 
were flushed to order, and the judges awarded tlie heat to 
Lolla Rookh. Down, thirty-five minntes, ‘'I'his concluded the 
first series. Following is the summary; 

Sir John beat Dashing Mascott (withdrawn). 
Byron beat Pebble, (withdrawn). 
Dashing Theo, and Lady Faye (both absent). 
‘Vick beat Colonel Noble, 
St. Ebno IV. beat Roy. 
Darkness beat Countess May. 
Mee beat Lorna Doone (absent). 
Sefton beat Elsa, 
Lalla Roolkh beat Isabella 11. 

Second Series. 

Sir Joun AnD Brron.—This brace were ab once pub down. 
Both had won their heats in tho first series without running, 
Sir John is a large dog, not yet fully developed. He moves 
very well, and shows that he has a capital nose. He giyes 
promise of making an excellent animal when mature. He 
plain y showed a lack of experience and exhibited a timi‘litiy 
that we thought acquired instead of natural. He was handled 
by Martin. Byron, handled by BR. O. Butterfield, is quite a 
young doz of reat natural ability, He is fairly fast, and ap- 
pears to have a good nose. They were cast off in some woods 
and worked toward some birds that had been marked down. 
Byron was the first to strike scent, when he challenged, but 
500n moved on, and roaded awhile very nicely, but cot too 
close and flushed the bird. John then made a eood point, and 
the bird was flushed to order. Byron then pointed, but soon 
moved on and roaded out the bird in capital style, finally lo- 
eating ib very cleverly. Butterfield flushed the bird to order 
and killed it. John then pointed and Martin also scored a 
Kill, Moving on a few steps both dogs pointed nicely. When 
the birds were flushed, Byron dropped to wing and John took 
a step or two back toward his handler. Kyron then madea 
cast up the hilland took a nive point, whieh John did not 
back in very good fomn as he was not still, When ordered to 
flush, Butterfield failed to find, and the point was scored as 
false, John then half pointed, and backed out. Martin, 
walking up, flushed the bird. They were then ordered up 
and the heat was awarded to ByYon. Down twenty-five min- 
utes. This closed the running for the day.’ 
On Monday morning we left the hotel a few minutes past 

eight, and driving about two miles east, 
ick anp Sr, Duwo LV. were cast off in a field of sedge. 

| After working some distance, St. Elmo ran into a hare, and 
took one or two jumps forit, but at once dropped to order. 
Wea then took quite a tramp through fields of sedge and stub- 
ble, and then turned into sonis woods, where St, Elmo made 
a false point, which was well backed by Tick. Wethen caine 
toa field of sedge, and while standing still, a large bevy flushed 
close by us. Following them up, ‘Tick came to a point, and 
St. Elmo half backed him. Both then roaded a short distance, 
when Bunnell flushed the bird, which he killed, and Tick re- 
trievyed ib very well. A little further on, both dogs mate a 
beautiful point. Haight flushed ths birds to order and made 
a very neat double, and cach dog retrieved one in the best of 
style. Tick then pointed, but soon moved on and commenced 
roading a running bird in capital rtyle. St. Elno came np, 
but did not appear to smelithem. He finally struck it, how- 
syer, and also roaded very nicely, bnt-was not quite so steady 
as Tick, They were then ordered up, and theheat was awarded 
to Tick. Down forty-three mmnutes. 
DARKNESS AND MEG were then put downin the sedge and 

swing round to get the wind, and then brought back to whera 
Tick and St. Elmo were faken up. Darkness struck the trail,and 
half pointed,and Meg half backed her,and was steadie1 to order, 
As Weaniaker eame up, Darkness moved up and roaded some 
distance in an elegant manner, when she left it, and casting 
ahead a few yards, located her bird in magnificent style, 
Mer was brought upto back, but refused and went in ahead, 
and nosed around and put up the bird. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Darkness. Down 
nine minutes. 
AFTON AND LALLA Rookn.—This brace were at once put 

down where the other had been taken up, Roo:lswung into 
some sprouts, and pointed, and Sefton hacked her in good 
style, She soon moved on, however, and working rounil to 
where the beyy were finshed, she pointed and roaded « short 
distance, and was ordered on. They werethen worked some dis- 
tance without result, except that Seiton made» grand point in 
some woods, ancl Roolh backed herineapital style but nothing 
was found, and the point was stored as talse. We then went 
some distance without tinding birds, alvhoueh both challenged 
ones or twice, but could make nothing of it. Finally we came 
toa pea-patch, when Rookh made an elegant point to a bey 
whicli Sefton was roading a short distance below, White di 
not see her until he got too close_and the birds Oushed. when 
Rookh dropped to wing very nicely, The birds went but a 
phort distance, and Rookh seon had them again, and Sefton 

| banked bar in good style, ineved en f shep or fwe as 

her handler came np, when Sefton went in ahead of hor and 
pointed the bird, waich Thurtle fiushed and killed, and Sefton 
retriayed it yery well. Sefton then swuhg out tothe edge, 
and male a nive point to a single bird, whieh Thurtle flushed 
to order; Sefton soon had another one, which was fiushed and 
shot at by Thu tle, who had orders to shoot, but not to kill. 
Sefton at once pinned another one in capital style, and Rookh 
backed hit very nicely, The judges, affer consulting ayhile, 
ordered them on again. Sefton swung into the woods 
and challenged just as several birds fushed he- 
tween him and his handler, and one also got 
up near White and his dog. Rookh then made a very 
stylish point to a brace of birds close to a fence, and Sefton 
backed her in equal style, but as she moved a step he went 
shead, and one of the birds flushed when be pointed. Rookh 
remained staunch, and the other bird was Hlushed to erder, 
Sefton then swung out to the edge of the woods, and made a 
nice point at a brush heap, but the bird had ru5 out into the 
stubble, and he soon moved on, and roaded it ont im capital 
style, with Hookh backing and moving along beside him. As 
wa followed him, a bird was flushed behind thon, and Sefton 
did not turn his head, but kept straight on the trail of the ona 
he was alter, which was flushed before he had fairly located 
ib. and Rookh was a trifie unsteady, but instantly dropped to 
order. This bit of roading by Sefton was a yery commendable 
piece of work, and as sood as any that we saw at the neeting, 
After consulting, the judges awarded the heat to Lalla Rookh. 
Down one hour and fitty-live minutes. This was one of the 
closest heats of the metting, and we imagine thatthe superior 
style of the little heauty pulled her through, lor in everything 
else we thousht them very nearly equal, This enced the 
second series. Tollowing is the summary: 
Byron beat Sir John. 
Tick beat St. Elmo IV. 
Darkness beat Mer. 
Lalla Rookh beat Sefton. 

Third Series, 

Byron anp Tick.—After Junch this brace was pnt down, 
and worked toward the place where the last boyy wus flushed. 
When we arrived there Tick challenged and ronaded nicely. 
Meantime Byron pointed a portion of the birds, and held them 
for some time, while Tick was | onding therest, which had run 
further on, Hinally Butterfield flushed Byron's bird to order 
aud killed one. Then Byron worked ahead of Tiel in ‘he 
weeds, anda single bird flushed close by him, Both dogs 
then alternately roaded up to another bird which flushed 
clese by them, and Buttertield killed it very neatly, a long 
distance away. Then crossing «the creek, Tick pointed a 
single bird, aud Byron backed him, The bird was flushed to 
order by Bunnell, and killed. Byron then scored 2 false point. 
while Tick, who was partly behind him, located one in eapital 
style. and Bunnell flushed it to order, We then swung round 
through some woods, when Tick made a capital point to a 
beyy, and Byron comins up also pointedin good sfvle. The 
bevy flushed as the handlers eame up, and each Iilled one. 
This was very well done allround. We then wentinto some 
pines, where Tick pointed «_ bird that had been killed some 
time before and Byron backed him. Moyine on a short dis- 
tance Tick made a nice point to a single bird, which Bunnell 
flushed to order and killed. Tick was just a trifle uneasy 
when the bird flushed. When sent to retrieve he brought it 
in good form. They were then ordered up and the heat was 
awarded to Tick. Down thirty-thea minutes. This was a 
capital heat and Pyron, although he has had but little work, 
showed up in grand form. 
DARKNESS AND LALLA Rook were then called for, and cast 

off ina field of sedze, Workin up the crcek to the road, we 
crossed and beat doywa throuch the cornfield quite a distance 
without finding birds. We then turned back, when the hand- 
lers flushed a bevy, which we followed back down the eréek, 
wheu both dogs challenced, but nothing was found, and the 
bird were finally Hushed by the judges, We then turned 
back into some sedge, where Rookh challenged and roaded, 
but gaveitup, and » littla further on she repeated the per- 
formance, Darkness then cast ahead and made an elezant 
point to the bevy that Rookh had ben frying to tind. Rookh, - 
when she ca™e in sight of her, instantly dropped as if shot. 
Wanmaker flushed the birds to order and killed right and 
leit. They were then ordered 1p, and the heat was awarded 
to Darkness. Down an hour and thirteen minutes, Itis but 
fair to Lalla Rookh to say that she had been led arrund in 
chain so lone that she had lost much of her ambition and 
searccly knew what was required of her. This concluded the 
third series Following is the summary; 

Tick beat Byron. 
Darimess beat Lalla Rookh. 

Fourth Series, 

Trek Awp Darenrss,—This was the decidin® heat for tirst 
Place. They were cast off in the woods and worked toward 
the place where the last bevy had settled. Tick was the first 
to find, but he sot too close to the bird and it flushed just as 
he dropped. He then moved on and another one got up close 
by him, Meantime, Darkness puinted a brace under a fallen 
tree top, and Wanmaker flushed thon to order and missed. 
Darkness then scored a flush, We then turned back and 
Tick made a capital point to a single bird, which Bunnell 
flushed to order. Wethen crossed & brook to some sedge, 
where Darkness made a beautiful erouchine point, which 
Tick backed in good style. Wanmaker flushed to order and 
killed very neatly. Darkness was ovdered to retrieve, but 
Tick evidently thousht the order intended for him, and he 
went for it aud brought it in goo form, They were now 
ordered 1p and the haat was awardad to Darkness, and she 
was declared the winner of fi st prizs. Down sevantoen min- 
utes, This proved to be the last heat of the mecting, for the 
handlers requested the judgos to place the other dogs with- 
out furthor runnin, and they awarded the second prize to 
Tick, the third to Latla Rookh and Byron, and the Heckscher 
Cup to Sefton, and the Eastern Mield Trials of 1552 were over, 

A PLeasaAnT Occaston. —On Sunday evening, Noyenrber 26, 
several of the prominent residents of this vicinity were the 
guests of the club at dinner and a most enjoyable time was 
spent in (isoussing the ample repast set before us and listen- 
ing to the eloquent speeches of the silver-tongned orator who 
Tespondel to the toasts, Presid-nt Donner, in response to 
‘The Eastern Pield Trials Club,” briefly stated the objects of 
the association and warmly eulozized the very cordial 
welcome we had received and proposed ‘The Town and Citizens 
of High Point,” yhich was résponded to by MayorSnow, who 
expressed his pleasyre at our Visit aid extended a hearty in- 
vitation to all to Come azain, ‘Our Judges” brouzht Col, 
Gordon to his feet and with well chosen words he spoke of the 
healthful benetit accruing from the sports of the field and ad- 
vocated the more general following of them. “Our Farmer 
Friends” was eloquently responded to by Mr. A, 1B, Holton 
who welcomed the visitins sportsmen with open arms and 
cordially invited them to repeat the yisit, “The Pennsylvania 
Field Trials Association” was gracefully responded to by its 
President, Mr. J, Palmer O'Neil. Dr, Rowe ably 1epresented 
“The Press,” ant Mr, J. M. Traey spoke for “The Dos.” 
Adjowrning to the pavlor, an hour or tie was spent in pleasant 
converse and when we parted for the night mutyal wishes 
were expressed that next year we might all meot aon, 

ENGLISH DOGS IN AMERICAN BENCH SHOWS.—The 
managers ot the coming Pittsburg, Pa., and Ottawa, Can,, 
beneh shows ave mating efforts fo secure some Wiazlish en- 
tries, and to that snd reese published s ciréular of savéhation 

Ear, for cis! ion in Great 



374 FOREST AND STREAM. 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

[By telegraph to the Forest anp STREAM.) 

Grawp Junction, Tenn., Dee, 4, 1882, 
The fourth annual meeting of the National American Ken- 

nel GInb commenced to-day, with «a fair attendance. The 
weather has been threatening with an oceasional sprinkling, 
but not rain enough to stop the running, The work done, hus, 
the most of it, been capital. ‘The birds have been plenty, but. 
the vegetation is rank and the spectators cannot see the work 
so Well as they could last yenr, 

Pollowine is a list of the dogs in the All-Aged Stakes, in the 
order in which they were drawn: 
American Day, Joseph Dew, Columbia, Tenn.—Bigck, 

white and tan English setter dog, 18 months (Lincoln-Daisy 
Denn), 

against 
Dox. J. Heron Crossman, New York city.—Black, white 

and tan setter dog, 5 years (pedigree not mvyen), 

GLADSOME. aE W. Foster, Leesburg, Pa.—Black, white and 
tan English setter dog, 19 months (Gladstone-Leilla), 

against 
King Dasn, J. R. Renwicks, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Liver and 

white English setter dog, + years (Belton-Stayton’s Floss). 

Bess. J, BE, Mask, Hickory Valley, Tenn,—Black setter 
bitch, $3 years (Mask-Vie), 

. ugainel 
CAVALIER, Jas. R. Stinson, Chicago, [.—Liver and white 

pointer dog, 16 months (Little Rudian-Flizht). 

Sup. P.H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.—Black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, 3 years (Druid-Ruby), 

cLgnnst 
Baprn Bapen. Dr. B. 8. Carr, Gallatin, Tenn,—Liver and 

white English setter dog, 22 months (Lincoln-Blazo), 

Carrnm. J, W. 5. Gates, Memphis, Tenn.—Black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, 18 months (Count Noble-Peep- 
0-Day), 

against 
GILDERVY. Geo, C. Marsh, Sycamore, Il.—White and 

lemon Wnglish setter doz, 21 months (Druid-Princess Draco), 

Peep-'-Day. D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.—Black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, 314 years (Gladstone-Clip) ? 

against 
Puyuiis. M. PD, Walter, Indianapolis, Ind.—Black, white 

and tan English setter bitch, 2 years (Rake ). 

SrartLe, D. D, Saunders, Memphis, Tenn,—Black, white 
and tan English setter dog, 4'9 years (Gladstone-Juno), 

eupaaast 
Grovss. D. U. Plumb, Niagara Falls, N. Y.—Black and 

tan setter dog, 4 years (ped. not viyen). 

Spor. J. M. Hunt, Hickory Valley, Tenn—Lemon and 
white English setter dog (age and ped, not given), 

coquinest 
Bessre Ler. J, H. Kraft, New Albany, Ind.—Black, white 

and tan Nnglish setter bitch, 5 years (Rake-lanny), 

Biz, J. 8. Mackintosh, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Red Irish setter 
dog, 4 years (Dash-Flora), 

against 
Count Nosue. D. C, Sanborn, Dowling, Mich.—Black, 

white and tan Hneglish setter doz (Connt Wind’em-N ora), 

ane first eight braces were run to-day with the following 
results: 
American Dan beat Don, 
Gladsome beat King Dash. 
Bess heat Cavalier. - 
Sue beat Baden Baden. 
Carrie beat Gilderoy. 
Peep-o-Day beat Phyllis, 
Startle beat Grouse. 
-Shot beat Bessie Lee, 

[By Telegraph to the Forest and Stream.) 
Granp Junction, Tenn., | 

Tuesday Night, Dec. 12, 1582. f 
It has been cloudy to-day, with a very strong, dry, south 

wind—a very bad day for scent. The dogs have done capital 
work notwithstanding, althouzh birds were hard to find. 
Only one more heat will decide first place for Sue or Peep-o- 
Day. Count Noble beat Bix, This ended first series, In 
second series American Dan beat Gladsome (withdrawn); 
Sue beat Bess, Carrie J. beat Startle, Peep-o’Day beat Shot, 
Count Noblea bye, In the third series American Dan beat 
Count Noble, Sue beat Carrie J,, Peep-o-Day a bye. In the 
fourth series Peep-o'-Day beat American Dan, Sue a bye. 
This closed the runninz for the day. 
Ata meeting of the club on Monday evening the following 

officars were elected. for the ensuing year: President, B. 1". 
Wilson, Pittsburg, Pa.; Vice-Presidents, Col. W. H. Key, 
Florence, Ala., and J. H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn,; Secretary 
and Treasurer, D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn, Wxecutive Com- 
mittes—P, H, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.; Theo. Morford, New- 
ton, MW. J.+.J. M. ‘Taylor, Lexington, Ky.; D. C. Bergunthal, 
Indianapolis, Ind.; D. C. Sanborn, Dojvling, Mich, Board of 
Appeals--Chas, H, Raymond, New York; Luther Adams, 
Boston; Anthony Higgins, Delaware City, Del.; Capt. Pat. 
Henry, Clarksville, Tenn.; Maj. J. W. Renfree, Atlanta, Ga- 
This evening the Derby entries sere drawn to run as follows: 

Kars B. Dr. A. F. McKinney, Forest Hill, Tenn.—Black, 
white and tan English setter Ditch, April 15 (Count Noble- 
Peep-o-Day), 4 

cegtjust , 
Nevim Bey. D, 0. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich.—Black and 

white English setter-bitch, July 14 (Count Noble-Nellie), 

American Dan. Jos. H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn,—Black, 
white and tan English setter dog, April 12 (Lincolm-Daisy 
Dean), 

ceganinst 
Bass A. J, M. Avant, Hickory Valley, Tenun.—Lemon and 

white English setter biteh, Aug, 1) (Dashing Lion-Amada). 

Ricwarp Il, PF. A, Tremaine, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Black, 
white and tan English ssttor dos, April7 (king Dash-Skij), 

agian 
Gate. Crawford & Wallace, Memphis, Tenn.—Black, 

white and tan English setter dog, April ls (Count Noble-Peep- 
o-Day), 

Countnss Motu. John D, Ladd, Martin, Teun,—Whilte 
and lemon Wnglish setter bitch, J wy 15 (Count Noble-Spark), 

CUCL LS 
Pink B. W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn,—Black and white 

English setter doz, May 14 (Gladstone-Countess Key), 

Prive oF Mempars. William Bowles, Jr., Memphis, Tenn. 
—Black, white and tan Mnglish setter dog, Oct, 26 (Vietor- 
Nellie C.), 

against 
Frank, D. Ferguson, Milwauicee, Wis—Black and white 

ticked Mnglish setter doy, J lune 14, (Carl-Queen), 

Caney J, Wm, B. Gates; Memphis, Tenn—Black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, April 18 (Connt-Noble Peep-—o- 
Day, : 

is ugainst 

Dowling, Mich.—Black and 
1 (Dashing Bondhu-Noyel). 

Gos Bonpav: D. C, Sonbor 
white English setter dog, May 

[By Telegram to Vorest and Stream,] 

Granp Junotion, Wednesday, Dee. 6. 
Sue beats Peep-o-Day and wins first prize. ‘eep-0'-Day 

beats Carrie J. and wins second prize. American Dan beats 
Shot, American Dan and Carrie J. divide third, 

ROBBIN’S ISLAND CLUB’S FIELD TRIALS. 

pee Robbin’s Island Club’s Field Trials, open only to mem- 
bers, closed:with twelve entries. The trials Weve post- 

poned from November 15, the date jirst appointed, to Novem- 
ber 27, on account of the unusual amount of foliaze upon the 
trees on theisland. There was but one stake—the All-Aged 
Stake, Mntranee, $5, Wirst prize, dog collar suitably an- 
graved; second prize, # dog whip suitably engrayed; third 
prize, a dog whistle suitably ensrayed. The judges were, 
: udge C. 1, Pratt and H, D, Polhemus, Esq., both of Brool- 
yn. 
The trials were rn out under the new rules adopted by the 

club, Their peculiar features admit of rapidly ruiming out 
the-trials, two series of heats only being called For, The scores 
are all keptand no “byes” are allowed, They gave good sat- 
istaction and will now be permanently adopted by the club, 
The drawing took place on Saturday night, Noveniher 25; and 
resulted as follows: [ 

Mr. A, 7. Plummer'’s Fred against Dr. 8, Peet Speirs Ro- 
mea. 
: Mr. A. 8. Swan's Brighton apainst Mr. W. B. Kendall's Mon- 
agua, ' 
é pies L, Waterbury’s St. Ives against Mr, H, D, Polhernus’s 

ab. 
Dr, 58. Fleet Speir’s Chancellor against Mr. N. D, Putnam's 

Berkley, 
Mr, W. H. Force’s Doctor against Mr. L, HW. Bullard’s Meg. 
Mr. I’, 1. Layior's Douglas against Mr. W. B. Dickerman’s 

Cambol. : 
On Suuday afternoon a snow storm cume up, and by Monday 

morning, although the weather had cleared up, there was 
three inches of snow on the ground, and arather unfavorable 
prospect for a successtul running presented itself The judges 
and members, however, declared themselves in favor of a 
start, and at 5 A. M. the first brace was sent outon the east 
end of the island. Birds were soon found, and from this time 
to the finish they were very plentiful, so mucli so that it was 
not found necessary to leave this part of the island, the entire 
sories of heats being run out on the east end of the island, and 
but a short period of time elapsed between the finding of birds, 
either covey or single birds. and at 12:30 P. M. the first series 
of heats was run through, Refering to their scores, the judges 
decided that the four highest scores were made by Fred, 
Romeo, St. Ives and Montague in the order named. This 
placed the winners among them. All hands now repaired to 
the club house for lunch, leaving the final awards to be made 
later in the day, Alter lunch the judges made the following 
awards; : 

First Prize—Fred. 
Second Prize—Romeo, 
Thivel Prize—sSt. Ives. 
This decision gave general satisfaction, and expressions of 

thanks were made to the judges for the very acceptable man- 
ner in which they had performed their duties. Mr, Hinman, 
the superintendent of Kobbin’s Island, received many com- 
pliments from the members for the fine condition in which he 
haa brought out the dogs of the club. Mr. Hinman hasa way 
of keeping his dogs clean and free from vermin, which is pleas- 
ant, to say the least; he is an extra good handler of dogs. 
Fred was the *‘dark horse,” and was skillfully handled b 
Mr. Plummer, Mr. Taylor's Douglas acquitted himself wit 
great credit. Moztague was another good one, For ranging 
and general field trial qualities, Mr, Waterbury’s St. Ives was 
well to thefront. Mr, Force’s Doctorand Mr. Bullard’s Mog 
mét with anaccident. They happened to strike upon a cripple 
birdand made chase; neither ot them had ever donesuchat ing 
before, Of course the well-behaved Romeo did well. Berkle 
has the speed of a “ghost.” Mr. Polhemus’s Bob is a evel 
headed fellow;he makes a splendid back. Chancellor was 
scoved the highest for pace and style. The judges kept the 
seores of each dog, and found it of great advantage when they 
came to make the awards. After the trials were finished the 
members arranged for a general shooting day on ‘iuesday. The 
weather was fine and birds were foundin great abundance in 
all parts of the Island. The clubhave put out little feeding 
sheds in several localities; they protect the food from the 
weather and act as a shelter for the birds. The judzes are 
both “veterans,” and as such they acknowledged that they 
had never before seen quail so abundant. They congratulated 
the club on the success of their first annual field trial, and 
were gratified to see such a skillful handling of fine dogs by 
amateurs. 

A LOST DOG.—704 Hast Ciinton street, Dimira, N. Y,, 
Novy. 25, 1482.—Coinciding with your views on dog stealing in 
your issue of Noy, 23, [bee to say my pointer dog, shipped 
per U.S. Express from Bristol, Bucks county, Pa,, Sept. 22 
last, to Elmira, arrived here, was putin their office, from which 
they say he broke loose or out of his box and escaped. They 
immediately advertised him, offering five dollars reward, 
which has failed to find him, All kinds of dogs were brought, 
but not the one wanted. I am inclined to think some person 
has got him who has an idea of bis value. I have refrained 
from offering a further reward, not desiring to eacourage doe 
stealers, though it hurts meto lose him. haye owned him 
nearly three years, and we understand one another in the 
Yield. Age four years, weight fifty-six pounds, color lemon 
and white, lémon ears and head, white mark down face and 
smull dot on forehead, large patch on one side and two Small 
ones on other, and one on reot of tail; has dew claws.— 
Prep. W. THORNBER. 

NEW BEDFORD BENCH SHOW.—We have received 
ths announcement of the first bench show of dogs to be given 
by the Southern Massachusetis Poultry Association at New 
Bedford, December 14,15 and 1h. Entries, which must be 
sent to Wim. Penn Shepard, seeretary, Mall River, Mass., will 
close December % ‘lhera are 51 classes; entrance fee of 
$2, to be pooled for first and second prizes, with “highly com- 
mended” for third, There are also twenty-one special prizes, 
in value from $16 to $5, 

Answers ta Correspondents. 

W. L, K., Princeton, N.J.—A correspondont informs us that you 
will notfind good shooting about Charlottesville, Va, Try the vicini- 
ty of Lincolnton, N.C 

W. EB. 8., Brooklyn, N. ¥.—Can you furnish me with the full pedi- 
pree of the red Irish setter dog Berkley, owned by A, H. Moore, Msq.? 
Ans. Berkley is by champion Elcho out of ahampion LouTl, Biche 
(5,129, Eng. k, C. §. B.) was bred by J. Oppenheimer, St. Petersburg, 
Russia, by Oppenheimer’s Charley out of his Nell. Charley, by Pat 
out of Juno; Nell, by Heather ont of Nance. Lou TI, (5,158, Bng, K, 
0.5, B.) was bréd by A, F. Nuthall, Ireland, by Clendeniing's Grouse 
out of Nuttall’s Maybe; Grouse by Clendenning’s Burrow £1. out of 
his Blanche; Maybe, by Walsh’s Chanes out of Nuttall’s Mayo, 

DI ving Decoy Co., Rochester, N, ¥,—Adn, 

‘ 

(Dec. 7, 1892. ~ 

Rifle and Crap Sheating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

NEWPORT ys. ST, LOUIS. 

Newrort, RB. 1., Noy. 25. 
Editor Forest and Stream; - 
The simultaneous rifle match between the Newport, R. T., and St. 

Lonis, Mo., clubs was shot by the former at Poradice Range this af- 
ternoon, The wind was exceedingly strong and drove the sand across 
the range and into the faces of the marksmen, thus interfering with 
good shooting. The scores nade were very good under the circum- 
slanees, Conditions: F.fteen shots each, 2U0yds., teain of six, Creed- 
moor target. The score made is as follows: 

William Farrow....4 465 5 5 5 44 46 5 5 f 5—70 
WB Wnicht.......,. 455558 6 5 & 6 5 4 4 4-68 
GHBurntam....45445 444445 55 0 5 4 67 
EE Leonard... 64f£44544 5444 4 4 Y 5-64 
GS Phimmer.....6.4 4445444445 4 5 5 4-64 
WS Bryer.......... 45454444445 5 4 4-64 897 

ST. LOUIS, Noy, 25.—To-ilay a team of six men selected from the St, 
Louis Long Range Rifle Association shot a match of six men at 
200yds., off-hand, Creedmoor rules, with the same number of the 
Newport Rifle Team as per challenge, and as our Newport friends are 
in practice, and we expected nothing but a beating, there is great 
credit due to our team in making the creditable score as follows. Capt, 
Win, P. Schaaf, coacher: 

7M Batfle...2...... 4455564355845 5 4 465 
PB Leach -5,.,6 6 6b 44 b 4 4 4 5 5 5 5p 
WF Rockwell ..54544445 55 445 4 4 67 
W FdeCordova.,..5 4544554448 5 4 3 4—63 
88 Blackwell.....5.5 5544423 54445 5 8 4-64 
CBSmith-. 1040545444556 4454 44 5—6I—yo5, 

‘This team was organized about three months ago. It will be well, 
however, for some of the so-called champion teams to keep their 
weather eye open,as the St. Louis Long Kange Riile Team is fast — 
coming to the front. The organization is composed of first-class men, 
it has shot two matches with the Fort Smith (Ark,) Club, and scored 
a deuble victory, and will shoot Newport, R. 1.,a match of ften men, 
ten shots each, December 9, 1882, which promises the be one of the 
best matches of this year. 

BOSTON, Nov. 30.—There was a good attendance of riflemen at 
the Walnut Hill range to-day, and, as the weather conditions were in 
every way favorablé to good shooting, some excellentsport was the 
result. In addition to the usual attendance, 25 members from com- 
pany K, 1st regiment, Capt. Lovett, were present for their annual 
shoot; and a large representation was present from rabies H, Sth 
regiment, Capt. Foye, to shoot for two médals, silver and leather re- 
spectively. Appended are the best scores; 

Creedmoor Match.—200 Yds. 

COME J OUOM. © vaew. Sp). iddas eh ba aere eae 955455 5 44 547 
JS Benneté...... 446555 55 5 5 547 
J Merrill, - 22 ou. 56555 5 44 5 4 4-46 
SUCRO mE THT og oN ue 55 45 45 4 5 4 445 
BU TSS ee Se ace § 55445 4465 5 4-45 
AB Archer...... wt B65 46 4 5 4 4-45 
FV Wallace ...... 454236 5 6 5 bh 4-45 
E Burleigh. ....., 44465 5 8 5 4 4-44 
AS Stackpole 256 455444 4 4 4-49 
C Weston (mil.)........ he..t 4 4 5 4 2 4 574 4a 
GCyBititvandss. a0 Ser We sa t4 454444 4 4-4] 
LWA flcivis: (intl); | SR Pee ee i 3384445 4 5 4 3-30 
J Efrvine....,... oh ivaieeno 8 4°4 4°33 8 8 436 
J DEDuncar (mil cM esa acc h ee 33435 43 0 4 4-48 

Decimal Matech.—200 Yds. 

TLE LOIN aan) (als seb sides ee een 10 8 910101010 5 7 9—BS 
J Merrill... 4.7 8 910 5 910 8 7 9=82 
AC Adams »% 8 9 8 910 67 OD 
IV Wallace -Tt4 490689 8 6 768 
J MWrye. -4A47785 8 8 4 7 8—66 
Ge Warten 27 tes yo a peceer Bers 77449 7 4 5 8 8-63 

Dec. 2.—The shooting shed at Walout Hill was well filled io-day 
with shooters who desired to take advantage of the excellent weather 
conditions that existed. The light was of that soft gray tone so much 
sought for, and the light 6 o'clock wind gaye no trouble. Mr. H.L. 
Lee made three 49s out of a possible 50 in the Victory mateh, and in 
the Rest match Mr, Duffer made an elegant 98 out of a possible 100 
and Messrs, Lewis and Frye each 97. The following are the best 
scores: 

Creedmoor Match, 
POEUN APUG eicletetol ece'slelone\sisleldetoete t 
J ACoht.. <3... 00202 wd 
T Burleigh... ... 
E B Aiken _., 
AW Lawrence: 
7 Borden. 
W A Lock 43 
JB Atkin: ee tae ON 5125 ae es ia a aaa as 

Rest Match. 

PNG baie. tyes Ree SL Sands.... 96 
5 Lewis... i.e. JB Atkins na 
TN Frye. yee A J Carier 5 
AD Drake,,....--..05 +96 JF Nye... 
S Wilder ...2 4 -ii2.2:-. SY: ee Wni Sampson .-.\_,. ... 

Decimal Match, 

NEWSPAPER RIFLEMEM.—Several members of the Boston Press 
Rifle;Association made a flying visit to the Wakefield range on Thanks- 
giving Day forenoon, and eagerly sought for buliseyes. The heht at 
times seemed to blind old “Taurus,” who, however, with the aid of 
nature's snowy white a succeeded amazingly in dodging his 
would-be persecutors, The hall was ee between two teams in a 
serub match—Messrs. H. 8, Fisher, J. D. Whitcomb and W, VY. Alex- 
ander of the Transcript vs. W. H, Hathaway of the Post and IT. EB. 
Rollins and T. ¥, Keenan of the Herald. The former won by a suore 
of 113 to 97. Tn the individual match, rounds 10, the leading scores 
were: 
F E Rollins .. 4444455541—43 TI Keenan......... 
J D Whitcomb. -Ad4dodthi—42 WH Hathaway.. 
HS Fisher. -... 464444444447 WV Alexander....- AS43235 

GARDNER, Mass., Dec. 1.—There was a laj'ge number present at 
Hackmatack range, Thanksgiving Day, The attraction was the 
Novelty match, arranged by the Gardner Rifle Club. it was open to 
all comers, the only condition to enter being that each man who par- 
ticipated should Contribute a prize, The prizes were numbered, 
were drawn by lot, the manu having the largest score to draw the first 
number, so that the man making the best score stood on the same 
footing as the poorest shot as to the value of the prize received, Ih 
was intended to have five strings of seven shots each, but all did not 
stay through, hence soine of the totals are smaller than others. The 
following is the score, the ring target only being used: 
G F Elsworth, .68 68 69 69 73-347 
A Mathews..... 65 65 66 66 66—328 
JN Dodge.....58 58 60 68 56—800 
F Nichols.......55 60 57 60 GU—292 
C Loveland..... 52 59 54 62 62—289 

49 50 65 51 63—288 
G C Goodale....53 55 59 54 G8—284 
F Knowlton... .55 59 47 63 56—280 

WORCESTER, Mass., Novy. 30,—There was a very interesting mest 
at Pine Grove Range to-day. The wind was very trying and the air 
filled withsnow. The following are the records made: 

© Merritt... -... 
F Parker, ..:.. 
F Underwood. 44 29 
GH Heywood, a7 

Creedmoor Target. ° 
A 5544445 5 4 4 yg 
A (45454545 4 4-49 
NL Adrich_,, rilve gee petite sews 0: 4 dh end deena dene 

Massachusetts Varget, 

ii 10 11 10 Prank JORTSTON iy ope eres eet ewes 1 12 10 10 12—106 
Ba 4 1010 §—10) § 

O41 1010 O—t00 
9 4 

— i 

SWeraa 

1 
1 
012 712 10— 9 
90 811 



Dao, 7, 1883.) 
r - 

—=—— 

Ring Tarset Rest Mateh. 
‘Steflimin Glare... -.--..-.....,---..,.11 1110 12 1241 11 9 10 12110 
JM Morrell. . 1210 0 9 11 11 12-1010 9-109 
JW Murphy 2111147012 91010 7 $101 
A Williams __...2_,., so 1M F110 8 10 9 97 

ZETTLER'S GALLERY.—New York, Dee, 2, Teams of West- 
én Union Telegraph operators; Massachusetts targets redided for 
Bdllery distince. five shots per man, possible. 

‘Capt. Smith's Team. Gaupt. Richmond's Team. 

J BSmith ..,,..,.....,...... 48 W Richmond. ...., - 52 
Bl Buuce- 4 . 0 VM Smith... ere): 
GRE YIUUE betiatit coleeat eek hol ele oS EC SG ree one ees = a0 

148 44 

NEWARK, N. 1. —The November tournament of the sssociation 
closetl last week with the Nameless Cluh at the target on Monday 
night and the Domestics on Tuesday. The complete total scores m 
the tournament are: Ervine tian 458, Essex 446, Plymouth 442, 
Uellutofd 44). Warren 487, Namelessdid, Domestic 877. in a possible 
600, Leams of 10 men shooting; 10 shots per man. 

THE TRAP. 

CHICAGO THANKSGIVING MATCHES. 

[From a Regular Corvespondent.] 

[MANE INN: Day was a “red Jetter’ day among our sports- 
men. ‘Turkey, pigeon, glass ball and ritle shoots and private 

{éam and club matches were common affairs at all the club houses 
and grovnds, Spave cannot be siven fully for all, but the followin 
Were among the best and most entertaining: 
Probably the best shoot of the day was that held by the Pullman 

ond Riverdale Gun Clubs, on the sland Grounds of the Pullman Ath- 
letic Association, The tirstimateh was for the Pullman gold cham- 
pionship medal by members of that elnb, 10 birds, 26yds, rise, and J. 
srey and BE. T. Martin tied at birds eweh. Gray won in the shoot 
oT, aud wears the badge. G. Banks lrilled § birds and took second 
nize, a Londsome bnnting boat, presented by both clubs, Then fol- 
owed the shoot, s4me terms, for the Riverdale medal, by members 
of the latter club, ©, T, Martin won at 9 birds. Aeham ionship 
matvh of teams of Four from each club then followed, resulting in a 
tie of 49 birds euch elab. ‘The shoot off willbe held Christians Day 
Th the evening 4 reception was tendered the clubs by the ladies of 
Pulbuau at the Hotel Florence and dancing, refreshments and sing- 
ing whiled away the time, 
The Lake George Bportsmen’s Association celebrated the day by a 

#rand ball and turkey shoots at the club house. The supremacy and 
plass hall medals were both won by Richard A. Turtle, the president 
of the assoeiation, Geore (, Kinvbark won the junior medal, Quite 
# Humber were present, and tha day's sport was pronounced suec- 
ces=inl by all present. , 
The Lake Side Rille Club, of the North Side, bad a turkey shoot at 

their range on Byanston avenue, Thursday, and following stores 
Were made by prize winners out of a possible 60; H.C. Bradley, 52; 
B, P. Chatteldl. 52; W. Wilson, 61; Joseph Tilt, 50; John Cram, 46; 
BH. N, Bangs. $5; John McConnell, 40; M. O, Gehrke, 44; Henry 
Sheflel, 48; Geo. BE. Adams, 46; John Woollatt, 47. 
The Dutton Shooting Club held their shoot at Arlington Heiehts 

and there was a huge crowd of sportsmen present. The pigeon shoot 
resulted as follows: W. Blente, 0; W. G. Buddy; 7, taking firsh and 
second prizes in the ten bird match. Jn the twenty bird misteb F. 

killed 10, taking first, and W.J. Childing 14, taking second 
prize, . y . 
me were also shoots at Austin, Grand Crossing, and English 
ake, 

LYNN, Mass., Nov, 30,—The Lynn Central Club had a large party 
at their shoot on Thanksgivin ay, bub the weather was against 
foot shooting. A strong wind kept the scores down, It also made 
Tb impossible to get any birds at the long range, no one being success- 

. ful wnlil the target was moyerl up to forty-five yards. In the shoot- 
off for thémedal, Mir. 0. F. Morrill, of Boston, was the suvcessful 
aan, wiih 15 out of the possible 20. Six sweeps at clay pigeous ard 
Tiye at glass were Shot off, and with the bird shogt made quite a busy 
lame for the shooters. The following scores were the result of first 
twénly shot at: 

Pigeons. 
Webster. _ .40 Osskin,., 10 
Gerrish, 16° MeParland. . Lu 
Tander , 15 Mortimer. 2.52.52.) ¢.4.222-2.2, 10 
Mitral aes 2 jay: de itoe lattes $5. Teanidalyy: ec ee a 9 
Frost, re ae DITOTENONCIIN. « piclctelienr iain Mebseeeaien, st] 
Barry... 1} Parker... =e 3-4 Fes 
LEAR ee See ete. Seg OATILAR Sues Se meas Ok aehednk East 

Glass Bulls, 

Thompson... --2.))-:,.-.+---s.01G MeWarland:, .-..-. ....,........ 12 
Webster... . - ee ES 
PTOI Ree ee ei lcas eetae cr ee 16 

PROVIDENCE —Eaditer Morest and Strewn; Semi-nonthly shoot 
of the Narragansett Guu Club, Thanksgiving Day, A number of 
swéepstukes were shot; also the Badge and Cluh contests. Badge 
tmateh; 2) balls per man; iSyus, rise: 

Wile Siieidonss ee. .--- 1110) O11 11d 1114178 
8D Greene, Jr_ 4 f 14177 011117 +01110—i17 
CUSTU (RAE Vier! rns es.) «tale ds elonl = s QO111 10111 i1010—i4 
¥O Wahosky-. 01010 10130 10110—i2 
GJ Crandall - 11000, 41100 01770—11 
0) Bennett, 454 T0101 00100 10000— 9 
1 Valentine. . 10001 O1011— 7 O1010 
W. H, Sheldon wins the badge. 
Cup mateh; 15 clay pigeons: lbyds. rise; 

,) Valentine...,.171111011111701—14 oP O Wehosky. 010001011 141011— 9 
§ D Greene, Jr.0110li0i0—42 GT Crandall. ..111000010110011— 8 
W Sheldon, .101111110111100—11 O A Baker,,....111700110010110— § 
HL Palmer, ,--111110101111100—11 -G W Welley,,, 000010010010110— 5 
Geo Cary...,., QUOI010111111--10 PH Baker, ..., 1200107 0000000(-— 4 
WH Waterman .(10100101111110— 9 

J. Valentine wins cup, 

WELLINGTON, Mass,, Nov. 30.—The Malden Gun Club had its first 
Thanksgiving mateh to-day, on its prounils at Wellingtou. A laree 
altendance was present, aid the dozen events indulged im kept all 
the traps in use at the same lime, The suow and sun tended to 
alazzle the shooters, yet some food scores were made. Appended 
are the leading évents. 

First event—Subsciiption match at five birds—First honors divided 
hy TO). Fielding and +. 'T. Noble: second by J. W. Farrington, while 
A, BF, Adams and G. R, Durand evened the third. 

Second évent—Same; F.T, Noble and T, Cy Fielding divided first: 
A, H, Jones took second and G. RB, Durand third. 2 i 

Third event was 45 ammunition match at seven birds: A. G. Whit- 
man secured the leading prize, the seconil was taken by T. 0. Field- 
ing, and the third FP. Loring carried off. 

Pourth event was a team match, Capts. Tielding gnd Whitman 
whoosing sides. The result: Capt. 'T, 0. Wielding, 4; Ff, ‘2, Noble, 4: 1. 
Loring, 3; J. W, Farrington, *: M. Hanford, 2; F.C, Hindley, 2: M. 
Woodbury. 2—19. Capt, A, G. Whitman, 1; A. AH, Jones. 4; J. A. Dill, 
4. J. Scott, 1; A, F. Adams, 2; G, R, Durand, 4; 0, BR. Souther, § 

Filth event was a sweenstake matel, and the firsh prize was looked 
after by F.T. Noble. while F. Goring and F. J. Scott divided the 
ERE ane third and fourth heing taken hy M, Woodbury and M. 
auford, 

STILLWATER vs. VALLEY FALLS —Stillwater, N. ¥., Dee. 3,— 
Mateh shot at Valley Falls, N. Y., Thanksgiving Day, between Still- 
water. N. ¥,,Gun Clnband Valley Falls Gun Club; flve men, fifteen 

~ balls, sighteen yards. Card's rotary tap. ' 

Stillwater Gun Cli, Valley Falls Club, 
G, Pitney... -.-110011101001001— 8 Cunningham ...11101001100111—10 
(Gj Hotaling... W011 1011111111 18 ~Haviland,......1011101i91001—41 
Di Vandercar .,.10011001001101— 8 Akin. - 00911111001 }001— 9 
GB Whitman. .W11110i11011 14 -Gifferd. 100001000700191L— 5 
J Smodell,..... 11110111 1110101 12, Groesbeck... .11L001001100011-— 9 
Won by Stillwater; s¢ore 55 to 45. 

Coughs and Colds: Those who are snuifering from Conghs, 
Golds, Hoarseness, Sore Threat, &c,, should try Brown's Broncais 
TRocuEs. Sold only in Vooex—Ade. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

R. T. McMULLEN'S SINGLE.HAND LUGGER “PROCYON.” 

* Hachting ayd Canacing. 

SINGLE HAND YACHTS. 

[eonrmimsp.| 
EYPORE continuing the regular course of these articles, a descrip- 
tion of some of the single hand yachts Imown fo fame aud his- 

tory. ald which haye been illustrated in these columusin connecsion 
with the subject, will prove of interest and serve as an answer to a 
number of requests for information concerning them, My, MeMul- 
len's lugger Procyon, depicted in our oul this week at san, making 
the passage from tie Thames to Dover, differs in many respects from 
other boats of het class; and since Mr. MeMullen’s ardent pursuit of 
ainateur life at sea énables him to speak with weight upon a topic to 
which he lias given so much attention, we cannot do better than 
draw upou bis own words for & deseription, presuming that his 
work wis done along a stormy coast, taxing boat and man d@y after 
day fio an extent seldom demanded by our own milder climate. In 
detailing his adventures, Mr. McMullen writes as follows: 
The Proeyvou was built for me in 1867, and lengthened five feet by 

the stern in 1870, by Messrs. Holloway, of Whitstable. The sails are 
by Massrs. Lapthorn, of Gosport. ‘The entira expense was £217, and 
Thave always done them the justice to admit) that the substantial 
nature of tlie work was commensurate withthe cost, and supported 
their high local veputation for honest aod finished workmanship, 
Her lenrth ts 28latt., extreme breath Tift. and average depth in- 
side 5ft. Draft, aft. aft., forward 2ft. Her height as she stands on 
the ground with @ Gi. Keelis 5£t. 10in, forward and of}. 2in, aft, The 
extra heipht forward, which answersits pil'pose completely, is_to 
counteract the effech of placing the mast so near the stem, The 
height of the *enlidy is4ft. from the floor to the deck beams, and 
fits lungth is 12ft, On each side there is a low bench fi ted up asa 
locker, which might be rendered available for sleeping bunks; but T 
preter to swing a Lammotk between the mast and the mainbeam. 

The space under the after deck, which is Sf, long, is protected 
from the weather by a bolichead and doors, Fitted up with capa- 
cions shelves and lecbourds, the stowage here is considerable; even 
the space under the foor ahd down to the deadwood being utilized 
for articles not liable to injury by water, Ballast, all told, a little 
over twotons, _ 
The height of the mainmast, which is stepped only 1sin, from the 

stem, is 2ft, above the guniwale; its diameter is bli. (or cireumfer- 
ence, on deck 19in., at the sheavein masthead idin.), and weight, in- 
duding ironwork and pear, 44 ewt. The migzenmast, in height ltt. 
above the gunwale, is stepped just within tle transom; thus there is: 
a cleay drift of 26h. between the masts. 
Persons viewing her suppose that the mast, heing so far forwar«, 

mush tend to pay her head of when reaching or closehauled; but, 
the maisail sheating 2itt. abaft, the effech is so much the reverse 
that she carries a strong weather helm reaching, and if left to ler- 
self in a breeze, closehauled, invariably tends to wind, whether the 
Taigzen is Bet or nob. f 
Theamainsiil—of No, 6 double, 2ft. canvag split—is a working lus, 

With an upper taek-tackle hooked inta an exura cringle aboye the 
third reef tor peaking the sail, and a lower tack-tackle atthe foot of 
the mast fov wimnang it. When the lower tack is triced up the sail 
Works eleal overhead, enabling one to work forward om deelk with 
sufety, Thelength of the yard is 13ft,, the head of the sail 12fe,, aud 
the toot 16b6rt, . Laid , 
When dry the weight of this sail with yard is {2lbs. The storm- 

sail differs from the mainsail only in sizé, being Gift, on the head and 
1diéft. ou toe foot. The hoist is the same, and its weight with yard 
1g Gwt, Tt is feeeseary to state these particulars to account for 
the time expended in making or taking in sal, and to account for 
one’s hands getting into such bad condition after every two or three 
days’ rough encounter with the elements, 
The riding @éar consists of 30 fathoms 6-16 chain. a bass rope of 40 

fathoms, aud another of 25, besides sundry pieces of manila, to sup- 
ly deficienetes und for mooring ropes. ‘Were sre three auehors, 

#8 Tbs., 28 Ibs. and 20 Jhs., and a grapuel. 

Editor Forest and Strean: 
Your vecant articlés respecting small yachts are yery interesting, 

and 1 have heen ih liopes that you wuuld also publish thelines of one 
of the fastest of the Enplish cutters of the wost extreme type. 
Ihave owned, at various times, oyer twenty boats, iueluding some 

seven or eight Hat hottem, which I built myself; the largest 30ft. 
long, 724 heam on deck, aft, on the bottom; and have made over 100 
models fror Ife, to aft. long, and have experimented with different 
rizs on the same beats. 

Tn 1853 1 bonght a Mystic built cabin sloop which was considered 
déad slow. [sailed in company with another boat for a mile and was 
beaten Tully one-third the distance, laltered the rake of the mast, 
and trie-again and kept up with ber. Then I altersdib again, fet- 
ting it pearly plumb and could sail around the other haat with ease. 

ere was the same bout, same sails, same ballast and Win. going 
fully one-thied faster with a-slight alteration in the rake of the mast, 
and a dead slow boatrendered one of the fastest in bhose waters, 
So 2 model taay be good but the sails must be justin the vight posi- 
tion to feb what she is werth, M. 'T. 

|Coneerning the slepplog of spars no yule ean be laid down fo be 
observed in all Gases, Generally speaking, rake of any amount is 
not to he commended. Tb has not been shown t0 possess special 
moerits for speed, and inanechanical respects is an evil, <A useless 
sirain is put upan head stays and partuersina sea, aud it renders 
more difieul) the cutting of saila to sit and keep them fitting, Ib 
also cuts downsail area ona given hoist, und necessitules Weavier 
spars. The practice of stepping spars plum or nearly so is now al- 
most universal, exceplin San Francisco, where the old fastion in 
this respect is still prevalent, In altering the rake of bis spar, our 
correspondent May have improyed speed through some other change 
brought about by the altevation, though the rake of the spars itself, 
great or littl, may have had nothing to do with it.| 

SCHOOLMASTER NEEDED, 

Hditay Rovest aud Stregn¢ 
. Think you had better lett that out about Bedouin's spreading 

ballast to stop her pitching, Itmakes ws Jaugzh up here in Boston 
where we do Hl we can to concentrate our ballast, J. WN, 

Boston, Nov, 26, A 
[Our correspoudantis welcome to his mirth. He can discover with 

how mueli right he indulges therein by ei dete 9 an slementary 
school book on plysies which will expluin to hion what the moment 
ol inertia” is and how ifis increased by lengthening ont the ballast 
and why that will cheek pitching the same as winging the ballast 
Gheéks rolling, From conimon observation he can ascertain that in 

lightening a boat's ends the tendensy to eseillate in a fore and aft 
plane quickly is increased for reasons too obvious to need explan- 
ation here. Weare afraid our correspondent draws his erroneous 
information from the same sources which has been telling him that 
heain is necessary to carry sail, that depth increases resistance, that 
heavy boats are slow in light winds. that outside weight makes a 
boat logy and the hundred ani one stale stupidities bowed down to 
and Worshippel as “practical” knowledge, until bounced outof court 
by the work of this journal. We have taken this trouble te answer 
because J, W. N, claims to speak not only for himself but for others 
in Boston, Thefollowing quotation from a recent interview with 
Mr, John Harvey 1s also apropos: 

“Pinlosophitally speaking, narrowing the yacht niakes her longer, 
and if at the same time you deepen her the longitudinal moment of 
inertia is augmicoted greatly. The increase of the buoyancy in the fore 
and after euds of the vessel in conjunction with the lowering of the 
Center of gravity also tends to make the vessel more sensilive (verti- 
cally), and, consequently, the power which should ba propelling is 
expended, in a greater or less degree, in the pitvhing and scending 
motion, to obviate which nothing remains but to lengthen the (Jongi- 
tudinal) radius of eyration—/, v., exteud the weights. This practice, 
of course. makes the yacht slower in Ler vertical motions; steadier, 
too, by far, and so deep (comparatively) is the draught of water in 
the modern yacht that the heli power, ov Jateral sensitiveness, is 
not affected sensibly, which caunot be thought strange when we cou- 
fag) the weight of the eruft is an important factor in its pro- 
net, 

PREFERS A MATE. 

Editor Forest and Streancs 
Thave read with great interest your articles on singie handed sail- 

ing, and Tadmire the lines you publish. She would make a capital 
little heat, very easy ina sea, and lightto handle. The only thing T 
dom like is the sigle handed partof the business, 1p may bea 
weak point in my nature, but when cruising Lliketo have o kindred 
spirit to conyerse with and to excliange ideas with: some ant who, 
like niyself, is always down with chronic “boating fever.’ What a 
Pleasure there is, alter the mud hook islet go and all made snug for 
the night, to loll xbout on opposite sides of the httla cabin, and, 
Pipe in mouth, y about things past, present aud future, Lf aman 
wants a small cruiser he should look around amope his frieids and 
get soneone to join him in his purchase. The first enstis only halt, 
and the expenses of course aré shared equally. The boat would have 
to be rather larger than the siugle hander, bul the difference in 
price is not very great, My idea is a boat about 20ft. water line, ft.” 
Gin. beam, 4ft. din, draft, and about 20t. freeboard amidships, The 
cost in England would be about $500 to $000 with iron ballast. Our 
boats heré are rather longer and we generally have a crew of about 
three amuteur hands. Year before last three of us went to the Clyde, 
Belfast aud Kingston, and lad.a good time. Last yeur we only went 
across to Kingston, aud spent the rest of ourtime on the Welsh coast. 
Nothing of that sortcan bedone with comfort in a single hander. 
The coutinual wental aud bodily strainis too great, and besides we 
have very nncertain weather here, which often makes double work, 
and it sometimes takes (Wo hands all their tune to manage even a 
small boat. Lauon, 
Liverroo., England. 

LEAVE IT ALONE, 

Editor Forest and Streiiny 
As your journal suty the cue to all others, the vest acting only as 

ash barrels for the reception of your leavings, permite to sugzest 
that you continue your crusade in fayorof bulk measurement, which 
Sees tO 6 the only system unprejudiced persous can favor, * * * 
You haye done so mueh to promute the best interesis of yachting 
that Thope you will not stop your sledge-hammer blows looking to 
the abolition of lenghi ries. Tf you start the discussion afresh, we 
all know the rest of the journals will soon follow your lead, us 
they haye done on all other issues you brought into prominence, 
New York, Nov, 2h. AWN OBSERVER. 
[Whist! hush! Say nothing about length measurement, IF the 

boys will rush on to destruction wilh theireyes wile open, let them 
heaye ahead and repent at theiv leisure. “We have worked harder 
and more disinterestedly than any mim living to bring about the 
adoption of a rule fair to every style of hoat unter the sun and show- 
ing prejudice tonone. Strange as it may seem, in their blindness, 
our Gritivs Haye tashly accused us of seeking terms advantageous to 
the cntter. though the rnle we huve fathered would exact trom the 
modern representative a much preater allowance than measurement 
by length. Our conscience is clear. When, some fine day, soilmeg 
upou length, a cutler of double the displucement—but, hush! It will 
be none of ourfuneral, Let the boys swallow their own dose, “Bay~ 
kis is willin’!*"| 

CHICAGO Y. C, 
Baditoy Forest tnd Stream: 
The Chicago Y. ©. held ils first unnual meeting last Friday 

night, with Com. tiviswold in the thair. Reports of the finaucial 
staniing of the club were read, and if Was shown that matters were 
ina flourishing way, The reparh of the corresponding secretary 
showed an increase in membership of forty-two, ‘The election of 
ofticers resulted as tallaws: Commodore, H, F. Griswold; Vige- 
Commodore, A. J, Fisher; Rear-Qommodore, George W, Ropers; 
Treasurer, ¥. W. 8. Brawley; Secretary, PY. M. Blount; Reeomling 
Seeretary, R. B. Martin; Measuver, FB, H, Banter; Time Reeper, 
Joseph Kutt. Board of Trustees—J. M. Loouns, A, J. Fisher, Jacob 
Wilder, R. A. Flemming and P. F. Pettibone. Regatta Committee— 
M. Engart, G. E. Kremer, R. B. Mavtin, A. A, Munger and Uscar 
Krause, House Cohunittee—Willium Keep, Dr. W. W. Blanchard, 
Harry Duyal and Ff. A Chaney. Membership Committe—lrancis 
Morgan, (+. W. Rogers and £. W, Syer. Surgeon, Dr, W. W. Blanch- 
ard: Judge Advocate, (. f. Kremer. 

; CHICAGO YACHTING. 
Aditor Forest aid Streany 

In reply to adetterin your columns let me say that the Chicazo 
Yacht Club's signalsystem is tar from being ‘the most perfect," 
ete., as ib was found veny defective during the squadron eruise, and 
is to be revised this winter. ‘The ‘famed Countess of Dufferin” was 
eo shaken up by her collision with the propellor Cuba last summer, 
thatshe will have to be rebuilt, Her owner bas decided to do no 
more urnising with her, butto take out “afternoon parties only. 
After spending nearly $20,000 on her, she is slower than ever. As 
for the small schooner yachts, there is not one here, although there 
ought to beseveral, Lt is reporteil that the Madeleine may be brought 
here, but that is only rumor, The new sloop Wusp is to have her 
inast stepped twenty-three inchés further aft, and the only pity is, 
she vat carry it eighteen inches further, ‘TRUTH, 
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A SAN FRANCISCO SINGLE-HANDER. 

\ N 7E publish this week some interesting plans of a single hand 
yawl for work on San Francisco Bay, designed by Mr, Wm, 

Brooks, of that city, Though rather larger than the subject of our 
articles, the yawl is such an exceedingly handy arrangement that no 
difficulty will be experienced in managing a yacht of 380ft, load line 
for short runs or bay cruising. The yawl in question was not in- 
tended to meet the parecnler style of yachting we have been giving 
attention to lately, but for general knocking about with a friend or 
two, and aloae in the evyentof being brought thereto by circum- 
stances. Asloop 3)ft, load line is «very unhandy toy and a very 
dangerous one at that for a single hand should she be of the custom- 
ary New York trap model. In fact, without a mate to work ship she 
would be altogether impracticable and disaster of some kind would 
speedily overtake the individual rash enough to clear from moor- 
ings without sufficient help to see the-boat turough difficulties. But 
with tae moderate beam extra depth an ' low bilge and the yawl rig 
affairs assume a much safer aspect, espacially when rigged as the 
plan before us. B,; lowering mainsail the yacht is under close reefs 
atonce, The jib is supplied witha boom on the foot. the shect of 
which works automatically on a short traveler forward of the mast 
after the plan of some working sloops in our own waters. Both 1t 
and the mizzen aft work themselves and require no attention what- 
ever in beating up. Theskipper keeps an eve ahead and tends the 
helm or wheel, never botherms himself with sheets or lufting out 
unless to tue very worst. Of caurse with a boom jib some canvas is 
saérificed compared to the lug sail, but for general purposes this is 
amatter of little moment, The loss is more than compensated for 
by the convenience, and a yacht which as asloop wouid be avery 
clumsy affair becomes at ounce under ready control of a single person, 
Owing to the strong winds blowing in San Francisco, smaller sail 

areas are in vogue than on ow seaboard. Thus in the design of Mr, 
Brooks we find but 11ft, of bowsprit beyond forward perpendicular, 
against 14 or 15in the New Yorksloov. Similiarly the head of the 
yawl's mainsail is 16ft. against 13 or 19ft. in a sloop. The area of 
three lower sails in tue yaiv] is 9J5tt., whereas the area of a sloop’s 
jib and mainsail would be 1,100ft. This difference appears in 
stronger reliefy remembering that the San Francisco yachts are 
much abler, larzer and generally fuller on their length than New 
York's light weights. Itis often supposed that an merease in the 
number of sails must needs make a rig “‘more comp'icated,* and call 
for a larger crew to work ship. Exactly the opposite is, however, 
the truth, for the very choice a number of sails offers permits an 
arrangement adapted to varying circumstances. It is only in fine 
weather that everything i; displayed, and ona fair, pleasant day a 
few strings more to attend to is of no consequence. When it comes 
down to hard sailing the wor'lc begins to tell, and then the skipper of 
the yaw! can prepare himself to meet emergencies as he requires, 
on the strength of the very number of his sails, while his friend 
aboard the sloop isin a constant worry with the question, ‘What 
next?’ and no sooner has he haulad down one reef by hook or by 
crook, and been driven all over the channel while so doing, then a 
second edition, and maybe a third, is called for by a freshening blow, 
and about the time h» is fagged out wits his labor, the worst is over, 
and he can undo again what hos cost him so much time and risk, 
With a boom to the jib, the yawl is as handy as a catboat, having 
nothing to tend but the helm, and for reducing or driving through a 
squall she offers far greater convenience and safety than any other 
rig known, It is, therefore, not difficultto understand the popular~ 
ity tue rig has obtained iySan Franci-co. : 
Prejudice against such a ‘‘blarsted British idea” ran as high at one 

time on the Western coast a, it does to-day on the Atlantic, but ac- 
tual experiment quickly convinced yachismen on the Pacific of the 
excellences and practical advantages of the mizzen, and as soon 
asa few immaterial alterations in the outiiae removed the direct 
charge of aping the British, even the sturdiest patriots fell willing 
victims to what they are pleased to call the ‘Americanized yaw,” 
but which in point of principle differs not an iota trom its original in 
foreign waters. The batten reef which Mr, Brooks bas adopted is, 
we believe, an excellent idea for small yachts, It simplifies the labor 

of reefing to a material degree and saves a great deal of time, which 
is a matter of importance in critical moments, The halliards are 
settled away as required, the outer and inner stops or knittles quickly 
tied around the boom, and the reef is practically accomplished. At 
our leisure you may snug up with aw couple more stops along the 
atten. The latier is laced to the sail an uids in keeping the 

canvas flat. Stormsails and reefed mainsail are indicated in the 
plans by broken lines. The following are the chief dimensions: 

Length over ae sek A tedesh ele inet y B6ft. 
Length on loadline................ . B0Lt. 
Beam, extremes)... 1.20.0 .i.e.: 11ft. 
Depth of hold.......,... 4ft, 9in. 
Draught without board 4ft. 
Draught with board................ 8ft, 
INGASEATCEDDATE a. eeu. cece get taes 1ft. 8in. 
Displacement... .. 008. egeeeessscee a 
BALAGUY tetas Peblato ns wcdactes ns ateds cares 
Length of cockpit.................. i 
Denpth of cabm 2.32.) ..2... 42. 2ft, 
Width floor, side of trunk.......... i 
Width of berths ............. i re 
Headroom....... y 
Mast, ceck to how 5 
Pole t. pmast, hounds to true a 
Brat silt debs corse d sawn rt. 
(etic ey, WEES eae i: 
Bowsprit outboard 11ft, 
Mizzen mast, deck totruck....,... ; 22ft. 
Mizzen boomkin outboard............ oft. ‘ 
tear. BOWMNE Jue Aliso. taeceeldss 15fE, 
Diameter mast at partners......... 6l6in. 
Diameter boom in center...... 4igin. 
Diameter gaff in center...... ... 3i4in, 
Diameter mizzen mast at dec«<.... 5in, 
Diameter mizzen boom in center. . 234in, 
AN Sy DAISY es) Uae kn cree le a eee 586sq. ft. 
CURRIN Fh 5 tmoliits ALAC AC EE CaRA SB AGE e Goo. 208sq, ft. 
Area mizzen . BR ESS Se: Hits) 835 / i61sq. ft. 
Area jib topsaily 4 yo. 2.250, - su, eee eae eee 120sq. ft. 
Area gaff topsail ..... bn Beer 35 145sq. ft. 
Total plain sail......... ...1170sq. ft. 
Area mainsail reefed, 2... .... 2... cece e eee 360sq. ft. 

Keel of oak, 6in, moulded alligator style. Stem and aaa of oak 344 
to 4in. sided, Frames all steam bent, 1x1%4in., spaced 10in, between 
centers. No floors are used in this construction, the heels of the 
frames overlapping instead. A keélson plank 6xin. is worked fore 
andaft, In waie of centerboud casing the frames are mortised into 
the trunk logs. Plank of Mendocino pine lin. thick. Ceiling 4% and 
34in. thick. Deck beams of Oregon pine 2x4in., ends lodging on 
clamps! Deck plank of Oregon cedar 2x1lgin, The mizzen steps on 
the deadwool knee and passes up through the broad, flat end of the 
boomkin which is made to do duty as mast partners. House top can- 
vagsed and painted, the beams well crowned, Spars of spruce. 

A CARD. 
Editor Forest and Streanv: 

Will you permit me again to say through your columns that the 
undersigned is not engaged professionally in yacht designing, and 
has not the time to meet demands for plans or drawings of any kind. 
This intimation will save the public and myself a good deal of useless 
correspondence. Those in search of designs are referred to your 
advertising columns and to the various professional gentlemen men- 
tioned from time to time in your paper. G, P. KunnARDT. 

NEW YORK Y. C.—At the last meeting the committee on club 
house had nothing to report, It was decided to abandon the project 
for the present. A vote of thanks was tendered to Commodore Jas, 
D, Smith fer his services-in contributing to the success of last sum- 
mer’s eruise. Ordered on the minutes. It was also decided to re- 
tain the landing stage at Newport. 

| 

-where, sala under regular time allowance, the question is not how 
ice addi \ 

{ 

- HANDICAPS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: , 
Will you explain why you do not look with favor upon handicaps? 
4 A Committre Man. 
Brookuiyn, Nov. 30, 
[We will, Handicaps are charitable grants by fast yachts to slow 

ones. For that reason itis very plain that they are not equitable. 
Making a fast yacht pay because she is fast is diametrically opposed 
to the prime object of racing. which implies a reward to the boat 
showing most speed Rob her of that reward and turnitover to a 
boat not entitled thereto upon merit, with no better excuse than to 
“divvy” all around, and what object can there be in racing, and 
worst of all, what is there to induce the fast yacht to come to the 
line? Where is the logic of giving a bonus to me at the expense of 
another, when the race is instituted with no other purpose than to 
determine which is the fastest yacht and to reward her accordingly? 
And how much satisfaction, glory or benefit can there be to a slow 
yacht to win with such an indulgence of pap? What instruc-_ 
tion can be drawn from a result brought about not by real 
deserts, but by imposition? How long*would there be any incen- 
tive to race with the knowledge that the whole thing is cooked and 
dried beforehand, and that the spoils are not to be wrested from 
competitors in fair, square fight, but are to be apportioned all 
round like mamma divides a stick of candy among her crew of gos- 
lings? Do we1ace to give everybody something to take home from 
the party? Are wea setof infants to go home crying because the 
best fellow got the swag? If advisable to boost up racing by giving 
everyone a share of the prizes, divide the cups and luere all round 
at once, and save the idle sham of a race which is no longer 2 race in 
earnest. Handicaps occasionally offered asa rough and tumble go- 
as-you-please, a general scrabble for the fun of the scramble, are 
good enough, it is true, and for variety indulgence in a side 
show of baby’s play is not to be interdicted. But once yen- 
ture upon substituting the mere by-play of handicaps for legitimate 
allowances and Ivt it be understood that penalties at the discretion 
of committers are to be imposed and a dead failure of racing must 
be the inevitable result, Apart from this altozether, handicaps can 
never be prazticable much less become DORBAAT, Supposing a case. 
Here we have Bedouin with 105 tons di placement racing Gracie with 
about 60, Those who take bullc us the standard for comparison 
would saddle Bedouin with an autocratic tax. Both yachts are about 
ofalength. Those who think they ought to be matched on that for 
competition would declare no handicap in order. Again, those who 
would rate according to record and performance might insist upon 
blackmailing Gracie. Finally, who can decide to the satisfaction of 
all, which is, and which isnot the best of any two, or where is the 
committee of sages who will undertake to hit off the capacities of 
yachts under varying conditions of wind and sea down to the seconds 
which often decide the events of the day? Here, then, we have eyery 
conceivable style of handicaps under tue sun, any one of which can 
be urged with as much show of justice as any of the rest or all of the 
rest put together, and an attempt to permanently engraft such a 
scheme upon yacht racing can only fetch up in confusion worse con- 
founded, and the collapse of the club venturmg upon a course of such 
an impracticable mixture of quackery and soft-hearted compassion, 
with the plugs of the fleet, however well the idea may work as an 
occasional exception to the rule. Yacht owners want their rights; 
they will never be satisfied with a concoction of underserved charity 
and injustice imposed.at the sweet will and much varying caprices 
of any committee or clique of fearfully fallible autocrats assuming 
the right of taxation without representation We may Gxcuse ex- 
ceptional handicaps as exhilarating scrambles which deserve 
no place in the regular records, but as a permanent. substitute tor 
legitimate time allowance for size the proposition is too ludricous to 
receive serious attention, and our columns are closed to the 
useless discussion of suc i 
allowance for size is not at all the cause of small entries, as the most 
casual observer will conclude from the races in Eastern waters 

alpable nonsense. Moreoyer, time 

to indu tional entries, but, onthe contrary, how to linnt the 

. ——e? | 
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yast fleets now coming to theline to numbers within the possibilities 
offered by the physical conditions necessarily aceompanying the 
successful accomplishment of a race. As long as one himdred yachts 
ean be brought to the line in Boston with time allowance for size, the 
ery for handicaps in sustenance of yacht racing is as-baseless as the 
notion would be grotesque in its workings, If racing is.just at pres- 
ent flat and insipid in New York waters it certainly is nutto be traced 
to time allowance, for racing never flourished in history as it does 
this day in »Jl other ports up and down the coast. Competition in 
metropolitan waters may be sluggish just now, but the reasous lie 
much deeper than in the systems in vogue for allowance, and these 
Teasons it is nob necessary to investigate at the present. Weare not 
aware that any serious proposition has been made to substitute han- 
dicaps for fime on size, but should some such an ill-digested scheme 
be entertained in desperation.as the drowning man clutches at a 
straw, we trust the foregoing is enough to nip in the bud an absurdity 
no person of insight would for 4 moment entertain; ard which would 
rebound in the dry rot of any club stupid enough to give it even the 
digntty of a hearing. Let us have handicaps for the mere fun of the 
thing, but let not a temporary flush of success due to its novelty be 
niistakenly laid to the permanent relinquishment of the common 
rightsund equities of yacht owners in fayor of a childish and fleeting 
bolstering of racing by artificial taity to the slow vessels in the fleet.] 

THE STEAM YACHT 

Editor Forest, and Stream: 

Along in September the steam yacht A, Booth was launched in 
Chicago. Tt was a noteworthy event in yachting circles. The vessel 
started out on a long cruise and has just returned last Saturday. She 
Was atonce boarded at the lighthouse slip by your correspondent, 
and an inspection tour of this elegant vessel undertaken, and Captain 
““Tony’' Everett, one of the veteran yacht masters from Long Island 
Sound, was the master of cermonies, as heis of the yacht. Your 
correspondent was shown all over the commodious vessel, and sends 
the subjoined report. , : J : 

This yacht was builtby Mr..J. P. Smith,an old ship builder, whose 
forefathers, clear back to his great-grandfather, held the same oc- 
cupation before hm. Mr. Smith, however, retired from shipbuilding 
about twenty years ago, and came West to Chicago, He embarked in 
the wliolesale ice business, and only plans and has built yachts for 
his brag It is his recreation and a source of delight to plan a fine 
acht. 

‘4 Beside the Booth he has modeled and built, the yachts Dauntless, 
now at Lake Geneva, and which he owns, and the yacht Gauntlett, 
for Mr, Sturgis. president ef the Northwestern National Bank of this 
city. Both yachts are excellent models and arespeedy, He planed 
the Booth at odd hours, and would frequently arise _out of bed at 
nighttime to draw nes and work at the estimates. The vessel was 
builtfor Mr, A. Booth, the famotis oyster packer of Chicago and 
Baltimore. It will be used for pleasure, and next season the work 
cut out for her embraces a trip from this port-to your city via the 
Brie Catial. Myr. Booth spared no pains to make a perfect vessel. 
What adds to the interest in the yacht now is the #act that she put to 
sea from Sheboygan Harbor in the great storm of Thursday, Novem- 

“A, BOOTH.” 

her 23, when every other yeesel, both steam and sail, absolutely re- 
‘fused to clear, ‘“Jusi to test herseagoing powers,” as Captain Bver- 
etfosserted. She came through without the loss of a splinter, or 
showing the slightest strain. J. P. Snvith, A, Booth and seveial other 
gentlemen were aboard during this tip, which extended as far east 
as Lake Erie and the straits, She is reported to haye made cighteen 
knots an hour, She came from Sheboygan down with seventeen inches 
of ber wheel broken off, at the actual rate of sixteen miles an hour. 
It will be essayed next season to increase this speed. 
She is rigged as a schooner with jib, foresail and spauker, the rig- 

ging being wire. Her general ap earance is li € a miniature trans- 
atlantic steamer. The length of keel is 95ft. and rake of stem four 
feet from the perpendicular, Breadth of beam 15ft. over all, and 
depth of bold drb, Gin., thickness of keel 614in. Keel moulded at stem 
fin, and at stern post 18in The frame is of cedar flitch 3\4in. sided, 
frame double with wrought iron floors between each frame, and 
stanchions of white oak. She has five keelsons, the main keelson 
being 14 by 6}sin., of white oak, with 2in. lock on the floor timbers. 
She has four sister keelsons of Norwaypine, 6xi0in. The stem and stern 
posts are of white oak, with a natural knee or crook, with five feet lock 
seart on the keel, white oak stanchions running down to the second fut- 
tock head. The vessel has 400 steel braces 8x5-16in., running from vhe 
floor timber head to the top timber head, and letintatheframe. They 
diagonally cross each other five times in the length of the plate, and 
each crossing has a screw bolt through planking, frame and‘ ceiling. 
The deck beams are 416 by Gin. Herplanking is of Kentucky white 
oak 2}4in. thick, 30 to 45ft. in length. The eck is of white pine 17gin. 
thick and 2lgin. wide. The covering board is white oak, 3x61sin., 
molded edges. She has a top-gallant forecastle 10ft. long, wiih an 
iron rail forward, molded stanchions, ending at the fore rigging, has 
wrought iron rudder and rudder post of hydraulic tubing, din. in 
diameter. The cabin is 26ft. long, (4ft. high, and 10ft, wide, It is 
elegantly upholstered and finished, and lockers, refiigeraiors, wine 
coolers, closets, etc., of the most complete description. She is panel 

| finished in the interior and gilded and handsomely painted outside. 
The engine house and pilot house is 26tt. long by &ft. wide and all 
houses are fastened down to the deck by iron rods passing through 
the sill and fore and aft carlines in the main deck every 4f1. The 
forecastle is fitted up for four men, wifh mahogany companionway, 
shutters of steel and French plate glass. The dcek of the boiler 
house whére all steam pipes and smoke stacks pass through is made 
of angle iron and boiler plate. The boiler is made of Otis steel, sin. 
ih diameter and 13ft, long, marie builer with steam dome 5ft. high 
and 44in. in diameter, double smoke stack 16ft. from boiler deck, 
She has two vertical engines, made by Robert Warrant, 18x14, Dela- 
mater wheel, 6ft, in diameter, The engine is fitted with the Hexter 
pony pump inspirator, and all modern improvement, pilot house 8ft, 
with eight large windows of heavy to glass and Sashes of cherry 
wood. Thesteering wheel is one of the finest ever put ona yacht 
and is of rose wood, mahogany and satin wood, all in'/aid with nickel 
and silver, the wheel post being of solid brass with nickel plate. 
There is one iron davit forward for catiing anchor and two aft on the 
starboard quarter for swinging the life boat, She has one anchor of 
350 pounds with 4 inch chain, one kedge anchor 100 pounds anda 
Ypsy windlass. This yacht is certainly the finest and costliest vessel 
ult west of the Atlantic Ocean. 

WEATHERLINESS.—The word “‘weatherliness’ signifies close- 
windedness, and has no connection with 2 boat's performance at sea. 
It is hot to be confounded with the expression ‘making good weather 
of it.” A boat may be \ ery weatherly, masmuch as she is capable of 
sailing close tothe wind and losing litle by driving off to leeward, 
and yet be a very poor sea boat; or she may perform admirably in 
rough water, and still not be a “weatherly”’ buat if she cannot hug 
the wind and shows a disposition to make leeway. We are led to 
this explanation because a number of readers have misinterpreted 
our meaning when speaking of some light draft as being very wea- 
therly, A wrong signification is quite commonly attached to that 
wordin yacliting circles, and its real import should be kept in mind. 
The merest trap may be very weatherly in smooth water and yet in- 
eapable of facing a trifling sea. 

CRUISERS’ GUIDES.—According to the latest report of the Light- 
house Board there are in all %3 lighthouses, 88 lightships, 64 for 
signals, operated by steam or hot air; 115 fog bells, operated by ma- 
chinery; *60 beacon lishts on Western rivers, 345 umlighted or day 
beacons, 33 automatic whistling buoys, 14 automatic bell buoys anid 
3,877 pnoys of otier descriptions. “To maintain and attend to all 
these there are employed 22steam tenders, 4 steam Iaunches, 2 sail- 
ing tenders, 1769 light beepers, and 686 ocher employees, including 
crews of lightsliips and tenders. The total annual expense of the 
lighthouse establishment and tog signals is $2,749,000. 

PERSONAL —Mr. John Harvey, the naval architect, left for Eng- 
land by yesterday's steamer. He will be absent for two months to 
attend to some private business and new yuclits in hand, He will 
thenreturn to finish a number of designs for new cutters and a 
schooner here, and also to superintend their construction. 

WIDE KEEL,—Hatcher, Clifford & Co., of Southampton, England, 
have just laid the keel for a new forty for Mr. Francis Taylor, For 
whom the fifteen-ton Maggie was originally built. The new cutter 
willhave steel frames and a keel 8lin. wide. 

VAYU.—We are in receipt of many inquiries concerning this 
Bostun cutter, the lines of which were puclished in our issue of 
Nov. 9. ‘Uhese we will endeavor to cover in some additional articles 
of the same nature in coming issues, 

NEW. YAWL,—We learn that a 50ft. cruising yawl is to be built 
in Philadelphia for New York owners. She will have son.ething like 
id{t. beam, Itis stated that bids from Phi.adelphia were one-third 
lower than New York figures. 

FREDA.—We have to thank some readers abroad for a fine instan- 
taneous photo of the 2U-ton cutter lreda, w inning the Royal Mersey 
match in July, 1832. The plioto was taken trom the committee 
steamer, 

_ TWO MORE CUTTERS.—A second 5-tonner is to be built from the 
lines recently got out by Mr, Harvey, and we also hear that a 50-ton 
cutter is in hand for a Portland yachtsman, 

NEW CUTTER.—W, P. Stephens will stretch the 
cutter similay to the one now m his shop at West 
Island, 

keel for another 
Brighton, Staten 

: FLY BOOK. 
RRUELAR, with Hagle Bad... gnc nal pre ce | | fees “ye | oe | 2 | 2 
PEEL Svea eae Ai Rea eB 50) 2" | ao | £5 | so | Pencils, Holders, Cases; Ete, i at 3 a . a 5 
Tea ayaa a a at AT ne RAT aD (ee a res | sm | HE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
ne Re Ee ee ee Sees sea a (eee as 6 |e |e [8 | ae GORD BEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

Be ee ad Styles, $1.25, Morocco, canyas lined, §inches long, $1.50. Morocco, canvas lined, 7 inches long, $2, Solid calf, les ther persis vo cate bs Deere ae ee a 

NET RINGS. an 2 F ee MABIE, TODD & BARD, | NETS. 180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. * 
BRASS. ND- YE LANDI . Send for Price-List. 

Plain, with screw socket ......- $1 25 - abe NG NETS rR Goops ark Sotp sy First Crass DEALERS 
Folding once, screw socket... 190 Lattin Beer RES ++ 552.4 - 15 20 25 39 85 40 — 30 7% 1.00 
Folding twice, screw socket ei 1% Linen. ggg ines ao Be 89 40 $80 D5 : Fe 

. eB nehes op eceleabal, c's ie ls 2 14 16 1 24 30° BB 48 
Complete, with short handle and et + é id aaa - The Hunting Sig ht, 
Complete, with long handle and oe moni ra, - Petree oS yt Ao HAND-MADE MINNOW DIP NETS. Sey a See? AGRE EN ae 

i i : refit ey Ges tet ATENT BINATION 
CRIES nregsst a | Canta tn eeeureeere epee raat Cotton. 85 40 ~ 45° 55.65 BO 1,00 GUN SIGHT 
ee ay WHALEBONE, ALL COLLAPSING. aaa ates et fo 2 ee ste +0 i Makes a Sporting Rifle perfect Send for Trout, .....1:...,./..$0| Black Bass..,,... $10 0 | Salmon..,.......,, 18 00 Tnehtsideen 2 | sireular containing full description. Ad- 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our soeds will not be filled at any Dricgs Iress, WILLIAM LYMAN, 

ABBE Y & IMBRIBE, ~ pais Gis a ; y 

: 48 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. STERBROO STEEL 

PENS 

| = S 7 | Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161, 
_ BY For Sale by all Stationers, 

weet ~s THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO,, 
: "I". Ss. W AIT Dw EsE. Worke, Camden, N. J, 26 John Sti, New York. 

“That prince of sportsmen, T. S, Van Dyke."’—Sacramento, (Cal.) Bee. Birds and Quadrupeds 

«The best, the very best deer-hunting treatise.”’—Ned Buntline. Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G. 
: : > r ‘ : t > ideal.”—Will Wildwood BELL, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 335 Broad ‘Te. _ “This comes the nearest to my ideal,”’— Wil d..| way, N.Y: City. 

; : — | ‘ MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS. 
a ~~ 128mo0 Extra Cloth. Beveled, $2.00. First vlass reference given if requested. 

' i PET BIRDS AND ANIMALS A SPECIALTY. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED. 

F. BOO 

cA 

IN, CONNECTION WITH | 

MPOR-LINED GA 
and Brocaded Ve 

All Goods are of Our Own Importation 
And made up in accordance with the well-known reputation of our house for Style, 

FFER EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES. 

IWNo. 449 BROAD WAY, 
FOUR DOORS BELOW GRAND STREET. 

Fit and Quality. ’ 
ALL GOUUDS WARRANTED. WE O 

' 4 

) Established (1853. 

SS & BROTHER, 

Open the Season of 1882 and 1883 with an Elegant Assortment of 

SEALSKIN DOLMANS, ULSTERS, PELISSES and SACQUES, 

RMENTS 
Of Satin Rhadamere, de pyon, Merveilleux, and the varieties of Damasse 

vit; also Pelerines, Muffs and Collars, 
Gentlemen’s Furs, Sleigh Robes, &e. ; 

» Bs. F. 

and Manufacture 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS 
REMOVED TO 153 MILE STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for many ferhiring our goods 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silyer a 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association F'air for our superior goods, Send for Catalogue, 

NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

) 

n edal at tha Massachu- 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns, 
. NEW OFF-HAND j “ARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

oaorsy 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 

For Hunting and Terget Practice at all ranges, 

the “MAYNARD " more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, us many barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy, con- 

ye: jence, durability aud safety, is notexcelled. Send for lustrated Catalogue 
describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition, 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass, 
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cin 8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, ii iil Te - = LOWELL, MASS. 
Our pete shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 

§ subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smoeth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

Medals and Badges 
ah ROSEWOOD 

A SPECIALTY, ae LOADERS, 
— BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

Special designs furnished on applica- SHOT SHELLS. maa 
E =a RECAPPERS. 

tion free of charge. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
The P ar ker Tr ap Gun. POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 

; P= “THE RICH SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BENCH CLOSERS, Etc., Ete. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY: BY RETAIL. 
New York Acens; WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paciric Coast Agents: CHAS SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California, 
New OrieAns AGtWrs: A, BALDWIN & CO. 
New ENGLAND AGENTS For SHor SHutis: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

WHAT WILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW 
)POOL’S SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 

OR STORM CLASS AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 
WiLL TEU You i 

Tt. will detect and indicate correctly any change in the weather 12 to 48 hours 
Hj in advance. It willtell what kind of storm is approaching, and from what di- 

| rection—iInvaluable to navigators, Farmers can plan their work ac- 
cording to its predictions, Saves &@ times its cost in a single season. 

| Has an accurate thermometer attached, which alone is worth the price of the 
#.combination. This great WEATHER INDICATOR is endorsed by the 
i} most eminent Physiciuns, rote tke BE IN H ] 

i) and Scientific men of the duy to be the ' | 
| The Thermometer and Barometer aresput in nicely finished walnut frame, 

iM) with silver plated trimmings, etc., making it a beautiful as well as useful orna- 
i j ment. We will send you a sample one, delivered free, to your place, in good or- 
i, der, on receipt of $1, or six for i4, Agénts aremaking from $5 to $20 daily 

We are now prepared to supply the Parker **Tfrap Gun,” for which we are sole 
agents. These guns have top lever, extension rib, rebounding locks, large strikers and pistol 
grip. They are simply superb, The Parker Trap Gun should not be confounded with the 
regular Parker top lever guns, which, although excellent guns, differ materially, from the 
Trap. Eyery genuine Parker Trap Gun has the rubber butt plate with a flying pigeon 
beautifully embossed upon it, as shown in'the above cut. 

We have x» small remnant of Webley’s heavy ducking guns, mostly 10-bore, of various 
qualities, at about half price, Address 

P. 0, Box 1114, H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray St., New York. 

EOr.AEIEYD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

| selling them, A trial will convince you. Order at once. It Selis at SIGHT | 
| Just the thing to sell to farmors, merchants, etc. Invaluable to everybody. 

t | | U. 8. Postage Stamps taken if in good order, but money preferred. Agents 
I iW-Wwanted everywhere. Send forcireularandterms. Address all orders to 
iH OS WEGO THERMOMETER WOES, (Largest establishment of the kind-in 
il the World) Oswero, Oswego Co., N.Y 

| ere yuior Poet Ofiee, County anid State platnty, and remit by jonsy-order, draft un New, York tor registered 
Wy totter. at our risk. a 

Wace 
| We refer tothe Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk,. First and Second National Banks, or any Business house in 

it Tt in neatly made and wonderfully cheap at two dollars. Gro, B, Pansoxs, M. C, R. R. Office, Detroit, is 
| Poo! i ther: Itieawonderful curiosity 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 

We are giving especial attention to Corduroy and Moleskin Suits 

iq) without our Trade Mark, and Signature of J. A, Poou, on back of Instrument, | it aa belovy : PARP LY AE ‘: : 

Every justrument warranted Perfect and Rellatle, Size, 94 inches long) 34 wide. 
Ifnot sutistied on recelving the instrument, return itatonce and we will refund your 
money. Please state whero you saw our advertisoment, 

OU each Is Gie reg boo coe pe es por souve mash ae but being desi aa eye te 
Ta, SAT, * ducing them and securing good agents, we offer for a short time to deliver ‘a sample one’ free ‘any 

keep in stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them | . adress on receipt of only one dollar, or 6 for $1.09. Order at onee. It’s just the thing for a Christmas 
up in style and finish far ahead of any ever before in the field, present, : - 
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1882. REMINGTON’S 1882. 

10-Gauge. 

9libs. © 

12-Gauge. 

Slbs. 

NEW MODEL DOUBLE GUN. 
The latest and best gun yet produced. They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 

They are made with the popular top action and double bolt. All have Rebounding Locks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 
Extension Rib. Each gun is thoroughly tested at the factory. All these guns are made with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. In 
beauty of finish, quality of material, and accuracy of workmanship, even distribution and penetration, they are unexcelled. 

PERLOH aber: 
“10 and 12-gauge, 30in., 8 to 9lbs. 

Plain Walnut Stocr, Checkered Grip and Pore End, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, - - - - - - « . “ 4 $45 00° 

Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, - - - - - - - - = E - 55 00 

Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - - ms - * 2 65 00 
English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Dam-scus Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - - - - - : - 7600 

English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, Superior Rubber Butt and Tip, - - - - = 85 OO 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE TO ORDER. 

Ask your dealer to send for sample. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 
P, 0, BOX 2987. . 281 and 283 Broadway, New York Citv. 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

_ 
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BNNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
Vor Canada ant the United States, 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. 5S. 
Office—No. 210 3h James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 

Annual Subseription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents, 

“Dog Training,” 
BY 5, T, HAMMOND. 

FOR SALE BY 

A. WILLIAMS & CO., 

2831 Washington st., Boston, Mass. 

FORALLSKIN; 
REMEDY sucuags DISEASES! 

N TITER. ITCH. SORES. PIMPLES, 
NERSPELAS.A pARING WORM Jf 

N. M. MUZ2ZY 
45 South Canal Sireet, Chicago, III. 

Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 
MUZZY & CO, in 1852.—Haying increased my facil- 
ities for the busmess of reaming out gun barrels, T 
bez to offef my services to those owning guns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
f@uarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instance. 
I jnyite special attention to my method, and the 
Most satisfactory testimonials will he furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de: 
livered by express. 

TO-HO, JUKE! 
oo 

ii aU CURE FOR 

Symptoms are moisture, stingme, itching, 
worse ab aight; seems as if pin-worms were 
crawling about the parts affected. As a 
leasant, etonomical and positive cure, 

SWavNe’s Oin7Men is superior to any article 
in the market, Sold by druggists, or send 
40 cts, in Sct. Stanips. 8 Boxés, $1.25. Ad- 
dress, Dr, BwAyNE & Son, Phila., Pa, 

FT EPILEPTIC FITS. 
Fyrom Am.Journal of Medicina,” 

Dr, Ab, Meacrile (late of London), who makes aapecialty 
of Epilepsy, has without doubt treated and cured more cases 
than any ther living physician. His euecess hag sim ply been 
astonishing; we have beard of cases of over 20 years’ Btand- 
ing: vitesse cred by him. He has pubtished a work on 
this disease, whichiié sends with a large bottle of his won- 
derful cure free to any sufferer who may sand their express 
and P.O, Address, » Wo advise any ono wishing a cure to ad- 
drees Dr, AB. MESEROLE, No. 06 John St., New York. = 

who wish to Isarn 
TO YOUNG MEN Steam Engineering, 
send your name with 10c. in stamps to FY. KEMPPY, 
Engineer, Bridgeport, Conn. 

A Leading ondon Phys= 
ician establishes nm 
Office in New York 

for the Cure of 

jop UMO INGA We. pie 
SNIddsS CILLVYWOLNY 

S\NIIOND NOA ‘OR? “9, 
Haq ‘Arig “aq ‘uyjng uo, *9%9°3 ‘alvd 480d “ZS AO 

Rifle, Rod and Gun in California. 
BY THEODORE 5, YVAN DYKE 

For sale at this office, Price $1.50. 

RELIABLE AND STANDARD : 
. SIGARETTES AND TOBACCO. 

UNEQUALLED ror Prrmy axp ExcerieNce, 
Manuiactured by Wii § KIMBALL & CO the Connoisseurs and 

2 Us . Pioneers of America 

in Wine Goods. #stablished 1846, Twrenvi First Prize MEDALS. 

Fragrant Vanity, Three Kings, ew Vanity Fair, Orientals. 

Peerless Tobacco Works. SoLp In sLL PArRts oF THE WoRED. 

/ Fred. Sauter, 
NATURALIST 

--AND— 

j TAXIDERMIST 
199 WILLIAM ST., 
Near Frankfort, N. Y. 

te 

_ Particular Pains taken 
in mounting pet birds and 
animals. 

Rare Birds and Ani- 
mal Skins Bought and 
Sold. 

Large Stock of Groups, 
Birds, Deerheads and 

Glass Cases, 

The best self-fastening 
skate made. Requires 
no heel plates, straps or 
key. Price per pair, $5.00, 

mail, 25¢c. extra. Send 
for price list of Skates, 
Triclts, Novelties, Musi- 

_@, eal Instruments, Boxing 
», Gloves, Air Guns, Dumb 

Bells, Indian Chibs and 
Holiday Goods generally, 

MPSON, 96 FULTON ST.. NEW YORK. 

TEOULEBASS Re 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

N\ offered to the Anglers ot this 

Hi i Country. 

aml mt 

Hi 

P, O. Box 8207. 

Hi | 

Hy ||} | 

SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 

AND PICKEREL FISHING. 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH. 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Saniple Reels furnished if they cannot 
be puréliased from dealers in your place. 

W. & J. fi. AIKENHEAD, - 
65 Front 8t., Rochester, N. Y. 
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The year now drawiug to 2 close has been with the Forest anp STREAM one of most 

gratitying progress, Early in the year by am important mechanical improvement, the 
typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 

of the tenth year of publication, it was 

Permanently Hnlarged to Twenty-eight Pages. 
There has been an ¢qoa] growth in other important respects. The patronage accorded 

| to this journal by the intelligent reading public has never been more cordial than it is at the 

present time. Sustained thus heartily, the publishers are prepared’ to maintain in 1583 the 
FOREST AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this country, at once entertaining, useful and influential, As the exponent of the 

highest; types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men who 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from apy entangling alliances with cliques, haying no 
interests to serye saye those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 

whatever may be inimical to these interests, the Forest anp STREAM’s highest ambition 
will be to preserve in the future the approval won by its course in the past. It will persist 

in its efforts to awaken in the public mind a fuller appreciation of the importance of the 
proper protection of game in the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 

of gamé at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 
man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as it is to that already yery large and constantly increasing class of business and professional 

men, whose fayorite relaxation from the routine of employment is found in brief yacation 
trips to the woods and fields and brooksides, 

The enlarged form of the Forrest anp STREAM enables its editors to present each week 

in the severa! departments a large and varied supply of reading, In the columns of 

The Sportsman Tourist 
Will be found sketches of travel and sport. Coming from many different writers, and 

widely separate parts of the country, these sketches always have the charm of novelty, and 

they are sure to be read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers see things through 

sportsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint. 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils nor with the monsters of African jungles. 

Quite on the contrary, it will treat of the animal life of land and water in our own country, 

the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 
presumed to take an intelligent interest. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
In addition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting excursions, necessarily 

varied and interesting—as such accounts must need be—these columns will be found of 

special value to amateur and yeteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 
ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting. 

Sea and River Fishing. 
The angler will find in the pages of the Forresr anp Sarmam the best angling literature 

ot the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together, This 

journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting haying been held 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is believed that others of equal success wili follow in 

other years. Meanwhile, the man who loves to go a-fishing may find in the ForEsT AND 

STRHAM all the year around a great deal that must be to his liking. : 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of curren 

achievements aud progress in this important work, 

The Kennel. 
This department has won the confidence of dog swners. Its veporis of field trials, bench 

shows and other events are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 
The recent series of papers by its editor, entitled “Training vs. Breaking,” haye been pub 

lished in book form, and haye had a yery large sale. Other papers of equal importance will 

be published from time to time. 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical nayal architect, and thoroughly familiar 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 
and canoeing that have already won for the Forest aND STREAM esteem and confidence. 

Nickel plated, $6.00: by | 

Its editors aim to make the Forrest AND StREAM a medium for the interchange of infor 

mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen. ‘Sketches of field excursions, 

shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contribu- 

tions are respectfully solicited. Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send ug 

reports of their transactions. Hxpressions of opinion upon any subjech withioa the scope of 
the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns, 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest ann Stream that they bring the paper 

and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 

spirit and aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application, 

The weekly issues of the Forest AND STREAM form tio volumes each year, of twenty- 
six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the files constitute a library of permanent worti:. 

Bighteen such volumes haye already been published. We furnish handsome file binders 
(price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $2; $2 for six months, 
office money order, dratt or registered letter. 

Remit by post- 
Give name, town, county and State. Address 

Forest and stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 
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J. PALMER O'NEIL "3 
68 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

AGENTS IN 

estley Richards 

THE UNITED STATES FOR THE 

Hammerless Gun. 
Manufactured by WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO., London, England. (Established 1820.) 

INVENTORS AND SOLE OWNERS OF THE ANSON & DEELEY HAMMERLESS LOCK WITH AUTOMATIC SAFETY BOLT. 
Making the Safest, Simplest and Most Durable Breech-Loading Gun to-day in Use. 
SAFEST, becanse the triggers are effectually bolted whenever the leyer is moved to open or close the gun, SIMPLEST, because the lock contains fewer pieces (only four) r and the swivel and bridle—the weakest : he Anson & Deeley hammerless lock bas been subjected tu the severest test, having been fired EBIGHTY 

estley Richards & Co. 
We quote a few extracts: 

other gun. MOST DURABLE, because the four parts are very strong, 

showing any evidence of wear. The Anson & Deeley action is made in its perfection by 
From every quarter unsolicited come testimonials of the excellence of these guns. 

“The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun excels any gun that I have ever used.""—Grorer W. Brown 
Conneautville, Pa, : 

“The action is simply perfect; 
Cincinnati, 0. 

“The Hammerless Westley Richards works to a charm, and brings the ducks right out of the sky.”’— 
OHaRtes J. CLARKE, Winnows Point Shooting Club, 

“The little seven-pound Westley Richards Hammerless Gun, purchased from you last summer, has 
given entire satisfaction. For hard shooting. easy manipulation, and perfect safety, it cannot be 
excelled. Iused but three drams of powder and one ounce of shot throughout the entire season, killing 
my birds as clean in September as first of October.".—ALEx. REyNoLps, JR., Kittaning, Pa. 

there is no possibility of accidental discharge."—E. J. Carpenter, 

“The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun I obtained from you has been the admiration of all my 
friends. T consider it much the best hammerless gun, and recommend all sportsmen who can afford the 
luxury of a perfect gun to buy a Westley Richards Hammerless.’’—Parrick Henry, Clarksville, Tenn. 

We have just received a large invoice of these matchless Weapons in all grades and gauges, including the smaller bores, 14, 16 and 2)-gauge, and can fill 

: : ‘ s : : than any 
arts in the ordinary lock—is entirely dispensed with, 
THOUSAND times in a wear and tear trial without cleaning, and without 

“T find perfect eage in manipulating the gun, and absolute safety secured from acciden i 
by the automatic safety bolt, which never fails to go to safety when the lever is moved to Dre Maacicce 
the gun. You know how prejudiced I have heen against hammerless guns, Weill, 1 am thoroughly 
subdued, and I unhesitatingly say itis ‘the gun of the future.*’—I. R, Sravroy, Seeretary Allegheny 
County Sporismen’s Association. 7 

‘T feel as if I ought to let you know how the 10-bore, S9i4lbs., 30in. Westley Richards Ham 
works, At the target with four and a quarter drams of Orange Lightning howaee No. 6, and Bnet Sa 
quarter ounces No. 8 shot, I can get over 400 pellets in a 30-inch circle, 4) measured yards, every time 
with beautiful distribution and wonderful penetration. With the same charge of powder ‘and one and 
4 quarter ounces No. 5, it is sure death to ducks at fifty yards every time. T made two successive shots 
at single mallards sitting on the water at 76 and $3 yards, and killed both times, and this with the above 
light load in paper shells. A mallard flying at 50 yards drops as if struck by lightning. Let me thank 

| you for having furnished me what I have se long been looking for, i. e.,a gun that suited me in every 
| way. I’ve got it now and money cannot buy it.”"—F’. W. Corrie, Lincoln, IL. 

all orders promptly, or will 
import to special order without extra charge. Our stock of Fine Goods is without exception the largest in this country. Constantly on hand, bargains in fi snd- i 
hammers. New catalogue now ready containing illustrations and prices of all new and Wsehul inapldmiontee ’ “ s - pine Bevond hae yaaa 

Marlin Magazine. 

Here are specimens of unsolicited comments; 

No. 1,—.46 eal., Octagon Barrel, 28in. weight Diélbs., using 45 gov’t cart. $32.00 
No. 2,—.40 cal, + eS perkins Helbs “40-60 Mardin carte as oo 
No. 3.—.45 eal., Bdint EAT bst ch ts SS, eB a 
No. 4.—.40.cal.,  ** i" 

uu “ 

Numbers of our customers ridiculed the idea of putting a higher price on the Marlin Rifle (when first brought to the notice of the trade a 
little over a year ago) than the most favored rifle then on the market. Wecontended that the best goods were worth the most money, and that 
price was a secondary consideration in a first-class rifle, 
ally writing “Hurry up our Marlins; have sold the last one; their popularity is increasing. You haye had ouy order for several weeks now: 
why don't you send them?” We answer “Because the factory is two months behind orders and with all their exertions cannot catch np,” ' 

Time has proved the correctness of our views, and the same parties are now continu- 

Flagstaff, Arizona, Sept. 4, 1882.—“'The Marlin rifle is the best repeater I have ever seen; for simplicity, durability and accuracy cannot be equalled.”.—E. B. HAENEtrt. 

Columbia Falls, Me., Sept. 18, 1882.—“‘The rifles are received and are better than we expected, thou, 
expect to sell a number, and are sure we can clean out every other magazine rife. Duplicate the order. 

gh from what we had heard our expectations were large. They suit everyone that has seen them, and we 
—L. Letcuton & Son. Since the above was written the firm have ordered and sold four lots of the rifles. 

Bear Creek Camp, Wyoming Ter., Oct. 28, 1882.—'‘My pard and I are now hunting for the Denver market, We have hunted for the past five years, and have worn out five or six guns, and now I want a new 
one, and lam bound to have a Marlin repeater. The hunters who have them are offered the best rifles and $10 to boot, but dont seem inclined to part with them, In fact they bring $10 more than any other 
rifle, and I want the very best.”"—J. L. JOHNSTON. 

We beg to call special attention of parties who, have heen giving preference to rifles using small charges of powder and light bullets. Experience has demonstrated that the .40 cal. 
60 grain cartridge far exceeds the .44 cal. 40 grain in bringing down game at first shot. 
the pulling of the trigger and striking the game; the bullet is longer and makes a much larger aperture. 

arlin Fire Arms Company have just finished an addition to their factory twice the size of their former building, have been putting in new machinery of the latest models, and The M 
will soon be prepared to supply the demand. 

Pacific 
No. 5.—Double set triggers, Octagon barrel, cleaning rod under the 

barrel, with extension rod and brush, Rocky Mountain sights, 
a0in. barrels, $30.00; 32in. barrels 332.00. 

This rifle is made as follows: .40-63, using .40-63 everlasting 
shells and the new .40-70 Ballard cartridges, .40-90, using everlasting 
shells, .45-70, using everlasting shells, and .45 government cartridges. 

No. 54.—Same style, weight 14lbs., using Sharps .45-2fin. cartridges, 30m. barrel, $32.00. 

Kit Carson, Col.—“I have used all the prominent makes of rifles. My partner and myself are now atts 
action the best I have used, and the everlasting shells are perfection, and the shooting exceeds. anything I 

“The E*amous G&G 

‘Tos. K. GurNEE. 

This rifle has captured more prizes during the past 
two years than any other io the country. [i fits the 

The trajectory is flatter, the speed of the bullec is much greater, so that less time elapses between 
Express cartridges can be had for both 45 and ,40 cal. 

Ballard 

No. 5, .40-90 Ballards, and JI think the breech 
ave ever been able to do with any other rifle.”"— 

_. 

form perfectly and any accustomed to an ordinary rifle 
can improve their shooting three to six points by using 
this rifle. 

64 P. G. BALLARD,—Rigby pattern barrel, mid-range vernier peep and witd-gauge siglits, fine English walnut stock, modified 
Swiss pattern, pistol grip, Farrow butt plate, finely engrayed and eyery part highly finished, using everlasting shells, .38-50, 28 and 
3uin., 870,00. 
Belfast, Ireland, Nov. 4, 1882,—I intended writing you about this rifle, but have been pressed for time, Thave succeeded in capturing the Martin 

Smith prize, using the regular U, 8. Government cartridges, and feel sure of being able to do still better as the rifle shoots perfect. 1 have also used it 
with best results as a match rifle, using 90 grains powder, up to 1100 yards.—JAs. McKenna. 

St. Louis, Aug. 25, 1882. send you some targets made in my gallery with Ballard rifles, which I think are hard to beat. My target rifle is the boss 
of thistown, She is a darling,—Capr. Wm, ScHAAF. 

PIEPER BREECH-LOADERS ARE ALL THE RAGE. DALY GUNS SURPASS “ALL OTHERS. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS ECLIPSE ALL IMPORTED 
HAMMERLESS GUNS. LISTS FURNISHED BY a HIGH-COST 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chambers Street. 
egoods can be had of our customers in every considerable town in the United States. 

Bodin. 11t4lbs.. 12. ath Eee me ay 00 
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No suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
The One Price Clothier, 

410 SEVENTH 8T., WASHINGTON CITY. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 
A. SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va: 
JOS. POLOCK, St, Louis, Mo, 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For 7icis. 1 send prepaid the gaickest, simplest 

and best paper cartridge groover yet mvented, 
' EDMOND REDMOND, U 

Rochester, N.Y. 

[Extract from Forest anp Strean, July 7, 
1881, p. 444] 

* This flight so nearly resembles the 

xctwal motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting, We commend 

all sportsrien to testits merits. * * * 

* * 

RAMSAY MACNAUGHTAN, 
FR Commission Merchant, 

3 HOWARD ST,, N. Y- 

1881 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST. 

EDITION 

OF THE 

Hurlingham and London 

GUN CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES 

For sale at this office Price lwenty-five cents. 

YYAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNHSS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

(rip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-Rangeley .akes. It treats of “‘ camp life,” in 
doors and out is amusing, iustructiye and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 illustrations, Price 26cents. By 
niail, postpaid, 30 cents, CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mas 

Sow Pie. 

QO RENT.—SHOOTING GROUND AT CURRL 
tuck Sound. An undivided half of 200 acres, 

more or less. Price for the year $50. Address 
6. H. W., 3 Hast Porty-fitth st., N.Y, dee7,3t 

FOR SALE, 

12-gauge Parker gun, with fixtures, and two 

setter dogs, Dr. G.H. PARKINSON,~: 
dece?,3t P. O. Box 1202, Middletown, Conn. 

ARKER GUN FOR SALE:—10-BORH, 380IN. 
Damascus barrels, 9lbs. 140z. weight 3}4gin. drop, 

full P.G,, new cheek hook, and large head-plungers, 
rubber butt and pistol grip cap, nicely engraved, 
a beauty, extra Shooter, full choke, extra heavy 
at breech, seventy brass shells, all for $65; not shot 
100 times; cost $90. Will send ©. O. D., privilege 
of trial, Address Box 4. Dayenport, Del. oy , ae r. 

ec? it 

OR SALE.—ONE WILLIAMS & POWELL 
remier gun, built by them for the Centennial 

Exhibition. eight of gun 74lbs., 12-gange, ain. 
barrel, with case and fixtures complete. Price 
$200. Original cost 450. Also one Purdy gun, 
12-gauge, weight of gun 7lbs, 20z,, 80in. barrel, with 
eee aoa soe Re Sarai pane $800, Original 
cos . ress IDER, Second and 
Walnut sts., Phila,, Pa. m2 dee7,1t 

q 

fav Sale. 

OR SALE VERY LOW.—ABOUT 100 ANT- 
wi igeons, from the best lofts in this country 

and BAS Tun t orl will exchange for a first-class 
breech-loading 80in., 12-bore shotgun of good make. 
Sonie of the above birds have cost me $20 a pair. 
J. SATTERTHWAITE, Jr., Jenkintown, Pa. pe 

~ noys0,2 

ROUT WLIES,—FIRST QUALITY AT WHOLE 
sale. $8 pergross. H, PRICHARD, 90 Fulton 

street, N.Y. dee], it 

OR SALW.—A FINE GRADE SCOTT 10LB, 
B. L,, or exchange for a fe lighter gun, ham- 

merless preferred. SMITH, 406 Fourth aye Nae 
ect, 

HHOROUGHBRED YELLOW DUCKWING 
game fowls bred for show purposes; also 6x- 

cellent pit birds, JNO, C. NORRIS, Chestnut Hill, 
Philadelphia, noyes, bt 

Py 

Buy a Christmas Present 
FOR YOUR DOG, 

THE 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREBT, N. Y., 

MAKE A SPECIALTY OF DOG GOODS. 
They have the largest variety of Dog Furnishings 

futhe world, Many new and handsome designs 
of Collars, rug Harness, Blankets, ete. All styles 
of Dog Furnishings made to order, 

Send for sample of Plush Blankets. 
SS ES 

In the Stud. 

Black Cocker Stud Dog. 
HORNELL DANDY, by Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 241bs, Ithas taken nearly two years 
to have our order filled for a black cocker under 
28's. -We have got him atlast, and he will serve 
a few outside bitches at $20 cash. HORNELL 
SPANIEL CLUB, Hornelisville,N, ¥.  nova0,tf 

Rory O’More Kennel 
TN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O*More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALH—Thoroughbred red Trish setter pup- 
pies of the ee strains. Full pedigrees. W. y. 
CALLENDER, Albany, N.Y. 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approyed bitches only, imported 

black and white greyhound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882. Fee H, W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. nove, UE 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other gcod ones. Dash IIL since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Llewellin's celebrated Dash I,, for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $85. Address A. M. TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. c 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 

Bench Show winter of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 

is the only pointer who has won first ata 
Field Trial in this country. He.is a vigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 
He will serve a limited number of approved 

bitches, Fee, $50. Address 

R. T, VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenne, Kast End, Pittsburgh; Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of airy I. 

DASHING ROVER, by Dash IL. out of Norna. 
KING PEPIN, litter brother to Mr, Goodsell’s 

Plantaganet, f 
FEE, $40.00. 

To approved hitches only. Address 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Hill, 5. C. 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of $1 Prizes in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales and America, 

FEE, $40,00, 
Sire among others of Joe Mills. winner of puppy 

stukes, club stakes, and a special prize ab the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, Londen, 
Jnne 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'’Gowrie, 
Lilac, E. K, C.8. B, 10,745, and Meg, Ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882, 
For catalogue, &c., address THOS. H, TERRY, 

P. O. Box 2017, N, Y. 

an the Stud. 

Imported Black Spaniel 

“BEAU.” 

Send stamp for stud fee, pedigree, prize winnings, 

prices of young stock out of imported prize-vin- 

ning bitches, &e., &c. All inquiries cheerfully 

answered. RIVERSIDE COCKER SPANIEL KEN- 

NEL, Lock Box 88, Claremont, N. H. sept2i tt 

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club. 
(Limited), 

“COMET,” 
Pure Laveratk, (10,130 EB, K, 0,8. B,) in the stad. 

Seven 1st prizes, one 2d, first in Laverack Class 

at Alexandra Palace, 1881. 

Address the Seeretary, Ottawa, Ont. 

Entries for D, C, K. GC. Stud Book close May tst, 

1883. 

Irish Red Setter Dog Glencho, 
ELCHO ex NOREEN. 

Iwill allow Glencho to serve three or four bitches 
of good form and breeding during the present 
Winter. Dr. Jarvis calls Glencho the handsomest 
Trish setter ever bred in America. He has the size 
and head of Elcho III., with the coat, color, chest 
and muscle of Berkly. Ihaye never seen his equal, 
He is fast, stylish, keen-scented, staunch, and one 
of the best trained first season's dogs I have ever 
handled. Wee $30 cash. Address W. H. PINRCE, 
Peekskill, N. ¥. nov30,8t 

Ghe Kennel. 

OR RED TRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS, DENISON, Hartford. Conn Saptls,tt 

OR, SALW, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

bearded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeyille. Mass, Sept2z,tf 

ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 
sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five ior $1. 
FOR a. ND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON, eek vile 

unel5, tf By 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
) for sale. Best of Reference. D. F. WILBUR, 
Takeyille, Mass. junel5,tt 

OR SALE.—SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs. Dora IIl., bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
Gloucester, bred by D. C. Sanborn of Michigan, 
under the name of Leo, out of Sanborn’s field trial 
bitch Nellie, by champion Lester. Address 150 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass. sept2i,tf 

+, 

OCKERS.—A FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST- 

OR SALE.—_THE IMPORTED BLACK AND 
tan cocker spaniel dog Sontag. Address 

CHAS. F. KENT, Monticello, N. Y. novl6,t£ 

Prize-Bred Spaniel Stock 
FOR SALE CHEAP, 

Pups by imported Beau ex imported 
rock ri Beat ort 
a tt te 

Blavkie. 
Feather. 

Beau ‘ Gracie. 
For price, pedigree, prize winnings ry SC. 

address with atari the P Panes ee ee; 

Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
nov9,tt Lock Box 33, Claremont, N. H. 

ReETEcs will be 
; be sold low if 

penneniecs and price address 
¥, 10 Pleasant st., Fall River, 

noyes,3t 

taken soon. For 
JOHN 8. SCANLO 
Mass. 

OR SALE.—LIVER AND WHITE POINTER 
dog Ned (Sensation-Queen), three years old, 

broken, has been hunted this fall on chicken. Also 
lemon and white pointer pup Frank (Ned-Fan), six 
months old. Will exchange one for a well-bred and 
ed urekeu cocker, C. H, FOOTE, Crown Point, 

noved,ab 

A GOOD RABBIT AND FOXHOUND, TWO 
years old. Smallsire. Only $15. CHAS. F, 

KENT, Monticello, N. Y. dee7,1t 

OR SALE.—QUEEN III, A WHITE AND 
liver-colored bitch, 24g years old, by imported 

Sleaford out of Queen IT,, she out/of Queen I. and 
imported Sancho. Staunch on quail and a good 
retriever. Price $30. Address PETER. J. GRISTE, 
Milton, Pa, dec7,tf 

Berkley--Kathleen. 
= Pure ved Trish setter pups, whelped Sept. ist, 
Price $50 each. THOS. H. TERRY, Bb 0, Box 2017, 
New York. dee7,2t_, 

NOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—lrOR OTHER 
property, one pointer bitch and three male 

ups. Choice breed. Sensation stock, J. C. 
COOLEY, Agawam, Mass. dec7,4t 
a=) 

OR SALE.—THREE FINELY-BRED LAVER- 
ack setter pups, five months old, one lemon 

and white, two her and white, HARRY O'BRYAN, 
Radnor, Del. Co,, Pa. deci, ti 

Ghe Reunel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS, 

This powder is cusranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money retummed. It is put u 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, 50 cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with the 
directions for use, 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail, 
Both the above are recomroended by the “ Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun,” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 NuLTon STREET, - New Yor«. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREET, - New Yor«. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY, 

DMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O' DAY. 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH IIT, and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesuta. 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are photographic reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel Suerayinge in 
appearance. Size 10xl4inches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame, 

Price, ®1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O’NBEIL, 68 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box #5}, 

Chicago, Tl. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“ PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

Breed, Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free, Gives addrésses of prim 

cipal English breeders, 

OR SALE.—TOM, WHITE AND ORANGE 
English setter dog, four years old, by Royal 

Duke ex Bessie, Bessie by Valentine’s Glen ex Dell 
Dell by Waddel’s Pilot ex Nellie. Trained and 
handled by E.S. Wanmaker for Eastern Field Trials 
at High Point, N. C., November, 1882. Winner of 
vhe. New York, 1880, c. 1881, and vhe, 1882. For 
performancés in the field see this paper's report 
of Eastern Field Trials, 1881 and 1882. Price $600.. 
Address GEORGE R. WATKINS, Paymaster U. S. 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City. novs0,t£ 

ROKEN DOGS.—FIVE WELL-BROKEN AND 
well-bred setter dogs for sale, all good rangers, 

thoroughly staunch and good retrievers; also one 
large and yery handsome pointer dog, does not 
retrieve. H, CLAY GLOVER, Tom’s er aS J 

. noys),26 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
We have a few choice black spaniels Lo dispose of, 

including Dash; ist Cleveland, 1882; brother to the 
celebrated Kaffir and Zulu. Can win in champion 
class. Price $100, Also Bub, by the celebrated 
Brush, illustrated in Stonehenge, out of Champion 
Rhea. Price $60, We have several brood bitches 
and pe mee of 2G) eee Dee for sale, 
HORNE SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsville, N. Y. 

NOR SALE.—A GORDON SETTER BITCH, 
color black and tan. She is handsome aid will 

make a good field dog; she is broken to charge and 
obey. Also three Liewellin setter pups, whelped 
September; dog and two bitches, Will be sold cheap, 
Send stamp for pedigree. H. B. YONDERSMITH, 
Lancaster, Pa. novel, 3t 

High Class Beagle Hounds. 
Pups and grown dogs. Best in America for pur- 

ity and rabbit-hunting. Strains of the noted cham- 
pions Rattler, Lee, Spottie and Daisy. First prize 
at great Cleveland dog show. Prices moderate. 
I also breed Yorkshire, Scotch and Bull terriers 
and Scotch Collie shepherd dogs and English 
Ferrets. Address W. H, TODD, Vermillion, ie 
Co., Ohio, oct26,tf 

OR SALE.—RED IRISH SETTER DOG, TWO 
years old, good pedigree, broken on partridge 

and quail, anda splendid worker. Purchaser will 
gel a choice dog and just as mer eden Price $35, 

r, J. B. ENOS, Belle Vernon, Pa. dee’, 1t 

OR SALE.—HANDSOME IMPORTED LAVER- 
ack setter bitch, four years’ old, for less than 

half her value. Splendid brood bitch. Box 126, 
Chester Depot, Vt. dec7,ih 

Champion Dash II1.--Opal. 
For Sale.—One black, white and ticked Llewellin 

setter bitch puppy, Dimple. by champion Dash IJ. 
ex Opal (Rake-Fanny), whelped Nov. 4, 1882, sister 
to Dr. Hatheway’s Blue Dan and Bow Bells, both 
Ist, 2d and #d prize winners at Boston, 1582. 
Dimple is very beautifully marked, and is the only 
one unsold of a litter of six puppies. To be deliy- 
ered when eight weeks old. Opal took Ist prize 
in imported class at Boston, 1882, For price ad- 
dress N. HATHE WAY, Fall River, Mass, dec7,2t 

OOK HERE! I WILL ENGRAYE A SATIS- 
factory portrait of your dogs at very reason- 

able prices, if you Will send me sketch or photo, 
Address H, 8. COMINGS, Box 1148, meres 

ect, 



Sportsmen's Goods. 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins, and imported direst from Norway. 
Bvery jacket is marked '‘G. W. Simmons & 

Son. Importers and Manufacturers.” 
We offer this year the handsomést lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we have ever been able to 
eollect, Each of the jackets has been made 
to order, and nothing equal to them can be 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skins and make up the Jackets in 
workroom! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than any other house 
can nlford to! 

NOTH OUR PRICES and compare goods 
with others advertised us the same or similar. 

A No. 1 Quality, $12. 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and offer no second grade. 
We claim for these jackets that they are: 

Tat, Windproof. 

2d, Waterproof. 

3d, Soft and Pliable. 

4th, Flannel-lined. 

5th, Never Stiffening. 

Gth, j 30 per cent. less than others. 
| Ask for the same er similar goods, 

Vth, Thé Best Made. 

We warrant every jacket, and will send on 
approval for examination on receipt of meas- 
ure, 

In addition to this superior line of Imported 
Dogskin Jackets, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets, These dmitations of the 
imported jacketsare fannel-lined, and hardly 
to be distinguished from the iniported, They 
are thade in our own workrooms, and every 
one is walranted in every particular. The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars. 
Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 

amounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods | 
in the country. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 82 
North street, Bostov, Mass., 

brated ‘Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St. Louis. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

Rebounding Lock, 

Choke-Bore Barrels 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Bxtra | 

heayy guns for ducks a specialty, 
circular, 
field, Mass. 

Send stamp for 

inporters of | 
Leather Jackets; mannfacturers of the cele- | 

C. 8. SHATTUCK, Manufaeturer, Hat- 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE. 

&. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

$03 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Manvfacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, etc. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 8$6ft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 

No, 800. Plain Brass Werrwles,,.......,....-... $6 
No, 801. Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt 
No. 802. As 801, Nickel Plated... 4 
Bass Bait Rods, 1046ft. long, Ash 

second and two tips. 
No 450, Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

oa Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
Socket. 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL, 

PARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RANGELEY LAKWS REGION, ineluding all 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticul 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, ete,: 
eloth bound, Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cente, 
CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

UMPHREYS 
OMEORAT TAR Y 

VETER TICS 
FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry, 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Specifics haye been used by Farmers. Stock- 
breeders, Horse R,R.,'Pravel’g Hinpodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS. 
A.A, Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

Fever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, The. 
8.B. Cures Founder, Spavin, Stiffness, 
©.C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, Thc. 
D.D, Cares Bots or Grubs, Worms, - - ac. 
E.E. Cures Cough, Heaves, Pneimonia, Fac. 
F.F. Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, Toc. 
G.G, Preyents Abortion, - = - - - - - Toc. 
H.H. Cures all Urinary Diseases,- - - - The. 
I.E. Cures Eruptive Disenses, Mange, &c. 
J.J. Cures all Disenses of Digestion, -_- 
Veterinary Case (black walnut) with Vet- 

ering: nual, (830 pp.), 10 bottles of 
Medicine, and Medicator, ~ 2 > - = $8. 

Medicator, 35 
hese EE Cases are sent free to any 

address on receipt of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more, 

Humphrey's Veterinary Manual pp.)sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 

"Pamphlets sent free on application. 
HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC ATED. co. 

109 Fulton Street. New York. 

Climax Gun Cle aner. 
G 

Rotels and Routes for Sportsuen, | Hotels wml Resorts for Sportsmen, 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfow] and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincotea; 
Cobb’s Island, and points on the Peninsula, ae 
Point, Jamés River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slycls, ete., ete. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs 
day at 3. P. M. 

Pull information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

JEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, 

Leave New York from station C, R. R. of N. J, 
foot of Liberty street, r 
For Philadeiphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:80, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:80, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:30, 12 P.M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11715 A, M.; 

1:80, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P.M. On Sunday at 8:45 A, M. 
For Tranton, 7:45, 9:80, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:80, 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P, M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M; 5:30, 12 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the prineipal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W- 

Stearns, General Superintendent, 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 

Through solid traine with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

ville, through the finest scenery in America. , 

Cc. W. SMITH, H. W. FULLER, 
Gen'l Manager, Gen’l Pass. Agt. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P, M, ‘Wash 

ington, D. C., 7710 A, M, and 10P. M. For informa- 
tion address N. MeDANIEL, 601 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D. C 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N.J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, wilh the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. S, JENNINGS, Proprietor. 
Barnegat, N.S 

TLANTIC HOUSE, OAK HILL, FLORIDA, 
Overlooking Mosquito Lagoon, and two miles 

from the head of Indian River. Entirely new and 
strictly first-class. Unexcelled fishing and shoot- 
ing. For further information address H. J, 
FAULENER. Oak Hill, Volusia Co.. Fla, 

Select Winter Excursion 
To FLORIDA, the BAHAMAS, and WEST INDIES, 

All expenses included, t 
For Cirewlars, Tickets, and full information 

Apply to BLIVEN BROS. & CLARE, 
48 Milk st., Room 6, Boston, Mass, 

The Bom Gur 

We call attention to this beautiful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for. We are getting 
ont some Heavy 10-gauze guns, 10lbs. and over, 
suitable for heavy : 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for very Jong range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
103 Milk Street, Boston. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors, 

For Night Hunting and Fishing, 

Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Nizht, 
ete., these lamps have no equal, 
My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 

Head Jack for either top or front of 
head, Boat Jack, Vishing Lamp, Camp 

Nore.—In these made utider tis improved patent since July, 1882, the nut “F" is done away with, 
ud the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
ad, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable, 
Its ee adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that has 

é Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, ete, 

*RULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 
Send stamp for Nlustrated Price List, 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
2d. Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett}. 

© enused all day, 
8d. The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
4th. ‘The price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting, IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

For sale by Gun Dealers, or address ne, Sauplied saya ee pa a a 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass, | o>» #8 ips 

Katon’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL DNSTRU- 

GEO, B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 
Jersey City. N, J. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” ih f 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 
Trout, Grayling and Black Bees Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HHALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF | 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed 
equaled, in.thé abundance and great variety of fish 
contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. ; 
The GRAYLING seuson opens June 1 and ends 
‘oy. 1, 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKHREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of tliis Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘club’ at home, as ite for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 

AKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. Thescenery 
of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affeciions. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- - 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinae City 

was complefed and opened for business July ad, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignaee for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
einnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free 
owner's risk. 

Itis our aim to male sportsmen feel * at home 
on this route. Wor Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cariis, Folders and further information, address 

A. B, LEET, Gen’! Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Bromfield House. Boston 
ww 

EE 

HUROPEAN PLANj{ 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’t 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L, 1, 

By a practical wunner and an old bayman, Ha- 
alvays on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay gabe shooting of all vanities. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. TI, Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
Berd, AP Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N. ¥. 

McAdoo House, 
GREENSBORO, N. C. 

Headquarters for Sportsmen. 
Shooting commences Noveniber and ends April 1st. 

Quail in abundance. 

W. D. McADOO, Proprietor. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
including Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &c. 
Send postage for ‘American Tourist Gazette” 

giving full particulars. 
CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MATL STEAMSHIPS. 

Puring summer seasons, May to December, sail- 
ing from Quebec to Liverpool every Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From December to May, the mail steamers will 

perform a weekly service between BOSTON and 
LIVERPOOL. 
Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 

Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct, 

hE: & ATILDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New Yorts, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Boston, Mass,, 15 State street. 
Philadelphia, Pa, N.H, Cor. Broad and Cheamut 

— 



FOREST AND STREAM. | ‘% 

THERE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FHEDING. 

sete GSPRATYT’S PATENT 
Rieat “EF ibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WiTH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). Bs 

STAMPED. Please see that Hyvery Cake is Stamped “ SPRATT’S PATHNGY” and a xX, RTAM pe 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 
Packed in Cases ne 2 ai each. FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO. . To be had in smaller pik of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 18 South William Street NEW YORK. 

NONT ARE O8 §827Na NONE ARF 

Trade Generally. 

KENNEDY REPEATING RIFLE. | Sportsmen's Goods. 

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT. 
(EsvABLisHED 1836). 

First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

We now have ready for delivery the .45 cal., G0gra, Kennedy 

nuigazine holding eleyen cartridges, straight shell barrel, 28 inches. 

pipette holds fifteen .44 cal. central fire cartridges. 479 glass balls broken with the Kennedy out of 500, thrown from a JOHN KRIDER, 

SINGLE BREECH-LOADING RIFLES, MILITARY AND SPORTING, OF ANY CALIBRE. SEAS Ete tr hae Galati neem pea 
Send for Illustrated Cireular and Price List, WHITNEY ARMS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn. GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies 
Leaders, Snoods, Astificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 

3 Bliscelluncous, Sportsmen's Goods. [=-Salmon, Bass ea Trout Files, Made to Onter 
KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Poultry and Game, 
Birds' Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

, a 5 Repairing of all kinds, 

289 & 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, eee . 425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane. 
7 Raho HA : ew York 

Consignments of all kinds of Game solicited. 
nT 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. RUBBER, 
Wea accept consignments. Allow market price day 

" MARTIN 8. HUTCH- 
"ema eee Hig an Hag Us Mao for ali invoices of previous week, 

COMPRISING AnTHONY, Boston, tie CG ‘Soures, N. Y. City, Prin- Bird Dealers and Fanciers’ 
ey 

: 
Light Weight Shooting Jackets, |———"— 

will find it to their adyantage to cail at Head-— 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing. 

Snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
easy tothe feet and very dur- 
able. Made to order iva vari- 

ety of styles, and war- 
» ranted the genuine arti- 
¥ cle. Send for price list. 

quarters, where they ¢onstantly can find a full assort- | Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. S| 
ment - vec Sage Reo ie a kinds of rare | RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 5 5 GREAT WESTERN S GUN WORKS, S 
animals adap or Zoologi ardens and Show » Z _Pittsiyrehy, ee RUBBER FISHING BOOTS a ies 

< Rubber Blankets, * \ a 
> ! Zz PICTORIAL Ca TaTALO? UES FREE. 5 

Chas. Reiche & Bro. 3 And Complete Rubber Outfits | Siti, su gus beviies mutism, seen 3, 4 
TESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue ‘ : 

65 CHATHAM S8T., NEW YORK. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, etc. 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

= HILL ON THE DOG. PGA 
ae : 

aN THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES, 
Price $2.00. 

' Por sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co. 

| Rubber M’t'e Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

503 & 505 

Broadway, St, Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR, FULTON ST, 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

SCHOPI’S BIRD SHELLS CURAL, 

Depot: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES TLLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebago, suptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes and the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gill, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 820 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mos ly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents, CHARLES A, J, FAR RAR, 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

[MIOLLER'S wits, 
p COD-LIVER Ol 

FOR 

General 

Debiiity, PUREST : 
ISerofuli,  § TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A Re. 
ueduidciam SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE od, Gun and Canoe 

or Consumption, * 
is superior toanyinde- ¥ 

licacy of taste and smell, 

medicinal virtues and purity. 

| @London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it tlie 
purest aud best. Sold by Druggists. 

WH.Schieffelin & Go.(frtstestaoys 

AND GUARANTEED, IN NORWAY. 

With a Map and Fifty-eight Illustrations. 

N ewYork 

Thurber’s Reliable 
CANNED GOODS 

Rubber Goods of Every Description, 
One volume, J2mo. Price $1.75. 

eb, Send lor Ilustrated Catalogue. 6215 ’ Yor sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton Street, New York. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

—FOR THE— —MANUPACTURER OF — 

Hunter and the Angler, S 
a MEDALS, 

a . MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

Badges and Emblems A. W. COLLENDER CO, 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. WAREROOMS : 

#8 Broadway. New York: 

Special Designs Sent Free | {eee ee es Lonis 

TRAVELER BY LAND OR SEA 

Thurber’s Reliable Canned Goods will be found 
just the article required, They are packed in 
andy and convenient packages, and are ready for 

use a! amoment’s notice. Can be served hot or 
eold. The following will be found specially adapted 
ty the requirements of the sportsman: 

THURBER’S BONED TURKEY, 
RO. AST 6 

y BONED CHICKEN, 
Ad T 

UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the gewehy Line made| CAMBHON'S AQUARIA DEPOT, 
LUNCH HAM, Order 

Mi WHOLE BONELESS ( GOOKED HAMS, to rder. 189 SIXTH AVE. N. Y. 

‘ Povrep Os HONGUE, An English Veterinary Surgeon andChennct, FRENCH AQUARIA AND OTHER NEW-DE- 
U 7 Beef, Turkey, Chi He Duck and now traveling in this Ne says that most - 
Ham, Tongue, Bee: BEY 1a DC REL oy UCI 2 of the Horse and Cattle Powders sold here SIGNS. Gold and Fancy Fish, Aquatic Plants, Fish 
Geme, Also a full assortment of Canned Vege- Aro qvor! ihlesstrash. He says that Sheridan's ' , 
Yables and Iruits packed eas rown and wale | tion Powders are absolutely pure and Food and every thing for the Aquarium. 
fresh and delicious. Sold by all first-class while | immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan's Condition Powders. Dose, 1 teasp'n- 
id dealers in Reliable Food Products, fultol pint food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 8 letter-stamps. I- 8. Jounson & Co., Bostoy, Mass, WHOLESALE AND§RETAIL. 
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FOREST AND SrREAM, — 

a 

Ammunition, ete. Sportsmuy’s Goods. | Sportamyun’s Goods. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mustrated Pamphiet, showing 

sises of grains of powder, Furnished Free. 

Lafiin & Rand Pewder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR;POWDER IN USE! 

Duront's Gunrowper Minus, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont's Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (course) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing, Packedin 1 lb. canisters. 
Dupont's Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 

fine); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with @ close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 

muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 11h. and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 614 and 121¢ Ih, kegs. 
Dupont'’s Choke Bore,—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore" Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist: does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a closepattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A 

clean powder, of very fine grain, 
Packed in 1 Ib. canisters and 614 1 CRS. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. “Sea-Shooting.”—FFe¢, 

and FFFg. The Deraoe long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the FFg. and FF¥Fg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 34 Ib.,1-Ib. and 6 Ib. 
unisters, 614, 1244 and 25 1b, kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg. 

fine: 
Pupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sareprve and Blastin, 

Powders of ali sizes and descriptions. Specia’ 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, usket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof, 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 
hroughout the United States. Represented by 

F, L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N.Y. 

N. B.—_Use none but DUPONT'S Fe. or FF¢. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Griental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

uick, strong and 
en) pistol shooting. 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nu. 2,34, 5.0, 7°"47 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

ido. linkers Duvkiag. 

WOSTIT®T, Cf Cedar St,, N. ¥., Awentfor U.S. 

0.6, GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Gent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

Fur Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Petts, 

Birds and Animals Stuffed, 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

HENRY SIEDEH, . 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

fn ol ed 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Ete. 

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 

AND RUGS. 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N. Y. 
Established over 30 Years. 

J. N. COLLINS, 
Seal Sacques, Dolmans and Uls- 

ters, Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Robes, &c., at greatly 

reduced prices, 

32 WEST 14TH STREET. 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct. 19, 20 and 21, 1582. 

The Leonard Rod Won EHvery First Prize 
When in competition, For distance it surpassed all competing Reds 15 feet. 

A Leonard 44 ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 
of rods of any weight. 

The Leonard was the only rod used in the 

possible score for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at 

tournament that was awarded the highest 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS 

No. 7 Warren Street, 

SEND 3-CENT STAMP FOR NEW 

: New York. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

“AUSTRIA” 
Cluh Skate. *“ UNION 

Price List. 

TO 
“ Austria’? 
enclose $4 

Self-Pastening by Stepping 

on the skate. 

“AMERICAN 

AND GENT’S WOOD TOP, PARTS FOR REPAIRS, STRAPS, 
KEYS, PLATES, &c. 

chase their entire bill in ane place. 

Sx A Ths. 
1 carry in stock all the desirable styles of SKATES: 

HARDWARE €O0.,” “BARNEY & BERRY,” 
CLUB,” “ACME,” “AUSTRIA,” LADIES’ 

Dealers are therefore enabled to pur- 
Send for complete Skate 

On application will be pleased to furnish trade price lists 
of FISHING 
AMMUNITION, POCKET CUTLERY, BLANK KEYS AND 
SPORTING GOODS GENERALLY. Orders from the TRADE, 
ONLY solicited. 

SKATERS.—Ask your several dealers for the 

TACKLE, GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, 

Club Skate, If you are unable to get same, please 
25, giving the extreme length (in inches) of your 

boot, and I will express you a pair, 

WILLIAM M. CORNWALL, 18 Warren st, N.Y. 

NEW HAVE 

Our: Shells cannot be excelled 

Cannon in the world. 
" SEND FOR PRI 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 

Paper Sot Shells, Breech. Loading Cum, &e, 
Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most completé Yacht 

N, CONN. 

by any inthe country, Our 

OF LIST. 

VICTORIA 
PALE SHERRY. 

An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 
or Sweet. 

#5 50 Per Gallon, 

#15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IM PORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete. 

50 Broad Street, New York, 

FARNHAM’S 

Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
No Strings or pockets. Tone 

changeable, All brass, nickeled, 
with moulded rubber holder, 
hands and fingers free, for $1.00, 
postpary, One whistle with 
older and three pairs, assorted 

sizes, my Lever Fasteners. 
adapted to sportsmen's gloves. 
IUustrated circular free. Ad- 

= eZ, dress FRANK GUNN FARN- 
oe" AAM, Inventor and Manufac- 

turer, White Mills, Pa. 

a ee 

Anmuvition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s “ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in point of 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis: 
ters of one pound only, 

Hazard’s “ American Sporting.’? 

Nos. J (fine) to. 6 (coarse), In 1 Jb. canisters and 
614 lb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shotguns, 

Hazard’s ** Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In1and 5 Jb. eanisters 
and 614 and 1214 Ib. Xegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. Wor field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand anit is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.’ 
FEIG, TFG and “Sea Shooting’ IG in kegs ot 

25, 12}4 and 614 Ibs, and cans of 5 ths. FFRPG is also 
packed inj and 44 Jb, canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The TRIG and PVG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting * °C is the 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPHCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC- 
TURED TO ORDER. ’ 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com. 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole. 
Bale at Our offiec. : 

63 PINE STRHET, NEW YORK, 

LE I 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W..J. Knowlton’s Natural History Siore, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of allkinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings, Fancy 
Tents for families made to order. Awnings of all 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all kinds made 
to order. All work done in best manner and at 
very low figures. Send for illustrated circular. 
Address 8. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 38 South st., 
Cur. Old Slip, N. Y. City, 

JOSEPH CILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

Soro By ALL DEALER'S Tigoucnour the WORLD 
| GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-1878.| 

WM. ESTER & CO., 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do'mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c. 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORK, 

aa ns. 
OUR NEW MODEL 

THREE BARREL 

THE BAHRENR Gow 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

: DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES, 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - $45 

DAMASCUS STEEL, $60 to $200 ' - - = 

This gun.is light and compact, from 9 to 10lbs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 
We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 32in, bbls. 10-gauge double-barrel 5, 1014 to 12lbs., without extratcharge, -> “4, 

Made especially for heavy shooting, We challenge the World on ths shooting ‘aul ties of these guns] L. C, SMITH, Maker, Syr accuse, N. Y. : ; 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

THE SHA SHRPENT. 

FPXHE very name of sea serpent is enough to call up the 
smile of incredulity on most faces, and the average 

newspaper man will haye his joke at the expense of this 

uuknown animal at least once a year. Notwithstanding 

this general disbelief in its existence, there is no doubt that 

there dwells in the ocean some marine monster, which, al- 
though not a true serpent, is unlike any known living ani- 

mil inhabiting the sea, and which has the long neck and 

small head which has given rise to the story of a great snake, 
As long ago as the year 1876, we wrote editorially in these 

columus as follows: 
“Does if not seem almost time to look for the capture of 

this individual or some one of his race? There is really no 

reason in the uncompromising disbelief with which, the 

name of our friend is always met. It is but a few years 

since the sea serpent and the Kraken, the giant cephalapod 

of the north, were classed together, and the two were equally 

the subjects of pert scoffs and sneers. Now, howeyer, we 

know all about the latter animal, and half a dozen speci- 

mens are at present in our museums, yet for hundreds of 

years the Kraken was unknown éxcept from an old print 
and its accompanying description, while almost every sum- 

mer tourist in Europe has seen, or has had an opportunity. 

of seeing, the great sea snake, We have never had the 
latter ashore, if is sure, but we tale it that this fact alone 

would be regarded hy scientific men as a very poor reason 
for dishelieving its existence, ci 

“The fact is that the ocean and its inhabitants are as yet 
ut yery little known, and there are vast possibilities in the 

wide extent of waters thal surround us, Where there is so 
much smoke there must be at least a little fire, for it is 

scarcely tobe believed that all those who profess to hare 
seen the monster have been deceivers or decetyed. We 

know that in the distant past, during the cretaceous epoch, 
giant reptiles of various kinds inhabited the ocean in yast, 
numbers, Some of these, Mosasaut's, were snake-like in 

form, but possessed fore and hind limbs in the shape of 
paddles not unlike a whale’s fin, and sometimes attained a 

length of from sixty to'seventy feet; others, the Plesiosaurs, 
were more lizard-like in appearance, but had along, swan- 
like neck and a small head. These latter could no doubt 
haye raised head and neck high above the water without 
showing any part of the body, except perhaps the hack just 
flush with the waves. 

“Now why isit not possible that some of these animals 

may have continued to exist:either in the same or in some 

modified form until the present time? We know of no 

reason for supposing that the conditions of marine life 

were any more favorable to the existence of such animals 

in the past than they are at present, unless possibly food 

may have been somewhat more abundant then than now. 

Their enormous abundance in the cretaceous of the West 
warrants us in believing that during that period they were 

among the most nnmerous of all the strange forms that in- 
habited the sea. Dreadful creatures they must have been 

and terribly destructive to their neighbors in this ancient 
ocean, 

“That sea serpents exist at present is a well known fact, 
but they are pigmies beside the monster which causes the 
periodical sensations of which we haye speken, About the 

islands of the Indian Ocean there are several species of 

marine snakes, characterized by flat tails and a yenomous 

bite, but which never attain to a greater length than eight 

or ten feet, They are an interesting class of ophidians, and 

with their rough and barnacle-covered skins would, except 

in the matter of size, answer very well to the description 
ordinarily given of the sea serpent.” 

Scientific men haye long been on the lookout for speci- 

mens of this animal, but none have yet come to light. In- 
stances of its being seen, the authenticity of which cannot 

be donbted, continue to be reported. 

We shall haye the pleasure next week of laying before 
our readers an illustrated article on this subject, which will, 

we think, be ol sreat interest to all, Three instances of the 

appearance of the sea serpent will be cited, and illustrations, 

not exactly from life, but from memory, will assist the 

veader to form an idea of the monster as he really is, 

DANGEROUS DELAY. 

AY \} HEN defeat came to the American Rifle Team in 

'Y September last there was a general agreement that if the 

match of 1883 was to score another American victory then 
prompt and vigorous work was required on the part of the 

riflemen and rifle makers of this country. Months have 

since slipped by, and so far as can be ascertained by any 

official reports, no effective results have been reached in the 

wiy of preparation. If an American rifle is to be produced 

capable of such work as was shown at Creedmoor by the 
English rifles last fall, it is abouf time that the weapon was 

forthcoming. It may he that in some armory or shop such 

an arm is in process of manufacture, but if it were it is not 

unlikely but it would have been heard of ere this. Tn the 

ranks of the National Guard it may be that there is work 

going on and very energetic: practice under way, but there 

is certainly little or no enthusiasm, and over the whole field, 
look in whatever direction, there is little at present to en- 

courage a belief that the match of July next is to be more 
than another defeat for American arms. 

If the match is to be won, it cannot be by a grand hurrah 
and a great scurrying around for points at the last moment. 
The team must be so strong ag to haye a reasonable prospect 

of success before sailing from this side, since it is quite out 

of any reasonable hope that much improyement will be 
made by drill on the English ranges. There is no reason 

why a large amount of excellent preparatory work should 

not go on during the winter in the way of position drill, with 

some general experiments on the matter of ammunition 

and rifles during the fine days on some armoryrange. There is 
no time for enjoying a long winter hibernation, else the 
spring will open and the day of sailing be upon the com- 
mittee without having any thoroughly equipped and care- 

fully trained team ready lo send abroad as the representa- 

tives of American skill with the rifle. 
As yet no programme of selection has been made out, and 

euardsmen do not care to undertake the labor and expense 
incident to preparation fora place on ateam until they 

know just what their chances are of getting on that team. 
Then there is always a great deal of anxiety felt asto how 
the captain of the team is to be chosen. He is largely re- 
sponsible for the results which the team accomplish, and 
unless he has the hearty support of the members of the team 

and enjoys in return from them a readiness to obey his 

orders to the very letter and with alacrity, there is a sreat 

deal of waste effort, and the team go into the contest largely 

handicapped by want of proper organization. 

There has been time enough already spent tor all necessary 
consideration of the many questions incident to the gather- 
ing together of ateam. i anything is to be accomplished 

it must be by direct elfort in fields where some result is 
promised. The committee ought by this time to know pretty 

well just what is to be expected from this or that militia or- 

ganization; whether there are eligible material in it for use 

in making a team, To depend on the sending out of cireu- 

lars pell-mell, aiming at everybody and hitting nobody, will 

not do. It has been tried in the past and found to be utterly 
valueless in results. Just at present, for instance, the 

National Guard of Louisiania is busy with a possible match 
with the French team which has been inyited and is ex- 

pected. Itis a question whether a guardsman from Cal- 
fornia can be induced to undertake so long a journey as 

that from the Pacific to England with the chances of not 
getting on the shooting team after all, Itis pretty positive 

that the coming team is to be drawn from a small number of 

contestants for places, and if is a matter of policy for the 

managers of the committee to start the process of selection 

as soon as possible. The delay thus far has been foolish 

and unwise, further delay will be worse, for it will be fatal 

lo any chances of success. The annual meeting of the 

National Rifle Association takes place in a few days, and it 

will be an entirely pertinent point of information for any 

life member to ask for an explanation of this prolonged 

tardiness in making up the programme of the attack which 

is 10 be made next summer for the recovery of the palm of 

victory in rifle shooting which now rests too securely in 
British hands. 

No doubt the committee haye been im some measure em- 

barrassed by the non-receipt from England of the amended 

conditions of the match. There has been ample time for 

the secretary of the British Council to have informed the 

American committee of the decision on the seyeral peints 

submitted. Ithas been understood unofficially for some 
time past that the extension of time to January 1, 1883, for 

enlistments in the National Guard had been granted, but no 
civilian marksman wishes to join an organization without 

some official guarantee that it will give him the right to com- 

pete fora team place. To get an official letter next month 

informing the committee that the British Council have been 

graciously inclined to grant the extension of time would be 

little more than a mockery. There isa measure of miti- 

gation in this neglect of the British rifle managers to re- 

spond, and due allowance should therefore be made in this 
direction for the tardy way in which our committee have 

worked, stil] there isa vast deal which should have been 

done ere this which has been left undone. 

WHAT WIEL YOU DO ABOUT IT? 

eee question as to what methods shall be employed in 

; the coming session of the New York Legislature is 

now exciting much interest. There are probably more 
plans being devised for the improvement of the game laws 

and the better protection of our fer nature than ever befere, 

because each year more people see the urgent necessity of 

doing something in this direction, A times will no doubt 

come, when a majority of the population of this country 

will appreciate the importance of the subject, and then, if 

this appreciation does not come too late, proper measures 

will be taken for restoring to our deserted fields and woods 
their whilom inhabitants. But the chances of accomplish- 

ing much during the present winter are not encouraging, 
unless all who are interested in the subject work together, 

and having discovered what it is that they want, put forth 

the most strenuous endeavors to obtain it. In arecent edi- 
torial we briefly set forth our views with regard to this mat- 

ter, and in another column of the present issue may be found 

communications responsive to our remarks. These letters 

come from men of age and experience, and their voices 

should carry weight with all our readers. 
Tt is, as Mr, Hoard says, not only almost, but quite time 

that the tinkering was ended, but we fear that the usual 

crop of bills will make their appearance with the opening 

of the present session, and if an attempt is made to alter the 
laws, is it not more than probable that from a dozen counties, 

towns and hamlets will appear representatives who wish to 

have exceptions of some kinds made for their section? The 

legislators do not appear to have the backbone to stand up 

against the persistent pleadings of such people, or perhaps, 

and this is more likely, they do not know enough to stand 

firm in the position which they have taken. No better com- 
mentary on this feebleness of purpose is needed than that 

shown last year by a legislative committee, and a committee 
of supposed representative sportsmen appointed by the State 

Association. This last body of men comprised a large 
number of gentlemen who undoubtedly understood fairly 
well, some of them as well as anyone can, just what should 

be done, but there were among them a few individuals, like 

the delegate from Wild Rose Point, who thrust themselves 
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forward and would he heard, and who finished by carrying 

their pomt. These people were working for their pockets 
and the others only in support of a sentiment. A curious 
hodge-podge of ridieulous amendments were ultiniately 

recommended for sdoption, but happily failed of hecoming a 
part of the law of ile State. Anyoue who will read over 

the report of this meeting in Forwsr Anp SrrwAM of March 
23, will see, however, that too many of the delegates thought 

very little about protecting the game, but s great deal about 

their chanees of vetting a shot at it. In fact, not to put too 

fine a point upon the matter, (here was a yery unpleasant 

Manifestation of selfishness on part of 4 number of the 
delegates. 

Nov, if the inhabitants of every county in the State insist 
that iu their section it he lawful to take fish all the year 

around, to shoot the ruffed grouse and woodcock when the 
young are too small to fly, and to run does heayy with 

young into the water; but feel anxious that, in every other 

seetion but theirs, the lakes and streams and fields and woods 

shall be carefully protected during «ll exeepta brief open 

season at the proper time, if, wu say, such views ure held 

by any considerable number of people, it may be left to the 
intelligence of our readers to say what the result will ba. 

If anything is to be dene in the way of proper protection, 
vach one of us must be willing lo saerifice the chance of 

taking a few fish or of getline some shots at birds for the 

common good, In other words, there must be more public 

spirit displayed in the matte than we are accustomed to 

see, Aman must not object fo the abolition of spring 

shooting on the ground that the ducks and snipe if they are 

not shot in New York will go to Nova Zembla and be killed 

there. Tf one State takes the right step of abolishing spring 

shooting others will follow promptly in the path thus 

pointed out, ; 

The number of game protectors which New York now 

has is just enough to emphasize the absurdity of attempt- 
ing to accomplish anything with an utterly inadequate 
force. One or two of them we believe to have done good 
work and to be deserving of honorable mention therefor, 

hut with these exceptions their dutics appear to haye been 
limited to drawing their pay. There should not be less 

than one gameé protector, warden, constable, or whatever it 

inay be thought proper to cull him, for each county in the 

State, and in many it would be hetter to hayeiwo. The 

utter folly of attempting to protect game by means of cight 
wardens in a State as large as New York is too patent to 

require comment. 

Whether the incoming executive will prove himself any 
more inclined to co-operate with the sportsmen of the State 

than the outgoing Goyernor has heeu is a question which 

lime alone can answer, One thing, however, appears cer- 
tain, and from it we may draw some encouragement. 

There never has been a time when so much interest was 
shown in the preservation of gume us now. The subject is 

growing in interest and this interest is daily extending. 
People talk and think more about it than they used to. 
The growth is steady, but we are sorry to say that it is very 
slow. 

NON-EXPORT GAME LAWS. 

He Indiana test-case has been decided, Judge Field yen- 
dering an opinion that the non-export clause of the 

game law of that State is unconstitutional. He reasons that 

the game, haying become hy capture the absolute property 

of the individual, is thereby taken out of all further control 

of the State. Whether or not the sportsmen of Indiana will 

accept this decision as final, and male no further efforts to 
prohibit the exportation of same from the State, we are not 
ai present informed, 

‘Phere are in several other States non-export clauses of 4 

similar nature, and if the decision of Judge Field he not re- 
versed, they will he futile to accomplish the desired end. 

‘These laws, which forbid exportation of game after it may 

hiuye become the lawful property of the individual, obtain 

in Dakota, Colorado, Minnesota and Nebraska. 

In Connecticut und Michigan, the non-export laws are 

worded differently, andin sucha way, it is claimed, that the 

point of constitutionality is inno wiseinyolyed. Theselaws 

do not relate to the gameatterit may have lawfully come into 

possession, but prescribe a certain purpose, namely, ex- 

portation, for which game shall not be killed, and make the 

subsequent exportation of the game prin facie evidence 

ihatit was killed for that purpose. Thus the Connecticut 
law reads: 
secrron 1. No person shall at any time kill any woodeock, ruffed 

srouse, or quail, for the purpose of conveying the same beyond the 
limits of this State. Section 2, No person. corporation, or company 
shall transport or convey any woodeuck, ruffed grouse, or quail 

killed within this Stafe beyond the limits thereof, or sell or have in 
his or their passession any of stich birds with the intention to pro- 
cure the same to he conveyed or transported beyond the limits of this 

State. Section 8. Thereception by any person, company, or cor- 
poration within the limits of this Siate of any quail, woodeovk, or 
ruffed gronse for shipment to a point without the State, shall be 

pring facie evidenee that the said bird or birds were killed within 
the Stare for the purpose of conveying the same beyond the limits of 

this State. Section d. Any person violating any of the Provisions of 

the preceding seclions shall be fined not less than seven nor more 
tien fifty dollars and costs of prosecution, 

Tn Towa the Jaw is a combination of both of these forms: 
it provides that certain game shall not be exported and that 
certain other game shall not he killed for traffic, In Mis- 

souri it is declared unlawful for non-residents to kill game 
for export; ind there ave various other laws, worded tosuit 

the fancy of their originators, and withoul much regard to 
their coustitutionality or the ability to enforce them. 

Seveml more non-export laws are in contemplation. It 

would le well for their framers to adopt a wording similar 
tothe Michigan and Connecticut laws, which have not 
heen assailed, 

THEIR LAST REFUGE, 

IE time is coming when the large game of the West 
will no longer exist in any considerable numbers, when 

so far as the hunter is concerned it will be practically ex- 

terminated, The rapidity with which the Rocky Mountain 

region is being settled up is astonishing to any one who has 
for years heen familiar with it, and who remembers a time 
when it was asimple wilderness, whose only tenants were 
the wild beasts or still wilder men. Rapid and general as 

has been the influx of population into this section; and yast 

as has been its improvement from an economic point of 
view, these changes are only a hint of what is yet to come. 

For the first few years after the country became accessible 
hy vail, the march Westward of the agri¢ulturist and farmer 
Was comparatively slow. But people continued to pour 

in, and the settling up of the country went on with a con- 
stantly increasing speed. The ratio was geometrical, im- 

migrants came faster and faster, Arable lands were taken 

up, the stock grower scattered his herds everywhere, while 

with pick, pan and drill the hardy prospector brought to 

light the mineral treasures alike of the foothills and the 

snow-Crowned mountain top. For years the change has 
been going on which is transformiug the wilderness of 
yesterday into the bustling, thriving settlement of to-mor- 

row. Each year, nay, cach day, sees more settlers pouring 

in, new towns formed, ranches established on streams far 

tack in the mountains; waters which since the beginning of 

time hive murmured only to the deer and elk, or to the red 

masters of the soil, but which will now echo to the 

laughter of the settler’s children and tremble responsive 
to the strokes. of his ax, 

With such changes in the conditions of the country it 

may be supposed that its indigenous inhabitants will suffer, 

The Indian, the buffalo, the elk, deer and moose will disap- 
per; from many sections they have already done so. This 
was to haye been expected, and while it may be deplored, 

it cannot be avoided, The interests of civilization demand 

that the country shall be settled and improved, and # sen- 

timent, cannot be permitted to sfand in the way of such 

improvement, Lamentable as it is to see these superb 
animals swept off from the face of the carth, it is some- 

thing to which we must submit. AI] we cando is to exert 
ourselves to render this extermination as gradual as possible. 

Over twelve years ago an aet was passed by Congress, 

which, it was then hoped, would provide a refuge for this 
game, 2 pluce where for all time the different animals 
might remain undisturbed by the hunter, might propa- 

gate thei species, and might show to the grandchildren 

of the present generation the game that their forefathers 
used to hunt, The Yellowstone National Park was estal- 
lished in the following language: 

ACT APPROVED MARCH 1, 1872. 

(Revised Statutes of the United Stutes, sections 2474 and 2475.) 

Sec. 2474. The tract of land in the Territories of Montana and Wy- 
oming, lying near the héadwaters of the Yellowstone River, and de- 

seribed as follows, to wit, commencing at the junction of Gardiner’s 

River with the Yellowstone River, and running east to the meridian 

passing ten miles east of the most eastern point of the Yellowstone 
Lake; thence south along said meridian to the parallel of latitude 

passing ten miles south of the most southern point of Yellowstone 
Lake; thence westalong said parallel to the meridian passing fifteen 

mailes west of the most western point of Madison Lake; thence north 
along said meridian to the latitude of the junction of the Yellowstone 

and Gardiner's Rivers; thence east to the place of beginning, is re- 

served and withdrawn from settlement, occupancy, or sale under the 

laws of the United States, and dedicated and set apart as a public 
park or pleasuring ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the 

people; and all persons who locate or settle upon, or occupy any part 

of the land thus set apart as a public park, except as provided in the 
following section, shall be considered trespassers and removed there- 
trom. 

Sue, 2475. Such public park shall be under the exelusive control 

of the Secretary of the Interior, whose duty it shall be. as soon as 

practicable, to make and publish such regulations as he may Jeem 

necessary or proper for the care and management of the same. 

Such regulations shall proyide for the preservation from injury or 

spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or 

wonders within the park, and their retention in their natural con- 

dition, The Secretary may, in his discretion, rani leases for build- 

ing purposes, for terms not exceeding ten years, of small parcels of 
ground, at such places in the park as may require the erection of 
buildings for the accommodation of visitors; all of the proceeds of 
such leases, and all other revenues that may he derived from any 
source connected with the park to be expended under his direction 

in the management of the same, and the construction of roads and 
bridle-paths therein. He shall provide against tle wanton destric- 
tion of the fish and gatue found within the park, and against their 

capture or destruction for the purpose of merchandise or profit. He 

shall also cause all persons trespassing upon the same to be removed 

therefrom, and generally is authorized to take all such measures ag 
may be necessary or proper to fully carry out the objects and pur- 
poses of this section. 

The passage of this act was generally approved. The 

territory set apart for the Park contains natural wonders 
which are unequalled anywhere in the world, and which, 
if left to private settlement, would simply be used by their 

future owners as money-making shows. The revion offers 
no inducement to the farmer, for it is rugged and mountain- 

ous, nor to the stock raiser, for the altitude of a large por- 
tion of itis so great, that cattle cannot be grazed there in 
winter. Ii was hoped and believed that here was a reser- 
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vation which would be protected from the inroads of the 
skin hunter, where game mirht be free from molestation, 
and so add to the attractions of the Park, The lanenage of 
the statute quoted above warranted such a helief. 

How have these hopes been fulfilled? Why, in the usual 
way, tobe sure. This ‘“‘great and plorious government” 

has again stultified itself by enacting laws without supply- 
ing the means to enforce them. The Park is overrun by 

skin hunters, who slaughter the game for the hides, and 
laugh defiance at the government. The Park is 4 pleasant 

summer resort for the Secretary of the Interior, whoever he 
may be, who makes his jaunt thither, wonders greatly at 

what hesees, and returns to Washington, The curse of 
politics has entered into the management of the reservation, 
and the little money appropriated for its maintenance 
is wasted by incompetent and ignorant officials, It is 

leased to private parties, who desire to make a peep show 

of its wonders. 

It is many years since we first visited the Park and be- 
came familiar with its wonders, Since then we have many 

times called attention to the fact that in the reservation the 

people of the United States haye a. game preserve of great 
extent, the natural home of all our yaricties of Western 

large game, which, by the expenditure of a few thousands 
of dollars annually, in thorough policing by good men, 
could be made a permanent breeding place for the larger 

wild animals which will, otherwise, before long, become ex- 

tinct, More than once the game has been nearly or quiie 
driven from the Park, but as if remains unsettled, while the 

neighboring country is filling up, it will be for years fo come 
a place where the animals will gather for safety. ; 

The importance of this subject has long been appreciated 

by many of those who ate familiar with the Park and its 
capabilities, and army officers of high rank haye been 
shocked by the destruction of our game in this particular 

locality, where it should be safest from the greed of butch- 
ers. Ina report to the War Department, presented in 1876, 

Col. William Ludlow, U. 8. Engineers, drew special atten- 
tion to this subject in the following language. He says: 

Hunters have for years deyoted themselves to the slaughter of the 
game, until within the limits of the Park itis hardly to be found, L 
was credibly informed by people on the spot, and personally cogniz- 

int of the facts, that during the winter of I874 and 1875, at which 

season the heavy snows render the elk an easy prey, no less thay 
from 1,500 to 2,000 of these. the largest and finest game animals in 

the country, were thus destroyed within a radiusof fifteen miles of 

the Mammoth Springs, Wrom this large number, representing an 
immense supply of the best food, the skins only were taken, nettinyr 
to the bunter some }2.50.or $3 apiece; the frozen carcasses being left 

in the snow to feed the wolves or to decay in the spring. A continu- 

nuce of this wholesale and wasteful butchery can haye but oue effect. 
viz. the extermination of the animal, and that, too, from the very 

region where be has @ right to expect protection, and where his fre- 

quent inoffensive presence would vive the greatest pleasure to the 
greatest number. 

The cure for these unlawful practices and undoubted evils can only 

be found in a thorough mounted police of the Park. In the absence 

of any legislative provision for this, recourse can most readily be had 
to the already existing facilities afforded by the presence of troops 
in the vicinity and by the transfer of the Park to the control of the 
War Department. Troops should be stationed to act’as guards at 

the lake, the Mammoth Springs, and especially in Geyser Basin, A 
couple of signal-sergeants might profitahly be employed in keeping 

meteorological and geyser records, which would be of great interest 
and yalue, 

The same officer further says: “Visitors should he for- 
hidden to kill any game. The hunters should have their 
arms and spvils confiscated, besides being liable to prosecu. 
tion.” One of Col. Ludlow’s assistants, in his report to 
that officer, says, referring to the same subject: 

Buffalo, elk, mule-deer, and antelope are being slaughtered by 

thousands each year, without regard to age orsex, and at all seasons, 

Of the vast majority of the animals killed the hide only istaken, Ie. 

mates of all these species are as eagerly pursued in the spring, when 

just about to bring forth their young, as at any other time. 

It is estimated that during the winter of 187475 not less than 3.1) 
elk were killed for their hides alone in the valley of the Yellowstone. 

between the mouth of Trail Creek and the Hot Springs. If this be 
true, what must have been the number for both the Territories Ii. ei, 
Wyoming and Montana]? Buffaloand mule-deer suffer even more 
severely than tie elk, and antelope nearly as much. The Territories 

referred to have game laws, but, of course, they ave imperfect, and 

cannot, in the present condition of the country, be enforced. Much, 
however, night be done to prevent the reckless destruction of the 

animals to which Ihave referred, by the officers stationed on the 
frontier, and 4 little exertion in this direction would be well 1epaid 
by the increase of large game in tha,vicinity of the posts where it was 

not unnecessarily and wantonly destroyed. At one or two points, 

notably Camp Baker, efforts haye been made to drive off the skin 

hunters, and with such suceess thatthe officers have yery Ane hunt- 

ing within easy reach. The general feeling of the better lass of 

frontiersmen. guides, hunters, and settlers, is strongly against those 

who are engaged in this work of butchery, and all, I think, would be 

#lad to have this wholesale and short-sighted slanghter put a slop fo. 

But it is needless to enlarge upon this abuse. The facts concerning 

it are well known to most army officers and to allinhabitants of the 

Territory, Itis certain that, unless in some way the destruction of 

these animals can be checked, the large game still so abundant in 
some localities will ere long he exterminated, 

These recommendations were made nearly seyen years 
ago, but were unheeded. It is true that for several years 
past the superintendent of the Park has had in his employ 
a gamekeeper, but the most careful study of recent reporta 

hy that official fails to show that be has done anything what- 
ever in the way of protecting the game, either by arresting 

or warning off skin hunters or visitors who were disposed 
to use their arms within the limits of the reseryation. ‘The 
fact appears to be that the Park is, under the present con- 

dition of things, a mere loafine place fur a lot of people 

whoxre paid for spending their summers in journeying 
about threugh this beautiful region, 
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The subject of viviny these wild animals protection comes 
Up again now, nd attention is called to the ruthless destruc 
tion to which they are subjected by the report of General 

Sheridan, an extract trom which we print below, No man 
is beller qnalified to speak on this subject than the gallant 
soldiey wham Wwe quote, amd we wish with all our hearts 

that his recommendations might be carried oul. Wewholly 
agree with him that the limits of the Park should he ex- 

tenfled, and that (he duty of policing it should be entrusted 
to the troops woder his command. I seems impossible to 

lippe for anything in the way of assistance from the Interior 

Department, that sink of corruption which so disgraces our 

vovernment, but the troops from Custer, Washakie «and 

fis could he employed in this duty without the cost of one 
cent to the governinent, We bespeak for General Sheri- 
dan’s recommendation the heartfelt support of every sports- 

man inthe land. He says: 

On arriving at the railroad, T regretted exceedingly to luarn that 
the National Park had been rented out te private nariies, The place 
is worlhy of being & National Park, the geyser phenomena and the 

Yellowstone Canyon haying uo parallel in any nation. The improve- 

ments in tie Park shonld be national, the control of it In the hands 

of an officer of the Government and small appropriations be made 
and expended each year for the improvement of roads and trails. Tt 

has been now pliced in the hands of private parties for mouey-mak- 
ing purposes, fram which claims and conditions will arise that may 

he hard for the Government and the courts to shake off, 
The game inthe Park is being killed off rapidly, especially in the 

winter. Lhave heen credibly informed that since its discovery as 

mony as 4,009 elk were killed by skin hunters in one winter, aud that 

even last winter, in and around the edges of the Park, there was as 
many as 2,01) of these gvand animals killed, to say nothing of the 
mountain sheep, antelope, deer, aud other game slaughtered in great 

numbers, Twould like to see the Goyernment extend this Park to 
the cast as far ag a-north and south line through Cedar Mountain, 

This would be due east about forty miles, at the same time placing 
the southern boundary of the Park at the forty-fourth parallel of lati- 

tude, which would be due south ten miles, This would increase the area 

of the Park by 3.344 square miles, and would make a preserye for the 
large game of the West, now so rapidly decreasing. This extension 

would not be taking anything away from the people, as the territory 

thus annexed to the Park can never be settled upon, It is rough 
mountain country, with an altitude too high for cultivation or winter 
grazing for cattle. Thegameis now being driven toward the Park, 
and if we keep out the skin hunters the game would naturally drift 

to where it can find protection, This year I noticed that buffalo were 

on the edge of the Park, and the elk, deer, antelope, anid big-horn 

sheep, from the Big Horn Mountains, are all drifting to the section 
of the country which would be included in thé National Park if it 
Were extended as I recommend, 

Ivespectfully make an appeal to all sportsmen of this country, and 
to the Sportsmen's clubs, to assistin getting Congress to make the ex- 

tension I desuribe, thus securing a refuge for our wild game. If au- 
thorized to do sa, I will engage to keep out skin hunters and all other 

liuntors by the use of troops from Fort Washakie on the south, Cus- 

feron the east, and Ellis on the north, and, if necessary, 1 can keep 
sufficient troops in the Park to accomplish this object, and give a 

place of refuge and safety for our noble game. If any of the game 
Which Will naturally drift to this place of safety break out again, let 
if b2 killed, but lst its life be made safe while in the National Park; 
i, will then soon learn to stay where it will be mmolested. 

it mieht be imagined thac the inhabitants of Montana 
would be far-sithted enough to take into their own hands 
lhe enforcement of the same laws which exist on the statute 

books of the Territory, and thus preserve to the Park, which 

imnually draws so many strangers to their land, one of its 

greatest attractions, but in our ever-busy, bustling West 
wyery man is so intent on the accomplishment of his own 

private business ends, that he has little or no time to devote 
to the public good, till, it would pay the citizens of Boze- 

man an Virginia, the two cities from which most of the 
parties who go to the Park start, to hire half a dozen good 
men, todo the work which the government will not do. 
Better than this, however, far better than anything else that 
conld be done, would he the accepting and carrying out, in 

detail, the recommendations of General Sheridan, 

The Park should undoubtedly be extended as advised by 
him, and this should be done at.once, before any settlers’ 

claims are taken up within the proposed new boundaries. 

Such an extension would give to this public pleasure ground 

au dives OF about 7,000 square miles, as against the 3,700 

Which it at present contains, an inerease which it is now 

perfeetly practicable to make without interfering with the 
tights of any citizen, The people of the United Stites 

would then have a public preserve and pleasure ground 

which for extent, for beauty of scénery, for natural won- 

ders, and for the yariety and interest attaching 1o the in- 
divenous life within its houndaries, would be unequalled 
by anything in the world, 

For many years we haye hunted and traveled and fished 
aud trapped and mined and fought Indians over the length 
and breadth of the great West. We have seen il when it 

Was, excep! in isolated spots, an uninhabited wilderness; 

have seen the Indian and the game retreat before the white 
man gnd the cattle, and beheld the tide of immigration, 
onee small, like a tiny mountain stream, move forward, 

at first. slowly, and then, gathering volume and strength, 

adyance with « constantly accelerated power which threat- 

ens before long to leave no portion of our vast territory un- 
broken by the farmer’s plow or untvodden by his flocks. 

There is one apot lett, u single rock about which this tide 
will break, and past which it will sweep, leaving it unde- 
filed by the unsightly, traces of civilization. Here in this 
Yellowstone Park the large fame of the West may be pre- 
served from extermination; here, like the almost extinct 
aurochs of Lithuania, it may be seen by generations yet un- 
born. 

It is for the Nation to say whether these splendid species 
sliall he so preserved, in this their last refuge. 
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QUR HOLIDAY NUMBERS. 

‘pe Christmas number of the Forusr AND STREAM, 

that of December 21, will contain the following, 

writlen specially For it: 

1. “Tar Sha Serven'r,” 

An illustrated articlu, by Dr. W. O. Ayres, of New Haven, 

Conn. 
If, Honiywoop MAxor, 

A reniiniscence of the Devonshire coast. 

grove,” 

By “John Alder- 

Ti. ‘“ Any Lerrers ror Me?” 

A stirring tale of adventurein New Mexico. By H. P. Utford, 
whose sketch entitled “The Big Bear of Hermosa,” in our 

last Christmas number, was received with so much fayor. 

The New Year uumber, thai of December 28, will con- 

tain, among other rood things : 
CrusoEs OF THE ANTARCTIC, 

A deeply interesting narrative of {he experience of the crew 

of the bark Trinity, cast away for fifteen months on # desert 

island in the South Seas. Written for the ForEesT AwD 

Struaat by John Easmond, second officer of the Trinity. 

ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTES, 

XIV.—WORK OF THE SURVEY. 

AHESD rambling papers haye touched upon many things 
and have ayoided reference to the work of the survey 

party. There are several reasons for this; among them 
may be named the fact that Tam merely a kind of an attaché, 

looking after the fishes, with a sort of roving commission to 
fo where there promises to be anything of interest in that 

line, and consequently Lam with the working party but a 
small portion of the time. Again; LT do not pretend to 
know a great deal about the work and might mix things up, 
and besides this I do not care to anticipate any portion of 

Mr. Colvin’s report. By the way, those reports, made to 

the Legislature of New York, are most excellent reading, 

and give one a better idea of the Adirondacks than he can 

gain In any other manner, unless he devotes years to actual 

travel there. 

In paper No. XII. of this series, 1 referred to the working 
parties then on Raquette Lake. This might give the im- 

pression that all the work this season had been done there, 

This is not the case. Since July Mr. Colyin has had some 

fifteen separate surveying parties in the field, some on the 

Schroon waters, some on the St. Regis, some in the Sacon- 
daga country, some among the West Canada lakes, and 
others on the Independence River; in fact, he has had a 

party in nearly every county here, and several in Hamilton 
county, allat the same time. His headquarters at West 

Mountain, on Raquette Lake, were so situated that he could 

oversee those nearest him, and also readily communicate 

with the others. His tent is now (Nov. 22) at a height of 
about three thousand feet above the sea, with snow and ice 

allaround. The lakes are frozen and at night the ther- 
mometer is often about, or below, zero, r 

Since I have learned how necessary this work is in order 
that the State may know what land it owns and also be 

able to define the boundaries of tracts that it has sold, I 

have wondered that the survey was not undertaken years 

ago: It is just as well, however, for if it had been at- 
tempted with the appliances of fifty years ago it would not 
have been as thoroughly done as it will benow. The old lines 

haye been nearly obliterated, posts have rotted, and witness- 

trees have grown so that the old marks are either covered or 

the tree has reached the limit of its life and fallen, The old 

compass lines ran from side to side and were anything but 

Straight, being inclined to travel in circles about deposits of 
ove Which coquetted with the manetic needle, so that what 
was mapped out on paper as a straight line was apt to re- 

semble the wanderings of a bear hunting for beech nuts, 
The exact work, now done will. instruments wholly, inde- 

pendent of the magnetic compass, will be, when completed, 

of great value for all time. The monuments are of copper 

set in the rock, where the conditions will admit of it, and in 

cases where there is no solid rock, large boulders are buried, 
and the copper bolts in them can he readily found. County 

and township lines are firmly established, and there will be 
no more evasion of the payment of taxes on the plea that 

certain property is incorrectly mapped or described, When 
it is known that an ordinary compass is entirely useless in 

many parts of the Adirondacks, owing to the immense de- 
posits of inagnetie ore found here, in consequence of which 
the variation of the needle is so great as to cause it to point 
in many directions, including due south, then the unreli- 
ability of the old compass surveys will be understood. The 
old maps show level ground where some of the highest 

mountains are found to-day, and, unless some malicious 
person las since placed those great hills there to puzzle 

engineers, (he maps must be incorrect. Yet tracts contain- 
ing (housands, and even a million, of acres have been sold 
on the basis of the surveys made seventy years ago by com- 

pass lines and which, as before stated, are almost as crooked 
as the traditional ram’s horn, 

The work of the survey goes on wl the year round, and 
consequently it brings much exposure to the wealher. Tak- 

ing observations from mountain tops in the Adirondacks at 
any time from Noyember to April is not boy's play, or man’s 
either, and there is no lack of winds which blow all the cold 
air that most people would ask for. In the summer the flies 

and their companions in crime make life a torment near the 

streams, and 9 month in the spring and two in the fallis all 

the surveyors have of comtort, in the shape of weather and 

relief from insects, throughout the year, Men who go tothe 
woods in summer fo fish expect the flies, so do the surveyors, 
too, for that matter, bat it makes much difference whether 

an annoyance is a (laily accompaniment of ohe’s business or 
whether he can escape by leaving when he pleases, if his 
tormentors come too thick. A present writing snow-shoes 

are in fashion; and are not liable to he superseded before 

March or April. 

The siill-hunters ave oulin force now and the season for 

driving deer with dows is past. The music of the hounds no 
more rings through the forest, This suggest the line; ‘The 

horn of the hunter is heard on the lll.” I have neyer 

heard this, but I saw a hunter have one lust week. Tt was 

not ‘the merry winding horn’ that povts raye of, the horn I 

saw hin haye was “straight, and about three fingers. 

Pr. M, 

The New Yoru Miurrary Svarr.—Governor-elect 
Grover Cleveland, of this State, has made up an excellent. 

military staff of young men, chnergetic and ardent, and the 

old-fogy blood which the Jate administration inflicted upon 

the National Guard will be allowed to congual in private. 

The selection of Cupt. Chas. F. Robbins for the post of In- 

spector General of rifle practice cold not haye been pbet- 
tered. 

Tur Cumopren’s Arp Socrmry has issued its annual ap- 

peal for remembrance al. the Christmas season, The efforts 

of this society are worthy of the highest praise and of sub+ 

stantial support, The secretary's address is CO. L. Brace, 

No, 19 Bast Fourteenth street, New York. 

Che Sportsman Gauvrist. 

ONE DEER, 

ICK and I were camping afa beautiful lake in the 
Adirondacks. It was rather Jate in the season and the 

deer that a few weeks previously had been in the habit of 
coming to the edges of the streams and lakes to nip the lily- 
pads and wade about in the shallow water were seldom seen, 
Occasionally an old buck would come out at evening and 
take a stroll along the sandy margin of the lake, adding for 
the moment a touch of wilder beauty to the dark forest 
background, and after standing proudly at some rocky 
point and surveying the scene would disappear again into 
the woods. 3 
A small bay half way up the lake seemed to be a favorite 

place for the deer, as innumerable tracks were always to be 
seen in the sand along the shore, and one afternoon When 
we were almost out of venison in camp I suggested to Dick 
that it would be the proper thing for us to make a trip in 
the evening to this place. 
The woo forthe camp fire was cut and piled at a con- 

venient distance from the mouldering back log all ready fora 
glorious blaze on our return, and just before sundown I took 
my place in the bow of our little boat with the Ballard 
across my knees, while Dick took the stern with the paddle. 

Long shadows were reaching out from the big pines and 
hemlocks on the west shore, the valleys were already in 
darkness, and the long red rays of the fast setting sun 
streaming through the tree tops illumined the rest of the 
forest with a hazy evening light. Great tree trunks lay 
half sunken in the dark clear water, their arms reaching 
grimly out, and quiet reigned over all, the paddle in Dick’s 
skilled hand making not the slightest sound. 

As we silently glided along, « loon far up the lake caught 
sight of us and his wild querulons call ringing through the 
forest was answered by echo and sent wavering from cliff to 
cliff. Again and again the weird cry echoed and re-echoed 
from the mountain sides and was sent from shore to shore, 
and an eagle soaring high oyerhead answered with its 
screams, he reverberations ceased and the stillness was 
broken only by the song of a white-throated sparrow within 
the short range of his little voice. A mink came swimming 
alongside of us, his bright mischievous eyes trying to make 
oul what we were. Suddenly an otter’s head appeared 
above the water, and soon another, and another, and in the 
most amusing way they bobbed up and down and spit at us 
in their spiteful way, For two or three minutes the otters 
swam along ahead of us, diving and appearing again, and 
finally they dissapeared all at once, probably guing to. pursue 
their calling of catching the big trout which abounded in 
the lake. 

Gradually we neared the little bay and as we rounded the 
rocky point Dick stopped paddling, ‘The boat glided slowly 
along with its own motion as we arefully scanned every 
fallen hemlock for a sight of red hair, and in a moment J 
heard a low whisper, ‘‘See that buck on the right!” at the 
same instant catching sight of a sair of horns behind a 
stump that stood quite a way out in the water, and not 
more than ten rods from us. The old fellow had evidently 
been watching us just a litle lonver than we had been 
watching him aud had taken good pains to keep his eyes 
over the stump and mighty little of the rest uf his body in 
sight. 1 felt the tremor of the boat avain as Dick cautious) 
plied the paddle, and we tried to move to a position where 
could sce enough to shoot at, but the buck knew what we 
were up to aud kept backing around until he could go no 
further, when with five or six long bounds, with flag raised, 
he made for a windfall and stopped behind it, for a minute, 
snorting and stamping, before tuking his final leap into the 
underbrush, He stoott tail toward mu, with his head turned 
and looking over his shoulder, supposing that he was well 
protected by the branches, but there was where he made a 
miscalculation, for at least a square foot of (he seat of hig 
pants was insight, ()uickly I leveled the rifle, and as the 
echoes rang through the forest the buck, made one grand 
leap and stumbled as he struck the ground, rolling clear over 
with feet kicking wildly in theair. In an instant he wasup 
again and had disappeared. A few quick strokes with the 
paddle toward shore aud Dick jumped out and started in 
the direction that the deer had taken, stopping long enough 
to motion to me that he found blood. : 

For several minutes I waited in suspense, It was fast 
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growing darker, and the minutes were getting twice as long 
asin a stopped watch, when I heard Dick cull from a point 
wlong the shore above Ine. The paddie was no longer 
needed, so [ pulled ont the oars and vetting therm into the 
locks rowed ag rapidly as possible toward Diek. He had 
tracked the buck to the water's edge and was just saying 
thatave would find him inortally wounded sloug the shore 
somewhere, when, with @ grest suapping of branches and 
splashing of water, the old fellow sprang out of a windfall 
junto the lake and started to swim for o little islind near by, 
Dick jumped into the bow, and | pulled the oars witha 
yengeanee, not daring to look around but euided by the 
hoarse breathing of the panting deer as he swam. Rapidly 
We neared him, and just as Dick called onl ‘Right oar, 
quick!” Lhe boat gave a lorch and I knew that he had our 
game by the tail. At that moment the handles of the oars 
came against my abdomen witha jerk and pressed so hard 
that I couldn’t catch a breath for the life of me. ‘Hold up, 
Dick!” tpasped. “‘For H-e-a-y-e-1~s s-a-k-e hold up!” The 
oars kept pressing so hard that | could not get oul another 
word, until Dick, roaring with laughter, reached sround 
and threw one of them out of the rowlock, In my exerte- 
ment T had forgotten tiat Dick was not the motive power 
at the bow, and that the fast swimming buck wis the cause 
of bringing into praetice a very simple problem in levers. 
We only had a few yards more to &o before shallow water 

would be reached, and picking up the rifle, 1 intended to 
stop our locomotive, bul the hoat was unsteady and 1 fired 
the bullet somewhere into the heart of the Adirondack 
wilderness. Another bullet went on the same errandless 
mission and is going yet for all that L know, We ere 
almost in the shallow water, and shutting my teeth together 
with a firm resolve to hold steady, L sent a bullet through 
the neck of the deer, and with au convulsive start he sent 
iiying the spray in every direction, and then lay kicking 
upon the water 

‘owing the deer to the shore we got him into the boat, 
and as I look (he bow again Dick took wp the paddle anc we 
started for camp. 
How fine the old buck looked in the evening light with 

his white belly up and legs gracefully bent as his head lay 
between my knees and 1 stroked his smooth cars and opened 
the closed eyes and patted his neck, 

As we neared cump the stars were sending silvery gleams 
over the ripples in our wake. iA glimpse of the back log 
buroing low showed us whiere to Jand, and the smell of the 
smoke hanging heavily oyer the water was «reminder of the 
comforts in store. 

The boat vrated on the pebbly bottom, and jumping out 
we rolled ont our gume and dragged him the short distance 
to Gimp. Lichen-covered sticks were soon snapping and roar- 
ing on the camp fire, and the forest around was all aglow as 
the sparks arose with the smoke and floated off among the 
branches of the trees overhead. ‘The red embers settled in 
atuddy heap and the last piece »of venison from the deer 
which Diek liad killed a few days previously and half a 
dozen big trout were pulled from the moss by the spring 
where we had stored them ready for use. As they broiled 
and browned betore the birch logs the juice trickled out 
and fell sizzling amoug the coals, sending fragrant aromas 
in gvery direction. Our bireh-baik plates were filled as 
only a millionaire could wiford to fill them in the city, And 
then in a condition of supreme contentment l leaned my 
back against a giant pine, crossed my feet over the buck’s 
glossy Tank and lit my pipe. Dick stretched himself out wt 
full length upon the moss near by, and as the blue pnits 
fiouted around our heads we told of former exploits with 
deer and bears until the pipes and the camp fire burned low, 

Mark Wret. 

History. alatuyal 

THE NEW ZEALAND BIRD NUISANCE. 

rPNUE problem of how to check the ravages of the smaller 
imported birds among the crops and fruit has of late 

become an importaut onesin some parts of this colony. 
Though the eyil has not yet attained the alarming dimen- 
sions of the ‘rabbit pest,’ it has, nevertheless, at length be- 
come serious enough to necessitate legislation on the subject. 
[ts weight has been principally felt in the fine agricultural 
district of Bouth Canterbury, where, as well as in other 
parts of the Colony, ‘sparrow clubs” have been formed for 
the purpose of waging war with this enemy, The princi- 
pal offender is the Hnglish house sparrow (Passer domesticus), 
which was introduced along with other small Engtish birds 
by the acclimatization societies in years gone by, and has 
now attained to numbers which make it doubttul whether 
he will be eyer again got under proper control. Local au- 
thorities assert that this prolific httle bird produces annually 
in tuis Co.ony four broods of five birds each, and the results 
of a calenlation on this basis are sufficiently startling; the 
“erpss proceeds” at this rate of increase would be, from 
one pair, in round numbers 20 birds the firs, year, 200 the 
second, 2,000 the third, 20,000 the fourth, 200,000 the fifth, 
2,000,000 the sixth, 20,000,000 the seventh, 200,000,000 the 
cielth year, and so on; so that, even allowing for deaths 
from various causes, the increase would be something enor- 
mous if unchecked. It has also been calculated that, admit-. 
ting that these birds live on insects, caterpillars, seeds, ete, 
during the greater part of the year, and consume gratin only 
at seed time and harvest (say 4 mouth altogether), and as- 
suming, as may fairly be done, that each bird consumes loz, 
of grain a day, or utotalof 2lbs, weight per bird during 
that period, the yalue of the grain consumed in the fifth 
year by the 200,000 birds spiung from one pair would be 
‘£1,333, or about $6,600 (400, 0001bs. wheat, 6,666 lushels of 
60lbs., value four shillings a bushel); while the amounf ¢on- 
sumed in the sixth year would be 66,666 bushels of the value 
of £13,833, or about $66,600, 
Without asserting that, these figures are actually reached, 

it tuay be safely assumed that the aggregate vaiue of grain 
ind other produce consumed by the various kinds of small 
birds is very considerable and thatthe damagethey do far out- 
weighs the good. It is but fair, however, to state what 
competent authorities haye to say in their favor. During the 
preater part of the year they must live largely on insects. 
and the seeds of weeds, etc., and it has been estimated that 
in Great Britain the small birds, among whieh the finches 
dre in thisrespect prominent, consume on i average 100 
seeds per day, aud prevent the growth of 36,500 weeds a 
year per bird, reaching au estimated total of 8,650,000, 000, - 
000 weeds annually, and thus preserving about 600,000 
acres, ov more thin one-scyentieth of the tolal area of 
England and Wales from being overtun with weeds. How 
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far our New Zealand small birds eontrilute in this direction 
Nas not been eulewlated; no doult they do something; but 
direct evidence comes from various parts of the colony as to 
the damage done Iyy them. In the Canterbury province 
many instances hayeoccurredin whieh the crops were simply 
hol worth cutting owing solely to this cause, and it is quite 
a commion [hing for the farmersto be obliged to sow now 
three bushels of seed where s few years ago two only were 
needed, The ‘“‘sparrow clubs,” to which reference has been 
made, have done good work in reducing the numbers of the 
birds. The report for last year published by one of these 
associations states that though thousands of birds had been 
poisoned during the year. as was estimated from the bodies 
seen lying about, yet in about six week during the spring 
23,000 exes and heads were broughtin, Another clu) of the 
sane character paid for 29,000 eves and 2,500 heads during 
three months, while the farmers themselves in the neighhor- 
hood were estimated to have destroyed 15,000 birds in the 
same period, making a total of some 50,000 birds accounted 
for in one small district, 
The object of all the efforts which are being made in this 

direction is not the extinction of the small birds, but merely 
their repression within certain limits. Poisoned wlieat is 
the agent generally used; and it has, on the one hand, been 
objected to this method that it destroys a number of game 
birds, while on the other it is asserted that grain can be 
quite sufliciently poisoned 10 be fatal to little birds, while 
at the same time, pheasants and other larger birds can eat il 
with impunity. This is a matter,that has been as yet scarce- 
ly tested; Dnt such # result as the former would he much to 
be regretted, as the increase of game birds in most parts of 
New Zealand is very slow. 

A short act has been passed during the last session of 
Parliament with the object of making “provision for the 
abatement of the injury caused to crops by the undue in- 
crease of sparrows and other birds.” Jt empowers the road 
hoards, county councils, and other local governing hodies 
either at their discretion, to appropriate 2 portion of their 
seneral funds, or, on petition by a majority of the ratepay- 
érs, to levy a special rate, limited in amount, ‘‘for the de- 
struction of any kind or kinds of birds which by thicir ex- 
cessive increase have become, or threaten to become, inju- 
rious to crops of any kind, for the purpose of reducing the 
numberof such birds to such extent as may he nevessary 
for the Brclec on of such crops,” : ; 

This lewislation has heen found necessary in order to com- 
pel all property-owners and occupiers to contribute, for 
huiny sven of those most directly benefited by the operations 
of the clubs have habitually failed to render them pecuniary 
aid. The act defines “birds” to mean ‘‘any birds not for the 
ime being coming within the operation of any act in force 
reluling to the protection of animals.” So that the destruc- 
tion of game birds is not contemplated, though even they 
have, in a few favored places, increased to such an extent as 
to interfere somewhat with the farmers’ interests, 

Tt is to he hoped, and may be fairly anticipated, that the 
powers given by this act to the local municipal bodies will 
enable them to cope successfully with the small bird diffi- 
culty, which threatens to prove nearly us disastrous in the 
long run.to the agricultural interests as the rabbit plague has 
been to those of our pastoral settlers, 2 
WeELLInGron, New Zealand, Noy. 5, 1882. 

A Hawxine Excurston—BSan Antonio, Tex. , 
1882.—A bout the Ist September, as I os ae eR 
vicinity, shooting ploverfrom an open wagon, I saw a plover 
ily across vur course closely pursued by two Mexiean eaeles, 
hey gained rapidly upon the small bird, which, at a dis- 
fauce of perhaps three hundred yards, made a sudden dart 
eaithward,-both eagles following suit, the trio disappearing c : pp sg 
among the thick chapparal, At this juncture we put our 
horse to a run, curious to see what became of ‘poor plover.” 
When we came npon the eagles they were attending to busi- 
ness In an ‘“euglish” manner, At sight of us they backed 
away from their prey, loath to depart, and we rode within 
twenty-five feet of them before they took flight. We found 
the bird thoroughly disemboweled, minus head. We areall 
wellaware of the great destruetion of our fayorite game 
birdsin this way, but thisis the first instance of the kind which 
hus come under my personal observation, speaking for one, 
Plover have entirely disappeared. Quail (‘‘Bob White”) 
are unusually plentiful. Rabbits are a glut on the market— 
in fact, small game of every description may be found in 
abundance, Dead wild turkeys are brought to the city and 
sold at from six bits to one dollar.—A,D. Tyrner. [If, as 
is possible, our correspondent refers to the Caracara caglt, 
Paolyborus cheriway, when he speaks of ‘Mexican eagles,” 
the above observation is extremely interesting and entirely 
unexpected. If, on the other hand, he means, as seems 
most probable, the Lanier falcon (Hale mericanis), the oe- 
currence, while a pleasant bit of experience, is not at all 
remarkable. 

Mr. Wrntis’s Quatn,—Westfield, N. J., Dec. 5.—I am 
freatly obliged for your exhaustive report of the autopsy of 
the yuail, as it enabled me to save the lives of the last two of 
the brood. Both were attacked with the same sympfoms 
from which the others died, 7, ¢., ruffled plumage, drooping 
wings and scant, watery excrewent. Having once lost a 
pet canary, my family physician being at the house at the 
time, performed a regular post mortem examination, and 
declared the cause of death to have been the same as your 
report on the quail, and he said small doses of opium would 
have saved its life. As soon, though, us I read yourautopsy 
in the foREST AND SrreaM, I emptied the drinking cup, 
and to about a teacup of fresh water added one teaspoonful 
of paregoric, and the effect was quickly perceptible. The 
sick bird seemed to know it was yood for him, and had 1 
not taken the cup away be would have, had a regular opiuin 
drunk, Since then I haye given them a little paregoric in 
the water, until to-day, when they Seemed so much _ better 
that instead I mixed a little Spanish chamomile with the 
water. J hardly think it could have been my flowers that 
caused the trouble, for my conservatory does not contain 
half the flowers it did last winter, when the old pair thrived 
so finely. Neither have I used anything on the plants. 
haye come to the conclusion that there must haye been 
something poisonous in some wheat screenings that IT bought 
ata grocery store from an open barrei.—Joun J. Wrnxts. 

Swowy on Arce Owx1s.—Lockport, Niagara County, 
N, ¥., Dee. 8, 1882.—In your last issue, just received, 
“Tomo” says ‘look out forthem.” That is just what we 
haye been doing for the past two weeks, and have seen one 
every day since Noy. 24. A Mr. Hollenback, living about 
four miles south of the ity, sold to Mr, J, Carl Jackson, 

for three dollars, a fine specimen, which he succeeded, in 
shooting the day hefore, atter following it about two miles. 
Mr. J, brought it to my son to put up. There was nota 
spot vf blood on it, and measured four feet anid eleven 
inches across the wings, It was the largest and best spevi- 
men I ever suw. We had our first snow Noy. 29, and the 
hext day we saw the first snow buntings—J. L D. 

BIRD MIGRATION IN THE MISSISSIPPI 
VALLEY. 

JEFFERSON, Wis., Nov. 18, 1882 
Editor Fores! and Stream: 

In collating the notes on migration which you published 
a short time ago, by some inexplicable mistake nearly all 
the notes contributed by Mr, H, A. Kline, of Vesta, Neb., 
were omitted, I send herewith a full copy of his obserya- 
tions. Asin the former paper, all dates are first arrivals 
unless otherwise stated. Mr, Kline’s present address is 
Polo, Til. Yours respectfully, 

. W. W. Cooks, 
Wood Thrush.—5, 6, . 
Robin, —W. R.: 3, 18. hecoming more plentiful; 5, 13 . 

nesting, 
Cathird.—3, 6. 
Brown Thrasher.—4, 21. 
Bluebird,—Very rare W. R., began to increase in mum- 

hers 3, 4, by 8, 18 were numerous, 
Tufted Titmouse.—R, ; eggs 5, 5. 
Black-Capped Chickadee.—R., very common; nest 4, 24, 
Brown Creeper.—3, 28. 
House Wren.—4, 20; nesting 5, 13, 
Wintir Wren.—W. 5. 
Prothonotary Warbler.—5, 10. 
Orange-Crowned Warbler.—o, 7. 
Golden Warbler.—5, 1 numerous, : 
Yellow-Rumped Warbler,—5, 13. 
Redstart.—5, 6. 
Maryland Yellow Throat.—d, 9. 
Scarlet Tanager,—, 18. 
Barn Swallow.—4, 26. 
White-Bellied Bwallow.—5, 13. 
Purple Martin.—4, 4. 
Cedar Waxwing.—Frequent winter visitantin large focks- 

have seen three flocks the past winter. 
Warbling Vireo.—, 7, 
Yellow-l'hroated Vireo.—5, 10. 
White-Eyed Vireo.—5, 8. 
Bell’s Vireo,—o, 11. 
Savannah Sparrow.—3s, 18 abundant. 
Oregon Snowhird—/. eregonts.—Has been an occasional 

winter visitant. 
Chipping Sparrow.—W. R., numerous. 
Harris’s Sparrow.—4, 6 numerous. 
Rose-Breasted Grosbeak, —4, 30, 
Black-Headed Grosbeak.—5, 18. 
Black-Throated Bunting,—4, 30, 
Indigo Bunting.—5, 13, 
Towhee Bunting.—R. 
Canon Towhee.—A few remain here in the winter, and 

are found in the heayy underbrush along the streams 
Have shot two. ° 

Arctic Towhce:—, 7. : 
Bobolink.—4, 13. 
Cowbird,—3, 27. - 
Red-Shouldered Blackbird.—8, 20 a large flock; 3. 24 

numerous, 
Yellow-Headed Blackbird.—4, 2; 4, 85 numerous. 
Meadow Lark.—3, 2; still arriving 8, 11; nest 4, 24, 
Orchard Oriole.—5, 10. 
Baltimore Oriole,—9, 2. 
Rusty Gracklé.—Four large flocks 3, 3. 
Purple Gragkle.— Nesting 5, 5. 
tow.—Common W. R,; 3, 27 nest with five agus, 
Ringbird.—4, 24. 
Great-Crested Fly-Catcher.—5, 27. 
Wippoorwill,—4, 22. 
Nighthawk,—5, 10. . 
Chimney Swift,—s, 13. L 
Kingfisher, —4, 2. 
Redheaded Woodpecker.—R. ; first from south 3, 27. 
Yellow-Shafted Flicker,—R. 
Sereech Owl.—R.,; nest 4, 24. 
Long-Eared Ow].—R. ; nest 4, 24; evgs 5, 5, 
Marsh Hawk,—R. 
Swallowed-Tailed Kite.—A pair 4, 4. 
Cooper's Hawk.—R. ; 5, 11 nest with fonr fresh eggs. 
Pigeon Hawk.—2, 28. 
Sparrow Hawk.—3, 28. 
Redtailod Hawk.—R.; nest 5, 5, with young, 

old. 
Turkey Buzzard.—h. 
Wild Pigeon.—Going north in large flocks 4, 21-26; two 

large flocks 9, 5. 
Mourning Dove.—Rare, W. R. 
Prairie Hen.—R.; common, nest 4, 24; eggs 5, 4. 
Great Blue Heron,—4, 9; 4, 24 numerous. 
Little Green Heron,—#, 19; 4, 24 numerous, 
Night Heron.—4, 2. : 
Bittern, —4, 3. : 
Black-Bellied Ployer.— Going vorth in large flocks 4, 21-25. 
Killdeer Plover.—3, 2. 
Bartram’s Sandpiper.—4, 26 numerous; young 5, 23, 
Wilson’s Snipe, —2, 3. 
Curlew,—[Which?—Ep.] 4, 2. . 
Sandhill Crane.—Fifty passed north $, 22; 3, 28 passing 

in large numbers, which continued to 4,22, when they were 
still to be seen bul rather scarce, 

Canada Goose.—2, 22; increasing to 3, 28, then numerous 
until 4, 10; decreasing to 4, 22, when there were few left. 

Mallard and Green-winged Teal, with some other ducks 
in less numbers, were seen all winter wherever the weather 
was warm. : 
Redhead Duck.—2, 25. 
Wood Duck.—3, 28. 
Coot.—3, 28, 

> Foster’s Tern,—5, 7. 
Black Tern,—5, 18, 

RECENT ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOPLOGIOAL GARDEN.—One . 
whistling swan, Cyguns aniericanus; two chimpanzees, Tropladytes 
niger (both females); two marmosets, Hopale jacchus, and two seals 
Phoca vitulina; yeeeiyed by purchase. One prairie wolf, Canis 
latrans (female); seven red foxes, gue fulvus; one gray squirrel, 
Sciurus carolijensia; one raccoon, Procyon lotor; one opossum, 
Didelphys virginiana; two indigo birds, Cyanospiza cyaier: One 
woodcock, Philohela minor; one alligator, Alligator mississiy § 
and one iguana, Iguana tuberculata; received by presentation. Unc 
ea fowl, Pavo cristata; one turtle dove, Turtur risorius; and thirty - 
ye water snakes, lropidonotus sipedon; bred in the garden, 

two weeks 
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to another, or through a State, of anything which is or may 
he the subject of inter-State commerce. 

Tn svyeral cases this rule of law is laid down—'‘the legis- 
lation of a State, not directly against commerce, mr any of 
its regulations, but relating to the rights, duties and labili- 
ties of citizens, snd only indirectly and remotely affecting 
the operations of commerce, is of obligatory force upon 
cilizens within its ferri.orial jurisdiction.” 

Tn this case, as has been seen, this law allows wild duck to 
be killed by everybody, wifliin the season, and thereby allows 
such game to become the subject of vrafiic and commerce, 
and at the same timé directly prohibits the transportation 
of tle same to any other Stafe. Isit not in violation of 
Sec. 8 of Article 1 of the Federal Constitution, whieh pro- 
vides that “the Congress shallhave power * * #* 
to regulate commerce with foreign nations, among the sey- 
eral States, and with the Indian tribes?” From the cousid- 
erations given herein | think itis in violation of such pro- 
vision and is, therefore, unconstitutional and yoid, 

— Gane Bag and Gun. 
THE HUNTER AND TRAPPER. 

WN the dusk and hush of the woods, 
Par away from the haunts of men, 

Noy o'er the steep mountain slopes. 
Now deep in some darkling glen * 

J rey, and I pitch ny ¢amp, 

Alone in the wilderness, 
Where ne'er hitman voices may eure, 

Or homan lips may bless. 

My home is a wide, humble place 
Without facade, or column ar doniw, 

No sumptuous ball to invite, 

No marble, palatial home, 

No gilded and groin‘d lofty roof, 
No walls resplendent with art, 

No sculptures, 10 paintings renown'd, 

So dear to the proud human heart: 
DEER HUNTING IN VIRGINIA. 

Ww ITI a companion, I set ouf bright and early one morn- 
ing in Jast November to drive from my home in Bel- 

yirleré, N. . C,, ninety miles, to the hill country of Greenyille 
county, Virginian, there to join my friend Mr. Wyche, in a 
projected deucr hunt. Having come to the swamp bordering 
the Chowan River, at the Winton Ferry, we saw two heau- 
tiful deer cross the road at a bound. My gun was in its 
cover, and the shells were under the buggy seat; but with a 
spring I was in the road and bad my gun ont of cover, with 
shells in, ready for business. Bidding Steve N—, my com- 
panion, to hold the horses, I erept into the swamp, peering 
in every direction for a glimpse of the sleek hides After 
going about ninety yards from the road, J say one of the deer 
with head a little to oneside, watching me. Being some dis- 
tance away I thought to get nearer, but the animal started, 
and I threw my gun to my face and fired. Immediately 
afterward, as the smoke cleared away, I sawa deer bound: 
ing through the woid at a break-neck pace. 1 followed on 
thinking 1 had probably wounded, and wvould get another 
shot, but yain hope, ‘The deer, after which 1 was chasing, 
was ‘‘a goner;” and sadly [ retraced my steps, woudering 
what Steve would say when I told him Lhad made a elear 
miss. Whenlo!l at my very feet, as I passed through a 
derse ‘‘zallberry” thicket, lay the deer I had shot dead, with 
seven buckshot thiough the head. 1 had been chasing its 
mate, nol seeing in the dense thicket that my shot had told. 
And just here 1 will say that the shell with which I shoi 
the deer had been loaded for a squirrel, 2% drams 
powder, toz, No. 4 shot, | had taken out the No. 4 shot 
and put in No. 1 bucks, only nine of them, however, Thus 
it will be seen that ata distance ol forty yards, ]had killed 
a fine young buck with » charge of 24 drams of powder and 
nine No. 1 buckshot, the shot passing fhrouth his head 
entirely Calling to Steve, we soon hod the deer strapped 
on behind the buggy and jogged on to Murfreesboro wher 
we left our deer. 
We arrived at our destination late Saturday evening, and 

Monday morning eariy were ready for business. Calling 
his dogs after an early breakfast Mr, Wyche took us to oni 
stands, and, witha parting injunction to ‘*he on our look 
ont,” left us and went in the drive. Very soon the dogs 
had’ started, but the deer, a doe and fawn, ran directly 
away from us; 80 we Missed getting a shot, The dext day 
we drove down to Hicksford, where our host introduced us 
to several as whole-souled, jolly hunters as man ever met, 
anda prand hunt was al once organized. On this occasion 
T had the pleasure of taking a shot atu flying deer—a fine 
doe. She cume ‘full tilt’ across an old field With the dogs 
in full view, and you know how a deer can run. She was 
doing her level best, I had but a few seconds in which to 
“do my thinking;” my gun went up, and as slie passed at 
thirty yards I pulled the trigger, killing her instantly, 
Twelve of the buckshot out of the fifteen in the gun passed 
entirely through from one shoulder to the other. Charge, 
three drams powder, fifteen No, 1 buckshot. Two other 
very fine deer were killed that day by some of the Hicksford 
pari*‘es. But the grand hunt of the week was reseryed for 
the next day. When after going about three milis out 
from the village we were placed on our stands und the great 
Nimrod, Jim Powell, went into the drive with the hounds. 
Through the courtesy of our entertainers we were given the 
choice stands; the noted Willow Oak fell te my lot. 
We had been waiting but a short time when the ‘‘iumsie 

of the hounds” broke upon our ears, bearing directly down 
upon us. My gun is at full cock, and I am listening for the 
“thump and bound of the antlered buck,” when, whang, 
goes a gun to my left. Still the hounds continue in full cry 
until out of hearing; but, hark! hounds are coming again 
and my “heart isin my throat,” when, bang, bang, bang, 
go three guns to my left, and soon all is quiet except the 
toot-toot-toot of the driyer’s horn, This means, come in, so 
T sadly shoulder my gun and retrace mfy steps up the road, 
where the shooting has taken place. Getting: my horse 1 
am riding rapidly along when a sharp, hello! from a little 
distance in the woods, calls me to a halt, and I turn aside a 
few rods into the woods where, congregated around some 
object, stand the gentlemen who were placed upon the un- 
certain stands. Walking up to them, they make way for 
me, and there, prone on the ground, lies truly a monarch of 
the Virginia forest, as noble a buck as I ever belield, full 
antlered, and as sleek and fat as a stall-fed calf, 

Well!” Iexclaim, “who did that?" 
“Capt, Briggs shot him first,” was ihe reply, ‘but My, 

Atwill and Mz. Cato both shot afterward.” 
“Yes,” replied Jim Powell, ‘so they did, but they shot 

him running by them, giving them his side, while Capt. 
Briggs shot square at his breast, and if you can find a shot 
hole anywhere except in the breast, Pll treat.” 
And go it was; there was no sign of his being hurt excep). 

inthe front, and the shot was awarded to Capt. Briggs. 
“But who fired the first gun? The one, I mean, when the 

first pack passed.” 
“Oh, that was Briges too, he’s had all the luck this morn- 

ing, 
» “Did he kilt?" 

“Don't know,” replied the Captain; ‘I fired full at his 
broadside ak he passed me, and think he was hard hit, but 
he went away like the wind with the dogs in full ery, but i 
think they hushed up rather suddenly.” 

“Oh! you didn't touch him,” from several. 
‘Don't know, but think T did,” said the Captam. “This 

old muzzle-loader don't fool me often.” 
“Hello! who are those fellows coming down theroad, and 

what have they got in their buggy?” 
“Why, that’s young Cook who has a farm overin the 

My home is at base of # roek. 

With the wild vyinés and mossés olergrowa, 
Q’er which an imperial oak 

Tts shelter majestic hath thrown. 

A plire, merry brook runneth by, 

Tt pratties and talks to me long. 

tigives me cool nectar to taste, 

Andit charms with perpetual sang: 

Sweet twigs of the cedar my couch. 

My roof is of willow and reed. 

Aud the bark of the birch tree my will, 
And no better protection T need, 

Iom free as the breezes of air, 
Troain o'er the niountains at sill, 

Tu the depths of the forests I plunge 

And seale the bald cliffs of the hill, 

1 follow the tracks of the deer, 

The panther I seek in his lair, 

And I dare in his cavernous haunt 

The tusks and the clays of the bear. 

My iron-tooth’d snap-traps I set 

Yor the béaver, the otter andimink, 

Gy the shore of the forest-fring’d lake 
Or fast by the rivulet’s brink. 

i know nol @ sorrow or care, 

. Remorse, or regret or despair; 

| rejoice in the vigor of health, 

And pine not for hovors or wealth, 

Tsadc MeLEnnan. 

THE INDIANA NON-EXPORT LAW. 

CuHrcago, Dec. 5, 1882. 
Jiditor Forest and Sivean- 

Since you live lately given prominence to certain prose- 
culions. in the Cireuit Court of Lake county, Indiana, of 
members of the Tolleston Club, of Chicago, for carrying 
out of the State game killed by them uj; on the club crotinds 
in Indiana, and as the question involved is of interest to 
sportsmen genera'ly, I send you a copy of the opinion lately 
rerdered by Judge Field, in the case of Judge Knicker- 
bocker, under which the informations have been quashed in 
all tie cases and the defendants discharecd, 
Tam not advised of any other decisioa upon the validity 

of this particular statute, but a similar law enacted by the 
Legislature of Kansas has been aeld by the Supreme Court 
of that State to be unconstitutional upon substantially the 
vrouds stated in this opinion, and it need hardly be said— 
at Jeast to the legal members of our sporting brotherhood— 
that this opinion is fully sustained by the various decisions 
of our Federal and State courts on the general subject of 
the regulation of inter-State commerce, N. 

The following is the opinion as reported in the Lake 
ccnnty (Ind.) Star: 

Tn this case the prosecution is based on Sec, 207 of the 
act concerning | ublic offenses, which reads as follows: 

“Tt shall be unlawful fur any railioai company, or other 
common carrier, their officers, agents or servants, or any 
other person or persons, to transport, Garry or take beyond 
the limits of this State, or receive for the purpose of trans- 
porting, carrying or taking beyond the limits of this State 
ay * * * wildduck * * * and any such railroad 
company, express company, or common carrier, their 
agents, officers or servants, or any other person or persons 
vivlating the provisions of this Section, shall be fined in any 
sum nol more tha one hundred dollars, nor less than ten 
dollars for each offense so committed, 

Tt is charged that John C. Knickerbocker on the 25th of 
September, ‘82, unlawfully transported such game from this 
county to Chicagd, Ilinois, 

Tie motion made by defendant to quash the information 
raises, among other questions, the constitutionality of the 
foregoing law It will be observed that another provision 
of the same act makes it unlawful to kill wild duck at any 
time ‘‘between the 15th of April and the first day of Sep- 
tember in any year,” thereby making it lawful for any per- 
sou to kill and possess snch game during the time not thus 
prohibited. The unlawful transportations charged being 
withiu the period in which the law permits the killing of 
such fame, and there being no averment to the contrary, 
the presumption arises that the ducks were lawfully killed. 
Thus the question is raised, can the Legislature after em- 
powering persons to lawfully kill and possess such game 
prescribe the disposition of it? In other words, after con- 
ferring absolute title and possession of such game, can the 
State then turn about and prohibit the transportation 
thereof? 

if wits provision of the law is to be upheld it must be on 
the theory that it was enacted to protect this class of game 
within the State. But how does the shipment or transport- 
ation of ‘dead ducks” (lawfully killed) protect this class of 
game? The question itself suggests tae fallacy of protecting: 
living ducks within our borders by prohibiting the shipment 
of dead oues. The only effect would be to confine the traffic 
in such property to this State. To absolutely prohibit the 
killing of such game at. all times would as an incident thereot 
prohibit the transportation, and such legislation would 
doubtless Ge upheld. So too, legislation prohibiting the 

transportation of such game during the season made un- 
Jawtul to killit, for this would only indirectly and remotely 
interfere with inter-State commerce. Jt has been held by 
repeated decisions that no State can pass a law which will 
direstly interfere with thefree transportation from one State 
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direction the dogs went, and that's a deer, by George,” eries 
some nne, and a mothent later a young man drove up and 
stopped, and lying «cross the foot of his bugey was a 200- 
pound huck with 4 hole through bis heart, made by a No. 
1 buckshot, and yet le had gone three-fourths of a mile, 
and the youns man who broucht back the carcass said he 
fought like a demon after the dogs caught him, This was 
glory enough for one day, but we were not satisfied. 
So bending down two saplings we hamstrung the brace of 
bucks and hung them high, Leaving them we made another 
dtiye which, however, tured out nothing, but we felt that 
ih was food enough as it was, and so took the deerup to « 
darkey’s cabin, where there was a good, clear spring of 
Water, and there dressed ang divided them, cach hunter 
nee ivine fully as much venison as he cared to take home 
with him, 

‘die iucxt Morning was appointed for us to start on our re: 
turn homeward, But before leaving, our kind friend and 
host, Mz, Walter Wyche, insisted on our taking stands on 
some runwiys back of his farm, where he would try to give 
us another shof, as Sieve had not “bhurnf powder” since 
leaving home. So, going out to the place designated, he 
put the dogs in, and away they went in an opposite «irec- 
tion; and afier remaining on the stand for several hours, a 
young man called me and remarked that the ‘dogs had 
come back,” and “wed as well go home.” Standing talk- 
ing to him, I paid no further attention to the chance of get- 
fing a snot, an | was about to retrace my steps when an ex- 
clamation from the young man, who had just come up, 
caused me to tur, and “splash” went a fine doe in the 
swampy branch, and was gone before | could get my gun 
down, The meat was gone and so was my last chance to 
shoot a deer on that trip, 

“Well,” sard Steve when I told him ‘how near” L had 
comé to baggme another (leer, “I’m glad of it; you’ve done 
well enough now, taking my luck into consideration.” 
While on this stand [ saw a droveof wild turkeys, but 
feared fo shoot, as a deer might thereby be frightened in an 
opposite direction. 

laying no chance for anythine more that day, westarted 
for bome, It has neyer been my lot to meet a set of more 
hospitable, clever, whiole-souled hunters than those ‘with 
wom [ a sociated while in Greenyills county, Va., and it 
fortune fuyors me, E shall be found wending my way thith- 
erward again in 1833, when the trees put on their Irvery of 
brown and sold; and to any who may wish to havean ‘‘old- 
fashioned” hunt with hounds and the much decried shot- 
gun, I would recommend Greenville county, Va.,as the place, 
and should he desire congenial companionship and exper- 
ienced aid, I would advise him by all means to ‘‘scrape ac- 
quaintance’” with Messrs. Walter Wyche, Ben Wyche, 
“.im” Powell, “Billy” Powell and several other gentlemen 
of the village of Hieksford and vicinity. He will find 
them first-class geéntlamen in every respect, full of fun, 
and ‘‘ready to hunt at any time.” 

I find that deer are becoming more abundant in this 
part of North Carolina than they haye been for a long 
while, Since returning from Virginia, seven fine deer 
and four bears have been killed within a few miles of Bel- 
yidere. A fine doe wasseen to cross the road about a mile 
from this place a week ago. Upon being notified of 
this, Limmediately went in pursuit, but having none but 
youny hounds, failed to start her, and on my way home, T 
had the mis.ortune to break my gun stock by merely tap- 
ping it lighily against my horse, proving conclusively that the 
makers of guns are not careful always to put good wood 
in the stocks of thar wares. This was a beautifulstock, 
but made directly across grain, and broke as short off as 
a ‘‘pipe stem,” wilh not much more jar than would have 
been required to break a slate pencil. ‘ 

T find quail still quite plenty, but getting wild, as they are 
being hunted considerably. 

Several men from the North are in this section, break- 
ing dogs for other parties at so much per head, and ‘‘pot- 
hunting” for pleasure and profit. I object to ‘‘posting” 
land for the purpose of keeping Lunters off. buc I think we 
will be compelled to do so in self-defense, as itis said the 
aforesaid ‘‘potters’ do not ieaye a covey so long as a bird 
lives. The end asd outcome of snch hunting is apparent 
to all, and we intend laking steps to put a stop thereto. 
Wildfowl on the Currituck Sound are said to be unusually 

numerous, vad many are being killed, I want to take “a 
whole day's hunt” suon after quail, and will give yon some 
account of the ontcome. Al EH 

BELVIDERE, Perquimans cownty, North Caroiina, Dec. 4, 1882, 

EXPERIENCE WITH WILD RICE. 
i i the fall of 1880 I sowed one half bushel of wid rice in 

two places in one of the ponds of this town (Plymouth, 
Me,). It came up thick, but only a few stalks bore seed. 
The water rats destroyed one bed. In 1881 T sowed five 
busLels, part in cach of the ponds. In one pond it came up 
late, and all except a few stalks disappexred before reaching 
the surface, In another pond there is quite a sprinkling of 
seed stalks. I sowed some in asmall mud hole on the farm, 
in six inches of water; it grew splendidly. It seemsto 
grow best in shoal water. It is growing wiid on the Sabas- 
tacook, between Newport and Detroit. and some distance 
up the outlet of the ponds where Lsowed it. I haye no 
doubt but that itis growing in many places in Maine in its 
native state, as but few persons about here know what it is 
when they see it.—H, 8. T. (Plymouth, Me., Dee: 4), 

About, four years ago our club procured some wild rice 
and sowed it in the lakes and marshes on our shooting 
grounds on the Chariton River. The first year it came up 
folerably well, second year a yery little came up, and the 
third year noneat all, Itscemsto be a failure here Black 
birds are very numerous here, and I think had something 
to do with annihilating if. Let us hear from others.—Bor- 
DER Ruerran (Macon, Mo., Dec. 5). 

The Ontario overnment has appropriated $250, at the 
request of the Fish and Game Protuetion Club, of Montreal, 
for the sowing of wild rice in the duck-feeding grounds 
throughout the province. The club adds $100 from its own 
funds, and will superintend the sowing of the rice. 

Wo Kxew Jou Caun.—l notice that a contributor men- 
fionsJoe Call, the athlete of Northeru New York, I had 
never seen his name before, but remember well how our old 
neighborhood cooper used to chtertain us youngsters with 
the exploits of Joe Call, whom he knvw in his youth Tt 
thervé is any one living who knows much of this noted 
atrong man, a “egret Jolin Ridd” of his day, it would be well 
worth telling in Former anp Srream,—A wagsoose, 
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“GAME PROTECTION FOR THE PEOPLE.” 
Tititer Forest and Streai: 

Congratulating you and the public upon the active and 
growing interest, in so many quarters, in the protection of 
the game and fish of the State, Jel me submit for considera- 
tion, in the framing of provisions either amendatory or in 
lieu of the present game law, the following, 

“Founding anh Still-APunting.” 
In February, last year, you [ormulated, under the above 

ciption, certain questions intended to elucidate the com- 
parative merits of those methods of hunting in their rela- 
tion to game preservation, and solicited “concise state- 
ments’ in response. 

The first four inquiries propounded contined attention to 
hounding and still-hunting, their respective methods and 
effects: 

“1. What is the character of the voyntry referred to? 
“2. What is the prevailing method of hunting deer? 
"3, Describe hounding deer as practiced in the section referred to, 

and it- effects. Does it drive deer out of the country ¥ 
“4. Describe, in like manner, still-huntmg and its effects.” 

It is regretted that what has been written in reply has not 
heen responsive to your inquiries. Very general expression 
of opinion upoa the comparative merits, or rather demerits, 
of the different methods by several writers, without state- 
meénts of the fucts claimed to justify them, has contributed 
hitle or nothing satisfactory. If the dispute were to be set- 
tled by the ‘greater poll,” & decision might, no doubt, be sa 
facilitated, but not a correct judgment. Opinions, to be 
authoritative at all, must necessarily be based upon large 
experience, und would very liktly be agyressive and biased 
by strony partiality for a favorite pastime. 
One of the methods of hunting is concededly more de- 

structive thin the other. Their advocates impliedly admit 
this, eagerly assert it in their mutual criminalions. Can we 
rely upon this mere bailinaze for a correct conclusion? If 
uot, what better can be donu? The answer is, give us the 
facts, and appeal to a candid public for judgment. For the 
facts, Lhen—soliciting always criticism and correction: 

1, The character of the country referred to. It is broken, 
mountainous, coyered with forest: contains imumerable 
lakes and ponds which discharge their surplus waters 
through creeks and rivers traversing il, into principal out- 

This is the Adirondack region, in North- lets to the ocean. 
ern New York. 

2. The prevailing methods of hunting deer. The methods 
are still-hunting, flouting, and hounding, each preyailing as 
season and chances are most. favorable to it, floating veing 
most practiced in warm weather where deer are abundant; 
still-hunting in fall and winter, and hounding at all times 
where it promises most destruction, and as « supplement to 
other metheds when their resources fail. 

vag 3. 
ferred to, and its effects. 

the captaincy of a ‘“ruide” or knowing hunisman. He dis- 
tributes the shooters about ou points on islands, or in boats, 
where the “runways” are and deer will be likely to be driven 
to water, and with one to a half dozen dogs—as many as he 
has and can imanage—he takes to the woods to look for 
fresh signs, He pursues the search until, if possible, he 
has successively started all the dogs, and then makes his way 
back, Deer that may be started are driven before the dogs 
until, from precipitate necessity, or after having exliausted 
their strength in unsuccessful efforts to escape pursuit, they 
instinctively take to the water asa last chance for their lives, 
and such of them as are there intercepted by the watchers 
are slaughtered. 

In explanation it should be told that the professional 
“guide,” or proficient in this business, despises thé hound 
pure and simple. He has no purpose such blooded thing 
can serve. From natural stolidity or long familiarity he is 
insensible to romance of situation ani surroundings, and 
the poetry of the chase. The butting crag, the towering 
mountain, the blazing splendors of autumnal verdure robed 
in frost, duplicate in the nether sky of stilly waturs, the 
awiswering echo, and the charm thut clond and sunshine give 
to scenic grandeur are no more to him than incitement to 
dog the mother and her nestling kids, no more to the 
appreciative Oscars lingering on the watches than oppor- 
tunity to bravely rush on helplessness in the water and beat 
askullin. And go, in abomination of all long-eared dogs, 
the necessities of this method with thoughtful foresizht 
have bred a hybrid, with just nose enough to take fresh 
spoor, and legs enough to run the game “‘straight to water.” 

The ‘‘effect” is apparent. Deer, not able to elude the 
dogs by flight to remote parts or unyuarded waters, are 
destroyed, Such as escape for the nonce, driven per- 
haps miles from favorite haunts, materially, often fatally 
injured by the terrors and casualtics of the chase; are the 
victims, to-morrow, of a fate escaped to-day. 

The effect of this method upon suckling does—and the 
fawns are not weaned aontil late in the season—may be ‘con- 
ceived. lt beggars description. 

(In parenthesis let me state as germane to the subject 
something that came under my personal olservation: Late 
in July, in the vicinity of the headwaters of the Raqnette 
River, a larye doe, driven by dogs across a beayer-ncadow, 
staggered and fell several times after stopping to turn and 
listen, Where she entered the cover over rock and lichen 
her dugs dripped bloody mill.) 

In narrating the effects of this method of hunting one 
must use general terms, Huppily, however, zeneral state- 
ment may be qualified. Manyyentlemen attracted to the 
Adirondacks by legitimate tastes, and for legitimate sport, 
yielding from inadequate appreciation of its infamy to par- 
ticipation in such ‘‘sport,” are its witnesses and its de- 
nouncers, In point of numbers it may be estimated that 
hounding is as destructive as any other method. 

‘Does it drive decr out of the country?” you ask, No, 
forsooth they have not that alternative, One of your cor- 
respondents affirms as his opinion that hounding does not 
drive the deer out of the territory, We evidently bases his 
opinion on the fact that no diminution is observed in their 
numbers, without considering that a question of identity is 
involved, that no one will pretend to determine, and that 
other and cuntiguous territory is also hounded, so that labi- 
tut of to-day is refuge onthe morrow, this allernation en- 
sting until exterininaton. And this distribution constantl 
equalizei, fatally exposes the game in all quarters to multi- 
plied efforts at destruction. 

“4. Deseribuin like manuer still-hunting and its effects.”’ 
Answer: Still-hunting is the pitting against the instinctive 
Wwariness and cunning of the deer, the intelligent and prac- 
ticed artifice of man. Tt is practiced by stalling on the 
leaves or bottom, and on the snow, when the moccasin 
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Teen silently and conditions of weather are fayorable. 

Describe hounding deer as practiced in the section re- 
Does it drive deer out of the 

country?” Answer; Two or more persons confederate under 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
[Dze. 44, 188d, 

trump, Itisan up-hill business for private individuals td 
enforce the laws of the State at their own cost, and however 
zealous they muy be for atime their efforts are sure to lan- 
guish if the strain is tuo long continued. It may do for a 
short spurt, for instance, to help the poor State oyer a 
Bpaneigl difticulty, but for wsteady thing you can’t rely 
on it. 

Your editorial opens with the remark that “it is almost 
time for the tinkering to begin.” Let me ask, most respect- 
fully, if it is not rather almost time the tinkering was all 
done? Some time in the past summer the State associavion 
sent out 4 circular letter accompanied by a list of questions, 
to which it solicited replies, asking at the samé time for 
suggestions in reference to a new game law, to the end that 
information and expressions on the subject might be 
gathered from all parts of the State, and a bill framed 
which should be simple, effective and likely to receive gen- 
eral support, Tt was stated that, such a bill would be pre- 
pared and copies distributed or printed so that we could all 
have a chance to see il, the idea being to get a bill that all 
interested could unite upon and support, The plan was a 
good one, but what has become of it? Our society re- 
sponded promptly, but nothing has since heen heard from it. 
Perhaps the committee appointed by the State association 
for the purpose haye prepared their -bill, if so, it is very 
desirable that copies should be sent without loss of time to 
at least al] the protective societies in the State in order to 
secure their approval and active co-operution. Tf an effort 
is to be made this coming winter to secure an amended game 
law there is no time to be lost. It is very important, if not 
absolutely essential, to its passage (hat the bill be agreed 
upon and ready to present fo the Legislature immediately 
upon its organization. 

Of course we haye our opinions, and very decided ones as 
to some things which such a law ought to contain, but 
whether renewed effori to improye the law shall be made 
or not, the St. Lawrence Gaine’ Club desires in the loudest 
and most emphatic language to second your efforts towards 
securing an eflicient and sufficient, body of officers, well 
paid, to enforce such laws as we now haye, until we do get 
better ones. The number of gaine and fish protectors now 
authorized by law (eight) is eitirely imadequate to do the 
work required, Inthe distribution of those few officers 
we have especial reason to complain, as oll that part of the 
State lying north and west of the Adirondack Mountains, 
say the counties of Franklin, St, Lawrence, Lewis and 
Jefferson, was left wholly wiprovided for, and there is cer- 
tainly no portion of the State of equal area which has so 
many streams, or preater forests, or move vane and fish, or 
which stands more in need of protection. Mow much longer 
we shall have either game or fish to protect if left to our in- 
dividual efforts, remains to be seen; not very long, it is safe 
to predict. _ Our efforts, however, during the two years of 
our organized existence have not been altogether fruitluss, 
for we have awakeued a good degree of interest in the subs 
ject, brought 4 number of offenders to justice, und ereated 
a wholesome apprehension in whe minds of other evil-dis- 
posed persons, that itis not altogether safe to violate the 
game law in some parts of the territory aboye mentioned, at 
least, and for all of which we haye had ihe privilege of pay- 
ing. I was about to say enjoyed the privilege, but that 
would not be a perfectly accurate expression. We shall, 
as you express the hope that all such societies will do, con- 
tinue to work and pay a little while longer in the hope that 
the State will do its duty and come to the rescue, but we are 
gelting tired and need relief, and that speedily. It 
is scandalous for the State to pass iuaws and leaye their ex 
forcement to private individuals. You have struck the ke 
note of the whole chorus, and Ict us keep harping upon it 
until we have secured 4 suflicient corps of reliable and well 
paid officers to enforce the laws we now have, and gct better 
ones whenever we can. Let the war ery be: “The State 
must enforce its game laws or go out of the business.” 

L. D. Hoanp, 
President St, Lawrence Game Club. 

The effvets of this method on the fame is most rapid de- 
struction and as extensive as that of any other method, but 
unattended by romp and dispersion that unsettles conditions 
of thrift and procreation, This method is the lavorite of 
fhe market hunter, and its abuses the resultof his cupidity. 
So much directly upon the subjects propounded, Some- 
th'ng more just here upon the comparative merits or de- 
merits of the two methods. 

Still-hunting, by common consent and acquiescence, is as 
A sport eminently legitimate. Tt ealls into service faculties, 
qualities, habits, essentially structural to mind and body, 
It offers no inducements in its uses to depravity of any kind, 
Nature, in the interest of game preservation, sets effertual 
limits to its exercise in the character and qualities of its 
devotees, whose numbers are comparatively limited, as she 
does in conditions of season und weather, for it is only in 
maturity and then only occasionally that she exposes her 
game products to its capture. If not in its method, in its 
seed if many be practically and effectually limited by legis- 
ation. 
Hounding supplements every other method of destruction. 

Tt is the multiple of all the evils and abuses threatening 
game extermination. Nature puts no restraints upon its 
method, save by an appeal to sensibilities it has depraved 
in the gentility of its devotees.as in the “‘uide” whose home 
has hecome a shanty where he kennels with his dogs. 
There is no season, no hour of day or night, no bottom soft 
or hard, snow or crust, no condition of weather when the 
dog may not scour the most secluded game haunts; and 
there is no quality or condition of humanity, on its legs, 
that may not share the desradation of this pastime. 

LEGISLATION. 
As you sugvest, ‘tthe laws are well enouch so far as_ they 

#0, but of themselyes they amount to nothing,” This sug- 
gests the remedy, Let the laws go further, and let officers 
be provided tud charged with their execution, 

Yen additional State game protectors are required. 
It should be provided that no person, other than a defend- 

ant in an action, shall be exempt from testifying before a 
#rand jury, in any attion or proceeding under the game 
laws, on the ground that solicited testimony would charge, 
or tend to charge, or ineulpate, or tend fo inculpate, the 
Witness in any such action or proceeding, provided, that 
such testimony shall not be used geainst such witness in 
iiny action or proceeding Wwhateyer. his provision will 
provide detectives whenever there shall be confederation, 
and supply a defect that has rendered the proper execution 
of the law impossible. . 
Thus inuch generally. Some ef the specific provisions 

and amendments required are: 
1. Oue making the possession of all protected fish, in the 

close season, an offense, A similar provision in the present 
statiites applies only to trout. 

2, One providing that placing nets in waters where any 
protected fish may enter them be prohibited, and providing 
that they may be taken and destroyed, 
The present law prescribes the ridiculous farce of their 

exposure to sale, to be purchased by a combination of law- 
breakers, for a nominal sum and replaced in prohibited 
places. 

8. One prohibiting spring shooting. The sportsmen of 
New York can afford totake the initiative and effect this 
stlutary reform by the influence of their example. 

4, One prohibiting hounding or pursuing deer with dogs 
in any part of the State. 

St. Lawrence county enjoys the adyantages of sucha pro- 
hibition, and her energetic game club enforces its obsery- 
ance, 

5, One providing that one State game protector shall be 
appointed for each county in the Adirondack region; and 
that the seyeral game protectors of the State shall file, 
quarterly, wilh the county clerk of the county for which he 
may have been appointed, a statement veritied by his oath, 
giving a detailed account of the number of days spent in the 
discharge of his duty, and where spent, and of the service 
rendered, and an itemized account of his expenses thervin, 

It especially concerns the success of game and fish protec- 
tion, that game protectors should be located in most exposed 
parts, that their only recommendation to office shal) be 
capacity and efficiency, and that they shall hold their places 
by no other tenure. 

Cannot the sportsmen of the State of New York set an ex- 
ample of ciyil service reform, and lift the appointment of 
State game protectors out of partisan politics? 

Wuy Nor? 

VIRGINIA QUAIL GROUNDS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have just returned from a most enjoyable trip down to 
Virginia, where quail do most abound 

I went down on the Old Dominion line and cannot. say 
too much in praise of the comfort and kind attention I ré- 
ceived on their steamers, both going and coming—clean, 
light and well-ventilated staterooms, wart and comfortable 
quarters for my dogs, und first-class table. Last senson I 
went by rail, but while the outside trip takes a trifle longer, 
the ubsence of many changes and the general comfort more 
than compensates for the loss of time, 

I wrived at my destination in due time, and found the 
old, cozy homestead among the pines as comfortable as ever, 
a big wood fire burning in the open fire-place, and all hands, 
dogs included, glud to see me, My traps were soon un- 
packed, shooting suitand blue flannel shirt took the place 
of store clothes, and ait last we were off. 
Owing to its being the first cold snap the birds had taken 

to the woods, but still my friend showed me enough to sat- 
isfy my modest desires, and thongh many éasy shols were 
missed, there were also some killed, and at night, when we 
strung them in pairs before the cheerful open tire, while the 
“toddies” smoked on the table by us. they made a “‘goodlie 
show.” 

I devoted my week’s tris—with the exception of one day 
when we went on a turkey hunt and got none—to quail. 
The wildfowl were not yet there, only just putting in an 
appearance when 1 Jeft. LI also killed a few English snipe 
and woodcock, Whenmy time wasup my birds madea hand- 
some bunch, and owing to the cool weather were as fresh 
and sweet us if shot that morning. When the last duy ar- 
tived I left with regret, but have muny pleasant incidents to 
look back to through the Jong winter evenings now at hand, - 
to say nothing of the store of good health laid wp to carry 
one through the hard indoor work of thu coming season. 
Would that more of our business men would take a couple 
of weeks of hard walking in the cold, crisp, November 
days. Game is reasonably plenty all through that section. 
There is hardly a station from one end to the other of the 
Cheseapeake & Ohio Railway, which connects with the Old 
Dominion line, that does not offer good sport, und the Qld 
Dominion line takes youto someof the hest shooling grounds 
on the Atlantic coast, ; : 
My thanks ar¢ also due to Mr, Harry W. Fuller, General 

Passenger Agent of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway for : 
his preat kindness while on my trip. W, HoLBERTON. _ 
Hackensack, N. J,, Dew, 4. * 

Manvracrugess of fire arms will do wellto consult the advertise- 
meént of Mr: Wm. 8. Hall, Lancaster, Pa.—Adv, 

THE ADIRONDACKS, Dec. 2, 1882. 

Kditor Forest and Stream: " 
Your editorialin the issue of your most excellent journal 

of Noy, 28in regard to game law amendments is timely, 
but will it be heeded? 
For years I have been adyocating just what you now 

recommend, and | think IJ first originated the thought in re- 
gard to appropriation and the appointment of at least fit- 
teen fish commissioners or fish protectors for the dear old 
woods comprising the Adirondack section, But can we 
with so mucl red tape around game law papers effect any- 
thing? The curse of politics seems to stand in the way, 
When too late politicians and sportsmen will wake up and 
see the deer and trout extinguished. As you say, ‘‘Now no 
one will say that our game laws, as they at present stand in 
the various sections of our country, are at all what they 
should be; but if they were properly and sternly enforced 
they woul do a vast amount of good, instead of, as is now 
too often the case, accomplishing’ nothing at all.” 
No words of more truth ever uttered. This past year, 

when in the woods, a certain game constable was reminded 
of certain parties who were operating with set lines, and he 
took no more notice of it than to a passing cloud. We 
want men who are not afraid to act when called upon. The 
commissioner or constable alluded to will be watched dur- 
ing 1883. Gamein the Ailirondacks is fast decreasing in- 
stead of increasing. My thirty years there, in every sum- 
mer remaining for months, enables me to make this painful 
charge, OBSERVER. 

Editor Korest and Stream: - 
Your valuable editorial in issue of Noy, 28, and the com- 

munication from the Utica Protective Association, open the 
campaign in fine style, and St. Lawrence county would like 
to speak a word in season. We haye in this region also a 
society incorporated and organized for the same beneficent 
purposes as the Utica association, which society is more or 
less alive in spots, and upon the members of which your en- 
couraging voice will, let us hope, be as the sound of Gabriel's 

- 
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OUR CHICAGO LETTER. 

[From a regular Chisago Correspondent.] 

TH marshes, lakes and streams até solidly frozen and 
the teal, blue bill, mallard, ennvis-bick and such ilk 

have winged southward, [1 is neatly certain that none have 
stopped north of the Ohio River. Afew hunters followed them 
into the Tennessee sunken lands. The Jast place in this 
section where there was ony duck shooting was on the 
Illinois River, near Delayan, The Senachwine was deserted 
last week by the Kleinmans, Coleman, Whipple and the rest 
of the boys, With the exception of one rather thrilling in- 
cident, given below, your readers must content themselves 
this week with a littl: personal chat, On the return from 
the North of Fred, Taylor, the veternn sporlsman of this 
section, your correspondent will furnish you with the article 
promised on the hunting haunts of the vicinity, as was 
promised. The sportsmen are all nwaiting its publication, 
even though they know, or think they know, every spot in 
the neighborliiood, Of our lunters Frank Mercer is in Can- 
ada, trying to get a bag of something ucar Quelee, Harry 
Kenyon and Dave Jowett are overin Michigan slaughtering 
quail ind rabbits, Most of our hunters, however, declare 
thafi there 1s too Tittle sport, about shooting the latter to pay 
for the trouble. Beveral of onr hoys Waye fone oyer to 
Detroit to attend A sweepslake clay pigeon shoot. Will 
send you returns as concerns local shole upon their return. 
Rid, Tudson, one of our best youn shots, has just returned 
drom Alpena, where be foraway with a plentiful supply of the 
regular season’s game. There hive buen no returns from our 
deer stalking parly us yet. They return some time tnis week, 

One ot our boys received a letter trom the well-own 
shot and sportsman Al. Meaders, who figuresin nearly every 
Pigeon tourney held in this country, yesterday. Meaders is 
at his home near Mempiis, Tenn., and sends word here 
that there will be the greatest kind of shooting at Reelfoot 
Lace, about tifty miles north of Memphis, should the 
weather continue good deve. As this is a noted spot for 
haoters, though liftle Known Wast, your correspondent 
sought Abe, Kleinman wud asked him ahout the lake. 

“You want to kuow ubout Reelfoot Lake? Well, you can 
just say that it’s the greatest ninting resort that I ever 
snw. You must know that the luke is really sunken lands 
flooded with walter. You can row over the tops of stately 
forest trees, and lookine down ean sce the bottom, like a 
forest. glade, some sixty to seventy feet, at places, below. 
At other times you are scriping in the tops of the trees aud 
brush. The dels are thick there when cold. North 
‘nd have great feeding grounds. They aatch a fish 
like our bluck bass, only they callit a ‘‘trout.” T can’t ex- 
plain why, forit is not like a trout at all, When Iwas 
there atew yeirs ago, there were no hoats, no house to 
stop at or anything. [ understand there is 4 house with 
bouts there now. As the hunting season lasts fully two 
months, it pays any sportsman to pay a yisit to that section 
of the country. You can also say that there are any quan- 
tity of vecse, branis, cic,, there.” 

Phere will be plenty of sportsinen’s festivities here Christ- 
mas week, The Pullman Clal gives a pigeou shoot, the 
Baglish Lake and Lake George Clubs turkey: shoots, and the 
rest will bold some kind of 8 tournament, if it is nothing 
but glass ball matches, ete, 

John Gillespie aud several more of the English Lakers who 
returnel from fheir club house last week report an event 
that came near proving tragicval in its resulis, It seems they 
were all at the club house at English Lake, Ind., Thursday 
moruing last, when two  pitiful-looking, half-frozen and 
half-slarved hunters, hailing from KRichmond, Ind., came 
slaggering into the club house. They had been caught out 
on the marshes the Wednesday mht before, which, your 
yeaders will remember, was the night of the fearful cold 
snap, They had been closed in by the tast-Lreezing ice of 
the river, and could nol get away, They broke up their 
boat and burned il, finally being compelled to sit in the cold 
for hours wilhouta spark of fire, They had their faces, 
hands, feet, antl other parts of their bodes frozen, ard were 
As near dead agsany one could ask for, They said they hid 
never passed such a terrible time in all their lives. Both 
were wealthy gentlemen of Richmond. They walked over 
the lake on the solidly frozen ice the next day. 

OREGON GAME LAW. 
\ 7% have just received the following text of the new 

! Orevou game law, which wos approved by the Gov- 
ernor last October: 

Sec. 1, Every person who shall within fhe Siate of Ore- 
gou, between the first day of November in each year and 
thé first day of July of the following year, hunt, pursue, 
take, kill or destroy any nile deer or buck, shall he guilty 
of amisdemewnor, very person who shall for the period 
ol four years from and alter the passage of this act pursue, 
hunt, take kil or destroy any female deer or dog, shall be 
‘guilty of # misdemeanor, Every person who, after the 
passige of this act, shall kill any spotted favyn, shall be 
Zuilty of a misdemeanor, Hyery person who, after the pas- 
sage of this act, shall take, kill nr destroy any male or female 
deer or buck ai any time, uuléss the carcass of such animal 
is used ot preserved hy the persow slaying it, or is sold for 
food, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sue. 2, Every person who buys, sclls or has in possession, 
any of the deer enumerated in the preceding section, within 
the time the taking ov Isilling thereof is prohibited, except 
such as are tamed or kept for show or curiosity, is puilty of 
a misdemeanor. : 

Sec. 8. Byery person who shall, within the State of Ore- 
gou, between the first day of January and the first day of 
August of each year, Lunt, purgua, take, sill or destroy any 
alk, moose, or mountain sheep, shall he suilly of a misde- 
meanor, very person who takes, kills, mjures or destroys, 
of piirsues with intent to tale, kill, injure or destroy any 
elk, moose, oO! mountain sheep, ub dny time for the sole pur- 
post of obtaining the sia, bide or hams olf any such ani- 
mal, shall be suilty of a misdemesnor. 

Sec, 4. Every person who shall within the State of 
Oregon, between the first day of April and the first day of 
September of cach year, take. kill, injure, or destroy, or 
have in possession, sell or offcr for sale uny wild swan, mal- 
lard duck, wood duck, widgiron, teal, spoonbill, gray, black 
or sprigtail duck, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, provided, 
that any person may ui any time kill ducks to protect his 
growing crops. 

Seo. 5. Hyery person who-shall within the State of Ore- 
gon, between the first day of Anwril and the fifteenth day of 
dune of each yer, for amy purpose, tale, Jeill, injure or de- 
stray or have in possession, sell or olfer for sale any prainie 
chicken av ang hen shall he guilty of 4 mirdemennon, 

‘ 

Sec. 6. Hvery person who shall within the State of Ore- 
‘on, between the first day of January and the loth day of 
uly of each year, take, kill, injure, or destroy, or have in 

possession, sell or offer for sale, any grouse, pheasant, 
quail or partridge, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sec, 7. Every person who shall within the State of Ore- 
yon, during the months of November, December, January, 
february and March, of any year, catch, kill, or have in 
Possession, sell or offer for sale, any mountain or brook 
trout, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Every person who 
shall within the State of Gregon take or attempt to take, or 
catch, with any seine, net or weir, or otherdeyiee other than 
hook and line, any mountain or brook trout, at any time 
after the passage of this act, shall be puilty of a misde- 
meanor. 

Smo, 8, very person, who shall within the State of 
Oregon; and after the passage of thia act, trap, net or en- 
snare, or attempt to trap, net or ensuare, any quail or Bob 
White, prairie chicken, grouse or pheasant, or have in pos- 
session «ny liye quail or Bob White, prairie chicken, srouse 
or pheasaut, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sea. 9. Every person, who shall within the State of 
Oregon, at any time after the passuge of this act, destroy or 
remove from the nest of any mallard duck, widpeon, wood 
duck, teal, spoonbill, gray, black or sprigtail duck, prairie 
clieken or sage lien, grouse, pheasant, quail or partridge, or 
other wild fowls, any eze or exgs of such fowls or birds, or 
have in possession, sell or offer for sale, any such exe or 
eggs, ov wilfully destroy the nest of anany such fowls or 
hinds, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, 
So. 10. Every person who shall haye any male deer or 

buck, or any female deer or doe, or spotted fawn, elk, 
moose or mountain sheep, swan, mallard duck, wood duck, 
widgeon, teal, spoonbill. gray, black, or sprigtail duck, 
prairie chicken or sage hen, grouse, pheasaut, quail, Bob 
White or partridge, mountain or brook trout, at any time 
when it is unlawful to take or kill the same, as provided in 
this act, shall be guilty of amisdemennor, and a proof of the 
possession of any of the aforesaid animals, fowls, birds or fish 
at a time when it is unlawful to take or kill the same, in the 
county where the same is found, shall be prima jude evi- 
dence in any prosecution for 4 violation of any of the pro- 
visions of this act, that the person or persons in whose pos- 
session the same is found, took, killed or destroyed the same 
in the county wherein the same is found during the period 
when it was unlawful to take, kill or destroy the same. 

Sec. 11. HEyery person conyicted of a violation of any of 
the provisions of this act shall be punished by a fine of not 
less than ten dollars nor more than three hundred dollars, 
or imprisonment in the county jail of the county where 
the offense,was committed for not less than five days nor 
more than three months, or both such imprisonment and 
fine. One-half of all moneys collected for fines for violation 
of the provisions of this act shall be paid to informdrs and 
one-half to the district attorney in the county in which the 
case is prosecuted, 

Sud. 12. <All acts and parts of acts in conflict herewith 
are hereby repealed. 

Mryyesora.—The St. Paul Pioneer-Press is wide awake; 
it proposes: ‘‘Now that the new Legislature is elected, let 
the members-elect give due consideration to the matler of 
came protection, Let the game law be simplified to the 
ewest possible words and clauses. Prairie chickens, ducks, 

geese, woodcock, sharp-tailed grouse, snipe, plover of all 
kinds, squirrels, deer, moose and caribou should become 
shootable Aug. 15; quail Oct. 1. All shooting should cease 
Dec. 1. Left Minnesota lead the way in the abolition of 
spring shooting. Her entire territory is a breeding ground 
for wildfow]. When they reach our State from the South 
they are ready to settle down to family duties, and are per- 
haps already mated. if the endless banging of spring was 
prohibited these birds would at once go to housekeeping, 
and on every pond, lake or slough through our State the 
ducks, snipe, plover and geese would locate and raise their 
young. In the fall, instead of a few days’ flight shooting at 
migratory bands, we should have three or three and a half 
months of fine shooting of juicy young birds. Then in the 
spring, along paroues April and the early part of May, our 
prairic chickens and grouse are mating, and a duck shooter 
is not likely to spare these if he flushes them on his travels 
from slough to slough, By pres*rving our wildfowl we 
add to the attractions of our State as a summer resort; we 
add to the commercial value of our products and to 
the food supply. Woodcock shooting in the summer 
should, anyhow, be abolished, and even if the spring 
shooting of ducks is continued, this abomination should be 
done away with. There are many true and good sportsmen 
in the present Minnesota Leislaturée, especially in the 
Senate, ‘They all know that they would not go cock 
shooting on a hot July day for $20, What sport is there, 
with the thermorueter eighty-five in the shade, down in a 
willowy bottom, without a breezestirring to cool the fevered 
brow, the noble army of mosquitoes buzzing around and 
thirsting for blood, and twigs switching you in the fall, 
every now and then, asastimulant, Only the pot-hunter— 
the market man who cares not whether it be woodcock or 
wood-duck, quail or grouse, that falls lo his gun, will risk 
these discomforts, for to him it is dollars and cents. Why, 
then, for the sake of nobody should this be allowed to con- 
tinue? Let this be done, and to make the law no dead letter, 
let. (hem appropriate some $3,000 or $4,000 to enforee the 
law thoroughly, All sheriffs of counties should be obliged 
to arrest on compluut. A penalty of not less than $15 for 
each and every bird or beast killed should be enforced, with 
ong-third to the complainant, one-third to the county school 
fund and one-third {o the State. .A game warden should be 
appointed, whose special duty invest be the enforcement of 
the laws, and a thorough scouring of the country to see that 
sheriffs of tounties are doing their duty. Game is Btate 
property, and the State should see to it, even as they are 
seeing to the preservation of lish, that this valuable property 
be not squandered by the reckless few.” 

HeLp THE QoAm,—It is quite probable we are to have, 
this winter, a counterpart of that of 1880, and a succession 
of snowstorms will follow the fall of the one just past. De- 
cember set in ominonsly, the snow now on the ground has 
thawed and then Hbeeame crusted by a low temperature. 
Hyen now, this carly in the season, the quail find it diflicult 
tu guther their necessary food, and the outlook is not a prom- 
ising ove for the safety of our favorite bird, whose ranks 
were terribly decimated by the seyere winter of year before 
last. The ¢lubs must take the matter in hand at onee, Leti 
every one who is able keep over until spring a numbev— 
some tore and someless, [i will pay,—Homo, 
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OntARto Proposep Non-Esport Law.—The following 
petition is being circulated by the Landon (Ont.) District 
Fish and Game Protection Society: ‘To the Honor- 
able. the Legislative Assembly af Ontarie, in Parliament 
Assembled:—We, the undersigned inliabitants of the pro- 
vince of Ontario, most respectfully beg to bring to your 
especil notice a grievance which we labor under, and 
which is yearly becoming a greater evil. Itis a well-known 
fact that-we are subject to the inroads of a large number of 
“market shooters’ from the United States year after year, 
Who make Ontario the basis of their trade, and, as soon as 
the shooting season opens, kill, destroy, and clear off nearly 
all our game birds and food-producing animals, and ship 
and export them to the various markets in the Wastern 
States, to the detriment of this province and the sportsmen 
resident thereim Of these facts we are cognizant, and are 
prepared to prove them before any committee which your 
honorable House may choose to appoint to tale into consid- 
eration this, our petition, for relief in the mater. As a rem- 
édy for this great evil, we beg most respectfully tosuggest to 
your honorable House the insertion of the following clause as 
an addition tothe present gamielaw:—No person not being 4, 
permanent resident of Ontario shall at any time hunt,take or 
Killany deer, elk, moose, reindeer, caribou, rouse, pheas- 
ant, prairie fowl], partridge, wild turkey, quail, woodcock, 
Snipe, plover, wild duck, swan, goose, hare, rabbit, or squir- 
rel, for the purpose of exporting the same out of Ontario, 
ind in all cases the onus of proving thal any said deer, elk, 
moose, reindeer, caribou, grouse, pheasant, prairie fuwl, 
partridge, wild turkey, quail, woodcock, snipe, plover, 
wild duck, swan, hare, rabbit, or squirrel so hunted, taken, 
or killed is not intended to be exported as aforesaid, shall 
be upon the person hunting, killing, or taking the same, 
Offenses against this section shall be punished hy a fine not 
exceeding twenty-five dollars, nor less than five dollars, for 
cach animal or bird. No railway, express company, or 
other common tarrier, or any other of their agents or sery- 
ants, shall knowingly receive any of the above-mentioned 
animals or birds for transportation out of Ontario, Offenses 
against this section shall be punished by a fine not exceed- 
ing twenty-five dollars nor less than five dollars, for each 
animal or bird, And your petitioners will ever pray, ete.” 

SAGADAHOG Assootstron.—The Sagadahoc Association 
for the Protection of Fish and Game held their annual meet- 
ing for the choice of officers. at Bath, Me., Dec, 6, at the 
office of Dr. C, A. Packhard. The following officers were 
elected: Dr, C, A. Packard, Bath, President; A. Q. Goud, 
Topsham; J. H, Millay, Bowdoinham, Vice-Presidents; 
Geo. HE. Newman, Bath, Secretary and Treasurer, Wxecu- 
tive Committee—S, W. Carr, Bowdoinham; A. Q. Goud, 
Topsham; Geo. H. Nichols, Bath; Dr. E. W. Johnson, 
Brunswick; A. 8. Alexander, Richmond. A resolution was 
unaniniously adopted, expressing as the sentiment of the 
association, that suitable laws should be enacted prohibiting 
the exportation of game from the State, and requesting our 
Senator and representatives to use their influence to procure 
the passage of such a law. Ti was stated at the meeting 
that Sewall’s Pond in Arrowsic, Nequassct Pond, Woolwich, 
and Campbell’s Pond, West Bath, have been stocked with 
black bass during the year. The association enters upon 
the fourth year of its life with a membership of onc hundred 
or more, and has become a factor of benefit to the com- 
munity far beyond any idea of the unthinking. Mereafter, 
with the exception of the annual meeting, the only meetings 
of the association will be at the call of the Executive Com- 
mittee. —G. E. N. 

Micuican Derr SHoormve.—Detroit, Mich,, Dec. 1.— 
Sportsmen who have returned from their deer shooting ex- 
cursions report excellent sport and plenty of game. The 
markets bein practically closed the pot-hunter has not been 
found haunting eyery runway with his'mangy hound of 
doubtful antecedents. The enjoyment, therefore, to those 
who hunt for pleasure rather than profit has bven greater 
fhan in previous seasons, KE. H, Gillman and two friends 
have just returned from a six weeks’ sojourn in the North 
Woods, during which time they haye killed nearly fifty 
deer and several good bags of ruffed gronse and quail. 
Ducks are still here in good numbers and the market is filled 
with them. Nearly everbody who gocs to the St. Clair 
Flats or down to Point Mouiller gets a fair return for his 
time and expense. Shep. Maisonville, of Windsor, bagged 
sixty-two in one day, which is the best repart T haye heard 
this week.—W. 

Derr Near Lare Grorer.—In a private letter from a 
correspondent at Glens Falls, N- Y., le says: ‘‘Visilors to 
Lake George do not all know that the hills that border that 
beautiful sheet of water still contain deer. Capt. Lec Har- 
ris, Aleck Taylor and Osear Tinkte returned from a hunt 
on Black Mountain, just below the Narrows, with seyen 
deer, They are all,old and good hunters, and nearly every 
year killa few deer around Black Mountain, Mr. Colvin's 
headquurters in 1881. Burr Phelps, pilot of the Ganouskie, 
was really the man that killed the bearin Lake George in 
1881, by roping bim from the deck of the steamer, although 
credit was civen to another. Iwas fishing in the lake that 
day and remarkcil the lateness of the boat; later Burr told 
me the facts, which were different from the newspaper ac- 
count, Burr killed one buck that he says was the largest he 
ever saw. My younger brother and Burr killed & deer on 
Utawanna Lake, between Blue Mountain and Raquette lakes, 
in 1880, by running it down with a little steamer.” 

He Ouent ro Hays A Mepsu.—aAshland, Mass., Dec, 
4, 1892.—Hiditor Forest ond Stream: My. G. G. Tidsbury, of 
this place, while out hunting with Dr, Redftamm’s Gordon 
setter, last Saturday, bagged nine qhail at one shot, They 
were sitting about twenty-five yards away. ‘The shell was 
loaded with four and one-half drams powder gud one and 
one-quarter ounces shot. The most remarkable feature of 
this exploit is the fact that he killed every bird in the flock, 
Have any of your readers equaled this very successful shot 
this season?—O. [We feel no hesitation in venturing the 
opinion that the shot has not been excelled, altiough our 
Arkansas duck-shooting friend, John, whose ¢xploit was 
heralded by “Byrne,” in uw resent issue, may come in for 
second honors. Mr. Tidsbury ought to have a medal, per- 
haps something like the Trout-Hog Medal, of which the de- 
sign was published in our issue of July 7, 1881. ] 

Frorma.—Jacksonyille, Dec, , 1882.—Dingue (break-bone 
fever) has taken flight from East Ploridn, and. yellow fever 
from Pensacoli in the western portion of the State. Ducks 

lare arriving and so tire visitors and sportsmen, Al, FRsco, 
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eres ployer, Aug. 1 to April 1; wood, summer, black, The “Arr Space” Marrer.—Philadelphia, Dec, 8.—The 
dissenting yoices in your issue of December 7, ns to my 
denial of te danger of the ‘air space” iz rifles does not 
surprise me, Much fativued with the experimental fring 
which I have done dwiidy the last tree weeks, I choose 
now merely to refer to my ssertions hereon, in Fornsr 
AND STREAM of November 28 and 30, and to defer, fora 
week or so, further answer, Of course, with w well-posted 
ordnance officer, no defense of my position would he neces- 
sary, The subject is ove of peculiar interest, and T shall 
have somewhat to say on it hereafter.—W, Mok, Kearn, 

PETERSBURG, Va., Noy. 29.—HHere is an item from the 
Jnilec-Appeul, alas, only too true. ‘We understand that 
large numbers of wild ducks are being caughtin the James 
River helow City Point—most of which” ave sent to the 
Northern markets, The waters of the Jumes River are the 
resort of myritds of wild fowls, which find feeding grounds 
there during the winter.” Partridge shooting: has been poo! 
a0 far, the birds ranging in the woeds on account of the 
dryness of the fields. ope for hetter sport when this storm 
ijsover, Devr are reported plentiful; hares in abundance.— 
K. 

SPORTSMAN TS rHE INDIAN Tirnrrony this winter ere 
having more excitement than they looked for. Tnstead of 
engaging in the chase as soon as they eross the horder, they 
find themselves chased by Indian polieomen, One party ol 
five hunters was f us run down Jast wel and taken into 
custody. Their horses, wagons, guns and supplies were 
confiscated according to law, and jhey may be fitted $500 
each, The Indian policetien pre patrolling the border in 
force to Keep out Other intruders. Incredible ssit may 
seem in New York, they haven’t clubbed anyhody yet.— 
New Fark Sun, 

Tue Osea Crup.-—This clib, just omanized, has ac 
quired the exclusive privilege of fishing on about sight miles 
of Fish Creek (Oneida River, Lewis county, N. Y.) und its 
tributaries. ‘This is said tm be one of fhe finest fish pre- 
serves in the State of New York. The members of the club 
are gentlemen living in different parts of the country and are 
especially interested in preserving the fish in the waters over 
which they have control. 

Tue Barsep Wire Fexce.—! am glad to see you calling 
attention to the danger of that abominable nuisanee, the 
barbed wire fence. A party of four of us visitea Cape Cod 
for a three weeks’ shoot, and had a fine hound nearly ruined 
by running against one of the burbs, and used him up so we 
could not use him forthe whole time we were there,— 
J), 0, 

NEsRASKA.—Falls City, Dec. 8.—ive of our loci] sports 
men sptnt fonr days on the Platie River, some time agn, 
bringing home 282 weese as the result of their prowess. 
Ducks and geese are not very plentiful bere just at vhi- 
time. The cold weather has nol fairly set in yet. There 
are plenty of quail, chickens, sbbils and squirrels here, 
though —D. B, 

Rocuesrsr, N.. ¥., Noy. 33.—Mr. Wm. J. Babcock, of 
this city, has just returned from a duck-shooting excursion te 
the St. Clair Plats, where Lerepovts the phat sport was good, 

Miczican Sronrsmen’s Assocrarion.—Tho next annual 
session of the Michigan Sportsmen's Association willbe held 
at Detroit, commencing on the 9th of Janvary, 1883, 

FOREST AND STREAM SCHEDULE 

EXCEPTIONS, LOCAL LAWS, ETC 

Alabama.—Law applies to counties of Mobile, Monroe, Bald 
win, Mavongo, Lowndes, Hale, Dallas, Montgomery, Green, Wilcox, 
Talladega, Dickens, Bibb, Autauga, Wildfowl law applies only to 
Mobile and Baldwin counties; night shooting, float, snéak boat, box 
and battery forbidden. 
Arizona and Arkansas—Haye no game laws. 

_ California.—In Lassen, Plumas, &isrra counties: quail, 
grouse, mallard, wood, eal, spoonbill, or any broadbill duck, Aug 
15 to March 1b. Deer Jaw applics to mules; forbidden to lil females. 
Colorado,—Gume may be killed only for immediate use as 

food. Exportation for speculative purposes forbidden, 
Connecticut.—Game exportation forbidden. Wildfowl may 

e shot only with gun “suc) as is commonly raised at arm's 
length; shooting from sailing or steam vessel, or sink-hox, ou feed- 
my ground forbidden. Unlawful to net pike, pickerel, black bass, 
maseslonge, Local fish laws rovery) certain waters, 
Dakota, Hunting on lands without first obtaining 

consent forbidden. Deer law applies Unlon, Clay and Line 
Hesonly. Unlawful “to kill and Jeave lying on the prairies any par 
or parts of buffalo, elk, deer, antelope, mountain sheep.’ Tratie i 
game birds forbidden, excep! that pairie chicken, rouse, suipe, 
plover, curlew can be sould, Aug. 14 to Dee. 31. for consumption as 
food, within Terrifory. 
Delaware.—Ruited grouge, quail, rabbit in New Castle county, 

Noy. 15 to Jan. J, Birds and rabbits muy be killed’ by person on hi 
own landat any time. HWntrance upon land for shooting withou 
owner's consent, forbidden. Non-vesilents mush become member 
of the Delaware Game Protective Assoviation, fee, $4 first year, Ss 
per year thereafter. Secretary, Geo, Churchman, Wilmington, Del. 
Bistrict of Columbia.—Unlawenl to kill wildfowl at nicht. 

or with “any other than such gun as is habitnally raised at arm’e 
length and fired from the shoulder,”! 
Florida.—No game law. 
Georgia,—No raveral law; local statutes in about thirty counties, 

Law quoted applies to Thomas comnty and most of the others. 
pidaho.— Udfowl and prairie chicken laws apply to Ada coiltity 

ys 
ilinois,—Unlawfiil to shoot wildtow! at night. 
Indiana,—Exportation of deer, “quail, Pheasant, wild duck, 

grouse, prairie chieken orwoodeouk,” forbidden. 
Towa.—Unlawinl to kill for traffic prairie chicken, woodanulr, 

quail, ruifel gronse, phaagant; or for one parson to kill in one day 
more than twenty-five of eithar kind of birds named, Fixportation of 
game forbidden, Gane birds (twelve of any one kind) may be shipped 
to persons within the State, proyided shipper makes affidayit that 
said birds have beew lawfully \illed and are not shipped for sale or 
profit. Wilifowl may he Killed only wilh gun, “such asis commonly 
shot from the shoulder,” Z 
Kentucky.—law applits to certain counties only. 
Maine.—Moose, deer, carinou, may not be hunted with dogs. 

Wildfowl law doses notanply to seacozst shooting. Taxidermists 
may kill birds for seientilic purposes if so commissioned by the 
Governor. Angling forsalmon within one hundred yards of fish- 
way, dam or mill race, forbidden, Season for lu locked salmon, 
iroul, togue, in St. Croix River and tributuries, and all waters in Ken- 
nhebec county, May 1 to Supt. 15, During months of ub., Marel and 
April it is lawful for citizen to talte landlocked salmou. trout, fogue, 
“ad convey the same to their homes, but uol ollierwise,"’ The Com 
Tuesioner of Game and Pisheri¢s is Henry O, Stanley, Dixfield, Me. 
Maryland.—Seasons riven are those of Statelaw, Local open 

seusons ih several wounties are &s follows. Allewhany: deer Avis, 1 
today, 1, pheasant (— rulfeil grouse) Sept. 1 to Jan, 1, paraidge 
(- quail) Oct, 15 to Jan, 1, waode June 15 to Web. 1, roliu Mareb 1 
to April 1, wild turkey and valbit Oct. 15 to Jand, Aune Arunilel: 
rabbit Oct, 110 Feb, i, pheasant Oct. 16 to Jan. 1, partridga Oct, 19 
to Dec, 20, artolan sora, rail bird Sept, dato Noy. 1. Baltimore: deer 
Supt. 1 to Jan, 1. partridge Noy, 1 to Jun. 1, woudeock June lita Kab. 
1, pheasant Sept. 1 to Jan, 1, rabbit Nov, 1 todan, |. Curoline: 
spl 3 Nov. 10 to Feb, 15, Qocil; partridges and rabbits Nov. 1 to 
Joc, 25, woodecock June 1/) to Jan. 1, rail and pheasant Sept. 10 Lo 

Jon, 1. Prederick; pheasant, pavtrid: @ Oel. 15 to Jan, 1, rabbit Out, 
(fo Feb. 1, Garrett; deer Oot, 1, to Duc. 1 (use of dogs forbidden), 
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wild turkey Sep. 15 to Jan. 1, pheasant Aug, 15 to Jan. a taRS 
Nov, 1 to Jan, 1, frou: April'1 to Aug, 1. Harford: partridge and 
rabbil Oct. 15 to Dec. 26, woodeock June 10 to Jan. 1, rail and pheas- 
ant Sept. 10-to Jan, 10, Kent: partridge Nov. 1, to Jan, 15, rabbit Oct, 
1 to Jan. 15, Montgomery: partridge Oet, 15 tp Dec, 15, wood- 
eocl June 10 to Jan, 1, pheasant Sept.1 to Feb. 1, robin Sept. 1 
to May 1. Prince George: rabbits Oct. 15 to Feb. 1, robin Sept, 1 to 
May 1. partridge Oct, 19 to Dec, 20, ortolan, sora, rail bird Sept. 5 to 
Noy. 1, “tront, bass ov salmon fish”? Aug. 15 to May 15, (Queen Anne: 
avtridge Nov. 1 to Jas, 15, rabbits Oct, 1 to Jan. 15, robin Oet. 1 to 
farch 1. Somerset: partridge Noy, 1 to Feb, 1. St.Mary's: robin 

Oct, 1 to Murch 1, Talbot: robin Sept. 1 to May 1, rabbit and pav- 
tridge Oct, 15to Jan, 1, woodeoek. June 15 to Jan. 1. Washington: 
woodcock June 10 to Deo. 31, pheasant, bull-bat, night hawk, dove 
Aug. 12 to Dec. 31, wild turkey Nov. 1 to March 1, partridge Oct. 20 to 
Jan. 1. Wicontico: woodecock Sept. 1to Jan. 1, partridge Noy. 1 to 
Feb, 1, rabbit, Nov. 1to Jan. 1, wood, summer qiuek Sept. 10 to Jan. 1. 
Worcestel!: partridge, Nov 1 to March 1 (night killme forbidden). 
Poxes.— Unlawfulin Somerset, Washington, Wicomico aud Worcester 
counties to shoot a fox pursued by dogs, Wildfowl] season given 
applies to Chesapeake Bay waters north of line drawn from Turkey 
Polnt Light west to Harford county. at ov near Oakington: also sonth 
of line drawn trom Point Concord Light. cast to Carpenter's Point, 
Norchward of first line shooting permitted only on Monday, Wednes- 
day and Wiiday of each week to Jan, 1, and Monday, Wednesday, 
Wriday and Saturday of each week remainder of seasou, The local 
laws governing wildfowl shooting ara very complicated. The 
Inws are published in full by the Maryland Association for the 
Protection and Preservation of Game and Fish, Edwin Schenek. 
Secretary, 243 St, Paul street, Baltimore, Md. 
Massachusetts,—Herringe gull, tern, sea swallow, mackerel 

ell, Aug. 1 to May 1, Wild pigeon protected on nesting ground. 
Quail and prajvis chicken may be had in possession (if lawfully 
Filled) Jan. 1 to May1. Wildfowl specified are wood (summer) duck, 
black duct, teal, Use of ferrets forbidden; swivel guns, artifice 
lights, or “jacks” forbidden. The State society is the Massachusetts 
Fi h and Game Protective Associarion, 60S Washington street, Boston. 
Michiganh.—leer season applies to Lower Peninsula; Upper 

Peninsula, Aug. 15 to Nov. 15, Forbidden ro kill deer in red coat or 
fawn in spotted coat, to kill in water, or by pit, pitfall or trap. Wood, 
teal, mallard and eray ducks, Sept. 1 to Jan.i. Swivel or punt gua 
and night-shooting wildfowl forbidden. Wild pigeons protected in 
vicinity (five miles) of nesting. Rxportation of deer, rutfed grouse, 
quail, prairie chicken, wild turkey forbidden. Forbidden to take 
trout from stream within three years after it has been stacked, 10 
eateh grayling or brook tront of less than (in, length, to take Cali- 
fornia trout prior to June, 1885. Special laws govern certain waters. 
The State socivty is the Michigan Sportsmen's Association, Secretary, 
W-. B. Mershon, East Saginaw 
.Minnesota.—Exportation of game birds (except pheasants) for-: 

hidden. Deer in Morrison and Stearns counties, Nov. 15 to Dee, 15, 
Pigeons protected on nesting grounds in Olmstead and Dodge 
counties. ‘The secretary of the Minnegota State Sportsmen's Assovi- 
ation is W. S. Timberlake, St. Paul. 
Missouri,—Unlayful for non-residents to kill game for exporta- 

tion from State, 
Montana.—Unlawful at all times to Ill buffalo, moose, elk, 

deer, mountain sheap, sout, antelope for hides only, 
Nebraska,—Chasing deer with dogs forbidden in Burt, Wash- 

ington, Douglas, Sarpy, Cass, Saunders and Dodge counties. (Jnlaw- 
ful for common carriers to transport game at anytime. Use of punt 
gun unlawful. 
Nevada.—sani-hill crane, plover, yellow hammer, bittern, Sept, 

(to Aprili. Prairie chicken and sharp-tafled grouse seasons apply 
to Hinnhboldt, Elko, Hureku ond Lander: sage hen season m same 
counties Aug. 10 to Mar, 15. Prairie chicken and sharp-tailed grouse 
in Fsmeralda. Douglas, Ormsby, Lyon, Storey, Churehl and Washoe 
protected to Sept. 1, 18°3. 
New Brunswick.—or non-resident law see Nova Scotia, 
New Hampshire. —Yellow-legs, sandpipers, Aug. 1 fo Meb, 1, 

raccoon or coon, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. ce trout may be taken "with 
single hook and line ouly."" Jan] to April 1, Fish introduced by 
Conmnissiouers protected for fh years. Fish and Game Commission- 
st Hd. Spalding, Nashua; Luther Hayes, Milton; A, H, Poweis, 
Grantham, 
New Jersey.—Marsh lien Aug. 25 to Dec. 1, summer duck Sept. 

1to Jon. 1, Non-residents mysttake oul license. New Jersey 
«nd Game Protective Soriety has jurisdiction over entire State. Tee, 
$2. Secretary, Wm. L, Force, Plainfield, N. J, Or, non-residents to 
shoot_or fish in Camden, Gloucester, Atlantic. Salem, Cumberland 
1nd Cane May counties, moy obfain membership certificate of West 
Torsey Game Protective Society. Feu, $5 first year, $2 annually 
thereatier. Secretary, Wm, T, Miller, 106 Marketstreet, Camden, N. J. 
New Mexico.—*Trout,” “sprekled flout,’ May 1 to Dee. 1, Pro- 

‘(sions respecting large game shall not he applicable to persons iu 
camp *'whom necessity may compel to kill one or two animals for 
their subsistence." 
New York.—Unlawiw at all times to hunt deer with dogs iu Sp, 

Luwrence connty; season elsewhere Aug, 1f-Noy. 1; unlawful to kill 
fawn in spotle! coat, or deer by trap, spring-in, or crusting. Use 
of ferrets forbidden, Wildfowl: Seasonin Long Island waters Get. Ito 
May i; use of guns. except such as are habitually fired from the 
shoulder, shooting from sailing or steam vessels (excepted locauities), 
hse of bahtery or machine, decoys or bough houses at greater dis- 
tance than twenty rods from shore (excepted localities), blind, net, 
snare or trap, unlawiul, Black bass in Lake Mahopac, Dutchess 
county, Schroon lake aud river, Paradox Lake, July 16 to Jun 1: Lake 
feorge. July 20 to Jan 1. Unlawful to kill striped bass of Jess 
than 44 pound weizht. Unlawful to catch any fish within eighty 
rods of fishway. Sunday shooting forbidden. Unlawful to export 
oaths oe Duchess county. Salmon or lake trout in Lake George, 
May 1 te Oe 1. 
North. Carolina.—Seasons for birds apply to counties of 

Davison, Rindolph, Anson, Rowan, Warren, Guiiford, Rockingham, 
Orange, Caswell. Edgecombe, Meklenburg, Cabarras. Unlawful to 
e=port quail ov partridge, dead or alive, from counties of Catawha, 
Rowan, Guilford, Alamance, Rockingham. Orange; Tredell. Dayie, 
Gaston, Columbus. Davidson, Anson and Forsythe. Neer law ap- 
plies to counties of Clay, Cherokee, Mason, Jackson, Haywood, Tran- 
sytyania, Randolph, Stokes, Morsythe, Surry, Yadkin, Rockingham, 
Craven, Greene, Denoir, Trout law applies to counties west of the 
Blue Ridee, except Yaney, Henderson, Transylvania, Buncombe, 
Macon. Wildfowl shooting on Sabbath, or hetiveen sunset and eun- 
vise of any day of week, use of other “than such gun as can be fired 
from the shoulder,” unlawful in Currituck and Dare counties; restric- 
fian as to gun applies also to Carteret county, Pamlico Sound and 
tributaries. Wire huntine forhidden in the three counties named, 
aso Graven, Hyde, Tyrrell, Onsloy, Moore, Non-residents; *Itshall 
not he lawfil for any non-resident of this State to use or build 
wmy blinds, boxes, batteries, or use any wood decoys, ducks or 
gease, or liva ducks or peese, for decoys, in any of the waters 
of said counties, for the es te of killing or taking wildfowl; Pro- 
virlled, That this section shall not apply to such non-residents who re- 
sort to the waters of Currituck Sound for the purpose of shoting 
Tame a8 sportsmen, anil who shoot over or on land or marshes 
owned or leased by them, and who do not kill game for a foreign 
taarket; And provided further, Tt shall not be constried to limit, 
\bridge, or impair the rights or privileges of any boua tide owuer or 
lessee of inirshes or Tands in the counties of Currituek or Dare, or of 
sich persons 4s shall obtain the consent of permission of such 
owners or Iessees to occrpy their grounds for gaming purposes, 
whether actual residents of the State, ov otherwise, 
Nova Scotia.—Unlawful for one person to lake in one season 

Tore than two moose and four caribou, Flesh of moose must be 
carried out of the woods within ten days after killing; uone later 
than Veb.6, Pheasants proteebed at all times, Non-residents must 
tuke ont license; fee $89. The secretary of the Gaine and Inland 
Fishery Protechive Society is A. Bh. Harrington, Esq., Walifax, N. &. 
Ohjo.—Wildfow! shooting unlawful with “any other than a com- 

Toon shoulder en,’ Swan protected atall times, Season for wood 
duck Sept, 1 to April, bluesyinged teal Sept. 1 to Jan 1. 
Ontario.—Mallard, gray, black, wood, summer and teal ducks, 

Ang, 16 to Tan. 1. Battery, punt gun, sunken punt, night light, for- 
hidden in wilifowl shooting. Imported gamé may not be killed with- 
out content of land owner, Tt is forbidden fo kill for exportation 
“deer, elk, noose. reindeer or caribou,” 
Pennsylvania.—Ohasing deer with dogs unlawful. Use of fer- 

rets unlawfyl, Wildfow] shooting unlawful with “other than such 
fins as habitually ave raised at arm's length and fred from the shoul- 
‘der; nelling unlawful, Grouse shooting at night unlawful. Wild 
pireons protected on nesting ground. Sunday shooting and fishin 
unlawtul, Season for “gréen bass, yellow bass, willow bass, rock 
bass, Lake Erie or grass bass, pike or piekerel, or wall-eyed pike, 
commonly called Susquehanna salmon, June 1 to Jun. 1; does not 
Apply to Lake Wrie waters, save ponds on Eme Harbor peninsula. 
Fpeckled or California trout may not be taken less than Gin. in length, 
nor black, yellow, green bass less than 6in, in length, Pike county: 
dear Oct 1 to Dee. 1, canuol be killed in the water, squirrel Sept, 1 to 
Dee. 15, rabbit Och, 13 to Deu. 15, wood ov summer duck Oct. 1 to Jan, 
|, woodeouk July ¢to Deo. 15, quail Oct. 15 to Dee, 1, cuifed grouse 
Sent. 18 t6 Dec 1, salmon, speckled trout May 1 to Any. 1, pike, 
pickercl June 1 to Feb. 15. 
Quebec,—Moose (after Sept. 1, 1883) Sept. ito Feb, tz insectivyorous 

hieds, Bept. 1 to March 1, non-residents required to pay $20 gun license, 
Night shooting wildfowl unlaw!ul, 
Rhode Island,—‘Grouse or heath hen,” Nov. 1 to Jan, 1) 
“swallow or box martin’ Oct,1 to May 1; Bavtram’s sandpipey or 

unlawful. 

Giles, Maury, Davidson, 
Montego: 
March 1; woodeouk, dove, 
fluek, Sept. 1 to 
counties, turkey, 
1. In Shelby coun 
Sept. 1 ta Feb, 1; quail, Oct. 1 to April 1. Reeifoot Late: 
residents of Obion and Ty 
tiga eltizens of State may kill for own use, 

Van Buren 

females only. 

- 
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dusky, duck, 
Fide 38 teal, Sept, 1 to March 1. Use of ferret or weasel 

Sneach Poudin Cumberland excepted from black bass law. 
Tennessee.—Law fea applies to counties of Henry, Dyer, 

adison, Hamilton, Bedford, Wilson. In 
mery aud Chéatham counties, qual, grouse. lark, Oct. 15 to 

turkey, Aug. 1 to Margh 1; snipe, ployer, 
May 1, In Robertson, Davidson, Maury, Lincoln 
sabi} grouse, woodeock, snipe, lark, Sept. 1 to Feb. 

, deer, squirrels, tutkey, woodcock. snipe, lark, 

ue or 

Non- 
ake counties forbidden to kill wildfowl for 

Similar restriction 
all game) i to non-residents in Cumbe land, Fentress, Morzan, 
cott, Campbell, Overton. Putnam, White, Roane, Rhea, Bledsoe, 

1 counties, In Fayette, Rutherford and Tipton counties, 
quail season Oct. 1 to April 1. 
Texas.—Law applies certain counties only, Deer law applies 

Utah.—Imported quail protected to 18K5. ‘The society is the 
Utah Game and Fish Protective Society. Secietary. U.S. Hill, Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
Vermont.—In Lake Champlain and tributaries, within ten miles 
Virginia.—Law applies to certain counties only, 

of mouth of stream, fish may be cayght with took and line at any 
time. Use of dog in hunting ruffed grouse unlawful, 
Washington.—Law quoted applies to Walla Walla and Colum- 

bia counties. Nish law does not apply to Columbia River. Onv per- 
son may not kill more than twenty blue, ruffed or pimnated crouse i 
one day. Elk may net be killed for traffic in hides and horns. 
West Virginia.—Wildfow! shooting forbidden with “other than 

the common shoulder gun,” 
Wisconsin.—Woodduck, mallard and teal, Aug, 15 to Jan, 1. 

Chasing deer with dogs unlawful, also wildfow! shooting with ‘other 
than a gun habitually raised at arm’slength and discharged from 
the shoulder,” or by float, sneak boat, sail ov steaniboat, Unlawful 
to kill deer in Door county for export, or for hide, Grouse, quail in 
St, Croix county Oct, 1to Nov. 15, Unlawful to export trout from 
Monroe county, 
GT Soa! ah a k, tattler. godwit, ayocet, Aug. 1) to Apr. 

1. Trafficin hides of game forbidden, Unlawful to kill any grouse 
save for use as food, One person may not kill more than 60 of any 
one species of gamebirds in one day. 

Any person sending their address to R. H. Pooler, Serena, La Salle 

Co,, I, will receive in return free a fine colored lithograph repre- 

senting pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies, also n catslogne 
of cartridge holders, belts, vests, &e.—Adv. 

Sea and River ishing. 

Allow me to add, next to spiritual sid, nothing has kept up my 
heart and vigor more than my ardent love for nature, and my fre- 

queut communing with her in her wildest forms. The mountain, 
the laughing stream, the deep wooded yalley, ie fovest-bordered 

lake, are my friends, eloquent of God and always my deliglt.—Dr, 
Bethiine, 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 
Vi.— REMINISCENCES, 

Thave written for lovers of the gentle art, and if this whieh: I have 

written falls into other hands, let him who reads understand it is not 

for him.—W. C. Prine. 

CPBESE “Talks” are written on the presumption thatthiy 
will only heread by the ‘simple wise men” who cau sym- 

pathize with their theme und who are iu accord with their 
séntiments, To those who know nothing of the art or of . 
its delightful possibilities, they will le “as sounding brass 
ur tinkling cymbals.” Bnt to the mild-mannered and 
merry hearted brocherhood they may have something of the 
music of forest birds and the meloily of running waters, 

Not only has every pastime its special attractions, but its 
yotaties haye their special peasous for the high vstimate — 
in which they hold it. Others may, It they never woary 
of talking aboutit. Whetis true of other pastimes is pre- 
eminently true of angling. No other affords so many inci- 
dents that it is a pleasure to remember and a greater pleas- 
ure to recount to appreciative and sympatbizing listencrs. 
The ‘‘memory” which formed the theme of my laet *“Valk" 
was followed by other reminiscences, one of which is sub- 
joined. . : 

Seyeral years ago I found that I had uot time to make my 
usual August trip to the North Woods; but L knew very well ; 
if I allowed the mouth to pass withont enjoying # “cast” 
somewhere I would find my mental machinery sadly out of 
joint, I had tried it once and remembered the result, [ 
cannot say that I suffered any real physical detriment, bat 
Leyinced neither ood lemper nor good manners (und they 
always hunt in couples) until the fever subsided with the — 
close of the season. 
And this is the experience of all anelers who have had a 

taste of the jnvigorating yd exhilarating delights that come 
fo those who have ¢ven passable skill with rod and reel. 
Perhaps something of this fecling may pass ito the experi- 
ence of thos who have only felt tle excitement incident to 
the capture of fish with the rougher implements of the Glatt. 
“Shiltishing” with bail, or wolling with “spoon” or min- 
now is better thim no fishing, as ‘‘ ‘tis better to have loved — 
and lost than never to have loved at wll.” But that sort of 
fishing never reaches to the dignity of a passion. ‘lic out- 
ing necessary to engage Ip it may he missed, but vo preat 
disappointment will be fell if cireumptances compel a resort 
to some other mode of diversion. But with thosé who have 
Jon» enjoyed the eéstusy of fy-casting it is not so. Ta he 
satistying, their ‘‘vacatioa” must carry them to ti'oul, bass, 
prayling or salmon waters. No other harmless or healthtal 
recreation takes so strong a hold ppor one’s spirit or imagi- 
nation, because there 1s no other which meets se fully the 
mental, physical und wsthetic demands of mind and heart, 
In following the brooks and rivers which wend their way 
through forest anid mountain and valley, where solitude has 
her abode and where rustling leaves and singing birds and 
the rippling music of running waters fl the air with per- 
petual melody, the appreciative angler, “born so,” as good 
old Izaak has it, finds mental repose, physical inyigoraton, 
“beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, and the gur- 
ment of praise for the spirit of heaviness.” It is beeause 
these qualities inhere in the pastime—are identical with and 
inseparable from it—thatit is so irresistibly fascinating to 
ils yoturive. They can be dau ee no substitute, because, 
like matchless beanty, ‘only itself! ean be its parsilel.” 
On the occasion to which L have referred, my usual two 

weeks’ visit to the ‘spring holes’ between Ray Brook and 
Setling Pole Rapids. where T have bad such sport 2s lifted 
me into the seventh heuyen of delectation, was reduced to 
a three-days' sojourn where thé whistle of the locomo- 
tive conld be heard, and where, if need be, a tele#vaph mes- 
sage could each me, Ti was, 1 thought, o pitiful substitut 
for my old-time free and easy swing in vhe prand old woods, 
wheré, for so many years, 2 scove of rood fellows constituted 
the sum total of intruders upon its tien unbroken solitude. 
Ali, those were days 10 be remembhered—whin trout were 
plenty and anglers few, when you could flosl trom Mar 
tin’s to Raquette Falls, und from Blue Mountain Lake to 
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the Old Forge, in midsummer, as undisturbed by human 
companionshij asif you were a-straddle of the highest peak 
of. the Rocky Mountains, when there wasn’t so much as a 
log shanty on the whole line of the Fulton range or (with 
one exception) from Bartlett's away down to Downie’s Land- 
ing. Most of the good fellows whom I was wont to meet 
in those far-back summer rambles haye made their last 
“cast,” and are now, [ trust, enjoying infinitely higher fe- 
licily on the banks of that “pure river of water, clear as 
crystal,” so graphically portrayed by tle lonely seer upon 
the Isle of Patmos Some of them—alas! how few-—still 
remain to illustrate the beneficent influence of the gentle art 
npon the mind and heart and physique of its happy brother- 
hood. Here isa note just received from one of them, Al- 
thongh to him the grasshopper nay haye become # hurden, 
the golden bowl is not yet broken, nor has his good right 
arm yet lost its cumming. His heart still pulsates with good 
will to all men, especially to those who ““leal justly, walk 
humbly,” and love to #0 a-fishing, He has the gentle spirit 
o€ the deay old masters, and whether, hereafter, his annual 
visits shall be many or few {0 the pleasant place® where 
he has for thirty years found retirement, recreation, re- 
pose, and a higher conception of the munificence and loving 
kindness of the Heavenly Father, the recollection of his 
fricndly courtesies and quiet ways will ever be a pleasant 
memory to those who have often met him in the woods and 
enjoyed his kindly hospitality; 

“KEESEVILLE, Essex Co,, N, ¥,, Noventber 87, ISE2, 
“Wy dear L: 

“I desire to express to you the satisfaction and pleasure already 
received from reading the twu articles from your pen published in 
Fores? Axo Srrueam. I trust they will be continued through all the 
bleak montiis of onr weary winter. May 1 ask yon, before you ‘reel 
up,’ to give us 2 “Talk on the dear old North Woods of the Saranac 
region anil thereabouts? I very often recall the many times we have 
ineh there, and they ara hallowed in memory, Last spring’s trip 
made toy thirtieth annual pilgrimage to those blessed haunts, but 
not with my usual enthusiasm. I miss old friends like yourself. As 
youecan readily imagine, many changes lave occurred in thirty 
years. and of many who were once our forest companions, ‘there 
only remains to us,° as you havesaid elsewhere, ‘the recollection of 
their pleasant ways and joyous companionship.’ It makes me sad 
to remember how any have passed away with whomTI have taken 
‘sweet counsel in the dear old woods, butwhom I willsee no more 
this side the dark river, Your's, very truly, JF RRC 

' With but threedays at my certiin disposal, Manchester 
and its adjacent waters seemed the most available. I had 
heard of the pleasant valley through which clear streams 
yeundered, and I found it all it was claimed to be, ‘beauti- 
fi for situation,” and a very paradise in itself and in its 
surroundings. If L had had no other purpose than to fish, I 
need not have Jeft the valley. 1 filled my creel as quickly 
as I desired. The weather was superb, the water was iu 
prime condition, the responses were prompt, and the weight 
of the fish and their gamey qualities even more inspiriting 
than their numbers. But Ll wished to explore as well as to 
angle; to fill my lungs with the pure ozone of the mountains. 
as wellas to fill my creel with the speckled denizens of the 
pearly brooks; 10 camp out, tf but for anight, as well as t¢ Tish. 
Thad heard of a tiny lake perched®upon {he summit of an 
adjacent mountain many hundreds of fect above the yalley, 
difficult of access, as retired as any peak in the Coloradoés, 
and well stocked with large trout ulways available to those 
‘who had the skill to catch them, [ was prompt to avail my- 
sell of the proffer of an escorf thither, and in the early sloam- 
ing I found myself casting in vain for a rise. At theendof a 
half hour the full moou came up over the tree tops. As the 
unélouded rays fell upon the fair bosom of the ruffled 
waters, I realized something of what Tennyson meant when 
he wrote of “the shimmering glimpses of a stream.” The 
tiny waves looked like rippling rolls of molten silyer, and 
when tlie moon had reached an elevation where her beams 
could fash full upon the face of the forest-bordered lakelet, 
it made up 2 picture which has remained with me through 
all these intervening years. It was for this and such as this, 
equally as for the delight afforded by the pastime itself, 
that [ had always made my semi-annual yisits to the quiet 
Llaces where frout and contemplative mnglers ave pleased to 
forgather, 

But this beautiful picture, gorgeous and fascinating as it 
was, did not fill full the measure of my desire and oxpecta- 
tion, While I had been casting and watching the silent 
niirch of “the silver empress of the night,” the fire had 
heen kindled, the pork had been Sliced, and the frying pau 
stoud ready to do its office, hut mo trout bad been taken. 
‘The idea of going supperless to hed was not pleasant. The 
Jong tramp and keen mountain air had given me an appetite 
more biting than the chilly atmosphere with which we were 
environed. I had resolved to retire discomfited after an- 
other cist when I bethought me thal what the scurlet ibis and 
brown hackle had failed to accomplish, might, under the 
fuyorablle conditions of the hour, be effected by a well-poised 
dusty miller; tind Twas not mistaken. The first cast was 
fullowed by arise, In fiye minutes a two-pound trout was 
ready for dissection, and in twenty minutes, eight others, 
ageeevating nine pounds, had been taken in out of the wet, 
wherewith [ was content and reeled up for the night. 

The repasf that followed was fragrant, luscious and abun- 
dant—such a feast as always comes to an honest angler when 
“good digustion waits on appetite.’ I cannot, however, 
say as much for my night's repose, A hastily constructed 
brash canopy sufficiently protected us from the fast-falling 
dew, and a thick layer of hemlock boughs—emitting an 
aroma as fragrant as the fabled nectar of the gods—was 
such a couch as kings might envy. When thus disposed 
sleep alvays comes to me without wooing, and it would 
have done so on this occasion but that my inexperienced 
companion, who had neyer before camped out, chattered so 
incessantly that I sought revenge by recitiny eyery blood- 
eurdling story I had ever heard or could inyent about the 
mortal peril (lat besets whoever has the temerity to invade 
the haubts of venomous reptiles or ravenous beasts, The 
brief intervals of silence were broken by mysterious sounds, 
which IT knew to be caused by the flight of prowling nieht 
invds, the gnawing and scratching of hungry grubs, or {he 
stualthy tread of fox or rabbit, but which he, in his nervous 
exuitability, magnified into the unpleasant proximity of 
hear or wild cat, His frequently repeated *Hist!* “What's 
that!” had become monotonous, and I was passing off into 
peacetul slumber when | was startled by a yell from iy 
timid friend which could only have been born of genuine 
fright induced by actual contact with some tangible object. 
Tf his alarm was not justified if was excusable, for our 
couch had beeu invaded by & prowling woodchuek, who 
had been attracted by the fragrance of the discarded fras- 
ments of our evening feast, This intrusion (when the in- 
truder took flight, for he stood not upon the order of his 
going, Dub went at once) was followed hy profound silence 
on the part of my friend and by blissful unconsciousness 
on my own part, until a full chorus of (forest minstrels and 
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the slanting rays of the morning sun admonished me that it 
wis time to try the virtue of a morning cast, 
And Least, but nothing came of it. There was nof a rip- 

ple on the surface of the water, and as far as [could reach 
it seemed like casting upow a tloor of glass, Eyery moment 
the sun glare was extending, and before T had Wecome en- 
tively hopeless 6! & rise, the whole lake shone like # great 
muss of burnished silver. I was soon encouraged, however, 
by a ‘break some hundred feet beyond my cast. As there 
was neither hout nor raft avuilable, Ute “break’’ might as 
well have been a lundred miles away us where it was, T 
did my best to entice the sportive brutes sloreward, bul, iL 
was hke “calling spirits from the vasty deep,’"—they 
wouldn’t come, The mote I cast the move they jumped, 
but always at an unapproachable distance, Of course it was 
provoking, and of course I looked about for some mode by 
which TI could circumvent and tur the tables upon my 
sportive tantalizers. I discovered near by two dry logs— 
barely two—which, if properly joined together, would” sut- 
fice to bear me up if carefully manipulated. Withes were 
rocured, hastily twisted and used in the conventional way 
nown to allold woodsmen, <A few minutes sufilced to 

finish the work after a fashion, and while the fish were still 
“making the water boil” with their sportiye antics, my fly 
dropped in the very center of their circle, and was taken be- 
fore it had fairly touched the water. The movement of 
fisher and fish was spontaneous, But the fish had the ad- 
vantage, The lake eave him “scopes and yerge enough" to 
do his best, while Tstood poised npon a structure so frail 
thaf its dislocution and engulfment was threatened by the 
slightest motion. To play the fish was not so difficult, but 
how to land him without toppling over was a problem whose 
solution troubled me not a Tittle. But it was accomplished 
—not once. but many times in quick succession, If con- 
science makes cowards of us all, impunity often makes us 
inexcusably presumptuous. My good luck had this effect 
upon myself, and while playing what afterward proyed 
to be a two-pound trout, I found the two sticks which 
formed my raffi slowly diverging. Here was a di- 
lemma. tt wouldn’t do to drop my rod and tisk 
the loss of my fish; nor would it do to allow either log 
to take its departure without an effort to prevent it. Tsoon 
discovered that one of the withes had broken, and my only 
hope was fo use my feet to hold the raft together until I 
could finish ny fight and paddle ashore. But my efforts in 
this direction rather tended fo widew the breach than close 
it, and while my fish was at his best 1] found myself in the 
attitude of the Colossus of Rhodes or the Ametican eagle, 
who stood with one foot on the Pacitic and the other on the 
Atlantic while he dipped his beak in the majestic Missis- 
sippi. My straddle was simply prodigious, and it contin- 
ued to broaden with everineressing momentum uptil my 
feet seemed ns remote from each other as the Hebrides from 
the Rocky Mountains. There was, in short, a great gulf 
between them, and IT was rather pleased than otherwise 
when I found them once more brought into vlose proximity 
and rendering me useful service in wy efforty to swim 
ashore—which, in this insiance, | found to be even more 
Gasy than “‘volling off a log.” But during all these novel 
experiences aud unexpected mishaps the “ruling passion” 
did not forsake me, 1 may not have been able all the time 
to keep a “taut line” upon my fish, but IT held my rod, 
and so soon us 1 could touch bottom I resumed the tight and 
landed my two-pound trout as coolly as if nothing out of 
the ordinary had happened since he rose to my fiy, 
A rousing fire and a luscious breakfast soon pul every- 

thing to rights; and with a better constructed raft and a 
keener zest for the sport, I resumed my fishing, and in an 
hour or twotiad a full cree] with which to replenish the 
larder of friends in waiting at the foot of the mountain. 

G. D. 

THE BLUE-BACK TROUT. 

Sulvelinus og rlitsse. 

FN the Forrnsy any Skream for November 80 occurs the 
following sentence quoted trom Mr. Livingston Stone, and 

which is properly queried in a toot-note by the editor: 
“Brook trout were thought to attain the weight of niue or 

ten pounds until the famous ten-pound trout caught by Mr. 
Gtorge Shepard Page in the Rangeley Lakes was declared 
to be Salmo oquicssa,.” 

As at present adyised, I do uot belieyethatany ‘“‘teu-pound 
trout” is 2 Sule oguasse, This leads me to ask the ang- 
ling constituency of Forrsy aNp Srream for information 
concerning this latter specics, 

The National Musenm has received from the Rangeley 
Lakes two species of Sulvelénws—charr or ‘‘brook trout.” 
One of these is the common brook trout—Sulvelinus fou- 
tinalis—and to this species all the large tront which T have 
seen from the lakes belong. Possibly the great lake trout 
(Sulcelinus namayeush) lives there also, but I haye seen no 
specimens, 

‘The other species is the so-called ‘‘blue-back trout’ (Sul- 
velinus equassa Grd.), Bo far as we know this is the smallest 
American trout. I jaye seen none that would weigh half a 
pound. Wo specimens are on record from any waters 
in the United States other than the Rangeley Lakes, It has, 
however, been recently discovered and described as a new 
species by Dr, Giinther as Slime narest (Proc. Zool. Sou., 
London, 1877, page 476) in lakes of Arctic America, about 
Discovery Bay. Dr. Bean has also found it in Kumlien’s 
collection trom Cumberland Gulf. It is probably an Arctic 
fish, which for some reason keeps a hold in the Rangeley 
chain, but has become extinct in the other lakes of Northern, 
Maine, if it ever lived in them. 

As to the habits of the blue-back trout, nothing seems to 
be known beyond the following from the original deserip- 
tion by Girard: (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat, Hist., [V., 1854, 
262.) : 

“The abode of the blue-back is the Moosemegantic Lake, 
in which it is concealed duving the greater part of the year, 
but about the 10th of October it comes neur shore and as- 
cends in shoals the Kenebago for the purpose of spawning. 
Hulf a mile above its mouth the Kenebago receives the out- 
let of Lake Oquassa, the trout then leaves the Kenebngo fo 
the left and runs towards Oquassa Lake, where its yoyage 
comes 10 a elose. After the middle of November it gous 
back into Moosumegantie Lake and is seen no* more wntil 
October of the next year.” 

Let us hear from the anglers abou il, 
needed, 

I give here alist of the North American Salmoninie as at 
present known: 

NORTH AMERICAN SALMONIDA:, 
1. Satvelitvun oquassa (Gvd.) Gill and Jor —The Blue-Back 

Trout,—Rangeley Lakes to Arctic Circle, 

Specimens are still 

2. Srivelinis weturus (Ginther) Gill and Jor —The Aretic 
Trout,—Victoria Lake and Floebers Beach. 

3. Salechinus stagnalis (Fabricius) Gill and Jor,—The 
Greenland Trout.—Greenland and Arctic Amorica, 

4. Saleehinus malma (Walbaum) Jor, and Gill—The Dolly 
Varden Trout.—Northern Califomia to Kamtschatka. 

5. Sulrelinus fontinalis (Mitchill) Gil sad Jor,—The Brook 
Trout.—Georgia to the Arctic Circle, 

6. Salvelinws namayeush (Walbaum) Goode—The Great 
Lake Trout or Mackinaw Troul,—Great Luke Region to New 
Brunswiek and northward, 

6. (b) Seluclinus nenucyeush siscowet (Avassiz) J. and G.— 
The Siscowet.—Lake Superior. 

7. Salo purpurdius Palas—Clarke’s Trout,—Monterey 
to Utah, Montana and Kamtschatka. 

7. (b) Salmo purpuratus hensheewt Gill and 
Tahoe Trout.—Lake Tahoe and ils tributaries. 

7. (0) Sudne purpurdlus stoméas (Cope) J. and G@.—Kansas 
River to Montana, 

7. (a) Salmo piurpuritus boweiert Pendire—Walha Lake 
Troul,—Waha Lake, Washington Territory, 

8. Salmo spiluris Cope—Rio Grande Trout.—Rio Grande 
and Utah Basin, 

8, (hb) Sidine spins plewriticus (Cope) Jor.—Rio Grande, 
ete, 

9, Siding yuérdnert Richardson—fteelea(l—_San Francisco 
to Alaska, ; 

1). Saline treidens Cibbons—Rainbow Trout.—Rio San 
Tuis Rey to Oregon, and perhaps northward west of the 
Cascade Range, 

11. Sadie siete L.—Common Salmon.—aAtlantic coasts of 
Northern America and Europe. 

IL. (b) Sado salir sebage (Grd.) Gill 
Loeked Salmon.—Lakes of Maine, etc. 

12, Oncorliynelus neva (Wal.) Gill, and Jor.—The Brue- 
Black Salmon or Redfish —Oregon to Kamtschatka. 

13. Oncarhynchus hisuteh (Walb.) fF Jor. and Gilb,—The 
Silver Salmon.—San Francisco te Alaska. 

14. Oncorhynchus tehawyleha (Walb.) Jov. and Gilb.—The 
Quinnat Salmon.—San Buenaventura to Alaska and North- 
ern China. 

15. Oncorhynchus keto (Walb.) Gilland Jor,—The Dog 
Salmon .—San Francisco to Kamtschatka. 

16. Oncorhynchus gorhuscha (Walb.) Gill and Jor,—The 
Humpback Salmon,—San Francisco to Kamtschatka. 

17. Stenalus pitekeng Richardsou—The Inconna.—Mace- 
kenzic’s River, 

18. LPhymallus signifer 
America and Alaska, 

18. (hb) DZhyinallis signifer trivaler (Cope) J. anid G:—The 
Michigan Grayling.—Michigan to Montana. 

19. Corejanus lilies Rich—The Tullibee.—Great Lakes 
and northward. 

20. Corcyonius niyripiiees (Gill) Jor.—The Blne Fin, — 
Lake Michigan. 

21. Coregonus orteti Le 
Grent Lakes and northward. 

21, (b) Conyonts wrtedé siser Jor,—Tie Sisco.—Lakes of 

Tndiang and Wisconsin, 
22. Coregonus lauredi® Beau,—Alaska. 
23. Corngonus merki Gthy. —Alaska and Siberia, 
24, Covegouns hoy (Gill) Jor.—Cisco of Lake Michigan, — 

Great Lalas, 
25. Coregonus labraderions Riech—The Musquaw River wt. 

Wohitefish.—Great Lakes to New Brouiswick and north 

Jor.—Lake 

and Jor,—Land- 

Rich—The  Grayling.—British 

pueur—The Lake Herring.— 

ward. 
26. Coregonus clupetforméis (Mitch.) Milner—The White- 

fish. Great Lake region. 
27. Coregonus kennicotlé Milner—Artie America, 
28. Coregonus quadriletertlis Rich—The 

Wohitetish —Great Lake region northward. 
2H, Comyonus willimsont Grd—The Rocky Mountain 

Whitefish.—Utah to British Columbia, 
Davin §, Jorpan, 

Tnpiana Unrvyersmy. Bloomington, Dee. 5, 1sb2. 

Menomouee 

A NEPIGON TROUT. 

[From our Regular Chicago Correspondent, | 

yj he was the good fortune of your correspondent to chance 
upon Dr. Hamilton, cf Mopmouth, Il., one of our Con- 

gressmen and enthusiastic sportsmen and anglers. IT say 
“ood fortune” becanse he gave me some charming nyaterial 
for a “‘fish story,” only if was a frue ohe and youched for 
by the most honorable and prominent gentlemen of the sood 
little State of Towa. It concerns the Nepigon River of the 
Lake Superior region, and 4 five-pound brook trout. Now, 
reports are had’ many times of these monster beanties, but 
never was the sketch of a five-ponnder seen about this sec 
tion before. Mr. George Thurston, the gentleman who 
captured it, is a member of the faculty of the State Univer- 
sity of Lowa, and a surgeon-muajor of the U. 8. A. He tells 
the story very prettily in the followiny letter. All parties 
aré famous here in Chicago, aud the boys will look for the 
cut of the fish; 

“T believe Lwrote you just ou the eve of our departure 
from Prince Arthur’s Landing for the Nepigon, per steam 
tug, The point was reached after a pleasant run of ninety 
miles, landing af Hed Kock, where we went into camp, as 
our arrival was (he first of the season, to await the coming 
of other parties. My first fishing expeditions were made 
in this vicinity, where the fish are not yery plenty, bul 
large, The fitst one caught by me weighed five pounds. 
T send you the sketch made at the time by Mrs. Thurston 
and sent with a letter to the State Press, a newspaper pub- 
lished here (letter cut owt and inclosed). 

Other parties having arrived, we hired a couple of Indian 
guides and proceeded twelve inilcs up the river in a birch- 
bark canve, which Mrs. Thurston eajoyed very much, to a 
point at the foot of the second rapids callecl Camp Alex- 
ander, which is simply a tongue of land formed by an 
abrupt turn in the river upon which tents are sometimes 
pitched, It is, however, a glorious place, and the fishing, 
although not as good as further up, is everything that any 
reasouable man can asikfor. We caught about forty here. 
averaging fully two pounds, quite a numb four, four and 
one-half qnd five pounds. The fish are taken with the ily, 
to which they vise most beautifully, sometimes leaping 
severdl feet out of the waler, 

The chamicter of the country is exceedinely rocky, and 
Whether you “whip” the water from your canoe, or frei the 
huge boulders along the stream, isa matter of choice. There 
are no éntanglements like those met with ou the south shore, 
causing one to make constant references to one of the Ten 
Commandments, 

Hallock has given a very correetand not over-drawn jc- 
connt of Nepigon, Lt is untioubtedly one of the grandest 
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trout sireiins in America. ‘The scenery is wild, but beauti- 
ful, and the higher you ascend, the more beautiful it becomes, 
and the better the fishing. ‘The water is clear and cold, and 
the fish had and solid as the recky bed upon which they 
liv. They are so abundant that one feels ita duty to “play” 
them ss long us possible, in order to seenre as much sport as 
can be obtvined without accumulating more fish than you 
know what to do with. 

Having had our “fill” of fishing, we returned to Red 
Rockwhere we joined some Canadian friends whose Acquaint- 
ance it aves ont ood fortune to make. 

Perhaps the vemainder of our doings on thé north shore 
ean be better told by some newspaper clippings herewith 
indorsed. The one headed "The Rant Shore,” was written 
by the Thunder Bay ('T, A. Landing) Herald man. The one 
hended “Treasures of the North Shore,” was written by me 
for the Seatina, Thunder Bay. We were not having very 
goon coffes qlibe Queen's, where we were stopping. 

Groner A, THuRsTON. 

LARGE BLACK BASS, 

W H lave reevived photographs of two black bass from 
) mir correspondent, Mr. A, N. Cheney, of Glens Falls, 

N.Y. Mr, Cheney writes of them as follows: ‘I -eanght 
these Ang. 1, 1877, in w pond four miles from here, One 
weight Tihs. 14 ozs., the other 62 Ibs. You may have seen 
the pieture, aS Taent my old friend, Hallock, one, and it 
was i Me office of Forest anp StRRAw while hoe was 
(here. Dr. Henshall quoies from a letter of mine in his 
hook that cally them Jargesnouths. [said so not thinkine: 
he would print the letter in lis book. Many persons said 
they must be largemonths, and 1 called them so for the 
Doctor io express himself. He did, after the book was 
printed, and pronounced them small-mouths. The big one 
only opened Nis month yertically three inches. You can 
sce the scales on eill-covers and cheeks, and although hung 
hadly you can see that the smaller one has more than eight 
rows of scales between the lateral line and dorsal fin. Their 
species have been doubted, and ] presume the weight, although 
that part never cume tome, When T came off the pond the 
large fish was weighed on steclyards and weiched 81 Tbs., 
but when [ renched home the news of the catch had pre- 
ceeded me and Lfound qvite a delegation in Me lub room. 
Twas then president of the “Hallock Sportsmen's Association 
for the Protection of Game,” The fish were weighed in 
four different stores and I presume that more than tifty men 
suw the weight 7 ibs, 14 ozs J then juvited half a dozen 
fentlemon to see then opened, My friend, the editor of the 
Glens Falls Repullieay, says they are the ouly fish he knows 
of that were weighed Noveéstly pnd then opened to look for 
ttle mine, ind he has belonged ta the same fishing club 
that Tdid, My, GA. Thompson, of New York, writes me 
recently Lal lie is nearly convinced that they ate sranll- 
mouths,” 

ADIRONDACK FISHES. 

A CARD 

4 order to obtain & Complete Koowledve of the digtribu- 
tion of different Species of fishes mhabitiny Adirondack 

waters, | would feel wider obligations to persons having 
knowledee of the subject if they would give me the benefit 
ofit for my forthcoming paper, to be published in the next 
report of Mr. Verplanele Colvin, Supt. of the Adirondaek 
Burvey, to the Logislature af New York, In order to 
facilitate answering T hive formulated the following 
questions, which may be referred to by the pumber alone; 

1. What waters in the Adirondacks do not contain brook 
trout? 

2. What lakes do noi contain the Inke trout, commonly 
called “salmon trout,” or ‘salmon ?” 

8, What waters contain eels? 
4, Where haye you found the fish known by the names 

of bullhead, catfish or bullpout? 
5. Where do you find black bass? 
6, What waters contain pike or pickerel? 
7. In what lakes do you find a fish called frostfish, white- 

fish or shad? 
8. Do you know of any lakes that do not contain the 

little fish called sunfish, Puneet ete,? 
9. Where is the ‘‘miller’s thumb” found? 
10. What waters have been stocked with land-locked 

salmon? 
11. Where haye the rainbow or California trout been 

placed? 
12. Are there any Jakes which do not contain suckers of 

any species; if so, which ones do not? 
13, Have you found more hin ene species of sunfish in 

any waters; if so, what are they? 
14. Give any other facts that may bé of interest. 
Tt is my intention to illustrate the distribution of the 

fishes by different colored lites on one of Stoddard’s maps 
of the Adirondacks and to exhibit it at the London Fishery 
Exhibition, as showing the ichthyic fauna of the great 
angling region of the State of New York, and in order to 
make if as complete as possible take this method of asking 
for help. Frep MATHER, 

Fishery Editor Fores An» Stream, and Ichthyologist 
Atlivondack Sury 

In connection with the aboye card we print be following 
on this subject from the New York Herwlid: 

Myr. Pred Mather, Assistant to the United States Fish 
Commission, who has been employed by the Adirondack 
survey in making practical rescarches in the wildermess of 
this State, bas just returned from the waters of the North 
with a complete collection of specimens of fish obtuined in 
the lakes, rivers 4nd ponds of the Adirondack region. Tor 
this purpose Mr, Mather has made two visite to the North 
Woods this season. The first, which occupied « month's 
time during the summer, was tothe southern section of the 
willerness. Te entered the woods on the east side of Blue 
Mountain Pond, proceeding down the Raquette River into 
the Fulton chain, where he camped. From there he made 
excursions to Bie Moose Lake and the neighboring ponds, 
Thre second yisit wis to the northward, Known as the Sara- 
nae region, auc) Meseham Lake, where Mr, A. R. Fuller 
conducts lis fish lintching, was made the headquarters of 
thescientist. Mr. Mather reports that the largest brook trout 
weretonnd in Meacham Lake and Clear Pond, several having 
heen taken there which weished tive pounds each, This great 
size has ocvasioned much surprise among the few ineglers 
who have heard of the cateh, as heretofore four-pounders 
in this State were Supposed to ba the extreme mit. He 
wean pays that the Adivqndack vewion is not rich in species. 

The collection contains five kinds of suckers, two of them, 
he believes, haye never been described hefore. Some fine 
specimens of brook and lake trout were secured, and a 
species of whitefish, called ‘frost fish,” which averages one 
pound in weight. Mr, Mather met with some black bass of 
the small-mouth yariety, which have been artificially planted 
inseyeral of the lukes, nnd a goodly quantity of pike or 
pickerel, which weighed up to ten pounds. Besides sunfish, 
bullheads (catfish) and the eypinneids, which ave known as 
minnows, chub, dacc, ete., Mr. Mather was surprised in 
discovering the presence of eelsin Bixby, Woodhull and 
Meacham Jakes, although, as far as could be ascertained, 
the Pulton chain are free from this great pest to all waters 
inhabited by the trout. Mr, Mather’s repertis full of inter- 
esting facts, It will be included in the report to be made by 
Mr, Colvin, superintendent of the Adirondack survey. At 
present Mr. Mather’s collection of specimens are reposing 
in large alcoholic tanks, Tt will, however, be at once prop- 
erly classified, nnd Professor Baird intends sending it as 
part of the American exhibit at the great International 
Fisheries Exhibition at London next year, 

A Srrawen StrpaM.—There is a stream running through 
the town of Bennington, Vt., that derives its source from 
two branches which unite not far from the town. It is said 
and vouched for by citizens of the place that the water of 
one of these bYanches is soft and the other is hard and full 
of limestone. The waters, as they join the main stream, do 
not intermingle, but each keeps its own side of the ereek, 
and sny person standing on the town bridge can distinctly 
observe the dividing line of the waters as the stream: flows 
below him. How true this is [will not state. IL confess L 
am skeptical, Iam told also that trout are nevertaken from 
the limestone water, but are caught in the soft water side, 
Only suckers will be found on the creek where it ig said only 
limestone water runs. Iwas told this by n resident of Ben- 
ningtoy with as much earnestness, and with such dusire to 
haye me believe it and write of it, I determined to ask the 
readers of Forest AND Stream if they had ever heard of 
the like, My triend, in support of his story, told me like- 
wise that people living on the banks of the creek never 
thought of using the limestone water for household purposes, 
but always crossed over on the other side for soft water. 
Thetwo branches of the stveam flow trom different moun- 
tuins.—Homo, 

Hisheulture. 
————— 

PENNING WHITEFISH UNTIL THEY SPAWN,—Toledo, 
0),, Dec, 4i—We have just completed the work of filling our 
hatching houses with whitefish spawn and estimate that we 
have in our Toledo and Sandusky houses a-hundred millions 
ofeggs. They are looking well and we expect a large propor- 
tion of them will hatch. Ihave at last hit upon a plan by 
which the taking of spawn becomes a certain and stire thing, 
and that is by putting a pound net crib in a good sheltered 
place and selecting fine spawners, both male and female, and 
bung them until they are ready to spawn, They can be 
handled daily and spawned and ve-spawned without any 
injury to the fish. This we did this fall and used about five 
hundred fish to make the experiment, and itis a success, T 
would suggest this to all whose business it is to take spawn 
especially where they are liable to be interfered with by eold 
and bad weather. is method makes the securing of spawn 
sure and comparatively easy—D. ¥Y. Howe, Supt. Ohio 
State Hatcheries, 

FISHCULTURE IN MICHIGAN.—The work is progress- 
ing and a correspondent tells us that the State commission ex- 
pects to place fifty million eggs of different species npon the 
trays this winter. 

IMPORTATION OF CARP.—A few carp for Prof. Baird, 
U. 8, Commissioner of Fisheries, arrived on the North Ger- 
man Lloyd steamship Elbe last week. They are fine speci- 
mens of three yarieties, the scale, mirror and leather carp. 
There was considerable mortality on the passage, and only 
half a dozen specimens arrived alive. 

Che Zennel. 
FIXTURES. 

BRNCH SHOWS. 

March, 1893,—Dominion of Qanada Kennel Club Bench Show, at 
Ottawa, Canada, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, Dettoit, Mich. 
January 9; 10, and ii, 1883.—Meriden Poultry Association Benen 

Show. Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, 193 Hobart street, 
Meriden Conn. F 
April 3, 4,5 and 6, 1883. Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society's 

Fifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Entries for the Fench 
Show Derby. for English setters whelped on or after March 1, 1882, 
close December 1, 1882. Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent, C, B. Hlbin, 
Secretary Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society, Allezheny City, Pa. 
December 14-16, 1882.—Virst Bench Show of Dogs. Southern Massa- 

chusetts Poultry Association, New Bedford. Wm. Penn Shepard, 
Secretary, Fall River, Mass. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

December 11—New Orleans Gun Club Field Trials on Quail, Opelou- 
sas, La. Entries close December 11, J. K. Renaud, Secretary, New 
Orleans, La, Entries for the Club Cup closé December 1, 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

TPE fourth annual meeting of the National American 
Kennel Club, which commenced on Monday, December 4, 

at Grand Junction, Tenn., was quite successful in bringing out 
agrand lot of dogs. There were not so many entries as last 
year, but theaverage quality of work done was superior to 
that of any previous trial. The attendance was not so large 
as that of last year, although a fair number were present. 
The weather, excepting the last day, was perhaps as good as 
we could expect at this season of the year. Birds were plenty, 
but the rank growth of grass and weeds rendered it_ difficult 
at times to find them. It was also difficult to see the dogs, and 
much of the enjoyment of the spectators was curtailed from 
this cause. There were eighteen entries for the All-Agped 
Stakes, and twelve starters inthe Derby. Below will be fouud 
an account of 

THE DOGS AND THEIR WORK, 
AMERICAN DAN AND Dow were the first brace to run. Dan 

is a yery handsome dog of good size. He displays lots of style 
and is a yery graceful moving animal, with fair speed and 
range, We saw him ut the chicken trials and were quite fa- 
vorably impressed with him, although he was then sick and 
did not shew at his best. He appears to be all right now, and 
fave us a taste of his quality by beating his competitor in a 
well contested heat. He was handled by his owner, Mr. 
Jos. H. Dew, of Columbus, Tenn, Don, bandled by Mr. Ww. 7, 
Mitchell, of Lynch's Station, Va., is the winner of the Mem- 
bers’ Cup at the late meeting ofthe Eastern Field Trials Club. 
He ran in good form and did some excellent work. They 
were cast off in some woods at half past nine and worked 
through into a cornfield, which was drawn blank, until we 

— 
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reached a thick patch of weeds which bordered the edge, 
Here 4 single bird flushed a little wild just ahead of Don, and 
the rest of the bevy then Bot up and settled in and near a phim 
thicket. Swinging round to get the wind Don made a nice 
point to a hare, ethen went round the thicket and Dan 
peey, dropped on point, just as four birds fushed in front of 
im. Don then gota good point on a single bird. Dan ulso 

half pointed the same bird, which was flushed to order. Don 
soon had another point on a running bird which Dan reaaded 
very well. The bird was seen running and Dew 
flushed it to order, ‘The dogs were then swig 
round in some sedge, where Dan made an elezant point on a. 
running bird, which he roaded out and located im first-class 
style, Don backing him nicely. Dew fiushed the bird to order 
and killed it, and Dan retrieved it well, We then turned 
back and Don challenged and drew a short distance, but pot 
too close and flushed the bird, He then made a cast back to 
the lower end of the plum thicket, where he found one which 
he pomted in good style, Dan backing him fairly wall, 
Mitchell, to. order, killed the bird, which Don retrieved in 
good form. Working through a stubble field into a strp of 
sedge Don pointed a hare. We then turned down along the 
railregd into a large stubble field. Both dogs showed sign of 
game At the lower end, and Don swimg round in front and 
took the trail close to the handlers, roading it ouh nicely and 
locating them in a workinanlike manner, The birds were 
seen running in front of him and flushed to order, Following 
them up Dan ran into one and flushed it, and Don, wha waa 
a little vo one side of him, stopped to wing, but soon moved 
on, and after going # short distunce he made a very pretty 
point, but nothing was found and he was scored a false point. 
He-soon after ran ito one, bytit was down wind and he wae 
not to blaine. Dan had better hick, for he ran by his bird 
and whirled on a beautiful point to a sinele, which Dew 
flushed to order, Dan then swung into some weeds and vert 
a point on a bird which was running down wind, Dew was 
ordered to flush, and, as he walked ahead, Dan roaded a short 
distance and the bird flushed. The judges then compared 
notes and ordered them up, awarding the heat to American 
Dan. Down fifty-three minutes, 
Kine DAsH AND GLavsoME,—King Dash is aJarge, rangy 

dog with fair speed and a capital nose. He ran here iast year, 
doing some yery creditable work, Gladsome divided third 
with Lalla Rookh in the Al-Aged Stake at High Point, 
Although he ran a very good heat, he wassick and entirely 
unfit for work, They were put down where Dan and Don 
swere taken up, aud worked back nearly to where the first, 
bevy wasfound. We then turned back throngh a cornfield 
which we beat without result, except that Dash pointed a 
lark and Gladsome backed him, Dash then made a grand 
point which Glad at once honored, Dash then moved on and 
roaded out & bevy in tine style and again pointed them, bb 
they were running and he drew on toward them very care- 
fully, with Glad backing him in good style. ut they were 
wild and one flushed shead uf him before he had established 
his point, then several moye got ip and the rest of the bavy 
followed them. Both dogs Were steady to wing und shot. 
Hendricks got in a capital double and at once fuilowed it tip 
with a very pretty single, but as he isa tame son of the old 
Quaker State, and an urdent supporter of the doct* ines of the 
immortal Penn, it gives us pleasure fu reaord that motwith- 
standing the great temptation he departed not grow the “brn- 
ditions of the fathers,” ont with commendable forbearance 
abstained from the shgddimy of blood, The dozs were then 
worked toward the birds which had settled on both sidus uf 
the rim. Glad was the first to seb a point, bub as nobhing 
was found we scored it as félse, although iL was wy 
dent that be pointed at the scent leit by « bird 
which had brushod the top of fhe gras, bor he 
should have. discovered this aud moyed on. A little Purbhay 
on Mitchell flushed one and cnt loose at it but ne ham was 
done, Dashthen made a nice point, but as he wasijot quitesnre 
of his bird, he moyed on a step and flushed it. It was now 
G@lad’s turn, and he got in a good point to @ sinvle bivd whirl 
flushed as his handler went toward hin, The next otfort of 
Dash was either a point or a flush, butso near lozether were 
they that we didnot undertake to decide the matter, especially 
as Glad at once followed suit and made it even, butas he nioyed 
on he scored an unmistakable Hush, Both dogs were now very 
cautions and stepped gingerly oyer the pronnd, but nothing 
more was found here, and we swung back a short distanay 
where Glad struck asingle bird and pointed it, but it flushed as 
Mitchell came up. Glad then went on and another one got up 
near him, We then swung round to the other side of the mun 
whore Dash got a_ good point on a single bird, which was 
flushed to order, He then took a few Sees and straightened 
out on & capital point which he held while Glad was calledu 
to back, but the bird had run, and as Glad came up Das 
moyed on and both roaded for some time in first rate style, 
but Glad was a little the fastest and got there first, locatin 
the bird very nicely. Mitchell fushed it to order and killed 
it and Glad was sent to retrieve, but Dash thought that the 
bird belonged to him, and he also went for it and brough tit in 
ood form, It was then thrown for Glad to retrieve, which he 

aid very well. A little further on Glad half pointed a bird 
just asitrose. The judges then consvlted and awarded the 
eat to Gladsome. Down forty-five minutes. 
CAVALIER AND REss.—Cayalier was the only pointer that 

run in either stake, Heran at the Chicken Trials in Minnesota, 
where his many fine field qualities caused us to form a yery 
high opinion of him, and we confidently looked for him to 
make a good showing here, He has greatly improved in looks 
since we saw him, and was under better coutrol, but his nose 
was dry, and he could not smell them. Although he has 
always shown himself to be one of the best of dogs to. back, 
he utterly refused to honor the points of his competitor, We 
attributed this partly to her color, which is a sold black, and 
artly to the fact thatshe was not rigid on her first point, but 
<ept her tail slightly moving until he had passed her. He was 
handled by B, Waters, of Canterbury, Conn. Ress, who was 
handled by her owner, J. E. Mask, of Hickory Valley, Tenn. 
is a very well formed animal of medium size. She is a tast 
and very graceful moverand appears to lave a good nose, 
They wereput down in sedge grassa 11:15. Seent was vary 
oor, and we worked over considerable ground where 

Brae were known to use, but with the exception of an 
occasional challenge from the dogs nothing was done 
until after we crossed the railroad, where, in a corntield, Ress 
swung ahead and half pointed to the scent from a Jareé bevy. 
Cavalier was brought up to back, but he refused and would 
not stop to order, but went ahead of her, when the birds un- 
doubtedly moved a little, as Ress evidently gota better hold 
of them, and at once became rigid; but Cavalier did not ap- 
pear to smell them at all well, and kept on and pul thew up. 
ask grassed one of them, which Ress retrieved very yell. 

Swinging round to get the wind, a bird was put up by Mask 
and three or four others then flushed wild, Cavalier makme 
a capital point where they got up. Then in some tall <rass 
two or three more were flushed by the dogs and handlers. 
We then turned up a run, where Ress made a beautiful point 
which Cavalier refused to honor, but came up and half pointe 
instead, When the judges came up, tour birds flushed in 
front of the dogs, and then a large bevy rose and settled in a 
corntield. Wollowing those that first got wp, Hess Bonnet 
nicely on point to a single bird, Cavalier apeuin refused to 
back and went ahead and nosed up the bird. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded fo Ress, and we then 
went to lunch, Down one hour and w, half, 
Sve anp BapEn BapEN,—Sue and Carrie J. ware drawn to 

run together, but as both were handlad by Shovt, Baden Ra- 
den was substituted for Carrie J. Sue was the runner up at 
the Chicken Trials and was beaten gnly by Don, the winner 
of first, She has improved since then and showed ub sonin ex— 
cellent work. She is a fine upstanding animal of great speed, 
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“Winner of Witst Prizé in tha BE, ¥.'T. 0. Derby. 

and range, with a capital nose, and has rare good judgment, 
in getting on her birds. She moves light and easy, and shows 
off well when ongame. Baden Baden is a large doz with con- 
siderable speed und range, and we haye no doubt is a very 
food fielder, but he had no chance while running with Sue to 
show us much of his quality. They were put down after lunch 
in a cornfield and worked toward the last bevy, which Baden 
found lirst, but he Zot a trifle close tothem, and ashe challenged 
for better scent they flushed ahead of him and made for the 
woods. Following them up Sue made a capital point to a sin- 
gle bird which Short flushed to order and missed. 1t now 
commenced to rain, destroying the scent, and Sue flushed a 
bird, and some distance further on she put up two more, for 
which we did not consider her to blame, Soon after the 
judges pnt wp the remainder of the bevy, and we then worked 
toward some woods neara cornfield, where Sue turmed up 
missing, but was soon found staunchly pointing a large bevy. 
Baden was brought up to back, but pointed instead, although 
we believe that he only got credit fora back, Short flushed 
them to order and scored a clean miss. Both dogs then swung 
down into some sedge and half pointed, when Sue took astep 
forward and located the bird in eapital style. Short some- 
how managed to kill this one, and Sue was sent to retrieve it, 
when she again pointed, and Short flushed it and scored an- 
other miss, Baden then got in a very good point on a single 
bird, and Sue backed him in good style. Dr, Young, probably 
disgusted with the poor shooting, now took the gun. and 
flushing the bird, he succeeded in making as neat a miss as 
any of the handlers could have done. The dogs were then 
ordered up, and the heat was awarded to Sue. Down fifty- 
one minutes. ‘ * 
Carrin J. Anp GruprRoy.—Peep-o’-Day was the next dog 

in order, but as she was also handled by Short, Gilderoy was 
ordered up instead. Carrie is a yery handsome animal of 
medium size with lots of quality: She is all style and a very 
gracetul and easy mover, with fair speed. Sheis only eigh- 
teen months old, and if nothing befals her she will be heard 
from again. Gilderoy ran a capital race atthe Chicken Trials, 
ches he was then suffering from a severe attack of dysen- 
tery. e was all right here and showed that our estimate of 
his field qualities was none too high. They were put down in 
sone sedge grass at two o’clock among some scattered birds, 
which were flushed by the handlers and judges before the 
dogs had a chance at them. We then beat through some 
woods to where a beyy had been flushed by the spectators, 
While standing here another bevy rose close to the judges, and 
as we moved on still another bevy flished wild a short distance 
to our left, This was quite a bonanza, reminding us of the 
fist morning on Kobbin’s Island two years ago. The birds 
settled in the woods which were thickly grown up with wnder- 
brush. Carrie found them first and made a yery stylish point. 
Gilderoy was called up, but he could not seeher. He winded 
the birds, however, and also pointed in a very gamy manner. 
Short flushed the birds to order and Killed one, which Carrie 
retrieved in good style. She then cast ahead of us down wind, 
and after a stride or two she caught the scent of a bird and 
whirled around facing us and dropped as if shot, holding her 
bird until it was fiushed to order. A little further on Gilderoy 
dropped on point and a second later a bird gat up near him, 
but this was not his bird and he staunchly held his point, 
Carrie was called wp, and before she could see him she also 
dropped yery prettily on point and a bird was flushed just in 
front of each. This work was simply perfection and mere 
words cannot describe it. Only those who were fortunate 
enough to witness it can justly estimate the excellence of the 

We then worked up a ravine, when a bird 
flushed near Carrie, but it wasso thick that we could not see 
whether she was to blame ornot, A little further on Carrie 
dropped on point close by a stump, from under which, after 
some little time, a crippled bird was flushed. The judges 
then consulted and awarded the heat to Carrie J., stating that 
the combined score of this brace was the best that had been 
run. Down thirty minutes. 
Prep-o-DAay AND PHytis Il.—Peep-o-Day won first in the 

AlLAged Stake here lastyear. She has improyed since then, 
and ran in much better form. She was handled by H. M. 
Short. Phylis Il, isa gamy looking animal, of medium size; 
she somewhat resembles her sire, and with plenty of work 
will tndoubtedly make a good one. She was handled by W. 
B, Stafford. They were put down in the woods and worked 
down the ravine to a branch; we then crossed a gully, when 
Phylis scored a flush, and Peep-o’-Day got a good point. Short 
flushed to order and killed, hoth dogs retrieving nieely, Moy- 
ing on, Peep again pointed a single bird, which flushed as 
Short came up. A little further on a nice bevy flushed near 
the judges and flew up a ravine. Following them up, Phylis 
ran into one going down wind, Peep was more fortnnate, as 
she nailed one in thesedge in good, style, and Phylis backed 
her nicely, Shortftushed the bird and killed ipand Peep re- 
trieved it in good style, Wethen turned hack and the hand- 

lers flushed one or two, when Phylis took a hand and pot up 
one, which she cliased a short distance. ‘They were then or- 
dered up, and the heat was awarded to Peep-o-Day. Down 
half an hour, 
STARTLE AND GROUSE.—dtartle is a well formed, handsome 

dog of medium size, Heis very eraceful in his motions and 
has a gamy way of jumping into his points that is ve-y taking. 
He has quite a turn of speed and is very stylish, He is too 
nerycus and exicitahle tor a public trial, Wut is undoubtedly a 
capital dog for ordinary shooting. He was handled by Wal- 
Jace., Grouse is a light-weight Gordon und a capital worker, 
He is fairly fast and ranges and quarters his ground very 
nicely, He has not so mich style as Sturtle, but makes a 
gamy point and does his work in a manner that shows hini to 
bea killing dog. He was handled by Will. Davidson, They 
were put down at 3:14 and worked toward the railroad, which 
we crossed, and beat through a corniield to some woods, | 
when we swung to the left. Startle went down near a gully 
and dropped very prettily to ‘a large bevy, Grouse was 
brought up to back und dropped to order. Wallace flushed 
the birds and killed one which Startle, after a while, found 
and pointed and then retrieved it in good form. Pollowing 
the birds into the woods both dogs dropped on point at nearly 
the same instant. Davidson fiushed the bird and missed it. 
Startle then dropped fiat, with his nose high in the air, on a 
beautiful point to a bird which Wallace flushed and killed. 
The bird was but a short distance from Startle, and he could 
not withstand the temptation but broke in and gathered it, 
but dropped it to order. Wethen worled through the woods 
and turned back through the cornfield into the road, which 
we followed a short distance, aud then turned into some 
sedge, when Startle whirled round and made a beautiful 
point to a single bird which flushed behind Wallace as he came 
up. A little further on the judges compared notes and 
awarded the heat to Startle. Down forty-three minutes. 

SHor anp Bessre Lee.—Shot is a large white dog with 
lemon ears. He is fairly fast and moves very well. He has a 
good nose and showed good hunting sense. He was handled 
by his owner, J. M. Avant. Bessie Lee is a small but very 
well built animal of good speed, She moves well, and ranges 
and quarters her ground in good form. They were put down 
in some stubble and weeds, and worked through this and a 
cotton and cornfield and some weeds along the railroad, to 
another corntield, when Shot made a capital point to a large 
bevy, which was flushed to order, and both handlers cut loose 
at them, but nothing dropped, except Bessie, who dropped to 
wing. Following up the birds, Shot got a good point in some 
brush on a single bird, which Avant flushed to order, and as 
ib went by Stafford, he killed it and it lodged ina bush. 
Bessie, sent to retrieve it, caught the scent but could not tind 
itfor sometime. She finally found it and brought if very 
well, The handlers then flushed two or three birds and we 
moved on a short distance, when SBessie pointed and 
Shot backed her. . Stafford was ordered to put up 
the bird, and went in ahead and finshed a hare, and claimed 
that this was what she was pointing. He then ordered Bessie 
on, and as she moved the bird got up in front of her, and 
another one flushed close by. Shot then pointed whore a bird 
had flushed from, and would not leave it when ordered, but 
stuck to it, and finally a bird was flushed in front of him. 
This confirmed our belief that a dog knows more than his 
master sometimes, <A little further on Bessie dropped on a 
nice point in some weeds. Shot, who could noti see her, 
swung ahead and pointed evidently the same birds, for Bessie 
moyed on, and catching sight of him, backed him in good 
style. Two birds were fushed in front of Shot and missed by 
Avant. Stafford then flushed a single and missed ib, fully 
egual to Avant’s attempt, Bessie then swung dowu to a 
plum thicket, and pointed a crippled bird, which was picked 
up infront of her, The bird was thrown anda pun fired, 
and Shot was sent to retrieve, which he did very well. The 
judges then consulted and awarded the heat to Shot. Down 
fifty-three minutes, This ended the running for the day. 

Bim and Count Nopie.—tlt was a singular coincidence 
that these two dogs, who were drawn to run together 
last year, should again fall together this year, and. in 
both instances, they were the ninth brace drawn, ‘hay 
were also worked over nearly the same ground on 
each occasion. The result, however, was not the same as 
last year, and Biz was counted ont. Tuesday morning tho 
weather was threatening, with ayery dry, strong soyth wind. 
We left the hotel about half past seven, and the dogs were 
put down just north of the old fort at 7:50. Both appeared to 
be in capital form and expectation was on tip toe, a8 a 
grand race was anticipated. Biz was the first to find, but he 
was going down wind and flushed them, Following them up, 
Count dropped on point, butscon moved on and pointed what 
proved to be a hare, Biz backing him hicely. Count then 
half pointed several times, but found nothing until we turned 
hack and went down a run, where he got a good point on a 

single birdin some tall grass. Waters lushed the bird and 
killed it, and Count was sent to retrieve, which he did fairly 
well, after somie time spent in looking for it, during which lie 
put up two more. He then peinted nicely, but soon moved 
on and roaded a lons distance, but he could make nothing of 
itand gave itup, Alittle further on he again half pointed and 
challenged two or three times, but found nothing. We then 
crossed the road tothe ground worked by them last year and 
took alony tramp down wind to some woods where Biz made w 
cast inside, aud struck the scent of a large beyy, and at once 
pointed, but soon moved on and drew on them in capital style a 
long distance, Count, coming up, made a cast between Biz and 
the birds, and swinging ronud toward them he secured a flush. 
Following them, Count dropped on point and Biz backed him. 
They ware then sent over the fence into some sedge, where 
Biz crouched on a eapital point, Count could not see him in 
the thick grass, and was racing past just in front of him when 
he flushed the bird and dropped to wing asif shot. He them 
raised his head, and catch ng the scent of another one, he in- 
stantly froze «nd held his bird, which flushed as the handlers 
cameup., Count now pave us a taste of his quality by doing 

, some of the most rapid and wonderful work that has ever heen 
seen at a public trial. He gathered himself together, and like 
the swoop of an eagle he came down on his birds,scoring point 
after point in quick succession and matchless style. As each 
bird was flushed to his point and the order was given him to 
go on, with the bound of a thoroughbred he would sweep 
through the tall grass like a very ghost, and us he caught the 
scent,out would go his legs from under him,and with every hair 
upon him pointing, he would hold his bird until it was kicked 
out of the grass, when the bewildermg performance would ba 
repeated, Nour points were thus scored in less time than it 
has taken us to write this. Biz meantime had got in but oe 
point on a bird, which flushed almost as soon as he stopped. 
They were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to 
Count Noble. Down one hour and twenty-two minutes. Biz 
was handled by Jos. H. Dew and Count by B. Waters. This 
ended the first series. Wollowing is the summary; D 
American Dan beat Don. 
Gladsome beat King Dash. 
Ress beat Cavalier. 
Sue beat Baden Baden, 
Carrie J, beat Gilderoy. 
Peep-o-Day beat Phylis UL. 
Startle beat Grouse. 
Shot beat Bessie Lee. 
Count Noble beat Biz. 

Second Series. 

AmpRIcAN DAN anD GLADSOME,—This brace were put down 
insome sedge. Gladsome had been sick during the night and 
was unfit to work, and after a short run Mitchell very prop- 
erly withdrew him, and the heat was given to American Dan, 
RESS AND SUE.—Just before this brace were ordered down 

Sue, bound to get a good send off, made a grand point on a 
hare and was handsomely backed by Ress, Count Noble and 
several other dogs who were near, making a very pretty pic- 
fure. They were then cast off and worked through the sedge 
and a cornfield into some woods, when the spectators flushed 
a bevy, which was followed. Sue found first and got a good 
point on a single bird which Short flushed to order and killed, 
Sue retrieving 1b nicely. Less was making game beyond her 
aud was not called up to back. Bue then went straight to 
another bird, which she pinned in fine style. Short put up the 
bird to order «nd missed it, Ress then took a hand and made 
a capital point to single bird, which Mask fushed and missed. 
Both dogs then went into a patch of tall weeds and were 
found pointing. Sue went on but Ress held her point, and 
when we came up a bird was flushed near her, We then beat 
through a cotton field and some corn, and worked up a ravine 
to some woods, where Sue got wind of a bevy and pointed, 
Ress also struck it and roaded across Sue’s point, when she 
turned and pointed in good style. Sue then drew a few steps 
and located them very nicely, As we came up they flushed. 
The judges compared notes and ordered them up and awarded 
the heat to Sune. Down fifty minutes. 
Cangin J. AND STARTLE were at once put down and worked 

toward the birds. Startle struck the trail of a running bird, 
and after pointing a moment in good style he roaded a short 
distance very nicely, but soon lost it, and it was flushed by 
the spectators when they came up. Carrie then made an 
ern point, which Startle honored in equal style, and a 
little further on Carrie again pointed, and the bird flushed 
when Short came up. Startle was also pointing this bird or 
backing; we could not see him well enough to determine, 
We then beat through a corifield to some weeds, and turned 
back when Startle ety ie yery prettily, but as Wallace went 
in to flush the bird he moyed on and the bird got up wild 
ahead of him, He then swung into some bushes and again 
dropped on point to a single bind, which Wallace killed, and 
Startle was sent to retrieve, hntnoh finding if readily, Carrie, 
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went on and pointed it ni¢ely and Startle backed her. Carrie 
then retrieved it in faultless style. She then challenged where 
a bird had run, an roading it out she located it yery nicely, 
and Short flushed it to order. Meantime Startle was pointing, 
but nothing was found and he scored afalse point. He then 
made «cast ahead and pointed in grand style, and Carrie 
backed him. Wallace finshed a single bird in front of Startle, 
when alarge bevy got up, Following them up, Carrie half 
pointed, but soon moved on, Startle then pointed where a 
bird had been secn to rise. The judges now consulted and 
awarded the heat to Carrie J, Down thirty-five minutes. 

PrErr-o-Day aND Smorwere then put down and worked 
toward the last bevy. As Peap swun? down a hill two birds 
fiushed close fo her, Shot, who was balow her, then turned 
up the hill, and two or three more got up near him. Both 
then pointed in capital style, and three more were flushed in 
front of them. Tecp then ciossed a gully and made a grand 
oint on the eaaeae bank, and Shot came up behind and 
avked her, Peep then played a very ‘cute trick on the 

judges,. She discovered that there was no bird to her point, 
and as she knewthat the rave would be a close one, aS 
wished to escape the penalty for a false point, so she delib- 
erately turned her head and backed Shot, ‘Theruse succeeded 
admirably, an‘ with «sly wink to her handler she moved on. 
Shot then made a good point, and Peep, with her last exploit 
fresh in mind, backed him, but getting scent of the bird, she 
also pointed. Avant flushed the bird and killed it, and Shot | 
retrieved it in good form, We then worked through a 
cormfield along a deep gully, into which Shot jumped, 
and a large bevy flushed from the bottom’ of the gully 
and settled in the sedge. Along the bank, Peep cams 
up and pointed where they had been, but soon moved on a 
short distance and dropped on point, and Shot bacsed her. 
Then both went on, but swune tue wrong way, and the birds 
were flushed by the judges behindthe dogs. Following them 
aeross the gully, Peep ram into ona in the cornfield, but as she 
was ont of sight of the judges, it was not scored against her. 
Shot made a cast to the right and pointed, and then roaded, 
and as Peep came up. one flushed close to her and Short. 
Peep then dropped on po nt and roaded cut her birdsin capital 
style and located them well, Meantime, Shot was follow- 
ing his bird oub very nicely, bub left it when short fired at the 
birds which he hac Bushed to peces point. The judves then 
consulted, and thé heat was award2d to Peep-o-Day. Down 
thirty-five minutes. This finished the second series, as Connt 
Noble had a bye, aud we then went to lunch, Wollowing is 
the summary: 
American Dan beat Gladsome (withdrawn). 
Suc beat Ress. 
Catrie J. beat Startle, 
Peep-o'-Day beat Shot. 
Count Noble abye. 

Third Series. 
Count NOBLE AND AMERICAN Dan.—This brace were put 

dowa after lunch ina cornfield. Both started off at a tre- 
mendous pace. Dan appeared to fully realize the importance 
of the occasion, and lett ns outalink, he threw his head in 
air and beat out his ground ata much better rate of speed 
than he had yet shown, fairly rivaling his competitor. At 
the south edge of the ficld Count ran into a bevy and flushed 
them. Following them up, he made astylish point to o bird 
which flushed as Waters came up, and a moment later one or 
{avo more got ad near them,but the sedge was so rank thal we 
could not ste how it wasdone. We then swung into some 
woods where Count, who was coming toward us, suddenly 
dropped as if shog to the sne of our horse, whieh he mls- 
fook for the rise of a bird. Wethen worked up aruyine, and 
swung round to the east and crossed the railroad and beat out 
a cornfield tosome woods, where Count ran into a large bevy, 
and four or five of them flushed and flew a few yards and 
settled along the fence. Count dropped to wing, and the rest 
of the birds laid until the judges came up, when they also rose 
and went intothe woods, tollowed by those that had first got 
np. Following them up, Count half pointed and drew a short 
distance, but nothing wasfound, aud we swung round to get 
the wind, when Count got a gool point near the tence and 
Dan was dropped to order, Waters flushed the bird to order and 
Tilled it, and Count retrieved it well. Wethen swanz into a 
cotton field, where Dan made an elegant point toa single bird, 
whith flushed when Count came up, and a fey seconds later 
anothar one gob up.close to him, an then nailed one in capi- 
tal style, bubit fished ina second or two. We then turned 
toward the fence, where Dan dropped on point, and as Count 
came up, one got up close to him. He then made a grand 
point, and three birds were flushed, which flew but a short 
distance. Dan went straight to then and made a beantiful 

point, evidently to scent left by a bird which had brushed j 
against the weeds, as he soon left it and went on. Dew called 
him back, and one got up close by him, and two more near 
Dew, and as the judges came up, another one was flushed. 
We then went to a pond and the dozs were given water, The 
judges then consulted a long time and awarded the heat to 
American Dan, Down one hour and thirty-five minutes. 
While the judges were comparing notes, Dan, just to show 
them what he could do, swunz into the woods a short distance 
from them and made a magnificent point to a single bird that 
was under a fallen tres top, Shot, thinking that he was still 
inthe race, improved the opportunity by backing him in 
grind style. After the spectators had sufficiently admired 
the beautiful picture, Dew flushed the bird and killed it, and 
Dan retrieved it in good style. 
SUE AND CARRIE J,—All of the dogs except American Dan 

that were now in the race were handled by Short, and the 
running o* two of his dogs against each other was unavoidable. 
They were put.down ina cornfield beside the railroad, and 
worked through this into a cotton field, when we swung to 
the right toward some woods near which Sue made an elegant 
point. As we came up shedrew on a few steps and located 
a fine bevy in grand style. Carrie was called up to back and 
dropped flat the instant she caught sight of her. Short then 
flushed the birds and killed one. This was as pretty a bit of 
work as we had seen, Following up the birds which settled 
in the woods,Sue made a point, which Carrie at once honored, 
Sue then moved on and again pointed, and Carrie again 
backed her eesti Sue went ona little further and a bird 
flusbed near her, but the undergrowth was so thick that we 
could not seg whether she was to blame or not. Carrie then 
made a beautiful point to a single bird, which flushed 
when the judges came. She then went on, and catch- 
ing the scent of another one, she sat down by it very grace- 
fully. Sue did not see her, and worked ahead, and the bird 
flushed a Jittle wild in front of her, Carrie soon had another 
one fast, whieh Short flushed and missed, and soon after an- 
nother one got up near Short, and the dogs and he missed this 
one also. Sue then made a very stylish point and Carrie was 
called up to back, but she could not. see Sue, and was coming 
down wind directly toward her, when Short cautioned her, 
and she at once stopped. Short then went into flush the 
bird, but it had run, and the dogs were ordered on. Both 
roaded a short distance and then swung forit, Carrie struck 
it first and made a nice point; Short flushed the bird and 
missed it. Tne judges then consulted, and awarded the heat 
to Sue, Down thirty-five minutes, Peep-o'-Day having a bye, 
his ended the third series, Following is the suminary: 
American Dan beat Count Noble. 
Sue beat Carrie J. 
Peep-o"-Day a bye. 

Fourth Series, 
PrEr-0-Day and AmERICAN DAN were at ounce put down in 

some woods, which we worked through and then turned 
south. Dan swung out and struck a bevy, which he pointed 
in grand style. Den flushed them to order, and we followed 
them up. Dan soon had one which he pomted very nicely a 
moment, and then roading it outin a workmanlike manner he 
located it in capitalstyle. Peep came up and dropped as if 
shot as soon as shecaught sight of him. Den flushed the bird 
to order but did not shoot, This was a yery good piece of 
work. The judgessoon after flushed a bird which settled 
near the dog's, and Peep ran into it, for which she was not to 
blame, as the grass was very thick and tall. Then another 
bird was put up by the judzes, which also went into the same 
place, Baa the dogs were worked toward it. Dan struck it 
tirst and a second later Peep also got the scent, and both half 
ointed, but the bird had run, and the handlers went to the 

noes! and among them it was flushed. We then beat through 
a cornfield along the railroad, and crossing a branch we 
turmed north toward some woods, when Dan poimted but 
moved on as Peep came up and flushed the bird, 
We then took a long turn without finding birds. Fi- 
nally Dan found one and pointed it in good style 
and Dew flushed it to order. It went but a short dis- 
tance, and Dan, who saw it alight, drew toward it, but did 
not find it in the tall grass. We then worked back and Peep 
pointed a hare, and soon after she dropped very prettily to 
another one. We then crossed the railroad and turned to- 
ward home, beating out the fields, but nothing was done for 
along time, except that Peep dropped on a nice point in a 
corntiela, but it proved tobe false. [tb was now nearly tour 
o’clock and both dogs were tired, The judges suggested that 
fresh dogs should be turned down to one side of 15 and some 
birds found, This was dqone and several were cast off in a 
stubble fleld, which they beat outin great style, and jus} as 

we received word that birds were found Peep challensed and 
Dan backed her, but they soon moved on and one or two birds 
flushed ahead of them, and a large beyy flushed by the spec- 
tators settled beyond us. Danthen half pointed and tliree 
more got up near him, He then pointed, and as we came up 
one flushed partly behind him, Meantime Peep pointed down 
by a ditch, and Short flushed the bird, which he missed, 
Both then pouitet yery nicely and a bird was flushed 
in front of each. Peep then made a false point, 
and Dan pointed one nicely, which Dew flashed. 
This was very lively work and the grass was tall and quite 
thick, making it difficult to clearly see all that was done. The 
judges then consulted and we thought that Dan had it sure, 
ut they were ordered on again and we turned hack into the 

tall grass where a bird flashed wild ahead of Dan and Peep 
pointed, but nothing was found and she moyedon. Dan then 
flushed one down wind and Peep soon followed suit. Dan 
then made a cast to the edge of a thicket and got = beautiful 
pointto asingle bird, whichDew flushed to order. Dan then took 
afew steps and made another point just a second or two 
before the bird got up. The dogs were then ordered up. but 
Short, who had marked some birds on the opposite side of the 
thicket, kept on and Peep soon had one, which he flushed and 
killed, bit as the does were nob under judgment, of course this 
did not count. While going to retrieve his bird Short flushed 
another one, which he also grassed yery neatly, They were 
then ordered on, when Peep made a point in the tall grass, 
and Short put it wp and scored another kill, and Peeprotrieved 
the bird in good form, A little further on Peep fiushed one 
and they were then ordered up, and we started for the hotel. 
At supper the judges announced that they had awarded the 
heat to Peep-n’-Day. Down one hour and fifty-two minutes. 
Sus having a bye this finished the fourth series, Fo.lowing is 
the summary: 

Fourth Series. 

Peep-o-Day beat American Dan. 
Sue a bye. 

Fifth Series. 

Sun AND Perp-o-DAy.—This was the deciding heat for first 
place, and contrary to expectations, one of the shortest of tha 
whole meeting. Both dogs were handled by Short and they 
were put down on Tuesday morning at hall-past eight in some 
woods and worked through into a field of sede, when Sue at 
once pomted abevy in grand style, and Peep backed her, 
Short flushed them and missed. Sue again got there first and 
nailed one in capital form, Peep dropping the instant that she 
saw her, Skort again scored a miss, and Sue then made a 
point where a bird had been flushed, We then swung back 
toward the woods when Sus struck the scent of one which 
was close to the judges and made an elezant point, but we 
were too near and the bird got up. After going a short dis- 
tance further, the judges consulted and awarded the heat to 
Sue, and announced her as the winner of the first prize. Down 
thirteen minutes. 

This ended the fifth series, with the following summary : 
Sue beat Peep-o’-Day and won first prize. 

Siwth Series. 
PErEp-0’-DAy AND CARRiIv J,—Carrie J. having been selected 

by the judges as the best of the dogs peru beaten by 
Sue, she was called wp to compete with Peep for second placa, 
and they were put down in some sedge anl worked down to 
some tall weeds, where Dr. Young flushed a bird, which flew 
but a few yards, and both dogs were sent for it, and it flushed 
between them, Peep then made a eet point to a sinsle 
bird, and was handsomely backed by Carrie. Short flushed 
the bird to order and killed it, and Carrie retrieved it 
in good form. Peep then swing into a cornfield and 
dropped very nicely on point to some doves, and Carrie 
backed her in good style. Wethen worked down arun and 
crossed the road into a corntield, when Peep pointed a hare 
and Carrie backed her very gracefully. A little further on, 
Peep dropped on point to a large bevy, and Carrie also 
dropped as soon as she caught sight of her, Peep then moved 
a step or two, and Carrie was ordered on, and as she came 
up, both caught the scent and pointed side by side. Short 
flushed the birds, and got ina capital double, but somehow 
he managed to miss then. eae were then ordered up,and the 
heab was awarded to Peep-o'-Day, and the judzes announced 
her the winner of second pea Down eighteen minutes. 
This ended the skxth series, Following is the summary; 
Peep-0-Day beat Carrie J., and wins second prize, 

Seventh Series, 
American Dan AND SHor.—Both of these dogs had shown 

remarkable field qualities, and the judges decided to run them 
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fozethor in order to determine which was entitled to the honor 
of competing with Carrie J. for third place. They were at 
once put down in the cornfield and worked toward the last 
heyy. Dan at onceswuh2 hack where they had been flushed 
and half pointed. and then roaded where the birds had been 
running. He was called back and we then went round to get 
the wind, and, castine off the dozs, Dan at once made a very 
stylish point to a single bird, which Dew flushed to order. 
Dan then half pointed a hare, but soon went on and 
evidently struck the scent of birds, as he chal- 
lenzed ‘and then roaded, but he was ealled back, 
and we crossed a gully, and, after making two or three 
casts, we found the birds; one was flushed by the judges, and 
then Dan pointed, but the bird flushed itself some distance 
ahead of him. Shot then flushed ons going down wind. Dan 
then made a cast up to the head of the gully, and madea 
magnificent point, which he held for a moment, and then he 
cavefully drew on a step or two and located his bird in capital 
style. Dew flushed it to order, and the judges ordered up the 
dogs and awarded the heat to American Dan, Down seven- 
teen minutes, Shot had dove nothing in this heat, and we 
found, upon examination, that his nose was dry and hot. He 
was @vidently suffering from a seyere cold and was not 
fit to run, The contest for third place was now between 

Caprizn J. AnD AmMmprRIcAN Dan, and they were at once put 
down, but after a short spin, during which nothing was 
found, Short and Dew announeed to the judges that they had 
astreed to divide. This was undoubtedly the best possible ar- 
rangement that could be made, as both had done capital 
work and were worthy the place. This ended the All-Aged 
Stake, Following is a complete summary of the running: 

Hirst Series. 
Amer can Dan beat Don. 
Gladsome beat King Dash. 
Ress beat Cavalier, 
Sue beat Baden-Baden. 
Carrie J. beat Gilderoy, 
Peep-o-Day beat Phyllis I. 
Startle beat Grouse. 
Shot beat Bessie Lee. 
Count Noble baat Biz, 

Second Series. 

American Dan beat Gladsome (withdrawn), 
Sue beat Ress. 
Carrie J. beat Startle. 
Peep-o-Day beat Shot. 
Count Noble a bye. : : 

Third Series, 

American Dan beat Count Noble. 
Sue beat Carzie J. 
Peep-o"-Day abye. * 

Fourth Series. 

Pecp-o-Day beat American Dan. 
Sue a bye. 

Lifth Series, 

Sus beat Peep-o’-Day and wins first prize, 5250, 

Sivlh Series. 

Peep-o'-Day beat Carrio J. and wins second prize, #150. 
Seventh Series. 

American Dan beat Shot. 
Carrie J. abye. " - 

Highth Series. 
Carrie J. and American Dan divide third prize, $100. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB. 

HERE was a reoular mecting of the Hastern Field Trials 
Club on Tuesday evening, Dec. 12, at Delmonico’s. The 

Treasurer's report shows a handsome balance on the right 
side of the books, President J, Otto Donner, Mr, J. E, I, 
Graiuvzer and Mr. W. A. Coster, were appointed a committee 
to veport at the next meeting what changes, if any, should he 
mace in the running rules, r.Donner for the committee on 
the selection of grounds for the trials reported in fayor of se- 
curing those at High Point foranother, and, if thoughtadvis- 
able, fora series of years, Mr, A. E, Godeff 

upon the same subject, and also suggesting important 
matters for the consideration of this club, which 
were laid upom the table for discussion at the 
next meeting. which will be held on Tuesday evening 
Dec, 19, at Delmonico’s. Itis hoped that every member will 
be present. as subjects of vital importance to the future wel- 
fare of the club will come before the meeting. An unanimous 
and hearty vote of thanks was tendered to Messrs. Donner 
and Coster for the very acceptable manner in which they have 
discharged their arduous duties in connection with the recent 
trials, Mr. Donner informed the meeting that Mr. J. Palmer 
O'Neil, of Pittsburgh, Pa., had generously offered the club as 
a prize for the trials of next year a, Westley Richards hammer- 
less gun valued at $400, and $100 in cash to be used in defraying 
the expenses incurred by the club in stocking and preserving 
grounds for the trials. 

OTTAWA BENCH SHOW. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 
Tam just in receipt of a communication from Mr. Vicars, 

the secretary of this show, saying that arrangements will be 
made by the club to receive and care for dogs in advance 
of the opening of tha show. They will have their medical ad- 
viser, attend the dogs every day, and also have competent at- 
tendants to care fer the dogs, and put on the bench in proper 
shape, at a small expense to their owners. This should be sat- 
isfactory to the American exhibitors, whose presence the club 
earnestly desire. 
The show is fixed to be held on the 26th, 27th and 28th of 

March, leaving five clear days to get to the Pittsburg show. 
Major J. M. Taylor, of Lexington, Ky., has accepted the 

cluh’s inyitation to judge the setters and pointers) His ac- 
ceptance should give satisfaction to all intending exhibitors, 
as his decisious have been received with universal satisfac- 
tion. 

Mr. J. I. Kirk, of Toronto, who judged so satisiactorily at 
Cleveland, has accepted to judge ths non-sporting classes. 
aed _commended very fayorably his style and manner of 
judging. 
The exhibition of sporting materials will be made a very 

prominent feature in the show, as the arrangements now be- 
ing made will prove satisfactory to all American and English 
manufacturers. It willno doubt prove to be the best oppor- 
tunity for the sale of goods that was ever offered, and I hope 
the club will open up this department a week before the dog 
show, so that intending purchasers will have a chance to 
thoroughly examine all the goods. 

The entries for the show will closo early in March, the prize 
list will be published in pamphlet form early in January. 
copy of it will be sent you as soon as the directors approve of 
it, Cras, LINCOLN, Supt. 
Dernorr, Mich,, Dec, 1. 

DON.—The pedigree of Mr. J. Heron Crosman’s dog Don, 
who won the Members’ Stake of the Eastern Field Trials 
Club, at High Point, last month, is as follows: He is by Rode- 
wald’s Tramp out of B. W. Jeukins’s Fan, She out of the 
first Gordon bitch imported by Mi. Jenkins, of Baltimore, by 
his imported Gordon Hero. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserbad in tius colama free of charge. ‘lo msure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUSD GIVE the following par- 
licwars of each wnineal: 
1, Color. 4. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed, buyer or seller. 
3, Sex. 7. Stra, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, ov 8. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breading or 9, Dam, with her sire and dat, 

of death. 10. Owner of dam, 
All names wiust be plainly written. Conmanication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. he 
Bennie. Ry by. W. B, Griffith, Baltimore, Md., for white an wele 

setter dog puppy by American Belton —Breegze (Beltun— Blonde) (Lord 
Downe’s Duke—Belle), whelped Aug, 5, 1582; also 
Birdie, For white and black setter bitch puppy by. Buckeye Doy— 

Buckeye Queen (Belton—Belmore) (Blue Dick—Buckeye Belle), 
roy read @, paper | whelped May 5, 1882, 

Romp, By Mr G. Noble, Savannah, Ga., for liver, white and ticked 
phe 8 aE dog puppy, whelped Sept. 18, 1882 (Col, Stubbs’s Flirt 
—Pansy B.). 
Bret Harte. By Mr. B,C Alden, Dedham, Mass., for Gordon set- 

ter dog puppy, 10mos. old, by Bailey’s Tom (Stockton’s Dash—Horace 
te Fly) out of Geo, Colman’s Flova, (Bailey’s Tom—Doane’s 
thloe). 
Troubadour, Senator. Clifford. By Mr. C. M. Muohall, Cleveland 

Q., for liver and white dog pups, whelped Aug. 7, 1882, by champion 
Donald out of his Devonshire Lass. 
Brownie W. By Mr. J. P. Willey, Salmon Falls, N. H., for brown 
eae bitch by Brush II. out of Clio (Snip—Feather), whelped Sept. 
16, 1882. 
Boz. By Mr, W. Johnson, Boston, for black with white spot on 

chest cocker spaniel dog; also 5 
Miss Louise, For black cocker bitch, both whelped Oct. 5. by Mr, 

ie tt Phil (Brew—Kittle) ont of his bitch Plorence (Snipe— 
ute). 
Royal Charm. By Mr. P. M. Mora. New York, for orange and 

white English setter bitch, whelped May 2/7, 1882 (Dr. Aten’s Ned— 
Eastty’s Nellie), 
Rosabelle. By Mr. Wm. A. Johnson, Clinton, N, C., for white, with 

liver spot on left ear, setter bitch puppy, whelped Oct. 1, 1882, by 
Duke of Montclair (Bolus’s old Belten—Roxers’s Snow) out of Prairie 
Rose (Burgenthal’s Rake—Whilman’s Pearl), 
General Pritt. By Mr. J. M. Godinez, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for 

blue belton English setter pup (Adams’s Dash—E. 8. Bird's Sparkle), 
whelped July 29, 1882, 
Elcho VI., Noreen I, By Mr, A. Blair Kelsey, Belvidere, N. J., 

oa red pe setter puppies, whelped June 29, 1882 (Wlcho—champion 
oreen). 
Don. By Mr. N. Hatheway, Fall River, Mass., for white, black and 

ticked English setter dog puppy (champion Dash IL!1,—Opal), whelped 
Noy. 4, 1882; also 
Pimple. Wor white, black and ticked English setter pitch puppy, 

same litter. 
Brinyea I. By Mr. Stephen Hatheway, Freetown, Mass., for 

white, black and ticked Wnglish setter bitea puppy (champion Dash 
Iil.—Opal), whelped Noy, 4, 1882. 

Oval II, By Rev. Robert Sullivan, Providence, R. 1., for white, 
black and ticked English setter bitch puppy (champion Dash III.— 
Opal), whelped Nov. 4, 1882. 

Venus, By Mr, George Delano, New Bedford, Mass., for white, 
black and ticked English setter bitch puppy (champion Dash TIT.— 
Opal), whelped Nov. 4, 1882. 
Adonis, By Mr. George Delano, for white, black and ticked Eng- 

Sie eee dog puppy (champion Dash IT,—Opal), whelped Nov. 4. 

BRIE. 
(28> See instructions at head of this colunur. 
Jessamine—Bow, Mr. J, W. Jackson’s (Opelousas, La.) imported 

liyerand white poiuter bitch Jessamine to Mr. Edward Odell’s (New 
Orleans, La.) Bow. 
Ruth—Darkie. Mo. Thus. Blyth’s (Langdon, Pa.) lemon and white 

Liver Ruth (Prince—Ruby) to Mr. A. H. Moore’s champion Darkie, 
OV, 23, 
Queen—Croxteth. Mr, P, M. Mora's (New York) liver and whites 

pointer bitch Queen (formerly Godeffroy’s) to Mr. A. BE. Godeffroy's 
Croxteth, Oct, 13. 
Flora—Black Prince. Mr, H, Reiche, Jr’s (New York) liver and 

white cocker spaniel bitch Flora (Make—Lady) to Mr. A, C. Wilmer- 
ding’s (New York) black spaniel dog Black Princé (Benedict—Mad- 
cap), Noy. 30, 

oxie—Pete, Jr. Dr. Shattuek’s (Providence, R. t} liver and white 
pointer bitch Roxie (Grant—Nellie) to Mr. EB. C, Alden’s (Dedham, 
Mass.) champion black pointer Pete, Jr., Nov, 28. 
Syren I—Glencho. Mr, A. 8. Guild’s (Lowell, Mass.) red Irish 

setter bitch Syren Il. (Elcho I/I—Bennett’s Mag) to Mr. W. H. Pierce’s 
(Peekskill, N. Y.) Glencho (Hicho—Noreen), Nov. 12, 
Biddy—Chief. Mr. F. BE. Lewis's (Tarrytown, N. Y.) red and 

white Irish setter bitch Biddy (Rodman’s Dash—Rodman’s: Belle) to 
Mr. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J.) ved Irish setter Chief (Berkley— 
Dueck), Dee. 4. 
Frost—Gladsome, Mr. W. A. Strother’s (Lynchburg, Va.) Frost to 

Capt. Foster’s Gladsonie, 
assie—Marcus, Mr. Fred’k Rothera’s (Simcoe, Ontario) Scotch 

collie Lassie (Sneyd's Prince—Sneyd’s Ross) to Mr. Allen 8. Apgar’s 
champion Marcus, Nov. 20. 
Mineola—Sensation. Mr. Louis C. Clark’s (New York) pointer 

bitch Mineola (Croxteth—Bliss) to champion Sensation, Noy, 21, 1882. 
_ Flivt—Sensation. Mr, W. 5. Thurston’s (New York) pomter bitch 
Flirt to champion Sensation, Nov, 27, 
Bonny Kate—Sensation, Mr. J, C. Drayton's (New York) pointer 

bitch Bonny Kate (Ranger—Bess) to champiiin Sensation, Dee. 1, 
May—Dashing Monurch, J, Heron Crosman’s setter biteh Ma 

(Lincoln—Daisy Dean) to I. C, Higgins’ Dashing Monarch, Nov. 2H). 

WHELPS. 
T=" See fustructions at heed of (us cob. 
Moy—Drivd, Mr. J. A, Rookwoot’'s (West Medford, Mass.) May 

Druid (Druid—Nilsson), Nov, 20, seven (two dogs), six bla¢k, while 
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ae tan. one white, with liltle tieking, by Arnold Burges's Dashing 
erwyo, 
Flora—Sport. Mr® W. S$, Topkins’s (Newark, N, J.) orange and 

white setter biteh Mlora (Dash—Nellie), Oct, 6, eight (six dogs), by 
Wim, Grominan's Sport (Lady Ludlow—(rouse), 

Fly. Nir, Samuel Dixon's (Philadelphia, Pa,) black and tan Gordon 
setter bitel Uly (Ely—Stoecktou’s Dash), Noy, 21, seven (three dogs), 
by Dixon's Pilot (Msud—Grouse). 

Nellie ©, Mr. Chauncey's (Midland Park, N, J.) Gordon setter 
bite Nellis U. (Colburm's Duke—Nellie I.) eleven, by iniported Jack 
(Grouse—elle). Nov. 18; six dead, 

SALES, 

Er Seo tnstrvctions at herd of this cohinin. 
Hinrenee Whelps, Cocker spaniel, whelped Oct, 6. 1881, by Mr. W. 

Johison, Boston, Mass., one black and white dog each to Dr, Arthor 
T. Cahotand Dr. M. BH. Richardson; and black bitches, with white 
stur on breast, one each to A. S$. Grane and Ammon P. Kitching, all 
of Boston, 

Bis Ti. Red Wish setter bitch (Wolntosh's Biz—Nora), by Mr. C. M. 
Munball. Cleveland, 0., to Mr HW, L. Terry. New Yorks city. 

Why, Liver aud white coclav spaniel biteh,whelped July 24, 1678 
(Pyincess—Cummings's Snipe), by Mr MW. P. Mefoun, Wranklin, N. 
Y.. ho Mp. G. Noble, Savanvah, Ga. 
Manhs. Bice poets Hitch, whelped Mareh 31, 1880 (E, GC. Alden's 

champion Peto, Jr.—Slocum’s Kate), by Mr. i, 0. Alden, Dedham, 
Mass,. to Mr. 0. 'T, Bailey, Plymouth, Mass. : 1 
Pride—Pele whelp, Black “pointer dog pup, whelped Sept. 6, 1882 

(EB, G, Alden’3 champion Pete, Jr.—MiDonald’s Pride), by Mr. B,C, 
Alden, Dedham. Muss., to Mr, J. BR. Pawle, Boston, Mass. 
Tom—Lady Jeasion whelp, Goriion setter dog pnb whelpeL July 

4, 1882 (Biiley’s Tom—Quige Lady Jession), by Mr. Hi. (). Alden, 
Petham, Muss., to Wr, l. Sawyer, Boston, Mass. 
Tom—Miora whelp, Black and tan Gordon setter dog PUP, 

oll (Bailey's 'Tom—Colman's tora), by Mr. CG. 7. Bailey, Phy 
Mass,, to Mr. &, ©. Alden, Dedbam, Mase, 

Faust. Coampion pointer dog Faust, by Mr, John W, Munson, St, 
Louis, Mo,, to Mr. 8, A. Kaye, of the Missouri Kentiels. 
Spincway, Liver and white pointer bitch (Garmet—Keswick), by 

Mr. Wi, G. Sterling, 86. Louis, Mo,, to Mr. John W, Munson, St, Louis, 
Mo- 

Joel— Maud whelps. Red Trish (loz puppy, by Mr. Thos. Blyth, 
Langdon, Pa., to Mr. Harry Stride, Mahoney City, Pa.; also one bitel: 
puppy. same lither, to Dr. H, V. D. Pratt, Elmira, N, + 
Sensation Progeny. By the Westminster Kennel Clib, dog ww 

PRriar (Sensation—White's Grace), whelpect June, 1882. to Mr. F. RK. 
Hitehcock; a dog pup (Sensation—Queen Mag), whelped July 20, to 
Mr. ¥. O. de Loze; 6 bitch pup, same litter, to Gen, Alex, 8. Webb; a 
bitch pup (Sensation--Rose), whelped Oct. 4, to Mr, A. B, Alley. 

Tenypest— Mlirt whelps, By Mr. Andrew J. Ward, Boston, Mass., 
setter poppies, whelped Sept. 9, 1882, by his Laverack dog Tempest 
(Poutlae—Wutry IL.) out of his Llewellin hitch Flirt (Rock—Star- 
light), a black and white ticked dog pup to Mr. T. R. Shewell, Brook- 
line, Mass.; a blockcand white ticked dog pup to Mr. Benj. H. Sanborn, 
Wellesley, Mass.; a black, white and tan SF pup, a hlack, white 
and tan biteh pup, also a while ticked with liyer dog pup to Mr, BE. 
W, Jester, St. Georges, Del. 

IMPORTATION, ~ 

10m, 
mouth, 

the"See inetructions ut herd uf this eahonnr. 
Tel-el-Kebir. Mr. R. R. Wamilton, New York city, has received 

from Dy, Gordon's stables, Twycford, Hug, the smooth-haired St. 
Bernard dug puppy Tel-el-Kebir (LL W, Wild's) Hermit—M. Hall's 
Dora), Sos, ie brindled fawn and black; blaize feet and tail end 
white marked: double dew claws; weight, 60 Ibs, 

PRESENTATIONS, 

EE" See distructions at hend of thie colunin, 
Duke of Montelair—Pratvie Rose pup. By Me. A. G. Sith, Mont- 

elair, N. J.,to Mr. Wm, A, Johnson, Clinton, N.C., a biteh puppy, 
whelpei Oct, 1, 1882, by Duke of Montclair out of Prairie Rose, 

DEATHS, 
TS" See fisteuctions ct head of thes ealyai 
Pat. White and orange Laverack setter bitch, owned by Mr. EB, F, 

Mercillioit, New York, died Novy. 26, 1882, 
‘et. Brown and waite pointer doz, died at the summer residence 

of his owner, Sat,, Noy, IX, in the 14th year of hisage. Bred at the 
royal kennels, Sigmariugen, Germany: imported in 1871 by the Rey, 
Herman ©. Herg. Alithuta dog could be. Tell had no quality that 
4 friend, loving and true, eoild be without. 

Aifle and Crap Seating. 

SIR HENRY HALFORD TALKS OF THE MATCH. 

HE captain of the late victorious British team was given a ban- 
} quet on Noy, 151b ab the County Assembly Rooms, Leicester, by 
a number of guntivmenof the Connty. On a table in the Dining 
Fall wes-ex hibited the trophy wou by the British team, which consists 
of A bronde tigre of *Fortunata,’ about four feet high, one arm ex- 
tendeil, and bolilmg akthe leftside a rifle, It was much admired, 
The toastmaster complimented the guest of the evening on the suc- 
cessful result of his American trip, and referted to his long connec- 
tion with the Voluatees movement in England, giving some interesting 
facts npon the long career as a successful rileshot which Sir Henry 
had anjoyed. j 

Sir Wenry Walford, on rising to respond, was again heartily eheered. 
He said that to see bis friends gather in that way to give liim the 
huwarty welcome he bad _reeeived was a thing of which any man 
might well be proud. (Hear, hear.) Thelast compliment Mr. Hoy- 
fate pail hini—that of beng o true und hearty English gentleman— 
Was one which his education and his natural feelings rendered more 
valuable to im than say other that could be paid him, He would 
not detain them with matters personal to himself, bub would give 
them afew particulars as to how the recent inateh hud come about, 
what the Enghsh team did, why they won, and how they came home, 
(Hew, heur-) ‘The matgh originated in a letter received by him from 
Major Purr of the 18th Regiment of New York State National Guard, 
stilioned at Brooklyn. He suggested that as the old style of matches 
belaveun England and America had died out, partly because of the 
Axpiish and partly Mm consaquence of the rifles nsed being so tronble- 
some that people gave them up, if would be a plonsant thing for the 
Volunteers of this country and the National Guard of the United 
Bouts to come together in friendly contest, 
Tie idea was first that the match should take place at Wimbledon 

in Joly last. Whe duty of Broporing the terms was relegated to him- 
self, and ‘these he origina ly suggested were practically those 
adopted. Phe Americas, however, attached one addition, and that 
was that the Eoglish should guarantee to send over a team to 
Ameviea for o return moutceh in 1684. Te (Sir Henry) bad fad soma 
experienve in carrying out such matches, and to getting teams to 
variou= places, and he knew il would be impossible for them to 
guarantes a vaturn miatel in 1884. He therefore proposed, with the 
sauction of tlie National Rifle Association, that the English team 
should go to America this year, and the Americans come here in 
1333. The bait too. (Laughter.) He thought they had a good chance 
of beating them on their own ground this year, and ot doing the 
saué in England next year, while he knew thatif the Americans 
came to England this yearthey would beaten, but they would learn 
suffivient to makeit o matter of much difficulty in the return match, 
(Cheers,) Atter & littl: negotiation the terms were accepted. The 
choice of tle team was not by cotapetition, but by selection on the 
known records of nen for some years past, and the team under his 
command was uo doubt very strony. 
They had sone dificulty with regard toallowing the Volunteers in 

uoiform and carrying avms bo land on # foreign shore. The Secre- 
tury of State for Wal at first said thatit was impossible, butit was 
pointed out that the menwould be under strict military discipline, 
ant that he (Sir Henry) was going to take the command of them, 
nod that there was no fear that t.ey would disgrace the uniform out 
of the country, Leave was accordingly given, and they started early 
in September, and hada short and quick passage. They were met 
ab the cutee to New York Harbor by the president and directors 
of the Sational Rifle Association of America, many of whoni were 
old friends whom he had inet in contests years before, ‘Their sreet- 
ing was most cordial, a fhey made it quite plain to all, as he knew 
hefove, thal everything had been done to make their stay agreeable 
mu) (he match an honesbone, and thatib shonld be fought out as be- 
faveen men und soldiers. Taving given in detail some of the prelimina- 
ry proceedings, Sir Henry suld that the first day the two teams metin 
practice they saw the A icans at the Wiyds. range. ‘There it was 
thought very likely they would beat the visitors, as they were 
though! to he vastly inferior to the Americans at the short ranges. 
But his hadno vause to beushamed of his team there, They beut 
their opponents by nine points on the first day of landing on the very 
range the Americans expected ta win at (cheers), and so itcontinued 
to the enol the chapter ‘Chey had seven days’ practiee atthe va- 
rious ranges and they found that when they (the Bnglishmen) went 
to the long ranges the Americans would stick to the shorter ones, 
and vied versa (laughter), There was hardly a day but the visitors 
beat them by b0.or100 points, Tut they took it uncommonly well 
flieat', hear), and many of them said what was Partoaty, true, that ih 
was o, very good thing that they werebeated, They hadhad such jt 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

succession of victories that many of them thought they were invin 
cible in the matter, and thati€ they had scored another yictory the 
interest in rifle shooting would have died ont among them, while the 
English would haye been so dishartened that they would not care to 
enter on a contest again, 
The result of the match was everything they could wish. The, 

Envlish gave them adownright good beating (cheers) and he was. 
yery glad the majority was rota small one, as Th left ne com For ex- 
enses tobe made, The weather was ine and enjoyable, and the 
affair cansed him much omwieby, but after if was ovel there was 
Tone hospitality shown him, Sir Meory then deseribad the armory 
of the Seventh Regiment of the National Guard at New York, which 
he had the honor of being invited to inspset, and said there. was 
nothing like itin this country, He was also myited to inspect the 
regiment at Brooklyn, which he did, and thatwould show the spirit 
with whioh they were entertained, It seem to him that the mateh 
had n far wider significance than that which appertained|(o anything 
of the kind in rowing or other sports. Tlwas the bringing together 
of two armies which defended their own countries, and making 
friends of them (cheers) thus assisting to bring together the two great 
countries which completed the Anglo-Saxon raec, (Applause), 

His opinion was endorsed in America—thiat as long as those two 
uatious—who were relations in bload— siuck together, they need not 
fear the whole world, Mr. Ward Beecher had put in magoilicent 
language the sentiments he now Se ind tha feeling was 
growing in the United States. Tn 1877 they met covdially. in 1852 their 
meeting was more than cordial. He could sea that there was a strong 
desire on the part of the intelligent man in America that Great 
Britain and that country should be brought closely together, (Cheers), 
There had been a great deal sai(l about the feeling of the Trish, and 
for the Irish im America, against England. Thera was no donbt in 
ee rain quarters in America 4 feeling which they were tao well ac- 
euatomed to in England butall the thinking partof America were 
wilh them in the matter. They knew aswwellasthe English did the 
pyreat difficulty there was in living peaceably with the Irish, Bus 
they were gelting through ih, and he trusted fhe Mnglish would too. 
(Cheers.) He felt in hfs heart that nothing would haye pleased him 
Toore than to have belonged to the Regular Army, but he did not in 
the Jessi “despise the force to whieh he belonged. He felt. certain 
that the Volunteers of this country would, like the National Guard 
of Ameriva, show up well when required at any duty they might be 
callad upon todo, In vonclision, he asked to drink: to the health 
of the National Guard of the United States (cheers) by doing which 
they would he honoring the same class of men as the Yuplish Volun- 
leers, whose sole business as soldiers was fo defend their dountry 
from internal strife, (Applause.) 

DOWN EAST GOSSIP. 
Ediloy Forest and Stream: : 
My favorite corer in the Forusr AND Stream is the rifla depart. 

ment, and as a wandering scribe, Tthought, while sojourning in this 
section of the country, [ woul! «ultivate the acquaintance of some of 
the noted rifle shots of New Mngland, whose names are weekly pre- 
sented to the readers of this journal, and who have gained among the 
riflemen of this country, and perhaps Lmightsay the world, for their 
superior skill as riflemen, quite an enviuble notoriety. At the Bos- 
tou & Lowell Railway station a ticket for Walnut Will was secured 
after undergoing a series of cross examinations us to whether he was 
a mnember or not of the Massachusetts Hifle Association. In the car 
a tall, herculean-framed, r¢solute-looking gentleman, who carried a 
riffe, covered with the conventional yellow gun cover, was noted. and 
a talk drew out under information. 

A few years ago a number of gentlemen, from their love of rifle- 
shooting, formed aclub. Each week, during pleasant weather, they 
yet ata range near Spot Pond in Cambridge, and ita friendly con- 
test in rifle shootme, ftonnd recreation aud enjoyment, 
Reports came from Nngland of the wonderful shooting done at 

unheard of distances, 600, 800,900 and even 1,000 yards. It was not 
eredited on this side of the Atlantic. 
One of the old turkey shooters of this vicinity, who was a prosper- 

ous manufacturer, visited England about this time, and among the 
novelties he saw abroad was oneofthe long runge rifles, which he 
purelased. The price paid for the riffe and outfit, with the premiuin 
upon gold at that time, was wel! up towards a thousand dollars. 
Upon the return of this gentleman to this country thertile was shot 
ata distance unheard of here for any hut telescopic mfles. To his 
surprise he found the shots grouped within about a three-foot circle, 
Then on rifle makers produced their first long range rifle, and rifle- 
nien of this section would weekly visit some of the marshes in the 
vieimity of Boston anu practice shooting at the longer distances, The 
fut tthus awakened was the gérm of the Massachusetts Rifle As- 
sociation, which was formed and the range at Walnut Hill leased. 
The interest awakened by the international matehes brought uew 
members to the society and enabled the ies Sere to purchase 
and own the model range, whichis now held by that-body free from 
all indebtedness. . { 
Early in long range shooting at Walnut Hill it was a great event 

when Uaptain Jackson. out of a possible 125, scored 114. And at short 
range when 44 or 45 out of a possibie 50 was made, the shooter was 
gratified hy seeing his name in bold “caps"’ at the heading of the 
newspaper article describing the contest. In long range shooting Mr. 
J. 8. Samnermade his 220 out of 225, the best then ou record. Tt was 
suid to be a remarkably cold day for the long range veteran heroes 
When William Gerish made his 224 ont of 225 at 80U, 000 and 1,000yi1s., 
and when Charles W. Hinman went and bought an old model Rem- 
ington rifle and entered the long range contest and rolled out 22+ out 
of 224, outranking Wiliam Gerish's score, and crediting him with 
the bast on record, it is whispered that several long range viflemen 
then and there (leclared that their eyesight was giving oul, and have 
nol since ween seen on the range, retiringin good order to the shady 
ranks of the “has becns,”’ 

At short range, 200yds.. there was formerly Jackson, Sumner 
Poland, Gerrish, Lowell, Arnold, Osborn, Prye, Kirkwood, and A host 
of others, but onc by one the above-named riflemen were invited to 
step down from the pedestal of fame and hand over the title of best 
shot to some of the younger element, 
The records of the perfect or clean scores of fen shots, at 200yds,, 

off-hand, made at Walnut Hill, are as follows: W., Milton Farrow, 1; 
J. §. Sumner, 1; 0. M. Jewell, 2; L. L. Hubbard, 2; E. FP. Righard- 
son, 2} H.G. Bixby, 3; Charles W. Hinman, 2; 8, J. Gram, l 
We find among (he devotees of the rifle many gehtlemen well 

known in the business circles of the ‘Hub,’ and it was a pleasiny 
siglit to see among the shooters congrezated men of all ages, the 
eray-laired veteran who, Re three score years ag0, shot burleys 
with o rifleand made wonderful shooting with the heayy telescopic 
rifle, bul now armed with modern breech-loading rifles (rying then: 
sic on the decimal rarget; close beside him were the younger shoot- 
ere; sometimes tather suit son contesting, and the son, whom the 
father taught te shoo, now excelling the pere, q ’ 

liven the “knights of the quill’ shoot a rifle in this section, and the 
annual press shoot is quite ancvent. 

Truly this rifle shooling must he fascinating, und the healthy plow 
to the faces of the riflemen and the bright eyes are evidence that 
the few hours taken each week from the cares of Whusittess bring 
health aud enjoyment to the participants. Racen Grarnwoon. 

Boston, Dec. 6. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

ALBANY. W. Y., Nov. 30.—The first contest was open to all comers 
at 200yds. The second was al the same distance, open only to those 
who lad never wan amatch, There was bul one entry ia the latter 
Glass, hence the match was declared off, In the mach that was shoo 
oft there were Forty entries, twenty-eight of whom mate duplicate 
scores. The reflection on the snow made “sighting difficult, but 
notwithstanding some good scores were recorded. Appended is tha 
score; 

Shori-range Mateh—200 Yards. 
Oharles H. Gaus, May. 8....-...-.s05065 o556552565565 545 
William ®, Fiteh, Bal, 8. AGRS4h45655 5 5407 
Buel GC. Andrews, Bal, 5, 4384545584556 5 5—hb 
B. BR. Spelman, Jr., Bal, H4504+44 448545 5-18 
Satouel B. Ward, Ral bt4454)555 £45 4-63 
Henry J. Beers J¥...., ‘ aac ae: HDAd4444453305 3-57 

THE ATLANTIC RIFLE CLUB of New York had their anual 
shooting match at Wort Lee, N. ¥., on Phankspiving Day. Distance 
BOyds., position standing, six shols each man. Remington .50-cal, 
military rite, possible 30; Chas, H. Connelly 20, Fred. Kleim, dr. 20, 
Robt, tL. Prophet 19, Al. funk 19, Wm, Yost 18, Geo, C, Welbroclk 1h, 
Frank M, Fox 18, M, Machol 16, Geo, Kerker 15, Wm. Grau 1 Win, 
Ribber 14, A. Muegve 18, Lonis Gussert 11, Theo. Relph WW. The next 
miateh will lake place on Christmas Duy, and wil young men over 
eirhteen years who wish to join may atldress Capt. P, Klein, Jr, T5 
Sixth street, N. ¥. 
NEWARK, N. J.—The Dettmber match of tlle Neware Rifle Asso- 

ciation is now in progress 4b the Frelinghuysen range. 140 Market 
street, Tho elubs shootsas follows: Frelinghuysen, Monday 11th; 
Wareen, Tuesday 12; Nameluss, Woiinesday 13; Plymouth, Thursday 
lf Moniesti. Viiday ib; Celaloid, Monday 1s; Essex, Vnesday 19; 
This probabje the,second teams will enter the touriuntent. Thay 
will Shoot following the first leaths, commencing on the 20th; Domestic 
first to the buvt, Celluloid second, aud Vrelinghuysen third, The os- 
sociation has adopted the sliding card back of the target, which will 
he of great benefit in doultiul shots. - 

i. 

‘[Dee, 14, 1882. 
“ty 

RUSTON, Dec, 9.—Thie Hflemen who assembled abthe Waluut Holt 
ronge hal to battle with a very strong west wind, blowing from nine 
o'eloek, The light was yery fair, Mr. 1, B. Thomas carried off the 
honors of the day with the good score of 48 ontofapossible h0. Below 
are the records of the day, all at, 200yd5; 

Creedmaor Match, 
IB Thomas,,,......5540455555 48 BW Dwight ..,... ...50555haib4—d5 
A. Buffer... .-- .... DSHSSI47 E, Burleiph. 1. .:.S44htdddgp—dt 
R Dawia..,,.-....-- 4454544555—45 

Walnut Hill. 
A COW, eee fdbdd4td45—4a WF D Barker...,...... Add {5544—4 
AWS Garter, .o...... 4544044454 43 RK Reed ......-....- Gddd44ado5—42 
( Woston (mil)).... 4b /4bd454—42 G Warren (imil.).-. 64a d— 42 
CF Danvorth...,.. 45444445443 I Lewis....,,,, -..,-4a54424545—41 

Decimal Match, 
eA SPAR GY) oe pa 21y hapten pis seewe-- ae 10 91010 5 8 9 5 10—85 
G Warren... -...,, ¢ 710 8 & 8 9-84 
JN Prye....--. 6910 9 & 9 BR 
TDP Atkins... 8 6 610 910 6-79 
W Gardner. _ 679 8 2 9 910 10—79 
WJ Wye... 44109 9 7 5 47h 
RDayis...... * 7710 6 9 4 % 5 B7O 
DY Rogers, .. 66 ¥ 8 710 5 6 10-69 
J Major... - 1G 87 6 7 5 6 4-60 
P Dwight. 6910 5 5 4 GW 8—t7 
A J Carrer. TeaT EST FT FU 

A Duffer.___ 9 §$1010701010 $10 8—05 
5 Wilder .. ww 9 8 9901010 7 10~o1 
DI Rogers 8 8 810 72010 8 9 95H 
AT Carter... a7 9 9 9 8 6 810 BE 
DF Atkins...-. na: 4910 710 7 8 7 8 5 Bsr 
PV DBark@r, <2 ia -el-ss cane yi ld 9 7 9 810 7 9 SARL 
BOSTON GALLERIES.—With the low themnometer, the aunounce- 

ment that the regular prize shooting season hus been opened at the 
Mammoth rifle gallery at 655 Washington street, becomes very timely, 
Each month six prizes will be offered, in all $25, for the six best. 
scores ade inthe gallery, Phe shooting will be offhfind, distance 
150ft,, ronnds 10, the best five to win, orpossible 25). The attendance 
has been good the past week, and the well-known local aud ont-of- 
(own marksmen are dropping infrequently, The December list has. 
alveady been opened, and the following scores now appear upon the 
blackboard; 
U A Pollard F 44 015 48 44 d4—2701 
EL Lowell 3S 43 42 41 41-210 
SACU ie ER ade ei onoee Gis Sabet. 42 42 42 41 4R—210: 

Besides atl Ze, 1 spec rd of $20 for eight consecn- 
tive Inuiseyes is offered, Itis also proposed to open next month a 
list for amateurs, with appropriate prizes for good shooting. 

VICTORIOUS TELEGRAPHERS.—A gallery match between teams 
representing the Western Union Telegraph Operators’ Rifle Club, of 
this city, aud a picked team from the Newark (N. J.) rifle galleries, 
was shot on the evening of December 9, al the Zettler-gallery, Tlie 
match Was for refreshments. 10 shots per man, possible 120, Massa- 
closets targets redirced tor gallery distance. 

, Telegraphers’ Team. Newark Pieked Team. 4 
Capt. J BSmith...,..-. Capt. J Coogan ; 
W_ B Richmond . 4 P Vitzpatrick.. 75 
BF Bunee-.- . 92 A Vitzpatrick . vai 
VM Smith oo F Bannan 73 
A Voyer.. 57 W Casgri . ir 
W Flint... 51 W Cass, , 
C Fulton...) ..-/:5-\.,.-.-9.,83 M Fitzpa 
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THE TRAP, 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB, 
; _ Basynon, L. I.. Dee. 5. 

HE Westminster Kennel Cinb had their second reception at the 
grounds of the club, near Babylon, L I., to-day, and a most en- 

joyable affair it was, A special train lett, Hunter's Point on the ar- 
rival of the nine o'clock morning boat from the city, illed with mem- 
bers of the Philadelphia, Riverton, Long Pranch, Orange, Staten 
Island, New York, aud Westminster Kennel clubs, and by hall-past 
ten o'clock ihe gentlemen were in coaches at Babylon, on their way 
to the shooting grounds, which are located about two miles away, 
northwest from the depot, Arriving at the grounds, atmost beautiful 
picture was presented to theeye, The aplade since last year has un- 
dergone many great mnrovements, such as the building of a large 
and tasty shooting bex behind the score, an immense pigeon coop 
oyer by the keeper's cottage, and new Kennels have been made, 
which contain the 180 dogs at the present time, mostly of the stock 
of Sensation. The new buildings, as wellas the club house, are all 
freslily painted and present a cleanly an“ cheerful appearance. The 
Jawn on which the sh palin lakes place issun/ounded on three sides 
by woods and on the fourth by a front pond of twenty. eres’ extent. 
On this delightfy] plave the sun shone with power during mast of the 
time thatthe shooters were enjoying their sport. making almosta 
summer day of it, 
The opening shoot was for the “Anybody*s Cup,'’ open to the msm- 

bers of the Glabs mentioned above, and also the Southside Roe 
mun’s Club, Rockaway, Queens County Hunt and Meadow Brook 
clubs, The first prize was a silver cup, 4 two-handled stirrup cup, a. 
very fine affair: and the second prize a silver cigarette case, both 
largeand valuable; tea birds each, thirty yards rise, three misses. 
out; ties, nisses and go out; entrance, $10. For this event there 
were twenty-three entries, the Riverton Club having four of (heir 
members therein, viz: Messrs. Howard, Macallister, Thomas and 
Arnold; the other clubs being well represented. The birds, were, as 
a whole, a finelot, and were furnished by Mr, L. M, Gilbert, of Phila- 
delphia, They were retrieved by the pointer bitch Della and the set- 
ter dog Ralph, belonging to Phillip Lumbreyers, of Bergen Pot, 
N. J., in fine style, and aided greatly in shor,ening the jtime; of the 
shooting. After the shooting for the cup there was an intermission 
of an hour for luncheon, which was served up inthe parlor of the 
keeper's cottage on the grounds. The following is the record of the 
day’s work: 

¥ Score of the “Anybody’s Cup." 
J Macallister. 1 00011—10 Ma Travers w00 8 
Gde Worest Grant, .,.0111111101— § ~P Thompsou. by 
L, Kellogg -... es OLLO1111— § Mr Armold—____ al 
A Howard....... ...4111011101—8 G Kane..-...., —="2 
1.0 Glark.....,,,-.-011011011— 8 Mr Hepkins ae 
DSThomas....,..,.111710W0— 7 PSSands........... airy 
NY 008 5394 een 14111100 —6 Mr Watson, = 
Mr Coleman. .,,....1101010 —4 W Vyse........ -,,,1H10 —1 
J N.Howard-..-.-... 04110 —3 WM Bdnunds_... 000 —0o 
Mr Winslow.....-.., 100110 =— 8 SD Ripley..... 000 —o0 
G Wloyd Jones...... 01110 —8 WAbrowsli.-.-__. 001) —? 
W 0 Floyd Jones... .11010 —3 

The Single and Double Match. 
The second event was a single and double mateh—six single at han- 

dicap rise and three pair at 2byds. rise; fies, one single anid one pair. 
Entrunce, $10. First prize, a silyer flask; the second prize,a silver 
match safe. For this event twenty-one shooters came (to the score, 
as Followst Doubles, 
Name: Yds. Singles, 25 Yds. Killed. Missed. 

Mr Sprague. ....-.-...81 ANTI Wd 14 41 1 ad ip 
Mr {14pkins..... ,,..-30 Wii 11 11 41 10 2 2 
A Woward,,... ... 43 Wiuio 10 11 8 2 
Mr Kelloge.......- Ae seen qt 00 5 B 
JN Howarnl..........28 BDURDET (1 1 is z 
G de Morest Gran 28 Wd 10 10 “i A 
Y Sands... ... Fee UU O1iidt A) 01 ie a 
W © Woyd-Jones......% w0uiL i) O14 v 3 
Mr alister.. aa OLLO11 ol i 4 
Mr Voleman...., diyiii OU 00 G 4 
Mr Winslow 101110 O4 00 . i a. 

Oo1011 Ww 10 fi ne 

0110 Ww 01 6 ue 

a tin 400 i t Mr Bryer... ces 11101 i ‘ 
Mr yee toes 111101 00 b 8 
Mr Arnold... -- 011011. al} fF 3 
My ‘Travers. -.. M0111 10) 4 4 
G FPloyd-Jones 11001 oy) 3 a 
Mr Zhrowskt.. 001010 00 00 2 8 23 

Pive-Dallar Sweepstakes. 
Then followed a sweepstakes of tive Wollars exeh, miss and out, and 

for this thirteen card to the scave, viz: 
ils, Yds. 

y Sprague ......31 ta—8 Mr Gillingham 30 1tiidi—s 
Mi Spina... BD wiidaai0—7 Mr kalloss 14d 111) —6 
WC Tioyd-Jones..8 7110  —3 Mr Vyse,. i Aie 8 
Metravars.........80 110 —3 Mr Thom 410 2 
My Watson .......28 10 —1 GH Floy 10 —1 
F Sands....,,.....40 U0 -MriGoleman..-.-.-30 0 —0 

Mr, Sprague and Mr. Gillingham divided the mouey. 

‘ 



BABYLON, 1. T., Dev. 6—The members of the Weshminsten Kennel 
ub left Hituter's Point on a special tain at nine o'clock this morn- 
ten the second day of the anunal receplion, where the most im- 
ortuot eventof the meeting wis to ba decided, ‘This was a shoot 
or the Club Cap, by teams of four, each man to shoot at twenty | 

Hirds; entvance $25 per lear. Wive teats antered forthe tran, 
these bang the Westminater Kennel Club, the Orange Cinb, the Riy- 

erton Club, the Staten Island Club aad the Rovkaway Club. When } 
@ clihs tekched the grounds they found mauy of the gentlemen of 

_ different clubs who had stopped at Babylon thé previous night busily 
eiguged af the traps shooting sweepstakes. The wind was 
blowing a strong gale from the nortliaast at tha time, and 
those who were not engaged at the traps were taking refuge 
fn tha capacipus shooting box. This kind of Shvoting, haw- 
ever, was quickly disconGnuad on the arrival of the members by 
train, and preparations immediately made for the gyent of the day— 
the shoot for the (inh Cup. our hunired pigeons were vequired 
and these weré quickly_brouxht on the grounds by Mr. Gilbert anc 
placed near the traps. Then the names of the gentlemen to repre- 
sent the different clubs we announced and lols were drawn for the 
order iu whieh they wenl! shoot. lf was dpreqd thab the men 
selected from the five clubs should shootin 
iif with the Westminster, followed by 
Ovange, next the Staten Island, and last the Rocke 
Rivertoa Glob was thought to be invincible, for sinve its inausira- 
tion and first appearaiee al Long Broncti, i 1470, it never had been 
besteh, and the club had decided that the old team should he 
disbaniled after this shopt, and a mew team would be 
formed from younger members of the club. ‘The Rivertous 
were the favorites over the field before the shooting com- 
meneed, the Westminsters the secoudin favor, the Orange, Staten 
Tslind and Rockaway clubs being, as ib were, “in the fel. The 
‘Rivelton quartet were Messrs, Sprague, Meredith, Armold and M 

allister; the Westminsters, Messrs. Coleman, Travers, Thompson and 
Hopkins; the Grange. Messrs. Crawford, Kellogs, Parker snd Wat- 
Sou; the Staten Islands, Mesers. Thomas, Brown, De Worest C 
and Vyse, and the Rockaways were M, Lawson, Lennox, St. Guorge 
and J, Lawson, After tine shooling at 400 birds, for five hours aad 4 
Quarter, We affair terminated for the day in a tie betiveen the Wasl- 
mmster Kennel Club and the Orange Club, each haying killed Hifby- 
seve birds optofthe eighty shol at. Dhe birds weve petrieved, as 
on the first day. by Ma. Lumbreyer's dogs, ‘The shooting was done 
ut d0yds. from the traps : 
The following are the seores of the shooting: 

Westninstar Kennel Chip, 
NS MIGIPSOD 5-0 habs ae fet < ne scheeee sys 11111710110011711111—16 
Mr (Coleman,,..... 1) 101101110111110111—15 
Mr Travers..-.: ON1O1T 111000102013 —14 
Mr Hopkins. .-..-.-.-.,---+- phe ee Bre 001.1001 0171100101357 

Orange Club, 
PNET WW AUSOU. oe eee ced eee dee tow nt (911111 10014111001140—16 
Mi Parker. __..) . --- ------ 14910009111970101T1 015 
Mr Kellore,. © DLE 010001 101 15 
Mr Urawlovd....... fl +. ATTOTILOOLNOI T0000 1—11—a7 

Riverton Club. f 
BAMQUSPPASUE. oo eee cele cy ewe oon T1011 111010191910101~ 16 
Mr Macalister. LOTT 1031017 13 —i5 
Mr Meredith | .. . 111010912100001010711—13 
Mr Arnoldo... eek eee eee pee eee, - D1001119101001 10711285 

Rockaway Clab, ; 
Mr Lennox ..-. | ._-....--1.-2..-2.-2..----- 0110010119191 45 
Mr M Lawson ., . TI TOLOLOOOIMUEODI—11 
Mr Si George . 5 111011001 10000781002 —10 
Mr J Lawson... __-... 

Mr Grant _- 010201 1001010001 10u0—74 
Mr Vyse,. . i) es 10011111011 11000100041 
BATT OTA BCVA rich eee Ef sele'e MLAs ee Lacie deseo OLVLOTTOOLOTODOITO00- . 8—47 

MALDEN GUN CLUB,—The Malden Gun Club met at their rooms 
on Monday eyenisg, Dec, 4, to elect officers for the ensuing year, 
4nd also (0 participate im the anniversary supper, The full board of 
Officers bnahunidusly elected are; Prank T, Noble, President; Robert 
H. Waters, Vice-President; T. ©. Fielding, Secretary; M. Hanford, 
Treasurer; Frank 8, Barncs, additional executive, The fourth 
anniil election of officers was sucessfully carried outin the troe 
spirit Of that savodr Ufere which ought at all dinies lo distinguish men 
in every wali oflife. Our noble president was re-elected, as he is a 
tnost etieient worker in everything that appertains to & ¢un club's 
practical inanipulation, After theyery eujoyable aud barmouions 
meeting, the wembers af the club adjourned to partake at the rood 
eheer so bountifully set before them. WNof the least interesting 
feature of the occasion were the inimitable clay pizeon and glass 
ball, the former in an inverted position covering the latter holding a 
fragrant weed, The clay pireon was also made serviceable as a re- 
veplaclé for edibles most agretable to the palate. The toastmaster 
of the evening was ex-tr'easurer Jones, who aequittad himself wittily 
aod gracefully, although called upon at a moments notice, THe 
speech-making was of that nature which a{ways has a Lendeney to 
warin the heart and elevate the mind, as wellas to bring into closer 
Telationship that spirit of brotherly love and fratermizing influence 
si necessary to syery club's social and financial welfare. Hsto per- 
petuas—l, u. F. 
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 40.—The University of Pennsylyania Gun 

Club bas had three practice matches so far, The first matell was us 
faliows, Gogardus rules and trap: 

MESO LET'S 0s sicisieumin, me WII —10— Dallety....,-..2...... HONCO01900—1 
Second Match, 

: 
Pinletter.. .....2..... AW1O1II—S )~Dallett.,..._.-.,, ....0001011001—4 
Taylor. < -AWUNITI—3 ~Oroasdale,,...... .. 00L0901000—2 
Small, ..... SL LON 0011 1—6 

In shooting off the tie Finletter beat Taylor, 
‘86. 

SBA —Taylow. i. eee we ee eee 1 i—Ww 
Small. . 1 i—10—20 

‘85—Trinlelter 07 
Fischer... 1 he 2—%9 

‘86—Pvatterson. Pra 
0 0— 3—8 

WELLINGTON, Mass,, Dee. 8.—The winter quarters of the Malden 
Olob were well filled with Piarlksmen this afternoon, yet the ecole 
weather chilled the ardor of some of the sporsimen, The more en- 
dhisiastic, however, faced the traps and made the following scores: 

Wirst event, club shoot at 20 birds—¥. T, Noble, 14; J. R. Souther, 
18; A. Whitinan, 12; F. Loring. 12; GR. Durand, 12; M. Hanford, 
11; .1, Boston, 10, . 
Second event, match at fiye birds—Won hy F.T.Noble, J.R.Souther 

and F. Loving i order. 

Third event, atsame trap—J. R. Souther and F, T. Noble divided 
first honors; A. G, Whitman secured second, atid the third fell to 
G, R. Durand. 
The fourth event, attrap No, 1, showed firstman to be A. G. Whirt- 

muin, with M. Hanford and It. ', Noble even ab second, qwhile the 
third position was divided by J. Boston and . Loring, 
The filth event, same conuitions, was disposed of by Messrs. Nohle, 
Whittian and Hanford in the order named. 

RewovaL.=-We call attention to the removal advertisement of the 
well-known firm of William Read & Sons, Boston, and it offers cer- 
tainly a poo opportunity for the purchase of fine goods ata nominal 

i ‘This firm, so well known all oyer the country for their spee- 

'. «= > = 

rice. 
Piiues in fine guns: have occupied their present location over lifts 

éars, But few houses in thy land haye been §0 long in one place. 
esides being agents for W, & OC, Scott & Son (of which make they 

Nave always nade a specialty, Supplying Bogardus, Mules, Jobnsoui, 
and olhey leading shots), and other makers, they do 4 large business | 
in military contracts ant supplies. In January they will occupy a 
larger anil more commodius building on Washington street—aAde, 

POSTAGE STAMPS IN DEMAND. 

BALTIMORE, Dec. 7, 1282, 
Editor Fovest and Strean;: ; 
IR Please give imelosed ad. two insertions in Porman AND Stream and 
‘send bill foime, The only objection T have to advertising with you 
is tha expense of the thing, Your chargeis cheap unough, tat the 
era @ connected with the ad, is something fearful. I offered & 
uffalo overcoat for sale & few weeks ago bhrough Poresr aAnp 

‘Stream, The ad, sold the coatthe next day, and sines theu I have 
heen kept busy answering inquiries from nineteen States. Canada 
and Mexico. As there are still u few States to hear from, and ds it 
ig About finte to expech.r mses from the Old World, [shall have a. 
busy time until after Christmas, Our stamp clerk says there bas 
‘been a marked increase of business in bis department this fall, 
Which tact, he says, detotes an jngreased trade, He does nol know 
of the overcoat ad, ’ JL. Ti 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
—_ 

Hachting and Canaving. 

ROUGH NIGHT 

Editor Forest cond Streams 
On Sunday morning # four-tonner was lying in Holyhead Harbor, 

with mainsail set and dip slopped on bowsprit, all ready to get under 
way for Kingstown, Lreland. The ere\y were below laying ina square 
meal preparatory Lo starting, We are all aniateurs and sail our own 
ship The skipper. one of the best lands on this coast, is always 
égual to aby emergency and can handle » tiller as well xs most pro- 
fessionals. ‘Phe matea—well, the lesssaid about him thehetter, The 
Jaa, und as reeards size, the least,ia the ‘*bos’un,? 4 smart hand, 
who gensrally knows what todo and how tout. So much for the lit 
(le sliqp nud ber crew, 
Kreckfast over, we fob the mudhook np and started with a fair 

Wind. When we gotoell ontside the harhor into the tide rip, which 
is very bail bere, we thongbtit best to get the topmast on deck, This 
was soon successfully accomplished, and the litthe ship went mutch 
easier throneh the sens. J may as well explain (hat we have ® brass 
funnel with shonlilers which, when weget the topmast on deci, 
carries OU the topmast. pigcing and remaims on the upper cap, To 
send the Lopmast up again you ship the head in the funnel and hoist 
away. We had hardly got well clear of the tide race when the wind, 
which was on the tc to headus off, and the mainshert 
had to be gotin. Tt gradually knocked us off, till we had to pinch 
all wa kiiew to ley oureourse. To make matters worse, it got very 
putly and Glew much stronger; so we hanled the foresail to wind- 
ward and hardened down two reefs. Not much before it, was wanted, 
as it piped up harder all the time, Twas below looking at the barome- 
fer, whith wits falling considerably, when I heard the skipper shout, 
“Now, there, below there, tumble wpand get that irysail bant, we'll 
went it directly.’ We had hardly got this done when it began to 
lookso ugiy to windward that we hove her (0 again and shifted from 
Toqinsail to double-reefed trysail, The squali was on us like a 
thnnderelap, and as. we had still No. 1 jp on the Soyepet we dared. 
not heave to, a8 onr howsprit would haye snapped like a carrot. 
There was nothing leit for us to do bat to put her déad before it. 
We could hardly see twenty yards shead for the hail and rain, which 
luckily killed the seas to a great extent, so we had not much water 
andeck, We got outthe stari jib, and the bostia and T went for- 
ward and shifted jihs and then double-reefed theforesail., In ubout 
half an bour the worst was over, end we brought the boat by the 
Wind again, Ttwasnowa question whether we should run back or 
go on, butas crossing the South Stack “race” with the wind as it then 
was, und that nob before’nizhtfall, would be very dangerous work, 
we determined] to faveit ont, The lass rose 4 little and wethought 
the wind was softeniug, Tb came on bo blow harder than ever, and 
the wind shifted (eal alread. 
This tJast change of wind tumbled up a wasty cross-sea, and the 

hogtwes kicking about tremeydously. This went on all afternoon 
andthe weather seemed almost to gat worse, Perhaps the sdas ap- 
pHared to us larger anil flerder as the darkness came ont but, atiany 
rate, after a consultation. we decided (hat the best thing to do was to 
lower foresail altozether, haul the smail jibto weather, and lay po for 
the night. Assoon asthis was done the boat rode easier and did nos 
ship nearly so much water. It was an awful night; our lamps would 
notburn, but Mew out continually, so we gave up reliehbing them 
and trusted entirely to keeping a good lookout and keeping a riding 
fightin the cabin, ready toshow should anything look like ruuning 
us down. Daylight was a greal relief, and the wind began to go 
down and Jeb ws carry on our course again. We managed to get a 
cup of coffee aud some bread and butter. the first decent meal we 
had had since leaving folflead, Soon after sight o'clock we hoisted 
the reefed mainsail and shifted jibs, as, alihongh there was stilla 
nasty sea running, we bad to pub camyas on her'to get to whidward 
against the tide, We arrived in Kingstown about, two o'clock on 
Mauday, thoroughly played out and glad to be in a safe harbor. Some 
of our friends met us and greeted us as if they had never expected 
fo sve us again. Ttappearsthat the mail steamer which pussed us 
the evening before reported a small yacht in distress about thirty 
miles out, and people hud made up their minds that we had gone to 
the bottom, ‘The skipper of one of the cracle 90-torners told me next 
day that he did not understand how we liyed through the gale, His 
eutter had heen twice lifted off Lis deel. and frilly he had to heave 
{o for three hours Two tons of lend, when it is outside a small bout, 
means alot, and Iam confident that had we been in a shallow hoat 
of the samesige, withno great hold on the water, we would never 
have crossed to Kingstown that night, Tan Maty. 
HinkENBEAD, England. 

IN THE |[RISH SEA. 

THE AMERICA CUP, 

ie is to he hoped the New York Y. (. will see to it this winter that 
the strangely partial conditions surrounding a challenge for the 

America Cup are pit upon a _hasis whieh can be accepted by intend- 
ing competitors, Mr. G. L. Watson, of Glasrow, has in hand a lange 
entter for a well-known racing gentleman, who itends to eross the 
Atlantic shonid the new vessel proye thetlyer it is hoped. Ara we 
to meet suvh 4 laudable enterprise with the uarroy; spirit and the 
attempt at overreaching the stranger before the start which the pre- 
sent conditions imply? Must the foreign yachtsiman agroe to accept 
blows below the belt for his courage. or rest content with private 
mutehes only? The New York Y. C,, must be well aware of the 
doubtful fame the America Cup is aged sma tainted with abroad, 
nor can it plead the clause permitting special arrangements for a 
inutch, The forcign yachtsmen toust mow hig rights in the case, 
anil cares not to (trust himself upon generosity and long-winded cor- 
respondence, He must have fair terms alike to both sides, upon 
Which he can insist, and he naturally looks to the voluntary trustees 
for their promulgation. The terms, as they stand, are not likely to 
entice the new cutter into six months notice, They serve as a bar- 
ner to international racing by uijust discrimination in our favor. 
The publie is anxious for a trial with a large cutter from abroad, and 
itdepends very much upon the action of the New York Y, C, whether 
such an exhibition shall be yonchsafed us nextseason or not. 

A CRUISE IN THE SNOW. 

Eiitor Forest and Stream: 
No genuine lover of yaehting can begrudge thanks for the inter- 

esting efforts you haye made to encourage single-handed cruising, 
but, while agreeing with the pith of your remarks on this subject, as 
found in Wo. 18 of ores? ANd StREAM, L ber to except, for variety, 
if for nothing else, to one or two of your assertions coneerning light 
draft, ete. It is true that most of our small esbin yachts! are fay 
too heamy and tubby, soto speak, It is also a truth that some of 
them besm lopped off and changed into leugth would reniler them 
more handy 4 managable. particolurly in a seasyay, But 1 pro- 
pose as an amendinent to your motion concerning the inerease of 
ther depth (under water) that we add to their freeboard und leveth, 
in lien of draftand displacement. Great drattof water is the worst 
of all nuisatices in a single-hander. Vory small and deep boats 
rarely are fast sailers; small. deep, wide ones neyer are auythin 
hut slow, unwieldy tubs, bul hundreds of shoal, narrow, high-side 
liftle boats are uot ouly vary speedy, bul they at the same time rank 
among the finest of seagoing craftin their Class, You do not like 
Sharpie Waturally so, Eyenif you did encourage them, where 
would be found a plana for all that lead and all those dollars 
FeDicite to the tiiruiog oul 4 Lull fleged sigle-hander of merry Eng- 
und! 
Quantum suf So let me detail a short single-hand story, 
Last week, feeling restless, and a toothache coming on, 1 coneluded 

that the best thing for mewas to have a little sail all atone; so T 
boarded my sharpie, Which lay anchoved nésr the hack door in two 
feet of water, Hoisted sail and was off for anywhere. The wind blew 
gently from the west and should have meant fine weather, but bad 
suarcely embarked before it began to snow. Slowly, then gradually 
increasing until, the wind having veered to 8. W., down came the 
goone feathers in real old-fashioned style, rendering everything 
invisible but my hayt and the gray water, Now, what would you 
have done, iu your deep single-hander, with more than enough lead 
stowed to sink her like a plummet in ease she chanced ou one OF 
those boulders, indetinitely ahead? Why, ov dear sir, you would 
haye cast anchor, furléd All and waited for ‘the sun, which would 
perhaps appear in the course vf a day or so. 
Sutmy sharpie and I were off for a sail, and hound to haveit. So 

we outwith our compass, and laid our course due north. which we 
knew would bring us somewhers in the neighborhood af Rye. on the 
north shore of Long Island Sound. Well, the skipper kept a good 
lookout, in factwent forward, letting his sharpie sail herself, The 
Wind inereacad to 4 chacking breeze, more snow coming with it, and 
ih due lime wo made—about fifty fect ahead—a bir black rock. Then 
both eraft and skipper felt safe, for they knew that Just beyond 
thatrock wore many more like it, with oll Conneaticut to backs them 
up. Would the keel and the lead, and the deep skipper have been 
easy 1 their minds just then and there? Probably not. We could 
have run in behind the roelks, nearly anywhere, aud have found snug 
anchorage, but we desired to keep going wotil dark. so skited the 
invisible shore eastward, dodging to,port of a roek here, fo star- 
board of another there, until dusk added to the dimmess, when wwe 
ran in behind Cayiain’s Island, and founda snug hyrbor for the night 
In Cos Cob River, The skipber had, however, beconie careless, and | keel, 

when making port ran bis craft squarely over a. rock about ten inches 
wider water, Luckily we had Eood headway on, aid the sharpie 
Simply mounted oh side of the slighb impeditnent, bowed gracefully, 
and slid off at the other, Now suppose this ively sharpie had oarried 
what Joho Gilpin did, would his skipper have got damp? This ts the 
question, Callita comundrim, if agreeable, anid fuess it. 

Rosuyn, Li. T., Dec, &, VHOMAS. ChAPITAM, 

ANOTHER NEW SCHOONER, 

HIE centerboard schooner yacht Grayling, now huilding at the 
yards of the Messrs. Poillon, Brooklyn, for ex-Gouimiodork 

Latham A. Fish, Atlantic Yacht Club, is progressing satistactorily. 
Shé is ceiled and the wales are being put on. nis-‘vessel bids fair ta 
be yery powerfnl, and looks to have more displacement than is 
usual in the boats from the same modeler, Mr, Philip Misworlh, of 
New York. The angle of dead rise is much less tha that of the 
Montank, but the prominent departure From the latter yacht is the 
pronounced ‘tumble home" of the sides. The following is a deserip- 
tion of the Grayling: Length over all, Dif; length ou load water 
line, H1ft. in,; extreme breadth, 28ft.; breadth on load water line, 
22fb, 7in,; depth, S£t. din; draft throe feet aft of stem, 2ft, bin, ; dealt 
aft, 5tt. 9in,; drafh with board, 14ft.; height of fresboaril, ail. Bin. ; 
length of centerboard, 19€t. 4in. 
The keelig of white oak, molded bin. and sided ibin,, and tie 

kkeelson is 10in. by 12in, The frames fre of white oak ond haelma- 
tack, Sin. by lin, at the bealand Bin. by fin. at the top. The plank- 
sheeris fin. thick, The stanchions ara of locust and extra heavy 
and the rail is of 8in. oak. The egiliug is of Georgia pine 3in. thick. 
The deck frames bin. by 8in., with lodge, bosom and hanging knees 
throughout, The wales and garhoards wre of 3in- oak, and the plank- 
ing throughout will be of 2i¢in, white oak, treenailed and butt-holted, 
The superintendent of the construction of this yacht. says, “Nothing 
Bara in weight that can make the vessel shvonger and thore sub- 

stantial”! 
There will be on deck a house $2ft. long and 14ft. wide, conforming 

in plan with the contour of the deck. The saloon Couipanionway 
and two skylights with which she willhe proyided, will be of tuuhog- 
any. Aft of the deckhouse access to the sailroom will be had hy & 
deck plate, Aft ofthe foremast will be the galley coimpaniomvyay 
and sirylights. Forward of the foremost will be the usual compan- 
ionway for the erew, the winillass and deek eratings, he dimen- 
sions of the Grayling’s spars will be as follows: Mainmast, above 
deéels, O8ft,; foremast, above deelks, (lt.;doublings, sft. bin, and Aft, + 
maintopmast, 89ft.; foretopmast, 85ft.; bowsprit, outboard, att, 
6in.; mainboom, 54ft.; maingase, Q0ft.; foregaft, 26Et.; jibboom, UWLt. 
There will be about 25 tons of ballast molded inside of this vessel, 
The saloon of the Grayling will be entered by a wide compaulon- 

way, the saloon being 14fb-x1bft. and 8ft, high, and finished with 
thahogany, bamboo and other handsome woods, and unholstered 
with mohair plush. Just aft of the saloon there will he two laree 
wardrobes. Leaving the saloon, on the starboard side, when every- 
thing is finished below, the owner's stateroom will be found, This 
room will be eft, (in. wide by 12ft. long, aud will he fited with a bed- 
steal, sofa, bureau and wardrobe. Conneeting with this stateroom 
and forward of it will be a toilet yoom, finished with cherry, and yet 
further forward, on the same side, will be the captain’svoom, On 
the port side, forward of the saloon, ure two roomy staterooms, with 
toilet room, and forward of these will be found the pantry. Be- 
tween the centerhoard and foremast there will be a large gallery, 
finished with the usual iceboxes and conveniences for cooking. The 
forecastle will be proyided with bunks and lockers for a craw of six. 
The sails will ha made by Sawyer. The cabin joiner work is being 
designed by Mr. Jolin G. Prayne.—N, ¥. Herald. 

‘ 

SWUNG AROUND THE CIRCLE. 

‘HE cure would seem to be radical. Here is a choice bli from the 
Ferald: “When small displavement wes the vage.”’ ‘TPhamks: 

the conversion is then accomplished. We have not written in yain, 
nor have the cutters sailed for nanght. 

NEW SCHOONER.—Vice-Commodore Hovey’s schooner yactet, 
building at Poillon’s, Brooklyn, from desigus by Mr, A. Gary Smith, 
is planked and (he deek nearly laid. One can now see the lines ot 
the vessel as they appear on thedranght, Wor beauty of form Lhis 
vessel is remarkable. No yacht buili about New Yori ro fills the 
eye from every point.of view. She is very sharp forward, and yet 
does not look weak. The bilge is very gradual, and the greatest 
beam is above the water line. Instead of the deep hollow sdnie time 
since s0 much the fashion, when small displacauent was the rage, 
che hody near the keelis quite full, and as the garboard strate is 
within eighteen inches of the bottom of the keel and the Keel dy sided 
fifteen inches, she is much fuller than she looks to be. AP, the bilee 
is carried out clear to the end of the overhang, and the top timbers 
carry out the round of the bilge and avoid that wall-like sppearimee 
that is found so common in the after part of yachts. Vhastern is 
made very narrow to give casein asea way. There is nothing that 
makes a boat steer so hardin a sea, and So genérally uneasy as a 
wide stern, The lead keel of the yacht was run in and is 4 perfect 
job. 
Climbing up the side of (he yacht and looking downinto the hold the 

Rize of the craft isappreciated, There is no keelson, the great size 
of the kcel affording sufficient strength to do without it, To vonneck 
the frames to the lreel 6,350 ponnds of wrought iron tioors are nsed. 
and certajnly they have the appearance of being able tostand a tre- 
mendous strain. On the top of the keel a piece of locust will be 
bolted to take the step of the masts. This is the only thing that will 
interfere with the stowage of the ballast, which will be placed well 
fore and aff and very low, as 5,900 pounds will be put between each 
pair of frames, ind extends only eighteen ivehes in a straizht line 
from the side of the keel. The floor beams will be five by five inches, 
of yellow pine, and bolted to the frames at the ends, and at each 
cross bulkhead im iron stanchion will extend from the deck beam, 
to which it will bescrew bolted—to the floor. Under the floor beams 
there will be a similar conneéctiou to the keel, This constriction, 
together with the hanging knees, will insure great sirensti, The 
shelf strake to receive the deck beams is six by Seven inchys, of yel 
low pine, tapered at each end to four inches, and is carried from the 
apron to the end of the overhaug. The deck beams are bolted to the 
shelf straleand the plunksheer has a bolt at each deel beam, goings 
through the planksheer and deck beam into the shelf strake. 'Phis - 
plan, together with the hanging knees, one on each bean, conneets 
the side to the deck so securely that there was no need of lodge and 
bosom knees. The latter are a lepacy trom the coaster und freighter 
that should have no place in.a yacht, whose side has such u fais curve 
that the arch thus formed is strength sufficient without the aédition 
of anything else. 
The result of the careful construction thus noted is lieltness and 

lee $a The frames forward are of hagkmatact and the overhang 
is of the same wood, ‘Three strakes next the keel are of oak, aa are 
the wales and plank as far downas the shain plate holts. The bal- 
ance of the planking is of yellow pine, anil even the oak planks below 
the wales have yellow pine forehoods and afterhoods. Al) the planks 
are tapered at the ends for about twenty-five feet down to lwo iuuhes 
it thé rabbet. The lines by this method oan be carried out fair to the 
end of the cutwiter, and no angle is perceptible anywhera. Nhe deri 
will be of selected pine, three inches square, wliéh gives the builder 
the choice of all four sidesio laying, aud it will allow of planing oft- 
when itis needed, Decks are ofien made so light that the holyston- 
ing and annual planing off soon render a new deck necossary. This 
vessel must attract great atiention when she comus out, That 
yachtsmen fully appreciate the work of Mr, A, Gary Smith it is oly necessary to say that he bas (he designs for eight hoatsiu hand, rang- 
ing fram sixteen feet up to ninety-five feet on water line. These will 
be started so soon as the plans can be got. ready, Que will be builtin 
Newport, one ou the Delaware Riyer and the rest in New York, 
Several other yachts are to he gaia te by Mr, Sniith for the seuson 
e ae soon as the work for 153 {s cleared away.—Wew Vorg 
Herald, 

LEAD KEELS,— Boss Townsend madé a fine job of the lead keel 
for Com.Hoyey’s new schooner and adopted a juan nesy in Ameridan 
practice. In place of heating all ihe metal, about two-thirds of the 
twelve tons were hung in the shape of pigs under the wooden keel, 
and a box mould built around if to the shape the lewd keel was ia 
take. ‘The veinaining third was then melted and poured in slowly, 
small ladles af & time, perniitting cach lot tocool sumewhal befpre 
malong the next addition, In this way the great shrinkage was 
avoided which accompanies casting in bulk. Keels vast in this wey 
fo Baglind have sometimes been cut up for other purposes and ip 
has been found that the suspended pigs Lad thoroughty tinal. 
muted with the rest, No more thin two-thirds the entire amount 
should be suspended cold, else thera is (anger of msiifficient heat ta 
melt, aul too light a casing of the surrounding cast metal, 1 is ens. 
tomary to insert cores or dummy bolts in the lead {q gave jhe ould 
of bolting after cool for the fastenings. Upon one decasian the bolts, 
were first driven through the wood keel and the lead poured around 
their projections below the wood, Upon shrinking thera was crash, 
and it was found the wood had been geariously Spat in consequence, 
Tt is safer, therefore, not to bore the wood kéel first, butte cast the 
lead undernenth with dummies, which do not enter the wood, They 
aiter cooling and withdrawing thé (dummies, bore through the wood, 
This insures fair holes clear through without endangering the wood, 
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CUTTER YACHTS IN AMERICA. 
[From the Daily Graphic, Dec. 

fies yachting season just closed must be counted one of the most 
important in the history or the sport, inasmuch as it hag seen # 

naw aud sate type of yachts pertnanently introduced into our waters. 
The Importulian of fue British idea in wae shape of the modern cut- 
ter is move tian 4) mera fagnionable whim. Lt inaugurates a reform 
in old customs, whico wilf uot only greatly enuauese the heaitatul 
pleasures aid instruction to be derived from a pursuit of yucub sail- 
lie, Dut whied Willalso remove Irom this Manly pastime che daric 
loud of dinger whica has hituerto buog lke a pall upon the rapid 
increase in popularity the sport would otuerwise huve enjoyed, Surety 
in OW VacutS uas always veen the yery last question builders have 
eOnsidered, and it has tong been areproach ty ourshoul sloops and 
Sesouners that they were no only tor tair weather (ritung, aud alto 
fevner unsitiiable Tor cruisiug up and down the coaspor making 
passages involving a tun ab sea wisaout imminent risk bo those yen- 
turing beyond confined or sheltered waters. Moreover, icy were 
Wusicstactory vessels in A sen, Neitder fash nor weatuery, and their 
large sdils rendered theutunhandy into the bargain, Lu short, taey 
parvook too mucn of tae feature, of Ube river sullbont or the toy to 
be sven in shop windows. Their faults, however, were conuoned 
pon tie plea inah, being a fash nation, we loved a fast boat, and 
Wualeyer niignt be said uefayor ot deep and safe yachts, they could 
never Lope ty match tue ligh-uratt skiinmers in point or ppeed; aud 
As Liuci Uf Our sealing was done in shootl Wavers, the question of 
seagoing qualities Was One OF Uo great welyot. 
Feraups iis Was all Wie enolign some yearsago, But nowadays, 

With Lie rapid strides maue acu year by soviety tu the goal of wealtu 
aul leisure, (ie number of yacht owners andertaking long voyages, 
and hudcking abolly beyond file dimits or old-time wuubition, is_wug- 
Mentiug sv tust (aat lucir necessities démaud cousivecation in’ direc- 
flute Luu generally neglected by tuose responsivle for whe models 
THOst in Yoxue, As the taste lor amateur ite at sea develops, so, 
foo, does tue demand for hard weather qualities spread to we feet 
Of nul yachts. Ibisnot to be supposed tuat every candaate Lor 
ovedll Grulalug either can or cares .y Invest in a suLOoHer ol huge 
Proportions. On tue contrary, most goud sailors prerer yachts 10 
talper tuan they Gan work or atleast skipper bueniseives, alu toose 
Whey uappeu to go uflbat on Moderate toLnare are uo Jonger content 
Witla elu sliunred or tO smooth waters only through tweapacity on 
The PAL OF Lhe boats; WUD TuBY Wish wo be thie proud posovss0rs oF 
Suiwrl, H0ls did sate crates, capable of taking poldsy to bue sea quite 
5 Well as Whe big sisters, Jt 1s well known tbut in british waters 
Sulu, Cheap yaculs avound, which knock avout the stormy Codunel 
aid risu S¥u With impunity, haying no one but owner and Trend or a 
haw ortwoavourd, Wuey auterlyom our yachts in vaying more 
dept atid less beum, with the ballast stoweu very low—otven bolved 
On Lue Dalton Oltie keel. ‘nis renwers them uncapsizably, for Wien 
Enovkeu wow upon tieir beam ends by & heavy flaw ihe vadlust 
Acis uithe end ora lougJever and brings the boat buck Lo an up- 
MYL position, ‘Whey are noteworthy aiso for a oetter subdivisiva 
Oliau, Prelulering the canvas more easily controjled and oner- 
jug 2 suitable variety for varying conaitions of weatuer, 
Owing to tne wepths of unese isritisn boats iney are supplied watn 
Ntish Gects, alturaiug more actual room, though of narruwer beam, 
tuan suval voats, WuoSse WeckS ure necessaruy encumbered with a 
raised Guach poof or nouse top, detracting Trom appearance and 
Sirungtu aud reducing the praciucally usecu rou to narrow passage- 
Ways Un GUch SIUe, ACcOuUNOMYLIOUS are, Of Course, Always sought 
aiver, and siuce all yacuts are small vessels at best, the styie of Lucir 
Did was muco bo uo With Whe Uuuiver or bertas aud toe privacy of 
lke passengers. 1tiis commonin shoal Aulurican yaciits to devote a 
large porudn of their atterbody to an open cocrpio, since that part 
Of tus yacht is WOO slodl On account OL tie Vislug nub? Lo be service- 
Able I any Ofer way, In tue uesp cunters, Lowever, thers is less 
heed OF 4 cockpit, as Lhey are not as wet nor as hard and jerky in 
tue benavior, Lhe after portion or tie run of deep bouts is tacre- 
fore Wuuized us & Special stuteroum Uevoted UsUaLY LO Lae inemoens 
OL the Tall sex wud denominated the ladies’ Cavin, Norward tue 
crew is also much belter accommodated than m s.oal byats, 
W here che latter suow oniy a low, stuity kennel, the small cutcer 
@veu uOusts UF six or seven feet between decks, alrtauged so tuab 
Jack luuy enjoy Shipboard Lfe in some degree of culo wuen 
iE uuty or ying wi baroor with a downpour trom heaven. 
di sone of tlie iiost adyiliced sbyics of very niwtow Cutvers tie noor 
fs Ofi60 Wess Lider 1 its WIUUH tude boss OL tue usual Aluerican 
Type. bul, OU She Oober baud, Gue Centeruoard wujel generally wc- 
Guupalies tue suGdl boat Mteriercs Ml sli yachis Witu tie venents 
Wide ilvurs are clusned vy sole LO possess, bt splits tue cablu uv 
Hy iwOsl tes, adds oue Oly Lad ue used at utime, Lhe yoyager 
Hus Minisel wo betber off, aud perneps uvl as Well asin tue nario w- 
Ost ui Guibers, be GUIs ds may, Wiuul hus, in tack, litule 00 uo with 
AUCUMMUUUETIONS, wd bs ZraAlWallon VO Olie’s faucy livre thin itis 
OL uValavle uuvanlage, browly speak, lengtu «od depbh are ite 
BoVeruniy tuctorsm useful room Guwit veiow, aud of Luest ine cue 
Tel’ Gili GOdst Due Maxiniuin, Lour reyulav tac wid say he bas 0 use 
fur LOOP wuyWway; Le woes hot propose lo dine aud Wine an aveniug 
Paruy abou rould tables, Nor wes we ihehd converudg his Little soap 
W lug fulelgn uses Or a hoter parior fora lend rauvesuic: Uo tun 
oor is an vuject tor passageway in und out, wid nojuine more. ‘Vo 
dusish upon & Surplusuge tur the jule uelusion that he wis a roomier, 
Jarger Hout, 1s Lo wim as unreasouanle as to pull uwow a noise Dont 
tu reacn tue family circle When a Tour-toot door is all taat is needed 
for wit purpese. Noris ne fur wronyin wis vbjeciions wien it is re- 
MeMboru tant every bit added 16 bean eas sO Much More Lesisi- 
Alice; sOmucu Taore Unwieidy & beat; so Much mule vosp, und so 
Tinen larger spars and galis sud work and crew, willl uo eumpen- 
Sallug iia wud possibly a loss in good qualivies. 

Tn respect to first cost, narrow boats like the cutter are, or ought 
to be, coeaper than tuose of grearer beam, Less material and 
lighter maternal is sed in their construction and equipment, and 
owing fo yheir easy torme the time and labor involvea is considera- 
bly curtailed, ‘hey strain less than hard bilged models, und for that 
TeXSON Are less eXpensive yn wear and tear, and the small rigs they 
tuke make THEM buugz TO sql ANU Within conlrol of a less numerous 
crew, Ibis rue thay some culiers revently binll in New York are 
Said Lo have cust excessive amwnints, Much of the money, however, 
Must be Cuargeu to superb fitting and furnisiing inside, and o good 
percentave tu the very superur inethou of coustruction employed, 
Por this tuere 15 no more Hecessity lu one btyle Of bout than in an- 
OlWer, and quality for quality tue narrow buat can be built and titted 
Tor seu for one-lrth less than her wiuer sister. in respect to ba.last, 
Tae wide aud Weep HOLT will, O1 Course, call for most, Mxamples in 
IWostration Ckn ue se6e LW Kasteura waters, where, for instauce, & 
new yacht 31 feet tong on tue loud line dispinges some 14 tons, & of 
Which are Pepresetutvu Oy vallusc. lu Comparison the cutter Wasp, 
OF Wich We give cugrayings iu this issue of 4Ae Graplne, although 
60 feet tong Ou fue toad Hue uisplaces but 13 fous, Sor which ure iac- 
counted torin ballast. We ders find aiearrow yachtS feet touger 
LUA Le aSlerl Hut, Weiguing actually one rou Jess iu hill anid 
equipment and wel,ntled with 10 more pullast. Were we to increase 
tue wide your's Mudd! LO The sue ieieth as we Wisp her displace- 
nent would Swen tO x2 Tons, Wecessitiuing as much as i246 tons ut bal- 
Jasb lo thing ber down W Wer muenued ines. Apaltish tis we need 
Oly $i tue Wasp Of The same isugth, aid have % bout of only 14 
luus displacenreht tO work. Im accommodations both will be equal, 
barring #uarruw 100r 1 toe Wasp, & Toatter of no consequence in 
praciice. Yor drait or the wide boat will reach fect, woile tiat 
or the cutter is 645 24et, Irom tus luay be inferred the great econ- 
Oly TOMau purpuses Of NAITO WwW Len. 

La yacuts of tue Gubler type we can acvonplish, at a less cost, abless 
Mialibenance and less urutt, olliiat is wortu haying in a wiae 
bout GUsling Nuit #8 nici again to build, more to mauiain, drawmg 
1wOle Waler aud posses Ld real wdvunitages on aly PolLt of sandy 
orin any Kind or Weatner, ‘iis comparison has beeu miude, of 
course, venween Keel bouls. A centervoard eiters the option of se- 
curmg Ueuo Uratt upol exceptional occasions, but has so many 
Urey daens in Oller respects, especkily as regards the stowing of 
Weights low Wown and Wweilineruness at sea, taat it is hardly to be 
dUcepled as wrivalor fhe keel in any sense, though serviceable for | 
su0u) wud smooth water, Merhaps a word should be added relative 
To the speed of narrow, deep bouts, Vhe racing of last season lias 
TeMOVed MUG prejudice and punctured many old dogmas current 
AnlONe tue Oulluny Traternity. Leptin isno more the bugbear tliat 
it was, aud is no louger ouered as aa iisurmountable barrier to speed. 
The juie ucuons tude Last Vessels must skim over the water is to-day 
4 Vagury of tue past, And with it has disappeared the imaginary 
virtue fur vurrylg sail atiributed to beam, for upon many occa- 
Bi0Ls in practice Gid the narrow cutters in our waters crack ol to 
AGVaLage long ALLer Dealny sloops uad to snug down. Wide keels 
WIE Outside Welgils cease LO act we red rag upou tne old school, and 
Heavy boats baye give sud répealed eylueuce of tuein speed ip 
higut winds that they are no longer Condemned as unsuited fo our 
palury weataer, 

BOSTON CUTTERS,—Geo. Lawley & Son, of South Boston, are 
busy with a job of lew cutrers. ‘hey have laid the keel for a nobvy 
Jituie Vessel 34rb. on tie ling and Bett. beam, tlush deck and fnil cut- 
termg. ney are also gevting out tue molus tor anovher 43it, long, 
anu are avoub Closing & Contract Tor a tuird cuiver some GULL, load- 
jie with nurvow betul. No inyuires are inade any more for center- 
board yacnis in the Last, he Luwleys lave about seventy yachts 
hiuled out on the hard, and are so crowded with new Work thal they 
CULLEN PLAGE ETeCLIAZ suops O Sune Hew property. Keels and cut- 
tors are Lhe Cause OL Ther prosperity. Mr, Geo. Lawley has recently 
been in New York Inspeciung work in progress here, and vlso the 
Harvey cuiters. Lhe fin proposes W keep abreast of the lutest 
Uuprovements 1 hulls, wile emunus & Suu will ut the yachts with 
louse fout mainsails ad sails Cut on the Lapthorm plan, 

NEW SINGLE HAND YACHT.—The keel of the third single hand 
yacult will be said thls week by W, P, atepheus, ot West brighton, 
ptaiten island, ‘Lhe yacat will be x¥fe. Ou uecic, sft. loud hue, fit. 
bewi, 420. Gall. deep, 466, di, drart, 4.0 DO0S dispusteuient; ballast on 
keel Zouulbs. abu luside 1lzuulus, mast, deck bo mounds, 1/fb, Gin,, pole 
SIL,, LOOIN LUT, Bale ISTL., VUWSprib, vulWUML, YOO. Soe is of the ucep 
ald Dediny CULLe! Lype alk WIL na VeMBUOUL oll, Lead room mi coli, 
aud is tu ve built fur & ember of tue Jersey Cipy Y. C,, wo pro- 
Poses bo Cruise alu Deb ut pandy Hook. ‘Lhe samie bulluer expcels 
WW make POOUW for a cubler val, ou toad line, 

PATTEN REHFS,—The credit of first applying batten reefs to large 
yaculs Welongs bo Nir, J. Clem Uller, who avout the year 1875 laced 
pallens TO tue malsail OL Wue 40-16, sloop Hineral? tu sun brancisco. 
ne idea was sugeesved by tae “sanipaus’ of the Clunamen on the 
Mace Coast, ‘Lue battens were luced Lo the mainsail by Laying two 
homzuntal rows of sulali eyelets worked in line seams in zlugdye OL- 
ver dnd receiving tie lacing Gown turough an eyelet of tne upper 
row, then arotnu tie batvcu anu pack turvugn an eyelet, of the lower 
row aud soon. Tne battens and lacing Cow thus be dispensed with 
when not wanted. 

A VALUABLE SERVICE,—The number of disasters since the ser- 
vice hus been if existeuice under its present system amount Lo 1,602; 
the yulue of property invo)ved vo $29,278,444; of property saved, $15,- 
O64 We; OF tanh 10st, pal ,213.447) Wulber Of persuls involved, 14,700; 
saved, 14,2085 lost, 4u¢; sumpwrecked persous recovered at stations, 
4.060; mumper of Ways’ succor wiLurdeu, $384. 

VAYU.—The trials of this Boston entter wers made in smart nort- 
westerslast fall, and it was discovered that she could go along in com- 
fortin wealher which was fonnd too severe for her owner's former 
sloop Valhalla, though the Intheris well known ss one of the ablest. 
out of Boston. The sloopis salt, londline, 14.2tt. beam, and the cnt- 
ter 31ft. lowdline but only with 10ft. beam, THe reduction in beam 
was found to affect seagoing qualities most favorably. 

WANTED.—A recipe for black paint which will retain its gloss on 
a@ yachts side aud not turn rusty to the weathel or sali water. Some 
skippers know of a chemical which added to ordinury ship's paint 
Will nave the desired effect of preserying gloss, 

SomerHine New, -Shelton’s monthly issue to sportsmen.—Adr. 

answers to Correspondents, 

Mites Jormyson,—Please send address to this afiica, 

Yorics, Butler, Pa.—l. Do you adyise breeding a setter biteh the 
first time she isjustason? %, If not bred the ilvst time, how long 4 
time will elapse before she goes mn season agiiny 8. Is it advisable 
to work a bicch while carrying’ Ans. i. No. 2, Usually about six 
Months, but \he time varies souewhat, 3, Yes, by all means, 

B. P. H., Prairie, Miss.—Inclosed 1 send you « lird that seems to 
bs of the dove species. Itisa new bird fo this secnon, no one to 
whom I haye saown if ever Having seen anything like it before. 
Will you please tell us throngh lorns1 Any Sturman what ibis? Aus. 
The bird is the ground dove (UAagnuipelio pusseriia,) a species 
Which is conmon in the Souther states, anil hus ovenrred “as far 
north as Washington and even New York. 

ALKI, Seattle, W. T.—Is there any work devoted to Ay-tying? 
Ans, ‘There are several English works, but. 1uey are mainly out of 
print and can only be founi| in second-nand book stores. In Norris's 
“American Angler's Book’ you will tind a ehapter on fl. Price 
$5.50, We can supply it. Ho!berton's “standard ‘Trout Flies™ is a 
handsome plate or sixty-four ties, colored by hand, anu haa no de- 
scription, Ibis intended to be mevely wuat its name iniplies, 

Norrouk, Wellésly, Mass.—Will you five me information on this 
point? | have a setter pup three montus old, but uave uo suitable 
place to keep him except his kennel, VToisis warm anu tilled with 
straw he often pulls oft tue flap from his door, leaving it open to the 
weather. Is this foo cold a plave for nim to stay in nights, and will 
it be safe to keep him im it all wintery He isuow strong and healthy: 
T want to keep him so. Ans.—lf he tus a good, tut house and 
plenty of bedding he will do very wellin the keuuel aly through the 
Winter. 1t should face the south. 

Dirrer Roor Bru, Missoula, Montana Verritory.—Will you please 
inform me where J can obtain a work on ornithology by which I can 
identity the different spccies of ducks ard other birds of this country; 
awork illustrated. Iam uot able to purchase a cosy work. I have 
looked curetuly over your list of booxs, but not being familiar with 
any of them, Ido not know whether any of the n fills the bill or not. 
Ans, ‘“Coues's Key to N. A, birds'’is the bess work for your 
purposes, buticis not illustrated except by some few woodiluts. 
We unow of no obher work to recom neu, unless it be Baird, Browo 
& Ridgway’s ‘tNorth American birds,” in turee yolumes, (laud birds 
only,) & number of tine woouculs oF heads. Price, $3. 

M., Hastings, la.—1. What do you think of the automatic reel; 
would it be desirable for black bass lor a novice that never used a 
reel? 2. The best length and weizht for buss rod for bait-fishing, 
also that would answer for fly-fisning? 8. What size are the targets 
known 4s “Creedmoor,” “Massachusetts! Ans. 1. No, 2, For 

For both bait anu ty-tisuing use a stout trout bait-lishing alone, sit. 
rod ot {) or Joft., weighing 1Uto Li ounces, 4. he Creedmoor targets 
are as follows: Uhird lass, to be used a0 all disiauces up lo and in- 
cluding uvyds.—Larget, fxtft. Bullseye, civeular, Sin, in diameter; 
cénter, circular, 26m, in diameter; ianer, circuit, dbin. m dinineter: 
outer, square, ¢x6ft, Second Class, to be used ub all distances over 
sit, to aud including tWihyus.—Largets, fixtft. bullseye, circular, 
22in. In diameter; celler, cureular, 3s. in uiameter; inuer, circular, 
S4in, in diumeter; Guler, squate, Uxdrt, Hirst Ulass, to be used at all 
distances over byds.—arget, bxizit. Bullseye, vireulur, 30in, in 
diameter; center, circular, o4in. in Wameter; inner, syiare, bxbft.; 
outer, Square, Oxizit. ‘he Massachuselts target has teu rings, mark- 
ing Uliineters OF 346, 534, 8, 1ud4, 1284, 1044, Ua, 26, 83 und diggin, 

An Extended Popularity. Brown's GroncurAn Trocurs have 
been hetore tue pubhe many years. ‘hey ure pronounced superior 
(o all other articies used for sunilar purposes, sor relieying Quughs, 
Colds and Throat Diseases they have been pyoved reliable.—Aav. 

A TOY PISTOL SUIT.—A decision of importance has just 
been rendered in the Supreme Court of indiana in a suit 
brought by a father for damages againsb a dealer who sold 
his child @ toy pistol with tata: resul-s. ‘he decision is that 
‘aman who piacesin the hands of a child any article of a 
dangerous character, and One ikeiy to caltse injury to the 
child itself, or to others, is guilty oan actionable wrong.” 

Treble Hooks, Gangs and Swivels. 
BEST QUALITY TREBLE HOOKS EITHER RINGED OR TAPERED, 

PENS. 
Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, : . 1to8 
ENSIGN ks lee) eae as den Mite Pied ed 9 SEL) 7-0 6-0) 5-0 4-0 3-0) 2) 10 ly A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contaiu- 
WRGEIOZEN, Bo 4 oo sey bee ws tree meee: foster Meee 1,05 85 J 0 65 40 -N) 45 ve ine meio vevetal days’ aang: ees pe cared tu 

‘ 42, : ‘he pocket. Always ready for use, A luxury to 
BEST QUALITY BRASS OR STEEL BOX SWIVELS. persons who care to preserye their individuality in 

Numbers........ beau ene Deora Rasalan aku tuWedsie ateocint sais Perici inte ee aieh ad oats Chee he rete ae 3-0 20 1,0 1to 10 writing. 
ESS AR yagi Pad he) Sey Re saa em, SACL at ADRAC Raman 80 a) 60 50 MABIE, TODD & BARD, 
Best Quality Brags Double Swivels, No, J te 10, per dozen...,,...$1.25 Best Quality Brass Treble Swi 

MINNOW GANGS, ALL WITH SWIVELS. 
Single Buty Lib, WOME epee veep reer ery yen neers teee epee teesrrees ee res sores eqeeerterseeetseceeneesencusencysctestperncyes sts: 
Double ** 
Gimp tr 

Beth Green, single gut, Half foot loDg.. os Seek ke ee eee ceen anos grpeetedsrte tan sree stage steateteerternanenteyey tes 
Imbrie, 

iv 
Cee Ss Bee ee ee ee 

ae tr double 
ee ce ee a ee a 

eee cer ee ee sere ee ee 

wae sine eee swe ees tet pees nese 

tans Sever de beets news sermeunr sats eser 

Stews stenes de njetsuae 

Orders reecivead from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not he filled at any price. 

A BBE YY & IAT B RIE, 
48 MAIDEN LANH, NEW YORK. 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns, 
NEW OFF-HAND 

PRICES REDUCED. 

*>TARGET RIFLE, 

WITH PISTOL 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 

For Hunting and Terget Practice at all ranges, 

the * MAYNARD" more completely supplies 

fhe wants of Huvters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as may barrels.can be used on one steck; and for accuracy. con- 

yerience, durability and safety, is not excelled, Send for Dlustrated Cetalogue 

describing the new attachment for using tim and centre-fire ammunition, : 

ASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

ESTERBROD 
MODEL OF 1881. ——— E 

yels, No. 1 to 10, per dozen,......82.00 

Prices per dozen. 
$4.00 

1h) BROADWAY, MEW YORK. 
Send for Price-List. 

Our Goops ARE Soup ay Frast Crass DEALERS 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG, 

Price #3.50. 

, For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co 

UMPHREYS 
OMEOPATH TARY 

VET ERINS ICS 
FOR THE CURR OT_ALL DISEASES OF 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry. 
For Twenty Years Ifumplreys’ Veterinary 

Specitics have buen used by Patmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horse B.B., Travels Hippodromes 
fennazeries aud others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS. 
A.A, Cures Fevers and InJammation, dik 

STEEL 
PENS 

GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 

Works, Camden, N. J. 

For sale av this office. 

Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161, 
For Sale by all Stationers, 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN Co., 
26 John St, New York, 

Rifle, Rod and Gun in California. 
BY THEODORE 8, VAN DYKE 

ever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, Toc. 
B.B. Cures Founder, Spayin, Stiffness, 75ce. 
&.U, Oures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, Tac. 
D.D, Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms, - - Tic. 
E,&. Cures Cough, leaves, Pneumonia, 75c. 
#.F. Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, 75c. 
G.G Prevents Abortion, - - - - - - + ¥%5e. 
HH, Cures all Urinary Diseases,- - - - 7c. 
1.1. Cures Eruptive Diseases, Mange, &c. Tie. 

| Wd. Cures all Diseases of Digestion 75c. 
terinoary Case (black walnnit) with Vet. 
erinar ‘ionttal; (330 pp.), 10 bottles. of 
Medicine, and Medieator, ~ - - - - 

Medicator.- - - = - 
5 hese Veterinary Cases nara sent free to any 

address on receipt of the prive, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or mors. 
* Humphrey's Veterinary Mannal (380 pp,)sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, Sv cents. 

("Pamphlets sent free on application. 
BRUMPUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED, CS. 

109 Fultog Street. New York, 

= o 

.00 
35 

Price $1.50. | 
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DOG BREAKING THE GREAT SINGLE BREECH-LOADER. 
BY HOLABIRD. 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 25 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

_ This gun, which from its wonderful adaptation to all kinds of field shooting, we have named “The Field,” leaves nothing 
to he desired in the way of a single breechtoader, It is really the only single breech-loader worth having. It has Scott top lever, 
isto] grip, rebounding lock, and patent fore end, and is beautifully finished. For strength, conyenience, penetration, and in 
act for all practical purposes it is just as good asthe best double-barrel gun. We have sold the bulk of all the single breech-loading 
guns used in this country for the past four years. The reason is that the top lever action as combined with other features in the 
“Field” gun is the only correct one, and other single guns are successfu ly sold only as they resemble ours, Persons with ordinary 
prudence will not hesitate long as to which to choose, particularly as the ‘‘Field” gun costs buta trifle any way, and no more than tno 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G. 

BELL, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 335 Broad 
way, N. Y. City. 

MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS. 
First class reference given if requested. 

PET BIRDS AND ANIMALS A SPECIALTY, BO Box tiie H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street. New York. 

SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED. r * hi. eo |e a hee ; ? ; : 7 = =~ 

| THE STILL- HUNTER, The Gun and its Development 
Raw nyatntnt ie By rr. Ss VAN DYER E. 

imitations. Address 

A CONTENTS. 
FOR SALE: AT THIS OFFICE | CHaptrer I. Introduction, II. To find Good Hunting-eround. III. Examining the Ground, Signs, etc. IV. The Senses of the Game and 

Price @7-50. Hunter. VY. The Daily Life of Deer and Antelope. VI. Looking for Deer that are_on Foot. VII. Looking for Deer Lying Down. 
VII. The First Sight of Game, IX, The First Shot at a Deer. X. Running Time. XI. Hunting on Snow. IT. The Surest Way to 
Track Decr when very Wild, XIII. Tracking on Bare Ground. XIV. Still-hunting on Open Ground. XV. Deer on Open Ground, 

“ XVI. A Day in the Tablelands. XVII, Another Kind of Open Ground, XVIII. The Still-hunter’s Cardinal Virtue, XIX. Hunting in 
WV PS ESS ae ey LE Sg the Open and in Timber Combined, XX. Subordinate Principles. XXI. Two or more Persons Hunting in Company. Hunting on 
comprehensive guide Hook to Geen Maire and Horseback. XXII, Special Modes of Hunting, The Cow-bell and Tiring Down Deer. XXIIi, Deer in Bands. General Hints, etc. 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St, XXIV, To Manage a Deer when Hit. XXV. The Rifle on Game at Rest. XXVI. The Rifle on Moving Game. XXVIII. The Rifle on 
John's and Aroostook myers, and the numerous Moving Game (continued). XXVIII. Long-range Shooting at Game, XXIX. The effect of Recoil upon Shooting, XXX, The Killing 
lukes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages, Power of Bullets. Explosive, Expansive,and other Bullets, Slit Bullets, Buckshot, ete. KXXI. The Hunting Rifle and Flight of Balls. 
4) illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- XXXII. The Sighting of Hunting-rifles, XXXIII. The Loading, Care and Management of Rifles. XXXIV, Moccasins, Buckskin, etc. 
Juminated covers. Price, by muu, post-paid, 50 Advice. Conclusion 
cents, CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, i 4 . Muss. 12mo. Extra Cloth, Beveled, $200. For Sale at this Office. 

DOG TRAINING; B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
Be BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

S, T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. HEXAGON AL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for man “facturing our goods 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. PRICE $1.09. _ | to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 

setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

REMOVAL! 
Desiring to reduce our stock preparatory to remé@val from our present location to our new building, we 

offer our entire stock of FINE GUNS for the next thirty days at great reductions from regular prices. This 

presents an opportunity seldom offered. 

SCOTT’S, COLTS, PARKER’S, HOLLIS’, BONEHILL, MOORE, and other makes. 
Also a large lot of shopworn and second-hand breech-loaders, some of highest cost. Must be closed out 

before January 15. SEND STAMP FOR CIRCULARS. 

WM. READ & SONS, 
ES F'ameuil EXi#all Square, Boston, Mass. 

CUT THIS OUT. 

NOTICE. | 4 
JAMES PURDEY & SONS, 

OF 287 & 289 (late 3144) OXFORD ST., LONDON, 
__ Gun manufacturers, by special appointments to Her Majesty the Queen, H. R. H., the Prince of Wales, and the most noted shots of Europe, give notice that on January Ist, 1883, they 

will remove to the new and large manufactory they are now building, and that after that date their address will be 

Audley House, South Audley Street, London. 
They take this opportunity to inform American sportsmen that they have patented A NEW REBOUNDING HAMMERLESS GUN, which, after the most caretul practica st ihe steeds eo ce 

HANMERLESS = UW MA 
Its advantages are STRENGTH, SIMPLICITY, SAFETY AND FREEDOM FROM MISFIRES, JAMES PURDEY & SONS will onl 

States, viz: THE BEST, Guns take about five months to make, and can be ordered direct from the makers, or through the agencies of SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway, New 
make one quality of gun for the United’ 

York, and JOS. C. GRUBB & GO., 712 Market street, Philadelphia. 
N. B,—Messrs. Purdey & Sons are prepared to sell the rights, or grant a license (subject to certain conditions) for the sole manufacture of this gun in the United States, 
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Monthly Issue. To Sportsmen 
Place this advertisement in your scrap book for future reference. Results Sole Mie tine from experi- 

ence of fifty-five years of both the Gun and Rifle. Endorsed by all sportsmen who have used them 
‘and the trade generally, 

RONCENTRATOR 

or Repeating Rifle made 

ine 

AND 

COMBINATION SIGHT TO BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS. 

WI'LH FOUL PROTECTOR AND GAS CONCENTRATOR. BEST HUNTING ARM IY THE WORLD. 

SHEHELTON’S 

AUXILIARY OR INSERTED RIFLE 

ij) 

‘s Challenge Gun. 
ei 

== 

th the Shelton Auxiliary Rifles, discounting any Magaz 
idity of shooting. With Interchangeable Muzzles, Commanding Cylinder, Medium and Full Choke-Bore. wi 

in rap’ Also, SHELTON’S 

CARTRIDGE GROOVING MACHINE. 
For reducing recoil and giving better penetration 

and destruction of shot. 

Shelton 

wa SHELTON’S| | 
COMBINATION 

: st fe5 EET. 
Ff me Ren, 

"MANUFACTURED By 
THE SHELTON AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 

BP. O. Box 715, New Haven, Conn. Send Siamp for Circular and Price List. 

RELIABLE AND STANDARD 
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO, 

UNEQUALLED FOR PunITY AND EXCELLENCE. 
Manufactured by WM § KIMBALL & C0 the Conuoisséurs and 

u . . . Pioneers of America 

in Fine Goods. Hsfablished 1848. Twerve First Prime Mapas. 

Three Kings, New Vanity Fair, Orientals. 

Peerless Tobaceo Works. Soin ty ALL Parts oF THE WORLD. 

co. EE. WiILBINSsow, 

jp 8 John St., near Broadway, N.Y. [7] 

MANUFACTURING JEWELER, 
Medals and Badges 

-A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion fres of charge, “4 

N. M. MUZ2ZY 
45 South Canal Street, P Chicago, III, 
Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 

MUZZY & CO, in 1852.—Haying increased my facil- 
ities for the business of reaming out gun barrels, 1 
heg to offer my services to those owning suns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peeuliarly my own. I leaye no shoulders, and will 

| guarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in eyery instance, 
I invite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de: 

Vor Cangda und the United States. 

Published monthly by 

ENEY G. VENNOR, F. G. S. 
Offiee—No, 210 St. James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 
Ainual Subseription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents. 

= x c livered by express. 

Eitan tthe @ 

SO ERG | 1881 EDITION 
Pere s< = al E83 202 9 OF THE 
Sf eee . 
o 3 

=essego | Hurlingham and London 
S56 8rzer | 
Su8%>53 GUN CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES 
S27 on-ni 

=o sv @ | For sale at this office Price twetity-five cents, 

FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY.- 1883. 

The year now drawing toa close has been with the Forest AND STREAM one of most 

gratifying progress. Harly in the year by an important mechanical improvement, the 

typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 

of the tenth year of publication, it was 

Permanently Enlarged to Twenty-eight Pages. 
There has been an equal growth in other important respects. The patronage accorded 

to this journal by the intelligent reading public has never been more cordial than ib is at the 
present time, Sustained thus heartily, the publishers are prepared to maintain in 1883 the 

FOREST AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this country, at once entertaining, useful and influential. As the exponent of the 

highest types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men wha 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no 

interests to serve save those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 

whatever may be inimical to these interests, the FoREsT AND StREAM’s highest ambition 
will be to preserve in the future the approval won by its course in the past. It will persist 

in its efforts toawaken in the public mind a fuller appreciation of the importance of the 

proper protection of game in the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 
of game at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 

man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as itis to that already very large and constantly increasing class of business and professional 
men, whose favorite relaxation from the routine of employment is found in brief vacation 

trips to the woods and fields and brooksides. 

The enlarged form of the FOREST AND STREAM enables its editors to present each week 

in the several departments a large and varied supply of reading. In the columns of 

The Sportsman ‘Tourist 
Will be found sketches of travel and sport. Coming from many different writers, and 

widely separate parts of the country, thesesketches always have the charm of novelty, and 

they are sure to be read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers see things through 
sportsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint. 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils nor with the monsters of African jungles. 

Quite on the contrary, it will treat of the animal life of land and water in our own country, 

the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 
presumed to take an intelligent interest. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
In addition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting excursions, necessarily 

varied and imteresting—as such accounts must need be—these colunins will be found of 

special yalue to amateur and veteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 
ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting. 

Sea and River Fishing. 
The angler willfind in the pages of the Forust AnD STRBAM the best angling literature 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together, This 

journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting having been held 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is believed that others of equal success wiJl follow iu 
other years. Meanwhife, the man who loves to go a-fishing may find in the Forrest anD 

STREAM all the year around a great deal that must be to his liking. 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of curren 

achievements and progress in this important work, 

The Kennel. 
This department has won the confidence of dog owners. Its reports of field trials, bench 

shows and other eyents are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 
The recent series of papers by its editor, entitled “Training vs. Breaking,” haye been pub 
lished in book form, and have had a very large sale. Other papers of equal importance will 

be published from time to time. J 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical naval architect, and thoroughly faroiliar 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 

and canoeing that have wlready won for the Formst AND STREAM esteem and confidence. 

Its editors aim to make the Forest AnD StRwAM a medium forthe interchange of iufor 

mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen, Sketches of field excursions, 

shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like coutribu- 

tions are respectfully solicited. Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send vs 

reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 
the paper are inyited and will be given place in our columns. 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forrst anp Stream that they bring the paper 

and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
apirnit and aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application, 

The weekly issues of the FoREST AND STREAM form two yolumes each year, of twenty- 
six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the files cons‘itute a library of permanent wortk. 

Highteen such yolumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders 

(price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers, 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $2; $2 for six months, 

office money order, draft or registered letter. 
Remit. by post- 

Give name, town, county aud State. Address 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 
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Don’t Be Deceived or Led Astray. 
SSS eee | 

| 

Section of gun after firing. Section of gun cocked and ready for firing. 

The Anson & Deeley Hammerless Lock, 
AS MANUFACTURED BY 

Westley Richards & Co., London, Eng., 
HAS NO EQUAL! 

And is the only hammerless gun in the market that is absolutely faultless, being simple, durable, and possessing those wonderful shooting powers, combined with that indescribable 
symmetry and beauly so characteristic of Westley Richards’ product. 

Every desirable feature is found in this gun. Superiority of Material and Workmanship. Absolute Safety in Handling, Without 
Comparison in Durability and Simplicity. 

Shooting Qualities Unsurpassed. 
The following letters from prominent sportsmen cover the ground exactly: 

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., March 20, 1882. target, so I haye concluded to keep it and return the Greener. The Westley Richards is cer- 
J, Palmer O'Neil, bee 3 tainly a little beauty, and makes as fine a target aS lever saw. One of my friends who is a 
My Dear Sir—The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun I obtained from you has been the | great sportsman went out with me, and before the trial made all manner of fun of the “pop 

admiration of all my friends. I consider it much the best Hammerless gun, and recommend | gun,” eyen while he admired its graceful shape and eiegant workmanship. But the result of 
ull sportsmen who can afford the luxury of a perfect gun, to buy a Westley Richards Ham- | the trial rather surprised him, He shot against the Westley Richards, his 11lbs. Daly loaded 
merless. Respectfully, PATRICK HENRY. with 5 drams of powder and 1joz, of No. 7 shot, while I used $4 drams of powder and Ioz. 

= . No. f shot. At30, 40 and 50 yards I beat him badly in distribution and penetration. At 60, 
BURLINGTON, Iowa, Sept. 20, 1882, 65 and 70 yards fully equalled him, And the difference at 75 and 80 yards could hardly be 

J. Palmer O'Neil d Co., Pittsburgh, Pa,: noticed. Iam much pleased with the gun, and as soon as I become a little more aceustomed 
Dear Sirs—The Greener and Westley Richards guns arrived safely yesterday A. M., and in | to it I have no doubt my shooting will be greatly improved. I shall take pleasure recom- 

the evening I took them both out and targeted them. I like the Greener better for only one | mending the Westley Richards Hammerless Gun. 
reason, and that is it fits me a trifle better. But the Westley Richards made by far the best Yourstruly, GEO, H. TOUSEY. 

J. PALMER O'NEILL & CoO., Pittsburgh, Fa. 
Agents in the U. 8. for Westley Richards’ Hamnierless Gans. 

Makes a Sporting Rifle Perfect.’ WHAT WILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW 
OPOOL’S SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 

OR STORM CLASS AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 
WinbL THeHLaG You! 

iW). It will detect and indicate correctly any change in the weather 12 to 48 hours 
in adyance, It willtell what kind of storm is approaching, and fron. what di- 

ii] rection—invaluable to navigators, Farmers can plan their work ac- 
| cording to its predictions, Saves &® times its cost in single season. 

| # Has an accurate thermometer attached, which alone is worth the price of the 
i| combination, ae great ese INDICATOR is endorsed by the 
# most eminen ysicians, Professors - 

i) 2nd Scientific men of the day to be the BEST IN THE WORLD ! 
li The Thermometer and Barometer are put ina nicely finished walnut framo, 

with silver plated trimmings, etc., making it a beantiful as well as useful orna- 
{ ment, We will send you a sample one, delivered free, to your place, in good or- 

| der, on receipt of #4, or six for $4, Apents aremaking from $5 to $20 da 
iM) Selling them, A trial with convince you. Orderatonce. It Sells at SIGHT! 

Just tho thing to sell to farmers, merchants, etc. Inyaluable to everybody. 
}}| U. 8. Postage Stamps taken if in good order, but money preferred. Abents 
i) Wanted everywhere. Send forcircularandterms, Address all orders to 
i OS WEGO THERMOMETER WORKS, (Largest establishment of the kind in 
il the World) OSwer=o, Oswego Co., N.Y. 
Hi} 0 ath refer tothe Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk, First and Second National Banks, or any Business house ia 

o, N.Y. 
Write your Post Offee, County and State plainly, and remit by money-order, draft on New Fork on registered 

IW tetfar,at our risk. 
This will make a Beautiful and Meee Present. 

WHAT THE PUBLIC SAY ABOUT IT. 
THnd Pool’s Barometer works as well as ono phat poeme ns, dollara. You can rely onitey: 

APT. 

THE HUNTING SIGHT. 
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT. 

Send for Circular contaming full description. 

Address, 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

EXLOLABIRDYD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy. 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind, 

We are giving especial attention tb Corduroy and Moleskin Suits 

keep in stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them 

up in Style and finish far ahead of any ever before in the field, 

time, 
a Cras. B. RogeEns, Ship *Dilightt San Francisco. 
| Baromoter received in good order, and must say that the instrument Ee Renee enon AB arisy SEP 

| if Tt is neatly made and wonderfully cheap at two dollars. Oxo. B. Parsons, M. 0. R. K, Office, Detroit, Mich, 
hl hous pee has already saved me many times its cost, in fortelling the weather: Itism wonderful curiosity 
I) and works fection, 7 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. None genuine | 

| i ni cee our Trade Mark, and Signature of J. A, Poor, on back of Instrument, 
i) 28 below : A ao. | PAD, 0 CES . - MARK, y 

F. J, Rovegteon, Milywqukes, Wis. 

| Every instrument warranted Peryect and Rellatle. Size, 24 Inches long, wna 
j {fnot satisicd on recelying the Instrument, return itatonce and we will refund your 

ei money. Please state where you saw our advertisement, 

Stucwep bie rGcdt pods ror wwove lustiuitedt, O05 Dans 
ducing them and securing good agents, we offer for a short time to deliver “a sample one” free to any 
address on receipt of only one dollar, or 6 for $4.00. Order at once. 1t’s just the thing fora @hristmas 
present. 

THE 

(2 FOLLETT PATENT 

Trout Bass Ree 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

offered to the Anglers ot this 

Country. 

ulsui.oas of introe- 

[ESTABLISHED 1869.) 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper, shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
8 subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out, We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. : 

ROSEWOOD 
| SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS| PAPER AND LOADERS, 

AND PICKEREL FISHING. tee Gr aaa 

AND 

| 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH. SHOT SHELLS. 
———— RECAPPERS. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. ———— 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS,” BENCH CLOSERS, Etc., Hite. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New Yorr Aeents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York, 
Paciric Coast AGENTS; CHAS. Sa ie CQ,, San Francisco, California, 
New ORLEANS AcrnTs: A. BAL! i 
New Enauanp Aqunts ror SHor Sueris: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
be purchased from dealers in your place, 

W. & J. M. AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front St., Rochester, N, Y. 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

= A§, 
No suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. ©. HENNING, 
The One Price Clothier, 

410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY, 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 

A, SAKS & CO,, Richmond, Va. 

JOS. POLOGK, St. Louis, Mo. 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER, 
For 7icis. 1 send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and best puper cartridge pat yet invented. 
EDMOND . 

Rochester, N.Y. 

=< SEND FOR CIRCULARSOF- THE 

FLYING CLAY FICEON 
= > CLAY PIGEON-COMPANY~. -)>= 

= N&S3-VINE ST CINCINNATI.O.. = © 

(Extract from Torresr 4nd Stream, July 7, 
1881. p, 444.] 

* * * This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

éxcellent practice for Wing shooting. We commend 
all sportsmen to testits merits. * * * 

RAMSAY MACNAUGETAN, 
Commission Merchant, 

| R 3 HOWARD 8T., N. ¥. 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST, 

VAMP LIFE IN THE WLLDERNESS._SECOND 
edition uow ready. This story deseribes the 

ip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-Kanfeley .alces. It treats of “camp life,” in- 
doors and ont is amusing, imstructive and interest- 
im: 224 pages, 12 illustrations, Price 25cents. 
muti], postp2id, 30 cents, CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
ainnica Plain, Mas 

A Leading London Phyg=' 
ician establishes om 
Officein New York 

forthe Cure of ~ 

a EPILEPTIC FITS. 
Prom Am, Journal of Medicina. 

i b, dr. Ab. Moserole (late of London), who makes aspecialty 
of Epllspay, has without doubt treated and cured more cases 
than any other liying physician. His success hassimply been 
astonishing; we have heard of cases of over 20 years’ stand- 
Pg, suocessfully cured by him. He has pnbdlisheil a work on 
this disease, which he sends with a large bottle of his won- 
aeeMl cure freoto shy sutferer who may send thelr express 
and P. O, Address." Wo advise any one wibhing a cure to ad- 
drees Dr, AB. MESEROLE, No. 96 John 8t., New York. 

— 

Hor Sule, 

0 RENT.—SHOOTING GROUND AT CURKI- 
tuck Sound, An undivided half of 200 acres, 

thore or less. Price for the year $50. Address 
Ss. A. W., 3 East Porty-fifth st., N.Y. dec7.3t 

FOR SALE, 

One itfauge Parker gun with 100 brass shells, 
one crimper, one jointed cleaning rod, one shot 
and powder measure, one nickeled shell cutter, 
one capper and extractor, oné gun voyer, and 
other fixtures, Alsoa fine bred setter pup. DR, 
GEO, H. PARKINSON, Middleltown. coon at 

e07,* 

» ROUT WLIMS.— FIRST QUALITY AT WHOLE 
sale. $3 per pross. H, PRICHARD, 90 Fulton 

‘street, N.Y, ae deel, 

TPHOROUGHBRED YELLOW DUCKWING 
A game fowls bred for show 
cellent pit birds. JNO. 0, 
hiladelphia.. 

urposes; also_ex- 
NORRIS, Chestnut Hill, 

noyrs,ob 

for Sule. 
OR SALE.—ON ACCOUNT OF ILL HHALTH 
advertiser desirés to reduce his sporting equip- 

ment, and offers for sale one Leonard's split bam- 
boo hexagonal bass fly-rod, three-piece, with solid 
German silver reel plate, patent ferrules, extra 
tip, length 11ff. 6in,, weight lloz.; in grooved wood 
case and English sole leather rod’ case, a splendid 
rod and in parfect condition, having been used but 
three times, One Winchester, 76 Model, target 
rifle, with pistol grip, graduated peep and Beaoh 
combination sights, oefagon barrel, 28in., 10l4Ibs. 
45 cal., full magazine, in sole leather trunk case, 
with 100 cartridges; in perfect condition and in 
every TeRpeRt as food as anew rifle. One Webley 
& Sons D. B.,B.L gin, No. 10 Damascus steel 
barrels, 30in., weight 94Ibs., top lever, rebounding 
locks, with improved oading and cleaning tools, 
ind a#uxiliary rifle barrel, .388 cal., afine field or 
ducking gun and in good condition, The aboye 
poods are the very best of their kind, and are well 
worth the attention of sportsmen in need of such. 
Address J. L. T., 54 W. Madison st., Balkimone, ud. 

deei4,2 

ERRETS FOR SALE AT $7.00 PER PAIR. 
*CHAS, H. VAN VECHTEN, Victor, Ontario 

Co., N. ¥. deel4 ff 

For Sale at Public Auction. 
(iooseberry Island, containing about eight acres, 

situated off the south shore of Newport, Rhode 
Island. This island is directly upon the Atlantic, 
With a shellered harbor between if and the shore, 

with ten feet depth at mean lowwater. Ibis within 

one-quarter of a mile of the Ocean avenue, and two 

miles of the post offiue in Newport, It is especially 

adapted as a site fora fishing cluh. A safe landing 

can be effected in any weather, This property will 

be sold at 12 M. on January §, 1883, al, No. 129 

Spring street, Newport, Rhode Island. For infor- 

mation, Plats, &c., address Box fi14, Newport, BR. I. 

deel at 

Buy a Christinas Present 
R DOG. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y¥., 

MAKE A SPECIALTY OF DOG GOODS. 
They haye the largest variety of Dog Furnishings 

in the world. Many new and handsome designs 
of Collars, Pug Harness, Blankets, etc, All styles 
of Dog Furnishings made to order. 

Send for sample of Plush Blankets. 

Ju the Stud. 

Black Cocker Stud Dog. 
HORNDELY DANDY, by Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 24Ibs. It has taken nearly two years 
to have our order filled for a black cocker tinder 
28lbs. We have got him at last, and he will serve 
a few outside bitches at $20 cash. HORNELL 
SPANIEL CLUB, Hornelisyille, N.Y. nov30,tf 

O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O’*More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup 
jes of the pues strains. Full pedigrees. W. N. 
"ALLENDER, Albany, N.Y. 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approyed bitches only, imported 

black and white Sree Doubleshot ieopadion 
of the celebrated Master MeGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Clevelund, 
1882, Fee $40. H. W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. nove,te 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other gcod ones. Dash IIL since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Liewellin’s celebrated Dash I., for which he paid 
$1630, Will serve a limited number of a proved 
bitches at $35. Address A. M. TUGKMR, 85 Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

IN THE 

Rory 

STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga,, 
1881, and first.at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882, Don 
is the ouly pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trial in this country. Heis # vigorous, 
healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 
He will serve a limited number of approved 
bitebes. Fee, $50, Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward ayenue, Kast End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy I, 
DASHING ROVER, by Dash IJ, out of Norna. 

KING PHPIN, litter brother to Mo. Qoodsell's 
Plantaganet, 

FEE, $40.00. 

To approved bitches only, Address 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Hill, §, 0. 

Hu the Stud. 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
‘Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 31 Prizes in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales and America, 

FEE, $40.00, 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

Stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the creat 
collie trials held af Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882, 

BITCHES, 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrie, 
Lilac, E, K. C, 8. B. 10,745, and Meg, Ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 

For catalogue, &c., address THOS, H. TERRY. 
P. O. Box 2017, N. Y. 

Dominion of Canada Kennel Clubs, 
(Limited), 

“COMET,” 
Pure Layelack, (10,130 2. K, C. 8. B.) in the stud. 

Seven Ist prizes, one 2d, first In Layerack Class 

af Alexandra Palace, 1881. 

Address the Secretary, Ottawa, Ont. 

Entries for D, C, K, C. Stud Book close May ist, 
1883. : 

lrish Red Setter Dog Glencho, 
ELCHO ex NOREEN. 

Twill allow Glencho to serve fliree or four bitches 
of good form and breeding during the present 
winter, Dr, Jaryis,calls Glenvho the handsomest 
Irish setter ever bred in America, He has the size 
and head of Eleho 11., with the coat, color, chest 
and muscle of Berkly. Ihave never seen his equal. 
He is fast, stylish, keen-suented, staunch, and one 
of the best trained first season's doms I have ever 
handled. Fee $30 cash. Address W. Hf. PIERCE 
Peekskill, N. Y. noved,3b 

y 

Gite Rennel. 

OR RED IRISH SETTERS AND COOKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

OHAS, DENISON, Hartford. Cann ~aptls,tt 

uaranteed. Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, tea Sept22,tf 

peas OF BASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted pape will bs 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1, 
FOREST ND STREAM PUB. GO., 39 and 40 Pa 
Row, WN. Dec2a.t£ 

fleldpurposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickerville 
| beetle HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 

Pa unel5, tf 

QEORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
\O for sale. Best of Reference, D. ¥. WILBUR, 
Lakeyille, Mass. junel5,t£ 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL ‘THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs. Dora IL, bred 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Roc 
Gloucester, bred by D. GC. Sanborn of Michigan, 
under the name of Leo, out of Sanborn's field trial 
bitch Nellie, by champion Lester, Address 150 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass. sept21,ti 

isa e 

OCKERS.—A FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST- 
class blood will be sold low to reduce stock; 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25ibs,, A No. 1 
retriever from land or water, Price $25. ROBT. 
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. 

OR SALE.—THE IMPORTED BLACK AND 
tan_cocker spaniel dog Sontag, Address 

CHAS, F. KENT, Monticello, N.Y. novib,tt 

Prize-Bred Spaniel Stock 
FOR SALE CHEAP. 

Pups by imported Beaw ex imported Blackie, 
es wu Beau *' 7 Feather, 
Saver xg, Beau ** Gracie. 

For price, pedigree, prize winnings, &e., &c.. 
address with stamp the r, : S , 

Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
nov9,tf Lock Box 35, Claremont, N. H-. 

Berkley--Kathleen., 
=FPure red Irish setter pups, whelped Sept, ist, 
Price $50 each. THOS. H. TERRY, P.O. Box iT, 
New York. dee?eb 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGH-TOR OTHER 
property, one pointer bitch and three male 

pups Jhoice breed, Sensation stock. J, 
OOLEY, Agawam, Mass, dec7,dt 

OR SALE.—THREE FIN@LY-BRED LAVER- 
ack setter pups, five months old, one lemon 

and white, twoliverand white, HARRY O’BRYAN, 
Radnor, Del, Co., Pa, dee7,té 

OR SALE.—ENGLISH SETTER DOG BLACK 
Grouse. Grouse is ten months old, is jet 

black, a grandson of chumpion Paris, and a very 
pipiuains young dog. Price low. Lock Box 237, 
suspension Bridge, N. ¥. decid, 1t 

Fee SALE.—AN EXTRA GOOD RABBI'T DOG 
and two Cocker Spaniel pups, threé months 

old. Address W. H. BEEDN, Box 202, Lynn, Mass, 
fecl4,16 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Custom House and Forwarding Avent, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

es 
‘or- 

mation furnished in regard to the best methods of 
importing, shipping, etc, 

Ghe Acuel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worns! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLHAS—A BOON TO DOGS, 

‘This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned, It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whic’ 
greatly facilitates its use, Simple and efficacious, 

Price, W cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with tue 
directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box ly Mail. 
Both the above are recommended by the '* Forest 

and Stream and Rod and Gun.” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 ¥ULTON STREET, - NEw York. 

HENRY C, SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STRUET, - New York. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 

580 WASHINGTON SrReET, - Boston, MAss, 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J, M, TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

A new pair just out. F 

GLADSTONE and PEET 0" DAY. 

Quail shooting in’ Tennessee.—DASH TIT. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota, 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are photographic reproductione 
of oil paintings by Tracy. Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal tosteel engravings in 
appearance, Size 10xitinches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, #1,00 each, 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
‘New York, or J. PALMER O’NEIL, 68 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa, . 
Address J. M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box i51,: 

Chieago, Tl. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS." 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of pon 

cipal English breeders. 
* 

OR SALE.—TOM, WHITE AND ORANGE 
English setter dog, four years old, by Royal 

Duke ex Bessie, Bessie by Valentine’s Glen ex Dell, 
Dell by Waddel’s Pilot ex Nellie. Trained and 
handled by H. 8. Wanmaker for (astern Field Trials 
at High Point, N. C.,, November, 1888. Winner of 
vhe, New York, 180, c. 1881, and vhe. 188%. For 
performances in the field see this paper's report 
of Eastern Field Trials, 1881 and 1882. Price $600, 
Address GEORGE R. WATKINS, Paymaster U. S. 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City. nova0,tf 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
We haye a few choice black spaniels to dispose of, 

including Dash; 1st Cleveland, 1882; brother to the 
celebrated Kaffirand Zulu. Can win in champion 
class. Price $100, Also Bub, by the celebrated 
Brush, ilhistrated in Stonehenge, out of Ghampion 
Rhea. Price $60. We haye several brood bitches 
and puppies of exceptional pedigree for sale, 
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsville, N.Y. 

NOR SALE.—A GORDON SHTTER BITCH. 
color black and tan. She ig handsome and will 

make a good field dog; she is broken to charge and 
obey, Also three Liewellin setter Pups, whelped 
Sephember: dog and two bitches. Will be sold cheap. 
Send stamp for pedigrees. A.B. VONDERSMITH, 
Taneaster, Pa, Toys, 3b 

Champion Dash IIT.--Opal. 
For Sale.—One blaek, white and ticked Llewellin 

setter bitch puppy, Dimple. by champion Dash IIT. 
ex Opal (Rake-Fanny), whelped Noy, 4, 1882, sister 
to Dr: Hatheway’s Blue Dan and Bow Bells, both 
Ist, 2d and 8d prize winners at Boston, 1882. 
Dimple 1s yery beautifully marked, and is the only 
one uusold of a litter of six puppies, To be deliv- 
ered when eight weeks old. Opal took ist prize 
in imported class at Boston, 1882. For price ad- 
dress N, HATHEWAY, Fall River, Mass. dec7,2t 

RoE SALE,—IMPORTED ENGLISH PUG DOG, 
taught to carry letters, papers, etc. A fine pet. 

Lock Box 2387, Suspension Bri ge, N,¥. deci4it 

ROKEN DOGS.—IIVE WELL-BROKEN AND 
well-bred setter dogs for sale, all good rangers, 

thoroughly staunch and good retrevers. H, CLAY 
GLOVER, Tom's River, N, J, novid 2b 

“LUCILLE,” 
Winner 2d prize, puppy class, New York show, 

1881; whelped July, 1860, Rory O’More ex Norah 
O'More. She is a fast and stylish mover, thor- 
oughly staunch on pdint and back, has had 
hundreds of birds killed over her. Is guaranteed 
to have as good nose as any dog in existence, and 
is as handsome red Lrish biteb as aly shown at the 
New York show in 1882. Ts sold on account of Ter 
sex. Address C, P. STOKES, Stokes Block, Rich- 
mond, Va. decl41t 

OR SALE.—ONT TULL BLOOD ENGLISH 
and Trish’ mixed bitch bird dog, well trained; 

one dog pup, eiglt months old, bird deg. Father 
received premium al N. Y. doz showy breed, Gor- 
don and English. further particulars at sports- 
man's depot, MR. SPREL, 44 North Second street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. c deci4 1t 

OR SALE.—LEWELLIN SETTER KATYDID, 
by Guy Mannering ex Whirlwind, whelped 

May 19,1861, Color. black and white. Entered in 
the Am, K, GC. 5S, B., Vol, IL Address P, 0. Box 
294, Saratoga Spa., N. Y. decl41t 
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Sportsmen's Goods, 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins, and imported direct from Norway. 
Every jacket is marked G, W. Simmons & 

Son, Importers and Manufacturers,” 
We offer this year the handsomest lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we have ever been able to 
collect, Each of the jackets has been made 
to order, and nothing equal to them can be 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skins and make up the Jackets in 
work-room! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than any other house 
can afford to! 

NOTE OUR PRICES and compare goods 
with others advertised as the same or similar. 

A No. 1 Quality, $12, 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and offer no second grade. 
We claim for these jackets that they are: 

Ist, Windproof. 

2d, Waterproof. 

3d, Soft and Pliable. 

4th, Flannel-lined. 

5th, Never Stiffening. 
6th, \ 30 per cent. less than others, 

| Ask for the same or similar goods, 

Tth, The Best Made, 

We warrant every jacket, and will send on 
approval for exaniination on receipt of meas- 
ure, 

Tn addition to this superior line of Imported 
Dogskin Jackets, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets. These imitations of the 
imported jackets are flannel - lived, and hardly 
to be distinguished from the imported. They 
are made in our own workrooms, and every 
one is warranted in every particular. The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars, 
Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 

amounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods 
in the country. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 32 
North street, Bostov, Mass., Importers of 
Leather Jackets, mannfacturers of the cele- 
brated “Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St. Louis. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading shot Gun. 
es SIMP_£ and 

DURABLE. 

Rebounding Lock. 

Choke-Bore Barrels 2 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra 

heayy guns for ducks a Specialty, Send stamp for | 
cireular. C. §. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat- | 
field, Mass, 

Sportsmen's Goods, Hotels and Routes for Sportemen, Hotels wd Resorts for Ppartamen. 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle) OLD DOMINION LINE. 
HOUSH 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON 

603 COMMERCE ST,, PHILA. 

Manufacturera of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description. 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING. 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Gelebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 814ft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 
Each, 

No. 800. Plain Brass Ferrules................. $6 00 
No. 801, Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt.... 900 
Wo, 802, As 801, Nickel Plated......., ...... 10 

No 850. Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 
Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
UCED I Verena eat A Stach oo 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL. 

ARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA ‘NGELEY LAKES REGION, including au) 

the lakes, poads and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticn 
riyer, Connecticut and Parmachenes Lakes, etc. 
cloth bound. Price, Restrala by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

Katon’s Rust Preventor, 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting, 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supped fly BE. BE. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Il. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. BE. EATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

Pittsfield, Mass. 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGH, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. 

Cute Fras 

——— SSS OL 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 

iv he thirty changes of 
positions, Parlor, Li- 
brary, Invalid Chair, 
Child's Crib, Bed o. 
Lounge; combining 
breuty, lightness, 
stren i, simplicity au 
comfort. verythin 
fo an exact science 

= Orders by mail promp*- 
a ea te yoee 
shippped C. O. D. Sen 
ataih for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Fors 

READING POSITION, AND STREAM, WILSON 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING CoO 
661 Broadway, New York, 

Climax Gu 
1G.1 , 

SSSSS‘VJFlU°"'7"7e"rn SSS 

n Cleaner. 

‘} 

Fig. 1 is & longitudinal section of Rod and,Cleaner, shown in position within a gun barrel, 

A 

Nots.—In those made under the improved patent since July, 1682, the nut ‘'F”’ is done away with, 
nd the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand, 

offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
ade, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
2]. Its 

pen used all day. 
us The case with which it can be adjusted to fit 
th. 

artect ddaptabllity to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that has 

the barrels, loose or tight, 
The price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod, 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESORIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION, 
For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., Lowell, Mass. 

The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 
finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit 
Point, James River, Cnrrituck, Kittyhawk Olu 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, etc., etc. ‘These points can 
now be reached by rail and BLS from Norfolk, 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Tewes, Del, Monday and Thurs 
day at3 P.M. 

il information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York, 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. . 

Leave New York from station GC. R. R. of N.V., 
font of Liberty street. ’ 
For Hey gr ae conck Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:20, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M. 
On Sunday at 8:45.A, M,, 5:30, 12 P. M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M.; 

1:80, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00 P. M, On Sunday at 8:45 A. M 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:80, 7:00, 12 P.M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M. ; 5:30, 12T.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR GARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty Street, 239, 261, 

401, $44, 957, 1,223 Broadway, and at the prineipal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
oftice, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooldyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 
‘gage from hotel or residence to destination. 
. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintenilent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 

Through solid trams with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cincimnati and Louis- 

yille, through the finest scenery in America. 

C. W, SMITH, H. W. FULLER, 

Gen'l Manager, Gen'l Pass. Agt. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars direct without change, 
Leave New York at10 P. M. and 3:40 P. M. Wash 

ington, D, C,, 7:10 A. M. and 10 P.M. For informa- 
tion address N. McDANIBL, 601 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D. C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP. BARNEGAT, NJ. 

OPEN THE YEAR KOUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J, 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J, 

FLORIDA. 
Gentlemen intending to spend the winter in 

Florida can find first-class accommodations for 

themselves and families within an hour's ride of 

Tallahassee. 

Good fishing and shooting can he had within a 
radius of a few miles of the house. 

Billiard tables, pianos, horses, library, ete., are 

at the disposal of the guests, Address 
COL. W. L. ROBINSON, 

Tallahassee, Fu. 

Select Winter Excursion 
To FLORIDA, the BAHAMAS, and WEST INDIES, 

All expenses included. r 
For Circulars, Tickets, and full information 

Apply to BLIVEN BROS. & CLARK, 
48 Milk st,. Room 6, Boston, Mass, 

"he "o> Gris 

We call attention to this beautiful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for. We are getting 
out some heayy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs. and over. 
suitable for heayy 
A Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for very Jong range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
1@3 Milk Street, Boston. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive ReHevtors. 

Fer Night Hunting and Fishing, 
Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 
ete,, these lamps have no equal, 
My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 

Head Jack for either top or front of 
s= head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 

LE Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, etc. 

“RULLSEYD" LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 
Send stamp for Ilustrated Price List. 
ALBERT FERGUSON, 

Office, fb Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKD THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R, R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
und the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of fish 
contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters, 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 

_The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
Noy, 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill te his friends 
or club” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR PAMILY WITH ¥OU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. -The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. } 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinae City 

was completed and opened for business July 3, 
and daily trains are now running through, connéct- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
einnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 

ing the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free 
owner's risk. 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘‘at home 
on this route. Wor Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages Sent free, For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A, B, LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 
- Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

—se A te aS 

EUROPEAN PLAN] 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L, I. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, éte., 
with the lar pese rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. TI. Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
herd, pet Broadway, and Wm, Dutcher, 820 Broad- 
way, N. 

McAdoo House, 
GREENSBORO, N. ©. 

Headquarters for Sportsmen. 
Shouting commiences November and ends April ish, 

Quail jn abundance. 

W. D. McADOO, Proprietor. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
including Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &e. 
Send postuge for “American Tourist Gazette” 

giving full particulars, 
CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

' Ted ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 

During summer seasons, May to December, sail- 
ing From Quebec to Liverpool every Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From December to May, the mail steamers will 
erform a weekly saryice between BOSTON and 
IVERPOOL. 
Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 

Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct. 

LEVEE & ALDEN 
“GENERAL AGENTS, 

New York, 207 Broadivay, N, Y. 
Buston, Mas&,, 15 State street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. N, ©, Cor, Broad and Chesmut 

- 



FOREST AND STREAM. iii 

THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 
pine SPRATT’S PATENT as 

NONE ARE of SS31Nn 

STAMPED, 

Packed In Cases of 112 pounds each, 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

WMieat “E™ibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

NONE ARE 

RTAMP EE 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Please see that Mvery Cake is Stumped “SPRATIYS PATHNT” and a X. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 
FRANCIS O. da LUZE & CO., To be had in smaller quantities af 

18 South William Street, - NEW YORE, 
Trade Generally. 

KENNEDY REPEATING RIFLE. 
The safest and best rifle for any hunter to bay. It is always reliable, an accurate and rapid shooter. 

> 

479 glass balls broken with a Kennedy Rifle ont of 500, thrown from a Bogardus trap._ 

Circulars sent on application, 

Biscellancous. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 

Poultry and Game, | 
289 & 200 WASHINGTON MARKET, 

New York. 

Consiguments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION, 

We accept consignments. Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous week, 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 
ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 
purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
65 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
Liye Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, etc. 

SCHOPF’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 
Depot! 85 Fourth Avenue. New York. 

NOR+ 
WECIAN [VIOLLER'S 

TOR 

General , 
Debiiity, } 

Scrofula, 
Rheumatism 

or Cousuuption, 
is superior toanyinde- 

'licacy of taste and smell, = BEST : ; . 

medicinal virtues and purity. 
SLondon, European and New Sle 
York physicians pronounce it the ; 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

WH. Schieffelin & 00.(74"sei tee") NewYork 

COD-LIVER Ol 

Silk Worm Gut. 
F. LATASA, 35 Broadway, calls the attention of 

the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his exten- 
sive assorlinent of Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all 
grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy 
Salmon Gut to Pxtra Fine, 
For price list address 

FE. LATASA, 
35 Broadway, New York. 

Hunting and Fishing 
ON LINE OF 

Saint Lonis, Iron Mountain & Southern 
RAILWAY. 

Good Hunting and Fishing can be found in 
Arkansas at points on line of the Iron Mountain 
route. 

Half rates made for fiveormore, Dogs Free. 
Address the undersigned for further information. 

F. CHANDLER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 
C.D. KINNAN, Ass't Gen’) Pass. Agent, Sf, Louis. 

Sportemen's Goods, 

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

JOH 
N-E. Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Vlies 

Leaders, Snoods, Pe Bait, Fly Hooks, 
be., Hite, 

(Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also *' Krider’s " Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, Rat 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit, 

Repairing of all kinds. 

A good assortment of 24, 26 and 28-inch Octazon, Half Oct; d 
Round Barrel Sporting Rifles. Also Carbines on hed: . ‘Saee 

Both .44 cal, (40 grains powder) and .45 cal. (60 grains powder). 
The magazine of 28-inch barrel .44 cal. holds 15 cartridges. Of 28-inch 

barrel .45 cal, holds 11 cartridges. 

WHITNEY ARMS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn, 

Sportamen’s Goods. 

HODGMAN & (0., 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, - New York. 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

|Rubber Fishing Outfits, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, | 
FISHING BOOTS, 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc, hey are 
easy to the feet and very dur- 

‘Z able. Made to order in a vari- 

Sa 
ety of styles, and war- 

y cle. 
ranted the genuiue arti 

i ; Y Send for price list. 
: © MARTIN S. HUTCH- 

INGS, Dover, N.H, P. O. Box 368. Braproxp & 
AntTHony, Boston, H. C. Squires, N. Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents, 

BLANKETS 
; ; «CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 

Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, | {SHA WESTERN Seatte..cUN WORKS, & 
AND COMPLETE . a = Pa. “ 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. | £2... hace 7 ug, Revolvers, Ammunition, Bciues, Kets, 
Fishing Tackle, Razors, &c. sent C, O. D.for examiuativn, 52 

Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WURKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price $2.00, 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co, 

ESTABLISNED 1838. Fishing Pants. Send for Catalogue. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING C0, 
——AND— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove M’f’: Co., 

§03 & 505 BROADWAY, 
St. Nicholas Hotel Blocks, 

AND . 
205 BROADWAY, Cor. FULTON ST. 

NEW YORK CITY, 

\RUBBER OUTFITS 

. GOMPLETE FOR, 

) Hunting and Fishing. | 
) Trouting Pants and Leg: 
y gins a Specialty. [ 

All Guaranteed Thor- 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book ¢o 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebagc, Supsuptic. 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aud the hea 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androsecog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; iuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
aid, by mail, 50 cents, CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, 
at Plain, Mass. 

Rod, Gun and Canoe 

= SNS oughly Waterproof. IN NORWAY. 
FRONT VIEW. RUBBER GOODS INSIDE VIEW. With a Map and Fifty-eight Mlustrations, 

= ons Hattock Hunting Coat._The game . , 
‘Hattock Huntne Coar.— Every Description. pocket extends the entire length of coat, One volume, 12mo. Price $1.75. 

Six pockets outside and game with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 
pockets inside. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. game bag. For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

JOHN D. LENNON, 
142 Fulton Street, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, | 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

i 
HD ay

 

Z 
vs = 

ull Nit i 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

fH. W, COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS ; 

68 Broadwav. New York: 
84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fifth St., St, Lonis, 

a 

CAMBRON'S AQUARIA DEPOT, 
182 SIXTH AVE, N. Y. 

FRENCH AQUARIA AND OTHER NEW-DE- 

SIGNS. Gold and Fancy Fish, Aquatic Plants, Fish 

Food and every thing for the Aquarium. 

WHOLESALE ANDBRETAIL. 

Anything in the Jewelry Lime Made 
to Order. 

Croup, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS. 
JOHNSUONS ANODYNE LINIMENT will posi- 

tively prevent these terrible diseases, and will cure nine 
cases out of ten. Information that will save many. lives, 
sent free by mall. Don't delay amoment. Prevention is 

! better than cure, £ 8, Jounson & Co., Boston, Mass. 



FOREST AND SYPrREAM., 

Ammunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 
Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Olustrated Pamphlet, showing 
ar izes of grains of powder. Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder, 
THE MOST POPULAR*POWDER IN USE! 

Duront’s GuxypowpEer Miizs, established in 1802, 
haye maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (cearse 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in seh quickness an 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ib, canisters, 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 
ne); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shootingt with either 

muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 11b. and 5 Ib. 
canisters and 6144 and 121 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

‘‘Choke Bore’) Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well gi han for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, enly No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pictel shooting, 
Packed in 1 Jb, canisters and 614 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘Sea-Shooting.”—FFe¢, 

and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoo 
ng, the FFg: and FF Fg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 4% lb.,1 Jb. and 5 Ib. 
anisters, 614, 1244 and 26 lb, kegs. Fg. coarse,-FFFg. 

© fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sarerrne and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions, Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket; 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U.S, Government Standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required 

grain or proof, _ 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

‘hroughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver Si., N. Y. 
N, B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg. or FFg. for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Faleon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

ENNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
Yor Canada and the United States. 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. S. 
Office—No. 210 St. James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 
Annual Subscription $1.00, Single copies 10 cents. 

Syportamun's Goods, 

HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

FPURRIER. 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Ete. 

ALSO A NIGE ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 
AND RUGS. 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N. Y, 

Ystablished oyer 30 Years. 

J. N. COLLINS, 
Seal Sacques, Dolmans and Uls- 

ters, Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Robes, &e., at greatly 
reduced prices, 

prompt attention. 32 WEST 14TH STREET. 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct, 19, 20 and 21, 1887. 

The Leonard Rod Won Every First Prize 
When in competition. For distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet, 

A Leonard 44 ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 

of rods of any weight. 
The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 

possible score for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at. 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS 

No. 7 Warren Street, New York. 
SEND 8-CHNT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

“AUSTRIA” SEBRATES. 
I carry in stock all the desirable styles of SKATES: 

Club Skate. 

Sportsman's Goods, 

C.G, GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Gent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

Fur Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 
Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

~ Birds and Animals. Studied, 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

“UNION HARDWARE CO.,” “BARNEY & BERRY,” 
“AMERICAN CLUB,” “ACME,” “AUSTRIA,” LADIES’ 
AND GENT’S WOOD TOP, PARTS FOR REPAIRS, STRAPS, 
KEYS, PLATES, &c. Dealers are therefore enabled to pur- 

chase their entire billin one place. Send for complete Skate 

Price List. 

On application will be pleased to furnish trade price lists 
of FISHING TACKLE, GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, 
AMMUNITION, POCKET CUTLERY, BLANK KEYS AND 
SPORTING GOODS GENERALLY. Orders from the TRADE 
ONLY solicited. 

TO SKATERS.—<Ask your several dealers for the 
“Austria” Club Skate. If you are unable to get same, please 
enclose $4.25, pivirtg the extreme length (in Inches) of your 
boot, and I will express you a pair. 

WILLIAM M. CORNWALL, 18 Warren st. N.Y. 

wey SPORTING MEDALS 

: R. W. KIP, 
63 Fulton Street, 

NEW YORE, 

Selft-Fastening by Stepping 

on the skate. 

FARNHAM’S 1 A 
j ] eres Automatic Trombone Field Whistle PALE SHERRY. 

An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 
or Sweet. 

#5 50 Per Gallon. poripaid. “i ae whistle cise! 
. 1older an ree pairs, assorte 

915,00, BereDoxon sizes, my Lever Fasteners, 
Charles Bellows, A AE 

AGENT AND IMVORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, etc, g 

50 Broad Street, New York. 

dress FRANK GUNN_ FARN- 
aes, Inventor and Manufac- 

‘a. 

ELSE LIN 

turer, White Mills, 

Aumnition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Go., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘* Electric Powder."’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point ot 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s *‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 Ib. canisters and 
614 Ib. kegs. A fine grain, ue and clean, for up: 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns, 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 6 Ib. canisters 
and 614 and 1214 Ib. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. Yor field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.” 
FEFG, FFG and ‘Sea noone FG in kegs of 

25, 1244 and 614 Ibs. and cans of blbs, FFFG is also 
packed in 1 and 44 Ib, canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The F¥FG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘‘ Sea Shooting ” I'G is the 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW: 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC 
TURED TO ORDER. 
The aboye can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE 8TREET, NEW YORE. 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W. J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 

168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. ~ 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings, Fancy 
Tents for families made to order. Awnings of nil 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, etc ; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all kinds mada 
to order. All work done in best manner and at 
very low figures. Send for illustrated circular, 
Address 5. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 39 South 3t., 
Cor, Old Slip, N. ¥. City, 

JOSEPH CILLOTTS| 
STEEL PENS 

Soto Br ALL DEALERS TrRousnour He WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-I878. 

WM. ESTER & CO,, 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do!mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

. Robes, Gloves, Caps, &e. 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORE. 

THE BAKER GuNsS. 

vad 
S PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - 

DAMASCUS STEEL, + , 

We can now furnish extremg wide heavy breech 32in. bbls. asp 
Made especially for heavy shooting. We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns} 

/ 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—ARD— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

$45 
$60 to $206 

double barrel guns, 1044 to 12lbs,, without extra “charge, 

PRICE, $75 TO $250. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10lbs, weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

L. Cc. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. AE, 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 
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To its tens of thousands of friends the ForrstT AND STREAM 

wishes a very Merry Christmas; and herewith offers its sub- 

stantial quota of seasonable entertiinment, 

LEASING THE NATIONAL PARK, 

HE Yellowstone National Park is, it appears, to be 
Jeased to private parties. An agreement was entered 

into on the first day of last September, between Acting 

Secretary Merritt L. Josslyn, of the Interior Department, 
and Carroll T. Hobart, of Fargo, and Henry T. Douglass, 
of Ft. Yates, Dakota, for the leasing for a period of ten 
years of portions of the reservation. Six different plots of 
ground are to be included, to be situated, of course, in the 

most attractive portions of the Park, and each plot is to 

cover about one section of land, 640 acres. A monopoly of 
hotel, stage and telegraph privileges is to be enjoyed by the 

lessees, The sum to be paid for these exclusive privileges 

does not appear to be known to any one outside of the ring, 

in which it is to be hoped Mr. Merritt L. Josslyn, Acting 

Secretary, is not tobe included. The significant clause in 

the despatches to the public press reads as follows: ‘‘The 

sum paid for the priyilege cannot be ascertained by the 
copies [of the agreement] sent to the Senate, the place where 
this important item should appear being left blank.” 

Whether it was one dollar or one hundred thousand dollars 
per anhum nobody knows. 

This is certainly a very charming. scheme to reilroad 

through a temporary land grab, which will, if successful, 

put more money into the pockets of its projectors than any 

single set of individuals have lately made out of this goy- 
ernment, People haye growled at the Pacific Railroad 
Jand grants, bub they, however much they may haye ad- 

vantaged individuals, did and are doing a marvellous work 
in developing the resonrces of the West, and are thus an 
unquestioned benefit to the country at large. But this neat 
little Yellowstone Park scheme, so far as it has beén 

developed, benefits no one gave ils projectors. But for 
compactness, prospective profit, and, if the projectors will 
kindly allow us to,use the word, for impadence, it is cer 

tainly unparalleled in the annals of land grabbing in this or 
any other couniry. 

Here is a franchise which in itself is worth some millions 
of dollars, and which, in claims to be prosecuted against 

the United States Government at the expiration of the lease, 

may fairly be valued at several millions more, which is to 

be turned over to certain individuals for nothing or a mere 
song. The two residents of Dakota, whose names are put 
prominently forward, are not the leading parties in interest, 
for public report joins with them the names of Rufus Hatch 

and a distinguished ex-Senator from Minnesota, sometimé 

Secretary of the National Treasury. Supposing this lease 
to be granted, on whatever terms, the taxpayers of the 

country will at its expiration, unless it is properly guarded, 
have a comfortable litle bill to pay to the Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park Improvement Company, There will be claims 
for some hundreds of miles of wagon road at $10,000 per 

mile, say $3,000,000; claims for six or eight hotels, with 

outbuildings, stables, fences and general improvements, at 

fifty to one hundred thousand dollars each, $300,000 to 

$800,000; claims for perhaps 200 miles of telegraph line, 
with plant, instruments, buildings, ete., at $1,000 per mile, 

$200,000. Total, perhaps, four millions of dollars, Of 

course there will be other items, no doubt smounting to as 
much more. We mention only the obvious ones. The 

clean up of the company, supposing it goes out of business 

at the end of the ten years, will be rich enough to satisfy 
most men and will pay a very handsome final dividend. 

In the meantime the projectors of this company mean to 

obtain their privileges at as, low a rate as possible. No 

fault of course can be found with that—it is human nature; 

but we trust that Secretary Teller, who has hitherto kept in 

the background in the matter, and Senators Vest, Harrison 
and McDill will see that our unfortunate and much-preyed- 

upon government may at least haye what is denominated in 
the vernacular of the Territories ‘‘a fair shake.” ; 

We must say that we fail to see why the Interior Depart- 

ment should give away a privilege of such great value, 
We should all be glad to know why this franchise was 
granted to these particular persons, and, above all, whether 

any general notice was given of the intention of the Depart- 

ment to lease the Park. Was the lease put up at auction 

and disposed of to the highest responsible bidder, or is there 

some secret reason why Messrs. Hobart and Douglass and 
their associates could induce the officials at the head of the In- 
terior Department to turn over to them this very neat thing? 

Have Messrs. Hobart, Douglass, Windom and Hatch done 
anything to deserve so well of their country that the peo- 

ple’s pleasure ground should be turned over to them, in 

order that they may make handsome fortunes out of the 

public? If so, we have failed to hear of it, 

That there is an inner history to this scheme seems per- 

fectly clear, and we hope most earnestly that it may be 
brought to light by the inquiries of the three Senators 
whose names we have mentioned. — ‘ 

It is true that the Department, with a great apparent show 

of care for the tights of the citizen, has stipulated that all 
tourists shall have free access to the grounds leased, by 
which we suppose is meant that the company shall not in- 

close the curiosities with a high board fence and charge 
an admission fee at the gate. Generous Interior Depart- 
ment! how tenderly you care for the rights of every citizen, 
and how zealous that all shall have the freest opportunity 

to enjoy the beauties of the Park. Did it never occur to 

you that this company has no need to charge twenty-five 
cents for seeing a geyser as a separate item. All that will 

go into the bill for board, lodging, transportation, and the 
dozen other charges, and it will be so skillfully distributed, 
that the traveler will pay it without a thought that. he is 
being robbed. 

If there had been nothing underhand in all this business, 

there would have been no need to conceal as carefully as has 
heen done all information about it, The whole matter, if 

it was a fair business transaction, might haye been carried 

on in an open, aboyeboard fashion. But as things stand at 
present we must say thatthe transaction has a most un- 

pleasant flavor of trickery. Mr. Merritt L. Jogslyn may be 
able to explain the affair in a manner which shall be satis- 
factory to the public, who will await such explanation, and 

the results of the Senatorial inquiry, with a good deal of 
interest. It appears, however, that when he was before the 

Senate Commitiee ou Territories on the morning of Decem- 
ber 15, for the purpose of making such explanation, there 

was not much to be got out of him. At least the daily pa- 
pers are entirely silent as to what he said, 

There appears to be good reason to believe that this pro- 
ject is neither more nor less than a barefaced attempt to use 
this government reseryation for the purpose of enriching a 
few speculators at the expense of the people at large, Those 
who are interested felt that to attempt to have the 
Park transferred bodily to them would be a little more than 
eyen such long-suffering creatures as the American people 

would endure. So they had to be contented with a long 
lease, which they hoped to be able to engineer in such a way 

that they would get it for nothing. There is some reason 

for believing that there is a strong lobby behind the Yellow- 
stone National Park Improvement Company. Let us see 

whether it will be strong enough to carry the measure 

through; whether Congress will be so forgetful of itsduties 

as to sacrifice the interests of the people to those of a hand- 

ful of speculators, 

In the meantime we trust that nothing will be done to- 

ward carrying into effect the agreement made by the Acting 
Secretary. The people will not enjoy seeing their only 
pleasure ground turned into aside show to fill the pockets of 

any set of individuals, unless at least the government shall 
receive some equivalent. 

We are by no means prepared to say that certain portions 
of the Park should not be leased to private parties. 
There is certain work to be done there which cannot well 

be undertaken by the government. But if such lease or 
leases are to be entered into, the rights of the public, and 

the rights of the government must be protected in every 

possible way, There should be no opportunity for indemni- 

fying claims to be made at the expiration of the lease, and a 
fair price should be paid for the yery valuable privileges 
which may be granted to the lessees, 

THE OLD BARN. 

| OSes and bucolicly the barn has had some 
share of considerution, and more from the strictly ag- 

ricullural points of view—boti the practical and the “high 
farming” standpoints; but it has neyer been properly con- 

sidered im its relations to the shooter. We have read often 

enough, perhaps too often, of the gray barn and its shingled 
roof, blotched and spotted with moss and lichens: of the kine 

sheep, poultry and sweet-smelling hay it shelters; of the sports 

of the children beneath its cobwebbed rafters—and of model 
barns, with their newfangled stables and cellars for manure, 

roots and what-not—huge, ugly wens they are upon the 

landscape, unbecoming it asthe steam sawmill does the 

woods, or the steamboat the lakes that belong to the deer 

and the trout. But who has told us anything of barn shoot 
ing? 

We hear it said of a bad shot that ‘‘he could not hit the out- 
side of a barn;” of a worse one, ‘‘that he could not hit a barn 
if he was inside it with the door closed,” and the wonder is 

how he could miss it in that case if the barn were not too 
wide or too long for the range of his gun, unless his charge 

went through some wide cranny or through the ‘‘swallow 

hole,” which, urban reader, is not where the barn swallows, 

but where the swallows barn—being an apperture, heart or 

diamond shaped, sawed in the gable of the old-time barn by 

its builder, who had a soul for the fitness of things beyond 
the skill of his hand for the fitting of things—for the ingress 
and egress of the ever-beloved swallow. 

Beyond this we hear nothing of barn shooting, and yet 
what country boy has not targeted his first gun, whether new 

or old, new to him and prized above all his worldly posses- 
sions, on the bara? And if his pot-metal or breech-burned 

piece has scattered widely and feebly, doing less execution 

on the boards than on hisshoulder, has not he sought to bolster 

his faith in his gun by believing worm holes to be shot holes? 

Behold how the weather-beaten sides of the ancient barn, 

reeling an tottering, bigger than Jumbo even, and as 

dangerous as any elephant to approach in a high wind, for it 

might then fall on one, are peppered with shot of all sizes, 

from bullets, buckshot. and BBB, down to No. 1. (No 

smaller shot were used when Planco was consul, though 
only a chipmunk were the lonely victim.) Some are driven 

clean through, some embedded out of sight, some just stuck 
in the siding, dully staring at you through the oxidization 

of threescore years. What gun of bygone days, when quail 
and grouse and woodcock were swarming in copse and 

swamp, and deer were as plenty as trees are now, belched 
forth with mighty throes, and agony to its shooter, its flint- 

and-stecl-ignited charge against these now long storm-heat 

boards, then new exhaling the odor of the wuods yet linger- 
ing in them? Does the ancient long smooth hore or Queen’s 

arm do occasional duty yet, as a sporting weapon when 

Reynard flees before the hounds, or against the thieving 
crow or the marauding hawk? Mayhap its stalwart engi- 

neer of those days tells with the garrulous tongue of age his 

youthful exploits to his gaping grandchildren; mayhap lies 

asleep wuder the sumacsand golden rods in the old graye- 

yard, . 

To him who cherishes his beloyed though out of date 
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muzzleloader, the old barn is most conyenient, for into it 

he may empty the chargesof his gun as he passes homeward 
after a day’s tramp through upland or lowland; and equally 

convenient is the barn to him who desires to test the quali- 
ties of his new breech-loader, for it will show both pattern 

and penetration. But it must be an old barn, It would be 

acrime hardly second to manslanghter to mar with the 
patter of leaden rain the painted beauty of a big new barn, 

With a gilded cock atop of it—the barn that is crowding ont 
the good old gray barn of our childhood, which invited the 

child, the swallow, and the pheebe bird to come in and be at 

home, 

Lei the barn not too good to be shot at be preserved and 
protected by the sportsman, for itis likely not long hence 

to be the only thing left for us to shoot. 

THE RIFLE POR THE MATOR. 

id ees house of Remington & Sons bids fair to score an- 
- other victory inthe line of rifle making, and from 

word brought down from the Ilion armory, it looks yery 
much as though the rifle for the American team of 1883 

had been produced. Sinmediately after the fiaseo of Septem- 
ber last, the members of the firm decided to redeem 

their good name, and declared that should the return match 

be lost, it Would not be the fault of the weapon. "The rifles 

for (he match of the present year had beed hurriedly turned 

out to meet conditions which were unfamiliar to the experts 
‘at the llion armory, and when placed in the handsof the 

men, secured only indifferent results, Soft bullets in tight 
barrels with thin patching brought about leading, Too much 

powder was usetLand thatof a dirty sort. Thesedefects, due to 

a very laudable but hurried endeayor to supply a pressing de- 

mand, discouraged the men on the team; records were not kept 

np, and the natural sequence came in the overwhelming lead 

gained by the Britishteam, The. men were not without 

blame, and it was but poor encouragement for a rifle maker 

who had spent months in turning out a good weapon to see 

the foresight wavering about, while the team member was 
trying to hold steady on the bullseye. 

Still the past has gone; the lessons of the defeat haye not 

been disregarded, and to-day the old house of B, Remington 

& Sons declares its readiness to furnish the Committee of 

the National Rifle Association with a weapon which shall 
he im every way the cqnal of the Deely-Edge and other 
rifles used by the British team, Samples of the new arm 

have been tried for weeks past by the shooting corps of ex- 

perts attached to the Uion armory, and at 800 yards forty- 

eight in a possible fifty has been scored in ten shots, without 

cleaning. Such shooting should win any mateh, and if the 
gun will show such figures, we doubt not that the team can 
he secured for the work to use if effectively, 

The new weapon is very much after the English pattern, 
Wut falling withm all the conditions of the match as to 

weight and military arrangement of stock, ete. It has a 
loose barrel, with narrower bandsand deeper grooyes than 

the old Remington or the English weapon. The 550-2vain 
bullet, of one part tin to eight of lead, is inserted in a two 

and six-tenths inch shell, with from seventy-five to eighty 
grains of powder, The Curtis & Harvey powder has been 
iried in comparison with the Hazard Ducking, No. 3, with 
very even results, so that it is likely the Amerivan powder 
will be used in preference. The hard bullet is patched with 
thick parchment paper, and the seyere experiments made 
with the new arm show in it no tendency to lead. At Creed- 
moor Col. Bodine and Thomas J. Dolan, of the late team, 

have given the rifle a yery thorough testing at all the ranges 
and declare themselves very much pleased with it, saying 
that, with such an arm, it only remains for the National 

Rifle Association to organize an effective team—one where 
the men lave confidence, each in his own efforts, and sys- 
tem enough to maké the skill of one the guide for all the 
rest, 

The fact that this rifle for the coming mateh has been 

produced hy the Remingtons only adds another to the 
many obligations under which they have placed the rifle 
men of America, It was the assurance from the Reming- 
tons that a rifle could and would be prepared in time 

for the opening contest which Jed to the acceptance of 
the first Irish chailenge in 1878, and from that time. on, 

‘it considerable inconvenience and loss in a purely business 
point of view, the entire appliances of the Dion armory have 

been at the disposal of American riflemen when trials on 

the range led them to think that certain changes in rifles 

and their fixings would bring about-Detter scores. Full 

credit has not always been given for these efforts ta second 

the men who give time and labor to practice before the 

butts. The whole record of American victories on the 

ranges here and abroad would haye heen 4 series of defeats 
but for the rifles sent oyt from the Ilion armory. Without 
going into the well-known story of these favorite rifles in 
the hands of a dozen foreign armies, the fact is now more 

than eyer brought home to those who feel patriotic pride 
in American successes that much of the credit of what has 

been done since 1878 properly belongs to this energetic 
American arm manufactory, 

Deraru ov Linut-Con, Scnormpp,—We regret to lear 
of the death of Lieut.-Col, George W. Schofield, of the 
Sixth Cavalry, at Forf Apache, Arizona, December 17. 

Che Sportsman Cauvrist, 

“ANY LETTERS FOR ME?” 

BY H, P. UFFORN. 

OME one must make a detour to San Rafael to collect 
KJ the mail for the party, as this was the first time for 
tleven weeks that we had heen within reaching distance— 
that is, less than a hundred miles—of « post office. Tonotus, 
the only one to whom that section of the country was 
familiar, could not go, but he had given me such expliclt di- 
rections that I felt sure I could not miss my way. : 

“All you've got to do,” said he, “is to ride due south un- 
til you can see blue sky between the peaks of Bl até there 
on your left, then turn $8. W., about fifteen miles, till you 
strike the Arroyo Veta, cross that and keep down along the 
hank till you come to San Rafael. ’Tisn’t more than sixty, 
miles, and you can make it, easy, before dark, You'll have 
to stay there, at the stage station, all night, Then in the 
morning you go right west to the foot-hills, and you’ll strike 
an old Indian trail that'll lead you across to the head of 
Cafialo Creek. We'll camp right where the trail crosses the 
ereek, 80 you Gan’t miss us,” 

“Good enough! T'll be with you to-morrow noon,” and 
chirruping to Rob, I started off after the mail, Tho morn- 
ing air was cool and fine, and as Rob and I had for several 
days been accommodating our pace to the slow gait of the 
pack-mules, we were both glad of a chance fora day’s 
scamper at our own sweet wills. Afters few sporlive cur- 
yelings and prancings, the first effervescence of hisoverflow- 
ing spirits, he settled down into his long, swinging, ten-mile- 
an-hour and twenty-hours-at-a-stretch lope. (‘You don’t 
believe any such thing?” ‘Well, you'd better, for it’s true. 
When Mexican Joe knifed Dick Stuart in Conejos, Ignotus 
rode that horse to Fort Craig and back between sun-up and 
sun-up, and on the homestretch forced the running so that 
the Surgeon’s mare, brought from the States, dropped dead 
when he got off her in the Plaza; and you're a bolder man 
than I am if you dare tell Lieut. Stanhope, of the Topo- 
graphical Enginecrs, that he made a mistake when he meas- 
ured the distance between the places in his survey for the 
i] Paso & Sundown Railroad, and made it just 102 miles. 

*furt Rob any?” Nota bit. When the saddle was taken 
off he kicked up his heels, whiunied, and dashed off across 
the Piedra to the rest of the cayallada, as though he’d 
had only a morning breather. 

“Got the papers for that story?” 
- Yes, sir; signed by the Rhymer, Isnotus, and Post Sur- 
geon David McFarland, of the 1001th U. 8. Cavalry, and 
attested by, and sealed in the presence of, Senor José Muria 
Farina Cayaléto Mugara del Alhama y Murena Salvatierra 
Sidonia, Intendente and Alcalde de la Ciudad del Nostra 
Senora del Conejos. Are you satisfied? All right, then; 
let us go back to our muttons.) By noon, El Laté had sepa- 
tated his twin peaks so distinctly that I could catch 4 clear 
view of the sky between them, und so turning to the §. W., 
another hour brought us to the Arroyo Veta. Here, for the 
first time, I was bothered, 1 struck the Arroyo at an angle 
represented by the lower limb of this >=, and having crossed 
it, the question was, which was up and which down. TI de- 
cided that down meant to the right, and accordingly turned 
thut way. Hour after hour passed monotonously, but no 
San Rafael, The sun finally touched the edge of the plain, 
and I knew that I had ridden more than sixty miles, and 
strongly suspected that Iwas lost. Standing up on Rob's 
back, to enlarge my horizon, I descried, to niy left, the only 
sign of human life which [T had seen that day—a Mexican 
herder with his sheep. Leaving the Arroyo behind, T rode 
np and hailed him, 
“Como le va Usted, amigo?” 
‘*Rueno, senor, bueno.” 
“Unde ’sta San Rafael?” 
“San Rafael? No sabe, setior.” 
“Whew! then IT am lost, sure enough," Sabe unde ’sta 

Canalo Rio?” 
“No, senor, no sabe.” 
‘Unde ‘sta Usted casa?” 
‘Poco Sud; ‘sta camino,” 
“Gracios y adios, amigo.” 
**Adios, sefior,”’ f 
Here was certainly, as the philosopher would say, ‘an 

unfortmitous concatenation of peripheral circumstances,” 
Lost I undoubtedly was, and I had wandered so far from 

San Rafael that this shepherd, who probably knew every 
sheep-ath for twenty miles around, didn’t even know of its 
existence. However, he had told me that his master’s 
house was only a short distance south from us, and had 
pointed out the trail which led to it, 80 [ concluded to seek 
shelter there forthe night, A half hour’s brisk lope brought 
me to the casa, 4 low-walled adobe hut, one story in height, 
surrounded by a cactus hedge, and with sheep corrals by 
the side and rear. A shout soon produced the master, and 
T doubt if all New Mexico contains the owner of a more 
villainous face than appeared in the low doorway, in inswet 
to my call. Bestiality, craft, greed, and all evil passions 
had combined, for nearly three-score years, to carye from 
that countenance the mask of a mingled satyr and devil. 
However, any port in a storm, and therefore [ requested in 
iy choicest Mexican, hospitality for the night. With that 
grave civility and quiet courtesy which mark eyen these de- 
generate descendants of the old Hidalzoes, he placed his 
house and all it contained, himself, his family, and all his 
belongings, at my command. 

“* Todos a Ustedes dispocicion, sefior.” 
““Fiverything al my disposal, is it? If it were, the first 

thing [would do, would be tohave your servants hang you 
to your own roof-trce, you yellow thief and murderer.” 
Such were my thoughts ; my words were that I hoped the 
Lord would repay him according to his deserts, Not recog- 
nizing the double meaning in the courteous Spanish re- 
joinder, he called, in a shrill, cracked voice, for ‘ Nifita, 

inita,” which was answered hy the appearance, from 
around the corner of the house, of a passable looking girl of 
eightecn or twenty, who took my bridle as 1 dismounted, 
and led Rob around to the corral, Following to see that he 
was taken care of for the night, I soon found through signi- 
ficqnt looks and gesturés, that I should have to steer my 
bark for the next twelve hours between the Charybdis 
of man’s greed, and the Scylla of woman's enticements, 
Taying cased Rob of his trappings, rubbed him down well, 
measured him out a hatfull of barley, and shaken down 
some straw for him to lie on, 1 returned to fhe house. Here 
Ninita prepared nieg ares ph aa or corn cakes, tough as 
leather, and flavored with soap grease; stringy mutton, rank 
and coarse, cooked with frijoles, or black beans, and hotter 

than fire with chili colorado, or red pepper, and barley 
coffee, with a bottle of villainous aguardiente, or mezcal 
whisky as dessert. This delectable repast over, we drew up 
to the little triangular fireplace in the corer of the room, 
athe with lighted pipe in the center, flanked on either 
side by the chaste Ninita, and Sefior Joaquin Ramon de Uznaga 
Coronado, each with their corm husk cigaritos. (The rag- 
fedest tatterdenialion of a Mexican sheep thief has a string 
of names as sonorous and rescnant as the Cid Canypeador, 
or the Infanté himself. Perhaps it is the exertion of carry- 
ing through life such a weight of nomenclature, that so saps 
their energy and exhausts their strength thatthey have none 
left for the more commonplace use of muking a decent 
living.) Drawing slowly and painfully on my limited stock 
of Mexican, I soon ascertained that Sefior Joaquin Ramon, 
etc. ete., did have a hazy idea as to the whereabouts of 
San Rafael, opiving that it was somewhere down the valley, 
up which 1 had ridden that day, and vaguely suessing the 
distance as from twenty to a hundred leagues. As a Mexi- 
can league is anywhere from one to five miles, I was not 
much the better off for this information, except as to the 
direction, Then the Sefior courteously set in motion his 
piston-rod, and cautiously proceeded to pump me. ‘Had I 
ridden far that day? Was on pleasure or business? If the 
latter, did I think of Puan shes Tf so, he could sell me 
a fine lot for cash, with which, no doubt, so illustrious a 
Sefior was well provided, Had I friends in the neighbor- 
hood? Would they not be uneasy at my absence? Were 
they to meet me here in the morning, or did they not know 
where | was? Were they all as well mounted and armed as 
Twas? Finally, had they any dogs with them?” 
May Heaven forgive me for the number and size of the 

lies that I povred into the old vascal’s ear, but T felt that my 
best chunce for safety was to impress him with the fact that, 
Thad no money about me, and that my disappearance would 
he followed by strict search and swift punishment. So I 
answered him categorically, ‘Thad ridden about twenty 
miles. [was hunting, wanted no sheep, and had no money 
to pay for them, if I did. My friends were camped just 
below, and were to join me there in the morning. There 
were twenty of them, well mounted and armed, fierce and 
warlike—Americanos bravos, “1 was their captain, and they 
were sworn never to leave me. They had with them six blood- 
hounds—péros del Diablo—trained to follow my Norse’s 
trail wherever he went, and who could scent me out, if I 
were buried twenty feet under ground.” 
Having gently dribbled these astounding statements into 

the cld féllow’s consciousness, enfiladed meanwhile with a 
cross-fire of suspicions looks from his rattlesnake eyes, on 
the one side, and by ogles and sheeps-eyes from the ‘‘ojos 
verdes” of the fair Ninita on the other—I requested to be 
shown my sleeping place. 
My hostess rose, and I followed, bearing my riding gear 

and blanket into alittle side room, about ten feet square, 
and totally devoid of eyery kind of furniture, where she 
gave me to understand, I could pass the night. 

She then delicately suggesied that as I was a stranger ina 
strange land, and might feel lonely, if left to myself, that 
perhaps, etc., ete, Declining her kind offer, I politely 
bowed her out, and closing the door, proceeded to stvike a 
match, and survey the strategic possibilities of my adobe 
fortress. The door was guiltless of latch or fastening of 
any kind, and the one ‘window in the room was a mere hole 
in the wall, some two feel square, with neither sash nor 
shutter. 
My tirst step was lo secure the entrance. Both my hunting 

and pocket knives had stout blades, and these I drove firmly 
into the casing of the door, which was thus held fast, 
Then, taking out my pocket tool chest, and inserting in its 
clip the stoutest brad-awl which it contained, 1 drove it 
firmly into the side of the window-opening, and to it lashed 
one of my pocket Derringers, the muzzle raking the opening. 
Driving a couple of the brads, one on each side of the 
window, I stretched a buckskin *‘whang” from one to the 
other, and on itso balanced 2 dozen heavy rifle cartridges 
tied together, that the slightest shaking of the string would 
cause them to fall, -Tothese I attached another string, the 
other end ef which I tied to the trigzer of the Derringer. 
Cocking the latter, my spring gun was set. In the darkness 
of the night the ‘“‘whang” could not be seen, Anyone enter- 
ing the window could not fail to jar it, which would cause 
the cartridges to fall, and the probability was, that the in- 
truder would receive a half-inch conival pall somewhere in 
his anatomy, If he escaped that, at any rate, the report 
would alarm him and show him that 1 was on my guard. 
These defensive arrangements completed, I spread my 
blankets in one corner out of range of door or window, put 
my revolvers where they would be handy—not, by the way, 
under my pillow—lay down and was soon sleeping the slecp 
of the just. Somewhere toward morning the roar of my 
battery awoke me, but though I waited further develop- 
ments, hone came, J meant to remain awake till daylight, 
but the ride of the day before had tired me, and when I 
next became conscious the sunlight was streaming through 
the window. Rising and examining the latter, | saw that it 
was stained with blood, a pool of which was slowly drying 
away on the ground outside beneath the fatal opening. I 
fell assured, then, that “somebody had got hurt,” and 
hardly knew whether to hope that it might be the lovely 
daughter or the stately father wlohad received my mid- 
night compliments. Opening the door into the oufvr room, 
I cautiously reconnoitered, but the const was clear, nor was 
there any sign of life anywhere around the house. i 

Going around beneath my window, I found a trail of 
blood which led to the corrals. Following it, I found them 
48 empty as the house—Rob anda large ‘‘pinto” horse, which 
had been there the night before, both being gone, ‘Things 
suddenly looked black, Withouta horse | was like a ship- 
wrecked sailor stranded on a rock in mid-ocean, or like a 
belated wanderer in the jungle, face to face with 1 man- 
eater, aud with his gun safely at home in the corner. 
How many thieving, cut-throat Greasers there were in the 
neighborhood I couldn't tell, nor how soon one of my late 
hosts might return with a force sufficient to avenge the death 
or wounding of the other. Hyen if I escaped this fate, a 
successful rejoining of the outfit was problematical, as I had 
no idea how far or in what direction they were. True, I 
might, by great good luck, reach San Rafael, and there pro-. 
cure another horse, but I wanted Rob. I never realized he- 
fore how much a part of myself he had grown to be. Waunt- 
ing him, only a half of me—anime dimidiun moa—was left, 
and that decidedly the worser half. But something must be 
done, and that quickly, and, manifestly, the first thing to 
be attended to was breakfast. Returning to the house, a 
sctagey neck of mutton and some tortillas were soon cooked, 
and, after satisfying my hunger, pockets were filled for 
future contingencies, ‘hen, leaying my saddle, but throw- 
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ing the bridle and blanket over my shoulder, 1 started ou my 
Hopeless journey. Just asthe cactus hedge in front of the 
‘asa was reached, | heard a joyful whinny behind me, and 
Turning, there stood Rob on the other side of the corral, hot 
‘and dusty, and trailing Wehind him a broken riata knotted 
mound his lower jaw with that peculiar hitch which be 
tokened the hand of » Mexican yaquero. 

Some day, when my tonzueis tipped with inspirational 
five, I may attempt to describe my joy at the sight, but at 
present my vocabulary is too limited to allow of the attempt. 

I know I threw my arms around his neck, and hugged him 
sa lover would his mistress, and I would not swear that [ 
d not kiss the white star which shone in his forehead, 

again aud again, Truly, ‘Richard was himself again,” and 
hen once more inthe saddle, I snapped my fingers dofiantly 
Greaser brigands, unknown distances, Jost San Rafaels, 
any tricks which the old jade, Dame Fortune, might play 

me. Down the yalley we rode, retracing our steps of the 
day before, past the place where we had first struck the 
Arroyo, until, about the middle of the day, we loped into 
San Rafael, a little dirty Mexican village, hut as welcome 
fo my ¢yes as the Kaaba stone in Mecca tu the true child of 
the Prophet. Tiding up to the station, which did duty as 
well for hotel, post office, store and saloon, 1 dismounted, 
@itended to Rob’s wants, called fov the mail, and ordered a 
hasty dinner. While waiting for the latter, [made inquiries 
‘of the station keeper as to the trail to Canalo Oreek, and 
found I could reach there, by brisk riding, before sunset. 
By the time this information was obtained, dinner was ready, 
fod 1 was ushered fu the table. Through the middle of the 
house tan a hall, with two rooms ou the left, and one lon 
‘one on the right. The front r6om, on the left, where T ha 
been sitting, was the stage station, and post office, Back of 

at was the eating room, while the long room across the hall 
Was used as a store, with a bar in the rear, and was entered 

two doors, one in thé sloreend, and one in the bar end. 
Opposite to the diniug-room door which opened into the 

all, was anothér one which opened into the barroom. Both 
‘of these doors were open, and as, with the caution witich 
ecomes instinctive in that country, | took my seat at the 

fable facing these doors, I could look into the store room, 
mid see the forward end of the bar, over which hung a 
tracked and tarnished mirror. 
Thad nearly finished my dinner when, just as T was rais- 

Ing a cup of coffee to my lips. happened to glance into 
the mirror and sayreticcted there the faces of two men, 
Who themselves were hidden from sight by the half open 
door. Twomen I said, and certainly one of them was the 
herder from whom I had inquired my way the night hefore, 
tut the other—well, though the dress was that of a man, 
the face Was certainly that of my whilom hostess, Ninita. 
Whey were talking together in low, earnest tones, but the 
Clutch of their fingers upon the handlesof their long knives, 

d the murderons scowl upon their swarthy visayés, boded 
good to some one—and who that might be was not yery 

fiicnit for me to guess. I only heard 2 muttered ‘‘mala- 
dito Americano,” and something about ‘‘Paso del Burro,” 
Hefore they turned and left the room by the rear entrance, 
find before I could reach the door they were mounted and 

ing down the street, Watching them I saw that they 
rned off toward the foothills in the direction of the trail 
at led to Camilo Creek, They rodeina gallop, and in a 

sitady, business-like way, that showed they were in a hurry 
to reach some given point, While still looking after them 
the station-keeper came up, and, following the direction of 

) my eyes, asked abruptly: 
“Know them durned Greasers?” 
“Don't know; think I do,” 
“Gol ny grudge agin you?" 
*“T suspect one of them las-—perhaps both,” 
“Which un—ihe moharrie?” 
“Then one of them is a woman?” 
“Sartin; tell that by the way she walks.” 
Therenpon I told him of my night's adventure, and asked 

him whut he knew of the two riders, 
“Nothin’, ‘cept they redé up about five ininutes alter you 

Game in, saw you onsaddling your roan out there at the 
ral, ’“n’ sez the man to the woman, ‘That's him,’ an’ sez 

e, ‘Yes, d—n him,’ or words to that effect, an’ then they 
de off. By George, though them ain’t the two horses they 
uz ridin’ when they tame; one wuz a pinto and *tother 
nz u dun, and them are both bays or blacks.” 
Tthen told him of what had just passed in the barroom, 

ind asked him if he knew anything of ‘Paso del Burro,” 
‘Yes, it's a _durn nasty place on the trail about ten miles 
this side of _Kunyalo Orick, jist where the road crosses the 
pint of the hill. Thur's a place thar, whar the trail crooks 

bround the face o’ the eliil, like yer elbow jint, ’n’ ‘taint 
e'n two fect wide at the turn. EF thet roan o’ yourn 

n’t mighty sure-footed, ye’d better get off ’n’ walk when 
get there, fur ef he sh'd slip, ’n’ the rock’s mighty moist 
shelvin’ there, ye'd drop about two hundred feet, 'n’ 

rould kill ye hoth too dead to skin, So many burros ooes 
er there, bringing down ore from the mines, is whut’s giy’ 
its name, Lreckon. Jest ‘tother side o' the elbow, and so 
can't see it ill ye git right on it, ‘sa gouge in the rock 
out ten feet deep, “‘n’ | reckon thar’s where they mean to 

lay for ye.” 
“Thanks; forewarned is forcarmed, 

dround that pass?” 
“No, they haint no trail, but—thet roan o’ yourn a good 

Ghimber?’ 
“Climbs like a cimatron.” 
‘Will he foller?” 
“Tike a dog.” 
“Then lrveckon you might give ’em the go by, by leayin’ 

ie trail jest where it strilces the hill, ‘n’ climbin’ up through 
& bresh across the pint, ’n’ comin’ out again in the trail 

bout a quarter beyond the turn,” 
“How’s the road from there on?” 
‘Good pallopin’.” 
‘All right. Thanks, 

@ starting.” 
‘Are you heeled?” 

“Yes, two bowers and an ace,” showing my Colt -44’s, 
and my Sharp's rifie, 

| “Good énough, Tuckto you. So long.” 
"So long,” and off I rode, and soon reached the point 

re the trail reached thu foot of the hill, whence it 
ung round sharply to the left through the ‘Paso del 
ro.” Here I dismounted and throwing the bridle over 

He pommel of the saddle, bexin to climb the steep ascent. 
wis covered thickly with scrub oak, and for some two 
dred yards scemed almost impassable. Rob followed 
ely, plunging and crashing through the bushes, some- 
8 breaking his way through by main strength, sometimes: 

ti series of rabbit-like jumps. The oaks safely passed, 

| i 

Ts ihere any way 

YW you'll brmg Rob around 1’ 

FOREST AND STREAM. AO8 

We cime to a belt of pifion woods, where, though the slope 
Was more precipitous, we made better headway. Arriving 
at the sumunit, at a point which I judged to be directly over 
the pass, [ crawled eantiously to the edge and Jooked over. 
Sure enough, there they ware, directly below me, and on 
a liltle shelf abont thirty feet aboye the elbow. Their horses 
were standing inthe little pocket uboye mentioned, while 
they themselyes were crouched behind a couple of fragments 
ot rocks, ready to hurl them down wponme as I passed, 
Their lassos were also unslune and coiled, so that if by any 
chance the rocks should mias me, the fatal thong would he 
at hand to do its deadly work, Looking beyond them 1 saw 
that the only point at whieh L could regain the trail was not 
more than fiye hundred yards from them, aod in plain sight. 
Could I once reach that safety, I felt no fear of the result, 
as Twas sure that Rob could show a clean pair of hetls to 
any cayuse in the country. Lf they heard or saw"me before 
T gained the trail, and the worst came t» worst, why, there 
were only two of them, and my pistol hand had not yet lost 
its cunning. I could have killed them both from where I lay, 
and felt strongly tempted todo so, but an innate repug- 
nance to such cold-blooded work restrained me. 
Withdrawing quigtly from my post of espial, T rejoined 

Rob, and stole sottly down to thetrail below. He followed, 
stepping as gingerly as a cat, evidently judgins, from my 
own stealthy progress, that quict was the over of the day. 
Halting within twenty yards of the trail, I mounted and 
rode yuietly down, As we left the thick bed of pinon 
needles, where our footsteps had been mufiied, as though 
we had been shod with wool, the rine of Rob's iron shoe on 
the black traehyte of the trail, attracted, as 1 expected it 
would, the attention of the erouching ussassins, Looking 
back oyer my shoulder, | saw them, as the sound struck 
their cars, wheel suddenly, gaze 9 moment in sullen stupe- 
faction, and then, with a shrill yell of hate, plunge down- 
ward to their horses, fling themselves into the saddles, and 
come clattering down the trail after us. A touch of the 
spnr in Rob's side, ashake of the reins, and we were olf, 
with a lead of a good four hundred yards, The swing of his 
long gallop scarce stirred me in my seat, and i knew, from 
the play of his mighty muscles, the throb of his great heart, 
and his powerful, easy breathing, that he had within him a 
reserve of fire and energy on which arider migiit safely 
stake his life, At the end of the first mile our positions 
were relatively unchanged, at the end of the second the pur- 
sucrs qvere evidently a little nearer, while at the end of 
the fourth they had narrowed the gap by s hundred yards, 
But their horses were on the dead run, under qnirt amd 
spur, while Roh was still swinging along in his easy gallop, 
untouched by thong or steel. Under my knee his hear 
kept up its even, rhythmic siroke, and the tise and fall of his 
heaving flank was as quiet and gentle as though he stood 
knee deep in the luscious gramma grass, eropping his fill, 
Not a taint of sweat niarred the elossy sheen of his velvety 
coat, and each ringin hoof struck the ground with «a firm, 
elastic “ping” that told of well-braced sinews and muscles 
yet uutired. 

Every few minutes the proud head is thrown impatiently 
upward, andthe bells and chains of the gayly ornamented 
Mexican bridle ving out like silver castanets. He ig just 
growing warm to his work, and his whole body lifts und 
writhes under me with a sense of repressed power thal tin- 
gles in every drop of the generous ichor that fills his yeitis. 
H6 does not like those cluttering hoof-beats in his rear—he 
who has always heretofore heen the pursucr, not the pur- 
sued. Take a firm cluich of that flowing mane, lean for- 
ward,and whisper in drs car, in his beloved Navajo—a long, 
sibilant whisjier—Ississa, seata!’ and Jo! the ved-roan 
whirlwind is set free, Ah! the glow and glory of that ar. 
rowy tush! Doubling his lithe legs beneath him, hugging 
fhe ground as though he loved it, small cars laid back, lissomeé 
head and lean neck stretched out as thouch he smells the 
way, onward he flies like the Lightning Hxpress, gathering 
momenium atevery leap. The pinons that line the road 
whirl by in a dizzy waltz; the little gullies which interscet 
the trail every few yards, and which he takes wilhout pause 
in his long stride, twinkle athwart our pathway one mo- 
meéut, and the next are far behind; the pebbles struck by his 
twinkhng feet spin out with o whiz like rifle balls; and 
the foam-flakes shaken off from his black muzzle flash past 
like the spnine of the breaker flying before the burricane, 
The air, cleft asunder in our swift flight, hums like the hum- 
ming ofthe galein the Jee shrouds, imd tle plume in my 
sombrero streams Iackward likes the flying hair of «a comet, 
Here, on this stretch of gently sloping ground, the pace 
becomes terrific. The whirlwind becomes a hurricane; the 
express train has developed into a rec-roan lightning polt, 
The pitions can no longer be individualized; the pebbles fly 
like the belching of a Gatling gun, and the humminy in the 
lee shrouds has swelled to the wild whistle of the novther or 
the “Skerry of Shricks,” The breath is beaten back into the 
tecth in that dizzy swoop, and the baftled assassins are lett 
hopelessly behind, As the trail heging to slope upward to 
Canalo Creek, lean forward again, and coo softly into his car 
“Eyal! eyah! itcha balgluttie!” The whirlwind drops to a 
gentle breeze, the express train slackens speed, and we 
gallop sedately into camp, breathing peacefully, with not a 
hair turned, and hardly an extra beat of the heart to shaw 
for that fierce burst of speed along a mountain trail, 

Warns Eorenin Missounr.—Jefferson, Wis., Dee. 11, 
1882,—Hilitar Kovest and Stream: The following note was 
sent me by W. 8, Baker, of Kahoka, Mo. Yours respect- 
fully, W. W, Cooke: 1 obtained last July a fine specimen 
of the white egret or snowy heron (Garztia candidissima). 
it had been shot by a farmer and a wing broken at the tip, 
He brought the bird to me and I kept it in a cage for ubout 
three weeks. It became yery tame, | fed if on beefstent, 
which it would take out of my hand, Tf let out of the cage 
when I was at the table, it would come to me to be fed, and 
if I did not feed it, it would try to take something ont of 
my plate. I gave the bird to 4 little gicl, living eiwht miles 
from here, who clipped the feathers on one wing and turned 
it loose in the yard, It would not leave the house for some 
time, and then nol until she took it to a stock pond some 
three hnindred yards from the house, after whieh it made a 
trip every day to the pond to catch erswfish, and returned 
at night to roost ina tree, Into which it vlimbed on a Jadder 
leaning against the tree, Whenever the weather turned cold 
it, WouliL start off in a southerly direction, wandering several 
toiles, and then return to be fad, Tt was finally killed by a 
farmer who mistook it fora wild bird, 

Snowy _Ow1s.—Manietta, O., Dec, 11, 1882.—A very large 
snow owl was killed in Wood county, W. Vu., Saturday, 
and brought over tome. Canyou trace them any further 
south than this?—Quoren K, Jmnvey, 

; HOLLYWOOD MANOR. 

A Reminiscence of the Devonshire Coast. 

BY JOHN ALDERGROVE. 

N ANY years ago my friend Weston and I, having locked 
ae np our books and papers, determined to leave our 
London chambers with their more immovable appurtenances 
tothe sole gnaridianship of Mrs, Migeles, and tuke a von 
into our native Deyon for a winter vacation. 

Mrs, Miggles reigned over some twelve or fourteen con- 
tiguons sets of apartments by the sway of the broom, Never, 
perhups, had mild bewilderment Tulled the brandishing of 
her seeptre and piised a wide area of chin on the end of its 
hand!e with more genuine effect than on tliis ocension, Tt 
had hitherto been the undeviating experience of Mrs, Mireles 
that young men take rather kindly to hibernating in Lon- 
don. A legion of instances occurred to her where a deyoted 
pursuit of study had restrained its volaries from the solace 
of the country until Christmas poultry had graced the 
kitchen dressers, and the village churches were bedecked 
with evergreens, but to depart a fortnight im advance of 
Christmas ye appeared to her to be evidence of new aspira- 
tion in [he yearnings of metropolitan bachelordom, 

There is no Bnglish county, however, more dear to her 
sons than Devonshire, and neither of us felt any spirit of 
sacrifice when we thought of realizing some of the memories 
inspired hy her hills and valleys. Of course we were sports- 
men; gorsé and heather, pool and stream, echoes of the 
cover and glimpses of the marshes came trooping along be- 
side visions of ivy-clad ruins, towers hoar with age and 
blythe with ‘‘merrie belfries” of broad good will, of grand 
old houses with halls of owk and breathing of mistletoe and 
Sir Roger de Coverley, of hearths und homes nestling in the 
quiet of the “coombes” and secure behind the heetling 
grandeur of the cliffs, 
We were bound on a visit to an old friend of my family, 

Mr, Richard Bowman, commonly known as Squire Dicks, 
ail a good fellow. 1 had rarely met him, however, ns 
Mollywood Manor is siluated in a distant part of the 
county from my ative town. My ideas conceming Squire 
Dick were indeed chiefly associated with 1 certain silver 
cup which be had bestowed on me through a proxy at my 
chiisicning, 9 vessel peculiarly typical of the biuptismal 
goblet, it being much too sinall for appreciable beer, and a 
little too large, were the bottom knocked out, for a napkin 
ring, Ivefer to this matter ag possibly connected with my 
invifation to Hollywood, and certainly not asin any way 
reflecting on the tasie or liberality of Sqnire Dick, who 
merely observed the cherished traditions of his country asa 
staunch Conservative should, 
We reached Seatord, the nearest village to the Manor, a 

few days ah¢ad, as we desired a little independent rest and 
observation; we were glad therefore to hear thut Squire 
Dick and his family were from home, and that they were 
not expacted until we were. 

. The time pressed pleasantly enough in rabbit-sliooting, in 
the under cliffs, in quiet pipes with the coast guardsman, in 
lounging with tlhe fishermen and hearing of their luck 
through the starry nights in the channel, and in yarn-spin- 
niug Cf an evening with battered old salis, whose gnarled 
and furrowed figure-heads would light wp with enthusiasm 
us the charmed atmosphere of the ‘Golden Lion,” loosened 
their tongues with records of local prowess in war, with 
legends of the press gang, and the tales of peril, of skilled 
adventure and lawless bravery, which haunt the anrals of 
that andacious spirit of smuggling which had filled the 
neighborhood with its wild romance, 

Although the palmy days of smuggling were over—for 
boats built and equipped for the trade, armed expeditions, 
coufliels with revenue cutters, and midnight enconnters 
with riding officers on inland commons were things of the 
pist—still there were vestiges enough remaining to satisty 
iny trustworthy gentleman as lo the qnality of white 
brandy, and to furnish food for reflection on ingenuity 
Which often baliled the coastguard, It was by no means 
impossible then to meet men who, wearying of domestic 
industry, sourht to vary existence by a contiaband flivtation 
With Madame Uherboure, There was old Ayers, for 
instance; now everybody knew that a few lobster-pots ani 
a share in a scint and a boxt or two could never have placed 
old Sam in possessien of ~‘Ayers's Terrace,” and ‘Jasmine 
Villa,” and “Honeysuckle Oottage,” all of them barted 
with the newest paint and severest stueco, and awaiting the 
nibbles of faggved humanity when it should shun the cities 
for the healing air of Seaford, His own cottage, half way 
betwyeen the village and Hollywood, was a snugezery in ifs 
way, hiding in a nook by the road on the olift, and facing a 
cleit down which u steep dangerous path zigzagged to the 
rocks on the beach. } 

Then there was Agnes, the old man’s daughter, who had 
been sent fo a.boarding school and had inspired many 
swain with aspirations to heroism, Beautiful Agnes, as 
they called her. I fully admit that Agnes was &. comely 
girl; from personal ohseryation I remember that billows of 
brown lair, tresses natural and exuberant, and free from 
shaggy wlisps and rusty ends, formed the background to 
pleasing features lit up by the tints of health and faghes of 
vivacity which the survoundings of her home were likely ta 
diffuse. Yel the beauty of this breezy nymph became irk- 
some tome, Weston was enslaved, anc not content with 
trying to outsigh the surf during prolonged and violent ex 
ereivé in the hope of seving his enchantréss, he seized every 
opportunity ror descantine on her charms; he had assured 
mig that she was “a poem incarnate born of a goddess in a 
erotto,” so it was unnecessary for him to be always tinker- 
lng the young woman’s flesh and blood into ihe common- 
place mosaics of shell-like ears aud ruby lips, of teeth of 
pearl and coral tints. 

Shortly, however, the return of Squire Dick brought us to 
Hollywood, ‘The open approach fo the house wis through 
an ayennut of fine old lingering trees, whose skeletons tapered. 
into ancient characters written against the winter sky, as 
though deserihing weird title decds, on which the raeecd 
nests of rooks seemed set like ghostly seals, Carved figures, 
gray with moss, quadyupeds whose claws wert clipped aud 
features blurred with the wear of centuries were couchant 
on the sturdy pillars of the gateway, and seemed to be 
Winking the remnants of their eyes al shadows down the 
corridors of Time. What an elysium for bats lurked about 
the crannies by the chimneys and the gables and the invles 
ot the rvofing—what a paradise for owls among the nooks 
aud hollows of the ivy-hooded windows. The past charged 
the seene, “ud fancy forced the pavement to clatter with the 
hoofs of phantom palireys and the covers to echo with the 
tongues of spectre hounds. 
Now through an interval in thetrees we hada view of 

the valley—a sight to charm the sportsman’s sonl, Duwn 
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at our feet were meadows, from whose hazel-capped hedges 
Justy haves are still seasonably dethroned by spaniels to skim 
the ground before contesting greyhounds. Here, too, were 
winding waters with tempting nooks and holes, where 
“partridge hackle” and “blue dim” yet levy heavily on April 
trout, and where not infrequently a kingly salmon succumbs 
to the gentle overturcs of a subtle wrist. On these banks 
the ancient sport of otter hunting obtains to-day, and fine 
yetermns live who know no pleasure like that afforded by a 
pack of black and tans—no tuiumph of the chase equal to 
the spearing of the “‘brigand of the stream,” Away in the 
distance smoke enrled up among the tre¢s from a sturdy 
parsonage, whose genial master, at home alike in the pulpit 
and the pigskin, ministered to the spiritual health of his par- 
ishioners at the head of his loyal congregation, and to their 
bodily health at the head of a plucky pack of harriers, 
Patches of coppice everywhere. Further inland were 
furze-covercd commons over which the deep-mouthed dogs 
from Bicton led the scarlet jackets and dark grecn habits 
of the fox hunt. ‘ 

Our pulses quicken, our nerves tingle as memory lingers 
on the bounding jubilee of “Pull ery!” Whut magic strain 
¢an touch the sportsman’s heart like the music of the 
hounds as it is borne over the heather—what orchestra or 
choir can breathe such numbers, when like mystic forest 
beils, it peals the glory of the chase through woodland in a 
valley! Further still, ou the borizon, were hills which 
pointed far away toward the northern part of the county, 
where romuntic solitudes insure the anyler’s paradise, and 
wild red deer yield noble sport ou the weird wastes of 
Dartmoor. 

But the clamped and studded door was opened to us, and 
we passed in through the hall, an armory of relies—im- 
potent guns, fantustie swords, and ponderous spurs, pikes 
ani speirs, halberds and hahergeons, easquts and crossbows, 
and sich engines, linedthe walls of the library, where we 
found genial Squire Dick and his wife, who warmly wel- 
comed us, The heartiness Of the English country house 
Wai no more genuine when barons of beef and pond-like 
tankards were its wassive tokens than it is to-day, Its spirit 
remiins as indigenous and unimpeachable as the oak, and few 
more worthy exponents of if could be found at any time 
than were sven in tue master and mistress of Hollywood, 
who, without chiek or child of their own, were wont to es- 
pecially contribute to the pleasure of young people. Three 
or four other visitors arrived within a day or tywo—Mrs, 
Bower, « Corvish lady, with a pretty black-eyed daughter, 
und Miss Jessel, » sprightly blonde; thenthere was Edwards, 
a Manchester mun, who had been something or other in 
India and looked as if a good deal of him may have 
been something or other there then, and jovis] Hardy, the 
burrister. 

it was pleasant enough: the boom of the pheasant from 
thesaplings in the copses, and the whirr of the woodcock 
among the hollies and alders of as likely ground as any ever 
worked by duss, followed by the cheerful even.ngs, the cosy 
dinneis, the songs and games, and occasivnal dances at 
home and abroad. 1 like to think of these things now—they 
were thrilling then, I doubt if poor Westen ever found 
his sheep station in New Zealand productive of mure fun. 
Vestives of circulation possibly never venture to traverse the 
desiccated remains of my good friend Edwards with more 
energy than when thoughts of Hollyweod «are propagated 
by the stoves and hot water pipes of his den in Bayswater. 
Hardy, the counsel learned in the law, who dropped his 
cireuit long ago to settle into parochial dignity and sift his 
sterdy hand from tke triggers of Joe Manton to the seales of 
local justice and the adjustment of poor law matters, must 
now ud then think, as he surveys the tumuli which bound 
euch waiter or cach hoot, of well walked days in marsh and 
cover, and of nights well tripped in mauor and in hall, Per: 
haps many «man, on reyiewing his felicities, muy stumble 
on a distinction when days of flax and feather and nights of 
wax candles and white kids miarch past his memory’s in- 
spection. Enchanting times, truly, were these, when the 
music of the double-harre! awoke the echoes of the woods 
for them to melt into the whispers of bright eighteen coyly 
lingering on the arm of brave five ond twenty, . 
Weston possessed the insincts of 4 sportsman, and as no 

sportsman would ever leave the coyers for the sike of ‘a 
quicl shot at the rabbits in the cliffs,” I knew, of course, 
tual he was now and then merely prospecting for a chat 
with the buoyant Agnes. Time flew rapidly, The first 
days of Christmas were gone—Christmas with tts glad festi- 
yal, tts vrectings and carols, its bear's head and its moun- 
tains of beet, its lusty poultry and its suave punch, its mid- 
night mummers and possets and mulled wine. We would 
soon have to return to London, One blustering eyening to- 
wand tlie Glose of our visit, when some reverend port had 
by 10 means diminished the coziness which is always dif- 
fused by 2 crackling hearth, judicious lielt and crimson 
eurtains, the conversation drifted into observations on the 
supernatural. 

“itis proverbial,” said Edward, ‘that the seaside is pro- 
lifie of the mysterious; the voices of the waves seem potent 
in Cobjating spiriis which find fitting quarters in the wild 

y Of the corsi.”” 
“Dear ine,” langied Bessie Jessel, “what a weird melody 

resounds through the caverns and chasms of that sentiment.” 
“Really,” sul Kate Bower, “the cliffs and tvecks com- 

pose for Me. Kdwa ds a dreary opera of sighs and shadows, 
with a chorus of shrieks from ghostly gulls and a scenery 
of cerements in sewyeed.” 1 

“Mr. Bdwards is right in alluding to the prevalence of 
superstition on the coast,” ssid Mrs. Brwer. 

“Yes,” qhoth the Squire, “it will be an interesting game 
when echucution checkmates superstition. I know spots it 
weld be difficult to ect volunteers trom other ranks than 
those of the farmers, boatmen or coastguard, to visit at 
midnight,” 

“Still it sometimes occurs that the nearest neighbors are 
those who are the less ¢xereised by alleged apparitions, and 
this always seemed to me to be anut forthe ghosts lo crack,” 
said Mrs. Bowman. 

“Of course,” Hardy chimed in, ‘it is monstrous that the 
sentimental cobwebs of a dark age should now Jeave a film 
behind them in the minds of sane people.” 

“WLy dear Hardy, Tam delighted to hear you Fo express 
yourself," said the Squire, ‘for my wife tells me that some 
trouble with the tireplace in your room will oblige us to 
place the Hin ted chamber at your disposal to-nisht.” 
“th—% fireplace? O, you are yery kind; but you are 

joking, you know,” said Hardy, changing color a litte and 
smiling in a feeble way; “it; would be a privilege to chal- 
lenge anything in carnal garb; but, L say—still of course I 
shall be delighted,” 

“All of which simply demonstrates,” said the Squire, 

“that many of us who think ourselves proof to these influ- 
ences or vapors are nul quite so Invulnérablo as Af times we 
imagine,” 

“How delightful!” chirped Bessie, ‘I knew this sweet, 
romantic old place must have something chilling—curdling— 
about it. Isn't it glorious, Kate, to fuel near a real, ancient 
tragic gem sct in & genuine haunted room, dear?” 

“Charming,” cried Kate, “and Mr. Hardy be sure and 
give us the particulars at breakfast; it may be nothing 
worse than a back view of a wailing lady, in disheyelled 
hair, wringing her hands at a rickety mirror, you know.” 

“Or a poor gentleman who, having lost his head in the 
fiesh, secures it now by tucking it under his arm in lien of 
n Gocked hat,” said Weston, 

“But what is the legend of the haunted room; may we 
have it?” Tasked, _ 

“First of all, Hardy, rest contented,” said the Squire; 
“we won't give you such dismal quarters to-night, for 
should you escape the antics of spectres, you would cer 
tainly be killed by cramps, for the room, detached as it is, 
has néver Leen opened in my time. The locks are rusted 
and the windows are barred as they were at my advent, and 
T shall leaye them so for whoever may come after me. If 
ghost there be I have never violated its taste by meddling 
with the cobwebs and the mildew of its bower. But some 
of you have heard of Dame Rosamond’s Ruck? No? Well, 
its history is shortly told, and if its character has bevn 
established by fiction the treacheiies of the imagination 
have worked powerfully with the people, for | have seen 
men who well understood the handling of boarding-pike 
and cut) iss, whose teeth haye chattered after a nocturnal 
view of it. It lies on thebeaeh about half way between this 
place and Seaford, As you double tie cliff and go along the 
path in the undercliffs, its size will distinguish 10; you see a, 
flat surface, about a quarter of an acre or more, easily acces- 
sible from either side between the crags and houlters on the 
beach; but with a sharp shelf toward the sea, which over- 
hangsa devp hollow at its base kept full by the tide. tis a 
lonesome place, and the juttings of the cliifs cut off the view 
of any babitution from ine coust; the solitary house of old 
Sam Ayers, mm a sheltered dip on the clifts, is of course 
invisible from the beach. Now the tragic end of poor 
Resamond ‘has shadowed the 1ock with her history, and 
the haunted room was her chamber, Giles Bowman was 
the grandson of that Humphrey who crouked with Crom- 
well; and inheriting fanaticism from Humphivy, Giles 
supplemented it with ferocity of his own. Cunt and bruatal- 
ity are weeds which frequently thrive in the same soil, and 
their combined properties have often insured horrors to 
families, and ghosts of tradition. Rosamond, withont 
a living relative, and poor and young and beautiful, murried 
Giles shortly after he buried his first wife, who lefta son, 
Iam happy to say, or i don’t see how I should be here to- 
night, All the brightness of lite was destroyed for poor 
Rosamond by the morose and selfsughteous rattan to whom 
she wis sacrificed. Her spirit was ‘unseemly belivior,’ 
her wit was ‘profitless jargon,’ her beauty was a ‘satanic 
snare enmeshing her to earth,’ If she smiled it was ‘levity,’ 
if she laughed she awoke the ‘echoes of imps.’ Ground- 
less jealousies arose; hardship yas increased and heaped 
upen her; injustice, tha whole code in fact of supremeé 
cruelty, which hypocrisy prescribes under the symbols 
of religious zeal, wus visited on its victim, ‘Whe old chamber 
up-stairs was her refuge and prison; in it she became a 
mother, and from it some months after she stole with her 
child into the starlight of a winter night Some men who 
had been merrymaking and who were going home late were 
ereally terrified by a figure they saw hurrying toward the 
rocks, a female figure in light raiment, which pressea 
something closely to its bosom, and as it kept quickly ou 
ils course hy the aid of a pendent lantern, a strange and 
mournful chant—a dirge poured from its lips in tones of 
heart-stirring sadness. The next day Dame Kosamond was 
missing; the story of the vision seen by the men seached 
Hollywood, the coast was scoured, and the hodics af the 
poor lady and her infant were found in the trough below 
the surtace of the rock—the child in the strong grip of its 
mother with its hand entangled in her hair and hidden with 
it by shells and sand, ‘I'sus died pour Rosamond, and you 
will see that according to the generuily seeepted conditions 
of the supernatural there are some data for the stories 
of the villagers and the terrors of the servants’ ball." 

“f declare, Mr. Bowman,” said Bessie, “‘this legend is 
plamly trmé and exasperating; for the justice of fiction 
would have contiived the unuoing of the good Gils, have 
made him roam the beach in fits of remorse, and have 
tripped him into the sea by one of those juicy fronds of weed 
which play orange peel on thy boulders.” 

"In order that his saintly shade may have risen and fallen 
with the tide for a few centuries,” said Kate; ‘but 1 am 
glad that the room of his tortured wife is shut up; there 
was little to endear her to it in life, and therefore as an or- 
thodox phantom she should be wildly attached to it now,” 

“Ah, itis all very well,” Edwards exclaimed in a fozgy 
way; ‘‘but how do you account for the numberless recoras, 
the universal impressions as to spirits? OF course though 
—that is, there 14 no knowing—i mean who knows, you 
know?” 

The next morning the party broke'up, all the visitors left 
except Weston ind J, and we remained over the following 
day to dine with two or three young fellows, jate pupils of 
jolly Dr. Hamblyn Hill of Seaford, who were down from 
the hospitals for the bolidvys, jud were spending a day ur 
two with their old mtor. The Doctor's hospitality and 
sterling humor drew us quickly through uw long evening; it 
must baye been near milnigut wien we left his door to 
walk back to Hollywood. 

lt was a sharp, moonless night, and the stars were blurred 
with halos of mist; still there was light enough for us to tind 
our way, aa we turned up our coat collars and followed the 
path in the undereliffs, Nota breath of wind wassliiting, 
and the waves were only heard as they now and then flaug 
themselvés in flirts upon the pebbles. ‘Chis dreary stillness 
was inno way relieved by the warbling of a distant owl, 
which came toohoomg down the valley from the ancient 
elms around Seaford church, until it was muffled by the jis- 
ing cliff, Here the tackling of a flagstatt loomed against 
the sky like the mast of a spectre ship, and told us ot the 
last house in the village; scon, too, we passed the murky 
fishing boats, which looked like mousfers sleeping on the 
sand, and in a few minutes we found ourselves in the denser 
solitude of the rocks. IT do not remember that we were 
conversing much; perhaps we were influenced somewhat 
by the hour .nd place, and were content with reflection and 
our cigare; we must have been half way back to Hollywood. 

“Tark!” cried Weston, as he haltud a little in adyance 
of me. eg eC eas Sennen 

= 

A voice was Tomas about the coast, ahead of us, a yoice 
faintly rising and fnlling in the distance as it trolled the 
numbers of some sad unearthly muse. We stood silently 
wondering at the strange sounds as they chimed clearer and 
Clearer among’ nature’s monuments on the beach, and in- 
fluenced us by their weird and pensive melancholy, Still 
hearer; then the voice was hushed. Weston grasped my 
arm, nnd following the direction his grip indicated, I saw 
u pale light ereep slowly round a boulder at an ungle in the 
pith about a guushol infront of us. My friena’s fingurs 
buricd themselves in my arm, and my bre..th came quick, esa 
temale figure, fully ilaamined by the light, slided into yiew. 
Draped in a white cloak and hood with asmaljl lantero 
hanging from the waist, with pallid countenance and eyes 
cast down, and pressing a bunille of something tigltly to its 
breast, the figure steadily approached us. We stepped 
under partial cover; this unpleasant wanderer would pass 
us, it was close—not twenty paces from us, but no, the 
shiver that hovered oyer me melted into a glow; the appar- 
ition turned on its right, and sped toward tie sea. It was 
eighty yards or more to higa water mark and the sickly 
#lvam of that sepulchral lamp kept flitting between ie 
ciags towardit. Now I have no wish to depict oursel yt. as bold 
und emotionless exploreis in the premises, on the contiary, 
1 believe that neither of us had ever been so territied before. 
T also believe, should any of my readers denounce excite- 
ment under the circumstances, that had they been in our 
shoes they would have been just as agitatud as we were. 
But we felt impelled to stalk this ghostly game, or rather to 
hover respectfully in its rear, Presently it emergcd fiom 
the delis of beach and appeared plainly on a broad distinet 
expanse Of rising reck, thu dark outline of which was cleanly 
visible, Tt stood motionless as a statne for about a minute, 
then a piercing wail seemed to ring through every ercvice 
of the cove, and the figure was gone. We pustied on to 
the rock, aud standing on it, we could see nothing save the 
ark sea and hear nothing but the low murmurs of the 

waves. We walked cautiously to the edge facing the sa, 
directly below was 4 black, still body of water, a narlow 
pool evidently left hy high tides, whose shady depths only 
seemed more gloomy by reficeting the feeble glimmer of te 
stars. 

ind not every circumstance connected with the appari- 
tion, «very feature of its person and being and progr ss 
correspond with a descriptiim we had heard? Was noi the 
scene of its chilling disuppearanee identical with the spot 
described in the legend—were we not then stuncing on 
Diume Rosamond’s hock? 

No, my fair sceptic, | cannot offer you a mount for a 
triumphant canter over the picturesque waste of total absti- 
nenee; the appearance was no vapor issuing from the 
cellar; it was not a structural arrangement of the fumes of 
the Doctor's punth, And you, my mefupliysical friend, I 
can assure you this was no smoke from the ashes of con- 
suming study, por the withered fruit of sleepless nights; it 
was neither jhe creature of fantasy nor an elfeet ot nutural 
magic; but was a weird and mysterious truth scen and 
heard by both of us, and by each identified in Whe smallest 
particular, 

In those days people from this part part of the coast used 
to have to ditye to Exeter, or get there by a public convey- 
ance, in order to start fur Loniun, and the “progress” fiona 
Seaiord to Exeter, if that ferm caa denote a backward move, 
usually occupied as mich time as the journey from Sealoid 
to London dues now, We resolved not to mention our cx- 
periences at, Hollywood, and the next morning, having sent 
on our portmanteaus aud bade adieu ty our kind ost and 
hostess, we walled over the cliffs to Seaford to take passage 
to Exeter by that locally famous chariot, the Bus, 
We thought, of course, of the mystery of the night as we 

looked down throngh a cloud of chattering jackduws on the 
rocks below. As we passed old Ayers’s piace the charming 
oe came hurrying toward us on her way back from Sea- 
ford. / 

“A glorious day, Miss Ayers,” ericd Weston 2s he pre- 
sented me, 

T willingly admit that Agnes looked every inch w beanti- 
ful womau, fresh in the bloom of heaith, and free and 
piquant as the crisp, clear morning (ir we breathed, 
“How an atmosphere like this,” said 1, “brings out the 

scenery; how sharp the grand outlines of the coast appear; 
thiy must be the features of an old friend to you, Miss 
Ayers—one that it would be painful 10 miss,” 

“Yes; there is a charm about my home and its surround- 
ings forme. IT love the hills and yalleys, and the cliffs and 
vouks, and their o.d-time slories and traditions.” 

“Ah, their traditions?” 
“Yes,” cried Agnes, looking in a queer way at the hori- 

zon, ‘‘the local devds of daring and bits of romauce, and the 
neighboring ghosts, you know,” 

“Ghosts?” 
“Yes, of course; but that reminds me; do you belieye in 

dreams? J had the queerest and most vivid dyeam list night, 
JT dreamed that I wus one.” ’ 
“Tam very glad that your Jooks belie your dream,” said 

I, “we have hau enough—” 
“One moment, play,”’ said Weston, as Agnes turned to 

go, “cin you nut luver us with some remembrances of 
phantom land?” 

The odd look seemed to strengthen gs she replied: ‘You 
must not betiay me then; nof that if matters wmuch now, for 
although I have tancied myself qimong the shadows betore | 
this and have enjoyed it, | donbt if 1 shall mingle with (cm 
again. ‘This isali 1 know,” she exclaimed, aveitiug an “x- 
climation of mine, *‘but mark, ‘twas bul a fiream, If 
thought that my: ood father had heen atitending to some 
final business transictions with a gintleman in Cherbom ge; 
tuat as he und his comrydes were looking alter the frtits of 
their last enterprise among the rocks, 16 was feared that 
certain of the coast umd, who were known to enteitain a 
very proper dread ot the superiatival, may be visiting the 
neizhvoihood ani interfering with the rewards of their in- 
dustry. If seemed to me, so enthusiastic was 1, ihat I 
pluyed the réle of the ghost of Hollywood Manor, with 
whose history of course you are familiar, in order to séour 
the coast of mtruders. You seem interested; well, fhe (ui- 
crous part is to follow, I fancied also, so tricky are the 
whims of dreams, that I had receryed my cue from my 
father at the appearance of two lionest gentlemen who had 
been dining out, and who wert mistaken by him for the 
watch; it was while apologizing to them for hayibey lnred 
them to a rehearsal of the tragedy and for hayiog lest them 
bewildered and shivering on Dawe Kosamona’s Rock thut I 
awoke “ , 

The strange expression gave way to a Jitter, and befora 
either of us coulu stammér a response, Agnes had disap. 
peared in her father's garden, : 
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Two men never desevnded the easiern slope of a cliff with 
a more reflective and humble beaming than did we; it was 
not until after we had gained the quarter deck of “The 
Bus,” thut I ventured to remark to Weston that for ‘‘n poem 
incarnate, born of a goddess ina grotto,” .he young woman 
had a very practical turn of mind, 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 
VI.—ABOUT 80ME OF TIM DISTINGUISHED ANGLERS OF OUR 

TIME. 

Though he iv all the pi ople's eyes seemed great, 

Yeh greater he appearen In his retreat, 
—Sir J. Denham. 

| ke the long catalogue of Honorable anglers ave the names 
of apostles, kings, princes, priests, poets, bishops, é1ates- 

men and philosophers—men who made history, ruled 
nations, honored the chutch, dignified humanity, aad lft 
the impress of their scholarship upon all the centuries. 
And what they did they did all the better—more wisely, 
more huniinely, and with a higher conception of the saered 
churacter of fie work assigned them—beenuse they had the 
contémplaitive habit, proverbial patience and gentle spirit of 
the simple wise men who love to go a-fishing. 

Tt has been my fortune t+ know and to haye ‘camped 
ont” with some of the wellknown men of our own time, 
and I have always found them as companionable and merry- 
hearted as the most humble of the brotherhood, If there 
was any difference in the zest snd enthusiasm with which 
each class plicd their vocetion, it arose from the fuct. that to 
the former the pastime was in greater contrast with the 
social and official conventionalities which held them more 
closely in their chating trammels, and so gaye them a 
keener appreciation of tlie freedom which came to them in 
the quiet pluecs to which their loye of angling Iced them. 
To all such an “outing” was not simply a holiday; it was 
thie unlocking of their oMlcial prison house; the lifling of a 
leaien weight from their weary brain; a translation from 
work and worry to needed rest and absolute freedom and 
repo-é. The contrast between what they endured and what 
they enjoyed—between the red-tape technicalities of official 
life and the rollicking abandon permissible in the cosy camp 
on trout stream or salmon river—is the contrast between 
argatory and paradise; and when the rebound comes it is 

felt in every cell of the brain, in every file of the body and 
in every pulsation of the heart, I Kuew just how a Chicf 
Justice felt when, coming in from our salmon pools to lunch, 
he cast himself at full length beneath the welcome shade of 
a spreading pine, with face aglow and his yoice tremulous 
with devout thanksgiving and exclaimed: 

** ‘Berone, my cares, I give ye to the winds,” 

"Ah! old man; old mun, this indeed is rest.” 
“Yes, ny dear fellow, it 1s pleasant and—jolly,” was my 

response, 9s I ripped off a piece «f fresh hemlock bark tio 
serve as a table for our humble repast. 

These ripples of ecstacy; these indefinable heart-zephyrs; 
these Joretastes ot a higher felicity, which drop into the 
soul like golden sun-glints through the quivering leaves of 
the waving forests, are amone the unpurchasable luxuries 
of the appreciative angler, and come to no other in such full 
measure, 

Vice-President Wheeler is one of the distinguished anglers 
of our own time. His visits to the Saranacs and adjacent 
waters were 2nd still are as regular as the seasons. His 
home is im close proximity to the best fishing grounds in 
the State, and he has grown up as familiar with all of them 
as he is with the various rooms in his own domicile. He 
lias been a member of our State Legislature, has repeatedly 
served his district in the House ot Representatives, been 
Vice-President of the United States, and a busy man al- 
ways, but he has never intermitted his annual visits to the 
beautiful lakes which make a terrestrial paradise of the far- 
famed Adirondacks, When, years ago, he was talked of for 
the high position which he subseqrently filled, | ventured 
the prediction that he would take no office that would pro- 
elnde him from these annual visits to angling waters. In 
18 6 *‘Hayes and Wheeler” were the candidutes of their 
party, and | was proclaimed a false prophet. But 1 not 
only knew my man, but the fascinating pastime of which 
he was a votary, and the result vindicated my piediction. 
ie more than once mysteriously disappeared from his place 
as presiding oflicer of the Senate, aud while o' hers were guess- 
ing his whereabouts, his more intimate friends knew he had 
gone a-fishing. His robes of place were laid aside for the 
garb of the angler, and the restraints und formalities of his 
oilice for the quiet and freedoni which can he found nowhere 
50 pelfectly as in che primitive forcsts and on the erystal 
lakes and flowing rivers Where the veteran angler finds tis 
most refreshing rest and hiehest delectation. 
Although the ex-Vice-President is as skilled in all the 

mysteries of the craft as he isin all the intricacies of the 
civil law, and with all the profonndest principles of states- 
manship, he affects the tioll ravner than the fly, and is 
oftener seen Jeisurely floating over the silyery surface of 
the beautiful lakes than casting in either brook or river. 
While this mode of augiing does not come up to the highest 
standard of the art, and fails to satisfy the more ardent, 
rosust and enthusiastic of the brotherhood, it is full of 
attraction and aifords supreme delight to the more reposec- 
fuland contemplative. Indeed, the most enthusiastic of 
the cruft—even those who fancy they would soon weary of 
the sport if they could nob ‘*cust" for their prey—are oiten 
lured hy the pleasure available to those who spend the 
sunny summer days casting along the picturesque shores 
and dmons the fairy-like islands of our charming inland 
waters. Every mesure of the oar reveals some new bit of 
landscape to be admired, Sunshine and shadow are ever 
busy painting ptelures of ever-vyarying beauty. The gentle 
summer Zz phyrs foat down from the furest-crowned moun- 
tains like hvivenly benedictions. ‘The balmy air, ay free 
fiom the germs of discase nnd the odors of decay as the 
niinil of the angler is from strife and contention, fille his 
lungs as full of i cyigorating elixir as his heart is of grati- 
tude and gord will, Those who have felt all this—ani all 
of us have—will not think the less of our distinguished 
fellow clizen because he mustly smgles with the troll, and 
sceks his pleasure and recreation in moving to and fro upon 
the lakes, which sit ‘ike sparkling gems among the everlast- 
ing hills of the far-famed Adirondacks. J hope, when my 
right hand shall forget ils cunning, and when from old age 
or decrepitude I shall have fought my last battle on salmon 
waters, lo be able to glide Betsy toward the dark river in 
the quiet and peaceful and happy way in which my honoved 
friend has so long found his highest pleasure and most 
perfect repose. 

stitution, and with rods as elastic as his humor and as stable 

has been for many years a regular visitor to salmon 

inces, and is as expert as he is euthusinstice in the practice of 

trout gather in their season for the delectation of fle angler. 

for years to accompany Judge Hadley, his near neighbor 

the trip and enjoy the longed-tor luxury. 

Gen. Arthur, now President of the United States, is also a 
well known ‘‘brother of the angle.” He has all the best 
qualities of the most famous disciples of the gentle art. He 
is patient, courteous, companionable, enthusisastic and 
expert. He is, withal, an ardent lover of all that is grand 
and beautiful and picturesque in nature, As I have said of 
another | can say of him, ia all that moyes our sensibilities 
and kindliest sympathies he is as impressible as a child and 
asgentle asa Woman. In spite of the rough school in which 
he has becn a life-long pupil, his heart is ‘‘open as day to 
melling charity,” and his poetic tastes enable him always 
and everywhere, to see 

“Sermons in stonas, baoks in running brooks, 
And good 1n everything.” 

His love of thy artis the outgrowth of his «sthet'c sus 
ceptibilities, aud this love will remain with him long after 
the dazzling glories of offige shall hive lost their charm, be- 
eanse the beauties of nature are as yaried and exhausticss as 
the tounilicence and majesty of their beneficent author. 
The pleasurable emotions they excite, like the eternal prin- 
ciple mysteriously linked to our finite Wumanity, never dic. 
Than Gen. Arthur no man can pitch & tent more quickly, 
adorn a camp more tastefully, cast a fly more deftly, tight a 
salman more urtistically or bing him lo eff more g.acefully. 
Lowe to his courtesy the opportunity to kill my first salmon, 
have been with him in every phas: of an anglers. experience, 
anil know him to be the peer of the most accomplished anu 
most appreciative of the masters of the art. It has been his 
good fortune to kill the largest salmon ever taken with a fly 
on this continent; and it was because 1 knew his intense 
fondness for the pastime that I appreciated how deeply he 
felt his disappointment when, after his nomination as Vice- 
President, i tanderad him my cousritulatioas, he said: “TL 
thank you, of course, but Lam afraid that, for this summer 
at least, it will keep me away from our grand old river,” A 
pastime that cculd be remembered aud spoken of under 
such circumstances must haye a strong held upon one’s 
affections. I am sue he looks forward hopetully to the day 
when, relieved of the cares of his high office, he will be onev 
more permitted to pitch his tent upon the Restigouche or 
Cuscapedia and angle for salmon. 

Gen. Spinner, ex-United States Treasurer, au octogenarian 
with whom old Time has dealt very gently, and wuose sign 
manual is a type of his robust integiity and sturdy patriot- 
ism, is also one of the brotherhood. Long before his home 
triends seut him to Congress or President Lincoln made him 
fhe custoJian of the treasury chest of the nation, he bad b- 
come intimate with.the best angling waters of Northern 
New York, With him the pastime was a delight, less be- 
cause of the fish to be taken than because of 1he pleasant 
places to which their capture led him. He was a born 
votanist as well as a born angler, and during his later years 
he was quite as happy gathering the rare plants and ferns 
ond flowers he met with in his forest walks as in catching 
trout. I haye journeyed with him through the whole length 
and breadth of our Northern forest, und I never journeyed 
with a more happy or entertaining companion. While in 
Washington through the terrible yoars or the war, he found 
needed rest in frequent rambles along the Potomae gathering 
flowers and angling for bass. His office, from which he 
distributed thousands of millions of dollars without the loss 
of a farthing was a perfeet muscnm of Loial und Lojanical 
specimens and of all the paraphernalia which go to muke up 
an angler’s kit, And now, at his home in Florida, although 
he Jong agu passed the alloted life of man, the same habits 
remain with him and the same pléasures come tu him trum 
these cherished pastimes of his ea lier years. He would, per- 
haps, all the same have illustrated in his lite the virtnes of 
an honest manif Providence had not, in addition to a vigor- 
ous constitution, given him the temperament and taste of an 
angler, but the fact that he isan angler we may be sure 
abstracts nothing from the high qualities which enter into 
the mental aud moral stiucture m1 an honest man, May he 
yet live many years to fish with leaders as tough as his cou- 

which they thrive. This weed can, he believes, be trans- 
planted and should be introduced into all watirs where 
trout are found. A treatise from his pen on this subject 
would bean important and yaluable addition to the multi- 
tude of papers on practical themes which be has written. As 
one of our honoved fish commissioners, such a treatise would 
come within his official province, and form an important 
addition to our pisentorial literature. Who will say 
whit influence this love of the silent woods and the 
peaceiul repose of rural life bas had in moulding and de- 
yeloping the social virtues and pure public charjecter of this 
unique ind distinguished statesman? None of our public 
men have lived more cireumepectly. His declining sun 
refleets a mellow light und will set iu unelouded lustre. 

Chief Justice Ritchie of New Brunswick, and Chief Jus- 
tice Gray of Massachusetts (now of the Supreme Court of 
the United States), were two of the menivst men I eyer met 
on angling waters, The former, though venerable in years, 
had all the ardor and entlusiasm of lusty youth, and wasone 
of the most persistent angh rs [ ever encountered. He cast 
with the skill of an expert and fought his fish with a dash 
aod impetuosity as exciting as it was masterful. Chief 
Justice Gray, with less experience and more deliberation in | 
custing and killing, was like his brother chief in his inteurse 
Inve of the sport and in appreciation of the enjoyable pos- 
bilities of camp life on salmon waters, Amon the pictur- 
esque memories of th_se two eminvot jurists which remuin 
with nei. this: Chief Justice Ritchie had struck a large 
fish ahout the going down of the san, Failing to return to 
camp before dark, his brother chief became alarm d lest 
some mishap hal befallen him. Whereupon he hastily ex- 
temporized a number of birch-bark torches, and started out 
to the rescue. ‘The lost chief was found enveloped in dark- 
ness, sturdily fighting a huge fish among rocks and rapids as 
Impetaously and as resolutely as if the chances were not ten 
to one that at any moment his canog would be wrecked 
upon some one of the hundred boulders which made the 
rapids directly below the pool in whieh he lad hooked his 
fish a boiling cauldron. As Chicf Gray approached him 
with his liming flambeaux, the happy angler, in a voice 
which ovyerto>ped the thundering of the rushing rapids, in 
reply to the query, *‘Wihat can we do for you?” exclaimed: 

‘Give me but lisht, Ajax asks no more,” 

and, amid the ringing cheers of bis admirine rescuers, after 
a further balf hour's strurgle, u thirty-pound salmon was 
gaifed, and thes tivo jolly jurists, assisted by their cqually 
vxcited guides, proceeded to cimp—Judge Gray leading as 
corps commander of the most unique torchlight procession 
that eyer give escort to a conuqucriue hero on land or water. 
The unusnal length of this rambling ‘'Talk” prevents me 

from referring to several noted churchmen and scholars 
with whom [ have either camped or met in my forest tramps. 
Prominently in my mind asf write is an eminent and be- 
loved Bishop, whose fondness for the pastime often leads 
him to the silent woods and crystal trout streams within 
easy reach of his cathedral parish. Hisappreciation of the 
digtity as well as of the churehly aud fascinating character 
of the art my be inferred from the fact that he deems it no 
disparagement to his sacred office to be seen bearing wilh 
him homeward his welLtilled creel and the tidy fly-rud which 
had been his only companion through the Joug summer's 
day. Ifany cayil at this apostolic habit of the reverend 
bishop, I would say to them xs good old Izaak sid Lo simi- 
lar stupid critica of his own day: ‘indeed, my friend, you 
will find angling to be like the virtue of humility, which has 
a culmmess Of spirit and a world of other blessings attending 
upon il,”” G. D. 

Slew Publications. 
“THE STILL-HUNTER," 

In hls “‘Still-Hunter,’ Mr. Van Dyke has given to rifle shooters who 
desire to become hunters, and above allto the tyros who have yet 

to take their first lessons in still-hunting, a very useful book. Its 

value is more especially to those who are quite without experience, 

and te such it will, if attentively read, give the general theory of 
deer hunting. No book, howéver carefully written, or how fully i- 

lustrated by examples, can teach the reader the difficult lesson of the 
woods or convey to him the knowleige which is necessary to success 

in hunting, This can ouly be acquired by long experience. Th deer 

hunting there is n0 royal road to knowledge. A well written primer 

of stiil-hunting is, however, of great use, for it may serve to im- 
press upon the student whois venturing into this new and difficult 

field of reasearch, the importance of the three cardinal principles by 

which success may be attained, yiz., caution, patience and delibera- 

tion. Keeping carefully in view these principles, experience will 
s00n give the baginner hints as to how their practice should 66 modi- 

fied by circumstances, Mr, Van Tiyke's deer hunting has evidently 

been doue chiefly, if not altogether, in Minnesota and in Southern 

California, and these two sections of conntry, affording as they do 
widely diferent conditions, havegiven him an experience which un- 

doubtedly qualifies him to speak with authority, We wish that he 
had omitted in his work all reference to the antelope, for every word 

that he hag written about this animal shows that he hag seen but 

very little of it, an1is practically ignorant of its habits. This, how- 
over, isa Small matter. a trifllag blemish in so excellent a book. In 

most of what he has to say relative to deer, iheir habits, and how to 

hunt them, old deer stalkers willagree that his ideas on the subject 

are, as a whole, correct. There may be differences of opinion on 

mninor prints, but with regard to the general plan of the adyice 
given, there will be but one sentiment. 

The author does not confine himself to the simple hunting and 

fin ling of tha deer, but gona at leagth irto the subject of rifle shont- 
ing. His chaptar on Long-Rinze Shooting at Gamaisa most excelllent 
one, 4nd his ridicule of the oo conmmon habil of hoa thag about long 

shots made at game ia severs anid telling, People do nodoubtedly 
maka long shots occasionally; the only question is whether such 

shots are regarded as a test of skill or simply as accldents. We 

have perhaps hunted and killed os nuch big game us most men, and 

huve in our time made a good many long shots, but af the same time 
we always thinkthat we are doing pretty well when we kill, standing, 

deer or an anf lope or am elk alone hundred yards, and y e donot pro- 

fess to be sure at anything over that distance. Ibis notso much the 
dime ity of holding on ae itis of judging the distance, This thers that 
almost everyone fails. 
Tue chapters on the Bact of Recoll npon Shooting, the Killing 

Power of Bullets, the Hunting Rifle and Flight of Balls and the 
Sighting of Hnoting Rifl-:4 contuin a yust amount that is interestin, 
and tiatis worthy of cureful thought; and while many hunters will 
di-agres with the author on certain potnts, ag we ourselves do, there 
js no douLt that his book il) do a great amount of good. 
One of the most attracilvé and practical feati.res of the work lies 

in tie way in which the author ‘taupposes his cases,” He takes the 
tyro Into all sorts of places ani iuio many positions of difficuity, 
and then very goodnacuredly helps him out again, and points ont to 
lim waere and. how he made his mistukes. The ‘Stll-Hunter" de- 
serves hich praise, 

as his fume. 
Judge Edmunds, the distinguished Senator from Vermont, 

waters. He has fished many of the best rivers of the Prov- 

the art. Of late years his daughters have accompanied him 
and shared with him the great pleasure to be derived from 
these annual visits to the quiet places wlicre salmon and seu- 

One of his daughters was long an invalid, and althoagh she 
was temporarily benefited by these summer sojourns in the 
silent woods, she recently ‘‘entered into rest.” Hereafter 
the pleasure the honored statesman may derive from his 
augling excursions will be hallowed by the memory of the 
heart-gladdvning companionship of the “loved anc lost.” 
Judge Folger, the present Scervtary of the Treasury, is 

also fond of the anele. A coterie of genial gentlemen have 
lodges on the banks of Geneva Lake, The Judge is chief 
among them in skill and enthusiasm. He has been hoping 

and imtimate friend, in his »unual raid upon the king of 
fishes: Lut he has always had the mi-for.une to be so ticd 
down .by the galling wwithes of public responsibilities that 
liz has never been able to pass beyond the metes and bounds 
of lis official parish for ibe length of time neédiul to make 

A seat will be 
reserved for him in our cosy tent until a kind Providence 
shall cnable him, unhampered by any special obligation to 
an exucting public, to try his ‘prentice hand on tue lordly 
salmon. 
A\tbough Goy, Seymour may not be technically classed 

among the brotherhood, he Las the simple habits and ss- 
thvtic tastes of the coutemplative angler, No one has a 
nicer appreciation of the beauty and grandeur of forest 
secnery, or of the li neficent influence upon mind and heart 
and Lody of an ocegsional sojourn in the silent woods. It 
is 2 are pleasure to listen to lis graphic descriptions of what 
he has § en and felt god enjoyed during his ymbles in the 
Adirondacks. Unlike miest of the visitors to that pletur- 
esque region, he wag most charmed hy his winter excur- 
gious, when the solitude of the woods wus doubly solitary, 
and when the mi-winter camp-tire gave an asp-ct to all its 
surroundings as weird-like as it wie fascinating. ‘Yon 
ought lo go to the woods in mid-winter,” he said 10 me on 
oné oecasion, ‘You will never haye seen them in their 
sublimest prandeut and magnificence until youdo.” The 
very last comyersation | had with him was on the always 
Tnteresting subject to the anvler of fish food, and Ure reasoas 
why somu streams are so much more prolific than others. 
His theory is the existence of a weed which attracts to itself 
and holds, if it does not produce, a spacies of insect or ani- 
malculs of which fish, especially trout, are foud, and upon 
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ANIMAL SEEN BY CAPT. HENRY CHAPPELL, OFF MONTAUK POINT. 

dlatuval History. 

“THE SEA SERPENT.” 
BY DR. W. 0, AYRES. 

The absurd title placed at the head of this article is uscd 
simply in deference to popular prejudice and belief, and 
that all may know who it is that we have selected as the 
hero of our story; and not at all because the name gives any 
true idea of his nature. On the contrary, we hope to show 
that although serpentiform, he is not snake-like, and while 
we do not propose to deny the probability of his being rep- 
tilian in physical relationship, we allege that the title above 
quoted is entirely a misnomer. 

For many years past reports have been circulated, from 
time to time, of the appearance along our northern Atlantic 
coast, of large marine animals, differing completely from 
whales or any other of the well recognized inhabitants of 
the ocean. They have been seen by great numbers, many 
hundreds of people, some of them, of course, not specially 
worthy of credence, but many being, on the other hand, 
utterly beyond the possibility of suspicion as to their good 
faith, their opportunities of observation, or their clearness 
of judgment. We should believe them implicitly in regard 
to armything else; should never think of questioning whatever 
they asserted to be true, 

But whenever these same persons come in with a report 
that they have seen ‘the Sea Serpent” a smile of incredulity 
greets them af once. Any quantity of what is popularly 
called ‘‘chaff” is thrown at them; very affectionate inquiries 
are suggested as to thestute of the whisky jug at the time: 
how near they had got to the bottom of it—‘Say, how many 
miles long was it you thought he was?”’—and all that sort of 
thine; until in the minds of probably the great majority of 
people,the existence of any such animal as we have above 
indicated, is accounted incredible, If they are uneducated 
persons, it is set down as a good joke, something to laugh 
about and to ridicule; if they are higher in the grade of in- 
tellectual development, they reckon it one of what Sir 
Thomas Browne calls ‘‘yulgar popular errors.” 

The occasion for this incredulity is not difficult to trace; 
it is not new, itis on the contrary very old. There are 
doubtless two reasons for the incredulity, One is that 
whatever, especially of a physical nature, involves mystery, 
naturally excites suspicion, and we demand proof, and the 
other is that when in connection with that mystery false 
and exaggerated statements and ideas have been current for 
lhundreds of years, our suspicions are very reasonably in- 
teusified, and the proof must have confirmation strong as 
“Holy Writ” before we yield it our assent, 
Now in relation to the ‘‘sea serpent” there is mystery, 

much mystery. Its tales are all of the open sea; all bear 
reference to some huge beast seen at a greater or Jess dis- 
tanee, and seen commonly for but a yery limited time— 
perhaps only afew minutes. No one has ever laid hand 
upon him, dead, when accurate measurements, descriptions 
and drawings could be made. No one has ever photographed 
him, nor made a drawing while its object was still in sight, 
aud errors of the drawing could be removed by yerification 
and correction. No specimen of the animal has ever been 
found cast up on any seashore, nor does there exist in any 
scientific collection or museum so much as a single bone, 
which could possibly have come from an unknown animal 
such as we lave indicated. 

Here then is the element of mystery involved to a suffi- 
cient extent to justify no small amount of skepticism. Now 
Jet us add to it the fact that in the dim twilight of the past 
it is found associated with religious beliefs, and we shall 
see that the mist grows thicker, and that lines of exaggera- 
tion have spread, which, while blended with truth, hold also 
so much of absurdity as fo make it extremely difficult to 
separate the one from the other, We all know the 

“Sea snalce, tremendous curled, 
Whose girth encircles thrice the world,” 

And in the Snorra Edda we are told abundantly of the 

Midgard Serpent, the offspring of Loki, whose circle girds 
the world, and will till the twilight of the Gods, when it 
and Thor will engage in fearful strife, which will end only 
when each shall kill the other, 

Later still we find in the accounts a little more of truth 
and less of fiction, but even no longer ago than 1751, when 
the Right Rey. Erich Pontoppidan, Bishop of Bergen, pub- 
lished his Natural History of Norway, he being a member 
of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Copenhagen, his 
statements bear such evidence of incorrectness, that they 
have afforded constant themes for jest, und it has been not 
uncommon to liken any particular Munchausenish descrip- 
tion of some strange object to old Bishop Pontoppidan’s 
tale of the sea serpent. And yet the Bishop told doubtless 
much that was true, and has left a record of facts of no 
small value. It is but right also to add that under cover of 
this cloud of mist and mystery many sea serpent stories have 
béen published which were pure matters of fiction, having 
nothing to originate them but the brain of some idle seribbler 
who thought to make a pleasant notoricty by what he 
deemed a harmless joke. 
Add to this one thing more, and we will have done. In 

a number of instances large objects haye been seen far out 
at sea, have excited astonishment and alarm in the minds of 
captain and crew from the belief that now really they had 
seen the famous sea serpent, have afforded afterward oppor- 
tunity for examination, and have proved to be perhaps a 
tree-trunk, or a gigantic seaweed, and then on the captsin’s 
report being published, have been often quoted subseqently 
as fair occasions for.a laugh at those whe are so foolish as 
to believe in the existence of ‘‘the sea serpent.’” 
Now, though few men of science af the present day, per- 

haps hone, are inclined to question the fact that huge 
maring animals, not represented in any of our collections, 
but which are possibly allied tosome of the enaliosaurs of 
the geologically long distant ages, not only may exist at the 
‘present time, but almost to a certainty do so exist, yet the 
popular belief has not reached that point. Within the last 
fifteen months, ‘certainly not less than four separate reports 
have been published in the daily papers of the fact that in 
each case good and credible persons, credible at least ou any 
other point, had scen some strange sea animal of great size, 
near our coast—two at least of these being in Long Island 
Sound—and in each iustance the editor has seen fit in 
his wisdom to have asly shot at the observers implying, doubt 
of their testimony. 

While for those not accustomed to the sight of marine 
objects, a mistake on such matters might be very easy; and 
a common and easily understood object might readily seem a 
monster, and be a source of great terror, yet with those whose 
home and whose life have always been on the sea we can 
connect no such liability of error. And most especially in 
the case of an old whaleman, does the reason for suspecting 
that he should make such a mistake in regard to anything 
which he secs moving in the open sea, diminish till it 
becomes too small to be worth noticing, He has seen and 
watched too closely and too long every sort of whale, black- 
fish, killer, porpoise, sea elephant, sea lion, and seal to take 
anything else for anyone of them, or any of them for any- 
thing else, With very much more probability might a 
farmer be suspected of mistaking a shvep for a colt, or an 
apple tree for an oak. - 

And in the whalemen’s case the element of fear is not to 
be considered as affecting the calculation, for, accustomed 
as they are from the necessities of their occupation to facing 
tlle dangers induced by violent attacks on the largest and 
most powerful of all animals known to exist, they are com- 
mouly very reckless of what they ‘‘fasten” to, so long as it 
is “black skin.” And [ have often thought thatif his 
satanic majesty could make his appearance to an old skipper 
of New Bedford, Sag Harbor, or New London, in good 
swimming shape, the first thought would be to “get an iron 
into him” with particularly little care as to how quick and 
how hard he might “strike back,”’ Striking back is part 
of the regular game, and ‘‘starn all; mind his flukes,” is the 
word to watch out for it, 

When, therefore, such a man reports that he has seen a 
sea serpent, I know—supposing him to be one worthy of 
belief on other points—that he has seen, not a string of 
porpoises, nor any sort of shark or group of sharks. nor a 
mass of kelp, nor a sea elephant or other large species of 
seal, nor any known species of whale. He has seen soime- 
thing manifestly different from them 4ll, and from any 
other object which ordinarily floats on the sea. 
And it is because I have three instances to put on record, 

in each of which the evidence comes from men who had had 
long experience in whaling, and who report only that whtch 
each one himself saw, that I have undertaken to group to- 
gether briefly and in popular form a few of the facts which 
go to make up the past and the present of sea serpent lore. 
The first record relates to an event of the summer of 1881, 

and takes us but a little way from home. The time was the 
twenticth of July; the place was near Montauk Point, the 
eastern extremity of Long Island; the observer was Capt. 
Henry Chappell, of New London, Conn. I have made in- 
vestigation sufficient to satisfy myself that Capt. Chappell 
is a man whose word is as fully and readily to be trusted as 
that of any other intelligent and worthy member of the 
community. Were he speaking of any other subject than 
“the sea serpent” no one would donbt that he toid a simple 
verity. Well, we will dismiss all ideas of sea serpent—call 
it something else. This is what he saw. 

On the date above mentioned he was sailing, about six to 
seven miles N, E. by H. from Montauk, between the Point 
and Block Island. ‘They were in twelvetathom water, with 
a very light breeze, the boat making small headway. Sud- 
denly just off the port quarter, and a little abaft it they saw 
the object which we are about to describe, and which the 
accompanying illustrations are designed to represent. Tis 
distance from the stern of the boat was only about thirty 
yards. Its direction was such that they must necessarily 
have passed the spot where if lay, and as they certainly 
would have seen it In passing, the only inference is that the 
animal had just emerged from the water when it met their 
vision, and that it must have come up very gently, since 
otherwise the rush of so large a body through the water 
could not have failed to be heard at such a short distance. 
It was lying entirely still, and continued so to lie for many 
minutes, pivine full time for careful observation; of course 
the time was not taken, but Capt. Chappell thinks it may 
have been twenty minutes before they lost sight of it. 

They saw a slender-necked animal, with an elongated 
hody, the entire length being as they all judged fully equal 
to that of the boatin which they were. I have measured 
the boat, she is forty feet long, The neck was raised and 
the head bent forward, the elevation of the head in this 
position being about five fect from the surface of the water, 
The entire length of the animal was visible, the back and 
sides being out of water, while the tail portion was slightly 
submerged, but not so much so as to prevent its being plainly 
seen, 
The head was about three feet long, “looked something 

like an eel’s head in shape, all but its mouth,” The mouth 
was very large, open far back, and several times during 
the period of observation the animal raised its head and 
“saped,” opening its enormous mouth, as represented. At 
each time that it ‘‘gaped’” it madea gurgling sound, as 
though in its throat, that being the only sound emitted by 
the animal atall. Capt. Chappell is perfectly certain that it 
did not “blow,” thus separating it at once from the whale 
tribe, The testimony of an old whaleman on this point is 
specially valuable, for itis the one thing to which his atten- 
tion would most naturally go, and it is one on whichin other 
cases there has been a slight discrepancy. Hyen during the 
wide opening of the mouth no teeth were seen. 

The distance from the head to the swell of the body was 
estimated at about five feet; the diameter of the neck near 
the head at eight inches, of the neck at its lower part twelve 
inches, of the body at its thickest three feet or a little less, 
of the tail near to its extremity twelve inches, from which 
it tapered very abruptly to a blunt point, These dimensions 
the Captain gaye me by comparison with various objects 
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near us, as we talked, the neck, for instance, with the mast 
of one of the boats at the wharf, the body with the body of 
ahorse standing nigh. They represented the impression 
which the size of the sea animal had made upon his eye. 
The length from the neck to the tail was judged to be about 
twenty-four or five feet, and that of the tail to equal that of 
the head and neck. 

The eye was very large and conspicuous ; the animal 
seemed to be looking at the boat, though that probably was 
an error. 

There were no fins whatever along the back or neck ; of 
this Captain Chappell wes entirely certain, for he said he 
noticed it particularly. I questioned him specially as to it, 
for in a number of instances a sort of mane has been re- 
ported as existing onthe neck, I asked if there were any 
protuberances on the back, such, for example, as are found 
on the hump-hack whale, No, there were none ; the only 
thing was that the top of the head was marked by three or 
four broad transverse ridges or folds, as shown in the illus- 
tration. 
No ‘‘flippers” or fins below were detected with certainty, 

but Captain Chappell was confident that they existed, for 
as the animal eventually moved and disappeared, henoticed 
that the body and tail lay sti]l—they took no part in the pro- 
cess of swimming, as they would have done in a long-bodied 
fish like an eel—and consequently there must have been 
means of propulsion beneath. He thought he saw where 
they united with the body, but he could not be certain of 
it. The tail had no flukes like those of a whale; it seemed 
to end in a yery blunt point—though it is quite possible that 
viewed in cross section it might have been flattened, 

The skin showed no signs of hair, like the ‘‘pelt” of a sea 
elephant or sea Jion ; if was smooth and naked, like whale 
skin. That along the inferior surface of the neck looked as 
though it might be somewhat roughened and corrugated. 
There was no indication anywhere of scales or plates. 

The color of the animal above, Captain Chappell com- 
pared to that of old kelp, that is to say, a very dark green- 
ish oliye, marked in various parts with elongated and oval 
spots of a similar hue, but much lighter. The throat and 
inferior surface of the neck he described as resembling in 
color the fiesh and skin of a sturgeon which at the moment 
lay near us, which wasa blending of yellowish and rusty 
red. 
The animal, after remaining, as. stated, still and quiet 

for 4 certain length of time, lowered its neck gradually till 
its head was level with the water and beneath it, and then 
started with a steady motion, but quite rapid, directly tu- 
ward the boat, diving deeply as it did so. ‘Lhe expectaticn 

3 

was that he would aftack them, and Captain Chappell re-| 
marked, ‘‘When he comes up next time, boys, he will be 
alongside, and if he is I will get an iron into him,” but he 
did not come up, and they saw no more of him at that time, 
perhaps not at all. That night, about ten o'clock, they be- 
ing not more than a mile or two from the place where they 
had seen him during the day, a large object rose with a |. 
tush through the water, some ten feet above the surface, 
within a very few feet of the boat, and as suddenly went 
under and disappeared. Captain Chappell judged it to be 
the head and forward part of the same animal, though not 
with. certainty. 

The next event is within the experience of Capt. James 
F, Smith, alsoof New London. Capt. Smith is at present 
in command of the steamer Manhanset, running between 
New London and Sag Harbor, I know bim well and feel 
no hesitation in youching personally for any statement 
made by him, as being worthy of entire credence, 

In the year 1864 he was mate of the whaleship Florence, 
Capi. Stevens. On the 14th of November they were in lat, 
48° N., long. 178° W., bringing them, of course, in the North 
Pacific, about 400 miles from the nearest land, which was 
the Fox Islands, A heavy gale was Ole: with a rough 
sea, and they were under short canyas. The main topsail 
sheet: hud just parted, and as officer of the watch his whole 
attention was ¢ngrossed in seeing to the repair of theinjury. 
All at once the Captain, standing near him, called out, '‘For 
Heavens sake. Mr. Smith, look there,” pointing earnestly at 
some object, broad off the starboard beam, He looked and 
suw with entire distinctness the object to which the Captain 
pointed. The exigencies of the service demanded his care 
on the instant in board and for a minute or two longer. As 
soon as he could turn his eyes outward be looked again and 
saw the same obje¢t. It was but for a moment, and duty 
nce more called him away, When he could look again it 
ad disappeared, j 
He saw a large, round, clongated head, supported on a 
RG 

| 

slender neck, the head bent forward so as to lie horizontally 
while the neek was vertical, As a heavy sea rolled over it 
the whole was buried, and then the next instant in the 
trough of the sea the head was perhaps six feet or more out 
of water. The distance he reckoned at about a cable’s 
length (120 fathom), and all that he could observe, except 
the general form, was that the prevailing color was dark, 
Of the remaining portions of the animal he saw nothing, but 
what he saw he saw distinctly, - 

Here are no extended observations, and the report by itself 
is not much, but as a part of the whole it is of no inconsid- 
erable value, It is the testimony of a man who knows every 
form of whale recognized among the whalemen, has killed 
too many sea elephants, sea lions and walrus to mistake one 
of them for anything else, and whose word is good for 
whatever he states. 

Capi, Smith saw a head and neck, different from those of 
any recognized inhabitant of thesea. The sort of body and 
tail which made up the complete animal remains a matter of 

Head and Neck of Eel 
in same position, 

Head and Neck as seen from 
above when lying down. 

uncertainty; but he says thatif I had attempted to make a 
drawing of what he say, I could not have come nearer to 
the representation of itthan in the head and neck of the 
figure in which L have delineated as nearly as 1 could the 
one seen by Capt. Chappell. That was drawn as nearly as 
I could get theidea from the Captain’s statements, and then 
submitted to him for correction and for recorrection. He 
considers that it represents faithfully the animal seen by 
him off Montauk. : 

The third instance to which I referred comes to me some- 
what more indirectly, but IT have no question whatever, that 
what J report is the simple truth. The observations were 
made by Capt. Henry Fordham, of Sag Harbor, in 1841, 
My vecord comes not from Capt. Fordham himself, but from 
those to whom he made the statements, and I do not doubt 
that they described to me correctly what he saw. He was a 
whaleman of experience and a worthy and credible man, 

At the time specified he was in command of a sloop bound 
from Long Island to Boston. He was crossing Nan- 
tucket Shoals, being then about six miles north of the old 
South Shoal, in twelve to thirteen fathoms of water. A 
thick fog was prevailing, when suddenly he heard a rushing 
sound, and forthwith hailed the watch forward to keep a 
good lookout, having no doubt that some craft was ap- 
proaching. The sound continued, but no sail could be made 
out, when, turning his eyes lower, he saw, but a few yards 
distant from him, the head and neck of an animal such as 
he had neyer seen before. The head, he said, was very 
large, he thought three feet and more long, with a yery con- 

, 

spicuous eye, which looked ‘‘ugly.” The head was bent 
forward, supported on a neck much smaller than itself. The 
neck was round, erect, and carried the head about four feet 
above the water, which at the time was very smooth. The 
color was dark. No mention was made of any fin or 
“mane” on the head or neck. The sloop was making but 
slow headway—only about two knots; the animal was moy- 
ing in the same direction and with more than double her 
tate of speed, as the water was curling away from the up- 
lifted neck, thus causing the rushing sound first noticed. 
He turned his head toward them, as though watching the 
yessel, but swam steadily forward. The body was sub- 
merged so as not to be distinctly visible, but from the wake 
made Capt, Fordham judged he had no tail-flukes, and as 
there was no sign of undulations, he must have been pro- 
pelled by paddles beneath, When the lookout forward 
hailed that the animal’s head was right opposite to him, the 
tail, indistinctly seen, was believed to be even with the 
taffrail. This would make his entire length sixty to sixty- 
five feet. 

Taking fright apparently at some noise on board he gave 
sudden plunge and disappeared. 

These observations are not precise, but so far as they go, 
they indicate an animal which was in all probability very 
similar to the one seen by Capt. Chappell near Montauk. 

These three are all of which I have any personal cogniz- 
ance, but referring, for the present, only to our own neighbor- 
ing coast the number of those which‘have been seen, and re- 
ported by perfectly credible witnesses, is great, 

In 1780, Geo. Little, commander of the frigate Boston, 
saw one in Broad Bay, near Muscongus Island, and chased 
him in his cutter, but when they had approached within 
about 100 feet and the marines were about to fire on him, 
he dove and disappeared. He was not less than forty-five to 
fifty feet long, with a snake-like body, and carried his head 
four or five feet abcve the water. 

Rey. Abraham Cummings saw one in Penobscot Bay in 
1802, as reported to the Hon. John Q. Adams, secretary of 
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He says that 
“the head was rather larger than that of a horse, but formed 
more like that of a serpent,” the head and neck raised above 
the water, color blue with a black ring arcund the eye, form 
snake-like, length not less than sixty feet, He saw himata 
distance of ten rods. 

In 1817 one was seen for a number of days in Gloucester 
Harbor, by many hundreds of people. Fortunately one of 
these was Cul. Thomas H. Perkins of Boston, a man whose 
standing renders perfectly absurd the thought of question- , 
inghis veracity, He published his observations in the Boston 
Daily Advertiser of Nov. 25, 1848, doing it then because of 
the report} made at that time by Capt. McQuhal of the 
British Nayy. Col. Perkins saw, witha fine glass, at the 
distance of a third to half a mile an animal of snake-like 
form, about a hundred feet long, of a chocolate color, with 
the head flat in the water (though he says that Capt. Tappan, 
a man well known to him, saw the animal swimming with 
the head raised two to three feet above the water) and that 
its motion was “‘evidently the vertical moyement of the cat- 
erpillar,” , 

In 1819 Mr. Samuel Cabot saw a similar animal 
near Nabant, which he described in a letter to his friend, 
Col, Perkins, dated Aug. 19. The social standing of Mr. 
Cabot gives equal value to his assertions with that recorded 
above. To suspect either of the two of a hoax or a false 
statement is simply ridiculous. Mr, Cabot says he saw ‘‘an 
object emerging from the water at the distance of about one 
hundred to one hundred and fifty yards, which gave to my 
mind at the first glance the idea of a horse’s head. As my 
eye ranged along I perceived at a short distance eight or ten 
regular protuberances, and at a short interval three or four 
more.” The head was elevated about two feet above the 
water. The length of the animal, he judged, by compari- 
son with a whaleboat near it, to be not less than eighty feet: 

June 6, 1819, Capt.. Hawkins Wheeler, of Fairfield, 
Conn,, in the sloop Concord, saw, fifteen miles N. W. of 
Race Point, an animal, to the published account of-which 
he, with his mate, Gershom Bennett, also of Fairfield, made 
affidavit, before Theodore Hames, justice of the peace. 
“The creature was entirely black, the head, which perfectly 
resembled a snake's, was elevated from four to seven feet 
above the surface of the water, and his back appeared to 
be composed of bunches of humps, apparently about as 
janrge as a half barrel, I think I saw as many as len or 
twelve. Iconsidered them to be caused by the undulatory 
motion of the animal.” ‘The surface appeared to be 
smooth, without seales—his head was a proper snake’s head 
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—there was a degree of flatness, with a slight hollow on thi 
top of his head; the eyes were prominent and stood out 
considerably from the surface, resembling in thac respect 
the eyes of atoad. 1 had a full view of him for seven o1 
eight minutes,” 
May 11, 1838, five officers of the British army, Capt 

Sullivan, Lieuts. Maclachan and Lyster, Ensien Malcolm. 
and Ordnance Storekeeper Ince, saw between Halifax and 
Mahone Bay, perhaps twenty miles off the land, “the head 
and neck of some denizen of the deep, precise'y like those 
of acommon snake in the act of swimming, the head so 
far elevated and thrown forward by the curve of the neck as 
te enable us to see the water under and beyond i!, There 
could be 1.0 mistake, no delusion, and we were all satisfied 
that we had bien favored with a view of {he ‘true and verit- 
able sea serpent’ which had beer generally considered to 
haye existed in the brain of some ‘Yankee skipper.’ The 
head of the creature we set down at abont six fect in 
length, and that portion of the neck which we saw at the 
same; the extreme length we judged at bi tween eighty anv 
oné hundred feet; the neck in thickness equalled the bole of 
a moderate sized tree; the head and neck of a dark brown 
or nearly black color, streaked with white in irregular 
streaks.” 

All of these, with the exception of the one scen hy Cept. 
Smith in the North Picific, have oecurred on the coust of 
New England and Nova Scotia. They are attested in such 
4 Marner and to such a degree that if they pertained to any 
other subject, they would not only demand, but compel 
ercdencv, I doubt if it would be possible to bring any more 
convincing proof at the present time that Major André was 
taken 48 a spy and was executed as a spy, than has been 
here adduced to the appevrance at iatervals on our coast of 
huge marine animals, ts which popularly the name of sea 
serpent bas been attached. They may be of various types; 
their nature we will presently consider, 

The-testimony- of Capt. Chappell is more detinite than 
at of any of the others, partly perhaps from the fact of 

uuving the various points recalled to his attention, while his 
memory was still fresh and vivid.’ But the others all give 
evidenc) directly cumulative upon that offered by him. 

Passing now to other countries, these animals seem to 
have been seen on the coast of Norway, more frequently 
than in any other region, and perhaps than in all others 
combined. T do not quote the testimony of Bishop Pon- 
toppidan, for it is much mixed with fable and exagveration, 
and widely open to criticism, i copy, however, more by 
way of cuiiosity than anything else the two figures he has 
iven, taking them from the Danish edition issuéd at Copen- 
agen’ in 1752. 
But coming down to our own day, the evidences and the 

witnesses are too numerous to be individually specified. | 
will merely cite the conclusion réached by the Rey. Alfred 
QO. Smith, M. A., an excellent naturalist, who published his 
observations in the Zoologist He says, ‘I lost no opportu- 
nity of making inquiries in Norway of all I could see, as to 

_ the general belief in the country regarding the animal in 
question; but all, with one exceplion—naval officers, sailors, 
‘beatmen and fishermen—concurr¢d in affi ming most posi- 
tively that such a") animal did exist, and had been repeatedly 
seen off thcir coasts and fiords, all se-med to marvel very 
much at the skepticism of the English, for refusing credence 
to what, to the minds of the Norwegians, svemed so incon- 
troyertible.” 

Iwill give but one example more, though I might ex- 
tend them very greatly. I give this because uf the rank ef 
the observer, and because of the attention which his official 
position drew to it and the discussien which it ex: ited. 
When the Daedalus frigate arrived at Plymouth on her 

passage home from the Exst Indies in 1848, Capt. McQuhal 
made an official report to the Admirality, dated October 11. 
In this report he says that on the Gth of August, in lat. 24 
44'S. and Jong. 97 22 E. they saw ‘‘an enormous serpent, 
with head and shoulders kept about four feet constantly 
above the surface of the sea” “at the very least sixty feet | wuters of the Mesozo.c ages, and thou 

perception, used in propel'ing it. through the water.” “Tt | and Secondary rocks hed passed away, yet more recent re- 
passed rapidly, but so close under our 'ee quarter, that bad | search has shown that that was only @ premature judgment, 
f been a man of my arcurintance, | should casily have 
recognized his features with th- naked eye;” “it held on at 
(he pace of from tweive to fifteen miles per hour.” ‘The 
diameter was about fifteen or sixteen inches behind the 
head; “its color a dark brown. with yellowish white about 
the throat. Tt had no fins, but something like *he mane of 
horse, or rather a bunch of sea weed washed about its 
back,”” Lieut. Drummond published a siatement in which 
he says, ‘‘the fin was perhaps twenty feet in the rear of the 
head, and visible occasionally.” . 

This brought into the field the great zoologist Prof. Rich- 
ard Owen, His article is tov long for quotation, but the con- 
clusion to which he comes is that what Capt. McQuhal saw 
was simply a great seal, probably Phoca prohoscidea, that is 
in English, a sea elephant. To this Capt. McQuhal replied 
with a sharp and possibly somewhst indignant denial. end I 
do not wonder at it: he had good reason. Not h’s seaman- 
ship, it is true, but his sea knowledge was impeached. He 
kuew the subject about which he wrote; the professor did 
not. Jn saying this, no disrespect is intended to Piof. 
Owen: he hasten long stcod in the very fore-front of living 
naturalists to make such a thing possible. But it must be 
remembered thai the animal in question he had not sven, 
and the Cap ain hl, and whatis the chief point of all, 
Capt. McQuhal was experienced in sea objerts, while Prof, 
Owen was not, I no more believe that Capt MeQuhal 
could have seen a sea elephant o* any other seal and de- 
scribed it as he did, thn that he could have seen a schooner 
and deseribed it as a ship. 

To what then doallthese lines of evilence tend? Dis- 
missing’ all prejudice, and taking the aryument and the 
proof as we surely would in respect to any ordinary matter, 
it seems to me that we have found good reason to be ¢on- 
vinced and to admif without doubt or hesitation, that at 
various times and in many instances, very large marine 
animals have been seen which certainly are not whales, 
séals, sharks, por in factrepresentatives of any known living 
types, and that these animals while differing from each 
other, according to the accounts, in some respects, haye yet 
a general agreement, They are of elongated form, have a 
slender neck, with a head somewhat broader, a conspicuous 
eye, and ure of a dark color; the skin, so far as stated, is 
smooth, without seaJes, Mcstly no fin is found on the neck 
or back, no on mentions that they “spout” like the whales, 
though the figure given by Pontoppidan ‘and which he de- 
tived from Hans Egede’s reports: represents the anirral 
pouring forth a perfect torrent fiom his throat, which no 
whale ever does or could do—of course the Bishop’s figure 
was not taken from a photograph. As to motion, the ac- 
counts vary; some represnt an undulatory appearance, but 
there has perhaps been error of observation, inasmuch as 
we know no type of vertebrate animals which swim with 
vertical undulations. No snake would do 1, and no fish: 
their motion is horizontally lateral, no‘ vertical. In others 
of the accounts, the body has been stated to remain quict, 
even while the animal moved rapidly, and the foree applied 
for propulsion must therefore necessarily have been benexth, 
probably by means of fins or flippers. ‘es 

Do we know any type which will come within the range 
of such requirements? Loo&on the preceding page and sev. 
You have there a vic w of a skeleton, which is not a matter 
of imagination; it is a common illustration, you may find it 
in any ordinary text book of géology, The animal is called 
Plesiosaurus. Heis supposed to have ended his life and 
history yery many ages ago, and yet (admitting that you 
shorten his neck) if you clothe him with flesh, and request 
him 10 sit or rather lie for lis picture off Montauk Point, I 
cannot see but that you may get very nearly an idea of the 
an.mals: en there by Capt. Chappell; not tlat I believe he saw 
a Plesio anrus, still the kinship may be good. 

The Plesiosuurs were only one group among a #reat num- 
ber of giant reptile forms inhabiting the seas and shallow 

ch it was long thought 
of the animal a fleur d’eau, no portion of which was to oar | that all the types oflite of the fossils found in the Turtiury 
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We know now that Tertiary types still remain, and tiat ¢s- 
pecially among the inhabitants of deep water, or the open 
sea, we need experience little surprise af any discoveries of 
old forms as still in cxistence. 

Now, inasmuch as we know that quite various t pes of 
large marine reptiles did exist, some withouf neck—the 
head being solidly joined to the body as in Ichthyosaurus— 
and with every gradation trom that to Elasmesanrus, in 
which the neck comprised more than half the entire length, 
there seems no absurdity in supposing that here and there a 
straggling representative may still remain; the species in 
cach instance having mostly passed away, wilh only a few 
survivors now in existence. This is in perfect accord:nce 
with what we know of the mode of disappearance of types 
in the progress of the earth’s history, 

Supposing this hypothes‘s to be correct, we should expect 
that now and then, at greater or lcss intervals, an individual 
might be seen; we should expect that if they were dese1ijed 
correctly, the descriptions would vary; we should expect 
that they would at times rsise the hcad above water, but 
that they would not “‘spout,” and that the paddles or flip- 
pers beneath would drive them rapidly lorward; we should 
expect that some of them would be without fin or erest on 
the neck, while with others such an appendage might be 
found, Inallthese points we think that the analogy be- 
tween them and the animals which we have been consider- 
ing holds entirely good, If so, the term “‘sea serpent” is, 
as was at first sug¢ested, a misnomer, though there is now 
no probability that it will ever be changed. 

If itis asked why they may not really be snakes, as well 
as any other reptilian typé, the answer is that there never 
have been »ny true serpents inhabiting the sea with which 
there is the slightest reason for comparing them. Thcre are 
at the present time various species of true snakes, perfcctly 
marine, living far from land, but they are all of small size, 
three, four, or possibly five feet in length, and no more allied 
to these huge animals fhan is a gartersnake or rattlesnake. 
An argument against the existence of the ‘‘sea serpents,” 

so called, has béen constantly wreed, and even by so great 
an authority as Prof. Owen, that.no specimen of them has 
ever been cast on shore; nota single bone which could have 
belonged to one of them exists in any collection. The argu- 
ment appears to me extremely weak. Whenci: should such 
a specimen come? What probability is there that one might 
be found dead? 
The very body of the hypothesis is that their numbers ure 

very small, thus in the first place diminishing to almost 
nothing the prospect that one should be stranded, But in 
addition to this they are slender and heavy, uot covered 
like a whale with blubber, and in the event of death the 
body would sink at once to the bottom, removing all proba- 
bility, and in common cascs all possibility, of even a single 
bone ever coming under human’‘observation, 
The body of a whale, on the contrary, being enveloped in 

blubber. is much more likely to float, and yet how very scl- 
dom is the body of a whale cast on shore, notwithstanding 
t e fact of their vastly greater numbers. I doubt cxceed- 
ingly if the existenve of even the right whale, or the sp:rm 
whale, could now be proved from specimens found on shore, 
except where their death has been due to the agency of 
man. 

That ‘these animals are not seen more frequently is ftom 
their small numbers very natural. And then, too, the ocean 
is very wide. Mr, Philip H. Gosse, F. R. 8., an authority 
not to be doubted, says that in Jat. 19 N. and lon. 46 to48° 
W. theship in which he was sailed for seventeen continuous 
hours, surrounded by a troop of whales, of a spacies cur- 
tainly undescribed. They were about thirty feet in length, 
black above und white eneath, with the swimming paws 
white on the upper surface—a very remarkable ¢c_aracter. 
He adds—-“ Here then is a whale of large size, occurring in 
great numbers in the North Atlantic, which on no other 
occasion has fallen under scientific observation.” Can we 
wonder then that an animal, or animals, existing in so smal) 

——— ——————— 
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numbers as we have supposed, may beso seldom seen? Is 
i) not rather a wonder that they come within our reach as 
often as they do? ’ 
We may perhaps therefore conclude that itis not so foolish 

after all, io “‘beheve in the existence of the sea serpent,” 
while we take fron: him his snake-like character and relegate 
him from the domain of mystery to that of b ing a simple 
saurian or series of saurians, though his ancestry reaches 
boek to the days when earth was young, L 
May be, by and by, some lucky yachtsman, may haye the 

opportunity of immortalizing himself, by putting a charge of 
canister threugh one and thus securing aspecimen such as 
now nowhere exists. Or one muy come within the wide sweep 
of the explorations of the U. S. Fish Commission; no better 
destiny for him, and no surer means of solving all his mysteries 
could possibly be asked. 
New Haven, Conn. 

Byows Owxs.—Boston, Mass., Dec. 16, 1882.—Wiztor 
Horest and Sireai: Three snowy or Arutic owls have been- 
shot in the vicinity of Longwood. One was taken as early 
as November 26, the others on the 15th and 16th of this 
inonth. The average spread of wings from tip to tip was 
fiity-nine inches, Weight about four pounds.—F. Lmwrs. 

Game Bag and Gay. 

GAME SEASONS. 

A comprehensive statement of the game laws of America will be | 
found in the issues of this journal for December 7 and 14, 1882. In- j 

dividuals and game clubs are requested to inform us of the enact- | 

ment of new local laws and of changes that may be made in the laws | 

of the several States and Territories. ] 

DECEMBER. 

{With ‘ron Ramrod’s’' compliments to “Dick”—see issue Sept. 21.] 

Now the man with trusty choke-hore 
L Stumbles slowly through the brush, 

Aud the startled grouse in terror 

“Gels up” with a sudden rush, 

To his shoulder leaps the ten-gauge, 
But the hammers fast ave blocked, 

And the little swear he utters 

Tells us that it wasn’t cocked. —Iron Ramtton. 

OUR NEW JERSEY LETTER. 

ID I promise to write you in Dacember? TI could have 
id but little idea of what that agreement would de- 

mand of me, for if there is any one thing that J perfectly 
‘‘isgust” 1t is to act the scribe under con pulsio 1 or force of 
circumstances. And what of sporting matters is there to , 
Write about from New Jersey in December? 

Tae abundant promise of a favorable breeding season for 
the quail has not been fullilled by cither large or frequent 
coveys, and the general verdict is that the season has been 
a failure. If the number of birds killed is the only ‘“‘point” 
by which the matter is to be judged, this verdict is correct, 
fut taking other views of the subject, [am inclined to dis- 
pute the decision. While it is true that eyen our hest hunt- 
ers have reported but few hevies and the birds lard to get, [ 
am inclined to believe that there were more qnail in the 
State this fall than there have been for many years, and I 
am glad ty» know that they are still here. For various 
reasous many & fine bunch of birds has passed the season, 
almost under the hunters’ nose, and been permitted to sur- 
vive Thanksgiving, The gunner has tired himself out day 
after day ranging the stubble fields and buckwhtal patches 
according to his usual custom, and returned at night with 
empty gamebag and 4 firm conviction that there were no 
birds. He forgets that the long summer and frostless 
autumn have promoted the growth and maturity of all kinds 
of forest nicknacss and swamp lixuries upon which ortyx 

Helights to feed, While dog and man have Ween tramping 
the fields the quail hive kept in the woods. This is not mer 
surmise. During the late snow we discovered the retreat of 
a number of bevies in neighborhoods that had been 
thoroughly hunted, aud where we were assured there were 
no quail, and we Fnow of more birds that are alive to-day 
than we had heard of after two weeks of the open season 
had passed. Plenty of quail next year if we can have a 
favorable winter, but, alas! the ‘‘modon rule” says sixteen 
snows, Vennor is ou a recular rampage, a new prophetic¢ 
hum ug has appeared over in Canada, and the hiwks were 
never more abundant. Alas! for Bob White’s chances when 
all the ‘‘probabilities” are against him. 

But rabbit shooting in the central part of the State has 
been unusually good, and in spite of the tracking snow, the 
sudply is by no means exhausted. We notice, too, a un- 
usual number of raccoons, opossums and other varmint have 
come to grief. That reminds of the adventures of Mr. W. 
F. Scott, of Hightstown, who took his gun and doe with 
him one day recently when he went to his work. At noon 
he heard the dog barking’ near the Assanpink Creek, and 
found that he had something treed. A companion climbed 
up and punched outa large opossum, into the carcass of 
which two loads were poured. Another punch brourht out 
something which at first was supposed to‘be an bear, but it 
proved to be a large raccoon. Scott found he had forgotten 
his box of caps, so he attacked the beast'with aclub, but it ran | 
for the creek. into which the excited hunter plunged boldly 
in pursuit. Finding himself ina corner, the coon turned 
upon his adversary, and then ensued a tight that was worth 
recording. Greco-Roman, side hold, catch-as-catch-can, 
and every other known style of wrestling was exhibited. 
until Scott got his hands around the creature’s neck and 
literally choked the life out of him, 

Speaking about hawks, my friend, Mr, George Robbins, of 
Dutch Neck, who is quite 4 pigeon fancier as well as a lover 
of the forest aud stream, informs me that he has move tronble 
with the little ‘bullet hawk” than any other, This diminu- 
tive but courageous bird of prey, while hardly able to master 
an adult pigeon, will boldly enter the coieand take the young 
from the nest. My friend says that after a heavy fall of 
snow which would close the entrances to the nests, he has 
captured the hawks which had heen imprisoned with the 
pigeons. Did they go there for plunder or for refuge and 
company? Dr, Franklin left it on record that he had known 
fame sparrow-hawks to live with pigeons. A. 

QUAIL IN VIRGINIA, 

Kditor Forest and Stream: ’ 
A writer in your issue of the 80th ult. alludes to the 

scarcity of the partridge (Ortyx virginianus, or more popu- 
larly, Boh White), in this, the Piedmont section of Virginia, 
and mentions the well-established fact of their abundance 
in the tide-water and Southside counties. In all this he is 
perfectly accurate, But he goes on to say that the cause 
of this scarcity is due to the freedmen, who, he claims, 
“ kills the old birds during the nesting season, and then, in 
sutnmy the city sportsman goes out with his tén-bore breech- 
Inader and slaushcers them, et¢ * I think that your corres- 
pondent is clearly mistaken as to his conclusions, as 1 will 
p:oczed to demonstrate. And in order that my opportani- 
ts for forming an opinion on this subject may appear, and 
that it may aiso be sven that I am not unduly biased in 
favor of the freedman, permit me to say that I dwellin one 
of the largest of the old slave-holding counties of Piedmont, 
Virginia, where the freedmen are in a large majority; that 
Tam a “bourbon democrat,” a persuasion generally sup- 
posed to be not too partiul to the freedmen, aud that I have 
neen all my life an “ardent and active sportsman. In con- 
junction with some friends, Lam the owner of several thou- 
sand acres of land-formerly noted for tae abundance of 
quail, which we have caretully pruserved, and upon which 
ho city sportsman has for years set his foot ; yet quail and 
other game are scarcer on these Jands than for twenty-five 
years, and this scarcity is general, 
What is the cause? Nu pertuctly satisfactory reasons 

7 
seem to be generally accepted; but it isa slander upon the 
freedman to charge him as the guilty party. 

In the first place it is a significant fact that quail are more 
abundant in those Southside and tide-water counties nien- 
tioned by your correspondent, where the uegro population 
is in such an overwhelming majority (hat the districts com- 
posed of these counties are known as the ‘‘hlack districts,” 
In the next place, the counties where the quail are scarcest 
are those Northside snd Picdmont counties, where there are 
so few negroes that they constitute neither a social nora 
political factor of mauch influence. The freedman is not # 
partridge or quail hunter. He delights in hunting bares, 
opossums, raccoons, aud squirrels, but, with tare excep- 
tions. aspires tonothinghigherasasportsman, He was rever 
known to fish for trout, but is death to catfish aud eels. 
Living all my life with and surrounded by a dense nero 
population, | have never seen a negro with a quail which 
he had killed, and never heard of a quail being killed by a 
negro in the nesting season, I haye known them? to rob 
the partridges’ nest during the harvest, but never to an ex- 
tent to do any serious damayve, and in these insianees the 
egos were invariably presented to young mester or mistress, 
who, by signs of irrepressible delight, never failed to en- 
courage the robbery. Thal negroes may kill quail o¢casion- 
ally on the ground I do not deny, but they never own or 
hunt with broken bird dovs. They hunt with eurs, bulldogs, 
hounds, terriers, and all varieties of the race of *‘pepper-and- 
salt,” which precludes all possibility of shootiug quail, Upou 
the other hand, [know white men belonging to the class 
ealled here ‘poor white trash” who shoot quail on the 
ground, trap quail and wild turkeys in and out of season, 
and shoot 2 whole brood of the lutter before they are half 
grown. Two orthree such characters ina community do 
more mischief to game than all the negroes combined. 
The winters of 1856-7 aud 1857-’8, were so severe that the 

quail in this section were almost totally destroyed. By com- 
mon consent they were not molested .or several years, and 
gradually increased. After the slaves were emancipated, 
having been previously prevented by law from carrying fire- 
arms, they naturally exhibited a childish delight in exer- 
cising their constitutional privilege. Where you seé one 
freedman hunting now, in the years immediately succeeding 
the war you would have seen & dozen, yet until a few years 
ago quail continued to increase. 

The most sati-factory reasons xssigned tor the scarcity’ of 
quail are the following, yiz.: The winter of 1880-1 was the 
hardest we have had since 1857, and equally severe. Mul- 
titudes of birds perished, and the spring of 1881 opened with 
a meagre supyly for breeding purposes, Just before and 
since that period there has been the most remarkable and 
manifest incresse in the number of foxes, a fact universally 
observed and made the subject of remark hy farmers and 
sportsmen. J well remember when the starting of a fox in 
the community caused excitement, Now it ig common to 
see them in the day time, and after a snow or rain the’r tracks 
may be seen forming «a network in almost all directions. 
There is little exaggeration in this statement. ‘These pre- 
daceous vermin now infest the countryin such numbers that 
unless something shall be done toward there extermination 
this region will he completely denuded of quail and small 
game constituting their prey. 

Such is the opinion prevailing here among the most intel- 
ligent and observing men. The poor ireedman hag his sins 
to account for, but do not lay this to Lis charge. No one 
who has been a constant attendant before the criminal 
courts of the country can fail 10 testily as to the freedman's 
rapid and gratifying moral improvement. Fifteen years ago 
there were ten negroes arraigned for ¢rime, where to-day 
there is one, He is by no means the pest some believe him 
to be, butas a rule is useful, law-abiding, humble and con- 
tented, trusting implicitly those who, by fair dealing, haye 
won his confidence. M. 
Norrusion, Va., Dee. 6, 1SA3. 

Any person sending thelr address to R. H. Pooler, Serena, La Salle 

©o., IL, will receive in reburn free 4 fine colored lithograph repre» 

senting pinnated grouse shooting ou the prairies, also a catalogue 
of cartridge holders, belts, vests, &e—Ade. 

. 



410 FOREST AND STREAM. 

CNE OPINION OF 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your comments this week upon the wretched mismuan- 

agement of the Yellowstone Park ore entirely timely, and 
as one who has kept up « lively interest in this grand 
natural park IT can only hope that your warning note 
may be taken up by the press of the entire country until 
the Seeretary of the Interior may be forced by a storm 
of popular protest into carrying out fhe intentions of the 
promoters of the legislation which gave to the people of 
the whole United States, for all time, this greatest of all 
game preserves 

Tt seems, however, that the wholesale slaughter of the 
game isnot the only robbery to whieh the people at large 
are to be subjected. Washington despatches of the last few 
days tell of the plan to gobble np tke entire domain until, 
so far as (he public at large is concerned, it will become 
little more than a private pleasure sround, into which they 
will be permitted to come, provided they pay their wuy, and 
out of which no doubt they will be promptly hustled as soon 
is they fail to be profitable visitors to the company who 
will enjoy such exclusive and valuable rights in the Park, 
There ts an air Of mystery about the whole matter which 
augurs yery bad for all visitors, who, like myself, have 
learned to know and appreciate the grand opportunities 
which the Park affords, It is bad enough to have a swarm 
of irresponsible skin grabbers shooting at everything which 
has a hide to its back; but this trouble could have been cor- 
rected, It needed but a few thousands of dollars annually 
spent in properly policing the domain to haye made it in 
reality a place of refuge and a harbor for what yet remains 
of the Jarze game of the West. The monopoly which, if 
our despatches read aright, the Seevelary of the Interior in- 
ivnds to fasten upon thé Park may be much more destructive 
io the enjoyment of the resort. It seems to be a virtual 
tuning over this immense government trust to a croup of 
speculative gentlemen who will work the thing for all it is 
worth, It bears ut present eyery ear-mark of a job of the 
iamiliar Washington type, ‘ 

It may be that all these facilities which the Yellowstone 
Improvement Company are to give us can best be secured 
al the hands of a private corporation, but it certainly does 
not need so much secrecy in the setting out of such an enter- 
prise. Tt surely is a proper thing 10 ask just what this new 
company proposes to do, how far it isto vo in the opening 
of the region to general travel, and what sort of a company 
of tourists they are to hid come and enjoy the place. There 
is no doubt thal the opening of convenient mtlroad facilities 
to points newrer the Park than those af present reached hy 
rail will lend toa laree tide of travel in that direction, 
This is to be expected, and L think that the next deeade will 
see popular enjoyment of this health-siving wilderness, 
such as few people now dveam of, Tt should he the event 
rendezvous for lovers of the grand and wouderful in nature 
the world over. It is a resort of whose beanties one never 
s#rows weiry, dnd I, for one, though it may be aselfish wish, 
would be glad to see it remain uhdeveloped, if that “de- 
velopment” is to mean the erection of hotels at every van- 
tage point, disfiguring the grandest landscapes, with loco- 
motives pulling about here and there, discharging train 
loads of curious, unappreciative sightseers, who are there 
merely because it is The correct thine to have done the Yel- 
lowstone No, Jet us have something of ifs wild grandeur 
to reminin, where the toil of travel may be repaid by the en- 
joyment of rave sights and elinypses of nature such as no 
other spot on the continent affords, 

Arve we, then, to suffer a double loss?-to Lave on the one 
hand a ruthless destruction of these rand natural solitudes, 
and on the other hand chaif, under the knowledge that 
it is but the outcome of a gigantic job, hatched hy dis- 
reputable politicians ani inflicted upon the patient sood 
nature of the American public? Tt certainly looks as if 
something of this sort was aliout to come to pass, and the 
only check, so far as I can see, lies in a {horough ventilation 
of the plot, Give us thie facts. Letus know just what we 
may expect fo see when next a much-coyeted respite fom 
the exactions of business permits a run to this region of 
game and grandeur, A discreet system in internal improve- 
ments would be an excellent thing for the Park, but it is 
qttite another matter to pass the control over to a group of 
money-making speculators, who look upon it only as a rich 
placer, to he exhausted if possible during their ten-year 
lease. Linclose you herewith a clipping* from the Pioneer 
Press of this city, givingus some hint of what is going on 
in connection with the scheme, 1look to my favorite For- 
EsT AND STREAM to supplement this brief suggestion of 
trouble with the full story of the true inwardness of this 
Yellowstone Park grab, Mrs-ra. 

~~ Pau, Minn., Dec. 17. 
—- 
YWAsaiveton, Deo. 12,—Senator Vest is evidently in earnest in his 

opposition to the proposed lease of the Yellowstone Park to private 
parties for hotel purposes, and to-day he introduced another resolu- 
tion on the subject, It instructed the Committee on Territories to in- 
quire what legislation ig necessary for the protection of the Park, 
preservation of game, and if the area should be extended; also, 
whether contracts should be made by the Seeretary of the Interior, 
leasing the Park or any part of it and giving exclusive privileges for 
the erection of a hotel and telegraph lines and running stazes or 
other vehicles throughit. The resolution was agreed to. and the 
reference made as desired, Senator Vest says that he will fight the 
scheme to the hitter end, as he recognizes the fact of the existance 
of a large lobby intent upen securing this grand portion of the public 
domain for the purpose indicated: that the lobhy has secured some 
of the leading menof the country, notably ex-Senator Conkling and 
Rufus Wateh, to sid in carrying out their plans, but that they will 
find him heart and soul arrayed against them, aud {hat nothing will 
be lett undone to prevent a consummation of these big steals, 

THE GRAB, 

Witp Goose Norus.—Lockport, N. Y., Dec. 16,—In 
your issue of Noyember 16, “W.’’ says ‘‘a farmer sportsman 
in Minnesota” found a wild goose nest containing six eges, 
from which he raised birds which he uses as decoys, A 
Ningara county farmer, My. Pomroy, living about four 
miles trom this city, did still better, We has a baker's dozen 
(18) wild geese that during a severe storm alighted in his 
yard wmong a ftlouk of isme geese, and all very quietly 
marched into the barn, the doors of which were open, when 
they were secured and wihgs clipped. Occasionally during 
the flight a few geese are shot in this county, but this is the 
best bag thal has been made for years.—J. L. D, 

Nokrr CagotmA.—tighland, Macon County, Dec. 10,— 
This pice is 4,000 feet nbove the sea level and is remarkably 
healthfal, I comprises thirty or forty families, mostly from 
Northern and Western States. Squirrels, ruffed grouse, 
quail, an‘ trout ave plentiful; wild turkeys, deer, and bears 
tolerably abundant outa few miles. Deer more numerous 
than usual; one shot a few days ugoin a mill yard three 
miles out.—VW, B, 

NOTES FROM CAPE CHARLES, VA: 
HE season for brant has opened suspiciously, there are 

igreatinany birds in and around Chesapeake Bay, 
mostly young. The weatheras yet has not been suitable 
for shooting, 

Captain Fowle, of Staunton, Jim Fox, of Richmond, and 
myself, all from Virginia, are here waiting forthe food tide, 
& bright sau ind a high wind all combined, so that we can 
make our guns heard over the decoys, Will notify youlater 
of the sport, 

Elkenny Cobb, of Cobb's Tsland, a professional gunner, 
always anchors off this place for his game, there being but 
poor shooting around Cobb's, for the reason, as 1 wrote you 
before, of the oysterman keeping up ® constant fusilade 
uguinst the ducks, Fortunately there are but few oysters 
and clams in the immediate yicinity, hence the unusual 
quantity of birds. The bluck ducks are plentiful, but to-day 
all the geese rose high in the air and headed their flight due 
south, and there is not a single one te heseen now, Whether 
their migration southward is the harbinger Of cold weather 
T cannet tell, not being up on signs, 

There are hardly any suipe this fall, where there 
hundred last winter there is abeut anc now, 
Care CHAanies, Va., Dec, ti 

was a 
OHWASS8EUR. 

PUELADELPRIA Nores.—lI haye written you that quail 
shooting in our section of the country—and | include in this 
New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland—has at best been only 
fair in the most favored places, Of course [ haye not lieard 
from every locality, but to-day look a tour among: the game 
dealers. as we are coming to the end of the open season, and 
gathered from their reports the following: Quail from 
Pennsylvania and New Jorsey this year haye been yery 
scaree; from Maryland and Delaware not up to the average. 
Rutfed grouse have been scarce, and few Pennsylvania birds 
have reached Philadelphia. Canyas-back ducks from the 
Chesapeake grounds—l! refer to the,wild celery fed fowl— 
made a good showing at the first of the opening month, 
but since that time, excepting for a day or two last week, 
have been rare. It seems that the great body of fowlis 
now in the Currituck waters and southward. Cativas- 
bucks and redheads from Currittick are coming into our 
market, but the fowl are inferior and bring’ # much lower 
price than Chesapeake fowl. I take it that all varieties of 
migratory birds made early and more extended flights 
southward this year than last, the early cold weather in 
the far North promoting tt, I am hearing daily of snow- 
birds having been shot, and our taxidermists are haying 
them frequently sent to fem for mouoling, Last winter 
Hot one was sent to Krider's. The snow geese have again 
this year appeared in the Delaware below Bantay Hook, and 
hive been molested but little so farus Tecan tearm. About 
Philadelphia the snow haa disappeared, but more will surely 
come,—Homo. 

A Crssamon Bear Hune.—Clendive, Moulana, Dec, $,— 
Hditoy Forest and Stream) Last week three howters went 
deer hunting on Cedar Creek, about twenty miles from this 
place. One morning they struck fresh trail of a cinnamon 
hear that had euten part of a deer that was killed the day 
before; two of the party fellowed the trail and in a short 
time found the bearin a hole, waiting for them. The hear 
charged on the liuuters, and as only four feet interv. ned he- 
tween him aud John Cormick (we call him Long John), the 
tussel commenced very soon, ane quite lively. Jolin did 
not haye lime to raise his gun, and both bear and John rolled 
over each other thirty feet dowu a bank. Trank Hardison, 
the other hunter, dared uot fire for fear of hitting John; but 
the instant they stopped rolling he sont a slug into the neck 
of the beur, and none too soon, for his i¢eth were then into 
John’s hip about one and one-half inches, When Mr; Bear 
felt, (he bullet he let go John and went tor Frank, who shin- 
ned up a cedartree, Then Johu gave the bear three shots, 
and be shimned up a tree, and Mr. Bear skipped out. Te 
was us big as a Lhree-year-old steer and yery savage, Next 
day the three hunters surrounded the wounded bear and all 
vot treed by him, ‘He was a cuss.” He reared up on his 
hind legs, chawed off Jimbs, tried fo get atthe boys, and 
erowled and gnashed his feeth. The lads kept their Win- 
chesters hot, and after receiving twenty-two bullets the cin- 
namon gave ip the ghost, and the Loys came down, The 
bear mexsured sixteen inches from tip of nose to the ears 
and sixtven and one-half inches between ears. He dressed 
about 600 pounds and was in prime condition. As all these 
hunters were rather tender on the feet, it is thought a lucky 
escape for them.—I. 8 - 

New Yorv.—Binghamton.—The sportsmen of Bingham- 
ton state that they have had better qnail shooting in the 
neighborhood of their city this fall than for many yeurs. 
Just now, however, the country about them is covered with 
snow, aud fears are entertained the gain in quail will be lost 
the present winter. Mr, Waldron, of Binghamton, is about 
starting on « Florida shooting trip.—Homo, 

Monvransa.—Heletia, Dec. 4.—I have been shooting part- 
ridges and foolhens, high up in the mountains. We find 
them in heavy swamps of spruce and willow. They feed on 
the wild rose berries und on spruce buds, They are yery 
tame, and a dog can hardly flush them at this time of the 
year,—W. M. M,. 

DrEr ty Conyecricur.—Plymouth, Conn,, Dec. 4, 1882, 
—A deer was killed about three or four miles from here on 
the first day of this month. at a place called Poverty Hollow. 
It was a buck, weighed. 128 pounds, and was killed by 
Rollin Curtiss. Iliad some of the meat of it for supper, it 
remains to be seen where it came from.—l. C, B, 

Lone [suany.—lt is stated that the resolution of the 
Board of Supervisors of Suffolk county, prohibiting the 
killing of wildfowl from boats in Northport Harbor, is 
having good results, The birds now come in the harbor 
freely 1o feed, and large numbers are shot by the gunners on 
East Beach, - 

Mrssisstprt.—Vicksburg, Dec. 5.—Weather warm here, 
and ducks and*geese not down yet in sufficient numbers to 
make if iuteresting, Quail abundant, If my legsdon't give 
out, my lammerless won't grow rusty for want of usé,— 
Burr H. Pou. 

BarsepD Wrre Fence Deyicr.—A correspondent tells us 
that the Pendulous Barbed Block Co., of Williamsport, Pa., 
manufacture a ‘fence block,” a deyice to render visible the 
barbed wire fence, 

|Dne. 21, 1882. 

Sea and River ishing. 

WITH HACKLES AND GENTLES. 
VI. 

“Before the fire we sit and sing, 

Content and happy as a King, 

When winds of winter blow; 
Employ’d upon our gentle jliemes 

Till spring wnbends the frogen streams, 
And then to fish we go," 

Peres I the fre! What jeacetitl niemories db these 
words ajwakeh, what delightful and happy scenes titid 

oceasions do they recall! A plowing fire pon the hearth, | 
I mean, or, barring it, a fire of coals within the grate. Out 
upon furnace and steam heat) There is no glory in bowing 
oyer, or before, a hole in floor, or wall, and heing blown 
upon by hot air. It is not like standing, face to face, with 
a chuerful Ula%e welcbtiting tis tb its comfort and driving thé 
chill dway like an artant coward. Before sich a fite we 
may stand, ritb our hands and say, ‘Aha! I am warm,” with 
truth ard good will——before such a fire we may sit and feel 
comfort, content and gratitude ereeping over us till the 
whole system glows and rejoices, A fire is companionable 
and seems the personification of good fellowship when the 
winds whistle and roar without and the cold and frost lay 
siege to every “‘coign of vantage” the Jeast exposed to the 
weather. To the fire in a sportsman’s ‘‘snug harbor,” what 
charming accessories may he added! First of all, on the 
rug, or the fur robe, there may—nay, there must—be a good 
dog (one, at least), and on the mantel, walls, or in corners, 
we may look for all the arms and equipments, even to min- 
uti, that suggest the forest, the moorland, the river and the 
lake, With good taste in the grouping, and arrangement 
of all these, and with plenty of books (the very best. furnish- 
ing and ornament for any room—even the kitchen should 
have its shelves devoted to cook boks, books of refeFences; — 
and Charles Lamb’s ‘Essay on Rost Pig’’) on shelves antl 
tables what mére charming place in the home d6maiii caii 
be found?’ Eyen tlis may be enhanced by a loving wife’s, 
mother’s or sister's cheerful presence and deft hand in help- 
ing t) “keep things ia order,” and especially pleasing 1s it 
if they are in sympathy with the master’s pursuits und 
pastimes. That many of my readers haye such a retreat T 
hope, thet most have even such I doubt not, and that all 
are the better for it I very surely know. 

One such room, of several, 1 now recall, and though to 
emer it, in imagination, will take me a score of years hack- 
ward in life’s journey, I feel that 1 must “hark back’ and 
lighten this ‘‘blue” sullen day with its old-time cheer. 

There were three of us (neveron éarth ‘‘shall we three meet 
again!”) wad we loved to sit goud horse, to tramp with 
dog and gun and to saunter by cleav streams. The time waa 
in the ‘‘merrie May,” but it was a New England May, and 
so less ‘'merric” than its old country proiotype. The day 
ended ing cold drizzle intensified by the east wind, and 
drenched and draggled we were glad of the cover of night 
to ‘‘do” our remaining five miles, Eyen now I seem to see 
and to feel the rain and the mud, and our erestfallen guise 
as We met the first ray of gaslight on the forsaken streets, 
We were wenry, we were wet, too wet to ride, and perforce 
must plod on, All ploddiny ceases at length (but how weary 
the length often is!) and so did ours that night, We left the 
pave and mude short panse in hall and on stairway, 
and rushed for our several roams and dry garments. 

Fellow fisher or shooter, is nota change of clothing and 
warm slippers a most comfortable provision of home civili- 
zation after a hard “heel and toc” tramp through wind and 
weather? 

After due attention to toilet necessities end luxuries—for 
the sportsman doth appreciate these also—we satistied our 
gustatory desires, and with “sumnaut hot” (beside the fire) 
at hand, and a goodly supply of ’baccy, we sctlled ourselves 
‘before the fire’ and seemed ‘‘drowning in comfort,”” The 
sensation cannot be described, but it can be remembered. 
“The wind blew and the rain beat” a tattoo at the windows, 
but the fire blazed the more briglitly therefor, and the 
weariness and dreariness of our homeward tramp made our 
then comfort more delicious and complete. 
We talked rather than sang—we talked of fish, and planned 

excursions therefor. We took Walton, anon, and read a 
page here and there, and we heard from the lips of one of 
our number a glowing description of Doverdaie and other 
haunts of our beloved master in the gentle art. 

“How sweet, when night first wraps the world = 
Beneath her sable vest, 

To sit beside the crackling fire, 

With weary limbs at rest; 
'To think of all the Jabors past 
That morn’s bright hours employed, 

While all that toil and danger seemed 
Ts now at home enjoyed." 

Thus might we have sung on that memorable night, so 
swiftly and silently changing into a vision of the past, and 
which stands out in bold relief, amid many varied experi- 
ences and vicissitudes, 

Before the fire! How many tales of love, of thrilling or 
judicrous adyenture or mishap; how many tales of cheer, 
of trouble and of grief have been told before the fire! Be- 
fore the fire men and women unmask themselves and doft 
the triple coat of mail, and are wont to bask in their true 
characters. ‘To be sure, it is not always so; but the influ- 
ence of a fire is genial, and not saturnine, and, like the 
sweet gloaming hour, hath a hallowing hold on the sensitive 
and emotional natnre, 

Of all times and places, give me a rough night and a fire- 
lit room for the making of flies and “looking over” tackle! 
While the body glows with warmth the mind flits hither 
and yon at the sight of a favorite fly, a yeteran “‘leader,” or 
a strained or broken joint of arod. Retrospection and an- 
ticipation revel and wrestle with each other as the past or 
the future are suggested, The minutes, the hours speed 
fast away, and still the fingers are busy with feather, fur 
and floss, with silk and ‘‘hog’s down,” and all the treasures 
which swell the angler’s dubbing-bag. ; 

But my pipe is ‘‘out,” my fire sulks, and lest my reader 
muy likewise do, I will ‘hold hard.” 

“Thus all thalis fairest 
And sweetest and rarest 
Must shortly be severed and call for a tear; 

Then lét each emotion 
Be warm with devotion, 
And anglers be thoughtful, for winter is here,* 

0, W. Re 



Dec: 21, 1882, | FOREST AND STREAM. Aili 

THE NATIONAL ROD AND REEL AS- 
SOCIATION. 

MEETING of the aboye association was held at the 
Metropolitan Hotel, New York City, on the evening 

of Dec. 14, to adopt a constitution and to transact such 
other business as might come before it, About forty per- 
sons Were present, and many letters of regret were received 
from persons unable to attend. The time of meeting hap- 
pened to be identical with that of one of the South Side 
Sportsman’s Club of Long Island, and this preyented many 
fentlemen from being present, 

The meeting was called to order by President Endicott, 
Whio stated that the interest: in the association was growing 
daily, ahd that if had geqtired such a2 momentum that it 
wis beyond the power of the association itself to stop it, 
He believed that its membefship would soon be nlimbered 
by thousands, and would reach from Muine to the icy rivers 
of Alaska, and from Minnesota to Texas. He was glad to 
séc SO many representative anglers present, and hoped that 
the present, meeting would be the forerunner of many social 
fathefings, as well as productive of benefit to the interests 
of anglers throughout the letgth und breadth of our 
country. ; 
The secretary then read the proposed constitution as 

framed by the committee appointed to draft it, and after 
discussion of it by article and section and proposed amend- 
ments by Hon, H, P. McGown, Hon, John Mullaly, Wil 
liam Mitchell, Wakeman Holberton, and Prof. A, M Mayer, 
the following was adopted on motion of Mr. E. R. Wilbur: 

CONSTITUTION. 

Anticie I.—NAmME anp OnsroTs. 

Srerion 1, This Association shall be called the National Rod and 

Reel Association. 
Src. 2, Tisalias and objects shall be: The preservation of game 

figh by every possible means, the cultivation of thatfraternal feeling 
which always exists among the lovers of our gentle sport, and the 

fidlding of an annual joutnament to compare excellence in the uae of 
fod and reel; : 

AnTioLe 1,—_ Members: : 

SHo. 1. Any person may beconie a memlier of the Assdciation upon 
complying with the Genstitution and the payment of the annual 
dues. There shall be no initiation fea, but the annual dues shall be 
three flollars. All memberships shall begin with the first day of 

January of each year, and cease with the thirty-first day of December 
of the same year. J 

So. 2. There shall be no honorary memberships, but the payment 

of twenty-five dollars by any person shall entitle him to become a life 

mémber and absolve him from all further payments. There shall be 
no balloting for membership, The fact that a person wishes to join 

the Association shall be proof of his eligibility. A member may be 

expelled at avegular mecting for ungentlemanly conduct at a meet- 
ing or ata tournament, by a two-thirds vote of the members pres- 

ent, 

Seo. 3. All members joining this Association are considvred to have 
pledged themselves not to take fish out of season, or in any illegal 
meuner, snd any member willfully so doing, shall be liable to expul- 

Bion, 
Anritue IIT,—Orricens. 

Bre. i, The gificet's of the Assoviation shall condlst of a Bresident, 
Se¥eral Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, and a Treasutet. 

Hed, 2. The above officers shall eonstitute dn Hxecutive Committee 
which shall attend to such matteis as may be necessary for the good 

of the Association, and shall serve as a Court of Appeal by which alj 
questions shall be (lecided as to the true meaning of any part of the 
Constitution) and their decision shall be final, 

Sec, 3. The above officers shall hold office for oneyear. They shall 

be elected by ballot at the annual meeting of the Association to be 

held at such day and place as may be designated by the Hxecutiye 
Commnuittee, 

Sxc. 4, It shall be the duty of the President, or in his absence the 

senior Vice-President, to preside at all meetings of the Association, 

and of the Executive Committee, and to see that the rules are 
enforced; to call all meetings, count the yotes in all matters except 

the election of officers, when he will appolnt three tellérs, and to have 
a general supervision over the affairs of the Assocjation, 

Src. 5, The senior Vice-President present shall take the place of 
the President, if absent, and, with the other officers, constitute the 
Executive Committee. ‘ 

Sua. 6. The Seoratury shall keep a record of all the proceedings of 
the Asséciation, and shall attend to the correspondence and do such 
other writing as may be necessary. He shall keep a list of members 
and shall notify them of all meetings of the Association. He shall 

turn over such moneys as he may receive to the Treasurer, and shall 
issue a receipt for membership to each member, 

Suc. 7, The Troasurer shall haye charge of! all the funds of the 
Association, and shall pay all bills ordered by the Executive Com- 
mittee after they are audited by the President, and he shall make a 

report of receipts and expenditures for the year at the annual meet- 
ing of each year. J 

Sec. 8. In the case of the death of any officer, the Executive Com- 

mittee sha}l have power to fill the yacancy for the unexpired term. 

ArvicLeE IV.—AMENDMENTS, ~ 4 

This Constitution may be amended by a two-third vote of the mem- 

bers present at any annual meeting of the Association, provided that 
at least thirty days’ notice of such proposed amendment shall haye 

been given to each member, 

The following communications were read: | 
PoucukErpsie, N. ¥., December 11, 

Tithink one of the first efforts of this association should be direeted 
toward @ revision of our State law. 
The fish law should be divorced from gaine, and be a separate act, 

andit should be uniform throughout the State, especially where 
waters lie in two or more counties, and the power to tamper with 
these laws should be taken iwway from supervisors, and also the 
ower to compel one of two or three persons who jointly violate the 

Hw] to testify, should be given; the penalty in such case to be re- 
mitted as against such witness, 
Iwould suggest that a committee be appointed to prepare the 

proper act and try to secure its passage by the Legislature, 
J. 8, Van CLerr. 

CLEVELAND, O., December 5, 
Heartily approving the design of yourself and others in organizing 

# national association for the preservation of game fish, and the cul- 
tivation of fraternal feeling among true sportsmen, ete:, I hex you 
to present my name fora life membership, and herewith inclosed, 
payable to your order, a New York draft for $25; the sum named in 
your circular addressed to me, as the fee required for a life member- 
ship. 
Desirons of co-operating with the honorable gentlemen whose 

names frace the circular in my humble way, and to tha full extent 
ofmy ability. Lremain very truly yours, » W. Croas, 

Oneida Ulnb. 

Boston, Mags., Decémber 8. 
Tam very elad to acknowledge receipt of an invitation to join the 

National Red and Gun Association, and to accept the (Invitation, L 
hope the society will prove a great success, and if one of its objects 
should be the establishment in New York of a club honse,T am sure 
if would mest the wishes of many, J, A. L. Warrier. 

With a vote of thayks to Mr. Henry, Clair, proprietor of 

the Metropolitan Hotel, the meeting adjourned, Those who | trout, The blue-back is not cormsidered a biting or came 
propose to join the assdciation will do well to read Article | fish, yet I haye caught a bushel and a half in a day, with 
IL., Sec. 1, of the constitution, and corimunisate with the | baited hook; they are mostly taken in dip nets.” 
Secretary, Mr. Fred Mather, 39 Park Row, New York city, 

ANGLERS’ ASSO’N OF EASTERN PENNA. 

AIS is the title of an organization in Philadelphia, 
the primary objects of which are, (1) the encourage- 

ment of fishculture in Pennsylvania by the restocking of tts 
streams with game and other yaluable food fishes; (2) the 
protection of the same by # vigorous enforcement of the 
existing laws; (8) the advancement of the art of angling and 
the promotion of sociability among anglers. 

The necessity for such an organization is too obvious for 
argument, In Hastern Pennsylvania we have many streams 
specially adapted to the propagation of edible fish, and the 
State has made liberal appropriatiéns for the restocking of 
them, and protective laws, ample and stringent, haye been 
enacted; but because of the lack of enforcement of these 
laws, the money and labor expended by the Fish Commis- 
sioners have produced yery imadequate results, It is to 
obyiate, in some degree, this much to be regretted condition 
of the State fishery interests, that ‘‘The Anglers’ Associdtion 
of Hastérn Pennsylyania” has been formed, It proposes to 
insist upon Obedienée to the requirements of the Fishery 
Laws, by instituting suits for any violations of them that 
may come to the knowledge of its membership, Tt further 
proposes to give all its influence in belialf of the restocking 
of the streams of the State, and in the dissemination of 
printed matter relating thereto. 

To accomplish these results, will require the hearty co- 
operation of citizens in every part of Eastern Pennsylvania, 
and in view of that fact, the Association respectfully sug- 
gests and earnestly urges the organization of associations of 
kindre 1 character and purposes. 

“The Anglers’ Association of Eastern Pennsylvania” will 
gladly furnish copies of its Constitution and By-Laws to 
such persons as may desire to form co-operative or auxiliary 
clubs, or who wish to familiarize themselyes with the dis- 
tinctive features, 

The officers are: A: M. Spangler, President; R, M. Hart- 
ley; Seeretary and Treasurer, No, 1800 N, Twenty-secoud 
Street; J; Penrose Collins, Corresponding Secretary, No, 
623 Walnut Steet, Philadelphia, 

BLUE-BACK TROUT, 

Silo oquassa, 

(ps size of fishes is goyerned as much by the supply of 
food on the spawning ground for the young fry us by 

the after supply for the growing fish. To the wonderful 
supply of insect and fish lile in the Sebago and Rangeley 
waters do we attribute the great size of the fishes in those 
lakes. In Sebago there is not only an immense supply of 
smelts, but of other fishes that are the prey of, and afford 
abundant food for, the trout and landlocked salmon. We 
have been often asked if we do not regard the big Rangeley 
and Sebayo trout a8 a different species from the true Salmo 
Jontinalixs, Some have eyen declared them to be akin to the 
Salmo confinis, or big lake trout. We have had abundant 
opportunity to sée and judge of these trout and pronouuce 
them uihesitatingly to be ptire, unmistakable brook trout, 
developed by ati unlimited supply of appropriate food for 
the fish at every period of their growth, a8 well as an 
unrestricted range in the purest aid coldest water. - 
We propose hére to speak more particularly of the bluc- 

back trout as a stock fish to be put into the other ponds 
to afford an unlimited supply of food for trout ani laud- 
locked salmon. This beautiful little fish takes its name 
from a bluish tint on the back not unlike the bloom on 
a plum, They are spotted like a trout, and to a casual 
observer the difference in u basket of fishes would not 
be noted. But like the togue or lake trout they have only 
the yellow and black spots, but noi thered, They attain 
alength of about eight inches, 

In a box of these fishsent us by Mr, ©, T, Richardson, 
former steward of the Oquossoc Club, there were about one 
hundred specimens, affording a fair average of their sizeand 
weight, but few we should say would measure tight inches, 
The weight ranged from two to four ounces. Their tails and 
Spay are very beautiful, particularly in the male, the 
pectoral fins rivaling in color the autumn-tinied maple 
leaves, Like the dolphin, their brilliancy of eolor is lost or 
fades away with theirliyes, Atthe season of spawning, 
they come up from the deep recesses of the Jake at night in 
pairs, but in numbers‘countless. The eggsin size and ap- 
pearance are similar to trout spawn, the number yarying 
from one to two hundred per fish, average about one hundred 
and twenty five. They run about three weeks, and in the 
height of the season many remain up through the day hidden 
beneath rocks and stumps. They are more delicate and sym- 
inetrical in shape than the brook trout and have the tail 
forked. They are rarely seen but in the spawning season. 
Now and then is deep fishing one js caught with bait inthe 
lake, but as rarely or exceptionally as the ordinary sucker. 
Like the latter they will in the breeding season take a hait, 
butit isthe exception and not the rule. Asa table fish, 
we cannot speak advisedly, never having eaten them except 
when taken on the spawning bed. To us they are about 
as palatable as {rout taken under the same circumstances, 

There is 4 special statute allowing these fish to be taken in 
Franklin and Oxford counties during the close time for other 
fishes. Wethinkita great mistake to allow these beauti- 
ful fish to be taken afall, as we attribute mainly to them 
the great size of the Rangeley trout, and we opinc that as they 
diminish in numbers, so will those far-famed trout. Rangeley 
waturs teem with fish life, two or three species of the suckers, 
red-sfin minnows; chuhs, ete. The  blue-back is to 
Rangeley what the myriad smelts are to Sebago Lake, sad 
to Reed's Pond in Haneock county. We think this fish can 
be advantageously introduced into all waters that are stocked 
with brook trout or land-locked salmon. Of its food, mode 
of feeding, or habits, much is yet to be learned. Mr. Car; 
Richardson, whose experience in Rangeley waters entitle 
his opinions to much respect, in reply to a letter from us 
says: ‘The blue-black stays in deep water in the lake, from 
near the middle of November until the middle of October, 
when they come up the brooks und streams to spawn, 
which almost invariably occurs between the middle of 
October andthe middle of November, The male brook 
trout visits the spawning bed sud prepares it for the 
use of the females, before the femules arrive, |The blue- 
backs go up in pairs, male and female using the spawning 
beds which have been cleared, used, and yacated by brook 

i, M. 8truwELn- 
Banaor, Maine, 

fn Wormer AND STREAM of December 14, I read an article 
on the blue-back trout, in which Mooseluemagantic Lake is 
spoken of as the only place where they are found in that 
region, | cannotsay, certainly, whether any have ever heen 
taken in Oquossoe Lake, bat I know a large number were 
taken this fall, and a few last fall, at the inlet of the upper 
Richardson Lake, below the upper dam, thus showing, 
without doubt, that they are mhabilants of the two Rich- 
ardson Lakes, and as some have been scen below the middle 
dam, they must also live either in the pond, ix the fiver, or 
Lake Umbagog. They are 4 very toothsome fish, and many 
prefer their flavor jo that of their larger brethren, They 
never bite at a hook, lam told by those who have taken 
them, but have to be captured in a net, 

Cranes A, J. FARRAR, 
JAMAICA PLAIN, Mass. 

Strivep Bass ake Nor Extoxer.—There haye heen re- 
ports of a scarcity of the striped bags (ruckfish of the South) 
on our Coast east of New York, this Jast season. The facts 
seem to be that this fish, which is always with us, and does 
néf appenr to stray far from the shore at any time, has 
habits which we do not fully understand, Ts spawning 
places are still a niystery, to some extent, and its movements 
cannot always be foretold. A theory lias been started that 
the fish is nearly extinct, The following account which 
we received from Caplain Chalker, of the Blaékford Bish- 
ing Company, of Montauk, disprove that theory. Last 
week Captain Chalker saw a school of striped basa off Mon- 
tauk Point, the eastern end of Long Island, which he judgos. 
would cover ten acres, The school was voinposed of fish of 
many sizes, from forty pounds down. He attempted to put 
a seine around a small portion of the school, but (he stormy 
weather prevented it. This was continued for three days, 
when the fish disappeared. During this time Mr. Harrison, 
of New London, Conn, happened there with a sailboat and 
took six hundred pounds of the fish with » “jig,” or whut 
anglers call a bluefish squid, hauling them it as fast as le 
could throw his lure among them, wntil he had as many as 
his small boat could well carry, We will say, in this con- 
nection, that Captain Chalkeris well known tous ararelinble 
man, and we haye no hesitation in accepting hiscsaiimute of 
the great numbers of this valuable fish. 

Laxp-Locxep Saumon ws New Yorr.—We recived tite 
following note from Mr, H. H. Thompson, Secretary of the 
Bisby Club, dated Dec. 12: ‘TL left this morning with Mr. 
Blackford a large fish taken from the stream below Wood- 
hull Lake and sent to me by Gen. Sherman, of the N.Y. Vish 
Commission, who wants you to examine it for identification, 
Tt is, or was before being frozen and thawed, a beanty and a 
puzzle. It may be of a plant of June 79, and whatagrowih! 
Do not fail to see and pronounce upon it.” pre called at 
Mr. Blackford’s and found the fish to be a male land-locked 
salmon of over four pounds weight. Jf had the strongly 
hooked jaw of a male salmon during the breeding senson, 
and there were traces of the lectie flushes on i(s sides, 
which also characterize the males, but) which were partly 
obliterated by frest, This is not the only evidence that 
these fish have survived in ihe wate:s of Woodhull Lake, in 
the southwestern portion of the Adirondacks, as several 
other specimens haye been taken from there, As Mr, Thomp- 
son says, the fish were first introduced at the request of Gen, 
Sherman in 1879, and have made a good growth, No doubt 
they will in time prove a valuable addition to the fish fauna 
of that region and will afford a change of sport to the 
anglers, | 

SPAWNING oF CoLorADO Trour.—Baird, Shasta County. 
Cal., Dec. 10—Ibn Forest aNd STREAM of November 9 F 
notice an article by “W. N. B.,” on the growih of trout in 
Colorado, He says that the eggs were obtained in New 
England in December I think they must have been dried 
the season before, as the trout do not spiwo until Decem- 
ber, and it then takes them from thirty-five to forty days to 
mature, which would bring them about the middle of Janu- 
ary or later. He also cites Mr. Bogert as saying that the 
hatehing was yery rapid, and that he hatched ninety-nine 
and cight-tenths per cent, That beats anything I ever hesrd. 
of. Hesaysthe growth is enormous, aid the fish made 
spawning beds at nine months old, This is also new, as I 
never knew trout to spawn until three years old. Then he 
further says that he had some rainbow trout and did not. 
like them, Taaye been engaged in fishculture for seven 
years and have never heard such wild statements as the 
aboye.—J. B, CAMPBELL, 

Carp my THE Hupson.—Mr. Barnet Phillips, the well- 
known secretary of the American Fishcuitural Association 
writes 26 follows to Prof. Baird; ‘‘To-day Mr. James Ben- 
kard, vice-president of our fishcultural association, told me 
that his grandfather, Capt. Henry Robinson, Lad, about 
1830, first brought carp from Holland and put them in his 
ponds at Newburg, and that he had therefore reason to 
suppose that the carp in the Indson were derived from 
these. In Frank Forester’s ‘Fish and Wishing,’ of 1849, 
page 166, you may find a stafement to this elfeet, which Mr. 
Benkard says is substantially correct,” It is now known 
that these fish are not the true carp, but an uncolored yold- 
fish. They have not the harhels on the angle of the jaw 
which distinguishes the genus Cyprinus from that of Car- 
resstus. The carp belongs to the former and the goldfish 
to the latter. 

Errecr or Coup on Bay Misurs.—Atter the first cold snap 
striped bass and porgies Jeff the waters of Barnegat Bay 
ind went up Tom’s River where they were found lyme along 
the sunny shores in a numb condition, so much so that they 
were caught by the inhabilants with crab-nets and even with 
the hand. This condition of affairs lasted for several Gays, 
and thousands were taken by men and boys. ¥ 

A Kxase In Toe Wartm Houss.—There was seen yesterday at 
Messrs. Knabe & Go,'s factory a magnificent concert grand, jush 

finished by them for the Presidential mansion. President Arthur, 
who is & thorough connoisseur of music, in selecting a piano for the 

White House decided in fayor of the Knabe Pinno as his preference, 
and ordered avcordingly the inst!ument referred to, Tl isa concert 

grand of beautiful finishina richly carved yosewool case, and of 

superb tone and action—an instrument worthy in every respect of 
the place itis te oceupy. Tt was shipped to its destination yesherday, 

—From the Balfinvore al inericain. 



Hishculiure. 

THE OHIO COMMISSION. 

‘HE Chagrin Falls, O,, Exponent says: *The question of 
fishenlture is growing in interest year after year. The 

importance of stocking the depleted waters—salt and fresh, 
river, pond, lake and ocean—is acknowled zed on every hand. 
But for the work of the National and State associations, fish 
to-day would be a luxury which could be afforded only by 
the well-to-do, and still, in tha face of these well established 
facts, our Ohio Legislature hasin the past shown # wonderful 
degi'ee of stirginess, to be accounted for only on the bypothesis 
that its members have not familiar:zed themselves with tha 
subject and with the wants of their constituents. Piof, 
Baird, Fred Mather, and other well-posted gontl+mon in this 
fleld, claim that an acre of water, properly stocked with fish, 
will produce more food than an acre of fertile land, well- 
tilled. Granting this, and reimpmbe iny the many thousands 
of acres of lakes, ponds and rivers in Ohio which are now pro- 
ducing virtually nething, was if not parsimoniousin our Legis- 
lature last winter to make an appropriation of but $5,000, when 
on y $7,000 was asked tor by the State Fish Commission? 
Many times the amount required was expended in printing 
public documents which are in majo ity of cases the lau shine 
stock of the people, which are never real, and which may be 
found most abundant in paper mills Appropriations tor 
many other thingsare made with a lavish land, bubwaen it 
Cowes to this matter of fish propagat‘o4 and stocking, the 
most rigid “economy” is chserved. The Lovisiature this win- 
ter shonld make an appropriation of at least 320,000 With 
this sum the commisioners could stock all the inland waters 
of the State, and make them teom with desirable food fishes, 
and add to the riches of the commonyealth tenfold the cost. 
The work of the comission is admirably conducted, and 

the money is expended with the greatest care, a report boine 
published by it each year, show nz where every doliny-ot it is 
paperin, and also showimg that this dopartment in free frora 
jobbery, 
The lezislators Aenean 2 the counties in this section need 

make but little inquiry to Jearn that their constituents are 
much interested in tishenlture and stocking, and that they 
will fully approve of a generous appropriation this woter for 
furthering their interests in this directi n, aud wuatis true 
here holds good, we believe, all over the State, 

FISHCULTURE IN EENTUCKY,—Lonisville, Dec. 12.— 
The annual meeting of the Kentucky State Fish Commission 
was held at the Lonisyille Hotel to-night., Ve.ezates wee 
present from seven districts. The offer of grounds at anchor- 
age about ten miles east of here for hatching purposes was 
received and the commission will go there for nispection to- 
morrow. ‘The most tayorable results dver the State are re- 
ported from Geiman carp and 800 applications for this fish 
have been received during the past two montls. As the 
nutnber that can bz obtained from the United ptates Coin- 
iiss.on is extremely small, the Stats Commission propose ta 
build hatching ponds exclusively forthe propagation of the 
fish. The president of the commision reporied that he had 
sent a man to-ichican to procure supplies of Mackinaw trout, 
and will distribute su,0Uu the comin» season. 

Ghe Zennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BRHNCH SHOWS. 
March 26, 07 and 23, 1883.—Dominion of Canada Kenuel Club Banch 

Atay at Uttawa, Canada Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, Detroir, 
(g 
January 9, 10, and 11, 18843.—Merilen Poultry Assoiation Bencn 

Show, Merijen, Conn, Tosoua Shute, Secretary, 193 Hovart sireet. 
Menien Conn, f 

April 3, 4,5 and 6, 183. Western Venusylvania. Moultry Society’. 
Fifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, I's. Mntries for the Lene. 
Show Derby. for rity setters Wwhelped on or after March 1, 1842, 
olose Deceinber L, 1882 Ohas, Lincola, Superintendent, C, B. Elvin, 
Secretary Western Pennsylvania Poal'try Society. Allegheny Gity. Ha, 
May, 1883.—Westmins er Kennel (fib, feverth Aunusl Keel) 

Show, New York City, Kobt. Cornell, 54 Will am st., New York @ity, 

THE DOG SHOW AT HIGH POINT, 

AND SUNDRY INCIDENTS, DIRECTLY AND REMOTELY CONNECTED 
THEREWITH. 

In oné of my former communications, I announced my pur- 
pose to w.tuess the field trials, whica, it was published, were 
totake place at High Point, a railroad town in Guilford 
county, in this State, about fifteem miles sonthwest of 
Geens.oro. | looked forward to ths tine w.th hich expee- 
tations 01 sting the performance of dogs carefully trained 
for spo ‘ting purposss in the fleld and forest, and boasting of 
the gentlest blood which flows incaaine yea.ns. Havinz heard 
of the extrordinary value p acd upon many of tham by their 
owoors—a value which I regarded as far beyoud aaything 
which 4 dog ought to cominand—itwas butnatural thata mano 
who had never shot over anythin: but the basest of (14 rac4, 
should have his aaticipations highly ra.sed a5 to the suserior 
ity of the performances of the Lavelacks, blue beitons, R. 
tig L little | Purcell Liewllyns (what a name for one whose 
conduct aud pretensions entitle him rather to the addition of 
B, F.), red Irish, and other famous breads. 

Well, I saw the exhibit of the firstday—the second boing 
rather inclement fora “mere looker on"—and thouigh the 
canines showed careful handlins aud remark tole ohadiencs, 
I must con ess that [ was disap einted, [| had hoped ta see 
More sp rit and “zo” beliaying that a dor with a food nose 
should have hunted far more ground in the time given thaa 
was done by any one of those who were putin the Held. 
Possibly my education in this 1ine maybe defective, an 1 pos- 
sibly L[may have looked for tarmore than any dos ean do: 
but [did thin: thata joo dor should be able ty keep wail 
ahead of his master, and thus save much physical stain .or 
the spovtsman. y own idea ig based, do thtless, upon econ- 
omy of .oco notion, thatit there are dlty acres ia a wold, the 
man should not be required to tra up over more tio a ceabh 
of the space, and ths dos siould be rejuired to hunt the 
whole area. If the grougd is ope, the spo.tsman can see the 
dog even at two hund e] yardsdi,tamce, and gep to hii in 
fui time to shoot a5 the covey rises. He can, then, in a day’s 
hunt, save hims ‘lf half ths walk nocessary, whore hs haunts 
as a-siduously and Closely as the doz. Nevertheless, the doss 
evinced a capwity to work wasievar eorsaveliu baz real 
business of the tfield. Tho mostofthem loo<ed t5 be rather 
thin in Hesh ior hard labor, and some of them seemed to work 
rather asa matter oc daty taan bewysa bay loved to Joit. 
Isaw some of the dogs of *‘national reputation'’—those ac- 

customed “the applause of woadarins mtlioas to comnay 1," 
and, Jike bipeds of who I had heard much, they fell far 
short of what Ll expactid to sea. Thay all had tour legs and a 
tail, and, as foi looks, were very like all the other dozs I had 
ever sesn. My party had live scrubs” with ns, and, upon niy 
honor, our Den was quite as lovely as taal Dor, oar Mack 
equal, except inone essential physical appzendage, to the ta- 
mous Uroxteth in appearance. Our Don is not very obedient, 
for he-has loosé potions of discipline, but he wid tind more 
birds in a day than their Don, and our Mack will equal Crox- 
teth in looks, and find as many coveys busides. Spill, l adinib 
that the “blooded” dogs are far better trained. Don cost his 
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owner $10 and Mack £15, Our Branol and Argo cosh $85 
each, besides express charges. Verhaps, «tter this Season, they 
may get the “wiry edge” worn off, and be nearly ready to 
compete in the next field trials with the “staked and rideted” 
variety. What do you say to that, Brother Hamménd? 
Now, I must not be understood as undervaluing the dogs 

which appeared at the trials on the 17th of Novermber, Many 
of them were well formed, handsomely marked, and, doubt- 
less, capable of hard and satis.actory work; and the neces- 
sary cost of rearing and training will amount to a considerable 
sum, IT confess I should like very much to own several | saw, 
and think Ishould be abla to try their qualities before this 
scasonhas passed. But when it Gomes to paying several hun- 
dred dollars for a, doz, which, at best, can be used two or 
th eo months a year for five or six years, 1am unable to see 
the tinancial wisdom of the transaction, Men of larze means, 
who have no other nse fortmoney, may be exuused for indulg- 
ing in the amiusemsant; but Sruignay mortals will act wisely 
if they invest their spare cash in a different way. 
We—that is, Pecrel, Mud, Jin, L. G., Fleas and Wells—had 

the pleasure of making the acquaintanes of several of the 
sporting fraternity, and trust that we made ourselves as 
a rreeable to them as they made thamselves to us. Without 
being invidious, I must express my great satisfaction in the 
intercouse [had with 8. T, Hamimond of the Formst anp 
Stream, Dr, Williams of Mass,, Smith of New York, O'Neill of 
Pittsburgh, and his brothe », the genial disciple of Blackstone 
and Coke, who lives at Hudson. We all knaw George Leach 
lonz before. With all these gentlemsn we spent some pleas- 
ant How 3, uid would be glad indesd to be with them in the 
field and around ths camp fire for many a cdnsecutive day 
and night. We had hop2d that the Messrs. O'Neill would 
have joined uzon our return t ip home, and shared with us 
the pleasures of the hunt anl the social joys of our tent. 
They intended to do so, but, as we suppose, were prevented 
by causes which they did not foresee. Certainly we should 
have done our best to make them comfortuble and introduce 
them to a section of country of which they could know but 
litt/e, and in which they might have found some quiet sport, 
remote from railroads, whera, in the future, they might have 
spent many a pleasant day in their favorite pastime, with 
their Westley Richards “hammeless” guns and their well- 
handleddogs, and azreeable nights under bumble but respecta- 
bie roofs, honorable in the possession of those virtues in which 
we are told “the cottage leayes the palace far behind.” We 
all indulge the hope that we may meet these gentlemen again, 
and enzage in a friendly contest to see whether we can 
handle our Tolloys, Scotts and haminered Westley Richards 
as well as they can those beautiful specimens of handicraft 
which came fron 170 Bond street, London, Whatever may be 
the result of such a strugele, if itshallever take place, we are 
sure the victor would not disgrace his triumph unseemly 
boasting, and the vanquished would feel that, though de- 
feated, it Was done by one who earned his honors by the ex- 
hibition of no mean skill in the use of his weap n. 
Imust be pardoned forsayinz that the O'Neill of Pittsburgh 

is hettsr versed ia gun-ology—I make this word—than anyone 
with whom I ever conversed, and his general style convinced 
me that he was always s nzerein his statements in rezard to 
the me its of manufactures in this line. Itis but just to say 
that I found all the gentlemen who were actively engaged in 
the “‘tield trials” as courteous as I could ask and ready to give 
me any information which I souzht. 

Oar purpose in yisitng High Point was not only to witness 
the working of the dogs, but to enjoy ourselves hy active 
sportin the field, both going and comme, Accordingly we 
procured a two-horse wiron, in which we placed our tent, 
cooking utensils—that is to say, two frying pans, two: kettles 
anda cofee pot—bedding wud provisions, and transported 
ourselves and guns and dozs in three buggies. Jo Varter 
d ove the wagon and was master o/ the cuisine, and was assisted 
by Caleb Leah, gentleman of co.or, who, in ante-bellum 
days, often performed similar service, while Morgan Hooper, 
a juvenile darkey, was general waiting boy. Althouch our 
hilo. fare was not yery extensive, often when we reached 
camp af nizht we found that cold biscuit, hot ash cake, 
butter and Tisd quail, with the addition of a eup of coffee 
(Mud, our delicuts man, always wanted two), always tasted 
wel), and our digestion bem good we slept soundly until 
mornins came. My companions told me that even I forgot 
my usnal sorenade and alowed them to take thsir repose 
Without bsin= hilled to it by tha soft strains of music. 
Our hunting was done irre:ularly, and only as we found a 

field on the road which looked invitingly, In such casts, after 
obtaining permiss.on from the owner, when that was prac- 
ticable, we stopped the buzgics and pot whateyer we could 
und. Birds were scarce everywhere, thou'h people told us 
otherwise. Doubtless they were correct, but the birds wer 
net in the fields, but gathering beriies In the woods, It is 
probable that in the course of u few weeks they may come 
to the nelds for feeding, and if so, good sport can be had any- 
Where in the central part of this State, where not interfered 
with by the local sportsmen, or those umnitizated nn sances, 
nets, which de:t oy mo ebirds than all other causes com- 
bined, To stow the (lest uctiyeness of this angine of bar- 
barity, I willstate that lwas informed by a gentleman who 
save us perinission, ‘somewhat 1eluctantly, to hunt in his 
feds that he and abother party had caught in one season 
over seven bunired, and nearly destroyed the breed. We 
suzgested thatif he would let us kill about titty, the netters 
would fail ta be able to diive the birds, But he could not see 
it in that way, aud so we had to leay2 one of the most 
inviting farms which we sayy during our trip, atter having 
killed Hive birds from one coray. If we con'c have gotten on 
the “blind side” of the proprietor, Lthink we could haye 
vlied our pockets and then lelt a large supply for breeding 
purposes. : ; gi 

Jt would be too much of a tax upon your colunms and the 
patience of your readers to give, in detail, the incidents of 
cach day's bunt, to tell how Mud “wiped my eye," and how, 
immoediataly thereatter, I wiped his, how 1. G.’s dog Don, 
with unflasging zeal, scoured the tields, how gracefully and 
gallantly the poiuter, Mack—who, whatever his pride of an- 
cesty, has lost all hone of posterity—swept through the stub- 
ble, how my doz Branch visorously polnted, sbaumchly set 
an | elegantly retrieved the birds which Mud and J killed, and 
how little Arso, with a caudal appendage several joints too 
shert, did his doty to bis master. Thouzh none of them are 
to be c.tssecl as ‘gentlemen and scholars,” and all are re¢ard- 
less, ab tunes, of restralnt, yet’ they have nose, staunchnexs 
and physical power, rarely surpassed.. During the trip we 
kk lled about two hainJred and sixty birds, had, on the whole, 
a pleasant tim>, and returned to our homes, happy to tind 
that durin? our absence or families had been well and wete 
lad to sve us azain “in the enjoyment of the same blessing,” 
Fit should chance that your ae acain tries the 

fild, whether “tented” or not, at any time during’ the hunting 
season, he will end avyor totind time and inclination to give 
you some idea of his experience and observation, He has.a 
standin s invitation fro.n his friend Bishop Crickett to visit 
his hospitable home at Saints’ Rest in the county of Anson, 
whenever ibanwy suit his convenience, and try his skill any- 
wheve 4 30n his extensive Jo nain, as well asthe estates of his 
neighbour's, wilere, ysually, fair hunting can be had. hat in- 
yitation it is my purpose to acespt at an early day, and I 
doubt not I shall be adle to make my Westley Richards give 
a good account of itself helore the expiration of the time 
which I shall davots tu bhasport. My friend is fortunate in 
tne possession of an excellent wife, who knows how to pra- 
vide a comfortable repast for her guests, and who shows her 
hospitality by making all of them feel that they have pleased 
hor bist whan thoy havé made themselves perfectly ‘at 
home while under her root. WELLS. 
RocktxgHam, N. U., Noy,, Ie. 
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THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS DERBY. 

T the conclusion of the All-Aged Stake on Wednesday at 
10 o'clock, the first brace inthe Derby were called. but 

as Dr. McKinney, who handled Kate ras not on the ground 
his competitor, Mr, Avant, courteously agreed to wait unti 
the arriyad of the train by which he was expected. and the 
next brace was put down. At the elose of their heat, the 
Doctor haying arrived, 

Kare B, AND NELLY BLY were at once ordered down. On 
Tuesday night Major Taylor was called home by sickness in 

is family, and Capt. Pat. Henry was unanimously choscn by 
the handlers to act as judge in his stead. Kate B.is a very 
handsome, stylish animal of good*size and excsedinzly well 
formed, She has not had much experience, but bids fair to 
turn out a capital ons when her education is complete. She 
was handled hy her owner, Dr. A. F, McKinney, Nelly Bly 
is rather small but yery pretty, and one of the busiest workers 
atthe meeting. She has not somuch style as Kate but was 
herjsupeérior in speed. We greatly admired the gamy manuer in 
which she performed her work, an] believe her to be an ox- 
cellent animal, She was handled by her owner, Mr, J, M. 
Avant. They were put down in some sedze amonz scattered 
birds, Nelly had rather a bad send off asshe ran into abird 
and flushed it. and as she swonez baz she put up another one. 
She then dropped on point in a very gamy manner, and Kato 
backed her in fine style. They were thon sent intoa corn- 
field, where Nelly flushed one going down wind, and 
Kate, who got below thém, made a yery stylish point 
which Nelly Honored in first elass style. Bess A., who 
had no opportunity to back m the previous heat, was 
ordered ap, but although she backed nicely, the judzcs 
were not satistiod that she did soof har own advord, and she 
was held for another Bgperbunitiye Plushing the birds we 
swung back and Kate flushed oae down wind. Nelly thon 
tnade a yery gumy point to a single bird close te th edze of 
aguily, and Kate backed her in grand style, Bess A. was 
aan sent forward, ani she also backed ye'y.nivaly. Avanti 
flushed the bird and killed it, and Nelly retrieved in the bast 
of style. Then baating the sedge to th railroad, Nelly made 
a point to a single bird, and was handsomely backed by 
Kate. We then crossed the railroad and s\une up the hill 
toward the cotton gin, where our lunch was expetted but 
as it was not in sight we tirned south and worked out a corn- 
field in the valley, and then beat up the hill to come woods, 
where both dogs ‘F inted, but soon moyed on and roaded ont 
the birds very Well, Kate located them first and pointed them 
in grand style. The Doctor flushed two before her anid then 
the rest of the beyy got up. Following them up, Nelly got a 
cupital point en a single bird, which Avant Hushed to order 
and killed, and Nelly retrie¢yed it in good form, Meantime 
Eate was pointing in grand stylea single bird which was 
flushed to order. The birds had got enough of this, and us we 
moyed on they commencs] getting up all around us. We 
then tumed toward lunch and the dogs were ordered up. 
The judzes compared notes and awarded the heat to Kate b. 
Down one hour. 

AMERIOAN DAN AND Buss A.—As we have already stated, 
this was the first brace to rua, Tt was a beautiful morning, 
with a very light breeze from the northensst, and a capita 
day's work was done. The dors ware cast off at 10:65. Dan 
ran inthe All-Aged Stake, and we have alrealy doserihed 
him. Bess is rathur under medium size. She is snow white, 
with lemon markings, and has a wonderful turn of speed. 
She also ranzes wide and isa merry worker. She has a first 
class nose, and is endowed with considerable Wuntins sense. 
She has not much style, except when on game. She did re- 
markably wellfor a fifteen months’ puppy, and if nothing 
betals her she will be heard from again. They were put 
own near where the All-Aged Stake was finished, Both 
started off at their best speed; Bess, however, had the best of 
it in this respect, and as she sailed over the field we were 
strongly reminded of a bunch of cotton flying before a gale 
of wind. Beating « large cornteld without a find, we crossed 
to arun where a bevy had been sesu rwabine across the path. 
Upon arriving there Bess at once challenzed, but as she went, 
the oppasita way fro n where tha birds had been seen to mn, 
she was called back, She knew better, however, and stuck 
to the trail, which she roaded up the run ont of sight. Dan 
had been sent inj the opvos‘te direction, and both were or- 
dered up, and the handler of Bess went aftuy her, She re 
fused to come and made wu cust up the run and found them, 
but they flushed before we got there, Following three of 
them which settled in some sed se to Hheseuth of us, we swun= 
round to get the wind and cast oY the dogs, whoran into one 
and flushed it between them. Begs then dropped to a hare, 
but soon moyed on and avain dropped yery prettily to asin le 
bird, which flushed closé to Dan as he came down wind to- 
ward her. They were then worsed tp the gully in the tall 
grass, where one flushed close to Bess, and soon alter 016 got 
up near each dog, Dan then made an elegant point to a hare, 
We then turned back across the railroad toward some of tho 
birds that had been marked down in the sedge. but they could 
not be found and we tu ned north, where Bess scored a tly h, 
Meantime some of the spectators had fushed a lure bevy. 
which we followed, Dan was the fi st to find, and he dropped 
just a second before a bird rose in front of hini, and two more 
flushed to the noise of this one. Bess then made acast up to 
a fence and sat down very gracefully to a portion of the bevy, 
which she held while Dan was calle up to back, but he 
refused and went ahead and stole the pout. The birds were 
flushed to order and both handlers killed yery neatly, Dan 
was just 4 trifle unsteady, but at once dropped to order. 
Bess was ordered to retrieve, which she did in the hesi of 
style, They were now ordered up and the decision was re- 
served until Bess should have an opportunity to back, which 
she did in the next heat. and the judges awarded her the 
heat. Down forty-five minutes. The first brace was now 
mn as Seni described, and after lunch we crossed the rail- 
voatl an , 
Riowaerp Il, axp Gavi—were cast off at 1:18 in a cornfield. 

Dick is of good size and moves very wellindeed, He is quite 
fast and ranges well, but appeared to lack experience. He 
was handled by Short. Gath is of medium size and quite 
handsome. Heis also fast anda graceful moyer, and mates 
avery stylish point. He washandled by Wallace, We beat 
out the co.nfield to some woods and then turned along the 
edge and.crossed through a farm yard and a he Oe oak 
arove to a cornfield. which was drawn blank. We then swung 
round a gully and worked into some sprouts where Gath 
cau tht a little scent and Challenged once or twice and then 
making acast along the edge, he struck them and made a 
beautiful point, but as we came up he moved .on a lttle and 
one or Lwe of them flashed and soon the rest got up and flu 
back into the sp outs an‘ briats. Wollowing them up one 
‘flushed close by Sho.t and Dict, and soon after one got up 
close to Gath, who at once pointed and would not come to 
call, but final: reluctantly ieft 1t at the command of his 
handler, and shortly atter the spectators fushed a bird whera 
he had pointed; several more were tien flushed by the spec 
tators. Gath then made a grand poiut where a bird had been 
flushed and Dick followed suit. We then swung back and 
Dick pointed and Gath backed him at the place whe o Gath 
first challenged. A littlafurther on both pointed, and then 
roaded some distance, but mobhing was found. We then leit 
the sprouts ond crossel a cotton tield toward a strip of 
woods where, having been down an bour ani a halfin the 
heat of the day they were nearly blown and were ordercd 
up to go down again, and the next bruce were mn when they 
were again put down Gathat once flushed a bird that he 
showd have pointed, and soon after we went from the woods 
into # cornfield, where he put up aucther one, He then 
swung round to the left and was lost foru few minutes, wid 
when found, was on 2 beautiful point, which proved to he to 
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a lark, which flashed as we cama up. We then turned back 
tireuh the eo nficld, where Dick mide a cap'tal point at the 
edee of some sprouts. Short flushed the bi d to order and 
killed it. avd Die wassent to retrieya it. Short suseceeded 
jn vetting the largest halt of it Trom him, and handed it to 
tie jud ves, at tie same; time remarking in an offhand way 
bist the bird wis shot all to pizeos. We tien crossed the 
creek and tu nad back, beatin~ out a larze extent of country 
without a find. Finally Col. Tresevant. who was carrying a 
larve canteen of wat 1, saw a bovy on the cround in front of 
him. Heat once dismounted and invited them to take a 
drink, but thev kepton. He then bronczht the canteen to a 
pvesent, aud mad a staunch point, which he held while the 
dos were brou tht up to back. but Dick pointed instead and 
Sho 6 flushed h's bird to order. Dick soon had anothar one 
fart. and Gaih at almost the same instant also pointed. 
Short fitshed the birds and “illed o1e, when Dick broke shot 
and wathered tho bir, and shen Short got thee the bird was 
shot so ba] that h3 did not hive te exnlain the matter te the 
juives, Dick then sun? ont and put up one just as the heat 
was awarlel to Gath. Dowoaltoyethertwo hours and a halt. 
Countess Mortis anp Poy: B.—This brace was sand- 

wee 1 inte th? 1a3t West. Mollie, W19 was hvailel by Staf- 
fort, isa very hinisoms, gam ~lodking animal of medium 
sig. Sis bas lots of dash 111 style. an Lis qtite spoa Ly, bub 
showed uva lithietos nerve is anloexcitablu ty baat so zoola 
onens Pinks He raaatti> Gicken Trials wera he save a 
good ac2o0 mbof himielz, wianint s3:e.n1 prize in the Derby. 
Heisa fair lookiny dor of m-ditium siza. Hehas not much 
strle, butis ye -v fastaid hisa od nose. and knows where 
to look for his birds, He was han lll by Sho t. He was bred 
b; Col, Key, who fo~ that reason declined jud sine anv of his 
heats, They were put tow1insom2ssdze.an1 worke 1 down 
into « cornficld which borlered a creek, The judzes hare rode 
into a lurge bevy, whirh settled in so n> sprouts o1 the oppo- 
siteside, Following then up, Pink went straight to them and 
fot a capital point, whch Mollie backedin rani style. Short 
flu hed tiem to order and the dogs were sent on. Molie then 
made avery gracefal point, and Pink swung in ahead and 
aso pointed, evidontly tae same bird, wh'ch had run away, as 
they failed to find it. We thenswunr back and Pink nailed 
onzand Melie backed him very nicely. Short flashed the 
bird and Moll’e was atride u-steady, butat once dropped to 
o der. Pink then pointed where one had been flushed, and 
Mo lis backed him in gool style. Heston wentoa and azain 
ponteda sinvlo bird which Mo'lie flushet. He soon had 
anoth> one fast, which Short flushed to order and missed. 
Thoy wre then o-d2red wp and the heat uwirded to Pink B. 
Dowa liftsen m nutes, This was a short heat but a very lively 
one and Dick anl Gath wore thon pat down to finish their 
hoat wea 

PrRipe oF MEMPHIS AND FRANK were called for. Pride, who 
was handled by Gcorze Winford, isa yory goo 1 looking animal 
of molium siz, w-th a fair amount of speed, He is ver 
st lish when on came, and appaars to have a yood nose. Fran 
isasoahanlsome dorand moves very wel. He appea ed 
to be vathsr ercitable and jealous. He was handled by Staf- 
ford. They wore cast off in somessege and worked tow rd 
some birds that had boen marked down. Pride got them 
first and dropped very nicely to a single and Prank was called 
up to back but he yefused and went by him and then turned 
and went ia iront of him. an) flushei tie bird. Prank tien 
mids a cast toward the ed ve of some woods ani got a capital 
point which was nicely backed by Pride. Stafford was 
o-‘dered to flush and he pat up ala‘ge bavyy whic settled in 
the woods. Followins thom up Frans haltpointed bat moved 
on and fitshed hs bird and the judzes ordered them up and 
anya: ded che heatto Pride of Mem>his. Down tweaty minutos. 
Carn J. anp Gos Boypxau.—Carrie we have already de- 

eo ibed. Gus is a splendid lookins doz, rather above the 
mdimn insig*. Heisa fast and stylish moyer, and gets o1 
hs bids in fine style. He wisunlucky im going dowa just at 
ni ‘ht, when the birds wre ranuing and wo ud not lis, and he 
s¢sred quite a numberof Nishes Th3y were caistoft in the 
wo0ls a ion; tie seathered bir ls o¢ ths last: bavy at 4:58, 
Both stated at aciopins gu‘t, aulafter one or two turns, 
Carrie, while goim3 at pared wairl2] around on a bawutiful 
point, Waich Gus instantly honored in equal style. This was 
avery pretty p.ctire. A littlafurtier on Carrie ran into one 
and fiasacd it. We then orvss2] tas railroad, and beating ont 

the woods we swung down into a valley where both chal- 
Jenged and roaded up the run for sono distance. A large 
ho ned ow! wis here discovered, perchod upon a tree, au7 the 
judges requested Short te kill it, an 1 he aezo'd nly let drive 
at him, but without result, except that he flew a sort distance 
to another tree. Col. Key and Mr. Coakrell now took th2 matter 
in hand, and marching up inbettle array they poured a broad- 
side into the ill-omened bird, wao now, thinking that 16 was 
time to seek safer quarters, spread his wings and was silently 
flitting away, when Mr, Cockrell gave him another ona, which 
eut sone of the quills from o1e wins, causiny him to becom s 
lop-sided, and after a short circle he came to the ground ¢ ose 
to the spectaters an1 was at once pounced upon and male a 
prisoner of war. Som: of the boysinsisted that Saort did 
not try to kill the bird bocause he was an avant courier of 
his, sent out to show him where the birds were lying, and in 
proof of this pointed to the fact that the owl had alighted 
ouly a short distance from the bevy that we wero in search 
of, which was soon after seen by the spectators, and the dogs, 
who had roaded out the trail and lost it, were swung round 
towardthem, Carrie found chem first ani flashed a brace 
end dropped to wing. She then msvelon ail dropped on 
point, but the bird was running, and Gus, who now cams up, 
struc: the trail ahead of herand half pointel, but moved 
onand flushedit Carrie then made a cast toward tha horss 
and dropped on point to three birds, and Gus bac ed her. 
Short flushed the n, and th} dozs wre sent on into the cotton 
field, where Carrie scoved a fish, and another on3 soon gotup 
near the hand.ers, We t3n swunr bick into some sadze 
where Carrie challenged and Gus went ahead, anl the bi d 
rot up. Carrie then half poinged in a plum taicket, when 
mus swing round below har and filushad it, and soon after 

another one got up near him. Carrie then got a capital point 
on one, which was flushed to order, and “ns put up another 
one, when they wore o'dared up, an] the heat was awarded 
to Carrie J. Down tuirfy-seven minutes, This ended the run- 
ning for the day an finished tay first sories. Followinzis the 
summary; 
Kate b, beat Nelly Bly. 
Bess A. beat American Dan. 
Gath beat Richard Til. | 
Pink B. beat Cotntess Mollie. 
Pride of Memphis b2at Frank. 
Carrie J, beat-Gus Bon Ihu, 

Second Series. 
Kate B. Anp Bess A.—Thursday was one of the worst 

days for shooting that could ba tmmaziasd, Th was intensely 
co.d and the wind blew a perfect gale. A start was mule, 
however. and we proczede laboat halt a me from tue hotel, 
when we took refuse in a deep gully and held a consultation. 

probably thinking that this was ‘the next breoze swespin: 
irom tae no-th” which his illustrious namesa<e aliuded to, 
ordaved us to face the music asd wa saliied forth, Asit 
would have bean positive cruety to animuls to have taken 
our horses, we left them in charge of the attendants ani 
wended oar way on foot It ws bitterly cold and how that 
breeze did sweep as the dozs were cust off bat we were in for 
it, and asit was 21ards1s opin yo13’s Mousa bit few mai 
mis were heard. Dr, Youn: had not accived aal Vol. Key 
and Capt. Henry judzel the prace. Workin: across the 
open fd ws s109 r3a3shed fis wIo1ls, wieve Sass dropjed | 
yery n'cely on point to a larze pevy, which Kat2 ran into and 
flusned. Avant killed one, which Kate retrieved in good 
form after so ne litule tine spent in lookine for it. Follow.ne 
the birds, whic. settled in a comiald, Kate scored « flash, 
and Bess sooa followed suit, and amo nsatlate she pub up 
anther one, hen as both wera moving oa clos. to ,eth:r, 
with Kate a littie in alvonce, Biss wiirled pirtly roand oa a 
capital point, which Kassatonse baered, bit catohine the 
scent sh2 also pointed. Avant fashed tas b.rd to order and 
Eit2 nored a staao¢ two, bib soos) stospalts order, We 
then worked throi¢h tha field to another p.uce of woods, 
Whe.e ess at the tar ed so challon sed aad dvew to a baaubi- 
ful point, waich Kate Hoaovel ys 'y graczfaliy. Avant, to 
order, flusicd a large bevy and killed one. Vhey wera than 
ordered up and the heat wus awarded to besaA. Dowa 
fo ty-three minutes. 
Gatn AND Pink B.—Dr, Young not having arrived, Mr, J. 

Cockrell, of Mempliis, ani Dr. N, Rows, o* Chicazo, were se- 
lected to ast as julzes in place of him and Co!, Key. The 
dogs were cast off in the oa re amon? tha scattered birds of 
ths last bevy. Gath at onzs pointed, but mived on aad roaded 
in Spiel style, Pink baciny hin nicsly. Wallace, thinking 
that he was at work 010 d scent, trie lto call him away, but 
he knew better and would not leave it. Wa lace than went to 
hia and the bird flushed as hs e192 u3, aid tam another one 
got up. This wis a very creditable piece of work for Gath. 
We then crossed ad te), wien Pink swun* inte 2 pium thicket 
and fushed a bird. wiich flew buta few vard3; it was a%ain 
flushed by Short, wio gob too closs, but it went but a short 
distance and Pink was sent that way. He a’so got too near, 
but droppsd on point just as it rove. We tan swang back 
throw ch the woods into so .¢ tall sedre, where Pinkmadea 
nice point. Short, iu coine to hin, put up a bird some little 
distaace to one sid» of him and kiled it. We did not think 
that he was pointing this one, but as nothine was found to 
his point, we gave him the bensiit of the doubt, as, possibly, . 
itran away fromhin. A little further on Gath pointad, but 
5001 moved on, and tuning info tie woos, be a @ 1 pointed, 
roided a few steps, and save itup, Pitk the: muds a east out 
of sizht, and as he Gil not coms back, we looked him up and 
found him pointing in gran] stv7le. (sath was called up fs 
back, but took point gloigside of him instead. Short flushed 
to ordar, but a lod to kill) We then swuig back to the edva, 
where both chatlenzed and Pink pointed ju-t as a brace of 
birds flushed in f oat of hin, Both dors then half pouted 
just astwomo egotup. We wore inclined to score these as 
flushes, but in coasideration of the weathw we were disposed 
toybelenient. Pine tho: made a capital point to a running 
bird, which he roaded oit in first-class style and located 
nicely. They were then ordered >, aac. the heat was awarded 
to Pink B, Down toily-one minutes, 
PRIDE oF MEVWPHIS AND Carin J.—Dr. Youn, who had ar- 

rived just before the finish of the last hest, now resumed his 
duties. The dors were east off in the woods andswune round 
to vet the wind, but before we had got round them Pride ran 
into one, and soon aftar he d_opped very nicely just as one 
flushed’ wild ahead of him. Carrie, comin, up, alro pointed 
where it flushed. We then swine round a lone distance into 
a cornfield, whe both pointed very prettily. but moved on 
in season to estape pen ity for a false ;o'nt. We then worked 
to vard some woods, near which P.idé pointec a ha,e in some 
fall sedge, and Carrie backed him very gracefwly, We then 
went down alony tha od se of the woods, wac2n Carrie, goings 
down wind, van into a bevy, wich flushed and settled im the 
aa lze. Followinz tien uo, Pride dropped just as a brace 
flushed in front of him. Carrie than w nt ahead and two 
more got up clos2 to her and then the resh pot ap wild, Vurn- 

jing bacs aiter them Pride pointed bus soon moved on, and ar . j “oF 7 . N af P 4 Nearly eyeryons was in fayor of rebisinys bat Cxpt. ony, |, ‘ain pointed a moment, ar than sw.anz into the cornfie.d, 
but he went foo fast anl scorol a fluth, and as he turned 
down wind axotier got up near him. Car. iu then mado a yery 
styl sh point which Pr.de refused to honor, but went in ahead 
and put up the bird, Carrie then swuug into some sprouts 
and again pointed, when Pride went around her and the 

| birds. She then moved a few steps and located them in grand 
style. Dr, Younz took the gua, and st pping ahcad of her 
flushed tha bids and would have made a besutifal double 
halbtae xu. bsealoaded. They wer: taen ordercd up and the 
heat was awardad to Carrie J. 1 own one ’hvur and seyen 
minutes. This ended the second sares, Fol.owing is the 
suminary:” - 

Boss A. beat Este B. 
Pink 8, baat dats. 
Carrie J, beat Pris of Memopils. 

Third. Series. 

Buss A. anp Pink B.—As Col. Key again declinad™uctinz 
| as julze, theother jud ses were requisted to goon, and Dr, 
Rew s was apjoiatel rofoes. Ths dors ware put down in 
the sprouts and worked toward the lastbivy. Ths judges 
flushed a brace near t14 e leo, au lsson ater Pins male 2 cast 
jato a cotton tial, and rin isto O73 cows wind and dropped 
he than swung in alicad of Bes; who was challenging, aud 
siveral more got up near hm, bub it was so thick that we 
could not see waetner he wasto blame o not. bes; then went 
into a cornield, and pony dow. win.t three or four got up 
near her, Tho judses then ordered the doss round to get the 
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MR. D. BRYSON’S BLACK, WHITE AND TAN ENGLISH SETTER BITCH 

Winner sf Second Prize N. A. K. C. Bield Trials, 1882, 
“PEEP-O’-DAY.” 

wind, and several of us waited for them, under the lee of a 
stack of corn fodder, and witnessed one of the prettiest pic- 
tures of the meeting. Pride of Memphis, who was on chain, 
half poimted, and Winford ¢ffered to wager ten cents that 
there was a bird justin front of him. Mr. Bryson took the 
bet and the money was placed in trusty hands. Winford then 
let Pride ga, when he drew grandly a few steps and made a 
magnificent point, and Kate B., Nelly Bly, Carrie J., Richard 
Itt, and American Dan all backed him in their yery best 
style, This was grand, and cold and discomfort were for- 
gotten by allas we gazed in admiration upon the beauti- 
ful picture. After we had duly admired the wonderful 
scene, Dew walked in and flushed a large bevy and killed one, 
which Pride retrieved. The other party now put in ap appear- 
ance below us and we joined them just as Pink pointed a single 
bird, which Short flushed; he then took a few steps and again 
ointed. Dr. Young flushed the birds, but the cold had affected 
him so that he missed them. Bess then made a nice point in 
some sedge and Avant flushed the bird and killed it, Mean- 
time Pink was roading in a plum thicket, but soon gave it up 
and Was sent into the cornfield, where he pinned one in fine 
style, Short fiushed the bird and killed it, and Pink retrieved 
it in good form; he then swung into the sprouts and ran into 
some birds and flushed two or three, when he stopped and 
pointed, and soon after three or four more got up. We then 
swung around to get the wind, and Bess challenged, but Avant 
flushed the birds before she had established her point, She 
then went on and put up another one, and soon after, close to 
the judges, she put up another one, Pink then made a good 
point and Bess, a little to one side of him, pinned another one, 
which fused itself when Short put up the one in front of 
Pink. The judgesthen consulted and awarded the heat to 
Pink B. Down fifty minutes. We then went tolunch. This 
ended the third seres. Following is the summary: 

Pink B. beat Bessie A, 
Carrie J. abye, 

Fourth Series, 

Carnin J. And Pink B.—This was the deciding heat for first 
place. They were put down in some sedge and worked 
toward the last bevy. Carrie flushed one and Pink soon after 
pointed one, and Carrie backed him hee gracefully, Short 
flushed if and scored a kill. Pink soon after flushed one just 
as Carrie found the bird, which was only crippled and flew a 
short distance. We then turned back, and Carrie, going 
down wind, flushed one. We then took along turn before 
finding anything. Vinally Carrie got a beautiful point to a 
single, which Short flushed to order, She then made another 
point, but soon moved on and drew for some distance, when 
she azaip pointed a moment, and then roaded in grand style, 
with her head high in the air, but the bird had undoubtedly 
flown, asshe lost it. Wethen took a long tramp without re- 
sult, and swung back to the woods, where Pink and Bess fin- 
ished their heat, as a spectator had seen some birds run across 
the road, Pink ran into one of them, and the rest then 
flushed and settled along the edge of the woods, where Carrie 
found them first and made a, capital point in the sedge, Pink 
also pointed micely to the same birds, which were running, 
and both roaded « short distance, whes Pink swung for them 
down wind and Hished one, when the rest of the bevy got np 
and settled in the woods. Following them up, Carrie 
pointed, but left it when Short whistled for Pink, We then 
swag round to get the wind, and Pink made a grand point 
near the edge to a single, which Short flushed to order. We 
then crossed che fence, and three or four more flushed close 
by. <A little further on the dovs backed each other very 
prettily. We then turned back through the woods, and Car- 
rie made one of the most elegant points of the meeting, and 
Pink backed her nicely, Short flushed a large bevy some 
distance to the right of her. They were then ordered up and 
the heat was awarded to Carrie J., and she was announced 
as the winner of first prize. Down two hours and twenty 
minutes, 

Mifth Septes. 

Pink B. and Gus Bunpav.—The judges selected Gus Bon- 
dhu as the best dog {previously beaten by Carrie J., and 
ordered him down with Pink B. to decide which of them was 
entitled to third place. ‘hey were cast off near where the 
Jast brace were tuken up, and worked toward the scattered 
birds. Gus pointed where one had been flushed, and Pink 
backed him. Gus then made a gamy point te a hare, Pink 
again backing him nicely. Pink, thinking that it was time 
for him to be doing something, straightened out on a grand 
point, which Gus at once honored, Short failed to find any- 
thing to the point aid the dogs were ordered on, A short dis- 
tance further on Short sealed into a bevy und flushed 
them, and was a trifle unsteady to wing. Following them 
up, Gus‘found first and made a capital point toa single bird, 
which Waters flushed to order. He would have surely killed 
this bird, but he did not see nor hear it when it got up, and 
he kept on beating the bush until the judges Informed him 
that the bird had gone, Gus then went on a few steps and 
again pointed very nicely another one, which Waters flushed 
to order. Pink then made a grand point to a single bird, 
which Short fushed. He then swung out into some sedge 
and pinned another one, which Short flushed and missed, 
The judges then ordered up the dogs and consulted awhile 
and sent them on again, Working downinto a yalley, Pink 
pointed, and then roaded for quite a distance in capital style, 

but finally gave it up, They were then ordered up, and the 
heat was awarded to Pink B,, and he was announced as the 
winner of second prize. Down forty-two minutes. 

Gus Bonpav Anp Brss A.—It was now almost fiye o'clock, 
and although we were all suffering for the want of something 
hat, the judges ordered down the dogs. This was the last 
heat, and, drawing what consolation we could frora this, and 
with the knowledge that’ eyery step was toward the hotel, 
we coolly followed them. They were cast off ina large open 
field and worked toward town. Bess was away at her best 
speed and soon disappeared over a knoll, and when we came 
in sight of her she was staunchly pointing in some sedge. As 
we came up she moved on and commenced roading in capital 
style. Gus was then called up, and, joining her, they both 
alternately pointed and roaded for quite a distance in first- 
class style, Bess was the quickest to catch it, and as they 
neared the bevy, which was running to roost, she made a short 
east to the left and dropped on them just a second before 
Gus had them. He was close up, however, and made a 
beautiful point alongside and partly over her. This was tirst- 
class work and a litting finish for the Trials, They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Bess A., who was de- 
clared the winner of third prize. Down twelve minutes. 
Following is a complete summary: 

First Series, 
Kate B, beat Nelly Bly. 
Bess A, beat erican Dan. 
Gath beat Richard LIL 
Pink B. beat Countess Mollie. 
Pride of Memphis beat Frank. 
Carrie J. beat Gus Bondhn. 

Second Series, 
Bess A. beat Kate B. 
Pink B, beat Gath. 
Carrie J. beat Pride of Memphis. 

Third Series. 
Pink B, beat Bess A, 
Carrie J. a bys. 

i Fourth Series. 
Carrie J. beat Pink B. and won first prize, $250, 

. Fifth Series. 

Pink B. beat Gus Bondhu and won second prize, $140. 
Sixth Series. 

Bess A. beat Gus Bondhu and won third prize, $100. 

THE GILROY FIELD TRIALS. 

[From the Sacramento, Cal,, Bee.] 

A fer second annual field trials of the Gilroy Red and Gun 
Club were held on grounds close to Gilroy, commencing 

on Monday, November 27th, at 10 o'clock A, M., and ended on 
Wednesday, the 20th, at 4:10 o'clock P, M. The number of 
entries in the All-Aged Stake was seven, and in the Puppy 
Stakes ten. The Brace Stakes, not receiving any entries, were 
declared off. The weather during the trials was very pleas- 
ant, lunch being taken in the open air each day under the 
shade of some friendly tree. The birds were plentiful, but the 
grounds were rough and covered with sagebrush, which gave 
out a peculiar odor, and, to some extent, destroyed the scent 
of the birds. ‘The trials were a success, although the attend- 
ance was small; still itis hoped that all the sportsmen through- 
out the Pacific coast will take a little more interest in these 
field trials, as they are the best medium by which to test a 
dog's field merits, and will also assist in Improying the breed- 
ing of our field dogs. 

he judges were Daniel Horton, D. M. Pyle and Horace 
Briggs. A fulland correct account of the running in each 
stake, prepared by the Bee's special reporter, is herewith given: 
ALL-AgEp Stake, Monpay, Noy. 27.—The party having 

driven ont to Henry Miller's ranch, four miles from Gilroy, 
the first brace drawn was cast off, at 10:15 (Count Warwick 
and Don) ina willow thicket, which was worked through 
without finding. Working back again, both dogs struck the 
trail of some birds, and both roaded, but without finding. 
The spectators frightened some birds, which were marked, 
and the dogs were wotked in the direction the birds had 
flown. Both succeeded in getting a point. One bird was 
killed, and retrieved by Count. The brace was taken up and 
the heat awarded to Count Warwick, The co were down 
one hour and a quarter. Dan Gilroy handled Count and £&, 
Leavesley handled Don, / 
At 11:30 H, Briggs’s Belle and Leayesley’s Juno were put 

down in a weedy field, which was hunted through without 
finding. A covey of birds was marked down, and both dogs 
worked in that direction. Junodid some yery fine quartering, 
but pointed false, Belle came to a beautiful point, and Juno 
coming up, also pointed a bird, Both birds were flushed an 
killed, Belle retrieved yery nicely, but Juno refused; The 
dogs were sent on, but failed to find any more birds, and 
at 145 P, M. the brace was taken up, and the heat awarded 
to Belle. (Mr. Briggs, being disqualified, did not judge in the 
heat, M. Holloway taking his place.) Belle was handled 
by Briggs and Juno by E. Leavesley. 4 
At2 P. M., W. FE. Whittier’s lemon belton Lewellin setter 

dog Rock Jr, (champion Rock-Mayberry’s Sybil), and Daisy 

were put down. Both dogs exhibited good style. They were 
worked in the open for some time without finding. Rock 
going quite fast, came toa magnificent point. Daisy broke 
in and flushed; the bird was shot at by Tom Hildebrand (who 

Moving further on, Rock came to another point and Daisy 
hacked in a beautiful manner, Tyo birds were flushed and 
both shot at, one being killed and retrieved yery nicely ty 
Duisy. The other was slightly wounded and flew into an inen 
field close by, and the degs were worked in that direction. 
Rock roaded in fine style, flushed the bir} and chased and 
caught it, disregarding his handler's order t-) drop, In doing 
this he mouthed the bird yery much. At Vhree o'clock the 
brace was called up and the heat given to Daisy. They were 
down one hour and fifteen minutes, (D, M, Pyle having 
handled Daisy inthe heat, was disqualified to act as judge, 
and Mr, Holloway acted in his stead.) W. Hideman’s Jim (a 
Gordon setter) having drawn a bye, the first series of the heat 
was concluded. (Jim was withd!awn on the second day.) 
Second Series, Second Day, 'luesday, November 28.—After a 

drive of one and a half hours, the ranch of Mr. Murphy, eleven 
miles from Gilroy, was reached, and the first brace (Connt_ 
Warwick and Belle) were cast off at eleven A. M. on 4 hillside. 
The Count, running wildly, flushed several birds, and Leaves- 
ley, who was handling him, shot and killed ene, Count drop- 
ping to shot, and being ordered on, retrieved nicely. Another 
bird, being flushed by Leavesley, was shot at and missed, 
Count dropping to shot. Belle, in the meantinic, yas moving 
on, and a bird being flushed, she stood to wing, 8 -) eral other 
birds were flushed, shot at and missed. The dogs were called 
in and the heat awarded to Belle. (in this heat veorge W. 
Holloway actedas Judge in place of Horace Briggs, who was 
handling Belle.) 

The next brace (Belle and Daisy) were cast off at 1:20 P. M. 
Several birds flushed by Briggs, who was handling Belle, shot 
atand missed. Belle going on, came to a point. The bird 
was flushed and killed by Briggs, Belle breaking shot, but to 
order retrieved the bird, Pyle flushed a bird, shot and killed, 
Daisy retrieving nicely. other bird being flushed, Pyle 
Killed it, and aitet considerable working Daisy found and re- 
trieved it. Daisy moving on, came toa point, The bird was 
flushed and missed. 

‘The weather being quite warm, the dogs were allowed to be 
watered, Incoming up 4 canyon Daisy came to a nice point, 
and the judges ordered Belle brought upto back. She refused 
to do so, and going past the bird flushedit. The bird was 
shot at and killed, und Belle retrieved it. At 12:50 P.M. the 
brave was called in and the heat and first prize (a silver cup) 
awarded to Daisy, The second prize (a goid medal) to Belle, 
and the third prize (a silver medal) to Count Warwick. 
The first brace drawn in the Puppy Stakes (Foxhall and 

Duke) were cast off at 1 P. M., Leavesley handling Foxhall 
and Dan Gilroy handling Duke. Duke ranged fot a while 
and came to a point. The bird was flushed and missed, going 
on, several birds were flushed by the handlers, shot at and 
inissed, both dogs standing to shot. Foxliall being sent on, 
flushed two birds, which were shot at by Leavesley and missed. 
Going on further, several birds were flushed and Hew into a 
sycamore tree, Two of these birds being shut, Duke retrieved 
one yery nicely and Foxhall retrieved the other, mouthing 
it very much. The heat was decided in Duke’s favor. The 
aoe were down fifty minutes. 

The next brace (Scott and King) were cast off at 2:50 P. M. 
Considerable ground was covered without finding a bird. 
Finally King started arabbit and chased it. Moving alone 
the side hill, several “birds were flushed. Dan Gilroy killed 
one, Scott standing shot, and to order retrieyed fairly. King 
being sent on, came to a point, ‘lhe bird, being flushed, was 
fired at by Hildebrand (hundling King) and missed. Scott 
could not resist fhe temptation to chase two rabbits which 
came across his path, and he did it right xoy ally. Hildebrand 
flushed a bird, shot at and killed it, and Kine to order re- 
trieved nicely, The heat was awarded to Scotl, King having 
been withdrawn. 

Third Day, Wednesday, November 29,—Captain Messe 
haying withdrawn his dog Tip, Mollie had a bye, and T, Hil- 
debrand haying withdrayu his dogs Major and (;eneral, both 
Red Bess and Silk had a bye, 
The first brace in the drawing for the second series were 

Silk, handled by Martin Briggs, and Duke, handled by Dan 
Gilroy, which were cast off at 10:15 A.M. Atter walking 
several miles over some very steep hills, a bevy of birds was 
flushed. Dan shot and Jalled one, which was retrieved hy 
Duke, Moying on seyeral single birds were flushed in a rayine, 

| and Dan killing one, Silk retrieved yery poorly. Sheseeme 
to be cornpletely used up, the weather-bemye yery warm and 
the ground exceedingly roungh and steep. At 1215 P.M. 
the ea were calledin and the heat awarded to Duke, 

The next brace called was Scolt and Mollie. Both dogs be- 
ing sent on, ranged for some time, and after considerable 
time had elapsed, and no bird being found, the dogs were 
called in and the heat awarded to Scott. 
The next brace turned loose were Red Bess and Duke, on a 

ridge somewhat brushy, at 2:15 P.M. Immediately a covey 
waa flushed, and Gilroy (handling Duke) shot and lalle@d one; 
‘Duke retrivyed it in good shape Further on, a bird was 
flushed and killed by Dan, and Bess retrieved if, In the 
meantime Duke was snuffing the air, appareitly on tle scent. 
of a bird, and shortly came to a magnilicent point, He re- 

was handling Rock) and missed, both dogs standing to shot. — 
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mained staunch for at least fiye minutes for Bess to be brought 
up to back, but asthe brush was too high Bess could not see 
him, and the judges ordered the bird flushed, which was done| 
Ti was killed by Dau, but the dogs failed to findit. The heat 
Was finished at 3:25 2, M. im favor of Duke. 
The next brace (Scott and Duke) were cast off at 8:35 P, M. 

‘to contest for the firsh prize. They wentinto a (small gulch 
together, and after considerable work a bird was flushed by 
Duke, which was killed, and was rétrieved by Duke. Scott 
came fo a false point, but discovered his error and moved on, 
Several birds were fished by Gilroy and two were killed, 
Scott retrievine one in good style and Duke retrieving the re- 
maining one, mouthing it somewhat. The judyes being-satis- 
fied with the workings of both dogs, called them up at 4:10 
P. M., and asyarded the heat and first prize (a silver oid to 
Scott; second prize (a gold medal) to Duke, and third prize (a 
silyer medal) to Bess. : ; 

The special price (a silver goblet presented by W. F. Whit- 
tier, of San Francisco) to ba awarded to the best brace of 
puppies running in the trials, owned by one person, was 

_ awarded to Leavesley’s Duke and Mollie. 
The special prize, a pointer pup (Susie Bow, out of Ranger 

Boy), presented by G, W. Bassford, of Colusa, for the best dog 
in the trials not winning a place, went to Whittier's Rock. 

The special prize (a silver cup presented by W. W, Traylor) 
to the best dog in the trials was awarded to Leayesley’'s Daisy, 

At the conclusion of the trials a business meeting of the 
club took place, at which the several prizes won were de- 
livered to the owners of tha winners. Seyeral of the persons 
“ahd mnade pertinent remarks pertaining to the method of 
olding field trials. 
Daisy, the winner of the All-aged Stake, is a blue belton 

setter bitch, whelped May 6, 1876, and was imported to this 
eoast by Tristram Burges. She comes here with quite a repu- 
tation, having won first al Cedar Rapids, Jowa, in 1877, and 
fifth at the Hampton, Lowa, trials in the same year, She is by 
Carlowitz out of True, a pure Llewellin, 

H. M. Briges’s Trish setter Belle, three years old, the 
winner of the sceond place, is a fair looking bitch, butwas 
in no condition for a field trial, being too fat. 

Martin Brigyzs’s Count Warwick, the winner of the third 
prize, is a black, white and tan setter dog, two and a half 
roars old; was imported from Lancaster, Penn,, and is by 
Gauze’s Warwick, out of Gauze’s Belle, 

‘The winner of the Puppy Stakes (Scott) isa fine looking 
Gordon setter, yery speedy, and with good staying qualities, 
He is owned by FP. G. Abell, of Portland, Oregon, 
The second went to Duke, a black and white ticked setter 

dog by Belton, out of Belle. This dog exhibited very good 
nose, but was not quite up to field form, Heis owned by 
BH. Leavesley, of Gilroy. 
The third prize was won by Red Bess, owned by F. G, 

Abell. She is a beautiful red Irish setter of good color and 
very fair field qualities, 

THE NEW BEDFORD BENCH SHOW. 

These Bench Show held at’ New Bedford last week under the 
auspices of the Southern Massachusetts Poultry Associa— 

tion, was quite a snecessful affair, Many fine dogs were pres- 
ent, and the attendance was very good, The judging was 
done by Dr. Al. Watts of Boston, and Mr, Bigelow of Natick, 
and gave generalstatisfaction. Following is the prize list: 
Ohampion Hoglish Setter Bitches—tst, Opal, Nicholas Hatheway 

Pall River; 24, Bow Bells, Nelson Hatheway, Middleboro, 
Native Waglish Setter Dogs—ist, Blue Dan, Nelson D. Hatheway, 

ee ee 2d, Black Dash; vhe, Count Lester, H. V, Blankenship, 
‘a ver, 
Native English Setter Bitches—ist, Flake, John J. Scanlon, Fall 

River; 2d, Arnold Thompson, Fall River. 
Native Euelish Setter Dog Puppies-—ist, George Delano; 2d, King 

Dick, J. b. Bullock, Fall River. 
Trish Sette Dogs—ist, Triumph, Warren B. Smith, Breolklyn; 2d, 

Dick, John J. Scanlon, Wall River; vhe, Joe, Philip D. Sloeum, 
_ Champion Gordon Setter Dogs—ist, Dash, Charles 'T, Brownell; 2d, 
Tash, George R. Reed, Dartmouth. * 
Fi Bhampips Gordon Setter Bitches—ist, Ruby, J.P, Barnard, Jr., 
shot. 
Gordon Setter Dogs—ist, Dan, C. W. Plummer, 
Gorlou Setter Bitches—ist, Pansy, Chas, T, Brownell: 2a, Beulah, 

Chas. T. Browne; yhe, Victoria, Brigham Bros,, Attleboro. 
Gordon Setttr Dog Puppies—tst, Duke, Edward §. Shaw; 2d, Santa 

Clans, John J. Scanlon, Wall River; vhe, Teaser, John J, Howland, 
Gordon Setter Bitch Pupp Vie, Bell, Chas. T. Brownell, 
Pointer Dos3—ist, Darkie, OC. W. Bryant! Brilgewater; 20, Dick, 

Arthur IM. Doane. P ; 
Pointer Bitch Puppies—ist, Lillie, Daniel Green; 24, Topsy, O. M, 

Talbot, North Dighton, 

slow, Baltimore, ‘ 
me na Spaniels over 24 Ibs. weight—2d, Phil, J. P, Barnard, Jr,, 
oStOn. 
Voxhounfis—ist, Geff, GA, 

dieboro; yhe, Ranger, 
Beagles—ist, Bugle, 

vhe, Rude, B. F, Dexte 
Foxs-Terrier Dogs-—-ist, Curate, Win, J. Turner, Philadelphia, 
Fox-Terrier Bitches—tst, Vixen, J, P. Barnard, Jr., Boston. 
Mastiff Dogs—2d, Sinion Pawn, Morgan Rotch. 
Ohampion GollieD gs—ist. Tam O'Shanter, Natick Collie Kennel, 
Champion Collie Bitches—ist, Margie, Natick Collie Kennel, 
Collie Dogs—ist, Carlo, Prank L. Fish, Tammton; 24, Rex, C, Sayles, 

Providence; yhe, Gaifa, Natick Collie Kennel, 
Collie Biiches—ist, Maggie Il., Natick Collie Kennel; 2d, Daisy, F, 

©. Sayles, Proviilence. f 
Collie Pups—ist, Bessie, J, P. Barnard, Jr., Boston; vhe, Rosalind, 

1. Miter. Stockbridge; he, Roscoe, M. ©. Wordell, Wall River. 
Ohampion Bulls—ist, Judy, J.P, Barnard, Jy,, Boston, 

Josephine, J. P. Barnard, Jy., Boston; 2d, Juno, do,; 
do. 

ervier Dogs—ist. Democrat, Dr, H, M. Perry, 
Bull-Lerrier Bitthes—tet, Fly. 
Champion Pugs—ist, Neho, Mrs, Wm, P. Ricketson, Providence, 
Por bogs—tst, Toodles, Miss§. PF. Randall. 
Pug bitehes—ist, Mags, J, P, Barnard. Jr., Boston. 
Black and Tan Terriers, over lbs. weight—ist, Champion Wallace, 

J. P. Barnard, Jr. r 
Poodle Dogs—ist, Dick, Dr, U, L. Spencer, 

T. Richardson. 
. Dexter, Marion; 2d, Wairy, B. F. Dexter; 

BASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB. 

HERE yas a special meeting of the Hastern Field Trials 
Olub, at Delmonico’s on Tuesday evening. There was a 

large attendance of members and the meeting was one of the 
ost interesting in the annals of the club, After the reading 
the minutes of the last meeting, which were approved, the 
es were suspended, and Mr, Elliot Smith, of New York, 

) Who was an honerary miember, was unanimously elected an 
‘active member. The secretary then read a communication 
from Myr, A. E. Godefiroy, advocating 4 larger fea for member- 
ship, and iuereased annual dues for the purposs of defraying 

@ expense of leasme and stocking extensive prounds for the 
purpose of holding the Trials and for the use of the members 
‘to soot over after the Trials were run, Alter a friendly 
Giscnssion of the question for nearly two hours, the 

was referred to thea executive committee. Mr, 
orse IT. Leach, Mr. Elliot Smith and Mr. A, BE, 

Godelfroy were appointed s committe to axcertain the 
Probable cost of leasing and stocking suitable grounds at 
Hivh Point forthe use of the ¢lub, and also to suggest ways 
d moons for the furtherance of the objects of the associa- 

tisn, and they were instructedto report at the first meeting 
Of the board of governors after the annual meeting. It was 
Voted that the club take measures to be incorporated, and 
the president was instructed to secure counsel and take the 
fropersteps to accomplish this purpose. A wnanimous vote 
ances was tenlered the president, Mr, J, Otto Donner, for 

the very acceptable mather in which he has performed his 
les, 
he following gentlemen were proposed as mombers of the 

ub: Ma J.B. arson, New York; Mr, J, Henry Kershaw, 
iladelphia, Pa., and Mr. Fred, H. Hoe, Tarrytown, N. Y, 

a, 
ney 

non-sporting dogs. 

Spaniel, over 28 lbs, other than black—ist, Hazel Kirke, J. H. Win- 

White; 2d, Nero, J, McAllister, Mid- 

Fan; Beaver, by Bueclench (4,418) out of Nell (2,921); 

the most perfect spaniel ever exhibited, tor which £200 has 

OTTAWA. BENCH SHOW. 

R, CHARLES LINCOLN, Superintendent of the Ottawa 
Bench Show, writes “thatthenumoerous inquiries already 

teceived from the United States indicate a large entity. ‘The 
club are anxious to have the best dogs represented at 
their first show. Letters have been sent to all the principal 
railroad companies, asking them to carry dogs free to and 
from the show, when they are accompanied by their owners 
or care takers, also fo express companies, asking them to re- 
turn Sage ares whose owners have paid the usual rates to the 
show, 
ticularly fortunate in securing two of the best judges in the 

the appointiment of judges the club haye been par- 

world. For the setters and pointers, Major J, M. Taylor, of 
Lexington, Ky., will act. vr, J, F, Kirk, of London, Ont., 
will judge all the non-sporting dogs. This should give pieat 
satisfaction. Mr. Kirk is the bestof a few goof judges of 

g His decisions at Cleveland guve great 
satisfaction,” - 
The prize list is as follows: 
Champion Huelish, Irish and Gordon setter dogs, $20 each; bituhes 

the same. Prizés for these in the open elasses are $20 and $10, and 
for puppies in each class over 12 and under 18mos., $10 and $5. 
There, is also a Class fur pure Layeracks, with $20 and $10 for both 
dogs and bitches, 
Champion pointer dogs, large and small, $15; bitches the same, 

and in the open classes $15 and $5, and puppies undér 12inos., $10. 
Champion Irish water spaniels, $15; opén class. $15 and $5. 
Clumber spanicls, $10 and $5. 
Field spaniels, any color, except clumbers and black Spaniels, 

28lbs. or over, $16 and $5. 
Champion field spaniels, any color, 28lbs. or over, $15. 
Black field spaniel, dogs, 28lbs.or over, $15 und $5; bitches the 

same, 
Champion cocker spaniels, any color, under 28 Ibs, $15; 28 Ibs, #10 

and $5; bitches the same. Vib; nf 
Cocker spaniel dogs, other than black, under 28 lbs., $10, and $5; 

bitches the same, 
Field or covker spaniel puppies, any color, uncer 12 mos, #10, 
Black spaniel puppies, under 12 mos., $10. 
Foxhounds, $10 and $5; puppies, under 12 mos,, $7, 
ep y ae $6. ae " 
eagles, $10 and $5; puppies, under 12 mos,, $7. 

Deerhounds, $10 and $5, 
Champion greyhonuds, $10. Open class, $10 and $5. 
Champion fox-terrier dogs, $15; bitches the same. Open class, $10 

and $5; bitches the same; puppies, under 12 mos., $7. 
Mastiffs, $10 and $5. 
Bt. Bernards, $10 and $5. 
Newfonndlands, $10 and $5. * 
Champion collies, $15, Open class, dogs, $15 and $5; bitches the 

same; puppies, under 12 mos., $5. 
Bulldogs, $10 and $5. 
Bull-terriers, $10 and $5, 
Scotch terriers, hard haired, other than Siyes, $10 and $5. Skye 

terriers, $10and $5. Dandie Dinmont and Bedlington terriers, p10 
and $5, Irish terviers, $10 and $5. Yorkshire terriers, $10 and $6. 
Black aud tan terriers, dibs. and over, $10 and $5, Toy terriers, 
rough or smooth coated, under 6 Ibs .h5, 
Pugs, $10 and ho, 
Yor foreign bird dogs, such as Japanese spaniels, Pekinese, Mexi- 

can hairless, Chinese, crested or edible prairie dogs, Dachunds, Berg- 
hunds, great Danes, etc., $10 and $5, 

For any pure breed of dogs not mentioned in the list, $10 and $5, A private letter from B. H. G. Vicars, the Secretary and treasurer, 
states that the Donainion of Canada Kennel Club will give A prize, ta 
he known as the D. C.K. C. Trophy Cup, value $75, for the best ken- 
nel of dogs, six in number, of any breed, whelped in Canada, and 
owned by the exhibitors six months before the show, the cup to be 
won twice before it becomes the property of the winner, The elub 
will also offer specials for kennels of five Gordon setters, and for fox- 
terriers of light weight. iy 

LOUISIANA FIELD TRIALS. 

[By telegraph to the Foresr anp Stress] 

K. RENAUD'S Flossie won the Members’ Stake atthe 
e Louisiana Field Trials, 

DERRY. 
ees B, wou first, Countess’ Magnet second, iNelly Bly 

rd, 
ALL-AGED STAKE, 

J. M. Avant's London won first, H, Baily Harvison’s London 
and Foreman divided second, Flossie and Count Noble divided 
third. Full report will appear next week. 

COCKER CLUB,—Ann Arbor, Mich., Dec. 10.—#ditor 
Forest and Stream: In response to the Cireuiar to Cocker 
Breeders and Admirers in the United States and in the 
Canadas,” published in your valuable paper of Noyembher 9, 
setting forth the objects of the Association and calling upon 
all those who are willing to join this Association for the pur- 
pose of restoring the cocker spaniel to its primitive quality and 
usefulness, I have recieved fifty-three responses. Some of 
the parties addressed voted for two, some for three or more 
names to constitute the committee of six “to whom shall be 
intrusted the organization of said association.” The persons 
yoted for to comprise this committee are the following. The 
one having the highest number of votes is placed at the head. 
of the list and so on to the last: M. P. MeKoon, of Franklin, 

Y,, 38; FW, Pitcher, of Claremont, N. H., 33; I. H, Whit- 
man, of Chicago, Ill, 32; BE, ‘Tinsley, of Hamilton, Out,, 31; 1. 
C, Franklin, of Ann Arsor, 51; Dr, H. B, Wygaxt, of Peck- 
skill, N. Y., 22; George Schofield, of Toronto, Ont,, 22, Messrs. 
Goddefroy, Coulter and Cummings stand next in order, with 
scattering votes for eleven others, In justice, therefore, to the 
Implied wishes of those voting for the committes of organiza- 
tion, I think it right and properfor Mir, McKoon to assume 
prerogatives of temporary chairman and call the other merm- 
hers of the committee toxether at some central point for the 
plirpose of organization and preparing for the forthcoming 
ench shows. I therefore notify those why have so kindly re- 
ae to my appeal for the restoration of the cocker spaniel 
that my duties cease with the publication of this report an 
that Mr. McKoon, who by their votes has been placed at the 
head of the list voted for, will hereafter assume the duties of 
his office, In conelusion, I take the liberty, in behalf of those 
who have honored me with their kind oxpressions of opinion 
favoring the formation of this association, to tender them 
mny thanks for thir promised active co-operation in carrying 
outthe true intent of the organization.—E, C. FRANKLIN 
(‘Senex"). 

IMPORTATION.—Mr. J, F. Kirk, Toronto, has added to 
his already well-stocked kennel the above celebrated brood 
bitch, She arrived in excellent condition by the White Star 
steamship Adriatic, and her present owner writes us that he 
is very proud of this latest addition to his imported stock, us 
he considers het the most valuable bitch for breeding pur- 
oses, of this hizhly fashionable class, that has yet crossed 

the Atlantic. Her registered number in the Hnelish Kennel 
Club stud book is No, 3,372, and the as is her pedigree 
and record: By Lad o' Beverly, late Rolf (7,376) out of Lass 
o' York, late Bello (2,184); Lass o’ York, by Boss 4,412) out of 
old champion Nellie (2,225), dam of champion Brush (7,271); 
Boss, by Towley’s Ben (2,103) out of Roulton’s Fern; Lad o' 
Beyerly is by Beaver (4,308) out of Runic (4,434); Runic, by 
Boulton’s Rex, brother to champion Rhea out of Boulton's 

Bueelonch, by Bruce out of Nellie, Her principal triumphs 
on the show bence are first Deyou County, first Royal Oorn- 
wall, first Crystal Palace, first Kingsbridge, first lymouth, 
etc, She is the dam of champion Squaw (10,480). said to be 

been time and again refused, Lasso’ Davon, Benedict, Negro, 
Ferryside, and Hee others of the most noted spaniels now 
before the public. Her measurements are: Nose to stop, sin. 5 
stop to occiput, 5in.; nose to set on of tail, 82in.; height at; 
shoulder, 13}¢in.; girth of niuzzle, Sin.; girth of head, idin,; 

ip to tip, 22in.; chest, 2lin.; weight, 26lbs. Her coat ears, HS 
is straight, smooth, and yery glossy, aud she is grandly 

feathered, a brilliant black withont a white hair, Although 
her owner has purchased her specially for breeding, it is to be 
‘hoped that he may be induced to exlibit her at our shows, as 
she is an excellent model of the type antl style that huve long 
been so popiar in England, and are now becoming so much 
in demand with us. 

STRAYED—from the undersigned, a male pointer doz, 
large size, not trained, about one year old, color black and 
white, black running well into the white, making a smutty 
color known as blue ticked belton; had a narrow strip of 
leather around the neck, and answers to the name Pete. The 
last heard of him wasin Andover, His unusual color makes 
him easily revognized; any information of him will ba vhank- 
fully reedived and the informant suitably rewarded by G. W 
Epwarps, North Andover, Mass, 

Aifle and Trap ; Shooling. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MILITARY MUSKET SHOOTING.—Match shot with military mus- 
kets, Creedmoor rules, at Shell Mound Park, I, 8., Contra Costa Co., 
Califormia, Dee, 3. 
Col Kelloge 4 4—dd 

445 
5-47 

Lieut FP Kuhnle..,.. 22, ..-.-2..--- 

ST Or pe a ec OT OO oy er ST oT or or 449445 
Col? SiH) Beayerrs sip. e-:- sees ses: 4 

Sergt N Williams,...............5 

oF OSE aa fe CON re HE te ey re fe fe ee BOT OE OT RH ry Sri ene He SUT ON OF OF CUR ST RE Oe cr Ore UT OTH SE NR ey ir ON Cn ye LOSS Cro Cri Som cree IS 4—41 
% 5—1B—435 

BOSTON, Mass., Dee, 16.—At Walnut Hill to-day, Gaentia the ex- 
treme cold, 4 goodly number of riflomen were gathered, and, not- 
withstanding the strong 9 o'clock wind, some yery gond scores were 
made in the Decimal, Rest and Creedmoor matches. In the Victory 
match Mr, Lea was the only shooter, and he made 49. Christmas 
day the range will be opened and the regular matches on, ‘The fol- 
lowing are the best scores; 

Creedinoor rhe 

pee pe Se ope ge SE op ee Or ge Ye ye ee ey Oe Ot Sr PRO RRR ORR OST pom RR OR Orie CT OR Se TOTO Teer are Ore ee 

T ee ae 

CD pe oe eH CT ee eC ef fie yc a pr of nr Oe Wm a re CO abe coe eS er RT he Se OT Oe I OU OR ee or YOR te OT Or SO Or Or de ee ty Or oe CSP TOR PERE OCR ERO RE ROR RR OR ec r (a 

COLI A SVE a ccsietats alebtritteldieartrich-tatale/ nue siete 556 4 6 6 5 5 5. dap 
POD ae: Pete age oh ete lateness 56564444 5 4 §—45 
AST CANCEL past enb ose 9 ot “eet 444445 4 5 5 4 43 
ClowWvestor Gnlyipetienianke ase cette sets 456 445 44 4 4-43 
Ve OtAdsinarmdijrem peli nc eee Poke. 4 455 54 8 4G 4-48 
F Dwight (mil)... 3453 43 5445 2 
R Reed.........., A 444356 6 5 4 42 
J B Thomas (nil)... 8 444444 4 6 4-40 
HW Atkins (mil). Ad od ee og dg og ag 
S Merrill,...... ddd Badd a4 5 4-98 
W E Robinso: 4424244 3 8 5-35 
JS Smalley i ai 303 8 8 4 4 2-30 

atch, 
yee Pes AE ee AAP i At SASS REARS A 8 710 7 8 8 910 7 10-84 
OM Jewe 910 810 9 8 6 7 % 9—BB 
LA Hart 8 710 9 8 9 8 8 % B—se 
J Merrill. f BO °S° 2 -9 81% 19 8 “F—sh 
AC Adam Ww 6 7 G10 910 6 B79. 
JN Frye 79S 7999 5 8 G77 
WN A Jenks 109 45 8 9 540 7 1077 
F Dwight 689 67 8 6 G 79-7 
A J Carter .6668 99 4 8 § 10-1 
WG Ain eerste be. 47995669 7 SH 

Rest Mateh. 
1010 9 9-96 

=) WW 8 9 10—96 
Ban 10101010 810 8 9 9 10—H4 

mar - 9 Pd 9-94 
W C Akin, ,#10 9 § 81010 9 10 10—98 
EYAHIELS adhe ins hs eile ee oomog st 9 91010 710 9 910 7-50 
BOSTON, Dee. 12. at the increasing low spirits of the ther- 

mometer renders the excursions to the out-of-town ranges somewhat 
less attractive, the regular prize shooting season has been inangu- 
rated at the Mammoth Ritle Gallery, at 655 Washinton street. Mr. N- 
B. Smith, the proprietor, has made arrangements for a series of 
shuots that will last during the winter months. Each month six 
prizes Will be offered, $7, $6, $5, $4, $2 and $1 respectively, for the 
host six scores mide by the patrous of the gallery. ‘The shooting 
will be off-hand, distance 150 feet, rounds 10, the és five to win. or 
possible 260. ‘The attendance has heen good the past week, and the 
well-known local and out-of-town marksmen are dropping in fre- 
quently. The December list has already been opened, and following 
scores now appéar upon the blackboard: 
UA Pollard... 2.6... c.s. cee eaa 2 Oana Dime set 22.44 45 4344 44990 
H Lowell... 44 43 42 41 41-210 
1 Rusell, ,, 42 42 42 41 438210 
TH Bird........ 40 45 41 41 42—209 
GW Little ..._.. 41 49 40 41—203 

Besides the regular prizes, a special award of $20 for eight vonsec- 
utive Lea Sofered. This also proposed to open, next month, a 
list for amateurs with appropriate prizes for good shooting, 

WORCESTWR, Mass,, Dec 14,—There was the usual meeting at the 
riflé range to-day. The wind was blowing from§ lo 10 o'clock. The 
scores were us follows: 

Massachusctis Target —Off-hand. 
GA Allen..... Lan voeedh AQ D2 108 ede ody dt is" qo Sste7: 
Stedman Clarl ji 8 10 10 11 11 9 12 10 12-404 
C Dusenbu -9 9 D1 0 9 9 10 12 18~100 
AL Riee_- G6 10 10 8 10 10 10 122 8 12— 96 
VW Hame 9 9 11 10 6 10 10 10 9 W— 95 
Frank Jol 6 10 8 1 10 1 7 8 WO 10-90 

eedmoor Target—Or-hand, 
Stethman Clark Seeds 56 +5 4 4 4-45 
V W Eames. 4565644445 ¢ 448 
AL Bice... .f 638 44 45 68 & 448 
JW Murphy -0 £34545 4 4 4-42 
WT Farror. J obicp pcerctetie: cee eae 44442423 4 4 5—40 

ing Target Match—Kest. 
WO Wellg,...-..-.4--t....5-11 12 11 10 di 10 7 10 «= it—103 

GARDNDR, Mass., Dec, 13.—Thare was about the usnal number 
present at the regular weekly meeting of the Gardiner Rifle Club at 
the Hackmatack Range. The distance was 00yds., off-hand, inch 
ving and Creedmoor targeh combine! being nsed. The results of 
each man’s shooting is told by the following Spars 

a Hy 3 C % O% Totals, 
WR Dodzenis. tips nes ees. 8G 46 fl 436 Te ate 
A Mathews .., au 44 86 45 42 89 
GY Ellsworth... . 13 AY Bel 5 15h 89 
WC Loveland Sl 4 Ww 4h 148 
B Williams .... oY oad BG dB 143089 
GG Goodall. vale ae W743 id2 86 
S$ B Hildreth. 67 7 ay 141 Mt 
C Shumway,,..... Hares yi ee) 65 AR 1368 

A PENNSYLVANIA RIFLE SHOT.—The Harrisburg, Pa., Tele- 
ate reports that Ellsworth Bierbower, son of Washington Bier- 
ower, of Allison's Hill, is certainly remarkably skillful with a rifle, 



416 

One of his latest shots is deserlbed as fullows; A piece of half-inch 
£AS pip? wus Lusurted through a heavy piive of iron as a base Aft 
one eud of tae pp. heamxcd the blade of a hatchet so that the 
sharp edge rested agains! fie pipe, On either side of the hatchet he 
hung & iss ball. standicg off uta distance of forty fect he fired 
with a Wiuche ter it ling ville al the exposed end of the gas pipe, 
throngh which the u. Let pa sedand wissplitoa the hatchet dze,eaca 
half breaking the giacs oall on eituer sive of the hatchet. eit 
done tals pemarkauble s..oF10 his sa.istaction in the ordmary ofhanc¢ 
Way, he tricd ff in adiferent msnuer, Holding the fun over big 
shouller he sigaut dturougn # smal mirror ne pellia nis left aand. 
and tired with his vacc to th yobject. Acain did tae bi] pass tarough 
the gas pipe. splifon the hatenet edge@ and break both balls, Suill 
anotaer way Wasted, Boncing over, le beld the rifle down and 
rizited un ler nfsler. arain om. ing buesh bsuccossfully, shootin 
#lass balls thrown ti tue et, nol jog the riflein his (sit hand an 
shooting al arm’s length, shooting a swallow in its swift flight, are 
alleominog i nos-mMani ros dia. £O1ig Saba voris Vsaraing the 
trade of vookbinior, and indulses ib bis Fundy shooting for his own 
AMUsEMeNt, 

THE NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB his prepared a very complete 
and Goniprchénsiva programme of matel.es to be shot at their ind or 
rauge diving the wintor, airanged with the Intent of int, resti F 
every mim eroftre viub, he sicillof ¢ac1 man has been gauze 
by pr-yisus per Olmunces and tho varions comp. titions arranged so 
fuitallmay uve yun ice, Some valu J: prigs Lave veen offer.d, 
Amos tuein 43070 1 fold tropay ob with divmonds, presented by the 
president, Mo. . V, ooh , foe che Miter makias ten full scores, 
tul6= soorms fo ve aid ach oc unyuolgat, and wie mitch to close it 
the eud of any week when tao or More inembers shall have made 
ten full stores. Tucre ars wlso sever.) Borchard, Remington and 
Balla uli esas priz.g, Prola, ly lae mo t int-resting and amusing 
competitiou wi.l Le a series of miatches between Ewo teams of seven- 
Teen ied wach, under the captuincy of the presicent, L, V. Sone, 
aud ihe clubeaphait, Pf. Qooallson. Ub ssé céame will shoot every 
TLursday evening fo, a liner once a month, tobe paid for by the 
Josing tenn, suu asa further inducémunt for the members to keep 
up the goed na ne of the clyb, the p esidunt will provide twelye neat 
team budgesior the twelve tien who iriive nade the Lest seven tar- 
Hats ouf of the cl you competitions to be held, aad those twelve men 
sua constitute the team mu res rveof the N. ¥. R.C. for 1888, and 
tnust be prepured .0 inzet oll cuallengers, 

THE SEPPENFELDT CLUB—-Dec. 15, 1883.—ditor Forest and 
Strean: We hereby chulienge any five (6) men, helonging to any 
organized clih in tue Unit-u States \othuot with a Hallurd rifle of 22 
culiber, a mite for fifty dolluvs (£5) a side, tbrce rovnds, full 
Creedmoor ruies to govern—to be slot ab our headquarters, 15 
hist Hutiston stroct—J. Sentiz, § erct.ry Seppenteldt Rifle Club. 
This challenge is open for oL.@imourn from Cate, JS, The Seppen- 
feldt Ritte Club have (leoted tle foowiug officers for the year J8'3: 
Por tresideut, B. Wrageey \ieo-Prerident, W. Lallz; feerctary, J. 
Sealitz, Vijancial Sceretsry, W. Sepp ofeldt; Cupuin, G, Zimn.er- 
mann: Treasuter, EB. Holtzuann. 

THE TRAP. 

YONKERS, N. ¥., Dac. 18.—Toe Yonkers Gun Club held their 
reeular monthly shaot ohn Dec. 16, on the ¢lub grounds, Valentine’s 
Hill; 6 pigeons, dyds., both barrels, and clay pigeons, 1Byds., one 
barrel. day, 

Pigeons, Pigeons 
A.J Kolb » hae We > as OS ES 1 0. 1—2 
R_Eliin, 1611 1-4 1 1 1-3 
+ TL Booms 0 10 0 1-4 1 0 1-2 
SM Swifts 1100 14 00 0-0 
OL Austi O21i1 14 10 0-1 
R Bickeitieyer, .-...-. ....2.- 111 0 0-8 f 0 0-6 
5 DL Farrington. ___-._..,--.2.., 2710 0 0-38 
G Langran,. 1121 1-0 1 1 1-4 
EL Troma, 10 0 1 1-4 0112 
GB Valentiuc 0011 O48 0 0 0—0 
PH Wiug 111211410 1 T= 2 
& Howland... 1111 1-6 0 0 0-0 
J Rowland, .... 0110 1-4 Oo 1 0-1 
Ai B Waring....... Peo et 1s 0 1 0-1 
a Avery.,.—- 11011 0-4 

lf was ulmost dark when (he clay pigeons were shof, and this being 
ibe fivst aitempt at them not very Bouy scores were made. The next 
shoot will take place Guristints bay, when there will be pigeons, clay 
Pigeons att pluse balls Sof fur’ wuiindsome gold medal, presented 
Ww a lub by their president, Mr, BE. L. Thomas, open to members 
ony. 

ALGONQULNS vs. WASHINGTON TSIGHTS.—New York, Dec. 
W.—Tie return mutch between these two clubs was shot on the 
grounds of (he tormer clab on Dc. 7, and resulted in a» vietony for 
thie Alsonqnins. Toe match was ten men each side, twenty balls 
each, 2oyds, rise, from iMree (raps. air s-ores w re made, although 
the pravailliip high win! anllow wenperitore msde acsurate shootin 
difficult. If furtuen pool was needed of tie rare and genuine good- 
fellowship of be Wasinigton Meizots Club iidivi tually and col- 
luctively, if was evinced mm this oceasion by the gallant epirit and 
gracetul manner in whic.) they accept ad this, their second defeat, 
atthe hands of the Alvonq tins. Tue pleasant dinner and social 
fostiviliés, made memorable by song aud story, and the pereaps 
ment of Jntens talent, wit an humor which followed the match, 
was aimost fitting close to a day pleasant to remember by all presdnt, 
and well calculated to augment, if possible, the kindly feeling and 
regard establi hed between tiese two clubs. With such a purpose 
io view, these friendly matches are iideed prolific of rare enjoyment 
und pleweantmemorics, and go far to stimulate the true lover of the 
£uv to aceuracy and eflcigncy.—W. 

JLRSEY C1iY HEIGHTS GUN CLUB.—Jersey City, N. J., Dec. 
17,—At the regular wunual meeting of the Jersey City Neights Gun 
Club, held at thelr club rooms ob Uhe 192b inst., the following officers 
were elpeted for the ensuing year: Geo. B, Maton, p eside: €; J, Von 
Seugerke, vice-president: Al Heritage, secretary and treasurer; 
John Lleadden, Jr, Cis. Nevthrop, H, A, Newbold, executive com- 
mittee, A commit, ce was aj poinisd to make arra: gements for the 
third friencly shoot wit the Midvay Gun Club, each club haying 
won imiaten, De next mite is to take place on the Jersey City 
Helghts Club grounds, way tilestha M.tivans choose. tue Jersey 
Heigoty bamg willimg to coucede that much. The match to be 25 
men each, 2 ts. rise, 7 birds exch man, fur the 13th of January. 
Think there will be a hot time, 

WELLINITON, Mass. Dee, 10—A good eompany of shooters 
trom the Mallen Gun Clib msbat Wellington to-day, and did good 
word ab smishing the swiftl/-flylig clay pigeons from trap No. 1. 
The first assuy ab tive clay pleeon; vosulted a4 follows» Vielding, 5; 
Moore, 6; Catlins; Peterson, 3; Richards, 9; Beaufort, 1, Fielding 
and Moore divilegpirst honors, Oiptsin Sawyer, of the Middlesex 
Club, Haviizarived oi tae grouni, dssirsd to try his hand, and 
sutessdaliinatsiiigin vy antivcis mimeov the five birds, Other 
sWeepsbikes foly vol wits varying success, 

WS? S50 TERVILLE, Muss.. has a new gun club with twenty 
tinembers, Thait trst shoot will be Wel! on Christnias Day. 

Coughs. Brows’s Broncman Trocees are used with advantage 
to ale viat> Coughs, Sore Yurost, Hourseness’ ui Bronchial Atfee- 
tions. Price 26ei4 a box —Ade, 

Answers ta Correspondents. 
W. 1, G. Detroit, Wich.—The rifle is one which bas no record, 

; G D.—Go to sons of jae statives oa ths Northern Railroad of New 
Jersey. P 
: G A. 5, T, B., Bellaire, O.—We do not know where you ean procure 
errets. 
G.L.D,, New arhens, O.—For Obie quail law see our issue of De- 

rember 7, 
G.&., Lynn, Mass. —The 2%-in. barrel wifl shoot practically as well 

fs tue dra, . 

J.P. U., Pinghamton, N. ¥Y.—Wrile to the 4rmy and Navy Journal, 
Now York Gity. 

J. R, W.—Write to My, G. A. Wilson, secretary Algonquin Guu Club, 
SL West 87th sireer, Now York. 

Diok, ThumMpsonvilla, Conn.—Are No, §pink-edeewqwads too large 
for No, 12 pup rshellsy ans, Yes. 

N. B.and W. P,, Baljamere. Md.—Mosquitues aré more utimerous in 
the AilironJacks my Augus. foro in July. 
W. i. t., Oxford, N.Y], Wedo vot know name of ferret, breeder, 

2, Por beacles see our ulvertisiig columns, 

T. P, By Mi ldletown, Coin.—donsult book, Horse in Motion,’' 
pudlisheud we talnk, hy Osz001 u& Co, Bastoa, 

RPK The eason fordeer in Ponnsylyanta, as printed in our 
issuu ot December 7, is from Octaber 1 to December vr. 

J. W, Ti, Potladelpca, Pa.—As st ited some time ago in our edi- 
torla) coluumis, toe wutuur of Winter Talks” is Mor, Geo, Dayyson, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

B, R_M,.—1, For wild rice ses our advertising columns. 2. Pills- 
bury, Minn, 3, \bany of fae gun stores advertised in this Journal, 

0. 'T., New York.—For an explaination of the principles of vecoil 
See our issuc of Sept. 23, 1820—articls, “Dittman’s Sportiag Powder. 

W.A, M., Pensacola, Fla.—To clean rust out. of rifle use finest 
emory powder on oiled rag with cleaning red and plenty of “elbow 
grease? 

L. L,, Canandaigua, N, ¥.—You can buy siich a gun from any of 
the dealers, or if you wao- a second-hand one adyertise in this 
journal for it. - 

3. M.N., New York.—The berries, talten from quail’s erop, are the 
frultof the skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus fatidus, & yery favorite 
foo | of the quail. ' 

G. H, pr H,, Roslindale, Mass.—The sight is ad\ertised in our col- 
umns, We cannot reter you to good tquirreél Fhooting witain an 
hour's ride of Boston. 

OG. A, G., Middletown, Conn.—A fox hunter found a fox mp ina 
trove, ani shothim. Please tell me if il is not unusual tor foxes to 
tile to trees, Anus. No, 

X. ¥. Z., Haver, Mass.—The spots in your gun will probably not, 
interfere with iis shooting qualities. Show lt to some of your ex- 
perienced punning friends. 

G. B.. New York.—Where can I vet a dugout canos, and how much 
is one worth? Ang. They have them in St, Augustine, Flotida. We 
do not know what one would cost. 

A. H., Cuero, Texas.—Thé charge is not a danzerous one for the 
gun, butit is too heavy for your own comfort. Try a lighter load and 
see if you cannot do just as good work, 

G. T..1., Goldsboro, N. C.—Por sqnirrel shodting you will find a 
J2bovre gun the best weapon. The svattering of the charge depends 
upon style of bore, 7. ¢., choke or cylinder, 

C, E, §., Ivonton, O.—1, You will find a .45 calibre, 70 
rifle suitable, 2%, You can goto Fort Benton. on the 
sieamer. if yon go atthe proper season of year, 

C, L. R., Garrettsyille, O.—The only way you can determine proper 
charge of buckshot for your gin is to experiment; but in no event 
use more than will readily chamber in the choke. 
M, T. E., St. Martins, Wis.—Where can I dispose of a flue mounted 

male spscimenof dnser clbifrons, snl bow much would it bring? 
Ans. It should be worth $3 or iM, but we caanot vefer you to a prob- 
able purchaser. 

H, GC, F., Philadelphiy,—Yon will (ind at Homosasga, Florida, no 
e's than ten di-tinct epecies of fish, At lost accounts Mr, Jones was 
still tuere. We presume that you would find no difilsulty in obtain- 
ing accommodations there, 

J. B. B,, Soral, Canada,—After some ttouble we found the concern 
advertising te rife concerning which you inquire. The st te of 
maguzineii an olilone and was long ago disearded, We should not 
aivise you to purchase the arm. 

D, B.—To have your rif» barrel blued in goon slape, send it to u 
regpulurpiinsinith Tf there aré not good workmen in your vicinity, 
express the barrel to some ons of the firmg who advertise in tlis 
paper. The resalt will repiy the cost. ° 

ReAprer.—lf in shooting a rifle you elavate it1,000yds,, does the 
mallet fy with point the highest unt lit reaches the target, or does ib 
ethange its pooition with the jineof fight like an arrow? Ans. It 
chunges fts position with line of Hight. 

J. M. M_—¥or information about Florida, read eps issued 
ani sent free by the Siwinnah, Plorila & Wescern Railroid, 8 iwwan- 
nab, Ga, Also “Wlorida for Tourists, Invalids and Scétlers,’"by Geo. 
Met ey ars published by DP. Appleton & Oo., $1.50, We can stipply 
eltber, 

Scasonmer, Glusco, N. ¥.—1, Porsituation with taxidermist or mar- 
ket for stutfed birds apply t ) Satter, whose adver isement a, pears 
in our colimn:;, or to J. Wallice, 19 North William street, 2. Mr. 
Balty's address ia Parxville, N, Y. 9. Mr, Steele's address is Hart- 
ford, Conn. 

Main, Toronto, Canada,—In pigeon shootine a 12-bore is taken as 
standard; every bore larger than that must gb back one-half yard for 
pach difference In sizs,%.¢,, an 1l-bore, Wy... a 10-bore lyd., ete. ; 
and smaller bores go forward in the same way, namely, @ {3-bore 
Moyd. 8nd a 14-dore Iya. 

A. B. O.—In a club shoot B's name is put on the score card and he 
then decl nes tosnoot. A says he will shovt for B, using his (A’s) 
own gun and shells, and A’s inilisis are placed over B’s name. A 
sbootsand wins. To whom does the cup belong? Ans, ‘To the one 
wyho pitid the entrance fee, 

T. L. 5,—Dugiwe, Pa,—In Province of Quebec season for killing 
deer, elican! caribou is September Lio February 1. Tlliag of moose 
is prohibited until aft r September 1, J?2, the season thereafter 
being Si esha to Februury 1. Non-.esidénts are required to 
take out livense, fee 30 per season. 

J. W. J., Perry, Ga.—A white quail wos killed in this county last 
February, and as it was quite a curiosity 1 had it nicely preservea 
by an exp rienced taxidermist, Can you give me the name o£ some 
bird fancier who has a collection of Am rican bivds who would be 
likely to purchase this? Aus. We know of no one. 

H. G. H., Cleveland, O.—1, We haye ordere1 a number of eopies of 
the new book on ths gun by “stonchenge.” “The Rifle, Rod and 
Gun in California, by Mr, Yan Gyke.can slio be supplied by us, 
price $1.50, 2, Weare novaware th t a barninerless gun is in pr2- 
paration by the firmnimed. 3. Trajectory, waen applied to projec- 
tiles, is the curve descrijed by the projectily iu its Might. - 

M. H, C., Movris, Il.—Plense find enclosed u photo of a peculiar 
ow] for these parts. lt was ‘aken wits anrm erot others alive from 
my pigeou co.e wher- they evidently hud been renrved. A full grown 
oue measures from tip to tip three fact tan ineueés, is vary light 
color.-d and its hea! hus the appearances of a, monkey more than any 
bird Thaye s4en. Ans. The phoro:raph represents a b rn owl (dluco 
Jlanmenus prafincoia), 2 species of racer southerly destribution but 
not very uncommon us far north as New York, 

J. 7. C., Boston, Mass.—Is there any way to learn if a shotgun is 
liable to bursit I have aecheap brevehload‘r und I haye become 
afraid of it (merely through reading of accidents); maker aninown, 
Ans, There is no way except to test it, and that is unsatisfactory, for 
while @ tast charge might not burstlae gun, tt might so weakan it 
that the next charge would burst it. The test plan, ff you haye not 
confidence in tie gun, is to sell and fet one tuat you can trist, for 
you can never shoot well unless you have confidence in your gun, 
W. M. M,, Helena, Montsna.—t send you by majl portions of two 

Nird>, one @ partriuge aud the ofher uw “foothen,’’so called tn the 
Montana Game laws, Please ilentify them. Ans, The bird labeled 
“Partridge” is the ruffed grouse, It is very similar to that of the 
Bact, but is somewhat grayer in color and is called by ornithologists 
Bonusa unbelius wroelioides, The “fooluen” is t'rankliia's spruce 
vrouse (Conace canadenars franklini), a variety of the sproce grouse 
of Maine, Northera New Yous, and Carado, from which it dilfers 
mpi in tha absence of the chestnut. band on the tail and the spots 
of white ou the tail coverts. 

J, B, W., Sharon, Conn.—A few days ago a young mau heard his 
dog barking ina piece of pine woods. He went over and saw an 
animal up iu 4 small iree, woich he took taber‘coon. He threw a 
stone and knocked it out, aud the dog killed it. When he brought it 
to town some said it wis a ‘coon and others sald it was afox, and it 
looked as much like one as the other, Atlast ons man said it was a 
wood fox. Is thure such an animal? Jts fur was a little more gray 
tusn 2 ‘coon or our cournon tox. Ans. We never heard of a wood 
tox, From the deseripion it seems probable that the animal may 
have been &@ gray fox (Urocyon viryinionus), This is 1 species of 
rather southern distribu.ion, much ¢rayer tuan our red fox, and 
cobed for its aabit of uf olas tress wait parsna dl. : 

Pachting and Canoeing. 
CANOEING IN AMERICA, 

LOCAL Feportorl ul Janklas delivers himself of the sage opinion, 
io a turf joarao il, tantcanoamg never will dourish in America; 

that cunoes wre all nonsense any way; and 17ft. cathboat traps ought 
to take their pice. Kunning the Colorado River, exploring the 
chain of Adirondack Lakes, or pusuing into the reedy fastnesses of 
Okeechobsu in a 17th. eathoub isso bewilderingly funny, that some 
thousanis of Americans are likely fo continue exhibiting a seeim- 
ingly justifiabls ) rejudice for the caioe. Lut why should a newspa- 
per Jenkins of narrow tind and provincial runge of axperienue sir 
his Opinions at allon a subjeck he kuows nothing of? Canoeing never 
Hovisned in any country, nor grew so fact in favor as in America, ii 
witness of which, the ercat Lake George meet of August may be 
cited. Cunoeing is essentially aso lary pastime, a sporh for each 
paddierin his individual capacity, hence, chibs and breenieatioas 
may not cut great figures, yebthe ficars of Ganods spread apace all 
oyer tue Gountry. They make n0 Brent noise In the newspaper 
world, but prosperity is thelrs none the less,and succeeding years have 
seen fresh ascessions to ibis delightful, invigorating sport by toe 

er powrder, 
Lissouri. by 
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bnireds. Canoe clubs are good in their way for headquarters and 
Pevompdation. butas the shap:ly donble ud cockle sarlis ran pe 
8 owed vn ler the bed, on the mantelpiece, or slung from the Ubjary 
ceiling, clubs are not as essentiul nor of such cons2qilence in puid- 
ing the destiny of thé sport as clubs are to yachtmg. Organiz ior 
and rediape are really foreign to the bappy-zo lueky Vohemian 
color which is Gneof tue cuiefest actraction, of this knots-about ox. 
istenge. The enthusiast with the paddle is not a raving man, but 
more @ passionate triyeler, bant upan exploriog strante climes in 
search of nature's beauties In their purity, yet undefilid by man. 
The lonely voyager seeks in the wil leruess, far or neu, tho @ asso- 
eiations revivifying and subline, which eontart with tae fragrareca 
of the forest, the mu ical gurgling of rushing rivulets, and thelmaj sty 
of the grand and pivhn esque in rocky are. i. ech re ts certain to e.- 
gender in the breast of ths least impressionable of mea, All tills 
may be nugh? to tas sod len freultivs of a J onkins, whose appr ¢it- 
tion of sport of any ki d rise; non bevoaca stretch of inlolent lovt- 
ing, with a beer ker as the load starin the middle. Such v ovthirs 
ey fail to Appreciate a sport appealing to minds refine] and hedies 
athletic, for tnsy prefer the grat fication of anieal prorlivitirs, 
To them canocing may be all nonsense, but, thank goodness, all Ame i- 
¢ang are not of such low caliber in tasies. 

SPREADING BALLAST. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Notwithstanding your summary disnosifion of the vivws of vonr 

Boston correr ponder t J. W. N.’ about spr adiug ballact ine event 
pi ching, Tam vnivble to fecontile yor r po ition with the ctatements 
of writers of undoub ed authority and with jhe results of pravtien 
experience. Your view] take 19 be that by spre dine ont ballast 
fore and aft (either inside or out), a vessel will pileh and scind in a 
seaway less than she would do if her ballast wera conesntr ited 
amidships, and you are of opinioi thata man who believes to tue 
contrary should have a “schoolmaster'? to puthim on the rigi t 
course.” Tmust frankly confess myself to be in the ranks of the wn- 
believers, and as my experience aod the ideas Ihave deri ed from 
sich teachers as Dixon Kemp seem fo have failed to puli¢hten me, 
Imust come to you for an explanation, 
Experience generally has vaught me that if Twanta vesselio go 

as easily as pozsible tarough a heayy sen, 1 shonld kearp all weiehts 
ont ot the fore an] after peaks; thit uy chain cables shou'd ha 
stowed well aft oufof the eyes; that the further att my windla’s is 
the better; and when shsis pite ii 1 Ner worst Isho Wd notexp eb to 
easo her by putting one man at the hawse Pipe und anot ver at the 
taffrail, And, to show thatI am nof alone i: sneh exp rirner, It 
meérefer to “Munts Yachiing Magazine’ for April, i482, p, 174, 
where the author of “Roun. [velund in # Ten-l'oaner” bites thot a 
most strange and unwouted diving in his verse] vas erred! hy move 
ing aft a quantity of ballast and chain that had been stowed far for- 
ward by mistake, Experience in culter sailing has taught me |hat 
a double reef in my bow prit with st rm qi\ismue leter tian the 
sameésiil ona wiole bowsprit, because the weight of the sp r ia 
brought inhoard, and t .@ effec of weizhts in motion is iy pr vpar- 
fion a the square of their distances from fae ceuler of gravity af the 
vessel. 

In Dixon Kemp’s book on “Yacht Decizning,” at p. 47, oesurs tho 
following passage; “The violence of pitching and se ‘nding is much 
affected by the radius of gyration . . The more the wrizhtg 
are conrentrated, the short. r the radius of gyration will be, and the 
vessel will conseqnently acquire less momeutum ia pitehirg, an 
will piteh and scend with the waves; but on whe other hand, if the 
weights are lengthened out, the momentum of the vessel, when her 
bow or stern is suddenly depmved of support during the passage 
of waves, will be much increased. By reduéing this momenfum the 
diving ant violent part of the pitching will be much modified, and 
what may be termed ‘longitudinal rolling? will o¢e ¥ morn with t ‘a 
time of the wayes.” The same antior in hiy “Maynal of Yuelit 
Sailing” BayseARe 50): ‘So far as. ymooth-water sulisg in ¢ n- 
cerned, nothing but 4 clear gain will result from haying the 
weights well distributed in a fore und aft direction, but the ease 
will be different amour waves. The longer the raJding of gyra- 
tion aud metacentric height ara mae, the more violent will 
be the pitching and scending motions among wares. and the yessel 
will dive, and be very wetand uueasy.- But, on the other band, if the 
weights are much coneen rated, the vessel, whlle lo=ing the momen- 
tum that caused her to plunge into a wayerr ‘ive,’ will be ex- 
tremely lively, and probably rise to avery waveerest, large or sm ill, 
The vessel with the longer radius of gyration will uot so accor] wi h 
the waves, and although sbe miy be ‘earryiig b r canvas better,’ 
yet she will so bury herself that co sail her must be a work of great 
difflenity and dager.” ' 
Undoubtedly a vessel might hare her ballast too much concen- 

trated, so that she wo tll bo slo ¢ antall her motions sh wianl 
jerkey, but I am unable to reconcile with these views of Dixon 
Koinp's the statement in your issne of Dec. 7, that ‘“lengtyening out 
ballast will check pitching.’ If I have trespassed too much upon 
your spe, itis beeuuse the subject seems to me a yery important 
one, p rtleularly now that wholesome Yyiews in regard to outsile 
vollart are gaining ground, and men will want to get all the weight 
they cin onthe keel. Mr. Ksmp’s opinion th 4 dangero is resuits 
™m ist Follow from ton great fore and aft extension of ballast is at least 
worthy of consideration, and the space devoted by Fishbourne, in 
his “Lectures on Naval Arculfecture,”’ to the dist ibntion of weights 
shows that high authorities regard the subject worthy of vareful 
consideration. 
Isha 1 feel very glad if poe will remoya the difficullies I have en- 

dé tyorad to show have arisen in my mind from your sratements on 
this subject. ’ ONAN, 
[Our correspondent has given a wider Interpretation to our rem rks 

in issue before list than we intendel they should convey, Str-teh- 
ing ballast will certainly increase its momentum, Lut jso¢hri nous 
oscillation with the sea is thereby prevented, aud thoush pitching 
harler, the yossel will pitch less often in a given tim, and, in eonse- 
querce, be sailing more néarly astraizhtline, Toe object of sireteh- 
ing ballast is to counteract “cockiaess,"’ or rocking-horse motion, ib 
the expense of buoyancy inthe ends. Nurrow boals with ihe tine 
quarters characteristic uf the Harvey models, we yery sensit ve, and 
easil;; tipped. They are apt fo be too quick in a sea; wd to make 
them slower their hallast is extended more than usual. Of course 
thia may be overdone, and wita the welghts (oo much sirtuyg out 
the yacht will pitch co deep as to check ber way, laus losing one 
way what you are trying togaimin ano.ler. Dither éxtrome is to 
be avoided for racing, and the proper adjvstim ot. piving the lest 
mean between hard pitching ant quick ose Ilaliun,is ta be detier- 
mined by experiment or experience in cach en s. ‘ue driest host is 
not (he easiest nor the fistest, If dryness only is veqnirsd, co 1a. 
trating weight will he!p its aitiinmmant. In Gravl ooiti ba last con. 
not be stretohed as in narrow fo: ms, for the yery Season thah deep 
Pitching checks a chisby boitso mic) thatis shem climbing over 
everything is often the best choice between tro évils.] 

HAWSE-PIPE CRITICS. 
aioe: are proverbially the laast mtg ye ta expliin clearly 

the performance of & yossal. Tansy divariwsly get cause and 
elfect mixed vp and are I5o03¢ a id siovenly in t wir reusoning. Scipper 
Belmont is not an exec p ion to the rule if ha is covreelly rm porte ia 
Jast Monday's Herald. Sips that estimibls tur the sicipp a50f the 
cutters were racing men in the truestsense of the word, in digeriug 
from the opinions express¢d recently |y Mr. John Etaveay in the 
s§4mne journal. With Mr. Hatvey’s opinions wa have icthing todo, 
Bemg the outcome of a life-long expeiienci, a Kundrel fold what 
Belmont can boast, Mr Harvey may bestfely Icft to tale car of 
himself. Butas he engaged tue inported skippers ao) stated ex- 
pressly they were cruising captains und not raciag men, ibis provable 
he knows what he was talkiny about far botler tian uny one's 2u sss 
atthe truth, We are further informed by Sic ppar Beli inp that ih» 
crews of the cutti rs in the Seawanbukar.ees hung on tooba and ni.il 
for fear of sliding overboard. Apart trom belng riticulour, Helmout 4 
statementis at variance with facts, He thin tells tha Feéreld that 
the cutters drenched their crews,wlile the hands abo irl Gracie w re 
comfortable ard dry, ‘This fs a bit of imagidgion for Gracie’s crew 
were soaked to th> skin by fying dust long before Belsuin shipped. 
water atall. QGaptain Belmout d'aws no distinction b te uy dip ios 
bowsprits without eteeve aud bow: pas cocked tkywar’, 4s wi tha 
sloop, Suppose the cutters did dip (hi ir nope poles oftenu,, whet of 
it? Minis is One of the niphtmiares ietiiled gt nausgerm amo. 2 bie 
truly loyal, but whi this not likely toilet pint Migent men from build- 
ming sveh craft, The wretehed and disappomlitg sea-fo ng qt allifes 
of our liamy houts are teo Well kuowu to every one Ww bes & ssi le 
by an estimable yacht shippcr's cpinions, He willhave to oxplain 
aivay a erent deal Lhat has happened tight ia our own waters U fore 
any butths gilly bealed wil agrseto his valiaut, but unshible 
tloim thi tubby boats ave the equal of enthers af saw under any ev 
cumstances, x A 
"General opinion among American yachtsmen™ is a very changing 

commodity mdted. It bad heen tabi g around cutters as toon, 
they were at anchor, but got worsred i] nosl every (rigl, On tho ¢ou- 
trary, ‘ge eral opinion" is so tirergly inchned towird cutiers that 
euttcr principles cre being ace( pled ioup hout The country, bar ess 
than halt 4 dozen dangerous tra) s now ..uwilding in New York. lisa 
relief to find the wartly skippir “allow” Budouin's suils aq good fit, 
It would have bean vutner ite in tue day. claim our canyas any 
way near the Lay thorn cut in’pertecticn, for compe\e t judges have 
acknowledged our inferiority on tiat point. Cuptain uilmout, iq 
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citing Guinevere and Sappho forgets that Guinevere is a very differ- 
ent sort of crait to the modern cutter, She is a harrel-bottom, with- 
out an ounce on the keel, Whatshe is or does is irrelevant al‘ogether 
io the performance of cutters. As to everything being in favor of 
Bedouin, Belmont is inaccurate and poorly informed. He may read 
to advantage what has been published on that head in these columns, 
As to crews, Gracie was undermanned and Bedouin had two shifts 
for regular »atelies. It will be hard vo convince any one that a small 
sail is more difficult to s -t, trim orhand than a large one, jee be- 
eanse the small sail happens to he bent aboard a-cutter, Ski 
B: lmont’s especial notions about model and buoyancy are not over 
clear, and may be dismissed, for the narrowert and heaviest of Hug- 
lish yachts, sich as Samogna, Varduari, Jullanar and Seabelle, are 
the ail :tand driest vessels ina heavy sea ever floated, to which all 
bear testimony who have seeu them under sail proportionate to the 
conditions. In admittirg them beiter in a c¢lop sea than our 
beneers, t) é weather-beaten critic shows that he is a ney enough 
candidate for complete conver-ion, with alittle more insight and a 
eloscr process of reasoning, After all, knowing whence his bread 
a d ti tler comes. the galla>t captain is perhaps pot the man to miss 
sweetening his 1d sp cts with alittle taify, even at the expense of 
his rc putation for a clear head. 

HOW TRAPS KILL YACHTING. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Ain very mich interested in your article on single hand yachts, 

and J send you herewith the plansof an 18ft, boat built from m 
d siens. Regret to say that yachting is at a standstill about Detroit, 
traceable cirec‘ly to the numerous accidents by capalzing, and the 
Lau reputation boating and eailirg has obtained. There is but oie 
k el yacht on tne river, Ithink the only hope for improvement is the 
introduction of an mber of safe keel boats, The death traps we 
have had here have done more harm than good. WwW. 

Dernarr, Dec. 12. 
[Tie pl ns accompanying the abeye letter will he published at an 

early day ] - 

RAL YA"HTS.—The Lawleys, of South Boston, are driving 
ahead on new work. They will build a schoon rof narro¥ beam 
an! grat drift for Boston owners, She will he 7ft, loog, 18ft, 
beam an 1 9l4ft. draft, with aten-ton iron keel. Modern idoas seem 
to take more readily in Boston than ee the smooth water sailers 
of ew York. Tie nswcutter for Mr. Edward Burgess is to be of 
by May. She is spoken of as a fine and roomy ship, with d2ft. length 
nm loading, 40ft. over all, 8ft. Gin. beam, and 8 tons lead on the keel, 
he will be christened Butterfly, Anotner cutter is under way for 

ipper | 

THE “WASP” CUTTER—SAIL PLAN. 

Mr, Frank in Dexter, owner of Meta, schooner. This vessel promises 
to be a grand p rformer, with the accommod .tion- of a sloop double 
ths tonrage. The cu ter is 68ft. over all, 54ft, loadline, 12ft. 4in. 
beam, 9ft. bin. water, and will swing 18 tons of lead just where it 
onght to swing, The same firm have about finished a deep draft for 
Mr, J. B, Meer, of the Marblehead Y. C., 40ft. long, 13ft. beam, 66ft. 
dratt, with &-ton iron keel. The Lawleys have edded rew lund to 
peSe spel on the north side of First street, at the foot of 

strert, : 
IN PROSPECT.—We are at last to have an ocean yacht race from 

San Francisco, something long talked of, but till now with no definite 
results. Mi, Harry Tevis and the €preckels brothers are to race 
tieir two keel sch -oner yachts to the Sundwich Islands and back 
nextspring fora silvercup. Capt. Turner is building the Spreckels 
yacht and Stone is building the other from a design by Hall, The 
yachts will be exactly the same siz2 on water line—73{t.—aud each 
will draw Sft. The Spreckels yacht is 24ft. beam, the other being a 
little narrower, A Captain of one of the Spreckels island schovuners 
will act _as navigator on one pout, and it is said that Capt. Hall will 
sail the yacht he models. The boats will sail down, remain there a 
wesk or so, and then staré on the beat back together. This wi.l be 
ocean yachting to some purpose, The boats will be evenly matched, 
and the event will excite considerable interest. One of the yachts 
has just been launched, but has not yet been tried. The other bas 
hardly been commenced.— Pacific Eife. 
BELLEVILLE NOTES.—2£ditor Forest and Stream: The five-ton 

open sloop Wideawake, which was built by Cuthberth some four 
years ago, and was one of the fastest craft of her size on the lakes, 
has been sold by her owner. Mr. James Clarke, of this city, to Mr. 
Strange, of Kingston. Mr. Piice wili shortly commence the work of 
converting his keel sloop Sylvia into a full-fledged cutter, with lead 
ballast outside and cutter rig. She will bear watching next season, 
At present tieré is no talk of new craft here, but I sha'l be sur- 
prized if a twelve-ton centerboard cubin sloop, in which high ate 
will be aimed at, is not built by some members of the B. Q. Y. C. 
during the winter —Por? Tacx, Belleville, Ont. 

CANOKING.—This sport has seen a wonderful growth in the lart 
two years. There are now two thousand canoes of the ‘‘civil’zed” 
kind scattered throughout the country, and builders report a lively 
denand for the néxt season T e popularity of canoeing in America 
is not astonishing, if we recollect that our continent las facilities 
and attractions Smear ne 4n/all its branches far exceeding the 
opportunities to be foundin Eur pean couniries. J H. Rushton, of 
Cwaton, N, ¥.. is, working up $1),0.0 worth of s‘ock for the spring 
traie. This will represent som -thing like $30 600in finiched canoes. 
Thos. Kane & Co., of Chicago, are turaing out by machinery 4 num- 

erous fleet of their vencer canoes, which are sold to all parts of the 
co ntry as fastas they can be supplied. Other builders are strain- 
ing eyery nerve for the rush of the season, all of which i; evidence 
of the rapid ~pread of a fondness for this most charminz, robust and 
romantic method of vagabo: dizing with benefit to body and mind. It 
is probable that thr e canoes are turned out in America for every 
one set, ig in Great Britain. America is the natural home of the 
canoeist, 

NEW SINGLE HAND YACHT.—Mr. Claphem, of Roslyn, L. L., is 
building a single hand yacni of the sharpse pattern fr owners on 
Luke Mrie. Her model will be of the Nonpareil kind, 25ft. over all, 
6f£t, beam, and 3ft, deep, She will have a keel 24in, devp, the lower 
12in, of which is hung vy bolts from the inside, so that it can be cast 
od in case of necessily or tor use in sudal waters, Cabin, lift. lon 
two berths and lockirs, us well as regular crui ing fittings. She will 
be rigged asa yawl, a style now becoming very popilar. Coat $325. 

OCEAN CRUI=ING.—Schooner Int: epid, Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, N, ¥. 
Y. C.. is off on a cruise to the West Incies, and Mr, F. Weld’s 
new keel schooner Gitana, has put to sea with several passengers 
for the same de-tination, A number of la ies are among the party. 
Cupt. Sherlock goes out in her as sailicg mastcr. 
NAJA.—The detailr of Mr. Geo, A. Beck’s steam yacht have been 

registered in the New York Y. CG. as follows: Over all, 96ft.; water 
line, 70ft.; beam, 18ft. 4in.; depth of hold, 5ft. 6in.; draught, 5ft, lin, ; 
compound surface condensing’ engines, 9 and i8in, diam.; return flue 
boiler, 5ft, 6in. diam., and tft. long. 

DIVE t.—This handsome little two-ton cutter has been bought by 
the French artist. M, Caillebotte and friend. She was to make the 
passage from Southamptun to Havre on her own bottom. The 
French are buying English cutters in large numbers, and their fleet 
is growing fast. 

NARROW CUTTERS.—We publish this week the sail plan of the 
narrow beam cutter Wasp, of wuich general plans were given in ow 
last issue, Our article on the subject of such yachts will appear 
next week. 
WANiWD,—Best method of backing charts, such as thosein the 

Government Coast Pilot. 

“As to beer-drinking, the worst of itis that it deyelops diseases of 
the kidneys,” remarked a skilled New York physician, Benson's 
Capcine Porous Plaster alleyiat s these nialadies and cures when a 
pes roa bh I; i ve ce te remedies Ai acts thor- 
oughly and at ong¢e, ean fnd pleasant to use. druggists, 
Price 25 cents.—4dv, of 
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PENs.—~ 
Pencils, Holders, Cases, Ete. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing ink for several days’? wriling. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Always ready for use, A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
writing. 
ra MABIN, TODD & BARD, 

z 140 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
Send for Price-List. 

Ovr Goons are Soup sy Winsr Crass Deauens 

—-THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tn use 30 years.—Each number the &pecial pre- 
koription of an eminent physi¢cian—rhe only 
Simple, Sofe and Sare Med ¢ines for the p-ople 
LIS! PRINGIPAL NOS. oURES, PRICE. 
1, Fevers, Congestion, Inflamationgs,,... .25 
2. Worms, Worm lever, Worm Colic... .25 
3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infamts .25 
4. Diarrhea of Children or Adults...... 25 
$. Dysentary, Griping, Billious Colic,.. ,25 
G6. Cholera Mocbus, Vomiting, s “25 
7. Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis.... «. 25 
§. Neuralgin, Toothache, Facench 1 2h 
§. Headaches, Sick Headaches, Ve Oo 2h 
19. Dyspepsia, Bililous Stomach,.. .... .B5 
11. Suppressed or Painful Periods,.... .25 
12. Whites, too Profuse FPeriods,...... 25 
1¢. Cronp, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... .25 
14, Salt Riven: Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 
15. Rheumatian, Rheumatic Pains... 25 
1%. Fever ond Aue, Chill, Fever, Agues .50 
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding,........ . oO 
1%. Catarrh, acute or chronic; Infinenza 50 
3). Whooping Cough, violentconghs.. .50 
2. Genernl Debility, Ph. 3.00 
27. Kidney Disease... 0 
25. Nervous Debility,..... --- 1.00 
30. Urinary Wenkness, Wetting bed .60 
32, Disense of the Heart, Palpi ation, 1.00 

sold by druggists. or sent by the Case, 0 sin- 
gle Viol, free of charge, on ee of price. 
Send for Dr. Homphreys'Rook on Diseace &e. 
(144 pages), also I lustrated Catalogue FREE. 
Address, Himnhreys’ Homeopathic Med- 

icine Co,, 109 Fulton Sircet, New York, , 

—————e———————— jE 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Meunted in a superior manner by JOHN G, 

BELE, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 335 Broad 

way, N.Y. City. 

MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS, 
Virst class refereuce given if requested. 

PET BIRDS ASD ANIMALS A SPECIALTY. 

SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED, 

NEW EDITION. 

Cance and Camera. 
With sixty Hlustrations, and a new map of the 

canoe Lowl’s of the State of Mame, 

PRICE $1.50, YOR SALE AT TO3S OFTICE. 

CLAY PIGEON: COMPANY 
033. VINE ST CINCINNATI.O .- 

{Extract from Forest ann Stream, July 7, 
1881. p. 444.) 

* This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsmen to test its merits. oS Ser 

* i 

jf \AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-liangeley .akes. It treats of ‘‘camp life,” in 
doors and out is amusing, tustructive and interest- 
ing: 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price %cents. By 
mail, postpuid, 30 cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, 
Aaminica Plain, Mas 

THE HUNTING SIGHT. 
LYMAN-S PATENT OOMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT, 

[ESTABLISHED 1809,] | 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

piper shot shells ate made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
d to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 

charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired, They also 
We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 

makes, aud warrant them in the full sense of the word, 

Our 
§ subj 

keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and ont. 

¢ Makes a Sporting Rifle Perfect. | —— 
= \ Send for Circular containing full description, WHAT 

OPOOL’S SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 

SPOON 

(Dec. 21, 1882. 

BAITS. 
ALL MOUNTED R 

All of the following Spoons haye best quality 
Ordinary and large “Fluted,” have best quality white silk-wired gimp. 

TREBLE HOOKS; 

HADY HOR USH. 
all, except “Ordinary,” have best quality Swivels; all, except 

Ordinary, Kidney Shape....,........-.- +-..Nos. 1 to 6; length of spoon, 24. to 1}inehes.... 2... 20.5 ceeeeeetecseseeeces Fete, 
eS oy  Wenthwetedtivce.c24 ie Pceaiiieg | to 6; : rf DELO TA. mh” saree Gree TEER eee Viel ace co o2s Be ike 

Medium, q My f°" yer. 2 RS: ' op to 6; : ‘ Stato Am MS ) Sonetervoi shot hepate centres . .20 
Good, Hf % BAR ao so nhl rh: aL to 8; a x 24 to 1 By) adhe oles edejehend is A caeeeecr eens hrs pe i 
Best, rt a A al bey ye al toy “7: 32 My 24 to 1 Pan Oa de cvis at weds Hie, shame ol)! 

zi Oval . fe ee Se il Lon 7s td A 2tto 1 Mac sBod Pee eae eerie al) 
** Phited re as Bite ie Ore Mika Ee * " etOeay eM. ew Pk een eee Pecos eet 
tu “Kidney ‘ at wees eS ate to 17; vs Ac 24 to 24 Ss A Ales hin aot eM coord Pe ent ir, Bnd 
He ie Onn! tae tet - oe to 5; EF yp 28 to FO ilew genes Pato tose t. Piven 20D 
SO  odneya hee elope “16 to 15; ¢ S 2% to de Be oh cy eA aoa, Lee ee ge 
ar: ae ON ea ve erik dete | AES ston ds ‘é res 1j to 1 Sha se feet 500 UB id:\)oderrdoos » .50 
feo ietdneyew = Ape bey tL Saas rapa les x * pag ee tO a, ABR ae RAC AG Sect 50 
* Mottled Pear! Bh teat aet. fen) e 1-0 to 4; rf ¥, 1 tol SE a8 Cee aw aces memati wt ee UD 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

THE STILL- HUNTER, 
By FF. Ss VAMNW DYE. 

CONTENTS. 
Cuapter I. Introduction. 

Hunter. WV. The Daily Life of Deer and Antelope, 
VIIl. The First Sight of Game. IX. The First Shot at a Deer. 
Track Decr when very Wild. XIII, Trackin 
XVI. A Day in the Tablelands. 
the Open and in Timber Combined. XX. Subordinate Principles. 
Horseback, XXII. Special Modes of Hunting, 
XXIV. To Manage a Deer when Hit. 
Moving Game (continued). 
Power of Bullets, Explosive, Expansive, and other Bullets. 
XXXII The Sighting of Hunting-rifles, 
Advice, Conclusion, 

The Cow-bell and Tirin 
XXYV. The Rifle on Game at Rest. 

XXVIII. Long-range Shooting at Game. 
Slit Bullets, Buckshot, etc. 

XX XIII, The Loading, Care and Management of Rifles. XXXIV. 

II. To find Good Hunting-ground: III, Examining the Ground, Signs, ete. IV. The Senses of the Game and 
VI. Looking for Deer that are on oot. VII. Booking for Deer Lying Down. 

X. Running Time, XI. Hunting on Snow. “XI The Surest Way to 
on Bare Ground, XIV. Still-hunting on O 

XVII. Another Kind of Open Ground. XVIII. The Still- 
en Ground. XY. Deer on Open Ground. 
unter’s Cardinal Virtue, XIX. Hunting in 

XXI. Two or more Persons Hnnting in Company. Hunting on 
Down Deer, XIII. Deer in Bands. General Hints, ete. 
VI. The Rifle on Moving Game. XXVII. The Rifle on 

XXIX. The effect of Recoil upon Shooting, XXX. The Killing 
XX XI.. The Hunting Rifle and Flight of Balls. 

oceasins, Buckskin, ete. 

12mo, Extra Cloth, Beveled, $2.00. For Sale at this Office. 

STEEL 
PENS FSTERBROO! 

E NEW OFF-H 

Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO., 
Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St, New York, 

RAMSAY -MACNAUGETAN, 
F | Hy Commission Merchant, 

8 HOWARD ST., N. ¥. 

Sys Rte 

: the 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST, B. 

Paper 875 Broad street, Newark, N. J. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, 
SSS 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 
SHOT SHELLS, 

| RECAPPERS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. Lineal 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING i real ‘i 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS,” BENCH CLOSERS, Ete., Etc, ih 

PRICES REDUCED. 

Our Shells cannot be excelled b 
Cannon is an entirely new thing, ani 
Cannon in the world. 

I) a3 below : 

| Ifnot satisiied on recelylng the Instrument, return it at once an 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
AND 4jTARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881, 

STOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 
the ** MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle. 

in the world, as many barrels can be ‘used on one steck; and for accuracy. con- 

venience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Illustrated Catalogue 
describing the new attachment for using rlm and centre-fire ammunition. 

‘MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS.,, 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET.’ 

We are obliged to haye more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Shot Shells, Breech-Loading Cann, &. 
any inthe country. Our 

the most complete Yacht 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST, 

WILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW 
OR STORM GLASS AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 

Winn THEpDG You : 

It will detect and indicate correctly any change in the weather 12 to 48 hours 
in adyance. It willtell what kind of storm is approaching, and from what di- 
rection—inyaluable to navigators, EFarmerscan plan their work ac- 

ii] cording to its predictions. Saves 50 times its costin asingle season, 
| Has an accurate thermometer attached, which alone is worth the price of the 

combination. This great eS act INDICATOR is endorsed by nT 
most eminent Physicians, Professors 
and Scientific men of the day to be the BEST IN THE WOR D a 
The Thermometer and Barometer are put ina nicely finished walnut frame, 

It] with silver plated trimmings, etc., making ita beautiful as well as nseful orna- 
ij taent. We will seid you a sample one, delivered free, to your place, in good or 
ij der, on receipt of $1, or sixfors4, Agents sremaking from $5 to $20 daily 

selling them, A trial willconvince you. Orderatonce. It Sells at SIGHT! 
Just the thing to.sell to farmers, merchants, etc. Inyaluable to everybody 
U. 8. Postage Stamps taken if in good order, but money preferred. AGents 
wanted everywhere. Send forcircularandterms. Address all orders to 
10S WEGO THERMOMETER WORKS, (Largest establishment of the kind ir 

) the World) Oswego, Osweszo Co., N.Y. ~Es 
Worefer tothe Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk, First and Second Nations] Tanks, or any Business house ln 

IW] Oswero, N. 
ie Write your Aue Office, County and State plainly, and remit by money-order, draft on New York or registered 

ter, at our risk. 

This will make a Beautiful and Ver: 
AT THE PUBLI ie 

SAA L- 
Eyery Justrument warranted Peryect and Reliadle. Size, 9% inches long, 8 wide- 

we will refund your 
NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 

New Yorn Acents: WALLACE & SONS, No, 89 Chambers street, New York, 
Pactric CoAsT AGents: CHAS. SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California, 
New Or.eans AcenTs: A. BALDWIN & CO, 
New ENGLAND AGENTS FoR SHor Suerits: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

Seal money. Floase state where you saw our advertisement. —— 

AY 4408. — p20 eau 1S the regular revail price for above iistrument, but being desirous of intro- 
ducing them and securing good mts, we offer for a short time to deliver ‘‘a sample one” free to any 
BaaEree on receipt of only one dollar, or 6 for $4,00, Order at once. It’s just the thing for a Christmas- 
present. Sad 
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OQOSEHRAD. LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Dlustrated, The only complete and 

comprehensive guide beck to Northem Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 
John’s and Aroostook rivers and the numerous 
lakes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages,, 
80 ilustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
luminated covers. Price, by maii, post-paid, 50 
cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. 

A Leading London Physs' 
ician establishes nm 
Off_icein New York 
. Tor the Cure of 

2 EPILEPTIC FITS. 
From Am.Journalof Medicine,” 

Dr, Ab. Meserole (late of London), who makes a specialty 
of Epilepsy, has without doubt treated and cured more cases 
than any other living physician. His success has simply been 
astonishing; we have heard of cases of over 20 yerrs’ stand- 
ing successfully cured by him, He has published a workon 
this disease, which he sends with a large bottle of his won- 
derful cure frea to any sufferer who may send their express 
aud P.O, Address® We advise any one wishing a cure to ad- 
dress Dr, AB. MESEROLE, No. 96 John 8t., New York. @ 

30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec- 

tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appli- 
ances TO MEN suifermg from Nervous Debil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles. Also 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Troubles, 
and many other diseases. Speedy cures guar- 
anteed, Illustrated pamphlets free. Address 

VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich. 

PAGRARS POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA“NGHLEY LAKES REGION, including all 

the lakes, ponds and riyers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticut 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.; 
eloth bound. Price, posted, by mail, 50 centr, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

Rifle, Rod and Gun in California. 
BY THEODORE §S. VAN DYKE 

Price $1.50. 

Worse at Dights seems as if pin-worms were 
trawling a 
leasant, economical and positive cure, 

SW4AYNE’s O1nrMmNt is superior to any article 
in the market, Sold by druggists, or send 
50cts. in 3-ct. Stamps. 3 Boxes, $1.25. Ad- 
dress, Dr, Swayne & Son, Phila., Pa, 

NEW CARTRIDGE GROOVER. 
For 7iets. I send prepaid the quickest, simplest 

and best paper ee groover yet invented, 
EDMOND REDMOND, 

Rochester, N. Y. 
For sale av this office. 

= 

"CELE; Ss NY 
\ ee FOLLETT PATENT 

TrouteBass Reel 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

offered to the Anglers ot this 

Country. 

}SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 

AND PICKEREL PISHING. 

PRICH, $1.50 EACH. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 

be purchased from dealers in your place. 

W. & J. fi. AIKENHEAD, 
65 Front 8t., Rochester, N. Y, 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 
|= G 
SN 

1G.1 
WWW 

Norr,—in those made under the improved patent since July, 1882, the nut *‘W” is done away with, 
and the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

Tn offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable, - 
2d, Its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that has 

been used all day. 
The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight, 
The price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 
For sale by (tun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 
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UNTRY.-1883, FOR TOWN AND CO 
0) 

The year now drawing to a close has been with the Formst AND STREAM one of most 

eratifying progress. Early in the year by an important mechanical improvenient, the 

typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 

of the tenth year of publication, it was 

Permanently Enlarged to Twenty-eight Pages. 
There has been an egnal growth in other important respects. The patronage accorded 

to this journal by the intelligent reading public has never been more cordial than ibis at the 

present time. Sustained thus heartily, the publishers aie prepared to maintain in 1883 the 
FOREST AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this country, at once entertaining, useful and influential, As the exponent of the 

highest types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tustes of all men who 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

thatis legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no 

interests to serve save those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 
whatever may be inimical to these interests, the Forest AND StREAM’s highest ambition 
will be to preserve in the future the approval won by its course in the past. It will persist 
in its efforts to awaken in the public mind a fuller appreciation of the importance of the 
proper protection of game in the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 

of game at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 
man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as it is to that already very large and constantly increasitig class of business and professional 

men, whose fayorite relaxation from the routine of employment is found in briet vacation 
trips to the woods and fields and brooksides. 

The enlarged form of the Formsr anp STREAM enables its editors to present each week 

in the several departments a large and varied supply of reading, In the columns of 

The Sportsman Tourist 
Will be found sketches of travel and sport. Coming from many different writers, and 
widely separate parts of the country, these sketches always have the charm of novelty, and 

they are sure to be read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers see things through 

sportsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint, 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils nor with the monsters of African jungles, 

Quite on the contrary, it will treat of fhe animal life of land and water in our own country, 

the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 

presumeil to take an intelligent interest. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
Tn addition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting excursions, necessarily 

varied and interesting—as such accounts must need be—these columns will be found of 

special value to amateur and veteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 

ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting. 

Sea and River Fishing. 
The angler willfind in the pages of the Forrest AnD STREAM the best angling literature 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together. This 

journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting having been held 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is belicyed that others of equal success will follow in 
other years, Meanwhile, the man who loyes to go a-fishing may find in the Forrest AnD 

StREAM all the year around a great deal that must be to his liking, 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of curren 

achieyements and progress in this important work. 

The Kennel. 
This department has won the confidence of dog owners. Its reports of field trials, bench 

shows and other eyents are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 

The recent series of papers by its editor, entitled ‘Training ys. Breaking,” have been pub 

lished in book form, and haye had a very large sale. Other papers of equalimportance will 
be published from time to time. 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical naval architect, and thoroughly familiar 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 

and canoeing that have already won for the FoREST AND STREAM esteem and confidence. 

. 

* 

Its editors aim to make the FoREST AND STREAM a medium for the interchange of infor 

mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, 

shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contribu- 

tions are respectfully solicited. Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us 

reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 

the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns. 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest anp Stream that they bring the paper 

and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
spirit and aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon apptication, 

The weekly issues of the Forrest and SiReEAM form two volumes each year, of twenty- 
six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the files constitute a library of permanent worth. 
Highteen such volumes haye already been published. We furnish handsome file binders 
(price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers, 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $4; $2 for six months. 
office money order, draft or registered letter. 

Remit by post- 

Give name, town, county and State. Address 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y, 
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Section of gun after firing. 

he Anson & Deeley Hammerless Loc 
AS 

Westley Richards & 
HAS NO 

AND STREAM. ' {Bxrc. 21, 1882. 

Section of gun cocked and ready for firing. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

Co., London, Eng., 
EQUAL! 

And is the only hammerless gun in the market that is absolutely faultless, being simple, durable, and possessing those wonderful shooting powers, combined with that indescribable 
symmetry and beauty so characteristic of Westley Richards’ product. 

Every desirable feature is found in this gun. Superiority of Material and Workmanship. Absolute Safety in Handling. Without 

Comparison in Durability and Simplicity. 

Shootins Qualities Unsurpassed. 
The following letters from prominent sportsmen cover the ground exactly: 

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., March 20, 1882. 
J. Palmer O'Neil, rae 
My Dear Sir—The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun I obtained from you has been the 

admiration of all my friends. I consider it much the best Hammerless gun, and recommend 
all sportsmen who can afford the luxury of a perfect gun, to buy a Westley Richards Ham- 
merless, Respectfully, PATRICK HENRY. 

BURLINGTON, Iowa, Sept. 20, 1882. 
J. Palmer O'Neil & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.: 
Dear Sirs—The Greener and Westley Richards guns arrived safely yesterday A. M., and in 

the evening I took them both out and targeted them. Ilike the Greener better for only one 
reason, and that is it fits me a trifle better. But the Westley Richards made by far the best 

J. PALMER O’NEIL 

| mending the Westley Richards 

target, so I have concluded to keep it and return the Greener. The Westley Richards is cer- 
tainly a little beauty, and makes as fine a target as lever saw, One of my friends who is a 
great sportsman went out with me, and before the trial made all manner of fun of the “‘pop 
gun,” even while he admired its graceful shape end eiegant workmanship. But the result of 
the trial rather surprised him, He shot against the Westley Richards, his 11lbs. Daly loaded 
with 5 drams of powder and 1}oz. of No. 7 shot, while I used 3} drams of powder and loz. 
No, 7shot, At30, 40 and 50 yards I beat him badly in distribution and penetration, At 60, 
65 and 70 yards fully equalled him. And the difference at_%5 and 80 yards could hardly be 
noticed. Iam much pleased with the gun, and as soon as I become a little more accustomed 
to it I have no doubt my shooting will be greatly improved. I shall take pleasure recom- 

ammerless Gun. 
Yourstruly, GEO. H. TOUSEY, 

& CO., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Agents in the U. S. for Westley Richards’ Hammerless Guns. 

1882. 

12-Gauge. 

SIbs. 

REMINGTON’S 1882. 

10-Gauge. 

9lbs.. 

NEW MODEL DOUBLE GUN. 
The latest and best gun yet produced. 

They are made with the popular top action and double bolt. 

Extension Rib. 

They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 
All have Rebounding Locks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 

Each gun is thoroughly tested at the factory. All these guns are made with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. In 
beauty of finish, quality of material, and accuracy of workmanship, even distribution and penetration, they are unexcelled. 

| 2 oa KO SD LIST. 
10 and 12-gauge, 30in., 8 to 9lbs. 

Plain Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, - - - - - . - - - . $46 00 

Belected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, - - - . - = “ = > = - 55 00 

Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - - - - - . 65 00 
English Walnut S!ock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Dam:scus Steel Barrels, Engraved, - - - = : : . ° - 15 00 

English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, Superior Rubber Butt and Tip, - - - - - 86 00 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE.TO ORDER. 

Ask your dealer to send for sample. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

E. REMINGTON & SONS, 
P, O, BOX 2987. 

DISCOUNT TO 

281 and 283 Broadway, New York Citv. 
THH TRADE. 
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No suit like this, Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
The One Price Clothier, 

410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 

A, SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 

JOS. POLOGE, St. Louis, Mo. 

Wanted. 
ANTED.—A LIGHT 12-GAUGE SECOND- 
hand double-barrel breech-loading hammer 

less shotgun, Address P. O. Box 146, Behevilles 
N.C. > dee2i 

Sor Sale. 
© RENT.—SHOOTING GROUND AT CURRI- 
tuck Sound. An undivided half of 200 acres, 

more or less. Price for the Rene $50. Addrass 
8. H, W,, 3 East Forty-fifth st., N. Y. dec7,3t 

FOR SALE. 
One 12-gauge Parker gun with 100 brass shells. 

one crimper, one jointed cleaning tod, one sho 
and powder mesure, one nickeled shell cutter, 
one capper and extractor, ona gun cover, and 
other fixtures. Alsoafine bred setter pup, DR, 
GEO. H. PARKINSON, Middleltown, ae sek 

ect 

HOROUGHBRED YELLOW DUCKWING 
game fowls bred for show purposes; also ex- 

cellent pit birds. JNO. C, NORRIS, Chestnut Hill, 
Philadelphia. noy23,5t 

(OR SALE.—ON ACCOUNT OF ILL HEALTH 
advertiser desires to reduce his sporting equip- 

ment, and offers for sale one Leonard's split bam- 
boo hexagonal bass fly-rod, three-piece, with solid 
German silver reel plate, patent ferrules, extra 
tip, length 11ft, 6in,, weight 11oz.; in grooved wood 
case and English sole leather rod case, a splendid 
rod and in perfect sondition, Davin heen used but 
three times, One Winchester, *7 

barrels, 40in,, weight 9!4lbs., top lever, rebounding 
locks, with improved loading and aienine 
and auxiliary rifie barrel, 28 cal., a fine 
ducking gun and in good condition, The above 
goods are the yery best of their kind, and are well 
worth the attention of sportsmen in need of such. 
Address J. L, T,, 54 W. Madison st,, tig ad 

ecld,2t 

Peres FOR SALE AT $7.00 PER PAIR. 
CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN, Victor, Ontario 

Co. N.Y. decid 

For Sale at Public Auction. 
Gooseberry Island, containing about eight acres, 

situated off the south shore of Newport, Rhode 
Island, This island is direetly upon the Atlantic, 
with a sheltered harbor between it and the shore, 
with ten feet depth at mean low water. Itis within 
one-quarter of a mile of the Ocean avenue, and two 
miles of the post office in Newport. Itis especially 
adapted as a site fora fishing club. A safe landing 
can be effected in any weather, This property will 

be sold at 12 M. on January 8, 1853, at No. 129 

Spring street, Newport, Rhode Island, For infor- 
mation, Plats, &c., address Box 614, Newport, R. I. 

decl43t 

FOR SALE, 
One Wesson, .44 cal., 28in. edad barrel sport- 

ing rifie, rim or center fire, open sights, tools, shells, 
etc., complete, $35. ‘ 
One Phoenix, .44 cal., 30in round barrel sporting 

rifle, centre fire (60-395 cartridge), tools, open sights, 
weight 734lbs,; $12. : 
One Martini Rook Rifle, .82 cal, 25in. round bar- 

rel, center fire, hammerless, gy. grip, full 
checked, weight Slelbs., open sights; $35, 
One .88 cal., 9lbs., muzzle-loader, with peep and 

globe and open sights: $10, 
One Stevens, .22 cal. gallery pistol (Lord pattern), 

ite ite barrel, open sights, hair trigger, weight 
S,; 1B, 

The above arms are in first-class condition, and 
aresold because owner wants a Baker. For fur- 
ther particulars address JAMNS §, DODSON, Box 
458, Bethichem, Pa, Terms, 0. O. D, decxi,1t 

Buy a Christmas Present 
FOR YOUR DOG. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N, Y., 

MAKE A SPECIALTY OF DOG GOODS. 
They have the largest variety of Dog Furnishings 

inthe world. Many new and handsome designs 
of Collars, Pug Harness, Blankets, ete, All styles 
of Dog Furnishings made to order. 

Send for sample of Plush Blankets. 

In the Stutl. 

Black Cocker Stud Dog. 
HORNELL DANDY, by Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 24lbs. It has taken nearly two years 
to have our order filled for a black coeker under 

We have got him at last, and he will serve 
, outside bitches at $20 cash. HORNELL 

SPANIBDL CLUB, Hornellsville, N. ¥. noy30,tf 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O°’More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lad 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
ies of the purest strains. Full pedigrees, W. x. 
ALLENPBER, Albany, N. ¥. 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud te approved bitches only, imported 

black and white greyhouad Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 

Hu the Stud, 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 81 Prizes in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scotland, Wales ant America. 

FEE, $40.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

Stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 
Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrie, 

Lilae, BE. K. CG. §. B. 10,745, and Meg, 1st prize open 
class, Boston, 1882. 
Yor catalogue, &c,, address THOS. H. TERRY, 

P. O. Box 2017, N. ¥. 

Ghe Revnel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on doga 
any other animals or money returned. It is put w 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whieh 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, 50 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs, 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 
Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with the 

directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Box by Mail. 
Both the above are recommended by the ‘ Forest. 

and Stream and Rod and Gun.” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 

65 WuLtTon STREET, - Nrw Yor«. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, - Nrw Yorx. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON StReEtT, - Boston, Mass. 

The orange and white pure Laverack setter 
champion 

“EMPEROR FRED,” 
Winner of ten prizes in England and America, 
will be allowed to serve a few approved bitches, 
For prize winnings and partieulars apply to 

HRDMAN A, HERZBERG, 1464 Pacific street, 
comer Kingston avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. Stud 

Fee 350. decal tf 

Stud Dandie Dinmonts. 
BOH— Depper) imported December, 1882. By 

ehampion Teddy out of Ruby, she by champion 
Harry Bertram out of Bessie Lee. 
WATTY—(mustard) imported July, 1882, by Arm- 

strong’s Tom (by Dr. Grant’s Tom out of his Gipsy) 
out of his Gypp, by Dr. Grant’s Teddy out of his 
Gracie, Fee $23. Address WM. R. HILLS, Albany, 
N. Y. dec21,2t. 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
BY J. M. TRACY, 

EMPEROR FRED, 

A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O° DAY. 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH III. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Minnesota, 

THUNDER. 

Ghe Rennel. 

OR RED IRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
jels of the most fashionable blood address 

1882. Fee H. W. HUNTINGTON, 7% Division 
Y. noye,tt 

CHAS, DENISON, Hartford. Conn * Saprls,tt 
avenue, Brooklyn, N, Y. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

Champion Dash ITI. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones, Dash ILI. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Llewellin's celebrated Dash II., for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35, Address A, M. TUCKER, R 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

| Eee OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WILY 
ners of 188), printed on fine tinted paper, will be 
hep for 25 cents each, or the hve for $1. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 40 Park 
Dec29.tf 

EAGLE HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 
field purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickerville 

Pa. unel5,t£ 
Main 

Q PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale, Best of Reference. D, F. WILBUR, 

Lakeville, Mass. junel5,tf IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. - 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Wield Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of secondat Atlanta, Ga,, 

1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 
isthe only pointer who has won first at a 

Field Trialin this country, He is a vigorous, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 
He will serve a limited number of approyed 

bitches. Fee, $50. Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs, Dora II., bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
Gloucester, bred by D. C. Sanborn of Michigan, 
under the name of Leo, ont of Sanborn’s field trial 
bitch Nellie, by champion Lester. Address 160 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass. sept21,tf 

OCKERS.—A FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST- 
class blood will be sold low to reduce stock; 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25ibs., A No. 
retriever from land or water, Price $25. ROBT. 
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 

Prize-Bred Spaniel Stock 
FOR SALE CHEAP, 

Homeward ayenue, Bast End, Pittsburgh, Pa, Pups by imported Beau 6x imported Blackie. 
ee oll ss Beau ‘ at Feather, 
he Hii Beau ‘ Gracie. 

IN THE STUD. For price, pedigree, prize winnings, &c., &e., 
address with stamp the 

Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, 
noya,ve Lock Box 33, Claremont, N. H. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy TI. 

DASHING ROVER, by Dash IL. ont of Norna. 
KING PEPIN, litter brother to Mr. Goodsell's 

Plantaganet. 
FEE, $40.00. 

To approved bilches only. Address 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Hill, S. C. 

OR SALE OR BXCHANGE—TFOR OTHER 
property, one pointer bitch and three male 

pups. Choice breed. Sensation stock, J. C. 
COOLEY, Agawam, Mass. dec7,4t 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 

LADY LAVERACK, pure Laverack, lemon helton 
setter bitch, whelped June 19, 1879, by champion 
Thunder ex Peeress. Winner on the bench, broken 
to gun by Mr. B.S. Wanmaker, invaluable for a 
brood bitch. 
IMPORTED CHAMPION LADY RAPID, Rich 

black and tan Gordon setter bitch, winner in the 
champion class last New York Dog Show, Whelped 
1875, by old Reuben ex Rosa, invaluable as a brood 
bitch, sold for no fault, the owner not intending 
to breed any more Gordons. Not broken. 
CHAMPION RUBY, own sister to champion 

Rose, bred by Edmund Orgill, Esq.; whelped 1876, 
color, lemon and white. Has now a splendid litter 
of puppies, by imported Le Guy. Will be sold cheap 

Imported Black Spaniel 

“BEAU.” 

Send stamp for stud fee, pedigree, prize winnings, 
prices uf young stock out of imported prize-win- 
ning bitches, &c., &c. All inquiries cheerfully 
answered. RIVERSIDE COCKER SPANIEL KEN- 

NEL, Lock Box 33, Claremont, N. H. septzi tf 

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club. 
oe with one of the dog puppies, a beauty. Not broken. 

(Limited). Apply. to A. HB MOO) E. 1711 Spring Garden street, 
adelphia, Pa, eer1.3t 

“COMET,” tag 

Pure Laverack, (0,130 E, K. C. 5. B.) in the stud. 

Seven ist prizes, one 2d, first in Layerack Class 
at Alexandra Palave, 1881, charges on dog down and back. Best of reference, 

Address “QUAIL,” Care Forest and Stream. 
Address the Secretary, Oltawa, Ont. deoti it 

Entries for D, C, K, CO, Stud Book close May ist 
1883, Y | TOR SALE CHHAP.—A SUTTER DOG, BROKEN, 

Address C. M. PRATT, Westbrook, Ct, dec21,2t 

Price, ®1.00 each, 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway” 
New York, or J, PALMER O’NEIL. 68 Fifth Avenue* 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

preed, Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free, Gives addresses of prin: 

cipal English breeders. 

OR SALE.—TOM, WHITE AND ORANGH 
English setter dog, four years old, by Royal 

Duke ex Bessie, Bessie by Valentine’s Glen ex Dell, 
Dell by Waddel’s Pilot ex Nellie. Trained and 
handled by E. 8, Wanmaker for Eastern Field Trials 
at High Point, N. C., Noyember, 1882. Winner of 
vhe. New York, 1880, c. 1881, and vhe. 1882. For 
performances in the field see this paper’s report 
of Eastern Field Trials, 1881 and 1882. Price $600, 
Address GEORGE R. WATKINS, Paymaster U. 8, 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City, noys0, tf 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
We have a few choice black spaniels to dispose of, 

including Dash; Ist Cleveland, 1882; brother to the 
celebrated Kaffirand Zulu. Can win in champion 
class. Price $100. Also Bub, by the celebrated 
Brush, illustrated in Stonehenge, out of Champion 
Rhea. Price $60. We have several brood bitches 

ies of exceptional pedi; and 3) ee for gale. 
HORNELL SPANIEL 'ILUB, Hornellsyille, N. Y. 

ROKEN DOGS.—FIVE WELL-BROKEN AND 
well-bred setter dogs for sale, all good rangers, 

thoroughly staunch and good retrievers. H. CLAY 
GLOVER, Toin's River, N, J. deci4,2t 

ANTED.—A COCKER SPANIEL DOG NOT 
over four years old. Must be a good house 

dog and kind disposition, and above all well broken 
on partridge, and not gun shy, in fact a good 
hunter. Address, stating color and other particu- 
lars in full, also lowest cash price, GEO. VAN 
WAGENEN, 212 West st., N. ¥. City. dec21,1t 

= 

OR SALE.—PURE BRED MASTIFF BITCH 
puppy, five months old, Duke ex Pride. JOS. 

BE. McGOWN, Chnton, Mass. dec2i,1t 

BEAGLE DOG, SPLENDIDLY TRAINED, FOR 
sale cheap. Also a beagle bitch Puppy with 

full pedigree. Address AUG, C. KRUEGHR, 
Wrightsville, York Co., Pa. déc2i,1t 

RISH TERRIER FOR SALE.—FOUR MONTHS 
old, red bitch puppy, by imported Rock ex 

champion Fan (ist New York, 1882), A splendid, 
strong, healthy puppy, and will be Ad at rabbits 
and yermin, Price $20 For full pedigree, etc., 
address LAWRENCE ‘TIMPSON, Red Hook, 
Dutchess Co., N. ¥. dec21,it 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—A LIVER, WHITE 
andtan Llewellin setter dog, two years eld, 

by Blue Dan (Dash Ill.-Opal) out of Flake (Druid- 
Swayzee). Is well house broken, a good watch dog 
and kind with children. Address GO. W. LOVELL, 
Middleboro, Mass. dec2?1,1t 

y OR SALE.—BEFORE SATURDAY, DECEM- 
ber 23—good bred fox terrier; a beauty; cheap, 

Post Office Box 986. deczl,1t 

STRA FINE GORDON SETTER PUPPIES 

lrish Red Setter Dog Glencho, 
ELCHO ex NOREEN. 

Iwill allow Glencho to serve three or four bitches 
of good form and breeding during the present 
winter. Dr. Jarvis valls Gleneho the handsomest 
Trish setter ever bred in America. He has the size 
and head of Eleho IIL. with the coat, color, chest 
and musele of Berkly. Ihave never seen his equal. 
He is fast, stylish, keen-scented, staunch, and one 
of the best frained first season’s dogs I have ever 
handled. Fee $30 cash, Address W, H, FIERCE, 
Peekskill, N, Y, Bovya0,86 

OR SALE.—A BLACK AND WHITE TICKED 
setter bitch pup, five months old, pedigree in- 

eludes Dr, Aten’s Layeracks, Rodman’s Dash and 
Pentz's imported Nellie. Smart und handsome. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Price $8. EB, L. MILES, 
Sag Harbor, L. 1, N. ¥ dee21,1t 

for sale, out of prize winner Bess by Dick, 
whelped Sept. 16. Address GORDON, 38 Faneuil 
Hall Square, Boston. dec2i ,4t 

ARGAINS ITN FIRST-CLASS STOOK,—FINE 
Gordon bit2h Mist (Grant-Nell), a superior field 

dog. Also two bitch puppies, seven months, out of 
Mist by Ray. (Gordon-Dream), perfect beauties. 
Also two red Irish bitch puppies, three months, 

OR SALE.—THE SPLENDID POINTER DOG 
Richmond, by champion King Bow, out of 

Grace. King Bow is by champion Bow of the St. 
Louis Kennel Club, andis well broken. Can give 
full authenticated pedigree, HORACE SMITH, 13 
Park Row, N. ¥. dec?l,1t ddczt it 
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Sportsmen's Goods, 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins, and imported direct from Norway. 
Every jacket is marked “G. W. Simmons & 

Sou, Importers and Manufacturers.” 
We offer this year the handsomest lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we have ever been able to 
collect. Hach of the jackets*has been made 
to order, and nothing equal to them can be 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skins and make up the Jackets in 
workroom! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than uny other house 
ean afford to! 

NOTH OUR PRICES and compare foods 
with others advertised as the same or similar. 

A No. 1 Quality, $12. 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and offer no second grace. 
We claim for these jackets that they are; 

Ist, Windproof. 

2d, Waterproof. 

3d, Soft and Pliahle. 

4th, Flannel-lined. 

Sth, Never Stiffening. 

Gth, {30 per cent, less than others, 
| Ask for the same or similar goods, 

wth, The Best Made. 

We warrant every jacket, and will send on 
approval for examination on receipt of meas- 
ure, 

In addition to this superior Jine of Imported 
Dogskin Jackets, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets. These imitations of the 
imported jackets are fannel-lined, and hardly 
to be distinguished from the imported, They 
are made in our own workrooms, and every 
one is warranted in every particular, The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars. 
Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 

amounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods 
in the country. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 32 
North street, Boston, Mass,, Importers of 
Leather Jackets, mannfacturers of the cele- 
brated “Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St. Louis, 

Sportemen’s Guoils, Hotels and Routes tor Sportsuven, Hotels vu Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Pailadelphia Fishing Tackle} OLD DOMINION LINE. 
HOUSE. 

A. B, SHIPLEY & SON, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description, 

FOR SBA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Velebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Ifenshall Bass, 
three joint, §44ft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 

No. 8). Plain Brass Ferrules,..............005 $i 
No. 801. Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt. ... 
No, 802, As 801, Nickel Plated......... 10 
Bass Bait Rods, 1014ft, long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

second and two tips. 
No 850, Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
BOGHEU om atten cieb «fe Vletists ooeteacee sebae 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores, Western 

trade supplied dy E. BH, EA‘TON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Il. Cannot be sent by mail, 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenne, 

Jersey City, N. J. 
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Cc. E. VWiILEAIN SOW, 

inn 8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

MANUFACTURING JEWELE 

Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY, 

Special designs furnished on applica- , 

tion free of charge, S 

/ Fred. Sauter, 
, NATURALIST 

| TAXIDERMIST 

199 WILLIAM ST,, 
Near Frankfort, N. Y. 

Particular Pains taken 
in mounting pet birds and 
animals. 

' Rare Birds and Ani- 
mal Skins Bought aud 
Sold. 

Large Stock of Groups, 
Birds, Deerheads and 

Glass Cases. ‘ 

HOoOLAEBIRDYD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Conyenience, Style or Workmanship. 

Write for cirenlar to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 

We are giving especial attention to Corduroy and Moleskin Suits 

keep in stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them 

up in style and finish far ahead of any ever before in the fleld. 

in Fine Goods. 

Fragrant Vanity, 

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO. 
Unxquatiep ror Purrry ann Exom.Lence. 

Manufactured by WM. S. KIMBALL & CO, 
Established 1846. Twitye Fusy Prize Mmpars. 

Three Kings, 

Peerless Tobacco Works, SoD IN AuL Panrs or THE WORLD. 

the Connoisseurs and 
Pioneers of America 

New. Vanity Fair, Orientals. 

The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 
finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direet for Chincoteague, 
Cobb’s Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van peas, ete., ele. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk, 
Norfolk steamers sail aitoat ays Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs 
day at. P, M. 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C, R. R. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 
For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:16 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 6:45 A, M., 5:80, 12 P. M. 
Vor Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M.; 

1:30, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 
For Trenton, %:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:20, 

5:80, 7:00, 12 P.M, On Sunday §:45 A.M. ; 5:30, 12 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEHPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to re wea 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Brie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261 

401, 144, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the principal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell's Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 

Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York at 10 P, M. and 3:40 P. M, Wash 

ington, D, C., 7:10 A, M.andi0P, M. For informa- 
tion address N. McDANIEL, 601 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D, GC. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N.J, 

OPEN THE YEAR KOUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, giteatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N, J. 

FLORIDA. 
Gentlemen intending to spend the winter in 

Florida can find first-class uccommodations for 

themselyes and families within an hour's ride of 
Tallaliassee. 

Good fishing and shooting can be had within a 

radius of afew miles of the house. 

Billiard tables, pianos, horses, library, etc., are 

at the disposal of the guests. Address 
COL. W. L. ROBINSON, 

Tallahassee, Fla, 

The Fox Gun 
ee) 

We call attention to this beautiful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for. We are getting 
out some heavy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs. and over, 
suitable for heavy 
: Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for yery Jong range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO,, 
103 Milk Street, Boston, 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors. 

= For Night Hunting and Fishing, 
Oamping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 

ete., these lamps have no equal. 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 

Head Jack for either top or front of 

— head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 

a - Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, ete. 

“RULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 
Send stamp for Tllustrated Price List, - 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

Office, 65 Fulton stréet, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett), 

N. M. MUZ2ZY 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, Ill. 

Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 
MUZZY & CO. in 1852.—Having increased my facil- 
ities for the husiness of reaming out gun barrels, I 
beg to offer my services to those owning suns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own. I leaveno shoulders, and will 
guarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instance. 
I inyite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
livered by express. 

: i 0 N | 

d 
Thavea positive remedy for the nbove diseases by i 

thousands of cases of the. worst Kind and of ion} pyate tate 
have been cured. Indeed, so strong ismy faith finite efficacy, 
that Iwillsend TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VAL 
UABLE TREATISE on this disease, to a Suffercr. Give Ex- 
pros & P.O, address, DE, T. A, SLOCUM, 191 Pearl Bt., N. Xi. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO TH 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Mishorles, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

WNorthern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters, 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept, 1, 

hon GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
ov. 1, 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club” at home, as iee for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lukes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracmg. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will he ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all, 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 8d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negan+ 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen, 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free 
owner's risk. 

Tt is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home 
on this route. Wor Tourisis’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free, For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B, LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent. 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. 1, 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the ee rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address WM, N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Refers by permission to J, B. Shep- 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 820 Broad- 
way, N.Y. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
‘ SPORTSMAN’S. PARADISE. 

Through solid traing with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cineinnati and Louis- 
yille, through the finest scenery in America. 

Cc, W. SMITH, H, W. FULLER, 
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agt. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
including Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &c, 
Send postage for “American Tourist Gazette’ 

giving full particulars. 
CHIBF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

Puring summer seasons, May to December, sail 
ing from Quebec to Liverpool every Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From December to May, the mail steamers witl 
erform a weekly service between BOSTON and 
VERPOOL. 
Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 

Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct, 

eV ES ce ADEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. ¥. 
Boston, Mass,, 15 State street. 
phe Pa. N. E. Cor, Broad and Ghespau t 
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THH LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEHREDING. 

anre SPRATTYT’S PATENT 
SPI Rieat “EF ibrine” Vegetable 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 2 a 

STAMPED, Please see that Hyery Cale is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATENT” and a X. RIAMPEL, 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 
Packed Inc sof112 d: h. To be had i i tities of n Case ee pounds eac FRANCIS O. de LUZE & COo.., | oO e ha n smaller quan 

; = | Grocers and the Sporting Goods 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 18 South William Street, = NEW YORK. 

NONE ARB os S83 1NQA WONE ARE 

Trade Generally. 

KRENNEDY REPE ATING RIFLE. Sportsmen's Goods. 

The safest and best rifle for any hunter to buy. It is always reliable, an accurate and rapid shooter. SPO RT M EN ’ S D E P 0 T 

(EstTaBiisHep 1836), 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition, 

A good assortment of 24, 26 and 28-inch Octagon, Half Octacon and 
Round Barrel Sporting Rifles, "Also Carbines on hand, | = 

Both .44 cal, (40 prains powder) and ,45 eal, (60 grains powder), 2 Se 
The magavine of 28inch barrel .44cal, holds 15 cartridges, Of 28-inch ' 

barrel .45 ca], holds 11 cartridges, sf OHN KRIDER, 

479 glass balls broken with » Kennedy Rifle out of 500, thrown from a Bogardus trap. W.E, Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 

Cirenlars sent on application. WHITNEY ARMS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn. GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Bods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies 

=> 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 

Wrisrevlaneons. Sportsmen's Goole. carton, San at HE ie, edo One 

KN AP E & VAN NOSTRAND 
: Split and Glued Bamhoo Rods, 

Poultry and Game, 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties, 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

E y Repairing of all kinds. 

289 & 290 WASHING! 
a eae Seed i 425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

; Mew Tork, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, ete. They are Consignments of all kinds of Game solicited, 
easy to the feet and very dur- WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. , HUBEER able, ade to order ira vari 

We accept consignments. Allow market price da B+ ety, Of ‘Atyles, and war- 

of arrival, and send checks every oreatay 2 " 2 Aes wend for erin ist 
for all invoices of previous’ week. } Wy Sees" MARTIN §. "UTC: 

) | IN@s, Dover, N. H., P. 0. Box 308. Braproxn & 
COMPRISING AwntHony, Boston, H. C. Squmres, N. Y. City, in- 

cipul Agents. Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, .CHEAP GUNS for THE PROPLE.& 

quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 2) Q x 

ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 4 GREAT WESTERN * n 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, | 5 = 4 
purposes, Rubber Blankets, * C ee a te iz 

’ tiles Mina, evolve Sy Nanmnitnttin » Beines, Ny uh 
Chas Reiche & Bro S And Com lete Rubber Outfits. nie anon Taare ha eit C, OD tor ute Q 

ba Ci} Bubber Shecting Jacket. LESTABLISHED 1838,] Send for Catalogue. 
Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS 

Pittsburgh, Pa, 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price $2.00. 

Yor sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co, 

55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE, 

(Established 1847.) i —— GOODYE AR’S mui ies 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, ete. 

Rubber Mfr Company 
Goodyear’s India Rubber | 

Glove Wf’ Co., 

a Heat pe rms Be ela ae he ae ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
Duron: 8} Fourth Avenue, New York. broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, trated, a thorough and complete guide book to 

+ AND the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage, Cupsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aud the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalioway, Androscog- 
gil, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from acenrate suryeys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J, FARKAR, 
Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

Rod, Gun and Canoe 
IN NORWAY. 

With a, Map and Fifty-eight Ilustrations. 

205 BROADWAY, COR, FULTON ST, MIOLLER'S wii, 
Ro, COD-LIVER Ol 

FOR > 

General ‘ 
Dehbiiity, 

Scrofula, 

Rheumatism 
or Consumption, 
is superior to any in de- 
licacy of taste and smell, 

Medicinal yirtues and purity. 
@London, Buropean and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 

purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

WA. Schietfelin & Co.( Herc") NewYork 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rubber Goods of Every Description, 
One volume, j2mo. Price $1,75. 

Send for Mustrated Catalogue. 

i 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

JOHN DD. LENNON, rs a ee 

142 Fulton Street, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

MEDALS, 
A. W. COLLENDER CO. 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, WAREROOMS: 

68 Kroadwav. New York: 

. Special Designs Sent Free 84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 
17 South Fifth St., St. Lonis. 

Silk Worm Gut. 
F. LATASA, 35 Broadway, calls the attention of 

the trade and dealers in fis' tackle to his exten- 
sive assortment of Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all 
grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy 
Salmon Gut to Extra Fine. 
For price list address 

FE. LATASIA, 
35 Broadway, New York. 

Hunting and Fishing 
ON LINE. OF UPON APPLICATION, 

4 . a 

U | Saint Lonts, Tron Mountaia & Southern Anything in the Jewelry Line Made| CAMERON'S AQUARIA DRPOT, 
RAILWAY. to Order. . : 182 SIXTH AVE., N. Y, 

ee pianibe. sees ae ee RS fount in 
‘kansas ab points on line of the Iron Mountain A Vetert 8 Chemis: , / “TW 

ronal rates made for fiveormore. Dogs Free nw rating bl coum caya that most mae? mien ork MPa Ata ae = if iF t a Sattle Powders s i o i i 

Address the undersigned for further information. are worthiess trash. He says that sheridan ae ‘ee i he Ras a Plante, fyAa 
7 t ‘ e i waders are absolute! ure {1 ood and every thin, ¥ 4 

PB. CHASP LES Gen’l Pass. Agent, immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will make hens lay Ike Shepidan’s Condition Peweders Dose, I teaap'n- oz PE i a 
C. D. EINNAN, Ass’t Gen’l Pass. Agent, St, Louis, - fuliol pint food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mall for's letter-stampa I. 8. Jonnson & Co., Boston, Mass. WHOLESALE AND; RETAIL, 
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Animunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard's “ Blectric Powder.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in pointoft 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 1b, canisters and 
614 Ib. kegs, A fine grain, ae and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot-guns. 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Inj and 6 Ib. canisters 
and 614 and 1234 lb, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remaskably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
tanks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ** Kentucky Rifle.” 
HEFG, FFG and ‘'Sea Shooting * FG in kegs of 

25, 1214 and 614 Ibs. and cans of 5lbs, FFG is also 
packed in 1 and 44 Ib. canisters, Burns strong and 
moist, The FFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘Sea Shooting * F'Gis the 
standard [rifle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC: 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com. 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE. 

re 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Animunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder, Furnished Free, 

Laflin & Rand Powder 6o., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULARIPOWDER IN USE! 

DuPont's GuyrowDER Minis, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and. 

Sportsmaws Goods. ; 

C.G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Gent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars aud Gloves, 

For Robes aud Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Monuting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds and Animals Stuffed. 

| 64 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 

HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

[Src aa oy 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Etc. 

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 
AND RUGS. 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N. Y. 

Established over 80 Years, 

J. N. COLLINS, 
Seal Saecques, Dolmans and Uls- 

ters, Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Robes, &e., at greatly 

reduced prices, 

382 WEST 14TH STREET. 

Syportsmus Goole, 

Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct. 19, 20 and 21, 1882. s 

The Leonard Rod Won Every First Prize 
When in competition, For distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet, 

ec] eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in 1 Ib. canisters. 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 
ne); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with a.close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with ¢ither 

muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 1 lb. and 5 lb, 
canisters and 644 and 1214 lb, kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“Ghoke Bore*’ Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burm on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pizeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 Ib. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for piel shooting, 
Packed in 1 Jb. canisters and 614 Ib. kegs, 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. -“‘Sea-Shooting.”’"—fFe¢. 

A Leonard 43 ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 
of rods of any weight, 

The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 
possible score for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS 

No. 7 Warren Street, = New York. 

“AUSTRIA” SKATES. 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W. J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. ~ 

and FFFe, The Wg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the FFg. and FirFg. for general use, burning 
trong and meist. Packed in 14 lb., 1 Ib. and 5 Ib. 
Ratna) 634, 1214 and 25 Ib, kegs, Mg. coarse, FFF g. 

8. 
Diy 

“UNION HARDWARE CO,," “BARNEY & BERRY,” 
“AMERICAN CLUB,” “ACME,” ‘AUSTRIA,” LADIES’ 
AND GENT’S WOOD TOP, PARTS FOR REPAIRS, STRAPS, 
KQHYS, PLATES, &c. Dealers are therefore enabled to pur- 

Send for complete Skate 

1 carry in stock all the desirable styles of SKATES: 

Club Skate. 

mts Sporting, Mining, Sarppime and Blasting 
Powders of all sizes and deseriptions. Special 
Grades for Export, Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket. 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard, 
Powder mannfactwred to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States, Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FF¢g, for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

Uriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Faleon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER, 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blasting Powder 

chase their entire bill in one place. 

Price List, 
On application will be pleased to furnish trade price lists 

of FISHING TACKLE, GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, 
AMMUNITION, POCKET CUTLERY, BLANK KEYS AND 

Orders from the TRADE == 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings, Fancy 
Tents for families made to order. Awnings of all 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all kinds made 
to order. All work done in best manner and at 
very low figures. Send for illustrated cireular. 
Address 8. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 39 South st., 
Cor. Old Slip, N, Y¥, City, 

JOSEPH CILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS | — 

Soto By ALL DEALERS THrousnour me WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-I878B. 

SPORTING GOODS GENERALLY. 
ONLY solicited. 

TO SKATERS.—Ask your several dealers for the 
“Austria” Club Skate. If you are unable to get same, please 
enclose $4.25, giving the extreme length (in inches) of your 
boot, and Iwill express you a pair. 

Se F a ning by Stepping 
ceeeon the skate,” WILLIAM, CORNWALL, 18 Warren st. N.Y. 

SPORTING MEDALS 

R. W. KIP, 
‘683 Fulton Street, 

NEW YORK. 

AGENCIES ar att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST, FARNHAM’S 

Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
No Strings or pockets. Tone 

changeable. All brass, nickeled, 
with moulded rubber holder, 
hands and fingers free, for $1.00, 

$5 50 Per Galion, eel one whistle vei 
= older and three pairs, assorte $15 00 Per Dozen. sizes, aay Lover fasteners, 

. A ‘Z adapted to sportsmen's gloves. Charles Bellow S, AEN ¢ Mustrated elroular free, ‘Ad: 
yi WINES, SPIRITS, etc. | h7z= | . dress y- 

AGERE AEG ae Wifi NE ~ HAM, Inventor and Manufac- 
50 Broad Street, New York. turer, White Mills, Pa. 

VICTORIA 

PALE SHERRY. 
An extremely delicate Wine, Neither Very Dry 

or Sweet. 

IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do!mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c, 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORK. = 

SEND 3-CENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. _ | 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

bed CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 4,4,5,6,?and8. Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

anid Gol. Hawker’s Ducking. 

W, STITT, G1 Cedar St., N. Y., Acent for WU. §. 

rere BAKER Guns. 

QUR DOUBLE GUN, OUR NEW MODEL 
The Best Gun made for THREE BARREL 

DURABILITY GUN. 
iN 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

WM. ESTER & CO, 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

DAMASCUS STEEL, + rs a Fes 

This gun is light'and compact, from 9 to 10Ibs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 82in, bbls, 10-gauige double-barrel guns, 1014 to 12lbs., without extra ‘charge. 
Made especially for heavy shooting. We challenge the World on the shodting quahties of these guns] , &27,..C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. Y, 
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CORRESPONDENCE, 

Tue Forist Anp Sirream is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects lo which its pages are deyoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to aclub of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copits for $16, Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the Upited States and 

Canadas, On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs, 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London, 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months, Reading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday preyions to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient ad yertisements must inyariably be accompanied by the 
money or they will not be inserted. 
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THE McDONALD FISHWAY, 

HIS fishway, which is constructed upon principles en- 

tirely new, has been before the public fora few years, 

and is rapidly growing in favor. Its mode of action is so 

singwlar, retarding the flow of water down a straight shute 
by means of jets of water which make a gentle ripple all 
along the trough, that at first sight it seems a puzzle. We 

thought at first that it was possible that it might work well 
at a very small inclination, but on careful examination find 

that it can be successfully used at a greater angle than any 

other known form; even with a fall of one foot in five the 

ripple is a gentle one, This, together with its cheapness of 
construction, will, no doubt, cause it to supersede all other 

forms of fish ladder, 
A McDonald fishway is to be built at the Great Falls of 

the Potomac, One is built at Fredericksburg, on the Rap- 

pahannock. The Maryland Fish Commission has con- 

tracted for four of them for tle canal dams on the Potomac, 

and these will be ready for the spring run of fish. The 

Charter Oak Company, of Hartford, Conn., have ordered 

one for their dam at Clifton Forge, Va, In Germany 

several of these fishways are to be erected on the tributaries 

of the Rhine, in Westphalia; and the McDonald plan hag 

been recommended for dams in Brittany by the Société 
d’Acclimatation. 

The fishway at Fr ierleeanr g, though not completed 
until May last, during the season of its operation passed 

large numbers of fish. Many young striped bass, from one- 

quarter to three-quarters of a pound in weight, were ob- 
served to pass, as well as other species. Fora long time we 
have watched the workings this: plan in model; and eyen. 

so late as the International Fisheries Exhibition in Berlin, 
1880, we were not wholly convinced as to its merits, Cor- 
respondence with those near the fishways has, howeyer, 

conyinced us that this is the best form of fishway known, 
and, therefore, we do not hesilate to say so, 
We learn that 2 company has been formed to manufacture 

these fishways in cast iron, made in sections, so that they 
can be shipped and put up in any part of the country at a 
comparatively small expense. If this latter report is truc, 
then we should have fishways put upon all dams that stop 

the ascent of fish to the spawning or feeding grounds aboye, 

Bra Foop.—Warranted to stimulatejthe fancy, wake up 
the imagination, loosen the tongue and deyelop latent and 

undreamed of capacity of romancing, Not for sale by all 

druggists, but sent OC, O. D. with privilege of examination by 

the ‘Miraculous Repeating Arms Co, It costs fifteen dollars 
and the manufacturers are overwhelmed with flattering testi- 
monials from Michigan and Colorado hunters, ‘‘Our picture,” 

says the advertisement, ‘represents the modern hunter 
dropping a deer at 900 yards with the bullet cartridge, aud 

haying made a selection froma flock of geese at 500 yards 
withthe buckshot cartridge, isin the act of shooting a pigeon 

at 50 yards with the fine shot cartridge. No other gun in 
the world does it.’ But thisis not ‘bya Jong chalk” any 

fair sample of whatthe gun can really do. It can inspire 

ten times bigger yarns than this, as fifteen minute’s conyer- 

sation with the agent of the company in this city the other 
day demonstrated. key cull it the ‘““Hunter combination 
repeating rifle and shotgnn,” A Texas correspondent wants 
to know what we think of it; well, if he needs brain food, 

we can recommend for this the ‘‘Hunter;” but if he wishes 
a gun for service in the field, let him put his fifteen dollars 
into a weapon that will bring to bag the pigeon, goose and 
buck at one shot, for three shots in a case like this are clear- 

ly a waste of ammunition, 

A NEGLECTED GAME Fisu.—Our wealth of game fishes 
causes us to neglect many that are really fine ones, and as a 

people we look with little fayor on any fresh water fishes 
except salmon, trout, grayling and black bass, Even the 
pike and his big brother the maskinonge we think have not 

enough fishing stuff in them to be worth serious attention. 
Another fish which is sadly neglected is the pike-perch, 

called ‘‘wall-eyed pike” in New York, “‘pickercl” in Canada, 

and alas, that it should be so, “‘salmon” on the Susquehanna, 

Ohio and Msssissippi rivers. This fish isa good gamy fish, 

a good table fish, and one well worth cultivating. If our 

English friends had this fish, the king of the perches, they 
would sing its praises far and wide, but we hardly notice it, 
There are places where the fish abounds, and where it is 
taken with hook and line, but no writer has yet arisen to 

sing its praises; invent arod just suitable for its capture, 
or a hook with the right bend for its jaw. No treatise has 

been written on its fayorite baits, nor its valiant death strug, 
gles. Here is anew field. 

THE BinDs om MAmye.—I1n our Natural History columns, 
this week, will be found the initial installment of an anno- 

tated Catalogue of the Birds of the State of Maine, Mr. 

Eyerett Smith, who is the author of this list, has devoted 

many years to the study of the avifauna of his natiye State, 

and being thus constantly in correspondence with ornitholo- 
gists and collectors, has had very full opportunities to make 

the present paper as nearly complete as such an one can 
ever hope to he. The catalogue contains the names of oyer 

300 species of birds, and the notes on their habits and char- 
acteristics—in some cases very full—will be found of very 

great interest to ornithologists, und, indeed, to all who have 
any love for natural history, The geographical position of 

the State of Maine gives to this list an unusual interest, for 
through it is drawn an imaginary boundary line, across 
whicli the birds from the South do not pass. Its varied 

topographical character offers attractions also to birds of 

widely differing habits. Mr. Smith's field is therefore a 
broad one, and his contributien to the bird literature of the 
New England States will he gladly received. 

PEDDLING GAME oN THE Lone IstAND Rainoap,— 
We are informed that there has been an extensive sale of 
snared birds on the passenger cars of the Long Island Ruil- 

road. We called attention to this matter a year or two ago, 
at which time measures were taken to put a stop to it. Per- 

haps afew arrests would have a salutary influence. We 
commend the matter to the attention of the Long Island 
Sportsmen’s Association, 

Tim Werner Case,—We are informed that the appeal in 
the Welch case was dismissed because ‘“‘no notice was given 
within the time prescribed by law.” In this case, it will be 
remembered, was involved a test of the constitutionality of 
the New Jersey non-resident game law; and it was hoped 
that the case would not be dropped. 

Baxek's Dozuns or WaALrTons AND Foresters.—There 
are in this Country, to-day a baker’s dozen each of writers 
just as pleasing as Izaak Walton and ‘:Frank Forester.” 
To find out what they have written within the past year 

look through the files of the Fornsr AnD STREAM 

{ VOL. XIX.—No, 22. 
Nos. 39 & 40 Pia Roy, Nuw Yors. 

ADIRONDACK SURVEY NOTES, 

80. XV,—THE BLACK FLY. 

p° you know the black fly of the woods? Hereit might be 
a point of etiqutte to await a reply before saying more, 

but this will take weeks and then only bring in a variety of 
answers, mostly “yes,” or “no,” the variety being in the 

different ink used, so 1 willask another question. Do you 

know all about him, her, or them? If you do, then tell me 

so that I may also know; but onthe supposition that some 

one has answered my first question by asking ‘‘what are 

black flies?” I will proceed to tell hima few things thai 

T have noticed about them and a few theories that I have 
formed concerning them. These may be all wrong, and 

if so the sooner they are discarded the better, and a new set 
framed that are warranted to stand the strain, 

Are you listening? You man who don’t know whata black 
fly is, [ mean; for if you don’t know and don’t care to then 
this ink might as well be sayed. Now, here goes for it. A 
black fly is a small sort of thing, not bigger than two small 

pin-heads placed one behind the other. He, she, or it, has 

six legs and two or more wings; am not so sure of the nuii- 
ber of wings but you'll find the legs all right. What partic- 
ular Greek or Latin cognomens the bug-sharps have seen fit 

to adorn him with is more than I know, but if these names 

do not translate into English to mean something with a 

chronic hunger for a fisherman’s blood, then is science a de- 

lusion and a snare. When it is added thal the legs of this 
fly are sometimes speckled and that the guides can tell by 
the spots how long they are likely to remain, then all 

the knowledge that the guides have of them, and a little 

more beside, is given, Did you ask why such an insignificant 
being should play the leading characterin the drama of 

wood-life, that it should become the leading question when 

to go to the woods? Ifyou did ask this then there is but 
one answer. Itis not thatthe fly of himself isso pestilent 
but because he makes himself so numerous, The mosquito 

may also become numerous, but hisnumerousness is as naught 
to the multitudinous black fly. Swarms is the only word 
that gives one an idea of the numbers of the fly, and when 

you add that no amount of fighting, or threshing around, 

disturbs the flock in the least, each individual of which is 
as brave as a goat (whichis my beaw tdealof a courageous 

animal) then you get a fair idea of the little pest. A net is 
merely a hive for them to get under and to keep them from 
getting out, and the only protection is in some of those coms 
pounds of oil, tar, or other substances, which are smeared 
onthe face and hands. Even these do not preyent the 

insects from flying against your face and tickling it in a 

manner almost as bad as their bite, nor does it prevent an 

occasional one from exploring the region covered by clothing, 
and an itching, inflamed spot tells where one has penetrated 
to a region supposed to be perfectly protected. During the 
season of them the only time that they are quiet is during 

the night, or while a breeze is blowing. 
Why does this fly exist? That is just what I tried to find 

out. All things have their uses in the economy of nature, 
andif you heard one black fly ask another why you existed, 
the answer might be, ‘‘to feed the black fly.” But this fly 

undoubtedly plays a more important part in life (han taking 

an infinitessimal portion of blood from a man, a dog, adeer, 

or a panther, and leaving a smaller portion of poison 
in its place, which, while not worth as much to you 

as the blood, is, without doubt, poison of the first 

quality and might be useful in mlerta medica if experi- 
mented with, While we know that it is only the female 
mosquito which carols her exquisite little song and takes the 
blood from your sleeping nose, while her liege lord goes 

hungry forever, I do not remember to have heard whether 
the husband of the black fly has an inclination to lunch at 

the same table with his partner, assuming that she bites 

also, or not. In fact you will haye perceived before this 
that Ido not know a great deal about the insect which we 
are discussing together, but having told you all that I fhink 

I know positively, we will go on to thetheory of the benefits 

which accrue to mankind from the aforesaid little black fly, 
The trout are thickest where the fly is most numerous 

and yet few or no flies of the kind we are talking about are 
found in the stomachs of the trout. The further north we 

#0, even into the Arctic circle, the more of both trout and 
black flies do the waters produce, and when the wild 

lands are cleared both the trout and the black fly 
either disappear together or the fly goes first and the 
trout lingers in diminished numbers. The food of the 
infant trout is gone. ‘The little worm-like larya of the fly is 
the best possible food for a troutlet, and where the black fly 
abounds, the waters during the fall, winter, and spring 
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swarm with their larva. This insures life to the young fish 
during the first three months of its life, the most delicate 

portion of its existence, when they die by thousands upon 
the least provocation, 
Large insects, with their correspondingly largé larva, are 

well cnough for adult trout, but are of little use to a fish 

that is smaller than they, and a troutling of an inch long 

has no use for the grown larva of the May-fly. There are 

other small flies whose lives are partly passed in the water 

in the form of worms, such as the gnats, midges, etc,, and, 

of course, these furnish more or less food for baby trout as 

well as the black fly does, but when we add the millions of 

black fiy larva to these, then the waters are rich in food. 

With the clearing of the original forest the black fly leaves 
and does not seem to return with its second growth, as we 

do not find if under such conditions except where this sec- 

ond growth is surrounded by primeval forest. The fly 

flourishes where lakes haye been raised above their original 

level and a tract of marsh or woodland has been submerged, 

giving much forage of decaying vegetation as food for the 
fly larvee. 

While engaged in trout breeding, some years ago, in West- 
ern New York, [ tried the experiment of feeding mosquito 
larva as a food for baby trout, and found it the best of all 

food, not the least of its recommendations being that il 

swam about until devoured and did not foul the trough, 

The only trouble was to breed them in sufficient quantity. 

Take a handful of black mud from the bottom of a good 

trout stream and carefully look it over, and see how many 
small worms it contains, some fine, transparent, and thread- 

like and others stout and red or black, This, in my opinion, 

is the primary rule that settles the question of how many 

trout the stream can produce. Therefore, if all these things 
be admitled, the little pest which comes at you in such 

clouds and causes the blood to trickle down your cheeks 
until your face is stiff with it, and which creates such an 

intolerable itching next day, is not wholly an evil. 

There is one thing, however, which no one has attempted 

to explain, This is why the black fly appears in the spring 

and is usually gone by the first half of July in the Adiron- 
dacks, while in,Maine it stays all summer. Who knows? 

F.M. 

THE CHASE IN HOMERIC TIMES. 

\ ITH the early Greeks the pursuit of the chase was a 
duty as imperative as was the tillage of the fields. 

Such animals as endangered the lives of men were to be ex- 

terminated as soon as possible. The care of their flocks 

and herds called first of all and constantly for protection 
against the attacks of wild beasts; while the crops upon 

their sown fields would at different stages of their growth 

offer tempting food to others. The flesh of some animals 

was desirable for food; the skins of others furnished cover- 

ings for beds and for benches—so that the chase was fol- 
lowed at times for profit as well as for sport. Moreover, a 

people fond of war and eager to display their bravery and 
skill could scarcely fail to become enamored of the exciting 

pleasures of the hunt.? 
Homer draws some of his most striking similes from the 

&ports of the field. The poet presents a well-drawn sketch 

of a hunting scene in his description of the fight which took 
place in front of the Greek ships after Achilles had rejected 

all offers of reconciliation from Agamemnon, First, he 

compares the onset of Ajax on that day to the impetuous 

course of 1 mountain stream swollen by melting snow and 

falling rain to a flood of furious waters, The rage of battle 

carried the hero beyond the Grecian lines until he saw Hek- 

tor on the field, and then— 

Zeus, the father high-throned, inspired terror in Ajax, 

Stood the man dazed, and he flung on his back his shield of seven 
ox-hides. 

Frightened and startled, he shrunk back, eyeing the crowd like a 
wild beast. 

Slowly he yielded his ground, as step after step he retreated, 

Just as a bright red lion is kept from the yards of the cattle, 

Driven away by the dogs and by men who live on the farmstead, 

Who will not suffer the beast to snatch from the cattle the fatling, 

Watching the whole night through, while, longing for flesh, does the 

Hon 
Make his assaults} but in vain, for showers of thick-falling jav'lins 

Right in his face are winged from the Hands of men now emboldened, 
Lighted torches as well; he dreads these although he isfamished. 

At the appearance of dawn he slinks off in deep disappointment. 

Ajax, grieved in his heart, thus went from the Trojans unwilling. 

(II, XT,, 544-556.) 

The chase was followed for peltry, When Aphrodite came 

to the shepherd hut of Anchises, on Mount Ida, the hero’s 
bed was spread with skins of bears and deep-voiced lions. 
(Hymn in Ven, 160). Agammenon preparing to go to his 

brother's tent: 

Risen from slumber he donned a4 tunic that covered his bosom, 
Under his shining feet he bound his beautiful sandals. 
Next he threw over himself the dark red skin of a lion, 

Tawny and huge, to his feet came the pelt, then grasped he his 

javelm. (i, X., 21-24), 

At that same time Menelaos was dressing to go and call 

on his brother: 

First with a leopard’s skin his brawny shoulders he covered, 
Dappled the mentle it made, then his brazen helmet he lifted, 
Put the helm on his head, and took his spear in his strong hand. 

(I. X,, 29-81), 

And on the part of the Trojans, Dolon prepared that 

night to go asa spy to the camp of the Greeks; 

Quick on his shouldet's ha slung his well-curved bow and his arrows, 

Over all these for a wrap he Hing the skin of a gray wolf. 
Put on his head a cap of weasel skin. then his sharp spear 

Took he, and started to go to the ships from the camp of the Trojans. 

(UL. X,, 883-836). 

The ancients valued highly the assistance of thew dogs in 
the chase. When the hunting party went from the house of 

Autolykos to deyote the day to sport upon the sides of 

Parnassos, the dogs went on ahead scenting the tracks of 
game: 

When now child of the dawn came Hos of rosy-tipped fingers, 

Off went the dogs to the chase and with them followed thelr 

masters, 

Sons of Autolykos; their comrade went splendid Odysseus, 

Lofty the mountain they climbed, its slopes covered over with forests. 

That of Parnassos; but soon they reached peaks swept by the 

tempests. : 

Then afresh did the sun send down his rays on the ploughed land, 

Coming up from the idly-lapping and deep-flowing ocean. 
Now to a gorge did they come, these huntsmen, in front of them run- 

ning 

Went the dogs scunting the tracks; close after these coursers there 
followed 

Sons of Autolykos, their comrade went splendid Odysseus 
Close by the dogs, und he poised his spear which cast a long shadow. 
There in some bushes thick-set perchance was lying « great boar. 
Through this thicket ne'er blew the might of the blast with the rain- 

storm, of 
Nor did the shining sun with his fierce rays ever pierce through it— 
Never a driving storm beat through, so dense was the thicket; 
There was moreover within a thick bed of leaves that had fallen, 

Trampling of men and of dogs reached now the ears of the monster 

As the huntsmen came on; the boar at the edge of the thicket 

Bristled the ridge of his back, the glance of his eye was like fire; 

Stood his ground when they came near, then foremost of all did 

Odysseus 

Rush to attack, and he raised with his powerful hand his long jay'lin, 

Eager to wound; but the boar haying gotten the better now gashed 
him 

Over the knee, and much was the flesh he tore with his white tusk, 

Striking oblique from one side, but he reached not the bone of the 

hero, 

Wounded Odysseus the boar by striking him on the right shoulder. 

Straight through the shoulder pierced the point of the glitteriag 

jay'lin. 
Fell in the dust at full length the boar, and his life quickly left him. 

Then did the children beloved of Autolykos close in about him, 

As for the wound recelyed by Odysseus blameless and godlike, 

This did they bandage with skill, with incantations the dark blood 

Staunched; and they quickly returned to the house of their own 
dear father, (Od. XIX, , 428-458). 

The chase was presided over by divinities, notably by 
Artemis, It was this goddess who sent the wild boar of Caly- 

don torayage the fields of Oineus, because in making his offer- 

ings to the gods he had neglected her altars. This animal 
gaye occasion for that famous hunt which was led by 

Meleagros, the son of Oinéus, and who had in this the help 

of many huntsmen and their dogs, 

Angry the maiden divine of birth and delighting in arrows, 
Roused up a lurking wild bour that had teeth of ivory whiteness. 

Great was the mischief he wrought as he haunted the cornfields of 

Oineus. 

Many a towering tree did he throw on the ¢round in confusion, 
Utterly these were destroyed from the roots to the blossoms of ap- 

ples. 

Later this monster was slain by Oineus’ son Meleagros, 

Calling to come to his aid the huntsmen of many a city, 

Having them bring their dogs; few men could not vanquish the wild 

boar. 

Huge was the beast, and the clase sent scores to the funeral pyre. 

(U1, TX., 538-546.) 

But the goddess was nol, always so unpropiticus. To men 

reduced to straits for food she gaye success in the chase, 

and if they had not dogs to scent the game, nymphs coursed 

for them the fields and woods to start the wild beasts from 
their coyer, Odysseus tells how he and his companions 
spent the night thus in want on the island lying off the land 
of the Cyclops, and in the morning, 

When now, child of the dawn, came Hos of rosy-tipped fingers. 

Lost in amazement we gazed at the island, strolling about it, 

Nymps, the daughters of Zeus, who carries the wgis, then started 

Goats of a mountain breed, that my crew might prepare them a 

breakfast. 
Forthwith our bended bows, our arrows, and long-pointed jav'lius 

Took we out of our boats; then, dividing ourselves in three parties, 

Chase did we give; some god gaye sporisuch as heart could desire. 

(Od. TX,, 182-488,) 

Homer was familiar with the chase, Scattered through 
the Iliad and the Odyssey the reader comes across frequent 

allusions to it as a manly diversion. The passages selected 
will serve as specimens, They do not, by any means, rep- 

resent an exhaustive study. As these poems are the earliest 
record we can go to in the study of that old-world life, they 

also present the most fruilful field of research, To all of us 
who enjoy tracking the life of the present back to the cover 
of adusky past, Homer is the god who has piven ‘‘sport such 

as heart could desire.” I, B, Cooatn, 

Tae AxNvAL Meerinc N. R. A.—On the evening of 
Tuesday, January 9, the lifemembers of the National Rifle 
Association will hold an annual meeting at the Seventh 

Regiment Armory. It will be an important session, and 
the most important task is that of selecting seyen directors 

to fill the place of (hose going out of office, There is ample 

room for achange for the better in the make up of the 
board. There is ademand for more active men, those who 

have the time and the inclination to do the amount of posi- 

tive hard work required if the efforts of the association are 
to meet with success. There has been too much of the 
figure-head system in the past, now isa good time for a 

change, and with the work of the coming year before them, 
the life members can not be too particular in their choice 
of representatiyes on the board, 

Che Sportsman Canvist, 
+ 

TRAMPS ABOUT THE SOUTH FORK, 
Be the summer of 1875, my brother Richard and TI 

made an expedition to the South Fork, accompanied b 
my monntaineer friend Trancis M’Coy, who has been wit 
me on many a hunting and fishing trip, and another man 
who went uloig to help carry proyisions, make camp, ele, 
No other city people, to my knowledge, haye eyer visited it 
before or since, 

I published a description of this trip in the Germantown 
Telegraph cf Philadelphia, and gaye an account of our 
meeting the ““Hammondses,” as the natives call them, a set 
of bear hunters who “infest” that region and use it as a sort 
of family hunting, ground, killing deer and bear when- they 
want them. hey live at the mouth of the South Fork. 
where they haye a clearing, and farm a little in a desultory 
sort of way, but their fame rests upon their deeds as hunters, 
and they spend most of their time in the woods, 

In the autumn of 1880T hada few weeks at my disposal, 
and resolved to spend part of that time in the neighborhood 
of the South Fork, making my headquarters, as usual, at 
M’Coy’s. Ireached Francis’s house about the third weelk 
in October, and at once began looking after what I had 
gone there for, fresh air and exercise, The former of these 
comes unbidden, and one good whiff of it Jaden with the 
indescribable odor of the forest does more good than a 
month’s course of tonics in the confined air of the city, The 
latter can be had merely for the trouble of setting about it. 

M Coy’s house is three thousand feet above tide, so to go 
anywhere one has a mountain to descend, and of course one 
to climb up to get back again, giving ample room for the 
pursuit of exercise, 

Francis told me just after I reached his house that he 
should haye to leave home in a short time to takea trip to 
a distant county on business which could not be postponed, 
and I had been casting about in my mind asto how I would 
dispose of the week or ten days I should still have left after 
he went away. We came home one day after a hard tramp 
in the woods, and having eaten a hearty supper of yenison 
of our own killing—tor we had slain a mighty buck—were 
sitting by the fire, I smoking a quiet pipe, Francis scraping 
a turnip, when thus lbegan: ‘Francis, I’ve been thinkin 
about what I am to do when you go away, and Lrather thin 
I will get Harmon to go with meand take to the woods to 
Stay until my spare time is used up; what do you think 
about it?” 

“Well, Vl tell you, Colonel, of course you can stay right 
here and make yourself at home as long as you’ye a mind 
to, but if you are alter fresh air and exercise I believe your 
lan’s a good one and Vil tell you what to do, I’m going to 
eaye here Monday, ind M’Collum is going with me, Wehave 
to go on horseback of course. Now, you can go down to 
Harmon’s to-morrow and get him to come up here Sunday 
ready to go with you. Monday morning you can put your 
packs on our horses and we will carry them over to Boft- 
man’s on the river below Straight Creek, that will save 
your carrying them t\venty-four miles. We will stop there 
all night, and Tuesday you can strike across the Spruce 
Mountain back to ourriverand go to Hammond’s at the 
mouth of the South Fork; from there you can take your 
own route and go whereyer you choose, ¢ither up the Fork 
and back over the Black Mountain, or cross over to Black- 
berry and take a longer trip round. ‘You'll find all the ex- 
ereise yon want climbing the mountains there and fresh air 
is plenty,” . 

1 liked the trip thns roughly sketched out and accord- 
ingly went dow to Harmon's the next day and engaged him 
to go with me, Sunday evening he appeared at M’Coy's 
ready for the trip, and we arranged our packs, each taking 
twenty pounds and I carrying my Winchester, while Har- 
mon shouldered an old mountain rifle, We left M’Coy's 
Monday morning at 7 o'clock, Harmon and 1 being on 
foot reached the mouth of Spruce Creek, cight miles, at 9:30, 
and, after waiting ten minutes for the horsemen to ovyer- 
take us, started up the mountain beyond the creek, which 
we topped at 10:35. While at the mouth of the creek I 
looked at the site of the old camp I oceupied when there in 
1878. Usually we used the Rock Camp half a mile below 
the creek, but the camp at the mouth does well enough for 
anight. Itisa wild place that. I remember one summer 
a party of wandering hunters camped there. and while all 
were asleep a panther crawled into camp. One of the part 
went out to the settlement aday or two afterward, and 
MW Coy met himata house where both ate dinner. While 
in the middle of the repast this fellow suddenly addressed 
M’Coy: ‘‘Francis, I seed a painter the other mht,” 
“You did,” said M’Coy; ‘show far off was he?” The fellow, 
who had just crammed a huge spoonful of beansin his mouth, 
blurted ont, “ "Bout eighteen inches.” The unexpectedness 
of this reply, with the rather e) traordinayy closeness of the 
beast, qnite upset M’Coy’s gravity. One does not often get 
within » foot and a half of a panther, 

I was fishing this creek some four or five years ago, in ihe 
latter part of May, accompanied by a friend from Philgdel- 
phia, and al the latter’s suggestion had left my Winchester 
in the Roclk Camp, thereby for the first time breaking my 
rule, which is to always carry my 20-inch Winchester slung 
on my buck when fishing in that wild country. We had 
reached the stream, and_my friend and M’Coy had bepun 
fishing some twenty yurds below me, while I was engaged 
in looping on my flies, A movement on the other side of 
the creek catching my eye, I looked up and saw an enormous 
catamount stepping gingerly along through the wet grass, 
It was not over fifteen paces from me, and walked along up 
stream for fifty yards in open sight, but was so intent upon 
the prospective deer to be found at the lick above that it did 
not see me. Of course, because I wanted one, I could not 
find a stone anywhere in reacli, or I would have stirred the 
fellow up. I killed a large panther once not far from this 
same place. 
We traveled on top of the Spruce Mountain for an hour, 

(urning the heads of one or two streams, when we stopped 
for dinner and baited the horses, At 12:05, after half an 
hour's halt, we started off, and at 1:05 turned down the far 
side of the mountain toward Straight Creek. 

Deer signs had been numerous, and we had crossed ten or 
adozen bear tracks on the mountain, On the creek the 
deer seemed to have been undisturbed, for the ground was 
tramped wp everywhere. We traveled fast and reached the 
mouth of the creek at 2:20, halted twenty minutes, then 
struck down the river and, passing the upper house at 3:26, 
reached Bofiman’s at o'clock, Here swe rested over night 
and spent the evening sitting by the big fireplace, smoking 
and enjoying the amusing conversation of old Boffman, who 
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hada good deal pf hiiaior in him, Tuesday morning we 
t off a little before seven and continued our course down 
eriver, Afleraquile or.so the horsemen Jeff us, as the 

hod 1ostrike seross the mountains westward. so we shoul- 
dered our picks and yaarched off to Turkey Creek, a mile 
further on, - 
Au hour's rapid walking up thé creek took us to the sec- 

ond fork, and from tavre another liowr of up-hill work 
brought us lo the top of the mountain. Part of this region 
hud been burnt over, and the signs of game were not as nu- 
Incrous 48 On Airaigh! Creek. At a little before eleven we 
reached the upper licuse on the riyer, where we found one 
of the young Hammonds living, 

This river is the same stream we loft at the month of 
Spruce Creek the day hefore, but we were now twelve or 
fiftveen miles further down stream, After looking at a luge 
bearskin which Hammond showed us, we went on by the 
mouth of the South Fork, and got to old Jess Hammoud's 
abont noon, Much io my regret, | found that Jess had gone 
hear hunting and was not at home, Tt had been vaining for 
an houror two before this and we were pretty wet and 
rather hungry. We waded through the mud to the door of 
the little log house—the mansion boasting but one room, 
with a sort of loft overhead, aud a rude poreh floored with 
puncheons across the back—and found the iamates just sit- 
ting down to dinner. J asked whether Mr, Hammond was 
at home, snd was sorry to hear his wife say, “No, Jess ain't 
home; he’s gone out t) look for some: b’arsien, It’s a pity 
you hadn't w-come a little sooner and found him at home; 
he'd a-liked to a-cone out with ye.” But Twas not at ajl 
sorry fo hear her add, “Ll veckon you mien ’]l be a-wantin’ 
sone diner. Wallin and sit down, We hain’t got much, 
but yeu’ve weloMie to such as it is.” 

Weesut down, “Tt” proved to be roast ‘coon, and now 
it was thal I understaod Cleurly the meaning of a peculiar 
expression in the eye of old Mrs, Tammond as she saw us 
suldenty appear at her doorway. Tl said as plainly as any- 
thiag eould: : 
“By Zeus! Two strangers and only one ‘coon for dinner!” 
lean tell you, |hough, that same *coon was a monster, 

and wi'h huge chunks of corn bread, made of good, sound 
yellow meal (to which white meal is as sawdust), afforded 
us th substuntinl repast, while s little was left for the family. 
The Jatter consisted, as wallas we could ascertain, of Mrs. 
Tmniond, a married daughter with her baby; a girl of 
about fAlteen, one of twelve, and an irrespresihle boy of an 
nocerfuin age, <All ocenpied the one room, in which they 
cooked, ate and slept. unless possibly the younger children 
were relegated tu the lofi. Alter dinner. we lit our pipes, 
ind as the rain continued to fall steadily, sat down to talk 
and rest. : 

Three young men vow turmed up, big stout fellows of 
from 18 to 21 yeurs old; one was a son of Jess Hammond, 
the others nephews. The face of one of these seemed 
familiar to me, but 1 could not tell why, 

Presently this one addressed me. ‘T mind of seeing you 
afore.” 

“Vos,” said 1, where?” 
‘Iseed you on the Middle Prong once sbout five years 

avo, when the old man and some of us was camped out up 
thar. Twas only shout sixteen then, Don’t you mind 
suein’ a boy along that time? I mind ‘yon kad ona gold 
watch; is thut the same one you’ve got on now?” 

“Yes,” T replied, “T have carried it a good many years,” 
“Tmind of hearin” Jess tell about that watch,” chimed in 

the old woman, “He said one time he seed a fellér up the 
Middle Prong, didn’t have hut one arm, and had.on a gold 
witeh. Timesin the winter when they'd be sittin’ ‘round 
the fire o’ nights and git a talkin’ about their watches, Jess 
‘udsay, ‘them aint like the watch I seed on that feller up 
the Middle Prong, his Was reel gold.’ I reckon you're that 
feller, aint you?’ 

“Pete's got a watch,” put in one of the three, 
T asked to see it, and Pete produced a huge silver watch 

to which was attached a stout steel chain. 
“What time does it get dark now by your watch, Col- 

onel?” drawled my old acquaintance, 
“Get davk? Ah, T don’t know. I baye not thought 

about it. J suppose about tive o’clock, or somewhere along 
there ; the days are getting short now, you know,” j 

“Tt don’t pit dak by Pete’s watch till h-ad4—p-a-s+t- 
§-t-y-e-,”" 

“Hulf-past-seven!” cried I, ‘Goodness, Pete, that will 
never do. Run outside and get a hitch on it with a log 
chain and wind it up. Set it back a coupleothours. Half 
past seven, indeed, and November already here.” 

BO the watch was set back, and the conversation drifted 
to other topics. 
The young men had been ‘‘oyer to Elk,” to a store some 

tayelye or thirteen miles off, and when they camé in, brought 
burdens, consisting apparently of shoes, coffee and tobacco. 
A rush wes made for the last as soon as produced, and 
the old woman made an equitable distribution of pieces to 
each and all according to size and] age; eyen the small hoy 
volta piece. Now this boy had not been idle all this while. 
Hie had bored first me and then Harmon, to ‘make a touch 
hole” in a certain hollow stick he had, of which he purposed 
making a cannon ty be fired off at the front door, Harmon 
gave him some powder wherewith to load it, and 1 am sorry 
to say wilh, I think, the charitable idea of so grievously 
wounding and hurting the aforesaid incorrigible is that he 
should be debarred from further bothering anybody, 

I contribu‘ed a conple of Winchester cartridges, but these 
he immediately carricd off and hid away #sasort of curious 
and cunning thing to be taken out in seeret and worshipped 
or made much of like some of the old Peruvian Huacas. 
The old woman's atlention was at last drawn to some of the 
boy’s performances, and havine seen the way in which the 
Winchester operated—for the young men would not be sat- 
isfied until we had tried the gun at a mark—she suddenly 
became alarmed lest the cartridges should prove to be infer- 
nal machines which would go off at some unexpected mo- 
ment. and thus addressed the youth; , 
“Now you aint been s askin’ tlie Colonel for them ear- 

tridges, hev you? You ought to be ashamed of yourself, 
Don't you knew the man wants them for his gun?” 

“Well, tht man give ‘em to me, Te said I could have 
‘em. They won't lnart nothin’.” 

Tassnred the old lady that Thad plenty of ammunition, 
but she seemed liurt by the hoy’s want of politeness. ‘'T 
declare now ‘t seems 's if ye hayal xot no manners at all, to 
bea-botherin’ and a-pesterin’ them men that way, Let the gen- 
flemen alone and beliaye yourself.” Then addressing me, 
‘Well now, Colonel. did you ever see sich a boy as that? 
I declare | hardly know what in the world to do with him 
sometimes; it seams like there aint no way to manage him, 

~ What do you reckon now you'd do with sich a boy?’ 
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“My dear madam,” T replied, ‘‘ nothing is simpler. The 
hoy it not a bad hay. [ should manage him without the 
least trouble,” 

‘©¥e would? Well now!" 
Certainly, Tn the mprning I would cut a coupleof goorl 

dogwood gads; one of these I would wear out on him before 
dinner, the other after; 1 think there would be no trouble at 
all after that, You see flie cartridges I gaye him are per- 
fectly harmless. The most he can do when he puts them in 
his mouth, will he to bite on the little cap in the end and so 
blow the top of his head off.” 

‘Has he got them things in his mouth? Great goodness!” 
and there was an immediate rush for the boy. Tle opened 
his mouth, [ was empty. The cartridges hud been put 
awaiy iu some sterel nook Clsewhere. “Comparative order 
reigned once more, Then a fiddle was produced, and the 
young men played. All the Hammonds are born fiddlers, 
and the dance musie was not ill played, — 

Ithad hecome evident to me that there was not room 
enough in the Hammond mansion for us to spend the 
night there, so, after some apologies from Mrs, Hammond 
for not being able to extend us as much liospitality as she 
wanted to, we shouldered our packs and trudged off in the 
rain for Mullins’s, a mile and a half down the riyer, on the 
opposite bank, Arrived opposite his clearing we hallocd, 
and a small boy put us over the river in a dug- 
out. To the question, whether he could keep us all 
night or not, Mulhns said, *‘I don’t never turn no one 
away.’ So we unsluay our packs, and entering the house, 
stowed them aud our guns ina corner and. made ourselves 
at home. 

The Hotel Mullins was built of small round togs, almost 
poles, and boasted but one room, of which one side was 
tuken up by two beds, while the opposite side contained a 
dilapidated stone fireplace. Facing the door was a small 
square window, and beside it a rude shelf or two, whereon 
a few cups, plates, etc., made up the scanty household table 
service. There were a table, a couple of chairs, and two or 
three empty “bee gums," for furniture, ‘The prospect was 
not a yery inviting one, but there was present one thing’ 
which made amends for much that was lacking—we had 
a hearty welcome, 

These poor people who could give us no better supper than 
“hiled” cabbage, coffee and corn dodger, were glad to see 
us; glad to be able to give us meals and a bed; all that they 
had wus at our service, ‘ 
Harmon soon discoyered thal Mullins and he had come 

from the same county so there was no lack of interest in their 
eonyersation, The mistress of the mansion was for some time 
after our meal engaged in cleaning the dishes, making up bread 
and other like occupations, standing with her back to us. 

At intervals she turned and addressed me with sturies of 
her children, or neighbors, the point of which was lest in 
the rattle of pans and cups as she went to work again, or 
drowned by the, voice of Mullins as he prosed away to 
Harmon some long-winded recollection of some ancient. 
worthy of their acquaintance, 

In the midst of his wife’s “Now don’t you think Colonel 
1m-um-um, éte,” and ‘'Wouldn’t any one ha’ done the same?” 
to which, not knowing about what. or fo whom the questions 
referred, I answered at random ‘‘Certainly. You were 
pertectly right,” or ‘Very singular if any one would not do 
just so,” Mullins, suddenly as it were, aware of what his wife 
was doing, broke in with “‘There now, letthe man alone. 
The Colonel dont wantto be bothered with all them old 
tales. Hush now Tsay! Don't let us have no more of it,” 

This produced its intended effect for about two minu'es, 
when the wife began azain and Mullins administered a 
second reproof. This went ou all the evening, the old man 
always winding up his rebuke with ‘Hush now I say, 
hush!” broken only by a temporary absence of Mullins and 
the boy who went fo the mill to grind some meal for break- 
fast. 

In the region of which Iam writing there are no roads, 
and the fuw inhabitants have asa rule each a mill for his 
own use. An upright shaft of wood is turned by a home- 
made wheel at its foot and carries a stone on its top for run- 
a as stone and shaft turn together, the grinding is rather 
slow. 
A few sheets of bark keep the top gear dry; and that is the 

mill, : 
At a fairly reesqnable hour we went to bed. Harmon and 

I occupied one of the two beds, while the children slept on 
the tioor, Mullins was so occupied in talking oyer old times 
with Harmon, that hg, of course, forgot to bring in any wood 
to be ready for the morning fire. I wokeas I always do 
when in camp, very early, The rain was still falling in a 
desultory sort of way and a faint glow from the coals in the 
fireplace gaye an indistinet view of the cabin’s interior. 
After a while Mrs, Mullins awoke and sat upin bed for half 
an hour, then she began, ‘‘Muiins! Mullins! Get up and 
fix the fire." : 

‘Hush, now,” was the reply, ‘‘you’ll wake them men up,” 
“Well, but Mullins, [must have fire to git-breakfast ” 
“Well, Tsay, hush! Don't make so much noise.” 
“Now Mullins, you know I’ve got the rheumatics that I 

can't git no wood, Git up now and git some wood and 
build up a fire, them men ‘Il be a wantin’ their breakfast 
and it must be a gettin’ on towards morning.” 

“Hush now about the wood, I tell you, Them men wants 
to sleep. Don’t bother me no more about it.” At Jast Mul- 
lins got up, and half awake, })Iundered unt, in his bare feet, 
io the wood pile, picked up a few sticks and bringing them 
in, stuck them on end in the fire place to dry, while he 
started a blaze with some kindling left in one corner by a 
happy accident, Then he crawled into bed aguin and was 
soon fast asleep. 

Mis. Mullins got up and was presently busy about break- 
fast. An hour passed on, Harmon roused up and finding 
me awake said good morning. 

Then we greeted Mrs. Mullins and asked what sort of 
weather there was, discovering, what we already knew, that 
it was pitch dark outside and still raining. 
When the children rolled ap their quilt and blanket and 

stuffed them under our bed, leaving the floor clear for the table, 
we thought of breakfast and were soon dressed and sitting 
hy the fire, meditating on the depth of the mud we epauld 
have to wade through from the house to the creek to wash, 
While thus engaged Mullins arose, and after sitting before 
the fire a few minutes, got up and as though seized with an 
idea, went out. He soon returned and tung something 
flown on the floor of the porch ws he game. d 

“Now, what's that, Mullins?” said his wife, who had taken 
advantage of his absence fo begin setting the table. 
“A chicken.” 
“You ain’t gone and killed a chicken?” 
‘Ves, I hev.” a 

“Well I declare, Mullins, You are too bad, why didn't you 
tell me you was 8 goin’ to kill a chicken?” 
F “Hush, now! hush, Tsay! Twanta chicken for break- 
ast.’ 
“Why I done biled the cabbage a’ready and the coffee’s 

made. Them men wants their eatin’, they don‘t waut to be 
a wailin’ so Jong." 
s Well, [say hush now! Don’t make so much noise about 

t? 

“But the chieken’s got to be fixed, Mullins, and I had 
breakfast all ready, Tt’s a shame to keep them men so ‘ong 
without a bife, What kind of chicken did you kill?” 

“T killed a rooster.” 
*Q-0-0-001 now we ain’| got but one vooster,” exclaimed 

the boy, 
“Well, one rooster’s enough,” growled the old man, ‘‘it 

wouldn't matter if they was every one killed.” Then turn- 
ing to me, “I tell you Colonel, chickens is a terrible nuisance 
about a place. There’s no tellin’ what amount of grain and 
stuff they'll destroy und scratch up, they*re always in sonie- 
thin’, Vd like to get rid of the last one of them.” 
“You ain‘t a thinkin’ sbout what you're a-sayin’, Mullins, 

Briug in the chicken und let me be 2-fixin' it,’ The chicken 
was produced and the boy handed it fo his mother, who, 
after a glance at it let it slip from her uerveless grasp to the 
table and with a voice and look of horror exclaimed, ‘Laws 
if he ain’t gone and killed the old black hen.” 

“O-o-0-G0!” eried the Arthur Bulliyan chorus boy again, 
“wha'll we do for eggs?” 

“QO, Mullins! what ever made you go and kill the old 
hen, and sbe a-layin’ regular up there in the loft, Couldn't 
ye wet no rooster?” 

“Well, L thought it was a rooster,” 
“Why, don’t ye know no better than to kill an old hen 

for a rooster?” 
“Now hush about your chickens! 

let’s hear no more about it." 
The opportunity, however, was too good ax one for vither 

the old woman or the boy to let slip, and they kept up such 
a display of grief at the death of the old hen, and of admi- 
ration for Mullins's rare judgment in selecting a chicken for 
breakfast, that he was fain fo beat a retreat. After a short 
absence he came in and flung something down as before. 

The old woman started up in dismay, ‘What's that? 
You ain’t never gone and killed another chicken, Mullins?" 

“Yes, lL have; an’ I don’t want to hear no more about it, 
neither ” 

“IT declare, [don’t know what a hody’s to do,” moaned 
the wife; ‘here’s breakfast heen a-waitin’, the cabbage dont 
biled an hour ayo, an’ I had ‘the old hen ready to cook,” 

“Don't you ‘hear me say hush!” roared the old man, 
“Hush! I say, and don’t Jet me heara thing of it. The 
Colonel don’t want to hear ho more about the chicken. Tl 
have ye trained agin two more gentlemen comes here 
visitin’.” 

This was as much as J could stand, and IJ fled away to 
the creek to wash, With all the delays, our morning meal 
was over early, and we were ready to start not very long 
after daylight, 

On our way to the river bank, Mullins’s daughter-in-luw, 
who lived near by, met us and asked me whether 1 could 
kill a wild chicken for her. I said L thought I could if she 
would point out the bird. She soon discovered the fowl, a 
restless rooster, which ran when he espied her approaching, 
but allowed me,-a stranger, to get within twenty-five yards 
of him, when « Winchester cartridge decapitated him, and 
amid her thanks and the applause of the others, we beat a 
retreat to the canoe and were fertied over by the boy, We 
stopped a few minutes at Jess Hammonds’s ti)-say good-bye 
to our entertainers of the previeus day, and then struck our 
course for the South Fork, We traveled very fast, and hy 
noon had reached ‘Big Beechy,” a good trout stream whic 
enters the South Fork from the Black Mountain side, In 
1875 L had camped there one night with my brether, in un 
old bark shanty of the Hammonds, but of this all traces 
were gone, and the little opening in which it stood was all 
grown up with briers, We crossed the creek, built a fire 
under a large overhanging rock, and ate our dinner; then 
we pushed on as fast as we could, and, to shorten our 
tramp, took toa bench high-up the mountain, so as to ayoid 
the many windings of the stream. By this course we saved 
some two miles, and at 8:10 o'clock found ourselves at an- 
other camp of the Lear hunters, where I had first: met them 
several years before. 

The shanty they had occupied there had disappeared, but 
we found another one roofed with split basswood puncheons, 
yory dilapidated and grown up inside and out with briers 
and weeds. We concluded, and rightly, as it turned out, 
that this camping place must haye been (deserted for some 
new one, butas I did not care to go further that night, I 
decided to camp there, so we cleared away the briers and 
brush from about the camp, cuta fine lot of wood, built a 
good fire, cooked and ate # good supper, and after the usual 
smoke and (alk, slept soundly until early morning, We left 
camp at seven eel and for variety started out by the 
creek bottom instead of taking to the benches at once as wa 
had the afternoon before, Harmon's gun was an old rattle- 
trap “mountain rifle,” a muzzle-loader, stocked all the 
length and uacertain in ifs action, so that [never felt quite 
sure whether if would go off or not when I saw him fumb- 
ling with the trigger. We were going through a little 

ssy opening at the edge of the bottom next the hill about 
alf an hour after we lett camp, when I saw Tlarmon raise 

his gun, and not looking in the direction he pointed it, I 
turned to see the pheasant, at which I supposed he was as 
usual trying to get a shot, fly away, when to my astonish- 
ment, at the crack of the piece. down came a fawn from 
the hillside and lay bawling on the grass with the dog hold 
of it. <A hall through the head from the Winéhester 
finished it, and we at once proceeded to ananee our packs, 
We had now just what we wanted, a small deer not too 
‘heavy to carry with us and eat from. We could not haye 
used a large deer, and probably would noi have shot. one 
had we seen it. I was simply bent on getting fresh air_and 
exercise, and looking over the ground for a possible | future 
‘fishing or hunting trip, and did not hunt at all this expedi- 
tion. The small deer therefore just suited us as an addition 
io our provisions. The things in Harmon’s pack we put all 
into mine, yiving me a pretty good Joad, and he took the 
deer, cleaned and made up knapsack fashion, with the skin 
of the legs for straps, cn his shoulders, Thus equipped we 
resumed our journey. The day was as the others Lad been, 
cloudy sometimes, misty sometimes, with a drizzling rain 
falling, but toward noon simply dark and cloudy, We soon 
left the creek and took again to the mountain side, where 
we had good walking. e passed the new camp of the 

T say hush! Don’t 
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Hammonds on a bench in a good beech region, favorable 
for bears and deer. 

We saw no bear sign of any account as the mast was not 
there to bring them, but deer seemed to be in fair numbers, 
As we neured the forks of the stream we erossed oyer the 
point of the mountain where if descends to the junction, so 
4s to reach anew camp Harmon had bnili on the upper 
prong the winter before, Wereached this at ten o’elock, 
and J determined to stay until next day so we could enjoy a 
pleasant afternoon and evening in camp with plenty of yent- 
son to ent and a scientifically built hed of bowghs to rest on. 
About two hundred yards below this camp is a beantifal 
spot. The two prongs of the creek nnife on a broad table 
of solid rock, and just below the junction plunge over a 
ledge some ten or fifteen feet high. into a lovely poul below. 
The ridge between the two streams is narrow and entirely 
covered with tall spruces. By going below the fall one gets 
4 fine view of the fall with the dark. spruce-covered ridge 
above and behind it, and a vista of tumbling water and 
picturesque rocks scattered through it up the course of cach 
braneh. I wished that I could sketch even as well as L used 
to do, or that J had a tourograph to catch the yiew and 
carry it away with me. 

1 divided the afternoon between putting fhe shanty in 
comfortable order and looking ut the falls. Wepassed a 
comfortable night with » tight roof over ts, a capital bed 
under ys, and plenty to eat when we felt disposed that way. 
The next morning we stated at 7:40, and for a while fol- 
lowed the dividing ridge between the two prongs of the 
South Fork, then crossed the one to our right as we ascended, 
and turning our backs on the South Fork waters struck 
across toward the North Proug of another river. Quite a 
mountain separates the two streams, and as it ig in a very 
wild part of the country we looked for bear and other tracks, 
or signs, but saw few. Quite a good many signs of deer, 
buf only a few bear tracks. The mast was not good for 
finything, and the only bear tracks were those of bears on 
their way out fo the chestnut and red oak eountry. When 
the beech mast is good in this region there are always hears 
to be found, but when it fails, as it is apt to do, the hears 
#£o out fo the chestnut country and red oak revion, where 
they stay until near holing time, when they come back to 
this wild district to winter. 

Twas down at the forks of the river toward the north 
prong of which we were traveling at the time at which I 
write, last June, trout fishing, and was alsoon the mountains 
between the two prongs this October, haying fone out there 
on the supposition that the beech-mast was good, but two 
days spent in going down one side of the mountain next the 
Glade Prong and back up the other on the North Prong 
showed no beech-mast atall. In our two days’ tramp we 
saw but one bear track, only three turkeys and no deer. 
Last winter Harmon got four bears in one tree on this 
mountain, and also missed a large panther, two fair shots, 
at about forty yards, Lest he should do such athing again, 
[took him down a rifle this fall and hope to hear of his 
Killing something with it, Tle isa fair shot, hut: #enerally 
when [ have seen him, has had such an outlandish apology 
for a gun that 1 wonder at his ever killing anything, Last 
fall by a happy accident he killed a buck, the horns of 
Which were so large that two men, one of whom is quite 
fat, stood inside of them with the horns about their waists. 
Not thinking of me at the moment, he gaye the horns to a 
min who was hunting with him. 

This fall when I was there, he tried to buy them back for 
me, but the man refused to sell at any price 

T enjoyed the tramp across the mountains very much on 
uecount of the real wildness of the place. I like to roam 
about where I know there is not a house nor clearing for 
aniles. We got downto the North Prong abont 11:30 and 
ite our lunel sitting on a big rock in mid stream, 

The first part of the alternoon journey was interesting 
because when we topped the mountuin between the North 
and Glade Prongs, we traveled for some time among: im- 
mense rocks piled about in every conceivable manner, 
covered with moss, shaded by 4 dark forest of spruce and full 
of queer dens and caves—a delightful winter camp tor hears, 
punthers and wildeats. The latter part of our day's journey 
was not as pleasant: we started down toward the Glade 
Prone, after keeping along the Mountain on the side next 
it, although pretty well up to make crossing the various 
ruus easier, about two miles from where we expected to 

eamp it a clearing where they summer eattle, and most of 
the descent was in open backings where the wind and rain 
had full play on us and could not be avoided. When we 
reached the clearing it was nearly dark. The house was 
locked up and there was no place where we could have put 
up 4 camp had we had time. 

The only resource wie to try the boiling shed in the 
sugar Gump, This was a large open shed set on posts ahont 
eight or ten feet high, not sided, and through which the 
wind swept furiously. Harmon looked rather blue at the 
prospect, but wpon my assuriug him that it was a delightful 
place to camp, that he knew well that each of us had more 
than once camped in worse placas, he briglftencd up a Jiftle 
and shonldcring his axe started after wood. While he was 
gone I discovered a pile of spruce clap-boards stuck up to dry 
and intended probably to roof a shed or addition to the log 
stable. With these, which were three feet long, T built a 
long wall or windbreak from one corner post of the shed to 
the end of the wall on which the kettles sat, spread a lot 
wore for 4 floor and (0 sleep on, and, fhen Ininting up Har- 
mon, found he had cutadry maple stub and helped him 
carry up some of it. When he got it cut up we started an 
excellent fire, ind the wood lasted well all night, Although 
we had no blankel with us we slept soundly notwithstand- 
ing the roaring wind and driving rain, with plenty of veni- 
son inside us and a good fire out; we were quite comfort- 
able, or, ub least, thought we were, which was about the 
same thing, The morning showed no improvement in the 
weather, which continued cold and cloudy, but the rain de- 
generated to a sort of drizzle, We followed the Glade 
Prong for several miles ip stream, then took to the moun- 
tain on our left, traveled on if fo iis junction into the Black 
Mountain, crossed that, went down to our own river. crossed 
it, climbed up the other side to tha Spruce Knol, and at 
durk reached M'Coy’s house, whence we had set out six 
days before. We saw two ganes of turkeys this last day, 
but got noshot. The result of my search after fresh air 
and exercise was that [ gained twelye or thirteen pounds 
weight by my trip, and recuperated enough to carry me 
over to the next spring quite comfortably. 
The first season the beech mast hits | shall visit, that 

Tegton and kill another bear or tiyo. : 
C. Cray. 

CRUSOES OF THE ANTARCTIC. 

Being an Account of the Voyage and Shipwreck of 

the Bark Trinity and Hardships of her Crew- 

BY JOHN BASMOND, SECOND OFFICHR, 

JORN in 18385 at St. Johns, Newfoundland, where the 
inhabitants are supported by the gaff and gun, and 

the hook and line, Taye been twenty-one yoyages to the 
scal fisheries on the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador, 
ind six voyages to the whale fisheries of Davis's Strait. 
Therefore | am well acquainted with the legends and regions 
ol the frozen North, In 1870 Teame with my family to 
Boston to live, and laye since then sailed many yoyages 
wnder the American flag, until there was a chance for me 
to have a Jook at the stormy South. This chanee was no 
gis than the bark Trinity. and a strange chance it was 
surely, 

June 18, 1880, the bark Trinity, 317 tons, belonging to 
Lawrence & Co,, and manned by a crew of fifteen hands all 
told, sailed from New London, Conn., bound for Heard’s 
Island in the South Seas, after sea-elephant oil, After a 
passage of twenty-five days we arrived at Foro, one of the 
Cape Verd Islands, where we shipped nineteen Portuguese 
negroes; and on June 26 sailed thence toward the place of 
our destination, The wind being fair and the sea smooth, 
the ship’s company were variously employed; the ‘coopers 
making baskets an trimming casks, the carpenters making 
lance poles and doing sundry other jobs. the sailors scraping 
and greasing and painting spars, and others repairing and 
fitting rigging. The Portuguese. shipped at Fogo, were 
regular Jand-lubbers, having-never been to sea before. They 
came aboard stark naked, and were supplied by the ship 
with three shiftings each, The first few days atter leaving 
port they scotfed* so much bread and drank so much water 
that they swelled up, and would come to me complaining 
of their sickness, but I soon discovered a way to cure them, 
and that was by cutting down their prog, 
We went on with fair weather throughout, and nothing 

vernarkable happened until we arrived at Lat. 40°S: then we 
found the elements to be of another ¢ast and cold air along 
with it. In Lat, 42° §. we turned the meridian of the Cape 
of Good Hepe, and then we had to encounter hurricanes, 
heavy gales and strong storms of sleef, hail and rain at 
times, with sea according, but the old Trinity braved it 
well. 

As we made nore to the south, we found the weathermore 
severe, When it would not be blowing hard, we could see 
penguins in great quantities in the water, going after the 
fashion of leap-freg, and at night, in fair weather, their 
splashing could be heard at the distance of half a mile. 

After living under water like the fish of the sea, and lay- 
ing to occasionally on board the old Trinity, we arrived at 
Kerguelen Land, or Island of Desolation: but before we could 
make a harbor a hurricane bore down on us and drove’ the 
ship about seventy miles to the southeast of the Island. 
Laying to all the time while the storm lasted, we arrived on 
Sept. 4, 1880, at Pot Harbor, Island of Desolation, and 
moored ship in safety in five fathoms water, Aronnd this 
harbor there are rabbits in abundance, coming from some 
that were lett there many years ago. Two of these rabbits 
we captured alive and took shourd the Trinity fo put out on 
Heard's Island. Some sea-leopards would land on the island 
at high water, andif not captured would go off again on the 
next high water, A few penguins inhabited here, with many 
sea-hens: and ice-partridges spend all their time and breed 
onthis island. T sawa few ducks there, and shot twenty, 

While lying at anchor in this harbor we sent down to’ gal- 
lant yards and spars fore and aft, and made our ship light 
for unchorage. All our provisions heing packed in casks 
for rafting, we landed three months’ prog, then awaited a 
fuvorable time to sail for Heard’s Island. We called at 
Three Island Harbor and left some letters there for Capt. 
Fuller, of the shoouer Pilot’s Bride; and on Sept. 28, we 
sailed for Heard’s Island, the place of our destination, We 
hud a favorable passage, and nothing serious occurred, only 
that one man fell from the foreyard on deck, but was not 
much injured. We arrived on Oct, 2 at Crinton Bay, 
Heard’s Island. Here we landed four men, with three 
months’ prog. They were to kill what elephants they conld 
find, and pack the blubber in casks, and we were to come 
and take them off on or about the first of January, 1881. 

After leaving these men in Crinton Bay, we sailed down 
the coast to the southeast end of the island, and anchored 
ship off the main beach, The sea ran (vo high to land our 
boats, and each day the weather was no better, nor the 
water any smoother. 

October 16, P, M., there was every indication of a storm 
at hand by the appearance of the horizon, with a thick set 
to the eastward, a heavy swell from northeast, ‘and a 
light breeze northward, A‘ midnight the ship was lying 
about three-quarters of a mile off shore, im ten fathoms 
wuter, At 3 o'clock A. M., of the 17th, the wind increased, 
and we veered out cable on anchors; an(!again at4 A. ML, 
the gale still increasing to a hurricane, we veered out all the 
cable on both anchors. The ship now beran to drive and 
drag her anchors toward a dangerous reef, She was ship- 
ping much water and was leaking; pumps duly attended. 
At? A, M, the Trinity lay in five fathoms water, the hot- 

tom sand and stones, and a heayy sea on; the ship labored 
heavily, leaked much water, and wasstill dragging anchors 

At 9o’clock A. M. the Captain called a council in the 
cabin, with his officers and crew, to know what was best to 
be done, Wesoon brought out a yerdict, which was to slip 
the cables and run the ship on shore to saye our lives. The 
nearest breakers bearing §. W, by 8., about sixty fathoms 
distant, and a strong gale blowing from N. E., the 8. H. 
point of the island bearing E. 8. BE, two and one-half points, 
the outer breaker bearing E. by N. about three miles dis- 
tant, and a rocky beach and iceberg bearing N. N. W., 
about four milés distant—the ship could not clear the land 
on any tack, and there was too much wind and too heavy a 
sea on to fly to windward. At 9h. 80m. A, M, we slipped 
(he cable and ran the ship for the beach, 
We were then a hard crew fo look at—with a wild sheet of 

water on the starboard how, ice-bound cliffs and icebergs en 
the port how, and before us a wild beach to make, withdeath 
staring us in the face, At 9h. 40m, A, M. the ship grounded 
about fifly yards from the heach. ‘The sea was very rough, 
and we could not lower the beats, Antono. one of the 
Portuguese, volunteered to 20 ashore, and accordingly 
jumped overboard with the Jance warp, and made his way 
to land with the rope. Then, by hauling the main yards 
a-hack, the ship were sround and brought her side to the 
beach, which made the water smooth enough to lower a 

* Ate, 

boat, in which many handslanded. Then we began to haul 
ashore what provisions we could get a-hold of, Some lost 
all their clothes, and all hands lost some, more or less; bul 
we all landed safe. and got ont about tye months’ prog, 
with fonr casks of coal. None of us suffered severely, 
though seven of the negrdes were frost-bitten. Adi about 9 
P, M. all hands went to a shanty, where we made 4 fire. 
dried our clothes, and then lay down to rest. 

At midaight I got up and walked out to see if our pré- 
vision was sate fromthe water. The wind had hauled around 
tothe westward, and now blew whard breeze off shore. When 
T came opposite the ship, she gave a roll to windward, and a. 
heayy se coming in at the time, she floated and went off 
from the beach, LT watched her for about half an hour, and 
never saw her afterward. Her yards were clewed down, 
but sails not forled, her canyas adrift, cangways open and 
hatches off, She had eighty casks of coal aboard, and must 
have sunk soon. The two rabbits went down with the 
Trinity, male and female, and two cals which we-left on 
board shared the same fate. Then I went back and told 
the captain that the ship was gone off. AJl hands felt sorry 
for her going, but there was one consolation for us, which 
wads that Captain Fuller would come in the Pilot’s Bride, 
on or about January 1, For Captain Fuller, bound for Deso- 
lation, and Captain Williams, ound for Heard’s, had prom- 
ised to Jook out for one another, 

Ai sunrise the next morning, Oct. 18, we all assembled 
to see what we had saved from the wreck. We fond that 
we had taken from the ship six casks of bread, four casks 
coal, one barrel molasses, one barrel sugar, eight barrels 
pork, coffee, five pounds powder. a small bac of shot, with 
eight months’ supply of tobacco, in additio® to which some 
ot the men had ten or twelve pounds of theirown. Then 
our trouble appeared in its proper shape, with fwo months’ 
prog for thirty-one men to look at, and we 9,500 miles from 
New London, But we had no time to think about this, for 
we had to go to work to secure our provisions and then to 
fix our shanties, And now I must tell something about this 
Heard’s Island, where we were cast away for, as it proved 
afterward, fifteen long months. 

Heard’s Island is-a barren land in the Indian Ocean, 
some 300 miles south of Kerguelen Land, or Desolation, and 
about 3,000 miles from the Cape of Good Hope, the nearest 
land. The part of the island where I lived is in 58" 3! §,, 
70° 30° E,, being 312 miles from Christmas Mavbor, Island 
of Desolation, The island is thirty-five miles long, and 
from three to five miles wide, narrowing to asandy point on 
the southeast, Across the whole breadth of the island, six 
mniles from ils southeast point, extends a range of ice moun-~ 
tains, with a volcano mountain im the center, 6,000 feet 
hizh, ‘This range completely cut us off from all communi- 
cation with the gang we had left at Crinton Bay. In sum- 
mer there would show cracks in the ice from ten to twenty 
feet wide, and we could not see the bottoms of, them; so if, 
was no use to try to cross in summer, and in winter we 
could not depend on the weather. The cliffs and peaks of 
ice extended out over the sea, and huge masses of this ice 
would from time to time tunble down into the water, All ® 
about under Volcano Mountain, as we called it, there were 
great masses Of black and burnt rock mingled with the ice 
fields. We ealled them the Black Hills. In summer time 
the ice would melt around the blocks of rock, some of them 
weighing many tons, which would thus be left suspended 
high in fhe air on their pinnacles of ice. We saw theserocks 
this way in December, 1880, and the following December we 
noticed the same thing, After awhile the rocks would fall 
down. and again theice and snow would accumulate around — 
them, 

There wre no trees nor bushes on the island, the only 
vegetation that grows there heing a coarse tussock of 
fangled Driers and grass, 0 good for fire, and what we 
called wild cabbage and ateassuch. This begins to grow 
about the first of September and matures in April, We 
found it best for eating in December. 

On the island there were four shanties, which had heen 
built some fifteen years before by the urews of Williams & 
Haven, of New London. In tach shanty was u stove, and 
there were also on the island two sets of try works, haying 
two pots apiece, of one hundred gallons capacity each, with 
several hundred casks, In fhese we used coal so Jong as it 
lasted and the scrunehins of the blubber, 
Wedivided up the crew into four gangs. one for exch shanty, 

myself, with two of the Portuguuse, talting possession of «4 
shanty on the northeast side of the island, some distance 
away from the rest, 
Then we went, to work to kill sea ¢lephants and barrel up 

the oil for shipping whenever Capt. Fuller should come. 
The Portuguese had neyer seen frost nor snow hefore, but 

they stood the cold very well and were a match for me, and 
when I say that, all seagoing men who know John Hasmond 
know what it means. They wore nothing but canyis punts 
to their skins, shoes with wooden soles and skin uppers, and 
no stockings. They were strong fellows and good workers, 
would lug six or eight pieces of blubber, weighiny 150 
pounds, suspended on a pole three feet long on their bucks, 
They stood hardship better than the average of the white 
men, 

The sea elephants are a kind of seal, and are from fifteen 
to twenty-two feet in length. ‘They have a trunk something 
like an elephant’s from eight to fourteen inches in length, 
which they extend when smelling of anything or when 
enraged, They shed their hair between Noyember 1 and 
December 1. They pup the tirst of October; tlie young at 
birth have beautiful black hair, which is changed to gray 
when they are three days old, and is shed altogether at the 
end of ten days or a fortnight, by which time they »re ready 
fo leaye the island. These elephants, like the seals, can live 
a long time on suction, and it 1s well that they can, for they 
could get nothing fo eafon this land except cabbage, and 
such fish don’t eat cabbage, Nor yet had they time to seek 
anything to eat, for they would not be long ont of the water 
before some of our party would havea lance stuck in them, 
I have never seen animals hetter hunted and worse fed than 
they were. The lances which we nsed were wooden staves 
six to eight fect inlength. with iron points two feet long, so 
that the whole would be eight and ten feel inlength. The 
elephants, when attacked, rear mp about eight feet in the 
air, and then the lanee is stuck into their heart, 
We had many a hard fight with the bull elephants when 

they would be near the water, but when about fifty or sixty 
yards from the water, and oyer the erap of the beach, we 
would soon capture them with lances, as there woul wen 
erally be two or three of us together. 
Being busy with our work of killing the elephant (we gol 

altogether before leaving the ishind 500 barrels of oil) the 
weeks passed sway ind it came time to expect Capt. Puller 
in the Pilot's Bride. Then 1 remembered the words of the 
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postle Paul, ‘Keep wide awake and watch, for you know 
not what tine 2 ae may come,’ ‘This was on the 28th of 
December, but no ship did comu, and we thought it bad that 
we should be left on that solitary island to spend 9 winter 
on account of Capt. Fuller's neglect. We had not much 
books to pass away the time, only a few pages of Happer’s 
Weekly, which we would read in stormy weather. and for 
Outside aniusement we would We patroling the heach for 
something to eat, of which we always found plenty, such as 
it was, ¢lephants, penguins and wild cabbage. We wonld 
turo the bhubber of the elephants as fnel for cooking. 
We had 4 trifle of powder and duck shot, and in one of 

the cabins I found a Remington double-barreled 2un, which 
had been left there some years before. In eleaning it T 
broke the feather spring of the lock, so that the trigger was 
of no use; bot 1 managedio shoot by holding the hammer 
under my thnmh until I could leyel her on the object and 

: then letting eo. After a short practice, it answered ahout 

_ cloek by my sun dial. 
: tunplitude, 

as wellasif [lad had the use of the trigger. 
shot gave out [used small stones for ammunition, My gun 
lusted until August, 1881, 1 had no time piece nor compass, 
but plenty of nautical instruments, so 1 set to work to sup- 
ply myself with a time keeper. With a cooper's compass I 
drew a circle on a board eighleen inches in circumference, 
and put a pee in the center of i). Then with my quadrant 
Ifound the apparent time, and marked it off where the 
shadow of the peg showed on the circle, and by repeating 
observations [ made a good time kegper, in fact tbe cap- 
tain used to come over from his shanty to set his watch and 

Talso made a compass by the sun's 
So I was at last well equipped. 

On the last of January, 1881, a serions trouble occurred, 
Five of our white men went to Rocky Beach, about six 
‘niles off. for elephant ment, A heavy storm of rain and 
sleet cime on them, ind at niglt three of them, William 
Rice, James Hartwell and Christopher, returned much fa- 
tigued, and so exhausted, in fact, that they could give but 
little aceount of the other two. Christopher, who belonged 
to London and went by the uame of “Cockney,” fell down 
when he got to my shanty, too weak to speak. 

When my 

_ ‘The next morning we went in search of the lost men. 

Ee: clinched im the cold embrace of death. By his eut 
We found one of them, named Kelley, on the summit of an 

hands and torn clothing, it was evident that he had strug- 
led hard and fought bravely for his life. He belonged to 

New York, and was twenty-two years of age. In a short 
time after we found Watson, ship’s carpenter, also dead. He 
had evidently lain down to go to sleep; he did sleep, and 
ever woke. He belonged to Scotland, and was thirty-two 
years old, “‘Coekney™ found an Episcopal prayer hook im 
“Kelley's clothes bag—eiven him hy his mother before he 
left home—and Captain Williams read the burial prayers. 
We buried them there, aud all monrned their loss; and we 
left them at Fairchild Beach, to await the Judgment trum- 
pet to areuse them for further orders, 

The death of Kelley and Watson reminds me of a similar 
trouble that came upon our crew once upin the Arctic, in 
October, 1864, I then heing first mate of the steamship 
Wolf. We were ont in a small boat, six hands all told, 
looking for whales. when a storm came on, and .being six 
miles from the ship, we went ashore on an island for a 
vefiige forthe night. Having landed, we let our boat swing 
out by the whale line 400 fathoms from shore, so she would 
not get sfove in; and then we started ont fo walk about for 
the night to keep warm, The great trouble ina time like 
this is that a idm wants to sleep. One of our erew, James 
Malloy, a native of Ireland. soon grew tired and refused to 
foon, Weshook him up and compelled him to go with us 
as long as we could. hut finally he refused and we could not 
hudge him; so leavin him, we went our round, and when 
we came back again we found him dead. 

February haying come around, we banked up our shan- 
lies and made them as comfortuble as we could for the win- 
ter. March, April and May are the three fall inonths on 
Heard’s Island; June. July wnd August the winter months, 
There was never while we were there 4 severe frost, but 
very heavy gales of wind and great falls of snow, with hail 
and sleet at times. 

- [TO BE CONTINUED, | 

ahatayal Histarp. 

BEARS ONCE MORE, 

M personal knowledge of live bears is not extensive; 
aad yet, living ten years (from 1885 to 1844), 

in Maine, at the head of tide water on the Penobscot, it is 
only fair to suppose that the sojourn brought under my eye 
many dead bears, and under my notice many facts in regard 
to forest life, perhaps interestiiig to those of less favored 
climes, 
The bear's partiality for human Hesh which has been under 

discussion in Forest anp StreAm is thus far undecided, 
with the weight of argument in the negative. Still, there 
ure so Many cases on record wherein the bear was ‘‘just gos 
‘to eat a man,” thata vast amount of fear remains, andthe 
great bugbesr of children still lives. The first case I shall 
notices hardly iends to allay this fear, referring, as it does to 
a hear that actually began his repast, or rather breakfast, 
On aman, But then, lie had no cubs, and suddenly stopped 
eating and “didn’t eat no more.” ‘I saw the man’s band,” 
said my informant, ‘‘he will not be able to use if inw 
wouth, if ever." The man referred to went into the woods 
in March, eniting timber; the sound of his axe broke the 
slumbers of in Old bear, who finally crawled from his den 
near py. Having nof eaten a “square meal” in oyer three 
months, he undoubtedly 

Began to feel, as well he might, 

The keen demands of appetite, 

He marehed straight for the man with the ostensible pur- 
pose of “making meat.” The man, taking in all aspects of 
the case, presented his leffhand, which the beur kindly tool 
in his mouth, piving it a chaw or two, when the axe im the 
man’s right hand was buried in the bea’s brain. Here 
science felt, the blow, but not quite so hard as the bear; it 
Was 4.sad disappointment, however. The man jn his harry 
probably forgot that a great question was on the point of 
settlement; had he wailed a few minutes, a circumstance 
might have been recorded which now probably never will, 
And yet, the inference is fair, that had the bear been 
Wlowed to eat on undisturbed, he would have eaten up the 
man, at any rate it is nearer a demonstration (han any pre- 
yious record, f 
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bear attack & man in defense of her cubs? “This reminds 
meé of a little story.” ‘'My brother," said my informant, 
‘Svas out hunting deer, and ran over a couple of cubs. He 
recollected having offen heard it asserted that a bear would 
attaels 2 nan who should kill her cubs, here was an opper- 
tunity to settle the question, and he might never find another 
as favorable. THe shot oné cub, loaded again, and shot the 
other. Just then he heard the bushes crack. The old hear 
heard the gun. She game up tothe cubs, smelled a moment, 
and lsoking up discovered the man, She sprang to. within 
six feof of him, stoed up growling, gnashed her teeth, strik- 
ing her paws toward him; he in the meantime leaning on 
his gun, looking to see what she was going to do. Think- 
ing best to reload his gun he proceeded todo this, keeping 
one eye on the bear, to he sure of the very moment when 
she should ‘attack a man.’ She went back to her cubs, 
both dead by that time, then made a second lunge at him, 
and coming’ u little nearer than before, she fairly threw froth 
from her jaws in his face. Having loaded his gun, native 
avarice overcame his Joye of demonstrative science, he pre- 
sented the muzzle to her hreastand shot her dead.” Here 
again was disappointment, an addition to natural history 
spoiled by lack of scientific interest, and the grand question 
left again all afloat, The truth of the matter was this, the 
éubs could nof run away, and give the old hear the chance 
to retreat behind them asin the case of the ‘‘tattoo on the 
tin pail,” she therefore stood up with no design to attack the 
man but to stand between her cubs und menacing danger, 
falling dead where she stood. 
Once more; “I was out gathering spruce gum,” said my 

informant, “with a bag on my shoulder, and found two 
small cubs rootin’ round. Twent forthem as worth more 
than gum, thrust them into the bag, and made tracks across 
a hollow, and was just going out of sight over the bill be- 
youd when the old hearsaw me, Tranand sherun. Be- 
ing the longest winded, she gained, and the distance between 
us grew fearfully less. Loaded with the cubs, I was obliged 
to stop to catch breath. She came close up, and when I 
started again 1 stumbled and fell.” (Here I rose on my toes 
ro announce tothe world that 1 had found a man killed by 2 
bear) He continued: ‘But I held on to the bag—there was 
money in it—regained my feet, the old bear running by my 
side till I reached the house. Up the stepsI ran, and I 
slammed the doorin her face, She knew [ had the cubs, 
and didn’t touch me for fear of hurting them,” Here was 
another “‘jush going to” spoiled, and I got discouraged. 
The old hear was 2. suppliant, not an antagonist. ‘‘Giye me 
back my cubs—give me hack my cubs, Ido not want you,” 
would haye been her ery had she language, and when the 
door was shut she turned sadly and silentlyaway. A resi- 
dent of my native town, a few years since, poured a charge 
of partridge shot, with fatal effect, into the open mouth of 
a bear standing between him and her cubs, and, as be said, 
bya hair's breadth saved his life. The next door neighbor to 
my father's house was kept ‘‘up a tree” by a bear whose cubs 
he had shot, 4 Jong afternoon, the hear dividing her time be- 
tween growling at him and trying to induce the cubs to fol- 
low her ‘away, At length, she wandering a little out of 
sight, he slid down the free, and by good use of the legs 
Providence had given him ‘‘providentially” eseaped with 
his life, j 
An old hee hunter told me how he was chased ont of the 

woods by a bear which seemed to hesitate when very near 
hin, andfor which he could not account. . The fact was, 
the hear smelled the boney used in hunting bees, and only 
sought to negotiate for its possession. 

T could cite other and numerous instances of ‘‘dangerous 
encounters” with bears, all of the same general import, and 
all but one against the bears. Of course, the exception 
here veferred to was the first. public act of ‘‘Hlisha” after his 
investment, In this case the St. James and other translators 
have evidently mistaken oad used the word ‘‘tear” where 
they should have placed scare, since the latter position the 
two she bears have occupied throughout Christendom ever 
since, and perhaps will to theend of time. But this is ground 
on which éven 4 “Christian philosopher” must tread lightly, 
Twill therefore beat a hasty retreat, and close with the 
earnest hope and desire that the first man who is killed by a 
bear will report the same to Fornmsr anp SxvReAm without 
delay, sothat we can in thisliferead on record the fact that a 
hear has taken that one slep they haye heen so long ‘‘just 
going to.” I am ready to believe almost anything except 
that a man’s hair need lift his hat off at the sight of out black 
bear, cubs or ne cubs. B. Horsrorn. 

” 

THE SPARROWS MUST GO! 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Vm glad to find the feeling arainst this English nuisance 
culminating. Tf people can be induced to make game of 
them and convert them into pies, a good beginning will be 
made foward extermination; and as they are a marketable 
bird in Europe, what is there in our Democratic institutions 
to prevent their being palatable here? 

Peed them for a few days on coarse meal ov broken grain 
and they will make a pie for gods to hanker after! But 
before they are cooked they should he caught, and this feat 
may be aceomplished in this way (as I used to catch snow- 
birds when a boy): Take an old door or very wide board 
and prop itup with astick: then put a supply of food under 
it every morning, and every little villain of them in the 
region round about will find it and breakfast there. Then 
tie a string to the stick, and when a goodly number of them 
get under pull the string ind they pay the penalty for steal- 
ing provisions, 

This mode of endine their worthless lives would meet with 
no objection from lumanitarians, for they would neyer 
know whal happened to them. If people throughout the 
country would adopt this plan their numbers would be sur- 
prisingly reduced. Last summer I was at a village on the 
Massachusetts hills, and was told thata single pair were 
once seen prospecting there, buta sensible youn man took 
down his gun and checked the tide of emigration to that 
region, That is what should bedone in eyery village when 
they first appear. ‘Phere fre laws for the protection of in 
sectivorous birds, Is fhis noisy little devil a member of 
that sang? He may he. but he seldom cats anything that we 
wint him to cat aslone she can find anything that we 
don’t care whether he eats or not. Tf he is ineluded in that 
ist then aller the law and Jel the Germans st him. When 
a German goes out with his gun he means business, and no 
two-footed thing that wears a feather and comes withio ten 
yards of hin) is sate, aad he shoots everything, from a wood- 
pecker toa crow, By all means give him unlimited license 
inthe sparrow line. One of the Ten Commandments is, 

Auother queshion has been under consideration. Will a| ‘Thou sali not kill,” but you may assure your readers that 
‘ 

‘ 

when Moses wrote that law he hadnt a sparrow in his eye. 
T have assisted Mr. Bergh in his protests against the pigeon 
butchers, butif they would substitute the sparrow for the 
pigeon neither of ua would moye a finger lo suppress the 
sport. When that blessed time arrives, and he shooting 
elnbs hegin to advertise for live sparrows © new industry 
will be opened to keep the tramps and Ioatei’s out of mis- 
ehief, the useful song hirds will increase and multiply, and 
the grateful people will feel like appointing 9 “thanksgiving 
day” that will last from the earliest day in January till the 
latestin December, DipyM0s. 
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THE BIRDS OF MAINE. 

With Annotations of their Comparative Abundance, 

Dates of Migration, Breeding Habits, etc. 

BY HVEREDN SBMUrH, 

Intvaductory Note. 

MARE is the most easterly of the United States of 
4 Aqnerica, and occupying the northeastern corner of 
the Republic, includes withm its boundaries more than one- 
half of the area of the “New Eneland” States, of which it is 
one, 

The aren of Maine is estimated to be 31,766-square miles, 
or 20,580,240 acres, Its geographical position is between 66" 
49 and 71° 4 west longitude, und between 48° 5° and 47 
31" 39’ north latitude, It is adjoined by the Canadian 
Provinces of New Brunswick on the east and north, and 
Quebec on the north and northwest, the State of New Hamp- 
shire on the west, and the Avlantic Ocean onthe south. The 
definite houndaries are as follows: On (he sast the St. Croix 
River and a line running due north from a monument at its 
souree, to the St. John River; on the north the St. John 
River and its tributary the St, Francis River, to the head of 
Lake Pohemagamook, (in north latitude 47° 31' 39", west 
longitude 69° 17’ 31") thence a line southwesterly on the 
“divide” or highlands to the northeast corner of the State of 
New Hampshire; on the west the State of New Hampshire; 
on the south by the Atlantic Ocean. 

Maine's greatest length is 250 miles, from Kittery Point to 
the northeast angle; and the width from Quoddy Huad 
due west to New Hampshire is 200 miles. The southern 
houndary of coast is 226 miles in length by direet line, but 
hy the shore line of the numerous bays and inlets the coast 
line is estimated to exceed 2,000 miles in length, The inland 
water area is abont 3,200 square miles, of which two-thirds is 
lacustrine, and one-third fluvial. The four most extensive 
rivers and yallies are the St. Croix at the eastern boundary, 
the Penobscot, the Kenneheec, and the Saco, near the western 
boundary. 

The highest mountain is an isolated peak in the north 
central part of the State, Mt. Katahdin, or Ktaadn, 3,388 
feet in height. Several other eleyations exceed 4,000 feet. 
The northernmost portion of the State is a wilderness of 
dense forests. The region wiost thickly settled is through- 
out the southerly half of the State. The general topography 
of Maine is decidedly hilly, but includes a variety of small 
meadows and plains. The coasi line is generally rocky and 
precipitous, and along this shore there are beaches and 
marshes, and innumerable islands. 

The arboreal vegetation includes about all the yarielies of 
trees indigenous ta New England. The State of Maine, 
owing to its geographical position, extent of territory, di 
versity of mountains, valleys, plains, marshes, cultivated 
fields, lakes, rivers, and seacoast, is a region of especial 
ornitholosical interest, and includes a great varielyof species 
in its bird fauna, 
BPngland occur in Maine, and many whose veneral habitat is 
either more northern or more southern, Sreed commonly 
here, but rarely clsewhere in New England, Maine, as a 
breeding resort, appears fo be the northern and eastern limit 
for some birds, and the southern und western limit for 
others, Species that commonly breed in one portion of this 
State, are quite ynknown it) other portions. For this reason 
it heeomes necessary to qualify the terms ‘‘common,” 
“abundant,” “breeds,” ete., by references to various paris 
of the State. Such qualifications will be especially appre- 
ciated by local observers. For example may be mentioned 
our largest thrush, the brown or rufous thrush, Purdue pups 
of Wilson and Audubon, Hamnperhynchus rufus of Baird, 
Coues, Ridgway and others. This bird regularly breeds 
and is common in southwestern Maine, but seems neyer to 
he found af any time in the easternmost portion of the State, 
The same may be said of the tuwhee bunting, or ‘ehe- 

wink,” Pipile erythrepthalaus, and of other species, 
The puffins and guillemots that regularly breed and are 

common residents along the eastermost part of the coast, 
are not known to breed, nor are they abundant at any time 
along the westermost part of the coast. 

In preparing this catalogue for publication it became 
necessary that some nomenclature should be selected, No 
defined rules are adhered to by Amevican ornithologists, and 
there is no exclusive authority for reference in regard to the 
scientific names of ourbirds. Tt therefore devolved upon the 
writer to determine upon whatever course might seein best to 
meet the object and scope of this publication. The en- 
deayor is here made to present facts in as condensed and 
simple a form as possible within the limits of ready com- 
prehension, Birds are mentioned by their customary Eng- 
lish names as recognized by ornitholosists; names that are 
merely of local signitication are omitted from the titles, except 
in a very few instances. Hach bird is further identified by 
naming the gerius and species adopted by the three fore- 
most authorities of America. These references are to 
“Aud.’="Birds of North America,” by John James Audn- 
hon, whose work on American ornithology isin mumy re- 
spects unparalleled, buf not generally accessible in private 
libraries; to ‘'Ridg."—"‘Nomenclature of North American 
Birds,” by Robert Ridgway, the eminent ornithologist of 
the United States National Museum, and to ‘'Cs.”="Cheek 
List and Ornithological Dictionary,” 1882, hy Dr. Elliott 
Coues, whose publications are inyaliable to students of 
ornithology, Por references to this last work of Dr. Cones 
lam indebted to the publishers, Messrs. Estes & Lanriat, 
Boston, Mass, for adyance sheets forwarded te me for this 
purpose. : 

Of the many authorities that may be quoted, the refer- 
ences to the three selected 1 deem of the most practical 
vile for my purpese; and without the encumbrance of ad- 
ditional synonyms, these references should be sufticient for 
a convenient and unmistakable identification of every bird 
mentioned in the catalogue. Each veader may choose for 
himself what, scientific name to adopt, Whether, for ex- 
example, the black tern shall he known to him as Sterna 
nigra, aterm sanctioned hy good authority and long usage 

Nearly all the species known to New- 

: 
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that for appropriateness of expression and for comprelicn- 
sion requires no knowledge of technicalities, beiny literally 
translated “black tern;” or the same may be known as 
Hydrochelidon lariforims wiurinamensis, The merits of either 
term need not depend solely upon the signification or num- 
ber (four, or fourteen) of syllables used to express a single 
appellation, For the eight: members of the family Pickin, 
ar woodpeckers, named in this catalogue, the reader may 
select the single generie name Preus, signifying woodpecker, 
or choose six generic names for the same eight species, 

Although this catalogue is intended to be merely a popu- 
lar list of the birds of Maine, T have endeavored to make it 
of scientific accuracy. Authorities or references are named 
for such notes as are not within the personal observations or 
the corroboration of the writer. As is customary in simi- 
Jar lists, I have included the names of some birds which can 
hardly be termed birds of Maine in a strictly literal sense, 
as they are only of accidental occurrence here, Bui a 
record of such occurrences is deemed of intercet in this cou- 
nection, and special citations are generally given for such as 
come within this class. 

I have received interesting notes from many observers 
throughout this State, and my own personal observations 
haye extended to eyery county in Maine, throughout a 
period of many years, and covering all seasons. 

To those whom iam indebted for interestmg specimens 
and notes of birds sent to me from time to time, and from 
whom | hope similar fayors in the futurw, I wish to here 
render acknowledgment and thanks, And 0 these friends 
is dedicated this catalogue of ‘‘Maine Birds” 

EyeRerr Saprn. 
PorTLanD, Maine, U. 8. A. 

Famity Turprpm: THRUSHES. 

1. Wood Thrush—7Zwurdus mustelinus Aud,, Cs, 6; Hy- 
lociehla, mustelina Ridg, 1.—Very rare. Although the oceur- 
rence of this species in Maine hus een reported to me at 
yarious times, I can only youch for the capture of a sinyle 
Specimen, which was shot by the writer at Yussalboro, 
Kennehbee county, Maine, July 27, 1865, 

2. Wilson’s Thrush, Tawny Thrush—Twrdus wilsona 
Aud.; Hylocichla fuscescens Ridge. 2. Turdus fusceseens Cs. 7; 
—Common. Arrives late in April and in May. Breeds 
upon or near the ground, lays four or five blue-yreen eggs in 
June, A shy bird of retiring habits, usually frequenting 
dense thickets. 

3. Alice’s Thrush, Gray-Cheeked Thrush—Twrdus olivia 
Baird; Aylocichla alicia Ridg. 3; Turdus ustulatus alicu Cs. 
12.—Not very common, Probably breeds here, as it is found 
in summer, and the young of the year has been taken, Form- 
erly regarded as merely a varietal form of the Swainsou’s 
thrush next named, but now ranked asa distinct species. 
The most spparent difference hetween these two forms is 
shown by the plumage of the head. Swuinson's thrush has 
a yellowish-white ring around the eye, und a stripe of same 
color trom the bill to the eye, and its checks huye a buff 
tinge. Alice’s thrush Jacks the stripe and orbital ring, and 
its cheeks are gray without any buff tinge. These are the 
ehief typical characteristics apparentto in ordinary observer 
as giyen by published descriptions, But the collector will 
find such descriptions unsatisfactory for absolutely detur- 
mining this form, Although standard authors regard the 
Alice's thrush as a form most Closely allied to the Swain- 
son’s or olive-backed thrush, in Maine it is more likely to 
be confounded with the Wilson’s or tawny thrush by ordin- 
ary collectors; not only on account of comparative size, but 
also in some instances, because of a general resemblance in 
markings of the plumage. 

4. Swainson’s Thrush. Olive-Backed Thrush—Twjdua 
swainwont Cabanis, Baird; Ayloeivhly ustelili swatnsoni 
Ride. 4 a; Turdus ustulatas swainsend Os. 18.—Common, 
Arrives latein April and in May. Breeds usnally upon the 
lowest branches of trees in dense thickets, lays four blue- 
green eggs with buff-brown spots in Jie. 

5. Hermit Thrush—7urdus solitaiiue Aud.; Eylectehlu 
undlasce pallasi Ridg, 5b,; Tardis unalasce nunwus Cs, 10,— 
Abundant. <Arriyes early in April. Breeds on the ground, 
lays four blue-green eggs in May and carly in June, Com- 
monly raises two broods, the second complement of eggs 
being laid ‘about two months after the first, orin July. ‘The 
hermit thrushes do not leaye Maine entirely until November, 
although the autumn migration occurs chietly in October, 
at which time these birds are commonly seen in the open 
woodland groves und ubout the orchards, They are then 
silent, excepting the occasional utterance of a single 
“chuck” note of interrogation or alarm. The well-known 
melodious song of the springtime is usually sent forth from 
fhe top of a tall tree, and the notes are of a somewhat ven- 
triloquiul nature, L have known this little thrush 16 be 
locally termed ‘‘apple bird’ in Maine. Probably because it 
is so often seen in the orchards in autumn, where it 1s ut- 
case? by an abundance of food, as are also many other 
birds. 

6. Robin—Turdus migratorinus Aud, Os. 4“; Merulic mé- 
grateria Ridg, 7.—Abundant. Arrives early in April, a 
few in March some seasons. Occasionally found here in 
winter. Breeds commonly throughout the State, where 
cultivated lands are found, Thé nest usually is composed 
of mud, twigs, grass, etc., and placed upon a tree. Two 
broods are commonly raised. The first complement of five 
blucish-green eggs is laid in May, aud the second in July, 
I have seen young robins fying before June 1 in Maine, 
Mr. Edward Tucker, of Skowhegan, Me., has given me an 
interesting description of a double tenement nest of this 
species, ‘These two nests, made of mud and lined with 
grass, were placed upon 4 beam in a shed, and about fifteen 
feet from the ground. ‘The nests were so constructed that 
the partition between them formed one side for each nest, 
und each contained three eggs when found (May 1S, 1978), 
with a robin setting uponthem. Oneof these robins hatched 
its eggs, but the other bird disappeared betore a like result 
could be accomplished. The male uf this species habitually 
assists in raising his family, and possibly this double nest 
was the home of a single pair, male and female, a svjppo- 
sition furthered by the fact that but three eves ware laid in 
each nest, or a total of but six eggs, whereas two females 
would ordinarily lay 2 total of ten eggs. ; 

7. Mocking Bird.—Orpheus polyyletius Aud.; Mimus paly 
glottus Ridg, 11, Cs. 15.—Accidental. Specimens have been 
observed at various times, and soine of them may have hven 
stragglers from the South, although it is more probable that 
each one had escaped from captivity in the North, as this is 
a yery common cagebird, 

8. Catbird.—Orpheus jfelivor Aud.; Galeoscoptes cayoli- 
nensis Ridg. 12; Mimus carolinensis Cs. 16.—Common in 
Western Maine and east to the Penobscot Valley. Arrives 

in May. Breeds, usually pesting upon bushes in dense 
thickets, and Jays four or five dark blue-green egys in June 
and July. 

9, Rufous Thrush.—Onpheus rufus Aud, ; Harporhynchus 
rufus Ridg. 13, Cs. 17,—Common in Western Maine and 
east to the Kennebec Valley. Rare or unknown east of the 
Penobscot Valley. Arrives early in May. Breeds on or 
near the ground, and lays four or five yellowish white eggs 
with brown spots, latein May and imJune, ‘This bird is the 
largest of the thrush family found in Maine. Tt is a fine 
songster and of handsome plumage, yet rarely is seen in 
captivity as a cagebird. 

[To BE CONTINUED. ] 

Wp Litre Bantimes.—Falls City, Neb., Dee. 8, 1882. 
—Dr, Arnold, living at Brownyille, in this State, has a pair 
of bantam roosters that seem to have developed an unusual 
amount of intelligence, They will fight, crow, ete,, at his 
command, beside doing a variety of other tricks, The fol- 
lowing well authenticated incident is told-of them: Some 
time avo one of them in his perambulations strolled into the 
yard of a ueighbor, and being discovered by the rooster of 
that place, was soundly thrashed, When the bantam 
reached home, he presented a most forlorn appearance, and 
going up to the other rooster, they put their heads together 
and seemed to be engayed in conversation. After a moment 
spent in this manner, they poth started for the neighbor's 
yard on a dog (?) trot. Atter they had reached the enemy's 
tenitory they proceeded to search for him, They soon 
found him and gave him a most unmerciful whipping, after 
which they strutted hack hone, probably feeling that they 
hud done their duty well.—X, 

Mrxk anp Ferrer witt nor Inrerereep.—Brantford, 
Dec. 18.—I think T promised to let you know how I made 
out with my minks and ferrets this season. I asked a 
question through the Forest anp SrReam, if the ferret and 
mink would cross. 1 have given them a good trial, and find 
they will not interbreed. I raised a good, strong male 
mink wilh two female ferrets, and when they came in sea- 
sol lie mated with them readily, Then a friend of mine 
brought one to him, and he mated with her, and not one of 
the three proved with young. Then to see if the ferrets 
were good for breeding, I put one of them in with a male 
ferret, about six weeks after, and she had a litter of ferrets. 
A friend of mine tried to cross them the other way. He 
tried a male ferret and afemale mink. They mated, but 
there was no imcrease, so [think that is as good a test as 
need be. No one need try the experiment, for it will not 
succtéed,—GEORGE ASH. 

A Mopri Mounrep Heap.—While at Albany, N. Y., 1 
had occasion to call on Dr. J. 5, Delavan, of that city, who, 
knowing my fondness for objects of nutural history, called 
my atlention to the most pertect specimen of a buck’s head 
Lhad ever seen, and | have examined many. The head was 
that of a buck of Dr. Delayan’s shooting, killed only this 
October, in the North Woods, and mounted by an umateur 
taxidermist by thu name of H. A, Miner, of Saranac Lake. 
J venture to say there is no more graceful or lifelike speci- 
men existing, and I mention it because 1 am anxious that 
Mr, Miner should make a deposit of liis handiwork at the 
National Museum at Washington, D. C., where there is now 
a growing collection of such objects, presented by different 
taxidermists of the country. Mr. Miner’s forte seems to be 
nent und he should donate.a duplicate of Dr. Delavan’s.— 
OM, 

RATTLESNAKE AS A SwiorR.—Winter Park, Orange 
County, Fla,—Do you know if it bea common thing for a 
rattlesnake to take to the water? A few days ago a man 
was pulling across a lake in this yicinily, and he noticed a 
snike in the water which he killed. It proved to he a rat- 
tlesnake, I took his dimensions and found him to measure 
six fect long und eight inches in circumference around his 
largest part. He had ten rattles and a button.—P. W. D, 
[We think it rather unusual for the rattlesnake to take to 
the water, though no doubt there are many localities where 
they are often obliged to do so. |} . 

A Strayer Bacie’s Nest.—Minnoeapolis, Minn., Dee. 12. 
—When up in Northern Dekota this fall, I was told by a 
herder of a very curious eagle's nest, composed largely of 
bulfale ribs, which I went to see, It was upon « hillock, 
and could be seen along distance off. ‘here were about forty 
ribs, oué end of each turning up, then filled in with nearly 
& curt load of turfand rubbish. It had been used this year, 
ald leoked as if it had been used many years, Saw no birds 
us they had left, so could not tell the species, but the large 
buifalo ribs in the foundation of a bird's nest looked very 
strange.—Gno. A. BOARDMAN, 

Tun Oprossum on Lona Istanp,—Wading River, L. L— 
One of my neighbors killed, a few weeks ago, an oppossum 
in hishen roost, and | hear of two being lalled on Strong's 
Nest this fall, fs not this uncommon for Long Island, and 
where did they come from?—T. CG, [Very unusual, we think. } 

Prone Mocsrsa Brrps—In 1866 I knew a pair of 
mocking birds in Charles Cily county, below Richmond, 
Va,, to raise four broods of four birds each, in ont season. 
—ENQUIRER. 

Camp Hire Hlicheyings, 
“That reminds me.” 

AS old Bob 8. was out hunting one day he saw a flock of 
i, ducks settle in a small pond hole not far away. To 
call the dog in to heel and creep within shot of the fowl was 
the work of but a few minutes, To use lis own words; ‘‘T 
got willin easy range and gaye them the right barrel, and 
Killed five, The dog retrieved them all five and thu rest of 
the bunch flew away. When I got home and told Bull, 
my brother, what a nice shot I had, and how many I killed, 
all he said was ‘Bob, why in thunder didn’t you give them 
the other barrel?’ Says 1, ‘Bill, Ineyer thought of if.’ D. 
BROoOELINE, Mass. 

Vermont Law.—A correspondent informs us that the 
ppt AoE for ruffed grouse in Vermont is from Sept. 1 to 

eb. 1, 

Game Bag and Gm. 
GAME SEASONS. 

A comprehensive statement of the game laws of America will be 
found in the issues of this jonrual for December 7 and 14, 1888. In- + 

dividuals and game clubs are requested to Inform us of the enact- 
ment of new local laws and of changes that may be made in the laws 
of the several States and Territories. 

THE YOUNG MAN AND HIS UNCLE. 
Gree upon 2 time a young man started out upon his travels, He 

found & place where life looked rather easy, and being of a lazy 
disposition by inheritance he concluded totake up his abode there 
permanently. So he rusted in. 

Having no longer vse for a gun thathe possessed, he leut it to his 
unele, who kept a little shop of various c: rious commodities, with a 

Juggler tossing three gold balls In the air for a sign, 
And many times afterward the young man repented, looking wistful 

as awild goose tied by the legs at a passing flock,as often as the shoot- 
ing season same around; but long abstimence from active life made 

him slow to move; the longer he looked, the more his body protested 

against being exposed to the cold and wet and clamored fur Tefting: 

well enough alone; so his good intentions went for naught, 

The young man's uncle kept the gun ina safe place until he should 
come again, But he did not come. 

Years passed by, and each year the same battle was fought be- 

tween the young man’s soul and his body the same vows were made 

and broken, and the good intentions went to serve as pavilig stones 
ina certain locality much in need of firm footing, But each year 
the fight was less fierce as the soul grew weaker, and the body like- 
wise and at last one day they agreed to disagree, and parted. 

His uncle's face grew brighter as often as he Jooked down the street 
andsaw him not; and atlast one day he beheld a curious black 
carriage, with along procession of other carriages following, and 

he cried eit, ‘Solomon! Solomon Isaacs! Dake dat leetle gun and 
polish him till he shines like & newly coined shekel }"' 

“But de young man?—" answered Solomon Isaaes timidly. “Ii he 
see him bright he may want him back.’! 

“Ah, never more}? and the young man's uncle rubbed his hands, 

“Itis too late! He have gone to shuperintend bis own paving)” 

J. P. True. 

NOTES ON GAME AND SHOCTING. | 
Bess ESS engagements have prevented me, to some ex- 

tent, from indulging my fonduess for tield sports dur- 
ing the present season, but J trust 1 shall be able to engage 
in it more after the lapse of several weeks. Not many (lays . 
ago, however, T. C. L. and 1 went ona visit. to our friend | 
and kinsman, Bishop Ciickett, of Saints Rest, in thecounty | 
of Anson, fully prepared for any amusement which our host 
might be abie to ofter. We had our dogs and guns, anda | 
supply of loaded shells sufficient to have killed all the game = 
Within a circle of several miles in diameter—ior we believe | 
in being ready tor the gane in the eyent we should be so 
fortunute as to find it. But we brought back home two- 
thirds of what we carried, and laid it wway for future use. 
We found tew birds in the fields, and if they are in that 
county in considerable numbers, they keep in, the forests. 
My opinion is, that ay the seison advances they will take to 
the fields, 4nd thus afford far bettersport than whatwe now 
have. Itis true, we got as many as we could vat, and. be- | 
sides this gave several of our friends wliom we saw, enourh | 
to afford them a taste of the delicacy; but we had none to 
take home for the enjoyment of the “duddy weans," of | 
which we are bountifully supplied. Our “‘yuivers” are full | 
of this kindof jirrows, which the Scriptures tell us is a | 
heritage of the Lord.” During a two days’ hunt, which was 
seriously interrupted by a sudden change of weather, which | 
brought the North Pole into shivering proximity with us, 
and made the pursuit of Bob While anything but a pleasur- 
able pastime, we succeeded in eelling only uboul sixty birds, 

Thave had information fiom several sporting localities - 
that birds were numerous, Lut wherever | have tricd it I 
haye been disappointed. It is unaccountablé to me why 
there is a searct.y, for the past lwo seasons have been tivor- 
able for their rearing, and the stock birds were abuudunt » 
enough to have tiled the fields. As already said, 1 think 
they must confine themselves chiefly to the woous aud will 
come into the open land When the lorests lail to afford them | 
full shelter and a supply of food. 1 expect, therefore, to be 
able to repo, t to you before many wecks that 1 have made 
Westley Richards ring repeatedly, ang have heen pleased 
with the accuracy of my aim and the efficiency of the pun’s 
execution, 

[noticed in your pape recently an account of a Florida 
hunt, in which the writer, after speaking of the quail which 
he and his companion hau killed, startled your readers by 
telling them he had killed a deer with No. 9shof. Of 
eourse L shall hot doubt the truth of the statement, but I 
confess 1 shoulct haye been better pleased if he had coude- 
scended to let us knoyy the distunce af which this remark- 
able shot was made. I think it probable that if the deer 
Was nel mote than ten yerds oft—possibly filteen—a good 
gun would kill it with No. 9 shot propelled by over three 
drams of gunpowder. But I must be excused for entur- 
taining ‘‘the shadow of the shade” of a duubt whether it 
could happen at twenty-five yards, In the ‘blue season,” 
at forty yards « gun must shoot very hard to force a No, 3 
buckshot to the center of a three-pronged buck, and 1 am 
contident that however large the charge of powder, No. 9 
would not pertorate the hide. No, 9 will do tor quail all 
through the season—I prefer 8—but when it comes to deer 
T respectfully suggest the wisdom of using heavier shot if 
the sportsman expects to odorize his pot with the fumes of 
venison, 

Ltrust nobody will misinterpret my meaniig in the re- 
marks 1 chose to make in regard to the recent Wield Trials 
at High Point. It wasfar frem my purpose to speak in 
derision of the performance and capabilities of the dogs 
which [saw. Many of them, po doubt, have the power | 
and disposition to do hard and commendable seryice when- 
eyer real work is required. But having never hrfore seen 
any exhibition of the kind, and supposing the canines were 
expected to do in theTrials just as they would doin a 
genuine hunt, I had looked for exceedingly yigorous 
movements on their part, whereby they would scour 
rapidly and closely all the gronnd, find all the birds within 
the fields, and saye the sportsman all seyere trial of his 
physical powers. | Although Twas disappointed, yet I saw 
quite a number of these royal does, which I would have 
been pleased to own, if their valuehad been commensurate 
with my ideas as to what such animals should be worth, 
But when it comes to rating a dog as equal in the financial 
Walance with a first-class horse, 1 confess my inability to 
see it; and, hence, I suppose,I must content myself with 
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being the masterof one of less gentle blood and more lim- 
ited education. 

But I do like a nice gun—oue of nestness of finish, per- 
fect in ifs-projortions, material and mechanism, and capa- 
ble, if handled right, of killing game at a reasonable dis- 
tance. Ido nof want one which it is laborious to carry, but 
fi light one of fyoe 16 to 12 bore, which I can bear along 
without feeling the weight of the burden, To me, at least, 
ont which will just turn the scale at seven pounds, and 
which will admit of a charge of three drams of eunpawder 
and one ounce of shot, is the beau ideal of a fowling piece. 
With such a gun Teaa kill all the kinds of game which I 
choose to hunt, but not at those apochryphal distances of 
Which men soinetimes speak whose imaginations run Mot 
with the facts, A well made 16-bore cun weighing seven 
pounds, properly loaded, will kill an “antlered monarch” at 
for y yards, and beyond that few of larger size and greater 
Weight ean be relied upon to hit the mark. I have oecasion- 
ally killed at much ereater range, but such shots are abnor- 
mitl. 

T recollect having heard 4 gentleman boasting of the 
power of a Purdey gun of his, which cost him a very large 
sum of money, io kill quail and snipe at the distance of 
sixty yards, with absolute certainty, if held on the game. 
We was'told ihat he could nof hit a vlass ball at that dis- 
t-u¢Ge one timein ten. And so the trial was made, and he 
sho six times without touching the target, He could not 
pid a want of precisiou in the way in which the gun was 
held, for the Wl-was placed on the end of a rod fastened 
in the ground, From this and many other observations of 
a similar character. I am always incredulous wien I hear 
4 tale of unusnal magnitude. WELLS. 

WILD RICE IN THE ADIRONDACKS. 

ye follawing article was published elsewhere this win- 
ter, and by request of the writer, Gen. R. U. Sherman, 

of the New York Fish Commission, we republish it: It 
contains some points on which discussion is invited; 
Liditor Fopest tend Streain= 3 

Huying heard and read 1 great deal of the wild rice fields 
of the Northwest, I was tempted in the fall of 1881 to try 
whether this plant could he successfully introduced in the 
waters of the northern Now York wilderness. On the 
lakes and streams of that region a few ducks breed every 
season, but the number is not sufficient to make duck shoot- 
ing worthy of the sportsman’s particular attention. I thought 
if wild rice could be found to srow here as it does in the 
Northwest, we might have the same abundance of wild 
waterfowl in the {ceding season as is found in the bays, 
Streams und lakes of Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin and Min- 
nesota, I procured in October of the year stated, len bush- 
els of seed from Mr. Gilchrist, of Port Hope, Ontario, 
which | haye every reason, from its appearance and tlie 
character of the gentleman from whom it was procuréd, to 
believe was good. [sowed it in a range of waters known as 
the “Botsy Lakes,” tributary to the great Black River, which 
flows into Lake Ontario near the outlet, of that lake in the 
St. Lawrence River, 1. selected the smaller of the lakes, 
where the water was shallowest and there was most alluvial 
atthe bottom, for the plant. J sewed in the month named, 
sirietly according to directions, inwater two to eight feet 
deep, scatterme the seed niuch us I would do in sowing oats. 
The time of sowing was at lowest water, so that there was 
a cértainty that mone of the seed should ever be left on dry 
Jand. Tne depth of the water where the seed qwas sown was 
iu tie following spring from one to three feet greater than 
when the seed was dropped. Where the seed was sown, 
water lies. the smaller arrow head, and water mosses and 
grasses grew in abundance. The spice sown with the ten 
bushels was equal in extent to three miles in length by a rod 
in breadth. ; 

I exunined carefully, at various times from May to 
August, 1852, to see if the seed had germinated, but Tnever 
found a spear anywhere, and I am forced thereby to the 
conclusion that the conditions, probably chemical, neces- 
sary to its growth, are wholly lacking in the soil and water 
of our northern wilderness. My theory is that the plants 
need clay or limestone, and that as these elements are wholly 
lacking in this region the wild rice can never succeed here, 
Tf any reader of the Forgsr AND SPREAM has given the sub- 
ject a sufficient examination to enable him to offer any other 
theory, I should be glad to hays him give it, 

There is, strictly speaking, no soil in the wilderness of 
Northern New York, The whole region is underlaid with 
rock, largely primit.ve; what crops out at the surface is 
generally sneiss, granite and quartz, The bottom of the 
waters are either rock, coarse vravel or sand, mainly of the 
disintegrated quartz, Only im one spot (one of the tiibu- 
taries of Moose River) have I known limestone. This 
saud possesses not a single fertilizmg quality. Nothing 
grows out of it under water but a sort, of short grass moss 
which, when it 1s in reach, is sought fur in summer by the 
deer tor food. Where the water is still, 2 muck or ooze, the 
product of yegetable decomposition, is deposited, and in 
this the larger water vegetation, such as water lilies, bul- 
rushes, and coarse water grass, is found. Jt was in such 
places as these that I sowed the wild rice sed. 

J have not been much in the Northwestern States, but I 
hive understood that nearly the whole of that region is un- 
derlaid with clay or lit. estone rock, and thatthe elements of 
lime and potash, the latter the product of centuries of 
prairie fires, largely exist in ull the surface soil, and that 
their influences prevail as well in soil under water as on the 
eurth’s surface: If this 14 so, it affords to me the most 
probable reason why the wild rice, which like all plants 
which make a virorous stalk neces the nutriment of lime, 
thrives well in the Northwest, and does not thrive in the 
Northern New York wilderness, 
New Harrrorp, New York, 

+. -~ Dy 

Quusoy, ll, Dec. 17.—The shootiag has not been as good 
as usual here, About all we have to hunt is ducks and 
weuse. A couple of hunters made a trip fity miles below, 
toa phice culled Eagle Island, aud were gone four days; 
killed eight eeese and four dozen ducks, which is about the 
best L hive known of anyone doings this season, There are 
quite 2 number of wild turkeys in the bottoms of this old 
river and ils numerous islands, and they fy from one side to 
the other. ‘They are dilficult to capture, only one being 
killed as faras 1 know. Quuil are very searce,—C. D, 0. 

Towa.—aAniti, Dec, 14, 1882.—Quail and rabbit shooting 
the best we huye lad for years, Pinnated grouse plenty but 
{ime up. Dec, 1.—G; B. 

tlie hunt. 

hunting now. : 
from Lake St. Cliir Flats, and reports some good fall hiunt- 
ing. 

man House. Regular routine business was transacted. 
has been the abject of all these meetings to discuss the 
game law, but they absolutely refuse to divulge any of (he 
resiuts attained thereby. 1 
officers of the club tor 1883 occurred also at the meeting, 
and the following will serve: President, George (. New- 
berry; Vice-President, Charles Kern; Treasurer, W. £, 

kee, and caused regret in all hunting circles. 
fortunate drownisg of Berry Holmes, one of our bes! young 
shots and a !iunter well versed in woodcrafl. 

floating ice of the river near Morris. 
swift, and poor Berry went under with an upturned boat, 
He was overweirhted by game bag, shot, etc., and sank 

ence there, and of Foresr anp Stream here, 
Matters were dull the past week, as the boys are all 

bunting frip, 
venient!y up in front of their shotgun muzzles would prove 
acceptable—provided they hit it, 

Hi., holding a grand pigeon tournnment. 
cago boys went down, and Jerry Hamlin has just rot back 
from the Indian Territory, where he had a splendid time 
shooting wild turkeys atud such like game. 
here late Friday fhat there was renewed trouble at the Tol- 
leston Guo Club house, Tollsston, Ind., but the matter 
could not be investigated in time for this week's Fourar 
AND STREAM. 

OUR CHICAGO LETTER, 

[From a ragular Chicago Correspondent. ] 

HE most noteworthy sporting event of this section last 
week was the return, Saturday, of the party of deer 

hunters mentioned in last week's letter from their trip to 
Wo-que-bay Lake, Wis. They got back all safe and sound, 
aud brought wilh them tyyelye deer as the result, im part, of 

They left here two weeks ago last Sunday night, 
and arrived at Peshtigo on Tuesday morning. There they 
found out that Hank Groves and Leu Mouger had gone 
from the lake, where their comp was, to Green Bay to stay 
all winter. A despatch was at once sent to the latter place 
and the boys came promptly, arriving at the lake Wedues- 
duy. The hunters had to camp out at the lake after sled- 
ding if across the country from Peshtigo The got along all 
right, only being: # little rattled at first by the cold, The 
outfit of these lads were given in last week's Fornsr AND 
Stream, The first day, or Wednesday, they killed three 
deer, one a handsome buck; Thursday killed five decr; Pri- 
day one, and Saturday they killed three more, Bill Mas- 
kell laid low the haughty pride of four huge fellows in one 
day and hung them up. He got away with six in all. They 
also slaughtered two porcupines, one wolverine, and a lot of 
partridge. They fished tlirough holes in the ice and Ikept 
the Jarder well supplied with brain-food this way. The 
boys did not get a chanes to do any hunting with the dogs, 
and only had still-hunting, The best joke was told on Fred 
Taylor. He was out on the luke on the ico and got lost. 
We went around in a cirele for three hours. Te was well 
‘tucekered” out when the twinkling lights of the camp 
showed up, Near where this party was camped was i 
party of four from Kentucky. They were haying royal 
sportalso. It was about 22 deg, below zero most of the time, 
As Gamman says, ‘In spite of this you could go ont and 
pick beautiful red roses—off each other’s noses.” The party 
had the twelve deer carted down to Loveday’s and photo- 
sraphed with the hunters in a group, é7 costume. The party 
consisted of Perry Taylor, Charles Gammon, Fred Taylor, 
W. Nye and Wm. Gammon. : 4 

Of the rest. of the Chicago sportsmen, Charley Right- 
meyer and Fred. Peiper left Wednesday for the Upper 
Peninsula, Michivan, to tryand “bay a few deer, They 
go well fitted out, and expect to be absent about tavo weeks. 
It is doubtful if the weather is very favorable there fur deer 

George D. Lewis returned home last week 

Small game is now svarce here. , 
The anntal meeting of the Mak-Saw-Ba Shooting Club 

occurred last Tuesday night at the club room of the in 
t 

The regular annual eluction of 

Chamberlin; Secretary, C. D, Newberry; Executive Com- 
mittee, Joseph A. Kisny, T. T. Cooper and C, C. Lamas, 
A distressing accident occurred last week at the Keaka- 

It was the un- 

He was out 
nish a dugout through the after game, and attempted to 

The current was too 

at once, His body was not recoyered for several days, and 
was then found about three miles below the point whore 
the accident occurred, 

Cnicaco, Deo, 18. 

Dec. 24,.—During the past two weeks the weather has en- 
couraged the east and west bound imail trains to cut up 
divers antics, such as being delayeil beyond all reasonahie 
time, and mails have accumulated here untii every one las 
been disgusted, This accounts for late atrival of correspond- 

Sporting 

“laying low” for a shance at the turkeys, pigeons and balls 
Monday. There are many matches and club shoots ar- 
ranged for thut date. 
A good many of our boys are interested in reports now 

being received of fine shooting in Tennessee, and last Wad- 
nesday a party, consisting of James Murphy, Ted Hollo- 
way, CG. E. Gifford, Clarence Thursdan and J, K, Meyers, 
left for Newhall, Tenn., on along duck, wild geeseand brant 

Of course any other game that comes con- 

Lyons, Kimball, Stack, 
Stice and other noted Ilinois shots haye been at Wyoniing, 

Some of the Chi- 

Tt was ruported 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

‘HERE has been considerable, running ice in fhe Dela- 
ware River during the present week, wd duel shoot- 

ing from skiffs, painted white and madr to represent drilt- 
ing ice, has been indulged in by the few here that ave fond 
of such sport. Below Chester Island, between Pennsville 
and Mareus Hook, mosily on the New Jersey shore side, 
millards, black ducks and other marsh fowl are present in 
numbers that have repaid all who have paddled for them on 
theice, Lhearthat below Sim Lord’s, at Port Penn, fot! 
of all sorts are numerous, Gur ice paddlers cunnot go out 
when the wind is easterly on account of the roushness of 
the water, an] the packing of the drift on the Jersey 
shore, where the best feeding grounds are located. An 
easterly wind of any kind opens the floating ice, and causes 
leads to form through which a skiff can be paddled upon 
the ducks which seck the ppes places as soon as the drift is 
so distributed and separated, 

The snow geese are still below Bombay Hook, None 
have been killed. There is great trouble, I was told to-day 
by one of ourriver men, in getting quarters at night in that 
neighborhood, and as our Bick shooters who are fond of 
“ice shooting” go from Philadelphia down the river in their 
small skiffs, it is matter of importance to them that they 
should laye good comfortable housing al niclb after an 
exposing day's work. At a seuson when ice is drifting 

in the Delaware if would not be advisable to sail a cabin 
yacht down, This is one of the reasons why the snow 
geese below Bombay Hook haye been so little sought this 
year. 

Duwwing the past autumn the meadows about Philadel- 
plia were visited by alarger flight of snipe than for many 
years. In October many birds were killed by the Schrieber 
brothers, animal photographers, who haye a farm on the 
river shore a few miles helow the city. Like the wood- 
cock: this year, these snipe came all at omce and afforded 
fiue sport to those who lived near the grounds and knew of 
their coming, The departure of the birds wa; as sudden 
and simultuncous as their arrival, Here is another illustra- 
tion of the similarity in the movements of all species of mi- 
syatory birds before winter sets in, Homo, 
PHILADELPHIA, Dec, 24. 

~~ 

PROTECTION FOR QUAIL. 

OT long aco I saw in your valuable paper for Noy. 80, 
is a plan forthe protection of quail. [ hope many of 
the shelters there recommeeded may be made. The Robbin's 
Island Club have lad sixteen sheds made and placed around 
{he island near good natural cover; and they area complete 
sticcess so far as to the birds finding them and feeding under 
them, The'sheds are thirteen feet long and eight feet wide, 
with a division board across the middle. The back is one 
foot high, front twe feet high, roof lapped one inch, covered 
with brush; also wings at cach end made of brush acting as a 
snow fence. After the birds found the wheat screenings 
placed under the sheds and fed regularly under them, brush 
was placed over the front so thickly that a hawk cannot fly 
under one, hut would be compelled to walk in jhe sanie as a 
quiil, thereby giving the quail ample time to escape into 
cover, which*adjoins each shed. A hawk must pounce or 
dart pn to his game. They are very careful where they go, 
fearing a Lrap; and T do not think hey will trouble the sheds 
in the least, The sheds all face the south, and after a snow 
storm the snow will be shoveled away from the front of the 
sheds. The birds can then alight among the brush in front, 
taking but one flight over the snow, roost undér sheds or 
fly back to theircover. Igshonld like to hear from,soine of 

their eggs, [They do.—Ep.] 
Rogrr’s Istanp, Dee, 15, 1882. 

-your readers if black snakes will destroy young quail or eat 
B. B, 

UP IN THE ROCKIES. 

( W the fifth of September we returned to the deserted 
camp via Wagonwheel Gap, Having made camp, we 

all staried out in dilferent directions for an eyening lunt, 
returning al dusk with no game, The next morning, betore 
the sun was up, all went out agnin for an early morning 
hunt, returning at ten o’clock and reporting little same seen. 

After breakfast it was determined to move camp to the 
Cochetope Range, a distance of about ten miles northeast. 
After packing the five little faithful burros with tent, blan- 
kets, provisions, camp kettles, etc., and tying to our saddles 
such articles us could be so carried, we set out through a, 
trackless wildermess at 12M, The top of Cochetore loomed 
up in plain view from the deserted camp, and looked to be 
not more than two and a halfto three miles disilant, but in 
these high altitudes all experienced persons are aware how 
deveptive the distances are, 

We made our tedious way through wide parks densely 
covered with chapparal, alternating with spruce timber, up 
steep mountains, down through deep, shurp gorges almost 
canovs in places, At the bottom of many of these small 
streams of waterran through a serpentine ditch, which 
could énly be crossed (as it became necessary to de every 
hundred yards) by jumping them. In very many places 
they were from three to four feet deep and as many feet 
wide. and their banks were completely covered with high 
grass and short brush, rendering if both difficult and dan- 
gerousto stock and men, But ap or down such gorges it 
was neccessary to travel most of the distance, as the moun- 
tain on each side was s precipitous that it was simply 
impossible to ride or lead up or down; and when, finally, 
we found a gap out of one gorge, it soon Jed us info a simi- 
lar one, So we went on for miles, these terrible barriers 
confronting us on all sides and in front. At length we ar- 
rived ‘at our dostination, all safe and sound, camping on 
the edge of an open purk, which was some miles in length, 
extending along the foot of the great mountain to the 
north of our camp, On the trip hither we had seen numer- 
ous game, deer and mountain grouse, but had no time to 
pursue it, killing only one deer, which, jumping up in front 
of McDonald, who was always ahead, and who, quickly 
bringing his rifle to bear, fired, killing a very fine doe, 
which he somehow managed to tie to his saddle and carry 
(o camp. ] 

Our camp being struck and the stock turned upon the 
park to graze, we retired for the night to dream of the pros- 
pects of the niorrow. 
The norning came, bright, clear and a keen white frost, 

which was bracing to the neryes and most favorable to our 
prospects of success. Cochetope’s broad, naked Ixow, 
towering 2,000 feet above timber line, fronted us to the 
north, and Bellows Mountain, like a great turreted monitor, 
stretching ont for miles behind us with its round dome at 
the center, formed a wild and romantic panorama. All 
hands, of course, were soon scattered in different directions 
in pursuit of the black-tail deer, jhose tracks were as thick 
as sheep tracks in a pasture. I took a straight course up the 
side of the immense sloping mountain, saw plenty of deer, 
but: joo far away to kill, 
While musing I heard the report of a ritle, and directly 

another, and soon away in another direction qnother, un- 
til I had counted seven shots. So, alter fovndering around 
among the rocks and fallen timber, for there had been a storm 
seemingly of years past which had swept the mountuin side 
of one-half ifs tall spruce and laid it across and piled in a 
manner rendering it almost impassable, [ returaed to camp. 
Svon the hunters all returned, reporting the killing of two 
deer, 

The next morning, Sept. 8, opened clear and frosty, 
weather fine and prospects flattering, so all hands were 
soon On the tramp, ‘The sun had scarcely risen before the 
keen, clear, ringing sound of a rifle told that an antlered 
monarch hac fallen a victim to its deadly aim, for it had 
been resolved that morning to shoot nou does. Very soon 
was heard the crack of another rifle, and then another, all 
of which had been deadly, and three monster bucks had 
fallen, each of the Steels und MeDonald having killed his 
buek, while f failed to find anything but does. The balance 



Mh, 

of the day was consumed in bringing inthe game and sus- 
pending it in the open air. 

Sept. 9.—A similar morning to the two preceding. This 
being the last day of the week. and I haying as yet been 
unsuccessful, L was resolverl (6 muke extra exertions, 
Which were crowned with success, as, along with others, my 
(leer was a tine, very lat barven doe; and as it was a barren 
doe, Twas excused from the penalty of beizg suspended 
from the next day's hunt and my gun given te the camp 
keeper to hunt with for oue day, while I should keep camp. 
Tn addition to the fat doe, two others, ons a large buck, 
and the other 2 yearling with spike horns, weré brought to 
camp. 
Monday, the eleventh, and my last day on the hunt, I 

having become tired of the mountains, aud resolyed to re- 
turn to Del Norte, via Wagonyheel Gap after the day’s 
hunt was over. Finding it too late to get through, how- 
ever, IT waited till the twelfth, Three of the parties were in 
luck, killing eath one deer or one find buck, and two year- 
lings, making, all told, twelve deer on the hunt, as previ- 
ously related in this narrative. Thesé twelve, added to the 
eight killed in the previous hunt. tally even twenty in the 
two hunts, and one hear, The balance of the company have 
remained in the mountains up to the present writing, or at 
Wagonwheel Gap, and T learn from parties who came ina 
Tew days ago that they are having fine fishing in the upper 
Rio (trande. Pet Ie 

DEER IN PIKE COUNTY, 

WE never-fsiling instinct of the deer warns it of the ap- 
proach of snow storins, and it forsakes its feeding- 

pipres on the high ridges and seeks the shelter of the dense 
surel and tamarack swamps. After the storm is oyer, un- 
less the snow has fallen 10 too great a depth, the deer ap- 
piirs on the ridges again, and roams at large until forced by 
succeeding storms to find projection again in ¢he swamps. 
The storm of this week has left nearly two feel of snow in 
the woods, and has undoubtedly closed the deer-huntinge 
season for this year, as no deer can leave the swamps, and it 
is practically tinpossible to hunt them in fhe treacherous 
fastucsses which protect them, although plenty of hunters 
stand ready to fake every advantage of the game and dos 
it to death by fair means or foul. The deer have not been 
driven to the swanp so early in the season for twenty-five 
years, and the sudden closing in of winter with so heavy a 
storm has awakened many apprehensions in the minds of 
sportsmen as to the fate of their favorite game, The fall of 
1882 has been one of unusual drouth in this region. The 
streamis ure unprecedentedly low and the swamps are nearly 
dry. Winters of deep snow are always more or less destruc- 
tive to deer, but when they are attended also by lack 
of water the fatality is greatly increased. Legitimate 
sportsmen also dread the possible formation of *‘crust” on the 
snow, which wheu of suflicient thickness gives pot-hunters 
their most efficient opportunity to ply their trade. Then 
they can put their dogs in the swamps, the erust enabling 
them to make their way to all parts of it. Stationed at the 
points on the edge of the swamps where the deer find entrance 
and egress, and which are as well known to the hunters as 
they are to the deer, these despoilers of the woods make cusy 
prey of the game asitis driven from the swamps by the 
dogs. Large numbers of deer are slaughtered in this way, 
In dry winters deer ure frequently forced to leave their 
haunts among the laurels and tamaracks to seek water at 
the erceks or on the edges of the many lakes that abound in 
these mountain regions. Pot-hunters are always on the alert 
and the fate of a deer whase needs bave thus made it yentur- 
some is sealed when one of these men is on ms trail. His 
dog, borne up by the crust, soon overtakes the deer, whose 
weight cnables it only to makeits way slowly and carefully 
over the frozen snow. Tt has not even the chance its speed 
might give it to escape, anditis powerless to defend itself. 
Held at bay by the dovs, the deer is soon put to death when 
the merciless hunter comes up, which he knows he may do at 
his leisure. To very the monotony of the chase he not in- 
frequently beats the deer to death by blows on its head 
With a heavy cudgel. These wretches, like death, have all 
seusons for their own, snd the game laws carry no fear 
tothem. Tt is an open secret in the Shohola region that one 
winter one family of these pot-hunters killed twenty-seven 
deer on the crust after the legal hunting season had closed. 
Yet there is not a county in the State which is so well pro- 
vided wilh projective game laws, for, besides the yery strict 
State law, Pike county has a special law whose provisions 
against unseasonable and unsportsmanlike hunting and fishing 
are still more stringent. 

Taking into consideration all that gamein Pike county 
has to contend against, if is simply wonderful how it tain- 
tains an exislence in the region at so large and even an 

” average—especially large game. Old hunters suy that they 
are not able fo sce any great decrease in the number of 
decrin the county for twenty-five years. They may be 
scarcer one year in a certain locality than they were the 
previous year, but they will be found more plenty in some 
other locality than they were the year before. Sueh has 
been the case this season. Hunters in the Blooming Grove 
woods and about the headwaters of the Shohola Creek have 
not found their usual fine spott, while on the lower Shohola 
and through the Paupack country deer have Deen plentier 
than for several years. Yet those two famous Blooming 
Grove sportsmen, Capt, Lape Westbrook and his brother, 
John ©., were out Wut three days last week in the woods 
near here and brought iti four Jarge deer, Two of the big- 
gest bucks ever Wrought down in the county were killed six 
miles from here one diy last week. The latter part of 
November and the frst part of December are considered the 
best of the season tn the Blooming Grove region, so the 
coming of the heavy snow has put an end to the sport here 
before it had fairly begun. Probably net more than twenty 
deer bave been killed between here aud the Monroe county 
ling since the season opened, so the local hunters look upon 
this fall as having been @ failure as 2 promoter of sport Lere- 
about, and they are taking the opportunily to compare the 
seison With past seasons when deer was so plenty tliat it 
was n6 trick at all fora man to ¢o out and start one within 
i fifteen minutes’ tramp of the Blooming Grove tavern, 
The sudden coming of the heavy snow has also killed the 

hopes of the bear honiers aud trappers, who, from all indi- 
eanions, mticipaled a month's great sport with the favorite 
gum before the rigors of winter toreed i, to its cold weather 
sleup of three or four months. Very few bears will be 
found venturing away from their homes now, aud the beur 
innters ave sore with disappointment. Half 9 dozen mem- 
bers Of the bruin family have Ween captured ou the moun- 
tains in this vicinity this fall, all in fine condition both as to 
meat aod fur—s most auspicious opening of the season, It 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

is said that “signs” of the presence pf this animal in the 
Pike county woods were never so plenty as they were this 
year. Ifsuch really is the case, the nnexpected closing of 
the season by the elements will have the effect of enhancing 
the sport of bear hunting when they eome out in the spring. 
The spert at that season, however, is not of the kind that 
should attract legitimate sportsmen, for then the animals are 
notin condition either in fur or meat, and the cares of families 
of cubs devolve on the females. But it seems to be an un- 
written law with hunters that it is proper to kill a bear at 
any and ull seasons, and at any age, and the shaggy brutes 
find no mercy at the hands of hunters in this locality,— 
Blooming Grow, Pa, carreapondent Nom York Times. 

Mreniean SPORTSMEN sfAssocraTion. —The eighth annual 
meeting ofthe Michigan Sporismen’s Association will he 
more iinportant than the interesting ones held heretofore, 
Numerous papers will be read on various subjects, and our 
esteemed president wriles me that “the occasion will be made 
interesting by the presentation of several papers by lady 
sportsmen,” The report of our Missionary-Warden Highy 
will be worth the “price of admission” alone, and measures 
should be taken to continue him in office. Some changes 
will probably be required in the existing laws, and as the 
Legislature will convene with this new year, if; will be neces- 
sary that our associition be ably represented by committee 
in Lansing. I understand there are alyeady several Wills 
drafted to amend the game laws by persons not acting with 
us; which, if passed by the Legislature, might be antagonistic 
to the general good of the people of our State, If is ourduty 
tovuard these matters closely. Lwould say right here that the 
members of this association could don great dealof good by 
personally seeing the members of the Legislature from their 
own districts, and fully explaining the objects of our labors 
and post them up on all points.—Wm. B. Mmrsnon, Secre- 
tary. 

Weicur oF GAME Brros.—Boston, Dec. 21. L recently 
shot in Rhode Island twenty-two quail, which weighed ex- 
actly 9 lbs.; 64 ounces exch. Is not this a large average? 
What is the average weight of our game birds in their best 
season?—S. S. [It is difficult to give a categorical answer to 
your question. Your quail were slightly above the average, 
we think, Rufled grouse will weigh from 18 to 30 0z.; quail 
about 6; woodcock about 54; English snipe usually not more 
than 4. We have killed birds much heavier than these 
weights, but think they are about the average. ] 

East Milton, Muass., Nov. 28, 1882.—George Hlcock, of 
West Quincy, shot a cock ruifed grouse here last week which 
weighed 3 lbs. Is not this an wnusnal heayy bird? There 
is on exhibition at Wm. Schaeffer's gun store, Boston, an 
albino quail, being one of two that was secured in # flock 
near Marshfield, Mass., the bird is pure white with black 
eyes.—J. G. Svirn. [Weshould like to see the papers tor 
that grouse. | 

Inaryors,—Charleston, Dec. 12.—Capt. A, N. Bain, guide 
J. W. Shaffer, cook R. Young, pilot Thos, Threlkeld, forager 
Thomas Knock, William Chilton and James Skidmore, re- 
turned home from Arkansas, where they have been hunting 
for iwo weeks. Their game baz contained two deer, several 
turiveys, several dozen mallard ducks and other small game- 
They reported deer, turkey and bear tolerable plenty, ducks 
and squitrels by the hundreds, ruffed grouse and quail in 
fair numbers, and.ofher game too numerous to mention,— 
Fox SQuiRREL, 

THE LYMAN SiGHT.—When aiming, this sight has the appear- 
ance of daring or hoop, which shows the front sight and the object 
iimed at, without intercepting any part of the view. Cut No.1 gives 

a 
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Cor No, 1. 

dn approxunate idea of how the sight appears when aiming. ‘The 
top of rifle barrel and front sight are seen as distinctly as if no rear 
sight wastised. Cut No. 2 shows how the common open alight ap- 
pears when aiming. The moshimportant part of the view 1s shut 

Cur No, 2. 

out, besides the #reat dilfieulty of quickly getting the front sight in 
the notch of the rear sight, The aperture of the Lyman sigiit, being 
very near the eyes, is greatly magnified as compared with the note: 
in the common opensight, ‘This feature gives many the impression 
that an aperture which looks so large cannot allow of accurate aim; 
whereas, the larger this small aperture looks, the more accurate the 
aim. Furthermore, the distance from the Lyman sight to the front 
Sightis hati &3 much as from the ordinary open sight to tha 
frontsight which, in itself, doubles the accuracy. The rim of the 
sight can be instantly changed to give it a largé aperture 
with a narrow Tim, or & small aperture with « wider rim. 
Por all quick shooting the large aperture should be used. 
President N. Y. Rifle Club wrifes, Oct. 8. B82: ‘With this 
experience lam now prepared to say that for quick, deadly work 
with the sporting rifie, if exceeds anything I have ever used or seen, 
and am fully convinced that at such distances as 10) to 200yGs I can 
do equally good, if not better, work with it than with the peep and 
globe sighis of the larger rifle, and with the #reat advantage of 
still using an open sight. When it comes to the question of rapid 
firing at 4 moving object, with the Winchester magazine gin, the 
facility with which it can be used, and the quickness with which the 
eye catches it, are a perfect revelation to anyone who has been 
accustomed to use ordinary sights. Tf anyone doubts the assertion, 
lam willing to testity, in the.general interests of ritle practice, that 
last month I saw you make thirty-seven out of a possible forty at 
i0lyds. ona Creedmoor target, with a half-magazine Winchester 
riflé mounted with one of these sights, in the almost incredible short 
time of fifteen seconds, This phone was done with the large 
aperture of rear sizht in connection with the open part of the Beach 
sight, and this. t90, when it was already too dark to shoot with 
ordinary sights with any degree of accuracy, Purthermore, that 
nothing would induce me to he Without one of these sights on my 
sporting rifle for another campaign in the woods. J. W. Waicu, 
i. D,, Pres. New York Riflé Club,”"—4dn, 

Any person sending their address t0 R. H. Pooler, Serena, La Salle 
Co. T., will receive in return free & fine colored lithograph repre- 

senting pinnated grouse shooting oo the prairies, also a catalogue 
ot cartridge holders, belts, veats, &¢.—ddu, 

Sea and Ziver LSishing. 
“Kishing is a kinde of hunting by water, hee it with nets, wheels, 

bitits. angling ov otherwise, and yeelds all out as nich pleasure to 
some men as dogs or hawkes; when they draw their fish upon the 
banke, saith Nic, Henselius Silesioyraphie, cap 8. speaking of that 
extraordinary delight his countreymen took in fishing, aud in mutk- 

ing of pools. Janus Dubravius, that Mortwian in his book de pise, 
telleth how trayelling by the highway side in Silesia, he found 

a nobleman, bavted up to the greines, wading himself, pulling 
the nets, and labouring 4s much as any fisherman of them all; and 

when some belike objected to bim the basenesse of his office, he ex- 
cused himself, that if other men might hunt hares, why should not 

hee hunt carpes? Many gentlemen in like sort with us, will wade 1p 

to the arime holes, on stich occasions, and voluntarily undertake that 

to satisfie their pleasure, which a poore man for a good alipend 

would Seareé he hired to undergoe, 

“Phitarch, in his hook de soler, Animal, speakes againsh all tish- 
ing, us wv filthie base, illiberall imployment, having neither wit wor 

persplodeitie in it, nor worth the labour, But he that shall consider 

the variety of Baits, for all seasons, and pretty devices which our 

anglers haye inyented, peculiar lines, false fies, several sleights, 

éle., will Say, thatit deserves like commendation, requires as much 

study, aud perspicacitie, as the rest, amd is to be preferred before 

many of them. Because hawking and hinting are yery laborous, 
much riding and many dangers accompany them: buf«this is still 

and quiet; and if so bee the Angley catch no Fish, yet he hath a 
wholesome walle to the Brooke-side, pleasant shade, by the sweet 

silver streames; he hath good aire, and sweetymels of fine fresh 
meadow flowers, hee heares the melodious harmony of Birds, he sees 
the Swannes, herons, ducks, water-hens, cootes, efe., and many 
other fowle, with their brood, which hee thinketh better than the 

noise of hounds, or blast of hornes and all the sport that they can 
make -’—dnatony (The) of Melancholy, By Democritus Junior; 1621, 
"(Parr IL, sect. ii), ‘ - 

In « former passage (parti,, sect, 3) his inferences are less compli- 

mentary to the sport: “For example, if melancholy proceed from 
fleagme (which is seldomme and not so frequent as the rest) it slirres 
up dull symptomes, and a kinde of stupiditie, or impassionate hurt. 

They are sleepy, saith Savonarola, dull, slow, cold, blavkish, asse- 

like, dsiiinwnt Melanchotiam, Melanethon calls it; they are much 
given to weeping, wid delight iw waters, ponds, pooles, ,ivers. fish- 

iny, fowling, 6to.™" 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 
Vil,—ABOUT SALMON FISHING. 

All things by experience 

Ave mostimproved; then sedulously think 
To 'melinrate thy stock; no way or rule 

Be unassay'd. —John Phillipa. 

AM often questioned in regard to the mode of procuring 
permits to fish in salmon rivers, This question was easily 

answered until a recent decision was rendered by the Do- 
minion Courts, affirming the riparian rights of the owners of 
lands along the rivers. Up to that time the control of all 
salmon waters, as well above us below the fiow of the tide, 
was in the Dominion government; and theright to fish with 
either seine or rod could only be obtained from the fishery 
officials. But now it is different. Permits or leases can 
only be obtained from the owners of the lands, whethersuch 
ownership is in individuals or in the government. Tmmue 
diately this decision was rendered, gentlemen who were 
promptly poste either took up the unentered government 
lands commanding desirable pools, or secured Jesses from 
tLe owners whose riparian tights had been recognized and 
affirmed by the courts. So that now it is quite imposs ble 
to say how ov trom whom either permits or lvases can be 
rocured, unless one knows who owns the Jands Wor- 
ering on therivers. For instance, the entire river I fished 

for years had been leased from the government by parties 
from whom 1 purchased a permit. Now the same river is in 
the hands of several parties. cither by the purchase of the 
lands or by leases secured from the individual riparian 
owners. Jn regard to that river, therefore, and all rivers 
similarly cut up, the only way to secure the right to fish in 
them isto ascertain their present owners or Jessees, and ob- 
tain from them the permission desired. The lands on 
the river I have fished more recently, aré owned or 
controlled by individuals who had, until this recent, 
decision, steured their fishing righis from the yvovern- 
ment, The decision, therefore, does not affecf them ; so 
that my old arrangement holds good, and will hold good 
until the present owners transfer their riparian vishls to 
other parties , g i 

1 presume there are several rivers still entirely under the 
control of the government. Ifso,if they are not already 
leased for aterm of years not yet completed, they will be 
advertised for rent to the highest bidder. The fucts can 
only be ascertained by corresponding with the Commissioner 
of Fisheries at Ottawa, Wee { 

Tt is generally believed that this decision will lead to the 
early depletion of the now prolific rivers aitected by it. The 
individual owners, even where they lease their pools, will not 
beas likely to refrain from fishing them with either rod, 
spear or net 4s when they were restrained by non-ownership or 
through fear of the penalties of the old comprehensive and 
vigorously enforced laws. The government will, of course, 
withdraw its guardianship from rivers from which it derives 
pnorevenue. Tobe sure, the individual owners or lessees 
can appoint guardians, but it is very questionable whether 
‘such appointees will be as careful or as efficient as those 
who held an oflicial commission, The loyal residents on and 
in the vicinity of the rivers have a profound respect for the 
authority of the Queen, syen when that authority is repre- 
sented by one of their own neighbors, but they have no 
more respect for individual rights, when those rights are 
simply guarded by those having no official authority, than 
our own free and independent citizens. 

But Imay be mistaken in regard to the effect of this 
change in the fishery laws of the Dominion. LC certainly 
hope so; forit would he agreat misfortane nor to the Proy- 
ines alone, nor yet simply fo those who take delight in the 
prineely sport of angling, but to all consumers of this kingly 
fish, Fol some reason yet unexplained, the salmon catch 
has largely diminished within the past tew years, It would 
bea public calamity if this new policy should result in the 
indiscriminate slaughter of the whole salmon family while 
on their journey to and from their spawning beds at the 
sources of the rivers to which they resort to Imeed and mul- 
tiply. Lmost sincerely hope thaf those who believe no harm 
will rsult from this change of policy are right. But f think 
otherwise, and believe my fears will be confirmed by afew 
years’ experience. 

This decision, it is proper to say, only affects the water's. 



of Quebee std New Bronuswiek. Nova Scotia rivers, as I 
imderstand if, still remain open to all comers. 

“Well,” snid one of my inqiisitive friends, who has made 
up his mind to kill'a salmon at any cost, “assnme that, by 

~ hook or hy crook, | have obtained a permit, what shall [ 
do with it: or, rather, what must T do to render it xvailable?” 

“That is & question ore easily answered than how to ob- 
tain a permit. he first thing ueediulis an appropriate 
equipment, suck as rod, reel, flies and leaders, In regard to 
wrod, the essential things are sivength and elasticity. 
Hither can easily he obtained separately, Wut wood inwhich 
hcth are perfectly combined is hard to get hold of. But 
without both neither is of any use, cilher in casting or in 
killing, A rod that is unresporsive is not only a very un- 
pleasant thing to handle, hun will fail fo do the work re- 
quired even in the hands of an expert, Noone ean cast 
a fly with a hoop pole, but one might slmost as well haye a 
hoop pole as some rods that are palmed off as ap prciriste 
for salmon castine, Unless the spring is equally distributed 
fromitip to butt, and can hedistinctly fellatthe latteras well as 
clearly seen it the former, it is not a rod forthe work for 
which it is intended, But with such & red casting is an ab- 
solute pleasure, whether the responses are few or many. 
One may manage very well with an inferior line, if 16 only 
has strength, wilh second or third rate strong leaders, and 
with flies which would not pass muster in the eye of an 
artist, but he had better stay at home than to go to salmon 
wuters with anything less than # number one red, whether 
of wood or bamboo. My own fayorite rod is of weod, but 
itis fair to say that il is the only one of half a dozen that 
ean he branded as perfect. But this one is perfect. 1t bas 
the very spivit of elasticity in every fiber, and responds to 
#yery movement as if instinct with life, Such a rod is 
better than rubies, and is worth more than its weight in 
gold. T would vather break every other rod T own than 
raise so much asa splinter upon the surface of this grand 
old hero of a hundred battles. Nevertheless, 1 haye made 
sligitly longer casts with a hamboo, but I never give a large 
fish) its butt without 4 trenior, lis advantage is lightness of 
weight—no mean advantage, be it understood, when one's 
mnusele is of delicate fiher. 

“Tn fishing for salmon, 1 like a line of good weight—not 
alone for strength, but for casting, A heavy eighteen-foot 
rod needs something at the end of it you can feel. The 
mos! accomplished experi would make poor work with a 
light trout line on a double-handed salmon rod.* An oiled 
line of medium strand, 2 hundred or a hundred and twenty- 
five yards in lengih, is whaf one needs. With such arod 
wad line and with such leaders and flies—hoth in sufficient 
vuMpers—as can be procured of any honest dealer, and a 
reel made for we and nol for ornament, one may feel sure 
that cood sport will not be marred hy bad tackling.” 
“Thank you, £0 fur; butafter £ haye secured my tackling, 

What um Ito do with it?” 
~My only reply to such a qviestion is—use it.” 
“Phat’s all very well; but how? Have you no specitic 

advice to sive a Willing pupil on that head?* 
‘No; because while you way be taught by a couk-boolc 

how to dress a salad or stewa rabbit, 1 never knew an 
angler made by a written recipe, Ti is no more true that 
‘the proof of the pudding isin the eating’ than that the only 
way to learn how to angle is to angle. One may be talked 
fo unlil his head swims about fiy-casting and salmon fishing 
and still make his first cast as awkwardly as if he had never 
seén a fly or stretched 4 leader. But those who have had 
any experience in casting for trout will haye no difficulty in 
castiny for salmon, The movements in both are practically 
the same, The only vital differerce is in the weight of the 
rods, aud this difference is praétically neutralized by the 
fact that both hands instead of one are employed in the 
manipulation of the rod used in casting for salmon, Dur- 
ing all ny thirty years of exclusively trout or bass fishing 1 
had never nsed a dowble-handed rod. When I first launched 
my canbe on # salmon river I had to float through a mile of 
water swarming with front hefore lreached a pool where I 
could haye anopportunity to castforsalmon, Inmaking this 
distance I kept my eight-ounce trout rod in active motion, 
With such resultsas gave me asurfeit. When this stretch 
of qwater was passed, and my Indian gaffer said, ‘Trout no 
more, siimon pool, trout rod no good,’ 1 prompily, but 
yery tremulously, took hold of my salmon rod, which looked 
ponderous 28 & weavers beam and felt as heavy as a hem- 
lock sapling, and prepared to reach out for the point indi- 
cated by my Indian mentor. Molding my rod in my left 
hand, with the butt pressed against my body, I pulled the 
line from the reel with my right band, keeping if aut by the 
required quick backward and forward movement until the 
Jesived length was obtained, whenI seized the rod with both 
hiands ind found niyself casting as easily and as steadily as 
if T had been ‘to the manner born,’ Although kind friends 
had #iven mea score of lessons, the memory of them had all 
vanished when the crucial moment came, but by simply 
doing, with a slight variation, what I had always done when 
casting for trout, I did just the right thing, in the right 
way, at the righ} moment. And when the rise came and I 
struck my fish, I did precisely what I would have doue 
with 4 large trout or bassin similar waters. I held him_ 
taut when I could, gave him line when the pressure de- 
manded it, recled jin when I could do so with satety, 
humored him when he sulked, brought him to within reach 
of the gaff as soon as possible, and landed lim with a shout, 
probably ihe happiest man in all the Provinces. IT have 
killed hundreds of salmon since, but Ido not think I have 
over cast better, manipulated my fish more discreetly, or re- 
ceived move deserved compliments from my critical gaffers, 
or heartier congratulations from my angling companions, 
No, a reasouably skillful trout fisher need have no fears 
about striking out boldly for salmon. it is only necessary 
for him to make careful nae of what he already knows, and 
to take care that he does not ‘loose his head’ under the ex- 
cilement of such sport as, in his wildest imaginings, he bad | 
never dreamed of.” _ 

“But,” said a viovice friend who is ambitious to graduate 
from au hand trawl to a fly rod, ‘what hope can I have to 
successfully tackle a salmon? Suyvely there are some rules & 
ihe suey of which would assist such unfortunates as my- 
self?” 

“The only rule T can lay down for you and those like yeu | 
who have the good sense to aspire to the dignity of sulmon 
anglers is this; Bevin as soon as you can and learn from ex- 
perience, There is no otlicr competent teacher, If you had 
an ambition to copy a Raphael, you might read every treatise 
fhat has ever been written on tone and tint, light and shade, 
the differant varieties of color and the most effective mode 
ot applying them, without being any the hetler qualified to 
make the copy thanif you had never seen 4 Raphael, So it 
is With angling for salmon, No amount of reading or of 
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mere yerbil instruction, however clearly or graphically im- 
parted, can give lo you the rhythmie movement, the delicate 
twist, the careful manipulation, and the nice discrimination 
reqnired to make a wise use of the constantly varying con- 
difions in which an angler finds himself when casting fer 
salmon, ‘Topsy wasn’t brought up—she ‘growed; and that 
is the only way to become an expert on salmon waters. 

“T never Knew tayo anglers who cast exactly alike, while I 
have seen scores who were the peers of each other. Bach 
has his peculiar attitude, motion and swing; his straight, 
lateral or sweeping cast, but tach reaches his goal with 
equal precision, if not with equal grace. Bach manipulates 
his fly on the water, awaits a rise, and strikes and fights his 
fish after his own fashion, bul certain general principles are 
adhered to by all, and all haye the same measure of felicity 
from the heginning to the end of the fray.. But whatever 
their manner of casting and striking and killing, the testi- 
mony of each will be, that whatever of skillthey have was 
acquired, not from instructions in the theory of the art, but 
in the knowledge that came to them from actual experience} 
from all of which I do not wish to be understood as con- 
demning the honest efforts of honest anglers fo transform 
a novice into an expert by writien or verbal instructions— 
Thaye done a little of both myselfi—hut simply to impress 
the earnest aspirant with the fact that the only way to 
learn to cast is to cast, und the only way to appreciate the 
pleasure available fo salmon anglers is to experience if. As 
no man ever yet became acquainted with the luscious flavor 
of the creamy flakes of a well-cooked salmon by haying some 
one glowingly describe how delicionsly the delectable mor- 
sels rested upon his own gratified palate, so 10 man eyer yet 
learned how to east for salmon, oratiained unto a full apprecia- 
tion of the supreme delight wrapped up in the exercise and 
in the results which come fromil, by being told how to do 
the one, or by having described to him the cestacy of the 
other.” G. 

( H yes, “*‘Monatiquot,” your first trout was caught there, 
JF so was the subscriber's firstandlast Well. the shady 

side of life is close at hand, the period when one learns to 
the full that every chapter of his own personal experience 
abounds in ‘buts’ and “ifs,” no maiiter how smoothly it be- 
gins. Thereare sray hairs here and there; a bald spot the 
size of a Bland dollar is visible on that part of the cranium 
which is most exposed to the gaze of the youthful scoffer. 
There isa tendency to cynicism—to assert solemnly that 
the pains of life are toits pleasures as ten fo one—to quote 
with graye emotion: : 

“The world’s an ini—aud there, unknown, 
1, solitary, sit me down; 

Many I hear, and some [ see, 

Tnaught to them—they naught tu me.” 

Yet, iu approaching the sere and yellow of bilious middle 
age, memory has a few pleasant stereoscopic slides, and no 
matter whether they are shown up by some other 
fellow or youtake the glass in your own hand, one some- 
times enjoys a look backward at certain phases of his 
youthful existence. 

Thas I see Mill Brook. and myself, au ungainly youth 
with s passionate fondness for wildwood sports, pursued 
will a three-dollar shotgun or a bamboo fishing pole. Ttis 
about sunrise of a June morning; Mill Brook lies black aud 
motionless under the rustic bridge crossing the country road. 
On its smooth surface are peace-suggesting lily pads, he- 
neath which lay the mighty threc-pounders, those which we 
dream of catching the night before; those which we men- 
tion on returning home as having been hooked and atter- 
ward lost. 

There is a wouderful stillness as the sun shows its face 
over the treetops. As trembling fingers adjust the writhing 
worm ou « hook large enough foraten pound gtfish, the 
ear mechanically notes the chatter of a red squirrel in the 
spruce and hemlock which line the road, The distant cay- 
ing of crows who are discussing the matter of looking after 
some sprouting corn in afield close by is heard, and per- 
chance the far-off voice of the farmer warning some early 
intruder to *‘git outer that tall grass!” 

The musquitves are specially vindictive, and the fisher- 
man, With ill-suppressed fury, bangs his exposed face and 
neck with one hand, while with thé other he unlimbers the 
bamboo pole, and allows the sinker (a split half ounce: bul- 
let) to cleaye the waters with a ‘‘chug,” and hear the writh- 
ing bait toward the hottom., 

Not for the days of my youth were the slender fly rod or 
the alluring fy. Hyen had such been the case, the peculiar- 
ities of an alder-bound brook, with closely overhanging 
branches of oak, maple, spruce and hemlock, were not con- 
duciye to such displays of art. The subscriber tried it once 
—only ones. And when he finally recovered about six feet 
of line from certain exultan! limbs twenty feet above his 
head, at the expense of perspiration, abraded cuticle, and 
tent garments, he remarked in the strongest language af- 
fected hy a profaneless boyhood, that the gaul darned 
old flies was gone and he was glad of it—darn ‘em! 
This is & reminiscene of fish fished for—not the catch 
thereof. Every man possessing the usual or average yiyid 
imagination, can supply the hiatus in relation to the catch, 
by thinking ef the big string fe would have caught under 
similar circumstances, Or at least those which he would 
say (or write) he hud caught. ‘ 
And now, having scrambled through clinging blackberry 

and raspberry vines, the subscriber is threading fhe mazes 
of vistaed wood. That is, he presumes that vistaed wood 
is correct—if so, the copyright is reserved by him, Other 
wise, let it pass without comment. Below the well worn 
cattle path on his left runs the stream with’  pleasant— 
though strictly on cold water principles—“elugity-elue.” 

In the distance is. nnaurmur of waters as of a dam roaring, 
which it is in truth. Yellow-hamimers fash through the 
tree tops, squirrels chatter shrilly, and an occasional par- 
tridge whirring away from under his feet with startling sud- 
denness, causes him to mutter yindietively that it's always 
so when he’s left his gun (the deadly three-dollur weapon) at 
home. we 
Louder comes the yoige of the waterfall, and now he 

(merges on the rocks near its base. here are eddying cir- 
cles of massed up foam skurrying over the deep, dark pool, 
and anon the steam gushes down oyer polished boulders 
hetween iedey hanks. 

Again he vssays his luck, und again the writer draws ibe 
yell, Though he will remark in passing that he las pulled 
stroke mm a whaleboat, which was doing something like 
eighteen knots in tow of an eighty-barrel Hull, and not felt 
ihe excited pleasurament consequent upon the tug of a two- 
pound trout, The fact was, he was rather (oo wot and 
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frightened and hungry, aud worried about gettiny back to 
the vessel some twenty miles astern, shortening sail in a 
tropic thunder squall, to feel any such emotion as pleasur- 
able excitement under the former circumstances, 

Yet under the latter, suid excitement gives place to an 
emotion of fierce and tempestuous wrath, for which poor, 
feeble speech hasm0 vent, no expression, 
What knew he of pinying a trout, except as connected 

with the play of knife snd fork over the crisp flakes of the 
savory fish on the following morning. And if the bamboo 
end is brittle and the line made fast fo the said end, and the 
trout plunceth violently with animated protestagainst being 
“yanked” forth by nisin strength and stupidity—what then’ 
Nevermind. These were the haleyon days of youth 

after all. No pleasurable emotion of after years approaches 
such scenes. And wereit nol for the weariness and véxa- 
tion of spirit which would be the fate of the reader—even of 

| him of the Indian nom-de-plume ‘*Monntiquot”’—I would 
fain follow Mill Brook to its source. 

But enough, Hdilor and writer alike have other duties 
than to follow these, my meanderings, further. The one 
must yawn over innumerable MSS. to he read, the other 
over yet unfinished pages of MSS, fo be written ‘for the in- 
struction and education ef youth,” and Mill Brook be lett to 
Its Own meanderings. Farewell, ‘*Monatiquot,” thanks for 
stirring up form moment this tide of mentories., 

; Tne SUBSCRIBER. 
PRILADELVHLA, Pa. 

THE “HERRINGS” OF CENTRAL LAKE. 
Eifittar Fovest.anad Stren: 
Thave read in your paper of November 23 the reply of 

“TWinesfisher” to my Communication of October 27, anent 
the “herrings” of Central Lakes, and their annual migra- 
tion. Tt oecasioued me some surprise, as I was conscions of 
no misquotation. In so far as J have sinned, J ask his 
pardon. : 

While sitting in a hotel ina distant town, Lread “Wing- 
fishers” article of August 3, laid down the paper, and have 
never seen it since, 

This may perhaps excuse my faull, as my urticle was 
hastily written, some weeks after the occurrence of which t 
speuk. 

While I have not sought to objuin for myself public recog- 
nition asa ‘scientific man,’ T may claim this much in com- 
mon with most of tose justly entitled to such distinction, 
that I never see or hear a palpable misstatement of a fact 
in natural history, without at least feeling the desire to let 
the wind out of it, and I seldom attempt to explain occur- 
rences for which I myself cannot satisfactorily account, but 
prefer, instead, to make known such facts as have come un- 
der my own observation, in the hope that by comparison 
with the notes of other observers, the cause of exact science, 
which is simply “an organized inquiry Into facts,” may he 
the better served, / 

T may perhaps claim as wide aii expericuce with the rural 
population of America, and possibly as extensive a knowl- 
edge of its characteristics as “inetisher” himself, ’ 

There are few States or Territories from Maine to ‘Texus 
in which [ have not; found myself at one time or another in 
pretty close association with ‘the people.” 

Thaye traveled, camped, hunted, trapped, fished, voy- 
aved and starved with the bes! of them, nnd the respect of 
Mr, Hickory for their many admirable qualities is not 
greater than my own, Nevertheless, it may he said that 
he who accepts blindly the loose, ainsupported state- 
ments of any man, be he city or countryman, is liable to err, 
and if Ido nol now possess the degree of credulity which 
“Kingfisher” would seem to incultute, it is that certain, 
bitter lessons of my life have taught me otherwise, - 
Tremember years ago the authoritative statement of ai 

old sportsman thal the largest fights of woodeock were 
abyays on the night of October 10, but my heaviest bags 
were never made ou the 1ith, 1 think, hut Iam not cer- 
fain, that it is Herman Melville who states on the authority 
of the natives of Typce, that there is a certain fish which is 
only seen on a parhicular day of ihe year, and which they 
appears is taken im great numbers, and vanishes for another 
twelyemonth. Ido nol learn that this statement bas ever 
been yeritied oy confirmed. Such tues are common, but 
if is needless to repeatthem here. I think that those most 
competent to give opinions on such subjects will agree with 
me that the periodical movements of birds and fishes, like 
the blossoming of the flowers, cannot be depended on to 
occur wilh any given species upon a certain day. 

The habits of the fishes of the Intermediate lakes and 
rivers furnish material for 2 most interesting study, and it 
lias long been my hope that I might one day find more 
leisure for its pursuit. In many waters with which 1 am 
familiar, the common “bullhead” (Pinelodus atrartus, De 
Kay) is of all fishes the one on which the rustic angler 
chiefly depends for sport, Ii muy always be counted on tu 
furnish material for a fry or chowder, and little, skill is 
requisite for its capture. In these lakes, however, all this 
is changed. The bullbead, though rarely seen, is here, but 
T have so far heard of none captured by the hook and line, 
Were it the habit of this fish to ascend the streams and 
spawn, like many others, and if in consequence they should 
at times appear im large numbers, at the mouth of brooks, 
whai idle tales mighi be set in cireulation concerning them 
by those who had failedio observe them unless when thug 
congregated, and who had neither time nor taste for obtain- 
ing accurate information concerning their haunts or habits. 

“Kingtisher” expresses doults if [ am an “honest angler,” 
When I cast my eye over the worn fishing tackle in my gun 
case, and sbout my establishment, the old fly book and 
favorite, thoush used-up rod, and remember the many glori- 
ous and fruitful seasons when we kept good company 
towether, when that same old rod waved above the mountain 
streams of Maine, or sent its lone line whistling oyer West 
ern waters, [ cannot rusist the conclusion that I have a. 
claim to that title. z 

Ag Lhave said, | haye sought no recognition as a scientific 
man, and neither doT claim distinction as a destroyer ot 
fish, i should find far more pleasure in such studies in 
natural history as | haye indicated, concerning fishes and 
their snrroundings, tha in faking from the water a lubberly 
five-pound pickerel, only to break ils neck before puttiag it 
hack again, | here enter my protest against such useless 
and wrongtnl slaughter of fish, by which our lakes are be- 
coming depleted of their valuahie food fish, to the serious 
annoyince of the residents of this region, T have talked 
with no one who is of the opinion that any go0d can be ac- 
complished by such a course, and | regret that one whom I 
regard as au estimable member of the angline traternity 
shold have fonnd selfjustification for znch practices, 

That whole herring statem(nt appeared to me so ridicu 
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lous that I was led, perhaps unwisely, to publicly give it a PHILADELPHIA ANGLERS—An anglers’ association has 
attention, The query “why herrings move up stream onthe 
10th of November?” is not likely to find a solution, unless, 
perhips, in the words of ‘‘Kingfisher'’ himself, at the hand of 
a ‘natural fool.” They were first seen this season on the 
14th 

“ingfisher’ thinks I have earned the thanks of Forest 
AND SRAM, and I have reason to helieve that Forest AnD 
SrrRuaM thinks so too, * 
GentRAL LAKE, Mich, Det. 14, 1884. 

POSITION OF THE REEL. 

TE ERE it is again! In your paper’of Oct. 19, ''Florid- 
ian” takes me to task about using the reel “before the 

hand,” and claims that Tam in error in adhering to the idea 
that the position hefare the hand is the only true and practi- 
cal one af using that implement. Although I accept “Flor- 
idian’s” criticism as of honest meaning and liberal advice, 
yet, withal, I cannot agree with him. His notion of using 
the reel behind the hand may do for fingerling trout, or in 
fiy-tishing; buf I still contend that the method will not do 
for black bass, such as we metin Florida, One reason is 
on account of thefr great power on the rod, and another, in 
casting the minnow, and still another in the use of the Meek 
& Milum reel, which I use, Suppose the reel is seated 
three or four inches from the extreme butt of the rod and 
you hook an eirht or ten-pound bluck bass, how in the name 
of reason would you manipulate the ree) and not have room 
behind the reel to secure a good hold on the rod so as to 
control the movement of the reel in checkmating the bass? 
How can you cast the minnow, ¢ 7 Henshall, with the 

ree] behind the hand? (See ‘‘Book of the Black Bass,”) 
How can you use the Meek reel at all unless before the 

hund, as with the click off it will tum either back or forth 
from the least motion, and tangle the line all to thunder? 
as there is no casting with the click on in minnow fishing, 
for you want the ret] to run freely without noise or friction 
in order to make long and pleasing casts, For if you were 
to cast a six-ounce or ¢ight-ounce minnow seventy-five to 
one hundred feet as we did in Florida, the reel being hehind 
the hand, the starting or initial force neressary to throw 
such size bait that distunce would turn the spool of the reel 
with such velocity as to cause the reel to “overrun” and 
tangle the Hne into more loops and kuols than you could 
undo in san hour, and the result would be that your line 
wold run off twenty or thirty feet and check up all at once 
und your minnow tear loose and go—well, you try it once 
and then see where he will go. However, it is all new to 
me, and one lesson was enough for me in my debut with 
that yillainons bass; nor did 1 reqnire a secoud eucounter 
that threatened to take off a brace of fingers to convince 
me of the proper position of the reel. 

T took my lessons from Dr; Henghall's treatise ‘on casting 
the minnow, in his "Book of the Black Buss,” uor do L sce 
how those lessons can be improved, and I expect to adhere 
to them until *‘Ploridian” or some other wili produce a 
helter. My rod unfortunately had the ‘reel seat” behind 
the hand when f purchased it, which was sta time when 
T had little or no experience in ree) fishing, hut when I haye 
another made, I will most certainly have the reel placed 
before the hand, that is if I continue to use a Mecks reel, in 
which | don’t see how any improvement can be made, espe- 
tially for minnow casting, and that is my choice method of 
sugling for black bass, (big-month), 

As to the reel being placed before the hand impairing or 
affecting the “balance” of the rod, I think that thisis owing 
altogetlier to the shape of the rod and can be very easily 
regulated by the manufacturer, if he understands what he 
wants to do, for there is little in such things thaf art cannot 
accomplish. The reel seat can be made six or eight inches 
from the butt, and haye a slight additional weight added 
to the but! which would regulate the balance, Next, 

C. L. Jorpax. 
Wiis, Texas, Dec. 2, 1882. 

NEW YORK ANGLING NOTES. 

HILE in the State of New York during the present 
month, I was fortunate in meeting a Mr, Herrick of 

White Lake, Oneida county, who gave me some very inter- 
esting Information relative to the land-locked salmon, which 
wert put into Woodhull reservoir, Herkimer county, N. Y. 
three years since. He tells ine the fish are doing well, and 
readily jake almost any bait or flyin season, and that he 
saw them in great numbers on the spawning beds this year, 
The California trout that were planted in Bisby Creek about 
the sume time, he informed me, were thriving, and he had 
at the time two fish which he was taking to Rochester for 
identification. They were of a very rich color, end the 
salmon-like hooked lower jaw was very prominent in one of 
them. Without being positive, I would venture to state the 
fish he had were of ils California mountain trout species. 

Mr, Herrick tells me that deer were never more plentiful 
than this year, and that bears during the past summer were 
quite a pest. I learn also that in Vermont, back and beyond 
Rutland some distance, farmers found it difficult fo keep 
sheep in some localities. 

The land-locked salmou put into Woodhull reservoir haye 
run down into Sand Lake, Mr. Herrick states, and the latter 
waters will have the benefil of the plant. 

Mr. J. B. MceHarg, of Rome, informs me that the bass 
put into the Mohawk River at Rome, N. ¥,, are doing ex- 
ceedingly well. These fish it will be remembered were put 
into the river above the dam, aud although now numerous they 
bafile all attempts of tae angler to take them either with fly, 
bait or spoon. 
Two year's avo & number of trout were planted in Canada 

Creek, four miles north of Rome, N. Y. A great increase 
of fish is observable and attributed to this, Henderson 
Harbor, Jefferson county, Lake Ontario, proved a rare spot 
for the anglers this season, Fishing never was better, and 
all who visited if vow to return next year. . 

Bass were freely caught in Oneida Lake all through their 
season, thanks to the Syracuse Club, who have been vn- 
tiring in their efforts fo protect the fish in the spawning 
season, The law now in sectious round about Syracuse is 
strictly observed, and is likely to be, as more than one ex- 
ample was made of violaters of the statute. 

1 was told while at Rome, N. Y., that there were fisher- 
men still living there that had taken salmon in Fish Creek, 
Oneida county, twenty years ago. These fish undoubtedly 
had made their way up from salt water, thence to St. 
Lawrence River to Oneida Lake, then to Fish Greek. My 
informant, Mr. J. B. McHarg, distinctly remembers the 
time when it was not uncommon to take them there. 

; Homo. 

heen formed in Philadelphia, a society of a social nature, 
and slso for the protection of the waters of this and neigh- 
boring counties. The organization should have as one of 
its social features a yearly fly-custing tournament, similar 
to the one held in New York under the auspices ér Forust 
AND StrEAM. Philadelphia can furnish some expert, fly 
casters, three or four of whom, I know, would have de- 
ported themselves creditably at your tournament. One gen- 
tleman I coul! mention has scored eighty odd feet with a 
tod of his own manufacture. He would not wish his name 
in print, and I withhold it for this reason.—Homo. 

Rarygow Trout.—Mr, Waldron, a prominent sportsman 
of Binghamton, N. Y., lately told your correspondent that 
the California trout fry put into Thomas Brook, which runs 
into Chenungo River, have grown nicely and appear to thrive. 
Many fish hive been seen two and three inches long and were 
much smaller last sprine when they were planted, Thomas 
Brook ruus through private property.and 18 posted almost 
its entire length.—Homo, 

Hishenltnre. 

WATER PLANTS FOR CARP PONDS. 

BY LESTER F. WARD, 

{Frou Bulletin of the United States Fish Comniission.] 

4 pe following list embraces only such plants as were named 
. in a list furnished by Mr. Rudolph Hessel, superinten- 
dent of the carp ponds, The names givenin that list where 
ohsolete are placed in parenthesis, the modern ones standing 
before them. The vernacular name of each is added when- 
ever itis kuown, and the localities of the American species 
are given according to the best authorities. When found in 
the vicinity of Washington the particularlocality is mentioned. 
In the case of exotics the general region of the globe is stated. 

RANUNCULACE®M—CROWFOOT FAMILY, 
Ranunculus aquatilis, L.—White Water-Crowifoot,—The 

type is tare, but the var, frichopyllus, Gray, is common in the 
United States. The var. heterophyllus, DC. (R. heterop)iyltus, 
Weber), is chietly 4 Buropean form. Ranunculus multifidus, 
Pursh.  (tamuneulis ficciatilis, Bizel)\—Yellow Water-Crow- 
foot.—East New England to South Pennsylvania, Mlinois and 
Northwest. Caltha pulustris, T4— Marsh Marigold, Cowslips, 
—Comnnon North and West, 

NYMPHZACR®.— WATER LILY FAMILY, 
Ciobonba earotiniana, Gray. (Not in original list, but 

known to be in the carp ponds, Probably wrougly named.)— 
Florida to North Carolina and westward. Nimphceu odorata, 
Ait.—Sweet-scented white Water Lily,—Found at Great Falls 
and below the Long Bridge. Common iu the Northern States. 
Nympliea tuberosn, Paine —Tuber-bearing Water Lily—West- 
ern New York to Michigan, llingis, and probably inthe South- 
ern States. Nuphar luteum, Smith.—Smatler yellow Fond 
Lily.—Chiefly Huropean: the var, pumiium, sree (NL piuni- 
tuni, Smith),'is not rare northward in the United States, 

HALORAGEMI—WATER MILFOIL PAMILY. 
Myriophyllwm,-—W ater-Milfoil,—Six species are found in the 

Northern United States, of which M. spicatum is the most 
common, snd occurs sparingly near Washinzton,  Hippwria 
culgaris, L.—Mare’s Tail—New Yorkto Kentucky and north- 
ward; rare in the United States; more common in Europe, 

ONAGRACEH—EVENING PRIMROSE FAMILY. 
Trapa natans, L.—LBurope, Siberia. 

UMBELLIPERZ—PARSLEY FAMILY, 

Oenanthe sarmentosa, Presl (Phellandrium aquaticum, L,) 
—Oregon and Washington Territory. 

PRIMULAOCE &—PRIMROSH FAMILY, 
Hotlonia inflata, BM. (H. palustrus, Pursh.)—Featherfoil.— 

Massachusetts to Louisiana. 

LENTIBULARIACE—BLADDERWORT FAMILY, 
Utriewuria vulgaris, L.—Bladderwort,x—Throughout the 

North and West. e 

POLYGONACEA—BUCKWHEAT FAMILY. 
Polygonum (amphibium, L, )—Water Persicaria,—Common. 

Has been sparingly foundnear Georgetown, D, C, 
CHRATOPHYLLACEAI—HORNWORT FAMILY, 

Ceratophyllum demersum, L,—Hornwort.—Abundant, 
ARACEM—ARUM FAMILY. 

Acorts calamus, L.—Sweet Flag, Calamus.—Commion. 

LEMNACEA!—DUCKWEED FAMILY, 
Lenina trisuled, L,—Duckweed, Duck’s meut.— Widely dif- 

fused. Lemna minor, L.—America and Europe. Lemna 
gibba, L.—Chietly in Europe, but has been foundin Arizona. 

TYPHACE®—CAT-TATL FAMILY, 
Typha latifolia, L.—Cat-tail Flaz.—Very common. Typha 

ongustifolia, L,—Narrow-leayed Cat-tail—Less common, but 
found in this district and notably in a pond near the foot of 
Eighteenth street. 

i NAIADACEM—POND-WEED FAMILY. 
Palamageton natans, L.—Pond-weed.—Common. 

ALISMACHAl—WATER-PLANTAIN FAMILY. 
Alisma natans, L.—Water-plantain.—Europe, Siberia. Sag- 

ittaria variabilis, var. latifolia, Eng, (Sagittaria, latifolia, 
Willd.)--Arrowhead.—Common. Butomus wnbellatus, L.— 
Europe, Northern Asia. 

HYDROCHARIDACE I—FROG’S-BIT FAMILY. 
Anacharis canadensis, Planchon. (Hledea cancadensis, 

Michx.)—Water-weed.—Common, Vallisneria spiralis, L.— 
Tape-grass, Hel-grass.—Cormmion. 

IRIDACEN—IRIS FAMILY, 
Tris pseudacorus, L.—Europe; Siberia, 

JUNOACEAS—RUSH FAMILY, 
Juneus effusus, L. (=J. conglomeratus, L,),—Common Rush. 

CYPERACEA —SEDGE FAMILY, 
Scirpus lacustris, L.—Bulrush, Tulé:—Common. 

GRAMINES!—GRASS FAMILY, 
Zizania aquatica, L—-Indian Rice, Water Oats.—Potomac 

Flats, etc. sare aquatica, Smith—Reed Meadow Grass. 
—Common northward. Glyceria flwitans, R. Br.--Common, 
but has not been found nearer Washington than Great Falls, 
Festuca fluitans, Leeds.—Europe. hragmites commainis, 
Trin. (dArunda phraginites, L.)—Reed, Cane, 

CRYPTOGAMIA. 
Azolla caroliniand, Willd.—New Youk to Iinois and south- 

ward. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

A fishing club efits ‘ood location for a club house will find 
it to theininterstée attend the auction sale of Gooseberry Island. 
Eee advertisement,—ddv. 

“Up ke a rocket, down like the stick,'* is the short history of all 
things projected by powder or gas. Benson's Capeine Porous Plas- 
ert holds its place in the public esteem, and daily wins new friends. 
It is the perfection of external remedies. Liniments, medicated oils, 
salve and other plasters are relics of a “time thatis past.” ‘Quick, 
Beer Ching, Curative.” Tr will keep faith with you. Price 25 cents — 

Ww, ‘ 

| Che Ziennel. 

FIXTURES: 

BRANCH SHOWS. 
March 26, 27 and 28, 1883._Dominion of Canada Kennel Glub Bench 

Aord at Ottawa, Canada, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, Detroit, 
c! 
Jannary 9,10, and 1i, 1884.—Meriden Pouliry Assoviation Benun 

Show, Meriden. Conn. Toshua Shute, Secretary, 198 Hobart street, 
Meriden Conn. 
eat 3. 4, and 5 1883, Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society's 

Fifth Annual Bench Show. Pittsburch, a, Entries for the Eench 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after January 1. 1883, 
ease February. 1, 1883. Chas. Lincoln Superintendent. C.B, Dlbin, 
ecretary. z 
May, 1483.—Westminster Kennel Club. Seventh Annual Bench 

Show, New York City, Robt. Cornell, ft Will am st., New York Ci ty. 

THE LOUISIANA FIELD TRIALS. 

[Specially reported fov Fores, AND SrREAI) 

OppLoveaAs. La., Dec 16, 1882. 
“Beautiful is the land with its prairies and tovests of fruit Lrees, 

Under the feet a garden of Nowers, and the bluest of heavens 

Bending ahove and resting ifs dome on the walls of the forest. 
They who liye there haye named itthe Eden of Louisiana.” 

HUS wrote the New Enzland songster and this reporter 
can verity the truth of his description of this land of 

Evangeline. The selection of grounds made by the committee 
from the New Orleans Gun Clnb on which to hold their second 
annual Field Trials was “wisely chosen. An Eden for the 
farmer, it is the hunter's paradise, aud I yenture the opinion 
that no readers of the Forest anp Spreamu can find a finer 
field for hunting the various upland and waterfowis thanthe 
vicinity of Opelousas. St. Landry parish, Louisiana, This asser- 
tion applies particularly to quail and will accownt for the 
short time it took the judges to decide the heats bebween the 
dogs. 
‘A glance at the list of entries will show you what a snecess 

these trials have been, Never in the history of field tials in 
America have so many famous dogs been gathered ab one 
event. Addto this the warm weleomethe hospitable citizens 
of this little town have extended to allthe visitors. und the 
kindly feelings displayed at all tines, und we can unhesitat- 
ingly assert that a new phase has been added to and ay im- 
pets given to the cause of field sports in this country, 
The judges selected by the comimittes were Col James 

Gordon, of Pontotoc, Miss.. Judge Jamies M. Thompson, of 
Covington, La. (judge of the eigiteeuth judicial districh of 
La.), and Mr. N. D. Wallace. of New Orleaus> 4 prominent 
member of the N. 0, Gun Club, The two former yentlemen 
acted in a similar capacity for the club ast year. ‘Phe first 
stake on the programme was the New Orleans Gun Clib 
Stake, open to Tiembers of the club-ouly. There were thir- 
teen entriesin this stake The rmles required that owners 
shonld handle their own dogs. There was also a bandsome 
prize donated the club by the Messrs, Folsom Brous,, of Naw 
Orlesns, to be wiven to the sscond best dow iu this stake. Mur 
John E. Renatid’s Llewellin setter bitel Mlossie. winner of 
the first prize in the All-Aged Stake of last year at the State 
Tridls, added to her owner's expectations af her future good 
qualities by capturing the cup, while Mr, M, 8, Humpbries's 
lemon and white pointer ‘Dyler won the Folsom prize. ‘he 
races In this stake oceupied all of Monday aod wutil 10 o'clock 
Tuesday morning. 

ALL-AGED STAKR, 
Hirst prize, 3200; second prize, 3150; and third prize, 375: 

entrance fee $5, ~ 
In this stake there were twenty-two entries, four of which 

were subsequently drawn. Possibly no stake in America was 
ever watched with more interest and followed more closely 
throughout than this, Here were gathered tozether the cham- 
pions tor two seasons back. I doubt if at any one meet in 
this country so many noted dogs will eyer be seen together 
again. Gladstone had heen sent down on exhikition by his 
owners, while pitted against each other fo. the championship 
were Peep-o’-Day; Sue, winner of first at Grand Jimction 
the week before; London, champion of the Eastern Vield 
Trials; Count Noble and such dozs as young London, Mr. 
Cranvford’s Foreman, Flossy, Vietor, and a kost of others, all 
aspirants for fame, Mr, Renand's bitch Flossy has never been 
in the hands of a professional trainer, and her owner, who 
was to handle her, had not had her in the field since last Feb- 
ruary, She was nursing a litter of nine puppies by Gladstone, 
all of which had distemper, and the last one that had been 
kept with her died the day previous to her winning the Mem- 
ber’s Cup, Her handler, Mr. Leucht, who lad sev- 
eral dogs working for the trials, is comparatively in- 
experienced for furnishing «a Cor for field ttiuls, 
having never attended one before. He had simply exercised 
her, and hardened her for work. Hw is a good man for our 
section, and his experience at these triuls has proved bene- 
ficial. Flossy was the only dog on the ground that won on 
merit alone, and her many admirers feel proud of her per- 
formance. Among several gentlemen whoa had attended the 
Trials with a view of purchasing a food dog was Mr, Will H. 
Coleman, who, becoming satistied at the work he had séen 
London perform, before he had finished a heat purchased him 
from his owner, Mi, J. M. Avant, of Hickory Valley, Tenn., 
for $400 on the field Young London is a Gladstone-Clip 
dog, and full brother to Peep-o’"-Day of phe first litter alter 
her. This is his first perfcrmance in the All-Aged Stake, He 
had strained lis hip on ons oceasion, preventing his Ryans 
in the Derby of that year, and just previous to the Gran 
Junction Trial of this year he vot lost, was picked up by some 
negroes and while indulging ii rabbit chasing, “possum hunt- 
ing und such, was badly worsted in a rough-and-tumble fight 
by 4 jealous ‘coon dog, Pearing he had become wild from 
such unlimited liberty, his handler did not enter him at Grand 
Junction. His performances here were of such 2 character 
as to surprise everyone, aid his owner tried to repurchase 
him after the Trials for $1,000, but without success. Mr. 
Coleman has since refused 31,500 for him. 

ENTRIES ALL-AGED STAKE. 
1. D. C. Sanborn enters black, white and tan setter Count 

Noble (Connt Wind’em-Nora), $ ; 
2. M.S, Humphries enters liver and white pojnter dog Ty- 

ler, 544 years old. ; ; 7 
4, E, L. Raulett enters liver and white ticked pointer dor 

Dinks, 5 years. 3 : 
4. John K. Renaud enters black aud white sester bitch 

Flossy (Rake-Daisy), 3!4 years. ‘ : 
5, C, EB. Wallen enters black and tan Gordou setter dog 

Turk, Jr. (Turk-Well), 7 ; 
6. J. W. Prescott enters solid liver-celored setter doy Cham- 

bers (Jum-Rose), { 
7, C. B, Maginnis enters black and tan Gordon setter dog 

Gordon (Rupert- Whip). 3 
8. John Skanmnal enters red Irish setter dog Boston, 514 years ears. } 
9, P, H, & D. Bryson enter black, white and tan setter 

bitch Sue (Druid-Ruby). 
"10. H. a ese entels black, white and tan setter dog 

Frank H, (Dou C.-Cora), 2 years, 
tL D, ‘Bryson Sateeatnlsoks White and tan setter bitch 

pale ay (Gladstone-Clip). 4 
13. J. M. Avant enters orange and white setter dog Victor 

‘Gladstone-Frost). " , 
: 13, W. B. Mallory enters black and white sevter dog Pink B. 
(Gladstone-Countess Key). 
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14. J, “Ww. Jackson enters liyer and white pointer bitch 
Louise. 

15. J, W, Jackson enters liver and white pointer dog Lorne 
(Paust-June), 
aa J ant Jackson enters ted Irish setter dog Mark (Elcho- 
Noreen), ; 

17, E. W. Condon enters black, white and tan setter dog 
Bhic Monarch, 
=; 18, ©. W. Condon enters black, white and tan setter bitch 
enny Lind, 
19, OG. F. Cranyford enters black, white and tan gether dog 

Foreman (Dashing Mopar ch Wary I,). 
20. H, Bailey Harrison enters blue belton setter dog London 

(Paris-Ieo). 
Mol) W. Freeman enters liver pointer dog Chips (Carson- 

oll). 
22. J. M. Awant enters black, white and tan setter dog 

London (Gladstone-Clip), 214 years. 
First Series. 

TYLER aAnb Bosroy.—Mr. Humphiies has a fine pointer in 
Tylev, whose education, though somewhat neglected, did not 
deter-him from defeating Maginnis’s black and tan Gordon, 
winner of second at State trials last year. Tyler had been 
defeated in Members’ Stake by Flossy, and then won second, 
the Wolsom prize, Dogs were turned down in cornfield, where 
FPlossy, who was following her owner, had pointed a bevy in 
rose hedge, alter all the other dogs had passed, he birds 
were flushed by order of judges and lit in cornfield badly 
seattered, Boston, handled by Skannal, soon established a 
point, aud the bird was flushed, but not shot at, Tyler 
rehired the compliment and the bird was shot at and killed, 
Tyler retrieved handsomely and both dogs were staunch to 
wing and shot. The field having been drawn blank, a long 
round was made for another suceession of field, where birds 
were reported mere plentiful. In high sedge grass near a 
pond 4 bevy was flushed by the spectators, and, working 
on single birds, each dog scored a finsh. Along a line of fence 
Tyler made another point, and as his speed and nose exceeded 
his opponent's, they were called upand heat given to Tyler, 
Down one hour and forty-five minutes. 
Frank H. aNd Mask, handled by Short and Jackson, Mr. 

chasm haying withdrawn all his entries, Frank H, had a 
ve. * 
FOREMAN AND BLVE MOoNaRWH were put down at 12:05 

noon, Curry handling Blue Monarch and Tallman Foreman, 
Blue Monarch and Jenny Lind are the property of Mr, B, H. 
Condon of this State, and were turned over to their handler, 
Mr. Curry, only the day previous to the race. He of course 
was at & great disadvantage, not knowing even the commands 
necessary to work them, Foreman isa splendid animal and 
destined to rank higher in the list of prize winners. The heat 
was & short one, as Blue Monarch showed no evidence of 
training, and a want of apart style, nose and obedience. 
Running across a cornfiel 
pointed a bevy, and Blue Monarch ordered up to back, not 
only refused to do so, but rushed in and flushed, The birds 
were shot and killed with each barrel by Tallman, and Fore- 
mutt retrieved handsomely, while Blue Monyrech sent to re- 
trieve the other did so very badly aud mangled his bird. 
a up and Foreman’ wins. Down twenty-tive 
ruinutes. 
Count NosLe axy Lorye,—Lorne withdrawn and. heat 

“iven to Count Noble, 

Prer-o’-Day snp Dinks, in the hands of Short and Fon- 
taine, were put dow st 12:40. Dinks is one of those self- 
willed pointers that has been hunted with the honnods and ac- 

He takes a good 
rating as a compliment and a sound thrashing as athing he had 

His owner being absent ‘Mr. Wontaine un- 
dertook to handle him, and won Dinks’s confidence at once hy 

I A. beyy haying: 
been marked doy iu grass berdering a, pond, the dogs were 

int, A 
he was 

quired much of their pure cussadness, 

been looking for, 

giving him a good thrashing as a. starter. 

sentiujand Dinks immediately corkserewed.on a 
snipe was flushed immediately in front of him, an 
ordered on. Passing over his point, the judges dushed a qnail, 
showin that Dinks “had sense same az folks.” Peep hayin 
meanwhile exhibited herself to the spectators in the matter o: 
speed, siyle, and quartering, tow came u 
besntiful point. ier handler flushed an 

five miuutes. 

SUE AND JOE CHAMBERS,—Joe Chambers withdrawn and 
Sue wins the heat, 

FLOSSY AND TURK, JR. were put down at 12:50, Plossy was 
handled by Mr, Renaud and Tark by Mr, Leucht. Working 
on toward birds, Flossy immediately set the pace, and dis- 
counted her opportunity in speed, style and quartering. On 
the edge of a pond, Flossy pointed, and the bird being fired at, 
Turk broke shot. Dogs ‘alled up and Flossy wins. Down ten 
Tainutes, 

Victor anp Gorpon,.—Gordon haying had a fit the day pre- 
vious, and heing in uo condition, was withdrawn by his 
owner and Victor given the heat. 

Crips AND JENNY LIND were cast off at 1:05 P.M, Tall- 
Neither dog 

well, hut was evidently 
the speed necessary, and 

ndler has used her awhile, will show a 
marked improyement, Chips is a heavy built, surly pointer 
who has evidently seen his best oa He has been carefully 

le of gebting all there is out 

man handling the former aud Curry the latter, 
displayed much style, Jenny range 
deticient in training. She has a 
adter her present 

handled by Tallmnan, who is capab. 
of adoz, Chips quartering to windward, pointed in grass 
patch, Jenny ranging wild flushed singlé bird in field, and 
gave wilful chase. Dogs ordered mp, aud heat given to 
Chips. Down fifty minutes. Making fora negro cabin the 
Party sat downto lunch and cool oif, as weather was yery 
warm. 
Avant’s LonDon AnD HaRRison’s Lonpon.—the first, han- 

dled by his owner, and the latter by Tallman, were put down 
ati38 P.M. This was the race ot the day, and the specta- 
tors crowded up to witness it. The Canadian’s London was 
fresh from his victory at High Point, N. C., where he won the 
championship in the free for all at the Hastern Field Trials, 
He is a magnificent animal. and well deserves the laurels he 

‘haswon. Itis barely possible that the difference in cover 
and climate may have had something to do with his defeat 
here, but the dog that administered it is a good one, and is 
ready to stand up with the best. Turned down to the south- 
west in a cornfield thick with burrs, some magnificent rang- 
ing, quarteriny, and speed was witnessed, Honors were about 
easy with speed slightly in Avant’s London's favor. Quar- 
tering to the south the latter made a magnificent stand on a 
beyy. Harvison’s London responded with a handsome back. 
A bird was killed and retrieved. Working down in sedge 
grass Avant’s London scored another point ona single bin, 
while Harrison’s London got in a bad flush. On birds run- 
ning up fence row, both dogs did some beautiful roading, and 
Harrison's London working too eagerly got in another fiush, 
which was responded to immediately by one from his oppo- 
nent. Birds having scattered in heavy marsh lands, the dogs 
were Called up and carried eastward in fields alongside of 
railroad tracks, Aiter some hard work over heavy ground, 
and one or twosmall tields provingblank, both dogs finally 
succeededin flushing a bevy. Working on singe birds, Har- 
rison’s London dropped om point and was handsomely backed 
by Ayant’s London, A bird was shotand winged, and well 
roaded and retrieved by paeerecon; Lonsion: ‘Oro ag a fenoe 
intoshort grass Avant/s London painted a single hird, which 

was flushed to order. 
given the heat. Down fwo hours and ten minutes. 

the latter by Humphries, were put down at 4:10. 

alongside of a ditch, Foreman 

and dropped on a 
: fired both bartels 

without orders, which had the effect he evidently intended on 
his opponent's dog, for Dinks, who was working around the 
pond, roading arail, came running to heel and flushed two 
virds. Dogs called up, and heat given Peep-o'-Day. Down 

Dogs called in and Avant’s London 

Pink B, AnD Lonys.—Lorme withdrawn, and Pink B, wins 
the heat. This closed first serie¢s of heats. 

> Second Series. 
PRank H, anp Trump, the former hamdled by Short and 

Tyler was 
eager for business, bub was overmatched at the start. The 
dogs were turned down on a covey that had been marked 
down in an open cornfield, Frank H. struck out ata rattling 
pace, and whirled around to wind on a beautiful point, aid 
when the bird was shot he dropped handsomely and retrieved 
to erder. Tyler, hustling through the comstalk, pointed, but 
no bird was found, Frank H, made another handsome point; 
the bird was flushed to order and the heat given Frank H. 
Down seven minutos, 
Count NOBLE anp TorrMAN, Waters and Tallmun, hand- 

lors, went down at 4;20, Both dogs struck out at a good pace. 
Passing through « hedge the pulees flushed « single bird that 
lit alongside of the hedge and ran, Foreman and Count beth 
roaded, and Foreman pointed. Count Noble ordered to back, 
blinked badly and failed to back. Working down inthe flats, 
Count pointed, and Foreman called up, backed handsomely. 
Nobird was found. Quartering to left, Foreman pointed and 
this time Count backed, Tt being late and birds getting 
scarce, the dogs were called up, to be put downin untinished 
heat ou following day. 

THYRSDAY, 
This was the warmest day of the week, and both handlers 

and degs felt the effects of it before the day was over, The 
dogs were turned down itt a field southeast of towa at 8:15 
A, M., and soon began Work in earnest. Count, working up 
wind alongside of a ditch, pointed a small bevy ou the oppo- 
site side from Foreman. Ordered over, Voyeman eyidently 
smelled birds; and refused to back until he had stolen a point. 
Birds flushed without being shot at. Ordered down the ditch, 
Count dropped in corn furrow and was handsomely backed 
by Foreman.- Ordered to flush, Waters failed to find the bird. 
Crossing ravine, Count repeated fhe same performance, and 
was again credited with a false point, but the spectators 
afterward flushed a bird near where the dog had pointed. 
Two or three birds having been marked down in an open 
cotton patch, the dogs were tirned toward them, and Fore- 
man scored a, tush, Which was soon alter o¥set by Count doing 
the same thing, Some beautiful roading was then done by 
Porenan, who finally established his point. and was awarded 
the heat, Down tiventy-three minites. 

- Purr-0-Day aNp FLossy were put down at 845. Short 
handled Peep and Renaud Flossy, Peep is possibly the hand- 
somest bitch in America, nid has sinagnificent record on the 
bench, the Held and in the keunel, She was not in good work- 
ing order tor the heavy cover and warm climate, she was ill 
and her handler claims she has been petted so mitch as to 
render her somewhat fractious, She excelled Plossy im style 
and quartering, but Flossy offset these inspesd and nose. 
The wround was not suitable for quick work, but Mlossy 
seewned Indifferent to its character, and gained the good will 
of everyoue by taking cockle burrs, briers, corm and cotton 
with perfect nonghalance and making her tirst point on a flock 
of doves that weru feeding ina cornfield fully forty yards 
off. Unrortuiately for the dogs, an over-zealovs handler of 
dogs, eager to display their supposed qualitics, had preceded 
the crowd to the grounds, atid sicceeded in scattering most 
beautifully a bevy or two. Some tall chasing wust have been 
indulged in, as scattered birds were found fully ball a mile 
apart, The handler was promptly interviowed, and vanished 
with his monstels. 
One of those rare scenes that paluters delight in picturing 

was afforded by this brace of intelligent aiimals, © Ranging 
te tivo hundrel yards across an opea peapateh, Plossy 
suddenly whirled on a point up wind ond. “ame ton dead 
stand, Peep, nearly a hundred yards off, cauxht sixht of her 
and made a back in her handsomest style, while a crowd of 
nearly one hundred horsemen from the top of a hill cheeved 
the scene, Ordered to flush the bird, Mr. Renaud moved ap 
toward Plossy, wheh some thirty or forty larks arose from 
their feeding, Crossing 4 fence into a cornfield Peep made a 
bad flush on a single bird that few and litinatvee. The field 
was drawn blank and handlers were mounted to cross into 
another fleldlateron. Eere dismounting in thick wees the 
dogs were worked around the edze of a peapatch, and a larze 
beyy was flushed by the spectators and lit in weeds and 
briers. Both dogs roaded well, but the birds got up wild. 
Finally Flossy pointed staunch and a point claimed Be the 
handler of Peep was also allowed. This was shai work on 
Short’s part, who flushed, shot and Iiiled without orders. 
Both dogs dropped to win and shot, Tt was asserted, by 
those on horseback, who could see, that Short bad turned 
Peep on Flossy’s bird and that he was not entitled to his 
point, but as the juderes were dismounted in high weeds they 
could mot see, Both dogs wers pointing the same bird, and 
Mr. Renand had called point some tine before Peep’s handler 
did. As the birds were running Flossy moved down tuward a 
thicket of briers and could not be found for some time, Her 
owner had called her to heel, and as she did not come in he 
and another gentleman, Veoh tb pact by one of the judges, 
went to look for her, When fonnd shewas on a beautiful point, 
her body resting in uw small ditch, and forefeet resting, on the 
ridge. ‘lwo birds were fiushed before her and she dropped to 
wing. Calling the dogs in Vlossy was given the race atter 
being down in all two hours and fifteen minwfes. 
Suz and Currs.—Sue handled hy Short, and Chips handled 

by Tallman, went down at 11:05, Sue is the daughter of 
Druid, out of Ruby, and has a record for speed equal to Glad- 
stone. Shemadea magnificent rice for first place at the 
Fairmont (Minnesota) Trials, and won the championship at 
Grand Junction this year. Great things were expected of 
her, but in her race with Chips the Gover was too heavy for 
herto display her ranging power. The dows were turved 
down in heavy weeds and sedge grass among scattered birds, 
and it being yery warm and dry the work was heavy and 
hard on the dogs, Chips succeeded in making a bud flosh in 
the sedge, and after crossing a cotton patch into similar 
ground scored two more in suécession, Finding the dogs un- 
equal to the work, after being down thirty minutes, they were 
called up to be cast down about a mile further ow in fields 
across the bayou, Considerable difficulty was experienced in 
crossing the sluggish and bogey stream and the men and dogs 
were badly scattered. Your reporter and a visitor from New 
York, Mr. Halsey, were among the first to set out of the 
Swamp and discovered # fine bevy of quailin some open cover. 
After nearly an hour's wait the dogs were brought up and sent 
in, The bevy flushed wild and lit in sedge prass. Sue finally 
got in at eet and was backed by Chips; bird shot at and 
missed, both dogs dropped to shot. Moving on across a rayine 
Sue pointed aysingle bird, which was shot and handsomely 
retrieved, piving her the race. Down, altogether, forty 
minutes. 

CoLuatan’s Lonpon anp Pink B&., handlers Avant and 
Short, were put down at 2:15. From the manner in which 
London had defeated his formidable namesake of the day 
previous, it was thought he would have an casy thing with his 
saucy ltble competitor; but the race proved to be one of the 
most hotly ested of the entire meet. This was partly 
owing to the jockeying of the two handlers. Avant had been 
romised fifty dollars by the owner of London it he worked 
is dog fairly and won the championship. Short had trained 

hoth dogs and could jockey London if heso desired. Jt was 
plain that neither was worked judiciously. Turned down 
Where some birds litinsome briers at the head of a hollow, 

B, scored a Mush, pnd was closely followed by London 
further down. Roading up toward a fence, Pink got ina 

point, andthe birds rose wild, alighting in grass and weeds 
over the hill. London got in a false point, but soon after did 
some bemitiful work on a bird running through the weeds. 
He finally pointed, and the bird, baing shot at, was missed by 
Avant. Raneine south, Pink B. made a bad flush in weeds, 
and both dogs were called up, to be put down after dinner. 
At#P. M. they were east loose, and, woviting down hill, Pnk 
pointed a rabbit and gave chase, but was stopped by handlar. 
While giving the dogs some water, a bevy Lushed wild an‘in 
tall, thick weeds in an old field across a lane. Dismounting 
and turning the dogs in, the bevy Mushed wild and Jit in simi- 
lar cover, with thick grass and briers to hide in, Pinks 
handler claimed a point, but both dogs were foo close 
to each other when found to distinguish which had 
pointed, ancl in fact aflush instead of a point should haye 
heen credited to each, Coming wpto where the birds had 
droppe'l both dogs were found ona point; birds flushed and 
shot at by Short with both barrels and one bird killed. He- 
crossing to horses, and dogs being watered, they started on, 
where Pink flushed a sinsle birt near the spring. Some 
beautiful worl was done by both dogs and was much fd- 
mired by the crowd at end of hollow. London pomtud a hevy 
that flushed wild. London drops to wing, Moving on to 
where a bevy lit, London flushed a bird in the gvass and then 
fot ina point. Bird flusbed wild, Fink ii meantime pave 
eyidenee of scent, and aiter roadinz some distance pointed on 
a bird in the woods, London backed. Bird flushect wild and 
lirhted in the grass, Directed to where o,bird had lib, several 
beyies ran in front of the dogs, and interfered with th 
Pink on nearing bird fushedit and dropped to wing, 
handler claimed it was not a flush And made threats to wit 
draw all his dogs if smme was scored asa flush by the judge 
Atier being reprimanded by the judges hs continued his threats 
and judges held a consultation. Inview of the fact that the 
hogs had just passetl in front of the dogs snd might have 
bothered then: the flush was not scored, Sent on Pink made 
a bad tush on a single birdin gtass. Both dogs quartering in 
grass and cornield pointed a covey and the bird was shot and 
retrieved hy Vink 4, Dogs called up and heat given to Lon- 
don after a run of two hours, Short withdrew from the 
rrounds and refused to run bis next entry, Victor, butallowed 
Ayant to do so for him, 

Victor ann Foneman.—Victor, handled by Avyint, and 
Foreman by Tallman, put down at 4:40, Victor was hactly 
handigapped at the start, from the fuet that his handler had 
never worked him before. Short's withdruwar lett no other 
alternative to Avant, who owns the dog and wished to see 
him work. Cast outina hollow to the north, where some 
birds lad lit, Vietor soon pointed, and was bucked by Pore- 
man. Bird fushed, but not shot at, Foreman gota point in 
thicket, and was backed by Victor, who soon aiter made a 
flush, which compliment was returned Wy Foreman, Road- 
ing rapidly, Foreman makes point, and bird is flushed with- 
out being shot at. Attempting same thing, he scores a flash, 
and then both dogs vet a point on different birds at the kame 
time. Working along roadside, Victor makes a false point 
and loves the haat, Dowa thirty-tive minutes. = 
As Short had piven no notice of withdrawing his dogs, and 

Prank H. was down for next heat, it was decided to wait 
over for the following day wud vive Short a chance to sapolo- 
five if he thought proper, 

FRipay, Dre. bs, 

Thirth Series. 

Witasyi H, ano PLossy.—Frank H, withdvawn and lossy 
ziven the heat. . : 
SUE AND CoLeMAn’s LonDON.—Sue withdrawu and London 

given the het, he at 
Fourth Series. 

PoRxmMAN anb Frossy, handled hy Valiman and Renan, 
went in a field northwest of town, The weather had changed 
very materially during the past twelve hours; a stiit novth- 
oust wind was blowiby a perfoet gale when we left town, and 
by the time the dogs were cast out if had tarned due north 
aud become very Gold, Myriads of ducks were tying, and 

t on, 

raiiroad track, she 
her handler could 

Dogs stauuch to wing and shot. Mlossy rondiny on scent, 
cameto a point. Ordered to flush, her handter waited too 
long, and the bird was seen to leave the cover ant mun_to- 
ward heavy grass on the side of the ditch, Her handler 
walking in between TVlossy and the bird failed to flush, and 
she was penalized for a talsa point. Workitg back toward 
tha railroad track, Foreman feathered to scent and pointed a 
bird Flossy had failed to locate. Plossy backed. Bird shot 
and retrieved by Foreman. Moving on Flossy was a little 
headstrong and showed want of obedience. Two birds were 
flushed in front of Tallman, and Foreman caniea to a point. 
Birds fiushed to order, butnot shot at. Foreman reading 
madea false pot. Dogs called up and heat given to bore- 
man. Down twenty-five minutes. 

Foreman AnD CotmMan's Lonpon.—Foveman bandled by 
Tallman and London by Ayant, Downiat 0:45 A.M, Work- 
ing wesl of the railroad track and heating north, Lendan 
and Foreman did some magnificent ranging. The judges were 
testing the speed,style. and ranging qualities of the dogs, 
Soon London began to featheérand quickly estublished a, point 
onubeyy. Birds were fred at by Avant and imissed. Both 
dogs dropped to shot, Roading on single birds, Pereman 
seemed to Have caught Flossy’s whim and woiked wild. He 
came to a (dead point and was penalized for false pointing. 
Hendon swinging round to the left got ina staunch point. 
Foreman backed and the bird was Sushed down wind, Spav- 
eral birds got up wild, when tinally London gob in another 
oint and won the heat and championship with first prizo of 

$200, Foreman and Harris’s London weve in for sceontl picks 
and divided the mouey, $15), while Count Nobie and TWlossy 
divided third, $75. 

DERBY STAKES. 
The next race was the Opelousas Derby tor dogs whelped 

ou or alter April 1, 1581, and embraced three cush prizes; Ist 
prize, $150: 2d prize, R100; 8d, S50. Entrance feo, $5. The 
following dogs were entered in this stake; 

Pre B., black and white setter (Gladstone-Countess Key), 
owned by W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., 1) months. 
CounTHsS MaGwet, blavk, white and tan (Count Noble- 

Sparks), D, C. Sanborn, Dowliny, Mich., 18 months, 
NELLIE BLy, black, white and tan (Cont Noble-Nellie), 

J. M. Avant, Hickory Valley, Tenn, 16 thonths. 
Bessin A., liver and white setter (Dashing QLion-Aminda), 

J. M. Avant. Hickory Valley, Tenn., 15 months, 
Gos Bonpue, black, whife and tan setter (Dashing Bondliy- 

Novel), D. CG. Sanborn, Dewliny, Mich., 18 months, 
Brppy, red Irish setter (Boston-Duck IT), N. B. Muri, Shreve- 

port, La., 17 months, 
Janvis, red Irish setter (Elcho-Noveen), J. W. Jackson, 

Opelousas, La., 18 inonths, ~~ 
Brau, black, waite and tun setter dog, Wm. &. Weeks, New 

Tberia, La,, 17 months. f ' 
Don, black and white setter, W, P. Weeks, NewTbena, La, 

17 mouths, 
WHiIskny, white pointer, O, J, Stokes, Opelousas, La, 
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The country around Opelousas is slightly rolling towardthe 
west, but becomes quite level eastward of the town. The 
soil is remarkably fertile, and consequently vegetation in this 
tropical ehme is remarkably hixuriant. Secarcely a heat was 
decided without some dog becoming lost from its handler in 
the tall sedge grass, weeds or briers, while the cockle burr was 
very trying on the dogs, young and old. 

TuEspAY, Deo. 10. 

Hirst Series, 

D, C, Sanborn’s Liewellin setter dog Gus Bondhu, black, 
white and tan, 15 months old, by Dashing Bondhu out of 
Novel, 

3 ayainst 

WN, B. Murf's red Irish setter bitch Biddy, 17 months old, by 
Boston ont of Duck. 
Waters handled Gus and John Skannal, Esy., of Shreveport, 

La., Biddy. Down at 10:15 A. M., in cornfield. one and one- 
half miles northeast of Opelousas. Weather warm for the 
youngsters, with slight wind from southwest, <A heyy had 

en flushed and marked down in cornfield and sedge grass. 
Both dogs were speedy, Gus displaying good speed and style 
while Biddy ranged far und displayed most speed. Alongside 
of ditch both dogs flushed single birds, and soon after Biddy, 
working in sedge grass, roaded, then pointed a coyey. The 
birds getting up wild, she displayed great staunchness. Bon- 
dhu dropped to wing, and birds were not shot at. Crossing 
ravine, where birds had been running, Bondhu roaded and 
made false point. Biddy pointed staunchly and the bird was 
shot, and she dropped to shot. Bondbu’s handler flushed a 
bird while looking in brier thicket for his dog, who was busily 
roading 4 bird that had flushed wild. Bondhu finally pointed 
staunchly, but no bid wasfound, Crossing a eotten field, a | 
small covey was fished by Biddy, while Bondhu established 
4 point, but the bird got up wild. Bondhu, along a ditch, 
flushed and chased them, giving the race to Biddy. Down 
thirty-eight minutes. 

Brat AxD Wartsky.—Leucht handled the setter and Stokes 
the pointer. Down atl) A.M. Beauis quite a nice-looking 
Liewallin puppy, whose handler, Mr, Leucht, had had ‘but 
little expericnce with him. and being unaccustomed to public 
trials was quite nervous in his handling. Mr. Stokes, owner 
of Whisky, is a resident of Opelousas, and deseryes much 
sympathy for being handicapped by so indifferent and careless 
adogas he has, Both dogs were coaxed into smelling at a 
brier patch where three or four birds had beer marked down. 
but failed totake cover. <A bird being flushed by one of the 
judges, was marked down in tall weeds, and when the dogs 
were brought up Whisky made a point but failed to establish 
same. Dogs were called up tobe cast down in field further 
en, when soon after Whisky fell over a bank on a bevy, 
straightened out a tail some three feet or more, and presented 
such an oufre figure that) Beau’s handler called his attention 
to it, and the dog stopped to take in the situation, Ordered to 
flush, the beyy rose up, and Stokes killed his bird. Whisky 
wanted to go and see if it was a sure enough bird, but took 
her handler's word for it, while Bean was so overcome with 
astomshinent that he had to sijdown as the birds flew, and 
only gotup when the gun went off, Ordered onto where* 
birds lit, Beau seemed to realize all at once that Whisky 
had.a nose at the other end of her tail, and therefore attracted 
Whisky’s attention to the fact that hehad been taking lessons | 
in quartering his ground, ranging and speed. Whisky evi- 
dently acknowledged that this was not taught at her school, 
and she didn’t care to imitate such didos, but when Bean sud- 
deuly spread out his legs, straightened his tail,and stopped 
stillina thinking attitude, Whisky’s kind heart palpitated 
with sympathy, and she stopped at once to consider what she 
had best do if bean was going to have a tit. Words fail to 
describe that dog’s thoughts and expression when Bean's 
handler flushed a bird, a real live bird, justunder Beau’s nose, 
actually shot at it and missed. Nothing could convince her 
to the contrary until she had rushed forward and seen for her- 
sellif a. bird had actually got up. Thenit dawned on her 
that Beau had been playing off on her, and wasactually hunt- 
ing, All sympathy was banishedfrom her breast, and she 
scorned to notice him further, She at onee strick ont for 
herself, and ranged fully thirty feet) from her hbandler’s 
heels. Meantime {Sean was delighted at the trick he had 
served Whisky, and buckled down to work, Flushafter fush 

i uf i m hadheen gained, 
when he was called up and stopped in hismad career by the 
judges awarding heat #6 Whisky, Down one hour and ten 
minutes. 

Busstm A, Any JaRvis.—J. M. Avant handled Bessie and 
J, W. Jackson Jarvis. The do; 1 

complement of cockleburrs and worked toward a ravine, 
where a covey of birds had been marked down on the side of 
aditch. Jarvis came to an indifferent point and was not 
backed by Bessie. The birds van and false point was credited 
to Jarvis. Bessie roaded and pointed in w thicket aud the bird 
was Hushed to order, shot at and Bessie dropped to order 
Bessie, roading in a canebrealc, got away from her handler, 

Won First Prize in N. A. K. CG, Derby, 1882, and divided Third Prize in All-Aged Stakes. 

and Jarvis was ordered in until she could be found. While 
under orders Jarvis pointed. Avant followed Bessie and 
found her ona point just established. The point was not 
allowed either Bae and they were ordered back into field, 
where a bevy had been marked down. Bessie ranged well 
and displayed good speed, while Jaryis worked close to heel. 
After considerable work Bessie succeeded in making four or 
five bad flushes and displayed no nose at all. Both dogs 
ordered up for want of merit under Rule 4, Down fifty-five 
minutes. 

CounTESs MaGneT and Neuim Bry, handled respectively 
by Waters and Avant, were nextin order. Having lunche 
the judges ordered these two little bitches down in a cornfiel 
at 12:35, and they immediately began to awaken some interest 
in the Derby, which heretofore had been regarded as a stake 
that might well be dispensed with if such work as had been 
witnessed Was any criterion to judge by. Both dogs displayed 
splendid speed, style and ranging qualities, with speed in 
favor of Nelly Bly. One of the spectators Hushed, on the 
edge of a inarsh, 2 bevy that lit along a fence across marsh, 
Working down wind Nelly made a flush, and Magnet, not to 
be outdone, false pointed. The birds got up wind, and lit in 
heayy marsh grass that tested the nose of both these young- 
sters to the uttermost’. Nellie made another flush, while Mar. 
pointed staunchly and a bird was shot at. Both dogs were | 
steady to wing and shot. Moving on, both dogs were glad to) 
get ont of the grass and did some beautiful work in a cotton 
field that proved, however, barren of birds, Nearing the head 
of hollow in the field a stray horse flushed a bevy that lit in 
sedge and briers, Nelly made a bad flush, while Mag. pointed 
a single bird déwn wind. It was flushed to ‘order. She 
dropped to wing handsomely, and won the heat, after being 
down one hour and ten minutes. 

Pink B. anp Don were now put down, the first named 
handled by Short and Don by Lencht, Pink is a remarkable 
animal and is built like a race horse and tough asiron. Cast 
off into a cotton patch where several birds had been marked 
down, he pointed so quick, roaded so fast, and eut out his 
work in such rapid fashion that this reporter was “bothered. 
entirely.” He quickly scored two points, while his opponent 
made two false points, which so nettled Pink that he got in a 
flush just to show Don that birds were around. This steadied 
him somewhat, aud Don succeeded in getting in a point. 
Crossing a ravine alongside the hill Pink scored another flush, 
while Don got in another point, and then pointed another bird 
that Pink had run over, Instead’of sobering him up by this 
good example, Pink must needs flush his third bird, and Don, 
thinking that Pink was having all the fun, got up a bird and 
came néur chasing it. The example seemed contagious, for 
one of the spectators soon after started a rabbit that rushed 
pell-mell into a bevy of birds feeding in a pea patch. They 
fot up incontinently, and lit a short distance away in a corn- 
field, Both dogs got in a point and dropped to shot. Judges 
not being able to decide between the two, they were turned 
Joose again, when Don pointed a bevy; got nervous, flushed 
and chased. This settled his chances after a fifty-five min- 
utes’ race, 

Second Series. 

WHISKEY aND Bippy.—At 4:30 P. M., Whiskey, handled by 
Stokes, presented the most crestfallen aiv imaginable, and 
seemed to wear her honors in s manner that plainly showed 
that she would preter swapping them for something to eat. 
Again, she eyidently did not like the treatment she had been 
subjected to when the other dogs were running, She consid- 
ered herself *‘a native and to the manner born,” whereas her 
owner had kept her tied to a rope and dragged all over the 
fields abthe tail of a big Kentucky mule, and whenever the 
rope straddled a corn or cotton stalk, it made no difference 
tothe mule, Whiskey had to keep up all the same. Biddy, on 
the contrary, evidently felt the honor she had gained over the 
hated Llewellin breed, Turned down on seattered birds, 
Biddy’s handler, Skannal, flushed a bird, and Biddy scored a 
food point on another, while Whiskey, trying to protect her 
owner trom briers and “sich,” kepb square between his logs, 
and seared up two birds in succession that were trying to 
block the way. No amount of coaxing could persuade her to 
hunt. She had the sulks, and wanted to gohome. Compas- 
siouating her, the judges called up Biddy and gave her the 
heat, while Whiskey went home firmly resolyed never to be 
fooled into another field trial. Down eight minutes. 

CounrEsS MaGnrt awp Pink B, were put down at 4:37 P. M. 
This was the event of the Derby. Some good work was ex- 
pected, and the crowd was not Bissppouied! Scarcely two 
minutes elapsed before Pink pointed, but the bird flushed 
wild. Pink, ranging in cover, established another point, 
which proved to be a rabbit. Pink proved wsteady when 
the rabbit zot up, but was stopped to order, He then made 
another point In grass, and the bird was killed. Magnet 
readed and got in # false point. Sending the dogs oyer the 
hitl im low cotton the spectators witnessed a finerace, Both 
dogs displayed splendid speed, style and ranging qualities, 
with shyle and quartering in favor of Mag., speed and ranging 
for Pink, A bevy being marked down in a cotton patch, 
both dogs did some good roading on running birds, and each 
scored a point. A bird flushed by handler, Mag, proyed some- 
what unsteady to wing, Turning back Magnet roaded out of 
sight of handler, and when found was on a staunch point. 
Ne birds being found dogs were called up and heat given to 
Pink B, Down forty-one minutes. — 

WEDNESDAY. 

Third Series, 
Weather was cloudy in morning, but cleared up warm. 
Pink B, anD Bippy, handled by Short and Skannal respec- 

tively, were aoe down at 9:10 A. M,in a cornfield west of 
Opelousas. The dogs found less cover to work in, but birds 
were scarcer than in field of the day before. Biddy was quite 
fresh and a little wild. She ranged well and evidently liked 
the work her companion cut out for her. In fact she was too 
fond of looking at him and did not pay attention to her work, 
Pink is not the least bit gallant. He buckled down to busi- 
‘ness and soon pointed a bevy in the cornfield, Biddy, or- 
dered up, failed to back, and stole the point, As the odds 
were unequal the heat was given to Pink B.. and the honor 
and money went with it. 

Fourth Series, 
CounTESs MaGNer AnD Bippy were cast off ut 10 A. M. 

Abeyy having been flushed near a pond in cornfield lot in 
hedge some good ranging was done by both dogs, when sud- 
denly Biddy made a bad flush, Magnet soon after pointed 
alongside of her hedge, and Biddy backed her. Moying on, 
Biddy scored another flush, then roading together both dogs 
got in another point, which proved false. Biddy soon got a 
good point, and Magnet offset it by establishing a similar one 
soon after. Dogs called up and heat and second money given 
to Magnet, Down fifty-sizht minutes. 

Fifth Series. 
NELLY Buy anb Brppy.—Biddy was evidently gutting tou 

warm and refused to range any more, She had been allowed 
tully an hour’srest, but it seemed to do her no good. Nelly 
Bly is a fine ranger. BUN ens a= greab speed, but seems sadly. 
deficient in nose. In this race she scored five flushes and twu 
false points, while Biddy did not get in a single point. The 
heat and third money was given Nelly Bly, and the Derby 
was finished. j 

This ended the Second Field Trials of the New Orleans Gin 
Club, and certainly the gentlemen composing it’ must feel 
highly gratified at their graud success, Only one thing oceur- 
red to disturb tne perfect harmony of the meeting, and that 
was the action of Mr. Short in withdrawing his dogs, The 
executive committee of the club wrote him a letter and gave 
him ample opportunity to make an explanation, which he 
did not choose to take advantage of, and they had no other 
course left than to debar him from all future trials given by 
the club, Itis the intention of the gentlemen who have bee 
so successful in getting up these trials to hold another next 
winter ora much grander scale and have prizes of such a 
character as to induce some of the sportsmen across the water 
to send a delegation of men and dogs. 

BIRMINGHAM DOG SHOW. 

FP HE twenty-third annual exhibition of dogs at Birming- 
ham, Eng., took place on the last four days of Novem- 

ber, and was a very successful affair. One thousand dogs 
were exhibited, and tor want of space many entries were re- 
turned, The Rev. G. F. Hodson judged the pointers, Mr. W. 
List the setters, and the Rey. W. Sergeanison the spaniol=, 
We have space only for the comments and awards in those 
classes, for which we are indebted to the Lire Stock Journal: 

POINTERS. 
__In large size chanrpions, Ponto and Bang Il. met again, this 
tine in favor of the former, who was looking unconimonly 
well, while the latter was short of flesh. In non-champiou 
dogs, Young Ponto was second; he has first-class hone, with 
good loin and well-formed head, but we hardly like the ex- 
pression of his eye, Graphic, first prize,is a fine young do, 
with capital quarters, well-bent stifles, and stands on Ecad: 
legs and feet. Lake is afair dog, better behind thanin his 
forequarters. Major is weak in loinand has rather a plain 
head, Don is nice in style, but alittle light in thishs. Peach, 
the winner in bitches, has good bone and is yery stylish, but a 
trifle throaty, Ruby, second prize, a great favorite with us, 
was shown much too fat, or she would probably have dis- 
laced the winner; Belle of Kirton is a good bitch, with great 
i of brisket, buthas a short stern, which detracts con- 

siderably from her BUDes ie Small-sized chanypions mus- 
tered in force, there being four, but old Bow Bells, although 
she scarcely looked as well as we have seen her, was equal to 
the occasion, and secured the prize from Sambo, the Devil 
and Joss, Prime being the property of one of the judges, and 
not for competition. In small-sized, non-champion dogs, 
Prior we thought very lucky to get first. He has good hone, 
but a weak Join, and anything but a nice head. Young Wage, 
second prize, shows much more quality. He stands well, but 
is highly bitch-faced. Banner is stylish, and an improving: 
youngster, with a nice colored eye. Deyon Wage is already 
a little heavyin head, but he shows well. ‘The lemon and 
white Don ts well formed, but Ins head is plain. The first in 
small-sized bitches is making np into a high class bitch, and 
Was, Moreover, shown in splendid condition. She has good 
Join and haunches, with beautiful head. Cora has a nice head, 
and iswell made, but short of muscle. Bona Belle is well 
formed, but Bona Dora is too light. Mite is a little plain in 
head, and might have more bone. Lass of Deyon has im- 
proved, but is upright inshoulder. Amber IT. has nice quality, 
with a lean head. Champion Prude II. hes good bone and 
legs and feet, but shows age. 

SETTORS, 
The absence of Royal Rockin the champion class for Hug- 

lish setters left Royal LY. without opposition. This isa very 
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characteristic dog. Mr, Shorthose was again successful in 
open dogs with Royalty, 1 son of the champion winner, and 
his velebrated bitch Novel. Royalty is a taking dog of the 
workmanlike type, with plenty of hone and a yond coat. 
Young Rock also shows great charauter and style, and has 
beautifulfeather, Curacoa was the reserve number, but we 
thought him rather lucky, ashe has not the best of heads, 
and is decidedly light; Count Waldersee is a better stamp, 
and has a nice lean head; Mr. Pearson's Rock is heavily 
marked and just a little coarse; Bowmce has good depth of 
brisket and legs and feet, otherwise we thought him plain; 
Rocket has good style and was in fair coat; Tam is a bit long 
inthe back, and might have a better head; Jock should he 
stronger in loin; the liver marked Rake is # fairdcy, but Rap, 
although good in coat, has a short head; Hatteraick is good in 
shape and well feathered, but bitchy in face; Jock o° Hazle- 
dean is plain in head, Bitches made another good class, headed 
by Mr. Shorthose with Novelty, own sister to the winner in 
the previous class, This bitch is full of quality and hasa 
heautiful head, hut we have seen her in better coat; Empress 
Symbol is rather small and weedy, and has a light eye, but at 
the same time shows great character; the lemon-and-white 
Helen by comparison is decidedly coarse; Belle has a good 
hody, buta plain head, and not very cleyer in feet; Royal 
Ruby has plain ears and « light eye, hit a good coat: Mey Mer- 
rilies is very good in stvle, with typical headand nice flat coat. 
This biieh ran the second prize winner close for her position. 
Black and tan or Gorden were a good lot. The well-known 

Fan II. carried off the chanipien prize from Sibyl, Grouse and 
Ranger; and in the Open Dogs, Marquis for the first time 
scored at Birmingham. He is all through well made, but we 
should like him better with a little more markings; Dan II,, 
second prize, was in splendid coat, with fair tan, but a. plain 
head; Sam isa fine big dog, with heavy bone; Chilled Shot 
should be better marked: Bruce VI. is too light in eye; Roy 
wants quality and more marking: Lord Harry is too curly, 
but Rhoderick Dhuis a fine dog out of condition, Bitches 
also came out strongly. First, Floss, rather light in tan; 
but a, good bitch, im clipping condition; second, well 
shown. rather light in bone, and might he deeper in tan; 
Moll 1V., a beautiful bitch, quite cut of condition; Czarina, 
rather lesey, but with a nice lean head; Eate, rather weak in 
Join, but well marked; Kate IV.. very good style; Norwich 
Bloom, a zood bitch out of condition, 

Tn Irish Champions, Garryowen won trom Kate and Count, 
but itwas a close thing with the bitch, who is yery first- 
elass. Bob, tirst in Non-champion Dogs, is good in head, 
hindquarters and feather, but struck us as heing a triile 
Josded in shoulder. Roden, second prize, is well made, and 
was shown in food coat, but his color is too light, and heis 
inclined to be bitch faced. King Richard is better*in color. 
Sir Shot has a guod coat, but is inclined to be coarse. 
Mountaineer is a nice sort of dog, uxcept that he is a little 
legzy. Rufus is also legey, and hasa plain eye. Chiefisa 
fair dog hut for indifferent feet. Frisco has nice feather, buta 
Plain head, Nellie, the winning bitch, is large, and, we 
thought, rather short of quality. She was also much out of 
coat. Wee Kats, second prize, is very pretty and full of 
uality. We certainly liked her the better of the two, Lady 
almerston IL is showy, but too lightin dolor. Kuby Junior 

is well made, but cut of coat, Lucy is very smart, with good 
feather, mut not dark enough in color, Rose I. has a typical 
head, and is 1 rich color, brit awfully out of condition. 

SPANIELS. , 
Trish water epaniels headed the list: Mickey Free, in good 

coat, held the first position in dogs; Young Patsey, second 
prize, has also a good jacket, butis plainer in head; Layerick is 
Shorterin head, and notin such good condition. Young Hilda, 
first in bitches, is a very good one, and was well shown, beat- 
ing her kennel companion Lady in shape of head; Molly Brall- 
aghan was not herself at all. Of the twe water spaniels other 
than Irish, Swimmer was in the best coat, and won. 
Clumber dogs were well represented, with the well-known , 

John o? Gaunt fist, and York, equally well known, second; 
Tower is a very fair dog, with a good coat; Placid Rover is 
lengthy, and has a good ebat, but is altozether too biz; Racket 
is too high on lex. Leda took the prize for bitches; sheis goad | 
in esat and feather, but wants character in head, ’ 

Sussex dogs found Guy first; he might he better in head, 
but histoat and color areright. Quince is quite big enough, | 
and has a blaodhound eye; Rover ITT. showed miost quality | 
in head, but he was out of condition. Im hitches, a second 
prize was given to Merrythought, with a fair coat, but rather 
wanting in character; Zulu, that very typical black, was first; 

| Squaw); 2d, P. Bullock (Flash II.), Vhe, 
| JN. Clarke (lonsey), and J. C, Phillips (Beatrice). C, J, Mreme 

| Vhe, J. C. Phillips (Pembroke) and J.G. Gamon (Counsellor). 

we hav often looked through this dog and cannot find a fault 
i him, except his @ye. Solus, second prize, is rather high on 
les, and not quite so goodin head, but he is the right sort; 
Eaflir is heavier in head, but is yery (rue to spaniel character. 

In bitches, nothing could beat Squaw, who always holds her 
own. Flash Il,. second prize, is a good sort, a trifle short in 
body, Topsey is a bit common and curly in coat. Salus 1, 
is good in style, coat, and condition. Beverly Bee was out of 
coat, It wasa close thing between Fop and Alonzo in field 
spaniels other than black; they are both grand, but we lean 
to the latter; but on the present occasion the former was in 
best coat. Counsellor is a liver and tan of the old fashioned 
style. Little Bob IL, nearly a black, is well made, but fails 
inhead. Jingois small, and hasa plainhead, Inbitches, the 
winner, Lass of Devon, u liver and tan, is long in body and 
close to the ground, with a nice head. Floss, the same color, 
is very typical. Busy, a black and tun, has a good coat, but 
Fanciful, a black, tan and white, is pretty in color, but poor 
in quality. In the above class Gwladys, a black and tan with 
a Dice coat and good tan, but rather leggy, took Messrs. 
Willetts’ cup for the best black, white and tan or black and 
tan spaniel in the show. ; 
Following are the awards: , 

THAM OF POINTERS.—Llewellin prize, J, Fletcher (Young Ponto; 
Ruby aud Joss). 
POINTERS,—(Larcy)—Cnanpion: Prize, J. Fletcher (Ponto).— 

Open—Dogs; ist, BE, ©. Norrish (Graphic); 2d, J. Fletcher (Young 
Ponto). VWhe., G Pilkington (Lake). He., T. Whippell (Major). 
Cari ppd (Rex) and M, Firth (Don}. Avery goodelass. Bitches; 
ist, A. P. Heywood-Lunsdale and B_ Field (Peach); 2d. J. Fletcher 
(Ruby).—SmaLL—CHampron: P, J. Lloyd Price (Bow Bells).—_Opex— 
Dogs: B. Lewis (Prior); 2d, 5. Smithies (Young Wage). He., ©, An- 
drew (Don) and R. P. Leach (Banner), C., W. Coates (Bob). Bitches: 
dst, B.C. Norrish (Glee); 2d, H. P, and P, J. Charles (Cora, late Bess), 
Vhe., B. Field (Amber II.) and J. E, Mason (champion Prude II.), 
He., RK, P. Leach (Bona Bell), C., T. Wippell (Mite), R. J. Lloyd 
Price (Silver Bells). J. L, Bulled (Lass of Deyon), and J. P. Pattison | 
(Fancy), An excellent class. 

SETTERS, —Enenish—Caameion: Prize, J. Shorthose (champion 
Royal IV.). Open—Dogs: 1st, J.Shorthose (Royalty); 2d, J, Freme 
(Young Rock). Vhe. A. EB. Batchelor (Jock), A. Byans (Bounce), J.¢ 
Royle (Count Waldersee, late Count), A. E. and H. Parkinson (Cura- 
coa), and E, Pearson (Rock). He, T. B. Bowers (champion Royal 
Jock, late Jock T1.),T. D. Syers (Roeket), A, H. Batchelor (Tam), J. 
B, Barrow (2) (Rake and Rap), H. ¥. Grant (Dirk Hatteraick), and A. 
Eyans (Jock 0’ Hagzleflean), C., W.H. Calder (Grouse of Dalgona, 
late Grouse). A very good class, Bitches; istand cup, J, Short- 
hose (Novelty); 2d, J. R. Robinson (Empress Symbol). Vhe, A. P, 7 
Heywood-Lonsdale (Helen) and H. F. Grant (Meg Merrilies). H c, G&. 
Ryall (Belle), ©., T._E. Issard (Royal Ruby).—Brack any Tan— 
CHampions: Prize, J. U. Winkfield (Wan TL, Pa eae tease ad 
ist, T. Jacobs (champion Marquis); 2d, J. G, Williams (Dan IT). Vie, 
Capt. P. Priestley (Sam), He, R. Chapman (Lord Harry, late Harry), 
Sir A, Chichester, Bart. (Roy), E. L. Parsons (Bruce VL.,) 
and W. M, Helington (Chilled Shot, late Shot). C.,J, Shorthose 
(on 1.j, J. G. Wiliams (Young Blossom), and T, Jacobs (Czar), 
Bitches; ist, J, G. Williams (Floss); 2d, W. M. Eglington (Fan TY.), 
Vhe., J. Shorthose (Moll IV,). He., T. Jacobs (Czarina) and R. Chap- 
man (Kate TV,. late Kate),—Isish Cuampron: Prize, J, J. Giltrap 
(champion Gerryowen).—Open—Dogs: isi, J. Kennedy (Bob, late 
Villikins); 2d, D, Sullivan (Roden), He , T. M. Hilliard (King Rich- 
ard), D. Stoker (Shot), H, &. Jephson (Sir Shot), and J. K. Milner 
(Friseo). C.,.T. M. Hilliard (Chief), H. M, Wilson (Mountaineer), A, 
F. Hawkins (Rufus), and J, J. Meldon (Jack). A good class. Bitches: 
ist, H. M. Wilson (Nellie); 2d, L. F. Perrin (Wee Kate). Vho., J. 
Kennedy (Lucy), G. F. Smurthwaite (Ruby Junior), J. J, Giltrap 
(Lady Palmerston 1.) and G. H, Lottus (Rose I). He., S Hine 
(Countess Patrick), T, Aditins (Nell), W. H. Cooke (Judy), and R. 
asters se tot aE (., J. Kennedy (Countess), D, Sullivan (Rose 11), 
aud T, M. Hilliard (Countess Palmerston), A splendid class. 

WATER SPANIELS:—Inise—Dogs; Ist, J. 5, Skidmore (Mickey 
Froe); 2d, R, B. and T. S. Carey (Young Patsey). Vhe and he, A. 
Canty (Laverick, late Limerick, and) Barney. Bitches: Ist and vhe, 
G. & Hockey (Young Hilda and Ladyjt C, R. B. and T.8, Carey 
(Molly Brallaghan).—OTHeErR THAN IntsH: Prize, F. E. Schotield (Swim- 
mer), A poor class, 
SPANTELS,—Ciumper—Dogs: ist and Spratt's cup, H, H. Holmes 

(John o' Gaunt, late Boss); 2d, C. BE. Holford (York), Yhe, H. H, 
Holmes (Tower) and HB, Rishop (Placid Rover). He, R. Smallwood 
(Racket), C,@. A, Pemberton (Duncan), Bitches: Ist, E.R. Allen 
(Leda), Sussex—Dogs: ist, J. G, Gamnon (Guy); 2d, T, Newingtou 
(Quince), Vhe, A. B,and A. Parkinson (champion Rover I.) C, 
J. G. Gamon (Vita) and A. Phillips (Ben), Bitches: 2d, H. B. 
Spurgin Gtenveneo ent, Winup (BLadK}—Dogs; ist, J_ Royle 
(champion Zulv); 2d. F. BE. Sehofield (Solus), Vhe and c, J. 
Freme (Kaffir and Little Bob II.) Bitches: Ist, T. Jacobs (champion 

F, B. Schofield (Salus I1.), 

(Beverley Bee) aud Rey, A. G. Barker (Smutty).—OTHeR THAN BLAck 
—Dogs: istand 2d, H. B, Spurgin (Fop, late Don Pedro, and AsonED): 

cy 
. E. Holford (Little Bob II.) and G. W. Carter (Jingo), CG, G. Wellings 
(Tichbonrne). Bitches: ist, T. Jacobs (Lass of Devon); 2d, H.B. 
Spurein (Floss). Whe, J. G. Gamon (Fanciful) and J. Freme (2) (Busy 
and Gwiadys), He, @. 1%. Holford (Nelly Bly), J. G. Gamon (Cosie), 
J. Royle (Zuess), and J. C. Phillips (Pollie), C, GC. E. Holford (Leda), 
A yery good eless. 

SIBERIAN BLOODHOUNDS.—Can any of our readers 
sive us any information regarding the dogs of this breed that 
Were owned by the late Nrancis Butler of New York? 

AN ARKANSAS ‘POSSUM HUNT. 

EING out of the city some tite ago, T found that a num- 
ber of enterprising colored individuals had made prepar- 

ations for a ‘coon hunt. T am fond of that sport and offered 
my services, which they condescended to accept, and ap- 
pointed a meeting place. I was promptly on hand and found 
five or six stout negroes, With axes and torches and a pack 
of dogs, the like of which was never seen but among coon 
hunters, being composed of hounds, mongrels and ‘‘vurs of 
low degree,” mostly very low. We started up the creek bot- 
tom into the paw-paw and persimmon thickets, and soon the 
dogs opened. Away we went with a yell. over logs, through 
maud, water, briars and therns, to the peint where a general 
yelping proclaimed that the dogs had treed. Avriving there, 
we quickly fonnd that our game was a ‘possum. It was a 
matter of but few moments to take him in, and we were 
quickly under way again. 
Here I encountered a curious piece of superstition, The 

leader of the hunt, an old, grizzly negro, had a pocket full of 
nails, and droye one into each of the sides of the tree out of 
which we got,one “coou, in as nearly the direction of the 
points of the compass as he could guess, Taking pity on my 
ignorance, he informed me that witches followed all huntin 
parties, scared away the game, bewildered the hunters aan 
did various other damage, but on coming to the tree would 
have to take time to draw all these nails out with their teetl 
before they could go any further. This was news to me, 
though familiar with many negro superstibions, 
Leaving our tree, the dogs soon made another start, and 

the chase began, We crossed the creek several times, and 
then the chase took over the adjoining mountain and down 4 
deep ravine. We followed hard, first on one side of the rayine 
and then the other, and at last came to the tree.. The axes 
soon brought it down, the dogs rushed in, the negroes yelled 
and, I believe, I whooped as lively as any one. The music 
was lively around the top of the tree. Hvery now and then a 
puppy would come ont crying and scratched, bnt at last 
order came out of the chaos, and we found two dead ‘*coous 
inthe brush. It was an old den, and one wasin there when 
we chased the otherin. When we started out, no one knew 
which side of the rayine we camein on, and no one cared. 
We were completely Jost, and concluded to hunt until day- 
light, which we did, catching another ‘coon, two ‘possunis, 
and rabbits and_polecats almost without number. do not 
think anything but an Arkansas mongrel will catch a polecat, 
but they enjoy it. Daylight enabled ns to get out, very tired, 
but ull ready to go on some other occasion, SPORTSMAN. 

THE ESSEX COUNTY (N. J.), HOUNDS had «@ fine run 
and a feast on Christmas by way of celebrating the day, Ib 
was an impromptu affair, gotten up in response to a special 
canine appeal.from the kenuels. It seems there has been no 
fox hunting for over a month on account of frost, and the 
hounds feeling agerieved at the season closing so early, ap- 
Tee ee eer consisting of Loud, Lovely, Lead and 
prichtly, headed by the old yeteran Towler, to wait on their 

master huntsman Howard The jovial huntsman could not 
refuse their appeal, although it is hard om horses to follow 
this weather ‘cross country, so early in the afternoon the horn 
sounded and every hound was alert for thevhase, The whole 
pack were called ont and taken to cover, where the scent of 
the fox was soon found. Towler led the pack in full ery, and 
for over au hour the fox led them a merry chase. Finally 
old Reynard took to water neara convenient swamp, and 
thus throwing off the eager dogs for some time. At last Lhe 
uncomfortable position started his foxship to his heels again, 
when the hounds took his scent, full breast high, Hyery tail 
Was plumed high and every nose close to earth, with the air 
ringing with a chorus of deep yoices as the pack sprang for- 
ward at increased speed. Now the fox is doomed! and if 
Fay ee. for he was rum to earth ip a meadow close by, 
hu Christmas feast was quickly finished, and as the hunts- 

man and a few followers came in sight, every hound was 
licking his chops for more. The kill was near Brookdale, 
and the rin over twelye miles, 

ST. BERNARD IMPORTATION.—Mr. R. R, Hamilton, of 
New York, has recently imported from the Kennel of Dr. 
Gordon Stables, of Twyford, Berks, Eng., the smooth-coated 
St. Bernard dog Tel-el-Kehir. He is five months old and 
weighs sixty pounds. His color is a brindled fawn with black 
points, his toes and tip of tail are marked with white, and he 
as duuble dew elaws. He is by Mr. H. W, Wild’s Hermit, 

out of Mr. Hall’s Dora. He is » yery promising puppy and 
his owner may well be proud of him. 

. 
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TRANSPORTATION OF DOGS. 

Editor Forest and Stream : f 
In the past the transportation of sporting dogs on Southern 

railways called forth Gensorions remarks im your columns. 
In compliance with my suggestion, the manage's of the 
Savannah, Florida & Western Railway, the Jacksonville, 
Pensacola & Mobile Railroad, and the ernandina, Cedar 
Keys & Tropical Railroad consented to carry sporting dogs 
free of charge in this State, upon conditions previously stated 
in your colimms. J 
Acting on my sugzestion, Mr. Taylor, the General Pass- 

enyer Agent of the S, P. & W, Railway, communicated with 
the managers of the Associated Railways of Virginia and 
the Carolinas, and succeeded in securing very liberal rates for 
the transportation of sportsmen’s dogs, as the appended 
tirewlar will establish. AL FRESCO. 

Assoclirnp RATLWAVS OF VIRGINIA AND THE CAROLINAS. | 
Office Traffic Manager, = 

304. Ricuaonn, Va., Nov. 3, 188. | 
To Acents.—Rates for transporting dogs on passenger traivs, tak- 

ing effect Nov. 10, 1$82. 
Jogs carried on passenger tralus, when accompanied by owner or 

attendant, will be charged one-half cent per mile each. For dis- 
lances less than fifty miles. twenty-five cants. Sportsmen eu route 
to or from hunting gronnd will be allowed free transportiution for 
one dog, and above rates charged for each additional animal, 

Dogs will be sarricd in baggage carts only. In no case will they 
be parmit ed toride in passeliger couches, and not taken unless 
accompanied by owner or attendant, 
Above supercedés all previous dog tariffs over these lines, 

T. M. Eerson, 
Gen'l Pass. Agt., Atlantic Coast Line. 

F. W, Car, 
Gen] Pass. Agt., Seaboard Air Line. 

M. SLAUGHTER, 
Gen'l Pass. Agt,, Rich, & Danville Line 

. 

DEATH OF WHISKBY.—The well4mown black and white 
pointer bitch Whiskey, owned by the Westminster Kennel 
Club, died Dec. 14, aged eight years and five months. She 
was formerly owned “by Dr. W.8. Webb. She was excep- 
tionally well bred, and in her younger days we have seen her 
do capital work on ruffed grouse and quail. She was pos- 
sessed of great intelligence, and was very affectionate. She 
will bs greatly missed by the members of the club who were 
much attached to ker, A stone suitably engraved will mark 
her resting pluce. The club has also lost by death theit 
promising young dog Corker, by Sensation ont of iniported 
Polly. Tle was a rare good one, and was entered in the 
Eastern Field Trials Derby. He haa been doing capital work 
uatil a few days before the trials, when he was taken with a 
severe attack of rheumatism, soon after his arrival ati High 
Point, from which he died. 

Cireular No 

Approved, 
Sou, Haas, _ 

Traffic Manager, 

FAUST AND SPINAWAY,.—St. Louis, Mo.—I have suld 
the champion pointer dog Faust to S. A. Kaye, of the Mis- 
soni] Kennels, this city, for $500. Mr. Kaye will have the dog 
in the publi¢ stud, and put him at the head of his already fine 
kennel of pointers, among which are the bitches Musctte, by 
Bow out of Queen, Kose [1., by Sensation out of Rose, and 
Lattice, by Vandal out. of Maxgzie G. [have bought of Mr, FE. 
C. Sterling, of St. Louis, the liver and white pointer bitch 
Spinaway, by Garnet out of Keswick. A St. Lonis gentle- 
nan offered Mr. Pilkington $2.500 for Garnet, but the dog re- 
mained in England, Keswick cost the St. Lowis Kennel Club 
S50) in England. Spinaiway is the only Garnet bitch ia 
America. I shall breed her to Croxteth, by whom she had 
her first and only litter, Eeswick is by Faust out of Faith, a 
sister to Jaunty.—dno. W, Munson, 

OTTAWA SHOW.—Detroit, Dec. 22.—Charles Lincoln, 
superintendent of the Ottawa Bench Show in March next, 
assures me that the prospects for its success are bee promis- 
ing. Applications for prize lists are coming in rapidly from 
all parts of the United States and Canada, and applications 
for entry blanks are quite common, In addition to the prizes 
announced last week, there is a special, offered by the presi- 
dent of the show, of 50 to bo competed for by dogs sent from 
England and the United States, Canadian dogs heing barred. 
The prizes for fox-terriers and covker spaniels are calling for 
much inquiry by the owners of those breeds.—W. 

LUNA MAY.—Elmwood, N.C., Dec 20,— Editor Foreei and 
Stream: In your journal of the Sth inst., you say “Lama May 
ran ab Robbin’s Island two years azo." You are mistaken. 
This year was her first public appearance in trials. Please 
make the correction and oblige, yours truly, E. §, Wan- 
MAKER. [We wrote of Maida: “She won second at Robbin's 
Island a year ago. Luna May is very graceful,” eto.. but 
somehow things got mixed], 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
itennel notes are inserted in this column free of chargé. To msure 

publication of noles, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each auiinal; 
1, Color, 6, 

eth, 
Name and residence of owner, 
buyer or seller, 

%. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Ace, or 8, Owner of sire, 
6. Date of birth, of breeding or 9, Dain, with her sire und dam, 

of death, 10, Owner of dam. 
All nimes must be plainly written, Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed wilh writers nanie, 

NAME® CLAIMED, 
= See instructions at head of this column. - 
Trixy. By Mr, Chas, J. Henri, Ohicapo, Tl, for orange and white 
ointer bitch, whelped July 11, 1482, by Jerry (Sensation—Collum's 
elle) cut of Snowflake (Glenmark—Girl). 
Snap and Chip, By Mr, Chas, A. Tacker, New York, for liver and 

white cocker spanicl dog and bitch, whelped Oct. 11, 1882, by Snipe 
out of Cute. 
Franco. By Dr, H. 5, Piffard, New York, for liver and white 

couker spaniel doz, whelped Oct, 14, 1882, by Suipe out of Gute. 
Quail More, By My, H. Gaylord, Elmira, N, Y., fev red Trish 

setter biteh. whelped May 16, 1882, hy champion Rory O’More out of 
Sampson's Nora (Wicho—-Firefly), 
Pash I’. By Mr. D, A. Goodwin. Newburyport, Mass,, for black 

and white ticked English setter dog, dmos, old, by Dash ITI, ont of 
Juno (Lelaps—Belle), 

Saphira. By Mr. W. §. Kittle, Princeton, N. J., for black, white 
aud tan beagle bitch, whelped June 17, 1882, by Flute (Rattler—Trne) 
out of Luey (Inno—Bess), 
fap, By Mr. Geo. L. V. Tyler, West Newton. Mass,, for black and 

white ticked pointer dog. whelped June 13, 1882, oy Alden'’s cham- 
plon Pete, Jr., out-of Campbell's Roxie, ' i 
Sam B., Oscar, Dixie, Sampson, Collun and Rowie, By Major 

Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., for red Irish setters, four dogs and two bitches, 
whelpad Aug. 14, 1682, hy Ned Elcho (Elecho—Stella) out of Bridget 
O*’More (Rory O'More—Lotta), 

Nell Kelley, By Mr, P, B, Hadle 
letion ears, Eughsh setter bitch, w 
ont of Belfast (Dash ILf.—Opal), : 
Kurwood. By Mr. F. W, Wheaton, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., for white, 

black and tan beagle dog, whelped July 25, 183, by Yi. N. Blmore’s 
imported Ringwood (Ranter—Beauty) ont of his Roxy (champion 
Rattler—Pan). 
Bertie. By Mr, W. HB, Rea, Hackettstown, N. Jy for black and 
ee ees fe English setter biteh, whelped Sept. 3, 1842, by Druid out 
of Poetess. 
Bonny Kate If. By Mr,.James Cooper, Jr., Red Bank, N, J., for 

liver and white sétler hitch, whelped Sept. 7, 1882, by Miles Johngon’s 
Joe out of B. H, Wood's Bet. 

Venus. By Mr. B. P. Hodges, Pittsburgh, Pa,, for fawn, with black 
iask and ¢ars, English mastiff bitch, whelped Nov. 5, 1882, by Mr. 
W, TL. Lee's Turk (Rajah—Brinda) out of Mr, W. Wasle’s imported 
Gipsy, 
Fetes By Mr. James Burrill, Hackettstown, N.J., for orange and 

uit English setter dog, whelped Sept. 3, 1882,by Druid oub of 
aetess, 

. Marion. Mass., for white, with 
elped Mareh, 1881, by Fay’s Coin 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Areexe, By Mr. James L. Smith, Hackettstown, N, J., for black 
utah English setter dog, whelped Sept. 3, 1882, by Druid out of 
oetess. 
Blow, By Mr. James L. Smith, Mackettstown, N. J., for orange 

Bact waite English setter doe, whelped Sept, 8, 1882, by Druid out of 
‘octess. 
Brant and Bonnie, By My, Hugh L. Willoughby, Saratoga, N, ¥., 

ish pees with white markings, cocker spaniels, dog and biteh 
Sipin—Kea), : 
Weep. By Mr. T. B Dorsey, Ellicott City, Md.,for black, white 

and tan fox-terrier bitoh, whelped Sept, 28, 1882, by the Missouri 
Kennel’s ipiport ed Sting I, out of 'Tipsey IT. 
Deacon, By My, W. J. Vercival, Palo, Mich,, for blauk, white and 

tan foxhotind ont of imported Comas—Crowwd; also 
Mand. For black, white and tan foxhound bitch, same litter, 

BRED, 
Ge See Histrustions ut head of Lliis solu. 
Syren IL—Giencho. Mr_ A. 8, Guild's (Lowell. Mass.) red Trish set- 

ter biteh Syren IL. (Rleho 1i—Mag) to Mr, W, H. Pierce's Glencho 
(Eleho—Noreen), Nav. 12. 
Noya—Gleneho, Mr, A. A. Sampson's (Troy, N.Y.) ved Trish setter 

bitch Nora (Elcho—Firetly) to Mr, W. Hi. Pierce’s Glencho (Micho— 
Noreen), Dee. 8. - 
Chica—Groyse. Mr, J. ¥. Johne's (Hayerbill, Mass.) black,white and 

tan English setter bituh Chica, (Royal Blue—Diann) to Mr. PD. P. 
Waters's Grouse (Grouse—Romp). 
Erssie—Cushier, Mr, J, J. Scanian’s (Fall River, Mass.) Duglish 

eat at eee (Blue Dan—Wlake) to his Oashiér (Dash IT,— 
pul), Noy. 6, : 
Princess—Black Princess. Mr, W,B, Williams's (Nyack, N, Y.) 

black and white cotkér spaniel biteh Princess (Wildair— Dolly) to Mr. 
A.C. Wilmerding's (New York) black spaniel Black Prince (Benedict, 
—Madeap), Dec. 17, r 
Majorca—Comef. Senor Don Jose Fonrodona’s (Havana, Cuba) 

liver and white Spanish pointer biteh Majorca to Dr. James Warner's 
liver and white pointer doz Comet (Croxteth—Vinnie), Dec. 1. 
Javunty—Bow, Mr. Edward Odell's (New Orleans, La.) imported 

liver and white pointer biteh Jaunty (Lord Seffon’s Marquis—Pil- 
kington’s Jessie) to his champion Bow, Dee. 12. 
Gretchen—Bergman, Myr, Wm. Loefiler’s (Preston, Minn,) dachs- 

hund bitch Gretchen to his mported Bergman, 

WHELPS. 
Er See tistructions ct head of this column. 
Rose. Mr, Fred. Smith’s (Jersey City, N, J.) liver pointer bitch 

Rose (Dnke—Queen), Dev. 5, seven (five dogs) by Knickerhocker 
(Glenmark— Girl). a 

Flake, My, J.J. Seanlan’s (Fall River, Mass.) Bneglish setter bitch 
Make. Oot. 16, nine (six dogs) by his Cashier (Dash 11i,—Opsl). 

Pisvie. Mr. Robert OC. Cornell's (New York) fox-terrier bitch Pixie. 
Dee. 17, six (four dogs) by Mr. J. C. Draytou’s Tartar, 

Fan. My. Richard-Torpin's (Philadelphia, Pa.) Gordon setter hitch 
Fan (Dick—fly). Noy. 24, seven (three dogs) by Mr. Samnel G. 
Dixon's Pilot (Grouse—Maud); all black and tan, 

Neil Kelley. Mr. P. B. Hadley's (Marion, Mass.) white, with lemon 
énrs, English setter bitch Nell Kelley (Coin—Belfast), Noy, 23, five 
(three dogs) by Wagner (Rink—Mollie), 

SALHS. 
= See instructions at head of this colunin. 
Trizy. Orange and white pomter bitch. whelped July 11, 1882 

Wien — Shape HanO); by Mr, W. J, Percival, Palo, Mich., to Mv, Chas, 
J. Henri, Chicago, Il, =- 

Reine. Mastitt bitch, whelped July 21, 1862 (Duke—Pride), by At, 
Charles E£, Shaw, Clinton, Mass. to Mr, La, Monte Green, Attica, Ind. 

Ulivelte, Liver and white pointer bitch (King Bow—Grace), hy the 
ee Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., to Mr. Geo. E. Poyneer, Dayton, 
owl, 

King Lear. Lemon and white pointer doz puppy (King Bow— 
Ohess), by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich,,to Mr. Geo. 5. 
Poyneer, Dayton, Iowa. . 4 

‘oxalyn. Laver pointer bitch (Ranger—Chess), by the Detroit 
Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich,, to Mr. Oscar Allen, Linedin, Tl. 

Lirette U. iver aud white ticked pointer bitch (King Bow—Lu- 
rette), by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., to Mr, W. J, Vai- 
den, Uniontown, Ala, 

Peey, Lemon and white pointer dog puppy (King Bow—Chess), by 
the Debrott Keunel Club, Detroit, Mich. to My, H. G.. Crosby, lonia, 
Mich. 

Chess IT, Liver and white pointer bitch (Runger—Chess), by the 
ers Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich,, to Mr R, L. Cheney, Sioux 

ty, Ta. 
Dash IV. Black and white ticked English setter dog, Smos. old 

‘(Dash IL—Juno), by E. Hf. Hartshorn, Boston, Mass.,to Mr, D, A. 
Goodwin, N Sabu Rort, Mass. 
Rap. Black andwhile ticked pointer dog, whelped Jime 18, 1882 

(champion Pete. Jr.—Roxte), by Mr, Geo. L. V. Tyler, West, Newton, 
Mass, to Mr. E. E. Haines, Charlestiwn, Mass. 

Telfine. Red Trish setter bitch puppy (thampion Rory O'ore— 
uail TL) by the Rory O'More Kennels, Albany, N. ¥., to Mr. John 
arnosworth, same city. 
Captain. Red Dish setter dog puppy (champion Rory O'More— 

Notah O'More). by the Rory O’More Kunneis, Albany. N. ¥., 6 Mr. 
W. B, Hall, Buffalo, N, Y, - 

Clive. Red Irish setter ptppy (champion Rory O'More—Norsh 
O*More), Wy the Rory O’More Kennels, Albany, N, ¥.,to Dr. John 
Buckley. Moorhead, Mich, 

Mavowurneen. Red Irish setter 
O’More—Qnail I), by the Rory O 
Mr. Fred. Comfort, Catskill, N.Y. 
None Lee, Red Irish setter bitch puppy (champion Rory O'Mare 

—Quail Il.), by the Rory O'More Kennels, Albany. N. Y,,to Mr. M. 
Walrath, East Albany. N. ¥. 
Descon. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Feb, 19, 1888(Ned Elcho 

—Bridget O’More), by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., to Mr, OC, W. 
Feick rt, Denver, Col. 

Oscar, Red Trish setter dog, whelped Ang, 14, 1888 (Ned Elcho— 
Bridget O'More), by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., ta Mr. Thos. Eagan, 
Halifax, N. §, 
Sam Band Sampson. Red Trish setter dos, whelped Ave. 14, 

1882 (Ned Elcho—Pridget O’More), by Major Loyéjoy, Bethel, Meé., to 
Mr. Samuel Belton, Philadelphia, Pu. 
Rock—Norah whelp, Red Trish terrier dog, whelped Aug, 7, 1888, 

by imported Rock ((Gaehe—Midge) out of Norah (Spring—Nett!e) by 
Mr. vaeytalss Timpson, Red Hook, N, Y., to Mr, Robert Ives Crocker, 
New York, 
Bruce, Orange and white English setter dog, whelped Sapt.8 

1882 (Druid—Pvetess), by Mr. James Ayres. Allamuchy, N.J., to Mr, 
James Burrill, Hackettstown, N, J. 7 

Breeze, Black and white Ruglish setter dog, whelped Sapt. 4, 1882 
(Drnid—Poetess), by Mr, W. E, Rea, Hacketistown, N. J,, fo Mr. 
James L. Smith, same place, 
Blow. Orange and white English setler dog, whelped Pept 8, 1882 

(Druid—Poetess), by Mr, W. BE. Rea, Hackettstown, N. J., to Mo. 
James L. Smith, same place, 

Queen, Liver pointer bite. whelped April 14, 1851 (Peep—Patchett), 
by Mr. Lemuel Willey. Baltimoré, Md,, to Ma. B. B. Creenwood, 
same place, 

Fenus. Wnglish mastiff bitch, whelped Nov. 5, 1882 (Turk—fm- 
ported Gipsy), by Mr. Wade, Pittsburg, Pa., to Mr. E. P. Hodges, 
same place. ' Z r 
Lightning. Blue belton English setter dog, 1 year old (Lineoln— 

Daisy shy by Mr, Jos, H, Dew, Columbia, Tenn, to Col. J. M. 
Rentreww, Atlanta, Ga, _ 

Shot. Lemon and white Hnglish setter dog, ara and pediere 
iveu, by Mr, J. M. Avant, Hickory Valley, Tenn., to Col. J. M. 
rew, Atlunta. Ga, 
Sensation—Bellona whelps. Two pointer dogs, whelped Aug, 20, 

ae by the Westminster Kennel @lubto Mr. Pierre Lorillard, New 
park, 

Don—Maide whelp, Pointer bitch, whelped Jily 7, by the West- 
minster Kennel Chib to Mr. Pierre Lorillard, New York. 
Judy. Pointer biteh, whelped Maly 4, 1852 (Sensation—Dell), by the 

Woestininster Kennél Club to Dr. Shaw, Shawhoro, N.C. 
Pilot—Fan whelps. Gordon setter, whelped Nov. 24, 1882, by Mr. 

Richard Torpin, Philadelphia, Pa., a bitch to Mr. J, B, Huckins, Bos- 
toh, Mass,,a dog to Mr, J. 5, Gillingham,a hitch to Mr. T. A, Ash- 
burner, a dor to Mr. B.S, Dixon, a bitch to My. Samuel G@. Dixon, and 
a dogand biteh to Mr. R, Torpin, Jr,, all of Philadelphia, Pa. 
Dandy, Black, white and tan beagle hound (Rattler—sill}, by Mr, 

ier Rersiray Palo, Mich., to Mr, Ross W. Nichols, Plattsburgh, 
. ¥.; also 
Troop. Black, white and tan foxhound to Mr. Peter Leclaire, Supe- 

rior, Wis.; also 
Fleet. Black and white foxhonnd bith (Pockwindsor—Juno) to 

Mr, Peter Leclaire, Superior, Wis. 
Caroline, Pallow red dachshund biteh pnp, by Mr. Wm. Loeffier, 

Preston, Minn., to Mr. H. C. Beverunz, Wausau, Wis, 
. Bruno. Fallow red dachshund pup, by Mr. Wm. Loeffler, Preston, 
Minn., to Mr. H. L. Goodman, Chivazo, Ill, 

PRESINTATIONS. 
Ee See fistructions at head of this volun, 
Druid—Poetess whelps. English setters, whelped Sept. 3, 1862, by 

Mr. W. E, Rea, Hackettstown, N.J., a liver, white and tan bital 

bitch puppy (chaipion Rory 
“More Kennels, Albany, N. Y., & 

e moh 
Ren- 

Mr. Geo, Boe es La Porte, Ind., and an orange and white dog to Mr, 
James Ayers, Allamuchy, N. J, 

to | that is new 

[Dec. 28, 1832. 

[lL aes 

DEATHS. 
ae ai rarer a Mai La eae beer 
June. Beagle biteh, whelpe ug. 2 (Vietor—Nelk 

by ie A cre cal ol BUS Cour ile, Ve \ ys Plea, sires Pruid-—Poeless whelps. Orange and white English sotlers, dog and biteH whelped Sept, 2, 1882, owner by Mr. W, Eo Rea, Hackeituonn, 
a 

Whiskey. Black and white pointer bitel, Blgyrs, eld, hy Dr Strachan’s Flash (Georme—Pee) out of Sclueficlin's Juno, ov: ; “ue PM aa EE et Ketel Club, Dee, ia Te Drsean Jorkers mon and white pointer doe, i8mos. old (Sensation— Polly), owned by the Westminster Kennel a b, Noy, 28, tea 1heui- atism, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

and intelligence of a setter bitch to be spayed? 2, Would you udyise any one to have it done where they do not wish to breed? 3, Can you give me the name of some valuable dog trainer who breaks them to work as required in American field tials? Ang. 1, Yes, 2 No. 
3. Write to Wm. Tallmau, Role Fill, §. c. 

J. W., Lansing, 1, Will you te kind enough to tell me what the trouble is with my dog as he yseama ab times to lose the sense of smell, His nose at thesa times is dry and hot, and he will run into coveys of birds ant not know they are there. He isa blewellin set- ter, 18:months old. Ans. Unless there is some catiarmhal trouble, of which, however, you male no mention, your doz is probably oue of 1a whose noseiseither not yet fully developed, or is perhaps ng. 

BeGur,—My beagle bitch puppy, about threa months old, has poor appetite, eyes seein weak und drowsy. keeps very thin and SCGILS depressed in spirits. Her bowels are rather loose this wile back, Some per other little puppies bowels ave very loose but otherwise as lively us crickets, I feed them on corn meal and skimmed milk for drink, Ans. Give a dose of tinct. of rhubarh one- uartar teaspoonful, which will first clear then astringe the bowels. sep the pup from the others as she has some of tie Pp enonitary symptoms of distemper, ‘The corn meal should be boiled, Perhaps 
# little saltin the milk will correct thé looseness, 
W.B. P., New York. 1. Is thereuny difference between canker of 

the ea and inflatomation of the ear of A dog? If so, what ara the symptoms and remedies? 2, Is a dog penulized in field trials for 
standing Lo shot and wing as advised in ‘““lraining vs, Breaking,” 
instead of dropping? 8. I have a setter puppy. 10 months old, that is 
lamein one of his Wind legs, Ithinkitis rneumatism, as it alleuted 
Ins hind quarters first, but has now settled in one leg. When he first 
eis up he seems very sore on it, but after walkiug & little way it 
‘seems to get better. What will cure him? Ang. 1, True canker of 
the ear is cancer, a malignant recurrent disease, but te oam (n= 
ker has been given to all troubles of the ear when accompanied with 
adischarge. Which do you want to know about? deserine the case, 
2. Judges have generally and very probably ruled that a dog which 
has been accustomed to stand instead of Uropping is not penelized 
if he only remains quiet. 3. Time, assisted by-exercise and o stim- 
wating lininient, for external use, yiz.. oil of turpentine, tincture of 
bpeum, Foot’s Liniment, of each one ounce: Tincture capsicum, 
oue drachm: mix well rubbed in, 

glew Publications. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY. 

Part I, of the Proveedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of 
Philadelphit dovers from May to October, 1882. ‘Che Part contuins 
many brief notes of interest as well us several quite iuip infant 
Rea Mr. Rafael Aranyo describes new Species of Terrestrial 
Moltisea from Cuba. Dr. Leidy has a niumber of papers, most of 
them short, as follows: On some Entezon of Birds: Ga a Coprolite 
aud a Pebble resembling an Indian Hammer; On Resillis anthyders: 
On Enchytrieus, Distichopus and their Parasites: The Yellow Ant and 
its flocks of puis and Coceus, Colorless Garnet and Vomma‘ine; Ou 
Balanis, ete, at Bass Rocks, Mass.; Ou tae Tobacco Worm, ete,; 
Rotitera without Rotary Organs (with Plate IT). The notes and 
papers contributed by Mr. Thomas Meehan are as tollows; Historical 
Notes on the arbor Vite, Infinence of Heat on thy Separace Sexes of 
Plowers, Liquid Exudation io Okebia aud Mohonia, Individual Vari- 
ution in Species, Nestof Chetura pelasgice. Summer Migration of 
the Robin, Night-Closing inthe Leayes of Pursiane, Colored Plowers 
in the Carrot, Heliotropism in Sunflowers, Apparent Bird ‘racks by 
the Seashore, An important paper by Dr. Harrison Ailen has to ip 
With the Muselesof tas Limbs of the Raceoon (Procyon lotor), and 
others by the same author treat of the Distribution of Nerves, he 
Vitality of Fresh Water Polyps and bhe “ae fat of the Turbinated 
Bones, Mr. Angelo Heilprin’s geologicul papers are of interest; 
they are} On the relative Ages and Clussificati m of the Pust-lMocens 
Tertiary Deposits of the Atlantic Slope; On the occurrenoa of 
Nummulitie eel in Florida and the wssociation of Nurmumulites 
with a Fresh Water Fauna; Qu lhe Age of tue Tejon Rocks.of Cali- 
fornia, and the veelirrence of Ammionitic Remains im Tertiary, 
Deposits. Mr, J. S. Newbury has a short pape: on Supposed Ver(iury 
Aminonites, andl Miss Lewis ne on the Nest of Oliumluyn pelayrce: 
Mr, Mohr gives an interesting account of his rediscovery in the old 
locality of Rhits cotinoides of Nuttall. Mr. J, W. Biastlake con- 
bributes a paper on Chinese Conchology, and Mr. R, B.C. Stearns 
one on the Habitat of Conrad's Myfelus bifurcatus, 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY, 

The Linnean Sacisty of New York was organized Murch 17, 1878, 
The men who originated it are, almost without exuéeption, workers in 
scienae, and there is little or no waste material counecled with it: 
Each member isinteresied in some department and cari ies on lis inyes- 
tigations quielly, bul unceas neiy. Tuat tue work done by the Lociety 
is good work, and reflects high credit ob its members, is alundanily 
proved by the beautifil yolume. the first o£ fhe Transactions, whieh is 
betore is. In all that concerns its mechanical sxeeution fhe volume is 
beantifnl; clear, large type, excellently carefol presswork and henyy, 
han some paper, butit isin ifs contents that ih 1s most atiracive. 

The frontispiece of the volume is a beauliful engraving of the cele- 
brated Swede whose name the Socisty hastaken, After a brief note 
us to the origin of the Linnean Society and lists of the original and 
resent officers, the yolumie opens with the first inst. ment of Dr, 

Merriam’s paper On The Vertebrates of the Adirondack Region, North- 
eastern New York. The present paper fully bears ont the rich 
promise piven by this obseryer's earlier papers, the chief of which 
Was his ramarkably excelleut Review of the Mirds of Conneclicur, 
and it will cause zoologists to look forwaril with anxicty to the ap- 
pearance of theavork in its completed torm, alshough this cannot take 
place for some time. r a /*, 

Dr. Merriam has been long known fo zo0lozists as an anthusitetic 
Worker, a keon antl Accurate observer, und withal a cool. Javel- 
headed investigator, whose scientific ardor never runs away with his 
judgment, In this paper, which contains the General Introduction 
to his work and his remarks on the Mammalia through the Curnivare. 
has given as much thatisnew. He vas especially done 4 great deal 
toward overthrowing a number of popular béliets, pacndodoxin 
epidenica, which haye general currency withoutuny basis of fact 
torest upon, In his Introduction the author deals with the location 
and beundaries of the region uuder consileration,its geological bis- 
toy, topography, climate, general features, botany and Tauusl posi- 
tion, The list of Adirondact Carnivora invludes the panther (auads. 
lynx, bay lynx. wolf, fox, fisher, martin, least weasel, ermine, mink, 
saunk, otter, raccoon, bear and s2ul (in Lake Champlam), At another 
time we hope to be able to present toourreaders someof Dr. Mer- 
rium’s obseryations on this group. } 
A brief bul interesting note by Mr. William Dutcher demonstrates 

that the fish crow isin all probability a winter as well as a simmer 
resident at the northern limit of its Tange, _- " n 
The concluding paper in the yolume is Mr. ©. P. Bicknell's Reviaw 

ot the Summer Birds of a purt of the Catsiill Mountains. Mew names 
are better known among the younger working ornithologists of to- 
day than Mr, Bicknell’s, He has done more than anyone toward 
lying us a clear idea of the ornithological status of the valley of the 
fees Hidson River, and bas contributed many papers of great 
interest to our ornithological journals and made anumber of import- 
ant discoveries. ‘he present paper contains the result of observa- 
tion made during three short excursions to the Catskills, the whole 
time spent there covering only avout twenty dys, In his prefatary 
note the author gives an extremely clear and concise statement, of the 
character of tlie region and of its faunal and ford! features. In this 
introduction therefore we find lists of the mammals,repiiles and 
batrachians of these mountains. But few fishes besides the brook 
trout were seen ‘Tu the plants moch attention was given, and Mr. 
Bicknell ates that more than three hundyed and twen ty-five species 
exclusive of vascular cryptogams were observed by him during his 
visit 
About ninety species of birds are recorded in hislist, some of which 

would hardly have heen looked for in these mountains, and much 
as been noted in regard to the distribution and breeding 

habits of a number of epecies. Tt is impossibe within onr limits to 
five a satisfactory review of this very intesesting paper, 

Grousr, Dmira, N.°¥.—1. Will it improve the hunting quahties _ 

a 
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‘Aifle and Crap Shooting, 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

BOSTON, Dee, 24, =At Walnut Hill to-day there was a fine atbend- 
ance of riflerien, and, despite the rain and fog, come extra fine 
Shuoling was done. The wind was Ught from if 1 12 oveloclk, and 
the grav light brought outthe bull prominently, [i the rest mate 
Mit Dinter made aclenn score of 10, and followed if wp with &re- 
entry of 99, and having madea ten in his sighting shot, it gaye him 
a score af 1) cousecutive 10's, which means pulling nineteen Con- 
secutive bullets into agléin! cirele—a record which siands very bigh, 
and which will be hordto heal. The following ave the best scores of 
the (lay, all af 200yds: 

Creedinoor Match. 
A Doffers......., Le tas hat) 5 468 4 5b 6 5 5 6 5-468 
© Weston (mil),...... sites debe soe Dee G4 Ae eG dd 
JA Comb, , {Falk 1.5 6455 44 5 4 8-44 
WeGeMan (yy) epee 4¢dad 446 6 4 4-42 
1B Thomas (mil)... tS 8444 4 4 4 dae 
NWA Soka (mil) ...-- 4+ $F O64 4445 4-2 
ASW Carters, weer eet AA2d aed de dt eH 
A Bart... - 5. ty tit) ete eyis pe eee eth tH Gide dba 
51, 5ampson (mil). machete & 6 B44 4 4 4 Goa 
‘TT Brows (rail) 4 tii. ¢4 6 4 4 6 d 8 4-4 
J A Backus (niil).. eeeereereeeest 644 45 4-4 4 F-40 

Tievimal Match, 
EJ Cram, Ft pte es Pee Af 910 810 910 6 —8d 
A Dulfer, 9 9 6 SAB 
AO Adams. 810 7 7 bse 
WC Akin... $10 f) 9-82 
AJ Carter 5 6 910 G—HI 
JN Wirve... 108 G & 5—Bi 
WN A Jepiks -. 610 9 8 7—s0 
GJ Mager... 910 8 2 6—78 
F Dwight., 70 8 4-76 
1p aa on op ap 236-5 440 5 4 6 65 #-f4 

Rest Mateh. 
A Dotter 10 10 40-10 10 10 10:10 10 10—100 
Reentry 10 10 10 10 10 10 1010 9 10— 99 

ACG Adam: 9 10 10 10 10 10 140 40 10— 99 
G Warren, 10 10 10° 9 10 9.10 10 10 10— 98 
dliNeliren faeea LM Ar ..10 10 1070 9 91010 9 9— 96 
SA Jenks 910 6 9 9101010 9 10— 95 
A.J Garter - BEAD 4101010 9 910 1 B B A £2 
W Graliam,.,,..-------seeeeese a 8 BH PIII & 9 KB f— w 

Victory Match. . 
See ad fe + 4 4 d-dh 

§ 4-44 

BOSTON GALLERY SHOOTING —The competitors in the prize 
eortest al the Mammoth Rilie Gallery bayeinereased, and the scores 
improve wits Gach day, The followin table will show that there 
lids been some good shoouine, and the contest for the first place on 
the bward is very close: 
CS Seyon.,,,..45 45 45 45 40-820 J TSletson, .-41 44 42 49 44214 
UA Polluvd....44 49 40 45 44—224 GW Little 42 42 48 438 48-213 
FH Rolling 44 44 48 4445-220 CRBartleth....42 42 41 42 48—211 

oar 
or ce] o c= 

D Kirkwood ...44 4443 45 48—219 Hi Lowell, ..43 48 42 44 41-210 
JW Bird....-.. 48 45 d4 44 4—2i) J Russell ......42 42 42 41 48—210 
W 2H Robinson 48 41 48 48 46-215 Ch Morrill,... . 40 41 42 89 40—202 

GALLERY SHOOTING IN NEWARK.— The central association of 
the Newark elibs is ai present an orzanization for tne single pur- 
pose of bringing the various clubs represented into friendly contest 
ab.the target, aid buflittle ofier business is éver transucted af the 
périodies! meetings. ‘Moe possibilities of a central rifle organizaffon 
ate far beyond anything that has yet been contemplated, and it is to 
be honed that. wita the growing interest in rifle matters and the con- 
Stantly jucreasing enlistmentsin the clubs, something will be done 
t) unite all the ollie into one great association. while each club pre- 
serves its individuality, By orzanization the clubs could establish a 
rane and headquart+s unequaled by any at present existing in this 
country, They might have meeting rooms, gymnasium, billiard 
room, bowling alley. library, dancing hul] and ranges, allin one 
building, for Jess than the aggreyate amount now spent vy the sev- 
oral organigitions in this eity. This action would lend to elevate 
rifle shooting and improyé the minds and morals of . 11 particypating 
in the privileges of the association, 

GARDNER. Mass,, Dec. 20.—At the last meeting of the Gartner 
Rifle Qub at Hackmatack Range the attendance was good, while 
theinterostwas wmabated. The distance was as usual 20ilyds,, offhand, 
with the neh ving and Creedmoor target combine. The seore tells 
the following stovy: 

ai RS ei Totals, 
GF Biavorth..... foretees ee 4 "9 «40 Te 
SB Hidr th... 47 mM 48 178 82 
JN Do tee, . 45 e446 i OL 
A Mathews . 46 7 46 16000 
GC Goodall .. 42 75 43 W6 8 =685 
W C Loveland 46 7 8044 143 §) 
C Shumway... 2 44 63 44 185 88 
F Underwood........, 4689 87 BB 83 «697 

OREEDMOOR Dec. 20.—Lhe “Grand Christmas Match,” under the 
direction of the National Rifle Association, was shot to-day, The 
nich was open to all comers and ativacted a large number of marks- 
men. The win was favorable and the scores were consitleredgox- 
eellint. The vonditions were five shols af 200 yards, any military 
ville within the rules; sporting and miltary rifle; with three pounds 
pull to allow regular nniitary rifles with six pounds pull one pointin 
evar five shots. There were some three hundred entries, The highest 
score of {he day was made by Mr, J. Hf. Brown, witha score of 122 
Out Of & possiblé 125, The ofher principal scores were as follows; G. 
Joiner, wi; T. J, Polan, 121; W. VY. Overebore, 120; John Smith, 118; 
Captain J C. Mallery, 115; 4. B. Van Heusen, 116; 0. W. Munson, 114; 
A. Hoeyelt, 114: Willism SimpSon, 114; A. Melnnes, 114; F. Stuart,112; 
G. J. Seabur , 118; J. Sehreeder, 112; 5. A, Day, 111; J, W, Mangam,, 
110; D, D. Toal, 110; W. A. Dixon, 100; W. Cushing: 109; John James, 
106: J. Fraber, 6; W. A. Donlap, 106;H. H. Scheffélin, 104; C, 5, 
Wet, 104; 0, ®. Lewir; 103; 2 M. Morrow, 1/2; J. Duane, 101; J. H, 
Gow partiovaite, 101, and J, Gatierres, 19. The marksmen who made 
ths above seores will all draw prig+s, Among the prizesis an elezant 
Remington 4h-ualibre rifle anda |42-enlibre Winchester rifle. There 
were also geveral basiets of yine and several fine bronze statuettes. 
Amiens those present on the grouids were the newly appointed In- 
epee ot General of Rifle Practice for this State, C. FP. Robbing, and 
Colenel John Bo dire, t 

WORCESTER, Mass., Det. 21.—The Rifle Ulub had their regular 
meeting ab Piie Grova Range to-day. The attendance was tin- 
usually good, The scores made were as follows: 

Oreedmoor Target—Of-Hand. 
PA re (0 a es | ce wo 4455 6 4 4 6 4 444 
Stwdman Clark...,...... 3a 4i46 4 44 4 5 4-48 
Franke Weason....--..--._---- db4t4¢4444 4 8 4-40 

Massachusetts Target—Of-Hand. 
Stedwan Clark........- tt 9 18 12 7 41 0 12 to is—404 
( Dusenbury 40 i WW df 11 15 Wo 11) 9-108 1 
§ Burton,.. 11 40 10 42 12 8 10 § 142 10-108 
GA Allens... .- i 9 1 9 10 ad Wt 16 41-102 
Charles Artin... -.-.-.-_.- Wii 7 8 10 Ww iiw 9 12 11-102 
RESTA eet dele sirlrlejelsisie oly 2? G6 WW 8B OW 10 WW 12 10102 
Prank Johoso.....---...... 612111 9 9 1 & 1198 
a Welirphy 2 eT Re th HR “R= 

Ring Target—Rest, 
HOWells..... Red scat ee ie 9°96 10 “@ 8 dd dt 10 12 41— 97 

BOSTON, Dec. 19,—The winter shooting séason atthe Mammoth 
Rifle Galery, 454 Washington street, is now folly inaigurated, and 
tha marksmen, amatenrs and professionals, find the cosy quarters 
there much preferable to roughing tt af the ont-ol-vown ranges, 'The 
prize contest is becoming interesting, und fhe list ef competitors 
Vechives a addition every day. The leading scores wp to last eyen- 
ing wert as follows: 
TW A Pollard. ...44 45 43 44 44-220 DE Stetson... 4) 41 42 44 44-971 
TH Bird... _.48 4h 44 44 48-218 He Lowell... 48 43 42 41 di—210 
WE Robinson, 43 41 4 42 46-215 J Russell. 42 4 42 41 43—210 
G-W_Little..... 43/43 43 45 48—218 Ch Morvill,..-.-40 41 42 #9 40—203 
PL Rollins... 41 4a 42 44 41—212 

NEWARE, Dee, 2i.—The Decenther tmateh of the Newark Rifle As- 
Sociition Glosed lastevening with the Essex to the butt, who wan 
the match wi,b a score of dhl out of a possible 500 points. The Pre- 
linghuysen held the lead throughout thé match, but the flue shooting 
of fast evening toeped faeseore. Below isa complete suore of all 
elnos entering, The next inatch will take place in January on the 
Hie inghuysed Rauge, The Plymouth haying won third place in or, 
dev, will shoot on this range: 
Frelinghuysen Téata.—Wim. McLeod 48, J. E. Walsh 48, Geo. D, 

Weigman47, K. Westermand7, 8. Shackelford 4?, A, C, Wenmare 4b, 
Geo, Zimmer 4ij, Tobin 45, W..F, Lyne 45. Chase 44, total, 460, 
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Warren Team:—Wolf 45, A. Welsher 45, Burns 45, Nunley 44, 
Freche 44, Wm. Clare 43, J. H. Cox 40, Alexander 34, A, Hunt 46, 
Cheeseman 35, total 416, 
Nameless Team,.—O. Rittenmeyer 46, W, Farrell 45, J. Spearport 

J. Rively 44, L. Kretcbma 43, P. Jaques 48, A, Schmoll, 42, Y, 
J. Rowe 42, L, Meyer 41, J, Donelly 41, total 430. 
Plymouth Team.—J. L. Sommers 47, G, M. Townsend 46, Ohaus. Hy 

Townsend 46, J. F, Fill 46, P. L, Sommeans 46, J, O'Neil 44, M.S, Brade 
44, C. B. Baldwin 42, Pollard 42, J. Brower 41, total 444. 

Celliloid Team.—Parbery 46, Babbitt 46, W. O, Lyons 46, M, Poder 
45, Vreeland 45, Brant 45, Turner 45, Willet 42, 8. Simmonds 42, Whit- 
man 40, total 443, 
Domestic Team,—Stroble 43, Wu, Muller 43, J, Lietz 42, J. Rey- 

nolds 42, J. Long 41, Crocker 41, Wilson 40, Win. Haton 38, B, Jeffery 
a7, MeGinniss 37, total 405. 
Essex Team.—MeCillom 49, Coppersmith 48, Pahls 47, Meisel 47, 

Hesse 46, Neil 46, Dutchar 46, Welter 45, Melts 45, Watts 12, total 461, 

SMALL ARM IMPROVEMENTS,—Gol, Logelle, in the course of a 
prize article on the “Art of War," in the Journalorf the Military 
Service Institution, says: “Ry eciparison of our service rifle with 
those of Bnropean countries. it will be seen that {tis about equal in 
power to any extent the Martini-Henry, In aggregate results of 
range, penetration, accuracy and rapidity of fire, a gain of power in 
small arms in the last twenty years may be safely asserted as eight 
limes #reater in accuracy, two-thirds greater in range and penetra- 
tion, and five times greater in vapidily of aimed fire, while the 
weight of cartridges has been diminished aud the number per man 
that may be varried increased,” 

THAT SHPPENEFFLDT CHALLENGE.—New York, Dec. 24.—Artilor 
Forest und Stream; In your last week's issue appeared a challenge 
under the head of the Seppenfeldt Rifle Cluh In answer we desire to 
to state that we will accept the same, providing they will agree to 
strike out the name of the gallery. We will agree to shoot the match 
atthe gallery of the New York Rifle Club, without previous practice 
by. members of eilher team after the making of the mateh, or the 
editor of FoREsT AND StREAM to toss up for choice, the teain winning 
the choice to choose either the Zettler or Beer enue allery, We 
would also beg leave to say that we would prefer to RHONE ten men to 
a team, so.as to give them 4 chance to beat (thé champion team), and 
to incrasse the stake to any amount agreeable to them. Daniel Pat 
terson, Pres.; N. D. Ward, Sec., Zeltler Kittle Ginb, 

THE TRAP. 

THE WASHINGTON GUN CLUB of Brooklyn, N. Y., still lives 
and flonrisnes, as was shown by the large attendance of members at 
their shoot on Christmas Day, The competition was for members 
only; handicap rise, five birds each at expense of club, There were 
nearly a dozen handsome prizes; all donated by members, among 
them a handsome sportsman’s toilet case, several cleaning rods, gun 
cases, Cartridge bags, ete, ets: We append the score: P, MeGill, 
23yds., 244: J. Bohling, 2ayds,,2; Theo. Obrig, 28yds,, 3; H, Alten- 
brand, 25y 3; W.8. Newton, 25yds., 1; J. Evans, 25yds.,4; W. H. 
Nolte, 2iyds., 2; B. Muench, 2lyds., 3; HP, Kornahrens, 2iyde., 2; 
John Cotter, 2hyds.. 344; F, Morgan, 237ds., 3; M. Rontee, 21yds,, 244; 
A. Rockfeller, 23yds.. 2; H. Winains, 3lyds., 5; W. EB. Trott, {3yds.. 5; 
R. M. Hopps, 28yds..2; H. Newton, 2lyds,, 21g; R. Monsees, 23yds, 
4; W. Stacum, *8yds,, 246. The ties were shot off, miss and out anc 
the winners in their order took choico of prizzs. There was such a 
bountiful supply of these, that the second best menin each tie also 
secured one. At fhe conclusion of the sho-ting the birds killed 
were served at supper ut the hotel on the grounds, through the kind- 
ness of Mr. H, Kornahrens, and the Nassau Clib were the guests of 
the Washingtons. The birds were tender and toothsome, and the 
little renoion was enjoyed by all, 

AILSA CRAIG, Ontario.—The Ailsa Craig Gun Club held a series 
of matches (open to all) here on Dee. 14 and 15, which were, consid- 
ering the small amounts of the prizes and the execrable weather, 
very well attended, All of the events coms off witha high wind 
blowmeg, and the gloss ball match was shot ina driving snow storm, 
Entries and scores as under: ; - 

Dee, 14, Pigeon Match} 10 birds, 2lyds, vise, ground traps; ties, Lyd. 
hack for each tie shot, miss and ont, otherwise Bogardns rules, [Wn- 
trange, 12 pigeons wnd $1.50 cash, 

1OMN1001I— 7 Jos Eilison..,.,...,,, 010011016 
-.0007000000~ 1 R Glynn... O11 —8 
 OL1000N— 5 Jos Lawton. . 1.7/2 /1o10111100—6 
OOLOL0L00— 4 OC Seafe..-- 7). .oon0r10126 

John Graham, 
Joseph Beck 
Frank Atkin 

. 14011011 8 
‘ona 1iow1— 7 
di1i11_10 

 ALOLOL010—5 
. 01001111106 
. T1001L00000.—8 

John MeEsyen, 
Carey E Bliss 
Wm Droughi AMOIN— § T Thirlvell . 00001001 01—2 
Bob Judge...,. AM1D1N1I— § Wm O'Neil. , 10017 01100—5 
DY Stewart. ....2.- (10Xi011I— 5 D Crosby... , 1011001 '01—6 
Capt Dixon.........1101100110— § M Hosenbere. . JLOL001T100—5 
Colin C Stewart... 0QW1I0WMI— 2 Harry Hilber......... 0110101111—7 
James Allen........ iw 

In shoot off Bob Judes won second and Wim. Drought thirtl, Mun- 
ro fourth, MeByen fifth and Wilber seventh. 

Dee. 15, Glass Ball Match; 15 balls, 2iyds. rise, Card's rotary trap; 
ties, lyd, back for éach tle shot; miss and out; balls furnished by 
Claib; otherwise Bopardusrules. Entrance, $1.25. 

R Truan...... .110111411110111—18 J Beek, . - 1101110111111 —18 
RGlynu_,.,,-..00111001111011—10 L Thirlwel . 10401101019 1191—11 
J Elilson, .,...417101010101001—11  H Lairg.. © 11007710010w 
EB Smith....., OOOO —-1) T Culbert... 411100107 100w 
Capt, Dixon, ,.. 1000L01000W Dr. Hilber.. .,, 101117141111210—18 
J MeBwen......101111110001111_11 J Lawton,,.._., 1000111011 LOW 
TF Stewart, ....01001111110010i— 9 D Croshy.... .. 0110011111100w 
J Allen... . 01110011 111171142 WDrought.__, . 1110)0)11141101—11 
BJudge. -.-..- 000211101101010— & HoOMunro...., OOUDOLOODOHOL01G— & 

Tn shoot-off Triian won first, Beck second, Eilber third, Smith fifth, 
Drought sixth, 

Rifle mateh; WoOyds.: din. bullséye; 2din, target; string meusure, 
any rifle; telescope sights bared: deat rest; 3 shots each. Hntranve; 
59 vents, J. Campbell, 2 146in.; H. 0. Muon, 7in.; W. Robson, 8tgin, ; 
WU, Hepking 84in.; J. Morgan, 73¢in.; W. Weir, 17in ; W. Singular, 
jijin.; R. Tweddle, 5ijin.) C. C. Stewart, 94in.: CG. Munro, 16in,; 
W, Allen, 4igin.; T, Thirlwell, D.8&. Cameron, C, Walker and John 
Graham officiated as judges, and KR. Tweddle ag referee; Hon. W. 
Barbour, scorer.—W. Drovast, Sec, 

. 
A LONG DISTANCE CONCENTRATOR,—The following account 

of a fatal accident at & pigeon match is taken from the Halifow 
Courier, of Yorkshire, Hoglan 1, October 21: -“On Thursday Mr. Hill 
dspnty coroner, held at inquest on the body of a lad ten years old, 
who was acudemaly shotata pigeon shooting match on Monday. 
Waller Jagger said last Monday alternoon, about, 4.3), he was 
watching the pigeon shooting in company with devi ased. All at once 
the latter fell down, having heen struck on the head with something. 
There was 2 hole in his head large enough for winess ta put his 
fingevin, They were about 135 yards from the shooting party and 
in front of them, There was a fence hebween. William Culpan, 
landlord of the Half Way Honse, said he gotup the mateh to shoot 
al five birds, 21 yards rise, 60 yards fall, and one ounce of shot. No 
wire cartridges were used to his knowledge. The guns were loaded 
with concentrators, contrivances something im the nature of 
cartridses, by whicha quantiyy of shot was held together until afier 
heing discharged. They had always considered 60 or 70 yards from 
the shooters an absolutely safe distance, either for windows or indi- 
viduals He bad sent ou short time before the accident to clear the 
field of spectators, but he thought the distance at which deceased 
was st nding perfectly safe Mi. John Wohilteron, surgeon, gave 
the result of & post mortem examination. Ue found a direular 
opening, 56-6 of an inch in dian.eter, in the left temple, corre- 
sponding in size and shape with one of the gun wads. The skull was 
fractured from front to hack, and the brain protruded. The place 
hadall ths BpRSATate ofa rifle bullét wound. The Coroner said that 
upon the evidence he did not think the jury could come to any other 
gauclusion than that the deceased came by bis death accidentially by 
misadventure. Ib was shown to be a rare occurrence for & concen- 
trator to cause a wound like that described at such a great distance; 
and it was the first case of the kind of which he had heard, The 
jury Fave a verdict of ‘Death from gunshot wound hy misadven- 
ture.’ 

CANNON vs. DAVIS,—South Aniboy, N. J., Deo. 25.—Matth be- 
peer W. 5. Cannon, the oie-armed shoater, af Newark, N. J., anid 

eo. Davis, of South Amboy, N, J.; 45 birds each, 2oyds., &yds- 
boundary; trap, find and handle: 
W. ie oath liet aa ans {OL1IONITOITL010120011, Total, 85; Ielled, 23; 

TNIgse60, . 

Santo ene LORE OI TALO NOU. Total, 35; killed, 285 
mi-séd, 12, 

Tn the shoot off it was decided to allow each contestant 10 birds, to 
be shot at under same conditions as whove specified. 
“W. 5. Cannon—1i0i11i1, Shot out opponent, : 
Geo, Bayis—0011100, Shot ont by opponent and retired, 
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QUR ANNUAL TRIP TO THE LOWER BAY: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

While laying off in our yacht's cabin, talking to some friehds wha 
had come on bosrd to see us off, the tate informed me that Mr. 
Wood (for whom we had been waiting) was comius of in the yawl) 
that the anchor Was short and (he after canyas “sweated wp.” ‘'All 
night, sir; get underway!’ As we stretched off into the stream we 
fellin with other yachts, also bound out, These wa soon passed and 
were congratulating ourselves with the haudsome manner ovr boat 
behaved, when the slo@p Alert came up and passed us with & rush, 
heating us os fast as were beating the fleet. This pancake is silt, 
lone, Lift. beam. and 24in. deep. Ab sundown she was nearly out of 
sight. Our yacht is one-third of the loadline in- befim, and Usin, in 
depth to 12in. of length overall, Straichtout frame amidships, with 
2ft, treehoard rising perpendicularly trom the water surface, iraws 
over Sfr, nftand 14in. forward. Now, what right has a mud-turtle to 
beat this kind of a boat? True, the wind was ght and the water 
smooth. A cense foe setin afternight, and the lookout was con- 
tinually bawling out, “Hardastarboird™ or “Portall/o clear the yes- 
sels at anchor." We came to at Hogneck, a Jersey Helicon, the mrth- 
place of a poet Jong since defunct, and where apple-jack once flowed 
from 4 spring purée and wnadultrated, All handsturned in with the 
mystery of that spring hanging close about the edges of reality. 
Had « brush in the morning with two oyster schooners, who slightly: 
bested usin the light airs, but as the wind freshened we got away 
handsomely, and at Salem Cove, where we anebored, were wore 
than a mile ahead. By this ticie we lod forgotten the thrashing we 
received from the “pancake” the day beforé. The coye that night 
was alive with black ducks, and answered our call from every diree- 
tion, Nextday our friend Wood, whose duties as an officer of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad would not permit him to stay longer with us, 
left for Philadelphia yia West Jersey Railroad, Ashe stepped into 
the yawl {0 go on shore he remarked, pointing to the westwaril, 
where a dark cloud was rising, You will have a dirty night of it, 
Cap.: ld rather be snugged away under yon point; good bye all.” 
Taking the hint we signalled the gunners to board ship, but the re- 
peated booming of their heavy guns gave us to understand that 
they were not taking any Stock in storm signals. The skill did not 
come alongside until alter dark, and gave us but barely time to 
board them and Jash them down before the wind sirucl us, backing 
the yachtstern foremost nearly under water; let go the kedge,stopping 
her so suddenly as to je k every man off his feet. The sea came with 
the wind, and being in the bightof alee shore, our little ship rolled 
fearfully, and?as she no longer had sternway, rose nearly straight out 
of water, and then plunged headlong into (he combing sea up to ber 
mast; ler wire stays ab everyroll were brought to the tenison of a 
fide string, and sounded not unlike that instrament while in course 
of turhing. Woull the mast stund’ Would the anchors hold? 
Would our ship ride it out? Nosleep! No rest! At daybreak the 
wind hauléd slightly more to the westward, and began to moderate. 
From fourto six feet will be taken off the mast next: pring, the 
gaff lightened, and double head sail substituted. Had the Alert 
been with us? Oh, well the reader isa good guesser. We were told 
that she was so limber that when a heavy puif stru¢k her she would 
heel down, while her transom retained its normal position or level; 
that the cotton crawled oat of her seams, and therein lay her crea 
speed, Speed costs too much at this rate, 
By neo the sea had gone down sufficiently to use the yawl, Mr. 

Albert, who fortunately survived the late shaking up, got together 
what was left of him worth taking to his wilé and (leparted, Got 
under way in the morniug, wind still ahead. After a pleasant but 
rather tedious sail, arrived at our destination. Were not beaten hy 
anything this day. R. G. W. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - 

MASTHEAD IRON WORK. 

Eiitor Forest and Stream: 

Tt is well known that iron work and fittings are still very much 
neglected in our yachts. This can be more pariicularly said of 
sruall craft, for in most of them the iron work is of very fnferior 
pattern, shabbily made and of proportions greatly at yaviance wilh 
the strain liable to be applied in critical moments. Considerable 
progress has been made in late years, but much also remains ta be 
done before blacksmith and outfitter can be commended for work 
well schemed out and highly finished. The principal fault runiing 
through our fleet has heen a mistaken aim at lightuess where stock 
is needed for strength in section and for stiffness, aud on the other 
hand, a waste of metal in clumsy appliances which call for no such 
superfluous proyision, ‘Uhis was strikingly ilustrated at the time 
the cutter Madge lay in the Seawanhaka Basin tm the company of 
a number of sloops of about her size. The difference in worlinan- 
ship Was most apparent. Aboard the foreign yachteyery holt, cavil, 
pin, strap or eye was patterned with a special view to the duty ex- 
pected>and all were finished in detail to perfection, Our yuehts, 
per contra, displayed a certain unguinliness in their fittings, the 
erude approximations of minds atid hands inexperienced, anu often 
# complete disregard for the consequences of ni glectful Gr incompe- 
tent supervision. Our builders seem Lo start with the assuynplion 
that yachts are only fair weathertoys, and that they are never Lo 
see work which will put hull, spars and gear to a vrucial test of 
strength and widorance. If this be true of lurge yachts, it is doubly 
s0 of craft of modest pretensions as to size. builders are, however, 
not aiagerier to blame. The standard of excellence ruling among 
our yachting classes as 1 whole being still rather low and not gyer 
exacting, the question has always been how te produce the bigest 
vessel for the least money, instead of the most perfech We had 
been educated in Americ to such false notions conceming model, 
that size became an imperative adjunct to reasonable safety and ac- 
commodations. 
Small boats which are shoal were so notoriously dangerous and 

pos e-sed such cramped cabin comforts, that every one strained for 
tne bigwest his “appropriation could possibly reuch, Naturally the 
builder sought to mect lis customers’ wishes, Hente poor fusten- 
jug in hull, hand-e-iown rig, scanty dimily and the more or less 
poverty-stricken appearance s0 many yachts present in all but their 
gorgeousness down below, which, appealing to the new yachtsman’s 
uniderstanding more forcibly than other really worthier quulitica- 
tions, profited inlavisb display by every dollar saved on hull and on 
rig. Our small yauhts being nothing more than the merest fair 
weather butterflies, with no pretensions to othe? than totld weather 
service, are open to the charge of insufficient and vareless fitting in 
a degree proportional to their tonnage, There are, of course, ex- 
cepuions to this charge, particularly Where an experienced yachts- 
man’s eye has had supervision of the buildmg. or where specitica- 
tions from a regular (lesigner have been followed. With the recent 
awakening to a betler appreciation of the opportunities small yachts 
offer fora thorough participation in the sport of sailing in the broad- 
est interpret ition, more attention should be given to the iron work 
of small yachts, or they may fail at an inopportune moment and 
some lamentable disaster may result which will give a serious set- 
hack to the impetus that branch of yachting is now fortunately feel- 
ing. 

As an esaniple of masthead fron work some working drawings ae- 
company this communication. They were designed by me for a yew 
set OF caps for a cuther of three tons, measuring 20ft. loadline, 4ft, 
over all, and 7ft, hewn, with 3ft, Gin, draft. Mor yachts of small ton- 
nage I would recommend pole masts as the simplest and most re- 
liable plan, providing the pole extends above tne hounds for a length 
suificient to swing a good-sized topsail, and is regularly stayed by 
Wwive to the bowsprit end, and a shroud each side with a backstuy in 
addition, if halluoners gre a part of the owner's yanity. Bui the 
aforesnid three-tonner sportel w Full cutter ric, with housing top- 
mast of impo-ing lottiness, and it Was necessary to abide by her 
original rig. She had been fouled at her moorings by some lubber, 
and had tue topmast twisted out of her, the spar holding while the 
caps gave wity at the weld, one of them being wrenched half round, 
like so inuch molasses candy. ‘ 
The internal diameters of the caps were not a matter of choice, 

but had to be fitted to the spars as they were found, the drawings 
being intended as general guides, subject to such variations us each 
case mby require, The upper cap consists simply of two vines of 
S16 iron, stuyed the proper distance apart, to give # fair lead to the 
topmast, hy brvacesof the same thickness, one on each side, welded 
at the ends tothe caps. The depthof phe latter should be enough to 
give food bearings on the masthead, and for the tal enongeli ta 
preyenta sharp, raving nip when buckled to leeward. A stout eye is 
seturcly riveted and welded to the back to take one of the peak 
blocks, For want of engugh taper or shoulders the MapEr evap was 
held from working down by a \y-in, screw'euch side, the holes givmg 
shift to one Another, as shown. The lower cap is somewhat peculiar. 
In place of dropping solid oyer the masihead, it had to he slipped 
over sundry riveted eyevolts for the pee halliards in the nasthead, 
ad for that purpese was left open aft and clamped by screws when 
in place. The hounds, or shoulder, onthe mast having heen pretty 
well chafed away, the cap was further secured by four 4j-in, screws, 
The forward halt, for the reception of the tapmast heel and fid, was 
of less depth and secured by a strong weld to the rest. Two horns 
projected upward Sin. on the clamping ends for the yocommodation 
of the crosstrees or spreader, Their object wasto lift the crosstrees 
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up clear of the eyes of the rigging, as the oak spreader was cut with 
jaws in the centerto grasp the mast half way round, for the hetter 
securing with extra long wood screws. As a chair or support for 
(he oak spreader I devised a short iron one te go underneath, This 
was 4 flat bar 1igin, wide in the middle, with tapering ends, and 18in. 
long oyer all, Tyo lugs were ‘‘jumped” on this by the blacksmith 
at ® distance of 1!4in. apart, as shown in the section on the drawings, 
After the lower cap had been secured, this chair was rested on the 
horns of the cap, the lugs coming outside the horns and the tivo 
iin, bolts passing clear through the horns and lugs. The nuts were 
then screwed up tight, some tuin washers being used between the 
horns and lugs to make close faying work. In this way I had a se- 
enre foundation 1Sin. long, on top of which the oak spreailer was 
held witha coupleof 4¢-in, rivetsin each arm, The object in devoting 
More care to the crosstrees than usual was to supply something rigid 
and perfectly trustworthy, £0 thatja hand up aloft to clear things, for 
a lookout. or to reeve olfzear, would not haye life or limbs imperiled 
by a fall from his serial position through something giving way. and 
also to keep the crosstrees square at all times. Nothing looks more 
lubberly to the nautieally educated eye than a spreader bent, or cock- 
billed, and having my feelings lacerated daily by the sight of gawiky, 
spiderish spreaders askewaboard other yachts, lmade amends by 
the device just described aboard the cutter in question. It should ba 
added that a link was slipped over the lower holt to take the upper 
block of the throat. The edges of the caps and iron chair were bey- 
sled for neatness and the whole galyanized, 
My experience in haying this work .carried out, may serve as a 

warning. Having no faith in “intuitive talent” among mechanics, 
and knowing how they work by thumb rule, I was anxious that my 
own plans should be carried outin detail, and for that reason put 
them on paper in the shape of working drawings, with the dimen- 
sions and a variety of cautionary remarks in red ink, also informing 
the blacksmith, one of the best in the trade, that should he be able 
to work in any irenin his shop, he might vary slightly to suit his 
stock, In spite of this, the sight of the sketches with the multitude 
of harmless figures, so frightened the good man that he declared 
such fine and complicated work beyond his usual practice, and he 
would have to “charge extra,’ as it would take him donble the time 
ordinarily speut upon such work. Being in a hurry, I told him to 
heave ahead and “charge extra,’’ so he got the job out as fast as he 
could. Well, he did charge extra, and in the haste to be off ona 
cruise, the charge was paid without a murmur. The blacksmith was 
u constitutionally honest fellow, fam convinced, but, like most of his 
kind, got frightened at figures, and no doubt spent hours divining 
the mesning of the sketcnés, and made many slips which had to be 
vorrected at a loss of time and material. Jn the future I will guaran- 
tee fifty per cent. discount on piain drawings to scale, and no figures 
or notes, or better yet, a pasteboard model which mime honest Vul- 
can dan comprehend ata glance with no further cudgeling of the brain, 
‘Vhe worst ot it was thet the worthy knight of the anvil yentured upon 
Some fine notions of his own, and came near making the usual botch 
job the drawings were intended to prevent. Thus he made the braces 
in the upper cap as wide as the caps themselves, and actually welded 
the caps the whole distence between them! He voluntered braces 
each side the lower cap as well, thereby detracting from appearances 
aud adding much weight just where it was not wanted. When 
asked why behad taken such liberties, the sturdy wileder of the 
sledge excused his extra trouble by saying “he had always made 
them that way.’ Now, “that way’? was the very thing I sought to 
aveid, asmy way was far neater, and provided three times the 
strength of che old caps, and more than was actually required, ‘the 
factor of safety” having been fully considered in getting out the 
plans. All got for my treuble and expense was a job ugly to look at 
and heavy enough for a yacht three times the tonnage of tne cutter, 
A friend proffered sympathy by saying, “I told you so; you have to 
stand right over them while they are ,doingiv.” Considering the 
bsacksunith who tackled the job has ironed innumerable yachts, and 
is known most penptauly in that particular line, 1 am torced to ¢on- 
elude my friend about right, and wonder what sort of looking -ani- 
Inals those yachts must be aloft upon close inspection. C.P. K. 

WORKING UP IN A NORTHWESTER. 
Kiditory Forest and Stream: 
Une afternoon cook and I were shooting over our decoys at a point 

onthe Delaware Bay shore. The wind had heen blowing northwest 
(town the bay for several days. My gun lay across my left arm, ready 
Yor use, yet several bunches of ducks had passed over our decoys un- 
molested. “Mark!’ said my companion, as he brought his largé open 
palm down on my shoulder; “see, a big bunch of dueks are coming 
right for our stools; now, Billy, why in thunder can’t we go up the 
buy! “Don’t know, Cap,” and his round, good-natured face assumed 
an anwonted curiousness, “guess our ship has not got hold enough.* 
1 knew this, and the cook's toresight rather added to my chagrin. I 
shook myself up, however, and when | returned to the yacht our 
fame compared favorably with the rest. Wind still N. W, and mak- 
ing ice, uasit had been for ten days previous. ‘Two sloops, twice as 
large as ours, with really less displacement, lay close aboard. We 
had made up our minds 1o give the little boat a trial, and had rubbed 
in asmooth treble recf aud “bobbed” the jib. Can you conceive a 
more Inbberly rig? ‘The wind was still from the old quarter, and the 
flood tide got up a nasty short-chop sea. *‘Guess you re going up the 
bay to-day,” said the captain of one ot the sloops as we filled away 
univer his stern. I can see his broad, derisive grin even ag I write 
this. Webad trimmed the yacht considerably more by the head, to 
give her # hold arid done ali we could to help out a bad rig, and, In 
Tact, Dot much better shape, Well, lebme makea clean breast ot it, 
Wecawe back washed out, and glad to get back atthat. Did we 
anchor near those two turtle-back sloops? Hardly. ‘hese worthies 
that sail over the marsh in a heavy dew would have given a hundred 
iollars apiece if their yessels could have done what we tried to do 
ani taileu. Wehada pleasant trip and were successful in taking 
game, Our party was a unit allthe time, But our little ship, goou 
us she was, as | said before, was not good enough, and I feel put out 
aboutit, shortly after our return I was talking to Mb. Midtheton, a 
wealthy yacht owner, who always believed in dishboats; but he has 
#Oue8 to tae other extreme, haying sailed in the same boat with your 
correspondent and passed througn the same humiliating and éxas- 
peraling detention. 

We had, of course, some laughable experiences trying to work up 
the Delaware Bay in the blow, but those on board will, perhaps, ex- 
cuse me giving ail away to the public. THE CAPTAIN. 

CRUISING ON LAKE ONTARIO. 
Kditor Forest and Streain: 

VROCERY wagons, carpenters, painters, and riggers made a lively picture as the Katie uray, eleven tons, tugged at her lines in in ube old harbor, Uswego, on tie afternoon of September 5, At two 
o clock her owner ond crew, amateurs, were hara at work in their 
several departments of business, with no thoughts of a cruise. at five 
o'clock the boys were swinging their hats at the fast-receding Katie, howling up the south shore of Ontario with a fair wind, steering W. 
43. air Hlayen, nfteen miles, was passed when out one hour and 
iwenty-live minutes; passed Genesee lights at midnight. The wind 
died away, and for two hours we lay as were the stars which shone 
brightand clear. At tour bells we noticed the smoke from our pipes 
curling itselt under the main bovm aud drifting Iakeward. We soon 
hac a pleasant breeze from the land and went plowing along on our 
course, With water smooth as apond. Passed the Devil’s Nose and 
were aoreast of Oalc Orchard wien the land breeze fell, soon after 
daylight, Our crew of tive were all'in high spitits—as we ronted ont 
the watch, for our little stove was doing good work foward breakfast— 
atthe splendid run we were making, very few, if any of our yachts- men thinsing ihatall probable that we would succeed in toming 
alinosk the entire length and across Lake Ontario in the short time 
necessary to witness Le first day’s regatta of the Royal Canadian Y, 
C. Thewirst night out, as yachrsmen know, sleeping on watch or eyen below is not induiged ia to the extent that follows when accus-- 
tomed toit. The sunrose a fiery ball, and indications of easterly 
weather were visible. Softly a light air came, rippling the glassy 
Surface of the lake and spreading a darker shade as far as the eye 
could reach to the north and castward. Our" pipes were “steamed 
up,** chart consulted, and we were soon slipping ulong lively, carry- 
ius squaresail; at Gignt bells we were carrying all our light sails; 
trom about that hour | date the finest run and pleusantest day's sail, 
on or otf record, A large fore and aft schooner which was mull 
down aneat of us at breakfast time was in like position over our 
steri when lunehpyas spread at mid-day, as soon as our hardtaclk 
was smoked snugiy down, we perched ourselves along the cabin top, 
the Doctors tenor started us, and “‘the Sweet Singer of Ontario” 
irought buttertlies and birds of the sea from their haunts. 
Vhe fun and enjoyment, among congenial tastes, in yachting life 

is Woo wellknown and loved among yaclitsmen to be logged, and 
jo those who have never experienceu it lsay, go and try it. While 
bone of the érew was forward looking to the pulling of our balloon 
sails, he sighted land oyer our starboard bow. We had been steer 
ing \W. by WN, all day and expected to sight the north shore more 
abreast Of us; exaluined the compass ana ‘found that the pivot on 
which the card revolves hax becume loose ald allowed the eard to 
CAnt tO the sidé of the box, where it hud remained stationary, Wé 
were tiiteen miles out of our Course; we lost no time in bearing Away 
to Lhe westward; the wind was now tresh and Our sheets were’ taul. 
Gnd str#ining, Everything in the shape of canvas aboard was 
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rigged to do something. ‘The constantly increasing wind only re- 
sulted in onr setting the staysail back of the balloon jib to ease it. 
The water was leaping in over fhe bows and out th tough the 
secuppers, ‘The first glimmer of the lights along shore as we dashed 
by seemed to hurry us along; darkness settled down and the breeze 
grew a little colder: it was exciting, as we were going faster than 
any of vs had ever gone before, and the large spread of canyas 
threatened to take something ont, but ‘the little cherub who sits up 
aloft” deserted us not. At 7 o'clock Toronto light was abreat of us: 
the exposition grounds were illuminated by the electric light; the 
effect from the lake was grand, especially to us,as we had heen in 
total darkness, nothing to attract the aye but the binnacle lamp. 
and now and then a lighthouse faroff, Coming suddenly in view of 
the electric display, wé didn’t know what to make of it; none of our 
crew were ever accused of being navigators to the deere of spiritual 
fear, but the careless sweepmg of a sleeve across the vision, the 
rather strong grip on the marine glass were evidences of weariness, 
at which we were forced to laugh at the time. Aswe gat well into 
the bay the wind died down, leaying us finally entirely. An artillery 
band was making a great demonstration near the docks. so we were 
entertained. <A little breath of air would now and then give a. little 
motion to the yacht, We dropped anchor opposite fhe 'Yoronta 
Yacht Club House at 10 o’clock, haying made the run from Oswego 
light to Toronto light in twenty-six hours. Took our dingey and 
boarded the yacht Gracie, of Belleville, expecting to find her good 
captain and owner, R. M. Roy, Esq. She had come up in racing 
trim and crew. Proceeded to telegraph office and informed friends 
at home of our arrival, 
Our first day inthe much Americanized city of Toronto was most 

enjoyably spent, winding up in the eyenmg with a grand dinner, the 
compliments of Capt, Hugh Dennis, whose 35-launer (centerhoard) 
Cygnet won the Prince of Wales cup, downing the big Aileen and 
ihe famous Verye from across the sea, Ti was a prond day for our 
generous host, no less so Mr. Rob’t Wood, of Boston, who turned the 
SPORES. on the Cygnet. The following day we made sail and took in 
the points of interest, There was a fresh breeze in the bay. We 
came to at Hanlan’s dock, with a courtesy to “Ned as we hauled 
our mainsheet home. Our Yankee yacht ensign at the peal caught 
the spirit of the thing, and stood ont straight, saying to the gaping 
Canadians, “I've come across the water; I'm superior to you, and 
aim going to make myself at home” (no reflection on the hospitable 
Britishers, but a Yankee willroar), The island, or Hanlan’s Island, 
as it may as well be called, is a strip of land directly opposite the 
city. It contains Hanlan’s Hotel, the Royal Canadian yacht Club 
House the Wiman swimming baths, several fine summer residences 
and the lighthouse. Soon atter dark some rasealiy inclined devil 
cut our cable while all hands were ashore. How the yacht drifted 
clear ¢¢ the surrounding yachts, and of passing craft. is a mystery, 
She was found three miles from her anchorage, beached: no harm 
happened hér, We were informed thatthe atiention of the yacht 
Alarm was called to the drifting Katie; we did not credit the infor- 
mation. A jolly, manly crew we met from Hamilton, on the yacht 
Coquette. Among the party was a titled Trishman—Lord Royle—a 
yery clever fellow and an enthusiastic yachtsman, This party en- 
lertained ns at the Queen's Hotel. This house, which is under tne 
proprietorship of Commodore McGaw. of the Toronto Yacht Club, 
we tound a most delightful place to put up at. The Royal Canadian 
Yacht Club House was our headquarters next day. Whether we 
were tough-looking customers or what, we don’t know; but we must 
cendidly say that we were somewhat surprised, after the efforts the 
Oswego Yacht Club had pnt forth to enhance the pleasure of fhe 
R. C.’s, that so formal and lighta greeting was ours. However, tle 
manners and customs of all nations are not identical. Tuesday. the 
12th, was our last day in Toronto. The morning was spentin storing 
the ice and usual goods for a voyage. Kaen Gray, 

= MORE NEW CUTTERS, 

ESIDES the new cutters already specified in these columns, we 
learn with pleasure that two more real yachts are at present 

under way. Upon the eve of departure for England, Mr, John Har- 
vey was detained with a couple of new jobs. One of these has been 
finished, the contractsigned and the work commenced by Mr. Byles, 
of City Island. He is getting outthe keel fora, cutter of about seven 
tons yacht measurement, to the order of Messrs. Zerega and Rath- 
bone, Intype and general arrangements she will be similar to the 
Wasp, illustrated recently in this journal, but with 1éft. more beam 
and about fin. less depth. Length on loadline, 85ft.; length over all, 
41ft.; beam, 71¢ft.; draft, 614ft.; displacement, 18 tons. This yacht 
presents such novel and satisfactory features that the plans are 
worthy of the place in our columns which will be shortly accorded 
them, Sheshows a noteworthy combination of economy with great 
accommodations and ability, being in all these respects a vast im- 
provement upon current New York customs. Ballast consists of 
eight tons of lead, some five of which will be on the keel and the 
rest cast to fit inside. Hoist of mainsail, 22ft.; main boom, Sift.; 
gaff, 21ft.; bowsprit, outboard, 14ft, Area lower sails, 1.000 sq. fb. 
She will be flush decked fore and aft, with a blind cockpit. or possi- 
bly with a shoal well. In order that this well may not interfere wil 
the ladies’ stateroom in the run, the post will be carried out to the 
end of the loadline, as generally the custom, which, with a moderate 
rake to the post, will earry the rudder head sufficiently far aft te in- 
troduce a drop floor cockpit abaft the cabins below. There will bé 
uo hatch forward of the mast, access to the forecastle being had by 
the forward panel of the main skylight. This will be located about 
amidships, and Rene narrow, leaves broad gangways each side, giv- 
ing far more available deck room than found aboard the house en- 
eumbered deck of a sloop of twice the beam. On the quarterdeck 
will be a quadrant companion, and, completely separated from it, 
the gockpit, with a scuttle leading to the suilroom, and space for nets 
and trawls. - : 

In broadside this new eutter will be almost a fac simile of the 
Wasp, having 2ft. 10in. for least freeboard to top of planksheer, but 
showing a regular cutter’s square tuck instead of an elliptic counter. 
The cabins below are remarkable for their spaciousness and economy 
in arrangements. _We find standing height fore and aft from stem to 
post. Along airy forecastle for a couple of hands and the galley 
with a passageway on starboard side communicating with the miain 
eabm. On port side of the passageway is a w. ¢. and dressing room, 
with lockers and shelving. The ladder to the foreastle lands in the 
passageway. ‘I'he main cabin has a comfortable berth each side, 
the upholstering at the sides being carried up to shoulder height, 
also efageres of neat design at the forward ends. The companion is 
between bulkheads, each side being utilized for ponby, and locker 
space. The ladder, when swung round on pivots to one side, admits 
of entry to the stateroomjaft. This shows a wide berth each side, 
and a seat with dressing cases at the afterend. On the under sidé 
of the ladder arrangements for washing are supplied. The overhang 
is deyoted to sailroom and a gir stowage. 
The yacht will be coppertastened to the wales. fully fitted and 

supplied with all but cabin furniture, and the sails will tally main- 
sail, foresail, three jibs and two topsails, Anchors, chains, galley. 
ballast, boat, davits. Maa and rig to be delivered by the builder. 
Total price, $3,000. Iron ballast conld be used just as well as lead, 
as there is plenty of room below the floor te concentrate it as muel 
as desired, and froin four to five tons can be readily hung to the keel. 
When so ballasted, a difference of $300 may be deducted, making 
the cost of this fine yacht-only $2,700! Now mark, there never was 
built a sloop of her loadline jength in New York showing as much 
floor below, or as wide gangways on deck, or anything like the 
privacy and accommodations or headroom, or a rig as small by 2 
third, or as well bnilt, or as safe and able, or as fully and highly 
finished, for ae like the sum if takes to own such a smart, 
handsome craffi as this cutter, It is no wonder such yachts are 
steadily gaining in favor as rapidly as familiarity with fact re- 
moves unfounded prejudice and the stupid libels current among 
those opposed to innoyations upon practice which had its origin in 
the river sailing of half a century ago. 

CRUISE IN THE SNOW. 

[Continued.] 
Rditor Forest and Stream: 
I did not mtend to further trespass upon your good nature, but 

am induced to send the finale of that snow cruise, by the receipt of 
several letters in general, and one in particular, from a yery pleas- 
ant deep keel corresp ndent, who was curious to know what hap- 
ened ta the skipper after anchoring in Cos'Cob River. and how he 

cept comfortable on a sharpie. : 
‘ yee 6P.M, Beene, ann of sharpie, 9ft-x12ft.x4ft, 10in. of head 

room. Lamp lighted. warm fire in stove. Skipper makes coffee, 
toasts bread, elaborates a Welsh rarebit, eats, drinks and just revels 
in hearing the storm beat outside, Reclines on soft cushion, with 
feet to fire and reads a capital story called ‘*Vice Versa’ until 2 
A, M, ' 

" and slept the sleep of a passably honest tar nnril $ im the 
pe er MUeoked ana ate prenictasts Poked nose out of companion- 
way and discovered that everything on deck and aloft was covered 
with snow and frozen solid. Also noted many wild ducks flying near. 
Wind N. W. and cold? Whew! But those ducks: must have some ct 
them, So overhauled es and anchoring in skiff some two hun- 
dred yards from sharpié, blazed away until frozen ta ed stiff, aud 
returned to ship ina couple of hours with twelve niece, plump hirds, 
every one of them shot on the witg with No.6 shot, and not # sin= 
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gle poor cripple knocked oyer and. left to die a miserable death, 
Spent aftermmoon and evening reading and snugging. somes up, Next 
morning started for home, wind still howling from N. W., and cold? 
Well. yes! The wind was fair, however, and the skipper left his 
mainsail furled, or rather frozen ina solid mass. Trimmed driver 
sail and jib to the correctangle. Put sharpie on her course, about 
§. W,, and seeing the sound was well clear of other vessels, went 
below, shut the doors, and kept the fire warni, Sharpie sailed some 
fight miles without her captain onee conan the tiller. Shot a 
(luck aud wounded it so thatit could manage to dive about twenty 
feet whenever approached, 
Lay ship to. wilh driver flatand jib aweather. jumped into skiff, 

picked up duck afver much chasing, and returned to sharpie, Ar- 
rived home, ¢mbraced family, and have heen nursing an interesting 
iniluenza ever since. :) THOMAS CLAPHAM, 

Rosiyy. LT, 

OSWEGO Y. C. 

Rditor Forest and Stream: , 
One of the pleasantest occurrences of the yachting season was 

enjoyed by the officers of the Oswego Y. C. on the evening of the 
1th inst. Upon invitation of Commodore Mott our local yachtsmen 
dssembled at his residence for the purpose of “wafting” their ideas 
and fixigg the policy of the club for the season of ‘83. With the 
makeup of the prominent yacht clubs before them in their handsome 
little books, a signal code, uniform, etc., were drafted, taking what 
appeared to be the best and simplest, not omitting to dispense with 
all gilt and brass in the uniform, black club-bottom and double- 
breasted sack coat being conspicuous enough for the “toilers of the 
lake.’ Mr, A. B. Parker was appointed chairman of the regatta 
committee. Mr. P. can handle the matter in good shape, as he has 
had several experiences and isa worker, The Commodore's dining 
room was visited, where a most elegant spread was awaiting attack. 
Tiis not necessary to state that tle entertainment was perfect, for 
allwho have méb Commodore Mott know that he neyer fails or 
wavers, 
The club's fleet consisted of the following; Schooner, Rhoda, 30 

tons. Spe Hila, 19: Laura, 12: Katie Gray, 11; Fascination, 11: 
Vixen, 7: Maud, 3, andothers, The club house, which is handily 
situated, will have to be moved in the spring, it being on the line of 
a projected addition to the railway pier. There is still plenty of good 
ground; no trouble is anticipated in changing basis. Oswego, with 
its new breakwater, furnishes one of the most desirable harbors 
possible, the lake, its hroad blue waters, with its many ports and hays 
jhe novelty of the short run across fo a country of different people 
and manners; the near and always available §t, Lawrence. where 
(lie Thousand Islands afford deep water and all the interest of a 
sununervesort, with heauties unriyeled in attraction, The Oswego 
Y. C. woul give a yachtsman’s greeting to all craft from any 
yuarter, who might be pleased to spend a few days on the Erie, where 
they can enjoy the summer breezes, and where the tide never turns 
nor the harnacla reaps. KG, 

{Yuehting on the lakesislooking up fast. The great inland seas 
are destined to boast.a very large Hest cf able yachts of moderate 
fonuagze® in the nearfuture. The policy pursued by the clubs will 
haye much infuence in furthering the good ends of the sport. So 
far ihe clubs haye not only kept up with the times. but on some 
odunts haye gone ahead of the conventionalities of the Atlantic sea- 
board. It is tie rule on thelakes to open matches to all comers. 
thereby giving to racing a dignity and broad influence which mutual 
admiration affairs, limiting entries to one club, can neyer attain. 
There is also discernable in many quarters a praisworthy inclination. 
to distant cruising, creating a demand for seaworthy boats. which 
the experience of the future will no doubt find satisfied In deep keet 
yachts with outside ballast, Safety and ability to cope satisfac- 
torily with a short. sea we deem two such important requisites to 
lake yachts that models conforming to cutter principles are sure to: 
he Pie EGS when once fairly tried. We have in preparation a 
number of désizns oF small yachts actually butt or building, to 
which the attention of lake yacitsmen is especially called. ~These 
designs will appear in our January nuubers, We co not think fraps 
of sand hag tossers of the old New York style worthy of regard or 
confidence where sailing is to he done outside the smovuth water of 
small harbors, and Bdge those intending to build or buy to give 
depth and safety the weight they deserve in their choice if they wish 
to get mast service from their vessels, Whether much orlittle heam 
is lo be adopted is a matter to be decied upon considerations of 
economy in build and running, snugness of rig, limitations to draft 
and anecommodations below, covering ali of which much evidence of 
importance will be found in current numbers.] 

YACHTING IN ,AMERICA,—Last year American yachting ex- 
perienced a flutter of excitement in the victories of the little Scotch 
ten-tonner Madge, who had at her mercy in all her races the S}0ops 
of New Yorkand Boston, These triumphs, without precedent, the 
fresh successes which the fifteen-ton cutter Maggie, sent to America 
from England this year, has achieved over the American sloops; the 
trials also made this year in the United States with several cutters 
after the English idea, all seem to have prepared a coming revloution 
in American construction, The Americans, seeing the recent pro- 
gress of ERE, in England, have lost that confidence they used to 
have in their centerboard boats,and they would not now dare to race 
af Cowes. as they didgin[1852, with a hundred-ton sloop. The old Sylvie 
of Geo. Steers, which still exists, would without doubt have a hard 
job with the new English racing cutter Vanduara and Samvena, We 
find, therefore, two systems actually present in America; one seeks to 
conserve the old type with centerooard, light and shoal; the other 
seeks the adoption of the new English type, the boat of great draught, 
narrow beam and great displacement. Hach system has its enthusi- 
astic partisans who claim naturally superiority for what they believe 
in. . . . The cutters had sails of English make from Lapthorn & 
Ratsey. Who would have thought, after the admiration bestowed 
upon the sails of the America in 1854, that English sails, by a singular 
return of -appreciation and fashion. would in 1882 he considered 
superior in America to those of home manufacture. We must expect 
next year prodigeous efforts in American yachting in the battle 
between eutter and sloop. Opinion is highly excited, but it cannot 
be doubted that next year will give the solution which has been 
sought for in vain this year. We are interested directly in this 
Guestignin Franee, for having no constructions of our own, we float 
about tmdecided, occasionally given to old American ideas, then 
again to those of English origin, The experience America is about 
to indulge in must be to our profit.—L, Move. in Le Yacht. 

CHICAGO NOTES.—#ditor Forest mid Stream; The regular 
quarterly meeting of thé Farragut Boat and Yacht Club occurred 
last Wednesday night at the club house, foot of Twenty-fifth street. 
There was a full aftendance present. C. L, Washburn, C. L. Stevens 
and C.K. Ballard were elected active members, and Lincoln A, 
Brown and George W. Hancock associate members. The officers 
were ordered to plirchasé a fine paper-shell four-oared racing boat, 
to be used in the regattas of next year. Resolutions were adopted 
in memory of S. W. McArthur, a member recently deceased. Appli- 
cations from seyeral gentlemen to become members were referred to 
the committee on membership. The yacht Burke was rated and 
signals giyenher. It was decided to try and hold a rowing and sail- 
ing regatta’combined here next summer. J, Thorpe, one of our en- 
thusiastic canoers, informs your correspondent that in ten days or 
so he goes by rail to St. Louis, accompanied by his famous Rob Roy 
canoe Birdwing, and that he will start from that city in his canoa for 
New Orleans. He goes down the Mississippi River, 

BEDOUIN.—An interview in the Herald recently started afresh 
the nonsensical tales about Bedouin’s being wet and heeling to an 
uncomforiable angle in the Seawanhaka races last Qotober. We 
have the testimony of the pilot who shipped aboard the Bedouin for 
those races, as follows; ‘Why, sir, I went aboard of her thoroughly 
Pussies against such eraft. I came back eompletely converted, 
here was my pea jacketlying on the gratings all day and nota 

drop ever-got near to wetit.. As for the stuff bandied round about 
her crew hanging on tooth and nail to keep from sliding overboard, 
it ig too absurd to require refutation, We may say that we have 
been informed by those on board that they found the cutter re- 
markably comfortable, and that a lady enjoyed the third day’s 
racing in the sea and neyer thought of laying hold with nails or 
teeth. ‘Che fables to the contrary are best characterized in the lan- 
guage of our tuformants as “‘perfeat rét."* 

YAWLS.—In 1861 there were only about thirty yawl-reged yachts 
in British waters, one of them, by the way, heiig the old Julia. who 
fained fame by beating the!American sloop Sylvie, modelled hy Geo. 
Steers, in 1853, und owned at the time, we believe, by the late 
Commodore Stebbins. of the New York Y.C. Up to 1860 only few 
more yawls were added, the merits of the rig for cruising not yet 
heing appreciated, It was not until 1866 that the first match, open 
to the rig only, was sailed under auspices of the Royal Thames 
¥, G. In i870 there were about one hundred yawls; in 1878 the num- 
her had tnereased to 350, and now there are probably over 500 in the 
British fleet, with the rig fast gaining in popularity. 
YAWL FOR BUPFALO.—Mr. Gustav Grahn, well known as the 

maker of the best model yachts in America, has sent a handsome 
little yawlto Mr, 0, M_ Cordell. of Buffalo, as an example of a safe, 
andy little cruiser. The model is 31in. water line, Jin, beam, and 
has 7i4lbs. lead ou her keel. She is pronounced a very handsome 
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pieces of workmanship, perfeet in detail and to scale throughout. 
From what wé hear, itislikely several boats like her will be built 
full size for use on the lakes, where yachtsmen haye plenty of oppor- 
tunities to appreciate the yalue of depth und safety in the short chop 
which works up at shoy't notice on Our inland seas, 

HANDICAPS,—The Loniion Miel says; “Wor racing mixed rigs 
handicaps may be occasionally fesorted to, but it is devoutly to be 
hoped that they will be sparingly used, and that ne athempt will be 
made to bring together vessels of widely different capahititias ty 
abnormal time allowance, Aliove allitis te be hoped that sneh an 
amazing absurdity as sealed handivaps will never be heaayl of 
again? 

NEW SINGLE HAND YACH'T.—W, P, Stephens, of Staten Isloil, 
is to build a singlehaod yacht like the design published in fhis jour- 
nal October 19, for a.gentlamanin Providence, R. 7, Just the kind of 
boat, we should say, for Narragansett Bay antl nearby waters. This 
is the fifth smgle hander now under voustruction in New York, 

COLUMBIA Y, C.—The following officers were elected For 1883; 
Commadore, W.S, Greacen; Vieé-Commodove, W.. BH. Rowe; Meas- 
urer, W. H, Stone; Steward, E, Gosenheimer; President, R, P, H- 
Abell; Vice-President, Isaat: M. Vail; Secretary, Charles M, Arm- 
strong; Treasurer, Joseph A, Weaver, 

OANOES IN NEW ZEALAND.—At Auldaud there is quite a ficet 
of canoes, mostly of the Rob Roy pattern, with one or two sailing 
canoes on Nautilus lines, ‘Che sport is becoming fashionable. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
CO. A.M , Skowhegan, We.—See nextissne. - 

GC. A. R,, Allegheny City, Pa.—Rabbit skins are not strong enough 
for gloves. 

M. C., Portland. Me.—Coues'’s ‘Key ta Novth American 
soutof print, The price was $7, 

G. §., Marion, O.—For dimensions of the Creeduioor aml Massa- 
chusetts targets see answer in issue of Dee, 14, 

W. B. B., Oakdale, L. l.—Wild tice may be hought of Mr Chas. 
(ilelivist. Port Hope, Ont., ov R. Valentine, Janesville, Wis, 

_ C. A, P,, Danvers. Mass,—What is necessary to gel carp for stock- 
ing purposes, oid what season is best for stocking? Ang. Write to 
Mr. E. Ct, Blackford, Fulton Market, New York eity, This isa good 
time. 

Hi, G. K., Steeie, D. T.—Try Batty'’s *‘How to Hunt and Trap." 
price $1.50; or Gibson’s “Tricks of Trapping, price $i. We can 
supply either, 

W, B. R., Waynesburgh, Pa,—The pun is perhaps sufficient: many 
find if sa. <A repeating rifle would be the best arm for Rocky 
Mountain work, 

I, Y., Lynn, Mass.—Can Ido anything to inevease the pace of my 
dog, and will he be likely fo hunt faster with experience? Ams. Read 
“Training ys. Breaking,’ which contains the information you wish. 

Texas INQuirER.—The model of the arm of which you inquire isa 
discarded one, and we should not adviseits purchase. There are 
excellent repeating rifles in the market, but yon cannot expect to 
bry a good weapon for a song, 

W. A. R., Plymouth, N. H.—Whatis the original color of the fur 
seal. and have they long hair which is plucked ouf for general use, 
Ans, The olor is a very dark gray, almost a black. The Jong hair 
is always removed in the séalskin of commerce. 

Satmon Fatuis, N. H.—t. Where and at what price can J buy 
“Practical Taxidermy?! 2) Do the pine grosbeak and cYossbills 
haye duller celors as they grow older, as stated in ‘‘Bonaparte’s 
Ornithelogy?” Ans. 1. We can furnish if, price 50 cents. 2. Their 
poles grow brighter with age, atleast until the bird's vigor begins 
o fail, 
W, C. H..—Buffalo, N, ¥.—For shooting at this season of the year, 

you cannot do better than to go to the Gulf Coast, or fo the mouth of 
the Roanoke River, in North Carolina, Aj the latter place you will 
tind wildfowl, and back in the interior quail. The Gulf Coast is 
further off, but you will be repaid by abundance of wildfowl to be 
found there. 

Razor, Wrightsville, Pa,—1_ Is it advisable to keep puppies out of 
doors during winter? Willa dog house be sufficient protection for 
them? 2. Tam the owner of several fine beagle hounds and I think 
Icould get a premium ou some of them if exhibited; bunt J vannot 
afford to accompany my dogs to the show, Is thera a way of ex- 
hibiting dogs witheut the owner's presence, and would they be well 
taken care of? Are the expenses great, and how am Ito go about ity 
3, What would be the proper charge for a 18-bore muzzle-loader? 
Aus, 1, If the kennel is well tilled with straw and in a sheltered plave 
they will do very well. 2. You can safely send your dogs to the 
secretary of the show, who will see that they are well cared for. 
The only expense will be the cost of transportation and the entry fee. 
8 214 to 3 drams of powder and 44 to 1 onnce of shot. 

T, C., Wading River, L. I1.—1. 1 send yon a bird for identification 
which I shot yesterday, and a neighbor shot two more. I thinkita 
pine grosheak, but find it called in the State work by De Kay, pine 
bulfingh. 2. One of our neighbors killed a few weeks ago an opos- 
sum in his hen roost, and I hear of two being killed on Sfrong’s 
Neck thisfall. Ts nobthis uncommon for Long Tsland, and where 
did they come from? 3%. If the sale of game in the New York mar- 
ket were to he prohibited at, or soon atter, the season for shoohing 
expires, would it not have a good tendency in the direction of game 
protection? Ans. i, The binlis the pine grosheak or pine bulfinel 
(Piniesla enucleatoy), Seerecentissues of this journal for an ac- 
count of its habits. 2. Quite unusual, We think, Haye any others of 
our readers noted their occurrence recently on Long Island? 3, No 
doubt it would have a very beneficial effect. 

—< 

FACT AND FANCY. 
J, L, Shirley, of Dallas County, Texas, went out hunting, 

and, forgetting to take a supply of wads, used paper in lien 
of them, Becoming interested in the sport, he forgot that he 
had $300 in paper money in the same pocket with his wadding, 
and, after shooting away over $50 in bills, found that he was, 
perhaps, the only manin the country who used ereenbacks 
for wads. 

Statistics are published in India of persons and domesticated 
animals killed in i881 by snakes and wild beasts, also of snakes 
and wild beasts killed hy men. Snakes alone in that year are 
declared to have destroyed 18,670 human lives, and wild ani- 
mals 2,757 lives. The lives of 44,409 cattle, in fhe same period, 
were taken by snakes and wild animals. The number of 
snakes destroyed during the year was 254,967 and wild ani- 
mals 15,274, 

One of the heroes, we should say heroines, of Tel-el-Kebi, 
is an old Trish setter named Juno, belonging to the lst Battal- 
ion, Gordon Highlanders, She * rushed the intrenchments at 
the head of the troops amid a rain of bullets and came off 
without ascrateh. Jano has long been a pet of the regiment. 
When the order caine to proceed to Egypt everyone said that 
she must go too ; and go she did, tothe delight of the men, 

Old miners have a great respect for rats of the lower levels, 
says the Virginia City (Ney.) Enterprise. ‘they neither kill 
the rats nor suffer them to be killed by green hands, In 
the first place, were there no other reason, a dead rat left 
underground would scent mj) a whole level, and, in the second 
place, the living rats deyour any bones, scraps of meat or 
fragments of other food left in the mines, which would, by 
their decay, vitiate the air, generally hot and unpleasant at 
best. Rats also give warning when a cave is about to occur. 
They feel the pressure of the settling ground eyen before the 
cracking of the timbers is heard, and come forth upon the 
floors and scamper uneasily about by scores. For these aud 
other reasons the miners have a friendly feeling toward the 
rats , feeding and protecting them. In nearly every mine fle 
men have one or more of the little animals as pets, and these 
are quite tame, coming out of their holes to be fed at lunch 
time. When rats come into @ new drift or crossout it is con» 
sidered a ood sign—is thought to mean that the men will 
strike ore. ‘The other day, while the men were al work in 
the face of the new west crosscut on the 2,700 Jevel of the 
Sierra Nevada mine, arat came to them, traveling along the 
line of the compressed air pipe. Some of the new hands 
wanted to kill it; but the old miners would wot allow it to be 
burt. They said it would bring luck to the crosscut, So they 
fixed up inthe roof of the drift a hox as a house for-the rat, 
aud placed food near at hand, in order that it might find its 
new quarters profitable as well as comfortable, There is 
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much tall among the miners about the coming of this rat. 
and the men onthe new erosseut are very proud of it, and 
have high hopes on account of its presencé, Woe unto the 
man Who shallintentionally kill that Sierra Nevada rat! 

An antiquated rifle stands in the corner of the gun room in 
M. C, Westbriok’s house in Blooming Grove—a house once 
famous as & sportsman’s tayern, the rifle, says a Milford, Pa., 
correspondent of the New York Sun, was made years ago by 
a gunsmith in tlie central part of New York, for Solomon 
Westbrook, father of the celebrated Pike county deer slayers, 
Johu C. Mose,” and the Hon, Late Westbrook. It has the 
old-fashioned swivel! breech, and is known all over the 
country as “Old Swivel.” The original owner of the gun 
killed more than a score of deer with it. He died ‘thirty 
years ago. Then Lafe Westbrook used it for years. Ten 
years ago he laid it aside as worthless. He couldn’t hit any- 
thing with it, he said. Then Uncle Ira Crissman, justice of 
the paaee, and a member of Moses’s household, took it up. 
He said the gun was worth all the rest of the guns in Pike 
county, and that the reason Late couldn't kill anything with 
it was because he didn't know how to shoot. Uncle Ira has 
hunted with it every season sincs, and no one else ever thinks 
of touching it, It stands in the corner waiting until he goes 
up to take his annual hunt, he haying come to Milford a tew 
years ago to be justice of the peace here, and to help Frank 
‘rissman run the Crissman House, “I neyer missed a deer 

since J hunted with Old Swivel.” says Uncle Ira, ‘and I’ve 
drawn bead on a good many of ‘em with it. I’ve shot’em at 
short distances and at long distances. If I can only get that 
gun on ‘sm once that’s all lask. They say deer are scarce 
this year, and. give all sorts of reasons for it, but the main 
one is the bringing of Old Swivel into the county. When I 
die and they lay that gun to one side deer will soon pick up 
again and be plenty as ever,” 

The great American bird is under every condition a_bird 
altogether, says the Wood River, Neb., Times, but it usually 
flocks alone on Wood River, because its mates are as scarce 

| 

| winter feasts. 

as lady partners at a programme ball. That eagles are birds 
of prey is established by various stories in school readers, 
where they are shown to have frequently carried off into mid- 
air children, lambs, and other food ten times their own 
weight, and disappeared with them into dim space toward 
the summit of the mountains, where they store their grub“for 

The largest birds of the eagle species are found 
inthe Wood River Mountains, and yet no mules, nor cows, 
nor people have ever been carried away by them. The éagles 
of this country have often besn known to omit devouring 
weakly rabbits and squirrels, and to haye shown almost 
human kindness. An event which occurred ten days sinze at 
Foster's ranch, above Hailey, fully establishes this trait of the 
Wood River variety. One of the ranchers saw a huge eagle 
flutter over the barnyard, interested in a fat turkey, and im- 
mediately secured his rifle. The tirst’ shot broke the cagle’s 
wing, and in its crippled condition it wobbled and flopped 
around uttering screams of pain. The man was watching the 
result before firme again, when he discoyered another eagle 
coming from a distance, It was evidently aimate of the first 
one, Like an arrow it flew to the rescue, and examining its 
wound and seeing its mate could not escape, it took hold of 
it by its claws and beak and flew to the mountain side, where 
it laid down the vietim of the sportive hunter. During the 
past seven days the men on Foster’s ranch have noticed each 
day that the mate carried food to the wounded bird regularly, 
and is yeb feeding it upon squirrels, rabbits, birds and mice. 
Mr. Foster could kill the two birds any day, but has refrained 
on account of the affection displayed between them, A small 
American flag will be fastened about the wounded bird, and 
whien it again flies it will carry the emblem of freedom with 
it to the highest mountain peak, 

This isthe unhappy season, says the New York Times, when 
the mania for hunting spreads among all sorts of people in the 
metropolis like a deadly malaria, It does its destructive work 
inthe most unexpected quarters. No office, or warehouse, or 
shop but is likely to suffer from it. Fhe experienced fisher- 

men who ‘‘went out” "earlier in the season "with expensive 
tackle and conyinced themselves and their friends that they 
knew nothing about angling, are convinced that their true 
field is hunting, and they borrow dogs and gunsin the most 
reckless way, and spend days in tramping over pieces of 
country that for years haye been as innocent of game as the 
City Hall Park. Clerks, lawyers, clergymen, shop boys meet 
on common ground and on equal terms when they encounter 
each other on the edge of a tiny New Jersey or Lon Island 
forest. There are no class distinctions among them, for they 
are all alike in not being able to find any game and not being 
able to hititif they did. There are some good hunters in New 
York, but thew know better than to go prowling about the 
cornfield and potato patches within twenty miles of the city, 
These sportsmen who go into the upper counties of New York 
and Pennsylvania, or downto the lower end of New Jersey, 
very often come home with some practical results, the pro- 
duct either of skillful shots or successful barter, But those 
amateurs whose circumstaness keep them within an hour's 
railroad ride of home are well satisfied to return with dry feet 
and a pair of rabbits, In the vicinity of any of the railroad 
stations fired and disgusted hunters may constantly be seen 
coming back to the city with empty poucies and aotiite 
bones, The possession of adog anda gun makes a railro 
passenger at once common property, and his fellow passen- 
gers rarely wait for the formality of an introduction before 
they make themselves entirely at home with him, asking him 
all about the make and yalue of his gun, the brand of powder 
he uses, where he is going, and the breed and age of his dog, 
Hunting stories are common these bright days in all the incom- 
ing local trains, and jthe sportsman who is well covered with 
mud and who brings home as much as a rabbit or twois a hero 
second only to the great hunters and trappers of the Bowery 
stage. ; 

A Congh, Cold or Sore Throat should not be neglected. 
Brown's BRONCHIAL TROCHES are & simple remedy, and will give 
immediate relief, Price 25 cts.— Adv, 
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NOTICE. — | 
JAMES PU 

OF 287 & 289 (late 314:) OXFORD ST., LONDON, 
Gun manufacturers, by special appointments to Her Mujesty the Queen, H. R, H. will remoye to the new and large manufactory they are now building, and that after that date thetr address will be 

Audley House, South Audley Street, London. 
They take this opportunity to inform American sportsmen that they have patented A NEW REBOUNDING HAMMERLESS GUN, which, after the most careful practica 

trials and severe tests, they confidently reccommend as by far 

THE DEST AND 

HAMMERLESS 
Its advantages are 

States, viz.: THE BEST, 
York, and JOS. C. GRUBB 

N, B.—Messrs. Purdey & Sons are prepared to.sell 

STRENGTH, SIMPLICITY, SAFETY AN 

te BROSS. 

ele 

, the Prince of Wales, and the most noted shots of Europe, give notice that on January Ist, 1888, they 

UNLY PERFECT 

GUN MADE 
D FREEDOM FROM MISFIRES. JAMES PURDEY & SONS will only moke one aa of gun for the United Guns take about five months to make, and can be ordered direct from the makers, or through the agencies of SCHUYLER & DU. & CO., 712 Market street. Philadelphia. 

the rights, or grant a license (subject to certain conditions) for the sole manufacture of this gun in the United States, 

—E, 189 Broadway, New 
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QOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness Dlustrated. The only complete and 

eel ppt guide beok to Northern Maine aud 
ead waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St. 

John’s and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
Jakes and ponds eonnected with t them, 256 pages, 
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. forthe Cure of * 

EPILEPTIC FITS.) 
From Am.Journalof Medicine.” 

Dr. Ab, Meserole (late of London), who makos aspecialty 
of Epilepsy, has without doubt treated and cured more cases 
than any other living physician, His success has simply been 
axvon isang, we hayo heard of cases of over 20 years’ stand- 
Pe. suceessin nily cured by him. He has published a workon 
his diseasé, which he sends with a large bottle of his won- 
fect es tree to any mutes who may send their express 
and P. 0, A dresa, Wo advise any ona wishing a cure to ade 
dress Dr, a MESEROLE, No. 96 John St., New York. @ 

30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec- 

tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appli- 
ances TO MEN suffering from Nervous Depil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles, Also 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Troubles, 
and many other diseases. Speedy, cures guar- 
anteed, Illustrated pamphlets free. Address 
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Eiow I Became “A Crack Shot,” 
With Hints for Beginners. 

By W. Miron Farrow, Champion Military Marksman, U.S. A, 
The only American ever winning the Albert prize of £100, and the Wimbledon Cup, value $800, Eng- 

land. Winner of innumerable matches at Creedmoor, Turf, Field and Farm Chainpion. “8. Military 
Champion ’82, Ali goldmedals. Wimbledon Cup, 30 shots at 1000 yards, Highest on record. 

Orders will ba filled in rotation as reeeived. andsomeély bound in cloth and gilt; 9 illustrations; 
price $1. Send ordersat once. Many already booked. A limited edition to be printed, Sent by mail, 
postage paid, on receipt of price. W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. I. 
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A SPECIALTY. 
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The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns, 
NEW OFF-HAND TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881, 

PRICES REDUCED. ey 
WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 

AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the ‘*MAWNARD’” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 
in the world, as many barrels-can >be used on one stock; and for accuracy, con- 

yenience, durability and safety, is notexcelled, Send for Illustrated Catalogue 
describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-filre ammunition. 

_ MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 
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We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater. facilities for man 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest a;vard and silver reed 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our SupeHer vig: 

facturing our goods 
at the Massachu- 

Send: for catalogue, 
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FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY,-1883, 

The year now drawing toa close has heen with the Formsr anp Srrmam one of saat 

gratifying progress, Early in the year by. an important mechanical impr ovement, the 

typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginaing 

of the tenth year of publication, it was 

Permanently Enlarged to Twenty-eight Pages. 
There has been an equal growth in other important respects. The patronage accor ded 

to this journal by the intelligent reading public has never been more cordial than it is at the: 
present time. Sustained thus heartily, the publishers are prepared to maintain in 1883 the: 

FOREST AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this country, at once entertaining, useful and influential, As the exponent of the 

highest, types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men who 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no’ 
interests to serve saye those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 

whateyer may be inimical to these interests, the ForEST AND StREAM’S highest ambition 

will be to preserve in the future the approval won by its course inthe past. It will persist 
in its efforts to awaken in the public mind a fuller appreciation of the importance of the 
proper protection of game in the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 
of game at other times, This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 

man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as it is to that already very large and constantly i increasing class of business and professional 
men, whose favorite relaxation from the routine of employment is found in brief vacation 

trips to the woods and fields and brooksides., i 
The enlarged form of the FoREST AND STREAM enables its editors to present each week 

in the several departments a large and varied supply of reading, In the columns of 

The Sportsman Tourist 
Will be found sketches of travel and sport. Coming from mazz different writers, and 

widely separate parts of the country, thesesketches always have the charm of novelty, and 

they are sure to be read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers sce things through 

sportsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint. 

‘Natural History. 
_ This department will not deal with fossils nor with the monsters of African jungles. 
Quite on the contrary, it will treat of the animal life of land and water in ourow. country, 
the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American spsri- men are 

presumed to take an intelligent interest. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
Tn addition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting exclirsions, necessarily 

varied and interesting—as such acceunts must need be—these columns will be found of 

special value to amateur and yeteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 

ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting. 

Sea and River, Fishing. 
The angler will find in the pages of the Forrst anpD StRHAM the best angling literature 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together. This 

journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting having been held 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is believed that others of equal success will follow in 

other years. Meanwhile, the man who loves to go a-fishing may find in the ForusT anp 

STREAM all the year around a great deal that naust be to his liking, 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of currén 

achievements and progress in this important work, 

The Kennel. 
| This department has won the confidence of doe owners. Its reports of field trials, bench 
shows and other events are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 

The recent series of papers by ity editor, entitled “Training vs. Breaking,” have been pub 

lished in book form, and haye had a yery large sale. Other papers of equal importance will 

be published from time to time, 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department beifig a practical naval afchitect, and thoroughly familiat 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 

and canoeing that have ulveady won for the ForEsT AND STREAM esteem ond confidence. 

Its editors alm to make the FOREST AND SitREAM a meditim for the interchange of infor 
mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen, Sketches of field excursions, 

shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contribu- 
tions are respectfully solicited, Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us 

reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 
the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns, 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest? AnD SrREAM that they bring the paper 
and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
spirit and aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application. 

The weekly issues of the FoREST AND SYREAM form two volumes each year, of twenty- 

six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the files constitute a library of permanent worth. 
Highteen such yolumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders 

(price $1.25) which hold tweuty-six numbers, 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $4; $2 for six months. Remit by post- 

office money order, draft or registered letter. Give name, town, county atd State. Address 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 
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__ Don't. Ba 
—_———— 

Section of gun after firing. Section of gun cocked and ready for firing. 

Deceived or Led Astrav. 

The Anson & Deeley Hammerless Lock, 
AS MANUFACTURED BY 

Westley Richards & Co., London, Eng., 
HAS NO EQUAL! 

And is the only hanimerless gun in the market that is absolutely faultless, being simple, durable, and possessing those wonderful shooting powers, combined with that indescribable 
symmetry and beauty so tharacteristic of Westley Richards’ product, 

Every desirable i2at:; e is found in this gun. Superiority of Material and Workmanship, Absolute Safety in Handling. Without 
Comparison in Durability and Simplicity. 

Shootines 
The following letters from prominent sportsmen cover the ground exactly: 

° oy 2 JPetiner CNEL Bg CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., March 20, 1882. 

My Dear Sir—The Westley Richards Hamamerless Gun I obtained from you has been the 
admiration of all my friends, I consider it much the best Hammerless gun, and recommend 
all sportsmen who can afford theluxury of a perfect gun, to buy a Westley Richards Ham- 
merless, Respectfully, PATRICK HENRY. 

BurR.ineTon, Iowa, Sept. 20, 1882, 
J. Palmer O'Neil & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.: 
Dear Sirs—The Greener and Westley Richards gia: arrived safely yesterday A. M., andin 

the evening I took them hoth out and targeted them. Ilike the Greener better for only one 
reason, and that is it fits me a trifle better. But the Westley Richards made by far the best 

J. PALMER O’NEIL 

Qualities Unsurpassed. 
target, so f have concluded to keep it and return the Greener. The Westley Richards is cer- 
tainly a little beauty, and makes as fine a target as lever saw. One of my friends who is a 
great sportsman went out with me, and before the trial made all manner of fun of the ‘pop 
gun,” even while he admired its graceful shape and eiegant workmanship. But the result of 
the trial rather surprised him. He shot against the Westley Richards, his 11lbs. Daly loaded 
with 5 drams of powder and 1joz. of No. 7 shot, while I used 33 drams of powder and lfoz. 
No, 7shot. At30, 40 and 50 yards I beat him badly in distribution and penetration. At 60, 
65 and 70 yards fully equalled him, And the difference at 75 and 80 yards could hardly be 
noticed. am much pleased with the gun, and as soon as I become a little more accustomed 
to it I have no doubt my shooting will be greatly improved. I shall take pleasure recom 
mending the Westley Richards Hammerless Gun. 

GEO. H. TOUSEY, 

& CO., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Yours truly, 

Agents in the U. S. for Westley Richards’ Hammerless Guns. 

THE 

F.LLETT PATENT 

7 TrouteBass Reel 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

\ offered to the Anglers of this 

i) Country. 

J SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 

AND PICKEREL FISHING. 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
be purchased from dealers in your place. 

W. & J. M. AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front St., Rochester, N. Y. 

Ho LAEIFDbD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship, 

Write for eitcular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, in, 

We are giving especial attention td Corduroy and Molesiin Suits 

keep in stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them 

up in style and finish far ahead of any ever before in the field. 

JHE HUNTING SIGHT i 
= Send for Circular containing fulld :iption. 

Save Add FE Tess, 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

siddlefeld, Conn, 

LYMAN-S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUN SIGET, 

WHAT WILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW 
OPOOL’S SICNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 

OR STORM CLASS AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 
Winn THI You! ing 

Tt will detect-and indicate correctly any changein the weather 12 to 48 hours 
in advance. I¢ will tell what kind of storm is approaching, and from what di- 
rection—Invaluable to navigators, Farmers can plan their work ac- 
cording to its predictions, Sayes &@ times its costin a single season. 

imi Has an accurate thermometer attached, which alone is worth the price of the 
i) Combination, This great ae INDICATOR is endorsed by tha 

#} most eminent Physicians, essors B S 
| and Scientific men of the day to be the E T IN THE WORLD 
' i] The Thermometer and Barometer are put in 2 nicely finished walnut frame, 
i) with silver plated trimmings, etc., making it a beautiful as well as useful orna- 

ig, ment, We will send you a sample one, delivered free, to your placo, in good or- 
if der, on receipt of $1, or six for $4, Agents aremaking from $5 to $20 daily 
iW Selling them, 4 trial will convince you, Orderatonce. It Sells at SIGHT! 
il Just the thing to sell to farmers, merchants, etc. Invaluable to everybody. 
i] U. 8. Postage Stamps taken if in good order, but money preferred. Agents 
ii wanted everywhere. Send forcircularandterms, Address all orders to 
| OS WEGO THERMOMETER WORKS, (Largest establishment of the kind in 

the World) Oswero, Oswezo Co., N.Y. 
ih Wo salts ae Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk, First and Second National Danks, or any Business hovsein 

I Dee ete pote Post Office, County and State plainly, and remit by monep-order, draft on New Fork or registered 
il) letter, at our risk. 4 

This wil maak qin TH esa e Bay RESET yy 
Ifind Pool’s Barometer works as well od ong that costa fifty dollars, You can rely onitevery ‘ime. 

Carr. Cras. B. Rocena, Ship “Twilight,” Gon Francisca, 
arometer received In good order, and must say that the instrument gives perfect satisfuction in every reg} 

Tt B noatly mado and wonderfully cheap at two dollars, x0, B, Panrons, M, C, R. RK. Office, Detroit, Mich. 
Pools Burometcr has ly sayod me many times {ta cost, in fortelling the weather: Itiam wonderful curiosity 

) and works to perfectio: F, J, Rossnts0n, Milwaukeo, Wis, 

EWA 

| . 
: 

J 
ERE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, None genuine 

| without our Trade Mark, and Signature of J. A. Poon, on back of Instrument, 
If} 88 below < Qe@A * TRADE Ey 

i tLGpol ~ man X 

Ii 
i 

yi Every Instrument warranted Perfect ond Reliable. Size, 0% Incheslong, 24 wide. 
WW Ifnot satisiied on receiying the instrument, return itatonce and we will refund your 

= mi money. Please state where you saw Our advertisement, ——-— ‘ i 

NULLCK,—$2.00 each is the regular retail price for above instrument, but being desirous of intro- 
ducing them and securing good agents, we offer for a short time to deliver “asample one’ free to any 
address on receipt of only one dollar, or 6 for $4.00. Order at once. It’s just the thing for a Christmas 
present. z 

i | 
KK 
mn 

[ESTABLISHED 1869,] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
8 subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproef, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out, We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND oo ane 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 
AND 

sHor sitetis. Ym ea mere, 

| Makes a Sporting Rifle Per‘zct, Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POUKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS,’ BENCH CLOSERS, Etc., Ete, 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New Yorr AGentrs: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York, - 
Pacurig Coad? Agunts: CHAS. SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California, 
New Orieans Agents; A. BALDWIN & CO. 
New Exauanp AGENTS FoR SHOT SHELLS: JOHN P, LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass, 
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fs, So 

No suit: like this. Send for description to 

GEO, 0. HENNING, 
The One Price Clothier, 

410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 

A. SAKES & CO., Richmond, Va. 
JOS, POLOCK, St. Louis, Mo. 

[Extract from Forrest ann Srream, July 7, 
1881, p. 444,] 

* This flightso nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeous afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

* * 

all sportsmen to test iis merits, * * * 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard- 
on-Rangeley cakes, It treats of ‘‘ camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
ing; 204 pages, 12 illustrations, Price 25cents. Ly 
mail, pi aid, 30 cents, CHARLES A, J, FARRAR, 
amaica Plain, Mas 

BUY Siri 

>PECK & SNYDERS AMERICAN 
CLUB SKATE _ 

Address E. G. KOENIG, 

875 Broad street, Newark, N. Ji 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Froe 

Full-Length OOT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGH, in this case, $8. 
Sold eyerywhere by the Trade, 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 

with thirty changes o, 
positions. Parlor. ts 
th Invalid Chair, 
Chilt’s Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
beauty, lightness, 
strength, sim licity and 
comfort. ery thin 
fo an exact science, 

. Circular; quote Forss 
Figtel (esentutl: AnD STREAM, WILSON 

ADJUSTABLE GHAIR MANUFACTURING CO. 
661 Broadway, New York. 

f ° LY I} Cards 

) Nn 1S OUPUNN 2s, 
$90. Wor pleasure, money making, 

Ayoung or old, Everything easy, 
= printed instructions. Send 2 stamps 

a for Catalogue of Presses, Type, Cards, 
&c,, to the factory, KELSHY & CO., 

Meriden, Conn. 

ENNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
For Canada and the United States, 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. S§. 
Office—No. 210 St, James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 

Wanted, 

‘ANTED.—A SECOND-HAND ‘NEW MODEL 
Baker" three-barrel shotgun, Must be in 

good order, Address BAKER, this office. dec?8.1t 

ANTED.—AN EXPERIENCED SALESMAN 
to travel. Must be fully acquainted with the 

business in allits details, Address K, office of 
‘orest and Stream, dec2B,1t 

Sor Sale. 

haa FOR SALE AT $7.00 PER PAIR, 
3 Soon H. VAN VECHTEN, Victor, Ontario 
0. N.Y, decl4,4t 

For Sale at Public Auction. 
Gooseberry Island, containing about eight acres, 

situated off the south shore of Newport, Rhode 
Island. This island is directly upon the Atlantic, 
with a sheltered harbor betweenit and the shore, 

with ten feet depth af mean low water, It is within 

one-quarter of a mile of the Ocean avenue, and two 
miles of the post office in Newport. It is especially 

adapted as a site for a fishing club. A safe landing 

can be effected in any weather, 

be sold at 12 M. on January 8, 1883, at No, 129 

Spring street, Newport, Rhode Island, For infor- 

mation, Plats, &c., address Box 614, Newport, R, I. 
deci4,3t 

OR SALE,—A W. & 0. SCOTT & SON PRE- 
mier quality breech-loader. One of the very 

finest guns ever made by these makers; entirely 
new, 10-bore, 30in., 9lbs. toz.; beantiful curled 
walnut stock, Damascus barrels, triplex action. 
This gun cost $325, but will be sold for $210. No 
one wishing to buy a Scoth gun should miss this 
opportunity, Sent with privilege of examination 
on aveuee of $5, which will be-credited on the bill. 
HENRY C. SQUIRES, Ne. 1 Cortlandtst. dec28,1t 

FOR SALE. 
Anew 12-gauge, §l4lbs,, double-barreled breech- 

loading gun, made to order under the Nichols 
patent, Laminated barrels, rebounding locks, 

patent fore end, polished stock and all improve- 

ments. Hasnever heen used! Price $175. Can be 

seen at this office. dec2s,te 

Buy a Christmas Present 
FOR YOUR DOG. 

1A 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y,, 

MAKE A SPECIALTY OF DOG GOODS. 

They have the largest variety of Dog Furnishings 
in the world, Many new and handsome designs 
of Collars, Pug Harness, Blankets, ete. All styles 
of Dog Furnishings made to order. 

“Send for sample of Plush Blankets, 

eee Ee 

On the Stud. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. = 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lad 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter Py 
ies of the purest strains. Full pedigrees, W. i. 
L\ALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882, Don 
isthe only pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trial in this country. He is a vigorous, 
healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 
He will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches, Fee, $50, Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy I. 

DASHING ROVER, by Dash I. out of Norna. 
KING PEPIN, litter brother to Mr, Goodsell’s 

Plantaganet, 
FEE, 340.00. 

To approved bitches only. Address 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Hill, §. C. 

Dominion of Ganada Kennel Club. 
(Limited), 

“COMET,” 

Pure Layerack, (10,1380 E. EK. C. 8. B,) in the stud. 

Seven Ist prizes, one 2d, first in Laverack Clas 
at Alexandra Palace, 1881, 

Address the Secretary, Ottawa, Ont, 

Entries for B. C. KE. C. Stud Book close May ist, 
Annual Subscription $1.00. Single copies 10 cents, | 1888. 

This property will | 

Hu the Stud, 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES. 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 31 Prizes in the fleld and on the bench 
in England, Scotlaud, Wales and America, 

' FEE, $40.00, 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palace, London, 
June 15, 1882, 

BITCHES. 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrie, 
Lilac, 1. K. CG. 8. B. 10,745, and Meg, 1st prize open 
elass, Boston, 1882. 
For Sauer &c,, address THOS, H. TERRY, 

P. O. Box 2017, N. Y. 

Black Cocker Stud Dog. 
HORNELL DANDY, by Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 24lbs. It has taken nearly two years 
to haye our order filled for a black cocker under 

SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsville, N. Y. 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approved bitches only, imported 

black and white greyhound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1883. Fee $40. H. W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N, Y. nov2,tf 

noy30,tt 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

DASH III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial. winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other gcod ones. Dash II. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good assire as his illustrious brother. 
Liewellin’s' celebrated Dash I, for which he paid 
$1650. Will serye a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35. Address A. M, TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

Cocker Spaniel Owners. 
Owners of Cocker Spaniel bitches who desire to 

breed them, will receive pedigree of my exception- 
ally choiee stud dogs, and circular of terms and 
instructions, by enclosing stamp to M. P. Me- 
KOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. Photos, 25 cents 
each, dee28,1f 

BLACK PRINCE. 
Pure black spaniel, winner of five prizes, 1882, 

$25; approved bitches $20. A. G. W.. box 1488, N.Y. 
ecrg.4t 

THE ORANGE AND WHITE 

Pure Laverack Setter Champion 

“EMPEROR FRED,” 
Winner of ten prizes in England and America, 

will be allowed to serve afew approved bitches, 

For prize winnings and particulars apply to 
HRDMAN A. HERZBERG, 

1464 Pacific street, 
corner Kingston avenue, Brooklyn, .N. ¥, Stud 
Fee $50, dec21,té 

Stud Dandie Dirmonts. 
BOB (pepper) importel Decenber, 1882, By 

champion Teddy out of Euby,s: by champion 
Harry Bertram out of Beszie Lee. 
WATTY—(mustard) imported July, 1882, by Arm- 

strong’s Tom (by Dr. Gran:’s Tom citl of his Gi S97) 
out of his Gypp, by Dr, Grani's ‘Teddy out of 1s 
Gracie. Fee $2, Address WM. R HILLS, Albany, 
WA; devrl,2t 4 rd & 

Ghe Hennel. 

jels of the most fashionable blood address 
CHAS, DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~eptl5, te 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also do; 

boarded and broken, satisfaction gnaranteed. Ad- 
H, B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Shas, Septz2,tf 

Pre OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinved paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents seach, or the ive Yor #1, 
FOREST AND SEREAM PUB. CO., 89 and 40 Park 
Row, N. ¥ Dec29,tf 

field purposes. COLIN CAMERON, Brickerville 
Baan HOUNDS BRED FOR BENCH AND 

Pa, unel5,tf 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale. Best of Reference. D, F. WILBUR, 

Takeville, Mass. junel5,tf 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—FOR OTHER 
property, one pointer bitch and three male 

Bue Jhoics breed. Sensation stock. J. CG, 
OOLEY, Agawam, Mass. dee?,4t 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 

LADY LAVERAOK, pure Laverack, lemon belton 
setter bitch, whelped June 19, 1879, by champion 
Thunder ex Peeress. Winner on the bench, broken 

gun by Mr, E. 8. Wanmaker, invaluable for a 
brood bitch, 
IMPORTED CHAMPION LADY RAPID, Rich 

black andtan Gordon setter hitch, winner in the 
champion class last New York Dog Show. Whelped 
1875, by old Reuben ex Rosa, invaluable as a brood 
bitch, sold for no fault, the owner not intending 
to breed any more Gordons. Not broken. 
CHAMPION RUBY, own sister to champion 

Rose, bred by Edmund Orgill, Esq.; whelped 1876, 
color, lemon and white. Has now a splendid litter 
of puppies, by imported LeGuy, Will hesold cheap 
with one of the dog puppies, a beauty. Not broken. 
Apply to A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden street, 

adelphia, Pa. dee?1,8t 

& 

OR SALE CHEAP.—A SETTER DOG, BROKEN, 
Address C. M. PRATT, Westbrook, Ct. dec21;2¢ | WALKER, 

Ghe Hennel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Stsadman's Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A GANY TO PLEAS- A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powiler is guaranteed fo kill fleas on dogs 
any othr animals or money returned. If is put w 
in patent hoxes with sliding pep rt box top, wolc 
greatly facilitates its use, Simple and efiicacious, 

Price, 30 cents by Mail, Postpaid, 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs, 

A CERTALY REMEDY, 

Pu up ir boxes containing ten powders, with the 
directions fot use. 

Price, 50 cants per Bos by Mail. 
Both the aboye are recomroended by the ' Forest 

and Stream and bud and Gun,” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 Fuuron STRert, - Niw York. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREET, - New York, 

WRIGH'L & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Boston, Mass, 

Portraits ef Celebrated Dogs 
TY #, M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 

Auew pair jnst ont. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP 0’ D4, 

Quail shooting ir Tennessee.—DASH i117, and 
COUNTESS MAY, 

Prairle chicken shooting in Minnesota, 

THUNDER, 

appearance, 
to frame. 

Price, $1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANM, 189 B osdwayk 
New York, ord. PALMER O'NEIL. 683 Fifth \venue’ 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
ie ane champion and other Pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS,” 
Price 10 cents, post free, Giyes addresses of prire 

cipal English breeders. 

OR SALE.—TOM, WHITE AND ORANGE 
English setter dog, four years old, by Royal 

Duke ex Bessie. Bessie by Valentine’s Glen ex Dell, 
Dell by Waddel’s Pilot ex Nellie. 
handled by E, S. Wanmaker for "astern Field Trials 
at High Point, N. C., November, 1882. Winner of 
vhe. New York, 1880, c. 1881, and vhe, 1882. For 
performances in the field see this paper's report 
of Eastern Field Trials, 188) and 188%. Price $600. 
Address GEORGE R, WATKINS, Paymaster U. 8S. 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City. novad,tf 

BLACK SPANIELS. 
_ We have a few choice black spaniels to dispose of, 
including Dash; 1st Cleveland, 1882; brother to the 
celebrated Kaffirand Zulu. Can win in champion 
class. Pricé $100. Also Bub; by the celebrated 
Brush, illustrated in Stonehenge, out of Champion 
Rhea. Price $60. We have several brood bitches 
and puppies of exceptional pedigree for sale, 
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsyille, N. ¥, 

XTRA FINE GORDON SET° 
for sale, out of prize winner s§ by Dick, 

whelped Oct. 16. Address GORLON, Faneuil 
Hall Squere, Bo-ton, de. 21 lt 

q OR SALE.—FOUR BEAGLN PUPS, BLACK, 
white and tan, two months old. By Rambler 

and Honeymoon; none better in the country. 
Price $15 per pair, LOUIS STRAN, 4209 Chestnut 
street, Phila. deo8,1t 

OR SALE.—ONE FINE GORDON SETTER 
dog, one year old. J,G,STEACY, Bart, Lan. 

Co. Fa. deezs,1t 

OR SALE.—CAPTAIN DORSETT, BLUE BEL- 
ton setter dug, whelped July 12, 1881, by cham- 

pion Leicester out of Crook, who won first at New 

OR SALE.—A LARGE, POWERFUL, DARK 
red Irish setter dog, with extra good nose, 

speed and endurance, and a good retriever; 216 
years old. Only good parties who mean business 
need answer. CHAS. F. KENT, a 

ecls, 2h 

OR SALE,—EXCEEDINGLY HANDSUME 
pointer bitch; full pedigree, from prize win- 

ners. Warranted first-class. Price $10, W. 
PBARCIVAL, Palo, Mich. dec28,1t 

= 

OR SALE.—FOXHOUND, TWO YEARS OLD, 
sire, Dudley’s Bluff, out of an imported bitch; 

a first-class dog; a bargain, Price $20. Red Irish 
setter bitch Pegey, Elcho ex Lulu, four years old; 
a first-class breeder. Price $25. W. W. HURD, 
Colebrook River, Conn. dec28, 1h 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL - THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs, Dora IL, bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock. 
Gloucester, bred by D. OC. Sanborn of Michigan, 
under the name of Leo, out of Sanborn's field trial 
hitch Nellie, by champion Lester. Address 150 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass, sept21,tf 

Oe: FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRS?T- 
élass blood will be sold low to reduce stock; 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25ibe., A.No. 1 
retriever from land or water. Price $25, ROBT, 

, Franklin, Del. Co. N: Y. - 
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Sportsmen's Hoots. 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins, eod imported direct from Norway, 
Every jacket is marked ‘‘G. W. Simmons & 

Son. Importers and Manufacturers,” 
We offer this year the handsomest lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we have ever been able to 
eollect. Each of the jackets has been made 
fo order, and nothing equal to them can be 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skins and make up the Jackets in 
work-room! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than any other house 
can afford to} 

NOTE OUR PRICES and compare goods 
with others advertised as the same or similar. 

A No, 1 Quality, $12. 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and offer no second grade. 
We elaim for these jackets that they are; 

ist, Windproof. 

2d, Waterproof. 

2d, Soft and Pliabloe, 

4th, Flannel-lined. 

Sth, Never Stiffening. 

6th, j 30 per cent. less than others, 
| Ask for the same or similar goods. 

7th, The Best Made. 

We warrant every jacket, and will send on 
approval for examination on receipt of meas- 
ure. 

In addition to this superior line of Imported 
Dogskin Jackets, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets. These imitations of the 
imported jacketsavre flannel lined, and hardty 
to be distinguished from the imported. They |. 
are made in our own workreoms, and every 
owe is warranted in every particular. The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars, 
Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 

amounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods 
in the country. 

G., W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 32 
North street, Boston, Mass., Importers of 
Leather Jackets, mannfacturers of the cele- 
brated ‘Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St, Louis. 

Sportsmen's Goods, Hotels aul Boutes for Sportsmen. 

Pailadelphia Fishina Tackle| OLD DOMINION LINE. 
HOUSE, 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 
Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, 8'6fb. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 

Plain Brass Werrules,...........-- 0.60. $6 00 
Wo, 801. Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cans Wrapped Butt.... 9 00 
No. 802. As 801, Nickel Plated...... i ae 10 50 
Bass Bait Rods, 104¢ft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabara 

second and two tips. 
No 850. Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 

Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
Socketing taste sh ay -, 900 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL, 

No. 800. 

EKaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt watershooting, 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy BK. B. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Il. Cannot be sent by mail, 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenne, 

Jersey City, N, J. 

TO-Ho, JUKE! as 
SY & 

wag ‘Ky19 'yoq ‘uyjng vo, "I9'9 
“*dop uo ined ted) pus suo 

qeg) *suonanasuy paiaiud y4ylK 
HV1100 3yIlds ® ONIYdS OlLYWOLNYEe S.NIIND NOA'D 27 ‘avd 180d "ZS AOWd 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

Camp Life in the Woods and Tricks of ‘Trap- 
Arie wh, veh Ae Ue REE EL CLMLE bukah $1 00 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener... ced a sa 3 00 
Coues’ Field Ornithology........ Fy wees 50 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals,,...........--..055 3 00 
GPa SHO. mores eee ne aemes 18 
Cypress, J., Jr.'s, Works, 2 vols. .. 5 00 
Dead Shotts.) 25.2 ase 3 125 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson, ............eeeceeeee 3 75 
Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..... #00 
Dors, by Stables: 5.47... 0e. eee oe ee 75 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, iémo...,...... fio} 
Dog, The; Idstone........-, pone VEINS Fads laviws 1 25 
Dogs and their Doings, Morris....,...,..-.....5 17% 

Dog. The Illustrated Book of the, by Vero 
Shaw, with fac-simile colored plates...... 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
OOBITUIES heres tele ab blk drslsebijemeesiecen ce qeee 2 50 

Dogs, Points for Judging. 
Dogs, Richardson...-.....-.- oy 
Farrar’s Guide te Moosehead ee Soe 

12 5 

& an ; pe 
Frank Forester’s American Game in its Seas 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 
Fic. p 

A SS IOS*7DnVWN 

Norg.—In those made under tas improved patent since July, 1882, the nut ‘F is done away with, 
and the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by siaiply turning the rod by the hand. 

In offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraterni ¥, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever inyented, by the following reasons, viz: 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod one therefore is portable, 
2d, Its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun t 

ofen nsed all day. 
Bi 

at has been shot once, or one that has 

The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
sth, ‘Lhe price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESORIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 
For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., Lowell, Mass. 

The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 
finest waterfow! and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck's, etc.,ete. These points .can 
now be reached by rail and Bere from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs 
day at 3 P, M. 

Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York. 

JEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
___BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, 

Leave New York from station C, R. R. of N. ave 
foot of Liberty street. 
For Pliladelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9380, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:30, 5:20, 7:00, 12 P.M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:30, 12 P. M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at'7:45, 11:15 A. M,; 

1:30, 4:80,5:80, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30; 11;15 A. M.; 1;80, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:80, 7:00, 12 P.M, On Sunday §:45.A.M. ; 5:30, 13 P.M, 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City, 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261 

401, 944, 957, 1,828 Broadway, and at the pringipal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H, P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W, W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 
Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P, M. Wash 

ington, D. C., 7:10 A, M, and 10P, M. Yor informa- 
tion address N. McDANIEL, #01 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D. C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N. J. 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful safling sprounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

FLORIDA. 
Gentlemen intending to spend the winter in 

Florida can find first-class accommodations for 

themselves and familles within an hour's ride of 

Tallahassee, 

Good fishing and shooting can be had within a 
radius of afew miles of the house. 

Billiard tables, planos, horses, library, etc., are 

at the disposal of the guests. Address x 

COL, W. L. ROBINSON, 
Tallahassee, Fla. 

"The F’ox Gun 

We call attention to this beautiful gun, and the 
very low prices they are sellmg for, We are getting 
out some heavy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs. and over, 
suitable for heavy 
: Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for very Jong range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
103 Milk Street, Boston. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors. 

= For Night Hunting and Fishing, 
Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 

ete., these lamps have no equal, 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 
Head Jack for either top or front of 
head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 
Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, etc. 

“RULLSEYE"” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Price List. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett). 

N. M. MU22Y 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, III. 
Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 

MUZZY & CO. in 1852, Having increased my facil- 
ities for the busmeéss of reaming out gun barrels, I 
beg to offer my services to those owning suns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
fuarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instance, 
I inyite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
livered by express. 

CONSUMPTION. 
THave's positiva remedy for the above disease 

thousands of case9 of the worst kind and of fone standing 
haya beancured. f: 
that Krill send TWO ROPNEES PEER fate i Val: 

vo | VABLO TREATISH on this disonae, to anya 
preve & F, Oy adarone, Dis 7) A; BLOOUAG I Peal Bia tee, 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportanen, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAEE THE ; 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. RB. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 

RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed. 
equaled, in the abundanee and great variety of fish 
contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMHRICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 

eee GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
ov, 1. 

BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 
LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
ean readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘club’ at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at near]; eee 
TAKE YO ‘AMILY WITH YOU. The scene 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is poke ory and bracing, The climate is 
peculiarly eneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinae City 

was completed and opened for business July ad, 
and daily trains are now ct gare connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, ete., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and 
Southwestern Points. 

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RA'TES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free 

owner's risk. 
Itis our aim to make rtsmen feel ‘at home 

on this ronte. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated hook of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A, B, LEET, Gen'l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
— 

Southern, Southeastern and 

EUROPEAN PLAN} 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCGE BAY, L. L 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the ace rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast. 6 best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all yarieties.. Special 
attention Bee: y himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission to J. B, She 
herd, ik Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N. ¥. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE, 

Through solid traine with Pullman sleepers run 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

ville, through the finest scenery in America, 

Cc. W, SM1TH, H.W. FULLER, 
Gen’'] Manager. Gen'l Pass. Act, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
including Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &c, 
Send postage for ‘American Tourist Gazette’ 

giving full particulars. 
CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS: 

During summer seasons, May to December, sail 
ing from Quebec to Liverpool every Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From December to May, the mail steamers will 
Pout a weekly service between BOSTON and 
VERPOOL. 

Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 
Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct. 

LEVEES cw ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. ¥.- 
Boston, Mass,, 15 Stat rest, ; 
Philadelphia, Pe. WN. B. Cor, Broed and Cbestnut 

en ae 
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THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

seafins SPRATYT’S PATENT , 
SPRATTS Raeat “EB ibrine” Vegetable SPRATTS 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). B. 

STAMPED, Please see that Hvery Culke is Stamped “SPRATT’S PATEHN'T” and a X. “ RTAMPED | 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 
Packed In Cases of 112 pounds each. 

= FRANCIS Oo. de LUZE & CO., [r0 be had in smaller quantities at 

: ; Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 18 South William Streci, NEW YORK. | 

NONE ARE Of SS27N0 NGNE ARE 

Trade Generally. 

KENNEDY REPEATING RIFLE, (__ sss coos 
The safest and best rifle for any pea to buy. It is always reliable, an accurate and rapid shooter. SPO RTM EN \ S D EPOT . 

(EsTaBLIsHED 1886). 

First Premium at World's Fair at Now York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

_ A food assortment of 4, 26 and 28-inch Octagon, Half Octagon and 
Round Barrel Sporting Rifles. Also Curbines on hand. 

Both .44 cal, (40 grains powder) and .45 cal. (60 grains powder). = oP EU = < 

The magazine of 28-inch barrel .44 cal. holds 15 cartridges. Of 28-inch 
barrel .45 cal. holds 11 cartridges, A fi OHN KRIDER, 

479 glass balls broken with 2 Kennedy Rifle out of 600, thrown from a Bogardus trap. N.E. Cor, Second and Wainut Streets, Philadelphia 

Circulars sent on application. WHITNEY ARMS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn. GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
~ Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 

Hliscellancous, Sportsmen's Goons. (-Salmon, Bass and ‘Trout Flies, Made to Order, 
Algo ‘*‘ Krider's’ Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. eae SU, | gue HODGMAN & C0, [nsec — 
Repairing of all kinds. 

289 & 200 WASHINGTON MARKET, 425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, - New York. Oi-Tanned Moccasins 
AENo OS RE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF H H 

"i a iy - For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, Consignments of all kinds of Game solicited. Rubber Fishing Outfits,| | caareothe feet aia yard dir 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION, able. Made to order in 2 vari- 

COMPRISING 

“2 — 

Ce eee roa FISHING PANTS i SSC 
for all invoices of previous weer, ; 5 MARTIN  &. maTOn 

FISHING BOOTS, Axe, Boston Hi’ G,Sqvines, NY. Clty, Brin. 

' Ebates. aN epee CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 8 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats,| : Star Westen Sess F 

AND COMPLETE i 
be 

POTORIAL Ca TALOGUES FREE. RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. |) 2 reucrtousie Sted 5 e . Ly = 
< i i is y fs kc, ,O.D, i +62 Chas. Reiche & Bro., Fishing Pants, ESTABLISHED 1838. Send for Catalogue. |. car, cae yey 5 wORes 
dress T 

65 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORK. GREA BN. GUN Pittsburgh, Pa. s 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY | Rubber Mfg Company : 5 HILL. ON THE DOG. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

purposes. 
NT fHI 

Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie mad 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, SR Gas one DISEASES. 

Wild Turkeys, ete. 
For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co, 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’: Co., 

5038 & 505 

Broalway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST, 

SE BORICS ANS RECESS EAD ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
Deport: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York, R trated, a thorough and complete guide book io 

the Rangeley Lake region, Keunebagc, Jupsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes aud the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
git, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
Made mostly from accurate surveys, Price, post 
paid, by mai, 50 cents. CHARLHS A, J. FARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

[MOLLER wikis. 
Mop, COU-LIVER O1f_ 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

Se Spe TROUTING PANTS 4 GGINS 
Seen g "SERGLALITY. Pont ay See . Rod, Gun and Canoe 
Secrofula, PUREST AND GUARANTEED. IN NORWAY. 
Rheumatism 

or Consumption we 
{8 superior to any in de- TEN BRST 
licacy of taste and smeli, So ; 

medicinal yirtnes and purity. : Senne 

@London, European and New = 
York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

W.H.Schieffelin & Co.( 72" gins) U.S. and Canada 

\ Rubber Goods of Every Description With a Map and Fifty-eight illustrations. 

One volume, 12mo. Price $1.75. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

JOHN D, LENNON, . 
(42 Fulton Street, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 

NewYork 

Silk Worm Gut. 
F. LATASA, 35 Broadway, calls the attention of 

the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his exien- 
sive assortment of Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all 
grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heayy 
salmon Gut to xtra Fine, 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 
85 Broadway, New York. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

Badges and Hmblems| g w. coOLLENDER CO. 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. WAREROOMS : 

68 Broadway. New York: 

Special Designs Sent Free | 8 arin nth So, St Lows Hunting and Fishing 

Cait Lonis, Iron Mowutaia & Sout : 'S AQUARIA DEPOT alll On, ron ull alll ou IGril Anything in the Jewelry Line Made CAMERON y 

Rae WAY to Order. 182 SIXTH AVE., N. Y. 
eas ees ee line eure a Mount “4 AND OTHER NEW-DE ‘kansas at points on line of the iron Mountain - FRENCH AQUARIA IO ¥-DE- 
outs. a fi Croup, ASTHM R ; 
‘Heit Pas miade bene ae are aes eats z n JOHNSON'S SOMME aktmenn crit jos SIGNS. Gold and Fancy Fish, Aquatic Plants, Fish 

the unders or ner information. Ee ively prevent these terrible di d will nit . 7 ' wual' 

ore F. CHANDLER Gen’l Pass. Agent te eaies ou ee ue Information that wii! save many lives, Food and eyery thing for the Aquarium, 
. ; K . | E n BY jon't delay & mi ‘ , D, KINNAN, Ass't Gen’l Pass. Agent, St, Louis, a Hotter tha cure,” {, 8: JoUNSON & Con, Boston, tad WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 
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Animunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 
Orange Rifle, 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for Mnstrated Pamphlet, showing 

sae of grains of powder. Furnished Free, 

Laflin & Rand Pewder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dopost’s GuypowpeR Muiuts, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos, 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness ani 
¢] eanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Paeked in 1 lb. canisters. 
Dupont's Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 
ne); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 

Tauzze or breach loaders, Packed in 1 Ib. and’5 Ib. 
canisters and 614 and 12% Ib. “kegs. 
Dupont's Choke Bore,—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore’? Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 

Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 644 lb. kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters . 

Dnpont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 
clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 lb. canisters and 64 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont's Rifle Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting,’’—Fr¢g, 

and Imrie. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the FFg, and FFFg. for general use, buming 
trong and moist, Packed in 44 lb., 1 Jb. and 5 Jb. 
oe ers, 614, 1244 and 25 Ib. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFF, 
ne. 
cH an Sporting, Mining, Surppre and Blastin 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Specia 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 5. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in ali the cities and principal towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

N, B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. * 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MABS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Faleon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
‘ ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Blastins Powder 

1 (coarse) 

AGENCIES av ati PRINCIPAL POIN'I'S 
IN THE WEST, 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G. 
BELL, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 385 Broad 

way, N. Y. City, 
MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN. THE BUSINESS, 

First class reference given if requested. 

PET BIRDS AND ANIMALS A SPECIALTY. 

SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED, 

HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

FPURRIER, 
Jollars, 

C.G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Gent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

Fur Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds and Animals Staffed. 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information a ‘ 

i i i 7 re e 1ces, desired will receive special and reduced pr 

prompt attention. 82 WEST 14TH STREET, 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct, 19, 20 and 21, 1882, 

The Leonard Rod Won Every First Prize 
When in competition. For distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet. 

A Leonard 4% ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 
of rods of any weight. 

The Leonard was the only vod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 

possible score for hoth accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at. 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS 

No. '7 Warren Street, .- New York. 
SEND 3-CENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

“0G PATENT PERFECTION?” 
Multiplying Reel, Centre Action, 

Depressed Balance Handle, 

Safety Band, Adjusfa- 
ble Click. 

In a SECOND this reel can be 
changed from a TREE-RUNNING 
MULTIPLIKR to a MULTIPLYING 
CLICK REEL, 

No fouling of the line in fly or 
minnow casting. 

This is just what sportsmen have 
long wanted, and a combination 
thought by reel-makers to be impos- 
sible, Wor sale by the trade generally. 
For full description address, 

WM, M. CORNWALL, 

New York City. 

Jobber in Fishing Tackle, Gun 
Goods, Skates, Pocket Cutlery, ete, 

SPORTING MEDALS 

R. W. KIP, 
63 Fulton Street, 

NEW YORE. 

Sealskin Gloves, Caps, 

Coats, Ete, 

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 

AND RUGS, 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N. Y: 

Established over 20 Years, 

J. N. COLLINS, 
Seal Sacques, Dolmans and Uls- 

ters, Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Robes, &c., at greatly 

t 

18 WARREN S7,, 

FARNHAM’S 

Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
No Strings or pockets. Tone 

changeable, All brass, nickeled, 
with moulded rubber holder, 
hands and fingers free, for $1.00, 
postpaid. One whistle with 
older and three pairs, assorted 

sizes, my Lever Fasteners, 
adapted to sportsmen’s gloves, 
Iilustrated circular free. —Ad- 
dress HRANK GUNN FARN- 
ae Inventor and Manufae- 

a7 

VICTORIA 
PALE SHERRY. 

An extremely delicate Wine, Neither Very Dry 
or Sweet, 

$5 50 Per Gallon. 

$15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMVORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, ete, 

50 Broad Street, New York, turer, White Mills, 

Auumitiition, ete, 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard's *t Electric Powder.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in pointof 
strength and. cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of oné pound only, 

Hazard’s ‘* American Sporting.’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 1b. canisters and 
634 Ib, kegs, A fine grain, quicic and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted toshot-guns, 

Hazard's ‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to (coarse), Ini and 6 Ib. canisters 
and 614 and 1244 Jb. Xegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. Wor field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equaliy serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Mazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.” 
FEFG, FFG and ‘Sea Shooting ** PG in kegs of 

25, 1244 and 614 lbs. and cans of 6lbs. FFIFG is also 
packed in 1 and 14 1b, canisters. Burns strong und 
moist, The FRFG and FFG are favorite brantls for 
ordinary sporting and the “Sea Shooting’ I'G isthe 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPHWCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC: 
TURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany's Agents, in every prominent city or whole- 
sale at our offiec 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE. 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W.J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. Fane 
Tents for families made to order, Awnings of a 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yacht and 
Boast Sails. Flsgsand Banners of all kinds made 
to order, All work done in best manner and at 
very low figures, Send for illustrated circular. 
Address S. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House, Factory, 3¥ Sonth st., 
Cor, Old Slip, N. Y. City, 

JOSEPH CILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

Soto By ALL DEALERS THroucHour He WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION—-|878. 

WM. ESTER & GO., 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do'mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c, 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORK, 

TEE BA HEEHR Guns. 

DAMASCUS STEEL, 2 

We ¢an now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 8?in. bbls. 10-gauge double barrel 
Made especially for heavy shooting. We thallonee: th 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES, 

- $5 
- - $60 to $200 

‘uns, 10}¢ to 12ibs., without extra charge, 
® World on the siooting qualities of these gung 

PRICE, 75 TO $250, 

NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10Ibs. weizht, The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

L. C, SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. Y. 
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raising yenture, which isto be onalarge scale. It is believed that 

the contract, which appears to relate chiefly to hotels, includes the 

right to use all the grazing lands in the Park, and that under this 

cover the most successful stock ranches can be conducted, The 
whole scheme is one that evidently needs more careful scrutiny than 
it has yet received. 

There certainly was never a more audacious and bare- 
faced plot to rob the people, nor one which apparently en- 
countered so little opposition. 
How will it turn out? 

OORRESPONDENCE, 

Tut Forrest Anp Strmam is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen, 

Cormmunteations upon the subjects to which its pages are deyoted are 

respectfully invited, Anonymous communications will not he re- 

garded. No name will he published except with writer’s consent. 

The Hditors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSORIPTIONS 

May begin afi any time, Snbseription price, #4 per year; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copits for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 44 Strand, W. ©., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs, 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fieet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line, Special rates for three, sux 

and twelve months, Reading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 

to the ling, twelve lines to one inch, Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to he inserted, 

Transient ad yertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 
money or they will not be inserted. 

Address all communications, 
Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

pany is going into the cattle business, and that the Park, 

which has been set apart for the people, is to be turned into 

a big stock range for the benefit and behoof of the Yellow- 
stone Park Improvement Company. ‘Truly the modesty of 
these monopolists is startling, but nol more so than the 
meekness with which the people endure this monstrous in- 
yasion of their rights. 

This then is about the way things appear to stapd at pres- 

ent, The lease which the company hopes to obtain provides 
that it shall have the [ree use of timber in the Park for 
building purposes; shall haye the free use of arable land in 

the Park; shall have the free use of the waters of the Park 
for supplying hotels and other buildings; shall haye the ex- 
clusivye right to put yachts, sailboats and rowboats on 

Yellowstone Park Lake; shall haye exclusive right to erect 

telegraph wires throughout the Park; shall have the right 
to establish stores and trading stations, and shall haye ex- 
clusive right to furnish transportation and guides to and 
from points within the Park. The company has selected 
seven tracts in the Park, each containing, with one excep- 

tion, 640 acres, and the lease provides that those interested 
shall have the use of this land for a period of ten years with 
privilege of holding it longer. A provision in the lease 

also gives the company the right to occupy such other por- 
lions of the Park as may he desired, ‘The annual rental of 

THE MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION. 
A MEETING of the Michigan Sportsmen’s Association 

will be held at Detroit next Tuesday, Several matters 

of importance will receive attention, among which we 
may mention the appoistment of a State game constable, 
the abolition of spring shooting, and the repression of an- 
tagonistic legislation. 
Michigan has been in many ways the'pioncer in game pro- 

tection, and the experience of this association is a valuable 

guide for similar societies in other States. The most im- 
portant work accomplished by the Michigan sportsmen 

during the past year has been the formation of yame clubs 
in sections of the State where formerly there was a misap- 

prehension of the spirit and aims of the society, and a de- 

cided antagonism to its members and their work, The 

ISHS ANCOR SIE New Yore Cims, * | the land is not to exceed $2 per acre, and the company | formation of these clubs is due to the tact of Mr. Cyrus W. 
«(| eXpectis to geta much lower rate, In other words, these | Higby, who was sent out by the association as its agent, 

CONTENTS. enormously valuable piivileges are to be leased to these men | Within the year Mr. Higby has organized twenty such 
af a eet SAB eng for the pitiful sum of $9,000. Their store privileges alone | clubs, and as the natural sequence there hag also been 

The Michigan ‘Association. Striped Baas or Rock Tish, will be worth many times this sum, to say nothiag of all] wrought a decided change of sentiment in the tuwns 80 
Fe Ca a Pee Eee ot Conkes: the other valuable franchises enumerated before. visited by him, 
Rabbit BuCP ea eee? Pe ne on Carp. The lobby which is working for this lease is a strong one,} We understand that with the success of the past year 

peewaiedias a al} The Louisiana Field Trials, but a more powerful ally than any lobby has been secured, | upon which to base their claims, the Michigan sportsmen 
Ree Reene Soot bruce Stake, | PRE press of the country, through its Washington corres- | propose to apply to the State for assistance in the support 
The Birds of Maine. With the Byron Hounds, pondents, has been captured, and that at a very moderate | of a State game warden, who shall carry on the work so 

near Oma gal Mhitas. ee ee: Suoorina. cost. ‘This shrewd manenyer was carried out by the private | successfully inaugurated. This demand is just and reason- 

Tndosisuchiaility of Game Birds. Jersey City Heizhts Gun Clu, | Secretary of Mr. Rufus Hatch, who himself is an old uews-]| able. If the game is worth preserving at all, it is the con- 
Hounding ys. Still Hunting, Range and Guailery, paper man. This gentleman, week before last, gave a grand | cern of the State to secure the protection. It cannot be 
Seal Gane. Tim Pond. eee CaxoErNe, dinner to all the correspondents of the press in Washington. | expected that a number of individuals, no matter how 
Shuai Perisn Michigen. SD ee ener ee eat The occasion was a delightful one; the company was | earnest and enthusiastic they may be, will go on foreyer 

Cane Won SEUIGERAUSAE, Only a ite Ss Ane good, the viands delicious; wine flowed freely; the | paying out of their own pockets what should be paid by the 
Winter Talks on Summer Pas-| Txperience Much to the Point, | Schemes of the Yellowstone Park Improyement Company } public. The Michigan Sportsmen’s Association is working 
bt eet yen pense Ape hulalied: were discussed and applauded, and from this time the de-| not for its own members only, but for the public as well; 
Blue-Back rout. ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, spatches to the newspapers throughout the country took a | and it is not asking too much that the burden ‘of expense 

different tone. The press telegrams now began to speak of 

it rather fayorahly, and to attempt to soothe the fears of 
these who had become alarmed about the matter Now was 
not this money well invested? Just think of muzzling the 
press of the whole country by means of a good dinner, at a 

cost of only a few hundred dollars. How the schemers of 
the company must have chuckled over their economical 

methods. No doubt they resolved that the young man who 

originated and carried out this idea should have a good place 
in their employ, for he will be useful in the future. This is 
cheaper than buying up Congressmen. 

As for the press at large, it remains to be seen whether its 

conductors will be held incheck by their Washington cor- 
respondents who have parted with their independence for a 
mess of pottage washed down by a bottle of champagne. 
Tf they should be so controlled, it will give people generally, 
quite an exalted idea of the power and importance of a 
Washington correspondent. 
We refer our readers to a press dispatch to the [erat for 

further details of this project for grasping the people's 
tights by this band of monopolists. The correspondent 
who sent this is one of the few who has had the manliness 
to speak honestly on thessubject of this outrageous piece of 
business. In a few words it tells a significant story: 

A gentleman who was recently at the Park said to-day that he 
would rather have the lease which the company desires than have a 

fee simple title to the entire tract. He stated that during the past 
season fully ten thousand people had visited the Park, a number five 
times greater than during any preyious year. Among the visitors 
have been some of the niost prominent men in America, and also 

travelers from Hugiland, Scotland, Franceand Sweden. Those whose 

travels have been extensive pronounce the scenery the grandest in 

the world. A traveling physician said the medicinal waters were 
the finest that haye ever been discovered. 

The gentleman also stated that since last September a considera- 
ble number of men have already beeu at work under Rufus Hatch, 

and at present are at hard labor in getting out timber for the pro- 
posed hotels. Several saw mills arein active operation. The com- 
pany has already selected seven sites for hotels. 
General Sheridan in a report recently made opposed the granting 

of such privileges as have been given to the Yellowstous Park As- 
sociation. He also described the acts of vandals who were destroy. 
ing the cones of geysers and burning the forests. Others also oppose 
the scheme, claiming that placing the Park in the hands of a monop- 
oly would not bein the interests of the public. They believe that 
the privileges to be allowed should be divided. : 
One of the chief elements in this proposed enterprise is the stock: 

be borne by all who reap the harvest. 

The abolition of spring shooting will be discussed, and 

while there is little probability that it will meet with favor 
from the majority of the delegates, discussion cannot fail 
to be 4 profitable one. There is certainly a very decided 

change of sentiment on this question, and it is not improb- 
able that should one State set the example others would fol- 
low in forbidding spring shooting, Among the oldest and 
most expericnced sportsmen the wisdom of such a step is 

not questioned. What State will be the pioneer in incor- 
porating in its game law a clause forbidding spring shoot- 
ing? 

Like all other societies of this kind, the Michigan Asgo- 

ciation has encountered much opposition among individuals 

whose toes have been trodden upon. In certain sections of 

Michigan the deer shooter is no respector of seasons; the 
buck, the gravid doe and suckling fawn are all one to him, 
Everything is meat that comes within range of his gun. 

He scouts game laws, and, for that matter, other laws as 

well—witness the Clare county case, reported in these 
columns last year. 

There is also, and always will be among men who are 
high minded and public in their convictions, an honest dif- 
ference of opinion regarding certain phases of the law. No 

society, organized as is the Michigan Association, can be 
pertect in all that it does, nor hope to escape criticism from 

outsiders, It can demand, however, thatin discussing its 

work, these outside critics shall take into consideration its 

general character and work and not attempt fo simply pick 
flaws. 

THE PARK GRAB. 

‘yee project of the worthy speculators who are after the 

peoples’ pleasure ground, appears to be flourishing. 
Here and there a feeble voice is raised in protest against the 
steal, but with a powerful lobby to back them, and no op- 
position from the Interior Dapartment, the grabbers have 
little to fear. The term of office of many congressmen is 

now expiring, so that they feel they have little to lose, and can 
thus act asthey please. Their constituents have rejected 
them at the polls, and they need no longer regard the wishes 

of the people. 
Tt is hoped that Senator Vest, who took hold of this sub- 

ject in an carnest way at first, will make a strong fight 
against the monopolists who desire to appropriate for ihe 
benefit of their pockets tha only National Park possessed 

by the Amevican people. It is whispered that-his interest 
in the subject has on a sudden ceased, but we cannot believe 

this to be tras. Little by little interesting information is 

leaking out in regard to the purposes of this Improvement 

Company. At first its promoters, if their own story was to 
he believed, were working solely and simply for the inter- 
ests of the people of this country. They related with tears 
in their eyes most heartvending stories of the slaughter of 
game, and told about the destruction of geysers and other 
natural wonders, It is true that none of these statements 
were very new, for all that they spoke of had been going on 
for years, and was perfectly well knowi to every man who 

kept himself at all informed as to what is taking place in 
the Park, but they talked about ‘‘vaidals,” and quite made it 

appear to people ignorant of the subject that they were act- 

ing almost entirely from philanthropic motives. It is true 
that they mentioned incidentally that they wished in return 
for the benefits that they were going to confer upon the 
people, to have 4 monopoly of the hotel, stage and telegraph 
privileges in the Park, but they said that this would be a 
small matter, and that they would really scarcely pay 
expenses, A little later it appeared that they were to 
eharge for the guides and the korses which tourists 

would require while in the Park, and were to haye 
the sole right to all timber and arable-lands; and now 
we are told quite as a matter of course that this com 

Minnrsora® Ventson.—New York game dealers are rais- 
ing the usual complaint, because they can no longer sell 
Minnesota venison, of which they have a large stock on 

hand, The season closed with the lust month. There is 
no valid reason for changing the present law, even if the 

dealers cannot get rid of their stock. On thé contrary there 
ig every reason why the law should remain as it is at present. 

Tf Eastern markets for Western game are cut off, so much 

the better for the Western game supply. As for the over 

supply, that may be easily remedied by the market-mea 

themselves; if they cannot sell so much, let less be shipped 
to them, 
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* HUNTING WITHOUT A GUN.—I, 
PRUERE are certain advantages in going hunting without 

‘fun, One sees more game and gets far better chanees 

for shots if he is empty-handed than if he had a gun at his 

hip, with a thumb on the striker and forefinger nail against 
the inside front of the trigger guard. 
Lremember with a pang how, one day Jast fall, I had been 

Waiting an Lour on a runway, in just such readiness for the 

coming of a fox, my heart hammering at my ribs and the 

back door of my throat as the merry music of the hounds 
tended toward me, then sinking with dull thuds to ignoble 
regions as the wild melody sank below the whispers of the 
light breeze, till at lust, grown tired and thirsty, I set my 
gan agaiust a tree and went down to the brook for a drink, 
Then, while I was on all-fours, getting breath between sups, 

an aimless glance down stream disclosed, at’ first dimly, as 

if in a dream, then with sickening distinctness and reality, 
the fox, picking his way across the brook not five rods away, 
And one rainy day, whenits soaked charges made my gun use- 
less as avotten stick, a8 | rounded a bend of the wood-bordered 

stream, I came mpon the biggest flock of wild ducks I ever 
naw, Onc-hulf of them dozing on a log, inviting a raking 
shot, the rest lazily swimming ina huddle just under the 

sedgy bank, My grief at losing such chances would haye 

been slight if my gun had been at home, instead of being 

§0 Hear and yel so unattainable, or in my hand so useless. 
When you wander gunless in game-frequented tracts, 

there are no misscs 10 account for to yourself, nor any oc- 
casion for telling ‘‘wrong stories” when you get home. If 
ruffed grouse bursts with muffled thunder from the border 

of your forest path, a hare bounds Into sight und out across 

it, ora, woodcock whistles out of the thicket before you, each 

gone almost is soon as seen, your ready fore-fingers come 

into line, getting the range of every one, and you say: ‘‘T 

could haye killed him,” and feel almost as satisfied as if 
you saw him tumble to the earth. “If your finger’d been 

a gun,” ten to one your charge had brought down nothing 
but a shower of leayes, nor done beast or bird any harm but 

fright. When you had searched the underbrush for half an 
hour for a feather or a tuff of fur and found none, you 

would rack your brain for ,reasons why you missed, and 
find none but your own unskillfulness, one which affords 
little comfort. Itis pleasant, too, to come home boldly, 
without fear of meeting the man or odious boy who asks: 
“Where's your game!” After u bootless tramp with a gun, 

if you skulk home ever so slyly, you are sure to be accosted 
by one or the other, if not till you get to your own back 

door, 
One may so hunt in close time, when the grouse is sum- 

moning his hirem by beat of drum, the woodcock wooing 
his mate at twilight with towerings and unwonted notes, 

and the wood drake has donned his bravest attire to win 
his bride, or, when wooing and honeymoon are oyer and 
family cares have fallen upon them, and even on Sunday 

without fear of game warden or town grand juror. 
But J belicve the greatest and best of all is, that without 

fi gun one has time—or takes it, which is the way to have it— 
lo look at everything about him and so sce ten times more 
than he does when his chief purpose is the killing ef game. 

Then i. tree or rock or clump of underbrush or sprangle of 

ferns or tuft vf sedge is not looked at, but sought to be 

looked into and beyond; and if a sight is caught of some 

dtrange growth, or a bird, new in itself or its ways, one 
passes il by with a twinge of regret, and forsakes u chance 
that may neyer come to him again, all for the craying of the 
game hag, as hungry as an empty stomach, and the savage 
blood thirst that we dignify hy calling it love of sport, 

_ The came bag obliges, and one is ashamed to go home with 
itempty, But without it and the gun that feedsil, we may 

get more than it could hold, and that which needs neither 

ice nor fire to preserve, not for the short space of a week, 

but for all our days, 

When my fox that day had yanished, I could not tell how 
he looked nor anything of him but that he was a fox and 
had given me the slip, for while he was in sight I was only 
wishing for my gun, and cursing my carelessness, and suf- 
fering in anticipation the jeers and reproaches of my com- 
panionsif I dared to tell them what had happened. His 
beauty and grace, his adroit maneuvers and self-posses ‘on, 
his air of thinking to himself, were as much lost as 7a: the 

chance of ashot. If my gun had been at home and I had 
jauken in these, he might haye carried off his skin and wel- 

come. I wonld have something more lasting to treasure up. 
As it was, the ruddy ghost of that fox troubled my sleep for 
a week, and the lost opportunity vexed my awakening.. — 

And if Thad not had the gun to frighten the ducks with 
the siiapping of its ineffectual caps, I might at least haye 
counted them before they flew away with their beauty, were 
they thirty or fifty or-one thonsand.-— _._ R. B. R. 
SS ee eet? 

Nimgop iy Tae Norra.—In. our next issue will he be- 
un the publication of a series-of papers from the pen of 
Lieut. Frederick Schwatka, U. 8. Army, in command of 
the late Franklin search expedition to the Arctic. It will 
be remembered that the members of this expedition lived 
upon the game of the country, and in his contributions 
to-the FoREsT AND Srruam Lieut, Schwatka will detail 
his very interesting experiences as a sportsman, 

A. Nuser 
ported into this country, 

of Excuse Puvasangs are soon to he im- 
: _ _. | magne, or rather one of the late Mrs. C.’s—for in the matri- 

Che Sportsman Courist, 

RABBITS, RELICS AND RUINS. 

URING the week just passed Aix and its inhabitants 
haye been treated with an atmospherical phenomena; 

for three entire days no rain has fallen and bright, sunshiny 
days were the exceptions to its general climatic rule. The 
promenades and the Elisengarten haye been thronged, and 
the open-air tables of the cafés uf Frankenberg, Lonsberg, 
and Burtscheiden Wald were well patronized, aud perhaps 
their proprietors rescued from the imminent risk of bank- 
ruptcy, due to the almost continuous bad weather which 
has characterized the season, ‘To the army of invalids, who 
seck here relief from rheumatism, gout, and many kindred 
ils, the bright sunshine was a boon indeed, end temporarily 
compensated for, or droye from their notice, the bath-chairs 
and crutches necessary for its enjoyment. 

The beneficial effects hoped for from the morning bath 
and douches of water, heated and sulpbur-seusoned in 
Nature's laboratory, were in no danger of counter-action 
from too close contact with purer but colder water from 
the heayens, and every face was smiling. 

To me, though, these sunuy days did not bring unalloyed 
pleasure, for, on the first of them, plans which I had made 
‘‘vanved aglee,” and throughout both the others 1 could but 
fret that unexpected obstacles forcei| me to postpone a long 
looked-forward-to excursion, 

Our oher-Kellner, Tlemy, had one day overheard a 
conyersation at table d’héte between my vis-a-vis, Mr. 
James Du Bois, our Consul here, and myself, to the effect 
that we would enjoy far more the shooting of some of the 
hares and partridges, of which fair specimens were being 
served to us, than we did in dining on the same; and he 
had taken a yery pleasant part in the conversation by in- 
forming us of the existence of an uncle, who, in the neigh- 
borhood of Cologne, owned and rented nearly three thou- 
saud acres of land, a large portion of which was well 
stocked with game of all descriptions, and further, that 
undoubtedly this uncle would be yery willing to permit us 
to shoot on {he same. 

Naturally no time was lost in communicating with this 
uncle, and by return of mail a most cordial invitation had 
come, accompanied with an offer of the use of any outfit 
we might lack, and the assurance that the services of him- 
self, sons and dogs were al our disposal. 
We had no trouble as to outfit, Mr. Du Bois was already 

equipped, and I was able to hire a very good pintire 
Lefauchaux, and to buy cartridges fo fit it; the first at three 
marks (75 cts.) per day, the second, fresh loaded, at two 
vents each. 

The afternoon of Sept. 26 was bright and fair, all ob- 
stacles had been vanquished and everything looked fair fora 
start on the morrow, so we telegraphed to expect us. In 
less than three hours the east wind (whichis the fair weather 
one here) died out, suspicious looking clouds—moutons, a 
young French lady styled them—hbegan to appear in the 
southwest; a gentle breeze sprung up from that quarter, and 
we went to bed with our doubting caps on to awake at mid- 
night and hear the rain pattering on our windows, At 
5 A, M. things looked still doubtful, but we determined to 
start, and we had hardly gone tive miles froin the station 
when our pluck was rewarded bya clearing up, and for 
the remainder of the day the weather was all we could 
wish. 

Our shooting gronnd was in the vicinity of Hitseheln, a 
little village bout two miles from Konigsdorf, which 
latter is a thriving manufacturing town about thirty miles 
from Aix, 

The hour and a half ogcupied by the railroad ride was 
passed most pleasantly. The road runs through one of the 
most important manufacturing districts in Germany, and 
before reaching Kénigsdorf we had passed through a 
number of villages made up of manufactories and homes 
of operatives. Of these the principal were the Stélberg, 
Eschweiler and Diren, at the second of which places the 
iron works alone employ oyer four thousand hands, and in 
the thirty miles we passed acres of rolling and puddling 
mills, foundries and factories devoted to all sorts of busi- 
ness; there were brass factories and zine mills, cloth, paper 
and sugar mills, establishments for the production of pins, 
needles, mirrors and chemicals, in short, it wae a human 
hive. 

Water power was not wanting, for several brisk streams, 
viz., the Inde, the Roer and the Hrft were all at work, but | 
fancy that, although in the language of the country these 
streams are termed “rivers,” they had all they could do to 
supply water to the boilers of the many establishments 
worked by steam, whose lofty tapering chimueys scemed a 
yery forest. And raw material in plenty and of many 
kinds is abundant, We saw coal and iron mines, and were 
told of others producing lead, zinc and cadmium; and some 
of these mines were worked perhaps before the Christian 
era, for yery an¢ient Roman coins and other relics have 
been found in them, 

All of the land between the villages is most thoroughly 
cultivated, the principal crops seeming to be cabbages, 
sugar beets and bricks, for wherever the soil would admit, 
a brick kiln was located. The fields were dotted with 
women and dogs, getting in the crops. At intervals among 
these evidences of the busy, prosperous life of the present 
are scaltered many interesting relics of the far-off past, In 
those ‘‘good old days,” when the law was that “Te should 
take who has the power, and he should keep who can,” the 
lords of the manor ‘‘roosted high,” for they were prudent 
as brave, and the more inaccessible the location the better; 
hence on prominent hills and peaks the landscape is made 
picturesque by the presence of ivy-grown, moss-covered 
and tree-crowned ruins of the impregnable custles, through 
‘whose loopholes they fought, and of the cathedrals and 
chapels, which they built from their spoils as atonement for 
murder, lust and rapine. 
Some of these ruins have histories, but others depend 

upon tradition and legend, Among the former is a chateau 
near Stolberg, which was occupied asa hunting lodge by 
“Charlemagne the Great, whose name is associated wit 
many legends. This hero lived im the eighth century, and 
died, it is claimed, at Aix-la-Chapelle, whieh has the proud 
honor of being one of the cities which gave him birth, and 
in which he spent a good portion of his life, making it his 
capital and point d’appud for his numerous raids upon Goth, 
Vandal and Roman. Here, ensconced in a tower and czstle, 
overlooking a lake, in which he used to gaze by the hour, 
mourning over and thinking: about the late Mrs. Charle- 

monial line Saint papel aan and Saint Brigham Young 
very much resemble each ot 
last few years of life 

There is a very pretty legend by the way about this latest 
spouse. Through a series of circumstances, possible only 
ina German legend or the ‘Arabian Nights,” this dame 
became the possessor of a ring which insured to its wearer 
the undying deyotion of Charlemagne, After her death his 
affections remained vonstant. So unusual an event (for he 
bad had a regular chronic habit of getting married, making 
of the ceremony & means of gratifying every passion, from 
love to ambition or revenge) attracted great attention, and the 
seeret of the ring, bemg duly brought to light, it wasremoved 
from the dead woman's finger andthrown into the lake, which 
was apart of the moat, surrounding the Castle of Prankenberg. 
But the water did not quench the fire, and his devotion was 
transferred to it. And theru’s a legend of about ten pages 
boiled down, and any doubter can, as I have often, sit by 
the borders of that lake—now a mere frog pond—and while 
enjoying a mug of Pilsner lager, listen to the tale as re- 
hearsed in Euglish, more or Toss broken, by the waiters of 
the Frankenberg beer zaideiis, 
Hyerywhere in this vicinity exist montments of Charle- 

magne. In Aix, the most interesting one is the Cathedral, 
a portion of which cousists of the original structure, built 
by him eleyen hundred years ago, and under the floor of 
which lis remains were found after two lundred years of 
rest, sitting upright in a throne built of plain, uncarved 
marble slabs, arrayed in kingly garb, saeptre in hand, 
Bible on his lap, and the iron crown of Lombardy on his 
brow. And there they were permitied to rest for another 
century, until in 1165 the reigning Emperor, Frederick 
Barbarossa, reopened the tomb, and transferred the remains 
toa marble sarcophagus, evidently of Roman origin, and 
the throne to the gallery of the Cathedral, where both 
throne and sarcophagus are shown daily to tourists, who, 
if so disposed, and many are, can for a slight additional 
fee to the showman obtain permission to seat themselves in 
the seat where for many generations the emperors of Ger- 
many haye been crowned, I must confess that while gazin 
at the Parian coffin, and reviewing, or trying to in my mind, 
afew of the great events which marked the hero’s career, 
my attentien was sadly distracted by the yigorons repre- 
sentation of the ‘‘Rape of Proserpina,” with which its front 
was adorned, in reliei—a most curious ornamentation for 
the tomb of a saint, for to this rank was Charlemagne pro- 
moted the year before he was placed in it, and he Jay there 
nearly another hundred years, when they were placed, it is 
claimed, in a golden reliquary by Frederick tt and de- 
posited among the treasures of this Guthedral. 

The reliquary is there. I'll vouch for that as may any one 
who takes advantage of this privilege advertised us follows: 

er—the hero mooned away his 

{ SHown DAtty, SUNDAYS AND FrsTiyaALs Excuprep, 3 

: Tickets, 1 fo 8 Persons........ 4 Marks, : 

1 Each Additional Person....,. 1 Mark. ; 

Whether the bones are there isofry cosu, If, however, 
one can bring oneself to believe that the Shrine of the Four 
Great. Relics, also in this show at a mark a ticket, actually 
contains, as is claimed—tirst, ‘the swaddling clothes of the 
infant Christ,” second, ‘the robe of the Virgin Mary,” third, 
“the cloth in which the body of John the Baptist was 
wrapped,” bloody enough to please Toddy, and fourth, ‘‘the 
linen cloth used in binding Christ to the cross,” why, a 
bone or two, or even an entire skeleton of so Gompuratively 
modern origin, can be easily accepted. 

It is rather difficult, in studying up the history of this 
old city, to draw a line between legend and actuai record, 
On the one hand I presume, it will be quite safe not to put 
entire faithin the original story of the origin of the hot 
sulphur_springs, which abound in this valley, which is to the 
effect that the deyil haying been outwitted by the priests 
cot very angry, and labored so hard to get even with them 
that the sweat poured in torrents from his body, and hence 
these springs. On the other hand, excavations, which have 
from time to time been made, have been rewarded by finds 
of Roman relics. which confirm the history that once there 
existed on this sitea Roman city called ““Aguis gram,” 
and throughout the neighborhood such finds are not in- 
frequent. On the summit of a hill near the station at 
Stolberg, surrounded by a rough wooden fenct, I visited 
the remains of what was once a Roman villa, Only the 
walls of the lower story are uow standing, and they show 
that the villa was about forty yards front by twenty-tive 
depth, and cut up into the many little apartments, courts, 
passages, ete.,which mark the fashion at Pompei; tesselated 
pavements, earved columns, and statues which have béen re- 
moved trom it indicate the wealth of the former occupant. 
The discovery of this villa was made during the autumn of 1880 
and it was the result of a systematic exploration under the 
direction of Captain Behrens of the Russian Army, an officer 
who has devoted himself to archeological pursuits, bis atten- 
tion having been turned in this direction by ceccasional 
finds, of eoins, implements, and finally of a statuette by 
peasants, 

It takes a lively imagination lo enable one to get a great 
deal of comfort out of these old ruins. The same day that I 
visited this one, I also visited, at Stolberg, the immense 
mirror and plate glass factory of the St, Gundin Company, 
and did enjoy secing in their fiery furnace, through a blue 
glass screen, quantities of great crucibles, each holding 
about a barrel of molten glass, brought out, carried glowing 
to the rolling table of irop, then dumped and pouring out 
an immense pudding-like pile, which was quickly re- 
duced by the roll to a plate half an inch thick, and fifteen 
feet by ten in size. And then we watched on other plates 
the various processes of annealing, cutting, polishing, and 
silvering, through which they were transformed into 
mirrors. Thermaking of the glass, in many respects, resembles 
that of the rolling of copper or iron plates with which I am 
familiar, but it was none the less interesting, and discounted 
the ruins. 

But, although there can be no doubt but that, if HORNEY 
investigated and well written up, all of this business, data 
and antiquarian research, would furnish material for a 
most interesting paper, or series of them; the place for such 
apers would not naturally be found in the columns of the 
ocak AND STREAM, sol’ return, not to my mutton, but 
to my hares and rabbits. 
We left the train at Kénigsdorf, and after a brisk half 

hour’s tramp through fields by well worn foot Pi ths, reached 
the yillaze of Hiischeln, the most prominent object in which 
yas an immense two-storied white house, which proved to 
be the homestead of Herr Metzmacher, and a tail handsome 
old geuticman who met and welcomed us warmly at the - 
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threshold, turned out to be the Herr, the uncle to whom we 
were accredited. Henry was with us and introduced 
us to his aunt, and two buxom cousins wlo were engaged 
in domestic pursuits, the results of which we soon after en- 
joyed in the shape of a hearty breakfast, to which the old 
gentleman contributed a goodly portion of most excellent 
Moselle wine, 
Whilethe friulineof the family were preparing our break- 

fast, we utilized our time by a tour around the premises 
—aud it was quite a tramp —under the suidance of Robert 
and Hngelhard, two sons of our host whose tine physiques 
had heen developed into most manly shape by the drill and 
discipliue which, in common with all Germun youth, they 
had received during their service in the army, 

Tt wis a curious plaice. The building extended around 
three sifles of nlarge square, und under one continnous 
roof were brewery, homestead, woodhouse, wagon-house, 
pig sties, cow stables, Torse stables, hay barn and granery, 
oceurring in the order mentioned. To our idens it scemed 
strange in a place scrupulously clean and ag white as white- 
wash could make if (even the pigs and cows showed 
evidence of careful grooming), to see the court in the center 
devoted to the collection of manure, which ina rich layer 
lilled it three feet deep, leaving but a footpath around it; 
the kitchen and stable doors being vis-a-vis. ‘The house 
was built of brick and timber intermingled, a fashion which 
is prevailing in Germany, Dither their mortar is yery poor, 
or they display gveat ¢conomy in its use, for in nearly every 
brick wall the interstices between the bricks soon become 
withont form and void, the quality of both mortar and 
bricks heing so poor that there is neither adhesion nor cohe- 
sion between them, In order to remedy, as far as possible, 
the unssle weakuess of the structure, a systein has been 
adopted of supporting the brick-york with timbers, which 
form 2 vet work horizontally, perpendicularly and at ingles, 
resembling very much the frame of an ordinary ‘‘house 
kite,” the intermediate spaces where in the kite only the 
paper shows, heing filledin with the bricks; and to continue 
the simile, the balance strings of the kite are reproduced in 
many cases by long timber props; in spite of which support 
the streets of a village presenti a very curious appearance, 
for here a pair of -héuses are leaning toward each other as 
though indulging in a cosy gossip; and there another pair 
who as evidently have hind abit of a row, and no longer on 
speaking terms, bend a8 far asnuder as possible; and again 
in elger wooer is being met with symptoms of great coy- 
ness. Hiischelu consists of about thirty such houses, most 
of which are the homes of the numerous employes of Ierr 
Metzmacher, and of course it has its church and grstrirth- 
selaft ov inn, 

One thing is noticeable in these German hamlets: there is 
no signof poverty, Wyery house looks comfortable. The 
women pnd girls, down fo little ones of eight years, are 
busily knitting, or caving for the still younger ones, and the 
bright-faced, flaxen-haired, wooden-shoe-cndowed young- 
slers gre kept clean and well fed. 

Only the yery young girls retain the flaxen hair in its 
original state; the custom which prevails of going bareheaded 
gives to the sun ancl rain fine opportunity to produce the 
most Inartistic mingling of many colors, and did the women 
éyer, os fortunately for them they never do, require the as- 
sistance of a switch or false front maker, the best artists in 
Europe would be sadly puzzled to match the original hair. 

One thing strikes me very forcibly, though, while knock- 
‘ing about in the rural districts. If there is anything at all 
in the theory of transmission of quilities and character from 
mother lo child, what willthe average Huropean peasant de- 
velop into after a few more generations? TWathers all off 
lo the barracks, keeping up the great standing army, and 
mothers lahoring by the side of cows and dogs in the field, 
and carrying on thei heads tmmense burdens, 4 toil from 
which even the incident of childbirth does nor velieve them 
for more than two or three days after, sometimes none be- 
fore, And the litfle ones, swaudledl into living mummies, 
entrusted to the care of little sisters, themselyes mere infants, 
In China this system has produced the coolie. Can it he ex- 
pected here to fail to effect the same? 
The farms in vicinity of Htischem and along the Rhine 

are much deyoted to cultivation of the sugar beet, The 
agricultural implements in use are wonderful to behold, and 
the most convenient of them all, if placed on exbthbilion, 
would, in the United States, form a nucleus for sightseers at 
an agricultural exhibition—plows with three wheels, wheel- 
barrows fitted wifh traces for cows and dogs, hocs heavy 
enough to make two cach, and most curious reaping and 
mowing imploments, : 

I should think that this country, Belgium, and Austria 
would prove most profitable fields for a voor drummer for 
agricultural implements, who could speak French and Ger- 
man, I believe that, if Thad heen in position to carry out 
my contracis, I could haye effected a number of sales since 
I have been here, 

After breakfast our party of three, 1e-enforced by the two 
male cousins and four good dogs, started with every pros- 
pect of a good day, for we lad “the southerly wind and 
the cloudy sky which proclaim the hunter's morning,” anid 
we had hardly got our line extended before a floel of about 
twenty partridses got up, staried by the dogs, which, just 
unchained, had not settled down to their work, od were, 
like ourselves, rather too frisky and noisy for business. 
This twught usa lesson though, and we indulyed no more 
in such waste of opportinitiés, Our day’: hunt took us 
over most yaried country. Now crossing 3 plowed field on 
the alert for hare, then through patches of the sugar beet, 
yet unharvested, from which we got a fair chow of part- 
ridges, then over heather-covered ficlds, where little clumps 
of ‘hlackberry Dushes sheltered abundance of rabbits, of 
which, however, although mahy wete called, but few were 
chosen, for when bunny did break from one coyer and dis- 
play a little bunch of gray lightning on her way to unother, 
either the pace was too fast for us or the dog's head was so 
close that a shot would be too risky, I heard 4 munbet ot 
elaims as to hits, which were far in excess of the actual re- 
sults. I own up to four clear misses, ‘unaccountable 
misses" [ believe, is the correct term, and the first hare, 
which sprung up from a furrow not forty yards away, was 
fully double the distance before I realized that the bound- 
ing six-lerged creature—for ils ears had the appearance of 
reversed légs—was really a hare und not one of the dogs or 
a little jackass. Of course I followed up the first by a 
second bit of stupidity, or perhaps I might claim it was the 
same old stupid, and ent loose with both barrels. [1 is 
noi necessary to record the result. 
We hunted in line, abreast, with intervals of about one 

hundred yards. Not speaking German, [had great trouble. 
in trying to manage the dog that was assigned ta me, an old 
pointer bitch named Plova, and I had little success until the 

old gentleman stationed me next to him, aud then, he man- 
aging the business, Flora proyed herself equal to the occa- 
sion, and pointed steadily, and J, being given the privilege 
of the shot, made 9 fair percentage of the partridges shot, 

Our ‘‘hooning” was something to be remembered, [i 
was on. 0 heather-covered knoll, overlooking a great plain | 
of cultivated fields and vineyards, with the city of Cologne 
just visible on the horizon, It-was not till 1 had this view 
of it that 1 realized the magnitude of the Cologne Cathedral, 
from which we were wbout ten miles distant, qd the lofti- 
ness of its twin towers. When in the city [strolled around 
it, the grand bulk of the structure was not so noticeable, for 
there were high houses around it; and each of its own 
various parts was so grand in its proportions that it tended 
to dwarf itS neighbor. The roof, tivo limdred fect from 
the ground, scemed but little below ilie summit of the 
iransept tower, although actually a hundred and sisty Leet 
separated them ; and in town this tower seemed little less 
lofty thau the spires themselves. But from our hill I could 
see the difference, While the city, with its wealth of 
churches and spacioug mansions, was hut litle more than a 
slightly irregular, checkered line on the horizon, the 
Cathedral loomed up like an immense ship on a smooth 
sea, ond the spires, 512 feet above the summit of the hillock 
on which the Cathedral stands, and by its addition 575 
aboye the level of the Rhine, which flows past its. base (to 
us invisible except by a line of mist), showed out in grand 
perspective, But that we knew to the contrary, we could 
haye ensily believed that we were gazing af a great church 
rising froma cluster of hamlets but a couple of miles away. 
Toward sunset the hares began to show themselves in 

goodly mumbers, but they were very wild, and saw and 
heard us long before we were within shooting distance; and 
the difference in distance between two successive seconds 
was wonderful. We were going through a 2 stretch of 
ploughed ground, and not quite so spryly as before our Jong 
tramp, und T fancy the hares had heen resting as hard as we 
had been working, 

T achieved the first success, by « method which might be 
calla 4 scratch, Tired out, 1 had taken advantage of a 
dry pile of pea brush, and sat for half an hour or more rest- 
ing. 

As 1 rose to rejoin the party, the bigwest hare of the day 
came flying by me, and by a long and lucky shot I stopped 
him, not though til] he had turned a complete sommersuault, 
We found a good dinner awaiting us, and did such justice 

to it, that we are prejudiced witnesses if the subject of the 
excellence of the kitchen, yintage and malt, of our worthy 
host comes under discussion. Then came settling up. 
Du Bois, who speaks German fluently, undertool this 

branch, and thus became the principal victim to rather a 
good joke, We had insisted that we should be permitted 
to pay for our entertainment, thus pre-empling the privilege 
of ordering at discretion, : 

The game bags were empticd, and from the goodly pile 
we, Du Bois being spokesman, insisted that our ost should 
select for lis own use such as he wished, and the Herr, not 
to be outdone in politeness, was equally persistent that we 
should take first choice, even fo the extent of the whole, 
calling our attention to the fact that we two had killed by 
far the larger proportion—a fact due, it is fair to state, to 
the politeness of our companions, who gave ns the shots. 
Considering this point, we modestly contented oursely¢s 
with just enough fora little game supper for atx, and it was 
fortunate we did, for in our bill were items 

Vier Feldhithner (parttidges).....---.....-...00s 4M, 80 PE, 
Wii, Hase (hare). 1... ---...,, Vie re SMe are ed 9? 
Zwei Ganinchen (rabbits) -....... 6.0. e ese eee es a8 50“ 

which items were all right and in strict accordance with 
German custom, We had received free gratis politeness, 
hospitality, the seryices of men, women, dogs, guns and 
horse, but custom made if the thing to charee for the game, 

As a whole, our day was a success. We had a jolly good 
time, aid lope for another soon, PisEco. 
ATL A-CHAPELLE, Prussia, Oct. 4, 1832. 

CRUSOES OF THE ANTARCTIC. 

Being an Account of the Voyage and Shipwreck of 

the Bark Trinity and Hardships of her Crew. 
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M? shanty was ouly thrée miles from the buse of Volcano 
ih Mountain; aud when one night in May of this year 
(1881) there was a terrible eruption of the volcano, TI was 
pretty badly scared. There wasn great deal of excitement 
on the islaid while this thing lasted, and we all watched 
the flames with much Anxiety, until finally the blaze died 
down, and so did ouy fears vanish.. This eription was a 
grand and awful sight fo see, but the next time [want to be 
fiirther off, 

Iu the firstweek of October, 1881, I left my shanty about 
daylight to luntnp something to eat, with messmate An- 
fono, thesame negro who had broiight the line ashore trom 
the Trinity. <Atier walking a short distance I took one 
rouic and let my Companion go on another by himself, so 
that we would have fwo chanees, Shortly after the negro 
went off on his ernise he met up with a larwe bull, one of 
the largest size. I was not within two miles of him at the 
time. We were badly in need of meat, and he was bound 
to have afight with the monster, They were about a hiun- 
dred yards from the water, and the battle bexan, Antono 
would stick his lance into the elephant and then run from 
him, and in this way the fight went on until Antono broke 
his lance, when he pluckily managed, with the piece that 
remained in his hand, topoke oul the beast’s eyes, ag the 
Philistines treated Samson, and when his eyes were out 
the clephant soon became a yictim. “He no see aqua,” 
cried Antono when Leameup to him, ‘me fight! Beef! beet!’ 
The elephant measured fwenty-two feel in length and ten 
feet around, tnd faye us meal enough to last three weeks, 
Every day in tis month we were expecting a relief yes- 

sel fiom Lawrence & Co., but none appeared, which 
troubled allof us very much, Very many of the Portn- 
te began to get sick and would not travelthe beaches, 1 
did not wonder sit it either. 

T was for some fine then without seeing Capt, Williams 
or Mr. Keeney, and I wanted to know ifthey were all get- 
ting sick, IT wanted to know how I would make oul how 
many were on the sick list, and I soon taught myself a 
plan. October 16 T hoisteil the signal fag, and gave one of 
my mén 4 note to tuke to headquarters, telling them that 
there were two ships artiyed and anchored olf Fairchild 
Beach. In less time than it takes to tell it ill hands were 
oleared out of their shanties and came rushing oyer to my 

shanty to see the glorious sight. 'Then their names were all 
scratched aif the sick list and stayed off as long as we were 
on the island. 

All these months we had not heard from our four com- 
rades in Crinfon Bay, nor they fromus. There was a chain 
of icebergs between, as T have already said, so we could not 
go to them norihey to us. By this time the Crinton Bay 
gang were as cager fo see us as we were to see them, They 
built © boat out of some boards they pulled off from their 
ahanfy. and Henry Story, captain of the gang, with one 
white man, paid usa visit. We were very glad to sce them. 
The boat was of a strange model for either safety or speed; 
she was square built, 7ft. Tin. long, aft. 8in. wide, and about 
1ft. deep. After a few days’ visit they made their way 
hack aain. 
We had all this time little to amuse us except to hunt for 

food; this kept us busy most of the time, and when we were 
not robbing the penguins’ nests or killing elephants we were 
looking ont for a ship to heave into sight and tuke us off the 
island, or else we were finding fault with the weather, which 
was bad all ihe year round, being foggy and windy and 
rainy and chilly, with sandstorms blowing that will in lime 
wear through the boards of a shaity if it is not kept well 
banked up with tussock and turf, In November of this 
year (1881) we had a sorry game of base ball, using » wooden 
ball to play with: but there was no Inn in it for us, and we 
didn’t try it more than that once, 

The Portuguese had séme kind of 4 game that they played 
with pebbles—something like dice; but I never could make 
out anything what it was. 

First when we began to hunt penguins, when they would 
see us, they would come toward us; but it did not take 
them long to know our character, and then they would give 
usa wide berth, There are four kinds of penguins on this 
island, the Johnnies, Maccaronies, Rock-hoppers and 
Kings. These birds have wings from eight inches to a foot 
long; they cannot fy nor run yery faston the land; any 
man can catch them; but when they get into the water and 
get their Aippers into motion they would run down any loco- 
motive. ’ 

The King penguins were from 24 to 3ft, in height, and a 
right prowl bird to look at, They did not breed on the 
island. . 
The Macearoni penguins, smaller than the Rock-hoppers, 

went away fromthe island for nine months in the year, 
going off to the soulb, so people must conclude that there is 
land to the south of Heard’s Island; and, for one [should like 
to go down there and explore for it. 

The Johnny penguins were the most common; they were 
there in great numbers, and stood up in long lines a quarter 
of a mile long—truly a cruel* sight to look at in any Christ- 
ian country. They came ashore and stayed all day in the 
breeding season. The best time to catch them was just after 
sunset They Jive on fish, and were not so good to eat as 
the sea-lhens, but we thought them pretty good hecause 
they were all we had tostand by. They sleep lying on their 
bellies. It was always very hard to catch a penguin asleep, 
for they would be sure to hear you. They bred 
on the level tussock, of which their nests were built; 
and they would go right on making their 
nests when we were standing by within tan feet of them, 
They would lay two eggs each when we gaye them a chance. 
Ther eges were our principal food. To be sure and have 
them fresh we would rob the nests one day and then go 
over the same ground in two or three days again, The 
Johnnies would keep on laying as long as we would rob 
their nests. They would keep at it until their eggs had no 
yolks; and when they couldn’t lay any more they would 
roll a stone into the nest and sit on that. They didn’t pro- 
pose to move so lonz as they were accommodated. even if 
their furniture was tuken out of the honse. We wanted 
fresh expos all the time, but at last we would find only 
stones, but in Noyember we generally got enough eggs to 
last us through December. The’ rock-hoppers would only 
lay one ege, if this was robbed that was the end of it. 
Aout the first of Noyember the penguins would begin 

tolay, but the eggs were not plenty until the fifth or sixth 
of the month. Then it was"useless for anyone to get sick, 
as we had to go to Rock Beach, six mileseway, forthe ergs, 
About 150 of theseezes made a fair load for a man to bring, 
When the weather was fair we would go in gangs for this 
glorious food, We were better off than that old adventurer 
sailor Crusoe, for he had only Friday to accompany him, 
hut there was a whole month of us. 
Many of the eggs that I stored in my shanty would be 

broken, and J scolded my Portuguese for their carelessness, 
but we found one day that the rats were to blame for it, 
When we first landed on the island there were only a 

couple of rats in the shanties. They were as tame as chick- 
ens, and by the time we left there were 200 of them, 

The gale birds came Woyember 18 and were with us until 
December. There were millions of them. They would 
come flying in for three hours at night, one-half hour after 
dark, ov in moonlicht nights for an hour. They ire a white 
bird with black saddle on back, and red beal: and feet, 
They bred on the island, burrowing into the level tussock, 

and some of them into the banked-up sides of our shanties, 
These burrows go down about three feet, slanting into the 
ground, and are just abont large vnough at the entrance for 
a mun’s hand to get into. The he and she both went into 
the burrow. It was wonderful how, when they came ashore, 
they would piteh right down, each one at the mouth of his 
own burrow, and divervightin, When they cane oul again 
they would fly from their burrows directly out to sea. They 
lay one egg, and when the young bird comes np ont of his 
hole he waddles around iwo or three hours and is then 
ready to go to sua—the first time he sees the light he is just 
48 pod as his parents, except that he hasn't seen so much 
of the world—and he won't see much of it cither if a sea- 
hen gobbles him up und takes him down feathers and all, 
The gale birds loolkmuch like asmall chicken; when you take 
their feathers off they weigh abuut 2 quarter of a pound; 
(hey didn’t pay for the picking. They huve a squeaky note, 
and are in fact good for feathers and noiseand nothing else. 
We made beds of their feathers, and I vathered about 200 
pounds of them. 

Gale bird is their most common name, because they are 
always seen in a gale, or when seen it’s a sign that a gale is 
coming, but all New London and New Bedford sailors call 
them “‘whale birds,” 

The ice partridges were with us from June 1 to Sept. 1. 
Some of the men called them white paddies, They are » 
guide for the sailors to show them where the seals are on the 
ice, They ate meat and the seeds of the cabbage. They 
were yery tame; we could kill them with sticks, and some- 
times I shot them from my cabin; their meat was very 

* Oruel; i,e., wonderful, 
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tender, About the first of September they would fly up the 
island, but whether they left the land T don’t know, but 
think not, for there was no other land nearer than Kergue- 
Jun, aud the preyailing wind was from the north, so {hat 
while they might have come from Kerguelen, it would 
hive been tough work for them to fo back again, 

The sex hens came in September, built nests like the part- 
ridwe, laid two speckled eggs and hatched in December, and 
left the island the first of June. Their flesh tasted very 
muh like that of tame ducks, of which they were the size. 
We usnally boiled them about an hour. They would at 
first be very taine, but after a month ashore they came to 
know our ways. We killed some with the shotgun; when 
one was dead throwing it up, and the rest would hover 
around il; but we got the most bysnaring them. We would 
take a line thirty fathoms long, and making a noose at one 
end. would putintoiton the ground a piece of blubber; 
then when they stepped into the noose we would haul away 
on it, offen getting two hens at a time. When they lirst 
came they would be very tame, but after a month ashore 
they would come to khow our tricks, and would lift up their 
feet very carefully when going for the bhibber, 

Other birds that stop on this island all the me are called 
the stinkers. They aré carrion birds, and, of Course, not 
good to eat. They are about the size of a turkey, and would 
aut blubber until not able to Ay, 

‘The stinkers were with us all the year around, and many 
a burrel of blubber they seoffed. They have a very keen 
sight; sometime when we would kill an clephant, no stinker 
wis to be sven in any quarter; but within five minutes they 
would heaye in sight and soon would be squatting around 
wailine to take their turn at the carcass. I remember that 
one time a barrel of blibber was left unprotected for an 
hour, and when we came back there was none there, the 
stinkers had made way with il, They were a terrible nuis- 
ance, and gaye us much trouble. The captain saw them 
breeding at Long Beach. 

The shags had a rookery on the iceberg, near the water. 
Every morning about daylight « crew of them would start 
off, and make a circular flight about fifteen miles out to sea. 
They are thns a good guide to the mariner making Kergue- 
len or Heurd’s. The shags would be gone on this voyage 
two or three hours, when they would come ashore, tind 
another crew would go out. They lay on ihe bare ice or in 
the tussock, breeding in January and into February, and 
leaye the island the last of March, from which time to Jan- 
wary again they live on the sea, They were tishy and 
tough, and though we tried we could not eat them. Two 
or three of the Portuguese once até a couple of shags that 
had heen boiled along time, but they didn’t know what it 
was. 
A few Mother Carey’s chickens blew ashore in the storms, 

but went right off again. 
Tsay that the gulls bredin November and December 

nesting away up in the cliffs, two hundred feet high, 
The Cape pigeons would be on the island from October to 

January, They were very tame, and were easily killed 
Wilh astick, We would heaye them a piece of blubber and 
then throw the stick at them. 

We didn’t see many fish; those that we caught were like 
porgies. Sometimes after tremendous pinnacles of ice 
would be broken off the bergs and fall into the water the 
fish would be hove ashore, dead or so stunned as to be 
easily caught. We thought the falling ice did it. 

There jiad been no seals to speak of for fifteen years. We 
captured nine fur seals, of which I got five, They came in 
February, and, if not caught, would leave in May. 
A few sea leoparus paid us visits trom time to time. 

They are like seals, with long neck and long flippers. The 
blubber is poor, but we made good use of the skins, making 
them into mittens, stockings and bootlegs. We saw fifty 
ledpards and killed twelve. 

As I haye before said, we had nothing on*Heard’s Isiand 
for amusement but to be patrolling the beaches for some- 
thing to eat; and as the weather during all these months 
was mostly cheerless and gloomy, we all came to be in 
despair of keeping up our spirits, JLeard’s Island is.as bar- 
ren and bleak and dreary a bit of land as Desolation, and 
deserves the name equally with that. 

But the thing that troubled us most of all was that we 
did not know whether we should ever make out to get off 
from our island prison, nor whether we should ever see our 
wives and children more; and we thouwht it hard that 
neither Lawrence & Co., nor the government should send a 
reliet ship to take us off the island, But none came; and 
80 if went on, until we had been cast away fifteen months; 
ani! it was a sorry New Ycar’s Day we had when 1882 came 
and found us stillin our cabins or making our way alone 
the shore, on the lookout for a vessel, What added much 
to our misery was that we had been now eight months shut 
up on this island without tobacco; and muny of the men 
thought that this was the greatest hardship of all, asia truth 
it wus. 

Among the Portuguese was a big black fellow called Ber- 
naline, an artful rogue, who was always upto some deviltry, 
He once gave a false alarm of a ehip in sight, and for some 
prank of his, ona certain oceasion, | hail torbidden lim 
eyer lo set foot in my shanty again, He never dared to 
show himself there until one day, the 12tho! January, he 
came running in, greatly excited and srinning all over. 

“Get out of this, you black rascal,” said 1, starting toward 
him to throw him out, ‘and neyer let me cateh you in this 
shanty again,” 

“You see ship?” cried Bernaline, 
“Ship? Where?” and I ran out, 
“Phere!” and looking tothe northwest, where he pointed, 

sure enongch, I saw a man-o-war rounding to; for the gangs 
in the other shantics had already seen her and had hoisted 
their signal, at which she had hove to. 

But if wasn't half a minute before I had the flag ran up 
to the peak of my own signal pole, und when the ship saw 
this she made it ont to be the true signal, and rounding the 
point of the island, she came to aud anchored a mile to the 
eastward of my shanty and half mile olf shore, 
We were all too happy then to sleep much that night, and 

by daylight next morning all hands had assembled on the 
beach neur my shanty. At seven o’clock a boat’s crew 
came off from the ship. Taking wp a big sea elephant’s 
boue, I held it high and carried it along the beach until I 
gume to asiife place to land, where I dropped it, and then 
the boat came ashore, 

“*Man-o’vwar?’ 
Ves,” 

“English?” 
“No, American.” 
“Have you any tobacco?” 

And when the officer handed it over, it did. not take us 
long to get it into onr mouths, either, as far as it would go 
among so miny. 

The ship, as we then learned, was the United States ship 
Marion, which upon petition of our families had been dis- 
patched by the government ‘to go to 53° §., 70° E., Heard’s 
{slind, in search of the crew of the bark Trinity, supposed 
to have been cast away there,’ And the Marion had found 
us. 
We were then taken off from our solitary abode; and all 

hands went aboard the Marion. Then indeed all our 
troubles were at an end as we steamed away from Heard’s 
Island, with the Stars and Stripes over our head, and bound 
for our far-distant homes. Al] our old tattered rags were 
hove overboard, and cach one of us was dressed in a nayy 
suil of blue. 
We put in at Crinton Bay and took off the gang there, and 

then held our course to island of Desolation; and thence 
put out for Cape Town, I speak for every man in the 
‘Trinity's crew when I say that we shall always remember 
with gratitude the officers and men of the Marion who were 
so kind to us; and we shall always love and regard the 
Stars and Stripes. ; 
The crew of the Marion was made up of many different 

nationalities, Among them being Greeks, Turks, Spaniards, 
French, English, Portuguese, and even Indian, there being 
180 altogether. Nor should { forget to mention Lieut. 
Chambers’ pet South American lion, which was kept in a 
cage at night and chained to the rail by day. We was very 
tame and fave us much amasement. I got along very well 
with him until one day when he ripped my shirt off, then 
I save him a thrashing with a netted rope, 

After a passage of thirty-three days we arrived, all hands 
safe and sound, at Cape Town, and were there put in 
charge of the Consul, until he could find a way to send us 
home. Ouapt, Williams and Mr. Keeney. the first mate, 
could pay their passage to the United States in.the mail 
boats via England, I had no money, therefore I could not 
pay my passage in a mail boat; but I thought I had been 
Jong enough away from my home and family, So 1 went 
oa board the English mail steamer Trojan, Capt. Coxwell, 
master, and told him my situation, He gaye me a free 
passage to Southampton, England, and also gaye me a let- 
ter to give to the captain of the mail steamer Neckar, of the 
Lioyd German Line; and on the 2d of April at noon 1 landed 
in Jersey City, in good health and home once more. Ihave 
seen great kindness from each nation, American, English 
and German, perhaps more than I did deserve, at least 
more than I could expect. 

Capt. John Williams and Mr. Geo, Keeney, first officer, 
deserve sreat credit for having kept good rule among so 
many and for so long a time, 

The crew were the loyalest men I was ever with. If one 
party had not something to eat another party would have 
it, and they always shared with one another. They were 
always cheerful-and kept a stiff shoulder against the breeze 
of trouble, and neyer looked on the dark side, but always 
hoped for a brighter day, 

I do belicye that the old Trinity buried herself under sand 
and seas somewhere about the southeast point of the island, 
anil she may on some other day arise in the shape of Serif- 
ten, or the One-Eyed Pilot, and eruise around this island to 
protect the elephants and penguins and wild cabbage and 
other passengers who may yisit this solitary land. My sun- 
dial, I suppose, is still there, keeping its record of the hours. 

WINTER IN THE ADIRONDACKS. 

V ] E publish the following extracts from a personal let- 
'Y ter, by permission, from Mr. A. R. Fuller, of 

Meacham Lake, Frankliu county, N. Y., under date of De- 
cember 12: 
You say you have a big snow storm on hand. and_ think 

we must be enjoying the same kind, Yes, ““Winter Notes” 
from the Adirondacks will be in order. We have had a lit- 
ile snow fall for fifteen consecutive days, till we have 
about cighteen inches of snow in the woods, Outside 
they can’t measure it, My team started at 8 A. M., Decem- 
ber 8, for Malone, anl made the first ten miles in seven 
hours, and reached Malone at 7 P. M. ‘lhe horses were in 
the snow several times where they had to be shoveled out, 
About the lake our roads are first rate. We are busy getting 
out some pine logs that have Jain on the ground several 
years, and'as they are growing no better, I thought best to 
get them out where we could see them. 

The lake closed the night of December 8, when the ther- 
mometer marked fifteen below zero. One lone duck was 
frozen into the ice about a lialf mile out, in front of the 
house, I looked at him several times during the day with 
the glass, About 3 P. M. went to the barn and saw an eagle 
come suiling down over the clearing; when I reached the 
house T saw that he had found the duck and was feasting on 
wild (luck, not roasted even. I got the glass and watched 
him till he had finished, He was avery large oue, but 
looked very ragged, quitea number of quills gone from his 
wings and tail, his head and neck were white, the white 
feathers extending further down than we usually see them. 
Now that the lake is frozen over the foxes use it as a play- 
eround; their tracks show in every direction. Ihave only 
seen one, and he was just too far vif to shoot, ‘To see their 
tracks one would think the ‘*woods full of foxes.”’ 
Wow ‘‘when the summer days are gone” [am almost alone 

taking my rest. December 20 the family and all the help 
will leave me to have their Christmas, then I will be a 
Crusoe indéed, But I enjoy these quiet times, and as I sit 
before the open fire to-night 1 think [ am quite as comforta- 
ble and contented as most of the ““‘busy ones” confined to 
office and shop, and this year, more than ever before, I find 
T need the rest. 1am somewhat better than when you left 
mé, and hopé soon to be able to say [ am as well as usual. 
My trout eges are doing nicely, and I hope to have a nice 

lot of young fry to turn into the lake, Ihave about 65,000 
eges on the trays, 

Alter the dogs were hauled off I tried to put out my traps, 
but found T was not able to stand the tramps, so have to trap 
about thelake. This ought to be a good year for trapping, 
as there was nothing in the woods in the way of ‘‘shack” for 
the small animals, The deer do better; they can get ground 
hemlock and mosses and lichens, The partridges will be 
confined to birch buds almost entirely during the snow storm, 
They have been in the snow; we have started out several 
when at work at our logs, and from the looks of the hole 
you would think they had not been out for a month, ‘The 
pile of manure looks larger than the bird. 

The deer are very busy these days. We see fresh tracks 
near the house every morning. Two crossed the road this 
morning near the letter-box. 

[dan. 4, 1883, 

The Malone Palladium copied your letter on Meacham 
Lake in full, also made quite an article on their own account, 
One of the editors, F', J. Seaver, is quite a sportsman, takes 
more interest in such things than anyone I know in the 
county; he is the hest flyatisherman in Malone. 
How the Fores? AND STREAM improves, Every number 

seems better than the one before, and from the advertising 
pages it must be paying somebody something. I am glad of 
it; I wish you all success. : 

Since you left ‘Old Bluefoot” took uw race and neyer came 
back, His last race before that he drove in the biggest buck 
of the season, which was killed by 4 Mr. Weston. 

A. R, Fuuirr. 

BAYPORT, FLORIDA. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

All the old visitors of Homosassa remember the genial, 
altentive and industrious Frank Knapp (the nephew of Alfred 
P. Jones) who was ever ready to aid all with his information 
and assistance. Te has rented a winter resort at Bayport, 
twenty miles east of Homosassa, and is prepared to accommo- 
date sportsmen on reasonable terms, The yillage of Bayport 
is located at the mouth of thi Wiccawachee river, ‘This 
etream is about ten miles in length, and rises ina large 
spring. From the best information we have been able to 
secure, this stream offers greater adyantages to the piscator 
than any one north of Charlotte Harbor, One advantage of 
this place is the fact that the visitor will reside within a 
few yards of the gulf where he can enjoy the invigorating 
sea breezes; und if disposed, can indulge in a sail inthe large 
bay in front of the house. At the mouth of the river, cavallie, 
channel bass and sca trout fishing is excellent. In the 
upper portion of the river, fish similar to those caught in the 
Homosassa can be captured in great numbers, The spring 
offers many natural beauties and is well worth a visit. 
Ducks, snipe and curlew are (as we understand) yery plenti- 
ful, and we have been informed, that during the course of 
last winter Jarge numbers of English snipe were killed in 
the neighborhood, In the interior, and to the east of Bay- 
port, good hunting can be secured, 

From our knowledge of Frank amd his wife, we feel as- 
sured that visitors will receive every attention, and at no 
distant day the sporting attractions of the locality will 
attract numerous visitors, At FRESCO. 
JACKSONVILLE, Dec. 20, 1882. ' 

LONG JOHN. 

Ros says I’m just a hunter, 

And a kind 0°? wagabond, 

But some time theyll come to know me, 

In the huntin’ ground beyond, 

Where they'll find, with all their talkin’, 
That they've lost what I have found. 

When the yeller leavesin Autumn 

Goes a waverin’ froni the trees, 
And the gentians in the swamp lot 

Cheer the flowers that’s got to freeze, 

Then | sort er get to thinkin’ 

How we all must go like these, 

And I wonder if the town folks, 

Always wraslin’ with each other, 

Think the One above sets store by them, 

Because they stay in cover, 

When the church bells ving on Sundays, 
And they've got to think it over, 

A sperit voice comes whisperin’ like, 
That speaks direct to me, a 

When the early sun glides down the hi 

And birds fly ‘round so free. 

That allers makes me symperthise, 

And let all business be. 

There ain't no home for voyfort 
Like a squirrels deatl-limb hole: 

And the folks that s’pose that houses 
Beat the woodchucks litile knoll, 

Never think of going to ihe woods 
For spreadin® out the som. 

It's so; that when I married, 

Marthy made it seem the best) 

To git inside a picket feuve 

To build our humbly nest, 

And little John and Mary 

Runnin’ round it, give meé rest. 

Bui the partridge was a-waitin’. 

In the bresh, down by the brook. 

And the trout was just a-achin' 

For to dash on to my hook; 

While the fox run ‘round a-thiniin’ 

He wa'n’t likely to be took, 

The beech limbs was a beck’nin’, 
And the hemlocks smelt so sweet, 

As the breezes wafted through ’en 
Wavin’ brakes around so neat, 

That I kind o' wandered off in mind, 
And follered with my feet, 

They think I'm but 4 wagabond, 
Who only hunts for game; 

But the freedom of the furrest 
Makes a man that's worth the name, 

Goin’ ‘way ahead of them as hunts 
For money and for fame, 

Mane Wesr. 

George Conklin, the lion-tamer, says that his invariable muleis to 

keep his eyes upon the eyes of the animals. He refuses to perform 

with a cross-eyed brute, ‘for he’s like a cross-eyed woman; you 
can’t tell whether she’s flirting with you or with the man on the 

other side of the street.” 

The Virginia City (Ney.) Buxterprise thinks that after the ostricl 
ranching experiment in California has proved a failure, some of the 
birds will be allowed to shift for themselves, and will thus stock the 

wilds of Arizona, New Mexico, and other régions in that direction. 

It is about like the business of breading camels, OCarnels do well in 

Nevada, increasing about as rapidly as any other kind of stock, but 

m0 one appears to know what todo with them, A lot takento the 
desert regions for use in packing and prospecting; proved of so little 
yalue that they were turned loose to shift for themselves, and are 

now breeding and running wil up toward the headwaters of the 
Gilu River. 
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Alatuyal Histary, 

THE BIRDS OF MAINE. 

With Annotations of their Comparative Abundance, 

Dates of Migration, Breeding Habits, etc. 

BY EVERETT SMITH, 

Faminy Saxtconipm: Stone Cuats, Buorereps. 

10, Stone Chat, or “‘Wheat Bar’—Suatcola anenthe (L.) 
Ridg. 21, Cs, 26.—Accidental straggler from Europe, Geo, 
A. Boardman, Esq., hasin nis fine ornithological collection 
of the birds of northeastern America, a mounted skin of this 
species. This specimen was sentto him from Musquash, 
near St, John, New Brunswick, Mr. Boardman informs me 
that “the person who sent this specimen had deceived me 
about a grebe and 1 marked it as doubtful.” 
A stone chat was shot at Indian Island, near Eastport, 

Maine, August 25, 1879, and its skin sent to Mr, Boardman 
by Mr. George Moses who procuted the specimen. 

11. Bloebird—Siatin vottsontt Aud.; Sialia sialis Ride. 22, 
Cs. 27.—Abundant in western M-ine, and common East to 
the Penobscot Valley. Arrives early in Apiil, sometimes in 
March, Breeds in hollow posts, trees, ete., and lays five or 
more pale blue exes in May and June, commonly raises two 
broods. Apparently this species was formerly unknown 
east of the Penobscot River, and but rarely in that vicinity, 
Thoreau wrote of this species, ‘Unknown in the vicinity of 
Bangor,” and the sentence may have been true at the time it 
was written. But the bluebirds haye now become com- 
mon in that vicinity, and although not abundant there, they 
Appear to be yearly increasing in numbers, and making their 
way gradually toward the Bast. In the autumn of 1879 I 
saw a flock of seven blucbirds in Western New Brunswick, 
where the species is likely to become common in the future. 

Fanwmy Syiyirpas : THe Sybytas, 
12. The Ruby-Crowned Kinglet— Regula entendidy Aud, 

Ridg. 30, Cs. 33.—Conmon. Arrives in April. Probably 
breeds in Maine. A few are found here in winter, 

13. Golden-Crowned Singlet— Regulus airape And, , Ride. 
83, Cs, 34.—Common, Arrives in April. A few birds of this 
Species are found here in winter. Breeds. Lays six or more 
eges ofa yellowish-white color, obscurely spotted. Until some- 

— what recently the nidification ofthis very common and widely 
distributed species appears to have been omitted by writers 
upon ornithology. Mr, Harry Merrill has a nust, taken near 
Bangor, Me.. in 1876, with fea vges; and he jnforms me 
that this nest is figured in Gentry’s ** Nests aud Eevs of the 
Birds of the United States,” Part No, 8. In 1871, 1 found a 
nest with eggs, in Carroll connty, New Hampshire, but, a 
dozen miles or less {rom the western order of Maine, the 
identification of which was assured by the presence of both 
the male and the female birds. as 

14, Blue-gray Gnat-Catcher—WMyseteapa covules And. § 
'Paliaptila ewruiea Ridge. 27. Cs. 46,—V ery rare visitant from 
the South or West. The only record of its occurrence in 
Maine is that of «a single specimen shot at Cape Elizabeth, 
Cumberland county, August 29, 1880, by my friend Mr. 
Nathan Chiford Brown, of Portland, to whom I am in- 
debted for knowledge of the fact. 

| Vanminy PAntoai: Tipmics on CarckaDEns, 

15. Black-Oapptd Chickadee—Pinus alrieapillus Aud, 
Ridg, 41, Cs. 44.—Abundant throughout the State. Tesi- 
dent. Breeds, usually in the holes of trees, posts, etc,, and 
lays from six to ten white eges wiih reddish spots, in May 
and June. Inthe summer of 1879 a pair of chickadees of 
this species nested in a bird-house upon the stable of Mr, 
John Mead, at North Buidgton, Me : 

16. Hudsonian Chickadee, Brown-Capped Chickadee— 
Paurus hudsonieus Aud,, Ridy. 45, Cs. 49.-—Common in the 
interior, castern, and northern porfion of Maine, Resident. 
Breeds in May, Habits somewhut similar to those ol the 
species next above named, but less gregarious, more seclu- 
sive, and coniferous trees more exclusively frequented. 
The cries of these two species are similar, but may be 
readily distinguished by an ear familiar with them. A soft, 
chirping note is frequently uttered by the Hudsonian chick- 
adee while feeding. Its ordinary cry usually consists of 
four notes, resembling the cry of the black-capped chicka- 
dee, but less prolonged and uttered with rather more force 
and abruptness, Tais cry of the Hudsonian chickadee T can. 
best express by the syllables, Pitt-weel, chee, chee. 

Faminy Srrrmpas: Nurwarenns. 

17. White-Bellied Nuthaich—Sitte carolinensis Aud., Ridge. 
51, Cs. 57—Common, Breeds, usually in boles in trees, 
stumps, cte,, and lays four or more white eges with reddish 
brown spots, in May. This species is common in Maine 
throughout the entire year, 

18. Red-Bellicd Nuthatch—Sitta canadensis Aud. ; Ridg. 
52, Cs. 59.—Common, mare especially in the interior ind in 
Eastern Maine. Breeds, usually in holes in trees, etc., and 
lays four or more white eges with reddish spots, in May, 

FAMILY CantHnipm: CREEPERS. 

19. Brown Creeper—Certhia Jimiliaris Aud., Cs. 62; 
Certhia jamiliaris rufa Ridg. 53.—Commou. Nowhere 
abundant. Arrives in March and April. Breeds, usually 
placing its loosely-constructed nest under the scales of coarse 
bark upon sucli trees as. the liemlock, ete., or in the crevices 
or holes in the trunks of trees, and lays six dull white eggs 
with reddish spots, in May and June, : 

Faminy TRocLopytm.; WRENS. 
20. House Wren, Wood Wren—Troglodytes dedon Aud., 

Ridg. 68.; Taglodytes doinestivus, Os, 74.—Not uncommon. 
Arriyesin May, Breeds, in holes in trees, ctc., and lays 
from six to nine eggs, in Muy and June, The eggs are 
white, entirely covered with fine red spots, so that the eges 
appear to be light red. Dut few, if any, wrens of this 
species are commonly found further cast than the Penob- 
scot valley, and eyen in that region they are not yery common, 
Mr. N. A. Eddy informs me that le obtained a set of six 
cos of this species from a nest ina bird-house in Bangor, 

Maine, in 187). Until within a few years the wrens have 
commonly bred in Portland city and yicinity each season, 
but now they are quite rare here. They are pugnuacious aud 
plucky little birds, but the increasing numbers of the im- 
orted domestic sparrows (Fyingill« dumestica Linn.) may 
ave caused them to give up their places of xegor( here, a 

result that has been effected among other species of our na- 
tive birds to un appreciable extent. 

21. Winter-Wren—Traglodytes hyemulis Aud.; Anonthiura 
troglodytes yematix Ridg. 65, Cs, 76.—Not uncommon, . 

Breeds in Hastern Maine. Tts ezes and habits are similar 
to those of the house wren, but the winter wren is of a more 
Tetiring nature, usually frequenting the forests and less 
often seen about the habitations of men. 

22. Short-billed Marsh.Wren, Tragladyter birwotresti’y And. ; 
Oisiuthorus stellar?s R. 68 Cs. 81.—Uncommon, but proba- 
bly a regular summer visitant. Breeds. Lays five or more 
pure white egesin June. Usually the uest is placed near, 
but not upon, the ground, and is composed of grass woven 
finty 2 hollow ball of four or five inches ontside diameter, 
With an aperture of about an inch in diameter for the en- 
trance and exit of the birds. The interior is lined with 
soft materials, such as the down of plants, ete, This euri- 
ous hest is supported by the course marsh gruss to which it 
is attached, and is generally built in the midst of a thick 
tussock, where il. is not easily detected, 

Mr, N, A. Eddy called ny attention to the fact that the 
nest and ess of this species had bven found in Penobscot 
county, and for a detailed: account thereof [ am indebted to 
Mr. E. 5. Bowler, who has kindly sent a nest to me. 

My. Bowler informs me that ‘two nests with eres were 
taken in June, 1881, and twenty or more empty nests were 
tound atthe time in the same Jorality, One of these nests 
contained four eggs, aud the other nest contained fiye 
eggs,’ If is said that the male bird builds nests each season, 
which are not oveupied, unless after another nest is deserted 
for some reason. 
As above stated, it is probable that wrens of this species 

aré recular summer residents of Maine, in restricted locali- 
ies, but owing to the nature of their ha)its and haunts they 
dre not easily detected. Frequenting the grassy meadows 
and marshes, where they are not easily put to flight, when 
alarmed, they skulk under the grass or dart through if by 
short flights, and by this means, aided by their diminutive 
size ahd brown color of plumage, easily escape observation, 
Even when their presence is discovered they are with difti- 
culty procured if they have become alarmed, 

Famity ALAGpIDaL: LARKS. 

23. Horned Lark-—Aliuda alpestris Aud.; Eremaphitli wl 
pestris Ridg, 300, Cs. 82.—A common winter visitor in 
Western Maine. Mr. Boardman reports it ux ‘‘rare’ in 
Eastern Maine, where l have neyer seen it. 
pear to be a regular migrant through Maine, 
birds of this species which appear here, usually in small 
flocks, or associaled with the snow huntings, are wanderers. 

Paminy Monacmpine: WAGTATIA. 

24, American Tithark, or Pipit—aAvflins luoateinnius Aud. : 
Ride. 71, C's. 84.—Common diving autumn iigrations in 
September, Although rather abundant in autumn, the 
Species is rarely, if ever, seen here in the spring, when a 
more western route is followed to the nesting places in the 
North. 

Panny Synyrcortpay: WaARBLERS. 

25. Golden-Crowned Wagtail. “Oven-Bird” — Seiuiys 
varivupiltus Aud. , Ridg, 115, Os, 135,—Abundant. Arrives in 
May; Breeds, and lays four orfive yellowish white ewes, with 
brown spots, in June. The name ‘oven-bird” has been ap- 
plied to this species on account of its peculiar nest, which, 
placed on the ground, is inclosed above, and Hus the en- 
france on (he side. To this species and the others of the 
genus Sefurws, the name thrush has been applied: on ae- 
count Of the Colovations of pluinuee, resembling that of our 
small thyishes, The sseddrcnre closely allied to the family 
Motavilinte, and the name wagtailis appropriate to these 
birds. Modern writers have placed this genus amone the 
warhlers in the family Syledcolidie, The habits of the oven- 
bird are more arhoresl than those of several of the terres- 
trial warblers with which it is commonly classed. Although 
nesting on the gronnd, i seeks much of its food during the 
breeding season upon the trees. 

26, Water Witail. Series novrboraeensis Aud: Starux 
vanins Ride, 116, Us, 186.—Common, Arrives in May, 
breeds on oF near the ground, and lays five pure white exes 
with brown dots audlines, in.June, Byequents the shores 
of lukes and streams. 

27. Black and White Creeping Warbler, Variegated 
Warbler, —Mnitetilian out Awd,, Ridge. 74,Cs, 91.—Common. 
Arrives in April and early in May, breeds on or near the 
eraund, and lays from four to seven yellowish white eras 
with reddish spots, in tune. : 

28, Prothonotary Warbler—Profeneinnid etthed And, 
Ride. 75, Cs. 99 —Accidental strageler from the South, A 
single specimen was taken ouar Calais, Maine, October 30, 
1862, by George A, Boardman, Esq. 

29. WormHating Warhler—ZHelinada verméinora Aud. ; 
Helminiherus vermivoyus Ride, 77, Cs. 96.—Rare strageler 
from the Boutn., Since Audubon recorded this spesies for 
Maine, the capture of but a single spécimen here has been 
publicly reported. This was recorded by Prof. A. BE. Ver- 
Till in the ‘Proceedings of the Essex Institute,” Vol. I11., 
p. 156. 

50. Nashville Warbler—Holinaia rubrieapilly Aud.: FHel- 
minthophage raujieapidtie Ridg. 85, Cs. 106.—Common, Ar- 
tives early in May. Breeds on or near the ground, and lays 
froni four to six eges covered with brown spots, in June. 

al, Orange Crowned Warller—Helimaie velety And.: 
Hetnvinthophage celts Ridge. 86, Cs, 107 —Andubonreeorded 
this species as occurring in Maine, but il must be ouly as a 
very rare visitor, and the spucies is named here upon his 
authority and recort. 

32. Wandering Warbler, Tennessee Warbler—J/elinata- 
pevegring Aud. ; Hebuinthoplaga pereyring Ride. 87,Cs. 109,.— 
Not wncommon, Probally breeds. A regulir summer visi- 
fant, 

33. BlueYellow-Backed Warbler—Puruic americana Aud., 
Ridg, 88, Cs, 93,—Common. Arrives in May. Breeds on 
trees, and lays four or five white cegs with brown spots, in 
June, J 

34. Tiger Warbler, Cape May Warbler—sSylvicola mart- 
tima Aud, ; Perrissoglossa tgrindg Ridg. 90; Dendreen tignina 
Os, 126,—Not very common, Mr, Boardcenan reports that 
it breeds in Bastern Maine, and it breeds in the western part 
of the State also, but in very limited numbers. A regular 
Visitant. 

40. Golden Warbler, Summer Yellow Warbler—Syled- 
cola astion Aud; Dendraed estinn Ridg. 93, Cs. 111.—Very 
common, <Arriyesin May. Breeds on trees or bushes, and 
lays from four to six greenish white eggs with brown spots, 
in June and July. 4 

86. Black-Throated Blue Warbler—Sylwivola vanadensis 
Aud, ; Dendrexa carulescens Ride. 94, Cs. 117.—Not very 
common, Arrives in May, Breeds usually in trees, aud 
ae four or five White eggs with reddish brown spots, in 
une, 

Tt does nof ap- 
Probybly the 

37. Yellow-Crowned or Yellow-Rumped Warbler—Syliv- 
cola coronata Aud.; Dendrava coronate Ride.95, Cs, 119. 
—Alnndant, Arrives carly in April. Breeds on treds 
usually, and jays from five fo seven white egas with brown 
blotches, in May and Juue, This is the first warbler to sr- 
rive herein the spring, My friend Nathan Clifford Brown 
observed 1 single specimen at Cape Hlizabeth, March 21, 
1882. Z : 

83. Magnolia Warbler, Spotted Warbler—ASylateala macy: 
lose, And. ; Dendrard miculosa, Ride, 97, Cs. 125.—Common, 
Arrives in May. Breeds on low trees or on bushes, vd 
lays four or five dull white cogs spotted with brown, i) 
June. 

39, Chesinntsided Warbler — Syloicola  wterocaphuilir, 
Aud.; Dendraca pennsylanien, Ridg, 99, Os, 124.—Common, 
Arrives in May, Breeds on trees, and lays four white exes 
with brown spots, in J\me, 

40. Bay-Breasted Warbler—sylwicole castunen, And. ; 
Dendreca castanea, Ridge, 100, Cs, 123—Not common. Ar 
rivesin May. Breedson trees. The eggs have been de- 
sclibed as greenish-white with dark brown spots, This 
species appears to be quite uncommon in Maine, except in 
seseaesy localities of the extreme western portion of the 
State. 

41, Blackpoll Warbler—Sylwicola striate, Aud + Dendravn 
striata, Ridg, 101, Cs. 122, Common. Arrives in May, 
and breeds commonly in Eastern and Norfhern Maine, 
Nests on low branches of coniferous trees, and lays four or 
more white eges with cinnamon brown blolches, in June. 

42. Blackburn’s Warbler—Syloivola blackburniw, Aad; 
Dendreca blackbuinita, Ridg. 102, Cs. 121.—Not uncommon. 
Arrives in May, breeds on bushes or trees, usually in dense 
thickets. Eggs, white with reddish brown spots, June- 

48, Black-Throated Green Warbler—iylocoln aircis, 
And, ; Dendreea vivens, Ridge. 107, Cs. 112. Cemmon. Ar- 
rives early in May, breeds on trees or bushes, and lays four 
or five while eges with brown spots, in June and July. 

44, Pine Warbler—Syloicolia pins And.; Dendraca pins 
Ridg, 111, Cs, 184,—Abundant. Arrives in April and 
early in May. Breeds usually in the trees known as ‘hard 
pine,” which are wos! commonly frequented by this species, 
Barly in June itlays four eggs, which are greenish while, 
spotted all over with brown. Although this calnlozue is not 
intended to include descriplions of plumage, Lowill, in this 
connection, mention 4 diserepancy that occurs in deserip- 
lions of the pine warbler hitherto published, These de 
scriptions name fwo pairs of tail feathers as blotched with 
white, In the brief diagnosis of this species in the “Key to 
North American Birds,” Dr. Cones puts especial emphasis 
upon the following sentence: ‘'Tail-blotches confined to 
two outer pairs of feathers.” In Maine it is not mncommon 
(o find adult birds of this species having tives outer pairs of 
rectrices blotched with white, and this appears to be the 
normal marking of the perfect plamage of the male at full 
maturity, and Lt find them in spring and antumn thus 
marked. 

45. Redpoll Warbler, Palm Warbler—Sylaicohy potechins 
And.; Dendrwea pulmariin hypochvysea, Rides 11380, Os. 
133.—Common during spring and autumn migrations. 
Asvives in April. The autumn migrations oceur in Bep- 
tember anil October, A few wacblets of this species breed 
in Eastern Maine, but nearly all of them pair beyond the 
limits of the State, Nests on the ground, and lays from 
three to fiye yellowish-white eggs blotebed with hrown, 
early in June. The species is of uncommon summer occur- 
rence inthe Penobscot Valley, where it is known to breed, 
however. | am indebtedio Auson Allen, Esq., of Orono, 
Me., for the following account of a nest and exes found in 
that vieinity: 

“The nest was found by Prof. C. tf. Berrnald, and con- 
fained three oges, but when 1 went with him two days 
later to identify the bird, there were three young birds, I 
seared the old bird fron) the nest aml bad a oud chance to 
observe her, She was certainly D. pelmarnn, The nest 
was on low, dry ground, with o thin growth of yonug hard 
wood around it,” The same gentleman writes me further, 
“Tthink the species not a regular but a frequent breeder in 
this vicinity.” ; ‘ 

44, Agile Warbler, Connecticnt Warbler — Spleicete 
gilts Mud,, Operornis agitts Ridge, 118, Cs, 189 Very rare, 
My friend, Nathan Clifford Brown, of Portland, procured 
a warbler of this species at Cape Wlizabeth, Cumberland 
county, Maine, August $1, 1878, und Mr. Harry Merrill, of 
Bangor, Maine obtained an immature specimen of Lake 
Ebeme, Piscataquis county, Maine, in August 1879, 

47. Philadelphia Wavhler—Vrichus philadelphia And, 
Ceothtypis philadelphie Ridge. 120, Os, 142. Not common, 
Arrivesin May, Mr, C. T. Maynard bas reported this 
species as breeding at Lake Umbaviot in Maine, In Prof, 
©. ii, Tamlin's list of birds published in the Maine Apricul- 
tural Roport of 1865, there it was cited ‘one pair, the only 
ones found in Maine.” Since that date, much has been 
learned of its occurrence in Maine, where the species is of 
regular occurrence in summer, hut not generally distril- 
uted. Hi is rare about the sencoast, but Mr Chas. 9, 
Batebelder has reported its occurrence near Fort Fairfield, 
Aroostook county, as ‘‘commonin suitable places,” (‘Notes 
on the Summer Birds of the Upper St, John,” by Charles FP, 
Batchelder, 1882. 

48. Maryland Yellow-Throated Warbler—7iiehag mure- 
tandica Aud.; Geothlyis trivias Ridge, 122, Cs. 1414.— 
Abundant. Arrivesin May. Breeds on or near the round, 
and lays from four to six pure white exes with brown dots 
and blotches, in June, 

4), Wilson's Flycatching Warbler, Black-Capped Wav- 
bler—Miyindfoetes ailsontt Aud. ; Myrodivetes pusitiis Ride, 
126, Ox. 147,—Not common. Migrant through Maine, Ar- 
rives in May. 

50, Canadian Flycatehing Warbler, Canadian Warbler— 
Mylotiocltes canadensis Aud., Ridg. 27, Cs, 49,—Common, 
Arrives in May. Greeds on or near the ground, and lays 
five pure white eggs with brown spots, in June. 

51. Redstiat—Setephaga rudtieiiit, Ridg, 128 152; a, Ox. 

Museicapa rutiediie Aud.—Abundant throughout the State. 
Ayriyes in April and May. Breeds on trees or bushes, uku- 
ally in thickets, aud lays four or five dull white eges with 
brown blotches, in June, 

h2, VYellow-Breasted Chal—Jetinia viridis And.; laterde 
virens, Ridy, 128, Cs. 144. Very rare. Although this 
specics is reported as a constant visitor to Massachusetts, 
where it, breeds, it is almost unknown fo Maine. A speci- 
men was sént to a taxidermist in Portland, from Eliot, in the 
extreme southwest part of Maine, in June, 1876, 

[TO BE CONTINUED, | 
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SNOWY OWLS. 
hiditey Forest and Stream: 

Tn answer to Mr. Jenyey’s inquiry in a recent issue as to the 
southern distribution of this species, we will reply by quol- 
ing .rom our diary of the fall and winter of 1876. From 
the Port Jarvis (N. Y.) Union, December 4, 1876: About 
three weeks ago if was noticed by residents af the surround- 
country that Jarge flocks of owls were flying southward 
from the north. ince that time flocks have been seen now 
and then, Many hive been captured, The owls are nearly 
all white, ¢. ¢., Aretic owls; a taxidermist here has received 
six of these birds, One taxidermist in New York city re- 
ceived sixty-two within ten days, Capt. J. Birch, of New- 
burgh, N, Y., received twelve white owls at his store. 

Cleveland, Dee, 16, 1876 —Big snow storm, migration of 
northern birds in variety and numbers, beyond smything I 
ever before witnessed, : 

“About Nov. 22, 1876, great numbers of snowy owls were 
noticed migrating from the North to the South. ‘The flight 
continued about two wecks and was noticed from Maine to 
Denyer, Colorado, and from there to Portland, Vancouver 
and Astoria, Oregon and Washington Territory. At Boston 
one taxidermist, recerved forty-two white owls during this 
flight, thirty of which were white ones. White owls were 
also brought to bird stuffers and bird fanciers during this 
period in the following towns in great numbers, as follows: 
Albany, Rochester and Buifalo, New York; Brie, Pennsyl- 
vania; Cleyeland and Toledo, Ohio; Chicago, Milwaukee, 
St. Lonis, St, Paul, Omaha and Denver, the last two places 
in wreat abundance.” 

November 30, 1876, alt Newhern, N, ©., white owls 
from the North were seen for the first time by the oldest 
inhabitant, This is further South than Mr. Jenvey's owl, 

Perhaps itmay be asked, ** Where did I get this infor- 
mation?” From telezraphic and other clippings from 
newspupers, 4s they published the daily records of what 
was then, and is still, going on. 

In the fall of this migration of owls, an open winter was 
predicted by thr ‘“weather-wise.” The husks on the corn 
were thin, the muskrats’ huts were only half size, ete., ete; 
but this winter of 1876-7 proved the most severe since 1862, 
December 18, 1876, there was ice in the Cuyahoga, at 
Cleveland, eleven. inches thick, and it held its own until 
spring; in faet is noted with the winter of 1880, the coldest 
of cold winters. 50 much for prophets and corn shucks, 

Tdo not know that the following has any bearing on cold 
snaps, snow owls and “weather miseries,” but 1 quote neyer- 
theless, 

‘December 21, 1876,—To-nivht 8.30 P. M., Cleveland 
time.—There passed over the greatest bolide or suction 
noticed in modern times. Noticed first at Topeka, Luw- 
rence and Hmporia, Kan. ; St. Louis, Morlity, Mo,; Jackson- 
sonville, Peoria, Galesbureh, Clifton, Il. ; Indianapolis, 
Bloomington, Ind ; Toledo, Green Spring's, Bucyrus, Cleye- 
land, AShtabulu, Ohio; Brie, Pa. New York city; New 
Haven and Wood’s Mole, Conn. 

“A very favorable hout for this independent metallic rock 
to puss one way. Everybody up; no moon, consequently 
quite dark; thirty-nine miles a second in flight; twenty 
eifht miles in diameter; cighty miles or more above the 
eurth, Wut yet within our almosphere, bursting and tlunder- 
ing from frictional heat; sending off, now and then, a lholi- 
day chunk; rattling windows and shaking doors, proclaim- 
ing, ‘Lam the boss St. Nicholas.’”’ Dr. Ii. SreRioNa. 

Uncle John Krider says the reason why so many snowy 
owls are showing themselves ix more Southern localities than 
they are usually seen is “because they want to pet out of the 
very cold weather North,” and that it does not so much iv- 
dicate that we are to haye 4 seyere winter in the Middle 
States. Weagree with Uncle John so far as that the owls 
can’t stand the pressure northward, but that we are to have 
a very cold winter, notwithstanding a month of it has 
passed without much indication of severity, we are confi- 
dent, and doe not agree with him. We venture to “Ven- 
norize’ and point out that January, Pebruary and March 
will make up for the shortcomings of the last month of 
1883, With all deference to the opinions of Uncle John; we 
would say as all said at the last shoot of the Philadelphia 
Sportsmen's Club, when he took a part, “he is not so young 
as he used to be.” Homo, 

Tn the course of an interesting paper ou “Owls,” read be- 
fore the Buffalo Academy of Natural Sciences, Dec, 22, 
Prof. Linden says of the snowy owls: 

“They never fail to visit our neighborhood and arrive 
here sometimes in October, which is a sure indication that 
the winter in the higher latitudes has set in yery early and 
with unusual severity, Their southern migrations extend 
also over a great lerritory, since they have been reported as 
far as South Carolina, although they are more common 
along the shores of the New England States and Lower 
Canada, whence, following the course of the St. Lawrence, 
they stray to our neighhorhood. The snowy owl has been 
shot here as early as the middle of October and remains 
often until late iu the spring, In my own experience I ob- 
served one near Angola on the 9th of June flying about in 
an old stump lot. which it made for several days its head- 
quarters, Among the many different specimens shot hore 
not one, howeyer, was marked with the pure white color 
which, according’ to Gould, is tharacteristic of its full 
plumage, Up to this present month about a dozen of them 
have been killed this winter along the shores of the Niagara, 
which they frequent on account of the dead fishes and refuse 
of all sorts left by our fishermen on the beach, It is this 
species only and the hawk owls, which are strictly diurnal 
in their habits, and never hunt after dark, Both are in- 
habitants of the Arctic zone, where the sun never sets for 
at least two months of the year, the very time in which they 
raise their brood und require an abundance of food, This 
circumstance alone would account for the exceptional modi- 
fication of their sight, which must conform itself to the 
special environment in which they liye.” 

Belleville, Ont., Dec. 11.—A snowy owl was slrot on the 
bay shore near the railway what a few days ago by Mr. 

R. 8. B, Henry Pretty, 

ENEMIES OF 1H SpArrow.—Lockport, N. Y., Dée, 23 
1882.—Within the past two weeks my son has had given 
him to put up two pigeon hawks, shot near the cunter of 
the city while in pursuit of English sparrows. I expostu- 
lated with one of the parties for killing them, while doing 
so beneficial an act. I should almost be inclined 10 pro- 
tect them within the city limits during the winter, if they 

’ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

will confine their depredations to the extermination of that 
most stupendous fraud of theage. I have noticed for the 
past few days that the sparrows have congregated in large 
flocks, and 1 would like very much to liye a few shots 
amony them, for at such times I think this would be the 
best and only way of exterminating them, and there are no 
other birds about tobe frightened away. ‘There was one 
thing about the hawks that [ neyer saw before—each of 
them had brown ticks or flies 6n them, T inclose one for 
your inspection and explanation, Thave read much in your 
valuable paper of the ticks on ruffed grouse, but haye never 
seen them. Can this be the same, and has it left the srouse 
and taken to the hawk? I hope it may be so,—J, lu, Dave 
son. [The insect inclosed is the same as the partridge fly, 
or nt least very closely resembles it, As we have said many 
times, these insects are found on gronse, quail, hawks, owls 
and herons. | 

Taxtpwrersts’ Prreirs—In their annual report the 
Maine Commissioners of Fisheries and Game say; “We 
hope no more commissions for taxidermists may be sranted 
Without the strictest scrutiny as to the objects of the appli- 
cants, and honds required for the faithful adherence to the 
terms of the commissions under tiié statutes, Is it less 
damage to the State to kill birds for the sale of their skins 
during close time, than to kill for the sale of their bodies 
for food? Our song birds m particular are most eagerly 
sought during the mating and nesting season, as they are 
then in their gayest plumuge. We believe that among the 
very many commissioned taxidermists of the State, hut few 
have sought the oflice for scientific purposes. Let our 
farmers, who are most intimately interested in the protec- 
tion of inseetiverous birds; look to this.” 

Tue MunGoosn ty JAmatc\.—At.a mectine of the Zoo- 
logical Society, of London, held Novy. 28, 1882, Mr, W. 
Bancroft Espent read 2 paper on the acclimatization of the 
Indian mungoose (Herpestes griseus) in Jamaica, The author 
explained that the object in introducing the mungoose into 
Jamaica was the destruction of rats, which had committed 
serious ravages among the sugar and coffee crops. The 
first mungooses were introduced in 1871, and so beneficial 
was the effect produced that the saving to the sugar and 
coffee planters now was estimated at least at £100,000 a 
year, 

Aw Tacun Arpacns A Cnitup.—Relleville, Onl,, Canada, 
Dee, 11—A very remarkable event occurred in this city on 
October 20, which, although fully described in a local 
journal, | haye notscen any note of in your columns, In 
the afternoon of that day « boy aged ahont five years, 
named Wall, was playing near his parents’ home, near the 
outskirts of the city, when an cagle swooped down upon 
him, and, fixing his talons in his dress at the shoulders, 
tried to carry him off, The burden was, however, so heavy 
that the bird could not rise with it, and as the child strug- 
pled and screamed, the eagle heat him about the head with 
iis Wings, dealing out yery powerfulblows. What the issue 
would have been it is impossible to say, but the struggle 
was cuded by an elder sister of the little boy, who, hearing 
his eries, came out and drove the eagle off with a stick, 
This, 1 think you will agree with me, is a siranve oecur- 
reuce to happeu in a city of 10,000 inhabitants.—R. §. B. 

SHOOTING DEER IN SUMMER. 

{4 was a delightful eveningof May, 1870. [had been to lis- 
ten to an able disconrse on the probable immortality of 

human aud animal life. The faithful dog, the patient and 
long-suffering horse, andshy wild animals, were ably and 
interestingly discussed, I returned home, and, as my wife 
was away On a visit and Twas alone, { called my faithful 
hunting dog into the house with me. Retiriny to rest, I fell 
int) 2 fitfol slumber, when I distinctly heard my name 
called. Rising up, [ saw a mist-like form, with beautiful, 
expressive eyes, and & sweet, quiet yoice said, *‘ Come with 
me.” An irresistible power scemed to control me, and we 
passed up into mid-air, aboye my dwelling, when, with o 
seemingly familiar voice, my compunion asked me if I 
would like to visit the Adirondacks, ‘' O, yes,” said I, and, 
{wining its transparent drapery about me, we flew along 
rapidly. The soft, warm air fanned my cheeks, crickets 
were chirping, and the katydids were having their disputes. 
Twas both startled and delighted as we floated alone over 
towns and cities, and looked down upon them. At one 
point, heaving strains of music, | asked my companion 
where we were. ‘‘ Listen,” said she ; ‘this is Saratoga.” 
Lingering but a moment, we sped away again. Wuods, 
bushes, and mountains seemed ail in quict repose. The 
moon rod¢ bright and silvery, seemingly nearer than eyer 
before. Up, up, and away we rose. As we passed over a 
mountain 1 heard the dismal howl of a wolf; then again 
we passed over a clearing, a marsh, and a small lake. The 
hoot of an owl rang out in apparent mockery as we passed 
over a forest ; again we lifted up over a mountain, then 
lowered our flight over a jake, where all was quict. A 
small Hock of ducks, a mother with her broot!, were seem- 
ingly allasleep, and there stood a deer kee deep in fhe 
water, slender and alert, apparently alarmed, turning his 
head from side to side, 

As we passed aiong, | recopnized the Jake and the very 
pluce where, a year before, I shot by torchlight at a large 
doe, wounding her so severely, she was just able to get away 
out of the water and wp into the woods, Asl spoke to my 
companion, she seemed to sigh, while a shudder passed 
through her frame. Slowly we turned from the lake, and 
passing up the side, we came lo a beautiful lade, and 
descending here alighted where the tall, woody grass and 
ferns formed a natural bower, Looking around, L saw be- 
fore me two little fawns, emaciated and starving: Their 
unkempt faces showed the want of the toilet of (heir mother’s 
tongue, Their little Weeping eyes were glossy and death- 
stricken, I could only just hear a plaintive whispering 
bleat of the little dying infant deer. And as I stood there, 
one leaning forward fell prone upon the frass, dead, The 
other settled down upon its little knees and closed its eyes 
in death, Near them liy the festering form of their dead 
mother, ‘Turning away from the cruel, sickening sight, T 
spoke to my companion, She sighingly said, -‘It isthedeer 
you shot at on the lake. Ah!” says she, ‘‘the Angel of 
Mercy passeth by on the other side and hath no tenrs toshed 
when the cruel man dies.” Tlvartsick, T asked tio return 
home, and as we neared my house, l asked my companion 
who she was. She replied, ‘‘I am the spirit of that deer 
you shot at, the mother of those dead fawns.” G. F. VW. 

(Jan, 8, 1883, 
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Gane Bag and Gun. 

GAME SHASONS, 
A compiehensive statement of the game laws of America will be 

fotind in the issues of this journal for Décember 7 and 14, 1882, In- 

dividuals and game clubs are requested to inform us of tie énact- 
ment of new locallaws and of changes that may be maile in the laws 
of the several States and Territories. 

GAME IN TEXAS. 

ie was Friday morning last that two inexperienced gen- 
tlemen, alone with myself, boarded the east found train 

on the Sunset road, for-a day's shooling, At seven o’clock 
we got off at Socorro, and ‘spread onl’ over fle valley in 
woes of ducks and quail. The day was all one could wish, 
soon found a slough, in which the water had been turned 

from the acequia, and along which the ducks were flying to 
different feeding grounds, Just now the ‘natives’ are 
letting on the water for the purpose of preparins their 
grounds for wheat sowing. At this time the ducks always 
come ta feed on wheat and sunflower seeds. Shortly afier 
taking my stand a flock of mallards came up and J managed 
fo make a clear miss somehow, yery much to my chagrin. 
Soon two mallards came by and I dropped hoth very nicely, 
one with cach harrel, The shooting was pretty good for an 
hour and then suddenly stopped. In this time I bagged 
eight mallards and two teal, making only fonr misscs. 

Leaving the slourh T went toward the mesa in quest of 
quail, which T found quite abundant, Owing to the dense 
weeds aud the disposition of this bird to rnn, I found the 
shooting yery hard. ‘he valley quatl found here is a 
beautiful bird, but unfit for huntine with does, as it will 
not fly, but will run as Jong as it has tile, Wocks of fifty 
are not infycquent. Market bunters kill a great many and) 
find ready sale for them here at $1.50 per dozen, In two 
hours, hy much walking, running and tiresome work, 1 
managed to bag sixteen of these beautiful birds, 

On my way to fle depot 1 found some snipe along a shal- 
na acequia I gol six in good style, not missing a single 
shot. 

Soon the train came by and brought us lioime, My friends 
hagyed only a few quail. 

North of this place. fifteen miles, there is pretty good 
antelope and deer shooting. Quail abundant there. J am 
going soon and will vive report. Ducks are to be fotmd in 
ubundance anywhere along the Rio Grande Valley, where 
there are jonds or fields Under irrigation. As soon as the 
wheatis up the geese will be here in great numbers. 

On the plains the like of antelope 1s unprecedented, and 
some bulfalp to be found hy hard hunting. 

Gro, W. Barnes, JR, 
Ex Paso, Tex., Dee. 14, 

INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF GAME BIRDS. 

HAT every question las two sides is admithed, tacitly or 
overtly, by every one; and if it has not been already 

proved that the destruction of certain of our game birds is 
inevitable, iu spite of existing Inws, I would like to say a 
few words in support of the other side, and show, if possi 
ble, by adyaneing such theories as have seemed to me ra- 
tional and consistent with the point in question, that the 
total extinction of our game birds is next ta impossible, 

Tn the first place, it is noticeabie that the change of bab- 
its of birds ever tends toward a greater ability to escape 
their pursuers, aud this change, therefore, ameliorates their 
instinct of self-preservation, Which is puramount in all the 
animal kingdom. Witness the difference of Labits of the 
ruffed vrouse of the Maine aud Canada woods «and of those 
in the much shot oyer districts of Massachusetts, Ney York 
and Connecticut, I yenture to say that of seven hirds 
flushed in Hastern Massachusetts, not more than one is ¢yer 
killed, day in and day out, 
To what linit this change may reach, we know not; but 

it needs only toimstance the increased development of this 
faculty to evade their enemies to show that it is sufficient to 
mevt the dangers to which they are exposed, 

Doubtless, too, this faculty is heveditary, and birds that — 
haye once associated the sound of a gun to proximate dan- 
ger to themselves, and the yoice of man to imminent peril, 
will in course of time hand down to their offspring a like 
association of perceptions, : 

Again, those who assert that certain quacters ure shot over 
too much for a continuance of its game supply must, from 
the very terms of their assertion, admit also that in those 
same quarters the birds neyer die a natural death of old age, 
which entails the admission that none but the yonng, rela- 
tively, and healthy survive (iil succeeding spring to breed— 
?. ¢., only those that can and do reproduce their kind. —~ 

That, Owing to an wodue persistence in their destruction, 
quail and grouse make partial migrations from the localities 
where they were reared to others more remote and better 
suited to their peace and rest, noue but the blindest will 
deny. ‘This holds equally true of deer, 

After being hunted ynd hounded for some time m the 
Plymouth Woods, Cape Cod, there appears to be a decrease 
in the number of deer, and af the same time a correspond- 
ing Increase in the number of those af more southern parts 
of the Cape; from this fact it is fair to surmise that 
they were driven trom their wonted retreat to” others Jess 
frequented, ' 3 

To revert to migratory birds, it is well known that wild- 
fowl when disturbed at night on their resting grounds (or 
more properly speaking, waters), will forsake those waters, 
and not, as is generally the case, retuwn again m the same 
season at least; this, far from tending toward their destruc 
tion (the popular view), only increases their change of life, 
rendering them as it does more shy, vigilant and suspicious 
for the future, which in turn puts them within reach only. 
of the most accomplished sportsmen—a very small class of 
men. 

Furthermore, when birds are shot in large numbers, the 
markets become glutted, aud tae price of the birds being 
lowered, offers less inducements to the market shooter, and 
ultimately the slaughter must, cease, 

Of tho extinction of bay snipe little or no fear need be 
felt, These birds are so prolific, their breeding-grounds for 
the most part so remote, the demand for them in the market 
comparatively speaking so small, and their season of ap- 
pearing and reappearing ow our shores so untimely for active — 
exercise or even for sun-basking, that then total extermina- 
tion, however great the inevease of breech-loaders, is im- 
possible. In ah out-of-the-way corner somewhere in the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence, I have for the past three years shot - 
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these birds, but noticed no decrease in their numbers, except 
of the golden ech last season, which, however, I attrib- 
wit fo some freak in the weather when the birds were at 
$e Inigrating, and so perhaps altered (heir line of flight, 

Other reasons, analogous to, Wal less salient than those 
wlready shown, might be yiven in support of this view of the 
question, piu if L have added any hope to the despondent and 
Complaining class of sportsmen, who are forever bewailing 
the dearth of game and its speedy extermination, of which 1 
am heavily tired, Lhave won my point. To do more would 
hut be needlessly trespassing on your space. TL. W, A. 
CAMBRipGE, Mass, 

The scarcity of the partridges (or quail) in Northern Vir- 
Binia isa progressive thing, ‘Tt is due, 1 think, mainly to the 
eraat inercase of the number of persons owning and shooting 
ovtr setters and pointers, and to the destructive effect of 
the modern breech loader: to the destruction of the coyer 
by changed methods of culture, thicker settling of tho 
country and clearing of forestsand swamps and brushlands, 
Ti is not due, as one of your correspundents sugsests, to 
negroes shooting them in nesting time, It 1s 2 curions fact 
flat these peo": heave te a very great degres given up hunt- 
ing and trap; ics of all sorts for which in a state of slavery 
they scum to have such an insatiable fondness and which they 
indulged in so freely immediately after the war as to make 
it an intolerably nuisunce, Self-binders, and other iniproved 
harvesting iniplemenis, leave uo waste wheat on the stubble 
lands, and the birds ave taken largely to other feeding 
frounds, their habits changing accordingly. 

Dr, M. G, Brizey. 
Wasiieton, 2. U. 
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MAINE GAME. 
[From the Report of the Commissioner of fisheries and Game of 

the Btate of Maine, ISR.) 

BER have been unusnally plenty, Notwithstanding 
very inadequate means and very weak and faulty 

wording of the statutes, and the consequent imperfect en- 
forcement of the law, the increase within the last two years 
ins been very marked. The slaughter of deer has been 
f£reater than for very many years. The law forbidding the 
hunting of deéy with dogs hus been unterly disregarded, 
There can be nosueh sport in our State as coursing deer 
with hounds. Our ponds.and lakes dot almost every square 
mile of our territory. It is simply driving the poor, 
timid, scared brute into one of our thousands ponds, where 
the murderous poacher in his canoe, awaits the fear-para- 
lyzed victim with cither knife to ent its throat, or deliberate 
cold-blooded pun shot af close quarters, Killing sheep in 
4. slaughter-honse, ot bitehering calyes in a pen, is soul-stir- 
ting heroism in comparison, 

There car be no adequate protection with such levislation 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

ploying competent detectives, we wonld soon root out this 
great evil of poaching, which now bids fair to exterminate 
the fish and game of our State, YWoodeock and plover and 
miny of our young ruffed prouse, in close time, are still 
shot for market, along our lines of railway by our own aud 
outsitle poachers, 

Our iusectiverous birds require protection. There is a 
stitute forbidding their being Killed, but as there is no pen- 
alty attached, it is valueless. 

BIG GAME AT TIM POND, 

Behitey Toyest aid Streane 
Knowing the great interest a mullitude of the readers of 

Ponesr AND ArREAM take in matters concerning the above- 
named poads, T send \'o4 an extract from a letter I haye re- 
cently received from Kenvedy Smith, Theletter was mailed 
the 18th inst, Ths lvcation referred to is “hallowed 
ground” to many anglers, for thousands of speckled swim- 
mers have gladdened their learts near Wack and Alder In- 
lets.—J. W. T. (New Britain, Dec. 25, 1882) 

Mr. Smith writes: ‘The autumn afte: you left here was 
pleasant, but when cold weather did come snow came with 
it, and now we have on an average full twenty inches. 
Bdgar and T went to Tim Pond last Wednesday to break 
out the road and to get a caribou. LT think I have told you 
that when the right time came and the lawis off it is no 
trick to get one of these Leautiful animals; so Wednesday 
we took the old gun and started. We got to the cabius 
about four o'clock. We soon had the team put up in the 
stuble and a 2ood fire in one of the cabins, and passed the 
night very comfortably, It was quite different from what 
it Was some years ago when at this season we ot to Tim 
Pond wel and tired and were obliged to build a bough 
camp and keep up a large fire all nicht to keep from freéz- 
ing, and you may helicve I appreciate the change, ag 1 fully 
realize T cannot stand now what I could once. 

“Friday morning after breakfast, and while Edgar was 
taking care of (he horses, I stepped down to the boat land- 
landing to take a view of the Pend. Up to the west, uear 
Wack Inlet, I saw four carihow on the ice. Bdgar took the 
old gun and went up around the pond by Alder Tilet, and 
when they cume along by he fired and brought down one, a 
fine buck, The three others stopped and looked at the dead 
one long enough for him to have killed them, but Edgar 
had no more shot. When we left home we expected to find 
plenty of buckshot at the ¢amp, but some one had taken 
them, and we had to content ourselves with one noble 
fellow, and truly he was a beauty. With the horses and 
sled we took him out to the house. Not yery many have 
been on the ice this fall, We sawa good many tracks in 
the snow, and in one place tracks of a Hock of deer. We 
also saw tracks of One moose, If nothing prevents we shall 

as gives us the following silly law, viz.: “No person shall 
hunt, kill or destroy with dogs, any deer or caribou within 
this State, under a penalty of forty dollars for eyery such 
deer or caribou so killed of destroyed,” The samy wording 
fatal to the efficioncey of the law, is employed in the statute 
for the profection of mouse. The sume old poaching hand 
has ¢masculated the law, that formerly doetored the salmon 
and trout laws. 

No penalty for hunting deer, or caribou, or moose, with 
fogs! The warden, witllout pay, must follow the dogs and 
sve the deer killed, and then establish the ownership of the 
dogs, and then prosvoule the parties, and then returns home 
aivich man fram the accumulated wealth of one-half the 
penilty. Every tian who takes dogs into the woods, should 
be held to have killed every deer traced to bis possession, 
and every man in évery cioin where dogs are sheltered or 
kept, should be held responsible and fined for hunting and 
Killing deer with dogs. Much destruction of moose is per- 
petrated by Indiuns from Dominion hordersin spring, within 
our State. Some of cur own poachers act iv complicity 
with them hy exchanging moose hides for peltries that they 
can sell here without fear of arrest. These hides all come 
back here in duc course. The poacher las hecome a 
dangerous criminal, ;whorm the lamberman who owns cabins 

inthe fyresis, or timber lands, or aught else that can be cde- 
siroyed, fears to offend, The safety of the public demands 

his speedy punishment and suppression. He is but the 
deserter, the bounty jumper of the late war, back again in 
fhe haunts from whence he sprung, He picks a few cran- 

—— 
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Herries Welore they are ripe, for fear the honest farmer may 
fairly obtain them; he nels while perch in ourponds; he 
poaches salmon on forbiaden ground and in forbidden sea- 
sons; lie nets wd spears trout on the spawning beds; he 
even steals from his Lrother poacher, hounding deer, by 
witching aud killing the decr driven by the dogs bf some 
brother thief, His arrest and conviction and punishment, 
will rid socicty of an expensive bliglt, the cause of hurden- 
some taxation for the punishment of crime, 
We give below the return of the number of carcasses of 

deer and venison shipped by the American Express Com- 
pany, Large as is the amonut, it constitutes but a small 
item of the slanghter that his taken place thus far this year. 
We have heard of some nineteen carcasses of deer, spoiled 
by too long keeping, thrown into the river at Rockland. 
All this should have been consumed ly sporismen in our 
own State. Asit now stands it was mostly Killed by non- 
taxpaying men from other States, for profit, and returns to 
our own State hardly oné cent. Noone should be allowed to 

_ give upwork as a citizen, and make a living by killing and 
selling what belongs equally to all, and what is intended and 
should be protected asa healthfulvecreation and holiday pas- 
time forall, A lawsomewhatsimilar fo one in force in Noya 

_ Scotia Should be passed, forbidding the killing of more than 
two or three moose or deer or carihon hy any ons person. The 
laws in New Brunswick antl Nova Scotia and other proyin- 
es of the Dominion, requiring the payment of $25 or $30 
for permission to hunt or shoot within their houndaries, by 
every non-resident, has had the effect Lo precipitate wpon our 
State an unusual number of liwoters, mostly for market: 
“American Express Company, North Kastern Division, 

Novy.. 22, 1882.— Number of saddles of venison ind carcasses 
shipped by American Express Company trom Oct. 1 to Nov. 
28, inelusive» 

Bangor, 42 (and one caribou and bear); Piscataquis route, 
7 (and one caribou); Mattawamkeag, 4; Lincoln, 49; Forest, 
8; Olamon, 47; Win, 46 (and one caribou); Ellsworth, 62; 
Costigan, 54; Machias, 26; Milbridge, 98; total, 408.” 
Wild ducks are rare ind ta be seen but in limited num- 

bers, Owing io the wide-spread ctitue of bailing and netting, 
Parmers who lilse to yay the monotonous fare of their tables 
byan occasional duck or bit of venison, must aid us in fear- 
lessly testifying in all cases of infractions of our game laws 
that come to their knowledge. If we had the means of em. 

g0 in avain next week, and with more ammunition get more 
large game hefore close time, which is January 1st. 

“Foxes haye been very plenty here, and many have been 
shot near my farm,” 

HUNTING DEER IN MICHIGAN. 

( N_ the 17th of October I left home for the purpose of 
finding a favorable loeality for a party of six to spend 

from two to three weeks deer hunting, [took the cars at 
Tonia, went to Owasso, thence to Bay City, thence to Ros- 
common, thence to a lumber camp about six miles frem 
Houghton Lake. I made it my business to get all the in- 
formation possible from those 1 met in regard to the best 
places for deer within their knowledge. I met a gentleman 
on the cars who lives a fewmiles above Evart on the Muske- 
gon. There were five hunters boarding with him who were 
Hunting with dogs, and they had killed eighteen deer in 
two weeks. I remained at camp two weeks looking the 
country over thoroughly. J found parties hunting, but not 
getling many deer. I heard from parties on the Sauble 
who were getting very few dear. I went north to Gaylord, 
thence across to Elmira on G,. R. & J. Railroad. J say there 
&w few local hunters, who gave me to encouragement 
to slop there. TI was told that a white deer was in that 
vicinity and had been shot at, but not killed. On my way 
home | met a man who had heen yisiling twelve miles east 
of Byfe Lake, From his account of the country and the 
deer { coneluded to hunt there, 

On the 14th of Noyember two of the party and myself 
started for Fyfe Lake and the next day at noon we arrived 
at sur boarding house, one mile and a half from the Manis- 
tee, A party was camping on the east side of the river and 
was hunting with dogs, and had twenty deer. We lunted 
two weeks and shot five deer, The rest of onr party were 
detained fill late in the season snd concluded to #o to Lake 
county, where we had hunted for afew seasons past. The 
three killed eleven deer and one fox, While returning home 
Ttaiked with a number of hunting parties, who had been 
out trom two to four weeks, and nearly all reported less 
deer killed than uswal. 

Among the veasons for this lack of success was noisy 
hunting, we not haying snow except for about oné week be- 
for the soason closed. The short time allowed to ship 
gine made it necessary to use about three days in getting 
deer to the railroad to haye them shipped as freight, From 
what I saw and the best information | could get the parties 
who used dogs got the greater part of the decr killed this 
season, 

I will give my views of the Michigan Sportsmen’s Asso- 
ciation in relation to the game laws now existing. [ere are 
a few extracts trom addressesdelivered at their last session. 
Mr. Cate says: ‘I think the result of shortening the season 
has been goo, THevetofore still-hunters would #0 in the 
woods as soon a8 snow came and stay, and they could kill 
twice as many on snow as without it. I think if saves thou- 
sands of deer in this State to shorten the sporting season.” 
President Holmes says (he thing of first importance is a code 
of simple and equitable laws that will command the respect 
of all orderloving and law-abiding citizens. Again, sports- 
men and wame protectionists, who like other men cannot all 
think alike, must compromise with cach other and agree on 
a code of laws that all will endoise aud support. Professor 
Roney believes that the present game law has reduced the 
anual slaughter of deer from 70,000 in 1880 to 10,000 in 
1881—a wouderful effect if truc, Do our game laws com- 
mand the respect of all order-loying and law-abiding citi- 
zens? Tthink not. They fayor one class of sportsmen, 
while they deprive as ereut and perhaps a greater number 
of afew day's sportin hunting. The ostensible object of 
ihe association is the protection of gamé, If this is the real 
object why not secure the passage of an act to prohibit the 
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hounding of deer? If the short season saves thousands of 
deer why not stop the dogs and save thousands more? Will 
the association do this, or will they try to have the scason 
close on the 15th of November? Mr. Jewet, of the lowell 
Gun Club, said: ‘We organized three years ago, and seb to 
work to post ourselves on what the game Jaw was and to 
secure obedience to it. I found it one of the inost dificult 
undertakings [ ever cot into. We expected the support of 
all the leading farmers around Howell, but to our surprise 
we found we had debased ourselves in their opinion as a lot 
of nabobs in the town who wished to preserve the game for 
our own shooting.” It looks thar way to many liere, and 
think for good reasons. 

I will refer to one more prominent member of the associ- 
ation, I feel inadequate to do him justice, He stands a rep- 
resentative man among sportsmen, a snap-shol, and an 
effective Ueer hunter, I make a few extracts from your 
correspondence, The ‘Michigan State Sportsmen’s Asso- 
ciation has eyidently been doing « good work in its efforts 
lo put 4 stop to the wanton destruction of game, Ed, Gull- 
man of this city, aud a party of Ohio friends were on the 
happy hunting grounds at sunrise on the 1st inst, and haye 
since been sending down from ten to sixteen deer per day.” 
Consistency isajewel. Again; ‘EH, H.Gillman and two friends 
have just returned from a six weeks’ sojourn in the North 
Woods, during which time they have killed nearly fifty deer 
and several good bags of ruffed groust and quail,” They 
are not pot or market hunters, but gentlemen sportsmen 
and game protectionists. I fail fo sce [he diiference between 
the killing of fifty or a hundred deer by Mr. Gillman and 
his friends with their fancy hounds, and ‘the pot lunter 
with his mangy hound of doubtful antecedents.” An ex- 
tract or two from your Adirondack correspondence. ‘Murvit” 
says, “One lundred and fifty will not cover the number 
of deer killed in Beaver River, and the lakes and ponds 
within two miles on either side of the river, by driving them 
into the water with hounds during the open season just 
closed, and unless still-hunters are more successful than (hey 
have been in previous years they will not get one-tenth as 
miny as have heen killed by hounding.” ‘‘Why Not?” says, 
“Still-hunting by cummon consent is as a sport eminently 
legitimate. llounding supplements every other method 
of destruction. It is the multiple of aj] the evils and abuses 
threatening game destruction, There is no season, no huur 
of day or night, no bottom soft or hard, snow or crust, no 
condition of weather, when the dog may not scour the most 
secluded game haunts, and there is no quality or condition 
of humanity on its legs that may not share the degradation 
of this.pastime.” Shooting deer in the water during the 
open season is quite common among hunters who ust 
hounds in Michigan, We are waiting for Mr. Gillman’s re- 
port of his hunting trip and hope he will he able to put him- 
self in a better light before the public than your correspon- 
dents did, SrTL-Huy nit, 

Paro, Ionia County, Mich,, Dec. 23, 18:2. 

HOUNDING vs. STILL-HUNTING. 
NOTICH in the last number of your journal that your 
correspondent, Mussit, makes a comparison between 

still-hunting and the killing of deer in ponds or rivers, I 
suppose it was only a question ef still-bunting, or hunting 
with hounds. Ido not consider that because hounds are 
used it becomes absolutely necessary to kill the deer after 
they haye taken to water. 1 did say in my article ‘‘that 
when deer took to water ahead of the hound, half to threc- 
quarters of the time that was the end of the hual.” Of 
course as far asthe dog was concerned, Now, under the 
present law it is the end of the hunt, as far as the hunter is 
concerned also, but formerly under the old Jaw, as I said, 
“quantities of deer were slaughtered in the lakes and ponds,” 
bol by the hunters (for no man who butchers a deer in water 
deserves that name), not by the owners of the dogs, for they, 
the hunters, were in the woods and on the runways where 
they belonged, but by a class of people who simply wanted . 
venison, and made it a business to go to the ponds aud get 
it, the hunters very seldom getting any share, and very often 
not wanting any. It is worse than casting pearls hefore 
swine for the State of New York to allow deér to be killed 
in the lakes and rivers of her Adirondack region as is de- 
scribed by Murrit, Let the Legislature pass a law similar to 
the Ivw of this State, which forbids, under a heavy penalty, 
the killing of deer at any season, in or within two hundred 
yards of any pond or riyer, Theo let the hunter use his 
hound and stand upon the runway to kill his game, and 
there need be no fear of its being exterminated. 

Beck Suor, 
MASSACHUSETTS, Nov. 18, 1882. 

DETROIT NOTES. 

ee shooling season, which nominally closed to-day, in 
reality closed two weeks ago, with the exception of 

quails and ducks, and but few bags of these haye buen made. 
The grouse disappeared in an unaccountable manner early 
in the fall, and hunters are at a loss to know what became 
of them. . 

Since the State Sportsmen's Badge, contended for monthly 
for nine years, became the indiyidual property of E. A. 
Gillman, by his winuing three successive times, there las 
been no trap shooting. The fact is, the shooters are still 
afraid of the Bociety fur the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani- 
mals, though it is as dead’ as the junior inember of the firm 
of Scrooge & Marley. 

There are plenty of rabbits in this section, but the ground 
is us barren of snow as it was in August, und the eotton-tails 
are but little hunted in consequence. 

The shooting and fishing clubs throughout the State have 
chosen delegates to the State Convention that is to be held 
on the $th prox., and there is no doubt that it will be a large 
and interesting meeting, W. 
Detroit, Mich,, Dec. 30, 1882. 

LAST MOOSE IN THE ADIRONDACKS, 

The undersigned is desirous of obtaining full data_con- 
cerning the number of moose Killed in the Adirondacks 
since 1850. Any information bearing on this point will be 
thankfully received and duly acknowledged, 

©. Hart MerxiaAm, M.D,, Locust Grove, N. Y. 

Missourt.—Moberly, Ratidolph County.—Game has been 
rather plenty this fall; ducks, quail, wild turkoys and 
prairie chicken. One day, 11 November, my hag wassixty- 
eight quail, one turkey and four chickens.—B. If, D, 

Mr, Paul B, du Chaillu will address the New York Association for 
the Protection of Game at their meeting next Monday night. 
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GAME IS THe Woop River. Counrry.—aA correspon- 
dent of the Oakland, Cal., Vidette, writing from the Wood 
River, Idaho country, says: The country ahounds in @amie, 
the writer lias seen deer within a short distance of Hailey, 
not once merely, but many times during last season, These 
are of fhe species known as “black-tail,” ly the lrunters, 
They sometimes atiain the weight ef 300 pounds each. 
Ber are numerous, the grizzly being not infrequently met 
with. One of these monsters was killed the pust summer 
mu Maldoon, which weirhed 1,400 pounds and which was 
shot Within speaking distance of the town, Of smaller 
game many kinds abound. There are grouse of tyo species, 
sive hens and ‘fool chickens,” the latter deriving their 
name from their habit of allowing themselves io he killed 
without an attempt to Hy away. Stones ave sufficiently 
good ammunition for the hunter of “fool chickens.’ The 
rivers, the Wood River, Little Wood River, Deer Creek, 
Malade and the other numerous streams furnish the best 
fishing to be had anywhere. Trout of fifteen pounds weight 
haye been taken from Wood River, while, ay one travels 
up toward the headwaters of cach stream he finds the trout 
grow smuller and smaller but not less numerous. To. tale 
a Iundred pounds of speckled trout in a day does not over- 
tax the Idaho fisherman. All these resources in flesh and 
fish are accessible at a yery short distance from,the princi- 
pili towns: if one gues to the Sawtooth mountains, some 
half-a-bundred iniles away, he can add elk and moun- 
tiin sheep to the before-mentioned varicties of gume. 
So much for the ways of pleasure. Now for business 
affairs. Bellevue, Hailey, Gulena, Muldoon are places in 
the vicinity of Wood River which have been founded and 
settled since the fall of 1880. Hence they are but little 
over a year old, In the next spring Hailey bad a half-dozen 
inhabitants, who by the following autumn had increased to 
600 and then suffered 4 falling off to 800 on account of the 
cold winter In winter everybody leaves the river wno van 
get away. The camps which through the summer have 
been hives of enterprises hecome the abiding place in winter 
of « few who remain to protect their property or to be on 
hand early in the spring, Wniley, the chief town, has a 
daily newspaper in the open season, which is now owned 
and run by MrT. E. Picotte, formerly proprietor of a. 
paper in Nevada, md who is well known on the Pacific 
coust. Journalism on Wood River has its hardships, and it 
would, perhaps, amuse Mr. Picotte’s San Francisco friends | 
to read an acconut of how he has been brought to book 
hy szerieved neighbors, who usually pummel iim soundly 
only to read the next day a full and unreserved account. of 
liow the editor of this sheet waz painfully thrashed last sow- 
ing by Arizona Jack and other gentlemen. This sort’ ol 
candor has won the respect of the miners tu considerable 
degree, and the editor finds now sufficient tiine to admin- 
isitr the affairs of his paper without fearing outside inter 
ference. 

A Strance Burstine or 4 Guy.—A yery stranwe cei 
dent befell Mr. G. W. Given, of Philadelphia, while rail 
shooling lust season, which will doubtless be interesting to 
the readers of the Forrsp ann Stream, Waying been 
pushed by his poleman over the low Clemel mursh on the 
Jersey shore opposite the upper end of Tinicum island, and 
killing seventeen rail birds, Mr. Given found the tide would 
yet Acmit of his getting over 4 portion of Monnis’s Island, 
also on the same side of the river some distance below the 
Clemmel qarsh. Taking the oars to pull down to Monnis’s to 
sive his pushers strength he soon reached the “aut,” which 
males in above the glycerine works located there, Just as 
he was rounding the pier previous to getting ready to go on 
the marsh he got upon his feet with stn in hand; and his 
pusher sof pon the pushing deck of the skiff. A steam- 
bowl passing down the river at ihe time made his boat dance, 
and finding she rocked a little too much, and thinking she 
would ship-water, Mr, Given supposing he was nearer the 
bank ef the “sul” and in much shoaler water jumped oyer- 
hoard with his gun in liand. Instead of finding two or 
three feet of water he found himself Soing down in x depth 
of twelve or fifteen feet with higzun in hand in the ordin- 
ary position of holding muzzle upward. [Me sank to the 
hottom, rather allowing himself to do so that he might 
make an upward spring when he touched the ground. 
When he felt bottom he quickly shifted his eun to the other 
hand and turned the muzzle downward, grasping it as he 
thought, just back of the guard, At this moment he heard 
a mufiied report and felt a stinging sensation down his leg. 
On coming to the surface he swam to the hoat, holding up 
his gun with one hand, Qn reaching the skiff he found his 
gun had burst under water, layiny one barrel completely 
over, und the load pissing through inte the right hand bar- 
rel, had utterly ruined his gun, Bxamination proved that 
he had not been shot, aud that the stinging sensation was 
cause by the concussion. The right hand cartridge Was 
found inact, and wien he had grasped the gun at what he 
supposed was the small of the stock le had pulled the 
trigger Of the left hand barrel and discharged if onder 
witer, This certainly was i narrow escape, Mr. Given 
showed your correspondent the bursted barrel, and I con- 
fess T have never seen the like before.—Homo. 

5128 OF Drnr.—Philadelphia,—We have had an argument 
in regard fo the veneral size of our Bastern deer (Cereus virgin 
nus). T maintain that any animal seen by excited sportsmen in 
the woods assumes exazocrated proportions and that Mr. 
Buck, when he comes prancing through the leafy cover he 
looks as large as a mule. Heis only three and a half to three 
al three quarters fect highrat theshonlders, and a bullettired 
two and a half fect from the ground will grass tlmost any 
nienber of aforesaid species if aimed far enough forward, 
Tfimey thata footrule would brine down proportions of 
suine and distance to the surprise of inany 1 story teller who 
thinks he is but telling the facts. —T_ M. : 

A Kenvccky Game Resorr—Nashville, Dec, 20.— 
Eilito Forest and Stream: T have just received a letter 
from Col, Geo, IF, Akers, Here are some extracts which 
will be read with interest by.those desirous of visitine one 
of the best shooting and fishing grounds in the Middle 
States, He writes from Cadiz, Ky., Dec. 18, as follows ; 
“LT hive been in the chase, and honting birds, ducks, squir- 
fels, rabbits, etc., which are abundant here, The turkeys 
ara very wild and hard to get 4 shot at, The river is yet in 
fins fishing order. About half a mile from Joel MeK’s 
is i yery large and deep spring, near the river, about 50 feet 
deep, During high water the riverbacks its water into this 
spring, and thousands of fish find clear water and make it 
their home for the winter, We haye plenty of minnows, 
and any evening we go down and catch a fine string of 
black bass and perch. T have caught bass in this spring 

over four pounds in weight, The wateris clear, and affords 
a stream running ont to the river, only about sixty ov! 
seventytive feet, large enongh to run a good sized mill. 
We have had fine sport at this spring. Thisis a hayen’ of 
rest tome. Splendid quarters—big lowe fires, comfortable 
rooms. We have game or fish every day. Jam up at 5;30 
éyery morning and exercise as I fancy during the day. We 
xenerally ride out in the woods or fields, with » boy along 
lo let down fences, held horses, and carry the game. A 
hght snow fell yesterday (Sunday), and I am off this morn- 
ing for rabbits and birds,” Cadiz can be reached Jy rail 
to Hopkinsville, Ky., thence by stage to Cadiz. Matt and 
Joel McKinney will sladly asgist any strangers to make 
themselves comfortable, and put them’on the track of game. 
—J. D. H. 

OnTarto.—Belleyille, —The deer shooting this season has 
been one of the most successful on record, nu less than 500) 
head of these beautiful animals haying heen killed in the 
northern townships of this county (Hastings) since the sea- 
son opened, and one of the bueks weighed 280 pounds 
dressed, JJucks were also more plentiful than usual, and 
squirrels, woodeock and plover were numerous, bit snire 
were scaree. In order to prevent the indiscriminate 
slaughter of ducks, arrangements are being made to protect 
the great marshes a few miles northeast of the city, which 
cumpprRe some of the best feeding grounds in Canada,— 
2.8. B, 

TENNESSEX,—Sayanuah, Dec, a, 1882.— Since [ last wrote 
you we haye had several killing frosts and a light snow fall. 
As a consequence the weecs haye been killed and the shoot- 
ing greatly improved Iwas out one day last week nnd 
bagged seyenteen quail. Several ducks haye been killed 

in any large recently near here, but have not “come in” 
number as yet. Bome geese are reported in the river bottom, 
and a large flock flew over town yesterday, flying ynitelow. 
—W int. J 

Crarieston, Il, Dec. 28.—Joln Cartright has bagged 
102 quail from 10th to 28d inst. The largest bag was made 
on the {8th inst,—thirty-one quail. The quail are vetting 
along fincly in this locality. John Parker and Plaska 
Moore killed a large coyote yesterday noon, one and a 
quarter miles northeast of this city.—Fox Squrrren, 

Sxive.—Owen Sound, Ont.—Four years ago, while in 
fMunitoba, I shot and killed or wounded twenty-two snipe 
(the long-billed with stripes on the back) in one shot, hay- 
ing acharge of Ne. 7 shot. T have told this to seyeral, Imt 
they venerally looked inereduious or Janghed,—H. GT, 

eluswers to Correspondents, 
e= No Notice Taken of Anouyinous Oubrespouidents. 

inquinpr, New York,—fl5. 

D, §., Rushford, N ¥ —See answer lo, BV 

J. K R., Gate, N. ¥.—Any of the gunsmiths advertis lug iq) this 
paper can take the bulge out of your 2un, 

C. G, 8., Port W ashington,—A “brace” siguifies two, aid uever in 
) Correct hunters’ parlance does it mean fhree, 5 

“Malan Fox Huna’—Will correspondent who sentws acco\nt of 
‘Maine Fox Hunt’ please fayor vs with his addres=? 

H.H, Dorchester.—You can get an excellent Fun of the makers 
named, Wedonot think the grip liable to get out of onder, 

J. (. M., Boston, Mass.—For note about the combination mite and 
fn see last issue, page 421. The same arm is advertised nner ah- 
other name. 

J.P. W., Varnden, S_J.—Photographs of birds in Hight have been 
phblished tn Bngland; but we are not aware that they dan be ob- 
tained in this country. 

C. B. V.—The Roper cin was’an improvement ovel the 
loader, but not qual to a breech-loader of to-day, 
of the gun is cumbersome. 

J.E., Cleveland, O.—The arm was inauiiactuped by the Preyi- 
dence Tool Company, Yotuean proliably secure oue by writing to 
the New York or Boston dealers. 

OLL rhigele 
The mechanism 

D, M., New York.—Read Barboan's book ou Worida, published by 
Appleton's; and handbook published hy Savaunah, Plorida and 
Western Railroad. Savannah, Georgia, 
J.B, W.—Danbury, Conu.—Highlanis, 

Oarolina, isreached via the Piedmont Air 
8. (.. from whieh it is distant 80miles. 

Frep 5, K,, Chicago, N. Y.—The only 
Van Dyke ate “Flirtation Camp; 
nia,’ and **The Still-Hunter,". We can supply either; price, $2. 

F., Amelia C. H., Va.—I found the inclosed fly on & quail killed 
to-day. Lhave nover found one before. Perhaps itis the Partridge 
fly? Ans, Itis the partridge fly, Wehaye frequently found them 
on quail. 

G. H, P.. Middletown, Ur.—Where cand get a copy of the “Pro- 
ceedings of the Philadelphia Academy,” part 2d, and at what price? 
Aus. Apply to Edward J. Nolan, M.D., -Academy of Natural 
Sefenves, comer Nineteenth and Race streets, Phila. Price for the 
whole yolume $6.25. 
W. P., Phila.—Can you direct me how to procure a medium priced 

work on trout culture? Ans. ‘Domesticated 'trour,”? ats Livingston 
Stone, published by Osgood, Boston. Price $2.50, we believe, Write 
to My, Stone, Charlestown, N. H.. for full information. 
W. N. M.. Bellevue, Ohio,1. You can get the glass by ordering 

through any of the dealers in rifles, 2, Hither one of the rifies men_ 
tioned will answer, they are allin use on the ranges, and choice is 
much # matier of individual taste, 3. In selecting powder take any 
one of the standard makes, but do not use a cheap brand. 

J. 3., Hensler, Mercer county, D. T.—Will you please inform me 
if there is any such animal as a black badger. Ans. Where is no 
species which is black, puta black specimen of the common badger 
might he found, just as we sometimes seea black wocdchuck. a black 
chipmunk, ora black robin. The phenomenon of melanism is anal- 
ogous fo that of albinism. : 

0, E. N., Lindsay,—A great many people say thud our common 
crow (C. dmericanin) migrates, and others say it remains all winter 
inthe swamps. I myself haye seen them in mid-winter in very 
severe winters. Ans. The crow undoubtedly migrates, Those seen 
in winter are probably Northern birds which have come to us, while 
those which are with usin summer haye gone further South, 

Bye, Virginia.—“Don a bye.’ Whatdo you mean by that expres- 
sion? A ‘bye’ in the dictionaries means a dwelling, Ang, This 
word, used in connection with Wield Trials, signifies that the doe to 
which itis appliett wins his heat without running for it, For in- 
Stance, Supposing tat there are nine dogs torun, Their names are 
drawn in pitirs, and the lastname drawn, having no competitor, is 
entitled to lis heat just ihe same as though phere had been ten dogs, 
and he had beaten the oné drawn against him: or. in other words, 
he has a “bye.™ 

V. A. B.. Laudent, Ontario—t lave had forthe past six months 
four trout in an aquarium, water constantly running. Temperature 
at present 42 deg., Faby. During summer I gave occasionally fies 
and worms (not often), Until lately they huve been remarkably 
healthy, when one diedand now another is some, The ouly beers 

in Macon county, North 
Line Railroad, to Walhalla, 

two books published by Mr. 
or, Rifle. Rod and Gun in Califor 

abnormal TI cau see is a white film which is heginning to surroun 
the buttof the tail. T have tried to mb it off, thinking it may be of 
afungoid nature. The water is from our water works, and 1s beauti- 
ful spring water, flowing through iron outside, and in the house 
Jeaden pipes. Could you suggest. any remedy? Tliayeseen the same 
on goldfish. Ans. Itis probably a fungus growth, akin to the so- 
called salmon disease of Hurope. It sometimes comes from injuries, 
as handling, etc. Do not rub itoff. Ifnottoo bad, try iving a salt 
bath every day and put gravel in the tank tor them torubon, Make 
the salt hath moderately strong—sea-water is good, 

_—— — —————e 

[Jaw. 4. 1888, 

Camp Hire Hlicherings. 
“That reminds me." « 

_Y ERE is a little fuel for the camp-fire, Jack is a 
sort of a fellow, but is ‘‘giyen” to telling fish and 

snake stories sometimes. We were down at Smith's grocery 
one evening roosting around on the barrels and boxes. The 
wind was howling and the snow drifting outside at a fearful 
rate, and Jack was drawing on his imagination and telling 
us about how many charges of shot he used in trying to kill 
a cat, when Bill.Y—, an old frontiersman and miner, extri- 
cated himself from the cracker barrel, sliced off » piece of 
cheese and exclaimed: , 

“Talk about tenacity of life and hard eritters to kill, 
oughter secn some shootin’ that 1 did once!” 

Jack opened his eyes and inyited Bill to go uhead and 
give us the benefit of his experience. Expecting a story 
about 2 grizzly or some other ‘‘varmint” we hitched around 
and were all attention. 

“Well,” said Bill, “It was out in the Black Hills. I had 
been down to Cheyenne and bought anew Winchester. I 
wanted to try it on something to see how she would carry, 
so I went out back of the camp, and the first thing I set 
eyes on was old Ike Irving’s horse. I thought that would 
he a good thing to practicé on, so 1 drew a bead right square 
between its eyes and pulled. [ saw the critter kinder jump 
a little as the bullet struck,-but it did not tumble, so [ un- 
hitched again. 1 saw where the second bullet strock—rioht 
between the eyes—but the eyes kept staring at me just the 
same 48 before, so (helping himself to a handful of loose 
thuscafels) 1 fired again and again, until I had emptied the 
magazine, and every bullet struck between its eyes. and 
that air horse stood there just as well as ever”! 
‘Now Bill!” exclaimed Jack, “that’s too thin altogether, 

How far away were you from that liorse?” 
“About forty yards.” 
“And you—you fired seventeen 44 salibre bullets in be- 

tween his eyes and didn’t knock him off his feet?” 
“Yes,” responded Bill, sidling toward the door, *tyou_sée 

old Tke was 9 carpenter, the two U's were capitals (old Ike's 
initials), (he horse was a sawhorse, and—" 

Bill had just time to get outside the door when a starch 
box crashed against it and flew into kindling wood, But 
Jack called him back again, and in a few minutes the store 
was blue with the smoke of Smith’s best. Hayanas. 

Iron RAMROD, 

Sea and River fishing. 
Sanius, Worse and worse, but how wilt thou liver 

Bpiton, By angling; O ‘fis a stately occupation to stund foure 

houres tua colle morning, aud to have his nose bitten with frost before 
his bait be mumbled with a fish, 

‘“Kadimion' (J. Gilly, 1601), lef Thy, au. &, 

good 

you 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 
- Vill.— ODDS AND DNDS, 

T would do what I pleased, and doing what i please, 1 should heve 

my Will} 4nd haying my will, [should be contented; ard when one 

is contented there isno more to he desired; and when there is no 
more lo he desired, there is an end of it.— Cervantes, 

A T a recent sitting of the local brotherhoorl, one of them 
was moved to murmur thus; * 

“My usually placid temper is often disturbed by ihe 
stupid Griticisms which outside barbarians sometimes pro- 
nounce upon our gentle pastime. Their ignorance is their 
only excuse. But men have no business to speak (logmat- 
ically upou a subject of which they know nothing. And 
this is just the mental status of those who speak dispar- 
agingly of angling and of those who engage in it, There 
is # Thousand times more of the divine clement of saint- 
liness in our harmless and healthful reereation than in the 
dirt-worm habit of perpetually delying for filthy Inere, and 
there is a great deal more of rock-bed common sense in a 
man who cheerfully spends ten dollars to preserve his health 
than in one who would rather jeopard his health than spend 
adollar. No honest angler would eyer weta line if there 
were nothing in the ait besides the mere material pleasure it 
affords him. But it has other ana higher attractions— 
attractions which reach into the zsthetic realm and lift its 
votaries up to the yery horder-land of Bulah.” ; 
“We can all, I am sure.” said another of our number, 

“speak from our own personal experience on this point. 
Two or three hours a day of the forty or tifty* I puss on 
ingling-waters every year, give me all the fishing | desire. 
The intervening time is filled up very delightfully in Ieis- 
urely rambling through the silent woods; in reclining. 
beneath some umbrageous arbor, 

“Whose green leaves quiver with the cooling wind, 

And make a checker’d shadow on the ground, 

and whieh overlooks the lake or stream on the borders of 
which I have pitched my tent; in clambering to the summit 
of some lofty eminence which gives me an enchanting view 
of the vast forests spread out illimitably before me; in float- 
ing hither and thither, where the kingly salmon 

‘Outs with his flashing oars the silvery stream: 

in listening to the music of singing hirds and to the melody 
of rippling waters; in lazily loitering about our cosy camp; 
in filling my exuiting lungs with the pure atmosphere in 
which I tim enveloped, and in inhaling the delectable odors 
of the virgin woods as they are borne to me by the summer 
zephyrs which sweep down from the forest-clad mountains 
with the refreshing balminess of the breath of the morning. 
Fishing is but a pleasant incident in these forest experiences. 
To mé it ‘simply gives zest to what, independently of it, 
is a source of perpetual delight. Possibly, at first, 1 mieht. 
not have sought out these quiet places if Lhad had no taste 
for angling; but certain it is that angling would never have 
come to bé to me what it is if it had not been associsted 
with, and if it were nota part of, these other and higher 
sources of mental and physical delights, I am sure, also, 
that [am not exceptional either in my tastes or in my habits 
from the great mass of the brotherhood, ‘There is not a 
fluttering leaf, a rippling rapid, a silver caseade, a mo- 
mentary sun-glint, a passing shadow, a bird note, a tiny 
flower, a feathery fern, or any one of a thousand other 
‘things of beauty’ we see and hear where onr pastime 
draws us, which is not remembered by the appreciative 
angler equally with the rise and strike and swirl of trout or 
salmon, 7 

“That is true, every word of it,” was the reply.. ‘Angling 

be 
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never yet made & bad man worse, while it has made a great 
aan good men better, Tadnvit that all anglers are not saints, 
but | insist that they would be less saintly if they were not 
anglers. For the recreation brings its yotaries into close and 
cons‘ant contact with whatever is sublime and beautiful and 
exalting in nature, and no one can long hold communion and 
loving fellowship with the thing created without acquiring 
a higher appreciation of the beneficence, wisdom and power 
of its Creator,” 

“There is,” Lsuggested, ‘‘one beautiful thing about angling 
which is well worth taking info account: one never wearies 
of it, Other pleasures grow stale or insipid, but this acquires 
new fascinulion with every new experience. This is the 
verdict of all who, ‘e’en down to old age,’ have secured 
mental rest and physical vigor from the practice of the gentle 
art, which good Sir Henry Wotton found to be ‘rest to his 
mind, a cheerer of spirits, a diverter of sadness, a calmer 
of unquiet thonghts, 2 moderator of passions, a procurer of 
conlentedness. begetting peace and patience in those who 
profess and practice it.’ 

“T haye a friend who is tlie very type and embodiment: of 
a happy angler and an honest man, 

‘Are sits with decent grace, upon his visage, 

Aud worthily becomes bis silver locks; 

He wears the marks of many years well spent, 
OF virtie, uth well tried, and wise experience.’ 

“He has fished for fifty years, and is to-day even more eager 
to take his place on angling waters than when he first felt 
the ecstatic thrill which comes to all who have ever had the 
ood fortune to killa salmon. Were is what he says to me 

ina recent note: : 
‘Ar Homn. Dec. 12, 1888. 

“My dear D.; 

“What hos become of you? Have you again been playing Cincin- 
nafus on your Western ranch, or are you simply digging yourself out 

from beneath the political avalanche under which you and all of us 
were buried in November? 

“As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so do I pant for the 

eoming of the time of the singing of birds wlien ft will he right to 
go a-fishing, where 

‘Soft whispers run along the leafy woods, 
Aud toountains whistle to the murmuring floods.’ 

“What a blessed time we shall have (D, V.) exploring the beautiful 
lakes mapped out for us by our faithful henchman, wherein no white 
man has ever yet cast a fly! [have ‘dreams in the night’ about them: 

for Lknow whatthey must be from what we have already seen of 
two of them, Husband your vitality, my dear fellaw,'that, you may 
be able to make the circuit. : 

“Six months yet before the 20th of June! Meanwhile 1 will haye 

passed my seventieth birthday, and as you, old chap, are ‘there or 

thereabouts.’ you cannot greatly boast over your humble servant. 

But, next to a vigorous youth ceminend me to alusty old age 

and this is what both of ushaye had youchsafed to us—for which 

devout thanks. But would it have been so but for the rest, reeupera- 

tion and repose which haye come fa us from our annual yisits to 

salmon waters? 
“No polities in mine, if you please, for politics at present form no 

part of my mental ailment, Isimply keep the run of things—feel- 

ing very much as Bret Harte’s Abner Dean of ‘The Society of the 

Stanislaus’ felt: S : 
‘Then Abner Dean, of Angel's, raised a point of order, when 
A chunk of old red sandstone struck him in the abdomen, 
And he smiled a kind of sickly smile, and curled up on the floor, 
‘And the subsequent proceedings interested him no more," 

‘As aver and forever, your's, ps 

“The lakes referred to in the foregoing note are trout lakes 
in the vicmily of the salmon river myself and friend an- 
nually yisit. We had heard of them but could find no one 
who bad eyer yisited all of them, Last symmer we re- 
quested our local seryitor to hunt them up and make a map 
of them. This he bas done, and J anticipate as much 
pleasure in yisiting them as I do in fishing our favorite pools 
for salmon—not alone because we are sure to find them 
full of trout, but because we have found the two or three 
of the group we have already seen perfect gems of beauty. 
From my yery first visit to the woods I have had a passion 
to hnnt up new places, and make side excursions whenever 
T could hear ol anything worth visiting. To do so often 
involved hard work, but that fact simply added to the fas- 
cination of the habit, and, I am inelined to believe, has 
contributed to the large measure of vigor which has con- 
tinued with me through all these decades. Now that | have 
reached my three-score years and ten, 1 may not be able to 
pass over rough places or climb steep hills as sprightly as in 
the Jong ago, but [ can do both passably well still, and find 
no abatement in the delicht these adventures and the pleas- 
anti places they reveal afford me, Indeed, 1 am not sure 
that my fondness for them has not even outrun imy passion 
for the excitement derived from the nore material incidents 
connected with angling, Of this, however, | am sure, that 
eyery new explorition reyals to me new beauties; that 
many pretty vits of scenery that in my former greater 
haste were passed by unnoticed, now attract my attention 
and excite my admiration. Whether this is because we be- 
come more observant as we tilvunce in years, or lecause 
our tastes, like our virtues and our yices, grow by what 
they feed upon, T cannot say. But this I know, that 1 look 
forward fo 16 phase of the pastime with more glowing an- 
licipation than to these deligh{ful rambles,” 

“T nolice,” said one of our coterie, ‘‘that you speak of 
yourself and friend in a way that leaves the impression that 
you two make up your entire party in these annual exeur- 
sions. Isthat 50?” 

“Ves, molt because we are unsociable or exclusive, but 
because we have both beon taught by experience that the 
fewer cogs the less friction. Ihave known the start of a 
party of five or six delayed for » week because some one of 
the number was not quite ready; and not infrequently the 
equanimity of 1 whole camp is disturbed because some one 
wishes (6 go when others do not, or to stay when others 
wish to ‘fold up their tents, like tke Arabs, and silent steal 

. away.’ Tn au crowd, some are night birds, who never care 
to ‘ko Lome “till morning,’ or to bed either, while others 
devm sito; and regular hours as necessary to comfort in the 
woolls us at home. Both classes may enjoy themselves 
equally well, but, though they may not say so, each in their 
heavts wish “tother dear charmers away.’ TL is best, there- 
fore, when it can be done, that only those whose tempera- 
ments and home habits are similar should camp together, 
that as little a4 possible should interpose to mar the pleasure 
of these forest visits, My first experiences were in crowds. 
Later on, the number of my angling companions was 
eridually curtailed, until, during recent years, two of us, 
whose ideas of comfort and of times und seasons ave always 
in harmony, constifute a ‘party’ as happy and contented as 
‘two drops of water blended into one."” 
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“But,” said my questioner, “how do you manage to pass 
the evenings? You must get talked ont after a while, with 
only two of you to contribute to the common stock,” 

“That would be trne if my friend was like some fellows I 
know, who are really ‘talked out’ before they begin to talk 
at all, because they never haye anything either useful or 
edifying to say.” 

“That's all very well, but for my part, when Iam in the 
woods 1 don’t care to be very ‘edifying’ myself nar to be 
very greatly edified by others, if by ‘edifyiny’ you mean 
only such conversation as would be expected from a party 
of monks in a cloister or of a beyy of snyans in a salon.” 

“Nor do I, for I don’t go to the woods myself to be super- 
latively grave, but to be innocently happy. My companion 
is av fait in all the intricacies of the law, in allthe mysteries 
of fhe sciences, and, like all the graduates of Old Union 
when its historical President was at its head, he is as pro- 
found in the classics as he is familiar with current events. 
There is no subject about which he cannot conyerse— 
gravely, if the subject demands if, or humorously if other- 
wise. And as for myself, ask him, and if his friendship 
does not induce him to hide my faults, he will tell you that, 
while lounging around our camp-ire, I talk ‘an infinite 
deal of nonsense; more than any man in all Venice.’ No; 
there is neither wearisome samencss nor somnolent gravity 
in our party of two during the restful hours between early 
gloaming and Our night retreat. If our conversation isnot 
always what would please a fool if it is never what would 
disgust a scholar.” 

“Tecan very well believe that; but it has alwaysseemed 
to me that at least a third party is necessary to give piquancy 
to personal jests; for how can one laugh al his own joke, 
or how can the other fellow he expected to langh when he 
is its subject. A looker on in such an encounter isa mighty 
stimulant to one’s wit,” 

“As to that, we are neyer without subjects that provoke 
laughter; but we always find it pleasanter to Jaugh with 
than at each other, He is walking on thin ice and 
making a dangerous experiment with assumed friendship 
who habitually indulges in either personal or practical jokes. 
He must be something more than a saint who always re- 
ceives them with equanimity, and he a great deal worse 
than an‘ayerage sinner who, having a giant’s strength in 
that direction, persistently uses it like a giant, No ‘prac- 
tical joker’ ever Jong retains the learty respect of his lriends, 
nor their hearty friendship either. A persistent punster is 
less offensive. He is only a bore; the other fellow is a nuis- 
ance,” 
Talking of practical jokes, ‘‘you remember the ‘good 

thing’ played on Mark Antony when he was fishing with 
Cleopatra: . 

Charmion—" Twas merry when 

You wager'd on your angling; when your diyer 
Did hang a salt-fish on his hook, which he 

With feryency drew up,” 

‘Tony must have been'in a sweet-tempered mood just 
then to have received the joke complacently. I once knew 
a miserly sort of a fellow who would almost literally sleep 
on the brink of the best ‘spring-hole’ within a five miles’ 
circuit, in order to retain its monopoly. To punish him 
for his unsportsmanlike behavior, one of the guides was 
bribed to launch a hemlock bush upon the current every 
two minutes, at a point just above the coveted spring-hole; 
and while the astonished angler went uj) stream to inyesti- 
gate, another chap took possession and held it through the 
day. When told of the joke, instead of enjoying it he was 
very angry, and | doubt whether be had hearty laugh in 
a twelve-month,” 

“The danger of practical jokes,” I interposed, ‘is that 
they are generally aimed at the most vulnerable point in tha 
victim’s harness. Wor this reason, as in the case just cited, 
they cut, because they are somehow felt to be deserved. A 
proverbially thrifty chap would not feel half so much 
offended by being presented with the empty shell of a 
sucked ese as would a spendthrift who had ‘wasted his sub- 
stance in riotous Jiying.’” 

“You remember the case of “our practical joker 
had begun to remark, when he was interrupted by the most 
exemplary of our number, who said to him: 

“Now, Jeemes, my good fellow, I see what you sare 
driving al, You know only too well how you always fasci- 
nate me when you draw your long bow, and you know just 
as well that my time is up; and yet you are deliberately and 
with coldly concocted malice, trying to beguile me into tor- 
getfulness and thereby subject me to a ‘curtain lecture’ when 
{get home. But you can’t play any such practical joke on 
mé any more then you could humbug me by telling meT 
was hitched to a log when | felt the twitch of a salmon. 
So, ‘go to’ old min, and good night to all of you.’ G. D, 

MY FIRST FLY ROD. 
REMINISCENCES OF THE RANGELEY LAKES.—1. 

ob WHat is true of other pastimes is pre-eminently 
true of angling. No other affords so many inci- 

dents that it is a pleasure to remember anda greater pleasure 
to recount to appreciative and sympathizing listeners,” So 
says Mr. George Dawson in his pleasant ‘“Winter Talks on 
Summer Pastimes’ in Forrst AnD STREAM, and it is well 
said, The readers of Porms AND STREAM ure ‘appreciative 
and sympathizing listeners,” and | must confess to both the 
“pleasure” and the ‘‘greater pleasure.” 
The interval between my first trout, caught with a tape 

string and a pin hools, and miy first fly rod, was a long one, 
The art of Hy-fishing was certainly in its infaney, if not un- 
born in Maine in my boyhood, I do not remember even 
seeing a fly rod, or heariug of an angler who used one, till 
the border lund of young-man-hood was well nigh passed. 
After the tape strmg and pin hook came the alder *‘pole," 
as light and straight as one eight or nine feet long could be 
found, furnished with a twelve foot fishline and trout hook 
from the village store. This was kept in readiness on the 
Shed beam, high up out of the reach of younger brothers and 
sisters, aud when its owner was tired of lessons, or longed 
for the open air, the babbling brook, and sympathetic soli- 
tude, if would be taken down, the brook sought, all the 
well-known little pools under bank or log or stone carefully 
approached, and ulmost always the virtue of effort, if not of 
skill, was rewarded, : 

This brook ran near my father's house, anc so was easy 
of access, and to this fact is owing greatly the growth and 
culture of the angles love in me, Jf I had but an hour ta 
spare I could yield! to the allurement, if inclined. ‘Lo this, 
too, is owing that charm was added to schoolboy days, 
which sometimes is wanting, and, I think, u health to body 
and mind, which is sometimes neatly or quite sacrificed in 
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the service of early study and discipline. ‘The trout brook, 
Imsy add, had almost an equalrivalin the salt water bay 
into which it found its way. This bay was nearly land-locked 
a jutting point leaving only a nurrow passave for outgoing 
and incoming coasters, and “ts rambling shores were charm- 
ingly indented with little coves, while its snrface was 
broken by a small island and several large rocks, which, 
while they made navigation difficult, added picturesqueness 
and afforded capital opportimities for cunyer and other 
small fishing. Memory has stored away ihe experience of 
many a plessant day spent in rowing and fishing and ex- 
ploring the shore in that bay, and often brings them back in 
bright light, A Cooper's Vireil, still on my shelf, was 
somelimes compagnon de voyage, nob because it was much 
loved or highly appreciated, but because it was a deal 
pleasanter to con a task 7ecubans sub tequiine fagt, or 
rather swb tegmine pint in the cool breeze, thun in the 
attic chamber which served for hoth sleeping reom and 
study at home, 

In the course of time the alder pole gave place to a jointed 
ash brook rod, and equipped with this} set forth one July 
morning, one of a party of five, equally loyers of the angle 
and equally suiltléss of any knowledge of the fly, for the 
unknown region of the Rangeley lakes. We liad heard of 
them and their famous trout, and our bosoms were big with 
expectations. The train dropped us at noon at Bethel, and 
after dinner, haying procured n carriage and driver, we 
were forthwith on our further way. The road makes its 
wiy down Bethel Hill, alone the course of the Andtoscoe- 
gin fo Bear River, crosses Bear River, follows up its 
left bank clear to its source in the Grafton Mountains, 
turns through the Notch under the noble brow of Speckled 
Face, and so on to Upton, at the foot of Umbagor, The 
mere mention of these names and this slight tracing of the 
course, will call up in the minds of many a reader of For- 
EST AND StRHAM as heautiful scenery as can be found of 
its kind, and the visits to Screw Augur Falls and the jail— 
natural curiosities which of coursé must be seen the first 
time one passes’ that way—and more, the pleasantries of 
jest and song, and a thousand Jittle things which wake the 
laugh and beguile the tedium of the way, Onr driver took 
us up apparently as 4 party of pleasure-seeking, easy-coing 
fellows, us the word goes, and he was not far oul of the 
way; but it led him to u liberty of tongue which was not 
altogether agreeable. One of us xt last suggested that he 
should anchor some of his bard words, He did, and then 
shortly struck up a Methodist tune, and kept if going most 
of the time the rest of the way. We concluded when he 
set us down he thought he had along a party of Methodist 
parsons. 

Upton to tea. Mosquitoes and black flies! How thick 
they were, and we were unprovided with any defense. We 
were sheltered yery well as long as we kept to the verandah, 
behind the smoke of the smudge, but one step away from 
that and we were helpless victims, Cambridge River—the 
large brook dignified with that name—which tumbles under 
the bridge, just in front of the Lake House, and then winds 
and twists through the meadow some three miles quite river 
like to the lake—was then stillabounding wilh trout. Alas! 
itis not so now. There one could be sure of trout, right 
out of the water, for breakfast, if he would get up an hour 
beforehund and go out anid catch them. Now, if he should 
try the experiment, he would vel yile pickerel instead, and 
enough of them. Then, however, the trout were still there, 
and the desire to capturea few alter supper could not be re- 
sisted by two of our numher, Their success was good, jut 
so, also, was tho success of the mosquitoes 1d blaels flies. 
Those two mon were sadder men that night for their fun, 
and for days afterward, It was, however, a Jesson in sea- 
son, and we all wended our way duly, per steamer Diamond, 
to Cedar Stump, and the carry to Middle Dam, provided 
with that delightful ungzuent, tar and oil One thing we 
first heard at Upton, and that was that the best. way to take 
trout in that region was with the fiy, and there my eyes 
first rested upon the slight and flexible form of a fly rod, . 
With its adjuncts of reel, braided silk line of forty or fifty 
yards, sut Jeader, aud stretcher, and dropper flies. 
it in my hand, gently tried ils Lexibility, und wondered how 
atrout bigger than a fingerling could be got oul of the 
water with it. I have seén it since— that rod—in the hands 
of its skillful owner, whom I have met many times at the 
“isting place,” land many a noble fish. 
That Monday was ahotday, ‘The waticr was high, and 

the Diamond landed us at Cedar Stump itself. They told 
us that) the carry was but four and u half miles long to 
Angler's Retreat at MiddleDam, But Bonny, the old horse, 
wis not there, and our luggage, though mostly left to be 
brought by the horse in the afternoon, was something, and 
though, too, the heayiest was taken by our puide, yet he- 
came heavy before the end was reached, and the legs, un- 
used to any such travel on such a. road as that then was—it, 
is not much better now—ached mm every muscle, Tt was 
voted that to declare that earry to be but four and a half 
miles long, wis a cheat and a fraud. 

Middle Dam Camp as we then found it is pictured in 
Parrar’s Guide Book for 1881—two log cabins in line north 
and south, separated by afour-foot passageway, and a frame 
cabin af vight angles with and touching corner to corner 
the southerly one at its siuthwest angle. The north cabin 
was cook house and cook’s quarters, The second was—the 
third part of it—dining and silting-10om, where savory 
trout were caten, and in the evening, around the great open 
Franklin stove m which most often a cheerful fire was 
blazing, requived by the cool night air, let the month be 
what it would, stories were told, jests were ultered, and 
peals of laughter poured forth; the other two-thirds. ly 
sleeping rooms. The former building also was occupied by 
sleeping rooms. A platform extended along the water side 
of the two latter cabins, the favorite gathering place for 
chatting and smoking after meals, und especially in the 
evening light, when the day’s sport was over. 
. [love to linger in thought over the old camp as if then 
was, for with its retirement, ils splendid fishing vicinity, and 
the society of genial anglers, which it gathered, it lad a fas- 
cination for me for years, which now [I am sorry to say is 
gone, aud I fear no other place can haye, Then no steamer 
vexed the waters of Welokennebacook, Mollyghunkemunk, 
Mooselucmeguiitic, and no mere tourists found their way 
thither. No mail eyen found its way thither, except as 
broucut in over the Umbagog and the carry on ils semi- 
wiekly umival at Upton, Now, the log cabins ore stables 
or workshops of the company who have rebuilt the dain, 
and just above stands a twostory hotel. 

Hotel, indeed—L hate the tan as applied to the buildings 
putup around the lakes for anglers and fonrists’ accommoda- 
tion. Rough quurters they are at best, anc must he so, 
Why uot then stilleall them camps? This a far move suitalile 

I took ~ 
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term, and far more attractive in sound to those who wish to | 
penetrate those regions and try their rough fare, | 

The unusual high water interfered with fishing. The best 
pools could nol be reached, or if they were, the trout seemed 
not to efre much for the bait we offered them. till, we 
were not altogether without luck, and alter a three days 
stay, pushed our way up the lakes to Upper Dam, Indian 
Rock, and so out by Phillips and Parmington with the 
mental decision on the part of each to haye a fly red the 
next time we visited Middle Dam, and that next time should 
be the next season, Monatiuor, 

BLUE-BACK TROUT. 
N the year 1844 I visited the Rangeley Lakes, aud heard 

A from the settlers about the above-named fish. They called 
it simply blue-hack—did not class them with the trout. At 
that time, all that was known of this fish was that they run 
up what was called ‘"Toothaker Cove” imto the outlet of 
Quimby Pond, asmall brook, about the tenth to the twentieth 
of October in each year and from the Rangeley Lake. 
They were taken in large quantities by the Rangeley people, 

mostly the poorer classes, from the aboye stream, with dip: 
nets, and improvised at that. Some nsed a larew bag, or 
sack, spread oul with an asi bow anda handle; and they 
fished for themat night sltozether, and made sluices for 
them to run up, with convenient places ai tlhe end of these 
to set their nets. The fish ran into them, and by this method 
each man would secure several bushels of a night. ‘l'hey 
were cured for Keeping in many ways, some by salting, 
others by drying, and still others by smoking; some (ressed 
them, and others cured them whole, 

Tt was proverbial of certain families that they lived on 
blue-hacks and crossbills—the erossbills were bird: | hey also 
dried whole, without dressing and go provided their simmer 
food in the fall and winter beforchand, 

The blue-hack was never seen in any of the other lakes 
until after the building the “Upper Dam,” about the year 
1858, when we hunters discovered them helow the dam, 
where they stayed until the river was entirely frozen up. 
They were never fished for with 2 hook, but cither netted 
o7 speared. 
Twell remember getting grealiy excited while spearing 

them gue night by pine torchlight atthe apron of Upper 
Dam, and slipped in, trying to save a nice one, where it was 
over my head, iniecwater. 

This was above the Mollychuukemunk Lake, into which 
Jake they probably finally went. Wo other time of year are 
they now, or ever have been seen, except the late fall months. 

About this time (1858) they were discovered in the Kenne- 
hago River, and Rangeley stream (outlet of Rangeley Lake), 
above Indian Rock, hmt 1] helizye were never fished for there, 

Thaye fished all the lakes from Rangeley to Umhagog, 
winter and summer since that time (1844), but haye never 
seen 4 blue-back in any cther place than the above, nor at 
any other time of the year, 
And J have never seen them in iny river or stream col- 

tignous to these lakes, although T have fished Magwiloway. 
Pamuchene, Cupsnptuc, Beema, Kenebago, Rapid rivers, 
and many smaller streams for the last thirty-tive yeurs, and 
I never saw one that weighed over six ounces. 
Brrnet, Me,, Detember, 1882, 

FLORIDA FISHES, 
i be the proceedings of the United States National Museum 

for 1552 we notice *‘Notes on Fishes Observed About 
Pensacola, Florida, and Galveston. Texas, with Descriptions’ 
of New Species,” by Prof. D. 8. Jordan and Chas, H, Gil- 
bert. Thereport covers sixty-eight pages, therefore we can 
only extract those things which will interest ow anglers. 

he tarpum, Magilops tlantious, C. and Y,, is common 
along the Gull coast, but only scules were obtained. It 

Tts habit of leaping ont 

J, G, Rrew, 

reaches a length of some six fei, 
of the water, like the mullet, causes it to be dreaded by the 
fishermen. Ibis said that several persons have been killed 
or injured when in sma)l boats by the grand eeaille leaping 
into the boal. It seems to the writers thut the specitic name 
of Atlenticus should be adopted as the name of this species, 
being the oldest natae ever really conferred on it, instead of 
cyprinoid_s, thrissoides, and giguitens. 

Spanish mackerel were abundant in spring and sumer 
and are one of the most important food tish, The pompano 
is also abundant and reaches a weight of ten or twelve 
pounds. The bluefish, Powidlowwus saltetric, is rather com- 
mon about Pensacola and is valued as food; it is rare or un- 
Known at Galveston. The red snapper, Lutjanus dlackfardi, 
Is at present taken in far greater numberg than any other on 
our Gulf coast; ut Pensacola itis the most important food 
fish, andinthe New ©vleans market it is sold in greater 
numbers than all other species combined; it is taken with 
hook and line on the “‘snapper banks,” usually from tive to 
ae miles off shore, and reaches a weight of thirty-five 
pounds, 

The fish known al different places on our coast us ved 
drum, channel bass, redfish, etc., Swena ovelluta, is the 
most important food fish on the Texas coast, the amount 
taken exceeding that of all other species combined. A 
good fish when not too Jarge. Tt reaches a weight of forty 
pounds, the large specimens being known as bull redfish. 
‘The serratures on the opercle, which are conspicuous in or- 
dinary specimens, wholly disappear with age, the vdge of 
the bone being finally entire and wholly covered by skin, 
This change takes place gradually, being complete at wv 
length of about thirty inches. Colors of adulls, deep brassy 
yellow above, verging toward orange on the sides; belly, 
white; head, bronze, darker above; a band of deeper 
bronze backward from eye, Young without bronze shades, 
all of which intensify with age; scales in {he young with 
darker shades forming’ undulating streaks; these ob- 
literating with age; fins ail pale, tinged with red- 
dish, the pectoral most red; second dorsal und caudal 
somewhat dusky. Mouth white within; lining of opercle 
black. Caudal spots (ocella) varying much in size, some- 
times wanting; sometimes two or three or even eight or ten 
or more in number. About nineteen vut of twenty individ- 
nals have the normal single ocella on each side. It is yel- 
lowish, : 

Srriep BAss ts CHESAPEAKE Bay,—Washington, D. C. 
—As to the striped bass th2 past summer, they abounded in 
Chesapeake Bay and the rivers and inlets along its coast to 
iin extent unxnown for many years. Warly in the season 
there were thousands of them from five ta eight inches long, 
Later they were succeeded by preat numbers of larger fish, 
say, fromtwelve to cighteen inches long, The pike, formerly 
numerous in those waters, disappeared some ten years ago, 
und now a pikeis never seen there at a)_—M, G, BLuzey, MD. 

—— 

[Jan. 4; 1888. — 

STRIPED BASS OR ROCK FISH. 
Fok the last fifty years our striped bass has borne with- 

out question the specific name dineertus, In connection 
with the generic name Labowa of Cuvier, or, later, that of 
Roeens, of Mitchell. Tt 1s however doubtful whether the 
species has any claim lo the name Unewtus, other than that 
of fifty years undisturbed possession. 

The name Sotane lineata was given by Bloch about a hun- 
dred yeirs ago to some tish supposed to be from the Mediter- 
ranean Sea, and which, according to Schneider, who consid- 
ered it a variely simply) differs from the common European 
bass (Lubrae lupus, Cuy.)in haying the lower jaw longer, 
the dorsal spines 8, and the sides with yellow lines, Bloch’s 
original description Gvhich I haye now at hand) is tus 
summarized by La Cépide: 

Hight spinous rays in the first dorsal fin; one spine and 
twelve soft rays in the second; three spines and len softi 
ritys in the anal; the lower jaw more advanced than the wp- 
per; asingle orifice for each nostril; posterior horder of the 
opercle emarginate; general color sityery; back yiolet, body 
with yellow, longitudinal stripes. ; 

The figure published by Bloch resembles ina general way 
our striped bass, but the preopercle is represented as armed 
with strong curved spines, both Wehind and beloy, as in the 
case with the Buropean buss, 

Ti appears that the Sevena Wiexte was either the American 
striped bass, or the bass of Burepe. Tf the former, we haye 
to suppose that Bloch was mistaken (ak was frequently the 
cast with hint) in the locality whence 1¢ received his speci- 
men, ind that hig artist had somehow .!rawn the armature 
of {he preoperele from the European fish. If we suppose 
loch to have intended the European species, we haye the 
habitat and armature of the preopercle correct, bul the 
faint silvery lines along the series of rows of scales (as in 
our white perch) are exaggerated into “‘yellow longitudinal 
stipes.” [do not think it possible to say certainly which 
species Bloch actunlly had, but it is more likely to have 
been the European fhan ours, Unless our species can be 
shown to have heen the origiual Seiene dineata of Bloch, it 
cannof fairly retain the name f/nedius, and the oldest name 
actually piven to it should be used, 

The oldest name not open to question is thal of Perca 
sivatiiix of Bloch and Selimeider (Systema Ichibyologia, 
edit. posthu,, 1801, . 89), IF lineatvs be rejected we should 
call the striped bass, Rocews stwatiti. Lam not quite sure 
that it is best to adopt this name, but it is my impression 
that to “!his complexion must we come at last,” In our 
efforts fo secure fixity of nomenclature, the law of priority 
is all important, but its rights must not be extended to numes 
which haye no claim to them. The end to be attained hy 
our rules is defeated, if the names which we adopt as oldest. 
really belong to some other species, and only confusion 
comes of the adoption of ancient names of uncertain appli- 
cation, Dayrp 'T, JorDAN, 
InpIAna University, Dec. 21, 

LORENZO PROUTY. 
te is with deep sorrow that I record the death of Mr, Lovenyo 

Prouty, for many years af the head of the fishing tackle depart- 

ment of the house of Bradford & Anthony, Boston. 

Por nearly aseore of years had I known him and never i any 
other character than a courteous gentleman, a deyoted angler and 

an hohest mau, Amid the din of the busy town, at his duty, it was 

my pleasant privilege to ‘drop in" for a few moments and exchange 

words with him about babbling brooks and séeluded Jakes and the 

fish thercol, and to see him no longer as of yore is another bitterness 
added to life's fast inureasing tally, His loss willie deeply felt by 

all fishermen who were wont 1o replenish their kit at his deft 
hands, and his sudden and sad “‘taking off" will be deplored by all 
who knew him, 

‘Thus (lo L make brief pause to place an honesh tribute of praise and 
affection upon the fall of a kind friend, a hoon companion in canip 

or by the waters. a pure-minded and an honest angler. The memory 
of such is precious} 

Requiescut in puce; In this prayer, Tam sure, all brethren of the 
gentle art will join with me. O. W. R. 

Lorenzo Prouty died suddenly at his residence in Chelsea, on Sat- 

urday last, aged 48 years. 

It will be sad news indeed to the many near and distant friends of 
Mr. Prouty at the beginning of the new year to hear of his decease, 

and sadder still when they learn that the summous came suddenly, 

justas he was about to embark in business with a friend of years’ 
standing and with every prospect of success. 

Mr. Prouty had been in the employ of Messrs. Bradford & Anthony, 

of this city, for twenty-seven years, and was known far and near by 

alllovers of the rod and gun asa gentleman particularly adapted 

for the position which he oceypied at the head of the fishing tackle 

department of the above house. He was atrue sportsman, a keen 
leyer of nature, & companionable friend, a tender husband, a 

devoted father and a man of the strictest integrity, 
lé was expected, by his intimate friends, at least, that he would 

haye an interest in the business of Messrs, Bradford & Anthony after 
their retirement, he having done much to build up that particular 

branch of their business for which he was by nature and education 

so well qualified; but it was not to be, and during December he left 

them to engage in a similar business with his fricnd, Mr. George B. 

Appleton, also so long and fayorably mown as being connected with 

the same house. 

Returning from New York, where he had been with Mr, Appleton 
for the piirchase of goods for the new establishment, under the 

pressure of business of a different nature from that to which he had 
heen accustomed, he was prostrated by illness, and in a moment of 

temporary insanity committed the act which caused his death. 
From the facet that upon returning consciousness he hail no 

lkmowledge of what he had done, and that his future prospects 
were at ouce of the most fatvering nature, ibis clearly shown that 

he was in no way responsible for the act which has caused many a 
heart to bleed and tear to flow. 
No words of sympathy, however tenderly expressed, no words 

Which we can utter, no tears which we may shed can vestoré to its 

completeness that once so happy, now so desolated home, but to 

lier who wails in sadness may come to soften the asperity of the 

blow, the sad yet feeble consolation that the departed loved one 

will he mourned in many a household throughout ourland, Truly, 
“God moves in a mysterious way 
His wonders to perform." 

Boston, Jan. 2 C\ WS. 

One of our niost beloved members of society, a trne-hearted fel- 

low-man, a lover of allnature asthe great Designer made it—the 
primeval forest and all that was placed therein, and God’s beautiful 

lakes and sireamis and their inhabitants—in fact and reality the 
type of a good man and a irue sportsman was Lorenzo Prouty, Kew 

men in the New England States were more generally khiown find 

universally loved. M 

Hishculture. 

AN OCTOGENARIAN ON CARP, 

} 1 (a EDWARD STABLER thus writes to the Baltimore 
4 Ameriean; 

Sanpy SPrine, Md., Ith Month, 26, i882. 
Tititor American: This is my eighty-eighth birthday, and 

to while away the tedium of a slow convalescence from a re- 
cent spell of illness T resort to the pen on this subject, as 
likely to prove more beneticial than that of the gold to some 
persons. 
That the cusp will pay, and pay well, without labor or capi- 

tal expended, | am fully satisfied, as any one who has an ice 
pond inay have an abundant supply in two or three years of 
good fresh fish for the table, and good sport, if that be an ob- 
ject, ashe can havein the mountain streams in taking trout 
or bass east, of the mountains, T haye taken both probably 
by thousands—the trout in the Allechenies of Marylund, West 
Virginia and Pennsylyania, and also in the parks of the Rocky 
Mountains, where they altain the weight and size of our shad 
—say to three or four pounds, In Nevada I saw hundreds 
quite of this size and weight. Ti the (Mpper Potomac and 
tributaries T have taken bass quite as large; and in my experi- 
ence would say that. with the proper kind of bait, and in the 
hands of an expert, the carp is readily taken, snd as gamy a 
sh as I ever caught with fly or bait. The rapid growth’ of 
the carp is wondertil—far before either trout or bass: are 
strict vegetarians, and rarely, if at all, feeding on animal 
food, and neyer, as I know the bass does, feed on their own 
“small fry,” indiscriminately with other small fish, and as 
most likely does the trout, as an excellent bait for tha trout is 
the gullet, white and tough, or a fin of another trout. T have 
seen a large trout when landed disyorge half # dozen or more 
leeches, full grown. 
My carp were sbont the size of hertings—nine to ten 

inches long—the ist of April last, then of two summers’ 
growth—when I received them from Prof. Baird, United 
States fish comuvissioner, Washington city. They were 
occasionally fed the past two months, some three to four 
times a week, with scraps of wheat or corn bread, fruit 
parings, boiled potatoes or soft corn, ete. Wishing tu see the 
growth and weight this season, I recently caught one with a 
barbless hook—a lair sample of the lot, no doubt—measuring, 
as near as we come at it, seventeen inches in length, tive 
inches at the side, two and a half inches across the hack and 
weighing three pounds—as large as ordinary shad, and not 
yet two and a half years old from the spawn. 

if they have spayned this season, as is probable, my stock 
of fifteen will most likely haye increased to fifteen hundred 
ormore in number, But, according to the French adage, 
nulle ose sdns epine, or,in plain English, no rose without a. 
thorn—that is, some drawback to most enterprises; I have 
fonnd it difficult to get anice pond to hold water, owing to 
the depredations of muskrats making @ honeycomb of the 
banks. My last one had to be lined inside with hoards set on 
end, and below the depth of the water probably one hundred 
yards or more ayound the pond, A tew were cauvht in steel 
traps, but did not abate the nuisance. We caught more feet 
than rats, for they would gnaw off the feet, leaving them in 
the trap, and escape. 
On a visit to Dr. Hessel, superintendent of the [mited States 

carp pouds at Washington, he stated that he had been greatly 
annoyed by these pests; but now, after destroying them by 
hundreds probably, he had no trouble. His mode was to suitd- 
cate them, as follows: Four pounds of sulphur mixed with 
half a pound of saltpetre finely pulverized, set on fat stones 
ora piece of sheetiron, sy half a pound or a pound to a hole 
(as it costs but a few cents), aid placed in the holes: after 
burning afew minutes, close the holes with sods, The sali- 
pebre insures the combustion of the sulphur, which is certain 
eath to all within. He supposed he had killed hundreds of 

the rats in this way, I tried it, and have seen no evidence of 
the rats in those localities since. There are three other draw- 
backs in some sections to fisheulture, hut of easy remedy—the 
turtle, Kingtisher, and water snakes, Forthese I use explos- 
iye shells of my pwn Construction in a breech-loading rifle, 
but uot safe to load in a muzzle-loader, which explode into 
fragments on striking, even on the water. It is not safe to 
nsé solid balls, except in very isolated situations, as they 
glance, or ricochet, on striking the water, and may gohalf a 
mile or more beyond, as I know is often the case _in shouting 
deer swinnning, or other objects inthe water. We have de- 
stroyed a score of turtles in this fay. Tam satisfied they 
feel on the spawn and yery young fish, The kingfisher is an 
arrant poacher, and hence the name. A neighbor who has a 
carp pond states that he has killed tenor a dozen at his pond, 
‘and “they were stuffed with young carp.” Tho water snakes, 
which live on young frogs and fish, for I have séen them in 
chase of the young fish, have not as yet interfered with me; 
but Dr. Hessel informed me that he found them quite destiue- 
tiyete the young carp in the government ponds, and he had 
destroyed great numbers—l suppose, with the shotgun, He 
also informed me that he had carp in one pond, some ten 
years old, perhaps, supposed to weigh twenty-five pounds, and 
in another pond others, supposed to weigh ten pounds, proha- 
bly six years old, There are well-authenticated accounts of 
carp in European ponds, covering ten to two thousand acres, 
living-to a great age and attaining a weight of sixty to eighty 
pounds, and raised for market like other products of the farm. 

These explosive shells are admirably adapted to the purpose 
of extermination for these pests, and also to destroy rattle- 
snakes in thei dens, where I haye often used them, and haye 
killed deer, antelope and buttalo with them on the plains and 
other game in the Rocky Mountains, but for large game 1 
greatly prefer the solid, hard point ball, as it has four or five 
times the penetration in wood or biomes as the explosive shell 
and does not ‘mix up things” so disgustingly like the shell 
used for small game, as jack rabbits, prouse, etc.; there is 
little left for tha cook. The explosive shell is usually fatal, 
but not directly, asI have had deer and antelope to run a mile 
or more onthe plains, distance a horse, and fall dead, and 
buifalo to stand at bay untila hard point ball crushing through 
the shoulders brought them down, and in eyery case with the 
shell exploding in the body, 2 general mixing up of entrails, 
ete,, and tainting the meat. . 
To show the heroism of the mountain lassie or foulhardiness, 

as some would say, I will refer to an incident occurring some 
twenty yearsago. Inmy many mountain excursions, quite 
as rnuch for health or more than forrecreation—for in early life 
T was quite an invalid from repeated hemorrhages oi the 
lungs—! visited 4 rattlesnake den with some Companions, to 
destroy them pro bono publico. While there we were joined b 
two mountain nymphs of ‘sweet sixteen” or thereabouts, and 
well remember that one, and, I believe both were barefoot; 
but they were born and raised within a mile of the den, and 
accustomed so to tramp, scarcely knowing what fear was, 
They were never “snake bit,” in mountain phrase, and are 
now notable matrons, with each a numerous progeny around 
her. i frequently visited the dens in my spring lishing excur- 
sions in the Alleghanies, but never alone and never without 
the protection of thick leather or rubber boots. Four of my 
acijuaintances, however, were hitten—two by rattlesnakes and 
two by moccasins, or copperheads—(a mean thing, whether 
in polities or serpents, for they give no warning before strik- 
ing) and all on the hands; but by the free nse of the antidote, 
whisky, all recovered after much suffering. But all this is a 
digression from wy programme when taking upthepen, and J 
return to fish. i 

Tn my experience, trout only do well in ponds, and I haye 
visited many—in cold water near the spring heads, orin cold — 

_ 
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mountain streams. Bass are not suited for small ponds, as 
they will feed on their own young, and far preferablein large 
streams orlakes, Thoy are about as yoracious as swine, and 
as little discriminating in their feeding, J have occasionally 
taken them with the tly and other artificial bait; but the bass 
prefer live bait, as small toads, crayfish, heleramite, minnow, 
ete., aid a. small bass just as good as minnow. I haye seen in 
a bait bucket young bass, taken by nét, of starce a finger's 
length, choked aid dead from the effort to swallow another 
“sniall fry" of near half its own Jeneth. Pew tish are more 
tenacious of life than bass, of afford more sport; and 1 Jearned 
from an expert cookin West Virginia that those of large size 
were as readily skinned and sealed by a cut around and back 
ofthe head and down the back, beginning at the cuts the 
stripping; that they cooked better_and more thoroughly. 
Some eighteen or twenty years ago I caught in the Upper 
Potomac tro lots of bass, anid transported them in the tank of 
a tender in a strong bag net to Swann Lake—now Luke Rol- 
and—and I heard they had prospered. The carp appears to 
be exactly suited to our ice ponds, where the water becomes 
yery warm in summer, and in winter seek protection from tha 
eold by harrowing in the mud at the bottom—in other words 
hibernate during winter. 

If those who have ice ponds were uware of the little labor 
and even less expense, nnd ulso the pleasure and prolit de- 
rived from the carp culture, I believe few would be without 
them, as the healthy luxury of a mess of fine fresh fish could 
be had nearly at all times and in allseasons. I am now too 
old to cast the fly and tramp the mountain streams, but the 
sport and prolit in fhe carp culture are brought, as it were, to 
mry own door, Enw, STARLER, 

SPAWNING OF TROUT IN COLORADO, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Mr, J. B, Campbell, of Baird, California, in Forest awp 

SrRoeAM of Dee. 21, questions my statements as to the hateh- 
ing and growth of New England brook trout at the Colorado 
State Hatchery near this city. He says he “never heard such 
wild stateroents before.’ L will only add that each and ever 
one of them can be proyun by Hon, W. EH. Sisty, State Fis 
Commissioner; Mr. §. V. Bogart, his assistant and one of the 
most experienced and siccessful tisheulturists in the United 
States; by scores of other reputable citizens, and by tle tisk 
themselves, / 

I know the spawn came abont the last of Dee, 81. T know 
that when I saw the fish ou or about the §th of Noy., 1883, 
there were plenty of them from eight to nine inches long, and 
Mr. Bogart pomted out to me upon a bed of clean vel 
under some overhanging willows, whera he stateti the larger 
ones were making spawning beds, Mr. Sisty to-day confirms 
Mr. Bogur't’s statement upon this point. Mr, Sisty also fur- 
nishes me the following letters, with permission tio copy. 

é Piymoorr, Mass,, Oct. 30, 1882, 
Mr, W. MW. Sixty: : f 

Dear Sir—As the season for selling trout eggs is near at hand, 1 
thought LT would writs to ask yon if you shall want any this season. 
Tam taking eggs quite fréely, and shall probably take 1,000,000. 1 
shall be réady vo begin to ship early in December arid through Janu- 
ary. Iwill puaranteé the eggs foreach you in good order, Please 
lei me hear from yon. : 

(Signed) W. L. Grogs, 

Ppymoury, Mass,, Noy, 15, 188%. 
Ir. W. EB. Sisty: 

Twill furnish you two or three Lundred thousand trout eggs of my 
Jatest tak. think I can ship aslate as the last of January, and 
poten into Kebruary, your waters being quite warm (54 deg.) 
orces them Along very fast. If you had water as cold as say 45 deg. 

they would be three times as long hatching and absorbing the sack, 
Tan hatch the eggs until the eye-speck shows and then pack them 
in tin boxes ih ice or snow, and keep them back for a month more. 
They do this with whitefish eggs and keep them back so that they 
will not hatch until March. I send all my Pegs to Europe in the 
steamer’s ice house packed all around with ice, One degree in tem- 
perature mikes six days difference in their hatching, and the same 
in absorbiug the sack. Eges would hateh tn your water in about 
thirty-five days after taking. My water is 49.dez,, andit takes sixty 
days to halich and about the same time to absorb the sack, making 
some four months from the time the ezges are taken wntil the young 
fish begin to feed. * i * Tam glad of such good success, aud it 
beats anything T have been abletodo. * * # 

(Signed) W.. Ginserr, 

The above may also read » little “wild” to Mr. Campbell, 
but I think it contains items of information that will interest 
many of youryeaders and I haye therefore made liberal ex- 
tracts, 
Mr. Sisty has already received and laid down 100,00) eggs 

OF this yean’s crop and they are not “dried ones" either. The 
will produce fish that in September and October next will 
take the fiy, aslast Jumuary’s hatch did in the autumn of 
this year, I have heard repeatedly of their baing taken in 
yarious streams of the State that neyer contained an Mastern 
brook trout until last May. Wo, N. Byers. 

Denver, Colo., Oct.29, 1882, 

Editar Forest. and Stream : 
In Forms? AnD STHEAM of Dec. 21, Tnotice an article by J. 

B. Campbell, in which he doubts that New England trout 
eggs coull be received in Colorado in Decamber. 
As I had the pleasure of furnishing the eggs I think I am 

able to give the tacts of the case. I sent the first lot of 100,- 
000 eggs to Colorado Dee. 21; the second lot of 100,000 Dec, 38, 
and the third lot of 100,000 Jan, 17, The eggs were taken 
from Noy. 15 until Dec. 1 previous, making them about thirty- 
six days old when shipped, and the eyespecks showing 

inly. 
itp h Rs ee of the water at the reac 6 at Colorado 

is 54 degrees Pahrenhejt, which caused them to hatch in a few 
days after being placed in the trays, 4 
Mr. Sisty wrote me that the eggs were received in good 

order and that over 19 per cent. hatched, . 
Mr, Campbell also says New England trout do not spawn 

until December, Last year my trout began to spawn Oct. 19, 
and this year Oct, 21. They are nearly through spawning 
Dee. 1. W. fh GILBERT. 
Puymouria, MWass., Deo, 30, 1882, 

FISHCULTURE IN SCOTLAND.—Howietoun Fishery, 
Stirling, Dec. 1.—Referring to your article, page 277, ‘Fish- 
culture in Scotland,” we have the pleasure to inform you 
that we produce from otir own stock ponds twenty million 
troutova perannum, We have carefully studied the otticial 
American 4nd European reports, and fail to find an fishery 
in the same scale, The use of grilles is easily explained as 
the ova of Lochleven tront in which we principally deal is 
between three and fonr times as large as the §. fonfinalis, 
and secondly, betuuse we have invented a construction of 
grille which can be made for a fraction of the expense of the 
old Brench grille, while by its use we can rear ninety-five 
per cent, of the eggs laid down into yearling trout. We haye 
no doubt that after the Great International Fisheries Bxhibi- 
tionin London next year our method will be greatly nsed in 
the States,—Jamms K. Guy, Seeretary, [We would he 
Pleased to have a deseription of the grille.] 

THE COLD SPRING HATCHERY.—We are glad to learn 
that the New York Fish Commission has decided to begin 
work in earnest at Cold Spring, Long Island. Some time 
near the end of last winter a few troughs were put in the old 
mill sand then No more was dune. Men are now at work 
fitting up the old mill and putting up more troughs and a seb 
of thé McDonald hatching jars, and the indications are that 
the hatchery will be in running order by the middle of Janu- 
ary, Prof. Baird has taken an interest in this station and 
will aid itin many ways. A competent man has been selected 
to take charge of it, and we hops that this station will prove 

a valuble addition to the fisheries of the State. The adyan- 
tages of this place are many, andits proximity to salt water 
will make the station a desirable one if experiments with sea 
fishes are undertaken. This winter there will probably be 
pe ced salmon, land-locked salmon, brook trout and 
whitefish. 

CARP CULTURE IN GERMANY. 

di (eee: following aceount of stocking of the Bay of Stettin 
with curp, translated from the Magdeburgische Zeitung, of 

Oct. 27, 1881, for the Bulletin of the United States Fish Com- 
mission, contains so much of interest that we publish it in 
full. ‘The article Says! 
A truly gigantic enterprise which will greatly increase our 

sources of national wealth, if successful, is at present agitated 
by the well known piscieulturist, M, von dem Borne, of Ber- 
neuchen, yiz., the stocking of all the waters belonging to the 
inouths of the Oder, @. ¢,, the Stettiner Haff, the Papenwasser, 
and the Dammsche See, with the highest esteemed German 
food fish, the carp. This large expanse of water, extending 
far to the east and west of the usual steamboat route, is only 
partially known to the visitors of out Baltic watering places; 
it epmbraces an area of $7,000 hectares, or more than 141g 
German square mniles—about 214,985 (Euglish) acres. Ttevery 
hectare of wateris on an uyerage stocked with 250 carp it 
would require the enormous number of nearly 22,500,000 carp, 
which, placed in these waters when young, would after three 
years he fit for the market, und would—even if during that 
period many of them should have been destroyed—furnish 
ample food to a vast nuinber of our population, 

No one will deny that this is a grand idea, and the only 
question was for Mr. yon dem Borne to furnish the proof of 
its practicability. Mr. von dem Korne has done this in the 
presence of a specially inyited company of representatives of 
the authorities most interested in this matter, by laying his 
plan before them on the occasion of large pond-carp fisheries 
near his estate of Berneuchen. The result was such as to re- 
move all doubt from the minds of those present as to the 
feasibility of Mr. von deni Borne’s plan for increasing the 
roductiveness of large sheets of fresh water. It may, there- 
ore, interest our readers if we lay before them an outline of 

this plan. 
The main question is whether it *s possible to produce about 

twenty-two millions of young carp in four years and 
place them in the Stettmer Haff, As pisciculture +has 
yeached a high degree of. development im our eoun- 
try, one might think that the easiest way of solying the 
problem would be to obtain the necessary carp from our pisci- 
cultural establishments, commissionine them to furnish as 
many young carp as possible, paying perhaps threa marks 
(71 cents) per 100. In this way the required number of fish 
could be procured in a comparatively shortitime. Bu at this 
rate the cost of stocking the Stettiner Haff with carp would 
be between 600,000 and 700,000 marks, not counting the’ ex- 
peuse of transporting the fish, Although this large sum 
might paysome interest at-a future time, the expense of 
starting the enterprise would be too great, and the parties to 
rofit by this pretreat would be the piseicultural estiab- 
shments and not; the people. 
Another way of solying the problem would be te adopt the 

method followed for a number of years by the eminent: pisci- 
culturist, Mr. Nekardt of Liibbinchen, by which carp eggs 
can be sent a great distance, and by which the German 
Fishery Association has succeeded in stocking with carp some 
of our Jargest German rivers within a comparatively small 
number of years, The objection might, however, bé raised 
that it would be advisable to place the young fry of the carp, 
immediately after leaving the eggs, in the large basin of the 
mouths of the Oder, where strong winds often preyail and 
produce considerable waves. Mr. yon dem Borne’s plan, 
therefore, proposes that the parties most interested in the 
fisheries of the Stettiner Haff, i. ¢., the local authorities, 
should procure the required 22,000,000 of carp, not by buying 
tee butin the simplest mannerin the world, by raising 
hem, 
Tu order to fully understand this plan, we haye to give a 

brief reyiew of artificial carp culture, as it has been developed 
among usin a most rational manner. Not only during the 
last few years, but for centuries, the nutritious, delicate, 
golden-yellow carp has been the favorite of our nation. The 
carp, the unassuming inhabitant of ourmumerousmarshy ponds, 
has by its peaceful nature become almost as much of a domestic 
animal asthe hog orthe goose, All during the Middle Ages varp 
formed the favorite dish during the Lenten season; and to-day 
more than ever it is, at certain season of the year, the fayor- 
ite food of a large nuniber of our population, and has, in the 
shape of “carp in beer,” become a characteristic national dish 
of the Germans. The flesh of the carp contains (in propor- 
tion) as much nutritious substance as the finest piece of beef, 
and is peculiarly suited for making a savory dish; it is, more- 
over, entirely free from the disagreeable fishy taste found in 
many other tish. Qwing to the very lintited development of 
its brain, the carp possesses but little ambition, and is content, 
to groyelin the mud of our ponds, generally living on small 
aquatic eee and only occasionally allowing itself the 
luxury of alarva or an insect. Its excellent appetite is fol- 
lowed by favorable results sooner than is the case with any 
other artificially raised fish, and its well rounded body soon 
assumes such proportions as to make the pike—that most yo- 
vacious fish-of-prey—absolutely harmless, for the simple rea- 
son that no pike can be fonnd large enough to swallow such 
a carp. The carp otcasionally, as in the famous carp pond of 
Charlottenburg, near Berlin, reaches the age of a hundred 
and more years, 

Tt is well known that ajl fish haye a large number of eggs. 
As the “‘lirst incarnation” of the vertebrate type, the last and 
highest, grade of which is man, their body has such very 
simple fvndamental forms as to enable nature to produce its 
germs in évery female fish In the hundreds of thousands of 
copies. Hyen in this respect the carp occupies, on account of 
the large number of its ¢zgs, a yery prominent place among 
fish, It nevertheless rae in the pleasure of spawning 
enly once a year, in spring, when the warm May sun raises 
the temperature of the ponds to a comfortable condition. 
Then its ‘spawning season’ commences, and the male and 
female fish may be seen, principally during the early hours of 
the Morning, swimming about im the water at a lively rate, 
emitting the eggs and milt among the reeds and aquatic 
plants. After might to eighteen days thousands of young fish 
leave the ¢ggs. In order to spawn successfully the carp must 
not be disturbed in the least, and iv is absolutely necessary 
that no pike showld be allowed in the pond; for otherwise the 
carp will not spawn, these peculiarities are of course 
well Jmown to the piscicultirist, and he manages his ponds 
by showing due regard to them, If he wishes to obtain 
young fry trom his carp, he is careful to keep pike out of bis 
ponds; it, on the other hand, he wants to raise large carp, he 
prevents them from spawning by placing a few pike in the 
pond, Much to the disgust of the carp, the pike plays the part 
assigned him with the indefatigableness anc energy of # police- 
man, keeping the carp constantly in motion and chasing them 
throngh every part of the pond, The result is a very fine, 
even breed of carp, with hardly any small fish, because the 
pike, proceedin A tnost summary manner, will simply de- 
your any fish which sre smaller in size than itself. 
The swiftness and strength of the pike are, however, also 

the eanse of the presence of this most dreaded of all fish-ot- 
prey in all our lakes and ponds, where it seriously interferes 
With the increase of the carp, As Mr. yon dern Borne says 
in his work ‘Die Fischzucht" (Pisciculture), second edition, 
P. Parey, Berlin, 1881, the pike in one week eats a quantity 
of fish equal toat least twice its own weight. Owing to the 
very geueral occurrence of the pike, and the extremely 

small size of its fry, it is absolutely impossible to keep it out 
of carp ponds which are fed by a brook or other runuing 
water, and, mainly owing fo this reason, the raising of a 
large number of young carp, even in carefully manaced 
ponds, is connected with innumerable difficulties, of which 
Mr, yon deni Borne treats fully in his book, After 
the cause of the evil has been recoguized it is compari- 
tiyely cusy to remove it, viz: to select only such ponds 
aS Spawning ponds which haye «absolutely no connec- 
tion with other waters. Such ponds are supplied with 
the necessary water either from springs or by rain 
or snow. Nearly every farmer cen have such a 
pond, Any alder-marsh or peat-bog with some water can be 
transformed into a carp pond by makiur a single dike with 
pipe for drawing off the water, which can then he Kept wt 
the required depth of oné meter, and be left off whenever 
necessary, By constructing this dike from the unl of the 
ond itsélf a deep place is formed, the so-callled “fish-pit,” 

in which, whenever the water is leff otf, all the fish gather, 
so that they can easily be qaught, 

But to retnrn to the plan proposed by Mr. yon dem Borne: 
This plan simply consists in constructing such ponds near the 
shores of the Stettiner Haff in every place where this can 
possibly be done. In these ponds, which of course would he 
entirely free from pike, a mumiber of millions of young carp 
could be raised every year, and m auto transferred to the 
Half. Tf, for example, the entire 22,005,001 of carp are to be 
raised in three years, the ponds referred to would have to pro- 
duce on an average 2 little more than 7,0)0,000 per annum. 
The principal point which Mr, von dem Borne desired ta 

prove by the draining of the ponds last week on his estate of 
Berneuchen, was that whenever mature cap are allowed to 
propagate undisturbed, the result if absolutely enormous, Ib 
was his object to give his \isitors a correct idea of a genuine 
fish harvest, such as will presumably be hadin the future in 
the Stettiner Haft. In answer to Mr. yon dein Borne’s friendly 
invitation, a large number of gentlemen interested in pisci- 
eultnre had come to Berneuchen, amon whom we noticed 
Councilor yon Bunau, superintendent of fisheries of the Stetti- 
ner Haff, and Forester Baron you Dicker, both from Stettins 
Governor you Heyden, Horester von Waldow, Superintendent: 
of Fisheries yon Barnekor, all three from the district of Frank- 
furt-on-the-Oder. The neighborhood of Berneuchen was 
represented by Councilor Jacobs, from the district of 
Landsberg, Councilor von Kalkrenth-Howenwalde, and 
the landed proprietors yon Sydor-Barenfelde, von 
Klitzing-Charlottenhof, and others. With his usual 
hospitality, Mr, yon deni Borne received hismnerous guests 
in the old and spacious manor house of Berneuchan, and made 
then feel at home during their stay, which extended over a 
period of several days. Every day a district of about 2 hec- 
tare or § acres was gone over with the fishing apparatus, the 
water having been let off a few weeks beforehand, so thas 
the fish had all returned to the deepest place in the pond, the 
so-Called “‘tish pit” referred to aboye. In this place the 
water was only knee-deep, About 9 A. M. we reached tho 
ponds, after haying traveled for some time through dense 
forests. The dark, muddy water reyealed absolutely nothing: 
of its contents, although its agitated surface indicated than. 
the muddy pool, scarcely measuring 30 paces in diameter, con- 
tained numerous small and a qumber of large fish, whieh man- 
ifested their presence by a greater or less commotion in the 
water. The fishermen soon commenced their work, and dur- 
ing the first forenoon went over the so-called “Maxa Pond.” 
Ait the first haul the met could barely hold the densely 
crowded mass of fish, which, in spite of the most yio- 
lent struggle for liberty, was safely brourht to land, Here 
the foreman of the fishermen dipped out the harvest witl 
purse-nets, and deposited the fish in large baskets, transfer~ 
ring eyery time hundreds anc thonsauds of small, gelden-yel- 
low young carp, which measured on an average 5 to 6 centi- 
meters, and occasionally some magnificent food-carp anc 
delicate leather carp, Basket after basket did the men carry 
up the steep bank, and, separating the large from the smal 
fish, put them in enormous tubs half filled with fresh water. 
where the little fish remained quiet, cathered in dense crowds, 
while the large ones, as if by common consent, engaged in 
a sort of swimming race, swimming invariably to the Jett. 
round the tub, after having expressed their first astonish- 
ment by standing on their heads and beating the water with 
their tails. The next partof the programme was to count 
the fish, by repeatedly filling a certain standard meusure, 
and thereby calculating the entire quantity, A number of 
wagons were on hand, each supplied with several tish-kegs 
half filled with water, and the measuring and loading of the 
wagons soon commenced, the pond meuwuwhile haying been 
emptied after seven or eight hauls. All this time the water 
was being let off, 

Although every one of our party was well supplied with 
Tubber hoots and warm clothing, the fine rain and raiw air 
soon seemed to penetrtae even the thickest covering, [i was. 
therefore, with no common pee that we were called on 
to witness the preparations for an original and savory meal, 
which the forester of Mr, von dem Borne cooked with eon— 
summate skill, closely following the method employed by 
the North Aimerican trappers and sportsmen during’ their 
camp-tte in thé vast forests of the Western Hemisphere. 
Four plump carp were cleaned, washed, well strewed with 
salt and pepper, both onthe inside and the outside, and there- 
upon wrapped—each one separately—in a white sheet of 
paper well buttered. Round this a sheet of newspaper 
was wrapped, the package was for a few moments 
dipped in cold water, and finally placed on a hed of hot 
cows of anopen fire. Above the four carp came a layer of 
raw potatoes, which were thus baked in the ashes, The din- 
ing-room was just as primitive asthe preparation forthe meal 
an consisted of an open frame shanty of the simplest con- 
struction, In about half an hour the “pepper carps” were 
ready forthe table, Dull of their own juice, they formed 
most tempting and delicious dish, and being handed round, 
together with potatoes, on large naplsins, satistted even the 
most epicurean taste, and were washed down by an excellent 
bowlof punch (amid great merriment), After the meal we 
again turned our attention to the fish, which had meanwhile 
all been placed on the wagons, Tho result of this forenoon's 
work was 90,000 smalland 528 large carp, this whole enormous 
number haying been produced from 476 Jarge carp, which Mr, 
von dem Borne had placed in this small pond—not quite as 
large as the Lustgarten in Berlin—in the beginning of April of 
the present year—only six to seven months ago. While the azo 
large carp had been reduced to 528 by fish of prey, thieves, 
and other causes, but had inoressed in weizht, the total nun 
ber of 90,000 beantiful young carp had originated in this time, 
There was, of course, not a single pike in the pond, and noth- 
ing whatever was brought up in the nets with the fish but a 
number of frogs, water-beetles, arid sticklebacks, These three 
last mentioned are notorious enemies of the roe of the carp, 
and we were destined to learn on the following day how dan- 
ferous they may become to the roe, 
Wonderfully rich as was the result from the Maxa pond, jt 

was hardly the original intention that it should be so, for al} 
these 90,000 young carp had come into life contrary to regula 
tions, and owed their existence to a mere acuident, Tt hri 
by ne means been the intention that the 410 larce carp should 
spawn in this pond, bub they were intended to srow up into 
large food-carp. For the simpla reason that they were not 
yet supposed to be ready for spawning, no pike had been 
Placed in the pond with them, and about a dozen of the 
carp which were fully prepared Yor spawning had 
made good wse of this cittimstanee, and had dom: 
their utmost to stock the pow with young fish. If the poud 
had heen intended for a spawning pond, twelve spawners 
and six milters would lave been sniticient for a pond of two 
hectares, This number had been placed in the large “Dachs- 
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berger” pond, which on the second day of eur visit, was sub- 
jected to the same process of fishing asthe Maxa pond. We 
were now destined to witness the injurious influence of other 
enemies of the carp than the pike, The young carp in this 
pond were on an average six times as heayy as those cap- 
tured on the previous day, and the total yield was twice as 
large as that of the Maxa pond, The increase in the size of 
the eighteen carp originally placed in the pond was also 
much greater than that of the carp placed in the Maxa pond; 
but the tolal number of fish captured fell below the expec- 
tation, Even during the first haul we were struck 
with the unusually large” number of © sticklebacks 
which were brought up with the carp, Large 
numbers of these dangerous fellows were poldiy pushing 
their way in the tubs among the pretty golden-yellow young 
carps, in some cases, it is true also struggling for life, as they 
cannot live without fresh air as long as the carp. What 
damage was done by these fish of prey, which, by persistent 
attacks, even suceved in killing large fish, during one summer 
to the young carp of the Dachsberger pond, may be gathered 
from the circumstance that we only captured 26,600 youn 
carp, while in other years as many as 100,000 to 150,000 ha 
been caught every autumn. In stocking the Stettiner Haff 
such circumstances should be taken into consideration, the 
recurrence of which may in this case be ayoided by simply 
laying the pond dry and pouring in a solution of lime 
and water, The average production of a hectare of water 
may therefore be calculated at 45,000 young carp per annum. 
In order, therefore, to produce the required number, 22,000,000 
of carp in four years, all that would be necessary would be 
to construct and put in working order about 120 hectares of 
spawning ponds, According to Mr. yon dem Borne’s former 
experience, the result would be more fayorable, He found 
that a good spawning-pond produces on an average 50,000 to 
74,000 young carp per hectare, in one year, so that eighty to 
ninety hectares of spawning-ponds would he sufficient to stock 
the Stettiner Haff with the required quantity of carp within 
four years. 

In answer to the question, whether there are near Stettiner 
Hait places suitable for the construction of such ponds, the 
administration of forests for that part of the country has re- 
turned an affirmative answer. In the extensive government 
forest on the western shores of the Stettiner Haff, between 
Uckermiinde, Pélitz, and the Papenwasser, there are a num- 
ber of marshy places, which as far as their productiveness as 
forest land is concerned, are practically useless. With very 
little trouble, in many cases by merely constructing a dike 
with w pipe for draining off the water, very fnespawning-ponds 
for carp could easily be constructed in ae immediate neigh- 
borhood of the Stettiner Haff. Only nine fully matured carp 
per hectare, each weighing about four pounds, placed in these 
ponds in the spring, would in the autumn of eyery year yield 
40,000 to 70,000 young carp per hectare. If one wishes to save 
the expense of constructing a number of ponds, it will be suffi- 
cient to commence with one pond, and let the young carp 
grow large enough to become spawning carp after three 
years, aud then stock the other ponds with these carp. The 
transportation of the young carp to the Stettiner Huff could 
be accomplished by wagons or by trenches leading from the 
Haffinto the ponds; and this should bé done every year in 
October, The question arises whether the Haff is suitable for 
carp? or if wind and waves, and the numerous enemies of the 
tarp, especially the pike, or lack of food. or the salt water 
from the Baltic whic bail Mike pk enters the outer mouth of 
the Oder, might injure the carp? In reply we would say that 
the carp lives under the same conditions as the bream, and is 
everywhere found in its company; and since we find the 
bream in the Stettiner Haff, there is not the slightest doubt 
that the carp can also live in these waters, We must, of 
course, be prepared to see the Haff pike, that most voracious 
fish of prey, devour many thousands of the delicate young 
carp, and the herons, gulls, sea-eagles, and other enemies of 
carp do their share in destroying the young tish. Very prob- 
ably the most dangerous of all enemies of ‘the carp, man, will 
capture the young fish before they have reached- their full 
size; but there is no doubt that the flat bottoms of the Haff, 
which, especially in the west, are rich in the best humus, 

will provide an inexhaustible supply of food for.the carp, and 
afford many excellent places of refuge. Against the fish-of- 
prey we shall declare open war, and as for man, the fiercest 
of these enemies of the carp, is concerned, weshall endeavor 
to limit his power for evil by carrying out a leng and often 
talked of plan, viz: to build a swift small steamer, which will 
act as the policeman of the Haff. Millions of young fish will 
be furnished for the Haff every year from the safe spawning- 
ponds, and mate up for any losses. Success will surely cro wn 
these efforts at last, and our waters will again be filled with 

A successful experiment, like the one we have described 
will soon be imitated im other parts of our country, and our 
lakes and rigers will no longer, as at the present time, when 
our fresh-water fisheries have reached the lowest stage of 
their decline, only yield an average annual increase of 2 marks 
(47 cents) per hectare; but will equal in productiveness the 
finest and best cultivyaced portion of our land, and the income 
from each hectare of water will be at least twenty times as 
large as the one mentioned above. Whenever this takes 
place, our pisciculturists, and among them Mr. yon dem Borne 
with his 600 acres of water, will be the first to feel the conse- 
nences ot the change, for fish will become much cheaper 

food, But this disinterested man, who has conceived the plan 
of stocking the Haff with carp, will not be influenced by such 
narrow considerations. The execution of this plan will proye 
a great blessing to our people, for we shall again see the carp, 
Phe has been banished from all tables except those of the 
rich on account of its high price, grace the table of our middle 
and poorer classes. 

Che Ziennel. 

FIXTURES. 

BRNCH SHOWS. 

March 26, 27 and 28, 1883.—Dominion of Canada Kennel Club Bench 
SnOy at Ottawa, Canada, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, Detroit; 

ch. 
January 9,10, and 11, 1883.—Meriden Poultry Association Beuun 

Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, 198 Hobart street, 
Meriden Conn, 

April 3. 4, and 5 1883, Western Pennsylvania Pouliry Society*= 
Fifth Annual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, Pa. Entries for the Hench 
Show Derby, for English setters whelped on or after January 1. 1888, 
close February. 1, 1888. Chas. Lincoln Superintendent. (. B. Elbin, 
Secretary. ’ 
May, 1883.—Westminster Kennel Club, Seventh Annual Bench 

Show, New York City. Robt, Cornell, 54 Will am st., New York City.. 
February 20, 21, 22 and 23. 1883.—Grand Interuational Bench Shaw, 

Washington, D-C. Chas Lincaln, Superintendent, Office, Skating 
Rink, Washington, D, C. 

BUTLER’S SIBERIAN BLOODHOUNDS, 

Ox day last week IL received a letter from a young gen- 
tleman bitten with the passion to become a member of 

the “fancy,” and by that term I mean the breeding, rearing 
and exhibiting of dogs, Thad previously been reading him 
a lecture upon the necessity of restricting his attention to one 
or two breeds, and he said he would, but at the same time I 
knew he had an offshoot in the shape of a lately-purchased 
boar hound, Ulmer dog or somethings of that kind: He asked 
me if I knew anything about Butler's ‘‘Prince” breed, or 
Siberian bloodhounds. I had heard a good many yarns now 
and again of a wonderful strain bearing that name, and 
which were said to have run ue to thirty-six and thirty-eight 
inches at the shoulder, Now] have measured a good many 
dogs, and I have never yet found one to touch a standard 
measure at thirty-four inches, so Butler dogs I always re- 
garded asafable, When I got the letter referred to, I con- 
cluded that, as it was a nice bright day—good walking 
weather—I would tramp it down town and visit a few places 
inre Butler and his dogs. - 
Luck fayored me at my first call, which was on old Doctor 

Gardiner, who is now in Seventh avenue, near Seventeenth 
street. Lregret to say that the old gentleman has never fully 
recovered trom the severe sickness which prostrated him 

last winter, and he could do no more than sit u 
receive me. I had a little commission I wanted 
cute, and while explaining the case, he made a reply brine 
ing in ‘‘ Butler’s great dog.” ‘‘By Jove, doctor, that is really 
the very thing I wanted to see you about. Tell me all about 
that dog of Butler's,” 

“Well, sir, Butler’s dog—Prince, they called him—was the 
largest dog I have ever seen, anrl he was also the best shaped 
big dog Ihave ever seen. A fine head, nice smooth coat, had 
great legs, as straight as a post and as big as my arm alnost, 
and, for all his size, he was as active as a little terrier. Now, 
I haye in my time heard a lot of people talk about tlie size of 
dogs and how high they were. I don’t know how they meas- 
ured them, but I think [know how a dog ought to ba meas- 
ured, and now I tell you, six, this dog Prince was the bicgest 
dog I ever saw, and I don’t think there ever has been another 
s large. Prince stood just thirty-four inches at the shoul 
er.” 
“Thirty-four inches, eh?’ 
“Yes, sir; not a fraction of an inch over that.” 
“How did you come to know about him, Doctor?” 
“Didn't you ever hear, sir, that Butler and 1 took him to 

England and showed him before the Queen of England?" 
“No, Inever did. Tell me the whole story, I lave got lots 

of time.” 
“Very well, sir. I'll go back to the beginiing and tell you 

first about Butler, He was a teacher of languases, could 
speak I don’t know how many different kinds, and wrote 
books too. Buthe was always after dogs, and made a lot of 
money out of them, He would always buy any dog that was 
out of the common, and one day as I was standing in the 
Astor House Isaw aman come in with such a dog as I had 
never seen before. I got talking with the man and he said 
he wanted to sell him, so I went to Butler and told him, and 
he asked me to findthe man. I searchel along time before 
I could get trace of him, and at last I sueceeded and took him 
to Butler. I don't know what bargain they made, but But- 
ler got the dog, and then he engaged me to keep him and take 
care of him. Butler said ‘Ihave given more money for this 
dog than I ever gave for any other, and’I want you to be 
careful of him.’ By and by Butler said he was going ta 
Enrope with him and wanted me to go with him. Tsaid no, 
my wife would notlefme go, ‘Ask her,’ he said. N o, [said, 
I would not even dothat, At last he said, ‘I’ ask her for 
you,’ and he did. Butler was always a good talker, used fine 
language and was a handsome man, so somehow he talked 
ty wife over, and off Butler and I and the dog sailed for 
England. When we got over we began exhibiting the dog 
through the country, and Butler who was always a mah of 
great ideas, got up a large sign representing this dog, with 
a negro in his mouth and dashing im pursuit of others 
who were running ave from him, Then he had the name 
‘The Great American Slave Hunter’ painted in large letters on 
the sign. Dear me, how the people did come to see the dog 
to be'sure. Iam certain we must haye had as many as fifty 
people in at a time, at a shilling each. By-and-bye the 

in bed to 
im to exe- 

‘tame of this great dog spread so much that Butler received 
an order to show the dog to the Queen of Eneland, IT went 
with Butler, and we had a pass, so that when he got to 
Windsor Castle the sentries letus go in, We had to show 

| this pass three or four times before we at last gotto the 
part where the Queen was. We got there just as a lot of 
ladies and gentlemen came out and some carriages droye up 
to take them out riding. | did not know which was the 
Queen, but a lady asked me a lot of questions. Whether the 
dog was a native of America? Whether it was a distinct 
breed? If they were all as large as this one? Whether it 
was gentle with people, and could be trusted with deer? 
I told her just what I believed to be true, that he was a good- 
tempered and kind dog with mev, but could not be trusted 
with animals. Why, sir, he would go crazy if he saw a goat, 
and would kill one just as a terrier wouldarat, Butler all 
this time was talking with a geutleman in some foreign 
language, and I-could not understand what he said. At last 
the Queen gave me two five pound notes, und they sot into 
the carriages and drove away. This seb Butler pearly crazy, 
and he said now we could sell the dog for any money we 
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liked, Then we showed himin Ioudou, but we could not 
get anyone to buy him. Butler advertised him, and he was 
shown to several noblemen. I remember we took him to 
Lord Ward, and Iam sure he wanted to buy him, but Butler 
had no sense about price, 
Ward, and I could see that the question was asked about the 
price, and when Butler gave his answer, Lord Ward turned 
el away aud never said another word, only shook his 

-head. . p 
“By this tune our Wives were getting anxious about us; 

there was sickness over heré, and every letter we got it was 
to come home atonce, At last Butler sold the dag for $750 to 
Henry Archer, of 21 Warwick square. Pimlico.” 
“About what year was this, doctor?” d 
“T can't say exactly the year,- but there was great 6xcite- 

mentin England about the Crimean war when we were there.” 
“Now, doctor, what about breeding him; did he leave any 

pups?” 
“Not oie, su. 

was bred to but one bitch belonging to Butler. 
such a difficult operation thatit was uevér tried again, 
was a half-bred mastiff bitch. 
Butler got a letter from his wife saying that all the pups were 
dead. so that you may say he never had any pups, though I 
know Butler got rid of a lot and said they were by Prince.” 

IT had just finished the above story when Forms! AND 
Srruam for this week arrived, and on opening it I found a 
query for iniormation which the foregoing isareply to, I 
have only one little thing to add, and itis this. A large num- 
ber of your readers have doubtless had dealings with the old 
dector. To such I would say he is sadly in neéd of friends at 
resent and has butacheerless outlook tor the new year. 

Won't they kindly give him a little assistance? To those who 
do not know him I would say that 1 have on yarious occa- 
sions given him little commissious, and I have never had 
cause to regret doing so. I therefore feel I can consistently 
recommend his case to the charitable sportsmen of the com- 
munity. His address is 115 Seventhavenue, Jas. Watson, 

He was never out of my possession, and he 
That was 

She 

THE LOUISIANA FIELD TRIALS. 

faa report of the rumnins of the Members’ Stake failed to 
reach us in season for last week’sissue. It is notso full 

as we would like, owing to the fact that our reporter misun- 
derstood our letter of instruction, 

THE MEMBERS’ STAKE, 

First prize, a solid silver cup; Second prize, a handsome 
me bag. 
There were twelve entries for this stake, aud they were 

drawn to run asfollows: 
Mr. J, W. Jackson’s liver and white pointer bitch Louise, 

by Bow out of Jaunty. against Mr. N. D, Wallace’s black set- 
ter dog Captain, 

Mr. J. W. Jackson’s red Trish sétter dog’ Mark, by Erin TI. 
out of Biddy, against Mr. J. A. Scannal’s red Trish setter doe, 
Boston. 
Mr. C. B, Maginnis’s Gordon setter dog Gordon, by Rupert 

ou a Whip, against Mr. ©. Ranlet’s lemon and white pointer 
inks. 
Mr. A. H. Stewart's black, white and tan setter doz Bang, 

by Peter out of Flash, against Mr. J. W. Jackson's liver and 
white pointer dog Lorne, by Faust out of June. 
Mr, 4, L, Ranlet’s red trish setter dog Kilkenny, by Rory 

O’More out of Lotta, against Mr. M, 8. Humphlirie’s lemon and 
white pointer dog Tyler, by Uno out of Flirt. 
Mr. #, Kennedy's lemon and white pointer doe Bow, 

by Faust out of Belle, against Mr. J. K. Renaud’s black and 
white English setter bitch Flossie, by Rake out of Daisy, 
The first brace was put down about) o'clock, Captain was 

the fastest and got nearly all of the points. Neither of them 
were very steady to shot. After running half an- hour the 
heat was given to Captain. 
MARK AND Boston were now put down. They were nearly 

equal, although Mark appeared to have the best nose, and to 
be under the best coniren, Inthe number of points they were 
nearly equal, but Boston made two or three flushes, and after 
an hour’s run the heat was given to Mark. : 
GoRDON aND DINKS were then put down, Gordon was 

much the best, but after ashorb run he was taken with a fib, 
and some of the other dogs were run hefore this heat was 

He went on one side with Lord | 

When we were in England | 

| flushed his birds, 

finished, Whenthey were again put down the judges soon 
decided the heat in favor of Gordon. 
BANG anp LORNE were put down while Gordon was re- 

covering, Bang had the best of it all through, making the 
most points, some of which were very stylish, After an 
ei run the heat was given to Bang, and we then went to 
unch. 
After lunch KILKENNY AND TYLER were put down. Tyler 

wou the heat ina few minutes with only one point, Kilkenny 
flushing and chasing. 
The last brace, Bow anb Mnossrz, almost repeated the per- 

formance of Tyler and Kilkenny. Bow was unsteady and 
Mossie male u good point and won the 

heat, This ended the first series with the following result: 
Captain beat, Louise. . 
Mark beat Boston, 
Gordon beat Dinks. 
Bang beat Lorne. 
Tyler beat Kilkemiy. 
Flossie beab Bow, 

Second Series, 

Caprain AnD Mark were put down ina cornfield, Mark 
showed up the best, getting the most points, and after a half 
hour’s run the heat was given to him. : 
GORDON AND Bana were the next brace. 

twenty minutes, when Gordon was given the heat. 
two or three good points to Bang’s one, 
TYLER aND FLOSsIE were then put down. Both did some 

good work, but Flossie had the best of it, and at the end of 
half an hour she was giventhe heat. This ended the second 
series, with the following result: 
Mark beat Captain, 
Gordon beat bang. 
Flossie beat Tyler. 

They ran about 
He made 

Third Series. 

MARK AND GORDON were then put down. 
much difference in their work, but after an hour’s run the 
heat was given to Gordon. This ended the running for the 
day, and also ended the third series, with the following re- 
sult: 
Gordon beat Mark. 
Flossie a bye. 

: Fourth Sevies. 
FLOssi£ AND GORDON.—On Tuesday morning this bruce was 

put down shortly after 9 o’clocl, i 
tirst prize, which was given to Flossie after #half hour's run. 
Both did good work, but Gordon was a little unsteady. This 
ended the fourth series, with the following result; 

Flossie beat Gordon and won the cip-. 

Hifth Sertes. 
GORDON AND ‘TYLER were put down to decide the second 

prize. After a half an hour's ruu, during which both did good 
work, Gordon had another fit and was withdrawn, and 
Tyler was giveb theheat and second prige. Wollowing is the 

SUMMARY: 
Fiyst Series, 

Captuin beat Louise. 
Mark beat Boston. > 
Gordon beat Dinks. 
Bang beat Lorne, 
Tyler beat Kilkenny. 
Flossie beat Bow. : 

Second Series, 
Mark beat Captain. 
Gordon beat Bang. 
Flossie beat Tyler. 

Third Series. 
Gordon beat Mark. 
Flossie a bye, : 

Fourth Series. 
Wlossie beat Gordon and won the cup. 

Fifth Series. 
Tyler beat Gordon, withdrawn, and won second, 

VALUABLE DOGS TO BE DISPOSED OF,—The valuable 
kennel of dogs imported two years ago by Mr, C, H. Mason will 
be disposed of by raffle on March 1, Among them are some ex~ 
cellent animals. The manazement is in the hands of Mr. 
James Watson. Por particulars see advertisement, 

There was not | 

This heat was to decide | 

TWO DAYS WITH THE BYRON HOUNDS. 

\\7 HAT fun TI had two consecutive days with the united 
packsof T. G. T, and Basset Rawlings! T. G. T. loaned me 

& Banker pony to ride. I took him home the one evening, and 
by day the next morning Twas at hishouse. I took breakfast 
withhim and though the wind blew fierce and chilling we soon 
thereafter mounted our steeds and hurried to the appointed 
place of meeting, Clem. Char‘s’s, in the county of Brimswick, 
Va., some five miles equally apart from the two huntsmen. 
Do you know what a Banker pony is? On the sea coast in 
Noith Carolina large numbers are raised. They are small, 

| hardy and untirmg. They are full of hair, coarse and almost 
wooly. Theirmanes and ftails are heavy and lone and their 
fetlocks unusually so, The one T. G. T. loaned me js just the 
annnal for a boy and is up to all work. But his manner of 
mounting a fence and crossing a ditch does not suit me. He 
leaps over both, like a sheep, all his legs being up at the same 
time, and his’ flight several feet over all obstacles. Only a 
good rider can sit him and I must confess I prefer dismount- 
ine whenever these feats are to be performed. ° 

80 much for my pony; now for myself. I am just in my 
teens, weigh eighty-six pounds, pretty daring in the chase, 
and ready af all times for field sports. T. G. TP. loaned mea 
Sharp’s breech-!oader many years ago. It was made to order 
for Edw. St. John Chambers, of Mississippi, the son of the 
late Judge G. R. Chambers, of Virginia, and nephew of the 
late United States Senator of Alabama, Heury Chambers, 
and presented by him to his uncle T.G.T. With this gun 1 
have acquired a fairy skill at game on the ground and when 
not moving, and I occasionally venture to shoot on the wing; 

| but lam no Bogardus at that. Being the only son of some 
| seven children, my parents are always uneasy whenever I 
take my gun in hand, and enjoin on me ereat caution. This 
takes off ny vim and unfits me for the full enjoyment of the 
sport. Now, J like firearms and my fondness tor them comes 
quite naturally, My father, Dick K., whom everybody in 
Virginia knows, is a splendid shot. My grandfather on my 
mother’s side was a West Pointer and a Confederate general; 
my great-grandfather was a United States general during the 
war of 1512, and both knew all about projectiles. Other field 
sports have charms for mein the degree of quick and rapid 

| scene, Butfishingistoo quiet and slow for me. I can't sit 
stillan hour ortwo patiently awaiting a bite, particularly 
when the bite occurs the chances are greatly against a catch. 
Well, now for the packs. T. G, T.’s is composed of full 

| bred Byrons; Mr. Rawlings’s of part Byron. Vom Wilkins is 
| the only black and tan in T. G. 'l’spack; Mr. Rawlings has 
| several, ‘The general color of both packs is similar, but the 
' indigo blue predominates in T. G. T.’s; white, black and 
| white does in Mr. Rawlings’s, United, the two packs make a 
beautiful calico in the run, and can be seen a long way. Vheir 
musi¢ is perfectly thrillmg—there is the tremulous scream, 
the wild and protracted whine. the loud and short bark har- 

| moniously mingled, Stonewall, a black and tan, is Mr, Raw- 
lings's favorite. His note is as clear and protracted as that of 
a clarion, His actionissupérb and his energy full up to T. 
+ Ts Fannie. Buthe hasa habit when at fault, of going 

| back onthe track just run over. This is a very serious ob- 
jection. I saw him pring the pack to grief by this folly and 
the fox eseaped. But Mr. Rawlings has three black and white 
hounds by Critic, out of a slut from Judge Beauford’s pack 
(part Byron) that I think is equal to Stonewall G. T.’s 

| Fannie, ared slut with white legs and neck, is along way 
| ahead of all rivals, She covers the track and runs like an 
arrow. But Bettie is the slut after my own heart, She hunts 
like papa’s old Bravo, setter of the first magnitude, and 
always gets the strike. She never, wearies of doing well. 
Plunder and Blunder I notice are generally ahead. T.G, T. 
says that is owing to their style of running the fox, They 
lean to the track when they get off, keep moving onward 
until they geb upon it again. Most hounds hesitate and draw 
in a little when this occurs, and lose the lead. Plunder and 
Blunder never slack un. 
Now, for the ground over which the chases occurred, At 

Clem Charis’s, even in his enclosure, the country is level and 
consists of old fields and pine forests, excellent even in dry 
weather, for the chase. ‘Vhis continues for a mile or two any 
way. After this we have only occasional patches of covered 
Jand as you go south toward the Roanoke River, the interme- 
diate portions consisting of large cotton fields, which are now 
too dry to run a fox over. This our fox soon discovered and 
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wheneyer pursued invariably sought them, and always, of 
course with suseess. When T. G, T., Tommie, his master of 
the hounds, and myself, were near Clem Charis’s. Mr. Kaw- 
lings came to us aiid sent Tommi to notify T.G. T., that he 
had started a fox. ‘TG. 'T. was to ourright, some half mile 
off, moving paralleLto us. Tommie soon gave him the infor- 
mation and as qtlick ss thought almost, he wasin place, Mr. 
Rawlings’s dogs were at fault, but assoon as T. G, T.’s pack 
came up things wentright along, The fox went through the 
antire leneth of the eovered lund and the evry of the pactk 
went clear through me, But as soon as a cotton fiold was 
reached all was svill, except an occasional note, It reminded 
mie so much ofa pianist Playing (a hall’ learnt piece of music, 
Part would be rattled off in splendid time, butyihen “ stop, 
followed by tink, tink, tink, for awhile, then again rattling 

ic. Justso with the hounds, which continued as often as 
field interposed hetween sovered land. 

The chase was continued for an hour with these interrup- 
tions, 2nd about 2 oelock T grew yery hungry, and went to 
T. G. Ts for relief. Ithere hada tine linch, fed the pony 
and rested. About two hont’s vest made me eaver for the 
fun again, and off | went to join in, | got up just as the 
fox was lnrrying through a large pine forest, and whew! 
how the ashes flew! But soon the crafty fox made for a 
eotton field, and ull was stillness; but, at this point, Stone- 
wall took the back track. and tuimed the whole pack back 
entirely from the fox, It was now sunset, and [ was de- 
termined fo let things stand until the morning. We remained 
for some time on the spot nntil the pack had satisfied itself 
that the fox was lost. 

I would give you what followed that morning, but I 
reckon it would not please your readers, I have already 
bored them enough, IT must now close. Wire E. 

COCKER SPANIEL PRODUCE STAKE, 

eee following entries have been made for the Amenecan 
Cocker Spaniel Clyk’s Produce Stakes, to be competed 

for at the Westminster Eennal Chibs’ show of 1885; 
1. Hornell Spaniel Club's Lady Bath, 
2. J, 8. Cattanach’s Queen Vic. 
4. Dr, J. 5, Niven’s Dolly, 
4. Hornell Spaniel Clib’s Prin. 
5. E. C. Hales Nina. 
h. J. ¥. Kirk’s Toronto Jet. 
7. W. M. Bowe’s Gypsey. 
$8. Eugene Powers’s Mignon. 
4%. Hornell Spanie! Club's Curlew. 
10, Hornell Spaniel Clutis Beatrice. 
li, Hornell Spaniel Club’s Nelly M. 
12, Hornell Spaniel Cinb’s Flirt [1. 
18. Dr. J, 5. Miven's Black Bess. 

. FF. Pitchers Chloe I1. 
. Hornell Spaniel Club's Topsy. 
7. Hornell Spaniel Club’s Madge. 
7. F. F. Pitcher'’s Feather, 

i J. FP, RORK, — 
Secretary A. C., Spaniel Chib. 

Toronto, Dec. 2, 1882. 

THE RORY O’MORE KENNEL. 

HAVE lately had an opportinity of visiting the Rory 
O'More kennel, situated on Riverside avenue, in Green- 

' bush, New York, on the east bank of the Hudson river, oppo- 
site Albany, The kennel is situated on the Old Mansion” 
grounds, well known as a place of considerable historical mo- 
toriety, on account of its age (huving been built in 1642), and 
now the property of Mx, Wm, N, Callender, the founder of 
the Rory O’More Kennel. The old mansion is said to contain 
thirty-five rooms, and is still in an excellent state of preserya- 
tion. All of the brick usad in ibs construction were imported 
from Holland, as also were the heavy white oak timbers, 
some of which are twenty inches square, and run the entire 
length of the main building in the cellar. 

The kennel building, which occupies the rear of the grounds, 
is of the Queen Anne style of architecture and decoration, 
and is about thirty-five by forty feet in extent, the main 
floor, elevated about three feet from the ground, giving excel- 
lent, yentilation where it is most important. A hallway in 
the center of the building runs its entire length from east to 
west, rendering the inspection of the canine inmates of the 
kennel convenient and thorough. On the left as one enters 
the Kennel, Mr. Callender has his office, a room abont twelve 
by fifteen feet, handsomely furnished with desks, closets for 
medicines, writihg materials, guns and breaking equipments, 
some rare sporting scenes. and a painting that especially 
attracted my attention, of a rare species of snipe native of 
Japan, The bird much resembles our ‘little brown back” of 
the Atlantic bays, but having the ead of the bill broadened 
like the spoonbill or **pink enrlew” of the Florida coasts. 
The specimen, I undarstand, was obtained by and belongs to 
Mr. E. Corning, of Albany. This surely a rara avis, 
On both sides of the hall the first floor, exceptine the office, 

is devoted to stalls for the various dogs. These apartments 
are separated from each other, and fiom the main hall, by 
wainscoting and wire netting, and each stall has raised 
henches for beds. ‘The second floor has a line of stalls on the 
south side, and the remainder of the floor is deyoted to yard 
hreaking and exercise in cold and wet weather. Among the 
noted dogs your correspondent first noticed was champion 
Kory O' More, whose numerous winnings are so familiar they 
peednof be mentioned in detail Suffice it to say that he 
was the gainer of firstin New Yorkin 1877 and a tie with 
Paris in the sweepstakes open to allsporting dozs, and in 
1579 first in the champion elass, and in 1880 the gold necklace 
in the specials. Rory is the principal stud dog mm the kennel, 
and bears his age well. 
When we reached Rexford, a Berkley-Sampson’s Nora set- 

ter, litter brother to Lady Berkley, Mr. Callender told me it 
was his intention to use him in the stud freely in the future, 
especially to bitches of Rory O’More’s get. 1 think Mr, C. is 
wise in this respect, for he will cain in the progeny the fash- 
ionable Berkley head combined with the more intelligent ap- 
pearing cranium of the Rory O’More family. 
Next to Rexford it became Nora O'More’s turn to be ad- 

tired. Nova, 16 doubt when in condition, is one of the hand- 
somest bitches of her breed in the country, but she has just 
reared a litter of puppies and shows the wear, Her dark 
coat and splendid feather are yet prominent notwithstand— 
ing the three months of cave she has gona thyvough. Her lit- 
ter by Rory O’More is a beautiful lot, and as Nora was out of 
Tilly by Berkley, the youngsters are a combination of rare 
strains. : 
A great favorite with Mr. Callender is Lady Berkley, a 

Berkley-Sampson’s Nora bitch, wlio occupied a stall near 
Nora. Lady Berkley much resembles her sire, and lbeing 
let out in the yard showed wonderful speed. I faney her as 
muchas aay biel he had. She is also a winner, taking first 
at Cleveland in WshY. A litter of her puppies by Rory 
O'More, ina stallnear by, are perfect counterparts of old 
Berkley, yet having the stouter form of their wwn sire. These 
puppies ave the gems of Mr, Callender’s kennel, 

Gay, a beautiful bitch by champion Elcho ex Fire Fly, 
could not be passed without notice. ~ She is a splendid speci- 
men of her breed, and quite near her were two of her puppies, 
seven months old, by Rory O’Move, yery promising. 

Quail IIL, by Red Gauntlet ex (uail IL, winner of first in 
puppy class an Now Yorkin 1879, was next shown me. She 
was norsin a litte of youngsters by Rory O’More, a strong 
and well adyanued lot for theirage, Rory O'More, Jr,, by 
vhampion Rory O'More ex Nora O)More, whose turn it was 
next to be shown, is the most superb specimen of the red 
Trish setter ap hisage leversaw. If I am not mistaken he 

will make his mark andisacoming dog. His head is fault- 
less and his form needs only development to make it that of 
the best. Although only nine months old he is very “doggy” 
for his age, not a whit undersized, and of splendid eolor. I 
fancy Mr, Callender counts on hitn as iis main stay in the 
stud when Rory O’More is put on the shelf. ‘There were also 
some untamed very handsome young bitches ahout seven 
months old, by champion Rory O’More ex Saupson’s Nora 
that Mx. C, showed me, and the kennel stocl, some forty in 
number all told, are rettarkably dark-coatud and handsome, 
This kennel is probably the largest of the kind and one of the 
best in the United States, and as it will be seen embraces in 
its blood a combination of the most prize-winning strains in 
the United States, namely, that’ of Rory O’More, Elcho and 
Berkley, 
The covers not a great distance from Albany harbor the 

woodcock in its autumnal passage south, and the dogs of the 
kennel are daily worked when the flightison. While at the 
Rory O’More kennel I witnessed the handling by Mr. Callen- 
der's brenker of three green young setters, and must say the 
care, patience and method evinced by his man ean not fail 
to turn out good houge-broken animals ready for field training. 

Mr, ©. paid x high compliment to your journal as a means 
of advertising, and told your correspondent he hears daily 
from parties in every State in the Union making inquiries for 
Irish setters, Homo, 

A KANSAS *COON HUN'T.—This is how it began: We are 
two bachelor farmers, «Itis the fall of the year, the day's 
work of corn husking is done, We have carefully laid away 
the ration of pork, mush, corn bread and coffee, and are sitting 
around the fire chatting to our two cousins, up from the city 
on atwo days’ hunt, Stories commence, and soon the ‘coon 
is introduced, tale on tale following fast; our mouths fairly 
waterdor coon. Suddenly Everett remembers that he has 
not yet gone for the daily mail, which is doled out every 

| evening to him atthe farm house, one and one-half miles 
away. (Doubtless the regularity is owing to pretty Maggie 
§., the postmaster’s danghter.) Me leaves the circle and sad- 
ding Cyclone (hismustang) is away. But svon unearthly 
shrieks and yells are heard, and listening we know them to 

| come from an osage orange hedge on the hill one-half mile 
away, We answer and listen, ‘Immediately we hear in Jond 
tones Eyerétt shouting that there is a ‘coon in the hedge, 
Instantly we seize our guns, and rushing to the stable we 
mount our best horses and away. Visions of roast ‘coon float 
through our mind, Soon we reach the hedge, and there in 
the reflection of the pale, new moon wesee him, dimly visible 
against the darkened sky. Ain’t hea beauty? See his eyes! 
What a splendid tai! Rather long for a coon, ain't it? e 
shout, and in the confusion do not notice that Bugene hangs 
back. Everett claims the first shot, and Hugene kindly lends 
him his gunn and holds his pony. He draws near, and taking 
good aim fires. “‘Shadesof Neptune!” “Immortal gods!” we 
should judge that the ‘“coon” snd Eyerett tired simultaneously, 
A retreat is effected in good time and bad order, and we, 
“Ey,” included, in an incredible short time, are on the way to 
the house. Our hero cusses and yells viciously, and when 
most home, we meet the postmaster and his daughter coming 
home froin town;-and from all appearances they had heard 
our heated discussion on the way. Mag. goes with another 
fellow now, and when we aRRTOE GE the subject to Everett, 
he growls under his breath, “It was fate. Bismillah,” but we 
don’t think so, and this is how it ended,—Hsta Burno. 

ROBBIN'S ISLAND.—Some of the menibers haa good 
sport next day after the trials, especially Dr, Speir, Mr. A, T. 
Plummer, and Mr, L,. Waterbury, all fair shots, and have 
ood dogs, Dr, Speir's Prince Hal and Maida arrived here 
rom North Carolnain time for him to have a day with them 

inthe field. They worked like machinery and were well 
handled by him, scoring point aicer point, back after back, 
until he eried, ‘Hold! enough.” He enjoyed it hugely and 
bagged several birds with his 20-gauge, enjoying the workas 
much or more than the killing —D. B. H. 

TOM AND CAPTAIN DORSETT.—Major Geo. R. Wat- 
kins, who intends to go aboard to be absent two or three 
years, offers for sale his valuable brace of setters, Tom and 
Captain Dorsett. Tom is well-known to our readers who have 
followed our desertption of the field trials, Captain Dorsett 
is well bred, and has been thoroughly trained, and is said to 
bean excellent fielder. We dare say that Major Watkins 
will have less trouble in disposing of them than he will find 
in replacing them upon his rebura. 

THE OTTAWA BENCH SHOW.—Editor Forest anil 
Stream: By the time this reaches you lL hope to be in Ottawa 
to meet Mr. Vicars, the secretary and treasurer of the show, 
to make all preliminaries for the coming show. The prize 
list, together with the special list, will he at once put into 
form and he ready tor distribution next week. All particn- 
lars and informatioh can now be had from Mr. Vicars, the 
secretary, or myself, Cartes LincoLn, Superintendent, 
Ottawa, Canada, 

A NEW CLUB.—Several gentlemen have leased Fisher's 
Island, near New London, Conn., for the purpose of making 
a game preserye of it. They will at once procure a large 
number of quail, which will be turned down in the spring. 
Should the enterprise met with encouragement from sports- 
men, it is infended to hold fields trials there. Any one wishing 
information regarding the matter can obtain full particulars 
by addressing Mr, Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J. 

MASTIFF IMPORTATION,—Mr. William Wade, of Pitts- 
burgh, Pa., has just received from Mr. Graham, of Belfast, 
Treland, the English mastif! dog Tiney. He arrived on the 
steamer State of Georgia on Dee. 20. Heiseleven months old, 
yery massive, and well formed, He stands twenty-eight 
inches high at shoulder and weighs 130 pounds, giving prom- 
ise, when mature, of making a magnificent animal. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., BENCH SHOW.—We have received 
a letter from Mr. Chas, Lincoln, stating that there will be a 
bench show at Washington, commencing on February 2i), and 
continuing four days, The show willbe held in the skating 
rink and will undoubtedly prove a yery suecessful_one, as Mr, 
Lincoln assures us that the arrangements will he first class in 
every respect. + 

IMPORTATION OF THE BLACK COCEER SPANTEL 
BITCH NEGRESS.—In onr notice of the recent importation 
of this valtiable addition to the kennel of Mr. J. F, Kirk, in 
our issue of Decermber 21, allof the heading except the word 
importation was carelessly omitted, for which we humbly beg 
the little lady’s pardon. . ~ 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
Kennel notes are inserted in this column free o! charge, To insure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 

- Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
Breed, buyer or seller. 
Bex. Sire. with his sire aud dam. a 
Age, or §. Owner of sire. 

. Date of hirth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam, 
of death. 40, Owner of dam. : 

Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 
paper only, and signed with writer's name, 

py 00 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
Ler See instructions at head of this column. r ai 
Ringwood It, By Mr. Aug. Krueger, halt gale Pa., tor white, 

black aud tan beagle dog, whelped Oct. 18, . by imported Ring- 
wood (Ranter—Beauty) ont of Silver (Flute—champion Bess), 

ar 
. : [Jaxy, 4, 1883. 

Shaughran. By Mr. Robert Tves Crocker, New York, for red Irish 
terrier dog, whelped Aug, 7, 1882, by imported Rock (Gauelie—Midge) 
out of Norah (Spring—Nettle), 
Jumbo. By Mr. Lanson Davis, Riehburg, N. Y., for red Irish setter 

dog, whelped May 0, 1882, by Rory O'Moré ont of his Butt 
Gen Tl By Mr. Geo. Haseltine, Boston, Mass,, for liver and white 

eovker spaniel bitch, whelped Nov, 4, 1882. by champion Beau out of 
Gem (Snip—leather), 

Ginger. By Mv. A, MeDonald, Rockland, Me., for red pointer dog, 
Dera Sept. 5, 1882, by Aldén’s champion Pete, Jr. out at owners 
ride, 

_ Know. By Mr. A, MeDonal|, Rockland, Me., for blavk covker span- 
iel dog, whelped Noy. 1b, 1882, hy Bret Marte (Dick—Gipsey) out of 
Smut ( Wildfire—Scoot), : 
Ken. By Mr. 5, H, Brown, Wegany. N. Y., for red Irish setter 

dog, whelped May 9, 1832, by Rory O’More out of Mr. Lacsou 
Dayis’s Bult. - 

Daisy. By Mr. Benj. Stimpson, Connenutville, Pa..for red Irish 
setter bitch, whelped May f), 1832, by Rory O’More out of Mr. Lanson 
Davis 8 Buif, 
Bean W. By Mr. John R. Haseltine, Boston, Mass., for black 

cocker spaniel dog, whelped Noy, 4, 1882, by champion Beau out of 
Gem (Suip- Feather), 

Decker wid Dasa Bellon, By Capt. B. F. Devinney, Moberly, Mo., 
for hlagk and white ticked Wnglish setters, dog and biteh, w. elped 
July 3, 1882, hy Lavérack Chief ont of lame (Breeze—Bramble). 

Prinvetow. By Mr. R, 1. Stockton. Philadelphia, Pa., for red setter 
dog, whelped Feb, 5, 1882, by his Brush (Tohy—Haftie) out of his im- 
ported Bessie Lea. 

Clingstone. By Mr. J. FP. Johns, Hayerbill, Mass., for lemon and 
White English setter dog puppy by Wagner out of Null Kelly. 

__ Black Silk, Obo IL, Bo und Black Gen. By Mr, B. ©! Pitcher, 
Claremont, N. FL, for black cocker! spaniels, thive dogs and one 
bitch, whelped Aug, 7, 88, by Oho (H. K. C, 8. B. 10452) out of im: 
ported Gliloe TL, (Dash-—Nellie), 

BRE. 
f27~ See instructions at head of this vahyuan. 
Simutil,—Pete. Mr, T, MW. Aldrieh's (Providence, ft. 1.) black setter 

EE tase IL (Trim—Smut) to Mr. W. Green’s Pete (Sam—Mill), 
ec, 27, ; 
Negress—Toyonta Beau, Mr. J, TV. Nirk’s (Roronto, Canada), im- 

Ported black cocker spaniel biteh Negress (H. K, (CS. B. 8,373) (Lad of 
everly—Lass of York) to his Toronto Beau (champion Kalir— 

champion Squaw), Dee. 23, 
Toronto Jet-—Tippo. My, J. BF, Kirk's (Toronto, Gan.) imported 

black cocker spaniel bitch Toronto Jet (Nigeer—Belle) to Mtr. J. W- 
Kelly's imported Tippo, Dee, 11, 
Snow Plake—sport. Dr, Geo, W. Tisher’s (Danville, Pa.) lemon 

und white pointer bitch Snow Flake (Genmark—Girl) to Mr, @lavk 
Long's Sport, Dec, 21, 
Gleumi—Kniekerhocker, Mr, J, H. Phelan's (Jeresy City, N. J) 

Iemon and white pointer bitch Gleam (Sensation—Whiskey) to Mr. 
Geo. L, Wilms’s Knickerbocker, Dec. 26. 
Floss—Jef. Mr. T. M. Aldrivh’s (Providence. R, 1.) setter bitch 

Floss (Bradford’s Pete—Lotta) to Jeff (Duke—Nettie), Dec. 23. 
Sprite—Major. Mr. M. O?}Brien’s (Sherburne, Me.) black and white 

ticked eocker spaniel biteh Sprite (Wildair—Mignon) to Mr, B, L. 
Cook's Major (Charley—Ruth), Nov. 28, 1882. 

WHELPS. 

= Sex instructions at head of this colunin. 
Mary D, Mr. BE. T. Banks's (South Bend, Ark.) setter bitch Mary 

D. (Joe, Je.—Sherrard*s Flight), Dec. 10, cight (three dogs), wy Light 
(Gladstone—Buek, Jr,); one (log since dead. 

Queen, Mr. G. M, Ballyrd's (Indianapolis, Ind.) English setter bitch 
Queen (Rake—Lady), Dec. 1), ten (five dogs), by Col. Stiner's Pranic. 
Buy, Mr, Lanson Davis's (Richburg, N. ¥.) red Ivish setter biteh 

Buff, May 9, 1882, five (iwo dogs), by champion Rory O’More. 
Reig. Wor. Geo. D. Connor’s (Hillsdale, Mich.) English setter bitch 

Reign (Belton—Breeze), Noy, 10, twelye (nine dows), hy the Detroit 
Kennel Club's Royal sultan (Racket—Kelp), 

Floy, Mr. J, H, Dalliba’s (Cleveland, 0.) English setter biteh Ploy 
(Rob Roy—Belle), Dec. 12,ten (nine since dead) one dog living, by Mr. 
GC, M. Munhall’s Sam Tilden (Dash—Belle), 

SALES, 
b= See instructions at head of this column, 
Romdy O' More. Red Irish setter deg, whelped Teh. #4, 1882, by 

champlon nae O™More ont of Gay (Blcho—Fire My), by Mr. W. L. 
Pike, Orwell, Vt., to the Rory O’More Kennel, Alhany, N.Y. 
Rory O More—Buff helps. Red Trish setters, whe Pe May $, 1822, 

by Mr. Lanson Davis, Richburg, N. Y..a dog to Mr. &. A. Brown, 
Alleguny, N. ¥., a bitch to Mr, B. Stimpson, Conneautyille, Pa., a 
bitch to Mr. J, Renwick, Richhurg, N. ¥., and a biteh to Mr 1, Mer 
ket, Bolivar, N. ¥. 
Beau, und Gem Il. Black dog and liver and white cocker span- 

ie] bitch, whelped Nov. 4, 1883, by champion Beau out of Gem, by 
Mr. Geo. 8. Tucker, Peterboro, N. H., to Mr. Geo. W, Lesyitt, Jr. 
Boston, Mass. 
Samuel of Poxen. Black and white ticked English setter cog, 

whelped May 27, 1882 (Young Laverack—Lady May), by Mr. A. W. 
Towner, Nyack, N, ¥., to Mr, 14 Moller, same place. 

Oho I Black cocker Spans dog, whelped Ang. 7. 1882 (Oho— 
Chloe IL), by Mr. &. 7, Pitcher, Cliremont, N.H., to Mr. J.P, Wil. 
ley, Salmon Falls. N- A. r 

Reign and whelss, Black, white and tan English setter bitch 
Reign (Belton—Breeze) and her litter of twelve puppies, whelped 
Nov. 19, 1282, by Royal Sultan (Racket—Kelp), by Mr. Geo, D. Conner, 
Hillsdale, Mich.. to the Detroil Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich. 
Ringwood U, White, black ond tan beagle dog, whelped Oct. 14, 

1882 (Ringwood—Silver), by Mr. N. Elmore. Granby. Conn., to Mr. 
Aug. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pu. 

By. Black cocker spaniel loz, whelped Aue. 7, 182 (Obo—Chloe 
TT.), By Mr, F. FP. Pilcher, Claremont. N. H., to Mr, Wm.A. De Qain- 
dry, Washington, D.C, 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Ee See instructions at heud of this column. 
Bea TT, Black cocker spaniel dog, ;whelped Noy. 4, 1882 (Beau— 

Gem, by Mr, Geo, W, Leavitt, Jr., Boston, Mass., to Mr, John Hasel- 
tine, same place, 
Gem JL Liver and white coeker spaniel bitch, wheiped Noy. 4, 

1882 (Beanu—Gem), by Mr. Gao. W, Leavitt, Jr., Boston, Mass., to Mr. 
Geo. Haseltine. same place. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 
THE MATCH OF 1883. 

1 EO, J, SEABURY, Secretary of the National Rifle Assooiation, 
has issued for the information of intending competiters the fol- 

lowing letter; : 
Thereturn match will take-place at Wimbledon m July. 18¢4, during 

the annua] meeting of the National Rife Association of Great Britian, 
The special committee having in charge the recommendation of a 

suitable arm for preliminary and actual use, haye concluded after 
careful experiments to recommend to competitors; 

1. The Brown Military Rifle (new model) as approved hy the Na- 
tional Rifle Association. Address J. H. Brown, 408 Bleecker street, 
New York City. P } 

2. The Remingfon Military Rifle (new model) as approved by the 
National Ritle Association. Address Remington & Sons, $83 Lroad- 
way, New York City. } ; 
The committe are, however, to continue their investigations until 

a weapon is produced that shall represent the highest possible shoot- 
Ing capacity, pau or superior to those recommended for practice 
prior to the mateh. A ‘ h 
Early in January the National Rifle Association will issue a civen- 

Tar SRM Mae eats connected with ammunition, loading, lubri- 
cants, bullets, powder, shells and ailied topi¢s. 
The qualfication scores for final competition will he 165 or over out 

of a passible 205, At the six distances prescribed in the conditions 
of the International Military Match, eighty-five or over at 200, 500 
and (00 yards; eighty or over at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. 
The Adjutant Generals of the various States will be requested to 

officially reccenize the match, as in the first competitions, by offer- 
ing a prize bo all who siieceed in winning u plate on the Wimbledon 
eaIn, 
REGULATIONS FOR THE SELECTION AND GOVERNMENT OM THE AMERICAN 

TEAM, 
1. Rach State or Territory (including the District of Columbia) 

desiring to he represented on the team is requested to establish eom- 
petitions at such place or places asits milltary authortties may pre- 
scibe, for the selection of proper competitors to represent it, such 
competitions to be open only to menibers of its uniformed National 
or State (Guard, who have been such since January 1 1883, 

2, Bach of such competitions should consist of seven shots at 200 
500 and (00 yards each (constituting the first stage) and at 800), 900 
and 100) yards each (constiluting ihe second stage); the two stages 
may he fired ou the same or on different days, Crecdimoor targets to 
be used, 

4, Weapon, any military breech-lvading vifle within the rules 
agreed ou in regard to mateh (aj copy of whichis hereto annexed. 
in Position. Standing at 200 yards, prone at 500 and 000, any ab the 

others. : 

' 

. 7 nm 



Jax. 4, 1888.] 

5. No sighting shots to be allowed, or cleaning exept between 
ranges. 

§. All competitors who, peo the three best svorts made in any 
one of these eh ale shail average af Teast 105 points out of a 
possible 205, (not less than 8 at 200, 600 and 600 yards or less than 80 
ab 800, 900 anid 1030yards) shail be qualified to compete at Creedmoor 
to represent their respective States, 

¢. In May or June on dates which will be hereafter announced four 
eomprtitions will De had at Creedmoor by thecompetitors represent- 
ing the several States. On the conclusion of these competitions 
eight compétitors making the highest scores will be selected hy ag- 
eregating their three best scores in these competitions, The Board 
of Directors will then select either from tke other competitors or 
eitber from riflemen of known skill who may not have shot in any 
or all of the competitions not to exceed eight additional competitors. 
From among the sixteen so chosen a team of iwelve and two reserves 
Bade scent selected by the Board of Direcors who will be sént to 
Ingland. 
8. The Board will decide whether any of these competilions shall 

be postponed on account of weather or other reasons, should it be 
necessary they will name another day. 

{. The Captain of the team will be selected by the Board of Di- 
rectors of the National Rifle Association, Heshall have the manage- 
ment of the team and prescribe the rules for its government and 
practice. meluding the decision as to the selection of the twelve who 
shall finally shoot in the match: 

W. Eneh person entering for the competitions at; Creedmoor shall 
be required to produce a certificate from the Adjutant General of his 
State, stating that he is, and has been since January 1, 188, a mem- 
ber in good standing of its uniformed National or State Guard, and 
is 2 proper person to represcut his Stete on the team. 

11, Hach competitor so entering shall subseribe to the following: 
Ldesire to compete fora place on the American Military team to 
reprusent the Uniterl States in the International Match of 183, and 
hereby avree to Gontorm to the conditions preseribed for the section. 
of sajd team, If Tama successful competitor I hereby pledge my 
word that Twill shoot in the mateh and will mM addition perform 
such practice and subinit to such discipline and government as the 
captain of the team shall direct. 

12. All persous authorized to compete in the final competitions for 
the selection of the team shall haya the free use of the range at 
Oreetlinoor lor practice for lwo weeks prior to such competition, 

18. Any person selected in accordance with the forezoing regula- 
tions may ke remoyed for kek of proficieney, misconduct, or other 
proper cause, by the Board of Directors of the National Rifle Asso- 
ciation or the captain of the team. 

14, Notice shall be giyen to the secretary of the National Rifle 
Association by May 1, by such of the States and Territories as intend 
to be vapresented, stating the number of the competitors they pro- 
pose to send, and their names. 
16. In case any State or Territory shall neglect to hold a competi- 

tion for the seiection of members of its National Guard to represent 
iton the team, any member of such National Guard. who shall make 
the average aboye prescribed. shall, ywpon forwarding to the secre- 
tary of National Rifle Association on or before May 1, a copy of such 
scores, evriifiell hy an officer of our National Guard, or his own 
adjutant, and producing the requisite certificate from the adjutant 
general oft lis State, be entitled to enter the final competitions at 
Creedmoor, 

10, Members of the team and reserve may be re(juired, on and after 
their selection, to use such rifle or rifles and ammunition as shall 
be ordered by the National Riflé Association. 

SPRCTAL RUINS AGREND ON AS TO RITLES. 
From regulations No R. A.of Great Britain, but omitting irrel- 

eyant matter, ete.—'M, B. L.—Military Breech-Loaders. 
Military Breech-Loaders hot of government pattern, but comply 

ing with the following conditions: . 
'o be fitted with an arrangement for fixing sword or other 

bayonet. 
4 WricHr.—Not to exceed, without sword or other bayonet, flbs., 

OZ, 
Lenora, —From 48 inches to 54 Inches, measured fram the muzzle 

to the butt when placed vertically on the ground. 
Sroor.—Suificiently strong for service purposes and fitted with a 

Toetal cleaning rod, aud swivels for a swing. (without pistol grip.) 
Sten'rs.—Bachsight. om. to be attached to the barrel in front of the 

lock with a military wind-gauge; ¢, svaduations on the flap only: d, 
the sliding-bar to be with or withoul permanent vertical lines or 
apertures, and the upper edge eilher straicht or with a notch; e, the 
outside measurement of the part on which the flap or leaf resis mush 
not exceed one inch. Foresight, to be of government pattern called 
“barley corn, * 

StauTs,— May be temporarily blackened or whitened, Backsight, 
u, may be tilted forward or back, and may be supported ut the 
necessary angle by any extemporized mieans; 6, the sliding-bar 
may be reversed and may be used on either side of the uprights. 
No addition of permanent lines to one fine one down the centre for 
Snider, and three for Martini-Henry will be allowed, but temporary 
murks or lines of any kind, removable at pleasure, may be used; de- 
tached “verniers” or “sight elevators” may be usad_ 
Pui or TRIGcER,—Minimum 6 Ibs. 
S1ocx, —No pad ov shoe for the Heel-plate of the Bute. 
AniMiINDrion.—Wheré military breech-loaders are nsed, the bullet 

iwiust be insersedin the earizidge-ease not less than 2-8 (two-thirds) 
of the dinmeter of the bore, and no part of the charge is to he in- 
serted at the iuzale. 

PISTOL RECORDS, 
pes brings many Changes in the shooting world, and there as 

elsewhere history repeats itself. Twenty years ago duelling 
pistol practice al mon targets, at twelve paces was the general sport 
infloors. A vrack shot was then, indeed, @ lion. Gradually the 
muzzle-loading vite found its way into favor; to be superceded by the 
22-100 calibre breech-loading rite with plain, open sights. The latter 
weapons were looked on at first with much disfayor. and their ac- 
curacy Was greatiy donbted, Improvement followed improvement 
in both rifle and sight, and to-day the muzzleloader is a mere piece 
of antiquity. The almost perfeet sdores made with the breeeh- 
loader show not oly the great decree of skill by many of our marls- 
meu, buf sttect the accuracy maintained in the armories and cart- 
ridge factories. The reeord of marksmanship for the past year shows 
in maily instances. a great improvement over the former efforts of 
the knights of the Wiggér, This is more evident among tHe pistol 
scores, The ready meusurement target, which enables a quick and 
accurate meusurement ol every shot fired from center of bullseye to 
center of shot, offers the greatest test of acturacy. ‘The rifle scores 
made on these targets is the total of distance from shot to center of 
bullseye ininches. The teaser target awards him the greatest num- 
ber of points, and is somewhat similar to the regular Creedmoor tar- 
gets. The wmumber of targets, or objects for alm in pistol practice, is 
practically without eud: among the most difficult isdriving tacks, 
lighting parlor matches, cutting threads, hitting the respective spots 
on a playiog card, or cultingit in two when placed edgewise to the 
shooter, Tue various feuls performed with the pistol at Conlin’s 
Gallery in this city are too numerous to mention, but the actual 
marics by which the many records have been made are on exhibition 
in the revord roomof the panel eat can be seen there at auy time. 
Some of the scores mado with the rifle and pistol we give below : 

Teaser Target, eee Pistol at 12 Yards. 
A. Wernandez,,... .... -.- 4814 O29. Jones, -¢,:..-22, --+- SMG 
H.W, Wic¢kham......,.... .. 42 E, A, Bogardus. - OF 
Fraok Hf. Lord _-_-_ ... 44 J, B. Miller. -..-.--..4..--. B41g 
A. Brennan.......... _- 41 Col. J.J. Browne___._ .,.. a4 
Dr. B. 'T. V, Marsh: ...5...... BUS Ae Tecar sete ay tats oe M1 

Teaser Target, with Rifle. 
A. LL, Cauldwell, ........,-..... 46 Geo. W. Hamlin... ..-...- 43 
J, B. Blydenburgh .-. 46° Harry Watts.....--........ Ag 
TRBpa Sy AY PULL ke (ee GES ed 4406 OO, Moller... ....,-...... BOG 
Revolver Shooting at 12 Yards—Creedmoor Target, 114 in, bullsere, 

D. A.Davis, ....+- mont se Stull scores. C. A. Cochran.,,.-...22 in 25 
ASNGirundeze: clas ayrcicds 2) | A. Salyini..) +.a,.¢-.81 $9 95 
A.Fernondes. atthewordt “ F, OC. Moller _-.._. Se es 
DAS DAVIES. WA ch, -. 273 in 300 BT.) Marsh ngr'g 21 * 25 
Dr, Marsh, , . 89 © 300 BH. W. Wiekham...... 4 ‘+ 85 
Dr, Marsh...,.- , 2 25 TGs Deborest--_,_ 2h th95. 
H, W. Wickhuiim, long range........-.. 

L, V. Sone-_-, ,-,, 
A. Brennan, at the 

---. 4% in 50 
word 47 * 

@.A. Corhran.......... 46‘ 50 
Thos, Whitey._....., 46“ 50 

iy - 48 Harry R, Watts......,. 4" 50 
W. C. Southwick. 48% 50 Henry J, Fox veeeee 44 t+ 50 
Henry Oe s Fee ee ee eee Laos faee ee 46 '* 60 

Rifle Shooting— Creedmoor Tare¢et Reduced. 
Dr. Marsh, .....,....---.,Wull score. Peter de Nyse ___...... 4) in 50 
Maynald Bixby.. 
W. A, Davis..33 
HW. Vilfany. et ae a cy 
F. B Vilghiman ,........, 

Meo mergey eee tn Soa, wate 4? in 50 PUG ees ae ai le 1 UAL, WHttnfer aden. in 
A. Dr. BB, Brown ...,. 4 * 50 

0, A, Cheever hit 6 Tacks consecutively, 

» HE, Roebling.,,,_... 
_t+ & ‘BF. Shipnian..).ic).. 40 

Dr. H, G. Piffard,,,,... 49 
BH. J. Murphy, a the word, 
W. MacDonald, * 

FOREST AND STREAM, 
— 

Rifle Shooting. 10 Shots, Ready Measurement Target, Any Position, 
Dr. H. G, Piffard,...,..., +. 23§in, Dr, BE. T. T. Marsh..,.... 8 in, 
W..G. Bouthwick....,-...,,. 284 Peter Da Nyse. _..... -. G84 * 
A. BL Van Deusen ,.......... 345 

Ready; Measurement Target, 10 shots, off hand. 
Dr. Marsh... .- dtjin, Dy, Pitfard ...... G4 in, 
Dr. F, F. Brown -45¢ ° A. B. Van Henge ee ay 
J. L. Paulding fh 434° RP. BP. Jones... .... 613-16 ** 
Leon Bucker,............. 63-16 ** Peter De Nyse. Le 
M. B. Engle... 64" FLA, Dngro,....... wee A 

Body Rest. 10 Shots. 
Dt DATES) ashe cs coe hae 4 in. JS, Gase....c. sce». ORin. 
D.§. Banks..., ....,, 46% Wim, Kiein,..:. 71-16 * 
Dr. Marsh. ab 43-16‘ Wy, G. Wylie ........-..., Tog 
Dy. Piffard. 2s . 414* Peter De Nyse. 82-16 * 
M. B. Engle_...... --, 494° W. 0. Wetherbee. . RY? 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

ATR SPACE IN GUNS.—'Twas 4 foolish’ thing to do: nevertheless, 
for the benefit of your readers, I will relate the incident. Wishing to 
haye uw little rifle pructice, I shouldered my weapon, 4 military 
breech-lgpading Snider-Enfield, and wended groveward. I had no 
ball cartridges at hand, but took a few blanks and some bullets out 
of old muzzletoading vartridges. Tt knew that it was against ‘regu- 
lations” to use this combination, but determined to risk any bad con- 
sequeuces. I took position 100yds. from a railway telegraph pole and 
proceeded carefully and rather dubiously to load. I first mserted 
the blank and closed the breech; next, placed the bullet (a hollow- 
based; the plug was notin) in the muzzle and rammed hame, touch- 
ing the blank cartridge very gently. I aimed carefully and fired. 
Then —weill, 1 hit my pole, and was pushed back a few paces ouly; 
butmy first volimtary movement was to carry my band to my fore- 
head, Sepeehng to find some brains outside. “Assuredly I could not 
have had a preat quantity inside. Being agreeably disappointed in 
my manualséearch for brains, [next proceeded to examine the rifie. 
The breech block had blown open, and, in doing so, had wrenched 
off the hammer and axle level with the lock plate, and the breech, 
interior and block, was blackened by the escaping discharge. 1 never 
found that hammer. Beyond a scorching of hair and eyebrows (T 
need scareely state that | was then innocent of beard) I escaped un- 
injured. J attribute the mishap to the space created hy the turned 
down rim in the front of the blank cartridge and the yaeant plug- 
hole in the bullet. With the exception of the loss of the hammer 
and a broken axle, the rifle was uninjured.—Buraseve. 

BOSTON, Dee, 26.—The competitors in the prize contest at the 
Mammoth Rifle Gallery, haye increased to an even dozen and the 
scores improve with each day. Though the attractions of the 
Christmas tree were very formidable, they did not seem to wean the 
devotees of the target from their fayorite Va aud the interest 
of the indoor ranges is far from languid during the holiday season. 
The following table will show that there has been some good shoot- 
ing, and the contest for first place on the board is very close; 
TU A Pollard,..,46 45 40 45 45227 
CS Seyon,,....45 45 46 45 46—226 
F B Rollins. ....44 44 48 44 45—220 

id. . 43 46 44 44 43—219 
44 4 44 45 48-219 
42 dd 48 45 4d—216 JT Stetson. .. 

Following are the scores for the month of December, 1882: 

W_E Robinson 43 41 45 42 46—215, 
CRBartlett, ,..42 45 42 42 48214 
(i W Little.....42 42 43 43 48215 
Lowell 43 43 42 42 41-210 
J Russell. -... 42 42 42 41 43—210 
Ohas Morrill. ..40 41 42 39 40—2A2 

J Merrill... ..-. 46 46 46 47 48283 TH Bird,....., 43 45 44 44 43219 
J Trancis,..... 46 46 46 46 48—232 J FP Stetson....44 44 48 43 44—918 
U A Pollard-__-46 45 46 45 45227 OL Wellineton.44 44 44 42 42915 
CS Seyon.....- 45 45 45 45 465-225 W E Robinson.48 41 43 42 468-915 
J ASteadman..44 45 44 45 46—224 CR Bartlett. ..42 44 43 48 43—216 
¥ BE Rollins..,.-44 44 45 46 45-224 G W Little. 42 42 43 43 48—213 
‘A Johnson..,...44 44 44 44 45-221 A Billis......,,.. 48 42 42 44 42918 
D Kirkwood....44 d4 43 45 43—219 

Im last mouth’s shooting Mr. J. Merrill took the first prize of $7; 
Mr. J, Francis the second, $6; Mr. WU. A, Pollard the third, $5; Mr, 
@.S. Seyon, the fourth, $4,and Messrs. Rollins and Steadman are 
tied for fifth place.—N. B, Suira, Prof. 

NEWPORT, R, L, Dees25.—The Chnstmas matches of the Newport 
Rifle Association came off as advertised. The all-comers re-entre 
match was well patronized. Thera was, however, hardly sufficient 
targets provided for the acconimodation of the marksinen present. 
A yery brilliant score was mace for the gold medal presented by Mr. 
W. Milton Farrow, five shots on a Massachusetts target, 200 yards otf- 
hand. 
WB Knight.. -12 12 12 12 13 WS Bryer....._- 8 i111 9 10—49 
GH Burnham,,,j1 11 12 11 12-47 GS Slocum...., 911i 9 9 10—48 
GWyath, «io .0. 10 12 12 710-51 Dim Brown,,,...10 81011 7-46 
In the 200 yards eontinnous mateh, two scores to count, re-entries 

ublimited, the following stoves weve made. 
W Smith__ we BB RBAS Bliss. eee 22 17—a9 
Lawrene 21 2142 Casey. 17 21—38 
D Morse, , 22 20 42 Openshaw 16 28—88 
Donahue... .19 22-41 MeDonald, 16 21-37 
Riley 23 sie es «28 18—41 Sherman.. 16 20—36 
Caswell... 20 21-41 S$ Bryer _.. _.20 16—35 
Geo Lewis. ...18 21—89 TD Caswell... 15 16-84 
TSW rak DU eee ctr eet ce 21 18—8) W Brvyer.,...... wt 16—88 
F Wyatt. ...----,---.--- p21 18-8) M Swinburne... --14 16—29 

J Chase ,...., wee 12 16—25 

BOSTON, Dee. 30,—The shooting at Walnut Hill to-day was very 
good. The wind was light, but the sun was rather bright. How- 
ever, some of the scores were very fine. The range will be open for 
New Years callers. The Victory match closes with the year, and 
then new matehes will be begun, viz., & decimal rest, a decimal olv- 
hand anda Creedmoor off-liand. ‘Une Creedmoor practice match 
will be continued, Following are sume of the best scares made 
to-day: 

Creedmoor Practice, 
Fis. ALO Sa ad ene ee tite ae a! eee 565465406 4 548 
PEST EEM IEEE ee eps eerie ce ves et dlelelevtolel islet Sh604545 45 5-47 
EN ROMY ET eee ee Sate oes ibe se ceeds 45555456 4-47 
C. Weston (mil.)...,. - §6hdb 64845 545 
J. A. Cobb (Re-entiy) a ratis sohbet 45654544 5445 
D. P, Holder... _.. 465544 4 5 445 
D. H. Pine .. : Abbi445 544 45 
W. Higegins,...... aistejeite tFG5 3444654 
GC. 0, Foster (mil), ......, sd 45454644 19 
R. Roel (mil,).-..., 454545444442 
A, Keach,.......- 53443346 4-41-39 
Be WypAtkins Gril ys. fat cesesetes: ine bot duigd4d4 3 4 5—38 
ATi. Moye (inil.).. 2 4339434343 3—s4 
H. W. Edwards (mil, ) Fe QO4445 4434 3-32 

eCL 

HL Lee 81010 8 9 6 0 85 
G Duifer,,.-... 10 6 8 71010 10—88 
O M Jawell, ._-- 3 810 G% &10 9 6 10—83 
G Warren...........---+ 710 8 7 7 5 f 8-82 
WL Lee (ve-entry),... 9 &G 810 FIOM 9 & Hg 
Jewell (re-entry). ......... .§10 $ G6 8 7 8 9 H FRI 
WraGildesepecr. bse ence- 10 6 4 8 810 9 8 9 T—79 
BIDAVIS. » store ashes 9 69 77 710 6 9 B78 
L LHarding.. y wee Sot 9°93 9 OY SB 678 
BILD, HYG 3 Ty 5 6 ae st ox PR wie Raises g 2 2 #10 7 8 &§ 9 8 6 9 5-73 

In (he Victory Match ©, J. Cram did all the shooting, His best 
score was 49. 

Decimal Rest Mateh, 
AC Adams.., ...... BP inch 4 10101010 #10 10 10 10 9—98 
(F Warren... ..-- Fe Ar ts -. 10101010 § 910 9 10 10—87 
BWildet, oes: his foo ie as was Pies 1010 9 9 8 10 10 10 10 10—N6 
JN rye ..1010 10101010 8 8 10 10—f5 
W Guil .. 9 92010 910 91010 9—e 
A A Ulint oan \ wee 10 G6101010 910 810 9-95 

In the Badge Mateh TH, L, Lee made 48. 

WORCESTER, Mass., Dec, 28.—On Christmas Day many of the 
members and friends as well of the Worcester Rifle Association went 
outto Pine Grove Range where they were treated to a day of pleasure 
which has had but few equals in this yicinity, ‘The ¢rack of the rifle 
bezan soon after 9 A, M., aud continued until dark, The wind wis 
light and yariable ) to 12 o'clowk, while the day was cleay and but 
few clouds. The following records were made: 

fe RL Target. 
1 CVASAT Gri, Oe eiehe laces ol wo 11 2°12 42 «239 11 11 41—110 

Sted Clark 1 41 69 18 JF It 10 32 10 11—109 
Moses Curler 81 wah Y § 8 9 12—99 
JN Morse, Ir. Th: 2 Re AO: OR gti — 197 
HT Farrar... 140 1 8 § 10 9 10 8 I $5 
F Johnston... -.... 12 40 11 10 6% 10 8 OB OF TR 
JW Murphy ... WW -0 i 6 10 8 WW § 12 9— 4 
AT Rice.....--. peo” eS IDE te OM a et 
VW Eames______ 6 79 10-8 1 P 1 10 1) 8 
M Furgerson... ,,.,......20 6 W 6 Til Bil 8&8 9-88 
Newton,........ Ter kot deeb edy Ove ds ee EB Ge 1g ety 

Creedmoor Target, 
M Carter...,....,.. 4044854545 48 Stedman Clark..,, .854454dd4—41 
AT, Rice....-. . Add 45 49 
JW Murphy. . Pelddddd4— de 
CA Allen, , 2... ..,4544544d44—d2 
VW Hames,.,,....dd5bddddd4—49 

455 

To-day witnessed the close of the fall reries of matches. The 
weather was delightful; it conld not haye been better for field 
sports. The wind was at fio'clock while the sun was bight, The 
following was the score: 

Massachusetts Target. 
Stedman Glark,,..... ...-. 11 Wf 12 12 10 WW dt 8102 
©. Dnseoherry- 910 9 11 1 WW 9 1 tO —1pe 
AT, Riee,..,... 7 uu wWaw 9 W WW 1 95 
J. N. Morse, Jr 9 10 6 10 9 11 8 Wd Ti— nb 
Chas, Arthur. 7 7 Wi 8 G& 10 12 97 
I. Johnstan -.- [etna fe BW WW 1t at of 6g 610. Ob 
J. Wy Minphy. oc. eB IL dO) oo me 1 8 ib 2 & —He 

Frank Johnston, boi 545 44 42 
JW Murphy bo4t44444 10 
J EPuller_.-._., 8444443 4-38 

Massachusetts Target. 
CD Mames. ---. 6. eyey cee ete ee AOR 108 103 109 708-—510 (in30—F50 
Stedman Clark r 108 U0t TO 107 WB —S21 (hg 
eNO MOrs@? Jr. 12222.) 22.2 li seas 15 105 102 108 Wf—hla (h)20—S35 
GA Allen, ...--- 2 10) It We wWy—Alz (h)y2—ssy 
F Johnston 1050 «(«95 9) RSE (HO 
EHP Farrar:.. - we. oe PR GBD TIN) ABH (h)B0—518 

Oreadmoor Target. 
DN Morse, Tre... ec en sc ee-eser sees 40 4G 44 4h 45 —226 gh o—2a6 
Stedman Clyrk-....-. .... 43° 48 45 45-219 (hyO—B20 
ET Farrar... 44 4] 43 43—212 (hys—227 
F Johnson... 41 41 #8 (hy0—227 
JW Murphy. ae eee 41 AG 41. 211 (hyls—22ii 
TOW ESSON pn. itaenit Owe pniniles + kv 4i 41 40 43—205 ()20—225 

h—Ring Target. 
Stedman Clark... 4 Dr Knight..-..,... o7 1M 97—BO8 
HT Farrar........115 10 111-223 JW Miirphy...... $0 101 48 —RA3 
JH Howell ..._...102 105 103—310 

On next Thursday the winter series will begin, and continue 
weekly nntil March 2). 1883. Ttis expacted that they will be of more 
interest even than the fall series which ended to-day. 

The Woodlawn Gun Chih had a field day at their erounds on CLrist- 
mas. The main trial jas fora club badge. which was won by CLC 
Hougchton, The following is the ccore made by them at glass halis: 
CB Holden..., lin tid CC Houghton,...,,, Odin 75 
GH Bliss,...-- a0in 8 WE fuer... ..,5: 47 in 56 
AS Newcomb..,,......,.28in 40 i __..--20 mm 40 
CS Macomber... ,,-...... 40in tl -- wl in §] 
John Tongas...............88in 65 CA Parker .,.......- .od dn 85 
Geo Chamberlain ....,.,.. 23 in 3) Of. uh in 8h 

GARDNER, Mass., Dee, 27.—At the last vegnlur meeting of the 
Gardner Rifle Club, at Hackmatack Ramee, the inch ring and Creed- 
moor target combined was used, distance 200 yards, off-hand. The 
following is {he s-ore: 

K, Cy R. Q, Totals. 
G F Ellsworth . S1 Ay BY 45 175 92 
A Mathews ... 73 Ab the 7 5 Yh 
T H Knowlton, Se © i) v4 164 Of 
GC Goodall -__- 82 At 78 43 160 Sv 
B Williams .. 7 et 74 AD 15H ht] 
C Shumway... 72 465 ST ds Bo 40 
FUnderwood.-...-_---.-..-...50 48 - 40 39 ob AA 

THE TRAP. 

JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS GUN CLUB. 

HE members of the above club, with representatives from 
several other elihs fromm Newark and yicinity. spent New Year's 

Day ina very satisfactory manner. [t was indeed u florious day, 
not too cold, not too warn, but just that bracing air with sun enonel 
to tone down the raw winds, “Old South Paw,” fotnished tha birds, 
and a good lot thoy were, as numbers of shots discovered wilhout 
being told. It was sweepstake shooting, open for all, 2yds, rise. 
second barrel, aceording to Jersey Weights Club rules, counting 
14 bird. We arrived on the grounds 1 Wttle late. We found ai goodly 
number of shooters al work and that two swesps had been shot oi! 
We expected fo joi in the festive oscasion in a sweep or cwo, but o 
yery short look on safistied us as well ws others that we had hetter 
keep our money in our poekets. These confounded combinations! 
We could easily see there were séyeral in full operation. We regard 
them a5 ungeverous, ungentlemanly and ousportsmaniike, Two or 
three, say, of the best shots will combine to go snucks, as the saying 
is, on the assets of the day—pool their issues as if were, If two oF 
one combination are liable to tie one will miss first barrel, or both, 
as the occasion requires, so as to set in ou secord money op third 45 
may be, Now, a medium or sécond rate shot has uo show for his 
monvy in such a race, for in the shoot-oif he is gone beyond redemp- 
tion, while if all had shotin a fairand open inanner, that is, done 
their best, some of the low down fellows nicht stand a chance for 
second, third or fourth money, but asifis a few of the crack shore 
are apt to scaop the whole, 
But.one of the good shots came to e#rief ludieronsly to-day. It 

was asweep of three birds, He was way down on thelist. On look- 
iug over the score he discovered several clear kills—that is, wll 
three birds, with seyeral more 2s only. Now, if he could kill his 
bird with second barrel, making two and one-half birds, he would be 
in for second money, while his partner had a show for first. 
Upon drawing on his bird, his gun snupped. He put the shell 

hastily in his pocket, pul another shell in his gun, and called for an- 
other bird, But some shooter chilleuged the shell, and the lugobri- 
ons expression that flitted across the criminal’s face as he reluetantly 
handed forth the shell for examination was beyond description. 
Upon cutting open the shell, some five or six wads were discovered 
away down to the powder, but no shot. This shell had been pre- 
meditatedly and deliberately fixed for such vury occasion. He cal- 
éulated to shoot the blank and kill with his second. The shout that 
went up from the appreciative crowd was loud and hearty, He got 
his other bird; it proveda low driver aud was missed clean, putting 
him among the twos, when he was easily shot out, And thus it 
seems with nearly all sports nowadays. Base-ball (once a splendid 
game), billiards, ten-pins, cricket, snd others, are debased by this 
gambling spirif, untilthe better portion of our citizens are driven 
irom participation therein, or allendance even. 
Butsuch will continue to be the case until the members themselves 

take the matter in hand, earnestly and enercetically, and make them 
honest, allowing no cheating or betting on the grounils. 
Well, the day for the return mateh with the Midway Gun Club and 

the Jersey City Heights is settled, and the big affair will come off on 
the srounds of the latter club at Marion, N.J., on Wednesday, the 
Tith inst, Bach elub having won a watch, the tug will come there, 
and each club will put its bést men to the front. That there will be 
a large uftendance and a close match there is little doubt. May all 
be fair, a good time had, and the best elub win, = 
The match is twenty-five mon each club, twenty-one yards rise, 

seven birds cach man; one barrel only, the J. C, H, giving the Mid- 
ways choice of rules. Come over and see if, J ACOBBILAFR. 

STILLWATER, N. Y., Jan. 1.—Matches shoton Christmas day, 
Match No 1,—Ten glass balis from Davenport retary trap, sides 
oaptained by Messrs, Pitney and Hotaling. 

Pitney 's side. 
W Pitney... .e.. -01U0010001—3 

G B Whitman. .. LOLOOLLOLI—6 
E Van De Ka 1110100 100—-6 

y ; DOUTO00000—1 
USHER GT seece ee tasers OOLOOOVNG0—1 

Match No, 2—Ten tame pigeons—-H and T plunge traps—Sivds. 
Geo THotaling........1110001111— 7 WT Holroyd ---.-- 17200101118 
Ed Lansing.... . LON — § AP Wawley Lown —6 
a . M10 J 
Paul won first, Lansing second, Hotaling third. 

money, miss and out: Lansing 3, Holroyd 1, 
Third Shoot.—Same Conditions. 

FH Lansing...-,...-, 11017111119 G Hotaling... ....,,,(aiii— 
AEA a cue iste sie otis WOWWII—9 ~=TSmodell,...,---., 1WN1W0Ww—7 

Hotaling’s side. 
Preuss Linon 7 

19110111149 
HOOLOROUO——2 

QO00(N001 —1 

G Flotaling.- 
J Smodell, 
7 Gilbert 
FE Fewitt, - 

‘Vie for second 

Ties for first, 8 birds—A Paul i11—3; © Lansing 0) G Hotaling 0. 
Paul first, Smodell second. é 

Mateh No. 4.—Five Rises, 
Sei epe rt wld —S ACPaul . rete Wor face oe VOM 

HO010—1 

A Paul.... 
Hi Lansing .... 

Paul first, La 

MALDEN GUN CLUB.—Christmas Day witnessed 4 large pather 
ing of shooters on the spacious platform, as well asin the comfort- 
able rooms of the substantial and allractive clib house of the Mal- 
den Gun Club. The warmth and coziness within were in striking 
contrast with old Boreas blowing vather icily from the northwest 
without. But there was no lagging in the enthusiasm of the clay 
pigeon annililators from Trap No, 1, although each clay pigeon re- 
csived an additional impetus 4s 1h went scooting thvough the ambi- 
ent yoid with theswiftly passingsreeze. You have seen a flash of 

sing and Hofaling divided second, 
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lightning; well, all T can say is that no sooner bad the words “ready” 
and ‘pull’ been uttered than tas b.rd traveled in so lively & manner 
that, like an “ienis fatuus,’? when you thought you had it you had'nt, 
The result of the severa) contests is given below. In the first match, 
at pizeons, Lanergan and Loring divided first, Fielding, second; 
Souther, third; Hanford and Whitney, fourth. Inthe secoud match, 
Fielding and Loring divided first; Hanford and Lanergan, second; 
Souther third. he third match was taken by Carson, Wemyss, 
Jones and Woodbury in one, two, three crder, In the fourth match, 
Fielding, Clark and Cross captured the trophies in similar order. In 
the fifth mateh Hanford was first; Cross and Noble second; Amer- 
age, third; Souther, fourth, In the sixth match Jones was fir-t; 
Loring, second; Wielding and Clark, third; Noble, fourth In the 
seventh mateh, at glass balls, Schaetfer and Loring scored first; 
Jones, second; Amerage and Dean, third; Seott, fourth. In the 
eighth maich, ut balls, Schacter was first; Jones and Woodbury, 
second; Scott and Clark, third; Amerage, fourth, Im the ninth 
match Long and schaelfer were first, Carson, second; Amerage and 
Woodbury, third; Scott, fourth. Tae tenth match was taken by 
Jones, Senaeifer, Loring an1 Babson in the order named.—T, C, 1. 

achting and Canaeing. 

NARROW BEAMS. 

fe quarters where,the subject has not been well thought over, the 
uestion is continually arising: ‘‘Why not give her more beam 

and keep the depth. We de not object to the depth ie the ecubter, 
but we want more beam.”* To those brought up to one side of the 
thing the query is natural enough, We trust chat this article will 
make it plain Way narrow beam is preferred as haying advantages 
which far outweigh anything which can be brought against th- 
fashionable waist exhibited in the design for the new euttér accom- 
panying this dissertation. The qualities which make up the most 
successful design can be set down as follows, their order expressing 
the relative importance to one another: 

Safety. 
Speed. 
Ability. 
Aceomimodation. 
Handiness. 
Economy. 
Draught. 
Comfort. 
Sightliness. 

SAFETY, 
We take it that no yacht of any kind is fit for all round purposes 

if safe only upon the assumption of the utmost care and ceaseless 
vigilance under critical circumstances. We are now speaking in the 
broadest sense. That dangerons boats are admissable, even neces- 
sary, in answer to cerbain especial: requisites, such as for sailing in 
very shoal waters, for beaching and for carrying numerous passen- 
gers or a large party of “guests” for a short turn of an afternoon in 
ne weather, isnot to be disputed. The use of such boats is, how- 

ever, properly confined to the one purpose they have been built to 
meet. AS soon as put taother eniployment or pressed into general 
service they fall under the ban of being dangerous to a degree which 
anfits them for the legitimate duties of an allround vessel. Thus, 
while a Blondin may cross a chasm in sufficient safety balancing on 
nothing steadier than a cable, it would be a trifle rash to abolish all 
bridges by pointing to the possibilities a swinging rope holds forth, 

Similarly a deft sand-bag acrobat may manage time and again to 
tool his tippy Hatiron down to the Hook and home even in bad 
weather, but that is poor proof, indeed,.that the staid knoek-about 
cruiser should rest content hanging on by his eyebrows, with his 
heart in his mouth and his life in his hand, while bent on enjoying a 
whole season’s sail, with all the variety of untoward conditions he 1s 
sure to meet unexpectedly in ois roving life afloat. Safety implies, 
first, an immunity from capsizing, and, second, effective precautions 
against filling and foundering. The first is to be obtained only in one 
way. There must be enough weight, and the weight must be low 
enough down to bring baci the vessel thrown on her beam ends or 
simply knocked down, It musé act continuously as an all-powerful 
factor at every angle of heel clear over to ninety degrees, with the 
mast parallel to the surface of the water. Nothing short of this can 
accomplish the end, for the capacity to right up to a less angle than 
ninety degrees represents safety only up to the particular point 
where the limit is found, beyond which the boat will refuse to return 
to her normal nosition. 
A vessel with effective stability limited to less than the extreme 

angle of keel she is capable of assuming, is safe only to the extent 
ot that angle, and it needs only some luckless instant to drive her 
beyond the eritical point to accomplish the worst with the same 
facility and the same dire results as though she were one of the 
most positive traps ever built. To the extent she fails in this great 
requisite she is unsafe, while in partially answering to the condi- 
tious of uncapsizability, a seductive snare to serious consequences 
is constantly leading on the mind in command to destruction by 
shaving tog fine in coquetting with the Biblical injunction, ‘‘So far 
shalb thou go and no further.” The yacht reaches her “sticking 
point” without warning and spins along wi hout apparent risk or 
mnisgiving, until an extra steep sea gives her ‘he final fatal lift under 
the bilge, or an unseen puff sends her to perdition in a second, unless 
met with the utmost quickness in time to avert the eatastrophe. 
She depends for very life upon the least touch of the helm, the 
hawklike eye and the subtlest action of the brain and senses of the 
man at the wheel or the hand at the sheet, and should either refuse 
to act as expected for a single second even, the highest of skill and 
the keenest of perception cannot circumvent the immutability of 
natural laws, and the yacht rolls over or sinks, to pay the just pen- 
alty of faulty design in the first place. 
Vesseis liable to misadventures upon such slight provocation are 

rightly classed as machines, and if some owners are willing to shoul- 
der ali consaqnenves in tne belief that they are concomitant evils 
with speed or some other longed for quality, it never can make a trap 
commendable for general yacting purposes as long as that necessity 
is still fairly open to question. Given the smallest loophole of a chance 
by which we can escape the serious responsibilities accepted in knuck- 
ing abontin a trap, and that loophole is worth all the experiment, 
all the labor and expense which can possibly be brought to bear in 
seeking a solution to the problem of design which shall not be open 
toso grave a Charge as capsizability at the fallibility of the one mind 
generally master of the vessel's care and her maneuvering. 
A trap may sailabouta bay year in and year out, and with creat re- 

gard for the weather, an «ver watchful hand at the wheel, short hours 
of work and many a hairbreadth escape, she may continue 10 carry 
herself proudly free from accidents recorded and able enough for 
all purposes in the eyes of those who have never seen a vessel put 10 
@ crucial tust in moments where one false motion, one likely error of 
jJudgme it would drag in their wake misery to happy homes and dis- 
heartening obstacles in popularizing a grand sport through the unde- 
served repute of danger attaching where none ought really to exist if 
yacht modelling were pursued with intelligence, instead of suffering 
prejudice to dictate. We have said the only exemption from capsizing 
lies in the righting effect of weight. Some will take exception and 
insist that great beam will accomplish a like end, since a boat 
may be supposed so stiff that she will carry the spars out of her 
before turning bottom up. . 

To such A statement we demur very decidedly. For one thing it 
would be practically impossible to indicate just when such a result 
could be depended upon. Much hingés upon spars and rigging, and 
as no one can guarantee their going just at the instant wanted, 
safety sought through such means is always an open question, 
Then again, can vessels suitable to yachting purposes be given the 
beam demanded by such an exigency without very serious sacrifice 
in other respects? The capsizing of some of the stiffest and beami- 
est yachts ever built points a lesson to the contrary. Beam meas- 
ured across deck by a. tape line is altogether delusive. To have 
appreciable effect upon stability it must be more than seeming 
beam, it must be beam ii reality, and that is nothing less than bulk 
athwartships, Giyen stiffness obtained by such means and invari- 
ably the yacht is and must be sparred in accordance. 
Very stiff yachts haye very big rigs. They must have big rigs or 

they won't go; but, fortunately, we are not yet reduced to the neces- 
sity of resigning ourselyes to slow, underrigged plugsin the search 
for safety, or, indeed, the outlook for a favorable solution would 
be about hopeless. Yachts deriving their power from beam gain 
little or nothing thereby in point of safety, tor their huge rigs count 
just so much against them. Purthermore, all danger lies not in the 
wind, bul quite as much in the sea. Now, a fair-weather drifter may 
shirk a steep, ugly jump by running for moorings or a lee, but the 
eruiser bound up and down the coast finds himself cut off at times 
from accessible shelter, and has to face the music as he finds it 
tuned. It may he night, he may be a stranger on the coast, he may 
be too far to leeward to fetch upinto smooth water, he may be on 
the bosom of the deep, If he has been duped into great beam, his 
error in judgment will be brought home to his senses most forcibly, 
strikingly, in Fact, as his round-waisted ship refuses to lie head on, 
but is twisted off into the trough, and tipped aweather high into the 
air to each on-rushing comber, 
As he watches the frantic efforts of his craft to lay her decks par- 

allel to the sea, and acquiring a constantly augmenting roll with a 
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4 Snappish jerk to windward when she falls into the hollow, to be 
met and ther hoisted tiki a feather ta tho next, the lee rail mired 
and acting like a trip, the yacht rolling from ander his feet in her 
meonized brial Lo vive broadaiie before the cupplox sea, but wilh the 
lee siile Jawmine heras ina yisesnd a compiste somersanit sideways 
thi, atenead at every repetitiga—then, we sey, he will learn ino flash 
the abomingble vice of greal. beam, and all lis wise prating and pa 
iriohic eiYervescence in Club room gossip will fade out of his consti- 
tubton as mist before the sun, arid most devontly he will asseverate, 
if not swear, that his next undertaking will be in favor of less beam 
and less provincial talent aud more depth and common sénse, sueh 
86 the pxpetience of older heads Wan his Nave counseled as the road 
hy which not only safety bat even some approach to contfort shall 
be coupled with going to ses. in small vessels, 

_ Great beam can only delay (ue time of capsizing in quiet waters. 
It is an cver-pre-ent factor m the nid of o vapsizeat sea, No boat 
having bulk in great beam ein haye bulk in preat depth and 
possess the attributes of good sailing and weéstherlivuess demanded 
ih yachts of tvery kind, Boats bulky im both beam and depth ave 
not. simply slow and leewardly in smooth water, but they become 
unminageable in 4 sed, let alone working off shore for un offiinty 
wilh the elements adverse to the proceeding. A boat looking to 
beam for safety must be scant in herdepth. Whatshe gains one 
way, therefore, is sacrificed in another, with the fresh perils of trip- 
piig superadded in a inssel for lifeiyith the angered deep lashed 
ante overpowers avalanelies of seathing water, 

BuiJet po amateur, thirsting for outside cruising, losa courage at 
this pieture Jikely enoiph though it be. for theréis a way of recon- 
tiling even furious tleruants to your presence.. They decline to be 
fought, Thay must be dajoled and avaded. 
Depth must he called in to give safety and ease, and with depth 

beam must disappear. Then, wilh a sound, well-fastened, 
thoroughly-fitted structure for your tool, and plenty of room 
to boot, and in an experience of many years’ lite at sea we have 
never yet crossed the gale we would not wndertake to outlast with 
litle else than the reugh knocks inseparable from ventures of this 
kind. ven in vessels couiling their tons by the thousand. We go 
further, and assart that the gale can be survived with acinally less 
discomfort aod less bodily and mental strain than ia vessels of preat 
pretensions; and we speak from experience it hus been our lot to 
pass through, 

[to BH conTINuUnD. | 

EXPERIENCE VERY MUCH TO THE POINT. 

Editor Forest tod Stream: 
Tsend to-day blue print of a “Single Honiler's™ lines. These lines 

ara on the outside of the planking. I did this beeause the frame 
lites do not give a correct idea of how the boat will look when filn- 
ished. Here is ashorh history of my experience in the Bla: Two 
years ago T builta small rowboat, l6ft, Zin. long, 4ft beam aud about 
15in dasp. One sail, iff. hoist, sf, boom ani 4. hin. gait, This 
was plenty of canvas, and thu boat was moderately stiff, The cent- 
terboard was df iron, dft. long and weighed 20 lbs. ; 
Now note the change. This spring I builb her 4in, deeper, or rather 

4in. higher, and put ona rocker keel lin, thick, fin. deep in the mid- 
dle, and 15ft, long, of cast iron, weight 200 1bs.; alse put 300 pounds 
pig inside. Lehangerd her rig to the one mentioned urther on, and 
she doubled her speed to windward in smooth water, while in rough 
water she will carry everything, and with dry decks will go to wind- 
ward like a young steam yacht, where before she would stop at 
every jiinp aid send spray overaveryitting. Some improvement by 
only adding weight down low wherait talks. To test her stability 
we hive pinned everything down tat until her sails were in the 
water and it poured into her cockpit, but as soon as the tiller was 
released up she would come like a flash; in fact, it is fmpossible to 
Saunt her. The fact that she has broken several masts speaks for 
pself, 
Now for some of her faults. She is too small, too shallow and too 

flat, and clinker built. Being built originally for a rowboat, she is, 
of course, too light. Her siding is 84. white pine; stem and stern 
ost of rock ebn, cach4in x2in.; ribs also rovkelm, 3¢x84in,, and one 
oot apart, Least freeboard, ]din.: at bow, 28in.; at stern. 26in., 
and both ends are alike or sharp. Mast, 20ff. from deck, and din. 
diameter at partner. Decked entirely with the exception of a Sift, 
Gin, cockpit. Her sail planis as follows: EHoist, 10ft.: boom, 17fl.; 
gait, S£t. 6in.; leech, 1stt.; jib on foot, 7it.; on stay. 14ft.; on leech, 
1ift.; (opsail, 146. on yard. 18ft, on foot, with club and 6ft. on leech, 
Total area, #10sq ft Every rope on hier except jib sheets and 
anchor line is %¢ih, manilla; anchor line, 4giu, manilla, 60ft, long; 
db sheets, 3gin, thanilla; anchor, itlbs. galvanized iron; galvanized 
ion boatpup, Yin, diameter; all metal blowks and patent cleats. 
Our beautiful Detroit River rans about 246 miles per hour, aud she 

Will easily beat to windward against the corrent. We have cruised 
from Wind Mall Light, n Lake i. Clair, to Bar Point, Lake Brie, in 
her in all kinds of weather, and she is alyays ‘with you.” Laat 
winter T néyer even laid her up, and sailed whenthe ice would per- 
Thid, excepl one week, wheurebuilding, Last summer we werein a 
fresh &, W. breeze, carrying jih, mainsail and topsail, when we 
residue & skinner 19rt, long. which capsized, and towed her water 
logged ina heavy sea three miles, antlas wo had the wind free, ib 
wasvery trying to rigging, as Gur prize held us back with awful jerks. 

Derkorr, Mith, E. GB. W. 

WHAT WILL YOU CALL HER? 

A. LIST guaranteed not to be foul in “Olsen's, and intended as 
& sugeestive cue to thosein search of names, neither hack- 

neyed nor prosy: 
For the stately vessel: Pride of the Sea, Coustellation, Superb, 

Grandec, Enipreéss, Sulfana,Msjestic. 4 
For tbe brine-loving tar: Sea Horse, Shellback, Finback, Spindrift, 

Buccaneer, Ving-y-Vine, 
; Por the chubby boat; Buxom, Bouncer, Roundhead, Bowl, Bull- 
VO. 
Yor big steam yachis; Cenlaur, Titan, Vulcan, Cavalier, Courier, 

Tronsides, 
For steam Jaunches: Puffer, Belcher, Spitfire, Blazer, Mash, Buzz- 
iy. 
For narrow beams: Harpoon, Daruing Needle, Stingaree, Quiver. 
For the sentimental: Darling, Sweetheart, Beauty, FPauntasy, Diya, 

Oetoroon, Creole, Belle Americaine. 
For atawyer? Wlotsan. 
For his partiuer’s sister hoat: Jetsam, 
For fishy people; Porpoise. Swordtsh, Sturgeon, Plying-fish. 
From tae uninal kingdom: Zebra, Llama, Giralfe, Antelope, Spider, 

Over, Squinel, 
For very small yachts: Bubble, Atom, Drop, Wink, 

Twinkle, Nugget, Rogue, Pebble, Spock, Jor, 
et you! own desig¢n: Hobby-bLorse, Solitaire, Bohemienne, Happy- 

goducky. 
For seouraphigal minds: Lass of York, Sandy Hook, Massasoit, 

Henlopen; Matiinnicock, Banibro, Nantucket, 
From the flowery réaln; Pansy, Jasmine, Heliotrope, Delia, Tulip, 
From the opera; Carmen, Traviata, Sonnambula, Pericole, Ernani, 

Mageuerite, Camille, Valontine, 
for delvers in the pasb: Cleopatra, Minerva, Semiramide, Venus, 

Qenaale, Obles, Phryue, Andromeda, Chlotilde, Sphinx, Portia, 
Jabine. 
Prom history's pages: De Soto, Marco Polo, Paul Jones, Vespucius, 

Pizarro, Uorliz, Tacumsell, Mohigan, Montezuma, 
from the foutherad tribe; Miamingo, Bat, Owl, Swallow, Hawk, 

Sparrow, Humming Bird, Swan, Beant, Spoonbill, Coot, 
And finally forthe shoal draft boat: Garomo, Kight-side-up-with- 

eare, Tenderfoot, Sunflower, Mind-your luff, Aerobat, Touch-ne-not, 

Sparkle, 

TO WHOM DID HE REFER? 

Raiter Forest and Mirena: 
Mr. Newberry D. Lawton wrote recently to the Herald concerning 

measurement, Witt his doématic inperativoness and selfcontradic- 
tions J will not traunle you. Thal gentleman's method of argument. 
is, however, peculiar. ond calls for votive. hose who do not agree 
with his yiews ave waived aside as *‘pedants having little knowledge 
and less expeniones,”’ J confess this seubence amused me higlily, 
coming from a young gentleman whose right to erilicise résts upon 
afew wéeks' drifting about the Sound in midsummer. Does Myr. 
La\vton vefer io Dixon Kemp, to Baden Powell, to Watson, to Beavor 
Webb, and the host of other well-lchown authorities, who deline to 
aotvept length rule as a fair basis? Or dld hu bavein his mind’s-eye 
Some persons nearer home? Did Mr, Lawton intend his complimeut- 
ary thrust for Posner ayb Syawamy 

lia tion between it and Mr. Lawton is to be decided upon a 
élaim fo “experience,” the public is vot likely to exhibit mush hesi- 
Jahion in its choice befween a young beginner snd a journal open to 
all comers fifty-two times avery year; whose popularity is attested 
by in unequaled circuldtion among yachismen, aud whose potential 
influence is seen On Al) sides in the modifications af models, rigs and 
eustoms, And in the introduction anu habitalion of the cutter im our 
waters. Compared to the work jt has accomplished, Mr. Lawton's 
efforts are those of a piety, and the notion of brusking aside the in- 
fiuence of Yorws? AND Sruesa with a sentence in a lay paper struck 
me as quite comical Mr, Lasyton acknowledges that deep and uar- 
row yachtsare astnstas broad, shoal boats, and to that extent hus 
discovered FoREs? AND S?RaAM to hava been sound in its opposition 
tothe notions tn favor of traps he ones entertained. As that geotle- 
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man’s views 00 measivement are superficial and net at all digested 
On their very face, itis quite possible he may yet learn to censider 
himéelf a pupil instead Gf a_erific Of PorzsT axp Stream, In the 
meanwhile he shonld be chary of charging a sucesssful journal 
with pedantry and flippantly dismissing all Peach or he may 
find himself met to his discomfiture. A gentleman with much to 
learn atid little to teach on the subject of measurement is overbold 
to put himsel! forward as the champion of any plan: 

. P. Kunitarpr. 

NEW BREECH-LOADING GUN. 

Cs aboard yachts are one of the lingering relies which indicate the 
tie once existing between pleasure fects and the national navies 

from which they originally sprung, In the good old daysthe pride 
of the owuer was to keep his vessel as near an imilation of her war- 
like sister as circumstances would Permits In rig, fittings and routine 
the navy was looked upon as the guide, and conyentionality demanded 
that yachts should conform to the ‘service! in all the minutise which 
went tomake up the erack frigate of the period. Bulwarks were 
pierced erasuae with their paraphernalia frowned Suitonahy but 
always harmlessly, from the red painted ports, never biting though 
much c¢iven to barking at their master’s command. Tn the British 
yacht fleet of the day. guns and even the rezylation navy bells have 
disappeared and the ceaseles din of pétty popping and the clanging 
of metal tongues is no longer the nuisance it threatened to hecome 
with the increase in the number of yachts anchoring iu favorable 
ground. Withusin América the pop cun still remuins and is yet 
almost an indispansable adjunct to the red tape dignity of a squsdron 
assembly, Brass buttons, Jace and bullion have recently been sent 
into well meriled coventry and now confront us only as tawdry relies 
in the junk shop's dingy windows, but whether the nutional weakness 
for noise and bustle, clanging and wanging, firecrackers and toy 
pistols will consign the yacht gun to the pot metal yards to cmerge 
after resmelting'in more useful forms, hinges to such an extent upon 
nationil propensities that the future must be allowed to settle the 
strife by the process of natural evolution, Until then yacht guns 
will continue to be an object of interest and we may be pardoned 
for introducing such 3 brazen barker in these columns, 

ait 

The gun -we ilustrate has heen christened the “Commodore.” It 
is simple in construction and therefore not liable to get out of 
order and easily kept In good condition, Like others of its breed, 
when mounted on polished carriages of mahogany and burnished 
bright, a dazzling and imposing presence conolies for ils loud- 
mouthed belching in the minds of many, snd what nuisance some 
senses May experience is In a measure made up in gratifie -tion of 
the eye. Hither brass or paper shells can be used to feed the “Com- 
modore, the two small cuts showing the fiend with breech open 
ready for a charge and closed before making itself! Weard in the 
world. The gun is wu self-cocker, which ought to commend it to vain- 
glorious admirals of the fleet firing each other off with the absurdity 
of twenty-one bangs from one and the same muzzla on a run, 6 is 
not touched off witha hot poker or a ved stoye lid, nor yetwith the 
pie fresh from the skipper’s mouth. hut regulation fashion with a 
ammer and lanyard, The seetion represents the gun split through 

the middle. showiug the lock with the top plate off, Ais the barrel, 
B thé breech block or plug, C the hinge on which it operates, D the 
ease and Jock, EB the lever fastening breech and barrel, and F is the 
hammer The barrel ismade of the finest gun metal as well as the 
breech stopper, The lever B acts as 4 cam around the steel lu 
attached to the barrel, so that when closed it shows as in the smal 
cut. The lock is very simple, The ‘doz’? which drops into the 
haminer Fis nia sliding brass case, which, when pulled back by the 
lungér G, pulls back the hammer until it passes the center, when 
he hammer ties forward, impelled by the main spring, striking the 

firing pin as in breech-loading shotguns. The under part of the car- 
riage is shod with rubber to counteract rebounding, The gun selt- 
cocks as spon 45 the shellis in place, by the small spring on the dog 
throwing it back into position. They are manufactured by the 
Strong Cartridge Company, of New Haven, Conn. 

ONLY A SIDE SHOW. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Thaye been much amused with the recent attempt fn the Herctld to 

revive 4 discussion on measurement. But it produced only «afew 
desultory replies, including an amateurish lot of contradictions from 
Mr. Lawton of your city. But one of the letters to tha Here/d seems 
to deserve any notice T allude to the ilea of measuring Wetsurface 
ut forward by “Measurement Tyre," who is evidently very far 
rom being the tyro he modestly designates himself. His plan, 
Whatever its merits. is impracticable because of the great difficulty 
in obtaining correct measnremets of outside surlace. It would be 
even more troublesome than measuring bulk. After all, this whole 
measurement question is one of yowr special creation, and without 
you haye a finger in the pie, he matter will quickly cdrep out of 
sight. Can you nofopenthe battle aain with a few shots al the 
Jengty quigkery ¢ An OBSERVER, 

[The subject referred to by “An Observer’ has been so fully dis- 
cussed in our foriner volumes that nothiog further can be added to 
advantage, Having had our say, we are willing others should make 
what capital they can by knawing over the bones left from our feast. 
Tt now only remains for yacht clubs Lo take action te the best of their 
understanding and abide by the consequences they invite by their 
choive. Weremain satisfied in knowing that “mean length” has 
been scotched beyond resuscitation, and with that all future length 
rules shorn of their worst and most grotesque feature, which was as 
much as we hoped to accomplish for the present, | 

SINGLE HAND YACHTS. 
[coNTINUED.] 

ho the illustration of Macgregor's yawl Rob Roy, given in our 
igaue for Noy, 16, it will be seen that she was under-sparred and 

could beara much larger spread than she carries. But for an ex- 
perimental crnise alone in the British Chanuel her snug rig was 
Seleated froin motives of safety and comfort, specd not beimg an 
object. Thea Rob Roy is 21ft, long, built on the double-skin plan 
from plans of John White, Cowes. Beam 7ft., and dft. deep, tron 
keel and iron keelson; four water-tight compartments; one bulkbead 
near each end, and one across the cockpit, The cabin consisted of a 
hateh, the after end of which could be lifted and an awning stretched 
from it over the cockpit to afford access to the cooking gear, which 
was located in a locker on the port side. This consisted of a device 
Imown as a “Russiau lamp,” whieh emits a Haring flame for a period 
long enough to boil eges or fry ham, and then subsides, The bulk- 
head separating cabin and cockpit was built with a slope aft, so as 
to serve as a reclining lounge when covered with the mabtress. In 
the cockpit was a cork cushion to be seized as a, life preseryer in ease 
of extremity, On the bulkheud hung a lifeboat binnacle with brass 
casing and 8)éin. liquid card, a counterpart of Which has lately heen 
sent trom England for Hr. H, W, Haton’s new single hand yawl 
mentioned in this journal. Charts and proper frame to receive 
them, binoculars, lead line, knife, lamp, storm mizzen and minor 
necessaries were arranged about the cockpit to be within reach 
without leaving the helm, 

Mr, Macgregor adopted his cuisine from camping reminiscences 
after giving up as hopeless all the usual contrivancdés for cooking, 
This ought to be astrong recommendation for his peuiliar appar- 
atus, but whether from imperfect attempts or want of experience, 
we have never been able to obtain satisfactory results from the lamp 
after murtydom of burned hands, explosions and like mishaps, He 
kept provisions most needed for 4 hurried meal while conning the 
boat, in s waterlight bag closeat hand. The water tank was inside 
thé cabin and had a vulcanized rubber tube connected. By a slight 
suction the water would flow,and when reclining at night thirst could 
he slaked by simply conveying thetubeto the mouth, His daily al- 
lowance was & tin vessel eight inches in cube, about two gallous, 
Soap and towels were kept on top of the tank Yorward cf this were 
boxes Of tin, about Sin. by bin. wide, one holding dressing materials, 
the other reading and writing, A portmanteau filled with clothing 

| was stowed underneath these boxes. On the opposite sidé were 
spades for tools and comestibles with pantry for teapot, cup, tum- 
bler, knife and fork, spoons, salt in a snuff hox, coarse pepper, mus- 
tard, corkscrew, etc, Ina watertight locker on starboard side of the 
eockpit the bread was keptin & tin box. also a hubtter keg, spirits, 
ete, Aft there were also re blocks, ropes, sidelights, signals, ete. 
A barometer hung inside the ¢abin bulkhead. The supply of “drink- 
ee in the shape of ale and beerfound a plite beneath the cabin 
oor. 
The tender or dingey wasin the shape of a wide lozenge-shaped 

canoe, decked for the greater part with the same material. At sea 
this boat was stowed in thé cabin to obyiate towing. The Rob 
Roy's rigging wae of wire set up with tupn-buckles, The bowsprit 
was shipped on starboard side of stem to give more room for raising 
the anghor, The jib was )ft. on the foot. The forehatch leading to 
the forecastle was thirteen inches square, capable of admitting a 
person with a liftle squeezing. The chain was marked by helug 
painted red for the length of a foot atten and twenty fathoms. In 
plate of a DaveepitS there was in iron sheaye on port side of stem 
with 4 high cheek to prevent slipping off. Although the jib was so 
small, Macgregor records the fact that the strain on it ina good 
bretZe was so great that he had to make use of a purchase to flatten 
in. The baliiards were led aff. The mainsheet worked on a traveler 
hea forward of thevockpit, Thetrayeler wag of oneinch red wood 
n preference to iron, being smoother 4nd serving asa roller for 
taking inboard the dingey, Alliron work Was galvanized. Wor very 
stormy weather a roblier hood was buttoned tothe vabin hatch and 
passed about thé shoulilérs of the belmsman over the rest of the 
cockpil to prevent Shifting water below, Tlie bod! was rated at 4 
tons register. For s@a togs Macrregor recommends ‘Norfolk jacket 
and trousérs, straw hat for the’sun, red woolen cap for wind, sow’- 
wester for rain, thick hoating jacket, ollskih coat, shoes and canvas 
slippers and pair of overalls for dirty, work. Abe 

WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Thaye visited Lawley & Son,also D, J. Lawlor of Boston and was yery 

much pleased to notice the change than had been made not only in 
type bub in position and kind of ballast, ain¢e 1 first visited Olty 
Point, six years ago, We have all cot to come te Iceels and cutters or 
get left. KIrrery. 

SAINTE, CECILE.—It will be remembered that Win. Force, of 
Keyport, N. J., sent to Holland the model for a beamy centerboard 
schooner for Mr. Solvyns, secretary of the Royal Sailing Club of 
Gand, The owner has vantnred abroad iy her this season, crossing 
to Harwich, then gvasting down to chaniel ports, witha run across 
to France, The weather was generally mildy only on two ogcasions 
were reefs hardened down. The conclusions of the experiment are 
summed up from Le Yeeht ag follows} The yacitt volied heavily at 
her moorings, was deemetl excellent-for &hoa)l waters, such as the 
mouth of phe Rhine, on acemin) Of staying Quickly in her own length 
almost, She was dry abt sea, but too bdoyant for fast sailine and not 
equal to the cutters in open waiters. Goteerning her so-called light 
draft the owner has a word to say, bith his experionce does not quite 
bear him our. With the confidence his supposed light draft engen- 
dered he cut across lots and was hung up oh a sandbank for twenty- 
four hours, the cutters in company sticking to the channel and hav. 
ing a ei at the flat yacht’s expense, Occasionally it would seem 
to be rather a good thing to draw enough to keep out of harm's way, 
She did not impress strangers favorably, but was an awkward look 
ing tool among highbreds, Should Mr. Solvyns feel encouraged to 
renew his ventures outside and get caught in the ovyerfalls of St, 
Catherine’s or the Lizzard 1m ugly weather, his tale would not be quite 
pleasant reuding—that is, should hé survive to recount lis impres- 
sions. 
THE BOOM IN SINGLE. HANDERS.—A new single-hander, 18ft. 

long, has been designed by Mr. A. Gary Smith, for Mr. Auchineloss, of 
this city: he yacht willbe a keel boat, of course, with 800 Tbs. out- 
side ballast, built on lines similar to the design illustrated in our issue 
of Nov. 30. It is the intention of her owner to try sails of American 
cotton and a smartsuit of Lapthorn make in competition. 

YACHT DESIGNING.—We call attention to the card of Mr. Beavor 
Webb of London, who designed the two cutters now building by 
Lawley & Son of South Boston, hey are spoken of in high terms as 
handsome and very roomy. Mr. Dexter's yacht, by the way, is 12.1f, 
beam on f4tt. load line, not 12.4ft., as reported, 

THE BOSTON CUPTERS.,—The fine vessels building by Lawley & 
Son, for Mr, Ed. Burgess and Mec, Franklin Dexter, ace from lines by 
Beavor Webb, England. Mr. Dexter's di-tonner is to be raced, 
while the 10-tonner is mainly for cruising, 

ACTHA —This Boston schooner, Mr. Dayid Sears, passed through 
Hell Gate Thursday last, from Havana for Boston, She returns after 
an extensive cruise to the English Channel and the Mediterranean, 

THAMES CLUB,—The three principal clubs on the Thames, Eng- 
Tand, are the Royal Thames, Royal London, and New Thames, Their 
income is $10,000 yearly, derived from oyer 2,000 members. 

MEDUSA.—The new cutter, 54ft. on load line, now being built by 
Lawley & Son, South Boston, for Mr. Prauklin Dexter, will be culled 
the Medusa, 

THD BOOM IN CUTTERS.—Mr, A, Cary Smith is getting onf the 
lines for a culter of ten tons, with S5ff, load line, 

} 

For Coughs and Throat Disorders use Brown's Broncatan 
TrocHes. “Have never changéd my mind respecting them from the 
firsl, except I think yet better of that which I began thinking well 
ea eee Henry Word Beecher. Sold only in boxes. Price 25 cents, 
—Arlr, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

In noticing the perfection of any modern Inveution did any orator 
ever omit to state that itis yet inits infancy? The Esterbrook Atwal 
Pen, how6yver, is no infant, having been introduced twenty-two years 
ago, and you cunnot go anywhere without finding it—Adv. 

“No, I didn’t have to wait amonth, [was relieved joa few hours. 
tI eould scarcely credit my senses, for I had suffered from Kidne 
disease for twenty years.’’ Thus testifies Mr, 8. 'T, Hancock, a well- 
Inown eltizen of Richmond, Va, “Iam now sound as a bale of India 
rubber, Benson’s Capcine Porous Plasters actually cured me.” 
Quick, strong, clean. Price 2) cents.—Adu, 

FING FRATHERS LO NOT MAKE FINE BIRDS—Nor ean 4 
worthless article be bolstered up by a fancy wrapper. The reason 

that the Vanity Fatr Smoking Tobaceo and Cigarettes are enclosed 

in the handsomest wrappers of the kind in the civilized world is not 

because the article nedds any exterior adornment to commend it, but 

because it is of such superlative inherent excellence that it would be 
sicrilege to cneuse it in anything inferior, 
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Pencils, Holders, Cases, Ete, 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN, 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing mk for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Alwaysready for use. A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
writing. 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Send for Price-List. 
‘her Goons ARE Sotp sy First Ciass DEALERS 

JUMPHREYS 
OMECRAT TARY = NO) ag 

VET ERINT FIGS: | ers 
FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

HRORSES,CATTLE, SHEEP, DUGS, HUGS, 
and POULTRY, ; 

FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homeo- 
pathic Veterinary Specifies have heen used by 
Farmers, Stock renders; Livery Stable and 
‘Turfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Coal Mine Companies, Trav’s Hippodromes 
end Menageries, and others handling stock, 
with perfect success, R 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manasl, (30 pp.} 

gent free by mall on receipt of price, 5) cents. 
(2 Pamphilets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,CO, 
109 Fulton Street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHREY (’ Vital Weakness*and Pros- 

tration from over-work or 
indiscretion, EQPATHIC is radically 
ond promptly cured by Ii. 
Poon In use 2 years, SPE iFI Ny ‘ 
—is the most suecess- & 0. 
Tolremedy known. Price £1 per vial, or4 vials and 
large vial of powder for 85, sent post-free on ra- 
Bede of price. Bea Homeo. Med. Co, 
, Ulust, Catslogue tree.) 102 Fulton St... N. ¥. 

NEW EDITION, 

Canoe and Camera. 
With sixty illustrations, and a new map of the 

canoe tows of the State of Maine. 

PRICE $1.50. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

STONEHENGE ON THE DOG. 

Price 3.50. 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co 

WHAT WILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW 
OPOCL’S SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 

OR STORM CLASS AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 
| Si ee sil WiLbGa THLIGT Toul 

1 gang TSIBRIML # It will detect and indicate correctly any changein the weather 12 to 48 hours 
l cn MN i} inadvance. It will tell what kind of storm is approaching, and from what di- 
iiegqanaiaie 3 | i rection—inyaluable to navigators, Farmers can plan their work ac- 
ps | cording to its predictions. Sayes &@ times its cost in a single season. 

) Has an accurate thermometer attached, which alone is worth the price of the 
# combination. This great WEATHER, INDICATOR is endorsed by the 
inmost eminent Physicians, Professors BEST it TH WORL 
ff] and Scientific men of the day to be the 
j) Che Thermometer and Barometer are put ins nicely finished walnut frame, 
|) With silver plated trimmings, etc., making it a beautiful as well as useful orna- 
i ment, We will send you a sample one, delivered free, to your place, in good or- 
| der, on receipt of $1, or sixfor $4, Agents aremaking from $5 to $20 daily 
| Selling them, 4 trial will convince you. Orderatonce. It Sells at SIGIUIT! 

) Just the’ thing to sell to farmers, merchants, ete. Invaluable to eyerybody. 
|| U. 8. Postage Stamps taken if in good order, but money preferred. Agents 
| Wanted everywhere. Send forcircularandterms. Address all ordera to 

|| ©S WEGO THERMOMETER WORKS, (Largest establishment of the kind in 
ii the World) OSweszo, Oswego Co., N.Y. 
| pene refer (othe Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk, First and Second National Nanks, or any Business house in 

aun 
! | Write your Post Ogice, County and State plainly, and remit by money-order, draft on New Fork or registered 
MR letter, at our risk. 

This Will make a Beautiful and Very Useful Prosent, 
D WHAT T C SAY A i | E PUBL T 

| Mh Tfind Pool's Barometer a ‘well ag ono that Rides dollars. You can rely on itevery aime, 
Mh Carr. Cuan, B, Roasns, Ship *Twllieht,” San Francisco, 

} i Barometer recelved in good order, anil anuat way that the instrument gives 
}] 1 is neatly mado and wonderfully cheap at two dollars. 

Poo)’: ‘3 Barometer hag already sayed me many times 

erfect satisfaction in every reapect. 
Gro. B, Parsons, M,C. R. R, Office, Detroit, Mich, 

its cost, in fortelling the weather: Jtisa wonderful curioslty 
and worka to perfection. FJ. tonmurwo, Milwaukee, Via. 

BE RE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, None genuine 
without our Trade Mark, and Signature of J. A, Poon, on back of Instrument, 

il 
| i Es 

Waka sesh 83 Delon: GAP. , TRADE Sy 
} one De ! . ; MARK« ss iy Trane NRK MARK | _ ; 5 \ 

f BI ery inst i Perfect d Relfadie. §) 514 Inches 1 . Sy wide. 
{| i al il Ny f not Beleded on recaiemenhe Wiatrurantee nation St at tae 76 wii tek makers 

—aali money. Picase state where you saw our advertisement, . 

NOTLUE,—52.00 each is the regular retail price for above instrument, but being desirous of intro- 
ducing them and securing good agents, we offer for a short time to deliver “a sample one" free to any 
pasines on receipt of only one dollar, or 6 for $4.00. Order atonce. It's just the thing for a Christmas 
present, 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
‘Lo meet the increasing demand, 

REMOVED TO 153 MILE STREET. 
We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 

r em; We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Asseciation Fair for our superior goods, Send for catalogue. 

500 Sold in Advance of Publication, 

SECOND EDITION NOW READY. 

raining vs. Breaking 
By 8. T. Hammond (‘Shadow’), Kennel Editor of Forest anp SiREAM, 

Plain, practical, tested by thirty years’ experience, humane, rational, efficient. 
Endorsed by those who have read it, as the best book on the subject ever written. 

To the ten chapters of “Training vs. Breaking,” the author has added two sketches: 

The One-Hyed Grouse of Maple Run, 

My Old Dog Trim. 
The whole forming a book of 100 pages. Printed on fine paper: handsomely bound in 

‘cloth. Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 
39 PARK ROW NEW YORE. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
PATENT 

COMPENSATING REEI, 
QUADRUPLE MULTIPLYING. 

The only quadruple reel made on scientific principles. With ordi- 

nary care it will be in perfect running order for a lifetime. 
an 
il 

EACH. $8.75 $9.25 $9.75 
\ NOS. 0204 0206 0207 

YARDS. 40 60 80 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which dealers 
keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

ABBIE & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, 
NEW YORK. 

THE 

FOLLETT PATENT 

TronteBass Reel 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

offered to the Anglers o2 this 

) Country. 

SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 

AND PICKHREL FISHING, 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 

be purchased from dealers in your place, 

W. & d. Mi. AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front St., Rochester, N. Y, 

{ESTABLISHED 1869,] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
§ subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 

BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

AND 
SHOT SHELLS. 

RECAPPERS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 

“THE RICH SHELL EXTRACTORS.* BENCH CLOSERS, Etc., Ete. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT. FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New York Acents: WALLACE & SONS, No, 89 Chambers street, New York, 
Pacrric Coast Acents: CHAS. SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California, 
New OrLtEANS AGrents: A. BALDWIN & CO, - 
New ENGLAND AGENTS FoR SHoT SHELLS: JOHN P. LOVELL. & SON, Boston, Mass, 

NATURALIST 
—AND— 

199 WILLIAM ST, 
Near Frankfort, N. Y. 

_ Particular Pains taken 
in mounting pet birds and 
animals. ' 

Kare Birds and Ani- 
mal Skins Bought and 
Sold, 

Large Stock of Groups, 
Birds, Deerheads and 

Glass Cases, 

EOLA iIrR wD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenienve, Style or Workmanship, 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 

We are glying especial attention to Corduroy and Moleskin Suits” 

keep in stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are makinz them 

up in style and finish far ahead of any ever before in the fleld, , 
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STEEL 
PENS 

Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161, 
For Sale by all Stationers, 

THE ESTERBROCK STEEL FEN Co,, 
Works, Camden, N.d. 26 John Sti, New York, 

A RELIABLE REMEDY CAN RESIST 
FOR ALL HE SOOTHING STODD ARD 5 S 

DISEASES OF THE AND HEALING 

oe sume | Man of the Adirondacks uch AS TETTERS, 
PimPLes, Sones Mi p f th Ad q k ha 

ee eee 
' ASH, a . . . 

EAYEIFELAS, LAYING THE INTENSE Revised Edition. 
RIncWORM, TOHING NY ipishe 

e 6WEET REPOSE, IT ¥ 

Bea KNOWH BY HANGS PRICE, $1.00. 
REDNEES oF Tre Great Cure 

Fon ITCHING PILES." 

Dr. Swayce & Son, 
= PHILA. 

Nose 

RAMSAY MACNAUGETAN, 
Fil E Commission Merchant, 

3 HOWARD 8T., N, Y. 

Rifle, Rod and Gun in California. 
BY THEODORE 8. VAN DYKE 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST. 

SOLc 
By ALL 

ORUGGISTS, 

JARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF TH RICHARD- 
SON-RA YGELEY LAKES REGION, including aul | 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticul 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.; 
eloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

Price $1.50, For sala av this office. 

} $5 $20 per day at home, Samples worth 
if $5 free. Address Stinson & Co., 

Portland, Maine. 

RELIABLE AND STANDARD 
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO, 

UNEQUALLED For Purity AyD EXCELLENCE. 
Manufactured by WM. S. KIMBALL 8g CO. the Connoisseurs and 

Pioneers of America, 
in Fine Goods, Established 1846. Twruve Frest Prizm Mepans. 

mM Lragrant Vanity, Three Kings, New Vanity Fair, Orientals. 

F Peerless Tobacco Works. Soup is Abb PARTS oF THE WoRLD. 

Cc. EE. WilLEsInNSson 

ai 8 John St., near Broadway, W. Y. 

MANUFACTURING JEWELER 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnished on applica- 4 

tion free of charge, S 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns, 
NEW OFF-HAND }TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881, 

PRICES REDUCED. | 
WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 

AND SWISS BUTT PLATE, 

Yor Hunting and Target Praciice at all ranges, 
the ** MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can he usedon one steck; and for accuracy, con- 

a verience, durability and safety, is nofexcelled. Send for Ilustrated Catalogue 
describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Paper Shot Shells, Brecch-Loading Cannen, &, 
Our Shells eannot be excelled by any inthe country, Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, amd the most complete Yacht 
Cannon in the world. J 

SPND FOR PRICH LIST, 

IN PRESS AND PROMISED FOR JANUARY Ist. 
Elow I Became “A Crack Shot,” 

With Hints for Beginners. 

By W. Minton Farrow, Champion Military Marksman, U.S. A. ' 

The only American eyer winning the Albert prize of £100, and the Wimbledon Cup, value $800, Eng- 
land, Winner of innumerable matches at Creedmoor. ‘Turf, Field and Farm Champion “78. Military 
Champion 82. All gold medals. Wimbledon Cups 80 shots at 1000 yards, Highest on record. 

Orders will be filled in rotation as received. Handsomely bound in cloth and gilt; 9 illustrations; 
price $1. Send orders at once. Many already booked. A limited edition to be prin’ d. Sent by mail, 
postage paid, on receipt of price. W. MILTON FARR W, Newport, R. 1, 

2 Makes a Sporting Rifle Per‘ect, 
es Send for Circular containing fulld 

( g Address, 

WILLIAM LYLAN, 

,  -stiddlefield, Conn. 

ription, 
THE HUNTING SIGHT. 
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION 

GUY SIGHT. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

AND COUNTRY,-1883, 
ANE WR, 

FOR TOWN 

A JOURNAL, OF THE ROD AND GUN. 
The year now drawing to a close has been with the Forest anp STREAM one of most 

gratifying progress, Early in the year by an important mechanical improyement, the 
typographical beauty of (he paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 
of the tenth year of publication, it was 

Permanently Enlarged to Twenty-eight Pages. 
There has been an equal growth in other important respects. The patronage accorded 

to this journal by the intelligent reading public has never been more cordial than it is at the 
present time, Sustained thus heartily, the publishers are prepared to maintain in 1883 the 
FOREST AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this country, at once entertaining, useful and influential. As the exponent of the 

highest types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men who 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no 
interests to serve saye those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 
whatever may be inimical to these interests, the Formst AyD Stream’s highest ambition 

will be to preserye in the future the approval won by its course in the past. It will persist 
in its efforts to awaken in the public mind a fwler appreciation of the importance of the 
proper protection of game in the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 

of gaine at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, nob so much to the 

man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as it is to that already very large and constantly increasing class of business and professional 

men, whose favorite relaxation from the routine of employment is found in brief yacation 
trips to the woods and fields and brooksides. 

The enlarged form of the Forest AND StReAM enables its editors to. present each week 
in the several departments a large and yaried supply of reading. In the columns of 

The Sportsman ‘Tourist 
Will be found sketches of travel and sport. Coming from many different writers, and 

widely separate parts of the country, these sketches always have the charm of novelty, and 

they are sure to be read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers see things through 
sportsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint. 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils nor with the monsters of African jungles, 

Quite on the contrary, it will treat of the animal life of land and water in our own country, 
the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 
presumed to take an intelligent interest. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
In addition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting excursions, necessarily 

varied and interesting—as sueh accounts must need be—these eolumns will be found of 

special value to amateur and yeteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 
ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting, 

Sea and River Fishing. 
The angler will find in the pages of the Forms anp Srreas the best angling literature 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together, This 
journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting haying been held 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is believed that others of equal success will follow in 

other years. Meanwhile, the man who loyes to go a-fishing may find in the Formst ann 
STREAM all the year around a great deal that must be to his liking, 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of curren 

achievements and progress in this important work, 

The Kennel. 
This department has won the confidence of dog owners, Its reports of field trials, bench 

shows and other events are tecognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 
The recent series of papers by its editor, entitled ‘Training vs. Breaking,” haye been pub 

lished in book form, and have had a very large sale. Other papers of equal importance will 
be published from time to time. 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical naval architect, and thoroughly familiar 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 
and canoeing thathave already won for the Forrsr AND STREAM esteem and confidence, 

Tts editors aim to make the Forest AnD STREAM a medium for the interchange of infor 
mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, 
shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contribu- 
tions are respectfully solicited. Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us 

reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 
the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns. 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Fornst aAnp SrREAM that they bring the paper 

and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
spirit und aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application. 

The weekly issues of the Forrsr AND STREAM form two volumes each year, of twenty- 
six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the files constitute a library of permanent worth, 
Highteen such volumes have already been published, We furnish handsome file binders 
(price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers. 

Subscriptions may begin atjany time. Per year, $4; $2 for six months. Remit by post 
office money order, draft or registered letter. Give name, town, county and State. Addres 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 
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Section of gun after firing. 
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Section of gun cocked and ready for firing. 
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y Hammerless Lock, 
AS MANUFACTURED BY 

Westley Richards & Co., London, Eng., 
HAS NO i) EQUAL! 

And is the only hunimerless gun in the market that is absolutely faultless, being simple, durable, and possessing thoss wonderful shooting powers, combined with that indescribable 
symmetry and beauby so sharacteristic of Westley Richards’ prod 

Every desirable featu e is found in this gun. 

uct. 

Superiority of Material and Workmanship. Absolute Safety in Handling. Without 

Comparison in Durability and Simplicity. 

Pere = 

rae el ein bet 4 
The following letters from prominent 

OLARKSVILLE, Tenn., M 20, 1882, 
J, Palmer O'Neil, Esq.: ; Si Ng 
My Dear Sir—The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun I obtained from you has been the 

admiration of all my friends, I consider it much the best Hammerless gun, and recommend 
all sportsmen who can afford theluxury of a perfect zun, to buy a Westley Richards Ham- 
merless. Respectfully, PATRICK HENRY, 

BuRLINGTON, Lowa, Sept. 20, 1882. 
J, Palmer O'Neil & Uo., Pittsburgh, Pa.: 

Dear Sirs—The Greener and Westley Richards gi arrived safely yesterday A. M., and in 
the evening I took them both out and targeted them. I like the Greener better for only one 
reason, and that is it fits me a trifle better, But the Westley Richards made by far the best 

J. PALMER O’NEIL 

Geualities Unsurpassed. 
sportsmen cover the ground exactly: 

| target, so I have concluded to keep it and return the Greener, The Westley Richards is cer- 
| tainly a little beauty, and makes as fine a target as I ever saw. One of my friends who is a 
great sportsman went out with me, and before the trial made all manner of fun of the *‘pop 
gun,” even while he admired its gracetul shape and elegant workmanship. But the result of 
the trial rather surprised him. He shot against the Westley Richards, his 1lbs. Daly loaded 
with 5 drams of powder and ljoz, of Ne, 7 shot, while [used 6} drams of powder and loz. 
No. 7shot. At30, 40 and 50 yards I beat him badly in distribution and penetration. At 60, 
65 and 70 yards fully equalled him, And the difference at 75 and 80 yards could hardly be 
noticed. Iam much nee with the gun, and as soon as I become a little more accustomed 
to it I have no doubt my shootin I shall take pleasure recom will be greatly improved. 
mending the Westley Richards 

GEO. H. TOUSEY 
ammerless Gun, 

Yours truly, 

& CoO., Pittsburgh, Fa. 
Agents in the U. S. for Westley Richards’ Hammerless Guns. 

1882. 

12-Gauge. 

Slbs. 

NEW MODEL 

10-Gauge. 

Sibs. 

DOUBLE GUN. 
The latest and best gun yet produced. They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 

They are made with the popular top action and double bolt. 
Extension Rib. Hach gun is thoroughly tested at the factory. 

All have Rebounding Locks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 

beauty of finish, quality of material, and accuracy of workmanship, even distribution and penetration, they are unexcelled. 

PRICE 
10 and 12-gauge, 30in., 8 to 9lbs, 

Plain Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fiore End, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, - 

Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, 
Selected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, 

English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damzseus Steel Barrels, Engraved, 

English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engraved, Superior Rubber Butt and Tip, - 

All these guns are made with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. In 

IDS eek lye 

- - - - - - - - - $45 00 

- - - - - - - - - - 56500 

< = = A . = - - 65 00 

A 7 = < - - 75 00 

Pe S - - 85 00 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE TO ORDER. 

Ask your dealer to send for sample. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

E. REMINGT 

DISCOUNT TO 

P, C. BOX 2987. 

ON & SONS, 
281 and 283 Broadway, New York Citv. 

THE TRADE. 



No suit like this, Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

The One Price Clothier, 
410 SEVENTH S1., WASHINGTON CITY, 

ALSO FOR SALE HY 

A. SAKS & CO,, Richmond, Va. 

JOS, POLOCK, St. Louis, Mo. 

SENDFOR CIRCULAR OF THE. - 

LYING CLAY Pick oy 
LIGCWSKY 

SCLAY PIGEON: COMPANY © 
eS: VINE ST CINCINNATI. 

[Estract from LY ie ea oe July 7%, 

* * * This flight so nearly resembies the 

actual motion %f birds that the Clay Pigeous afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsrien to testitsmerits, * * * 

AMP’ LIFE IN THH WILDERNNSS.—SECOND 
edition now ready. This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard. 
on-Kangeley -akes. It treats of ‘camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, iustructive and interest- 
ing; 224 pages, 12 Ulusttations, Price 25 cents. 
mail, postpaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A, J, FARRA ef 
amaica Plain, Mas 

CHAS. GREEN, 

—— 

Manufacturer of fiie Breech-Loading Shot- 
Zuns. Send forprice list, Rochester, N.Y. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR 

BALLARD, REMINGTON, WINCHESTER, 
And all kinds of Gallery and eae Rifles, SMITH 
& WESSON, COLTS, REMINGTON, and all other 
makes of Revolvers constantly on hand, Sporting 
Roads of every description. Breech-loading Double 
uns from $20 up. Shells loaded to order, Send 

for vatalogue. Address 

E. G. KOENIG, Newark, N. J. 

No Rubbers Needed, Leather Keep Dry, 
Applied without heat, softens the hardest leather, 

makes your boots waterproof, and adds one-half 
to their durability. A few hours after applying & 
polish can be made over it with blacking. No 
sporisman should be withoutit. Price $3 per doz. 
4oz. bottles, Sent on receipt of money order to any 
address, Liberal discount {!o the trade, The above 
is fully endorsed by Forest and Stream and thou- 
sands who use it, G, L. BROWN, Sole Agent, 125 
Federal street, Boston. Mass 

Skunk, Red Fox, Mink, Muskrat. 
Bought for Cash at highest prices. Send for cir- 
cular with full particulars. 

EH. C. BOUGHTON, 5 Howard street, N. Y. 

ENNORS WEATHER BULLETIN 
Vor Canada and the United States. 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. S. 
Office—No. 210 St, James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA, 
Annual Subscription $1,00. Single copies 10 canta. 

72 A WEEK. $122 day at home easily made. 
4 Costly Outfit frase, Address Trop & Co,, 
ugustr, Maine. ‘ 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

Wyanted. 

ANOE WANTED,—ANYONE HAVING A 
cance in good order to dispose of will please 

address the undersigned, sta) pattern en- 
sions, rig, &c., and price. WM. ©. WOOD, § East 
Sixty-third street, New York. jandit 

Sov Bale. 3 

1 pe ng FOR SALE AT $7.00 PER PAIR. 
CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN, Victor, Ontario 

Co., N. Y. decid at 

FOR SALE. 
Anew 12-gauge, 8iélbs., double-burreled breech- 

loading gun, made to order wnder the Nichola 
patent. Laminated barrels, rebounding locks, 
patent fore end, polished slock and all &prove- 

ments. Has never been used, Price $175. Can be 

seen at this office. dec2s,tf 

OR SALE.—A SHARPS’ LONG-RANGE 
Creedmoor rifle; also a Frank Wesson sport- 

ing rifle. Address RETIRED, Forest and Stream. 
jan4,1t 

1 5 FEMALE FERRETS FOR SALE,—WHITE 
or colored, $4 each or two for $7. CHARLES 

H. VAN VECHTEN, Victer, Ont..Co,, N, Y. 
jand.3t 

FOR SALE. 
A farm of 950 aeres of the Best Grazing and Grain 

Land in Maryland, Highly improved, Valuable 
CANNING-HOCSE. AsaSTOCK FARM {t has no 
superior. The river wpon which it is situated 
abounds with WILD FOWL and FISH, For par-|_ 
ticulars apply to BE, W. GALLUP, Perryman, Hart- 
ford Co., Ma jand,it 

OUR HUMANE TRAINING 
COLLAR. 

This collar is made perfectly round, and can be 

used either with or without spikes, making a 

strong, serviceable collar for taining or kennel 
a. 

SEND FOR [ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF 

DOG GOODS. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co, 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y., 

& 

Iu the Stud. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

DASH III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other gcod ones. Dash III. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Liewellin’s celebrated Dash II., for which he paid 
$1650, Will serve a limited number of teed 
bitches at $85. Address A, M. TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD, , 

The thoroughbred red Trish setters, champion 
Rory 0! More, charppion Rufus, ex-chatmpion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley @x Nora), litter brother of La 
Berldey, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE,—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
pies of the purest strains, Wull pedigrees, Ww. N ‘ 
‘ALLENDER, Albany, N, Y, 

IN THE STUD, 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Wield Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 

Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 
is the only pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trial in this country. He is a vigorous, 
healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 
He will serve a limited number of approved 

bitches. Fee, $50, Address 4 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, Bast Bnd, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Dominion of Canada Kennel. Club. 
(Limited), ; 

66 99 COMET, 
Pure Layeravk, (10,130 EK. K. G.S.B.) in the stud, 

Seven ist prizes, one 2d, first in Laverack Class 
at Alexandra Palace, 1881. 

Address the Seeretary, Ottawa, Ont, 

Entries for D. @ K. C. Stud Book elose May-tst, 
1883. 

DOG BREAKING 
BY BOLABIED. 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY, 

Price 25 Cents. 

POR SALE AT THIS OFFICH, 

Iu the Stud, 

SCOTLAND KENNEL COLLIES, 
Champion Tweed II. 

Winner of 31 Prizés in the field and on the bench 
in England, Scofiand, Wales and America, 

FEE, $40.00. 
Sire among others of Joe Mills, winner of puppy 

stakes, club stakes, and a special prize at the great 
collie trials held at Alexandra Palave, London. 
June 15, 1882. 

BITCHES. 

Champion Lassie, Champion Lass O'Gowrie, 
Lilac, E. K. C. §. 8. 10,745, and Meg, ist prize open 
class, Boston, 1882, ‘ 
For catalogue, &c., address THOS, Tl. TERRY, 

P. O. Box 2017, N. Y- 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
Tn the stud to wpproyed bitches only, imported 

black and white arev bound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882. Fee $40. H. W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. nov2,tf 

Black Coeker Stud Dog. 
HORNELL DANDY, by Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 24lbs. It has taken nearly two years 
to haye our order filled for a black cocker ynder 
28lbs. We have got him at last, and he will serve 
a few outside bitches at $20 cash. Some good 
show and stock dogs and bitches for sale, HOR- 
NELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornelisville, N. Y. ve 

nov30, 

BLACK PRINCE. 
Pure black gpaniel, winner of five prizes, 1882. 

$25; approved bitches $20. A. C. W., box corey pve 
e028 4t 

THE ORANGE AND WHITE 

Pure Layerack Setter Champion 

“EMPEROR FRED,” 
Winner of ten prizes in England and America, 

will be allowed to serve a few approved bilches, 
For prize winnings and particulars apply to 

ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 
1464 Pacifle street, 

corner Kingston avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. Stud 

Mee S50). dee21,tf 

IN THE STUD. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy IT. 

DASHING ROVER, by Dash 1. out of Norna. 

KING PEPIN, litter brother to Mr. Goodsell’s 

Plantaganet. 
FEE, $40.00. 

To approved bitches only. Address 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Hill, §. ©. 

The Rennet. 

R RED TRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford. Conn Apts ,tt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

bearded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass, Sept22,tf 

he ete OF EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WIN 
ners of 1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be 

sent post-paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 39 and 40 Park 

w, N.Y Dec29.tf 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
\) for sale, Best of Reference, D, F. WILBUR, 
Twakeyille, Mass. junel5,tt 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 

LADY LAVERACK, pure Laverack, lemon belton 
Setter bitch, whelped June 19, 1879, by champion 
Thunder ex Peeress, Winner on the bench, broken 
to gun by Mr. E. 8. Wanmaker, invaluable for a 
brood bitch, 
IMPORTED CHAMPION LADY RAPID, Rich 

black and tan Gordon setter bitch. winner in the 
champion class last New York Dog Show. Whelped 
1875, by old Reuben ex Rosa, invaluable as a brood 
bitch, sold for no fault, the owner not mtending 
to breed any more Gordons. Not broken. 
CHAMPION RUBY, own sister to champion 

Rose, bred by Edmund Orgill, Esq.; whelped 1876, 
color, lemon and white. as now a splendid litter 
of puppies, by imported Le Guy. Will besold cheap 
with one of the dog puppies, a beauty. Not broken, 
y: pply to A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. dec21,3t 

OR SALE,—MY RED IRISH SETTER BITCH 
' Lofiy, a staunch, reliable worker on snipe, 

woodcock and partridge. Age three years, <A bar- 
nin, For reliable information, &c., address A, 
Te¢DONALD, Rockland, Me. jand,1t 

OR SALH CHEAP.— ENGLISH WATER 
CLAR- aniel dop, eighteen months old, 

jJan4,2t 
5) 

ENCE B. CROUSE, Utica, N. Y. 

OR SALE,—MY LLEWELLIN SETTER BITCH 

apolis, Ind jand,1t 
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Ghe Aenvel, 

Rigas! Hews! Worus! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BAN TO TLEAS- A BOON TO Dogs. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fieas on dogs 
any other animals or money retumed. This put up 
in patent hoxes with sliding pepper box top, whieh 
greatly lacilltates its ase, Simple and effieacious, 

Price, SU cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areva Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTALY REMEDY. 
Pu up in hoxes containing 'en powders, with the 

directions for use. 

Prive, 40 cents per Box by Mail. 
Both the above are recommended by the ‘ Porest. 

and Stream aud Rod and Gun." 

CONKOY & BISSETT, 
65 FovTON STRRET, - Nrw Yor«, 

HENRY ©. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREET, - New York, 

WRIGH'L & DITSON, 
§80 WASHINGTON StReET, - Bosrow, MAss, 

. 4 =, 

Portraits of Celebrated Boas 
iY J, M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED, 

A yew pair just out, 

GLADSTONE and PEEP 0’ DAY. 

Quail shooting in Tennessee.—DASH U1]. and 
COUNTESS MAY. 

Prairie chicken shooting in Mtanesnta. 

THUNDER. 

These pictures are photographie reproductions 
of oil paintings hy Tracy. Execuled by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance. Size 10xld4inches, Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

Price, $1.00 each. 

For sale by SCHUYLER & DUAN Hye Broadway’ 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NEIL. 68 Fifth Avenue’ 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

‘PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
Exports champion and other pedigree (logs of any 

preed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prin: 

cipal English breeders. 

OR SALE.— TOM, WHITE AND ORANGE 
English setter dog, four years old, hy Royal | 

Duke ex Bessie. Bessie by Valentine's Glen ex Dell, 
Dell by Waddel’s Pilot ex Nellie. Trained and 
handled by E.S. Wanmaker for tastern Field Trials 
at High Point, N. C., November, 188. Winner of 
vhe. New York, isho, c. 1881, and vhe, 1882, For 
performances in the field see this paper’s report 
of Eastern Field Trials, 188) and 1882. Price $600, 
Address GEORGE R. WATKINS, Paymaster U; 8, 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City. noy30, tf 

XTRA FINE GORDON SEPT PUPPIES 
for sale, out of prize winner. s hy Lick, 

whelped Oct. 16. Address GORDON, Faneuil 
Hall Square, Boston, der214t 

OR SALE.—CAPTAIN DORSETT, BLUE BEL- 
ton setler dog, whelped July 12, 1881, by cham- 

pion Leicester ont of Crook, who won first at New 
York, 1880; he. in 1881, and third in 1852, 8 
Carlowitz out of Dell. Captain Dnrsett 
oughly trained by E. 8S. Wanmater, | Z 
Address G. R. Watkins, Paymaster 0.5. Navy, P - 
1697, New York City. dec2 

OR SALE.—A LARGE, POWERFUL, DARK 
ved Irish setter dog, with extra good nose, 

speed and endurance, and a good retriever; 24 
years old. Only good parties who mean busiiess 
need answer. CHAS. F. KENT, epee Naas 

ec28.2t 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
welltrained setter dogs. Dora IL., bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock, 
Gloucester, bred by D. ©. Sanborn of Michigan, 
under the name of Leo, out of Sanborn’s field trial 
bitch Nellie, by champion Lester. Address 156 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass. sept®1,tf 

OCKERS.—A PEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST- 
/ glass blood will be sold low to reduce stock: 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25ibs., A No, 2 
retriever From land or water, Price $25. RCBT 
WALKER, Franklin, Del, Co., N.Y. 

Great Raffle. 
(Mareh 1, 1888.) 

For the valuable kennel of sporting and other 
dogs itaported by Mr. C. H, Mason, will take place, 
consisting, of fourteen well-known dogs, winners 
of about 500 firsh prizes at the best shows. Notice 
—Tickets only $2 each, JAMES WATSON, Man- 
ager, 458 Wesi 43d street, New York City, N, Y. 

N, B.—Cireulars containing full particulars of the 
dogs may be bad from the manager. The kennel 
is acknowledged to be the best ever formed in 
America. Tickets are issued subject to conditions 
stated in circulars, and niust bear the manaper’s 
“written” signature. The first prize-winner will 
take first choice trom the kennel, second prize- 
winner second choice, and so on, A postage stamp 
for reply must accompany all letters of inquiry. 

jana, ot 

Knickerbocker--Rose. 
For sale—A choive dog and bitch puppy, whelped 

Hee, 5, by above dogs, both winners of first prizes 
at Beston, 1882. Price of dog $253 bitch $20, GMO, 
L. WILMS, 142 Monticello ave., Jersey Gity, N. J. 

jan4,tf 

LACK AND TAN TERRIERS —BHAUTIPUL 
litter, 4 months cid, Imported sire, imported 

dam, From Needle by Teaser (DazsleiSmut), 
Perfectly marked and of great promise. R, W 
BOYLE, 508 Yonge st., Toronto, Canada, Jand,tt 



——— 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

GENUINE 

DOGSKIN JACKETS 
Made to our special order from selected 

skins, and imported direct from Norway. 
Every jacket is marked “G. W. Simmons & 

Son, Importers and Manufacturers.” 
We offer this year the handsomest lot of 

Dogskin Jackets we have eyer been able to 
collect. Hach of the jackets has been made 
to order, and nothing equal to them ean be 
found in the United States! We do not im- 
port the skixs and make up the Jackets in 
workroom! The jackets complete are brought 
through the Custom House, and we sell them 
for thirty per cent less than any other house 
can afford to} 

NOTE OUR PRICES and compare goods 
with others advertised us the same or similar. 

A No. 1 Quality, $12. 

We keep only the best quality of the im- 
ported jackets, and effer no seeond grade, 
We claim for these jackets that they are: 

ist, Windproof, 

2d, Waterproof, 

fd, Soft und Pliable. 

4th, Flanuel-lined. 

5th, Never Stiffening. 

6th } 30 per cent. less than others. 
* | Ask for the same er similar goods, 

Vth, The Best Mede. 

We warrant every jacket, snd will send on 
approval for examination on receipt of meas- 
ure. 

Tn addition to this superior line of Imported | 
Dogskin Jackels, we keep constantly on hand 
for the use of all who are exposed to the 
weather our own domestic make of Oak Hall 
Leather Jackets. These imitations of the 
imported jacketsare flannel lined, and hardly 
to be distinguished from the imported. They | 
are made in our own workrooms, and every 
one is warranted in eyery particular. The 
domestic jackets we sell for ten dollars. 

Our sales of Leather Jackets, last season, 
amounted to nearly one thousand, and we 
are the largest dealers in this class of goods 
in the country. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, Oak Hall, 32 
Worth street, Boston, Mass,, Importers of 
Leather Jackets, mannfacturers of the cele- 
brated ‘Boston Shooting Suits.” Prize medal 
awarded at St, Louis. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Goods, Hotels aud Routes for Sportsnver. 

Pailadelphia Fishing Tackle} OLD DOMINION LINE. 

A. B. SHIPLEY 

5038 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Mannufacturera of Fine Wishing Tackle of 
Every Description, 

FOR SEA, RIVER OR BROOK FISHING, 
Rods, Reels, Flies, Leaders, Lines, ete. 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood Rods, Henshall Bass, 
three joint, Steft. long, Ash Butt, Betha- 

bara second and two tips. 

& SON, 

No, 800, Plain Brass Ferrules...,.,,.......,.., $6 00 
No. 801, Banded and Milled Ferrules, Metal 

Reel Plate, Cane Wrapped Butt.... 9 00 
No, 402, As 801, Nickel Plated:.....-.. ...... 10 50 
Bags Bait Rods. 10%4ft. long, Ash Butt, Bethabaru 

second and two tips. 
Banded and Milled Brass Mountings, 
Cane Wrapped Butt, Metal Reel 
BOCKGG, cee tera echt coe Plat hist 9 00 

PRICE LIST OF WOOD AND ROD MUUNTINGS 
FREE BY MAIL. 

’s Rust P t Katon’s Rust Preventor, 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting, 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy BE, E, EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Ill. Caimot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavovia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

A Leading London Phyz- 
ician establishes am 
Officein New York 
. forthe Cure of 

< EPILEPTIC FITS. 
From Am,Journal of Medicine. 

Dr. Ab. Meserolo Gate of London), who makes agpeclalty 
of Epilepsy, bas without doubt treated and cured more eases 
than any other living physician. His success has simply been 
astonishing; wo have heard of casos of over 20 years’ stand- 
ing successfully cured by him. He has published a workon 
this disease, which he sends with & large bottle of his won- 

No #50, 

dupful ture free to any snfferar who may send thelr express 
and P.O, Addrénk, ® Wa ttdvise any ono wishing a cure to ad- 
dross Dr, AB. MESEROLE, No, oo John St, New York. © 

Any of the Following Books Sent on Receipt of Price 
—ByY— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

Camp Life in the Woods and Tricks of Taps} 
ping 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener. 
Coues’ Field Ornithology... 
Goues’ Fur Gearing Animals. 
GrACIGAMOD, Noh vi. d50g ve tesa Pree ws ennts chy uae 135 
Cypress, J., Jr.'s, Works, 2 v0l8.......6 +0... 000+ 5 00 
Desde: st.ekey ees Ase aease ee 135 
Dog Breaking, Hutehinson..:...-.;:..-..2.iicm 3 75 
Dog, The: Dinks, Mayhew and Hutehingon..... 3 00 
Dogs; By Stables: ee cece ew we eset tee sans 75 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 1émo.......... (5 
Boggy CHesustore. "= ey va cweve rsd dd eee ees 1 25 
Dogs and their Doings, Morris, ..,.....,,,...... 1 74 

Dog, The Iilustrated Book of the, by Vero 
Shaw, with facsimile colored plates.,.... 12 5¢ 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
GORNIGS 1 in ¥4 4s - tee baeeahepanes ss «0 Aveta 

Dogs, Points for Judging, , +. 
Dogs, Richardson............ pape r, A0c,; cloth 
Farrar’s Guide te Moosehead Lake 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

50 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 
G 

Nore.—i those madé under tie improves patent since July, 1682, the nut “W" is done away with, 
4nd the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by siayply turning the rod by the hand, 

Tn offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
wade, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the foHowing reasons, viz: 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable. 
its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that bas 

6 en used all day. 
2, 

4th. 
The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
'Vhe price, which is no more than that of 4 common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

\ESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 
For sale by Gun Dealers, or address t 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., Lowell, Mass. 

The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 
finest waterfowl] and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit; 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Olu 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, etc., etc. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Nortolk. 
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs 
day at3 P.M, 
ull mformation given at office, 197 Greenwich 

street, New York, 

| 21 YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
BOUND BROOK ROUTER 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C. R. R. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 
For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:46, 

9:30, 1115 A, M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00,12 P.M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:30, 12°P, M. 
Yor Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 1115.4. M.; 

1:30, 4:30, 5:30, 7;00 P.M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:80, 11:15 A, M.; 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 

5:30, 7:00, 12 P.M, On Sunday $45 A.M. ; 6:30, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from Now York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 289, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the prineipal 
hotels, and at Nos, 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the Shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 
Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York at-10 P, M. and 3:40 P, M, Wash 

ington, D. ©., 7:10 A, M. and 10.P. M, For informa, 
tion address N. MeDANIEL, 601 Penn aye,, Wash 
ington, D. C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP. BARNEGAT, N.J, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
uing, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest. oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J, 5. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J. 

FLORIDA. 
Gentlemen intending to spend the winter in 

Florida can find first-class accommodations for 

themselyes and families within an hour's ride of 

Tallahassee. 
Good fishing and shooting can be had within a 

radius of a few miles of the house. 
Billiard tables, pianos, horses, library, etc,, are 

at the disposal of the guests. Address 
coL. W. L. ROBINSON, 

Tallahassee, Fla. 

The Box Gun 

We call attention to this besunful gun, and the 
very low prices they are selling for, We are getting 
our some heavy 10-gauge guns, 10lbs. an 
suitable for heayy 

Duck and Deer Shooting 
in the West and South, bored for yery Jong range 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
103 Milk Street, Boston. 

oyer, 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETG., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors. 

For Night Huntmg and Fishing, 

Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night. 

ete., these lamps have no equal, 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 

Head Jack for either top or front of 

head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 

OSe=- Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, ete. 

“ROLLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS 
Send stamp for Nlustrated Price List. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 

Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett), 

N. M. MUZZY 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, Ill. 

Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 
MUZZY & CO. in 1852.—Haying increased-my facil- 
ities for the business of reaming out gun barrels, T 
beg to offer my services to those owning suns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own. TI leave no shoulders, and will 
fuarantee my cylinder boring to shoob more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instance, 
I invite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will he furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
livered by express. 

so strong le my falth tn 
Inde Twill eond TWO HOTELES FEM toguther with h YALE PARLE TREATISH on thie dine ayn . PER Gdn SCAMS aOR 

. 

Aatels and Resorts for Sportsmen, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THH ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained. _ 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in jarge numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
ean readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scener 

of the North Woods and Lakes is yery beautiful. 
The air is pure, and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L’Anse, Negau- 
nee, ete., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern an: 
Southwestern Points, 

During the season ROUND- TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. Ss ttt a , 
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free 

owner's risk. : 
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home 

on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further Information, address 

A, B. LEET, Gen’l Pass'r Agent 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN} 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. L 

By 4 practical guimer and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese hea ou 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by Re ace to J. B. Shep- 
herd, Bor Broadway, and Wm, Duteher, 820 Broad- 
way, N. ¥. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 

Through solid tains with Pullman sleepers run 
daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louls- 
ville, through the finest scenery in America, 

C, W. SMITH, EL W. FULLER, 
Gen'l Manager, Qen'l Pass, Agt, 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued 10 all Summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
including Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &c, 
Send postage for “American Tourist Gazette 

giving full particulars. : 
CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 

Parlug summer seasons, May to December, sail 
ing from Quebec to Liverpool every Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From Décenther to May, the mail steamers will 

pertorm a weekly service between BOSTON and 
LIVERPOOL, = 
Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 

Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct. 

LEVEE & ALDEN 
GENERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y. 
Buston, Mass,, 15 State street. ~ 

Philadelphia, Pa, N- 1, Oar, Broad and Chestaut 



FORESI AND STREAM. ili 

THE LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FHEDIN G. 

destin SPRATT’S PATENT eae 
: 3 NMieat “E™ibrine” Vegetable ; [sexs 
: + DOG CAKES. Aer 
; ? WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATEN'D. tee F 

STAMPED. Please see that HMvery Cake is Stamped *SPRATT’S PATHNT™”™ and a X. HTAMS SE 

Packed In Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Aliscrellaneous. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
Poultry and Game, 

289 & 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, 
New York, 

Cousiguments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. | 

We accept consignments. Allow market price day | 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous weer. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- | 

ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
55 CHATHAM ST., NEW YORE, 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
T.lvé Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, etc, 

SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 

Depor: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York. 

_ NOR- [VIOLLER'S wieiaw 
COD-LIVER Ol 

FOR 

General : 
Debiiity, % 

Scrotuln, 

Rhenmartisin 
or Coisumption, “S 
ig superior toany inde. Wy 
lieacy of taste and smell, 
|quedicinal virtues and purity. 
| @London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 
puréestand best. Sold by Druggists- 

AN IL SehietTelin & Go. (ims <terts) NewYork 

Silk Worm Gut. 
F, LATASA, 35 Broadway, calls the attention of 

the frade and dealers in fishing tackle to his exten 
sive assortment of Valencia Worm Gut in all 
grades, long and extralong, and from Extra Heavy 
palmon Gut to Extra Fine, 

Yor price list address 

F. LATASA, 
. 85 Broadway, New York, 

30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec-) 

tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appli- 
ances TO. MEN sufféring from Nervous Depil-! 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles. Also} 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Troubles, 
and muny other diseases. Speedy cures guar: 
anteed. -HHiustrated pamphiets free. Address 

VOLTAIC BELT CO,, Marshall, Mich. 

OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness lustrated. The only complete and 

comprehensive guide beok to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, dt. 
John’s and Aroostook myers, and the numerour 
likes and ds connected with them. 256 pages, 
8) alustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
Tuminated covers, Bhai Titu:, post-paid, 50 
cents, CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. 

Hunting and Fishing 
ON LINE OF 

Saint Louis, Iron Mountaia & Southern 
Good Hunting and Fishing can be found in 

Arkansas at points on line of the Iron Mountain 
route. 
Half rates made for fiveormore, Dogs Free. 

Address the undersigned for further information, 
F, CHANDLER, Gen’l Pass. Agent, 

0. D. KINNAN, Ass't Gén’l Paras, Agent, St, Louis, 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 

FRANCIS ©. de LUZE & 
18 South Wiliam: Street, 

Co... 
NEW YORK. 

4 Sportsmen's Goods, 

To be had in smaller quantities @ 

Grocers and the Sperting Goods 

Trade Generally, 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

HODGMAN & CO. 
a 425 Broadway and 27 Malden Lane, 
= iNew Yoriz, 

; ARF OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

Hunting aud Fishing us 
Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 
RUBGBER FISHING PANTS, 

RUBBER FISHING BOOTS. 
Eubkber Bianktets, ~ 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
TESTA BLISH ED 1838.] Send for Catalogue- Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., 
=—=N—— 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove MW i’g Co.; 

503 & 506 BROADWAY, 
St, Nicholas Hotel Blocks, 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, Cor. FULTON ST. 

NEW YORK CITY. f 

RUBBER OUTFITS {\ 
\\ COMPLETE FOR 

+ Hunting and Fishing. 
Trouting Pants and Leg- 

gins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed Thor- 
oughly Waterproof. 

RUBBER GOODS 
—or— 

Every Description, 

INSIDE ViE*. 
Hautock Hontineg Coat.—The pame 

pocket extends the entire length of coat, 
with capacity far surpassing any ordinary 

Send for Mlustrated Catalogue. game bag. 

Hatiock Hoxtya Coar,— 
Six pockets outside and game 
pockets inside. 

a: 

142 Fulton Street, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Nes. rN en 

i — OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

the Jewelry Line Made Anything in 

to Order. 

EOLA IE Db 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, trish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Onequalled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

~UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 

We are glving especial attention to Corduroy and Molesk'n Suita 

keep In stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them 

up fn style finish far ahead of any ever before in the field. 

; @ An English Veterinary Sargeon and Chemise, 
now traveling in this country, says that must 
of the Horse and Cattle Powders sold here 

\ C 4 are worlliless trish: He says that Sheridan's 
, 4 = Condition Powders are absolutely pure and 

immensely valuable. Nothing on earth willtaake tens lay ike Sheridan's Condition Powders. Dose, 1 keasp'n- 
falto lplit food. Sold everywhere, or sent-by mail tors letter-stamns 1. 8, JouNsON & Co, Boston Mass. 

SPORTMEN'S DIPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1846), 

First Premium at World’s Fair at N-+w York, and 
Centennial Exhibition, 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N.E. Cor, Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies 

Leaders, Snoods, ‘Astificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Rtc., Htc. 

(=-Salmon, Bass and Trout. Flies, Made to Order, 
Also ‘‘ Krider's ” Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods, 4% 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit, 

Repairing of all kinds. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, ete. They are 
easy to the feet and yery dur- 
able. Made to order in a yari- 

ety of styles, and war- 
ranted the geuiue arti 
cle. Send for price list. 
MARTIN S. HUTCH- 

INGS, Dover, N. H, P. 0. Box 368, Brapruxp & 
AntTHonyY, Boston, H. C. Sgurrms, N. Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents, 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOFLE, 
Z GREAT WESTERN Seago... GUN WORKS, 

— 
PCTOR,AL CATALOGUES FREE, E é 

s, Shot Guns, Revolvers, Animunition, Scines, 2o.5 NOCH DAM ICAT 
ANT fH Tt ; 

Fishing Tackle, Razors, &e. sent ©, O, D. for exomibation, (2 

Address GREAT! WESTERN GON WORKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. - 

HIL}. ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORE ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price $2.00, 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co. 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELHEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book .o 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage, Jupsuptic, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes tud the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
git, and Dead rivers; iluminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and-a Jarge map, 
made mostly trom aeeurate surveys. Price, post 
aid, by mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J. FARKAR, 
amaica Plain, Mass. 

Badges and Hmblems Rod, Gun and Canoe 

IN NORWAY. 

With a Map and Fifty-eight Ulustrations. 

One¢ volume, 12mo. Price $1.75. 

For gale by the Forest and Saeam Pub, Co, 

CHE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

oH. W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

68 Broadway, New York- 
84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 

17 South Fifth St., St. Louis. 
ean 

CAMBRON'S AQUARIA DEPOT, 
182 SIXTH AVE., N. Y, 

FRENCH AQUARTA AND OTHER NEW-DE- 

SIGNS. Gold and Faney Fish, Aquatic Plants, Fish 

Food andevery thing for the Aquarium, ' 

WHOLESALE ANIY RETATL, 



FOREST AND SYrREAM. 

Ammunition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER, 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor, 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
8end postal card for Mustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder. Furnished Free, 

Laflin & Rand Pewder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifie, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Dupont’s GuNpowbER Micis, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont's Dismond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse 

to d (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness an 
cleanliness; adaptec for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Packed in i Il, canisters. 
Dupont's Eagle Dacking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 
ne); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with elther 

muzzie or breach loaders. Packed in 1 1b. and 5 lb. 
eanisters and 614 and 121% Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’sChoke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

‘'Choke Bore’? Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
ing. Made of two sizes, only No, 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 614 1b, kegs and 1 Ib. 
canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle,—A quick, stroug and 

clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting, 
Packed in 1 1b, canisters and 614 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting.”'"—FF¢g. 

and ire. The Fg. for long-range ritle shoot- 
ng, the Mrg. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist, Packed in 4 Ib.,1 Ib. and 5 1b. 
feet ce 614, 1244 and 25 Ib, kegs. Pg. coarse, FFF g. 

e. 
Dupont's Sporting, Mining, Sareprve and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, U. 5. Goyernment Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. | 
Agencies in ail the cities and emt towns 

throughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. ¥, 
WN. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fe. or Hg, for 

long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Milis, 
BOSTON, MASS, 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Falcon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Bliastins Powder 

AGENCIES ar ant PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

OURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2,8,4,5,6,7and 8 Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

anil Col. Hayker's Ducking, 

VW. STITT, G1 Cedar Sit., N. ¥., Agent for U. S. 

C.G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Gent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars aud Gloves, 

Far Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds aud Auimals Stuffed. 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

FURRIER, 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Kte. 

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 

AND RUGS. 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N, Y. 

Established over 30 Years. 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W. J, Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh. 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct. 19, 20 and 21, 1882. 

The Leonard Rod Won Every First Prize 
When in competition, Wor distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet. 

A Leonard 43 ounce rod cast $2 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 
of rods of any weight. 

The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highes' 

possible score for both accuracy and delicacy. 
Prizes and winning rods can be seen at 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS 

No. '7 Warren Street, - New Y ork. 
SEND 3-CENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

“0. C. PATENT PERFECTION.” 
Multiplying Reel, Centre Action, 

Depressed Balance Handle, 

Safety Band, Adjusta- 
ble Olick. 

In a SECOND this reel can be 
changed from a FREE-RUNNING 
MULTIPLIER to a MULTIPLYING 
CLICK REEL, 

minnow casting. 

This is just what sportsmen have 
long wanted, and a combination 
thought by reel-makers to be impos- 

For full description address, 

WM. M. CORNWALL, 
18 WARREN St., New York City. 

Jobber in Fishing Tackle, QGnn 
Goods, Skates, Pocket Cutlery, ete, 

R. W. KIP, 
63 Fulton Street, 

NEW YORK. 

VICTORIA 
PALE SHERRY. 

An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 
or Sweet. 

#5 50 Per Gallon, 

$16 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMVORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, etc. 

560 Broad Street, New York, 

FARNHAM’S 

Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
Acknowledged the best dog- 

whistle ever invented. oO 
Strings or pockets, Tone change- 
able. All brass, nickelud, When 
using it leayes hands and fingers 
free, and cannot be lost. Price, 
$1.00 post paid. Tlustrated cir 
lar free, Address 
FRANK GUNN FARNHAM, 

Inyentor and Manufacturer, 
White Mills, Pa, 

No fouling of the line in fly or 

_ sible. Forsale by the trade generally, 

Ammunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hlazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) ro 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in point o? 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only, J 

Hazard’s * American Sporting.'’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 1b. canisters and 
614 Ib, kegs, A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
Jand prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns, 

Bazard's ** Duck Shooting.’’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In1and 6 lb. canisters 
and 644 and 1214 Ib. Segs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remu.kably close and with great 
penetration, For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ** Kentucky Rifle,” 
BEG, PPG and ‘*Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 

5, 1244 and 614 1bs. and cans of 5lbs. FIFFG is alse 
packed in 1 and 44 Ib, canisters, Burns strong and 
moist. The FI¥G and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the “ Sea Shooting " FGis the 
standard Aijle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Biasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPHCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAG- 
TURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. 

03 Fink STREET, NEW YORE, 

FERGUSON’S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors. 

= Fer Night Hunting and Fishing, 

Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 

ete., these lamps have no equal. 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 
Head Jack for either top or front of 
head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 

£E Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, ete. 
“RULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 

Send stamp for Tlustrated Price List. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
Office, 65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett}, 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. Wanc, 
Tents for families made to order. Awnings of a 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. legs and Banners of all kinds made 
to order. All work done in best manner and at 
very low figures, Send for illustrated circular. 
Addrass 8. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 34Y South st., 
Cor, Old Slip, N. Y. City, 

JOSEPH CILLOTTS: 
STEEL PENS 

So.o By ALL DEALERS THroucsour ne WORLD 
GOLD MEDALPARIS EXPOSITION—I87B. 

WM. ESTER & CO, 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS~ 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do!mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c. 

4 WEST 14TH STREET, 
NEW YORK, 

TEE BAKER GUNS. 

DAMASCUS STEEL, fg 

We can now furnish extreme wide heayy breech 82in. bbls 10-gaug 
Made especially for heavy shooting, We challenge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, - $45 

OUR DOUBLE:GUN. 
The Best Gun made fer 

DURABILITY 

SHOOTING QUALITIES, 

- $60 to $200 

@ double barrel guns, 1034 to 12Ibs,, without extra oharge, 

PRICE, $75 TO $250, 

NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

OUR 

This gun is ight and compact, from 9 to 10lbs. welght, The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

L. C.ASMITH, Maker,{Syracuse, N. Y. 
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ment. 

and declare that the revenue to be derived from if shall flow 
into their own porkets. They insist that they will go on 
with their hotel building and their cattle ranching. 

say in effect, ‘‘We haye sectired a contract from Mr, Josslyn, 

about it? The question is more easily asked than answered, 

now assume so loftily independent an air, they will not suc- 

ritory, The people are a little tired of having the public 

thing now, and is yearly increasing in value. The time will 

tant, when Uncle Sam wiil not be able any longer to give 
every man a farm, 

We hope the day of ‘land grabs” is over. 
the one under consideration, might have succeeded years 
ago, but wo cannot think that it will be carried through 
now. 

We have from the first viewed the movements of this Yel- 
lowstone Park Improvement Company with serious concern 

and alarm. To give the devil his due, the thing has 

been managed with a shrewdness and a boldness which in 
a more honest cause would have compelled our admiration, 

but we think that now the people are beginnirg to under- 
stand what an invasion of their rights was intended, and we 

very much mistake their temper if they will permit the 
wrong. 

The yery clear and altogether admirable report of Senator 
Yest’s committee deseryes the earnest support of every 

Nos, 89 Ayn 40 Park Row. 

CONTENTS. 
SEA AND RIVER. FISHING. 
Texas Game Laws. 
‘Ts anAir-Space D angerous?"* 
The Sea of Cortez. 
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Visheries Exhibition at Loudon. 
Fishculture in England. 
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Kennel Lameness. 
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RIFLE AND TRAE SHOOTING. 
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Naruran History, 
' The Birds of Maine. 
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Winter Notes from Nova Scotia. 
Snowy Owls. 
Zeuglodon, an Uxtinet Cetacean 

Gane Bac anp Gun. 
A Day with the Grouse. 
Martha’s Vineyard Heath-Iens 
Snow-shoeing for Moose. 
Guinea Fowls as Gamo Birds. 

- Pennsylvania Deer Shooting. The Trap. “HA é - S Noise frond worcdstelt B YAcurme ap CANoEra, citizen. The Park is for rich and poor alike, and every one 
SEA AnD River Fisuina. The Yaw! Gannet, Its wonders should should have an equal interest in it, 

neyer be given over into the hands of any who might say to 

a visilor no matter what his rank or condition, “You can- 
not camp within a mile of this geyser basin.” 

New Jenterboard fur Canoes. 
Mr, Lawton’s Views. 
Time Allowance, 
From the Pacific Coast. 
Yachting in San Francisco, 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Winter Talks on Summer Pas- 
times,—rs, 

Caribou at Tim Pond. 
Our Chicago Letter, 
Protection for Quail. 
The New York Association. 

are precisely whut might be expected from the underhanded 

course which has hitherto been pursued by them. Enraged 

at being checked in their project for securing the property of 

With its compact type and in tts permanently enlarged form 

of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week alarger 

amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 

American publications put together, 
‘one who poses most prominently before the public falls to 
abusing those who object to the steal, and begins to throw 
mud on such distinguished persons as General P. H. Sheri- 
dan and Colonel Schuyler Crosby. Happily these gentle- 
men need no defenders, and the vituperation which is hurled 

at them will do them no harra, and cannot fail to injure 
those from whom it proceeds. The loose talk about the ex. 
istence of a military ring comes with a peculiarly poor 

grace from one who is so deeply involved in the Yellow- 

Stone Park Improvement Company ring; it is unsupported by 

a particle of proof, amd is on its face ridiculous. 

This company professes a desire to improve the Park and 

to haye the tenderest carefor the game. This is probably 
the reason why tltey have contracted for 20,000 pounds of 

wild meat to be used in feeding their employes, A cor- 

respondent of the Bozeman Courver, writing from the Mam- 
moth Hot Springs in the Park, January 7, says: 

THE PARK MONOPOLISTS CHECKAD. 

] beta is going to be a fight, after all. The Yellow- 
stone Park is not tobe put into the pockets of a fow 

speculators without some resistance on the part of the repre- 
sentatives of the people. This is encouraging; it is as it 
should be. And the people whose property was thus to be 

seized, who were to be admitted to the Park, but were not 

to he allowed to approach within « mile of the natural ob- 
jects which form its attractions without the consent of the 
combination, may thank Senator Vest and his colleugués on 
the sub-committee for their faithful guardianship of the 
trust which they hold. It requires courage of no mean 
order to face the power of a monopoly, backed by a power- 

ful lobby, and, facitly ati least, by a considerable portion of 
the press of the country. Too much pratse cannot be given 
to Senator Vest for his fearless deyotion to the people’s in- 
terests, for if the Park is to be saved to those who now own 

it, it will he wholly due to the wise labors of his commit- 
tee. It was scarcely to he supposed that the philanthropic 

bosh prated by the men who attempted, with an audacity 
rarely equaled, to ohtain possession of this enormous tract 

of public land, would impose on any intelligent and honest 

man. [t did not impose on the Senators who had tis mat- 
terin charge. To use an expression familiar to any West- 
ern man, they ‘‘sized up” the monopolists at once, and, hay- 
ing taken their measure, they treated them as they should 
have heen treated, ; ; 

It is evident enough that the Yellowstone Park. Improve- 
ment Company thought that they would have no difficulty in 
perpetrating this wrong upon -the goyernment and the 
people, They felt that with the assistance of their lobby 
and what aid aud comfort they could deriye from the silence 
of the press, they held the matter in their own hunds. With | Missouri, we should not fear that this gigantic steal would 
a boldness that is astonishing they have absolutely gone on ever be consummated. We have every confidence that the 
agd begun to build their hotels, thus virtually taking. Senator from Missouri will keep up the fight, and we can 

“The Park linprovement Company have a sawmill in operation at 

this place getting out lumber for 4 (2)-room hotel to be built here 

next spring, and Lam credibly informed that Mr, 8, Haupt, Superin- 

tendent of the National Park Improyement Company, has let a con- 

tract for 20,000 pounds of venison at five cents per pound to supply 

his men. He has some 80 or 100 men at work, and is going to feed 
them on elk deer, mountain sheep, and bison, killed in the Park, as 

itis cheaper than beef, Itis a ‘Park Improvement Company’ that 

is doing this, and Isuppose they consider it an improvement to rid 
the Park as far as possible of game.” 

What better commentary than this could there he on the 

purposes and intentions of this greedy band of speculators? 

How do these facts agree with their pretentions? It is now 

more than ever apparent that they are dishonest in all their 

protestations, and that all that they have said about their 

patriotism and their love for the people und people’s interest 
isa mere tissue of misrepresentations, by means of which 

they haye hoped to hoodwink the people, aud above all, the 
representatives of the people, If these representatives were 

all so honest and so fearless as Senator George G. Vest, of 

possession of a government reservation, using timber which 

is not theirs, and killing the government’s game and fish to 
feed their employes. Not only this, but they have the hardi- 

hood to declare that they will hold the Park against all 
comers. ‘They talk as if they intended to defy the govern- 

They haye seized a portion of the public territory 

They 

fio natter by what means, and so the ‘public park’ is for a 

term of ten years our private farm, What are you going to 
do about it?” Well, now, what are the people going to do 

But we venture to predict that, although these individuals 

ceed in their schemes for the appropriation of the public ter- 

domain given away with a lavish hand. Itis worth some- 

come, and at the present rate of settlement it is not far dis- 

A project like 

assure our readers that he shall have the strongest assistance 
and encouragement that the Forms? AND STRBAM can giye 
him, 

The tenor of certain press despatches would seem to indi- 

cate that Secretary Teller has ranged himself on the side of 
the monopolists and is inclined to further their project, As 
weshowed last week, however, these despatches are not 

always to be trusted, since foo many correspondents are 
known to have yielded to the fascinations of the lobby em- 
ployed by the ‘Improvement Company.” We should sin- 
cerely regret to learn that Secretary Teller’s name is counted 
among those who favor this monopoly, He has kept him- 
‘self clear of it up to this time, and we trust that his name 
may never be connected with so palpuble a job, 

This subject is one of so much interest to every indi- 

vidual citizen of this country, and to- «ll forcigners who 
visit our shores, that we devote this week considerable 
space to showing the drift of public opinion with regard to 
it. 

THE SENATE SUB-COMMITTER REPORT, 

The appended extract from the report of the Senate Sub- 

Committee is so sensible and wise that we trust that the 

hill recommended by it may be adopted by Congress with- 
cut delay. With relation to the proposed lease the report 
Says: 

Itis evident from this contract and proposed lease that a monop- 

oly or exclusive privilege to erect hotels and run stages and to con- 

Struct and operate telegraph lines within the Park is created for the 

term of ten years, the parties having this monopoly to pay a nom- 
inal rent not exceeding $2 per acre for 4,400 acres of the Park, on 

which are situated the objects of curiosity and interest most attrac- 

tive to visitors, By the terms of the act of dedication it isnot en” 

tirely clear that the Secretary of the Interior has the power to male 
any contract in regard to stage or other means of transportation 

within the Park such as is set forthin the contract release. THe 

power is not here expressly conferred upon him by the act, and if 

it exists ab all can only come from the provision giving the Secretary 

of the Interior exclusive control of the Park. By specifically naming 
the matters of preserving the game, protecting the Park from spoli- 

ation, and granting leases for building hotels, it would seém to ex- 

clude all other powers, including that as to transportation. But 

without discussing this point further it seems evident to the com- 

mittee, from the entire scope and terms of the act of March 1, 1872, 
thet Congress did not intend that the Secretary of the Interior 

should, under the provision giving him ‘‘diseretion to grant leases 
for building purposes of small parcels of ground,’’ place under the 

| exclusive control of private parties 4,400 acres of the Park, embrac- 
The methods of some of the men interested in this scheme || 

| able for the purpose to which itis dedicated. By the terms of the 

lease no one, without permission from the lessees, could camp 

| within one mile of the principal points of interest in the Park, The 

geysers, the great falls, the waters of the Yellowstone Lake are all 
the people for their own personal ends, they, or rather the || 

| that the lease provides that the lessees shall not prevent the public 

‘from having free access to the curiosities, wonders and points of in- 

‘terest in the Park; but this provision would not extend further than to 

ing all the objects and points of interest which make the Park valu- 

placed under the control of the parties named as lessees. It is true 

permit the public to visit and iuspect these curiosities and objects of 

interest, while giving to the lessees the right to prohibit visitors from 

camping or remaining upon their grounds. The yirtual and real 

leffect of the contract and lease is to put the entire Park, containing 

3,200 square miles, under the control of the lessees for the term oF 
ten years ab a nominal yearly rent of a few thousand dollars, The 

‘geysers, great falls and Yellewstone Lake constitute the only attrac- 

‘tions to visitors, and aside from these the Park is absolutely worth- 
less as a place of resort to the publie.. When, therefore, private 

parties are given the possession and control of tracts of land around 

each of these objects of interest amounting to 640 acresin each tract, 

it amounts to the possession and control of the entire Park, It is 

difficult to understand why seven tracts of land, upon which are lo- 

cated the geysers and other objects of interest and aggregating in 

amount 4,400 acres, should be included in the lease for hotel pur- 

poses, when the lessees only bind themselves in the sixth article of 

the contract to erect within the limits of the Park one hotel building, 
with necessary out-houses and bath-houses. While it may be neces- 

sary to make some provisions for the accommodation of visitors to- 

the Park in the way of hotels and stores for the sale of "goots and 
supplies, the ground lease should notexceed the amount necessary 
for building sites and so much land as might be used for garden or 

for the grazing of domestic animals required in the business of the 
hotel; nor does it seem necessary or right that the exclusive privi- 
lege of keeping hotelsin the Park or furnishing transportation of 
visitors and tourists should be given to any person, however worthy 
orrespectable. The principle is wrong to begin with, and cdious to 

the country. It is urged in defense of this monopoly that if must be 

created in order to induce persons of capital and enterprise to fir- 

nish proper and sufficient accommodations to the public. The as- 

sumption is false aud unfounded, If the public wish to visit the Park, 
enterprising capital will very soon discover the fach and be ready 
tomeetthe demand. Experience shows that in this country not 

only will capital be found for any paying enterprise, but competi- 

tion will soon bring about improvementin the nature of accommo- 
dations and cheapness in rates. Besides, the Secretary of the In- 
terior will always, under the law, have exclusive control of the Park, 

and no building can he erected or remain within its limits, except 

by his permission, This insures, under a faithful attention to the 
law and the interests of the public, the absence of all nuisances under 

the guise of hotels and of all extortions. The monopoly feature In 
the contract and lease should be stricken out and no contract should 
be executed by the department which does not reserve the right to 
permit the construction of other hotels within the Park,if in the 

judgment of the Secretary the interest of the publicso requires. As 
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to the mpans of visifing the Park, there should be no restriction of 

any kind, bul every visitor should be at liberty to go in such vehicles 
ani aller such fashion as may suit either his purse or inelination, 

The Sverotary of the Interior transmils lo the Senate a copy of the 

letter addressed by him to James J, Brisbin, giving him the privil- 
ee of putting a steam vessel for carrying pagsengers on Yellow- 

stone Lake, but ypon what conditions or under what restrictions this 
permit was given does not appear. So far as the committee is in- 

formed in the conmunication, the party running the yessel is under 

no restrichions whatever, cither as to the capacity of the vessel, the 

accommodations furnished or the rates charged. If such permission 

he granted atall,it should certainly be guarded ag to insure the 
comfort of visitors and absence of extortion, Nothing but absolute 

necessity, however, should permit the great national Park to be used 

for money-making by private persous, and in our judgment no such 
necessity exists. The purpose to which tlis region, matchless in its 

wonders and grandeur, was dedicated—"'a public Park and a pleas- 

ure ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people’ —is worthy 

the highost patriotism aud statesmanship, If Congress shall do its 
duty antl perfect the legislation contained in the act of 1872, if will 

he uo Jonger necessary for Americuns to yisit the Alps in orderito 

vojoy mountain scenery. Noother region can rival in wonders and 

attractions fhe Yellowstone Park, 

THE SENATE BILL, 

An admirable bill has been drawn by the Committee for 
the future government of the Park. The Commiftee are 

disposed to think that the Interior Department transcended 
its authority in agreeing to lease the Park, and 

Tt Was agreed to report a bill cieurly defining the dulies of the De- 

partment, anil also extending the arew of the Park to the east toa 
line north and south through Cedar Mountain and southward to the 

44th parallel of north latitude, an addition of about 3,444 square miles 
to the Park, the whole area of which would be 6,644 square miles. 

The bill provides that all of the territory embraced within the limits 

of the Park as so extended and increased shall be reserved and with- 

dvawn from settlement, occupancy or sale under the laws of the 

United States, and dedicated and set apart asa public park or pleas- 

ure frownd for the benefit and enjoyment of the people of the United 

States, and said territory so set apartshall be under the control of 
the Secretary ef the Interior and subjeci to all the provisions of sec- 

tions 2,474 and 2.475 Revised Statutes of the United States, except as 

hevein otherwise provided; that the Secretary shall make and pub- 

lish rules for the government and protection of the Park, and 

“eanse all persons trespassing upon its territory to be re- 

moved therefrom, and shall take all measures which he may 
think necessary to carry out the purpose of the act,and the Secre- 

tary of Wur is directed to make such details of troops as the Secre- 

tary of the Interior may require for the purpose of preventing tres- 

passers or intruders from entering the Park with the object of 

déstroying its game, orfor remoying such persons from the Park. 

The ldlling, wounding or capturing, at ony time, of any buffalo, 

nison, moose, ell, black-failed or white-tailed deer, mountain sheep, 
Tocky Mountain goal, antelope, beaver, otter, marten, fisher, grouse, 

prairie chicken, pheasant, fool-hen, partridge, quail, wild goose, 

(tuck, robin, meadow lark, thiush, goldfinch, flicker oy yellow ham- 
mor, blackbird, oriole, jay, snowbird, or any of the small birds com- 

only known as “singing birds,” and the taking of fish in the waters 

of the Park by means of seines, nets, fraps, or by theuse of drugs or 

any 6xplosive substance or compound, or in any ofher way than by 
hook and line ure prohibited within the limits of the Park under pen- 
oily of a fine for each offense of not less than $50 and not more than 

#150, op imprisonment not longer than three months, or both. The 

possession of dead birds or fish is vonstituted primu facie evidence 
of violution of the provisions, and any person, stage. express or rail- 

way company receiving or transporting such bodies are liable upon 
donviction to forfeit for each offense $250, to be recovered by a pro- 
ceeding in the nature of an information in the court having jurisdic- 
lion. 

The Secretary of the Interior may, in his diseretion, grant leases 
for terms not exceeding ten years of small parcels of ground within 

the Park, but no more ground shall be so leased than is necessary 
for the hotels or storehouses necessary to the accommodation of 

visitors and necessary outhouses and icehouses, ind for gardening 

or grazing land in connection with said hotels; but no exclusive 

privilege or monopoly of any kind shall be granted to any person or 

couipany or corporation for any purposé within said Park; nor shall 

any lease or contract be made which in any degree or manner inter- 

feres with of prevents the free and unrestricted access of the public 
io all portions of the Park. 
The laws of Montana are made to cover the Park, whieh for juris- 

dictional purposes is made part of Gallatin county, The regulations 
madé and published by the Secretary of the Interior for control of 
the Park and protection of the game are given the foree of law, and 

penallies for their violation are prescribed. The Seeretary of the 

Interior is authorized to appoint a superintendent at an annual 

salary of $2,000 and ten assistants at $900 each, who are giyen the 

authority of deputy marshals within the Park. The Secretary of 

War is instructed to detail an officer of the Engineer Corps, who 

shall survey such roads and bridges as may be necessary. 

GAME IN THE NATIONAL PARK. 
Antong the interesting literature concerning the attempted 

National Park grab is a letter sent by Col. John Schuyler 
Crosby, Governor of Montana, to Senator George G, Vest. 
It will he seen that the statements made therein bear out all 

that has been said on the subject in the columns of Forest 
AND Stream. The letter is as follows: 

(Copy. 
Caicaco, Decentbér 29, 1882. 

Hon. George G. Fest, Uniled States Senator, Washington, D, C.: 

My Dear Senator: In conipliance with your wish, expressed tome 
onthe floor of the Senate Chaniber early in December, that I should 

give my views on the subject of game protection in the Yellowstone 
National Park, I Haye tle honor to address this note to you, and 

shonld be glad to have 4 eubject so important to Montana and to the 
national interest in the Yellowstone Park Jaid with this letter before 

the Commitiee on Territories, of which you are a member, and also, 
should you think proper, before Congress, 
From careful ¢camination of Congressionul legislation creating 

ihe National Park (see sections 2,474-2,475 United States Revised 

Statutes), and of the Territorial laws of Montana, the report of my 

predecessor and tle expressed wish of influentinl citizens of this 
Territory, I judge that the preservation of the large game of the 
Northwest in ths Park: and im the Territory of Montana, would acvord 
with the seutiments of the public. Congress has enucted that the 
Houorable Secretary of the Interior shall provide, against the 

Wanton destruction of the game within the Park itself and againet 
their capture for the purposes of merchandige or profit, The laws 
of Montuna toa like end for the game within her bordersare szplicit. 
The ‘Territorial laws of Montana fer 1879 protected the bison er buf- 
falo for ten years from that dite in the counties of Madison, Jetier 
son, Derr Lodgeand Lewis and Clark, somewhat contiguous te the, 

Yellowstone Park, aud the beneficial effect of this legislation seems 

to be indiested by Lieutenant-General Sheridan in his report of 1831 
that this year Inoticed that buftalos were on the edges of the Park.” 
The Territorial laws OF Montana also wisely provide that none of the 

largé gramnivorous game shill be killed during the breeding season, 
and absolutely prohibits the hunting of elk, antelope and mountain 
sheep with dogs al any bimein any part ofthe Territory, The kill- 

ing of any of the animals above named for their skins and not for 

food is prohibited under heavy penalties, and still further to protect 

them bounties are given for the sealps of the panther and the bear. 
Under these positive conditions of national and Territ rial pro- 

tection of game by statute, the splendid and interesting game ani- 
mals of North America, the bison, the ell, the black and swhite-tailed 
deer, the Rocky Mountain sheep and the antelope ought to incréase 

and fill the thousands of square miles of the Yellowstone Park with 

objects of instruction to the naturalist and curious delight to the 

tourist from every land, Even the overflow of game from a well 

preserved purk of such extent would supply forever large quar tities 

of food to the settler and the sportsman in its proper season. So far 
as legislation is concerned, national and Territorial provisions, 

though capable of some desirable improvement, would seem ta be 

rightly directed and reasonably efficient for their ostensible object— 

the protection of the lurge North American game in Montana, and the 
National Park. But the report of General Sheridan presents evidence 

of lamentable deficiency in the means or powers of enforcement. 

General Sheridan states in his report dated November 1, 1882, page 

8: “The gamein the Park is being killed off rapidly, especially in 

the winter. I haye been credibly informed that since ils diseoyery 

ag many as 4,000 elk were killed by skin-hunters In one winter, and 

that. even last winter in and around the edges of the Park there were 

as many as 2,000 of these grand animals killed, to say nothing of the 

mountain sheep, antelope, deer and other gameé slaughtered in greut 
numbers,” 

The entire paragraph or page of his report of 1882 is respectfully 

commended to your kind attention as embodying mosh admirable 
practical suggestions for protecting the rights of the people of Mon- 

tanaand of the whole United States against the greed or wanton 

cruelty of a few murauders, and of preserving and increasing the 

value of |he most splendid game park in the world, which cannot 

fail to retlound to the fame and profit of this magnificent Territory. 
Thelieve that the suggested increase of the area of lhe Yellowstone 

Park, the absolute protection of the game within its borders from 

all molestation by hunters and enforcementhy the people of Montana 

of (heir own wise and excellent game laws im the reat of the Tor- 

ritory are steps auxiliary to each other and quite within the scope 
of legislative power, Yor the settler now despoiled of his amuse- 

ment and his food by wanton waste; for the Indian made sayage 

when hungry; for the naturalist, the tourist and the true sportsman; 

for the reputation of this unequalled Park and Territory, the 
national power over the Territories is inyoked to prevent a waste of 
life that must end in the extermination of the large game. At the 
moment that the inyaluable Baird Commission is laboriously reno- 

vating our streams and rivers depleted of fish and striving to increase 
the ocean supply of food;at the moment that societies to prevent 

cruely to animals are assuming national impottance, the failure to 

protect the wild herds of the Northwest againsh wholesala slanglter 
for their pelt alone or for the brutaland unsportsmaniike loys of 
killing wonld seem A crime as wellas a blunder. Our opportunities 
haye no equal in the world. Iwould take the liberty to urge upon 

Congress the passage of a law extending the limits of tha National 

Park eastward as proposed by General Sheridan, inasmuch as T am 

informed by officers and others who haye been oyer the country of 

the Shoshone ranges of motntains between 44 degrees and 45 degrees 
north latitude adjoining and east of the Yellowstone Park that the 
altitude and general roughness of thisregion are such that can néyer 

be utilized by settlers, while it is the natural habitat of the game to 

be preseryed. 

I need notsuggest that the policy of making provisions for the 

great natural interests in the Territories has been so illustrated in 
the past that Congressional legislation for the Territorinl Part 

| would seem natural and proper. So-called “sportsmen!! from other 

lands annually destvoy vast quantities of game and return fo their 

respective homes publicly proclaiming thea larga number of head 

they have killed, und then return again with increased forves to re- 
peat their wanton slaughter. hese and skin-hunters would be 

found the most violent objectors to national and loval laws that 
should essay to protect the large game for the hona fide settler of 

Montana and adjacent Territories, Inthe name of her hardy, in- 
dustrious and enterprising people and of true sportsmanship every- 

‘where, I ask for absolute protection for the game that flies to jhe 
| Park for safely. Aguin I earnestly solicit your attention and eon- 

sideration to Genéral Sheridan’s proposilion touching the incrbase 

of the Park und the methods of enforcing the game laws within its 

limits. As this Park has been very properly placed undér the con- 

trol of the Honorable Secretary of the Interior, and a cértain amount 
appropriated for salaries, T would suggest that an engineer officer 
of the army be detiiled te report to the Secretary of the Interior for 
spécial duty 45 General Superintendent of the Park, with powers and 

means granted to him to lay out roads and make other necessary 
improvements, and with authority to call upon the military stationed 

in the neighborhood for such details of troops as may be needed for 
emergencies. Afler Iays are passed the Superintendent of tha Park 
should be in condition to enforce them, which now is inipossible. To 

allow the game of the Park to be harried out of it and then to suffer 
its extermination in the Territory is of course fatal to both Park and 

Territory, Bul by protecting the Park and enlarging it an ark of 

safely will ba provided for the great game of North America until 

the flood of folly subsides, and Montana and the neigNboring Terri- 

tories will rejoice to find in the overflow from the Park a constant 

supply of game for their lrue sportsmen. The protection of the 
buffalo seems to rest on different principles from that of other game 

requiring less extensive range, Within Territorial limits the killing 
of game by settlers for food is natural, and in my opinion the killing 
of buffaloes in large quantities for food and hide is not objectionable; 

for,from wy own experience in constalt campaigning for several years 

ou the plains of Texas to (he northern Territories, the bifala has 
been replaced between the Red River and North Platte by hundreds 
of thousands of vattle, far more useful animals, But nothing sup- 

plies the place of the elk, the deer and Rocky Mountain sheep and 

goat that thrive over the rough and mountainous territory that forms 
‘a large part of the National Park. Yet from neglect on the part of 

the general government, and Stute and Territorial goveruments also, 
ta properly protect this game for the past fifteen years, it is impos- 
sible to find a hundred of autelopes, elk or desr, where there were 
formerly vast Dumbers. The importance af general local protection 
in the Territory, and of national protection by a proper responsible 
officer fn the Park, with sufficient means and power to absolutely in- 
terdivt shooting there, is yitul. To permit the Parlto be barried and 
thegame stampeded into the Territory left unprotected by the non-en-. 
forcement of the luws, will exterminate the whole game.of Montana, 
Idaho and Wyoming, This would be a calamity entailing a real loss 
upon the peopls. Bven liftle municipalities and all great ones add a 
few deer to their parks and pleasure grounds. The sotlthern side of 
Mont Blouc gealously preserves its Ghamaeis, Blair Athol and the as~ 
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tates of Bucelengh haye a world-wide reputation for their herds of 

deer and wild cattle. Every dukedom has its preserves for a few 
aristocratic possessors. Why, im 4 ¢owntry where the people are 
kings, should all neglect the addition to a people's park, whioh for 
its exten}.and the maignitude and number of its game in no Jand can 
we show an equaly A park of 5,000 square miles, with scenery 
sublime beyond deseription, and conntless herds of elk, deer, ante- 
lope, buffalo and Rocky Mountain sheep, would dwarf the preserves 

of any monarch m the world. The people, through Congress. hays 
decreed that this park and its game should ba free from spoliation 
(See Reyised Statutes, 2474, 2,475). The citizens of Montana have 

already shown their purpose in the vigorous laws, interdicting the 

hunting of large game with dogs, -prohibiting the killing of it-for pelt 
and not for food, have absolutely protected buffalo in several coun- 
ties for ten years, and the other large gnmie during breeding time 
throughout the country. 

The machinery for conviction is effective. Possession of buffalo 

green hides in the four protected counties Is prima facie syidenca of 
guilt, 1 
Informers are entitled toa quarter of the fine collected, and the 

government can change its venue. The spirit is willing, but the 

flesh is weak, Imprisonmentinstead of fine would seam more effect- 

ual to protect the people ugainst maranders. 

I would venture to recommend that transportation companies 

should be prohibited from carrying game unlawfully killed, as they 
are now prohibited from carrying fish taken by illicit means. But 
the main defense against game extermination will be undoubtedly 

found In enlarging the great parss of the Yellowstone, which must 
be our future nursery of game. 

As a citizen of Montana and intrusted with the honor of its admin- 

istration, my pride and iny interest are wrapped up inher future 
reputation and prosperity. 
Tthould deeply lament any step that would put oneof her great 

treasures, the Nafional Park, inte the hands of speculative individ. 

uals and out of the power of the government to manage it for the 
best interests of the whole people. Lam, sir, very respectfully, your 
oberlient servant, . 

Jonny Scnpvter Crosay,Governor of Montana, 

THE DRIFT OF PRESS OPINION. 

The readers of Forwer-Anp STRHAM need not be told 
what opinion this journal as held with regard to the pro 
ject to turn over the National Park to # handful of monop- 
olists to the very serious injury of the rights of the people, 
The fact that we haye for many years been familiar with 

this lovely spot, and have kept ourselves informed as to 

what was going ou init, gives us the right to judge very 
clearly as to the merits of this project. This special knowl- 

edge, perhaps, explains why it is that Ponus? ayp Srreair 
has condemned the contemplated lease by the Secretary of 

the Jnuterior, and why, up tothe publication of the Senate 

Committee report it has stood quilé alone in its opposition 
to Uhis monstrous job. : 

The Park is a long way off, and is as yet known to 
comparatively few persons, and hence there are but a small. 

number of individuals who can apenk of it intelligently. 

The admirable report of Senator Vest's committee has 
thrown 4 great deal of light on the subject, and the press 

are now beginning tu appreciate what we have long seen 

and insisted upon—the importance of preserving the region 

to the people. It must be governed by the people for the 

people. A correspondent of the New York mes in a very 
intelligent. communication and one which shows that he is 

familiur with the Park, says: 

It seems to me remarkable that so litths opposition bo the imiqui- 

tous Yellowstone Park land grab should haye developed. This 
silence is, perhaps, due more to the fact that the promoters of jhe 

scheme have managed it with great shrewdness than that the people 

are without interest in the matter, IT haye had occasion to visit tle 

Park in yeurs past and have spent much time in examining its won- 
ders and in familiarizing myself with its strangely beatiful scenery, 
Knowing the region thoroughly, I cannot bul feel that if the Parle ig 
giyen up, as proposed, to acompany of speculators, the people of 

this country will, before long, deeply regret and reprobate the hasty 

action of the Interior Department, and of Congress. A lease and ex- 
clusiye priyileges'so valuable as these are should never haye heen 

granted hastily, and, least of all, by a subordinate in the absence of 

the head of the department; and,if they are to be granted, at least 
something approaching an adequate returo should be demanded for 

such franchises, The present status of the project, asstated by For- 
EST AND STREAM, is as follows: 

“The lease which the EOIBPADY: hopes to. obtain proyides that it 
shall have the free use of timber in the Park for building purposes; 
shall have the free use of arable land in the Park; shall have the 
free use of the waters of the Park for supplying hotels and other 
buildings; shall have the exclusive right to put yachts, sailboats and 
rowhoats on Yellowstone Park Lake; shall have exclusive Tight to 
erech telegraph wires throughout the Park; shall have the right to 
éstablish stores and trading stations, and shall have exclusive pight 
to furnish transportation and guides to and from points within the 
Park. The company has selected seven tracts in the Park, each con- 
taining, with one exception, 640 acres, andl the lease provides that 
those interested shall bave the use of this land for a period of ten 
years, with privilege of holding itlonger. A provision in the lease 
also gives the company the rightto occupy such other portions of 
the Park as may be desired. The annual rental of the land is not to 
exceed $2 per acre, and the company expects to get a much lower 
rate, In other words, these enormously yaluable privileges are to 
be leased to these men for the pififul sum of $9,000 [perannum]. Their 
store privileges alone will be worth many times this sum, to say 
nothing of all the other valuable franchises enumerated before. The 
lobby which is working for this lease is a strong one.” 

If these statements are at all correct, do they not reveal a condition 

of things that is greatly tobe deplored? The men interested in this 
Yellowstone Park Improvement Company evidently consider that 
they are sure to get their lease, and acting on this supposition they 

have begun work in the Park, cutting the government timber, build- 

ing saw mulls, feuling the streams, now so Fill of trout, with saw- 

dust, and killing the goyernment game to feed their gauge of lum- 

berers, They seem to think that they hold (he government and ihe 
people of these United States in the hollow of their hand, and baliavs 
that they have now so firm a clutch upon this people’s pleasure- 

ground that their grasp cannot be loosened. Although the promp- 
ters of this project have, in their communications to the press, 

tulked as if striving to convey the ivea that. they had only the inter- 
ests of the people at heart, and desired aboye all things to preserve 
fle geyser cones from mutilation and the game and mmber from 
total destruction, it is scarcely to be supposed that these fair words 

willdeceiva anyone. Lookat the list.ofthese who-are Enown to be 
interested, and you willsee that they are all specnlators, Thay are 
not the kind of men who go into a legitimate business with the hape 
of making a fair profit Not at all. They see that, to 
use the vant phrase, “there are millions’ in this thing, 
and they have seized it, and propose.te bold~on.-to. ibas long 
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asthey oan. Their bold and defiant action in going on with the work 
hefore the lease has heen signed shows how confident they feel of 
their ability to handle Congress and 1o consummate the great wrong 
on the people that they have in contemplation. Thelr netion in this 

respedt is like that of the railroad compnnies that we so often read 
about, where «line of trackisIsid in tha night te forestall un in- 

jonetion to be issued the next day. In addition to the privileges 
already enumerated it appears that this company proposes to add to 
its oboupations that of breeding cattle, and that the “pnblic’’ Park 
(see act of March 1, 1872), is. to become the privave range for its 
herds, Those of your readers who ara fumfliar with cattle ranching 
west of the Missouri River will readily comprehend that if this takes 
plice, the game, which these pseudo philanthropists pyofess to 
desire to preserve, will not long remain in the Park. The presence 
of jhe cattle will at once cause the deer anil elk to flee to other 
localities where stock is notso abundant. Much might be said with 

regard lo the value of the franchises hoped to be obtained underthe 
proposed lease, aud the whol'y madequate return which the govern- 
tment is to receive, but I haye contented myself with pointing out 
seme cf the bad features of the project and the bad methods by 
which itis attempted to be. secured The United State; government 
appears to delight in giving away its most valuable posessions—wit- 
ness the many land grants in the past—hut I had supposed that the 
day of grabs was over. Certainly these speculators are very bold 

and shrewd, but if they succeed in consiimmating this great outrage 

{t will be owing to the suvineness of Congress and to the nnaceonnt- 
able silence of almost the entire public press, 

Commenting on the above in connection with the report 
on the subject by the Senate Committee, the Times says 

editorially: 
T_e enterprising gentlemen who obtained from the Acting Secre- 

tary of \lie Interior a very advantageous lease of 4,400 acres of land, 

comprisiig most of the world-renowned natural curiosities of the Yel- 

lowstone Park, may have been actuated by the most patriotic mo- 
tives, and may have merely a secondary interest in the gainful pos- 
sibilities of their bargain, Buta people who have grownsomewhat 
suspicious of the methods by which exclusive rights are obtained 
over large portions of the national domain, will be relieved to find 

that the Senate Committee which has had the subject under consid- 

eration has pronounced against doth the validity and the expediency 

of the least in question. The bill which has been prepared defining 
anil strictly limiting the powers of the Interior Department in regard 
to the Yellowstone Reservation is clearly demunded by the public 
interests, and oughtto receive prompt attention from the Senate. 

The lesstes exhihit somewhat suspicions haste in proceeding to ex- 
ercise the tights granted them under yery dubious authority, and 

they cannot be loo soon restrained from earrying out what looks like 
a yery bold grab of properts which neither the actual or the Acting 
Seerchary of the Interior ought to have temporarily alienated. 

Other pupers express similar views. An editorial in the 
Commepnial Advertiser says: 

Tris the tendency of grand national show places to foster monopoly 

anilextortion, Niagara, which has hitherto held the post of honor 
among the graat sizhts of America, has already lost the greater part 
of its patronage through the colossalimpositions and grand army of 
harpies, Itis only a maiter of right thatthe Yellowstone National 

Fark, which 1s ¢oniing to the frontas a leading natural attraction, 
should be protected in the interests of the public by the government. 
No one can possibly object to the granting of leases to men who will 

open up the Park and eater to the comfort and convenience of visil- 

ors; but these should only be granted under certain conditions and 

undérslandings, and itis but simple justice that every one should 

have a fair chanee, The Senate appears to: have the welfare of this 

great national attraction at heart. andis to be congratulated upon 

its recent action. 

The Tribune also has an editorial on the subject, which 
Saya: 

There seems to be little doubt that the Interior Department ex- 
ceeded its authority when it agreed to lease substantially the whole 
of Yellowstone Park to a company of capitalists for a term of ten 
years, The act of Congress approved March 1, 1872, by which the 

Yellowstone tract was made a public park, provided that the Secre- 
tary of the Interior might, “in his discretion, grant leases for build- 
ing purposes for terms not exceeding ten years of small parcels of 

ground at such places in the Park as shall require the erection of 
builuings for the accommodation of visitors.” The lease to Rufus 
Tiatch and others, which was promised by the Interior Departmeut | 
in September last but which has not yet been signed, gives them ex- 
elusive control for ten years of 4,440 acres of the Park. This vast 

tract contains the geysers, great falls and Yellowstone Lake, all the 

principal objects of interest to the visitors, so that thi lease is prac- 

tically a survender of the whole 3,300 square miles of the Park to a 

priyate association of capitalists. In return for this valuable privi- 

lefe the Uniled States will receiye only a nomial rent of a sum not 
exceeding tro dollars an acre, and the lessees bind themselyes to 
erect only one hotel building 

Ttis easily apparent that this lease is a violation of the spirit of 
theact of 1872. A tractof 4.440 acres cannot be ealled a “small pay- 
cel of ground” required for the erection of buildiags for the accom- 

inodation of visitors. To besnre the ground is let in seven different 
tracts of 640 acres each, but then they are included in one lease and 

ave ali leased to the same persons, It was clearly the intent of the 
Jaw fo have sach separate grant of land used for the erection of a 

hotel, thus encouraging rival establishments, whieh ‘would prevent 

jhe extortions upon visitors which are certain to arisé from a, mon- 
opoly of hotel privileges. The Park is for the people and should 
be managed In thé interast of the people rather than do the interest 

of speculators, Tt is clearly notin the interestof the people to put 
the only portions of the Park worth visiting in the exclusive con- 

trol of a single company of capitalists who will he ahleto make all 
yisitora stop at one hotel. While the lease provides that the public 

shall fave free access to all the natural curiosities of the region, it 
flso gives the Iessees authority to forbid visitors remaining or-camp 
jog on the ground. , 

Another objeetionable provision of the lease is the granting to the 

Jessees {he exclusive right of transportation of visitors by stage or 

otherwise through the Park. This is open to the same objection as 
the exclusive hotel privilege—that if will permit and encourage ex- 
tortion. A still further objection to the lease lies in the fact that it 
will psrmit fhe wholesale destruction of game in the Park, The 

Committee on Territories in the Senate have reported through Mr. 
Vest a bill Which meets all these objections, and by clearly defining 

the powers of the Interior Department,makes any future mistakes of 
the kind which this Iease appears to be Impossible, and at the same 
time pravents the fulfilment of the contract which the Assistant 
Secretary of the Interior has made with Mr. Hatch and his assaci- 

ates, The bill appears to be clearly in the interest of jhe people and 
ought to be passed, 

The Herald handles vhe subject in its usual vigorous style, 
and joins its pewerful voice ta those alrealy quoted in sup- 
port of the Senate Committee’steport. It says: 

‘The Senate Committee on Territories is entirely right in objecting 
to the concession to a New York company of the cxelpsive righii to 
build and manage hotel, construct roads, run stages and operate 

telegraph lines in the Yellowstone Park. Exclusive rights in regions 
interesting only for their peculiar naturalathractions already exist in 
some parts of the United States to the great profit of the managers, 
and thé annoyance, in many ways. of nearly all visitors. Hotels are 
nilt wherever best suits the convenience, not of tourists, but the 

owners. Rouds are |eid and stages or boats aré managed in the 
same way, so the traveler is practically restricted to whatever can bo 

seen, doué or eaten with least expense or trouble and at the most re- 

munerative prices to the autocral of the locality, Such monopolies 
cannot now he abated, for they exist through purchase of land, bat 

there ts n0 possible exeuse for eshablishing one in the Yellowstone 

Park, Hotel privileges in the Park should be for limited periods only, 

and subject to revocation for cause; they should be as numerous as 
thay be demanded by proper persons; the sites should be determined, 
not by the builders, but by engincer officens charged with the duty of 
not allowing buildings to mar the more interesting portions of the 
scenery, and control of round should be limited to the area abso- 

lotely required hy the buildings. The location of the roads, also, 
should be determined by government engineers, so that individual 
parsimony or ereed cannot possibly make one interesting place inac- 

cessible, so that the traveler maybe compelled to remain longer at 

another. Notone single hillock, geyser, pool or tree should pass 
under the eXclusiyé control of any Individual or company. Our 

mhonopoly-cursed country Will look to Congress to protect the eveat 

National Parkso perfectly that any one can visitit withoul being at 

themercy of 8 single person, fiim or ‘'sombination of eapitalists.” 

lt will be seen from what hus been printed above that 
there is buf one mind among the New York press upon the 

project which this curious company haye so hardily pressed 
forward, and which they hoped to have rushed through and 

confirmed without an examination, The wate'tful vigilance 
of Senator Vest alone defeated the project, and if the peo- 
ple are still to have their Park they will owe it te him. 
The Cuvier Club of Cincinnati, O., well known as one of 

the largest and most influextial game protective socicties of 
the country, is the first to acknowledge and appreciate the 
crying needs of the National Park as voiced in the report 
of General Sheridan, datcd September 20, 1882. At amect- 
ing held early in the present month, the attention of the 

club was called to the subject of this report, and the follow- 
ing resolution offered: 

Whereas, The Cuvier Club, of Cincinnnti, has read and approved 
the racommendation of Lieutenant General Sheridan in his report 
to the War Department, November 1, 1882, as to the exténsion of the 
boundary of the National Park as therein described; therefore, 

Resolved, That werespectfully and jnost earnestly urge upon the 

members of Congrass from ths First and Second Districts of Uhio to 

exert all their influence ta secure the extension aforesaid, and to 

order the protection thereof by the military power. if necessary, as 
suggested in said report. 

The resohition was unanimously adopted. 

The Cuyier Club las 1 membership of 900. 

A Nove Carrriper.—a recently devised explosive for 
use in firearms consists of paper prepared by a secret 

chemical process and rolled into a compact cylinder, much 
resembling in appearance a firecracker. 1f may be exploded 

by the ordinary percussion cap, or by a bit of fulminate 
in the end of the cartridge itself. This cylinder of 
paper is inserted into the chamber behind the bullet, 
or it may be attached to the bullet and both in- 
serted together. When exploded the cartridge is, in theary, 
entirely consumed, leaving the barrel of the arm free for 

another charge. Our tests of this new invention lave not 
been sufficient ta warrant an expression of opinion as to its 

merits; but, as We said long ago, it is prohable that the 
sportsman of the future may use an explosive which shall 

be in principle yery like this new device. 

Tur Guinea Fown.—A correspondent suggests the pos- 
sible utility of the guinea fowl as a game bird. We believe 

that in the West Indies, where this bird has been acélima- 
tized, it has reverted to a wild state, and is considered game. 

We can conceive of no reason whyit should not thrive in 
the southern part of our own country, There may be a 

question whether the wild guinea fowl weuld lic to the dog, 

or whether it would not flush and take tothe trees. The 

tame birds will lic to a dog. We should be much pleased to 
haye any information on the subject. The experiment 
seems fo be worthy of « trial. 

Top Pissprims hxurrrion.—Goods for the Intornational 
Fisheries Exhibition at London, this year, will he received 
until February 15. They may be sent to Washington, or to 
My, BE. G, Blackford, Fulton Market, New York, but must 

be marked ‘For the Fisheries Exhibition,” and a memor- 

andum of cont2nts on the outside of the box, as well as the 

uame of the person sending them, 

Among THerr Fronxps av Appany all men who are 
interestediu game pro‘ection may count Mr. James Geddes, 
of Syracuse, a member of the Assembly. We congratulate 
the sportsmen of the Stute on their having in the legisla- 
ture so sensible and fearless and honest a champion of 
‘gawe protection. 

Cake FOR THE QuAIL.—The present fall of snow empha- 
sizes the necessity of making some provision for the quail. 
Tints of how this may be done haye been published in this 
journal, and a note will be found in another column of this 

issue. Tet it be remembered that a very httle practical at- 
tention to these matters just now will do more good than 
several hundreds of hours’ talk. Individuals and game 
elub3 may accomplish a preat deal in ihe way of practical 

fame preservation if they will provide siiclier and food for 
the birds. 

Tum Coyrer Chus of Cincinnati hell its annual mecting 
last week, a report of which, reaching ug too Ite for in3er- 

lion to-day, will be found in our next issue. 

The Sportsman Conrist. 

NIMROD IN THE NORTH. 
BY LIEUT. FRED’K SCHWATKA, U, 8 ARMY, 

I.—Bruin Borealis, 

|e: choosing the subject of Nimrod in the Morth, in gon- 
eral I shall confine m;self to such bunting scenes 23 

passed under my own personal observations; but I shail 
still try to describe the sportsman in the polar wastes, with 
all his trials and triumphs, his cares and his comforts, his 
camps, lis singular native allics and their wonderful and 
ingenious hunting implements, and above all, the game he 
may pursne, or that may pursue him. 
Men baye hunted for all reasons, from dire necessity to 

Trivolous fun, and from the equator across every parallel to 
the pole; and this quality has brought forth a3 instruments 
to the accomplishment of its ends the simple swing and 
stone, the bow and arrow and boomerang of savages and the 
rapil magazine trifle of the civilized modern world, dual- 
ing death at astonishing distances and unerring certuinly, 
Let us franster this latter weapon into the Torid Zone, 
And to confine ourselves to our true subject, Niurod in tue 
North, 

The writer, as a member of the American Franklin Searels 
Party, that prosecuted its objects in the Arctic lor a little 
over two yeurs, during 1879 and portions of its contiguous 
years. He had many rare opportunities to gain a know- 
ledge ofthe fauna of the frigid zone in interesting cu- 
counters, This party, mainly throuch the vigilance of its 
friendly native hunters and allies, subsisted almost wholly 
on the game ef Those regions during its sojoun there; and 
during its sledge journey of a year in Jeneth, buf one month’s 
provisions Were taken, making this liltle band of seventeen 
people with their forty odd dogs, truly Nimrods in the 
North, to procure their necessary subsistence from day to 
day. To the man, civilized or savage, who procures his 
duily food from the chase, that chase may lose much of its 
true sportsmanlike character. The constant eyeryslay cn- 
counter with game soon reduces exciting incideuts to 
monotony and converts the disciple of St. Hubert into u 
peculiar kind of pot-huntcr, if such s!rong epithets can be 
properly bestowed upon the huinan being, who may be said 
to Lave the same right to these products of nature as any 
other, so-long as they conduce to his well being and exist- 
ence, Still this business principle of hunting brings civ- 
ilized man, when he has once acouired it, into the very best 
position possible to study and portray his victims, their 
habits and haunts, and all that is interesting in connection 
with them, Weis 4 much better observer than his cquaily 
conscientious brother who views the entliusiasm of the chase 
through the distorting lenses of the amateur, rendered highly 
chromatie by an excited imagination. 

It is notintended te give a strict treatise in 2 zoological 
souse, of the many animals saw on my ‘trip, even could T 
improye upon those who preceded me in such an under- 
tuking; and thus I make no presumption whateyer, but I 
desire to present my observations in as popular a way as my 
pen can command, However strongly [ may adhere to this 
tule, there is no denying whatever that the student of nature 
has widely extended the pleasure that can be deriyed from 
the chase, be it polar or tropic, and he whois both naturalist 
and Nimrod has at his command all the eiements for the 
maximum enjoyment of tue hunter in all latitudes. 

It was on the 19th day of June, 1878, that my little party 
of four white men, consisting, beside myself, of Colonel 
Wn, HH. Gilder, second in command; Henry Klutschak, 
und Brank F. Melms, and Esqitimati Joe, the celebrated 
Esquimau guide and hunter, left the-harbor of New York 
to prosecule a tyo or three yeurs’ searel in the polar wilds 
for the records, traces, relies or information of the brave 
British captain, who had gonethere many years ago, never to 
return, and of whom so very little was known. Small as 
the party was, which circumstances had thus confided te 
my care, ido not hesitate to state that [ assumed the respon- 
sibility with much difidence, [ had sven no Arclic exper- 
jence whatever, and a careful perusal of the literature of 
those regions showed me that the leaders had in eyery case 
served previously in subordinate (apneities and were thus 
placed in possession of that most valuable of ,information, 
the information of practical experience, True. an Amer- 
iean cavalry officer’s service on the frontier is’ oftentimes 
that of much srduons field duty, and occasionally the 
severest of winter exposure; hut all thes®in my mind faded 
into insignificance as I read of the colossal ice fields many 
hundreds cf feet in thickness, iimd stretching as far as the 
eye could reach; the thermometer so low that mereury 
froze anc cast into bullets was fired through thick boards, 
and strong and powerlul white men staggered around as if 
intoxicated] from the effects of breathing the terribly 
evld atmosphere of those regions. 
My only guide and counsellor in the party for that dreary 

land of desolation was ‘““Esyquimau Joe,” or simply Joe, as 
we used to call him; and heis alrendy well known to those 
conyersint with Are‘ic exploration 4s the faithful gvide 
und companion of the lamented Captain Hall on his hwo 
Franklin search expeditions, and also on the erlehrated 
Polaris expedition, when Joe and a portion of that party 
had the memorable ice-dritt of more than 2,000 miles from 
Smith Sound in Upper Greenland to near the island of New- 
foundljnd, occupying 196 days, through the long Arctic: 
winter, durig which time Joe, with the assistance of an- 
other Hsquimau, Hans, maintained « party of nineteen souls 
With their rifles, That ville of Joe is now sacredly held by 
the Smithsonian Institute in Washington as a prominent 
memento of the longest ice-drift that has ever been recorded 
or endured, Ishall have occasions to rercr to Joc and his 
many pleasant chats of his former hunting experiences 
when we were living buried many feet beneath the snow 
in the curiously constructed aljodes of the denizens of these 
regions. PR 8 a : 

it is my intention in this and the following papers to take 
each prominent animal or class of animals in the Arctic, 
and relate all that may be interesting concerning each 
before proceeding to another; leaying all the minor items 
of interest, as the dogs and sledges, the hunting implements 
of our friends of the frigid zones, »s well as the people 
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themsclves, the peculiar clothing Wy which they withstand 
such phenomenal teinperdtures, aol everything Ise that is 
dear to the hnnter’s heurt, as smill aecessorvies, to be woven 
into the narrative at such points as muy seem most appro: 
priate. 

Lhave selected for my first subject the polar bear, the 
“timer of the ice,’ aus Dr, Kane cills him, Our first mtro- 
duction to this boreal Bruin was in the latter part of July, 
in 1878, when we encountered the Esquunau of the ssyage 
islands, ou the northern shore of Hudson’s Straits, who had 
a few of their skins tosell, among other kinds of Arctic mer- 
chandise. These simple natives are cert inly easily satis- 
fied, or, more properly speaking, casily cheated, as a half 
jumblerful of shot secured four saddics of reindeer meut, 
while a nice polar bear robe was had for a hilf of a plug 
(one-twelfth of a pound) of tobacco and a few charges of 
powder. Twenty-tive musket cups were given Jor one-fifth 
as many white fox skins, and muny other things were bar 
tered for on equal terms, 1 seeured three dogs—all they 
had brought in their coméien ov seal-ssin seow—for my 
party, and when I gave them something ap»roximutely near 
their true value (for 1 was not a little disgusted with the 
Shylock munntr iu which they hai been treated), thei 
astonishment knew ho bounds, and one old fellow so in- 
sisted on rubbing noses with me that, despite the faet that 
it signified eternal friendship, 1 almost repented of my in- 
tended generosity. 

Polar bears are qnite numerous along the shores of Hud- 
son's Strait, and as they are extremely aquatic in their 
nature, being often fountl on cakes of ics oY leabergs many 
miles from Jand, it occasionally results thit American 
whulers en route through these straits fo their wiiuling 
grounds in North Hudson’s Bay, or the lfudson’s Bay 
Company’s ships, in their annual visits to their trading 
posts, encounter Biuin here, and have many inf resting 
bouts with him. Tf be is found on isulated cakes or limited 
tloes of ice, his capture is almost certain when pursued in 
ihe well-manned small-beats of the whalers, who liave no 
trouble in overtaking him iu a fiir race in the water, and 
then shooting him, but i) the jee cakes are numerous 
enough to force |he rowers to muke smujyus courses and 
wide deviations, or if packed very tight so us to ob- 
struct them altogether, Bruin gencrully minages to save his 
blanket. If the pack-ice is very dense, the ouly m+thad is 
the Esquimau one of bringing lim to bay by pursuing doys, 
the same asif on land of ou tae shor- ice. So great in- 
deed is the polar beurs’ love for the salt water, that it is a 
very unusual thing to find them far from the seashore, and 
the only times that lL bayes ver known therm to leave it any 
distance, is when the salmon run up the sinwl streams 
opened by the perpetually shining sun of the short’ Arctic 
summer, for ou the ripples dnd rapids of theso cold creeks 
Bruin finds a most generous commissary department while 
it lasts, 

After the winter bus set in and theice hns formed to 
considerable depth along the coasts, the native sledging: 
parties that are then following this shore ice from oue vil- 
lage to another are the ones most likely to come in contact 
with this particular game, In fach over nine-tenths of the 
ropes are thus secured by them. Wheninthe summer this 
ice is broken up and dviven out to sea by the winds, ¢ur- 
rents and tides, the polar bear often follows his icy home to 
iis new abode and il is here and under these circumstances 
that he is most generally encountered, killed and studied Ly 
civilized man, and his habits and peculiarities noted. His 
love for the sea in which he is so characteristically distinct 
from all othur of his species, has detertnined his commonly ac- 
cepted Scientiie name, Ursus muritéjus, although the asser- 
tions of some that their habits are purely maritime must be 
received with some few grains ofallowauce. To the summer 
he is ocessionally found inland wnder the circumstances 
already voted, and in winter, when there is but little differ 
ence between the lund and uocenu, both iee-covered with 
their common mantle of drifting snows, these inland ex- 
cursions are not atall rare. The ibseace of the encounters 
between them and nian in such places is due more to the 
rarity of visils by the latter than the former. It is undoubt- 
edly the case with which they obtain seals, the curcasses of 
“tHlensed”’ whales, or those which have had their blubber 
stripped fiom them by whulers, wulrus and other sea-abid- 
ing animals, that affracts them so persistently to their 
abodes. The imland country would nol furnish them 
enough to support their buwe oarcasses for even a 

single day’s subsistence, unless, perchance, they should 
fall in with the meat caches of the inland reindeer 
husters, which, by the way, say the Bsquimaux, they 
have been known to destroy a disuunce of two or three days' 
sledge traveling from the main coast (probably thirty or 
forty wiles), although if may be newer some of the deep 
finger-like fiords, Characteristic of the relic coasts of the 
older geological periods. 

The winter camp of our little purty for 1878-79 was 
pitched near Depot island, in the northermost part of Hud- 
son's Bay, amid a~large camp of mixed Iwiilik, igloolil 
and Netschilluk Hsquimaux, their proportionale numbers 
being mentioned ia order, 1 employed toar fumilies of Laem 
or thirteen in all, 10 uccompuny me on ny proposed spring 
sledge juurney to King Williatn’s banu, a lurge isliund in 
the Arctic Sea, 

Here: tis natives reported that bear were reasonably com- 
mon, aud quite » number of tlicm had promised tuat we, the 
white men, should be indulged in some of luis spo.t before 
the winter should wear uway, if we would ac -ouipany them 
on their sledge journeys alouy thecoist. “nat wiuter, how- 
éver, yielded us n0 sport 10 tuis lie, althougn Ou of my 
hired hunters, [k-quue-sik, a Dit rooust Nutseuuluic of fully 
six feet iu height, killed one tuwr on Depot isivad while en- 
camped there for walrus hunhing, wud tur wis ihe only one, 
1 believe, whose tracks were seen near Our Gump taut winter, 
Bruin had evidently been attracted by we scot frou the 
numerous walrus cadles thidt dotted Depot iskinu, and he 
came lumbering along, suspectitiy 0 dauyrer, early one Heb- 
ruary morning. Now ‘teariy ib bis mocuiug” depenas upou 
the season, and in the Arctic Pewuary utreduduts 1§ is 
nearly eleven o'clock 16 the forenvun, aud COuseqdentiry ou 
polar ursine friencdl found everybody astir ib Oruer to take 
Tull advantage of the short day, Lsqusesik’s Jiully wee 
alone on the island, muny of his ds.0cites OL tie village 
being absent at the whale sbips winteriug at Marble L lan, 
some seventy or eighty miles fo thu soutuwared, and the bear 
got fairly mto the village before he was dissovered even by 
Ikquecsik’s four or five runty lithe hilhzrown black dogs 
that looked more like wolverine Kittens tuan the true Hsqui- 
mau class Of canines, They were, however, equal to (ue 
emergency, and Esquirau-like Lkquvesix had to dirst come 
out of his snow hut unjirmed to see the cxuse of the disturb-| 

ance, when Bruin got a good long start of him despite the 
persistent nippings of the pups, that delayed him consider- 
ably. It was a running chase for a considerable distance, 
but Ucqueesik got in one good shot in the foreshoulder of 
the hear with his smooth-bore’ musket that brought him 
eflectually to bay, and although our Netschilluk Nimrod 
had one close shave from a daring charge of the ferocious 
beast, he was soon dispatched and his robe brought tri- 
umphantly into camp. He was an immense fellow, weigh- 
ing undoubtedly over a thousand pounds, and would haye 
been a bad custimer at close quarters, had not his shoulders 
been rendered worthless by tie tirst fire. 

The size of the polar bear varies considerably, even with 
those that may be considered fall grown specimens, and some 
naturalists class them as the lirgust of the genus Uygus, yet 
no doubt his western brother, the priazly (Ursus larribitis), 
will dispute this point closely wilh him, ‘This one killed by 
Lkqueesils was p!onounced by the Esquimaux to be wa-a-yo- 
ado, very large, and hud he been weigied 1 would not have 
been surprised to see him show 1,200 pounds. I certainly 
would have been surprised hid he stopped short of 1,00U, 
Captain Lyon, a british Arcti¢ expiorer, mentions one 
Weighing 1,900 pounds and measuring cig feet seven inches 
from tip to tip, Ltissaid tht Bargatz in his expedit:on 
of 1396 killed two polar be;u's, whose skins measured no less 
than twelve and thirteen fvet in length, aad which mast have 
represented enormous inimals, rivaling eyen the grizzly. 
Tuey were sveured on an. ishind near Spitzbergen. F'ranz- 
Joseph Land is pre-eminently the parauise of polar bears, 
the Austrian expedition of 1872-4 tuut discovered it, encount- 
ering and Killing them py scores, yet the Jargest one they 
Meution ‘was eight feet loo, and therefore of wnusuil 
alze." In Parry's Aretic voyage of 1819, his purty succeeved 
in killing a har that although measurug eight tect and two 
inches in length oaly weigued YOU pounus. “at will be 
seen,” suys & culonicler of wat expediviug, ‘that his weight 
is uot al wllin proportion to his dimensions, tor he wis a 
very large animal, as tar as length and bught went, but 
allnough six inches longer than tné bear we Killed im this 
COdotry lash summer, be was upward of tio hundred 
pounds Jiguter, Oa opening him we discovered the cause 
uf tiis disparity, for the whole of fue alimeutary cunal was in 
a high state of gangrent, the liver und lungs were very much 
intlained, and te spleen apparently shrunk cousiucrauly 
below the nutural size. ‘The stomach was empty aud col- 
vapsed in fact, the whole of the abdominal yiscera bore 
evident turks of disease,” Tuts is cyidently an unintentional 
exuggeralion of the state of wifuirs, is any polar bear woich 
las Deen subsisting fora lenyili of lime ou putrid seal a. 
walrus will apparanily have ab internn! gangreue if the nose 
plays the purtof the chiel fuctor 14 the diagnosis, and ab 
such times if becomes uxtremuiy dangerous wv partake of 
such of the internal parts as are usually eaten, as tue liver. 
A number of cases of death are recorded from it, und the 
direct illness is sure to supervene. I believe, however, it 
the bear has had a long exulusion from such meat, that his 
liveris harmless. ‘I'he natives always throw il sway, how- 
ever, and will not even allow the dogs to eat it. 1 notived 
this conspicuously in the One that ikqueesik had killed, it 
being flung out to sea. 

During the fall of 1878 my hired native hunters, as well 
as many from the village that had clustered around our 
tents as a nucleus, started inlandon their annual reindeer 
hunts to procure the hides of taut animal, which are used 
almost exclustyely for their winter clothing and bedding. 
Joe attached himself to a young Lyillik HKsquimau, Too- 
looah by name, who will appewr many times in these ac- 
counts us my most valuuble und intelligent hunter. Too- 
looah and Joe, as the auttiima snows commenced faillmg, 
bad pitehed their sealskin tent on a precipitous hill over- 
looking a small fresh water lake, where the reindeer on 
their autumnal southward migrations could be seen for 
many miles. When the weather became too cold to a)- 
low the tent to be warmed by their rude stows lanips, au 
iglov, Or snow house was Wutil, and toe huat continued. 
One cold, gloomy storm-hoding day when both our heroes 
were snugly enscon¢ediin bed, (which with the natives means 
stripped stark naked, Lying between their dressed, reindeer 
blu kets) a terrible racket syas heard near the lake, suf- 
ficient to excite their Curivsity. Joe vuse, and partially 
dressed emerged into the open air, Toolooah stretehed out 
with his chin in both hands, iwwaiting the result, Liwas a bie 
hasey polar bear breaking the ice of the lake, where it 
emerged into a small creek, trying to" catch the fish that 
some instinct told him would ve found there. As soon as Joe 
comprehended the situation he seized a loaded musket, the 
only arm on the outside,of the nut, wud takine' deliberate aim 
at Bruin who was about a hundred and fitty yards 
away, he Jet him have at inelfectual shot in the 
leg. This astovished his bearship, who had perceived no 
danger, so much that lie only looxed ut Joein amazement, 
howlins furiously af hisslight wound. ‘“WNunnvok! Nan- 
nook! f (abear! w bear! !)? yelled Joe as he fired and toen 
dodged into the low entrance or the snow-lut m order to 
pet bis Winchester carbine, his head meeting with a good 
round bump that of ‘Tooloowh, who, stark naked, was 
emerging, Winchester in hand. By the time that Poolooal 
had sivaghtened up in frout of the eitrance, and recoyered 
trom his dizzy coulsion, Mr, Bruin had besun to appreciate 
that he was in an unhealthy ucixhborhood, and nad just 
swuog lis carcass arouud fur a retreat, when he got ‘Lor 
looaly’s first fire in bis hums, aud he started on the Yun, Tov- 
loouh viving him a@ second us Le disdppeared oyera crest 
about forty yards further ou. Le was uot yet permaently 
disabied, althouzh picsing three wouuds mot or Jess se- 
vere; aud there was no tinde dor Gur ints to delay if the 
prey was te be secured, Despite his immodest appearanes, 
and to the Hsquiman mind tui¢ more palpable reason that 
the thermometcr was blow z iro, Poolovdi ran like a race- 
horse for about a hundred yards aud pot a long range shot 
of probavly three hundred yarus at the retreating polar, who. 
was looking at lia trom vis hawnches on wv second ridge. 
(nis shot gave him a fatal bullet through the neck. An 
Hsquimanu, stark naked, standing halr Knee deep in the 
snow, in the midst of an retic winter, 2un in hand, over a 
tallen bear, would be a good picture to pave in olle’s Yoom 
vf lunting trophies, ty contemplate mn the summer time. 
Che robe of this bear anti that sccurud by tkqueesik had 
fallen tu me, but during my absence on my tong sledge 
journey, and during the sumer o1 1879, the vetiring whaler 
wat bad landed us i Worth Hudson's Bay lad ‘gobbled’ 
these trophies alone with others, for the polar bear robe has 
@ market yulue id the civilized murts. 

Just how brave, ferocious or dangerous the polar besr 
may be itis extremely hard to sly, owins to the yariety of 
opinions and dissimilar traits it has exhibited in this respect 
under the scrutiny of eyuully creditable observers. One 

Bo0d authority says ‘‘it is the largest, strongest, most power- 
nland, with a single exception, the most ferocious of 
bears,” the execption evidently meaning the grizzly, Yet 
the many mutilated persons 1 have seen in the gieat West 
who have been intimate with the ‘cinnamon’ of that region, 
and who place him on a par in ferocity and a superior in 
activity to the grizzly, would certainly not by willing to 
slitrender his cluims to those of the polar bear. Again, the 
testimony of those who have shot from the decks of an ex- 
ploring steamer a helpless animal swimmine in the sea, is 
of no more value than that of a menagerie keeper who has 
poisoned a caged Bengal t ger, Tam inclined to place the 
polar bear below both the cmmamon and grizzly of the West 
in bravery. allhough the superior of either in activity. His 
long, lithe, snake-like form, compared with the bongling 
carcasses of others, would show this withont further argu- 
ment or practical demonstration, yet it has received the 
latter without doubt, ‘hose who argue of the ferocity 
produced by a carnivorous dict m ry think the polar should 
excel] his oumivyorous bretliren of the south, as he is wholly 
of this type; yet singularly euough his system of dentition 
1s EXActly Ue same as that of the other bears, Still, as has 
been said, the polar bear has exhibited alltraits of bravery, 
from that of the most ferocious disregard of its lifo, to the 
most abject cowardice. The old Norsemen, than whom no 
brayer men ever lived, came in contact with these placial 
grizzlies when their most adventuious disuoyaed Grien- 
Jand, and Hrilt the Red, their bold Jeader, quarveled furi- 
ously with one of his bust friends frum sheer envy bucause 
the latter had kuled a polar bear, aud thus. distinguished 
himself among those who valuid bravery as higk as ib has 
ever been held sinee, when his chief should have buen given 
this honored opportunity, ‘hey certainly valued him as a 
plucky adversary, ‘‘hilling a bear,” says Chevalier Rink, 
once Danish Inspsctor of Greenland, “has, in ancient as well 
as in mouern times, becu considered one of 1he most ilistia- 
guishing feats Of sportsmanship in Greenlund.” If the 
Hsquiniaux of Greeniand are the peers of thei: polar breth- 
ren gn the main contibent, they would certaimly pick ne 
mean opponent to be us distm_uished, 

All Arctic wuthorities seem to unite on the fact that the 
mother is unspuring in her exhibitions of bravery to piote.t 
her young, aud hardly a boreal book exists that cous not 
recount one or more of these instances of muternal affec- 
tion; and yet { will be compelled to narrate an incident that 
vame under my Own persoual observation that will shatter 
somewuat even this unanimity ef opinion, My purty of 
four white men aud Tooloouh’s family were on their south- 
wurd search ulong the western coust of King Will!am’s 
Land in August, 1379, and bad encamped inland about tive 
oF six miles from Hrevus Bay, ciossing over the peninsula 
between it and 'Lerror Bay, ficteen miivs wide. While thus 
crossing our cifects, 1 hid oeeasion. to send Tooloonh back 
to the former bay to get a large dritt log that 1 had seen 
there anil bad lind split up tu be used Lor firewood. He 
took a number of the dogs harnessed and only a snow- 
knife, a two-edved one, about ‘sixteen inches long in all, 
which had had tae handje knocked off of the tany, in o:der 
to crease one end of the logs so that the drag yope would 
not pull off. Nuvaring the store of the bay, Le discovered a 
she bear and a goodly sized cub trotting along the edge of 
the water, Which the dogs, when slipped, soou brought to 
bay. Nothing daunted, Poolooah separated thé dam from 
the cub by pelting the former vigorously with stones, and 
while she was employed growling at the spappiug ogs a 
short distance off, he dispatched the cub with bis decrepid 
knife, and after ruuning the mother out to sea on the icefloe, 
he brought the carcass of the cub triumphantly into canip, 
tied on tue spreading pieces of thesplitlos 1 told Poolooal 
a story o! Captain Hall's, which he mentions in Nis Look, 
of having killed a pslar cub while his native allics were in 
a fruitless chase after the s¢purated dam, and their conse- 
quent fright and dismay when they saw it, who so tuared 
the vengeance of the recurhing mother, that they made 
almost ineredible exertions to ayoid it, such as duubling 
upon their retreating track repeatedly, and traveling pearly 
all might; aad then asked ‘Tootoouh if he was not afraid of 
the mother following his plaimly marked trail to the tent 
and reeking due yengeance, But he siniled as he answered 
that he hoped she would, as he felt yery anwry at himself 
for being caught in such a predicament without lis gun, 
and if she would only come along again We would make ‘Lue 
ameods. He said toat he bad KuoWwno several instances 
wherein the cul of the polar bear had been killed, und where 
the mubther was not injured, but has never known any 
evil vesulting from the auger of the Jatter, unless itoceurred 
right on the field of battie, where she will display more 
enerzy in the defease of her youuz, but seems to haye 
shown a lamentable absence of that trait in this particular 
iustance. 1t would seem from this that either Capia.n Hall's 
allies were needlessly trightened, or that the disposition of 
the polar bear varies much wilh lhe lucility. Joe, who was 
with Hall in all his Arctic travels, and remembered this in- 
stance, says Uhat both viewsare partiilly correct, and in fact, 
that the polar bear is very uncetain m ils comodat yeness. 
Probubly hada less active unter than Toolooah, who was 
agility personitied, undertaken the assault, the rest would 
hive been vilfurent, for his rapidiny evidently conlused the 
Animal so, that lhe whole tragedy was enacled pelore she 
really comprehended thu situation. 

About tue widule of Ovtover, in ‘79, while Tooloouh was 
in Terror Bay, he killed three polar b.ars intabout half as 
miny minutes. He bad deseried them from 4 dis ance 
as bis shdge cme over the eastern riuge of the bay 
and manuvvd to so direct his couse amoung the tu.amock 
of ice as to get within a couple cf hundred yards of vent 
belore Uncy ueliced Lis presuace, when he slipped the dogs, 
und although ths open water aloug the shure ice, to Which 
they always take wien pum ued, was 10 further wwiy, Uhey 
were so Siow In vetting under wy that one was brought to 
bay by the dogs, wuicn Loolooal despatched will a single 
shot turoush tue head, and so quickly that When he gained 
the edge of the ice-floe the other two were not over furty or 
titty yards away swimming ior dear life, although they did 
not manaze ty sive thewselyes, as two Well-directed shots 
laidt em vut, ‘Tuen oulnowh, extemporizing a raft from 
a floating cake of ice, manage to fet then woth in, and 
biougut us the three robes to yorify 1.8 prowess. 

'Tovlooab ‘killed a taonstrous polar bear, that would prob- 
ably ‘sick the Deum” at 1,30 or 1,400 pounds, thu duy we 
rewched the northernmost cape of King Williaun’s band July 
3), Bruin came snutiing iuto camp when Toelooah and Prank 
were absent, nnd while the dogs were yt hariessed to the 
im. oaded sledge, when a goou view of tie situation sent Lim 
off on the sea ice at n smait tope, Tooluoah and Wiank 
following him with the ight sledye over the t rri!le rough 
hummock of Vaccoria Claunel. ‘he nimvteen st.cng and ex- 
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cited dogs would have made a spectator think they were | finally brought onr stay of two dreary years io 4 close in 
pliying the butterfly trick with the sledge as it caromed | the 
from oie hummoc to another, leaving only tracks on the 
*crests of the snowdrifts as they flew after their enemy. It 
was a go0 | five mile chase before Toolooah got near enough 
to slip his team and the dogs soon commenced nipping 
polars lamstring: so asgsiduonsly that he sat down 
on them for protection and commenced playing lawn 
tennis with the bolder dows’ leads. A shot through 
the neck so infuriated him that he plunged for Too- 
Inouh, who was ouly a few steps away, but the latter’s 
activity with his carbine putanother shot through the beast’s 
buekbone and he lay spread out a huge helpless mass of 
howlings and hair, There were thus five bears killed on 
our sledge journ(y, lasting from April 1, 1879, *o March»20, 
1880, nearly one year, Toolooah scoring them all, 

While e1m pd on the northern side of Simpson's Strait, 
in the fall of ‘79, and waiting for them to freeze over, we 
all participated in an exciting foot race of a couple of miles 
after a large polar that had been started up some scyen or 
elolt milesinlund. Bruin, however, placed Simpson's Strait 
between the pursuers and pursued and thus saved his robe. 
Yoolonah, never exhausted, waylaid a herd of reindeer that 
had remained s upid spectators of the hear chase, killing 
two and wounding two others, making 4 handsome score of 
niné i) As Many hours. 

Toolooah told me that he hus seen the polar bear climb up 
the {hit perpendicular walls oficebergs to escape bis pur- 
shers, rnd when these were high he generally succeeded 
in eluding them, us it then becomes very dangerous to uat- 
tempt to ascend by cutting niches in the ice wall for foot- 
hols, whichis the method the natives adopt in pursuing 
their prey under these circumstances. This seems almost 
siucreuible, and 1 have never seen it mentioned by previous 
Aretie travelers, but I consider Toolooah altogether too 
zood an authority to lightly cast aside what he affirms. 
Lieut. Perry, iv 1831, after much severe labor, succeeded 
in getline on top of a fiat icebrre in Baffin’s Bay, and here 
found a white bear in quiet possesion, who, discovering the 
Pirby, famoed over tle p2tpendicular side of the ice monn- 
tain, fifty-one feet into the sea, and swam to the nearest: 
land, over iw nty miles away. 

While living among the Netschilluk Esquimaux, who in- 
habit the shores of Simpson’s Strait, I remember their telling 
mea story of & very strange animal that (hey met af Jong 
intervals of many years, when upon their summer reindeer 
hunts with ##zks (skin canoes) and spears. They deseribe 
il is a black monster as lange and heavy as a musk ox, with 
u face like that of a man and feet like those of a bear. 
They report them to be very ferocious, making sad havo 
awmong the Rsquimanx dogs that attempt to bring them to 
bay, und when thas irritated do not hesitate to attack the 
natives themselyes. Jou (Ebierbing) tells me that the Kin- 
nepelon Esquimaux of Chesterfield Inlet, who are armed 
with guns outained from the Hudson's Bay Company, have 
Killed sevural, So they report, but I have never Leen able ty 
procure or even sce any of the robes. 1 think it can he no 
other than the grizzly bear of North America, which is 
thus shown fo occasionally extend his limits as far north as 
the Avetic Ocean during the short summer of thatregion, and 
no doubt returns to the timber limit, many hundred miles to 
the southward, to hibernate, 

Speaking of hibernating, there is probably no subject of 
Arctic Zoology on which there is such a variety of opinion, 
and of which there is so little known, and so much inter- 
‘siing information yet to be gained. as pertains to the hiber- 
nation of the Northern bear. The very first conclusion at 
which one would naturally jump is that this species of all 
others would be ihe very one to seek such a state to. protect 
them from the intense and hitter cold of tue polar winter, 
and [ am much ine ined to think that the published opinions 
of many have been based on such conclusions rather than 
personal observations, Some are found who deny that the 
polar bear hibernates at all in the true sense of that word, 
au! from what little I know of the subject I feel disposed to 
side with them. Dr. Richardson, the naturalist’of several 
Archie expeditions, a most conscientious and yoluminous 
Writer on the natural history of the polar regions that he 
trayursed, limits the hibernating of these animals to the 
females during the time they are with cub or pregnant, yet 
J find by nitive testimony that they have slain them in this 
ejndition, and I believe that this can be relied upon. Others 
think that ths mothers remain secluded while the cubs are 
too weak to elude pursuit, but it is hardly worth while to 
deny this, so numerous are the cases furnished by civilized 
an! savage observers who have secured the cubs when they 
could not haye been much over a few days of age. J am 
prone to believe that the polar bear never hibernates under 
Any citcuinstinces, The mother fora few days on either 
side of tue cubs’ birth may remain secluded iu the den 
which shu has excayated in same deep snow bank, and dur- 
iny pregnacy is more shy than at other times, but beyond 
This 4nuU tice bear holes wnichare occasionally found, there 
is Nothing to hase any conclusive theories upon in favor of 
hiberuation, while the fact that polar bears of both sexes 
have been killed and encountered in eyery month in the 
year and tn all sorts of conditions are the opposite state- 
meutsin th: case, These bear holes in the snowbanks are 
vel'y interestiug little aifaivs, but ibe fact that they are only 
found after the cubbing season. and never during the: 
coluest weather of winter, would show that they were not 
used permuinently, unless if be argued that the maker has 
made them tas carefuily secreted to be observed at this 

tims. Lieut, ayer, of the Austrian Expedition, was fortun- 
afe enough to see them occupying these abodes, though eyen 
the Esquimanx seldom, if ever, have this opportunity, He 
says, “Gut almost immediately again the bear disappeared 
in the snow, and whin we came co the place of -his dis- 
appearance we discovered the winter retreat of a family 
ol bears, Lt was a cavity hollowed out in a mass of suow 
lying under a rocky wall. The hear had shown herself 
ouly once. but resisied all our etforts to sedoce her to 
leave the shelter she bad chosen, nér had we any special 
desire to ercep on all fonrs into the narrow dark habita- 
tion. Sumbu (one of the dogs) only was bold enough to 
follow Ther, but he saw too many things which led him to 
return yery quickly, From the suow which had heen 
thrown up at the entrance of this hole, we inferred that 
this had been the work of the bear in her efforts to close the 
approach to her abode. It was the first time we came upon 
a tumily of bears in their winter quarters, or had the chance 
of adding anything to our scanty Enowledge as to the 
Winter sluep of those animals. Middendorft does not admit 
that they sleep during the winter. He considers the bear far 
too lean to be able to do so,” ; 
Ta world turned oa jts axis and revolved in its orbit and 
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Arc.ic. We had bade adicu to our old Esquimaux 
friends, and were on bonrd the whaler George and Mary, 
of New Bedford, for home. Fresh water was on )oard, 
and everything stored snug fora struggle with the old 
Atlantic. The whaling season had not been good at all, 
but one seventy-barrcl fish haying been caught. So as we 
bent our course for Hudson’s Strait, Captain Baker thought 
he would take one more hurried peep into Roe’s Welcome to 
see ifa whale could not be raised, as we wended our way 
home, The 8th of August saw us entering its southern 
mouth, and when squarely off Whale Point, the man inthe 
erow’s nest (the lookout placed in the foremast to watch for 
whules) reported a couple of polar bears off our 
starboard beam, and the Captain hove the ship too, 
lowering the mate’s boat, which was sent in. pursuit, 
your humble servant in the bow. It was ashe bear and a 
three months’ old cub, who, hearing us lowering the boat, 
took to the water. The cub kept close to his mother and 
occasionally took a rest on her shoulders. As it became 
evident to the dum that in a fair race she could nol escape, 
she crawled upon a large cake of ice, roaring furiously at 
us—not unlike the deep roar of the lion—and faced us for a 
fight. At about forty yards I put a bullet through her back 
just behind the shoulders with my fifle, and she sank 
“spread eagle” style over the ice cake, and was knocke | 
completely fors du comiat. Wer vain efforts to hack again 
into the water were silenced by a shot fiom the mate through 
her swaying head, and we were left facing the little cub, 
which [ was extremely anxious to capture alive. A lance- 
warp was procured, a running noose made, and the 
little fellow soon lassoed and dragged into che water, riding 
on the dead bidy of his mother to the ship, upon whose 
deck we soon had him “‘triangled* by three converging 
strong ropes, at which he bit with a vengeance that kept us 
all at a respectable distanse. The Captain, when he came 
upon deck, ordered him to be shot, as he considered him 
too dangerous a fellow to have on board dourmg 4 storm, 
when he night break loose and create an uncomfortanle 
consternation, | was, therefore, not destinud to bring him 
home alive, as 1 had anticipated, and probably it was just 
as well that the mate put pi-tol to his head, as we never 
miterward saw a seal or walrus to kill, and the sleek Jittle 
rascal would probably have died on our hands from the 
sworse duath of starvation, 

Batuyal Histary. 

THE BIRDS OF MAINE, 

With Annotationsof their Comparative Abundance, 

Dates of Migration, Breading Habits, sic. 

BY EVERETT SMITH, 

FAMILY VIREONIDA: VIREOS, 
48, Red-eyed Vireo— Vireo olieassus Aud., Os. 170: Virea- 

sylvia olivaeea Ridg. 145.—Abundant. Arrives in April. 
Breeds, usually on high trees, and lays four or five white 
eggs with brown spots, The most common species of Virey 
in Maine, an indefativable songster, whose pleasing notes 
may be heard at all times of day, and throughout the entire 
summer, 

o4, Philadelphian Vireo—Vircosyinia, philadelphious Ride, 
138.; _Viréo plidindelphieus Os. 173—Ureommon, n 
Prof. Hamlin’s lisLof the birds of Waterville, Maine, i845, 
was recorded “one specimen, the only one yet found in 
New England.” The few that are summer visitants to 
Maine probably breed here. Mr, H. A. Purdie informs me 
of ifs ovcurrence in the region of the upper valley of the Bt. 
John River. 

5d, Warbling Vireo— Vireo giluus Aud., Cs. 171; Virvo- 
syluta gil Ridge. 189.—Common. Arrives in May. Breeds, 
on hich trees, and lays four or five white eggs with brown 
spots, in June. Not common in Hastcrn Maine, but a ree- 
ular visitor to Western Mainc, where it commonly breeds. 

56. Yello y-throated Vireo—Vireo jflavifrons And., Cs. 
176; Lanitvires flavifrons Ridg, 140.—Not very common, 
Arrives in May. Breeds ow trees and bushes, lays four or 
five white ergs with brown spots, in June. 

57. Solitary Vireo, Blue-headed Vireo—Vireo soliturins 
Aud., Cs. 177; Lantotreo solitarius Ridg. 141.—Comimon, 
Arrives m April and early May. Greeds on trees and 
bushes, lays four or five white eggs with brown spots, carly 
in June. 

58, White-eyed Vireo—Vireo noveroravensis Aud, Ride. 
143, Cs. 181—Rure. Audubon mentioned this syecies ag oc- 
curring as far east as Nova Scotia, and also wrote that he 
observed a few specimens in Labrador. Mr. Montague 
Chamberlain mentions the capture of a specimen ‘shot by 
Harold Gilbert at South Bay, near St. John. New Bruns- 
wick, May 24, 1877. (N. O. GC. Builetin, April 1982). 
A pair of vireos once nested upon one of the upper 

branches of 4 maple tree near my home in Portland, Maine. 
The nest was but a few feet from a chamber window and T 
hac most excellent, opportunities to observe the hirds and 
identify them as of this species. I hopefully watched for 
the birds to appear again the following season, but none were 
seen, 

Pamwiny LANmpad: SaRKEs. 

59.. Northern Shrike, ‘Butcher bird’—Loenius borwilis— 
Aud., Ridg. 148, Cs, 186. Common in winter, arrives in 
October. Not known to occur in Maine in summer, nor to 
breed here; not seen here in spring later than April, and 
usually returns to tts more northern haunts before this date. 

60. Loggerhead Bhrike, “Butcher bird’—Lanius Judo- 
victinus Aud,, Ridge. 149, Cs, 187, Common in summer. 
Not found here in winter, arrives in April. Breeds on trees 
and bushes, throughout the State, at least the central and 
southern portions, and lays from four to six eggsin May, 
The eggs are white, entirely covered with drab blotches, 
which give a general appearance of the latter color tothe eggs, 

The tivo species of shrikes known to Maine, may gener- 
ally be distinguished by the characteristics below named. 
Loggerhead Shrike: The eye is inclosed by the brond 

black stripe along the side of the head, and this stripe 
extends forward to meet its fellow at a point in the center 
atthe base of the bill. 

Northern Shrike: The eye isnot inclosed by {ne broud 
black stripe along the side of the head, and this stripe does 
not extend to fhe center al the hase of the hill. These de- 
scriptions apply only to adult birds. 

The plumage of unmature birds docs not fully show these 
characteristics, but the species are readily -separated by a 

comparison of sperimens, Vhe noriliin ile is appraci- 
ably the larger of the 4wo, and for persous not hiuving op. 
portunity for comparisons of specitncos ihe considerable 
difference in leneth of wine (tin to flexure) of young or old 
birds will determine their species. The logecrhead shrike’s 
Wing is under four inches in length, The northem shrike’s 
wing always exceeds (his, and ifs avyerge4 lensthis slont 
four and a half inches. 

Upon youne logverhead shrikes, the blackeheack band does 
not appreciably extend above thu eye until after tho lirst 
moult bas occurred and the birt has assumed ifs “second 
plumage.” But the plumage of the upper parts of the 
young bird is gray, and meyer 26 brown us Uiat of tho im- 
miture nerthy shrike, The shrilke, or ‘‘hutaher birds” are 
termed “kites” in some localities of Maine, and ar hy 
of killing small birds is wll known, In (he Gilles ¢ 
birds Hung at windows sometimes provoku tn atluck by 
shrike. 

Pamimy Hmecxpiina: Swannows. 
61. Purple Martio—/iriin-ia puevpurre Sind; 

subis Ridg. 162, Cs. 185.—Abundsnt in loca! Colonies, Ag 
tives in April aod May. Breeds, usually in Dirdthouses 
erected for its use, aud lays four or five pure white cas 
iy June, The largesh of our swalleys, and sometimes 
locally named “bed mertin.” on sceount of its manitest 
fondness for honey bees, which are not molested by other 
specivs of swallows. It scems remarkable that the kingbird 
or tyrant flycatcher (Tyranniis ccrvolinensis), 30 serviceable 
afriend to the farmers, has heen accredited the uaine of 
“hee martin,” and the reputation of a fondness fo! bees, 
while ornithologists generally have ignored vhe fant thet 
ovr purple inartin is much better entitlor to the nume anil 
fame. A colony of purple ma tins, resident near an apiery 
Will destroy more bees in 2 Seuson than all the kianhi 
that can ht found within the area of 4 small kinedom. 
these martins, the Swiftest and strongest birds of their 
family, destroy yast numbers of noxious insects, and will 
fearlessly altack and drive away any hawks that may venture 
ner their abode, and are thus yery desirable birds, exeept- 
ing where hives of bees are k 

62, Clif Swallow, Eave Swallow—Airundo filer Aud. 
Pitpochcliden. tinifrens, Ride. 153, Cs. 16%—Abnudantk in 
local colonies, Artiyesin April and May. Breeds on oul- 
side of buildings under the eaves, iuside eovyered brides 
on the beams and vatiers, ete. Tays from four to six wile 
eges with brown spots in June and July. Fora numhe of 
years a colony ot birds of this species had theiv uests nuler 
the eaves of the Eastern Ruilroad station in Portlgud, anit 
on the side toward the street where the must noise qecimicdl, 

638. Barn Swallow—Airuniovustica And,; Bite one 
ihrogastra, Ride, 154,; Uirunda arythragasim hovmurnin, Cs 
1$9,—Abundant Arrives date in April and carly in May: 
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breeds in’ colonies, usually in burns on the hea aud 
ratters. Laysfrom fourts six while wees, will, reddieis 

ninowly raised, 
Aivunda biesion ~ Nw 

Two broads are ur 
Swati 

Abundant. allows seen bere ia springs, Ax 
tives early im April; breeds in holes of trees, ond in hind 
houses erected forthe purpose. Lays five white rows, in 
May. The stomachs of the specimens prociised at Bearhore, 
Me., April 6, i found to be Glled with fhe drupes of the 
commen pay bush; no insect of any surtin iheir stomuche 
bul the birds weredo £ an. Later in the Season 
their food consists alm ively Gf Insects, 

rripori, Aud. , Cotéle pipet 
Ridg, 157, Cs. 163,-—Abunila 
in May; breeds in banics, 
éxeavated by itzel, 

FaMiny Vs 
65, Seariet Tuna 4 

Cs, omimon In Western 
Kennebee Valiey. Arrives 
bushes, and? lays four or 
brown spots, in June. 

67, Summer Tanager—fyrange wsisra Ant, Ride, 164, 

Cs, 1a5—Accidental strigeicr from the South, A epeemien 
was ebtaimed at Wiscasset, Maine, some yours since by Dr, 
8. B. Cushmon, to whem iam indebted for infoemmeion af 
the fact. 

Avrives lite in April ancl 
d or erayel, in holes 

rs, June, 

Ride. 71, 
Rare est of the 

hresds a) trevs-and 
with 

Muna. 
in, May; 
five biosh-wihilu ears, 

154,— 

Pasmiy Awrevima: Tit Caarrergpr:. 

68, Bohemian Chatterér or “Wieswine'— neh er 
rule ANd; Angelis yarrutus Ride. 150, Cs, 166,—Drrevralar 
winter yvisitant. Althoueh sometimes this )pecies oceurs 
here in large docks, tis appearance ! Birds Gf this 
species may vlivays be distinguished their chestiat- 

is 
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colored under tail coverls, from the cedarhirds, whose 
under tail coverts are white. 

“Waxwing’—Rowmlyelila earolingusts 
Aud.; dmpehs-cetiernm Ride, 151, O05, 167,—Abuntlaot. 
Sometimes seen here in foeks in midwiotur, Although 
commonly arriving carly in the spring, its ees are not laid 
untillate in Jone and in July. finys five yellowish-drab 
eges with brown spots. 

Pamity Peryaniipam: Tan Fixncnus. 

70. Pine Grosbexk—Corythus ¢uucleatoy Aud.: Piaieulit 
enuclentar Ride, 166, Cs, 190,—Common autumu end winter 
visitor from the North, The only eres ever recorded 4s 
taken in Maine, or the United States, I believe, were Isidl by 
a caged bird in the Possession of Samuel R. Carter, Esy., it 
Paris, Me. This gentlianin'’s sén, Mr Jarvis L. Carter, 
takes especial interest in ornithology, ald in the autumn of 
1878 procured a pair of pine erosbealks Alive. Concernine 
the interesting results | qnote from an explicit letter received 
from Paris: 

“A male and female pine prosbealk were captured in 
December 1878), They were exceedingly tume from the 
first. They thiived and seemed to bear captivity well, In 
the next May the female commenced laying, and deposited 
in all nine epes, These egos were srecnish-blue, spotted 
and blotched with two shades of brown. Both birds were 
in one cage, aod the male destroyed a part of the ess, 
throwing them out of the nest. Purine the next winter the 
female suddenly died, without any apparent previous iliness. 
The male is yet living After moniting when the plumaze 
was renewed, the crimson color was replaced by orange, 
and the former color had never veturmed.—Siun. Ka Carrer 
(Mareh 8, 1882). 

Mr. Carler further informs me that varions materials 
were given to these lirds for nesting purposes, wilhom) seit- 
ing them. Amons others, old birds’ nests, which were 
diligently pulled into piece “Rinnlly they necepted a 
cocoa-nul shell with dried gris in the bottom.” 

Goth birds were together in one epee, aud the male di 
stroyed Nearly all of the oes by throwing them out of the 
nest. When first captured they would eat only fresh tris 

69. Cedar-ird. 
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and seeds with hulls. If the Intter were hulled for them 
they were refused. 

Mr, Carter kindly sent me for examination the ergs 
which were saved from utter destruction, thus enabling me 
to give the following description of three thatare sufficiently 
perfect for the purpose: 

The eolor is blue-green, resembling that of the exes of the 
chipping’ sparrow (Apizelii domestien Ridge. 211, Cs, 269), 
sparingly spotted with dark umber brown, chiefiy in dots, 
concentrated upon the larger end and not forming a ring 
mound if. Blotehes of pale winber brown, more disperser 
and profuse than the dark dots, also center upon the Jareer 
end. The smaller end is nearly or quite immaculate, Re- 
izeval cf the white lining membrane shows the shell to be 
blie-green throughout, and the dark umber dots and paler 
blotches also pervade the shell to its interior su.face, The 
shell is exteriorvly smooth. The greatest longitudinal ond 
lateral diameters of each of the three ees examined, ex- 

ssed in decimel fractions of inches, are as follows: 
95x, T—.98x.67—. 97x: 67. 

These mensurements are given in order of their exactness, 
the jast specimen being too much fractured for a longitudinal 
measurement, for which the mean between the other two is 
given 

Mr. Carter states that of the nine eggs laid by his sros- | 
heak one was considerably Jareer than the others. 

T once kept a pine srosheak alive in confinement. for nine 
months, and it proved an interesting pet, Its song was very 
sweet, but so subdued as to have af times a ventrilocguial 
effect; nud the notes uttered ina room sounded as if from 
a hird at a distance inthe open yir, Mr. Carter's grosheake 
were “very fond of cranberries, shelling the miuute seeds 
‘ind also eating the pulp.” My bird manifested an especial 
fouduess for the seeds of apples and pears, and would 
eagerly fly to my shoulder fo take a seed from between my 
lips 

in the s2mmer of 1878 Mr. Hi, A. Purdie observed a pine 
erosbeak at Second Connecticut Lake, in Northern New 
Hampshire, ‘*a red male feeding young the last of July and 
in early Aucust. The young were able to fly. I alsoshota 
male of the year.” Mr, Purdie further informs me that he 
saw i pine grosheak "in Jun, near Edmundston, N. B., at 
the northern boundary of Maine, This bird was “either a 
female ora young male, I thought the former, and in good 
plumage.” 

it is not improbable that a few birds of this species breed 
in the wilderness of Noithern Maine, but there has been no 
discovery of their nests publicly reported. 

71. Cardiual Grosbeak, Virginia Redbird—Pitytvs eur- 
dinwliz Aud.; Cardinaliy virgintanus Cs, 299, Ridg. 242,— 
Accidental. TSirds of this species haye been observed at 
various times, bul they may haye been cscuped eage birds, 
as the bright red plumage and pleasing notes of this species 
conduce to make the birds common pets in confinement. 

72. Rose-breasted Giosheak— Cocohorus ludovicianus Aud. : 
Zamelodin ludoweionn Riuig, 244, Cs. 289.—Common but 
never abundant, Uncommon in Eastern Maine. Arrives in 
May. Breed: on bushes or trees, lays four eggs, very pale 
green with brown blotches. The furthest Hast I haye seen 
this species, was in the monthof July, at the upper part of 
the east branch of the Penobscot River, where ] observed a 
pair, The beautiful male gave me morning serenades from 
a bush within thirty feet of my camp. 

73. Blue Grosbeak,—Coeeharua copuleva Aud.; Guirice 
earulea Ridg. 246. Cs, 291.—Accidental. A. rare stragpler 
from the Sonth. Mr, Boardman procured a single speci- 
men in 1861, that hid wandered as far East as the mouth of 
the St Croix River, 

74. Common Crosshitl—Lewa carvirestra Aud., Cs. 199; 
Larix curvivostra mmericane Ridg. 172.—Common in conifer- 
ous forests. Resident. Breeds, and eggs have been found 
in February and March. TI haye observed crossbills of both 
species known in Maine makmg love in August, and diasec- 
tion of specimens proyed that they were about breeding at 
that time. But 1am unable to stute how many broods are 
raised cach year, oy in what month the egos are most com- 
monly Jaid, Mr, L, P. Rowe writes me an interesting 
aecount of two nests which he found in Franklin county, 
Me., the latter part of February, ‘one with three eggs 
which had the appearanee of having been just laid, the other 
nest having five ezgs with young birds well grown in them 
and alive when | broke the eres. J found these nests in a 
spruce tree that Twas cutting for camp wood. Both sests 
were in one tree, twenty fect from the ground, and six or 
eight feef apart. They were made ot moss such as grows 
on spruce trees, and were very thick and warm, At a dis- 
tance one Would not distinguish the nest froma natural 
buneh of moss.” Mr. Rowe could not state with certainty 
to which species the birds were. ; 

79. White-winge:l Crossbill—Loréia leneoptern 
Ridg, 174; Cs, 198.—Common in coniferous forests. 
dent. Breeds. 

76. Purple Pinch—frythrospiza purypuren Aud.; Car- 
paiacus pinpurens Ride. 168; Cs. 194.—Common. Arrives 
in March and early in April, Breeds on trees, Tts eggs, 
green, with very dark brown spots, are Jaid early in June, 
A few birds of this species are found here during the 
winter. 

77. Redpoll Linnet—Linariajiinor Aud, : AAgiothus linaria 
Ride. 179; Cs. 207.—Common in autumn and winter, and 
remains until April, when it departs for more northern 
resions. The notes of this species resemble those of the 
fold finch, which associates with it in winter. 

18. Pine Linnvi—Linaria pinus Aud; Chrysomitris pinaes 
Ridg., 185, Cs, 212,—Commou. especially in autumn, 
Some birds of this specie are occasionally found here in 
Winter. Breeds on trees, and as far south as Gumberland 
county, in April and May, lays four pale greenish ergs 
spotted with brown. The following deseription of a nest 
fouud in Cumberland county by Mr. J, G, Mead I quote 
from a letter received in October, 1879, ‘The pine linnets 
(C._pinus) were abundant here in the winter of 1877-78, 
nad remained as late as May 6, April 2J teok a female 
containing ergs, one of which was nearly ready to be laid, 
April 24 1 found a nest of this species containing four 
young birds, The nest was on the branch of a “hard pine” 
tree, four feet from its irunk, and twenty-five fect above the 
water of the lake over which the branch projected, The 
nest was looscly built of fine twigs, mosses, and rooilets, 
and receiyed most of its support from the pine ieedjes which 
frew out from the branch on which it was placed.” 

79. Goldfinch, ‘“Dhistle-Bird’—Carduelia tivelfs And.; 
Astragalinus tristis Ridg. 181, Cs. 218.—Abundant? Some 
birds of this species are te be found here throughout each 
winter. Breeds on bushes and small trecs, lays five bluish 
white egga with brown spots around larger end, in July. 
Period of incubation about fifteen days, 
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80, Snow Bunting —Pleetrophanes nitvalis And.; Ridge. 186; 
Cs, 219.—lreguiarly atundant in autumn and winter, 
Usvally in flocks, rémaining until late in March, when all 
disippvar on the Hight to Northern breeding places, 

81. Lapland Lark-Bunting ov Lonzspar—Pleotrophines 
lapponien Awl.; Controphanes ta mponious Ridg. 187; Cs. 
220,— Occasional winter visitant. Not comman, 

82. Ipswich Sparrow—Fisse/evlus princeps (Maynard) 
Ridg. 192, Cs. 225,—Not uncommon alone the coast in 
autumn, but comparatively rarely sen in spring, The last 
one March 28, 1882, at Scarhoro, Cumberland county. Mr, 
Andrew Nelson, Jr., shot a single specimen upon the shore 
of Back Bay in the city of Portland, in March, 1882. The 
Ipswich sparrow much resemblesthe common Sayanna spar- 
row of New England, snd has been given rank as a distinct 
species within a few years. If is somewhat lareer than ihe 
species mentioned, and its generil coloration paler, I have 
seen this sparrow in Maine in Deeember when there waa 
several inches of snow on the ground, and long after all the 
Savanna sparrows had gone south; snd when it first arrives 
here in spring (March), the ground is often deeply coyered 
with snow. It is quite probable that afew birds of this 
northern species pass the winter in Maine in seasons when 
the snow does not become very dcep on the ground. 

88, Sayanna Sparrow—Hmberiat savanna And,: Pusser- 
enulus sandwichensis xacanna Ride, 193a; Cs, 227. Abund- 
ant, especially along coast. Ariives carly in April. Breeds 
on the greéund in May and Sine. 
white eges with brown blotzhes, 
well into October, 

84. Grass Finch; Bay-winged Sparrow—mberiza gram- 
ineus And.; Pooeetes gramineds. Ride. 197, Cs. 282. 
Abundant, arrives in April. Breeds on the ground; lays 
from four to six greenish white eggs. with brown spots, 
indune, Sometimes eggs are laid before June 1, Two 
broods commonly raised. 

85. Yellow-winged Sparrow—Aypleriza passerina Aud; 
Faturniounes passerivus Ridg. 198, Cs. 284, Rare, Audu- 
bon mentioned the occurrence of this species as far north as 
Maine. George A. Boardman, Esq., informs me that he 
has procured two specimens here, 

| TO BE CONTINUED. | 

A LITTLE MORE BEAR. 

T AVING followed the many dissertations in this journal 
4 upon the habits of our black bear, I feel myself bound 

to adda note of information conecrniag this ferocious (?) 
quadruped of the family Urside, so far, he or she has been 
viewed from a wholly savage state, but haying had the 
pleasure of raising a male cub fom three months up, I can 
describe its habits most truthfully as the story is in this case 
“first handed.” ; 

I brought this youngster sixty miles from Rowlesbury, 
W. Va,, in the heartofthe Allegheny Mountains, from anold 
weatherbeaten fellow, who professed to huntand raise a few 
potatoes on the side of a desolate slope. As we passed his 
ancient log house, we saw this anima! chained securely to a 
hickory stake driven in the gronnd. He was rushing fran- 
tically up and down, tugging ut his chain, and looking tor- 
ribly frightened. Upon our approach he backed uncere- 
monionsly into a flour barrel, where he remained until 
hauled out, Wenegotinted for him, and had the satisfac- 
tion of placing him in our wagon after a hard contested 
fight. 
“From. Rowlesbury he completed his journey in a box 

about four by three and a half feet, barred with hickery 
strips. But upon getting to Rowlesbury, we had torush for 
a train, and instructed ourteamster to ship Master Bruin to 
Cumberland, Md., next morning, where we would stop over 
night. Next day we reccived a box, well hoarded up, and 
upon opening it found our charge, iied as to his four feet, 
and a most fearfully constructed muzzle on bis nose, From 
here we had little trouble in shipping him to Pittsburgh, his 
ultimate home. 

[ built him a sleeping place on the ‘‘doe house” pattern, 
and chamed him as hefore toa strong stake, around which 
he could circulate at will, and here 1 had ample opportuni- 
tiesto study him, From morning until night he would 
walk up and down a path, taking in about three-quarters of 
the circle, und never zoing past his beaten tracks. Tn tak- 
jing this exercise his head wis always beyond his cliain, and 
T never knew him, with all his cunning, to attempt to slip 
his collar. 

At five months his teeth began to grow, and, strange to 
say, he was toothless up to this age, but after the fangs ap- 
peared they grew with maryelous quickness, and ab six 
months he had as fine a set of ivories as one individual black 
bear could well carry. He would eat cornmeal anush, upon 
which L fed him exclusively until his fifteenth month, and 
he evinced a perfect passion for apples, pears and chestnuts, 
For the latter delicacy he never failed to grasp me around 
the waist and try to crawl up to my head, frequently poking 
his snout in my coat pockets. I transferred his quarters, 
at fen months, to a box under the honse and fed him regu- 
larly upon mush, morning and eyening, Ji at six o'clock 
P. M. the sumptuous repast was not fortheoming, he would 
tug ati the chain and moan like a young culf. No matter 
how hungry, I could not induce him to eat meat, cooked or 
raw, nor would he touch a potatoe in any shape. Every day 
he would be led from his quarters nto the woods, and there 
he was perfectly happy, routing around dead trees and dart- 
ing his Jong tongue eagerly out et the swarms of black ant 

Lays five or six grechish 
Autumn migration lists 

eges. He ignored the ants, but never missed a nest of their 
larvie. THe was patticularly fond of ‘snake weed” and 
gobbled it wp. 

When the time came for returning we would haye a des- 
perste fight, le tugging and I tugsging—a veritable game of 
“nip and tack.” When he was unable to drag me in his 
direction, his rage knew no bounds, ana he moaned loudly 
and struck frantically at every object he s-w, snashing his 
teeth iogetherin a truly ferocious style. He had a whole- 
some dread of his master, and never attempted to attack 
him. Only once did he approach with hostile intentions, 
and af the time L was standing with my buck to him, hold- 
ing the end of the chain, He crept cantiously to within 
three feet of me, and making a spring, grasped te gently 
by the calf of the leg and beat a hasty retreat. This was 
probably intended for play. 7 

Lust September he broke loose 
ously into # neighbors kitchen and frightened the eovk into 
hysterics. She undoubtedly thought his Satanie Majesty 
had arrived in person. From here be adjourned to m 
house aud npen the cook trying to capture him, he struc 
her a resounding blow on the nasal organ, bringing as 
healthy a flow of ‘“‘claret” as Jem Mace himself could desire. 
For this escapade we banished him to a loca] museum, 

and wandered unceremoni- 
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buried in fur up to his little pigeish, where he now pines, 
wicked eyes. - ae a 

Taking this hear a8 a simple of the tribe, T should pro- 
nounce fhem utterly unwilling to attack a man exceptipon 
extraordinary provocation ;, and even then itis doubtiul, for e 
their timidity is very great, and the first and tuling impnlie 
is to make for a tall tree and shin up with remarkabl: ra- 
pidity. They are extremely cunning and droll, but witlal 
not to be trusted and never to be wholly tamed. 

BH, P. Hopaxs. 

WINTER NOTES FROM NOVA SCOTIA. 

EC, 9—Our winter is now closing in. and those 
harbingers of blinding snow storms in prospect, the 

snow birds, P. nivalis have arrived. On the 2d of this 
month I ouseryeda few flying pa:tthe house, and onreferring 
tomy journal J found that on that precise date, had on two 
separate occasions recorded their first arrival. From ob- 
servations made in this province during the past twenty- 
two years, Lam inclined to believe that this bird migrates 
from the North with the first heavy snow storm accompanied 
by high winds; in fact, “keeping company” with them. In 
no instance have I ever obseryed the bird at the commence- 
ment of winter, before the first fall of snow, nov have J ever 
secn it al the close of winter, unless some snow was visible 
onthe ground. The only locality I have ever seen the bird 
in where snow was entirely absent, was in the Bermuilas, 
where almost every winter, a few pay a visit, albeit, an un- 
intentional one, to those distant semi-tropical isles of the 
ocean, in company with numbers of other feathered deni- 
zens of Northern America, which are blown out ta sea, and 
hurried across the wild waste of waters in the yortex of 
some violent, revolving gale. They there frequent the most 
epen and exposed spots, and look quite ont of their element — 
while feeding under the shade ot the palmetto trees; but 
they soon disappear; for, yearning for the cool embraces of 
northern snow drifts, they launch ihemselyes upon the 
current of some fayoring northerly gale, and soon, no 
doubt, reach their desired haven, On the 4th of this mouth 
a very Jarge flock appeared here, and according to the popu- 
lar belief we are to have a severe winter in consequenve. 
[have, however, found that this theory does not always 
hold good. ; 
Wiip Goose, Branta canadensis, Dee.-11,—A flock of 

about sixty passed over in a westerly direction up the valley, 
apparently steering for the Aunapolis Basin. They were 
coming from the aireetion of the Basin of Minas. There is 
no deubt as to the lact that flocks of geese do winterin Nova 
Scotia, foron several occasions they haye been observed on 
our shores, even as far north ss those of Cape Breton, in mid- 
winter; and according to Barnston, (see ‘ Swansand Gecse of 
the Hudson Bay Territories, ”) they have been seen at thatsea- 
son frequenting the open current of the St. Lawrence, near 
Montreal, but he stutes also that such an occurance was 
rare, 

Crow, GC. americanus.—This bird does not appear to be’at 
all inconvenienced by the heaviest snow storms, for I have 
often obseryed it making its way against the most violent 
gale; indeed, it appears to be even more on the move during 
inclement weather in winter time than when it is fine, Pos- 
sible the extreme cold may tend to increase its ravenous ap- 
petite, which appears to be alwaysready tor either fin, flesh, 
or fowl, Often in very severe frost it may be seen pecking 
away at the old bones on thernbbish heaps in the suburbs of 
Halifax, 
Syow,-—-Have any of your readers observed a somewhat 

curious circumstance occurring during a violent snow 
storm, when in some exposed situation, the snow will form 
into spherical masses of all sizes, from that of a bullet to a. 
good sized ball, und keep rolling about, driven hither and 
thither by the fury of the blast. The phenomenon is not one 
of common occurrence here, but probably to be witnessed 
once or twice during the winter. J. Marrany Jones, 

SNOWY OWLS. 

fists snow owl is more abundant with us in exceptionally 
mild and open winters. Their migrations are entirely 

dependant upon their food supply and not uponthe weuther. 
Iam now going to start a new mquiry. What has become 
of the ptarmigan? When was a boy at school and quite a 
bird stuffer 1 used to get numbers of these birds every winter. 
Our markets and huecksters’ shops were alwaystull of thum, 
but now, for a number of winters, there has not been one 
exposed for Sule, and 1am informed they are now extremely 
irregular at Quebec, where, in former years, they were 
abundant. This ptarmigan question will doubtless iniercst 
some of your readers. Very fow snow owls this winter. 

Henry G. Vannor. 
MonTREAL, Quebec, Jan. 6. 

“J, L. D.,” of Lockport, N. Y., is very wide awake as a 
sportsman and naturslisi—clse he has wonderful luck in the 
interest of ForEsT AND STREAM, Whenever I see his ini- 
tials in your columns, my mind is prepared for an item of 
extraordinary interest to your constituency. The wild 
goose note, for instance, in your issue of Dee. £1, is not 
likely to be matched very soon, But I can just beat his 
four feet eleven owl report in the number for Dec. 14, and 
am very proud of my ability to doso, Over thirty years ago 
(that is giving a clue to my age, lmt since gray hairs ap- 
peared in my moustache 1 haye become reckless), when my 
father lived on a farm in Pompey, Onondaga county, a 
comrade of ming drove his cutterto our door, called me out, 
and said that on the hare ground, in a fielé over on the main 
road, he had just passed a large, queer-looking bird that 
could be shot trom a cross fence within a few rods of him. 
Tt did not take me long to load a rifle and get it lev- 
ele on that bird across a lower rail of the fence, after 
worming my way over an intervening snow drift without 
scaring him away. He measured fully five feet gcross the 
wings and was a heauly and a puzzic, until some Look 
hunted np in the village Itbrary proclsimed him Stee nycted, 
The capture was duly reported in a Syracuse paper and my 
father took off his skin and stuffed it with bran, “J, L. D.” 
cin appeal to him with perfect reliance as to that one teh 
mare, tor, at the age of nearly ninely-one, he would not fib 
for such 4 little thing as that, Snowy has been re-latinize 
since then, it seems, and no Wwond+r. One must get up early 
in the morning anid be awake all day to keep track of the 
changes in scientific names of our beasts, birds and fishes. 
For instance, the brook trouf, which even the luity bad 
come to know as Saline fontinalis, must perforce have its 
frontuame altered to Salvelinus, Deh echt 
New Yorr, Jan. 8, 1883. 

—— °° °° °° 
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_ZEUGLODON, AN EXTINCT CETACEAN 
‘HE editorial in Fores, axp STREAM of the 14th inst. 
on the sea serpent, reminds me of the skeleton of u 

zeuglodon, seventy feet long, which I obtained in the 
Hocene or older tertiary of Clark county, Alabama, many 
years ago. It was on the plantation of Judge Creagh, and 
at from one to six teet below ihe surface. The judge told 
methat when he first went into that region, those bones 
Were sO numerous on the surface of the soil as to be in the 
way Of its cultivation. Hence, many of them were burned. 
Judging lrom these remains, he thought some of the animals 
must have been more than one hundred feet. Jone IT bad 
dug up « vertebral column, fifty feet long, when the ver- 
tebree became displaced, and while we were searching for 

_ their continuation, I received a nete from the Judge, stating 
that his man had, while plowing near his house, found a 
skeleton near the surface, which would be more easily ob- 
tained than the one we were after, six miles distunt. We 
lefii {he fifty feet and instead found a continuous vertebral 
coluinu and jaw boues, seventy feet long, They were 
shipped to New York, and xre now in the Warren Museum 

at boston. I published two articles about them in Silimun's 
Journal, and also notices of them elsewhere, These 
attracted the attention of a Mr. Koch, a German, who 
went to Alabama and obtained a large number of the hones 

of several zeuzlodons, took them to New York, joined the 
vertebra, and made an animul 125 feet Jong, which he ex- 
hibited as the Aydrarehus or great sea serpent. The fran 
Was soon exposed, andthe Koch collection of the hones ot 
the zeuglodon is now in a museum at Berlin in Germany. 

: : 3. B. Bucknny, 
Austr, Texas, Dec. 26, 18E2, 

Nonrisktn Rayer Or Tor Orossou.—Long Island City, 
December 30, 1882.—FHaitor Furst wad Stream: In regard 
to ‘possums on Long Island, mentioned iu this week's issue 
of Forwst anp STREAM, I would suy that two, male and 
female, were killed in Ravenswood this summer. They 
had been chased into a cherry tree by the dogs during the 
night, and remained there until shot. Several were also killed 
in Bowery Bay, or Stcinway’s during the spring. One 

_ female had ten young ones in her pouch. My. Everett 
Smith, in ‘Maine bird Notes,” states that the robin gener- 
ally has five eggs in its nest. In my experience of birds nest- 
ing, extending over about twelve years, Ihave seen but two 
orthvee nasts containing five ezes, four being the usual num- 
ber, at least in this locality. —‘Possux. 

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 4, 1833.—While out ravbit shoot- 
ing on New Year's Day, I shot and killed an opossum about 

. three miles south of Weedsport, on the New York Central 
K.R. <A farmer tol me that there was one killed there 
last year in the same piece ef woods in which 1 killed this 
one. Where do they come from?—F. A’ Mornnousn, 

Woops, L. L, January 8, 1853,.—There was an opos- 
sum killed near Woodside, L. 1, winter before Jast, and 
another supposed tobe in the same neighborhood. Early 
last spring [ found ene (which had at some time lost about 
half of ils tail) lying dead: about one hundred yards from 
my barvn, It appeared to have been mangled-by dogs. A 
short time after [heard of two having been killed at Bowery 

- Ray, L. T., the skin of one of which, I was informed, hed 
heen piven to Harry Hill, of your city, for mounting. 1 
have lived here more than sixty years, buthave never known 

of opossums being found here until about three years avo. 
. Raceoons and gray squirrels used to be plenty here, but 

nono of late years.—D. ‘FP. Bracaw. ; 

A §naxr Tusste.—Cleveland, Dec. 30, 1882.—Ziiter 
Forest and Stream: The morning following the cold snap of 
the 16th inst., | was surprised to see a couple of male ciw 
blackbirds feeding about the house in company with the 
fast-growins pest, European sparrows. 1 would have 
thought but little more of this unusual circumstance had not 
a shooting iriend on the 18th inst, brourht me number of 

_ cow birds that he shot that day on a hedge row, in company 
with a flight of gray snow buniings (Plctrophanes nivilis), 
The weather at this time had moderated, averaging above 
oh freezing point. A curious experience this same fowler 

had on that day. Passing along the south side of a wooded 
hill, his attention was attracted by the gambols of a pair of 
chipping All at once one of them gave the usual 

_ ery of alarm and dodred into bis burrow; the other mounted 
the upper side of an inclined tree trunk, and hardly reached 

~ #en feet from the ground before an active screech owl, hawk- 
like, in broad dayiirht. seized him, and strugeling with his 
jrey, fell tothe ground. At this moment, to the surprise 
of my friend, a pair of red squirrels made their appearance 
and commetced an attack on the pigmyowl. A logd of 
No. 8 shot froma Parker breechoader finished the happy 
family. Ibis to be regretted that the ight was not allowed 
to terminate in the usual way.—Dnr. B. Sverre. 

squirrels, 

A Srarrow PLan,—Troy, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1883.—Aditor 
Forest and Stream: Apropos the sparrow crusade I would 
suggest the following: That each city infested by. them 
should have a sparrow club or society which would make it 

a points of obtaining egss in preference to the bird; which 
} would give boys a chance to make money without the 
_ danger attendant on gunpowder in inexperienced hands, 
hesdee being more humane, snd at the same time ridding 
us of the pests. Boys have a natural instinct for rabbing 
bird nests, and when they find that they can combine 
pleasure with profit, they will leave the singing birds alone 
sud go for the sparrows. In regard to the egs money, I 
should say that about six orcight cents a dosea would be 
enough tu stimulate them 10 great achievements in tle nest- 

robbing line, Jf the clubs should desire to pay lounty on 
the birds, I think that they offer more for females than tor 

miles, say two cents apiece for females and one cent for 
: males,—CU, B, 8. 

’ JAPARESH Parasanys Ny OREGON.—Vancouver Barracks, 
W. T.. Dec. 4, 1882.—Fuliion Forest and Strewns The Jap- 
anese pheasants which were introduced into Oreson four 
irs since are known to have bred, Last week one wus 

ui iled on this side of the Columbia River about a mile below 
Vancouver and t1¢ skin (a@ youns female) has been mounted, 
Two birds werescen Coming a@coss the Columbia River—here 
nearly # mile wide—and being thought to be blue grouse 
this one was shot, the other, probably a male, escaped, so there 
is to-day at lenst one Japanese pleasant in Washington Ter- 
itery. A covey of young birds were secn the past summer 
gar where the imporfation was set free four years ago,—T, 

, 
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Game Bag and Guy. 

GAME SEASONS. 
A comprehensive statement of tbe game luws of America will be 

found in the issues of tuis Journal for December 7 and 14, 1882. In- 
dividuals and game clubs are requested to inform us of the enact- 
meut of new locallaws and of changes that muy be made in the laws 
of the several States and ‘Territories. 

A DAY WITH THE GROUSE. 
HERE'S joy in brown October. Up throuch the waders 

the cock springs, » ruddy rocket, whistling like the 
merry jinzle of silver sleigh bells. A snap shot into the 
alder top ahead, a feather floating down & woodland vista, 
“Hie oa, fetch,” asd your victory is complete, as Dash 
comes running in, his mouth full with the red-brown 
beauty, 

Out on the wide marsh your doz comes to a dead point by 
am oozy creek. ‘“‘Scajpe! scaipe!” up Hip « brace of snipe 
and stagger awsy in their drunken flight. Bang! bang! 
thud! thud! and you lift your hat after a vtorious double 
shot, the west wind coo's your browand plays through your 
hair, and you thank God for life and health, keen eye and 
true hand, the blue sky and the bright sun, 
Away in the woodlands is a sunny g#lade. The white 

clad birch, brisle of the forest, covers the hill slopes. On 
the heights above towers the pine; below, where the brook 
tinkles down the rum, nestles the alder. See! your pointer 
halts, souils, swings his nose in air, then crouching crawls 
up the hillside, At a thick clump of young spruces he 
pointe, Soon the tip of his tail ways in uncertainty, he sniffs 
to right and left, then warily crawls, step by step, through 
the thicket, his belly almost dragging on the ground, his 
foot falls soft and velvety os a cat's. ‘You know the ume 
and their tricks, and with both barrels full cock run round 
to the Tariher side of the copse. 

There is Wash’s head peerme out of the thicket, motion- 
less, on full pomt. You garefully step forward. The 
great silence of the forest appresses you. You can hear 
yout heart beat. Whir—r-rt-ra-r! Like a peal of thunder 
ittumbles throngh the glen, Beyond + stuntuil fir a flash 
of brown avd gray bursts into air. You fire a snap shot 
into the thisk branches, and through an opening ahead 
down tumbles a grand old cock grouse, turning half a dozen 
somersaults in his slanting fall, and striking the leaf-strewn 
eround with so heavy a thud tuat he bounds into air again 
and rolls down the slope. 

Aha! my friend. A joy fills your sportsman heart 
ereater than victory over ruddy eock or wily snipe can ever 
give. _ 
You have laid low the feathered King of the forest; shot 

him faitly and mantully, « suod fiying shot, over a dead 
oint. 

: One day in early November] drove late and Itisurely out 
of Portland. Maine, that “beautiful city by the sea’ of 
which Longfellow has snag. 

Tt. was 2 florious Indiun summer day, the winds were 
asleep, the clouds at rest, a bright son shone out of a clear 
blue sky and the maples and birches glowed ted and vold 
amoup he eyergrecn woods. ~ 

Tu the straw behind the wagon scat nestled my good 
old pointer Dash, as staunch and careful a dog as ever drew 
on game. My horse struck a brisk trot and we rattled 
merrily alouy, 
My object was » day’s woodcock shooting, and I bad 

reasoned myself into the belief that I should strike the last 
flight of this uncertain bird. 

soon reached the first cover, hitched my horse to the 
fence, whistled to Dash, and plunged into the alders an] 
birches. Through the cover and buck again did I hunt but 
never iscent of woordcock could Dash fiud. Two more 
covers we rin through, but they were silent and deserted as 
the first, The last fight of woodcock had goue south, and 
the birds I was in quest. of were now furnishing sport to 
my companions in aris in Massachusetts and Connecticut. 

In a level patch of woods Dash made game. By the 
stealthy way he crawled ahcad, 1 knew he had struck a 
fresh scent of grouse, so I hastened and went on abreast of 
him. ‘ 
Ata bunch of alder bushes he stiffensinto a pot, and 

a moment after 4 running grouse booms into the sir some 
thirty yatdsin advance, 1 firetl quickly;dowu she tumbled 
and a moment after I heard her wing: beating the death 
tattoo on the ground. Cramiming in afresh cartridge, and 
calling Dash to heel, T leisurcly adyanced to pick up my 
bird, when to my astonishment she rose and flew ayay as 
vigorously a8 ever. 

Ty surprise was so great that I stood and gawked at her, 
and never thought of filing. She Hew about a hundred 
yards and lit in some bushes outside the woods and close to 
a house by the roadside. ‘Pll have her now surely,” 
thought I, so working Dash vety close, not permitting him 
to range over twenty yards ahead, T advanced. Just where 
Tmarked down the bird, Dash suddenly comes to a stiff 
point. The scrubby bushes came ghout up to his breast, 
his head, back and tail were stretehed out into one stiff line 
just sbove the bush tops. 

Fearing the bird might run again I cireledround ahead of 
Dash and then went on in the line of his point, but no game 
getup. Puzzled, I retraced my steps toward Dash. ‘There 
stood my good old pointer, rid as i statue carved from 
marble, pointing directly at me, I advanced slowly to- 
ward him. There crouched the grouse in the bush under 
his very nose. I put out my hand and picked tier up with- 
out resistance, She had a fatal wound in her neck. 

I arove on to a long strip of cover; through it ran a wood 
road, Dash comesio a point on my right, then a running 
grouse whirs up and ties across the wood road on wu diago- 
nal, J miss him with my fiist but tumble him with my sec- 
ond barrel, a& ragged heels-over-head tumble, so Indicrous 
that I laugh outright. 
On to the schoolhouse cover. I hunt this thororghly, 

though 2 thick, disagreeable patch, but never a cock is 
there. At the further end, near the railroad, T loge Dash 
amid the thick spruces. i whistle to him jn vain, then T 
call aloud. Lhear a whimper snd a spring within ten fect 
of me in the close cover, and the grouse he was pointing 
booms across an opening in frent, a clear shot,, 1 cut: her 
down cleanly, while a great mass of leathers float in the 
sunlight and drift slowly down the vista. 

Tsoon reach the great marsh and hunt up the runs for 
snipe; nota sniff of one isto be had. Dash soon leaves the 
wet run and hunts along a thin strip of scrubby pines that 
fringe the creek. He makes game iad T follow him, just in 
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time to miss a grouse that rises from his point in thick 
cover. Dash draws ona few steps and stiffens into another 
point, Up gets another grouse in the yery thickest of the 
piues. I tire a snap shot more by ear thau eye, but this is a 
lucky day and my bird falls stone dead. “Now we work 
along the narrow strip of woods in quest of the bird L 
missed. Dash works slowly. He trois ahead, pauses, looks 
around, suuffs the air, runs ahead a few steps, stops, lifis 
up one foreleg trembi.ng, and then crawls on again, I keep 
abreast of him in the open ereek, At the very end of the 
strip of scrub pines Dash stiffens out into a point. The next 
Moment a noble grouse sieps out beyond the furthest tree, 
wid, laking wing, flies across the run likes duck directly 
overmy head, An! what a rare open shot at this foxy 
bird! 1 fire, and he teeters down an iuclined plane and 
strikes the wet rushy snipe ground, dead, 

1 drive on to Manson’s, whose house sits on a rocky uoll 
thaf juts cut into the marsh and overlooks the vast salty 
plain. Here I get a glass of milk, eat my lunch, aud bave 
good rest while my horseis munching his oats. Driving home 
I stop and hunt a gumy-looking bit of woods, Dash strikes 
the scent of a grouse and works on this scent slowly and 
cautiously full quarter of an hour before he comes to a 
point. J keep some twenty yards to his right and abreast 
of him. The bird rises in front of Dash, his whir sounds 
like rumbling thunder in the still evening woods. Te cuts 
across me from left to right. I catch Wut a glinypse of him 
through the pine tops and fire, A moment's silence, then 
‘svhack” off te the right. Whatwas that? Jt soutded 
like some one striking 2 board fence with a club. 1 hasten 
in the direction of the sound. There is the board fence; 
there is Dash on a point, and there, just through the rails, 
lies the grouse wing-breken. A dainty little club was he to 
strike a fence with. 

Ldrove home over (he freezing ground tired and happy. 
My dog hid found and pointed six grouse. I had shot them 
all over his point in eight shols. The best grouse shooting 
of my life. The six birds weighed cvieht pounds. The 
largest, an old cock full ruffed, weighed a pounil and a half, 
A few days after I dropped in on my friend W. §., whose 

popularity as Mayor of Portland is only equulled by his 
fame az 1 fool fellow, a delwhtful conversationalist and a 
thoroughgoing sportsman. To lim | recounted my duy’s 
sport. : 

“Six grouse in eight shots over poitits,’” he repaated, ‘the 
best shooting round Portland this tall, and you'll never do 
it again.” Ant sure enough I never have. 

IT néver did it before citner, nor anythinw lite it, although 
how inany times [ have fired eight shots at srouse without 
louching a feather I would not like to mention. 

If 2 mun can hag one grouse in three shois every day in 
the week, be isa crack siiot, and can hold his own with 
anyone, One shiotin five is g00d, aud somehow lonwexperi- 
ence has faught me to have a vespect for a2 man whoecan 
shoot a grouse flying anyhow, regardless of the number of 
shotsfired. . 

One reason of ny exceptionally good luck doubtless was 
that I felt fully up to shooting; brim {ull of life and health. 
Another equally important reasou, I was able to take every- 
thing easily and leisurely all day. 

But of one thing Tam suce, and many subsequent days” 
sport have proved if. 
A inan can baye good grouse shooting on the wing and 

over points almost anywheve ia New Eneland. The prime 
requisite is an old, thoroughly broken, cautious and staunch 
pointer. For the rest, keep well up with your dos, tor the 
wily game will sometimes run and take to wing, justi when , 
your dog is coming to a point, utterly regardless of his feel- 
ings or your own. I well know that it is nvreat temptation 
to sce a grouse silting ou the gronnd or in a tree, especially 
after you have missed 9 half dozen shots flying, but Iam 
sure HO sportsman shoots this noble bird silting but he is 
sorry for it afterward. 

Of course I do not speak of the sriuse found in the deep 
woods of Northern Maine or Canada. There they are so 
tame that it is almost impossible todrive them te take wing, 
and the tourist is compelled to bowl over on the round as 
many as he wants for the camp pot, 
But anywhere in Maine, where cleared land isthe rule, 

and forest growth the exception, where the cover js in small 
pilches, along the runs and up the hill sides, and where the 
grouse is compelled to freqiently take wing and make long 
flights from one cover tv ayether, in such districts the 
sportsman, with his stvunch oll pointer, may have through- 
out our mellow autumn time as royal wing shooting as this 
continent affords, at the king of American game birds—the 
rufied grouse. MAKSTRAND, 

MARTHA’S VINEYARD HEATH-HENS. 

A CORRESPONDENT, in a late issue of your paper, 
asks ‘ahout ‘‘heth hens,” or heath-hens on Martha's 

Vineyard. This inquiry has been answered by “8. G. C7 
who evidently is in error as to location and birds, He will, 
therefore, pardon us if we iry to set the matter rieht. In 
the yenr 1641 one Thomas Mayhew obtained froin Lord 
Sterling a grant, the land now known as Murtha’s Vineyard 
and the neighboring isJands, In 1642 he sent his only son, 
Thomas, 2 young man of 21 years, who had prepared him- 
self for the ministry, to Martha’s Vineyard, and he, with 
some others, settled in Edgartown and finally became their 
pastor. The-eldcr Mayhew soon after came to Edeartowa 
and became Governor of Martha’s Vineyard and the adja- 
cent islands. Some years afterward Gov. Mayhew suld the 
Island of Naushon (one of the Blizabeth Islands) to Waitt 
Wiuthrop, It remained in the Winthrop family some years 
aud was aiterward sold to a gentleman named Bowdoin, 
who was afterward Lieut.-Governor of Massachusetts, Mr. 
Bowdoin succeeded in getting a law prohibiting shooting 
on his possession except by special permission, This was 
fifty years or more ago and the law is now in force. The 
island (Naushon) has since passed through s number of 
hands and is now the property of John M. Forbes, Esq., of 
Boston, It is well stocked with deer, but we doubt if there 
are any heath-hens there now, although some were carried 
from Martha's Vineyard and placed on the island many 
years ago. 

So we are led to belicve that “8. C. C.” did notland upon 
Martha’s Vineyard but upon Naushon, Edgartown has for 
the past fifty yeurs been, until the decline of whaling, a 
tiniving whaling port, many ships being owned there and 
fiited for voyages all over the world. Now about the 
“heth”-hens. They are uot the pinnated grouse or prairia 
chicken. They ave a larger bud and lack the bags of! 
yellow skin on the side of the neck which the male grouse 
invariably has. At present the héeuth-hen is found nowliere 
in the world except on Martha’s Vineyard, and possibly on 
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Maushon. The birds arenatives and have béen there Since | 
{ie memory of man, They are n bird of very slow and 
shot fight. Years avo when they were more plenty than 
it the preseat tine, they have hevu seen to fall in the water 

while siteiapting to fly across the harbor of Wdeartown, a | 
Vwothue of perhaps S00 yards. There are persons iow liv- j 
jog tm Erlgartowsn who have seen them fall jd picked them 
Wwiho? the wetter pushing a boa off to get them, { 

\fittie present time a@ cood many are killed eyery year by 
hoses visiting Oak Bln, not that any one person succecds 
We -bling alaky, but a wuiny go After them: ‘on the | 

86 Tak more-or less Are killed every year, The mder- | 
prowl on Us-islintiis, however, very thick and affords the | 

ite alt cover, asin many placts the growth is so 
iuk 4s to preclude the use ofadog. Ttisnot likely they 
io be killed off, even were there 10 law. In the swmmer 
iw eround is hot and sandy and eovered by iuckleberry 
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tlives fect or more, and so interlaced 8 to make itimpossible 
10 Use (amie often the birds are seen en the roads | 
eoayenint loa thicket seemiusly quife tame, allowing a | 
(ene to puss quite near before tiking flight, 
he ynany miles of eover which they have, and the com- 

parative seurcity of the }irds, make it dificult to find them, 
wihoush when a bevy is found, their destruction is eusy, tor 
theis fight is un open one, sad quite ditterent from the shot 
one gets at an oid partridye through the woods. The 
wriler has never slol one yet, although he fears, were be to 
ce On Vise handy, if his gum were ready, the law might be 
brokes, He has seen many that were sliot, autl knows the 
Nird to be different fram the pinnated grouse. Possibly 
theiy diferent inod, climate and other circumstanecs may 
have combined to make them diVerent in size and plumage 
fvouy fueir relations, the prairie chicken, “Hern’-Hn. 
Rosvo, Dee 

[Our eorrespe 

Ino nog, 

oy 1 

udevt will have to produce stronger 
ovitlence than wethink iseluinable to ¢onvinee ornitholo- 
wists thst We heath-ben of Mentha’s Viacyard is not the 
pinhated sronse, | 

SNOW-SHCEING FOR MOGSE. 

TOLD OF AWASULIAR LETTER WRITTEN FROM THE CANADIAN 
PACHWOUDS TOA ERIEND IN PRRTIC, ONTARIO. 

-- - | 
Vey Dir iets 

¥n Stitie in coming up hers, as T only 
reccived flere is really yot so much 

one unicquainted with | i of lift 
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capable of standing anv amount of chaif, aud he got plenty 
ofit. For the first mile or so we were too excited to make 
any fun, but when we reached the hard wood hill, for which 
the moose was making, and did not find our vame, we were 
not so particular, and the “fun grew fast and furious.” At 
this season (7. ¢., March) moose are generaliy ‘fyarded’ np in 
hills where the soft iniple grows plentifully,as that is their 
chief food iu the winter. When this hard wood hill was 
reached snd passed, and still no signs of the moose except 
their broad track, 8———, Newton and myself, who were in the 
rear, CoMinenced our little games. and the Indians were usu- 
ally some distance abead. Newton did not know much about 
snow-shozing, so he was continually upsetting himvelf into 
the snow, and we, of course, were continually exploding into 
rears of laughter. You musi remember that at this time it 
was raining hard enough to damp the spirits of almost any- 
one, and Wesides that, we were forcing ourselves through a 
thick balsam clamp—and of all the things for upsetting the 
uncaulious snow-shoer sive me a thick balsam bush, How- 
ever, notwithstanding the rain, bad, snow-shoeing and the 
balsam bushes, we enjoyed ourselves thoroughly. Someone 
of the thrce was sure to be down pretty ofien, and whoever 
it wis he was sure to get laughed at. When a fellow gets 
upset On snow-shoes he is neyer sympathized with; itis 100 
comieal a sight not tolaugh at. Toward twelve we hegap 
to feel a little tired aod began to wish the Jeaders would 
stop for dinner, and at last when we came to a tremendous 
cropper over a hidden branch we voted forarest. After 
our rest we trumped on and soun overhauled the vanguard 
engaged inspreparing our dinner cver a roaring: fire, 

Alter we had stowed away a considerable amount of pork 
and bread, we started again, All thatafternoon we walked 
steadily on, and at last we found fresh tracks made a short 
time before. Our chaffing was hushed “‘instanter,’ and 
silently we followed the dark form of the Indian, dimly 
visible through the vain, For about fifteen minutes we kept 
on, wd then we found by the inereased length of the stride 
of the moose and the deeper tracks he plowed that he had 

j heard us-and was now Iceging it like Old Boots for the 
devil knows where. We stopped aud debated whether we 
would follow on or return home, but we were pretty well 
tired and it was getting late. The moose, too, lad been 
traveling in # circie and was now on his old track, so that he 
would have the pullonusthere. We reached home that night 
pretty well used up after about the worst tramp 1 ever ‘iad. 

| We bad not walked over 16 0r18 miles, but thet the walking 
was so bad, especially a stretch ona lake of 2 mile or two 
on the wif home. The wind and rain were in our faces and 
the snow su heavy that our snow-shoes seemed weighted 
with lead, 
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ihwould supic forint living at the trim, and certainly 
gur style or living: is better than the average well-to-do 
fariner of Ontario, and we have some luxuries which you 
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i the Dews of tbe outside | 
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ht as wit! tell you tiat this Bas | 
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a his snow-si0es urs extremely Hable 
ay im furkier. Waen the crast lias | 

not turaied, the bidians usally shoot then by ereeping up 
while we moose are cuid 1800040, Yul this is a cithieat 
aud precaiuus way. Lb is tot 2 vary easy thin to do.to | 
adyilce noisclessly upon such Gasily roused avimals na | 
moose, and walking in such awéward things us snowshoes, 
fuid tuiess you do, your shances of Wine a TiGose Are 

pretty slim. Wit this rather Jose preamble f will hegin 
roy tlesc.Tption, 

Two young Ensitshuien, triends mt H., lad expressed | 
tiemselves as desirous of knockine over some moose, so 

titmphrey inyited them tp to spend ua few days in the 
backwoods. Gne of them is rather a swell in bis Wway— 
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(aplain & it suppose you have heard of him. ‘ihe | 
oiler, | Hail W , of tbe Royal Boginews, § had 
ver ehed it” before, W——, however, isd heen on 

atid OU. 5. Douudliey snevey, and lil also hot | 
ove Reon so he hid had considerable experi- 
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They arrived on Baluzlay, ~ cy thine, we 

Hiairienl te next Mmorniwa wel the services | 
of io Taian to palot us ta the tuntive erounds, T hope 
you will tot bevery mudi shooked af our eoing moose 

Luultne on Sunday, tor you know in tle batkwoods one day 
is tie same as ar of 6 We walked about four or five miles 
oul to the place where we expeuled to mect the moosey but 
wil ramping round and round a hard woo hill, and 
ihvroughly exploris 'y place that seemed at all iikely to 
Tiwhor & herd Gf manse, anel, vas called, and wien the 
(iityrent partics came jnawelad 2 “council of war” as to! 
What Was uit les) conrseto pursue. We nt lst agrecd to take 
woolher direction and asain we comiences iramping, but | 
it Wak 0A UG, Wot & fresh track could De secu any Where, It 
Was quite evident that the moose iad been there in the fall, | 
fovaltarohsd us we Gould sea where the iwies of the soft 
fhiple lad been seipped olf by the mao Sharp teeth. At 
libwe gave up ia disgush wad rejumed hone, leaving, 
however, the Indian to tind ont some fresh tracks. planning 
{His day to make ance meat of the tose, 

Next morning, te ots supreme dissust, it was Taluing 
“eats aod dows,” However, Wa were not going ty let rain 
or inythipg else keejsus back; so snow-shoes were slrappud 
on, anil weagain set Tort, bord to conquer or die. W 
hid sprained his fock theday Defore, so be gid not accom: 
pinyus, We starlel cirierthis day, and aiso took some 

aud nol 14 Ja 
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leress ot the moose. 

brevd and pork and tea to meke our itinner in the bush. 
Wetramped aloys for an hour or two, snd at length arrived 
af the ish tracks the Indian lac discovered theday before, 
The tek wis quite fresh and easily fhilowed, os it looked 
something Hike a 1, Gur guns were gotin order and 
Henly, it lucia Ae, we commenced tellowie the t 1k, 
Our parcy incibered six; iwo Indians, H—, S—— Neston 
and myt Jvowtor was the fellow who drove our guests up 
from Vomnbyole, Heis 4 comical “cuss,” full of fun and 

The nest day we rested, and that nigh: it froze and 
formed & crust strong enough to impedé materially the pro- 
£ We started early, driving vut wo the 
shanty, uine miles, for breakfast Léaving there about half 
past eight we trampsd for two or three miles before we saw 
any tracks. We scon started two moose, and started aiter 
them uh the intention of following them until we or they 
dropped, I 
nine moose soon hecame separated, und well foliowed 

one, Which made for some hills close by, up which he went 
like a shot, we after him like wasps after an adventurous 
school boy, The country the moose made’for seemed to be 
all hills anid valleys, and as the moose kepta course right 
across high hill: and deep valleys we were forced to follow, 
and consequently found it pretty hard work. It’s awfully 
tellicz work goiug up a steep hill on snow-shoes. Going 
down is easy enough, for a chap has to take tremendous long 
strides to keep from going on his head. We hed our usual 
amount of jokes, chatting, tambles, tc., etc., and altogether 
were as ‘merry asa marriage bell.” Tt was threvo’¢lock inthe 
afternoon when we ran the moose down ina balsam swamp, 
and S—— dropped him with a bullet through the brain. 
it was atter dark when we reached the shanty; we took sup- 
per there and drove home after walking rather wore than 
twenty-five miles. Our guests left us the next day, and as 
the weather has not been favorable we lave not been out 
since, ‘That is the extent of my moose liimting in the back- 
woods of Ganada. . 

There are plenty of pariridgesin the bush, and 1 expect 
comic ducks in aiew divs, when the river opens. Fishing 
through the jee decupies & considerable part of my time. 1 
think [ have given yowa pretty long account of my adven- 
tures, and as [| suppose Kou are pretty well bored with the 
length of this letter, 1 will cut it as short as possible. Some 
men coming in from the shanty to-night brought the news 
that the bears sre out in force aronnd a deserted shanty, 
‘Phis week J intend having a lick at them. Yours, 

7 : J. M. R. 

GUINEA FOWL AS GAME BIRDS. 

™%/ EARS ago, when os boy, the wrifer resided ow a large 
farm in Western New York, At that time his father 

took considerable interest in the breeding and raising of 
“ouinces,” They were carefully tended during the win- 
ter, buf when turned out in the spring’ would not associate 
with the domestic fowl or lay their eggs in orderly fashion 
in the heuliouse or barns, but invariably sought some ont-of- 
the-way and sechided place for laying, setting ard hatching, 
When hatched, the good mother hen would heguile her brood 
io a neighboring patch of woods. Here they passed the 
suminer taking care of themselves, and seldom appearing in 
the barnyard, ; 
When needed for the table it became the writer’s duty to 

seek them. This he usnally did with theaid of a ‘‘yalier” 
dog and shotgun or rifle. When hurvicdly pressed for meat 
he dispensed with the dog, snd simply stalked and potied 
them, shooting them “on the wing or on the head, or on the 
tuil, or anywhere he conld,” as the old nigger said about the 
qunil. Paterfamilas, however, was rather careful of his 
guineas, and if was seldom thal the writer received permis- 
sion to go out and hunt them “Yor fun.’ When this per- 
mission was obtained, the “yailer’ dog (most Wull-teriier, 
the vest uncertain) wis asked 10 assist. 

This dog would run anything, whether on four or two 
legs, including squirrels, *coons, woodchucks, skunks, stray 
hogs, cattle, partidges, guineas or tramps. When given to 
unterstind that we were after guineas, he would, on sight- 
ing them (he difin’t appear to use bis nose on feather), zive 
full chase, and eiiher flush them or tree them. In the latter 
case they were an easy prey; in the former they were fre- 
quently flushed beyond gunshot. and on a second approach 
would flush more quickly and take a longer flight. At the 
beginning of the suason the gudewife was usually satisfied 
with the bag, but atter they had been shot at for a few 
weeks they became.quite wild and difficult of approach, 
How these birds would lie toa setter or pointer the writer 

| eannot-say, as in those days he knew-of-but one “‘bird dog” 
‘ within a radius of twelve miles. 

The foregoing is preliminary to the suggestion that some 
one who has tae opportunity turn out in suitable cover a 
few pairs of these birds next spring, and then in the autumn 
seek them in proper fashion with setter or pointer. The 
experiment will not cost much, and if may succeed in giving 
us a semi-game bird, equal for sporting purposes to the semi- 
domesticated pheasant that our English cousins delight to 
slaughter. * Who will try and tell us this time neat year 
what they know of guinea-shooting? BRINDLE. 

PENNSYVANIA DEER SHOOTING. 
~\N Wednesday. the eight day of November, which, by 

the way, was the day after the election of State officers, 
two of my brother sportsmen and myself concluded we better 
pack up and go up Salt River or to the wilds of Forest County 
on a deer hunt? We chose the latter, and secordingly 
packed our traps, cleaned up our rifles, and with a supply of 
provision enough to Jasta month, and our good dog Chitasa 
catcher, we started, taking the early morning train on the 
Pittsburgh, Bradford and Buffalo Railioad lor Marionville 
Station, about forty miles from our town, There we hired 
a team to take us to the old Buffalo farm, aboul five miles 
from the station. This was our old rendezvous, aud here 
we have hunted together for a number of seasons, 
We found deer plentiful and in good condition, Every- 

thing was in favor of the hunter, fad up to the 14th of 
December we killed twenty-six deer. Thinking this enough 
for one season, and the snow being uearly two test deep, we 
came out. The writer clair s having killed the largest deer 
of all that were killed in Forest County; it wasa mule, and 
weighed, with the entrails out, 216 pounds, Mr, C, B. 
Hunt, of New York, wss with us-a week, and he killed 2 
buck weighing about two huudred pounds, and all bunters 
who saw the decr agree that it had the largest and finest 
autlers of any ever shipped out of these woods. 

Never before were there us many hunters on there as this 
season; they came from every quarter; Ininters with their 
suits of duck, with many pockets (oh, what a noise the 
tripshin would make whipping on those suits), and rifles and 
guns of every description; the native with his loug shootiug 
ritie and the big-balled gun; the single pieech-loadir and 
the repeater. 

The hunting, or open season, for deer, I think, istoo long, 
runring from October 1 ty December 81. Two or three 
years of such slaughte1ing of deer as has been going on this 
season, will leave very few, if any. lil were to make an 
estimate of the number kilied inthis bue county, ft should 
pit it at least at one thousand. I hope that the Jaw makers 
of Peunsylyania will change this particular game law, and 
make the open season for deer commence November 1, and 
expire December 15th, thus piving us six weeks; and it’s 
enough for any honest hunter, LAUGHING Gy. 
His Grry, Pa., December £9, 1882. 

NOTES FROM WORCESTER. 
ce bird shooting season just closed by low was closed 

practically the iast. weck in Novemper.” tt was 9 dis- 
appointment to some to WB obliged to slop so sudtenly, as 
purtridges were quite plenty, und quail more abundant thuu 
for many year's, But now that the season is over, all avree 
thatit was a good thing that the snow came and cut otta 
month or theopen season, Oerlain it is that we have a 
good supply of partridges and quail left over, and ix they 
winter weli, aud 4 goo. vreedinz season foliows, sportsmen 
can look confidently forward to good sheoting im 1$32, 
Last spring it Was @ commun remark that there were ture 
woordcock bere than had been Known for a tong time, They 
were here in Jane with their yonng broods, “i en came tne 
long drouth, and the birds nearly el) aisappcared; tliat, 
however, did not trouble us much, for mosh of tle sports- 
men here care little for sumer shooting, an(lit was gen- 
erally believed that ihe birds hid moyea North, and would 
give us a call in the tlight season, 

The experience of several of our club went far te vontirm 
this belief One ventlerman, who spent his viaieutioa in 
Canada in order to avoid the “liay dever,” had a pertect 
picnic with the weedcock, Severi!l otiiirs, who went on 
short trips in ihe month of August, found most excelent 
cock shooting. We, therefore, looked jor a good His ht. 
The fall rains came and the covers seemed in #xvclient con- 
dition, but somehow the frosty nights fuileil to triug the 
birds, and day alter day we beat over our best covirs in 
vain. The birds didn’t pass this way, and we Have never 
been able to learn what ronte they went, We hope they 
| will come and see us next year, 
| <A good many ot our elub keep records of their shooting, 
jand, as far ss 1 have been vble to get Liem, tie iigures show 
fully double the number of partridges as compaied to last 
year, while in the woodvock column there is quite as great 
a falling otf. ‘The iiguves also show that it has been an un 
usually good year for quatl, 

For many years the spacious cigar and tobacco siore of 
M, §&. Shattuck, Esq., hos been the renduzvous of ibe 
Worcester fox hunters, or rather the “fur Company,” as it 
is commonly called. Nearly every evening dues the fox 
junting season severalof the comfortable arm chairs may 
be found filled with members of the “fialeinily.” A good 
many of the bird shooters also digp in hee ior then cyiu- 
ing sinoke, and linger a little just to hear how ‘‘the old dog 
took him away to the cast’ara out o’ fesrin’, anél then aiter 
a while brought him back oycr that knob, and 1 shot at him 
just as he went behind a tussock und missed him,” cte., etc. 

The present fox lusting season bas wen ct nousial imter- 
est, owing to the fact tuat two black foxes have been kibed 
in this vicinity. ‘Uhe first one was killed about tive mouths 
ago by Alvin Fisher of Rutland. lt was thought to be a 
young fox, and was coal black except afew Jong hitirs which 
were tipped with white. Jt was hand-owely mounted by 
My, Forbush, a local taxidermist, und sola to the Boston 
Society of Natural History tor forty dollars, 

The Jast one was killed on Chrisiinas Duy by Henry Locke, 
about three miles from the city hall ou the road to boylsion, 
and was indeed 4 beautiful animal, While the coiur was 
precisely the same as the first one, 1t was much larger, aud 
being killed later in the season, the fur was much Letter. 
There was some discussion as tO the ownersiip, os Sir. 
Locke acknowledged that his dog did noi start the fox 
Some five or six men and about t.e¢ same number of ozs 
were in th chase. AH the dogs, including Mr. Locke's, 
came up on the dead fox, Lut ss Lo ong else Had shot atthe 

| fox there could be no question about Mr. Locke's bemg the 
rightiul owner under the rules which have povemned the 
purty for the past fifteen years. He has sold his prizsto 
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Mr, Kinsey, the local gun dealer, who will either have it | be a grand ball, pigeon and turkey tournament New Year's 
‘mounted, or els¢ haye the skin tanned and placed upon a 
Brig, 

As the fox hunting sason is 4 little more than half over, 
the score to date may be of interestio seme of the readess 
ol the Forest anp Stream, Mr. Kinney hunts this season 
with Mr John M, White, proprictor of the Tourtellotte 
House in Millbury, and they own together a splendid pack 
of hounds, six in number, Myr. White occasionally has 4 
guest who waits to wo dut and sec how the thing is done, 
The a have killed twelve foxes, nine of wiich were 
killed by Mv. White. The seore follows: 

Joln M, White and party, 12; John A, Sloeum, 6; Leon: 
ard Rand, 5; Henry Locke, 4; John R. Thayer, 8; E. H. 
Smith, 2; N.S. Hurrington, 1; Mr, French, 8; total, 36. 
The club held a pleasant glass ball shoot on Christmas 

Day. Now that the hunting season is really over, the club 
will without doubt inaugurate the weekly shoots, and the 
clu») house at the Jake will again be a lively place on Friday 
atternoons, 

There has heen much good weather the past month for 
fishing throuch thé ice, and it has been faithfully improved 
by the local fishermen, and some big catches have been re- 
ported. Last Saturday, Dec. 30, a party of five went to the 
adjoining town of Gratton, and caught 181 pickerel, weigh- 
ing ninety pounds. is 
WoROSTER, Mass., Jan, 1, 1883. 

CARIBOU AT TIM POND. 

} AVING received a letter from Kennedy Smith that the 
carilou had appeared on his pond, a friend and my- 

Satur- self arrived at bis house Friday evening, Dec, 22. 
day morning Kennedy and his son, Bugar, started us off 
for the pond, which we reached about tive the same day, 
After a good night’s rest in one of his Jog nuts, Edgar and 
I went down to the pond. whitre we saw some four caribou, 
We immutiitely started along the east shore, Keeping well 
Daek in the wouds. Owing to the greit depth of snow we 
were four hours in getting around within shooting distance. 
‘Then | counted twenty-five on the pond. We tricd to get a 
little nearer, and ufter balf an hour's walk managed to cet 
within « hundred yards of seven, all the others haying left. 
We cautiously erept up to the edge of the pond, and after 
wailing about ten minutus in hopes the carilou would come 
neirer, [fired at a large buck. Before the others had re- 
covered from their surprise: | shot two more, They then 
siaried off and I fired the two remaining cartaidges, killing 
two others, the last bemg 225 yards distant, I killed the 
five wilh five shots, using a Winchester Exprcss, which 
holds tive cartridges. I know that muny of Smith's friends 
doubt the abundance of game at his pond, but if one can 
stand a little roughing and cold weather they will he 
warily welcomed by ‘‘old Ken ,” as he is familiarly called, 
and they will be repiid by spending afew days with him 
during December. . We saw many fresh tracks of deer, but. 
the law coming on January 1 prevented my remaining. 1 
have hunted caribou in Noya Scotia and New Brunswick, 
but adyise all who wish success to go with Kennedy to his 
pond. HE. W. Dayts. 

OUR CHICAGO LETTER. 
[From a Regular Chicago Currespondent,] 

HE game law, as far as concerns everything that can at 
A present bo killed, closes for this section of the country 
Jan i. The boys will hove nothing to fall back upon but 
elub house pigeon shoots and the regular little entertain- 
tainments they always five at the club houses at this season 
of the year, The only law now open about Chicago is that 
6n duels, and, alas, there are n0 ducks! The law closed on 
deeét, quail, partridge, cte., in Michigan, Wisconsin, Indi- 
una and Ilinois, Monday. There are few of our hunters out 
now. Messrs. G. Newherry and J. J, Gore have just got 
back from a long stay about Emporia, Kansas, where they 
fot pleuty of quail. They hadapleasanttime. J, Newton 
is al, Centralia hunting, and Mr, Layyson Smith has gone to 
Tennessee about Hermit's Bay for ducks. E. T. Martin is 
at Fountain Bluff, in Lower Mlinois, on the Mississippi 
River, duck lunting, He sends word back that in the 
mirshes abont that place there are plenty of mallards and 
teal, and that if the weather beeps open a while longer 
there will be more there yet, ‘The feedimg is fine. This is 
just afew miles above Otire, and surprises the boys, who 
thought the ducks had winged their flight further south, 

There was no trouble to amount to anythimg last week at 
the Tolleston Gun Club grounds, and in conscquence there 
is nothing to send to the FPorEsp AND SikeEAM. By the 
way, Ch. cago sportsmen, happily, do not wail for their home 
papers to publish Jute news of local matters. The report of 
the Tolleston Ulub case, for example, which has not yet 
been published here, they may tinl precisely set forth in 
the Forust Anp Stream, with the full opinion of Judge 
Feild, something like three or four weeks ago. 

There isa little item that wil iuterest the boys, but it 
must not zo any further than the Fores? AND STREAM and its 
tens of thousands of readers, Ji would cause a worthy man 
to blush. This is aravity for one of his ilk, but he does not 
Wike his namin print, connected with sportsmen’s matters. 
This we think a false modesty, It never injur.s a good 
bustuess mah to be consider da lover of healthy recredtion 
and sport. Well. now forthe item. Mr Wirt Dexver, the 
well-known lawycr, is having built for himself and friends’ 
use a flue, large hunting boat at New Boston, on the Missis- 
sippi River. This point is famous in the spring and fall for 
ducks. There is probably not a better hunting place in the 
entire West than Wew Boston Bay. The boat is to be a large 
cabin boat, littl: steam engine, screw propeller, and titted 
out elegintly and thoroughly for hunting tips, It will be 
ready by spring, und Mr Dexter will open the season then 
by alone nunt, He has ordered everything ‘necessury tor 
fittins outthis boat. 

Acthe Hnglisi Lake Gun Club grounds last Thursday, 
there was @ pleasant party Of sportsmen and mtmbetrs 
present and they bad a tinue shoot, ‘They used up about 500 
pigeons and then turned their attention to turkeys, At the 
the Jatter Messrs, Cantield and Meurs carrieil off the honors. 
Tt was a suceessii shoot, though there were no medals up. 
‘Only sweep-take purses weul that trip. There will svon be 
mother mutch, Of the other shoots last Monday, Ohrist- 
mus day, there was a good cae at Pullman and u sweepstake 
pigeon shoot at Grand Orossing. The Tolleston Gun Club 
held one of their reekerché club shoots at then grounds 
Fridey. They had wild pigeons and turkeys and it was a 
Pluasunt alfain Itis never possibie, however, to get any 
‘particulars of these events from the club members, so desir- 
ous are they of not seeing their names in print. There will 

Day, at Grand Crossing, under the auspices of John Watson 
and the Kleinmans. These veterans can always make a 
success of anything they pot their attention to in the sport- 
ing line, and this will surely prove no exception. It will 
be the turn of the Mak-Saw-Ba Club boys to hold some sort 
of a festivity soon. This will about finish the rounds, 
The regular medal shoot of the South End Club occurred 
ut Grand Crossing week before last and there was a large 
attendance of club members. The entries were fair. and in 
the inedal shoot, pigeons, 28 yards rise, there were ten 
entries. M. J. Bich, A. P. Pond and A, Scott, got 11 birds 
out of a po:sible 12 and tied for first place, In the shoot-oif 
Eich and Pond tied at five bitds and twice at three birds. 
M. J, Eich won in the fourth tie shoot-off at_the birds, kill- 
ing them straight. The medal was tormerly held by Dr. 
Hutchinson but now belongs to Hich. 

Cricaao, Dec. 29. 

PROTECTION FOR QUAIL. 

Ts your paper of the 28th I see a letter from B. B, H., re- 
ferring to the protection of qaail on Robbin’s Island. 

1 have had quail shelters on my grounds for years past, and 
they have proved a great success. Mine area little differ- 
ent from the ones mentioned. 1 had them built in letter A. 
shape, sixteen feet long. They are made of unthreshed rye 
straw or corn stalks. I have the snow curefully swept away 
from the hut whenever we liad astorm. Feed is strewn 
under the Lut every two or three days, and the quail take 
to these feeding places at once, and come there regularly. 
But one thing 6. B. GH. has overlooked—that vermin of ull 
kinds will find out these places as quickly as du the quail; 
therefore 1 have traps going around the shelters, and many 
an owl have we taken. Icousider owls much mere destruc- 
tive than hawks; the latter you can shoot, but owls, since 
they are prowling around at night, are very much more de- 
structive, 

Jf all our sportsmen would only do something for the 
quail in the wii ter our shooiing would im; rove, Lut, un- 
fortunately, when the shooling senson is over the ma- 
jority never give the quail a thought. 

Traps are most necessary and easily handled. Whereyer 
we discover a killed rabbit, or mouse or bird we put up a 
trap, baited with rabbit; these make the best bait, and we 
always catch (he robber, Vermin must be killed promptly; 
attention must be paid to game if sportsmen want to enjoy 
shooting. Lam doingit, aud have been very successful. 

OROXTETH, 
NeEversink Lopez, Orange County, N. Y. 

THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION. 

HE aunual meeting of the New York (City) Association 
for the Protection of Fish and Game was held on the 

evening of the 8th inst., at Angear & Crochan’s, 69 Madison 
avenue, Mr. Benj. L, Ludington, Vice-President, in the ciiair. 
The report of the Treasurer showed a balance on hand sfter 
all expenses had been paid of $1,404.95. In addition to this 
the association has inyested, in bond and mortgage, $6,500. 
Mr, Thomas N, Cuthbert, Secretary, read a letter from Mr. 
Charles Hallock, a men.ber of the association, dated Pales- 
tine, Texas, December <1, in which fhat gentleman says: 
“T lave had a few days’ fine sport ou the Rio Grande among 
the blue quail, in company with Major Sumner of Fort Me- 
Intosh. The custern houndary line runs from Corpus 
Christi 10 Culorado Springs on the Texas Pacific Railroad. 
The Avizona and Mascena quail ate fotind further to the 
southwest, The blue quailis, perhaps, larger than Hastern 
‘Bob White,’ and isa very beautifully crested bird, which 
blends the colors of the Northern bluebird, Tis head was 
also tipped with dark spots on the breast and shoulders,” 
A letier from the president of the association, Hon, R. 

B. Roosevelt, was read, in which he says be will probably 
spend the winter in Florida, and that he and his companion, 
Mr, Green, will observe the habits of the fishes as far as 
possible, in the hope of leaning eae A of the spawn- 
inv of the blucfish and the stziped bass. Mr. Abel Crook 
sent 2 communication to the association in reference to al- 
lowing venison from the West to be sold after Jan. 1. 
‘There wis but little discussion of the qucstion, whicl was 
referred tothe committee on game laws In former years 
the associution has permitted venison to be sold in the vity 
until February by declining to prosecute dealers, and so 
wlowing much of the Western meat to be disposed of. This 
year they notified dealers that the sale would not be per- 
mitred after the legal time, aud the absence of venison fiom 
the city markets shows the influence of the society. The 
Adirondack region was found to be contributing *‘Western” 
venison up to Pebruary, hence the change, 
My. Fred Mather had been invited to talk about Adiron- 

dack fishes MWe said that he had made a collection of them 
at the request of Mr, Vurplanck Colvin, Supt. of the Adir- 
onodack survey in order ty determine the nuvuber of species 
of fishes inhaviling the Adirondack waters, and to gain such 
facts a8 were possible as to their distribution and hibits 
Tie Adironda k region is nut rich in ihe number of its 
species, owingto fad elvyption of the country and consequent 
coldness of tue water. Atthe same time there are Lound 
there fishes—such as suckers, sunfish, ete.—which are popu- 
larly supposed only to inhabit warm waters. He haa guth- 
ered minty small fishes OF nu interest to anglers, but ot great 
interest 10 the naturalist, and would send the colluetion, ac- 
euinpanied by a inap showing their disitioution, to the Inter- 
national Fisuery Exhivition, which op ns im London in May 
Several membur's asked Guustious concerning’ some selentinic 
distinctions between all ed fishis, which were explamed in a 
manner that lightened Uke dry technicaliues by a touch of 
humor. In coucluding, Mr. Mather p~mnounccd that though 
if was generally supposed dels did not exist in Vie waters 0. 
ug Adirondack reriod, he ha! found them ia several of Lhe 
akes. 
Mr. Fayette §. Giles brought up the subject of the State 

Gim+ Protectors, aud asked Mi, Mather if he had not facilities 
for knowing something of their efficiency, and if so, if he 
would not give the association such information as he pos- 
sessed, Mr, Mather replied: ‘‘Fiom my counection with 
the paper devoted to field sports, I have had occasion to 
write to the Game Protectors and to read of their operations, 
and have wa ched their actions closely. Someof them seem 
to be of little use and others haye been uclive, One in par- 
ticular I know to have done excellent service in the Aditon- 
dack region, and to have epent his own “roney lo prosecute 
oifenders, This is W. b. Dodge, of Prospect, Oneida 
county. J never met him, and consequently lave no per- 
sonal bias in his favor, ‘lhe appointments should have no 
relation to politics, and the force should be increased by 
good men, selected for their fitness alone,” 

The fullowiug officers were elected for the ensuing year: 
Robert B, Roosevelt, President; Benjamin L, Ludington, 
Vice-President; Thomas N, Cuthbert, Secretary and Treas- 
urer; Counsel—Charles #. Whitelicad; Executive Commit- 
tee—Dr, Stephen A, Main, Dv, John W. Greene, and 
Alfred Wagstaif, A game dinner of oysters, terrapin and 
canvas back duck, followed, and many enjoyable things 
Wee said, 

TEXAS GAME LAWS. 
Kditer Forest and Stream: . 

JT note in your issue a request for advice of new game 
laws. The Texas law quoted by you has heen amended by 
our Legislature so that the open seasons are as follows: 

Deer, June ito Dee, 1, 
Wild Turkey, Sept. 15 to May 16. 
Ruifed Grouse, July 81 to March 1, 
Quuil, Sept. 1 to March 1. 
Our game laws, however, exist, L armsorry to say, 11 name 

ouly, and ure ut little if any protection to game, Our law- 
makers sayy fit to exempt sixty nine counties, some of which 
are the oldest and most populous.of the State, hesides ex- 
empting all unorganized counties attached to same for 
judicial purposes, which gives a total of abont 100 counties 
in the State that are exempt from any of the game laws. 
The exempt counties suffer as much danger during the closed 
scason fom buntirs from adjoining counties as from local 
lunters; and the combined (fforts of the two classes will 
soon extinguish the game Tt is also. a comman practice for 
purties to kill gume in unexempt counties and claim that it 
was killed in the adjoining and exempt county. Our law 
iust be made to apply to all organized counties alike, and 
provule efficicnt @ame commissioners before it is of much 
use, 48 our civil officers take but little interest in the enforce- 
ment of such minor Matters as they consider them. 

SUBSCRIBER. 
Kinessury, Texs. Doe, 27. 

“IS AN ATR-SPACE DANGEROUS?” 
We T should never shoulder my rifle to shoot it with 

‘Y a ball away or apart from the powder charge, I will 
respectfully refer you to C. M. Wileox’s (U, 8. Army) work 
ou “Rifles aud Rifle Practice,” published 1859, New York, 
by D, Van Nostrund, 193 Broadway, pages 187, 18Sand 189, 
describing the Swiss federal rifle. I will quote a part of a 
sentence: ‘The rammer is 0 made that it presses the ball 
down, but noi upou the powder (tims leaving an interval) 
being arrested ut the muzzle by a projection on the rammer, 
for that purpose ab 2.9 inches from the head.” The calibre 
0.41 inch, length of ball 1.0089 inch, weight 257 grains, 

charge 62 grains. See puge 181 as to the Austrian lige car 

bine, ‘The tige is used simply to support the ball, thus pre- 
serving an interval between it and the powder,” ete. D. 
SOMERVILLE, Mass., Dec. 16, 1882. 

During my target practice with muzzlc-loading rifles T 
haye fired many bullets from the point in the barrel where 
the short euide starter left them, forgetting to ram them 
home with the long driver, but have never in a single in- 
stance bulged one. | usedrifles weighing from ten to four- 
teen pounds, with about one hundred grains of Hazard's 
sea-shooting powder. : J 
On the other hand, I have bul#ed a ten-pound rifle made 

by G, H, Ferris, of Utica, the bore of which was freed or 
enlarged toward the breech, so much so that the ball, after 
entering the muzzle some four or six inches, could be seated 
on the powder with a slight push with the driver; this I 
had made to fit the sharp pointed bullet I was using, that 
it might not bruise the point, but it did not fit well and 
wrould adhere to it and draw it back into the barrel, till the 
bore became narrow enough to disengage it from the rod, 
which in this case was about ile middle of the barrel. I 
fired it from this point, and upon attempting to reload dis- 
covered the damage, which amounted to reboring the bar- 

rel. 
Now the difference as I sce it is this: The ball in the 

target rifle was left where the bore was naroyest, which 
the ball perfectly filled, leaving no yoom for the gas to 
escape by il, while in the rifle that was bulged the ball 
fitted so loosely as to allow the gas to escape by it, therehy 
bulging the barrel. 4 2 

I do not believe it possible to bulge a rifle of ordinary 
thickness if the ball perfectly fits the bore. A. B. Conn, 
RocxianD, Me. 

Tt was something else than an air space that burst *‘Bulls- 
eye's” rifle. At the last Crecdmoor shoot, 200yds,, off-hand, 
tio of the competitors made scores respectively of 121 and 120 
ont of a possible 125, Both gentlemen loaded as follows: 
45-70 sl, 50 gruins of powder, thin blasting paper wads, 
an air space curetully me asured ot of an inch, and a 450- 
grain grooved bu'li t well Inuicated. Guns and men still 
i i Let us haye more light on this air space 

GREENHORN. 
in goou order. 
business. 

Concerning the bursting of shotguns by obstructions in _ 
the muzzles, Mr. W. W. Greener says in his book *‘The 
Gun and its Development,” page 456: “‘il has always been 
taken us an axiom, that if the muzzle of a gun barrel be by 
any means plugged up with dirt, snow, or other matter, and 
the gun then fired, the barrel will burst. It las also been 
repeutedly asserted that a wad sipping 4 few inches down 
the barrel, or left from a precuding chaige, would burst the 
barrel should it be fired before the impediment was removed, 
We have experi ented to prove these assertions, and find 
them: far fiom Veing true, Taking alight double breech- 
loader, with a very thin, but sound barrel, we placed u felt 
wad, in, thick, six inches from the breech, aud fired with 
ordinary cartridge. The wad was blown out, the barrel re- 
maining uninjur.d, We next placed a wad at 12, 24, 28 and 
30 in. suceessi Vly, with the sume result. The experiment 
we several times repeated in different guns, the wad at last 
being placed level with the muzzle, but, to our surprise, the 
barrel remained uninjud. Weuext plugged the muzzle 
with sti? mud for the distance of one inch; this resulted in 
one inch being blown off the muzzle. We afterward placed 
a plug of pulped paper to inches from the muzzle, and a 
concentrator midway 1m the barrel, but no bulging or burst- 
ing iesulted, Now we are willing to own that we have 
utlributed several burst barrels to wads slipping and mnuzzles 
becoming plugged up, but we shall be less liable to state 
these as Gauses in future. Barrels do sometimes burstin the 
most unaccountable manner, Lut from these experiments it 
appears that wads slipping will not cause them to do sa as a 
rule, and plugged muzzles are not always attended with dis- 
astrous or dangerous results.” 
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Waers Di Tey Come From.—Marlhoro, N. H., 
Dec, 81, 1883.—A short lime since a friend of mine told me 
that there was a queer bird on his faim, which I soon made 
out to be a bevy of quail, There are twelve of them. J 
gave him feed for them and he has coaxed them within ten 
rods of his farm. I am bound to keep them through the 
winter if possible, About three years ago there were some 
quail imported and turned loose about eight miles from here. 
Can it be that (hese birds sprang from them? Game has 
heen plenty for this section. There haye heen shot in this 
town over thirty foxes, Mr. Uuderwood beat the crowd on 
Weight; he killed on that weighed 124 Ibs —D. W. T. 

A New Torepo Cuor,—The Toledo (O.) Liberal Shoot-. 
ing Club has been meorporated at. Cohimbus, with a tapital 
of +$4,000, in shares of $100 cach. The incorporators are 
George Spross, James Burrow, Aaron Bellamy, George 
Schueler, Mlorian Rheinhart, George Barrow. Edward Rad- 
bone, 8r., Wdward Radbone, Jr.,and E. T. Gertz, The 
elub has leased 160 aeres of marsh land in the North Bay, 
whit is known as the Dusseau place, containing some of the 
best shooting grounds in the Maumee Bay. They are Jo- 
cated between the Sulphur Springs and Guard Island, and 
are leased for 99 years, The gentlemen composing the club 
intend to build accommodations for themselves and friends 

Kert County Crop.—The annual mecting of the Kent | 
County Sportsmen's Club, of Grand Rapids, Mich., at the 
office of Dr. Holmes last week, President Holmes presiding; 
the minates of the last mecting, also those of the last annyal 
meding were read aud approved. The annual report of the 
trensurer Was certified to us correct by the directors and 
slowed the receipts forthe year to be $869.04 and the ex- 
nenses Tor the same period $836.16, Cash on hand $33 78, 
he following officers were clocted for the eusuing: year: 

President, Dr, EB, 8. Holmes; Vice-President, Harry Widdi- 
corab; Secretary, Georde W. Locke; Treasurer, W, TH. 
Calkins; Director for five years, Mark Norris. The diree- 
fors holding over ure; LD, Follett, for fonr years; B, M. 
Barnard, three years; Geo, A. Gould, two years, and J, C. 
Parker, one year, A petition to Cougress Yelative to Yel- 
lowstone Park, presentvd by the president, was accepted, 
and all of tlhe members present si@ned the same. A com- 
millee consisting of Follett, Horton and Richmond were 
appointed by {he chair to draw up a programme for a series 
of medal slinots for the coming season, ‘The president was 
instructed to appoint delegates to attend the meeting of the 
Michigan Sportsmen’s Association at Detroit, commencing 
Tuesday next. A fulj delewation (six members) will prob- 
ably attend, including the president. The meeting ad- 
journed to meetin regular semi-monthly session Tuesday 

tion. 

for the season’s shoot. eycning, Jan, 16, 

Cuarnas, N. Y.—At tle annual meeting of the Forest 
aud Stream Club, held December last, the following officers 
were chosen fur 1898: President, C. D. Wicok; Secretary 
and ‘Treasurer; C. Harmon; Musters of the Scales, A. J 
Fellows, 1, R. Burrows, Willium K. Burrows, C. D. Hicol 
and Neal Shufelt, Then followed distribution of prizes, 
which were as follows: Neal Shufeli first prize on black 
buss, he having caught ove weighing six sid one quarter 
pounds, Nel says, “lf iny man had told him, while he 
was fighting that buss, that he would weigh less than lwenty 
sounds, he would have knocked him into the lake." “Old 
en" comes in for second prize on bass, his weighing five 
ounds six ounces. “The Ole Vet’ was somewhat crest- 
allen, to thipk that the youngest members of the club had 
“got away with his bundle,” hut he fecls confident of suc- 
cess next scuson, *'T, R.” comes in fir the prize on rook 
trout, by watching a seventeen ounce fellow, on a bumble 
bee, #8 hie calls his black hackles He caught him in Pul- 
yer’s, just below the Dominies Stiinip, so called because a 
member ef the club a few years amo had a hard fight with a 
very laige trout, ond after tiring him out, as he supposed, 
renclicd down with iis hand to take him in, when he pave 
a flop and swam wnder the bank, away from further harm, 
After the eli} adjourned they weie highly entertained Wy 
eT. RB. who give them 4 ‘‘prand spread,” after which 
followed cigurs, pipes, and fish stories,” then a vole of 
thanks to “T, Ki.” for his gencreus hospitality.—C, H. 

Annansas Nores.—Crockett s Bhif, Avk,, Dec, 30.— Sport- 
ing, notwithstanding the vast abundance nf game here has 
no! been good, no good bags of deer have been made except 
by the old resident deer hunters, nnd they have not been so 
successfitlas usual. They allsay that deer are as plenty 
here as for several years past, but. (hat owing ta the clear, 
bright, dry weather for the past three weeks it is almost. im- 
possible to git a shot. The deer wre very fing and fat. This 
acems to be difficult ground for Northern hunters to work 
for deer, ‘The quail were all driven into thick cover by the 
hawks, and went into the timber after mast evvly in the fall, 
therefore sr¢ hurd to get, Water fowl shaoting, mostly for 
mallard ducks, has been very fine, Wirst-class levitimate 
sport on ducks, to wit, wing-shooling over decoys. has 
heen hard to tind, but when one gets a gond plave it is 
very fine—our visiline sportsmen killing 129 one sfter- 
noon, nearly ull single and double wing shots. I have 
had some yery fine sport on Wilson snipe. One resident 
“deer kille.” kilfed six deerin two evenings’ hunt. T sent one 
arty of fiye over to the king of hear hunters, Maj. Bebo of 
Jouliom' county, Miss., but have lad nu report fiom them 

as yet.—Byrnu. 

A PimtApELPoA “Ssooren.—Philadelphia, Dec. 29, 
1882.— Aidiioy Horust dnt Stretin: I have been surprised to 
find that among the gun houses here there is seareely one 
nivate shooting sround or testing yard, Jr seems to me to 
3 nearly as uselul an appendage to a great gun house as a 
good hatchet is to tle hinter and explorer—almost certain 
fo “come handy” daily. In conductin® some protracted 
experimental firing I have been delayed greatly because a 
suitable place could not ahvays be had. Scores of Philadel- 
yhia readers, possibly, haye some old shop or disused room, 
where some careful firing (to conclude my experiments 
would be permitted, in the interest and for the benefit of 
sportsmen in general, Will uot some reader, willing to allow 
the judicious and prudent use as above of some old roum or 
shop kindly send a note to me, care Jos, C, Grubb & Co., 
712 Market street, Philadelphia? The matler, of course, is 
one of general interest.—W_ Mok, HH. 

Toren Dune Kittep av One Spyor.—The deer season 
closed on Saturday according to Jaw, and Mr, K, D, Smith, 
of this city, celebrated the eyenl in a way that le will not 
soon forget. He and a party of four others were hunting on 
Yrungwomns’ Creek. About six miles aboye the mouth 
of the creck, and when a short (listance from the memburs 
of his party, Mr. Smith spied three deer. He leveled his 
Spencer rifle and fired qway, killing the three deer, 1 doc 
aud two fawns, ut one shot. Mr. Smitli was only about 
forty yards distant when he fired the shot, the bull breaking 
the hack of the dos, which stood a little ahead of the fawns, 
and stiiking the second deer back of the shoulder passe! 
through and lodged in the neck of the third deer Two of 
the deer were about the same size, and weighed in the 
neighborhood of 100 pounds each —ZLavk /aren (Penn) 
Republican, Jan. 3. 

Hawks Anp Ckows.—They have in Maryland an ingen 
ious mode of catching hawks and owls, A pole is set up in 
the fields where chickens wander, and upon the top of ita 
sicel trap without teeth is setand chaiued on. It is the most 
ofliculions manner of getting rid of the thieves that von could 
conceive, On Gardiner’s Island some time ago they tried 
Paris green on the erows, which ave there in ibousands. 
This sickened the sable cawers and (hey were thrown, twenty 
or more Of “em, upon the dunghill, Conceive the picture of 
trainer Savage watching them revive and git. I once made 
avery long suo) at x goose who dropped ta shot, and while 
Twas dancing round in eestacy, he yose grandly and left 
me sadder and wiser. J wring them ‘ ii little now if they 
don’t show shot holes.—T, M, 

welcome. 

RicumMenb Country Assocratioy.—The Game and Fish 
Protective Association of Richmond county (N. Y.) elected 
the following officers at their annual meeting held on Wed- 
neaday afternoon, December 27; 
cott; First Vice-President, Thomas EB. Gill; Second Vice- 
President, Robert W. Hopkins; Treasurer, G, D. L'Hnil- 
ier; Secretary, George Endicott. 

President, Francis Endi- 

Directors—J. H. Clark, 
Southtield; Thomas J. Conroy, Northfield; Peter Polworth, 
esti, Harry C. Jones, Middletown, Jeremiah Sullivan, 
Jastleton, 

TeRnAcE Crry Cuvs.—Yonkers, N. Y., Jan. 5, 1883,— 
be Terrace City Sportsmen's Club was organized here 

Jan. 4, 1833, with the following officers: President, Wm. 
Bite; Vice-President, Jos. O’Brien; Seeretary, J. W. Rush- 
forth; Treasurer, John HE. Rockwell. The club starts with 
twenty meimbers, and hopes to (lo some wood work in the 
way of enforcing the game laws in this 
seaison.—J. W. R. 

InprAnaporis, Ind., Jan. 5,—Quail in this 
plentiful this fall and good bags made. 
birds left over. I knowof quile anumber of full covies 
left over, and if the pot-hunters will only respect the law 
and Ie er alone we will have fine shooting next season. 

Lowe Istanp,—Port Jefferson, Jan. 8.—The duck shoot- 
ing is very good here now, I go out three or four times a 
werk and get from twelve to twenty hirds each time, Coots = 
and old sqilaws are very plenty.—W. H. R. 

Sea and River Hishing. 

“Werus. To passe the time in thy boate, cunst thou devise any 
pustine? 

Phio, IU the winde be with mee, Iean angle, or tell tales: if against 
mee, it will be pleasure for you to see mee take palnes. 

Venus, I like not fishing: yet was I born of the sen. 

Piao. But he may blesse A=hing, that caught such a one in the sea, 

Fenus. It was not with an nogle, my boye, but with anette.” 

—"Sapho and Phaon,” Act T., se. 1, 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 

1IX.—sALMON AND SHA TROUT TAUNTS AND HABITS. 

Tn those vernal seasons of the year, when the nir is caland pleaa- 

ant, it were an injury aud snllenuess against nature not to go out and 

eee her riches, and partake of her rejoicing with Heaven and earth.— 
Milton. 

Salmon are o dainty fish and never resort to streams 
which, in their normal condition, are turpid or impure. 
Like trout, they must have clear, cold water, where there 

and pools scooped are rocks andsriffs and pebbly bottoms, 
ont of the river bed and flanked by rapidly flowing currents. 
I never took & salmon in absolutely still water, and very 

The former is not natnral to 
them, and when in the Jatter they are pursuing their upward 
seldom on shallow rapids. 

journey and are not-easily diverted, They rest in pools, and 
there is where the angler looks for them and expects to find 
them, and when fonnd and they are in the rising mood, no 
sport has ever yet heen revealed to human consciousness 
which is more kingly, 
The best trent streams dre simply miniature salmon rivers. 

But trout ave unlike salmonin their habits in this: In the 
early season trout are often found on riffs where the water 
is hoth shallow and rapid, but later on, from the middle of 
July to the close of August, no experienced angler would 
expect to find them there in gny inviting numbers. Tn these 
hot mouths, when the water hus become tepid, they resort to 
the mouths of cold brooks or spriug holes, und they need not 
he looked for elsewhere. But salmon are uniformly found, 
in August as wellusin June, in pools. To be sure, when 
the water is well up, there are pools where there are only 
shallow riffs when the water islow. I have often tuken fish 
ab high water where I would not think of castine for them 
when the water was low. Henve one never comes to know 
a river s0 as to make the most of it until he has fished it at 
allits stages, But whether the water is high or low it is all 
the same; silmon rest in pools, anditis the merest chance 
if uny are taken elsewhere, {n these pools the water is not 
always to say decp, but it is always of greater depth than 
the water in their immediate neighborhood, and the full 
force of the current is ordinarily dedected from them hy the 
rocks of Jarger or smaller dimensions, whuse position has 
given the motion to the water which, in time, has scooped 
out these resting places for the kingly fish. 
On all the rivers T have fished for salmon—and T assume 

it be true of all others—the best pools are almost always 
found just above some rough or heavy rapid. The fatigue 
involyed in ascending these rapids make rest all the more 

The excitement in fishine’ these pools is intepsi- 
fied by the doubt which always follows a steike whether you 
will be alle to kill your fish within the limits of {he pool or 
Whether he will rush down the rapids, and so compe: you 
to follow him, In that case the chances are always against 
you, because, with all the skill of your ganoemen, if you 

locality the coming 

region quite 
There are plenty of I iy 

When you are casting from the shore and you are obliged 
to follow your fish on foot through sven shallow rapids, 
you need to have all your wits about you, and to bring out 
all the highest skill there is in you; first, 10 preserve j cur 
footing upon tlie slippery rocks over which you must pass, 
and secondly, to take care that your fish does not ran faster 
than you do yourself, and so get out more of your line than 
you wish him to haye. In this sort of fishing you have one 
advantage over the canoe, you need not move faster than 
your fish, ind if he chonses to take « rest midway of the 
rapid, so can you. But it is an unpleasant time for a fish to 
sul when you are waist-decp in the water awaiting his 
pleasure. I have more than once stood thus an half hour at 
a time, finding it impossible, by any skill at my command, 
to starf the stubborn brute. QOncel was dragged to the fnot 
of a rapid which terminated ina deep hole, through which 
there wis no way of passing bat bya plunge an} a swim, 
Of course, no one in such a contest would give up beat 
when a cold bath gave promise of victory, The provoca- 
tion in this particular case was that immediately after the 
gamy fellow had compelled me to take this plunge he sur- 
rendered—coming up to the gaff so soon as I could reach a 
footing and give him the butt. 

But these rapids tussles are glorious when the fish makes 
a straight wake forthe easily flowing water below them, It 
ix: grand to stand up in your canoe when both fish and canne 
move at equal lightning pace, and you are ableto keep a taut 
line upon him every inch of the way. I have often hud just 
such experiences, and the recollection of them still stirs the 
blood like the sound of a trumpet. 

Bea trout show themselves wherever salmon arefound, but 
not always simultaneously with them, In rivers where the 
salmon run hegins in May orearly June, you need uot leok for 
soa froutin any considerable numbers belore wellon into July, 
Intermediately they are found in tidewater at the mouths of 
the salmon rivers, and often in such numbers and of such 
weight as give the angler superb sport. Three, five and 
seven pound fish are not uncommon, and I have heard of 
them of even greater weight, but Ihave never myself taken 
one of over five pounds—two pounds less than a real brook 
trout, I ouce killed in the Rangeley waters, a beautiful fac 
simile of which was Kindly painted for me by Dr. Otis, of 
New York, who was in camp with me at the time, There 
is no picture in my collection I value more hizhly. 

Next to salmon fishing | know of no more exciting sport 
than angling for sca trout in waters where they reach their 
highest dimensions; for waters differ in vevard to this fish 
as in regard to both brook trout and salmon—the weight of 
all fish being determined by the ‘abundunce and quality of 
the fecd available to them, There are salmonrivers open to 
all comers for sea trout alone, after the salmon seuson is 
over, say from the middle of September on. T can imugine 
few things more fascinating than such an cxcursion, | 
know a river that you can strike fifty miles above its mouth, 
by an easy portage of six miles from the steamboat landing, 
To float down these fifty miles with the current, in 9 bark 
canog, With such scenery on either hand as can hardly be 
excelled on the continent, is something which any appreci- 
ative angler might covet. It is a trip I have never yet 
found leisure to take, but affairs will go hard with me if] do 
not try it the coming season. 

Like trout, salmon vary in size in different rivers, Why 
this is so is a mystery which I have not heen able to solve. 
[t cannot result from either the quantity or quality of food 
in the rivers, because it is assumed to be a settled fact thut 
salmon are very light feeders—if they. feed at all—in fresh 
water, Possibly the difference comes from the greater or 
less abyndance of food found by the fish in their salt waler 
rambles. Far-fetched as this conjecture may be deemed to 
be by those who ar¢ as ignorant of the subject as lam my- 
self, if may, perhaps, after all, furnish the true solution; 
because, as the instincts of the fish always bring them hack 
to the rivers where they were hatched, may not the same in- 
stinct keep them to their own feeding ranges when oulside? 
Iiso, and if these ranges, like trout waters, vary in the kind 
and quality of food ayailable, the fact will affect their 
weight. simply stale this as a hypothesis. If Tam at 
fault, and if any one can solve the problem ‘by authority” 
or otherwise, 1 will be very glad to hear from him. 
Certain it is that those who have heard much about salmon 
rivers from those acquainted with them, haye heard such 
phrases us these: “‘Yes, there are plenty of salmon insuch a, 
river, but they are small.” In such -another river we are 
told; ‘*The fish are in moderate numbers and of fair size,” 
and of others we are told: ‘The fish may not be as plenty 
as in some rivers, but they run large,” and so on of rivers 
from one end of the oust to the other. In one where I haye 
fished, a 35 pound salmon was nof wmcommon, The lateest 
fish I ever landed weighed 393 pounds, but I fought a fish 
for two hours which finally broke sway and was tuken next 
morning in 9 uct ome miles below with my fly in his mouth, 
and he weighed 42 pounds. One gentleman, My, Spurr, of 
St. John, N. B., killed two 40 pound fish in the sane river 
the preceding year. It was in this river, also, thet General 
Arthur killed his famous 50 pound salmon, and whure My, 
Dun, his companion, lost « fish atter a long struggle, which 
immediately afterward fioated into & net with the evidence 
of Ma. Dun’s ownership in his mouth. This fish weighed 52 
ounds, 

® These mousters were caught iu the Cascapedia, a river in 
which forty fish that [took one season. ayeruzed 254 Ibs., 
and fiye of these only weighed 11, 15,17, 19. and i Ibs, 
réespeclively. The Restigouche is almest equally famous 
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But I trust no reader will imbibe the idea from what I 
have written that the spurt of salmon angling depends upon 
the size of the fish. Asarule there is more lightning in a 
12 1b. than in a 35 1b, salmon, and T have had more trouble 
killing fish of the lessev than of the heavier weight. They 
dont fight so long, but they are yastiy more lively while 
they are fighting. The only tish 1 ever found it impossible 
{o prevent running under my canoe so as to do me damage 
weighed but 11 Ibs. The movement smashed my rod into 
several pivees, and J onty landed him after the exercise of 
such skill and patience as excited the wonder and admira- 
tion of my delighted gaffer, and astonished myself. 

1 cannot calito mind the record of any salmon taken 
with a ily on this side the water larger than that killed hy 
Gen. Arthur. But larger fish are recorded as having been 
killed with the rod in English and Scotch waters, One was 
faken last summer in ihe Tweed that weished 60 lbs. An 
English ear) is credited with one’ that weighed 692 lbs. A 
Highlander, after an all-night fight, is said to have Janded a 
73-1b. fish, and Hotiand says a salmon was sold in the Lon- 
don market whick weighed §831bs. When this wes, or 
how taken, is not stated. 1 know Christopher North once 
declared he had killed a fish weighing ‘90 Tbs, neat.” But 
1 make no account of that fish, because it was only caught 
with “a long bow," to serve 28 4 climax to the Httrick 
Shepherd's extravagant ‘fish stories,” as given in Macken- 
ziv’s edition of the “‘Noctes Ambrosianre,” vol. 4, p. 83, 84: 
Suerserp.—What ereel-fu's [of trout) you maun hae killed! 
Norte.—A hundred and thirty in one day in Loch Awe, James, ad 

T hops to he saved—not one of them under— 

SBEPHERD.—A dizzen pun'—and twa-thirds o* them abime't. 

Athegither a ton, 

Norta.—* * * And poor Stevenson, nila and brave—new ne mors 

_—with bis own hands wreathed round my forehead a fiadem of 
hetherbells and called me King of the Anglers, 

SHEPHERD.—Poo! That was nae day’s fishin’ aya, man, in com- 

parison to ane o’ mine on St. Mary’s Loch. To say naething aboot 

thacount les3 sma‘ anes, twa hundced about a half a pun, ae hundred 

about a hail pun, fifty ahout twa pun, five-and-twenty wbout fowre 
pun, and the laye rinnin’ frae half a stane up toa stane and a half, 
except about half a dizzen, aboon a’ wecht, that put Geordie Gude- 
fallow and Huntly Gordon to their mettle to carry them pechin* to 
Mount Benger ona han’ barrow. 

Norra.— Well done, Ulysses! 

SHeranrp.—Anither day if the Megget Leaucht a ¢art-fu'. As it 

gaed doon the road the kintry-folk thocht it was a cart-f’ o° herring 
—for they were a’ preceesely ae siz2 to an unce—and though we left 
twa dizzen at this hoose—and fowre dizzen at that hoose—and a 
gross at Henderland—on cooniin’ them at hamein the kitchin, Leezy 

made them oot forty dizzen, and Girzzy torty-tia, aught; sae a dis- 
pute haen arisen, and of cours? abet, we took the census ouer again, 

and may these be the last words I sail ever speak, gin they didna 
turn oot to be Fourty-Fivet 

And here is where Christopher’s ninety pound salmon 
comes in: 
NortH.—The heavisst fish [ ever killed was io the river Awe—ninety 

pound neat—I hooked him on a Saturday afternoon aud I had small 

hopes of killing him, as I never break the Sabbath, ButI am con- 

yincad that within the hour he eams 10 know that ha was in the 
hands of Christopher North, and his courage died, I gaye him the 
butt se cruelly that in two hours he began te wallop, and at the end 
of three he lay dead at my feet, just as C 

“The star of Jove, so benutiful ard large,” 

tipped the crest of Cruavhan, 
Surpaprn.—Hoo lang? 
Nogrre.--So beautifully proportioned, that like that of St, Peter's or 

6t. Paul's you did not feel his mighty magnitude till after long con- 
templation. Then you indeed knew that he was a sublime fish, and 
could not buf smile at the idea of any other salmon. 

TickLER.—Mr, De Quincey, uo¥ thal these two old fools have got 
upon angling— 

SHEePsoeny.—Twa auld files! You great, starin’, Saracen-headed 
laag-shanks! Tf it werna for bringin’ Mr. North intill trouble, by haen 
a fiead man fond within his premseses, deal tak me gin I wydusa, frac- 
tur’ your skull wi> ané o! the cut crystals. 

After reading this dialozue, no one will doubt that Chris- 
topher North’s ninety pound salmon was killed with ‘a long 
bew” instead of a Jock: Scott. G, D. 

’ 

THE SEA OF CORTEZ. 
dl bee onening of a railroad to Guaymus, on the Gulf of 

California, lias recently facilitated the introduction of 
sea food into the deserts of Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, 
etc,, meking quite a pleasant yariety with the beef, mutton, 
bear, deer, antelope, wild turkeys, quail, duck, stipe, cur- 
lew, rail, and small game with which the interior abounds. 

The gulf oyster is yet quite a study, as it comes in a per- 
fect state of nature and is so impregnated with mineral sub- 
stances that the effeef is somewhat painful to the stomach, 
They are gathered in great quantities about the mouth of 
the Yaqui River, and sold in Guaymas by the Yaqui Indians 
for twenty-five cents per 100, A little further ceuth on the 
cstuaries of the Gulf they attach themselves to the shrub- 
bery of the jungles, and are gathered by the natives in boats 
by cuiting the jungles with machetes, frequently carrying 
more than a dozen oysters attached to one bush, This is 
called the raccoon oyster, for its climbing or adhering to 
trees, 
The Gulf has been famous for the production of the perrl 

oysters since the Spaniards first explored it, and tradition 
says thal in one year the yield was more than 800 Tbs, of 
peurls, which were mostly sent to Spain. 

Tn 1825. two English ships came into the Gulf equipped 
for pearl fishing, uuder the command of Li, Hardy, K, N. 
(See his bool.) 

The Chinese will probably renew the pearl fisheries in the 
Gulf by puucturing the oyster until it creates a! pearl, as 
they do at home. , The oyster beds occupy the shores of the 
Gulf on either side for more than a thousand miles, and the 
climate and jemperature of the water would scem favorable 
to their cultivation, 

The preen turtles from the Gulf are exhibited in the fish 
stores here weighing as muco as seventy-five to 100 Ths., nnd 
the supply is abundant, The amusement of the native |n- 
dians at these monsters from jhe sea spread oul on the 
sidewalks for sale, is comical. Jn the estuarivs along the 
southern shores of the Gulf and on the islands. green iurtles 
weighing from 150 to 250) Jbs. can be casily obtained. 

The fish in the Gulf of California are to many of us new 
gbecies, and have not all been classified by scientific experts, 

Southern Coast, squeteague or equit, of New England, 
coumja, of Russia, shecutis or chucutts, of the Mohegan 
Indians, chickwick, of Connecticut, weakfish, of New 

ie bluetish, of New Jersey, Cynoseion regats (L1sch.), 
ill. 
Chub, of Norfolk, roach, of Virginia, spot, goody, of 

Cape May, Lafayette, of New York, Ldostomus oblequius 
(Mitch.). De Kay. 

Gass, red bass, sea bass, channe) bass, of Bast Florida, 
spotted bass. of South Carolina, redfish, of Gulf of Mexico, 
red drum, of New Jersey, spotted bass, of Holbrook, 
Seiensps ocellotus (Linn,), Gill. 

Kingtish, whiting, hake, of New Jersey, barb, of New 
Jersey, Mentietnrus nebulosux (Mitch,), Gill, 

Croaker, yerrargato, of Cuba, Mierepoyon undulatus 
(Linn.), Cuv. et Val, 
Bream, of Bermuda, chopa-banea, of Cuba, Pimeélepterus 

boseit, Lac. 
Seup, of Vineyard Sound, scuppang, porgy,* of New 

York, bream, of Rhode Islaud, fair waid, of Virginia, 
Slenetomus drgyreps Linn.) Gall, 

Yelting, glass-eyed snapper, of Bermuda, Lutjanus cavis 
(BL. Sehu, 1, Gill. 

Red grouper, grouper, of Holbrook, clerna de vovere, of 
Cubs, “pinephelus morta (Cuy.), Gill. 
Bluck sea bass; sea bass of New York, black perel ot 

Massachusetts; black bass and blackfish of New Jersey ; bhie- 
fish of Newport; black harry, hannahills of New York (De 
Kay) Dlack-wil of Virginia; Centropristis atrarius (Linn.), 

arn, 
Charioteer; coachman of De Kay, 

et Val, 
Striped bass of Hastern States; rockfish of Pennsylvania, 

ete.; missuckekencquock of the Narragansetts.  oceus 
lincatus (Bl, Schur.), Gill. 

Moontish; angelfish of South Carolina; three-banded 
shcep-head; three-tailed porgy. Parephippus faber,(Cuv.), Gill 
Bluefish of New York and New Eugland, except Rhode 

Island; horse mackerel of Newport and New Jersey; skip- 
jack of North Carolina; gcenfish of Virginia (De Kay); 
tailor of Maryland and Virginia; whitefish ane snap mack- 
erel (Young); Pomatomus saltairix (Linn,), Gill, 

tucker; pega ot Cubs; Acvheneis remoia, (Linn.), 
Northern barracuda; sennet of Bermuda; Spiyreana bor- 

ealis (De Kay), 
Silver sides; friar of New England; Chi:astema notota 

(Mitch.), Gill. 
Silver war; billfish; Belone loagirostiis (Miteh.), Gill. 
Skipper; saury; skipjack; Scombresox seuteliqtus; Lesucur. 
Killitish; mummichog; Hundzulus piseulentus (Mitch.). Val. 
Big-eyed herring; matajuelo bianco and scal of Cuba; 

Hlops seurus, Linn, 
_ Jewiish; tarpum of Bermuda; Megalops thrissoides (Bl 
Seh.); Gunther. 
Thread herring; menhaden of Portland; shad herring of 

New York: Opisihoneime thrissa, Gill. 
Herring; seld of Russia; Clupea havengus. 
Herring of Southern Staies; alewife of New England; 

paspereau of British provinces; spring henming of New Ene- 
lind: aumsuog of the Narragansett. Indians: kyack, blue 
back, alewife, sawhbelly and _cat-thyesher of Portland, Me.; 
Pojiclohus psucdoharengus (Wilson) Gill, 

Tailor herring; fall shad; hickory shad; Pemolobus medio- 
«ris (Mitch.), Gil, 
aie manta of Ouba; Cerateptera vampirus (Mitch.), 

ill. 
Bishop-ray; obispo of Cuba; detobatis naitiaai; Mall. et 

Henle, 
ae whip-ray ; Stingaree; Tygon centiy'a (Miteh.), 

Some years ago Prof, Zanthus made a report upon the fish 
of the Gulf, which was published by the Smithsonian Jnsti- 
tution, in which he stated there were nearly a Inndred 
species. 

The Gull of California is undoubtedly the Mediterranean 
of the Pacific, and on account of the salubrity of the climate 
and extensive shore line, will probably become famous for 
ihe most delicate flavors of fish, 

it would certainly prove fo be an interesting: field for ex- 
lorvation, as it is in nearly a primitive condition, and would 

no doubt yield an interesting tribute to science or enterprise. 
Cmarces D. Poston 

SOME PISCATORIAL SYNONYMS. 
BY J. FRANCIS LE BARON, C.B, AND M.A.8,¢.1., M.E.L, BEC, 

Hiditoy Fovest and Siredin} 
Every amateur naturalist, and doubtless every angier, 

has been bewildered when collecting or traveling in a new 
and strange cauntry, by the strange names given to the com- 
mon fishes of the region, So strange and new are many of 
these names that until he has seen und handled the fishes 
that bear them he is offen at a loss to properly place them, 
or to even imagine what kind of a creature (hey are meant 
to designate. 
And here is where the advantages of a scientific women- 

lature are apparent, it would be supposed, toanybody. Still 
there are numerous persons who wiil rail at the long Latin 
names they are too lazy to try and remember, and denounce 
the study and use of the Latin and Greek languages. It will 
be seen by examining this list that in many instunces itis 
almost impossible to designate the fish intended without 
recourse to the scientific name. 
The following list does not claim to be complete or ex- 

haustiye.. That would be a virtnal impossibility when 
nearly every region has a different mame for the same fish, 
but if is hoped the few here presented will bu of some value 
to the student and the sportsman. 

Tn many cases I have added the ladian name of the fish 
and also the provincial Spanish in order lo make the nomen- 
clature a8 complete as possible, 
Lhaye given the most common name firsi generally and 

ended with the scientific nume. 
This paper is compiled from yarious sourees, principally 

from the reports of the United States Fish Commission. 
LIST OF SYNONYMS OF FISHES OF 'THH BAST COAST OF THE 

UNITED STATES. 
Bathsh, nosetish, Wolthe vespertitie (Linn.), Cuv. 
Commion frogfish, mouselish, toadfish, deyil-tish, of Ber 

muda, pescado of Cuba, Pierophryne levigate (Cuy.), Gill. 
Spiny boxfish, rabbiteish, of Vineyard Sound, Mass,, 

erizo, of Cuba, Chilomycterus geomefiius (Linn.), Kamp, 
Smooth putter, tambor, of Cuba, Tetvodon dexdgatus(Linn.), 
ill. 
Rough puller, porcupine-fsh, blower, swellfish, tambor, 

ot Cuba, Ohilichthys frgiiius (Mitch,), Gill, 
Trnukfish, hoxtish, Leaetophrys triganus (Linu, ), Poey. 
Hoefish, filetish, Caratucanthus wnrantiacus (Mitch.), Gill. 
Storer’s filetish, foolfish, of New York, Stephanolepis 

massichuscttensis (Storer), Gill. 
x European filefish, turbot, of Bermuda, Balisiee capi iseus 

inn. 
Tobocco trumpct-tish, unarmed trumpet-fish, Fistula 

tubacrama, Linn, 
American sole, calico, hog-choker, of New Jersey, cover- 

clip, of New Jersey. spotted sole, of Massachusetts Bay, 
Achirus linineatus (Linn.), Cuv. 

Toadiish, oyster-fish, Hying-fish, of Florida (New York 
and Florida), sopo, Cuba, Batrachus teu, Linn. 

Flying robiu, murcielago, of Cubs, civettn de mare, of 
Naples, batifish, of Bermudas, Daetyloplonus colitaas (Linn.), 
Lac. 

Lined sea-robin, ilying-ish, of New Jersey, Prionotus 
evolaus (Linn), Gill. 

Spotted sea-robin, rubin yolador, of Cuba, P. punciatus 
(Bloch.), Cuv. 

Web-fingered sea-robin, Carolina robin, 7, 
{Linn,), Cuy. and Val, 

Sureeon-fish, barbero, of Cuba, doctor-fish, of Bermuda, 
Acanthurus chirurgus, Bloch and Schneider. A West India 
species, occasionally occurs. 

Angel-fish, of Bermuda and Halbrook, and spadefish, of 
west coast of Florida, isabelita, of Cuba, Heluecunthius 
ciliaris, Tune. 

The billfish, spearfish, Zelrapturus alitdus, Pacy. 
Mackerel, caballa or cayalla, of Cuha, auriol, of France, 

wawwhunnekesuug, of the Narragansett Indians, Trumbull, 
Scaindir scownbrus, Linn. 

Bonito, skipjack, of Boston, Sura pelamys, (Liun.) Cuy, 
American tusny, horse mackerel, of Massachusetts, 
eae of Rhode Island, Orayrus sceundi-dorsalis (Storer), 

ill. 
Little tumuy, albicore, alleterato, of Naples, mackerel, of 

Bermuda, Oreynus aliiteratue (Raf.), Gill, 
Spanish mackere), spolted muckerel, bay mackerel, 

Cyhium muculitum (Mitth.), Cay, 
Cero, blaclk-spotied Spanish mackerel, kingfish, C. regude 

(Bloch.), Cuv. F 
pesiahe g javabado, of Cuba, Vomer sefipinnte (Mitch), 

yres. 
Silver moontish, jorobado, of Cuba, Selene aryentea, Lac. 
Dotted scad, round robin, of Bermuda, Yecupterus pune 

totus (Mitch.), Gill, 
Bis-eyed seal, chickarro, of Cuba, goggler, goggle-eyed 

te of Bermuda, Trachureps erumenophthatmus (Bloch.), 
wh. 

-Bnitalo jack, of Bermuda, jack, jackfish, of West 
Florida,- crevalli, cojinua, of Cuba, Paerulractus pisguetos 
(Cuy. et Vol.), Gill, 
Binge crevalli, jiguagua, cf Cuba, Carangus hippas (Linn. ), 

Gill. 
Short pampano, palorvieta, of Cuba, Zruchynofus enutus 

(Linn.), Gthr. 
Pompano, of the South, pompy nose, of New Orleans, 

cayallé or creyallé, of South Carolina, 7 curvlinus (Linn, ), 
Gall. 

Pilot-fish, suckfish, of Holbrook, romero, of Cuba, ar- 
trates ductor (Linn,), Raf. 

Bonito, of Bermuda, rudder-fish, Hilatvoetus corelinensis 
(Miteh.), Gill, 

Squirrel, of Bermuda, matojuelo, 6f Cuba, Holoeenti une 
sajhe, Bloch, 

Salmon trout, spotted sea trout, of Bouthern Coast, spothed 
Bre sides of Scott, Cynoselon cayolinenses (Cav. et Vul.), 
Gill. 

Trout, of Southern Coast, salt-water and pray trout, of 

Ditles auriga, Cuy, 

Torpedo; crampiish; numbtish; Torpede cecidentulés: Storer. 
Winter skate; sharp-nosed skate; Rava levis, Mitch. 
Angelfish; shark-ray, monk-fish, monkey-ish, kingston, 

fiddle-fish of Europe; little bull-hend shark of New York; 
Squatina dumerili, Viesweur. 
Mackerel shark; deninda of Cuba; Jsuropsis dekoyi, Gill. 
Atwood’s shark; nian-eater of Maine; Carcharodon aimovdt 

(Storer) Gill. 
Fox shark; thresher, switigle-tail, seatox, seaape; pez 

zono of Cuba; pesce payonce of Naples; Alopias vulpes, 
(Linn.) Bun, 

Hanimer-head shark; corunda of Cuba; magnosa of 
Naples; Splyrna zygenn (Linn,), Mill, and Henle. 

Viger shark; alecrin of Cuba; Galcocerda tigerinus, MANN, 
and Henle. 

Salmon; siomya and losags of Russia; Sudo ealur- 
Smelfi: koriouchka of Russia, Osxmerus eperlanus.. 
Cod; treska of Russia; Gadus monrhua. 
Fiounder; kambala of Russia; Plewroneeles platessa ct P, 

jflesus. 
Sturgeon; helouga of Russia, and vedtish; edpenser huse. 

cepolinus 

“Not to be confounded with the porgee, pozy or menhaden. 

Aw Angiunr’s OAmp.—At the International Pisheries 
Exhibition to be held in London this year, there willbe, in 
the American department, an angler’s camp, which protm- 
ises to he one of the most striking features of the United 
Statcs exhibit. It will be equipped with all the modern 
appliances for the comfort and convenience of the angler 

fin the woods. Itis a portable house, 10 feet by 14 feet, and 
will have one end open to allow of an inspection of the in- 
terior, In the house will he arranged articles which have 
heen sent by several persons, and 2 full collection of all 
things used by anglers is desired. Prof. Goode will ba glad 
to receive suggestions or maferial to make the camp com- 
plete. Sofarhe haz the following articles: W, T. Sher- 
min, folding cot wilh mosquito het, etc., canvas cum 
char, Duncklee’s earp stove, camp table, Roehuck’s head 
net, slone pocket filter, combination of juck and lamp, 
Ray’s patent sunshade, minnow pail, American shanty 
pocket hammock, tin basin, plates, knives and forks, Per- 
puson’s water-proof and preservative for boots, Plumb’s 
improved tar and oil for insects, Plumb’s Inseet Repellent. 
Conroy & Bisseit’s ‘Anglers’ Companion for Sale and 
Fresh Water Fishing,” Crosby camp hatchel. We have 
recommended an Adirondack buat with nuek-yole for par 
tnges, rods, etc., landing net and galt, creel wnt! paeck-basket. 

Waenn ino Tareum SpAawns.—Jacksonville, a,—It af- 
fords Dr, Kenworthy pleasure to inform Mi, Fred Mather 
that he has discovered the spawniny grounds of (he tarpum. 
The locality is within six miles of this city; they spawa in 
May and June and willtike a cut bait. If some of your 
angling friends wish to tackle streaks of gyeased Tighining, 
tell them to try tarpum fishing. Your trout, bliaek bass and 
salmon fishing is ‘‘allin my eye and Betty Martiu,” when 
compared with landing atarpum.—C, J, Kexwortizy, 
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MR. C. FRED. CRAWFORD'S BLACK, WHITE AND TAN ENGLISH SETTER DOG “FOREMAN.” 
Diviled Second in Ney Orleans Gun Club All-Aged Stake, 1882, 

SALMON ANGLING IN MAINE, 

FPNHANKAS to the fishculturists, there is 1 prospect of bay- 
jig some salmon angling nearer than the British Prov- 

imees, in the course of a few years. That salmon are now 
taken with the fiy on Maine rivers is a fact not widely 
known, Weextract the following from the report of the 
Commissioners of Fish and Game of that State for the 
year 1882: 
The run of salmon for the year is reported good; Jarge in 

numbers, but the average small in size. In the Dominion 
of Canada the run has been small, and at the usual period 
for taking them with the rod and fly on thcir most popular 
fishing resorts, they were unusually scarce, and the sports- 
men returned home dikcouraged and disappo etcd. Later 
in the season a run of very good fish was reported, and 
ihoxe fortunate enough to be present met with geod success, 
With us on the Peno sent, the run was both erly and Late, 
eyen down to October, when very large fish were 
d-ily seen at the wateravorks dam. Several fish were 
taken during the season in tile water below the dam, 
on both fly and bait, by anglers, and gave fine sport and 
created much excitement and enthusiasm among fishermen. 
‘The summer's drouth has been very severe and long-contin- 
ued, not brok»n eyen ut the present date of Noy. 20. The 
Jate run of fish have had but poor chance of making their 
way to the spawning grounds. We liope these oft-recur- 
ring drouths, increasing in frequency with the wanton de- 
struction of our forests, will iead to come legislation upon 
the subject, and call the attencion of our Iumhermen te the 
supply of water as dependent upon the preservation of our 
forests. At Irast Ict us have stringent laws checking the 
fross carelessness of sportsmen and poachers in leaving 
cump fires uvextingnished, 
On the Dennys River the ron ofsalmon has been unusually 

good and many fish were taken on the fly by anglers. Quite 
a revival has tuken place since the local residents besoin to 
realize the value of a costless production thoughtlessly de- 
stroyed. Mr, Lincoln, with his usual enterprise and public 
sniril, has constructed a salmon hatchery, and the conmrmis- 
sioner will most cheeifuily supply all the salmon ova that 
the house will accommodate, 
The great drouth of the season impeded the transit of the 

snlmon to theirspawnine grounds on the upper sources of the 
river, and many fish were dippedin nets by public-spirited 
cilizens below the dams and transported to the water above | 
where they had a clear course. We anticipate a bright fature 
for the beiutiful village of Dennysville, Mr. Benjamin Lin- 
¢oln altributes tile increased rau of sulmon of the last two 
years to the contribution of salmon fry made to this river in 
1876 und following year, 

Oa the Presumpseot, af its sources on Crnoked River, a 
very grcat number of unosually larve fish have been tiken 
hy the poachers fo the twoor three Jast years. The ¢x- 
vepeloudl size kod monber of the fish has’ given increased 
ineitement fo the nefarious practice of epearine on the 
spawoing hed. Tie very remarkable size of the fish and 
theit bnwonied number, warrant the coucinsion that they 
ire seu salmon planted by ws in the head waters of the river 
at Norway dad ofher tributaries of Sebaso in the past years, 
The first salmon {ry were planted in the Presumpscot in 
1875. A taree lish of thirteen pounds was taken below the 
dani atthe ontlet of Sebago last June with hookand line, 
A muniatmed Paulis now under arrest for spearing a fish 
Wishing tyerity-fout poumls on Crooked River the middle 
of Octobe. feveral others have heen avrested for spearing 
fish ghd that are also many other cases whith will be pros- 
veuted in due Course, We feal warranted in the conclusion 
that most of these fish are results of our planting sea salmon, 
uot only from thy reasons we haye assigned above, but from 
the alder tek that we have mow a series of eight ood fish- 
ways 90 the Presuznpscot River from Cumberland Mills to 
Sebago. 

On the Saco River we have planted many thousand young 
salmon within the last two or three years, at the earnest so- 
licitation of the leading and influential citizens of Saco and 
Biddeford, who have been petitioning in the long past for 
fishways, which madequate mains hvye compelled us to defer 
until prior claims of an earlier date bad Ween attended to. 
At the curliest opportunity this year surveys were made and 
plans furnished by \iv, Harry Buck, Engineer, and fishways 
ordered to he built by the owners and vécuponts of the several 
dams, Aficr due notices had been served upon the respective 
parties, bearings held, audall the requirements of the statules 
duly complird with, much fo the surprise of the commis- 
sloner his decision has been appealed from, and the censtitu- 
fromility of the iw of our own State denied, We hope for 
« favornble decision of the people’s rights at an carly day. 

_ ‘Roaen” Fisnmy¢.—Philadelphia —Roach fishing is now 
season here, I know some yery enthusiastic anglers who 

regularly ful’ow itin wimter Unele Thad Norris used to 
(be fond of it, Wery small hooks are used, and these, 
| snooded on bristles, are fastened, a half dozen in number, 
| toa fine line about three inches apart; a light, pliant rod, 
and an ounce sinker being used, and small wood-worms for 
bait. When nothing else in the shape of fish is in season, 
the angler can have amusemi nt even through the ice in the 
shelter of some dock or wharf. Roach at this season of the 
year are solid in flesh, and make a gvod pan fish,—Ilomo,. 

Positron or THE Repu.—In reply to OC. L, Jordan, in 
Forest axp Stream of December 28, 1 will only suy: For 
the style of fishing that he aims at le is right in having the 
reel in front of lis hand, and especially with the reel that 
he uses. This is the style used in heavy sea-fishing for 
striped bass weighing from twenty-five to fifty pounds. Dr, 
Henshall, like all Southern and Western anglers, believes 
in, and uses heavy tackle, and for those who like that style 
i. is good enough. The trouble with Mr, Jordan was that 
he had a reel that needs to be checked with the thumb 
placed on a frout rod and then wondered who ever devised 
the placing of the reel behind the hand. He asks ‘how can 
you cast a minnow « fa Henshall with the reel behind the 
wand?” I can only answer that ‘‘yon can’t.” That style 
requires the reel in that position, but for fine fishing a stiff 
trout rod with the reel behind the hand is desirable to those 
who prefer science to miin strength. I hope that we now 
understand cach other and that Mr. Jordaa will eventually 
work up to the point of wsing fiver tackle and getting more 
sport.—PLORIDIAN. 

isheulture, 
-—— > 

THE FISHERIES EXHIBITION AT LONDON. 

( UR readers know that Coneress has made an appropria- 
tion for the great International fisheries Exlubition to 

ppen in London next May. and that Professor Baird, the 
United States Commissionrr of Fish and Fisheries, has heen 
dlaced in charze at the American exhibit. In a circular the 
rcfessor says: “Preparations for tl e exhibition are already 

in progress, aad t1. r>is no reason why it wl, not be pos ible 
| during the months which remain before the opsning of the 
exhibition, to provide fo» a display which shall do greatcredit 
to the ex'ensive fishery industries of this country. In order to 
accomplish this result it will be necossary to s2cure the co- 
ope ation and ail of all persons intersted in fishine, fish- 
culture, the fisheries, and the related industries. T cordially 
invite correspondence, therefore, from any persons having 
articles suitable for exhibition, or willing to sug-est plans by 
which the display of the United Statcs may bs readered m ve 

| effective. Two classes of articles will be car ied to London 
for exhidition, viz: lrst—Thoze which make up the ‘collec- 

| tive exhibit of the United States Se¢ond—-Those which are 
entered for comp tition. 

“Tn the collective exhibit wiil be shown, in a systematic 
and synoptical manner, illustrations of owr marine nnd fresh- 
water animals of economic value, together with the apoar- 
abtus and methods of their capture and utilization, and toe 
commercial, scientific, social, historical, and lezisiative as- 
pect of the fisheries. Tt will inelude the most striking features 
of similar exhibits made by the Fish Commission in the Phila- 
deiphia Exhibition of 1876, and the International Fishery 
Hxhibition, at Beriin, in 1850, together with many additional 
ones never previously attempted. The major part of this 
display will he borrowed from the collections of the National 
Musenm in Washington, Ent it will be necessary to secu e a 
considerable nuayer of new objects. I wsh to resarve the 
right of p-acng in this department such of the private ex- 
hibits as can there be shown to the Lest advantage, it being 
the understanding that these ara not to be excluded from 
competition, When objects are purchased to fill saps in this 
exhibit, it will be with the defnite understanding that they 
cannot enter into competition, and that the uume of the per- 
son from whom they were obtained will not be mentioned on 
the labeis, orin the catalogue. 

“Tris considered especially desirable that the department 
of competitive exhib ts shall contain a very complete rep e- 
sentation of the yarious food preparations of iish—canned, 
dried, pickeled, smoked, ete.—there being a constantly increas- 
ing demand in England for goods of this description, s1ip- 
ments to that country amounting, in 1481, to more than 

Queen of Englond and the presidency of the Prince of Wales 
—will be opened on the first of May, 1882, in build ngs now 
being ercetd in the Horticu!tural Gardens at kouth Ken- 
sington, and will continue for 4 period o¢ six months.” 

FISHCULTURE IN MICHIGAN, 

MONG the notable fisheultural establishrentsin Amorica 
a may be reckoned that of the United States Fish Com- 
mission, at Northville, Mich., in charse of Mr, Frank N. 
Ciark. Mr, Clark an‘ his father were the piotzers of nsheal- 
ture in Michigan, and the present station was established by 
the former in 1875asa private enterprise. The No thviile 
hatchery lies about a mile weshof the depot, and really oé- 
cupies but an acreor two. ‘he grounds have a somewhat 
steep but beautiful incline to the soath, the large spring 
wich supplies the water n:ccssary be nz eightfeet above tho 
hatching house where it is first used. Before entering the 
hatching house the water is 11.4 into a reservo_r or open pond, 
15x150 feet, for cooliny purposes. The hatchins Louse is an 
o: dinary one-story frame building, #0xsv fest, fully sixty feet 
of which length is used forthe treatment of the eses after 
they have becn taken from the fish. 

The eggs of the brook trout ave hatched by placing 3,000 of 
them on a tray made of a wooden trams with wie nettine 
botlom, about 7x12 inchesin size, Six of these are paced 
one above another in a wooden box, open at thetop, and with 
perforated bottoms, and coid watcr avowed to 1un through 
it day andnight. ‘he watur is ata constant temporature of 
86 or 37 degrees, and the time tequired for broo< t.out eges 
to hatch is 10) days; wuitelish require 20 days longer. Hor 
the sake of convenience these hatching boxes are, at No th- 
ville, placed en‘ to end, 30 ina row, and three rows sice by 
side on an inclined table. At present only about GU boxes are 
in use, giving a total of 1,0Uu,(W0 prospective wigglers, Of 
course many of the eg2s come to nought, and thes mast be 
earefully picked out with tweezers deftly handled by young 
women employed au 75 cents a day. In doing this the trays 
aie earefulry removed from the boxes and placed on a table 
by the window, where the strong lizht realily reveals the 
whit> e2_s and those covered with a fungus growth, either of 
which would soon communicate their imperfections to the 
others, and, like a rotten apple ina barrel of sound ones, de- 
stroy the entire lot. 

At first and fora few weeks afterward the eggs look like sa 
many welltormed peas. Gradaatly two little black spots— 
the eyes of bhe comming fish—appear. A L.ttle later the ezg, 
if held up to the light between the thumb and finger, seems 
but a transparent, black-—spotted bit of hard, jelly-lke sub- 
stance. Aitar hatching, aud as soon as the fry are ready to 
feed, the troub are plucedin ponds adjoinins the hatching- 
house, of which thee are seven, each wuxs0 feet, with w 
waiter depth of Is inches at the hear and four feet at foot. 
At the head of cach pond is a narrow siuice way witaa- 
water gate, throush which, when permitted, the fish may 
pass from one pond to the other, Hach pond is occupied by 
tith of a certain ace. - 

Lhe treatnient of whitefish eges d'ffers from that of bool 
and Cadtornia t out in that they are placed in glass jars 3x12 
inches, aml the watcr introtuced from below escapes from 
the top, so that the eggs—which are considerably larger than 
those of the tlout—are kept corstantly “boiling,” a piccess 
that brings the bad ezgs tu the top, wien they can easily be 
remoyed. Of thes3 jars tics are psrhaps 200 at Northville, 
The whitefish eges used there are all sceured by azents at 

fisheries xb Fut-in bay and elsewhere on the lakes, who po 
out with the ishermen to their nets and operat3 on such Ash 
as they my solect. lt is proposed, howsver, so nto pen up 
the whiteiish that may Les1_ctcd and own thom as a part of 
the stoce in trade, the same as w.ta tront, at the hatchery, 
‘The nuuiber of eges now on hand at Northville is as rolows: 
Whitatish, 60,000,000; brook trout, 500,000; lak> trout, 300,0J0 
—wwhich numbers will be increased next spring by the addi- 
tion of :.00,000 Califo nia tiout eggs. Of the whitefish eges 
5,000,000 are now being prepared for ship acnt to d ferent 
States and to Gern any and other parts of Lurope, the latter 
in exchange for Lsh and ezes scnt to the United ctates. 

All lish oges are counte | by being measured in a druysist’s 
“eraduated” glass, experithent havins shown such mothod lo 
be correct enough for all practical purposes, Of tish now in 
te ponds there are 10,00 b ook t.ou5 ary or minnows and 
3,0UU one to four years o:d; 15,00 Calito nia trout try and 
1,500 one to tour years old; besides 500 lake troat and 1,500 
jand-locked saimon. The lact two lots wers secu.ed as an 
experiment, and will probably not be kept. ; 
Much is being made at Northvil.e of the Californ'a or rain- 

bow trout, the first of which was brought fiom the Golden 
State by Mr. FN. Clark afew years a xo. They are distin- 
fuished from the brook or speckled trout by a straight band 

s2,000000, in addition to the very large exports to other parts | of ra nbow colors extending aone the side and gradually 
of Europe and to the European colonies in the east. 
facturers of boats and hoat-fittinz, angling apparatus and 
costumes, and other similar articles, are also urged to contri-, California, 
bute. Medals in gold, silver, bronze, and diplomas of henor 
will be awarded by a jury of experts. 
“Tam prepared to act, both ia chis country and in London, 

Manu- | fading out at either end. hey are much tamer than the 
brook trout, Mr. Clark havin= baitzd them in McCloud River, 

Y and caught them with hishand, They g ow very 
nich taster than the brook trout, as shown by co nparative 
specimens now being prepared tovtne mbernat-onal fish exhi- 
bition to take place acoss the Atlantic this year. It is pro- 

as the represontative of individual exhibitors, and to attend | posed to make Northville the nationy headquarters for 
to correspondence relatnz to applications for space, etc. 
Goods to be exhibited, if delivered in Washington, Philade.- 
pains or New York, will be carried to London and installed at 
he expense of the government; special arrangements may be 
made for the return of articles at the close of the exhibition, 

“The exhibition—which is under the patronage of the 

Lreeding this rsh, and within a few years to bave enough 
stock to produce 10,000,000 eggs a year. ‘ 
Some attent.on is also beinz paid to the cultivat’on of land- 

Jocked sali on and wall-eyed pike, the cggs of the formcr 
being got from Grand Lake stream, Maine, a_d of the lntter 
from St. Clair River, Another yery impoitant item in the 
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Northyille work is the introduction of the German carp, all 
of which are hatched in the national carp ponds at Washinc- 
ton, So far 25,000 to 3!).000 have been ‘plant2d” in Michigan, 
There ars now 3,000 on hand atthe station, many of which 
will be distributed in the spring. 

Mr. Clark exnects to send ont in tha springy about 29.00,000 
whitefish for distribution in the upper portions of lakes 
Huron, Superior and Michican, Alpena has about twice as 
many whitetish on hand for similar distribution, 

As already stated, the Northville hatchery was begun and 
for some years continued as a private enterprise, In 1851 the 
United States Fish Commission rent3d the property and it 
has since bean unfisrit: control, Mr. Clark bein= in charze. | 
The “plant” is worth $10,000, and last season the production 
was: Whitefish, 22,/00,000; brook trout 200,000; California 
tout and lake trout, each 100,000. Last fall 'a whitefish 
hatchery was built by the government at Alpona, costing S1.- 
500. This station will have a capacity of one hundred million 
whitefish ¢ggs, This fall only 210 jars were fittad up, and 
these contaim 42,000,009 eggs. 

REPORT OF THE MAINE COMMISSION. 

“HE Commissioners of Fish and Game of Maine have made 
their report for 1882, They call attention to the fact 

that when the Department of Pisheries had the game of the 
Stata added toits charze, no additional provision was made- 
for the increased care, time and expense. Fish wardens were 
made pame wardens, but ne aporopriation was made for more 
than Voubled work and outlay. Under the present law $1,f00 
is allowed for the payment of all the wardens. As the fish 
wardens are now game wardens. this sum is to pe divided 
among them all. On the present list of commissioned warlens 
there are fifty-one persons. At the last session of the Legis- 
lature, by an oversight, the usual appropriation of 81,500 
for wardens was omitted, An appropriution of 35,000 a year 
for the two ensuing years was made, or $10,000 in toto. From 
this is to be deducted salaries of wardens, $8,000, lewvine 
37,000 for expenses of Grand Lake Stveam: Works for land- 
locked salinou eggs, for Penobscot salmon eggs at Bucksport 
and Orland, for hatchinz eggs und distributing the pro- 
geny, for distributing black bass, holding hearings, making 
surveys for fishwaysand all its attendant expenses, in- 
specting vivers and ponds, defending suits afore 
county commiissione!s, trial justices and county courts, and 
tor employing detectives in defcnse of the fish andgamelaws 
Every dollar that has been expended for the enforcement of 
the game laws has been just so many dollars taken from the 
protection and propagation of tish, The fisheries department 
has heen sacrificed to the exact amount deducted for the pro- 
tection of the game and the enforcement of the game laws, 
The commissioners say that “the two depaitments are imsep- 
arable by nature, and can never be economically adntinis- 
tered as distinct offices, Every poacher unites the two. he 
salmon poacher is Ube river wrecker, the lumber stealer, the 
deer poacher, the trout poacher and occasional horse thief. 
Let the question be metopenly and squarely. If we are to 
have charge of the two branches ol the Stata preperty that 
united is of more direct benefit to the commonwealth, and 
brings more wealth into our midst and divides it more equally 
danong a!l the people than any other mte est, then muke the 
requisite Sb puearanon for its Proper conduct, and the rigid 
entorcement of the laws. Do either this, or abolish it at onee 
promptly. 
“The great monéy value ot the fish and game to ow State 

should make it a subject of fostering care and protective leg- 
islavion. 

“the point Lo bé considered is how to make the most of this 
#reat State interest. So soon as our trout fishiny commences 
i sprine, all ov best localities from Moosehead to Rangeley 
are intested by men fishing for the murkets of neighboring 
States. Mostof these men are from other States. who are 

‘reaping a crop for whose cultivation, propagation and pro- 
tection they have not been taxcd for, or paid one cent. We 
do not kncw what the net profit may be on fish thus taken, 
but there is one fact ever present before us, that these men 
bring nothing into the State, while evely pound of trout thus 
taken is five dollars robbed from the people of the State, 
We believe five dollars is less than the minimum cost of every 
pound of trout taken at Moosehead or Ran zeley or Grand La..e 
stream fy oat Summer visitor's, o- our own anglers. It is the 
same with the products of our forests and fields, in the matter 
of our game, Ibis difficult to obtain legislation commensur- 
ate with the reqmrementsof the evil. Tue laws ara tramed 
with such criminal negligence, or elsa so sikill'ully tampered 
with and emasculated by some interested friend to poaching, 
thatit is almost impossible to convict under them, We can now 
recommend but oné remedy, viz: thata rigid law oa passad Lor- 
bidding the exportation of any ofour game or gaine fishes 
from the State, Allow citizsns of obher States to come here 
and enjoy all th3 pelyilezas o/ oar forests aad straams; to paa- 
tisipate in reaping the crap thas we have protected and aul- 
tivatad, but d3mind taatib b3 consumed on ogrown soil, If 

Diyiled Third in New Orleans Gun Club All-Aged Stake, 1882. 

such a law can be constitutionally framed so that it can been- 
forced, this most difficult question will be solved, and we can 

| exterminate the pestilent poacher whether in the garb of gen- 
| tlemen or professional pot-hunter, 

“Wethink no fishing with nets of any kind should be al- 
lowed above tide water, Hook and line, with Hy or bait, 
should be alone permitted. A momentis refleetion will teach 
that, if the same methods and freedom to fish aboye as of 
tide water ars tolerated, the resulti will prove the utter de- 
struction of all the fish that enter the river. 

“ There has been distributed this season Penobscot salmon fry 
in the different rivers as follows, viz.: 

Penobscot River.y.4,..sereseeerer yess eyes 300,000 
St, Croix River..,......-+.- Kien Peery «267,000 
Machias River.......0.. «6. fee elhethel alter 25,000 
Kennebec Rivers. -..-).--eryesse+s12 5. 200,000 
Androscoggin River.,...-. pesecerevessess © 00,00 
Presumpscot River,...-....-cessevreveeee 140,000 
Sado Rivers periereereseeres Antic sane 60,1100 

Flatiron paige ei icles ie Dante dae 1,192,000 
“Our work in planting land-loexed salmonhas: been aimpty 

repaid tous this year in the exhibition of most gratifying 
results ut Moosehead, at Enfield, and at Rangeley, At Moose- 
head they haye been captured on the fiy, from time to time, 
for the iast two years. At Bnfield, fish estimated at most 
exaggerated weight, were seen on the spawning bed this 
year. but in all probability fai'ly estimated by one accustomed 
to judge correctly of the weizht of fish in the water, fully 
equalling ten or twelve pounds. At Rangeley considerable 
murobers iave been taken by anglers for several years past. 
Jn Ranzeley Lake alone, over fifty of two pounds weight and 
over were taken by anglers last Jume. More or less were 
akotaken in the lakes below. Quits a number were seon 
by the commissioner ou the spawning beds in Rangeley 
stream in October, some of then: yery large und estimated 
by him and others at not Jess than ten or twelve pounds. All 
this is tha more encontaging, as it indicates that we shall 
be enabled im thie early future to take spawn at Enfield and 
Rangeley for the further stocking yearly of these waters. It 
miast be borne constantly in mind by our Legislature, that a 
given field of water or carth w ll but produce food sufficient 
of fish or wheat for a given number of persons. The waters 
of Maine are now fished hy a large population from all the 
United States. How many, your railroad officers and your 
hotel keepers will inform you. Our fields must be yearly 
planted and sowed forthe mouths that the natural produc- 
tion is not sufficient tofeed, When the very madequate sap- 
ply of means in resources to procure the ova to stock the 
very wide area of waters, we are expected to plant, is borne. 
in mind; when it is remembered.that; the fair supply of fish 
ry. to one acreis seb Gown by experienced fishculturists at 

5,000 to oue were of water, or 1,000 one pountl fish, the pleas- 
ure experienced by usin our success with ow naeagre resources 
will be participated in by all our brother commissioners.” 

FISHCULTURE IN ENGLAND. 

A S we have before stated it is proposed to form a National 
Visheulture Association in England, and the following 

circular, dated Crown Buildings, 158 Mleef street, Londen, 
Dee. 15, 18872, has been isswerl: 
Knowing that you are futerestied in the subject of fisheul- 

ture, we beg to ask if you will kindly attend 4 mzeting under 
the presidency cf Edward Birkbeck, Esq., M.P., which is to 

| be held at three o’cloek on Wednesday, 20th December, 1852, 
at the Pishmonzers’ Hall, London Bridge, kindly lent by the 
Worshipful Company of Pishmonzgers for the occasion, 
The object of the meeting is to form a National Fisheulture 

Association of Great Britain and Treland, We feel sure you 
will agree with us that such a society is wanted and has an 
immense Held open for it. At present all British efort in Osh- 
culture is individual effort, aud not only do the public gener- 
ally know little of what is being done, but our fisbealturists 
themselves are often quite ignorant of what other laborers in 
the samé fieldare doing; as p oof of tLis, Wwe may mention 
the difficiuuty we have experienced in getting the names and 
£d=resses of fisheulturists, and.we are aware thit there are 
many whose numes we haye fa led to obtain. ; 

We kuow from experience that in this country an increas- 
ing interest is being taken in fisheuiture and fish farming of 
all kinds; in other countries, including our own colonies, tish- 
cultural societies are doing most valuable work. In view of 
these tacts, and also of that Great International Fisheries 
Hixhibition which is to be opined in London next year by her 
Majesty the Quen, it is unquestionably most desirable that 
such a society as we haye referred to should be formed. It 
will, of course, ba in no sense a Commercial undertaking, but 
purely a scientific society, established on the simplest and 
broadest foundations, viz., to promote the interests of inland 
and sea lishcuiture of all kinds in the best way possible. 
Further details will be explained at the meeting. The fol- 

lowing gentle.non have promised to support the movement; 

The Marquis of Exeter, Sir James Gibson Maitland, Bart.. 
Mr. B. Birkbeck, M.P., Lieut.-Col, Custance, Mr. C. L. Bux- 
ton, Mr, T. J, Mann; Dr. Francis Day, Mr. Greville Fennell, 
Mr. Francis Francis, of the Field, Mr. C, C. Capel, Mr. J. A. 
Youl, Mr. H. Ffennell, of Land wid Wealer, Mr. William 
Senior, of the Daily News and Bell's Life, Mr. J. P. Wheeldon. 
of the Yachting Gazette, and many others. 
Will you kindly inform us if it will be convenient for you 

to be present at the meting; or if you cannot attend, we 
should be glad to hear from you that the movement has your 
good wishes. W. OLpa AM CBRAMBERS, 

Hon, Sec, Norfolk an 1 Suffolk Acclimatization Society. 
1, B. MARSTON, 

Editor Fishing Gazette. 
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FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
January 9,10, and 11, 1883.—Meriden Poultry Assoclation Beuch 

Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, 193 Hobart sireci, 
Meriden, Conn. re : . 
February 20, 21, 22 and 23, 1888.- Grand Intcriationsl Pereh Stow, 

Washington, D.C. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent, Office. Skating 
Rink, Washington, D. 0. ‘ fs : 
Mareh 20, 27 and 22, 1863.—Dominion of Canada Kennel Club Bench 

Show, at Ottawa, Canada, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent. 
April 3, 4. and 5 18:3. Western iennsylvania !oultry Society'= 

Filth Annual Bench Show, Piltsburgh, Vs. Entries for the Uiuch 
show Derby, for English setters wheiped on or afiy January 1, 1413. 
elose February. 1, 1888. Chas. Linecln Superintendent, C. B, Elbin, 
Secretary : 
May, i:€3—Westminster Kerrel Ci b, Heverth #nunel Per eb 

Show. New York City. Robt. C. Cornell, 54 Wilham st., New York 
City. 

“PIOUS JEEMS” ON DOGS AND TRIALS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your letter of Decembe. 20 asxiny me to “give your readers 

the benefit of my experience by laying before them my views 
regarding field trials and the dogs tha; participata in them,” 
has received my careful attention, and as itis a subject of so 
much interest to so large 4 number of sportsmen, I fear it 
inwy exc.te more newspaper controversy than 1 wish tu en- 
gage in, so I will say m the beginning, on no acount 
will I oé drawn into any controversy. My opitions sre 
the result of my own exparience, and [ Have nothing to fain 
in forcing them on the pub-ic. I have no particular strain oF 
dogs to advertise, as [have none to sell 1 have been forced 
by facts to give up many of my preconceived opinions ay 
sporting dogs. Iwillsay, if I tind IT am wrong, J am not so 
wedded to consistency as toremain in ignorance ruther than 
confess a change of opinion. 

J have attended most of the field trials, either as judye or 
spectator, held in the United States, and was at one time w 
warm advocate of the point system. <A long experience as 
judge has forced me to chanve my opinion and give jay 
preterencs to the heat system. 

There is a certain ciement of luck peryading all field trials. 
Tn the point sys.em this clement cspecially predominates. 1 
never yivided ED eeeren Ce to the heat system until IT had, 
when actnz as judze under the point system, been compelled 
by the rules te uward the priza of merit to the sorriest dog in 
the race, Haviny acted as judge a number of .times under 
the heat system, I have never yet seen a dog win a first prize 
that was not fairly entitled toit. As this question has been 
discussed so often in the columns of all the sporting journals, 
1 do not propose to bore your readers with it further, but lay 
it away with the old bores who tor years worried 15 wit 
inuzzle-ioader ys. breech-loader—as in my early youth was 
discussed flint aud steel vs. percussion locks—ail of there old 
jdeus haye been sett.ed and rorgotten, aud as far as [ am con- 
cerned | have consigned the poiut system ot judging in field 
trials Lo ths same prave 
Byery new field trial ig au iraprovement on te last, as 

points of dilference arise which require alterations of the 
iues. These are always remed.ed when brought to the atton- 
tion of the clubs. ‘The most absolute necess.ty for the suceess 
of field triais is to secure the services of practical sportsmen 
wlio are competent to judze. ‘This may seem an easy matter, 
asitis but natural to suppose that's good sportsman is a 
judve ofa good doz. Yeu thave seen sine good sportsmen 
who were crack shots, and devoted much tinie to tield sports, 
who had very poor ideas of whab was necessary fora field 
dog, A doz thut has no style nor system in ransing and gna 
tering often gives a pot-hunter a great many shots, bubsuch 
a dog cannot win ona field triaL J donot think any of ou- 
elnbs have their standard on style as high asit should be; for 
the reason that the winners in field trias are the sires anil 
dams of future gonsrations of sporting do<zs, and the sire that 
has the prepoteney to impart his perlections to his offspring 



is the most desired, as nothing adds more tothe pleasure of 
the sport than the graceful attitudes of the dogs. And the 
= hale who gives more attention to his ga me' bag than his 
og, will never make a competent judgo on a Held trial, 
No gentleman is ft to judge in a field trial who does not 

naturally love dogs If his heart is not so imbued with a love 
of the canine race that he 1s willing to bear abuse, vitupera- 
tion and slander for this love, he should never judge jo a field 
trial, The object of field trials is not sport, but the develop- 
ment of the sporting doy. Anda judge must never pay any 
attention to sport while judging. think it is in exceading 
bad taste for a judge to killa bird, or in any way allow lis 
roind to be diverted from the dogs that ave under judgment, 
A sportsman who has never witnessed a field trial cannot ex- 
pect to be competent to judge correctly before he leans by 
experience, Judges require to be educated to judge, ag nud 
as the trainer to handle dogs. And I would advise all clubs 
conducting field trials to select at least ene experienced 
judge, and on no account select a judge who has never wit- 
nessed a field trial. There are exceptions to this mile; some 
mon ave nasertur non fit. In this class [ may be permitted to 
mention Mr, Eliott Smith, one of the jidzes inthe Bastern 
Wield rials at_ High Point, N.C. The slubs must oducate 
judges, as they do handlers and dogs; and as the old ones éan- 
a serve always, they must prepare others to take their 
places. 

T think I should be allowed to write yery freely on this sub- 
ject, as Tsacriticed all my fall and winter sport, up to this 
ime.tio act as judge for the Eastern Field Trials Chiv, and the 
New Orleans Gun Clab. And while I was devoting my onuer- 
fies to developing the sporting dog, my hunting companions 
at home were having aroyal time in a camp hunt on the 
Toimbigbee, butif my services contributed anything to make 
thoss trials asuceéss, I have no rezrets, 

The next question that colies upistuedeg, Tam so olten 
asked which is the best of all the varities of sporting dogs, 
A knotty question to answer. At my feet, asI write, on the 
hearthiug before a biz wood fire, he two pointers, a Gordon 
and a Liewellin setter, all beauties and perfect types of their 
kind, but the truth must come, and | answer the question 
with « sigh, tor here I haye had to give upahobby. Here I 
must confess to a whange of opimion, for I have always 
thoueht the pointer the best dog’ in the world, but the recora 
of beld trials is against that opinion, and in spite of my early 
love for the pointer, I am compelled to say, that when the 
pointer mebts ths red Irish, he earries a more level head than 
the Irish and wins; when he meets the Gordon he ¢arries less 
lumber and wins over the Gordon, bnt when he tackles a 
Llewellin he meets his fate, [confess ij with a heart pang. 
The pointer is the bestdoy in the world, except the Lilewel- 
lin setter. The question thén wrises, why have I Arrived at 
such a conclusion? Go to the records of the field trials, aud 
in Dearly every stake you tind the Llewellin first and the 
pointer seeund. 

‘Take the Dastern Field Trials two years ago when Gludstona 
and Sebsation stugegled so hard for first in the All-Aved 
Stakes. Senevion is 4 srgnd dog, but the Llewellin Gladstoje 
was his superior, Take the Eastern Field irials at High 
Pot in November last. Croxteth, a magniticen) pointer, 
swept the field with the tread of a Conqueror until ha met the 
Llewellin setter London, and he, tea, found the Llewellin in- 
vincibie. 

Take the National Kennel Club Trials for years aud the 
Lilewellins have invariably won most of the priges. Vake the 
Suomer Trials of "Sl and’s2, even in the extreme South, 
where the pointer ought to win, the first prizes haye been 
captu-ed by the Liewsllins. 
Why is hist Aiter mature deliberation 1 believe I have 

solved the problem. A quarter of a century ago the pointer 
was the best dezin the world, He is batter adapted to 4 
sonthem chmate than the setter; he can stand heat and thirst 
better; he goes unscathed through cockleburts and bervar- 
live, which are very aunoyine to the setter, bat le has daven- 
erated of late years, 

‘The Southern sportsmen genévally lost their fortunes dur- 
ing the late war, and were unable to keep up their kennels 
as they didin former year’s, and as the setter was better 
adapted to a colder climate, the pointer was discarded by 
Northern sportsmen. A hundred dollars huye been spent m 
the development of the setter, both m Hngiand and America, 
for one on the pointer during the lash twenty years, The 
setter has had all the advantage, And as the Liewellins have 
had more money spent in their development than any other 
tlass, they have gone to the front, just like the race horse, At 
oue time Vilginia was a leacter in breeding race horses, even 
Alabamu, Mississippi, and Louisiana produced some famous 
winners, but the old Meturie course at New Oyleans has 
becoine a Golgotha, while Saratoga and Long Branch can yie 
with Lonisville and Lexington in developing the thorongh- 
bred. ‘he whole thing in & nutshell is, the wealth isin the 
Northern States. and it takes money to develop blood in horse 
or doz. 

T stil believe the pointer can be bred up again, and will he, 
when the Southera planter is ricn enonch to make the experi- 
ment. There wre but few good pointers Idft, The old rough- 
haired po.nter was 8 game dog, and the velvet-haired, thin- 
skinned, shivering bench show heauty thatis offered for breed 
ing sires will never bring back the dog of which we sing 
from the Potomac to the Gulf, ‘Old Virvinny never tires.’ 1 
love the old pointer, and intend to do what ean to restore 
him, as [ would a lost art. 
The Gordon setter is a beauty on the bench, buti he has been 

bred after the Stonehenge modal, and he now carries too 
much limber to compote either with the pointer or Llewellin. 
The red Irish always were and always will be a failure in 

field trials, because they are never whet sportsmen call level- 
headed, with the exception of the Canmpbell strain of red 
Trish, which is imbued with @ cousiderable quantity of native 
blood. J know of no goad ones. 

Of the Laveracks | have little to say, as I think their 
erowning glory is, that from them came the Llewellin, 
lhave beard tt remarked yery often at field trinls, “Itis 

no use ta compete for prizes, the judges will award them to 
the Liewellins, anyhow.” What a miserable lot of judges the 
clubs nimst select, if they do such things, Wil not thé 
croaker who reads this pause and think for one moment? Is 
it nob possible that some honest man may sometime he 
selected ty act as judge? Look the thing squarely in the faco. 
and don’t you think you will have te giveit upas I did, and 
acknowledge that the Llewellin is the best doz, éhgo, he is 
bound to wint 

T hear some say the dogs of to-day Gan not endurs as mach 
as they vould twenty years ago; that, Too, is a mistake, 
They are better than they ever were, but twenty years ago 
we used muzzle-loaders, and our does rested while we were 
loading, Now we give them no restin the field. This moh so 
hurd to account for the crear in the cocoamit as some persons 
uiagine; itonly requires a little thonzhtlul observation to 
learn where most of our diitieultive ie, ; 

J hope this is a satisfactory reply to your letter. Ifuny of 
your reade)s are benetited by thu result of my experience and 
obzervation, 1 eau assure then I am amply repaid for my 
trouble. Jf they see cause ty differ with me, f haye not the 
slightest objection. Tf Tam wrong, lam very sure they will 
hive to find proots elsewhere than {lie field trial records, 
While you are discussing my letter, I will be busy popping 

away at the quail, making ap for lost time, While 1 am 
having a good tine, may you have the same, is the wish of 

PIOUS JEEMS, 
Lochinvan, Miss,, Dec, 26, 182. 

STRAYED SETTERS FOUND,—Pound, bwo red Dish 
setter doz paps, about kalt zrown. Owner can haye same by 
calling, revs property, and paying expenses. Address 
Aguni, P.O, Box 31%, Grand Hayen, Mich. ~ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

THE WASHINGTON BENCH SHOW. 
§ the dates are now fixed (Feb. 90, 21, 22 ond 23) and the 

A building secured for this show, the work of getting out 
the preminm lists will at once be begun. 
The Rink, whore the show will be held, from the description 

siven of it, is the best adapted building in the country for a 
show of th’'s kind, Assuraneesfrem the owners of some of 
the best dogs in the country haye alroady been received to 
insure of its being & success. - 
ee is no doubt that this will be a capital place to dispose 

of dogs, 
The lite of the Washington society will no doubt attend 

the show in Jarge numbers, us special invitations will ba sent 
to tho President aud menibers of Congress toattend the show. 
Washington's birthday occurs during the week of the show, 

thus affording exhibitors and visitors a grand opportunity to 
see the vapital in all its glory. 

OTTAWA BENCH SHOW. 

HH sportsmen here are very enthusiastic over the show, 
and all exhibitors will receive a very cordial welcome 

to the capital ciby of Canada. Parl ament will be sitting dur- 
iny the show; this will nfford a good opportunity to see the 
grand government buildings. The following railroads have 
agreed to carry dogs free when they are accompanied by 
their owners or carotakers; Grand Trunk Railroad, Can- 
adian Pacific, Utica & Black River Railroad, New York Cen- 
tral, Central Vermont Ruilvoad, Buffals, New York & Phila- 
delphia, Railroad, Butfalo, Pitsburg & Western Railroad 
Company, 
The American Cocker Spaniel Club have decided to offer 

310 cash for fhe best cozkerspaniel exhibited, to be judged 
according to the elub's standard, Hntries will positively 
close on the Ith of March. Two more special prizes have 
been coutributed, one by the Montres] Dog Fanciers Associa-~ 
tion, of a very fine silver cup ior the best Yorkshire terrier 
exlnibited, another silyer cup by I’, J. Boswell, Esq., for the 
best matehed pair of Gordon setters, dogs or bitches. 

CHas. Lincoun, Superintendent. 
Orrawa, Jan. i, 1882. 

KENNEL LAMENESS. 

Wis the fall of the leaf, and the cold, fogey atmosphere 
) of November, may very well come those preliminary 

signs of 4 Jameness that isso insidious in its nature asto haye 
baffled the faculty up to the present time, both in determin- 
ing its cause, or in deciding tor it a permanent remedy. It is 
considered to be a rheumatic affection, but that is a particu- 
larly wide terra, und there ure certain proofs that it is at- 
tributable to some local influence specially uccessible to the 
constitution of the dog’. 
river, or adjacent to badly or totally undrained land, may 
account for agnue 4nd rheumatism in man, and it has been 
clearly shown that persons inhabiting such qnartors, or hay- 
ing inch to do in meadows or marshes, may not be subject 
te any ill effects at the time, but, as if some poison is inhaled 
into their systems, they will suffer years alterward from 
rheumatic complaints. 
There is nothing of this kind, however, to be traced in con- 

nection with dogs. as those accustomed to hunt m water, or 
under constanj exposure to weather, frequently live the 
longest, and ave exempt longer than others from the mala- 
dies that have a tendency to creep upon old age. Moreover, 
it has been proved that kennels built in low situations be- 
tween hills have entirely escaped visitations of Kennel lame- 
ness, and when buily upon the most perfect principles, on 
high grond, such as one would choose for the sites of houses, 
the inmates have suffered in a marked degree fron 
kennel lameness. The late Mr. Assheton-Smith discovered 
this at edworth, as his first kennels were built on the 
summit of a hill, and in accordantve with Mi, Smith's ideas, 
no expense was spared to insure the comfort of the hounds, 
Within « few months of the kennels being occupied, how- 
ever, an extraordinary number of the hounds got this shoul- 
der lameness, and it so happened that some of them so placed 
hors de combat were located in some old farm buildings at the 
foot of the hill, Here they got well again almost directly, 
and the fact wasso palpable uiter repeated trials that the 
present ledworth kennels were built on the site of these cow- 
sheds, and from thenceforth there was no more Keune) lame- 
ness. 

The same thing exactly occurred to Lond Portsmonth’s pack 
at Hegeslord, the old kennels, on 4 fine commanding site, ab 
this time affording healthy accommodation as cottazes for the 
Warl’s retainers, but tie hounts inhabit kennels built in a bot- 
tom where the building is often enough hidden mm fog. 

Those who have closely watched all the results of kennel 
lameness Will easily form an opinion that the expense of the 
above change of kennel accomimodation, involving several 
thonsand pounds, was very well applied, The fine pack of 
hounds of which in hisday Assheton-Smith could boast, and 
the grand pack now at Eggesford could not hayeé been estab- 
lished under cireamstaaees associated at all with the epidemic 
called Jrennel lameness. Jt is really a malady that oes 
further than merely ineapacitatine dogs from work, O& making 
them permanent cripples, as a good many could show than 
breeding has been greatly influenced by the outbreak of the 
malady ina kennel. Dogs hitherto prolific sires have become 
guite the opposite after being laid down with this ]ymeness, 
and it has uot been until their usual going and gait has been 
thoroughly restored that they have got back seemingly to 
their tull powers. Bitches have been far more influenced 
still be the malay, and it has been shown that in some 
foxhound kenneis, where the disease has been specially 
marked during a season, 4 mujority of the bitches have 
Tuissed, although consortud to strange sires. The seusons 
haye beén rather extraordinary of late years with regard to 
hitches not breeding. Three years ago, during the winter 
snd spring, a great mimber of bitches missed, and many of 
them bred lator in the summer, Last sexson the same 
deliciency was remarkable during the early palit of the year, 
and the complaints were frequent from both musters of 
hounds and owners of smaller kennels, 1t was also a remark- 
able season tor kennel lameness, Rud one can casity recollect 
that ib was a very changeable season. Vhere were short 
spells of yery coll weather, followed by abnost wonatural 
mildness, interspersed with a good deal of rain or damp. 
There is no changing this state of things, and as for kennel 
lameness, although there are certainly remedies to relieve 4 
patient, and to practically patch him up for service, there is 
no getting af the actual cause, or the exact condition of the 
atmosphere, that brings about the resmts we have mentioned. 
The only thing is to endeavor tornle the constitution of the 
animal so as to make it unchangeable to all atmospheric in- 
flaence, 

Tt must bs apparent to midst people that ordinary dogs run- 
hing about are never seen to sutterfrom kennel lameness, and 
a great many people have hud to lament the fact that breed- 
ing never fails when it is loft to ordinary opportunity or avei- 
dent under circumstances of the dogs being unguarded 1tmat- 
tars nob what cort of season it is, old-tashioned winter's, or the 
modern changes, 4 eartain class of breeding never tails, and i 
is only seen to do sG among those that, to coin the term, we 
artibcially take care of. breeding animals more than others 
are specially looked after, successful stud.dogs are too valun- 
ble to be let run about, or, for the matter of that, any dogs 
of value, and bitches, during cerfam seasons particularly, are 
kept very close prisoners, Very rightly they are kept under 
lock and key, and, during three weeks’ contnement, are just 
let out in a yard perhaps o1ce a day, but very few wre prop- 
erly exercised. Jt would be a zreat deal of trouble for ser- 
yants to lead them about fortwo hours, and a good many 

A low, damp dwelling place near a- 
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servants of the present day would not obay such orders, cven 
if laid down as strict kennel rules. Indeed, is it nota fact too 
well established that hulf the prizo und valuable dors of this 
country are confined the greater part of theit lives without 
anything approaching rergonihle out-of-door work or oxer- 
cise? 
One of the best authorities ou keunel matters was a Master 

of hounds, who lived abont forty years av, namely, Mr, 
Hodgson, for many years Master of the Moldernéss, and for a, 
couple of seasons of the Quorn. It was said thet there wus ao 
better huntsmun than Mr. Hodgson, but thatinthe kennel 
he was supreme, and he prided himself specially that he could 
prevent hounds having kennal lameness, no matter what ken- 
nels thay inhabited, his ere at being that a predisposition of 
the complaint was broug t ahout by hounds beine permitted 
to lie inactive on their benches for many hours, ain his plan 
On non-hunting days was to have them turned off their 
benches once every two hours, aud in the winter, when tho 
evenings were very long, to have them go disturbed by micon- 
light. ere is a proof thab an experienced okseryer put 
down u very serious dog maludy as caused by long stratehes 
of idleness, and it must have been remarked by all doz own- 
ers that after a dop has been sleeping for some hours he rises 
with his limbs, in a measure, seb, and for a second or two, 
until he shakes himself, he moves with a lame fait. 

this is not at all noticeable in dogs in recular work, as 2 
pointer, setter or terrier in working condition, invariahiy 
quinine up sharp, and he willcoil round und sleep at any tim, 
just like a dog will that is always running about, To be Iept, 
in Confinement is an unnatural state for degs, and, therafore, 
complaints such as kennel lameness, or Wany other more pro- 
Mounced diseases, can easily be ascribed t& such treatment. 
It would be usaful, we teel sure, for doy owners te consider 
this subject, andif they have been unsuccesstil, in bréedine, 
or in havinz their dogs go wrong, they might fey to remeLy 
existing evils by qualirying the necessary amount of artificial 
treatment in the management of a kennel with o largo 
addition to the routine of exercise.—Kennel Gazette, 

THE MOTHER BEAGLES, 

HAVE two little beagle mothers, The erand dame had 
four little heagle puppies, the daughter only one, I haya 

thetwo mothers in baskets each side of the fire in my sitting 
room. One of the four little ones died, then the beacls pranc 
dame had her eye on her little granddaughter, and was most 
anxious to getitinto her basket tomakeup for the little one that 
she lost. Her daughter thought otherwise. Wlicnevar the 
yourg beagle mother got out of her basket, the grandmsihey 
would jump immediately in and take possession of the little 
grand puppy, cuddle and caress it until the little mother 
caine back, then relinquish it at once without the least dis- 
pute, This little one was very whining and trethu, althoush 
4 yery fine puppy. Then it took sick anddied. Then taera 
way commotion in the camp, for after it was taken away, 
the daughter would jump into her mothers baskit and lay 
siege to all three of the little puppies, and would not take nay; 
but they did not fight, The oid mother would then muke 
room forherdanghter, and take a share im their nursinz, 
Now the threes little puppies have the blessing of tw. 
mothers, Tt is really ustonishing and amusing to watch tiie 
maneuvers of those two lttlo beagle mothers. 

T am astonished that ladies do nol take mare to little 
beagles. I would never have another lap or Held dog atter 
knowing the beagle. The beagle is a most delightful pei and 
companion, either for the field or parlor. Tt is sucha useful 
little animal, for they ure death on the jack rabbit and io 
very affectionate, but require warmth; and I do no think 
them yery lone liyed—abont eight years; not much longer, 
The father of ths puppies is a littl black and white iim- 
ported beagle that was presented to me by an Mnslish gentla- 
Tan. He is a most pugnacious little dog and a perfect Nim- 
vod in the field. He has rum himself almost blind, for he 
never will stop running until he is made to. He is naw aboat 
seven years old and begins to show age; hus quits lost one aya, 
so I will not let him hunt any more, only when he slips out, 

T cannot tell how he escaped the contagion of last Octobar. 
We lost then six beautiful foxhounds and four beagles with tho 
distemper, which disease Was the most virulent ol its kind. 
This distamper vaged all through Virginia, Everything that 
could be done was dono to save the dogs, hut to no avail. 
One beautiful and tayovite foxhound was perfectly cold thice 
duys before if died, Inever could have beleved that thora 
could have been so much differing amone the canine race. 
They were all nursed and caved for as much as if they had 
heen Christians. Nearly al) our neighbors lost their hounds 
and other dogs af that tine. Now hounds are yery scarce in 
Virginia and there are scarcely my beagles at all to be pot 
for love or money. 

Old Rattler, too, is asinging dog. Itis most extraordinary; 
it h» be asleep, and I begin to sing, in a moment he is wp, pats 
his fore feet upon my tap, opens his mouth, and pitenes bis 
yoice tothe yery highest key, At first | thousht it meom- 
monly strange. The next time I saw his old master I men- 
tioned the ciremmstance to Lim, He said yes, indeed, ho 
could sing, und always begau to siug his little dop’s sonc 
when any one began te sing, T thought at first it browghn 
back some old memory to the poor little beazle, Ib appears 
not, he is a singing dog. The other beagles do not sing 
like him, but offen commence to howl and make a perfect 
Bedlam. Bi 
Prior Woopraor Counry, Virginia, 

A Costiy Brre.—A dog belonging to Joseph Schwarzer 
haying bitten the son of Michael Powers, the latter procured 
on Saturday, inthe Yorkville Police Court, an order to kill 
the animal, The dog not having been found, tle owner was 
suminoned to appeur in court. He pleaded through his low- 
yer that the dog never having bitten any one before, ho 
should not be held aceomitable for this, the lirst otfense, 
Justice White said that a similar ocevrrence had onco cost 
him a largesum, <A doe he formerly owned bit a boy, and 
the lad’s lather obtained a judgment tor $1,000 damages. im 

also, it was the dog's first offense. By advico this instance 
of his counsel he ap plaled the easa, which was finally decided 
against him. In the meautinie the expenses attendant on thoy 
leval proceedings had, together with the oripinal indent, 
reached the sum of 55,50). He advised the defendant fo 
carefully avoid becoming involyed in similar difficulties, and 
discharged bim upon his promising to find the dog if possiblo 
and Kill him. 

DOG PICTURES.—Editor Forest aud Stream: Your euter- 
prise in ftumishing not only the earliest and most reliable 
reports of allevents in the dog world but with them such 
admirable portraits of bench show and field trial winners 
has won for the Forest anb ATREAM the wtnicsh praise 
among men from all parts of the country with whom T baye 
conversed, Your illustrations are wonderfully well done, 
considering the promptnutss with which they appear Hay- 
ing won the confidence of doz owners by your intelligent, 
‘candid and impartial ficld trial reports, Way you continne to 
be asnow, “always ahead and never bebind,’—Canis (Chi- 
capo, IL). o 

A VALUABLE DOG KILLED,—Whitestoue, L. 1., Deo, 
#5,—That tie brutes of this world ps wellas the fools are uot 
all ded yel, yon will not deny atter reading what follows 
My dog, a noble setter in theyriaie of life, of fine prayior- 
tiols, active, Stanweh and true, lies here i my dintns-roon 
swathed in rags and cloths, riddled through the thighs with 
No, Ys, the puualty of trespassing upon a ueighbor's grounds, 
where a bitch of very doubtiw pedipyes, owned um (die p; er- 
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ises, was in. a.condition calenlated to-attract every dog in the. 
vicinity. The fences encireling the forhidden grounds were 
in # mosh dilapidated condition, with apertures nearly large 
enough to adihit of a cow passing through. My poor Shot! 
Ee was but thirty feet ahead of me when he turned from the 
publie read, and passing through a hole in the fence, tres- 
passed—actually trespassed—ypon my neighbor's property, 
moeting there 4 murderous fre from an old musket, at eight 
yards “rise.” which will probably result in his death. The 
shouting was dqne deliberately, in my sizht, but so quitkly 
that IT was powerless to hinder it, His was a qiietf nature, 
unoffendins, beloved and petted by alll,a good one in the 
field, of fair pedigree, and withal cowld do his share of tricks 
about the house, Should he die I firmly believe that mine 
would be as clear a claim for damages as ever man had 
against man in the courts of law. e above are the un- 
Ingsed facts. What think youf—a. G. W, 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.—A mesting of the 
Wastern Pivld Tiials Club was called for last evening, but as 
twenty-five mombers (4 quorum) were not present, it wae 
Postponed until Tuesday the 16th imst, The Board of Goy- 
ermors met and elected the following gentlemen: John B. 
Marston, J, HW. Kershow, F. C. Hoe and J, P. O'Neil, The 
following names were proposed for membership; L. B. 
Wright, L. @. Clark and D, T. Worden. 

' PINE G.—We last week published Pink B. a3 winner 
of firstin the N. A, K. GC. Derby and New Orleans Gun Club 
Derby. It should huye read second in both the Chicken 
Tijalsand N. A. K, C, Derby, and first in the New Orleans 
Gun Chib Derhy, 

Atifle and Crap Shooting. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

S178. Jan. 6.—Daspite the storm to-day. saveral riflemen as- 
sembled at the rinze at Waluut Till to commence the regular 
matches for the month, Theday wasa fair one fcr shooting, Be- 
low are the best scores, all ab 200y¢ds, : 

Creedmoor Match, 
A Duffer ..... . 565 6 6 6 5 & 5 449 
JA Cobb......2. 545 45 4 6 5 5 537 
JG Thomas... ... no 4256 545 5 4 446 
AT Wariey..-. 45 44 4 5 4 5 4 6-44 
TJ Barker _... wo 6 4 F 4 4 4 6 4 4-44 
T Eyevett (mil). of 4 2444 8 6 4 4=40 
QA Mattes pia tee wes ot ave wt 85 6 38 4 44 4 4-40 
BJ Turner (milly...) 4.0. =-s 2s eae eo 
CH Best (mil), -_--- sip te § 4 & 4 4°38) 4 4 2 4—3) 
S CRINGDS.. oe. eee SH AP a ate 445 4444 4 4 2-33 

Rést Match. 
ADiiler...... cesyeeeeeee ees --4-- , #10 1070 10 10 10 10 10 10—99 
DA Romhe.......-.. secu eee 1 91090 8 10-10 10 10—97 
S wild, -,-.-.--: tema ores WiNW11 710 O 9 410-05 
AW A Stiles » § 8 910101010 710 wW—t3 
A J Carter... . 8 £ 610 81010 810 885 
TP) Byker 40 9 8 Bt 8 810 Ps 
(FE Best. y..)-.0e15---: 8 610 8 910 9 Y 7 G8 

Ce a 109 710 8 6 8 BS Aaiis...-.-.--05 ny eee 0 9 7% 5 R_OF 
4 Baier CO as sieg weeassld 6 9 FINW 9 B10 YS 
Th A Garber, ...... 10 0" 7 ooo 9 6 SSRs 
TSA erh Tae ee ele eric ee 10) 62" 990 1-9 Seo iF -9=s0 
‘SC Stirbhs..., pedbeite a0! wea BUD ER. Gp eh 
JA Gobbi. .-.-.. poaere ke - ee 4 wR ¢ 88 5 FT Y 3-81 

OARDNUR, Mus3.. Jan. 3.—At the last meeting at the Hacknatack 
Range of the Gardner Rifle Clob, the inch ring and Creedmocr target 
combined wes used; distances 200¢ds.. off-hand. The following is the 
SCOVE: bie, BR RG. ‘otals, 
G FP EMSworth .,,.25.-..02) +: iT : > 05 
IN Dodfe,..... sliageysheee 44 7 49 18) 93 
A Mathews .... pi BL 46 92 46 167 92 
WC Goveland..-..j-. ce neo -e qT At wd 149 ag 
GO Goodall... A 7 48 b)- 43 146 = 86 
Bf Unilarwootl, .....--0)+-2--+ ee TU 45 122, 89 
GQ Situmway-.-. 4h Bh dd i178 
¥ Parker. 42 548 114 (85. 
W Amsdeti.. 48 bb 4 113 BS 

WORCESTER. Mass,, Jan. +—The winter series of matches at Pine 
Grove Range, under the auspices of the Worcester Rifle Association, 
took place to-day. It was sharp and frosty with the wind at 9 
oelovk. Whe three matches and the prizes are as follaws: 
Maich A, Creedmoor target.—Conditions, 200yds, Pesition, stand- 

ing. Bounds, ten, Anyrifle within |herules. Eutries unlimited at 
fifteen eents each to members; fo non-members, first entries cach 
Guy, thirty cents: re-entiies, fifteen cents, Prizes to hé won on the 
apprezate of each competitors hest five scores, to count in the order 
made. Rifles with military or open sights to heshot without clean- 
inu duying each score. Military rifles allowed seven points, and 
other titles with open sights five points, on thé arrepate of five 
scares. Competitors to ho handicapped. - 

Mateh 8, Decimal Target—Conditicns and prizes same as in match 
A, excepl thas military rifles are allowed ¢ighteen points, and other 
rifles With open sights thirteen points, on the aggregate of five scores. 
Match G, Decimal Target, at Kest—2Nlyds,; Younds, ten; any posi- 

tion, o7 rest; any riflewithin the rules: entrtes inlimited at fifteemcents 
fomembers; lo non-menibers, first entsy each day thirty cents. re-en- 
tries iiftean cents. Prize sto be won on fhe aggregate of each competi- 
juris best four scores, which must be made on fourdifferent mateh days 
not over sue scor- tobe couated thet is made on the same day. 
Rifles with military or open sights to be shot without cleaning dur- 
jug each score. Muzzle-loading rifles, using round or conical bullets, 
to be mllowed eight points, military villes thirty points, and other 
onen-<izhted pifles twenty points ou the ugerefzate of four scores. 
Mateh to be shoton Massachusetts decimal target. Prizes same as 
Matvh A. 
The records made to-day are as Tollows; 

Oreedmoor Target. 

Stedman Olark.......-... - ds ea eee 45 42445656 4 5 + 
BON Morse, Jr_..- tee eee 44406 4 od 4 448 
Ff Johuston,.... 44444 44 4 6 4-49 

i 4545 434 4 4-41 
wi 2D 4 4 44 4 4 fey 

444494 5 2 ey 
a5 ¢4 43444 5 eg 

: $4485 3 4 8 4 5—29 
Re-entliy..a.----ni tes: tee a6 ¢4 4 4 4 4 4 44g) 
GW Warheromil, coy... 22s 10 wise. PSESt fi de A 8 eps 
Re-eMiryy WMI. es) syste eee es myeeodt £4 3 4d 2 8 4 5 a5 
Moffitt, anil. . ssisag-s- nee =e sheets te Ot Rs Bool ¢ 8 2 8S 

" Massachusetts Se piel eed Sols Pet ane 
Stedman: Clapke ei So. 24 tmeetenie oh 7 8 at” 
ag crea ah Ath 8h 8 * 8 8 § a0 
Arthur. oe... a. Bb 2 9d FU 7id 7% 
C Dusenbury... 5 51010 25 0 4 & B G50 
Re-entry... .-- " 6 9 38 7 8 4 & B 666 

J N Morse, Jr... 47 6 7 4 7 O 5 10-4 
J Williams.----. 1410 6 6 5 4 7 §-—d5t 
Wdy Rice... .... 2. 808 8h 5 8 gd 445 

Massachusetts Decimal Tarzet—Rest. 
Stedman Clark,... .... peteseeeeeeey DO P10 9 9101070 9 10-08 

CONLIN'S GALLERY.—Cerner Thirty-tirst street and Broadway, 
The 19th annival shooting- tournanient will be convened in this 
gallery on Monday, Janvary 15, 1888. ‘The public aud especially all 
Tarksmen ire Invited te call, see The prizes, read the conditions antl 
participgte inthe contest, 

THE TRAP. 

MAST WAREHAM, Mass., Dee. 25, 1882,—Second mateh of the 
Cn Club; 50 #las3 hulls each; 18yds. The sum ofeach flye shots is 
Sivent 
BP Manamon.....-.cse see 4 8 24 doo 4 4 B39 
PF Manamon: (cs. ees) see. -4 6465 241 3 4 4% 

RO Pratt.....-- mitre 103 12102 6 6 1-2 
HB Griffeth.. haiti 8 5 2 4-24 2 4 2-8 
WES) GalfPathis is 0s 48446404 3-31 

J.C. W, 

——— ——_-o — 

—A POULTRY SHOOT.—The amnal poultry shoot of the Seppen- 
feldf Rife Clubwas hell Dee, 20. Following scores at 6) 12-ring 
target, 84in. hall, out of m possible 120, were mada: 
EB Holzmann,.,...-.......2.), 417 G Messerschmitt. .....-......., 99 
@ Rein,,.... Hanes ..-115 T) Hermann, .. 
WeBidiae Fie... 115 W_Balz........., 2... 
G Zimmerman,..... ,. 112 JD Dilletburg .... 
7 Schutz... 2.0... 0... PTO roe. Wisael tos kako 
W Seppenfeldt..,,,,.. 108 B Wragge......... 

W Wenz. .:-2) 2522. A Gunther....,. 22... 
J Hitzel. se... yitia 
J Rein:....;.:. 
H Eisen... ..... 

J Morghe...._. 
A Bendheim, ._. 

Pachting and Canoeing. 

NEW CENTERBOARD FOR CANOES. 

N efficient centerbourd is a boon to the canceist. All boards of a 
‘L fixed pattern ave, however. more or less in the way, and sa irk- 

some Is the casing found in sa eruising that much as a board is to 
be desired, it is often discarded altogether, the room being be- 
srudged by the paddler who feels the necesity of claiming Lo him- 
self all there is of that commodity in the very straight quarters 1o 
which every canoe must plead guilty, The “folding board’ over- 
comes this objection to a great extent, hence its popularity of late 
and a deseription of the appliance in these columns not long ago, 
Mich genius continues to be expended upon boards for cannes as an 
adjunctwhich will enable the traveler to utilize his sail on the wind or 
evenin a heading breeze is so certain of approvaland wide introduction 
that the stimulus for invention is not at allwanting, Canoeists in 
America are now counted by the thousand, and the swingers of the 
blades make fresh converts so fast that a bid for (ueiy faver means 
4 trade destined to expand withoutlimit, The latest candidate in the 
field seeking anacknowledemsent of its merits is, however, nolable 
in more respects than one. The ‘Goodrich defiscling eenterboard,” 
named after its inventor, not only does away entirely with all inbourd 
easing, but is recommended for a peculiarity of its own imtended to 
reduce leeway to a minimum or walls the same thing, make a 
board of less draft accomplish as much as a deep one pout 

In construction tne Goodrich patent is sumplicity itself. The 
“board”’ consists of 4 thin sheet of stilf melal, iron, steel, ar brass, 
swung to the keel by something like a long hinge, which can ‘be 
rotated at will by applying forces toa lever at the after end, within 
reach of the crew. ‘Thé metal blade is 30ia. long and Yin, deep for 
canoes, and 3tin. long with 10in, depth, adapted for rowhboats and 
generaluse. The forward endof the shaft ships or points inlo a 
small lug socket pendant from the keel. Theatterend passes into 
alike arrangement, which is somewhat longer. It is held in place by 
turning up a s¢reW in the back of the after box, drivine the forward 
end home into the lug. To remoye or unship, ifis only necessary to 
hack out the screw, draw back the bourd until the shait drops out 

of the forward lug, then pull forward until clear of the box also. 
What keel is cut away is fully compensated by the stiffness mf the 
shaft when thescrew is turned home, To control the angular posi- 
tion of the blade, a lever is introduced inside the canoe. The top of 
the after hox has au opening witha forked slide Slipping over the 
slot. This slide is pushed clear, fhe lever then stepped into the misi- 
die hole of three in the shuftend, If the board is ta be Kept plumb, 
draw to the forked slide, so thal tlie prongs grasp and hold the laver 
upanddown. Leakage is prevented by having the shaft closely fit 
in the box. When so nipped, the blade is ver'ieal, the same as is the 
case with an ordinary Genterboard, and in this condition the canoe 
ig prepared to sail in light airs, or before the wind, as tf is impossible 
to tries un the blade, Being small, very thin and with sides as 
smoofh us you wish to finish them, no agpreciable resistanee will he 
experienced, while the boat is always ready to come by the wind in 
a moment, without the bother of looking after the pennant, 
When down it acts a3 4 steadier olf the wind, especially if the 

water be lumpy, When heeling to a press of sail or in aie up 
against the wini, the angle of the blade muy be changed quickly to 
anit the demands of each tack. This is effected by shoving back the 
forked slide, and then pushing the lever up to wmdward, retaining 
it there by a small hook and eye supplied for the purpose, When 
going about. throw otf the hook while in wind, push lever over to op- 
osite side and hook again. Until well settled down to the work, it 

is best to Keep the laver approximately as desired by hearing against 
it with the knee of the foof. Should half the anzle be sufficient, the 
lever may be allowed to come back till it takes against the outer 
edge of the little sliding cap. When the board is to be got rid of 
temporarily for padWing or to clear a shoal, it is turned clear up 
under the bottom, as shown by the dotted line in one of the cuts, 
by taking hold wiih the lever in one of the outer holes of fhe three 
in the shaft. Few vanoes ave anything but a “straight out" for nine 
inches from the center, so the board will lay quite snug in this posi- 
tion; aud should it offer any re<istance on account of a rise to the 
floor at the forward end, jamming the water between the hottom 
and the board, 16 willbe so trifling as to be inappreciable in ordinary 
ractice, though possibly iy might serve as a scapegoat lor some de- 
eated racing pavtlen to shift his failure in a spruce contest, to his 
own satisfuction ot least, But the eangtist is not a blue water 
cruiser, and it Is seldom a few strokes will not lind himonthe beach, 
where & minute will serve to remove the board altogether, if he finds 
himéelf in for along buck against a nose-ender, The lever muy have 
a fore and alt hinge an inen or so aboyethe box, so that, after set- 
ting the blade, the upper length can drop down flab on \he bottom 
boards. The shaft is fitted In the two end bearings tight enough to 
require soe force to turn, so thatin moderate sailing it will rata 
an angle without fastening the leverinside. This ia of some value 
in boxing about in doubtful waters, since striking a rock or gouging 

has heen previously unshipped. 
the bottom will turn the board up out of harm’s way if the lever | 

That such a board is oi light and very efficient there can be 
no doubt. Whether it would in any way affect steering in an irrag- 
nar munner or not we cannot say, Tl if does, a little experience 
will probably famili-rize the erew on this head, One objection is 
likely to present itself, and that is the rigidity of the blade in stril- 
ing then ‘sfairly end on. The ordinary hoard will Hy ip into the 
ensé, but the one under consideration would not yield niless by 
‘crumpling,’? Those who have used this novelty seem to have 
eseaped such a result, and only éxtended practice can tell whether 
this one ihebility to damage is enough to counterbalance other 
evident advantages. Considering how easily the blade can he 
straightened ot if pent, and how often it will eseape by elasiic 
yicleing, the objection is probably not a very serious one in so light 
a hoat. * r 

This new board ig made by Thos. Kane & Uo., 129 Wahash avenue, 
Chicago, who inake a specially of its introduction, supplying $b 
it to an their boats for $10, and to them all inquiries should be 
addressed. Ls 

YACHTING IN SAN FRANCISCO, 

LTHOUGH the season for yachting was over some time since, 
and but few ofthe whitewinged fleet are on commission, if 

behooves us at this time to take a hasty backward glance to see what 
has heen accomplished by this, one of the best patronized, locally, 
of our out door Sr. r 
Take ifall inall the season was not a satisfactory one by any 

means. Oueof the clubs had no annual regatta and that given hy 
tha other was not by any means first-class, ‘The small yacht rezatta 
Wasthe best attended of the year, but even that was not up to the 
one fiven last year. 
The truth of thé matter is, there ought to be only one club here, 

There ae nol enough yachts for two; and what is more to the pur- 
pose, there are not enough yachtsmen, Three-quarters of the people 
who go yachting are not yachtmen at all, and know nothing about 
handling 4 boat under sail. Oueclub could prosper and progress, 
buf the rivalty of two does no special good tothe amusement, Both 
of them are weak in some particulars. 
We are told, however. that there are elamenis which will not 

mingle and that there will be two as long as the leading spirits now 
controlling the respective destinies of the clubs remain with them, 
The worst feature of our local yachting Is here hinted at. There 
seem to be several factions in the clubs, the rivalries of which affect 
the “cause” to its disadvantage. Our oldest club is specially 
difiieted in this way,so that instead of being as prosperous as it 
should be under other cireumstanceés, it does notadvyance. The 
differences should be healed us soon as miuty be, and mutnal con- 
cessions urged, that the club itself should he able to take the position 
if really merits by its age and experience, 

As to building of yachts some little of this is going on. Two fine 
large yachts are being built in this city, and oup smatler one; and 
two smal| ones are in course of construction in Oakland, These wilt 
inaterially add to our fleet. and more are talked of. And this is the 
#real encouraging feature, since the old boats will be bought by 
other p ople and more persons Will join inthe sport. A few of the 
old hands are dropping out and new blood is coming in, so that the 
yachting will not languish for want of enthusiasm. 
There is no place in the world where yachting has the adyantages 

of the weather we have here. For seven or eight months we have 
eteady regular trade winds, which insure passages, and we seldom 
have drifting matches where races are sniled, True, our sailing 
grounds are somewhat limifed in extent, and there is a taint of same- 
ness. Btu the old hand will find many places to go which are pleas- 
antto him, and he is always sure of ‘getting back,” something 
which cannuot be well counted on In other parts of the world where 
winds in summer are variable and light. We have to deplore the de- 
eline of small yachts among us as these furnish the yachtsmen for 
big ones, There are no small yachts in either club, and the tendeney 
is now all to large ones, The owners of small yachts find they can- 
not keap up with the hig ones in the cruises, and the time allowances 
ceive them noshow in racing, so they become disgusted and want 
larger yachts opr none. Therefore, fhe twenty-five and thirty foot 
boats have decreased in number and no new ones are being built, It 
seems to be agreed that thirty-six 1o forty feet is the smallest practi- 
eable size. The eighty and ninety-foot yachts donot build 1p tha 
yachiing interests of the East like the smaller ones hecause they cost 
too muchtornun. Inashort time the owners become sensible of the 
eonstant expense, and the yacht is hot as much used as would be one 
of less d'mcneions. a 
We hope for better things next aecason becaus2 the yachtsmen seem 

to recognize the fact that there must be greater harmony among 
them if their favorite amusement is to prosper. If some of the more 
energetic will take the matter in hand and break up the cabals and 
factions that exist, and tale hold of the interest in earnest. there is 
no doubt that a better record will be made next year. More cruises, 
more races, Jess bickering and talk will bring the sport to the front. 
— San Francisco Breeder and Sportsman, 

MR. LAWTON’S VIEWS. 
Exlitor Forest and Stren: 2 
My attention has been called to a letter written to your paper by 

your yachting editor. 
Tt certamly amuses me very highly to find My, @. BP, Kamhardt 

criticising dogmatic imperatiyeness, selfcontradictiens, or method 
of argument. 

If T have interfered with any presumptive right of his to be dog- 
matically imperative, or self-contradictory, orif | have made use of 
his methods to transgress the rules of fair discussion, 7] haye done so 
inadvertently and shall endeavor to Ivaye it to him to monopolizz 
such faults In the future, Asto haying in ‘ny mind’s eye’? Mr, C, 
P. Kunhardt as an anthority on yachting measurements, the mere 
Teno vf such a presumption should be a sufticient answer Lo the 
joNght, 
What pretensions to being an authority on that subject he can 

have, who for some time past has persistently adyocated, and con- 
tinues to advocate in the columns of the Worusr anh STREAM, a rule 
of measurement which has fhe approval of no authority on the sub. 
ject, that is ungnalifiedly condemned by Mr, Dixon Kemp, Mr. Colin 
Aycher und a host of others foo numerous to mention, that os 
favored by him is in use nowhere and never likely to he adopted in 
any club or association, Tam at a loss to comprehend, 
The sources of information and knowledge are open to every one 

the Opportunities for extended e@xpelience have occurred to yery 
many. D ‘ 
His assumption of superior information, knowledge and experi 

nee in Yelation to yacht measurement, and the crediting himself 
wilh the introduction of the cntter here and all modifications of 
models, rigs and customs, is as ridiculous as his assertions areun 
true that nyy experience has been limited to drifting on the Sound or 
that I have ever been in favor of traps. 

Tn conclusion let me add that T freely and frankly agree with him 
in one particular, that I have much to learn, and itis a pity that he 
differs with me in not thinking thal he hasas well As to teaching, 
when f desire to ba instructed a5 9 pupil, T will certainly seek more 
reliable sources of knowledge than the gentleman who advocates 
exploded theories and assumes to have Hothing to learn and eyery- 
hody to teach, Newsury D, Lawron. 
New York, Jan. 5. _ 

TIME ALLOWANCE. 

Etlitor Forest and Streant: 
Allow me fo suggest 4 basis for time allowance that does not seem 

to haye occurred to any one else, and w ich is nol only simple but 
foires than most, and arough ant ready substitute lar the philo- 
sophically accurate bull measurement, “weight of mB or, in other 
words, aif the propulsive power, not the fallactous sallmeasurement, 
With steamers, the fairness of this [s obvious, Suppose hall a dozen 
yachtsmen built their boats to fituniform engines, they would soon 
find out which form gave the best results, and could handicap in re- 
gfuttas with vessels of different size according to horse power. Why 
Should not this work with sailing eraft? True,one man might use 
heayy canvas, taint spars, aud very solid arrangements generally. 
aud another might go in for light dimity, packthread shrouds and all 
thatsort of thing. Still, eaeh could suit himself, and the differenive 
eould not he so great that model would not become, as il ought to he, 
the main factor of success, One thing would happen anyhow, the 
abolition of all gingerbread work and useless gear of all kinds, in- 
chiding the fiendish popgun. And, on general principles, T fancy 
‘“inachines”’ and “toys would ‘evolute’' out of existence, and the 
sail locker would not be crowded with such a variety of fancy kites. 

Certificates of weight of rig should le deposited at headquarters 
Of cack club, and any changes duly made known. MULL. 

NEW SHARPIES.—M. Clapham has in hand at his yard, Roslyn, 
L. 1, two Nonpareil sharpies, One of dift. over all, With ft. tin. 
beam, to be schooner rigged. Bullt in best manner and of extra 
finish, decks being Inid in strips of pine and walnut alternate, lin. 
wide each; cockpit and cabin, oak with mahogany, cherry and ash; 
draft, without board, about Yin. The second one is 40ft. lone, with 
10ft beam and lhin. draft, without board; yawlrig; cabin, 14ft. Gin, 
long, finished in varnished hard woods. The same- builder is over- 
hauling a COft. sternwheel jaunch suitable for Southern bayous or 
very shoal waters. 
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“GANNET."—SINGLE HAND YAWL. 
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. Designed by Mr. H. W. Eaton for Mr. Otiver Apams, Larchmont Y, C. 

CRUISING RIG OF “GANNET" YAWL. 

THE YAWL GANNETT. 
JINGLE hand sailing and the cause of small yachts generally, has 

\ started on an incipient ‘*voom,” which is hailed with pleasure by 
all p+rson3sim 9ue] wich a real yachting spirit, and waich is certain 
to blossom into a healthy fashion, as the advaniages of reguiar 
yachts over open machin-s are more fully understood. Alvays in 
the van in promoting those features of the sport which are praise- 
worthy in toeir tenjencics, PorEsT AND STREAM has lent its aid in the 
furtherance of the construction of the small, safe yacht as distinct 
from the treachrous ard useless machine, and while other contem- 
poraneous publications are still rucbing their eyes and trying to 
tmaake up their minds which way to jump, we are glad to fiad that 
quite a cliss of single-handers have already been ordered from the 
builders, and that several are already so far finished as to afford an 
ide. of |neir adaptability by actual inspection. The lines of some 
have already been published in tiese columns. This week we add 
the plans of anofiaer very likely looking can lidate for popular favor 
in the shape of the new yawl Ginast, built by Wallin & Gorman, of 
South Brooklyn, for Mr. Oliver Adams, Larchmont Y. C.. from deé- 
signs by Mr. H. W. Eaton, Seawanhaka Y. C. 

_ The Gannet differs from the other examples in being a tombina- 
tion of the keel and centerbouird types, and is therefore especially 
interesting to many who object to the draft of a keel and the 

1 

smaller beam of a deeper boat. Itis very difficult indeed to make a 
successful combination of the two types, as those who have 
attempted that kmd of work know full well. Anyone can produce 
a centerboard craft and plaster lead underneath cal.iag her a com- 
bination boat, but to devise a cross which shall poss 3ss t .e good q tali- 
ti+s of eitner extreme, and a miniovum of their un .esirable peca iw- 
ities is a different matter, Such attemp.s have genera.ly failed, 
because the originator found if impossible to divorce himself from 
pre-conceived preference for one of the two extremes. Thus the 
predominating features would in one case he those of the usual 
shoal trap, with a tritie outsile weignt and the cat or sloop rig. Sne 
would still remain open to all that is urged against fae trap, and 
possess too jiltle of the excellence of the opposite :tyle in the way 
of an offset, or she would be narrow and deep like the cuitar bree ° 
and then completely spoiled by being minus tue benefit of a keel 
and low ballast, a bourd being substitute, wit 10out r yme or reasor, 
ouly as a claim to representing a combina ion of the two cui f types. 
The underiymg quali.ies which really ought to receive considcrution 
in place of thé mere garb of shape yisille to the eye almost alwuys 
have escaped proper attention. : 

In the Gannet, however, tae work of an experienced hand is plainly 
visible. In this yaw] it is evident that the best performance for ail 
round work in connection with certain definite stipulations, such as 

safety, room, stiffness, smill draft, and handy rig, has been thor- 
oughly studied and digested before giving instructions to the builder 
togo ahead. In her outline or ia some especial respects the Gannet 
may not be fully in accord with our own predilection, but that does 
not blind us to the fact that we haye never seen a more successful 
blending of the two types, bearing in mind the service her owner 
i.tendsto put her through. Sheis such a vast improvement upon 
the usual style of small boat and must be found so much more satis- 
factory than the open machine, be she cat or sand bag caricature, 
that tne wonder is such boats have not been built in large numbers 
heretofore witiont waiting for Forest anp STREAM to give them 
prominence before the public, and it will be equally as great a wonder 
shou d the Gannet and others of her class fail to instigate the launch- 
ing of a very large fleet of similar boats in the near future. 
For family sailing, cruising in the Sound, and for the rational en- 

mie ato of life aflo .t tie Gannet cannot fail to apnea forcibly to 
1e great mass of expectant yacht owners who hold aloof for want 

of the means or inclination to build large craft, under the impres- 
sion that small boats can never be anything clse but nasty, wet, 
treacherous and generally useless open machines of the catboat 
order, costly for their size and: worta, requiring large and imprac- 
ticable crews to sail with any success a3 BUNA SDEE shifters, and ex- 
tremely dangerous and unsatisfactory when sailed by,one person. 
Of all ideas ever evolved in the nautical line, the catboart is notori- 
ously the ‘wettest’? ever floated. She is also next to worthless in 
rongh water, and totally unfit for family purposes. She is at best 
but a racing tool which, even in skillful hands, 1s mom ntarily liable 
to fill or turn petticoat up, antl even while on her proper legs requires 
incessant watching as the price of life, and always exasperatingly 
cavorts on her helm in all but mild to moderate vinds. Sane has no 
stowage or accommodations, and a day’s cruise in the thing resolves it- 
self in a paren jacket and nothing ‘‘made good,” or else a toastin the 
broiling sun and late hours to m :ke home moorings for want of over- 
nigit a commodations. To induce family sailing in such traps is 
braving risks and the crime of manslaughter. No person of sense at 
all conversant with the charac:er of such boat wili venture out with- 
out serious misgivings, which spoil what enj»yment there mnight 
otherwise be io tue sail, With their canvas reduced to something 
whut they can carry with tolerable exemption trom a capsize in un- 
toward circumstances, suca boxts lose all tueir speed and weatherly 
qualities and bsco.ne wreteied failures in every respect. 
That asolution to ihe question “ow to build a small boat which 

shall possess the attributes of a large yacht in all re-pects, limited 
only as to power by her small tounage,” has not before this met 
with a favorable response can only be attributed to’ tne prevailing 
creed tnatit was useless t> expeet anything more from 15, 18, 20 or 
25ft. than already achieved in thetypical catboat traps which are the 
cause of annual loss of lif2 and narrow escapes, keeping hundreds 
away from ownership on account of the dread for the danger sup- 
posed to be aneces.ary accompaniment to sailing in small boats. 
‘Many a one has told us how. in his yonnger days, he longed to get 
aflout, but was prevented by older heads on the plea of the inorui- 
nate risk not commensurate wit ithe gain in healt. and instructive 
experience. At tuis day there are great numbers of people in whom 
the ambition to yacht has been smothered and driven out of their 
constitutions for the reason that their inclinations to intelligent 
muscul r exertion have been steered into other channels in days of 
yore when they were not yet thei: own masters. 
How many tuousands of Amerizans, young likely hands at sheet 

and halliards, are there not, who, though living with all the entice- 
ments to yacht almost beneath their bedroom windows, ¢ suld not, to 
save t1eir souls, tool a mudscow under tow, to whom all the absorb- 
ing dclizhts, the free exercise of brawn and spirit in_a manly bout 
with the elements on salt water are asealed book and much more— 
even a positive scare. They are trained in ignorance of t.eir loss 
until apathy and a long nurtured fiight of the water renders them 
sterile pround to even the mos! insiduous pages of yachting Porrsr 
AND STREAM spreads before them every week Not for them, not if 
they know it. They care not to parboil nose and cheek, nor do they 
hanker afer the gymnastics dusty weather affords, much less do 
they ti: gle with joy at the prospects of tae ashen breeze which the 
stern necessity of reaching home a:d mamma exact; of the woebe- 
gone catboat athlete who must get home by night lest he he left no- 
where in next to notiing to stay there. we. 
But with the introduction of the cutter and the diffusion of **cutter 

principles,” a new era is now See ruatey dawning, and tnat the par- 
adise on earth which yachting in small boats holds forth, shall be 
partaken of by tue great masses, by the thousands who now would 
as soon think of tigtit-rope d uncing as of cruising in a 2at or send ie 
delusion, all that lies within the power of FormsT AnD Srream shai 
be done, and that, judging by the signs of the times, will note alto- 
geth: ria vain, 4 : 
The small yacht, not the machine, is now on te eyeof general 

introduction, Those who are so situated as to debar them from the 
use of aregilar keel cutter will tind in the Gannet a compromise 
worthy of detailed attention. : fi 
In her we have safety, absolute safety with a moderate rig. and 

possibly even with racing sticks showing far greater area of sail 
than Mr. Adams has selected. The Gannet combines the great stiff- 
ness of the American sloop with much of the safety of the cutter. 
She has 8 feet beam on a load Jine of 20, whieh is quite as much as 
given to tae beamiest of trap:, und she has besides depth enough to 
insure large accommodations f ra couple of hands. Her coekpit is 
roomy enough for four, five or even six. It is shoal, but deep enough 
for ‘comfort.’ She may he knocked down ever so often, but will 
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not fill, as the water will net piss over her cabin door sill. She has 
alarteare1 of deés forward to boist and attend to the ground 
taicile, more tiat tie average opsn coslpit haat cim display. She 
hasilov bide. and canlie on the mud witiout harm or inconveni- 
@n2e to fioseon board. Shoe his a board which gives ber practically 
oll frat can be claimed for any centerboarl trap outhatscore. Sue 
has her b lass were it will do most good sud where it is out of the 
way. She has an easy body, whieh makes her easy on het helm. 
She may beciught out wih ladies or children on boarJ,and can 
house bem asrequiived to ride outa sort r under alee away from 
lom>. A meal can be prep wel aod disposed of under shelter, and 
storage for artic es of clotaing and proytions, aud the nuerous 
aseesrias Of a ploloased craise fiud an appropriate place in per- 
Manens quarcers, 

Sheis always ready for tripping and a voyage of a weele. Sheisa 
far dri r bot than the tlut irontrup, and easierin her behavior in 
rou rhisa water. Sheisa full fledged, completely furnished Hoat- 
lug home, whiea the catboit is not An} nevercan be. Sie is ship- 
Shape, wad not an outrige to thes dlor’s prudelection. Saieis abl r 
ubder all circum tance . and offersminy times the sport, and i3 
fhdaptable to all the v viety of condi ions cyery yachismAn js subject 
to, even wont off for only im ftir .odn’4 sail aoo10 in near by 
strotehes. Suc is c.ough of tee sloop im type to possess all thut 
bliad patriotis.c, pr juice or aetual fact cay count in the fuvor of 
phealig tulrart. x1 soe is cutter enouga olay claim toa very fur 
slate of blessi gs of the deep k4elsuip Yinally, quelity fr quality, 
ged with lke oc tit.sheneel cost no mors than the p nealke ex- 
triyazing 1, Since no more materic, a smaller rig. and very liste 
more lnvor and batlag is demandet in curryiog out the Ganuet’s 
p-oportions. J be 

As to rig, youmay give her the dimity you most fancy and yet not 
desiray woah Has jist gone before. lig her as 4 sloop or cutter it 
you think you can mister big sails o your satisfaction, If you are 
doubtful on that point sive her an equiva ent anda little ovcrin the 
tut of a yawl, and but litle, if any..peed need be lost io light 
weather with big top;ail and ballooners as you choose, If you are 
not particular us to speed, but cara more for boxing about wich the 
other haif of your estate and maybup arising sprout to lool aftcr, 
res. content with the very siug proportions tie ac ompnying plans 
have been given, which, if unuer ized for what tae boat can very 
well | ear, pxactly Serve toe pur poze of many a person more anxious 
to enjoy in sershe poi) of aii tths enciantmeut of criising than 
of enguging in fieree st ife fora bauble in the satisfiction of racing, 
ambition boi iag over at teyer heat, % 
Reainember thet with three -trakes down the yawl rig takes no slack 

from sloop or cuit er, and wil wiud on the schooner, lngecr, lteen 
ardo her yani ies of the provincial min; that win ti! jin on ow 
boom theve is nota string more to vex or perplex than in tie prim 
tive cathoit; thet for uaudmess an! an ever rendy state to meer 
squalls, drive unh irae tarouz 7 putty witious varying your course 
and tixe'riiks iu so doing; that foradaptation te all kin’sof Wi ather, 
to allsorts of suili g, the yaw) is queen of all rigs yel presented for 
eousideralion. You may live tiough seasons of tempestuous 
Weather a id nevertouch ; reef. You may unbdend or lock up the 
mainsail and Jet your tix year-old to id initiate himself wiinert 
tanger inte ths mysteries he oug.t to be master of atten, Anil 
should you bs absent from home, wich instructions to keep the 
mainsail in the gasket, f18 mosb limii and geutle of maidens 
may pull off, and with tue cogclinan, gardnuer or shipkeeper to do 
any heavy heaving (o clear fro n the iooriugs,she may sail to her 
hesrt’s content wil-a veil forthe Sun, and return brizgist. rerreshed 
invicorated with fic day Spent a thousand old beiter chanif 11 d 
away in yawning about tie piazzes, or killing time lost to earthly 
surrowniling intaemyt. ical adventures of the improbable heroes 
of abstract literary concoecrion. 
The Ganuet was built by Wallin & Gorman in their best style of 

woriman hip, and isin every way a sup rior production, Some lit- 
tle details, such as square butts iu the ¢1p ral, misht be excepted to 
on fhe sdore of fiuish, but in tiése the builders hove followed ruling 
custom. while in come respects their styiv shows an advance upon 
ordinavy con traction. The material is sound all through, well put 
together, and Also well proportioned, and as far as an ins section cai 
sho ¢, tiey have faithfully carried ont the mol ls of Mr. #iton, We 
Lelieve Mi. Gorman is one of the few yacht bwillers in this city who 
really understand “layive down and ‘‘tuking off)’ and who can be 
relied upon to produce a yacht an accurate copy 1rem a set of ;j lans 
on paper. Many builders pretend to be fambiay with the work of 
the mild loft, but they of.en rely npontheir eye and a guess wo get 
her “about 30,’ as nivety-nine o.ners out of a hundred could not 
detect the difference anyway. 

The Gannet is built whl osk kecl end firme, pine plenk and 
ceiling, and hacxmata:k kmoe-. Her house and cocapit are especi- 
ally leasing in outline, all neatly finished in yellow pine, varnished, 
with trunmings, rail, doors and tliding companion of mahogany 
The decks are laid in narrow, white pine, varnished, which is a great 
improvement upon the hideous and lubberly plan of slobbering then 
with blues, yellows or greens, giving an aged appearance to a boat 
searce a week out of tie shop, acd exa-psrating to 4 person of taste 
with eonsideratin for the fliness of tuings. below, tue cabin is al.o 
fitted in biizht, yellow pine, and the floor of the cockpit is a connter- 
purt of the deckia thisrespect. A fresa, smart, agreeable impres- 
Siow, and 8 yacht-like neboimess isthe result, Toe coexpit, it should 
be mentioned, is loug att, with an elliptic round, bringing the rudder 
head ivside, ‘This is possills wilhout destroying necessary deci 
yoom aft ou accountof tac long overnane, without whieh the boat 
woull lose imterially in thé accommodations she possesses. Sails 
will be of John M. Sawyer’s best make. 

DETAILS OF GANNET YAWL. 

Length over all _....... 
Load water liae..., , 
Lea,----1+5- 
Draft without centerhboard (aft). . 
Dratt with boord down . ,... . 
Oucside ballast (iron keel)... 
Taste ballasr, iron.,.....-. 
CaLin house (leneth) : 
Coeepit Jength) ...... eens sir 
Head voonin cubin.,.. .. 
Height of cockpit floor 
Centerboard Geiigth) 

4%t, bin, 
eat Gin, 
vee OTH. 

Dptioh lin... Pe ee ees F « Uft. Gin, 
}reebouru amidscip to sheer plank, 
H isttofrd *. 2-2... ae. S. 
Avea Mm uimsial, . 
A 61 jib..-.-- 

FROM THE PACIFIC COAST. 

Editor Porest and Stream; 
Twas taaqgob an have followel vessel building for n.any years. 

Being a great :tadent in my profzssioa, so soca as my attsntion was 
Cuded othe dicaisimzoluzonia bie d'Oae3% AND Struam. 1 sub- 
-seribed fia Lue pres ut Vol. XTX, and seas. for ths previous 
vyolumé, Suppo fog [| showid find the beginning of tie Gutter and 
gal AMiog Wisu Coutroversy, Ou revciving Vol. XViil., TI foand an 
indes to Vol. Xval., in waich J finl toe bevinniag,a; [suppose, com- 
mending With the adventof thecitte Miadgeinoar waters, Thatis 
why Luowseolfor Vol. XVID, Woile | am nos prepared to indorse 
al you advance in fayorof the cutter, Lom free to admit you make 
an excellent sjowins, Tile mos oojeedion. tomy mind and experi- 
ence, Lo cutters of the Maggie type, isim the extreme narrowness of 
beam, not the depth. 

‘Thit daep wud marr sy vessels_will beat wide and shoal vessels in 
outside heayy Wea tier and lumpy water I thing certain, 

Tliku your paper puny much. Itijse valuable ind interesting to 
me tuat L e..nnut afford 6) haye ous Word os. Tue purty wao pu tes 
the slechs 14 so Cardless, (hat the retliny mitt r i. oce¢isionaliy 
asted tozciher, a3 you will seuia tivo nunibers retuned for your 

inspection, - 
7 notice on a number of your drawings the scileis omitted. | 

judge rom the nature and manier ia waica you write, that you 
assume to mike PoRe3sT AND STAMAM a touvaer, on autnority on 
yacutiig and nautical mutters in gencral. Wiih the tdele on the 
tirawings we cau fatifyo .are corr ct, and we shail Kaye faith in 
ToRxes? AND 5TREAM, 20 accep, ib as unthoriy i such matters 
Gan PRANCI-co, }), C. M. Goopsnun, 

[For the absence of sesle3 upon several occasions the blame rests 
wii tae pi9.0-shgrivers wh yoccasiondlly follow their awn judg- 
mens in Oldie fF om the original waat huey consider of ne colise- 
uenes, The wultsrsloop controversy, or rituer the “qnestion of 
} Pe," had its origin witli oaksr avb STREAM ive Phy i ago, Fromthe 

Tm dust Wepiun lg Of i ecejsio lil parag? ipi this bat le of type bas 
bien fougit up iL) into 4 prowinence overshadowing all other isues 
bef ve the yachting public in Amvrica, The cutter bas been lifted 
from obssurivy andiye butt of mbtense oppodtion to a widespread 
eed wileh has already influenced a marked depirvure from 
ormur Gustous in yacht modelling and whieh in due time is destined 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

to completely change the build and rig of American yachts and also 
to furtuer materially the growth of a.class of yacht sailors umong 
yaeho owners.| 

CRUISE OF THE ACTHA,—This schooner, Mr, David Sears, Jr. 
Bo. ton, arrivelat thit pot Des. 8), after some exten ted craising in 
European waters. She leff Boston May li with tvelye hands, the 
owner, Mr. Charles Longte'low, anu Mr. James Barker, Arrived at 
Cowes after a passage of 21 days. Then eruised to ad ‘he Channel 
poits, and left for Brest Sept. 1. The Portugal coast. Cadiz, Gibral- 
tar, Moraceo, Madwira, Cape Verde Isles were visite lia t irn, and tne 
trades next taken across to Havana, where tie schooner arrived in 
fifteen days. From that part sie sailed for New York, reaching 
here Dec. 24 The Actea i; 1virt. over ail, "2ft. load Mae, 32f beam, 
Nit, Gin, hold and 11ft, draft. Built in Mame in 1880. Sails by Me- 
Manus & Son, of Boston. 

HANDIVAP3,—*"The air isaltye with rumorsof handicap schemes 
and cruising races, one andallof waich must ten 1 eventually to lower 
the standard of erews, capruins, and yachts. Itis, indeed, highly im- 
probable whether any theory of haadic ipping e¢ wt be sauce “ssf. ally ap- 
lied to the racingof yachts, and whtre a.telipts art male to intro- 
uce fli-in tisy have  windle] futosweeps.akes, lotteries or fascoes, 

move sulted to 4 carnival than jortry of the ua.ne of +port. Lf so 
retrograde a movemMen) were ever attempt -d, it will encourage only 
eon ests between mferior vessels, wile. will retard and alin a seri- 
Ous Liow at elass racing, tue most important advaace racing meu 
have for years simel at and which is the only basis upyn whien true 
meri) Can be arrived at,”"—Lonacn eid, 

TRITON.—This Herréshof built schooner has been sold by G. A- 
Thayer, A. Y. C tor SUC. Griggs, Jr., of Chicago. Sue has been 
hauied out at Port Richmond. 5. L, preparatory undéenaking a 
voyage to New Orleans, where her new owner spsnds the winter. 
Next eummer she willrouud Nova Seo ja and eraise ia Lalce Mic 
fan. ‘ie iricvon was built ten years ago by the Herreshofts, of bris- 
tol, i3 TUF, Overall, GIEt, loud line, tt, beam and Tt. depth. Custoni 
House numer 145,l35, sails by Sawyer. 

NEW SLOOP.—Wallin & Gorman have turned out anew sloop of 
the usuaisty.e for New York owners. Sie hos been shored up 
along-iilé tf eir shop before raceiyinz the linishiug touches, Lonetu 
on deek dalt., onloud line, 82f.; beam, Isft. Gin.; dopth, ft. fin; 
draft without bourd. 3ft- Gin.; mast aoove deck, d8it , topmrast, Taft.. 
boom, 3itt.; gaff, 19Lb.; Lowsprit owt board, 161t,; ji) on toon, 24th. 

NEW DESIGNS.—A. Cary Smita 1s at work on a aumber of new 
plans. Be-iie tne schooner buliing for ViesVom, Hovey, Hastern 
Y. O,, at Poillou'’s yard in Lbrooklin, Mr. Smjth lias on his board 
turee sloops, 75. 0), and Suit, load lise, Also a Tit. schooner, for 
Boston owuers, to be built of iron, a large new sedooner not uw be 
huis till next year, and severad smailer vonts. 

THE HUDSON RIVER Y¥. 0.—dave electel the following officers 
for 1883; Commodore, Joseph Sti ger; Vice-Commouore, T, Muller, 
Jrj Dressacer, at, V. Pree nyi; sscrecwry, 8. m. Wilsou; Measurer, 
Con, Reth; Steward, Charles Hufnagel: Loard of Trustees, J. T. Mul- 
He Dr, tia Lewis, William Aenniers. Wiliam Buchanan and &. V. 
‘reeman, 

RACING ON THE THAMES.—Racing large yachts is r\pidly on 
fie decline in Gugland, especially on the Thames, The cost and 
trounle is soch a heavy item, Itiseyen proposed to limit prizes to 
yacots not over 20 lous, on t18 grounds that small vessels atford the 

t sport, even 3-tonners coming iv for a large share of tue prize 
muusy, 

ALUMINIUM.—The recent discoveries by which tlhe prosuction of 
this meval has been cweapetet fro.n 35.00) per ton to $5)! bids fair 
to bring about its a .optiou for tas sheathing of yachts, for stays, 
tous, block straps, ete , as iris much stronger, and lighter, and Jess 
destructiule than the best steel or compositien in use. 

DAUNTLESS,—This schooner, Mr. 0. H, Colt, N. Y. Y. C., was last 
heard from al Malaga. Whiie crossing Biscay on tle passage frou 
Bordcaux to Gibraltar. she struck intoa henvy gule, calrying away 
boats and staying in bulwarks, also losiig light head gear, She was 
a yery long time muking the passage. 

LOUISA.—This schooner, having been purchased by Com. John 
A. Harnes. from Mr. N. P. Rogers, will be flyg snip of the New bed 
ford Squardronnextseason, Lengta over all, sU.iJfo., on the line, 
dG.4E., beam, loft. depias 4.606, Built in 1867 oy Youmans, of New- 
port, aod rebuilfim 1870, 

SOUTHDRN CROSS,—Mr. BR. Dudgeon, of Locust Valley, L. I., 
has purvha¢ | tuis schooner from phe estate of the late Joan A. Mon- 
sell. She is 78ft over all, 65 on the ue with Isft. din. beam, Ti, vin. 
deep and GEt. 2in. dratt withous board. Built by Deexer, South 
Hrooklyn, ia 188u. 

HAZEH.—This schooner has been bought by Mr, T, Hogan, A, Y. C. 
She (ill be thorouzhly overhauled and receive new canvas by Saw- 
yer intume foréarly spring. Toe Haze is G7ft, over all, 59ft. bin. load 
line, 17ft. 6:n. beam, and 6ft. Sin. decp, 

AMERICUS Y. C.—Have elected for officers for 1883; Commodore, 
Albert Komp, Jr ; Viee-Comimodore, Hem'y G, Ackerinan; Secretary, 
William Hussloch; ‘Treasurer, kugene Jcerolumon; Steward, tc. 
Greurley. 

DEANE,—Mr. A. Komp, Jr.. has purchased the open racing boat, 
Geo'ge Gb. Dean, and will mutcu her asa member of thé liuison 
River, East River, Americus, Knickerbocker and Lurelmont Y.'C, 

PERSONAL.—Mr, John Harvey left for England by yesterday's 
steamer. He wil return shortly to nish designs in Land anu to 
superintend the construction of ssvcral new cutiers. 

NEW SLOOP,—Wallin & Gorman, South Brooklyn, are to build o 
sloop 8rft. long, 14ft, beam, wud dfc, Win. hold. They have under 
way also several sund-baggers. 

NEW JERSEY Y. 0.—Willlay down ways capable of hauling out 
yachts 50ft, lung, fur the sum of $3\\), if t.me for hext season. 

ctuswers ta Correspondents. 

t= No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

J. W., Lensing.—We don’t know you. &ce notice at head of this 
eolumn, 

J.B. B., Wallingford, Conn,—Duek shooters enerally use No. 6 
shot, allhough at this time of tae year many of em use No. 4, 

T. W., Hamilton, Ont,—1. ‘Hill on the Management and Diseases 
of the Vog,” price $2, 2.. “Training vs. Breaking,” pice $1. We can 
send tiem. 5. Write to B. & G. Vou Culin, Delaware City, Del 

EL, D., St. Olair, Pa.—1, We will exchange on receipt of book and 
postage both wavs, provide | book isnot worn. 2, Price of *Coues's 
Uheck List is $3, jtisnotbatall a popular work, much less so than 
his “Key to Nurth American Birds,” and that muca less so than his 
“Purbetaing Animuls.”* 

Waite Hare,—Gildersleeve’s Landing, Conn.—l. Will the great 
northern hare thrive ina wellnyooded town fifteen miles south of 
Hartford? 2. Will it he likely to remain near the spop where first 
liberared? 3, When would yon liberate: what month? Ang. 1, No 
doubiic would. 2. Probably. 3. Larly spring. 

Sacro Panza.—Miffintown, Pa.—Whcst kind of a dogiis the best 
for bunting tabbis? A fri-ni of mine ha; as fine bred beagles us 
there urs in the country. but they do not care to go into briers aud 
bruibles to drive out or start up the rabbits. When a rahbitis 
started tle beagle is no doubt as good as any ofher, but some cross I 
think Is neeesSary in order that the doz should be a perfeet rabbit 
‘log, have a dog thatthe mother was a full-blooded setter and the 
fatucr was a hound, acd ha will chase up two rabbits to a heagle’s 
on® walle tuey are fooling arodid on un old track. My deg will 
Wiod the rabbit and staro him wp. Abs, We have seed wu cocker 
-paniel trained ta work with beagles, and for a starter he filled the 
bi i eutirely. 

BROOKLYNITE.—In reading hocks on angling { find much said in re- 
sard .o tie Long Island trout,and Tshould much tike fo try my hand 
on them someday. Gsn you tell me if there is such a thiug now 
obtainable within easy access of Brooklyn, say fo startin the morn- 
ing and be back ia the eyening; if 50, where, and how can Tet 
there? I am under the impression that there are vet afew trout 
streams, but that the fish is nob only scarce, but not adcessible owing 
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to the steams belonging to private parties. Ans. There are still 
plenty of trout on Long bland, buy most of the streams require a 
Prrmit to fish on them, There are some trout to be had abour Smith- 
lown, Patehogue and Freeport in streams cpem to the public. On 
the South Side are man, streams in which guod fishing nay be had 
by payiog for the privilege. 

“When cleanliness, prompt action and g(ntral there peutic reeults 
are desired, Benson's Capciae bonovs FLASTERS are musitrs of the 
eltuation, Trey easily excel all other ¢(xternal remedies.” bo writes 
an eminent Westero physician. bor local rhewtmatisin, toipid liver; 
scinti and Lronehius they nave made a brilliant reeord. Beware 
of pa: ‘Uapeiue’ cur in each, All druggists, rive 25 cents, 
—ddv. Y 

giew Publications. 
ENGCKING ROUND THE ROCKIES. 

Mr, Ernest Ingersoil hasmade a good deal of his experiences in 

whatused to be the Far West, and from his prolific, and very pleas- 
antly bundlel pen, have fiowed newspap_r leters, mugazine articles, 

books, and scientific reports in considerable numbers, His last ork, 

‘Knocking Round the Rockies,’ published by Hurper Bros., is a col- 
lection of sksteaes, whica haye adpeared either in tae magazines or 

the newspapers within Lhe lust six or eight years. Many of those 
therefore who read this beautifully goien up book will reeoguize 

among the matter contained init, old and alinost forgotten friends 

of earlier days. 
As mizht be imagined from what has been said, “noeking Round 

the Roekies” treats of a very wide range of subjeots, If describes 
Tndians, bug-lunting,”’ camp life, mining, and half a hyndred other 

novel things that attract the utteution of the new-comerin the West. 

Scattered all through the book are prettily told mcidents in natural 

history. These topics are fo themselves injeresting and Mr. Inger- 
sols style is always so pleasant, that his writings may well sere to 

pass away en idle hour, 
The mechanical exeention of the hook is very beautiful. and it is 

profusely illustrated wih full-page engravings of a very high degree 
of excellence. Tt seems rath va pity that some of these engravirgs 

should depict such entirely “fancy sketches’ as the combat between 

the buffalo and the bull elk, becuuse They cann t fail to give to 
people who kuow nothing avout the subject ideas which are entirely 
erroneous, The sane niay be sail of fhe pietures of the antelepe 

killing the rattlesnake, though this is Not so glaringly bad, for an 

antelope might possibly takeifiinto bis head to kill # rattler in the 
manner depic.ed, and i! he attepipted it might svececd in doing it, 

while it is inconceivable that the male elk and huffalo shoula have a 

combat, and vith the resu.) here shown, Othe other hand, many 

of the pictures are extremely trne Lolife, andin all cases the exe 

cution is very beautiful. The delineations of some of the scenes of 

travel and of cump lifs are very faithful, 

CAMPS 1N THE ROCKIES. 

Under this title § essrs. Charles Scribner's Sons haye publisted 
an extremely entertaining little book, by Mr. W. Baillie Grohman. 

“Knocking Round the Roexies* and “Gamps in the Rovkies” 

have m common only the two polnts tuat they treat of the same 

section of country, and that they are both made up of letters that 

have already appeared in type. 

Mr. Buillie Grohman’s book is written from the standpoint of a 

man wiio has not forzoltan that whea ho wert into the mountains 

he wasa “tend rfoort,’ and there is thus freshoess anid a charm 

about his narration of scenes and circumstances that is yery de- 

figatinl, There are so many people and things in Lhe West taat are 

surange to Hustern eyes. bue whics seem so commonplace to the 

moun-aiaeer, thah be never thinks of them, that ibis refreshing to 
find a boo.cin wiiea all sued litte dstails are set down 

Tae ludicrous sile of travel in tae moantatus is described with a 
great deal of humor, bul this husior is always lisht and graceful, 
abd never approaches the borde: line of ¢ arsctess Lo the “old 

timer’ Soimevf the most amo ing ft uches in the book, howeyer, 

are quite ungonscious. Ole of these is where t_e author tells us of 
havingshoba biz ora, aad goiaz ap tril tymeusure its large hoins, 

was knocked back by bhe animal which hact been only ‘creased. He 
had no means of stupp-og the escaping raf, for as he uaively says, 

‘My rifie I had left behind at the place Thad shof from.*’ ‘Tue idea 

suing up to one’s game without a rifle is certainly avery comical 
one, A somewhat similar oceurrence 1s narraped on the occasion of 

meeting a grizzly while eateving grasshoppers for 2 fishing bot, 

Tuis jrankuéss is one of the principal ¢harmts of the book, <A, the 

yume time no one who has passed through a long experi-nee of life 

in tue mountaius can read tuis book wituout at once secing thet the 

author isa man of keen perception—cne who accumulates experi- 

ence very fast. He does not hayeio be shown a thing half a dezen 
times before he learns it, and we doubt not that he has acquired 
more experience from his three years in the mountains than most 

men would learnin a dozen, “Cajpsinthe Rothiss isa yery en- 
tertaininz book, and, on the whole, very*true to nature. The author's 

style is agreeable, and his method of (weuting the subject is well 

«hosen. In an appeuilix to the book he gives some very useful in- 

formation to those who are ignorant of lifein tie West, as also soine 

interesting notes in regard Lo calile raising. 

FISHING IN AMERICAN WATERS, 

A new edition of this work by the late Genio OC, Scott, has heen 

published by the Ainerivan News Company. New York. There is so 

much that is good in tuis work that itis a source of regret bo see that 
anew edition has been i-sued wilh all the imperfections of the old 

ove. If Mr. Scott had lived he would lave corrected these most 

glaring errors because he was a progressive man who would have 

taken advantage of the wealth of fish lore whivh has appaared in 

print wituio the past ten years. He ecert.ilaly would not havealioned 

the statement on puge 25, wherein he declares the whale and porpoise 

to be fishes, Which was wrilten before he had fecess to works ou 

natural history to appear, As a salt water augler Seobt is good 

authority. Notso goud on Eresh water fishing; and on the classifi- 
eation of fishes his wrilings will only Jew! the novice astray, His 

illustrations of fish are not good, especiatly Meir mouths, and in the 

matter of fins one more or less does not seam lo matter, as in the 

smelt, T'o our young anglers We wollll say, read Scolt for his fishing 

alone and you will find him very thorouch, especially in sea fishing. 
Tas American News Company have issuad the book on good paper, 
and in handsome shape, bul they shu. ld haye had it carefully re- 

vised and, at least, might have given us Lie game laws of New York 
from a later date than 1807, The price of the work is 

Mr, E. T. MeClord, of Charlotte. N, C., says an unknown exchange, 

has for years madé a husiness of collecting ‘possims, which he sells 
during the Christnias lwlidays. He started on Thanksgiving Day 
for the mountains to collect adyove of “possums. He arrived at 

Davidson College wilh 123 “possums, which he drove along the ron 

us thonch they wera so many hogs. He camper uh Davidson Collese 

fast night, securing bis drove by means of poles, haying tH “possums, 
tothepole. He keeps three dogs barking all night, and these keep the 
*possuins so frightened that they hold 2 firm grip to the poles with 

their tails until the sun iswp. This is tiie first time he has ever at- 

tempted the experiment of driving ‘possuins ike cattle, and doving 

the whole journey he bas Jost only two, one of whieh escaped hy 

falling through a bridge. 
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FACT AND FANCY. 

California isnot_generally considered a cotton State, yet | 
one plantation in Sonoma county this seasom yielded 40,000. 
pounds from 225 aercs, 

Dilworth, Porter & Co., ef Pittsburg, are reported to be 
about completing arrangements for the wanutacture of raal- 
road spikes, on an extensive seale, out of Bessemer steel. 

A German war correspondent wrote from Egypt that the 
Highlanders could be excused for despoiling the fellahs of 
then tronsers, as their own costume is unsuited to a fly-pre- 
ducing country like Egypt. 

The semi-centennial of the Baldwin Locomotive Works oc- 
cured recently. The enyployes of the works observed the an- 
niversary by attending: performances at different theatres, 
tickets having heen furnished by the firm. 

The railway carriage works ofthe London & Northwestern 
Railway Company at Wolverton were burned on November 
26th. The loss is £100,000, Three hundred persons are thrown 
out of employment. j 

Hole-in-the-Day, a Chippewa Indian. and son of the famous 
cnial of that name, started out on a lecturing tour in Minne- 
sota, His first audience vielded him $2.50, and that ended 
the venture. 

The dining cars upon the Northwestern Railroad are said 
fo have conspicuously written across the bills of fare, “No 
orders trom the wino-list filled while passing through Towa.” 
So no man ean take a drink between [llinois and Kansas, 

Bur a MorHer-In-Law’s Brats THem ALt.—A curious 
experiment was recently made at Paris to determine the 
power of a crocodile’s jaw. ‘The animal was fixed on a 
table with its upder jaw connected with a dynamometer, An 
eluatric shock caused him to give a sudden snap, 308 pounds 
was marked on the instriment, and it was calculated that the 
contractile forces of the muscle causing the movement was 1540 
pounds. The muscle of an ordinary sporting dog showed 500 
pounds, 

A Sea Doc.—A_scheoner rounded to at some distance 
from ifs wharfat Bath, Me, the other day, and while the 
lookers-on were waiting for a boat to be lowered and rowed 
ashore with a hawser, according to the natural order of things, 
they saw something yery different. A dog sprang from the 
schooner into the river, swam to the wharf with the end of a 
line in his mouth, and when the hawser to which the line was 
attaehed had been hauled in and made fast, swam back tothe 
schooner, seized a 10pe that was flung to him and was drawn 
oa board 

An Ontario sportsinan fell into a Quebec trap a day or two 
ago. Dr. Weagant, a Cornwall dentist, invited some friends 
to shoot game near Dundee, and in the excitement of the 
sport followed his quarry from Ontario into Quebee. Here 
the game was out of seasou, and Mr, Weagant was had be- 

forse the magistrate and fined $40 and costs for shooting with- 
in the Quebec boundary, and $5 for shooting within the close 
season.—Toronto Globe, 

A Dog and his Tail fell in a, Dispute as te whichshould Wazz 
the Other, An itinerant Wasp passing that Way casually 
Remarked: ‘‘Speaking of Tails reminds me that I Possess 
one which May possibly be Influential enough to Wag you 
Both.” This fable Teaches that ten cents worth of Dynamite 
is a bigger man than a Church Steeple.—Denver Tribune. 

In Austria 1,027,020 head of gronnd pame were shot in 
1880, inciuding over 900,000 hares, 42,000 deer and 27,000 rab- 
bits. Of feathered game 992,346 head were shot, including 
717,000 partridges, 84,000 quail, 78,000 pheasants, 48,000 wild 
duek and 25,000 woodcosk and snipe. Nearly 22,000 foxes, 
12,000 weasels, 6,000 martens, 2,300 wadgers, 165 wolves, 65 
lynx. and 25 bears are included in the report. Im Galicia the 
largest number of bears and wolves were killed; in Tyrol 
and Vorarlberg 2,000 head of chamois fell, in Styria 1,678 
head, and in Salzburg 1,055 head. Bohemia returns 380,000 
hares and over 400,000 partridges.—Huvening Post. 

The latest sporting joke comes from Yorkville. 
tlemen from that classic suburb, eager to distinguish them- 
selyesin the battlefields of the backwoods, left afew days 
ag0 for a point fifty miles north of Madoc. Being anxious to 
secure # few skins as trophies of thoir prowess, they engaged 
the services of an Indian to lead them to the haunts of the 
bear. Aftera few hours’ plodding they discovered bruin 
lying in the cleft of a rock somo distance above them, and at 
once began a rattling fusilade. After firing away two Loxes 
each of Winchester cartridges, their full stock, our heroes 
determined to procure a further supply, and wait until morn- 
ing for reinforcements. Imagine their astonishment next 
day to find their target tobe nothing more than a log of 
wood covered with a bear skin. The Indian was not present 
Loe serond Day; and was not to be found afterward,—Zoronto 
Mail, 

Tum *Posstum Must Come Down,.—South Carolina farmers 
are askine the Legislature of that State to inquire into the 
destruction of yaluable timber by cpossum hunters, The 
Gainsville, Ga,, Hagle, however, thinks that no remedy can 
be found. ‘There are,” it says, “some things in this world 
that dety all rules, regulations and enactments, that overleap 
all barriers and laugh at all obstacles. Ageregate together a 
hungry ‘nigger,’ a sharp axe, a yelping dog, and the ‘shine’ 
of a ‘possums eye, and you have got a combination that legis- 
lation will not affect, that the church is powerless to control, 
and that courts and juries, judges, jails and penitentiaries are 
unable to overawe, If thattree were mahogany and it in- 
volved the whole universe in civil war and blood ran a foot 
deep in the streets, that tree must come down all the same.” 

A Story Or A Sworp.—On Thursday, while tearing down 
# portion of the residence of Mrs, Faustina Pacetti, prepara- 
tory to making repairs on the same, L, ‘I, Canoya found a 
sword hidden away between the ratters of the roof. Upon 
making inguiries in relation to the same he learned that the 
sword had been concealed in the place where he found it for 

Two sen- i 
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perhaps seventy-five or eighty years. The story attached to 
ibis interesting, and we give it as we learned if from the lips 
of Mi, Canova: It would appear that ona evening, while 
Florida was yet in the possession of Spain, a grand ball was 
given, at which was gathered the élite of the city. One of 
the ladies present was noted for her beauty, and her hand 
was eageriy sought after by the officers of the garrison for 
the many pleasant dances. Owing to some misunderstanding, 
she became engaged to two of the caballeros for the same 
dance, The consequence was a quarrel, which resulted in 
the cessation of the music through the cutting of the strings 
of the instrument Hot words and insulting Jancuage passed 
between the officers, and the two repaired to the open streets 
and engaged in a duel, in which one of them fell. The sur 
yivor, dropping his sword, fled precipitately from the spot. 
One of the racetti family, a boy of some four or five years, 
witnessed the encounter, and, running out, picked up the 
sword and carried it into the house, Not wishing to be called 
upon as witnesses, the parents of the child concealed the 
sword and kept all knowiedge of the same from their neigh- 
bors. Thus the old blade has been in its place for upward 
of three generations.—St. Augustine (Fla.) Press. 

Tn a description of Kentucky ‘possum hunting, Mr, J. W. 
Eggleston says in Outing: But the supremely ridiculous begins 
when the dogs get to seeing evils. It is nothing but neryous- 
ness on the part of the dogs, but it makes them eubt some 
strange capers. They run ahead of everybody, frightened 
pitiably, with tails tucked and hair on end, whining “and ¢ry- 
ing till their fear becomes contagious and & human panic en- 
sues graphic enough to delight a Cruikshank, Hvery darkey 
tries to get in front, and their ashy hue (tho only paleniss 
they can parade) and their starting eyes are ludicrous enough 
toa cool person, They will sometimes throw away every- 
thing and never stoptillsafeinsome cabin, Some localities are 
popularly believed to be the peculiar abiding place of these 
“evils,” One piece of pines near here is called nothing but 
‘the Evil Pines,” and taough safe enough in daytime no darkey 
would go there at night though it were known to be inil of 
*possums. ‘Possums are caretully kept in boxes for weeks 
and fed on vegetable food only until fat, and this process is 
not omitted even when they are caught fat, for they are 
Known to be omniverous and they might have lately eaten 
“dade folks.” ‘Possum meat is really good to those who can 
digest it, resembling Charles Lamb’s famious roast pig, but is 
more delicate in flavor, and, what particularly pieases the 
negroes, is farmore greasy. One of our Masonic donee lo- 
cated in Manchester is called "Possum Lodge, from 4 traditicn 
that while still surrounded by. the forest a possum was once 
found in the hall and regularly initiated. MWrom time im- 
memorial on the 27th of December they hold 4 feast which ail 
Masons attend who can, for rare is,the feasting and great the 
conyiviality. An address is always made to the possum, who 
oceupies the place of honor and who, with many others like 
him, turnish the principal meat. 

For Throat Disaeasea and Courhs. Brown's Bronowrar 
Troo#es, like all other really) good things, are frequently imitated. 
The genuine are sold only in boxes, Brown's Bronvnial ‘frocnes will 
relieve Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive and ‘Lhroat Lis- 
eases, They are used alirays with good success.—-Adv. 

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain- 

ing mk for several days’ writing. Can be carried in 
the pocket. Always ready for use. A luxury to 
persons who care to preserve their individuality in 
writing, 

MABIE, TODD & RARD, t 
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Send for Price-List. 
Our Goops are Sotp sy First CLass DEALERS 

UMPHRI 

Finest Spring Steel Hooks tie 

ABBEY & IMBRIE’S 
“Highest Quality” 

SNELL Hooks. 

Prices given are per dozen. 

Wholesale Depot, 48 Maiden Lane, - = 
Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

d on Selected Spanish Silk Worm Gut (the Gut and Hooks our own 

make), or Best White Suk Wired Gimp. 

To be had of all first-class dealers in Fishing Tackle. 

New York. 

EVs 
OMEOR TAR SPROAT, FORGED O'SHAUGHNESSY, CARLISLE, ABERDEEN, AMERICAN TROUT AND SNECK KENDALL—ALL SAME PRICES. 

Numbers. .... VET ER IFICS 
_JR TIE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

HORSES,CATTLE, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS, 
and POULTRY, 

On single gut hy 
On double or twisted fut 4 
On treble gut loops or best wired gimp. 

FO TWENTY YEARS patel ogy Bomes- 
pathic Veterinary Specifies have been used by 
farmers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable an 
‘Tarlmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Coa! Mine Companies, Trov’s Hipnodromes 
ond Menagcecries, and others handling stock, 
with perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, (30 pp.) 

sant free by mail on receipt of,price, M) cents. 
(27 Pamphlets sent free on application. 
MUMPUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MEB.CO, 

109 Fulton Sireet, New York, 

NERVOUS DESILITY HUMPHRE YS’ Vital Weakness and Pros- 
\ 

ru 
Canoe 

ee 

i tration from over-work or 
indiscretion, \ is radleally 
aad promptly cured by it. 
Deen in use 20 years, AN | 
—is the most sitccess- 0 
fulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vialaand 
large vial of powder for 8%, rent post-free on re- 
cone of price, Humphreys’ Homeo. Med. Cg. 
. Elust, Catalogue free.) LU9 Fulton bt.. N.Y. 

A WEEK. $128 day at home easily made. | 
$12 Costly Outfit free. Addréss Tror & Co., 
Augusta, Maine, 

FSTERBROO 
PRICE $1.50. 

STEEL 
PENS 

== GONERE = as well as the head waters of the Connecticui 
river, Connectient and Parmachenee Lakes, ete.; 

: 4 cloth bound, 
Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 

For Sale by all Stationers, 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO., 

Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St, New York, Portland, Maine. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. : 

reater facilities for mannfacturing our good: 
e Sa. bape award and silver medal at the Massachu- 

setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for oursupersor goods, Send for catalogue. 

We are obliged to have more room in our sede tact 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received 

— RAMSAY MACNAUGETAN, 

NEW EDITION. 

With sixty illustrations, and a new map of the 

canoe tours of the State of Maine. 

‘ARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RANGELEY LAKES REGION, including aul 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 

Price, pos 
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

$4 to $20 Sieh atdnoss Stow a Uo,, 

Commission Merchant, 
38 HOWARD ST., N. Y. 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST. 

and Camera. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

t-paid, by mail, 50 cents, 

—— 

QLY SIGHT, 

THE HUNTING MIGHT. 
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION 

THE 

TCLLETT PATENT 

TrouteBass R 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

offered to the Anglers ot this 

WA} Country. 

| surrarte FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 
AND PICKEREL FISHING. 

PRECE, $1.50 EACH. 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
be purchased from dealers in your place. 

W. & J. M. AIKENHEAD, 
65 Front St., Rochester, N. Y. 

- Makes a Sporting Rifle Per‘zct, 
\ Send for Circular containing full! iption 

Address, 
WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Muddlefield, Conn, 
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Standard Works. 
FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 

An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first twelve 
yohimes of the Forest anp Srream, 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, $1.50, 

SHOOTING. 
ti liances, Practice and Purpose. By James DALzmt Dougan, Contains practical informa- 

tion a eb and mun ning, Its chapters trest of the Barrel, the Stock, Locks, niggers: Recoil, Breech- 

Loaders, Rilie-, Gare of Guns, Ammunition, Loadmg, Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and 

Fartridge Shooting. The chapter ov ‘“The Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of eS field 

sports ever published. Blegantly printed on fine paper, 380 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, 400; 

SHORE BIRDS. 
‘. ts and Habits, Il. Rangeand Migrations. II. A Morning Without the Birds. [V. Nomen- 

lature V. Tovalities VIL Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers from the Forest AND 
Brecaw. Pamphlet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. 
ing vs, Breakine. By S. T. Haumoxp, Kennel Editor of Forest anp Stream. Pronounced by 

thoareken Gate read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the hest work on the subject ayer 

written, 160 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid. $1.00. P 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

RELIABLE AND STANDARD 
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO, 

EQUALLED FOR Purity AND EXCELLENCE. 
Manufactured st WM § KiMB ALL & C0 the Connoisseurs and 

Pioneers of America 
in Fine Goods, Esfublished 1846. Dwerve Frmst Prize Mepars. 

Kragrant Vanity, Three Kings, New Vanity Fair, 

Peerless Tobacco Works. Soip in Aut PARTS oF THE WORLD. 

WHAT WILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW 
POOL'S SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 

OR STORM GLASS. AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 
Wiltn THLno You! ~! 

Wi! Itsvill detect and indicate correctly any changein the weather 12 to 43 hours 
l i in advance. It willtell what kind of storm is approaching, and from what di- 
it caction—inyaluable to navigators, Farmers can plan their work ac- 
cording to its predictions, Saves St times its costin a single season, 
H| Has au accurate thermometer attached, which glone is worth the price of the 
combination. This great WHATHER, INDICATOR. is endorsed by the 

HW 110St emincnt Physicians, Professors BEST IN THE WORLD! 
if] ane Scientific men of the day to be the 
i The Thermometer and Barometer are put ina nicely Anished walnut frame, 

iy with silver plated trimmings, etc., Making it a beautiful as well as useful orna- 
ment, We will send you a sainple one, dilivered free, to your place, in good or- 

i der, on receipt of HH, or sixfor#4, Agents aremaking irom $5 to $20 daily 
MW selling them, 4 triad will convince you. Orderatonce. Ft Ses at SIGHT! 
iy dust the thing to sell to farmors, merchants, etc. Invaluable to everybody. 
ii U.S. Postage Stamps taken if in good order, but money preferred. Aments 

i} Wanted everywhere. Send forcircularandterms, Address all orders to 
i OS WEGO THERMOMETLUIL WORKS, (Largest esiablishmentof the kind in. 
ii\|| the World) Oswezo, Oswero Co., N.Y. 

Worefer tothe Mayor, Postmaster, County Clerk, Firstand Second Nutioucl Banks, op any Business house in 
eco, N.Y. 

atte your fiat Office, County and State plataly, and remit by moneporder, draft on New York or registered 
I} totter, at our righ, 

This will make UF RTE LC A ANT ea Present. 

Titnd Pool's Barometer works as well a8 cue that costs fifty dollare, You can rely on itever: 
Cart. Gas. B. Roceng, Ship “Twiki, 

order, and must uny thee the irmirument gives perfe 
Gro, B. PAnnons, RB, R. Office, Detroit, Mich, 

i ‘ometer gaved ms many times its coat, in fortelling the weather: It{d a wonderful curiosity 
j]) and worke to perfection, L F. J. Ropentsox, Milraukes, Wis. 

ih BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS. None genuine 
iii] without our Trade Mark, and Signature of J. A. Poon, on back of Instrument, 
| a3 below PHA. tRADE 

Sol ua 
Every instrument werranted Peryect and Reliable. Size, Sf Anchen don se 8h wide, 

| S€not satisiicd on receiving tho Instrument, return itatonce and wo will refund your 
ai tnoney. Please state whoro you saw our advertisement, _ 

00 each is the regular retail price for above instrument, but bein 

= : 

Orientals, 

i Barometer received ingood . 
tis neatly made.and wonderfully cheap at tre dollars. 

I Pool's already i 

bn 
ll 

Ni i 

TR, 
hi 

NowWiCh.—F2, desirous of intro- 
ducing them and securing good agents, we offer for a short time to deliver “a sample ct ele any 

ing fora istmas address on receipt of only one dollar, or 6 for $4.00. Order at once. 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
8 Subjected to a process that renders the shells "eevee Sees pliable, and capable ot withstanding large 
charges of powder without bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired 
Eeep their smooth shape stiff, inside and ont. We offer them as equal, if not superior, toany other 
males, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

It's just the 

[ESTABLISHED 1549.] 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 
BRASS CAP EXTRACTORS 

SHOT SHELTS, AND 
RECAPPERS, 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE, PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS,’ BENGH CLOSERS, Btc., Etc. aie 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New Yors Acenrs: WALLACE & SONS, No, 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paciric CoAst AcunTs: CHAS SONNTAG & CO,, San Francisco, California, 
New Orbeans Acuyts: A. BALDWIN & CO. 
New ENGLAND AGENTS FOR SHoT SHELLs: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass, 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUPACTURERS OF— 

- Paper Shot Shel’s, Breech-Loading Camm, &¢. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by unyin the country. Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 
Cannon in the world. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST, 

IN PRESS AND PROMISED FOR JANUARY Ist. 
Eiow I Became “A Crack Shot,” 

With Hints for Beginners. 
By W. Minron Farrow, Champion Military Marksman, U. 5. A. 

The only American eyer winning the Albert prize of £100, and the Wimbledon Cup, valu - 
land. Winner of innulnerable matches at Creedmoor, Turf, Field and Farm Champion “1S. Millen: 
Champion '82. All gold medals. Wimbledon Cup, 30 shots at 1000 yards, Higheston record, 

Orders will be filled in ; otation ag received. Handsomely bound in cloth and gilt; 9 illustrations; 
prive $1, Send orders atonce. Many already booked. A limited edition to.be ed Seni by mail, 
postage paid. on receipt of price. W. MELTON ra kROW, Newport, R. I. 

DOG TRAINING; 

- & T, HAMMOND, KUNNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. — 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. PRICE 91.00, ' 

nl ‘ 
+ ‘ 

AND STREAM, 

They also 

AT9 

TRY.-1883. FOR TOWN AND COUN 

‘The year now drawing tu 4 close has Leen with the Formsr AND STREAM one of most 

gratifying progress. Harly in the year by an important mechanical improvement, the 

typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 

of the:tenth year of publication, it was 

Permanently Enlarged to Twenty-eight Pages. 
There has been an eqnal growth in other important respects. The patronage accorded 

to this journal by the intelligent reading public has never been more cordial than itis at the 
present time. Sustained thus heurtily, the publishers are prepared to maintain in 1883 the 

Forest AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this country, at onee entertaining, useful and influential, As the exponent of the 
highesti types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men who 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no 
interests to serve™saye those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 
whatever may be inimical to these interests, the Forest AnD StruAM’s highest ambition 
will be to preserve in the future the approyal won by its course in the pust. Ib will persist: 
in its efforts toawaken in the public mind a fuller appreciation of the importance of tite 

proper protection of game in the breeding seagon, and of due moderation in the destruction 
of game at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 

man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as it is to that already very large and constantly increasing class of business and proressional 

men, whose favorite relaxation from the routine of employment is found in brief yacation 

trips to the woods and fields and brooksides. 
The enlarged form of the Forest anD STREAM enables its editors to present each week 

in the seyeral departments a large and varied supply of reading. In the columns of 

The Sportsman Tourist 
Will be found sketches of travel and sport. Coming from many different writers, anu 

widely separate parts of the country, thesesketches always bave the charm of noyelty, and 

they are sura to be read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers see things through 
sportsmen’s eyes, and descrihe them from the sportsman’s standpoint, 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils nor with the mensters of African jungles. 

Quite on the contrary, it will treat of the animal life of land and water in our own country, 
the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 

presumed to take an intelligent interest. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
Inaddition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting excursions, necessarily 

yaried and interesting—as such acceunts must need be—these columns will be found of 

special value to amateur and veteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 
ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting. - 

Sea and River Fishing. 
The angler will find in the pages of the Forrest AnD STREAM the best angling literature 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together, This 
journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting having been held 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is belieyed that others of equal success will follow in 

other years. Meanwhile, the man who loves to go a-fishing may find in the ForREs?T AND 

STREAM all the year around a great deal that must be to his liking, 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted te this important subject furnish a complete resumé of eurren 

achievements and progress in this important work, 

The Kennel. - 
This department has won the confidence of dog owners. Its reports of field trials, bench 

shows and other events are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 

The recent series of papers by ity editor, entitled ‘Training vs. Breaking,” have been pub 

lished in book form, and have had a very large sale. Other papers of equalimportance will 
be published from time to time. 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical naval architect, and thoroughly familar 

with eyery branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 
and cunosing that have already won for the Forms? AND STREAM esteem and confidence. 

Its editors aim to make the FoREST AND STREAM a medium for the interchange of infor 

mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen, Sketches of field excursions, 
shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contribu- 

tions are respectfully solicited. Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us 

reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 
the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns, 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest anp StREAm that they bring the paper 

and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
spirit and aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon applicativn. 

The weekly issues of the ForEsT aND STREAM form two yolumes each year, of twenty: 

six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the files constitute a, library of permanent worth. 
ighteen such volumes have already been published, We furnish handsome file binders 

ice $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers. ; 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $4; $2 for six months, Remit by post 

office money order, draft or registered letter, Give name, town, county aud State. Addres 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 
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Section of gun after firing, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Don’t Be Deceived 

Section of gun cocked and ready for firing. 

The Anson & Deeley Hammerless Lock, 
AS MANUFACTURED BY 

Westley Richards & Co., London, Eng., 
HAS NO 

And is the only hanimerless gun in the market that is absolutel faultless symmetry and beauly so sharacteristic of Westley Richards’ Eroatiote : 
Every desirable teatu eis found in this gun. Superiority of Material and Workmanship. 

EQUAL! 
being simple, durablé, and possessing those wonderful shooting powers, combined with that indescribable 

Absolute Safety in Handling. Without 
Comparison in Durability and Simplicity. 

Shootins Qualities Wnsurpassed. 
The following letters from prominent sportsmen cover the ground exactly; 

J. Palmar ONeil, Es CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., March 20, 1882. 

My Dear Sir—The Westley Richards Hammerless Gun I obtained from ¥ De: 2 S ‘ Ss f ou has been the prea s of all my friends. I consider it much the best Hammerless ae and recommend a Sponrenien who can afford the luxury of a perfect: sun, to buy a Westley Richards Ham- merless. espectfully, © PATRICK HENRY. 

BURLINGTON, Iowa, Sept. 20, 1882. J, Palmer O'Neil & Oo., Pittsburgh, Pa.: 
poe Sirs—The (Greener and Westley Richards gin: arrived safely yesterday A, M., and in t e evening I took them toth out and targeted them, I like the Greener better for only one reason, and that is it fits me a trifle better. But the Westley Richards made by far the hest 

J. PALWIER O’NEIL 

target, so I have concluded to keep it and return the Greener. The Westley Richards is cer- 
tainly a little beauty, and makes as line a target as lever saw. Oneof my friends who is a 
great sportsman went out with me, and before the trial made all manner of fun of the ‘pop 
gun,” even while he admired its graceful shape and eisgant workmanship, But the result of 
the trial rather surprised him. He shot against the Westley Richards, his 11lbs. Daly loaded 
with 5 drams of powder and loz. of No. 7 shot, while [ used 34 drams of powder and Ifoz. 
No. 7shot. At30, 40 and 50 yards I beat him badly in distribution and penetration. At 60, 
65 and 70 yards fully equalled him. And the difference at 7d and 80 yards could hardly be 
noticed. Iam much pleased with the gun, and as soon as I become a little more accustomed 
to it I have no doubt my shooting will be greatly improved, I shall take pleasure recom 
mending the Westley Richards Hammerless Gun. 

Yourstruly, GEO. H, TOUSEY 

& ¢O., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Agents in the U. S. for Westley Richards’ Hammerless Guns. 

( TITTMANTp 8 John St., near Broadway, N.Y. [J] 

Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY, 

Special designs furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

NOTICE. | 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

the ‘*MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as mauy barrels can be usedon one steck; and for accuracy, con- 
venience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Illustrated Catalogue 

re describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Fails, Mass. 

JANES PURDEY & Sons, 
Late of 314 Oxford Street, London, W., 

Gun manufacturers, by special appointments to H j 8 a ec M: sty the new and large manufactory efected by them, and their Maahiee Bie 
Queen, H, R. H., the Prince of Wales, and the most noted shots of Europe, give notice that they have removed to a 

AUDLEY HOUSE, SOUTH AUDLEY ST., LONDON, W. 
They take this opportunity to inform American Sportsmen that 

THE BEST AND 
HAMMERLESS 

Its advantages are STRENGTH. 

York, and JOS, C. GRUBB & CO., 712 Market street, Philadelphia. 
N. B.--Mesers, 

; SIMPLICITY, SAFETY AND FREEDOM FROM MISFIRES. y 
States, viz.: THE BEST. Guns. take*about five months to make, and can be ordered direct from the makers, or through the agencies of SCHUYLER & 

they have patented A NEW REBOUNDING HAMMERLESS GUN, which, after the most careful praotica 
trials and severe tests, they confidently reccommend as by far 

UNAY FEREEGI 

GUN MADE. 
+ 

JAMES PURDEY & SONS will only make one oe of ee fobbhe: pie 
ys , 

Purdey & Sons are prepared to seéll the rights, or grant a license (subject to certain conditions) for the sole manufacture of this gun in the United States. 



FOREST AND STREAM, 

No suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

The One Price Clothier, 
410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY. 

ALSO FOR BALE BY 

A. SAKS & GO., Richmond, Va. 

JOS, POLOCK, 8t. Louis, Mc. 

SENDFOR CIRCULAR. OF. THE 

FYING CLAY PICE, 
LIGOWSKY 

~~ CLAY PIGEON COMPANY — 
N233 VINE ST CINCINNATI ,.O-~ 

[Estract from Forest ANo BrREAM, July 7, 
1881, p. 444.) 

a his flight so nearly resembles the 
actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 
éxcellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 
all sportsraen to testits merits. * * * 

AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready, This story describes the 

wip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard: 
on-Hangeley .akes. It treats of ‘camp life,” in- 
doors and out is amusing, justructiye and interest- 
tng: 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Prica 25cents. Bb 
mail, pe Sd 80 cents, CHARLES A, J. PAR! . 
amaica Plain, Mae 

Elegantly Colo ed Comic Pictures. 
Barefaced 

avanted, 

OUNG MAN, TWENTY-TWO, DESIRES SIT- 
uation in a sporting goods business to learn. 

GEO. PRICE, 1560 Third ave. janii,it 

ANTED,—A HAMMERLESS GREENER, NOT 
over 734lbs., 12-bore, full choke, must bein 

ood condition and cheap, Address HAMMER- 
Ess, P. O, Box 8446, 12 Wall st., N. ¥. janli,1t 

Sor Sule, 

15 FEMALE FERRETS FOR SALE.—WHITE 
or colored, 1 each or two for$7. CHARLES 

H. VAN VECHTEN, Victor, Ont, Co., N. Y. a 
jan4.3t 

Also the English Mechanic in monthly parts, from 
June 3d, 1870, to present date, excep! Vol. XTV.; in 
all about twenty-five velumes. What offers] Ap- 
ply to E. H, MADISON, 564 Fulton st., Brooklyn, 
Nays jani1,1¢ 

OUBLE BREECH-LOADER, 12-GAUGE, RE- 
bounding locks; weight tl4lbs,, name Graham 

& Sons, London; $28, F, W. BARTLETT, New 
Cambria, Missouri, janii.1t 

Fer SALF OR EXCHANGE FOR D, B.B. L. 
jae 4.5x8 Camera Box (Scovill’s), one Morrison’s 

C_C. instantaneous lense, six dry plate holders, 
complete, Serene ap- 

ress 

Sov Sale. 

FOR SALE. 
+ Anew 12-gange, 8lélbs., double-barreled breech- 

loading gun, made to order under the Nichols 

patent. Laminated barrels, rebounding locks, 

patent fore end, polished stock and all improye- 
ments. Has never been used. Price $175. Gan be 

seen at this office. dee2s, te 

OUR HUMANE TRAINING 
COLLAR. 

This collar is made perfectly round, and can be 

used either with or without spikes, making a 

strong, serviceable collar for training or kennel 
usa, 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF 

DOG GOODS. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y., 

ust the Stud. fi ce 

Scotland Kennel Collies in the Stud. 
CHAMPION MARCUS, E. K. 0.5. B. 7,526.— 

Winner of twenty-four prizes at Bench Shows 
in England and America, including championship 
at New York and Boston, 1882. Sire of the follow- 
ing prize-winners in England: Champion Madge I., 
Champion Bruce, Ruby and Donald, ist and 2d in 
Puppy Class, Crystal Palace; Zulu Princess, Ist 
Alexandra Palacé, 1882, and many others. Fee $30. 

CHAMPION TWEED If.—Winner of thirty- 
one prizes in Field Trials and on the Bench in Eng- 
land and America, and siré among others of Joe 
Mills, winner ot Puppy Stakes, Club Stakes, and 
special prize at Alexandra Palace Collie Trials, 
lune, 1882, Fee $25, 

Puppies forsale from imported and prize-win- 
ning bitches. Prize list and further information 
of THOS. H. TERRY, P. 0. Box 2,017, N. Y. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

- DASH III. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sue of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ones. Dash II, since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother. 
Liewellin's celebrated Dash IL, for which he pai 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches at $35, Address A. M. TUCKER, Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoroughbred red Irish setters, champion. 
Rory O’More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbréd red Irish setter pup- 
ies of the purest strains. Full pedigrees. W. Ny, 
ALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
188], and first at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 
isthe only pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trialin this country. He is a vigorous, 
healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 
He will serve a limited number of approved 
bitches, Hee, $50. Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward avenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Dominion of Ganada Kennel Club, 
(Limited), 

“COMET,” 
Pure Laverack, (10,180 E. K. C. 8. B,) in the stud. 

Seven Ist prizes, one 2d, first In Laverack Class 
at Alexandra Palace, 1881. : 

Address the Secretary, Ottawa, Ont. 

Entries for D, OC, K. C, Stud Book close May ist, 
1883, 

N THE STUD.—PETER BLACK, BLACK 
pointer Peake Pete ex Mab), winner of first 

at Boston, 1882. Very fast and enduring. No better 
black pointer in America. Fee $25. D. W. C. 
PARKER, 249 Main st., Springfield, Mags. jan11,5t 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approyed bitches only, imported 

black and white gre,hound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882, Fee #40. H. W. HUNTINGTON, ‘7 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y, 

DOG BREAKING 
BY HOLABIRD, | 

A GOOD BODE FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 25 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. _ 

novy2,tt 

Ju the Stud. The Hennel, 

IN THE STUD. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy IL,, 
winner of'second at Pittsburg, 1882; second at New 
York, 1882; first at Boston, 1882. Divided second 

with London at the N, 0, Gun Club Trials, Ope- 

lousas, 1382. 
FEE, 340.00. 

To approved bitches only, Address 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Hill, S. C. 

Black Cocker Stud Dog. 
HORNELL DANDY, hy Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 24lbs. It has taken nearly two years 
to have our order filled for a black cocker under 

We haye got him at last, and he will serve 
@ few outside bitches at $20 eash. Some good 
show and stock dogs and bitches for sale. HOR- 
NELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornelisville, N. Y. aie 

novaitt 

BLACK PRINCE. 
Pure black spaniel, winner of five prizes, 1882. 

$25; approved bitches $20). A, C. W., box sees 
C023, 

THE ORANGE AND WHITE 

Pure Layerack Setter Champion 

“EMPEROR FRED,”’ 
Winner of ten prizes in England and America, 
will be allowed to serve a few approved bitches. 
For prize winnings and particulars apply to 

HRDMAN A, HERZBERG, 
1464 Pacijfie street, 

corner Kingston avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. Stud 
Fee S51), dec2i,tf 

The Hennel. 

Great Rafiie. 
(March 1, 1883.) 

For the valuable kennel of sporting and other 
dogs imported by Mr. C. H. Mason, will take place, 
consisting of fourteen well-known dogs, winners 
of about first prizes at the best shows, Notice 
—Tickets only $2 each. JAMES WATSON, Man- 
ager, 453 West 48d street, New York City, N. Y. 

N. B.—Circulars containing full particulars of the 
dogs may be bad from the manager, The kennel 
is acknowledged to be the best ever formed in 
America. Tickets are issued subject to conditions 
stated in circulars, and must bear the manager’s 
‘written’? signature. The first prize-winner will 
take first choice from the kennel, second prize- 
winner second choice, and so on. A postage stamp 
for reply must accompany all letters of soe a 

and, Ot 

OR RED IRISH SETTERS AND COCKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~aprlsit 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dress H. B, RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,tf 

PORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
for sale. Best of Reference. D. F. WILBUR, 

Takeville, Mass. : junei5,tf 

OR SALE CHEAP.—ENGLISH WATER 
spaniel dog, eighteen months old, CLAR- 

ENCH B. CROUSE, Utica, N. Y. jJan4,2t 

OR SALE,—ONE IRISH SETTER BITCH, 
three years old, well broken, good retriéver; 

also two puppies, thirteen weeks old, from Irish 
setter bitch, sire, Ethan Allen stock, Address A, 
SEYMOUR, Barrington Centre, Bristol Sos RI, 

jani,it 

XTRA FINE GORDON SEPTER PUPPIES 
for sale, out of prize winune! Bess by Dick, 

whelped , Oct. 16. Address GORVOwW, 38 Paneuil 
Hall Squere, Boston, dee21,56 

HAMPION DASH Ill. EX BHSSIN PUPS 

janll 4t 

OR SALE.—I OFFER FOR SALE MY BLACK 
and tan setter dog pup Langhorne, 8 months 

old, from prize-winning stock, yard broken, For 
price and printed pedigree wrife MRED. H. LON- 
DON, Rock Hill, 8. C. janii,it 

ANTED —BEAGLE DOG, FROM ONE TO 
three years old, broken on rabbits. H. @. 

WOLFE, Lewisburg, Pa, jan1i,2t 

Prize Dogs For Sale 
AT PUBLIC AUCTION.. 

The American Horse Exchange, (limited) cor, of 
Broadway and Fiftieth street, New York, has re- 
ceived instructions from Mr. L. Rutherford, Jr., 
the well-known exhibitor of Fox-Terriers. (o sell 
at public auction, on Wednesday, January 24th, at 
11 A. M., without reserve, a number of valuable 
and highly-bred Fox-Terriers, including Bowstring, 
ist Pittsburg, champion New York, 1881; Nancy, 
Tricksy, Fretful, Careful, Flippant, Ist New York, 
1852; Jaunty, 2nd New York, 1862. Also four pup- 
pies by champion Royal out of Sallie, Two puppies 
by champion Royal outof Naney, and three pup- 
pies by Flippant out of Jaunty. W. HASTON, 
Auctioneer and General Manager, janilit 
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Field Trial Winners. 
1882. 

We now have ready for delivery pictures of the 
following celebrated dogs, winners of prizes at 

Fiéld Trials during 1482, on card, size 10x12; 

CROXTETH, LALLA ROOKH, TICK, SEFTON, 

LONDON, SUE, BYRON, GLADSOME, DON, 

DARKNESS, SENSATION, PEEP-O'-DAY, 

BELLE, CHIEF, BESS A, GLADSTONE, DASH- 

ING MONARCH, PINK B, FOREMAN, COUNT 

NOBLE, CARRIE J, AMERICAN DAN, 

Price for the full sei of twenty-two pictures, 4 

10 pictures, $2; 25cts. each. Address 

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 
P. O. Box 2832. New York City 

Fleas! Pleas! Worms! Worms! 
Stesadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs 
A BANE TO FLEAS-A BOQN TO DOGS, 

This powder is guaranteed to kill feas on dogs 
any other animals or mioney returned, It is put w 
in patent boxes with sHuing pepper hox top, whic! 
greatly faciliiates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price, 50 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areva Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pi up itt hoxes containing ten powders, with tna 
directions for use. 

“Price, 50 vents per Bos by Mail. 
Both the above sre recomended by the * Forest 

and Stream and Kod and Gun.” 

CONKOY & BISSETT, 
65 FuLTon STREET, - Nw Yorse, 

HENRY ©. SQUIRES, 

CORTLANDT STREET, - New Yore, 

WRIGH'! & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGTON STREET, - Bosron, Mass, 

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs 
sy J, M. TRACY. 

EMPEROR FRED. 
A new pair just out. 

GLADSTONE and PEEP O' D4, 

Quail shooting in Bennessee.—DASH Til, and 
QOUNTHSS MAY. 

Prairie chi¢ken shooting in Minnesota. 

THUNDER, 

These pictures are photographic reproductions 
of oil paintings by Tracy, Executed by the Arto 
type Process. They will not fade like ordinary 
photographs, and are equal to steel engravings in 
appearance. Size 10xidinches. Beautiful pictures 
to frame. 

* Price, #$1,00 each, 

For sale by Eas & DUANE, 189 Broadway 
New York, or J. PALMER O'NHIL, 68 Fifth Avenue’ 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
etary champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

breed. Send for 

‘*PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prus 

cipal English breeders. 

] OR SALE. —TOM, WHITE AND ORANGE 
“ English setter dog, four years old, by Royal 

Duke ex Bessie, Bessie by Valentine's Glen ex Dell, 
Dell by Waddel'’s Pilot ex Nellie. Trained and 
handled by E. 5, Wanmaker for ‘astern Field Trials 
at High Point, N., C., November, 1882. Winner of 
vhe. New York, I8k0, c. 1881, and vhe. 1882. For 
performances in the field see this paper's report 
of Eastern Field Trials, 1881 and 188%, Price $600, 
Address GEORGE R. WATKINS, Paymaster U, 8. 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City. nova), tf 

OR SALE,—CAPTAIN DORSETT, BLUE BEL 
ton setter dog, whelped July 12, 1881, by cham 

ion Leicester out of Crook, who won first at New 
York, 1880; he. in 1881, and third in 1s, She is by 
Carlowitz out of Dell. Captain Dorsett yas thor 
oughly trained by E. 8. Wanmaxer. Price $225 
Address G. R. Watkins, Paymaster U.S. Savv, Box 
1697, New York City. decd t€ 

ARE SALE,— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs. Dora IL, bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock. 
Gloucester, bred by D, G. Sanborn of Michigan 
under the name of Leo, ont of Sanborn’s field trial 
bitch Nellie, by champion Lester. Address 150 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass. sept2i,tf 

AOCKERS.—A FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST 
/ class blood will be sold low to rednee stock: 

also one well-bvoken cocker bitch, 25ibs,, A No, 1 
retriever from land or water. Price $25, RCBT, 
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 

J\OR SALE.—A WELL-BROKEN POINTER DOW. 
Has had lots of field work; spent two seasons 

South on all kinds cf game birds. Or will exchange 
for a pair of Irish set.er pups of approved stock, 
six months old. Address W. G., care Knicker- 
bocker, $16 Broadway, N, ¥. janll 1t 

JOR SALE.—THREE LIVER AND WHITE 
setter puppies (two males and one female), 

whelped July 18, 1882. Sire, St. Ives (St. Elmo- 
Maida), dam Feathers (Shot-Taylo’s Fannie), The 
sire a field trial winner, dam well-broken and first- 
class in on eens Price $26 oR Ad 
dress J, H, PORSHEW, 208 Water st., N, bf vet 

art, St 



Sportsmen's Goods. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR 

BALLARD, REMINGTON, WINCHESTER, 
And all kinds of Gallery and Target Rifles, SMITH 
& WESSON, COLTS, REMINGTON, and all other 
fnkes of Revolvers constantly on hand. Sporting 
=nods ofevery description. Breech-loading Double 
Guns from $20 up, Suells loaded to order. Send 
for catalogue. address 

E. G, KOENIG, Newark, N. J. 

No Rubbers Needed. Leather Keen Dry. 
Applied without heat, softens the hardest leather, 

makes your boots waterproof, and adds one-half 
to ther durability. A few hours after applying a 
polish can be made over it with blacking. ft) 
sportsman should be withoutit. Prica $8 per doz. 
doz. bottles. Sent on receipt of money order to any 
address. Liberal discount lo the trade, The above 
is fully endorsed by Forest and Stream and thou- 
sanris who use it, G, L. BROWN, Sole Agent, 125 
Federal street, Boston. Mass 

ENNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
For Canada and the United States. 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. S. 
Office—No. 210 St. James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA. 
Annual Subseriptfon $1.00. Single copies 10 ceuts. 

CHAS. GREEN, 

Manufacturer of fine Breech-Loadin Shot- 
Kochester, N, Y. guns, Send forprice list. 

STODDARD’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
Revised Edition. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

Sportsmen's Goowks, 
Philadelphia Fishing Tackle) OLD DOMINION LINE. |THE FISHING LINE.” 

HOUSE. 

SS 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON 

803 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Fishing Rods, Reals and Tackle 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

A specialty of 

WOOD, ROD MOUNTINGS, FEATHERS, HACK- 

LES AND FLY-TIERS' REQUISITES 

FOR AMATEURS. 

The celebrated Bethabara Wood is stronger.than 
Split Bamboo and as tough and elastic as tempered 

ié in. square 
steel, . 

4, 36&14 56 34 1 114 age lone aS ae a On teas 
65-page illustrated price list of fishing tackle by 

mil for 10cts, in stamps. Wood and Rod 
Mounting“pri:e list free. 

Katon’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
Yor sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy EH. BE. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Ill. Cannot be sent by maul. 

Manufactured solely b: 
GEO, B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

forthe Cure of 

Jersey City, N. J 

° | | EPILEPTIC FITS. 
From Am.Journal of Medicina, 

Dr. Ab, Mosorole (Gate of London), who makesgspaciaity 

A Leading Loudon Phys* 
ician establishes as 
Off_icein New York 

of Epilepsy, has without donbt treated and cured more cases | 
than any other lying physician, Hia anccess has slmply boen 
astonishing; we have heard of cases of over 20 yours’ stand- 
tng successfully cured by him, Hehas pubilehed a workon 
thig disease, which he sends with a large bottle of his won- 
(erful cure free ta any sufferer who may send thelr express 
ond P, O, Address “* We advise any one wishing o cure to ad- 
dress Dr, AB, MESEROLE, No. 06 John St., New York @ 

Any of the Following Beoks Sent on Receipt of Price 
—BY— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

.. 8 00 | 
Coues’ Field Ornithology. Peis baad’ oeict ll 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals,..............--..: 8 00 
PIC SHOU. ives cha we nolo oe ten cis deine thete 125 
Cypress, J., Jr’s, Works, 2 vola.......... seeteee 500 
Dee SHO. yee ic sec eh teen yeaa ee nore doe ~12 
Doo by Bai get ecas sands ses ech baselen te eeas 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson... ... 02... ceeeeeeee ee 375 
Dog, The; Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..... 3 00 
Lor) oR UN oh) 6: 0) LE SIAR SA APRN RA pNP gE Ayer 7 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo,,,,...... 95 
Dog, The; Tdstone.. .- ose coset eee ese 14 

Dogs and their Doings, Morris ....... . 
Dog, The Dlustrated Book of the, by Vero 

Shaw, with fac-simile colored plates,..... 
| Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 

AQ TERRI LB a aiietnd Sel dpgls sla ahaa cio wae dharalefole i ple + 250 
Dogs, Points for Judging. ...... nas a'y a =< ghee Meat He 
Farrar's Guide te Moosehead Lake....,..,..... bt 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Vishing, Bottom or Float...............- meh etn a0 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock................ hae 2 00 
Frank 1 fe ‘orester’s American Game in its Season.. 7 

Climax Qun Cle 
Fic.1 

ISS 

aner. 
G 

Norg,—In those made under the jmproved patent since July, 1682, the nut “F" is done away with, 
aid the rubbers are enlarged orreluced by #inply turning the rod by the hand, 

In offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
made, that it is the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasona, viz: 

fd. Its 
seen used all day. 

a 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, and therefore is portable, 
erfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a gun that has been shot onee, or Oné that has 

The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
ith, ‘Lhe price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod. 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESORTPTIVH CIROULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO. DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 

y For sale by Gun Dealers, or address ~ 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

, The Steamers of thia Lins reach some of the 
finest waterfowl] and upland shooting sections in the 
country, Connecting direct for Chimecotesgue, 
Cobb's Tsland, and points on the Peninsula, Cit: 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kattyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck’s, etc., etc. These points can 
now be reached by raul and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers sitil Tuesda: ‘hursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del, 
day at3 P. M. 

Full information given at-office, 197 Greenwich 
stréet, New York. 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTER 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C. R. R, of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street 
For Pinladelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 745, | famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:80, 4:00, 4:30, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:30, 12 P. M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11:15 A. M,; 

1:80, 4:20, 5:30, 7:00 P, M.- On Sunday at 8:45 A.M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M. + 1:30, 4:00, 4:80, 

§:80, 7:00, 12 P.M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M. ; 5:30, 12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from Nuw York to Philadelphia. 

TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana K, Rf. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheriea, 

AND THE 

onday and Thurs | pAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of fish 
contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams oud the 

only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 

nee GRAYLING season opens June 1 and enda 
ov. 1. 

BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKBREL and MUSCA- 
LONGK, also abound in large numbers in the many 
Jakes and lakelets of this Territory, The Sportsman 
eam readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or “club” at home, as iee for patking fish can be 

Connection is made at Jersey City station to and ie ae nearly all points 
from Brooklyn and Etie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street. 239, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the prineipal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co, will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination, 
H. P. Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Superintendent. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and’best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 
Pullman Palace Cars direct withoutchange. 
Leave New York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P.M. Wash 

ington, D. C., 7:10. A, M. and 10 P.M. For informa. 
tion address N, McDANTEL, 601 Pénn ave., Wash 
ington, D.C. : 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP. BARNEGAT, N, 

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. 
The finest Bathing, best Fishing, freatest Gun- 

ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J. 5. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N. J, 

HE BAY PORT HOUSE, BAY PORT, FLA. 
Known for many years as the pleasant resi- 

dence of Major Parsons, of New York City. Has 
been newly fitted and furnished for the accommo- 
dation of sportsmen and tourists. It1s pleasanth 
situated on the Gulf of Mexico, and at the mont 
of a beautiful river, whose waters aré alive with 
all kinds of fresh and salt water fish. Deer, Wild 
Turkey, Dueck, Snipe, etc., can be easily had ata 
very short distance from the house. Parties wish- 
ing to make inquiries will receive prompt atten- 
tion. F. H. KNAPP, Proprietor. 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 

wih thirty changes of 
ositions. Parlor, Li- 
orary, Inyalid - Chair, 
Child’s Crib, Bed or 
Lounge, combining 
becuty, lightness, 
strength, simplicity an + 
comfort. rerythin 
to an exact science 

> Orders by mail prompi- 
y attended to. Good 
shippped C, O. D, Sen! 
stamp for Mlustrated 
Circnlar; quote Forzs 
AnD STREAM. WILSON POSITION. 

ADJUSTABLE, CHAIR MANUFACTURING €: 
661 Broadway, New York. 

READING 

ards 
&o. 

ree sizes for circulars, & 
$90. Nor pleasure, money making, 
young or old. Everything easy, 
printed instructions, Send 2 stamps 

.tor Catalogue of Presses, aN 2, Cards, 
&c., to the factory, KELSEY & CO., 

Meriden, Conn. 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts 

Full-Length COT’, in this case, 
$10, LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. Ce Ih 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G. 

BELL, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 335 Broad 

way, N.Y, City. 
MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS. 

First class reference given if requested. 

PET BIRDS AND ANIMALS A SPECIALTY. 

SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED. 

“ oN. M. MUZZY 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, III. 
Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 

MUZZY & CO. in 1852.—Having increased my facil- 
ities for the business of reaming out pun barrels, I 

OUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 
of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, By and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affeciions, 
New hotels with all modem improvements are 

being erected and will he ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive adilitions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample aeccommo- 
dations for all, f 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinae City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, conneet- 
ing at St, Ignace for Marquette, L'Anse, Negau- 
nee, ete., forming the most direct route from (tin: 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. 

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL, BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen. 

Pogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free « 
owner’s risk, 

It is our aim to make sportsmen feel ‘‘at home 
his route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 

KE Y 

on ti 
Ji illustrated book of 160 pages sent free, For Timé . 

Cards, Folders and further information, address 
A. B, LEET, Gen'l Pass’r Agent, 

. Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN} 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S 

RETREAT, SHINNEOOCE BAY, L. 1. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Har 
always on hand the hest of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the largest rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the ¢onst. e best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. {pecial 
attention given by himselt to guests, and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed, Address WM. N: LANE. Good 
Ground, L. I. Refers ly permission to J, B. Shep 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm, Dutcher, 320° Rroad- 

erm t Yorn molt way, N. X. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers rin 
daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 

ville, through the finest scenery in America, 

C. W. SMITH, ' H.W. FULLER, » 
Gen'l Manager, Gen'l Pass: Ayt. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summier 
and winter resorts in the United States and Panada, 
including Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &c. 
Send postage for ‘American Tonrish Gazevte’ 

giving full particulars. 
CHIEF OFFICE: 

207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS. 

During summer seasous, May to December, sail 
beg to offer my services to those owning suns of ing from Quebee to Liverpool eyery Saturday, 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My system is 
peculiarly my own, I leave no shoulders, and will 
guarantee my cylinder boring to shoot moré even 
than by the old choking system, in evéry instance. 
I invite special attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory, testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
livered by express, 

CONSUMPTION. N Oo ave a positive remedy for tag apOrs dincasa; by te uso 
7 

haved d. 7 fi} i i er ert eaani eer 
asa Pearl Lj 

SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From December to May, the mail steamers -will 
erform a weekly service hetween BOSTON and 

LIVERPOOL. : 

Extra weekly ships fram Glasgow, Londonderry, 
Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct. 

ll \ @ENERAL AGENTS,” = 
New York, 207 Broadway, N.Y, |e 
Buston, Mass,, 15 State street. ee 
uSedelphis, Pa. N, E. Cor, Broad and Obestout 



FOREST AND STREAM. Cdl bes 

THH LATHST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEEDING. 

SPRATT’S PATENT GENUINE 

DOG CAKES. 
WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

Of RBS INN 

BTAMPLD, Please see that Mivery Cake is Stamped “SPRATI’°S PATENT” and a xX. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, 
Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. . 

o“ FRANCIS O. de LUZE & CO., 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 18 South Witliam Strect, = 

RENNEDY REPEATING RIFLE. 

The Safest and Best Rifle for any Hunter to Buy. 
IT IS ALWAYS RELIABLE! AN ACCURATE AND RAPID SHOOTER. 

_,A good assortment of 24, 26 and 28-inch Octagon, Half Octagon and Round Barrel Sporting 
Rifles. Also Carbines on hand. Both .44 cal. (40 grains powder) and .45 eal. (60 grains powder). 

The magazine of 28-inch barrel .44 cal, holds 15 cartridges. Of 28-inch barrel .45 cal. holds 11 cartridges. 

479 glass balls broken with a Kennedy Rifle ont of 500, thrown from a Bogardus trap. 

Circulars sent on application. WHITNEY ARMS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn. 

Miiscellaneons. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
Poultry and Game, 

289 & 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, 
New York. 

Consignments of all kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. 

We accept consignments. Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous week. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
| 425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, - New York. 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 

FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
Light, Black, White or Tan Color Coats, 

_ AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
HSTABLISHED 1838. 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M'f'e Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

glove M’f’g Co., 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 
quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 
ment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds of rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 

purposes. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
565 CHATHAM S8T., NEW YORK, 

(Established 1847,) 

WE WILL BUY 
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep. Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 

Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 
Wild Turkeys, ete. 

Send for Catalogue. Fishing Pants. 

eM in 9 r 

SCHOPE’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 503 & 505 

Dapor: 8 Fourth Avenue, New York. Broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 
AND 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST. MOLLERS wai, 
Sp, COD-LIVER ONL 

<p 
<< 

Rubber Outfits Complete for 

Hunting and Fishing. 

WECIAH 

FOR 

General 
Debiiity. 

Serofula, 
Rheomatism 

or Consumption, 
is superior to any in de- 

licacy of taste and smell, 
inedicinal yirtues and purity, 

@London, Enropean and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 

purest wd best, Sold by Druggists. 

WH Sehieffelin & Co.( 77" a220:) NewYork 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGING A 
SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, PUREST 
A BEST 

\ , Rubber Goods of Every Description, 

Send for Iustrated Catalogue. 

as iy 

hui I 

—w AY ul 

(42 Fulton Street, New York. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Silk Worm Gut. 
F, LATASA, 35 Broadway, calls the attention of 

the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his exten 
sive assortment of Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all 
vrades, long and extra long, and from Dxtra Heavy 
Salmon Gut to Extra Fine. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 
35 Broadway, New York. 

Hunting and Fishing 
ON LINE OF 

Saint Louis, Iron Mountaia & Southern 
RAILWAY. 

Good Hunting and Wishing can be found in 
Arkansas at pomts on line of the Iron Mountain 
route. 
Half rates made for fiveor more, Dogs Free. 

Address the undersigned for further information. 

F, CHANDLER, Gen’! Pass, Agent. 
©, D, KINNAN, Ass't Gen'l Pass, Ageny, St. Louis. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

CrouP, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS. 
: : JOHNSUNS ANODYNE LINIMENT will posi- 

, tively prevent these terrible diseases, and will cure nine 
. a ig cases out of ten. Information that will save many lives, 

gent free by mail, Don't délay amoment. Prevention ia 
better thaucure, {. 5. Jonnson & Co., Boston, Bi4ss, 

Mieat “E'ibrine” Vegetable 

NEW YORK. | 

|Rubber Fishing: aegis) 

To be had in smaller quantitles ef 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

Ne aap : : = 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N.E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks, 
: : Ete., Ete. 

(Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also ‘‘ Krider’s "’ Celebrated Center Knamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties, 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds, 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
Yor Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoeing, etc, They are 
casy to the feet and very dus- 
able. Made to order in x vari- 

ety of styles, aud war- 
ranted the genuine arti 
ele. Send for price list. 

: : MARTIN §8, HUTCH- 
INGS, Dover, N.H, P. 0. Box 368, Braprosp & 
AnTHONY, Boston, H, C. Squrres, N. Y. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. & 
BOREAT WESTERN & 

NY PHING. 

f 

—- PICTORIAL CATALOGUES FREE. 
@ Titles, Shot Gung, Revolvers, Animunition, Scincs, duis, 

Fishiug Tackle; Razors, ko, sent 0, O.D, for examination. £ 

Address GREAT WESTERN GEN WORKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

ICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES ILLUS- 
trated, a thorough and complete guide book <0 

the Rangeley Lake region, Kennebage. Gupsuptie, 
Parmachnee and Connecticut Lakes and the head 
waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscog- 
gin, and Dead rivers; illuminated covers, tinted 
paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations and a large map, 
made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post 
paid, by mail, 50.cents, CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

LOWEST PRICES FOR 

BALLARD, REMINGTON, WINCHESTER, 
And all kinds of Gallevy and Target Rifles, SMITH 
& WESSON, COLTS, REMINGTON, and all other 
makes of Revolvers constantly on hand. Sporting 
goods of every description. Breech-loading Double 
Guns from $20 up. Shells loaded to order, Senge 
for vatilogne. Address 

E. G. KOENIG, Newark, N, J. 
RE En 

No Rubbers Needed. Leather Keep Dry, 
Applied withont heat. softens the hardest leather, 

makes your boots waterproof, and adds one-half 
to thew durability. A few hours after applying a 
polish can be made over it with blacking. No 
sportsman should be without it. Price $8 per aoz. 
4oz. bottles. Sent on receipt of money order to any 
address. Liberal discount (o the trade, The above 
is fully endorsed by Forest and Stream and thou- 
sands who useif. G. L. BROWN, Sole Agent, 125 
Federal street, Boston, Mass. 

JOHN D LENNON CHE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

6 ) = 

MANUFAOTURED ONLY BY THE 

A. W. COLLENDER CO. 
WAREROOMS: 

68 Broadway. New York: 

84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 
17 South Fifth St., St. Lonis 

CAMERON'S AQUARIA DEPOT, 
182 SIXTH AVE, N. Y, 

FRENCH AQUARTA AND OTHER NEW-DE- 

SIGNS. Gold and Faney Fish, Aquatie Plants, Fish 

Food and every thing for tha Aquarium, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 



FOREST AND SIrREAM, 

Ammunition, ete, 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifte. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphiet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder, Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupout’s Ritle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder. 
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE! 

Duponr’s Gunrpowpnr Mins, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seyenty- 
vight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 

Dupout’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse 
to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness an 
cleanliness; adaptec for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
iug, Packedin 1 IL canisters. 
Dupont's Kugle Bucking.—Nos.J (coarse) to 3 
nei; burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with either 

muazde or breach loaders, Packed in 1 lb. and 5 1h, 
canisters and 614 and 1214 tb, kegs, 
Dupont's Choke Bore,—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for prairia 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
meist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good sped ruts and a close pattern; will be 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 

cd ing, Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No, 5, No, 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 634 1b. kegs and 1 Ib. 
Canisters 

Dupont's Eagle Ritle.—A quick, strong and 
clean powder, of very fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed fn 1 Ih. canisters and 614 Ib. kegs. 
Dupout's Kittle Fg. ‘Sea-Shooting."'"—FF¢. 

and FEFg, The Fe. for long-range rifle shoot- 
ng, the FFg. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist. Packed in 44 Ib.,1 Ib. and_5 Ib. 
anisters, 644, 1244 and 25 Ib, kegs, Fg. coarse, FFFg. 

fine. 
Dupont's Sporting, Mining, Sarprrma@ and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Spectal 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket 

Hexagonal, ubical anc Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, 
Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies In aii the cities and principal towns 

hroughout the United States. Represented by 

F. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver sSt,, N, Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Pe. or FF¢g. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Griental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Shooting, 

Faleon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALL GRADES OF 

Bliasting Powder 

AGENCTES at att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST, 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G. 
BELL, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 385 Broad 

way, N. Y. City. 
MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS. 

First class reference given if requested. 

PET BIRDS ASD ANIMALS A SPECIALTY, 

BNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED. 

C.G, GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Gent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

Far Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds aud Auimals Stuffed. 

[84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive special and 

prompt attention. 

HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

FURRIER, 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Ete. 

ALSO A NICH ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 

AND RUGS. 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N. Y. 

Established over 30 Years, 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price Ust sent on application. 

W.J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct, 19, 20 and 21, 1832. 

The Leonard Rod Won Every First Prize 
When in competition. For distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet. 

A Leonard 44 ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet the longest cast of other makes 
of reds of any weight. 

The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 
possible sc: re for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at. 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS 

No. 7 Warren Street, - New York. 
SEND 4-CENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

"0. C, PATENT PERFECTION.” 
Multiplying Reel, Centre Action, 

Depressed Balance Handle, 

Safety Batid, Adjusta- 

ble Click. 

In a SHCOND this reel can be 
changed from: a FREE RUNNING 
MULTIPLis.2 to a MULTIPLYING 
CLICK REEL. 

No fonling of the line in fy or 
minnow casting. 

This is just what sportsmen have 
long wanted, and & combination 
thought by reel-makers to be impos- 
sible. For sale by the trade generally. 

For full description address, 

WM. M, CORNWALL, 
18 WARREN St,, New York City. 

Jobber in Fishing Tackle, Gun 
Goods, Skates, Pocket Cutlery, ete. 

SPORTING MEDALS 

R. W. KIP, 
63 Fulton Street, 

NEW YORE. 

VICTORIA 

PALE SHERRY. 
An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 

or Sweet. 

85 50 Per Gallon. 

#15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMVORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, etc. 

50 Broad Street, New York. 

FARNHAM'’S. 

Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
Acknowledged the best dog- 

whistle ever invented. No 
strings or peckle. Tone change- 
able, All 

dress 
FRANK GUNN FARNHAM, 

Toventor and Manufacturer, 
White Mills, Pa. 

eee 
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Aumunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s '‘ Electric Powder.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in pointot 
atrength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s “ American Sporting.” 
Nos. 1 (fme) te 6 (coarse), In i Tb. canisters and 

614 lb. xegs.--A fine grain, quick and elean, for up 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted toshotguns. 

Hazard’s *‘ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In1 and 6 1b, canisters 
and 6}4 and 121g Ib, Xegs.. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, SEO Tema.kably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
tor muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 
FSEG, FFG and ‘'Sea Shooting * FG in kegs of 

25, wa and 614 lbs. and cans of 61bs. FRFG is alse 
packed in 1 and 44 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The FF¥G and FFG aro favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the ‘' Sea Shooting’ FG isthe 
standard Wijlé Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining ond Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW. 

DIR; also, SPECIAL GRADES TOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAO- 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of tha Com. 

sany’s Agents, in every prominent city or whole 
sale af our offiec 

ud FINE STREET, NEW YORK. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors, 

Fer Night Hunting and Fishing, 
Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 

ete., these lamps have no equal, 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 
Head Jack for either top or front of 
head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 

- Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, ete. 
“RULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS, 

Send stamp for IHustrated Price List. 

ALBURT FERGUSON, 
Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y. (With Conroy & Bissett), 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Cany Meetings, at 
Tents for famijies made to order. Awnings of a’ 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. Mlugs and Banners of all kinds made 
to order, All work done in best manner and at 
yery low figures. Send for illusteared circular. 
Addrass 8. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House Factory, 34 South st., 
Cor, Old Slip, N. Y. City, 

JOSEPH GILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

Soro By ALL DEALERS THroucsour ie WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-I8S78. 

WM. ESTER & CO, 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Manufacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Do!mans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c, | 
4 WEST 14TH STREET, 

NEW YORE. 

THoE BAHRER GuUnNS. 

DAMASCUS STERL,; - 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breach 82in, bbis. 
Made especially for heavy shooting. We chall 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, * 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

$45 
- £60 to $2C0 

-- ~ 

10-gauge doublé barrel guns, 1014 to 12lbs,, without extra charge. 
enge the World on the shooting qualities of these guns 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

_ This gun js light amd compact, from 0 to 10ibs. weight, The rifle Is perfectly accurate. 

L, C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. Y. 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN. 

Teams, $A Year. 10 Crs, 4 Cory. i 
Sm MoxTEs, $2. 

OORRHSPONDENCE, 
Tue Forest And STREAM 1s the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between Amenecan sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

fespeotfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer’s consent, 

Tha Editors ara not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to aclub of three annua) subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $18. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, The paper 

may ba obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Uanadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W.C., 

London, England, Subseription agents for Great Britaln—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents perline, Special rates for three, six 

and twelye months, Reading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch, Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must invariably he accompanied by the 

money or they will not be inserted- 
Address all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 
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TO NEW SUBSORIBERS. 

In consequence of an unprecedented increase in our sub- 

scriplion list this month, the very large editions of January 

4 and 11 have been exhausted, and many new subscribers 
are still waiting to receive them. We are now printing extra 

editions: and meantime beg the indulgence of our patrons. 

THE PHOPLE’S PARK. 

H& “Improvement” Company, which tried to seize the 
people's pleasure ground, has somewhat modified its 

demands, A new form of lease has been drawn up by Mr. 
M. L, Josslyn, submitted to the ‘‘Improvement” Company 
for ifs approval, and sunt tothe Senate. The '‘Improve- 
ment” Company expressts itself satisfied with the modi- 
fied form of lease, but the Senate has not yet given its 

opinion on the subject. This new form of lease does not 
sive to the intending lessves any such privileges as, with the 
assistance of Mr, Merritt L, Josslyn, they had hoped to 

secure for themselves by the original lease, The latter, if it 
had b2en railrouded through in its original form, would 

have given them imperial powers within the boundaries of 
the Park. It would have made this reservation a hig stock 
farm for the “Improvement” Company. The public would 
have had to humbly ask permission to enter its own Park, 

and would have had to pay heavy fines to the temporary 
proprietors before this privilege had been accorded them. 
Thanks to the vigilunce of Senator Vest these enormously 
valuable and wholly illegal privileges have not been granted, 
and we trust that no more will be given to this ‘‘Improve- 
ment” Company than any other company or responsible 
individual may obtain. 
The present form of lease differs from that of last summer 

in reserving to the Government the vight to lease other por- 
tions of the Park to other persons, and in omitting the feature 
with reference to stage lines or other means of transportation, 

leaving that a matter for subsequent arrangement. It leases 

one section at the Great Geyser Springs, and one-halfa section 
at each of six other designated places, making four sections 

ip all, Therentalis fixed at$2 an acre per annum. The 
rates of charges for entertainment and for all other services 
rendered to touristsand guests are to be subject to the ap- 

proyal o! the Seoretary of the Interior, as are the plans of the 
hotels and other structures to be erectad upon the leased lands. 

The promptness with which these monopolists haye abated 
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their demands shows more clearly than anything else could 
have done, how well they knew the full measure of the out- 
rage which they purposed to commit on the long suffering 

people of this country, and the weakness of their position 
from a legal standpoint. Alarmed at fhe storm of indigna- 
tion at their purposes and methods, whichthey saw gather- 

ing before them, they have retreated from their position, but 
they have not goue far enough. They still purpose seizing 
the most interesting localities in the Park. They demand a 
section at the Great Geyser Springs, which we take te mean 

the Upper Geyser Basin, and over this square mile of terri- 
tory they will hold absolute sway. No tourist can camp 

upon this land, nor can he pasture his animals there, nor get 

water from the river or any spring, without » permit from 
the lessees. He will haye to pay, uuless he goes to the ‘‘Im- 
provement”? Company’s hotel, a pasturage fee, a water fee and 
4 ground rent for the space occupied by his camp, of so much 

per diem. 

The Upper Geyser Basin is the most wonderful of the lo- 
calities in the Park. It is here that Old Faithful, the Grand. 
the Giant and Giantess, the Beehive, and half a hundred 

other miaryellous geysers are situated. Every one who 

visits the Park must go there, and should be allowed to do 
so freely. There is comparatively little grass in the Basin, 

for a thick deposit of the mineral, geyserite, covers tht 
ground, and campers will require the privilege of freely 
using what there is. 

Tf the monopolists are allowed to select all the best sites in 
the Park, and to hold such large tractsof land as a section, 
or even a half section, it is clear that they can make such ar- 

rangements as will practically shut out trom the Park all 

others who may desire to erect hotels there. If there is no 

competition the visitors to the Park must expect to be fleeced. 

Of the extraordinarily high-handed proceeding of these 
bold speculators, in entering the Park, erecting their 

sawmills, cutting the timber and slaughtering the game. 
it is difficult to speak with moderation. Their impu- 

dence in giving out a contract for 20,000 pounds of wild 
meat, after all the balderdash that they have talked about 

protecting the game, must excite the contempt of everyone. 

There is no doubt whatever that tho:e men ure in fact and 
in law, trespassers upon a Government reservation. Had 
any such action taken place on a reservation under the con- 

trol of the War Department, the troops of the United States 
Army would long ago, and very properly, have-expelled the 

intruders, and suits for damages would have been instituted 
against them. But with the Interior Department things 
are managed differently. The trespassers ought to be 

ejected from the Park without delay, and there is httle 

doubt that heavy damages could be collected from them for 
the destruction which they haye already caused to Govern- 

ment property. 

We hope most earnestly that the bill introduced by Sena- 
lor Vest may receive speedy attention and become a law of 

the land, It cares forthe interest of the people, and pro- 

tects them from all monopolistic land-grabbing schemers, 
In caring for the people, it cares for the game and the fish, 

and thus deserves the most cordial support of every citizen. 
A number of important game protective associations, 

among them the Cuvier Club and the Michigan State Asso- 
viation have substantially endorsed it, as has also the press 

at large. We trust that it will pass. 
The matter should receive immediate attention, and the 

law should be passed during the present session, in order 
{hat it may be out of the power of the Secretary of the In- 

terior, or ally of his subordinates, to consummato this lease 

or to make others by which the rights uf the people to this 
magnificent section may be seriously imperiled. Let the 
people look to it, and strive by every means in their power 
to let their representatives understand how deep is the inte- 
rest which they take in this matter. 

That the Formst AND SrkHam was the first newspaper in 

the land to see the enormity of this job, and to raise its 
yoice azainst this cool and harefaced attempt to appropriate 
the people’s property, is naturally a source of satisfaction 
tous, At the same time we cannot claim any special credit 
for the course we have pursued. It is the duty of this 
journal to do all in its power to protect the interests of the 
people, to guard against any invasion of their rights, and to 
sound the note of warning and alarm when these rights are 
threatened. That we were the first to see what this pro- 
posed luasé would accomplish, proves simply, either that we 
were more alert than our contemporaries, or else that we have 

special knowledge and special sources of information 
which they, none of them, possess. What we have suid on 
this subject has not been without effect, we are happy to 

say, and we have faith to balieve that the representatives of 
the people at Washington will, by passing Senator Vest’s bill, 

earn for themselves the lasting gratitude of the whole Nation. 

AN IMPORTANT PARK ORDER. 

PURRED on by the interest devoted to the Park by 

Senator Vest, the Secretary of the Interior has issued 
an important order to the Superintendent of the Yellow- 
stone National Park. The text of this document, which 
we give below, will rejoice the heart of every man through- 
out the land who is far-sceing and intelligent enough to ap- 

preciste the importance of preserving from utter extinction 

the noble game with which, in some few localities, the 
erand old Rocky Mountains still teem. The order, which 

has not been published before this, and which it gives the 
Fornst AND STREAM great pleasure to lay before the public, 
reads as follows: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, \ 
WASHINGTON, January 15, 1383. 

The Superintendent of the Yellowstone National Park: 
Sirn—The regulations heretofore issued by the Secretary of the In- 

terior in regard to killlng game in the Yellowstone National Parl 

are amended go as to prohibit absolutely the killing, wounding or 
zapturing at any time, of any buffalo, bison, moose, elk, black-tailed 
or white-tailed deer, mountain sheep, Rocky Mountain goat, ante- 

lope, beaver, otter, martia, fisher, grouse, prairie chicken, pheasant, 
fool-hen, partridge, quail, wild goose, duck, robin, meadow lark, 
thrush, goldfinch, flicker or yellow-hammer, blackbird, oriole, Jay, 

snowbird, or any of the smal! birds commonly known as singing 

birds. 
The regulations in regard to fishing in the waters of the Park ars 

ymended so as to prohibil the taking of fish by means of seines, nets, 

traps, or by the use of drugs, or any explosive substances or com- 

pounds, or in any other way than by hook and line. 

All cutting of timber in the Park, exc pi upon special permission 
from the Departiment of the Interior, is prohibited. 

You will please see that all persons coming within the limits of the 
Park are notifled, so far as possible, of these regulations, and that 

they observe the same. 
You will report to this Department any Infractions of the regula- 

tions. Very respectfully, H. M. Tevusr, Secretary. 

This order, if enforced, means protection for the game, 

and is from all points of view most highly to be commended. 

The prohibition against the ‘‘killing, wounding or captur- 
ing at any time,” of the species mentioned is absolute; and, 
while it may not all at once wholly prevent the killing of 
these animals, its moral effect can scarcely be overesti- 
mated. 

Tt is not too late, if this order can only be enforced, to 

preserve the game of North America within this Park in 

such numbers that there may always be had in the country 
surrounding it, good hunting for ail who may desire to haye 
the satisfaction of killing in moderation these noble species, 
The additional assistants to the Superintendent of the Park, 

called for by Senator Vest’s excellent bill, with the aid of 
the troops which the Secretary is to be authorized to em- 
ploy, will haveno difficulty in carrying into effect this order, 

and in promptly expelling and bringing to justice any who 
may attempt to violate its provisions, 
The contract for the 20,000 pounds of wild meat reported 

last week as having becn made, willnow, we think, scarcely 
be filled from the game within the Park limits. 

Tan Micuicgan Assocrarion Mrrtine at Detroit, last 
week, of which a full report will be found elsewhere, was a. 

most important one in its bearing upon the future usefulness 
of the society. Itis hoped that the commitfce, to whose 
care the matter of legislation was committed, may be suc- 

cessful in their efforts to secure a State game warden. Such 

an oflicer is greatly needed, the worl already done by the 
society's agent, Mr. Higby, having given ample demonstra- 
tion of the good to be accomplished in this way. The prop- 
osition to prohibit spring shooting received the indorsement 

of the more progressive delegates, and the legislative com- 

mittee were given the option of incorporating provisions to 
this effect in the proposed amendments if it can be done 
without detriment to other interests. We congratulate the 
State of Michigan that its game and fish interests are im such 

good hands. 

Tre Cuvier Onur of Cincinnati is one of the largest and 
most influential game associations in the world. The ad- 
mirable report. prepared ky Hon, Thos. A. Logan and read 
at the annual meeting of the club, possesses a more than 
local interest, and it gives us great pleasure to lay 1 before 

the readers of ForEsT AND STREAM. 

Tun SourHpRN NEGRO, as some of our correspondents 
have told us, is not so much of » game destroyer as he once 
was. This ig interesting and giatifying intelligence; we 
should be much pleased to haye the observations of our 

Southern readers on this point. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

VISHING IN HOMET?S DAY. 

pit in Homer’s day constituted tut an unimportant 
irlicle of food, and that in common use only among 

the lower clusses of the people. Ibis never found at all 

upon tle tables of heroes in camp nor of princes at their 

homes, The flesh of domestic animals, particularly that of 
the ox, supplied the meal of the laborer in the fields and the 
banquet boards in fhe palace, Their flocks and herds con- 

stituted the chief wealth of both Greeks and Trojans. ‘This 

is to he taken in evidence of their having previously led a 
pustoral life, as well as their depending largely upow the 

vrazing of their linds in Homerictimes. That fish did not 

appear upon the tables of the Grecian heroes at Troy could 

nol have resulted from ignorance of their use, nor of the art 

of taking them, for the camp was close upon the shore, and 

only a league or so below the Tellespont, which the poet 

speaks of as abounding in fish. (Il. LX., 860). The neglect 

of fish as an article of diet on the part of the higher classes 

cun be accounted for only upon the supposition that they 

were esteemed unfit for food, The only instance in Homer 

where we tind direct mention of fish as food is when the 
companions of Odysseus ave reduced to the greatest straits 

just before they adopt the fatal counsel of Eurylochos and 
devour the oxen of the sun. 

One month incessantly blew the south wind and not any other, 

Rose thenes forward no wind saye only the east and the south winds. 

Long as my comrades had store of bread and wine that is ruddy, 

So long bestrained they their hands from the oxen, although. they 

were hungry. 

But when indeed cur supplies had utterly failed from the vessel, 

Then by necessity driven they feilupon game that was lawful: 

Wishes and birds as well—whateyer chance brought to their dear 
hands, ; 

Using hooks that were bent;—lor hunger was gnawing their stom- 

(Od, XTI., 325-382.) achs. 

Earlier in the course of his ten years’ wanderings had 
Odysseus and his men experienced similar straits through 
sivess of weather, which confined them for twenty days 
upon the desert island of Pharos, just off the mouth of the 

Nile and in the Bay of Alexandria; and in the same way 

lid the men relieve their distress. 

Now all provisions had failed, aud the hearts of my conirades had 

fainted, 

Vlad nol a goddess divine taken pity on me and preserved me, 

Mhild of a sovereign lord—of Proteus, old man of the waters— 

Fidothea: for perchance had I greatly moved her compassion. 

Roaming about by myself she found me apart from my comrades. 

All the time strolling were thesé along by the shares of the island, 

Fishing with evooked hooks; bul hunger was euawing their stomachs. 

(Oa. TV,, 363-869.) 

The poet deseribes minutely the art of the angler in a 
vomparison he introduces to show how the me@nster Seylla 

seized six of the crew of Odysseus as they sailed past the 

dveaded Charybdis. He paints the angler creeping to the 

extremest point of a projecting rock, and with light rod 
casting the baited hook to the little fishes to take them 
through treachery. 

Just asa fisherman casts with his rod from aledge overhanging, 

Throwing enticing bait io deceive the delicate fishes, 
Letting down into the sea a bit of the horn of a wild ox, 

Jerks from ifs house and its home the fish he catches—now gasping, 
So were these, breathless from fright, suatched off and dashed to the 

ledges. (Od. XIT,. 251-255,) 

The allusion to the bit of ox horn inay prove puzzling to 

the disciple of Izaak Walton if he has not also read Tomer 
with especial care. Another passage in the poems, how- 

ever, makes it prety plain that what the poet had iu mind 

was a casing of horn inclosing the line just above the hook 

1o prevent the cord being cut off against the sharp teeth of 

the fishes. The loss of the hook wonld, in those days, prove 

namisfortune of serious magnitude, In the last hook of the 

Iliad, Homer tells how Priam ransomed the dead body of 

his son. He represents Zeus declaring that some messenger 

of the gods should visit Thetis and mduee her to persuade 
her son to give up Tektor’s hody and receive the offered 

rinsomM, 

He spoke: and with foof of the blast weot vis to Garry the message. 

Midway belween the isles of Samos and Imbrus the rugged, 

Plunged she into the sea: the walters around her were troubled, 

Just like a plummet of lead the goddess sank to the bottom, 

Lead at the end of a line that runs through a casing of ox hori, 

Downward goes on its way bearing death to the rayenous fishes. 

(Tl. XNDV., 77-81.) 
The use either of nets for taking fish or of snares for birds 

is alluded to where Sarpedon warns Hektor to beware that 

he be not taken by the enemy as if in cords of linen all en_ 

closing. (LL Y. 487). In the Odyssey there is plain mention 

of this mode of fishing where the poet tells how the suitors 

lay piled in heaps when slain, for he compares them to 

Teas of fishes, which the net of many meshes has dragged 

from the hoary sea out on the dry sand, and fhere desiring 

the water they lie dying in the hot sun. 

hearched then Odysseus his house to see if yel of the suitors 

Any were hidden away escaping the doom which impended, 
Covered with biood aud with dust he saw every one of their number 

Lying in heaps 4s they fell and piled up like so many fishes, 

Which from the hoary sea hauled out on the beach of an inlet. 
Fishermen drag in the net with woven meshes: but all these 

Gasp for the waves of the sea as they lie in the sand at its margin. 

Now has the shining sun destreyed the lives of the fishes; 

So then the suitors in heaps were lying one over the other. 

(Od, XXIT., 381-389.) 

Of the use af shellfish and of the method of taking these 
Homer makes mention but once, and that by way of a jest. 
When Hektor’s chariotecr was killed and fell headlong from 
his chariot, Patroklos, seeing him, quaintly remarked that 

this man would supply a large family diying from # ship 

into the fish-abounding sea for oysters, even if the water 

were very rough, 
Heavens! why, bless me, the inan is nimble! how easy be plunges! 

Really, if he had his home by a sea abounding in fishes, 

Many a mouth would he fill—this fellow diving for oysters. 
Overboard from «a ship would he plunge, although “twere rough 

weather, 

After such fashion how from the car he gracefully plunges. 

(IL. NYT. 745-749,) 

But Homer affords us ample evidence that the fisheries 
were carly prosecuted in the water surrounding Greece. 

When the suitors had been slain at the palace of Odysseus, 

the bodies of auch of the dead as belonged to Ithaka were 
carried out for lurial, while those that belonged in cities at 

a distaice were sent home by fishing craft plymg among the 

islinds and along the coast of Epirns, a circumstance which 

abundantly proves that this industry was actively carried on 

in these waters at this carly day, Soon as Odysseus had in- 

flicted terrible punishment on the insolent princes: 
Fame, the swift bearer of news, went everywhere through the city, 

Telling the odious death, and the bitter fate of the suitors, 

Forthwith, hearing the news, men hurried from every quarter 

Wailing and groaning aloud in front of the house of Odysseus. 

Forth from the palace they hore the dead and they buried then 
singly. 

Those who had come from abroad they sent every one to his city, 
Vishermen carried these home, having put them on board their swift 

vessels, (Od. XXTV., 413-419.) 

Isaac Bassprr CHoatrn, 

NEW YORK GAME LAWS. 

WC PHAKER CHAPIN, of the New York Legislature, lus 

\ appointed as a Committee on Game Laws the following 

gentlemen: Messrs. Johnson, of Westchester (chairman); Bul- 

mer, of Queens; O’Connor, of Chemung; Schermerhorn, of 

Columbia; MeManus, of New York; MeCarren, of Kings; 

Scott, of Livingston; Helm, of Oswego, and Locke, of Warren. 
Several of these members we know to be intelligent gentle- 

men, who sre fond of going shooting and fishing, and we un- 

derstand that a number of them are members of game pro- 

tective societies. We lave no reason, therefore, to doubt 

that they will do the besi thal they know how, We had hoped 
that the name of Mr. James Geddes, of Syracuse, might 
have been included in this list, buf it has been omitted, and 
no doubt Mr Geddes's work outside will be effective and un- 

ceasing. 

Tt will be interesting to observe just how careful and in- 

telligent a consideration shall be devoted to the inmportant 
subject intrusted to this committee’s care. We have taken 
occasion, more than once recently, to set forth pretty plainly 
our views on the subject of any general change in the laws, 

The trouble with these statutes 1s not in their provisions, 
but in the fact that these are not enforced, and are, in 

many sections of the State, for all practical purposes, 
a dead letter, if the laws which we now have are 

not respected, i seems folly to enact more stringent ones, 

and we feel sure that the wisest course would be to concen- 

trate all effort on the obfaming an increase 1 the number of 

our game protectors and a liberal appropriation for paying 
them for their work, 

There are, however, several much needed alterations which 

deserve the carnest consideration of the Legislature. One 
of these, and the most important, is the abolition, without 

exception, of Spring’ shooting. Neither ducks, nor geese, 

nor brant, nor Wilson's snipe, nor bay birds of any kind, 

should be shot after Pebruary 1. ‘Their return to their 
breeding grounds in spring should be free from molestation. 

Many of the species are already paired before they leaye us 

im spring, tind all the destruction that goes on at that season 
tends to lessen the number of birds which will visit our 
bays, beaches, and meadows when the autumn once more 

brings around the shooting season. It is strangely incon- 

sistent to protect certain birds after January 1, and to per- 

nil others to be slaughtered as long as they can be found. 
li may be said that it is only the migrating species that are 

allowed to be shot in spring, but what of that? Why should 
they be killed just as they are about to reproduce their kind, 
any more than the quail or the raffed grouse? Moreover, 

some species of ducks, as well as the so-called Knglish 

snipe, fvequeutly breed with us. 

The truth is that the killing of game in spring is just of a 
piece with the whole policy of our government and our 
people on this subject up to the present time; that is, it is in- 

conceivably short-sighted and stupid. ven to-day, after all 

the efforts that have been made to arouse interest in the suh- 
ject. the man who has any intelligent comprehension of the 

proper methods to be pursued in protecting game is just 
Almost everything that has 

been accomplished in this direction is the result of private 
effort, which has had tostruggle against an appalling amount 

about as rare as a black fox, 

of ignorance and prejudice, 
How to stop the jacking or fire-huuoting of deer in the 

Adirondacks is « difficult problem and one which may claim 
This practice is 

carried ou almost entirely in the close season, and is, there- 

fore, really already forbidden by law, though not in explicit 

alittle attention from our game clubs. 

terms, a8 we think it should be. It isa most destructive 

method of hunting, and the shot that kills the old doe carries 
death also to two tiny spotted fawns. 

Another chang, which is strongly to be reconimended, 

is such # modification of the section relating to prosecution 
tor trespass, as to allow the owner or lessee of property to 
announce his intentions to keep the shooting or fishing of 
his land from the public by advertising such intentions for 
three months in the county papers or by personal service of 
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notice in addition to the signboards now required by law. 
This is rendered necessary by the fact that as things stand 
at present itis often very difficult to successfully prosecute 
fi. trespasser. 

In another column will be found a letter touching on 
several of these points from a gentleman well known for the 

ictive interest which he takes in game protection, His 
recommendations deserve the careful attention of those who 

propose to submit bills fur action by the present Legisla- 
ture, His suggestion that each club should contribute a 
small sum of money toward a fund for additional pay of 

game wardens is certainly deserving of consideration. It 
would be likely to have the effect of inciting these officials 
to greater efforts, and, besides this, would give each club 
member a personal interest in the doings of the wardens for 

his section, which could scareecly fail of being of advantage 
to the cause, 

Lire Saving ann Fown SHoorme,—We have heard 
for along time complaints that the men employed at the 
life-saving stations scattered along the coast, do a great deal 
of injury to the shooting, by their continual hammering at 

the fowl which resort to the localities near these stations. 
Many, indeed most, of the men employed in the Life Saying 
Service are old bayman and gunners, good shots, and well 
acquainted with the habits of fowl. These qualifications, 
say those who complain on this subject, render them very 

destructive to the birds, the more so because they are within 

easy reach of the shooting grounds, and haye abundant time 
on their hands to indulge in their fondness for gunning. Tf 
these men confine themselves to killing fowl at proper times 

and in proper places, if they shoot only during the hours of 
daylight, and do not disturb the birds upon their feeding 
grounds, no one can with any color of justice complain 

because they kill many more birds than most sportsmen are 
able to. But if, as is said to be often the case, they harry 

the birds continually, putting out batteries on their feeding 
grounds, und shooting the fowl at night by means of lights 

and with big guns, it will certainly be im order for that 

department of the government which has charge of this 

service to issue an order limiting, or eyen entirely prohibi- 
ting, the use of firearms by the crews of these stations. On 
many accounts we should be sorry to see this done, but we 
know that there are some stations where the privilege of 

shooting is grossly abused. The pay of this service is 
'wretchedly insutiicient, the life a lonely and often a hard 
one, and we should regret to see the amusements or privil- 
eges of the men curtailed. But they should, for their own 

as well as for the public’s sake, exercise some moderation in 
their shooting. The time has come for protecting our fowl 
hy every possible means, and this is one of them, 

Che Sportsman Convist. 
NIMROD IN THE NORTH. 

BY LIBU'T. FRED'K SCHWATKA, U. §. Altry, 

11.—Shooting Among the Seals and Sea-Horses, 

PYHE reader will remember that our winter camp was in 
the northern part of Hudson’s Bay, among the Iwillik 

Esquimaux, The name I-wil-lik is derived from the Hs- 
quimau word weewieck (a walrus), and signifies the walrus-_ 
eaters, that being aniong these people the principal source 
of food. Among them were a few Netschilluks, or seal- 
eaters, whose original homes had heen with the great body 
of their large tribe on and near King William’s Land in 
the Arctic Ocean. ‘Thus living among the seal and walrus- 
eaters, I had occasion to see and hear much concerning 
the habits of and hunting adventures with these curious am- 
phibious animals that supplied them with their daily suste- 
nance, 

The walrus, or ashe was auciently called and is still some- 
times dubbed, the morse or the sea-horse, (the Tiehechus 
yoamarus, Linn., of scientists) may be popularly described 
48 an immense seal, with upper canine teeth prolonged into 
hnge tusks. The weight of the walrus can be easily remem- 
hered asa ton, although that may be slightly in excess of 
the average, They attain a length of from fifteen to 
eighteen feet, and a circumference around the fore-fippers 
of about half these amounts, These scan Lop are about 
two feet long and capable, when expanded, of covering 
considerable area, and forcing them rapidly through the 
water when propelled by their short stout arms, They also 
use these to protect and carry their young and wounded 
comrades. ‘The inside of fhese paws is covered by a horny 
cuticle that would make one think that they were hard 
workers, but evidently subserves the purpose of protecting 
their palms while slapping them around over the rough ice 
in their bunglesome gait. Some have claimed that they 
have the power of suction in their flippers, like the house-fly’s 
foot, ind that in this manner they readily climb upon the 
huge ice cakes where they areso often seen, especially in 
the Arctic summer, but I do not think this has been proyen. 

The walrus flippers, when properly cooked, are considered 
a great delicacy by the Innuits, as the Esquimaux call them- 
selves, and I must say that to those who have habituated 
themselves to their diet in whole or in part, their judgment is 
good. ‘They cookthem by simmering them all day in the 
half-boiling water in their rude stone kettles over their 
peculiar native lamps, and when thus prepared, leaving out 
a slight walrus flavor, they could not be told from pickled 
pig’s feet served hot. Le : 
"The form of government of the Iwilliks—if they can be 

said to have any—is a sort of communism; but to the slayer 
‘of a walrus is accorded the head, one fore and one hind 
flipper above the share which is apportioned to any that 
may come along and help slaughter the animal, or eyen to 
those shiftless beings who appear in time to help drag it into 
the village near by. Even again when it reaches the village 
it may undergo another subdivision, for the refusal corner 
of an Innuit’s heart is rounded off with the most abounding 
charity. 

I Taya spoken of the walrus flayor, and this is almost 

a 
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identical with that of the coarser clams, from which | in contact with one of their superstitions that caused me no 
bivalve in North WWyudson’s Bay he derives his main sub- 
sislenge, abd for procuring whith his villsincustooking 
tusks seems specially designed, I think I cannot better 
deserie the walrus flayor than by citing the unpoeticnl 
illustration of tough Texas beef, marbled with fat, soaked 
in clam juice. 1 think the two would he so near alike that 
ifwonlltuke an Nsquimau to distinguish between them. 
To many this meat seems to be extremely repulsive, but 
much of this abhorrence lies in the imagination and can be 
overcome in the same way that is done with the frog-hater. who 
eats them as ricebirds and then resembles Oliver Twist in 
his further actions. 

The flesh of the walruys is protected by a thick Munket of 
fat, or “*blubber,” which allows it to resist the constantly 
cold waters of the Avctic suay, and this blubber yields nearly 
4 barrel of oil, and this, with its tusks and occasionally its 
hide, makes it a constant victim to the avarice of the human 
race. Jts tusks aré the most distinguishing feature, their 
tyvory whiteness showing plainly marked against its dark, 
swarthy breast, Tyey are fiom one to tyo fect in length 
when fully grown, and weigh about five pounds (Ininging 
about twenty-five cents a pound in the ivory markets), one 
side being often longer than the other, Whenever this is 
the case the shorter is usually the heavier, thus equalizing 
the weights, I think this would indicate that the morse is 
not inclined fo use the tusks equally in digeing for clams, 
or any other confinuots labor with fem, being, so far as 
his fusks are concerned, right dud left handed, so to speak, 
The tusks are used as weapons of defense and offense: 

and, according to some, the walruses have closely contested 
ronfiicis with the polar bear above, and the narwhal beneath 
water. Lthink the polar often aftacks the smaller ones and 
suceceds in killing them by a powerful blow from his paw, 
or by stunning the in this manner, and completing theit 
destrnchion afterward, for the bear is cunning cnourh to 
erawl right on yal of and kill the common Arctic seai, the 
most warty animal in these regions, and he could therefore 
earily do so with the stupid sea-horse. Still I think the 
larger ones, lying so close td the open water as they usually 
do, and weighing fully twice as much as their opponent, 
ought tomakea suceessful defense until they could diye 
beyond his reach, Some give Bruin the credit of being 
smart enough 16 take 4 large stone or block of ice between 
his paws “nd conyerting himself into » cutapult to use it to 
crack his yictim’s thick skull by a blow from a distance, 
especially where he is favored by positions of altitude as 

- precipitous cliffs, ov the perpendicular walls of icehergs, 
The contents of the stomach of a walrus, consisting 

mostly of crushed clums, is one of the highest delicacies o 
(he Innuits, but Iwas never starved long enough to partake 
of this natural clam chowder while living in these regions, 
although enjoying that at lome. 

Captain Hall, when in this same couitry and on a walrus 
hunt, concluded from the faet that rarely any part of a 
clam shell larger than « dime is found in the sea-horse's 
stomach, anil also finding at various times a single shell 
close by a walrus hole (ar aperture in the ice where the 
brute seks ifs lead throngh to blow or breathe), that fhe 
walrus digs but one clum at 4 time from the hottom of the 
sen, and (hen Gomes to the surface to blow and eject the 
shell, When 1 first heard of this clam diet of the walrus, I 
thought theré would be no trouble in obtaining them on 
some of the sand beaches T had seen wear camp, but L soon 
found that if I wanted clams J must take them second- 
hand, @ a Jnwiwil, from the walrus. The shore ice in North 
Nudson’s Bay forms to about six or eight feet in thickness, 
and there is an average rise and fall im the tide of about 
fifteen feet; so for about twenty-five feet below high water 
matk (where the clam is supposed to be happiest) the shore 
is frozen solidly some distance into its component earth or 
sand, and no clam with sufficient reyard for comfort will 
he found nearer than eight or ten feet of the surface at the 
lowest tides, © 

Most of the autumn of 1878 ways occupied by my party 
in surveying (he illy-charted northern sliores of the hay, 
Oolonel Gilder and the two men whiling away a portion of 
their time in short. excursions with the shotenn and rifle, 
bui an accurate census of thefauna, taken before and after 
fhese expeditions, like the continually tempestuous weather 
of that season, would have suffered no change. Colonel 
Gilder was, however, on the 16th of December, « little more 
successful, having bagged two walruses ov an island about 
twenty miles distant, and brought then tusks back us 
trophies. T therefore determined to try my hick at the same 
sport, 1nd combining business with pleasure, finish my 
snpvey of the coast to the eastward. I[ started on the 19th 
with Frank nud a hoatload of natives, but the day after 
proyed squally and tempestuons, and on reaching the island 
where the natives were cumped—about ten miles from the 
walrus island—it suddenly turned yery cold, and my Esqui- 
maux hunters could not he induced to proceed further, 
Here we remained during three days and nights of bitter 
cold weather, when my northern friends determined upon 
i homeward journey back to the mainland in order to 
imild their loos or winter snuw houses, as the ite 
was forming rapidly, and it was now altogether 
foo cold i 9 sealskin tent (Hoepik) to remain 
there comfortably. 1 was fairly remunerated, however, 
by completing my survey in ihat yicinity. and on 
the 28d started homéwurd, The slush ice that always forms 
on salt water just before it freezes, and that closely re- 
semibles lonse snow thrown into the water, refarded our 
progress considerably whenever we neared the land, and 
warned usin unmistakable language that cur long polar 
Winter was neac wl land, Reaching the mainland I had a 
Fair shot at # huze walrus’s head, whose owner had crawled 
upon a suall granite tip of rock near the shore, but striking 
him in the upper iW, he quickly bade us adieu, leaying 4 
long streak of opalescent grease onthe eutftace of the water 
to mark his subaqueous course, A. Walrus’s carcass floated 
ashore a few weeks affer that not far trom the scene of my 
bad shooting, and Toolodah and other Innuits believed it to 
he mine, alfhough if was worthless for anything except dog 
feed. By the custom of the country, however, il belonved 
to the man who found il, limited by the rights of possession 
already explained, and | did not even take the trouble to 
Jook it up and ascertain, especially when I heard of the 
prodigious number of wounded walrus that must have been 
swimming around iu Hudson's Bay just before this one 
appeared which was thrown up on the beach. 
By the ist of February in ‘79, the few Esquimaux thut 

Nad heen clustered around my permanent cump on the main- 
land had moyed over to Depot Island, three miles distant, 
it being more available for walrus hunting: in “the icefloes, 
which season was then just commencing, and for the first 
lithe among these savage suns of old Boreas I was brought 

little annoyance. When the reindeer hunting season is 
over, some time from December to Pebruary, depending 
upon the locality and senson, aud nearly all the meat resull- 
ing therefrom disposed of, the walrus and seal come into 
the Hsquiman market and completely exclude the reindeer, 
which from that date becomes forbidden fruit. The Ionuit 
who has relinquished reindeer meat tears down his ald dye, 
or snow-lut, and Inilds a new one, ay he must not eat 
walrus or seal, or work on sealskin clothing in an i#yloe 
where the now discarded reindeer has heen eaten op clothing 
made from his hide. The contrary rule is also “ood, for all 
work on reindeer clothing must cease as soon as the new 
flee is mude their hubitation. 

So far is this superstition carried that upon one occasion, 
several years ago, so Ah-mow, # trustworthy Lwillik Innuit, 
informed me, when ahout one-half of the natives then living 
in [willik (the Repulse Bay of white men) had commenced 
their reindeer Lent, the walrus and seal suddenly became 
very scurce owing to severe protriaeted northern winds hold- 
ing the ice floes well off the shore. The remaining half of 
the natives still had a plentiful supply of reindeer meat, 
bat ‘Swhat was one man’s neat was another man’s poison,” 
and the first portion had nearly starved in devotion to their 
religion, alongside of (he far more esteemed reindeer meat, 
wheu 4 lucky change of wind saved them from breaking 
this Innuit commandment, or perhaps from starvation. 
Shortly after their establishment at Depot Island their wal- 
rus and seal lonting was amply rewarded with success, but 
{ found it impossible to secure any for myself or for do 
feed while I lived in my present ¢y/oo. If 1 would only buil 
another, which they besought me fo do, even on the site of 
the present one, they would bring me plenty. Natives came 
over daily but brought no walrus meat, nor touched the 
reindeer meat of those few that remained, Providing that 
we took our dogs to Depot Island they wonld be fed 
generously, and this method was finally adopted, to the sut- 
isfaction of all parties, the natives doing all the work. 
‘This superstition is founded on the belicf that there exist 
lwo gods, antagonistic to each other, one ruling the seas and 
all that in them is, and the other the iand and with its beasts 
and birds, and they appease their respective divine jeal- 
ousies by holding true allegiance to only ane av a Lime, dis- 
carding the other completely for the while. 

The pursuit and capture of the walrus is generally under- 
tuken with the spear and sealskin line and very much resem- 
bles the killing of a whale as now practiced by our whal- 
ing ships, It must be remembered that the walrus is always 
found newr the open water, simply crawling, npona cake of 
ice, or the edge of the shore ice, and never goiny further 
from the water than is necessary to secure a comfortable spot 
to lie in, for the sea is his refuge in case of danwer. He is a 
clumsy animal on land or ice and Ings defense there is not at 
all proportionate to his strength, He is nearly always near 
enough the ice edge so that one good lurch of his hige carcass 
will throw him into the water. 

The native hunter, when he hus deseried the large beast 
on the ice-foot, crawls slowly and noiselessly on him, keeping 
out of sight as much as possible, in which he is greatly aided 
by the rough lummocks of ice and the fact that his lazy 
Inbberly prey is generally about half asleep, especially if it 
he a fine sunny day, When sufficiently near, which depends 
upon the nearness of the walrus to his refuge place—the 
open water—with afew lightning like leaps the agile hunter 
is alongside with the point of the walrus spear deeply bedded 
in his victim’s tough sides and ready to pay ont the thirty- 
foot line that he has had wound around his arm or neck 2 

| a8 the sea-horse slides into the open water in his attempt to 
escape, Now comes the tugot war! [t requires the skillful 
and united strength of two active hunters to manaye the line 
or the walrus will pullit away or cut it off clean over the 
sharp edge of some projecting ice Lummock before they 
have worried him out sufficiently to kill him with a lance, 
Pulling in the line rapidly as it slackens or paying it ont 
with a steadily increasing resistance, until the beast is so ex- 
hausted that he may he pulled alongside anddispstched by a 
well directed thrust from their sharp lances, 

The use of firearins, wherever the Esquimaus have been 
able to obtain them, has much simplified the second act 
of this tragedy, as the hunter then has but little trouble in 
dispatching his game immediately after he has fastened tu 
him with the harpoon and line, and while he is yet in his 
most desperate strugeles to escape. Where walrus are not 
numerous, and consequently make such short excursions 
that almost the merest movement is sufficient to throw 
them into the water, the shot from a gun cannot be wholly 
relied upon, for, unless instantly fatal, which requires het- 
ter shooting than can be usually done under sueh cold, un- 
comfortable circumstances, the huge monster rolls into the 
water and sinks to the bottom, where he dies and remains 
until the gases from juirefaction brings his carcass to the 
surface. Wherever they congregate in immense herds, as 
in the Arctic seas inside of Behring’s Straits, or as they 
used to be in the Spitzbergen seas before the whalers thinned 
tthem out, they can be shotlike so many fame sheep upon 
the great ice cakes, where they craw] out to bask in the sun, 
for the first to craw] upon the ice are crowded hack a con- 
siderable distance by the newcomers, and so on, until they 
are forced a loug way off from the water's edge, and there 
fall yictims to the rapid rifies of man, when surprised, 
The above explanation of a hunt supposes that the hunter 

lias approached over ice and on foot, which is the case when 
the ice-floe is large enough or the walrns has perched upon 
the shoreice, When he is on an isolated cake of smull 
dimensions or'a small island, he is approached by severul 
persons in Ava (their small skin canoes) and instead of 
holding on to the line, a large sir-tizht and inflated sealskin 
about the size of a half Warrel is attached to ifs end und 
thrown over #8 soon 4s the harpoon is fast. At first the 
strength of the walrus is sufficient to drag this foal under 
the water for three or four minutes, but the intervals rapidly 
become shorter, and in lesa than half an hour he is towing 
it along on the surface of the water, and the achive hunter 
watches his opportunity to pierce him with a Jance or shoot 
him through the head or neck, ‘Nearly all those killed in 
the summer are thus obtained. During July and August in 
1880, while on Depot Island, many walruses were {hus cap- 
tured. At the lighest pot of the island a convenient 
monument of stones was built and over this my army signal 
telescope was placed, while hardly five minutes would elapse 
before some one, the small hoys especially. would he look- 
ing through il, scanning the drifting ice-pack for five or six 
mailes on cither side. S S000 us One was discovered the 
alarm would he given through the village and several would 
put off in their Aéehs, and whenever the chose was hear by T 
took my position at the telescope and viewed its exciting 
ingidents, 

) 

The motherwill fight strenuously in defense of her young, 
and the latter cling ienaciously to its maternal defender, so 
thal snecdss in obtaining either is always rewarded with 
the other. During very cold weather the wulrtis only re- 
maing w short while on the ice at any one time betore retir- 
ing to the water to warm his tough bide, and if a young 

| one he captured alive it is almost impossible to keep it se, 
owing to the cold nighis which soon kill it, 

There are very few instances indeed: where this animal 
has been seen alive in menaveries far from its native lime, 
In Baftin’s second Arctiv (1618) voyage, wwe see quaintly 
recorded that ‘our generall went on shoare this afternoone, 
and killed foure deere, and brought a young morse alive 
with him aboord.” When near Spitzbergen on this same 
yoyage he sent some men ashore to gel a piece of driftwood 
discovered On the beach, and says, ““Wee caused the men 
that rowed the shallop to towea tree after them. Nove, 
When wee had put off a little from the shoare, there came 

| five or six morses swimming hard by us and about us; some 
of them coming so neare the sterne of the bote that we 
called for our launces purposeing to strike them, They 
would, divers times, laie their teeth upon the tree which 
we towed (as if were seratching the wood with their teeth), 
buf wee still rowed awaie, and at length they left us. Then 
we passed through a sreat deals of smill ice, and sawe, upon 
some pieces, two morses, and upon some, one.” 

It is dangerous to wound one of these animals when in a 
boat far from land, 4s instances are hob wanting where they 
have retaliated effectually by tearing the boat's sides to pieces 
by their huge swmging tusks. Many of the Twilliks and 
kindred tribes wear mourning for departed ones upset anid 
drowned by the angry wounded walrus, 

The hide of the walrus is from an inch to 21 mech and a 
half in thickness, and covered sparsely with short bristles. 
The yonug walruses are quite dark in color, but gradually 
turn lighter with age, until the oldest are of a decidedly 
light grizzly hue, The thick hide used to he taken by 
walrus slayers to make a heavy porous leather, but I think 
its usefulness has passed. By cooking it for a day or two 
in their perpetually simmering kettles, is becomes somewhat 
friable, and is so eaten by the natives, those of the northern 
coust of Western Greenland being very fondof it. I did not 
fd such a desire for it among the Innuits in Hudson’s Bay. 
When eaten raw or uncooked it is simply equivalent to 
Tubber belting of the same thickness, and it must he eut in 
small enough pieces to be swallowed at once, as the tecth 
will make no more impression than on the substance named. 
Add to this that the stout, bristly hairs makes one imagine 
that he is cutting up and eating a wire hair-brush, As the 
author had to live on it for five days, his observations ard 
of the most practical character. It is never used, even by 
the natives themselves, in this manner, until they are driven 
to it, and even ufter the rancid oil is consumed with which 
they could have cooked it, 

It is not a useless material, however, by any manner of 
means. Theirdogs, to whom they owe more than any race 
of people owe to their domestic animals, must be provided 
for, and in the walrus hide the native sledgeman finds the 
most portable dog food known to the Arctic regions. This 
animal is not ted oftener than every other diy, even when 
food is at its maximum abundanes, and when trayeline on 
a long journey, where space and weight npon the sledye has 
to be economized, he is not fed oftener than every third or 
fourth day if walrus hide (or How, as they call it) is given. 
Thus provided, the Esquimau dog wi!l stand a good journey 
for a month or two without material or visible loss of flesh 
or strength, He muy pick up a little refuse here and there, 
but it will be a microscopical percentage on the regular diet. 
The kovw is generally packed along in large pieces about two 
by three feet, and when fed to the dogs is ent up into strips 
about one or two inches wide (this will make them square, 
as this is the thickoess) and from «a foot to sixteen inches 
long. These the dogs swallow, and the natives tell me that 
it takes them two days to digest it, which surprised me in 
regard to the power and rapidity of the digestive organs ef 
these camels of the cold, for 1 thought novhing less than a 
quartz mill or ayuafortis buth could handle itin such a short 
time. 

The dangers in walrus hunting are much more numerous 
than one would imagine from such a clumsy animal, 
although the most conspicuous ones are indirect, such as 
being drowned after the Ak is ups-t, for the Esquimau, in 
his waters of ice, is a stranger to the artof swimming, An- 
other danger is being packed ont ta sea ou the ice while an 
untayorable wind is hlowing off shore, or a current is set- 
ting out, Still, I know of two ugly-looking wounds made 
by direct contact with their tusks, and one case of death 
reported by a native which [ belicve. 
Abont # month before we started from Hudson’s Bay on 

our sledwe journey, Ikqueesik, a first-rate walrus hunter of 
mine, attempted to make up my deficit in oil, with which 
the party was to start, and of conrse was untiring in his 
efforts fo. do so without regard to weather. One day, while 
on the outer edge of the floe with another Innuit hunter and 
his brother, «i mere. boy, with # stroug off shore wind, the 
piece on which they were watchiug broke off and floated 
away to the seuthward in the storm. They were prisoners 
on their jail of ice for three days, af the end of which time 
they were landed ahout fifteen miles away from the island 
and made their way home on the sledge, which they had 
had with them all the time. They had not suffered much 
material discomfort, having built theinselyes a warm snow 
hut on the floe alongside a high hummock, and they killed 
i) walrus, which happened along, giving them plenty of food 
for themselves aud their dogs, while a ile wus made from 
his tough hide and wicking from a picue of cloth and the 
igloo veasonably warmed. The large sledge was placed ou 
end resting against the walls of the ¢djlev and the top slat 
used as a perch for 4 lookout to watch for a change of wind 
and the land, 

These driftings out 10 sea ou the ice are not unnsual, and 
nearly every onde vigorous hunter, in his old age. can tell 
you of a personal incident or two of the kind during his life, 
They are not half as dangerous as one would infer, the most 
critical times being in the late spring when the ice is svt 
ting rotten, and a heavy storm is liable to break it to pieces. 
One old Twillik in his younger days while walrussing on the 
ice floe near Whale Point on the western side of Roe’s Wel- 
come, was carried fay out to sea by s storm, Tere he sub- 
sisted for fifteen days on what he captured, when the wind 
carried him to the large islind just south of Southampton 
Island, and he fonnd refuge among some strange natives, 
whose language he could hardly understand, and who owned 
no dogs nor sledges, but who nevertheless took the kind 
est care Of him, as is the universal Esquimau custom. He 
had to wait among them until the nexi summer when they 
took him to Repulse Bay in their Avaky, which were so frail 
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that they wonld not aticmpt to cross tle Welcome, and, once 
amone a branch of his own tribe, he made his way back ta 
Whale Point after an absence of nearly 1 ‘year, all his 
friends having long since believed him dead, and his wife 
having effectually played fhe Enoch Arden trick on him, 

There are so many varicties of sexls with different habits 
that the hunting of these creatures differs considerably ac. 
cording to the kind. The ook-jook, or great seal, is an im- 
mense fellow and weighs probably a half or a third that of 
an average walrus, measuring offen ten feet in length, 
Their capture does not differ considerably trom that of a 
walrus, although probably a greater proportion of them 
are oaptured by the Aves and float method than in any other 
way, Itis net plentiful in any part of the Arctic seas, that 
is, if never congresates in herds or shoals as is the wont of 
other species, but is always seen singly or in paivs. On the 
western coast of the Adelaide Peninsula, jutting into the 
Arctic Sea, is the country of the Ook-jook-liks, or great seal- 
eaters, and there they are reported to be very common, 

The hide of this seal is of the utmost importance m the 
Hsquimau economy, its skin heing the only one considered 
fit for making the hunting lines already described as used by 
the dviaké men and others in harpooning seal and walrus, for 
it may be truly said that their very life depends on this 
line, which is wound around their neck, running out easily, 
rapidly, and without knols or entanglements when pulled 
by the harpooned animal. By some natives it is called the 
“thong-seal,” Sis thick skin is always used to make the 
soles of the sealskin Hoots and slippers, and betore itis 
sewed on itis rendered absolutely impervious to water hy 
being chewed for two or three days by some of the old 
women of the tribe, Tt then loukslike finely grained Isather, 
On the 23d of July in 78, while off the eastern entrance 

io Hudson’s Straits, had my first yiew of a “bladder- 
nose” seal wallowing around on a small piect of ice about a 
inile away and evidently enjoying himself to the full ex- 
tent of hislimited habitation. It seemed to be about two- 
thirds the size of the ook-jook, some seven or eight feet in 
length, His unshapely head, which he kept constantly 
swaying te and fro in the air, looked not unlike that of a 
horse with a large nose bag on, and from which peculiarity 
he derives his unpoetical name. Ata distance this inflation 
looks asif it was on his nose, but is really on his forehead. 
His sealship fell a victim tothe rifles ofa neighboring 
whaler, waiting like us for the ice pack to open, It is the 
mosf pugnacious of all the seals (2 really harmless species of 
animals), and when irritated by wounds or close pursuit, it 
will turn ferociously on its pursuer, splashing him with 
water and snapping at him spitefully, By some the hunting 
of the ‘*bladder-nose” in a /za/cis considered dangerous sport, 

The “saddle-back” seal is {he ong pursued by the sealing 
ships in the Spitzbergen, and Newfoundland seas, and 
eoing in immense shoals, is caught in great quantities by 
simply sending a party on the icc and knocking them over 
the heads with clubs, Their skins are used principally in 
making kid gloves, about two-thirds of which are derived 
from this source, so I understand, the other third being sup- 
plied by the monkey skins of Brazil, The only inference 
left is that the name of these gauntlets must be taken from 
the animals that wear them and not those from which they 
ate derived, 1 

There are migratory séal visiting some parts of the 
Arctic, hut not with sufficient certainty to depend upon 
thom for food and so forth, at all periods and all districts, 
The west coast of Greenland is the especially favored one, 
The dassigich, or fresh-water, or spotted seals, are not very 
numerous, and ave generally found in the mouths of rivers 
and secured by shooting them with arifie. They are beau- 
tifully spotted, the blotches decreasing in size and intensity 
from the hack around to the flanks. They are in prime con- 
dition in Hudson’s Bay about August, 'Thase of Hudson's 
Straits seem to be the finest in the Arctic, The Aasaryinh 
skin is often seen in civilization made into shopping-bags, 
yalises, ete. 7 

The seal pov eveellenee, in Kequimau land, is the pate-eivek 
or common seul. Tis skin is used for making boots and 
slippers, for summer clothing, for coyering their Avis and 
for making their tents. Jt is one of the most reliable 
sources of food, and the oil forms the greater share of 
that uscd by the natives. Its pursuit varies with the season, 
During the winter time, and when the ice is at its thickest 
and covered with drifts of snow, the common seal works 
ils way through the ice by a hole just large enough to admit 
his body, and then makes a dome in the snow whose apex 
iseut through hy an aperture about the size of a quar- 
ter of a dollar, which is called its “blow hole,” and 
through which it breathes when it visits these places. 

This snow dome, with its little aperture, is called ,the 
ag-lo, and even an Esquiman hunter would be likely to pass 
one without notice, as nothing shows on the surface of the 
snow. The native, however, has a powerful ally in detect- 
ing them. ‘Thisisthe kecn scent of his dopg’s nose; and 
when once found he sits down by it with the point of the 
harpoon at the “blow hole" and waits until he heazs pussy 
blowing, when he thrusts it through, impaling the seal upon 
its barb und worrying it out and killing it as described with 
the walrus. The hunter may have to wait only an hour or 
so beferc one blows, but eases are on record, when in times 
of famine and yreat scareity of seal, where they lave sat 
for two und three days immovable at one seal hole, 

Jou lold me that after sitting at one of these holes all 
night he went to sleep and tumbled over buekward off the 
block of snow he had cut for a seat, and whieh did not 
awWalen him at the time, but when he did come to he was 
paralyzed with fright at beholding what he took to be a 
polar }ear staring him squeve m the face, but whichsa 
closer inspection in the loom revealed to be one of his legs 
standing straight up and swathed in its huge hairy cloth- 
ing. Ip the spring the snow melts on the iee and the water 
drains off, The seal then eome out on the ice to bask in 
the sun and warm weather and then the hunter 
crawls upon them until he gets close enough ‘te 
shoot them through the head, Should the seal Jook up, the 
hunter remains motionless or imitates the action of the 
seal, To kill # sual in this way is the best test of huntsman- 
ship in the Arctic, as the animals are then unusually wary. 
When, in the summer, theice has broken up, they are pur- 
sued in the Ava: with harpoons. 

All of the above are known as “‘hair seals,” their skins 
heing of but litile value except as some form of leather. 
The *‘fur seal” is never hunted by sportsmen, being mono- 
polized invkis home in Behring’s Sen by companies with ex- 
clusive charters for his killing. From them we get our 
seqiskin sacks, muffs, gloves and caps with which we are 
all so familiar, 

[TO BE, CONTINUED. ] 

Jaanita Tadg, 231, Cs, 244.—Alnundant. 
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, . > « | spring arrivals of this species, extending through « period of Aatural ist ory. pone consecutive years (excepting the oats 806 and 
1816) is of Interest in showing the remarkable rezularity of 
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86. Sharp-tailed Sparrow—Ammodrameus coudtacutis And. 
Cs, 240, Ridg. 201.—Common, Arrives m May, Frequents j 
meadows and marshes near the coast. Breeds on the 
pround, Lays from four to six eggs, greenish white with 
brown spots, in June, 

87. Swamp Sparrow—Aimmodramus palustris Aud, : Melos | 
pize pabisins Ridg. 233, Cs. 248.—Common. Arrives in ! 
March and April. Breeds on the ground. Lays five zreen- 
ish eggs, white with hrown spots, 

88, Lincoln's Sparrow—Pevcai lintolit Aud.; Jelospiza 
linealnd Ridg. 284, Cs. 242.—A vegular migrant. Arrives in 
May, and quickly passes to the north and east. Possibly a 
few breed in Maine. This species was found breeding in 
Labrador by Audubon, and he named it in compliment to 
his companion, Thomas Lincoln, Bsq., of Denmysville, Me., 
who procured the first specimen described. ‘This species 
much resembles the common song sparrow next named, but 
may readily be distinguished by the absence of the dark 
breast spot which is so conspicuons upon the latter, 

80. Bone Sparrow—Fringille smelodic Aud.; Melospica 
Arrives in March 

and earlyin April. Breeds, usually on the ground and luw 
bushes, commonly two broods, Lays five dull whitish 
une: spotted with brown. The first complement Jaid in 
May. 

90, White-crowned Sparrow—Fringilla lencophnys Aud. ; 
Zonotrichin loucoplirys Ridg, 206, Cs. 276.—Common migrant, 
Aativesin April. No-yrecord of breeding in Maine, Mr, 
Harry Merrill reports a bird of this species taken near 
Bangor, “July 27, 1880." An unusual occurrence, as the 
Species is rarely found here in summer, and not abundant 
at any season, 

91. White-throated Sparrow, ‘‘Peabody Bird."—Fiinyiilin 
pennsylranien Aud., Zonotrichia allvcollis Ridg. 209; Os, 275 
Common; arrives in April and early in May. Breeds usually 
on the ground; lays four or more greenish white eees, with 
brown spots, early in June. This hird is locally known as 
the **Peabody Bird" on account of the final notes of ite 
familiar song, which may be thus syllabled: 7—see—you. 
Peabody, Peabody, Peabody, Mr. J. C. Mead shot a male 
specimen during a severe snowstorm, December 22, 1879. 
This bird was in company with a small flock of tree sparrows. 
The thermometer recorded twenty degrees below zero the 
day previous. I observed a specimen at Scarboro, Me,, 
April 6, 1882, with asmall flock of purple finches. Boththe 
birds cited were here at unusual dates. 

92. Tree Sparrow—Fmberizi, canudensis Aud.; Spizelii 
montana Ridg, 210; Spizella monticala Cs., 268. Common: 
abundant during migrations, and birds of this species sre 
commonly found during winter. Arrives early in April. 

93. Chirping Sparrow, ‘‘Haiy Bird’ —Aypnberizi sovialis Aud. - 
Spizella domestica Ridg. 211, Os. 269.—Abundant. Arrives 
ineApril and early in May. Breeds; two broods; lays four or 
five green eggs with dark brown spots, in May and June. 
This bird is sometimes termed the “hair bird,” because its 
nest isusually compored in part or entirely of hair, such as 
is shed from the manes and tails of horses, domestic cattle, 
be The young birds of the first brood usually fly hefore 
July 1. — 

4. Field Sparrow—Hinheniza pusilla Aud.; Spizella 
pusilla Ridg. 214; Spizella uprestis Os, 271. Common, 
Arvives in April and early in May. Breeds; two broods. 
a four greenish whiteezes with brown spots, in May anc 
une. 
95, Blue Snowbird—WMiphica hyemalis Aud.; Junco hye- 

melis Ridge. 217, Cs, 261.—Abundant. Arrives in March, 
Sometimes found here during winter. Breeds on the ground; 
probably two broods each season. Lays four white esgs 
with brown spots, in June. The spring song of this bird is 
sweet an] low, similar to that of a canary bird, bul softer, 
with a trill like that of the song sparrow interpolated. 

6. Domestic Sparrow — fringiil: domestins Linnwus 
(1766); Passer domesticus Os, 192.—Abundant in many of the 
cities of Maine, Breeds in bird houses erected for its use, 
also on cornices of buildings, among house vines, etc. "This 
spocies was first introduced to Nort) America by_the late 
Thomas* Amory Deblois, of Portland, Maine. The few 
birds then imported (1858) bred in the vicinity where liber- 
ated (corner of Park and Congress streets, Portland city), 
but after « few years had elapsed none were seen. Other 
birds of the species were at various times subsequently 
brought here and liberated, until their increased aumbers 
haye now assured their permanency in Maine, Their 
presence his materially lessened the numbers ef our native 
insectivorous and song birds once frequenting the cities, and 
these sparrows haye become a nuisance in seme respects. 
Ju the month of Jiuary, 1879, [ shot a sparrow of this 
species in x country village in St, Maurice county, Province 
of Quebec, Canada—probubly a strageler from the ¢ity of 
Montreal or from Quebec. Now that the practice of feeding 
these sparrows has in 2 great measure subsided, they are 
really doing a little good. But their merits arc exceeded 
by their demerits. 

97. Fox Sparrow—Fringtla Tie Aud.; Passerclla heed, 
Ride. 235, Os, 282,—Abundant during migrations, Arrives 
in March and April. Not known to breed in Maine. 

98. Indigo Bird. Indigo Bunting—Spize yoni Aud. ; 
Passcving oyane Ride: 248, Cs. 295.—Common in Western 
Maine. Breeds on bushés or small trees. Not very common 
éasl of the Kennebec Valley, and rather rare in the Penob- 
scolf Valley and further east. 

99. Tohee Bunting, “Chewink."—Pipity enythrapthiulmus 
Aud., Ridg. 237, Cs. 801.—Common onthe plains in Western 
Maine, in the Saco Valley, and east to the Kennebee Valley, 
Rare farther cast and almost unknown ¢ast of the Penobscot 
Valley. In N. 0. ©. Bull., April, 1882, Mr. Montague 
Chamberlain has reported a specimmn “shot by Mr. J, Belyes 
at Irishtown, New Brunswick, May 8, 1881, and now in the 
collection of the Nat, Hist. Society of Bt. John, N, B.” 
Arrives early in May, Breeds on the ground, eges dull 
white with purple brown spots and blotches, laid in Jue, 

Fanmy Ieparim: ORtoLES, STARLINGS, BLAGKBIRDS, RTC, 
100, Bobolink—Doliehonyn oryzitorus Aud., Ridg. 257, 

Os, 312.—Abundant.. Arrives in the middle of May. Breeds 
on the ground, and lays fiye or six dull white eggs with 
brown and drab spots, in June. The following record of 

the arrivals of birds at their bee placeseach succeeding 
season, This record was compiled from observations made 
in the town of Wurren, Knox county, Maine, by Gyrus 
Eaton, A. M., D, Dieke, 20, nnd others, When the 
notes of the observers differed, the earlicst date was selected 
for this record: 

ISOMER eee rer tient Er May 18 1893, | -May 12 
LROC Yn e eee — y 
(B07... -_..-52-,, y..May dé 
TEs gd. Sek ou deat May 18 
OR SBCs het et May 16 
1810, May 12 
1811, May 11 
1812, . May 11 
1813, . May 17 
1814.0... .-_- May 17 
T8Th ont May 17 
1516. — 
eRe ees ...-May 19 
18318)... 4.May 19 
IBIQS Gi nee ... May 14 
TBRDi_ es. .May 14 
1821,. oD 
(B22, 
1833 
R24. 
1825 
1H36. 
T8277. 

The exirveme variation of the dates of arrivals during all 
this period was but nine days. The earliest date May 10, 
the Jatest May 14), 

The following listof arrivals at Paris Hill, Oxford county, 
Me., are from the votes of Messrs. Samuel R, Carter, and 
Jarvis L. Carter: 1860, May 14; 1861. May 12; 1862, 
May 17; 1863, May 11; 1865, May 9; 1866, May 11;° 1887, 
May 15; 1877, May 17; 1878, May 15; 1878, May 14; 1880, 
May 16; 1881, May 20. Earliest date Muy 9 the latest 
May 20. 

101. Cowhird—WMolothous pesovis Aud,; Molothrns ater 
Ridg, 258, Cs. 313.—Common, except in easternmost part of 
the State, Arrives in April, Gregarious. Polygamons. 
Makes no nest, but distributes Hs four or five exes in the 
nests of small birds, and imposes the duty of meuhation 
and rearing the young upon the parents of another family. 
The nests of warblers, fhrushes and other birds are sub- 
jected to this Imposition. The eggs are usuatly laid carly 
in June, ind are white, entirely covered with reddish or 
grayish-brown dots. The cowbird sometimes alights upon 
the backs of cattle, but is nof offen seen to do so in Maine, 
The pastures ave the favorite vesorts of this bird while 
here. 

Although sometimes arriving as early as Murch, and seen 
here as late as November, it is not a constant summer resi- 
dent in any restricted locality. It habitually shirks the 
labor of rearing its young, and leads a Bohemian lite, wau- 
dering where fancy leads, or when a lack of its fayorite food 
impels. 

102, Redwinged Blackbird—Ayelews pheniceus And., 
Ride. 261, Cs. 316.—Abnndant, Arrivesin April. Breeds. 
on bushes in swampy places. Lays five or six leatlen-pray 
eges with irregular streaks and blotches of yery dark brown, 
in May and June. 

103. Meadow Lark—sSturiella hedovivianw Annd.; Stupnetia 
magna Ridg. 268, Cs, 320.—Common in Western Maine, 
Arrives in April. Breeds, on the yround, and lays four or 
more ¢ges, white, with lighf brown spols, Not common 
éast ot the Kennebec Valley, and almost unknown east of 
the Penobscot Valley. Much less abundant in western part 
of the State now than twenty years ago, when birds of this 
species were to he found congregated in numbers ou the 
meadows and marshes during the autumn migrations, which 
occurred in September. 

104, Orchard Oriole—Icterus spuriux Aud,, Ridg. 270, 
Js. 824.—Rare, Apparently only occurs as an ingular 
Visitant. This species has been reported by Mr: Bostdman 
as occurring at the eastern boundary of the State, but 
“rare.” It is of only rare oceurrence in Southwestern 
Maine, and there has heen no instance within my knowledge 
of its breeding here. 

105. Baltimore Oriole, Golden Oridle—/ctepus baltinare 
Aud, ; Jeterus galbula Ridg. 271, Cs. 826. Coramon in West- 
ern Maine, and east to the Penobscot Valley. Very rare 
in the vasternmost part of the State, Arrives early in May; 
breeds usually on elm trees, attaching its hanging nest tn 
the upper drooping branches. Lays four or five ergs, pure 
white with brown spots and lines, in June. This bird of 
bright plumage and pleasing song is well known because of 
its habit of frequenting cities and gardens, where il renders 
good service by eating vast numbersof the insects that de- 
stroy the foliage of fruit and ¢lm trees. ‘The presence of 
the domestie sparrows in the “Forest City” of Maine (Port- 
land), failed to avert, orin any great measnre to check the 
worm pest that has, within a few years, rayaged so many ot 
our fine elm trees, But it is worthy of note, thatimmediately 
following the increase of those worms, there was & marked 
inerease in the abundance of the orioles in this city, at- 
tracted, no doubt, by the abundance of their favorite food, 
and it was unusual to see these birds feeding anywhere ex- 
eept on the fruit of elm trees. Alighting on the slender 
branches of the elms, they would peer under the leayes and 
rapidly pick off the worms there found. The number of 
worms consumed at a meul hy a single oriole seemed mar- 
yelous, By watchiny oue of these orioles while thus feed- 
ing, with the aid of a cond fleld-einss. J was able to make a 
fair estimate of worms consumed. ; 

Following the noted increase in abundance of the orioles 
there was 4 marked mitigation of the worm nuisance, and. 
it may be well helieved that these birds were ielive agents 
in producing the change. The worms which destroy thy 
foliage of the elm trees are, unlike many insects, present 
und active throughout a period af may weeks, so that some 
trees, Stripped of their carly foliage, put fortha new growth 
the same season, only to be destroyed by the same cause, and 
this resulted, in some instances, in the death of the trees, 
whose vitality was thus exhausted. By an estimate Tased 
upon actual count, the numbers of these worms Consumed 
in a single season by one pair of orioles and their prozeny 
could only be expressed by many hundred thousand, — 

106, Rusty Grackle—Quisealus ferruyineus Sud, > Sealeca- 
phagus ferruginens Ridg, 273, Os. 331.—Abundant in loeali- 
ties. Arriyesin March aud April. Breeds, on trees, and 
lays in May from four to six pale greenish eggs, blotched 
with purple and brows, Ihave observed this species con- 
egated in large flocks as early as July, apparently prepar- 

ing to depart for the South. During the breeding season 
the male may often be seen strutting on the ground, with 
tail partly spread and the central feathers depressed, so that 
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its under side i¢ yery convex, and the tail then appears as 
if shaped like fat.of the next named species. 

107. Boot-tailed Grackle—Quiealue major Aud., Ridg.277, 
Cs.534,— f observed a pair of grackles of thisspecies ut Bucond 
Luke, Washingion county, Maine, August 1, 1877. Their 
appearance s6 fur north wad east astonished me, and J might 
well haye doulbted my senses at fiyst, Dnt TL spent nearly a 
half day in the proximity of these birds, with the lest pos- 
sible opportunity for close observation, and with my familiar 
knowledge of the species and of their characteristic notes 
and habits, identification was rendered certain. They 
seemed to he quite at home, and evidently hid been in the 
same locality fov some length of time; perhaps since spring. 
When first approached a great ontery was made, such us is 
unrivaled by any other grackle, Yet the birds did not at- 
tempt to eseape, but frequently flew within four or five roids 
of myself and companion, occasionally olighting on the 
reeds it no greater distance from us. Any unusual stir on 
‘our part would produce a great apparent commotion on the 
part of the grackles, andafter one of their characteristic out- 
breaks of cickling remonstrance at our intrusion upon their 
retreat, they Se fly about as if to reassure themselves, by 
a close inspection, of our peaceful intentions, 

108. Purple Grackle, “Crow Blackbird’—Qiweulis prr- 
pureis And., Ridg, 278h., Cs, 385.—OCommon. Arrives in 
Apvil, Breeds often in colonies on trees. Lays four or more 
epes of A greenish lute, marked with blotches and irregular 
sheaks of brown. Although here a shy bird, I have known 
u pairet this species to nest on one of the few pine trees 
Within the cily limits of Portland, and if is not uncommon 
for thi to breed in tities. The rusty grackle is sometimes 
termed ‘erow blackbird,” as well as this species. The pur- 
ple grackle is the larger of the two, however, and better en- 
titled 10 such a name, 

Fawuy Coryine#: Crows anp JAxs, 
109. Rayen—Coernus coran Aud., Cs. 388; Corvus coraz cay- 

niverus Kids, 230,—Not uncommon ; resident, Breeds, usuully, 
on jigh ireés. he eggs are green, profusely blotched with 
hrown, aud resemble the eges of the cominon erow, which 
mre but little smaller than those of the raven, alflough the 
latter ig a much larger bird, Authors of New Bngland bird 
lists haye generally referred to tlie raven as rare, bubit is a 
common resident in Maine, although nowhere abundant. T 
have ohseryed the species aj yarious times iu Scarboro, but 
itis tore common further cast. In 1876 I saw some young 
fledgling ravens. which were taken on the coast from a nest 
In # free on one of the islands of Washington county. Myr. 
Harry Merrill informs me that ‘Mh. N. ©. Curran, of Ban- 
vor, killed twelve ravens in one weelc with poisoned fox 
bait at Isle nu Haut, Maine.” The handsome glossy, blue- 
lack plumage of the raven in winler becomes to a great 
extent 4 ditty-brown in summer. 

110. Crow—Corvis americans And.; Corius frugivorus 
Rides, 282, Os. 840.—Abundant. Arrives in March. Some 
are to he seen throughout the winter, especially on the eoast, 
where they are rather abundant during mild winters, Breeds 
usually on coniferous trees. The eges vary much in color, 
and Thayer some with yarious shades of preen and of bine 
for the “sromd color.” There are usually fony or five green 
aoe profusely blotched with dawk Drown, laid in April and 

ay. 
iii. Bhie Jay—Garrulus crisiatus Aud; 

eristain Ridg. 289, Ca. 349 —Commion. Abundantin some 
localities. Some remain throughont each winter. Breeds. 
Usually nests ou bushes and lays five eggs of an oliyaceous 
linge spotted with brown, in May. The blue jays of North- 
emn New England are usualiy of a rather suspicious nature 
that makes them somewlal wary of man. But T once 
found a blue jay’s nest so close by the side of a hithway 
over which passed daily stage-coaches, as well as many less 
noisy _yehiclos, that | could see the bird setting upon its eges 
as] drove by without pausing. In some localities where 
unmolested, the jays of this species ave as indifferent to the 
near presence of man fs is the robm or bluebird, 

112, Canada Jay—Gurnulus canadensis Aud.: Perisoreus 
cdnadensts Ridge. 297, Cs. 259.—Common in autumn and 
winter, except along the coast in the southwestern part of 
the State, where it is rarely to be found. M+. Luther Red- 
low, of Pottland, shof a jay of this species in the town of 
Scarboro, October 15, 1889, a rare occurrence in that locality. 
The Canada jay is locally known hy various names, and in 
Maine as “‘moose bird,” *‘meat bird," or ‘pork bird,” These 
naunes have been given the bird by hunters and lombermen, 
berause of the birds’ hubit of boldly visiting winter compsin 
the woods, and without fear helping itself to the meat that 
may be hung about the camp, The name “‘moose bird” was 
thus applicable a half cenfury ago when moose meat was 
much more Gommonin Maine camps than at the present 
time, The )ird ismew more often tempted by pork than 
hy moose meal, The French Canadians nume the bird 
*'Pee,” on account of its familiar note, whichis yather weal 
fora jay, 

Cyanocitta. 

[moO BE conriNUED. | 

INTELLIGENCE OF THE CATRIRD.—Alhany, N. Y,—One 
day last June as J was sitting on the bank of the Hudson 
River, fishing, a cathird few down, and lion a stone near 
where I was sitting, She commenced sqnalling and flying 
about frantically. She would fly to a bush close hy and 
come back and fly around my head screaming loudly, as if 
she wished to induce me to go with her, At last she acted 
so suingely that I got up and walked to the hush where the 
bird was flying in dnd out. As J approached it I saw a 
snake about a yard long, crawling swiltly up a franch 
toward the hird’s nest, which contained four eggs. The 
bird would fly down and peck the snake, and then back to 
her nest, I could not strike the snake withont striking the 
pest at the same time, so T ran to the house for my Flobert 
rifle. When vol back the snale had one of the eops in 
lis mouth. Ishot him seyeral times when he dropped the 
ege and crawled into the bushes. [ put the egr in the nest 
and then went back to my fishing. I found my line all 
tight and on if a good sized bass—BeRr Trros (twelve 
years old). 

Tue RArrLasnann as A Swinmer.—In «a late number 
of Poresr Anny SpRuAM some one inquires about the swim- 
ming powers of fle rattlesnake. ‘They offen cross Mosquito 
Tolet, East Florida, against strong tides, and J have seen 
one killed in the middle of Halifax River, where if is a mile 
wide, swiminiug as stronzly and boldly as a true water 
snake cold baye dons. Moreover, it faced its pursuers 
boldly, and made straight for the boat till stopped by a blow 
wilh an oar, [have seen the acer or coach whip snake, 
killed under the same civeumstances. Those sait water bays 
and sounds ate-so infested by sharks that one would think 
thie chances for a snalke to get acitoss would be small,—8, ©. C. 
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CANNOT willinely consign to perdition even a sparrow 
without a hearing. The fact thatthe birds were brought. 

toaland they knew not of, against their will, certainly 
entitles them to thia much at our hands; although, from 
prescnot apporrances, they sean destined to prove the grent- 
fst nuisnuce we ever imported. Propositions come up on 
eyery side to ameliorate the coming evil, and a war of ex- 
termination seems imminent. 

While ull this is being done, a close observer might per- 
haps have seen one of fle doomed birds, silting demurely 
ou a twig, raise his right foot, pretending to scratch his 
nostrils, with u look whieh plainly said, “What do you 
propose to do about if?’ Wor one, I propose to do nothing, 
The birds are here; they haye come, like the Normans, to 
help us fight a ficlitious enemy (ihe worms), and now, trom 
the expressed anxicty, we seem in greater danger than were 
the Saxons in similar cireumstances. 
tives, but they fallas harmless against birds as jhe snow- 
flakes fall on their backs in-winter; we may set the whole 
population to killing; if may retard, hut. will not prevent 
their increase, It hecomes us then not to get frightened nor 
ansry, but ty look the zontter squarely in the face, as perad- 
venture, it may not proyo so disastrous as presen| fear indi- 
cates. . 

On the first intimation of their coming, induiries among’ 
native farmers of Great Brifai brought out the fact that 
sparrows were miscellaneous eaters, feeding on grain, seeds, 
insects and worms, grain Jargely preponderant. Said one: 
“JT have seen a sirip a rod wide across a ten-nere field of rye, 
Jeft by fle reapers us containing no grain, all eaten by spar- 
Yows which lived in a hedge along the border of the field,” 
Our present aim is to show, from what they baye done in 
other countries, what they will be likely to do here, where 
circumstances are different. 
When the first hivds were turned loose, houses were built 

and provisioned for them, the question of their ability to 
provide eithen (in perfect keeping with the whole jroject) 
not haying been considered. A second brood filled the 
hoxes to overflowing, and the younger birds were obliged to 
seek lodgings elsewhere, This they did with true squatter 
impudence, filline crevices in architecture with decaying 
yeretable matter, occupying thickets of ivy, in fact, every 
chink and crevice which »fforded even a partial coyering 
overhead. As a last resort they took possession of an old 
robins’ nest, piled on if sticks, straws and grass a foot high, 
with « hole in the side ike a squirrel’s or hornet’a nest—a, 
nest not built by any other bird on the continent, Here 
was indeed a new and strange departure—one which de- 
manded investigation. Consulting early English history, it 
was found that this eanopied nest was the one built by 
the sparrow in its wild native state; in other words, the nest 
it was taught to build by the Creator, when the first pairs 
were placed on the earth, 

That they will not prove an unmitigated nuisance in this 
country is a fair inference from the different cireumstances 
wider which they must live, Onr country is indeed a Jarge 
one, We could hide Great Britain in it beyond the search 
of a tax-gatherer. Our hundred-acre fields of corn and 
wheat, with no hedges, (the safest place on the earth for 
breeding small birds) will scatter the sparrows broadcast 
over the land, the barbed wire fence, the fence-of the future, 
affording no exclusive protection. Consequently they must 
take their chances with other birds, They must furnish their 
quota of food to the rapacious birds and animals according’ 
to numbers, thereby allowing more of our natiye birds 10 
live, 

That they are one penny of benefit in destroying worms 
is as yet problematical, to say the least. Once in ten years, 
perhaps. certainly hut once since the sparrows were brought, 
there was in this yicinity an advent of worms, They seemed 
to come all af once, every leaf on our elms and maples was 
swept off, while the great meadows opposite the city were 
as bare of foliage asin midwinter. The worms disappeared 
as suddenly and mysteriously as they came. The trees in 
two weeks were again covered with leayes, greener, brighter, 
fresher than before, haying grown faster Lhan in early 
spring. Once in the time I saw a sparrow hammering at 
worm, while our native birds, even from a distance, came in 
ereat numbers while the feast lasted, 
We may, I think, sleep quietly while the sparrows live on. 

They can have no exclusive privilezes here stich as the 
hedges of tiie old vountries afford, but must, as 1 said before, 
take thew chances with other birds. ‘They unquestionably 
drive away from our dwellings more beautiful birds and of 
sweeter song; but they certainly enliven our streets in win- 
ter, when all other birds are whsent; they culfivate kindness 
of heart in those who place crumbs for them on the window 
sill in stormy weather, They swirs in our Union Depot, 
feeding on bits of food thrown owt by passengers who eat 
in the cars duving their short stop at midday, while in the 
trusses above they find secure resting and nesting places; 
steam, steam whistles, smoke, and coal gus alike disregarded, 
It must be acknowledged, however, that in one sense they 
are here a nuisance. and the moving crowd often receive 
marks of their utter carelessness for fhose below. The con- 
sequences are, now pitiable, now Judicrous, and sometimes 
“fearful” in effects. Ithink it was during the past year 
that an old fellow, somewhat given to pointed expressions, 
was hurrying along the platform, when—‘‘spat''—some- 
thing stick hishat. Stopping suddenly, he tools off the ‘tile,” 
looked at it, then, looking upward, got as far as ‘‘Dam!" 
when one eye was closed by a second discharge from the 
same battery, Instantly shutting the other eye for safety, 
he blindly Ict off a turrifie volley of oaths, the largest the 
language permits. while a laughing crowd added aggravation 
to his ealanitiy, 

Bui to return to this eanopied nest, The hird has tanght 
ns # lesson not small in itself, nor insignificent in its hearing 
on the great subject of evolution in organic life, 4 subject 
which, under the utmost stretch of human research, has as 
yet made HO progress toward a philosophic solution. Here 
the bird driven to extremities has gone back to a form of 
nest it had never seen, and which its progenitors had not’ 
geen or builtin perhaps « hundred generjtions; 1 demov- 
stration of that great and immutable law of recurrence 
strangely overlooked by eyen thinking mén. Tf is to this 
law alone that organic life owes both Larmony and perpeta- 
ity, and without it all would become chaos. 

The fact that the first appearance of individual life was oy 
isa cell, or according to the schoo'’hoy philosophy of Con- 
cord a ‘*protaplasm,” is no proof that life in the aggregate 
commenced in the same manner; this unimpeachable law of 
recurrence proves, if it proves anything, that eyery form of 
individual life, appearing, if you please, as a cell or proto- 
plasm at first, had each ite path murked out by the Creator, 

Weisay heap invec-| 

~! 

and guarded by laws of form and organization immutable as 
God himself. 
Look at the yaried improvements in domestie animals 

under fostering care and intelligent culture, Ourhorses, our 
cattle and sheep, our hogs, and domestic fowls, or, turning 
aleaf in this book, our dogs. The original type remains in 
each, while in all the essentials of life we have made a new 
crealure, more beautiful, more serviceable, ministering in 
athousand ways to onv pleasures and our necessities, as the 
originals could not de. ‘this is real progress, deyvelop- 
ment with a purpose, an evolution which we can ste; we 
lave only to fix fhe colors and the picture is complete. But 
this we are not permitled to do. ‘That is a prerogative the 
Creator has not delegated to human hands, and in wisdom ° 
has He withheld it. We can make new breeds, new varieties; 
we are allowed to improve on what He has thus blocked cut 
forus; but even this can only be accomplished by the most 
rigid seclusion of each to his own, and the selection of the 
filtest in the transmission of lite. The moment the faster. 
ing hand is withdrawn the great law of recurrence takes 
churge, varieties are all merged in onc, and that one takes the 
backtrack inevitably. Our horses become less flzet and 
docile, our short horns thin and less symmetrical, our beauti- 
ful and intelligent dogs gaunt, ragged and wolfish, ony ban- 
tam, wilh head and tail meeting over his back, becomes 
again the drooping jungle fowl, our swine—well—just 
read again that hog story in the Forest anp Sriram of 
Dec. 1, 1881, 
What wouldmen do, or rather what would they not do under 

present greed for possessions, if allowed to control the laws 
of life, Look at their only successful attempt at intermediute 
creation, the unnatural union of the horse and the ass, # 
human project entirely, 1 blush with shame, whenever 1 
see one, that civil life allowshe errature to exist. Not one 
thing can the mule do that the horse will not do better; his 
who'e value lies in the single quality of endurance. He will 
bear more beating, starvation, and general abuse than any 
other domestic animal living; and hence, as I said hefore, 
ministers more directly to man’s grecd for money. But f 
have gone far astray from the sparrows, it is a8 wayayard 
propensity, aloye to ‘‘paddle the bark canoe” among aud 
over ‘Facts and Fancies in organic life.” Facts, the record 
of what is, and is done; Fancies, the philosophic conclusion 
from their consideration. The field is broad; eternity ean- 
not, will not exhaust its Interest; it isour privilege to gather 
lilies, it is our duty to gather Iessons of instruction as we 
float along. B, Horsrorb. 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., January, 1882, 

CoNCERNING THE ENGnisH SPARROW.—Can people who 
are annoyed by the sparrow, trap him? We hayea gray 
parrot, who among many accemplishments can imitate u 
whole bevy of the little nuisances, who have filled eyeiy 
house ivy in town and driven Jenny Wren and her husband 
clean away. We have not seen ayrenfor years, I wonder 
if the article “Small Birds” and ‘‘Snow Birds” on the hotel 
bills of fare is not our friend; Tam sure [hope and pray they 
may all be eaten.—T. M, (Philadelphia). 

Camp Sire Hlickeyings. 

**That reminds me.” 

PROPOS of Nevada, I cannot permit this opportunity 
-& to escape to expose the diabolical proclivities of one of 

youlr correspondents, who hud evidently got himself into a 
scrape and wished fo drag in as inany of your readers as 
possible. When Iwas residing in that State, some three 
years ago, 1 was fortunate enough to secure 4 specimen of 
the glossy this, the first I had ever seen; and being at 2 loss 
lo classify it, 1 seni the head and one wing to your corres- 
pondent, Mr, Newton Dexter, whom I knew to be some- 
thing of an ornithologist as well as taxidermist. The re- 
turn mail brought mean exhidustive account of its natural 
history, but said nothing in regard to the edible qualities of 
the bird, Shortly after Tread an article in your columns 
from a Western contributor, who had not only shot a glossy 
ibis, but had cooked and eaten it, pronouncing it the most 
delicious morsel he had ever tasted. Tosay that T was un- 
happy hardly fills the bill, Iwas wretched to think that 1 
had not cooked that ibis, and had lost a sensation I might 
never gain have an opportunity of experiencing. Several 
months afterward, to my great delight, I succeeded in kill- 
ing another, it being the only one I had seen since shooting 
the first. 
Now for a feast such as Delmonico himself could not 

duplicate, I took the prize home, dressed it carefully, and 
turned it over to my wife, admonishing her to serve it up in 
her best style, finishing off my injunctions with afew careless 
off-hand remarks conecrning its great rarity, the délicions 
quality of its flesh, ete. Then T hastened out to inyite in 
my friends, All of them were on hand punctually at the 
dinner hour— the postmaster, Wells-Pargo’s agent, and 
several other distinguished characters. Had the bird lheen 
large enough, I show haye prepared a feast for my guests 
of glossy ibis alone, but as the tid bit would make bul 9, few 
mouthfuls for each one, I had been obliged, sorely against 
my will, toadd a couple of spring chickens. Every plate, 
however, received its portion of the rare bird, and euch 
guest immediately transferred a piece to his mouth—and 
that was about us faras it got with most of them, One or 
two, with exquisite good breeding, attempted to surrep- 
titiously secrete it in their yest pockets, aud one or avo others 
may possibly have kept it down long enough to set out doors. 
How did it taste, did you say? ‘Well, my dear reader, I 
lave never eaten crow, but, for all that, 1 prefer crow, and 
take the chances; and I haye never ceased to sigh for the 
sealp of the wreteh who wrote up that article on the glossy 
ibis for the Forrsr AND Stream. Forkep Drm. 
San Francisco, Cal, 

James C——, a genial son of Hrin, is fond of shogting, 
and the best manufacturer of mid-range hyperhole that I 
ever suw. He will tell a story elaborately frescoed with 
improbabilitics, and every corner devorated with impossi- 
bilities, with an air of pursuasive sincerity thit would cause 
i. man to hate himself for presuming to doubt it. He save 
“the first sugar hogsheid he ever saw reminded him sv 
much of his mother’s churn that he shed tears.” One day 4 
awk alighted near the house and his son took the gun, 
crawled within gunshot, fired and missed. 
“Why didn’t ye kill the howck?” queried the father, 
“The gun’s no good,” answered the junior James. 
“Yer a liar, Jamesie, it’s yew that’s no good, Ye can't 

tell me anything about that gun, Sure, I've Enown lier 
since she was 4 pishtol,” : 
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Game Bag and Gun. 
WHAT THE PEOPLE THINK, 

Eititor Forest and Stream: 
T enclose a Clipping from the Bozeman Avant Coyrier, the 

lending Montana neWwspaper, coutaining a letter from a 
trustworthy eoirespondent from the Upper Yellowstone: 
“The Park Tmprovement Company havea sawmill in 

Operation at this place, getting ont himber for a 600-room 
hotel to be built here next spring, smd T am ereditubly m- 
formed that Mr. E, Haupt, Superintendent of the N. P, I. | 
Co., has let a contract for twenty thousind pounds of yeni | 
son, atfiye cents per pound, to sipply his men. He has 
some eighty or a hundred now at work, and is going to feed 
them on elk, deer, monntain sheep, and bison, killed in the 
Park, as if is cheaper than beef. 

“Tt isa ‘Park Inproyement Co.’ doing this, and I sup- 
pose they consider it nn improvement to rid the Park, as far 
as possible, of game—thus they who have means to get other 
meat encourage in this way the destruction of what little 
game there is left, for thesake ofa few dollars (very few) 
profit to themselves." 

The recominendations of Gen. Sheridan I heartily endorse, 
although 1 am of the opinion that a “mounted police,” 
selected from old mountaineers and men familiar wilh the 
country would be far better than soldiers to protect the 
Park from intruders. Before the National Park Improve- 
ment Co, and the North Pacific R, R. Co, setthrough building 
and improving the National Park, pretly near all the large 
game will be killed off or driven off. There never ought to 
be a railroad inside the Park limits—good roads and trails 
are sufficient. One good hotel each at the Geyser Basin, 
Yellowstone Lake and Mammoth Hot Springs, ate all that is 
required. If the contract between the Government and the 
National Park Improvement Co. should be declared valid 
hy Congress, all sportsmen and tourists traveling through 
the Park would he at the merey of the National Park Tm- 
provement Company, According to the agreement the com- 
pany would get 640 acres at each: plot, which would take 
in all the best camping places, meadows, water and timber, 
and a sportsman or tourist could not camp anywhere near 
a prominent place with his outfit, unless he pays the National 
Park Improvement Co. for the privilege of camping on 
their plot, and pasturage fee for the saddle or pack horses. 
The Nuiional Park Improvement Co, would have every- 
thing their own way, in faet control everything in the 
Park. 1 only hope that Congress will investizate the 
affair and act accordingly. 

ER AND ‘TRAPPER, 
Bozeman, Montana Territory, Jan. 4 

Editor Forest and Streaine 
It has afforded me great pleasure to see that the Pores 

AND SirReAM was the first, as it was for a considerable time 
the only, paper in the country to protest afainst the bold 
attempt of a few speculators to rob the people of the United 
States of their National Park, The independence and fear- 
lessnees of your course cannot be too highly praised, and that 
it will be appreciated by the people at Jarze | cannot doubt. 
Thanks to the Forrest anp Stream and to Senator Vest, it 
seems likely now that the Park wili he reserved for those 
wlio really own it. 

But does it not seem as thoneh the ereat wrong lies back 
of anything that bas yet been brought forward? If the 
United Sfates Goyernment chooses to deed over to me, or to 
anyone else, all its public lands for one dollar, am T to refuse 
it? The Government acts through its servants, and suppose 
the Secretary of the Interior, or in lis absence Mr. Merrit 
L. Josslyn. chooses to make over to me a big block of the 
public Jand, you cannot reasonably expect me or any )busi- 
ness an to be virtuous enough to refuse the opportunity 
to make an enormons profit, Tt appears to me. therefore, 
that the fault in all this matter lies with the law which per- 
mits (1) the Secretary of tht Interior to be absent, und (2) 
which permits 2 subordinate to make such an enormotsly 
important contract, 

Of course it is clear enough that in making this purticulur 
csntract the Government officials largely exceeded any 
powers granted fo them under the acts of 1872, We can all 
Seé this now that it has heen pointed out to us, but this point 
might easily have been overlooked, and the lease made, and 
then where would we have been? 

! cannot too heartily congratulate you on the splendid 
stand that you have taken. kh. H. 

Cnicaeo, 1. January 14, 1883, 

Hiditor Forest and. Strowm: 
Lam so filled with admiration of your plucky and manly 

fight for the People against the Yellowstone Park grabbers, 
that I cannot withhold some demonstration of applause. 
The Seriptures are not ory best hold (I wish they were); but 
somewhere therein if is said that when the hands of Joshua 
weakened. the outsiders stepped in and held them up, that 
Jarael might gain the impending battle. Although there are 
as yel no signs of your “weakening,” yet the Jubor alone 
might prove 160 great for you; and should that time come 
there are millions of sturdy hands ready to brace you up to 
the good work you haye undertaken—to save Isruel’s people 
from the Philistines. 

[hardly know which is the Joshua, you or Vest. But 
Whoever bolds up his hands in the interests of the Pcople in 
securing the great National Park intact, the pleasure ground |, 
of the world, will have the admiration and applause of all 
generations for all time. 

In your issue of January 11, you havé viven the prabbers 
terrific sledge-hammer blows. Hammer away, and the 
people will say, Amen. X. 
CLEVELAND, 0. 

Hiditor Fovest and Stream: 
Your fearless exposure of the shameless attompt to grasp 

the very heart and soul of the incomparable Yellowstone 
Paik, is one of the most creditable things done lately hy 
iny American periodical, You may be sure that the full 
measure of the impropriety and unapproachable impu- 
dence of this bold “grab” has not yet begun even to he 
realized by the people—the real owners of the wonderland 
in question, I can scarcely think, among the scores of un- 
sayory speculations which occur to me, of one evidencing 
a greater amount of ‘'cheek” than this one; and these men 
may rest asstired that, even if they do succeed in thus cheat- 
ing the people, vengeance will be visited upon them in some 
suitable shape by an outraged public. Let every yoter 
write to his Congressman in yigorous protest against a 
scheme which is saturated with impropriety and iniquity, 

W. McK. Tray, 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Jan. 9, 1883, 

A HOLIDAY HUNT. 

WHAT HAPPENED AND SOMATHEING WHICH DID NOT HAPPRN, 

wits us, in this far off sonthland, there is a full realiz- 
| ation of the fact that— 

“Christmas comes but ouce a yeur, 

And every darkey has his share—" 

of whatever joys can be had during the gala season, With 
him the banjo and the fiddle make all the instrumental 
melody which his soul requires, and bacon, and ereens, and 
corm bread, and whisky meet the demands of his internal 
pliysical system, while a flaming necktie of goreeous colors 
und red-top boots afford the apparel mostsnited to his fancy. 
Tndeed, the African is 2 happy race, especially when freed 
from those cares which the hght of edneation always hrings 
along with it. For money ninc-tenths of them have no use, 
except to gratify the demands of appetite as some attractive 
object meets the eve, and, in consequence, it is an ex- 
ceptional case, when an increase of worldy woods takes 
place. Although it has been more than fifteen years since 
they were declared to be free, few indeed are else than ‘mere 
livers from hand to mouth," On such a day as Christmas 
the towns are black with them, and the retail groceries, 
which sell crackers, cheese, sardines, oysters, toys, tibands, 
gew-gaws and whisky, -do a thriving business by getting all 
the cash, which is the result of many a day's labor, from 
these thriftless descendints of Ham. “The loud laugh, 
which speaks the empty mind,” is heard on every hand, the 
popping of firecrackers jars on the ear, the whisky yell 
fives variety to the confusion, and all is fuss and din, 
Verily, Lam glad the time comes but once a year. Indeed, 
if I were emperor of all the earth, and possessed of un- 
limited power, [should devoteinyself to the inauguration of 
several reforms for the benefit of my subjects, and among 
them would issue my nkase declaring death, ‘without 
benefit of clergy,” or any other benetit, against al] the man- 
ufacturers of Roman candles, firecrackers und other deyilish 
inventions which disturb the quiet of towns and do no food 
whatever, 

In part to get away from the sort of noise which made 
my house lose all its quiet, on Tucsday, the 26th, Jim LeG, 
and i got into a buggy with our hunting lngeare, called up 
Don and Branch, gave the word to “The gray mare Mee— 
a better never lifted leg,” or, if you prefer if, because the 
name of the nag is thus preseryed— 

Weel hitched on to gray mare Molly, 

We split the mud—we did, hy golly, 

and made our way to the hospitable residence of our friend, P. 
N.8., who lives in the “Pork,” about eighteen miles from 
our ome, Inasmuch as Tom, our host's “eldest liope,”” 
who knew our inclinations, told the family that he was sure 
we would be there that night, we found a capital sup- 
per ready fur us, to which, after a brief interval at the fire, 
we proceeded fo do ample justice. On our route, for Jack 
of time, if for no other reason, we failed even to enjoy the 
lovely scenery, which is spread out as we rise the hill on 
which Ed. Ingram lives, aud which displays the broad 
bosom of the Pee Dee, dotted with many islands, fmd the far dis- 
tant. hills of Stanly and Montgomery counties, We take but 
a glance at the site of the old blacksmith shop, the slab bot- 
tom and thetanyard, where, in other days, the hunter placed 
himself toimtercept a fleeing deer, ashe was making his way to 
the river to escape his pursuers. Tis getting nearly sundown, 
when we pass the old barn, the center of a ouce famous turkey 
range, and twilight had come when we crossed Smith's 
Ford of Little River, on whose bank, a few miles aboye, I 
first saw the light of Heaven, and from whose waters, when 
a boy, I have drawn many a beantiful fish. Two miles 
more, and we saw the cheerful light of our place of rest, 
and found whatl had already described, as well as that 
hearty, but unpretending welcome which is shown to every 
one who enters the grounds. 

“The cheerful supper done,” we went back to the parlor 
and ranged ourselves around the sparkling fire, ready to en- 
gage in such conversation as might spring wp, and make our 
arrangements for the morrow’s hunt. Tom being a ‘‘merci- 
ful man,” and acquainted with the prandial capacity of my 
dog Branch—for B. is sound in stomach as well asin linb 
and wind—went ont in the meantime with a bountiful supply 
of corn bread, and soon came in reporting that the lithle ex- 
ercise he had had did not seem to have weakened the dog’s 
appetite. Don, also, had his supply of seraps, and haying 
heey raised u zentleman’s dog, got a small portion of pork 
for his share. Being satisfied ourselves, and knowing that 
ow dogs had feasted royally, we discussed all sorte of 
things, indulged in snecdote, ‘cracked of horses, pleughs 
and kye,” inquired how our host's carp ponds were doing, 
what Christmas festivities had enlivened the neighborhood: 
and were congratulating ourselves upon laying escaped ‘the 
maddening crowd's ignoble strife,’ when the sound of a 
darkey’s accordeon and hilarious chorus of darkey throats, 
fave painful evidence that we were still within the bounds 
of that sort of civilization. Still we managed to keep up our 
“‘discouise™ until the hour came, when my habits required 
that I should bid entertainers and entertained my best 
wishes tor a happy night, I slept well, disturbed only by the 
suggestions of a stomach rather heayily laden, and the 
whining of a setter pup, which I had brought up as.a pres- 
ent to my friend Bishop Crickett, of Saint's Rest, who lives 
just across the Pee Dee, and whom we expected to lreak- 
fast with ns the following morning, 

After all the family got together, before breakfast next 
day, a sngeestion was made thar, as their Christmas had not 
quite ended, it might not be disugreeable to partake of a 
glass of eggnog. The motion was duly seconded, and 
passed jen, con., und we were reguled with ‘as good 4 
article of them kind of sperrits® as was ever fixed up for 
the enjoyment of the Human palate, The “flavoring ex- 
tract” was obtained by a distillation of the fermented juice 
of the peach—which; by the way, is unsurpassable for 
Thomas and Jeremiah—Tom and Jerry, if you like—or that 
mixture of sugarand whipped cream called sylabuh, And then 
that little tinkling sound was heard which indicated that hot 
Jaya and hiscuit and butter and “‘sassengers” and ‘chicken 
fixings” and chitterlings were not far off; and we also par- 
took of that, Then, having made arranecments tu send our 
horse and buggy up to Smith’s Ferry, we went down to the 
river, not over a quarter of a mile off, to see if its bottoms 
contained any of the birds we had come to kill, In a short 
while the elezant form of the Bishop, astride of his mule, 
Was seen approaching, and close by his dogs, Jack and Pal- 
metto. The prelute and I took the bank of the stream, 
while Jim Le@, and Tom went along the margin of the foot 
hills. 
We found that birds were scaree, and when we reached 

the ferry our bag consisted of only ten birds. while the other 
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party had succeeded in gettino more than twee that num- 
ber, Late in the afternoon, after Tom had left us, we were 
hunting a piece of sedge and some adjacent ditch bunks; 
Jim gave notice to Saint Martin—tse¢ Bishop—and me that 
Don had found a covey on the opposite side of the ditch, 
Being an agile man, he had easily leaped it, and told us to 
go below and cross, We were ready enough to do so, and 
going to the hank Gf if, and inspecting ils size, upon the 
same principle that coverns 

“The dog wht by instinct turns aside 
When he sees the ditch too deep and wide,"" 

it was deemed prudent to seek another crossing place, so 
we Went further down and soon found a how ford, which 
fave us the safe means of getting to the game side -of the 
drain, When we gol oyer, we saw Don ona full stand, 
with Branch belind-him. eG. was within ten feet, and 
he requested us to remain where we were, for the birds 
would ily that way, and we could get a shot. Of course 
our reply was that we had no idea of being bit hy him for 
any such chamce, and had no special aspirations to make 
him our target. We started to approach, and before wo 
had gone five yards, we heard his gun, (hen saw the flying 
covey and heard his second barrel. The trnth of history 
compels melo say that no bird stopped. Then he called to 
us to come up, for there were more birds. That \e did not 
credit, and so we stood still. Preity soon he had about 1 
half dozen more on the wing, and he got one with cuich 
barrel. We then pursued the first part of the coyey, which 
had lighted on the side of a large diteh, andthe Bishop and 
I got one cach. Coming back, LeG., who is a capital shot, 
and an industrious hunter, told me that he knew where one 
had settled on the side of the first ditch, and, as he had had 
four chances, Leould take it. And I did take it, adding # bird 
tomy hag. Going in pursuit of the dthers, 1 got another 
shot, wounding, »nd LeG. another, killing. Then the 
Bishop got a crack, which he missed, because of the thick 
brush through which the bird was fying. We then tsyilted 
LeG. on his flushing the covey when we were getting to 
him, and then learned from him that as we were approach- 
ing, he saw what he took to be a huddle of birds in the head 
of a side ditch, and thinking he could get a half dozen at 
one pop, he fired into—a bunch of leaves. And then we 
berated him soundly for his unsportsmanlike conduct in 
more respects than one, and announced out purpose to try 
him before a court-hunting thaf night upon his ‘graye 
crimes and misdemeanors against the law, in such cnses, 
made and provided.” And that night, at his mother’s 
house, where we are abyays welcome, we putour threat into 
execution, conyicted him, and suspended judgment on con- 
dition that he would afterward put himself upon his good 
behavior, ‘ 

The next day we found still fewer birds, and succeeded in 
gefting only about thirty, notwithstanding a lxborious day's 
tramp. Night fonnd us under the same hospitable roof, 
where we got the ege-nog. The Bishop, who had lost his 
Palmetto bitch, having to go back a mile or so to find her, 
reached the house almost half an honr after we did. He 
fold us that he found her lying cosily down at the place 
where we took our luuch, doubtless expecting us to return 
in time to vive her another bait of scraps. During the day 
the bitch had sorely tried the Christian philosophy of her 
handler by swallowing instead of retrieving a bird which 
the Bishop had shot, But the prelate, knowing full well 
that “he who spareth the rod spoileth the child,” applied 
the sanction of the law by giving her “many stripes” for her 
misdeed. ; 
We stayed all night, aud my clerical friend, who had not 

songht, the night before, to get a divorce @ mense ef thorn — 
from me, but shared the couch with me, complained so 
much of my unfortunate habit of snoring that our host 
placed him ina separate apartment. Next morning, at an 
extremely early honr, I heard a knocking at the onter door 
of my room, which was on the ground floor, and connected 
with the parlor, and recognizing the familiar voice of my 
former bedfellow, I emerged from the warm bed and ‘‘took 
him in.” > 

He apologized for the disturbance, alleging as a reason 
that he was anxious to make an early start for home, to 
avoid, if possible, the “‘nursed wrath” of his ‘‘dame,” 
which might grow too ‘twarm” for him if he failed longer 
to make wm appearance, and had inadvertently left his hat 
in the parlor, Then he apologized for his having deserted 
me, and told me, with a sorrowful yoice, that in doing sa 
he had *‘jumped from the frying-pan into the fire.” ‘How 
is that?’ said I. ‘Did Tom or Jim LeG. open their nasal 
batteries on you?” ‘Wo, no—far worse than they could 
do.” **What calamity, my dear friend, has befallen your 
“Why, that infernal He. Gines came in from a dining 
party in the neighborhood at Squire Willy Smilers, and was 
put in bed withme. In a little while he opened all the 
vials of his accursed cicophany, and kept emptying them 
upon my already shattered nervous system, so that I could 
not sleep a wink. Yours is as the ‘music of the spheres’ 
or the soft, soothing tones of the Molian harp, compared 
with his. He plays on the Chinese gong, diversified with 
that peculiar puff of a locomotive toiling up grade with a 
long train of box cars behind it. I won't do so any more, 
Vil stick to you hereafter; your harmonies shall be my 
lullaby.” My sympathies were enlisted in his behal!, and | 
freely forgave him for his offense. 

After breakfast, we sent our buggy abont a mile down the 
road towird home, and we took the tields lying on the river, 
to see if we could uot find some birds to take home with us. 
We got up several coveys, did some good and some yery 
poor shooting, bagged eighteen, and the hour came when 
we must vide. The morning had been rather clear, but 
about twelve, “the gathering storm” looked ominous, and we 
had sixteen miles of muddy road to travel. Haying a top 
buggy and a good blankel we thought we could stand any- 
thine’ which might come, and so Molly was told to lessen 
the distance. After going about three miles, some small 
white drops began to fall, and in « few minutes they came 
“fast and furious” driving in our faces, and making the 
homeward journey anything but a pleasant recreation, But 
as the face of nature was coyering itseli with a dark veil, we 
entered our portals, hangup our wet blanket to dry, went close 
to the blazing wood fire, and were grateful that we not only 
had a home, but were enjoying some of its comforts, Our 
good wife—I haye one, und some people say she 
is at least good enough for me—told me she was 
lad 1 had come, for she had invited several of my 
riends to come up that night, and do methe honor of eating 
some birds—but as I did not reach home in time, she was_ 
obliged to resort lo some of the contents of her Jarder to sup- 
ply the repast, and when the guestscame, she would show me 
what she could do when she set her head to it, in the way of 
furnishing victuals to hungry people, 1 asked her if it was 
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possible that anyhody conld be foolish enough to turn ont on 
“sig a night,” when 

7 “a child might indei-tand 
The Deil had business on his hand,” 

“Why,” said she, one of them, the preacher, is already 
Were, and the Doctor and Brother Duffrey and Mud were 
tever kooyn to lose the opporinnity of getting a yood meal,” 

She wus right. They braved the storm, and ina short while 
we had “onr Jogs under the mahogany,” and did ample honor 
to the culinary skillof tha Madam. She was happy when 
she saw that we managed to worry down 4 full portion of the 
viands. The Doctor, Bro. Duffrey and Mud gave ample 
evidences of their approyal of the repast. They always do, 

. WELLS. 
RookinalAm, N.C., Jag. 1883 - 

A NEW YEAR’S SCREED. 

DUT them away—the multitudinous bieech-loaders ind 
tlie numberless rods. Let us take in a retrospect. 

The season for fishing and Iunting hos (legally) closed. 1 
hive hunted none and fished but little; but [have been iu 
position to see and criticise the doings of all outers, anglers 
nd luuters who infest the waters aud mountains of the 
upper Susquehanna, [rise to remark—and I defy criticism 
—that they are all alike, ‘‘ventlemet sportemen” and native 
“jood mms’ —trout hegs and human deer wolves. j 

Ttvok in a week at the last end of the trout season, 
‘atching only so many as could be used daily—sometimes 
not so many—and T did not strike the joan cate had tailed 
fo save the ultimate trout. As for myself and the Seribe, I 
ilink we were exceptional, We canght what we wanted 
from meal to meal, and sometimes “went short’ on trout. 
What then? We did not suffer for food. We had the 
srand old forest, a model camp, a etl of hemlock browse, 
tresh strewn every night, the song of the hermit thrash, the 
cheery to-whoo of the horned owl. the weird cries of the 
night birds, that neither Wilson nor Audubon ever knew or 
understood; we had our midnight smoke of plug and kinni- 
kinniek; we read povtry and possessed our souls in peace. 
Wesaw that the tront, though dome their best to keep 

the supply wp to the demand, had failed witerly. A reas- 
onable draft by reasonable men, might have left them a 
chance, But the industrious trout hog had beared the market, 
He, the 'T. H., despised law and fair play. When the bright 
spotied water kelpivs would not tuke his worms, grubs and 
lures, he resorted to lime and dynamite, And the gentleman 
sportsman was not aboye buying the trout so slaughtered, 
and taking them home, as, perhaps, his own catch, 

Later in the seasou he, the G. §., invaded the ‘Northern 
Tier? of Pennsylvania rather numerously. He came from the 
cities and large yillages of New York and Pennsylvania, and 
he came prepared for slaughter. He has nof been known to 
let a deer pass that he could kill by dint of Wall or buckshot. 
The camp might be flush of yenison, more than could be 
used; hut all the same be turned ont eagerly and early in the 
moining, and waged war against bucks, does, and fawas, 
ruthlessly and indiscriminately, to the last of his outing. 
And you will notice that in recounting the events of the 

hunt afterward, it is the man who succeeded in getting the 
gveatest number of shots and doing the most murder, who 
is the king pin of (he party and most jubilant of all, while 
the Inckless wight who has heenin camp for a week or more 
without setting a shot, goes back to his city muttons feeling 
desolate and dispersed, although be may lave been fed on 
venison to repletion, and lave had the half of a deer to take 
home. Why, what did he come hundreds of miles for, at 
much expense and troulle, if net to hunt? And, if he is to 
set no shot. why hring a gun inio the weods at all? 

That is how he puts it—with some show of lovic, tow. 
Ui may he answered that, so long as a fair supply of game 

is secured, itis of no consequence who makes the shots, 
though it behooves every mun of the party to be preparedy 

As for me. L prefer that the deer ro to some other man’s 
watchway. Lam not hankering tu dress a deeron a cold 
day, and then pack the saddle two or three miles to camp, 
with the addition of «1 couple of unruly hounds to tow 
through shin-hopples and laurel-brake, I have been there too 
often. 

And the best hunter docs uot get, nor want, the shots. He 
itis, who fakes the Gentlemen Sportsmen out in the early 
morning, placing them likeso many stoughton bottles on 
the ruunings they would never find for themselves, and then 
make # long wearisome detour with the dogs to drive the 
deer. It does nof takea skillful woodsman to sit on alo 
and wait, or hit a deer with buekshot at twenty-five yards. 
And the G.8,, like the native market hunter, is neyer 

content with less than the ultimate deer, 
L have read earcfully all that the Forgssr ann Srrmsan 

has had to say on the destruction of game; I haye made my 
own observations. Taking a calm retrospect of the past 
dtason, with the present outlook, I express my conyiction 
that the game ‘must go,” 

The English sparrow has come to stwy; also the Heathen 
Chinee. But the game must yo. Briefly, Iwill give a few 
reasons. In the far West there are thousands of ‘‘skin- 
lunfers’—inen who will ruthlessly shoot down our grandest 
game (buffalo and elk) for the trifle that the skins will bring 
in market, leaving the carcasses to rot on the ground. These 
men are the most daring plainsmen in existence, Personully 
fearless, crack shots, and reckless of life, they are hard to 
suppress. I neyer kuew one who didn’t deserve a hallor— 
but [don't know how to apply it. As to laws and same 
wardens, they are of no aceount. One of these Rocky 
Moualuin lambs suid to me, less than a year ako: ‘Yes; 
send us out a few game wardens, We'll tie ’em up in camp 
and make ‘em usetul,” I think they might do it, 
Coming nearer home, what of our deer and smaller game? 

[can say with truth that It know of no party who has let up 
or spared.so long asa deer could be killed, Asa fair sample 
I will sive the result of one hunt made hy Capt. A. , Niles, 
vf the Regulars (on the retirvedJist), and three others. They 
hunted on the branches of Young Woman’s Creek, about 
the dividing line of Potter and Clinton counties, and killed 
twenty-two deer and three bears. They used the meat of 
two deer, brought home half a deer each, and sold the rest 
in New York. The Captain took in « Parker shotgun and 
a Remington rite; ‘tank Schaft” a three-barreled Baker: 
the others, double barrels, rifle and shot. Few deer escaped 
them. The Captain and I are hunting chums of thirty 
years’ stundiny. J felt free lo interview him regarding the 
hunt, and the tall was something like this: 
Mysstr—'T hear you huve had big luck, and Tm sorry 

(o heay you have heen shooting for market. Am told you 
‘fellows slitpped sixteen deer to New York.” 

Capramn—' Well, what of it? Wouid you wantue to 
leave the venison in the woods to rol?” 

. 

M.—**No. But you bad no right nor reason to kill it. 
When you hid all you could use with a reasonable amouht 
to bring hohe, couldn't you let up?” 
C.—"See here, you eynical old humbug, we go to the 

woods to hunt, The nizlits are fearfully long, the drys 
short, Are we to slouch around camp all day doing noth- 
ing?” 
M.— Well, is uw thighty poor woodsman who cannot 

start out on a bright autumn morning, take in a quiet day's 
tramp, prospect for runways, the feeding grounds of decr, 
go to the highest peaks, and look over a mountain pano- 
rama that no pen ean deseribe, and come into camp at night 
just lired enough to induce healthy appetite and sound 
sleep.” 
O.—"Oh, you are a woods crank, You let a doc pass 

you without a shot when the camp is starving for venison. 
Tf all men were like you it might keep the decr, Bunt one 
man cin do nothing,” 

That is the argument: Tf T don’t do it some one will 
—lhe pickpockets logic. Go on, my good fellows, exter- 
inate the pame, on are safe todo it, Anda fallow 
deer will be a rare sight for your grandchildren, 

The game is being destroyed ala fvarful vate all over the 
land. 1 quote a few brief notes from Forms: Asp Sreram: 
From Maine, Bangor region, total four hundred and eight 
carcasses of deer, One hundred and fifty ou the Beaver 
River, North Woods, New York. Deer-wolf in the Ottawa 
region kills seyenty-four decry in ten days, The most <le- 
structive slaughter I ever read of, All fer market, The 
G. Sportsmen, “Ed, Gillman * *and friends ** have been send- 
in down trom ten to sixteen deer per day,” Again, ‘“H. li 
Gillman and two friends * * killed nearly fiffy decr, ete. ° 
Tfow about game protection and gentlemen sportsmen? 

I look over the pages of the sporting papers and I count, 
up nineteen advertisements of pariics, who with costly 
“pints” are making first-class guns—hreech-loadcrs, of 
course, Whit are all these guns for? Who is to use them? 
Tn addition to these, are at least four leadme houses in 
England which are sending the finest cuns to our shores 
forsale, The cheap Belgian guns come over in shiploads, |. 
and whatever you may say, they shoot about as well as a 
hixh-priced Parker or Gieener. Each and all are too 
destructive. : 

Then we have the dogs! Ah, yes! 
for the destruction of game. A man cannot follow a deer 
or bird by lis nose. Buta dos can, And thence we have 
“field trials,” aud dogs that are reported as selling at the 
price of a decent sized farm. Tt is a most Janghalle lum- 
bug. It will do to place with the price of nightingales’ 
tongues in ancient Rome, or the modern prices of Asiatic 
fowls at $800 the trio, said fowls not heing as worthy as the 
old barnyard dominick, 

I own to-day the best harrier in Northern Pennsylvania, 
T should think hin well sold af $15. I paid $4 for him, 
My friend Capt. Niles had the largest, the most stylish and 
most reliable pointer I eyer saw—on ruffed srouse and 
wondcock, He offered him fo me asasgiff. [wouldn't 
have him; I had as lief take charge of a horse. Why should 
we imagine 4 vain thing? Dogs and eats are (he cheapest 
and most easily propagated of all domestic animals. The 
cat can assist In decimating rats, the dog in destroying 
game, Just why the dog should attain a value of $1,500, 
while the cat is notaworth fifteen cents, is one of the things 
Teqn’t find ont, There never was dog on four legs that 
was worth $100. As to the highfalutin nonsense of **pedi- 
gree” on pointer or setter, put that with the Dutch mania 
on tulips, when single bull) sold. for $5,000 (an onion 
being just as yaluable, intrinsically). 

| have seen scores of these high-bred dogs and have not 
been favorably impressed by tliem, They seemed to me 
rather too royal—subject to king's evil, which we rough 
woudsmen call, in a horse or dog, poll evil, There was 
mostly something the matter with them, and their owners 
were constintly consulting books and questioning sporting 
papers anent doy ailments, Some of them were wonderfully 
trained to show off in the field, but they seemed too well 
broken—broken tn spirit so to speak, and lacking’ the vin 
and elon of a hunting dog, going through their performance 
rather like a trained poodle, 

They did not gain hy comparison, in the field, with our 
lively little liver and while Enelish setters, or the taller 
Trish red. (I don’t like the latter; too rangey; too much 
“cit. up and git,”) For the consideration and disapproval of 
modern “handlers” I will summarize our mode of trainine 
at that time (about 45-46). We used just three syllables or 
sounds. A sharp, rough y-2-a-k brought the dog to leel; a 
sibilant sound between a hiss and a whistle started him out 
to range, and the word “go” méant retrieve. _O! course he 
was taught to stand staunchly and not to chase. Tf a pup 
did not stand on hirds instinctively at three months of age 
we drowned him as worthless. It toalk but a few lessons— 
during leisure hours—io make a good business dos, 

‘There was, at the time of which‘ speak, and in Lockport, 
N. Y., a breed of small, campact, tough black pointers, 
They were the best dogs of the pointer kind I have eyer seen, 
and I have seen them nowhere else. They needed yery 
little training and less breaking, They were natial point- 
ers, I cannot say if they are extant now. But, if they are, 
Twill back them against any of the yaunted strains that 
figure at bench shows and field trials. 1 never knew one of 
these dogs to sel tor more than #15; oftencr for $5. But 
itis well for dog sharps and trainey's that there are fortunate 
fools who have more money than brains, and who can be 
inyeigled into the hundreds on the price of a dog. But 1 
only stirted in to say that, in the extermination of game, 
the faithful doy is a leading element, 1 know whereof I 
speak; I see that the bottom is bound to drop ouf of this 
boom on bench shows aud field trials, ‘There is no call for 
this business. I know that these costly investments in ‘‘gun 
works” are certain lv end in financial disaster; aud 1 ium 
glad of it, ‘There are gnns enough to-day, in first and 
second liands, to finish wp the game in Enrope and America, 
from snipe to buifalo, if another Sun were not made in 
fifty years, 

As for the muzzle-louder, shot or rifle, that is a thing of 
the past. Why? Don't you know, my fellow woodsmen, 
that, if each and all of us were restricted to the use of a 
single-barruled muzzle-loader we should still he able to kill 
quite as much came as we have ou decent right to? Ts it 
needful, right or expedient, that we bring the inost destruc. 
tive implements of modern invention to bear ou the fast dis- 
appearing game of the land? Are we wtir-wolves? ° 

J can answer for one old woods loafer, who will never 
again shoof the mother doe or het bright-eyed fawy, or raise 
uy gon against even the buels, save the old, single-barreled, 
hair-triggered muzzle-loader that has bven his favorite for 
thirty-six years, If a man has one fair shot at a deer and 

Tiere is a strong point BE 

misses, it is a point of honor to lut the deer go. .I am ufraid 
T stand alone, but Thope not, J like tu believe that there 
are men who cat take their vacations like humane gentle- 
men, 

I occasionally strike a parther who, when camped at night 
amid the grandest forest surroundings, does of produue : 
greasy deck of cards arid propose & game of euclre hy fire- 
light. I hada partner lust summer who could read—by 
memory—‘'Tom O'Shanter,” “Address to the Deil,” and a 
dozen other of Burne’s poems; with the ‘Ettrick Sheperd’s” 
‘Kilmeny,”’ and any amount of Milton, Byron and Tenpy- 
son. Anil he was quiettman; nota pedant. Such a mau 
is heyend price in the woods. I hope to have him for a 
partner on a vather extended cruise in the Adirondacks next 
summer. Forit is not true, as has been alleged, that 1 
always choose to go alone in fhe woods, ind am by nature a 
hermit. 
Only—the average man that you strike in the woods is 

such villainous company. : 
T could give my notion of an effective game law, But, 

cut bone? As John ay says, *‘Lend this as I did begin.” 
The game must ro. NESSMUK. 
January 1, 1884, 

EXPERIENCE WITH THE GROUSE. 

| ee ae tmeagements have had urgent claims on my 
time dnving the past two months, and have prevented 

ne from going out into the field with gun and dog until the 
Obristmas holidays came, which gave mex few days of lib- 
erty, and whieh Limproved by going to Northern Vermont 
to see the “old gent,” and get some ruffed erouse shooting, 
lwwas wimly received by the “old gent,” who caries his 
seventy-one years and one hyndred and ninety-seyen pounds 
weight well; but was told that I had come too late for sport, 
us he hat no hound to run foxes or rabbits, and as there was 
this season no mast, gray squirrels were scarce; and he con- 
tinued, ‘Since you got the boys to begin shooting at part- 
ridges on the wing, they have driven them away from here.” 

“Do you think that shooting at partrid#es while on the 
wing frightens them away?” T inquired, 

Yes,” he wnswered, "You let a parcel of boys en into a 
piece of woods, and when they flush a bird bang away al it, 
then follow ii ip, flush and ‘whang’ away at it agwin, and 
soon the birds will leaye for more quiet quarlers.. Up to 
tayo years azo we had plenty oi partridges im say of the 
woods about here, and now you may travel all day and not 
see more than one or two birds, which Hy as though they 
were seared out of their wits.” As the ‘old gent,” had 
now been thoroughly warmed up, he continued: “If you 
only shoot wild hirds, you can’t ih a whole season kill more 
than one-half or so of the partridges that are in a piece of 
woods. The first day you may make a good bag; then they 
eet shy and wild as crows, and it’s work to get a shot at 
them afer the doz has put them up. But if you go out 
With your setters that understand their business, befess the 
birds have onve been flushed they will ie to your dogs, and 
you can walk right wp to them, and if you area good shot if 
is easy to hit them when they get up. 

“You Kuow the Newton Woods? well, I used every fall 
fo get fifteen or twenty birds there, wotil last fall. Lenry 

(a crack grouse shot) came liere and went there one 
day with his setter and killed fourteen birds, and then the 
hoys pitched iu there and in a week there Wasn’t a bird left 
in the woods, sud there hasn’t been ong seen there this 
season, Uenry came here in October and we drove away 
over to the Hurlburt Woods, where there had been no shooi- 
ing done, and J wenf in on the north side of the road and 
Henry on the suuth side, and my Royer put up seventeen 
birds and treed five. which I shot. Henry flushed fourteen 
and he killed nine, and claims that he hard-hit the other 
five. About a week after that [ went over there again, and 
ou the north side or the roid I flushed eleyen birds, but as 
they were wilder than when I was there before, | only got 
iwo. J went all through the woods on the south side of the 
road, where Henry had been, aud only saw one bird, which 
flew as thlongh the Old Nick waShfter him. Since the hoys 
hegan wing shooting they are blazing away at every small 
bird thal they see, which makes il s goud thine for the 
storekeepers who haye ammunition to sell; but it’s a bad 
thing for ns old fellows who like to have game near home.” 

Tere | interrupted him with the remark that I had often 
seen hin) shoof snipe and woodcoek ou the wing, and hud 
also known him to bow! over with a rifle bullet many a fox 
and rabbit that were going at fill speed betore the hounds, 

“Of course, Of course you have.” he replied. ‘‘Different 
kinds of fame require to be hunted in a different munner. 
It’s the only way that you eam hunt woodeock or snipe 
here, and it requires a quick eye and steady nerves to stop 2 
running fox or rabbit wilh a single bullet, but I don’t call 
it anything for a man (0 do who spends weeks ‘whanging’ 
at glass balls and potatoes to go oul and poke a big bird like 
a pariridge up from under a dog's nose, then bit it with a. 
charge of fine shot. The only sport I can see in it isin 
abching thefdog working and sceing the skill that he uses to 

draw upto his game. It’s more sport to me to creep up 
within range of a yery old bird that has ‘treed’ than to 
shoot him afterward.” 

The *‘olil gent.” stopped to godown cellar and draw a mug 
of cider, and did not renew the subject when he returned. 

[have known this old gentlemun to perform one feat with 
a rifletthat 1 have never seen equaled, that of shooting musk- 
rats that were swimming in the creek in the evening when 
it was too dark to see the sights on his gun, Me F 

The next morning I started fora large body of woods 
where formerly there were dozens of grouse, and only saw 
during the entire day a single bird, and that flushed wild. 
The next day I went in another direction and at night 
had in my pockets two gray squirrels, which were the only 
game that Lsaw, The third duy I tried the bottoms along 
the creek, where I picked wp a couple of cock grouse, 
both old birds, but of unusual color; of one the general 
sround color was a bright silyery gray, and the other a 
dark reddish brown, These two birds, with a plump rac- 
coon that my Norfolk spaniel found and drew out of a 
hollow stuinp, made up ny entire bay for this day’s spurt. 

This Nortolk spaniel is «sort of Jack-it-alltrades, and 
my everyday companion, When out with 4 setter or after 
ducks Luse him fora retriever, and when used alone after 
wwoodeock or snipe 1 can make him rangeslow or ast and 
close, and in cases of emergency ean use him to run any 
fourfooted game from a ribbit to 4 moose. We is as light, 
active and samy as 1 tevrict, with almost human-like aifec- 
tion and intellizence. ~ These are the general charicteristics 
ef this breed of spuuiws, which makes them highly prized 
by those who know and possess them, 
To-day‘myself and son, a “chipy trom the old block, ' aged 
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fourtecn years, drove jnto another town where a friend wi'h 
his hound gave us fine sport rabbit-shooting. Myson with 
his sixteen-hore bowled over a rabbit that was running at 
full speed through the swamp, while his daddy saw him und 
went twe better. Our friend fired from all positions, from 
the top of a brush fence, off a tall stump, kneeling down in 
snow, efc., butonly made the liare fly and stimmlated the | 
hound to more rapid exertions. STANATEAD, 
Monranar, Canada, Dec. 80, 

THE CUVIER CLUB, 

T the annual- meeting of the Cuvier Club, of Cincin- 
nati, O., the following report of the Trustees, pre- 

pared hy Hon. Thos, A. Logan, was presented: 

The Trustees of the Cuvier Club, as successors to the 
former Executive Committecee, submit their annual veport. 

The year which has just closed has been one of such un- 
broken prosperity to the Club, that but little is to he said be- 
youd the mere statement of its progress. It is seldom, 
indeed, in the history of any institution that its career is so 
entirely successful as to hecome almost monotungus. Yet 
such is the fact with the Cuvier Club. From the day it first 
sprang into organized and corporate existence nothing has 
occurred to impede its steps, or to obstruct its well being and 
well doing, pon the contrary, it has met with unvarying 
favor from the press, who haye published and applauded 
its work; and from the public, who have indorsed its aims 
and objects; and from its members, who huve heartily co- 
operated in every effort to maintain its reputation and to 
increise ils usefulness. 
We have upon our roll the names ef over nine hundred 

members, ail of whom are in good standing, and are efficient 
and esteemed associates. During the year there have been 
changes, as might have been expected. Some have removed 
from the city, others have been continuously absent, and a 
few have resigned. But notwithstanding this, the member- 
ship is now greater than at the beginning of the year, and 
the aycrage 1s increasing constantly. 
An aopopniar or an unworthy Club could not make such 

a showing as this. 
All the appointments and arrangements of the Club house 

are completed, and the Trustees confidently assert that 
nothine is now wanting, within the capacity of the premises, 
to fulfil the promis:s heretofore made in this regard. The 
rooms ure commodious, light, airy and cheerful; finely fur- 
nished and fitted with every known appliance to enhance 
the comfort and promote the enjoyment of the members. 

This is fully recognized and daily appreciated by all, and 
is a source of pleasure tc the Trustecs. 

The finances of the Club arc in a healthy aud gratifying 
econition, and our real estate is rapidly enhancing in value. 

The sulyject of the game and fish laws, while they will be 
separately considered, go hand in hand together im impor- 
tance, and constitute the main principle of our association. 
The Trustees, at the outset, before discussing other features, 
desire to make an official denial of a statement-which was 
extensively made to the effect that the Club, at the last ses- 
sion of the Legislature, used its influence actively in behalf 
of a bill to prohibit the killing of quail in Ohio for a period 
of years. 

The statement was contradicted publicly at the time it 
was made by the Corresponding Secretary in 4 manner 
which should have been sufficient, and which was approved 
by the Trustees. But it was repeated so persistently as to 
convince us that it was promped by an unfriendly and im- 
proper motive. 
The Trustees, however, ave glad lo be able to say that the 

law now upon the statute book prohibiting the killing, 
having in possession or exposing 1o sale of any of the game 
therein enumerated, during the close of scason, originated 
with this Club, which exerted every effort, by the appoint- 
ment of special commitives and otherwise, to secure its 
enactment, Jt was enacted, and has been, also through the 
elforts of the Club, tested and enforced, and is now, So far 
as we know, respected ung obeyed, in this vicinity, at Teast, 
The Exeeutive Committe®on Game bave been diligent and 
impartial in asserting its enforcement, aud will continue 
so. The Club will emphatically sanction their course, and 
render them Wunks for their labor and vigilance. 

FORMATION OF PROPRIETARY GAME CLUBS, 
The proper legislation in regard tothe game of the country 

and its stuf cnforcement is not only becoming of more 
consequence diily, but it is likely to he beset with a compli- 
cation which has not heretofore arisen, and which now 
arises because, principally, of the absence of such legislation 
heretofore, or the tack of its enforcement. 

The need of outdoor relaxations and pustimes is becoming 
recognized in all our business circles, and among these pas- 
times none staud in higher repute as a health-givying oceu- 
pation than field sports. So that in addition fo the question 
of fond supply we have now the question of health supply. 
The pot-hunter and the merciless depredator have to a large 
extent so depopulated the country of game, in many sec- 
tions, as torenderits pursuit i futile uodertakiny. They 
have deteated the passage of laws when they were able, and 
unfortunately in too many Instinces, they have proved 
themselyes to be entirely able. They Lave clisregarded laws 
whenever they could be sure they would not be prosecuted, 
of which, unfortunately, they were too often ussured, and 
have slaughtered indiscriminately, either from fuoiives 
of gain or mere recklessness. A publicsentiment supported 
them generally up to the time when the influence of clubs 
like this produced a better sentiment; and the feeling pre- 
yailed that the unactment and enforcement of game laws 
was au inyasion of their private, personal rights and liberty, 
up to the ty when this and similan clubs made it manifest 
that the license accorded to them was an invasion of the 
tights of the general pubtic. 

The game which the clubs have purchased at their own 
expense ail turned out to restock the depleted country, has 
in many instances shared the tatu of its predecessors, and 
buen ruthlessly destrayed, And added 10 all this, the land 
owver has constantly asserted his rights of ownerehip in 
tmoanner 30 wholly repugnant to the rights of sporlamoan that 
bitter hostility bas ensued between them. 

Out of this state of affairs, and from the inereasing desire 
to enjoy ficld sports uninterruptedly, and backed by the 
increasing wealth of the country—together with the feeling 
that the sportsman can also become a landgd proprieclor, and 
as such deny to others those rights and privilezes which 
were denied to him—has eame the new aspect to whieh we 
referred, tis the formation of game clubs by sportsnicn 
who purchise the land, and establish the strictest proprietary 
rules, which they enforce by a private police. 
are multiplying at an astonishing rate. They are established | desired than that of game, 

Seacoast, as well as upon our ipland lakes. They feel gun, and 
bought immense tracts of land for such purposes, and are | supposed 
bnying and consolidating wherever practicable. 

hese parties, by purchase, become the proprictors of the 
soil. They become the absolute owners of all game which 
is reduced to possession by them on their soil, They forbid 
all unauthorized entrance upon their grounds, and prosecute 
for all infringements of their rules, 

Exclusive possessory rights have been announced and gus: 
tained by several of the highest judicial tribunals, with the 
Supreme Court of Ohio among the number, The docirine 
of exclusive possession upon one’s own land, and alsa upon 
the waters which cover the Jand, has thus been fully affirmed, 

Itis evident, therefore, that so far as the features and con- 
sequences. Of such organizations extend we are rapidly drift- 
ing into the English theory and system of ownership and 
preservation of game. In fact, one of the leading sporting 
newspapers has not hesitated openly to advocite that sys- 
tem. 
The Trustees do not hesitate to declare their opinion that 

the English system, with al] the obnoxious luws necessary to 
mitintain it, is uot in consonance with the spirit of our insti- 
tutions, and they do not desire to see it engrafled upon our 
country if it can be ayoided. There is one way in which 
its further spread can be prevented, and probably only one 
way. And that is for all the people at Jareu to become 
chrnest assistants of all clubs like the Cuvier Club, and aid 
them by personal and moral support, and with pecuniary 
assistance if needed. The Cuvier Club does not need the 
latter assistance. 

If through such clubs game laws can be strictly enforced, 
game will again become plenty, and all who will, rich or 
poor, may enjoy the pursuit of it. Tf through such clubs 
the land owner can be brought to acknowledge and permit 
the qualified right of entry of the sportsman, and the sports- 
man can be brought to conform to the proprietary rights of 
the landlord, the pursnil of the game will cease to be at- 
tended with the controversies which now nearly always 
ensue. 

The result wili bs that, with a land teeming with game, 
and with its proper pursuit made pleusant und successful, 
the markets will soon be filled with game food wt the cheap- 
est prices. 

Jf, however, this cannot be brought about, the reverse 
will follow, The proprietary system will soon become uni- 
versal and permanent, The preservation of game will be- 
come 4 private affair, the pursuit of it will be a special and 
costly privilege, and its supply and price will he at the ca- 
price of afew, to the detriment of 1He many. 

Asan illnstralion of the excess which may be produced 
by careful preservation, the Trustees copy the following 
statement from an English paper; “The great hag of the 
year has heen made at Croxteth, where the proprietor and 
his friends killed 7,674 head in five days, averaging 1,279 
head for each of the six guns. Of these there were 5,543 
pheasants and 1,240 hares. The wildfowl mate no small 
itzm in this enormous bag—i40 wild ducks, besides snipe.” 
When the money yalue alone of this yield is considered, 

and the fact that if it had been in this country it would 
have been distributed among the people, it furnishes. an ir- 
refutuble argument for preservation, which Jand holders 
would do well to remember, 

THE NATIONAL PARK. 
The depredations of the pot-hunters, who are actuated by 

gain to indiscriminate slaughter, are not confined, by any 
means, to the settled States, or to the smaller game, but they 
extend to our National domain and to that great, grand 
game, the perpetuation of which should be the care and the 
pride of every American. 

Licutennnt-General Sheridan upon Noyember 1, 1882, 
made a report to the War Department of his last visit to tha 
National Park and to the Yellowstone River, The report 
sives a graphic description of the-conntry, and an appalling 
picture of the wanton destruction of the game, We would 
be elad to reprint the whole, but confine eursolves to the 
following quotations: 

*) resretted exceedingly-to Jearn that the National Park 
had been rented ont to private parties. The pluce is worthy 
of being a Nations) park, the geyser phenomena and the 
Yellowstoue cafon having no parallell in any Nation, * * 
Tt has now been placed in the hands of private parties 
for money-making purposes. = = The wame in the 
Park is being killed off rapidly, especially in the winter, 
and that, even last winter, in and around the edges of the 
Park, there were as many asiwo thousand of these grand 
animals killed, to say nothing of the mountsin sheep, anic- 
lope, deér, and other game slaughtered in great numbers, 
T would like to see the Government extend this Park to the 
east as far asa north wand south line through Gedar Moun- 
tain. This would be due cast about forty miles, at the same 
time placing the southern boundary of the Park al the 
forty-fourth parallel of lavitude, which would be south ten 
miles. * * This extension would not be taking any- 
thing away trom the people, is the territory thus annexed 
to the Park can never be settled upon. The game is now 
being driven toward the Park, snd if we keep out the skin 
hunters the game would naturally drift to where it could 
find protection. * * * 

“T respectfully muke an appeal to all sportsmen of this 
country, and to the sportsmen’s clubs, to assist in getting 
Congress to make the extension T describe, thus securing 4 
refuge for ourwild game,” 

The Trustees herewith submil an approprivte resolution, 
and request the Cuvier Club to he the first to respond to 
this appeal, and hope that their uetion may be followed by 
évery chib, by every sportsinan, and by every citizen in the 
py [This resolution was printed i our Jast issie.— 
ED. 

THEE FISH LAWS. 

The work of our State Fish Commission during the past 
year hus been extensive wud gratifying. ‘The streyms have 
been restocked in every direction, About one lundred 
thousand black bass fry have been placed in different loeali- 
ties, carp and trout haye been successfully planted and ar 
Tangements are being completed to plant from filty to 
seventy-five million whitefish fry, 
The President of the Cuyier Glib, who is on of the Ghia 

Fish Commissioners, is now actively agitating the calling of 
# convention, whereat shull be prepared a code of laws 
which shallembrace the whole mutter, and be adopted by 
all the States alutting upon wud contiguous to oir inland 
lakes, All that las been said as to the game laws applies 
equally well ta fish preservation, But tins further may be 

Sueb clubs | said: The preservation of fish is far more popular and more 
Possibly because the angler 

in the East, in the West, and along the whole line of our! with his vod does notroam as does the hunter with his 

possibly because a different rule of ownership ts 
to apply, the land owner is not as averse to one 

as to the other. 
The Government has lent the sanction of its name and 

power to fish preservition, aud nearly all (he States appoint 
Commissioners to further the object; so that the outlook as 
to the fish is much more gratilying than asto its kindred 
subject, the game. 

But we would respecttully suggest that the Federal Gov- 
ernment could do more than it bas yet accomplished, if it 
conld take the lake fisheries under its own juri=diction. 

Tt seems to us that the various States tonching the lakes 
might well cede to the Government jurisdiction as to all 
matters arising within their borders, pertaining to the pres- 
ervation of the-Jake fisheries, and in return therefor the 
Government could, by the employment of its zevenue 
agents and cutters, greatly enhance the productiveness of such 
fisheries. Or, upon the other hand, if the Government would 
not assume this responsibility, if it would cede to the several 
States the requisite jurisdiction of the lakes for such purpose 
the same result might be accomplished by the necessary lev-° 
islation snd appropriations from them. ~ 

In Bugland the subject is considered one of the first im- 
porlance, and meets with every attention from the Guvern- 
ment, An Internationyl Kisheries Dxposilion will be held 
in London next May, and the United States is expected to 
be thoroughly representéd. 

The Trustves desire apeeally to return the thanks of the 
club te its constant friend, D. H. Merritt, Esq,, of Marquetie, 
Mich,, who at eyevy recurrence of our annual, ynfai ingly 
becomes % contributor thereto, 

The report of the custodian shows 4 luree inercase in ony 
collection. Itis not too much to say that this collection 
possesses features of interest which aru not surpassed by any 
museum in the country, aml which cannot be found in many 
which outrank it numerically. The mounting and arrange- 
ment have been accorded much praise from critical visitors. 
The library is growing in yolumes, and its well-tlled 

shelves we @ great yithraction to the veading room. 
The Trustees are certain that the satisfaction which they 

feel in the present condition of the Club, will be shared by 
every member of it, and also by every person not a member 
of it, who is aware of its views aud privciples. Tts future, 
which they have heretofore predicted, which prediction was 
supposed to be but the outburst of enthusiasm, is being: 
more than realized, year by year; and, therefore, findin 
themselves so well supported in their belief, they renew an 
enlarge every anticipation they haye previously made aa to 
its merits and its missiun. 

A. W. Gazuar, L, A. Harris, 
if. C. CuLpenrsen, Henry [IANNA, 

P. E, Roacu, JAs. GGRDON, 
J. M, Doteuerry, Gero, W. Saux, 

Trustees. 
Tnos. A. Lossy, Corresponding Seerutury. 
The following officers for the new year were then elected: 

President, Col. £. A. Harris; First Vice-President, H. C. 
Culbevtson; Second Vice-President, A, W. Gazlay; Third 
Vice-President, H, Hanna; Trustees, M. Werk, Jas. H. 
Doherty, Geo, W. Smith. Thess officers were nominated 
by the committee appointed for that purpose, of which 
John Kagan was Chairman, 

Colonel Harris, on re-assuming the Presidewey of the 
Club, made some alle congitulatory remarks, thanking the 
members for the renewal of the honor, and viving encourag- 
ing words for the future of the Club. 

t motion, February 7 was fixed as the day for the 
annual reception of the Club, to which, by 4 wnanimous 
vote, it was determined to inyite the utlendance of ladivs. 

NEW YORK GAME LAWS. 
) Hititor Korest cand Steaine 

I take the liberty of addressing you on the subject oF the 
game laws and makin’ a few suggestions as to wnat T think 
we require in this State, IT huve had quite a deal of experi- 
ence both at bay and upland shcoling, and ninke these 
suguesticns from facts that haye come througli this personal 
experience, : 

In the first place [do not think it well to underiake to 
tevise the entire game laws, is was uitempted last year. 
There are 1600 muny local interests to be Jooked after. There 
is one thing, however, thai should be done, :ind that is, to 
stop the spring shooting of all bay birds, geese, brant, ducks 
‘and snipe. Strange as ib may appear, this last-named bird 
is not mentioned in the present game laws. Against this 
proposed change the argument may be used, “Wy do this 
in New York when uone of the other States have dene it, 
and the people of those States will veap the Penefit of onr 
failure to bill the birds in pring.” But Canada has, T }se- 
lieve, ulready passed such a law, and J xm prepared, on 
good authority, to suy, that if New York does it this year 
all the other coast States will do likewise ut the next meel- 
ing of their Legislature, alter New York has led the way. 

Another matter that 1 think needs attention is the section 
reluting to prosecution for trespassing for purposes of hunt- 
ing and fishing, The present section merely calls for sign- 
hoards of a certain size, ete. T would suggest that the pub- 
lication in the county paper lor three mouths of each year, 
or petsonal notice, should be added io the section, 4s ib is 
impossible to prosecute any person successfully under the 
presen, section. 
One thing further, I think it would be well to have at least 

two more game protectors appointed, one for New York 
county and onefor Long Istand. New Yorkisthy place of all 
others in ihe State whure a pwme protector is required, 2e- 
cording to my ideas, as I think, if owe market was well 
watched and the sale of fish and gume out of season pre- 
vented, there would not be the iaducement Lo breale tle 
Jaws, as there would be no market for the fish and game, 
These three very importunt matters { would.submit to the 
Committee on Game Laws of the State Sportsmen's Assa- 
cialion, and sincerely hope they will be the only changes 
proposed at this session or our State Legislature, , 
We have 4 very goou committee on gume Jaws appointed 

by our worthy Speaker of the Assembly, all gentiemen sports- 
men, who, | think, wil! understand the requirements of fhe 
fraternity. 

Now, outside of laws, 1 would suggest that each fish and 
gun clib in this State shail contribule annunlly $25 or 350 
towatd a fund, to be equally apportioned hetweeu the same 
protectors as an extra compensaticn for their services, I[ 
think this would make us all interested and he quite au 
incentive 16 the protectors to attend to their duties properly. 
Begging pardon for iaking so much of your space aud 
hoping to hear of good resuits from this, Tam 

*_ Aw UPnaNp anp Bay SHoozEer. 
Brookuyy, N. ¥., Jan, 11, 1283. . 



Tan. 18, 1888. 

MIGHIGAN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION. 
a ES cighth anoual meeting of the atiohieat State Sports- 

mén’s Association conyentd in the Audubon Club par- 
lors, Detroit, on the evening of the ¥thingt,, with the fol- 
lowing club delegates in attendance: 
Bay Point Chis, Brie—Messrs. A. J. Keeney, J. 8. Hil- 

ton, Levi Morrin, Harry Conant, Horace W. Avery, 
Lake St, Clare Fishing and Shooting Cluh, Detroit— 

Meggis, W. CG. Colburn, BE, O. Durfee, L. L. Barbour, 8, R. 
Woollay, L. W. Tinker. ~ ; 

Bast Savinaw Game Protection Club—H. D. Mershon, 
oe R. Livingston, Wosea Pratt, Vincent Kindler, W. B. Mer- 
son, 

Central, City Sportsmen's Association—s. EB. Rogers, 
a W, Wieby, G, H. Monn, N, W. Brinkhart, Frank $. 

ark, 
— Detroit Huntivg Club—siephen H. Ives, George H, Par- 
key, J, W. Winkliv, Jolin Bellcuap, John H. Bissell, 
Kent County Sportsmen’s Club, Grand Rapids—L. D. 

Norris, H. Widdecomb, J. C, Parker, U, D. Follet, G. W. 
Locke. : 

Point Monuillie Shooling Club, Detroit—h. I, Gillman, 
i. 5. Barbour. ~ ; 

Battle Crevk Sportsmen's Chib—B. ©. Nichols, N. A, 
Osgood, Eucene Harbeck, 
Hay Qonuty Sportsmen's Association—Chas. ©, Fitzbugh, 

CG, F, Gibson, Benj. Whipple, Benson Conkley, D, H, 
Fitzhugh. 
North Channel Shooting Club, Detroit—F, A, gbaker, 

BE, F. Conely, R. D. Robison, Geo. M. Savage, Julins Hess, 
There were #lso present several iudividual ani visiting 

inembers, who (ook part im-the deliberations of the associa- 
tion, 

Dr, E. 8. Molmes, of Grand Rapids, who las held the 
oftice of President since 1876, addressed the association as 
follows: 
GENTLEMEN OF rir MicniGAn Sportsmen's Associarrox— 
The remarks wnd suggestions t have tin make on tis occasion will 

occupy your valuable time buts few minubes, The retrospect of tha 
year now brought to a close, is, on the whole, gratifying to us as 
Zame protectionists and sportsmen. Many, perlfips all of us, have 
enjoyed the plexsures of an ouling on the placid lake, the homeof 
the bass; by the clear, rippling stream, where the trout or grayling 
challenge to a friendly duel; in the stubble and thicket, where the 
colin and ruffed groust test the skill of the snap shot; in the marsh 
and rice flelis and serub oak, where the wild duek’s rapid Aight 
sends the life blood boundmy to the fingers’ ends; over the bog and 
meadow, where the snipe and “scape,” or the toothsome woodcock 
hooms 4 plea for life; among the aldevs and in the openings, where 
the timid hare shows the whil® flag, or m the grand old woods, 
loaded with ogonized, rejuvenating air, where the lordly deer 
whistles defiance to the sportsman, Those who have enjoyed these 
ipnucent, nolile aud ennobling pastimes have been repaid tenfold 
for thelr expense of time and monéy in health, recreation and rest 
from the harassive cares af business. They have alsorecognized w 
very ratifying fact, viz., that notwithstanding the larger number 
of Sportsmen and their greater gkill iu the use of the rod and gun, 
thereis a large incresse in the number of gajne animals. We do not 
elaini all the credit for this increase, for che work of the Fish Com- 
missiquers has dove inuch in one direction and fayorable weather 
yery much in ayother. 
Bult submit that these and all other favorable influences, un- 

supplemented by the work of the Michigan Sportsmen's Association, 
eould never haye produced such glorious results os kave cheered the 
sportsmen of Michigan {ike past season, Thotisands and tens of 
thousands of dollars in value im food derived from wild animals have 
been given to the people of this commouwealth by our efiorts to 
secure espeot; for aud obedience to the game laws, Railroads have 
had thousands of dollars added to their yearly business. and guides, 
boatmen, and hotel keepers have handled thousands of dollars they 
never would have seen hut for the efforts of this association. 

But this money value of our work is really the ieast important. 
The populgviziny of field sports has rescued thousands from the 
enervating, demoralizing futluences of fashionable summer resoris, 
and Male them acquainted with the hyvienie benefits to be derived 
from a temporary treadom from the trammels of fashion, aud a 
communion will nature a5 she came from the hand of a behificent 
ereator, These, and other good resulis of our organization, which T 
have n06 now time to inention, should induce us to renew our zen! in 
the work so guspiciously commenced, remmemberiig that the price of 
fame, 1S well as health, is eternal yvizilance. 
Whether we should ask the Legislature now in session to make auy 

material changes in the game and tish laws, remains for you, gen- 
tlamen, to determime, f£ would sugyest the propriety of Secnving the 
opeu season forall species of game hunted with the gun or rifie as 
uniform as possible, Think it would be a great improvement to 
have the oven senson for woodcuck commence on Sept. 1, It would 
save a eroaf many lell-grown August grouse and eolin. It is worthy 
of consideration whether it would be advisable to haye the open 
séason ou allland game commence and end at the same cates, and, 
as lear ce uy be, wniforinly with contiguous States. Th seems to 
me that it wold be better to have the open season Lor deer alike in 
al parts of the commonwealth, and that it should commence on 
S pti. Ibis unfair te our Wisconsin neighbors to allow deer to he 
killed ow the Michigan side of an imaginary line fifteen days in ad- 
vance of their open season, and if thare be any valid reason why 
deer should killed any earlior in the Upper Peninsula than in the 
Lower, 1 have never heard it, Ibwould bea reasonable compromise 
anda great benefit to all the Secs to make fhe open season ror 
deer uniform, undon Sept. 1, Tt woul also bp an improvement to 
extend Lhe open season tur grayling to the end of the deemshooting 
senson, The srayling isa spring spawning fish, and is in his bast 
flavorin the fall, hig would give deer shooters in the vicinity of 
gravling streams an opportunity fo consaintiously add to ei 
Camp chisine 4 course of raytine i = 4 
Luaving the moralaspects of the question entirely ont of view. 

there is hardly anything that would so dfeetually promote the pro- 
tection of wll iciids of wane as the prohibition of hunting and fishing 
on Sufiday. ‘This is a question that will bear, and should receive, 
full, calm aud dispassionate discussion. f 
The non-export laws have been assailed in other States. aud pra- 

uomncved unconstitutional and void. This possible (tiiata similar de- 
eisiou Taay be rendeved as to ours at nodistant date. Forewarned, 
forsarmed., Would it net be well tahe casting wbout to see what 
otter legislation can he secured that will so effectually protect our 
zame, the coustivutionality of which cau not be questioned? With- 
out expressing any personal opinion on tills ocvasion, J earnestly 
request you all to take this subject Mto serious consideration, 
There are various reasons why the Michigan Sportsmen'sAssociation 

wyould he more potent, if it were 2 chartered wistitution. T therefore 
sugefest (but steps be taken atthis session to accomplish this ubject. 
To this end L aubmit herewith a blank form for organization under 
one of the general laws of this State enscted for such parposes, Lor 
your cunsideration. x f 

As instructed at the lash session, your executive committee pro- 
cured the services of a fish and game warden and missionary, in the 
person of Cyrus W, Highy, Although funds were Bot furnished by 
the sportsmen uf ihe State sufficient to keep himin the field all the 
Hime, yeb erect good was acvomplished, and every dollar used in this 
way was wellspent, The railvonds were liberal with hin, furnishing 
passes or reduced rates, thus enabling him todo much more than he 
otherwise could, Pore fullaccount of the important work done by 
this ofticer I refer you to his report. You will see that enough has 
ben done to show the need of an independent State fish and game 
warden, with full police powers, to be appointed by the Goyerror on 
tho vomination of this association, and to be paid by the State. He 
sliouli) also have power and be required to appoint deputies wherever 
necessary, with similar powers, who should receive the same fees as 
sheriffs for Uke servicés. Whateverelse may be done or left undone 
at this session, I sicerely hope that the useessary measures be com- 
menced ty seture the appointment of such an officer. Wor, however 
ootlour game and fish jaws may be, without the necessary means 
‘or thei! enforcement they become » dead letier. As Il remarked 

Just year, the ‘problem before us to-dty is, how can we entorce the 
came wud fish laws—or, as I-would prefer to put it. how can we se- 
curd Jespect for and obedience to the laws?” Tknow of no hetter 
way than the one above proposed, And unless a betberone be sug- 
gested, let us do all in our power to secure the apnpiniment of 41 
State Gsh and game warden, The moueyexpended for this purpose 
would be repall to the erates not to future genérations only, but 
every year a Invodred fold. ; 
Yon haye ull, probably, read Lieut.-Geu. Sheridan's report of hs 

* 

suuner trip to the Yellowstone Park, and his recommendations for 
tha eulargement and government of that wonderful land, so ns ta 

{ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

male it # grand preserva for the animols that ara being so rapidly 
exrarminated by ruthless slaighter. He also recommends that 
sportsmen thrcughout the country use their influence to secure de- 
sirable objects In conipliance with this request 1 have prepared, 
and submit herewith a petition to Congress, asking for the necessary 
eetslaiion to Accomplish these ends, which Ehope this association 
will endorse. 
And now, gentlemen, allow me tovespress the siicere and honest: 
ratiinde I feel forthe many. honors you have conferred upon ine, 

‘or your forbsarance of my errors and short comings, and for your 
enthusiastic xcal inthe good work for which this association was or- 
ganizell. J can only ask for my sticcéssor the kind consideration and 
cordial support T have so uniformly received at your hantis. 

Mr, Toms stated that « bill had been prepared prohibiting 
duck and other fowl shooting from submerged boats or other 
forms of batteries. Upon this the Logislature will be urged 
to act favorably. He moved that the president and secretary 
of the association be instructed, and the presidents and sec- 
retari¢s of all State clubs he requested, to officially petition 
the Legislature to puss the bill, and his motion prevailed by 
an unanimous vote, 

WEDNESDAYS SESSION, 

Jobn H. Bissell, of Detroit, submitted a copy ot a bill 
that is Lo be submitted to the Legislature, prohibiting fishing 
with nets in the American waters of Lake St, Clair and con- 
iigous waters during the months of March, April, May 
anu June of each yoar, and asked the association to recom- 
mend its passage. WWe added that he had the assurance of 
Ontario sportsmen that if Michigan should pass such a, Inw, 
they will endeavor to do the same, 

The bill, after considerzble discussion, was so amended 
us to permit the netting of sturgcon and wall-eyed pike 
atall times, and wasthen referred to the legislative coui- 
mittee, 

C. W. Higby, of Jackson, fromthe Committee on Game 
and Fish Laays, reported in favor of the appointment of a 
game and fish warden by the Governor, upon recomnienda- 
tion of the State Association, his salary to he paid by the 
State, anc of a peward for the killing of owls, hawks, foxes, 
skunks and other predatory birdsand animals, The warden 
should have power to appoint one or more deputy wardens 
in each county in the State, upon recommendation of the. 
county clubs. With this system practically in offect, it 
would be but a few yerrs betore our forests amd fields, and 
Jakes and streams would produce a bountiful supply of 
healthful snd nutritious food for the people, On the other 
hand, if the destruction of fish and game is wllowed ta go 
ou for three’or four years more, as it lias in the past, these 
soutees ef food supply will become nearly or quite exhausted, 
He recommended that the laws be so amended as to make 
the having in possession of any fish, fowl, bird or deer in 
the close season, excepting the first eight ditys thereo!, be 
prima facie evidence of Meg killing. Referred to the 
legislative committee. Frank N. Clark, of Northville, 
read an interesting paper on “Tish Mood and Pood Fishes,” 
which wag listened to with marked attention. It will he 
found in our Fisheulture columns on auether page, 

Letters of regret at inability toattend ithe meeting were 
recetyed from a large number of prominent sportsmen 
throughout the State. From others the following is selected 
because of being widespread in its applicability ; 

Hasr Sactew, August 15, 7482, 
Prank N, Clark, Northville, Mich: 
_ Dean BiR—A deep interest in game and Asheulture anti protection 
in our forest and inland waters, prompts Me to write you. 1 feel it 
to be the duty. as itshovld be the pleasnre, of all claiming to be 
Spotismen, to assist by infornition, advive and experiment, in in- 
creasing und protecting the fish and came supply of our Stitte, 
Sometean years ago a few gentlemen procured some epeckled 

trout and o few land-locked salmon from Canada, and planted them 
in someé spring brooks tributary to the Tobacco River, in Clare county. 
1 understood that the institution over which you preside has since 
stocked numerous streams and gmall lakes in the sameregion. They 
have lived and increased—ot least, the trant have—tor [have cant 
quite a uimber during the past tlitee years, of all sizes, from six to 
over sixteen Inches in lengti—the proceads of our first planting. T 
fear the course the inhabitunts are pursuing will soon exterminate 
thei, as they cafeh them with nets, in and out of season, drive them 
into bags.from theiv spawning gronnds, het them below the dams, 
which, by the way, have no fistiways, catch them throngh the ice, 
and in aby and all ways to get them. at omy and all seasons, There 
will doubtless be little, if amy, iderease in the lutuve, under such 
circumstaness, Sore principle in their dispositions seems to prompt 
them to pursue and capture all animated nature duving the breeding 
séason. They slaughter more deer while the helpless Tayus are by 
the side of fhe dams than atanyother season, Myery summernight 
the lakes and rivers are dotted with their forehes, and the frequent 
reports of firearms betray the wauton aud ervel butchery, More 
veh : 7 cetab ably speared upon thespawning beds than are eaught iu 
alllagal ways. 
During avecent business trip north and west of Saginaw, mostly 

in Clare and Gladwin counties, [found wn earnest desire, amounting 
to on intense hankering, for eels. Now, if there is anything still un- 
solved about the Time or manner of the reproduction of its species, 
as favasreeards the eel, ih van he ascertained by planting a few in 
Clare and Gladwin eounties. If an eel eyer lays un ege. you can bet 
they*H eateh her atit. They allow nothing to spawn or breed in 
peace, except yermin, ‘hey know all aboutwhen, where and how 
all Gther fishes spawn. They haye investigated with speur, forcl 
aud net, until itis a very smart fish that oan lay an egg and get away 
into deep water again live, 
There seems to be no enuouragement to pluntany speckled trout 

salmon, California or Rocky Mountain trout, ov, in fact, any game 
fish. Better give them eels; they simt their complexion to a shade. 
There are lots of dwellers in that Gomorvah of Michizan who have 
pet inndholes in thew mind's eyein which eels could doubtless exist 
withoulsuifocanon. Now, if eels were introduced therein and the 
resident scientists found if out, thay would spend so much of their 
time in pursuit and capture thatwtew trout aud ofher game fish 
inight be overlooked of neplected and alowed to pet up the small 
spring brooks and deposit their spawn m safety. They might even 
occasionally forega shiniag deer at wight during the summer nionths, 
T have tuken pleasure in giving your address toa large number of 
anxious inquirers, and assured them that you ore just dying to tir- 
nish young cals to all the great Northwest. So, if you know of 
uny particularly disgusting variety, pleise encourage its introducs- 
tion. Thenastierit may he, the better if will suit them. A good 
sized, healthy lizard might become popular with a little juditions 
advertising, if protected by statute at vartain seusons, It is 4 pity 
that alligators cannot be acclimated! 
ButIdigress. Wels are their present faucy. They want something 

they can hunt nights! Send ‘em eels: they are just nuery for somet 
They have nefted the speckled trout upon thelr spawning grounds 
until they are about exterminated, and they hope to see to it (hat 
{hey dont get the start of them and Increase agai. 
They are having a little more trouble in getling rit of the black 

bess, pike, perc and pickarel, but they will, in tinie, clean them 
vul, ‘They aay a blue-elll suatish is better than a trout anyhow, and 
nothalf the toubleto catch, Lsayw 4 mau in the ears. whose woolen 
warapus was so full of deer hair that he had te seruteh himself con- 
aAtolithy, whe told me that lie knew of u sweet, sylvan, secluded lake 
whose bottom was “moron twenty foot of clear mud, and T just 
know eels would live there and git fat." , 
T told him to write to you, but he could nobremember quite certain 

whefher he could write ov not; he had heen so busy nights since the 
istof Juno catching deer “tor scientific purposes” that be had 
nee oped his evening school. If be applies to you, try and send bim 
some ecls. 
In order that they iiay be able to give thelr time mors fully io the 

subject, wonld ib not-be well t ericourge the extermination of dear, 
and introdves the wid boar from the Black Forest of Germuny? 
Should it not prove a suecessas a game animal, ili would he good 
company for the inhabitants, Twill only addin couclasion, that T 
hope you will find ib convonient tosend then some Hels, 

Yours piscalovially, A, WH, MURSHON. 

Ry P. Toms, Hey, the well know ualtorney, of Detroit, 
submitted an opimion regarding the ‘Mutual Rights of 
Sportsmen and Landowners,” which is of consideruble in- 
ferest is hetween Sportsmen and non-hunting landowners, 
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and also in itg exposition af the rélations existing between 
the public and those persons who have leased lands for the 
<i purpose of hunting upon them. The paper entire is as 
OLLOWs: 

MR. PRESIDENT AND GUNTLEEN OF THE MIchicAN BroRrsmmn’s Asso- 
CLALION— 

Some days since I received from our worthy president notice ve 
my appointnient on the last end of a commitive, to whom had bean 
assigned the duty of making a report on Traspass Laws end tho 
Mutual Rights of Sportsmen anil Landowners,’ snd that it was ime 
portant and essential fo the dispatch of business that I should lic 
present at the opening of the session, aud prepared to submit u re- 
port when ealled for, and that he had a ric¢ht to and did expect me to 
resent my report, Shortly atter this official notification, I received 
vor our most worthy secretary a unique annowneement of the an- 

nual meeting, and inipelled by his éarnest exhortations, and without 
Jonsullation with the chairman of the committee, and without wait- 
ng even for the “interesting papers by lady sportsmen,’ 1 dbey or- 
ders and report that: 
Trespage in the limited and conthed sense in which we consider its 

relition to sportsmen and inelosed prentises is well defined, The 
mere eutry by 2 sportsman upon such lind, without permission of the 
owner (except in pursuit of noxious animals) is a technical trespass 
no matters how inconsiderable the damaze may be. The owner of 
land has the right to retain for Linself the sole use and oceupution 
of his property, and any entry thereon, contrary to that right, and 
especially if it be against express plobibition, is a trespass for which 
the trespasser is Tinble to respond in damages. The comman taw 
recognizes tivo kinds of damages, actual and exemplary, The tres- 
passing sportsman 15 Always liable for the actual damages resulting 
Yom his unlawful entry upon ineclosed and nniuclosed land, and if 

the trespass is accompanied hy vircumstances of agerayvation (as for 
ingtinee with the use of insulting langue toward the owner, or if 
it be in disregard to a plain warning) then the law steps In and com- 
pels theavrongdoer, in addition bo the actual damages, to pay for the 
same, which is imposed as a punishment for the wilfulness of the 
act, The amountimposed as a penalty ig left fo the coimmon sense 
of & jury (if they have any) who are to take mto consideration all 
ane Surrounding cirewmstances, and to give their verdict in referenas 
hereto. 
But while the law considers that o wilfol act of trespass shonld be 

especially punished, an the other hand it does not absolve the 
sportsman who inadvertently, in the geal of pursuit, enters upon an- 
other’slaud. The factof the ttespass remains the same, and the 
landowner, therefore, is entitled to recover his damages, but is con- 
fined to the actual loss he has sufiered. , 

At the common law itwas nota misdemeanor to bunt npon the 
lands of another. Our statute, however, hos changed the common 
law rules, and makes it unlawful to hunt upon the invlesed lands of 
gqnother without the permission of the owner, and any breach of this 
law is punishable by o. fine of not less than #5 nor more than $20 and 
the costs of prosecution, and unless the fine be paid. the offender is 
liable to inyprisonment, hotless than five nor more than thirty days. 
Therefore the sportsman who trespasses upon inclosed land is not 
only civilly responsible to the owner for damages done, but is 
oriminally liable to fine and imprisonment, 
This law ought to be amended so as to make if the duty of the lanu- 

owner to post notiess forbidding hunting on his Mclosed- Jands or to 
Hive actual notice to the sportsman hefore the latter shall be liable 
to such fine. 
The lancowner has not au absolute property in tle “yame" which 

is upon his land, ani therefore if @ sportsman, even while trespass- 
ing, succeeds m killing a wild animal he becomes its absolute owner, 
as being the first to rednea it to possession. sud the landowner can- 
nol recover, as part of his dumages, the value of the same, The only 
property the litter hasin the gameto be found on bis land is the 
exclusive right of hunting it, and this right, of conrse, ceasés the 
moment the game passes beyond the limits of his land. 

Ifa hunter starts and wounds fame upon his own laud, and it 
paasés mortally wounded to his neighbor's tervitory, the former has 
no Property in it, nor does he acquire any nutil he hus reduced it to 
possession, Andif, before he succeeds iy doing so, a pot-hupter 
captures the game fhe latter has an absolute right to it. 1 hope, 
however, that no sportsman will ever he guilty of insistiug upou this 
Tule of law, tlthough it is in strict aceordanea with the well-settled 
American rule that whoever first reduces wild animale to possession 
And subjection becomes the absolute owner, no matter on whose land 
they ave Gaptured or killed. ; 

Tt ja the role of hature that everyones has anequal tight to pursue 
and kill wild animals, and that lew still holds good in ol country, 
subject only to the restrictions that may be imposed by statote Lew 
for the due preservation of game, The stntule kuvs enauted for this 
purpose respect the rights of the awners of the soil, and give no 
authovity to enter won land without the owner's permission. They 
have bedn adopted. not to please any one elass of persons, but 
simply to prevent the extirpation of game, And the seyerer the re- 
strictions imposed by theta, and the more strictly they are enforced, 
the better it is tor the sportaran and tha landowner, J 

Tt is somewhat interesting to trace the old Woglish law in regard to 
hunting, andto note the difference between that and the law at 
present in yorue in this country. In ancient Limes the king reserved 
the forests for his own sport, and no one was at liberty to hunt in 
them wifhout the suvereignh’s authority, on pain of a heayy pecuniary 
forfeiture. althourh at the same time freebolders were free to pur- 
sue same upon their ownlands. Noone bnt landowners could then 
Jisvonie sporksiien. anil they only upon theiv own grounds, 
A new doctrine, however, avose after the Noraian conquest, and 

the rlebt to hunt such wild auimaisnas were termed ‘game was then 
eousidered to belong only to the king, or to such as were authorized 
under biim, This was in harmony with the feudal paces that the 
king was the ultimate proprietor of all the lands in the kingdom, and 
henee that the excingive right of pursuit of all game vestedin him as 
suchowner, This royal vight was exereised with extveme rigor, and 
altectually took away from Iandowners their ancient right of pur- 
Suing game on ther Own kinds. The most horrid tyranuies and ap- 
pressions grew up through the so-called forest laws, under which the 
killing of game within the king's forests became a capital offense. 
Tn this respect the Myglish laws did not differ much from the laws of 
Piance aud Germany, which ah One time were quite as severe und 
brutal. 
The very hardship of these luws was the cause of their reformation, 

for the people became se oppressed by them that they united in 
forcine trom the king partial relaxations of their rigors, so that 
radually their objectionable featu disappeared, Yeb even as 
ate as the present qoulury-no person ia Wngland had the right to kill 
rame except he who had n derivative right from tha kiog, Finally, 
however, & law was passed by which any person was allowed to pur- 
chasé a license to kill game upon his own land, or upon another's, 
with the owner's permission; and thereafter no sportsinan noedeil. 
qualifications of birth or estate, which had previously been essential. 

Tn onr country we find no trace of the old England doctrine, and 
thera hes never been a time here when all persons, pot-himters in- 
eluded, had not #1 eyual right to pursue game, subject to the 
restrictions ulready noticed, 
The righes of the sportsman and the landowner to game are aqua, 

as neither isthe owner. The landowner, if 4 gentleman, will allow 
the sportsman to hunt at his own Sweet will, and will nob order him 
oft the premises in a rude and vulaer qaanner. And on the other 
hand, if the sportsman be a gentleman (as every trus eet aoe is}, 
he will respect the rights of the landowner while Lunting over his 
roperty, and if ordered of will eater tito wo unseemly quarrel, but 
eaye ub onve. swearing, if necessary, with bated breath, T know 
low it is myself. a . 

Tf the landowner “posts"’ his land, forbidding shooting on the same, 
the order should be respected hy sportsmen; and, tliberal and mean 
as itinay be on the part of the former, if is better that no trespass 
he committed, especially as every trespass is wilful when the tres- 
passer has been warned to not go upan the land. The instaices are 
rare, indeed, when @ landowner will not permit shooting upou 
erouids, but if he does refuse permission let the sportsman cheerfully 
Junve, consoling himsdl{ with the reflection that game is not to be 
found upon so mean & man's land, 
There ig a growing desire on the part of sportsmen to lease or 

purchase large tracts of laud of marsii for the exclusive hinting of 
themselves andfriends. The owner of these tracts, if they wish te 
rohibit trespassing, ought. in justice to others to post notices for- 

Riding hunting thereon. The public and true sportsmen in particular, 
will observe and abide such notices. And in case of marshes, owned 
or leased for shooting pul'poses and incapable o£ being inclosed, if 
properly posted, they should be treated by sportsmen as tnvlosed, 
and ho trespass committed thereon. 

The agsuciation then, in committee of the whole, consid- 
éred proposed amendments to the existing game laws of the 
State, These wiendments were all referred to the legia- 
lative conimitive, by which they will be still further consid- 
cred, and then incorporated ia Dill wnd submitted to the 
Legislature, ‘This committee consists of W. OC. Colburn, of 
Detroit; D. H. Vitzimgh, of Bay City; PF. WN. Clark, of 
Novthville; G. W, Tighy, of Jackson, and W. B, Mershon, 
of East Saginaw, The proposed ameudments are as fol- 
jows: 

eee 
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Prohibiting the spring shooting of ducks, for the reason 
that they are driven: from their breeding grounds. 

Prohibiting the shooting of ducks between sunset and 
sunrise, for the reason that they are driven from their feed. 
ing grounds. 

Making the haviug in possession of game out of season, 
primu facie evidence of tne killing, and throwing the burden 
of proof upon the owner, that it was killed in season. 

The English sparcow was excluded from the list of pro- 
tweeted song birds. In the present law, sparrows (not the 
English pests) are protected, A close season for pigeons to 
cover the nesting period (March 1 fu June 15 sugyested), 

Placing male and female dogs upon an equal footing as re- 
cards taxation, The present tax is oné dollar for dogs and 
three dollars for bitches, 

Prohibiting fishing in interior streams for three years after 
brook trout have been planted therein, 

Prohibiting the speating aud shooting of fish, excepting 
mullet, suckers, sturgeon and redsides, in the Lakes and 
Detroit and St, Clair rivers. 

The penalty for violation of the game Jaws was fixed ut 
not less thin $10 nor more than $50. It is now $50. 

Ju the evetting the visiting members of the association 
and many inyited guests were entertained by the Detroit 
members with a banquet at the Michigan Exchange. Td- 
win F, Conely presided, and the occasion was one of rare 
enjoyment. The tables were syell supplied with such game 
as is obtainable at this season of the year, and were ren- 
dered very attractive with flowers and ornamental pieces 
appropriate to the occasion. The following were the regu- 
lar toasts and responses: 
“Welcome Michigan Sportsmen, to Detroit.” Edwin F. 

Conely declared that no one was more welcome to the city 
of Detroit thau the sportsmen of Michigan, and no one 
vould weleome them with more heartfelt cordiality than 
himself, 

“The Michigan Sportsmen’s Association.” President H. 
S. Holmes said that when the Kent County Sportsmen's 
Club chose delegates to the Detroit meeting he took espe- 
cial pains ta have a toast speaker among them. He is not 
resent, however and the speaker bad accomplished noth- 

ing by strategy and foresight. Dr. Holmes spoke at con- 
siderable length of the early history of the Michigan Asso- 
ciation, declaring that: it had two fathers—the Kent County 
(ub and the Audubon Club, of Detroit, 

“Detroit.” Mayor W. G. Thompson said if he were to 
be again elected Mayor of the city, of which there is no 
probability, since he suppressed the ‘James Boys,” he 
would sit down some rainy day and compose a response 
to the City of Detroit, Noman more enjoys the fruits of 
the chase than himself, and he could prove it to the entire 
sutisfaction of any one who will give him an invitation to a 
¥vame supper. 

“The North Woods of Michigan, How we shoot our 
deer and other people shoot our dogs.” E. C, Nichols said 
he had learned the truu seeret of deer shooting, and that is 
to be there when the deer goes by. As to the shooting of 
logs, he had never started for the woods without being in- 
formed that dogs were not allowed fo run deer, and yet he 
had neyer had a hound shot, If there is any sport in deer 
hunting, it is not in still-hunting, but in hunting with 
hounds. 
*Legislatioun—W hat hus been accomplished toward same 

protection, and whatis yet to be done.” G, F. Gibson said 
he could respond to that toast in few words, What the 
Legislatures of the past have done, everybody knows. 
et the Legislatures of the future will do, the Lord only 
cnows, 

“The Rhinoveros—His habits and appetite. What legis- 
Jation is needed for the protection of this new and valuable 
game bird” G, W, Latimer said he had been figuring up, 
and found that his minnows, since he joined a fishing club, 
had cost him $11 each, and each fish he has caught, $32 
each. : 

The following poem, contributed by a Chicago lady, was 
then read; 

THE DELIGHTS UF NATURE. 

Busy, throbbing, growing city, 

Marching with a piant's stride, 

Pause and rear a stately marble, 
To the vietims of thy pride. 

Victims to thy stately honors, 

Victims to the love of gold, 

Let the sculptor ‘grave it deeply. 
Home and happiness were sold, 

View if, statesman, merchant, scholar. 

Wasting bone and bloed away, 

Lined and whitened ere the season 

Half is spent of life's fair day, 

Fading eyes now bending closer, 

(er quotations, bonds and stocks, 

On thy bags sits blear-eyed folly 

Waning heritage to mock. 

Hear the voice from polished granite: 

Spare thy youth, thy strength, thy heart, 

And in needless, ceaseless labor 

Dare not thou to kill a part. 

See the picture nature gives thee, 
Wafting forth her od'rous charms: 

Balmy forests, brushy meadows, 
Held in her extended arms. 

Chase the stag o*er sloping hillsides, 

“Noble monarch of the glen,” 
Mark the rich blood’s dancing globules 

Tnto life’s renewers; then, 

Bend his antlers lower, lower, 

Wature cries, ‘She must be slain," 

Luscious haunch the feast shall gladden, 

Say not he has died in vain; 

Or “midsh windsighs, stripping branches, 

Heros hont *mongst rush and reed, 

Prairie chicken, quail and plover, 

Surely sport to meet thy need. 

Canyas-back and green-head mallard. 

Feed, where feathered beauties sing, 

With the swiftly coursing teal-duck, 

Take them, huntsman, on the wing. 

Or, pass on, where placid waters 

Filled with myriad finny life, 
Qutet, healthful sport afford thes, 

Foothing change from city's strife. 
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Noble game as in the forest, 
Thou canst fiud beneath the wave, 

Deem the time not lost to seek if, 

Thou thy health must also save. 

Sit when evening's sky stains purple, 

Or at morning's crinison dawn, 
Note through clear transparent water, 
How the fish sach other fawn; 

Spin thy reel and wait thy venture, 
Speckled trout, or tiger bass. 

Augler, land 4 plucky black one 

‘Ere the chances from thee pass, 

Hook the pickerel, swiftly darting, 

With the graceful wal-eyed pike, 
German carp will soon be thriving— 
Hardy. too, as one would like, 

Heed a word—'tis said quite wisely, 

Hold line taut—yet hold it light, 

And two rules must ne'er escapes thee. 
Silence keep, and well from sight, 

Hast thou watched in vain for large games 

Since thy hook gave tirst its plunge? 

Do not weary, ev'ry angler 

Catches not & musealenge, 

Game bag flat, with naught to boast ef? 
Bravely take an ill-timed sneer, 

BHyery well and favored marksman 
Levels not a sleek-skinned deer, 

Thou art richer; wiser, stronger, 

For these brief relaxing spells, 

And the voices of thy dear ones, 

Shall seem sweet as Easter belis, 
—Brownsis, (Chivago, Tl.) 

THURSDAY'S SESSION, 
The connnittee on credentials, in reporting q large list of 

applicants for individual membership, submitted for honor- 
ary membership the name of Mr. O. B. Reynolds, of the 
FoREST AND STREAM, who was unanimously elected. 
Upon the subject of disposing of the offal of fish, Messrs. 

Clark and Dewey spoke in favor of an enactment requiring 
fishermen to impregnate the eggs of whilefish they may 
catch in their nets with the milt of the whitefish and commit 
it to the waters, Mr. Dewey said he thought the fishermen 
would willingly comply with such a law, and Mr. Clark 
said he had long followed this practice. It fakes uta few 
moments of time, and may result ina large increase of food 
fishes, He has thus impregnated and thrown into the river 
15,000,000 eggs the past season. The recommendation was 
concurred in. 

C. C, Fitzhugh, from the committee on Sunday shooting, 
reported in favor of a law empowering officers to arrest Sun- 
day shooters without & warrant and hold them mitil Mon- 
day for examination, The true inwardness of this action is 
not found in the excessive morality of Michiganders. but 
in the fact that daylight Sunday morning finds the roads 
leading from every larve city thronged with boys and young 
men of every nationality and condition of life going out for 
a day’s shooting. Hach one has an old army musket. 
price $1.25, or an arm of about the same yalue, and a 
majority have cur dogs, The woods and marshes within a 
radius of ten miles are thick with them all day long. They 
fo out to shoot, and shoot tuey do at every liying thing 
they see that has fur or feathers. The legislative committee 
will include this recommendation in its bill and petition. 

The secretary read a letter from Munising, detailing vio- 
lations of the game laws in that vicinity. Hunters trom 
Pittsburgh and other places go there as early as August and 
shcot deer for their skins only, killing them in great num- 
bers, leaying the carcasses to rot on the ground, ~ 

H. B. Roney, of Rast Saginaw, wrote suggesting that the 
modistes be requested to make ‘‘sparrow-brown” a fashion- 
able color. Then the ladies will want sparrows for their 
hats, and the fate of the little pests will be sealed, 

The next annual meeting was fixed for the second Tues- 
day in January, 1884, at 7:30 o’clock in the evening, and 
Jackson will be the place. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS. 
The association then proceeded to the election of officers 

for the ensuing year, with the following result: 
President—. §. Holmes, Grand Rapids. 
Secretary—Wm. B. Mershon, Hast Saginaw. 
Treasurer—N. A. Osgood, Battle Creek. 
Director for four years—8. E. Rowers, Jackson, 
The association then adjourned sine die, 

JOTTINGS FROM JERSEY. 

A_N item is going the rounds of ihe press to the eect that 
i the West Jersey Game Protective Society has ordered 
1,500 pairs of quail from Tennessee, to be distributed in the 
five lower counties of the State, We do not youch for the 
truth of the report, but gladly repeat it as the first evidence 
of the year in fayor of the existence of the organization. 
Snowy owls seem to be on your mind, and we notice that 

they have been caught in lower Burlington county this 
winter, If they were trying to get away from cold weather 
they did not go far enough, for this morning (January 12) 
the mercury stands at zero, and we have a foot of snow. 

Last week I saw a large flock of skylarks on a cornfield 
in Monmouth county. In December blue heron and brown 
quak or bittern were shot in Mercer county, forty milés from 
the sea. On December 19, a gentleman driving along the 
public road near Hightstown saw what he thought was an 
English snipe fly ahead of him. Soon afterward he noticed 
in the roadside hedge a small hawk which appeared to he 
unable to risé. He left his team and vaye chase to the 
hawk- which attempted to get away with its load, but 
finally dropped its prey and escaped, He picked up the 
victim, which proved to be the snipe, still warm, ut with 
its skull crushed and eyes picked out, ‘‘Does the gray 
snipe stay: in Jersey so late?” wasthe question Lusked of 
Squire Vannest, whose meadows on the Millstone are their 
favorite feeding grounds. He replied, ‘Yes, sir; the snipe 
that come on my meadows in the fall never go away except 
inthe game bag. If I go outand start a dozen and kill 
three, [know I will find nine next time if I don’t go until 
Christmas. They wou’t move on.” Being a little ineredu- 
lous, he gaye me as a clincher this: ‘Why, if you will 
come down to my place I'll show you as lively a swarm of 
musquitecs io-diy as you ever saw ina Barnegat salt meadow. 
The season bas nothing to do with it if they like the neizh- 
borhood,”— 

| Last week 1 was talking with Hart Hight, the well-known 
trainer and shooter of Monmouth county. He says that 
my reports in regard to the number of quail left over are 
correct, and that, with anything like a fair winter, there 
would be plenty of quail in that county next year. He 
knew of seven large bevies ina half mile, and found many 
bunches thut had not been thought of in November, He 
gave as his opinion that there would be no more winter to 
hurt the quail; but by this lime he is, no doubt, satisticd 
that he was in error on this point. 
A neighborof mine, who keeps a store, has a strange night 

watchman on duty. It is a common sereeeh owl, which 
somebody turned loose in the establishment a few weeks 
ago. During the day the bird remains quietly in some 
nook, generally unknown to the proprietor or clerks, but at 
night comes out and takes charge of the concern. 

A few days ago a lad brought us a very handsome speci- 
men of the white mole. We notice that ii is much larger 
than the common yvarmint, and the fur seems to be much 
finer, longer and heavier. Is it an albino or another species? 

Mr, G. Forman Taylor, of Colt’s Neck, has just returned 
from 4 trip to Kansas. He reports plenty of all kinds of 
game in that State and was so completely charmed with the 
splendid quail shooting that he yows he will never ‘*descend” 
to hunting in New Jersey again. Yet, if he liyes, you will 
find him aud some of Old Sancho’s progeny on the meadows 
after woodcock on July 2, 1883, though the mercury stands 
at 100. We know him, A 
New Jersey, Jan. 12, 1883. 

[The mole was no doubt an albino. | 
> - —. —— 

Worcester, Mass., Jam, 12.—The Worcester daily Spy 
of to-day has the following: ‘Officers from Maine have been 
in the city the past week looking after Worcester parties 
who, it is claimed, were engaged in moose shooting there 
lastsummer, Worcester gentlemen were included in two 
partics who went into the Dead River country last summer 
after trout, and during their fishing one of the parties is 
reported to have killed a moose, and ihe members are said 
to have lived like kings, if kings can be imagined tO enjoy 
themselves among those persistent Maine woods’ pests— 
black flies—on*moose steak and trout. Im this party was a 
lawyer, who finds occasional relief from his professional 
cares with his fly rod. ‘The landlord with whom they left 
their luggage on entéring the woods sought to secure patron- 
age for himself by sending an account of the moose shooting: 
to the Forest AnD STREAM, where it fell under the eyes of 
the Maine authorities, and they are trying to secure evidence 
against the sportsmen. Of the doings of the other party, in 
which were some half a dozen Worcester gentlemen, the 
Maine authorities Know but little, and, if they shot a moose, 
they have kept the story of the shooting to themselves. In 
this party were manufacturers, lawyers, aud a prominent 
United States official, but the investigation thus far fails to 
establish s, case against them. The penalty is a fine of $100. 
Two other Woreester men, who saw # moose in the Maine 
woods last summer, are feeling much beifer in the helief 
that the animal is still living than they would be oyer recol- 
lections ef choice moose steaks and anxiety about the move- 
ments of Maine offictals.” [The Spy is in error in saying 
that the landlord sent a letter to the Forusr anp Svrmaar, 
The letter was addressed to another party, and our mention 
of it in issue of August 10, 1882, was simply to expose the 
nefarious practices of its writer] 

THe VircistA SNowsrorm.—Richmond, Va., Jan, 15.— 
On Tuesday and Wednesday Jast, the 10th and 11th, there 
occurred the heaviest snowstorm eyer seen in Virvinia since 
the memorable winter of 1857. The snow now covers the 
ground on the level to a depth of twenty inches. It has 
been fun for the darkies, but death tothe game, An exam- 
ination made this week of the three markets of Washington, 
D, C., Alexandria, and Richmond, Va., has shown me an 
unprecedented amount of same for sale, by the sable brother, 
generally, chiefly of rabbits and partridges Not only have 
the countrymen furned out for a general battue to capture 
and kill all the fur and feather that are rendered fearless and 
weak by hunger, and who leave a plaiu trail in the snow; 
but the cities haye disgorged their vagrants to assist in the 
nefarious work, I noticed on # trip from Alexandria to 
Richmond, at every wayside station, couples and gangs of 
Africans, armed with old army muskets, on their way. and 
preparing to beat every covert in the country and track every 
squirrel, old hare, and quail, and shoot them on sight, I 
fear this winter will prove fatal te the quail and that the 
few that are left will be exterminated, unless, indeed, they 
have sense enough to migrate. [ will wager my Greener 
against an old flint-lock that there is hardly a negro cabin 
in the backwoods on whose table cannot be found the follow- 
ing menu: Asheale; spare ribs; rabbits, fried; snowbirds, 
do.; partridgés, do., and # jug of turpentine whisky—the 
latter obtained at the nearest crossroads store by a trade for 
half the butchered game.—CHAssHUR, 

Mrenrcan Gamma Norms,—On our recent deer-shootiny 
trip to the Manistee region we found some bears, but thera 
being no snow, we could not track them. 1 saw a good 
many marten’s tracks during the last days I was there. One 
of our party went toa lake in the vicinity of our hunting 
ground and found that quite a number of heayer were 
there. Wedid not go prepared to trap game. [saw the 
tracks of two otter on the bank of the Manistee and J have 
no doubt if we had been prepared we might have caught 
considerable fur, Buffed grouse were quite plenty in some 
localities, but no quail, The Jaw against killing deer in the 
water is not regarded in any section where Twas. At 
Houghton Lake deer were driven in and pursued with boats 
and shot or cluhbed to death. Two deer were shot in the 
Manistee one morni:g by one of the party who were 
camping on the east side, Another case, a man from near 
Syracuse, N. Y., shot a buck in the river and wounded him 
badly, but did not getit. The man whom we boarded with 
shot the buck the next day, and when dressing him we 
found the Winchester ba!! with which he was shot the day 
before.—S1int-HunTer (Palo, Tonia County, Mich., De- 
cember 238, 1882), Fi 

Escanaba, Mich., Jan. 10.—Deer all (or nearly all) left for 
the South through the month of Noyember. I have not 
seen any decr or tracks since Dec. 19. Wisconsin will have 
to change the time of killing deer or have none lefi in a few 
ears, When they run short we will be in the same fix 
ere.—A. I’, Y. 

Inprana.—Spirit Lake, lowa, Jan. 6,—We are having 
rather a rigorous winter with somes snow, hut not enough #) 
injure next year’s chicken crop as yet. They are quite 
plenty, with now and then a flock of quail.—A A. Moramr 

- 



- summer while at S—, 1 saw some tame pigeons flying 
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their il] luck have resulted from their want of knowledge of 
the locality of the pools, for some of them sre so conspicu- 
ous that any ‘‘wayfaring mano, though a fool,” could not 
have made a mistake. Or, if these gentlemen could have 
possibly overlooked them, their Indian guides would have 
been sure to point them out, for 1 haye always found them 
quite as anxious that their employer should have “luck” as 
he was himself to make a good score. 
To what then could this “paucity of salmon” in this lone 

famous river be attributed? Making all due allowance for 
any want of skill or knowledge or application on the part of 
these gentlemen, I am inclined to attribute their disappoint- 
tent to the fact that the salmon were not then in the river 
in any such numbers as they haye been since, and for this 
reason: 
Twenty years ag0 thal river and all others were Open lo 

al comers, whether with net, rod or spear, und because of 
this fact it had not only been thinned out, but by the mer- 
ciless way in which the fish were hunted in season and out 
of season—in the estuary, in the pools and on the spawning 
heds—they were given no opportunity to ntultiply, By this 
persistent slaughter, continued for years in all rivers acces- 
sible to the sulinon purchaser and packer, the kingly fish ir 
the lower Provinces would very soon have shared the fate of 
their predecessors in the Upper Canada waters und in our 
own tivers.on the soulh shore of Lake Ontario and the St. 
Lawrence. For if is not simply from far-back tradition that 
we know that salmon were once abundant in these Lake 
Ontario tributaries. 1 have myself (when » Ind) seen canoe 
loads of salmon brought into “Little York,’ now Toronty, 
by the Indians, who had capiured them inthe rivers ‘“Hum- 
ber” and ‘Credit’ at the head of the lake, 
A venerable gentleman of Keesyille (Mr, Arnold, now de- 

ceased) once told me that in 1818, he had purchased asalinon 
freshly caught at Oswego for a ‘* York shilling,” and that 
for several years afterward they continued to be taken in 
great numbers in that neighborhood, And youmay remem- 
ber that Mr. Weed was moved by therecollections awakened 

— Amm-Spack ix Ruvcus,—This morning I received a note 
froma friend, from which 1 oxfitact the following: “Last 

avound my futher’s place. My brother told me to tale a. 
shot, Tstepped into the house and erabbed my gun, which, 
hy the way, had at tho muzzle two iightly felted corks. Not 
notiving these at’ the time, I placed two shells in the 
vhambers. Just as IL stepped ontside the birds were 
passing over, I fired, killed no bird, but thought my 
whole head was gone. After thinking for a while 
what made my sun kick so, T noticed one cork im the lett 
barrel, Then 1 knew that had shot the other cork out, 
hutit injured nothing. It was my Lefever hammertess.” 
Per contra: Last sammer IT waspresent when a gun }urst 
in the hands of afriend, In this ease it was nbsolutely 
certain that there was no obstruction in fhe barrel; the cart. 
ridge in this instance had been loaded by myself and con- 
tained 3% drams of ducking powder. The gun was labeled 
‘Win. Moore & Co..” which is not the name of aimaker, but 
simply a trade name, An examination of the ruptured bar- 
vel disclosed the fact that the metal at the seat of rupture 
was little thicker thun the paper on which 1 write. Beware 
of cheap and bogus guns, especially if you are a—GQREEN- 
HORN. 

Portland, Me., Jan. 12—Readiog the diferent articles 
upon this subject in Pores? AND STREAM, [ani reminded of 
aqase that came under my own observation a few years 
ago, wherea member of the Maine Rifle Club had the War- 
rel of a fine long-range Wesson rifle spoiled by blowing a 
rag from it which had come off the cleaning rod about if 
teem inches from the breech. Being unablo (as he thought) 
jo remove it otherwise, heinserted a cartridge and “fred if 
out.” The vesult was that the Darrel was bulged at the 
point where the rag rested, and a new one had {o he pro- 
cured,—G@. L, BamEy, ’ 

Bellows Falls, Vt., Jan. 9,—L seein your paper the ques- 
lion, is sir-space in rifles dangerous? T should say yes. I 
experimented that way some years ago with a very heavy 
barrel and fired about one hundred shots with the hall up 
fyom one-eighth inch to one inch without injury to the 
rifle, J have left the Indlets within two inches of muzzle. 
und fired them out without injury but my advice is not to 
ivy it, for unless your barrel is very heavy and strong you 
won't find all of the pieces.—B, 

T have on several oceusions fired a Springfield Military 
3. L, rifle will a cork in the muzzle, and have seen others do 
vhe same, have also seen them fired many times with an oiled 
tap in the muzzle; and I never saw any had rest from it, 
nor does it seem to seriously affect the shooting. 

the 7ihwie some years ago, the account of lis capture of a 
salmon in Onondaga Creek, near the present site of the 
city of Syracuse. He then lived in that neighbor- 
hood, One night he observed the flashing of bright lights 
along the creek, and on going oul to see what was up, he 
found a party of Indians with spears and clubs, killing sal- 
mon us they were trying to force their way over the shal- 
lows of that stream, Ii was then and there, borrowing a 
spear from x friendly Indian, he killed (és first salmon, To 
us of to-day this fact seems incredible. Nevertheless, that 
incident wes but one of a thousand likeit occurring in the 
shallows and pools of all the streams which then made their 
way, unobstructed hy milldams or other harriers, fo the lake. 

But for these obstructions, supplemented by choking saw- 
dust and poisonous chemicals, many of these streams would 
haye continued to be what they once were, the chosen resorts 
and spawning beds of this favorite fish, whereas now, 
gota salmon, except at one or two points, where they have 
heen or are heing artificially propagated, is seenin any river 
between Montreal and Hamilton, [would not complain of 
this if ii had been a square question between progressive in- 
dustry and the extermination of the lordly salmon; Iyut we 
now know that, in many rivers, their extermination was not 
neccessary to the development of industry. If the mill- 
dams had been constructed so that the fish could haye sur- 
mounted them (as is easily practicable), sulmon would have 
continued to ascend the streams, and would still be found 
in waters from whence they have been driven by the erec- 
tion of these impassable barriers, Although the Dominion 
foyernment is endeayoring to undo the mischief ‘already 
one, I fear if will take many more years to replenish than 

it did to deplete these once prolific salmon waters. 
A year or two before this developed ‘‘paucity” of the 

Cascupedia and other rivers of the lower Provinces, having’ 
learned by experience that it would be too late to lock the 
stable door after the horse was stolen, stringent Juws were 
passed by Parliament to protect the fisheries in all waters 
under government control. But, unfortunately, while the 
original laws contained sundry useful provisions, they were 
fatally defective in that all persons were ‘'forbidden to fish 
for, capture or kill fish by means of spears, except only 

Deer and Numsen Nine Snor.—Hiditer Forest aid 
strum: 1 see that your correspondent ‘*Wells” says he 
doubts the statement lmade of 4 deer being killed here with 
No, 9 shot, ete. Now I will reiterate that statement, that 
the said deer was killed with No. 9 shot u little over twenty 
yards, measured distance. four drams of powder, and one and 
ene-fourth ounces shot. Col. V. J. Shipman offers to send 
his sworn statement before justice that the shove is emrect, 
He is the man that killed the deer, The shot not only pene- 
trated the hide, but the ribs also, The deer was runping 
broadside, a litile quartering, beaying off. Yours for truth— 
KONTO. 

Waurrt Dev. — Pittsbure, Pa.— Aititur Forest and 
Stream: Some tine-lJast year I noticed a publication 
in your paper which gaye the names of several parties 
who had shot while deer, and, every one who had killed 
one lad meta violent death, Now, on December 28, 1882, 
Lloyd Loudermilk shot a white deer on Winding Ridge, 
one mile from Selbysport, Garrett vounty, Md. We will 
anxiously await the resnlt of the above-—R. T.-C, 8, 

Sea and River Hishing. 

“Shortluse. May't rain above all almanacks, till 

The carriers sail, und the King’s fishmonger 
Ride like Arion upon a trout to Londen!’ 

roth as eestor Mey tod the Indians,” This exception rendered the law practically 
No fish that riser inthe mud; nugatory, The deadly spear had been the chief cause of all 
But trout ang pike, thahilone tp -ewir the mischief, and so long as this permission continued it 

“ Where the gravel from the brin would be impossible to bring the rivers ¢in the neighbor- 
Through the pure streams may be seen; hood of localities where the speared fish could be exchanged 
Oripnipeary it for i Quen, for rum and fobacco) back to their original status, This 
Will Lgive, thy love toavin, spéaring clause was still in foree in ’62, when Gol. Dash- 
And # shell io keep thei in; wood made his trip up the Cascapedia, and to that fact may 
Nota fish in all my brook be attributed the then ‘‘paucity” of the river as he found it, 
That shall disobey thy look, Soon afterward, spearing even by Indians was strictly pro- 
But, when thou will, come sliding by, hibited, and as a result the river became in a few years the 
And fro thy white Land take a thy. niost noted on the cuntinent: and it will so continue, unless 

Clorin, I thank thee, honesb Satyr, WW the uries the recent riparian rights decision shall work as mischiey- 
Of any other, that he hurt or ill, 

Draw thee unto them, pr’ythee ito thy will 
To bring them hither, 

—Ha! Without Money (1059), 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 

X.—SEVERAT: RELEVANT TOPICS, 

Foreed From theit homeés, a melancholy train, —Foldsinith. 

FIND the following paragraph in a fairly-written book, 
printed in England fifteen years ago, with this title, 

“Chiploquorgan; or, Life by the Camp Fire in Dominion of 
Canada and Newfoundland, by Richard Lewis Dashwood, 
XV. Regiment.” 
“We were much surprised and disappointed ut the pancity 

of salmon on our way up the Cascapedia, aud when we 
reached the Ferks only succeeded in killing two after 
Several day's fishmg, We theretore came to the conclusion 
that the yiver 4s regards salmon was u myth, and decided 
to return to the sea.” 

This visit was made in July, 1862. “The Works,” where 
barely two salmon were killed, are about fifty miles from the 
mouth of the river, und “‘on his way up,” Col. Dashwood 
and his companions passed a score of pools where I have 
killed many scores of salmon, aud whici no one now-a-days 
with any sori of skill could fish without being amply re- 
warded for the time and toil required to reach them. 
The ‘‘palicity” experienced by this party in 1862 can not 

he uftributed either to their want of proficiency or to their 
ignorance of the habits of the fish, for the Colonel was an 
old salmon angler, having fished all the best salmon waters 
of the ‘old country,” and was accompanied by a gentleman 
as noted for his skill as for his eccentricities. or could 

ously as many believe it will, 
Imade miy first visit to the Caseapedia in*74. At that 

lime the strimgent fishery laws—ineludiny the prohibition 
against spearing by Indians as well as by all others—had 
been in foree for eight or ten years, and, however it may 
have been before, it certainly was not then true that ‘‘the 
river as regards salmon was a myth,” Tts waters were 
feeming with the lordly fish, and their capture afforded all 
the excitement and sport any reasonable angler could desire. 
Whether at the *Sheddon Pool,” ten miles, op at ‘‘the 
Forks,” fifty miles above the mouth of the river, fish were 
found in satisfactory numbers, But I had other proof than 
that furnished by Col, Dashwood that it had not always 
been so, Mr. Best, an intelligent habitunt, who occupies the 
last honse on the river (ten miles from the bay), and who 
has lived on the river for thirty years, told me that the fish 
were never so abundant as they then were; that they were 
far moré numerous than ten years previously, and were in- 
creasing in numbers eyery year. In asking him how he 
accounted for the increase, his response was, ‘A strict 
guardianship and no more spearing by anybody.” 

But something more is necessary to keep up the supply, 
even though the recent riparian decision shal) not work the 
mischief apprehended. The nets at the mouths of the 
rivers should he raised for two or three instead of one day 
in the week, to enable a larger number of fish to reach their 
spawning beds. Now that every pool on every available 
river is persistently fished, a much larger an eam of ine 
migration is necessary to keep up the supply. If this is not 
secured, even wilh the otherwise effective protective laws, 
there will be inevitably a rapid diminution of salmon ayail- 
able to either seine or fiy. 

But the sea-trout will remain, whateyer may become of 

by the account I gave of ‘my first salmon,” to publish in }. 

the salmon; and they are next of kin to that noble fish in 
habit, weight, flavor, and every gamy quality. ‘ 

Until within « very few years not many anglers on our 
side of the line were in the habit of ‘going for” salmon. 
Even so recently as teu years ago a ‘‘Yankee” was seldom 
sean on the best rivers. But they have of lafe multiplied 
twenty-fold, and if they do not now they soon will consti- 
tule a majority of the ‘‘simple wise men,” to whom the gentle 
art has become irresistibly fascinating; and the fact is not 
altogether agreeable to our English cousins, whatever our 
Canadian neighbors may think of it. The London Field 
gives expression to its displeasure thus: 

“The principal rivers are leased by Americans, to whom 
money is no object. When they take a fancy to a particular 
river. there is no mistake about it, they will haye it.” 
And the Field only speaks the simple truth. The New 

York Club, of which President Arthur, Mr. Vuander- 
hilt, Robert Dun and a score of other wealthy gentlemen 
are members, paid a fabulous price for the best portion of 
the Restigouche, aud Mr. Blossom and his associates were 
almost equally liberal in the price they paid for the lower 
twelve miles of the Cascapedia, These are, by all odds, the 
best rivers in the Provinees. Other first-class rivers will be, 

4 | if they have not already been, similarly secured ‘‘hy Ameri- 
cans, fo whom money is no object,” And the opportunity 
to do so has been greatly facilitated by the recent riparian 
decisions, Previously, the government.officials had supreme 
control, und they were not always indifferent to the*solicita- 
lions of their home friends, Leases, like kisses, often went 
by favor, as more than one American bidder hus hud ocea- 
sion to Know. But individual owners are not likely to forego 
a good offer from a ‘* Yankee” to accept a poorer one from a 
‘Kanuck.” “The result will be a more equitable distribution 
of Ieuses and permits and an increased influx of American 
anglers. So be it, Men who haye money to spend for 
covyeled enjoyments can expend it for nothing more health- 
ful, harmless and exhilarating than in the deligh({ul pastime 
of angling for salmon. G, D. 

FISHING IN SAN FRANCISCO BAY. 

\ |) Kare haying a regular snowstorm to-day, Dee. 80, 
' something with which we are very rarely regaled in 

this section of the country; the sidewalks are already 
covered to the depth of about an inch, and numbers of peo- 
ple of hoth sexes are vigorously engaged in the pastime of 
snowballing. Woe betides every teamster, horse car driver 
as unwary pedestrian who aifempt to pass certain corners 
particularly adapted or devoted to that sport, and the crash 
of breaking windows and shattered glass doors occasionally 
breaks in upon me as I sit writmg in a room fronting on 
Mission street. 

Until the last week the weather, however, has been de- 
hghtfal with us, and the opportunities for successful hunt- 
ing and fishing jaunts haye not only been numerous, but 
have been improved to the utmost by many of our local 
sportsmen, Heavy bags of canvas-backs, mallards, sprig- 
fails, aud green-winged teal are frequently brought in, 
and the fishing in the bay is better than it has been for 
many years, Hearing glowing accounts of the sport fur- 
nished by the submarine denizens that frequented the 
vicinity of Goat Island, located near the middle of the bay, 
and not fartrom the route followed by the stcam ferryhoats 
that ply between hereand Oakland, four of us whom [| will 
designate as Harry, Bob, George and the undersigned, deter- 
mined to pay them «a yisit at the first opportunity, which 
occutred about a week ago, 
Now, ‘Forked Deer” does not, unfortunately, claim a 

place among those elegant and accomplished scientific ang- 
lers, who write so charmingly of the deftly thrown fly, the 
lordly salmon antl the gamy, gorgeous trout, although he 
has caught afew of hoth of those splendid fish by the very 
primitive appliances in yogue along the frontier; a fairly 
successful manipulator of the shotgun and rifle, his pisea- 
torial experience was chiclly acquired in early youth in 
yanking out bullpouts and suckers, with a rig senerally 
consisting of a heanpole, to which was attached a portion 
of his kite string, with a ring hook and angle worm at the 
lower end, and 4 lead sinkur and a ‘‘bob” like one of the 
buoys outside the Golden Gate, located at suitable distances 
up the linc. As we expected fo use a rig something after 
this style in our Goat Island trip, I have deemed this ex- 
planation necessary in order to forewarn those who only tind 
pleasure in the split bamboo and the braided silk with its 
feathered lure, so gandy but so deceitful, occasionally, to 
both fisher and fish, 
We set sail early one beanutitul morning from the Market 

street whart in « Whitehall boat with a small leg-of-mutton 
sail, The bay, lightly rufled by a gentle brveze, was dotted 
over allits broad expanse with sailboats, yachts, cutters, 
merchantinen, coasters and war vessels. We dashed merrily 
over the sparkling waves, breaking up the long lines of gulls, 
pelicans, surl ducks and loons that lay off the shore in 
thousands. Arriving at the island we drew the boat up 
upon # little pebbly beach, laid bare by the receding tide, 
and prameeaen to prepare our lines and bait, which had been 
thrown heller-skelter into the boat in our hurried departure 
from the city, The limes we employed were so different 
from the bungling affairs I used years ago on the Narragan- 
sett, and were, moreover, so perfectly adapted to their in- 
tended use, that I cannot retrain from brieily describing 
them even at the risk of imparting no news to your readers, 
On the extreme end of the line was a lead sinker of half a 
pound weight, necessary in this instance on account of the 
strong tide, ‘Ten inches above it, tied in the middle at right, 
angles with the line, was a brass crossbar about six inches 
long, with an eye af each end, from which proceed two 
guys or stays that met and were fastened to the main line 
about four inches above the bar, and which served to keep 
it in position. ‘lwo hooks were then fastened to pieces of 
milliner’s wire about six inches long, and one tied to each 
eye of the crossbar, so that when the sinker just touched 
the bottom the bait hung three or four inches ubove, The 
advantayes of these lines are as follows: They seldom 
tangled, held the bait not only in the most inyiting position, 
but also where the fish could be most certainly hooked, were 
exceedingly sensitive to the bite of the smallest fish, and 
finally by having the line below the bar a little weaker than 
that above, we were able to retrieve the line will the loss of 
only the sinker when entangled on a rocky botfom. 
Arrangements haying been perfected, we pushed out from 

the shore about fifty yards, and, casting the anchor, pro- 
ceeded at once to business with hooks carefully baitud wilh 
bits of salt herring and a lind of “‘thousand-legs” worm found 
abundanthy on the tussle bed=, Our lines had not been in the 
water more than five minutes before a yell from George and 
an excited moyement in the how of the boat, where he was 
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sitting, caused us to turn our heads in that direction just in 
time to se¢ him land in the boat u huge crab, the size of a 
soup plate, which, upon being disengaged from the hook, 
atirted at once for the stern, snapping viciously at every 
boot with which be came in contact. Order was svon re- 
stored by « vigorous kick, that laid his crabsnp up for 
repairs during the remainder of the voyuge, and as the 
biting now became fast and furious each one soon had his 
hands full attending toa single line, Harry led olf with a 
silver perch; Bob followed witha rock cod, and George, 
after several unprofitable bites, hauled in a villianous-look- 
ing monster, with a mouth and cullet like a catfish that had 
swallowed the houk down, by actual measurement, to within 
three inches of the end of his tail. This lively work con- 
tinued about an hour, when we found, as the tide gained 
strength, the fish began to bite less freely. Although late in 
December the sun shone so warmly that some of us were in 
our shirt sleeves, and all began to be thirsty, George, from 
his breast pocket, produced a dark bottle of peculiar shape 
and strange device (a ferocious-looking cat rampant), which 
he said contained a superior quality of Florida water. The 
rest of us, remembering the worthy example of glorious old 
Kingfisher,” refused to imbihe, and, pulling in the anchory 
sturted for the shore, intent upon finding one of those springs 
so seductively descnbud by him in his ‘Camp of the King- 
fishers.” But, alus for gvod intentions, nary a spring 
“showed up.” Not even a puddle of fresh water rewarded 
the most diligent search, and we returned to take a drylunch 
on board, after satisfying the inner man with an ample sup- 
ply of ham sandwiches, sardines and French rolls, finishing 
off with a dessert of oranges. i 
We anchored off shore avain upou a soft bottom and 

opened up with founders, For the benefit of my Nevada 
friends, who are not acquainted with this marine produe- 
tion, I will remark that if they can imagine a horned toad, 
Minus its legs, and enlnrged to the size of a dinner plate, 
with its natural caudal appendage replaced by a fish’s tail 
set on flat instead of edgewise, they will have a very fair 
idea of a founder, A yery little flounder fishing served to 
satisfy us—it was too much like pulliyg up submerged 
erockery—and we swept round to the south end of the 
island, where we found several boats anchored and the fish 
biting lively. We cast anchor and took a hand in the sport 
for a short time, but finding the fish running much smaller 
than those at the north end, we soon pulled out and returned 
to our original position where the rock-cod and sea-pearch 
of fo varieties were still biting quite freely. 

Whilt thus peacefully engaged we were suddenly startled 
by the roar of heayy artillery from Fort Point, near the en- 
trance of the harbor, and as we were gazing in wonder and 
astonishment atthe uexpected interruption, u cloud of smoke 
burst from the embrasures of the fort on Alcatraz, only a 
couple of miles distant, and the thundering reyerheratious 
from her heavy guns went rumbling oyer the Sancelito hills 
fur to the northeast. A few moments later and the cause of 
all this commotion was explained, as the white hull of the 
British gunboat Comus appeared from behind the island 
and steamed rapidly to her anchorage, bearing’ the Princess 
Louise and the Marguis of Lorne on their return from Van- 
eouyer, 

As the sun dipped toward Lone Mountain a lively breeze 
sprang up, dashing the spray over the hoat and ealling into 
requisition our coats that had heen disearded early in the 
duy. As Bob attempted to pass George's coat, the tail ac- 
cidently came in violent contact with one of the thwarts, 2 
erash of glass followed, and a stream of yellow liquid cours- 
ing along the bottom of the boat proclaimed the fact that 
another deposit of the “superior quality of Florida water” 
had cometolig¢ht, Still further investigations revealed a third 
botéle in the opposite pocket, probably put into balance 
well, a bonanza which Georg, in disenst at the striet tem- 
perance principles advocated by the rest of the party, had 
determined not to uncover; evidertly George knew to a dead 
certainty before he started, that there were no springs on 
Goat Island, 
By three o'clock in the afternoon we had taken sixty pounds 

of fine fish, and pulling in our lines, we hoisted sail and 
went skimming rapidly over the wayes toward the city, 
drawing up to the wharf before sunset, 2 tired, bungry and 
sore-fingered crowd, but well satisfied with our day’s excur- 
sion to Goat Island. - Forrep Deer. 
Ban FRANoeco, Dec, 30), 1882. 

THREE WEEKS IN THE MAINE WOODS. 
.| EPTEMBER 8, 1882, wie the time set to meet friends at 
}2 Worcester, Mass., to zo thence lo the Maine woods, and 
asI walked into the Union Depot ut 7:30 A. M., T was 
erected by three gentlemen, who, with one exception, IT had 
never meh before. This trio was headed by one of the oldest 
and most successful anglers in the States. Tall, broad- 
shouldered snd of ercat muscular powers, tml noted for his 
kindly Christian qualities at his home in Ridgewood, N. J. 
Next in line was a medium-sized gentleman of modest 
mien, bub with a merry twinkle iu his eye, which speaks 
yolumes to one who loves jollity and good humor in eamp, 
and knowing he was an editor, and from Goshen, N. Y., Lat 
once put myself on my best beliavior for fear of a “whack” 
in his paper. Lasl, but not least, was an aged veteran from 

_ the same town, who, being endowed with great command of 
languaze and much experience, was requested lo take 
charge of the party, he (modestly) accepted the title of Col- 
onel Redfield, and we were at once ordered to lake the curs 
then in waiting, 

Just as were entering the cars, Mr. ©. A. Waite, general 
ticket agent of Worcestur & Nashua R. R., stepped up snd 
invited us to take seals in the palace car through to Port- 
land, Maine. We had a most pleasantand enjoyable time 
unfil we arrived at Bryant's Pond Station, on the Grand 
Trunk R. R., then a drive of twenty-one miles in a new 
Moncord coach, drawn by four splendid roaders, Owned by 
Tuttle & Perkins, and two as good whips as ever drew rein. 
AtS P.M. we were safely landed at Andover, Maine. 

After 9, good night's rest and a most excellent breakfast, 
such as Mrs. A. Thomas well knows how to prepare, we 
then took a buckboard for the twelve mile ride to the foot 
of Wilokennebucoolk Lake, where we found one of the small 
steamers, owned by the Union Atcamboat Company, in 
wailing tor passengers from Andoyer. This company are 
deserving great eredif. for theiy endeavors to please, and 
accommodate the tuveling public, 
two of those fine lakes and up through the narrows, we at 
Just step ashore, near the Upper Dam camp landiny for a 
few wevks’ stay. 

After a day of preparation, and looking over the fishing 
grounds, we settled down to business. In two orthree days 
the trout commenced to pun up, and for 4 week or so we 

After steaming aeross- 

had most excellent sport. My friends took about the same 
number of fish that Ldid, but I kept the record of none, 
except these which LT caught. For the benefit of those who 
enjoy such reading or muy wish to go and do likewise, I 
will give my experience of one, and the best day's fishing 
for heavy trout, and at the same time state that all the fish 
L took in two weeks time were caught with a large dark 
winged “Montreal” salmon fiy, “‘grisley king," and “Jock 
Scot,” and Lestecim them the best killing flies for the Rangeley 
Lake waters, in the month of September. fc 

Tt was on the morning of the 15th that I carefully anchored 
my bout, midway of alone pool, and on one side of the 
rapid water that ran through it in the Androscoggin River, 
just below the Upper Dam Camp. Mr. Reynelds soon put 
in an appearance, aud dropped anchor some sixty feet below 
me, on the sume side. Immediately after Mr, Eli Cutting, 
the Andover gnide, drepped anchor fifty feet directly 
Opposite, on the otlier side of the pool. 

| had taken one fish of three pounds weight when the sun 
came creeping up and oyer the mountain tops, its bright 
Tiys glimmering on the water, Hardly expecting avery 
heavy fish to rist in the bright sun, I became careless and 
was leisurely casting down and across the current when my 
stretcher fly was gobbled, and with sueh a “yank” that the 
rod was doubled to a half cirele hefore I raised my finger 
from ihe line. Then, with a mighty rush, like an arrow 
from # cross how, he started down stream, The old click 
reel sung out its peculiar whir-r-ra+r so pleasant to the 
angler’s ear; but the ledges and the boat below; they must 
not be reached. Now for a test of my new ten-ounce split 
bamboo. Willit stop him’? The pressure is put on; both 
hands now grasp the butl, and, as the fearful strain comes 
on, it creaks and quivers like « ship in a heavy gale of wind. 
But the trout has tor once found his match, and he is com- 
pelled to turn aside and head up stream just in time to clear 
the boat below. Tle sticks to the rapid water yet, and the 
mottled line fairly hisses when it cuts through the rushing 
current as he flies across and toward the boat opposite, 
The noble rod is good for it, and he is once more 
foiled. Now for a rest of five minutes; well, rest 
away, old brave, for the rush that is snre to come, but 
T feel that with proper care lam master of the situation. 
Ha! What trick is this! A dive for my anchor rope! I will 
not he caught so, and I pull wp anchor with one hand, and 
hold it with my teeth,as he passes under the boat. Now for 
the first time 1 see {he monster, as the rod forces him to- 
ward the surface on the opposite side. The tension on rod 
and line is so great, thut the boat swings half around, as 
the fish flies across tne pool into deep water. Another sulk 
is uttempted, but a few vigerous taps with my knuckles on 
the butt of the red, and another “circus” is started. My 
friends inthe boat see his little game and generously sive 
me room, when I force the fight for the next ten minutes, 
and his trontship is ‘‘winded,” and lays gasping on top of 
the water. Mr. Cutting passes the landing net under him, 
and he laysin the hoat. What a beauty! A male fish, 
twenty-seven inches long, and pulls the seales down almost 
tothe eight pound notch. Ttime the fight, and find justitwenty- 
six minutes taken to kill my fish. I yiew with pride my 
new rod, and mutter to myself, “*Yes lost!” with a ligntrod; 
as it is, his spotted hide will grace my office, and just over 
it shall hang the pliant rod that won the victory. 

Luter in the day, in the same place, T fought another but- 
tle of the same character, the result of which was the Jand- 
ing of another male trout, that pulled the scales down helow 
the six-pound notch, and as T looked into my fish car and 
viewed their great golden sides, I said: “Three 4peckled 
trout in one day of seventeen pounds weight ip enough,” 
and shouldered my rod and started for camp, 
A few days later my friends found it necessary to veturn 

home, and witl a fine lof of trout, ranging in weieht from 
two 10 six pounds each, they bid adieu to the fraternity in 
camp ahd started for New York, with the avowed intention 
of returning again next June to have another season of 
pleasure with the finny tribe that abound inthe headwaters of 
the Androscoggin Riyer. Soon after their deparinve there 
appeared in camp two youLg men, both genuine sports of the 
rod and reel persuasion, that had Ween camping at Kenehago 
Lake for two weeks, hut had now come down to oceupy a 
sinall loz camp near the upper dai Janding, that wus par- 
tially built for our benefit by some warm-hearted friends 
from New Jersey. These youny men, one x ‘‘sprig of the 
law,” the other “young Nimrod,” and both “eighteen karat 
fine” fellows,-reported plenty of small trout at the Keneba- 
gous, and the finest mountain scenery around the Rangeley 
Lake country. 

Tn fwo or three days we had an addition to eur party of a 
gentleman about fifty years of age, who answered readily to 
the name of ‘Msy.” In passing it may be proper to say 
that he is a better lawyer than Hy-tishermun, hut a handicr 
or jollier man never camped in the Maine woods. Soon 
atter the Hsq. came into camp, he and the writer had ocea- 
sion to visit » heighboring camp in the evening. Aswe were 
on our return home, traveling a narrow, rocky path in the 
woods, an episode occurred that I never shall forget, He was 
‘on his walk,” he said, as he struck a tremendous pace, when, 
“Useh!” was all I heard, and peering ahead in the darkness 
I discovered the ‘Hsq.” standing bolt upright on bis head 
with feet playing like drumstictss in the air. The seene was 
80 ludicrous, and the idea of his showing off to an audience 
of one completely upset me, and I dropped in my tracks 
and roared until I could hardly hold myself together, 
A few nights later I vot terribly stirred up again. Barly 

in the morning hours we were aroused from our slunibers 
by loud growls and a “swish” around our camp, with a 
clatter on the roof and a heavy tumble to the ground of 
some heavy animal, “Sprig of the Jaw’ whispers in hated 
breath, ‘For heaven’s sake what's that’’* All is still, but, 
“Omy! “Whats smudge,” “Whew!” and such like expres- 
sions came ih smothered tones from under the bed quilts. 
As soon as itwas light we discovered our friend Mop, a 
spaniel dog belonging to the Upper Dam camp, had come 
down on # visit, and had chused a polecat around and on 
to our camp roof, tumbled off himself, but the ‘‘cat’* stayed 
long enough to make it sure that he had ‘“hven there.” 

ese are specimen bricks of sight days’ time spent, 
sandwiched in with fair fishing, and, to sum up as a whole, 
we voted it a good time, “Sprig of the law” took several 
good-sized trout. the ‘‘Hsq.” took one of tour and one of 
five pounds, and ‘‘Nimrod” several heavy fish; the largest 
tipped the seales ut six pounds, 
[intended t) spend one day with Capt. Weed Barker on 

his stream and at Camp Bemis, but the great blow of three 
days duration prevented my enjoying that pleasure, but most 
of the very stormy weather was spent at Uppur Dam camp, 
or hotel, and just here I must say a few words about this 
pleasant place. The buildings have been gready enlarged; 

and refitted Aplin painted both inside and out,-in 
shades of olive, with seaylet trimmings; two large fire-places 
in the sitting rooms, surronuded with handsome tiles, and 
cozy arm chairs, yery suggestive of comfort, anda broad pitlaza 
extends across the whole frontage, making it one of the finest 
and most desirable camps in the Main@ woods. 

While.in camp it was my good fortune to make the ac- 
quaintince of several gentlemen sportamen, wamone whor 
were Messrs. Atnes and Lawrenceof Boston; State Senator 
Ross of Willimantic Ct., Mr Cotton uf Lewiston, Me,, and lay 
partner of U..8. Senator Wm, P. Frye; Stewart and Rosen- 
berg of New York, and other geninl good fellows, What a 
pleasure it is to meet gentlemen and sportsmen of the highest 
class in the dark forests, und on the pearly streams! 

The time having come when I muat return home, I started 
out one day before my chums broke camp, a8 I wished to 
spend one day near Andover before makin the final start. 
80 on the 29th of September some fifteen ladies and gentle- 
men boarded the little steamer and started down the lakes, 
Aswe neared the landing, Capt. A.J. Farrar inquired if 
any passengers wished for dinner at the hotel, which had 
just heen completed at the arm of the luke, Nine answers 
in the affirmative produced the same number of whistles 
from the steamer 43 signals to the hotel, and judging from 
the most excellent dinner, the soft hair mittvesses, the 
abundance of trout in_ that yicinily, and with snch a pleas- 
ant landlady as Mrs. Farrar, I think it sale to recommend 
it as a capital place to spend w few weeks’ time. 
Coming out on the buckhoard it was my yood luck to 

ride ont with Mr. Gébrge Woodbury, a conductor on the 
Knox & Lincoln Railroad, Maine, It took me just two min- 
utes fo cipher it out that he was “my man” for a tuy at 
brook fishing the next day, and our plins were soon laid. 
The next morning we might have been seen bouncing out of 
Andoyer on buckboard headed toward the mountains, Five 
miles’ drive brought us toa halt, as the road ended here. 

Slipping on light mbber boots, we took our fish Daskets 
and plunged into the forest. Our instructions were to £0 
noriliwest until we got tired, then go a few miles further; 
but (he party that told us so did not know his men, On 
and on we traveled until we struck a tiny little stream, 
which we concluded musf he the one, as it wis the only one 
heading down througli the ‘notch’ in the monntains. We 
Iearned afterward that we weut to within a inile or so of OG. 
Pond, ‘nd three miles further than we should have sone. 
We retraced our steps to the gorge between the mountains 
and hezan to fish. 

T have been a-fishing off snd on for some thirt years, but 
I never had @ betier day’s sport or a more genial companion 
in all my life than on this same day. The stream was low 
and the trout were gathered in long clear pools, their size 
ranging from fwe to five ounces, Hor three and one-half 
hours did we transfer the red-and golden sided liltle 
beauties from this cold spring brook to our baskets, and 
where we took ten we left 2 hundred. As the san was fast 
sinking behind the lofiy rugged mountains through which 
we had just passed, I said, “George, how long do you pro- 
pose to keep this thing np?” Said he, “You just wait a 
minnie, until I take these two Jarge ones ont. See here, look 
off in there; there are hundreds of them; how can we leuve 
them?” But we at last reluctantly leave the brook and 
speed on oul Way homeward. What was the number of our 
catch, cid you say? Well, two hundred and forty-three trout 
and many very smull ones thrown back into the stream 
again when fist taken; and this day's sport is rewistered as 
the best of all my life for lreok fishing. 

As we drove up to the hotel at Andover that nizht in high 
glee, wo found the teams just coming in from the lakes, 
bringing the ‘“Bsq.,” “Sprig of the law.” “Youug Nimrod,” 
of Putnam, Conn,; Ma. Hatch and daughter, of Boston; 
the old yeterans Powell and Blood, of Chelsea; the Hon. 
Mr. Parrish, of Norwich, Conn., and several other friends, 
who gave us a hearty grevting as with a spanking gail aud 
colors fying we swung avound to the hotcl stables and 
unloaded basket after basket of our spotted treasures, 
The next morning tyo stage loads of ladies and gentle- 
men left the quiet little village of Andover for our 
homes im several different States, and all with the feeling 
that it pays to spend a few weeks on the clear streams 
that abound in the old Pine Tree State. 

E. 'T. Waermorn. 
Puryam, Comn,, Jar. 5, 1883. 

HOOPSNAKES AND TROUT. 

1 OME weeks avo Twas much interested and amused at 
the hoopsnake, snaik, or sneak question so spiritedly 

carried on in the columns of Poresr asp Srream. Press 
of business at the time prevented me from whooping. When 
we look at the varied productions in animated nature, with 
at times a freak thrown in, think you if would’ cost the old 
dame any great effort te turn loose on the world a hoop. 
snéak, with i sting in the tale? Some one (I forget who) 
has said the animal kingdom, whether crawlers or walkers, 
have their prototype in some one of the human farnily. 

A. few evenings ago, in company with a retired British 
trooper, who has seen much service in the Bast Indies, the 
conversation turning fo snakes, my fmend related some 
wonderful stories of hairbreadth escapes ond miraculous 
cures of persons squeezed, twisted, bitten ind stung by the 
many dilierent species of the venomous reptiles, all of 
which Le was familiar with, haying had them for comrades 
in the bivouae, in the hotly contested field and on the silent. 
bight march, 

To me the incidents related, when not horrifying, 
were interesting and instructive; one in particular got 
afinched to the point of my peneil, which [ will now try and 
rub off. It referred to the double-headed snake, I sue 
gested that nature might have got off one of her practical 
jokes, and turned off a monster, solitary and alone. “Lhe 
trooper stoutly asserted they were & pepatate species, al- 
though nof very numerous; he had frequently heard of 
them by natives and comrade troopers; he had himself seen 
and killed two of them, at different times and places, the 
natives showing great honor and tear at the deed. The 
specimens referred to were about fwelve inches long, with a 
head at either end of the body. They are considered and 
classed with the most deadly of the snake family. 
Now, My. Ecilor, does it not seem strange fo you, in that 

far-off Jane of shade and darkness, they huye all these rep- 
lite blessiugs spread broadeast over the land, and here rn our 
own America some of your correspondents, aided and aheul- 
tedhy your natural history man, will not allow O8 a con 
templible little hoopsneak, with a spike in ifs tail, when 
we know they are to be found even here in Massachusetts, 
under the shadow of oar own Mount Tom? Strange, ign’) 
if? Nevertheless true, They are particularly foud of brook- 
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tujnble and tlien 
old mountain. 
The lasl Lime-these hoopsneaks were seen cvas in the early 

part of last trouting season, when three or four of them 
rolled out of Holyoke on hoops. with the sting under their 
feet. They rolled over fhe mountain to a brook where the 
trout sre fyir to behold and delicious to tuste—ihe stine was 
thrown into the lrook und pursued fhe trout with unrelent- 
ing fury, striking large and smali alike until the lasi fish lay 
pulein death. When in the ach of gathering and smiling 
over their victims, preparatory to rolling home, they were 
sniprised by an old Hoosier of a farmer, who threatened 
them with # switch ef the law, which so scared the hoop- 
snaiks they were glad to purchase silence at a cost. of $200, 
when they rolled off the scene wiser if not better sneaks. 

Con Unerum. 

peacefully wimple round the base of the 

Tionyoxe, Mass. 

MY FIRST FLY ROD, 

REMINISCENCES OF THE KANGELEY LAKMS.—I, 

TIE next season was the summer of 1873, and three of 
our number were at Middle Dam, each now provided 

with 4 fiy rod and to make our first cast with the fly, We 
hepan modestly, as is betitting beginners. My rod qwas a five 
doliar one, ash butt and second joint, with Iancewood tip, 
of nobody-in-particular’s make. For ree] I had a common 
brass, and on if twenty-five yards of regulation braided 
silk, With asix-toot gut leader, and two flies, strofcher and 
one dropper, The dropper, however, hefore long was dis- 
carded, as it was work and sport enough to land one trout 
al a time where you were liable to strike a fish anywhere 
from one to five pounds. 
Now eame the business of learning to cast the fly, Is 

there anything more amusing than the awkward work a 
beginner makcs of it? It is told to use only the foresrm 
und wrist. and let the rod do tle work. But at the very 
outset is the dificulty. Tow is he jo get the tly out on the 
water? He swings his rod, strikes out full arm‘s length, 
and lets his body follow as far as forward bending will 
allow, aud yet the fly falls hut ten ora dozen feet away. 
Then he withdraws and casts again, and finds thal his leader 
is in a suiail yround-the tip. When this has been cleared 
and he custs again and is perhaps rewarded with a rise and 
& Momentary straightening of the leader, he delays a second, 
ilat the yictin may have a chance to securely fix the hook 
in his jaava, und then draws in with certain expectalious— 
expectations, alas, nlways disappointed in such a case, An 
witeecling of anotier yard or two of Ime, and another vigor- 
ous wielding of ine rod as though the line were 4 hemp 
rope, anda sudden bringing of all to a stand with a breken 
tip and a fly caught somewhere behind, It is laughable— 
not to the poor beginner himself. Me hopes no eye other 
than the most friendly ynd sympatizing is on him in that 

I find by the record that I got along sufely till 
the eyening of the fourth day, when ‘Went owt to river 
(Rapid River) af 3:40 and fished down the further side till 
7:08, Caught four, the last about one pound, and broke tip 
to rod.” he record of a broken tip is against me three 
tines more in that eleven days, The record, too, of trout 
taken is « lean and unsatisfactory one for the most part. 

The last day of the eleven, however, made amends. We 
had determined to have a good day of it, trout or no trout, 
ond asked Asa Frost—who does not remenrber the reign of 
Asa at Angler's Retreal for geod and a “‘God bless him” in 
those days?—to put us up & dinnur, We all three took ihe 
ath direct to the pond in the river, as the widening out of 

Rapid Wiver into 2 Tittle lake—ihe Alamandabagoz—is 
called, Anu here let me enter 4 protest against the disuse 
of the old Indian names, especially in the case of Wiloken- 
nebacook und Molechnnkamunk. The term Rangeley, from 
the eecentiic man who first attempted a settlement on one of 
them, the Oquussec, may well be applied to the series, but 
why call any of themthe Richardson? Richardson, as I under- 
stand it, was only aman who carried on lumbering opera- 
tions Gn the lakes forty or fifty years ago, and no reason in 
the world exists why his name should usurp those of Wilo- 
kkennebacook and Molechunkamunk. Will not Capt, Farrar 
attend to this in his uext edition of the *‘Guide Book?” Let 
all ihe oid nanies stand: Umbagog, Alamnandabagog, Wilo- 
kennebacook, Malechunkamunk, Mooselucmeguntic, Cup- 
suptic and Oquessoc, They are a thousand times better 
ihan "Upper and Lower Richardson,” etc, 

Our intention was to take boat there, cross, to the outlet, 
fish down towurd the Umbagog, fake dinner somewhere 
down the river, and make our way back as tuck and pleas- 
ure showld dictate, Reaching the poud I said to the member 
of the party who had deyeloped the most skill with the fly 
—ior the salu of a name 1 will call him the Duke of Bruns- 
wick—'Going to throw 4 fly here?” ‘No, rod’s limhered 
up: guess ‘tisn’t worth while to unlimber yet.” ‘Then i 
will,” aud as Lhad brought my red along without ‘‘limber- 
ing up,” L tool my stand on the favorite rock and made my 
best etforts. My “Montreal” fell in the qmek water per- 
haps fifteen feet away. ‘The broad side of «noble trout 
wlesmed in the light, showing the gold and vermilion, and 
buckle went the rod and whiz went the reel, No such fish 
had hefore risen to Hy of mine, and in my haste aud anxiety 
to secure him i struck hasd—too hard—for snap went the 
tip and off went the fish, ‘‘Aha,” said the Duke, “if that’s 
the state of things I cuess 7H unlimber,” aud before I could 
Teel in and repair damares, he was on the rock and fast toa big 
trout, which, after ten minutes or so of smarf contest, was 
brovuhtio the net. If weighed three and a quarter pounds. 
Meantime I was in ordey apd speedily again was my 
Montreal seized by 4 sturdy fellow, who buckled the rod 
and made the reel whiz. This time [ was more self-possessed 
—hbegan to feel more that l was a fisherman and this was 
business—and giving lim the butt with care, and reeling 
in and letting Lim run by turns as suemed necessary, in due 
time I had my three and a half pounder in the net. A Tingle 
larger he was than the Duke's, and that was glory enough 
for me. These firah were our largest, but we remained there 
more than an hour, as long as the rising continued, and suc- 
ceeded in landing ten oy « dozen from half to one and one 
and a half pounds in weight. Covering them up safely 
from sight and sun we lefi them for our intended trtp, 
We rowed over to the outlet, lef boat, and following the 

shores or leaping from rock to rock in the foaming rapids, 
fished to a point somewhat below where tte Oxford Club 
Camp now slainds, with fair success, till the inner man 
declared that if was ioe fordinner. Returning jo Lakin’s 
Canip, a cabin on the high shore of the river about half way 
down the carry, will: & veranda cross its frout—it is now 
in ruins—we located ourselves in the shade of the veranda, 
and while the Duke and I spread out the bounties of Asa's 

trout, 2 species of fish inhabiting the brooke which mush and 
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provision, ‘Happy Jack," as some one had dubbed the third 
of our partly from his general good nature and genial spirit, 
went for water to the spring. And now came an hour which 
T never recall wifhout laughter, We lad no other Hud than 
the pure spring water, but the clear air, the success of our 

_ sport, the perfect physical condition of our bodies from the 
rest and recuperation of the previous ten days, and the exercise 
of the morning, altogether, put us into a hilarious state, 
The Duke and Sais Jack bandied stories and nonsense, eye 
and Jack's jitle boy of tvelve, who was along, putting in a 
word here and (here, but chiefly coming in in the chorus of | 
Janghier. As I say, no other stinulunt was present than the 
cold food and pure spring waiter, but.a passer by, if there 
had been one, wonld lave supposed the champagne was 
flowing freely. . The next morning we touk our leave, 
Barney toting » handsome Jot of trout for us on his back, 
which were duly packed in ice when we reached Upton. 

This was the first campaign of my first fly rod. 1 pass 
over others, to the Inst. ‘The rod did me annually good ser- 

| vice, either in my own hands or the hands of a friend, for 
after a second campaign my desira for a split bamboo 
made it my second rod. Tt landed for _ me the largest trout 
Lever caught (4% Ibs,), at the same old place, the Pond in 
the River, and I believe atter the first season I never broke 
either of its tips again, Tt now lies at the hottom of Lake 
Mooselucmeguntic—peuce to its ash and Jancewood—and in 
wits ta tell how it came there that this rambling story was 
begun. 

For the vacation of ‘81 1 had planned with a friend a wip 
to the King and Bartlett ponds of Eustis, Me. Just hefore 
setting out T persuaded a New York friend, who was rather 
under the weather, to joi us and make atrio, After a 
pleasant len days with friend Hutchins at K. & B., New 
York, [made a detour from our return way to the Range- 
leys and tried the eamps of friend Barker at Bemis, on 
Mooselucmegumic. The next morning after arrival we 
proposed to try the lake, and pushed off in a boat soon after 
breakfast for the pipose. _The boat, however, proved 
leakky—so leaky that, attera few lengths from shore, we 
put back and called for another. They had all heen painted 
the day hefore, and were not dry. ‘‘But here's a birch. 
Take her.” ‘New York, are you used to a birch?” 
“Then we won't take if,” ‘Oh, no danger,” says Frank; 
“Captain Barker's man in charge. You are used 10 a boat, 
aid she’s stiff. You'll go all right,” 

Tn hoyhood I dia Know something about a birch, but had 
not been in oue since, and as to taking one now witha 
friend at one of the paddles who had never seen w canoe be- 
fore, or cerlaimly had never been in one, I objected. As 
this, however, was onr only chaice for the morning, and 
Frank was confident and New York had no hesitation, I 
yielded, aud we took our places, New York pith the chief 
puddle astern, and Lin proper position on the bottom for- 
ward. Now, if we had been directed to make our first es- 
say with the canoe up to the blue water in the mouth of the 
Bemis stream, it would probably have been allright. We 
should probably have hada pleasant paddle anc brought 
ourselves, or rors and some irout, all home zafe, hutit was 
not soto be, Instead, we struck a. hee line across iv the 
southwest shore one mile distant, We did it readily and 
with increasing confidence in our ability uy canoemen. 
Then we paddled up the shore a mile and a half, throwing 
a fly here and there without shecess, and backagain. Thus 
far all tight, only once or twice, when I had changed my 
position from sitting on my haunches to a seat on the cross 
piece, Thad thought we came pretty neur spilling out, 
On reaching the point opposite the camp, we put away 

directly for it, and were about a hundred yards from the 
shore, and rocking pleasantly on the JittJe sea which a smart 
breeze from the southeast had raised, when I found the 
canoe making rather too strong a cant to the leeward. ‘Look 
out, New York,” shouted I, ‘‘we shall be over;” and while 
the words were still in my mouth we were over, I making a 
handsome plunge backward into the water, and New York 
—well, Ident know what kind of a plunge he made, but 
he made if. The canoe immediutely righted, but full of 
water, Luckily hein my paddle in nly and my bamboo 
had been so phiced that it was not throw Mut, and the only 
remaining article I had to look to was my rubber coat, 
which was within reach, and made safe. Laying hold of 
the side of the canoe [supported myself and looked after 
New York. ‘“‘Paddle safe?’ “Yes,” ‘‘There’s your rmb- 
ber coat afloat.” Tle seized it and got it on board. ‘“There’s 
your pipe off there’—it was a briarwood and so did not 
sink—and out le struck for it and tadé a rescue. **Where’s 
your red?” —my own old first rod which he had heen using. 
“Don’t know; see if afloat anywhere?” A fly rod with 
brass mountings and a nickel-plated reel with firty yards of 
line on if, would uo more float than i cannon ball. “Isn't 
it in the canoe?” “No.” 
He was trolling and paddling at the same time, and when 

le went over the rod went over foo, in twenty or 
more feet of water. “‘Then it’s gone. What shall 
we do now?” There was no possibility of getting back 
junto the cunoe, that we could see; though possibly it 
might have been done by bailing out each end with our hats, 
an then carefully crawling in over the end, if we Nad thought 
of it, We did not think of it. “Shout and see if we can’t 
Taise them at the camp.” One mile off, though in sight, not 
much hope of making anyhody hear. Still, we tried it; 
yelled for help with all the lungs we had. We waited a 
litle; clinging to the canoe; but secing no signs that any 
body bad heard us, we made up our minds that we had got 
to work out our own salvation. “Well, New York, what 
do you think of if?” “Got to get ashore ourselyes, 1 puess; 
if we get there atall.” ‘Weil, put yourself “round on thie 
other side of that end, so that we van keep the canve right 
side up, and we'll try it.” New York’s end was the stern be- 
fore the capsize as we were leaving shore; now if was the 
bow. He put himself round, and tarowing his left arm and 
leg into the cunoe, he was thus back to the shore, face to 
me, and had his tight avm ree, and managed to make nse 
of his paddle, while I at the other end, held on with left 
hand and swam with right hand aud less, 
When this arrangement had been effected amd we had he- 

gun vigorously to work, I looked for the nearest point of 
the shore. It seemed w long, longway off. Then I looked at 
New York. The ludierousness of the situntion struck us 
both, Helaughed and L langhed—and then we laughed 
again. “How about the wives at home; what would they 
think to see ne now?” “‘Well, they would he a little fright- 
enced, | suppose.” Then we discussed the reason of the up- 
set. J thousht New York did it, while New York was not 
couscigus of any action on his part which could have caused 
it, and rather thought Twas up on the crosspicee. I stood 
to it that 1 was not on the crosspiece, but where I ought to 
be, in the bottom, I thought so sinverely at the time, but I 
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am inelined now to believe my friend was in thé right. 
About fifteen minutes’ work brought us to land, and after 
the canoe lad been empticd and we were about te embark 
aguin, we saw 4 boat coming from the camp to rescue, and 
we decided to wait and take the steadier craft. This was 
the last of my first fy rod, Monatiquort, 

ANGLERS AND ARTISTS. 
OW seldom we see a satisfactory illustration of un ang- 
ling scene! In the January number of Auper's Megazine 

is # woodcut illustration of Shancon Bells. It represents a 
nian wading ® jiver and playing a three-pound trout, which 
is miking a leap. The landscape, the water, and the dark, 
rainy sky ave udmirably done, the fizure of the angler is 
well designed and drawn, the leap of the fish is natural, but 
the artist has wiven the rod 4 curve which must have left it 
when the fish went into the air as represented—the strain 
being removed the rod should be straight. The artist has 
drawn about forty or fifty yards of slack line meandering 
ahouf the river, at the end of which the fish is lexping, L 
have never seen asalnion, a bass, or @ trout leap except at 
the end of a tau! line—the fish runs to thee end of the line 
‘mcd then leaps. The lady fish ofthe Plovida coast, Atbule 
rohoriynehus, Will letp Ona slack line, and in fact is in the 
air halt the time after it feels the steel, but 1 lave sven no 
other lish do it, 

In the aime uomber of the magazine is a fine wood cut 
taken from ‘Highways and Byways,” by Gibson, represent- 
ing trout fishing, A tangled wood, through which soaks a 
Stagnant streum, <A rail fence crosses.the stream, on which 
is seuted, over the water, « rustic fisherman, his pole thrust 
into a thicket of brush, which, supposing u fish silly enough 
to approach the man on the fence, would effectually prevent 
the pole being raised, Indeed, the fisherman evidently does 
not expect a bite, for he is not atlencding to his business, but 
is waving over his shoulder ut the reader, - 

Some time ago, I think in the same inavazine, was an 
article on ‘‘Salmon Fishing in Canada,” in which was a cut 
showing three persons in a bark canoe just ubout large 
enough for oue, and one of these was a woman, standing 
erect and casting tor salmon, A bare-focted Indian might 
so balance himself, but a lady im high-heeled boots and a 
tight dress, neveg, even were she so well-balanced a person 
as the Governor-General’s wife. 

As there are artisis, like Brackett, who can Gran fishing 
scenes correctly, why should incompetent ones be employed? 

%. ©. C. 

Eexves of tHe TourNamenr,—The echoes haye not 
vone round the world yet. The last one has just been re- 
ceived from Gallatin county, Montang, Territory, in a letter 
to Mr. Harry Prichard, who won in the champion contest 
for single-handed fly-rods. Th says: “TTave just read your 
Iptter in Foxusy AnD Srreim of Nov, 2. By your com-, 
inunication | see you can cast your flies eighty-five, and 
even ninety feet. Good cust! Come out and see me next 
season and J will give you the yery finest fishing you cver 
hid, Beside, 1 will show you some of the handsomest 
scenery you have ever seen. Lean assure you thal you can 
land seventyive pounds in one day of the finest trout swim- 
ming. They will average not less Him one and one-quarter 
pounds a]] through. You shall also have some food shooi- 
ing—deer, perhaps an elk or two, grouse, antelope and some 
other game. I will guarantee you will enjoy your trip, and 
Twill make you acynainted with a friend who, J think, J 
can pil against you to cast for distance and foy execution. 
We will supply you with everything you need, rods, rvels, 
flies, suns, everything, And this invitation [vorn a stranger 
is all because I want to see you cast ninety feet, It is alli 
good failh, too, aud we will be the liest of friends; have a 
good time all to ourselves, We lave the finust Ashing in 
the United States, I think, and only sixteen miles from the 
Crow Agency. Will take great pleasure in visiting the 
Ageucy with you, and showing you over our sporting 
grounds, "—E, 0, Convin, 

Tux Tarp o.—For some time I have been seeking infoy- 
Mhation regarding the tarpuoiof Florida, believing trom what 
1 saw of them when there some years ago and what I bave 
Keard and read that they would give very fine sport for 
anglers, using tackle similar to that used fer striped bass. 
Several times Dy. Kenworthy bis given us reports of his 
sifempts to capture them, nod on one oceasion he speaks of 
their “cutting his line with fneit scissorslike jaws.” (%) 
What kind of a mouth haye they? Mr. E. R. Wing, of 
Orystal River, in quswer 10 ingniries on my pavi, says they 
have a mouth like a trout! (presumably blaek bass) and bave 
no weth, Elis information was optained by the examination 
of two which had been captured by his son Hli and a Mr. 
Sharp of that place. These tarpum were captured with a 
lillie iron at night with a jack light; the first one weighed 
140 pounds and carried the boat about tive miles; according 
to Iili’s story the second weighed less and rana shorter dis- 
lance with the boat. The scales of these fish, hyo of which 
I have, show u bright silvery surface where exposed to the 
Water in use, wd inexsure 32x2¢ inches; uceording to the 
lap there would be five thicknesses of scales Covering the 
fish, giving a wouderful armor for protection, IT notice in 
the Forms? aAnp StReAM a veport of the National Museum. 
They speak of the tarpum. as plentiin! along the Gulf, but 
were unable to get a specimen, If there was any way to pre- 
serve the fish until delivered safely to them I could ouaran- 
tee to have one sent them most any time before April 1, from 
my friends at Crystal River, If the capture of this fish 
could once be demonstrated to be & success with rod and 
reel, there would be plenty to try it, but the general idea, 
seems fo be that they cannot be thus captured, Should I 
again visit Florida I shall try and prove the contrary.—A, 
B. Dopew. [The tarpum has bands of villiform teeth, & @,. 
siender, bristle-like teeth, which are crowded tuyether in 
bands, ov patches, asin the perches, buss, ete, In this fish 
(bese hands ave found in the juws, ou the vomer, tongue, 
palatine and pterygoid bones, and on the base of the skull.] 

THe AxuuEen’s Came.—ditor Horst ned Strewmne In re- 
gurd to the equippiog of the Angler’s Camp for the London 
Fisheries Bxhibition mentioned in your issue of Jan. 11, 
permit me Lo say thai the ¢oeunission was given to Messrs. 
Conroy & Bissett and placed in my bands, and 1 helieve 
that the cup is complete in every respect, The atticlus 
recommended hy you wero includes pid alsa a great many 
more uel meutioned in your paper, including tent with 
portable bamboo poles, steel wiigu and rope for dragging 
in fire logs, rack for pucking blankeis, ote. ‘The wwo latter 
very ingenious and useful, suggested and loaned by Mr. fas. 
Willetts, Comp bag ot rubber cloth, camp ketiles, portable 
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—Chairs;lounges,.and many other articles too nimmerous to 
mention, ¢ven to canned provisions furnished by Mussrs. 
Thuther& Co , and Hacker's propured flour of diferent kinds, 
A Stranuhan portable boat was furnished by Frauk Molmes. 
Major MeAlpin, hearing of the camp, kindly sent some 
magnificent specimens of tobacco. So, you see, the camp 
is prétly complete, There is alo atuysierious stone jug 
With a corncol cork, Wat what that is for nobody acems to 
know.—W. Llonenvron, 

CANNING SMALL \WrAgrrsn,—A compesty is erecting fit 
Pennsgrove, N.J.. which is situated on the Delaware River 
short opposite New Castle, Del, 2 canning establishment for 
The packing of fish. There isa prospectnow forthe utilization 
of the immense entches of “trout,” a local name for small 
weakfish in Delaware Bay, which are yeurly made below 
Bombay Hook, Last year so many were taken in stines 
Mhey betume » drag in the market, and instead of being 
shipped to Philadelphia were hauled away by the farmers- 
newr lhe fishery for manure, Stiveeons* vos, doubtless, will 
also be put up (eaviur), quantities of which is shipped from 
this country Lo Eyrope.—Hosto., 

Hishculture, 

FISH FOOD AND FOOD FISHES. 

[Rew before the Michigan Sportsmen's Association hy Frank N.Clark] 

B* request of mir honorable president, I present the fol- 
lowing on ‘wish Mood and Food Fishes:” 

To begin with, TI must beg you to overlook all signs of hasty 
peparaGy and insufficient statement, for the time I have 

sen able to devote to this object has heen exceedingly meagre 
und my ordinary duties haye heen unusually pressing. I can- 
not, of course. be expected to give anything like an exhans- 
tive treatment of so broad a subject, for the briefness of time 
allowed ane, and the lack of personal ability would preclude 
ancees in such an attempt. I shall, therefore, usk your atten- 
tion to ouly a very few facts, which my observation and @x- 
perience have taught merelativye to this matter; and my re- 
tarks refer only to two species of fish with which you ave all 
fainiliar—our brook trout and whitetish. 

T need not inform you that the question of tish food has not 
always received from the majority of fishenlturists the atten- 
tion tis importunce would seem to warrant. It bas been too 
tauch taken for granted that natme would fornish all that 
was needed, without any assistance from art, and the eonse- 
quence has been that fish planting has not always afforded 
the large resuits that might otherwise have baén obtained, 
On this account also the attempt to enlarge the habitat of 
sone of Our niosi valuable food fish has, in some instances, 
proved a failure. Wish cannot liye without tood, and it is 
therefore simply folly to pursue a course of indiscriminate 
distribution without any consideration or thought bestowed 
upon tle nature and extent of food supply. The very first 
question to ba settled, whenit is contemplated planting tish 
in‘new waters, is to determine whether nature in that locality 
has already furnished a sufficient amount of food sustenance, 
This ca be approximately determined by a variety of experi- 
ments which scientists have alveady tried sad found success 
ful. If the proper food is not found in thea body of water 
where itis desired to plant fish, then the first thing to do is to 
transplant the food from other waters. That this is wholly 
feasible bas been proven by numerous experiments, and to 
illustrate this fact you will please allow me to refer to my 
own observation and experience, 
Near the Northville havchery is a narrow stream, fed large- 

ly by springs, to which the water supply of the hatchery is 
also tributary. Tn the spring of 1874 | planted in this stream 
about 25,000 brook tront fry. Judging from a similar ex- 
periment I had mado in planting trout in « stream at Clarks- 
ton, | had vo doubt that [should obtain fair results in this 
instance also, but like many others in similar circumstances, 
Lueglected to take into aceount the most important factor 
in the whole problem, With the most careful and painstaking 
examination in the fall, lwas unuble to discover that any 
trout whateyer existed in the stream. My experimentseemed 
to be « flat failure, but at once surmising the cause, my 
father, the late N. W. Clark, who was at that time associ- 
ated with we in fisheulture, went to Clarkston and obtained 
some water eress, which grew there in abundance, In the 
roots ain! fibers of this plant there were innumerable num- 
bers of the fresh water gee (gammarus). The amount of 
wiess first brought was small, but in subsequent trips more 
wis obtained and planted in one of the spring creeks that 
supply the stream already referred to. The following spring 
we planted more trout, and in the fall of the same year Itound 
a few trout néar the spring creek where the cress was planted, 
Since that time the cress has grown till it has become abund- 
ant, The gammari haye increased and so have the trout, 
until to-day we have a first-class trout stream. 
From this experiment it is easy to be seen what the con- 

ditions are for successfully planting tront in streams where 
they do not now ex It is evident, also, that the gammarns 
is oue of the varieties of food upon which they naturally sub- 
sist, In ouruursery tanks at the hatchery I have also tested 
their liking for this food, and have seen trout fry, not oyer 
one inch in length, deyour a gammarus nearly half’ us large as 
the fry itself, While referring to our success in raising trout 
in the above mentioned stream, itis worth stating that dur- 
ing the spawniug season this fall, over 300 trout were, in three 
weeks’ time, taken from the outlet of our tront ponds, whither 
they had run from the stream, These fish varied im length 
from tour and one-half to eighteen inches. We obtained egps 
from about a quarter of the females thus taken, another 
quarter not being ripe, aud the remainder haying already 
spawned, Itis safe to say, however, that we could haye ob- 
tained no such results as these if we had not first planted the 
gammaris as food for the trout, The Calitornia trout thriya 
équally as well on this species of food, and quite a number 
now exist in this same stream, 

The question of hatching whitefish and planting in the 
months of Pebrus:y or{March is one that has received consid- 
erable discussion, and about which thereis great variance of 
opinion, Some yery knowingly affirm that the necessary 
food doés not exist in the lakes at that season of the year, 
and their theory is that the development of the proper food 
cannot take place until spring influences haye had a chance 
to warm and vivify the dormant crustacean germs existin 
in fhe water. In addition ta this. ibis maintained that iish 
hatched so early in the season, must necessarily be premature. 
Both of these statements,thowaver, are Manifestly theoretical, 
and neod more demonstration than they haye yet received, 
before they can he accepted as proved fauts, There is nob 
time now for any extended argument, either pro or con, bub 
with reference (uo the lirst matter 1 will simply state that the 
latest investigations of scientists show pretty conclusively 
that the eurliest food of the whiteiish consists of the smaller 
species sf entromostiaca, which exist in the wealers of the 
gregt lakes at all seasons of the year. 

Tu the spring of 188! | instructed Mr. Bowen, my assistant 
at the liutuhery, to tuke some of the whitefish hatched the 
Ist of March and seeit they could he raised by artificial feod- 
ing. The experiment, if it proved snecessful, would assist m 
determining whether the lish when hatched early in the sea- 
son were premature. Indeed, it would demonstrate couclu» 
sively that they were not premature, since it would he reason- 
able tosupposé that premature try ceuld not be ruised by 
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: artiticial feeding, By successive trials Mr, Bowen at last hit 
upon the right food, and the fry could be seen to eat of it 
reely. This artiticial process was continued duiing the sum— 
mer unti] August 1, when. asthe result of the experiment, 
We had young whitefish in our hatchery six inches im lengtl. 

In régard to the food for grown whitelish, it can be safely 
said thatitis by no means & mysbery, Certain varieties of 
the crustacean fumily haye been singled out, and beyond dis- 
pute shown to be their natural sustenanee. ‘There are certain 
akes where the whitefish have been found for a @reat length 
of time, Th Higgins’s Luke, Roscommon county, they have, 

know of no time when they have not been found there. In 
Hlizaheth Lake, Oakland county, theyseem to have flourished 
for thirty or forty years, having been brought there in hogs- 
heads from near Mty Clemens, on Clinton River. , 
Many other inland lakes might also be named where the 

whitefish have abounded for a great length of time, but they 
are alveady well known to you, The important fact to he 
noticed with referelice to all of these waters is that the great 
munbers of fish which they haye so long contained proves 
that they also contain a yery abundant existence of food sup- 
ply. Now it is certainly a yery practical question to ask, 
why arenot the sume facts observable in lakes where the 
nature and quality of the water are in all respects equal! 
Is it because they hive been drained by oyertishing? Lf this 
had been the ease, we would haye probably been able to dis- 
cover some signs of the preyicus existence of the fish in these 
Jocalities; an occasional straggler would here and there be 
found, But itis well known, on the other hand, that there 
are lakes in every respect adapted to the existence of white- 
fish, sofaras the extent and character of water are con- 
cerned, and yet no signs of thei existence are discoverable, 
Now, manifestly there is but one conclusion to draw from 
this fact, and that is that nature has either failed to furnish 
the requisite food forthe maintenance of whitefish in those 
waters, or else the fish germs have never been planted in 
these localities, In niy opinion, therefore, there should he a 
most thorough scientific examination of all such waters with 
the purpose of enlarging the habitat of the most valuable 
commercial fish of our great lakes—the whitelish, Tt should be 
found out if the proper food is indigenous to such lakes, and, 
if not, whether if can be made to flourish by transplanting, — 
We haive now reached « stage in the development of pisci- 

cultural science when we should Jook for larger results than 
simply come from restocking the old Jakes and streams with 
their natural fish. New abodes should be sought out, in order 
that food fishes of the tnost yaluable varieties may he brought 
more abundantly within reach of the masses of the people. 
Tbelieve it would he a paying investment for this or any other 
State containing as many beautiful mland Jakes as the State 
of Michigan, fo engage the services of scientists with this 
purpose in view, whose duty it should be to acquaint them- 
selyes thoroughly with the character and adaptation of all 
desirable waters to suit this purpose, 
The problem of hatching chiefly the fish to which T haye 

referred has alveady been solyed, and the cost has heen re- 
duced to yery low figures in proportion to the amount of work 
done, Itis therefore time that some practical measures were 
adopted to make the benefits as wniyersal in their application 
as possible, Of conrse, such measures as J propose would. be 
attended with considerable expense, and it is possible that 
any extended effort in this direction might prove a failure, 
It may be that experitnents and researches will prove fhe 
wisdom of adhering simply to the present purpose of restock 
ing the old lakes and streams to which these tish are known to 
he indigenous, but I can see no reason why we should come to. 
this conchision at present. On the other hand, [believe that, 
so far as experiments show anything in this direction, they 
give us everything to hope for in the attempt to enlarge the 
natural ringe of important, commercial and sportiny fishes, 
and thus furnish results that shall compel uniyersal recogni- 
tion of the great importance and benetit of piscicultnral 
science, , 

Dr. Parker, of Grand Rapids, udded that he had cut open 
hundreds of whitetish, and is entirely satistied that they sub- 
sist almost exclusively upon minute shellfish, and unless the 
waters of a lake are abundantly supplied with shellfish, it is 
useless to plaut whitefish in its water. 

CARPCULTURE,—A little work has just beeu published 
entitled “Carp and Carpeulire,” by Milton P, Peirte, of the 
Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture. It comprises forty 
octavo pages and is iustrated with cuts of ponds, many of 
which are new, The introduction tells us that “it gives the 
foreign methods of carpculture and finally the elaborate im- 
proyed American methods. which will supersede xll others," 
The price is $1. Capt, Peii'ce still seems to think that the 
Chinese were tl@Pfirst to advance in fisheulture, although no 
man can show what they ever did in what we call by that 
name. The wuthor is 4 hydraulic engineer of many years’ ex- 
perienee, and therefore his hints and plans for the laying out 
of ponds should be of great valne. He claims that carp should 
not be fed at all until nearly ready for the table, but should 
be left to forage on the aquatic plants. The work isa very 
good one, but we cannot share the author’s enthusiasm on the 
carp, eepeealy, when he rates its value as food above the 
shad. e is evidently in earnest, however, and his work is 
quite a readable one, being enlivened with flashes of egotism 
that lend a charm to the dryer details. 

Che Zennel, 

FIXTURES, 

BENCH SHOWS. 
January ¥, 10, and 11, 1883.—Meriden Poulfy Assoviation Bench 

Show, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shirle, Secretary, 193 Hohart street, 
Meriden, Comn. 
February 20, 21. 22 and 28, 1483,—Grand International Bench Show, 

Washington, D.C. Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent, Office, Skeliny 
Rink, Washington, D.C. f 
March 26, 27 and 28, 1883,— Dominion of Canada Kennel Club Bench 

Show, ot Ottawa, Canada, Charles Lingoln, Superintendent. 
April 3. 4, and 5 183, Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society's 

Fifth Aunual Bench Show, Pittsburgh, I'a., Entries for the HKeneh 
Show Derby, for Busty seflers biel ped on or after Janiary 1. 1883. 
close Pebraary. 1, 1883, (Chas. Lincoln Superintendent. C. B, Elbin. 
Secretary, 
May 8, 9, 10 and 11, 1833.—Westminsiter Kennel Club, Seventh 

Annual Bench Show, New York City. Robt, C. Cornell, 64 William 
st., New York City, 

Owing to the iliness of the Kennel Editor incanvy communica 

tions ave deferred, 

SPANIEL CLASSIFICATION. 

WN June last T alluded jo some of the anomalies of classifi- 
cation and entries that weru noticeable in connection with 

the bench show of 1852. Tagaininvite attention to the subject, 
in order lo provoke discussion, and thus ascertain what may 
be the yiaws of those chiefly interested in the matter. It may 
be taken for granted, I think, that the Westminster Club are 
desivous of so classifying these breeds of dogs that simil4r 
varieties and stvains shall be judged together, so that the 
same scule of points can, with proprictiy, he upplied to all 
entries in a given class. ‘This is harily the case at presenti, 
either in the over or under tweuty-cight pound dogs. As re- 
pards the former (over tyenty-cigit; pounds), the present 
writer has hosuggestions to offer, buf, with vespect to the 
latter, commonly spoken of as *'cockers,” he cannot but feel 
that a@ rearrangement of the classes would give increased 

perhaps, always existed—at least practically so—since we ! 
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satistaction to all interested either as breeders or umaterps 
in this interesting and useful doz. 2 
At the last show all cockers were entered in three classes, 
viz.: “Glass bb—Cocker spamels other than black, under 
28lbs. Class 58—Black cocker spaniels, under 28 Ibs., and 
Olass 54—Spaniel puppies (any color), under 12 months.” The 
arrangement that [ would propose Would bs the creation of 
four additional classes, making seven in all, and arranged as 
jollows: (a) Spaniels under 28 Ibs. (black or black and white’ t 
()) Spaniels under 25 lus. (liver or liver and white), (¢) Sani 
under J5]bs, (other colors than those mentioned), (d. e. f.) 
Puppy classes te correspond with the aboye, (y) A class & 
Trish water spaniel puppies. Class (r) as above would include 
the tri-colored dogs, and also the lemon and whites, of which 
one occasionally meets with # handsome specimen. To this 
arralgement we can conceive ot hut one objection, namely 
the additional expense to fhe kennel elub, which, we believe, 
woud be fully made wp by the increased number of entries, 
The writer would personally enter three, possibly fou ‘loys, 
and there aie many owners of good dogs aS woud probably 
do the sume, hut who do not care to exhibit under the present 
classification. If there are other objections to this plan [ 
trust that they will be presented imyour cohuns, 

GREENHORN, 

FIELD RECORDS OF RED [RISH SETTERS. 
BEG to take a few exceptions to some of che assertions of 
“Pious Jeems” in your issue of the 11th, just at hand. He 

takes the liberty of pitching into a breed [ love, andi take 
the liberty of defending that breed, 

“Pious deems” in his letter says: “Phe ved Trish alyays 
were and always will be a failurein field trials, becanse the hy 
are never what sportsmen call level-headed, with the excep- 
tion of the Camprell strain of red Trish, which is irabued with 
a considerable ‘quality of native |lood, [ know of no good 
ones.” I suppose that when he excepted the Campbell strain, 
he remembered the victories of a certain red dog of Mr. 
Camphell’s over the great Llewellin Gladstone every time 
they have ever met, and over every pointer ever ru azainst 
him, and lm glad he did, for the sire of that red champion, 
miost famous of all the Campbell strain, a doxneyer defeated 
in a single stake or match, is now by iy side, and he is red 
Trish too, fo the manor born. Tn answer to the libel of “Pious 
Jeems” us quoted above, perinit me to quote the following 
from the Kennel editor's report of the field trials at High 
Point, where “Pious” judged: “‘Foulith Series—As we up-' 
proached the end, each Successive heat was watched with 
absorbing interest. There were now but five left m, four sat- 
ters and one pointer, each had won tiliree heats, and conelus- 
ively shown by thet performances that inno event could the 
honors of victory, by any accident or freak of fortune, be wh- 
worthly bestowed. Many good ones had draped out, but 
there were none féftin the race who were wadeserving that 
appellation,” ete. The italics are mine. Yet two of those 
tour setters were red Ivish, and their sire lies by ty side as 
Tim writing this. 
They did not yet a place, itis true, but they proved them- 

selyes at least good ones, or they could not have defeared 
the dogs they did under the judgment of '*Pious Jeems.” 
Quite 1 difference between the assertions of Pious" and the 
report of FORRST AND STREADL. 
te says he doesnot know of any good Trish setters, Well, 

letus see. As he, of course, speaks trom nis tield trial expu- 
rience, so by that willl judge him, Where two (los divide 
a prize equally they get equal honor. Well, the invincible, 
London divided second at Opelousas with the Llewellin Fore- 
man, and this same Foreman was beaten at High Point by an 
Trish red under “Pions’s judeing, too, What was the mat- 
ter} Didn't an Irish setter proys a good one that time? 
Foreman is called one of the grandest field dogs of the coun- 
try, and T haye no doubt he is, but still an Irish dog Had a 
“level head” enough to down him at High Point. 
What was the trouble with the Liewellin Bessie, that she 

fell betore sn Trish setler at High Point? She must have 
been a good one in 1851, for she. was se¢ond in the N, A, K, 
Club Derby, at Grand Junstion, Tenn., ina elass of which it 
wis Said “‘the best of the Derby mmners would have had but 
little trouble to have deteated the aged dogs, with « few ex- 
ceptions, which ranin previons trials.” and for the proof phat 
she was a gdod ove im Tsh2, [refer you to the trials at Pair 
mount, Minn.,in September, when she divided eyual third 
with Gertrude and Count Noble, Again, the Hnplish setter 
Pollux, winner of the Hastern Field ''riagt Derby of 1881, was 
beaten at High Point by an Irish setter, and yet the man who 
judged at High Point says he knows of no good Irish setter, 
Now either those Llewellin setters were ‘‘duffers” and thelr 
field trial winning records prove they were not, or else “Pious 
Jeems” wrote in haste and yothinkingly iv his libel on their 
conquerors, 
Have Ivish setters always been failures at field trials? 
T can prove by the records, and answer most emphatically, 

no; again showing that that gentleman must have written 
Without due consideration of bis subject, 
How much of a faiiure x} Memphis, in 1$76, when the Brace 

Stakes were won by 4 Llewellin and an Irish red? How much 
ut Hampton, Iowa, in 1877, when the second prize in the 
Puppy Stukes was won by an Ivish red, and the famous Glad- 
stone ran unplaced, to say nothing of the third prize winger 
being strongly imbued with Trish blood? The sire of that 
second prize winner is hy my side, and I bred the sive of ihe 
winner of third, 
How mutch of a, failure at Sauk Center, Minn,, in 1873, 

avhen first in the Champion Stakes was wor by an Irish red, 
and the second prize winner had quite a dash of Bish jlood 
through his sire, who was bred by tne? How nmech of a fail 
ure at the Eastern Field Trals of 1877, when the second 
rize in All-Aged Stake was wou by an eighteen-mouths old 

Trish red, Whose sire looks up atmeé and asks with his deap 
brown eyes, “What is the matter with ‘Pious Jeems'?” ’ 
How much of a failure at the Hastern Trials of 1680, when 

first in Puppy Stakes was won by an Trish ved, whose grand: 
sive [ean put_ my hand on this very minute? How much of 
a failure at Robin's Island, im 1881, when two Lrish rads 
defeated all their competitors for the Members’ Cap ef the 
Bastern Wield Trials Ulub, and one being withdrawn, the 
other won it? How much at Grand Junction, Tentt,, in the 
Penn, 5. I, 'b. A. Members! Stake, when the firsh prize was 
equally divided between an English setter und an [nish red? 
Mid aying A ved Irish for his sive prevent a certain red doz 

from bowhng oyer all competitors in the Champion 
Stake at Nashville in 1877? or from dividing first prize with a 
Diewellin in same stake, afsame place in 15/8? or again, did 
if check his winning a match race of two days from sun to 
sun, over the champion of all the famed Llewellius? After 
shooting over that Wnglish ‘tcrack,” day after day, ainong 
the quail in Tounesses about two months before that match, 
1 did not believe the doz stood im America thay could yan- 
quish him, and yet, sven he fell before 4 dog whose sire is— 
intvabile diehu, an Irish red. } Patt 
And when the Pap y Stakes at Nashyille, in 1877, were wou 

by Gladstone, was the third prize winoer in same stake a 
failure hecaitse her sire was an trish red? In 1842, ab Fair 
mount, Minn., did not an lrish red divide fourth prize in the 
vhicken trials Derby, and another Irish red get saje posilion 
in the All-Aged Stake? At High Point no Irish ved got 
laced in the All-Aved Stake, thouvh they sluth ont many a 

field trial winning English before they fell, but in tle Derby 
au Irish red diyided third. Now, I don’t see how the asseir- 
tion of “Pious Jeewis,” that ‘the red Irish were always tail- 
ures at field trials,” can stand tor a moment against the field 
trial reeord. ’ 

That the Irich haye not Wwouso mauy prizes astie Luglish is” 
true, and I do not wonder at it, for they haye not har one 

‘ 
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tenth the money spent upon them, neither have they been 
Yun in any such numbers. still, generally they get a prize and 
‘the vecards show that, now and then, an Irish nose s been 
poked clear to the front, 

let Pious Jeems* or any man look over the field trial | 
revords in America, the muanber of each breed runin each 
trial and the winners in proportion to fhe number, and he 
will find that the red Irish hold no place to he despised. In his 
letter he says: ‘Goto the records of the teld (rials and in 
nearly cyery State you will fiud the Llewellin first, and pointer 
second.” Now witli all due respect to “Pious Jeems” and that 
eran doz—the English pointer—t beg to insist that the records 
in America don’t show any such thing, and if he had carefully 
looked them over he would hardly have written as he did. 
The English setters of the various strains haye won the lion’s 
share; they have had more chances, for go where you will 
either to a show bench ora field trial, and you will find they 
far outnumber any oijher breed. f 

Go to the field trial records, ‘Pious,’ and point out to me 
the pointer dog that stands ahead of the old red [rishman at 
my feet as a site of field trial winners. I believe he leads any 
oiifer in America, and the records Peete y. Now, this 1s 

just the truth ofthe whole matler; the pointer is a grand 
dog, so is the English and the Gordon; yes, and the merry 
Tish red. ‘Nhere are good and bad of all races, as well of dogs 
asincu. Tf haye attended field trials, have seen good and bad 
of all breeds, have entered Irish reds and wou and lost, and 
propose to enter more at the proper time without fear of any 
other breed on earth; and if *‘Pious Jeems” judges, my heart 
will not grow faint either, even though hedamns the breed. 
1 will show him that the Irish reds will not be failures in the 
future, as the records now show him they have not been 
failures imbhe past, 
Tlove and believe in the breed: and no man ever knew me 

to weaken on their worth or beauty; and so with the best of 
wishes for “Pious Jeams? among the quail, while Tm in a 
suow-bound land, ll close these desultory records of Irish 
reds. * Monr Crarr, 

OvaREMONT, N. H,, Jan. 14, 

“A VALUARLE DOG [NOT] KILLED,”"—Whitestone, L. 
I,, Jan. 11.—#dilor Forest and Stream: In to-day’s FoREST 
AND STREAM a ppears a eonumunication from this place 
signed ‘‘A, W. t. T am the “neighbor” referred to. For 
days my house, or rather the cellar, had been made a pande- 
monium with dogs seeking my pedigreed bith -yp. None of 
these dog visitors had been invited, and they were vicious, 
eee trespassers, as a broken window-sash, seyeral panes of 
broken glass, eight poe of valuable plants ruined, a parsley 
bed entirely wrecked, and an extra butcher's bill for the 
week ending with A. C. W.’s dog's adveutures, will bear silent 
but truthful witness. I had poured volleys of rice and barley 
into th horde of dogs (mostly of the mongrel breed) without 
ofesty and on returning home the nigh in question, and 
finding that our cook had been attacked by a “big white 
dos” in the cellar, [ made up my mind that rice and barley 
were a trifle too thin for the businessin hand; so I charged 
4n imported single-barreled fowling-piece with a teaspoonful 
of No. § shot, and made up nry mind to give the next canine 
yisitora Christmas Bye reception. And I did. “My poor 
Shot,” as his owner ¢alls the dog. prepared to enter the for- 
bidden cellar, but seeing me, he bolted acrgss our grass-plati, 
and when at about nine yards “rise” fram me, I puta sample 
of No, 5’s into the fleshy part of his port after thigh. Poor 
Shot got shot, His owner was passing on the sidewalk at the 
time, aid he ran in terribly excited. When [found I had 
wounded his dog I felt sorry and apologized to him, and 
with the aid of a medical gentleman Wwe examined the dog, 
found that he was niore scared than hurt, and at ones I ordered 
a half dozen yards of new buclaps brought, laid the dog on it, 
dressed his wounds as tenderly as if he were a child, and then | 
the doctor and myself carried poor Shot to his master’s barn, 
laid him on the foor; again dressed his wounds, left a bottle 
of valuable balsam with his owner, aud asked permission to 
treat the dog until his recoyery. Next morning we went 
over, dressed the wounds, and three days after the shooting 
the doy, “poor Shot,” not finding a “dilapidated fence™ to bar 
is entrance to my kitchen, actually invaded it m his endeav- 
ors tomake loye to Miss Gyp (that’s my dog’s naine). he 

* cook brushed Shot out with a feather duster. ‘Poor Shot" 
still lives, as does the “Good Shotter.”-—B, $8. O. 

AFIELD TRIAL WINNERS.—So constant has hbecon® the 
demand upon us for pictures of the more noted dogs of field 
trial record that we have prepared a series of those 
which haye appeared m our columns. These draw- 
ings are trom the pencils of well known artists, and are 
highly praised as likenesses by those who are fawiliar with 
the animals delineated. They are also yery spirited and lite- 
like, and almost every sketch will recall to the sportsman 
some point made by one of his Own dogsin the pust, As one 
of the chief pleasures of upland shooting lies in watching the 
graceful und intelligent working of the well-trained dag, so 
there is no picture that can move delight the sportstnan than 
agood one ofa good dog. Such pictures we are now enabled 
to furnish at a yery moderate cost, and, as will be seen bya 
reference to the adlyertisemment, the list includes many of the 
ies dogs that have recently carried off the honors in a field 
hrial race, 

POX-TERRIERS AT AUCTION.—Adiirers Of fos-terriers 
have an excellent opportunity for securing prize-winning 
stock at the sale on the 24th inst. Tha sale will take place at 
the American Horse Exchange Building, corner Broadway 
and Fittieth street, and under the management of that con- 
cern, ‘Thisis a sufficient guarantee that the animals will be 
true to catalogue ap eRe and that the sale will be 
without reserve and to the highest bidder. In our Kennel 
advertisine columns will be found Further particulars, with 
names of the fox-terriers offered, and catalogues may be had 
by addvessing tlie peneral manager at the Exchange. 

WESTMINSTER BENCH SHOW.—The Westminster Ken- 
nel Club has engaged the Madison Square Garden. this city, 

* for its next annual bench show, Mays, 9, 10 and 11. 

Arifle cand Crap Sheoting. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR*THE MATC 

Aditus Rorest and Strewn; 
Sir—l wish to record a protest against much that | have seey in 

indiscriminate condemnation of rifles, ammunition and team ji, re 
the late International Match, T have looked in vain fora single word 
in praise of the exvellant rifle used by most of us (the Hepburn- 
Remington), and helievying as 1 do that we lost the match with better 
Tifles than were used in winning it, I will attempt to state the causes 
which, in my opinion, led to our overwhelm 1d defeat. That we 
Would in any case haye beer beaten is most likely, owing to the 
greater experience of the Brittsh Team, but I think we would have 
given them a pretty close contest but for the condition of things 1 
Will assign as the cause of our troubles. 
So far as funs cr ammunition were in fait, the a thin patches 

on our bullets was by farthe most serious defect. They were ut- 
lerly unfifted for use tuthe moist and foul barrel of 4 military rite, 
Whenever we had during the practice prior to the match a suppl 
of thick patched bullets, we did good shooting. On Sept. 1, an 
again on the 9th. I used suitable bullets as a tert. and made a total 
of 96 at the long ranges on each occasion, On the first day of the 
match TE also had thick patched ballets, whileon the second day we 

H OF 188s. 

used a new lot (all we could get) patched “extra thin," and this alone 
; Jost us in my opision more than a hundred ints. 

T have a lot of ¢artridges given me on the fleld by Capt. Godsnl, of 

495 FOREST AND STREAM. 

the Britis: team. und will describe them: ‘The powder charge is 85 
grains, equal with their lighter bullet to 91 or. 93 with ours; pateb, 
tTedium thiekness, as Strong as parchment, thoroughly water-proof, 
and embedded half its thickness in the bujlet, so that the fibers of 
the paper aie pressed mto the metal, hence it hever slips; the bullet 
ishurder than ours; the inside of the reduced part, of the Berdan 
shell is as smooth 4s glass und ak perfectly cylindrical and nniform 
as the bore of the gon; the powiler is confined by an ail-saturated 
felt wad, upon which is placed a thick dise of soff lubricant); then 
another wad and the alee pressed firmly together. making an air 
imd waterproot joint; the bullet is then inserted ubout half its length 
juto the shell, which it exactly fits; everything used is of the best, 
and varefnl painstaking accuracy and perfect uniformity are shown 
in every detail. This is simply perfection compared with our ammu- 
nilion, ana in this alone is sufficient reason For our defear, move than 
sufficient ta account for the superior accivacey of the British 
weapons, 
Since the match [have obtained thick patched illets, load my 

eartridges as above deseribed, iut with #0 grains sea shooting 
powder, and believe. even with the impérfect shells used, that my 
rifle will heat auy English rifie ever made, Lexpect to be a member 
of the International team of 1883, and would be more than pleased to 
usé this same. much-abused rifie (the ave [used in the lat mateh). 
During our November and December Saturday practice, T haye 

made, under strictly match conditions, at two. five and six hundred 
yards the following totals: 95, 96, 96, 90.100 and 95; the latter in a 
mosttrying wind. and with the advent of spring and gotd weather 
will most certainly improve eyen upon the foregoing, and will un- 
deértake upon any Fairly food day to make or beat 96 polnts at either 
long or short range. IT would not undertake anything of the kind 
with the English rifle. 
No®W te the defects of our ammunition, First, the shell is one 

size too large: is not of uniform thickness, and is smallest at 
the mouth, so that a wad which is introduced with great difficulty 
is yet too smull when pressed down npon the powder to make 
& gas tight joint. Then the bullet is too soft;is not held cen- 
fraily pomted by the shell, expands or upsets too much by the shock 
of firing, aud is sometimes driven out of the patel, the lather are of 
all evades of thickness. or rather thinness, nnd the bullets are nop 
uniform in size. 
Bach writer upon this subject seems to have a preseriphion of bis 

own for Winning the next mateh. <A new rifle, new tsam, improved 
amuimnition, ete,, being the delightfully vague and general reniedy 
mostin favor. (Thesecond item is 4 desideratum.) The only thing 
specifically noted as an improyement in ammunition is a reduced 
powder charge, and from this I most enphatically dissent, 

For long-range shooting force is as ersential as acenracy, and the 
theory that large powder charges foul the gun more than small 
charges is exactly the reverse of the truth. In my Hepburn the 
7o-grain charges foul the gun more and more quickly than the 9 
erains, which T use at all ranges, and without cleaning the gun dur- 
ingaday’sshooting, . 

In annory practice with the Sprinzfied rifle, with round ball, and 
7 to 10 grains powder, the gun becomes more foul wifli seven slots 
than with thirty with service charges, This I have tested again and 
again, and if, as ] understand by the imperfect description of the 
new guns now being tested, the shells hold but 75 to 80 grains 
powder, with the 550-grain bullet, I wish now to predict defeat in 
the next match. No other cause will be required, there is material 
enough in this one item to insure another first-cluss thrashing. 
To sum up; If experiments shall be made in perfecting a cartridge 

(one thatwill hold 100 grains of powder beside wads, Inbricant, etc.) 
something like that used by the Britieh team, and adapting it to a 

| well-made American rifle, and get both funand ammunition in the 
hands of would-be contestants for placesin time fo allow of thor- 
oughly learning the good and bad poinis of both, there need be little 
fear of another Waterloo for Amerivan marksmen. No team using a 
gain twist rifle, other things being at all equal. can win another 

INTERNATIONAL Maror, 

ANNUAL MEETING N. R. A. 

TARE eleventh annual meetme of tie Nationsl Rifle Assoviation 
was held ou the eveuing of the $fi jnst., in the officers’ room of 

the Seventh Regiment Armory, in this city, About fifty members re- 
sponded fo the urgent call of the secretary, Gen. Molineux pre- 
sided, and after roll call delivered his annual address, referring to 
the year 1882 as haying been more prolifid of military results than 
any previous period in the history of modern ville shooting in this 
country. 

Ttis with feelings of gratification thatT call your attention to the 
fact that the late meeting between the English Volunteers and the 

tained. 
By this match public spirit has been aroused; the apathy of the 

National Guard bas disappeared. while eager interest and determina- 
tion to excel has taken the place of indifferenee, Nor need we in- 
quire, at any length, into the causes of our defeal in the late mateh. 

riefly, these were: 
1, Insufficient time to properly organize the team and conduct its 

practice before the butts. 
2, Lack of experience among the members of the Nutioual Guard 

at the long ranges. ; : 
4. The yast superiority of the arms and ammunition of the British 

Volunteers over those furnished us by the American manufacturers, 
a aa heavy handicap imposed upon us hy the conditions of the 

match, 
To our own team and its leader the thanks of this association are 

due. Calm and patient mder defeat, they ever sustained the chiur- 
acter of gentlemen and ‘soldiers, and were wortha of the name of 
Ainericans, With the result of the match we neWhave no further 
coneern than lO profit by the lessons taught: hy our defeat. It he- 
coms us to take a leaf from the note-book of our late aidlyersaries. 
and by energetic and suitable PESHATS Aton strive for victory in the 
fortheoming return match at Wimbledon, As far as practicable, 
steps have been taken to organize an efficient teem, but success can 
only he assured by earnest, indefatigable, persistent effort. The 
time tor preparation is ful short, and we appealto fhe publie, the 
press and the riflemen of the country to cone to our assistance in 
the work of selecting and sustaining a team, harmoniously organized, 
creditable in its personnel, and competent to compete with our 
Brifish cousins on their own ground. 

Col, Cowperthwait, treasurer, reported a total recempt for the past 
year of $18,490 with # balance of $1,304 from 1881, The expenditures 
nad been $17,865, leaving ahalance for 1883 of $1.931, and the aasnei- 
tiou ont of all debt, i 
The secretary presented a resumé of the work of the directors for 

the past year showing that seyentynine matches. had heen shot dur- 
ing ihe year for u total prize list of $10,601.02. 
After a brief report from Col, Guldersleeve upon what had been 

done in the matter of the match of 1888, an election of directors was 
held, resulting in the choice of Col. John Ward, CoL J, G. Story, Cal. 
Rodney C, Ward, Gen. Geo, W. Wingate and Frank, fT. Donaldson 
for three years, Col, G. H, P. Howard and J, H, Brown for two years, 
and I. V. Sone for one year. 
The Board of Directors did uot fully organize, und after some talk 

a committee of five were pk pomred to nominate a president, If pos- 
sible, Gen. Grant will be induced fo serve. Gen, Wingate was chosen 
vice-president and Col, Cowperthwait and Gen, T, Seabury respec- 
tively Treasurer and Seeretary. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

FINE GALLERY WORK, 

URING the past week there has been some fine shooting doue uf 
the Mammoth Gallery. Bostou, Mr. J, Merrill heads the list in 

the all-comers’ match, and has also wou the extra prize of $30 for 
making eight conseciifive bullseyes. The following are the scores 
to date: 

Al-Comers' Mateh. 
J Merrill.....,, 40 47 47 48 48236 CR Bartlett... 43 44 43 44 44-218 
J Francis. ..44 44 45 46 47926 J A Small _,...41 44 42 42 44-212 
MA Pollard,... dd 44 46 46 46-225 L Wood -..,,..40 39 40 42 42—203 

Amateur Badge Match. 
JHBird...., 48 44 44 44 45820 WA Appleton.40 40 41 42 42—205 
AB Wilson ., 42 43 42 45 46-217 MR dames,,.,. 40 40 40) 40 40—200 
W B Williams,.41 41 42 42 48—209 
_ James 8, Conlin, at his gallery, corner of Broudway and Thirty- 
first street, opened his Nineteenth Annual Tournament on Monday 
last. There are prizes by the score, and matches of all sorts open for 
all manner of specialists in target work, Revolver practice has 
jaken a strong hold on the popular faney, and many new records are 
making. ; 

There seems to be no end to the various styles of marksmanship 
called for in gallery practice. Some excel at stationary opiate 
while other marksmen to comparatively hetter at moving objects, 
Among the faney shots tried are the following: Drivi icks; light- 
ing parlor matches; shooting the ashes from # cigar: ing wooden 
balls, swinging af the word: wheeling and firing al the word; glance 
shot, hitting an iron plate fixed on the wall, and breaking a glass 
ball suspended ten feet from the point aimed at: hittin postage 
stamps; splitting cards placed edgewise to the shooter; hitting the 
efige of a penny; driving a hole through a three-cent piece; demol- [natu a private letter, 

National Guard has been productive of all that was sought to be at- 

ishing clay pipes; shooting af and hitting singls FW and No. shot 
suspended by a Wlread; hifting the spots of a playing card; hittin 
waters and small and large seals; hitting the center of a cross (Xx) 
marked on the board; shooting at a line marked on the target: 
shooting through the ring of a watch; shooting througli a seal ving; 
hitting musket balls suspended by a string at the word anu station- 
ary: shooting # musket cap from the neck of a bottle; hitting pipe 
stems; exploding 22-100 cartridges; shooting cartridge shells from a 
wire, 

The weapons use| art’ almost as varied as the objects tired at. OF 
eourse small calibers are the role, and along the makes of 22-1) 
caliber vitles used are the Ballard, Remington, Stevens, Allen and 
Maynard. Thenew Winchester 42-100 caliber is also a great favorite, 
The pistols of single barvel are fine samples of workmanship, and 

include Stevens’s, Wesson's aul Trantor’s 22-100 caliber; old Buglish, 
French aod Belgian dueling pistols, with those old time pacifieators 
known as saw handle dueling pistols, 
The revolvers are taken out of well-made stock aud embrace the 

Smith & Wessen 52-400 and 22-100 caliber, the Colt nayy and army, 
and the English Trantor. 
The paper targels enable the finest differentiations to be made in 

eases of disputed abihty and embrace the Creedmoor targets pro- 
portionately reduced from 200 to 1,000yds. to the range of gallery; 
Ready Meusurement target, three sizes, 1. 1144 and Yin. bullseye; 
Teaser target, red and white; General target, red and white; Captain 
target. in allcolors; Ten Spot tarcet, composed of hearts, diamonds, 
clubs and spades: the Righy target: the Man target, reduced from 
2yds, to gallery distance. 

BOSTON, Janu. 18.—At Walnitt Hill to-day a goodly number of pao- 
le gathered to participate i the rifle shooting, and, noowithstand- 
vg the wind blew yery strongly. some good sport was bad althongh 
the scores were low. Mr. “Differ madean elegant 97 in the vest 
match andin the decimal mateh a fine 8, The following are some 
Of the best seores+ 

Creednioor Match. 

J B Fellows 5446 4 5 5 6 445 
AOUBEN ITE be ee: SAA Ate naa ee Aa aE h40446 4 5 4-45 
F Dwight. __- 4656 5 6 4 4 4-45 
JB Thoma vil) i ort 44665 4 44 4 d—d4 
AM OOO pt choke nach otca tesa ct 6648 4444 4 4-49 
DA Atkins... -.- ob 454 654 4 5 4 3-48 
BT luners -.., - .., - 4°84 5 4 4 4 5 & 4-42 
C Weston (mil}.....,,.... ft 44 44444 4 4-41 
W © Francis (mil) .. 4 4d 3 5 1 4 4 4 4 G1 
RJ Ready (mil) ._- st 44 38% 4 4 4 f d—tr 
PB LAvis ss: ies, ae 44 4 44 6 4 4 fey 
JA Curtis,,.... wo 45 3 6 6 8 4 3 5—f 
AJ Atking __- 44493449 44 4 4-40 

Match. 

A Duifepipy se. -- -.).- 40 7 810 110 1010 8 6=88 
AL, hee. .2, |): SUL ---, «ep 1040 OF 8 th N10 dO 19 Hes7 
A OG AdAam8- 2.5 (oc) ee escecotenee ee cee lO 110 710 810 8 8 58h 
AJ Atkins... 6. eee eee AD BB 0 8 ¢ 810 B85 
L A Hatrt,..... .- 91010710 6 B B 6 6 B78 
LEMP EADS Seated OE S58 nies sn On on 469 8 8 G 7 8 W—74 
F Dwight... oe 4 & 4 6 5 0 fF FO DAD 

Rest Mattel 

A Duffer 22. 0. ec.c.e0t.- 10 10 10 «100-8 10 10 1 OY 10—9e 
GW Whitcomb... ei 9 20 10 10°20 1) 20 “99H 
OA Hudson..... WwW F fF W F 10 10 B 10° 10—H1 
F Silvestre; .-.2 0.0... sees wm 810 4 6 10 7 WW 1. 788 
The following are the prize winners ns Officially annouced in the 

matches Which closed Januury 1: 
Rest Match.—Ffirst, F. J. Rabheth; second, J.B. 

Lewis Sannders: fourth, GC. W. Hinman; fifth, J, N, 
Wilder; saventh, C. A. Hudson; eighth, @. Wy Bullard. 
Decimal Match.—First Class.—Virst. &, J. Rabbeth; secund, G. W_ 

Bullard; third, J. S. Frye; fourth. CG, W. Hinman; fifth, O. MW. Jewett; 
sixth, L, L; Hubbard; seventh, E.J. Oram: eighth, R. D, Archer. 
Decimal Match.—Second,Class._First, D, ¥. Bryden; second, F 

Wallace. 
Victory Medal Mateh.—First, L, L. Hubbard, gold medal: second, 

H. G. Bixby. silyer medal; third, H. PF. Richardson, hrouze medal, 

WORCHSTER, Mass., Jan. 11,—At Pine Grove Range to-day was 
the second meeting of the winter series, There was a light wind 
about 12 o'clock by the dial. The following scores tell the story: 

Creedmoor Match, 

Fellows; third, 
Frye; sixth, $. 

Stedman Clark, .......-.. 54445 6 4 fh 5 445 
ee od 56 55 4 4 4 44 

4544 ¢ 4 5 4 4 443 
M4a454 9 5 6 38 4443 

Re-entry, .--.- 4h 6 4 5 3 3 4 4 Fae 
J Williams,..... 4465 4 65 4 4 4 4-42 
IE VASES OLd ciate s Sanieh ba itr «ET ial olalett elaine 443445 5 4 4 3-40 

Decimal Match, 
Stedinan Clark.........-..--..,.,.0--.-8 BS o & & 4 & OW Be B9 
Re-entry...) .. reas rreelsereeee SD H 810 1 81058 41 82 
JN Morse, Jr_....,, ot e796 6 7 8 Re 
Re-entry ue 410 5 5 6 BAW B TW 
© Arthur oH 6 5 4 7 910 8 7 5-09 
J Williams, .-- eS 9 29 & 8 Fb AS 
Hy EMSry lag) tin al aac eee > a A) TG, Seb 

Decimal.Mateh—Rest, 
JN Freeman .__, besererryeee ee MUO BR 4 7 810 10-10 6—88 
ae WWOLLITNISO® (ABs 5525 ee as ? 8 8 7 7 H 81 & 4-76 

, C. R, GQ Totals. 
G F Ellswortii, ._...-------- : 4h Mt 46 181 2 
GC Goodale. . 4a 71 43 4 BH 
A Mathews . 43 G6 42 142 85 

THE TRAP. 

OLEVELAND, Ohio.—The Mystic Gun Club held l ! bhejr repular 
monthly shoot on Christmus day, Tén clay pigeous, twenty yards 
rise, Below is the score: 

Sans HOM pSOT er ee Te 8 oe et a1 
H, G. Stubbs,..,.., sole de Dot Wu) a) dee 
H. T, Higbee ..... DO D0 ete el 
Henry Corning... sh bt, Pee 
James Porter. ,, AL Oot f.2 ue Fda a8 
George Baker. .....---...0.e0cu ee a? A Oeste ed ele ee oa 
5. 8. Smith __ pT sa heh Sa I sss ES 
R. H, Suskin DR ey a OEY se. 
H. iH, Bell. . Mo Or Te eas 
Tonis Maver Sess ged-yoyncweess eee | F Dee tt 0 eps 
Thompson won first, 
Ties on second. miss and out: H, G. Stubbs. 4 (no cap on the cart- 

ridge of 5th), W. T. Highee 5, Henry Corning 3. Highee won second. 

Ties of third, missand out: Porter 3, Baker 1, Smith. Sustrin 1. 
Porter won third. 
Mateh shoot: fen glass balls, 14 yards vise, Card’s trap: Porter 7, 

Thompson 10. total, 17, Highee 10, Srbbs 7, total, 17. 
Second shoot, 6 balls; Thompson 5. Porter 5, tofal. 10. Highee d, 

Stubbs 5, total, 9, Porter and Thompson won, 
Thompson received a Victoria gun casa and box of rubber stamps 

forhest average. Highee reveived a tity Ih, koe of powder and a 
box of cigars for second best, 

WORCESTER, Mass,.Jan, 2, —The Woodland Gun Clib went out to 
their range to day. The time was spent in shooting glass blals. Out 
of & possible 20 the following numberof halls were broken: H. F. 
Rice, 25: C. A. Parker. 18; MH. Fuller, 9: John Arien, 24; 0, L. 
Macomber, 17; John Tongas, 1h: A. L, Giernon, 20; M.D, Gilman, 27, 
L. R, Hudson, #5; E. L. Newcomb, 1. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

All who drive, sportsmen, travelers and venilemen generally, 
should read what.G. W. Sitnmons & Co. say of the dogskin jackets 
they are selling so many of at this season,—aAdv. 

Like a beam from the sim Beyson’s Carciyp Poros PLAsters fo 
straight to the spot. Prompt, powerful, pure, they subdue pain at 
once, All! other external remedies are sluggish and weak in com- 
parison. Benson's are the latest product of the most careful study 
and experiment. For rheumatism, neuralgia and all painful aifec- 
tions, Ali druggists, Priee 24 cents,— Adv. 

T conceive of nothiug in true sportsmanship nevessitating & pander 
ing fo ov development of any of the degrading or brutalizing ele- 
ments of humannatnire, but rather an ermobling and purifying in- 
fluence, coming from 4 closer observance and a better knowledge of 
nafuve in all her Heautiful and harmonious manifestations, Kaetrar! 
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AN EXPERT'S INDORSEMENT, 

Editer Forest and Stream: 
Tn this city, and in all places located on the Delaware River where 

yachts exist, Forest anp Stream is ‘tan authority. With me, 
yachting has heen a life-long study as a profession and a pleasure as 
a pastime, Ihave frequently been called upon to decide what might 
be termed knotty questions, and since I have learned to understand 
Forest aNnD SrreamM | have invariably referred to that paper to 
strengthen those opinions, or to seek further enlightenment which 
has heen brought about by its many intelligent writers, as well as by 
the seience of its practical yachting editor, 
«lcannot see why one authority should be vitiated by not entirely 
agreeing wich others, or why a newspaper, whose inflnenes reaches 
to the antipodes. should not be quoted as the very best authority, 
Forest AND STREAM could never have obtained its circulation except 
on its merits as anu authority, I can say knowingly our ablest 
marine architects and sound practical yacht sailers agree with you 
on fle measurement question, Everyone knows you have sought 
hard enough to make it clear te the most sceptical and longest- 
pared. RG, Wires, 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa, 

[For the above expression of recognition and others of similar 
fedor waich hive baz. offared by compatant critics, our obligations 
aredue, As Capt. Wilkius truly says, the circulation of a paper is 
the best evidence o- its ‘“‘anthority."*] 

NEVA. 

1 is quite probable that without the organized efforts of Forms? 
AND STREAM, and without the appearance of imported cutters in 

our waters, we would by gradual approaches have landed in yachts | 
of the cutter type, just as we have already done, though the proce 
ot conversion to nev ideas would have been very slow and almost 
imperceptible in its various stages. Yachting interests, like those of 
the commereial marine, are extremely conservative, and no sudden 
jumps ahead can he expected unless forced through offensive prose- 
lyting operations or brought about by hard facts such as we were | 
taught by the advent of cutters of the fashion from abroad. There 
was, however, an undercurrent only slightly felt at the surface, but 
which in time was certain to bring about a radical change in a faith 
which had been tenaciously clung to long after its usefulness had 
eeased. Shoal drafts, light displacement, traps, and clumsy rigs 
were naturally indigenous to the smooth and confined waters upon 
which yachting in America took its origin. Those who lived along 
the river bank or placid bay never turned their thoughts to regions 
beyond their view. Builders supplied what their limited experience 
and primitive conceptions of yachting dictated, while owners. freshly | 
recruited from the counting-house and parlor, were not over anxious 
to he caught too far away to wade or swim ashore in the eyent of ae- 
cidents they were taught from their first lesson up to believe not only 
absolutely inseparable from the sport, but even indispensable to the 
full reaization of its enjoyments. 

These*pristine ideas, growing into steady habit, became the fixed 
foundation upon which the later superstructure has been erected, 
A certain creed, a blind-deyotion for a collection of dogmas and 
everlastingly contemplating the past instead of looking into the 
future, gave birth to a faith so firmly rooted by the prejudices of 
custom, that nothing short of a miracle and some new apostle, 
tough enough to swit the desperate nature of the occasion, could 
hope to make an impression deep enough to force a change to a new 
basis as a timely acknowledgment that the world moves in yachting 
circles just as well as in other walks of life here below, and that if 
we knew it allin the past, there was plenty more to learn with the 
changed aspect affairs have assumed with the ripening the sport. of 
sailing has undergone through increase in age. Under such cireum- 
stances, modifications in the practice of construction and amore 
thorongh appreciation of the dignity the sport might assume could 
only come to us slowly, very slowly and by degrees, and what has 
been brought about during the three or four years past under high 
pressure, wonld have stretched out over a decade or two, had the 
drift of things been permitted to work ont their salyation unaided. 
That we should have eventually arrived at much the same goal is 
hardly to be doubted. Itrequired only enough coaxing, with a hittie 
oceasional baiting in others, to overcome the peculiar aversion to 
keels and outside ballast, What at first seemed like a Herculean 
task with no prospect of a successful ending, soon began to rush 
along swinimingly with irresistible force. 
About four years ago the keel was in very bad repute and outside 

weight was classed as a chimera of a long-eared animal, while the 
eutter, pure and simple, never, nO never would such a despicable 
conception of an unbalanced mind float in American waters. Water 
would sooner run up hill, so one remnant of the flood delivered him- 
self in print, This was scarce four years ago. Now, how things 
have changed! Eyen the orthodox, who proposed dying in their 
old-time belief, crawl out here and there with a good word for the 
innovations, cautiously ke@ping a hole for retreat in reserve by 
fiercely proscribing all beyond a limit so well stretehed that they feel 
they ave betting with loaded dice for a while to come. But the 
change from the centerboard sloop to the cutter spanned a far 
greater gulf than from four to five beams and then to six, and who 
willundertake to prophecy that having shown ourselves capable of 
swallowing the camel we will strain at the gnat. With cutters in 
onr waters, living sermons on their merits, will it he long eré we | 
prize at full value the merits of narrow beam for seaworthiness, 
economy and comfort? Startling as the thought of five or six beams 
may still seam to some, Forest AND STREAM is confident the day is 
not far distany when a modern “narrow beam” will pierce the last 
vestige of prejudice as easily and completely as Madge in her day 
punctured the “sailing over the water for speed” chapter im the 
musty folio of yaclit building tradition. But in relation to narrow 
beam we have other articles under way, so we need pursue this line 
no longer here, 

Before the camel had been swallowed straws were showing how 
the wind was about to blow, Whuile the trapin her most dangerous 
deformity still held high carnivalin metropolitan waters and was 
worshipped as the golden calf of the guild, Boston had been buffet- 
ing lustily with the sea in many a race ontside the harbor and had to 
take the weather as it came on long cruises to off-shore isles and 
uway down Kast in search of the world’s end along the rocky fiords 
of the Pine Tree State. Boston sails most of her yachts with Corin- 
thian caliber at sheet and wheel, and what was lacking in experience 
gathered from a seafaring life was fully made up in brains and 
quickness of perception, Amateurs though her Coriuthians were, 
they soon discovered something out of joint between the center- 
board dish and the donghty deeds of little yachts they read so much 
about in foreign publications, Were th’se all a myth or was the 
fault with their own boats and thernselves that they failed torespond 
as yachts of much less LOnUES were known to do abroad? 

In this guandary they found a right bower in Fores, anp STREAM, 
and unwilling at first to accept in full all its preachings, they re- 
solved to essay by a system of gradual approaches. Keel first, a 
little weight outside; more; then all, A few inches more depth, a 
foot more, several feet more, tutil their draft exceeded that of the 
cutter. Double jibsiu all sorts of half-way modifications, with the 
mast going aft all the time, and headsail now something like stand- 
ardincut. Masts docked a trifle, then boldly cut down; housing 
topmasts, short at first, sprouting skyward next. Booms and hoist 
shrink away, and heads spread accordingly. Eyen flowing foot 
mainscils, reefing bowsprits and square headers are seen in the 
fleet, and finally, as for the cutter in all her glory—well, she is al- 
ready too common to excite especial attention, Th is easy to infer 
where all this must lead us eventually, or we would be impervious 
to the Jogic of events. But great beam or narrow beam, ib is an uti- 
deniable fact that much good sailing, safe sailing, fast sailing and 
any quantity of sport can be got without SOP IGEAE: to ForEstT AND 
S?REAM principles in advance of the times, and that at this day 
there flourishes in Hastern waters a very numerous fleet of whole- 
some big-bodied vessels, closely akin to the genuine cutter in all re- 
spects save in the matter of beam. They have the depth, more than 
the draft, the outside weight, the rig and outfit of the blue bloods 
among yachts, and if their beam might be restricted, and bilge 
fased in consequence, accepting the cutter as our standard, these 
Boston yachts are nevertheless a model in all the elements of their 
see compared to the shoal centerboards now hauled out to rot, 
and fortunately no longer in good grace in the East, neither among 
Ones nor the people who once upon a time made a living by their 
ailding. 
Tn healthy yachts like Neva, of Boston, no one need hesitate to 

take wp permanent quarters, to ship for the season, sail where and 
when he listeth, so far as any danger from innate trickiness or 
dubious stability of form is concerned, and in point of room, accom- 
modation, and that ‘‘comfort” due to ability in Jumpy water, the 
Neva class holds out inducements irresistible even to a New York 
sandbag devotec,and which make converts to sound principles by a 
single glance down the hatch. 
Asa very fine representative of a very popular class, we have this 

week produced the lines of the Neva for inspection, and add the fol- 
lowing description as of interest: 5 
Neva was built for Mr, George G, Granger, of Boston, in the spring 

FOREST AND 

NEVA” 

STREAM. 

CUTTER.—MR. GEORGE GC. GRANGER, BOSTON. 
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of 1881, In mode}she Is rather more taking than others of the type. 
A fine easy bow, with high side and no hard flare, swelling into ea bold 
and well-proportioned midships, running off ina clear run, make up 
n whole quite pleasing aud more pee than the naked dimen- 
sions would lead one to expect. She was one of the first of the kind, 
and many wise shakes of the head did the local sharps indulge in 
when they saw 1.1001bs, of iron go undernéath the keel m shape of a 
shoe, and when her owner fixed upon the cutter rie. pitying grim- 
aces from fhe eritic squad invested the innovator with n weakness 
in the upper story, iM 
Since then the crities have lived and learnt and gone and done like- 

wise. Ballast inside atthe (ime of launching was 5,400 pounds, the 
(otal displacement being seyen tons. With this stowage she proved 
herself easy aud manageable ina sea as well as dry compared to 
sister bouts, Tn 1882, her owner decided to change to lead and in- 

pounds stewed 
ina length of Slt. inside. Spars, rig and tim were preserved. In 
her new form the Neva was found materially stiffer and no note- 
worthy diference in her hehayior at sea was recorded. The addition 
outside involved an increase of 3igin. dvaught, bringing it mp fo 5f't, 
hlsin., a iguresince exceeded by ofher Boston yachts of no greater 
leneth. Neva has not been raced, though in sirong winds she has 
mae anexcellent showing. Herrigis little more than a jury for 
racing in light to modern breezes, as cruising was kept in view when 
striking in her spar plan, the lower sail area being only 725 sq. ft, 

DETAILS OF NHVA. 
Length over all, . Pee ont 
Length on Loarl tin 
Beam moulded, ....._...... 
Depth, devk to top of Iree]- 
Draft, greatest 
Least freehourd to p i 
Lead keel, depth amidships. __- 
Lead keel, eee Soy Seno 
Lead keel, width on top,,... 
Lead keel, width on bottom 
Lead keel. weight.... ........ 
Lead ballast inside... ..., , 
Total ballast. APE 
Tisplacement. mee 
Mast, ft. tin, from bow, over all 
Mast, diumeter at parfmers,.,,...-.., - 
Main boom, egg section, 3x5in 
(Zail. exp section. 2b6xdin_. 
Topmast. 3tgin, diameter 
Length of mast doublings,,. 
EBowsprit outhoard to stay ho! 
Hoist of maiisail.........-.- 
Foot of mainsail, ....... . 
flead of mainsanl __ 
Leech of mainsail,....,. .-- 
Staysail on fouh....--........ 
Staysail on leech _...,,,-.., 
Jib on foot.... ...- 
Jib on leech.... . eae 
Ares lower-sail __-2.--.--2- 4 i 
Length of exbin trunk, , - 
Height of side afff,....... 
Length of coekpit...,.... 
Height of rail with cap 
Copper wafer tanks.... eee Je. B-e 

There are two deadlights in forward bulkhead 
inch cirenlar scuttle to the forecastle. 

of trunk and atwenty 
The water tank under the 

evelopit is piped to draw water in the forecastle; lockers and any 
below are especialiy convenient in arrangement of detail. Cabin ts 
finished in cherry and pine polished, the coekpitin cherry. Cabin 
cushions df hair, covered with Brussels, Cabin table supported by 
four shifting legs, which can be quickly inserewed and stowed away. 
Tf ig made of cherry with nickel-plated fastenings. The steering 
ear consists of iron wheel and quadrant, with cog and ratuhet to seb 
it. The outfit is complete, her owner being given to extensive cruis- 
ing. Galley. side lights, Fresnel riding hight, guid compass, pte, 
and a. full line of siwpplies. ‘The yawl is whalebout shape, eleven feet 
long and owing to sharp ends can bestowed inboard with less trouble 
than a square transom, Theground tackle consists of two Trotman 
anchors. 5) 4nd 74 Ibs. Cables, 55 fathoms of 224 im manilla and 40 
fathoms of 8% in. Standing rigging 14in, galvanized wire; blocks 4 
inches Bagnall and Loud eapet brass bouched withlignum vite shells. 
Lower sails of 10 oz, duck, Hull and fastenings particularly strong. 
Keel of oak 7 iu, sided: frames of oak sided 244in. and moulded 3 in. 
at floor and 2in. at gunwale; deck beams 3xat¢ in. ; Ms yellow pine 
144 in. thick; deck and honse top 144 in, double, with tarred paper ina 
layer between. 

TERRIBLE MESS. 

UR English cousins are ina very bad way. Their new yachts are 
to» fast for the old ones. Natural enough, and Englishmen 

ought to congratulate themselves accordingly. Butthen there are 
‘vested interests," and they are hound ta popup witha ‘here we 
wee agar,” and all sorts of presto change rules. thesoale object of which 
Is to thimblerig fhe fast yachts out of their well-earned winnings, to 
the benetit and delight of the tubs ofthe fleet. Thus we havea propo- 
sition for 4 ‘second ¥. R. A. rule of measurement.” @ sort of porous 
plaster to draw part of the prizes aboard ancient vessels of the staid 
wid comfortable wash-bowl order, by choking off the grand “nar- 
vow beam”? of the day, and with a patent back-acting méasurement 
device compel them to stand and deliver, or keep away from the 
course, ‘Then we have otherproposed medicine of a cathartic order 
with which the modern fiyer is threatened, emanating from no less 
a soures than Mr. Baden Powell. This planist) ‘wlow” a certain 
proportion of beam to length, the limit set at five in a perfectly arbi- 
irary manner, all longer yachts to he blackmailed for daring to he 
longer and better hoats. 
The proposition 1s. of course, acceptable to short boats, pEcviding 

they have a five-beam and oyer to race against. A five-beam will 
take reguiar time anda specinl superadded dose of charitable pap 
from a fiye-and-a-quarter-heam. “by divine right,* we suppose, es it 
would be difiigult to assign any other right. But should the same 
five-heam tackle a four-and-a-half. the former, one might Imagine, 
would, on like principles, be made to concede to the shorter, wider 
yacht. an amount in proportion to what was demaniled from the five- 
dnd-a-quacter as ahove, She does nothing of the sort, but ander the 
proposition guts the full benefit of herextra length,*‘authority haying 
decreed everything eminently proper up to. five-beams, buf an inch 
heyond that & taxable transgression. Talent must he ina bad way 
indeed, if measurement is to resolye itself into such oul-of-hand 
patchwork. And pray why ostracise everything beyond five-heams + 
Whatever sin there be in still narrower boats has already heen vom- 
mitted in five-heams and much under, Why proscribea what people 
want! What is the matter with six-heams that if shoul] be pounced 
upon by organized pillager 
Some of the finest yachts intereat Britain ave over fiye beauis in 

length, and if form were Jeft alone to fevelop itself hy the process 
of natural sélection. itis quite probable that # great many more 

six-beam yachts would be built by deliberate preference, Ask Mr. 
John Harvey for the best proportions and he will not hesitate to 
give his experience as strongly in favor of six-widths ‘for cruising, 
for fishing, for anything.” If somebody doés not like tha propor- 
tion of five, another will jnmp up and want (o stop all proceedings at 
four, still another atthree heams and so on, Whois to be the judge 
in the matter? <A third strike at the flyers is, however, much more 
likely to recoil upon the would-be assassius of the narrow beam, 
than toaccomplish what they seek. This coutemplated to meusure 
by sailurea and length, a meaningless concoction... devoid of logical 
basis and suré to put a premitim upon the varrowest boat, This rule 
might have heen excused in America as a stepping stone toward 
better boats, but in English waters it is indefensible. So between 
allthis and inniimerable wild handicapping schemes, a desperate 
onslaught Beas fast yaehts is likely to be made this season, and but 
for existing YR, A. enactments. the times ahead would lnolk bine 
indeed for the modern racing cubter. 

PROCRAMME OF THE NICE REGATTA. 

FIRST DAY,—TURSDAY, MARCH 27, 

Sailing Races (nnder the Rules and Regnlatious of the Yacht Club 
de France), 

RIX DE _NICE (Yachts of 30 tons and above).—First prize 6, 000fr. 
and gold medal, second, 2,000fr, and gold medal, third, 1,000fr. and 

silver-gilf medal, fourth S00fr, and silver medal; yawls computed at 
three-fourths, schooners and lateen rigs at two-thirds of their real 
tonnage; distance, 25miles. 
Yachts from 15 to 39 fons.—Wirst prize, 2.500ir. and silyer-gilt 

medal, second 1,200fr and silver medal, third 800fr, and bronze 
medal, fourth 500fr, and hronze medal. 
Yaclits from 5 te 15 tons.—Virst prize 1,5fr. and silver-gilf medal, 

second B00fr, and silyer medal, third 400fr. and bronze medal, fourth 
200fr. and bronze medal, 
Vachts from te2to 5 tons.—Virst prize 1,0Wtr, and silver medal, 

second 500fr, and silver medal, third 200£. and bronze medal, fourth 
100fr. and bronze medal. 
For Yachts under 2 tons.—First prize 400fr., second 200fr., third 

1Wfr., fourth 40fr. 
Naval Long Boats (French erews supplied by the oraiDe squadron. 

of the Mediterranean).—First prize 200tr., second 200Lr., third 100fr, 
Long Boats, equipped for setting bounds.—Firsb prize 150fr., sec- 

ond 100fr., third 50fr 
Long Boats. equipped for fishing.—First prize 150fr., second L0fr., 

third 50fr, 
SRCOND DAY,—WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28. 

Sailing Races (under the Rwes and Regulations of the Yacht Club de 
France) open to all classes. 

Prix d'Honneur.—First prize 3,000fr., second 1,500fr,, third 1,000fr,, 
fourth 500fr.; distance 25 miles; steam racing; under rules and regn- 
lations of the Gerele dela Voile de Paris. 

Prix de Monte Carlo.—Steam yachts of 3) tonsand upwards, rezis- 
ter tonnage.—First prize 6,000fr. and gold meal, offered br the 
Minister of the Navy; second 2,000fr, and silver medal, offered by the 
same: third 1,000fr, and silyer-gilt medal, offered by the Cerele de 
la Voile de Paris;fonrth 500fr. and silver medal, offered by the 
Cercle de la Voile de Paris. Distance 50 1niles, 
Miniature Regatta (reserved to models).—First, sailing races: 

First series, models yachts measuring under 62 centimetres: second 
model yachts measuring from 62 to 85 centimetres: third. model 
yachts measuring from 86 centimetres to 1 metre 25 cent,.. race open 
to allseries. allowance computed at 2) seconds by series. Secondly, 
steam racing. Thirdly, boats actuated by springs. In each race a 
first, second. and third prize in specie will be awarded. 

THIRD DAY.—THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 

| Rowing Races (under the Rules and Regulations of the Rowing Club 
tie Paris)—Yole gigs, funnys. outriggers: amateurs only admitted 
to compete, 3 ‘ell 
Prix dé Monaco (for four-oars with coxswain).—Distnnee 3,(4)0 

metres. First prize 5.000fr. in specie or objet d'art of that value; 
second 2,000f. or ohjet Mart; third 1.000fr, or objet d'art; fourth 
500fr. or objet dart; fifth 250fr. or objet dart. 

Prix de la Mediterranée (pair-oars with coxswain),—Distanve 2,500 
metres. Wirst prize 1,500fr, or objet dart: second TWh, or objet 
Wart: third 850f. or objet dart: fourth 2h)fr. or objet d'art; fifth 
1W0fr. or objet dart. 
Prix du Paillon.—Sculling pace, distance 200 metres; First prize 

500fr. or objet @art; second 800fr. or objet Wart; third 150fr. or objeti 
dart: fourth 100fr, or objet dart; fifth 50fr, or objet dart. 

Ships’ steam launches; First prize 400fr,, second 800fr,, third 2i0fr., 
fourth 100fr, (distance ten miles).—Men-of-wars’ crews (supplied hy 
the Mediterranean Squadron).—First, long boats (twenty pair of 
oars): First prize #00fr,. second 250fr., third 150fr. Second, Boats 
(eighteen rowers): First prize 200fr., second 150fr., third 100f, Third, 
Whale boats (seven rowers): First prize 200fr., second 100fr,, third 
50fr, Yacht voles (fom rowers): First prize 150fr., second 100fr,. 
third S0fr. Boats from commercial vessels (four powers): First prize 
100fr., second 50fr., third 25fr. Fishing boats (six rowers); First 
prize 100fr,, second dUfr., third 25fr, Podoscaphes: Wirst prize 100fr., 
second Sifr., third 25fr. Boats rowed by ship hoys: First prize S0fr., 
second 40fr,, third Wer. . 
Canoes (with one amateur paddler), Extreme length, § metres 50 

centimetres; extreme width, 90 centimetres.—First prize 400fr., 
second 200fr., third 100fr , fourth 50fr. , 
Conditions.—A minimum of seven competing crews isindispensable 

for the crew finishing fifth to receive any award; of six in order for 
the fourth crew ta receive any prize; or five to ensure the hestowal 
of the third money; and finally, of three in order that the second 
award be given. In case of a walk over, the prize will he integrally 
paid over, provided the course be salisfactorially covered, The 
entry money is fixed at 1 ne cent. of each first prize. Admission 
free to all races of which the first prize does nov amount to 500fr. 

| Inscriptions close, at the Secretariat du Comité des Regates, Nice. on 
| March 15, and must be written on the special forms obtaimable on 
' Speen: as ave also copies of the rules under whieh the meeting 
) Will be held, Yachts admitted only to races of which the awards 
| are destined to craft of their tonnage, The decisions of the com- 
mittee cannot be appealed apainst, it being stipnlated that the com- 
petitors, in sending in their nominations, mecept their jurisdiction 
and renounce having recourse to that of the law tribunals. 
Welearn from good souree that Mr, Colt proposes to enter the 

Dauntless schooner, X, Y. ¥. C., now i the Mediterranean, He 
racing spars and sails have leen shipped. She will sail in the first 
neiteh, @nesday, March 27. for the Prix de Nice,a purse of $1,200 
and gold medal. The chances of landing this big swag are excellent, 
Judeed. if there is anything like breeze enough for such a big one, 
Dauntless will hareit much her own way. There is nothing, so far, 
to meet her. A prejniscuous lot of French and Italian hybrids of no 
ereateccount will not give the Americin avy trouble unless ina 
drift oron fluke, and there seems at present little chance of any 
English cracks Brag Un for the betasion. The Nice regattas have 
heretofore been so badly managed, and conductef so much on the 
“creased pole” and exhibition plan, with such crass Tnnovations 

upon regular racing customs, that English yachts fight shy of sub- 
Je-ting themselves te the management of a French committee. This 
year, however, Y. R.A. Pules will be recognized, and it is to be hoped 
such liberal priza= will not ga beaging for want of good starters. We 
should like to see Danntléss and Cetonia or Mirnuda in a bouhio 
windward, but there isno prospect of such a contest, By the way, 
as long as Mr. Colt is on racing bent, why did he not sefZe a better 
opportuntiy while in Channel ports? Perhaps he had not then made 
up his mind to race, and perhaps the business was a, little too breezy 
Tor the New York idea, or did a friendly turn with some of the Brif 
ish cracks create an appreciation of the adage that '\Discretion isthe 
better part of valor,” . 

MR. LAWTON’S VIEWS. 
Editor Forest and Strewn: 
A statement in Mr, Lawton’s reply last week seems to demand no- 

tice to prevent misapprehension, Whatever solace Mr. Lawton de- 
rives in citing Mr, Kenip and Mr, Colin Archer as opposed 16 bulk 
Measurement, is equally shared by myself, since Mr: ieran is also 
opposed to measurement by length as proposed by Mr. Layyton, 
while Mr. Archer, never yery positive in favor .of length, iis so far 
receded as to indorse the Seawanhaka sail rule as preferable. But 
Mr. Kemp, not long ago, in pa tt the performances of twa 
yachts in the London #%el, distinctly insisted upon starting with 
bulk as his basis, ignoring difference in length, his examples being a 
long, narrow and a shorter, wider yacht, both of the same volume ta 
outside lines, [am not looking for indorsements from any source. 
If I were l should not ask for a stronger and more honest judgment 
than the free acknowledgment of Mr. Kemp that a fair compurison 
between two different models must be based upon equal bulks, As 
a race is a comparison of performance, the ground Mr. Kemp took 
in favor of the equity of a hulk standard applies with equal force ta 
the issue of a contest dependent upon the same qualities he had 
under consideration, however much he may think it politic to coun- 
tenanee some artificial substitute for use in mateh sailing. 

©, P, Kunynarpr. 

GANNEY.—Concerning this yawl, the Herald of Wednesday last 
says: ‘A very excellent little centerbourd yacht of the single-handed 
cruiser type has just been completed by Messrs. Wallin & Gormen, 
of South Brooklyn, for Mr, Oliver Adams, the corresponding secre 
tary of the Larchmont Yacht Club. The boat is only 23ft. Gin. 1m 
length over all wud of Rft. beam, and yet has a roomy little cabin Sit. 
in length, with 4ft, fin. Leadroom init, Whenballasted to the proper 
water line with 3,500bs. of iron, abouf one-half of which will be 
bolted to the keel, the extreme draught will be about 2fb. Gin, and 
the least freeboard about 18in. The cockpit floor is built high above 
the water liné, and is bright, asis also the deck. ‘The yawwl rig will 
be tried, as the boat is intended only for pleasure sailing and eruisfug. 
This little ship is really # curiosity in its way, as itis surprising how 
much room and comfort can be obtained on such meagre dimensions 
in such neat shape and seaworthy form with modérate dranuzht,” 
We may add that the aboye quotation shows an intelligent apprecl- 
ation of the good points a small yacht should pessess. The Herald 
is not slow in recognizing mevit, even though displayed in a style of 
boat representing a variation upon old ideas, 

ROYAL CANADIAN YACHT CLUB.—The annual ball of the club, 
Jan. 12. proved in every way a notable affair, and drewto the Hor- 
ticultural Gardens the elite of Toronto and neighborhood, including 
the members of the club, officers of the army and navy, the consu- 
lay corps and the professions. The hall room was elegantly draped 
with flags and banners, and the names of the yachts of the Heet 
variously illuminated. The credit of the tasteful decorations belongs 
toCapt Geddes. Musie was furnished by the Tenth Royal Grene- 
diers, and dancing was kept up till early morn, 

NEW YACHTS,—Stoddard, of Newport. is building a deep sloop 
for Mr, FE. 8, Anchincloss. of this city, from designs by A, vary 
Sinith. Length on load line, 27ft.; beam, 10ft. 10in,; depth, 4ft. Sin. ; 
draft, dft.; freeboard, 22in.; cabin has 5ft, Sin, hearl room, Cockpit 
will cabin door sill at deck level; short hoo and long gaff. lvyi- 
dently the yachting world is moving in uecord with the lessons in 
these columns, even in matters of detail, Sails for this boat by Lap- 
thorn € Ratsey, of Cowes. England, S 

SEAWANHAKA YACHT CLUB.—At tha regular annual meeting 
the election resulted ag follows; Comodore, F.C. Lawrence, Jr, of 
the Vixen sloop; Vice Commodore, Archibald Rogers, of the Bedouin 
cutter; Rear Commodore, W. W. Tompkins, of the Vivid sloop; See- 
retary. M. R. Schuyler: Treasurer, W. B. Simonis; Fleet Surgeon, 
John M. Woodbury, VM. D.; Regatta Committee, Louis P, Bayard; 
Francis 0, De Luce, Alexander H. Stevens, Waller H. Snydam and 
§. Nelson White. 

YONKERS Y. C.—Have elected the following officers: Commo- 
dore, A. J, Prime; Vice-Commoidore, ©. T, Mereer; F, Captain, 
T. W. Post; Seeretary. William Thompson; ‘Treasurer, John Nesbit; 
Measnrer, D, \urtay; Steward, W. H. Veitch; Trustee, Frank Ford, 

NEW SINGLE-HANDERS.—My, Clapham is te build three single- 
hand Nonpareils 25, 28 and 30ft. long. Weis also getting out plans 
Ris filft. Nonpareil, schooner or yawl riz, to he built at Cleveland, 
Jhio, 

MEDUSA.—Tkeé spar plan of Mr. Dexter's new al-ton cutter, 54ft, 
loadline, is as follows: Mast, deck to hounds s6ft., main boom 47ft., 
gaff 207t., howsprit outboard 26£f., topmast, fid to sheave 32th 

ANOTHER CUTTER ,—Smith, of South Boston, is to build a cutter 
) 60Ft. long, with 15ft, beam and S£b. fin, draifi, the model heing fur- 
nished by the owner. She is isto be off hy the middle of May. 

NEW NONPAREIL,—Mr. Clapham has the keel laid and frame up 
for a f2ft. Nonpareil yacht fora New York gentleman. Also busy 
with a number of models and plans for varions parts of the counury. 

NEW CUTTER.—Mr. A. Cary Smith is at work on the design of 
a cutter 32ft. load line. To have wide keel, 24in,, molded. similar 
to the keel of the Wasp, illustrated in this journal Dec, 14. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
M., Hastings, I0wa,—l, Where and al what price can l pet Hen- 

shall’s “Book of the Black Bassj’ 2. What make of reel is best 
suited for bass fishing, fly and bait, and shouldit he placed on the 
rod in front or hack of hand? Ans, 1: We can furnish it; price three 
dollars. 2. Those who usé bait alone prefer a bass reel in front of 
hand. For hoth kinds of fishing use stiff trout red with click reel 
behind the hand. 

The Combination of Ingredients used in muking Brown's 
BRONCHIAL TROCHES is such as to give the best possible effect with 
safety. They are widely known as the best remedy for Coughs, 
Colds. Throat Diseases and Xsthma Troubles, Price 85 cents a box, 
— Ade, 

- found them to be the most perfect I have ever seen,” 
Prices are per dozen. All highest quality selected. 

5 ROUND GUT—SINGLE. 

Trou fi. - 
¥ 

it feeessiierer oss yi 83 wd 

| DOUBLE AND) TREBLE AND TWISTED. 
OEE CLONE WH itd cae ib iitcssctehoctel ie kad ; se LOCUOMPTs rein penisine belts Ses bes Siete ts 

. on ery) 

The Inventors and Only Manufacturers of Genuine : 
A MIST COLOR” LEADERS, of which Seth Green says: “I have tried. them wnd| 

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc. 

THE CALLI-GRAPHIC PEN. 
. Regular Double... ---..- 

Black Bass, eB at Heavy ee ee ee tt om bel 

1 Et ee ee 3 eV sas 3 if] 7 I POR ah ak 
~~ - b2 cry hye as 1 2 uw " Heavy Black Bass. a bs ae ‘ Bx. me ieee fae 

“ . Li eae 8 toa a te RSS NRAM Re ea 
Me ed A the ‘ ze Regular treble or twisted : ver tt 
au a . - he . 7 5 4 

no i en ays pease sPemiaaae 7 See ere 
Salmou si woe oe | Heavy " < 1038 oe 

Heavy Sa ras ae ned) 800 ¥ # Tat hid ft 
Fa Balti ee Sa Sr a ae ra a 

Sere cary, eter ae ar ee ee me eee Tae el 
, nm ed Bio R feb aie oe wie 13-0) 

ae tel + oS Se ee EO ad daletoeealoncteh eel tacts eo elhe 19 50 | 

Orders receiyed from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not he filled at any price. 

Our ‘Mist Golor’’ has not the faintest tinge of blne or green, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. Discount to the trade only, 

| A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contalt\- 
iny ink for several days' writing. Can be carried iu 

R200 
» . 300 

the pocket, Always ready for use, A luxury to 
persons who Gare fo preserve thei" individuality in 
writing, 

A ® MAEIE, TODD & BARD, 
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

Send for Price-List, 
Our Goons aRE Sorp sy Hirst Crass Deaners 

FSTERBROO 
— 

STEEL 
PENS 

All limitations are either Blue or green, 

Leading Nos; 14, 048, 130, 333, 161, 
For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN Co., 

Works, Camden, N.J. 26 John St, New York, 
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FISHING 
IN UMPHREYS | 

OM EO MARY, American Waters. 
VETER CIFICS BY GENIO C. SCOTT, 

FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry. 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Specifics have been used by Farmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horse R.R.,Travel’g Hippodromes 
fenageries and others with perfect success. 

New and Revised Edition, with additional chapters 
| on Southern and Miscellaneous Fishes, ete. 

TLLUSTRATED WITH MORE THAN TWO HUN- 
DRED WOOD ENGRAVINGS. 

| This book is the recognized Standard authority 
for American Anglers and Fishermen, embracing 

Feyer, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 75e. . “~~ Bich r 9.8. Cures Founder, Spavin, Stitmess, ase. Coast and Estuary Fishing with Rod and Line. 
©.C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 75c. Fresh Water Fishing with Fly and Bait. Natu- 

. ~ ¥ * ia > 2 4 
p-b. cues pote Brana cooncnias hte ral History of American Fishes. Lake and 
aa putes Colie or Gripes, Bellyache, 7c. Coast Fish and Fisheries. Southern fishes and 

ee eae rater eee pees ae. 2a Lets How Angled for. Cookery Adapted to the Re- 
LI. Cures Eruptive Diseases, Mange, &c. 75c. sources of Sportsmenin the Wilderness or on 
J.J. Cures all Diseases of Digestion, - - 75c. 
Veterinary, nel Colne walnut) with ue a the Wave, ete,, ete. ‘ 

er B (8 4 S ow * 7 
editing son We RRL us out a 8.00 | One volume, 53) pages, 208 engravings. Haend- 

Medicator,-- - +--+ --- see 35 | somely bound in extra cloth. Price $2.50. 
hese Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 

address on mae of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humphrey's Veterinary Manual (33) pp.)sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 

t2-Pamphiets sent free on application. 
HUMPUREYS HOMEOPA'THIC MED.CO. 

109 Fulton Streets New York. 

| Published and sent postpaid on receipt of price by 

THE AMERIOAN NEWS COMPANY, 
NEW YORK, 

Illustrated Price List of Books relating to Sport 
ing and Rural Life sent on application. 

Cc. B. WiILEBINSom, 

ii 
») 

SS 

8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

MANUPACTURING JEWELER, ~SQepe 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designe furnished on applica- 

tion free of charge. 

{ESTABLISHED 1569.] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELL, MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care upon new and Improved muchinery, and the paper 
5 subjected to a process that renders the shells waterproof, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 
charges of powder withont bursting, and are reloadable from four to ten times, if desired. They also 
keep their smooth shape stiff, inside aud out. We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 
makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND 

LOADERS, 

BRASS AP EXTRACTORS 

AND 
SHOT SHELLS, 

| z. RECAPPERS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE, PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS.” BHNCH CLOSERS, Ete., Ete. 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL, 
New Yorr AGents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Pacterxw: Coast AGE : CHAS. SONNTAG & CO., San Francisco, California. 
New Or.eans Acents: A. BALDWIN & CO. . 
New ENGLAND AGENTS FOR SHoT SHenits: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass. 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND }TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881, 

PRICES REDUCED. 
emis 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 
the “MAYNARD " more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as mauy barrels can be usedon one steck; and for accuracy, ton- 

yenience, durability and safety, is not excelled. Send for Tlustrated Catalogue 

describing the new*attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition, 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 
Ee 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our good: 

|S0LE AMERIOAN AGENTS 
Wealso carry a large stock (at all seasons) of Kynoch’s regular thickness brass shells, adapted to 

the Berdan Primer, Price materially lower than the American make of same quality. 

yuoch’s Patent Perfect” Brass Shel 
MANUFACTURED BY 

Kynoch & Co., Birmingham, Eng. 

or Wesson primers, 
much, 
are really ¢ 
as inside diameter is nearly two F 

| shells, as owing to the thin meta 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base. 
Can he reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. 

cies less than paper shells, and in consideration of their reloading and other 
eaper than the paper. They also shoot stronger and closer, ar 

Use either Winchester 
Cost only about half as 

advantages, 
and can be loaded heavier, 

auges larger. They possess a great advantage over all other brass 
they can be closed (as represented in cut) by simple use of the thumb 

or fingers, and straighten out to original shape when discharged. These go 
wide and favorable reputation in Kurope, and in the opinion of many prominent sportsinen will soo 
supercede to a great extent the old style of both brass and paper. i 
be mailed (without charge) to any sportmen’s club ordealer, and prices quoted to 
sale in ny quantity by gun dealers generally, or in case lots only (2,000 shells) br 

HERMANN BOKER & CQ, 
101 & 1038 Duane Street, New York. 

goods have already gained a 

Samples will, upon application, 
the trade only, Far 

THE 

FOLLETT PATENT 

Tromt=Bass Ree] 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

\ offered to the Anglers ot this 

| Country. 

| SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 

AND PICKEREL FISHING, 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH. 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 

be purchased from dealers in your place. 

W. & J. . AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front St., Rochester, N. Y. 

“The Decorator and Furnisher is not only the most imposing, but is certainly the most artistic pnblica- 
tion and the very highest in merit that has yet seen the light here.’—[N. ¥, Com, Ady. 

The Decorator & Furnisher 
AN ELEGANTLY PRINTED AND ARTISTICALLY 

ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL, 
TREATING OF THE 

Decorating and Furnishing of the Interior of the House. 
Giving twenty-four to thirty pai ‘es of original reading matter from the best known and most popu- 

lar writers upon these subjects in this country and in Europe, also ORIGINAL DESIGNS FOR ALL 
KINDS OF 
Fresco and Panel Painting. 

OME ADORNMENT AND ORNAMENTATION, Furniture, Carpets, Tapestry, Pottery. 

A Richly-Colored Plate of Designs for Fresco and Panels, 

“The Decorator and Furiisher, a New York 
monthly, the designs and sketches of pieces of 
furniture, ceilings, whole furnished rooms, oma- 
mentations, efc., in which are among the finest we 
have seen of late, even in Paris, The publication 
is evidently one of great promise. and cannot fail 
to be justly appreciated by our countrymen at 
home and abroad, as well as by FBuropean experts 
in the line itis addressed to. The first number is 
a piece of high art, and a splendid ‘specimen of 
typography.'’—[American Register, Paris, Dec, 9,"52 

“Tt isa paper calculated to give ideas, sugges- 
tions and yaluable designs to all those interested 
in the decoration and furnishing of the house,”"— 
[Washington (D. C.) Republican. 

“It is well and abundantly illustrated, and the 
October number contaims a large colored plate 
showing designs for ceilings."—[N. Y. Tribune. 

“Established as a well edited and useful peri- 
odical,’—[N. Y, Times. 

“America possesses nothing that lives in the 
same atmosphere. * * * It is already standard.” 
—| Boston Times. 

“Contains contributions by_men of established 
reputations.’’—[Evening Post (N. Y,). 

“Th certainly deserves success, for this first num- 
ber is altogether admirable in illustration and in 
matter.“—[Christian Advocate, 

“Tt etic to be @me of our most yaliiable 
special journals.’’"—{Independent, 

‘It is calculated to meet the wants of people en- 
gfked in the fascinating business of fitting up a 
ouse.’ —[Springfield Republican. 

“The publications which minister to the decora- 
tive arts in this country are many, and, generally 
speaking, of a high order of merit; ane there is 
scarcely one of them whieh can quite compare 
with the néw trans-Atlantic periodical, the first 
number of which is now before us."—[The Building 

| World (London), - 

Subseription $4.00 per year. Single Copies 85 Cents. 
A patent binder to preserye the numbers accompanies each subseription, 3 

|E. W. BULLINGER, Publisher, 75 Fulton Street, New York City. 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu 

fF Commission Merchant, 

lJ R SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST. 

TS. VA Ne DWE iy, 

setts Charitatle Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

RAMSAY MACNAUGHTAN, 

4 HOWARD 8T., N.Y, 

s 

= [he Still-Hunter, 
Ry 

PRICE, POSTPAID, th2.00. 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co. 

Eceennedy Repeating Rifle 

n 
The Latest and Best. 

Greatly superior to any other Magazine Rifle yet made, The solid metal in line of fire 

at time of discharge renders the Kennedy ABSOLUTELY SAFE. — 

These rifles are made .44 cal, 40 gr., and .45 cal, 60 gr,, using the same ammunition as other magazine rifles. 

Can be obtained from any first-class gun dealer in the United States and Canada, ‘ 
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Philadelphia Fishing Tackle 
HOUSE. 

‘Sins 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON, 

603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

Seo 
= & HE BOOTHING 

A REwABLE REMEDY 
FOR ALL 

DISEASES OF THE i aaa 
SKIN, —MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Bock as TETTERS, SWAYNES! 
Pimpces, Sones, OINTMENT. Fishing Rods, Reels and Tackle 
Abad Ea OW ACCOUNT OF ALy Mee reaTOn 

ERVéiPELAG LAYING THE INTENSE OF EVERY DESC ON. 

Rincworm,- ETCHING) AMES HEURING: A specialty of BARBERS" GWEET REPOSE, IT 1B ' : 
IrcH, KAGWN BY MANY AB WOOD, ROD MOUNTINGS, FEATHERS, HACK- 

REDNESS of THE GREAT CURE LES AND FLY-TIERS' REQUISITES FoR ITCHING PiLem.'? 
Dr. Swayne & Son, 

p 

Nose > FUR AMATEURS. 
The celebrated Bethabara Wood is stronger than 

Split Bamboo and as tough and elastic as tempered 
steel, 

4 & 54 3% 1 14 Uéin, square 
aaétt. long. Mo BES 18 8 os ao 1.00 cach 
65-page illustrated price list of fishing tackle by 

mail for 10cts. in stamps. Wood and Rod 
Mounting pri-e list free. 

I\ENNOR'S WEATHER BULLETIN 
For Canada and the United States. 

Published monthly by 

HENRY G. VENNOR, F. G. S. 
Office—No. 210 St, James Street, 

MONTREAL, CANADA. 

Annual Subscription $1.00. Single copies 10 ceuts, 
a 

CHAS. GREEN, 

Dy ALL 

DRUGGISTS. 

A Leading London Phys! 
ician establishes am 
Officein New York 
. fortheCureof * 

. EPILEPTIC FITS. . 
From .am.Journal of Medicina.” 

Dr. Ab, Moserole (ate of London), who makes aspecialty 
of Epllapsy, has without doubt treated and cured more casea 
than any other living physician, His success has simply been 
astonishing; we have heard of cases of over 20 years’ stand. 
ing 6uccessiully cured by him, Ha has published a work on 
this disease, which he sends with a large bottle of his won- 
derful cure fresto ny sufferer who may send their express 
and P.O, Address Wo advise any one wishing a cure to ade 
ress Dr, AB, MESEROLE, No. 06 John St., New York. ™ 

Katon’s Rust Preventor. | 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy E. E, EATON, 43 State street, 
Chicago, Ill. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufacturer of fine Breech-Loading Shot- 
guns. Send forprice list. Rochester, N. Y. 

ARRAR’S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD- 
SON-RA‘NGELEY LAKES REGION, including all 

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country 
as well as the head waters of the Connecticui 
river, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.; 
cloth bound. Price, post-paid, by mail, 50 cents, 
CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

f Makes a Sporting Rifle Per‘ect. 
| 

oe 
tiption. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N, J. 

1 A WEEK, $12aday at home easily made. 
$ Sostly Outfit free. Address Trur & Co., 

TH HUNTING AGH. Send for Cirenlar containing fulld 

—— is @ Address, 

LYMAN'S PATENT OOMBINATION WILLIAM LYMAN, 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Our Shells cannot be excelled by anyinthe conntry. Our 
Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete Yacht 

i Cannon in the world. 

Augusta, Maine, 

GLN SIGHT. Sliddlefield, Conn. 

Paper Snot Shells, Breech-Loading Caunen. &c. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

Elow I Became “A Crack Shot,” 
With Hints for Beginners. - 

By W. Miron Farrow, Champion Military Marksman, U.S. A. 

The onky American eyer winning the Albert prize of £100, and the Wimbledon Cup, val 8 a 
land. Winner of innumerable matches at Creedmoor, Turf, Field and Farm Champion | We. Mita 
Champion ‘82. All gold medals. Wimbledon Cup, 30 shots at 1000 yards. Highest on record, 

_ Orders will be filled in rotation as received. Handsomely bound in cloth and gilt; 9 illustrations; 
price $1. Send orders atonce. Many already booked. A limited edition to be printed. Sent by mail. 
postage paid, on receipt of price. W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, KR. I. 

HOME INSURANCE COMPANY 
OF NEW YORK. 

Office, 119 Broadway. 

FIFTY-NINTH SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT, 
Showing the condition of the Company on the first day of January, *S3. 

CASH CAPITAL, - - . : Zq es = $3,000,000 00 
Reserve for Unearned Premiums, . - - - 2,116,832 00 
Reserve for Unpaid Losses and Claims, - - - - 317,596 Ol 
Net Surplus, = - - - : - - - _ 1,774,061 06 

CASH ASSETS, : - : : - - $7,208,489 07 
J. H. WASHBURN, Secretary, CHAS, J. MARTIN, President, 
T. B. GREENE, D. A. HEALD, Vice-President. 
W. L. BIGELOW, 

LD, Vice-President ' Ass’t Secretaries. 

RELIABLE AND STANDARD 
CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO. 

UNEQUALLED FoR PuRITy AND EXcEeLLen 
Manufactured by WM § KIM ALL & CO the Connoisseurs and 

l . . . Pioneers of America 
in Fine Goods. Established 1846. Twsuye Fresr Prim Mepars. 

Fragrant Vanity, Three Kings, New Vanity Futr, 

Peerless Tobacco Works. SoLp 1n ALL Parts oF THE WoRLD. 

Ovientals. 

FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY,-1883, 

he year now drawing to a close has been with the FormsT AND STREAM one of most 

gratifying progress. Early in the year by an important mechanical improvement, the 

typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 

of the tenth year of publication, it was : 

Permanently Enlarged to Twenty-eight Pages. 
There has been an equal growth in other important respects. The patronage accorded 

to this journal by the intelligent reading public has never been more cordial than if is at the 

present time. Sustained thus heartily, the publishers are prepared to maintain in 1885 the 

FOREST AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
of this country, at once entertaining, useful and influential. As the exponent of the 

highest types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men who 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy With all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no 

interests to serve save those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 
whateyer may be inimical to these interests, the ForEST AND STREAM’S highest ambition 

will be to preserve in the future the approval won by its course in the past. It will persist 
in its efforts toawaken in the public mind a fuller appreciation of the importance of the 
proper protection of game in the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 

ot game at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 

man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as it is to that already very large and constantly increasing class of business and professional 

men, whose favorite relaxation from the routine of employment is found in brief vacation 

trips to the woods and fields and brooksides. 
The enlarged form of the Forrst AND STREAM enables its editors to present each week 

in the several departments a large and varied supply of reading. In the columns of 

The Sportsman Tourist 
Will be found sketches of travel and sport. Coming from many different writers, and 

widely separate parts of the country, theseslsetches always have the charm of novelty, and 

they are sure to be read with interest by sportsmen, because their writers see things through 
sportsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint. 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils nor with the monsters of African jungles. 

Quite on the contrary, it will treat of the animal life of land and water in our own country, 
the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 
presumed to take an intelligent interest. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
Im addition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting exeursions, necessarily 

yaried and interesting—as such accounts must need be—these columns will be found of 

special value to amateur and veteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 
ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting, 

Sea and River Fishing. 
The angler will find in the pages of the Forest ayp Stream the best angling literature 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together, This 
journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting haying been held 
in the Central Park of this city; and it is believed that others of equal success will follow in 

other years. Meanwhile, the man who loves to go a-fishing may find in the ForREsT AND 

STREAM all the year around a great deal that must he to his liking, 

Fishculture. 
The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of curren 

achievements and progress in this important work. 

The Kennel. 
This department has won the confidence of dog owners. Its reports of field trials, bench 

shows and other events are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 
The recent series of papers by its editor, entitled “Training vs. Breaking,” haye been pub 
lished in book form, and haye had a very large sale. Other papers of equal importance will 
be published from time to time, 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical naval architect, and thoroughly familiar 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 
and canoeing that have already won for the FoREST AND STREAM esteem and confidence. 

Its editors aim to make the Forest anp STREAM a medium for the interchange of infor 
mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, 

shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contribu- 

tions are respectfully solicited, Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send Us 

reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 
the paper are inyited and will be given place in our columns. 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Foresr Ann Srream that they bring the paper 
and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
spirit and aims. Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application. 

The weekly issues of the Forust AND STREAM form two volumes each year, of twenty - 
six bumbers, or 500 pages each, and the files constitute a library of permanent worth. 
Highteen such volumes haye already heen published. We furnish handsome file binders 
“Price $1,25) which hold twenty-six numbers. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $4; $2 for six months. Remit by post 

office money order, draft or registered letter. Give name, town, county aud State. Addres 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 
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Don’t Be 
a 

Section of gun after firing, 

The Anson & Deele 

Deceived s 

Section of gun cocked and ready for firing, 

or Led Astray. 

Satomi 

y Hammerless Lock, 
AS MANUFACTURED BY 

HAS NO 

Westley Richards & Co., London, Eng.., 
EQUAL! 

And 1s the only hanimerless gun in the market that is absolutely faultless, being simple, durable, and possessing those wonderful shooting powers, combined with that indescribable 
symmetry and beauty co sharacteristic of Westley Richards’ product, 

Every desirable {eaiu e is found in this gun. Superiority of M aterial and Workmanship. Absolute Safety in Handling. Without 
Comparison in Durability and Simplicity. 

Shooting Qualities Unsurpassed. 
The following letters from prominent 

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., March 2 82. 
J. Palmer O'Neil, Esq.; ; wie ta ia 
My Dear Sir—The Westley Richards Hammertless Gun I obtained from you has been the 

adwiration of all my friends. I consider it much the best Hammerless gun, and recommend 
all sportsmen who can afford theluxury of a perfect gun, to buy a Westley Richards Ham- 
merless, Respectfully, PATRICK HENRY, 

BURLINGTON, Iowa, Sept. 20, 1882, 
J, Palmer O'Neil d: bo., Pittsburgh, Pu.: ‘ Pee 

Dear Sirs—The Greever and Westley Richards gin. arrived safely yesterday A,'M., and in 
the eyening I took them both out and targeted them. Jlike the Greener hetter for only one 
reason, and that is it fils me a trifle better. But the Westley Richards made by far the best 

J. PALMER O’NEIL 

eh 

12-Gauge. 

Slbs. 

WLODEL 

Agents in the U. S. for Westley Richards’ Hammerless Guns. 

EMINGTON’S 

sportsmen cover the ground exactly: 

target, so J have concluded to keep it and return the Greener. The Westley Richards is cer- 
| tainly a little beauty, and makes as fine a target as lever saw. One ot my friends who is a 
| great sportsman went out with me, and before the trial made all manner of fun of the ‘‘pop 
gun,” even while he admired its graceful shape and eiegant workmanship. But the result of 
the trial rather surprised him. He shot against the Westley Richards, his l1lbs. Daly loaded 
with 5 drams of powder and 140z. of Nc. 7 shot, while I used 8s drams of powder and loz. 

| No. 7shot, At30, 40 and 50 yards I beat him badly in distribution and penetration. At 60, 
| 65 and 70 yards fully equalled him, And the difference at 75 and 80 yards could hardly be 
noticed. I am much pleased with the gun, aud as soon as I become a little more accustomed 
to it I have no doubt my shooting will be greatly improved, [ shall take pleasure recom 
mending the Westley Richards Hammerless Gun, 

GEO, H. TOUSEY Yours truly, 

& CO., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

1882. 

10-Gauge. 

9ibs. 

DOUBLE GUN. 
The latest and best gun yet produced. They are made of the best material, with the best workmanship, on the interchangeable plan. 

They are made with the popular top action and double bolt. 

Extension Rib. Each gun is thoroughly tested at the factory. 
All have Rebounding Locks, Large Head Strikers, Patent Fore End and 

beauty of finish, quality of material, and accuracy of workmanship, even distribution and penetration, they are unexcelled, 

PRICE 
10 and 12-gauge, 30in., 8 to 9lbs. 

Plain Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore Eind, Decarbonized Steel Barrels, 

Belected Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Twist Barrels, 
Selected Walnut Stock, Oheckered Grip and Fore End, Laminated Steel Barrels, Engraved, 

English Walnut Siock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damzscus Steel Barrels, Engraved, 

English Walnut Stock, Checkered Grip and Fore End, Damascus Steel Barrels, Engr: 

All these. guns are made with Pistol Grip, and are Choke Bored. In 

Litisee ae. 

: - : = = - - 2 < $45 00 
= - = é . - 4 Z - - 55 00 

: - E 2 : : : : 65 00 
5 = 2 5 = 75 00 

aved, Superior Rubber Buti and Tip, - - « = 85 00 

HIGHER GRADE GUNS MADE TO ORDER. 

Ask your dealer to send for sample. 

E. REMINGT 
P, O. BOX 2987. 

Send for Mlustrated Catalogue. 

ON & SONS, 
281 and 283 Broadway, New York Citv. 

DISCOUNT TO THEH TRADE. 



No suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

The One Price Clothier, 
410 SEVENTH S7., WASHINGTON CITY. 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 

A, SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va. 
JOS. POLOGK, St. Louis, Mo, 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF THE 

CLA NG CLAY FIGEON 
. _.CLAY.PIGEON COMPANY 

N233 VINE ST-CINCINNATI.O = 

[Extract from Forrst ano Stream, July 7, 
1881, p. 444.] 

+  ¢ This flight so nearly resembles the 
actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

allsportsmen totestiismerits, * " * 

AMP LIFE IN THH WLILDEKNESS.—SECOND 
edition now ready, This story describes the 

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Hichard- 
on-Rangeley .akes. It treats of ‘‘camp life,” 1n- 
Joors and ont is amusing, iustructive and imterest- 
Ing) 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Price 25cents. 
mail, postpaid, 30 cents, CHARLES A. J, FARRAR, 
Amaica Plain, Mar 

aWanted, 

UNNING,—-CHATHAM, MASS.—ONE GENT 
can be accommodated Yor the branting season 

of 18:3, which is seven weeks from the i0th of 
Mareh, A good house and all the paraphernalia 
for gunning: live decoys and boats. Price $125 for 
the season. Inquire of I. G. CURTIS, Post Office 
Box 1284, Boston Post Office. novi8,1t 

O EXCHANGE—A FP. WEBLRY & SON'S 
12-bore, Dibs, breech-loader, all buprovements 

except being hammierless, splendid shooter, for an 
equally good gun welzhing from 7 to 7iglbs. H. 
CLAY GLOVER, Tom‘s River N, J. janis,2t 

WANTED. 
A pair of pine grosbeaks, male and female. <Ad- 

dress, stating price, W. 5. THOMAS, Bat eet 
Conn. janis.1t 

BICYCLE WANTED. 
A Columbia, 46 or 48in. Price Musthe low, Ad- 

dress, stating grade, when bought, amount of wear, 
&e., GEO, N, BILLINGS, Delphos, Ottawa redone 

jen18 10 

OUR HUMANE TRAININE 
COLLAR. 

This collar is made perfectly round, and can be 
used either with or without spikes, making a 

strong, serviceable collar for training or kennel 

sé. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF 

DOG GOODS. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co. 
56 DUANE STREET, N. Y., 

Sov Sale. 
FOR SALE. 

A new 13-gauge, 8iélbs., double-barreled breech- 

loading gun, made to order under the Nichols 

patent. Laminated barrels, rebounding locks, 
patent fore end, polished stock and all improve- 
ments, Hasnevyer been used, Price $175. Can be 
seen at this office, dec2s,tf 

‘OR. SALE CHEAP,—A 40 CAL., BALLARD 
Hunters Rifle, with hunting and target sights. 

eee H, J BEERS, 60 Clinton avenue, Albany, 
N.Y. jani8,1t 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

— Sor Fale. 
1 FEMALE FERRETS FOR SALE.—WHITE 

or colored, $4 each or two fors7. CHARLES 
H, VAN VECHTEN, Victor, Ont. Oc., N. % Aj 

and, 

Iu the Stud. 

Rory O’More Kennel 
IN THE STUD. 

The thoronghbred red Trish setters, champion 
Rory O'More, champion Rufus, ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleyeland, Ohio, 182, 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
pies of the purest strains, Full pedigrees. W. N, 
CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. ; 

Scotland Kennel Collies in the Stud. 
CHAMPION MARCUS, E. K.C.S. B. 7,526.— 

Winner of twenty-four prizes at Bench Shows 
in England and America, incliding championship 
at New York and Boston, 1882. Sire of the follow- 
jug prize-winners in England: Champion Madge I., 
Champion Bruce, Ruby and Donald, ist and 2d in 
Puppy Class, Crystal Palace; Zulu Princess, 1st 
Alexandra Palace, 1882, and many others. Pee $30. 

CHAMPION TWEED If.—Winner of thirty- 
one prizes in Field Trials and on the Bench in Eng- 
land and America, and sire among others of Joe 
Mills, winner ot Pupoy Stakes, Club Stakes, and 
special prize at Alexandra Palace Collie Trials, 
June, 1882, Fee $25. 

Puppies forsale from imported and prize-win- 
ning bitches, Prize list and further information 
of THOS. H. TERRY, P, 0. Box 2,017, N, Y. 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

DASH IIl. 
Field trial and bench show winner, and sire of 

the field trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other good ofies. Dash IT. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to be as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 
Llewellin’s celebrated Dash I., for which he paid 
$1650. Will serve a limited number of ass Mee! 
bitches at $45. Address A. M. TUCKER, 85 Main 
street, Charlestown, Mass, 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in All-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials at Fairmont, Minn; also 
Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
1881, and first.at Pittsburgh, Pa., 1882. Don 

is the only pointer who has won first at a 
Field Trial in this country, He is a vigorous, 
healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best. 

He will serve a limited number of approved 

bitches, Fee, $50, Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward syenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club. 
(Limited). 

“COMET,” 
Pure Laverack, (10,180 E, K, (, 8. B.) in the stud. 

Seven 1st prizes, one 2d, first in Layerack Class 

at Alexandra Palace, 1881. 

Address the Secretary, Ottawa, Ont. 

Entries for D, C. K. 0. Stud Book close May Ist, 
1883. 

N THE STUD,—PETER BLACK, 
pointers ecueni pies Pete ex Mab), winner of first 

at Boston, 188%. Very fast and enduring. No better 
black pomter in America, Fee $25. D. W. C, 
PARKER, 249 Main st., Springfield, Mass. jani1,5t 

BLACK 

Master McGrath Kennel. 
In the stud to approved bitches only, imported 

black and white gre;hound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Act ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882. Fee $40, H. W. HUNTINGTON, 7 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. nove tt 

THE CRANGE AND WHITE 

Pure Laverack Setter Champion 

“EMPEROR FRED,” 
Winner of ten prizes in Pngland and America, 
will be allowed to serve a few approved bitches. 
For prize winnings and particulars apply to 

ERDMAN A, HERZBERG, 
1464 Pacific street, 

corner Kingston avenue,-Brooklyn, N. ¥. Stud 
Fee $50, dec2], tf 

Black Cocker Stud Dog. 
HORNELL DANDY, by Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 24lbs. It has taken nearly two years 
to haye our order filled fora black cocker inder 
88lbs. We haye got him at last, and he will serve 
a few outside bitches at $20 cash. Some good 
show and stock ones and bitehes for sale. HOR- 
NELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornelisville, N. Y. 

noy30,te 

BLACK PRINCE. 
Pure black spaniel, winner of five prizes, 1h82. 

$25; approved bitches $20. A. C, W,. box 1485, NY, 
~ deets de 

nu the Stud, 

IN THE STUD. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy IL, 
winner of second at Pittsburg, 1882; second at New 
York, 1882; first at Boston, 1882. Divided second 

with London at the N. O. Gun Cinb Trials, Ope- 

Tousas, 1382, 
FEE, $40.00. 

To approved bitches only. Address 

W. TALLMAN, Rock Hill, 5. C. 

——z—E«<———EeSe The Rennel. 

Great Raffle. 
(March 1, 1888.) 

For the yaluable kennel of sporting and other 
flogs imported by Mr. C, H. Mason, will take place, 
consisting of fourteen well-known dogs, winners 
of about 500 first prizes at the besf shows. Notice 
—Tickets only $2 each. JAMES WATSON, Man- 
ager, 453 West 43d street, New York City, N. Y-. 

N. B.—Cireulars containing full particulars of the 
dogs may be hadfrom the manager. The kennel 
is acknowledged to be the best ever formed in 
America, Tickets are issued subject to conditions 
stated in circulars, and must bear the manager's 
“written”’ signature. The first prize-winner will 
take first choice from the kennel, second prize: 
winner second choice, and soon. <A postage stamp 
for reply must accompany all letters of inquiry. 

jan4,9b 

iels of the most fashionable blood address 
CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn ~eptl5,tt 

OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed, Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. Sept22,tf 

kee: DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
\ for sale. Best of Reference, D. F. WILBUR, 
Takeville, Mass. june, tt 

ee FINE GORDON SETTER PUIPIES 
for sale, out of prize winner Bess by Dick, 

whelped Oct. 16, Address GORDON, 38 Faneuil 
Hall Square, Boston. dec21,5t 

HAMPION DASH Il. EX BESSIE PUPS 
for sale very cheap; none better. Five dogs, 

two bitches, black and white ticked, whelped Noy. 
882. W. KIRK, West Winsted, Ct. jani14t us 

ANTED —BEAGLE DOG, FROM ONE 
three years old, broken on rabbits, 

WOLFR, Lewisburg. Pa. I 

TO 

7ANTED—A ROUGH ST, BERNARD OR 
mastift pup, St. Bernard preferred, 2 to 8 

months old. Must be of good pedigree, Address 
with reference, stating lowest cash price, “MEG,” 
care of P, O. Box 470, Morristown, N, J. jani8,1t 

OR SALE CHEAP.—A LIVER AND WHITE 

thoroughly broken. Will take small cocker span- 
iel in part pay, as I have no further use for him, 
Address F. A. C., 186 Park st., New Hayen, Ronn, 

Janis, it 

UG.—IMPORTED PUG DOG FOR SALE. IS 
fond of children; will carry letters, papers, 

ete. Price $25, Lock Box 287, Suspension Bridge, 
N.Y. jani8,2t 

FOR SALE.—BLUE BELTON SETTER BITCH 
Belle, with tan markings, two years old, broken 

on quail, by Jno. C. Higgins’ champion Pontiac ex 
Rhoda, litter sister to Macdona’s Ranger. Address 
JNO, LLOYD, Jr.,3.9 Walnut street. Phila,, Pa. 

jani8,4t 

Prize Dogs For Sale 
AT PUBLIC AUCTION. 

The American Horse Exchange, (lfmited) cor. of 
Broadway and Viftieth streek, New York, has re- 
ceived instructions from Mr. L, Rutherford, Jr., 
the well-known exhibitor of Fox-Verriers. to sell 
at public auction, on Wednesday, January 2ith, at 
11 A. M., without reserve, a number of valuable 
and highly-bred Wox-Terriegs, including Bowstring, 
ist Pittsburg, champion New York, 1881; Nancy, 
Fretful, Careful. Also four pnppies by champion 
Royal out of Sally. Two puppies by champion 
Royal outof Naney. Three puppies by Flippant 
out of Jaunty, and one dog and bitch pup, five 
months old, by champion Royal-Plighty, etc.; color 
lemon and white (lemon on head), WM. EASTON, 
General Manager. janig it 

EXCHANGE.—A HANDSOME BLACK 
and white cocker spaniel, best of pedigree, for 

a hound to run foxes. mot over A0lbs, weight, and 
not over threa years old and first-class. Adress 
A. J. LIGHT, Sherburne, N, Y. _ jani$,1t 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Custom House aud Forwarding Agent, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Receives and torwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc., to 
any destination, Kénnel Clubs, Sportsmen and 
others, intending to import dogs from Hurope, 
should have their stock consigned to him. Infor- 
mation furnished in regard to the best methods of 
importing, shipping, etc. 
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The Hennel, 

Field Trial Winners. 

We now have ready for delivery pictures of the 

following celebrated dogs, winners of prizes At 

Field Trials, on toned paper, size 10x12: 

CROXTETH, LALLA ROOKH. TICK, SEFTON, 

LONDON, SUE, BYRON, GLADSOME, DON, 

DARKNESS, SENSATION, PEEP-O'-DAY, 

BELLE, CHIEF, BESS A, GLADSTONE, DASH- 

ING MONAROH, PINK B, FOREMAN, COUNT 

NOBLE, CARRIE J, AMERTCAN DAN. 

Price for the full set of twenty-two pictures, 4 

10 pictures, $2; 25cts, each, Address 

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 
P. O. Box 2882. New York City 

The Ottawa Dog Show 
—AND— : 

Exhibition of Sporting Materials 
WILL BE HELD 

Under the auspices of the 

DOMINION OF OANADA KENNEL OLUB 

March 26, 27 and 2%, 18383, 

Prize List now ready and can be had of 
B. . G. VICARS, Sec'y and Treas., 

CHAS. LINCOLN, Supt. Ottawa 

| ENTRIES CLOSE MAROH 12, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO FLEAS-A BOON TO DOGS. 

This powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs 
any other animals or money returned, Itis put ua 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whlels 
greatly facilitates its use, Sumple and efficacious. 

Price, 0 cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu upin boxes containing ten powders. with tne 
directions for use. 

Price, 50 cents per Bos Ly Mail. 
Both the above ave recommended by [he * Forest 

and Stream and itod and Gun.” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 FWoLron STRLer, Nrw Yor«, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STREET, New York, 

WRIGH'ET & DITSON, - 

580 WASHINGTON STREET, Boston, Mass 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &G,, 
Exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any, 

breed. Send for 

“PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.” 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of prm- 

cipal English breeders, 

OR SALE.— TOM, WHITE AND ORANGE 
English setter dog, four years old, by Royal 

Duke ex Bessie. Bessie by Valentine’s Glen ex Dell, 
Dell by Waddel's Pilot ex Nellie. Trained and 
handled by E. 8. Wanmaker for Wastern Field Trials, 
at High Point, N. G., November, 1882. Wuiumer of 
vhe. New York, 1880, ¢. 1881, and vhe. 1882. Tor 
performances in the field see this paper's report 
of Eastern Field Trials, 1881 and 1882. Price $600. 
Address GEORGE R. WATKINS, Paymaster U.S, 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City. noyal), tt 

IR SALE.—CAPTAIN DORSETT, BLUE BEL, 
ton setter dog’, whelped July 12, 1881, by eham 

pion Leicester out of Crook, who von first al New 
York, 1880; he. in 1881, and third in 1882. She is by 
Carlowitz out of Dell. Captain Dorseth wis thor 
oughly trained by EH. S. Wanmaker. Price $224 
Address G. R. Watkins, Paymaster U.S, savv, Box 
1697, New York City. decQs.tf 

OR SALE.—SHVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs. Dora Il., bred hy 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Roel. 
Gloucester, bred by D. CG. Sanborn of Michizay,. 
under the name of Leo, out of Sanborn’s field trial 
bitch Neilie, by champion Lesrer. Address 15) 
Devonshire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass. Sepbed, ti! 

OCBKERS.—A FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRS) 
class blood will be sold low to reduce stock, 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25ibs.. A No J 
$25. ROBY, retriever from land or water. Price 

WALKER, Iranklin, Del, Co., NY, 

OR SALE.—THREE LIVER AND WHITH 
setter puppies (two males and one female), 

whelped July 1, 1882. Sire, St. Ives (St, Wimo- 
Maida), dam Feathers (Shot-Taylor’s Fanme), The 
sire a field trial winner, dam well-broken and first- 
class in every particulary, Price $25 each. Ad 
dress J. H. FORSHEW, 208 Water st,, N.Y. City. 

janl1,2t 

OR SALE.—VALUABLE BRACE YOUNG 
Llewellin setters (dog and bitch), dog is ten 

months old and bitch seven. They are not related 
and are a choice pair, Price for brace $40, War- 
ranted sound and healthy. C. @. LEWIS, Suspen- 
sion Bridge, N, Y- janig.2t 
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lJ each isthe regular retail price for above 
secuting good 

adilress on raceipt of only one dollar, or 6 for $4.00. 

GL’S SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 
OR STORM CLASS AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 

WIlInG TRIG Low e | 
\ 
i 

i! The Thermometer and Berometer are put in a nicely finished walnut frame, 

i the World) Oswero os 
I Postwaster, County Clerk, First and Socomd National Tanks, or any Business hauso tn 

Write your Post Office, County and State plainly, and remit hy money-ordos', drat on New Fork or reglatered 
ip letter, atour risk. 

This willmake a ARS te GORe Pen es 

Tiind Pool's Barometer Bind ni well n# one that costs fifty dollura. You can re ied, it every time, 
Cart, Coan. B. Ruokuit, Ship “Twilight,” Ban Franolaco. 

i Baromatér secolved in good nrder, and must pay thut tho instruniend givesperfoct matinfaction in ever: respect, 
| Tt neatly minde and wonderfully cheap at two dollura ‘Gro. H, Pannona, M. COR. i, Offico, Detroit, Mich, 

) Poo!’s Barometer hag already sayed me many thos its cost, in fortelling the woather: It isn wonderful curiosity 
andl works to perfection, B,J, Rowngrsty, Milwaukee, Wis, 
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, None genuine 

withont our Trade Mark, and Signature of J, A. Poo, on back of Instrument, (hy) 

iil as below: : TRADE 

& CE Gol wre ih} 
eH Ifnot satisiled on receiving the Instrument, return itatonce and 

Every instrument warranted Ferysect and Reliabie. Siza, 914 inches long, sy wide. 
wo will refund your 

money, Pleuse state where you saw our adyurtisement a 

| pri instrument, but being desirous of intro- 
ents, we offer for a short time to deliver “a samplé one” free to any 

Order atonce. Tt's just the thing for a Christmas 

ELOLAEBIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequulled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship, 

Write for cirenlar to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind, 

We are giving especial attention to Corduroy and Moleskin Suits 

keep in stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them 

up in style finish far ahead of any ever before in the fleld, 

\/ Fred. Sauter, 
NATURALIST 

>-AND— 

j TAXIDERMIST 

199 WILLIAM ST,, 
Near Frankfort, N. ¥. 

Particular Pains taken 
in mounting pet birds and 
animals, 

Rare Birds and Ani- 
inal Skins Bought avd 
Sold. 

Large Stock of Groups, 
Birds, Deerheads and 

Glass Cases. 

SSS AAA “Ss 
Wig. 1 is a longitudinal section of Rod and Cleaner, shown in position within a gun barrel, 

Novné,—In these made under the improved patent since July, 1882, the nut FP" is done 
and the rubbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

Ti offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
Tiade, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever invented, by the following reasons, viz: 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning vod, and therefore is portable. 
2d. Its perfect adaptability to its work in cleaning a 

wien used all day. 
3d. 

away with, 

gun that has been shot once, or oné that has 

The ease with which it can be ndjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
ath, ‘Ihe price, which is no more tun that of a common cleaning rod, 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION, 
For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Rotels and Routes for Sportsmen, Lotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country, Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Cobb’s Island, and points on the Peninsula, iy 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Clu 
Grounds, Van Slyck's, etc,, etc. These points can 
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfolk. 
Norfolk steamers snil Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thurs 
day at 3 P. M, ' 

Hall mformation given at office, 107 Greanwich 
street, New York. 

N=” YORK AND PHILADELPHIA. 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882, i 

Leave New York from station C. R. R. of N. J., 
foot of Liberty street. 
For Philadetphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:40, 4:00, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P. M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M,, 5:20, 12 P.M, 
For Third and Berks streets, at 745, 11:16.A. Mo; 

1730, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:80, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4;00, 4:30, 

5:30, 7:00. 12 PM. On Sunday 8745.4\M, ; 5:30, 12 P.AL. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from Now York to Philadelphia. 
Connection fs made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey oie 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261, 

401, 944, 957, 1,823 Broadway, and at the prineipal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell's Wharf, Brooklyn, 
New York Transter Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination. 
H. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, Genera! Superintendent. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
‘The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SGUTH. 
Pullman Palace Cars direct without change. 
Leave New York at 10 P, M. and 440 P, M, Wash 

ington, D. C., 7:10 A, M. and 10 PF. M. For intorma- 
tion address N. McDANTEL, 601 Penn ave., Wash 
ington, D.C. 

Harvey Cedars Hotel. 
ON LONG BEAOH, OPP, BARNEGAT, N.J. 

OPEN THE YEAR KOUND. 

The finest Bathing, best Fishing, greatest Gun- 
ning, and most delightful sailing grounds, with the 
choicest oysters on the coast of New Jersey. 

Address J, 8. JENNINGS, Proprietor, 
Barnegat, N... 

HE BAY PORT HOUSE, BAY PORT, FLA, 
Known for many years as the pleasant resi- 

dence of Major Parsons, of New York City. Has 
been newly fitted and furnished for the accommo- 
dation of sportsmen and«tourists, This pleasantly 
situated on the Gulf of Mexico, aud at the mouth 
of a beautiful river, whose waters are alive with 
all kinds of fresh and salt water fish. Deer, Wild 
Turkey, Duck, Snipe, etc., can be easily had ab a 
very Shs! distance from the house. Parties wish- 
ing to make inquiries will receive prompt atten- 
tion. F. H. KNAPP, Proprietor, 

FULL LINE OF 

AMMUNITION 
ALWAYS ON HAND, 

At Down-Town Prices. 

JAMES STROUD, 

12683 Broadway, next door to up-town Herald office. 

POCKET FLY AND TAOKLE OASE, 
SOMETHING NEW. 

Send for IMustrated Cireular, 

H, F. PRICE, 
Pb, 0, Box 2308, New York City, 

N. M. MUZ2Y 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, Ill. 
Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY aud 

MU2ZZY & CO. in 1852.—Haviug Iereased my facil- 
ities for the busmess of reaming out gun barrels, T 
beg to offer my services to those owning suns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities. My im is 
peculiarly my own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
puarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, in every instance, 
I invite PI ai attention to my method, and the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when desired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
livered by express. 

CONSUMPTIC N G 
I have a positive remedy forthe nbove disease; by ita use 

thousands of cases of the worst kid and of gong etendian 
have been cured: Indead, so strong is my fuith inits eficac: 7 
that I willsend TWO BOTTLES F OH, together with a VAL 
VABLE TREATISE on this dipae: toanysuiforer, Glys Ex. 
proas & P, O, address, DR, T. A. SLOCUM, 191 Poarl 8t., N, ¥. 

30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
We send free of 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec- 

tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appli- 
ances TO MEN suifering from Nervous Depil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles, Also 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Troubles, 
and many other diseases. Speedy cures guar- 
anteed, ustrated pamphlets free. Address 

VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich. 

SS 

ii" OOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE NORTH MAINE 
Wilderness IMlustrated, ‘The only complete and 

comprehensive guide beok to Northern Maine and 
the head waters of the Kenuebee, Penobscot, St. 
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous 
lnkes and ponds connected with them. 256) pages, 
3) illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il- 
luminated covers, Price, by mati, Poaenads 60 
conte: CHARLES A, J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 

As3, 

5 t 0 ee day at home. Samples worth 
0 free, Address Simson & Co., 

rtland, Maine, y 

"THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. 
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Eass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HHALTH AND GAME 
RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Worthern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish 
contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only im 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept, 1. 
gl GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 

ov, 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory, The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skill to his friends 
or ‘'club” at home, as ice for packing fish can be 
had at one s. 
TAKE YO AMILY WITH YOU. The scenery 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1682, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommo- 
dations for all, 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 3d, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Ignace for Marquette, L'’Anse, Nega- 
nee, ete., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Southern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points, 

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RA'TES, and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen, on 

Fishing Tackle Carried Free Dogs, Guns and 
owner's risk, 

It is ouraim to make sportsmen feel ‘tat home 
on this route, For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A. B, LEET, Gen’l Pass’: Agent, : 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
S 

EUROPEAN PLAN] 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. 1. 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete,, 
with the cee rig of trained wild geese decoys on 
the coast, The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for ba; ta shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himselt to Busts, and satisfaa- 
tion guaranteed. Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission to J. B. Shep- 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N, ¥. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
BPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 

Through solid traine with Pullman sleepers run 
daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Louis- 
ville, through the finest scenery in America. 

C. W, SMITH, H. W. FULLER, 
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agt. 

LEVE & ALDEN’S 
American Tours. 

Single and excursions tickets issued to all summer 
and winter resorts in the United States and Canada, 
ineluding Florida, Cuba, Mexico, West Indies, &c. 
Send postage for “American Tourist Gazette’ 

giving full particulars. 

CHIEF OFFICE: 
207 Broadway, New York 

ALLAN LINE. 
ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS, 

During summer seasons, May to December, sail 
ing from Quebec to Liverpool every Saturday. 

SHORTEST OCHAN VOYAGE, 

Only 5 Days From Land to Land. 
From December to May, the mail steamers will 

perform a weekly service between BOSTON and 
LIVERPOOL. 

Extra weekly ships from Glasgow, Londonderry, 
Galway and Limerick, to Boston direct. 

EVE & ALDEN 
GHNERAL AGENTS. 

New York, 207 Broadway, N. ¥, 
Boston, Mass., 15 State street, 
_Filladetphia, Pa. N.E, Cor, Broad aud2Cheatut 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

THEH LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN DOG FEHEDING. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

WONE ARE oF SSa7Nn 

BTAMPED. 

Packed in Cases of 112 pounds each. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Hliscellancaus. 

Silk Worm Gut. 
¥’, LATASA, 35 Broadway, calls the attention of 

the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his exten- 
sive assortment of Valencia Sik Worm Gut in all 
grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy 
salmon Gut to Extra Fine. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 
35 Broadway, New York. 

Bird Dealers and Fanciers 
will find it to their advantage to call at Head- 

quarters, where they constantly can find a full assort- 

ment of Song and Faney Birds, also all kinds of rare 

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and Show 
purposes, 

Chas. Reiche & Bro., 
65 CHATHAM ST,, NEW YORE. 

(Established 1847.) 

WE WILL BUY 
live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes, 

Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Prairie 
Chickens, Quails, Woodducks, 

Wild Turkeys, etc. 

SCHOPF’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 

Depot: 85 Fourth Avenue, New York, 

MPOLEER'S weetan 

General 
Debiiity, 

Scrofula, 
Rheumatism 

or Consumption, 
ig superior to any in «le- 

licacy of taste and smell, 
medicinal virtues and purity. 
@London, European and New 

«| 
2 —— 

York physicians pronounce it the 

purestand best, Sold by Drugeiste. 

W.H.Schieffelin & Co.( 75's Gokeaa) NewYork 

Two Beantiful Iustrated Books 
—FOR— 

HOLIDAY GIFTS. 

PADDLE AND PORTAGE 

Canoe and Camera. 
BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE, of Hartford, Conn. 

123 exquisite illustrations of life in the woods, 
with map in each copy. H A 4 
The humorous as well as the serious side of cam; 

life is vividly represented, while Mr, Steele’s well- 
known artistic pereeptions, and a most intense love 
of nature, has made the work all that could be 
desired. 
Seven Eprarons of these works sold. Most popu- 

lar hooks in the market. Cloth. Price $1.50 each, 

ey NEW MAINE MAP. 
The headwaters of the 

Aroostook, Penobscot aud St. Johu Rivers. 
Compiled by THomas Sepawick STEELP. 

The chart is 20x30 inches, printed on Govern- 
mont survey paper and mounted on cloth. Sent 
postpaid on receipt of price, fi. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO, 
29 Park Row, New York. 

Hunting and Fishing 
ON LINE OF 

Saint Louis, Iron Momitain & Southern 
RAILWAY. 

Good Hunting and Fishing can be found in 
Arkansas at points on line of the‘Tron Mountain 
route. — , - 

Half rates made for fiveormore. Dogs Free, 
Address the iindersigned for further information,_| _ 

¥. CHANDLER, Gen'l Pass. Agent, 
CG, D. KINNAN, Ass't Gen’l Pass, Agent, §t. Louis. 

Meat “Ftibrine” Vegetable | 
DOG CAKES. 

WITH BEETROOT IMPROVED PATENT). 

FRANCIS 0O. 
18 South William Street, 

de LUZE & 

Please see that Mvery Cake is Stamped *SPRATI’S PATENT” and a X. 

WHOLESALE AGENTS, - 

Co., 
NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

WONE ARE 

RTAMPED- 

To be had in smaller quantities of 

Grocers and the Sporting Goods 

Trade Generally. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

HODGMAN & CO., 
425 Broadway and 27 Malden Lane, 

Nev Worl 
ARF OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT or 

RUBBER 

tuning and ishing Outs 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS. 

Rubber Blankets, * 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
fHSTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogues. 

il 

) | 

| 

| 

| 

'f'g Compan 
AND : 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Go., 

503 & 505 

broadway, St. Nicholas Hotel Block, 

205 BROADWAY, COR. FULTON ST, 

d Rubber Outfits Complete for |i 

Hunting and Fishing. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS 4 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ft GOODYEAR’S 

| Rubber M it aN 
& 

iu 
i 

il 

i inp 

a8 “4 a 
JOHN D, LENNON, 

142 Fulton Street, New York.. 

—MANUFACTURER OF— 

MEDALS, 
Badges and Hmblems 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order, 

hp in style 

EoLAHIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

Write for circular to 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Ind. 

We are giving especial attention to Corduroy and Moleskin Suits 

keep in stock a very fine assortment of these cloths, and are making them 

finish far ahead of any ever hefore in the field. 

1 An English Veterinary Surgeon and Chenngr, 
- ‘ now traveling ii this country, says that most 

-— “ of the Horse and Cattle Powders sold here 
4 ° } are worthless trash. He say's that SDARIED ¢ 

Condition Powders are absolutely pure an 
immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will meke hens lay like Sheridan's Condition Powders. Dose, 1 reaxp'n- 
fultol pint food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mall for Blottcrsstarnbee I. 8. Jounson & Co., Boston Mass, 

SPORTMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

First Premium at World’s Fair at New York, aud 
Centennial Exhibition, 

==.) 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N.E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies 

Leaders, Snoods, aes Bait, Fly Hooks, 
Ate., Hte, 

{(=-Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
Also * Krider’s ” Celebrated Center Enamel 

Split and Glued Bamboo Rods. 5 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties. 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds, 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, 

Snow-shoting, ete. They are 
easy tothe feet and very dur- 

LZ DZ able. Made to order in a vari- 
ZZ ety of age aul yer 

ip LS ranted the genuiue arti 
an ka ele. Send for price list, 

MARTIN 8S. HUTCH- 
INGS, Dover, N.H, P.O, Box 368. Braproxp & 
AnTHony, Boston, H. C. Sguirms, N. ¥. City, Prin- 
cipal Agents. 

CHEAP GUNS for THE PEOPLE. 
§ GREAT WESTERN =>... GUN WORKS, 

= Pittsburgh, 
Va. 

HAD 

= PICTORIAL CATALOGUES FREE. 
Bienes Shot Guns, Reyolyers, Mee tatton) Scines, Seis, 4 

Fishing Tackle, Razors, cc, sent 0,0, D.for cxamination, £2 
NIALA 

»| Address GREAT WESTERN GUN WURKS 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 

LOWEST PRICES FOR 

BALLARD, REMINGTON, WINCHESTER, 
And all kinds of Gallery and Target Rifles, SMITH 
& WESSON, COMTS, REMINGTON, and all other 
makes of Revolvers constantly on hand. Sporting: 
goods of every description. Breech-loading Double 
Guns from $20 up. Shells loaded to order, Send 
for catalogue, Address 

E. G. KOENIG, Newark, N. J. 

EKaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU- 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at_all principal gun stores. Western 

trade Senet dy HK. EB. BATON, 58 State street, 
Chicago, Ill. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, 

Jersey City, N. J, 

No Rubbers Needed. Leather Keen Dry. 
Applied without heat, softens the hardest leather 

takes yous boots waterproof, and adds one-half 
to theiv durability, A few hours after applying a 
polish can he made over it with blacking. Nu 
sportsman should be without it, Price $3 per doz, 
4oz. bottles, Sent on receipt of money order to any 
address. Liberal discount (0 the trade. The above 
is fully endorsed by Forest and Stream and thou- 
sanis who use it. G. lL. BROWN, Sole Agent, 125 
Federal street, Boston, Mass 5 
a 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

A. W. COLLENDER Co. 
WAREROOMS: 

68 Broadway. New York: 

84 and 86 State street, Chicago; 
17 South Fifth St., St. Louis 

CAMERON'S AQUARIA DEPOT, 
182 SIXTH AVE., N. Y, 

FRENCH AQUARIA AND OTHER NEW-DE- 

SIGNS. Gold and Fancy Fish, Aquatic Plants, Fish 

Food and every thing for the Aquarium. 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 
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Amunnition, ete. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

OWDER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
Send postal card for Mlustrated Pamphlet, showing 

sizes of grains of powder, Furnished Free. 

Laflin & Rand Pewder Co., 
29 MURRAY ST., N. Y. 

GUNPOWDER! 
Dupont’s Rifle, Sporting and 

Blasting Powder, 
THE MOST POPULAR*POWDER IN USE! 

Dupont’s GuNPOwDER MILts, established in 1802, 
have maintained their great reputation for seventy- 
tight years. Manufacture the following celebrated 
brands of powder: 
Dupont’s Diamond Grain.—Nos. 1 (coarse) 

to 4 (fine) unequaled in strength, quickness and 
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot 
ing. Packed in 1 lb. canisters, 
Dupont’s Eagle Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 
ne); burns slowly, strong and very clean; great 
enetration, with a close pattern; adapted for glass- 
all, pigeon, duck and other shooting, with cither 

muzzle or breach loaders. Packed in 11b. and 5 Ib. 
vanisters and 614 and 124% Ih. kegs. 
Dupont’s Choke Bore.—Specially adapted for 

“Choke Bore” Guns, and particularly for prairie 
and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and 
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives 
both a good penetration and a close pattern; willbe 
found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon shoot- 
Ing. Made of two sizes, only No. 7 and No. 5, No. 7 
being the coarsest Packed in 644 Ib. kegs and 1 Ib. 
Canisters 
Dupont’s Eagle Rifle.—A quick, strong and 

clean powder, of nay fine grain, for pistol shooting. 
Packed in 1 1b. canisters and 614 Ib. kegs. 
Dupont’s Rifle Fg. ‘‘Sea-Shooting.”—Ff¢g. 

and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rifle shoot 
ug, the FFg. and FFFg. for general use, burning 
trong and moist, Packed in 46 Ib.,1 Jb: and 5 Ib. 
anisters, 644, 12}4 and 25 Ib, kegs. Fg. coarse, FF Fe, 

fine. 
Dupont’s Sporting, Mining, Sareroye and Blasting 

Powders of all sizes and descriptions. Special 
Grades for Export. Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and 
Pellet Powder, us. Government Standard. 
Powder mannfactured to order of any required 

grain or proof. 
Agencies in aii the cities and principal towns 

|hroughout the United States. Represented by 

¥. L. KNEELAND, 87 Beaver St., N. Y. 

N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FFg. for 
long-range rifle shooting. 

Oriental Powder Mills, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Western Sporting, 

Wild Fowl Sheoting, 

Faleon Ducking, 

SPORTING POWDER. 
ALSO ALI GRADES OF 

Bilasting Powder 

AGENCIES at att PRINCIPAL POINTS 
IN THE WEST. 

ENGLISH 
Sporting Gunpowder 

= CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Soe 8,3,4,5,6,7and 8 Superior Rifle, Enfield Rifle 

aud Col, Hawkers Ducking. 

W. STITT, G1 Cedar St., N. ¥,, Agent for U.S. 

C.G, GUNTHER’S SONS, 
Cent's Seal Skin Coats, 

Cans, Collars and Gloves, 

For Robes and Mats, Cloth Robes, 

Dressing & Mounting of Skins & Pelts, 

Birds aud Animals Stutfed. 

| 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y, 
Orders by mail or information 

desired will receive. special and 

prompt attention, 

_ HENRY SIEDE, 
THE FOURTEENTH STREET 

FURRIEAR, 
Sealskin Gloves, Caps, Collars, 

Coats, Ete. 

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT OF FINE ROBES 

AND RUGS. 

14 WEST 14TH STREET, N. Y. 

Established over 30 Years. 

SUPPLIES FOR 

Naturalists and Taxidermists. 
Price list sent on application. 

W.J. Knowlton’s Natural History Store, 
168 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 

Wanted to purchase Owls in the flesh, 

ANGLERS’ CASTING TOURNAMENT. 
New York, Oct. 19, 20 and 21, 1882. 

The Leonard Rod Won Hvery First Prize 
When in competition. For distance it surpassed all competing Rods 15 feet. 

A Leonard 44 ounce rod cast 82 feet, exceeding by 6 feet thie longest cast of other makes 
of rods of any weight. 

The Leonard was the only rod used in the tournament that was awarded the highest 
possible score for both accuracy and delicacy. 

Prizes and winning rods can be seen at 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
SOLE AGENTS 

No. 7 Warren Street, - New Y ork. 
SEND 3-CENT STAMP FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

“QC. PATENT PERFECTION.” 
Multiplying Reel, Centre Action, 

Depressed Balance Handle, 

Safety Band, Adjusta- 

ble Click. 

In a SECOND this reel can be 
changed from a FREE-RUNNING 
MULTIPLIER to a MULTIPLYING 
CLICK REEL. 

No fouling of the line mm fy or 
minnow casting. 

This is just what sportsmen have 
long wanted, and a combination 
thought by reel-makers to he impos- 
sible. For sale by the trade generally, 

For full description address, 

WM. M. CORNWALL, 

18 WaRREN Si., New York City. 

_Jobber in Fishing Tackle, Gun 
Goods, Skates, Pocket Cutlery, ete. 

FULL LINE OF 

AMMUNITION 
ALWAYS ON HAND, 

At Down-Town Prices. 

JAMES STROUD, 
1263 Broadway, next door to up-town Herald office. 

VICTORIA 
PALE SHERRY. 

An extremely delicate Wine. Neither Very Dry 
or Sweet, 

6 60 Per Gallon. 
#15 00 Per Dozen. 

Charles Bellows, 

AGENT AND IMPORTER OF WINES, SPIRITS, etc. 

560 Broad Street, New York. 

Birds and Quadrupeds 

Mounted in a superior manner by JOHN G, 

BELL, Taxidermist and Naturalist, 385 Broad 
way, N. Y. City, 

MOST RELIABLE HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS, 

First class reference given if requested. 

PET BIRDS AND ANIMALS A SPECIALTY. 

SNOW AND HORNED OWLS WANTED. 

FARNHAWM’S 

Automatic Trombone Field Whistle 
Acknowledged the best dog- 

whistle ever invented. No 
strings or pee: Tone change- 
able, All brass, nickeled. When 
using it leaves hands and fingers 
free, and cannot be lost, Price, 
$1.09 post paid. Illustrated cir- 
lar free, Address 
PRANK GUNN FARNHAM, 

Inventor and Manufacturer, 
White Mills, Pa. 

Ammunition, ete. 

The Hazard Powder Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gunpowder 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in pointot 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ** American Sporting,” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib, canisters and 
614 1b. kegs, A fine grain, vio and clean, for up- 
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5(coarse). In 1 and 5 Ib, canisters 
and 614 and 1214 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting rematkably close and with great 
penetration, For field, forest or water shooting it 
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaiers. 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 
FFPG, FFG and ‘Sea srentog ” FG in kegs ot 

25, 1214 and 614 Ibs. and cans of Blbs. FFFG is alsu 
packed in 1 and }4 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting and the “ Sea Shooting * FG isthe 
standard Rifle Powder of the Country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC. 
TURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany's Agents, in eyery prominent city or whole 
sale at our offiec. 

63 PINE STREET, NEW YORE. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, ETC., 
With Silvered Locomotive Reflectors. 

For Night Hunting and Fishing, 

Camping, Canoeing, Driving at Night, 
etc., these lamps have no equal, 

My “UNIVERSAL” LAMP combines 
Head Jack for either top or front of 
head, Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp, Camp 

Lamp, Dash Lamp, Dark Lantern, etc, 
“RULLSEYE” LANTERNS, POCKET LANTERNS. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Price List. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
Office,65 Fulton street, N.Y, (With Conroy & Bissett). 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. Fanc 
Tents for families made to order. Awnings of a 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all kinds made 
to order. All work done in best manner and at 
very low figures, Send for illustrated circular. 
Address §. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 39 South st., 
Cur._Old Slip, N,. ¥, City, - 

JOSEPH GILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS 

Soin By ALL DEALERS THrousnour me WORLD 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION—-1878. 

WM. ESTER & CO.,, 
IMPORTERS OF SKINS 

and Mannfacturers of 

FINE FURS, 
Seal Dolmans, Sacques, Silk Garments, 

Robes, Gloves, Caps, &c. 
4 WEST 14TH STREET, 

NEW YORK, 

TEE BAKER Guns. 

G 
oe 

DAMASCUS STREL, - 

We can now furnish extreme wide heavy breech 82in. bbis. 10-gauge double-barrel guns, 104% to 12lbs,, without extra charge, 
Made especially for heavy shooting. We challenge t. 

PRICES, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS, : 

OUR DOUBLE GUN. 
The Best Gun made for 

DURABILITY 
—AND— 

SHOOTING QUALITIES. 

$45 
$00 to B2C0 

¢ World on the shooting qualities of these guns 

OUR NEW MODEL 
“THREE BARREL 

GUN. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10lbs, weight. The rifie is perfectly accurate. 

L, C. SMITH, Maker, Syracuse, N. Ye 
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With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form. 

of twenty-eight pages this journal furnisheseach week a larger 
amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred. subjects, than is contained im all other 
American publications put together. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We. must azain remind our correspondents, and we think 

that this is about the one hundred and seventy-third 

time that we have doneso, that all communications, editorial 

and business, must be addressed to the ‘‘Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company.” Letters addressed to individuals 

connected with the paper often fail to receive attention, and 

10 such cases the writers feel that they have been neglected, 

There is usually good reason for such silence, however. 
Thus it has frequently happened that one of the editors or 

some one in the business department has been absent from 

the office for a month or fwo at a time, and during this time 

his personal mail has remained unopened. Our correspond- 
ents, therefore, of whatever class, will save themselves and 

this office much trouble by addressing their communica- 

tions to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, New 
York, N. Y. 

Aptrronpack Forrst Provecrion.—A bill has been 

passed at Albany prohibiting the sales of State lands in 

the counties of Clinton, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, Hamilton, 

Montgomery, Safatoga, St. Lawrence and Warren, There 
were abundant reasons for the passuge of this bill, The 
foolish and ruthless destruction of these timber lunds - has 
very materially affected the great and important water sup- 
plies of the State, to say little of the destruction of the 

attractions of the Adirondacks, and still less of the attendant 
killing of game. Just how far the improvident waste of 
forest lands in this country will be carried is something 
that the next generation will know more about than we do, 
and they will suffer trom it in proportion. 

THe PRESENT NuMBeEr closes the Nineteenth Volume of 

the Formsr AND StrkrmAM. The index will be published 
next, week, 

THE PARK SAVED. 

Hi hee following letter has been sent by the Secretary of 

the Interior to Senator Vest: 

DuPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Washington, January 18, Tas, { 

Hon, George G. Vest, U. 8. Senate: 
DEAR SIR—I haye Mr. Langford’s letter addressed to you, and by 

you referred tome. I have determined not to take any action in the 

matter of the lease to Messrs. Hatch & Co. until Congress shall take 
action on your bill; at least not until the close of the session. Tf no 
action should be taken on the bill, 1 shall feel inclined to execute to 
them a lease in strict accordance with the views expressed 
by your committee in the report made to the Senate. 

T have issued an order prohibiting the cutting of timber without 

special authority from the Secretary, and prohibiting the killing of 

game within the Park. 

T trust you will procure the early pussage of the bill so that it may 

pass the House. 
Very respectfully, H, M. TeELLer, Secretary. 

Mr. Langford’s letter is herewith returned. 

This ends the fight. The grabbers are defeated. The 

people’s rights are to be protected. The Yellowstone Park 
is not to become a second and greater Niagara. The indi- 

cations are now rather that it will be a place where one can 

go and have # delightful summer jaunt, stopping at a hotel 

if he likes, or if he prefers it, camping wherever his desires 
may lead him. 
We trust that no one will forget for a moment that the 

redemption of the Park is due entirely to Senator Vest, 
who has on fhis, as on other occasions, shown himself in 

the broadest sense a true friend to, and representative of, 
the People, and an uncompromising enemy of all jobs and 

monopolies. 

We said over a month ago that it was clear that there was 

an inner history to this matter, and the event has proved 
that we were right. Whether all the secrets of this ring will 
ever be brought to light is doubtful, but enough has been 

developed to make it appear that some of the officials of the 

Interior Department have, under certain circumstances, 

more power in their hands than they can safely be trusted 
with. Any extended comment on this point is superfluous 
to those who haye carefully read the history of the attempted 
land grab as recorded in these columns. 

A numberof curious facts have lately come to the surface 
through the investigations of Senator Vest; facts which 
show very clearly the true relations to it of certain indiyid- 

uals whose names haye been prominently connected with the 

scheme; facts which ave creditable to some of the parties 

and yery much the reverse to others. One of the most 

remarkable features of the whole business is the readiness 
with which Mr. Merritt L. Joslyn appears to have lent himself 

to the plans of the ‘‘Improvement” Company, in direct op- 
position to the instructions of his superior officer. 
A week or two since, Senator Vest introduced a resolution, 

which was agreed to, calling upon the Secretary of the In- 

terior to send to the Senate all correspondence and papers 
relating to the leasing of the Yellowstone Park. Accord- 

ingly last week the papers were sent in the Senate and an ex- 
amination of their contents tells a curious story, so curious 
that we recount it here. 

On April 28, 1882, Secretary Teller wrote to Mr. P. H, 
Conger, the superintendent of the Yellowstone National 

Park jinclosing a list of applicants for hotel privileges within 

the Park, »nd making inquiries as to the responsibility of 
the parties named. In the course of his letter he said: 

Applicants should be inforined that under the law no lease can be 
granted for a longerterm than ten years. You will also inform 

them that leases will not be transferable without the assent of the 
Secretary of the Interior. and that, if improvements are not made on 
the lands within eighteen months of the approval of the leases, the 

leasés will be canceled, No lease will be given covering lands con- 

taining any of the natural curiosities or mineral springs within the 
Park, or that willin any way preyent free access to such curiosities 

or springs. This instruction in rélation fo the springs is deemed 
proper to procure to all the full enjoyment of the medicinal waters 
and to prevent a monopoly in their use, but it is not intended to pre- 

yent the granting of leases for landsin close proximity thereto. As 

the law authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to grant leases for 

building purposes in *‘small parcels of ground,” no application will 

be entertained for leases of more than twenty acres in any one con- 

tract, and » here the land desired is in the immediate vicinity of the 
principal attractions of the Park the location should be confined to 

such parcels of land as will reasonably accommodate the buildings 
and the necessary surroundings proposed by the leases, 

The following are the terms fixed by the department for the leasing 
ofthe ground syithin the Park, subject to such modifications as may 
from time to time he desirable: For tracts not exceeding five acres, 
$10 annually; for tracts exceeding five acres and not more than 

twenty, $1 for each additional acre over five. 

This letter shows plainly just how the leasing of plots was 
regarded by the head of the Interior Department, and makes 
it clear that had he been in Washington at the lime, no such 

contract would have been made as was entered into by his 

subordinate, or such monstrous form of lease_considered ay 

wus intended to be made. 

General Brisbin’s application for the right to place a steam- 
boat on the Yellowstone Lake wos made July 12 and granted 
July 2 

Now comes the Hobart-Douglass application which has 

caused all this pother. This letter was backed by one from 
Senator Windom, who recommends the applicants as respon- 

sible, and further says that he will call upon the Secretary 

of the Interior shortly in regard to the matter. The letter 
of Messrs. Hobart and Douglas was submitted by Ma, Teller 

to Superintendent Conger. It did not take this gentle- 
man long to sec what the plans of this modest “Improve- 

ment” Company meant. Hesays briefly but to the point 

that the applicants ‘‘ask to cover entirely too much ground,” 

and further gives it as his opinion that before long the fran- 
chises asked for will be very valuable, and that, the public 
would not bear very patiently the transfer of all these privi- 

leges to a single corporation, Mr Conger’s judgment on 

this point shows him to be a person of discernment. 

Jt was shortly after this that, during Secretary Teller’s 

absence from the Department, Mr. M. L. Joslyn, who may 

be supposed to have been informed of all that had been 

done in this matter, made the attempt to hand over the Park 

to the Improvement Company. Incidentally a letter has 

come out which was addressed by Gencral Brisbin to Con- 

gressman Belford, and by him turned over to the Secretary 

of the Interior with the request that it may reccive early at- 

tention. It bears directly on the grab of the “Improvement” 

Company, and on another little monopoly, which might be, 
if confirmed, a profitable one. 

General Brisbin had been granted the right to put his 
steamer on the Yellowstone Lake, but hearing that the Im- 
provement Company were also to put boats on this sheet of 

water, he became alarmed and wrote as follows: 

Fort Keon, M, T., Sept. 25, 1882. 
J, B, Belford, Denver, Col,: ; yi <i 

My Dear Betrorp—Your letter of the 17th is received. Since 
writing under date of August 21, [have received a letter from the 
Honorable Secretary of the Interior, of which I willsend copy, While 
Iam very thankful to him for his concession, it hardly covers what 

we asked for. My application asked for the right to build a steamer 

to navigate the Yellowstone Lake for the pleasure of tourists and 
such additional steamers from time to time as might be required to 

accommodate the traveling public. The grant is for one steamer 

alone, A syndicate composed of Mr. Hobart, of the Northern Pacific 
Railroad; H. T. Dougiass, of St. Paul, and some New Yorkers, notably 

Rufus Hatch, claim that they have cut under us and have secured 

the right to put on all the additional steamers for the next ten years, 
together with all sailboats. Iam to be “allowed” to rim one’steam- 

hoat. These fellows claim fo have hogged the whole Park, with all 

rights, privileges, immunities, ordinary and extraordinary. They 

are to build hotels, put on stages, and do all things. IF you don't 

like the fare and charges at one of the company’s hotels yonean go 

to another kept by the same fellows and be charged the same and ba 
given the same fare. 

This extraordinary grant does not come from our good friend; 
Secretary Teller, but from the ‘‘assisfant secretary,’ whoever he 
maybe, Wehavyearule in the army that a commanding officer 
being temporarily absent from his command, an officer who succeeds 
him in command shall not grant favors, etc., but shall confine him- 

self 1o the discharge of merely routine duties. This would bea good 
rule to adopt in the departments of Washington, This Assistant. 
Secretary of the Interior during the temporary absence of his 

superior, Judge Teller, takes advantage of his absence to sign away 

the Park. It went slick. However, we do not care, provided the 

right to navigate the Yellowstone Luke by us is respected. IT will ad- 

dress a letter to these men respectfully requesting that they concede 

this right to us, and if they do not accede to if we will upset the grant. 

I wrote Judge Teller fora copy of the authorized lease granted 

the syndicate by his assistant secretary, and on receipt of it I will 
send if, to you with my remarks. Meanwhile, will you see the Secre- 

tary and advise with him? Ask him to grant an absolute right to 

navigate the Yellowstone Lake for aterm of years for the accom- 

modation and pleasure of tourists. That is the application on file 
in advance of all others, and that, no doubt, is what Judge Teller 

intended to grant me. 

T cannot find language to express the importance of this matter. 

Next year 30,000 tourists will be in the Park and 100,000 annually 
thereafter. The navigation of the Yellowstone Lake for ten years is 
worth $1,000,000 to the holders. Does that express if sufficiently! 
Do anything, do everything, Judge, to secure this right. IT am very 

anxious, so write ms again as soonas you have seen Judge Teller. 

Yours truly, JAMES S, Brissrn. 

This letter is certainly a very amusing one from all points 

of view. General Brisbin knows very well how valuable 

the Park is, and being partly in the good thing, he is evidently 
afraid thatthe ‘‘Improyement”’ Company will prove too power- 

ful competitors for him. He therefore gives his opinion on 

their methodsand on those of the Interior Department with de- 

lightful frankness. 
Tt is hoped that Senator Vest’s bill will come up in the 

Senate within a few days, and we have the strougest 
reasons for believing that when it does come up, it will pass. 
We hope to see it become u law before the close of, the 

session, 
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NEW YORK GAME LAWS. 

NHERE wis introduced into the New York Assembly, by 
= Mr. Townsend, January 15, a bill (No. 8) amendatory 

ot the Game Laws of the State, The bill, which we under- 

stand is fathered by a number of the most tinportanf and 

faithfully working protective clubs in Central New York, 
has very many excellent features. We torn to a considera- 

tion of its provisions, commenting on them as we proceed, 

Section 1, of Chapter 584 of the laws or 1879 is amended 

so as to forbid the killing or chasing of deer, the possession 

of “any jack or other deyice used in floating,” the sale of 

deer or fresh venison, and the use of dogs, excepting only 
during the months of September and October. This is cer- 
tainly a good law for the deer, and will, if enforced, be of | 

great benefitin the way of protecting them. It will be un- 
welcome to the still-iunters and to those who like to kill 

the weak and feverish deer of July; but, as we have said 

before, if our game is to be protected, every class of hunters 

should be willing to make some sacrifice for the general 

food. 

Section 4 of the same chapter forbids the shooting of 

fowl, plover and bay birds hetween the first of April and the 
first of September, except in the waters of Long Island, 
where none shall he killed between April 1 and October 1. 

This chenge is also to be commended as a step in the right 

direction, but is open to objection in one or two respects. 

We should be glad to see the words ‘‘Wilson’s, commonly 

called English, suipe” interpolated in this section, since the 

bird is not anywhere mentioned hy name, and is quite as 

much entitled to protection as any other that flies. This 

section, however, will receive the severe criticism of those 

who enjoy buy bird shooting, Ordinarily the tirst flight of 
bay birds takes place late in July, and, although it is usually 

unimportant, there are still many who count upon il, For 

the benefit of the beach bird shooters, however, the open 

season for birds of this group should begin August 1, The 

section should read something like this: 

No person shall kill or expose for sale, or Lave in posses- 
sion after the same has been killed, any wild duck, zoose, 

brant or coot, in any of the waters of this State between the 

first day of March and first day of September, except in the 
waters of Lone Island, wpon which waters none of said 

birds may be killed between the first day of March aad the 

first day of October, etc., ete. and no person shall kill or 

expose for sale, @tc,, ele., any Wilson’s snipe, commonly 

¢alled English snipe, or any plover, or rail, commonly called 

mudhen, or gallinule, commonly called water chicken, or 

any bay or shore birds between the first day of March and 
the first day of August, ete., ce. 

Section 9 is amended io forbid the killing of woodeock 

and gray or black squirrels, except during the months of 
September, October and November, A most excellent and 

Wise provision. 

Section 10 is amended so as to forbid the kUWling of miffed 

und pinnated grouse, except during the mouths of Septem- 

her, October and November. This is also a wise amend- 

ment, and one which will prevent in many localities the 
killing off of all the “seed” partridges. 

Section 11 forbids the netting or trapping, or having in 

possession after they have been nelted or trapped within the 

Btate, any wild pigeon, grouse (of any kind) or qual], Also 

an excellent change, ynd one which may remedy present 

wbuses. 

Section 14 as umended by Section 4 of Chapter 584, laws 

L880, is altered so as to forbid the killing of robins, meadow 

larks or stirfings, except during September, October and 
November, 

Section {41s wmended so as to forbid the killing of small 

birds by any one who does not possess 2 license from some 
responsible natural history socieiy, Not more than five 

specimens of « kind can be taken within uny one year, A 
similar provision we adyocated last year to protect the small 

birds from the taxidermist aud milliner, 
Section 15 is amended to forbid the use of ‘trap or snare, 

uF net or birdlime,”or poisoned food against protected game, 

or the possession of birds’ eggs, except under the restrictions 

of Section 14, 
Section 18 isto be amended so as to forbid the taking of 

trout except by angling, or the taking, at anytime, of trout, 
silmon or land-locked salmon throtigh the ice, except in 
Waters wholly privite. 

Section 19 will forbid the taking of anyjCalifornia trout, 

brook trout, or salmon trout or land-locked salmon less 

than five inches in length or the selling of smaller. It also fer 

bids the taking of any of these Salmonidse from the State 

waters, for the purpose of stocking a publicor private pond, 

It should, however, be lawful to do this during the open 
season. That is, if it is legal to take them to kill, it should 

ilso be permitted to capture them to keep alive. The re- 
mining amendments, so far as they concern the fish, con- 
sist chietly of special provisions with regard to different 
localities, but Section 28 forbids in general the use of nets 
and other deyices, not hook and line, for taking any tish, 

and persons finding such nets or other devices are author- 

ized to destroy them. 

To Section 31, fixing the bounty on wolves, panthers, étc., 

is udded a clause offering a bounty of fifty cents for hawks 
and owls. An excellent provision, 

Seetion 34 of the existing law is by this law repealed and 
® povision substituted obliging any one to give testimony 

as to the commission of offenses under this act, even if it 
incriminates him or her, but providing that such evidence 

shall not, be used against him or her in any civil or criminal 
proceeding, 

Section 36 is amended so as to permit the selling of Hares 
and rabbits during the month of February, of woodcock, 

ruffed rouse, pinnated grouse and black and gray squirrels 

during the month of December, and of fresh venison during 

the month of November, provided the seller proves that the 

game was killed during the open season, and also provided that 

he files with fhe nearest State game protector an inventory 
and report of all the game so had in possession or for sale, 

stating the species and number thereof, together with the 
proof that it was lawfully taken, 

ater in which they hive. 

As will be seen from the above quotations and remarks, 

Assembly bill No. 8 contains a number of most excellent 

and 

support of the sportsmen of this State. The gentlemen who 

drew it have endeavored to put their amendments in such form 

that they will excite as little opposition as possible, and have 
asked for what they think that they can get rather than for 

Tf it should become a law, it cannot fail 

fo do 2 great deal of good, providing, always, that it can he 

provisions, which deserve the hearty approval 

all that they want. 

enforced, 

The subject of additional game protectors is one that 
must receive attention. Long Island and the New York 

markets ure now lefi to take care of themselves, instead of 

being closely watched, as they should be. We cainot too 

strongly impress upon our readers that the best way fo pre- 

vent the illegal killing of game is to prevent its illégal sale, 

When this is done, the battle is more than half won. 

THE LOSS OF THE STEAMSHIP CIMBRLIA, 

A® usual after a disaster, tinkers and quacks turo up by 
4 the score with all wanner of adyice as 10 the necessity 
of still further complicating the ‘Rule of the Road” atsea 
with intricate signaling devices. In the desire to be fore- 

most in pressing a cure for accidents which must forever 

remain possible while the high seas are threuded by the vast 
ficet of large aud fast steamers modern civilization lias called 

into being, the real issue is lost sight of completely. The 

“Rule of the Road” is the outcome of long experience, Tt is 

explicit and plain and calls for no surplasage of detail, which 

would simply serve to bewilder and mercase the chances. of 
misimderstanding and mistake in the few seconds which een- 
erally bring about the crisis. The rules are not atfault, acci- 
dents are dua, notin consequence of thei observance, but can 

invariably be traced to atailore to comply with their precise, 
but ample directions, No matter what the system of sig- 

naling or communicating intentions may be, some people 
will be stupid, others will he reckless, some become con 

fused; «and often his it heen noted that no two will exactly 
agree as to the souree of sound, the color of a light, the 

period ol a flash or the distanee at which in object is dis- 

cerned. Physiologists are well aware of the deception prac- 
ticed upon our senses in moments of excitement or mtense 
expectation, aud the unreliable service they render us in 

critical periods. Tt may be taken for granted that accidents, 

especially collisions in 4 fog, are destined to occur in spite 

of all precuutions adopted or yet suggested. 

The gist of the problem is then not so much how to pre- 
yent collisions at sea, for that has been provided in the 

rules estublished, but how to preyent the wholesale loss of 
life after the catastrophe which sends the vessel to the bot- 

tom in a few moments. ; 
Sieamship companies haye tenaciously clung to the use of 

so-called lifeboats which have time and time again bee 

proven next to useless for the saving of life, They have ex- 
hibited a stubborn conservatism whieh is beyond our nnoder- 

standing, Only wnder the most favorable circumstances, 
with smooth sea, disciplined crew, brave officers, and above 

all, ample time, can a steamship’s boats be relied on to save 

the majority of passengers and crew. Such a combination of 
fayorable conditions does not occur once in ten times. This 
is well enough known to every seaman, and yet steamship 
companies provide for an isolated case and take most des- 

perate chances in all the nine remaining, idly deluding them- 
selyes with the belief they haye done all that ingenuity can pos- 

sibly devise for the safety of the lives committed to their care, 
when the most casual or superficial consideration of the 

chances must reveal on the spot to the most ordinary intelli- 

gence the perfect absurdity of trusting to boats to escape 
from a rapidly sinking yessel. linpracticable to Januch, 
filled to swamping, smashed like egg shells against the ves- 
sel’s sides, and capsizing with their topheavy loads, it has 

always been to us inexplicable that experienced men and 
the law could place reliance in what are so obviously faulty 
in conception and wretched shams in practice, 

The saying of life through effective measures is a ques- 
tion so simple and so elementary that if is disgraceful to 
the age to send steamships to sea without adequate provis- 
ion, infallible in its working. 

All steamers have more or less deck houses and super- 
structure. Carry iron beams across these, turned down to 

the rail, much like the framing of a light hurricane deck, 
On top of these lay large rafls, flat, and wide, and uncap- 
sizable, Construct them with a number of hulls, subdi- 

Section 41, which in the existing law isthe enacting clause, 
forbids catching of fish by shutting off or drawing off the 

vided in compartments to prevent destruction if pierced by 

a falling spar or wreckage, Let one of these be placed 
over the quarter deck, another amidships and a third for- 
ward, Let them be two-thirds the width of the steamer’s 
(eck, and some fifty to seventy-five feet long each. lave 
broad ladders and ofher means of easy access, so that a 

multitude can be driven up like sheep; step a light rail or 

reeve a life line about the whole, and provide suitable means 
for instantaneous detaching. Keep provisions imper- 

vious to air and water, and spirits and signals in cans, 
bags, or other suitable receptacles. Suils, oars, med- 
icine chest, etc,, can find ready lodgment in the 

structure. The whole will cost no more than the worthless 
hoats, will be light in weight, out of the way, and can be 
utilized in many respects in the economy of every-day life 
on board. Detail cool men to the necessary stations, Now 

let the vessel be struck and sinking threatened. Drive the 
passengers aboard the rafts, and as the vessel takes her last 

reel before disappearing, detach, and the raft with her 

precious burden floats clear. It will support all who can find 

room to stand, and the whole question of rescue is then re- 

duced down to surviving the exposure necessarily entailed by 

the disaster. Gear likely to foul should of course be cut 
away while there is time. Hlaborate the idea as you wish, and 
the worst of extremities would leave open a very good 
chance for life for those now ruthlessly sacrificed to crude, 
clumsy and impracticable contrivances left us from the Mid- 

dle Ages, There is nothing new in these suggestions. Alt 
the more reason why the law should step in to arouse 

steamship companies from their lethargy, and force 
the adoption of plans at once simple and effectively answer: 
ing the needs of the case. 

“NON-CLEANING” RIFLE MATCHES. 

1 is is very likely that one of the near changes in the shoot- 
ing rules at’ Creedmoor will be one making non-clean- 

ing, exeept between ranges, compulsory. The British. 
National Rifle Association have adopted such a iule and 

there is much 10 be said initsfayvor. There certainly is noth- 

ing more artificial than the style of shooting by which the 

Palma matches were fired, There was an accurate reduc- 
tion of the conditions under which each shot was fired to 

the same level aud thus followed the long strings of bulls- 
eyes, to which we live become accustomed. It was thought 

impossible to haye entire accuracy, unless every minor point 

was duly looked after; and doubtless this was true; but 
there is no reason to think that with changed arrangements 
of rifle and ammunition good scores would not result, even 

under the non-cleaning rule. If such a result follows, then 
a preat advance will have been scored; for certainly there 
is fur more value iu the conclusious reached in a non-clean- 

ing match than in any of the old style small-bore contests. 
Those trials seem to have brought out about all the points 

they were capable of developing. They were of great value 

in pointing the way to something better, Lt is 2 more 

natural step to first iry rifles and bullets and powder under 
the simpler conditions of a clean barre! at cach shot than 
jo strive for accuracy with the impediment of a dirty barrel. 

One of the first: effects of these non-cleaning conditions 
will be to direct attention to the explosive used. Low grade 
powders leaye a heavy but soft residuum in the barrel, while 
ihe quick burning compounds, high priced and carefully — 
mnade, do not leave so much, but they are more mclined to 

cake hard, Wenther, too, has a very marked influence in 
(his connection, and this makes if necessary to take with 

some wlowance reports of work done by new guns in this 

cola weather, when judging what they will be able to 
accomplish on a hot, parched range in midsummer. In 
modifying the charge to secure good results with the debris 
of one round lying in the way of the next, it is more than 
likely that the whole question of explosives may be so oyer- 
hauled that a revolution in ammunition will be brought 
about, ‘Phere are hints of such a coming change, and in 

trying to reduce the evils of our present powder system 
to 2 minimum it is not at all unlikely that some new ex- 
plosive may find its way to the front. 

There needs more careful estimates of the relation between 

powder charges and the work they do, Where a 550-grain_ 
bullet las put behind it charges of powder running all the 
way from80 to 110 grains, it is manifest that the bullet starts 
on its way under various conditions as regards upsetting and 
inilial velocity. What those conditions are forvarious charges 

and for differing degrees of hardness of bullet is purcly 
a matter of the most arbitrary conjecture on the part of the 

majority, if not all, who go to our ranges to shoot, It is 

certain that if all the powder is burned in each case the 
force is very different, and if it be not burned then it is just 
so much foreign and worse than useless matter, cumber- 

ing the cartridge shell and then the rifle barrel, 
80 long ag cleaning out after each shot was permitted, 

these were trifling considerations. We could afford to he 
wasteful when that waste did not act as a direct clogon our 
efforts for good scores, but it will not pay to use extra large 

powder charges, when the surplus in each charge means a 

point off the record of the next shot. 
It may be a question open for fair debate whether it ix 

awise for our National Rifle Association to make a cast-iron 

rule on thesubject of dirty matches. It is worthy of a fair 
trial, and for certain classes of matches open only to mili- 
tary men, and tobe shot with military rifle, the rule ought 
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certainly to prevail. There are certain civilinn marksmen 
who may prefer the cleaning out after each shot, and it 

might be better to haye the non-cleaning, provision inserted 
iu the conditions of numerous matches, rather than have ao 
inflexible general rule passed on the subject, The Amateur 
Rifle Club at its annual meeting decided to have such a 
match put on its lists of competitions; and with or without 

any special legislation on the subject it would seem to be 
the duty of the Directors of the National Association, for the 

furtherance of rifle practice, to give (his non-cleaning feature 
a fill prominence in the work at Creedmoor during 1883. 

Wuo Owns ran Game?—We have heen asked the mean” 
ing of a sentence In the report of the trustees of the Cuvier 

Club, published in our last issue. The sentence is this: 
“The doctrine of exclusive possession upon one’s own land, 
ind also upon the waters which cover the land, has thus 
been fully aflirmed,"’ We do not believe that the writer of the 
report means to assert that the owner of a piece of land has 

“exclusive possession” of the game on that land, for such a 

doctrine is in direet opposition to the established principles 

npon which game laws are estublished. He probably means 
that the owner of the soil has virtually exclusive possession 
of the vame by reason of his power, if he avails himself of 

the trespass laws, to keep all other inen off from the soil. 

The game, wherever found, is public property until it is 

reduced to possession hy capture in a legitimate manner, no 
matter whether the captor be the owner of the soi! or not. 

Tt is hieh time that this principle should be well understood. 

Tt the captor of the game be a trespasser, he can be punished 

for that offense, butif is important to notice that the law 

inflicts the penalty not for the killing of the game, but for 
the trespass. We do not hesitate to say that in our belief 

the only satisfactory solution of the much-vexcd game pro- 

tection question will be found in the rigid enforcement of 
suitable trespass laws. 

Scornann’s Fisuertes.—In another column we print a 
very yaluablé communication relating to the fisheries and 

fisheuwlture in Scotland. Tt is gratifying to sce that not only 

in Scotland, but all through the British Islands, there is an 
awakening on the subject of fishculture, They have led the 

world on fish protection, but in propagation they haye heen 

far behind, and ave just beginning to realize it. The ap- 
pointment of Mr. Archibald Young as Inspector of Salmon 

Fisheriés carries an assiirance to fisheulfurists all over the 
world that Scotland has the right man in the right place, 
and if le has proper support in the way of appropriations, 

there will be no tetrocrade movement. We are mformed 

that Mr. Young will make an inspection of the Scotch sal- 

mou fisheries in the course of vext year, which will he fol- 

lowed by a report to the new fishery board. There has been 

no inspection sinte 1870, when the late Mr, Frinkk Buck-| 
land and Mr. Young carefully examined all the salmon fish- 
ings in the river and on the sea coasts, and in the following 
year published a report on the effect of recent legislation on 
the salmon fisheries in Scotland, which contains the latest 
and fullest official account of these fisheries, 

OrrawaA Bexcn SHow.—Everything is looking well for 

a big show af Ottawa in March, The premium list contains 
over $1,200 in the regular classes find about $800 in the 

specials—thirty-¢ighil in number—some of the latter being 
for English and American dogs only, this as a courtesy to 
yisitors from England jnd the United States. The club has 

secured 4 magnificent building, the Drill Hall, well lighted 
both nicht and day and ventilated by skylights in the roof. 

The hall is built of brick, floored with plank, and is 85 x 185 

inside, without a post, pillar or obstruction of any kind, 

An Excempinety Fricin TemeprAruRe.— One of the 
projectors of the Yellowstone Park ‘‘Improyement” Gom- 

pany’s attempt to seize the National Park is said to have 
remarked, lust September, “We'll get it, boys; it’s w cold 
day when f get left.” Well, come to think of it, it has been 
pretty cold during the past few days; aid, according to the 
latest despatches from Washington, the indications are that 
tle mercury may touch w still lower figure hefore spring. 

NrAcgana Fanus,—The Niagara Falls Association issue a 
pamphlet relating fo the preservation of the Falls, with a 
petition for legislation on the subject. The petition should 

receive the signature of every citizen of the Stale of New 
York. Copies may be had upon application to the Secre- 
tary, Mv. J, B. Harrison, Franklin Falls, N. H. 

Men or Mopnratw Means who want to preserve for 

themselves the opportunity of getting a few days’ shooting 

per year without paying asmall fortune for it, ought to be 
Specially interested in seeing to it Ubal the game laws are en- 

foreed, So much of the best shooting conntry is being 
captured by proprictary clubs, that sportsmen outside of 
these clubs may well view the situation with alarm 

THE Manron’s Poma, mentioned by My, John Eaamond 
inhis story of the shipwreck of the Trinity, is to come to the 

Central Park Managerie, this cify, The unimal is said to 
be as tame as a kitten. 

Our READERS are earnestly requested to give us early in- 
formation of all proposed game law amendments, which 
may be brought upin the respective States and Territories, 
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AROUND THE COAST OF FLORIDA. 

BY Dk, J, A, WENSHALN. 

First Paper. 

BOUT the middle of December, 1481, my wite and 1 
arrived in Jacksonville, Florida, on our way to 

Indian River. Proceeding to that model hotel, the Windsor, 
we were at once made comfortable by the déhonair Orvis, 
who has that happy, peculiar and inborn faculty of making 
every one feel at home, Here I found my friend Jordan, of 
Texas, who had arrived several days previously, The 
weather was warm and pleasant, and Jacksonville never 
looked more loyely. The grand old water oaks along the 
streels never looked so.stately, while the gardens were 
uever more profuse of bloom, nor more redolent of fragrance. 
I found your genial correspondent, Dr, C. J. Kenworthy 
(Al Fresco), as busy, as courteous, und as entliusinstic as 
ever. 
We left Jacksonville with regret, aud embarked on the 

little steamer Volusia, on which I had made a trip fo the 
head waters of the St. Johns, three years before. Of course 
Twas at once at home with he yersatile and ubiquitous 
master, Capt. Lund, who never seems to sleep, and who 
seems to be in every part of the boat at one and the same 
time, Our sail up the St. Johns was made exceedingly 
pleasant by the company of’ Mr, N. H. Bishop, the famous 
canoeist, und his wife, of Lake George, N. ¥ 

Agriving at Salt Lake, two hundred and seventy-five miles 
south of Jacksonyille, we found the old wooden tramway, 
connecting Salt Lake with Titusville, a thing of the past. 
Tts pine rails were decayed, its rolling stock had vanished, 
but its motive power, ‘the mules,” stood calmly and medi- 
latively, harnessed to “thimble and skein” wagons, wagging 
their ears and whiskiny thejr mop-like tails in the same old 
fashion, as who should say: Railroads may come and go, 
bnt we go on forever. Assoonas the boat landed, a man 
hailed me from the whurf house, whom I recegnized st 
once as my old eracker friend, Tom Sellers of Sebastian 
River. 

“Hey you cot that lone range gun with you this time— 
ah?” asked Tom. 

This was in allusion to iny twelve-gauge Parker, with 
which [ had killed a deer on the Sebastian, three years be- 
fore, af considerably more than a hundred yards. 

“Yes. Tom, but the least said about that the better, I 
have already incurred the everlasting displeasure, withering 
Scorn and virtuous condemnation of the Great American 
Big Bore and Intensely Practival Still-Hunter for that un- 
lucky feat, and IT don’t intend straining my gun by any 
more such shots,” 

Hight miles of sandy road through the pine woods brought 
us to Titusville, where we were warmly welcomed by Col. 
Nichols, of the Titus Hotel. Titusville was but a shadow ot 
its former self. I missed its leading spirits. Col. Titus was 
dead; 8. J, Fox had gone to pastures new. Oh, Ichabod! 
Ichabod! Its streets were deserted, several of ils stores 
burnt down, its lone pier dilapidated, and its railroad 
crumbling away, 

“Whatis the matter with Titusville?” I inquired of a 
boatman leaning against a fence whittling. 

“Rockledge has got the bulge on us,” wnswered lhe, with- 
out looking up. 

The hotels, however, are stil alive, and the stores of 
Messrs. Dixon, Moore, Weger and Smith still keep up a 
good show of business, But I missed the old-time bustle 
and excitement of “‘Sandpoint.” Mr, Weger and his son 
are doing all in their power fo promote fle welfare of the 
place; the former was erecting a new store building, or 
“block,” and the latter had founded a weekly paper, the 
Florida Star, Much is expected from the hew railroad, 
now in course of construetion, from Palatka to Indian 
River, The Lund flouse is well-kept by Ma. Carlisle, and 
the Titus Hotel was never so ably munaged as it is now by 
Col, Nichols, formerly of the Windsor of Jacksonville, and 
the Nimball of Atlanta. Titusville willalways bea tayoriie 
resort for the sportsman on account of its contiguous hnnt- 
ing grounds, A 

found Capt, Sirobhar’s schooner Rambler, in which we 
were to make our cruise around the peninsula of Florida, not 
quite finished in her cabin accommodations, but which were 
being rapidly pushed to completion by her energetic skipper 
and the available force at his command. Huwever, with the 
pleasant company of Mr. and Mrs. N. WW. Bishop, Mr, and 
Mrs, B, A. Mayor, of Austin, Minn., Mr. C, L. Jordan and 
other guests of the hotul, the tame passed pleasantly. There was 
aparty of young men from Cazenovia, N-Y., thathad voneinio 
camp just above the village, where they were building a 
boat while waiting for their leader and guide, Mr. Card of 
“rotary trap” fame. Capt, Burnham, of Cape Canaveral 
Lighthouse, was. over for a few days with his tine sloop 
Oceala, | found that the quality and accommodations of the 
bouts of Indian River were vastly improved since my visit 
three years before, and that my prediction in reference to 
the introduction of the sharpie had been verified. Skippers 
Hammion, Bowers, Hendrickson and Richards have now 
fine boats of this model of from seven to ten tous, which are 
admirably adapted to these shallow waters. 
Among the guests of the hotel was an Enp'lish naturalist, 

whose daily occupation was the collecting of bird skins. 
His room was « chamber of horrors to the servants, who had 
a decided antipathy to arsenic and other ‘‘pizons,” and the 
peculiar odors of his apartment. The last stray was piled 
on, one day, when he brought: is several turkey buzzards; 
there was then greaf danger of his being ‘‘boycottwl” hy the 
entive retinue. He said to me one day: 

“T could get more birds ye know, if I had a boat, ye know; 
but I cuwn’t sail myself, ye know, and I cawn't abide these 
blarsted boatmen, ye know.” 

There isa resident taxidermist at Titusville, Mr. Scrima- 
geour, who is a genius in his way. Hehad some really fine 
specimens of mounted birds and mammals. He had jusi 
retuned from a hunt in the scrub, where he killed five deer 
and a panther. While I was in his shop a woman anda hoy 
brought in a fresh panther’s skin for sale; the boy had 
shot it. Mr. 8. hada stock of the best fishing tackle for 
Florida waters that [had seen. Tis trolling baits were not 
the insufficient pike or pickerel spoons usually sold, but sub- | 
stantial squids, and heayy block tin spinners revolving their 
entire length on large and strong single hooks, such as are 
ieauired for the Jaige marie fish of these waters, Being an 
old New York angler, he knows what to provide for the 
wants of sporismen in Morida. 

The day before Christmas we went to Rockledge, twenty 

miles down the river, aud were most hospitably entertained 
by Mr, Wilkinson, formerly of Richmond, Va. Mr. W. 
lias purehased the orange grove and buildings formerly 
owned by Mr, Hatch, and has erected a fine roomy hotel, 
and thourh not entirely completed, we were nevertheless 
taade quite comfortable, Inthe evening there was a Christ- 
mus tree for his preity grandchildren, and a bonfire on the 
lawn. 

The scene was a heautiful and romantic one; the long 
tongues of flame leaping upward, the myriad of sparks sail- 
ing through the broad green fronds of the palmettoes, and the 
whole reflected and intensified on the placid bosom of Indian 
River formed a spectacle both pleasing and grand. But 
even with the accompanying salyo of small arms, it was 
difficult to realize, on so balmy and pleasant a night, the air 
heayy with the fragrance of flowers and foliage, that it was 
a “Christmas” jubilee. But, nevertheless, when the fire had 
burned downto abed of glowing coals and embers, and we 
retired into the house, the benison of Tiny Tim found an 
echo in our hearts: ‘‘God Bless Us Every One.” 

Rockledge tad improved very much since my last yisit. 
The orange groves were all now in full hearing—new houses, 
several stores, and a Schoolhouse had been built, and a 
woouen tramway was being constructed to Lake Poinsett, 
the head of nayigation on the St. Johns, and but three miles 
distant, to which point a steamer made three trips a week 
from Sanford, connecting at the latter place with the DeBary 
line for Savannah, The produce of the lower country was 
heing shipped hy this route, and supplies brought back—all 
of which explained why Rockledge had ‘‘got the bulge on 
Sandpoint.” Rockledge is remarkable as being one of the 
very few places in Florida where the people are not anxious to 
sell their homes. Her people are prospering and value their 
orange evoves too highly to sell them even at extraordinary 
prices. 

Twoull here caution the public against the many land 
agents and land swindles in Florida. Millions of acres of 
the poorest pine, scrub, andl swamp lands are being exten- 
sively advertised in glowing colors and at low prices, but 
which are uot worth tlie taxes paid on them. Beware of 
the man ov company whose lands are represented to be high, 
dry, and rolling, and located in the ‘‘heart of the orange 
bell,” and which are offered at ten or fifteen dollars an acre. 
Tt is alla delusion and a snare. There are good Iands in 
Mlorida suitable for the culture of sub-tropical fruits, early 
vegelables, ete., but they are not advertised for sale and can- 
not be bought for a song. Good wine needs no bush. Good 
land in Florida, like good lund in any other State, does not 
po begainu for customers and always commands a good 
price. Where there is one acre of good soil in Florida there 
are } thousand acres of worthless land so far as the culture 
of semi-tropical products is concerned, I feel constrained 
to say this now, from what I have seen in that State, and on 
account of the many blighted hopes, disappointed ambitions, 
and impoverished purses to be laid up against the land swin- 
dlers, petty and grand, of Florida, 
We spent Christmas Day (Sunday) very pleasantly at 

Rockledge with old friends, and on the next day sailed for 
Kan Gallie, where we arrived after nightfall and found 
Christmas hop in progress at ‘ the college,” in which we par- 
licipated and had a most enjoyable time. There was a Christ- 
mas tree with a present for each guest. Bethel Stewart, of’ 
Merriti’s Island, was the recipient of a large “gopher” 
(Jamd tortoise) which had been swung up to one of the 
lower limbs of the tree. My present was a half-dozen’ _ 
roasting ears of preen corn, Think of it—Ohristmas and 
preen corn! We acknowledged the corn, however, and min- 
gled in the mazy. 

The next day we seli sail for San Sebastian River, passing 
Melbourne on Crane Creek, and stopping a short time af 
Turkey Creek, where Charles Creech is still living in the 
cabin on the bluff, though he had taken unto himself a help- 
mee since my lust visit. Wehad a fair wind to Sebastian 
and sailed up to our old “Cabbage Camp,” just above the 
mouth of the North Prong, a short distanee above Mr. 
Kane's cabin onthe main river, Here we jumped two deer 
within a hundred yards of camp. Jordan and I took the 
dingey an our sholyums, and knocked down several 
ducks 

We say a large flock of voots, or mudhens, near the point 
of asmall mangrove island, rounding which, they rose at 
forty yards, when we discharged {wo barrels each and 
picked up twenty-four coots. The skipper carried a dozen 
to Ma. Kahe’s family, while Jordan and I proceeded to dress 
the remainder, I gave bim his choice, to take off the feath- 
ers or dress them; ue chose the latter, | had the feathers off 
of twelve cools before he had drawn three, and this is how 
to doit: Chop off the wings close to the body with a hunt- 
ing knife, ittach a loop of twine to the limb of a small tree, 
engage the head of a coot in the loop, make a circular in- 
cision around the neck, through the skin, then pull the skin 
with both hands down to the tail, where it is severcd at one 
cut of the Inife, cut off the legs at the tarsal joint, and the 
coot is ready for drawing, washing and the pot. ‘The coots 
of Florida are yery fat, the skin slipping off readily, and 
with the skin goes the oily, fishy favor. When prepared in 
this way and baked brown, coots are nearly as palatable as 
ducks, and are veally preferred by the natives of that State. 

One day my wife was lelt alone for a short time aboard 
the Rambler, which was moored close to the bank, to which 
a vangplank extended She was engaged in pressing ferns 
and wild flowers, when a noise in the ‘scrub attracted her 
attention, Catching a glimpse of several large, black ob- 
jects, herfirst thought was “bears; they were moyiug toward 
the hoat. Sheis of delicate frame and nervous oreaniza- 
tion, bul “true grit,” She succeeded in throwing the gang- 
plank overboard, and then procured a pail of hot water from 
the galley, and prepared to give them a warm yeception, 
But her fears were soon qitieted <s three of Kane's long- 
legged Dlack hogs emerged trom the serub. . 

In the afternoon my wife aud 1 weut fishing, Itook an 
eieht-ounce rod and black-bass tackle that T had been using: 
that morning up the creek, aid rowed out into the bay 
abreast of Kune’s cabin, I pub ona golden shiner some 
six Inches long for bait, made a cast or two, when I pot a 
tremendous strike. The reel bummed like a buzz-saw, and 
the fish tools twenty yrds of line before 1 couid chevk him, 
Tfound then that [had caught a ‘Tartar. He fowed the 
boart around as I played him, but occasionally would make 
another fierce rush and take many yards of line. My wife 
was an unxious and excited spectutor of the contest, for the 
fish was a very heavy one and my tackle light. The little 
rod bent nearly double under the undue strain, but at last 1 
had him under control, within tifteen feet of the boal, where 
T held him until he wis exhausted, Winally, after some 
twenty minntey had elapsed, Mhad him alongside, I had no 
gaff hook, and no way to land him, I took the snell of the 
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licok in my left hand and found that the hook was Tirmly 
imbedded in the angle of his jaw, the shank standing out at 
tight angles. L stroked his golden sides as he lny calmly on 
the surface without moving u. fin. Tt was 4 redfish of fully 
thirty pounds. T then tried to insert my hand under his 
sill-cover, when fie gave his heal a sudden flirt, broke the 
hook in my band and siowly sank toward the bottom, I 
heard a deep sigh, turned my hed, and saw my wife with 
clasped hands gazing with longing eyes at the slowly disap- 
pearing mass of red gold. 

“TVs too bad 19 lose him!” said she. 
“My dear, we dont want him, Tonly hope he may live 

to give some brother angler as much sport ws he gave me,” 
We spent tivo more weeks on Indian River and its tribu- 

{aries, going dewn as far as Fort Capron anil the inlet op- 
posite, and had many delightful experiences, fishing, hunt 
ing, shooting and collecting curious and marine specimens, 
and fensting on fish, game, oysters, crabs, turtle, oranges, 
bananas, guavas, che., cfc. As this was but an experimen- 
tal or trial trip of the Rambler, we returned to Titusville, 
Mr. and Mrs. Bishop depiated for Lake Worth, and Mx, and 
Mrs, Mayor and my wite returned to Jacksonville and the 
North, 
We now beean onr final preparations for our cruise 

around the cosst to Cedar Keys, Many of the boafmen on 
(he tiver did not believe we were serious in our intentions, 
as a yoyage around the peninsula had never heen under- 
taken by any boat from that section, They were quite con- 
fident that we wonld proceed no further then Jupiter, or 
Lake Worth, Strauge to say, though, there was not one to 
Oot his services ty sail the boat on this “big voyage,” while 
for yrun down Lo Jupiter a dozen wonld have offered, 
whose knowledge of seamanship, from their own account, 
was adequate lo the circumnayiration of fhe slohe. ‘The 
Lake Worth boatmen, however, who made ocensional trips 
iu (he suinmer to Key Largo and Key West, were not so in- 
credulous, but looked upon the enterprise with doubt and 
suspicion. and forehodings of evil and disaster. But our 
tuior Was fot to be dampened, nor our enthusiasm quenched 
by any amount of blue water; and it the Rambler held to- 
gethur, we had a erew that would not desert her, 

The Rambler was a small schooner, thirty-four feet in 
length, ten feet beam, and drawing two feet aft; the hottom 
was half round, with a good clean How, and stern ent away: 
somewhat like the sharpie, She was stronzly built, » good 
sailor, with a clean run, though rather slow with cruising’ 
nig, but a dryer boat never plowed salt water. The cabin 
Was quite roomy, eight by fifteen fect, with four and a half 
feet head room. The crew consisted of the ‘Squire’ and 
Jack” of Connecticut, “Buck” of Texas, the ‘Skipper,” 
myself, and “Cuff,” Cuff was the Skippers dog, a cross 
between setter and hound, and a good all ‘round dog on 
deer, turkey and quail, The Skipper was to sail the Ram- 
Hler as far as Jupiter, at the foot of Indian River, where 1 
was to take command and sail her by chart, compass and 
dead reckoning down the Atlantic coast to Key West, thence 
up the Gulf coast to Cedar Keys, As I fully described In- 
dian River and the country below in the Forges: AND Stream 
several years ago, [ wil! not devote much space to that sec- 
tion in the e papers. 

At length, on the Morning of January 16, 1882, with a 
southeast wind and ciose-hanled, we departed from ‘Titus- 
ville. As we went hounding along, Jack. who .frequently 
‘drops into poetry” when the occasion is fitting, stood upon 
the cabin roof and melodramatically exclaimed: 

“Oncemore Woon the waters! yet once more! 
And the waves hound beneath me as a steed 
That knows hisrider. Welcome to the roar!’ 

His friend, the Squire, more matter-of-fact, and somewhat 
slangy, said: ‘Oh, take a tumble, and give us a rest!’ 

But Jack, with the spirit strong upon him, and with ‘‘the 
poet's eve in fine frenzy rolling,” continued ; 

“Tam asa weed, 
Hlung from the rock, on Ocean’s foam to sail 
Where’er the surge may sweep, the tempest’s breath prevail.’ 

“Well, my fine Jimpson weed, we're coming about, and if 
you doen't step down and out the foreboom will fire you 
overboard like fat off a hot shovel,” remarked the Squire, 
while the Skipper sung out: 
yanteil there: belay your jaw-tackle and come ait! Hard 

a-lee!” 
Jack, in duty bound, iumbled aft. 
We passed in succession Addison’s Point, Pine Island, 

Jones's Pot, Rocky Point. City Point, Oleander Point, 
and were soon abreast of Rockledge, That night we made 
San Sebastian River. We sailed wp to the forks, then poled 
ap the South Prong three or fonr miles. The following 
day Buek tilled » yearling buck with his little 38-eal, 
Winchester, 

The streams on the east coast of Florida are usually nar- 
row and deep, with perpendicular hanks, allowing a boat to 
lay close alongside. Our schooner was this moored, with 
bow and stern lines, close to a big cypress. tree, the stream 
being not more than thirty feet wide. Within fifty yards, 
on the high bank, were the poles and deer-skin scuffolds of 
a recent Indian camp, Squire had s wholesome fear of 
Indians, whom we heard were now in the neighborhood on 
their ananal winter deer hunt. 

Just aboye the Rambler the stream made a detour in the 
form of a loop, turning back on itself, so that for, a short 
distance. near the schooner, the stream flowed imopposite 
(lirections, separated by a mere strip of land, but five yards 
in width at its narrowest point, and where thert wae a small 
connecting branch of water, The boys supposed the water 
to which this branch led to be a bayou or pound; but one 
day I discovered the true nature of it, and found that the 
loop or bend was vpward of half & mile in extent. The 
banks being high and densely covered with trees, bushes 
and vines, completely hid the schooner from the view of 
anyone passing along the parallel portion of the stream. 1 
mentioned this paculiarity to Jack one day, who requested 
Ine not to “give it away,” as he had wow an opportunity to 
“play it” on the Squire, who was then out in the pines hunt- 
ing with Buck. Jack had been nursing his wrath to keep 
it cool for sometime. Tor the next hour Jack and the 
Skipper were closely closeted in Ue cabin, their brains big 
With sume scheme, They constricted # very passable figure 
of the body and head of an indian—a stuffed calico shirt 
with outstretched arnis, and the head surmounted by the 
peculiar turban worn by Florida Indians. This was cave- 
tilly stowec away for future use, 

That night the Skipper was telling of a small lake, formed 
by «mn expansion of ihe stream a mile above, which fairly 
teamed with black bass ranging from ten to twenty pounds 
in weight. Of course this was all pure fiction, but it served 
its purpose, for Squire, who was a zealous fisherman, was 
at once deeply interested, The Skipper deseribed the place 
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so minutely that he could not miss it, The next morning al 
but Squire had a great desire to kill a deer, so he started 
up the river alone in the Wait, the dingey, with a ood sup- 
ply of fishing tackle. He spoke of taking a gun, but Jack 
dissuaded him. We was no sooner out of sieht around the | 
bend in the river than Jack and the Skipper took their guns, 
rifles and pistols, and the Indian dummy, got into the Duisy, 
a Strannhan canvas hoat, and proceeded to the ‘cut off,” 
passing Into the upper stream half a mile ahead of Squire. 
They hanied their boat into the saw-grass in a sheltered 
cove not tore than fifty yards from the Rambler, and waited 
for their victim. He was not long in coming, for he was 
ixious to reach the famous lake, Rowing along, admiring 
the sub-tropical beauties of the stream, the clumps of cab- 
bage palms, the green bay thickets, the moss-dyaped water- 
oaks, the profusion of vines end climbing shrubs. and 
impressed. hy the awe-inspiring and death-like stillness of 
stream and forest, he approached within fifty yards of the 
amish. Suddenly; Bang! Bang! Rang; Pop! Pop! Pop! 
Ping! Ping! Ping! heleh forth the euns, pistols and rifles of 
Jack and the Skipper, accompanied hy a scries of the most 
divbolic, demomac and unearthly yells, sereams and 
screeches that ever issued from human throats, while the 
Indian dummy was raised aloft above the saw-erass, its arms 
waving wildly, and its body dancing and swinging about in 
a perfect frenzy of rage, Whang! Pap! Bang! went the 
guns. Wongh! Wongh! Whoo-oop! Ya-hoo! sereamed the 
boys. 
But the Squire, hiseyes staring wildly at theayhirling 

dummy, duckmg his head at every bane of the guns, and 
the perspiration elreaming down lis face, was foing down 
the river aft a rate thal even Hanian would have envied. 
Then was heard from the sasy-grass the most startling, sur- 
prising and indescribable sounds imaginable; snorting, 
choking, sobbing and groaning. [t may haye been the 
smothered cachinations, or suppressed hysterical laughter 
of Jack and the Skipper, but [rather think it was the Indian 
dummy that had worked itself Into a fit. 

Aquire returned to the schooner, which he found deserted, 
for Buck and I hid ourselves in the deepest recesses of the 
woods the moment the dummy was taken so bad, He 
searched the eabin thoroughly, but not « gun, pistol, or 
other weapon could he find. He then sat down on deck to 
resh, with the tiller by his side, keeping a sharp lookout, 
It was not long, eve looking upstream, he saw the Indian 
dummy paddling a canoe siround the bend, and one or two 
others with him, partly bid, but also paddling furiously. One 
more resssuring look and Squire “‘lit out’? for the piny 
woods, 1 will here drop the mantle of charity on the scene, 
but this, while shutting out from yiew the actors, could 
not subdue the sulphurous odor which pervaded the atmos- 
phere for the rest of the day. permenting the pine woods 
aud hamaks, and diffusing itself along the surface of the 
river, 
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To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not 
lo indiniduals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are Wable ta delay. 

THE BIRDS OF MAINE. 
With Annotations of their Comparative Abundance, 

Dates of Misration, Breeding Habits, ste. 

BY EVERETY 8MITH. 

FAMILY TYRANNIDZ: FLYCATCHER, 
113. Kingbird, Tyrant Plycatcher—Musetcapa tyranna 

Autl,; Tyrannus carolinensis Ridg, 304, Cs, 868—Abund- 
ant, <Arvives in May. Breeds; nests on trees, frequently 
in orehards and near houses. Lays from four to 
six yellowish white eggs with parple and brown blotches, 
in June, Deseryedly a fayorite bird with the farmers. A 
pair of kingbirds will uot only give warning by their chat- 
tering outeries of the approach of a hawk or crow to the 
vicinity of their nest, but they will boluly attack any rapa- 
cious bird that ventures near, and by their pestering, drive 
away the would-be robber of poultry yards or birds’ nests. 

1i4. Western Kingbird, Arkansas Plycatcher—Museitopa 
nerticalis Aud.; Tyrannus verticalis Ridg. 306, Cs, 370,— 
Accidental straggler from the Westen States. A single 
specimen reported as taken in Maine. (Henry Bryant, M, 
D., in “Proceedings Boston Soc, Nat, Hist., X, 96, 1864.) 
This record mentions the specimen as received from 
Plympton, Me, There is no such town inthis State, and 
the nearest to the name is Plymouth, Penobscot county. 

In revard to this record of this specimen, Mr. A, A. 
Purdie says (Bull. Nutt. Orn, Club, Sept., 1876, p. 73) the 
bird was “shot at Eliot, Me., by Ma. George EH, Brown.” 

115, Great Crested Plycatcher—Muscape orinite Aud. ; 
Miyiurchus erinitis Ridg, 312, Cs, 373,—Common in Western 
Maine. Rare east of the Kennebee Valley. <Anriyes early 
in May. Breeds usually on high frees, lays four or more 
eces, buff with purple lines and spots, in dune. This species 
has been a regular summer visitant for many years in the 
vicinily of Portland city, where it breeds, hut the birds are 
never abundant here. Quite common along the south- 
western border of the State every summer, 

116, Phabo Flycatcher, Common Pewee—Mugseieapa 
fuse Aad; Sayernds puseus Ridg, 315, Us. 379,—Abuudant, 
Arrives carly in April, Breeds, usually on timbers of 
bridges, sheds, efc., also wpon rock ledges, Nests in May, 
and lays from four fo six pure white eggs, rarely slightly 
spotted, Two broods each season, 

117. Olive-sided or Cooper’s Fly catcher—Misendpa eoop- 
eri Aud.; Contapus toreatis Ridg. $18, Os. 380.—Commion, 
Arrives in May, Breeds on trees, und Jays four or more 
yellowish while ees with brown spots, in June, The eggs 
mueli resembles those of the kingbird in form and coloration, 
but are about one-third smaller, While in company with my 
friend Nathan Clifford Brown, at Cape Blizabeth, June 26, 
1882, | found a nest oF this species with four eges, upon a 
fir tree twelye feet in height, in an abandoned pasture 
spursely overgrown with young trecs. ‘This nest was com- 
pactly built of twigs and neatly lined with gray tree moss 
such as grew upouthe tree, and was placed upon the end of a. 
lower branch eight feet fyom the ground, 

118. Wood Pewee Mlycatcher—Viseupa virens And; 
Contopus dfrens Ridg, 820, Us, 38%.— Abundant. Arrives in 
May, Breeds on trees, lays four or more eggs, cream color 
with reddish brown spots, which form a ring avonnd larger 
end of the egg, 

119, Yollow-bellied Flycatcher,—Musciewpa pheninwentore 
Aud. ; Hmpidonae laviventivs Kidg. 822,Cs, 388,—Common, 

but nowhere abundant, Arrives in May. Breeds; Jays four 
or more eggs, white with reddish spols, in June. Mr, IN. A. 
Diddy has giyon me sn interesting account of a nest with four 
exes, found June 18, 1880, at Little Deer Island, Penobseot 
county, Me, "This nest was on a larve root that formed 9 
sort of shelf in under a Jow stump, It war composed of a 
mass Of dead leaves, pieces of decayed wood, eyercreens, 
forns, birch bark, and mosses, arranged in form and ppear- 
ance ranch like the nest of the pewee, (8 fuses) and lined 
with fine roots and grasses. Diameter 2,12 inches, deptli 1.0 
inch; eggs (.65x.50), white with numerous reddish spots over 
ae whole surface, and forming a ring abou) the greater 
end.” 

120). Traill’s Flyeatcher,—Miusoicape trail’ Aud, , Einph 
donan pusitlis tradi Ride, 3a; Bmydenar trail’ Cs.385,— 
Common. Arrives in May. Breeds on trees and bushes; lays 
ae or five yellowish white eges with reddish brown spots, 
in June. 
Ai. Least Plycatcher,—Musiieapa mini Aud.; Bm- 

pidonae mintinus Ride. 326, Cs, 887.—Common. Arrives 
early in May, Breeds on bushes ond trees; lays four pare 
white eggs, Frequents cities, eardens, and Gpen lands in the 
vicinity of houses more commonly than other flycatchers of 
the same venus, : 

Fasiy Trocnmimpa: HomMidsmops. 

22. Ruby-throated Hummingbird — Zrochilue rolubris 
And,, Ridg. 335, Cs, 409.—Common, Arrives early in May. 
Brecds, on trees, the nest usually made on a branch in such 
4 manner as fo appear part of it. The internal dimensions 
of the nest of thts diminutive bird are abuut an inch in 
depth and barely more in breadth. The eges are pure white, 
without gloss, .50x.35 inches. In the summer of 1877 (Au- 
oust) Mr. A. Parker caught a male humminghird of this 
species at Boyd Lake, Piscataquis county, Me., and kept it — 
alive by feeding with sugar dissolyed in water, After two 
months’ confinement in a room, it became so tame that when 
liberated it was easily recaptured, By presenting the finger 
the hird would leave its perchand alight upon it. This bird 
was afterward presented to Frank D. Pullen, Hsq., of Ban- 
por, to whom [am indebted for a detailed account of this 
incident. The beautiful pet was kept in confinement for 
many months, and was finally killed, accidentally, by a dog. 
Ti would be ne difficult undertaking to keep 4 number of 
these birds in a conservatory of flowering plants, and their 
presenee would add much |o the beauty and attraction of 
such a place, The birds can be captured by the aid of an 
insce@t net, or attracted within a room or enclosure by means 
of flowers displayed. 

Waminy Cypsurmaa; Swir're, 
123. Ohimney Swift, ‘Chimney Swallow”’—Ohetura pelas- 

gia Aud., Os. 405; Ohta pelasgica Bids. 351 —Abundant. 
Arrives in May. Breeds; usually in colonies, in cnimneys 
or hollow trees. Occasionally birds of this species atix 
their peculiar nests to the inner walls of the deserted cabing 
of Jumbermen, Lays four white egos, in June. The switts 
oifen arrive in spring from the Soufh in large flocks of 
many hundreds of birds together, And [ haye observed # 
colony of hundreds occupying a single chimney of a dvwell- 
ing house. It was interesting to note the regularity with 
which these birds assembled at twilight eyery evening. 
After repeated circlings and incessant twitterings, contin- 
ued oft-ntimes for half an hour, and when ull appeared ta 
have reached home from the wanderings of the day, the de- 
scent into the chimney was made with preat precision, This 
was accomplished by a gradual closing of the ranks of the 
birds while continuing their extremely rapid flight in a hori- 
zontal circle dweetly above the chimney, When the descent 
began, this circle ot birds assumed the form huge black 
hollow tunnel or cone with its inverted apex entering the 
chimney, and barely a minute then elapsed ere all the birds 
were housed for the night. 

Fasyiry CarprotuLer®; WHIProokwitis, NientAawis. 

124. Whippoorwill—Caprimulgus vociferus Aud, Ride. 
354; Antrostomus vociferus Cs. 397, Commonin restricted 
localities, Arrivesin May; breeds on the ground, lays two 
eges, yellowish white with purple and brown spots and lines 
over whole surface. This bird, unlike the next species, is 
strictly nocturnal or crepuscular in iis habits, remaining in 
seclusion during the open daylight, but actively seeking its 
food during the eyening and carly morhing, and at all times 
during moonligut nights. Tt seeks its insect food much upon 
the ground, and irequents the gardens about farmhouses 
for this purpose. Ihaye noted the presence of this bird 
within a half dozen miles of Bangor, but not further east, 
Mr. Boardman reports it, however, near Culnis, T have 
never known of its occurrence in the close yicinily of Part- 
land, yet haye commonly found it within twenty miles 
west of this city, as well asin other localities in Maine. 
The species is very local in it habits, not only in selecting 
its breeding places, but I haye known the birds to visit the 
same spots night after night, going from one to another with 
the greatest regularity, so that I knew just where to find 
them at dusk, midnight, or early morning. 

125, Nighthawk—Clordeiles virginiaunus Aud.; Choydailes 
popeiue Ridge. 857; Chordediles popetue Cs. 399.—Alundant. 
Arrives in May. Breeds on the ground, usually form- 
ing a depression if on light soil aud slightly Hning 
it with grass. But often no appearance of «# nest 
is seen where the eggs are laid. It not infrequently 
breeds on the fist, graveled roofs of buildings in the 
cities, In June lays two eggs, drab, with fine dark streaks, 
giying them a gray marbled appearance. Diurnal as well as 
crepuscular in its habits, snd seeks its food (insects) chiefly, 
if not solely, in the air. Itis on the wing at all times du 
ing moonlight nights, and is quite active during the daytime 
also. In the stomach of an adult mule pracieuae shot at 
Fryeburg, Oxford county, Me., July 7, 1882, 1 found an 
ichnenmon fly, a black Cricket, whout fwenty small srass- 
hoppers, and many small, hard insects, all freshly devoured, 
The bird was taken at noon of a bright samy day, 

Faminy Coounipa: CieKoos. 

126. Black-billed Cuckoo—Coceyzus erythropthainius Aud, , 
Ridg. 388,, Cs. 428.—Common. Arrivesin May. Breeds, 
usually on bushes: lays from four to six pale greenish blue 
egosin June, There is an old retrain which states that 
“the cuckoo is a bonny bird, it sings in the night.” And itis 
trne that the peculiar notes of the cuckoo are heard during 
moonlight summer nights, as well 4s at all Limes of the day. 

127, Yellow-billed Cuckoo—Coery2us americanus And., 
Ridz, 387, Cs. 429.—Rare. Probably not a regular visifant. 
Mr. Boardman has procured but two specimens in Eastern 
Maine, during a long series of years of Tap T haye 
taken a single specimen in Western Maine (Cumberland 
county), 
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FAMILY ALCEDINIDA:; KINGFIBHERS. 

128, Belted Kingfisher— Aloede wloyon Aud. ; Coryle wteyon 
Ridg, 382, Cs. 423.—Common, Arrives early in Apyril, 
Breeds, in holes made by itself in hanks or cliffs Lays 
from five to seven pure white eggs, in May and June, The 
kingtishers are to be found everywhtre slong our coast, and 
throughout ihe interior about the lakes, rivers, and even 
very small streams, Jt remains in the autumn nnfril the 
stveams are frozen oyer, and it has heen ssserted that 
occasionally these birds have remained, on the coast, 
throughout the entire winter. »l have al various times oh- 
served them in Maine within the limits of eyery month ex- 
cepting January and February, 

Famity Prero®; Woovrnokers. 

129. Pileated Woodpecker—Piws pilertus Aud.; FHylato- 
nus pileatus Ridge. 371, Cs, 482.—Nol uncommon in densely 
wooded regions, but pot found on the coast. Nowhere 
abnodantin Maine,and rarely more than two or three found ta- 
gether, Resident throughout the year, and no doubt breeds 
here, alithonyh the discovery of its eggs has not heen reported, 
This is the largest of the northern woodpeckers, ard is 
locally known by the lumbermen and hunters by yarious 
names, as “ook of the woods,” *‘redJieided woodcock,” 
“black woodcock,” etc. The pileated woodpeckers are 
found far north in Canada. and, are widely distributed 
through the United States. Tbhayvefound them more abun- 
dant in Virginia thon elsewhere, and in favorite localities, 
have obseryed astmany as five adults upon a single tree to- 
wether. A rare occurrence, even where these birds were so 
abundant Asin the locality referred to, This species, as 
also eyety species of woodpecker found in Maine, usually 
lays its eges in a hole excavated by the bird with its bill in 
tlie trunk of 4 tree, most frequently such 4 ane ss is dead ov 
partially decayed. 

130. Hairy Woodpecker—Pieus vitlosus Aud.; Ridg. 360, 
Cs, 488.—Common. Resident. Breeds. Lays from four 
to six smooth white eges. Woodpeckers of this species are 
most commonly obseryed here during the late autumn and 
in the winter, when they frequent orchards, groves of ma- 
ples and other deciduous trees, and the pastures or rayines 
overgrown with alder bushes, . Not so abundant as the next 
named species, 

131. Downy Woodpecker—Picus pubescens Aud., Ridg. 
361, Cs, 440.—Abundant, Resident. Breeds. Lays six 
white eggs, in June. This diminutive facsimile of 
ihe hairy woodpecker is the most common species of 
woodpecker in Maine, as it is also the smallest, 

132. Bluck-backell Woodpecker.—Preus aretieus Aud.; 
Picoides arcticus Ridg. 367, Cs. 448.—Common in Northern 
and Central Mame. Res dent, and yndoubted!y breeds. Of 
the two species of three-toed woodpeckers, this is the 
most common, Its favorite haunts are tracts of forest 
through which fires have spread and partiully killed the 
trees. I haye neyer found them abundant anywhere in 
Maine, but in various localities in Canada it appears tu he 
the most common species, and 1 huve there seen a dozen 
specimens within a quarter mile radius. The black-backed 
woodpecker frequents th + coniferous trees, such as spruce, 
fir and hackmatuck, irom which it procures its foo | in the 
usiul manner of woodpeckers, and J have never observed a 
single instance of this bird alizhting upen' any o her thay 
coniferous trees. Its favorite food consists ot the soft flat 
worms, white with brown heuds, of an inch or less in 
length, which it tinds imbedded in the (ranks of living trees 
Such as are above mentioned. Upon a single occasion only 
have [| observed this woodpecker alight upon a tree abso- 
lutely dead, and even then not in search of food, but only 
as an available re-ting place «ter along flight across fields. 
Its Hizht, when protractel, ia very unduliuing, ur rapid, 
and the course through the air is a sefies of vertical curves, 
each similar to such as is described by a bullet shot froma 
rifle. Upon the useending or firsi part of cach curve tie 
wings beat so rapidly as to produce a rolling sound, so loud 
as to be heard at a distance of two handred yards or more, 
A good imitation of this sound may he produced, hy draw- 
ing one’s fingers rapidly across round wooden fence slats of 
one iuch diameter, placed two or three inches apart—a 
mellow roll, unlike either tle whistle of a duck’s wings, or 
the whir of the wings of a grouse, Upon the descending, 
or latter and shorter portion of each curve of flizlt, the 
wings are closed, and are therefore then silent for a moment, 
The exy of this bird, easily recognized as that of a wood- 
pecker by any person familiar with the family habits, is a 
harsh rattling seream, that ends in a sort of chuckle pro- 
duced by a unison of the rattling notes. This woodpecker 
is very tame, and appears. lo be quite indifferent to the 
presence of a liuman being. I have approached within 
fifteen feel of oue, and retired withont disturbing the bird in 
the least, although I was evidently observed. 

[ remember upon one occasion trying in vain to alarm one 
by repeated blows with the butt of my \ifle upon the trunk 
of a spruce tree of nine inches diameter, while the bird was 
on the tree barely twenty feet above. Although so common 
in certain localities, yet [ have seen no more than two to- 
fether npon one |ree, All the speciinens of the black-backed 
three-tocd woodpeckers procured by myself have peen 
toarked with white upon a few of the longest soft feathers 
of the back. and upon each was found the obscure line of 
white extending backward from the eye, and which is ex- 
posed by slightly paviing the feathers. The males haye a 
lavge crown pateh of orange or lemon yellow: crowns of 
fomales of a Dinish black like the rest of upper parts, 

133, Banded Woodpecker—Pitva Avrsutus And, ; Picaides 
(nidastulus womericanus Ride. 368,; Piesides dimerieujiis Os, 

444 —Not commen. Probably resident and breeds. The 
banded three-toed woodpecker appears to be nowhere a yery 
common species, and my observations of its hahiis haye 
heen more limited than of the black-hacked species, from 
which it may easily be distinenished by the smaller size, 
aud white hunds across the back, in both sexes. This wood- 
pecker is of a more retiring and suspicious nature tian the 
preceding species, and it is partly on this account, as well 
asfrom the fact of its habitat pears the dense evergveen 
forests, that so few are observed. once endeavored to 
procure a specimen with aid of a reyolyer pistol, after hay- 
ing watched its moyements for 4. long time. It would not 
permif so near an approach as the (wo black-backed wood- 
peckers in whose company it appeared to be, #ud my pres 
ence produced a watehfn) restlessness that prohibited a still 
shot. After following and shooting at this bird a second 
time if left the vicinity, although ijs companions manifested 
fo concern af the reports of the pistol, 

134. Yellow-bellied Woodpecker—Pious vdiine Aud; 
Sphyrapieus varius Ridg. 369, Os, 446.—Common. Arvives 
in April Breeds, Lays from four to six pure white egys 
in May and June. This species offen remains quite late in 
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the autumn, but I hays not known of its occurrence here in 
winter, [1 is here sometimes known as ‘gap-sucker,” 

135. Red-headed Woodpecker — Pievs ergythrocephealus 
Aud. + Melanenpes erylhrecephalus Rid. 875, Cs. 453.—Rare 
visitant from the South, In the sutuiin of 1877 this species 
appeared to be not uncommon in Western Maine, and sev- 
eral specimens were killed in Cumberland county, Its oc- 
currence here is now apparently Jess intrequent than for- 
merly, and possibly a few may breed here. Myr. Luther 
Redlon obseryed one in Portland May 25, 1879. Mr, Manly 
Wardy shot one as far east as Machias River, in Washington 
county, and writes methat it was ‘the only one I have seen 
alive in over forty years’ traveling in Maine woods.” A 
spceimen was killed near Newport, Me,, and one af Bangor, 
Me., in the spring of 1881, Mr, Hardly informs me. 
A specimen was shot by Mr. Warren Noyes in the town 

of Gilead, Oxford county, early in the month of June, 1881, 
T observed three adult males in prove of oak trees near 
Portland city, April 8, 1882. The woodpeckers of this 
species are not such habitual peckers of wood as are many 
others of the same family, but feed principally upon nuts 
and fruits, although insects are also eaten, In the stomachs 
of several specimens taken early in spring, I have found the 
undigested contents to consist solely of small hits of the 
kernels of acorns. Soft-shelled nuts, such as acorns and 
heechnuts are readily opened by these birds, and appear to 
form their chief food in some lecalities when other food is 
Tess abundant, 

136, Golden-winged Woodpecker—Picvs auratus And. ; 
Oolapltes wuratus Ride. 378, Cs, 497. Abundant. Arrives 
early in April. Breeds in tree holes, hollow posts, cfc. 
Lays from tive to seven eggs, glossy white, of 1 rosy hue 
when fresh, in May and June. This woodpecker, or “yellow- 
hammer,” us it is locally termed in Maine, is the most beau- 
tiful of all ou woodpeckers, as well as the most common 
species in Maine, It frequents cultivated lands rather than 
dense forests, is fond of fruit, especially cherries, but like 
the robins, with which it associates during migrations, 
secks its food upon the ground more frequenthy than upon 
trees. My. Edward Tucker has given me an interesting ac- 
count of a nesi of this species, which he found in Kennebec 
county, Maine, which was nsed to his knowledge, for five 
consecutive years, although eggs were taken from it each 
year. “Each year the birds would make the hole a little 
deeper, and the last time I visited if the hole was over two 
feet in depth. One season twenty-nine eggs were taken 
from it, from three to six at one time, Of the Jast six egys 
taken, one was but half the size of the others.” This species 
is migratory, and associates in considerable numbers pre- 
vious to departure ia the autumn, None are found here in 
winter. 

[ro BE CONTINUED. | 

STRANGE SEA MONSTERS, 
Wwe have reeeived for publication, from Prof, Spencer 

F. Baird, of the United States Visi Commission, a 
letter from an officer of the Navy, giving some observations 
made by him on the const of Massachusetts in 1378. ‘The 
ocenrrence is of special interest in connection with the 
event article jn these cums on the ''Sca Serpent,” and we 
trust that further details from Captain Hi ws may be Bad 
before long. Captain Plact’s letter is as to.lo vs: 

U. 8. Nirrz Daror, Malden, Mus3., Dec. 21, 1882. 
Prof, Spencer FL Buird, U. 8, Commissioner of Muiheries, 

Washington, D, C.: 
Dear Sir—Your letter of the Sth came to hand some 

time ago, an. my reason for not wriling soouer is that I was 

in hopes of obiaining other reliable information for you on 
this subject from Captain Frank M, Howes, of the Boston 
& Baltimore Steamship Company, Captain Howes, in 1876, 
in almost the same location saw not only one, but three of 
these monsters—two small and one large one. They were 

Fig.°3, Fig. 4, 

all lose together and wear his ship. Captain TH. has 
promised to five me his report. aid when I get it Iwill 
send it to you 

Tt is with pleasure that T give you my expericuce with the 
sea monster, 
On August 29, 1878, while in command of the coast sur- 

vey scliooner Drift, we were about five miles north of Race 
Point, Cape Cod, Muss. Weather calm, We were drifting 
with the ébb current. At ahout 1:30 P. M. I observed ata 
distance of not more than two hundred yards from usa very 
singular object comeright wp out of theses, [took the marine 
pines aud looked at this object. It must have shown at 
cash lwenty-tve or thirty feet out of water almost upright, 
and alout is lire as a barrel, This object looked smooth 
and of a dark brown color. 1 could see no eyes nor mouth. 
There was some water pouring out of the top. While [was 
looking at this it eurved and went down, (See rough aketch 
marked 1—2), 

Tn about a halftour later the same thing again came up 
olan angle of abont 20° with the horizon, Tt ran its Jengtl 
out of the water at least thirty-five or forty feet. I) beme 
much nearer us. | had a good look of seviral seconds at il 
throngh the marine glasses, Its colo? and general aypear- 
ance wus about as first seen, I could diseover no eyes nor 
mouth, nor anything looking like them. { thinlewf this time 
something must have alarmed if. for it made a gracutu) 
curve und started off; bub just as it was going down a long, 
sharp fin came up (see sketch 8—4). The monster moyed 
off with yory great speed, leaving a heavy ond wellemarked 
wake after it. This wake conld be seen long line after, 

1 here beg leave to state that T have fold you just what / 
say, and leave the matter with you to decide what it could 
have been. 
Lam quite used to seeing whales and know positively that 

this was not one. T hope you will pardon delay for reasons 
given, Also please excuse rough drawings. 

With the oreateal respect, | aim, very respectfully, your 
obedient servant, Roper Prarr, Master U. 8. N, 

In connection with the above report, the following is of 
vreatinterest; We learn that in 1869 Mr. Charles Junkin, 
one of the topographers of the U. §, Coast Buryey, while 
emgaged in hydrographic work near Matinicus, olf the coast 
of Maine, observed, at a distance of about Walf a mile, what 
le supposed to be a ship's mast, sticking straight out of the 
water, and inclined af 4 moderate angle to the surface, 
This soon disappeared, lenving a great swirl in the water. 
sich as would be occasioned by the sulmergence of some 
large mass. Nothing of this kind was again observed in 
the course of 2 continued sojourn in the neighborhood, and 
the existence of any wreck in that spot was sioutly denied, 

STRANGE HAWKS’ NESTS. 

i a recent issue of the Fornsp AND SrReAw there ap- 
peared a short article by Mr. Bourdman, deseriptive of 

the nest of an eagle found in Northern Dakotu, the pecu- 
liarity of which was that it was constructed largely of jnuf- 
falo ribs, It may not be without interest in 
fliis connection to call attention fo fhe fact that 
these curious pieces of bird architecture are by 
no means uncommon thronghont fhe prairie region 
of Central Dakota. Several such nests came wader the no- 
tice of the writer while engaged in that part of the country 
last sumnier, and a number of others were reported from 
neighboring localities, One in particular of those esamined 
inay be worthy oi special note. 

One day, while upon the unbroken prairie, at a point far 
remote from timber or tree-like growth of any kind, tlie line 
of travel chanced to pass cluse by a huge boulder that had 
been strangely dropped here all alone in tims loug past. On 
its elevated snd nearly flit top, there was visiple o large 
mass of nalerial, whicn at one? sud rested the pressree of a, 
nest of some kind, and upon close iuspection (iis proved to 
be the ease, 
A nest 1b was, or rather what had done duty as.4 nest, for 

there was little about the mass that would eall up Uke piebare 
usmilly sugeested by the expression bird's nest, Hsyeptior 
jhe somewhut sugecstive slipe, it was much more uke a 
rubbish heap io th: variety and ebwacter of the. ataids 
piled together, A large purt of the heap consisted of bones, 
hot only the buffalo rs inentigned above, but also numur- 
oud shoulder lads, leg boues, vte., of fheantclops vod osher 
animals. The siz:, aid puticularny the shape of some of 
thuse, must have made them ratuer awkwaid “sticks” 
to convey any distance. The skeleton nest this formed, 
was rendered inom: habitalile by filling in, and smootuing 
olf the augies, with bunches of turf, weed-stalks, reeds, 
rushes and such other debris as could be picked upon a 
treeless, bruslilvss plain, Among Ue mass of staff that Line 
been brought together was one ouject which appeared 
rather sirahge in such a place; namely, w hue Luteher 
knife. Jt wus sticking carelessly in the side of the nest, and 
seemed to suggest that syen the birds of this Western country 
might be possessed of the almost universal decile lo po about 
with a bowie knife consp.cuously displayed in belt or 
breaches, 

‘his nest had been abandoned some little time, as it was 
the latter part of July when it was discovered, Another 
found a short time before, containing che young bird, was 
built almost entirely of buffalo ribs, ‘The usnal situation 
seemed to be upon the ground, or upon flat rocks upon the 
tops of the high hills or ''buttes,” that are such conspicuous 
and curious features of the topography of some parts of the 
Missouri River region. 

The most common species of hawk noticed, and the one 
that was apparenily the builders of many of these hone nests 
was Swainson’s (Suleo swarnsonz), though it is more than 
probable that the red tail and other hawks of this region haye 
the same habit. Why such material is made use of, is yery 
apparent and needs no comment. The hones bedonie so 
lightand dry from long ¢xposure to the weather, that they 
are not such bad material when employed in the building 
sites necessarily selected here as might al first be Supposed, 

T. 8. Rosmrts. 

current number of the Century by Prank FH, Quahing, entitled 
My Adventures in Zuni,” will be greatly inierested in 5 

callection of odd pottery now on exhibition i the sliow 
window of T. Steele & Son's jewelry store in that city. 
These curious wares are made hy the Zuni Indians of New 
Mexico, among whom Mr, Cushing bas spent several years 
of bis life in scientific research, The goods wre in the Torm 
of animals, howls, cups, Saucers, idols, 4i¢., und are of 
dull, red color, Gecoraled with designs of birds, trees, anu 
striped in whitt and black or other colors, as may haye 
suited the Indian’s fancy. The circumstances under Which 
its present. owner came into possession of the pottery are 
interesting being the result of a friendship engendered through 
the mellowing influence of a camp fire, while on o highs 
and hunting trip in 1863, ‘My companion, wliose company 
T enjoyed on the Lakes,” writes Mr. Steely, ‘finally scotlel 
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, 200 miles sonthwest of which 
town dwell the Zuii Indiins. For twenty yews we have 
continued fo correspond with one another, bat not once 
during the entire time have we ever miei, | shouldn’L 
know him if he came into my office this moment, but we put 
our thoughts on paper in as familiar amanner as if we parted 
yesterday, Weare exchanging something or other all the 
time, and this Zuni pottery is the latest,’’ 

Svowy OwL.—Plenix, Oswego County, Jan. 8, 1883 
Charles Patchet shot a snow owl to-day measuring five feet 
one inch from tip to tip, aud’ weighing five pounds, Mr, 
P. has also coptured two foxes this winter,—Win1 Smira. 
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THE LITTLE SPOTTED SKUN‘“. 

Kiditor Forest and Strean: 
Iam going to give my experience on the subject of 

skunks in Southwestern Kansas and Colorado, for though 
what Tam going to say is a well known fact among stock- 
mon and campers on this part of the frontier, yet I have 
heyer seen if mentioned ina paper. ‘There are two distinct 
kinds of skunks here—the large striped variety, which is 
harmless, and if one bites a man in the night when he is 
camping oul, as they occasionally do, (he bite is harmless. 
The other kind is about half as large as the othir, is spotted 
—not striped—does not smell as strong as the large species; 
won't run from man or beast, can climb a tree, and when he 
bites a man, (he man is as good as dead from hydrophobia. 
T have personally known of tienty denths from skunk bite 
within ten years in a radius of one hundred miles from the 
sontheust Gorner of Colorado. 
Aman will liedown to sleep on the ground or in his 

blankets. THe is awakened by a bite on face or band, and 
When he sees the spotted skunk he is ready to settle up his 
affairs, I have known the piece cut out and the wound 
burned with a hoi iron, That man fell no ill effects for six 
months, and then his companions had to lasso him and tie 
him toa tree. He wis wild, and tried to bite, He died two 
daysatter. The way campers cenerally avoid them when they 
have no tent is to make the bed on a wagon sheet, and tuck it 
in after they get to bed, over head und all, Fortunately the 
spotted skunk is scarce everywhere, Can you tell me 
the scientific name of the gentleman? T have seen but one 
this year, W. J. Drxon. 
Citarnon, Gray County, Kan,, Jan. 5, 

[The whole subject of hydrophobia from skunk bite hus 
been very fully treated of in Mouns AND SarmAm, Coues’s 
Fur Bearing Animals, and in Merriam’s Vertebrates of 
the Adirondack Region (Traus. Linnean Soe,, vol. 1.), and 
the ¢onclusion reached by those best filted to judge is thas 
there is no more danger from the bite of a healthy skunk 
than from that of a healthy dog, but that the bite of a rabid 
skunk is as dangerous aa that of a dog similarly diseased. 
We have known of the popular impression in the West with 
regard to the fatal effects of skunk bite for many years, but 
linve never heard until recently that the little striped skunk 
(Mephitis (Spilogale) putorius L.) was universally fatal. This 
apecies is not, as was formerly supposed, confined to the 
Sonthwest, but o¢curs in Florida, Georgia and South Caro- 
linu, and perhaps considerably further North. ] 

Ton Weicur or Quarv.—Nuashville, Ill,, Jan, 15,—In a 
copy of your excellent journal, recently, one of your corres- 
pondents spoke of haying killed twenty-two quail that 
weighed nine pounds, or over six ind a half onnees cach, and 
jWourht they were exceedingly large. Quail have been more 
plentiful in our neighborhood this season than I ever 
knew them before; and on fhe afternoon of Dec. 28 Dr, 
Westerman of this place and myself killed eighteen quail that 
weizhed nine pounds twoounces. Idid notthink they were 
extra large; but the Doctor insisting that they were, we 
weirhed them with the aboye result. I killed several between 
that and New Years. that weighed a half pound each. We 
have some fine shots hert and they have made it very lively 
for the birds this season,—G. B. B. 

Drurnat Hagrrs or SHoRT-BARED Ow1L.—A correspon- 
dent in last number of Forms, AwpD SpREAM mentions the 
showy and hayk owls as the only ones strictly diurnal, [ 
think the short-eared owl (Asie tecipitrinus) should be added 
to thelist, ‘This bird used to makeits appearance here in 
great numbers every winter, but of Jate years itis rarely, if 
eyor, mét with. Ihave seen four and five ata time hunt- 
ing in the same field for mice, so tame and unconcerned as 
to pass toand fro within a few fect without noticing me. 
They hunt at all hours of the day, but_ I have never met 
with one Abroad after sundown.—Dr, B. SreRcove, 

Yus, 1 THm FARK Is 8ro.mN.—The rapid development 
of the West threatens the extinction of the huffalo, and there 
is No romance in Western sentiment that considers his pre- 
servation. It is contended that the animal does not fit into 
practical American civilization, and that his skin is pretty 
much the only thing of yalue sbout him—and that implies a 
dead bulfalo. Whole droves are being slaughtered in North- 
western Dakota for the hides, and it is reported that about 
one thousand white hunters are employed in the slaughter, 
The noble animal bids fair ere long to cease to be a land- 
scape feature of the prairies, and to go the way of the mam- 
moth and the mastodon, The Wester reasoning is that 
one thousand eattle can feed on every bunch grass prairie 
that now sustains 4 thousand buffaloos, and that buffalo 
meal is worse than that of the Ieanest steer, So the buifalo 
must £0.—Swn (Ja, 21), 

TENNESSEE Nores,—On the day of Gov. W. B. Bule’s 
inauguration alive eagle of large size was set at liberty 
from the dome of the capitol, but he cid nof avail himself 
of his captor’s privilege, and this singular fact gaye rise to 
an investigation as to the reason. This resulted in finding 
Attached to the poor bird’s body notes, letters and cards 
hearing predictions as to the future in our National and 
State politics in such numbers as upon being weighed 
were found to exceed the weight of the bird. ‘‘Can’t get 
the emblem of American liberty to start off with such a 
eargo if allowed to choose for himself,” as an old fellow 
standing by remarked, ‘‘leastwise hereahouts.—J, D, H.” 

Opossum on Lona Isnanp,—Woodside, L. L., Jan. 22. 
—tIn regard to opossums I have to report that one was killed 
about two weeks ago in my brother’s backyard, at 124 Rut- 
ledge street, Brooklyn.—D. F. Braga. 

Recant ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZooLoGgigAL GARDEN: 
Three fallow deer, Cervus dain; t.ree skunks, Menhitis niephitica; 
one gray idhneumon, Herpestes griseus; three red-headed duels, 
Fuliguia fering; two white-winged doves, Melopelia leucoptera, 
two quail, Ortye virgintanus; lye rattlesnakes, Crotalus horridus, 
and one pine snuke, Pityoplits melapolevcus; reveived hy purchase. 
One northern fox squirrel, Seiurus niger otnereis; two prairie 
dogs yraa ye ludovictanuss one red fox. Vulpes fuluus; one porcu- 
pine, Brethizon dorsatus; one black-handed spider SUEAT, Ateles 
melanochirus three opossums, Didelphys virgintanus; one black hear, 
Ursus americanus; three gray squirrels, Sciurus carolinensis; one 
tayra, Galictis barbara; coe wood thrush, Turdus mustelinus; one 
barn owl, Siric flammea; one red-winged blackbird Agelaus 
Meniceus; one great horned owl, Bubo virginicrus; three reed 
ivds, Dolichonyx oryzivarus; one American widgeon, Maread amer- 

dcanad} one red-talled hawk, Buteo borealis; one herring MM, Derus 
argentatus; one screech owl, Seops agio; one barred owl, Syrnaium 
nebulosim) one pied-billed grebe, Podilymbus podiceps; one blue and 
yellow macaw, Ara ardrauna; two horned hazards, Phrynosoned 
douglassi; four alligators, Alligator mississippiensis, and three 
water suakes, Dropidonatus fasciatus; received by presentation, 
One elk, Gervus canadensis; one zebra, Bos indicus; and two 
ting doves. Ziurtwr risorius; born in the garden, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Gane Bay and Guy. 
To insure prompl attention, communications should be ad- 

dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
indiniducls, in whose absence from the office mitlers of tim- 
portance wre liable to delay. 

WHAT THE PRESS. THINKS. 
NE by one the different newspapers are wuking up. Tt 
required some sharp punching to start them from their 

lethargy, the use of some vigorous language to make them 
understitnd that, under the guise of a simple Iease of a por- 
tion of the public domain, a gigantic fraud was contem- 
plated on the American people. Now, however, the press has 
uwakened to a realization of the purposes of the Yellowstone 
National Park Improvement Company, jind is taking ahand at 
thegame, For along time Senator G. G. Vest, of Missouri, and 
the Fonnsr anp Strmam, kept np the fight quite alone, but 
the siulyjeet has become, as is quite natural when we consider 
ils importance, a popular one, and strong reinforcements 
are constantly pouring in, 
We ave heartily glad of it, and welcome witb cordial 

warmll cach addition to the ranks, and although this paper 
led the attack on this iniquitous job, it is quite willing to 
take its place anong the rank and file, if officers more able 
or better informed can he brought to the front, Tt is amnis- 
ing and Hattermng to find our esteemed contemporaries in the. 
Hast and West cutting up the editorials which we haye 
written on the subject fo make ‘original’ ones for their 
own columns, to read over again all the points which we 
have made against the steal, and find nothing new said on the 
subject, and often our own Janguage reproduced almost 
without change. This is rather fguny, hat not at all annoy- 
ing. Wedo not care who gets the eredit for starting and 
currying ou the fight, so long as it is carricd on with vigor 
and the grab prevented, This appears now to be assured, 
and we hope that the fight is over and the yictory with the 
people. 
We have space to reproduce only afew of the comments 

which are every day appearing in the public press in refer 
ence to the attempted donation of the Yellowstone Park to 
the speculative “Improvement” Company, lt has been a 
long time since any similar scheme hus received such uni- 
vershl condemnation by the press and the people. As our 
readers will see in another column, the danger of the seizure 
of the people's Park appearsto bu over, but it is well that 
the projectors of the scheme should he watched until Sena- 
tor Vest’s billis passed. These men are daring and shrewd, 
and we may feel assured that they will not permit so fata 
thing as this to slip through their fingers without a stragale, 

Wo append a few comments from papers of all shades of 
opinion, ‘This is what they say: 

[New York Commercial Advertiser, Jan. 18] 
The Forest AnD Stream, which bas been making a plucky fieht 

against the proposed National Park monopoly, prints bo-day an order 
justissued by the Secretary of the Intevior, forbidding absolutely 

[dan 25, 883) 

Governor Crosby joins General Sheriflan in recommending thal the 
limits of the Park be extended to the eastward, He also iii that 
the game within the Park ilself be protected Absolutely. He also 
suggests that an engineer officer be detached to report to the Secre- 
bay of the Interior or Superintendent of ihe Par >, With power to 
call upon the irogps when it is hecessary to enforce the Park regula- 
tions, By these means itis hoped thatthe overflow of eaie fram 
the Park will secure 2 constant supply to the sportsmen Of the adja- 
cent Territories. , 

All this seems yery‘sensible, On tlie other hand, a company of 
speculators has been formed. which has applied to Congress for a 
lease of the whole domain. The object of these persons is, of course, 
to make the largest possible amount of monby out of the Park im the 
shortest possible time, That objechis altogether invonsistent with 
the purpose of preserviig the Park as a public pleasure-gronud for 
us and for posterity, which animated Congress in reserving if from 
Settlement. Thelease would be sure to résuliin spoliations and dese- 
erations from the effect of which the Park would never reeover, The 
pppHontion: of the speculators ought not to be considered fora mo- 
ment, 

[Knickerbocker (N, ¥.), Jan 17.] 
_ The Yellowstone Park comprises thousauds of squaye aniles with au 
incomparable wealth of the picturesque in forest, mountains, fey- 
Sers, streains, canyons, with a varicty of animal life not found else- 
where on this continent: in short, a magnificent domuin, unequalled 
in extent and beauty by any other equal range of territory in the 
world. Notwithstanding that this frand expanse is tleclared fhe 
property of the United States. and is placed mnder the special guar- 
dianship of a Government department, dided by a United States mili- 
lary commandant, itis 4 stamping ground for maranders who deface 
its beauty and slaughter for pelts, or else » fnimnting ¢round for for- 
eigners who visit the far West with no other object thin the reckless 
destruction of great. game, misvalied spovl, Io either ease the ex- 
(erinination of the wild animals is the final result, 
The necessity of taking some pains for the protection aud preser- 

vation of our national domain is just vow brought up in Congress. 
and questions on the subject are in order, Myery American whose 
sonlis not wholly glyen over to money grubbing takes pride in the 
National Park. But, alas! no one of the persons in hie authority: 
haye taken any pains or exhibited much interest in its conservation, 
‘The chief use to which the Park has ben officially pul is asa hunting 
ground for army officers, with a little surveying and setting out of 
Toads. Theseroads areas yet ol paper. Bult a use hus been found 
at last for the National Park, and im will be cared for. 

* * * = of Mr, Rufus Hatch went oub West last 
summer. Mr, Hatehisaman who, when hewalks abroad, keeps 
his eyes open and Jooks auonut him, Mp, Hateb saw thatthe National 
Park was good and that there were cupabililies in it, so When Me. 
Match canie back from this land of delight he reflected lone and 
thoughtfully on the great waste to which we Americans, th our wealth 
ofLopportiunties, are sometimes prove, This heglect of charices was 
aintully munifest inthe National Park. Here was a veion, the 
ike of which does hot exist on the fact of this earth, all going 1 
uselessness, absolutely spoiling for want ofa little brain work and 
manipulation, Mr. Hatch mentioned his ideas ¢asually io a few 
friends, among whom were; Mr. Roscoe Conkliog, General William- 
con. J. B. Houston, Blijah Smith, Hugh Hustiugs, Joseph EH. Munit- 
ington, Judge Fullerton, A, N, H, Carpenter, ©, Of, Qoodinian—jush 
two or three lawyers, capitalists and railroad men—wilh an avtish or 
two to Hive an esthetic touch, Mr. Hatch is nothing if not msthetia, 
und these gentlemen all looked at the Park through Mr. Iateh"s 
binocular, and agreed that there was a good thing ahead. 
_Aftera while Mr. Hatch’s Western-trip and the Hastera consulta- 

tions developed into a seheme. A company has heen formed, whiuh 
tompany has put itself in communication with the rpht person in 
Washington, and now thete is a prospeet of the Park being turned 
to good account, Tn some countries such domain would be preserved- 
by the government, even if at the expense of a little official jobbery 
and a brigawte of park keepors, In fact, :we hayé a local anid near-by 
illustration in our own Central and the Philadelphia Wairmiount 
arks, But in the case of the United States national property the 
irst thing to be done is to make money out 6£ it, usually with a 
flimsy pretence of public soo0 as schools, churches or pliblic works 
of some kind, Mr. Hateh aud his friends have gone a step even he- 

the Killing of game, mammals and birds, in the Park; the taking of | yond the railroad dodge. Railvoads are under obligation to serve 
fish save by hook und line, and the destruction of timber, ‘The edi- 
tor of the WorEsrT anp StreAM, who is thoroughly familiar with the 
Park, thinks that itis not too Tate, if this order can only be enforced, 
to preserve the game of North America Within this Park in such 
numbers that there may always be had in the country surrouuding 
it zood hunting for all who may desire to have the satisfaction of 
killing in moderation these noble species. 

(Distiler and Brewer (St. Lonis) Jan. 14.) 
From a true sportsmian's point of view it Is earnestly to he hoped 

that Senator Vests’ proposition for the preservation of Yellowstone 
Park may become law, The ferce nature of our continent are disap- 
pearing so rapidly that we shall soon lose the last of them unless 
puch a sanctuary be afforded them, The plains anid woods of the 
North bare of buffalo, moose, elk, and othér dear, antelope, moun- 
tain sheep, ete., would be almost denaturalized, and we therefore 
wish the Missouri Senator every success with the bill. 

[New York Herald, Jan, 21.) 
Secretary Teller is quite right in his determination to make no 

leases of ground in Yellowstone Park for husiness purposes pending 
legislation, The report that Assistant Secretary Joslyn thinks the 
Interior Department Gan make any leases it chuoses in case Congress 
does not actin the matter should of itself be sufiicient to urge Qon- 
gress to prompt and careful legislation. Mr. Veller'’s points in his 
letter of last April to Mr. Conger. Superintendent of the Park, that no 
applications for tracts of more than twenty acres woull be euter- 
tained and that ‘no lease will be fiven covering lands containing any 
of the natural curiosities and mineral springs within the Park or that 
will prevent free access fo stich curiosities or springs,”’ should be 
embodied in whatever legislation may occur, ‘4 

In the papers sent the Senate in obedience to o resolution passed a 
few days ago there does not appear any report on the unauthorized 
work ajreay being done within the Park limits by persons ;who ex- 
pected to monopolize everything worth seéing. Why not? Has the 
department no information on this subject? 

[New York Times, Jan, 20.) jt h 
The flavor of jobbery which has made itself felt in connection with 

the leases of the most desirable porfions of the Yellowstone Park 
which haye been made under'the authority of the Interior Depart 
ment is not dissipated by the production of the correspondence on 
thissubject. The Secretary of the Interior and the superintendent 
of the Park were of one mind in regard to the expediency of con- 
fining any leases madeto yery small portions of the domain and of 
carefully maintaining the Government control cyer the natural 
features which have made the fame of the Yellowstone region world- 
wide, And yet, in the absence of Secretary Teller, his subordinate, 
Mr. Joslyn, proceeded to execute leases for seven tracts of land, con- 
taining 640 acres each, and incliding the springs and the great natu- 
ral vuriosities, This ssems a very curious way of conducting public 
business and one which is admirably culenlated to excite suspicion. 
The letber sent to Mr, Belford by Gen, Brisbin, who received the 
privilege of rmmning a steamer on the Yellowstone Luke, is a very 
instructive contribution to the correspondence, showilig, as itdoes, 
that this enterprising officer valued the privilege of currying pas- 
sengers on the Yellowstone Lake for ten years af $1,000,000, and that 
while full of indignation over the “hogging” ot the Park by the 
Hotel Company he was entirely prepared to let their lease stand if 
they would agreé not to interfere with his privileges. The Senate 
will fd fresh arguments for inmediate gotion on the bill reported 
hy Senator Vest in the curious and interesting selies of letters sent 
ub their demand by the Secretary of the Interior. 

[Harper's Weekly, Jan, 20.) 
Mr, Schuyler Crosby, tha Governor of Monrang, has written an 

interesting letter to Senator Vest, a member of the Committees on 
Territories, concerniig the Yellowstone Vark. ‘This reservation con- 
sists of nearly four thousand squavé miles, snd containg some of the 
sublimest suenery in America, The same causes which make its 
scenery sublime, and have thus far rendered ip a safe refuge for the 
greab game which has almost disappyared from the plains, make it 
almost useless for any other purpose than that of a National Pars, 
for which if has bean wisely reserved. There is yery little arable 
Jand in it, and if it were left open to settlement, it woull nol be set- 
tled. What would happen would be that it wonld be overrun by 
‘slcin-hunters’ and “hag-hunters,”” whose only aim is to Kill the 
greatest head of game inthe shortest time, and who would in a few 
years exterminate the great game of which the Yellowstone region 
is now almost the only asylum, iy A 
That is precisely whal Congress meant to preventin reserving the 

region us a park, and that, it seems, is what is likely to happen in 
spite of the reservation, unless Congress takes some further action. 
The act reserving the Parl:provides that the Secretary of the Interior 
shall provide against the wanton destruction of game, and against 
its capture or destruction for purposes of prot, The game laiys of 
the Territory of Montana are strict enough, if they are properly en, 
forcad, to sécure not'merély @ vontinuing, but an inereased supply 
of great game, although the game laws of the other Territories con- 
tiguous to the Park leave something to be desired, Nevertheless, 
General Sheridan, in bis report for 188%, declares that during last 
winter nol less than two thousand elk were slaughtered within the 
Park, either wantonly or for their skins, 

a 

the public, thongh they take their time in doing it, The National 
Park grabbers are under no Obligation at all, In che first place, 
they haye secured & lease of desirable building plots for the osten- 
sible purpose of erecting hotels; next they get tree pasturage, then 
free limber, and at the end of ther term they are to be paid tor all 
their improvements (2) The hotel privilege is in itself 4 forbune: the 
free pasturage is of incalculable udyantage for stock vaising; the tim- 
ber cutting—well, that’s immense: and the final indemnity and rein 
bursement let in a whole flood of claims, 
How, even in this profiigate Congress, such & scheme of iniquity 

could be known and suffered to liye passes comprehension. ‘The 
company has already gof to work, and anlicipating fuyorahle legis- 
lation is acting boldly and openly without authority cabling down 
tamber and exercising all the rights of ownership. ‘lhe leases are, it 
is said, ready for submission to Congress; butif the matter is judi- 
ciously managed there is no hope for redress or ethicient revision in 
Congress, The only hopéis that President Arthur will refuse iis 
assent toa bill, Tt is to be prestnned that a bili will have to be 
passed to give away the national property, althongh it is possible 
that the matter rests with the Secretary of the Interior, who has 
only to submit lits decisions to Congress for registration, 

GAME IN KENTUCKY, 
pens in the fall I inquired of every farmer, over 

4 whose fields lam permitted to shoot without restraint, 
as to the quail crop, and not one had scen a bevy, TExtend- 
ing investigations jo more remote localitits 1 was led to oil 
and carefully stow away my old gun where I expected it to 
remain untouched till hawks begin their spring ¢ampaign. 

The blow of old John’s untimely death last summer was 
materially lightened by the prospect of no field work this 
winter hud he liyed. A sporting acquaintance whom 1 
casually met in November, informed me that birds were 
plentiful, and Pm glad that I made yood a promise to bring 
over my unbroken three years old pointer that T had given 
up as a hopelessly headstrong flusher—for I have enjoyed 
someé of the finest sport Lever bad and developed the best 
field dow Lever owned. ‘The only bird dog in the county, 
since old John’s death, that sctting wiire with the whip, 
blistering wilh a strap, abd sercaming that would ‘pit to 
blush” an asthmatic calliope, had failedto make back, and 
whose infatuation with the chase was set down incuruhle, 
till the second dose within five minutes, ndministered from 
the shotgun, brought him to repentance, Still he wouldn't 
hold a point long enough for me to always vet in range, and 
he had been decidtd the worst pill in the box, and reduced 
to the tanks with the squirrel and ‘coon dogs. Hyery 
brother who las rin short of trained dogs and watched with 
solicitude the development of a promising youngster can 
appreciate Lhe affectionate exultation with which | caressed 
that dog’ when in open field he first stood 4 single bird till 1 
passad him and walked it up, and repeated it on four more, 
all of which camo to bag, 

Tt was our good fortune to blast the hopes of more than 
one netter, by catching the beyeys they hud been watehing 
on the other fellow’s farm, and one morning we enjoyed two 
hours’ sport marking down and bageing the larger parts of 
two beveys, which took wing after netters hadigetfor them 
and had them on the run, The forays of city hunters m past 
years haye caused many a poster's erection, and the boom 
of a sholsun and fash of the spotted dog bring runners over 
many farms to warn off the sportsman, ‘ 

Pérmission was invariably cheerfully granted us, with AS 
suranée that neighbors are always welcome, ‘Them city 
chaps, who, not satisfied wilh what they can kill, hire 
felloyes to net tor them, and trap for theni—any way to gel 
‘om—nud tale all the binds they can kill and buy, home, to 
sell and haye cooked, are the ones we mean, and tliey can’t 
hnnt on my farm.” <A visiting party a year ago putin a 
Sunday within earshot of a church, where a revival was in 
provress; and they were from Lexitigton, ‘twas said, 

Thave weighed several quail this season, Three, a cock 
and two hens bagged from same beyey, weighed 233 0z,—8, 

' . 
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8, 7% —A cock from another hevey scaled § 04,;5 to 6 oz. 
heaviest weight of the average birds, 

The dueks dropped in passing, apparently in railroad eR 
—twenly minutes for dinner. I saw very few rabbits, But 
fwo or three deer have heen killed, Haye heard of but little 
hunting of large game, Bear signs plentiful in the moun- 
tains, but lhe bedr hunters have died or grown so old that 
does ave no longer trained forthe chase in our county. 1 
think our close season for game begins Feb, 1, instead of 
Marth, us per list published by Forrst anp STREAM, if Tam 
not nixed. KENTUCKIAN. 
Mit Springs, Ky., Jan. 15, 1882.” 

GUINEA FOWL AS GAME BIRDS. 
OUR article in the last number of Forusy any STRUAM 

and the communication of ‘Brindle, ou the adapta- 
bility of the guinea len as a game bird, were of great inter- 
est to me, T have-long held the opinion that they were well 
worthy of a trial, and that such a trial would prove success- 
ful, Twill sive you my reasons for thinking s0, 
About thirty years azo—I ani no chicken—while shooting 

‘over t. friend’s farm in New Jersey one fall, I met his fore- 
man, whe told me that one of their guineas had stolen her 
nest and raised a large brood of chicks, which he could not 
gel back to the farmyard. Such being the case, he suggested 
that T shonld shoot as many of them as Ll could. , 1 thought 
nothing of (bis at the time; but one day, on the same farm, 
while beating along a large buckwheat stubble for quail, 
with my io dogs, « setter and a pointer, we came to some 
vonugh pieces of grass at the top of the field, adjoining a 
heayy piece of woodland. The setter made a full point, 
hacked at some distance by the pointer—a sight which al 
ways gluddens the heart of a sportsman; I stepped up to 
fhe pointer, expecting to flush abevy of quail. Nothing 
stimcd, I advanced to the setter, when up went a giinea 
fowl. J thought of old Harry’s guineas, and turned the 
bird over at about taventy yards, Atthe report of my gun 
a Tull dozen more arose aiid made straight for the cover. I 
killed a second bird, and when these were recovered I fol- 
lowed them up and killed five more, all over points, I 
eculd haye killed more of them if I had wished to,do so. 
Subsequently I tried them again, and they gaye me as good 
sport as any game birds T md ever shot. 'Vhey lay well to 
the dogs. Sometimes Thad a quail in the ‘grass as well as 
in the woodland, One bird, [remenber, my pointer found 
in the open stubble, aud although T walked close up to the 
dog, L did not see the bird wnti it rose, 

[have thought of this occurrence many times, and have 
mentioned if to some of my sporting friends, I hayeno 
doubt that these birds would prove a valuable acquisition to 
our ane birds, 7 

If the gentlemen who have spent so much time and money 
in introducing the useless little Mnropean quail, would turn 
their attention in another direction, and make the most of 
the means we have ut our own doors to insure our supply of 
wume, I think they would receive a better roward for their 
liberal and unselfish efforts; or if they must import same 
birds, why not try the English partridge, a hardy bird and 
one that would be more likely to proye a success? 

NatHL WINKIE. 

“Brindle” writes a nice story on guinea fowl in yours of 
the 11th. J lave tried the experiment to make game out of 
guineas; but if will not do, They are too domestic; and 
will not lie well to adog, 4s they runtoomuch. With 
spaniels it is somewhat bettcr, bul even fhen they make no 
shooting. The writer lias turned them loose in the spring, 
They never go firther than a quarter of a mile from the 
farm buildings. Unless looked after they will produce but 
yery few young, as yermin of all kinds prey upon the eggs 
and hicks, In the fall they will come home to roost regu- 
larly, and be with the other barn fowl. According to my 
iden, as far as the sport of shooting them is concerned, it is 
none. One might aswell haye a doy run up ‘flock of lens 
and bang away at them, Better buy a few quail and put 
them out and look after them properly, Orox pete. 
Nevessnsk Lonce, Guymard, N. Y. 

MOOSE IN MAINE. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

T send the letter of a well-known hunter and guide to you 
without comment. 

Maine is the nafural home of the moose, and deer of this 
species were probably as abundant thirty years ago in the 
region of which Ma. Darling writes as anywhere on the con- 
tinent. They are not yet extinet here, and are undoubtedly 
more commen now than ten years ago. Blill, the tourist 
need not keep out of our woods for fear of being bitten hy 
them. ‘They are less commonly encountered than ‘‘moose 
flies.” A few are killed here exch year, but the facts con- 
cermng their capture are seldom made public. Tf a good 
“caller” could be obtained among our guides or Indians 
familiar with Northern Maine, one might so for this great 
aime in autumn with a fair chance of success, such as can 
he had nowhere else in the United States, Caribou and the 
(ommon ur Virginia deer are also found in the same region, 

Of the former abundance of moose here = good fale is 
related by My. A. J. Darling, wlio writes: 

“About thirty years ago Ll used fo hunt a great deal, and 
almost the whole yen round. J went mostly with my 
brother, whom you well know. One spring, after we had 
finished hunting moose und deer in this section on the head- 
waters of the Union River, we heard of moose wway up the 
east branch (of the Penobscot River), so we fixed up a small 
kit and started, thinking we would kill about three moose 
before we came buck home. We went up as far as Katah- 
din Pond at the foot of the old mountain, aud stopped there 
at John Bosnard’s cap. 
“We struck back and found where there were moose, and 

did not stop until we were the means of killing fifteen 
moose, spending a little oyer three weeks. While there we 
heard of moose being very plenty at the head of Avoostook 
River, and the next winter we started for that region, Of 
course it was about the middle of February when the snow 
wis deep and the beginning of erusting, 
“We were gone between five and six weeks, and killed 

forty moose, and got them out. The following winter we 
went a there the first of February and built a small camp, 
and killed sixty moose, besides a nice lot of furs. While 
there 1 went through to the Mausaugeo where [found a camp 
of twelve St, Francis Indians and stopped all night with 
them. They were killing moose for their hides, and living 
on moose meat, and for fea, steeped birch buds. We got 
sil dur mouse ont by the way of John Goddard’s tow-read, 
(the late John Goddard of Portland), 

**After | came home my brother made a trip to see those 
Indians, and found them skinuing ont; haying their winter 

as well as spring killed moose to and press, and take 
home ps soon as the lakes and rivers opened, He also 
found that the twelyé had killed an average of fifty!moose 
to aman, or about six hundred moogein all, These Indians 
lived entirely on moose meat, and took all the dried meat. 
they could to their families when they went home, leaving 
the rest to rot iu the woods. 

“Affer this the St John Indians and the French and 
Yankee luunters trom all directions followed in their foot- 
steps, and in abont three years it was of no use to go 
there any more for moose. 

“Some ask, what becomes of all the moose? Why, ‘the 
wolves set them, of course. There has been so much laid 
on the hacks of the poor wolves that I don’t expect to live 
long cnaugh to sce one in Penobscot county again.” 

The story of the twelve Indians getting six hundred 
| moose in one winler suggests the query, whether a portion 
of the number were killed with the bow, (uot cross-bow.) 

" ByErert SmMrri. 

A PORTABLE ICE-BOX. 

N September, 1881, [ passed two days at Lazaretto rail 
shooling, reaching home on the evening of the second 

day. On examining my birds on arrival I found that those 
shot on the first, day were spoiled by the heat. 

Resolyed not to be caught in that way again, 1 had a 
small iee-box made in the manner presently (o be described. 
In September, 1882, | again spent tivo days at Lazaretto, but 
with thy aid of the box brougiit home all my birds in good 
condition, 

The box is made of galvanized sheet iron, twelve inches 
long, ten inches wide and eight inches deep, It has two 
longitudinal partitions of the same material, and fhe center 
compartment is fitted with a small inside cover, the whole 
box being furnished with a cover, with hasp und stapie for 
a padlock. Near the bottom of the middle compartment 
there isa hole to which a serew cap is fitted, The con- 
struction of the box will be readily understood by a glance 
at the accompanying illustration, 

Hl 

The box was used as follows: Before goiny to the boat the 
center compartment was filled with ice, one of the others 
with bottles of beer, and the other one with lunch and more 
beer. These rail pushers require about one bottle per bird, 
[ find, and so one bottle was taken out shortly after starting 
in order to make room for the first bird, As fast as the 
birds were shot they were placed in the side compartments, 
and when the tide was over we had the box partly full of 
birds instead of bottles. On reaching shore the birds were 
transferred to the ice-house. The following day the box 
was used in the same manner. Just before starting for 
home the ice compartment was replenished and the two 
days’ birds placedin the outer ones, and I reached New York 
with the rame in perfect condition, 
On another occasion, desiring to use live bait im bass fish- 

ing, [had a small tray made to fit one of the side compart- 
ments. The tray had a bent wire handle and 9 perforated 
bottom. The middle compartment was filled with ice, the 
one having the tray with water and micnows, and the third 
compartment with lunch, etc. When bait was wanted, I 
opened the box, lifted the tray, which brought up all the 
minnows and none of the water, so the selection was easily 
made. The lunch wasremoved und stowed in the boat, 
leaving a compartment empty for the reception of such fish 
a8 were caught. 

The cost of the box, exclusive of straps, was $3.50. The 
box may he carried in» large shawl strap, or better, by 
straps riyefed to the sides, or may be locked and sent by ex- 
press, or as baggage. On one occasion, I filled the hox 
with ammunition and stores, on my way to Long Island. 
The bageage-master refused to receiyeit, unless 1 would 
certify that it contained wearing apparel. I satisfied his 
scruples by opening the box and transferring toit a pair of 
socks that I took out of my valise. I giye this as a hint fo 
those who trayel with their guns in gun cases, which some- 
fimes baygage-mastcrs refuse to check. labile Je 

WILDFOWL AND GAME CLUBS. 

Iititor Korest wnt Stream: 
In your issue of the 18th inst. the communication from 

“An Upland and Bay Shooter,” anil your editorial, ‘New 
York Game Laws,” are the best views L have lately seen on 
the important subject of game protection. 
Many of my friends who have shot wildfowl in? the West 

during the past ten years have latcly joined coast shooting 
clubs, while others who have shot on the coast all their lives 
are frantically inquiring for shooting grounds in the West, 
because the coast is all ‘gunned out.” It is the same old 
story throughont the country. 
Avery man and boy, who can afford it, owns one or two 

breech-loaders, and every half-prown boy owns or borrows 
some kind of blunderbuss or old musket; then the Life 
Saving Stations have crews composed almost entirely of 
bay gunners, who shoot day and night, 

1 formerly shot on & marsh in the South, where TI had 
very good luck Idling black ducks, but three years ago a 
Lite Saving Station wus erected near the marsh, and I haye 
since spent many many days watching my decoys in the 
Vicinity of that station and only bagged one duck! 

Our Canadian friends allow ¢gginy vessels to be fitted out 
to gather eggs of wildfow!l on the coast of Labrador. This, 
if appears tome, is eyew more déstructiye to game than 
spring shooting on onr coast, 
Many of my friends are giving up shooting in disgust. 

They yisit the shooting grounds and spend their time and 

money and @l21 return without a feather. I have often 
had this experoce myself, Even the clubs that own 
thousands ct a of land complain of the increasing 
searcily of game, but to organize a club and enforce strict 
by-laws in z¢r':: to early morning and Jate evening 
shooting seem: - wto be the only way to secure a few 
ducks. ’ ‘ 
When every {<ct of shooting land in the country is 

robbled up by ¢_cos, the pot-hunters who have done their 
ulmost to drive away game, and have shot in season and 
out of season, will find (hat they are left out in ae on 

O, B. 5. 

CALIFORNIA DOGS IN THE MANGER. 

WE shooting season in Galifornia is pretty well ad- 
yanced. Ii opened on the 14th of September, and will 

close on the 15th of March, With the exception of deer 
and doves, the open season for all kinds of game is embraced 
by these dates. Owing to the mild character of California 
Winters, our sportsmen have better opportunities for indulp- 
ing in field sports than do those on your side of the Rocky 
Mountains. The “rainy season” in the coast range and on 
the plains of the Sacramento and San Joaquin yalleys ex- 
tends from about the 1st of October until the ist of May, 
und there is seldom a day between the opening and closing 
of the hunting season when one cannot shoot with perfect 
comfort. The ducks stay with us until the last moment, — 
and the shooting is about as ood on the last day of the season 
asin November. Quail can, of course, be hunted at any 
time during the season, bul they are generally thinned out 
toward the last, and it requires new broods to restock the 
grounds most accessible fo the cities, for there. is a perfect 
army of shooters abroad every Suuday. San Francisco 
{urns them out by the hundreds on Saturday night and Sun- 
day morning of each week, special trains of cars leaving 
the city at four o’clock A. M. on Sundays, expressly for the 
conyenience of gunners. There are localities in tie hills, 
however, where the quail haye such protection from hunters, 
that their extermination will probably neyer he accomplished, 
eyen through the facilities alforded by breech-loading gyms 
and blue-hlooded dogs. 

But it must be that the quails haye eyen worse enemies 
than ntan, for [know of a ranch within ten miles of this 
city, some 20,000 acres in extent, on which the birds have 
been pretty well protected for ,the last six or eight years, 
and | believe there are less of them there now than when 
persons were permitted to shoot over it. ‘This ranch hor- 
ders on the American River, and there is plenty of bottom 
land with good cover, and wooded ravines throughout the 
rolling ground, the live oaks along which aiford excellent 
hiding places for the birds. The mumber of quails shot on 
this ground within the last few years has been compara- 
tively few, wherefore I think the skunks, coyotes, hawks, 
ete,, have been getting in their work among them, 
And here let me say | haye always noticed that where- 

ever persons are allowed to shoot often the quails increase 
in numbers, as the presence of hunters keeps off the *‘yar- 
mints” that prey upon the birds, while the latter are gener- 
ally smart Cnough to’ ayoid the skill of the gunners. I hbe- 
lieve that if persons were permitted to hunt over the 
erounds I haye referred to, in a very few years there would 
be thousands of quails where there arenow dozens. For the 
California quail, while it is more than a match for the ayer- 
age sportsman, is at the merey of its other enemies, IfT 
owned 4 20,000-acre tract of this kind, on which I desired 
to lave the quails multiply, 1 would at least keep a few 
hounds on it to ruu off the coyotes and wildcats, and have 
somebody shoot the hawks and jaybirds. 

Strange as it may seem, these coyotes and wildcats (and 
occasionally a gray wolf) are killed in the brush along the 
American River, within twoiles of this city. A sheep 
ranch covering 44,000 acres begins almost wt the outskirts of 
the city, aud adjoining it are two others of 20,000 acres 
each. On these grent ranches there are not three families, 
the whole being given up to bands of sheep and a few cal- 
tle. These sheep are what attract the coyotes and wolves; 
and yet the owners thereof are doing all im their power to 
keep hunters off these grounds, on which there is consider- 
able game—ducks, snipe, quails, ete. One proprietor even 
scatters poisoned meat eyer his fields for the purpose of 
killing the dogs of hunters, and many valuable animals 
lave been lost thereby. This practice is pursued on the 
Norris Grant, whose owner is worth many millions of 
dollars; and because he is thus wealthy nobody seems to be 
willing togo to the courts to test lis right either to arrest any- 
one for trespass, or to spread poison thus Avon tOhely 
about the fields, There isa law on our statute hooks mak- 
ing it a misdemeanor for any person to hunt on ‘inclosed’”’ 
grounds, but this ranch is not inclosed on all sides, and the 
owner has no legal right to drive anybody off it, The 
trouble is that no person of ordinary means feels like danc- 
ing attendance on the courts for months for the sake of 
testing the law. Hence arrests have been made, and in 
some instances fines imposed. It is the old story of wealth 
and aristocracy secking to keep the iron heel upon the necks 
of the poorer classes; and it is a diserace to California that 
such immeuse landholdings should be permitted. Hyery 
thousand acres of this land would support from five to 
eipht families, or say 500 families altopether, and each 
would have a big farm to itself. These 500 families would 
brine considerable trade imto this ecity, whereas now the 
few sheep herders thereon ave supplied by their employer 
from fan Francisco, 

1 did not intend, when I started this letter, to drift into 
this subject, but now that I haye done so I will mention 
another phase of the land-monopoly business aa it affects 
sportsmen, A couple of men own one tract of land in the 
San Joaquin Valley some sixty miles im extent, Mneh of 
this has )een inclosed, and, of course, they hove o right, 
under the law, to keep hunters off the land thus fenced. 
Within their inclosures are said to be thousands of antelope, 
to which they have really no more claim than the Inonblest 
and poorest citizen, Neither have they any use for the 
antelope, ‘They are too internally picayunish to purchase 
guns themselves for the purpose of having a little sport, and 
too mean to permit anybody else to shoot the game. § 

ns 

Some 
day they will probably haye the antelope killed off for the 
market to add a few dollars more lo their $50,000,800 or 
$60,000,000, The law ought not to protect any such extent 
of country from the operations of sportsmen. No ficld of 
more than 100 acres should be exempted from the pursuit of 
wild game; and if unimproved ground even that limit should 
not hoid good, It is getting so uow in this State that one 
has to go a considerable distance into the mountains before 
losing sight of the ‘‘No Shooting on these Grounds” pla- 
cards. posted slong the roadways. 

Our Lézislature conyened to-day, and it is expected that 
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several importint amendmehia will ba made in the gameé 
laws, and some of the existing provisions made more string- 
ent. Thy State law now declares that deer shall not be 
killed between Nov. 1 and July 1 of the following yenr, but 
in the mountain counties little or no heed is paid to the law; 
und ih someof them the superyvicors have undertulcen to 
“boss the jeb,"” by viving permission lo shoot deer during 
the close suaso’. Yorser, the snow driv.s the deer down 
in'o ths foothills, and there are men who ara mean enoush 
to va ott and slay them, notwithstanding the poor, half 
sturved things ure breeding, and consequently not fit to Gat 
Then, we ehitil probably have re-enacted the law against the 
killing of does al any season, which expived last year; and 
possibly trout-catching will be prohibited for a couple of 
yeirs al luast, Whol isnveled more than anything is one or 
more came conswibles to visit different parts of the State, 
ind §22 tat ofenders against the liw are broaght to justice, 

The State Spurtsmen’s Associntion has, by ils committee 
appointed lor that purpose, drafted a selies of umendinents 
to be offered during the present s ssion, and they are all 
soodunes. The State ought to make a small appropriation 
for the purpese of introducing the Eastern quails here, anil 
also prajrie chickens, Our vast stubble fields would furnish 
excollent cover fo! them, and we need a greater vuricty of 
eime birds. At present we have nothiog but our quails and 
supe 

S$ veral parties here have young dogs that are down with the 
distemp r, and I am advising them to follow the advice given 
by Mr. tlamimoud, the kennel editor o! your excellent jour- 
nil, and that iz not to dose them too much, but to assist na- 
ture. by simple means, in working off the discase. A num- 
ber of really valuable dogs have been killed by stuffing them 
with all sorts of medicine, and a little experience of this 
kind ought to be enough te cure any person af the practice, 
éveu though il doesn’t cure the dog, OCCASIONAL. 
SACRAMENTO, Cul... Jan. 9, 1853, 

THE AIR SPACE, 

Editor Tovest and Stream: 
In connection with the discussion of air space in barrels 

of fircarms, I send you the following ‘'Ordnynce Notes, 
No, 117,” reluting to swollen barrels in service small arms. 
It is dated at the National Armory, Sept. 6, 1879, and reads: 

“Every rifle and parbine made at this armory is fired at 
least five times wilh the service cartridge besides three proof 
charges, viz: 280, 250 and 80 grains of powder and a heavy 
bullet, respectively. There live besides heen many thous- 
and caritidees fired im testing experimental guns and cart- 
ridges. Tn All more than 1,000,000 of cartridges have been 
fired since 1870, and in no instance, so far as can be ageer- 
tained, has there eyer occurred the bursting or swelling of a 
barrel af or near the muzzle, From these facts I think it 
may be safely inferred that 4 swollen or burst muzzle in 
seryice mus result from some obstruction. <A report of a 
trial made by Capt. Greer at this armory, herewith inclosed, 
shows the effect of firing the service rifle with different kins 
of obstructions placed im the bore wt the muzzle. Siened, 
J. G. Benton, Colonel Ordnance, Commanding.” 

This is Capt, Greer’s report: ‘National Armory, Spring- 
field, Mass., Sept. 5, 1879.—Sir: In accordance with your 
imstrnetions to ascertain, if practicable, from what causes 
the swelling of the muzzle of the service rifle results, [ have 
the honor io submit the following report: Two condemned 
barrels were tuken at randoin from a lot turned in from the 
field, Kieht or ten rounds were tired from one of them, 
rags of various sizes having becn inserted in the bore a little 
below the front sivht. without affecting the barrel the 
slightest, Sand next hayiny been inserted in the muzzle, 
the barrel was shaken so as to remove all but & few grains 
which adhered to the fouling; the piece was then fired. 
This was repeated seyeral times without swelling the muz- 
zle, The barrel was then run into wet sand and the bore 
nearly filled for Whout an inch and a halt, 
this condition the barrel was found swelled at the muzzle 
precisely like those that have been received from time to 
time from the field. Several pine plugs, from six to eight 
inches In Jength, were then prepared of a size to fit the bore 
elosely. The second burrel was tired twice with the plugs 
driven in dry wbout one-half their length, twice driven in 
wet, and twice driyen in dry, but afterward swelled by 
steam bath inside and outside, without injury to the Warrel. 
The inclosed air probally forced the plugs cut before the 
bullets reached them. A plug was then splitin iwo to 
represent a broken tompion, the fir being free to pass by 
the plug. Ilavas thought the bullet might wedge on the re- 
mainine side of the plug, but the barrel was found unin- 
jured after the shot was fired. Occasionally the cup-anvil 
of the Frankford service shell has been found in the barrel 
alter firing. lt was thought possible that one of these 
might become wedged in the barrel and euuse the swelling. 
To test this question, an anvil was driven down squarely 
across the barrel, just opposite the front sight. The piece 
was then fired, without injury to the barrel A second 
anvil was driven down to the same position, but obliquely 
tc the axis of ihe bore. No damage resulted from the 
firing. <A long wad of cotton wasle was then wet and rolled 
into 2 spiral aud foreed down the barrel several inches hy 
the ramrod, The piece was then fived, when the barrel was 
found swelled @ little beyond the wad, which was probably 
curried forward a few inches before the bullet wedged upon 
it, It would seem from these trials that swelling at the 
muzzle is caused chiefly by sand at that point, rags. ote., 
being blown out, but that rags lower down miy canse a 
swelling at some point between their position and the muz- 
zie; thit the usc of tiompions is less hurtful than heretofore 
supposed, and finally, that swelling, not being easily pro- 
duced, is the result of negligence in not seeing that the hore 
is free from. obstruetions, Very respectfully, your obedient 
servant, Jomy BK. Greer, Captain of Ordnance, U. 8. A.” 
You will bear in mind that musket barrels ure possessed of 

much sicater strength than those of shotguns. That Mr. 
Greener filled such barrels af he muzzle with two inches of 
clay aad then fired them without injury, 1 do not believe. 

Experiments of that nature have reeently been mude with 
our Wusket barrels, aod they burst in almost every instance 
Of course it would he almost impossible to burst the barrels 
of some of the heavy target riflus, there being so much 
metal. The results of the most recent tests haye not yet 
been published, but they serve to show, us this report indi- 
cates, that sometimes the barre] is injured by what scems 
the slightest o! causes, and at other times, when injury is 
éxpacted, none apparently results. As Lat first wrote, ‘we 
don't know very much ubout ‘air spaces,’ but on general 
principles consider them dangerous to the gun,” and with the 
shotgun, J would also include the man who holds it, when 
ii spaces exist. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Tinelose some notes taken from a board of ee a 
a, Springteld Armory in 1883. You can hardly brin 

under the head of ‘‘air spaces," but it is just as well that 
your readers sould know the dunger to rifles from so simple 
4 cause, 
Whether or not the same danger exists for shotguns T 

much doubt, that is, from the sand alone, That there is 
danger when the obstruction is greater, T have no doubt. 
Time and agiin Qarrels may sand a given test which 
they were not matle fo stand, and aeuin may give way ut 
the first trial QGonsequently, it is necessary to always be 
prepared for the worst. 

I hove gimost constantly haudled fircurms for some 
twenty-five yeurs, singe a boy. have scen many strange 
things in connection with them, both guns ard cannon, and 
the more 1 sev of hem the more Tau convinced of the old 
womun’s sayiay, that ‘Gunns ate dangerous things, even 
without lock, stock or barrel.” VYose, of ours, tells of a man 
duriug the wm, who took two b'rrels upon which to set bis 
kettles for cooking—one of them went olf (of course, not 
londed) and shattered his ankle, 
The no‘e is by Col. Buffington, as follows: 
“tA barrel reevived from field with-a swollen muzzle was 

cut off back of the swell, the muzzle was then pushed into 
wet sand, and the gun was discharged, usihg the s-ryice 
cartridge, resulting in a swollen muzzle. 

“A second similar gun birrel was taken, the swollen muz- 
zle out off, the gun fired, the end thrust into dry sand, and 
fired again, with no perceptible swelling; it was then fived 
twice more. with the consequent increase of fouling, the 
muzzle cal casting in dry sial dast, ay might easily 
pappee at fareet practice from carclessness, then if was 
fired ayain, and the muzzle fund to be swollen. 

“All experiments tend to prove that an obstruction in the 
bore, particularly sand, will e“use a swelling of the barrel, 

“This swelling never takes place when firing the service 
cartridge, when there is no obstruction in the bore, 

‘Within the past eight years there have been proved at 
the Springfield Arsenn], over 450,000 barrels, with the fol- 
lowing charges; One charge, 280 grains of powder and 
600 grains of lead; and ony charge of 250 grains of powder 
and $00 grins of lead, and there has never been an instance 
of a barrel swelling nearthe muzzle. Such swelling only 
occurs when there is an obstruction in the bore, particularly 
when itis sand.” 5. 
Wasarmeton, D. C, 

After firing in | 

In the “Report of the Chief of Ordnance for 1879,” p. 263, 
Capt, John HE. Greer reports on Certain experiments with 
small arms as follows: 

“Tn accordance with instructions to test the liability of a 
rifle barrel to rupture, owing to the bullet not being entirely 
down to the powder charge, I haye the honor to submit the 
following report: 

In order to insert the bullets from the muzzle th was neces: 
sary to slightly reduce them m diameter, 

The shells were loaded with the usual. charpe of 70 rains 
of powder, which was prevented from escaping from them 
by pastebourd wads, an open space of abont halt an inch 
still remaining. 
Two sbots were fired with the bullets just reaching the 

front of the shells, or 30 inches from the muzzle, and two 
at 25, 20, and 1 inches, respectively. 

After each round the barrel was carefully examined; no 
signs of swelling or yielding in any manner-were yisible. 
‘The pressures as indicated by the pressure-plug are given 

in the following table: 
Distance from tuzzle, ain. 25 In. afin, 16 in. 

aan ast Pounds, Pounds. 
Fac anh ore eras 17.750 9,00 5,000 4,100 Pressure per square inch, .._,. } 18.250 6.500 5.250 4000 

WARS os ee ee Bae 17,000 7,750 5,378 4,050 

The pressures obtained with the bullet crimped in the 
shell in the regular manner were about 27,000 pounds. 

Ii would seem, therefore, from these results, that instead 
of an airspace between powder and bullet being «1 source of 
danger to the barrel the bore is relieved from strain, owing 
to the larger space in which the powder gas is permitted to 
expand.” 

Filitor Forest and Stream: 

T have had considerable experionce in rifle shooting where 
the hall has not been sent home with the rod, and although 
these firings were not experimental, the resulis answer the 
question in your paper as to the danger of an air space, and 
with perfect satisfaction to me, as farasrifle barrels are 
concerned. 
When a boy of ten years I began shooting with un old 

Kentucky rifle of extreme length, while my halls were all 
too large for the gun. This was remedied by reducing one 
diameter with a knife until it would fit the bore tight. 
Next, an ivon rod was »pplied, and with the assistance of 
half a plowshare in the hand of a negro Woy who always 
participated in my sports, was driven to within ten inches 
of the powder, resting there because the rod was not long 
enough to send it home, This manner of loading was 
carried on for about two years, when my father witnessed 
the performance and deprived us of both red and gun. The 
tifle was never injured, and is new in the hands of a friend, 
who holds it on swan, eagle and hawk with deadly effect, 

Ai the battle of Gettysburg my gun (a Springheld rifled 
musket) became so foul that ihe ball (conical) stopped half 
way down the barrel. JT pounded upon the rod with a stone 
without moving it; and then discovered that I was unabie to 
withdraw my rammer. I at once fired ball, rod and all at 
my “‘vis-a-vis” on the ederal side, who was about seventy 
or cizhty yards away, without any injury to the gun, and 
sincerely hope that I fuiled to hit my target. 
A short time azo I carelessly fred a tight plug from the 

muzzle of a .88 Wesson, since which I have killed a number 
of swan and ducks, and rangin» at from 100 to 300 yards, 
showing that the accuracy is not impaired. R. M. D. 
TaLsor County, Md. i 

Editar Forest and Stream: 
A tew weeks ago, while hunting quail with Messrs. Jas. 

McCullough and John Smith, of cileaes in pushing a tight 
she]l into my gun, 4 12-gange 80-inch breech-londer, I must 
have stuck dhe muzzle of the fgunin the ground, The dogs 
being then on s pointI dit not take time 10 examine, bul 
flushing the bird fired at it, and aa it was something u- 
usnal was surprised to find f had missedso fair a shot. I 
found when I went to reload my gun that two inches of the 
muzzle on the right hand barrel Lad been blown away and 
the rib between the barrels curled up like a waich 
spring, half way down the barrels. The left hand barrel, 
upon examination, was found to be plugged with mud for 

about. two ‘nohes, but was uninjured. T had ay. vo ree 
aired, and now, although only twenty-eight finial in the 

Tels, it Shoots 4s food, if not better than before: 
» D DB. 

NASHVILLE, Tl, 

THE ILLINOIS GAME LAW, 
es matter of greatest interest here now to sportsmen, and 

which also affucts game dewlets as well, 1s the same laws 
of the State of Dlinois. The annuui meeting of the Sportsmen 
and Ganie Dealers’ Asscciation was held here Thursday, at 
which this matter was fully discussed. ‘Fhe meeting oc. 
curred in the Produce Exchange, main hall, and there was 
a big attendance of members present. To dispose of routine 
matters first, we will state that the annual election of officers 
occurred first, and resulted in a re-eléction as follo$: Presi- 
dent, Col. E. 8. Bond; First Vice-President, Charles BE, 
Felton; Second Vice-President, George BE. Sloan; Third 
Vice-President, R. B, Organ; Secretary, George F. Nor- 
com; Treasurer, CG. FH. Tebbetts: Executive Committe, Dr. 
F. B. Norcom, Charles E. Kern, 8. H, Turrill, J..C. Ender, 
T. D Randall, and Fred. M. Smith. 

After an approval of ihe report of the secretary and trens- 
urer, the discussion of the sinendment to the game laws of 
this Sta'e followed. 11 will be remembered by your read- 
ers that last December « committee was appointed to form 
# game Jaw, and they met and passed an amendment to the 
law, which extends the time for selling wild same to Feb. 
1. The old Jaw closes:all the selling Jan. 1. Why this 
amendment should have been pissed by the committee ig 
one of the seven Wonders of the hunting worla. The peti- 
tion or bill thus amended was then sent to Sprinefiald, our 
State capital, tobe passed upon by the Legislature, Now 
the game law runs out Aug. 13, consequently the shooting 
heyins on the instant, and holds until Dee. 1, when the law 
is again in force and the open season closes. This settles if 
that sportsmen must stop shooting game Dec. 1, yet dealers 
are allowed to sell till Jan. 1, and by the new amendment 
until February. The idea is to stop shouting and selling 
ati the same time, By this law pot-hunters are virtuully 
offered # premium for bagging game, and game dealers 4 
temptation for buying this game and selling it, during two 
months—December and January, when gentleman sports- 
men are barred out of all the pleasure of hunting. 
When the law is up, August 15, the chickens are so 

young and tame that the pot-hunter can slip up and 
cnock them over with a club or a stout stick, thus causing 
useless slaughter. The dealers in Chicago actmally received 
Joatis of game last season that spoiled hefore if reached the 
game dealers, This must be stopped, Now the dealers are 
in favor of having a Jaw that shall hold from Feb, 1 to Sept. 
7 for all wild game, making the killing and selling the same 
ates, 

Your correspondent had a conversation with L., L. 
Crocker, formerly a member of the State Legislature, and 
in wrdent sportsnian, and he said that it was impossible to 
get such a law passed, owing to the opposition of the mem- 
bers from the southern portion of the State, where pami 
matures earlier, and where the pot-lunter abounds; they 
must go slow, and xet one amendment at a time. 

This is all nonsense of course. Even supposing same 
does mature earlier in tle southern part of the State. Thu 
birds killed there spoil hefore reaching: this eity, which is 
the market for game, .A common game law for ail paris of 
the State should be passed, The meeting of sportsmen and 
dealers appointed a committee to again look after this 
matter of a change in the State game laws, and they will 
report next week. 
A meeting of the Chicazo Sharpshoolers’ Assuciution was 

held on the North Side fn their regular hull last Wednesday 
night. There were fully thirty member present, The re 
ports of the outgoing officers show that the assets of the 
association were $76,591 .75, liabilities $11,976.98, net assets 
$64,614.80, which consists of eighty acres of land just west 
of Kensington, one of our hest suburbs, a large hall, gym- 
nasium, bowling alley, shooting ranges, and a ballroom, 
Tiverything is sutisfactory in the club, and they now number 
fully 200 members. The election of officers resnlted as fol- 
lows: Ambrose Andree, President; John Kirchoefer, Vice- 
President; Henry Reitz, Comptroller; August Zschuppel, 
Treasurer; Oscar T. Matthai, Secretary; George Kersten, 
First Shooting Master; Otto Hoeft, Second Shooting Master. 
There is absolutely a lamentable dearth of news about this 

neck of the woods. No hunting, no trap shooting, and 
most of the boys 4 home attending strictly to business, 
Therefore ihe valuable Forest anp Srrwam will have to be 
content with this meager letter. 

BARNEY BUTTS. 
66 S° Barney’s dead,” said country store lounger notber 

kK) one, giving a jab to the stick he wis whitthng, 
“Yes, the old man’s gone af last,” said lounger number 

two, shiftine his quid and directing a stream of tobacco 
juice ‘‘dead on” to the box of suwdusi made and provided 
for just such emergencies. 

Well, he was a big hunter; the bears ‘ll rest exsier now 
he’s gone,” put in lounger number three, 

*If it's Barney Butts you're talking about,” said Tubbs 
the stage driver, “‘he ain’t dead.” 

‘7 know he is,” rejoined number one, 
‘When did he die,” asked Tubbs. 
‘Dead and buried last week; and never another bear ‘I 

he skin,” said lounger number three, making azother bulls- 
eye on the sawdust box, and flushing from it about a million 

1€s. 

“But I know better,” insisted Tubbs. 
“How do you know?” came in chorus from the three. 
“Because I seen him myself yesterday.” And the letters 

having been sorted, Tubbs fluig the mailbag on to the red 
box-coach, elevated his own ponderous self to his perch, 
gathered up the reins, iuddupped his team, and rattled off 
down the street, while the loungers three were left to com- 
plete their rounds at the sawdust box, the only dust, by the 
way, they will ever be likely to raise in the world. 

The subject of this conversation, which was overheard 
by the writer last October in a little mountain village of the 
Catskills, was old Barney Bults, the famous bear hunter, 
Mr, Butts diced at his hose in Hast Windhim in the second 
week of the following December, 1882, aged ucarly cighty— 
three yoa's, He was oue of a number of men liviag in 
that wild country who spent much time in hunting the large 
game which is to be found in the mouatains, From a 
notlee of his life, contributed by Mr. I C. Batts to the 
Windham Journal, 1 extract the following particulars: 

“Barney Butts was born in what is now the town of 
Jewett (then Windliam) about one mile from Hensonville, 
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on the real leadine to Hunter, in March 1799. Heremoved 
from the place of his birth on the Sherman place near the 
‘Jennie Notch,* in the town of Windham. fter residing 
there, and a) several placss in the immediate vicinity, he 
build what i how edlled the ‘Summit House,’ ut East Wind- 
ham, owned by Abbott Lamoreau, his son-in-law, where he 
died, baying vesided there thirty-five years. He married 
Blvanor Loomis of Windham, who died ebout seven years 
igo, My, Butts was 1 man of strong physical build, his 
parents were noted for their longevity, both having attamed 
the age of ove hundred years. He has a sister now living 
in Windham, who is at least ten years his senior. Mr. Butts 
was a noted hunter and trapper and was familiarly spoken 
of as ‘Barney Buits, the bear hunter,’ he having captured 
over one liundred Diack hears, having three in captivity 
Anving the past summer at one time, which weve chained in 
the year yard of the ‘Summit House,’ and were quite an at- 
traction to city guests. During the fall while Barney was 
confined to fhe house by sickness, bwo escaped, having 
broken their chains during the night, One of them had 
been in captivity about four years, and had become so tame 
that it would take an apple froin Mr. Butts’s teeth, or pul its 
arms areuud his neck and kiss him. The bear was killed 
near the Round Top about two monitlis after its escape. 

“Mr. Butts was the owner of a horse which he always 
rode on his hunting trips. Fences, stonewalls, ditches and 
fallen irees were po obstacles in his way, He has ascended 
High Park ou horseback since his eightieth year, and set 
and attended to his traps. About eight years ago, while 
covering a trap with leaves, on the mountains, he accidentally 
sprune’ it, and its sharp spikes passed through his hand, 
holding him fast, This would have discouraged a man with 
otdinury pluek, but he, with no assistance bnt such as 
nature provided, went to work and after » faithful effort 
removed his hand from the trap and qwalked ta his home, 
where u surgeon was summoned, the wound was dressed, 
aiid the sufferer made as comfortable as possible wnder the 
circumstances, He has ofien caplured three bears in a 
single day, having tracked them to their den. The mamber 
of wildeats which can trace the cause of their demise to his 
hands, would be nearly as lurge as that of bruin, The last 
woll uver exhibited alive in Windham, was about fitty 
years ago by Barney Butts, While living in ‘jennie Notch,’ 
he, one morning, started after his horses in the Jot, and when 
he returned he had two wolves. He also found and cut 
over five hundred bee trees. He had always lived within a 
yadius of six miles of where*he died, hence he was well 
known by all who had ever visited the Catskills. The his- 
tory or these mountains was as familiar to him as any 
historian who ever attempted to describe them by pen. 
Although studying the habits of the savage denizens of the 
forest (Second nature to him), he did nof neglect his fellow- 
men, 44 his genial nature, kind hospitality and never-failing 
generosity will attest in the remarks of pratitude to the acts 
of his life by lis ug¢ighbors and acquaintances.” 

Mran-FAws. 

DUCK HUNTING ON CRYSTAL RIVER, 
Uae toe River is a small town in Florida, situated at 

J thehead of a beautiful stream of water beating the 
sume name, The river is about ten miles long, and empties 
jis water: into the Gulf of Mexico about flirty miles south 
of Cedar Keys, The stveam is fed by springs of clear, soft 
water which boil up out of the ground in numerous places, 
some Of them so large-and powerful that a boat is rowed up 
to them with difficulty. Tbe water is beautifully clear, and 
toultitudes of fish can everywhere be seen disporling: them- 
selves in its depths or leaping fromils surface, The banks 
of the stream ave lined with live oaks, magnolias 4nd eab- 
bage palmettoes, the two former being draped with long fes- 
foons of the Zilandria or Spanish moss. The finest of fish 
ure to be taken in great numbers trom this stream, and at: 
its mouth the sportsman will find high ground along the 
banks, where hecan camp und haye on his bill of fare every 
day inthe week, fish, oysters, wild turkey, deer, duck, 
snipe aud u hostof birds with whose namies the writer is 
not familiar. But itis not of the fish that I wish at this time 
to write, ulthough a disetple of old Tzaae would find here 
wide field for the exercise of his art. 

Business called me to this town. Being: Jimited as to 
iiime, snd wishing to guard against Deing tempted to make 
4 protracted sty, I took with meno firearms except a No, 
44 Smith & Wesson revolver, Russian model. Business 
being dispatched, the morning after Christmas found me on 
the wharf at the head of the river, eying with the instinct of 
a sportsman the flocks of ducks that were everywhere to be 
seen swimming and feeding. I thought regretfully of the 
breech-loader at home, and sought to content myself by try- 
ing the birds at long range with my revolver. This was not 
satisfactory fo me, althongh itundoubtedly was fo the ducks, 
After a little inquiry at one of the stores in town, Isucceeded 
in borrewiny 4 muzzle-loading shotgun of the style that I 
used to shuot when 7 wasa boy, and held my life more 
lightly than now. The thing was loaded. It was loaded in 
both barrels, and an examination with the red showed that 
she carried five fingers. Now, I consider five fingers alto- 
gether too much for amanor % gun, and as I could not 
draw the charge, I was about to zbandon my hunt, when a 
gentleman with true Southern politeness offured to discharge 
the piece for me. He did so without any dumage to him- 
self or the piece, and securing the services of an experienced 
hoatman, Mr. William Reed, whose name has already fig- 
ured in the columns of the Porwsy aAnpb SrrReAM, and is 
familiar to Southern sportsmen, I embarked for a trip down 
tlie river, The fun began before we were 2 hundred yards 
from the wharf. . ‘ 
ee you seu those two ducks dead aliead, Mr, Reed?” 
«Ay, sir 
“Pull for them straight away and ' try them on-as they 

rise.” 
The bout glided noiselessly over the clear water under the 

skillful motion of the oar until we were within easy range of 
the birds, but they were loth to take wing and strove, by 
rapid swimming, to escape. Being crowded they at last 
lett the water. ‘‘Now’s your chance, sir,” said Reed. 
Bang, bang went the old double-barrel, and one of the 
ducks splashed into the water whils the other went seream- 
ing on his way. ‘That was nol my fault, Mr, Reed, I 
covered that-bird,” said J, Mir. Reed was silent. He had 
probably heard gunners make stmilar remarks hefore, 
We pursuet! our way down the river, adopting the sane 

iactics, rowing boldly for the birds and fring as they took 
wing, aid though there were frequent missts theve were 
hits enongh to fill our boat with a gcodly supply of hitds, 
At last a powder hor. was empty—one little charge was 
alll could extract, This I wadded carefully and reseryed 
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for a choice wing shot. Soon we rounded a point in the 
In the bend there were hundreds of ducks feeding 

but torty yards awéy, an old drake and his mate were 
As the boat forged ahead they 

river, 

quacking in the grass, L 
sprang into the air and flew dead away into the wind. 

“They were too far for this charge, Mr, Reed.” 
sir, but see he’s coming back.” And solie was. : 
olitstretched and flapping wings, ie came down the wind 
directly for us, At thirty yards he shitted to the right and 
tried to pass us at iwenty yards. Snap, fiz-z, Hung, went 
the old double barrel, loth t¢ do duty, and down came the 
drake stone dead, making the water splash as he tumbled 
heels over head into the river, 

Here is a royal place for sportsmen. Gameis te be found 
in unlimited quantities, It the hunter wishes to camp, the 
bauks of the river are high and dry near its mouth, And the 
climate is so mild that but little shelter isrequired, At the 
head af the river good hotel accommodations may be had of 
Mr. G. T. Wilis, whois a gentleman that kuows how to 
make strangersteel entirely at home, Mr, Win. Reed, men- 
tioned above, has been for the past nine years engaged in 
piloting hunting and fishing parties ubout the Gulf coast. 
He can be hired for 4 moderate sum to take charge of parties 
of sportsmen. His address is Crystal River, Hernando 
coutity, Pla, Should any of the readers of ForEstT AND 
SrREAM visit this delightful stream, I trust they wiil give 
through the columns of this journal a detailed account of 
their experiences. B. F, Manse. 

Oxio, January, 1888. 

Ay, 

¢AME Brep [porration,—Messrs. Charles Reiche & 
Brother have had hwo himdred pair of English pheasants and a 
large mamber of English hares and partridges consigned to 
them, all for the stocking of Ma. Pierre Lorillard’s large 
eame preserve in Monmouth county, N, J. The same firm 
haye received an order from the Fishers Island Sportsmen's 
Glub for one liundred and fifty pair of Western quail, a lot 
of prairie chickens, Huglish pheasants, hares and partridges, 
The Messrs. Reiche are also exporting to Germany three 
hundred pair of Westen quail, 

Braxnr Suoornrs will be interested in the advertise- 
ment elsewhere of a club house season ticket fer sale. 

Sea and River Hishing. 
To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 

ed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, ii whose absence from the office muatlers of an- 
portance are liable to delenij. 

“You see the ways the Fishermen doth take 

To catch the fish! what engines doth he make? 

Bellold| how he éngygeth all his wits; 

Also his shares, lines, angles, hooks and nets} 

Yet fish theve be, that neither hook nor line 
Nor share, nor ret, ner engine can make thine: 

They must be grop'd for, and be lickled too, 
Ov they will not be cateh’d whate’er you do." 

; —John Bunyan. 

WINTER TALKS ON SUMMER PASTIMES. 

KL—tHE GAME LAWS—ANGLING MISHAPS—8EA AND BROOK 
VROUT. 

He who has oneé experieuced the fascmation of the woods-life 

never escapes its enticement. Inthe memory nothing remains but 

its charm,—WARNER- 

Onr local eoteria were in council a few evenings sinue, 
nominally to devise means to render such aid as was prac- 
ticable to secure an amendment and more general enforce- 
mcnt of the existing game laws of the State, hut really for 
2 promiscuous confab upon the subject of angling in gene- 
ral, The game laws were conceded to be impertect, but less 
so than the slip-shod way im which they were enforced. 
Every species of fish and game are ruthlessly pursued out 
of season ind by prohibited devices, This is true not alone 
in regard ta remote waters and ranges, bub also in régard to 
lakes and stresms in populous neighborhoods. And this 
stale of things will continue until the general public shall 
reach « more just conception of the material value of well- 
stocked waters in wl sections of the State. As a partial 
remedy, an increase of the number of game constables was 
suggested. The necessity for this is conceded by those in 
authority, and if, inaddition, those who appreciate the im- 
portance of game protection shall exert their personal influ- 
ence to secure a thorough enforcement of the law in their 
several localities, something effective might be accom- 
plished. At a few points in the State there are orvanized 
ussociations, one of whose purposes is 10 prosecute otfend- 
ers. Some of them have rendered ood service, but they 
are not generally efficient. Their members are ordinarily 
busy men, who lave no leisure to give personal attention to 
the frequent violations of tlie law by the poachers and pot- 
hunters of their neighborhoods. Tf these several organiza- 
tions could or would, for a year or two, employ some one to 
give his entire time to the detection and prosecution of 
offenders, they would learn to fear if not to respect the 
law, and good results would follow. 

Our own Btate is not an exé¢eption to the prevailing 
vanalism. Not only do these violators of the laws of ua- 
ture and of man deem all game their rightful plunder, but 
they persist in bagging it at all seasons and by any deyice. 
This is as true on the vast plains of the great West as within 
the borders of civilization, and is as persistently practised 
on the recently stocked salmon waters of Maine os in the 
overtished Jakes and rivers of the Adirondacks. Public 
sentiment is being gradually educated up to the proper 
standard upon this subject and it will ultimately reach a 
point when if, will serve as a moral check upon #1] classes of 
the community, but meanwhile nothing but the terrors of 
the jaw and the enforcement of iis penalty will act as sut- 
ficient restraints upon its habitual und persistent violators, 

“Tf all has not been done that is desirable,” said one of our 
Taumber, “something has certainly been accomplished by the 
discussion of this subject within the past twenty or thirty 
years. L remember when sporismen—not professional 
poachers or pot-hunters—did not dvem it unsporfsmanlike 
10 string set-lines in the lakes and rivers of the North Woods 
to swell their ‘count’ ‘This practise las, L believe, been 
venerally discarded, except by the low-down rifft-raif, who 
haye no more iea of what is legitimate in the practise of the 
art than an Hequimau has of the principles of algebra. 

“T once met one of these fellows on the North Branch 
of the Moose River a great many yearsago. We saw him 
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set his line at a point famous for the number and size of the 
trout, which seemed to make it their headquarters. He sup- 
posed himself unobserved, of course, and retired to his 
shanty sure of a food haul in the morning. I was in camp 
with Dick O., whom most of you knew us ‘2 fellow of in- 
finite humor,’ and as muscular as he was witty, and as fond 
ot fuir play in angling as he was ‘down on’ all poachers and 
pot-hunters, When it was sugeested that we make a mid- 
Niel raid upon the trap set by our neighbor, Dick dissented, 
With the remark that ‘he would make lim a visit early in 
the moruing. sive him due notice of his purpose, and cut 
his line before his eyes.’ I offered to accompany him, but 
he declined my services and proceesed alone to perform his 
rizhieons office. Twatehed him on his mission, observed 
him talking to the poacher, and saw him stoop down at the 
edge of the water, as if to cutthe line. A tussle followed, 
and in less than 4 minute ‘something dropped’ in the water, 
and it wasn't Dick, The issue was the capture of the set- 
line; and, after due explanations, apologies, and sundry 
soothing appliances, a treaty of peace was signed, Dick wis 
forgiven, snd the poacher promised ‘never 10 do so no 
more,’ ” 

“Was that the season 1 met you fishing under water?” 
‘Noa more o’ fhat, Hal, an’ you love me.’” 
“Why not? Ji was certainly nothing to your discredit, 

und { have had a many hearty laugh gince, at the remem- 
brance of it.” : 

“Pell us about it, D.” 
“Well, if was something like this: I was wading and 

casting down the North Branch with results entirely satis- 
factory, when I reached the borders of a rather deep pool, 
into which the waters swept with » velocity which rendered 
il extremely difficult for me to keep my footing, Anxious 
to yeach a shaded spot in the pool, which tequired a long 
east, I lifted myself up upon a slippery boulder to the more 
certainly reach my objective pomt. I sieceeded, as T ex- 
pected, mm raising adarge fish, but in striking, my feet slipped 
from under me, and I glided into the flood iis cleanly and as 
arrow-like as 4 saw log dips into the water below the chute. 
I was not aware that anyone was in the neighborhood, until 
1 heard aroar of Jaughter as L emerged from my bath to 
swimashore, That’s the whole story; Lsaw nothing laugh- 
able in the adventure then, aljhough I have often since 
smiled in thinking: of if." 

“No, gentlemen, that is not the whole story, begging my 
friend’s pardon. After he made his plunge there was toth- 
ing to be seen of him or of his helongings, but his rod, and 
that was held as erect and as artistically as if he was playing 
his fish from the rock from which he had slipped, The line 
was kept taut, and the tip of the rod Went as gracefully while 
the angler was submerged as when he veguined his footing. 
Ti was a fine iusiration of the tuling passion, and T was as 
glad asif Lhad done it myself, when our friend landed & 
three-pound trout as the result of his judicious manipulation 
under difficulties. By the way, D., did you éyer find your 
hat?” 

“Yes, halla milebelow, and none the worse forthe journey, 
But since you have begun to ‘tell tales out of school,’ I have 
a tind to give you a Roland for your Oliver.” 

‘Let's lave it; let’s have it,” from all sides. 
not object.” 
=*Not 1, for | am sure nothing can be said about my ang- 

line adventures which will not redound to my infinite 
eredit,” 
“We had been leisurely floating down the Raquette on 

such a day ss rendered ne quite imdifferent to any past or 
any coming event excepl the going down of the sun, Tt 
wis just such a day as one would like to have last forever. 
As we floated, we cast hither and thither, from no special. 
desire to gel a rise, but sinyply that our well-balanced rods 
might share in the inexpressible felicity of those who wielded 
them. Itwas well on in the afternoon when we touched 
the head of the lone rapids near the Oxbow—in old times 
oue of the best points tor large trout, and plenty of them,” 
onthe river, My friend here was the first to eet a rise, , 
and was domg his hest io land him at the head of the pool. 
But the fish and the current combined were too strong tor 
him, andwhile both guide and angler were more intent 
upon the fish than upon their surroundings, the hoat floated 
sideways against a projecting treetop, and was upset in the 
twinkhng of aneye. The water was rather more thun 
shoulder deep; but before I could cross over to help him, my 
friend had reached terra firma, while the guide was swim- 
ming with the current to overtake his boat. Tt is proper to 
say that Bob kept his temper, although he lost his rod.” 

“T remember those rapids very well,” said another of aur 
number, “but [have nof visited them since the Raquette 
waters were planted with pickerel by a Long Lake vandal, 
whose name I have forrotten.” 

“Bul Thaven’t. Ttwas Lysander Hall, who had often 
served 48 my guide, and an excellent guide he was—quick, 
intelligent, obliging and better acquainted with all the by- 
paths of the wilderness than any guide I ever had, except 
George Morse, who was killed in the war, and over whose 
remains Gen. Spinner caused to be erected a fitting record 
of his patriotism and couraye.” 

“No matter what he was in all else, in thus polluting the 
Raquette waters, Hall committed a crime for which there 
was no law to mete out to him fitting punishment. The 
prandest trout waters in the State are deteriorated fer all 
time. But, as I was saying, | remember those long rapids 
very pleasantly, and except at Setting Pole, I enjoyed swift 
water fishing nowhere else so well. Since I dae visited 
them I have done something in the way of killing sea, trout, 
and IT seldom east in the swift waters where they are found 
without being reminded of the rapids on the Raquette.” 

“Are not the fish eyen more alike than the waters they 
inhabit?” 

“At first I thought the fish not only slike in appearance, 
but alike in fact. But TI have siuce changed my opinion, 
and now believe them to be quite distinct from our brook or 
river trout, but of course, of the same general family,” 

"In fliis,” I replied, “you are at odds with some of the 
best writers.” 

“I know that very well, but I know also that [ am in agre¢- 
ment with others, 4nd where doctors thus differ T huye fried 
to decide for miyself, not by uny scientific inyestigation— 
although I have done w little uf that—but by a close obsery- 
ation of the haunts and habits of the fish. Some of the 
salmon and seu tront rivers L have fished are feud by numer- 
ous small tributaries which are full of brook trout, and 
when coyeting a mess, as we often did, I knew just where 
to find them. I have one special brook in my mind which 
projected ils cold, pure transparent water into the river with 
such force as to preserve its identity for some distance, 
Whenever I cast within the radius of this distinctively 
qarked brook water | would take clearly marked brook 

“Bob will 
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trout ranging from a quarter to half a pound, but if I cast: 
beyond this line so much asa half dozen yards T would 
have no brook trout response. When the elearly defined 
river water line waS reached, the dainty fish seemed to halt. 
as surely is if they had run their heads agninst a stone wall, 
But, by extending my cast beyond the outflow of the brook, 
Twoukl recerye prompt responses from what i belieyed to 
be seatront, On placing them side by side the difference 
in thei appearanee seemed to me to be something more than 
the difference ctused by the difference of the water in the 
two streams. But both ave beautiful fish, but, in such a 
side by side comparison, the sea trout is discovered to lack 
the rich lustre and golden beanty of his more dainty 
cousin.” 

“Just,” T added, “as you will find the tiny fry you see in 
thre little spring riyulets which empty into a trout lake fo be 
more beautiful in form and color than the larger fish you 
find in the larger waters,” 

“Lt was long a question,” my friend rejoimed, ‘whether 
pickerel and muscalouge were nolidentical. Now we koow 
that they are dilferent fish, and yet they resemble each other 
quite as closely as sea and brook trout. Among all the 
trout L have taken in salmon waters T never saw one that 
hore an exact resemblance to the trout I heve taken in real 
trout brook waters, or that leaped from the water to the fly 
with the same yim which (listinguishes the large brook trout 
in our own northern lakes and rivers. I have no wish to he 
dogmatical upon this subject, but IT shall hold to my opinion 
all fhe same.” 

“T do nol care to argue the question with you,’ was my 
reply, ‘but Tam not convinced, Lagree with you in this, 
however, that, except salmon, I know of no fish that affords 
hetter sport to the appreciative snglor than sea trout rang- 
ing from three to eight pounds in weight.” CAD: 

WALL-EYED PIKE. 
[° dows nut seem lo me strange that (he wall-eyed pilee has 

received so little notice by those who report the pleas- 
ure they get in taking camefish. In our Cedar River the 
wall-eyed pike abound and grow to considerable size. T 
have seen them often of eight and ten pounds weight, and for 
table use they are not easily excelled. Their flesh is white 
und firm; they are without fine bones, and they nave a flavor 
that is fine enough for the most particular laste. But when 
we put them amon game fish they must fake their place 
uear the close of the list, 

They do not take the bail generally with any amount, of 
determination, and when one is known to haye taken the 
hait, if must have plenty of line and must not be struck 
until it has had time to swallow the bait and digest the 
hook, and then the chances are nol more than even that i 
is hooked; und now comes the only fun in the operation, 
for it willmake one runand then giye up, and one can gel 
as much sport in landing a while sucker, as this beautiful 
fish, In fishing for them, 1 use live bait (minnows), plenty 
of line and # heavy rod, but have known a few to have 
heen taken with an artificial hait, though liye bait is con- 
sidered the best generally, Now let me say something in 
the way of protest in the manner that these and other tish 
are being killed in our river. Night spearing with a Jamp 
torchis a favorite mode with many of taking: thesefish, both 
in and out of season, and the nature of the pike is such that 
when once seen from the hoatcan generally be struck, and 
if not, by patient watching can soon he seen again, and then 
do not make long runs, as they ave not swift fish *‘on foot,” 
Tt makes their capture most certain, more especially as dur 
ing the hest spearing season they are full of egs or spawn. 
1 haye known pike to be taken this way that had a pound 
or more of covs in them, and thisis not only true of the 
pike but of the bluck bass, rack bass, perch, pickerel, etc., 
ete. and also of the non-game fish such as saekers, white 
and black, redhorse, bulfalo, ete. 7 

Bome of my friends will say, why don't you quit it your- 
self? Well! Twill when the rest do, and yet as much as I 
love this sport I would gladly give it up if some way could 
he brought abont to stop altogether. My personal experi- 
ence in this matter gives me vu chanee tosee the damage done 
fo our fish interests, and the general decline in numbers und 
quelity of our best fish, The true way of taking fish with 
fue rod has lost much of its attractiveness because of the 
yearly wholesale slaughter of our gamiest fish, Might not 
these facts be placed before our State fish commission for 
consideration, and have restrictions placed upon the capture 
of fish in this manner, and insure to us forthe future a sup- 
ply of fish that would make the heart of the angler rejoice. 

Nature has done her share for us in giving us a beautiful 
river, a natural home for fish, water clear and swift, banks 
covered with trees and bushes. bottom lined with rocks and 
while sand, und abounding in the purest of springs, 

Watt, H. Prien, 
OrARbes Crry, Lowa. 

SALVHLINUS OQuAssA AND Fonrnoyanis,—Charlestown, 
N, H., Jan. 20,—I cheerfully acknowledge the mistake 1 
mude in my answers to Herr yon Behr, in calling the larger 
trout of the Rangeley lakes “Simo oquassa,” and I bee to 
apologize to Mr, Geo. Shepard Page for having said amy- 
thing that might detract from the well-earned glory of his 
exploit of catching what I should call, if T were not afraid 
of making another mistake, the largest jontinalis that was 
ever seen. 1 knew that one of the trouts of the Rangeley 
lakes was Suleelinus oguies, and J confess that I got the two 
mixed up, aod did for a time cherish the impression that the 
larger trout was the ogviasa, and the smaller, fontinulis. 
Anyous, however, who has been through what | have for 
the past few yeirs in trying to keep track of the bewildering 
changes in thenames of the Pacific Coast Salmonide, has, 
think, some excuse for sufficient temporary aberration of 
mind to confuse the two trouts of the Rangeley lakes. Ih is 
Telated of a man who was traveling in France in the unsta- 
ble times of that country, that he stipulated with his land- 
lord that a boy should rap on his door early eyery morning, 
and inform him what the form of government was on that 
day, We had on the Pacitie Coast fora lone time a very 
similar feeling about the names of that distant branch of the 
salmon family, anc its effect on the mind was demoralizing. 
J finally acquired the habit of feeling sure that the true name 
of any specified fish was not the name we had been caliing 
it, This appears to haye been an adequate reason for re- 
vising the names of the two Rangeley trouts. I was sorry 
wt first that [ made such a mistake, but as it has broucht out 
three or four most interesting and excellent articles on Sil- 
welts oguasse, perbiaps, after all, if has done more good 
than harm, and Iwill yenture to say that many of your 
readers now know more sbout Steen vguussit than they 
ever did hefore—and all in consequence of my stupid bhun- 
der,—Lryincston Sronu, 

"> “[JAN. 25, 1888. 
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THE TROUT STREAM. 

(ayn in cavern deep of earth and stone, 
Where midnight darkness reigns and all is still, 

Save trickling drops, that, oozing from the grownd 

Like evening gathring dew on grass and herb, ~ 
Fall from the vaulted roof with (rickling splash. . 
No ray of sun, no beam of moon, or star 

Looks down into the depths. to mark the track 
Designed by natureit should flow henceforth, 
As oufward to the light it gropes its way 

Through sand and shale, or fissures in the rock. 

Impell’d by unseen foree, it breaks the crust, 

Yet sealing up its tortuous channel's month, 

And wildly in its new found liberty, 

Leaps from the mountain side a living spring 
Of sparkling water, from which erystal fount 
A tiny streamlet, trembling on the brink, 

Leads down the gorge, ‘mong rocks and fallen trees 
And boulders large, which, prone amid the stream, 

By their huge bulls resist the current’s foree, 

And break the seething mass of dashing spray, 

As tumbling down to foaming gulf below— 

“4 The woods resound the roaring of its fall, 

Thus on, adown a darksome course it rups, 

‘Midst shade se dense of cedar cool and sweet, 

Delaying not, as fain some ugly log 

Would dam the purling brook by its sad fate, 

Oy tree-top languish in its narrow bed. 

With noiseless gliding through the swamp it steals, 

er sunken leaves, and snaky-looking roots, 

‘Twixt miry boriers, edged with thorny brush, 

And ereeping vines that clamber up the trees. 

Thus far alone, but with a friendly voice 

fi greets the merry ris that tumble in 

From neighboring springs, to swell the tiny flood, 
And sleep upon the bosom of its tide. 

As hand In hand the mingling waters flow; 

Emerging now, the lonesome shade it leaves, 

Where sighing winds and whispering zephyrs wake 

Strange midnight echoes through the forest gloom, 
And daytime seems but evening gloaming come. 

Thenee out across the fields, heneath the sky, 

Jn smoothly flowing stream, twyixt banks of green, 

Winds gracefully its silvery length along— 

Now wid' ning ont o’er shallow pebbly beds, 

Light rippling music trembles on the breeze, 

Nor dies away, but floating down the stream 

[t leaps from rift to rift in gladsome play, 

Through deep’nd channel, narrow'd in its bounds 

By stony wails, that rise on either side. 
The swift and silent current bears its way, 
To where the branching alder lowly droops 

Above a suuny pool, where eddies whirl, 

And laughing, slip away along the bank, 

(Hershelying made by roots of branchless stub, 

hat stands in solemn silence, looking down 3 

Into the pearly depths, as if to sean 

What fishes leaping, show their silvery seales, 

Oy vise to catch the luckless summer flies. 

‘he stream flows on. nor slackens yet its pace, 
Through meadows green, anit fields of waving grain: 

On past the woody slope, where tow ring pines, 

At early morning eatch first glinipse of dawn; 

Across the roadway, or beneath the bridges, 

Where line come (clown to drink, or teams to cross, 

As homeward or to village bound they go, 

‘The harefout urchin, on his way from school, 
Wades fearlessly across from bank to bank, 

With splashing ontsteps, through the miry clay, 

Nor toinds the wetting should he chance to fall. 
With cautious step, and skillful turn of wrist. 

Tite tireless angler wields his pliant rod, 

And deftly casts upon the ripple’s crest, 

Ov sweeps across the deep dark pools for trout, 

Unconscious of the day's fast-speeding hows, 

Til sun. reclining in the western sky, 

by lengthen’d shadows, stretching towrd the hills, 

And golden sunset, shimmering in the air, 

Remind him that his holiday is spent, 

With tar off look, he sees the silv’ry stream 

Meand'ring slowly tow’rd the distant lake, 
But dares not linger, so reluctant turns 

fis footsteps homeward with a well-filled creel. 

The thrush on elm-top trills his evening lay, 

Tn fute-like notes that captivate the ear; 

Cool soughing winds come creeping down the gorge, 

Foretellmg dampness. and perhaps a storm; 

Low nintt*ring thunder echoes from the cliff, 

And lightuings flash along the snnset sky; 

The taindrops patter on the forest leaves, 

And midnight darkness closes all the scene. 

CAnanDAlaua, NPY. C. T. Mrrexec. 

GAMENESS OF LAKE TROUT. 

6 [e8 loss by **Monatiquot” of his fly rod as toldin Forest 
AnD Stream of Jan. 18, reminds me of asimilar exper- 

ience of my own at Scvond Connecticut Lake last season. 
Like his, my ill luck was also with my first fly rod, an eleyen 
onnee ash and lancewood. Amysa Ward, the guide, and 1 
were fishing for “lunge” or lake troné at the mouth of Beaver 
Tnlet. It was in the last week of September. The line 
storm had just passed over and had raised the lake about 
two feet above its usual level. We had fished the lake from 
inlet to outlet with fly and with bait, by casting and by 
trolling. But in vain, all legitimate angling allurements 
known to us had been tried, bul not a fish could we coax. 
This had been voing on for three days, I believe, how- 
eyer, I did one morning, catch a speckled trout of about a 
pound while fishing for minnows. I was using about four 
feet of line on-as many feet of switch, standing on a log at 
the boat house, when the rascal nearly jerked me into the 
lake before I sufficiently recovered from my surprise to 
return the compliment. Ofher than this the fish had beaten 
us, <Amasa said they had taken to the woods, and ad- 
vocated a pursuit of them with clumbers and clubs, He held 
however, that sometime in the course of twenty-four hours 
they must take food,and if we might happen to be around just 
when they fell that way, we should stand a chance of gel- 
iing afew. I had perfect confidence in Amasa. What he 
didn’t seem to Know about fin, fur or feather appeared to 
me not particularly worth knowing, so by his adyice, we 
pusled over to Beaver Inlet about half an hour before sun- 
down. We anchored the boat directly across the mouth of 
the stream, with a weight at each end, over a clean swept, 

| gravely bottom and im about five feet of water. We both 
used fly rods, casting with minnows. 

Precisely as the sun dropped behind the hemlocks that 
fringed the shore came a smart jerk upon my line followed 
hy a whizzing recl. A whole municipality of air castles 
constructed in the smoke of my pipe curling Jazily upward 
were tumbled to ruins instanter. I knew it was a “lunge” 
from his somewhat loggy movements and bulllike strength 
and fighting tactics, 1 had been told that the lake trout 
were inferior as game fish, but 1 want no better fighters than 
they proyed themselves that night. Amasa said they were 
unusually lively, Thad landed my fish and was adjusting 
my bait when Amasa became engaged, J took up the net 
to assist him, first throwing my bait overboard and laying 
my rod across the boat. The commotion made in netting 
Amagsa’s fish so rocked the boat that before I could prevent 
it my red slipped over| oard. Haying landed Amasa’s fish 
we turned cur attention to my rod. We could see it lying 
on the bottom at tight angles with the length of the boat, 
its nickel-plated reel being just discernible through the roily 
water, How to get it was the question. We tried rod and 
net, buf no use. Tt eluded all attempt to lift it; and while 
we looked, oh, horror! it began to move, The bait on the 
other end had been taken, and the thief was making for the 
middle of the lake. Alas, thought I, that my first fly- 
rod should come to such an ignoble fate. To lie and 
rot on the muddy bottom of Connecticnt Lake, the 
scorn instead of the terror of the fimny tribe. But T 
determined not to lose it without remonstrance, and 
energetically clapped the hoop of the netupon its butt above 
the reel. It checked the scamp, bul I trembled, I deter- 
tnined not to lose the rod, however, if I had to go overboard 
after it. Amasa picked up a minnow rigging that lay in the 
bottom of the boat, and as luck would have it, he caught 
my line at the first cast. Gingerly he followed the line to 
the tip, drew the rod to the surface, and handed it to me. 
The fish was still fastened, He had been good enough to 
assist the operation by sulking, but a persuasive tension 
roused his temper and I had a beautiful set-to with him for 
about fifteen minutes. When landed he pulled the seales 
down to three pounds. He was the heaviest of exactly a 
dozen fish which we took that night. 
Perhaps this experience has been paralleled; certainly it 

was 4 yery unusual one, and that red, however it may rank 
beside future finer ones, will always be cherished as a mo- 
mento of that night's experience. We each caught six fish, 
the dozen aggregating something over twenty-five pounds. 
The battle continued about two hours. The twilight faded 
into darkness and the moon rose oycr the tree tops, A large 
part of the time it was so dark we could not see to use the 
Janding net, and could scarcely distinguish the rods in our 
hands, Finally, to cap the climax, we each hooked a fish 
about the same time, and after some lively work to keep 
them clear of the anchor line, we managed to land them, 
and consigning them to the car, we pulled up weights and 
steered for Uncle Tom’s, R. Fianp. 
Lower, Mass. 

A TRIP FOR BLACK BASS, 

ly Y hrother and myself, two as devoted lovers of the rod 
and reel as one often meets, boarded the fast express 

on the Lake Shore road one Friday afternoon, and in an 
hour were chalting cheerfnlly with mother at the amply 
spread table, having been carried the thirty miles that 
separated my home and Cleveland in just forty-five minutes. 
After satisfying the inner man with such food as only a 
mother can prepare for most welcome sons, we withdrew 
to the sitting-room and over our segars, while we carefully 
prepared our tackle, talked of the coming morrow, the 
stream lo be fished, and of the many things which, in joy- 
ful anticipation of a fine day’s sport, can only sugwest them- 
selves to the minds of such as Charlie and L Haying most 
carefully prepared everything, we retired for the night, not 
to sleep peacefully, however, but to dream of the strike, 
the leap fatal to some part of the tackle of the unwary 
angler, and of the thrilling events which crowd themselves 
into an excited mind bent on a glorious day’s fun. 

At about 4 o’clock in the morning | was awakened by my 
mother’s voice calling me, and, giviag Charley a dig in the 
ribs, I sprang out of bed followed by my companion, and 
we were soon enjoying a good cup of coffée prepara- 
tory to our start. We had about seventy-five of the prettiest 
minnows that ever graced a bucket, kicking and struggling 
among themselves in the pail, and I cannot possibly sce how 
a bass could let one of those brown-backed chubs wiggle 
under its nose without trying him a whack. 
We arrived at the river after the sun wus well over the 

tree tops and the fog was rolling up from the surface of 
the river in dense clouds. I was ready first, and with a 
long cast, while my line was dry, I dropped my minnow 
squarely in a mos! inviting spot where the water gurgled 
and curled gracefully over a stump partially hidden by the 
overhanging bank, When the minnow was about eight. 
inches from the water a bass of about one-half pound 
weight made a desperate break for it, but so great was 
his eagerness he missed it, and, describing a curve, fell: 
in a somewhat awkward position ou his side, but light- 
ning was not quicker than his disappearance beneath the 
surface again, My minnow struck the water lightly and 
the current bore it inward wider the bank, and when 
passing the stump I felt a violent jerk, and, taking my 
thumb off the reel, away he went with a velocity that 
made my nerves jump and called into play my every 
faculty, for I soon perceived I had hooked a veritable 
monster. After running abofit eighty-five feet he turned. 
and went for that hole again and nearly succeeded, too, for, 
although I hung on for all Iwas worth, he kept on, put 
by a quick deficction of my rod tip 1 led him by it and 
started him across the river. After a long, fierce battle, en- 
livened by two or three desperate leaps, 1 landed him and 
had the satisfaction of seeing him pull down 4% pounds on 
my pocket scale. ’ 

Charlie had been likewise engaged, but his fish run some- 
what smaller, but he evened things up by landing two to my 
one. Many times since that day Have 1 caught that fish 
over again, and the thought of it will make me fairly quiver 
as Tagain see him now in the air shaking that hook fiercely, 
and again in the water; off he goes with a rush only to re- 
peat his antics, juntil the landing net is slipped under him, 
and his last chance is forever gone. Thus it went on, 
and at two o’dlock, when we stopped for alunchand a 
smoke, we had twenty-two, all told, ranging from four and 
threé-quarters to one anda half pounds. We took a vote 
and decided we had done well enough, and after unjointing 
started for home, where we were met with joyful congratula- 
tions, for mother and the rest are always glad when we are 
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successful, Around the evening lamp atter supper, we 
showed them all just how we did it, going through all the 
details to 4 most appreciative audience, ; 
We eame back fo the cily on the early morning train with 

some of the nicest fish for our frieuds who, lam sure, if they 
saw this article would know whenceit came, Many, many 
times have I thanked my lucky stars that Twas born with 
aninnate love for out-loor pastimes, for offen when busi- 
ness Gurus and (roubles crowd thick and fast over my path- 
way, the thought of how I took a monster bass, together 
wilh all the pleasant yaried stmroundinys of the time and 
place will flash intomy mind and I catch the fish over again, 
and with a much lighter heart and’ pen T attack my work 
with renewed yisor wand with the mental resolution to have 
anoilier trip just as soon as lean get away. Hoen, Jn, 
OLEVELAND, O 

FISHING THROUGH ICE. 

TVISHING throuch the ice is at its mefidian, and the boys 
are enjoying it hugely, We hear ot many good strings 

and oceasionally see a good string from our local waters. 
The best 1 have heard of was brought to town on Saturday, 
December 30, by some of (he Woys who yisited the Ox-how 
near Northampton. The pickerel were magniticent fellows, 
but the twenty-pound pike was the admiration of all, and 
hag caused many inquiries for hail by those who were too 
lazy or too careless to put in a supply. 

ic Ox-bow, so called from its shape, is au old bed of the 
river, the Connecticut River Railroad culting it off from the 
river, but leaving it open at Gne end; itis a safe retreat for 
the finny tribes in times of high water, and when once in 
they haye no desire to return to their once turbulent home, 
but, bask and feed] in the still waters of the bow, where they 
afford good sport in hoth summer and winter fishing; the 
fisher having bis choice between suckers, bullheads, pereh, 
eels and pickerel, with an occasional pike thrown in for 
variety s sake. 

1 have found it 4 source of much pleasure in summer fish- 
ing, and haye carried away some good strings after a day’s 
witching of the tip-rps. The raising of the bloody flag has 
charms that; will relax fhe stiffened joints, and assist in a 
spurt for the prize at the Jower end of the line, 

THrowas CHALMERS. 
Hopyore, Mass., January 1. 

Tennessep Fish Norss.—t had brought myself to he- 
lieve that the fish law passed by the Legislature of or State 
two years ago was becoming popular and being’ practically 
enforced. Though the appearance of two huge wagon- 
loads of ‘jack fish,’ caught from the Harpeth Itiver in a 
series of traps and offered for sale openly upon the pub- 
lic square of this eily at three and four cents per pound, has 
shaken my Taith amazingly, Was: there ever a more in- 
famous outrage perpetrated upon u civilized community? 
At least one thousand pounds of the gamest fish of these 
waters slanghtered in this jrutal manner by a thing styling 
himself man, and publicly huckstered among respectable, 
law-abiding citizens, The law as passed laid no restric- 
tions upon legitimate angling, or eyen the troi line; nor did 
it hamper the commissioners with restrictions upon giving 
farmers permits to seine the streams for fish with which to 
stock ponds, Yet. with all the leniency displayed, and in 
the face of the beneficial working of the Jaw, vandals are 
permitted to defy i and rob (he people of one of 
the most delightful and exbilarating of all field sports, 
to say nothing of depriving them of their riphtful 
supply of delicious food. Such memas these robbers must 
he brought to justice, and the fish commissioners ure the 
persons to doit, They should be prosecuted and punished, 
and not only them, but any person or persons. buying their 
illy gotten goods. Our local sportsmen shonld organize an 
association, and inyite to it fhe dealers of fish in the city, 
and between themselves form a covenant, and down ery these 
fiends. Refuse to purchase the fish, and punish every tres- 
passer. This las been done successfully in other States) 
why vot here? The past two years of very partial protection 
has demonstrated the fact that with the lwys’ strictly en- 
foreed, every siveam iv the State would soon be teemme 
with an abundance of fish indigenous fo them, and conse- 
quently everybody could haye as much as they could eat, 
though as matters seem to be going, in the same time it 
would take to replenish the streams with fish, not one will 
be left. As the Former Ann Sram hag alwhys advocated 
protection, and been ready to frown down upon yandalism 
as practiced against game and fish, 1 feel it a duty to ihe 
community at large to inform the people through its 
columns of this dastardly act, hoping that the notice will 
bring forth expressions of diszust editorially, and trom 
private sources,—J, D. 1, (Nashville). 

PumapenrurA Nores.—The fearfnl condition of the 
water of the Schuylkill River is nuw attracting the atten- 
tion of the authorities of our city, Philadelphisns are be- 
coming alarmed, and can hardly dvinkit. An inyestization 
shows that a considerable portion of the noxious impurities 
contained therein comes from the gas works at Manayunk, 
Norristown and Reading. At Manaynil: quantities of tar 
oil escape into the river from both public and private works, 
more from the latter than the former. At Norristown the 
gas waste products flow into the river, and the sewage of 
the growing towns on the line of the Schuylkill enters the 
stream freely. We have long known that these impurities 
have driven fish of all kinds trom the river, and éven the 
shad caught in the Delaware a short distance from there 
the Schuylkill flows into it, taste of the gas tar. Now, 
however, the nuisance has beeome a dangerous one, and 
our population becoming alurmed, attention is drawn io the 
subject. It is high time,—llomo, 

Srrmrp Bass UNDER THE Iom,—A ereal many large 
bass are now being sent fo market from towns along the 
Hudson River from Croton Point up to Newburgh. They 
are taken in nets which are hauled under the ied, and the 
bass being in a semi-torpid condition do not readily escape. 
Th appears to be the habit of some of the larve striped bass 
to remain in salt water all winter, while others seck the 
rivers where the wuter varies trom brackish to fresh, 

A VYanuasnn Caryime.—Jacksonville, Pla—Why don’t 
some of your fisliculturists secure some of our channel cats 
aod introdnes them into some of the deep sandy lakes of the 
North? They ure the cleanest fish in the world, are neyer 
eaught fvom our docks, and range from one to ten pounds, 
generally from four to seven pounds: They are good biters 
and excellent fighters.—An Prisco, 

FOREST AND STREAM. S11 

AupWives tT Lake OnvArto, The New York Tiines 
says: ‘‘Dr. Tarleton H, Bean, of the Smithsonian Institu- 
tion, puls at rest the question whether shad are found in the 
Jakes, due to planting. The mistake has been to confuse 
the branch alewife (Cuipée vernalis) with young shad. The 
formerare found in fle lakes, the Jaffer not. Tow the 
branch alewite got into Lake Ontario, Dr, Bean thinks, 
arose from the fact that some of the egysof the alewife 
were mixed with those of the shad when attempts were made 
to place shad in tose waters, But in some cases, as in 
Cayuga and Seneca lakes, it is believed that the alewives 
have come there through the water courses, Onnals offer 
passages through which these fish might huye come, and Dy, 
Bean and Mr. Mather both favor the idea,” 

TENNESSEE NoTES,—Sixteen bills are at present betore the 
Legislature for the purpose of having the game and fish laws 
annulled, This seems cruel, though from many quarters T 
hear that the people are dissatistied; they claim the luws to 
be oppressive, legislation in fayor of the rich against the 
poor, and all such stuff. They will be evatified, no donbt, 
and one State will be soon depleted of those two delicivus 
articles of food, Live quail are being brousht into market 
and sold openly (bagged, of course), Since my last, two or 
three wagon loads of fish have been sold here (seined), Our 
fish commissioner says nothing and does less, perhaps be- 
cause he knows there is no ust making a row, Altogether, 
Tennessee is getting in a queer way.—J. 1D. FH, 

: | Hishculture. 

To insure prompt attention, comminiicétions should be ad- 
dtothe Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to. 
ducdls, in whose absence from the office matters of tin- 

portance are Liable ta delay. 

IMPREGNATING SALMON EGGS. 

'R. Livingston Stone, of the United States Wish Conuis- 
I sion, in charge of the salmon breeding ranch on the Mc- 
Cloud River, California, made an interesting series of experi- 
ments to test the best method ofimpregnating salmon eggs, in 
September last. Fishculturists know that eggs and milt 
taken under the same conditions from different fish often 
vary greatly in the percentage of impregnation obtained. 
Therefore while Mr. Stone’s trials are of value, they should, 
in order to determine the point sought, haye been repeated 
many times. Mr, Stone writes from Cold Spring Trout Ponds, 
Charlestown, N. H.: 
The following experiments werethied at the U, S. Fishery, 

California, this fall, with salmon eggs. All the eggs and milb 
were taken as usual in # dry yessel, 
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1.—figgs remained in pan minute vefore 
Milt was pub OU.-.4. 0-222. ...2-2222:2.--. 2,800) 888) 2762) sed 

2.—-Eggs remained in pan 2 minutes before 
mutwasputon.. .. ..-... Mocks ikea ite 3,000) 952) 2.048 (Axe 

3,—Bgegs remained in pan 3 nounutes before | 
Crete gsisgeyvahyuys 200 Meee ee | oe 3,000) 542) 8,058 R49 

4,—Milt remained in pan 1 minute hefore) 
eggs were added. oo. . 2... ses ss uss ecs-- 8,600) 928) 2,677) 748 

5.—Milt remained in pan? ininutes before | Al 
pegs were added. oo... eee tee eee 8,100) 711] 2,880. yu 

6.—Miltremaimedin pao’ minutes before’ 
eges were adiied.~---_-.--,..-..-,----., 3.000) 1,838} 1,162 2387 

7.—Canada process*...0. 2... 25,000) 1,260)28,040 945 
k.—Kees taken from dead fish. ............ 2,500) 2.400) 100) 04 
9,—Kegs washed immediately after milt was | Wail 

TUPLES WEEE SR 2580 oh 555 Bee eRe agg See 8,000) 3,009) tre 
10,—Milt 18 hours old when ised... 8,000} 3,000) ‘+ 
114.—Milt 48 hours old when used__-__...-...' 3,000) 3,000) ** —__ 
12.—Spawnhed in pail altogether at one time'25,000) 4,161) 20,849 884 

+ Taking the epgs and milt in the usual way ina pan, and ns soon 
as they are well mixed together, pouring them into a pail till the 
Bal is illed. This method saves pans and makes one pan do for a 
day's spawning. 

Livyinaston Sronn. 
{Tt will be seen that the ‘Canada Process” yielded ninety- 

four and one-half per cent., while the eggs from the dead fish 
brought only four per cent. We hope that Mr. Stone will 
continues these experiments and that others will try them and 
report the results.] 

SCINTILLATED EGOTISM. 

Hiliter Forest and Stream: 
Haying myself had a little editorial experience | know full 

well that this special class of egotists have an unquestioned 
right to select their own headings, but I will ask as a special 
favor that you allow the above to stand over this communica- 
tion. Thanks for your excellent notice of my humble mono- 
graph on carp and carpeulture. ‘Flashes of egotism” was 
superlatively good, but, my dear Mr. Kuitor, read the first 
paragraph of the introduction and you will observe that you 
are off soundings with unutilized canyas; and you will now 
observe that I am following foreign methods in referring to 
the notice, for here [am at the charminy end of same, 
You don’t ‘‘enthuse” worth a c—yprinoid. Well, wait two 

or three years till Commissioner Blackford begins to have in 
his Fulton Market tanks carp raised and prepared for market 
according to the egotistical plans laid down m my pamphlet, 
If then you don’t think them equal to shad just plank ther, 
For oné, I don’t “enthuse” over palate-tickling shad bones, 
lanked though they be. I am fond of poultry, but when 
<illed for table I don’t care to have them drowned, though it 
would be just as sensible as to take fish out of the water and 
leave them to smother and die. The day is not far distant 
when more fish than butcher’s meats will be consumed hy onr 
people, and the mass of these fish will be carp, The miss of 
your readers will not forget this little egotistical prophesy. 
And now afew words about egotism. It is pertectly leziti- 

mate fora ‘“selfmade man” to feel proud of thejoh. Wa 
man makes two blades of grass grow where but one grew be- 
fore, he is calleda benefactor. If a man devises methods 
whereby two pounds of superior food can be grown where 
but one grew before, or whereby tons can be raised where 
none was raised before, and tells others how to doit, he is an 
—egotist! Persons who originate rather than imitate expect 
this kind of fame; hence their happiness. 
You don’t seem to take much stock in Chinese fishculture, 

although we can show by the writings of ancient trayelers in 
the “flowery kingdom,” as well as by their own history, that, 
they were adeptsin the business thousands of years before 
scriptural allusions to the business in Weypt, some of which 
date back about twenby:six hundred years, See Isaiah, xix, x. 
(You can borrow a Bible justin at the Observer office). By 
the way, I am in correspondence with prominent parties in 
China upon the subject of carpeulture and may We able at 
some future tine to pive the Forms? AND STREAM some inter- 
esting puints from there. Bgotistically yours, 

ILTON P, PERCE, 
PHILADELPBLA (117 Market street), Tan, 20, 183; 

SCOTCH PRIZERESSAYS. 

HE promoters of the International Fisheries Exhibition held 
in Edinburgh in April, 1882, offered upward of £500 for 

rizes for essays on a yariety of subjects relating to fish and 
fisheries, After a great many essays were sentin. and after 
careful consideration, a certain number were selected as most 
deserving of the prizes offered, Of these twenty-nine were 
chosen for publication, and the yolume containing them is 
now ready. The following summary will afford some idea of 
the variety and interest of the subjects discussed in the yol- 
tne refessed to: “Harbour Accommodation for Pishing Boats 
on the Bast and North Coast of Seotlind,” ‘The Different 
Methods of Oyster Culture,” “The Pish Supply of Great Cities: 
with special reforence to the best methods of catch and pack 
ing, and of distribution, and other nfeans caleulated to tacil- 
itatie the delivery of the fishin good condition for market,” 
“The Best Means of Increasing the Supply of Mussels for 
Bait,” “The Natural History and Micration of the Herring,” 
“The Salmon Disease,” “The Breeding and Reswring of Fresh 
Water Wish,” ‘The Utilization of Fish Offal, "The History 
and Statistics of the Herring Fishing in Sweden and Nor- 
way,’ “Whale Fishing Amone the Faroe Islands,” “The 
Species of Poreign Vish Most Suitable for Introduction 
into British Riyurs and Waters.” One of the prize essays is 
in French, Its author is Mr. Matthey and the title of his 
essay is, “Surla Péche dela ‘Tiuite & Vallorbes (Suisse, Canton 
Vaud).” [tis to he hoped that these essays will prove inter- 
esting and instructive not only to the vast number of persons 
in Envope and America directly or indirectly connectud with 
the fisheries, but also to the general public, who, by means of 
such exhibitions as that recently held in Mdinhiurzh, are be- 
coming more alive than they used ta he to the great natural 
importanve of the fisheries, and to the possibiliiy of improy- 
ing and developing them by careful superintendence and 
judicious management. : : 

FISHCULTURE IN IOWA. 
| Peper G will probably be good next season, especially for 

silver, or sliriped, bass. They were put junto Spirit Lake 
by Hon. B. F. Shaw several years ago. <A great many were 
caught last year, averaging about two pounds each. In hanl- 
ing my minnow net I canght larga quantities, sometimes as 
many as eighty ata haul, all of one size—about five inches 
long. Of course every one was hustled back into the water 
as quick as possible. They are game to the last gasp and will 
try arod to its utmost extent, 
A great many fish are being taken this winter through the 

ive, and I am sorry to say there is no law to preventit. There 
will undoubtedly be taken ont of these lakes this winter not 
less than one hundred tons, principally pickerel, bass, and 
pike. It is a shame—but such is the fact—the people here are 
killing “the goose with the golden egg,” sure. 
Tam doing what Lean to keep the lakes stocked, but it is 

discouraging, and at the same time these vandals are the loud 
est in condemning the fish hatchery, Consistency is a jewel, 
which they certainly do not possess. I have now i process 
of hatching 750,000 whitefish ers, 750,000 Lake Superior 
trout, and 250,01) siskowits, all from: Lake Superior. They 
are doing splendidly and I never saw afinerlot. I use lake 
water drawn through tiling, aud have four feet head. There 
is all the water I want—in fact, it is without limit, as I have 
over twenty square miles to draw from, TI will give you the 
restills of my hatch im the spring. A. A. MosHEer, 

Assistant Commissioner, 
Spire Lars, lowa. 

REPORT OF THE COLORADO COMMISSIONERS. 

VV have the biennial report of Mr, Wilson-E. Sisty, Com- 
missioner of Fisheries of Colorado, for the two years 

1881-82. Itineludes a record of the progress in fishculture 
in the State and will be found move satisfactory than 
preyious ones because there have been more means furnished 
the Commissioner to work with, In November, 1881, a hatch 
ery was built and in December the first lot of eggs consisting 
of 109,000 brook trout ova were received [rom Plymouth, 
Mass., and placed in the troughs. A few rainbow trout eves 
were afterward added, Ovyer ninety-nine per cent. of these 
epes are reported to have hatched and the try distributed, A 
erowth of eight inches is stated to be the uveraye of these 
fish, Carpwerereceived from Prof. Baird and are doing well. 
Black bass and “croppy” were also addej. Wonrteeh deputy 
commissioners bave been appointed whose duty appears to be 
the enforcement of the laws, and seyeral prosecutions for vio- 
lation of the fishery laws ave reported and the fines, amoumnt- 
ing to $124, have been added to the resources ol [he commis- 
sion.. This is a very good showing for a State so young where 
ideas regarding the ohseryance of fish and game jaws are not 
supposerl to prevail to any great extent. 

THE MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION. 

PP HE seventeenth annual report of the Commissioners of In- 
land Fisheries, for the year ending December 31, 1882, is 

before us, From it we learn that fishways have been com- 
pleted this season at Ipswich Mills, at Willosdale, and at the 
dam of C. J. Norwood. Arrangements for pubting in a fish- 
way atthe dam of Ripley Bros. may be made next spring, and 
this, if carried out, will open the Ipswich River its whole 
lensth. Others will be put up in different portions of the 
State; those how in operation are reported tobe working well, 
A report of the fish seen at the Lanyrence way is given, with 
dates, and among the fish passing we notice alewives, suckers, 
chubs, lampreys, shiners, cels. shad (one), black bass, salmon 
(twelve). 
One hundred thousand land-locked salmon fry were dis- 

tributed, but the demand was greater than the supply, Some 
forty-seven thousand brook trout were also sent out A 
Million shad were hatched and liberated at North Andover, 
Salmon spawn from Bucksport, Me,, and Plymouth, N. H., 
were received, and 454,953 fry placed in the headwaters of the 
Merrimack River, Carp were also distributed, and the com- 
missioners regret thatin tmany cases they were tuimed into 
ponds that were unsuitable, 

The appendices give a list of fish commissioners, a list of 
ponds leased to private persons for terins of years, the legis- 
lation relating to ponds and fisheries during the year, the 
returns of weirs, seins and gill nets, and tables showine the 
vabeh of fish at the different fisheries for the year 1582. 

GARP FOR SOUTH AMERICA,—Last week Prot. Baird 
sent, through Mr, Blackford, a lot of carp to Bogota, via 
Kingston, in charge of Mr. Decerra, ‘hese fish, jikeé those 
sent to Quito last year, will have ta be transported over the 
mountains on the backs of men. Those taken to Quito are 
doing well and growing finely. Mr. Deeerro also tuok ont 
some trout eggs from the hatchery of Mr. FN, Clark, Novth- 
ville, Mich., but itis doubtful if they will stand the tropical 
journey, or if they would live in that climate if hatehed, 

CARP LECTURES.—The State Boards of Agrinultara of 
both Penusylyania and New Jersey ure faking’ an iuberest in 
the development of carpeulture, Capt. Peirce, the official 
fishculturist of the Pennsylyania hoard, addy thal board 
and the Legislature upon the the subject on the 24th inst., and 
is fo address the New Jersey board and the Logislature on the 
fith of February, at the State House, Trenton. 

CODFISH.— The taking of codfish exgs has heen agua by 
the U. 8. Fish Commissioner at Myr, Blacktord’s, Pulien 
Market, New York. The bad weather durin the pash week 
has prevented miny fish from arriving antl theretore but few 
egos have been obtained. <A codfish was taicen in the Hudson 
River about Newburg, last week, They seldom come inside 
of Sandy Hook. 
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SCOTLAND S FISHERIES. 

{By our Regular Edinburgh Correspondent,] 

A VERY importunt act has recently come imto operation 
for the management and regulation of the fisheries of 

Scotland. Jt is entitled **The Fishery Board (Scotland) Act, 
1882," and was passed through Parliament in August last. 
The new fishery board created by this act is to have the 
powers and duties of the Board of British White Herring 
Mishery, which is declared to be dissolved, and is to take 
cognizance of everything relating tothe coast and deep sen 
fisheries of Scotland aud take such measures for their im- 
provement as the funds under their Administration not other. 
wise appropriated may admit of. The beard is also lio have 
the general suparintendence of the salnion fisheries of Scot- 
land and to have the powers und daties of commissioners 
under the Salmon Fishery Acts, the offices of the former com- 
missioners having now terminated. There are three paid 
officers connected with the board—a chairman, an inspector 
of saltnon fisheries and a secretary. Amour the nino unpaid 
members are the sheriffs of Aberdeen and Argyle, and the 
shariff of Caithness, Cotney and Zetland, and Sir I. hk. G. 
Maitland, Bart., whose piscicultural establishment at Howre- 
town, near Stirling, is by far the largest in Great Britain, is 
a}so a member. 

The valne of the fishings placed under the management and 
eontrol of this new board is very great. In 1S80 the gross 
yield of the herring fishery in Scotland was 1,475,600 barrels. 
which, at twenty-five cents & barrel, gives £1,842,000 as fhe 
annual value of the fishery. In that year the nuvaber of 
fishing boats in Scotland was 14,751 and of fishermen and boys 
47,151, while the estimated yalne of the boats, nets, and lines 
used 74 the herring, cod, and ling fisheries was £1,288,508, 
being an increase over the preceding year of 294 boats and of 
$29 fishermen, and an increase of £47,419 in the estimated 
‘value of boats, nets and nes, Then, the salmon fishings in 
Scotlund are worth abont £200,000 a year, aud the hook and 
line fisheries for vod, ling, huddocks, etc., and the crab and 
lobster fisheries are also of great importance; so that the 
yalue of the property which has been placed under the super- 
intendenee of the new fishery board is certainly upward ot 
£2,500,000 a year, The only fishing which doce not appear 
to have been placed under the control of the board is the 
trout ishing. This is a great pity, as at present there is no 
annual close time for troutin Scotland, so that they may be 
destroyed during the spawning season, there being no law to 
preyent and punish such destruction. In Bnglaud, on the 
other hand, there is a close time for trout and char extendine 
from October 1 to February 1, und in [reland there is 4, close 
time for trout from September 2) to the last day of february. 
Further legislation is needed to vorrect this omission, as also 
& munber of defects and omissions in the Scotch sulinon fishery 
acts of 1502 and 1808. By the act of 1882 it is provided that 
the new board shall make an annualreportte the Secretary 
of State for Home Department containing a statistical ac- 
eountet the fisheries, and suggestious for their reyulation 
and improvement, which veport shall be presented to Parlia- 
ment, Itisalso provided that the inspector of salmion fish- 
eries “shall, under the direction of the Tishe: y Board, inspect 
all the salinon fisheries of Scotland, and inquire into the 
operation of the salmon tishery acts, and report thereon trom 
hime to time to the board,” 

THE SALMON DISEASE. 
This disease, referable to the parasitic fungus known us 

Saprolegina ferax, which has of recent years broken out in 
4n epidemic form in a good many important salmon rivers 
in the south of Scotland and the north of England, shows tut 
few signs of shabhine. In the Tweed, it has uttained its 
greatest development—no fewer than 16.959 salmon, 2,474 
erilse and 8,101 sea trout affected with the fungoid disease 
having been taken out of that river and buried during the 
seasons of 18380, 1h], and 1852, pivine a total of 22,554 diseased 
fish. The number was greatest in 1852, But a fact worth 
noting in connection with this is that, in that very yer. 
when the salmon diseuse was so prevalent, fhe fishing on the 
Tweed was the best that had occurred for twelve years: thus 
showin® that a suceessiul fishing season and 9 virulent out- 
break of the salmon disease may be coincident on the same 
river, At present, the sulpion disease in Scotland seems 
traveling“ northward as ithas been, and still is, very bad on 
the North Esk, which falls into the sea. uear Montrose, aud it 
has quite recently appeared in the Deveron which rung into 
the sonthshore of the Moray Firth. Various inquiries haye 
heen held inte the causes and cure of tlic mysterious disease + 
but the mystery still remains mmsolved, Many canses have 
been assigned, but none of them will stand the test of investi- 
sation. 4 

Th seems bo be a disease originating in fresh water, and salb 
hus been proved to have & curative effect upon it. Tt has also 
been shown to bu contagious, and therefore boards of con- 
servators in England and district boards im Scotland are in 
the habit of directing the river watchers to take out and bury 
all diseased fish, Overstocking, pollutions, dry seasons, the 
use of artificial manures, the preservation cf kalts, impassable 
weirs, and other causes have been assigned to account for the 
origin of the disease. But then all these causes are to be found 
existing in rivers where it has never been heard of, and no 
one has yet succeeded in detecting and pointing out in the 
rivers where the disease is prevalent, certain conditions which 
are never exempt from its ravages, We wre still in the dark. 
Even the admirable and elaborate paper by Prof, Huxley in 
the twenty-first annual report of the Inspectors of Salmon 
Fisheries for England and Wales, which gives a clear and de- 
tailed description of the disease and of the nature and uffini- 
ties of the fungus which is its conshant concomitant, does not 
discover its calise or point out its cure. It is to be hoped, how- 
ayer, that increased observation by naturalists, microscopists, 
and other scientific persons, may at lengthh enable us io ar- 
rive ai a more complete knowledge of the causes of the 
fungoid disease and the remedies applicable to it. 
GUNN’S SAFETY HAIL FOR FISHING BOATS AND OTHER VESSELS, 

Mr, John Gunn, of Golspie, Sutherlandshire, has lately in- 
vented a new guard-rail for fishing boats, which promises to 
be of great use in saying lifein stormy weather. The rail 
consists of a row of standards about two feet in height, and 
abouttwo feet apart. These standards are surmounted at 
the top by a continuous rail made from a round iron rod 
ahout three-quarters of an inchin thickuess. This top rail is 
jointed at the top of each standard, and is fixed hy small 
screw bolts on which it swivels whenin the process of fold- 
ing. At intervals, according to arrangement, there are 
hinged top rails, which allow the rail to be folded down in 
sections, The lower end of the standards are tixed inside the 
resent rail or bulwark by «4 bolt) passing through an eye or 
ole inthe iron, The inner end of this bolt is supported by 

passing through a plank of about four inches in breadth and 
about two inches in thickness whichis fixed parallel to the 

wale, and rims along the whole length of the boat. This 
ongitudinal plank is fixed about two Inches away from the 
bulwark or present rail, and rather lower than the level of 
the top. In this recess. or groove of two inches, the rail 
stands and foldedown. This is all the space which it takes 
up. When dowa, itis so completely out of the way and out 
of sight that the boat appears as if there wasno rail. When 
raised, it is allround the boat, and is so strong, substantial 
and ripid, that those walking the deck must feel a sense of 
satety and security which is impossible without it. ‘The low- 
ering down arrangement in the specimens exhibited at Wicl 
Wastromthe stern. It was quite simple, and so easy in 
workine that a child could lower or raise the railin a few 
seconds. By withdrawing a pin ten ovtwelveteet came down 
at once, by the same process a second section was lost to 
sight in the groove, and go on till the whole rail was lowered. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Tf wished, the saiebip section can be lowered and the fore and 
att seetions of the rail leftstandine, The costof the safety rail, 
taade of rouse iron, is from 2s. 3d. to 2s. 4d. per running foot. 
Mr. R. Sinclair, of Wick, has made artangements to have his 
new first class fishing-boat of fifty feet keel and seyenteen 
feet beam fitted with the new safety rail, The yail is to be 
exhibited at the Great International Fisheries Exhibition 
whith is te be held in London in 1883, 

SALMON ANGLING ON THE NELMSDALE. 
This comparatively small viyor, on the ¢astern borders of 

Sutherlundshire, with a drainage area of 214 square miles and 
atength of about twenty-five miles, has afforded about the 
best salmon angling in Scotland during the fishing season of 
1882. The six rods who rented the river killed about eight 
hundred salmon among them, one gentleman taking two hin- 
dred fish to his own rod between thé 10th of Pebruary (the com- 
mencement of the season) and the Ist of May, and nearly one 
hundred more alter the latter date, Tt was the best year’s 
rod fishing ever known on tlie Helmsdale, The Helmsdale 
is an early river and the best of the fishing is over by the 1st 
of May. 

NATURAL OBSTRUCTIONS TO THE ASCENT OF SALMON. 
About five hundred miles of rivers and loclis are barred 

against the ascent of salmon in Scotland by impassable 
waterfalls, most of which might be rendered passable at an 
outlay which would be arnply repaid by the value of the 
waters which would be opentd up to salmon, The chief of 
these ara the Palls of Trmmel, 1 tributary of the Tay, They 
are about sixteen feet in height and at present prevent salmon 
from having access to Loch Tummel, Loch Rannoch, Loch 
Erieht, and Loch Lydoch, and tributary streams that extend 
as far as Lord Breadalbane’s Deer Forest of the Black Mount 
—in all from about one hundred miles of water, Perhaps the 
next mostimportant obstacle is that caused by the Falls of 
Mornessie, on the River Spean. These falls are twenty-two 
feet in height and prevent salmon from having avcess to 
Lochs Laggaiv, Gulbin, Ossian, and Treag and their tributary 
spawning streams, which cannot amount altogether to much 
less than fifty miles of water, Ib deserves notice, in connec- 
tion with this subject, that Herr Landmark, Royal Inspector 
of Fisheries in Nerway, has lately sucteeded in passing salmon 
over waterfalls to which those mentioned ahove are but trifling, 
the Norwegian falls overcome by him being twenty-eight 
fect and eighty-nine feet high respectively. As Herr Land- 
mark states, in his report upon the ladders over these falls, 
that he borrowed the plan of the ladder over the higher fall, 
with certain modifications, from the system of Mr. @. A. 
Brackett, which is described in the United States Report for 
Visa and Fisheries for 1872-73, it may be interesting to give 
some details. 

_ Herr Landmark's Operations were carried out on the River 
Sire, which falls into the North Sea about half way between 
Christiansand und Stavanger, Tt is ninety miles in length, 
and drains upward ef seven hundred miles of country, passing 
through several considerable lakes, one of which is nineteen 
miles and another seventeen miles long. Originally, the Sire 
were not accessible for salmon for more than a few hundred 
yards above fhe estuary, owing to two waterfalls, one called 
the Logfos, twenty-eight feet in height, and the other (almost 
three-quarters of s mile furbher up) termed the Rukanfos, no 
less than eighty-nine feet high, or nine feet higher than Corra 
Linn, the highest of the well-known falls of the Clyde in 
Scotland, Now, boweyer, thanks to the salmon passes de- 
signed ynd execnted by Herr Landmark and Herr Satven, 
ciyil engineer, these apparently insuperable obstacles huye 
heen overcome, and fifty miles of lake and river have been 
rendered Gasily accessible to salmon. The pass over the first 
and lowest fall 1s comparatively simple. Its total length is 
1,050 feet, aud it has 4 very easy gradient, varying trom 1 in 
200 to Lind, Bar mere complex sand imposing, however, 
is the pass over the second fall of ecightiy-nine feet in 
height, and encompassed on all sides by ragged and precipi- 
tousrocks. As already mentioned, a a has been borrowed 
from a pass ch bedin one of the United States reports on 
fisheries. It is principally constructed of wood (two and one- 
half jnch planks) and has a much steeper vradient than the 
pass on the lower fall, varying fromi ins to 1 in?. Only 
about + fourth of the length of the pass has had to he 
blastud in the solidyock. The entire distance which salmon 
have to traverse from the bottom to the top of the pass is 
nearly half 4 mile. Thereis a hatehing apparatus in conned- 
tion with the pass which affords space for about half a million 
of salon try, and by, a peculiar arrangement astream of 
water can be conducted from the pass to the hatching appara- 
tus. 

About one hundred and sixty feet and tive hiumcdred and 
twenty feet, respectively, from the foot of the pass there are 
two spacious resting places tor ascending saimon, cach about 
thirteen feeb square and five feet deep. The eflicieney of 
hoth passes has already heen thorongily tested. Thus, on 
fillmg for the first time, during the spring of 1880. the pass at 
the Logios, a considerable number of salmon were found to 
have made their way up after the lapse of 2 faw hours; and 
since then it has been ascertained by repeated observation that 
almost all the fish that find their way to the foot of the Palls 
shortly afterward ascend the pass, “A more suecesstul re- 
sult,” says Herr Landmark, ‘could searcely be imagined.” 
Of course, the fish that ascended the Logtos fall were stopped 
by the great fall of Rukaufos, the pass oyer which was not 
finished itil the beginning of 1881, after the period when the 
thigratory iustinet of salnion leads them to attempt the 
ascent of rivers. But in the summer of that year it was 
proved that the pass oyer the Rukanfos had also been a suc- 
cess; salmon having frequently been observed in the upper 
most resting basin of the pass. Ascentfrom this was tor a 
time barred by anironu grating; but on removing this, it was 
no longer possible te compute, even approximately, the num- 
ber of fish that ascended the pass. Scarcely any af those 
that hud previously been seen ot the foot of the Rukentfos re- 
migined, and salmon were tor the tirsh time seen and tuken 
with the rod and line by persons fishing for trout in the 
reaches of the river ahove the Rukanfos, The entire cost of 
these great works, which have enabled salmon to pass over 
two falls whose united heightis one bundrad and seventeen 
feet, has been about £1500, which has heen defrayed by a 
bedy of shareholders called The River Sire Salmon Fishery 
Company (!imited),” who have bought up the fishing rights 
on the whole of the river, snd also the coast salmon fishings 
tor 4 distance of four or five miles on either side of fhe river 
mouth, 

Bursiine or Bie Guys.—Within the last few months there 
hag been an epidemic of sunbursting. First of all we had the 
Krupp nayal gun; which bursh on board ship; then on the 
18th of October a 28-centimetre German breech-loading gum at 
Wilhelmshayen, when, the men being all under cover, no 
damage appears to have heen done to life- Piewas of 1b, weigh- 
ing 2,000 pounds, were, according to the Magdeburg Gazette 
thrown more than 100 yards. A little later in October a - 
inch English breech-loader bursh at Shoeburyness, again 
luckily without damage to life. The reason for its failure was 
found to be a flaw in the inner steel tube, which could not be 
seen till the burst took place. Austria, Hoh to be lefh long 
behindhand, followed with the burst of a breech-loading 
mortarat Melixdori on the 7th of November. This time un- 
happily, if the Cologne Guezette is accurate in its account, a 
captuin was killed by a fragment of the gnu, and a lieutenant 
severely wounded, The french manage to keep their accidents 
yery quiet from the public ear, but there is pretby good éyi- 
deuce that there has been atleast one failure with their ord- 
nance, With the exception of the two German guns, each 
burst represents 4 different method of manufacture. What an 
apple of discord for the artillerist.—Pell Mall Gazette. 

Che Kernel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Vebruary 20, 21, 22 and 28, 1883.—Grand Infernational Bench Show, 

Washington, D.C. Entries close Feb. 12 Chas. Lincoln, Superin: 
tendent, Office, Se ens Washington, D. 0. 
March 26, 27 aud 28, 1883,—Dominion of Canada Kenuel Club Bench 

Show, at Ottawa, Canada, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent. 
April 3, 4, and 5 1883. Western Pennsylvania Ponltry Society's 

Filth Annual Bench Show, Piltsburgh, Pa. Wntries for the Vench 
Show Derby, for Bnglish setters whe ped on or aiter January 1, 1883, 
close February, 1, 1883. Chae. Lincoln Superintendent. ©. B. Ebin, 
Secretary. 
May §, 9, 10 und 11, 1883.—Westminster Kennel Club, Ssvenih 

Annual Bench Show, New York City, Chas, Lincoln, Sup't. 

To insure prompt attention conmmunicatlons should be ad- 
dresscd to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not te 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable fo delay. 

Owing to the illness of the Kennel Bditor, many communtea- 
tions tire deferred, 

WASHINGTON SHOW PRIZES, 

fd igee following is the classification for the above show 
which takes place at the espatel February 20, 21, 22and 23; 

Mastiffs (champions, doys and bitches), champion medal. ~ 
Mastiffs, dogs 10 and $5; bitches, same, Mastiff puppies, 

silver medal for hest. 
Champion St, Bernards, chanipion medal. 
Rough-coated St. Bernard dogs, $10 and 35; hitches, same. 
Smooth-coated St, Bernard dogs, $10 and 35, 
St. Bernard puppies, 310, 
Newtoundlands, $10 and 8. 
Greyhonnds, $10 and 35, 
Champion Enelish setter dogs, $15; bitches, same, 
Huglish setter dogs (except pure Laveracks), Sls and $6. 
Dnglish setter bitches (exeept pure Laveracks), $15 and #4. 
English setter dogs (of pure Laverack pedigree), $15 and Ss, 
_Bnelish setter bitches (of pure Layerack pedigree), $15 and 

we De 

Hneglish setter puppies, under 12mos., 310 and $5. 
Champion Gordon setters, best dog or bitch, $15. 

é oes setter dogs, 315 and $5; bitches, same; puppies, 
ret, 310, 
Champion Trish setter dogs, #15; bitches, sume. 
Trish setter dogs, $15 and 85; bitches same; puppies, nnodor 

12m05,, #10. 
Champion pointer dogs, 315; bitches same. 
Pointer dogs, $14 and 35; bitches same; puppies, $10. 
Trish water spaniels, $1() and 35. 
Champion field spaniels. any color, over 28lbs., $10, 
Field spaniels, any color, over 2Slbs,, $10 and 36. 
Champion cocker spanicls, any color, under 28lbs,, 310. 
Cocker spaniels, other than black, ander 2$lbs., $10 and ai. 
Black vocker spaniels, under 25lbs., $10 and 35, 
Best sporting Spaniel puppy, any color, under 

medal, 
Foxhounds, $10 and $4. 
English beagles, 310 and 55, 
American benchlegzed beagles or Basset hounds, 510 and 33. 
Champion fox-terrier dogs, champion medal; bitches same. 

OPEN CLASSES. 
Fox-terrier dogs, Si and $5; bitches, same, 
Fox-ternier puppies under Lmos., dog orhitch, silver medal, 
Champion collie dogs, champion medal; bitches, same, 
Collie dogs, 310 and $5; bitches, same: puppies, silver medal. 
Bulldogs, $10 and $a. 
Bull-terriers, $1) and $4. 
Black and fan terriers, $10 atid 3a. 
Trish terriers, $10 and 35, 
Skye terriers, =10 and 35. 
Any other hard-coated terrier, $10 and 5. 
Champion pugs, dogs, champion medal; bitches, same. 
Pugs, dogs, $10 and 85; bitches, sane. 
Yorkshire terriers, $10 and $5. 
King Charles, Blenheim or Japanese spaniels, $10 and $5, 
Miscellanoous or forcign class, over 2olbs, weight, SV and 43; 

under 25lbs., the same. 
Entries close February 12. 

2mos,, silver 

Cras, LINCOLN, Supt. 
Wasninetoy, D. C., Office Skating Hint. 

OTTAWA SHOW-SPECIAL PRIZES. 

—The Dominion of Canada Kennel (lub offers a hand- 
e some silver cup, value $75.00, suitabhy engraved, for 

the best six dogs of aby breed or sex, whelped and owned in 
the Dominion, haying heen the property uf the exhibitor for 
six months previous to the show; entry fee $5.00, Condi- 
tions.—This cup will be known asthe D.C. K_. Trophy Cup, 
and must be won twice before becoming the property of the 
winter, though not necessarily with the same dogs, Winer 
to offer it under the same conditions at the next show heid 
under the augpices of the Club, ’ 

. Mr. Lindsay Russel, the president, offers'$25.00 for the 
best Huglish setter, dog or biteh, that has never previously 
won 4 first prize, open only to dogs owned in Great, Britain 
or the United States: entry fee $3.00. i ; 

Q. Mr. Lindsay Russel, the president, offers $25.00 for the 
best Ivish setter, dog or bitch, that has never previously wou- 
a first prize, open only to dogs owned in Great Britain or the 
United States; entry tee 55,00 5 ; 

D. Mr. FP, Austin, first vice-president, offers $20.00 for 
the best pointer, dog or bitch, owned in the Dominion, that 
has Hever jn'eviously won a first prize; autry fee $2.00. 

BH. Mr. Sheritf Sweetland, second vice-president, offers 
220,00 for the best Gordon setter, dog or bitch, owned in the 
Dominion, that has never previously wen a. first prize; entry 
foe 52.00, 

FP. For the best matched pair of English setters (regardless 
of sex) color and quality to be considered, and to be the bona. 
tide property of one individual or elab, silver cup, value 
$15.00: entry fee $2.00. 

(>. For the best matched pair of Irish setters, same condi- 
tious as special F, silver cup, value $15.00; entry fee 32,00, 

. Forthe best matched pair of Gordon setters, same con- 
ditions as specials F. and G., except that they must be owned 
in the Dominion, silver cup, value $15.00; entry fee $2.00. _ 
L Forthe best matched pair of pointers, same conditions 

as specials FP, and G., silver cup, value PU Su fee 32.00. 
J. Wor the best English setter, doz or bitch, having the 

hest field trial record, color and quality to he considered, 
sportsman’s tent and fittings, value $17.00; entry fee 42.00. 
i For the best lrish setter brood bitch shown, with two 

of her whelps, ons year's subscription (6 thea Boston Herald, 
Bntry tree. ¥ 

LL,” For the best English or irish setter, owned in and an- 
tefud by an exhibitor fom Manitoba ortlia N, W: f., silver 
cup, vale $15.00; entry free. + ; 5} 
M, The American Cocker Spaniel Club offers a prizeot 

$10.00 for the best cocker spaniel, dog or bitch, any age or 
color, to be judged according to the standard of and open 
only ta members of the A, ©. 8. Chib; outiry free. 
N. Vor the best collection of cocker spaniels, any color, to 

Se eed of moe less hes tree ene year’s subscription ta 
OREST AND STREAM; entry free. f 

, For the best fox variar log or biteh, (snaall sige); dogs 
under 18 lbs., bitches under 16 Tbs, $20,00 cosh; entry £60 

00), 
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E. For the hest fox terrier bitch. shown with two of her 
whelps, one year’s subscription tothe Canadian Sportsman; 
entry free. 

Q. Forthe best Yorkshire terrier, dog or bitch, silver cup; 
entry fee 61,00), 

R. Ne the best bull-terrier, meerschaum pipe, value 36.00; 
enL rec. 

§. Por the best Skye terrier, owned and entered by a lady 
in Montreal, oil plague, value $12.00; entry free. 

-T, For the hust Seoteh terrier, owned and entered by a 
lady resident in Oftawa, funcy drawing room chair, vahie 
$10,110; entry free. 

U.. Por the best tarrier, any breed, owned aud entered by 
a ludy, ostrich feather, value $10:00; entry free. 
.V. For the best doz or bitch of any kind, owned and en- 
tered ly a lady resident ih Ottawa, china tea service, value 
$15.00; entry free, j ; ’ 

Por the bast collie dog or biteh owned in_the city of 
Fidos one years subscription vo Spimit of the Times; entry 
23. ‘ 
X. For the best collection of collies (regardless of sex) not 

less than three, to he the bona fidé property of the exhibitor, 
rattan rocking chair, value Si0.; entry free. Wy 
Y. FPorthe best New.oundland doz, one yeui’s subsciiptien 

to the daily ail; entry free. 
For the best St- Bernard dog or bitch, silver motinted 

revolver, value $3,00; entry free. 
A.A. For tle best mastiff, fur cap, value $1¥.00; entry fee 

51.00. 
B.B._ For the best Trish water spaniel, dog or bitch owned 

in the Dominion of Canuda, Dr, Rowe offers one year’s sub- 
scription, entry free, : 

C.C. Por the best bulldog, Mr, J.R, Bsmonde, tishine rod, 
yalue $6.00; entry free. 
DD, For the best gigehound, dog or bitch, a silk umbrella; 

entry free, ; 
H.W. For the best foxhound, dog or bitch “Stonehenge on 

the Dog,” valve $5.00; entry free. 
BF. Por the sporting doe exhibited in the best bench show 

condition, Dr. Ros offers one year’s subseription; entry free. 
GG, Por the largest and best display of does” owned and 

entered by one exhibtor or clab, halt dozen gentlemen’s shirts 
value $15.00; entry $2.00. 
H.H, For the best black cocker spaniel, dog or bitch, silver 

mounted revolver, value $12.00; entry fee 41,00, 
Ll, For the best collection of fox-terriars, uot less than 

siz (vegardless of sex) entered and owned by one exhibitor 
or elu, shooting coah, value $20.00; entry fee $2.00, 
iJ. For the best spaniel puppy, wider tyyelys months, dog 

or bitch, silver cup, value 316.0; entry fee $2.00. 
KE. The civil service of the Dominion of Canada will citer 

a handsome prize, value and class not fixed, 
L.L, Thesportsmen of the city of London willoffer a prize, 

yalne and class nob fixed. 
Many other specials will be donated; they will he adyertisad 

in Canadian and Americun sporting papers. 

MERIDEN DOG SHOW. 
A DOG show i connective with the annual exhibition of 

5% the Meriden Poultry and Pet Stock Association, was 
held at Meriden, Conn. on January § and following’ days. 
The dogs were exhibited in the palléry of the Town Hall, the 
poultry haying the Hocron His occasion, There was not a 
very extensive entry, and competition was mamly local; the 
only exhibitors from New York being Mr. W. EB. Smith, who 
won easily in the Irish setter class with Triumph, and Mr. JA. 
(. Wilmerding who took a first and iwe specials with his 
black spaniel Black Prince, a son of the well known champion 
Benedict. Mr, Elmore was to the front witha good exhibit 
of beagles, a breed which may be considered his specialty: 
and he cleared (he prizesin all Glasses of beagles and fox 
hounds, The principal awards were as foflows: 
Pnglish Setters. —Vozs—ist and specials, Mv. Jas, McAlpine, Jy's, 

Ranger; 2d, GR. Nichols Asteroid; 3d, B, H. Ferguson's Dash. 
Bite hes—ist, R, B. Pevn’'s Mollie. Puppies—tst, G. R. Niehol’s As- 
beroid. 

Ivish Setters.—Does— 1st and specials, W. E, Smith's Triumph; 2d, 
ze P, Tillotsch. Bitches—ist, John Rankin. Puppies—ist, J. F, 
VEEL 

Pointers,—Dogs— Ist anit 5 eee J, W. Tyes’s Shot; 2d, W. BK. Mil- 
tee gel acy A.B, Paddock’s faneo. Pnoppies—ist. J. F. Ives’s 

ust. 

Foxbhounds,—ist wid 2d, N. Elmore, Puppies stand 2d, N. 
H)more, 
Beagles.—_Dogs—Isf und 2d, N. Elmore, 

Hlmere. Puppies—ish and 20, N, Wlmore. 
Spanieis.—ist and two specials, A. OC, Wilmerding’s Black Prinee. 
St. Bermards.—ish, A. A, Whiting. 

Bitches—ist and 8d. N. 

LONG ISLAND FOX HUNTING. 

Pes first fox hunt took place to-day, the Sth of January. 
. The meet was at “Cow Neck,” the estateof A. H, Bar- 
ney, Bsq., near North Sea, Southampton, The moring was 
cold ang frosty, the seent anything but good—otherwise it 
was 2 beautiful day, with a bright sun. After drawing cover 
for about twe hous, the hounds scented w ‘coon, which being 
run to burrow on the bank of the Peeonic Bay, and men sent 
for spades. etc.. fo dig ih oub, the hunters continued to beat 
the Neck, and were soon rewarded for their trouble. On the 
south part of the Neck the hounds commenced to give tongue 
quite lively, and in the course of ten minutes a brace of foxes 
were moving from iieir lair, The hounds. unfortunately, di- 
vided, and one fox, after running for about half an hom, was 
killed in the Neck. 

A bridge going on to Uow Neek crosses the channel, run- 
ning into Scollop Pond, Onthis bridgs some of the hunters 
bring an old coat, horse Wlanket, ete., fe frighten the fox and 
prevent his crossing. so as to keep him on the Neck, 

The other fox, alter 4 pretty burst of fifteen minutes or so, 
was lost for atime, At last1b was supposed that the fox ran 
to the hridge and was in a hole there. Tt proved he had been 
there, but, instead of remaining in his burrow, he took to the 
witer and swam the creek. Passing over the bridge with one 
portion of the hounds, they at once hit off the scent, and now 
as prebty 2 ron as can be hadin this country took place. The 
hounds, running over the salt meadow, took # road leading to 
dere Rives’s,xnd when near North Sea Harbor doubled back 
and recrossed the road and ran intosome sprouts, the property 
oF Chas, Harlon, Hsq., where the fox had laindown. Thehounds 
pot up with hirn there, and part of the time here, in two or 
three tnstances ran him in sight onthesalt meadow, and were 
at one time within two yards of his brush. As pretty a sight 
as man é¢an wish tu sve and hear, and the music of the hounds 
just then was splendid to a fox hunter. 
Af last the fox dodged the hounds and broke away, heading 

for Millstone Brook. Tho hounds (the scent havinz become 
gond) ran with head breast-high and stern down, at a killing 
ace. The fox turned and ran to Big fresh Pond, and from 

Thettae to Millstone Brook, when near the Brook turning and 
running due wast on to ‘‘West Neck.” Then he doubled back 
and made for Fre-h Pond, skirting the pond and re-crossing 
the North Sea and Southampton road south of the streain, 
bearing towards Tond; instead of going to Toud, he left the 
saw mill to the north, then running nearly east for Caulp 
Pou4, and when uear there the hounds were whipped off, it 
being too iate in the afternoon to go further, Six gentlemen 
succeeded in being ia at the finish, viz, Brown, J. R. Rose, 
H. C, Rose, W. W ities, Geo, W. Whitaker and Elias White, 
.The*¢oon that Was seen, io burvow was duz ont, seeured 

aud expressed Wy U, A. Sears, Esq, a lover of sport, Nodoubt 
by Bee tirae afew cl! his sportins friends lave discussed its 
w 2 
So easeTSe, L, L., January 8, 1883, 

LLEWELLINS vs. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
“Pious Jeemes’s” letter published in your edition of the 11th 

inst., has been perused by your readers with much interest. 
The only thing “Jeemes” is wrong in, is the blast he gives the 
Liewellins, Although correct in bis statement about their 

POINTERS, 

| having been the victors in nearly all our late trials, he over- 
looks one fact, namely, that the breeding of this king of all 
setters has been made «4 specialty with us for years. Large 
amounts ef money and labor have been spent to make this 
strain perfection, and itis now ov its zenith, How much do 
we care for the interest of the pointer? How very few men 
really work forhim, Pointer breeding is only in its mMfancy 
here, while in Burope innumerable field trials have been won 
hy the samestrain of pointers as we have in the United States. 
The Liewellins haye not only really many first-class dogs, but 
also fully as good bitches, consequently produce better pro- 
geny. Now how may pointers have we in the Umted 
States of real first-vlass quality? Five: Bow, Faust, Croxteth, 
Don and Sensation. Now, how spe bitches are there as 
pool as the dogs/ I know of hone. Ow can pointer men 
produce rivals to Lewellins if the bitch stock is notin the 
country? My advice to pointer men is, buy or import as good 
bitches as we have dogs, and we will run the Liewellin a very 
sharp race, The pointer has only won one first so far, but 
how much more numerous isthe Llewellin in every teld 
trial? Wai, “Pious Jeemes,” five us a show. “Che si va 
piane va sanwe (“he who goes slowly goes safely,") as the 
talian says, and before many years the pointer will win as 
many firsts as the Llewellins; all T hope is *Jeeémes” will be 
judge. CROXTETH. 
NEVHRSINE Loner, Guyinard, N.Y. 

WEST PENNSYLVANIA POULTRY SOCIETY. 

il Mev annual meeting of the West Pennsylvania Poultry 
Society took place at Pittsburgh, January 8, and the 

following was result of election: Hdward Greeg, President; J. 
Palmer O'Neil, Vice-President; C, A. Stevens, Treasurer; C. 
B, Elben, Secretary. Messrs. B. F, Wilson, Thos, Booth, J, 
R. Henricks, J. R. Stayton and W. C, Myer, Directors. 
_ The entries to January 1,in the Enelish Setters Bench 
Show Derby, to be held in connection with the show April 
3, 4, f and 6, 1883, are as follows: 
Countess GLapstone—Lemion belten bitch, April 25 (Glad- 

atune-Stayton’s Countess). 
rae T.—Blue belton dog, March 7 (Thonder-Countess 

a). 
FPAuLTLess—Blavk and white dog, May #4 (Count Noser- 

Maple). 
api Quepn—Chesinut setter bitch, May 24 (Count Noger- 

| Maple). 
Duo—Biue belton dog, January 22 (Royal Bloe-Ruby). _ 
ies H.—Black and white dog, May 28 (Royal Blue- 

Santi H.—Black, white and tun bitch, Maw 2 (Royal 
Blue-Miss), 
THomas H.—Black, wlite and tan dog, Sept. 16 (Royal 

Roek-Gaily). 
Berle H.—Black, white and tan bitch, Sept. 16 (Royal 

Rock-Gaily). ORSERVER, 

A JUST VERDICT, 

Hditor Povest wand Strecin; 
Perhaps it muy he of the same interest to others as it was bo 

myself to read the following commimication from a friend in 
relation to proving and recovering damages in the shooting 
of a paraale setter dog: 

“Friend P.—My suit was tried on Jun, 18, before a jury, 
and judgment was awarded me of 3100. which I consider, of 
course, not one-half the value of my setter dog Dash, Four 
experts sworn, prized him variously from $10) to 3300, They 
let him off for $100. You can safely bet he wont shoot any 
more dogs tor a long me to come,—W. A. HOAGLAND.” 

Mr, Hoagland is well known to many as a noted pedestrian, 
living at Union Springs. His dog was killed by a man with 
the one idea fixed in his literal matter-oftfact mind that dogs 
were of no earthly use to man, and he made way with this 
one, and for no good reason. 

Mr. H, has made an exaniple in this case which we all have 
aright to follow when. a similar outrage is perpetrat ae 

Mia, 
Cortuasp, N, ¥., Jan, 22, 1588. 

yet seldom have L seen a sure Perens or energetic worker 

No sooner had the firstrabbit been shot than the dow “cir- 
eled” and took up another track, and in Jess than thirty min- 
utes that was also bagged. So persistently did the dog work 
that several homrs before sunset we had shot seven fine rab- 
bits, and this too, ina country where game is not by any 
means admitted to be plenty.—A. D, Barper (Townsend, 
Mass,, January 5, 1883.) 

OTTAWA. AND PITTSBURGH SHOWS.—We élip the fol 
lowing from the Kenael Review, London: We haye much 
leasure in calling our readers’ attention to the above shows. 
or what we hear, every convenience will be given to English 

exhibitors for sending their dogs, and {jhe journey will be 
made as easy us possible. We haye received some letters in- 
quiring the best way to send dogs, and in our next issue we 
will announce the arrangenients we propose adopting. We 
have already arranged witha gentleman well qualified for 
the duty, to take out and assume the entire charge of all dogs 
entrusted to him, and any of our readers who wish to exhibit 
at these shows--the chief ones in Canada and the United 
States—are invited te put themselves into communication 
with ns, and we will help them ineyery way we can. The 
erson who will take charge of the dogs cannot undertake to 
o sofor more than filty, of which over twenty are already 

booked, but if we find it necessary, owing te the mumber of 
dogs, that a second person is required, we will arrange for 
him af once. 4 

BARBED WIRE, FENCES.—Biddeford, Maine, January 14 
—HKditor Forest and Stream: I have just read your editorial 
on ‘Barbed Wire Fences,” contained in your issue of Dee. 7, 
‘82. Although I am neither landowner nor hunter, there are 
oné or tayo points which [ desire to make on this subject. 
First, I know from a varied and extensive experience in the 
West, that a plain wire fence, even though it has a rail or pole 
at the top, is not, by any means as effectual a fence as is the 
ba bed wire fence. Cattle soon learn to crawl through a 
plain wie fence, and the wires cannot he strained tight 
énouzh to prevent this. Second, the barbed wire fence is not, on 
the whole, much if any more dangerous than fences of other 
oe In ae De eee aie ose I Sane eee ont, 
cattle w! ware ever to owldze permanently injure 
by wire fences, were injured | by plain wire fences, and I have 

known many more injuries resulting from board and rail 
fences and from stone walls, than from wire fences of any 
kind. Third, it is noticeable that the opposition to the barbed 
wire fences comes not from the Owners of the fences, but from 
eee eer ana who have more pity for breechy cattle than 
or hard-working farmers, and from gentlemen of the rod 
and gin, many of whom hayes, decided proclivity for scouring 
premises where they are nob wanted|\—ALBERrT DonNELy, 

“POOLS” AND DOGS,—Editor Forest and Stream: In his 
“New Year's Sereed.” Formst anp Srreaw of Jan, 15, 
“Nessmuk” advances the opinion that if, is only a fool who 
will be inveizjed into paying $100 fora dog. Now, as the (in 
my own opinion, ab least.) fortunate possessor of several 
dogs, for each one of which | paid considerably more than the 
sun named, I beg to ask why [ should for that reason be writ 
down a fool, any more than the man who pays 5000 for ap 
oil painting, when he can buy a chromo for Scts. Ac- 
cording to ““Nessmuk’s” reasoning, there never was a paint- 
ing worth 3500,—Mbat-HAawk. 

EASTERN, FIELD TRIALS CLUB.—At the annual meet 
ing of the Hastern Field Trials Club at Delmonico’s, on Tues- 
dwy evening, Jan. 16, the following officers were elected: 
President, Klliof Smith; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Henry J. Aten 
and James H. Goodsell; Treasurer and Secretary, Washing- 
ton A, Coster; Governors—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Robert C. Cor- 
nell, J. Von Lengerke, J. Otto Donner, H, BE. Hamilton, A. B. 
Godelfroy, George T. Leach, Charles H. merece John G. 
Hecksher, J. H. J, Granger, G, de Forest Grant and Major 
George R. Watkins, 

“A VALUABLE DOG KILLED.”—In justice to the cor- 
respondent whose note appeared in our issue of Jam 11, it 
should be stated that this caption was given to the communi- 
cation in this office, and hence the writer of the letter was by 
inference made to say that his doz had been killed, This, as 
the event proved, was not the case, although the injuries 
sustained by the animal were serious and permanent, This 
allay appears to demonstrate that the shotgun is much too 
readily resorted to when milder methods would answer fully 
as well, 

GLADSOME.—We regret to 1é 
some, the blue belton English setter dog (Gladstone-Leila 
owned by Mr, J. W, Foster, Leesburg, Va. Gladsome divide 
third prize with Lalla Rookh, in the last Hastern Field Trials 
All-Aged Stakes. We have seldom seen so promising « PUPPY: 
and had anticipated for hin a future record of much credit. 
Gladsome was a stylish, magniticent appearing animal, An 
excellent portrait of him was published in onr issue of Dee, 7. 
LSS2. 

WHITEFISH OR NEW HAMPSHIRE,—Plymouth, N. 
H,, Jan, 17.—fwo hundred thousand whitetish eggs were 
received at the State hatching house last week, e eps 
were sent from Northyille, Mich., and were in good condition. 
They were donated by Prof. 8, F, Baird to New Hampshire. 
Tt is to be hoped that the experiment will prove a success, 
and there is no reason why the larger bodies of water in our 
State are not adapted to this fish.—H. 

PURE WHITE COCKER SPANIEL DOG.—I had a pure 
white cocker spaniel dog pup bor on Jan. 13, 1883, out of 
Bess, all liver cocker spaniel bitch, sirad by Mr. Robert 
Walker's Charlie IIT. I think this is very rare, If such has 
ever happened before I have never heard of it. He is of fine 
shape, good ears and wavy coal, Heis going to be a beanty. 
He is not for sale.—G. N. (Savannah, Ga,). [Ibis not uncom- 
mon td see pure white puppies, but they generally show other 
colors when older.) : 

NATIONAL AMERIC: EENNEL CLUB DERBY.— 
Those intending to enter their puppies for this event should 
bear in mind that the.entries close on the Ist of March, which 
is a month earlier than has been customary heretofore, All 
puppies whelped during the previons year are eligible. The 
secretary, Mr, D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., will furnish entry 
bianks upon application, 

JUDGES FOR THE WASHINGTON SHOW.—Mr. Chas. 
H, Mason will judge the Trish setters, spaniels, hounds, fox- 
terriers, and miscellaneous; Mr. Jas. Watson will judgs mas- 
tiffs, St. Bernard, Newfoundland, collies, and all small non- 
sporting dogs. The judges for pointers, Nnglish and Gordon 
setters we shall probably be able to announce next week. 

TO MASTIFF EXHIBITORS.—A special prize of $5) will 
he given at the Pittsburgh show to the best mastiff exhibited, 
This should bring all the best of the breed together, and seb- 
tle whether the old dogs van hold their own with the more 
ea importations, of which quite a number have gone to 
ittsburgh, : 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To wsuré 

publication of notes, correspondents MUS GIVE the following par- 
‘| ticulars of ered evened: 

1, Color, 5 Name and residenve of owner, 
2. Breed bityer or seller, 
3, Bex. 7. Sire, wilh lis sire and dam, 
4. Ape wie 8. Owner of sire. 
5, . Date of birth, of breeding or §. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death. 10. Owner of dam, 
Allnames must be pludniy weitten. Couununicution on une side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

Fe" Sue (ietructioins at head of iis colin. 

Fert, By Mr, i. W. Reach, Chatham, N, ¥., for liver cocker span- 
iel dog, whelped June 20, 1882, by Mr, T. R. Burrow’s Dan out of own- 
er’s Lou. 
Proven By Myr Aug, C. Krneger, Wrightsyille, Pa., for black 

and tan beagle bitch. whelped Sept, 14, 1882, by Plate out of Bunnie. 
Lady Annie. By Mv, B.S. Fassett, Albany, N. Y., for white, with 

liver ears, pointer bitch, whelped July 1, 1882, by Dan (Best—im- 
ported Nelile) out of Lady Sensation (Sensation—Lady Francis). 

Donne, By Mr. T. B, Dorsey, Ellicott City, Md., for liver and 
while pointer dog, whelped July 17, 1882, by imported Joe out of Ola- 
rissa. (Sensation— Daisy), 

Follil, By My. Fred. H, Woe, Tarrytown, N. Y., for English settur 
dog, whelped July, 1882 (Roll—Hlaine). 

Count Gludstoue, Countess Gladstone, By the Superior Kennel, 
Pittsburgh, Pa,, for black, white and tan dog puppy and lemon bel- 
ton hitch puppy, whelped April 23, 1882 (Gladstoue—Siayton's Count- 
ess. 
Major. By MrT. AH. Mumford. Jr., Philudelphia, Pa., for beagle 

dog pup, whelped Noy. 25, 1882, by Bish (Finte—Quéeen) out of Briar 
(Mose— Melody). 
Durkie. By Me, Jolin Daly, Salmou Falls, N. E., for black cocker 

spanie) biteh, whelped May 15, 1882 (imported Bea—imnported 
Ackie), 
Clipper. by Mr. OG. H. Woudley, White River Junction, Vt., tor 

liver and white cocker (log, whelped Oct, 1, 1882 (mported Beau— 
imported Weather), ¥ 

General. By Mr. W. ¥. Duerr, Orange, N, J., for lemon and ‘white 
ticked pointer dog pup, whelped -luly 4, 1882 (Sensation IT,—Mudge). 

Colapel. By Mi. WF, Duerr, Oranee, N.J,, for demon and white 
ticked dog, whelped July 4, 1842 (Sensation ve ae 

Floss. By Mr. W. F.*Duirr, Orange, N. J.,forlemoy and white 
tigked bitch, whelpel July 3, 1ss2 (Sensution U.—Mudge. 

Foker, By Mr. W, & Hopkins, Newark. XN. J., for liver and while 
English setter log Whelped Ot. 6, 1882 (Spori—Flora). 
Sportif Gy Mr. W. 5. Hopkins, Newark, N, J., for orange and 

white English setter dog, whieiped Oct, 6, 1882 (Sport— Kova), 
Carmie P. By Mt, W.3. Hopkins, Newailk, N. J., for black apd 

While English setter bitch, whelped Oct. 6, 1882 (Sport—Tlova), 
Plorerce. By Mr. W. 5. Hopkins, Newark, N.J., for black und 

white English setter bitch, whelped Oct, 6, 1882 (Sport—Flora), 
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ari By Mr. W, 8. Hopkins, Newark, N.-1., for black and white 
Tinglish setter dog, whelped Oct. 6, 1882 (Sport— Flora). 

Keno. By Mr. W.5. 
Entlish setter dog, whelped Oct, 6, 1858 (Spert—PMora), 

Folly. By Mr. Robert Ives Crocker, New York, for white, black 
se marked fox-terrier biteh (Rutherford’s Nailer—Pact), 

Nestor, 
white Vicked setter dog, whelped May 26, 1581 (Shepherd's Duxon— 
Gordon's ly ))- ‘. 
Lody I By Mr. B. C. Franklin, Ann Arbor, Mich., for black, 

white and tan English setter puppy, whelped Oct. 15, 1882, hy Meronia 
(Coin—Daisy) out of Duxon (Pureell’s Bess—Visher's Jack), 
Ponce te heon. By Mr. B.A. Smart, Bainbridge, Ga, for black 

wad white setter dog, whelped Oet. 18, 1852(Rollo—Gretshen), 
Lopes. Myr. i), 0 Smart, Bainbridge, Ga., for blue helten setter 

(dog, wiielped Oct, 14. 1882 (Rollo—Gretchen). 
Fraud, By Mr. E.R. Smart. Bainbrilge, Ga, for lemon and 

Whitt setter oz, whelped Ovt. 13, 1882 (Rollo—Gretchen), 
Bonen, By Mr, B. A. Smart, Bainbridge, Ga,, for lemon and 

while setter bitch, wholpec Oct, 15, 1882 (Rollo—Gretehen). 
Bovitu, Sipulio, By Mr. KA. Smart, Bainbridge, Ga,, for blue 

Helton setter bitvhes, whelped Oct. 14, 1882 (Rollo—Gretechen), 
Snow, Ry Mr. G, Noble, Savanah, Ga., for pure white cocker 

spaniel log pup, whelped Jan, 13, 1885, by Charlie ITT. (Racer—Daizy 
TL.) cul of Bess (Dan—Neviie). 

Husel. By Mr. HL M. Howes. Somerville, Mass., For ved Trish setter 
bitch puppy hy Ruby (Hlcho—Rose) out of Madge (Berkley—Ruby). 

Wareo, By Mr, 8.0, Ladd, Everett, Mass., for red fish setter dog 
(champion Eleho—Fl h), whelped April 6, 1882; alse 

Cleo, Red Irish setter biteh, sameé litter; also 
Lyda Belle, Red Trish setter bitch, same litter; also 
Flerry. Red Ivish setter bifch, same litter, 
Shit By Mr, J. H. Forshew, Brooklyn, N. Y., for liver and 

Satter dog pup, whelped duly 13. 
; By Mr. (. W. Harper, Leitersburg, Md., for, black, white and 

tin ovagle biteb, whelped May 23, 1882 (imported Ringwood—Norali). 
Flvel, By Mv. C. W, Harper, Leitersburg, Md,, tor black and tin 

foxhound dog, whelped June 29, 1881 (Music—Nellie), 
Stranger. By Mr. C. W. Harper, Leitersburg, Md., for black, 

white and tan foxhound dog pup, whelped July 29, 1882 Gmported 
Comas—Suubeans). 
Melty. By Mr. OC. W. Harper, Leitersbure, Md., for black and 

bine Byron foxbound bitch, whelped Aug. 6, 1582 (Dimple—Tellie). 

NAMES CHANGED. 

te Sree instructions at heed of this column. 
Sull-a-Mear fron Tatters, Mr. Joseph Hayes, Boston, Mass., 

ohboauees the name of his ret] setter dos Tatturs, whelped March 
13, 1F82 (Claremont—Dido) to Suil-a-Mor, . 
Moy Priaee. Phe Superior Kennel, Pittsburgh, Pa., has altered 

ihe nume of black, white and tan Wnelish setter dog puppy (Count 
Noble —May Liaveratk) from May Day to May Prince. 
Strathmore. Mr. P, Moeller's (Nyack, N_Y.) black and white licked 

setter puppy Satwnnel ef Posen (Young Laverack—Lady May), 
whelped May 27, 1882, fo Stratimiore; bred by Abr, Harry Towner, of 
Nyack, N, ¥- 

BRED. 
E> See dusieuctions at hectedl of this colin, 
Dovothéie Doublesiot. Wo, A.W. UWintingtoa’s (Brooklyn, N.Y.) 

imported bluck greyhound bitch Dorothée (Roi du Combat—Seiatiea) 
to hisimported black and white DouWeshot (Riob Act-—Sunflower) 
Jan, b, 
Mudge—Sensition 1, My. W. ¥. Duere’s pointer bitch Madge to his 

Sensation I., Jan, 3 
Litt—Kmperor Pved, Mr. AH. i, Cowell's (New Haven, Conn.) Eng- 

lish setter biteh Lill(Ranger If,—Coin) to Mr, ©. A. Herghberg’s cham- 
pion Emperor fred, Jan. 11. . 
Piano—DPash 11T. Vir. B®. Hsrdy’s (Boston) setter biteh Diana 

to Mr. A. M. Tucker's Dash IIT), 
Nell— Dash UT, Mr. John A, Poor's setter bilah Nell to Mv, A.M. 

Tucker's Dash TT. 
Trink froasteth, Myr. Stoddard’s pointer biteh Trinkel to Mr. A. 

KR. Godetfroy’s Croxteth (Hang—Jane), Dec. 15, 1682. 
Lass—Crorfeth, Mr, Leitner’s pointer bitch Lass (Sealford— Dawn) 

to Mr. E. Godeffroy's Croxteth (Bang—Jane), Jan, 19, 
Ply—Bertyom, Mr. A. P. Kitehing’s (Boston) red and white setter 

bitch Ply to Mr, Wm, A, Rea's (Boston) Bertram, Dec. 2% 1852. 
Rhebe—Bertram, Mo, W. Rogers’s (Boston) black white ant 

tan setter biteh Khrebe (Belton— Dinyple) to Mr. W, A. Rea’s (Boston) 
Bertram, Jan. 16. A 
Devonshire Lass—Sensation. Mr oC. M. Munhall’s (Cleyeland, 0,) 

pointer biieh Devonshire Lass (imported Don—imported Lady) to 
champion Seusation, Jan, 13. 

Dinah Th—-Creseur. Mr. W. Wade's imported mastiff bite Dinah 
(L.(Trojan—Rannee Bk) to his imported Cmsar—late J. Walsops— 
(Tunms I.—Boadicea}. 

Little Ne— White Silk, Mr, J.T, MeKennon’s buil-terrier bitch 
Little Neil to Mr. G. W. Moore's White Silk, ; 
Bonfonti—Suceess, Mr. J. H. Winslow's (Baltimore) liver and 

while cocker bitch Bonfanti (Ned—Dalsy), to his imported black 
spaniel Succes (11,036) (champion Bachclor—Salus), Jan, 7. - 
Rhea 1ik—Sueeess. Mr. J. ou. Winslow's (Baltimore) black spaniel 

hiteh Rhea Tf, (Bub—Jenny) to Lis imported black spaniel Buecess 
(11,636) (champion Bacheélor—Salus), Jan, }. 

(ivl—Glenmeark, Mr. Ro, Green's (Jersey City Heights) pointer 
hiteh Girl (Maryland—tell) to Mr. Wm. F, Sieel’s pointer dog Glen- 
mark (Rusi—Roinp). 

Pollkut—Anyperor Fred, Mr. EB, A. Hersherg's (Brooklyn) black 
and white English setter biteh Polka (Pride of the Border—Kate IT) 
to his pure Laverack champion Emperor red, Jam. 12, 
Young Plora—Mujor. Mr. R. GBlickwood'’s (Montreal, Canada) 

imported black and tan Gordon setter bitch Young Mora to Mr. John 
WN, Hiekey’s (Montreal, Canadajimported black and tan Gordon setter 
doz Major, Jan. 19, 18% 

Toodles— Wildfire. Myr, Prank Rackliff’s (Rockland, Me.) liver and 
white eked cocker spaniel bitch Toodles to A. McDouald’s (Roek- 
land, Me.) black spaniel dog WildGre (Wildair—Josie). Jan. 4. 
Pride—Rrant. Mr. A. MeDonald’s (Reckland, Me.) lemon and 

White pointer ite: Pride (Dash—Pride of Beaver) to Mr. James 
Wigcht's (Réeskland, Me ) liver pointer dog Brant (champion Pete, Jr. 
Kate), Jan. 17. 
Lil—Fnperar Fred, Me, Henry L. Corell's (New Haven, Gonn,) 

Tall (Ranger 11 —(Coin) to Mr, BE. A. Herzberg’s champion Emperor 
Fred, 

Sf. Patii—Bmperor Fred, Mo. B, A. Herzberg’s St. Patti (sister to 
St. Him) te his champion Mimperor Pred, 
Lueii—Bmperor ired. Mr, 1%. A. Herzberg’s blue belioh pure 

Lis ertek biteh Luctd (Sims Dush—Maid of Honor) to his champion 
Emperor Fred, 
ory Dashing Liew. Mr, G. A. Ballantine's (Washingtonyille, 0.) 

Liewellin setter biteh Roxy (Leicester—Sanborn’s Nellie) to his Lle- 
weéllin setter dof# Dashing Lion, Dec. 2s. 

WHELPS, 

Te" Sve natypuetions af head of this coluian. 
Nelli—Conquest. Mr. Fred. H, Hoe’s (Tarrytown, N. ¥.) cocker 

hitch Nell, Jan. 5, fivel three dogs), by Conquest, 7 
Stuyton's Cowitess—Bellon Hl, The Superior Kenpel’s (Pilisburgh, 

Pa,) English setter biteh Sluyton’s Coun ess, six, by Bellon I. 
Lady Cay—Boyal, My. J, BE. 7. Granger’s (New York) fox-lerrier 

hitch Lady Gay, Jan, 19, ei¢ht,. five now living (three dogs), by Mr. 
L. Rotherfurd’s (New York) champion Royal. 
Fanny. Mr, S, W. Ware's (West Point. Miss.) liver and white 

pointer hitch Manny (Waddell’s), Dee. 20, 1852, eight (six dogs) by 
champion Bow. 

Belle, Mr. L. 1). Rumsey's(Bullalo, N, ¥.) blue beltowi English 
selter biteh He (Carlowitz—Trne), Jan. 1, cight (seven dogs), by 
Mr, A. M, Tneker's Dash TT1. 

Nelle. My. Wm. R, Hill's (Albany, N. Y.i wire-haired fox-ferrier 
biteh Nettle, Jan, 7, three (two dogs), liy chatypion Tyke; both dogs 
sinve dead. j 

Piide, My. Charles E. Shaw's (Clintou, Mass.) English mastit 
bitch Pride (Duke—Juno), Jan, 10, seven (five dogs). by his Duke 
(Buft—Be'le). } 

Lyon Th Mv. AWS. Guild's (Lowell, Mass.) red Trish setter bitch 
Lynn 1. (Bleho Tl. Bennet’s May), dan. 14, nine, hy Glencho (fleho 
—Noreen,, 

SALES, 

SE See etruchions at heedof this cohuinn, 
Lissie Jane. English setter biteh, whelped Dev. 3, #80 (lun Den 

Flake), by Me. J. J. Seanlan, Mall River, Mass, to Mr 8, A, Wood, 
Pitteburgh, Pa, 4 
Stormer. Blue mottled beagle dug (Chanter—Sprightly,, by Mr. F. 

Dvans, lidependent Hill, Vu., ta Mr. W. Speilissy, Troy, N. Y- 
Lady Clare, Black couker spaniel hitch, whelped Mareh 10, 1881, 

by Ru}in (Dash—Mima) ont vf Dara (Count—Daisy). by Mr, CG, BH, 
TLwis, Suspension Bridge, N. Y., to Mr. G. Noble. Savannah, Ga. 

Bess, Liver cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Aug. 16, 1881, by Dan 
fNei—Renn) out of Nellie (bhap—Naniie), by Mr. C, fe, Seatt, 
Schenectady, N. Y., to Mr. G. Noble, Savannah, Ga, 
Worf Liver and witite ticked cocker spaniel bitch by Raven out 

of Daisy IT, (Garry—Daisy), by Mr. CE, Scott. Scheneetady, N. Y., to 
Mr, G, Nable, Savannah, Ga, : 
Beau—Feuther whelp, Taiver aul while cocker spanicl dog, 

whelped Oet. 1, 1682, by Mv F. F. Pitcher, Qluremont, N. E.,to Mr. 
G. W, Merrill, Portland, Me 

ophins, Newark, N. J,, for hlavk and white 

By Mr, E. ©. Franklin, Ann Avbor, Mich,, for liver and 

| Boon—Gracie whelp, Tiver and white cocker spaniel bitch, 
whelped Oct. 2, 1888, hy Mr. FY. Pitcher, Claremont, N. H., to Mr, 
G. W. Merrill, Portland, Me. 

Briar whelps. Beagle biteh puppies, whelped Nov. 28, 1889, br 
Bush (Flute—Queen) out of Briar (Mose—Melody), by Mr. W. H, 
Ashburne, Philadelphia, Pa. to Mr, James I. Kent, Monticello, N, Y- 
Blackie help, Black cocker spaniel bitch pup, whelped May 15, 

18528 (Beau—Blackiel, hy Mr, F, i, Pitcher, Claremont, N. A., bo Mr, 
Join Daly, Salmen Walls, N. A, 

Gracie whelps. Liver cocker spaniel dog 
182 (Bean—Gracie) (Snip—Aulitta), by Mr 
N. H., to Mr. W. 8, Thomas, Birmingham, Conn, 
Ruke, Beagle dog (Rant=r- Gipsey), by Mv. Thomas J. Goolwin. 

Povlsmouth, N. H., to Mr. Charles Smart, Moertsniouth, N. A. 
leet, Beagle bitch (Ranter—Gipsey), by Mr. Thomas J. Good- 

win to Mr, J, Ryan. 
Dell Beagle biteh (Ranter—Mirt (1), by Mr. Thomas. J, Gaon- 

win ta Mr, M. J. Ryan, 
Rover W. Beagle dog (Ranter— Flirt 11), by Mr. Thomas J. Good- 

win to Mr, R, Walden, Portsmouth, N, AH 
Bell Beagle biteh (Ranter—Gipsey), by Mr. Thomas J, Goodwin 

fo Mr, Win. Jackson, Mernandina, Plorida. 
Kotler If, Beagle doz (Ranter—Firt 11), by Mr. Thomas J. Good- 

win to Mr, Storer Ridge, Portsmouth, N_ H- 
Niney Lee, Beagle hiteh (Ranter—Flirt 11), by Yo Thomas J, 

Goodwin to Mr. George HW, Winchester, Boston, Mass, 
Music. Beagle bitch (Ranter—Pirk If), by Mo. Thomus .f. Goud- 

win to Mr. Win. Benton, New York city. 
Spurkle—Dush whelps. Black, white and tieked Mnglish setter 

dog pup, wheiped July 29, 1882, by Ar, George Laick Wy Mr... M. 
Godinez, Poughkeepsie, N. ¥.; black biteh pup, whelped July 20, 
1882, to Mr. Kilward Beek, North Tarrytown, N.Y. - 

Cleo. Red Trish setter bitch (champion Eleho—llourish), whelped 
April 6, 188%, by Mr. EB. O. Ladd, Everett, Mass.,to Mr. John Garver, 
Boston, Mass. 
Marco. Red Irish setter dog (champion Mleho—Flourish), by Mv. B, 

O, Ladd to Mr. G. L, Burney, Middleboro, Mass. 
Royal Sultan-—Keign wheips.  Biie belton Bneglish setter dog 

puppy, thelped Nov, 19, 1553, by Royal Sultan (Racket—Kelp) out of 
Reign (Belton—Breeze), by the Detroit Kennel Club to Mi. G. HH. 
Hau sue Blne Island, 10; also a blue belton doz pup, same litter, 
to My. Wil G, Lambert, Ripon, Wis. 
Prince Roy tid Mores! May. Liewellin setter dog Prince Royal 

(Rob Roy—Jnno). by the Porest Kennel Club, London, Canada, to 
Mr, A. G. Chisholm, London; also Forest May (Blue Drake—Dimple 
TI.) and a bitch puppy (Prince Royal—Humpidge Nettie), 

Piola. Lemon and white pointer bitch Viola (Sensation—Lilly) 
ly the Baltimore Kennel Clab to Me. J. H. Winslow, Baltimore, : 

PRESENTATIONS. 
E> See instructions ad head af this colunn. 
Nellie OC. Black and tan Gordou setter biteh, 3 years oll (Colhurn's 

Duke—Nellie P), by Mn, TW. PD, Chauncey, Midland Park, N, J., to 
Mr. Frank Tanier, Hoboken, N. J. 

Queen Bess, Orange and white setter bilah (Ceack—Queen) by Dr. 
WP. Kremer, Lebanon, Pa, to Ma. J. M. Hayard. Lebanon, Pa. 

DEATHS. 
C= See instructions al headed of this cotuinae, 
Rertie. Black and white tieked Wngelish setter biteh, whelped Sept, 

a ay (Druid—Poetess), owned by Mr, W, DB. Rea, Hackettstown, 

Relmont, Black spaniel dog puppy (Sueeess—Rhea U1), owned by 
Mr. J. H. Winslow, Balmmore, 
Lady Wellington, Red lish setler bitah (Ghampion Rory O More 

—Norah Of More), owned by Mr, Charles R. Sharhurn, New York, 
Champion Bleho— Wiourish whelps, Red Irish setter pups (cham- 

piou Eleho—Miourish) whelped April 6, 1882 (Uhree dogs and tivo 
hitches), owned by Mr. 6, O. Ladd, Boston, Mass. 

Plovrish, Red wish setter itch (champion Barkley -Ruhy), 
wh elped April 8, 1880. Vhe Boston, 1882. 

Rifle and | 
PREPARING FOR THE RETURN MATCH. 

wiz the progress of the year interestis rapidly awakeniny jo 
-relution to the match whichis to came off 4t Wimbledon Com- 

mon in July next. The extension of time granted by the council of 
the British Association for the joining of our National Guard by 
those desiring to compete for places onthe American team, has wen 
taken advantage of by several good civilian shots. J. H, Brower is 
a member of the Seventh Regiment. Ff. J. Rabbettis a member of a 
Massachusetts command, while Dr. Scott, who shot as a member of 
Col. Bodine’s last Dollymount smalt-bore team, has also qualified as 
a representative of the citizen soldiery, Hyen with all these, and 
many other additions of strength to the Guard, itis doubtfal whether 
the whole foree in the United States could furnish such a dozen men 
as Col. Halford commanded in the match of last Seplember. They 

pops: whelped Oat. 20, 
~ Pitcher, Claremont, 

ap Shoating. 

could not then, and we vhink caunot now, de equalled in the United 
States for individual excellence, Bach inan was a team im himself; 
each was eapableof acting as his own coach: each judged wind for 
himself, aud each one, iu facet, was self-rellant enoygh to carry ont 
his fragment of the match. and to earcy it through to & fine agere- 
fate showing. ; 

All this may be true, and yel does tot stand as a harrier against 
the winumy of the return watel by an American team. There is 
nothing discouraging in this state of facts: rather an incentive for 
our American shooters, If is pretty certain that fully as go0d, if nat 
a better hodyof English volunteers will meet our men befort the 
butts at Wimbledon, bul no one for an instant labors under the de- 
jusion that America ig going lo ub such a sorry figure as in 1882. 
Our men will ¢o into {raining for the coming contest with tities 
fitted for the work in hand. There is to be no trying to shoota dirty 
small bore mateh under thename of a military mateh. The ville 
for use by the coming American team must beas distinctly fitted 
for the special requirements of the contest as was fhe weapon sed 
by the whining English team of 1888. Such an arm, itis thought, 
has hean secured, and would-be contestants Lava two models to 
chose from, ‘The Remington new arm has already been alluded fo 
in these columms. It has veen approved by very excellent jndges 
of fine rifles as an admirable arm, Tis preparation was set 
aboutatthe Dion Armory, while the sting of the defeat at Creed- 
Tuoor was yet fresh. ; 

The points of the Ruglish arms were carefully studied, and ws we 
curately reproduced with such improvements as American small 
arm ingenuity qould naturaily suggest when directed to uhis new 
problem ofa rifle to shoot steadily at long range, without effective 
fouling. The weapon was tried at once, and with good results. Ib 
has been made in sufficient quantities vo enable a numberof the hest 
militia sharp-shooters to try it at home and over familiar ranges, and 
with the firslappearance of fair weather we may look for results to 
be reported. Its small charge ought to he in ils favor, if other points 
ot merit ave nol thereby sacrificed. How far it perpetuates the de- 
merits of the Remington rifle, which figured so wretchedly in the 
match of 1862, remains to be seen. Unless the utmost care has been 
takeu to #eure a proper working of the ammninition inits relation to 
the chamber and therifie barrel we may look forirregular work again, 
This contrary to the siniplest rule of accurate ritle shooting, to expect 
oud work with a 45 cartridge jammed info a 44 calibey hore. ‘The 
shooting may for a tine be excellent, bubat any shit there is likely 
to be stripping of the pateh, and then with anaked ballershot without 
lubricant, leacius tales place and subsequent round= become mere 
randoil ventures. 4 
The otuer rife in the field forthe mateh of1883 is tlie Brown: Slan- 

dard xille. preparad by J. H. Brown, with special reterence tn the 
wilnng of the return mateh: Thisasightly weapon of -45-calibre, 
hinving a twist of 1 in 15, eight frooves of .003in. indepth. Ibis 

——— 

' 
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chambered for a long sheil, flring from 100 to 105 grains of Lattin & 
Rand's best powder, and a 550-grain Winchester bullet. Shot with 
fine sights and in any position at each of the six ranges, & score of 
207 m a possible 210 was made, a point each being dropped at 600, 
s00 and 1,000yds. under the troublesome wind preyailing, This shows 
what the rifle is capable of under those conditions, what if may be 
Capable of when fired nader a’Scorching sun, with everything tend- 
ing toward cake deposits, is yet to be decided, Byverything thus 
far has been very encouraging, To atest of the yn on December 9 
at Guttenbure, N. J.. over the 2007d, ratige, with tine sights and from 
“any position, * W. M. Farrow succeeded in putting in ten conseen- 
tive shots, as shown in the following full-sized diagram: 
The ntmost care has been taken by Mr. Brown to insure an acenu- 

rte senting of the bullet in the cartridge shell, ‘The interior of the 
shell is carefully polished, so that with the first upset caused by the 
thrust of the powder cases, no itresiwlar forces shall he given the 
rear end of the builet. Then im place of the usual comparatively 
wbeupt shoulder which the starting bulietis compelled to serge in 
taking the rifling, the throat at this point is carefully cleared away 
and a long bevel, worked in sneh manner thatthe bullet fgets on its 
Way muzzleward without having its patch torn off and without get- 
ting in the least anglewise in the barrel, The special points urged 
by ates tor ee oe the new arm are: j 

embraces all the good points of the gun used here last r 
the British team, = : . ce 
The ammunition manufactured in this country has not been 

adanted heretofore to the requirements of Jong range shooting with 
military rifles. This difficulty has been entirely overcome by the 
improved chambering, when used in connection with the ammuni- 
tion contrived and manufactured by the patentee 
The breech action and lock are light, allo wing more weight in the 

construction of the barrel, while the construction of both action and 
lock is strong anil wonderfully simple. It is semi-hammerless, being 
brought to full cock by the mere openig of the action. and is firmly 
locked and secured by an automatic locking device, which makes it 
positively safe against its accidental discharge. In this respeet the 
gunis unequasled, and the device is so simple and parfect.as to he 
astounding. ‘'Uhis is on= of its specially attractive features, and one 
which entitles ib toa first place among rifles. 
_ The trigger isso shaped and pivoted as ( although fully withm the 
f-lb. rule) to have one of the softest pulls possible for a gau of its 
requirements, a. 

Ty shape if is unequalled and its straight stock presents one of the 
finest models. Its outlines and general construction-make it the 
most sightly military arm made on this sids of the water. 
Its strength enables it to withstand the very hardest tests, 
The inventor being a practical shot, as well as mechanic, has taken 
Sc pride in its certainty, superior finish and general consirue- 
lon. 
Jn providing if with a new back sight—arranged specially with a 

view to the wind gauge—one of the not least important requirements 
have been more than usually well met, thereby the points of the 
wind can be fully as easily calculated as with the very finest long 
range rifles. 1tisa combination of both aperbure and opeu sight, 
i, é., the hammer, a'though in sight, has no thumb piece, wnd no 
part protrudes. 

NOTA BENE, 

DARING in mind the fact that the fools are nol all dead yet, and 
that even 2 fool may take meirnthe and se some dezree of pre- 

caution after hearing of an accident fresh from some one who nas 
“hin thar ** Is all give an account of iny experience for the benefit 
of those whomilimay concern, though 1 don't want my name ex- 
posed, for fear thatsjometime (when get rich) my relations way bring 
itup as evidence of 

MAMMOTH RIFLE GALLERY —Roston, Jan. 15.—During the past 
week there bas been some fine shooting, Mr. J, Merrill heads the 
lishin the All-Comers* match, and he has also won the extra prize of 
$40 for making cight consecutive bullseyes, Following are the scores 
in the— 

Adl-Comers’ Match. 
J Mevvill.,..,..46 47 47 48 48236 C RBartlett,.,.43 48 44 44 44218 
CS Sey Ab 45 45 46 46—227 ASmaill......41 72 42 43 44912 
J Franc ld 44 45 46 47—R22G LL Wooll,,,,...-41 42 42 42 43-210 
DA Pollard,, 44 44 45 46 46—225 

Amateur Match, 
JU Bird — ....48 44 44 dd d5—220 WB Williatny...41 40 42 42 a4—200 
A BWilson, 42 42 43 45 45-217 N A Appleton. 40 41 40 42 42905 
VE Rollins,.,..41 41 43 43 44-212. MR James, ,,.. 40 40 40 40 40—200 
J Smith... AL 42 42 48 48-211 

BOSTON, Jau. 20.—A few gentlemen assembled at Walnut Hill to- 
day to indulge ip the several matches taatiare in progress, The light 
was, ood, bul the wind was yery troublesome. being a ‘4ishtail’* for 
Ao'clouk. Mr. ‘*Dulfer™ made an excellent 48 out of 40 on the Creed- 
moor target, and Mv. Adams followed with adj, ‘The following are 
some of the best scores; 

Ceeedimoot Match. 
AO WPeR ys tee ce fes ieeeet dea GO Boao boa Be es 
AO Adams (pail)... ...... 456055 5 56 5 ¢-47 
PDwieht.. cc... 5s 529 5 54 5 5 4-47 
A, Ohvige (int Ss ee 4455 46 4 6 4 5-46 
AUP WOW, epee, 64444 5 5 6 545 
JA Cobb. . hi4465 4 6 5 445 
AJ Carver. ,, 4545 4 44 6 4-44 
CC Poster (miil)_...-.-. — 45544465 4 448 
G Warren (nil) _. 4444 45 4 4 44 
C Weston (mil) -- 4444 £4 4 4 5-41 
(A Weeks (mil) .. 53844444 4 4-41 
SH Sampson (nil) 4444 444 4 4-40 
RS RHOads. Polenee ston at woot 2 4 4d 4 44 4 +410 

Deciinal Match. 
1s Gt ee en ee -.::9 8 10°10 7 10 5 & 10) 6-88 
IN Frye... aes, i, Rk Oo Oe ie” Pe ae 
OM Jewell, . 1 ¢ 8 7 @ P10 6 9 B—80 
A “Dutler™. 40 9 9 8 8 § 10 5 10 580 
J Merril... Ga HOO ASE is e719) 
® JS Nye, 5 1 9 40 6 8 7 5 WW 10—79 
AJ Carter ~ 5: Sleds 6° §8 910" OB en SB: ss — 8 
JM Oreutt.. $40) d0ug % Lbeg0e BG B77 
DMD Wireless eet linen te ee heli Sane Ry 40 

Rest Match 
A #Duffer’.... 2... --- 9 9 1D 10 1010 10 10 10 10—98 
JW Rothe. A mw 10 9 10 10) 9—o8 
CB Edwards. 9 9 1 8 WW 106—965 
5 Lewis, -- 1 8 10 10 10 10—94 
AT Carter....,, 9 10 9% 10 10 94 
6 Wilder... .. 9 9 9 O 10 11—13 
JM Orentt --- 8 W120 10 9 9—93 

MASSACHUSETTS STATH CHAMPIONSHIP,—The fourth chal- 
lenge contest for the individual championship of the Massachusetts 
S ate Glass Ball Association took place on the grounds of the Port. 
‘Roseway Shooting Glob at Stoughton lash weels Berne a ate 
gathering of trap shooters from parts of the State. mW. 
Howard, of the Froaine Club, was the holder of the championship 
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badge, and was formally challenged by Mr. J, B, Valentine, of Tall 
River, Mr @. Wilbur, of thy Stoughton Chib, acted as judge for Mr. 
Howard, Mr. l', 0, Wielding, of the Mallen Club, in the sarae capacity 
for Mr. Valentine, and Secretary Noble, of the State Association 
neted as referee, After the chanypiouship match, the large con- 
course of shopters indulged in swyeepstale shooting until dark, both 
bird and hall traps being kept) running to their utmost. The follosw- 
ing ia the score ln detail: ' : 

Championship Contest, 

nd SON SOLESRI GLP ESS ae Se i ie cele ita ; F; 2 aye 

WD HOwsaiily. es eti yet po ece tee Fos 4 : rs E Fin 

Binet sween. seven balls—T, §. Holl and Howard divided five ties 
F.T Noble, H. Loving, J, @. Plelding and W. Harrison divide 
skcond, H.C. Brayley and ©. Wilbur, third, and Tisdale fourth, 
Second sweep, seven balla—L. G, White anid Briley first, UH. tb. 

Franeis and Wilbur second, 7. T, Noble third, W. 'V. Aaware tourth. 
Third sweep, seven birds, $1 entry—Toward and Field first, H. 7 

Francis second, F.'T. Noble third, and LG, White fourth. _ 
Fourth sweep, seven balls, dl entry —Valentine aid G. A, Sampson 

first, Wiite and Francis second, Howard third, and Wielding fox mth, 
Wifth sweep. seven birds, $1 catety—Mann aud Willis divided first, 

Fielding and White second, Nohle and Drake thivd, A. D. Johnson 
fourth. =e 
Sixth sweep, seven birds, $1 entry—Noble, Bralay and J. 5. Sawyer 

first, Johnson and Fielding second, Howard third. Pranvis and Wil- 
bur fourth. A p 
Seventh sweep, seven birds—Hall took first, Francis second. Wil- 

lir and Braley third, H. 5. Howard fourth, ; 
Eighth sweep, fiye birds—Wilbue first, Wielding second, Wrancis 

and Braley third. 4 
WELLINGTON, Mass., Jan. 19.—In spite of the severe snowstorm, 

quite a sprinkling of shooters of the Rayinond Sportsman's Club 
aced the traps, indulging in numerous five-bird clay pigeon sweeps, 

the followme zentlemed ¢learing oul the prizes as per score, 1éyds, 
rise; ties shot off at 20yds. rise: 

First event—J. §. Sawyer. first; D. Chambers, second. 
Second avent—D, Kirkwood, first) Sawyer, second. 
Third evyent—Chambers aud Sawyer, first; 4. L, Caskins, second. 
Fourth event—O, Waterman, first; 8. Blauchard, second, 
Fifth eyent—Kirkwood, first; ©. C, Goye, second. 
Sixth eyent—Caskius, first; Uhambers. second, 
Seventh and last eyent—Sawyer, first: Waterman, second. 
In the tweuty-bird shoot the score stood: D, Kirkwood, 15; J. 5S" 

Sawyer, 1; EW. Caskins, 14; B, 0. Gove, 18; 5, Blanchard, 18; N. 
Waterman, 12: D. Chambers, 12. 

NEWARK RIFLE TOURNAMEN'T.—The anuary match of the 
Newark Rifle Associaton closed on Tucsday evening Just, the Fre- 
linghuysen at the butt, wo made the following score: George 
Zimmer, 49, W. F. Lynn, 44, George Weigman, 48,7, K. Walsh, -i, 
A. O, Neuman, 47, R. Westerman, #6, J. Rose, 46,5. Shackelford, 46, 
William Dennis, dd, William MeLeod. 46, total, 464, On Monday 
evening the Essex made a score of 7), J, Coppersmith, 48, V. Hesse, 
47, A. Wilters, 47, @. Meisel, 48 Willfara Wa ts, 45, J, Dutcher, 4. 
Plymouth Rifle Association—J, 1, Sommers, 49, P. 1, Sommers, 18, 04 

jaldwin, 47, Jos, Bucer, G. WH. Townsend, 46.5. M, Brade, 4b,G. M, 
Townsend, 45, J, O'Neil, 44, BE. Pollard, 44, Hl. Leihe, 44—460. 

Celluloid Ritle Association—W. O. Lyons. 47, W. H, Vreeland, 47, F, 
Brant, 47, C, Whitman, 46, W. H. Goe, 46, M. Puder, 45,5. 1. Simunas, 
45, H. Babbett, 44, PF, Parbery, 43, C. H, Umer, 42—149, ‘ 
Nameless—Schouibel 47, Ritteneyer 45, Spearport 41, Kretsch 

mar 42, Meyer 42, Vanall dz, A. Sehnobl 48, Donelly 49, Kone 40 
Riveley 35—117. / 
Warren Ritle Association Freche 4, Nunley 44, Wolf 43, (lurns 43, 

Shafer 42, Adams 43, MeAtpine 41. J, A. Cox 10, Linnett 40, Shekel 36 
AiR. 
Domestic Rifle Association—Batou +4, Reynolds 44, Shobel 43, 

Jeffery 48, MeGunis 42, Crocker 42, Wim. Long 4), Leitz 41, Mil- 
ward 37, Wilson HR—15, } 
Thus farthe clubs haye made record in the monthly tournaments: 

nD) f P @ N W D 
493 442 441 Alt TT BTT 
460 444 9H2 480 410) dU6 
Ad At) 449 Ae 418 416 

is? 138) 1383 «ight iii 107 
WORUESTER, Mass.. Jan. 18.—Members of the Worgester Rifle 

Associution wenl out to the Pine Grove Range to-day for the third 
shoot of the winter séries, The wind was strong from 4% o'clock hy 
the dial, The follmying aré the seyeral scores: 

Creedmoor Target. 

Wave 

eG he eee e a Oe rod Gb 4 pd 4 ob 4 H ob 
ADL Ride... 5a5*. Bad 4@a4¢4 9 5 6 4 4 § 45 
Stedman Clark _. Ad 6 4 4 4 4 4 5 5-H 
JN Morse, I, .-- +44 9 4 5 5 4 4 4-45 
W Johnson, 44445 44 4 5 4-42 
SDS YYMRIMLEITIB st (a poke ek br ttt = Op tim tarts Ata 4 4 4 # B Sel 

mal Target, 
iki VF) 2 = 2 aa = Qu 7 #6 8 44 8% 8-69 
Stedman Clark, HA BBS TF 420 O 4-0 
ATL Rite, -........ af 497 2 6 4 GW 2 9-54 
SB aliteti gy 4 ee EE Se ares ahs G94 5 23 56 8 & 54 

Massachus 
J Williams... .. een. Rat h.e 
he totals at the three meetings 

laws! 
Oreedmoey, 

Ist. 24. 3d. dst, 2, 8d, 
Stedman (huh... 4 45 4d¢ Re-enter .. .-... ..-Ul ‘ Be, 
JN Nurse, Jr... - 43 CA Wagner (ill). --32 ms 
Johnson... 42 Re-enter (anil), ..,...85 3 
Re-enter __., -. Moffitt (mil). , ped = Z 
C Arthur ......., 44 40 WT Par Ff to - 
Re-enter... » AL Rit va 13 48) 
CD Hames ered! ee Re-enler Sagi of 42 3 
f Wesson, -.-- ,,..49 40 a SSWilliants 2... -. du 18 

Devinial, 
Ist. Sil. dd. ro, Ad; 

Stedman Olark,...,. Ho 668 UY) OT NN Morse il 2 
Re-enter... .:.-- ves 82 .. Re-enter.. ’ 70 a 
@ Arthur... —- 69 «69S J. William: 65 M4 
C Dusenbury..-... 2:7 3, .. ALD Rive; = is Gh 
Re-enter... ....,....66 ie Pop EULER ten lvl cctetetet ot 5 

‘ Decimal—Resl. 
Ist; 2u. dds dst, 2d. 8 

Stedman Clark...... 6 ats .. #Williams,.,,,....., ri | 
JW Preewan.--.:,., 82 

THE NISW RIVLES.—Seme of the Huglish writers are drawiip 
comfort trot the fact that Mngelish rifles have been tsed as models 
in making up fhenew weapons for the contest of 1883. The London 
World, in « recent issue, draws some ante-mateh comfort as allows: 
“American riflemen, smarting under the decisive yictory obtaimed 
overthem bythe English in Seplember last, and disdainhil of the 
rovyerb in Which reference is made to a bad workman and his tools 

bara been casting about for a new weapon which shall excel all 
others yet produced, The articlé is said to have been already found 
in the shape of a Remington made on English lines. As Curtis & 
Harvey powder has been found the best adapted to it, English rille- 
meu, it they ave beaten in 1883. will feel some of the pangs poetically 
supposed by Lord Byron to have been experienced by the eagle 
which was pierced by an arrow shafted by a feuther from its own 
wing. Colonel Bodine, who *bosses the show’ in the States, is con- 
vinced that the new rifle is quite equal to the English one. With this 
aclmission recorded, the result of the text competition can only lie 
je the men themselves, all reference to inefficient fools being 
ent off. 

JAMESTOWN ys, BRATTLEBORO.—On Christmas day the rifle 
ulubs of Jamestown, N, Y.. arid Braitleboro, Vi., shot a niateh, each 
onilts range, 20Uyds., Creedmoor targets, whichreguited in a tie, and 
on Friday, the bth inst, the tie was shot off with the following result 
iu favor of the Brattleboro “boys:" 

Brattleboro. 
MOOD eras benicar 

Jamestown. 
Be Soni Wire oe ae 

A Dowler 4 
AB Perry - 
445 Femer 
+ Ae AYRES. 5525 
peel De Lisle 

% 41 Burns - 
Marlboro... -...........,- Wade Kelso, ... 
The two clubs liavye now exchanged 360) shots Ee 

four points apart, Another match will be shot soon.—R. EH. B, 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass,, Jan, 22, 1683,—The Rod aud Gun Club made 
the followimg scores in practice to-day at 200yds. off-hand, on Mass. 
target: 
Maynard. 1L40 1 Wf 32 10 17 22 % 11—108 
Tork. a0 12 10 if 9 12 11 12 112-107 
Scam i 2 10 0 it 9 10 9 1 Jo—105 
St. Joh, ; arose 10 10 11 10) Don Tt 11100 
Mayott ..., tiered 9 90 20) 11 de ote SR) So) <8 HD. 
GLreyestsasnet sis ad0 T1 10 10 8 WP Y 10 10-08 
TOW ehh ng ee ee wee eo 1 10 10 10 FY § fl of 10— 08 
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NEWARK, WN. J., Jan. 18.—The annual meeting of the Newark Riile 
Association was held this evening atthe Plymonth rooms, The fol- 
Jowing olficers were elected: President, J. H. Huegel; Vice-Presi 
dent, Alfred Himt; Seerctary, C, A, Townsend; Troasurer, George 
M. Townsend; Shooting Committe, Pelts, Weigman, McEvoy; 
Seorer. LL, Meyer; Board of Dirvetors, Messrs, Hammoud aud Meyers 
with the President, Vice-President and Secretary. The snmual re- 
port of (he secretary shows an increase in membership over 188). 
The full membership in all Glubs is about 400, The treasuver’s re- 
port shows a balance op hand of $36. Tn future all communications 
tothe N, R, A. should be addressed to 0, WH, Townsend, 35 William 
street, Newark. 

MASSACHUSETTS RIFLT ASSOCIATION,-—or the yeor 1882 the 
Massachusetts Association gives a total in team aud individual en- 
ties oF L777, or 1.175 more thin the National Assaciation, and a sain 
over 18810518. The total gam th entries of the National has heen 
ROS over last year Tn cash receipts the Massachusutts fell off From 
those of last year, thé amount beimg something over $200) less; but, 
with © hatance om hand of nearly $1,000, the Massachusetts orzanina- 
tion has a fair basis to start the year with, 
NEWPORT, BR. 1. Jan. 15—The keg of powder presented by Mr, 

W Milton Farrinw to the rifle club, is very nearly empty. The com- 
petition for the tweuty-fiest pound wis held on Saturday. The 
witiners Were handicapped one pound foreach pound won, Theafler- 
noon Wis fine, wilh a strong wind blowing directly across the range. 
The distanue was 200 yards, ten shots off-land. The following are 
(he scores: 
ORANG) Go es ee ee ieies lone ieee a ee oe A Hb AG 
WR Knight - 5 445 44 4 4 4 54 
W 5 Bryer L4 bh 5 4 we dag 
SITE es eee te eee 4384444 4 5-39 
The Ghth ba b 1 the erecting of targets at mplitary 

distances to enable certain of the members to become eligible for 
places m the American team, —Occastonan. 
FIRST GERMAN GUN CLUB.—The annual official election of the 

above-named club took place at their club-room, 384 Pearl street, on 
Wednesday evening, Jan, 10, with the following vesult: Mr, red, 
Oppermann, President; Me. Adam Goetz, Vice-President; Mr. Irred, 
Plaenden, Secretary; Mr, Fred. Jenner, Treasurer, 

THE TRAP. 

MIDWAY vs, JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS. 

PPE fine! inateh between these well-known chibs took place on the 
17th inst., at the ehub grounds of the latter, at Marion, N, J., and 

was witnessad by a laige number of spectators, The capacions club 
house being at, times crowded, interfering not a little with the eom- 
forbofthe shooters. li was an exceedingly disagreeable day, could 
hardly have heen worse for the trappers, an almost continuous sleet 
mingled with vain falling with a sharp, cutting wind from the .east 
across the traps, The shooters, of course, were nof 0. much incou- 
venienced, as ikey only stepped on the platform a few feet from the 
clubhouse, fired thei one barrel and returned to their cheerful 
quarters, Al, Heritage, that prince of caterers in camp and fiel, 
was in command, When will you find a better companion, whether 
in*concoecting the savory chowder, astonishing the hoys sith his 
savory dumplings 6r slapjacks. telling a good story, singing a rollick- 
ing song, or doing his full share on the buy, and doing it welly What 
wouldthe J.C. A. do without) this“South Paw?” Al, was almost 
nbiquitous, now bythe traps ov pullmg the stvings, then in the club 
house assisting bis boys (chips of the old block) in serving out the 
lager or Lot coifes. ‘Phe refreshments were ample, and full justice 
was (lone by the more than two huudred hungry sportsmen. <Al.’s 
boiler holds nine fallons, and it was refilled four limes. Hop coffee 
on such a(lay was the thing, ‘The birds were a yery superior lot, and 
were picked by “South Paw" For the oveasion, 
The shooting of the J. C. H.,.as will ba seen by the score, was very 

uniform, averaging 27 birds each squad iillet| out of 35, over 5 birds 
per man, Af the eud of the first;squad, when the Midways led one 
bird, the betting waseven and taken by the Jersey ces atouce. After 
the second squad had finished there were no offers from Moumouth 
county. The fourth squad settled the mather, and a Waterloo to the 
Southerners was inevitable, for the captain had good men for the 
last, The J.C. Wy dei them & birds, (10 in all), whieh tiey mereascd 
to 15 ab the finish, 
There were the usual items Of interes to shooters iu 4 long race, 

this lone shot ata driver, that good judgment on a leti-hander, ebe,, 
etc, Hall los} his second, the bird just touching his toes to the 
ground as his gun cracked, Maurer another, challenged as to gun 
above the elbow before the hird was on the wing, and Cannon's ilfth 
bird dropped close to the fence witha broken wing, and before it 
could be gathered deéliberately walked oub through the open pate. 
Moral; “Shut the gate.) But therewas good feeling, as there always 
should be im these friendly matches between sportsmen. All went off 
well anfl was thoroughly enjoyed. 

The qwateh was 25 men each club, 7 bivils eaeh, 2iyds, visu, one hare 
rel: Midway rules, the J, C. H. generously giving them the odds. 
The fallowiig is the seore: 

Midways. TO. Peaghits. 
® yer, --.., - ...76 1-6 Ouiwafer,,,,-.. -.11110—-6 
J Tamberson.. ...-, 1411011—6 Townsend .. 2 W105 
Wi Duoulop,........11tis11—? Leroy... ONT 
Jas Van Broeckle - 1001n1—4 Palier._ ..2.-_.-: M05 
Chas Brown ....- . 1011—f- 29 Heritage, » DOI —t-28 
EVANS). 8) wee . 0s BOW ec A011 
i Lamberson - niid—7 Verrington . ATI 
Hi Warne.,.-.,- 11001 1—3 Cannon ___. 1101001 —4 
Vandeyeer. , A0M1I0—5 PANGS - ce gng sree VULLN Ah 
Riddle OLIN 25 Baier... oo AL01001—4-37 
Dayis, . ’ » TONS _ ii 7 
MIBUTINS 6) S15 111l0—a AO 
Cramer... eee A111 1—7 Cuniniins ,... --.1710001—4 
Bucklin,..,...-..,-.. (71910—4 Hughes...., _ ONMI11—t 
C Applegate, _,..- (H1110iI—5. 46 Collins __ =e 1110100 —4—27 
Disbrow, . ...,.... J0101—f Baker,,....., -1.),,.0001011—41 
Beadle, .-..,, --.  ALOOTO0—3 BNewbold--,- ... 01f0010—3 
Maurer..... , __._. (10i(0—2. W Payne _-- --.-111N-7 
D Ayer... ..- .. OOTLOTI—4 Feldhus... » ALOT IIA 
G Wilons,.......... 010100 —Is  Berleery- ee TTI et 
G Waite... 2 107 000—3 W Von Langerke —_.1111111—7 
Terbuné.....-- 5-7 = UDLONIO—S Van Brunt, ,,....,,1111001— 
K Applegate... ~ TWIT CG Antoine..... .:...0iit—b 
Aaigihh eee.) 6 J Vou Leugerke___., TINH —6 
Campbell. 44 (M110 —b—22 J Headidén...-,-.--- OUT O0N—4. 27 

Total - 12) Total - —— ae 135 
JACOBSTATR, 

MARSHALLTOWN. Towa, Jan. 12.--lhe Marahalltown Shooting 
Chih held their annual meetiig Jon, 2, Orflears dlveted for the year 
are; H..J. Bruner, President; M.S. Brown, Vice-President; Wrank 
Plant, Jr., Sucrelary; KR, A. Barobart. Treasurer; Brown, Sulek ond 
Frank Woodbury, Executive Committees, Minsh nianthly shoer was 
held Janu. 4, for club badges, clay birds, Hy .!. Buaner winning first; 
A. C. Anson second, 
Brown -LVOLVOVETLETAOI LE 111111017 0-20 
Taylot.. 10071777101 0011217101001 00 16 
Seick ,.___., VAVVOTIOLOO11T 1111101110018 
AO Anson,. ITLIULE110100111141001 11411 1-20 
HJ Bruner, ewLLADTITAIOLTOATPTALZALTALTIALI VI I-22 
S Auson,.... MLLTLLT111L9t 1100010111411 1-20 
Woodruit. 1107017 0111197110007 L071 t4 0-17 
H Anson... 211411211111 012011111101011 0-30 
WY Plant, Jr. wT I11712901111710110110111L00—-19 
Merarland.. F114171102107 000011010111 1-17 

Ties of 20 for second—Brown, 0i10I—3; A, 0, Anson, 11111—5; b. 
Anson, 10001—2; H. Anson, 11111—p. 
Second tie—A. OC. Anson, 111—8: H. Anson, 011—2. ; 
The following match was shot Jan, ?, during. one ot the worst 

storms of the wihter, wealler very cold, 1WO0.GTay birds each: (4. A. 
Seick 75, M. 8. Brown 78—158; 7. Planb, de. 77. 10, J, Brier 1—167, 
R. H.W, 
CARVER ys. BOGARDUS.—A dispatch to the Associated Pruss 

announces that Caryer aud Bogardus will shoot al 100 pigeons each 
at Louisville, Ky., between Feb. 1 wad 10, and to decide the wing-shot 
championship of the world. There will be tree olher matches, as 
follows: At100 double birds, grind traps. 2i yards’ rise; at 100 
singie birds, fround traps, 21 yards’ rise, and at 100 birdy, Hurling- 
ham rules, 30 yards’ teh for from #250 to $400 0 side each, with 
from $1,000 to $2,500 on the general result. Capt. Bogardus also 
Offered bo shoot al 500 single clay pigeons, and 50) half siugle and 
half double, De. Carver to name the amvunt to be shot for, 

MEREDITH ys, PATTORSON,—Philadelphia,—At the match he- 
tween Mr. B. Meredith and Mr, Harry Patterson tor $),000 a side last 
week at the grounds of the Philadelphia Guo Clnb at Andalusia, 
those who were fortunate in heing spectators saw some food prau- 
tice on the pat of both contestants. The match was under the 
Turliogham rules slightly mortified, and the condilions provided 
that each was to shootat 100 birds at 27yds, rise, BOyds. boundary, 
Mr, Meredith wou by a score of 76 killed and 24 missed, to (4 killed 
and 46 missed by his opponent,—Homo, 

THE CLAY PIGHON is meeling 4 favorable reception in Nugland, 
where lt “bids fair,’ says the London Sporfamuin, “if the exiveme 
humanitarians haye their way, and prohibit the use of live pizeons— 
to revolutionize the favorite pastime of pigeon shouting, Whatever, 
however, be theresulbofthe present ‘agitation against Hiitinghan,’” 
there ean be no doubt that clay pigeons make the jest and cheapest 
of all methods of teaching beginners, and keeping even the hands of 
fair shots in training, A capital company was present, including, L 
believe, Lord Lovell, one of the heroié leaders of the far-famed Kas- 
sassin charge.” 

A PREDICTION.—Editor Forest and Streum: Tsee it reported 
that “Dr? Garver and Captnin Bogardus wilt shoot three pigeon 
mateles to decide the ‘wing-shot championship of the world, I 
beg to venture the pretiction that if these men ever do come to- 
gether, it will he the biggest hippodrome pigeon match shoot of the 
times. Tt does not thke much gumption to see that Carver will win 
one match and Bogardns the other, the third being left for some big 
bets. The birds shot at won't be the only *‘pigeous'—ot by a long 
chalk.—Mnan Hawr. 

OROW. TRAP SHOOTING.—Zailor Forest and Stream: The 
Jersey Uity Heights Gun Club, having secured 5) erows for trap 
shooting purposes. | hereby challenge any member of said club to a 
mateh at 10 crows each, 2yds., winner to eat all birds killed,—Mpar- 
HAWK. 
THE NARRAGANSETT GUN CLUB willhol@a grand glass hall 

and clay pigeon lourhament al their range, Old Washington Drivin 
Park, off Broad street, Providence, K. 1., Junuary 80 and 31, 1883, If 
stormy, first fair day, 

iting and Canoeing. 

CRUISINC ON LAKE GNTARIO, 

Beiter Forest dnd Stream; 

Torouto disappeared over our stern, September 12, last, with the 
motion imparted to our eraft by & light southerly air, [hb was a 
beautifil September day, and indications of a snug run dawn the 
north shore were apparent, When clear of the Wastern Gap we 
could view the rage of the Royal Canadian Yacht Club. The Cyz- 
net was leading, Oriole second, Aileen third, Verye fourth anc 
Madeap fifth. We learned afterward that therace was nof finished, 
some of the yachts not sueceediugin getting inside until the next 
morning, The wind backed aft, und when olf Searboro Heights, we 
seh our squaresail, Soon alter, we took it in, jibed over, and set 
balloon jib, going about six knots an hour. When opposite French- 
man’s Bay we hauled up for Whitby. wind playing out, and arrived 
at seven o'clock, Came-to next loa large elevator where good shel- 
ter wasatforded. Wentup to see the town, returned to the yacht, 
Se etered some of the natives, burned in at ‘six bells,’ (eleven 

~ M.) 
All hands on deck atsix A.M. George started the fire, and bam 

and eggs, baked potatoes, colfee, etc. were heartily enjoyed by the 
chew of the Katia Gray. At?A, M., weather bad, (he crew wenu 
ashore, hired a rig and went up to the town, bought some fixtures 
for the cabin. goraboard again at 1! o'clock. Luneched, smoked, 
rested: then took & wall out on the pier, Wind EB. moderate, sea 
going down: came aboard and concluded to make a start, Loosed 
the suds, set mainsail and jib, got underway at fwo o'clock, with the 
wind ahead and stood out into the lake. About three miles on our 
port tack, steering 8. 8. 1, then put about and stood for the shore 
with te wind piping up, thinderand lashing of flames to the south- 
ward, 
We fetched in nbout half & mile to the westward of Oshawa, where 

we were stimeck bya squall as we were reefing, Tucked in three 
reefs in the mainsail, took in staysail and set storm jib, Hanled on 
the wind and stood out again into the riled up lake, but the strife 
azaiust such maddened warriors as Neptune and AZolius was Loo” 
much for ouc little vessel, so we hanled the dingey aboari and ran 
for Whitby about four o'clock, Arrived at 4:30, just ahead of the 
sehooner North Star running in for shelter, and also the schooner 
Katie Eecles. We were carried on the top of a heavy roller past the 
lighthouse and well into the harbor, where we made fast at our 
old moorings. We just got our canyas well stopped as a heavy 
squall came howling down the lake. The crashing of the big guns up 
ilofpsent our imaginations to the Egyjitian coast antl the naval en- 
gagement which was the topic at every tayern in the Dominion, 
After the storm we heard a commotion on the opposite deck, and, 
lovking around to see ff the lightning had struck uny of oul- crew. 
we missed the ‘Doc. One of the boys took the dingey and found 
him in gn excited state of mind, THe was on the point of baiting his 
hook preparatory to pulling up his twelfth bullhead, and was 
quickly reinforced. After the smoke cleared wway a large wooden 
pail fall of the fish were veady for markes. About eight bellsin the 
evening Capt. Vootes, of the North Star, and the captain of the 
Kecles came aboard, and sailors’ yains, etc., were spun untila late 
hour, Wind howled all night, necessitating more fenders. 
At four bells a stir was discernible in the port bunk, and one by one 

the jolly tars took knife and fork and engaged the morning meal, 
Sehoone!! He let go her lines and, with the light south wind, was 
a dezen mile ay de we Jeff the piers and headed for Port) Hope. 
When about five knots from Whitby the wind veered to N. W. and 
blew very hard. ‘Three reefs in mainsail anil storm jib was more 
Canvas than we vould hold in the course ofan hour with the wind 
dead after us. The water flew from the crests of the seas, and with 
the rain driven by the wind it was impossible to face a-weather. ATI 
sail was lowered exceph pes of the squatted mainsail, 1 was pevil- 
ous work shifting ahout the yacht, as the high, short seas would take 
us off our feet and roll us overboard if we were not careful to hang 
pn. Ran along this way foran hour, making for Darlington, 

“Cease, rude Boreas, blustering railer} 
Tist, ye lindsmen all, to me; 

Mess‘nates, hear a brother sajlor 
Sing the dangers of the sea.” 

As we Wore driven into Darliigton piers we were struck by a heavy 
sqnall, Th swepl the country people who were assembled on the 
piers fo see us make the harbor hack lo the shelter of their homes. 
Ve were all tired and looked for a quiet day, bub sueh was not our 

destiny. for it was only by dint of hard and faithful work thatwe 
kept our yacht intact, It was impossible to carry out and anchor, 
We finally hook some of the ballast ont, and taking the rubber pipes 
which it tested on, a spring fender was rigged and did good service. 
Tu the evening the erew rode to Bowmanville (lwo miles) ina erain 
wagon, bought tobacco and sbip’s stores, returned to yacht, found 
gale unabated. Turned in at) P.M. mes 
Snuday we were on deck G@ A, M,, wind W- light. Wuderway at 10 

oelock, huvinge waited for the sea to quiet down, Wind hauled to 
horthward| made PortHope, twenty-two miles, ab 12i45. Telegraphed 
home! called ou Capt, C.R. Smith, Jv, owner of the yacht hens. 
The Captain of the Keeles came aboard and advised us to stick to the 
north snore, which we decided todo. He also kindly loaned us one 
of the old style charts, which represeat the harbors much better. 
After ¢old chicken, ete.. we made sail about 1:30 P, M. Everthing 
promised a splendid run; Coburg was passed at2:85, Passed close 
to the mailboat, which was thirty-six hours late, delayed by the 
blow. Camp stools were oceupied about Lhe decks, aud a high sense 
of 6 joyment pervaded our swiftly gliding little world. The spires 
of Coburg were gettme dim, when with a sudden lureh our rudder 
broke loose from the post and sank, Ry using our sheets srecly and 
rigging a frame work for an oar over the stern, we managed to sail 
live or six miles, fetched up at a dock and found we were at Grafton, 
AS ow man George logged it, Capt. P. began bnazing the farmers, 
and tonnd that Capt. Aleci, Cutterberl?s two brothers, one a black- 
smith, the other a ¢abinet muker, lived in Grafton village, Captain 
and G, bought a horse, and with a jockey llew ta Grafton. A new 
rudder was ready to be shipped at 10 o'clock P, M. Worked until 1:39 
A.M. A cord of wood and a dozen men forward were nos sufficient 
weipht tosend rudder bolts clear 
Up at four bells and had supper. Ateamer Norseman wooding up 

abwharf. Atsix bells the men came, aud By listing the yacht well 
over, We succeeded in shipping new rudder. Ballast aboard and 
stored at ten bells. The good people of Gratton will not soon be 
forgotten, for they worked hard to help us out. JE the wind had 
veered to another quarter and blown at all {reash, we would stand no 
ehanoe, as we were m the open lakes with no help nearer than Port 
Hope. Under way at 10;15, wind N.; hauled tu N. W. soon after 
leaving. Made Presque Isle, Seoteh Bonnet, Salmon Point, Long 
Point in lively order, Wind fell when we sighted False Dueks Light, 
about dark, Shorty after (he wind cameélusling up fromthe N. E,, 
find while working around South Bay Point it hit us with the foree of 
ayale, Tiree feels and storm jib again, Endewvored to find anchor- 
age under Timber Island and hang on for the night, but the hotiom 
provedto be tlatrock. After tryiny a noumber of places we started 
Tor afiltean mile beat deud to windward, for the Bay of Quinte, Ib 
Was 8 rough night and rough work, : 
Dropped anchor in McDonald's Cove at 7A, M, Had a good hot 
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breakfast, After the yacht was put in shape, we got underway and i 
found the wind south, dead-a-head. Put m at Allen’s Corners and 
left message for nearest telegraph station, informing people of our 
whereabouts. Met and convarsed will: several pretty young ladies, | 
reluctantly pulled out tothe Katie Gray, As wea dashed by South | 
Bay Point, we put on our heavy weather coats, tock in gaff topsail, | 
and stood down the lake. Weather looked threatening with glass | 
falling. After deliberation, we decided to put into South Bay Point , 
Harbor, which snug little bight for light draft, boats we christened | 
“Yacht Haven."’ Waited. expecting that soon after dark the wind 
would settle from some point for the night which it did abont 8 
o'clock, blowing very hard from the N. W., with sharp lightning to the 
southward. 

In the morning wind held heavy down the lake. Had & whitefish | 
breakfast. Went fishing for frogs, bought some. Found the light- | 
hous* keepera pleasant accommodating sailor, Underway at 2:80 | 
P. M. for Oswego, the wind having decreased, and blowing §, W. | 
After a comfortable run, we arrived off the familiar club house of | 
the Oswego ¥. C., 211 P.M. Onurtripup the South Shore having | 
taken twenty-six hours, our veturn down the North, one WEG | 

K. G. 

FOUR IN A ROW. | 

uae widespread popularity of yachts belonging to the cutter 
yariety is best attested by the fact that no jess than four are 

going up ina bunchin a single shop on Staten Island. These four 
are small boats, if is tre, hut their tonnage is not the criterion in. 
the case, hut numbers count. It may be added that others are to, 
follow as s00n as room can be found to stretch their backbones later | 
inthe spring. These yachts are exciting a great deal of interest, if | 
we can judge by the crowd of pilgrims congregating in Stephens’ | 
shops at West New Brighton. The attendant audience on Sundays | 
has grown to such proportions that anofice of ‘standing room only" | 
will soon be in order, and if the suggestion to charge an ‘admission 
fee” were acted upon, the builder would reap as rich a harvest as in 
the actual building of the boats. 
There is first of alla wee shaver of 14ff. in frawe for a Providence | 

gentleman, This bold-looking chip of the fleet is one of the seven 
wonders, and had the builder set up half a dozen of the same sor 
they would have sold like hot cakes this spring. As with the dar 
of deep, dreamy eyes in the novel, this tiny single-hander creates an | 
irresistible longing at first sight not to be quenched except in actual 
possession, She will be a sturdy little craft, no longer than many a 
yacht's dingey, but with a hody so plump and business-like in propor- | 
tions that she will go along way towards fulfilling the Auties ex- | 
ected from much Jarger and more expensive constructions, She is 
put the opening of the chapter, and the offspring of this 
starter will no doubt be numerous enough at an early day to form an 
exclusive society of their own, devoted to the furtherance of thor- 
ough sport. builf upon a genuine love for sailorizing on salt water. 
ata trivial outlay of afew hundred, within the reach of the great 
“million.” 

In model she will be very taking, able and roomy, and also uncap- 
sizalile. Load tine length 14ft. and 17ft. on deci, with 5ft. for beam, and | 
4ft. deep amidships from underside of deck to top of keel, Least free- | 
board will be 2ft. 2in.. andthe draft 8ft. din. Forballastthereis to be | 
about 800 ths. iron onthe keeland as much more inside, the totai dis- 
placement being one tonand a half. The rig will be that of a yaw! for | 
convenience in cruising and nsein open waters. Owing to her depth | 
and low floor, the usual encumberance of a house will be done away | 
with, a narrow hatch taking its place, leaving good passage each | 
side on deck, Cabin sill will he carried high ta prevent swamping, | 
though if will be all but impossible to knock her déwn to the coam- | 
ings. There will be some 18in. floor, a lineral allowance in so small 
a boat and a berth each side so that two hands can be stowed when 
required, In point of fittings and supplies she wi] be a yacht sult- 
able for extensive cruising, and will therefore appeal to tha fancy | 
of those who seek in the sport more than an aimless flitting abont | 
in ae hoats, Thelines of this boat were illustrated in our issue | 
for October 19, and her sail plan the week following. A vast lot of | 
sport and solid enjoyment will fall to the share of the owner for | 
less than the sum néelel to acquire a comparatively useless, smooth 
water contrivance, wet and uncomfortable, and presenting next to | 
nothing a sailor man can contemplate with satisfaction. | 
The second of the batch is a scale higher in tonnage, but in genera! } 

of much the same order, She is building for a member of the Jersey 
City Y. C., and is intended for fishing and knocking about in the 
lower hay, with a look outside now and then when bent upon troll- , 
ing for bluefish, and also to afford a large and roomy cabin for per- | 
manent quarters during the season. She is on the lines of the | 
“Trish model yacht,” Heafhen Chinee, with a large counter added, 
and in spite of her extreme dimensions promises to be a stylish piece 
of furniture, «Load line, 18ft.; on deck, 22ft.; beam, 7ft.; depth of | 
hold amidships, 4ft. 6in.; draft, 4ft. 3in.; displacement, 844 tons; . 
iron on keel, 2,500lbs., and 1,200]bs. insile; mast, deck to hounds, | 
17ft. bin., with 8ft. pole above; boom, 19ft., and gaff, 12ft.; hoist, 
14ft.; boweprit outboard, 9ft. Her midships is bold without being 
too full—high plumb side, a long, slow turn to the bilge and a hol- 
low floor, well cnt up forward, easy in the quarters and nxf to no | 
flare, the frames forward being U shape, flattening away into a | 
plumb cutter stem, With a trie off the beam this yacht comes very | 
near to our beau ideal of a single-hander, As itis she is an Ulustra- | 
tion of the great things which can be accomplished on small tonnage ' 
with depth given the consideration it deseryes. Like her little 
sister, she is to be ‘nobby” in finish, with bright decks and joiner 
work helew. The cabin will show 4ft. bin, head room, ample stow- 
age for two and forecastie for cooking. ' 
The third yacht Stephens hasin hand is approaching completion, 

the decks being about laid aud the interior already fitted up. Along- 
side the others she towers like a monster, though fizuring but four | 
tons on the register, She has been named ‘Aneto,’ and ts from 
plans designed by her gwner, Mr. H. W, Haton, Seawanhaka Covin- * 
thian Y. C, Asa vessel we thoroughly approve of in type, we pro- 
duce ber lines in this issue, and subjoim the following description. 
Anets fias been built to combine those salient qualities we have often 

dwelt upon as essential to the realization of all thatcan he got out , 
of the sport of sailing. We are pleased to finda gentleman of Mr. | 
Eaton's experience coincide with our views to the extent of produc- | 
ing a vessel corresponding in- her main features to what we should 
counsel where sailing for sailing sake is kept in view, and wherethe 
yacht is Jooked upon as a tool devised in answer fo the sailor’s quest 
for an efficient substitute in a, small way of the regular ship on the | 
largest scale. F 

Aneto was not built to go poling stern first up creeks and pick | 
apples from overhanging bows, she was not got out to go clamming 
in six inches of water or to floatin a back yard puddle, nor was she 
proposed as a naked racing machinein which eyery yacht-like strain 
is sivamped in the greed for speed, nor yet is she intended to serve 
as a convenience for ‘pleasure parties” out fora ‘‘ride on the water.” 
Her model has been determined from the standpoint of legitimate 
yachting. Yn her the ruling proposition has heen to combine safety, | 
ability, weatherliness, acommodations, and convenience with as 
much speed as can be engrafted upon a scheme intended to fulfil the | 
foregoing to the utmost without any wusteful sacrifice. Individuals 
differ, of course, in their tastes and fancies and we donot wish to be | 
understood as saying that variations here and there in the design | 
herewith illustrated would necessarily imply high treason and draw 
with if fiat failure. 
There are ao number of ways ot arriving at the same result and the 

lines may be altered, proportions modified, different arrangements — 
and contour adopted and other sail pisns may be selected without | 
yitiating the attainment of the qualities sought in a high degree, 
But as an excellent example of how yacht-like characteristics are to 
he embodied in a vessel of the size we find the Aneta commendable 
in the warmest term No one can doubt her satety, no one will | 
question her handiness in rig and general convenience of deta, nor | 
will any one after inspection speak slightingly of her accommodations | 
below, and in a small hoat much stress is very properly laid upon | 
this particular. Those who climb into Mr, Eaton’s boat come out 
exclaiming “simply immense,” astonishing.” ‘all you can ask,” 
and the like, The critic is always “agreeably disappointed” and even | 
those who expected much from feir knowledge of such boats bestow | 
recognition pon the success with which the designer has combined 
such liberal stowage with excellence in form of hull. Only recently | 
4 look aboard a sloop 25ft. load line and 12ft, beam in the Seawanhaka | 
hasin disclosed less accommodation below and less room on deck, | 
barring cockpit, than Mr, Haton’s little yawl of 21ft, line, with bunt. 
ift. beam. This apparent anomaly is brought about by the greater | 
depth of the yawl, whose sides, being well carried down, give greater | 
width across floor and berths than in the quickly shrinking pegtop | 
hottom of the shoal sloop, After all it takes three dimensions to | 
make up space. and sn excess in one direction at the expense of 
some other, simply leads to large area in the way of wide decks. 
their width being however neutralized by excrescences necessary 
to give even a modicum of available volume down below, the length 
of which is also limited by the fore and aft dimensions of the house 
overhead, Thus itis that more cabm and a much larger forecastle 
are to be found aboard the Aneto than in the sloop, whose cabin floor 
was split up by the centerboard trunk to little more than half that of 
the vawl. Actual inspection will verify the truth of these remarks, 
and in this connection we should add, to ayoid a useless Journey, 
thatthe Staten Island shops are open on alternate Sundays only, 
next Sunday being one of the ‘‘off days,” when bolt and lock an- |. 
nounce the absence of the builder at his home. 
A study of the Aneto’s plans will save further explanation. It is 

enough to say that she has moderate heam, great depth, easy bilge 
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und high side, with lead on the keel, and 4 yery moderste rig of no 
racing pretensions, She will have a pole mast with one shroud a 
side, @mizzen will bea log and the topsul a jib leader, ‘The 
bulkheads are shown inthe half Wreadth plan hy dotted lines aud 
the shape of the hatch aswell. No louse or slide is sit aba the 
hateh covering the foor with standing hight beneath and the deck 
beams heing clearsoverhead when sitting on the fransoms. Only 
one of these is indicated in the body plan, put all the boats Stephens 
has Under way will boast of two for herthing Owner and friend, 
Anelo has good airy quarters for « hand forward to tale his turn at 
the helm when foreign bound or to devise ways and means for the 
inte! man through the slilinl manipulation of the doctor's’ de- 
partment in the forepeak, The main cabin has heen réstriched to 
Heth in ieneth fo permit washroom, ete., between bulkheads anil 
the long quarbers forward jusb mentioned, The cockpit is 
limited to a small well for one person, or for the ecep- 
tion of the nether shanks, waterproof ¢ushious outside 
the coaming serving for seating purposes, Aceuss to the 
cabin is had by # sash in the hateh, and a similar arrangementat the 
forward ond leads to Washroom and forecustle, all heing connected 
by doorways below, The water tank is located in the run, the space 
alongside the cockpit heing devoted to Zeneral stowage. The ice 
chest i: in the bow. and will havea pipe from the tank coiled around 
the inside for & constant supply of cool water. The wash and toilet- 
room has one of A. B. Sand's clever lithe pumping arrangements, 
and @ tap to the tank aft enables water to be drawn in all parts of 
the heat, Covking geal Consists of oilstoves with cast-iron bottoms 
and fixed covers, especially adapted ta yachting wants. The hull 
juside has heen paid with tar, for preservation of the wood and for 
keepiag the bottom sweet. The smell of the tar has almost entirely 
disappeared, and is not likely te prove perceptible when a little aged, 
The yaeht will have no paintzbut the black ou side and a petiicoat 

below water. The deok and interior srein bright wood; the eeiling 
heing handsomely wrought in varrow strips of beaded Georgia pine, 
Hatch and yangboards of mahogany very neatin finish, Whatever 
may he thought of these boats. itis certain that for quality of stack, 
perfect fastening, attention to detail, finish and consvientious and in- 
Lellizent workmauship thronghont, these three yachts are conspicu- 
ONS examples ~nd it is bub vight the builder should receive this 
public acknowledgment of, turning out the strongest and finest jobs 
yet seen in small yaebt building in America, The fourth contracthe 
has in hand is 0 Gutter] 286. loud line, ft. beam, oft. fin, draft and 
Sf, 10h. from cabin tiooy to underside of beams, Her keel will be 
daid a8 svon as one of those in frame can betturned ont of the shop, 
unless other arrangements can be made at onee. A fifth boat 20 fn, 
Joad ling andifp. beam will be set np later in spring, 

Tie details of construction of Aneto are as follows: Keel of clear 
oak 6x6 in. tapering at ends to 41gin. sided: lead on keel, 6x8in, aud 
Stt. long; weight i8s0 Ths. An oak shoe willbe rim underneath as a 
chafing guard. Lead bolted np with gin. composition bolts, 12in. 
apart; stem and postand knees of oat. sided 4in.; frame donble 
Sawn, sided 24g and moulded 24 at heel and Ij at head; spaced 2tt, 
between centers with steamed frame isin, sided between; floor 
knees of hackmatack 2tgin. sided; plank of jin. eypress below load 
line and Georgia pine above worked in single length fore and ait: 
bilge strakes of yellow pine: ceiling and bulkheads of same; cockpit 
jineéd with sheet lead, with outboard drains and staved np wilh yel- 
low pine, beaded with oak eap: plankshear #léx1!éin. oak, the butts 
of deck plank jogging into it at ends; clamps #xii4in. oalc; rail 2xtin. 
oalc) fastenings all copper riveted; deck stuff 1x2in,. selected piue. 
bind nailed; anchors, 25 Ibs. Trotman, and 5) Ths. long shank fisher- 
mau's anchor: chain 4-16in, link, about 25 fms. with manilla rode for 
long scope; mash Sin. diayn. at partners: bowsprit 344x244, ege shape 
fit sham; mizzenmast af deck sin. diam, é 

DETAILS OF ANBTC, 
GUAT OYA HLL lca elaine clelelslololald dup Br Be ee ag Ae, 24 fh. 
Length on load tine Lei. Soe, eg 21 fh. 
Beam extreme, 2). \-)..-----2--, 4 - Tht. 
Depth amidships, keel te deck - 5th. din. 
Greatest draft......- theo . 4ft. Gin 
Leastfreeboard an a ds 
Displacement. . 484 tons 
Lead on keel... 1850 Ibs. 
EHO Msi dey, Serene. et ee 2550 Ibs, 
Mainmust, from stem. , .. 5£ft, din 
Mainsail, hoist......... 4 ft._ 
Muainsail, foot... 1G Et. 
Mainsaal, bead... .. 13 ft, 
Bowsprit outhoard, . tit 
Jib on foot. ,- _ 412 ft. 
Jib on slay... 19 ft 

it. 10 in. Mizgzen mast abatt end load line, 
= Sf, fin. Mizzen hoomkin outboard. 

Mizzen on duit... 
Mizzen, foor.. 
Mizzen, head __ 
Mizven, leech. 
Topssil yard , eo 
AACN MIWED SAN Co yes. ors. eae Sete Keres 

HEIGHT AND VELOCITY OF ATLANTIC WAVES. 
REMWARE that one of your correspondents, In concluding his 
lelter on the “heavipe-to of scréw-steamers’ makes the follow- 

ing statement: *The velocity of the great waves of the Atlantic is 
acimowledged fo average about nine knots. hence the most danger- 
ous speed When running is that rate. which small-powereil steamers 
ean seldom @xceed, even with the aid of canvas when practicable.” 
Who are (he authorities who have thus giyen us new data ep one ct 
the Most interesting end, fo seamen, one of the most important sub- 
jects of the duy?- Scoresby gives the wave travel af a2 miles per 
honr, and other observers have come to somewhat similar 
eonclusions. In Atlantic gales I have frequently measured 
the speed and found it 8 miles per hour, pins the rate at 
whiclt the ship was steammge througu fhe water wheh nearly oar 
quite head te wind (say fouy Imots per hour), It is the enor- 
mous speed of waves which causes fuem to be dangerous. and 
if it were possible to reduces ito ning miles per hour, the emshing 
momentum with which they now sweep over thestern or deele would 
he proportionately reduced, and mAny a ship posted as missing 
might still be afloat, I recommend your correspondent, on the first 
favorable occasion, when his ship is running hefore the sea, to year 
a cork fender or other suitable tloat astern, mark the time when it 
vises on the wave erest, and also when ihe wrest yeaches the stern. 
With this measurement, and the rate of sailing, tlie problem fs 
easily salved. The majority of seamen have doubtless notived that 
fhe eveatest mischief is generally accomplished when the wind ¢om- 
iences bo lull, when the sea falis with a dull, heavy thud in lien of 
the sharp. crisp shock it previously conveyed to the ear At nicht 
these thads sound ominously as thé white erests roll ever and fill the 
hollows with flecks of foam, The explanation of this phenuame- 
non is simple, The strengik of the wind propels the mass 
af waye forward in horizontal direction with a certain foree and 
velocity wntil it breaks, and when this occurs it still nisintains 
its onward conrse in broken water and spoondrifi, Reduce 
the foree of the wind, and gravity Immediately seizes what under 
other circumstances would be homme overs large area, Tt is prob- 
able thal an examination of the log hooks of ships on hoard of 
which damuye bas heen sustained during extraordinary gales, would 
confirm the cerrectuess of this assumption, Nhe darger is net u0o- 
frequently aggravated by the attempts of zealous offluers ho treep 
them ship on her course before the subsiding of lhe sea wavpants 
sich a proceeding, 
We have still much to leayn about waves, Afi the present iimy the 

data of Dr. Scoresby is secepted by savauts, nolwithstandin= the 
tact that commanders of Atlantic stsamships frequently meet thew 
of & length more than double the amount given hy the learned 
(doctor. Although his he-ghts are believed by Seamen tu he equally 
errenaous ib mush he admitted that the problem presents many 
difficuities; for, if trizonemetry be used, a single degree of error im 
The direction of the base line will greatly interfere wlth the eorrect- 
ness of the résulis, Aayone who has attempted to solve this 
problem during high and dangerous storms will acknowledge that 
many difficulties will crop up to perplex his chservations, In a 
former pumber of the Nautical Mayozine T stated that on one oe- 
easion the result of my culeulations gaye the height! of the waves 
WW feeh from crest to trough, Of coutse, the tigures excited an 
immense deal of crificism, especially from tllose who regulate such 
alfaivs from their closets, If ene commits an error in assaying to 
elear up such problems, il is cerbainly satisfactory to do win good 
company; and quite recently, on turning over o series of letters 
from the late Admiral FitzRoy, lfind the followitk remurks on the 
subject: “You inform me that during 3 recent eule off the Western 
Tslunds, you uscertained that the height of the wayes was 40 feet, 
Tf can assure you that of one oeeasion T made them 70 feet,” 
At the time of writing my article, the Fach of my Lavine this letter 
ih my Possession escuped my memory, It is singular that the 
observations of Dr, Scoresby in one locality. and those of Admiral 
WitzRoy in another, shonld not coincide. Fnre observers must 
decida who is vight. (y the purstion of helzht there cannot he a 
doubt, for a ship nearly 500 feri in length furnishes Wninipeachable 
data for this part of the work. Ib js the Woash of scienre that the 
dredge and plummet have enabled ito map the hed of the ocean as 
clearly as the surveyor can the face of the country, Interesting a 
this unquestionably isto the naturalist, itis of lithe practical use to 

seamen, beyond the regular line of soundings; but anything that 
bears on fhe condition of the surface is practically useful to all, who, 
like myself. huye spent the best years of a life in traversing it. 
Possibly, whe the hext scientific expedition sets forth from these 

shores, instructions will he given 14 pry particular artenflan to this 
much-neglected branch of practi¢al usefulness. To many, the height 
of the Waves Is as much a subject of Interest as the height of the lancl, 
1f fonnd, why should if not be recorded on the chart, For if would add 
another factor to those we are already Familiar with. 

if is to be hoped that some of the able officers who conmanil 
Aqlantic steainships will niake observations on the length gad height 
of waves, for when their crests can he seeu from the saloon deck 
above the fore (and according to the late lamented Captain Moodie, 
The topsail) yards of ships, nearly 500 feet in leneth seamen, at any 
rate, wUibe under the Lnpression that the maximum height given 
by the learned doctaris, during the heayy gales surpassed, on the 
eréal civela route lo New York, Of one thing we are certain, that 
fis leugth of wave, 600 feet, is notahly in error. ITshate this fact, not 
only from personel observation, but from the testimony of ofher oh- 
server. amongst them js Mr, Douglas, the talented engineer of the 
Trish Lights, who states that when building the sentinel lighthouses 
of thé coast of Cornwall he had oecasionally measured waves of 
twelve of thirteen hundred feet in leneth. If may be argied that 
these waves were on soundings, a fact which I think wonld tend to 
shorhen their range. What observer ever saw waves of such dimen- 
sidns rolling over the bay's of the most exposed parts? But let him, 
after a suctession of western gales, stand onthe bold headlands 
which spring abruptly from, the sea on the west coast of Treland, and 
mark, if a ship happens to hein the offing, how many waves there 
are between her and the shore. Their small number will astonish 
him. as it did myself some years since, when running for Galway in 
an equinoctial, it appeared to me that not more than three or four 
formed on the mile of water that lay between the ship and the shore, 
—W. A, Kiddlein Nauticnl Magazine. 

OUTRIGGER FOR CANOES. 

CORRESPONDEN'T located in the Far West, heyond the reach 
of manufachiring centers, sends the accompanying sketch of a 

home-made outrigger attiohed to his canoe for the use of oars in the 
pursuit of hunting, The spread of the two arms at the cockpit coam- 
img isi0m. Hach aro is made as shown in the skefch, A piece, B, 
is turned down at the end, another length of fat har, ©, is welded tu 
the back of GB, and outhoard forms a truss in connection with the 
stud, D, Both pieces ave welded at the outer end, where a deep collar 

H, with circular hole, is Introduced between the two arms and welded 
to them, the rowlock being slipped into this collar, The edges of the 
inboard portion OF C are beveled wilh 4 hammer and filed su as to 
slide into the clamp (t, secured by screws inside the coaming. The 
section of Ginthe sketch will make the method plain, The out- 
Vigger can be quickly unshipped, and when in place gives a rigid 
support to the oar. The rowlock was made by splitting 4 square bar 
the required length, then shaping the halves into the arms and thick- 
enijz up the ends hy turning over. The lower portiou is fled round, 
leaving a square jog for good hearingsatthetop. The collar. H, 
Taay he made of stout pipe. 

THE CASE CORRECTLY STATED, 

Riitor Forest and Stream: 
One would think, Considering the great gumber of yachts owned 

by residents of New York and the vicinity, that matters relating to 
yachting would challenge more attention from the newspapers and 
periodicals; but Porwsr Anp STREAM appears Lo bé the only publiea- 
tion that fakes hold of the subject In anything like an appropriate 
manner. and presents its articles with excellent illustvations in a 
truly interesting style, When you declare fhe chief ohjects to attain 
in following the manly arh of sailing are ta obtain phe besh possible 
models in boats for safety, speed and comfort, and to improye the 
capabilities of our yachtsmen ss sailors. £ belleve you have struck 
the right trail, and will surely find snceess in followiny it. 
Yachtsintm have heeu too prone tf make yachting an expeusive 

Inxury. the object appearing to be to possess boats whose costly 
tsibin decorations would excite the enyy of others; the owners have 
spent mole money in the effort to make @ yacht’s cabin look like a 
gilded parlor in some fashionable hotel than they have to perfect 
models. Ty the déscription of new yachts we offen read more about 
the fitting yy) and upholstering Of saloons and staterooms than abonr 
the merits of the boat itself, as a-yacht; the consequence is that the 
talk among visitors and cuests on a yacht is generally about the mag- 
nificenue $f the eabins, not forgetting toe mention whether or not 
there is an upright piano or parlor organ on hoard, which article, T 
think. is ubout as suitable wn appurtenance on a stage-coach as on a& 
yaeht. The impressions meyer. made on (he minds of many men 
who would like to become good sailors is that yachting Means main- 
taining a@luxurious loafing place, at enormous expense, iostead of 
being 4 delightful means of Sa pror pie one's mind and health by 
gaining skill as sailors while sailing their hoats thermselyes, 1 yen- 
ture the remark thal eightoutof ten Owners of the fancy craft he- 
longing to the clubs beraabouts would be completely “at sea," if by 
accident they were blown out of sightof some Uttle harbor and were 
called wpou to direct the handling of their hosts. 
Such a resnlf doesn’t oblain in ae yathting. tay Please those 

who follow such a course; lei it remain so with them, but let us aid 
and instruct the eliss whose desire itis lo become sailors iu fact, not 
mere jwhers Of “something” they laye te depeud entirely upon 
others to mansze for them; and the way to create this desire is to 
haye move public discussions of the subject, less coufinement of 
opinions to club circles. 

LOG OF THE SEMINOLE. 
4OM. DOUGLASS'S Nonpareil sharple yacht Seminole, Boke 

Pacetti, which left New York on the 22d nit., arrived al St. 
Augustine on fhe morning of the 19th inst. after a jong and bolster: 
ous passume. Heavy weather on the 244 compelled her to put into 
Absecon Inlet. and in (\herun from Delaware Breakweter to Portress 
Monroe, onthe afternoon and night of the 27th, she ancounfered a 
severe northeast gale with snow, aid experienced the heayiest sea 
of the whole trip, During the first 50 miles of this run, with wind 
W. N. W., she rade $4¢ knots under jiband jigzer alone. The little 

sel. rating 2) tons. was ably handled by Capt. Paecetti, and 
hehayed admirably. and though covered with spray néver shipped 
asea, Prom Norfolk sbe followed the inside passage to Ockrakokee 
Inlet, and thence, outside to Beaufort, N, C., where she arrived the 
fth inst. Leaving Bearfort, $ih inst,. with brief runs in variable 
weather, she fought her way to Cape Pear, and af 3:80 the evening of 
the 12th. sailed from thera direct tor Georgetown dntrande, 8, C., a 
run_of 75 miles, at midway heing 26 miles off the coast. This run was 
made Under double reef.in 4 strong N, B, breeze, and Georgetown 
lizht was sighred af 2:80 A.M. 4 

Unfayorable winds and fog detained her at Georgetown, and she 
lefli there on the 14th, making ,only twelve miles to North Santee. 
She put out on the itth, at three P, M.. and at four P.M. on the 17bh 
wentinte Tybee. On the 18th, becalmed off the liz¢htship, she made 
no headway till three P. M., when a light breeze sprung up. and she 
reached St. Augustine bar atS A, M., on the 19th, having made the 
run of 186 miles from Tybee light, in seventeen hours, The appear- 
aiee of the little vessel as she entered the harbor ander full sail, 
before a strong WN, E. breeze, was graceful in the extreme, the 
peculiarity anid heanty of her rig, which is known as the “Roslyn 
yaw! rig,” exciting universal adinivation, A evowd of friends poh 
the wharf huzzaed .vigorously as she sailed swiftly by them and 
rounded to off her dock, The captain and crew were all in fine 
health and spivits, and their arrival was a preat satisfaction to their 
many friends. “The Seminole sustained no injury of any kind ex- 
cept the boom traveler, and proved herself a thorough seaboat, not- 
withstanding her Jight draft of twenty inches. Her bvilder, Mr, 
Thomas Clapham, of Roslyn, N, ¥., may well congratulate himself 
upon the achievements of this vessel. The Seminole is now in the 
Commodore's basin, fitting out for the exploration of the south 
edast of Mlorida, 

_ She Nonpareil sharpie with a new rig, named by Fores? anp 
Srream the “Roslyn yawl rig’ Her length overallis soft, Extreme 
Henin, 15Eh. Depth of hall at main heam., 4ft. bin. Draft of water in 
sailing trim, 18in. She bas no keel, but inside, and running from 
stem to stern, a very heavy keelson, Her centerboard is 18ft. jong. 
bff. deep and din. thick. Sh# has 4 balance rudder, Sft, of which is 
aff of rudder stock and 2ff. forward of same. She bas two masts, 
viz: a mainmast 43ft, in length. and a driver-mast37ff, She carries 
four standing sails, all triangular in shape, tix: jth, forestaysail, 
mainsail and driver. Her sail area is so balanced with referenve to 
her displacement that she ¢an be readily steeréd and worked to 
windward without her rudder, Her main gaff is 25ff, in length, and 
rejects about 15ft. nahove masthead when hoisted: main boom same 
ength. Her driver-sail has 4 hoist of 35ft., and 18ff. foot. Her 
tonnage is 4214 tons, carpenter's measurement, and 20,05 Oustdm 
House measurement. She was built by Thomas Clapham, of Roslyn, 
L. L., New York, of nak, chestnut and Florida pine, with fastenings 
throughout of galyanize(Liron. Her tonnage is greater than that of 
any sharpie yacht ever built. Her cabin and staterooms are finished 
in hard wood, with ample aceommodations for four, and with 
quarters forward for six men: is furnished with galvanized iton 
tanks to hold 210 gallons water; is nggzed in the most thorough and 
substantial manner throughout, and is fitted with Gardner's patent 
steering spparatus.—St. 4ugustine Ula.) Press. 

DEATH OF CAPT. ROBERT FISH. 

NE of cur most famous lichts in yacht modeling was called to 
rest Wednesday morning, January 17, aftar 3, sport illness incl- 

dental to old age. Capt. Robert Fish died at his residence in Pam- 
rapo, N.J., in ‘his seyentieth year, ufter a long life deynted to the 
aE apa of yacht modeling and building, in which he achieved 4 
rillant success, redounding to his credit and the fame of his count- 

ry. In early life he started as a boat builder along thé river front, 
after serving apprenticeship with Wrancis of lifeboat fame, He 
pale won a reputation for speedy boats amuug the eet of small 
ry, of which he turned out 6 lurse mumber. One of these, the cat- 
boat Una, was taken to England by Mr, Grinnell many years ago 
and pertormed such wonders abroad that she gave birtu to the prea- 
ent class of Cowes Unas, ‘Uhis bisteric little boat figures iy all 
yachting annals and exercised great intireuce upon the constriction 
of suilboats throughout Wurope generally, In later years Caplain 
fish tuvn-d his attention to larger game, and gathered his brigntest 
laurels in the fast lizht-weather sloop Eva, huilt for the Lorillatis, 
andin the sloops Annie, White Cap, and Vixen, buit for the Livings- 
tou family of Staten Island, and in the Vision, built for \he Messrs. 
Ajexander. His crowning achievement jas in the hipping and re- 
hallasting of the schooner Sappho, and the victories over tne British 
schooner Cambria he scored as her skipper. Captaim fish's forte 
lay, however, in smooth-water fiyers, With the exceptian of the 
Sappko he failed \o strike good form m his schooners: They were 
| long, shoal, sharp. und light in displacement As a consequence 
Challenge, Meteor, Wanderer, and “nchantress, all handsame to 
look at, proved fast down Wind, but inferior with the boom trimmed 
in. As a citizen he has justly heen held in hivh esteem for woswerv- 
ing integrity and unassuming modesty, Ase friend and the head of 
® family all who knew bim mourn the loss of a generous, open- 
hearted nature—one bright star less in the yachting firmament, and 
no new light rising to fl the void, 

in external remedies the presence of oll, which soils the clothing, 
and poison is most objectionable. Yet all liniments, salyes, lotions, 
ete., contain it. Brxson’s Capcine Porovs Puasters combine per 
fect cleanliness and nnparalleled enrative powers. Quick, thorough, 
safe, neat. Beware of imitations, All druggists. Price £5 cents. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
———— 

RS No Notice Taken of Anonymots Correspondents. 

G. N. P., Middletown, Coun.—The adiiress is Worcester, Mass. 

tT, B. AnD Many OTHERs.—We cannot lindertake to answer queries 
about horses, actresses or cards, nor to decide wagere. All such are 
outside the scope of this journal. 

Rivne, Sault Ste. Marie.—The reports of Government rifle tests are ~ 
contained iu the Aunual Ordnance Reports, published by the War 
Department, Write to the Secretary of War, 

X, X. X., Osage City,—1. What is the best illustrated work on birds 
ata moderate price ($5 or $6)? 8. Where is Holden? Ans, 1. We 
know of none at that price, 2, a87 Sixth ayenue, New York. 

J. V.8., Front street. City.—The close season in sale of quail will 
hegia Feb. t. It will then be in order for yourself or some other 
interested party to procure the arrest of the hotel keaper if he serves 
the bins atter that date, 

zon Rastrop, West Somerville, Mass. Wor waterproofing boots 
falce 4 quarter of a pound of bect and mutton suet, a teaspoonful o: 
lard, half pint of nealsfant oil, one Ounce of beeswax, half an ounce 
of Burgenndy piteh, and a half onnece of turpentine, Melt up the 
snel, the Jard, the piteh and the beeswax in a pot, stir in the oil, and 
When oi the fire and cooling alittle, put in the fapentine. Tf you 
want to be elegant. add a half box of blacking to give it a wolor, 
Warn the compound aud paint the boots, uppers and soles, It 
mukes a hoot quite water-tignt, and salt water cannot faze it. 

0. P.F,, Philavelphia, Pa.—i, For live quail for propagation apply 
to Reiche & Bro.. Chatham street, New York City, 2, The mode af 
liberating, published in ourissue of Noy, 1) lust, is this: The birdsare 
pub into cardboard hoxes, a pair in each box, and taken at night to 
the designated place, Here the boxes are put down on the ground 
in the dark, being opén at ons end. Sometood is spread about them 
and they are left. The birds remain quietly in the boxes all night. 
Tn the morning they come out, tleere is nothing to frigthteu them, 
and they begin tofeed. Atuightthey come back to the boxes for 
sheltey. Tn this way they become aveustoned to the locality and re- 
main there. 

Brown's Bronchizl Troches for Coughs and Colds: “1 cannot 
yery well do without them, There is nothing to be compared with 
them.” ev, 0. D, Watkins, Welton, Ind. Price 25 cents per box. 

frist the subject will so grow as a matter of interest to many 
men who hitHerto lave seldom given thought to petlies that you 
often. Mr. Editor, will find yourself at your “wits’ end’’ lo make 
space forthe many excellent ideas, suggestions and recitals of cx- 
periences that will naturally spriog from increased interest in_the 
most noble of spurts, Rh. @. H, 

The New Orleans Picea june thinks that Prank Vvayne should go to 
Niagara Falls, and shoot the rapids. 

Some Wyoming “cowboys” are to have made by the Colts two re 
yolvérs costing $800 each. 
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FISHING 
IN 

FOREST AND STREAM. |JAN, 25, 1883. 

American Waters. 
BY GENIO CG, SCOTT, 

New and Revised Wdilion. with additional chapters. 
ou Southern and Miscellaneous Wishes, ete. 

ILLUSTRATED WITH MORE THAN TWO HUN- 

FLY BOOK. 

DRED WOQD ENGRAVINGS, 

This book is the recogui#ed Standard authority 
for American Anglers and Fishermen, embracing 

Coast and Estuary Fishing with Rod and Line. 

REGUGAE, with Mlastit- Bandy.c sone. dso rence te Pree cebercee deere seelecieel abel aac oti. 50 65 0 80 90 ) 1.00 
SUPERIOR, # ri RRS MRE ca Ee 1.25 | 1.75 | 2.00 | 2.50 : 
BEST MOROCCO, with Leather Strap............. 1,45 2.00 2,50 §,00 3.50 
RUSSIA 2,50 8,00 4.00 4.50 5.00 
ee xtra fen. css 8125 | 8.05 | 5.50 ~ |) v.50 
PATENT CLIP (holding eight dozen flies at full length) | 1.50 2.00 
SAM, estra quality (The “South-Side")....: ccc... scccssscscsebcsssaucssesascceslicssese es | 5.00 

Inches long.............. ele ES bsbetpb aE tab: <i ¥ Fe sles pbc heteicieindeletote.a's'y AE SSS OEE dS ESO 85 4 4s 5 5g 6 616 va 1% 8 

TACKLE BOOKS :—Regular Styles, $1.25. Morocco, canvas lined, 6inches long, $1.50. Morocco, canvas lined, 7 inches long, $2. Solid calf, leether 

Pig “ene y 

Fresh Water Fishing with Fly and Bait, Natu- NET RINGS. | NETS. 
4 eee =e Mishe -~ as 
a Bestar. ie Pecan cay ‘a yas ans Age Plain, with serew socket .....,... Lara HANDMADE LANDING NETS. 
Coast Fish and Wisheries. Southern fishes and | 4.) 4; bee ia Voldingonee, screw socket. . Cott 2 “ 2 r 
How Angled for, Cookery Adapted to the Re- | Folding twice, screw socket... .. 0.00 ce ccceeeeccec sees ueseeeeeeeeteee | /OULOM: oo caceue ett ste. dee 15 fe “a a a af 50 ti “15 1.00 
sources Of Sportsmenin the Wilderness or o ¥ Woop. F 3: Eig = Rage iinet py was re 
tl ae id ates : arm ibe haat Complete, with short handle and net........-....--2---42;-eceeesr eee: 225 | Inches deep. ........-.. .. 2 14 16 18 20 2 2 30 36 48 
ane {SA ELS pe Compiete, with long handle and net... 20... cece eee cee sees ree ee 175 t 

One volume, 539 pages, 208 engravings. Hand- eistinies st: rat STEEL. HAND-MADE MINNOW DIP NETS. 
somely | lin extra cloth, Price $2.50. ‘ollapsing, with screw socket. ............2...3: someély bound in extra cloth oA 34 Collapsing? extra AE ae BRORIE ATT GOCERESING Mottin: foc oes} ss damask cond ox 2 met =a 2 65 a nee 

blished and sent postpaid o 2ceipt of price by HBONE, 4 SOLLE ae i 2 <5 : 65 15 : 120 
SS ae ene cP REELS OME ED Pee ake BY I eoanod ee hata ae $9 | Black Bass....... $i0 60 | Salmon........-... 1800 | wm WW i & 4 ‘30 

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, 
NEW YORE. 

Tilustrated Price List Gf Books relating to Sport 
ing and Rural Life sent on application. 

WALLACE S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00. 

For sale by the Porest and Stream Pub, Co 

A Leading London Physe 
ician establishes am 
Office in New York 
. forthe Cure of 

s EPILEPTIC FITS. 
From Am,Journalof Medicine. 

Dr, Ab. Meserole (late of London), who makes aspecialty 
of Epilspsy, has without doubt treated and cured mare cases 
than any other iving physician. His success has simply been 
astonishing; we have heard of cases of over 20 years’ Stand- 

UM PHREYS OMFO TARY 
VETER pECIFICS 

FOR THE CURE OF_ALL DISEASES OF 
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry. 
_For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 
Specifics have been used by Farmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horse R.R., Travel Hippodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success, 

LIST OF SPECIFICS, 
A.A. Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

ever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 

EO. 

ing successfully cured by him. He has published « work on -B. Cures Pounder, Spavin, Stifmess, 
this disease, which ha sénds with a large bottle of his won- | €:..C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, THe. 
derfaul cure free to any sufferer who may send their expresa ).D. Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms, - - - 75e. 

and P, O, Address Wo advise any one wishing a cure to nd- &.E. Cures Cough, Heaves, Pneumonia, The. 
dress Dr, AB. MESEROLE, No. 96 Join 8t., New York. ™ | F.F. Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, 75. 

at G.G Prevents Ahortion, - - -- + - - Se. 
- m4 i H.H, Cures all Urinary Diseases,- - - - T5e. 
ie STEEL 1.1. Cures Eruptive Diseases, Mange, &c. 75e. 
EF} cs J.J. Cures all Disenses of Digestion, -_- 75c. 
a Fr EN § Veterinary Case (black walnut) with Vet- 

erinary Manual, (830 pp.), 10 bottles of 
— Medicine, and Medicator, - +» - - - $8.00 

—= BRO Medieator,- - - ------ es ate 35. 

2 | 0S"These Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 
| address on_receipt of the price, or amy order for 

Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humphrey's Veterinary Manual (390 pp.)sent 
free by mailon receipt of price, 50 cents. 

t@-Pamphlets sent free on application. 
MUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO. 

169 Fulton Street, New York. 

Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161, 
For Sale by all Staticners. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEW CO., 

Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St, New York. 

1881 EDITION Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Froe | 

OF THE Full-Length COT, in this case, ¥ 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8, 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. 

Hurlingham and London 
QUN CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES 

For sale at this office 

A WHEK. $12 a day at home easily made. 
$ Costly Outfit free. Address TruE & Co., 

Price twenty-five cents, | Augusta, Maine. 

1 

THE BOOK OF BOOKS! 
CHEAPEST! LATEST!! 

BEST!!! 
Tak New Amentoas Dra- 

ang, Hhusteat 
chefdtouyra of 
‘An elegant book 

ren biipdred pugea. 
Tietines und pronounces over 
thirty thousand words, It is 
‘enpto the tines" a 
upon the American and 
English wothoritjes. ** Pour- 
techn liundred columns’ of 
dofinitions, with numerous fine 
ener 8, A. perfect Vado 
Men bcok for ALL, Be- 
siden a complete dictionary, at 
giso containg all the gsual 
tables, 4U columns of AUDrevia- 
tions, Phrases. &o., American 
Geogriphical Names with Doti+ 
nition nnd Signftleation, Pore 

ABSOLUTELY 

THE MOsT 

LIBERAL OFFER EVER MADE. 
The Famous Old, Original, and Reliable 

Fayorke Family Paper, 

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER, 

Established 1863, began its 2lst year January 1833. 

It is a larze eight-page, forty-colunin Tustrated 
Paper, size ot Ledger, Mvery number contains charni- 
ing Stories, ‘Tales, Sketches, Voeins, Wit, Wumor and 
Fun; Ulustrated Rebus, Humorous Bygravings, Sketches. 
Poema, ete. ; 500 jolly good laughs; algo the * Rogue's Corner, 
kuown the world over for its exposure of Frauds. Swindlers, 
and Humbugs. We desire to double our circulation, and to 
do so we huve secured a special edition of the entirely new 
700-page American Dictionary, complete and unabridged, It 

ular Nawez of Sates and | coutains a8 much matter as any $1 Dictionary, and it is 
Cities, Abreviations used in | earnntly as represented. f 
wil Tab Thongh worth double the price, 
ofthe vt a cet we ofte lure, reliable. » yet we offer our lurge, reliable, 

a and popular nation! paper for only 60 cents a year; and 
Pon [to at once secure al,000 new subseribers, we now affer this new 

and elegant 70-pave Dictionary in smbstantial eloth=yilt bind— 
ingas a free gift to all who rend 5!) cents for the Banner one 
yearand enclose 18 ceuts to part pay actual custof postage, ete., 
iN the Dictionary. 

NDERSTAND 
piper is worth $1 a 
any one sold at = 

Tablos showing power of Man, Horses, &o.. Statistica 
ulation of the World, Ri 13 of all countriog, In 
the Metrio System, Languaro nnd Lexicography. C 
The Ocsan, and much other yalable anti in: mitter, KMEM 
this is not atrasby imported book, hut it ia a new, fresl, ond perfect Dievion. 
ary, printed from now type on fing paper, with new engravings, containing over 
700' pages superbly bound in fing cloth. embossed sides, with full gilt back and 
title, (it ix exactly like aboyecut.) Lvery etudent, teacher, every man, woman, * 
and child needs this inveiugble standard work. 

That we mean what we san; have 50.000 
Dictionaries contracted for; that one 
r.and Dictionary contains us niuch as 
you ean have both by return mail; and 

ve 
‘, 

a 7 that awe qguarante tisfaction in erery case. 
BEAR IN MIN The ahove DICTIONARY — the best, CUT OUT "This otter, and enclose 21 green stamps. Tf not 

5 eheape-t, most valuable and desirable delizhted, you can have yor money back. Club 
hook eyer printed —is' sent prepaid usa Free Cift with our 
large, eight-page illustrated Ledger-size Family Paper for a 
Whale year, and all for only §3 cents in poxtuge-stampes, cash, 
ormoney-order, Now is the time! 

The Maynard Rifles and Shot Guns. 
NEW OFF-HAND 3TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1881. 

of five. $2.75; ten. 35. f 
THINK of a 7@-page, 1.400 column, cleth-gilt Dictionary, 

anda standard family paper all free tor apaltry 6oceuts. Send 
now. Address, Banner Publishing Co., Hinsdale, N,H. 

WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK, TIP STOCK, 
AND SWISS BUTT PLATE. 

For Hunting and Target Practice at all ranges, 

Sas the “MAYNARD” more completely supplies 

the wants of Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle 

in the world, as many barrels can be usedon one stock; and for accuracy, con- 

venience, durability aud safety, is not excelled. Send for Illustrated Catalogue 

describing the new attachment for using rim and centre-fire ammunition. 

MASS. ARMS COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS., 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York, 

Kyuoch’s Patent Perfet” Brass Shells 
MANUFACTURED BY 

Kynoch & Co., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base. Use either Winchester 
or Wesson primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost only about half as 
much. Weigh less than paper shells. and in consideration of their reloading and other advantages, 
are really cheaper than the paper. They also shoot stronger and closer, and can he loaded heavier, 
as inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. wee possess a great adyantage over all other brass 
shells, as owing to the thin metal they can be closed (as represented in cnt) by simple use of the thumb 
or fingers, and straighten out to original shape when discharged. These goods have already gained a 
wide and favorable reputation in Europe, and in the opinion of many prominent sportsmen will soon 
supercede to a great extent the old style of both brass and paper, Samples will, upon application, 
be mailed (without charge) to any sportmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade only, For 
sale in any quantity by gun dealérs generally, or in case lots only (2,000 shells) by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

Wealso carry a large stock (at allseasons) of Kynoch’s regular thickness brass shells, adapted to 
the Berdan Primer, Price materially lower than the American make of same quality. 

cS. BEB. Wiis iwTson,. 

©) 

Medals and Badges 
A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnished on applica-~ gts 

tion free of charge. if 

Standard Works. 
FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 

An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first 
twelve volumes of the Forest AND SvREAM. 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, $1.50. 

SHOOTING. | 
Its Appliances, Practice and Purpose. By James Datzren Doucarn. Contains 

practical information on guns and gunning. Its chapters treat of the Barrel, the Stock, 
Locks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech-Loaders, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, 
Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and Partridge Shooting, The chapter on “The 
Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field sports ever published, Hlegantly 
rinted on fine paper, 380 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $3. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
I, Haunts and Habits. IJ, Range and Migrations. IL. A Morning Without the Birds. 

IV. Nomenclature, V. Localities. VI. Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers 
from the Forrsr aNp Srream. Pamphlet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 14 cents, 

‘PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. 
Training ys. Breaking. By 8. 'T. Hammonp, Kennel Editor of Formsr anD STREAM. 

Pronounced by those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to he the 
best work on the subject ever written. 100 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $1. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and BAEBIET facilities for manufacturing our goods 

setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our SHpeTint® goods. Send for catalogue. - 89 Park Row, New York. 
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( : i t si ar Lica “The Detoralor and Farnisher is not only the most imposing, butis certainly the most: artistic pub 
~ “tion anid the very highest in merit that has yet seen the light here.”—[N, Y, Com. Adv. 

The Decorator & Furnisher 
AN ELEGANTLY PRINTED AND ARTISTICALLY 

ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL. 
TREATING OF THE 

Decorating and Furnishing of the Interior of the House, 
Giving twenty-four to thirly pages of original reading matter from the best known and most popu- 

ie se subjects in this country and in Europe, also ORIGINAL DESIGNS FOR ALL 
KINDS OF HOME ADORSMENT At “ORNAMENTATION, Furniture, Carpets, Tapestry, Pottery, KINDS OF HOME ADORNMENT AND 
Freseo and Panel Painting. 

A Richly-Colored Plate of Designs for Fresco and Panels, 

“The Decorator und Furnisher, a New York} “America possesses nothing that lives in the 
monthly. the desigus and sketches of pieces of 
furniture, ceilings, whole furnishéd rooms, orna- 
mentations, etc., in which are among the finest we 
haye seen of Jate, even in Paris. Phe publication 
is evidently one of great promise. aud cannot fail 
to be justly appreciated by our countrymen at 
home and abroad. as well as hr Huropean experts 
in the line it is addressed to. The first number is 
a piece of high art. anda splendid specimen of 
typography. ’—[American Register, Paris. Dec. 9,°82 

“Tt is a paper calculated to give ideas, sugges- 
lions and yaluable designs to all those interested 
in the decoration and furnishing of the house.” — 
[Washington (D. C.) Republican, 

‘Tt is well and abundantly illustrated, and the 
October number contains a large colored plate 
showing desigus for ceilings.’—[N. Y,. Tribune. 

‘Established as a well edited and useful peri- 
odieul."—[N, ¥, Times. 

Subseription $4.00 per year. 
A patent binder to preserve the numbers aGcompanies each subseription. 

BE. W, BULLINGDOR, Publisher, 75 Fulton Street, New Work City. 

[ESTABLISHED 1869.] 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
LOWELI MASS. 

Our paper shot shells are made with great care w 
to a process that renders the shells wate: 

vharges of powder without bursting, and are reloada 
We offer them as equal, if not superior, to any other 

makes, and warrant them in the full sense of the word. 

58 subjecte 

keep their smooth shape stiff, inside and out. 

[pon new and improved machinery, and the paper 
peaot, pliable, and capable of withstanding large 

@ year now drawing to a close has been with the ForEst AND STREAM one of most: 

gratifying progress, Marly in the year by am important, mechanical improvement, the 
typographical beauty of the paper was greatly enhanced; and in August, with the beginning 

of the tenth year of publication, it was : 

Permanently Enlarged to Twenty-eight Pages. 
There has been an equal growth in other important respects, The patronage accorded 

to this journal by the intelligent reading public bas never been more cordial than it is at the 

present time. Sustained thus heartily, the publishers are prepared to maintain in 1883 the 

FOREST AND STREAM prestige as the 

Representative Field Journal 
ot this country, at once entertaining, useful and influential. As the exponent of the 

highest types of field-sportsmanship the paper will be adapted to the tastes of all men who 
use the rod and gun as means of pleasure and recreation. Broad in its sympathy with all 

that is legitimate in field sports, free from any entangling alliances with cliques, having no 

interests to serve save those of its constituents, and never hesitating in its criticisms of 
whatever may be inimical to these interests, the Forest AND Srream’s highest ambition 
will be to preserve in the future the approval won by its course in the past. Ib will persist 

in its efforts to awaken in the public md a fuller appreciation of the importance of the 
proper protection of game in the breeding season, and of due moderation in the destruction 

of game at other times. This it considers a matter of prime importance, not so much to the 

man whose wealth and leisure enable him to make extended tours to favored game countries, 

as itis to that already very large and constantly increasing class of business and professional 

men, whose favorite relaxation from the routine of employment-is found in brief vacation 
trips to the woods and fields and brooksides. 

The enlarged form of the Forest AND STREAM enables its editors to present vach week 

in the several! departments a large and varied supply of reading. In the columns of 

The Sportsman Tourist 
Will be found sketches of trayel and sport. Coming from many different, Writers, and 

widely separate parts of the country, thesesketches always have the charm of novel ty, and 
they are sure to be read with interest by sportsmen, beeamse their writers see bhings through 

sporlsmen’s eyes, and describe them from the sportsman’s standpoint, 

Natural History. 
This department will not deal with fossils hor with the monsters of African jung 

Quite on the contrary, it will treat of the animal life of land and water in our own country, 
the habits and ways of American fur, fin and feather, in which American sportsmen are 
presumed to take an intelligent interest, 

Game Bag and Gun. 
In addition to the numerous accounts of hunting and shooting excursious, necessarily 

varied and interesting—as such accounts must need be—these columns will be found of 

special value to amateur and veteran alike, because of the frequent interchanges of experi- 
ence in all matters pertaining to game and shooting, 

Sea and River F ishing. 
The-angler willfind in the pages of the Foresr anp StrREAM the best angling literature 

of the day, in quantity more than is contained in all other publications put together, This 
journal has inaugurated a series of angling tournaments, the initial meeting haying been held 

same atmosphere. * “ * Ttis already standard.” 
—[Boston Times, i 
“Containg coniributions by men of established 

reputations,” —[Hvening Post (N. Y.). 

“It certainly deserves success, for this lirst num- 
ber is altogether admirable in illustration and in 
maiter,”—/Christian Advocate, 

“Tt peor to be one of our most valuable 
special journals. *"—(Independent. 

“Tt is calculated fo meet the wants of people en- 
aged in the fascinating business of fitting up a 
ouse.’—[Springfield Republican. 

“The publications which minister to the decora- 
tive arts In this country are many, and, generally 
speaking, of a high order of merit; but there is 
seareély one of them which can quite compare 
With the new trans-Atlantic periodical, the first 
number of which is now before us," —[The Building 
World (London), 

Single Copies 35 Cents. 

THES 

FOLLETT PATENT 

‘TrouteBass Reel 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable ‘Metal Reel ever 

offered to the Anglers of this 

i) Country, 

| SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLAGK BASS 
AND PICKEREL FISHING. 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
be purchased from dealers in your place. 

W. & J. M. AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front St., Rochester, N. Y. 

le from four to ten times, if desired. They also 

in the Central Park of this city; and it is believed that others of equal success will follow in ROSEWOOD 
PAPER AND other years, Meanwhile, the man who loves to yo a-fishing may find in the FoRESst ann 

BRASS 

SHOT SHELLS. 

LOADERS, STREAM all the year around 4 great deal that must be to his liking. 

CAP EXTRACTORS : 

aD Fishculture. 
RECA PPERS. 

Rim Fire and Central Fire Cartridges for Pistols and Rifles. 
POCKET RELOADING TOOLS FOR ANY CALIBRE. 

“THE RICE SHELL EXTRACTORS,” 

NO GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY BY RETAIL. 
New York Acents: WALLACE & SONS, No. 89 Chambers street, New York. 
Paciric Coast Acents: CHAS, ee a CO,, San Francisco, California, 

New ENGLAND AGENTS For SHoT SHELLS: JOHN P. LOVELL & SON, Boston, Mass, 

Nrw ORLEANS AGENTS: A. BALDWIN 

THE HUNTING SIGHT 
LYMANS PATENT OOMBINATION 

GUN SIGHT, 

i 

l 
mM 
) 

| 
| | 

Cannon in the world. 

ae in Fine Goods, 

FA Fragrant Vanity, 

i, STRONG CARTRIDGE CoO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

MANUFACTURERS oF— 

Paper Shot Shells, Breech-Loading Cannon, &e. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, na 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

y } RELIABLE AND STANDARD 

UNEQUALLED For Purrry ann EXCELLEN 
Manufactured by WM § K 

, = 

Established 1846. Twenve First Pras MeEpAs. 
Three Kings, 

Peerless LTohacco Works, Soin in aut PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

The columns devoted to this important subject furnish a complete resumé of curren 
achievements and progress in this important work. 

The Kennel. 
This department has won the confidence of dog owners. Its reports of field trials, bench 

shows and other events are recognized as impartial, honest, and the most able published 
The recent series of papers by its editor, entitled “Training vs. Breaking,” haye been pub 
lished in book form, and haye had a very large sale. Other papers of equal importance will 
be published from time to time, 

Yachting and Canoeing. 
The editor of this department being a practical naval architect, and thoroughly familiar 

with every branch of the subject, will continue the same intelligent treatment of yachting 
and canoeing that have already won for the Fornsr anp StREAM esteem and contidence. 

PRIMERS AND BULLETS FOR RELOADING 
BENCH CLOSERS, Ete., Etc. 

Makes a Sporting Rifle Per‘ect, 
Send for Circularcontaining fulld 

; Address, 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

suddlefield, Conn. 

tiption, 

Its editors aim to ake the Fornsr anp STREAM a medium for the interchange of infor 
mation, entertainment and amusement among sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, 
shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like contriini 
tions are respectfully solicited. Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send tis 
reports of their transactions. Expressions of opinion upon any subject within the scope of 
the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns. 

We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest ann SrrReAm that they bring the paper 
and its merits to the attention of others whose tastes and sympathies are in accord with its 
spirit and aims, Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application. 

The weekly issues of the Forest anp Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty: 
six numbers, or 500 pages each, and the files constitute a library of permanent worth, 
Highteen such volumes have already been published, We furnish handsome file binders 
‘price $1.25) which hold tweuty-six numbers, 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $4; $2 for six months, 
office money order, draft or registered letter, 

any inthe country. Qur 
the most complete, Yacht 

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO, 
OB. 
the Connoisseurs and 
Pioneers of America IMBALL & CO. Remit by post 

Give name, town, county and State, Addres 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 
New Vawity Fai, Orientals, 
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. PALMER ONEIL & CO. 
GS F'itth Awenue, Pittsburgsh, Pa... 

SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES 
SB 

ESTLEY RICHARDS HAMMERLESS GUNS! 
These Guns sre made under the ANSON s DEELEY PATENT, and will be found superior to any other Hammerless Gun. They have 

NO LOCK PLATES, PLUNGERS, BRIDLES, OR SWIVELS, 

THE LOCK CONSISTS OF FOUR PARTS ONLY, and they have been subjscted to the severest test by a wear and tear trial of 

BO,000 SHo Ts. 
The Westiey RicwAkps HAMMERLESS GUN has therefore passed the point of experiment, and its Duradility EsvaBuisuEp. 
ft is safer than any other hummertess or hommsr gun, and in shooting powers these guns are unexeelled! Hvenness of pattern and hard hitting being the points gained, and as 

clos: a pattern as desired. 

All gauges and grades furnished by us from stock, with Whitworth fluid compressed steel, Damascus or laminuted barrels, Or we will have built to special order without extra 
charge, Time required to fill special orders, about four montus. 

We offer unprecedented bargains in 

FINE GUNS WITH HAMMERS. 
The demand for hammerless guns haying lowered the prices of fine guns with hammers, 

Wwe oF F EH FR 

W. C. Scott & Sons’ 10 and 12 gauge, with hammers, $80 to $120; original price, $150 to $200, Also afew Scott PREMIERS, heavy 10 and 12 gauge, at $150, Bargains, 
Fine Williams & Powell, with hammers, 10 and 12 gauge, $52 to $100. Greener, with hammers, 10 and 12 gauge, some of his finest, at from $40 to $150. 

Above wre net prices, und to any one who can be sutisfied with a gun with hammers, are splendid bargains, 

RAMSAY MACAU, Eemmedy Re peating Rifle 
Commission Merchant, ; 

3 HOWARD ST,, N. Y, q.| mc) 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST. | | ie 
H r i 

The Still-Hunter, 
—BY— 

T. 8. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID, $2.00, 

The Latest and Best. 
: Greatly superior to any other Magazine Rifle yet made. The solid metal in line of fire 

at time of discharge renders the Kennedy ABSOLUTELY SAFE. 

These rifles are made .44 cal. 40 gr., and .45 cal, 60 gr., using the same ammunition as other magazine rifles. 

For Sale by the Forest and Streain Pub. Co. Can be obtained from any first-class gun dealer in the United States and Canada. 

Late of 314% Oxford Street, London, W.., 
Gun manufacturers, by special appointments to Her Majesty the Queen, H. RB. H., the Prince of Wales, and the most noted shots of Europe, give notice that they have removed to a 

new and large manufactory erected by them, and their address now is _ i 

AUDLEY HOUSE, SOUTH AUDLEY ST., LONDON, W. 
They. take this opportunity to inform American sportsmen that they have patented A NEW REBOUNDING HAMMERLESS GUN, which, after the mosh careful practica 

trials and severe tests, they confidently reccommend as by far 

HAMMERLESS 
Its advantages are STRENGTH, SIMPLICITY, SAFETY AND FREEDOM FROM MISFIRES, JAMES PURDEY & SONS will only make one Pee 

States, viz: THE BEST. Guns take about five months to make, and can be ordered direct from the makers, or through the agencies of SCHUYLER & DUA 
York, and JOS. C. GRUBB & CO., 712 Market street, Philadelphia. ‘ - A 

: WN. B.—Messrs, Purdey & Sons are prepared to sell the rights, or grant a license (subject to certain conditions) for the sole manufacture of this gun in the United States. 

ty of gun for the United 
H, 189 Breadway, New 

+ 
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No suit like this. Send for description to 

GEO. ©. HENNING, 

The One Price Clothier, 
410 SEVENTH ST., WASHINGTON CITY, 

ALSO FOR SALE BY 

A.SAKS & CO., Richmond, Va, 
JOS, POLOCK, St. Louis, Mo. 

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle 

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON 
603 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 

MANUFACTURERS WF — 

Fishing Rods, Reels and Tackle 
OF BYERY DES@RIPTION. 

A specialty of 

Woon, ROD MOUNTINGS, FEATHERS, HACK- 

LES AND FLY-TIERS' REQUISITES 

FOR AMATEURS, 

The celebrated Bethabara Wood is stronger than 
Split Bamboo and as tough and elastic as tempered 
steel. 

Wy 3g&te 5g 34 1 YY IMin. square 
asgtt.Jong, "8s 4h os id each, 
65-page illustrated price list of fishing tackle by 

mail for 10cts: in stamps. Wood and Rod 
Mounting prize list free. 

Wilson Patent Adjustable Chair 

uth thirty changes o 
positions. Parlor, i 
rary, Invalid Chair. 

Child’s Crib, Bet _o) 
Lounge, combining 
beauty, lightness, 
stren, rh, sim licity an 
comfort. verythin 
to an exact selance 

3% Orders by mail prompt- 
ly attended to. Good 
shippped C. 0. D. Sen 
stamp for Illustrated 
Circular; quote Fores 
AND STREAM. WILSON READING POSITION. Si 

ADJUSTABLE CHAIR MANUFACTURING CO 
661 Broadway, New York, 

awaited. 

0 EXCHANGH.—A P, WEBLEY & SON'S 
12-bore, 9bs. breech-loader, all improvements 

except being hammerless, splendid shooter, for an 
equally good gun weighing from 7 to7lbs, H. 
Cc YY GLOVER, Tom's River N. J. janis,2t 

UNNING—CHATHAM, MASS.—ONE GENT 
can be accommodated forthe bYanting season 

of 1888, which is seven weeks from the 10th of 
March, A good house and all the paraphernalia 
for gunning}; liye decoys and boats. Price $125 for 
theseason. Inquire of I. G. CURTIS, Post Office, 
Box 1234, Boston Post Office. jan25,1t 

ANTED,—OFFERS FOR TAPLIN’S FARRI- 
ery, (2 vols. inone), Hd, 1794—Galaxy. This 

office, janz5,1( 

A new 12-gauge, 8i44Ibs., double-barreled hreeeh- 
loading gun, made to order under the Nichols 

patent. Laminated barrels, rebounding locks, 
patent fore end, polished stock and all improve- 

ments. Has never been used, Price $175, Can be 

seen at this office. deews.te 

(aes SALE.—A LARGE QUANTITY OF BROOK 
Trout Fry, ready for delivery from February 

Ist to April 15, at $3 a 1,000, A liberal discount 
on large orders. A 
Randolph, N.Y. Jani, tf 

dress, EDDY & MOSHIER, | NELL SPANIEL 

- FOREST AND STREAM, 

Sov Sale, 

OR SALE.—16 VOLS. FOREST AND STREAM, 
8d to 18th inclusive; bound plainly price 

$3 per volume. Address, C, BATTHY, 29 Eagle 
Stresb, Iuffale, N. ¥. ! jan25,1t 

OUR HUMANE TRAINING 
COLLAR. 

This collar is made perfectly round, and can be 
used either with or without spikes, making a 

Strong, seryiceable collar fo training or kennel 

vise. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

DOG GOODS. 

Medford Fancy Goods Co, 
96 DUANE STREET, N. Y., 

OF 

Seni 
Rory O’More Kennel 

IN THE STUD. 
The thoroughbred red Trish setters, champion 

Rory O’More, champion Gavi ex-champion Friend 
Rexford (Berkley ex Nora), litter brother of Lady 
Berkley, winner of first prize Cleveland, Ohio, 1882. 

FOR SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setter pup- 
pies of the purest strains, Full pedigrees. W. N. 
CALLENDER, Alhany, N. ¥ 

Scotland Kennel Collies in the Stud. 
CHAMPION MARCUS, BE, K, C.S. B. 7,526.— 

Winner of twenty-four prizes at Bench Shows 
in England and America, meluding championship 
at New York and Boston, 1882. Sire of the follow- 
ing prize-winners in England: Champion Madge I., 
Champion Bruce, Ruby and Donald, Ist and 2d in 
Puppy Class, Crystal Palace: Zulu Princess, Ist 
Alexandra Palace, 1882, and many others. Fee $30. 

CHAMPION TWEED I1,—Winner of thirty- 
one prizes in Field Trials and on the Bench in Eng- 
land and America, and sire among others of Joe 
Mills, winner et Puppy Stakes, Club Stakes, and 
epecul rize at Alexandra Palace Collie Trials, 
une, 1882. Fee $25. 

Hn cite forsale from imporfed and prize-win- 
ning bitches, Prize list and further information 
of THOS. H. TERRY, P. 0. Box 2,017, N.Y. 

IN THE STUD. 

Pointer Dog Don. 
Winner of first in Al-L-Aged Stakes at the 

ate Field Trials al Fairmont, Minn; also 

Bench Show winner of second at Atlanta, Ga., 
1881, and first at Pittsburgh, Pa,, 1882. Don 

is the only pointer who has wou first at a 
Field Trial in this country, He is a vigorons, 

healthy dog, and his breeding is of the best, 
He will serye a limited number of approved 

bitches. Fee, $50. Address 

R. T. VANDEVORT, 
Homeward ayenue, East End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

er SO 

N THE STUD.—SENSATION IL. BY SENSATION 
out.of Gipsey. Large size, handsome and well 

trained, Wilserve a limited number of approved 
bitches for a reasonable fee. HAGLE ROCK KEN- 
NEL, Orange, N. I. jan2 tf 

ere ee ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
“Ringwood.” Winner of Ist and Special Prize, 

(Silver Cup), at Meriden Bench Show, ‘88. 18léin. 
high; ears spread 15 in.; Stud fee $10. Beagle Pup- 
pies for sale, $10 each (either sex). Also in the 
stud,-foxhound “Charley Ross,’ winner of ist 
Prize and Special (Silver Cup), at same Show; color, 
blue mofttle: ears BersuD 23 inches, Address, N. 
ELMORE, Granhy, Ct. jan25.tf 

N THE sTUD.—PETER BLACK, BLACK 
pointer (champion Pete ex Mab), winner of first 

at Boston, 1882. Very fast and enduring. No hetter 
black pointer in America. Fee $25, D. W. C. 
PARKER, 249 Main st., Springfield, Mass, jan1i,5t 

Master McGrath Kennel, 
Inthe stud to approved bitches only, imported 

black and white greyhound Doubleshot (grandson 
of the celebrated Master McGrath) by Riot Aet ex 
Sunflower; second and two specials, Cleveland, 
1882, Fee $40. H.W. HUNTINGTON, 77 Division 
avenue, Brooklyn, N, Y, noy2, tf 

THE ORANGE AND WHITE 

Pure Laverack Setter Champion 

“EMPEROR FRED,” 
Winner of ten prizes in England and Ameriea, 

will be allowed ta serve a few approved bitches. 
For prize winnings and particulars apply to 

BRDIMAN A, HERZBERG, 

144 Pacific street, 
corner Kingston. dvenne, Brooklyn, N. Y. Stud 

Fee 350. dec? tf 

Black Cocker Stud Dog. 
HORNELL DANDY, by Bucephalus out of Black 

Bess, weight 2ilbs. It has taken nearly two years 
to have our order filled fora black cocker under 
28lbs, We have got him at last, and he will serve 
& few outside bitches at $20 cash. Some good 
show and stock dogs and bilches for sale. HOR- 

, Hornellsyille, N. Y. 
nova0,tf 

Hu the Stud. 

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club. 
(Linited), 

Te Bl +o) COMET, 
Pure Laverack, (10,130 E, K, 0,8. B.) in the stud, 

Seyen Ist prizes, one 2d, first in Laverack Class 

at Alexandra Palace, 1881, 

Address the Secretary, Ottawa, Ont, 

Entries for D. GC. K, C. Std Book close May ist, 

1883, 

HARVARD KENNELS. 

DASH III. 
. Field trial snd bench show winner, and sire of 
the fleld trial winners Countess May, Pollux and 
Bessie, and many other gcod ones. Dash LI. since 
his importation to this country has shown himself 
to he as good a sire as his illustrious brother, 

bitches at $35. 
street, Charlestown, Mass. 

IN THE STUD. 

FOREMAN, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy I1., 
winner of second at Pittsburg, 1882; second at New 

York, 1882; first at Boston, 1882. Divided second 

with London at the N. O. Gun Club Trials, Ope- 

Jonsas, 1882. 

FEE, $40.00. 
To approved bitches only. Addiess 

W,. TALLMAN. Roek Hill, 8. C. 

Tue Henne. 

ce RED IRISH SETTERS AND COOKER SPAN- 
iels of the most fashionable blood address 

CHAS. DENTSON, Hartford. Conn “aptls,tt 

dress H, B. RICHMOND, Lakeville,Mass. Sept22,tf 

HAMPION DASH III, EX BESSIE PUPS 
/ for sale very cheap; none better. Five dogs, 

two bitches, black and white ticked, whelped Noy, 
1882, W. KIRK, West Winsted, Ct. jant1.4t 

UG.—_IMPORTED PUG DOG FOR SALE. IS 
fond of children: will carry letters, papers, 

etc. Price $25. Lock Box 287, Suspension Bridge, 
N.Y, jan1$,2t 

XTRA FINE GORDON DOG FOR SALE. 
nine months old, choice pedigree. House and 

yard broken, retrieves, well marked, kind and com- 
panionable, Price only $30. Apply care W. H. 
PIERCH, Peekskill, N.Y. jani8,2t 

OR SALE.—BLUE BELTON SETTER BITCH 
Belle, with tan markings, two years old, broken 

on quail, by Jno. C. Higgins’ champion Pontiae ex 
Rhoda, litter sister to Macdona’s Ranger. Address 
INO, LLOYD, Jr., 309 Walnut street, Phila,, Pa, 

jani8,4t 

Loo ll. and Rose; on their father’s side (W. 
Pierce’s Glencho) Champions Hlcho and Noreen, 
A. 5, GUILD, Lowell, Mass, jan25,2t 

OR SALE.—TO REDUCE MY KENNEL, TWO 
English Setter Dog Pups: black and white, 

whelped October §, 1882. Full pedigree. W. S. 
HOPKINS, cor. Chestnut and McWhorter streets 
Newark, N. J. jan25,1t 

: 

7 ANTED,—A WELL BRED ST. BERNARD OR 
Mastiff Dog Puppy trom 8to 6 months old, 

Address with price and pedigree, We have for 
sale 8 Choice Blue Belton, blue-blood Setter Dor 
Puppies, 2 months old. at $15 each. DETROIT 
KENNEL CLUB, 230 Woodward Avye., Detroit, Mich, 

jan25, lt 

OUND.—I HAVE A VERY STYLISH, BLACK 
and white ticked Setter brought to me from 

East Windsor, Mass., as a lost dog, Qwner can 
have him by paying charges. H. J, FERRY, 
Palmer, Mass. jan25,1t 

OR SALE.W_GORDON SETTER DOG. Has 
’ heen well-handled on Eastern game, and is 

& bargain for some one. L. S. KENDALL, 48 
Winter Street, Boston, qan25, 1 

Great Raffle. 
(March 1, 1883.) 

Wor the valuable kennel of sporting and other 
dogs imported by Mr. C, H, Mason, will take place, 
consisting of fourteen well-known dogs, winners 
of about 500 first prizes at the best shows. Notice 
—Tickets only $2 each, JAMES WATSON, Man- 
ager. 453 West d3d street, New York City, N. Y, 

Cirenlars containing full particulars of the 
dogs may be had from the marager. The kennel 
is acknowledged fo he the best ever Formed in 
America. Reference is permitted to the following 
well-known gentlemen: Col. Stewart Taylor, Dr. 
S. Fleet Speir, Dr. N. Rowe, Dr. J. S. Niven, A. H. 
Moore, Esq,, Bailey Harrison, Esq., Hamilton 
Bushey, Bsq., A. D. Stewart, Esq., J. P. Kirk, Esq., 
and the Editors of Forms’ anp StREAM and Spirit 
of the Times. Agent for the West, CHAS. LIN- 
GOLN, Detroit, Mich. jand,ot 
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Ghe Renuel. 

Field Trial Winners. 

We now have ready for delivery pictures of the 

following celebrated dogs, winners of prizes at 

Field Trials, on toned paper, size W=12: 

GROXTETH, LALLA ROOKH, ‘TICK, SEFTON, 

LONDON, SUE, BYRON, GLADSOME, DON, 

DARKNESS, SENSATION, PEEP-O'-DAY, 

BELLE, CHIEF, BESS A, GLADSTONE, DASH- 

ING MONARCH, PINK B, FOREMAN, COUNT 

NOBLE, CARRIE J, AMERICAN DAN, 

Price for the full sat of twenty-two pictures, f4 5 
10 picties, $2; 25ets. each. Address 

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 
P, O. Box 2832. New York City 

The Ottawa Dog Show 
—AND=— 

Exhibition of Sporting Materials 
BE HELD WILL 

Under the adspices of the 

DOMINION OF CANADA KENNEL OLUB 

March 26, 27 and 28, 1883, 

Prizé List now ready and can be had of 

B. H. G. VICARS, Sec’y and Treas., 

CHAS, LINCOLN, Supt. Ottawa 

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH 12. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms ! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO VLEAS- A BOON TO DOGS. 

This y.owder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dopa 
any other animals or money returned, It is pul iy 
in patent hoxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficaciou.. 

Price, }) cents by Mail, Postpaid. 

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs. 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pu up in boxes containing ten powders, with tre 
directions fo. use, 

Price, 40 cents per Bos by Mail. 
Both the above are recommended by the “ Forest 

and Stream and bod and Gun.” 

CONROY & BISSETT, 
65 ¥ULTON STREET, New Yor«. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
CORTLANDT STRERT, - New York, 

WRIGH! & DITSON, 
580 WASHINGYON SYREET, - BosTon, MAss 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
eae champion and other pedigree dogs of any 

preed. Send for 

‘PLAIN HINTS 'TO WOULD-BE BUY Be 
Price 10 cents, post free. Gives addresses of pr 

cipal English breeders, 

OR SALE. —TOM, WHITE AND ORANGE 
English setter dog, four years old, by Royal 

Duke ex Bessie, Bessie by Valentine’s Glen ex Dell, 
Dell by Waddel’s Pilot ex Nellie. Trained and 
handled by E. 5. Wanmaker for Wastern Field Trials 
at High Point, N. C,, November, 1882, Winner of 
vhe. New York, 188, ¢. 1881, and vhe. 1882. For 
performances in the field seé this paper's repor 
of Eastern Field Trials, 1881 and 1882. Price $00. 
Address GEORGE R. WATKINS, Paymaster U. 8. 
Navy, Box 1697, New York City. novad, tt 

OR SALE.—CAPTAIN DORSETT, BLUE BEL 
ton setter dog, whelped July 12, 1881, by cham 

pion Leicester out of Crook, who won first at New 
York, 1880; he. in 1881, and third in 1882. She. is by 

Carlowitaz out of Dell. Captain Dorsett wus thor 
oughly trained by E. S. Wanmater. Price 2225 
Address G. R. Watkins. Paymaster 0.8. Navy. Box 
1697, New York City. ee2s,tf 

OR SALE.— SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED 
well-trained setter dogs. Dora II, bred by 

Luther Adams out of old Dora, by champion Rock. 
Gloucester, bred by D. C. Sanborn of Michigan, 
under the name of Leo, ont of Sanhorn’s field trial 
bitch Nellie, by champion Lester, Address 150 
Devonsbire street, Room 74, Boston, Mass. sept2i,tt 

Oa FEW CHOICE PUPS OF FIRST 
class blood will be sald low to reduce stock > 

also one well-broken cocker bitch, 25 4 v 
retriever from lind or water. Price $25. 
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co.. N. ¥- 

MOR SALE,—VALUABLE BRACE YOUNG 
Llewellin setters (dog and bitch), dog is ten 

months old and bitch seven. They are not related 
and are a choice pair. Price for brace $40. War- 
ranted sound and healthy. C. B. LEWIS. Suspan 
sion Bridge, N. Y. janis,2t 

POR SALE.—ONE ORANGE AND WHITE 
English Setter, one year old. Very staunch. 

willretrieve; has no fault; good pedigree. Price, 
1b. Also Red Irish Setter Puppies; Eleho stock, 
Address, D. A. GOODWIN, Jr.. Newburyport, Mass. 

jan25,1t 

SPORTING DOGS TRAINED, BOARDED AND 
}K) for sale. Training, $50; board, $1 per week, 
Best of Reference, D. F. WILBUR, Lakeville, 
Mags, Junel5,tt 



vi FOREST AND STREAM. 

WHAT WILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW 
Oo L’S SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER 

OR STORM CLASS AND THERMOMETER COMBINED, 
wv Wibnh THLIG You 

| Tt will detect and indicate correctly any changein the weather 12 to 48 hours 
Win sdvance. It willtell what kind of etorm is approaching, and from what di- 
rection—invaluable to nayigators, Farmers can plan their work ac- 
cording fo its predictions. Saves 50 times its tostin a single season. 
Has an accurate thermometer attached, which alone is worth the price of the 
combination. This great WEATHER INDICATOR is endorsed by th the 

W/ most cminent Physicians, Professors BEST IN THE WORLD! 

a and Seientitic men of the duy to be the 
ij) Lue Thermometer and Barometer are put ina nicely finished walnut frame, 

j) With silver plated trimmings, eic., making it a beautiful as well as useful orna- 
ment. We will send you & sample one, delivered free, to your place, in good or- 
iy Ger, on receipt of $1, orsixfor $4, Agents aromuking from $5 to $20 daily 
i selling them. A trial will convince you, Orderatonce. It sells at SIGHT! 
WW Just the thing to sell to farmors, merchants, etc. Tnyaluable to everybody, 

U,8. Postage Stamps taken if in good order, but money preferred. Agents 
Wanted everywhere. Send forcirenlarandterms. Address all ordera to 
OSWEGO THERMOMETER WORKS, (Laryest establishmentof the kind in 
the World) Oswero, Oswere Co., N.¥ Ne Ma 

Wo refer to the Miyor, Postinuster, County Cletk, Firstant Second Natlonal Bunks, or Any Huaiuess house in 
eo, N.Y. 
Write your Fost Office, County and State plainly, and remit ly mneney-oricr, trnfton New Fork er registered 

Hh Uottge, at ow visk. 

BO 
You oan ply on 

TRABE 

MARK; SARC 
} Every Justrament warranted Perfect and Heliatle. Sive, 91g Inches long, $4 wide. 
IW Ifnot satisied on rocMving the instrument, return itatence and we will refund your 
smioney. Please etate where you saw our advertisement, 

eye x, eal , v4 _——_— 
NOPE. —s%,()) cach is the regiilar retail price for above instrument, but being desirous of intro- 

dicing them and securing good agents, we offer for a short time to deliver “a aun one’ free to any 
I 

mu 
hie 

address on receipt of only one dollar, ort for $4.00, 
presenti. 

500 Sold in Advance of Publication. 

SECOND EDITION NOW READY. 

‘Training vs. Breaking 
By S. T. Hammond (‘Shadow"), Kennel Editor of Forest anp STREAM. 

Order at once. It's just the thing fora Christmas 

Plain, practical, tested by thirty years’ experience, humane, rationnl, efficient. 

Endorsed hy those who haye read it as the best book on the subject ever written. 

* the author has added two sketches: 

The One-Hyed Grouse of Maple Run, 

My Old Dog Trim. 
he whole forming # book of 100 pages. Printed on fine paper; handsomely hound in 

Sent postpaid on receipt uf price, $1.00, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 
39 PARK ROW NEW YORK. 

“A Crack Shot,” 
With Hints for Beginners. 

By W. Miron Farrow, (hampion Military Marksman, U. 8. A. 

The only American ever winning the Albert prize of £100, and the Wimbledon Cup, value $&0)0, Eng- 
and. Winner of innumerable matches at Creedmoor. Turf, Field and Farm Champion ‘78. Military 
Champion "82, All gold medals. Wimbledon (np, 40 shots at 1000 yards. Highest on record. 

Orders will be filled in rotation as received. Handsomely bound in cloth and gilt: 9 ihistrations: 
price $1, Seni orders at onee, Many already booked, <A limited edition to be printed. Sent by mail, 
postage paid, on receipt of price, W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. J, 

Climax Gun Cleaner. 

Po the ten chapters of “Training vs, Breaking, 

Li 

cloth. 

How I Became 

Nore.—tIn thase made under the improved patent since July, 1882, the nut ‘‘F" is done away with, 
aud the rmbbers are enlarged or reduced by simply turning the rod by the hand. 

fu offering the Climax Cleaner to the sporting fraternity, we think we can substantiate the claim 
mado, that itis the most practical gun cleaner ever Invented, hy the following reasons, viz: 

is made in three joints, like a common cleaning rod, und therefore is portable. 
xd. Its perfect adaptability to its work in cloaning a gun that has been shot once, or one that has 

been nsed all day. 
ad, The ease with which it can be adjusted to fit the barrels, loose or tight. 
4h. The price, which is no more than that of a common cleaning rod, 

Price $1.50. Postage Paid. 
IN ORDERING GIVE CALIBRE OF GUN. 

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS AND DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS GIVEN ON APPLICATION, 
For sale by Gun Dealers, or address 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE C0., Lowell, Mass. 

Aotels and Routes for Sportsmen, Hotels and Resarta for Sportsmen. 

OLD DOMINION LINE. 
The Steamers of this Line reach some of the 

finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the 
country. Connecting direct for Chincoteague, 
Jobb's Island, and points on the Peninsula, Cit 
Point, James River, Currituck, Kittyhawk Olu 
Grounds, Van Slyck's, ete., ete. These points can 
now be reached by rail 'nd stage from Nortolk. 
Norfolk steamers suil Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday. Lewes, Del, Monday and Thurs 
day at 3.P. M. 

Pall information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
street, New York, 

fPHE BAY PORT HOUSE, BAY PORT, FLA. 
Kuown for many years as the pleasant resi- 

(lence of Major Parsons, of New York City, Has 
heen newly fitted and furnished for the accommo- 
dation of Sportsmen and tourists. It 1s pleasantly 
situated on the Gulf of Mexieo, and at the mont 
of a beautiful river, whose waters are alive with 
all kinds of fresh and salt water fish. Deer, Wild 
Turkey, Duck, Snipe, etc., can be easily had at a 
yery short distance from the house. Parties wish- 
ing to make inquiries will receive prompt atten- 
tion, VF. H, KNAPP, Proprietor, 

BROOKS AND MAPS DESCRIPTIVE OF 

THE MAINE WILDERNESS. 
EASTWARD, HO! or Adventures at Range- 
Jey Lakes. Handsomely bound in cloth, 376 
pages; 5 illustrations. By mail, $1.50. 

FARRAR’S Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake, 
and the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable 
companion for the Sportsman Tourist. Bound in 
Cloth, By mail, 50 cents. 

MOOSEHEAD LAKE and the North Maine 
Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete 
and comprehensiye Guide Book to Northern 
Maine. 256 pagesandlargemap. By mail, 50 cts. 

CAMP LIFE io the Wilderness, Second edition 
now ready. ‘This story treats of ‘‘camp life’ in- 
doors and out, is amusing, instructive and inter- 
esting: 224 pages, 12ills, By mail, 30 cents. 

FARRAR’S Pocket Map of the Androscoggin 
Lakes Region, including the head waters of the 
Connecticut River, Connecticut and Parmachenee 
Lakes, ete, Cloth bound, By mail, 50 cents. 

Richardson and Kangley Lakes Ilus¢rated. 
A thorough and complete guide to the Andros- 
coggin Lakes region. 320 pages, 60 ills., and a 
large map. By mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A, J, 
FARRAR, Jamaica Plains, Mags. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
Poultry and Game, 

289 & 200 WASHINGTON MARKET, 

New York. 

Consiguments of all Kinds of Game solicited, 
WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION. 

We accept consignments. Allow market price day 
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday 

for all invoices of previous week, 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF THE 

FLYING CLAY PICE gy 
LIGOWSKY 

CLAY PIGEON COMPANY 
N°33 VINE ST CINCINNATL.O . 

{Extract from Fornst AND Stream, July 7, 
881, p. 444.) 

This flightso nearly resembles the 
actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsrien to testits merits. * * * 

* # * 

POOKET FLY AND TAOKLE QASE, 
SOMETHING NEW. 

Send for Ilustrated Cirenlar, 

H. F. PRICE, 
New York City. P, O, Box 2308. 

Svoung or old 
printed instructions. 

=a For Catalogue of Presses, Ty) 
&e., to the factory, KELSE 

Meriden, Conn. 

N. M. MUZ2ZY 
45 South Canal Street, Chicago, Ill, 
Of the old firm of HITCHCOCK & MUZZY and 

MUZZY & CO. in 1852.—Having increased my facil- 
ities for the busmess of reaming out gun barrels, I 
beg to offer my services to those owning guns of 
unsatisfactory shooting qualities, My system is 
peculiarly my own. I leave no shoulders, and will 
guarantee my cylinder boring to shoot more even 
than by the old choking system, In every instance, 
I invite special attention to my method, anid the 
most satisfactory testimonials will be furnished 
when désired. Guns can be sent, and will be de- 
livered by express, 

f 0 N 

ih i 

e, Cards, 
y & CO.. 

Btandin nM 

a 
Ihave a positive remedy for the above disease; 5e 

thousands of cases of the worst kind and of lon; 
hays been cured: Indeed, a0 strong is toy faith in enisacr, 
that J wiilseud TWO BOTTLES FREE, 
UABLETREATIS: 

30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec- 

tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electrie Appli- 
ances TO MEN suffering from Nervous Depbil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles, Also 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Troubles, 
and many other diseases. Speedy cures guar- 
anteed, ustrated pamphlets tres. Address 

VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich. 

$5 to $20 
ortland, Maine, 

day at home, Samples worth 
85 free, Address Srmsoy & Co,, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” al 1] 

TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids and Indiana K. RB. 
THE ONLY ROUTH TO THE 

Trout, Grayling and Black Bass Fisheries, 
AND THE 

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME 
~RESORTS AND LAKES OF 

Northern Michigan, 
THE WATERS OF THE 

GRAND TRAVERSE REGION 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of fish 
contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the 

famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in 
these waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 1. 
The GRAYLING season opens June 1 and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many 
lakes and lakelets of this Territory. The Sportsman 
can readily send trophies of his skij] to his friends 
or ‘club’ at home, as ice for packitlz fish can be 
had at nearly all points. 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The scener 

of the North Woods and Lakes is very beautiful. 
The air is pure, dry and bracing, The climate is 
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering with 

Hay Fever and Asthmatic Affections. 
New hotels with all modern improvements are 

being erected and will be ready for the season of 
1882, as well as many extensive additions to the 
older ones, which will guarantee ample accommio- 
dations for all. 
The extension from Petoskey to Mackinac City 

was completed and opened for business July 34, 
and daily trains are now running through, connect- 
ing at St. Igace for Marquette, L'Anse, Nézau- 
nee, etc., forming the most direct route from Cin- 
einnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Dayton, 
Pittsburgh, and all Sonthern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern Points. { 
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION 

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES; and 
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and 
Sportsmen, . 

Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free 
owner's risk. 

itis ouraim to make sporismen feel ‘at home 
on this route. For Tourists’ Guide a handsomely 
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. For Time 
Cards, Folders and further information, address 

A, B. LEET, Gen’l Pass’r Agent, 
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN| 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S 

RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. 1. 

By a practical er and an old bayman, Ha-+ 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the largest rig of trained wild peese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Spectal 
attention giyen by himselt to suests, and satisfac- 
tion guardistead, “ Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, U.T. Refers -hy permission to J, B. Shep- 
herd, 891 Broadway, and Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broad- 
way, N.Y. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R’y. 
SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 

Through solid trains with Pullman sleepers rit 

daily between Washington, Cincinnati and Lonis- 

yille, through the finest scenery in America- 

C, W. SMITH, H. W. FULLER. 
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agt. 

Virginia Midland R. R. 
The safest, the shortest, and best route to 

FLORIDA AND THE SOUTH. 
Pullman Palace Cars direct without CURES 
Leave New York at 10 P. M. and 3:40 P. M. Wash 

ington, D. C.. 710 A. M. and 10 P.M, For informa- 
tion address N. MecDANIBL, 601 Penn aye., Wash 
ington, D. ©. 

JEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JUNE 26, 1882. 

Leave New York from station C. R. R. of N, J. 
foot of Liberty street. ; wld 
For Philadelphia, Ninth and Green streets, at 7:45, 

9:30, 11:15 A. a: 1:80, 4:00, 4:80, 5:80, 7:00, 12 P.M. 
On Sunday at 8:45 A. M., 5:30, 12 P. M. 
For Third and Berks streets, at 7:45, 11154. Mj 

1:30, 4:30, 5:30, 7:00 P. M. On Sunday at 8:45 A. M. 
For Trenton, 7:45, 9:30, 11:15 A. M.; 1:30, 4:1), 4:30, 

5:30, 7:00. 12 P, M. On Sunday 8:45 A.M. ; 5:30,12 P.M. 
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS are attached to day 

trains, and SLEEPING COACHES to midnight 
trains from New York to Philadelphia. 
Connection is made at Jersey City station to and 

from Brooklyn and Erie depot, Jersey City. 
Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, 239, 261 

401, 944, 957, 1,323 Broadway, and at the prineipal 
hotels, and at Nos. 2 and 4 Court street, and Annex 
office, Jewell’s Wharf, Brooklyn. 
New York Transfer Co. will call for and check 

baggage from hotel or residence to destination, 
. P, Baldwin, General Passenger Agent, W. W. 

Stearns, General Siperintendent, ’ 
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